
From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach G < @gmail.com> 

Tuesday, February. 14, 2012 9:43 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

bill palladino       ~aol.com>; Cindy Cone <        @gmail.com>; 

<~ucar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Itinermy this weekend in APEX (Barefoot FutsaJ Academy) 

~msn.com>; Chris Ducar 

Anson, our activities this weekend via link enclosed. 

Could you get me "Dino’s" phone, and/or give him mine ,so we can discuss particulars? I look fwd to meeting ruth him. 

click below... 

http://apexfnksal.comi2012/O2/13/apex-~nter-futs~l-con[’erencei#more-436 

Best Regards, 

g 

On Wed, Feb 8, 2012 at 4:52 PM, Anson Dorrance <mison~uncaa.nnc.edu> wrote: 

I will encourage Dino to spend some time with you, pick your brain and watch a bit .... there might be another "visitor" as well, Mr Mike Keating, who is experimenting 

with some player development ideas of his own. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Coach G @gmail.com> 2/8/2012 2:38 PM 
Anson, 

Too bad you won’t be in, but having Bill come out would be great. We arrive on Saturday morning around 11am. 

I’ve arranged for the Apex staff to give us their style of training, since we are their guests. They (Apex) are not Barefoot, but exposure to variety will be nice for us. 

On Saturday, I believe we start off with a Yoga Class around noon, then some Futsal training. 

On Sunday, a warm up training session, followed by Round Robin Festival Futsal play. 

I will probably come up on Friday, before my group. 

I’m happy to meet with Bill P anytime, while I’m there,,,and will fwd you a itinerary once i get it. 

The address to the Sports HQ facility is.., 
107 Edinburgh South Drive #100a, Car’y, NC 27511 (SportHQ) 

Thanks so much Anson! I’m really enjoying this exchange, and I’m very humbled by your interest. 
g 

On Wed, Feb 8, 2012 at 11:36 AM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

G, 
I love this stuff!!! 

18th and 19th of Feb? Where? 

I am off recruiting; but, Bill Palladino will be here and I will have him come over .... your player development stuff is brilliant!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>>CoachG < ~gmail.com> 2/7/2012 11:18 AM >>> 

Hi Anson, 
Wanted to tefl you that our U8 & UfO’s wifl be in Apex, NC on the f8th & f9th. The Apex Futsal group wifl be hosting us 

in Training & Friendfies. 
Wondering if you would be in town that weekend? 

The 3rd component in our formula is the game of Futsal. I think we have already discussed the benefits of this game as 
well as the way the Futsal ball aids in a young player’s development, so I won’t repeat that here. 

Instead, I will review our 4th component which we call the System. Our System is how we describe the type of skills 
training we do, the way we organize our game play, and the way we evaluate our progress. Most skills training in the 
United States is predominantly done from the same "perspective": The player’s position usually behind the ball, and 
rarely do they focus on sole work. This lends itself to disproportionally imprinting, what I call, the "chase" code, rather 
than imprinting a "CONTROL" code. The young, developing player inherently goes forward 

We use instead a 360 degree approach to skills training. Our objective is to have the player develop advanced 
"CONTROL" levels from a very young age with the ball particularly when it is beside them, behind them, and under their 



sole. We find that, by default, all balls in front of them get managed even better too. 360 degrees also refers to the way 
we teach the players to move with the ball. Most kids are like little wind up cars, you spin the wheel, put it on the ground 
and it races forward till it hits a wall. We therefore heavily stress activities that involve backwards and sideways 
movement with the ball in our sessions to compensate. This forces them to slow down and concentrate a bit more, 
putting more thought & precision into every touch, every shift in balance, posture, and spacial awareness. 

We believe this is in keeping with fostering the "Deep Learning" principles outlined in Daniel Coyle’s book, the Talent 
Code. That is also why we promote activities that are always on the edge of a player’s capabilities. Even with the older 
player’s working on juggling, we achieve better focus and results by assigning them very specific challenges, vs the more 
common "do as many juggles as you can" approach. 

Each of the activities we do in skill building has a practical application and players are encouraged and given time to 
combine the skills in their own unique way to solve problems in the game. We use special rules like "no forward facing 
passes allowed" or "no forward passes allowed" in games to force them to be more creative in how they solve problems. 
In cultures where they watch a lot of professional matches being played, creativity with the ball in all directions probably 
develops more naturally, but here in the US we think it needs a "system" approach like the one described above to foster 
it. We want to eliminate the "kick and run" mentality so prevalent in youth soccer today. 

I will cover the other elements of our Systems approach next week. 

(FY[: Futsal Euro Cup Semifinals on Gol TV this Thursday. Pulling for Spain Or Portugal) 

www.fSfutsal,com 

Coach G 
w~’.t5 futsal .corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Coach G ~gmail.com] 

2/21/2012 7:26:55 PM 

Anson Dorrance [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Mike Keating @~mail.com]; bill palladino I 

Re: Next Installment: Barefoot Futsal Academy 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

@aol.com]; Paul Roderique [paul@instepsoccer.net] 

Anson, 

Thank you for arranging the meeting with Bill and Mike. We thoroughly enjoyed meeting 
them, and had a great discussion! It was clear they share a passion for finding better 
ways to develop youth soccer players. Indie stopped by as well and did a brief freestyle 
demo for the kids that was a big hit with them! 

The last of the 5 main components of our program deals with what we call "Parent 
Preparation". This Preparation takes several forms and we believe it is critical to our long 
term success. 

The initial (Genesis) phase teaches parents of 3&4 year old children how to effectively 
inspire & teach their own children. It is appropriate for both novice and professional soccer 
parents. Only practical methods are incorporated. We eliminate the "prop" & instructor- 
dependent activities so commonly used by most Child Development programs out there, 
which are all great programs, however we just feel it’s impractical to ask a parent to 
replicate bubbles, parachutes, gertie balls, swim noodles, and special cones along with 
elaborate story themes at home, in the spur of the moment for just a few minutes. We 
educate & empower the parent. All they need is BARE FEET & A FUTSAL BALL. Parents 
are with their children 24/7, not us coaches...so, In what we jokingly call the "Cialis 
Method", we teach parents how to be ready when the "moment is right", what types of 
activities are most appropriate & most effective at those ages, how to scale those activities 
based on ability, how to make them fun, and most importantly how to effectively 
communicate with a child of that age. Our motto is "Words Matter" and we repeatedly 
reinforce the best ways to get their message across. Our ultimate goal is to make every 
parent who participates in our program, a great "teacher" & inspiration for their child in 
those formative years. Our expectation (and experience so far) is that these great 
personal "enablers" then transition into model soccer parents on the sidelines later on. 

Since the current US Youth Soccer development system is "funded" by parents, we don’t 
believe any REAL change can succeed unless the parents understand it and buy into it 
(literally). 



This completes the overview of our Barefoot Futsal based program. "The Devil", as they 
say, "is in the details" though, so we would always welcome an opportunity to dive deeper 
on any point of particular interest to you. 

We have been truly honored to have someone who has achieved the success that you 
have listen to us. We are constantly on the lookout for new ideas and ways to improve our 
program and would be delighted to hear of any suggestions or ideas you might have to 
make it better. 

Let us know if there is a next step you would like to take, otherwise we will keep Bill 
abreast of our scheduled programs in Charlotte. 

Guillermo & Paul 

On Tue, Feb 21, 2012 at 12:15 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mike, 

][ am sure it was rich ..... [ am sorry ]: was not able to make it (Chris and I were recruiting in Florida)! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919--962--4100 

> > > "Mike Keating" 

Gentlemen: 

~gmail.corn > 2/21/2012 8:22 AM > > > 

Sunday was an exceptional 2.5 hours of collaboration. I learned a great deal from the discussions with Dino, G and Paul, 

Dino, the concepts of overcoming the limits of club soccer were incredibly helpful. 

Anson, it was another breakthrough event and I appreciate you thinking of me, I am developing a player progression 

chart utilizing some of your ideas on moves, power, etc. and blending in points I learned from the barefoot guys and 

[:)ino Sunday. My plan is to hang each of the player charts on the back of our playback wall for the kids to see where they 

are and to keep them focused on their development. 1’11 forward the document for your comments when I’ve had a 

chance to get it into draft form. 

I am putting together the US-Brazilian friendlies at my facility between last week of March and mid April. t will be in 

touch separately with agenda and potential dates. 

All the best, 

Mike 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2012 2:48 PM 

To: Coach G 

Cc: bill palladino; Mike Keating; Mike Keating 

Subject: Re: Next Installment: Barefoot Futsal Academy 



Good stuff G .... thank you! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

> > > Coach G < @9mail.com > 2/14/2012 9:33 AM > > > 

Anson, 

([ will fwd you our itinerary link, for this weekend in Apex, for Dino & Mike?) Hope you enjoy this installment... 

Last week we covered the technical aspect of our Training Method. This week I want to cover the two remaining aspects of 

our method which are more philosophical in nature and that set us apart from everyone else. 

The first is that we are an In-House Club. We do not participate in any of the competitive soccer leagues. We organized a 

Futsal league this past winter which our club teams competed in and we plan to do more of that, but otherwise our games 

are limited to Festival Style play with other soccer clubs or the occasional showcase tournament. There have been plenty 

of articles written about the adverse impact of competitive soccer leagues and the focus of winning games on young 

players. Yet there hasn’t been enough done to address these issues in spite of the knowledge. 

Our philosophy is player development over team development and "winning play" vs winning games. By staying away 

from the leagues, we don’t have to worry about players playing up or playing down in age as appropriate for their 

development. The Tournaments are more of an accommodation for our parents who want to see their kids in 

competitions from time to time, but it also gives us an opportunity to showcase the player’s development and reaffirm to 

everyone that our philosophy works. 

The second aspect is our Skills Progress charting system. It is based on the simple maxim that "what gets measured, gets 

done!" There have been numerous presentations and articles by coaches on the benefits and perils of player evaluation 

systems. So we wanted to stay away from the typical inefficiencies. We wanted to make sure, especially with young kids, 

that we evaluate them particularly on things that they can control such as quality time spent perfecting a move. We also 

wanted to make sure it had a direct match application as an end point and that it was fast and simple to administer. Two 

other objections that you frequently hear. 

We select what we consider to be a few core skills to monitor and the Skills Progress Chart looks like this: 

a. Can execute the skill b. Can execute the skill at speed c. Can execute the skill under pressure d. Can articulate & explain 

the skill e. Successfully executes the skill in a match 

We use the comment line to add notes like: Can only use one foot so far, or needs to exaggerate the feint more, etc. 

Players demonstrate their ability in a session on the topic. They are then given homework based on where they are. Once 

they feel they have reached the next level, they may demonstrate to a coach anytime before or after the next regular 

training session and get their next assignment. Beating a player successfully in a match with the skill is the ultimate end- 

point and we feel that once a player does that, the motivation to continue to use that skill should be internalized. 

With this chart in hand for all players, we are able to tell which ones are spending the most time with the ball on their own 

and follow up with the player’s who aren’t. We can also monitor ourselves as coaches by noticing when the Progress isn’t 

happening the way we think it should on a skill for the group as a whole. 



Combining the 360 Degree Technical Skills work that we do with our Philosophy on Non-League play and Progress 

Charting, provides a complete picture of our Skills [mprinting Method. 

On Wed, Feb 8, 2012 at 4:52 PM, Anson Dorrance <ansonC, o~uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

f will encourage Dino to spend some time with you, pick your brain and watch a bit .... there might be another "visitor" as 

well, Mr Mike Keating, who is experimenting with some player development ideas of his own. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) ._9____1____9__:__9____6____2__:__4____1____0___0__ 
> > > Coach G < @gmail.com > 2/8/2012 2:38 PM > > > 

Anson, 

Too bad you won’t be in, but having Bill come out would be great. We arrive on Saturday morning around 11am. 

I’ve arranged for the Apex staff to give us their style of training, since we are their guests. They (Apex) are not Barefoot, 

but exposure to variety will be nice for us. 

On Saturday, I believe we start off with a Yoga Class around noon, then some Futsal training. 

On Sunday, a warm up training session, followed by Round Robin Festival Futsal play. 

I will probably come up on Friday, before my group. 

I’m happy to meet with Bill P anytime, while I’m there...and will fwd you a itinerary once i get it. 

The address to the Sports HQ facility is... 

107 Edinburgh South Drive #100a, Cary, NC 27511 (SportHQ) 

Thanks so much Anson! I’m really enjoying this exchange, and I’m very humbled by your interest. 

g 

On Wed, Feb 8, 2012 at 11:36 AM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

G, 

I love this stuf!!!! 

18th and 19th of Feb? Where? 

I am off recruiting; but, Bill Palladino will be here and I will have him come over .... your player development stuff is 

brilliant!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> CoachG < t~gmail.com > 2/7/2012 11:18 AM > > > 

Hi Anson, 
Wanted to tefl you that our U8 & UlO’s will be in Apex, NC on the 18th & 19th. The Apex 
Futsal group will be hosting us in Training & Friendlies. 
#4/bndering if you would be in town that weekend? 

The 3rd component in our formula is the game of Futsal. I think we have already 
discussed the benefits of this game as well as the way the Futsal ball aids in a young 
player’s development, so I won’t repeat that here. 



Instead, I will review our 4th component which we call the System. Our System is how we 
describe the type of skills training we do, the way we organize our game play, and the way 
we evaluate our progress. Most skills training in the United States is predominantly done 
from the same "perspective": The player’s position usually behind the ball, and rarely do 
they focus on sole work. This lends itself to disproportionally imprinting, what I call, the 
"chase" code, rather than imprinting a "CONTROL" code. The young, developing player 
inherently goes forward 

We use instead a 360 degree approach to skills training. Our objective is to have the 
player develop advanced "CONTROL" levels from a very young age with the ball 
particularly when it is beside them, behind them, and under their sole. We find that, by 
default, all bails in front of them get managed even better too. 360 degrees also refers to 
the way we teach the players to move with the ball. Most kids are like little wind up cars, 
you spin the wheel, put it on the ground and it races forward till it hits a wall. We therefore 
heavily stress activities that involve backwards and sideways movement with the ball in 
our sessions to compensate. This forces them to slow down and concentrate a bit more, 
putting more thought & precision into every touch, every shift in balance, posture, and 
spacial awareness. 

We believe this is in keeping with fostering the "Deep Learning" principles outlined in 
Daniel Coyle’s book, the Talent Code. That is also why we promote activities that are 
always on the edge of a player’s capabilities. Even with the older player’s working on 
juggling, we achieve better focus and results by assigning them very specific challenges, 
vs the more common "do as many juggles as you can" approach. 

Each of the activities we do in skill building has a practical application and players are 
encouraged and given time to combine the skills in their own unique way to solve 
problems in the game. We use special rules like "no forward facing passes allowed" or "no 
forward passes allowed" in games to force them to be more creative in how they solve 
problems. In cultures where they watch a lot of professional matches being played, 
creativity with the ball in all directions probably develops more naturally, but here in the 
US we think it needs a "system" approach like the one described above to foster it. We 
want to eliminate the "kick and run" mentality so prevalent in youth soccer today. 

will cover the other elements of our Systems approach next week. 

(FY[: Futsal Euro Cup Semifinals on Gol TV this Thursday. Pulling for Spain Or Portugal) 

www.fSfutsal.¢om 



www.f5futsal.com 

Coach G 

www.f5futsal.com 

Coach G 

www.f5futsal.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stanford MBA Online Account Information <support@hobsons.com> 

Friday, 3:34 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Request for a Letter of Reference 

Dear Anson Donance, 

You are receiving this message from Stanford Graduate School of Business because  has chosen you to provide a Letter of Reference. 
Name of Applicant: 

Email of Applicant: @gmail.com 

Please note that has waived his’her right to review this Letter of Reference. 

The applicant below has chosen you to provide a Letter of Ret~rence to the Stantbrd MBA Program. 

You may access the Letter of Ret~rence form at "the URL listed at the end of this email. Your personal access code and password, provided below, are required for 

access. If you receive an "Invalid Login Credentials" elror message, you may have been removed as a recolnmender and should check with the applicant. 

We strongly recolnmend that you sublnit your Letter of Reference at least one day prior to the appropriate deadline. 

The suggested deadlines for submitting your online Letter of Reference are: 

Round One - (actual deadline is 

Round Two - (actual deadline is i 

Round Three - (actual deadline is 

Additional intbrmation to help you complete your Letter of Rei~rence can be found on our website: 

http://www.gsb.staJ~tbvd.edu/mb#admissioMetters of reference.html. 

Please note: If you submit on the deadline, high seiwer tr~l’fic may cause technical difficulties. If you experience technicaJ~ difficulties, please use the ’Tech Suppoff link to 

contact ApplyYourself. For other questions, please contact the MBA Adlnissions Office at ~ 1.650.723.2766 or via our webform: 

http://wa~a~-.gsb, staaaford .edu/mba/contacVask question.html. 

Thank you for your time and effbrt in support of this candidate’s application to the Sta~ford MBA Program. We look forward to receiving your recommendation. 

Sincerely, 

MBA Admissions Office 

Stanford Graduate School of B usiness 

Create your password and start your Letter of Reference 

Your Personal Access Code is 

NOTE: The link, above, automatically expires 7 days ~£ter it was generated. If you use this link after 7 days, you will be prompted to create a new link to access the 

online recommendation. 

If you experience an5’ technical difficullies while completing the form, please contact the Hobsons Technical SupIx~rt temn at support@hobsons.com with a description 

of the issue you have encountered. If you forget your password, please use the "Forgot your access code and/or password?" link found on the login sereen. 

Please DO NOT respond to this message with your Letter of Reference as an attachment. Your Letter of Reference cannot be accepted through "this email address. 

Thank You, 

Stanford Graduate School of Business 

This message was sent by Hobsons on beh~f of Stanford Graduate School of Business at the request of ~,~bgmail.com) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@emaiLunc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 8:47 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Request tbr a Letter of Ret~rence 

2.doc;                  :loc 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 4:44 PM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: FW: Request for a Letter of Reference 

Dig ()Lit                     recorTm~er~ck~ti.:_~r)s ,,. Al>:_~ r~-:~mir~d me sd)o{~t the Nol:re [)s~me AD’s book for more 

From: Stanford MBA Online Account Information [mailto:support@hobsons.com] 
Sent: Friday, 3:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Request for a Letter of Reference 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

stuf!! Let’s do this q{sickIV!! 

You are receiving this message l}om Stantbrd Graduate School of B asiness because  has chosen you to provide a Letter of Reference. 

Name of Applicant: 

Email of Applicant: ~bgmail.com 
Please note that has waived his/her right to review this Letter of Reference. 

The applicant below has chosen you to provide a Letter of Reference to the Stanford MBA Program. 

You may access the Letter of Reference form at the URL listed at the end of this email. Your personal access code and password, provided below, are required for 
access. If you receive an "Invalid Login Credentials" enor message, you may have been removed as a recommender and should check with the applicmat. 

We strongly recommend that you snbmit your Letter of Reference at least one day prior to the appropriate deadline. 

The suggested deadlines tbr submitting your online Letter of Ret}rence are: 

Round One - (actual deadline is i 

Round Two - (actual deadline is ~ 
Rotund Thiee - (actual deadline is ) 

Additional in~bnnation to help you complete your Letter of Reference can be found on our website: 

Please note: If you submit on the deadline, high server tm£fic may cause technical difficulties. If you experience technical difficulties, please use the ’Tech Snppoff link to 

contact ApplyYourself. For other qnestions, please contact the MBA Admissions Office at + 1.650.723.2766 or via our webform: 

http://w~v.gsb~stantbrd.edu/mb’a/contact,’ask question.html. 

Tha~ak you tbr your time and ettbrt in support of this candidate’s application to the Stanibrd MBA Program. We look forward to receiving your recommendation. 

Sincerely, 

MBA A&nissions Office 
Stanford Graduate School of Business 

Create your password and start your Letter of Reference 

Your Personal Access Code is 

NOTE: The link, above, automatically expires 7 days at~ter it was generated. If you use this link after 7 dws, you will be prompted to create a new link to access the 
orfline recommendation. 

If you experience a~y technical difficulties while completing the form, please contact the Hobsons Technical Suppo(t team at suppork~b~hob~)ns.com with a description 

of the issue you have encountered. If yon forget your password, please use the "Forgot your access code and/or password?" link found on the login screen. 

Please DO NOT respond to this message with your Letter of Reference as aJa attachnaent. Your Letter of Reference cannot be accepted through this email address. 

Thank Yon, 
Stanford Graduate School of Business 

This mes~ge was sent by Hobsons on behalf of Stanibrd Graduate School of Business at "the reqnest of @gmail.com) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stanford MBA Online Account Information <support@hobsons.com> 

Monday, 7:07 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Request for a Letter of Reference 

NOTE: ’][’his message was previously sent on 3:33:47 PM. 

Deal Anson Dorrance, 

You are receiving this message from Stanford Graduate School of Business because 

Name of Applicant: 

EmaJl of Applicant: ~gmail.com 

Please note that has waived his/her right to review this Letter of Reference. 

has chosen you to provide a Letter of Reference. 

The applicant below has chosen you to provide a Letter of Ret~rence to the Stantbrd MBA Program. 

You Inay access the Letter of Reference form at the URL listed at the end of this email. Your personal access code and password, provided below, al.e required for 

access. If you reeceive an "Invalid Login Credentials" elror message, you may have been removed as a recolnmender and should check with the applicant. 

We strongly recommend that you submit your Letter of Reference at least one day prior to the appropriate deadline. 

The suggested deadlines for submitting your online Letter of Reference are: 

Round One - (actual deadline is 
Round Two - (actual deadline is 

Round Three - ~,actual deadline is ~ 

Additional intbrmation to help you complete your Letter of ReiErence can be found on our website: 

http://~wvw.gsb.sta~ford.edu/~nba~adlnissiol~/letters of reference.html. 

Please note: If you submit on the deadline, high selwer tr~l’fic may cause technical difficulties. If you experience technica] difficulties, please use the ’Tech Suppoff link to 

contact ApplyYourself. For other questions, please contact the MBA Adlnissions Office at ~ 1.650.723.2766 or via our webform: 
http://x~-.gsb, stanford.edu/mba/contact,’ask question.html. 

Thank you for your time and effbrt in support of this candidate’s application to the Sta~ford MBA Program. We look forward to receiving your recommendation. 

Sincerely, 

MBA Admissions Office 

Stanford Graduate School of Business 

Create your password and start your Letter of Reference 
Your Personal Access Code is 

NOTE: The link, above, automatically expires 7 days aYter it was generated. If you use this link after 7 days, you will be prompted to create a new link to access the 

online recommendation. 

If you experience any teclmical difficulties while completing the titan, please contact the Hob~ns Technical Support team at suppor~(~:hobsons.com with a description 

of the issue you have encountered. If you forget your password, please use the "Forgot your access code and/or password?" link found on the login sereen. 

Please DO NOT respond to this message with your Letter of Reference as an attachment. Your Letter of Reference cannot be accepted through this ema~l address. 

Thank You, 

Stanford Graduate School of Business 

This message was sent by Hobsons on behalf of Stanford Graduate School of Business at the request of @gmail.com) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stanford MBA Online Account Information <support@hobsons.com> 

Monday, 9:31 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Request for a Letter of Reference 

NOTE: ’][’his message was previously sent on 3:33:47 PM. 

Deal Anson Dorrance, 

You are receiving this message from Stanford Graduate School of Business because 

Name of Applicant: 

EmaJl of Applicant: ~gmail.com 

Please note that has waived his/her right to review this Letter of Reference. 

has chosen you to provide a Letter of Reference. 

The applicant below has chosen you to provide a Letter of Ret~rence to the Stantbrd MBA Program. 

You Inay access the Letter of Reference form at the URL listed at the end of this email. Your personal access code and password, provided below, al.e required for 

access. If you reeceive an "Invalid Login Credentiols" error message, you may have been removed as a recommender ~ld should check ruth the applic~lt. 

We strongly recommend that you submit your Letter of Reference at least one day prior to the appropriate deadline. 

The suggested deadlines for submitting your online Letter of Reference axe: 

Round One - (actual deadline is 
Round Two - (actual deadline is 

Round Three - (actual deadline is 

Additional intbrmation to help you complete your Letter of Rei~rence can be found on our website: 

http://~wvw.gsb.st~ford.edu/~nba~adlnissiol~/letters of reference.html. 

Please note: If you submit on the deadline, high selwer tr~l’fic may cause technical difficulties. If you experience technicaJ~ difficulties, please use the ’Tech Suppoff link to 

contact ApplyYourself. For other questions, please contact the MBA Adlnissions Office at ~ 1.650.723.2766 or via our webform: 
http://~-w.gsb.stanfoixt.edu/m ba/contact!ask ques~don.html. 

Thank you for your time and effort in support of this candidate’s application to the Stanford MBA Program. We look forward to receiving your recommendation. 

Sincerely, 

MBA Admissions Office 

Stanford Graduate School of Business 

Create your password and start your Letter of Reference 

Your Personal Access Code is 

NOTE: The link, above, automatically expires 7 days ~£ter it was generated. If you use fl~is link after 7 days, you will be prompted to create a new link to access the 

online recommendation. 

If you experience any teclmical difficulties while completing the titan, please contact the Hob~ns Technical Support team at suppor’f~:hobsons.com with a description 

of the issue you have encountered. If you forget your password, please use the "Forgot your access code and/or password?" link found on the login sereen. 

Please DO NOT respond to this message with your Letter of Reference as an attachment. Your Letter of Reference cannot be accepted through this em~l address. 

Thank You, 

Stanford Graduate School of Business 

This message was sent by Hobsons on behalf of Stanford Graduate School of Business at the request oI ~gmail.com) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Moss, Gary <gary~oss@unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 3:44 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: G~ette sto~ for your review 

Coach, 

i’m in. 

Here’s the opening lines for the preface: 

John Stuart Mill would likely be miffed, and a bit confused, if he walked onto a modern campus expecting to find a free and open "marketplace of ideas" where 

debate is a full contact sport and no truths are ever settled without a fight. 

The first thing he would do would be to ask, "Why so many empty shelves?" 

The answer he would get, if he happened to run into Anson Dorrance, would be, Political correctness." 

Being from the 19th Century, Mills of course would have no idea what the term meant, and being a political philosopher, would no doubt seek further explanation. 

"It’s a marketplace of ideas stocked with what are sold as final (as in peer-reviewed) answers, even ones that stubborn empiricists refuse to buy after figuring 

them out to be false," Dorrance would say. 

"Sort of like yelling, ’The emperor has no clothes’ in the middle of a royal parade?’" Mills might respond. 

"Bingo,"" Dorrance would say. "Political correctness is the same thing. It forces you to keep your mouth shut about what your eyes tell you if what they tell you is 

something modern authorities (doctors we now call professors) refuse you permission to see..." 

Until the next time. 

Gary 

On 12/7/:10 2:45 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Gary, 

yes, let’s reconnect then .... I like that idea: a book on pofitical correctness within academia and how it can hobble the full and open pursuit 
"truth". Looks like we have finished the title already! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:19-962-4:100 

>>> "Moss, Gary" <gary moss@unc.edu> 12/7/2010 12:06 PM >>> 

Coach, 

Thanks very much for the feedback. I’ll be glad to remove the "dork" reference. 

And when you are ready to retire a long, long time from now, maybe we can talk again about that book on political correctness within academia and 

how it can hobble the full and open pursuit of "truth" whenever the truth being pursued appears to lie beyond the bounds of acceptability. 

I appreciate your intelligence for understanding this phenomenon, and your courage to speak of it aloud to a stranger with a tape recorder running. 

Gary Moss 

On :12/7/10 1:1:33 AM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 



I would prefer not to be a "dork" but other than that I think it is a fine piece. Thank you Gary for letting me review it. 

I also enjoyed our chance to chat, the interview was stimulating. All the best, I hope we can reconnect in the future. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> "Moss, Gary" <gary moss@unc.edu> 12/6/2010 7:38 PM >>> 

Coach Dorrance, 

Attached is a draft of the feature story that will appear in the December issue of the Gazette. Please feel free to make whatever 

corrections or suggestions that are in order. I really enjoyed our talk and wish you and all your future teams the best of luck, although I 

know it will be your opponents who will be needing it. 

Gary Moss 

Fii~’ r,/afy~e Expiry i?ate Size 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aaron Thais <AaronT@hkusa.com> 

Thursday, February 10, 2011 8:53 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Coaching Youth Soccer 5E 

coact’b 

The "book" is attached. Please confirm you received it, 

Tb ~ r~ks~ 

From: Anson ~orrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesdag, ~ebrua~ 09, 2011 2:21 PN 

T~: Aaron Thais 
Subject: Re: Coaching Youth Soccer 5E 

I will consider it .... let me see the book .... 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 929 962 4200 

> > > Aaron Thais <AaronT@hkusa.com > 2/9/20~ 2!:~3 AM > > > 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I’d like to introduce myself, my name is Aaron Thais and I am the Acquisitions Editor for the American Sport Education Prosram (ASEP), a Division of Human Kinetics. 

Human Kinetics is the leadin8 book publisher on physical activity, our book topics range from coachins, yoga, personal trainins, P.E. ~ames for teachers, and more. At 

ASEP, our focus is on coachin~ education, our mission is summed up with the simple phrase "Athletes First, Winnin~ Second". We have been educatin8 coaches for 

over 30 years throush online and classroom courses. One of our most successful series is our "Coachin8 Youth" series in which we focus on specific sport instruction 

of soccer, basketball, lacrosse, hockey, football, cheerleadins, etc. 

The reason for my email is to inquire your interest in writin8 a Foreword for our latest edition of Cooching Youth SoccerSE. The book was authored by Sam Snow of 

US Youth Soccer and your name was on a short list of individuals he su88ested we contact resardin8 a foreword. As you consider this opportunity, I have attached a 

foreword by 8ymnastic 8rear Shannon Miller for you to review. This foreword by Shannon is an example of what we’d look for. However, specific comments to the 

author’s expertise are always a plus, but we ask to keep the verbiage to stay within a 300-700 word parameter. 

I realize this email may come out of the blue, and I apolosize if I have left you with too many questions for you to seriously consider writins. Thus, I ask for you to 

feel free to reach out to me either by phone (listed below) or by email. 

I appreciate your time and consideration, 

Kindly, 

Aaron Thais 
Associate Acquisitions Editor 
American Sport Education Program 
Human Kinetics 
1607 N. Market Street 
P.O. Box 5076 
Champaign, IL 61825-5076 
217-351-5076 x 7759 (phone) 
217-351-2674 (fax) 
www.asep.com 
www.h uman kinetics.com 

E5120 CYS ist pages.pdf Wed, ii [,1e~y 2011 09.53:2~ -0400 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aaron Thais <AaronT@hkusa.com> 

Monday, March 28, 2011 3:34 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Coaching Youth Soccer 5E 

Copy of :[st pages of book 

From: Aaron Thais 

Sent: Thursday, February 10, 2011 7:53 AM 
To: ’Anson Dorrance’ 
Subject: RE: Coaching Youth Soccer 5E 

Coach, 

The "book" is attached. Please confirm you received it. 

Tb a n 

Aarot~ 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Februa~ 09, 2011 2:21 PN 

Te: Aaron Thais 
Subject: Re: Coaching Youth Soccer 5E 

I will consider it .... let me see the book .... 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Aaron Thais <AaronT@hkusa.com > 2/9/20]_]. :1]_::]_3 AM > > > 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I’d like to introduce myself, my name is Aaron Thais and I am the Acquisitions Editor for the American Sport Education Program (ASEP), a Division of Human Kinetics. 

Human Kinetics is the leading book publisher on physical activity, our book topics range from coaching, yoga, personal training, P.E. games for teachers, and more. At 

ASEP, our focus is on coaching education, our mission is summed up with the simple phrase "Athletes First, Winning Second". We have been educating coaches for 

over 30 years through online and classroom courses. One of our most successful series is our "Coaching Youth" series in which we focus on specific sport instruction 

of soccer, basketball, lacrosse, hockey, football, cheerleading, etc. 

The reason for my email is to inquire your interest in writing a Foreword for our latest edition of Coaching Youth 5occer5E. The book was authored by Sam Snow of 

US Youth Soccer and your name was on a short list of individuals he suggested we contact regarding a foreword. As you consider this opportunity, I have attached a 

foreword by gymnastic great Shannon Miller for you to review. This foreword by Shannon is an example of what we’d look for. However, specific comments to the 

author’s expertise are always a plus, but we ask to keep the verbiage to stay within a ~00-700 word parameter. 

I realize this email may come out of the blue, and I apologize if I have left you with too many questions for you to seriously consider writing. Thus, I ask for you to 

feel free to reach out to me either by phone (listed below) or by email. 

I appreciate your time and consideration, 

Kindly, 

Aaron Thais 
Associate Acquisitions Editor 
American Sport Education Program 
Human Kinetics 
1607 N. Market Street 
P.O. Box 5076 
Champaign, IL 61825-5076 
217-351-5076 x 7759 (phone) 
217-351-2674 (fax) 
www.asep.com 
www.h uman kinetics.com 

E5120 CYS 1st pages.pdf Sl_}:% 76 .lu~ ?01l 15:’~5:2.¢ -0400 ~6713d, Sb%cs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, June 13, 2011 4:38 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Some new fodder for your "Differences in Men and Women" speeches... 

http://www.nytirnes.com!2011!O6/12/weekinreview/12wornen.html? r=l 



FFoln; 

Sere: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laurence <laurencel@shaw.ca> 

Thursday, December 22, 2011 2:03 AM 

’Anson Dorrance’ ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

’bill palladino’      ~aol.com>; ’cindy cone’< 
-cpacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Holiday Wishes & "The Nothing Box" 

~gmaJl.com>; ’Chris Ducar’ <~lucm(~buncaa.unc.edu>; ’Tom Sander’ 

Greetings everyone. I1: you know ~ile old Elvis song iNI make sense for me to wish you ail a "Blue Chds~rsas" (Carolina Blue of course)! I hope you ali have arl awesome 

Holiday Season and the New Year is especially great, 

Switching gears a b;~, ~:here was an oid con~k: su~iec~: ~:ha~ [ ra;sed a wh;le bad,; regarding the differences between how men & women l:hink [~ was calb~d "lhe Nol:hin~ Box" 

and was taiked abou~ by a marriage exper~ Mark Gungor. I came across this again the o~her day and thought y’ali would get a chuckle out of this video dip. Cindy, in your 

ease this video mayjus~ expiain a few ~hings that have here~:ofore been a mysb~ly wi~:h respec~ to what: is ofi:en going on inside (he heads o~ men. 

So, here’s the link to the video dip; http;/iv~,youtube.com/watch?v=S~jUFYxSxDk~.feature=related 

All ~:he best, 
Laurence 



Fil~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jin Wang < ~gmail.com> 

Monday, March 19, 2012 7:10 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From Jin - Congratulations!!’. 

Hi, Anson: 

Our manuscript entitled: "The Study of a World Class Soccer Coach: Success Secrets" has been accepted for publication by International Journal of Sports Science & 

Coaching, a veiy prestigions journal in our profession, please the website: http://www.multi-science.co.nk/sports-science&coaching.htm I don’t know which issue will 

be published and roll let yon know as soon as I receive the coW that roll be sent to you. I wonld like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank you for yonr time and 

intmadew. This article will be circulated at an international scope ruth a great impact. Sorry. for the late resIx~nse because academic people are very slow ruth no fast 
reaction time. 

Good luck ti3r your soccer team! If any teclmical worn is needed, I would be hapw to visit you some day. By the my new book entitled: "Applied Motor [,earning and 

Peribrmance" will is completed and roll be published within a year. I will scnd you a complimentaxy copy to you once it is published. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Matthew J Robinson <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 1:47 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Matt robinson Touching Base 

parenting questions.docN reduced parenting questions..docx 

Anson: 

I hope you are well. Great seeing you in Indy. 

Wanted to touch base on two things. 

See link below we are going to offer this starting in june. We have about 25 people signed up already~ I would love to have you as a speaker for the course. We are 

using online technology that you can present from NC if you like. 

-h..t..t.p..2/....w....w....w.~p..c.~.s.~.u...d.~!..~.d.~.u./~.s~.~.~.c..c.~~ 
You had asked for the survey on parenting. I have two I am attaching. One is for the parent the other is for the athlete (title reduced parenting questions). Ag~ 

it is based on research on parenting styles and the questions are related to each one of the styles. 

Lastly, April has not ok the release of the presentation. I also have three articles ready to go off the data. US Soccer paid us to do study so I have to follow her 

wishes. I think I shared a draft of an article back in December. 

Finally, I had to put book on back burner to get the NSCAA course up and going. But I am prepared to take proposal to a publisher if you want to discuss some more. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Program Director, Sport Management 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Director of International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 



PRIMARY CAREGIVERS PRACTICES REPORT 

Below are several statements that people sometimes use to describe parents. Based on your own 
actions, do you agree or disagree that you, as a parent, could be described in this way ? 
I: 
Strongly disagree 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly agree 
a. encourage my child to talk about my child’s troubles. 1 2 3 4 
b. know the names of my child’s friends. 1 2 3 4 
c. find it difficult to discipline my child. 1 2 3 4 
d. give praise when my child is good. 1 2 3 4 
e. spank my child when my child is disobedient. 1 2 3 4 
f. joke and play with my child. 1 2 3 4 
g. don’t scold or criticize my child when my child acts against 
my wishes. 1 2 3 4 
h. show sympathy when my child is hurt or frustrated. 1 2 3 4 
i. punish my child by taking away privileges with few 
explanations. 1 2 3 4 
j. spoil my child. 1 2 3 4 
k. give comfort and understanding when my child is upset. 1 2 3 4 
1. have to yell or shout when my child misbehaves. 1 2 3 4 
m. am easy going and relaxed with my child. 1 2 3 4 
n. allow my child to annoy someone else. 1 2 3 4 
o. tell my child about my behavior expectations before the child 
does an activity. 1 2 3 4 
p. scold and criticize my child to make my child improve. 1 2 3 4 
q. show patience with my child. 1 2 3 4 
r. grab my child when my child is being disobedient 1 2 3 4 



Below are several statements that people sometimes use to describe parents. Based on your own 
actions, do you agree or disagree that you, as a parent, could be described in this way ? 
I: 
Strongly disagree 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly agree 
s. state punishments to my child but don’t actually do them 
t. respond promptly to my child’s needs or feelings 
u. allow my child to contribute to making family rules 
v. argue with my child. 
w. am confident about my parenting abilities. 
x. explain to my child why rules should be obeyed. 
y. know that my feelings are more important than my child’s 
feelings. 
z. tell my child that they appreciate what my child tries to do or 
accomplish. 
aa. punish my child by putting my child off somewhere alone 
with few explanations. 
bb. encourage my child to talk about the results of his/her 
actions. 
cc. consider my child’s desires before asking them to do 
something. 
dd. express strong anger toward my child. 
ee. am aware of problems or concerns about my child at school. 
ff. threaten my child with punishment more often than I give it. 
gg. express affection to my child by hugging and kissing my 

child. 
hh. ignore my child’s misbehavior. 
ii. use physical punishment (spanking, grabbing, pushing, 
slapping) to discipline my child. 

1234 
1234 
1234 
1234 
1234 
1234 

1234 

1234 

1234 

1234 

1234 
1234 
1234 
1234 

1234 
1234 

1234 



Below are several statements that people sometimes use to describe parents. Based on your own 
actions, do you agree or disagree that you, as a parent, could be described in this way ? 
I: 
Strongly disagree 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly agree 
jj. apologize to my child when I make a mistake. 
kk. tell my child what to do. 
11. give in when my chlid makes a fuss about something; for 
example, in the grocery store or in someone’s house. 
mm. talk over my child’s misbehavior with my child. 
nn. slap my child when my child misbehaves. 
oo. allow my child to interrupt others. 
pp. have warm and intimate time with my child. 
qq. when two children are fighting, I discipline the children first 
and ask questions later. 
rr. scold or criticize my child when my child’s behavior doesn’t 
meet my expectations. 
ss. explain to my child how I feel about my child’s good and bad 
behavior. 
tt. use threats as punishment with little or no justification. 
uu. think about what my child wants in making plans for the 
family. 
vv. tell my child, ’because I said so,’ or ’because I am your parent 
and I want you to,’ when my child asks why my child has to 
obey. 
ww. are unsure how to solve my child’s misbehaviors. 
xx. explain to my child the consequences of my child’s 
misbehavior. 
yy. demand that my child do things. 
zz. emphasize the reasons for rules. 

1234 
1234 

1234 
1234 
1234 
1234 
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1234 

1234 

1234 
1234 

1234 
1234 
1234 



State your level of agreement with the following statements. 

Always Sometimes Neutral Not Often    Never 

5 4 3 2 1 

My Parents 

Permissive 

Threaten/threatened punishments but don’t/didn’t actually do them. 

Threaten/threatened me with punishment more often than they gave it. 

Ignore/Ignored my actions when I misbehaved. 

Allow/Allowed me to do whatever I wanted even if it disturbed or annoyed others. 

Authoritative 

Show/showed sympathy when I am/was hurt or frustrated. 

Tell/told me the behavior expectations before I did an activity. 

Consider/considered my desires before asking me to do something. 

Explain/Explained to me the consequences of my misbehavior. 

Authoritarian 

Punish/punished me by taking away privileges with few" explanations. 

Criticize/criticized me as a way to improve my performance in school, sports and other activities. 

Tell/told me what to I was going to do and when I was going to do it. 

Stated "because I said so" or "because I am the parent." 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lynn Oddenino <Lynn.Oddenino@bellleadership.com> 

Tuesday, July 19, 2011 2:23 PM 

a~son@uucaa.unc.edu 

Message t~om .letO, Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are having a great summer! Sounds like it has been exciting. 

Dr. Bell wanted me to touch base with you. He left Chapel Hill last weekend, off to Montana and Wyoming for a little R&R. He took Porcelain and.Steel with him and 

hopes to finish it by next week and will circle back with you once he is done. He is also researching other possibilities to see if any one might be an even better fit. 

Dr. Bell hopes you had a great time at World Cup! 

In the meantime, please let me know if I can help in any way. 

My very best regards, 

Lynn 

Lynn 
Direc[o!’, Cl[er!i: Services 

ge[i Leadersi~[p ~nsi:H:ute 

Chape~ HIll, NC 27516 
t: (919) 967.-7904 f: {9~9} 967-.3484 
lynmoddenino@bellleadersh[p.com 

www.bellleadersNp.com 

PL[gS~ NOT~: Pav~c~at~o~ by cor~suRa~ts or trah~evs ~s no~ permitted h~ 8e[I Leaders[tip h~gt~tute programs unless expressly authorized ~r~ wrR~ng ~n advance~ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

MIDN Amanda R. Serfass <m126186@usna.edu> 

Tuesday, September 6, 2011 1:50 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

gabarra@usna.edu 

2012 Naval Academy Leadership Conference 

Coach Dol~cance, 

My name is Amanda Serfass, I am a Midshipman at the Naval 
Academy and am this year’s Leadership Conference 
Cormnunications Officer I also play soccer here for Carin I 
have read "The Vision of a Champion" and think your leadership 
insight would be extremely beneficial to our conference this 
year. 

The annual USNA Leadership Conference brings more than 250 
military and civilian undergraduate students of leadership 
from across the country in a collaborative environment to 
address a leadership theme The theme [’or the upcoming 
conference is "Visionary Leadership: Navigating Through 
Uncharted Waters" where our goal is to explore the challenges 
and issues that leaders and organizations face in changing 
times and why visionary leadership is essential [’or future 
success The conference will be held January 29th through 
February 1st 2012 and we would love to have you speak and 
share your insight into leadership. 

Please let me know if you would be interested in participating 
and/or available on these dates If you are interested, I 
will be in touch with more information. 

Thank you ]2~r your time and congratulations to a strong start 
on your season 

Very respectfully, 

Amanda R. Serfass 

ME)N U SN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shari M. Levilz <slevitz@WomensSportsFoundation.org> on behalf of 

Chris Voelz <cvoelz@WomensSportsFoundation.org> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 12:20 PM 

Chris Voelz <cvoelz@WomensStx~rtsFoundation.org> 

Chris Voelz of WSF with MARCH’s Good Stuff 

Greetings TEAM! 

Wow, what a month! 
It began with hearing from so many of you, and one of you being so gracious in giving me the benefit of the doubt. You said you presumed my attribution of Women’s History 
month to February instead of March was a stroke of my chicanery - me just checking to see if you are really reading and if you are in fact the brain trust that I claim you to 
be! Thank you for your generosity of thought, but, yes, indeed, it was my mistake, which I only caught after the SEND key was tapped. Some things we can’t take back, we 
just apologize! Please accept mine. 
The 2nd reason I heard from so many of you was to offer up books and the films for our mutual celebration of women’s month_.whatever month!! So, here begins the shared 
list. Celebrate! 
PAGE TURNERS: 

¯ A Necessary Spectacle: Billie Jean King, Bobby Riggs, and the Tennis Match that Leveled the Game (by Selena Roberts) 
¯ We Rise: Speeches by Inspirational Black Women (by Various) 
¯ One Thousand White Women: The Journal of May Dodd (by Jim Fergus) 
° Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China (by Jung Chang) 

¯ West with the Wind (by Cindi Myers) 
Two Old Women: An Alaska Legend of Betrayal, Courage and Survival (by Velma Wallis) 

The Red Tent: A Novel (by Anita Diamant) 
Life and Times of Rosie the Riveter: The Story of Three Million Working Women During World War II (by Miriam Frank) 
The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks (by Rebecca Skloot) 
Flygirl (by Sherri L. Smith) 
Women Politicians and the Media (by Maria Braden) 
How Gt~at Women Lead: A Mother-Daughter Adventure into the Lives of Women Shaping the World (by Bonnie St. John) 
An Impulse to Soar: Quotations by Women on Leadership (by Rosalie Maggio) 
A Thousand Splendid Suns (by Khaled Hosseini), and 
Wonder Girl: the Magnificent Sporting Life of Babe Didrikson Zaharias (by Don Van Natta) 

FILM, DIGITAL, THE BIG SCREEN: 
Billie Jean King: Portrait of a Pioneer (2006) 
Iron Jawed Angels (2004) 
A League of Their Own (1992) 

Erin Brockovich (2000) 
Fried Green Tomatoes (1991) 
Thelma & Louise (1991) 
Rosie the Riveter (2001) 
Million Dollar Baby (2004) 
A Mighty Heart (2007) 

Bend it Like Beckham (2002) 
Sisters of Selma (2006) 
Maria Full of Grace (2004) 
Whale Rider (2003) 
Alien (1979) 
Norma Rae (1979) 
Silkwood (1983), and 
The Iron Lady (2011) 

And speaking of THE IRON LADY, the Oscar goes to... (drum roll please)_ .Meryl[ And, I loved a great quote in the movie that goes to all of us: ’Vqatch your thoughts, for they 
become words. Watch your words, for they become actions. Watch your actions, for they become...habits. Watch your habits, for they become your character. And watch 
your character, for it becomes your destiny[ What we think we become." 
NOT and HOT. 
NOT: when bounties from $1,000 - $1,500 were awarded to New Orleans Saints (read N.O. shame) players when they injure an opposing player (what is this, a "harms race"?) 
HOT: when NFL commissioner Roger Goodell sent a clear message by levying the 2nd most serious set of penalties ever in professional sport on the franchise. 
NOT: the fact that the International Olympic Committee is still sorely lacking in females in leadership positions even though progress has been made at the athlete level. A 
20% target was set for decision making positions in the Olympic Games to be held by women - so, let’s check the progress 16 years later: 17% of Executive Board is 
female, Presidents at 4% and Secretary Generals at 9%. What’s 16 years among friends!?!?! Stay tuned for more big O information this summer[ 
HOT: the contributions that the WSF team made to the quadrennial 2012 IOC World Conference on Women & Sport recently held in LA. What a team! Billie Jean 
King ,Kathryn Olson, Diana Nyad, Geena Davis, Nancy Hogshead-Makar, Jenny Finch and Julie Foudy to name a few! 
And as this month ends and thousands of baskets have been scored, I can’t help but reflect...how about those lower seeded teams, without charter airplanes or practice 
complexes dedicated to twelve athletes, which upset programs whose head coach salary alone is bigger than their entire basketball budget? And how about post game at the 
Elite 8 where there is a lingering hug and heartfelt exchange between two coaches, one named Kim whose path to the The Final Four is now clear and the other, named Pat, 
whose longer path remains unclear. 
By the time you will have received this, I will have walked the Mission Hills Golf course with donors who have travelled from Hawaii, Arizona, Montana, Northern California and 
Cape Cod to cheer on the LPGA players of the Kraft-Nabisco Championship in Palm Springs, CA. I will also have been to Denver, this year’s site of the annual robust reunion 
in the sports world, the NCAA Women’s Final Four. Once again, these at~ wonderful opportunities for me to see and thank donors, in person, for their support. (Hey, you say 
Palm Springs, then Denver?[? Tough duty - well, somebody’s got to do it[) I also can’t wait to hear the TITLE IX stories of the legends of sport who will gather at the annual 
Women of Experience brunch hosted by your very own WSF and a great sister organization, NACWAA. What a great opportunity to celebrate the 40 years of this essential 
and transformational federal law. And even if you can’t join us, we still want to hear your TITLE IX stories[ To that end, please check out: .::;.==?’:~.~:~ 
MARCH AFTERTHOUGHTS 

Why do we capitalize I and no other pronoun? (i don’t know do YOU?) 
Is it true that hot water freezes faster than cold water? 
Is it really true that half of Americans still live within 50 miles of their birthplace? 
Given that April 15th is right around the corner, I am wondering if you 70 1/2 year olds out there (aw c’mon, I know you look like 60 but your birth certificate says 
otherwise) know about the associated tax rules and benefits for IRAs? Needless to say, WSF would be happy to help you out![ And in turn you will be helping girls 
and women. Does it get any better? 

Onward to April[ 
my best, 
chris 

Chris Voelz I Ambassador, Steward 
c 



vvww.WomensS portsFou ndation.or.q 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 9:55 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thought you would appreciate this ariicle 

h tt p :!!www. wa shin gto n post. co m!blogs!sh e-th e-peopl e!wp!20 :[4!02!25!reclin e-do nt-lea n- i n-wh y-i-h a t e-s h e ryl-sa n d b e rg! 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, 9:38 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducat ~ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

March B udgets 

.pdf; W Soccer Endow~nent.pdf; W Soccer Operating.pdf; W Soccer Recmiting.pdf; W Soccer Special.pdf 



DATE R[~ff 03/04/111 

TIME RUN 21:46:41 

FBM090 - Ci 

ACCT : 
ATTRIBUTE: 0-207-9890 

SUB 
CODE DESCRIPTION 

3100 
3121 
3122 
:3124 
3125 
3126 
3144 

36i. 1 

3900 
3919 
3931 

TRAVEL 
OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 
OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 
OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 
OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 
OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 
RECRUIT TRANSP & SUB 

TRAVEL 

FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

OTHER CURRENT SERVC 
HISC SERVICES 
MEETINGS & AMENITIES 

OTHER CURRENT SERVCS 

TOTAL CURRENT SERVIC 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

ACCOUNT TOTAL 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA- CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 02/28/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE .... 2 

RECRUITING WOMEN’S    SOCCER 

......... B[~GETS ......... 
ORIGINAL REVISED 

............ ACTUALS 
CURRENT MONTH FISCAL YEAR 

18,200.00 

18,200.00 

6,626 

7,633 

1,543 

1,357 

782 

185 

72 

23 
60 1,002.i0 6,347.80 
37 453°72 1,543.37 
313 772.89 1,357o33 
i0 i.42.25 782.10 
00 30.00 185.00 
37 72.37 

18,200.00 2,400.96 110,287.97 

93o31 105.42 

500°00 173.00 
300°00 150.00 300.00 
27.00 27°00 27.00 

500°00 500.00 i. 77.00 327.00 

18,700.00 18,700.00 2~67io27 i. 0,720.39 

18~700o00 i. 8,700.00 2,6711.27 110,720.39 

18,700.00 18,700.00 2~67io27 i. 0,720.39 

OPEN 

COMMITMENTS 

1,285o80 

i,285o80 

:1,285.80 

i,285o80 

:1,285.80 

REPORT PAGE 25190 
PROGRAM iD FBM092 
ACCO[~T PAGE 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-~ 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

BALANCE 
AVAILABLE 

6,626.23 

6,626.23 

105.42- 

173.00 

173 .00 

6, 693.8:1 

6,693.8i. 

6, 693.8:1 



DATE R[~ff 03/04/_’[11 

TIME RUN 21:46:41 

FBM090 - 

ACCT: 13-19628 
ATTRIBUTE: 0-207-9890 

ACCOUNT 

3-19628-3121 
3-19628-3121 
3-19628-3121 
3-19628-3i.211 
3-19628-3121 

REFo NO° DATE DESCRIPTION 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA- CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 02/28/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE .... 2 

RECRUITING WOMEN’S    SOCCER 

T074706 05/10 DUCAR 
T074708 05/110 DUCAR 
T089471 11/02 DUCAR 
T094349 011/07 DUCAR 
T095812 01/26 DUCAR 

OPEN COMMITMENTS STATUS 

ORiGIHAL LIQUIDATING 
AMOUNT EXPENDITURES 

470.80 
389.40 
425°60 
764.40 20.00 
445.10 20.00 

ADJUST- 
MENTS 

744.40- 
425o10- 

REPORT PAGE 25191 
PROGR~ iD FBM092 
ACCO[~T PAGE    2 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-~ 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

CURRENT 
AMOUNT 

470°80 
389.40 
425.60 

COMPLETED 
COMPLETED 

ACCOUNT TOTAL ** 2,495°30 40°00 1,169.50- 1,285.80 



DATE R[~ 
TIME RUiN 
FBM091 

o3/o4/1:1 
21:46:41 

ACCT: :3-19628 
DEPT: 9890 

SUB 
CODE DESCRIPTION DATE TC REF. 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA- CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

REPORT OF TRANSACTIONS FOR 02/28/i. 1 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE .... 2 

RECRUITING WOMEN’S    SOCCER 

2ND J.Eo OFFSET BUDGET CURRENT 
REF . AC CO%~qT ENTRI ES REV/EXP 

REPORT PAGE 25192 
PROGR~ iD FBM092 
ACCO[~T PAGE     I 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS-~ 
CB 8600 CARMICHAEL 

BATCH 

COMMITMENTS REF. DATE 

3121 

3121 

3122 

3122 

3124 
3124 

3125 

3125 

3126 

3126 

36i. 1 

3611 

3919 
39i.9 

3931 
3931 

DUCAR/CHRI STOPHER C 01/02 
DUCARi CHRi STOPHER A 01 / 07 
DUCARi C 01/07 
DUCARi C 01 / 19 
DUCAR/C 01 / 26 
DUCARi C 01/26 
CH TOTAL OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

GEORGE W*PALLADINO 02/02 
CHRI S* DUCAR 02 / 09 
CM TOTAL OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 

GEORGE W*PALLADINO          02/02 
CM TOTAL OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 

GEORGE W*PALLADiNO 02/02 
CHRIS*DUCAR 02/09 
CM TOTAL OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 

GEORGE W*PALLADINO        02/02 
CM TOTAL OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 

MMD - FEDEX                   02/20 
CM TOTAL FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

13 TICKETS MENS 02/11 
CM TOTAL MISC SERVICES 

DESTINATION CAROLINA      02/23 
CM TOTAL MEETINGS & ~[ENITIES 

060 TXXXXXX CAB02 
060 TXXXXXX CAB02 
060 T094349 CAB02 
060 T094349 CAB02 
060 T095812 CAB02 
060 T095812 CAB02 

0-:I0405-i310DR 
0-I0405-i310CR 
0-i0405-:13i0CR 
0-i0405-13i0CR 
0-I0405-i310CR 
0-I0405-i310CR 

048 T093i34 E34567 
048 T095812 E36156 

048 T093i34 E34567 

048 T093134 E34567 
048 T095812 E36156 

048 T093134 E34567 

069 020396N - - CR 

060 Xi01957 ~£01i14 3-19420-0505CR 

048 Z186365 E39654 

227.70- 
744°40 
20.00 
20.00 
20.00 

425°40 
1,002.10 

406.79 

46°93 

453.72 

772.89 
772°89 

112.50 
29.75 

142o25 

30.00 

30.00 

93.3:1 

93.31 

150o00 
150.00 

27.00 
27°00 

CAB059:110228 
CAB059 110228 

764.40- CAB059 110228 
CAB059 110228 

445.10- CAB059 110228 
CAB059 110228 

1,209.50- 

APE403:110202 
APE417 110209 

APE403    :110202 

APE403 110202 
APE417:110209 

APE403 110202 

ACWSTV i. 10220 

ATHI80 110211 

APE453    :110223 

*** ACCO[~T TOTAL *** 2,671.27 1,209.50- 



DATE R[~ff 03/04./’111 

TIME RUN 21:46:4~ 

FBM090 - Ci 

ACCT : 
ATTRIBUTE: 0-207-9890 

SUB 
CODE DESCRIPTION 

0261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 

0582 FACILITY USE CHARGE 

0794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 

TOTAL REVENUE 

i000 ACCT BUDGET POOL 

29i. 10TH SUP NON-EDU MSC 

3411 PRINTING AND BINDING 

36i. 1 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

39119 MISC SERVICES 
3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 
3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

OTHER CURRENT SERVCS 

TOTAL CURRENT SERVIC 

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 

ACCOUNT TOTAL 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA - CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

ACCOUNT STATEMENT FOR 02/28/11 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE .... 2 

WOMEN’S SOCCER SPECIAL 

......... B[~GETS ......... 
ORIGINAL REVISED 

............ ACTUALS 
CURRENT MONTH FISCAL YEAR 

13,505o:19- 

13,505o:19- 

13,505.i.9- 

8,005 60 

6,956 00 

5,499 14 

20,460 74 

5,970 09 

4:14 94 

204 08 

:19 3:1 

426 00 
715o00 
793.87- 

347.13 

570.52 

6,955.55 

:13,505.19- 

:I,000.00 8,005.60 

6,956.00 

128.00 5,499.14 

i,:128o00 20,460.74 

730°00- 

730.00- 

730°00- 

730.00- 

i,858o00- 

4i.4.94 

204.08 

i. 9.3i. 

426.00 

715.00 

793.87- 

347.13 

570.52 

985.46 

i. 9,475.28- 

OPEN 

COMMITMENTS 

REPORT PAGE 25420 
PROGR~ iD FBM092 
ACCO[~T PAGE     I 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS - AD 
CB 8600 

BALANCE 
AVAILABLE 

5,970.09 

5,970.09 

5,970.09 



DATE R[~ 
TIME RUiN 
FBM091 

o3/o~/~:~ 
21:46:41 

ACCT: 3-19880 
DEPT: 9890 

SUB 
CODE DESCRIPTION DATE TC REF . 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA- CHAPEL HILL 
FINANCIAL RECORDS SYSTEM 

REPORT OF TRANSACTIONS FOR 02/28/i. 1 
RESPONSIBLE OFFICE .... 2 

WOMEN’S SOCCER SPECIAL 

2ND J.Eo OFFSET BUDGET CURRENT 
REF . AC CO%~qT ENTRI ES REV/EXP 

REPORT PAGE 25421 
PROGR~ ID FBM092 
ACCO[~T PAGE     ] 

TO: DIR BUS AFFAIRS - AD 
CB 8600 

BATCH 

COMMITMENTS REF. DATE 

0261 

0261 

0794 

0794 

1000 

i000 

:3956 

3956 

Roy A Hunt Founda.tio 02/04 069 D-3048 CF5173 

Kirk, ,MS o,Ciay,Kenan 02/10 069 D-3080 CF5173 

BUDGET iNC 02/28 02i. 0000952 0000213 

CH TOTAL RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 

BUDGET INC 02/28 021 0000952 0000214 
WSOC BALLS 02/10 031 773 A 102 
WSOC POSTERS 02/10 031 777 A 102 
WSOC BALI_,S 02/28 0311 848 A 1109 
CM TOTAL MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 

BUDGET iNC                02/28 021 0000952 0000219 
BUDGET iNC                02/28 0211 0000952 0000220 
CM TOTAL ACCT BUDGET POOL 

WSOC BANQUET 02/10 031 773 A 102 
WSOC BANQUET 02/15 03:1 797 A :104 
WSOC B~IqQUET 02/28 031 848 A 109 
CM TOTAL MEALS, BANQUETS 

DR 

DR 

1,000.00- 
1,000.00- 

128 o 00- 

128o00- 

1,000.00 
128.00 

1,128o00 

500.00- 
500°00- 

1,000.00- 

50.00- 
28.00- 
50.00- 

128o00- 

390.00- 
280.00- 
60°00- 

730.00- 

ATCFCR :110204 
ATCFCR 110210 
ATP007 i. 10228 

ATP007 110228 
ATT9]I i.102i.0 
ATT911 110210 
ATT955    110228 

ATP001 110228 
ATP00i :110228 

ATT911 110210 
ATT920:1102:15 
ATT955 110228 

ACCOUNT TOTAL *** 1,858o00- 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rigali, Monica <Monica.Rigali@nike.com~ 

Wednesday, March 30, 2011 9:58 PM 

Rigali, Monica <Monica.Rigali@nike.com> 

Lst- Soccer.SportsMklg.WHQ <Lst- Soccer.SportsMklg.WHQ@nike.com> 

Last Day at Nike 

Esteemed Friends and Nike Business Partners, 

As many of you know, my last day at Nike is tomorrow, March 31st. I have accepted a job with Fox Sports in Los Angeles and start my new job on April 11th. 

It is with very mixed emotions that I say "so long" to you all after many great years working together. I take comfort in knowing I will cross paths with many of you 

in my new role in the Marketing/Communications department at Fox Soccer. I will be working for Fox Soccer Channel as well as Fox’s family of soccer media 

brands. 

While Joe works to fill the position of Youth Elite & College Sports Marketing Manager, please refer all inquiries to my awesome colleagues, Ken Clark and Patrick 

Gibbs. Ken will handle most of the business questions and issues, while Patrick will, as always, be at the ready for questions regarding product, finances and 

camps. Their contact information is below. I could not have done my job without these two. They will not miss a beat in the transition, I assure you. 

The years I have worked with all of you have been some of the best of my life. I thank each and every one of you for always making me feel welcome in the world 

of Soccer, for your friendship, and for supporting and promoting the Nike Brand. 

I will eventually have an e-mail address at Fox, but, in the meantime, please store the following contact information going forward: 

~gmail.com 

(cell # will stay the same) 

Thanks again, everyone, and all my best to you, 

Monica Rigali 

Nike Soccer Youth Elite & College Sports Marketing Manager, U.S. 

Ken.clark@nike.com 

215-801-2210 

Patrick~ibbs@nike~com 

503-532-4816 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lnke Ullestad <LUllestad@nfcr.org> 

Thursday, June 23, 2011 12:00 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Tar Heels "Kick it to Cancer!" 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Thank you for your interest in supporting "the "Kick it to Cancer" campaign and the National Foundation for Cancer Research. What a great opportunity for 

your team to get involved to show its support for Anna Rodenbough’s mother. If you could have the appropriate contact person send me your sign- 

up/commitrnent form to lullestad@nfcr.org or by fax at your earliest convenience that would be great. 

I would like to invite the University of North Carolina Tar Heels women’s soccer team to join me in designating one or more matches this season to 

help fight cancer. It is my hope that your tearn will raise funds for cancer research through this national campaign to help fight cancer. 

Each designated "Kick it to Cancer" game will help promote cancer awareness by encouraging players and fans to distribute educational materials, 

collect donations, and designate proceeds to cancer research. 

To sign up, you or the contact person would simply choose the date of the game or games that each team would like to designate, and click here to fill 

out the sign-up form online, or visit: www.nfcr.orgikickittocancer. 

Teams can also choose to fill out the PDF sign-up form attached and email to me or fax to 301-654-5824. I attached the "Kick it to Cancer" event 

manual to inform you and your event/program coordinator about this opportunity to raise funds for cancer research. 

I hope you can help sign up your soccer team and inform other members of the Atlantic Coast Conference to participate in this event as well. Please do 

not hesitate to contact me or our Director of Marketing, Erin Stewart Chen, at 301-961-9116 or esc@nfcr.o~g. Thank you and I hope to hear from you 

soon! 

Best, 

Luke Ullestad 

National Foundation for Cancer Research 

O: 301-961-9157 

E: lullestad@nfcr.org 

www.n fcr.org/kickittocancer 

Kick it to CancerS!qnL!R Forrn:pdf Wed, 21 9~:’p 202~.] ] 1:59:35 -0400 1.02] 70bytes 
Kick it to Cancer Event Manaqerrlerlt Marlual.pdf: Wed, 21 9.e~:~ 2:."11 11:59:35-04:."0 21~5:;d, SSb’.,,tes 



$~bject: 

Beck}, Burleigh <beck},b@gators.ufl.edu> 

Monday, January 20, 2014 12:48 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

I have shared a prezi with you. 

Becky Burleigh 

shared a prezi with you: 

Prezi is a presentation tool that helps you organize and share 
your ideas. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Kerr <jason.kerr. 1 @bc.edu~’- 

Saturday, May 1, 2010 9:08 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Your talk, leadership article 

Hi Anson, 

I just wanted to say that your remarks this evening gave me quite a bit to think about. One of the most disheaxtening experiences of my graduate career was realizing 

that tgr-ing to be coachable with my committee led me partly astray. The trick it seems to me, lies in discerning when to take counsel and when to resist it. I like how 

Elder Maxwell used to say that being meek wasn’t the same as being a pushover. 

Anyway, here’s a link to that ~J~cle I wa.s telling you about last night: 

http://www.theeaneficanscholax.orp_/~litude-and-leadership/ 

See you tomorrow, 

Jason 

The purpose of poet~ is to remind us 

how difficult it is to remain jus~ one person, 

for our house is open, there are no keys in the doors, 

and invisible guests come in and out at will. 

Czeslaw Milo~, t~om "Ars Poetica?" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Kerr <jason.kerr.l@bc.edu~ 

Saturday, March 12, 2011 7:10 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Another article 

Hi Anson, 

I read this oue a few days ago m~d thought of you: 

https:i/ww~-.nvtimes.com/2O l liO3iO8iopi~o~/O8broolcs.html? 1-2&nl~odaysheadlines&emc~ha212 

Cheers, 

Jason 

The purpose of poetly is to remind us 

how dift]cult it is to remain jus~t one person, 

for our house is open, there are no keys in the doors, 

and invisible guests come in and out at will. 

--Czeslaw Milosz, from "Ars Poetica?" 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sports Path Commtmi~l <admin@sportspathcommuni~.com> 

Thursday, June 24, 2010 1:03 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Robin Rus~ll has added you as a colleague! 

Robin Russell has added you as a colleague! 

To view their profile, click here: 

http ://wv,~v. sportspathcommuni~, com/pgiprofile/rrussell 

You cannot reply to this email. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Tipping ~tipping@ns~aa.com> 

Monday, September 13, 2010 3:39 PM 

Anon Dorrance "mxlson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Butler Richard ~hotma]l.coin>; Chaxlie Slagle ~caslemml.coin>; ’dan 
beamer’ <dbeaJner@roanokes~tar.com>; Doug Williamson <~dwilliaJnson@nscaa.com>; Jay Miller- ~bellsouth.net-% ’jeffvennell’ 

~gmail.com>; Lew Atkinsou D~comcast.net>; Michael Noonan@browu.edu; Paul Marco 
<plnaxco@binghamton.edu>; Tony W~<ters <P,~-@worldofsoccer.coln> 

FW: BB August Presentatiou to NSCAA Master Coach Tour group. 

Colleagues, 
Check out below. 
Worth listening to. 
Please let me know how your mentorees are doing. Have to decide whether to have graduation cet~monies at this Convention or the next. 

Thanks, 
Tipp 

From: Bill Beswick [mailto:info@billbeswick.com] 
Sent: Saturday, September I:~, 2010 3:31 AM 
To; ’Jeff 33pping’ 
Subject; RE: BB August Presentation to NSCAA Master Coach Tour group. 

http://www‘sp~rtingmentors.c~m/events/detaH/impr~ve-perf~rmance-high-sch~-basketba~-~uth-s~ccer-rugby 

Chesi~Tre CW8 I 

r~i: +44(0) 1606 781 ~52 

W+~b ,:>:kT,~ : s: www.billbeswick:.com 



To: 

Subject: 

~011 NSCAA Convention <yroupcampaiyns@pkyhirss,com> 

Mo~day~ December 6~ 2010 2:29 PM 

anson@uncaa,u~sc,edu 

Your Hote~ Rese~/at~on - 

2011 NSCAA Convention 

HOTEL RESERVATION MODIFiCATiON ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

T,h~mk you fo~ making your ~ote’~ reservatie~] oa t 110912010 for 201 t NSCAA Co~verfi:k)a bei~g hel.d h’~ B~tth’aore. MD~ over the dates of 01 i171201 1 - 011161201 t, 

This is ~] Modification to your hotel reserve]riot], modified o~] [[ModDate]]. 

https://resweb.passkey.com/Resweb.do?mode=welcome ei new&eventlD=2590940&utm source=290&utm medium=email~utm campaign=3324249 
el’ by caKin8 / (h~te~ nationals,). 

GUEST INFORMATION 

HOTEL ~N~FORMAT~ON 

Hii.~on ~a[dmore 

4{}1 W, Pratt:i: Stree~ 

Baltimore, MD 21202 

ROOM INFORMATION 

Check4n: 

Share,.~zit h.~: 

Requests: 

01t1112011 

01 !t t.}I 2’3 ~ 1 

~-12/6 Oepartti,~e date status is :: Departu,~e date chan~ed. -- 

HOTEL RATES 

S~ngle Oc~p~ncy R~te Per Room: 

01/11/2i)i I 1 (kmfir me(J 134, g0 

{}1 t12 t201 i 1 (:e~i irme(i 1 :~4. 

0111312011 1 Confirmed 1 ~4<00 

01 I14/2011 1 ConHrmed 134.00 

Second Guest 

Third Guest 

Fou~ ti; Guest       0~00 

Hote~ Tax Policy: 

15,§% tax nightly (subj÷ct to 



WE’LL SEE YOU ~N BALTIMORE! 

~AL’TI~ORE IS RICH IN HISTORY, CULTURE ~ND F~ILY FUN, WiTH A TOUCH OF’ HO~Z’I’OWN HOSPI’{’AL{TY. WiTH ’THE INNER HARBOR 

AT ~ HEART, ITS D~VERSE NEIGHBORHOODS ARE ITS SOUL. THE C~ BOASTS FORT MCHENRY, WORLD-CLASS MUSEU~ AND 

A~CTIONS, AND A CULINARY SCENE THAT’S D~W~NG RAW R~S. ~W. BALTIMORE.ORG. ~PECT THE UNEXPECTED. 

STAY ~N TOUCH BY S~GN~NG UP FOR BALTIMORE’S ENEWSLE~ER, THE BALTimORE BUZZ, FOLLOWING THe4 ON ~I~ER OR 

~E(:OM NG A FAN ON FACEBOOK. 

CANCELLATION POLICY 

A kii~d note abo[IL ~:;~[l’:[~g the hol:e’~ :’j[IsL 1:o be ~H;re": 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subiect: 

Jeff Neg,alh,a <jneg’aalh,a@unc,a,a.unc.edu> 

Tuesd,ay, September 21, 2010 1:53 PM 

Anson Dorr,ance <’anson@unca’a.unc.edu> 

re: Zon,alm,arking.net: 

Don’t know if-you h,ave seen this website but it’s interesting. The B,arcelona//Atletico review provides some infbrmation on ho~v B,arcelon,a looked to pl,ay a 3 4 

Thoughts? 

Jeff 
J e ff Neg,alh a 

Universily o[-Not±h Carolina 

Men’s Soccer Assistant Co,ach 

919 843 8657 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sean Nahas <seann@c&slemail.com> 

Friday, September 24, 2010 2:27 PM 

Michael Mil~zo <mikem@caslemaJl.com>; Rusty Scarborough <rusb~s@caslemail.com>; Paul Forster <PaulF@caslemaJl.com>; Damon 

Nahas <damonn@caslemail.com>; John Bradford <jolml~caslemaJ4 .com>; Jim Wright <jimw@caslemail.com> 

Another Barcelona ANcle 

All here is another articel I found on Barcelona.. Pretty good one.. 

Also found some about what they do in traininqs.. 40m × 30m or 50m x 40m playing 4 v 4 +3,6 v 6 +2, 7 v 7 +3. (From a Barcelona 

Training Session) 
-High Intensity ball possession 
- High Intensity Pressing after turnover 

Also focus on 4 v 4,7 v 7 and 11 v 11 - to ,qoal (From a Barcelona Trainin,q Session) 

- opponents may not tackle or win ball, and the pattern repeats itself (this one requires discipline from the players, because we ask them to make honest runs to threaten to 

pentrate, and when they receive the ball to give an honest look forward, before "deciding" to play sideways or backwards as the pattern dictates. Coach must remain vigilant in 
encouraging proper movement, body angle, penetrating runs, passes to teammates that allow them to have a look to play in, etc...) This one is done just to set the pattern as 
an option if we choose "possession" rather than "start something". 

- opponents may not tackle or win ball, the pattern plays out at least once or twice, then we look to "start something", which should end in a chance at goal, then the keeper 
restarts play to his team, and the other team does the same thing. We introduce ideas for penetration here, but leave much of the game for the players to explore. 

- defending team may not tackle or win ball in opponents half, full on play in their defending half. No restrictions to attacking team, they can choose to start something right 
away, or just keep the ball to set up a movement to start. 

- next, allow the defending team to intercept passes in the opponents half, but not make tackles. 

- full on game 

All of this really only works if the players and coaches are disciplined enough to make it work. By starting with only shadow pressure, it is tempting for players to play the 
long ball - even when there is not a teammate asking for it with a run. 

This mindset is crucial. Players must be comfortable with the ball at their feet, with many bodies moving near and around them at a good speed. Players must play as quickly 
as they can, but not so fast that they risk the ball. Most will be surprised at how their players react to this sort of play - many, even or especially those who have played at a 
decent level as youth in the US, will be so accustomed to the "play fast" mentality that they will do just that - play fast, whether they have an idea for their play or not. 

The idea is to play as fast as we can, not as fast as we can’t. 

On the shadow defending, this is another important piece to the puzzle. The defending group has to be willing to run for the group with the ball, and to practice their defending 
responses to ball and player movement as a part of these activities. If they are not, the activity doesnt work - because we want the attacking side to make their movements 
and decisions on and offthe ball with respect to what they see their opponents doing or planning to do. With that, we want practice against quality defending ideas.. 

Obviously, this is not a single session’s worth of material. I begin to introduce the patterns as a technical passing and receiving warmup activity, and then we build from there 
in future sessions. 

An important part of this progression is the idea that we do not look at this as a risky way to play, far frcm it. Rather, we learn to play this way as a group, and when we are 
all together in the plan, reading and recognizing the moments as they come, it is not inhet~ntly risky. I believe this is the sort of mentality and culture that exists in Barca at 
all of their levels. The idea is to use the ball to move the opponents around, until we find the chance to get at goal. It might be one pass or twenty, but that is their mentality. 

Sean Nahas 
CASL Girls Director of Classic Soccer 
919-834-3951 ext 131 

seann@caslemaiLcom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sean Nahas <seann@caslemail.com> 

Friday, September 24, 2010 2:52 PM 

Michael Mil~zo <mikem@caslemaJl.com>; Rusty Scarborough <rustys@caslemail.com>; Paul Forster <PaulF@caslemaJl.com>; Damon 

Nahas <damonn@caslemail com>; John Bradford <jolml~caslemaJ~ com>; Jim Wright <jimw@caslemail.com> 

I~E: Another Ba~rcelona Article 

Sorry forqot to add this., please see attachment 

Sean Nahas 

GASL Girls Director of Classic Soccer 
919-834-3951 ext 131 

seann@caslemail.com 

From; Sean Nahas 
Sent; Friday, September 24, 2010 2:27 PM 
To; Michael Milazzo; Rusty Scarborough; Paul Forster; Damon Nahas; John Bradford; Jim Wright 
Subject; Another Barcelona Article 
Importance: High 

All here is another articel I found on Bamelona.. Pretty good one.. 

Also found some about what they do in traininqs.. 40m x 30m or 50m x 40m playing 4 v 4 +3,6 v 6 +2, 7 v 7 +3. (From a Barcelona 

Training Session) 
-High Intensity ball possession 
- High Intensity Pressing after turnover 

Also focus on 4 v 4,7 v 7 and 11 v 11 - to goal (From a Barcelona Trainin~j Session) 
- opponents may not tackle or win ball, and the pattern repeats itself (this one requires discipline from the players, because we ask them to make honest runs to threaten to 
pentrate, and when they receive the ball to give an honest look forward, before "deciding" to play sideways or backwards as the pattern dictates. Coach must remain vigilant in 
encouraging proper movement, body angle, penetrating runs, passes to teammates that allow them to have a look to play in, etc...) This one is done just to set the pattern as 
an option if we choose "possession" rather than "start something". 

- opponents may not tackle or win ball, the pattern plays out at least once or twice, then we look to "start something", which should end in a chance at goal, then the keeper 
restarts play to his team, and the other team does the same thing. We introduce ideas for penetration here, but leave much of the game for the players to explore. 

- defending team may not tackle or win ball in opponents half, full on play in their defending half. No restrictions to attacking team, they can choose to start something right 
away, or just keep the ball to set up a movement to start. 

- next, allow the defending team to intemept passes in the opponents half, but not make tackles. 

- full on game 

All of this really only works if the players and coaches are disciplined enough to make it work. By starting with only shadow pressure, it is tempting for players to play the 
long ball - even when ther~ is not a teammate asking for it with a run. 

This mindset is crucial. Players must be comfortable with the ball at their feet, with many bodies moving near and around them at a good speed. Players must play as quickly 
as they can, but not so fast that they risk the ball. Most will be surprised at how their players react to this sort of play - many, even or especially those who have played at a 
decent level as youth in the US, will be so accustomed to the "play fast" mentality that they will do just that - play fast, whether they have an idea for their play or not. 

The idea is to play as fast as we can, not as fast as we can’t. 

On the shadow defending, this is another important piece to the puzzle. The defending group has to be willing to run for the group with the ball, and to practice their defending 
responses to ball and player movement as a par/of these activities. If they are not, the activity doesnt work - because we want the attacking side to make their movements 
and decisions on and offthe ball with respect to what they see their opponents doing or planning to do. With that, we want practice against quality defending ideas.. 

Obviously, this is not a single session’s worth of material. I begin to introduce the patterns as a technical passing and receiving warmup activity, and then we build from there 
in future sessions. 

An important part of this progression is the idea that we do not look at this as a risky way to play, far from it. Rather, we learn to play this way as a group, and when we are 
all together in the plan, reading and recognizing the moments as they come, it is not inherently risky. I believe this is the sort of mentality and culture that exists in Barca at 
all of their levels. The idea is to use the ball to move the opponents around, until we find the chance to get at goal. It might be one pass or twenty, but that is their mentality. 

Sean Nahas 
CASL Girls Director of Classic Soccer 
919-834-3951 ext 131 

seann@caslemail.com 

Total Football is Dead.doc                                           TI~:.:~ 



From: 
Sent: 

To: 
Subject: 

Henry Singleton                ~gmx.com > 
Monday, October 25, 20~.0 7:~.8 PM 

ARSOn Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Re: Quantitative analysis in soccer 

Have a look at these (attached). 

Sincerely, 

Henry Singleton 

b,.qmx.com 

.... Original Message --- 
From: ARson Dorrance 
Sent: 10/23/10 01:09 PM 
To: Henry Singleton 
Subject: Re: Quantitative analysis in soccer 

Henry, 
this is excellent! Thank you for sharing! Please send me any stuff like this that you find. 

ARSOn Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 93_9-962-43.00 

>>> Henry Singleton @qmx.com> /~0/22/203_0 8:03. PM >>> 
ARSOn, 

The following link will direct you to a journal on quantitative analysis in soccer... Quite interesting and informative. 

http://www.bepress’c~m/cq~/v~ewc~ntent.cqi?c~ntext=iqas&artic~e=1~L83&date=&mt=MT~4Nzc5MT~xNq==&access ok form=Continue 

Hope all is well and take care. 

Sincerely, 

Henry Singleton 

~qmx.com 

JOAS - Valuations of Soccer Players from Statistical Performance Data.pdf Sum ’23 .~a= ’20~.] S.g:S.g:S.g -0500 3qS.67i.~bytes 
.]QAS - Using Variable Reduction Techniques and Tolerance Intervals to Summarise a Fitness Testinq Battery in Soccer.pdf Sun, 23 _ian 20ii LS:LS:L8 -05=."0 273179by£es 

.]QAS - Comparinq Enqlish Premier Leaque Goalkeepers (Identifyinq Pitch Actions that Differentiate the Best from the Rest).pdf Su=i 2."; .~a=-= 20~. 

.]QAS - Estimatinq the Effect of the Red Card in Soccer.pall %.:n~ 2"~ :~r= 2Oli 1S.1S.1S -0~~00 "~.:~::~L ~.~b~’tes 
]OAS - A Potential Function Approach to the Flow of Play in Soccer.pdf Sum 27 .~a= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) <CLavers@whdlaw.com> 

Tuesday, October 26, 2010 12:08 PM 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu; Robinson, Matthew 3 <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Mental Toughness Study 

Anson and Matt: 

Saw this study on mental toughness ..u thought you would enjoy it. Nothing earth-shattering, but a good construct ..u 

Christian 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. federal tax advice 
contained in this e-mail, including any attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) avoiding any penalties 
that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another person any tax-related matter addressed herein. 

The information in this e-mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. It is intended solely for the 
addressee(s); access to anyone else is unauthorized. If this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy it. Please reply to the sender 
that you have received the message in error, then delete iL Thank you for your cooperation. 

Mental Toughness Defn.pdf ~’,’.’~ , 21. ii~_ln 2:~ii i’~,:5"~,: 1.5-~:5~0 140’~i4SL~,![es 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Snow <ssnow@usyouthsoccer.org> 

Tuesday, March 1, 2011 6:01 PM 

Sam Snow <ssnow@usyonth~ccer.ovg> 

Small-Sided Games Mannal 

Keep K~ck~ng, 

Coad~b~g D~recto~’ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Leber <scott.leber@isoccer.org> 

Thursday, April 28, 2011 12:06 PM 

Anson Dorrance ~m~son@uncaa.unc.edtr~; Rich Graham <rgraham@strikerpaxtners.com> 

Anson Dorrance <-> Rich Graham 

Anso~ 

I was jns~t got offthe phone with Rich Graham and he mentioned that m-o of you qnickly touched base in Portland last week but he wanted me to reconnect the two of 

yon. As a quick back ground, Rich Graham brought Daniel Coyle to speak in Portland, works very closely with the Philadelphia Union Youth Program and 

own/operates the YSC Training Academy in Philadelphia. 

YSC has brought in experts in various sport science fields to develop &ssessments tbr the YSC youth players and begin tracking their development. Rich is excited to 

bounce, share and heax your thoughts on the type of culture they are trying to develop in Philadelphia. 

I am sure it will be a great conversation. Let me know ifI can help in anyway. 

Scott 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Galz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 1:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ChipKelly article 

Chip-complete.pdf 

Anson......attached article about Chip Kelly ( ex-Oregon HC, now HC for Philly Eagles NFL-wide-open, fast pace offense) and coaching efficiently...even though 

American football, principles for coaching in general are good ................ gg 



EFFICIENT USE OF PRACTICE TIME 
University of Oregon 

Two short years ago, I was an assistant coach. 
When I was an assistant coach, I was the smartest 
coach in the country. I was always the smartest 
coach in our meeting room. I was not the head coach, 
and I said things like, "1 would not do it like that 
way" or ’1 would do it this way." When I became a 
head coach, I realized I was not very smart. When I 
became a head coach and got the chance to do what 
I wanted to do, it became scary. I was the coach 
sitting #t the end of the table, making those final 
decisions, and it became a bit tougher. 

Statistically, 33 percent of the assistant 
coaches become head coaches during their career. 
When I took over at the University of Oregon, 
the first thing we had to find out was "What do 
we stand for?" You have to answer that in your 
offensive, defensive, and special team philosophies. 
If you are going to stand for something, it is not 
what you say it is. It is what people see in your 
actions. People should be able to come, observe 
you, and in five minutes know what you stand for. 

That is the great thing about this game. There 
are so many choices of philosophies in this game. 
You have to decide what it is you want to do, and 
then do it. Do not be the coach who runs a play 
offense. That coach constantly adds plays that 
he likes and sees on TV or at a pro football game. 
Before he knows it, his offense is a mile wide of 
nothing but plays. He has nothing in that mass of 
plays to hang his hat on. Your players cannot say, 
"This is what we are." I suggest you take a long 
look at your program and identify what you want 
to be. If a coach tells me respect is an important 
part of his program, I should see it in practice. 
go to practice and l see a player who takes a cheap 
shot at another player and no one corrects him, that 
program has no respect in it. 

WHAT WE STAND FOR 

Fast 

Play hard 

Finish 

You need to sit down with your team collectively 
and ask them, "What are we all about?" If you 
watch the University of Oregon on the field, off the 
field, at practice, and in the classroom, you should 
know if we stand for something. When you watch 
us, the first thing that sticks out is the speed at 
which we play. When we talk to our team about 
fast, we have a simple concept. All they have to do 
as individuals is be as fast as they are. 

We all have players who can run. tf you have 
a 4.5 player in high school football, he had better 
score four touchdowns a game, and they should 
never catch him from behind. There are not that 
many 4.5 football players out there today. I do not 
care what state you come from. I have seen players 
run 4.5, but they do not run 4.5 in the games. I want 
the 5.0 player who runs 5.0 on every single play. 

tf a player is a 5.0 player and plays at 5.0, that is 
what we want. Do not be the 4.6 player who plays 
at 5.2 in the games. That is our concept about speed. 

The second thing you should see from our team 
is we play hard. The ultimate compliment you can 
get from the opposing coach is "Your team really 
plays hard." It does not matter what the score was, 
if we play hard, that is all we can ask. There will be a 
time that you play a team who has more talent than 
you do. That is life. The reason you play the games 
is the team who plays the hardest wins the game. 

That brings up another concept you should see 
from our team. The team who plays the hardest for 
the longest time is the one who usually wins. If you 
play against a good team, they wil! play hard. 
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The next concept is finish, tf you come to our 
practice, you will hear that term all the time: "finish 
stretching, finish the drill, finish the run, finish 
the block." That is what you hear at our practice. 
Everything they do, they must finish. We engrain 
that concept in our players’ heads. 

What you decide is up to you, but find something 
to be. Our coaches got together as a group and talked 
about what we wanted to be. We wanted to know 
what the team was going to look like. What was our 
vision of what our team was supposed to be? 

When you go to the practice field, you prepare 
against the vision of what you want to be. Every 
single game on your schedule is a rivalry game. If 
the cross-town rival is game six on your schedule, 
and you circle it in red, you have told your team the 
first five games do not count. It will be okay to lose 
a couple of games during that stretch. 

Every dame we play is the most important game 
of the season. We approach every game as if it 
was the Super Bowl. When we walk off the field 
after the game, we have to ask ourselves three 
questions: "Did we play fast? .... Did we play hard?" 
and "Did we finish?" If we can answer yes to all 
those questions, we have won the game. 

TEACHING PHILOSOPHY 

see, and I forget. 

see, and I remember. 

do, and l understand. 

Within our staff, we talk about our teaching 
philosophy. It is a simple philosophy, and I will tell 
you about it very quickly. The first one is "1 see, 
and l forget." How many times have you watched 
a tape and ask the question, "What is he doing?" 
The coach’s answer is "1 told him .... " If you catch 
yourself saying that many times, you have not put 
the player in a position to be successful. 

Every coach in this room has a ton of knowledge. 
That does not matter. What matters is what the 
players know. Education is the transference of 
knowledge. You may know more than anyone in this 
room, but if you cannot communicate it to a player 
so he can go out and execute, it does not matter. 

The alternative to that is"l see, and I remember." 
How do you learn to coach "1 see, and I remember?" 

How do ~!ou coach a player to step at a 45-degree 
angie? I can give you an entire ctinic on a 45-degree 
step, but is that coaching? If ,!ou have a player who 
can do the technique, that is the best method. The 
player that can take what you say and perform the 
skill, becoming the example for the others. The 
coach told them how to do it, and then he showed 
them how to do it. The players heard what the 
coach said and saw what he wanted. They heard it, 
saw it, and remember it. 

The next concept is "1 do, and l understand." 
When we teach, we implement it in the classroom. 
We talk about what we are putting in that day. 
We show them what it is. After that, we go to 
the practice field and do it. The practice field is not 
where we talk. It is where we do the skills. We 
want to keep words on the field to a minimum. The 
words you use must have a meaning. When the 
players hear the word, you get immediate feedback. 

When we go to practice, we want to use punch, 
hat, hands, footwork, and terms that have meanings 
to the players. They do not want to hear you give a 
10-minute clinic in the middle of the field. Do not 
stop what you are doing so you can tell one player 
something. If you do that, there are 10 other players 
standing around doing nothing. If you want to talk 
to a player about something he did, take him out of 
the drill. Our coaches do a heck of a job of coaching 
players who are not in the drill or scrimmage. 

A perfect example is the offensive line coach, 
Steve Greatwood. He watches the players in 
the scrimmage and coaches the group of players 
who are standing and watching. He gets constant 
feedback from the players watching, and that is 
his goal. When they are in the drill, they play. When 
they are not in the drills, he coaches them up by 
watching the mistakes of the players in the drill. 

If the coach needs to talk to the player, he 
substitutes for him. Do not stop the drill and 
let everyone else stand around. That is not fair 
because there is only a certain amount of time we 
can practice. If you can make your practices more 
efficient, you will be more successful. 

PRE-SEASON CAMP 

You have to organize your pre-practice. I do not 
care what it is, but when they get to the practice 
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field, they should be doing something. That bothers 
me. When the players get to the practice field, it 
is practice time. That period is not a walk-through 
period that we can teach in a classroom. I do not care 
what the group does, but the coach needs a routine 
that the players know. That way the players get 
into a rhythm and habit of doing something. 

When we go out to practice early, they 
know what they are going to do, and they do it. 
The timetable for all positions is specific. The 
wide receivers work on the JU6S machine. The 
quarterbacks and centers work on snaps and 
footwork. The inside linebackers are doing a read 
drill. We are in teaching mode, but we are doing 
things. We are active and moving. 

The first period in our practice is a drill period. 
That is a three-minute period when we concentrate 
on fundamentals. The defense works in a turnover 
circuit o? on a pursuit drill. The offensive line works 
pass sets and steps. The quarterback, receivers, 
and backs have a "county fair." We work on the 
deep ball at one station. We have a cud station 
and a one-step 45-degree cut station. Everybody 
knows where to go. 

The next drill is a five-minute core drill to work 
on formations and shifts in those formations. One 
day in practice while this was going on, I looked 
down at the other end of the field. That was where 
the defense did the same thing, working on their 
checks and adjustments to formations and motion. 
The defensive coaches were mad at number 97 
because he could not go in motion the way he was 
supposed to go in motion. 

He should not know how to go in motion because 
he was a defensive lineman. They yelled at him 
because he did not know what D-cross motion was. 
They coached the heck out of the player who was 
supposed to be going in motion. However, they 
were supposed to be coaching the defense. They 
were coaching a player who does not know what 
motion is, and if he did, he would not be playing in the 
defensive line. 

To have both units working on the same thing 
at different areas of the field is not very efficient. 
We needed to bring the groups together and work 
on formations and defensive adjustment to those 
formations. The defense and offense both get 

work, and the defense does not have to coach up 
the scouts. It maximizes our practice time. Instead 
of trying to coach a defensive tackle to go in motion, 
they coach him to play a defensive technique. 

We have a great pre-season camp drill. We 
work the offense and defense in the same drill. It is 
a teaching mentality, but the offense goes through 
its formations and motion, and the defense goes 
through their checks and adjustments. We snap 
the ball, but we do not run a play. It is the best thing 
to do for your younger players because they do not 
know what to do. We get all those things done, and 
we do not run a play. 

At first, we took a five-minute period for the 
drill. Later we got it down to a three-minute period. 
However, we create an opportunity for both sides 
of the line to learn. When you look at the drills you 
do, you need to find out how to make the drills more 
efficient. 

That is your job as a coach. Coaching is one thing 
and one thing only: it is creating an environment 
so the player has an opportunity to be successful. 
When you teach him to do that, get out of his way. 
The coach is not playing the game. All we can do at 
the end of the game is to evaluate what happened 
in the game. Was there a situation that we did 
not cover in practice? The coach needs to know 
if he gave the player all the tools he needed to be 
successful in that situation. We have to continually 
analysis the situation and try to make it better. 

When we have a team walk-through, we set a 
limit to the time we allot for it. When we do a walk- 
through, we do not spend time getting the defense 
aligned. They are ready so we do not spend time 
aligning the defense or getting personnel to stand in 
place. Our offensive line has the four down linemen 
and the Mike linebacker in our pass protection 
scheme. The tight end has the Sam linebacker, the 
running back has the Will linebacker, and the slot 
receiver has the strong safety. Everyone has an 
assignment in a walk-through drill, 

We want them coached during this time. 
The offensive guard had better know what a 3 
technique is. If the offensive guard does not know 
what defense they are in~ you are in trouble. When 
yo~ do the walk-through, VoL~ can fin(~ out what 
the~’ know. 



When we do stretching in practice, we do a 
dynamic stretch. We emphasize what it is, and we 
coach it. That bothers me when I go to a high school 
practice. The entire team is stretching, and the 
coaches are standing around talking to one another 
or throwing the ball around. A coach should not 
worry about spending time in stretching if they do 
not care about stretching. They show how they 
care about coaching by their actions during the 
period, not their words. If you do not think stretching 
is important, do not do it. If you think it is important, 
you have to show your team it is important. 

The coach teaches everything the player does. 
If he does not do the stretch drill correctly or he 
does the wrong technique, he learned it from his 
coach. He did it because the coach did not think it 
was important enough to coach it. Every drill we do, 
our coaches coach for success. If the coach thinks 
what we do is important and shows it, the players 
buy into it,-and they do it. 

The conditioning coach thinks stretching is 
important. If he thinks it is important, we do it, and 
the players will buy into it. When practice starts 
until practice ends, we practice as hard as we can. 
Whenever we practice, we practice fast, and we 
finish everything. We emphasize the finishing part 
in stretching. 

If you accept it, expect it. If you accept a player 
going eight yards when he is suppose to go 10, it will 
happen Friday night. If it is third-and-10 and you get 
eight, whose fault is that? Did you accept the fact 
that they went eight yards in practice instead of 107 
Did you emphasize it in practice? If you are getting 
a huge amount of holding penalties in the game, 
you are allowing the players to hold in practice. If 
you allow the player to hold in practice and do not 
correct him, you should expect that on Friday night. 

If that is your mentality, never yell at an official 
over a call. You have already told your players it is 
all right to cheat. When the player is caught holding, 
you get mad at him. You cannot have it both ways. 
You teach him to cheat, or you teach him how to do 
the skill. You accepted the player not finishing the 
drill, now you must accept the fact he gets caught 
holding. If the coach does not hold the player to a 
high standard, he is not going to do it. That is your 
job as a coach. You have to push them to places 

they do not betieve they can go oecause 
things they do not see. 

How you run a drill is important because tha~ 
is how your team is going to look on game night. 
Teaching has two speeds. You have a speed at 
which you teach, and there is game speed. There 
is no such thing as half speed. When we are in 
practice, we go hard. When you teach, there is 
teaching speed, but do not let them go half speed in 
practice. If the quarterback has a problem setting 
up, we walk him through it. We talk about the first 
drive step or the second crossover step and the 
balance step. However, we walk them through it 
at a teaching speed. After he works out his steps, 
he goes full speed. There is no speed between 
teaching speed and full speed. 

Make sure when you teach something to your 
players that you identify it so they know what 
you want from them. The more you communicate 
with your players, the better they are. When you 
can explain it like Coach Paul Brown, the father of 
football coaching, explained the "whys" of football 
to your players, the better off you are. The players 
today do not do it "because I told you so." We do 
not live in that society anymore. Some of us grew 
up in it, but it does not work anymore. Players today 
want to know why. Tell them why. If you do not 
have a good reason why we do things, we probably 
should not be doing them. 

I want to show you some statistic on some 
things that actually occurred in a game. Your 
practices should reflect what happens in a game. 
The first situation is the goal line offense. If you 
use the goal line offense when you get inside the 
five-yard line, how many times did you get inside 
the five-yard line? Do not spend time on something 
that does not happen in a game. 

People worry about and practice third down all 
the time. The reality is we are not in third down that 
much. For the season, our statistic told us we had 
49 snaps in third or fourth down with long yardage. 
In the third- or fourth-and-short situations, we 
had 31 snaps in the season. On our first- or second- 
down plays, we had 398 snaps for the season. You 
had better practice the first- and second-down 
situations. 
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The point I am making is to go through every 
scenario that happens in a game and practice it. You 
should not just put the bail down and run a play. 
That never happens in a game. Football is a game of 
situations. You have to practice those situations. 
When the game is on the line, your players better 
be able to call the play before you call the play~ 
The only play that will work is the one they have 
confidence in running. Everybody at the end of a 
game knows the play we are going to call. 

You have to practice it. We know what to do on 
the last play of the half. We know what to do on the 
last play of the game. We know what to do if we 
have no time-outs. We practice all those situations. 
I know at the end of the game with no time-outs and 
we have to snap the ball, we know what to do. 

I want to take you through one of our practices. 
This a Tuesday morning practice for us. We start at 
9:05 in the morning, and we finish at 10:52. We dress 
out in full pads. 

Agilities are from 9:05 to 9:08 and walk-through 
from 9:08 to 9:13. Then I began to think. When you go 
to Coaching 101, they tell you if you have five-minute 
blocks that is 12 periods per hour or 24 periods for 
two hours. If you go with six-minute periods, you 
can get 10 practice periods an hour. As I watch our 
3-on-2 period, I figured out that five minutes was too 
short but 10 minutes were too long. We made that 
period a seven-minute period. We want to run team 
offense by using two offenses against the third 
defense. We can get 14 plays in a six-minute period. 

If you work too long in a drill, the players get 
bored. We like to keep the players fresh. We 
run a 10-minute special teams period. We have a 
12-minute block period for team run. We work on 
first- and second-down plays. We work a 7-on-7 
passing drill against the scout team. Ten minutes 
is too long and seven minutes is too short, so we 
work eight minutes in this period. 

The point I am making with this practice 
schedule is you can make the time blocks as long 
as you want. Do not box yourself in to a period that 
you cannot use. 13o not spend more time in the drill 
than is necessary. You have to figure out what you 
want to do. When a drill runs too long, ad~iust the 
time and get off the field. Be efficient on the field 
and get off the field. 

WHY RUN THE SPREAD? 

Makes the defense cover the entire field 

Faster scoring 

Gets speed in space 

The defense cannot disguise 

Simple reads for quarterback 

I want to talk about the fundamentals of 
being a shotgun quarterback. The fundamentals 
are different from being a quarterback under the 
center. The reason we are in this offense is we 
think we can score faster, and it makes the defense 
cover the entire field. If you stretch players from 
sideline to sideline, the defense has to cover them. 

The offense gets speed in space and creates 
opportunities for your player to get bigger gains. 
The defense has to tip their hand and let you know 
what they are doing. If they do not, they will not 
cover some people. We are a spread team, but we 
run the ball. We averaged 300 yards rushing last 
year. We run the ball better than we throw the 
ball. We are effective running the ball because we 
have bigger lanes through which to run the ball. The 
reason for that is the number of people we have to 
run through. 

If there are seven defenders in the box, there are 
only four defenders to play the pass. It is difficult to 
play man-to-man without help all day long. It lets 
you define the defense. For a quarterback, it is 
simple. There is one high safety, two high safeties, 
or no high safety. 

If there are two high safeties, mathematically 
there can only be five defenders in the box. With 
one high safety, there can be six in the box. If there 
is no high safety, there can be seven in the box. 

With two high safeties, we should run the ball 
most of the time. We have five blockers, and they 
have five defenders. We feel if we can get a hat on 
all five defenders, our running back should make 
yards. If the defense has one high safety and six 
defenders in the box, the quarterback has to be 
involved in the play. He has to read one of the 
defenders, in effect blocking him. We can block five 
defenders and read the sixth one. 

If they have no high safety and seven defenders 
~r~ the box, they have something going on. The~... 



are going to blitz or run some movement scheme. 
You must have a concept to handle that situation. 
It could be a screen, option, quick game, or a deep 
pass. It is what your plan is against that scheme. 

It is hard for the blitz to get to the quarterback 
because of the gap. If the defense is good at 
disguising what they do, they will not get to the 
quarterback. That means the linebacker has to blitz 
from his linebacker depth if he wants to disguise 
what he is going to do. The quarterback is five yards 
off the line of scrimmage, and the linebacker is five 
yards off the line of scrimmage. That is 10 yards. 
The fastest time run at the NFL Scouting Combine 
for a 10-yard dash is between 1.5 to 1.7 seconds. 
That is without pads. My quarterback can get rid of 
the ball in that amount of time and complete a pass. 

in a quarterback, I look for a quarterback who 
can run and not a running back who can throw. 
I want the quarterback who can beat you with 
his arm. If the defense forces him to run, he can 
do it effectively. We are not a Tim Tebow type 
of quarterback team. I am not going to run the 
quarterback 20 times on power runs. If I had a Tim 
Tebow, I might change my mind. You do not find the 
6’4", 240-pound, 4.6 quarterbacks too many times. 

If the quarterback is not tall, look at his hands. 
That is the biggest coaching point to finding 
a quarterback. How big are his hands, and how 
well can he control the football? The height of 
the quarterback is not the important thing. No one 
playing quarterback throws over the line. They 
throw through lanes in the linemen. The important 
thing is the size of their hands. 

The quarterback’s stance in the shotgun is a 
base stance. I tell them to think about a shortstop in 
baseball. He is in an athletic stance with his eyes in 
what we call "split attention." He sees the snap from 
the center and the defense. He cannot concentrate 
100 percent on the ball coming back, and he cannot 
be 100 percent looking at the defense. We want the 
quarterback stance balanced so he can move and 
catch the bad snap. I do not want him to lean forward. 

We have a good quarterback dril! we use called 
"rapid fire." We snap five balls at the quarterback 
as fast as we can. On each ball, the quarterback has 
to catch the ball and reset to accept the next ball. 
He works on catching the ball. 

We run a read drill every day. We run a ton of 
zone reads (Diagram #1). We do not run the zone 
read option much, but we practice it all the time. 
When we run the zone play, the quarterback reads 
the backside defensive end. He extends the ball 
into the mesh area, but his eyes are on the key. The 
read key may be a manager or another player. After 
the back comes into the mesh area, the read key 
flashes the quarterback a number. The quarterback 
verbally calls the number. That way, we know he is 
looking at the key. 

PB 

Diagram #1. Zone Read Key 

This is a two-ball drill. After the quarterback 
hands the ball on the zone play, we hand him another 
ball, and he continues to run the option out from the 
backside and pitches the ball to a trail back. This 
allows us to work on the zone play, the read, and 
the option pitch in the same drill. It does not occur in 
a game because you do not play with two bails, but 
it saves practice time. This is an everyday drill for 
us. We work multiple skills in the same drill. 

If you are a shotgun team, you still need to 
practice under-the-center snaps many times. At 
the end of a game when protecting a lead, you need 
to pass the ball from hand to hand with no air in the 
mist. Mistakes can happen under the center, but it 
is not as risky as the shotgun snap. In practice, you 
can get anyone to snap the ball. What is important is 
the quarterback must get accustomed to the snap. 

The first fundamental is the grip of the ball. The 
grip should be with the fingertips. He has to have 
fingertip control. The top knuckle of his hand should 
be white from the grip on the ball. He should be able 
to pass his finger through the space between the 
ball and the palm of the hand. The smaller the hand 
of the quarterback, the further back on the ball he 
grips. The bigger the hand, the more of the ball the 
quarterback can grasp. 
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The quarterback wants to form an "L" with 
the index finger and thumb on the back of the ball. 
The index finger is the last finger to leave the 
ball. The elbow has to be perpendicular with the 
shoulder. If the elbow is below the shoulder, three 
things happen. The first thing is the ball comes out 
flat. The second thing is the ball sails. The third 
thing is the free safety becomes an all-state player 
because he intercepts the ball. 

The coach is the quarterback’s eyes. If he sees 
the ball sail, he knows the quarterback’s elbow is 
too low. He draws the quarterback a picture he can 
envision. He tells him to hammer his all-state plaque 
into the wall. That means he put the plaque up high 
on the wal!, and the motion he hammers the nail into 
the wall is the same one he uses to throw the ball. 

The difference between a thrower and a passer 
is the fingertip control. That leads to the flick of the 
finger and wrist on the throw. That puts velocity 
on the ball. A good passer does not get sore in his 
shoulder. He gets sore in the middle of his forearm 
from flicking his finger and wrist as he throws the 
ball. 

The fundamentals of throwing the ball do 
not change. He forms the "L" in his grip, hammers 
the nail, and flicks in the throw. We engrain the 
fundamentals so they become habit. When it is 
third-and-lO with the pressure on, he is not thinking 
about hammering nails and flicking footballs. The 
motion has to be a habit, which he learned. Make 
sure the player gets the answer~ When you ask a 
player a question, and he says, "1 don’t know," if 
you go on to the next player, you have lost the first 
player. Do not give up on players. 

When the player carries the ball, we want his 
elbows down and not out. His front shoulder is his 
lead shoulder. When he throws the ball, his eyes are 
on the target and stay on the target. If he follows 
the flight of the ball with his eyes, the ball will sail, 
and he is inconsistent to the target. 

When he throws the ball, he wants the motion 
to be short and compact. The follow-through comes 
across the body to the opposite hip. He wants to 
throw with the entire body. It is al! connected, and 
he has to use it all. When we target the receiver 
running to tt~e sidelines, we want to throw to his 
teft or right outside shoulue[. If he hits the target. 

he will hit the receiver in the face. We want the 
quarterback throwing to small targets so he can 
focus on them. The smaller the target, the more 
accurate he is. 

When he throws with his shoulder, he has to 
keep the throw within the framework of his body. 
The next thing he throws with is his feet. We 
align the feet at the target. That means the lead 
step aligns to the left of the target so his hips and 
shoulder can come through at the target. He throws 
with his eyes. If he wants to throw the ball to the 
left, when he looks in that direction, he does not 
have to think about turning his hips. His eyes bring 
the body in that direction. All he needs to do is open 
his hips, hammer, and flick. 

It does not matter what position you play, the 
eyes are the most important thing you can play 
with. The defensive lineman has to use his eyes. His 
hands go wherever his eyes go. The same thing is 
true of the offensive linemen. 

If the quarterback walks down the street and 
passes a good-looking girl, his eyes turn his body to 
look at her. His body turns to look at her because 
the eyes look in that direction. That is what happens 
when he throws the football. 

When the quarterback throws from the 
shotgun, he has already taken two steps. On the 
three-step drop, he takes one step back and throws 
the ball. If he throws a five-step pattern, he takes a 
drive step, a crossover step, and a balance step. His 
second step is his break step. He breaks, comes to 
balance, and moves forward with the delivery. 

From the shotgun drop, the patterns have to 
be shorter or the quarterback has to hold the ball 
longer. He reaches the three-step depth in one 
step, and if he throws the ball with that timing, the 
receiver cannot get as deep. We adjust the delivery 
of the quarterback with a hitch before he delivers 
the ball. If he throws the ball at 10 yards, he takes 
three steps and a hitch to time out the pattern. He 
uses a three-plus-one step to the curl pattern and 
a three-plus-two step to the checkdown to the 
backs. 

The rule is hard and fast for the quarterback. 
He goes three-plus-one to the curl route. He goes 
three-plus-two to the checkdown. He goes three- 
lOtUs-three steps and teaves the pocket~ If he has 
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to hitch three times, he needs to get out of the 
pocket, get rid of the bail, or buy some time. 

In our attitude, every sack is the quarterback’s 
fault. It is not a sack if the quarterback throws 
the ball away. Nobody ever lost a game on an 
incomplete pass. Throw the ball away, and give us 
another opportunity to make a first down. If you 
throw it away, it is second-and-10 for the first 
down. If you take the sack, it is second-and-16 
for the down. If you can stay away from negative 
yardage plays, you will be successful. 

We base the success formula for offense on 
the total number of plays. Take those plays minus 
the dropped balls, offensive penalties, and negative 
yardage plays, and divide by the total number of 
plays. If the answer is 80 percent or better, you win 
the game. The total number of good plays is what 
you want to consider. 

The job of a quarterback is simple. He has to 
"let it happen, and not make it happen." We want 
to move forward. That is a concept you have to 
make your team understand. The cardinal sin at our 
place is the quarterback sack. We want the ball 
out of the quarterback’s hands in 1.5 seconds. That 
does not mean holding the ball until 2.5, waiting for 
someone to get open. 

We teach the quarterback a base footwork in a 
bag drill (Diagram #2). The quarterback carries the 
ball in the carriage position. He shuffles through 
the bags. This teaches movement in the pocket. 
He goes forward, sideways, and backward with 
the shuffle movement. He has to have good ball 
carriage skills because he does not know when he 

RECEIVER 

; 

Diagram #2. Shuffle Drill 

will have to throw the ball. He must be ready to set 
his feet and throw. He is not on his toes, and he is 
not flat-footed. He is on the balls of his feet with 
a little bounce in his steps. He is "keeping his feet 
alive." 

To finish the drill, the quarterback comes out 
of the last bag, rolls out, and throws the ball on the 
run. When he throws the ball, he needs to hammer, 
flick, and follow his target with his eyes. If he does 
not follow the target, he will be off target. 

Our players have a passion for playing football. 
We have a team that is all in, no matter what it is. 
If it helps our football team, they are for it. They do 
not care about personal interests. It is all about our 
team. We use 25 players on defense, and they all 
play. They all get excited about playing football. 

People ask me how many different helmets we 
have. The answer is four. I do not have anything to 
do with the design of the uniforms, but the players 
do love them. Anyone have a question? Thank you 
very much for your attention. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Sam Snow <ssnow@usyouthsoccer.org> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 1:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

US Youth Soccer Introduces Practice Guides tbr U6-U8, U- 10 and U- 12 Age Groups 

US Youth Soccer is keeping a wonderful resource alive for use by youth soccer coaches, The Assiston, t Coach Serie.s, written by Tom Fleck and John toss, boon, is 
now available e~ectronica[~y for free. The Series was first published ~n ~988, The i[k~strator was Darer Best, At the thee Dr. Fleck was the Director of Coachh~g for 
F~odda Youth Soccer and Co~ch Cossaboon was ~:he Director o[ Coaching for North Texas State Soccer, 
h~ our current ecot~omh:: rea]iW the cost of printing, in~enl:orying ~nd sMpp~ng the booklets raised the cost per book beyond a prk:e point that the nationa~ Board of 
Directors was writing to set. The goa~ o[: Lhe Board o1: Directors ~s to make coaching materials svsi~aMe for free or at s very reasonsNe cost to the youth soccer’ 
CO~dL We want thousands upon thousands of American coaches using the materials, 

We fee~ the contents ~n The Assistant ~oocis .Series are th~e~ess and useful for today’s coach just as they were to the coaches of the ~980s when the Series was first 
produced. In order to keep them m the hands of Anlerica’5 youth soccer coaches they are now avaHaMe on ~:he US Youth Soccer web s~te. We hope that you’ll 
encourage every ~occer coach you know to download ~:he bookle~:s. 
Keep K~cldng, 
Sam Snow 
Coaching D~rector 
US Youth Soccer 

(800} 4SOCCE R 
Skype: 
THINK GLOBALLY-ACT LOCALLY 
To view this message in a browser, please click 

~:~ https:l/idevmail,ameri~neagle,comlUserFileslusyouthsoccer, image, ne’e~/ne~ 01,jp9 

ii~iI https:ilidevmail.americaneagle.com/UserFiles/usyouthsoccerlimagelnewslnews 06.jpg i~i https://idevmail.americaneagle.oomlUserFiles/usyouthsoccer/ima 

ge/ne~slnews 07.jpg 

FOR IMMEDIA’rE RELEASE 

CONTACT: US Youth Soccer Communications, _o__)_q_L~_~)_g~_~_~£_a__~_i_o__n__s_~qS_~_~X_o_~[]!~g~q£:~[g or 800-4SOCCER 

US Youth Soccer Introduces Practice Guides for U6-U8, U-10 and U-12 Age Groups 

FRISCO, Texas (May 6, 2013) -- The US Youth Soccer Coaching Departmem has 

introduced its latest coaching resources with three age-specific practice activity guides. 

The three guides for the U6-U8, U- 10 and U- 12 age groups give coaches an 

idea of what should be covered throughout a ~ason while highlighting activities that 
focus on development in a low- slress, fun-filled envimmnent. 

Each ~esource covers multiple b’pes of practice activities, from warm-ups and individua] 

training to smdll-sided mad group games. The exercises are tailored to meet the cognitive 

and physicdl characterislics of each age group. 

The guides each contain individual activity descriptions with accompanying coaching 

points, so coaches are aware of what to watch for during each exercise. ~Vith 20 

sessions broken down in each guide, there are more than enough activities to meet the 

needs of any yonth soccer season. 

US Youth Soccer Ut-U8 Practice Activities 
- Provides a list of varying chaJcacteristics of Under-6 and Under-8 players in regards to 

sports. 

- Itow to play Small-Sided Games with "large" rosters. 

- Activities focus on individual soccer skills that build on one another. 

U S Youth Soccer Under-I 0 Practice Activities 
- Provides a list of characteristics of Under- 10 players. 

- Advice on how to connect with the youth athlete. 

US Youth Soccer Under-12 Prnctice Activities 

- Information on inserting tactics into traiNng. 

- Activities geared toward development and decision-making. 

The practice activi~ guides can be very beneficial to those new to coaching youth 

soccer mid act as a useful resource for experienced youth coaches. You can download 

all three practice activity guides below, as well as other useful resources t?om the US 

Youth Soccer Coaching Department. 

US Youth Soccer U6-U8 Practice Activities 
US Youth Soccer U-10 Practice Activities [.j~_~ 
US Youth Soccer U-12 Practice Activities 

Coaches Document Center [!~Lk] 
Includes the Player Development Model, Vision Document, Skills School and 
Coaching ~ lanual 



Training Session Template 0ink] 

Coaches Section: http:i/w~5~’.us,/outhsoccer.orgicoache~ 
### 

About the United States Youth Soccer Association (US Youth Soccer) - US 

Youth Soccer - "The G~ane for ALL Kids!®’’ is the lmgest youth spo~ts orga~zation in 

the country and loagest member of the United States Soccer Federation, the governing 

body of soccer in the United States. US Youth Soccer regis~ters more th~ 3 million 

players annually, ages 5 to 19, and over 900,000 administrators, coaches and 

vohmteers in 55 member State Associations. US Youth Soccer progrmns provide a tim, 

safe m~d healthy enviromnent for players at eve~’ level of the game. For more 

i~ffonnation, visit w~-w.USYot~thSoccer.or~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 8:37 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Info 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Negalha, Jeff [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=JEFF NEGALHA (NEGALHA)] 

5/10/2013 3:39:34 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

Jose Mourinho 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Part 2 has a lot of exercises... 



Fl"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

April Heiurichs <AHeinrich@ussoccer.org> 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:20 PM 

April Heinrichs <AHeinrich@us~ccer.org> 

US Soccer Prot~ssioual B Liceuse for women - Febma~ 15-23, 2014 in Los Augeles 

CoaclL 

’[’he fi~st-es,er US Soccer "Pro 1:I License" for "a ome~ is schedt~ed fi~r February 15-.23~ 2014 m Los Angeles’. 

Please feel ~:cee to fotwa~x] this email to any lbmaer WNT and R~t~aer Pro players a i~hing 

App~icafiot~, registration a~¢d minimum requbremertt dets~:ils to R~llow on ussoccer.o~; i~a mid-Octo her 

Ho[x: [o fill the corers: with 34 of our best and brighte~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, February 27, 2014 2:10 PM 

Mihalik, Jasou P <jmihalik@email.unc.edtr~ 

Ja~u Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

RE: Introduclions 

We do not have any coaching positions available but a member of my staff (.Jason Sisneros) does analytics for my team in practice and games and we are a~ways 

Iookh~g for smart people to assist h~m. ~f th~s ~s of interest ~ am copying .Jason on this and he w~ll make the fina~ cal~ on whom he wants on his staff, is certah~ly 

~ve~come to chat ~vil:h Jason as to what ~:he res~ons~bi]it~es w~l~ be. 

~ wo~id a~so be VERY interested ~n seeing what we can do to m~t~ga~:e the concussion ~ss~es ail of us are ha~zh~g. ~f YOU are ~nterested ~n th~s p~ease ~et me know. 

F~m= Nihalik, Jason P 
Sent~ Wednesday, ~brua~ 26, 2014 9:16 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~ject~ Introductions 

Auxin - 

I wanted to ~ke the oppo~uni~ to e-introduce myself to you. We met briefly outside of ~r. She~ Salyer’s o[~ce last year when you were giving a tour to a 

prospective recruit. Ny name is Jason Mihalik and I co-direct the Ma~hew dfeller S~-Related Traumatic Br~n Inju~’ Research Center. It is the center where al~ of 

your soccer athletes come to for concussion ~seline testing and we assist the team physicians a~d your s~ffatlflefic trainers wi~ ~st-i~iu~’ tesliug and ~na~e~nent. I 

~ow you are ve~’ busy, but I was hopiug I may be able to beud your ear on somethiug. 

She is veW interested in pursuing a career in coaching, and is actively seeking soccer 
coaching opportunities in the area for when she arrives I thought I would reach out to you to see if there were any opportunities as a volunteer or paid assistant coach with your program. 
A tall order, I know, but a recent conversation ~vith               suggested this may be an opportunity’ I originally thought was not possible. I know      November arrival comes at a 
bad time, but she had already committed to a coaching position and wanted to live up to her word and commitment. 

mentioned that she introduced herself to you briefly at this year’s NSCAA meeting. In any event, I am attaching her coaching CV to this email in the hopes that there might be an 
opportunity’ ~2~r her at UNC or at some other college/club you have some close colleagues at By all accounts, both are star people that work hard 
and are always willing to give it their all. 
I apologize for the length of the emai[, and the informality" of email for the nature of its content I look forward to meeting with you sometime soon, and would welcome an opportunity to 
invite you to our research center to show you some of the work we are doing, and how it can benefit your athletes. 
All the best, 
Jason 

Jason P. Mihalik, PhD, CAT(C), ATC 
Assistant Professor, Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
Co-Director, Matthew A. Gfeller Sport-Related Traumatic Brain Injury Research Center 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
313 Woollen Gymnasium I Campus Box 8605 I Chapel Hill, NC I 27599 

O: 919.962.2573 I L: 919.962.0409 I F: 919.962.6325 I E: jmihalik@email.unc.edu 
tbicenter.unc.edu 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dan Davies ~vaco.com> 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 8:45 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Thursday Evening Speaking Event NACEO 

The Umstead Hotel & Spa 
100 Woodland Pond Dr, Ca~z, NC 
(919)447-4000 0 " theumstead corn 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:58 PM 
To: Dan Davies 

Subject: RE: Thursday Evening Speaking Event NACEO 

Podiuna ~vould be nice .. ~vhat is the address? I have a GPS unit .... 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dan Davies [mailto:ddavies@naceos corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 2:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Thursday Evening Speaking Event NACEO 

Anson, 

Here is the agenda fur Thursday evening at The Umstead for NACEO 

Wine & Beet- networking 6 pm tu 6:45 

[)inner 6:45 to 7:55 

Yuur presentatiun 8:00 to whenever 

I wuuld suggest yuu speak ]2~r 30 minutes plus or minus and save 10 tu 
15 minutes fur Q&A I like to adjuurn by 8:55 so the old dudes don’t fall asleep in fi-ont uf their peers. Actually, I am the oldest une in the roum. 

Right nuw we have 46 registered, su 40~ should be in attendance Midst ufthe members are CEOs ur presidents whu lead cumpanies in the $50 milllion and up range in annual sales. Must are 
men and sume are wumen and many are bringing their spuuse Your spouse is invited. Send me her name fur a name tag ifyuu plant tu bring her. 

Du yuu need anything in addition tu a goud micruphone? 

See you Thursday. 

[)an 

my cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dailyimpactj onrney@hnmanexventures.com 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 8:46 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Daily Impact Journey tbr Wednesday, September 4, 2013 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. ~vw.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jason Sisneros <         ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 1:33 AM 

anson <anson@uncaa.unc. edu> 

Zonal Approach 

Functional Zone Diagram.pdf; Zonal Training Philosophy.odt 

Coach, 

I have been working on defining some ideas I have always used in coaching and training players, but never 
noticed until I took time to reflect and try and put them into words. I have attached one diagram and a summary 
of what I got out of my head about 6 months ago. It’s not refined, but I am starting to see how this ties into 
accurately assessing our match performances as a team and individuals from all of the data we have the power 
to collect, and then apply that to our benefit. I also just got done reading this article on Shane Battier that  

 sent me http://www.nytimes.com/2009/02/15/magazine/15Battier-t.html? 
r=4&pagewanted=all&pagewanted=all and I was hit with a solution that I am working on that could accurately 

score games to give us a truer measure of a player’s contribution to meaningful results at meaningful moments. I 
may not be able to come in tomorrow much as we are preparing for - and 

this will take some time - but my goal is to work something up between now and the FSU game that 
demonstrates and shows statistical correlation (at least enough to evaluate if I’m onto something) and present it 
to you and Dino, Chris and Tom. So I just wanted to share all this right now while it was still so clear. 

Have a good night, 

Jason 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

Wednesday, September 19, 2012 11:19 PM 

anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Bill Palladino < @aol.com>; Chris Ducar <duca~@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Goals AgaJms~t 

Functional Zone Diagram.pd~, UNC Match Analysis.ods 

Guys, 

I am working up a spreadsheet and zonal diagrams for each on ofonr Goals For right now and will email that later. Please look over the following data and use my 

Zonal Diagram for a guide of how I am looking at the field and defining space. Note the following: 

4 of 5 goals offessentiafly restarts (Goal Kick, 2 Throw Ins and a Free Kick) 

Middle 3rd and Wide Final 3rd flank is where attacks are startAng against us (after we touch the ball first and lose it) mad then these teams are cutting in to attack 

Top D and PK zones 

Every goal happened in less than 14 seconds, which speaks to our anticipation offthe lmll and lack of transition into appropriate positions 

Just a heads up on Goals For - I am noticing these names coming up often in our goal sequences: 

I’ll email you a finished product asap 

Jason 



Final 3rd Midfield 3rd Defensive 3rd 

i== ............................................. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

rick mullins <rickmullins~spokanesoccerclub.com> 

Friday, September 17, 2010 l:10 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu:~ 

A couple of things for you 

Hi Anson: 

The posters you have sent in the past have changed peiople lives. I appreciate it I ask another one of your special favors today. I could use one more for a special 
young lady nmned Lindsey. She has overcome a ton of things in her personal life and would be fitting for a autographed poster of yourself with the trophies behind. 

Also: Being that you always inspire coaches like myself ruth new coaching ideas, I wanted to share a couple of my ideas I have developed. I hope you take a minute 

and read them 

1. A juggling challenge I call "Walk the Dog". Players start at one endline and juggle the entire length of the field without the bail dropping (endline to endline.) 

If the ball drops the player begins again at the spot it dropped, ttow many times do you have to restart? It’s really challenging and addicting. Competitve players 

hate when the ball the ball drops and usually go all the way back 1~ the start lx~ try. to make it the entire way without it dropping 

2. Blood and Guts: (see attached) A very+ competitYe tinishing game involving passing, receiving, finishing, Boa]keeping, defending, shot blocking, organizationa 

dn most of all :colnpetition" You also get arguing, fitness and fun.. 

Thanks again for all you do! Have a fantastic season. 

Prick Mullins 

UNC Blood and Guts.pdf ~his, 1.# i.?,:,c 201.0 32:34:04 -0500 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1 Women’s Soccer List <~D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu~ on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 

Wednesday, December 1,2010 4:42 PM 

DI WSOCCER- L@metis3.gmu.edu 

Important: Hem~ann Trophy Voting 

::N:: NSCAALetterhead 

Good Afternoon Coaches, 

Voting is now open for the He,mann Trophy Award, recognizing the Division I Men’s and Women’s National Players of the Year. Following is a link to access the 

voting syfftem. 

http://nscaa.com/hermann/index.php 

To log into the system use your College Services ID # (on your CS registration receipt). If you can’t locate your CS ID # contact Craig Bohnert at 

cbohnert@nscaa.com or let me know. 

The deadline for submitting votes is Tuesday, December 7. Finalists will be announced Friday, December 10. 

Thanks for con’mbuting your vote for this important award that recognizes outstanding performance, a.s well as draws national attention "to our sport. 

All the best. 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 
College Programs Director 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

8oo Ann Ave. Kansas City, Kansas 66101 

913 362 1747 (phone); 913 362 3439 (fax) www.NSCAA.corn 
Wisconsin: Office - 92o 674 4391; Cell- 

2Oll NSC.A~ Convention - Baltimore, MD, January 12-16 

~OlO Women’s College Cup - December 3-5, Cm% NC; Men’s College Cup - December lO-12, Santa Barbara, CA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Douglas Orr <dorr@nscaa.com> 

Sunday, December 5, 2010 4:00 PM 

Ansou Dormuce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Adidas $30K 

Anson, 

First of all, sorry about the NCAA Notre Dame result How ~vas the 
game? How do you feel about the season? 

Second, great question. We have bounced this around for a couple of 
years with no real answer. I think the only real possibili~z is to 
simply say that given Nike’s presence ~vith the national team 
sponsorship, a Nike endowment equal to the Adidas endo~vment gives them 
philanthropic public exposure on a par ~vith Adidas and cuts a little 
bit into Adidas’ presence with the NSCAA 

And if they do match Adidas and send someone to the convention that 
person would be recognized at the a~vards dinner on the podium the same 
as the Adidas rep. 

Your thoughts? 

Doug 

On Dec 5, 2010, at 3:21 PM; "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

> Doug, 

> wonderlial .. now how can I use this to try to excite Nike? 

> Anson Dorrance 

> Head Coach 

> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> w) 919-962-4100 

> >>> Douglas On- <dorr@nscaa corn> 12/3/2010 11:33 ~M >>> 

> Don’t distribute this to anyone else yet. It’s not for public 

> consmpuon But I figured you guys would [ore to hear about this. 

> Je~" Y just called me. C~is M just committed $30K from Adidas for 

> Neir 1st year initia[ giR with more to come m a [ong-~n 

> commitment. The invoice is being sent today We will be announcing it 

> at the Awards Ceremony. 

> 

> Let’s keep pushing for any other gifts that might be in the pipeline 

> these last l~w weeks before the end of the calendar year. 

> 

> I’ll be in touch soon. Take care all. 

> Doug 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1 Women’s Soccer List <D1WSOCCER-L@meds3.gmu.edu~ on behalf of 

John Daly <j bdaly@Vv2vl.EDU> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 12:35 PM 

DI WSOCCER- L@metis3.gmu.edu 

Nation~] Coach of the Yem Voting 

Hello, everyone. 

The online ballot for NCAA DMsion I Women’s National Coach of the Year Js now active. You can go to the following link to vote: 

http:i/nscaa,com/divl_voting/ 

You will need to enter your COLLEGE SERVICES number in the box in the upper-right corner and will be taken to the ballot, which is very similar to the 
Hermann Trophy system. 
You need to vote for one coach, hit submit, then confirm the vote on the next page. Once that is done, you will be taken to a "thank you" page where you can 
log out. 
Voting for the Regional Coach of the Year in Division One was around 30%. That was a very disappointing figure. 
As one coach said to me when I informed him that he had been selected as a Regional Coach of the Year, "It is such a great honor to be selected by your 
peers". 
Please take the time to vote and remember you may select a "write in’ candidate, such as someone who was not named a Regional Coach, but 
participated in the College Cup for example. 
For those of you who do not know, the following were voted Regional Coaches of the Year:- 
CENTRAL Colin Carmichael, Oklahoma State University 
GREAT LAKES Janet Rayfield, University of Illinois 
MID ATLANTIC Simon Riddiough, Hofstra University 
NORTHEAST Markus Roeder, Marquette University 
PACIFIC Paul Ratcliffe, Stanford University 
SOUTH Jeff Hooker, University of Denver 
SOUTHEAST Eddie Radwanski, University of North Carolina, Greensboro 
WEST Scott Juniper, University of California, Irvine 
All the best, Merry Christmas and Happy Holidays to y’all] 
JD 

John Ddy 
Women’s Soccer Coach 
College of V~aIIiam & Mary 
757-221-3387 (olfice) 
757-221-2989 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmail.com> 

Friday, 12:20 PM 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

James Leloudis <leloudis@email.unc.edu>; Clemmon~ Jason <jclem@emaiLunc.edu> 

Honors Carolina Letter 

Anso~ 

This will be fun! 

Delaine might want to check your supply of letterhead and envelopes as this will be a big mailing. I don’t have her email right now so could you forwaacd this message on 

to her? 

We will mail 750 - 1,000 letters. I understaJ~d that we can use a letterhead template if Delame has one for you. If not, we’ll need two reams of printed stationaw and 

printed envelopes as well. 

Please have Delaine contact Jim beloudis’ assistant Jason Clemmons, ~tcle*n(&)e*nail.unc edu if she has m~y queslions. Thanks again - yotfll be helping us tremendously! 

Best. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1 Women’s Soccer List <D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu~ on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 

Wednesday, March 9, 2011 11:18 AM 

DI WSOCCER- L@metis3.gmu.edu 

Re-Send-VERY IMPORTANT: NSCAA Scoreboard/TopDrawerSoccer.com 

::N:: NSCAALetterhead 

To: Division I Coaches 

From: Rob Kehoe 

Re: Registration-NSCAA Scoreboard / TopDrawerSoccer.com 

As was announced at the beginning of the year, the new official NSCAA Scoreboard provider is TopDrawerSoccer.com. Please open the following link and 
then fill in the required fields with Head Coach and Sports information Department contact details, it is very important that the information is complete and 
accurate. 

With this information TopDrawerSoccer.com will assign each team a log in user name and password in the near future. You will then be notified when and 
how to begin uploading team profile, schedule, and score reporting information that will be housed on the Scoreboard site. 

NCAA Division I: http://www.zoomerang.com/Surve¥/M, fEB22BYVLQET8Ni 

We need to have all information submitted by Friday, March 25. Please make this an immediate priority that will take but a few minutes to complete. 

Thank you for your assistance on this very important matter. 

All the best. 

Rob Kehoe 
College Programs Director 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

8oo Ann Ave. Kansas City, Kansas 66101 

913 362 1747 x 1015 (phone); 913 362 3439 (fax) www.NSCAA.eom 
Wisconsin: Office - 92o 674 4391; Cell- 

2012 NSCAA Convention - Kansas City Convention Center, Kansas City, MO January 11-15 

2Oll Women’s College Cup - December 2-4, KSU Soccer Stadium Atlanta, GA; Men’s College Cup - December 9-11, Regions Park Stadium IIoover, AL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Thorp. Holden <holden thorp@unc.edtc, 

Tuesday, 9:29 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Leonard, Barbara J <bjleonar@email.unc.edu>; 

FNV: Anson Dona~nce’s request 

Morehead-C~nFinalists Dinner FinaJ.docx; Wo~nensCounci[ 

~unc.edu> 

.docx; ATT00001 .c 

Anson, 
Here are some recent talks that I’ve given. The talk you attended was changed on the :tly, but we tried to re-capture it in the notes for the women’s counci[ event that was done a few days 

later The notes for that talk are pretty close to what you heard. Let us know if you need anything else. 
~,[hanks for helping us with recruiting. 

HoIden 



Welcome to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill -the birthplace 

of public higher education. 

Congratulations on reaching this moment. Whether or not you end up with a 

Morehead-Cain Scholarship, you should recognize that you are already a 

winner. 

Why? Because you’re smart, you know how to work hard and you have a 

great curiosity about the world. Also, you have plenty of people around you 

- family, teachers, and others - who love you and care about your future. 

I know that you are facing a bewildering array of choices and decisions, but 

I’m confident that you each of you are up to the challenge. And I hope that 

however the decisions come out this week, you will come to Carolina in the 

fall. 

Why? Because we already know that you are the exactly the kind of person 

Carolina wants. We know that because you have gotten this far. 

So why should you want to come to Carolina? 

Well, you’re probably sick of hearing this, but you are going to college at a 

historic time. The economic downturn has forced large corporations to get 

smaller, and it is unlikely they will grow significantly anytime soon. 

Globalization has changed the work force and the way we do business. And 

{ PAGE } 



changes in the way we communicate give everyone with a unique story a 

worldwide platform and the abilil5r to topple governments. 

All of this is bad news for a lot of people, but it’s good news for you. 

Because the people who will succeed in this changed world are the people 

who know how to work in and motivate teams, who know how to create 

their own opportunities, and who value ideas. That is the profile of students 

who have gone to Carolina and especially of those who have emerged from 

the Morehead-Cain process. 

Writers like Alan Murray who built the only successful paid-subscription 

news brand on the internet. And Jim Suroweicki, the smartest business 

writer in America by far. Social entrepreneurs like Jonathan Reckford, 

Dacia Toll and Sindhura Citineni, public servants like Jim Cooper, and 

business entrepreneurs like David Gardner and tonight’s speaker Zach 

Clayton. They understand the Peter Drucker saying that the best way to 

predict the future is to create it. 

You’ve been hearing these names all weekend. What is it about Carolina 

that has given them the tools to change the world? 

First, it’s a liberal arts education. That term doesn’t have anything to do with 

politics, but instead means a liberty of thought. What it means for you is the 

opportunity to study freely across an array of subjects and disciplines; and to 

study in a way that liberates your mind and helps you imagine beyond what 

you learn. It requires you to learn about the history of the world and the 

{ PAGE } 



human beings in it. The ability to collaborate with and energize other people 

comes from understanding what makes people so fascinating and capable. 

Second, it’s pursuing that liberal arts education in the heart of a world-class 

research university, an environment designed to propose and test new ideas. 

That means you will be around people who are busy imagining all kinds of 

new things. You will have the chance to explore with them, and from them 

you will learn how to take those new ideas and move them along. This is a 

place where tlTing something new that doesn’t work is not only OK, it’s 

prized. 

Third, it’s the firiendly atmosphere and personal attention that you might 

expect at a smaller college. 

And finally, it’s the commitment to the welfare of the world that comes from 

being at the place that invented public higher education. 

That means at Carolina you will have more supporters than you ever 

imagined - in t~act, ten million of them. They’re the citizens of North 

Carolina and they support higher education at a level unmatched in other 

states. They know ~vhat you will accomplish, ~vhich is why they invest in 

your education. 

President Obama has been talking about these things lately, too. Last 

Saturday in his weekly address, he said, "We have everything we need to 

compete: bold entrepreneurs, bright new ideas, and world-class colleges and 
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universities. And, most of all, we have young people just brimming with 

promise and ready to help us succeed." 

He was talking about you. And he was talking about Carolina. When you 

arrive this fall, we’ll start changing the world together. 

Good luck, thank you and Go Heels! 

{ PAGE } 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clmslian Lave~ --~christim~@fcmilwaukee.com~ 

Wednesday, September 21, 2011 1: 53 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ECNL Combines 

Anson - 

Great to see you and catch up last week - I really appreciate your time. 

Attached is the internal outline for the ECNL Combines that we spoke about. I have reached out to Nike about involving SPARQ in some of these Combines, and I 

am meeting the EXACT Sports guys today. 

I will be looking to evaluate some technical tests to see what may be possible, but if we can’t make that work, we have a good start on the physical and mental 

aspects I hope. 

Once I get some more confirmations or feedback from the above groups, I will adjust this document to address this new added purpose. 

As always, let me know if you have any suggestions or comments. Thanks for your support and insight. 

Christian 

ECNL. Combines Standards and Structure (9.4,2011).pdf -~-~.% 20 [;~e.::: 20~. L2:52:42 0500 g0~:A~4.Lb?tes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January l& 2012 5:43 PM 

Christian Lavers <christian@eliteclubsnationalleague.com > 

Re: ECNL Standards 

Christian, 
I enjoyed seeing you as well. [ will look at these standards tomorrow and ~ will not share them. 

[ had a couple of seconds with Sarah Kate and recommended a fine Florida team to her and we chatted about the geographic value of some teams in Houston (a former 

player of mine from my men’s coaching days was asking me to lobby for him and his club in Houston, since [ obviously can’t see where your line is ~ don’t pretend to know 

who can or should be with you although [ do feel that Florida side should be able to fit nicely in with the ECNL teams ! saw at Sanford). 

Please tell me what US Soccer could do to help you. ] was shocked to feel the personal level of Sunil’s support during our meeting but very excited as well. [ have been out of 

the US scene for a long time (over 17 years) but ! still know powerful people on the board that will certainly bless any positive direction Sunil takes with our women’s 

development. Honestly, you and the ECNL have done the most for our development and [ have no issue try to help you in every way. And please, if you have any ideas on 

howwe can successfully "marry" the ECNL, USYS and ODP let me know. [ have friends in all the camps and want to do right by them as well. 

All the best, my friend and thank you for saving our game. Until ] heard your voice of reason in that room not too long ago ] did not think anyone was going to be able to 

"unite the clans" and build what you have built. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Christian Lavers" <christian@eliteclubsnationalleague.com > 1/18/2012 2:35 PM > > > 

Anson C 

Great to see you this weekend C at some point I would love to catch up about the Task Force, etc. Let me know if you have some time in the next week or so to talk. 

On another note, we (ECNL) are starting to move on some standards for the future. I have put these together as a starting point, and will be sharing them with the 

ECNL Board, and Standards Committee, soon - but I wanted to send them to you first. Let me know your thoughts ~ this is the first draft, and will obviously change 

over time (and in the next couple weeks). 

Please keep them to yourself, as I am working on something very similar with US Club for the boys game, and I donk]t want this to get out early. 

Talk soon. 

Christian 

ECNl_.Standards2012-DRAFT.pdf T~.:!~ iTADr 20~2 15:3~<59 0400 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JeffNegalha <j negalha@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Monday, April 2, 2012 6:09 PM 

Auson Dorrance ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

http://miostadium.com/opinions~’simon-kuper/barcelonas- secret- soccer- succes s 

http://mios~adium.com/opinious/simon- kupeffbarcelonas- secret- soccer- success 
JeffNegalha 

U~iversity of North Carolina 

Meu’s Soccer 

919-962-0466 (office) 

919-962-4038 (fax) 

http:i/unc.edu 

http:/itaacheelbl ue .c stv.com 

hl~://ww,~,.uncsoccerca3np.collli 

http://facebook.comicarolinasoccer 

http:/itwitter.con~/uncmenssoccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

docj @wayofchampions.com 

Thursday, June 24, 2010 1:45 AM 

Marry Kibiloski <MKibiloski@winmarkcorporation.com>; Brett Asto ~gma~l.com> 

Brenna~ Lynch ~@yahoo.com>; Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edtr% Anson Dorrance <aJ~son@uncaa.unc.edu> 

[FWD: A Benediction] 

rhis ~,’~’as sent to me by a dear friend i.~ gerkeley,Ca. He has worked with athletes there for m~ny years w~h great s~ccess being creative and 
~h~nk~ng outside t~e box,,.my k~nd of n~n. H~v~ng v~ewed these ~,outube tt~eces, I won~ter how our a~h~etes wou~d respond because this stuff ~ru~y 

rdaxed,calm ~nd hightened confidence about wh~t t~ey c~n de , Al~d, the beauts~ alone ~s scintillating, 
Enjoy the show, ~erry 

I recently discovered a Truly Wondrous Grace: YouTube provides the world with a Splendid performance of the even more Splendid LUX 
AETERNA of Morten Lauridsen. This Transcendent Work is a setting of five sacred Latin texts having to do with Light. In my mind nothing else 
comes even close to its Shimmering Glory. The performance is accompanied with some Beautiful shots from the Hubble Telescope. It is High 
Nourishment for the Soul and I encourage you take the time to detach from the outside world, turn on the full screen, and just surrender into 
this Exalted Musical Experience ~ And then send it out to everyone you know, if you are so inclined: ~ do not question the power of Music to 
speak directly to the Deepest and Highest Levels of our Being, nor do I doubt the power of this composition to speak Healing, Goodness, 
Light, and Lovingkindness to all who hear it. And thus ~ send it out, a Benediction to the world. K. 

:1) http://www.youtube.comiwatch?v=nhfrG AsbxQ&feature=related.&fmt=:[4 

2) http ://www.youtu be.corn/watch?v= L.1EEESpXh U U&featu re= related.&fmt= 14 

3) http://www.youtu be.comiwatch?v=izsW6LiExEQ&NR= 1 .&fmt= 14 

ihe transfer value of one true idea has no e.~d or limiL A COURSE IN MIRACLES 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Dyleng ~gmail.com> 

Tuesday, August 31, 2010 8:20 AM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Ha~a~d Business Review Article by Clay Cfistensen 

Anson, 
Here is a link to the article I was telling you about. 
http:/!hbr.org/2OlO/OT!how-will-¥ou-.measure-¥our-life!ar/1 
Scott 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jerome de Boutin <jerome@mekar.com> 

Sunday, August 28, 2011 1:12 PM 

Paul Piemonte~ <PPiemontese@olympiquelyonnais.com> 

Anson Dormnce ~sou@uncaa.unc.edtv~ 

U~Jversity of North C~:rolina 

Dear Paul, 

I am hereby copying Nil Anson Dorrance, ~vho, as you probably know, has been the head coach of the ~vomen at the Unwersi~ of North Carolina for the past decades. He is the most 
successful women soccer coach in the histol~- of the NCAA winning a record 21 championships. He has coached most of the players ~vho eventually filled tap the ranks of the US National 

Team. Coach Dorrance will be coach at LrNC and he shares your e~thusiasm for her future. 

Coach Dorrance was waiting for decision before asking me to reach out to you on his behalf. Some of his recent graduates are looking for opportunities abroad and he would like 

to submit to you one player in particular°which he feels could do vel)’ well on your team. I will stop here and let Coach Dorrance tell you more himself. 

Mr. Paul Piemontese is the President ~f the Women Secti on of Olympique Lyonnais. tte has been the architect of ghis team for the past t,~enty years and he led Olympique Lyonnais to the 
top of the French I.eague prior to their first Champions League title this past spring. I am sure that the two of you have a lot in common and I am glad to be able to make the introduction. 

’]7he Rush organization is looking forward to developing a long term relationship with Olympique Lyonnais and I would personally welcome to include the University or North Carolina in 

this endeavor 

Regards to the two of you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@sbcglobal.net> 

Tuesday, 8:59 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Happy Thanksgiving ! 

Hi, coach Anson : 
Happy Thanksgiving ! ! ! Enjoy your holidays. 
December4- ].8,1will be in Nexico City (high altitude). We, theNexican National Team, are in the World Cup cycle, preparing for20].2. We have 
been scheduled to scrimmage against theCanandian National Team U-17 on December.I7 and 18th. lwould like to invite you and your staff to come 
to watch our games. 
If you would like to come, please contact Gerardo. He will be able to give you all the traveling information : 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

jeffrey tipping ~yahoo.com> 

Sunday, November 27, 2011 6:24 PM 

jefftipping ~yahoo.com> 

Tipping Blog - Transition and UK Coaches Study Tour 

My dem colleague, 

Coaching is not an easy profession. It provides great swings of elnotion, frustration and satisfaction, elation and dejection. We must edways remain positive. I try 

make my blog postings informative, educationaJ and, if possible, inspirational. 

To access the blog posting just click on this - itipping.blogspot.com. There are no attachments to click onto. 

The next few blogs roll focus on the importance of transition. This one features a video of a lightening strike follomng a tackle in the middle office field. Pre~ 
impressive. 

Also included, at the bottom of the blog posting, is information on our next coaches study tour of the UK. 

Helpful comments appreciated. 

JeffTipping 

UEFA Assessor - Irish FA 
NSCAA Director of Education and Coaching Development Emeritus 

FIFA Fumra Coaching Education Award 

jtipping.blogspot.coln 

816 213 6755 









From: ~yal~oo.com 

Sent: Sunday, December 11,2011 6:41 AM 

To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: 3-4-3 

Ans, 

Have you abandoned 3-4-3? 
Tipp 
Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from ray BlackBerci® 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lapenna, Michele <m.lapenna@jacobs-unive~i~.de> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 31, 2012 10:38 AM 

~son@uncaa.unc.edu; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu 

Practice in March 

Dear Anson, 

Dear Tom, 

Dear Bill 

I hope you are okay! 

I just wanted to inform you that VII be in CH from March 10th - 14th to meet amongst others the field hockey coaches. We will inform them about my University and 

a club which is interested in getting players from UNC after they graduated. 

Now I have some questions. 

Would it be okay with you, if some of your players join the session and getting some information about Jacobs’ University Grads School and some clubs (e.g. 

Werder Bremen) they could play if they come to Germany? 

I am planning to have one info session for all the athletes which might be interesting for us ( male and female soccer players, rowers, volleyball players, male and 

female basketball players and of course field hockey players). But before I am planning this, I am asking the coaches and managers if this okay with them! 

One more question: 

When is the team practicing on the field in the time from March 11th - 14th. I would love to join one session. 

Would be great if we find the time to meet for lunch or dinner] 

Best 

Michele 

Michele Lapenna 

Sports Coordinator 

Jacobs University Bremen gGmbH 

Campus Activities and Intercultural Affairs 

Phone: +49 421 200 - 43 18 

Fax: +49 421 200 - 49 43 18 

Email: m.lapenna @jacobs-university.de 

._w____w____w__:~_a___c___o___b__s__z 9__n__!__v__e___r__s_!_t_~:__d___e_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Sunday, 8:55 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: Cyprus Women’s Cup - Pre-Touma~nent Camp Invitation 

Cyprus Women’s Cup - Pre-Tournament Camp Invitation (7.19 KB).msg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Gai~’ Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, March 1, 2012 5:48 PM 

Ansou Dormuce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

jenni branam ~aol.com~; nikki washington ~aol.com>; lindsay tarpley < @aol.com>; robin heath 
~aol.co~n>; yael averbuch.. ~aol.con~>; krisliue lilly ~comcast.neg>; asNyn hams 

¯ 
~email.uuc.edu>; Eveland, Kristi ~email.unc.edu>; elizabeth guess ~email.unc.edu>; Chedupny, Lori 

@email.unc.edu~>; ~neghan Hingeube~g ~emofil.unc.edu>; ~nandy moraca ~email.unc.edt~-; kacey white 

~!e~nafil.unc.edu>; allie loug < [~bgmofil.co~n >; catherine reddick ~gmail.com>; heather o’~eilly 

~gmail.comT; Kendall Fletcher               ~gmail¯com>; Jessica McDonald            ~hotmail¯com>; 

whitney eugeu ~IVIAC.COM>; casey uogueira ~yalaoo.com>; maggie tomecka ~yahoo.com> 

Re: iuterested in playing in South Korea 

Thank you Anson. I remember some of the names on this list from Australia. Greetings[ Carine and I are still here in 

Palo Alto. All going well here trying to help some of the younger players follow in your footsteps¯ 

I have just been told that my contact in Korea needs 3 players now. (different teams)¯ lye also provided a YouTube video below and more details of the contract which 
added in blue¯ Its not huge $ but a good set up and seems like thet~ are some bonuses¯ 

Let me know if anyone you know or perhaps even yourselves are interested¯ The contact I have there runs a sports agency and is close friends with my former Football 
Industries classmate who is a chief editor with the Korean Broadcasting System¯ 

Best Wishes 
Gary Ireland 
vwvw.psvuNon.org 
vvww.pass2me.com 

650-387 4128. 

Hello Friends and Associates, 

One of my associates is working for a player agency in South Korea. His company has 6 players from Brazil, Aft are playing in ~,,VK.-League 
(V~#bmen’s Professional League). They are looking for a 9ood goal scorer, The are ready to sign contracts right now as the season starts on 
Mon 26, March, Im looking for international caliber players from Australia, New Zealand, Canada, England, USA and elsewhere. 

If you have an interest in playing in South Korea (terms and conditions to follow) and may be avaifable let me know asap. I have just been advised 
that another 2 tearns are seeking players. 

will need to know the following. 

1- Name 

2- Age!Bdate 

3~ Nationality 

4- Current team and Position 

5- Free Agent or under contract (tell me if you have an agent or not Also advise if you are under contract or not) 

6- Financial demands 

7-- CV and highfights- please send by Youtobe if possible. 

Some information on the Goyang team. http:/ien.wikipedia.orgiwikiiGoyang_Daekyo_WFC 

You can see Youtube video here too http;iiwww:youtube.comiwatch?v=sOZubFCRzTg 

Won 2 of past 3 Championships 

Manager is Manager of Korean National team. 

They play every Monday night¯ 

WK-League starts on Mon. 26¯ March. Need players to arrive mid-March 

Club takes care of visa. They pay salary to Korean bank account 

Approx $40k salary plus win/goals/championship bonus. 

Contract 1 year; 10 month season. Ends October. 2 week break (players leave at their own expense) 

Club provides 1 round trip air ticket. Player will live in club house with other players. No car!vehicle provided. 

They are seeking 1 player. Not interested in family/spouse/partner etc. 

Goyang Daekyo located near Seoul. Stadium is 40 rains, from the center of Seoul 

Time is of the essence. I am not the onfy person being asked for pfayers so any serious interest will need to be expressed immediately, 

f am searching for a player who is currently or has pfayed international caliber footbalf and currently in good form. I will be creating a group on 
http:iiwww.pass2me.comwww.pass2me.com to share information, Prospective players shoufd have an account on www.pass2me.com, Its free to 
use, t do aft of ~’r~y soccer work on the site. If you want to reach me by phone, calf this number below. 



Gary Ireland 

(650) 387 4128 

LINKEDIN PROFILE[ 
Find me on www.Fass2Meocom 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Gary ireland, ~yahoo.com> 
Cc: jenni branam )aol.com>; nikki washin.qton ~aol.com>; lindsay tarple~ ~aol.com>; robin heath )aol.com>; yael 
averbuch, ~aol.com>; kristine lilly . ~comcast.net>; ashlyn harris " ~email.unc.edu>; kristi eveland <, email.unc.edu>; elizabeth guess 

~email.unc.edu>; Iori chalupn~ ~email.unc.edu>; meghan klingenberg #email.unc.edu>; mandy moraca #email.unc.edu>; kacey white 
~email.unc.edu>; allie long ~gmail.com>; catherine reddick ~gmail.com>; heather o’reiNy ~gmail.com>; Kendall Fletcher 

#gmail.com>; Jessica McDonald,             ~hotmail.com>; whitney engen,                  ~MAC.COM>; casey nogueira          )yahoo.com>; 
maggie tomecks            ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Friday, February 24, 2012 11:58 AM 
Subject: Re: interested in playing in South Korea 

ThaJ~k you Gary .... I will send this ont to onr "pros" 

Anson DolTance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Gary Ireland @yahoo.corn> 2/24/2012 2:05 AM >>> 

Heik) Frie[~d.q acid As.qoci~tes, 

Profe.<;sional I..ea.gue). They are looking for a good goal scorer. The are ready to sign contr,acts N.ght now as the sea.~;on .qsrt.~: on f4iof].~.~.,. March. 

If yc, u have an interest in pl,ay)ng in South Korea (l:er!’r~s ,’-_~nd condikms to follow) and may be available let me I<now asar.: I v,,’ill need to know the following. 

1-Name 
2-- Ag~ eiBdate 
3-Natbnality 
4- Current team and Position 
5--. Free A.cjent or uader contract (tell rne if you have a~ agent o~ not Also advise if you are under contract o~ not) 
6- Fh’~ancia~ demands 
7- CV and highlights--, p~ease send by Youtube ~f possible. 

I ~arn searching for a player.<; who is currestiy or Is~as ~)kyed international caliber football and currently in good form. 

Gary Ireland 

ww~’.psvunion, org 

Skype ’ gao~jireland’ 

Find me on www.Oass2Me.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

raymond.verheij en@planet.nl 

Thursday, March 8, 2012 5:51 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

~rFA Periodisation F~xpert Meeting on 27june - 1 july 2012 in Amsterdmn 

Invitation WFA Periodisation Expert Meeting 2012.docx; Programme WFA Periodisation Expe~t Meeting.docx 

Hello Anson, 

I received your contact details from Emma Hayes She highly recommended you for the ’Periodisation Expert Meeting’ organized by the World Football Academy this summer between 27 

June - 1 July in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

With this event we would like to educate and develop a worldwide network of Periodisation Experts who will share and discuss experiences and ideas to further develop this field of 

expertise 

Some of the best Football Conditioning Coaches from a minimum of 40 different countries ti*om all the continents will participate based on invitation only 

We are currently headhunting the best delegates from all parts nf the football wnrld and, as mentioned, you were highly recommended by Erama Hayes as the representative from the U S. 

Therefore, we have attached an invitation letter and the full programme of this summer’s expert meeting The delegate fee for the 5 days will be 2000 Euro all inclusive (course, materials, 

hotel, meals, etc., except for travel expenses). 

Looking forward to hear from you whether you would like to accept our invitation. 

Best Regards, 

Raymond Verheij en 



Official Invitation for ’WFA Periodisation Expert Meeting 2 012’ 

Dear colleague, 

In the summer of 2012 the World Football Academy (WFA) will officially be founded as the 

overall mother organisation of the Dutch Football Academy (www.nvacademie.nl), the UK 
Football Academy (www.ukfootballacademy.net), the US Soccer Academy (2012) as well as 

several future Academies on the other continents. The mission of the WFA is to develop a 

global sharing of knowledge and experience in all football-related areas of expertise. As 
described by our WFA ambassador Guus Hiddink, we would like to bring the best coaches 

and experts to the doorstep of not only the elite in football, but also the next generation of 

young coaches. 

To celebrate this WFA milestone we will host a S-day ’Periodisation Expert Meeting’ in 
Amsterdam (The Netherlands) between Wednesday 27th June - Sunday 1st July 2012. 

Participation at this expert meeting will only be possible by invitation. We will only invite 

the best Football Conditioning Coaches from over 2S countries. Each country will be 
represented by just one coach. 

During the ’Periodiation Expert Meeting’ the WFA will host the most detailed course ever 
by Raymond Verheijen based on his new book ’Periodisation in Football’ which will be 

published in English later this year, Raymond will systematically go through all the 1S 
chapters of his book which was originally published in Holland in 2009. This event will also 

be filmed in a studio set-up from several different camera angles by a professional crew for 

future educational use. 

On all S days there will be 4 lectures of 7S minutes. Every 75 minute lecture will be 

concluded by a minimum of 30 minutes for questions and discussion. In between lectures 
there will be several 30 minute coffee breaks for the coaches to meet each other and share 

and discuss experiences and ideas as one of the main objectives of this meeting is to 
develop a global network of Periodisation Experts. Therefore, we will also develop several 

social events, for example in relation to the EUR02012 semi finals (June 27 and 28) and 

final (July 1). 

The World Football Academy would like to invite you personally for this S-day 
’Periodisation Expert Meeting’ in Amsterdam between June 27 and July i. The delegate fee 
for the S days will be 2000 Euro (all inclusive for course, material, hotel, food, etc., except 
for flight costs). 

Please let us know if you would like to accept our invitation for this expert meeting. After 

your acceptance we will send you all the extra information within the next few weeks. 

Looking forward to see you in Amsterdam next June! 

Best regards, 

Daniel de Vries 

Global Manager World Football Academy 



Programme ’WFA Periodisation Expert Meeting 2 012’: 

Wednesday 27 June 2012: 

O8,OOhr 

09.00- 10.15hr 

10.15- 10.45hr 

10,45- ll.15hr 

11.15- 12.30hr 

12.30- 13.00hr 

l&O0 - 14.00hr 

14.00- 15.15hr 

15.15- 15.45hr 

15.45- 16.15hr 

16.15- 17.30hr 

17.30- 18.00hr 

19.00u 

20.45u 

Breakfast 

Football Analysis / Football Performance / Football Fitness 

Questions & Discussion 

Coffee break 

Football Conditioning Exercises 

Questions & Discussion 

Lunch 

Football Physiological Training Effects 

Questions & Discussion 

Coffee break 

Football Training Methods 

Questions & Discussion 

Diner 

EURO 2012 Semi Final I (TV) 



Thursday 28 June 2012: 

08,00hr 

09.00- 10.15hr 

10.15- 10.45hr 

10,45- ll.15hr 

11.15- 12.30hr 

12.30- 13.00hr 

l&O0 - 14.00hr 

14.00- 15.15hr 

15.15- 15.45hr 

15.45- 16.15hr 

16.15- 17.30hr 

17.30- 18.00hr 

19,00u 

20,45u 

Breakfast 

Periodisation Model / Underload Model 

Questions & Discussion 

Coffee break 

Principles of Periodisation 

Questions & Discussion 

Lunch 

Team Periodisation (1) 

Questions & Discussion 

Coffee break 

Team Periodisation (2) 

Questions & Discussion 

Diner 

EURO 2012 Semi Final 2 (TV) 



Friday 29 June 2012: 

08,00hr 

09.00- 10.15hr 

10.15- 10.45hr 

10,45- ll.15hr 

11.15- 12.30hr 

12.30- 13.00hr 

l&O0 - 14.00hr 

14.00- 15.15hr 

15.15- 15.45hr 

15.45- 16.15hr 

16.15- 17.30hr 

17.30- 18.00hr 

19,00u 

Breakfast 

Team Tactical Periodisation 

Questions & Discussion 

Coffee break 

Periodisation means Anticipation 

Questions & Discussion 

Lunch 

Periodisation means Differentiation 

Questions & Discussion 

Coffee break 

Individual Periodisation 

Questions & Discussion 

Diner 



Saturday 30 June 2012: 

08,00hr 

09.00- 10.15hr 

10.15- 10.45hr 

10,45- ll.15hr 

11.00- 12.15hr 

12.30- 13.00hr 

l&O0 - 14.00hr 

14.00- 15.15hr 

15.15- 15.45hr 

15.45- 16.15hr 

16.15- 17.30hr 

17.30- 18.00hr 

19,00u 

Breakfast 

Rehabilitation Periodisation 

Questions & Discussion 

Coffee break 

From Rehab Periodisation to Team Periodisation 

Questions & Discussion 

Lunch 

Short Term Rehab Periodisation 

Questions & Discussion 

Coffee break 

Long Term Rehab Periodisation 

Questions & Discussion 

Diner 



Sunday 1 July 2012: 

08,00hr 

09.00- 10.15hr 

10.15- 10.45hr 

10,45- ll.15hr 

11.15- 12.30hr 

12.30- 13.00hr 

l&O0 - 14.00hr 

14.00- 15.15hr 

15.15- 15.45hr 

15.45- 16.15hr 

16.15- 17.30hr 

17.30- 18.00hr 

19,00u 

20,45u 

Breakfast 

Youth Academy Periodisation 

Questions & Discussion 

Coffee break 

Growth Spurt Periodisation 

Questions & Discussion 

Lunch 

Monitoring Football Training 

Questions & Discussion 

Coffee break 

Testing Football Fitness 

Questions & Discussion 

Diner 

EURO 2012 Final (TV) 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Raymond Verheijen <raymond.verheijen@worldfootbJlacademy.com> 

Friday, March 9, 2012 2:51 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Vincent va~ Driel <vincent.vandfiel@worldtbotballacademy.com> 

Re: WFA l?eriodisation Expert Meeting on 27 june - 1 july 2012 in Amffte~dam 

Hello Anson, 

thank yon for your kind reply. We are more than happy to have yonr S&C coach at our event this summer. Please send me his contact details so the event organization 

can arrange all "the details. 

And we will keep you in[bm~ed about our future events. 

Best regards, 

Rasanond Vefl~eijen 

2012/3/8 Anson Dorrance <axason~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Raymond, 

those dates for me this summer are chewed up but I would love to be your US representative, If you will allow me to send my strength!conditioning coach this summer 

in my place, I will reserve a week for the meeting next summer and come myself in 2013. I have admired your work (and the success of many teams you have trained) 

and I enjoyed meeting you two years ago when you came to the NSCAA Convention here in the United States. 

Thank you for this opportunity, I am honored. Please let me know if you will accept this summer’s arrangement. The individual I am sending is a fitness professional 

and will certainly benefit (and contribute) to the conference and this way I will not be too far behind when l join you next year. 

All the best! 

ARSOn Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919 962 4100 
> > > <ravmond.verheiien@planet.nl > 3/8/2012 5:51 AM > > > 

Hello ARson, 

I received your contact details from Emma Hayes. She highly recommended you for the ’Periodisation Expert Meeting’ organized by the World 

Football Academy this summer between 27 June - 1 July in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. 

With this event we would like to educate and develop a worldwide network of Periodisation Experts who will share and discuss experiences 

and ideas to further develop this field of expertise. 

Some of the best Football Conditioning Coaches from a minimum of 40 different countries from all the continents will participate based on 

invitation only. 

We are currently headhunting the best delegates from all parts of the football world and, as mentioned, you were highly recommended by 

Emma Hayes as the representative from the US. 

Therefore, we have attached an invitation letter and the full programme of this summer’s expert meeting. The delegate fee for the 5 days will 

be 2000 Euro all inclusive (course, materials, hotel, meals, etc., except for travel expenses). 

Looking forward to hear from you whether you would like to accept our invitation. 

Best Regards, 

Raymond Verheijen 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Raymond Verheijen <raymond.verheijen@worldfootballacademy.com> 

Thursday, March 15, 2012 4:50 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Vincent va~ Driel <vincent.vandfiel@worldtbotballacademy.com> 

Hello Anson, 

could yon please send us the name and contact details of your S&C coach for this summer’s Periodisation Expert Meeting? 

The event orgar6zation would like to finalize all the details. 

Thanks. 

:avn :ol~d .ve:h ,~i j,~n (~.~vor Id foo t balla ca tie m’~,.co m 

P.O. 9ox 48, 1190 AA, Oud,~rkerk a!d Ams~el, The b~ethedands 
gur~. 9[raman~’~,eg 102-[, ~:1.0:1. 2~, Ams[erdam, rile Netherlands 
T +31 20472 1992 
I: +31 20 472 :[993 

h t:t p: i/w~w?,^;o ridl:oo[ba ilaca d e n :y..::o m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Manuel Lievano <manuel@i~sports.o~g> 

Monday, May 28, 2012 6:06 PM 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Combined invitation with national team players tbom Colombia 

.Coach Anson, 
Anson 

This is Manuel Lievano from ISC Sports, we have being in contact in the pafft regarding some of the Colombian national team players, this opportuni~ I want to invite 

yon to attend the combined we pnt together in Bogota Colombia with the presence of several national team players starting with the youth 20 as well as some from the 

team that is preparing for the olympics. 

The event will take place june 1,2,3 in Bogota Colombia 

The combined o~anization will pay lbr lodging, meals and local transportation. 

We have 6 coaches already confirme!! As you might already know, Colombian Womens soccer is a great source for spotting talent, we have place players at school 
such us: 

Kansas University 
Indiana UniversiD- 
Universi~’ of Mian~i 
University of Toledo 
Duqnesne UniversW 
Austin PeW State 

And many more!! 

The link to the combine mtbnnation is u~,.iscsports.org. (the event name is THE GOAL) 

Coach hopefully we can count with you here in Colombia! 

Manuel lievano 

Cell ( Miami ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Teresa Noyola <tnoyola@ stanford.edu~ 

Sunday, June 24, 2012 4:18 PM 

ax~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Dutch team inlb 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you for taking the time to talk to me on Friday, your feedback has always been very valuable to me Also, thank you for offering to help me in my quest to find the right fit abroad The 
follo;ving number for Sarina Weigman is the one she called me from. If that number does not work, I also spoke to the manager, Angela Verdoes, who will put you in contact with Sarina. The 
team name is Ado Den Haag. 

Sarma: 

~hetnet.nl 

Angela: 

")hotmail.com 

I look forward to hearing your opinion. Many thanks again, 

Teresa 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kendall Fletcher <~kendall.fletcher@gmail.com~ 

Sunday, July 29, 2012 6:32 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Contact Info 

Anson, 

It was great to chat with you the other day. Here is the contact information for my club, Vittsjo GIK, that you asked for. Below you will find the contact details for 
Markus Nilsson. He is our team manager. If you contact him he will put you in contact with our coach Thomas Martensson. Thomas is a tmique guy and does not 

own a computer. I roll also include both Markus and Thomas’s swedish cell phone numbers if you would prefer to speak with them on the phone. 

Markus Nilsson - team manager 

email- markus@vgik.se 
cell - 

Thomas Martensson - coach 
cell - 

I am not sure if your moan interest in wanting to speak to the club abom players was for next season, but at the moment we have actually had some injuries over the 

break and we are looking to bring in some players for the end of this season. We are looking for a midfield/forward Upe player as well as a fast central defender. I 

think they want to make decisions about this over the next couple days, so if you have anyone in mind there are some opportunities right now. You can speak to them 

about what exactly they are looking for, but with their international players they want to bring in players with experience and a great work rate. 

Again, I really enjoyed our chat and look tbrward to speaking with you again soon. Hope all is well in Chapel Thrill. Say hello to the boys for me : ) 

Kendall 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Division 1 Womeffs Soccer Lisl <D1WSOCCER-L@me~is3.gmu.edu~ o~ behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 

Friday, November 9, 2012 10:12 AM 

D 1WSOCCER- L@metis3.gmn.edu 

Great Britain Nalional Teatn Information 

UK - Letter to US.docx; Untitled attachment 104755.htm; UK GK Assessment Profi|e.doc; Unf~tled attachment l(M758.htm 

Coaches. 

Attached is information from the England National Team Women’s Coach that presents opportunity for eligible goal keepers to be assessed for national temn 

consideration. 

All the best. 

Rob 



Patron: The Football Association Telephone: E-mail: 
Her Majesty The Queen Wembley S~adium +44 (0) 844 980 8200 info@~i~e~a.com 
President: London Visit: 
Rrince William HA9 0WS ,,~,~,~,~w.Ti~eFA.co m 

Dear Coach, 

In recent discussions with our Women’s International Department, we have identified the need to 
increase our pool of potential international goalkeepers. We have decided that, having identified this 
need we need to look further afield. 

To this end, we would like to invite you to recommend any Goalkeepers who are eligible for U20 
women’s soccer and above who you think might have the potential to play international soccer. 
These goalkeepers would have to be eligible to play for England through either birth or family 
connections. 

If you feel able to recommend any players either now or in the future please get in touch with my 
colleague, Keith Rees- Senior GK Coach directly, at keith.rees@thefa.com 

It would also help us if you could complete the attached player assessment profile for our records. 
We look forward to hearing from you. 

Kindest regards, 

Hope Powell CBE 
National Coach: Women’s Football 

Cc Keith Rees 
Brent Hills 
Mo Marley 

T he Footbali Association Limited Registered Office Wembley Stadium, Wembley, London, HA9 0WS Incorporated in London Registration Number 



WOMEN’S INTERNATIONAL FOOTBALL 

Goalkeeper Assessment Profile 

Players Name: 

Club: 

Age:    Date of Birth: 

Medical History (asthmatic, recent injury, etc): 

Opposition: 

Scouts Name: 

Pitch/weather conditions: 

Signed (scout): 

Date of Assessment/Venue: 

Signed (Team Manager): 

Criteria for Grade Attainment: 

5. Player shows exceptional strength. Player of a very high standard. 
4. Player shows good potential in this area. 
3. Player shows potential but has areas of weakness. 
2. Player shows significant weakness in this area~ 
1 .Poor. 

Please complete and return to: National Coach (Women’s Football) 
Football Division 
25 Soho Square 
London WlD 4FA 

FOR OFFICE USE 

Date Returned: 

Transferred to database: { FORMCHECKBOX } (4) Date: 

Recommendation: 



Goalkeeper Assessmeut Profile 

Assessment Criteria 
(Out 
of 5) 

Comment 

1. Technical Ability: 
Positioning/Footwork 
Handling/Catching - 
air/ground 
Shot stopping 
Distribution - throw/technique 
Distribution - dead ball kick 
Distribution - kick from hands 
Dealing with crosses 
Supporting defence 
Reactions 

2. Tactical Qualities: 
Dealing with set plays 

Decision making - selection 

Communication - Organi ser 

Awareness 

3.Physical Attributes: 
Speed- Off mark 

Agility 

Strength/Power 

Physical presence 

4.Psychological: 
Competitive 

Enthusiasm 

Attitude 
Team Player 

Dealing with adversity 

5. Overall Mark: 



General Information 

P1 ayers Name: Club: 

Base comments on this match performance 

1. Noticeable strengths/weaknesses 

Technique (Does she have outstanding technical strength?) 

Intelligence (Does she understand her role, can she adapt to situations and provide 
solutions?) 

Tactical awareness (Does she demonstrate knowledge of the team strategy?) 

Effectiveness (Does she influence the game?) 

Scont recommendation: 

Recommend on this performance - player in good form 
FORMCHECKBOX } 

Recommend that the player should be viewed again - track progress 
FOR2vlCHECKBOX } 

Not recommended on this performance 
FORMCHECKBOX } 

Not international potential 
FORMCHECKBOX } 

Additional Comment (if any) 

{ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

tsole@ecoslip.org 

Wednesday, December 12, 2012 3:10 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Looking tbr women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe next yeast 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Congratulations on your team’s big win this year. I hope by now you havea moment to think about some of the players futures. 

I am a USSF licensed player agent working with a couple of European women’s soccer teams that are looking for American talent to join their teams. If 
you have any seniors who are interested in playing in Europe next year, I would greatly appreciate your introducing us to each other. 

Happy Holidays, 

Tania Sole 
Business &. Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole(c~ecoslip.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

!@gmail.com> 

Sunday 5:42 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

link to game highlights 

here is a link to the highlights.check out my defensive sprints and tackle as well as my goals! click on the play button in the middle of the video- FC Bayern- SGS Essen 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Lapenna, Michele <m.lapenna@jacobs-univm~i~.de> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 11 : 15 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

in~brmation 

Hello Anson, 

as we talked on the phone, here are some information about my University and the club, looking for players: 

Jacobs University Bremen (www.Jacobs-university.de) 

And the first league club here in Germany 

~h~t~t~p~ZZ~w~w~w~-~.~b~v~.~c~-.~<~!.~c~<~e~r~d~.~e~Z.!~n~d~e~x~./?~b p_Z!?__a_&e_5_3___O___5___&___P___H___P___S__~_~_[~5 Z_~_~ ~ ~_~_~ Z_~_~ Z ~_~_~ ~_~ ~:~_~_~ ~ ~ ~_~_~ ~. (homepage) 

htt~:/~www.bvc-kicker.de~jndex~php?page=3~6&PHPSESS~D=798f3ca17837111119f4c~e6ba428112 (standings) 

http://www~bvc-kicker~de/index.php?page=289&PH~SESS~D=798f3ca17837111119f4c~e6ba428112 (Team) 

ht~p://www‘bv~kicker~de/index~php?page=297&PHPSESS~D=798[3ca17837111119f4c~e6ba428112 (player) 

I would be happy to have some of your players here in Germany! 

Talk to you in a couple of minutes. 

Michele 

Michele kapenna 

Sports Coordinator 

Jacobs University Brernen gGmbH 

Campus L~fe 

Phone: -~49 42I 200 - 43 I8 

Fax: ~49 421 200 - 49 43 18 

Ema~k m.lapenna ~jacobs-university,de 

www.jacobs-university,de 

Commercial registry: Amtsgericht Bremen, HRB 18 117 
President & Geschaftsf0hmr Prof. Dr Heinz-Otto Peitgen 
Provost & GeschaRsf0hrerin Prof. Dr-lng. Katja Windt 
Chair Board of Governors: Prof. Dr. Karin Lochte 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

b.dostilio@adeunis-na.com on behalf of 
Vokkero Soccer Referee Communication System by Adeunis NA <b.dostilio@adeunis-na.com~ 

Monday, December 16, 2013 11:40 AM 

Dorvance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

VOKKERO SYSTEM IN D1 M & W COLLEGE CUP 

ADOPTS 

CONTACT US TO 
~NQU~RE ABOUT 

YOUR 
CONFERENCE 

ADOPTION OF THE 



USA FH 

Forward this email 

"lIhis email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc,edu by bidostilio@adeunis-na.com 
Update ProfiletEmail Address Instant iemeval widl Saf:eUnsubscribe"~’ Privacy Policy’, 

Adeunis NA :: Pondfield Road :: Bronxville :: NY :: 10708 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

S.Kate Noftsinger <skate@eliteclubsnationalleague.com> 

Tuesday, March 22, 2011 4:17 PM 

Ansou Dormuce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

resolution: Fwd: ranter schedule 

thought you would like to see tile outcome. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Douglas J Bracken (~gmail.com> 

Date: Tue, Mar 22, 2011 at 4:04 PM 
Subject: Re: winter schedule 

To: "Marmelstein, Jolmny" <Johuny.Marmelstein@smes.org> 

Cc: "S.Kate Nottsinger" <skate~b~eliteclubsna’6 ona~league.com>, "jgarza@calsouth.com" -jgarza@calsouth.com>, "shottinan@calsouth.com" 

<sholtfuan@ca]~uth.com>, "jweinerth(tb~calsouth.conf’ qiweinerth@ca] south.com>, "coaches@ussoccer.org" <coaches@ussoccer.org>, 

"chris~a~b, eliteclubsnationallea~ue.conf’ <chris~tian~b, eliteclubsnationallea~ue.com>, "dou~b, eliteclubsnationallea~ue.com" <dou~b, eliteclubsnationa]lea~ue.com>, 

"aaugustine(~usclubsoccer.om" < aaugustine(~usclubsoccer.org>, "bsage(~usclubsoccer.or~" < bsa~e@usclubsoccer.om > 

Joh~my- 

I roll take the responsibilib~ of responding to your e-mail ruth some infomlation that might help. ~Ve have a couple of principles as it relates to the ECNL scheduling 

moving forward into 2011-2012. Please keep in mind that in girls soccer there is high school soccer going on somewhere in the country August-June. 

1. We will not schedule any conference or cross-conference games during the high school season of the members of that cont~rence. 

2. We otter 5 national events during the yemc iu which U I 5 and U 1 g teams pick 2 to atteud aM U 16 mad U 17 teams pick 3 to attend. In 2011-2012 we will have 

events during the tbllowing time frame tbr the member clubs to chose from: October, December, March, April and May. 

This should allow aJl ECNL Member Clubs to avoid attendiug natioual events duriug their high school season. From there it is iu the clubs hauds. They chose their 

eveuts. As a league we do not set our schedule to conflict with high school soccer. We support tile players in the ECNL right to play high school soccer. What the 

individuaJ clubs do is out of our control. 

We believe the schedule as outlined above will help the players train more, rest more and play more meaningful compelitive games throughout the year. 

I hope this helps. 

Doug Bracken 

Vice President 

Elite Clubs National League 

Seut from my iPad 

On Mar 22, 2011, at 3:25 PM, "Marmelstein, Johnuy" <Joh~mv.Ma~qnelstein~smes.org> wrote: 

Sarah Kate, 

You will have ~o R~rgi~ e me fi~r my harsh re~;ponse, bm fl~e brevity of Nora appat’em d~sm[ssh e reply lm~ been fl~e %@c:d rcspo~se of ~he "clt~b el~te" towat’d 

high schoo~ ~occer h~ my experience. A~d, ~t did take me some time to ~Jnk about and to ~k~mmlate what I [md [~oped to be a thou~j~ft~l, balanced opi~ion 

tryk~g ~o accoun~ [br l]~e best h~tercsts of:all pat~e~; it~volved. I was mke~ aback by such a 

I am very passionate ahem high school si)orts~ in gener;tl, bm tmmh more spedfically high ,~;chool soccer. I do t~ot ~hh}k thai high school soccer ~ ilI ever be 
able to do wha~ chub soccer or E(.NL cam do ~i>~ our best pbyers t~or should iL bu~ I adso believe smmgly that ot~r club programs and ECNL can never do 
our kids, even o~r be,~;l kids, Mm~ a good high school i~rogr;ma cat~ do l\~r ~hem in mmV other 

It behooves MI of us who care about soccer 0rod women’s soccer more spedficaHy) to support ECNL. but hopeli~l~y, m)t at the e×pense of phuing ~k~r yore: 
high schoo~ at~d your commm~i~?,’. We ca~ ~ock together to make thi~ a ~ in-~ in {\~r ~he ki&; ;rod 1~" ~he ,~;port ~ha:t we both bye. 



J~lm~? M~melstei~ 

greshme~ Dea~ of" Staden~s 

Gh’ls’ Va~:~it? Soccer 

St. Margaret’s Episcopa~ 

949.661.0108 ex~. 549 

Frnm: S.Kate Noltsinger [mailto:skate(~eliteclubsnationallea~ue.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 10:03 AM 
Tn: Marmelstein, Johnny 
(~’e: Narza(£calsouth.corn; shoffman(£calsouth.com: iweinerth(@calsouth.com: coaches(a)ussoccer.org; christian(~r)eliteclubsnationalleague corn; 
dou~eliteclubsnationalleague corn; aau~ustine(~r)usclubsoccer or~: bsa~e(£usclubsoccer.or~ 
Subject: Re: winter schedule 

Johimy, 

First, I sincefty apologize if my breviloquent response was miscons~-ued; I thank you for bringing it to my attention. I appreciate you taking the time to 

send me your firfft ema~l. I (personally), as well as the ECNL, are very open to feedback and value the importance of listening, be it positive or negative. 

In the future, please do not hesitate to contact me with any questions, concerns, t~edback, etc. regazding "the ECNL. 

Thmik you agian, 

Sarah Kate 

On Tue, Mar 22, 2011 at 10:42 AM, Marmelstei~, Johnnv <Johnny.Maa~nelstein(~smes.org> wrote: 

So, this is the kind of"thoughtful" response I should expect in the future from a sincere inquiu fiom someone who supposedly has an important role to 

play in shaping the future of women’s soccer in the U.S.? 

I will tell you a stoW not that you have even made it this far down the email to read it. I was taking the NSCAA Advanced National course many years 

ago. The featured coach was Anson Dorrance. Every coach was jus~t a bit nervous to even approach him. After all, he is the most successfi~l women’s 

soccer coach in the count~y-. One day at lunch, a bunch of coaches saw him eating all by himself but none of us would sit by him just to talk soccer. I took 

a chance anqd brought my tray over to him and asked ifI could sit down and talk. I was nervous, but Anson made me feel at ease, asking questions about 

me and my t?~nily, taJking soccer theory, etc. I had about 20 minutes alone with him and in all that time, I never sensed aa~y a~rogance or haughtiness from 

him. He was veo, sincere and genuine. 

I do not know much about you or what you have accomplished, Sarah Kate, but I am positive that you are no Anson Dorrance. You could stand to learn 

a few things fix3m him. 

Johiiny Marmelstein 

Freshmen Dean of Students 

Gifts’ Varsity Soccer Coach 

Adviso~3~ Coordinator 

St. Margaret’s Episcopal School 

949.661.0108 ext. 549 



From: S.Kate Nottsinger [skate@eliteclubsnationalleague.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2011 6:57 AM 

To: Ma~melstein, Johnny 

Subject: Re: ranter schedule 

thank you for your input! much appreciated! 

On Mon, Max 21,2011 at 5:30 PM, Marmelstein, Johnny <Johnn¥.Marmelstein,@~smes.org<mailto:Johnnv.Marmels~tein(~snms.org>> wrote: 

Hello Sarah Kate, 

I have been a successful high school soccer coach in Southern Calitbmia for over 26 years (http:i/athletics.smes.org/gsoccer/coaches.aspx). As you 

know, we play our schedule during the winter sea~n. When I first began my career, high school soccer and club soccer not only coexisted bnt actually 

benefitted ficom our relationship together. Kids didn’t have to choose between the two and they played year-round, but they played tbr their respective 

teams with ve~ defined seasons. 

Today, much of this has changed and I am not quite sure why it is necessary. I completely understand the club environment and the push towards 

developing players in the most competitive environment. My daughter plays for a Southern Califoruia premier team that competes in ECNL. I not only 
love it, but I get it. What I don’t understand is why there is a need to force kids to choose between their high school teams and their club commitments? 

I unders~nd that ECNL roll be running a Florida tonrnament between Christmas and New Years’ Day? This roll devastate high school programs. I have 

eight girls who play ECNL in a coed school of only 400 kids. How am I supposed to run a program with eight of my best players gone for half of the 

season? Our school will not be the only school taking the hit. 

Why couldn’t you run ECNL touruaments over Thanksgiving? Most schools take the entire week oft; thll soccer playoffs are done and the winter 

seasons are jnst gea~ng up. Most winter programs do not schedule matches until the tirst week of December. I believe that competitive club programs 

and ECNL axe necessmT for kids who want to play at the next level. But, I aJso believe that playing for your school also has an itnportant and proper 

place in the development of young people. 

As a soccer coach, I will continue to support ECNL because it provides oar best players with the highes~t level of cotnpetition. However, as an educator 

and a father, I also believe that high school soccer plays a vital role in developing citizenship, character, and commitment to not only yourself, bnt to your 

teammates and your entire commnnity. Kids roll not come back in ten or twen~’ years for their club soccer reunion, but they roll come back for their high 

school rennions and celebrate the time spent together in school and on the soccer field. I know I am only one voice, but I do not believe that I am being 

nnreasonable in asking for some consideration for the many high school kids, coaches and programs that will be adversely affected if our kids are forced 

to choose between their club commitments and playing for their high school programs. 

I would welcome the opportunity to continue a diaJogue with you and others in the best interest ofonr student-athletes. 

Yours in Sport, 

Johimy Marmelstein 

Freshmen Dean of Students 

Adviso~T Coordinator 
Girls’ Varsity Soccer Coach 

St. Margaret’s Episcopal School 

949.661.0108<te1:949.661.0108> ext. 549 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

Commissioner 

Elite Clubs National League 

e. skate~eliteclubsnationalleague.com<maJlto:skate(~eliteclubsnationalleague.com> ] m.               ]w. 

ECNL<ht*p://www.eliteclubsnationa]league.com> ] Facebook: Elite Clubs National League (ECNL)<http:i/~’w.tMebook.com/pages/Elite- Clnbs- 

National- League- E CNLi 142445459144766> 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

Commissioner 



Elite Clubs National League 

e. sk ate@eliteclubsnationa] league .cornI m I w. ECNL Facebook: Elite Clubs National League (ECNL) 

Sarah Kate Noflsinger 

Conmaissioner 

Elite Clubs National League 

e. skate@eliteclubsnationalleague.com I m i w. ECNL I Facebook: Elite ClubsNationa] League (ECNL) 



From: @yahoo.corn> 

Sent: Monday, 2:23 PM 

To: a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: contac’t intb 

Hi Anson, 

My email address is: @yahoo.corn and my cell is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stephen Gisselman < mtbiker@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Friday, March 2, 20~12 5:~15 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

visualcoaching pro 

www.visualcoaching,com 
user: uncstrength@uncaa.unc.edu 

pass: CarolinaAthletics 



1-Engine 2 Diet-Rip is an All American swimmer and 
triathlete 

/enqlne~:dlet com/ http:/’ ’    ~ ’    . 

2-Eat & Run-Scott Jurek is our #1 ultramarathoner in this 
country 
ht~://scottjurekocom/eatandrun/ 

3-Thrive-Brendan Brazier-is a triathlete 
ht~://wwwoeverydietoorg/diet/thrive-veqan-triathlete-diet 

How Brendan Recovered From Injury 
One day in 2003 Brendan was hit by a car while cycling, and landed on his hip. Unable to 
pedal, he couldn’t train anymore and had to stop racing. Frustrated that he was not 
healing as quickly as he felt he should be, he again re-examined his diet. 

Using this downtime Brendan formulated a type of recovery shake rich in plant-based 
protein, vitamins, chlorophyll rich algae, superfoods and omegas (.click here to find out 

more). He was then able to recover from the accident at an incredible rate. He credits this 
fast recovery to a mostly raw vegan, alkalizing diet and the very low nutritional stress it 

generates. 

As a result, he’s able to train more and recover in less time. Most of the time, athletes 
consume lots of meat-based protein, which is acid forming, but choosing plant-based 
protein offsets the acid and helps the body recover much faster. This j ourney has taught 
Brendan that eating lots of leafy greens, chlorella, and seaweeds will improve an athletes 
overall health and recover},. 

He now spends his days not only as a full time athlete but as a writer and educator of the 
amazing benefits of a his rawivegan lifestyle. He is one of only a few professional 
athletes in the world whose diet is 100 percent plant-based. Thank you Brendan Brazier 
for sharing this gift with us and for being such an inspiration! 

4-Total Body Transformation-Steve Ilg-incredible athlete 

~:i..t-.t..R~;~../~../~H~.~:L.~..~..~.~..i..~..s.‘~t..~..i..~..f..~..i-.t..2i~££~.~.~. 

5-Forks Over Knives 
~:~iiR..;...../..../.HHH..~.....f.....q.~:...k...£..q~%.£..‘..~:...k..2L.2..~%.£..‘..£.~...G.@~%.~. 

6-Prevent and Reverse Heart Disease-Caldwell Esselsytn 

~:i..t-.t..R~;~../~../~HHH~:L.£..‘.~:~t..~£.t-.t..~..k..R~:~...~.~.~. 

7-China Study-Colin Campbell 

~:i..t-.t..R~;~../~../~HHH~t..~:L.£..‘.~G~:L.i..2i£.s.‘~t..~..u..~2~G.@~.~. 

8-Eat to Live-Joel Fuhrman 

9-Top Vegan Athletes- 
http ://www.veqanathlete. com/veqan_vegetarian_athletes .php 



10-A Race for Life-Ruth Heidrich-triathlete 
http : //www. ruthheidrich, corn/Box9, htm_]_. 

Ruth Heidrich Defeats Cancer and Osteoporosis 

For all my 47 years, I thought I was extremely healthy! 

After all, at that time (1982), I’d been a daily runner for 

14 years, had run 3 marathons, and ate what I considered a 

very healthy diet     lots of chicken, fish, and low-fat 

dairy. 

I’d been heavily involved in my career as a military 

logistician. In fact, as a management-level female in a 

male-dominated world, I was being groomed for a top-level 

position in the Pentagon. Little did I know there was an 

insidious cancer growing in my right breast. When it grew to 

the size of a golf ball, I was rushed into surgery. Even 

then, I was sure it couldn’t be cancer because I felt so 

healthy. A frozen section was done immediately; I was then 

told it was invasive cancer, and later, that it had spread, 

not only throughout the whole breast but also involved my 

bones and one lung. 

While recovering from the surgery I saw a newspaper item 
asking for volunteers for a breast cancer/diet research 
study. I ran to the phone, was told to get my medical 
records, and got in to see Dr. McDougall right away. After 
being shown the results of the breast cancer/diet research 
thus far, I was convinced that Dr. McDougall was on the 
right track and left his office a low-fat vegan. I also 
decided against chemotherapy and radiation, electing to use 
the vegan diet as my sole weapon against the cancer. 

I found the dietary changes very easy to implement. I 
already loved brown rice, whole wheat bread and oatmeal. I 
just had to add veggies to replace the chicken, fish, and 
dairy. Hy body responded immediately. The next morning I 
discovered IVd been constipated all my life but didnVt know 
it! 

It was at this time that I saw the Ironman Triathlon on TV 

and immediately said, "I’ve GOT to do that!" Then it hit me, 

I was now a cancer patient. When I realized I still felt 

healthy, I thought this would be an excellent way to show 

people that you could do one of the toughest races in the 

world, the Ironman Triathlon, on a vegan diet. I added 

biking and swimming to my daily runs and since my diagnosis 

in 1982, have completed the Ironman 6 times, run 67 

marathons, have won over 800 racing trophies, have been 

declared "One of the Ten Fittest Women in North America" in 

1999, and have a Fitness Age of 32 although chronologically 

am 67! I’d also been working on a Ph.D. in Psychology and 



soon realized that I was far more interested in diet and 
exercise, and so I changed my field of study and completed 
my Ph.D. in Nutrition and Exercise Physiology. 

Because I was concerned about a strong family history of 
osteoporosis, I tracked my bone density and found that from 
the age of 47 to my last test at 64, my bone density 
INCREASED significantly with each test. I was obviously 
getting enough calcium on this diet! I was also very 
pleasantly surprised to discover that my arthritis 
disappeared, that I could stop taking Naprosyn. This was the 
drug that had been prescribed for my arthritis which I’d 
been told I would have to take for the rest of my life! Hy 
joints today not only are not arthritic, but are very 
supportive of my running. Running obviously doesn’t wear out 
your joints since I’ve now been a daily runner for 34 years. 
And, this diet obviously provides all the nutrients I need 
since I’ve been extremely healthy for 20 years now. 

My future plans are to keep on running (and winning) races. 
My book, A Race For Life, (Lantern Books, NY,NY, 2000), 
covers the theory of how the diet and exercise program works, 
how to put it into practice, and details how I went from a 
cancer patient to a world-class triathlete, winning trophies 
in Japan, New Zealand, Thailand, Canada, Russia plus all 
over the U.S. With this diet and exercise program, I feel 
that anyone, at any age, can avoid most of the diseases 
afflicting us, heart disease, cancer, diabetes, arthritis, 
osteoporosis, high blood pressure, obesity, and even 
impotence! And, speaking of age, this program comes as close 
as possible to reversing the aging process! 

Ruth Heidrich demonstrates the miraculous healing properties 
of the body with the right diet, exercise program, and 
supportive environment. I know many of you believe that you 
are incurably ill. After over 25 years of practice, I can 
say without hesitation I have never seen anyone fail to 
improve their health when they changed from the typical 
American diet to the McDougall diet. The principles are too 
basic to be unsuccessful. It would equivalent to seeing a 
smoker’s health not improve after giving up 2 packages of 
cigarettes a day, or an alcoholic failing to become healthy 
after drying out. 

Ruth achieved three dramatic benefits from a healthy diet 

and exercise program that are rarely talked about: "cure" of 

her cancer, cure of her arthritis and reversal of her bone 

loss. The McDougall Program for Women book discusses in 

great detail the benefits of a healthy diet and exercise 

program for women with breast cancer. Essentially, the rich 

American diet is the most important controllable cause of 

breast cancer according to many experts. If you believe this, 

then it makes no sense to "throw gasoline on a fire." In 



other words, once you get a dietary-caused cancer one of 
your fundamental treatments must be a change to a healthy 
diet. I published the first study on the dietary treatment 
of breast cancer in a medical journal in the early 1980s 
(the results of the study Ruth mentioned above). I was 
considered radical back then. Over the past 20 years there 
have been many similar research papers published in the 
world’s best medical journals that come to the same 
conclusion: women who get breast cancer and eat healthier 
live longer (you will find most of these papers cited in The 
McDougall Program for Women). 

Host people consider bone lost to be irreplaceable. Bone is 
a living tissue and given the right stimulus, like exercise, 
it will try to build itself stronger. The one thing that 
prevents this for most people is the highly acidic American 
diet (meat, poultry, fish, shellfish, eggs, and hard cheeses 
are very acidic). The acids we eat in our foods must be 

neutralized - the bones are the primary buffering system of 
the body. They dissolve in order to neutralize the acid and 
the bones are then washed out into the kidney system (making 
kidney stones along the way). After years of such treatment 
they become so frail they break with the slightest 
provocation, like a friendly hug. A complete discussion of 
diet and osteoporosis is in The HcDougall Program for Women. 

Let Ruth Heidrich be an inspiration for those of you who 
have little hope and so much to live for. The greatest 
medical miracle ever experienced is the human body properly 
supported by the right foods and surrounding environment. 
Don’t delay; you will never have the opportunity to live 
today over again. 

ll-Hain Street Vegan-Victoria Horan- 

http : //mainstreetvegan. net/What do piss~ th~ p]~m{~% many Hollywood 

celebrities and yo~r waistline aH ~mve h~ <:on~moa? "~’hey want you to 8o vegan .... whether 

right this mb~ute~ or at },our own pace. Maybe youke intfi£ued about the ,,’eSa~a [i£e but 

wo~y that iffs expensive. Or }~otffve tried it but ~ave up because it seemed too hard. Or 

you just p~ain wor~%~ a[)out seem~n8 l~ke a cow~mggi~ weirdo (you can, of course. 

cows without being weird), t£very new vegan has co:~cems like these> and we can 

you address each one of them. 

We wrote ~,!~oir~ ~%rc~’~ ~%~o~ to provide [nfbm~ation a~d support to a~yone~ a~ywhere 
who wants to move vega:~ward, We’re Victoria Moran - an Opn:ff~f~atured autl~or of 
eleven books {accounting f%r t[~e good fo~une of the media mentions, r[ght}~ a certified 
hoHstlc health co[mselor (}-{HC~ AADP)~ and a veSan of nearly three decades .... and 
daughter Adak Moran, a [ii%lon8 ~,,egan who~s grown t~p to be an actor~ playwright~ 
wi~dlif% rd~aNiitator, a~d stunt perfbrmer (in case you thought vesans were wi~py: Not), 



Workl~s }-tie~lth[est and Longes>Lived People is a book with an intriguing premise: It looks at 

the societies on earth where people tend to have the longest, healthiest lives and tries to figure 

out what they’re doing righL In a time where we’re constantly hearing conflicting advice about 

how to take care of ourselves, that seems to be a smarL results oriented way to h~’ to figure out 

what really works, Unfor{unately, the end of the book got a little hippy-dippy, so I can’t give it an 

unqualified recommendation, but still -- there’s a lot of great information that needs to get out to 

people in this book~ It’s probably worth a read, In the interim, I decided to post the best quotations 

from the beok~ Enjoy! 







Upcoming STT 

Events 

~isl:er NOW! 

June 25, 2011 

Strength & Conditioning/ 



May 02~ 2011 09yf7 pm 

Gabriel Hardngton is the Head Strength & Oenditioning Co;~ch at 

Colgate University explains: 

lhe post season is the 

~erfect time to take e couple of weeks to revisit your squat 

technique. Ironing out bad habits and reinforcing fundamentals will 

pay back tenfokJ Th~s ~s the teaching} progression ~ ~se w~th 

my pB~yers. 

PROGRESSION #’l ; STANC~ BASICS 

Begin with feet sli.~htfy wider than shoukter width - toes pointed 

sfi{jhtly out 

, "Splead the Floe�’ with youl feet: if you were on ice~ you wou~d do 

the sp~s ---~h~s he~ps to keep your knees ~rom buckling in during ~he 

movement 

, Push through the heels, fa~l~ng [ol~vafd can put ~nnecessa~y 

s[ra~n on your spine .-- keeping your weigh[ back keeps your cenbr 

of gravity from fal~g foP,,/ard a~d helps keep your knees beM~d 

your toes (more on tMs later)., try I~Xhsg your big toes slightly ~ust 

before ped’orm[ng [he movement 

PROGRESSION #2: BREATHING 

Alw;~ys bre;~th into your belly, not your chest - this helps promote 

intelnel stability around the spine 

Breath in at the top - now hokt your breath on the way down and 

in the be[tom posk~on ~or e sp~t second (unless you have high Mood 

pressure) 

, Once upward movement ~s initiated breath out as you stand up 

PROGR£SS~ON #3: WALL SQUAT {BOX) 

¯ This series will help you learn to sit back rather than down when 

you sr~uat ;~s wail as to keep your knees beNnd your toes 

Begin by setting an edjus[aMe p~et~rm or low box neer e we~t --- 

make sure ~t is sturdy enough to suppo[t your body~,ve~ght~ 

Se~ ~he p~et~orm such that es you s~t on it the tops of you~ ~highs 

are paralb~ with the floor 

From the seated posit~on pbce your toes ag~nst the w~l~ and 

assume your squa~ stance 

Take a breath into the bel~y, Spread the floor, ~ your big toes 

and stand 

TIy to s~t back o~to the p~atform without "pbpphsg" dow~ onto ~t 

and ~etum to the st;~nding position once again 

Once you con ~epeat tMs 2-3 ~imes in a row without "p~opp~ng" 

down you are ready to move onto the next progression 



¯ This time begin standing with your tees against the wail in your 

squat stance 

%oath ~nto the be~y, spread the floor, ~i~ the big toes, push you~ 

hips back and maintain a good arch Jn your spine 

You w~l notice ~hat a~ [~ of the way down you wi~ have to use 

hip flexor muscbs to pu~ you down 

ThG ~s where it gets tough~ Your partner w~]l have to spot 

flora behind and keep you ~rom fa~]ing backwards --. your 

job is to push you re[ward enough so that you can pu~] yourself 

down to paralbL_ you wan~ b get ~.~sed ~o yo~.~r hip flexors working 

hard he~’e~ 

PROGRESSION #5: WALL SQUAT (SOLO) 

¯ Once you Iee] comfoltable enough, try this without your partner 

¯ Note that this is the exact form you wift use with the bar on you~ 

back - you must master this exercise before moving onl 

You may pick this up right away, o~ you may have b practice 2 

sets of 3 ~eps on this each day for as long as a couple of weeks to 

master it - either way, stay with it because it will pay you back down 

the road! 

PROGRESSIO~ #6: ~]OD~F[ED FRONT SQUAT 

Once you have maste~ed the wall squat place an empty barbell 

across your shouR~ers and extend your arms out straight w~th your 

thumbs ~p to ~he ceiling and a~ eye tevel 

Now squat like yodve been pracbch~g agah~st the wa~]: b~eath ~nto 

the belly, spread the floor~ ~ift the toes, push the Mps back and 

ma#~ta~n a g~eat spinat arch 

The purpose of the bar here ~s to g~ve you some feedback as to 

whethe~ yo~.~ a~e fa~]ing ~erward or not .-- i~ ~he bar ~olts off you~ 

shoulders you a~e failing forward - check yogi[ weight d~stfibufion 

and keep working on ~t~ 

Once you can do th~s ~er a set of 2-3 reps in a ~ow you are ready 

to back squaf! 

PROGRESSIO~ #7: HOLDING TH~ BAR ON YOUR BACK 

¯ For the back squat, we want a "tow bar posk~on" 

¯ To achbve tMs~ squeeze your shoulder Mades together ha~d - 

tMs w~l~ create a natura~ "shelff for the bar to s~t on... The "shel?’ ~s 

yo~.~r trapez~us and rein detbid muscles contracting --- the bar wi~] sit 

here comfortably without feeling I~ke you are rubMng your sp~e with 

the bar 

Gdp the hal fhmly - experiment w~th the width of you~ hands fo~ 

comfort - try to turn your wdsts in.. they won’t move very much, but 

by contract#~g yo~.~r wrist muscles ye~.~r wr~sts w~l~ h~.~r~ less from the 

awkwa~d~ess of the position 

Keep your eyes up and p~sh you~ head back ~nto the bar (Hke 

when you try to make your neck look bigger in yo~.~r team photo) 

Note that tMs may fee~ uncomfortaMe at first., your wdsts and 

upper back may net be s~ro~g enough ~nit~a~y to support much 

weight Jn this fashb~, bat ST~CK W~TH ~T, you[ uppe~ back wil~ grow 

tMck w~th m~scle from supporting weight in thG manner - not to 

men~ion ~Ms is the mos~ adva~B~geous way to ho~d the bar (~ t~me 

you~ spine will thank you) 



A~ ~Ms point: bering mastered the previous progressions, ~he 

b~ok squat should be a breeze 

Perform your practice sets w~th no more than 2 reps at a time 

with light weight untii you get ~he heng of ~t (have ~ partner w~ch 

yoLd) and ~dd weight Mowly - h~ time you w~l~ have a healthy and 

impressive physique from a~l o~ your hard wo~k~ 

~~ Remember: 

B~eath into the belly 

Splead the floor 

Lift the toes 

Head back 

Great arch 

Drive through the heels,_ and,,,, Get Strong 

Brute Racks Being Assembled For Shipping 

May 02.20t I 08:22 am 

STT on YouTube with Scott Swanson Runtime2:53 Views45 VVe 

need leaders an the fie~d~ Take contlo~ of the hudd~e~ You are a 

senior, step up and get contro~ of your team~ Any athlete has or 

soon hea~ [hese types of phases flora their coach, Are we bern 

leaders? Are we comfortable following? Do we .,, 

Apt 30,2011 08:48 pm 

OfdeoTime Shongman Picnic 



Professier~al Performir~g Strongmen~ 

Traditional Okinawan K~rate, Football 

Ptayers, Major Ur~iveisity and F~ro S~rength 

Coaches, Olympians, Weightlifters~ Maltial 

A~Sists, Side Show Pelferme~s, Gi~nts, 

Professional WrestleFs and Mope! 

::.~.i dascr:[-~ t he ima¢~e 

You Like Strength Be "I’heI’e! 

The Rogers Athletic Penc!utum T~.~ck Being Pulled 



WIse~e: Atomic 

Athletic 

500 Lehman Ave 

Bowling Green 

Where Satu~day, 

May t 4t~, 2011 

Time: 1:00 PM 

Who Is Invited: 

Eve~yene 

What To B~ing: 

Your Family, Friends 

& Camera 



A G~eat Afternoon Of Fun & ~trength ,,, Learn How To @et $’hong 

~t~ Strength And Cenditionin~ Coaches 

Apt 301 2011 10:50 am 

CoCC. 201t National Conlerence 

~The Collegiate Shengtl~ And Conditioning Coaches are 

gathering to attend tl~e 2011 CSCCa Annual National Conference 

May 4o6, 20t I, in Kansas City, Misso[.ii’i, 



Stop by the Rogers Athletic booth to strength train we will have 

ou~" new Pendulum pieces there so you can Get Strong 

Apt 27. 2011 09:59 pm 

Many assume ~hat sprir~ting speed is set by ~he maximum force that 

the feet can generate ~gainst the ground. 

you measure the force propagated while running ve~sus hopping 

oR one foot, you wilf find that hopping produces about 30 percent 

mo~e fo~ce into the g~ound tha~ 



each stride ever~ though it is clear they have the resources. 

What is interesting is that wheo foekiog at athfetes back peddliog 

versus forward running, by measuring their foot-ground contact 

times= yeu may be surprised~ The amount of time the feet spend o~ 

surface cantact whether running forwards or backwards is almost 

exactly the same 

::X:: bok4 

Appere~tfy, the limit to huma~ speed seems to be imposed by foot.. 

glour~d co,tact time~ not the force the foot uses against the terrain. 

The paradox is in sprinting faster the foot is required to spewed more 

time on the track to ebtein higher peak wdues and at the seine time 

the foot itqust reduce surface contact time. 

The answer to rt.lr~i~g faster lies somewhere ir~ what is called m~ss- 

specific ferces~ A~Metes ca~ et~ain ~as~er speeds by epply~ng 

gre~ter mass-s~ec~f~c forces to the ru~n~g surface during shorter 

periods of foob.ground contact. 





Get StroNg an the Pendulum Squat Pro 

NEW 2011 
Football DVDs 
coming soon! 

NEW 2011 
I~asketball DVDs 
coming soon! 

NEW 2011 

Olympic Sports 

DVOs coming 

soon! 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John H Molson <Jmolson@immunotec.com> 

Saturday, May 21,2011 6:08 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

~gmail.com 

UNC Soccer - Immunoc~] Platinum HLF Supplement Screening Results 

Dear Anson 
It was a pleasure speaking with you last week. 
Attached, please find the testing results from HFL on Immunocal Platinum. 
All product provided to your athletes would come from tested batches. 
HFL testing is accepted by the NHL, NBA, PGA, WTA, NCAA (teams), USOC, Team USA NGB’s, etc. 
I will follow up with a separate email on the benefits of Immunocal Platinum supplementation in the elite athlete 
Kind regards 
John Molson 

The information contained in this e-mail and all attachments is confidential and is for the sole use of its intended recipient. It may not be disclosed to or used by anyone other than the 
addressee. If received in error, please contact the sender by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from your system 

Le present courrier ~lectronique (courrie[) et les documents qm y sont attaches peuvent contenir de [’information confidentieHe; il s’adresse exclusivement au(x) destinataire(s) mentionn~(s) 
ci-dessus et nulle autre personne ne dolt en prendre connaissance ni les utiliser ou les divuiguer. Si vous recevez [e present courriel par erreur, veuiliez en aviser l’~metteur itmn~diatement 
par courrier ~[ectronique et le d~truire avec les documents qui y sont attaches 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John H Molson <Jmolson@immunotec.com> 

Saturday, May 21,2011 7:01 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: pic and testimonial 

The information contained in this e-mail and all attachments is confidential and is for the sole use ()fits intended recipient. It may not be disclosed to or used by anyone other than the 
addressee. If received in error, please contact the sender by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from your system 

Le prdsent courrier dlectronique (coumel) et les documents qui y sont attachds peuvcnt contenir de l’information confidentielle; il s’adresse exclusivement au(x) destinataire(s) mentiotm~(s) 
ci-dessus et nulle autre personne ne doit en prendre connaissance ni les utiliser ou les divalguer. Si vous recevez le prdsent courriel par erreur, veuillez en aviser l’dmetteur immddiatement 
par courrier dlectronique et le d~truire avec les documents qui y sont attachds 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John H Molson <Jmolson@immunotec.com> 

Saturday, May 21,2011 7:03 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: National Ski TeaJn Member 

From: John H Molson 
Sent: Fri 2009-05-22 09:35 
To: ’Nathan Lewis’ 
Subject: FW: National Ski Team Member 

Hi John, 
First of all I would like to thank you for another year of supporting all of us and helping achieve our drearus and goals, it is vein much appreciated! As a religous user of your product I can’t 
tell you what a difference it has made in not just my training and racing but with all walks of life. There are two huge results that stick out while using Lmmunocal Platinum; 1 ) The amount of 
energy that I now carly through the whole day- is anbelieveable. Even after a tough day on the hill where before taking Immunocal I would have had a nap in the afternoon is now no longer 
neccessary. 2) My- abili~" to stay health?, tl~ough the long winter has iraproved exceptionally. No longer do I loose ground and time on snow- due to common colds and illness’s. My inm~une 
system is stronger and better than ever and I’m able to fight offmany more bugs than I ever thought possible. Thank you to Lmmunocal for changing my body. Again thank you vet3, much 
for your continuing support John, I really appreciate it. 
Scott Barrett 

The information contained in this e-mail and all attachments is confidential and is for the sole use of its intended recipient. It may not be disclosed to or used by anyone other than the 
addressee. If recetved in error, please contact the sender by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from your system 

Le pr6sent courrier 61ectronique (courrie[) et les documents qm y sont attach6s peuvent comenir de [’information confidemieHe; il s’adresse exclusivemem au(x) destinataire(s) mentioun~(s) 
ci-dessus et nulle autre personne ne dolt en prendre connaissance ni les utiliser ou les dix~uiguer. Si vous recevez [e pr6sem courriel par erreur, veuiliez en aviser l’6metteur itmn6diatement 
par courrier ~[ectronique et le d~truire avec les documents qui y sore attaches 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John H Molson <lmolson@immunotec.com> 

Saturday, May 21,2011 7:04 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Testimonial - Marc Dos Santos 

ATT416945.htm 

From the coach of the Montreal Impact 
Players testimonials to follow 
John 

Hello, my name is Marc Dos Santos, head coach of the Montreal hnpact. To manage a professional team is veu delnanding; especially mentally and physically. In 

spite of the long hours of preparation, the many mad trips, the sudden variations of temperature and the pressure of performing, I have to find a healthy and safe way 

to take care of myself in order to better take care of my players. 

I do my bes~ to remain healthy by eating well, by exercising regularly and by taking care ofmysel£ In 2009. Richard Pierre-Gilles made me discover Immunocal / 
Platinum. Three seasons later, I still rely on Platinum at the rate of 2 packs a day. This product contains a natural and clinically proven whey-protein which increases 

my immune system a~ct my well-being. With Immuncal / Platinum, I cm~ remain concentrated for long hours, ~y away t]rom the flu and viru~s while maintaining a high 

level of energy to meet the challenges of my job and passion. I did not hesitate to share this information with the rest of the team. 

Therefore, I recomlnend the Immunocal/t latinnm to all the people who have their health at heart. Like Invself~ the’~ put the chances on their side to avoid sickness and 
to sus~t~n high enera’~’. It allows me to lead the troops in offering our best performance while ~J, ming for excellence everyday. 

’]7he information contained in this e-mail and all attachments is confidential and is for the sole use of its intended recipient It may not be disclosed to or used by anyone other than the 
addressee. If received in error, please contact the sender by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from your system 

Le pr6sent courrier 61ectronique (courriel) et les documents qui y sont attach6s peuvent contenir de l’itfformation confidentielle; il s’adresse exclusivement au(x) destinataire(s) mentiom~6(s) 
ci-dessus et nulle autre personne ne dolt en prendre connaissance ni les utiliser ou les diwtlguer. Si vous recevez le pr6sent coumel par erreur, veuillez en aviser l’6metteur irmn6diatement 
par courrier 61ectronique et le ddtruire avec les documents qui y sont attach6s 



l~’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

John H Molson <Jmolson@immunotec.com> 

Friday, June 3, 2011 7:00 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

Ketterly, Jennifer E <ketterly@email.unc.edu>; Nicole Fava <nthva@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Medical Article 

ilnage002.jpg 

Hello Anson 
Attached, please find an article that Dr Bounous and I published a number of years ago. 
While it focuses on Chronic Fatigue Syndrome - we could also transpose this in the context of "the chronically fatigued athlete etc. 
I hope you enjoy it 
Kind regards 
John M 

The information contained in this e-mail and all attachments is confidential and is for the sole use of its intended recipient. It may not be disclosed to or used by anyone other than the 
addressee. If received in en-or, please contact the sender by return e-mail and delete this e-mail and all attachments from your system 

Le present courrier ~lectronique (courrie[) et [es documents qui y sont attaches peuvent contenir de [’m[’ormation confidentielle; il s’adresse excluslvement au(x) destinataire(s) mentionn~(s) ci- 
dessus et nulle autre personne ne dolt en prendre connaissance ni [es utiliser ou [es divulguer. Si vous recevez le present courriel par erreur, veuillez en aviser l’~metteur imm~diatement par 
courtier ~lectronique et l e d~truire avec [es documents qui y sont attaches 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Ketterly, Jennifer E <ketterly@email.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 3, 2011 9:15 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; John H Molten <Jmol son@immunotec.com> 

Nicole Fava <ntZava@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Soccer - ImmunocaJ, Platinum 

ilnage001.gi£ image003.jpg; itnage004.png 

Anson, 
Apologies for the delayed response, I’ve been out of town since 5/22. I’ve had a chance to take a look at the [mmunocal supplement and uN2~rtunately this will not be a product we will be 
able to provide to the players It is considered "impermissible" per NCAA guidelines due to the fact that it is 100% protein. The current guideline does not allow us to provide anything 
exceeding 30% of total kcal from Protein This does not mean it is "banned", so the athletes can purchase something like this individually themse[ves, but the institution/team cannot 
provide it 
The whey protein isolate ingredient has man?’ benefits, which is why it is included in some of our other products formulations we use, but unfortunately we are not able to provide it in this 
singular fi~shion Please feel flee to give me a call if you’d like to talk further about the product or the NCAA guideline. 
lien 

lien Ketterly MS, RD, CSSD 
Director of Sports Nutrition 
University of North Carolina 
(919) 962-9356 
ketterly@email.unc.edu<mailto:k et terly(@email.unc.edu> 

[Description: SN Logo -medium GW] [cid:image004.png@01 CC21CE AF3AD5F0] [cid:image0(N png@01CC21CE.AF3AD5F0] [cid:image004.png@01 CC21CE AF3AD5F0] 

"Confidentiality notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is [’or the sole use of intended recipients(s) and may contain confidential and privileged iN2~rmation. Ant’ 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply- e-mail and destroy all copies of the original 
message." 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson(~,uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 2011 5:37 PM 
To: John H Molson 
Cc: Ketterly, Jermifer E; Nicole Fava 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer - Irrununocal Platinmn 

you are vets~ kind ..... if our nutrition people sign off on this we might take you up on your very generous offer. I am certainly sold on it personally. 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962~100 
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I3tgue (<A title http:/Oapphvsiolo~.org/cgi/content/i~ll/87/4/1381#B27#B27 href"http:/Oap.physiolo~’.orgicgi/coment/*~ll/87/4/1381#B27#B27">27<&>) GSH is a maoor intracellular 
antioxidant, the<SLD> </S~>biownthesis of which depends on the intracellular availabili~’<S~> </Sl~>of cysteine (<A title http:/Oapphysiology.org/cgi/content/i~ll/87/4/1381#Bl#B1 
hre~"http:/Oap.physiologvorg/cgiicontent/I~ll/87/4/138 I#B1 #B1 ">1 </A>). Previous work has shown that supplememation<Sl~> </SLY>with <I><SPAN s~qe "FONT-ST~E: 
italic">N</SPAN></I>-ace~zlcysteine can slow the onset of muscular I3tigue (<A title http:/Oap.physiologv.org/cgi/content/*~lli87i4/1381#B26#B26 
hre~"http://jap.physiolo~.org/cgi/contengfull/87/4/1381#B26#B26">26</A>)<SLD> </SLY>However, there are significant a&erse ef*?cts with such treatment<SLD> <iS~>(<A 
title http://japphvsiology.org/cgi/content/i~ll/87/4/1381#B18#B18 ~ef "http:/Oap.physiologv.org/cgi/content/*~lli87i4/1381#B18#B18">lS</A>, <A 
title http://~ap.phvsioloav.oraicai/content/I~ll/87/4i1381#B26#B26 ~ef "http://iap.phvsiologvorg/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381#B26#B26">26</A>), possibly related to elevations in 
extracellular<SLD> </S~>ws~ine (<A tRle http://iap.phvsioloworg/cgiicontent/full/87/4/1381#Bl#B1 Ne~"http://jap.phvsioloav.orgicai/content/*~lli87/4/1381#Bl#Bl">l</A>, <A 
title http://~ap.phvsioloav.oraicai/content/I~ll/87/4i1381#B24#B24~ef "http://iap.phvsiologvorg/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381#B24#B24">24</A>) Cysteine, inthe*b~of 
glutamylwstme<Sl~> </SLD>moieties, more readily enters into ceils. ~nmunocal, a whey-based<S~> </SL~>oral supplement with a relative abundance of glutamylcystine,<SL~> 
</SLD>has been shown to augment intracellular GSH concentrations in<S~> </SL~>vitro (<A title http://jap.phvsioloworg/cgi/coment/I~ll/87/4/1381#B5#B5 
href"http:/Oap.phvsioloav.or~/cai/content/*hll/87/4/138 l#B5#B5">5</A>) We hypothesized that if this would occur in vivo,<SLD> </SLD>then supplementation with In~unocal would 
improve muscular<SL~> </S~>peffonnance. <~> 
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<P class MsoNormal><FO~ size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN s~le "FO~-SIZE: 12pt">Twen)- healthy yo~g adults (10&nbsp;men, 10&nbsp;women) were enrolled in the 
trial. After signing informed consent, subjects were randomly<S~> </S~>assigned to take either In~ocal (10&nbsp;gidose txvice daily) or an<S~> </SLY>equivalent amo~xt of 



casein p]acebo [’or 3&nbsp;mo (5&nbsp;men and 5&nbsp;women<SUP> </Sl_TP>in each group; both lmmunocal and casein placebo were provided<SUP> </Sl_TP>by Immunotec Research, 
Vau&euil, PQ). Subjects were supp]ied<SUP> </SUP>with a camster containing a 30-day supply. Subjects retwned<SUP> </SUP>each month for a refill of their treatment The change in 
weight<SUP> </SUP>of the canister was used as an indicator of comp]iance Both subjects<SUP> </SUP>and principal investigators were blinded as to which supplement<S~TP> 
</SUP>was given unti] the subject completed the<SUP> </SUP>trial. </SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P c]ass MsoNormal><FONT size 3 lSce "Times New Roman" ><SPAN sb’le "FO~f-S[ZE: 12pt">Subjects were studied in the morning, 3-4 h after a standardized breakfast (1 &nbsp;glass 
of ]ow-fat milk, 2&nbsp;slices of ~buttered< SUP> </SUP>toast with j am, and l&nbsp;glass of juice). Subjects underwem the<SUP> </SUP>same measures a~ the beginning and end 
the<SUP> </SUP>trial </SPAN:~</FO~f></P> 
<P class MsoNormaI><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Su~jects in stockinged feet had their height measured on a stadiometer, and their weight 
was recorded while they were lightly<S[fP> </SUP>c]othed and standing on an e]ectronic balance. Weight was also<SUP> </SUP>expressed as a percentage of ideal weight for height and 
age (<A title http://iap.physiolog¥.org/cgi/contentifull/87/4/1381#B14#B14 t~cf "http://iap.physiologg.oNicgi/contentil~ll/87i4i1381#B14#B14">14</A>).<S~> </SLY>Triceps and 
subscapular skinfold thicknesses were used to assess<Sl~> </S~>their percentage ofbo@ fat (<A title http:i/iap.phs, siology.org/cgiicontent/l~lli87/4/1381#B19#B19 
hre~"http://iap.physiolo~,’.orgicgi/content/l~ll/87i4i1381#B19#B19">19</A>). </SPAN~ <iFO~></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FO~ size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN s~le "FO~-SIZE: 12pt">Subjects had 10&nbsp;ml of blood drawn from an antecubital vein into a heparinized 
syringe for analysis of lymphocyte GSH conccntration<S~> </SLY>on fow occasions before each exercise session: twice, separated<Sl~> </S~>by 2-3 h 2&nbsp;days before the 
stu@, and twice, separated by 2-3<S1~> </S~>h on the day of the stu@. ~m mean of the fore measurements was<S~> <iSle>used for pre- and postsupplementation comparison. 
Subjects also<S~> </SLY>completed an activi~ questionaire, which asked them to recall<S~> </SLY>their activib" on a b-pical day in the past week (<A 
title http://iap.physiolo~<oN/cgi/contentifulli87/4/1381#B3#B3 hre~"http://iap.physiolog¥.org/cgiicontent/l~ll/87/4/1381#B3#B3">3</A>). Briefly,<SL~> </S~>the questionnaire breaks 
the day into segments between meals.<S~> </SLY>The time spem in moderate (e.g., walking) and vigorous (e.g.,<S~*> </S~>m~ing, cycling) activi~ was calculated for each time 
period<S~*> </S~>as well as the percentage of awake time spent being<Sl~> </S~>active. </SPAN~</FON~></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FO~ size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN sb-le "FO~-SIZE: 12pt">Muscular abilib" was assessed d~ing isokinetic cycling (<A 
title http://iap.phs, siologg.oNicgi/contentil~ll/87/4i1381#B20#B20 Nef "http://iap.ptwsiologv.orgicgi/content/l~ll/87/4/1381#B20#B20">20</A>, <A 
title http:i/iap.physiology.org/cgiicontent/l~ll/87/4/1381#B23#B23 ~cf "http:/,,jap.physiology.oN/cgi/content/l~lli87i4/1381#B23#B23">23<iA>). Although a 30-s isokinetic sprint is 
pr~narily glycolyfic<Sl~> <iS[~)>(<A title http:i/iap.physiologs,.org/cgiicontent/l~ll/87i4/1381#B25#B25 k~e~"http:i/iap.physiolog¥.org/cgiicontent/l~ll/87/4/1381#B25#B25">25</A>, <A 
title http:i/iap.physiology.org/cgiicontent/l~ll/87/4/1381#B35#B35 ~cf "http:/,,jap.physiology.oN/cgi/content/l~lli87i4/1381#B35#B35">35<iA>), the total workperfotmed d~ing the 
sprint correlates<Sl~> </S~>strongly with aerobic capaci~, as measwed d~ing progressive<S~> <iSle>cycle ergometty testing (<A 
title http:i/iap.physiology.org/cgiicontent/l~ll/87/4/1381#B20#B20 ~cf "http:/,,jap.physiology.oN/cgi/content/l~lli87i4/1381#B20#B20">20</A>, <A 
title http://iap.phvsiolo~v.or~ic~i/contentil~ll/87/4i1381#B23#B23 Nef "http://iap.phvsiolo~v.or~ic~i/content/l~ll/87/4/1381#B23#B23">23</A>). The combination ofsprint<S~> 
<iSl~>work capaci~ with l~g f~ction allows for the prediction of<S~> <iSle>maximal progressive work capaci~, whereas the short natme of<S~> <iS[g*>the test allows for the 
evaluation of the independent contribution<S~> </SLY>of peripheral skeletal muscle function to exercise limitation<Sl~> </S~>in both health and disease (<A 
title http:i/iap.phvsiolo~v.or~/c~iicontent/l~ll/87/4/1381#B20#B20 ~cf "http:/iiap.phvsiolo~v.or~/c~i/content/l~lli87i4/1381#B20#B20">20</A>, <A 
title http://iap.phvsiolo~v.or~ic~i/contentil~ll/87/4i1381#B22#B22 Nef "http://iap.phvsiolo~v.or~ic~i/content/l~ll/87/4/1381#B22#B22">22</A>, <A 

title http:iijap.physiology.org/cgiicontent/l~ll/87/4/1381#B23#B23 ~cf "http:/,,]ap.physiology.org/cgi/content/l~lli87i4/1381#B23#B23">23</A>). A 30-s isokinetic<S[~> <iSl~>sprint 
results in electrolyte flux, lactate generation, and increased<S~> </S~>oxygen consumption (<A title http:iijap.physiology.org/cgiicontent/l~ll/87/4/1381#B25#B25 
href"http://iap.physiolo~’.orgicgi/content/tbll/87/4i138 l#B25#B25">25<iA>), conditions that should give rise to<SlY> </SlY>reactive o~’gen<SL~> </Sl~>species 
<iSPAN></FO~></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FO~ size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN sb-le "FO~-SIZE: 12pt">On a custom-designed cycle, ~vhich has been previously described (<A 
title http://iap.physiology.orgicgi/content/l~ll/87/4i1381#B21#B21 ~ef "http://iap.physiolog¥org/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381#B21#B21">21</A>), the subject made an all-out eftbrt dwing 
30&nbsp;s otXS[~> </S~>cycling at 60&nbsp;rpm. Dwing cycling, the strain on the flywheel<S~> </SLY>axle strut is continuously monitored at 200&nbsp;Hz These data are<Sl~> 
</SlY>subsequently analyzed to give the maximal power achieved (W) and<SlY> <iS~>the total work achieved @J) Both values were expressed as a<S~> </Sl~>percentage of 
predicted, using gender-specific equations on the<S~> </SLY>basis of age and height (<A title http:/ilap.physiolo~’.org/cgi/content/t~ll/87/4/1381#B23#B23 
hre~"http://iap.physiolo~.org/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381#B23#B23">23</A>). </SPAN~</FO~></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><I><FO~ size 3 t3ce "Times New Roman"><SPAN sbqe "FONT-ST~E: i~lic; FO~-S~E: 12pt">Lymphocyte preparafion.</SPAN></FONT></I> Blood was 
diluted in an equal amoum of ~-1640 me&urn, and the resultant mixtwe ~vas placed in a tube containing 4&nbsp;ml of<Sl~> </S[~>Ficoll-Hypaque and centrifuged at 
400&nbsp;<I><SPAN sb-le "FONT-ST2ZE: i~lic">g<iSPAN></I> (1,400~bsp;l~m, ~C-7) tbr<S~> </Sl~>30&nbsp;min. ~e cells at the inte~3ce (90% lymphocytes) ~vere 
removed<Sl~> </SlY>by pipette and resuspended in 10&nbsp;ml of4&#176;C RPMI-1640 and kept<SlY> <iS~>on ice. ~e suspension ~vas then centrifuged at 450&nbsp;<I><SPAN 
s~7le "FONT-ST2ZE: i~lic">g</SPAN>~iI> (1,800&nbsp;~m)<S[~> </SlY>in a 4&#176;C centl-~Sge (~C-PR6) for 10&nbsp;min. After removal of the<Sl~> </S[~>supernatant, the 
pellet was ~vashed again in cold ~MI-1640. ~e<S[~> </SLY>pellet ~vas resuspended in 4&nbsp;ml of 1 &#215; PBS @H 7.40), and a 0.2-ml<S~> </Sl~>aliquot was removed 
automated cell counting (Coulter S-plus<SlY> </S~>~). The cell count was used to calculate the suspension volume<SlY> <iS~>required fior a 
1 &nbsp;&#215 ;&nbsp; 10<S[~>6</S~> lymphocy~<SL~> </SlY>aliquot </P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FO~ size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN sb-le "FO~-SIZE: 12pt">Aliquots of appropriate volmne were then centl-il~ged in prechilled tubes at 
500&nbsp;<I><SPAN s~le "FONT-STYLE: italic">g</SPAN~</I> (800&nbsp;~m, Eppendoff5402) for 10&nbsp;min at<SlY> </S~>4&#176;C. The supernatant was removed, and the 
pellet was resuspended<S[~> </S~>in 970&nbsp;&#181 ;1 of cold, distilled ~va~r. To this, 30&nbsp;&#181 ;1 of 30% 5 -sulfosalicylic<S~> </Sl~>acid (S SA) were added to make a l~al 
concentration of 0.9% SSA,<SI~> </SlY>and the solution ~vas incubated for 15&nbsp;min on ice. The solution<SlY> <iS~>was then centrifuged at 5,000&nbsp;<I><SPAN 
s~7le "FONT-ST2ZE: i~lic">g<iSPAN></I> (8,000&nbsp;rpm, Eppendoff 5402) for<SLY> </S[~>10&nbsp;min at 4&#176;C. The supernatant was removed and stored at <D, IG 
id~0000il081 border 0 al~- align baseline src "1 multipart/~age013g~" width 12 heqht 12>70&#176;C<S~> </SlY>for later analysis of<SlY> </SL~>GSH. 
</SPAN></FO~></P> 
<P class R~oNormal><I><FO~ size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN s~le "FONT-ST~%E: i~lic; FO~-S~E: 12pt">GSH analysis.</SPAN></FO~></I> To~l GSH m the 0.9% 
SSA extract was determined by the glutathione reductase recycling method of Tietze (<A title http://iapphvsiolo~.or~/c~i/content/l~ll/87/4/1381#B33#B33 
href"http://iap.physioIo~v.or~/cgi/content/J~ll/87/4/1381~B33gB33">33<iA>) adapted J2~r<S[fP> </SUP>the Cobas Mira spectrophotometer (Roche Diagnostics) (<A 
title http://iap.physioIo~vor~/c~i/content/l~ll/87/4/1381~Bg#B9 hre~"http://iap.phvsiolo~3<or~/c~iicontent/[ul]/87/4/1381g[39g[39">9</A>). Briefly,<S[fP> </SUP>the Cobas Mira pipettes 
210&nbsp;&#181 ;1 NAI)PH (0.3&nbsp;mmog[), 30&nbsp;&#181 ;1 DTNB< SUP> </S[7P>(6.0&nbsp;mmo]/l), and 95&nbsp;&#181 ;l of sample, standard, or 09% SSA into<SUP> 
</S[7P>cuvettes. After a 4-min incubatmn at 37&II176;C, 15&nbsp;&~181 ;1 glutathione< SUP> </SUP>reductase (1.0&nbsp;UT100 &Ill 81 ;l) are added, and the reaction is monitored<SUP> 
<iSUP>eve~" 24&nbsp;s for 12&nbsp;min Under these conditions, the method is ]inear<SUP> </S[7P>lk~r GSH concentrations between 0 5&nbsp;and 5&nbsp;&lll 81 ;mo[/l. The 
instr~ent<SUP> </S[7P>constructs a calibration curve by assaying known GStt standards,<SUP> </SUP>and from this the GSH concentration of the unknown is eva]uated <SUP> 
<iSUP>Reproducibi]i~ for GSH at these concentrations is &lt;2% (imra-assay<S[fP> </SUP>coefficient of variation). Laboratory contro[ mean value (<[><SPAN style "FONT-STYLE: 
italic" >n</SPAN></I>&nbsp; < SUP>&nbsp;</SUP>7) is 1 31 &nbsp;&#181 ;mo]/l 0< SUP>6</SUP> lymphocytes, with a range of 0.69-2 18 &#181 ;mol/10<SUP>6 <ZSUP>lymphocytes. </P> 
<P class MsoNormal><I><FO~f size 3 J~ce "Times New Roman"><SPAN s~le "FONT-STYLE: i~]ic; FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Data analysis.</SPAN></FONT></[> Statistical analysis was 
performed by using Statistica 5.1 &nbsp;for Windows (Statsoft) Data were expressed as means&nbsp;&l1177;&nbsp;SE The<SUP> </SUP>groups’ baseline data were compared by 
unpaired <I><SPAN s~le "FONT-STYLE: italic">t</SPAN:></]>-testing Changes<SUP> </SUP>from baseline within each group were assessed by paired <I><SPAN s~le "FONT-STYLE: 
italic">t</SPAN:></I>-testing,<SUP> </SUP>and the changes between the groups by unpaired <[><SPAN sty]e "FONT-STYLE: i~lic" >t</SPAN><iI>-testing. A <I><SPAN sb’le "FONT- 
STYLE: i~lic">P</SPAN></]><SUP> </SUP>va]ue &It;0.05 was considered as<SUP> </S[7P>significant 
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10pt" >L</SPAN></FONT>-2-oxothiazolidine4-carboxTlic<SUP> </SUP>acid a cysteine precursor and hnthionine sulfo×imine, an inhibitor<SUP> </SUP>of the first, rate-limiting step in 
(ISH synthesis, <IMG id= X0000 il 101 border=0 alt="gamma " align=baseline src="l rnultipartiimage016 gif’ width=7 height=10>-glutamylcysteine<SUP> <i8UP>synthase. Although a 
small trial of<FONT size=2><SPAN style="FONT-SIZE: lOpt">L<iSPAN><?FONT>-2-oxothiazolidine-4-carboxylic<SUP> </SUP>acid raised lymphocyte (ISII levels, it also resulted in 
elevations<SUP> </SUP>in plasma cysteine and adverse effects (<A title=http://iapphysioloas’.or~ic~i/content/full/87i4/138 l#B24~B24 
hre~’~http://~ap.ph~/~si~lo~v.~r~/c~i/c~ntent/fu~/87/4/~381~B24#B24’~>24</A>). Although some patients<SUP> </SUP>did complain of bloating and occasional queasiness while on 
Itmnunocal,<SUP> </SUP>no other complaints were noted. This study, then, is the first<SUP> </SUP>demonstration of a well-tolerated oral supplement that could effectively<SUP> 
</SUP>raise tissue (ISII<SUP> </SUP>concentrations. 
<P class=MsoNormal><FONT size=3 face="Times New Roman" ><SPAN style="FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Of more import are the functional findings. Sut~jects on Immunocal were able to generate 
greater power and increased the amount<SUP> </SUP>of work they could achieve during an all-out 30-s sprint We have<SUP> </SUP>previously demonstrated that leg muscle 30-s 
isokinetic work output<SUP> </SUP>is a significant factor contributing to progressive exercise performance<SUP> </SUP>in patients with cystic fibrosis (<A 
title=http:i/iap.phgsiolo~y.or~/c~iicontent/full/87/4/1381 #B20#B20 hrel~"http:/iiap.ph~/’siolo~gor~/c~i/content/full/87/4/1381 #B20#B20">20<iA>) and patients after lung<SUP> 
</SUP>transplant (<A title=http://iap.physiologv.orgicgi/content/fu[l/87i4/1381 #B22�tB22 hre~"http://]ap.phgsiolog¥org/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381 ~B22#B22">22</A>), independent of 
the effect of pulmonaD~ impairment.<SUP> </SUP>Similar results have also been demonstrated in healthy adults<SUP> </SUP>(<A 
title=http://japphvsiologg.org/cgi/contentifull/87/4i1381 ¢¢B23~B23 hre:~"http://iap.physiolo~v.or~ic~i/content/full/87/4/1381#B23�tB23">23</A>). The ability to perform exercise has a 
significant impact<SUP> </SUP>on quality of life (<A title=http://iap.phgsiolo~¥ or~/c~i/content/full/87/4/1381 ��B10#B10 
hre:~"http:i/iap.physiolo~m/.or~/c~i/content/full/87/4/138 I#B10ttB10">10</A>). Our results suggest then that the improvements<SUP> </SUP>in volitional performance that we measured in 
the laboratory can<SUP> </SUP>have a direct impact on functional ability In this regard, it<SUP> </SUP>is intriguing that the subjects on Itmnunocal increased the percentage<SUP> 
</SUP>of time they spent being<SUP> </SUP>active </SPAN><?FONT></P> 
<P class=MsoNormal><FONT size=3 face="Times New Roman"><SPAN styIe="FONT-SIZE: 1.pt" Oxidative stress is associated with strenuous muscular contraction, leading to fatigue 
(<A title=http://iap physiolo~/’.org/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381 ~BS~B 8 hre~"http://iap.physiologyorg/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381 ¢¢BS#BS">8<iA>, <A 

title=http :iiia p.ptrfsiolo~y.org/cgiicontent/full/87/4/1381 #B 13#B 13 href="http :/i]ap.physiology.org/cgi/content/fulli87i4/1381 #B 13#B 13"> 13</A>, <A 
title=http ://iaP. ph~,,siologg.orgicgi/contentifull/87/4i1381 #B 15#B 15 l~e~"http ://]ap.physiolog~,,.orgicgi/content/full/87/4/1381 #B 15#B 15"> 15<iA>, <A 
title=http :iii a p. ptrf sio logg. org/cgiic ontent/full/87/4/1381 #B 16#B 16 href=" http ://] ap. phy sin logy. org/cgi/c ontent/fulli87/4/1381 #B 16#B 16 "> 16</A>, <A 
title=http://iap.phs, siologg.orgicgi/contentifull/87/4i1381#B28#B28 t~e~"http://]ap.physiologs,.orgicgi/content/full/87/4/1381#B28#B28">28<iA>, <A 
title=http:iiiap.ptrfsiologg.org/cgiicontent/full/87/4/1381#B31#B31 href="http:/i]ap.physiology.org/cgi/content/fulli87i4/1381#B31#B31 ">3 I<iA>).<SL~> </SUP>However, as pointed out 
by both Reid and colleagues (<A title=http:iiiap.physiologg.org/cgiicontent/full/87/4/1381#B26#B26 hre~"http:/i]ap.phgsiology.org/cgi/contentifulli87/4/138 l~B26#B26">~6</A>) 
and<SUP> </SUP>Sen (<A title=http://iap.phgsiologs,.orgicgi/content/full/87i4/1381#B27#B27 hre~"http://iap.physiolog¥.org/cgi/contentifull/87/4i1381#B27#B27">27<iA>), although 
biochemical parameters of oxidative stress<SUP> <iSLPP>can be altered by supplementation, it has been difficult to demonstrate<SUP> </SLY>improvement in muscular performance. 
Animal models of muscular<SL~P> </SUP>fatigue have demonstrated a beneficial efi;ect of pretreatment<SUP> </SU2)>with <I><SPAN style="FONT-ST’~ZE: italic">N<iSPAN></I>- 



acetylcysteine (<A title http://iap.physio[u~v.or~/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381~B29gB29 hre~"http://iap ph~/siuloas’.or~ic~i/content/fu[l/87/4/1381#B29#B29">29</A>, <A 
title http:i/iap.physiolo~/.ur~/c~iicuntent/ful[/87/4/1381gB32#B32 href"http://iap.phy’siolo~yor~/c~i/content/full/87/4/1381#B32#B32">32<iA>) Reid and co-workers were the<SUP> 
</Sl_2P>first to demunstrate that pretreatment with intravenous <I><SPAN style "FONT-STYLE: italic">N</SPAN></I>-acetylcysteine<SUP> </Sl_2P>cuuld increase ~k~rce output ufthe 
tibilais anteriur in humans<SUP> </SUP>when electrically stimulated to fatigue at low frequencies A<SUP> </SUP>recent study reported that the time to vuluntary task failure<Sl_2P> 
</SUP>(inabili~ to maintain 80% of maximal transdiaphragmatic pressure<SUP> </SUP>while breathing against a resistive [uad) in healthy humans cuuld<SUP> </SUP>be increased by the 
use of intravenous <I><SPAN style "FONT-STYLE: ltalic">N<~SPAN></I>-acetylcysteine (<A title http://iap.physiulo~m/.ur~ic~i/contem/gull/87/4/1381g[334~B34 
hre:~"http :i/iap.physiulo~m/. ur~/c~i/cuntent /[ull/87/4/1381#B34~B34">34</A>) <iSPAN~</I~’ONT></P> 
<P class MsuNurmal><I><FOX~f size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN s~le "FONT-STYLE: italic; FONT-SIZE: 12pt">N</SPAN><iFONT></I)-acetylcysteine can serve tu maintain 
adequate stures of G SH thruugh several mechanisms, including supplying cysteine ]~r<SI_fP> </SUP>GStt biosynthesis and directly scavenging reactive oxygen species.< SUP) 
</SUP>Because <I><SPAN style "FONT-ST’~ZE: italic">N(iSPAN-~<iI>-acetylcysteine does not cross the sarcolercana or increase<SLPP> </S’LPP>blood total GSH concentrations but does 
reduce blood GSH oxidation<SUP> <iSUP>afler exercise (<A title http://iap.physiolog¥.org/cgi/content/fi~ll/87/4/1381#B28#B28 
hre~"http://iap.physiologv.orgicgi/content/full/87i4i1381 #B28#B28">28</A>), it is likely that the results of Reid and<SUP> <iSUT)>co-workers (<A 
title http://iap.phs~siologv.orgicgi/contentifull/87/4i1381#B26#B26 hief ~http://iap.p~wsi~gv.~rg/cgi/c~ntent/fu~/87/4/~38~#B26#B26~’>26</A>)weredueto <I><SPANsty~e "FONT- 
STYLE: italic" >N<iSPAN~</I>-acetylcysteine’s fiee radical<SUP> </SUP>scavenging effects. The prevention of free radical-induced muscular<Sly’P> </SUP>dysfunction by- free radical 
scavenging most likely explains the<SL-P> </SUP>results of recent animal studies of diaphtagm fatigue (<A title http:/iiap.phvsiology.org/cgi/content/fulli87/4/1381#B32#B32 
hre~"http://iap.physiologv.orgicgi/content/full/87i4i138 l#B32#B32">32</A>).<SL~> </SUP>However, other potential effects, such as improved blood flow<SL-P> </SUP>or increased 
central ner,~ous system respiratory drive, could also<SUP> </SLY>contribute (<A title http://iap.physiologs~.orgicgiicontent/full/87i4/1381#B12#B12 
hre~"http://iap.physiologv.orgicgi/content/full/87i4i1381#B12#B12">12</A>). Unfortunately, <I><SPAN sb’le "FONT-STYLE: italic">N</SPAN><iI>-acetlycysteine is associated<Sly’P> 
</SLY>with a number of adverse effects that detract from its utility<S’LPP> </SUT)>as an ergogenic aid. These include blurred vision, @sphoria,<S’LPP> <iSl~’P>and gastrointestinal 
discomfort. Inthe study by Travaline and<SLY> </SUT)>co-workers (<A title http:i/iap.ptwsiology.org/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381#B34#B34 
hre~"http:i/iap.physiology.org/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381 #B34#B34">34</A>), four subjects were premedicated with diphenhydramine<SUT)> </SUP>and ranitidine to prevent the 
development of adverse<SUP> <iSl~’P>effects. </P> 
<P class MsoNurmal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">The exact mechanism(s) of how hnm~ocal improved muscular performance is ~clear. 
The most obvious mechanism would be an increase<S’LPP> <iSl~’P>in intracellular glutathione levels, leading to a decrease in<SUP> <iSLPP>oxidant-induced muscular dysfunction. Our 
patients increased the<SUP> </SUP>percentage of time spent in moderate-to-vigorous activity, so<SLY> <iS’LPP>that a central effect leading to increased activity and improved<SUP> 
<iSl~P>nettral regulation of muscular function caunot be excluded. Many< SI~P> </SUP>of the subj ects reported a sense of feeling more energetic. This<SLPP> </SUP>feeling could relate to 
central mechansims but could also relate<Sl~P> </SUP>to a decrease in muscular damage from antioxidant protection,<SL~> </SUT)>as muscle soreness and sarcolemma permeability have 
been linked<SUP> <iSUT)>to oxidative stress (<A title http:i/iap.l~hvsiolo~.ur~/c~i/contentif’ulli87/4/1381#B30#B30 
hre~"http:i,’ial~.rthvsiolo~v.or~/c~i/content/full/87/4/138 I#B30#B30">30</A>). Our activity questionnaire provides<SUP> </SUP>us with time spent in activity but does not describe how 
that<SUP> </SUP>time was spent. However, this enhanced activity could have led<SUP> </SUP>to a training<Sl~P> </SL~>eff’ect. </SPAN) <iFOiX~></P> 
<P class MsoNurmal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Subjects on Immunocal had a decrease in their percentage of body fat while maintaining 
their weight. Although this result<SUT)> </SUT)>sounds almost too good to be true, in healthy subj ects plasma<Sl~P> </SUP>concentrations of cysteine and glutamine have been 
prognostic<SUP> </SUP>of subsequent changes in lean bo@ mass (<A title http:i/jap.physiology.org/cgiicontent/fulli87i4/1381#B17#B17 
hre~"http://jap.physiolo_~’.orgicgi/content/full/87i4i138 I#B17#B17">17</A>). In patients with<SUP> </SL-P>wasting disorders, such as cancer and hmnan inm~unodeficiency vires<SUP> 
</SL~>mfections, these values are reduced early- on, preceding overt<Sl~’> </SL~>cachexia (<A title http://iap.physiolo~o~.orgicgi/content/full/87/4/1381 #B7#B7 
href "http :/ilap.physiologv.org/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381#B7#B7">7<iA>, <Atitle http ://iap phvsiolo~, org/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381#B11#B11 
hre~"http ://iap.physiolo~, . org/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381#B l l #B l l ">11</A>). </SPAN)</FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman" ><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt" >The biochemical changes seen in ~vasting disorders have led to the concept of a low 
cyst(e)ine-glutamine syndrome. In this<SUP> </SlYP>model, hepatic catabolism of cyst(e)ine to sulfate leads to the<SUP> </SlYP>generation of hydrogen ions, which remove bicarbonate 
through<SLY> </SUP>buffering. Bicarbonate is required for the first rate-limiting<SLrP> </SUP>step in the conversion of armnonium to urea Removal ofbicarbonate<SlYP> 
</SLY>promotes ammonia’s conversion to glutamine, thus conserving nitrogen<SUP> </Sin’>in the amino acid pool. Our results are consistent with this model<SLY> </SUP>of cysteine 
metabolism. The change in redox state resulting from<SUP> </SUP>augmentation of glutathione stores could also alter gene expression<SLY> </SUP>to promote muscle gro~vth (<A 
title http://iap.physiolo~’.org/cgi/cuntent/fulli87/4/1381#B6#B6 href"http://iapphvsiolo~.org/cgi/content/full/87/4/1381#B6#B6">6</A>). This suggests that supplementation<SUP> 
</SUP>with a cysteine donor may favorably influence body composition<SLT’> </SlYP>to~vard increased muscle mass. We do not believe that the changes<SLY> </SUP>we saw in body 
composition and muscle function were simply due<SUP> </SUP>to augmented protein intake, as the casein-supplemented group<SUP> </Sin’>did not demonstrate these<SlYP> 
</SUP>changes. </SPAN)</FOXTT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times Ne~v Roman" ><SPAN style "FONT-S IZE: 12pt" >In conclusion, supplementation of healthy yotmg adults with a whey-ba sed oral 
supplement augmented lymphocyte GSH concentrations,<SUP> </SUP>while increasing muscular performance in these subjects Aside<SLY> </SUP>from its potential as an ergogenic aid, 
such supplementation may<SUP> </SlurP>have particular benefit in patients with persistent inflarmnatory<SUP> </SUP>conditions. </SPAN></FONT></P> 
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keeping healthy is not just a <I><8PAN s~’le="FO~-ST~E: imlic">l~x~-</SPAN></I>, it&#8217;s quickly becoming a <I><8PAN s~qe="FO~-ST~E: italic">necessi~-</SPAN><iI>. 
We can&#8217~t aiffbrd to get WOld-down or ill.&nbsp~ And who ~ows this better than a professional athlete who spends <I><SPAN style="FONT-STff~E: i~lic">eveW single 
day</SPAN></I> in the psychological trenches of pushing his physical limits in the toughest sport in the world? </8PAN></FONT><iP> 
<P s~le="~XT-~IGN: justi~ ~G~-LEFT: 0.25in" class=~oNormal><FON~ si~=3 face=Arial><SPAN s~qe="FONT-F~Y: ~ial; FO~-SIZE: 12pt">Aaron Jo~son is a solid 
performer on ~ Chicago Blackhawk&#8217;s Defensive line who knows just how competitive the National Hockey League can be. He has alternated seasons in the minor leagues with 
~L du~, first in Col~bus for the Blue Jackets, then a season with the New York Islanders before settling in xvell with the Black Hawks who are playing theh best season in years. The 
demanding ~ schedule &#8211 ; having to deal with massive travel logistics mixed with strenuous play &,, 8~ 11 ; is more than gruelling &nbsp; </SPAN></FONT>~/P> 
<P s~le="~XT-~IGN: justin7 I~G~-LEFT: 0.25in" dass=MsoNormal><FON~ si~=3 face=Arial>~SPAN s~de="FONT-F~Y: ~ial; FO~-S~E: 12pt’>&#8220;Trips 
different cities and fb~ tough games in a single week can reall, take it out ofyou,&#8~21 ; Aaron says. &~82~v;A lot of players are veW health conscious and use various products. There 
are several of us on the team that use h~unocal and we stick with it.&#8221 ;</8PAN></FONT></P> 
<P s~qe="~XT-~IGN: justin-; b~G~-LEFT: 0.25in’ class=h~oNormal><FO~ si~=3 face=Arial><SPAN s~Ae="FONT-F~Y: ~ial; FO~-SIZE: 12pt">Aaron has been using 
I~nunotec&#82177s h~unocal for five years and i~ediately noticed a definite increase in ener~ and stamina. 
<P s~qe="~XT-~IGN: justin-; b~G~-LEFT: 0.25in’ class=h~oNormal><FO~ si~=3 face=Arial><SPAN s~Ae="FONT-F~Y: ~ial; FO~-SIZE: 12pt">Once In~unocal s~qrts to 
do its work, the person taking it becomes in tune with how good they can really f~el -- and ~m~ocal&#82177s efi~ct becomes a self:propagating process &#8211 ; the individual creates his 
or her o~m energy due to the pure power o~ confidence in the product. 
<P s~le="~XT-~IGN: justin7 I~G~-LEFT: 0.25in" dass=MsoNormal><FON~ si~=3 face=Arial>~SPAN s~de="FONT-F~Y: ~ial; FO~-SIZE: 12pt">&#8220;I stopped taking 
it once and really noticed the difference. I really felt a drop in energy and my stamina was affected. I~ocal absolutely helps my in~une system and my 
Col~idence.&#8221 
<P s~qe="~XT-~IGN: justin-; b~G~-LEFT: 0.25in’ class=h~oNormal><FO~ si~=3 face=Arial><SPAN s~Ae="FONT-F~Y: ~ial; FO~-SIZE: 12pt">Although the extreme and 
demanding lif~ of a professional athlete like Aaron is f~r from the nolo, the &#8220;evewday person&#8221 ; still leads an active lifestyle that requires them 
t~ough a healthy, varied diet -- and augmenting yo~ food intake with proven dietaly supplements like I~ocal. </8PAN></FONT></P> 
<P s~le="~XT-~IGN: justin7 I~G~-LEFT: 0.25in" dass=MsoNormal><FON~ si~=3 face=Arial>~SPAN s~de="FONT-F~Y: ~ial; FO~-S~E: 12pt">Coping with l~&#82177s 
challenges is often a psychological issue, a question of co~’idence. Any team &#8211; or individual &~82117 without co~idence will have serious problems dealing with the daily 
challenges that modern life throws at them. With a potent supplement like ~munocal backing you up, the confidence question is instantly answered. You ~ow your in~une system is 
being protected to help keep you healthy and fit. </8PAN></FONT></P> 
<P s~le="~XT-~IGN: justin7 I~G~-LEFT: 0.25in" dass=MsoNormal><FON~ si~=3 face=Arial>~SPAN s~de="FONT-F~Y: ~ial; FO~-SIZE: 12pt">&#82207~e co~idence 
you get with the knowledge that yore- immune system&nbsp; is protected gives you a definite edge,&#8221 ; Aaron says.</SPAN></FONT>~/P> 
<P s~le="~XT-~IGN: justin7 I~G~-LEFT: 0.25in" dass=MsoNormal><FON~ si~=3 face=Arial>~SPAN s~de="FONT-F~Y: ~ial; FO~-SIZE: 1 ~pt". Aaron has an impressive 
+ 18 plus/minus goal statistic, 27<81~>th</S~> in the ~, something that he attributes to &#8220;a good defence and great goaltending -- ~I><SPAN s~le="FO~-S~E: 
italic">teamwork</SPAN></I>&#8221 ;-- exactly the philosophy behind In~unocal </8PAN></FO~></P> 
<P style="TEXT-ALIGN: justi~; ~RGIN-LEFT: 0.25in" class=MsoNormal><FON~ size=3 ~hce=Aria[><SPAN style="F()N’]7-F>~N{ILY: Arial; FO~f-SIZE: 12pt">Hockey&##8217;s Aaron 
Johnson is a perfect example o~ an individual who has decided to give himself a definite edge to help him confront the huge challenges in fl-ont of him &#8211 ; whether it be an elite 
professional sport or the rigors of modem li]~. After leaving hockey Aaron wisely plans to be &#8220;fit ~or Ii]~&~8221~.<iSPAN><iFONT></P> 
<P s~Ie="’~IXT->~.IGN: justi~; M>~G]N-LEFT: 0.25in" class=MsoNormal><FONT si~=3 face=Arial><SPAN style="FONT-FAMILY: >Dial~ FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Who are we to ignore the 
hard-earned advice of a seasoned pro?<iSPAN></FONT></P> 
<P s~Ie="MARGIN-LEFT: 0.25in" dass=h&oNo~a[><FO~f size=3 ]ffce=Arial><SPAN s~qe="FONT-FAMILY: Arial~ FONT-SIZE: 12pt"></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class=MsoNorma[><FONT si~=3 face=Arial><SPAN sty[e="FONT-FAh6[LY: Ariak FON~-SIZE: 12pt"></SPAN><iFONT>&nbsp;<iP> 
<P class=MsoNormal><FONT size=3 ~hce="Times New Roman" ><SPAN s~qe="FO~f-SIZE: 12pt"></SPAN><,9"O~f>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class=MsoNormal><FONT size=3 face="Times New Roman"><SPAN sty[e="FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Subject: see below - HMS 90 was the Canadian Tradename o~ 
I~ocaI</SPAN></FONT><iP> 
<P class=MsoNormal><FONT size=3 face="Times New Roman"><SPAN style="FONT-SIZE: 12pt"><iSPAN><~VONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class=MsoNormal><FONT size=3 15ce="Times New Roman" ><SPAN s~’Ie="FO~f-S[ZE: 12pt">Tuesday, November 25, 2008 
title=http://www thestar co~l 125()82359/utilities/todayPaper hre~"http://www.thestar.com/1125082359/utilities/todavPaper"><FON~ color=black><SPAN style="COLOR: wmdo~ext; 
TEXT-I)ECO~TION: none" >Today’s Toronto Star</SP XN><?FON~ ’></A> ~ </SPAN></FONT><,~> 
<P class=MsoNormal><FONT size=3 face="Times New Roman"><SPAN style="FONT-S~E: 12pt"><IMG id= x0000 il 196 border=() alt="’lNe Star" src="l multipargimage028.g/ff 
wide=28 height= 19></S PAN ></FO NT></P> 
<P class=MsoNorma[><FONT size=3 face=’’Times New Roman"><SPAN style="FONT-SIZE: 12pt">TheS~r.com I Spots ~ Molitor in championship fo~ </SPAN></FONT></P> 

<P class=MsoNormal><FONT size=3 15ce="Times New Roman" ><SPAN s~’Ie="FO~f-S[ZE: 12pt">Molitor in championship form</SPAN></FON~><iP> 
<P class=MsoNormal><FONT size=3 face="Times New Roman"><SPAN style="FONT-S~E: 12pt"><IMG id= X0000 il 202 class~icIcon border=0 alt="Email Stou" 
src="l multipart/image029.giff width=13 height=13></SPAN><,~"O~f></P> 
<P class=MsoNorma[><FONT size=3 face="Times New Roman"><SPAN style="FONT-S~E: 12pt"><IMG id= X0000 i1204 class=pic[con border=() alt=Print src="l multipa~iimage029 gi]7’ 
width=l 3 height=l 3><A title=http:/iwww.thestar.co~/printArtic[e/295482 hre]~"http://wxmv.thestar.com/printAr ticle/295482"><FONT color=black>< SPAN style="COLOR: windowtext; 
TIC.f-DECORATION: none">Print</SPAN></FO~f></A> </SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class=MsoNormal><FONT size=3 ~hce="Times New Roman" ><SPAN sb’1e="FO~f-SIZE: 12pt"><IMG id= ~0000 i1205 class=picIcon border=0 alt="Text Size" 
src="l multipa~iimage030.giJ?’ width=9 height=9><IMG id= X0000 i1206 class=picIcon border=() alt="Text Size" src="l multipar[’image031.gff~’ width=l 1 height=l I><IMG id= x0000 i1207 
class=picIcon border=0 alt="Text Size" src=" 1 multipatt/image029.gi~’ width=13 height=13>Choose text size </SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class=MsoNormal><FO~ size=3 face=’’ Times New Roman" ><SPAN s)-le="FO~-SIZE: 12pt" ><~G id=~0000 i1208 class=picIcon border=0 alt=’’Report Typo" 
src="l multipart/imageO29.giff xvidth=13 height=13></SPAN></FO~></P> 
<P class=MsoNormal><FO~ size=3 face="Times New Roman"><SPAN s)-le="FO~-SIZE: 12pt"><IMG id=ctl00 ContentPlaceHolder article NavWebPart Article ctl00 iCopyright 
class=picIcon border=0 alt=iCopyright src="l multiparffimage032.giP’ width=13 height=12><A title=http:i/license.icopyright.net/3.721~.icx id=295482 

hre~"http:i/license.icopyright.net/3.7212?icx id=295482"><FON~ color=black><SPANsWle="COLOR: window~xt ~XT-DECO~TION: none">License this 
article<iSPAN></FON~></A></SPAN><~ON~><iP> 
<P class=MsoNormal><FO~ size=3 face="Times New Roman"><SPAN s)-le="FO~-S~E: l~pt" <A title=http:iiw~-.addthis.com/bookmark.php 



hre:~"http://www.addthis.con~,bool,wnark php"><FONT color black><SPAN style "COLOR: windowtext; TEXT-DECORATION: none"><IMGid x0000 i1211 
title=http:i/www.addthis.comibookmark php border=0 alt=AddThis src=" 1 multipart/image033.gi:t~’ width=125 height=16></SPAN></FONT></A></SPAN~></FONT></P> 

---P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman" ><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt"></SPAN>--./FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman">---SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Ready to defend his IBF welterweight title at Rama; credits training, high-tech organic 
diet</SPAN><iFONT><iP> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman">---SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Jan 19, 2008 04:30 AM </SPAN><?FONT></P> 
---P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman" ><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">MORGAN C~V;PBELL <BR>SPORTS REPOR~[ER</SPAN><?FON’r></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman">---SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Three storeys above Queen St. E, and hall! a pound over the super bantamweight limit, 
Steve Molitor stands shirtless in his strength trainers’ studio <iSPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roruan"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">~,\~en he flexes, every muscle in his bo@ ripples. Muscles you usually only- see in 
anatomy textbooks are visible here.<iSPAN~<iFONT><iP> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roruan"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">"Holy sh--! Look at the striations in his traps," says Chris Smits, one of the Sarnia 
fighter’s strength trainers.</SPAN></FOiN’F></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roruan"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">"Lookin’ good, man," says Mart3,- Smits, Chris’s brother and business 
p ar trier. <iSPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roruan"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Matt-v then rkyrues offa long list of vitamins, herbs and supplements and asks Molitor if 
he’s been using them. Molitor nods.</SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roruan"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">"I leave no stone unturned," he says. "Trust me."</SPAN><iFON~’><iP> 
<P class MsoNorrual><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman" ><SPAN s~le "FONT-SIZE: 12pt" >Tonight, Molitor (25-0, 10 KOs) ~aces Mexico’s Ricardo Castillo (33 4, 22 KOs) at Casino 
Rama, staking his IBF 122-pound title and climaxing a training camp where he used evelNthing from cinder blocks to nutritional suppleruents to gain an edge.</SPAN></FONT><iP> 
<P class MsoNorrual><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN s~le "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">The Smits brothers, who apprenticed under former Maple Leaf and renowned fitness 
freak Gary Roberts, say- Molitor gets a lot out of his body because of what he puts into it. <iSPAN><iFONT></P> 
<P class MsoNorrual><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN s~le "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">" You don’t put unleaded fuel in a Formula One car," Marty Smits says. "He’s a finely- 
tuned engine. He needs a finely-tuned diet so he can perform at the highest level." </SPAN></FONT><iP> 
<P class MsoNorrual><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman" ><SPAN s~le "FONT-SIZE: 12pt" >Thirty years ago Sylvester Stallone’s Rocky guzzled ra~v eggs to train for his title fight 
with Apollo Creed, but it’s not that simple anymore. When preparing for a fight, Molitor subsists on a high-tech organic diet designed to deliver maximun~ nutrition with ruinimum calories. 
His daily intake includes:</SPAN><iFONT><iP> 
<P class MsoNormal><B><I><U><FONT color red size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FOiN’F-ST’~rLE: italic; COLOR: red; FOiN’F-SIZE: 12pt; FONT-WEIGHT: bold">HMS 90: 
a protein extracted from unpasteurized milk, Chris Smits calls it the "Lamborghini" of protein supplements. It aids muscle recovery and boosts the immune 
sy st em. </SPAN></FONT></U ></I></B ></P> 
<P class MsoNorrual><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">BUtTalo<iSPAN></FONT> and ostrich meat: they’re high in protein and contain virtually 
no fat.</P> 
<P class MsoNorrual><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Blue Green Algae: exactly what it sounds like &#226;&#8364;&#8220; a pungent- 
smelling green goop that helps balance the body’s Ph levels. </SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times Ne;v Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Molitor’s intake is exotic and expensive (HMS 90 retails for about $100 a box), but Chris 
Smits says Molitor can’t expect to be a soldier in the ring if he eats like a civilian. </SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times Ne;v Roman" ><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">"Ifyou give yourself proper nutrition and raw food, your body will flourish. Steve’s a 
testament," Chris Smits says.</SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times Ne;v Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">In training, the shift in nutrition enables Molitor to work harder and recover more 
quickly, and long-term better training has built a better body. Molitor says he’s much leaner now, at 122 pounds, than he was five years ago fighting at 118.</SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times Ne;v Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">"I feel a lot smoother and a lot more alert," he says. "And I feel healthier day-to- 
day-."</SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times Ne;v Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">And in the ring Molitor says his focus on training and nutrition means he’s never tired. 
</SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times Ne;v Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">"I did nine rounds ;vith (Takalani) Ndlovu and I was just getting warmed up," he says, 
referring to his title defence last July. "I do a lot of things a regular boxer doesn’t do Everything that helps me out 1 per cent adds tap at the end of the day Results speak for themselves in 
this world."</SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt"><A title mailto:mcampbell@thestar ca hre~"mailto:mcampbell@thestar.ca"><FONT 
color black><SPAix." style "COLOR: ;vindowtext; TEXT-DECORATION: n~ne’’>mcampbe~@thestar.ca</S~AN~</F~NT></A></S~AN></F~NT></~<mai~t~:mcampbe~@thestarca% 
3c/SPAN%3e%3c/FO~71"%3e%3c/A%3e%3ciSPAN%3e%3c/FONT%3e%3c/P>> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times Ne;v Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt"></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt"></SPAix.’></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 2 face "Courier New"><SPAN style "FONT-FAMILY: ’Cotlrier New’; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 2 face "Courier New"><SPAN style "FONT-FAMILY: ’Courier New’; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">Subject: FW: National Ski Team 
Member<iSPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 2 face "Courier New"><SPAN style "FONT-FAMILY: ’Courier New’; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 2 face "Courier New"><SPAN style "FONT-FAMILY: ’Cotlrier New’; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 2 face "Courier New"><SPAN style "FONT-FAMILY: ’Courier New’; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">Hi Jolm,</SPAN></FONT></P> 
<Pclass MsoNormal><FONTsize 2face "Courier New"><SPANstyle "FONT-FA]Vf[LY: ’Courier New’; FONT-SlZE: 10pt">FirstofallIwouldliketothankyoufor anotheryearof 
supporting all of us and helping achieve our dreams and goals, it is very much appreciated! &nbsp; As a rdigous user of your product I can’t tell you what a difference it has made in not just 
my trmning and racing but with all walks of life.&nbsp; There are two huge results that stick out while using&nbsp; Immunoca[ Platinum; 1) The amount of energy that I now carry through 
the whole day is unbelieveable. Even after a tough day on the hill where befi~re taking Immunocal I would have had a nap in the afternoon is now no longer neccessa~ 2) My ability to stay 
healthy" through the long winter has improved exceptionally.&nbsp; No longer do I loose ground and time on snow due to common colds and illness’s My immune system is stronger and 
better than ever and I’m able to fight ofl’maW more bugs than I ever thought possible. Thank you to hnmunoca[ for changing my body.&nbsp;&nbsp; Again thank you very much for your 
continmng support John, I really appreciate it.&nbsp; </SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 2 face "Courier New"><SPAN style "FONT-FAMILY: ’Courier New’; FONT-SIZE: 10pt">Scott Barrett&nbsp; </SPAN></FONT><,q?> 
<Pclass MsoNormal><FONTsize 2face "Courier New"><SPANstyle "FONT-FA]Vf[LY: ’CourierNew’;FONT-SIZE: 10pt"></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman" ><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt"></SPAN><?~,’ONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt"><iSPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class MsoNormal><B><FONT size 2 face Tahoma><SPAN style "FONT-FAMILY: Tahoma; FON~-SIZE: 10pt; FONT-WEIGtIT: bold">Subject:<iSPAN></FONT></F~><FONT size 2 
face Tahoma><SPAN style "FONT-FA]Vf[LY: Tahoma; FONT-SIZE: 10pt"> National Ski Team Member</SPAN><iFONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman" ><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt"></SPAN><?~,’ONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt"><iSPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P style "MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12pt" class MsoNormal><FON~ size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Hi John,<BR><BR>Thanks very much for your 
support to the alpine ski team &nbsp; We’ve really benifited from the Immunocal Platinum these past seasons.&nbsp; Below is a quote you can use parts of or the whole thing &nbsp; 
SotO’ for the delay in getting this out <BR><BR>Since beginning with Immunocal Platinum almost two years ago I’ve noticed maW changes that have helped me while competing on the 
Alpine Ski World (;up. &nbsp; My tolerance for workload has significantly increased allowing me to train harder both on the hill and in the gym.&nbsp; Immunocal Platinmn has also 
increased my day" to day energy levels.&nbsp; ~my athlete looking for a nutritional supplements to improve performance should have Immunocal Platinum at the top of their 
list <BR><BR>Fee[ free to contact me anytime.<BR>~I1nanks again,<BR>Patrick B<iSPAN></FONT><B><FONT size 4 face Ver&ma><SPAN style "FONT-FAMILY: Vet-dana; FONT-SIZE: 
14pt; FON~-~x,~EIGHT: bold"> <SPAN lang EN-CA>KARL G&��201 ;I,]NAS</SPAN></SPAN></FONT></B><?k~> 
<P style "MARGJN-BOTTOM: 12pt" class MsoNormal><B><FONT size 4 face Verdana><SPAN style "FONT-FAMILY: Verdana; FONT-SIZE: 14pt; FONT-WEIGHT: bo]d" lang EN- 
CA>What ]mmunoca] did for me?<BR></SPAN></FON~><iB><FONT size 2 face Verdana><SPAN style "FONT-FAMILY: Verdana; FONT-SIZE: 10pt" lang EN- 
CA>&nbsp;<BR></SPAN></FONT><FONT size 2 face Verdana><SPAN s~le "FONT-FAMILY: Verdana; FONT-SIZE: 1 lpt" lang EN-CA>Baseball season ~s not a spin, it&#8217;s a 
marathon. Beit~g on the field 94 days out of 100 can take a lot out of an athlete. As the season unwinds, getting up in the morning becomes a battle, eating habits are set aside and body 
soreness and aches are common. That&#8217;s when athletes become vulnerable to injuries, sickness and&nbsp;fatigue! &nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;<BR>&nbsp;In June, I started using 
Immunocah Aker a xveek, I started noticing results. I was no longer having a hard time getting up in the murning. The snooze button used to be my- best friend, but not anymore. Getting up 
so fresh, and at regular hours gave me the time, but more importantly the energy to eat a healthy breakfast, and hit the gym on a regular basis before heading to the 
field.<iSPAN></FONT></P> 
<P style "MARGIN-BOTTOM: 12pt" class MsoNormal><FON~F size 2 face Verdana><SPAN style "FONT-FAMILY: Verdana; FONT-SIZE: 1 lpt" lang EN-CA>N~munocal gave me so 
much energ,’. As the season xvas winding down and eVelTbody was feeling the xvear and tear, I was not! <BR>&nbsp;<BR>In July, I was once again dealing with arm problems related to an 
elbow injury suffe*ed in 2007. I had partially torn tW ulnar ligament in tW right elbow in July&nbsp;07. Not tore enough for surgery, I had to rehab it. The 08 campaign was a battle. I 



rehabbed, made a comeback mid season only to fail miserably. My velocity was way down, and my arm was hurting.&nbsp;After getting another MRI only to find out that everything was 
looking fine, I decided to work even harder during the&nbsp;08-09 off season. I came into camp health?" and strong, throwing hard again pain :tree. That didn&#8217;t last too long, since I 
had to shut it down for almost a month in&nbsp;July through august. During that rune, I worked 40 hours a week at my regular job, rehabbed and did physio every day, had a throwing 
program ever?" other day, and attended every home game. Let me tell you that without Immunocal there is no way I could have had enough in the rank to do all that and still have energy. 
---BR>&nbsp;---BR>I truly believe that Immunocal helped me fully recover from&nbsp;the iNury, helped my recovery time between starts and workouts, and gave me a chance to redeem 
myself by tossing the championship game of the&nbsp;CanP, m league last September with the Capitales.---/SPAN>---/FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 2 face Verdana><SPAN style "FONT-F>~V;ILY: Verdana; FONT-SIZE: 1 lpt" king EN-CA>I would like to thank <FONT color navy><SPAN 
s~le "COLOR: na~Lv">I</SPAN></FONT>mmunotec for their support <BR>&nbsp;</SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P class MsoNormal><FONT size 2 face Verdana><SPAN style "FONT-F>~V;ILY: Verdana; FONT-SIZE: 1 lpt" king EN-CA></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
<P class MsoNonnal><FONT size 2 face Verdana><SPAN s~le "FONT-FAM]LY: Verdana; FONT-SIZE: 1 lpt" lang EN-CA>Karl G&#233;linas&nbsp;<iSPAN></FONT></P> 
<P style "MARGIN--BOTTOM: 12pt" class MsoNormal><FOiXm2 size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt">Iggs</SPAN></FONT></P> 
<P style "2vLARGIN-BOTTOM: 12pt" class MsoNorrrlal><FOiN’g size 3 face "Times New Roman"><SPAN style "FONT-SIZE: 12pt"></SPAN></FONT>&nbsp;</P> 
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<P style "LINE-HEIGHT: 150%" class MsoNomml><FONT size 3 face "Times New- Rorrlatf’><SPAN st?qe "LINE-HEIGHT: 150%; FONT-SIZE: 12pt" lang EN-CA>I didn&#8217;t know 
about Irmrltmotec before Patrick Desch&#234;nes introduces to me the txvo products: Inwnunocal and Xtra Sharp. Since I know that Patrick is a vein dedicated and rigorous athlete in his 
training, I xvas curious to know furthermore about the product. I did try 1 pack per day without noticing any real changes.</SPAN></FONT><iP> 
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had increased the dosage with 3 packs per day-, I then immediately noticed the difference. And what a big change! I xvas weighing 228 lb and I lost 36 lb simply because my training sessions 
were now more frequent and intense. This severe fatigue after each match and training session suddenly disappeared. I deeply felt a coraplete physical well-being. I arrl the catcher with the 
Capitales of Quebec city, and every after match, I had difficult3,- climbing stairs because of pain in my knees. Since last July-, the pain is gone and my recuperation time for my arm is much 
shorter. During matches, a good shot of Xtra Sharp provides me with a maximum of concentration and energy.<iSPAN><iFONT></P> 
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FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

John H Molson <Jmolson@immunotec.com> 

Thursday, April 12, 2012 2:56 PM 

ARson Dorrance ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: UNC Soccer - hnmunocal Plati~mm 

Hello ARson 

I hope all is well & your program continues to be the bellwether in US soccer. 

Are ~iou still taking the product we are sending monthl},? 

If so - would you be willing or are },ou aMe to provide a testimonial & photo for an athletic webs~te we are developing? 

We are making progress m the sports fie~d both ~n terms o[ atMel:es using the product and [urther research ~:o describe the benefits, 

I[ ~s too bad we were r~ot able 1:o ~;or~c~xJe someth~g [or ~,ot~r program, 

Hope ~:oo hear from ~,ou sootx 

Kind regards 

John M 

F~m= ARson Dorrance [mail~:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, June ~% 20~ ~:52 AN 
To= John H Nolson 
Subject= RE: UNC Soccer - Immunocal Platinum 

John, 
I am sor~ too~ You are a good man and trust me I will do my best to plug you in wherever I can in my sphere of influence. 

All the best~ 

ARson Uorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Miller ?}aol.com> 

Tuesday, August 2, 2011 5:41 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

"A "tacking Soccer" J Miller 

Anson, 
I was contacted by Human Kinetics, Inc and I have agreed to serve as editor for a soccer coaching book targeting the topic "Attacking Soccer." The approach for this edition 
is to provide advanced ideas for serious coaches. My task is to assemble the top US coaches as contributors to create a book that demonstrates the history and experience 
of our best coaches on a topic that is the cornerstone of the future of our sport. 
The book will be comprised of a forward, acknowledgements, an introduction and eleven chapters. Each contributing coach with will be responsible for one chapter. The 
general template for each chapter 
a. Your personal views on the topic, your experiences of how and why you feel this way. 
b. How you would approach this topic in training. 
c. Offer several training sessions that address the necessary components 
d. Each author is given four months to submitted their draft. Editing and proofreading are provided and the practice diagrams will be standardized and professionally pdnted. 
Listed below are the chapter titles: 
Chapter 1 Individual Skills: Dribbling, Passing, Receiving 
Chapter 2 Speciality Skills: Crossing, Attack Heading 
Cha )ter 3 Shooting and Finishing 
Cha )ter 4 The Goalkeeper in the Attack 
Cha )ter 5 Attacking from the Defensive Third 
Cha )ter 6 Attacking through the Middle Third 
Cha )ter 7 Creating Opportunities in the Attacking Third 
Cha )ter 8 Attacking on the Flanks 

Cha )ter 9 Corner Kicks and Throw-Ins 
Cha )ter 10 Direct and Indirect Free Kicks 

Anson, you one of my first choices to be a contributing author. The international soccer community hesitates to acknowledge the abilities of American coaches. The 
underlying theme of this book is that professional American coaches are well educated, motivated students of the game. Our top coaches know how to organize training 
sessions that are proven to be effective for the modern player. They are courageous and willing to change tactics on the fly when the game is telling them it is necessary. 
know the readers of this book would be inspired by the confidence and dedication of the contributing authors. 
Thanks for your willingness to participate. I know you don’t need another thing on your plate, but your contribution will be tremendous. 
Regards, 
Jay Miller 
M- 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jay Miller ?}aol.com> 

Thursday, May 17, 2012 3:34 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

"Attacking Soccer" 

Anson, 
I hope all is well with you. A reminder to you concerning Chapter 11 - "Team Psychology for Attacking Soccer". I anxiously await your wisdom. 
We have fomjiven you for your team’s performance last year. ;-) 
A reminder: The drills that you use should be organized as follows: 
Purpose 
Organization 
Procedure 
Key Points 
Variations 
I’m enjoying the new gig with the Revolution .................. lots of fun If you get to New England this summer give me a call. 
Regards, 
Jay M 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jeffjanssen.com> 

Monday, Jnne 10, 2013 8:12 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Jim Collins’ ttow the Mighty Fall 

How the Mighty Fall bnotes.docx; Start Something That Matters bnotes.docx; A Slice of the Pie bnotes.doc 

Ansor~ 

Hope your summer is going well! 

My bx~ok notes are staxting m roll in from the SAs... I’m so excited! :-) 

ttere is Itow the ~ighty Fall by Jim Collins (Good to CrreagBuilt to Last) that I think you will eNoy. 

I’ve also included Start Sometk~ing that Matters. It’s by the guy who started TOMS shoes - I’m guessing A LOT of your players have at least one pair of TOMS. 

Great sto~y about a guy who has started a meaningful company that practices the one for one philosophy - for every pair of shoes sold he gives a pair to a person in a 

developing country. 

And one by Nick Sarillo called A Slice of the Pie. Nick owns a pizza place in Chicago that employs lots of teens and young adults. He has developed a culture he calls 

"trust and track" that reminds me a bit of your Competitive Canldmn in a mom and pop business environment. 

More to come as they come in... Enjoy. 

JJ 

The Leader in Leadership Development for Captains and Coaches http://wwa~-.janssensportsleadership.com 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721-TEAM 

Team up ruth student-athlete leaders from across the com~try to make a ditt~rence around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 

http://www.~lsc.ovg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laurence <laurencel@shaw.ca> 

Saturday, July 30, 2011 2:17 PM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Competitive Cauldron Team game 

Hi Anson It should be fine to open on your computer (because it’s the same 
type of document I always send to you), but if you try to open it on your 
phone - you need some special tools because it’s an enc~-pted document. 
Perhaps something else occurred during the travel across cyberspace. So 
this attachment has all of the encr,vption removed and you should be able to 
open this one without any problems, but let me kno~v if you encounter any 
difficulties. 

BTW, with this session one of the things that I am impressed by is that in 
spite of how simple the game fol~nat is, the players tend to get so 
competitive that it is extremely rare for any team to score even a single 
point within a 4 minute game[’. 

Cheers, 

Laurence 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Anson Dorran ce [m ailto: anson(a)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, July 30, 2011 7:23 AM 

To: laurencel@shaw.ca 
Sub3ect: Re: Competitive Cauldron Team game 

Laurence, 

I could not ()pen it[ 

Anson I)orrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w)919-9624100 

>>>"Laurence"07i30/ll 12:52 PM>>> 
Hi Anson, 

Attached is that new concept for developing/maintaining conrpetitive spirit. 
It’s a simple enough looking possession game (8v8 with No GK’s), but tends 
to bring out intensi~, competitive spirit and force one/txvo touch play 
combined with fast/early and simple decision making. I designed this drill 
with the notion of achieving the sort of conrpetitive goals that fit within 
the concept of your competitive cauldron. 

In the manner in which this session has xvorked for me I think we could 
consider using it within our prospective publishable content. Not that 
dissimilar from what you were doing within your Striker games - I have the 
teams huddle and strategize between each game so that they develop all those 
extra cognitive, bonding skills, along with developing the capacity to 
actually execute "the plan" that was designed! Give it a look and since 
these things are typically better understood from talking thenr through 
rather than just reading the session plan - let me knoxv if you want to chat 
about it. 

Cheers, 

Laurence 
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From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gary Tomlinson @bellsouth.net;, 

Thursday, May 27, 2010 10:59 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Book Report on Randy Penningtoffs "Resulks Rule!" 

Book Report - Results Rule!.pdI~ Book Report - The Golden Rules for Managers.pdf 

Hi Anson, 
I have an educational gift for you. I have just finished my latest book report on Randy Pennington’s book; Results Rule! When I read a book that 
has great wisdom I take the time to write down the author’s essential messages. This is how I learn. Then from time-to-time I reread my book report 
(Gary’s Cliff Notes) to refresh my memory. 
I have read over 150 books on leadership, management, business development, etc. Randy’s book has resonated with me more than most 
because it is about how to build a culture that sets you apart from your competitors. It’s about the intangibles that will allow your company to be the 
standard by which your competitors are measured. The right culture can make all the difference. It’s the intangibles that separate truly great 
companies from everybody else. 
Also attached is my book report on Frank McNair’s The Golden Rules for Managers. Frank’s book has resonated with me more than most 
because it has the most common sense and is the most executable. Frank has a gift for distilling profound management wisdom into memorable 
and often humorous language. Managers who read this book will come away with a treasure chest of practical advice on how to be more 
successful. 
One of the key maxims in his book is Managing People Is Work! "The next time you have too much work to manage your people, ask yourself: 
what is my real work? Realize that managing people is work. It takes time, but done well, it will yield far more productive outcomes than you could 
ever generate alone." 
Because managing people is work, I give you permission to take the time out of your busy schedule to read this book report. I promise you it will be 
time well spent. 
If you like the book report and want to read any of the others I’ve done go to my website at www.gary-tomlinson.com and click on Book Reports on 
the top menu. 
Enjoy the education and feel free to share it with others! 
Gary Tomlinson 
Tomlinson & Associates 
7421 Capstone Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27615 
(919) 847-6235 (Office) 

(Cell) 
www..qa~y4ornlinson .corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Delaine Marbry <dmarbry@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, August :19, 20:10 9:30 AM 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson <mjrobins@UDeI.Edu> 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

SWOT Analysis.doc 

Attached is the information that Anson wanted to send you for the conference call. If you have any questions, feel free to contact us. 
[Delaine Marbry 

IUNC Athletic Department 
PO Box 2126 
I~hapel Hill, NC 27515 

I(P) 919 962 5220 

I(F) 919 ~2 4038 

> > > "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mjrobins@UDeI.Edu > 8/18/2010 11:32 AM > > > 

Anson 

great chatting here you go. let me know if you need anything else. 

matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

University of Delaware 

Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 

Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

www.udel.ed ui[CECP 

302 831 6680 

Original message 

>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 10:17:18 0400 

>From: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Developrnent Task Force Conference Call 

>To: "Dr, Matthew J, Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeI,Edu> 
> 

> Call me I need to discuss this with you! 

> 919 962 4100 ,,,,, I will also try you on both your 
> #’s! 
> 

> Anson Dorrance 
> Head Coach 
> UNCWomen’s Soccer 

> w) 919 962 4100 
> 

> >>> "Dr, Matthew J, Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeI,Edu> 

> 8/18/2010 9:12 AM > > > 
> Anson: 
> 

> just checking to see if you have anything to add for 
> swot file I was going to put together for call 

> tommorow. 
> Looking forward to talking on Thursday. 
> Matt 

> Dr, MatthewJ. Robinson 
> University of Delaware 
> Associate Professor/Program Director Sport 

> Management 
> Director International Coaching Enrichment 
> Certificate Program 

> ~vw.udel.ed u/ICECP 
> 302 831 6680 
> 

> Original message 
> >Date: Thu, 05 Aug 2010 14:32:40 0400 
> >From: "Anson Uorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Developrnent Task 
> Force Conference Call 

> >To: "Dr, MatthewJ. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeI.Edu> 
> > 

> > No problem. 
> > 

> > Anson Dorrance 
> > Head Coach 

> > UNC Women’s Soccer 
> > w) 919 962 4100 
> > 



> > >>> "Dr. Matthew J, Robinson" 

> <mjrobins@UDeI.Edu > 
> > 8/5/2010 7:29 AM >>> 
> > Ihope everyone is well. I just wanted to 
> confirm 
> > day and time for next conference call. Iam 
> going to 

> > propose Thursday August 19 at 9 a.m. central 
> time, 
> > 10 a,m, eastern tirne, Please let me know if that 

> > works for you. Anson, I know you would be in 
> > preseason at that point, so let me know if that 
> > ~vorks with practice schedule. Iwill forward 

> call in 
> > number once time is confirmed. 
> > 

> > All the best 
> > 

> > Matt 
> > Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> > University of Delaware 

> > Associate Professor/Program Director Sport 
> > Management 
> > Director International Coaching Enrichment 

> > Certificate Program 
> > www.udel.edu/ICECP 
> > 302 831 6680 
> > 

> > Original message 

> > >Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 0400 (EDT) 
> > >From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" 
> <mjrobins@UDeI.Edu > 

> > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development 
> Task 
> > Force Conference Call 

> > >To: "Dr. Matthew J, Robinson" 
> <mjrobins@UDeI.Edu >, 
> > mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, 

> > tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
> > jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, 
> clavers@whdlaw.com, 
> > anson@uncaa.unc.edu, @mac.com, 
> > cgermain@UDeI.Edu 
> > > 

> > >Hello Everyone: 
> > > 

> > >Firstofallthankyouforyourtimeandinput 
> > during yesterday’s call. Spent rest of day 
> thinking 

> > about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the 
> mixup 

> > on the date of the meeting. I added a quarter 

> mile 
> > to morning run so I dont screw up again, 
> > > 

> > >Ok, a few attachments, First minutes/summary of 
> > yesterday’s meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I 
> have 

> > attached a template for the SWOT. You can type 
> right 
> > into and save with your name eg. MATTSWOT and 

> then 
> > send to me so Ican compile for discussion for 

> next 
> > call, 
> > > 

> > >I have also attached two articles you may find 
> of 
> > interest. One is an ovePviewof talent 

> > identification models, the second is on 
> personality 
> > as a predictor of athletic success. FinallyI 

> have 
> > attched a long terrn athlete development plan, 
> When 

> > reviewing take a look at the seven stages of 
> long 
> > term athlete development. Again, this gives an 

> idea 
> > of a structured system that is being adopted 



> around 

> > the world. In fact USA Hockey is using this 
> model in 
> > thier player development. In discussions I have 

> had 
> > with them, there seems to be a similar culture 
> 

> > soccer. Again, thisjust gives us an idea of 
> what 
> > others are doing. 
> > > 

> > >Finally, Iwant to put the dates of Thursday 

> Aug 19 
> > of Friday August 20 for Conference call. if 9 
> a.m 

> > central worked for everyone we can go with that, 
> > Just let me know what works best. 
> > > 

> > >All the best and IIook forward to moving along 
> > with the project, 
> > > 

> > >Matt 
> > > 

> > > 

> > >Dr, MatthewJ. Robinson 
> > >University of Delaware 
> > >Professor/Program Director Sport Management 

> > >Director international Coaching Enrichment 
> > Certificate Program 

> > >www.udel.edu/ICECP 
> > >302 831 6680 
> > > 

> > > 

> > >    Original message 
> > >>Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 12:24:46 0400 (EDT) 
> > >>From: "Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson" 
> > <mjrobins@UDeI.Edu> 
> > >>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development 

> Task 
> > Force Conference Call 
> > >>To: "Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson" 

> <mjrobins@UDeI.Edu >, 
> > mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com, 
> > tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

> > jean,brooks@reveraliving.com, 
> clavers@whdlaw.com, 
> > anson@uncaa,unc.edu, @mac,com, 
> > cgermain@UDeI.Edu 
> > >> 

> > >>Hello Everyone. 
> > >> 

> > >>Iapologize for the confusion, but the call 

> Wa S 

> > scheduled for today but I sent out call number 
> and 

> > agenda for Wed at 10 a.m, est and 9 central. The 
> > original email i had sent was for Tuesday and 
> > confirmation email was forWed. 
> > >> 

> > >>Please let me know if you Wed still works for 
> you, 

> > if not we can look to reschedule. 
> > >> 

> > >>Again, Iapologize for the confusion. 
> > >> 

> > >>Matt 

> > >>Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson 
> > > >University of Delaware 
> > >>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport 

> > Management 
> > >>Director International Coaching Enrichment 
> > Certificate Program 

> > >>www.udel.edu/ICECP 
> > >>302 831 6680 
> > >> 

> > >> 

> > >>    Original message 
> > >>>Date:Mon, 19 Ju1201012:34:49 0400(EDT) 
> > >>>From: "Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson" 
> > <mjrobins@UDeI.Edu> 



> > >>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task 

> > Force Conference Call 
> > >>>To: mmcdermott@chicagostars.com, 
> > tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

> > jean,brooks@reveraliving.com, 
> clavers@whdlaw.com, 
> > anson@uncaa.unc.edu, @mac.com, 
> > cgermain@UDeI.Edu, mjrobins@UDeI.Edu 
> > >>> 

> > >>>Hello Everyone: 
> > >>> 

> > >>>[look forward to our conference call on 

> > Wednesday at 10 am EST, 9 am central time. We 
> will 
> > try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 
> > >>> 

> > >>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as 
> well 

> > as the call in number and access code. Jean you 
> > should be good calling from europe. [will keep 
> the 

> > minutes from the meeting and will forward for 
> > review,[ have also attached the purpose 
> statement 

> > again for your review. 
> > >>> 

> > >>>Please let me knowifyou have any questions. 

> All 
> > the best and [look forward to the call on 

> > Wednesday. 
> > >>> 

> > >>>Matt 
> > >>> 

> > >>>Agenda for Conference Call 
> > >>> 

> > >>>initiate Call 
> > >>>[ntro of each participant and background 
> > >>>Review of charge of task force. Anson and 

> Hank 
> > >>>Reviewof planned activities: Mattwith 
> feedback 

> > from all 
> > >>>Discussion on critical path of those 
> activities: 

> > Matt with feedback from all. 
> > >>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 

> > >>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
> > >>>Planned meeting time for regular conference 
> > call. All 

> > >>>Planned meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA 
> All 
> > >>>Tasks to be completed by next call. All 

> > >>>Other items 
> > >>>Closing 
> > >>> 

> > >>>Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 
> > >>>ParticipantAccess Code: 238926# 
> > >>> 

> > >>>Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson 
> > >>>Universityof Delaware 
> > >>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management 

> > >>>Director international Coaching Enrichment 
> > Certificate Program 

> > >>>wvwv.udel.edu/~CECP 
> > >>>302 831 6680 
> > >>> 

> > >>>womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose.doc 
> (37k 
> > bytes) 
> > > 

> > >Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 
> 7 20.doc 

> > (53k bytes) 
> > > 

> > >SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc 

> (1551< 
> > bytes) 
> > > 
> > >talent id_artide.pdf (67k bytes) 
> > > 



> > >ABSP JournalAidman:]_.pdf (226k bytes) 
> > > 

> > >2009_WellnessWorldCup.pdf (:~464k bytes) 



Player Development of Women’ s Soccer in the U.S. 

SWOT Analysis 

Strengths 

Large population playing the game in the United States. 
In this large population we are getting top athletes to represent us (we don’t lose the 
number of elite athlete to other sports as our male soccer counterparts might to football, 
basketball and baseball). 
We have a tradition of international dominance. 
As a soccer culture the national teams we produce have a powerful competitive mentality. 
Parts of the country have so much talent it makes the local competitive level high enough 
so there are excellent matches every weekend in these enclosures (Southern California, 
Northern California, Dallas, TX, Houston, TX, Metro DC, Long Island, and Northern 
NJ). 
Many of our youth clubs have excellent full time coaches with a very good understanding 
of player development. 
U.S. Soccer makes a tremendous financial commitment to our national youth teams and 
senior teams. 
Because of our history, we have a positive pressure to win every game and we are 
psychologically predisposed to believe we can. 
Our affluence spares little expense even within our average households to equip players, 
organized events and travel across the country for our youth players. 
Our quality playing fields all over the country and our leadership infrastructure at all 
levels make playing opportunities easy and universally accessible. 
Two fine national coaching schools and many world class conventions to discuss and 
develop our game. 

Weakness 

Large country so it is difficult and challenging to organize a national philosophy. 
Many competing organizations with inconsistent player development philosophies 
confuse the landscape. 
Leadership structure and political climate to promote the creation of fiefdoms whose 
main purpose seems to keep certain people in power which holds hostage promoting and 
developing the game and its players.. 
No one in the national office has as his or her only responsibility girl’s/women’s player 
development so the focus is not there on women’s development and the consistent 
women’s leadership is not there twelve months a year. Yes, we get motivated for major 
events and are committed to them but the day-to-day attention to detail so critical for 
player development is not there. 
The girl’s/women’s side has no U.S. Soccer financial support for an academy structure so 
our player development platforms are still in a tournament culture of games as opposed to 
an individual skill development environment of training sessions and time with the ball. 



Our players (girls/women) do not watch the game at the highest level (so we lack 
sophistication) or support the game as spectators at any level (so the pro league will 
probably fail). 

Opportunities 

We can make a major investment in critical leadership positions on the women’s/girl’s 
side to completely change our commitment to player development. 
We can organize an effective annual calendar to embrace all the best parts of our player 
development structure. 
We can hire within U.S. Soccer a full time leadership position to direct and supervise and 
coordinate our new directions. 
We are large enough to experiment in different parts of the countu ideas for player 
development to see over time which ideas are not effective. 

Threats 

The politics of the game: the fight for control; the fight for political power; the 
appointments of youth national coaches to save money rather than for competence. 
The rest of the world is making a serious investment in the girl’s/women’s game and 
some (Germany) are doing it the right way. 



From: @aoLcom 

Sent: Sunday, January 2, 2011 5:15 PM 

To: anson@~ncaa~unc.edu 

Subject: I ~eadership 

Anson, 

t Iope you’re having a nice trip to Germany. l saw a CN N special rdo’a~ to Lead this morning and thought you’d really enjoy it. My guess is that it will be repeated at some 

point, and here is a link with some clips: http:/,,www.cnn.com/CNN/Programs/fareed.zakaria.gps/?iref allsearch I actually took notes on it, as I enjoy leadership ideas and 

conversations immensely. Safe travels, and talk with you soon. 

Take care, 

~shu. 

Cell: Email: @aol.com 

Web: www.charlottesa-ashus.com 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed 

If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be free 

of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized 

modification or use. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 

Saturday, April 9, 2011 9:48 PM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Anson Dormnce <aJ~son@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: info 

Matt, 

On the administrative side here in Japan, there is no doubt in my 
mind, Japan is much more focused on the U12 age group than any- other 
age group The Organization, hierarchy and focus on the U12’s is a 
ve~ strong point Everything tlcom the NTC, National Training Center 
at the top, to the State TC, Local TC, all of them are very connected 
to each other. The way they are organized makes it vel~- easy for them 
to all be on the same page At the top you tend to get people staying 
in position of power for a vep)~ long time, not just when their own 
Child is playing U12. At the bottom end the?" tend to rotate to give 
many people experience. 

Also, what is very difI’erent here in Japan is there are no Leagues, 
only Tournaments National, State, Local, Invitational, etc. They have 
played traditionally 11 vs 11, but have switched officially to 8 vs 8 
from this year. There is also a National Futsal U12 Tournament as well. 

I hope this info is helpful in some way ....... TB 

On Apr 10, 2011, at 2:42 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

Tom: 

Thanks 12~r all of the information and contact I was swamped thurs 
and Friday. I was going to call anson early this week to get 
potential dates and also to see if we can talk. Also, I would hope 
anson would be in on the call for Australia Anson and I had 
discussed meeting with reps from the Japanese Federation on that May 
trip. Anson believe they are training in North Carohna, so I can 
get down there as well. 

This is great stufil In terms of research, I defer to Anson on the 
soccer side, where I am looking at the a&ninistrative structure, 
finance, funding etc. 

You know interesting observation how your teams may not win at Surf 
Cup but are better technically. That is an issue in US the focus on 
witming at the younger ages potentially prevents the growth 
tectmically. Again the classic put a big kid in the back and a big 
fast kid up top and kick and run it to win, at expense of developing 
skills. That should not be the goal at the level. 

As always I hope all is well and I look forward to talking and 
meeting in the future[ 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom(~tomsan.com] 
Sent: Saturday, April 09, 2011 4:20 AM 
To: Anson Dorrance 
Cc: Robinson, Matthew- J 
Subject: info 

Anson, 

I think ~vhat makes the difference is the technical training iicom 
such a young age. At my Academy you ~vould be amazed to see what the 
kids can do in our U6 Program. They master quickly the concept and 
skills to play 1 vs 1 Check out this video below, which by no means 
says that all kids are at this level, but gives you an idea what a 
@r old can actually do People can not imagine kids at this age can 
become so good Watch the video below and you will be convinced that 
they can be, with the right training’. 

>http://ww~youtube.com/watch?v lue6o6FhDC8 

In the U.S., I ~vould imagine it is rare to really find young kids 
who have truly mastered good Technic. I kno~v they do exist because I 
have brought U12 Teams, both Boys and Girls tlcom Japan to play in 
the Surf Cup Tournaments in San Diego for many years However, the 
number of gifted Technical Players pale in comparison to how many ~ve 
have here in Japan. Our Teams at the Surf Cup, although we have 
never been Champions, have amazed people at the Technical ability’ of 
all of our Players It has to be the goal of any country to improve 
the overall level of Technic for ALL Players, just a few. And I 



think we are duing that here in Japan. 

TB 

On Apt 7, 2011, at 11:04 PM, Anson Dorrance wrute: 

>> what xvould be most interesting for us is seeing the training .... 
>> I know what you are doing in training separates the Japanese .... 
>> that is why the soccer culture has been transformed as you xvell know. 
>> ;\~at specifically have you done? YVhat has worked so xvell? 

>> Head Coach 
>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

>> w) 919-962-4100 
>>>>> Tonr Byer <tom@tomsan.conr> 4/T2011 5:36 AM >>> 
>> Matt, 

>> I just retuxned to Tokyo from Jakarta this afternoon. I will be 
>> putting you in touch xvith the Head Coach of the Australian National 
>> Woman’s Team, Tom Sermanni. 

>> httl) ://en.wikm edia. or~/xviki/Tom Sermauni 

>> He should be of help to you or be able to point you in the right 
>> direction. I close friend of mine Naoki Imaya use to play for him and 
>> knoxvs hint xvell. We should be hearing back ftonr him soon. 

>> Also, I know the Japanese Woman’s Team is heading your way in iViay and 
>> I believe they have a game in Columbus as well? I’m sure I can 

>> a meeting with some of the people from the JFA Woman’s Program. Can 
>> you send me the dates of their visit and possible dates you would be 
>> available? 

>> Lastly, let me know some potential dates for a trip to Japan? There 
>> is 
>> a Tournament for U12 Boys and Girls sponsored by Canon that I am 
>> apart 
>> oI: The qualifiers are on 5/14 Kobe, 22 Nagoya, 28-29 Yokohama. And 
>> the Final is on 6/12 Usually during the Yokohama Qualifier and or 
>> Final, the Head of the Woman’s Department Ibr the JFA attends His 
>> name is Ueda-san and is also the Former Head Coach for the Woman’s 
>> Team as welh Anyway, just throwing some dates and ideas out there, 
>> although I would imagine that Ueda-san will be heading to the US 
>> ~vith the Team ~vhen they visit. I will check out ~vhat the schedule 
>> will 
>> be. I think it ~vould be interesting for you guys to check out what is 
>> happening with the U12 Kids here in Japan. There are plenty, of other 
>> opportunities to put something together as well if I have an idea of 
>> when you might be able to visit? 

>> TB 

>> On Apr 6, 2011, at 12:15 AM, Rubinsun, Matthew J wrute: 

>>> I hope yuu are welh Ifyuu reach uut tu yuur contacts in Japan and 
>>> Australia I am attaching the ]etter u:[" support that ! have received 
>>> from FIFA. Again, in the case of Australia I am happy to call at a 
>>> time that is cunvenient tu them. In case of Japan Ansun and I hope 
>>> to make the trip still su we can du face tu face. We also hope tu 
>>> meet with someune when Japan team is in carulina in May 

>>> Again, thanks for your support on this 

>>~ ...... Original Message ..... 
>>> Frum: Tum Byer [mailto:tum(a)mmsan.com] 
>>> Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:36 PM 
>>> Tu: Robinsun, Matthew J 
>>> Cc: ’Ansun Dorrance’ 
>>> Subject: Re: That~k you Tom for your thorough responset 

>>> Matt, 

>>> I will speak to ray contacts doxvn under and get back to you soon xvith 
>>> the appropriate person to work w-ith. 

>>> Regards, 



>>> On Mar 30, 2011, at 3:04 AM. Rubinsun, Matthew J wrute: 

>>>> I hope you are welh I look forward to our conversation in the near 
>>>> future. In the meantime, would there be someone you would suggest 
>>>> reaching out to with the Australian Football Federation. Again, 
>> they 
>>>> are one of the countries I am examining. I have gained a great 
>> deal 
>>>> of irfformation on Aussie soccer fiom documents they have made 
>> public 
>>>> on the internet, but there is some irfformation I would need to 
>>>> acquire from a person in the federation whether overall or 
>>>> specifically 
>> with 
>>>> the Women’s program. Eg. Funds directed to women’s soccer, 
>>>> comparison to men’s budget, some questions on use of sport 
>>>> sciences, and the degree of involvement of government and 
>>>> Australian sport 
>> conmtission. 
>>>> I was just at an event last night where I spoke with person fiom 
>> FWA 
>>>> and they are very interested in the findings of the stu@ and I 
>> would 
>>>> be sharing findings with all countries when completed. If you need 
>>>> anything else from me, I can forward. Also, I am happy to call them 
>>>> on their time schedule. 

>>>> All the best and again I really look forward to speaking 

>>>> IVlatt 

>>>> From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
>>>> Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:21 A2vl 
>>>> To: Tom Byer 
>>>> Cc: bill palladino;         @aol corn; cin@ cone; Robinson, Matthew 
>>>> J; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander; Carin Gabarra 
>>>> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom ibr your thorough responset 

>>>> excellent .... thank you! 

>>>> I spoke with Mia Harem this weekend and she is the Chairperson of 
>>>> Zone I (the U-12 age group) so I will copy her on this and 
>> evewthing 
>>>> ~ve do fi-om here out. I am very excited about eveczthing you have 

>>>> and l~uw we can benefit ffum your expertise 

>>>> All the bestt 

>>>> Anson Dorrance 
>>>> Head Coach 
>>>> UNC Women’s Soccer 
>>>> w) 919-9624100 
>>>>>>> Turn Byer <tum@tomsan.cum> 3/26/2011 12:04 ./~\l >>> 

>>>7. It would be great if you could come nver fi~r a visit I am cluse 

>>>> friends will all of the JFA S taft and Cuaches and my clusest friend 
>>>7. is the Vice Chairman of the JFA His name is Kohzo Tashima and is 

>>>> the person who has been in charge of Cuaches education :[’or many 

>>>> Also, the head uf the Woman’s Department, Ueda-san, 12~rmer Wuman’s 
>>>7. National Team Head Coach is a close friend as welh I am sure they 

>>>> would love to meet with you, su let me speak with them regarding 
>>>> their schedule. As you can imagine things are quite hectic because 
>>>> ufthe disaster here and the J-League has had to postpone their 

>> until 
>>>> 4,’23. 

>>>> Also, the JFA Academy, both Girls and Boys Residency- Programs were 
>>>> located on the adjacent property to where the Nuclear Facilib- that 
>>>> is causing all of the problems is. Luckily they were able to 
>>>> evacuate all of the 120 Players to a safe haven before the Tsunami 
>>>> hit. All of 
>> the 



>>>> staff are very busy trying to find a suitable location for the 
>>>> Academy to continue. Of note, Japan’s school calendar runs from 
>>>> April to March, so all of the kids are on Spring Break now and the 
>>~> new" 
>> school 
>>>> year starts up on April 1 st. 

>>>> I’ll be back in touch after I speak with a few people. 

>>>> Regards, 

>>>> Tom 

>>>> On Mar 25, 2011, at 11:55 PM. Arisen Dorrance wrote: 

>>>>> Tom. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I arrl overwhelmed with your response and now- I understand clearly 
>>>>> how you transforn~ed the culture. I would be honored to visit the 
>> Toni 

>>>>> Byer academy. Where is it located? 
>>>>> 

>>>>> I have copied ray University of North Carolina staff on this (Bill 
>>>>> Palladino, Chris Ducar, Toni Sander, and Cindy Parlow) along with 
>>>>> Carin Jennings Gabarra who is the Chair of US Soccer’s Women’s/ 
>> Girls 
>>>>> Player Development Cormnittee and Dr Matt Robinson who is a part of 
>>>>> an independent Player Dcv-elopment Task Force organized honestly to 
>>>>> do some research on movements like yours that are transforming the 
>>>>> game. Yesterday Carin asked me to be a part of the U-12 (Zone I in 
>>>>> US Soccer player development parlance) platform so your email 
>>>>> message could not be better timed for my current responsibilities. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Thank you for your thorough and detailed response I know how- 

>> your 
>>>>> daily- schedule must be, especially now ~vith all of your long 
>>>>> distance travel and I genuinely appreciate the time you have taken 
>>>>> to educate me. With your permission I fully intend to spend time 
>>>>> with you at your academy My first opportumties are in May and 
>> June 
>>>>> .. would that be possible? 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> Anson Corrance 
>>>>> Head Coach 
>>>>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

>>>>> w) 919-962-4100 
>>>>>>>> Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 3/24/2011 11:51 PM >>> 
>>>>> Dear Anson, 
>>>>> 

>>>>> Thank you ibr our email and sony for the late reply I just 
>>>> returned 
>>>>> to Tolcyo last night and the bags are already packed for my- usual 
>>>>> ~veekend Clinics in other parts of Japan. 
>>>>> 

>>>>> As you may have read the NYT article that I wrote, I believe it 
>>>> was a 

>>>>> combinatinn of several factors that have contributed to the 
>> success 
>>>>> Japan is having current day With my introduction of Technical 
>>>>> Training, (Coep~er), back in the late 90’s, coupled with an omni 
>>>> media 
>>>>> approach, TV, Print, }{vents and the establishment of Schools, this 
>>>>> seems to be the only real Omni Media 360 approach that I have 
>>>> seen I 
>>>>> believe we helped to lil~ the overall level of play throughout the 
>>>>> entire country by focusing on regular players in our schools and 
>>>>> empowering individuals by providing content while at the same time 
>>>>> educating Coaches who work with the U12 age group along with the 
>>>>> Parents. 

>>>>> I required that every Coach who worked at our schools be hired 
>> full 
>>>>> time and given a decent salary along with barring any of them 
>>>7.> having a Club affiliation The age group of the schools starts 

>>>7.> 5yrs old up to 12. They come to the schools M-F, 3-apm to receive 

>>>>> Technical Trining and train normally with their own Club Teams 
>>>> during 
>>>>> the week and on the weekends The emphasis is on Technical 
>> Training 
>>>>> and small sided games at the schools. 

>>>>> On the TV side, rrly Corner reaches millions of households per day-, 
>>>>> although the corner is vet?~ short, 1-2 minutes, however it’s shown 
>>>>> daily for 13 years. This coupled with being inside the most 
>> popular 
>>>>> Manga Book for Kids each rrlonth, a reach of nearly 2 millinn copies 

>>>>> month, this has made learning Te&mic cool for kids. 



>>>>> I’ve conducted thousand’s of Event’s throughout the country on a 
>>>>> consistent basis, again, introducing the importance of Technical 
>>~>> Training. 

>>>>> We basically made teaching Technical Training a must for everyone 

>>>>> plays the game, especially at the younger ages 

>>>>> Then you factor into it, the Japanese are velT disciplined, they 
>>>> love 
>>>>> teaching and learning, and they have great respect for the 

>>>>> or Teacher. They train all year long, and you swear allegiance to 

>>>>> one sport, not nmltiple sports like in the U.S.. 

>>>>> We’ve basically been able to inrprove the bottom of the pyramid, 
>>>> which 
>>>>> pushes the players above them to become better. 

>>>>> Also, the JFA does a ve~ good job of organizing their NTC, 
>> National 
>>>>> Training Centers, which there are 9 different Regions. I was 
>> able to 
>>>>> convince the .D’A years ago to let us Train their Staff Coaches who 
>>>>> were working with these age groups. The NTC’s focus on U12. They 
>>>>> identi~" Players when they are 10 and 11 years old and track them. 

>>>>> The J-League also has U12 Teams and vetT large Schools as welh So 
>>>>> that they can try and develop their own players as well. 

>>>>> I third: this total effort of the Orchestra playing in complete 

>>>>> with each other is the magic that is making everything work so 
>> ~vell. 
>>>>> And in the past couple of years the Music the?- have been playing 
>> is 
>>>>> finally coming on Note’. 

>>>>> I have written several books on my work being done here in Japan, 
>>>>> however they are all in Japanese. I’ve attached a few articles 
>> that 
>>>>> have been ~vritten including an Interview I did for Football Weekly 

>>>>> Singapore. Interesting to hear that you spent time there as a 

>>>>> boy! 

>>>>> Because of the success Japan is having of recent I am in great 
>>>> demand 
>>>>> to help replicate a similar model in China, India and Indonesia. 
>> So 
>>>>> it’s a quite exciting time for me these days. 

>>>>> In closing, I headed up the Coerver Program here in Japan and 
>> other 
>>>>> parts of Asia. However the Coerver Program although the Content is 
>>>>> quite good, does not have a good business model and has not 
>> evolved 
>>>>> since the original work that Wiel did years ago. [t is purely a 
>> body 
>>>>> of work, which is quite useful for many, but will not transform an 
>>>>> entire countries [eve[ without the proper mixture of what I have 
>>>>> written about above In the US. the program is basically a Camp 
>>>>> Program with no permanent presence such as I established here. 
>>>> Technic 
>>>>> as you know has to be repetition training, not just a we& in the 

>>>>> I hope this helps with some insight into what has been done. 
>> Please 
>>>>> let me know if you’d like to chat on the phone or visit some day 

>>>>> Tom Byer Academy, I have 250 kids in my Academy and my 1.36 program 
>>>>> there are 100 players and a waiting list to get in 

>>>>> M~ SecureStor Stored: total 10354565bytes; 
>>>>> Attachment Link: 
>>>>> http:i/archive02.uncaa unc.edu/0f4d9b7adl 3dlc82b0d2bdl 7c29b6dl b 
>>>>> File Narne: MLS Magazine.pall 
>>>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Jtm 2011 23:52:45 -0400 
>>>>> Size: 2289326bytes 

>>>>> Attact~’nent Lira:: 
>>>>> http://archive02.uncaa.unc.eduie5ebb81060984cc 101 f23ba331994f6d 
>>>>> File Name: Singapore Article.pdf 
>>>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Jtm 2011 23:52:45 -0400 



>>>>> Size: 8065239bytes 

>>> <FIFA Letter of Support.pdl), 



From: @aol.com 

Sent: Wednesday, June 1, 2011 7:10 AM 

To: anson~ancaa.unc.edu 

Subj ect: A few more links .... 

Anson, 

Saw a few more articles and thought you might like them: 

Leadership 

http :/!www.giobalethics.org/newslinei2011!O4!18/leadership-without-solitude! 

http://~ffthedribb~e.bI~gs.nytimes~c~m/2~11/~5/31/keeping-sc~re-champi~nship-characteristics-in-the-n-b-a-fina~s/?ref sports 

http://www.nytimes.com/2011/O6/O1/world/europe/Olturkey.html? r l&hp 

and "Messi’s 11": http://www.n~times.c~m/interactive/2~11/~5/22/sp~rts/s~ccer/2~11~522-messihtm~?ref sports 

ENoy! 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

Cell: Email: @aol.com 

Web: ww w.charlottesa-ashus com 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: I’HIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed. 

If you are not the intended recipient, or the persorl resporlsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail arld any attachments are believed to be free 

of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized 

modification or use. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jason Kerr <jason.kerr. 1 @bc.edu~-- 

Monday, June 6, 2011 8:03 PM 

Anson Dowance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Another commencement address 

Hi Anson, 

This address has a lot to say about teamwork; I’d love to know what you think abom it. 

http://w~.ne~w~rker.c~m~’~n~ine/b~s/newsdesk~2~/~5/atu~-gawande-harvard-medical-sch~-c~mmencement-address.htm~?prin~ab~e~rue&currentPa~e all 

Cheers, 

Jason 

The purpose of poet~y is to remind us 

how difficult it is to remain jus~t one person, 
for our house is open, there are no keys in the doors, 

and invisible guests come in and out at will. 

Czeslaw Milosz, fi’om "Ars Poetica?" 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iect: 

Jason Kerr <jason.kerr.l@bc.edu~ 

Sunday, August 14, 2011 3:11 PM 

Ansou Dolrauce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hugh Nibley on management vs. leadership 

Devastatingly good: 

http://speeches.bvu.edu/reader/reader.php?id=2553&x=65&’~l~4 

Jason 

The purpose of p~etry is to remind us 

how difficult it is to remain just one person, 

for our house is open, there are no keys in the doors, 

and invisible guests come in and out at roll. 

Czeslaw Milosz, fiom "Ars Poetica?" 



Fi~om: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: ’anson@uncaa.tmc.edu’ 

Subject: Steve Jobs 

2:43 PM 

Coach Dorrance, 

It seemed appropriate to start my day today by listening to Steve Job’s wonderful 2005 commencement speech at Stanford. I’ve read it before but this is the first 

time I’ve watched a video of him delivering it. Knowing he’s now gone, the video seems that much more powerful than the written word. 

I thought about sending the link below to both my kids and encouraging them to listen to this speech today as well, even though I know at least      read it not so 

long ago and has a copy of it with her at UNC. Since I think about what      might be doing about a million times a day, I also wondered if her friends and 

teammates have had a chance to hear this. I suspect you may have already shared some or all of it with the team at one time or another (and that others may 

already have shared this link with you today) but if not, I thought I’d pass this along. It’s such a great speech and much better hearing it from Steve Jobs directly. 

I hope each member of the team is accumulating "dots" and is well on her way to finding what she will truly love to do in life. 

Best of luck and skill in today’s game, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Coach G @gmail.com> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 1:03 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

inlb@~Sfutsal.com 

Barefoot Futsal (accelerated youth development) 

Ansor~ 

It was such a pleasure meeting you in KC, at the Walt C Award Reception! Pretty funny how it happened. 

I especially appreciate your interest in & brief discussion about our innovative approach to youth development (Barefoot, Futsal, Music, Technical Fusion). 

I look forward to sharing more with you. 

Would there be a good oppo(tunity to meet sometime this month or next? 

(I’d also be willing to do a demo for you, perhaps ruth our BFC U8’s (Barefoot Futsal Club), all we need is a Gym) 

As I mentioned,             Jayzihno Quezadea (Freestylers) were at the James Island Cup in November, mid observed our U8’s & U10’s. 

BELOW is a copy what Jayzihno had to say about us... 

best regards, 

Coach G 

Barefoot Futsal Club 
w~,.~5 futsal .corn 
704-724-8003 

Hello Guillermo, 

It was a pleasure meeting you and fantastic team at the tournament [ I really enjoyed watching your teams futbol 
style and for me without a doubt stood apart from the rest of the teams in that tournament. The skill each 
child possessed, how confident they were on the ball naturally is all because of your program [ that is how I started 
playing Futbol through futsal and thats how all the worlds top futbol players started as a kid and some of them go 
back to futsal after they retire 11 aside ! Ronaldinho, Messi, Zidane, Maradona Etc. the list can go on forever ... 
the funny thing is that people think that all these players were just born with this incredible skill that is out of this 
world but they are wrong ...its through playing/training futsal and any child can develop that skill with the right type of 
training, the parents support and the child willing to work hard every single time hes going to touch that ball ...with all 
this you can have the next messi sitting in your team and no would even know it ! you all got to see what I can do 
with the ball and that was all through hard training ,passion, dedication and always pushing myself to be a better 
player ...I am an ex professional 5 and half years ! played in france for ligue 1 club Lille & in Chile for primera 
division for club Everton...I have also represented my national team in 11 aside and also currently for futsal ! now as 
you know I am a professional sponsored street soccer athlete that is ranked 3rd in N.A by Redbull and recognized 
around the world for the sport ...I have just made a partnership with AC Milan ...and like I mentioned to you at the 
tournament I will be in the world most anticipated sports video game FIFA STREET 4 that will be available on all 
platforms in March ...I did the motion capture for the game at EA sports headquarters in Vancouver BC...I put in all 
my special skills ...which is a various mix of futsal dribbles with my style of freestyle ... and these are all moves that I 
pull in futbol matches today and will provide the link for you and your team below .. so i am just not a person that can 
do a couple tricks .... it simple the more you play with the ball, the more it becomes apart of you ... So imagine the 
things I can do on the pitch ... I just want to let you know that you were blessed to have an incredible group of kids ... 
and I believe that with you they are headed in the right direction and I think about if they stay as a group for more 
years to come you will dominate tournaments across the Nation and will be destined for great things. I would be 
honoured to get the chance to come back and run a clinic for you guys ... so please keep me up to date as to when 
you would think about having me over there ![[ PLEASE when you get the chance read this out to your 
kids/parents ..its would mean a lot me and provide them with the links ! 

God Bless, 

Jayzinho 

http://www.youtube.comiwatch?v=CJDbaMiey4c&feature=channel video title -FIFA STREET 4 SKILLS 
http:iiwww.youtube.comiuseriJl0FUTBOL?feature=mhee#piu!2iqmuoj4TeV7Q - Futsal Goal vs Colombia 
http://www.youtube.com/user/JlOFUTBOL - My Youtube Channel with all my videos, commercials Etc. 
http://www.milaniuniorcamp.us/freestyle-corner.aspx - AC Milan Junior Camp 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

audio@supertrainme.com 

Tuesday, February. 7, 2012 12:42 PM 

anson@uncaa.tmc.edu 

Difficult Employee Conversations on Cmnpus: Avoid Co~tlict & Get Results - 3/8 Webinar 

Albert Dorrance, 

For those concerned with handling difficult mnployee conversations, there 

will be a live, 60-minute webina~r: 

"Difficult Employee Conversations on Campus: Avoid Conflict & Get Results" 
Thursday’, March 8, 2012 (1:00-2:00 p.m. ET) 

http:i/w~w.supertxainme.com/26TOi2ip6REV9c/p73693H5i/pOe 

Problem employees at your institution are bad enough, but conti~mting them atx~ut 

their behavior can be even worse ifyoffre not prepared. Knowing what to say and 

how to say it, will not only diffuse a~y potential conflict, but will also go 

much further in solving the problem. Join us for a 60-~ninute webinar where you 

and your colleagues will discover: 

Keys to delivering constructive criticism while avoiding conllict 
Proper preparation: Pro-talk tips that ensure successful outcomes 
Implementing effective game plans for aw ~’pe of worker or conversation 
How to build the confidence to have comfortable yet positive talks 

With our expert speaker: 

Marie G. Mcln .tyre, PH.D. writes the weekly workplace advice column Your Office 

Coach, which appears in newspapers nationwide. Her practical, down-to-earth 

advice is based on years of experience as a manager, HR director, and consultant. 

¯ Marie’s latest book, Secrets to Winning at Office Politics, hasbeen 

described as "a survival manual for the corporate jungle." She is frequently 
quoted in national publications, including Fortune, the New York Time~ the Wall 

Street Journal, & CNBC Online. 
¯ As a consnltant, Mm-ie has worked with a wide variety of business and 

goverument organizations, including Cisco, The Home Depot, Walgreens, AT&T, and 
Pmiasonic. She also provides individual advice mad career coaching through her 

website youmfficecoach.com. 

"Difficult Employee Conversations on Campus: Avoid Conflict & Get Results" 
Live, 60-Minute Webinaa: 
Thursday, March 8, 2012 1:00-2:00 p.m. ET 

Register now ti~r this exciting evem by clicking the tbllowing link or 

calling 1-888-669-6067: 

http:/iwww.supertrainme.conv’26TO/2/p6REV9c/p73693H5i/pOe 

We hope you’ll join us. 

Sincerely; 

Executive Education 

P.O. Box 31 

Devault, PA 19432 

P.S. If not ~tisfied, a lull refuM will be given ti’om now until 
7 days a£ter the event. 



If you do not wish to receive filrther notices about this confelence or 

thmre conferences, please click here: 

http://~vw.supertrainme.com/267/4C/2/p6REV9c/p73693H5i/p0e 

Please do not reply directly to this e-mail, as we ale nnable to 

process it. We sent this using a "send only" address. 

If registering by phone, please refer to your priority 

code: 3954 

Contact ID#: - 1649018592 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, February 9, 20~12 9:47 AM 

pendley@usna.edu 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Soccer Core Values 

UNC Core Values 20~L0.doc 

Captain Pendley, 

The core values for UNC W Soccer are attached, 

Enjoy, 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



The University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer Team’s Core Values 2010 

People who make a living from studying what makes organizations excellent usually boil their 
consi stent success down to the group living a powerful set of core values. So if you were to read "In 
Search of Excellence: Lessons from America’s Best Run Companies" (by Tom Peters et. Al) or 
"Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies" (by Collins & Porras) or "Good to 
Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap... and Others Don’t (Collins) or even "The Seven 
Habits of Highly Successful People (Covey) or "The 10 Natural Laws of Successful Time and Life 
Management" (Smith), and these might be the best of the books by the brightest minds,.., what these 
people are trying to teach us is this: there are certain principles &behavior that produce extraordinary 
results. 

Every year when I meet with the rising seniors each week in the spring our discussions center 
around our core values and what they can do to live them and how they can help drive everyone within 
the culture to live them as well. Human nature being what it is, some leaders embrace the personal and 
public challenge of our discussions and some don’t; just like some people within the culture live the 
core values and some just don’t have the strength. 

What we are trying to do now is collect our core values under an umbrella of quotes that are 
meaningful to us (coaches and rising seniors). Obviously since I have been reflecting on this longer 
and with a better understanding of what kind of behavior will positively effect our culture (because I 
have seen quite a bit in coaching the past 30 years) much of what you are going to digest are ideas that 
have inspired me. Still every rising senior has made contributions or is sold on these ideas because we 
ask them to review them in the spring. We need them to embrace and live what we have collected 
below because our culture and core values are only as strong as our leaders and what they endorse and 
drive as acceptable behavior. 

So over the past 30 years, since our program began in 1979, what are the best elements of 
our tradition? What are our core values? 

The Core Values 

Let’s begin with this, we don’t whine. This tough individual can handle any situation and never 
complains about anything on or offthe field. ("The true joy m life is to be a force offortune 

instead of a feverish, selfish #ttle clod of ailments and grievances complaining that the world 
will not devote itself to making you happy. " George Bernard Shaw). 

TOUGH - from Nordic wheel cross signifying thunder, power, and energy 

II. The truly extraordina~ do something. This individual has remarkable self-discipline, 
does the summer workout sheets from beginning to end without omission or substitution, and 
every day has a plan to do something to get better. ("Roosevelt, more than any other man #ving 

within the t~nge of notoriety showed the singular primitive qua#O, that belongs to ultimate 
matter, the qua#O, that medieval theolog-y assigned to God." ’he was pure act’. " HenO, Adams 

Theodore Rex - Desmond Morris). 

DISCIPLINED - from "careful" cycle on washing machine 



III. And vve want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep. This is that focused 
individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads her life here with the 
proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest public 
standards and most noble universal ideals, she makes good choices to best represent herself, her 
team, and her university. ("College is about books. And by the word books’, the proposition 
means this: College is about the best available tools" books’, computers, lab equipment for 

broadening your mastery of one or more important subjects" that will go on deepening your 

understanding of the world, yourself and the people around you. 

This" will almost certainly be the last time in your life when other people bear the expense 
of cm, arding you four years of financially unburdened time. If you use the years primarily for 

mastering the skills of social life as though those skills" shouldn ’t already have been acquired 
by the end of middle schoo~or if you use lhese years for testing the degree to which your 
vulnerable brain and body can bear the strains of the alcoholism with which a number of 
students depart campus, or the sexual excess" that can seem so rewarding (to name only two of 

the lurking maelstroms), then you may ultimately leave this vast table of nutriment as the one 
more prematurely burnt-out case." Reynolds Price). 

- from camera focus button 

IV. We work hard. This individual embodies the "indefatigable human spirit" and never stops 
pushing herself. She is absolutely relentless in training and in the match. ("2he difference 

between one person and another, between the weak and the powerful, the great and the 

insignificant, is energy invisible determination... This quafity will do anything that has" to be 
done in the world, and no talents’, no circumstances, no opportunities will make you a great 
person without it." Thomas Buxton - Philanthropist). 

RELENTLESS - from the symbol for Saturn: god of"relentless natural forces" 

We don’t freak out over ridiculous issues or live in fragile states of emotional catharsis or create 
crises where none should exist. The best example is the even-keeled stoic that is forever 
unflappable and resilient. The worst example is the "over-bred dog," that high maintenance, 
overly sensitive "flower" that becomes unstable or volatile over nothing significant. ("What an 
extraordinary place of liberties the l~’est really is... exempt from many oft he relentless 
physical and social obligations necessary for a traditional l{fe for survival, they become spoiled 
and fi’agile #ke over bred dogs; neurotic andprone to a host of emotional crises elsewhere. " 
Jason Elliot An Unexpected Light: Travels" in Afghanistan). 

RESILIENT - nautical buoy symbol which rises and falls with the water, 
always staying upright. 



VI. We choose to be positive. Nothing can depress or upset this powerful and positive life force - 
no mood swings, not even negative circumstances can affect this "rock". ("... everything can 

be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms to choose one’s attitude in 

any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way. And there were always choices to 
make. Every day, every hour, offered the oppormnily Io make a decision, a decision which 
delermined whelher you would or would not submit to those powers which threatened to rob you 

of your very se./~," your inner.f!~eedom; which determined whether or not you would become the 
plaything of c#’cumstance . . . in the final analysis it becomes clear that the sort of person (you 

are is) the resu# of an inner decision ... therefore, an): man can.., decide.., that (this) last 
inner freedom cannot be lost." Viktor E. Frankl Alan’s Search ~’or Meaning). 

POSITIVE 

VII. We treat eve~’one with respect. This is that classy angel that goes out of her way to never 
separate herself from anyone or make anyone feel beneath her. "Class is the graceful wayyou 
treat someone even when they cart do nolhing for you. "Doug Smith, Mgr (’86)) 

CLASSY - British hobo symbol for "here live generous people" 

VIII. 

~ 
thee." John Donne 

’V" CARING 

We care about each other as teammates and as human beings. This is that non-judgmental, 
caring and inclusive friend that never says a negative thing about anyone and embraces 
everyone because of their humanity, with no elitist separation by academic class, social class, 
race, religious preference, or sexual orientation. ("No man is an island, entire of itself, every 
man is apiece of lhe continent, apart of the main.., any man’s death diminishes me, because I 

am involved in mankind, and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for 

For Whom the Bell Tolls). 

IX. When we don’tp!gy as much as we would like we are noble and still support the team and its 
mission. This remarkably noble, self sacrificing, generous human being always places the team 
before herself. ("[[ there is a meaning in life at all, then there must be a meaning in suffering. 

Suffering is art ineradicable part of life, even as fate and death. 14/Tthout suffering and death 
human life cannot be complete. 7he way in which a man accepts his fate and all the suffering it 

entails’, the way in which he takes up his cross, gives hint ample opportunity even under the 
most d~fficu# circumstances to add a deeper meaning to his lijo. It may remain brave, 

dignified and unse~sh. Or in the bitter fight for self-preservation he may forget his human 
digni(y and become no more than an animal Here #es the chance for a man either to make use 

of or to forgo the opportunities of attaining the moral values lhat a difficult situation may afford 
him. And this decides whether he is worthy of his sufferings or nol. " Viktor E. Frankl Man’s 

Search for Meaning). 

NOBLE - Hittite sign for king 



We play for each other. This is the kind of player that works herself to death covering for all of 
her teammates in the toughest games. Her effort and care (her verbal encouragement) make her a 
pleasure to play with and her selflessness on and off the field helps everyone around her. 
("People don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care." Note given to 
me by Rakel Karvelsson (UNC ’98)) 

SELFLESS - from combination of ancient symbols for "not" and "relating to self" 

XI. We are well led. This is the verbal leader on the field that is less concerned about her popularity 
and more concerned about holding everyone to their highest standards and driving her 
teammates to their potential. This galvanizing person competes all the time and demands that 

everyone else do as well! ("Not long ago, to ’befieve in yourself’ meant taking aprincipled, and 
often lonely, stand when it appeared difficu# or dangerous to do so. Now it means accepting 

one’s own desires and mcfinations, whatever the), may be, and taking whatever steps that may 
be necessary to advance them. " William Damon Greater Expectations). 

("Not often in the story of mankind does a man arrive on earth who is both steel and velvet, who 
is as hard as" rock and soft as" dr(fiingfog, who holds in his heart and mind the paradox of 

terrible storm and peace unspeakable and perfect. " Carl Sandburg about Abraham Lincoln) 

GALVANIZING - international symbol for pushbutton or switch 

XII. We want our lives (and not iust in soccer’} to be never ending ascensions but for that to happen 
properly our fundamental attitude about life and our appreciation for it is critical. This is that 
humble, gracious high-achiever that is grateful for everything that she has been given in life, 
and has a contagious generosity and optimism that lights up a room just by walking into it. 
("Finally there is the question of whether we have a duly to joel grateful. Hundreds of 
generations who came before us fived dire, short fives, in deprivation or hunger, in ignorance or 
under oppression or during war, and did so partly motivated by the dream that someday there 

would be men and women who fired long fives in fiberty with plenty to eat and without fear of an 
approaching storm. 

Suffering through privation, those who came bejbre us accumulated the knowledge that makes 
our fives.favored;fought the battles that made out" fives.free; physically built much of what we 

rely on for our prosperiO~; and, most important, shaped the ideals" of fiberty. For all the myriad 
problems of modern society, we now five in the world our forebears would have wished for us 

in many ways, a better place than they dared imagine. For us not to feel grateful is treacherous 

selfishness. 
Faifing to feel gratgful to those who came bejbre is such a corrosive notion, it must account at 
some leveljbr part of our bad feefings about the present. The solution~ reb#’th of 

thankfuhtess is in our self-interest". Gregg Easterbrook, The Pro tess Paradox.) 

GRATEFUL - Gordian knot indicating person is "bound" by debt of thanks 



The University of North Carolina 
Women’s Soccer 

Self/Peer Evaluation 

So with these things in mind let’s look at where we stand and our teammates stand with our core 
values. First, measure yourselves against all twelve of them: "how many of them do you live and to 
what extent?". Then measure your teammates against them. (Obviously the freshmen just do a self- 
evaluation for now.) The grading scale is "0" to "5" with "0" being the worst example of this core 
value on the team and "5" being the best example of this core value on the team. And "4" being "an 
extraordinary example of this core value and "l" means this person rarely embodies this core value or 
is the embodiment of an "over-bred dog" or whatever the negative opposite extreme of that core value 
is... 

1. We don’t whine: this tough individual can handle any situation and never complains about 
anything on or off the field. 

2. The truly extraordinary do something every day: this individual has remarkable self- 
discipline, does the summer workout sheets from beginning to the end without omission or 
substitution and ever?- day has a plan to do something to get better. 

3. And we want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep: this is that focused 
individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads her life here with 
the proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest 
public standards and most noble universal ideals, she makes good choices to best represent 
herself, her team, and her university. 

4. We work hard: this individual is the "indefatigable human spirit" and never stops pushing 
herself. She is absolutely relentless in training and in the match. 

5. We don’t freak out over ridiculous issues or live in fragile states of emotional catharsis or 
create crises where none should exist: best example is the even-keeled stoic that is forever 
unflappable and resilient. The worst example of this is the "over-bred dog" that high 
maintenance, overly sensitive "flower" that becomes unstable or volatile over nothing 
significant. 

6. We choose to be positive: nothing can depress or upset this powerful and positive life force, 
no mood swings, not even negative circumstances affect this "rock". 

7. We treat everyone with respect: this is that classy angel that goes out of her way to never 
separate herself from anyone or make anyone feel beneath her. 

8. We care about each other as teammates and as human beings: this is that non-judgmental 
caring and inclusive friend that never says a negative thing about anyone and embraces 
everyone because of their humanity, with no elitist separation by academic class, social class, 
race, religious preference or sexual orientation. 

9. When we don’t play as much or we would like we are noble and still support the team and its 
mission: this remarkably noble self sacrificing generous human being always places the team 

before herself. 
10. We play for each other: this is the kind of player that works herself to death covering for all 

her teammates in the toughest games. Her effort and care (her verbal encouragement) make 
her a pleasure to play with and her selflessness on and off the field helps everyone around her. 

11. We are well led: this is a verbal leader on the field that is less concerned about her popularity 
and more concerned about holding everyone to their highest standards and driving her 
teammates to their potential. This inspirational person competes all the time and demands 
that everyone else do as well! 

12. We want our lives (and not just in soccer) to be never ending ascensions but for that to happen 
properly our fundamental attitude about life and our appreciation for it is critical: this is that 



humble, gracious high achiever that is grateful for everything she has been given in life, and 
has a contagious generosity and optimism lights up a room just by walking into it. 

Right after you email your Peer / Self Evaluation back, begin memorizing the three core value 
quotes (from pages 1-3) assigned to your class below. They are listed in order of class. 

I: freshmen 
II: freshmen 

III: freshmen 
IV: so ~homores 
V: so~homores 

VI: so ~homores 
VII: juniors 

VIII: jumors 
IX: jumors 
X: seniors 

XI: semors 
XII: semors 

You will be tested in front of the team in preseason, and then tested in every player conference 
that you have (three a year). Not only do you have to memorize them, but you have to understand 
them, so reflect on them as well. Anson Dorrance, former law school dropout, will be cross-examining 
you, and these have to be "performed" in front of your teammates.., these are wonderful insights into 
how we should lead our lives so present them with some drama and passion! Be prepared! 



The University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer Team’s Core Values 2010 

People who make a living from studying what makes organizations excellent usually boil their 
consi stent success down to the group living a powerful set of core values. So if you were to read "In 
Search of Excellence: Lessons from America’s Best Run Companies" (by Tom Peters et. Al) or 
"Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies" (by Collins & Porras) or "Good to 
Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap... and Others Don’t (Collins) or even "The Seven 
Habits of Highly Successful People (Covey) or "The 10 Natural Laws of Successful Time and Life 
Management" (Smith), and these might be the best of the books by the brightest minds,.., what these 
people are trying to teach us is this: there are certain principles &behavior that produce extraordinary 
results. 

Every year when I meet with the rising seniors each week in the spring our discussions center 
around our core values and what they can do to live them and how they can help drive everyone within 
the culture to live them as well. Human nature being what it is, some leaders embrace the personal and 
public challenge of our discussions and some don’t; just like some people within the culture live the 
core values and some just don’t have the strength. 

What we are trying to do now is collect our core values under an umbrella of quotes that are 
meaningful to us (coaches and rising seniors). Obviously since I have been reflecting on this longer 
and with a better understanding of what kind of behavior will positively effect our culture (because I 
have seen quite a bit in coaching the past 30 years) much of what you are going to digest are ideas that 
have inspired me. Still every rising senior has made contributions or is sold on these ideas because we 
ask them to review them in the spring. We need them to embrace and live what we have collected 
below because our culture and core values are only as strong as our leaders and what they endorse and 
drive as acceptable behavior. 

So over the past 30 years, since our program began in 1979, what are the best elements of 
our tradition? What are our core values? 

The Core Values 

Let’s begin with this, we don’t whine. This tough individual can handle any situation and never 
complains about anything on or offthe field. ("The true joy m life is to be a force offortune 

instead of a feverish, selfish #ttle clod of ailments and grievances complaining that the world 
will not devote itself to making you happy. " George Bernard Shaw). 

TOUGH - from Nordic wheel cross signifying thunder, power, and energy 

II. The truly extraordina~ do something. This individual has remarkable self-discipline, 
does the summer workout sheets from beginning to end without omission or substitution, and 
every day has a plan to do something to get better. ("Roosevelt, more than any other man #ving 

within the t~nge of notoriety showed the singular primitive qua#O, that belongs to ultimate 
matter, the qua#O, that medieval theolog-y assigned to God." ’he was pure act’. " HenO, Adams 

Theodore Rex - Desmond Morris). 

DISCIPLINED - from "careful" cycle on washing machine 



III. And vve want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep. This is that focused 
individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads her life here with the 
proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest public 
standards and most noble universal ideals, she makes good choices to best represent herself, her 
team, and her university. ("College is about books. And by the word books’, the proposition 
means this: College is about the best available tools" books’, computers, lab equipment for 

broadening your mastery of one or more important subjects" that will go on deepening your 

understanding of the world, yourself and the people around you. 

This" will almost certainly be the last time in your life when other people bear the expense 
of cm, arding you four years of financially unburdened time. If you use the years primarily for 

mastering the skills of social life as though those skills" shouldn ’t already have been acquired 
by the end of middle schoo~or if you use lhese years for testing the degree to which your 
vulnerable brain and body can bear the strains of the alcoholism with which a number of 
students depart campus, or the sexual excess" that can seem so rewarding (to name only two of 

the lurking maelstroms), then you may ultimately leave this vast table of nutriment as the one 
more prematurely burnt-out case." Reynolds Price). 

- from camera focus button 

IV. We work hard. This individual embodies the "indefatigable human spirit" and never stops 
pushing herself. She is absolutely relentless in training and in the match. ("2he difference 

between one person and another, between the weak and the powerful, the great and the 

insignificant, is energy invisible determination... This quafity will do anything that has" to be 
done in the world, and no talents’, no circumstances, no opportunities will make you a great 
person without it." Thomas Buxton - Philanthropist). 

RELENTLESS - from the symbol for Saturn: god of"relentless natural forces" 

We don’t freak out over ridiculous issues or live in fragile states of emotional catharsis or create 
crises where none should exist. The best example is the even-keeled stoic that is forever 
unflappable and resilient. The worst example is the "over-bred dog," that high maintenance, 
overly sensitive "flower" that becomes unstable or volatile over nothing significant. ("What an 
extraordinary place of liberties the l~’est really is... exempt from many oft he relentless 
physical and social obligations necessary for a traditional l{fe for survival, they become spoiled 
and fi’agile #ke over bred dogs; neurotic andprone to a host of emotional crises elsewhere. " 
Jason Elliot An Unexpected Light: Travels" in Afghanistan). 

RESILIENT - nautical buoy symbol which rises and falls with the water, 
always staying upright. 



VI. We choose to be positive. Nothing can depress or upset this powerful and positive life force - 
no mood swings, not even negative circumstances can affect this "rock". ("... everything can 

be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the human freedoms to choose one’s attitude in 

any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way. And there were always choices to 
make. Every day, every hour, offered the oppormnily Io make a decision, a decision which 
delermined whelher you would or would not submit to those powers which threatened to rob you 

of your very se./~," your inner.f!~eedom; which determined whether or not you would become the 
plaything of c#’cumstance . . . in the final analysis it becomes clear that the sort of person (you 

are is) the resu# of an inner decision ... therefore, an): man can.., decide.., that (this) last 
inner freedom cannot be lost." Viktor E. Frankl Alan’s Search ~’or Meaning). 

POSITIVE 

VII. We treat eve~’one with respect. This is that classy angel that goes out of her way to never 
separate herself from anyone or make anyone feel beneath her. "Class is the graceful wayyou 
treat someone even when they cart do nolhing for you. "Doug Smith, Mgr (’86)) 

CLASSY - British hobo symbol for "here live generous people" 

VIII. 

~ 
thee." John Donne 

’V" CARING 

We care about each other as teammates and as human beings. This is that non-judgmental, 
caring and inclusive friend that never says a negative thing about anyone and embraces 
everyone because of their humanity, with no elitist separation by academic class, social class, 
race, religious preference, or sexual orientation. ("No man is an island, entire of itself, every 
man is apiece of lhe continent, apart of the main.., any man’s death diminishes me, because I 

am involved in mankind, and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for 

For Whom the Bell Tolls). 

IX. When we don’tp!gy as much as we would like we are noble and still support the team and its 
mission. This remarkably noble, self sacrificing, generous human being always places the team 
before herself. ("[[ there is a meaning in life at all, then there must be a meaning in suffering. 

Suffering is art ineradicable part of life, even as fate and death. 14/Tthout suffering and death 
human life cannot be complete. 7he way in which a man accepts his fate and all the suffering it 

entails’, the way in which he takes up his cross, gives hint ample opportunity even under the 
most d~fficu# circumstances to add a deeper meaning to his lijo. It may remain brave, 

dignified and unse~sh. Or in the bitter fight for self-preservation he may forget his human 
digni(y and become no more than an animal Here #es the chance for a man either to make use 

of or to forgo the opportunities of attaining the moral values lhat a difficult situation may afford 
him. And this decides whether he is worthy of his sufferings or nol. " Viktor E. Frankl Man’s 

Search for Meaning). 

NOBLE - Hittite sign for king 



We play for each other. This is the kind of player that works herself to death covering for all of 
her teammates in the toughest games. Her effort and care (her verbal encouragement) make her a 
pleasure to play with and her selflessness on and off the field helps everyone around her. 
("People don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care." Note given to 
me by Rakel Karvelsson (UNC ’98)) 

SELFLESS - from combination of ancient symbols for "not" and "relating to self" 

XI. We are well led. This is the verbal leader on the field that is less concerned about her popularity 
and more concerned about holding everyone to their highest standards and driving her 
teammates to their potential. This galvanizing person competes all the time and demands that 

everyone else do as well! ("Not long ago, to ’befieve in yourself’ meant taking aprincipled, and 
often lonely, stand when it appeared difficu# or dangerous to do so. Now it means accepting 

one’s own desires and mcfinations, whatever the), may be, and taking whatever steps that may 
be necessary to advance them. " William Damon Greater Expectations). 

("Not often in the story of mankind does a man arrive on earth who is both steel and velvet, who 
is as hard as" rock and soft as" dr(fiingfog, who holds in his heart and mind the paradox of 

terrible storm and peace unspeakable and perfect. " Carl Sandburg about Abraham Lincoln) 

GALVANIZING - international symbol for pushbutton or switch 

XII. We want our lives (and not iust in soccer’} to be never ending ascensions but for that to happen 
properly our fundamental attitude about life and our appreciation for it is critical. This is that 
humble, gracious high-achiever that is grateful for everything that she has been given in life, 
and has a contagious generosity and optimism that lights up a room just by walking into it. 
("Finally there is the question of whether we have a duly to joel grateful. Hundreds of 
generations who came before us fived dire, short fives, in deprivation or hunger, in ignorance or 
under oppression or during war, and did so partly motivated by the dream that someday there 

would be men and women who fired long fives in fiberty with plenty to eat and without fear of an 
approaching storm. 

Suffering through privation, those who came bejbre us accumulated the knowledge that makes 
our fives.favored;fought the battles that made out" fives.free; physically built much of what we 

rely on for our prosperiO~; and, most important, shaped the ideals" of fiberty. For all the myriad 
problems of modern society, we now five in the world our forebears would have wished for us 

in many ways, a better place than they dared imagine. For us not to feel grateful is treacherous 

selfishness. 
Faifing to feel gratgful to those who came bejbre is such a corrosive notion, it must account at 
some leveljbr part of our bad feefings about the present. The solution~ reb#’th of 

thankfuhtess is in our self-interest". Gregg Easterbrook, The Pro tess Paradox.) 

GRATEFUL - Gordian knot indicating person is "bound" by debt of thanks 



The University of North Carolina 
Women’s Soccer 

Self/Peer Evaluation 

So with these things in mind let’s look at where we stand and our teammates stand with our core 
values. First, measure yourselves against all twelve of them: "how many of them do you live and to 
what extent?". Then measure your teammates against them. (Obviously the freshmen just do a self- 
evaluation for now.) The grading scale is "0" to "5" with "0" being the worst example of this core 
value on the team and "5" being the best example of this core value on the team. And "4" being "an 
extraordinary example of this core value and "l" means this person rarely embodies this core value or 
is the embodiment of an "over-bred dog" or whatever the negative opposite extreme of that core value 
is... 

1. We don’t whine: this tough individual can handle any situation and never complains about 
anything on or off the field. 

2. The truly extraordinary do something every day: this individual has remarkable self- 
discipline, does the summer workout sheets from beginning to the end without omission or 
substitution and ever?- day has a plan to do something to get better. 

3. And we want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep: this is that focused 
individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads her life here with 
the proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest 
public standards and most noble universal ideals, she makes good choices to best represent 
herself, her team, and her university. 

4. We work hard: this individual is the "indefatigable human spirit" and never stops pushing 
herself. She is absolutely relentless in training and in the match. 

5. We don’t freak out over ridiculous issues or live in fragile states of emotional catharsis or 
create crises where none should exist: best example is the even-keeled stoic that is forever 
unflappable and resilient. The worst example of this is the "over-bred dog" that high 
maintenance, overly sensitive "flower" that becomes unstable or volatile over nothing 
significant. 

6. We choose to be positive: nothing can depress or upset this powerful and positive life force, 
no mood swings, not even negative circumstances affect this "rock". 

7. We treat everyone with respect: this is that classy angel that goes out of her way to never 
separate herself from anyone or make anyone feel beneath her. 

8. We care about each other as teammates and as human beings: this is that non-judgmental 
caring and inclusive friend that never says a negative thing about anyone and embraces 
everyone because of their humanity, with no elitist separation by academic class, social class, 
race, religious preference or sexual orientation. 

9. When we don’t play as much or we would like we are noble and still support the team and its 
mission: this remarkably noble self sacrificing generous human being always places the team 

before herself. 
10. We play for each other: this is the kind of player that works herself to death covering for all 

her teammates in the toughest games. Her effort and care (her verbal encouragement) make 
her a pleasure to play with and her selflessness on and off the field helps everyone around her. 

11. We are well led: this is a verbal leader on the field that is less concerned about her popularity 
and more concerned about holding everyone to their highest standards and driving her 
teammates to their potential. This inspirational person competes all the time and demands 
that everyone else do as well! 

12. We want our lives (and not just in soccer) to be never ending ascensions but for that to happen 
properly our fundamental attitude about life and our appreciation for it is critical: this is that 



humble, gracious high achiever that is grateful for everything she has been given in life, and 
has a contagious generosity and optimism lights up a room just by walking into it. 

Right after you email your Peer / Self Evaluation back, begin memorizing the three core value 
quotes (from pages 1-3) assigned to your class below. They are listed in order of class. 

I: freshmen 
II: freshmen 

III: freshmen 
IV: so ~homores 
V: so~homores 

VI: so ~homores 
VII: juniors 

VIII: jumors 
IX: jumors 
X: seniors 

XI: semors 
XII: semors 

You will be tested in front of the team in preseason, and then tested in every player conference 
that you have (three a year). Not only do you have to memorize them, but you have to understand 
them, so reflect on them as well. Anson Dorrance, former law school dropout, will be cross-examining 
you, and these have to be "performed" in front of your teammates.., these are wonderful insights into 
how we should lead our lives so present them with some drama and passion! Be prepared! 
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To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Katie Koestner <k.koestner@campusoutreachservices.com> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 2:21 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Katie Koeslner Presentation 

Koestner Complete Biography Current.pdf; Koestner l?ress Photo Main.JPG; 

COS l?resenter Katie Koestner No Yes O~erview.pdf 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you for your time on the phone and interest in women’s empowerment and leadership. 

Please find attached my biography, press photo and main presentation. 

The donation of $7S00 covers my presentation fee and is through the generosity of the Triad Foundation. Please read more about the Foundation here~ 

http:iitriad--foundation-inc.idilogic.aidpage.comiindex.b124.u138.h tm#GranteesList 

Fd like to recommend that we hold the program on Thursday, March 21, 2013 if possible. 

I would be happy to meet and train with the Team Captains and Women’s Teams Coaches and the provide a program to all the athletes. We can tailor the message 

as you’d like to suit your goals of women’s empowerment and respectful relationships. I hope we can connect on Monday about details. 

Expect-Respect: Presentation on HeMthy Relationships and Sexual Assau@t by Katie Koestner 

Listening [o Katie’s story is engaging; watching her audience listen is enthralling. Students slouched in their seats when she starts not only sit up straight wH.hin the 

first few minutes, but actually are leaning in toward her by the time she is providing additional stories from students across the county. Katie shares a message and 

story that go well beyond the moments after her program. Students have recited examples and memorable messages to her during chance meetings years later in 

airports and on the street. 

This is the program that has been requested by the administrators at Brown, Dartmouth, MIT, Amherst, Williams, Kenyon, West Point. the US Naval Academy, and 

rnany of our most competitive colleges for their incoming students. Independent schools such as Phillips Andover Academy, St. Johns, and Lawrenceville host 

Katie each year. Her prograrn provides students with just the right blend of facts, statistics, realism, and thought-provoking challenges around relationships, 

respect, alcohol, and decision-making. Students warm to her engaging speaking style and administrators find her talk opens the way for reflection, helping to lay 

the groundwork for proactive, long-term behavioral transformation. 

Katie Koestner Bio-Sketch: 

Ms. Koestner has lectured at over 2000 schools in North American. including about 600 independent schools over the last :15 years. She has appeared on the cover 

of TIME Magazine, on Oprah, CNN, MTV, MSNBC, NBC Nightly News, Good Morning America, Larry King Live, Later Today, Entertainment Tonight, is the subject of 

an HBO Movie, as well as dozens of other national news programs. The US Ambassador to India has invited Ms. Koestner to lecture for 19 days in India, and the US 

Department of Defense has had Ms. Koestner train their top 200 officers. 

Katie’s quick wit, humor and captivating delivering keep her audiences glued to every word! Ms. Koestner’s witty, fast-paced program, packed with all the 

essential "nooks and crannies’: of information that truly get students re-thinking their assumptions and self confidence in relationships, is in Mgh demand. She has 

presented to hundreds of top schools in North America, including Harvard, Yale, Princeton, Brown, Stanford, MIT, and many more. 
Katherine Koestner 
cos i coo 
(P) 866-965-9053 I (F) 866-966-9923 



Katherine H. Koestner 
Executive Director, Campus Outreach Services 

Executive Director, Take Back The Night Foundation 

Ms. Koestner is a national expert on student safety and wellness issues. She has presented to 

more than one million students in the United States. As the first victim of date rape to speak 

out nationally and publicly about her experience at The College of William and Mary, she 

appeared on the cover of TIME Magazine in June of :199:1. HBO made a movie about her story 

in :1993. Ms. Koestner has appeared on The O rah Winfre Show Geraldo NBC Ni htl News 

CNBC Talk Live, Larry King Live, Good Morning America, Later Today, CNN, Entertainment 

~ MTV, Lifetime Television~ Italian TV, The Jane Whitne Sy~ho~ The Bi Idea with 
Donny Deutsch, and dozens of other news programs. She has given interviews for the 

Washington Post, New York Times, Chicago Tribune, Los Angeles Times, Philadelphia Inquirer, 
The Journal of Hi her Education, and countless other national and regional publications. 

Her appearance and press conference on Capitol Hill with Congressman Jim Ramstad helped 

to encourage Congress, and later President George H. Bush, to pass the Campus Sexua/Assault 

Victim’s Bill of Rights into law in :1992. Ms. Koestner has keynoted over 200 conferences 

including the East and West Coast 4th Annual Student Conferences on Campus Sexual 

Violence in :1995, as well as on behalf of the New Mexico School Boards Association, the 
Association of Maryland Independent Schools, the Pennsylvania State Educators’ Association, 

and the US Department of Defense. She has presented at the national conferences for the 

American Association of School Administrators (AASA), the National Association of 
Independent Schools (NAIS), the National School Boards Association (NSBA), and the 

American College Personnel Association (ACPA), The Association of Boarding Schools (TABS), 

and the Association for Student Judicial Affairs (ASJA). 

At age 21, Ms. Koestner was asked to present to the incoming students at MIT, Dartmouth 

University, West Point, the US Naval Academy, Brown University, Amherst College, Williams 

College, Colorado College and many other top universities. She continues to regularly present 

for students and is under contract with public and private secondary and post-secondary 

schools throughout the country, ranging from Phillips Andover Academy and The 

Lawrenceville School, to Brown University and Colorado College. To date, she has presented 

on student safety issues at over :1,500 schools in forty-nine states, Canada and numerous 

other international locations. 

She has served as a consultant to schools on the revision and development of their sexual 

misconduct and technology policies and response protocols. She is the architect of The 

Complete Sexual Misconduct Reduction and Response System and The Customizable Model 

Acceptable Use Policy in place at schools across the country. She has partnered with the NFL’s 

Jacksonville Jaguar’s Foundation to work with students in twenty-four public schools in 

Jacksonville, Florida. The US Department of Education asked Ms. Koestner to work with 

Tipper Gore and Bonnie Campbell in its initiative to help women at risk for sexual violence. 

She founded "The i Club," a national high school peer leadership organization focusing on 

© Campus Outreach Services 2012 



respectful relationships and directs the foundation for Take Back the Night, an international 

organization dedicated to ending sexual violence. 

in 2002, Katie worked with MiT to create "LifeLessons: Sexual Assault 101," an interactive CD 

ROM for high school and college students. In 2003, she wrote and directed two films with 

national award-winning Top Hat Productions: "Please Write Back: Sexual Assault among 

America’s Students" and "Helping a Sexual Assault Survivor." These thirty-minute educational 

videos are used by schools and rape crisis centers across the country to educate students in 

health classes and other community awareness programs, as well as to train faculty, police 

officers, coaches and other responders on the appropriate steps to take in assisting a student 

who reports a sexual assault experience, in 2008, Ms. Koestner developed the first Virtual 

Sexual Assault Response Training Center for schools, utilizing subject matter experts from 

Colorado College, Harvard University, the University of San Diego, Franklin and Marshall 

College, the University of Texas at San Antonio, and top education attorneys. This online 

platform enables any school to provide affordable, consistent, high-quality training and 

resources for their staff. 

Ms. Koestner’s latest energies have focused on the risks and responsibilities for students and 

schools with respect to technology in its many forms. She has assisted schools and school 

districts in developing proactive policies, procedures, risk managements strategies, and 

educational programs around such topics as social networking sites, video phone usage, text 

and instant messaging, boundary setting for faculty and staff members, online gaming, 

identity theft, defamation of character, bullying, harassment, sexual exploitation, and a 

myriad of other ramifications of technology. 

in 2006, Ms. Koestner developed an online education series, Parent-Connect, a powerful 

program that brings together parents nationwide through the internet to hear from national 

experts on a variety of student wellness and parenting issues, such as depression, learning 

differences, harassment, substance use, and high risk drinking. Additionally, her foray into 

the benefits of technology has also enabled her to direct an annual program to assist schools 

in updating their policies and procedures on an emerging issue each spring in order to stay 

ahead of the face-paced curve of today’s ever-changing educational landscape. She has been 

asked to assist fortune 500 companies, the US Military, large public school districts, national 

public television groups, Canadian university presidents, and numerous other groups with 

their technology education programs. 

in 2009, The US Ambassador to india asked Ms. Koestner to lead the first campaign to raise 

awareness about violence against women in india. Ms. Koestner also keynoted the First 

National Take Back The Night Conference at Columbia University in November 2009. The first 

ever Risk Management Conference for Boarding Schools Summit was held in 2009, and has 

since become a highlight for boarding schools in annually reviewing top risk issues. 

April 2010 became the first year for Take Back The Night to hold its Ten Points of Light to Take 

Back The Night Campaign. Her tireless campaign for safety and respect continue to lead her 

down new avenues toward that end. in 2010, she launched Dragonfly learning, an online 

educational series for parents, students and schools. 

in 2011, Ms. Koestner’s Foundation, Take Back The Night, was chosen by the TV Show, The 

Good Wife, as their charity of choice for their first ever Celebrity Golf Tournament. in 
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November 2011, the Girl Scouts of America selected Katie, Katie Couric and a handful of 
others as honored women leaders to present for their 125th Anniversary Celebration. January 

2012 marks the first Thaw Out the Night Benefit for Take Back The Night. 

EDUCATION AND ACADEMIC HONORS 

College of William & Mary - Williamsburg, VA 

Bachelor of Arts -- Public Policy and Women’s Studies 

Magna Cure Laude and Phi Beta Kappa 

Finalist, Harry S. Truman National Scholarship Award 

Coe College - Des Moines, IA 

Doctorate of Public Service, Honorary 

SELECTED EXPERIENCES 

Subject of June 3, 1991, TIME Magazine cover and cover story on Date Rape. 

Featured on The Oprah Winfrey Show, Geraldo., NBC Nightly News, CNBC Talk Live, Larry 

King Live, Good Morning America, CNN, Later Today, Entertainment Tonight, MTV, The 

Donnv Deutsch Show, Italian TV, The Jane Whitney Show, Morton Downey, Jr., and scores 
of other national and local news programs. 

Interviewed for articles in the Washington Post, New York Times, Chicago Tribune, Los 

Angeles Times, Philadell~hia Inquirer, the Journal of Higher Education, and numerous 
other national publications. 

Founder, Campus Outreach Services, Inc., a consulting organization working with schools 

to address risk issues. 
Presented keynote addresses on the topic of sexual assault at over 1,500 different 

colleges, high schools, military institutions, youth groups, and service organizations all 

over North America. 
Regular keynote speaker at each of the United States’ military academies. 

Keynote, over forty College Sorority, Fraternity, Residence Life, Student Activities, and 

Student Health Conferences. 
Keynote, First International Conference on Sexual Assault and Harassment on Campus, 

1991 
Founder of Students Helping Others to Understand Trauma (SHOUT) at Cornell University, 

1991 
Consultant and Subject, production of HBO docudrama entitled "No Visible Bruises: the 

Katie Koestner Story," 1993 

Certified Sexual Assault Counselor by Virginians Aligned Against Sexual Assault. 

Volunteer Rape Crisis Counselor, 1993 
Keynote, 4th Annual National Student Conference on Sexual Violence, 1995 

National Organization of Women (NOW) "1995 Young Feminist Making a Difference 

Award," 1995 
Keynote, North Carolina A&T Campus Safety Conference, 1998 

Keynote, Mississippi Coalition Against Sexual Assault Conference, 1998 

Plenary, 8th Student Conference on Campus Sexual Violence, 1999 

Plenary, Fraternity Executive Association Annual Meeting, 1999 

Keynote, Lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity Annual Meeting, 1999 

Plenary, Sigma Phi Epsilon Fraternity Conclave, 1999 

Keynote, Zeta Tau Alpha Annual Conference, 2000 
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Keynote, Kappa Alpha Fraternity Annual Conference, 2000 

Founder, The Katie Koestner initiative for a World Without Rape (TKKI), a non-profit 

organization dedicated to creating awareness of sexual assault issues and ultimately 

preventing its occurrence, 200:1 

Consultant and Featured Guest for LifeTime Television’s What Should You Do episode on 

Sexual Assault, 2003 

Producer of Video Series: What Everyone Should Know About Sexual Assault and How to 

Help a Sexual Assault Survivor, 2004 

Presenter, National School Boards Association Annual Conference, 2004 

Keynote, New Mexico State School Boards Associate Leadership Conference, 2004 

Featured Speaker, Washington State School Boards Association Annual Conference, 2004 

Keynote, The Sexual Misconduct Symposium for New England independent Schools, 2004 

Founder, the i Club, a national peer leadership program promoting respectful relationships 

amongst students, a development out of TKKI, 2004 

Presenter for the American Association of School Administrators National Conference in 

San Antonio, 2005 

Presenter, National School Boards Association Annual Conference in San Diego, 2005 

Founder, Take Back the Night National Headquarters, 2005 

Director, The 2005-2006 Sexual Misconduct Response Training Series for Residence Life, 

Judicial Affairs, and Campus Police Officers 

Featured Speaker, Pennsylvania Association of Elementary and Secondary School 

Principals Annual Conference in Valley Forge, PA, 2005 

Featured Speaker, New Jersey School Boards Association Annual Conference in Atlantic 

City, N J, 2005 

Pre-Conference Workshop Speaker, The Association of Boarding Schools Annual 

Conference in Washington, DC, 2005 

Keynote Speaker, Virginia Association of School Superintendents Meeting, Roanoke, VA, 

2005 

Keynote Speaker, Washington Association of School Superintendents Meeting, Spokane, 

WA, 2006 

Featured Speaker, National Association of independent Schools Annual Conference, 

Boston, MA, 2006 

Director, The 2006 June Policy Webinar Series on Sexual Misconduct Issues for 

independent Schools 

Keynote, Microsociety Annual Conference, Detroit, 2006 

Director, The 2006-2007 Parent-Connect Webinar Series 

Director, The 2006-2007 Sexual Misconduct Response Training Series for Residence Life, 

Judicial Affairs, and Campus Police Officers 

Keynote, United Educators Insurance Company Annual Public Schools Member 

Conference, Washington, DC, 2006 

Keynote, Superintendents’ Conference by The Jewish Community Relationship Council of 

Philadelphia, 2006 

Pre-Conference Workshop Speaker, The Association of Boarding Schools Annual 

Conference, Washington, DC, 2006 

Keynote, Young Presidents’ Organization Education Series, Greater Philadelphia Chapter, 

2006 

Presenter, Association of Student Judicial Affairs Annual Conference, Clearwater Beach, 

FL, 2006 
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Keynote, 

Keynote, 

Director, 
2008 

Keynote, Joseph Wharton Scholar’s Program, Wharton Business School, 2006 

Keynote, National Character and Leadership Symposium, United States Air Force 

Academy, 2006 

Keynote, Associate School Boards of South Dakota Conference for Member Schools, 2006 

Keynote, Stand Up Against Sexual Assault Conference, United States Department of 

Defense, Pentagon, 2006 

Keynote, Pennsylvania State-Wide Intermediate Unit Meeting, Harrisburg, 2006 

Director, The 2007 June Policy Webinar Series on Cyber-Technology Issues for 

Independent Schools 

Director, The 2007-2008 Parent-Connect Webinar Series 
Director, The 2007-2008 Sexual Misconduct Response Training Series for Residence Life, 

Judicial Affairs, and Campus Police Officers 

Keynote, Pennsylvania State Educators’ Association Conference, 2008 

Canadian University and School Presidents Special Meeting in Toronto, CN, 2008 

National Public Television Education Division Web-Seminar, 2008 
Acceptable Use Policies Best Practices for Independent Schools Seminar Series, 

Director, The 2008-2009 Parent-Connect Webinar Series 
Creator, V-SART, Virtual Sexual Assault Response Training Center, 2008 

Founder, Mom-nology and Kid-nology, 2008 

Keynote, First National Take Back the Night Conference at Columbia University, 2009 

Keynote, US Ambassador to india’s Violence Against Women Awareness Campaign for 

India and :19 Day Educational Tour, 2009 

Keynote, Fort Gillem Sexual Assault and Violence Prevention Conference, 20:10 

Keynote, West Virginia National Guard Victim Advocate Training Conference, 20:10 

Keynote, Cyber-Smarts for School Professionals, Pennsylvania Association of independent 

Schools Regional Training Series, 20:10 

Co-Director, Risk Management Conference for Boarding Schools, Wilmington, DE, 20:10 

The Association of Boarding Schools Annual Conference, "Working with Our Parents" 

Baltimore, MD, 20:10 
Director, The 20:10-20:1:1 Cyber-Related Sexual Misconduct Response Training Webinar 

Series for Schools and Colleges 

Keynote, Therapeutic Schools West and Central Regional Conferences, September 20:1:1 

Keynote, Washington Council of Independent Schools Parents Conference. The National 

Cathedral, Washington, DC, October 20:1:1 

Keynote, Parents In Action Conference for School Leaders and Parents in greater Boston. 

Middlesex Academy, October 20:1:1 

Keynote, Cyber-Smarts for School Professionals, North Carolina Association of 

Independent Schools State Conference, 20:1:1 

Pre-Conference Full-Day Workshop, The Association of Boarding Schools National 

Conference, Boston, 20:1:1 

SELECTED PUBLICATIONS 

Sexual Assault on Campus: What Every College Needs to Know About Protecting Victims, 

Providing for Just Adiudication, and Complyin~ with Federal Laws (:1995) 

Total Sexual Assault Risk Management Strategies (:1998) 
Just Sex (2000), chapter author 
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A Customizable Response Protocol and Training Manual for Sexual Misconduct in Schools 

(2004) 

Responding to Sexual Assault: Faculty Training Manual (2004) 

Responding to Sexual Assault: Residence Life Staff Training Manual (2004) 

The 2005 Sexual Misconduct Source Book for Schools (2005), editor, chapter author 

The Cvber-Safetv and Technology Risk Assessment Tool for Schools (2006) 

The Customizable Model Acceptable Use Policy Template for Schools (2008) 

Cyber-Compendium for Parents and Students (2009), editor in chief 

Take Back the Night Handbook (2009), editor, chapter author 

Sexual Assault Family Violence investigator Course Newsletter, "Strategies for Police Officers 

to Address Sexual Violence," chapter author, (2010) 

"Cyber-Smarts for School Professionals" (2011) 
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COS Signature Programs: Reach to Wellness 
Program: No-Yes by Katie Koestner 

Topic: Alcohol, Sexual Assault, and Responsible Decision-Making 

Audience: College and High School Students 

Listening to Katie’s story is engaging; watching her audience listen is enthralling. Students slouched in 

their seats when she starts not only sit up straight within the first few minutes, but actually are leaning 

in toward her by the time she is providing additional stories from students across the county. Katie 

shares a message and story that go well beyond the moments after her program. Students have recited 

examples and memorable messages to her during chance meetings years later in airports and on the 

street. 

This is the program that has been requested by the administrators at Brown, Dartmouth, MIT, Amherst, 

Williams, Kenyon, West Point, the US Naval Academy, and many of our most competitive colleges for 

their incoming students. Independent schools such as Phillips Andover Academy, St. Johns, and 

Lawrenceville host Katie each year. Her program provides students with just the right blend of facts, 

statistics, realism, and thought-provoking challenges around relationships, respect, alcohol, and 

decision-making. Students warm to her engaging speaking style and administrators find her talk opens 

the way for reflection, helping to lay the groundwork for proactive, long-term behavioral 

transformation. 

Post-program single-sex break-out groups can be scheduled to address gender specific concerns and risk 

reduction strategies. This program has been featured as the new student orientation program at 

Dartmouth University, Brown University, the University of San Diego, Haverford College, the US Naval 

Academy, Hamilton College, Holy Cross University, Stonehill College, and many others. 

Program Outcomes: 

Participants will learn about sexual assault prevention and risk reduction, 

including four ways for individuals to be part of the end to sexual violence in 

their communities: 
a. Communication is Essential to Health Relationships 

b. Alcohol and Other Substances Impair the Ability to Give Consent to Sexual 

Contact, and Possibly Make that Contact Illegal 

c. Respect Others and One’s Self 

d. Don’t Be Afraid to Take a Stand - Bystanders Make a Difference 

Participants should have a greater understanding of the importance in being in 

prevention efforts in their communities. 

Participants should have fun and associate having fun with prevention 

www.Carnl~usOut reachServices.com 
866.966.9013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laurence <laurencel@shaw.ca> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 17, 2012 5:00 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Talent Code F~xec Summary 

Hi Anson, 

I forgot to tell you about the round table discussion I attended at the Convention on "The Talent Code". I’ve still never read (or even scanned) the book, but you’ve 

spoken so highly about it that I was curious enough to attend the lecture/discussion group. The meeting was brief and I’ve learned a few of the buzz words from 

the book along with a few explanations. From the very little that I have absorbed on the book I believe it has merit. I can also understand why you see certain 

similarities between my own educational matrix. I would love to sit down with the author and fill in some of the gaps where things appear (again from my limited 

perspective) to break down, but I am quite grateful to hear about some of the science that backs this kind of stuff up -like the issue about Myelin. I’m going to 

refer to that as some of the biologically scientific studies underlying the basis for learning. 

Naturally I found myself asking questions that could not be answered by those in attendance - primarily because they were more "fans" of the book than actually 

understanding the bow’s & why’s for its inner workings. That seems to be my lot in life, but I’m curious to know how this Myelin concept deals with incorrect 

practice (deep or otherwise)? It appears that the Talent Code’s reference to "learning from mistakes" is meant to apply only with the assumption that one fixes the 

mistakes and performs correctly -yet, there is no allowance for the reality that many mistakes made during the learning process are made from ignorance rather 

than choice. So, unless there is an authoritative person or guide that can help an individual "know" that they are doing something incorrectly -AND -also advise 

them on the correct path to practicing it correctly, I feel that this uninformed person must then be creating bad Myelin (if there can be said to be such a thing). 

Then when considering the book’s reference to "chunking" (which is similar to something I call "Spots/Biocks/Lines" in my own methods), which suggests breaking 

things into smaller parts and re-assembling them (primarily through this method of making mistakes) -there are so many issues not covered which I know only too 

well. So I’d like to know if the author actually knows these answers (and they just weren’t in the book) or if they haven’t been considered. 

Anyway enough about my personal blather. The reason I’m writing is because there was a person in the lecture who was part of a group of people that was a stanch 

supporter of the Talent Code and wrote an Executive Summary on the book. He offered to pass it along to me and also authorized me to pass it along to anyone I 

thought might be interested. So, naturally I thought of you first. 

I’ll attach it to this Email and leave it to you to review as you wish. 

Cheers, 

Laurence 

P,I.+ Sec~reS~ol° S~ored: ".}o~al 438060bytes; 

The Talent Code Executive Summary.docx i’,l.:::.is; 16 A.or 20i2 IS 00:43 0400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jettjanssen.com> 

Sunday, September 9, 2012 6:17 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Accountability Books and Notes 

Change ’][’he culture Change The game by Roger Connors and Toln Smith.doc; How Did That Happen by Roger Comlors and Tom Smith 

booknotes.docx 

Ansor~ 

Congrats on the wins this weekend. 

Glad you enjoyed the Accountability books. I agree that they do a thbulousjob of looking at accountability and cnlture. As promi~d, here are my notes on two of 

them. Still looking to have someone type up the Oz Principle. Hope "they are helpful to you and the team. 

I’ve included a list of other books oil culture and accountability below - including yours, which I highly recommend to coaches. (I sat next to tile CEO of CI~EE, a 

Marquette grad, at the MU- Duke Inatch and he said he really enj oyed reading The Man Watching.) 

As t:ar as helping me out, I would appreciate your continued support of my involvement in the Academy. My current contract runs through the end of this school yeax 
and, as usual, I am hoping to be renewed. With John Blanchaacd’s situation, Bubba and Vince being new, and Shelley’s attempts to marginalize me, I’m not really sure 

how the fi~ture might play out. But having an iconic coach’s support like yourself would go a LONG way toward keeping me around and hopefully getting me back 

involved with the coaches’ workshops. So any support you could lend to my cause would be GREATLY APPRECIATED! 

Thanks! 

Championship Culture Recommended Readings 

Best Sports Books on Culture 
The Score Takes Care oJTtself - Bill Walsh 
,Management Secrets of the ~Vew England Patriots VoL 1 - James Lavin 
Management Secrets of the New England Patriots VoL 2 - James Lavin 
Reach Jbr the Summit - Pat Surmnitt 
The ?dan Watching - Tim Crothers 
The Vision oj’a Champion - Anson Dorrance and Gloria Averbuch 
~V¢~F ~e Win - Billy Packer and Roland Lazenby 
The GoM Standard - Mike Kr~zewski 

Best Business Books on Culture 
The Oz Principle - Craig Hickman, Roger Conners, and Tom Smith 
Change the Culture, Change the Game - Roger Combers and Tom Smith 
How Did That Happen? - Roger Copmers and Tom S,nith 
Culture Connection - Marty Parker 
No-Nonsense Leadership - Dave Anderson 

Check ont our all-new website at http://www.janssensportsleadership.com 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, fax: (919) 303-4338 

address: 

Team up ruth student-athlete leaders from across the countu to make a difference around the world! Student-AtNetes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 
htPp://www.salsc.ovg 



Change The culture Change The game by Roger Connors & Tom Smith 

Online PDF of the diagrams in the book: 

http://www.ta ntor.com/Extras/BOO82_ChangeCultu re/BOO82_Cha ngeCultu re_PDF_l.pdf 

...real accountability, achieved through a proven step-by-step process, makes things go right. It will 

assist you in your quest to achieve organizational results. Far from being a punishment for missteps 

and failures, it is a powerful, positive, and enabling principle that forms the very foundation on which 

you can build both individual and organizational success. It is not an option; it is not a fad; it is a basic 

requirement in today’s complex and fast-changing business environment. The way we hold one 

another accountable defines the very nature of our working relationships: how we interact, what we 

expect of one another, how we "do things around here." 

Creating an organizational culture where people embrace their accountability toward one 

another and toward the organization should occupy center stage in any effort to create successful 

organizational change. Without accountability, the change process breaks down quickly. (1-2) 

Our experience proves that accountability, done the right way, produces greater transparency 

and openness, enhanced teamwork and trust, effective communication and dialogue, thorough 

execution and follow-through, sharper clarity, and a tighter focus on results. Accountability should be 

the strongest thread that runs through the complex fabric of the organization. It is the single biggest 

issue confronting organizations today, particularly those engaged in enterprise-wide change efforts. 

At the end of the day, greater accountability produces greater results. And when you build a Culture 

of Accountability, you create an organization filled with people who can and will get game-changing 

results. (2) 

We begin by introducing our core belief: Either you will manage your culture, or it will manage 

you. What do we mean by culture? Simply stated, organizational culture is the way people think and 

act. Every organization has a culture, which either works for you or against you - and it can make the 

difference between success and failure. Managing the organizational culture so that leaders, 

managers, team members, and employees think and act in the manner necessary to achieve desired 

results has never mattered more. Doing it well is not an option; it’s a necessity. Optimizing the culture 

should command your attention every bit as much as your effort to achieve performance 

improvements in manufacturing, R & D, sales, and every other organizational discipline. (7) 

Managing the culture so that it produces the results you are looking for has become an essential role 

of leadership and a core management competency. Neglect it at your peril. (7) 

The Results Pyramid presents how the three essential components of organizational culture - 

experiences, beliefs, and actions - work in harmony with each other to achieve results. Experiences 

foster beliefs, beliefs influence actions, and actions produce results. The experiences, beliefs, and 

actions of the people in your organization constitute your culture, and as the Results Pyramid 

demonstrates, your culture produces your results. 

Whether managers realize it or not, they are creating experiences every day that help shape 

their organizational culture. From promoting someone or implementing new policies to interacting in 

meetings or reacting to feedback, these experiences foster beliefs about "how we do things around 



here," and those beliefs, in turn, drive the actions people take. Collectively, their actions, with few 

exceptions, produce their results. It’s really that simple, and it happens every minute of every day. 

(~2) 

Leaders must manage culture. Culture does produce results. A Culture of Accountability is the most 

effective culture. And companies that create such a culture get the results they want and need to 

have. (16) 

Every company has a culture. That culture either came about as the result of a methodical 

effort to build it, or it has developed willingly, for better or worse. Whether it arose from a deliberate 

process or not, you must ask yourself one all-important question; If everyone in the organization 

continues to think and act in the same manner as they do today, can you expect to achieve the 

results you need to achieve? Overwhelmingly, organizational leaders answer this question with a 

resounding, "No! We must shift the way we think and act!" 

Will your culture produce the results you’ve promised? Will it deliver the results you need in 

the future? If you don’t think it will, then changing the culture is not an option, it is an imperative; 

and you need to begin doing it now. As an organizational leader, you must take the initiative. You 

must be tempted to appoint a "chief culture officer," but that would just rob the leadership team of 

one of its most vital responsibilities. Culture does not change in a "one and done" event, nor is it 

something you can relegate to your Human Resources department. From long years of experience, 

we know that the leadership team must shoulder the responsibility of shifting culture. Developing the 

leadership competency to accelerate the change effectively and then sustain the culture over time is 

the never-ending role of leadership. You can exclude no one. Culture building will and must involve 

every single leader in your organization. 

Not infrequently, leaders who fail to manage culture find that when the game changes, as it 

always does, sooner or later, they are forced to play catch-up, which is almost always a costly and 

risky endeavor. (17) 

Your organization’s culture determines your results, and the results you want should largely 

determine the kind of culture you need. Culture depends on results; results depend on culture. 

Leaders can build a company culture around any set of desired results: market dominance, sales 

growth, technological excellence, ease of customer interaction, best-in-class quality, or stable 

earnings, just to name a few. Once you clearly define the targets, then you must move quickly to 

build a culture that produces the right experiences, beliefs, and actions to achieve those results. (:18) 

Central to the message of The Oz Principle are the Steps to Accountability. A clear line 

separates accountable and non accountable behavior. Above the line are the Steps to Accountability 

to See It, Own It, Solve It, and Do It. Below the line is the all-too familiar blame game or victim circle. 

The Steps to Accountability lead to what we call Above the Line actions and thinking. The blame 

game, however, results in what we describe as Below the Line actions and thinking. As you might 

imagine, when individuals consistently engage in these two very different modes of thinking and 

acting, they create different organizational cultures, which perform at strikingly different levels. 

We have found that people who consistently adhere to the Steps to Accountability almost 

always think and act in an accountable manner. By the same token, people who fail to take these 

steps get stuck in the blame game, feeling victimized by circumstances that seem outside their 

control. They fail to move forward in their quest for results. (20-21) 



A Culture of Accountability exists when people in every corner of the organization make the 

personal choice to take the Steps to Accountability. Each step builds on the previous one and involves 

best practices that typify what taking that step truly requires. 

See It means moving Above the Line or staying there whenever a new challenge arises. When 

you See It, you relentlessly obtain the perspectives of others, communicate openly and candidly, ask 

for and offer feedback, and hear the hard things that allow you to see reality. These best practices 

apply up and down the hierarchy in the organization, from boss to subordinate, from peer to peer, 

from function to function, and among peers. They help you courageously acknowledge reality. 

Own It means being personally invested, learning from both successes and failures, aligning 

your work with desired company results, and acting on the feedback you receive. When you Own It, 

you align yourself with the mission and priorities of the organization and accept them as your own. 

Ownership depends on linking where you are with what you have done, and where you want to be 

with what you are going to do. The Own It step lies at the heart of true accountability. 

Solve It requires persistent effort as you encounter obstacles that stand in the way of 

achieving results. When you take this step, you constantly ask the question "What else can I do?" to 

achieve results, overcome obstacles, and make progress. Solve It includes overcoming cross- 

functional boundaries, creatively dealing with obstacles, and taking necessary risks. You cannot skip 

this step. 

Do It, the final step in the process, represents the natural culmination of the first three steps; 

Once you See It, Own It, and Solve It, you must get out there and Do It. That means doing what you 

say you will do, focusing on top priorities, staying Above the Line by not blaming others, and 

sustaining an environment of trust. You can take all three previous steps, but to stay Above the Line 

and achieve the results, you must take the crucial fourth and final step and Do It. (22-23) 

In a capital culture of accountability, people step forward and work hard to solve problems and get 

results. They do it willingly, not because some higher authority has commanded them to do it, and 

not because they fear that not doing it will get them in trouble. They do it because their company’s 

managers and leaders have used the capital results pyramid in a conscious and deliberate campaign 

to create the best possible results-oriented culture. (23) 

Too often, leaders attempt to change the way people act without changing the way they think (i.e, 

their beliefs). As a result, they get compliance but not commitment; involvement, but not investment; 

and progress, but not lasting performance. (26) 

Building a culture of Accountability begins at the top of the Results Pyramid. That’s why the 

first step in Change the Culture, Change the Game involves clearly stating the R2 results you want to 

achieve. Frankly, it makes no sense to initiate any culture building activity or process unless you 

intend to increase the capability of the organization to deliver results. 

The most compelling reason to work on your culture? Culture produces results. (29) 

Confusion licenses people to maintain the status quo and to dismiss their accountability to internalize 

the need for change. Confusion kills the momentum of any culture change effort because no one 

feels confident about which direction to move. When people fall, Below the Line during a time of 

culture change, they fail to look at what else they can do to improve company performance and 



deliver results. Often, a move Below the Line not only impedes progress, it stops culture change dead 

in its tracks. (3:[) 

We use the term result, rather than goal because result implies that either you will achieve 

something or that you have already achieved it. In contrast, goal suggests that you would like to have 

something happen, but might not accomplish it. A goal tends to be hopeful and directional, but not 

absolute. (33) 

Consider the three essential steps to implementing the first tier of the Results Pyramid and forming 

R2to accelerate a change in the culture: 

:1. Define R2. 

2. Introduce R2throughout the organization. 

3. Create accountability to achieve R2. (39) 

Some managers avoid establishing a clear R2 because they believe that murky objectives 

protect them from the risk of failure. Actually, murky results create failure, primarily by prohibiting 

alignment. Nothing creates accountability and alignment more surely than a clear statement of the 

results you want to achieve. People know when their organization lacks focus. Without a clear 

organizational result, they naturally pursue their own individual agendas, not the company’s. When 

that happens, they define success in their own professional or personal terms ("As long as I hit my 

quota, I’ll be fine"), leaving to change the attainment of organizational results. 
To accelerate culture change, everyone in the organization needs to focus on achieving R2. 

Culture changes one person at a time, and that process begins with getting each and every person in 
the culture aligned with R2. Only when everyone understands a clearly communicated R2 can they 

align the way they need to think(B2) and act (A2) to produce the desired result. A lack of this 

alignment makes everything harder (4:[) 

The more consistently people do focus on results, the more likely they will be to create the C2 culture 

that will produce those results. 
Effective leaders manage in ways that get a culture aligned with R2, and then they keep it 

aligned. They say and do things to create experiences that generate or reinforce beliefs that motivate 

actions that produce the results. By the same token, they avoid saying and doing things that put the 

culture out of alignment. Managing a culture is a process, not an event; it never ends, even after you 
have successfully integrated R2 throughout the entire organization. (42) 

...when you effectively create accountability to achieve R2, people start to see their purposes and 

roles differently, defining their jobs in terms of the results they need to achieve rather than their job 

descriptions. (43) 

Describing the shift from R1 to R2 that your organization must make, even for changes less 

radical or less encompassing than those needed at CPI, helps everyone grasp the nature of the 

undertaking. Charting the necessary shift in results always reveals the need to shift the way people 
think and act in order to achieve R2. You might want to take a minute to describe the shift in results 

that your organization needs to make by building from the analysis of your desired organizational 
results that you completed earlier in this chapter. List your R1 results and the accompanying shift to 

R2 that will be necessary to your success as an organization. 



Are the shifts from R1 to R2 for your organization compelling? (46-47) 

It bears repeating: Your culture produces your results. If you need a change in results, then 

you need a change in culture. Your culture is always working, and it’s either working for you or 

against you. Enlightened leaders know that either you will manoge your culture, or it will manage you. 
The R2 that you define, when you do it right, will drive the discussion about what needs to change in 

the culture (the way people think and act). Getting everyone aligned around R2 does not happen 

easily. It requires dialogue, engagement, debate, and leadership. However, when everyone buys into 
R2, you are well on your way to accelerating the needed cultural transition. (48) 

Fundamental to every organizational process and system, accountability defines the 

foundation of all working relationships. It is the "nerve center" running throughout the organization, 

and it drives the smooth and effective functioning of everything that happens. However, too many 

leaders and managers build their accountability systems on outdated command-and-control 

structures and methodologies. Naively, they expect to drive accountability through the organization, 

ignoring the fact that they often leave people feeling bruised and battered rather than motivated and 

engaged. (50) 

We use a simple model to show the three different levels or organizational change. In the 

Input/Output Change Model, an impetus to change (the input) causes one of three kinds of change 

(the output) to occur: temporary, transitional, or transformational. 

A Level One Change is a temporary change, in which you make small, incremental 

modifications to existing patterns but do not maintain them over time. (53) 

A Level Two Change is a transitional one, in which you make small, incremental modifications 

to existing patterns and consistently apply them over time. (54) 

A Level Three Change is a transformational one requiring a significant shift in the way people 

think and act. Because such a change demands entirely new patterns of thinking and acting, it poses a 

far greater challenge than either Level One or Level Two. (54) 

It’s the level that offers the biggest potential payoff and, when done properly, will make the greatest 

difference in performance. (54) 

More often than not, you will not accomplish full-scale cultural transition without making a 

number of Level Three Changes in the way people think and act. (54) 

Sometimes A1 actions defy comprehension, appearing extremely counterproductive and even 

illogical. Usually, everyone in the organization knows these actions need to change. During countless 

hours of interviewing and surveying thousands of people over the last two decades, we have heard 

people describe, without batting an eye, both the effective and ineffective ways people operate in 

their organizations. With ease, they describe in some detail what people do that impedes results and 

what they do that fosters achievements. From time to time, leaders in these organizations ask us, "If 

people are so clear about the things that we need to do differently to be more effective, then why 

don’t they just do it? How do you explain the disconnect?" 

Understanding why people do what they do is an important part of the process of accelerating 
the shift to A2. Years ago, an experienced instructor of a local parenting group began his class by 

telling his students, "If you only remember one thing from this class, remember this: All behavior is 

rewarded." (55) 



Effective managers recognize that people pay attention to all the signals the organization’s 

culture sends about how to act. They understand that action - focused action, doing-the-right-things- 

at-the-right-time kind of action - produces results. You can’t pay attention to the culture of an 

organization without paying attention to the actions. But you must also understand that actions are 

influenced by the beliefs people hold and the experiences people cite (the bottom of the pyramid) as 

they seek to justify their behavior. (56) 

Their Stop/Start/Continue analysis began to describe the shift from Alto A2within the context of R2. 

Only within the context of R2 can you define the A2 actions you need to take. 

Let’s apply the analysis to your own organization or team. First, pick the top three R2 results 

you need to achieve. Use the diagram on page 60 to record your responses. 
Now list the A1 actions that get in the way of achieving R2. These are actions people should 

stop doing. Be as honest as you can about what doesn’t work. Bear in mind Winston Churchill’s 

observation: "However beautiful the strategy, you should occasionally look at the results." Honestly 

evaluating what is and is not working will help you answer the question "What actions should our 

people stop because they just don’t get results?" 
Then think of the A2 actions people don’t take but should. What do they need to start doing in 

order to achieve the R2 you listed? 

Finally, determine what key A~ actions you want people to continue doing. These are the 

strengths of C~ that will continue to help you achieve R2. They provide the foundation upon which you 

will build C2. (58-61) 

You should watch out for the three classic mistakes leaders often make during a time of 

cultural transition, mistakes that can cost valuable time and sabotage even the best intentions. The 
first of these mistakes occurs when management teams attempt to prescribe A2; the second stems 

from not supporting early A2 adopters; and the third happens when management focuses only on the 

Actions level of the Results Pyramid. 
Prescribing what A2 looks like for the rest of the organization usually does not work. While 

pinpointing what people should stop, start, and continue doing is a good beginning, it won’t 

accomplish much if it does not provide context for management’s most important job: creating an 

environment in which people at all levels ask themselves, "What should I stop, start, and continue 
doing in order to create C2 and achieve R2?" In the right environment, people will come up with quick, 

creative, and productive answers to that question. 
By involving everyone in the Stop/Start/Continue analysis, you create ownership for A2 and a 

more accurate list of what needs to change. Who could better answer the question about results- 
producing behaviors than those who live with A~ every day? When you involved the organization in 

defining actions, you increase its capability both to manage and to accelerate the culture change. (6:1- 

62) 

Another classic mistake that often hampers a cultural transition is a lack of support for early 
A2 adopters. At first, A2 runs counter to the C~ culture. While the champions of the cultural transition 

may recognize A2 when they see it, many others will not. They may even think that the people who 

adopt A~ don’t fit in the organization. Helping people recognize A2 when they see it, and 

championing those who adopt A2, will position others to support the cultural transition and speed up 

the progress. Eventually, as the "middle masses" join ranks with the early adopters, the whole 



organization will begin institutionalizing A2 as the "way we do things around here." Ultimately, the C2 

culture will motivate, remind, signal, suggest, dictate, and reinforce A2, 

The third classic mistake occurs when you focus only on the Actions level of the Results 

Pyramid. Eventually, a narrow focus on behavior tends to express itself in more punitive and 

prescriptive ways. Accelerating culture change demands that you work with all levels of the pyramid 

both simultaneously and sequentially. It’s just not enough to work only on what people do; you must 

also address how they think. Single-mindedly focusing on actions will tend to create the wrong kind 

of accountability, the kind that drives people Below the Line, where they wait for orders. That kind of 

accountability significantly diminishes the morale of the organization. 

Culture consists of both what people think and what they do. (62) 

Nothing, absolutely noting, gets people to change the way they act faster than getting them to 

change the way they think. When you work only with the top group of the pyramid, Results and 
Actions, you limit your ability to accelerate the shift to C2 and minimize the chances that A2 will 

become part of the way people do things in the organization. Beliefs, more than anything else, will 

motivate necessary behavioral shifts, so you must help people adopt the beliefs that will yield the 
actions needed to produce R2. (66) 

We call this phenomenon belief bias, a trait we all share. In most situations, we all tend to 
hold on to our B1 beliefs, cherishing them and relying on them with unquestioned certainty as if they 

were delicious morsels of truth that would serve us well in every situation we face. Rarely do we 
question our B1 beliefs; instead we fall prey to their habitual C~ suggestions that we continue to 

behave in ways that do not optimize our ability to achieve results, either individually or as an 

orga nization. 
You can find compelling evidence that beliefs can shift quickly when you take a look at 

organizations that have gone into crisis-management mode. When a crisis strikes, people’s natural 
survival instinct prompts them to suspend their B~ beliefs and quickly adopt the needed B2 beliefs 

that will generate the behavior essential to solving the problem at hand. Unfortunately, when the 
crisis ends, the old B~ belief bias usually returns with a vengeance, pulling everyone back to business, 

and the C~ culture, as usual. (72) 

Category 1 and Category 2 beliefs are central to your organization’s culture and are reinforced 

and transmitted daily in an efficient, almost naturally occurring, self-perpetuating process that 

requires minimal direction and limited nurturing. You can witness this process at work when a new 

employee takes a lunch break the first day on the job. As the lunchtime conversation unfolds with co- 

workers, the new employee will eventually ask, "How do things really work around here?" In essence, 

the person wants to know the prevailing Cultural Beliefs that dictate how to get work done in the 

organization: "What’s important to management? What do I need to watch out for? Who do I need 

to watch out for? What do I need to make sure I do without fail? How do people get promoted? How 

do they get in trouble?" In response, co-workers answer these questions by sharing their beliefs 

about the organization’s culture, beliefs that others in the organization most likely also share, beliefs 

that tend to constitute the prevailing and company-specific notions about the "rules of engagement." 
This raises some fundamental questions that you need to answer: Are the B1 beliefs that 

people are sharing the ones you want them to hold? Do these beliefs inspire movement toward C2, or 

do they cause people to retrench into C~? Will these specific beliefs lead the organization forward in 

its effort to deliver R2 results, or not? If not, you have a significant cultural problem that needs 



solving. You can appreciate the seriousness of this problem when you consider how little it takes to 

assimilate new employees into the existing culture. Total enculturation often occurs quickly when the 

new employee goes to lunch the next day with another co-worker and hears the same beliefs 

repeated almost verbatim in answer to the question "How do things really work around here?" With 

as few as two points of contact, new employees become complete adopters of the C1 culture, 

embracing the prevailing B1 beliefs and dashing any hopes their employer had of introducing new 

thinking to the job. 

This brings us to the heart of the matter: Managing culture is all about getting the culture to 

work for you by fostering the beliefs you need people to hold and the actions you need them to 

wake. What would you want people saying to new employees when they seek guidance about how 

things work in your organization? We advise management teams who seriously desire to accelerate 

their cultural shift to consider this new hire dialogue as they form their Cultural Beliefs statement. 

This statement will serve as cultural road map foryourjourney from C~ to C2 and can provide the 

single greatest catalyst for change. When you effectively identify and implement B2 beliefs, you 

accelerate culture change and create the kind of organizational capacity that produces game- 

changing results. 

To effect a culture change and set the organization on a new course, leaders must identify, 

honestly and completely, two kids of beliefs: B~ beliefs that are hindering the company from 

achieving the targeted results and B2 beliefs that would help the company move forward. This often 

calls for individual and collective soul-searching and completely open feedback about the true reality 

of the situation. 

Look at it this way. People in organizations hold two kinds of beliefs: those that will help them 

achieve R2 and those that won’t. Obviously, you want to promulgate what you need and change what 

you don’t. A company’s leaders, with the help of other key people who might lend a hand, can 

identify these two sets of beliefs by answering two basic questions: What current beliefs will prevent 

us from achieving R2, and what beliefs will propel us toward achieving R2? (75-76) 

Let us stress that while certain B~ beliefs are undesirable, they are not necessarily inaccurate. 

People may be entirely justified in holding certain beliefs. It’s not a question of right or wrong; it’s a 

question of effectiveness. Will the existing beliefs produce the A2 actions needed to achieve the 

result? The exploration of what people currently believe should not be undertaken to invalidate 

existing perceptions but should instead represent a robust first step toward changing them for the 

better. 

The second question in the B~ to B2 analysis spotlights missing beliefs that, if adopted, will 

help people achieve results. These beliefs motivate people to take A2 actions. They define what 

someone would say in answer to the question "How do things really work around here?" Getting to 

the truth about what needs to change often requires an engagement with outside facilitators who 

can aid in this assessment phase. (77) 

Cultural beliefs inform a way of thinking. They work in concert to create just the right balance 

among the beliefs. You can’t articulate just one belief, promulgate that belief, and expect it to 

motivate the right actions. You need a set of beliefs that function together as a system. (82) 

The B2 shifts you select will form the basis of your Cultural Beliefs statement. Prioritizing the 

most important shifts and capturing them in your statement is an essential step in creating a 

successful cultural transition. Our research and experience reveal that the more consciously and 



deliberately you approach the task of identifying B2 beliefs, the more effectively you can write your 

Cultural Beliefs statement. {82) 

It probably goes without saying that no one person should write a Cultural Beliefs statement. 

This pivotal statement should be the product of group interactions in which the management team, 

broadly defined, describes the key B2 beliefs that the organization needs to create. You should avoid 

compiling a comprehensive listing of every possible belief you need people to hold, because that 

would dilute the list and distract everyone from the truly vital ones. Rather, your list must capture the 

missing beliefs that, if added, would propel your organization, department, group, or team toward R2. 

We recommend you begin each belief statement with the word/. Because culture changes 

one person at a time, every single leader, manager, and individual contributor needs to internalize 

the Cultural Beliefs. People need to read the belief as though it exists as a thought in their own minds, 

guiding their actions to A2. Clients often ask, "Why not start each belief statement with We?" Our 

experience has taught us that the/is often lost in the we. (83) 

Cultural Beliefs statements, particularly those crafted in a participative manner with an eye 

toward getting people to sign on, provide an extremely powerful tool for culture change. Try writing 

each statement in a way that will actualize C2, while acknowledging the fact that the given belief has 

not yet fully taken hold. 

Rely on the words people would actually use to answer the new employee’s question, "How 

do things work around here?" Craft the statements in the first person and make them affirmative. 

Remember, the statements describe the way people need to think and act to achieve R2. They 

describe your desired state, your C2 culture. 

Although managers draw the cultural road map, they cannot expect it to take hold if people 

cannot relate to it. As you draft your statements, keep in mind that you are addressing every 

employee throughout the entire organization. These B2 belief statements will motivate different A2 

actions from people at every level. {84) 

Effective leaders understand that beliefs drive people’s actions. Culture change involves 

getting people to adopt B2 beliefs about "how things are done around here." An organization’s 

Cultural Beliefs statement describes its Culture of Accountability. Recall that we have defined a 

Culture of Accountability as a culture (C2) in which people take accountability to think and act (B2 and 

A2) in the manner necessary to achieve the needed result {R2). Creating clarity around the key 

Cultural Beliefs that need to shift will help accelerate the transition to a new culture and increase the 

likelihood of delivering desired results. {87) 

Experiences create beliefs. The right experiences create the desired B2 beliefs. To accelerate 

culture change, you should ask yourself this key question: What experiences do I need to provide in 

order to create the B2 beliefs we need in the organization? Keep in mind that, for good or bad, you 

are already creating experiences (E1) and beliefs {B1) and a culture {C~), and you will continue to do 

so, whether you do it consciously or not. {91) 

Becoming conscious of the experiences you are creating and the impact those experiences 

have on what people believe is a competency every leader must possess or quickly develop. 

Understanding the impact of experiences is absolutely imperative to any successful effort to change 

the culture. Many leaders find that early in their change efforts, the experiences they create fail to 



influence prevailing beliefs in the way they had hoped they would. To avoid that happening to you, 

we suggest you take these four principles to heart: 

Principle 1: People work to validate rather than invalidate their current beliefs by filtering new 

experiences through the lens of their current beliefs. We call this selective interpretation. 

Principle 2: People often cling to old beliefs and only reluctantly surrender them, falling prey 

to what we refer to as belief bias. As with selective interpretation, people are generally 

unaware that they are doing this. 

Principle 3: People frequently fail to take accountability for the beliefs they form, choosing 

instead to see those beliefs as natural and logical conclusions based upon their experiences. 

Principle 4: Because the beliefs people hold do not readily change, the best indicator of future 

behavior is past behavior. (92) 

...promotions create a compelling experience that has a significant impact on the beliefs people 

adopt. Promoting people who do not live the Cultural Beliefs is like driving your organization over a 
huge pothole on the road to C2. Those potholes can put you out of alignment; too many potholes will 

stop you dead in your tracks. That’s why you must constantly create and maintain alignment at every 

level of the organization. (:~:~4) 

Using the Results Pyramid as a reference point, we have developed a definition of alignment 

that applies to every effort to change culture: 

Alignment is common beliefs and concerted action in collective pursuit of a clear result. 
This definition refers to lining up the parts of the Results Pyramid so that all of the parts are 

positioned in relation to the R2 results you want to achieve. When all the parts are aligned and 

everyone is moving in the same direction, you get accelerated culture change; everyone stays on the 

same page, people feel less stressed, decision making occurs more efficiently, and almost everything 

speeds up. (:~:~5) 

Culture is not something you can do once and then leave alone. It always needs to be 
managed relative to the results (Rx) you are working to achieve. Again, managing the culture is not an 

event, it is a process, and maintaining alignment among all the parts within the Results Pyramid 

requires constant and vigilant attention. 

A company’s culture will not stay in alignment by itself. There are constant forces that will 

always threaten to push you, your team, your organization, and even yourself, out of alignment. 

These same forces are always exerting a strong gravitational attraction to pull people Below the Line 
and draw a company back toward the CI culture. You will surely recognize some of the key forces that 

leaders and their organizations must contend with almost every day. 
To overcome the persistent CI experiences that reinforce the old B~ beliefs and can push the 

organization in the wrong direction, you must keep an ever-watchful eye on these threats. It takes a 

lot of time and effort, because these forces never go away. You must learn to recognize when these 

forces have pushed your team or organization out of alignment or seem poised to do so. Consider 

this list of telltale signs of a lack of alignment. 



Signs of a lack of Alignment 

*People remain silent and don’t voice their opinion when you call for a decision 

*You keep being surprised by the actions people take because they are inconsistent with the 

agreed-upon direction. 

*You don’t see tangible progress on an issue when by all rights you should be moving forward 

throughout the organization. 

*In meetings, people keep bringing up issues that you thought were resolved. 

*People complain, make excuses, and blame others for lack of progress. 

*You observe a lack of ownership and enthusiasm for implementing an established course of 

action. 

*People voice disagreement with a decision or a direction that has already been taken. (120- 

121) 

Gaining the needed "critical mass" that comes through alignment should preoccupy every 

management team engaged in the culture change process. The phrase critical mass refers to the 

smallest amount of the right material needed to create and sustain a nuclear reaction; it’s the correct 

quantity of that material. To see off a "cultural change reaction," you need to form a critical mass of 
people who take ownership for the change process and buy in to both R2 and the Cultural Beliefs. 

A critical mass of people who take ownership for the change process will produce enough 

alignment and positive momentum to keep the change effort energized and moving forward. Because 

the early adopters are important to the success of the overall effort, you should concentrate on 

cultivating and nurturing them. To achieve critical mass and true buy-in, you must get the key people 
in the organization on board. You know who they are. They’re the people who will create the early E2 

experiences that will galvanize those who are "watching and waiting" to see what happens. 

To initiate this cultural chain reaction, you must make a compelling Case for Change. Everyone 
wants to understand the basic rationale for R2. The Case for Change addresses the why behind R2, 

providing the context for why we need to change the culture and why we need to do it now. The 

more compelling the Case for Change, the more likely you will forge the ownership and buy-in you 

need. We’ve found that the most compelling Case for Change always incorporates these best 

practices. 

2. Make 
3. Make 
4. Make 

5. Make 

The Case for Change Best Practices: 

Make it real. 
it applicable to your audience. 

it simple and repeatable. 

it convincing 

it a dialogue. (122-123) 

The more quickly you can begin the dialogue in the organization around the Case for Change, the 

easier you make it for the early adopters to get on board. That dialogue will also help you create the 

necessary critical mass. You can take it as a sure sign that the alignment process is working when you 

hear a lot of conversation about the Case for Change. (124) 

Leadership Alignment Process 
1. Participation - Get the appropriate people involved. 

2. Accountability- Identify who will make the decision. 



3. Discussion- Ensure that people speak up and are heard. 

4. Ownership- Promote the decision as your own. 

5. Communication - Be consistent with the message. 

6. Follow-up-Check in and test for alignment. {125) 

Step One: 

Participation - Get the Appropriate People Involved 

To create alignment, you need to make sure you have the appropriate people involved in the 

decision-making process. When it comes to setting the direction for the culture change, the 

appropriate people will most likely include those at a senior level and, in many cases, members of the 

executive team. There are several key decisions that you will need to make early in the Cultural 

Transition Process when it comes to determining specifically who should participate in the process 

and when they should do it. 

Early Key Decisions on Participation 

1. Who should we involve in the initial assessment of the existing C1 culture? 

2. Who should 
3. Who should 
4. Who should 
5. Who should 
6. Who 

they 

help define R~? 

help create the Case for Change? 

help write the Cultural Beliefs statement? 

design the way we will implement the Cultural Transition Process? 

should communicate about the culture change with the entire organization and how 

should do it? (124-125) 

Step Two: 

Accountability - Identify who will make the decision 

In an effort to achieve alignment, those who participate in the decision-making process should 

understand who will make the decision and how they will do it. We have found that the Culture of 

Accountability Process works best with a leader-led, rather than a consensus-driven, decision-making 

model. You don’t hold committees accountable for decisions; you hold leaders accountable. In our 

view, when it comes to cultural transition, a leader-led model is the most effective approach. 

Identifying the accountable decision maker in advance will enhance and speed up the 

alignment process, especially when developing the Cultural Beliefs. Otherwise, the team can get lost 

in the process and stalled in their progress. While we help clients implement a collaborative approach 

that inspires intense participation of all team members in the development of the Cultural Beliefs, we 

have found that it is helpful for all participants to understand that the final word in terms of both the 

number of Cultural Beliefs and the final wording of the belief statements rests with the organizational 

leader. Attentive leaders will only resort to tiebreaking when absolutely necessary. Accelerating 

cultural transition is a leader-led endeavor in a team-participative environment. (:126-:127) 

Step Three: 

Discussion - Ensure that people speak up and are heard 

To create alignment in the Cultural Transition Process, you must encourage people to say 

what they think as they engage in an ongoing dialogue about the culture change. While teams do not 

make decisions, leaders do need help making the right decisions. They get that needed input when 

people say what they really think before a decision is made. To foster this kind of dialogue, everyone 

participating should work to make sure people feel that their voices are being heard as they talk 



frankly about changes in the business environment, the problems with the present culture, and the 

experiences that drive current beliefs. 

Open discussion, free expression, and respectful debate enable people to talk honestly about 

the needed changes. To be most effective, you need to create an environment that welcomes 

positive confrontation so that real debate can take place in your conversations about the cultural 

transition. (127) 

Step Four: 

Ownership - Promote the decision as your own 

Perhaps you’ve heard the expression, "When all is said and done, more is said than done." 

Once you have made a decision, once you have determined a course of action, then you must make 

sure everyone in the group owns the decision and promotes it as if they had chosen that path 

themselves. The bottom line is that promoting a decision means owning it as though it were your 

own, even if you don’t entirely agree with it. (127-128) 

Leaders demonstrate their alignment and promote the cultural transition in one of four 

ways... (128) 

Someone in the Support category agrees with the logic of the decision to move to a C2 culture 

but does not take real action to get involved. However, they do not resist the change effort. Those in 

the Advocate category talk about the need for the cultural shift and even share a sense of urgency 

that it needs to happen. They fully support the decision to move to C2 but may be slower to step up 

and lead out in the process. Those in the Sponsor category allocate time and resources for the effort 

and play a leadership role by going first with bold strokes. Finally, Champions make a game-changing 

effort to promote the Culture of Accountability Process and keep it front and center on the agenda 

for the entire organization. 

For the transition to succeed, an organization needs more than one or two Champions. In fact, 

any successful culture change will come about because Champions throughout the organization, in 

every department and at every level, passionately promote the cause. They use the Culture 

Management Tools by reaching out to provide Focused Feedback, employing Focused Storytelling to 

exemplify the Cultural Beliefs, speaking constantly about the R2 key results, and consistently using 

Focused Recognition. A Champion rallies that involvement needed to propel the cultural boulder 

forward. (128-129) 

Step Five: 
Communication - Be Consistent with the Message 

Effective leaders "talk the talk" and mean it! When members of the team walk out the door 
after drafting the Cultural Beliefs statement, each one must work hard to create a consistent 

experience in their own sphere of influence to reinforce the right beliefs, actions, and results. Too 

often, management teams do not spend enough time getting aligned around what they should 

communicate and when they should do it. 

Effectively communicating the culture change to the organization may seem like an obvious 

step, but it takes conscious and deliberate effort to do it well. Your communication must overcome 

the common change-killing attitudes. (129-130) 

Each leader needs to do the homework and prepare to communicate the Case for Change, the 
R2 results, the Cultural Beliefs, and the methodology for culture change in the organization in a 

compelling way that is aligned with the other members of the management team. Staying on 



message by conveying what everyone has agreed to communicate will help get the word out more 

quickly. (130) 

Step Six: 

Follow-up - Check In and Test for Alignment 

Culture change cannot succeed if managers don’t follow through and take full accountability 

for doing what they said they would do. To sure that this happens, you should continually check in 

and test for alignment. We have found that planning periodic checks with the management team is 

critical to the success of the cultural transition. As usual, these meetings require an open and candid 

dialogue about what is really going on and how people really feel about it. (130-131) 

Ground Rules for Positive Confrontation 

1. Focus on issues, not personalities, and avoid personal attacks. 

2. Separate your own opinions from the facts as you know them. 

3. Acknowledge your own "hidden agendas." 

4. Make sure you can restate the views of others before you debate them. 

S. Don’t interrupt. 

6. If you think someone is "hiding out," check in with the person and ask them what they 

think. 

7. No "hallway" discussions; share your perspectives in the meeting. 

8. Wear all of the hats you should be wearing during the discussion. 

9. Remember, the goal is to move forward as a team-do not advertise the disagreement, 

but demonstrate full support of the decision. (128) 

...feedback must be focused around the C~ Cultural Beliefs. We call this Focused Feedback, and it 

should be both appreciative and construction. Appreciative Focused Feedback lets people know you 

value their demonstration of the Cultural Beliefs. it reinforces the thinking and behavior needed to 

move the cultural boulder forward. Providing appreciative Focused Feedback in a timely way not only 

clarifies desired C~ behavior; it also supplies the repetition needed to reinforce the desired A~ actions. 

Constructive Focused Feedback offers positive and candid suggestions and guidance on what 

else people can do to demonstrate the B~ beliefs more fully. This type of feedback is critical to helping 

people succeed in the new C~ culture because it helps them know what they can improve in a timely 

way. People who don’t receive it get left behind, mired in C1. A lack of constructive Focused Feedback 

will cause every culture-change effort to stall and eventually die out. (137-138) 

Constructive Focused Feedback should be candid, clear, and complete, it is not criticism, which simply 

expresses disapproval of someone’s shortcomings and mistakes. Rather, constructive feedback points 

out what people might be doing wrong and provides suggestions as to how they might change it for 

the better by demonstrating the Cultural Belief even more effectively, it builds rather than 

undermines people, with the goal of helping them succeed in becoming C~. (138) 

Focused Feedback around the Cultural Beliefs will speed up needed change and help deliver R~ 

results. 

While the content of Focused Feedback will differ from person to person and from session 

to session, it should always center on the Cultural Beliefs. We have found that accelerated culture 

change occurs only when you focus the feedback on the Cultural Beliefs. For example, when you 



want to reinforce a B2 belief, such as "Live the Brand," you should say something like, "Here’s 

where I feelyou demonstrate ’Live the Brand ...’" When suggesting ways in which that same 

person might more fully demonstrate that belief, you should offer somethinl~ like, "Here’s 

where I feel you could demonstrate ’Live the Brand’ even more..." 

The words Ij~eelconvey that you are sharing a subjective opinion that the feedback recipient 

may find helpful, not an objective or absolute truth that could make the person feel harshly 

judged. Feedback rarely represents "the truth" about an individual. Instead, it offers a perspective 

that may help someone improve their situation. The word I conveys a feeling of personal 

ownership of the perceptions you are sharing. Also keep in mind that people tend to respond 

more favorably to feedback when you give it in a direct and straightforward manner from your own 

personal perspective. (:140) 

While Focused Feedback accelerates change, organizations can pick up the pace ofthe 

transition even more when they add Focused Storytelling to the mix of Culture Management Tools. 

People tell stories every day throughout the organization. These stories simply describe people’s 

experiences and conveytheir beliefs about what is important and how work should be done in the 

organization. Some stories even become legendary and bridge generations. For good or ill, these 

stories transmit culture in a powerful way and have a significant impact on people at every level of the 

organization. As a result, stories are among the strongest influencers on the bottom half of the Results 

Pyramid. 

Do you know what stories people in your organization tell each other? What beliefs do those 
stories drive? Do those stories promote the C2 culture, or do they entrench BI beliefs and the CI 

culture? What stories do ~,ou tell to others? Are you conscious of the stories you tell? When it 

comes to the impact of stories, there is no neutral ground. To someone hearing it for the first time, a 

compelling story can seem as real as it did to the person who first experienced it. One person’s story 

is often another person’s experience. 
These stories move the organization either toward C2 or back to C~.Ifyou want to speed up 

the journey to a C2culture, then you must identify and tell C2 stories. 

Like feedback, Focused Storytelling centers on the Cultural Beliefs. Specific stories that describe 

people living these Cultural Beliefs reinforce their importance and show people how to put the beliefs 

into practice. (:144) 

To have the desired impact, the sheer number of C2 stories crafted and told duringa time of 

culture change should almost overwhelm the current C~ culture. These stories create experiences 

that depict with great clarity what it looks like to demonstrate the Cultural Beliefs for everyone 

hearing them. This clarity becomes compel ling as the stories accumulate over time. Leaders at every 

level of the organization must take accountability to tell stories that reflect and demonstrate the 
Cultural Beliefs. As Focused Storytelling reinforces the C2 culture, and as leaders take accountability 

for the dailystory line of their organizations, individuals at every level move with greater 

determination to take accountabilityto think and act in the manner necessaryto achieve results. 

(:147) 

Focused Recognition, like storytellinl~ and feedback, must center on the Cultural Beliefs. Focused 

Recognition allows anyone in the organization to observe and then to recognize other employees 
for what they do to demonstrate the C2 Cultural Beliefs. (:148) 



Focused Recognition powerfully motivates individuals to think and act in the manner 

necessary to achieve the key results. It helps people line up on the same side ofthe boulder and 

provides appreciation when they do so. It clarifies the linkage between the A2 actions and the 

key R2 results they produce. (150) 

...everyone who uses Focused Recognition, Focused Storytelling, and Focused Feedback to manage 

culture change finds these tools both powerful and simple to use. The tools provide clear direction to 

all individuals in the organization about what C2100ks like and what they must do, and keep 

doing, to create the new culture. Properly implemented, these tools provide momentum for 

moving the cultural boulder to achieve the key R2 results. However, you must integrate them into 

the daily, weekly, and monthly business practices of the organization to sustain movement over 

time. 

We like what Winston Churchill once said: "First we shape our dwellings, and afterwards 

our dwellings shape us." Of course, he was recognizing the cause-and-effect relationship that 

exists in any society of people, where we first form our traditions and then those traditions work 

to shape us.We are, after all, creatures of habit. And that is exactly how culture works. Once you 

create the C2 culture you need, it takes over and perpetuates itself, reinforcing at every turn 

what is important and the way things should be done, reaffirming the beliefs, practices, and 

traditions that are fundamental to your particular organizational culture. (151-152) 

Every leader is empowered, byvirtue of his or her position, with the visibility and authority 

either to spearhead or to undermine the transition to the new culture. Just one or two managers 

who fail to adopt the C2 culture can throw the whole organization out of alignment by continuing to 

think and act in a C1 manner. Their actions send a confusing and counterproductive message to 

employees: "It’s acceptable to get on the wrong side of the boulder, to push against the change 

effort, and to continue to think and act according to the tenets of C1.’’ The experiences created by 

leaders who don’t buy in and who are not invested in achieving the cultural transition often 

provide the most visible experiences, ones that strongly and negatively affect those who are 

struggling to make the change. 

In sharp contrast, leaders who consistently use their visibility and influence to promote the 

new culture have a powerful impact on accelerating the culture change. Asa result of their 

consistency, these leaders quickly get their people believing that they are serious about the 

importance of the change effort. That belief, in turn, encourages people to ignore any experiences 

that betray the cause as the organization movestoward C2. 

Every leaderwill, from time to time, manifest beliefs and actions that are inconsistent with the 

desired C2 culture. Like everyone else in the organization, they have been living in C~. Asa result, all 

leaders must take a first and vital step toward accelerating culture change by acknowledging that 

they, too, will need to change in order to exemplify C2. This acknowledgment, in and of itself, 

accelerates change and signals to people throughout the organization that the change effort is 

authentic. After all, their leaders have acknowledged that they were and are part of the C~ culture 

and did a lot themselves to create it. This acknowledgment gives everyone else in the organization 

permission to do the same. 

Culture change always requires leaders to become proficient in the skills needed to lead the 

transition effort. (153-154) 



It’s natural for a leader to slip up occasionally and manifest old AI actions, particularly when 

the cultural transition first gets under way.After all, leaders are only human and are also making the 

transition. During the change effort, people watch leaders even more closelyand rightfully so. Of 

course people will see all the good experiences, but they also look for any signs of slippage or 

backsliding. They intuitively understand the power of belief bias and know that everyone finds old 

habits hard to break. Because people selectively interpret and find what they are looking for, those 

looking for leaders who are providing experiences that are not consistent with the Cultural Beliefs 
and the desired C2 culture will spot them in a flash. (161) 

When people know that you will be asking for feedback on your progress, they will begin 

looking for that progress, a major step in shifting beliefs. Enrolling others in providing you 

feedback now placesthe focus on exactly the right behaviors: working collaboratively to establish 
the C2 culture and achieve R2 results. Leaders and their teams help each other co-create the new 

culture. Establishing internal peer-to-peer (or boss-to-team) coaching, in addition to the expert- 

to-team coaching, will help you calibrate the experiences you create on a day-to-day basis to 

demonstrate the Cultural Beliefs. To be successful in leading the transition, leaders must fully 
involve their teams in helping them demonstrate the B2 beliefs. (165) 

Getting everyone to engage in a meaningful dialogue about what needs to change and 

making sure that conversation occurs at every level ofthe organization is essential to accelerating 

culture change. 

In our view, lasting culture change always requires collaboration, teamwork, and dialogue. 

Your ability as an organizational leader to ask questions, seek input, create dialogue, and get people 
talking about the right topics will speed up the adoption of C2 beliefs. (169) 

Facilitating the right conversations requires a passion for wanting to know what people 

really think and an ability to ask the right questions to get, and keep, that dialogue going. To do 

that, you should ask three questions a lot. 

Three Questions You Should Ask, a Lot 

1. What do you think? 

2. Why do you think that? 

3. What would you do? 

Of course, when you askthese questions, you need to listen carefully to the answers you hear. 

Improving your active listening skillswill help you stimulate the dialogue. Never forget that people can 

tell if you are listening or not. The degree to which you pay attention will speakvolumes about 

whether or not you sincerelywant to knowwhat they think. 

Rest assured that you can learn a great deal from the dialogues you facilitate about what 

else you can do to move the change forward. (170) 

Learning how to be facilitative in your communication style and get people to talk frankly 

with you will not only help engage people in the change effort, but it will also help you identify 

and share best practices across the organization. During culture change, everyone is learning what 



works best, and as they do, they discover best practices that can be leveraged across the entire 

organization. Sharing practices optimizes the effort. (171) 

The role leaders play during the transition is keyto accelerating change.Their effectivenessin 

leading the change is greatly improved when they work to develop their leadership proficiency in 

applying the C2 best practices. Leaders face the unique challenge of leading the change while 

simultaneously changing themselves. Every effective cultural transition that we have everwitnessed 

has included the leadership development of key leaders throughout the organization targeted 

around the C2 best practices. 

Leadership of a cultural transition requires leaders to do more than just expect everyone to 

change; leaders must help people make the change.Successfullychanging the culture isone of the 

most personally rewarding leadership endeavors anyone can participate in. It not only brings the 

satisfaction of improving the organization in a lasting way; it also escalates individual performance 

and the personal benefits that come from game-changing business success. (172) 

You must not only implement the C2 best practices, but you must also completelyand fully 

integrate them into the existing meetings and systems of the organization. Otherwise, you are not 

likely to create and maintain the discipline and focus needed to sustain the cultural change over 

time. (173) 

No matter how good or important an idea may be, people often struggle to adopt the change, 

and they struggle even more to make those changes permanent. We have learned from our own 

experience that without an effective mechanism for integrating the changes you wish to make 

into the daily routines of the people who need to make them, you will likely fail. All the 

inducements to change, including asking people to do it because it is the right thing to do (tell 

’em), providing incentives (bribe ’em), or structuring it into the process and systems of the 

organization (force ’em), can fail to bring about the intended effect. Change requires a combined 

and consistent effort at both the top and bottom of the Results Pyramid. Knowing how to 

integrate the change will help you accomplish the lasting culture change that produces R2 

results. 

Warning! We relentlessly emphasize integration because we know that without it, the 

implementation of the Cultural Beliefs and the C2 best practices will, at best, be hit-or-miss. 

People simply will not find the time or muster the necessary motivation to employ the C2 best 

practices if the change requires extra effort or time. That’s why learning how to incorporate all 

of the best practices seamlessly into the current management practices of the organization is 

such an essential step at this point in the journey. 

Leaders who are managing the culture change effort must ensure that people 

throughout the organization receive consistent and frequent reminders that the leaders are 

serious about changing the culture and moving the cultural boulder forward. You build these 

reminders into the organizational process as you integrate the C2 best practices into the daily 

routines ofthe organization and encourage their useon a regular basis. (175-176) 

Leading culture change meansworking ceaselessly to implement and integrate. Each activity 

enhances and then mutually reinforces the other. Implementation sets up integration and 

integration sustains implementation. They go hand in hand. 



Integration is not about convening additional meetings, creating a longer list of things to do, 

or lengthening the workday. On the contrary, when you integrate the Culture Management Tools 

into the organization, you insert them into carefully selected, already existing meetings and 
activities, where they provide leverage to move the cultural boulder forward to C2. It bears 

repeating: Integration means integrating the tools into the current organizational processes, 

procedures, and systems. When done correctly, integration weaves the Cultural Transition Process 

seamlesslyinto the way things are done in the organization. If you do it poorly, people end up 

feeling that you have just added another burdensome program to the many they already need to 

implement. (176-177) 

Integrating change into the organizational systems includes evaluating the policies and procedures of 

the organization, as well as both the formal and informal application of those systems. When thinking 

about your organizational systems and what can change, consider how people share information 

(newsletters, intranet, etc.). Take a look at HR systems, such as job descriptions, performance 

evaluations, job postings, rewards, incentives, and promotions. Weigh how decisions are made and 

how work is authorized.The list could go on and on, but whatever the case, try not to overlook any 

important organizational systems, because they create daily experiences for everyone in the 

company that either reinforce or betray the cultural transition effort. People usually know when 

these systems are out of alignment, and they talk about them as either helping or hindering their 

efforts to achieve results and live the Cultural Beliefs. Keep in mind the fact that these systems create 

daily experiences that can sustain, call into question, or completely negate the Cultural Beliefs that 

describe the C2 culture. (180) 

...in order to get someone ready to own the change, you must first help them see why the change 

is needed, so that they develop some level of agreement with the change. Second, you must get 

them involved in making the change happen. Bygaining both their agreement and their 

involvement in the culture change, you can secure people’s personal ownership for making that 

change happen. 

We have captured this idea in what we call the Levels of Ownership model, which shows the four 

different levels at which people can own the culture change process. 

At the lowest level, where people disagree with and are uninvolved in the change effort, 

you find no ownership at all. People at this level resist the change effort and resent the fact that 

they are being asked to do it. They have committed neither their minds nor their hearts to the 
endeavor. Entrenched in the old C1 culture, they do not recognize any need to change. 

At the next level up, Exempt/Excuse, people are essentially saying, "1 don’t Own It." They 

agree intellectually but remain uninvolved emotionally. Either they will hold themselves exempt 

because they’re "too busy," or they’ll make excuses because they "can’t get to it." People at this 

level of ownership will not move forward even though they may find changing the culture a good 

idea. At this level they believe the culture change may apply to everyone else, but not to them. 

They will offer any number of excuses for why they are, in their own minds, exempt from the 

undertaking. 

Moving up to the next level, Comply/Concede, you see people intellectually disagreeing 

with some aspect of the change but nevertheless emotionally investing themselves in taking 

action on it due to loyalty, duty, professionalism, or other considerations. You’ve no doubt seen 

that level of ownership. It’s not necessarily bad, and realistically, it’s all you really need in certain 

situations. Quite often people who simply comply with requests and concede to move forward 



do produce solid results. On the other hand, people at this level can be aligned with a direction 

and still lackwhat it’s really going to take to get the result, particularly when it requires the kind 

of consistent personal effort needed to change the culture. 

In the initial stages of the culturechange effort, you will find that many people, 
perhaps the majority, will reside at this Comply/Concede level of ownership. They exhibit A2 

actions, but with wavering commitment. At the first sign of backsliding on management’s part, 
they can quite easily revert to the C1 way of doing things. Because they feel some uncertainty 

about the direction i n which they are headed, they may fairly easily disengage from it. 

At the top of the diagram, Buy-In/Invest, you see the highest level of ownership and 

willingness to participate in the change. This occurs when people intellectually agree with a 

course of action and emotionally commit themselves to it. Both their minds and hearts are 

engaged, and they are thoroughly invested and vigorously involved. These people are probably 
already demonstrating C2 behavior. They find it easy to "sign up" and readily see the advantages 

that the company will gain by shifting the culture. 

Getting people to Buy-In/Invest personally in the culture change process is one of 

management’s key tasks and greatest challenges. You should expend every effort to get people 

ready for the change by persuading and convincing them ofthe merits ofthe change and bygetting 

involved in the process. Each step of the enrollment processshould be designed to facilitate these two 

criteria: agreement and involvement. When you do it this way, you simultaneously prepare people 

for the change and enroll them in the process of the change itself. 

Successful culture change must always start at the top or "relative top" of the organization. 

Byrelative top, we mean that, regardless of where you initiate the culture change process, in a team, a 

division, a function, a subsidiary, a country affiliate, or the entire organization, you must begin the 

process at the top of that organization to be most effective. Because culture change is leader-led, 

the leader of the organization must get immersed in leading the change and work hard to enroll the 

maximum number of people and implement the change in a lasting way. 

Initiating culture change without involving the relative top can be disastrous. When the 

leader at the relative top does not support and promote the new culture, that leader will 
continually create E1 experiences that hinder the adoption of C2. As we have already discussed, 

every leader possesses the position and power to create memorable experiences that signal to 

everyone else in the organization whether or not theyshould take the change processseriously. By 
not creating E2 experiences, a leader actually creates resistance to change.Attempting culture 

change in any group without the buy-in of the leader at the relative top throws that group out of 

alignment and, essentially, dooms the effort. (202-205) 

Every process needs a process control, or it will succumb to the forces of entropy and tend 

toward chaos overtime.This particularly holds true with culture change, because the change depends 

so much on people’s choosing to change their behavior, determining to form new habits, and adopting 

new mind-sets. Culture changes one person at a time, both when you are trying to get people to 

adopt the new culture and when you are helping them abandon the natural tendency to sustain the 

old culture. To be most effective, you should adopt agreed-upon process controls at both the 

individual and team level. 
Important process controls are formed as you enroll others in the culture change processand 

as they take personal accountability live the Cultural Beliefs. (206) 



When the language of the models and tools becomes a part of the way people do things, it acts as a 

real-time, self-governing process control, probably the most powerful monitor of implementation you 

ca n create. 
Another important process control involves tracking the progress of the organization toward 

achieving R2. While you may find it fairly easy to track progress toward desired R2 results, you should 

make certain that you are communicating that progress widely .throughout the organization. (207) 

Culture change is a highly collaborative effort and requires the engagement of everyone at every 

level as co-creators of the culture. You must design the enrollment to achieve this maximum 

involvement and creativity from everyone in the organization. You can’t just "roll out" a cultural 

transition to all employees. Rather, you must enroll and engage everyone in the change effort. (209- 

210) 



How Did That Happen by Roger Connors and Tom Smith 

...accountability, in its truest and most authentic form, is a personal "attribute" that exemplifies who you are. It is "a 

way of being" that empowers you, each individual on your team and every single person in your organization, to 

meet and even surpass your highest expectations. (4) 

...there are two very distinct sides to the accountability coin: one side of the coin is taking accountability yourself, 

and the flipside is holding other people accountable. (5) 

This model suggests a strong connection between expectations and accountability. In fact, we have come to 

understand that expectations and accountability go hand in hand. Throughout a normal day, we hold many people 

accountable to fulfill the expectations we have of them: peers, bosses, team members, employees, suppliers, and 

even customers. When you grasp the inseparable connection between expectations and accountability, you begin to 

discover the secret to holding others accountable. Consider this: What do you hold people accountable for? We think 

most of the people reading this book would rightly answer, "Results." We also think that you mean the results you 

expect others to deliver. At the end of the day, you only hold people accountable for one thing: the expectations you 

have of them. (10) 

Many people do not take the time to follow such logical and deliberate steps consistently. Instead, they 

expect people to fill in the blanks and move forward, regardless of their lack of clarity, resolving issues as they go and 

troubleshooting problems as they arise. When it comes to holding others accountable, they often picture someone 

with two hands clenched around someone else’s neck, asking the question, "How in the world could that have 

happened?" Their experience has taught them that holding others accountable means issuing threats, shouting 

rebukes, and doling out punishment. 

Unable to account for their own failure to effectively take the steps in the Outer Ring, they resort to holding 

others accountable by getting people to explain their failures and justify their unproductive actions. When they do 

that, they immerse themselves in an increasingly destructive process they hope will get themselves off the hook and 

put others on the spot to explain what went wrong. This process involves four familiar steps: Discover, Hunt, 

Scramble, and Hide. These four steps occur in most organizations at some time or another. People who follow them 

first try to discover what happened and pinpoint the nature of the "failure"; then they begin the process to hunt 

down the guilty parties, scramble to make the best of a bad situation, and, finally, hide and hope that no one will 

figure out the enormity of the mistake and come looking for someone to blame. Unfortunately, Discover, Hunt, 

Scramble, and Hide too often describes what it looks like to hold others accountable for results in organizations 

today. Given their experience in corporate life, most people would say that to hold someone accountable means "to 

follow up when things go wrong to ensure that people answer for their failures." 

Our own definition, the one that drives the Outer Ring of the Accountability Sequence, empowers people in a 

practical and powerful way to influence results before things go wrong. To hold someone accountable means "to 

effectively form, communicate, align, and inspect the fulfillment of an expectation in the positive, principled way that 

enables people to achieve results now and in the future." (16) 

The Accountability Fallacy 

The first of these axioms, the Accountability Fallacy, captures a common mistake people make when they 

assume that others fail to follow through because there is something wrong with them. This false assumption comes 

easily to most of us because we so clearly see the evidence that convicts the culprits of not caring enough or not 

working hard enough to get the job done the way we expect them to get it done. Basically, we assume people to be 

guilty until proven innocent. When leaders fall prey to the Accountability Fallacy, they not only assume that their 

people are flawed, but that they themselves can do little or nothing to change those flaws except punish people for 

having them. Real accountability always requires us to begin by looking at ourselves for anything that might be 
missing. 

The Accountability Assumption 



The second axiom, the Accountability Assumptions, dictates that you should always begin with the 

assumption that, in any given circumstance, people are doing their very best to fulfill your expectations. This 

assumption, consistently applied, will start the whole journey toward holding others accountable on a positive and 

principled track. Whenever you begin assuming the worst in others, you will most likely see their worst behavior (not 

to mention your own) emerge. The Accountability Assumption allows you to begin with the view that people want 

things to work just as much as you do and that they are doing all they can to make that happen. This approach not 

only brings out the best in you, but, with some rare exceptions, it accurately reflects the truth about the people with 

whom you work. 

The Accountability Truth 

Under all of this lies the third and final axiom, the Accountability Truth, which provides a more effective way 

of looking at the problem when people fail to follow through and deliver on expectations. By "truth," we simply 

mean that when things go wrong, there is usually something wrong with what "I" am doing. When you embrace this 

principle, you take control of future outcomes and internalize the continual need to improve your effectiveness with 

respect to holding others accountable. Thinking and behaving this way produces better results. You become more 

proficient at getting things done through others. When you see yourself as part of the problem, you empower 

yourself to join the team that will do whatever it takes to solve it. (17-18) 

...consider asking a better, more effective question when you feel that people have let you down: "How did I let that 

happen?" 

Those two additional words can make a big difference. First, adding "I" to the equation shifts the focus from 

what everyone else didn’t do to what you can do to improve the situation. Asking, "How did that happen?" removes 

you from the picture, as though you played no role at all in whatever went wrong. Once you take accountability for 

your part in the failure to deliver, you empower yourself to get more done through others. Your effectiveness, or 

ineffectiveness, in applying the steps in the Outer Ring can significantly influence the overall success of anyone in a 

position to meet your expectations. In fact, in many of the cases we have encountered over the years, we have found 

that the person originating the expectation, the one holding others accountable to deliver, actually contributed to 

the missed delivery. In most cases they could have avoided failure and enjoyed greater success by more effectively 

working the steps in the Outer Ring. We’re not saying that they alone caused the failure, but we are saying that they 

did not do a good enough job Forming, Communicating, Aligning, and Inspecting their expectations. (19) 

Including yourself in the accountability equation and accepting your role in getting things done through 

others provides a number of powerful payoffs: 

Creates more positive relationships where people feel that you deal fairly with them and acknowledge the 

whole story and not justthe part that emphasizes what they did or did not do. 

Helps you learn from your experiences when things go wrong because you no longer attribute the reasons 

for failure solely to someone else. 

Gets the process of fulfilling expectations back on track because you are willing to look objectively at "what 

else" you can do to ensure the outcome now and in the future. 

~ Develops a culture where everyone on the team can follow your example and become part of the solution, 

not just part of the problem. 

Establishes a positive work environment where people give their best effort because they feel motivated by 

principles that feel right and fair. 

That’s a huge return on your personal investment. Adding the two simple words "I let" facilitates a major 

change in the way you look at problems or mistakes. Those two words lessen the shock that comes when people do 

not deliver, even when you think you did your very best to ensure the desired outcome. This does not mean that we 

don’t closely examine what others have done when our expectations go unmet. In fact, that is what the 

Accountability Conversation in the Inner Ring aims to accomplish, as we discuss in the second half of this book. 

Putting the "I" in the equation allows you to evaluate how well you hold others accountable and to identify where 

you can improve in your ability to help others fulfill your expectations. (20-21) 



Most people intuitively know whether the accountability connection is positive or negative, but few pay much 

attention to managing it effectively. A keen awareness of your accountability connections can make a huge 

difference as you work to form, communicate, align, and inspect your expectations. The more positive your 

connections, the more successful your efforts to hold them accountable for achieving results. (22) 

Take just a moment now to consider the status of your connections with the people you hold 

accountable. To do this, we have put together five connection questions that you can askthe people you work with to 

help you determine the positive or negative quality of your connections with them. 

THE FIVE CONNECTION QUESTIONS 

Afteryou explain the concept of the Accountability Connection, ask them: 

1. Overall, do you feel we have a positive or negative connection? 

2. If our connection were negative, how would you rate it on a scale from 1to 10 (10 being the worse)? 

3. What do I do to make you feel that our connection is negative? 

4. How often does it seem negative: always, sometimes, or seldom? 

5. Can you suggest ways in which I might improve my connection with you? 

Opening this sort of a dialogue allows you to explore any current and significant disconnects. (22) 

When we asked her why some people do it poorly she replied, "35 percent is competency (they’re not good at it), 25 

percent is a fear of what will happen if they do it, 20 percent is relationships, and 20 percent is due to the lack of 

clarity around what people should actually be held accountable to do." (23) 

THETOP FIVE REASONS PEOPLE DON’T HOLD OTHERS ACCOUNTABLE 
1. A fear of offending someone or jeopardizing a personal relationship. 

2. A feeling that they lack the time to follow up effectively. 

Alack of faith that the effort will make enough of a difference. 

A worry that by holding someone else accountable, they may expose their own failure. 

A reluctance to spark any potential retaliation. (24) 

Acknowledging and understanding your Accountability Style marks the best beginning for your journey 

around the Outer Ring. Once you gain that understanding, without feeling that you are "bad" or "wrong" because 

you act the way you do, you can start adjusting your actions in a way that will put you at a more optimal point on 

the continuum. We label that point on the continuum the "Positive, Principled Way" and consider it the perfect 

blend of strengths from both accountability styles. (29) 

Revisit your Accountability Connections List completed earlier in this chapter and consider each person you placed on 

it in terms of the Top Five Reasons People Don’t Hold Others Accountable. Do any of them apply? If so, jot that 

number next to the name of the person. After you have done that for each connection, try to see if a pattern 

emerges or if the reasons vary from person to person. Have you avoided holding someone accountable? If so, what 

can you do about that? Having worked with many people just like you, we have become more and more convinced 

that traveling the Outer Ring will largely address the barriers to creating a culture and work environment where 

people, yourself included, effectively hold one another accountable the positive, principled way. 

When we introduce the Outer Ring to people, most nod their heads in agreement because it strikes them as 

basic common sense. To most people the steps of forming, communicating, aligning, and inspecting expectations 

seem quite intuitive. In our view, that’s what makes the sequence so powerful. It is simple and intuitive. Problems 

arise, however, because common sense does not always translate into common practice. The Outer Ring captures 

the essence of what it takes to get things done through others by effectively establishing expectations. Find someone 

who does that really well, and you will have found someone who knows how to follow the steps smoothly and 

effectively. 



By using a systematic, sequential approach to holding people accountable, you accentuate the strengths of 

your style, mitigate its weaknesses, and create positive Accountability Connections. With some thoughtful 

preparation and patient practice, anyone can master the art of the sequence. Mastering it will empower you to help 

people deliver on all your expectations, and it will help you develop individual talent and organizational capability, 

valuable resources needed to succeed in this fiercely competitive world. To capture all of the advantages of this 

technology, we recommend that you integrate the Accountability Sequence, with its positive, principled 

approach, into your talent management, leadership development, and performance management efforts. There is 

no question in our minds that getting everyone in your organization on the same page with respect to accountability 

can make all the difference between average and world- class performance. Ready? Let’s take the first step of our 

journey around the Outer Ring by learning how to form expectations. (30-31) 

Let’s face it; you have expectations of all those you work with, from suppliers and vendors to coworkers, team 

members, and supervisors. You expect them to deliver the results you need, when you need them; and your own 

ability to produce the results for which you yourself will be held accountable naturally depends on others 

fulfilling your expectations. Ensuring that those expectations are clearly formed is the essential first step. (34) 

The work of forming "best" expectations begins when you make a very deliberate and conscious effort at the outset 

to form the expectation in a way that makes the deliverable clearly understood. Managers can form expectations all 

on their own, but they will always get better results when they form "best" expectations with the input and 

collaboration of those involved in making it happen. Only mutually understood and agreed-upon expectations can 

get people 100 percent committed to getting the job done. (37) 

We never form our expectations in a vacuum. Everyone is part of a chain of expectations in the business 

world. We all have a boss - someone who has expectations of us, usually high expectations, that we wish to fulfill. 

That boss can be a supervisor or manager, a parent company, headquarters, the customer, or the shareholders. 

Whatever the case, someone defines what is expected of us. We, in turn, form links in the chain by defining 

expectations for others based on what is expected of us. All of these links form a chain of expectations upon which all 

involved depend for success. Understanding how we are connected and linked together in this chain is critical to 

forming expectations that help people deliver what we need. (38-39) 

SUGGESTIONS FOR WORKING WITH YOUR EXPECTATIONS CHAIN 

1. Define the chain in terms ofthe people you relyon and not just the organizations they belongto. Doingso 

will create a virtual team of people that more accurately describes everyone who contributes to your final 

result. 

2. Identify the chain by asking others about those on whom they depend as they work to fulfill your 

expectations. Do this with all of the important people in your chain. Recognizing how far your chain really 

extends can help you properly form expectations. 

3. As you define your Expectations Chain, consider up-line links, not just the more obvious down-link ones. Up- 

line links include your boss, your boss’s boss, and all the stakeholders who contribute to your fulfillment of 

an expectation, especially your customers. 

4. Give due consideration to everyone in the chain, including those outside the range of your organizational 

authority. Never write off someone in your chain as beyond your influence. Most of the time, people will 

listen to a persuasive argument. 

5. Take extra steps to reach out to people at geographically distant locations. It’s only natural to play less 

attention to people with whom you do not come into physical contact every day. 

Effectively managing your Expectations Chain begins with deliberately forming your expectations in a way 

that brings clarity and understanding to everyone throughout the chain. (41) 

We define a "key expectation" as "an expectation that must be achieved and will require the commitment 

from everyone in the Expectations Chain to do what needs to be done to deliver the result." Key expectations are 



formed when not delivering is not an option. Everyone in the Expectations Chain must see it, believe in it, and share 

responsibility for making it hap- pen. This means that when you form your expectations, you must carefully weigh the 

specifics of what you want to have happen, as well as the specific people who will be required to take accountability 

to make it happen. (42) 

Once you have accurately identified "what you want to have happen," use the Framable Check to determine 

whether the expectation is consistent with your current vision, strategy, and business priorities and, more important, 

the vision, strategy, and business priorities of those who are up-line in your Expectations Chain. If you cannot frame 

the expectation within this context, then ask yourself, "Do we really need to do this?" The Obtainable Check certifies 

that, given all the existing resource and capacity constraints, the expectation is achievable by everyone all the way 

through the Expectations Chain. The Repeatable Check confirms that the expectation has sufficient portability to 

traverse the entire Expectations Chain with a minimum amount of effort and energy. Finally, the Measurable Check 

examines whether you have formed the expectation in a way that allows everyone involved to track their progress 

toward its achievement. Applying FORM to what you want to have happen will increase the likelihood that you take 

the first step in the Outer Ring smoothly and effectively. 

At this point you might want to ask, "Does every expectation I form deserve this level of effort and energy?" 

Our answer is "No." Remember, not all expectations carry equal weight. When the downside of not delivering on an 

expectation matters so much that you simply cannot let it happen, then, in our view, it deserves expending the 

additional energy required to use FORM and give it your "best" effort. (44-45) 

Those who display the Coerce & Compel style may often form unrealistic and, therefore, unachievable 

expectations. Too often, they discount information that people are operating at full capacity and that the pipeline 

cannot accommodate any more work. People prone to this style will usually feel they can force "one more thing" into 

the system if everyone just works a little smarter, and maybe, a little harder. "Just get it done," they proclaim. 

Someone with the Coerce & Compel mind-set believes that if you make people stretch, they will rise to the occasion. 

Do they rise? Not always. They often chafe under a style they can find overly demanding and unrealistic. A person 

with this style may also feel that people should already know what to do. This assumption causes them to focus on 

doing their jobs, thus minimizing the time and energy they fear they might waste on deliberately forming 

expectations. (50) 

The next step in the Outer Ring involves communicating key expectations with such clarity that people 

understand what is expected and why it is important for them to follow through and deliver. This level of 

understanding can only come from complete and compelling communication. (54) 

THE MOST COMMON MISTAKES PEOPLE MAKE WHEN COMMUNICATING EXPECTATIONS 
1. Barking out "marching orders" without making your directions clear enough that people fully understand and 

accept them. 

2. Assuming people need only one explanation in order to understand what you expect them to deliver. 

3. Failing to form an expectation clearly yourself before communicating it to others. 

4. Excluding any explanation about "why" you want something done within a specific time frame. 

5. Asking people to do something, but not clearly explaining when you need it done. 

6. Failing to describe the resources available to help people do what you want them to do. 

7. Issuing such specific instructions about what to do and how to do it, that people hesitate to "own it" 

themselves and think out of the box to ensure the result. 

If you have committed any of these mistakes, don’t beat yourself up. You are not alone. Time pressures, 

deadlines, and multiple priorities often compel us to trade greater effectiveness for seemingly greater efficiency. 

Such an exchange requires everyone we work with to become experts at guessing what we want and deciphering 

what we really mean. Not only does this approach damage our Accountability Connections; it does nothing to ensure 

that things get done when we want them to get done. (57) 

WHY-WHAT-WHEN 



The Why-What-When approach to communicating your well-formed expectations provides a powerful tool 

for taking the next step in the Outer Ring of the Accountability Sequence. This tool helps you convey an expectation 

so clearly and compellingly that it engages people’s minds and hearts. It all starts with an explanation of the "Why" 

behind the expectation. This explanation must start the imagination and strike a nerve, and it must precede any 

statements about what you want to see happen and when you want to see it happen. Take a look at the two-way 

Why-What-When conversation below. Note the progression of steps, from a compelling "Why" to a "What" 

consisting of three elements (sharing the expectation you have crafted with FORM in mind, explaining the boundaries 

that exist, and describing available support) and, finally, to a "When" that specifies a target date for fulfillment. (59) 

SIX WAYS TO CRAFT A COMPELLING "WHY" 

:1. Tailor the why to your specific audience. 

2. Make it short, simple, and clear. 

3. Be candid, honest, and forthcoming so people believe it is real and genuine and not just the "company line." 

4. Make it a dialogue, not a monologue. 

5. Create "the hook" that catches people’s attention and persuades them to "buy in." 

6. Frame it in a strategic context (how the expectation fits into the big picture). 

Communicating the "Why" does more than explain the rationale behind a task or mission; it sends people a 

signal that they are worth the time and effort it takes to enroll and engage them in the mission, to persuade them to 

own it and make it happen. It tells people that you respect them, that you value them as key contributors to the 

process of getting things done, that in a "need to know" situation, you see them as people who "need to know." This 

approach boosts morale and ownership and supercharges everyone’s effort to achieve the results you expect. We 

often tell people that most leaders spend 95 percent of their effort on the "What-When" and only 5 percent on the 

"Why." When you reverse that approach and spend the majority of your effort on the "Why," you’ll begin to see your 

teams aligning more completely around what they need to achieve. To illustrate this point, let’s take a closer look at 

the six ways to craft a compelling "Why." (61) 

Once you have communicated the "Why," you can prepare to talk about the "What." Making the "What" 

clear involves three discussions: communicating the expectation you have formed, clarifying the boundaries, and 

establishing available support. By conducting these three discussions, all for the purpose of clarifying the "What," you 

create the conditions necessary to make success more predictable and failure less likely. (64) 

When it comes to key expectations, you just can’t spend too much effort clarifying the "What." If you don’t want to 

end up disappointing, you must invest the time and effort not only up front but time and time again. (64) 

All too often, people only become aware of boundaries after they cross them. Since an ounce of prevention is 

always worth a pound of cure, it makes sense to communicate all the real boundaries up front. Defining boundaries 

builds and sustains trust by clarifying important aspects of the "how," removing imagined boundaries that can serve 

as obstacles, and giving people a greater sense of freedom. As you prepare to communicate the "What," consider the 

following boundary questions: 

o What are the acceptable and unacceptable business practices in our culture? 

o What are the budget, resource, and time constraints? 

¯ What legal and ethical considerations must we take into account? 

~ Have we clarified existing priorities and their impact on this specific expectation? 

. What do our strategies, tactics, branding, and current practices suggest? 

~ Do we harbor any inaccurate assumptions concerning (imagined) boundaries? 

¯ Have we identified all pertinent "operational" boundaries? 

~ What external factors must we keep in mind? 

~ Can we define unacceptable "scope creep" (evolution of the mission’s parameters)? 

A quick review of these questions before you conduct any boundaries discussion should help you create a full 

and accurate understanding of the boundaries that will affect the project’s outcome. 



The boundaries discussion will help build a sense of trust and confidence that the "How" will not jeopardize 

accomplishing the "What." This conversation builds trust because it ensures that everyone knows what they can and 

can’t do in the grand scheme of things. It strengthens confidence because people realize that what you expect will 

not require them to do something beyond what you intended, or jeopardize the viability of the organization itself. 

The conversation also allows you to manage the natural human tendency to allow "scope creep," an expansion of a 

task that can cause people to lose focus on delivering what you really want. (66-67) 

With the "Why" and the "What" clarified, you can set about framing your expectations in terms of time. You 

should attach a "By When" to every key expectation; otherwise, people may either approach their work too casually 

or rush it too much, both of which can lead to disappointing results. Never assume that people grasp the urgency of a 

particular expectation. As soon as people hear the words "as quickly as possible," they will almost invariably end up 

letting you down. That’s why it’s essential to attach, or negotiate, a well-thought-out "By When" to all of your key 

expectations. Every key expectation requires a specific timeline. 

Since deadlines are a basic fact of life, you must stress them anytime you communicate expectations. A "By 

When" deadline specifies both "date" and "time." (69) 

During the Civil War, prison guards drew actual lines on the floor of the prisons, marking a point past which prisoners 

could not venture without getting shot, hence the term deadline. Now, we’re not suggesting you shoot people who 

miss their deadlines, but we are emphasizing the point that you should "draw your lines on the floor" so concretely 

that people can easily see and heed them. (70) 

This style also has a tendency to set unrealistic expectations around the "By When," setting aggressive 

deadlines, bordering on unachievable, that may be doomed from the very outset. The attitude of "just find a way to 

get it done" is a two-edged sword that may work for some people but not others. For those in the Coerce & Compel 

style, remind yourself of the old saying, "Nothing is impossible to the person who doesn’t have to do it themself." 

This style also tends to foster impatience with the process. Taking the time to dialogue about the 

expectation, the boundaries, the support, and the buy-in may seem cumbersome to those with this style because it 

requires spelling out a number of details up front that they would just as soon let people figure out on their own. 

Here, again, it is important to recognize that the time spent up front is a good investment that will save time in the 

long run and go a long way to ensure delivery on your expectations. (71) 

Why-What-When 

You need to engage in a two-way conversation that conveys what you want to have happen so clearly that 

people buy in to making it happen. 

Make the "Why" Compelling: You frequently need to present the "Why" in a way that speaks to people as 

individuals and convinces them that accomplishing the "What" and "When" matters on a personal level. 

The "What" Discussion: The first step in clarifying the "What" involves effectively communicating the "key" 

expectation after applying FORM. 

The Boundaries Discussion: Next, you want to clarify right up front what people can and can’t do to fulfill the 

expectation, addressing both "real" and "imagined" boundaries. This conversation should build trust. 

The Support Discussion: This final "What" step clarifies, at the outset, the support that is available to help 

others fulfill your expectations of them. 

Making the "When" Concrete: You should accompany every expectation with a "By When" that specifies the 

date and time the expectation will be fulfilled. (74) 

Your efforts at carefully forming and thoughtfully communicating your expectations can be entirely undone unless 

you create and maintain alignment around those expectations with everyone in the chain. Unfortunately, we too 

often assume people are aligned simply because we felt we did a good job communicating with them, only to wake 

up one day to see that the results we expected are nowhere in sight. 

When it comes to achieving key expectations, it is important to recognize that there are different levels of 

alignment. The highest level, the level that brings full ownership and personal investment, is what we call "Complete 



Alignment." All other levels of alignment, with their lower levels of buy-in, fall into the category that we call 

"Complyment." 

Complyment occurs when people decide to move together toward a destination, not because they agree 

with the course of direction, but because they have determined that moving forward and complying with what you 

want them to do will satisfy their own best interests. Complyment rules most organizations today. While it may get 

the "hands and feet" moving, it usually fails to generate the kind of investment and ownership necessary to ensure 

success. In contrast, Complete Alignment brings people to a level of agreement where they believe in, and 

completely commit themselves to, fulfilling expectations. When you bring people into Complete Alignment, they not 

only invest their "hands and feet" in the undertaking, they also invest their "hearts and minds" in getting it done. 

When people fully agree with the mission - when they want to fulfill the expectation just as much as you do - they 

will meet or surpass your expectations far more often than they ever would by merely complying with the request. 

(75-76) 

ALIGNMENT DIALOGUE (82) 

SCORE IT Restate the expectation, agree to use the Alignment Dialogue, and then have 

them rate their alignment with this key expectation (on a scale of 1-10). 

EVALUATE IT Determine what else is needed by asking, 

1) Is it Clear? 3) Is it Needed? 

2) It is Achievable? 4) Is it Linked? 

RESOLVE IT Resolve concerns and confirm the original expectation, or Revise using Why- 

What-When 

In this Alignment Dialogue, you want to stimulate forthrightness, encouraging people to give you completely 

candid answers. Make it abundantly clear that you want to hear what they really think, not what they think you want 

to hear. (83) 

..."alignment is a process, not an event." Certain natural forces constantly conspire to drive people out of alignment. 

Over time, an expectation can once again become unclear or begin to appear disconnected from the company’s 

vision...(84) 

By engaging the heart, you engage the most vital part of a person’s conviction to get things done. By engaging the 

mind, you ignite their most creative thinking, as they devise solutions that may never have occurred to you or 

them. The power ofgaining people’s hearts and minds in getting things done may seem obvious, but the price you 

paywhen they only applytheir hands and feet to a task, while not so obvious, is nonetheless real. You can easilysee 

the heart and mind at work, but you cannot so easily see what might happen without them. (94-95) 

A positive and principled inspection is a thoughtful and planned activity with the following purpose: 

To assess the condition of how closely key expectations are being/ul/illed, to ensure continued alignment, to 

provide needed support, to reinforce progress, and to promote learning, all in order to bring about the delivery of 

expected results. 

During the inspection step people clearly begin to see accountability at work. As you begin to inspect 

how closely expectations are being fulfilled, people begin to validate that you are entirely serious about holding 

them accountable. At the same time, you manifest your own accountability and your personal dedication to 

doing everything you can do to get the result. (99) 

Reasons People Don’t Want You to Inspect 
¯ They think your follow-up means you don’t trust them to do their job, and to do it well. 

o They want to be "empowered" and don’t want to be "second-guessed", having to run things by you in a 

way that slows them down. 

~ They don’t want to disappoint you and fear you will discover that they cannot live up to your standards. 

They want full credit and do not want you to force them to share their rewards for fulfilling their 

responsibility. 



They take pride in not needing your time or attention, further establishing their credibility and value to 

the organization. 

They don’t think your inspection will add any value to their ability to get the job done. 

If you don’t appreciate and deal with these natural concerns up front, don’t be surprised if people resist 

your inspection efforts. However, as you obtain a mutual understanding and agreement about how the 

inspection process will occur, you will generally find that the inspection process not only helps you develop 

positive accountability connections, but also facilitates the delivery of the results you desire. We recommend 

applying all four of the steps in the Outer Ring to how you will inspect others. (100) 

...people need to see how achieving the expectation will benefit them personally. Helping people see the 

compelling "why" behind fulfilling the expectations you have of them, and helping them see how that "why" speaks 

directly to their own situation, can providethe keyto securing Complete Alignment. (105) 

Everygood inspection achieves two intertwined goals: making sure that the right things are happening to 

fulfill the expectation and helping people succeed in getting it done. Rather than a "test" to see if people are doing 

what you asked and will deliver what you need on time, the inspection should function as a "check-in" to 

discuss progress, problems, and solutions. (107) 

Providing support does not fall solely on your shoulders. Getting others enrolled in supporting the cause 

can be even more powerful. Consider Chicago Bulls basketball player Joakim Noah, a rookie with tremendous 

potential. During a practice session, Joakim got into a serious confrontation with one of the team’s assistant 

coaches and found himself slapped with a one-game disciplinary suspension. His fellow players, however, went to 

the coach with their unanimous decision that Joakim’s behavior warranted an additional game on the sidelines. 

They cited other incidents that bothered them: a pattern of showing up late for meetings and just not living up 

to the standards expected of a Chicago Bull. Did their opinions bother Joakim? Yes, but not in a negative way.As he 

told a reporter, "They (the team) just told me what I did was unacceptable, and I’m just going to have to move on 

from here. I’ve just got to accept it ... there’s nothing I can do about it ... they felt I deserved more. It was the 

entire team that feltthat way, so I back my team and the decision that they made, and appreciate the leadership 

that they’ve shown." In Joakim’s case, the entire team held him accountable as they inspected what they expected 

and held him to the higher standard they required from every player on the team. 

In the strongest culture, everyone is accountable to everyone, regardless of position or the ability to influence 

others. When the Expectations Chain involves a lot of people, and when you don’t have the time to follow up on 

everything personally, getting the culture to help you inspect can make all the difference between success and 

failure. Inspections like these, where the team as a whole holds each member accountable, can quickly and 

positively shape behavior and strengthen the organization’s ability to fulfill expectations. (108) 

The right kind of inspection process will also facilitate real-time learning and the transfer of that 

learning into future performance.Some of the most important real-time learning occurs throughout the 

project, not just after its completion. You will see a lot more learning taking place in your organization if you 

emphasize that it occurs on a daily basis. Ensuring that it does so requires frequent inspections. (110) 

When you fail to see things as they really are and rely instead on a Phantom Reality, you cannot possibly solve the 

problems that really do exist. As Mark Twain so aptly put it, "It ain’t what you don’t know that gets you into trouble. 

It’s what you know for sure that just ain’t so." (130) 

Unlike the Phantom Reality, Reality accurately describes the way things really are. Science fiction writer 

Philip K. Dick, whose books were made into such popular movies as Blade Runner and Total Recall, once said, "Reality 

is that which, when you stop believing in it, doesn’t go away." Abraham Lincoln made a similar point when he 

asked, "How many legs does a dog have if you call the tail a leg?" He responded in classic Lincoln form, "Four. 

Calling a tail a leg doesn’t make it a leg." And so it goes with reality. Reafity is what reality is. Obviously, knowing the 

reality of things dramatically increases our ability to solve real problems and get real results. (133) 



When you deal with unmet expectations, you can choose one of three courses of action: (1) you can 

lowerthe expectation to accommodate people who are not delivering; (2) you can replace those people; or (3) 

you can engage them in the Accountability Conversation with an eye toward helping them produce the 

results you want throughout the Expectations Chain. (139) 

THE ACCOUNTABILITY CONVERSATION (139) 

1 Make sure the problem is not on the Outer Ring. 

2 Select an Inner Ring Solution. 

3 Use the Outer Ring to implement the plan. 

Step Two: Select an Inner Ring Solution. This begins by identifying where the problem is on the Inner Ring. 

Here, you look closely at the person or team to diagnose the exact nature of the problem. You will need to assess 

whether the difficulty stems from the culture itself or from a lack of training, motivation, or accountability. Then, 

select and implement the appropriate solution: provide training, inspire motivation, create accountability, or change 

the culture. (140) 

Step Three: Use the Outer Ring to implement the plan. Finally, you use each of the steps of the Outer Ring to 

establish your expectations around improvement in the most effective way possible. Following through on the plan 

built with the Accountability Sequence will help you enjoy success, even in circumstances where you had all but given 

up hope. (140) 

As you engage in the Accountability Conversation, avoid these "conversation killers." 

CONVERSATION KILLERS 

Immediately blame the other person for not getting the result you want. 

Put them on the defensive by asking questions intended solely to magnify the mistakes they made. 

Allow your tone to reveal your frustration over what has happened and your current unwillingness to move 

forward and solve the problem. 

Resist the suggestion that you did not effectively establish the expectation in the first place. 

Threaten them with reminders that you can easily replace them. 

Communicate to them, verbally or nonverbally, that you have lost all faith in their ability to getthe 

result. (140-141) 

As with all the other steps in the Accountability Sequence, your style will undoubtedly influence howyou go 

about working in the Inner Ring. Those with an inclination toward Coerce & Compel may let their frustration show 

to make sure people really "get it" and know beyond a shadow of a doubt that you feel disappointed with their 

results. They are never completely satisfied until they convince themselves that the other person fully appreciates the 

inconvenience and trouble they caused by not delivering on the expectation. Without a "mutual" understanding of 

both the problem and the consequences that stem from the other person’s failure to deliver, someone with this 

style is unwilling to move forward. In that case, we advise them to set aside their emotion, relinquish their need to 

make someone "feel their pain," and focus, instead, on getting to a better place. (141) 

A Harvard l~usiness Review article by John Fleming, Curt Coffman, and James Harter reported a Gallup survey 

indicating that just 29 percent of employees are energized and committed at work, and that 

54 percent are effectively neutral - they show up and do what is expected, but little more.The remaining 

employees, almost two out of ten, are disengaged. Another job satisfaction survey conducted byTNS, a leading 

market information company, shows that 25 percent of the American workforce is just "showing up to collect a 



paycheck," while two of every three workers "do not identify with or feel motivated to drive their employer’s 

business goals and objectives." (149) 

Fred Roberts, who played small forward in the NBA for thirteen seasons, tells a story about one of his 

teammates who was ordered to run some extra laps by the coaching staff in order to make up for poor 

performance during practice. The coaches, intent on making the player work hard, shouted, "Run hard," as he 

circled the gym. The player, who had developed a reputation as something of a "free spirit," responded to the 

coach, "You can make me run as long as you want, but you can’t make me run as hard as you want!" He then 

began his laps, only to jog around the court at a leisurely pace. Think about it. "You can make me run as long as 

you want (hands and feet), but you can’t make me run as hard as you want (hearts and minds)." This player 

captured the truth about motivation. When we compel people to do what we want, we just get their hands and 

feet. When we engage their hearts and minds, we get real motivation that produces real results. (150) 

Since you can’t normally command high performance, it’s important to understand how you can motivate 

people to want to meet your expectations. Baby boomers may have been willing to do it because a boss demanded 

they do it, but the "Y" Generation wants to know why you want them to do it. In a Fortune magazine article on the 

subject of training this generation, Nadira A. Hira states, "The young people they’re (i.e., UPS) trying to train aren’t 

just Generation Y, they’re Generation Why? - a tribe of disbelievers who’ve learned to question absolutely 

everything." Confirming this view, Jordan Kaplan, an associate professor at Long Island University-Brooklyn, New 

York, said in a USA Today article, "Generation Y is much less likely to respond to the traditional Command & Control 

type of management still popular in much of today’s workforce. They’ve grown up questioning their parents, and 

now they’re questioning their employers. They don’t know how to shut up, which is great, but that’s aggravating to 

the fifty-year-old manager who says, ’Do it and do it now.’" (151) 

Our experience over the years has taught us that successfully motivating people hinges on getting 

them engaged in the cause. When people fully engage in a cause, they make an all-out hearts-and-minds 

commitment to it. (152) 

When people have a compelling reason to do something, then their ability to overcome difficult obstacles and 

fulfill expectations can be quite impressive. When that reason becomes a cause, then the resulting motivation 

almost guarantees achievement of keyexpectations. 

The cause need not involve life-or-death situations. It can be as simple as providing secure and lucrative 

employment for people. But it’s always meaningful. Connecting people with the "cause," whatever it may be, can 

provide the missing motivation to fulfill unmet expectations. (152) 

..."People will work for money. They will work harder for good leaders. But ultimately they will work hardest for a 

cause. We have been robbing our team of the cause." (154) 

What produces meaningful motivation in others? Our work on hundreds of successful client projects has 

convinced us that nothing you do will truly inspire people if they do not enroll in a cause - a cause that they can 

wholeheartedly embrace. Ultimately, the great motivator is a cause that makes people feel as though they can make 

a difference if they accomplish it. (154) 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

HOW STRONG IS YOUR CAUSE? 

Answer True or False to each statement below: 
hear people describing the cause to others and repeating it frequently. 

find myself regularly talking about the cause in compelling ways. 

feel personally committed to the cause and feel that my own heart and mind are fully invested. 

can see evidence that people are aligned with our direction and are actively engaged in making it a reality. 

find that people are so passionate about our cause that they express their opinions openly and frequently 

if they think we are getting off course. 



6. From time to time, I am amazed at the effort people make and the resourcefulness they demonstrate in 

making sure we are on track to get the result. 

7. I see a number of the positive signs of the Telltale Measures of Motivation (see page 148) in people 

throughout the Expectations Chain. (156) 

ENROLLING OTHERS IN THE "CAUSE" 

DEFINE IT State the cause in the form of a story with a plot, the setting and the characters. 

SELL IT Become a good storyteller who persuades and convinces people in the Expectations 

Chain to buy in to the cause. Always address the pertinent Why Questions. 

RE-SELL IT Continue to support the cause publicly by reinforcing the story with additional 

supporting evidence and telling and re-telling the story over time. 

CELEBRATE IT Acknowledge progress and success in a public way, not only the ultimate success of 

achieving the goal, but important milestones along the way. 

(157) 

Remember those "connect the dots" activity books you enioyed as a child? As you connected all the 
numbered dots on a page, you would see a picture slowly emerge, until what initially looked like nothing but a 
random arrangement of specks magically became something you easily recognized. A well-crafted story works the 
same way. You "connect the dots" for people (all of the facts, points, evidences, and positions) in a way that allows a 

clear and compelling picture to appear, one that motivates people to enroll in the cause. (158) 

Selling it means answering the "why" questions. Whatever your own cause, you need to address the "whys" 

behind the task in a way that speaks to your particular audience. In our business we have a saying: "No need, no 

sale!" If you cannot convince people that what you are asking them to do satisfies their own personal or business 

needs, then don’t expect them to do it. It’s that simple. As you craft your story, be sure to address the "need" with 

questions like these: 

THE WHY QUESTIONS 
1. Why is it important? 

2. Why me (and not someone else)? 

3. Why now? 

4. Why do it this way? 

5. Why would I want to do this? (159) 

By "Advocate It" we mean continuing to support the cause publicly, reinforcing the story with additional 

supporting evidence, and telling and retelling the story over time. Your continued efforts to keep the cause in front of 

people so that they don’t forget it figures critically into your ongoing hearts-and-minds effort, particularly when the 

going gets tough or the fulfillment of the expectation seems in jeopardy. (160) 

The next step to enrolling people in your cause is to "Celebrate It." By this, we mean publicly acknowledging 

success. You should not only praise people for achieving the ultimate goal, but you should also reinforce all the 

progress made along the way. (161) 

KEEPING THE CAUSE ALIVE 
You will need to work continually at keeping the cause alive by Selling It to newcomers, Advocating It with 

those already enrolled, and Celebrating It with everyone involved. Be sure to take advantage of all the genuine 

opportunities to celebrate progress and achievement. We don’t suggest that you turn every little step forward into 

an excuse for a lavish party, but we do recommend that you frequently deliver praise when people take important 

steps forward. Failing to do so can dampen almost anyone’s motivation and morale. Silence is a Cause Killer. 

In your effort to harness the motivational power of your cause, you should beware of all the potential Cause 

Killers lurking out there. Any of them can put a dead stop to your efforts to engage the hearts and minds of people 

throughout the Expectations Chain. 



CAUSE KILLERS 

1. You stop promoting the cause and telling the story as you question your own level of support. 

2. You act out of sync or in contradiction to the cause you are promoting. 

3. You don’t celebrate the successes along the way, sending the message that the focus is not really as 

important as you said it was. 

4. You enroll people in the cause, but you expect them to just do what you tell them to do, without encouraging 

their input, involvement, or creativity in moving forward. 

5. You let other causes dilute their effort around what is most important. 

6. You don’t give people the opportunity to dialogue with you and ask the questions and receive the answers 

that would help them become fully engaged. 

7. You ignore a growing perception that people are concerned that they are not hearing the whole truth and 

are feeling manipulated in some way. 

Any of these Cause Killers will reverse your efforts to engage the hearts and minds of people throughout the 

Expectations Chain in accomplishing your key expectations. 

Please keep in mind that when it comes to engaging people, there is a huge difference between motivation 

and manipulation. No one likes to feel manipulated, but everyone loves the energy and exhilaration that comes with 

true motivation. Manipulators try to get people on board through deception or force, and while that may initially get 

people moving in the right direction, it will not retain their enthusiastic support over the long run. Motivators, on the 

other hand, rely on persuasion to convince others to dedicate their hearts and minds to the undertaking. They speak 

from their own hearts in a sincere, genuine, and honest way; their stories always ring true. Every effort to enroll 

people in the cause and to motivate them to fulfill unmet expectations requires a sincere, genuine, and truthful 

effort without the hint of manipulation in any form. (162-163) 

There are four levels of training intervention, each dependent upon two factors: how much effort it will take 

to improve the performance of those who need training, and how often they fail to deliver results. Once you identify 

the level of unmet expectations, you can then select the appropriate training solution: coaching to the Problem, the 

Pattern, the Performance, or the Placement. (177) 

...you can show no greater respect for other people in the business world than by offering them direct, honest 

feedback, particularly constructive feedback intended to help them improve their performance. We liked the way he 

put it. "Do you think not giving feedback to somebody is respectful? Is going around them to their boss respectful? Is 

going to a peer in the hopes that they will mention something respectful? I often remind myself that delivering a 

tough message is the ultimate way in which I demonstrate respect to another human being. When I do this I put my 

fears aside and instead put their needs first, telling them what they need to hear. I have learned to deal with my 

discomfort while giving a difficult message and to not procrastinate in its delivery. That is one way I show respect for 

people." (185) 

THE 5 D’s FAST TRAINING MODEL (186) 

1 Describe it. 

2 Demonstrate it. 

3 Do it. 

4 Debrief it. 

5 Do it again, but better! 

Sometimes people fail to deliver on expectations because they do not take sufficient personal accountability 

to overcome obstacles and determine what else they can do to achieve a desired result. Even highly motivated and 

well-trained people sometimes suffer from a lack of accountability. (190) 



The truly accountable person doesn’t ask "Who can I blame for this problem?" but "What else can I do to achieve the 

result?" The principle of positive accountability enables people to rise above their circumstances and overcome the 

obstacles they face. (190) 

The top half of the chart, "Above the Line," is where people take the Steps to Accountability to See It, Own It, 

Solve It, and Do It. They "See It" by obtaining the perspectives of others and hearing those perspectives, whether 

they agree with them or not, which allows them to acknowledge reality more readily. They "Own It" by making the 

connection between the circumstances they face and the actions they have taken. "Solve It" consists of personally 

and constantly asking "What else can I do?" and "Do It" requires people to follow through on their commitments, 

without blaming others for failure, and take the necessary action to change the situation, make progress, and 

ultimately achieve the result. 

The bottom half of the chart, "Below the Line," is where people participate in the Blame Game and make 

excuses for missed delivery and unmet expectations, justifying their inaction and lack of progress by chalking it all up 

to things that lie beyond their control. Here, they languish in a feeling of powerlessness, unable to change their 

circumstances or move forward and make a difference. When people get stuck Below the Line, they fail to take 

accountability for their circumstances and blame others for their lack of progress. Instead of delivering on 

expectations, they deliver excuses and explanations about what went wrong. (191) 

The Oz Principle defines accountability as "a personal choice to rise above one’s circumstances and 

demonstrate the ownership necessary for achieving desired results - to See It, Own It, Solve It, and Do It." (195) 

MANAGING THE ACCOUNTABILITY CURRENT 
An Accountability Current flows in every organization, and through every Expectations Chain. The current is 

the directional flow of accountability and identifies where the accountability originates and the direction it moves. 

That flow can be either top-down or bottom-up; that is, accountability may either flow from you or toward you. You 

know you have really harnessed the power of accountability when the current flows toward you. That means people 

in the Expectations Chain (which, for an organizational leader, includes the entire organization) take accountability 

for fulfilling key expectations and take action on their own initiative and with their own energy and effort, to report 

back, report in, raise issues, resolve problems, and, in general, make things happen. 

Top-down accountability keeps everyone at the top of the Expectations Chain busy trying to regulate all the 

important activity in the organization. Every process needs a process control, and in the top-down model those at 

the top become the process control for ensuring that everyone is accountable. Those who control the process work 

so hard to keep tabs on people and projects that they often end up feeling as if they are the only ones taking 

accountability for the result. When they take their hands off the controls, the current ceases to flow and the 

accountability process breaks down. Only when they return and resume their oversight does accountability once 

again take effect. 

What’s the problem with a top-down flow? Everyone below the top can feel as if they must obey orders or 

suffer the consequences. When people responsible for fulfilling expectations feel that way, they can easily draw the 

conclusion that accountability is something that happens to them when something goes wrong. People tend to resist 

and avoid that sort of accountability, and they dodge taking responsibility because it feels coercive to them. They 

often sense that they have lost some amount of personal freedom and choice in what has deteriorated into a 

potentially paralyzing "tell-me-what-to-do" mode of operation. You can see the obvious risk: people abdicate their 

personal accountability to those at the top of the chain who visibly (and often solely) work so hard to create it. 

In our opinion, top-down accountability, which has become the way of life in far too many organizational 

cultures, has led to the crisis of accountability we see throughout the world today. The old Command & Control 

approach, as we described at the beginning of this book, may have worked well enough in the past, but it does not 

engender the ownership and personal investment necessary to get things done in today’s complicated and ever- 

changing world. While the bottom-up approach requires a greater investment of time up front, it pays off 

handsomely in the long run, because when people invest themselves in accountability, those at the top of the chain 

will expend far less energy and effort sustaining a results-producing effort throughout the organization. 

When an Accountability Current flows in a bottom-up direction, people take accountability and proactively 

report to their boss, their teammates, and their peers. Follow-up becomes a natural, ingrained habit. They don’t just 



sit around and wait for someone else to do something, but instead take charge of tasks at the outset. This powerful 

form of accountability does not originate at the top of the Expectations Chain; it begins with the individual. With a 

bottom-up flow, people at all levels in the Expectations Chain hold everyone upon whom they depend accountable. 

This includes the people to whom they report, the people who report to them, peers, customers, vendors, suppliers, 

and all other stakeholders. We call this 360° Accountability. 

The 360° view illustrates the full range of people you hold accountable. Notice its inclusiveness. Unleashing 

the potential of the organization with a bottom-up flow creates a more participative environment that allows people 

to embrace accountability and ownership for achieving results. Does accountability in your Expectations Chain flow in 

a top-down or bottom-up direction? Answer "True" or "False" to the statements below to find out. Of course, you 

may need to generalize because not everyone in your chain operates the same way. 

WHICH WAY DOES ACCOUNTABILITY FLOW IN YOUR ORGANIZATION? 
Answer True or False to the following statements: 

1. People generally do not report on their progress unless you ask them to do so. 

2. You focus on "holding people accountable," as opposed to getting them to "take accountability." 

3. When problems arise, people do not move forward without your involvement. 

4. You often feel as if only you are fully accountable to do whatever it takes to make things happen. 

5. You must constantly follow up on everyone to make sure the right things happen. (196-199) 

People respond in many different ways to the idea of embracing accountability, and their attitudes about it 

greatly affect your Accountability Connection with them. The quality of your connection affects your ability to hold 

others accountable for results in both the Outer Ring and the Inner Ring of the Accountability Sequence. Nowhere 

does attitude become more important than when you are attempting to implement accountability as the Inner Ring 

Solution to unmet expectations. In our work helping organizations create greater accountability, we have identified 

the three most common Accountability Attitudes present in most organizations today: Deflecting, Calculating, and 

Embracing. Understanding these general attitudes will help you more effectively apply accountability as an Inner Ring 

Solution. (200) 

People with a Deflecting Attitude generally do not want to take any accountability. Instead, they almost 

always deflect ownership. They react defensively when things go wrong, almost incessantly claiming, "It wasn’t me!" 

or "It’s not my fault." They tend to spend a lot of time Below the Line and frequently feel like victims of their 

circumstances. Rather than taking personal ownership for moving things forward, they tend to respond in a "tell-me- 

what-to-do" mode, only completing the project or assignment with minimal effort, producing "just good enough," 

but never spectacular, results. They’re quite content to "just get by." (201) 

People who think and act with a Calculating Attitude practice "selective accountability," carefully choosing 

the situations in which they will or will not become personally invested. At times they give the impression that they 

are deflecting; other times they seem to be embracing. Their decisions to invest themselves depend on a number of 

variables, such as their current circumstances, the specific teammates involved, their personal interest level, or their 

perceived workload. Before determining to what extent they will take accountability, they carefully consider the risk 

of failure and balance that with their own interests and desires. They always do what they are asked to do, but you 

can tell the difference in the quality and impact of their work when they are not fully engaged. (201) 

People with a Calculating Attitude spend time both Above and Below the Line, moving between the two quite 

frequently and experiencing the frustration associated with straddling the "line." People who work with someone 

who has a Calculating Attitude find them somewhat unpredictable and unreliable. Can you count on them when the 

going gets rough? Maybe. Maybe not. 

Finally, people who generally display the Embracing Attitude neither deflect nor calculate but eagerly take 

accountability for the task and quickly become personally invested in doing their best to get it done. When 

things go wrong due to their own mistakes, they tend to acknowledge their role immediately. As a result, they 

willingly take risks, even if doing so may result in failure. When they encounter difficult obstacles and pesky 

problems, they move relentlessly forward. People with this attitude spend a lot of their time Above the Line. While 



not immune from dropping Below the Line occasionally, they quickly recognize that fact and ask themselves "What 

else can I do?" to move back up Above the Line. These folks stand out in any organization and in any setting because 

they are the proactive, results-oriented people who almost always make good things happen. (202) 

Characteristics of the Accountability Attitudes 

DEFLECTING 

Avoids taking any risk that might 

result in failure 

Usually feels like a victim 

Often operates in a "tell-me-what- 

to-do" mode 

Runs for cover and denies any 

responsibility for what happened 

when things go wrong 

Sees any obstacle as a reason to stop 

working 

CALCU LATI N G 

Carefully determines what risks to 

take 

Can drop Below the Line quickly, 

depending upon the situation 

Can appear inconsistent in his/her 

work ethic, sometimes giving an 

extraordinary effort, other times a 

halfhearted one 

Often tells a carefully crafted story 

about why it was not his/her fault 

when things go wrong 

Views obstacles either as roadblocks 
to progress or as exciting challenges, 

depending on his/her interest in the 

task 

EMBRACING 

Willingly takes risk because he/she 

does not fear falling 

Takes responsibility for 

circumstances 
and spends little time externalizing 

the reasons for a lack of progress 

Usually takes the initiative and 

demonstrates great resourcefulness 

Admits his/her own mistakes when 
things go wrong 

Greets obstacles as challenges that 

he/she can creatively attack 

You might suggest to those who are failing to deliver on expectations that they apply this assessment to 

themselves. Doing so can help them see how a shift in attitude might improve their ability to fulfill your expectations. 

It may surprise you how quickly most people can alter their attitudes once they examine them within the context of 

accountability’s impact on results. In our experience, when people see how a Below the Line attitude can hurt them 

personally and undermine the effectiveness of the organization overall, they usually choose to get Above the Line 

and adopt an Embracing Attitude as fast as they can. (203) 

...you can create a certain level of accountability with "force," but when you leave the scene, a person’s sense of 

accountability leaves with you. When people use any form of coercion, they do not really get people to take 

accountability, they just get people to act accountable. There can be a great difference between the two. When 

people assume true accountability, they invest their hearts and minds and show a level of ownership that transcends 

any behavior that could be motivated by other tactics. More important, they continue that behavior in your absence. 

(204) 

The second paradox is the paradox of consequences. To most people, accountability requires that someone 

suffer consequences for unmet expectations. After all, without consequences, what difference does accountability 

make? If you think that accountability is something that you’re forced to take as punishment when things go wrong, 

you will come to fear those negative consequences, and, as a result, shy away from taking greater personal 

accountability. This way of thinking comes easily to people who accept the conventional Oxford dictionary definition 

of accountability: "Liable to be called to account." As a rule, our society only calls for an accounting when something 

has gone wrong. That accounting leads to punishment, and no one submits willingly to punishment. Fearing 

retribution, people run for cover when they hear that management wants to hold people more accountable. Here 

again, people mistakenly believe that accountability is something that the organization’s leadership imposes on 

everyone, rather than something everyone in the organization embraces to get results. 

The third paradox is the paradox of shared accountability. While the task of taking accountability lies with the 

individual, the end result depends on many people throughout the Expectations Chain sharing ownership for 

obtaining the result. Teams, departments, divisions, and organizations are rarely held accountable, at least not as 



accountable as their respective leaders. Individuals, including leaders, are called to account for the success or failure 

to fulfill the stewardship entrusted to them by those who put them in charge of fulfilling expectations. In reality, the 

ability of others to do the things they say they will do greatly affects your ability to fulfill the expectations for which 

others will hold you accountable. 

Increasing the likelihood that the people in your Expectations Chain will come through for you is what this 

book is all about. When it comes to managing unmet expectations, you must resolve the paradox of shared 

accountability by helping people take the personal accountability necessary to get the result, even when they share 

that accountability with others. The notions of individual and shared accountability can compete with each other to 

establish who, at the end of the day, is truly accountable for what happened. Keep this paradox in mind as you help 

people better understand that their personal accountability transcends that of the group and that they should own it 

as if everything depended upon them. When you establish that level of personal ownership, then the tension 

inherent in the notion of shared accountability disappears. (206-207) 

We often remind leaders that the act of holding an individual accountable is really the act of holding an 

entire organization accountable. Everyone can, and will, tell and retell the story about what you did, how you did it, 

and whether or not you did it appropriately and fairly. People will share the story throughout the Expectations Chain 

as if it had happened to them directly. If the right stories about the right experiences travel throughout your 

organization, they will contribute greatly to a positive environment of accountability and trust. Unfortunately, people 

like to tell and hear negative stories even more than they do positive ones. Remaining conscious of the fact that your 

actions will become the source of stories that drive Cultural Beliefs will help you to more carefully craft your 

experiences and ultimately speed up cultural change. (215) 

We define a Culture of Accountability as "a place where people think and act, on a daily basis, in the manner 

necessary to develop successful solutions, find answers, overcome obstacles, triumph over any trouble that might 

come along, and deliver results." In such a culture everyone continually asks, "What else can I do to achieve results, 

attain objectives, and accomplish goals?" In short, it is a place where people think and act in the manner necessary to 

achieve organizational results. (217) 

As we have examined organizations around the world, we have come to the conclusion that there are five 

primary types of accountability-based cultures: a Culture of Complacency, a Culture of Confusion, a Culture of 

Intimidation, a Culture of Abdication, and a Culture of Accountability. (217) 

Why does Organizational Integrity matter so much? The answer’s quite simple. When people do everything in 

their power to do what they say they will do, the work becomes predictable and commitments become a reality. 

When you can count on the people you work with to follow through, the process of holding people accountable 

becomes more positive. Bottom line, Organizational Integrity lies at the heart of keeping people in the Expectations 

Chain connected in a way that produces results and maintains relationships of trust and respect. 

Three core values reside at the heart of any culture that maintains a climate of positive accountability, and 

those values comprise what we mean by Organizational Integrity. These values hold it all together and make a 

Culture of Accountability really work. Without them, Organizational Integrity erodes and eventually disappears. We 

have given these three values names that put them into action: Follow Through, Get Real, and Speak Up. Follow 

Through means "do what you say you will do"; Get Real means to "get to the truth"; and Speak Up means to "say 

what needs to be said." Each of them is an essential component of Organizational Integrity. No one can expect true 

accountability without these values and the actions they drive. A complete and constant focus on them allows people 

to hold others accountable for results in a positive, principled way. Incorporating and constantly stressing these three 

values will do more than anything else to make it possible for people to take accountability, fulfill expectations, and 

deliver results. (225) 

When everyone in a culture adheres to a commitment to follow through, people believe all of the promises, 

commitments, and deadlines they make with each other and this trust establishes and reinforces the positive 

accountability connections needed to accelerate business processes. 



By "Get Real," we mean, "get to the truth." A commitment to get to the truth throughout the entire 

organization will also speed up business processes and improve your ability to get results. When people resist dealing 

with the truth, positive accountability grinds to a halt. We all find it hard at times to get to the "truth," particularly 

when we think it might make someone feel unhappy or look bad. However, "getting real" will do much more to move 

a project forward than any attempt to create a happy illusion, no matter how well intentioned. Creating an 

environment where people settle for nothing less than the truth will help them recognize the reality of their situation 

and enable them to clearly see the accountability they need to take in order to deliver results. (226-227) 

Finally, people operating in a Culture of Accountability say what needs to be said, when it needs to be said, 

and in a way that ensures others will hear it. To do that, they need an environment free from the fear of retaliation, 

because that fear can be overpowering to the point that anyone, even a normally assertive person, will clam up. 

(228) 

If you possess a Coerce & Compel style, you should bear in mind that you cannot create a Culture of 

Accountability by edict. It only happens by way of invitation. That is, you must openly campaign for it by working to 

persuade and convince the organization that the move Above the Line will benefit everyone. Creating new 

experiences to drive those new beliefs will help in the process of convincing others. Equally important, you will need 

to establish free-flowing feedback so that people Speak Up and 6et Real about progress or the lack of it. (230) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Brady Reed [brady.reed@franklincovey.com] 

3/3/2014 4:33:10 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

New 7 Habits 4.0 and 5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Coach Dorrance, 

In a prior email I sent you a link to the new 7H app for lOS. (There is also one for Android.) Below is further information 

per our conversation after your Duke game this past weekend regarding the new 7 Habits 4.0 and 5 Choices 

program. An informational flyer is attached for both programs. 

5 Choices: 

First Things First has been superseded by "The 5 Choices to Extraordinary Productivity." The website link is: 

h~p://www.frank~inc~ve~/~rn/~c/s~uti~ns~pr~ductivitY-s~uti~ns/the-5-ch~ices~t~extra~rdinary2pr~ductivitY. This 

program also has an app that should extend its value to your girls. The course addresses the appropriate use of 

technology to rule our lives vs having it rule us. 

7 Habits 4.0: 

The next 7 Habits 4.0 Overview will be in Raleigh May 6 @ The Cardinal Club, 150 Fayetteville Street, Raleigh, NC 

27601. Registration can be found at: h~p:!!www~k~vey~o~!Zh~o~!!~!ng/ and hope we will see you there. 

Should you need anything from FranklinCovey, I am at your service. 

Best regards and best wishes for your team this year! 

Brady 

Brady Reed 

o, 252.557A000 c, 

brady:reed@f ran klincovey.com 







From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}email.unc.edup, 

Monday, 5:44 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Internship Opportunities 

~)hotma~J.com 

~gmail.com 

~gmail.com 

UNC-CH - Class of 

On 

@email.unc.edu 

at 5:36 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

1can’t remember .... send me all the names and emails and Iwill follow up! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> @qmail.com> 4:59 PM >>> 

I believe. Did you get around to emailing him and the others? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:52 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Who did we commit to? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> 

Hello Mr. Dorrance, 

@hotmail.com> 1:01 PM >>> 

I just wanted to touch base with you and see if you needed me to do anything for my upcoming internship in the fall. I look for~vard to joing 

your team in the fall. 

Thanks, 

Date: Thu,           14:34:56 0500 

From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: @hotmail.com 

CC: @email.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Internship Opportunities 

we would love to have you in the fall (late August to 1st week in Dec). 

And yes, I am convinced but you have to convince 

Anson Uorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>> @hotmail.com> 7:41 PM >>> 

Mr. Dorrance, 

I have savings set aside for when I begin my internship, and I am planning on obtaining a part time job as well to help me survive. However, I 

am looking for an internship to start in the mid summer or fall, Ido not knowwhen you were wanting this intern to start but Iwill have to wait 

until my spring semester is over. If I have convinced you and you are still interested please let me know. 

Thank you, 



Date: Mon,           15:06:30 0500 

From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: ~, hotmail.com 

CC: ~email.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Internship Opportunities 

How will you survive financially? 

I will have    send you what she has helped us develop (to give you a taste). It has really made a difference in helping our players (and me) 

see what we are doing in matches. It is labor intensive to produce (especially at the two game a week clip required in the fall). 

will have to sign off on you as well. We have had too many well intentioned people start to help us but then have faded because it is not 

high profile and it is a grind to do properly. But to us it is VERY important. 

If you can convince me you can survive financially, and signs off on you, you can start whenever you like, 

All the best and thank you for your interest. 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

@hotmail.com>            2:13 PM >>> 

Mr. Dorrance, 

would like to accept this internship. 

Thank you, 

Date: Wed,           16:00:27 0500 

From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

To: ~hotmail.com 
CC: @email.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Internship Opportunities 

OK, we would be interested. We are looking for a hard working individual to help with breakdown of match performance to produce our own 

match analysis platform. You would be working with a veteran manager            who has helped us develop the system. If you do 

everything properly along with practice attendance it is a 20 hour a week commitment in the fall (10 to 15 hours in the Winter/spring). 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > >                       ~hotmail.com >           4:38 PM > > > 

have some savings and Iwould find a part time job as well. 

Date: Mon,           10:23:43 0500 

From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Internship Opportunities 

We can’t pay you anything .... how will you sun/ive? 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

played soccer at 

~hotmail.com > 2:27 PM >>> 

Date: Sat, 11 Dec 2010 13:22:54 0500 

From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: Re: Internship Opportunities 

what sports? 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



@hotmail.com> 7:33 PM >>> 

~holmail.com 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 

I am writing to express ~ny interesl in pmsning an internship opportunity within your organization. I am in the process of completing my 

Masters of Science in Sport Business Administration and securing an internship where I can contribute and learn is a part of my program. 

have experience in sports as an athlete and s~dent, as well as experience in customer service and retail s~Jes. I completed my Bachelors 

of Arts &gree in Sports Administration with a minor in Business. I’m enthusiaslic, work effectively as part of a team, and can be relied on 

to get the job done in a high quality manner. 

I am eager to speak with you regarding internship opportunities you may have and would be appreciative of any advice you are willing to 
shoae with me. My contact information is:         (~hotm~Jl.com and             (cell). 

Thank you tbr your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~’ Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, December 8, 2011 4:09 AM 

Ga~ Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

hi friends- 

i usually use www.pass2me.com to circulate these articles, my friend steve darby (ex thailand coach etc) sent this article 
to me which im forwarding to you (with some comments), while i studied his work on the football industries MBA course 
and interested in simon kupers work, im not a fan of statistics as a measurement of performance, he is not a football 
player nor is he a coach so he has no understanding of the intangibles that make up a players DNA. there are so many 
intangibles in football that although stats dont lie, they can also deceive, charles hughes did a good job of this but sadly 
we are still seeing the remnants of this even today, i made a few comments on the article, simon kuper is a great writer 
but off the mark. 
ive started discussion groups in over 30 countries now. i hope you can join some of them. more discussion is needed. 
too many people at the top of the food chain and not enough produce and real farmers is the real issue. 
if you are on pass2eme.com then its a lot easier to discuss, for those of you who arent so tech savvy, ill have to stick to 
email ;) 
best wishes 
gary ireland 

[ 
Trust statistics 
Simon Kuper 
December 02, 2011 

Gar~ Ireland 
(650) 387 4"i28 
Skype ’garyjireland’ 
Find me on Pass2Me 



In 2004, Bolton Wanderers were interested in signing the 34-year-old 
midfielder Gary Speed. On paper, Speed looked too old. But Bolton 
were one of the first English clubs to analyse so-called "match data": 
the stats on players’ sprints, kilometres run, passes, tackles and 
everything else. No-one buying worth his two cents Gary would have 
looked at his data. Gary Speed was well known by key decision makers 
including former teammates and mamagers for years. They knew what 
they were buying. 

Bolton, recalls Gavin Fleig, then one of the club’s data analysts, "was 
able to look at his physical data, to compare it against young players in 
his position at the time who were at the top of the game, the Steven 
Gerrards, the Frank Lampards. For a 34-year-old to be consistently 
having the same levels of physical output as those players, and 
showing no decline over the previous two seasons, was a contributing 
factor to say: ’You know what, this isn’t going to be a huge concern.’" he 
had played 70+ games over the previous 2 seasons...people know how 
he presented himself in pre-season and how sharp he was. they knew 
his mentality, when you buy a player than age you know what you~e 
getting, they were getting an exceptional player who was a consumate 
professional, you dont need a data guy for that. im not saying the data 
was incorrect, im saying whomever the coach/manager was didnt need 
to look at data Speed played for Bolton till he was 38. 

And four years later he was found hanged in his garage, irn not sure 
what Kuper mentioned this. God Bless Gary. May he rest in peace. 
When the transfer market reopens in January, match data will help drive 
transfers at clubs like Arsenal, Chelsea and Liverpool. whomever has 
been coaching and managing will be well aware of the form of the 
players, they watch enough games and know enough people in the 
industry, what owners and data collectors dont know is how deep the 
intimate knowledge and network Js withing the coaching and player 
fraternity, information is shared on a daily basis in minute detail, social 
habits; punctuality and attendance; effort on the training field; personal 
issues; carrying injuries and ambition/commitment, how much data can 
be collected on the player as a person ~ what is the players value in the 
dressing room? their experiential knowledge, what is the financial value 
placed on these qualities? 

A data revolution is changing football. Yet it’s happening almost out of 
sight of fans and media. 
Charles Reep, a Wing Commander in Britain’s Royal Air Force, made 
possibly the first known attempt to log match data at a football match. In 
1950, during the second half of a Swindon Town game, he logged 147 
attacks by Swindon. Noting that the team scored only once, i dont think 
you need to log this type of information in the same way i think you can 
safely say that most basketball attacks result in a basket which its why 
the game is so boring! i live here in the USA and they think football is 
boring because less goals etc ..... thats the appeal of the game of 
football...its difficult to score! and extrapolating from this small sample, 
he calculated that 99.29 per cent of attacks in football failed, hmmm. 
really?;) Reep kept logging matches, and developed a theory (based 
on extremely shaky numbers) that too much passing was risky and 
pointless, i didnt know that charles hughes was writing this 
article .... please dont translate this into catalan or portugese...He argued 
for long balls forward, as Jonathan Wilson recounts in Inverting the 
Pyramid. 
The Wing Commander found an unlikely ally in a Norwegian Marxist. 
Egil OIsen, coach of Norway’s unexpectedly strong team of the 1990s, 
also had a love of stats that went far beyond football. (Olsen can - and 
sometimes does - name the highest mountain of every country in the 



world.) Before games, OIsen would gather Norway’s players to show 
them their latest individual stats on a big screen, cant deny they were 
productive...but... 
It got to the point that when the midfielder Lars Bohinen mishit a pass at 
the World Cup of 1994, he’d instantly think, "Oh no - I’ve got an ’M"" - 
OIsen’s code for a misplaced pass. Still, the method seemed to work. 
are we to follow egil olsens regimen? Olsen’s Norway briefly ranked 
second on earth. When OIsen became Wimbledon’s manager in 1999, 
writes Wilson, the 95-year-old Reep offered him his services, loud 
cough. 
By then computers were spreading the use of stats in football, 
especially in Germany and England. by then English and German 
Football was in decline...of course there were some great teams and 
players who graced the British playing fields so unfortunately POMO 
gave us a bad rap and English players, no matter how creative werent 
given the credit they deserved. 
Predictably, the pioneer of stats in the Premier League was Arsene 
Wenger. It was data that led him to the midfielder Mathieu Flamini, an 
unknown kid in Marseille who was running 14 kilometers a game. i dont 
think you need to put a odometer on someones foot to say ’hey- he 
covers some ground!’ it more like you hear your players say...’bloody 
hell that bloke covers some gorund!" in the same way you didnt need to 
measure brian robsons distance covered to know he left it on the field 
and covered a heck of a lot of ground .... But gradually, other managers 
began to follow the numbers too. Today, data companies like Opta and 
Prozone bombard clubs with thousands of "data points" a week. 
I visited Opta’s 10th floor offices next to London’s Waterloo station in 
October, the day after Manchester City won 1-6 at Old Trafford. Two 
young men were sitting side by side in front of computers, both 
watching the same images from the game on a screen. One logged all 
of City’s actions, and the other all of Manchester United’s. Two other 
analysts had logged the game live the day before, with a third person 
watching for quality control, but Opta like to repeat the process "with a 
different set of eyes," says the Opta executive John Coulson. "We’re 
collecting 2,000 events a game live as it happens, so you have to keep 
up with it," he explains. 
All the Opta analysts I saw were men, generally in their twenties, kitted 
out in grunge and looking wan. They sit there for hours, logging every 
event in endless detail (long pass, weight on the ball, origin of the ball, 
where the ball lands .... ). It looks a harder job than actually playing 
football. ??????? Tell me he didnt wire that! Coulson thinks that so far 
data plays a big role in recruitment at only "four or five teams" in the 
Premier League. 
Yet these mostly big clubs take the data very seriously indeed. No 
wonder, because if you’re going to pay fortunes for a player, you don’t 
want to rely on gut alone. You might think you could recruit a centre- 
forward, at least, based on his goal tally. Yet the stats show that Sergio 
AgiJero, a prolific scorer, is deficient when it comes to defensive work. 
we know this. he is argentinian been playing in spain and been around 
for a while, everyone knows what he can and cannot do. He is much 
less industrious than the man he is replacing at Manchester City, Carlos 
Tevez. show me a more industrious player when he is on his day._.dont 
tell me you need to measure ibrahimovics’ output data to know that he 
didnt work harder. You’d probably want to know that before paying £38 
million for him. 
Or let’s say you need a goalkeeper, historically the most undervalued 
position in football. (Striker is the most overvalued.) Columbia University 
in New York analysed the Premier League’s keepers for the 2009-2010 
season. At Waterloo, the Opta men flash the study up on a screen. 
Columbia had worked out how many shots each keeper faced from 
different parts of the field, measured the strength of those shots, 
clocked what proportion each keeper stopped, and ended up with a 



surprising number one: Craig Gordon of Scotland and Sunderland. 
Gordon was consistently above average in all categories, whereas the 
others all had at least one significantly weaker category. Second in the 
rankings was Liverpool’s Jose Reina, and third Heurelho Gomes of 
Spurs. does it measure the amount of blunders per shot also ;) sorry 
gomes and reina..it happen to the best of us Our eyes flit down the list, 
through great keepers from around the world, until we reach the bottom 
four in the rankings: David James, Paul Robinson, Robert Green and 
Chris Kirkland. You may note their shared nationality. Admittedly this 
was only one season of data, but maybe English football needs to 
rethink how it develops keepers, no commen 
Or perhaps your club needs an attacking midfielder. Opta’s computer 
runs through all leagues in Europe for which it has data, and plucks out 
the players who are creating most chances. Acknowledged greats like 
Cesc Fabregas, Mesut Ozil and Kaka feature prominently, you dont 
need data analysis to know this. You don’t need a computer to know that 
they are good.just wrote that Then there are rising talents like Mario 
GOtze, Eden Hazard and Juan Mata. mata has been on the radar for a 
while .... as has hazzard...It’s interesting to see Salomon Kalou and 
Tomas Rosicky on the list, too. why? rosicky was one of the top players 
in the wodd several years ago...some injuries and getting older but not 
new to high caliber footba&..Perhaps they are underestimated. Indeed, 
one prominent voice inside Chelsea used to argue that Kalou was the 
most valuable player in the squad: cheap, rarely injured, uncomplaining 
when sub, young enough to have resale value, and unexpectedly 
productive. 
Then the search throws up a surprising name: Josip Ilicic of Palermo, a 
23-year-old Slovenian, have not heard of him so this would be useful to 
know ..... then again i could call my italian and slovenian contacts...who 
turns out to be a great creator of chances. No wonder his pursuers 
reportedly include Chelsea, Spurs and Liverpool. Data analysis in 
football has now reached the point where a few seconds after 
identifying Ilicic, you can be watching video of all his through-balls of the 
last month, useful unless you have youtube. 
http:iiwww.yo utu be. co m/watch ?v= Pts R5 rrth bY 
great goal at the 3:29 mark btw! 
If he moves to England next month, it’s a fair bet that data will have had 
something to do with it. or more youtube. 
Of course, stats alone can never determine a decision on football. You 
can’t buy Ilicic blind simply because the computer tells you to. You have 
to go and watch him, too, just as Wenger watched Flamini before 
signing him. In football, gut will always have a place alongside numbers. 
more than numbers because ’guts’ are ’instincts’ and ’experiential 
knowledge’ based on developing an eye for the game after years of 
playing, coaching and managing. Fergus Connolly, a performance 
consultant whose clients include Premier League clubs and NBA 
basketball teams, says: "Some coaches are afraid that data will tell 
them what to do. It can never tell them what to do. It can never be black 
and white." 
Still, many managers - often ex-players distrustful of fancy numbers - 
ignore the data their clubs receive, they can support your 
evaluation...should not be afraid of numbers. At some clubs, the "data 
analyst" is just a guy who has branched out from making videos. Even if 
the stats lead him to an insight, the manager might not listen. 
Sometimes analysts get locked in computer-filled backrooms and never 
even meet the manager. Knowledge is no use if people in power won’t 
use it. data can be too dry and to much math..they both need to meet 
halfway, im a fan of quantifying and measuring results in practice, i think 
that players can be highly motivated by measuring their performance in 
much the same way players want to break their juggling records or 
passing against a wall....soccer tennis etc. nothing wrong with this in a 
training environment- players will take these competitive numbers and 



confidence into a game from there but to fear (as in bohinens -"Oh no - 
I’ve got an ’M"" comments) is not a good motivator, a players should be 
free in their mind when playing. 
Manchester United is an example of a club with limited use for statistics. 
Alex Ferguson does employ a large data department, but then he is 
always vacuuming up information from all sources: from ex-managers 
he speaks to on the phone all day as well as from mathematics 
graduates. And he can’t do what Wenger does and crunch numbers 
himself. "If you showed him a laptop," growls an employee of 
Ferguson’s, "he’d think it was a place-mat." he seems to have done 
pretty well.. 
When the data-loving American John Henry used to be a band member 
so was an ’artist’ at some point ..... bought Liverpool in 2010, the 
prevailing suspicion of numbers in soccer must have reminded him of 
baseball once upon a time. Yet in the last decade, baseball has had its 
data revolution. Henry’s own Boston Red Sex won two world series 
using the statistical "Moneybalr’ methods made famous by Billy Beane, 
how are they dent now? what kuper didnt do was mention that they 
oakland a’s have had their worst season since 1999....they have won 
less games in 2011 than any other season and they have won less 
games...as i said...their worst season ..... analyze that! general manager 
of the Oakland A’s. (Go and see the new movie Moneyball, with Brad 
Pitt playing Beane. Better yet, read the original book Moneyball, by 
Michael Lewis.) 
did you know that in 2011 the red sex recorded their worst start to a 
season since 1946 and had their worst season since 2006. In the end 
of the season, Terry Francona admitted that the clubhouse didn’t have 
his definition of "leadership." Terry Francona also told of days where 
the starting pitchers John Lackey, ace Josh Beckett, and Jon Lester 
spent time in the dugout drinking when they should have payed 
attention. 
At Liverpool, Henry wanted to do a "Moneyball of soccer". The only 
problem was that he knew nothing about soccer. He called his friend 
Beane - who like so many Americans in recent years has become a 
soccer nut ..to ask for advice. Beane recommended his best friend in 
soccer, Damien Comolli. And so Henry hired the French Moneybafl 
enthusiast as his director of football, no comment to the above. 
im not going to comment anymore below this line....expect the last one- 
enough said. 
Since then, Liverpool has probably supplanted Arsenal as leader of 
football’s data revolution. Last January Comolli bought Andy Carroll and 
Luis Suarez for a combined £58 million, and sold Fernando Torres to 
Chelsea for £50 million. "When you find yourself handling three of the 
biggest transfers in English football history in the last days of the 
market," Comolli said at the time, "precise figures allow you not to do 
that blind." 
He didn’t say much more than that, but before selling Torres, he would 
undoubtedly have checked the stats to see if the player was declining. 
With older players - and a striker at 26 is getting old - the key question 
is, "How fast is he fading?" You can measure that by comparing the 
player’s key outputs from year to year. If, for instance, his top sprinting 
pace, number of shots on goal and number of completed passes in the 
final third of the pitch are gradually declining, you can probably see his 
future. (Comolli must know that Steven Gerrard’s number of shots on 
target - a key stat - has been falling since he was 26. A canny 
unsentimental Liverpool might have sold Gerrard at about 28, before 
others noticed his decline.) 
Getting a statistical take on Suarez was harder. The Uruguayan had 
never played in the Premier League. What formula do you use to 
translate goals, shots or assists in the easy Dutch league into their 
equivalents in tougher England? Luckily, Suarez’s Dutch numbers 



spoke loudly. Beane told me, "He was so dominant there that even 
though he was jumping into a bigger league, I think they felt like they 
were going to have at least a certain calibre of player no matter what." 
Last summer, numbers guided Comolli again. Few observers of 
football had identified Stewart Downing as a great talent, but the data 
showed that he was one of the Premier League’s most prolific dribblers 
and creators of chances. According to rankings produced by Opta with 
the CIES Football Observatory, the midfielder had been responsible for 
17 per cent of Aston Villa’s "overall club production" in the 2010/2011 
season, a greater share than any other player in the Premier League. 
Comolli bought Downing and Jordan Henderson, who aged 20 was 
already Sundedand’s link-man, responsible for 13.6 per cent of the 
team’s passing. 
Of course the numbers don’t guarantee that Comolli’s signings will 
succeed. However, they should help him outperform Liverpool’s dismal 
transfer dealings under G~rard Houllier and Rafael Benitez. To sign the 
right players consistently, you can’t just rely on your own eyes. As 
Beane says: "The idea that I trust my eyes more than the stats, I don’t 
buy that because I’ve seen magicians pull rabbits out of hats and I just 
know that rabbit’s not in there."he hasnt played footballl,..hasnt coached 
the game and doesnt have an eye for the game so i would say ’it 
depends whose eyes you are seeing through’ In English football, 
intelligence is finally starting to replace magic. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Heno~ Singleton ,@gmafil.com> 

Thursday, March 17, 2011 3:43 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Pertbrmance data (actions) collected by Opta Sports 

Anso~ 

Looking forward to watching your team play this weekend in Atlanta and wanted to rash you safe travels. 

Additionally I wa~ted to recommend the follomng website for whenever time allows: 

http://www.soccerquantified.com/ 

Sincerely, 

Hew Singleton 

On Mar 15, 2011, at 10:58 AM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Heir, 
good stuff’..., thank you! 

Anon Dorvance 

Head Coach 

UNC Wo~nen’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>~> Henry Singleton ,~p, Ina~l.com> 3/11/2011 9:53 AM >>> 

An~n~ 

Opta Sports specializes in the collection and distribution of detailed perfomlance data for soccer matches throughout Em~ope. 

The tbllowing link provides a list of the mmn actions and definitions collected by Opta Sporis: 

http://www.~ptasp~rts.c~m/abx~ut/news/fea~ure-~pta%27s-~b~tba~-acti~n-de~n~tions.h~nl 

Sincerely, 

Henu Singleton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Ryan Knapp <rknapp@nscaa.com~ 

Monday, March 28, 2011 3:43 PM 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Help ns provide analysis tbr MLS aM WPS matches in 2011! 

Dear Coaches, 

For those of you who do not know me, my name is Ryan Knapp and I am the Digital Manager at the NSCAA. I’m reaching out today’ to our Academy’ Stafi; Regional 

Technical Directors, State Technical Coordinators and Master Coach candidates to find those interested in performing Match AnaJysis on MLS and WPS matches in 

2011! 

tlere is the scoop: One of the ways we can build a better NSCAA is to pro~4de great online content on a consistent basis. A high-demand area right now is 
in the field of match analysis. Master Coach candidate Sam Laity sta~ed the trend offright last week with a great recap of Sounders v Ga]axy. Here is a link to his 

report: 

http://nscaa.com/blo~i2011/Inatch- anaIysis/Inatch- ana1ysis- seattle - sounders- 01 - 1- a- galaxv- ma~ch- 15 - 2011 / 

There axe around 60 games in tota1 between MLS and WPS in 2011. For each Inatch one of the group Inembers would watch the Inatch on TV or attend in person 

and do a colnplete match analysis, discussing tactics, formations, combinations and other relevant coaching points. ’][’he coach would complete their report and send it 
to me and I roll format the article and post on the NSCAA blog and blast out through our social media channels and to other media outlets, fans and more. 

This ~pe of content serves our current membership as well as provides an in depth view l~om a coaching perspective. Content like this positions you as a thought 

leader and expert in soccer coaching (as if you weren’t already) and helps the NSCAA drive membership and awareness. 

My goal is to create a core group of coaches who want to participate in 2011. Ideally, each coach would do one match every few weeks or more if you want to’. 

I will work on assigning matches to each coach and support you in publishing the analysis to the NSCAA blog. (Note: I am working out the possibiliO~ of going into 

a parmership with ML£/WPS on this and to secure a press pass or tickets to matches in certain local areas so coaches would be able to work in person at 

the event.) 

I hope some of you roll share your skill and knoMedge ruth other coaches and help spearhead this program tbr 2011. 

If you axe interested in helping our or learning more, please reply to this email by Wednesday, Maxch 30! I roll take those interested and explain more about the 

process and a get a sign-up sheet out so we can get moving. 

There is a match on Friday, April 1 so if anyone is interested in doing the first game please let me know! 

Please contact me if you have any commenLs as to how we can make the program even better! I look tbrward to hearing from you soon. 

All the bes% 

Ryan 

Ryan Knapp 

Manager of NSCAA Digital 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave.. Kansas City, Kansas 66101 

913.362.1747 ext. 1017 (ottice) 

913-362-3439 
http://ww~-.nseaa.com 

Twitter: @ryanknapp ] @nscaa 

S1upe: ~yan.knapp 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nels Hawkinson <nels@basketballtravelers,com> 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Are Foreign Tours Going Away?? 

Hi Coach, 

Foreign Tour Legislation Update for Prop 2010-99 

As university presidents and conferences explore ways to cut costs, several have suggested taking away the option of foreign tours. Proposal (2010-99) has recently been submitted to the 
NCAA Legislative Council to eliminate foreign tours for all NCAA Division I student-athletes, effective immediately upon ratification This is similar to the proposal submitted (then 
rescinded) one year ago and similar to a proposal that has been repeatedly considered and defeated by the membership. 

Here are some facts: 
1. Foreign tours are not mandatory. They are optional and can be funded through creative measures, or in the case of the Pac-10, mandatory I~andraising to proceed. 

2. More than 200,000 students stu@ abroad each year in what many would argue is the top educational experience of their college tenure. Legislating away the foreign tour experience is 
not fair for student-athletes Many universities promote the opportunity to "globally engage" ~vhen attending their institution. 

3. A disproportionate number of African-American students do not have the opportuni~z to study abroad. Foreign tours are one area where this gap can be closed. 

4. Cul~cently, several conferences and teams are marketing themselves to new foreign partnerships. 

5. Many foreign tours include the opportunity for student athletes to earn academic credits 

6. Foreign tours also allow student athletes a unique cultural exchange experience. 

7. Some foreign tours have a communi~ service component See "Senegal Orphanage," "Touching Hearts in Peru," and "Florida State in South Africa" links at the bottom of this page 

What happens next: 
1. The NCAA Legislauve Council meets on October 15th, at which point the?" will choose either "support" or "oppose" this legislation. 

2. The Big Ten sponsored this legislation and at this point only their universi~ presidents can rescind it 

3. If the legislatinn is not rescinded by the Big Ten prior the NCAA Legislative Council meetings in January 2011, there will be a vote on the legislation. For the Legislative Council to take 
final action on foreign tours, there will need to be a 2/3 majority vote to support or oppose. If there is less than a 2/3 majority, the legislation will go to a comment period. 

4. Assuming no final action is taken at the meetings in January and the legislation is not withdrawn by the Big Ten, at the end of the comment period in April of 2011, the Legislative 
Council will make take final action on the legislation. 

5. ~Ihe NCAA Board of Directors will then have the opportunity to take action and can reverse the Legislative Council’s decision. 

What you can do: 
1. Talk to your university administrators and your conference commissioner immediately and tell them of how valuable foreign tours have been to your program and its student athletes 
(submit blogs, journals, videos etc ) Share the culturally enriching afl2~rded to your student athletes 

2. Ask your conference’s representative to the Legislative Council to OPPOSE Proposal 2010-99. 

Foreign Tout Experiences: 

International Dance Off 
http:i/voices.washingtonpost.comidcsportsbogi2OlO/OS/george masons italian dance-of.html?wprss dcsportsbog 

Harvard Women’s Soccer in Italy 

http:/iwww.gocrimson.com;spurtsiwsoci2009-lO/releases/20100320 Venice 

Florida State in South Africa 
http://w~vw.seminoles.corrdsports/w-baskbl/southafrica.html 

UNI Volleyball in Central Europe 

http://weblogs.uni, edu/volleyball/ 

Senegal Orphanage 
http ://w~wz.calbear s.comJview.p~al?id 29322 

Nebraska Volleyball to China 

http:/iwww.huskcrs.congViewArticle.dbral?DB OEM I13 100&ATCLID 204948070 

Touching Hearts in Peru 
http://magazine.iupui edu/OgWinter/ron hunter/ 

Footsteps of St. Vincent DePaul 

h ttp:/imedia. ~vww. d ep a uliaonline, c om/med i a/storag eip a per 1414/news/2010/09/13/Sp o rts/Womens Hoops. T a k es. V inc e ntian. Tour. De Franc e-3930245, shtml 

KSU Volleyball in Europe 
http :i/www.kstatesports colr~sports/w-volle ,vispec-rel/vb-europe-2010.hWnl 

Duke Soccer takes on Spain 

http://dukesoccer.blog.com/ 



Nels Hawkinson 
Basketball Travelers Lac 
225 4th Avenue South 
Edmonds WA 98020 
425.7762775 
425776.4094 (Fox) 

www.basketballtravelers.com 
www paradise jam.corn 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, May 17, 20:[0 1:56 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brian Kalbas <bkalbas@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Breschi <breschi@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Dennis Craddock <craddock@uncaa.unc.edu >; Derek Galvin <derekg@uncaa.unc.edu >; Donna J. Papa 

<djp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Elmar Bolowich <ebolowich@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jan Mann <janmann@uncaa.unc.edu>; John Inman 

<jinman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joe Sagula <jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Rich DeSelm <richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sarah Haney <skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sam 

Paul <spaul@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jenny Slingluff-Levy <uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Kenan Fieldhouse Weight Room 

Coaches, 

The Olympic sport weight room will transition over to Eddie Smith this week (VVednesday through the weekend). I’m not sure as to when we will be fully up and running 
hoping by the middle of next week). For any athletes that are here for summer school, the Student Rec. Centers are open during the following days and hours as an option 

during this transition. Please make your summer school athletes aware of this option. Thanks for the help. 

SRC-Fetzer 
Mon. Fri. 6am til 7pm 

Sat/Sun CLOSED 

Ramshead 
Mon. Fri. 12 noon til 9pm 

Sat. 10am til 5pm 

Sun, lpm til 8pm 

Greg 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Cummings <jcummings@nsca&com> 

Wednesday, June l, 2011 10:34 AM 

’Payne, Paul H’ <ppayne@bloomu.edu>; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; ’Wa~en Merserau’ <warren@soccersolutions.com>; 

~sbcglobal.net; q’,la~cy Feldman’ <nfeldman@bu.edu>; ’Rene Miramontes’ ~aoLcom% ’Perry, George’ 

<gperry@nscaa.com> 

~ieffve~mell’ @grno~l.corn >; ’Giovmmi Pacini’ @yahoo.corn> 

RE: Confelence Call-DOC Search 

LiPDATE ON DIRECTOR OF COACHING EDUCATION SEARCH 

b~ advance of the next call you wil] receive an e-mail t:rom Giovanni Pacirfi w~th a spreadsheet stm~madzb~g the first rotmd of review compleLed by Jeff Vermeil and 

Giovann~ Padn~ and then you will receive 38 e-ma~ls from me w~th one attachment on each e-ma~l. Why 387 S~nce ~ do not know how your server may 

accept!receive attachments I do not want to send an e-ma~ wkh multiple attachments. 8y sendh~g them one at a time, it wN be more laborious but w~l[ guarantee 

yot~ rece[vhlg 

doe Cummings 
Chief ~xecutive Officer and ~xecutive Director 
National Soccer Ooaches Association of America 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Giovanni Pacini ~}yahoo.com> 

Wednesday, June l, 2011 10:54 AM 

Joe Cummings <jcummings@nscaa.com% Payne, Paul H <ppayne@bloomu.edu>; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; Warren Merserau 

<warren@soccersolutions.com>;         ~sbcglobal.net; Nancy Feldman <nfeldma~@bu.edu-~; Rene Miramontes 

@aol.com>; Perry, George <gperry@nscaa.com> 

jeffvennell ~gmail.com> 

Re: Conference Co1I-DOC Search 

Hello~ 
I have attached the spreadsheet that Joe noted in his earlier e-mail. It provides a snapshot of each resume that was submitted. Note that any blank 
spots in the spreadsheet simply means that Jeff and I could not discern enough appreciable information to warrant a "yes" or "no", so in the 
interest of fairness; we left it blank. Also, you will see on the far right a column that has a rating and the definition / criteria that Jeff and I used to 
ultimately rate each candidate. Our ratings have been erased and your committee may feel free to use that process if you like. 
Jeff and I are available to you if any further clarifications are necessary. 
All the Best, 
Giovanni Pacini 
Head Mens Soccer Coach 
Lasell College / 617-243-2118 

NSCAA MA and NH State Technical Coordinator 
National Staff Coach 
National Goalkeeper Staff Coach 
617-243-2118 / www.nscaa.com 

Make The Save Goalkeeper Training 
Direct Kick Field Player Academy 
617-243-2118 / www.makethesave.net 

From: Joe Cummings <jcummings@nscaa.com> 
To: "Payne, Paul H" <ppayne@bloomu.edu>; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; Warren IVlerserau <warren@soccersoluUons.com>; 
<nfeldman@bu.edu>; Rene Miramontes        @aol.com>; "Perry, George" <gperry@nscaa.com> 
C¢: jeff vennell          ~gmail.com>; Giovanni Pacini         @yahoo.corn> 

Sent: Wed, June :t, 20i:t :t0:34:22 AM 
Subject: RE: Conference CalI-DOC Search 

@sbcglobal.net; Nancy Feldman 

UPDATE ON DIRECTOR OF COACHING EDUCATION SEARCH 
In advance o1: the next call you will receive an e4t~ail from Giovanni Pacini with a spreadsheet summarizing the first round of review completed by Jeff: 
Vermeil and Giovanni Pacini and then you will receive 38 e-mails from me with one attachment on each e-mail. VV~y 38? Since I do not know how your 
seller may accept~,’receive attachments I do not want to send an eomail wi[h multiple attachments By sending them one at a time, it will be more laborious 
but will guarantee you receiving it. 
Joe Cummings 
Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

-D-~-Q--C-‘.-~--C--a-~-d-i-d-~-a--t--e-~p--~E-e--a-~-d--s---h~-e-~-e--t~-x-.-~s- l~ie, 30 ~i;~: 20J.] ]0:54:55 -0400 95744bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peny, George <GPERRY@mo~maouthcollege,edup 

Wednesday, June 1~ 2011 1:46 PM 

Giova~ni Pacini @yahoo.com>; Joe Cummings <jcumming@nscaa.com>; Payne, Paul H <ppayne@bloomu.edu>; 
a~son@uncaa.unc.edu; Warren Merserau <warren@soccersolutions.com>;         @sbcglobal.net; Nancy Feldman 

<nfeldman@bu.edu>; Rene Miramontes        @aol.com>; Pen),, George <gpen),@nscaa.com> 

jeffvennell          @gmail.com> 

RE: Confelence Call-DeC Search 

Jeff and (3 i ovanni, 
Thank you very much for this tremendous work. Your thoroughness and dedication to the process sets you both apart! 
’]7his is a great step in what will be a significant step for our education program and the NSCAA as a whole. 
To Anson, Warren, Vince, Nancy and Rene, thank you for stepping up to help and guide us through the next phase 
All the best. 
George 

George Perry III 
Men’s Soccer Coach 
Physical Education Instructor, Director of Intramurals & Club Sports 
Monmouth College 
700 E. Broadway, Momnnouth, ]L 61462 
(309) 457-2227 (O) 
(309) 457-2168 (F) 
gperry@monm edu 
Vice President of Education 
Natthna[ Soccer Coaches Association of America 
Interim Director nfEducation and Coaching Deve]opment 
gperry@nscaa corn 

From: Giovanni Pacini         @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 01,2011 9:53 ~x5~4 
To: Joe Currmm~gs; Payne, Paul H; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; Wat~en Merserau; 
Cc: j eff vetmell 
Subject: Re: Conference Call-DeC Search 

@sbcglobahnet; Nancy Feldrnan; Rene Miramontes; Perry, George 

Hello~ 

I have attached the spreadsheet that Joe noted in his earlier e-maih It provides a snapshot of each resume that was submitted. Note that any blank spots in the spreadsheet simply means 
that Jeff and I could not discern enough appreciable information to warrant a "yes" or "no", so in the interest of fairness; we leR it blank. Also, you will see on the far right a column that has 
a rating and the definition / criteria that Jeff and I used to ultimately rate each candidate. Our ratings have been erased and your committee may feel free to use that process if you like. 

Jeff and I are availatqe to you if an?" further clarifications are necessaly. 

All the Best, 

Giovanni Pacini 
Head Mens Soccer Coach 
Lasell College / 617-243-2118 

NSCAA ]’via and NH State Technical Coordinator 
National Staff Coach 
National Goalkeeper Staff Coach 
617-243-2118 / ~vww nscaa.com 

Make The Save Goalkeeper Training 
Direct Kick Field Player Academy 
617-243-2118 / ww~ makethesave.net 

From: Joe Cunnnings <jcummmgs@nscaa.com> 
To: "Payne, Paul H" <ppayne@bloomu.edu>; anson@uncaa.nnc.edu; Warren Merserau <warren@soccersolutions.com>; 
Rene Miramontes @aol corn>; "Peltry, George" <gperry@nscaa.com> 
Cc: jeffvennell ~)gmail.com>; Giovanni Pacini @ahoo.com> 
Sent: Wed, Juaae 1, 2011 10:34:22 AM 
Sulziect: RE: Conference Call-DeC Search 

@sbcglobahnet; Nancy Feldman <nfel&nan@bu.edu>; 

UPDATE ON- DIRECTOR OF COACHING EDUCATION SEARCH 

In advance of the next call you ~vill receive an e-mail from Giovanni Pacini ~vith a spreadsheet surmnarizing the first round of revie~v completed by Jeff Vennell and Giovanni Pacmi and then 
you will receive 38 e-mails from me ~vith one attacl~nent on each e-mail Why 38 ? Since I do not know how ?’our server may accept/receive attachments I do not want to send an e-mail with 
multiple attachments. By sending them one at a time, it will be more laborious but will guarantee you receiving it. 

Joe Cummings 
Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director 
Natthna[ Soccer Coaches Association of America 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joe Cummings <jcummings@nscaa.com> 

Wednesday, June 1,2011 2:12 PM 

’Perry, George’ <GPERRY@monmouthcollege.edu-~; ’Giovanni Pacini’ ~ya]~oo.com>; ’Payne, Paul tr 

<ppayne@bloomu.edu>; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; ’Warren Merserau’ <warren@soccersolutions.com>;        @sbcglobal.net; ’Nancy 

Feldman’ <nfeldman@bu.edu>; ’Rene Miramontes’        @aol.com>; ’Perry, George’ <gperry@nscaa.com> 

~effvennell’          ~gma~l.com> 

RE: Conference Call-DOC Search 

All 37 resumes have now been sent to Anson, Warren, Vince, Nancy and Rene. 

Joe Cummings 
Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Perry, George [mailto:GPERRY(a)monmouthcoIlege.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 01,2011 12:46 PM 
To: Giovanni Pacini; Joe Cummings; Payne, Pau[ H; anson@uncaa.unc edu; 
Warren Merserau; ~sbcglobal.net; Nancy FeIdman; Rene Miramontes; 
Perry, George 
Cc: j eft vennell 
Subject: RE: Conference CalI-DOC Search 

Jeff and (3 i ovanni, 
Thank you very much for this tremendous work. Your thoroughness and 
dedication to the process sets you both apart[ 
This is a great step in what will be a significant step for our education 
program and the NSCAA as a whole. 
To Anson, Warren, Vince, Nancy and Rene, thartk you for stepping up to help 
and guide us through the next phase. 
All the best. 
George 

George Petrf III 
Men’s Soccer Coach 
Physical Education Instructor, Director of Intramurals & Club Sports 
Monmouth College 
700 E. Broadway, Monmnouth, IL 61462 
(309) 457-2227 (O) 
(309) 457-2168 (F) 
gperry@moam.edu 
Vice President of Education 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
Interim Director of Edncation and Coaching Developruent 
gperry@nscaa.com 

From: Giovamfi Pacini         @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, June 01,2011 9:53 AM 
To: Joe Cunmfings; Payne, Paul H; anson@uncaa.unc.edn; Warren Merserau; 

~sbcglobal.net; Nancy Feldman; Rene Miraruontes; Perry, George 
Cc: j eff vctmell 
Sulziect: Re: Conference Call-DOC Search 

Hellos- 

I have attached the spreadsheet that Joe noted in his earlier e-mail. It 
provides a snapshot of each resume that was submitted. Note that an?’ blank 
spots in the spreadsheet simply means that Jeff and I could not discern 
enough appreciable information to warrant a "yes" or "no", so in the 
interest of fairness; ~ve left it blank Also, you will see on the far right 
a column that has a rating and the definition / criteria that Jeff and I 
used to ultimately rate each candidate. Our ratings have been erased and 
your con~aittee may feel free to use that process if you like. 

Jeff and I are available to you if any further clarifications are necessa~¢. 

All the Best, 

Giovanni Pacini 
Head Mens Soccer Coach 
Lasell College / 617-243-2118 

NSCAA MA and NH State Technical Coordinator 
National Staff Coach 
National Goalkeeper StalK" Coach 
617-243-2118 / www.nscaa corn 

Make The Save Goalkeeper Training 
Direct Kick Field Player Academy 
617-243-2118 / wv,~,.makethesave net 



From: Joe Cutmnings <jcummings@nscaa corn> 

To: "Payne, Paul H" <ppayne@bloomu.edu>; anson@uncaa.unc edu; Warren 

Merserau <warren@soccersolmions corn>; ??)sbcglobal.net; Nancy Feldman 

<nfeldman@bu.edu>; Rene Miramomes ~-@aol corn>; "Perry, George" 

<gperry@nscaa.com> 

Cc: jeffvennell           ~gmail.com>; Giovanni Pacini 

~)yahoo.com> 

Sent: Wed, June 1,2011 10:34:22 AM 

Subject: RE: Conference CalI-DOC Search 

u~r)ATI1 ON DIRECTOR OF COACHIN(J E[)UCA~IION SEARCH 

In advance of the next call you will receive an e-mail from Giovanni Pacini 
with a spreadsheet summarizing the first round of review completed by Jell" 
Vennell and Giovanni Pacini and then you will receive 38 e-mails from me 
with one attachmunt on each e-mail. TVhy 38? Since I do not know- how your 
server may accept/receive attachments I do not want to send an e-mail with 
multiple attachments. By sending them one at a time, it will be more 
laborious but will guarantee you receiving it. 

Joe Curmnings 
Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Peny, George <GPERRY@mo~maouthcollege.edup 

Saturday, June 4, 2011 12:04 PM 

Giova~ni Pacini @yahoo.com>; warren@soccersolutions.com; jcummings@n~aa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu; @sbcglobal.net; nfeldm~@bu.edu; @aol.com; gperry@n~aa.com; ~gmail.com 

I~E: DOC Education Posilion 

Thank you Giovanni. Got it! 

George Percy’ III 
Men’s Soccer Coach 
Physical Education Instructor, Director of Intramurals & Club Sports 
Monmouth College 
700 E. Broad~vay, Monnmouth, IL 61462 
(309) 457-2227 (O) 
(309) 457-2168 ~) 
gperry@monm edu 
Vice President of Education 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
Interim Director of Education and Coaching Development 
gperry@nscaa corn 

From: Giovanni Pacini         ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Saturday, June 04, 2011 9:59 ~\I 
To: warren@soccerso [utions. corn; j c ummings@nscaa, corn; ppayne@bloomu, edu; anson@uncaa, un c edu; 
gperry@nscaa.com;         ~gmail corn 
Subject: Fw: DOC Education Position 

This is reformation. Let me know if this came through. 

Giovarmi Pacini 

Head Muns Soccer Coach 

Lasell College / 617-243-2118 

NSCAA MA and NII State Technical Coordinator 
National Staff Coach 
National Goalkeeper StalK" Coach 
617-243-2118 / www.nscaa corn 

~sbcglobal net; rffeldman@bu.edu; @aol corn; 

Make The Save (ioalkeeper Training 
Direct Kick Field Player Academy 
617-243-2118 / wv,~,.makethesave net 

..... Forwarded Message .... 

From: "director@nscaa.com" <director@nscaa.com> 
To:         @gmail.com;        @yahoo.corn 
Sent: Fri, May 27, 2011 3:05:42 PM 
Subject: FW: DOC Education Position 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~aol.com ~&,’aol.com>> 
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2011 9:31pm 
To: director @nscaa. com<mailto :director~,,nscaa.com> 
Cc:                     @aol.com           ~,,aol. corn>> 
Subject: DOC Education Position 

Hello, 

Please accept this an application for the position of Director of Coaching Education for the NSCAA. 

If there is anything else you need, then let me kno~v. I look forward to hearing back. 

Sincerely, 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Nancy, 

Warren Mersereau <warren@soccersolutions.com> 

Monday, June 13, 2011 11:46 PM 

Feldman, Nancy Carol <nt~ldman@bu.edu> 

m~son@uncaa.unc.edu; @sbcglobal.net; Rene Miramontes 
gperry@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu 

Re: DOC Search 

@aol.com) @aol.com); jcummiugs~uscaa.com; 

Thanks! Looks good to me. I look ~2~rward to the candidates’ responses 

Best regards, 

Warren 
On Jun 13, 2011, at 10:46 PM, FeIchnan, Nancy Carol wrobe: 

> <NSCAA Director of Coaching Written Interview Questions.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Vince Ganzberg @sbeglobal.net> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 9:05 AM 

Warreu Mersereau <warren(a)soccer~lutions.com>; ansou@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com)        @aol.com); Nancy CarolFeldmau <nfeldman@bu.edu> 

jcummings@nscaa.com; gpelry@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu 

Re: DOC Search 

@sbeglobal.uet; Rene Miramontes 

Looks good here! Thank you’. 

Viuce Ganzberg 

--- On Mon, 6/13/11, Feldman, Nancy Carol <nfeldman@bu. edu> wrote: 

From: Feldmar~ Nancy Carol <lffeldman@bu.edu> 

Subject: DOC Search 

To: "Warren Mersereau" <waxren@soccersolntions.cotn>, "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <auson@uncaa.unc.edu>, @sbeglobal.net" 

@sbcglobal.net>, "Reue Mirmnontes ~aol.com) @aol.com)" @aol.com> 
Cc: "jcummings@nscaa.coln" <jcummings@nscaa.com>, "gperry@nscaa.com" <gpelly@nscaa.com>, "ppayne@bloomu.edu" <ppayne@bloomu.edu> 
Date: Monday, June 13, 2011, 10:46 PM 

Attached is the Written Interview Questions that will be sent to the 11 (or 12 if           material comes in) candidates tbr the DOC position. I will also 

send the note below. Please let me know if you have any edits. Will be sent noon EST tomorrow Jm~e 14th. 

Thanks, 

N 

Deal                  : 

As Chairperson of the NSCAA Director of Coaching Educatiou Search Committee, I am pleased to inform you that you have been selected as m~ interview 
candidate tbr the positiou of NSCAA Director of Coaching Education. The first stage of the interview process is a request tbr wlitleu respouses to questions 

that the committee has designated in the attached document. Your responses should be returned to me, by Monday June 20th. You ca~ email 

(nt~ldman(a)bu.edu) or thx (617-353-5286) your replies. Please limit your comments to each question to a maximum of 175 words. 

Follomng the submission of your writteu respouses, a pool of cmididates will be selected by the search conunittee for the next stage of the process. Those 

moviug fol-~VaM roll be contacted to schedule a phoue interview following the July 4th holiday. 

We look folx~v-ard to receiving your comments. 

Regards, 

Nancy Feldma~ 

Chairperson 

NSCAA Director of Coachiug Education Search Committee 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

@aol.com> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 11:58 AM 

~son@uucaa.uuc.edu; nfeldman@bu.edu; jcummings@nscaa.com; 

gperry@nscaa.com; ppayne@nscaa.com 

Re: 

@sbcglobal.net; wa~ren@soccersolutions.com 

Hello All, 

Eor whatever is worth, my two cents are: He is worth the extension of the deadline. I had the privilege of participating in a FIFA Futuro course that he taught and not only did I 
learned a ton but I was inspired by his knowledge and delivery. He certainly made an impact in my coaching. 

All The Best, 
Rene Miramontes 
CSC. Director of Coaching. 

.... Original Message .... 

From: ARson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:                 @aoLcom>; Nancy Carol’ ’Feldman <nfeldman@bu.edu>; Joe Cummings <jcummings@nscaa.com>; 

aersereau’ <warren @soccersolutions.com> 
Cc: gperry <gperry@nscaa.com>; ppayne <ppayne@nscaa.com> 
Sent: Mon, Jun 13, 2011 4:41 pm 
Subject: Re: FW: 

@sbcglobal.net>; ’Wan~n 

To all concerned: 
since I have been recruiting I have never tried to put a deadline on him. Honestly because both our lives are in and out of aircraft for the last two months our connections 
have been intermittent (this guy works hard and is all over the world as we know). I have just been trying to excite him about joining the NSCAA. 
I think he is excited, and, like     who got back to us via his blackberry, he is tied up in a course or a clinic somewhere and was not in a position to get back to us with 
everything easily until Wednesday. I did not tell him it has to be Monday ( I asked if he COULD get it all back in to us Monday). So I would still love to extend this two day 
courtesy to him. He is not under the impression we are dead lining him because I did not feel it would be an attractive recruiting posture. I am a good recruiter and my instinct 
told me to encourage his interest and support his schedule. 
Obviously, I will certainly get behind the committee’s (or Nancy’s) decision but I wanted to roll out all the facts for you. 
All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> "Joe Cummings" <icummin.qs@nscaa.com> 6/13/2011 4:58 PM >>> 

T.:_~: Selection Committee 

President Paul Pavne asked ~:hat f forward this e.-rnail to you all. Paul is away at a course in San Francisco and wanb-:~d t.:_~ be certain that this e.-rnail found its way to 

you all 
Joe Cummings 
Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

From: Payne, Paul H [mailto:ppayne@bloomu.edu] 

Sent: Monday, 3une 13, 20:1:1 3:18 PM 
To: ’Dfeldman@bu~edu’; ’jcummin8s@nscaa.com’; ’gperff@nscaa.com’ 
Subject: Re: 

Sorry for the (t~-:~lay in replving and only my blackberry to d.:_~ it wig:h, in SF trying to ge~: a course ~.;tarted right now so a iit~:k? hectic If w~-_~ haw:_~ a letter o~ interest fr.:_~m 

by today as was originally ofl:ered he wiil be moved forward as a candidate. The advertised deadiine wax extended once as a courtesy to     as he is a strong 

candidate, Obviously the supporLing credentials wouid need Lo be sent ASAP Lo Nancy if we do receive an email from sLatin~ his interesL Thank you to alt for 

your work on behalf of the association and this important t~sk~ 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Nancy Carol <nfeldman@bu.edu~; 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 12:10 PM 

@earthlink.net 

jcummings@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; gperry@n~aa.com 

NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 

Dear 

As Chairperson of the NSCAA Director of Coaching Education Search Committee, I am pleased to inform you that you have been selected as an interview candidate 

for the position of NSCAA Director of Coaching Education. The first stage of the interview process is a request for written responses to questions that the 

committee has designated in the attached document. Your responses should be returned to me, by Monday June 20th~ You can email (nfeldman@bu.edu.) or fax 

(617-353-5286) your replies~ Please limit your comments for each question to a maximum of 175 words. 

Following the submission of your written responses, a pool of candidates will be selected by the search committee for the next stage of the process. Those moving 

forward will be contacted to schedule a phone interview followin~ the July 4th holiday. 

We look forward to receivin~ your comments. 

Re~ards, 

Nancy Feldman 

Chairperson 

NSCAA Director of Coachin~ Education Search Committee 

Nancy C. Feldman 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Boston UNversity 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 022~5 

6~7-353-8456 

6~7-353-5286 

nfeldman~bu.edu 
Terrier "Fva~sH~g ~oc~:er Cars~ 

America East Conference Champions 2000, 200!, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

NCAA Tournament 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

NSCAA Director of Coachinq Written Interview Ouestions.docx P/kn, 1.2 9~.~, 201.~ ~2:~ 5:07 0400 i629$by~es 

NSCAA Director of Coachirlq WrittenIrlterview Questions Doc format.doe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Warren Mersereau <warren@soccersolutions.com> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 12:52 PM 

Anon Dorrance ~m~n@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nancy Caxol Feldmm~ <nfeldman@bu.edu-~; j cumming@nscaa.com Cummings; 

@sbcglobal.net; George Perry <gperry@monm.e&~>; ppayne@nscaacom;        @aol.com 

Re: 

I would suggest that we change our approach re: 

Anson has spoken ruth The committee knows credentials. The committee is interested in furtl~er exploring fit ruth the NSCAA. 

The committee has put     into the pool to a~swer the written questions. So, let’s send     the questions. If he answers the questions per the deadline and the 

committee likes his answers, then he moves to the next step in the process. This gives     the "extension" without having to call it an extension. If     does not 

answer the questions by the deadline or the committee does not think m~swers are that good compared to other candidates, then is dropped from the 

process. 

Bottom line --- At some point despite his busy schedule either    jumps into the process or he does not. We can move past the filst deadline based on Anson’s 

discussion and the committee’s initiaJ evaluation. But, we cannot in good fa~th move l~St the second deadline (written answers) without poorly representing the 

selection process as originally agreed upon. 

Thanks, 

Wa~en 

Sent farm my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                  (~aol.com > 

Date: June 14, 2011 11:57:44 AM EDT 
To: <anson~uncaa.unc.edu>, <nfeldman~bu.edu>, <icumming~nseaa.com>, 

<warren(~ soccersolutions.com> 

Cc: <gperr%~nscaa.com>, <ppavne,@~nscaa.com> 
Subject: Re: 

~sbcglobal.net>, 

Hello All, 

For whatever is worth, my two cents are: He is worth the extension of the deadline. [ had the privilege of participating in a F[FA Futuro course that 
he taught and not only did I learned a ton but I was inspired by his knowledge and delivery. He certainly made an impact in my coaching. 

All The Best, 
Rene Niramontes 
CSC. Director of Coaching, 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson(~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
To:                @aN.com>; Nancy Carol’ ’Feldman <nfeldman@bu.edu>; Joe Cummings <icummin.qs@nscaa.com>; Ganzberg 

@sbccllobal.net>; ’Warren Mersereau’ <warren@soccersolutions.com> 
Cc: gperry <gperrv@nscaa.com>; ppayne <ppayne@nscaa.com> 
Sent: Mon, Jun 13, 2011 4:41 pm 
Subject: Re: FW: 

To all concerned: 
since I have been recruiting i have never tried to put a deadline on him. Honestly because both our lives are in and out of aimraft for the last 

two months our connections have been intermittent (this guy works hard and is all over the world as we knew). I have just been trying to excite 
him about joining the NSCAA. 

I think he is excited, and, like    [ who got back to us via his blackberry, he is tied up in a course or a clinic somewhere and was not in a 
position to get back to us with everything easily until Wednesday. I did not tell him it has to be Monday ( I asked if he COULD get it all back in to 

us Monday). So I would still love to extend this two day courtesy to him. He is not under the impression we are dead lining him because I did not 
feel it would be an attractive recruiting posture. I am a good recruiter and my instinct told me to encourage his interest and support his schedule. 
Obviously, I will certainly get behind the committee’s (or Nancy’s) decision but I wanted to roll out all the facts for you. 
All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-9624100 
>>> "Joe Cummings" <jcummings@nscaa.com> 6/13/2011 4:58 PM >>> 

To: Seiecti.:_~n Committee 

President. Paul Payne asked that I forward th~s e-rnN~ to you a~l. Pau~ ~s sway st a course in San Frandsco and wsnted to be certain Lhat 

th~s e-.~T~a~l ~:ound ~Ls way to you sIL 

Joe Cummings 



Chief Executive Officer and Executive Director 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

From= Payne, Paul H [mailto:ppayne@bloomu,edu] 
Sent-" Monday, .lune :~3, 20:H 3::~8 PM 

To; ’nfeldrna!~@bu,edu!; ’jcu!~m!ngs@!~scaa,¢om’; ’gperry~@nscaa.com’ 
Subject; Re: 
Sorry for the delay in replying and onh/my blackberry to do it with. tn St: trying to get a cour,.;e st~rted right now so a litde hectic If w~-:~ 

f~ave a leLter of interest from     by today as was originally ofl:ered he witl be moved forward as a candidate. The advertised deadline 

was extended once as a courtesy to as he is a strong candidate. Obvio~sty d~e s~pportir~ credentials would need to be sent ASAP Lo 

Nancy if we do receive an email from stating his interest. Thank you to all for your work on behalf of the association and this 

important task, 

someone please forward Lo committee m~-:~nlb~-_~rs, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Nanw Carol <nfeldmau@bu.edu> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 2:40 PM 

a~son@uncaa.tmc.edu; Warren Mersereau (warreu@mccersolutions.com); Rene Miramontes ~aol.com) 
@sbcgloba].net 

gpenT@uscaa.com; jcummiugs@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; Feldma~, Nancy Carol <nfeldmau@bu.edu> 

DOC Iuterviews 

@aol.com); 

Attached are all the documents I have received thus far. We had 12 candidates, and went to 10 when           respectfully removed his name from the search 

and we all know the         situation (don’t need to re-visit ©). 

Of the 10, I have received 7 responses. I just sent a reminder to the three candidates I have not heard from yet, to be sure that they know the deadline is the end of 

today,           informed me when I saw him last week in Amherst that he would get it to me today. I have not heard from             or              at 

all. I did request receipt of the original email I sent with interview questions, and I was automatically informed that they did receive the email. Shall I make a call 

to be sure? 

I will forward these few last responses as soon as I get them. 

The plan is to chat tomorrow, Tuesday, at 6 pm EST. We will use the call to narrow down our interview pool to those we want to schedule phone interviews with 

and will discuss potential phone interview questions. 

The conference call phone in information is: 

Toll-free dial-in number (U.S. and Canada): 

(877) 808-6662 
Conference code: 

Nancy C. Feldman 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Boston University 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 02215 

617-353-8456 (p) 

617-353-5286 (f) 

nfeldman@bu.edu 

Terrier Trai~i~;g Soccer Camp 

www.terriertra{ningsoccer.com 

America East Conference Champions 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

NCAA Tournament 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

NSCAA Director of Coachinq Written Interview Questions Answers.docx SL:n, i’_.?. Scp 2011 i4;45;34 
NgCAA Director of CoachinqWritten Interview Questions.doc S:.e:, ~.f.’. £:<’p ::~0~.’i ]4:4::;:54 -0400 

NSCAA Director of Coachinq Written Dlterview Questions.pall Sd;~, 18 Se¢: 2:311 14:45:34 -0.:p3O 

NSCAA responses.doc £:~;::, "i~ Sep 20t~. J.4:45:34 -0400 
NSCAA+Director+of+Coachinq+Written+Interview+Questions.docx S:.:n~ ~S SeD 70~Z Z.:~:45:’~4 

~-~&~--~-~£~-~--9[-~g-~b-~-q~][}-9~--]~-~Lz]~-A--~#-~-~-~]~--[&g~-~]~-~:-~5. S:.~n, i~.~. £:~:’p 20 it ]4 

NSC~ Director of CoachinqWritten Interview Questions Doc format.doc Sd;~, 18 SeF: 2:311 14 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Nancy Carol <nfeldmau@bu.edu> 

Monday, June 20, 2011 7:15 PM 

a~son@uucaa.unc.edu; ~sbcglobal.uet; Rene Miramontes 

(warren@soccersolufions.com) 

gpenT@uscaa.com; jcummings@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu 

I~NV: N SC.AJ\ Director of Coachiug Education 

@aol.com) @aol corn); Warren Mersereau 

Attached are responses. 

Nancy C. Feldman 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Boston U niw:_~rsity 

285 Babcock S~r~-’_~e~ 

Boston~ MA 022~5 

6~7-.35~-8456 (p) 

6:t7-353-5286 

nfeldman@bu,edu 
TeFr~er Tr;~r~r~g So(:(:eF 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, June 20, 2011 6:32 PM 
To: Feldman, Nancy Carol 
Subject; RE: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 
Nancy, 
Sorry for the delay in getting these back to you! 
T have been away for most of the week and have just be able to get some points down. 
T only accessed your email on Friday in a format that I could read and got my thoughts together last night. 

I hope to hear from you shortly. 

America Eost Conj,,fence Champions 2000, 200!, 20:33, 2005, 200Z. 2008, 2009, 2010 

NC4A Tourn{~ment 2000, 200.I~ 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 200& 2009, 201~0 

@hotmail.com] 

Thanks! 

Yours in football, 

From: nfeldman@bu.edu 
To:         @hotmail.com 
CC: Jcummings@nscaa.com 

Date: Mon, 20 Jun 2011 14:56:33 -0400 
Subject: RE: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 

Hil 

Any time tonight is fine 

Thanks for checking. 

Nancy 

From:                      @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2011 2:53 PM 
To: Feldman, Nancy Carol 

Subject: Re: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 

Sorry Nancy, 

I should have asked if this is OK? 

I should be at my computer by 6pm est. 

Will that work? 

Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Feldman Nancy Carol <nfeldman@bu.edu> 

Date: Non, 20 Jun 2011 18:47:53 
To:          @hotmail.com> 
Subject: RE: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 

Hi 

Very well. 

Thanks! 



> Nancy 

> Nancy C. Feldman 

> Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
> Boston University 
> 285 Babcock Street 
> Boston, MA 02215 
> 617-353-84-56 (p) 

> 617-353-5286 (f) 
> nfeldman(~Obu.edu 
> 
> Terrier Training Soccer Camp 

America East Conference Champions 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

NCAA Tournament 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 20, 2011 2:4-5 PM 
To: Feldman, Nancy Carol 

Subject: Re: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 

Nancy, 

T have been away all week but will email you my responses this evening. 

Thx 

Sent via BlackBerry from T-Mobile 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Feldman Nancy Carol <nfeldman@bu.edu> 

Date: Mon, 20 Jun 2011 18:16:35 
To:           ~_h___o__t___m___a_j_[~_c___o_t ~ > 

Cc: <gperry@nscaa.com>; <ppayne@bloomu~edu>; <jcummingsCcp. nscaa.com> 
Subject: FVV: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 

Dear 

Just a reminder that if you would like to remain in consideration for the NSCAA Director of Coaching Education position, the interview question responses are due by the end 
of the day. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you. 

Nancy Feldman 
Chairperson 
NSCAA DOC Search Commit-tee 

Nancy C. Feldman 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Boston University 
285 Babcock Street 
Boston, MA 02215 
617-353-84-56 (p) 

617-353-5286 (f) 
nfeldman@bu.edu 

Terrier Training Soccer Camp 

www.terriertrainingsoccer.com < http://www.terriertrainingsoccer.com> 

America East Conference Champions 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 NCAA Tournament 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

From: Feldman, Nancy Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 12:14. PM 

To:         @hotmail.com 
Subject: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 

From: Feldman, Nancy Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 12:07 PM 

To:          ~hotmail.com’ 
Cc: ]cummings@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; Qperry@nscaa.com 



> Subject: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 
> 
> Dear 
> 
> As Chairperson of the NSCAA Director of Coaching Education Search Committee, I am pleased to inform you that you have been selected as an interview candidate for the 
position of NSCAA Director of Coaching Education. The first stage of the interview process is a request for written responses to questions that the committee has designated in 
the attached document. Your responses should be returned to me, by Monday June 20th. You can email (nfeldman@bu.edu <mailto:nfeldman@bu.edu> ) or fax (617-353- 
5286) your replies. Please limit your comments for each question to a maximum of 175 words. 
> 
> Following the submission of your written responses, a pool of candidates will be selected by the search committee for the next stage of the process. Those moving forward 
will be contacted to schedule a phone interview following the July 4th holiday. 
> 
> We look forward to receiving your comments. 
> 

> Regards, 

> Nancy Feldman 
> Chairperson 
> NSCAA Director of Coaching Education Search Committee 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> Nancy C. Feldman 
> Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
> Boston University 
> 285 Babcock Street 
> Boston, MA 02215 
> 617-353-84-56 (p) 

> 617-353-5286 (0 
> nfeldman@bu,edu <mailto:nfeldrnan@bu,edu> 
> 
> Terrier Training Soccer Camp 
> ~:__t__e__r__rLe_~_r__a__!!_!_r_~_g_s__o___c__c___e_!:~_c__o__!~ <.b_~_;ZL~___~_~_!:r_Le_!:t__r__aj__n_Ln_g__s__o_~__c__e__r_=__c__o___n__~.> <[t~_;]]_~=~_r__r_!_e_._Lt__r__a_Ln_!_n__g__s__o__c_~__e__r_~__o_~_> 
> 

> 

> America East Conference Champions 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 NCAA Tournament 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

NSCAA Di rector of: Coachhlq Written:Interview ~_.)uestions Doc fOl’l’nat.doc !:i~.11-~, ]g :~<;p 20 l.:t i ~) : i ;’: 2 ::~ - 040. ’.~. 



Fi~oill: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldmaa~, Nancy Carol <nfeldmau@bu.edu~ 

Monday, June 20, 2011 7:17 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu; Warren Mersereau (warreu@~ccersolutions.com); Reue Miramontes 

@sbcglobaJ.uet 

ppayne@bloomu.edu; gperry@nscaa.coln; jcummiugs@nscaa.com 

I~NV: N SC.AJ\ Director of Coachiug Education 

~aol.com) @aol.com); 

Attached are responses~ We wilt have 

Nancy 

Nancy C, Feldman 

H ea d Women’s Soccer Coach 

Boston University 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 022~5 

6:lT-S5S-S456 

6:].7- ~53-5286 

nfeldman @bu.edu 
Terrier [raining So(x:er Cartp 

wwwAerriertrsin~ngsoccer.com 

by first thing in the morning. My original emaif to him went to his spare mailbox. 

Am, eric,~ East G~¢Lfere~’~ce C~ompions 20.’3~), 200.L 2003, 2.’30~, 2007, 20.’.)8, 2009, 20!0 

N(:AA Tournon~,ent 20.’.)0 20,’)i 2003 2005 2006 2007; 200& 2009, 201..’.) 

From: 

Sent: Monday, June 20, 2011 5:29 PM 
To: Feldman, Nancy Carol 
Subject: RE: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 

Nancy 

Please find attached the interview questions. 

Best wishes 

From: Feldman, Nancy Carol [mailto: Ef_ _e_ J_c_ Lm_ _ _a_ _ _n_ _#~_ _b_ _u_ _ #_ ._ _d_ _u_ ] 
Sent-" Monday, June 20, 2011 2:19 PM 

To: 
Co: ppayne@bloomu.edu; icummjnqs@nscaa.com; qJ#erry@nscaa.com 
Subject: FW: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 

Dear Paul: 

Just a reminder that if you would like to remain in consideration for the NSCAA Director of Coachhsg Education position, the interview question responses are due 

by [he end of the day. Please leL rile know if you have any questions 

Thank you. 

Nancy Feldman 

Chair~erson 

N SCAA DO C S ea r ch Corn nl i ~:[e e 

Nancy C. Fe~dman 

Mead Women’s Soccer Coach 

Boston University 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 02225 

617-353-.8456 (p) 

6~7-.353-5286 (t:) 

nfeldman@bu.edu 
Terrier Tram~g Soccer Csrap 

www.[erriertraiaingsoccer.com 

A¢~,~*.ri(x~ Ea:;t Coqfer{:nr.:~? O,,ompions 2000, 200!, 2003., 2005, 2(X)2; 200~_4, 2005_}, 201(? 

NCAA Tournament 20:30, 20:M_, 2003, 2005, 2006, 200Z 2008, 2009, 2010 

From: Feldman, Nancy Carol 

Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 12:13 PM 

To: 
Subject: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 
From: Feldman, Nancy Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2011 12:08 PM 
To: 
Co: icummings@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; gperry@nscaa.com 
Subject: NSCAA Director of Coaching Education 

Dear 

As Chairperson of the NSCAA Director of Coaching Education Search Committee, I am pleased to inform you that you have been selected as an interview candidate 

for the position of NSCAA Director of Coaching Education. The first stage of the interview process is a request for written responses to questions that the 

committee has designated in the attached document. Your responses should be returned to me, by Monday June 20th. You can email (nfeldrnan@bu.edu) or fax 

(617-353-5286) your replies. Please limit your comments for each question to a maximum of 175 words. 

Following the submission of your written responses, a pool of candidates will be selected by the search committee for the next stage of the process. Those moving 

forward will be contacted to schedule a phone interview following the July 4th holiday. 

We look forward to receiving your comments. 



Regards, 

Nancy Feldman 

Chairperson 

NSCAA Director of Coaching Education Search Committee 

Nancy C. Feldman 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Boston University 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 02215 

617-353-8456 (p) 

617-353-5286 (f) 

nfeldman@bu.edu 

www.t erriertrainingsoccer.com 
America East Conference Champions 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

NCAA Tournament 2000, 2001, 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Nancy Carol <nfeldmau@bu.edu.; 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 9:46 AM 

~sbcglobal.net; Warren Mersereau (warren@soccersolutions.com); Reue Miramontes 

a~son@uucaa.unc.edu 

jcummings@nscaa.com; ppayue@bloomu.edu; gperry@nscaa.com 

I~W: Answers 

@aol.com) @aol.com); 

Here is the last one. 

Talk tonight at 5:30 pm EST! 

Toll-free dial-in number (U.S. and Canada): 
(877) 808-6662 
Conference code: 

Nancy C, Feldman 

H ~-_~ a d Worn en’s Soccer Coa ch 

Boston University 

285 Bsbcock Street 

~oston, MA 022:].5 

6:[7-353-8456 

63.7-353-5286 

nfeldman@bu.edu 
Terrier Training Soccer Camp 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 1:04 AM 
To: Feldman, Nancy Carol; Joe Cummings 
C¢; George Perry; Paul Payne 
Subject; Answers 
Sorry this is rushed but I wanted to get it back to you ~vith honest straight forward responses within the time frame. 

America East Ci~ference C~ampions 20.’.?0, 200.L 2003, 2005, 2007, 20.’.?8, 2009, 2(7!0 

NC4A raumamen? ?0()(~. ?0()1.. 2003, 2005, 2006; 2002; 2008, 2009, 2010 

@verizon.net] 

NSCAA Director of: Coachinq Written Interview Questions.docx ;,1o11, 19 ::-;ep 20il 09:47:50 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Nancy Carol <nfeldman@bu.edu> 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 6:24 PM 

@sbcglobal.net; Warren Mersereau (warren@soccersolutions.com); Rene Mimmontes 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

jcummings@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; gperry@nscaa.com 

possible phone interview questions 

@aol.com) @aol.com); 

Attached are some questions we had come up with previously, plus 1-2 Lhat could be a starting point for discussion of phone interview questions. 

Talk in a couple. 

Nancy C. Feldman 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Boston University 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 02215 

{517-353-8456 (p} 

6~7-.353-5286 (f) 

nfeldmmJ@bu.edu 
Terrier Tramk~g Soccer C~mp 

WWW [ er r~er tra~3~ng[~occer CO~~ 

Americ~ Ea~_;t (_’oq~erence Cb, ompion:; 2000, 200!, 2003., 2005, 2{X)2; 200B, 20053, 20t0 

NCAA Tournament 2000, 200~ 2002¢, 2005, 2006, 200Z 200& 2009.. 2010 

From: Feldman, Nancy Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 9:46 AM 
To:        ~sbcglobal.net; Warren Mersereau (warren@soccersolutions.com); Rene Miramontes 
Cc: jcummings@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; gperry@nscaa.com 
Subject: FW: Answers 

Here is the last one. 

Talk tonight at (-;:30 prn EST! 

Toll-free dial-in number (U.S. and Canada): 
(877) 808-6662 

Conference code: 

@aol.com) @aol.com); anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Nancy C. FNdman 

Head Wornen’s Soccer Coach 

Boston University 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 02215 

617-353-8456 (p) 

617-353-.5286 

nfeldman@bu.edu 

Terrier Tr~h~h~g Soccer Camp 

www.t errier train~ngsoccer.com 

From: 

Sent; Tuesday, June 21, 2011 1:04 AM 
To: Feldman, Nancy Carol; Joe Cummings 
C¢: George Perry; Paul Payne 
Subject: Answers 
Son~ this is rushed but I wanted to get it back to you with honest straight forward responses within the time frame. 

America L:&s~ Conference C?~ampkms 2000, 200.~, 2003, 2005, 200;~ 200~. 2009, 20!0 

NCAA Tournoment 2000, 200!, 2003, 2005, 20[}6:. 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

@verizon.net] 

~,’i.+ SecareStol° Stored: total 20416bytes; 

Potential Phone Interview Ouestions.docx ~4(n, 1.9 ~.;ep 201.I 18:25:55 04.00 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Feldman, Nancy Carol <nfeldman@bu.edu~-- 

Tuesday, June 21,2011 7:09 PM 

@sbcglobal.net; Warren Mersereau (warren@soccersolutions.com); Rene Mimmontes 

aJ~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

jcummings@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; gperry@nscaa.com 

RE: possible phone interview questions 

~aol.com) @aol.com); 

Nancy C, Feldman 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Boston University 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA (}221S 

6~7-35~-.8456 (p) 

6~7-.353-5286 (f) 

nfeldman@bu.edu 

Yerr~r Tramk~g Soccer C~mp 

Am~:rico Ea~_;t (_’oqfer{:nce Champion:; 2000, 200!, 2003.. 2005, 2(X);’; 200B, 200.9, 201(? 

NCAA Tournament 20:30, 20:M_, 2003, 2005, 2006, 200Z 2008, 2009, 2010 

From: Feldman, Nancy Carol 
Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 6:24 PM 
To:        @sbcglobal.net; Warren Mersereau (warren@soccersolutions.com); Rene Miramontes        ~aol.com)        @aol.com); anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
~::c: jcummings@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; gperry@nscaa.com 
Subject: possible phone interview questions 
Attached are some questions we had come up with previously~ plus ~-2 that could be a starting point for discussion of phone interview questions. 

Nancy 

Nancy C, 

~{ ~-2a d WorY~en 

Boston University 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 022~5 

6:17-353-8456 (p) 

6:].7-353-5286 

nfeldman@bu.edu 

www.terriert~ain~n~occer.com 

Am, eric,~ East Ci~¢~ference C~ompions 20.’.?~), 200.L 2003, 2.’.70~, 2007, 2008, 2009, 20!0 

NCAA Tournon~,ent 20.90 20.9i 2003 2005 2006 2007, 200& 2009, 201..’.? 

From: Feldman, Nancy Carol 
Sent; Tuesday, June 21, 2011 9:46 AM 

@sbcglobal.net; Warren Mersereau (warren@soccersolutions.com); Rene Miramontes 
Co: jcummings@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; gperry@nscaa.com 
Subject: FW: Answers 

Here is the last 

Tall< tonight at 6:30 pm EaT! 

Toll-free dial-in number (U.S. and Canada): 

(877) 808-6662 

Conference code: 

~aol.com) @aol.com); anson@uncaa,unc,edu 

Nancy C. Feldman 

Boston Un~w~rsRy 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 022~5 

6:1.7- ~53-8456 (p) 

nfeldman@bu.edu 

Terrier Trah~ng Soccer Carnp 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 1:04 AM 
To: Feldman, Nancy Carol; Joe Cummings 
Co: George Perry; Paul Payne 
Subject: Answers 
Sorry this is rushed but ] wanted ~o get it back to you with honest straight forward responses within the tit:no frame. 

America E~st Coq~#rence Champions 2000, 2.’.701, 20.’.73., 2005, 2007, 2008, 2.’.709, 20.10 

NC4A Tournament 2000, 200.I~ 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 200& 2009, 20:~0 

@verizon.net] 



possible phone interview questions.docx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 4:03 PM 

Nancy Carol Feldman <nfeldman@bu.edu> 

Re: request for phone interview questions and next step 

Nancy, these are my four questions rolled into two paragraphs that for me is the most critical issue that causes me to lose sleep at night! Thanks for co ordinating all this [ 

know it is not easy. Off to Europe tomorrow and if for some reason we don’t connect, don’t worry, [ trust you guys and like every candidate we have moved forward and I will 
support you all! 

All the best! 

Years ago when the Europeans were trying to catch up with the United States in basketball they sent their coaches over here to sit at the feet of the Dean Smiths and Bobby Knights 

to learn what was important for them to develop elite players. They were told to work on fundamental technical training: dribbling, passing and shooting. They went back to Europe 

and went to work. Decades later it is clear they have done theirjo& In the opinion of most of the basketball experts, the elite European basketball player is a more complete player that 

the one "developed" in the United States. That legacy was cemented this year when the Mavericks led by a German won the NBA championship. 

The question I have is why can’t we do this in for our game in this country? What are we missing in our training environments or in our coaches or our coaching schools that still has 

us so far behind in soccer development compared with the rest of the world? What did the European basketball coaches do that we don’t seem to be able to do? What would you do 

to help us change this? 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:1.9 962 4:1.00 
> > > "Feldman, Nancy Carol" < nfeldman@bu.edu > 6/21/2011 7:57 PM > > > 

Hello all: 

Thanks for all your good work [:onisht. W~-_~ are moving forward with seven candidates thai: we would like to schedule for phone interviews. 

I witl be contacting the following candidates to schedule phone interviews with our committee beginning on Monday July 11th: 

will be contacting [:he [hr~-_~e candida[:es [:hat w~-_~ will not b~-_~ moving forward 

1:.:) thank them fl:~r tl’u-_~ir in[:er~-_~st in [:he position but will let th~-_ml know w~-_~ are moving in another direction. 

Conference ca~s w~H be set up for the followb~g t~mes~ots [he week of Ju~y 11~h, so please Mock off the dates and t~mes that ~ have designated below, ff you have a 

conflict, please ~et me k~ow by Friday so that we can try to stay away from that t~me s~ot fo~ m~ ~terv~ew~ The candidates will be asked to ~espond to War~en, who 

has agreed to put together the h~terview schedule. 

All:ached ~s a w.mtdng document w~th possible themes/structure of phone ~nterview questions. We agreed that in an hour phone ~nterview, five questk)ns wou~d be 

s reasonaMe intention, (approximately 10 rain response to each question w~Lh introductions and closing making up the rest of the hour), P~ease submit four or five 

w~ of course, have m~ opportunity w~th some of the candidates that move forward, to ~ddress just about any m~d aH out questions when we meet them face to 

face. 

Conference call dates and t~mes: 

Monday.July 11th ~ 

Tuesday July I2~h 

Wednesday July "£3th 

4:30 pm Committee prep call 

5:30 pm 

{’~:30 pm k~b-’_~rview 

S:O0 pm h~terv~ew 

6:00 pm Interview 

5:00 pm In~:erv~ew 

6:00 pm ~nterv~ew 

Thursday .July 14.th 

Monday July 18th 

Thanks all! 

5:00 pm Interview 

6:00 pm In b-:~rvi~-:~w 

Commitl:ee Conference Call to finalize iff~erson interview list- catl time TBA 

Nancy C. Feldman 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Bos[on University 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 02215 

(~17--3~3- 845~ (p) 



America E~st Coq~rence Champions 2000, 200!, 2003,, 200~, 2007, 2008, 2009, 20.~0 

NG4A Tourm~ment 2000, 200.I~ 2,’,?~1~, 2005, 2006, 2007, 200& 2009, 2010 

From: Feldman, Nancy Carol 
Sent-’ Tuesday, June 21, 2011 7:09 PM 

~sbcglobal.net; Warren Mersereau (warren@soccersolutions.com); Rene Miramontes 
Co-" jcummings@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; gperry@nscaa.com 
Subject-’ RE: possible phone interview questions 

Nancy C. Feldman 

Head Women% Soccer Coach 

Boston University 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 02215 

g17--353-84.56 (p) 
617-353-5286 

nfeldman@bu.edu 

Terrier Training Soccer Camp 

www.terriertrainingsoccer.com 

@aol.com) .@aol.com); anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Am~?¢’ic~ Ea~_;t (_2~,q~er~?nc~ Cb, ampion,s 2~X~0, 200!, 2003., 2005, 2002~ 2~X)L4, 2009~ 2010 
NCAA Tourn~n~en~ 2000, 20;3i, 200!{, 2005, 2006, 200Z 2008, 2009, 2010 

From-’ Feldman, Nancy Carol 
Sent-’ Tuesday, June 21, 2011 6:24 PM 
To,,        @sbcglobal.net; Warren Mersereau (warren@soccersolutions.com); Rene Miramontes       @aol.com)       @aol,com); anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc-" jcummmgs@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; gperry@nscaa.com 
Subject-’ possible phone interview questions 
Attached are some questions we had come up with previousb/, plus 1-2 that could be a starting point for discussion of phone interview questions. 

Nancy 

Nancy C Feldman 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Boston UniversiW 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 02215 

6:[7-353-84.56 (p) 

517-353-5286 (f) 

nfeldman@bu.edu 

~_~_~_:~ 9_[_D_9_[!Eg_~_Q~_9 ~ ~£!~ 9_[_:!9_~. 
AmeHco E~st (_bnference ChompMns 2000, 200i, 2003, 2005, 2007, 20’,38, 2009, 20!0 

N(:AA Tournament 2000 200i 2003 ;?005 ;?006 2007~ 200;% 200:?~ 201.0 

From-’ Feldman, Nancy Carol 
Sent-’ Tuesday, June 21, 2011 9:46 AM 

@sbcglobal.net; Warren Mersereau (warren@soccersolutions.com); Rene Miramontes 
Cc,, jcummings@nscaa.com; ppayne@bloomu.edu; gperry@nscaa.com 
Subject-’ FW: Answers 

}-}er~:_~ is the I~sl: o~]e. 

Tall< tonight at 6:30 pm EST[ 

Toll-free dial-in number (U.S. and Canada): 
(877) 808-6662 

Conference code: 

~aol.com) ~aol.com); anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Nancy C. Feldman 

Head Women% Socc~-:~r Coach 

Bost:on Uniw?rsity 

285 Babcock Street 

Boston, MA 02215 

517-353-8456 (p) 

rffeldman@bu.edu 
"[’errker "]’r~inh’~g So<(:er {::amp 

From-’ 

Sent: Tuesday, June 21, 2011 1:04 AM 
To,, Feldman, Nancy Carol; Joe Cummings 
Co: George Perp/; Paul Payne 
Subject-" Answers 
Sorry this is rushed but [ wanted to get it back to you with honest straight forward responses within the time frame. 

America Eost Conj,,fence Champions 2000, 2002, 20:33, 2005, 200Z, 2008, 2009, 2010 

NC4A Tourm~ment 2000, 200.I~ 2003, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010 

@verizon.net] 



possible phone interview questions.docx [,~on, 19 Sep 2011 19:~:9:i6 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Warren @gmail.com> 

Friday, July 1,2011 9:35 AM 

Anson Anson Dorrance <a~son@uncaa.unc.edu-~; 

Nancy Feldman <buwosoc@bu.edu> 

NSCAA DOCE Telephone Iuterviews 

Untitled attaclm~ent 105101.httn 

@aol.com; @sbcglobal.uet 

Anson, Rene, and Vince, 

Nancy has confirmed the attached telephone interview schedule for the candidates being considered for the NSCAA Director of Coaching 
Education. 

Please use the following instructions to join the conference call: 

Toll-free dial-in number (U.S. and Canada): (877) 808-6662 

International dial-in number: (678) 293-0668 

Conference code: 

Additional resources: 
Go to http://www.intercall.com/rphelp for more information, including a user guide and a list of phone commands 

Prior to the interviews, Nancy will work with us to decide on the questions to be addressed during the one hour (maximum) interviews. Also, we will 
need to decide on the way we conduct the interviews (e.g. lead person, "secretary", etc.). 

Speak with you soon. 

Best regards, 

Warren Mersereau (for Nancy, who is attending the FIFA Women’s World Cup) 

.."ao~ S÷cu~eSto~" Sto~’ed: ~otal 37073bytes; 

NSCAADOCE Interview Schedule Final June 2011,docx Thu; 2’:~ 9ep2011 09:34:;17 O;1O0 5?OTgtyt~ 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laurence <laurencel@shaw.ca> 

Friday, November 19, 2010 12:29 PM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@tmcaa.unc.edu> 

FxaJuating Players - re: Master’s Coaching progra~n 

Hi Anson. 

With respect to some final materials relating to the NSCAA Master’s Coaching Program I’m attaching a document for your records. I realize that you already have 

copies of the materials I created quite some time ago to evaluate core values for players. Also, that over the past year or so you’ve seen various Evaluation metrics 

created to quantify player performance aspects. Just in case it is important or useful to provide more detail on the specifics for how these new analysis methods 

are performed, I’ve attached a file that provides a high level of detail for a single Evaluation drill. My apologies for going overboard with the breakdown and 

explanation for this single drill, but I figured if one were to want to take even a single snippet from within the overall document it would still probably be better to 

provide sufficient detail in each area to make it easy to do so. 

This is actually a drill that I plagiarized from yourself (for Turning) so you’ll likely recognize it when you see the example. As you’ve seen through previous results 

passed along to you, there is a lot of meaningful data which can be quantified to evaluate, develop and improve player performance levels. To acquire this data we 

actually tool{ 18 players out of a pool of approx. 100 players who are in the process of trying to qualify to make the squad of the Sr. Men’s team I’ve jumped on 

board to coach. So while this group performed pretty abominably which is shown within their scores -the data was produced from actual players. 

Cheers, 

Laurence 

PS: I’ll be pulling for a qualified and clear UNC victory this weekend. Please pass along my wishes to the players and Staff for a 

competitive, combative and convincing thumping by UNC which is unleashed upon the visiting, prepared yet inferior Notre Dame 

team as your girls tread along their never ending path of ascension to glory! 

Sec=_~reS’{ol° Stored; total 724580by<.:es; 

.Player Evaluation Forre.pall rh(:, Z;’ ~eb 20.’.’_Z Z2;%4;48 -0500 ?21580bsc, ea 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@mindspring.com 

Tuesday, November 23, 2010 10:02 PM 

’Kim Bergensei <KBergenser@Tradelink-Gmup.com> 

JackJe Blackmore <nblackmo@nhcs.net>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

NC State Cup 

Jackie/Anson.. 
Below our schedule for the 050 division 
GROUP A: 
Winston United 
055 NC United 
Raleigh Old Castle 
Greenville Stars 
GROUP B 
GSO FC 50 
060 NC United 
Raleigh Corinthians 
CPSL/Real Lyold 
We play our games as follows: 

Saturday 4th Dec: 
8.30PM 
055 United vs Winston Salem Field #4 
GSO FC 50 vs 060 NC United Field #6 
12.30PM 
055 NC United vs Old Castle Field #5 
060 NC United vs Corinthians Field #7 
Sunday 6th Dec: 
8.30AM 
055 NC United vs Greenville Stars Field #5 
060 NC United vs Charlotte Real Lyold Field #7 
Championship 
12.30PM 
Winner group A vs Winner group B Field #3. 

Comments; Not a bad schedule time wise. 
The O55’s got in the stronger group with last years NC State Champs Winston, plus runners up OIdCastle. Greenville Stars should be the easiest pick of this group. 
The O60’s will face our usual nemesis Real Lyold, and Renato Carpio’s 050 GSO FC, and an expected better than usual Corinthians (this time comprising of two of the best 
picks of two 050 Raleigh teams). 
Should the O55/60 NC United not make it to the final on Sunday at 12.30PM should we arrange a friendly game between our two teams or shalll ask the Greenville Stars if 
they want to play a combined O55/60 NC United in a friendly 4th match Sunday at 12.30PM. 
Please let me have your input on this. 
Kim 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

@mindspring.com 

Wednesday, November 14, 2012 5:08 PM 

’Auson Dorrance’ <an~n@uncaa.unc.edu>; "Bill Alteutx~hl - High Point" <wa]tenv)N@mycl;.com>; @aol.com; ’Bill Irwin’ 
<irwiu@up.edu>; ’Brian Doyle’            @sbcglobal.net>; Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu; dcpahn@us.ibm.com; 

Subject: 

~gmail.com 

NC State Cup 1-2 Dec Asheville NC check attached roster - next tournament Wihnington Sea Side 9-10th Feb 2013. 

So ~t wH~ hi, re 2 manageaMe 4 team~; divb~on with two games Si~turdav and I to two gi~mes on Sunday based on otlr standings; before the fina~ls, 

A1 - REAL LYOLD or A2 

A2 - OLD CASTLE or A1 

A3 - ~IAD UNITED 

A4 - GSO FC 
A5 - BAY6 RDU 

A6 - 055 NC UNITED 

A7 - RENEGADES 

A8 - 060 NC UNITED 

We h~d a~so requested to play on grass instead of the hard turf on the JB I_ew~s compiex, and I am now told by NCASA theft the 050 games w~H be ph~yed (where we 

some years ~layed in the NC Sts~:e Cup when the field No. 3. wi~s frost covered at our 8.30AM ~/o) at bek~w con~ple’,<, 

B~mcombe Counly Sports Park 
58 Apac Circle 

Asheville, NC 28715 

Dh~?cl:ions: 

From 1-40 I=ast: 
From 1-40 East take exit 44 for US-19/US-23 
Turn right at US-19 SlUS-23 S 
Take the 1st right onto Acton Circle 
Take the 1st left onto Monte Vista Rd/Sand Hill School Rd 
Turn Right onto Apac Drive. 
From downtown Asheville you take the 1-240 West and join 1-40 West and follow above instructions. This is only a 8 miles 15 min. from downtown Asheville. 

For people who has not yet booked hotel f have aw~il~d)le for Saturday 12/1 only at $67++ 3 nou smo~ng rooms with 2 double [~ds. - If you waut to ~ke over any 

of these 3 rooms let me know. 

The Crowne Plaza has been selected as the host hotel tbr the 2012 State Cup. 

Also, this will be the location for the captains meeting and team check m, taking place Friday night from 8-9 pm. 

The hotel has also inlbrmed us that they will be holding beer specials during the team registration at 8PM ouwards Friday 11/30. 

Please contact them directly for your booking and mention you are part of the ABYSA/NCASA State Cup soccer teams. The rate agreed for this is 

$99 + ~ 

¯ . 
iXi cid:image005.jpg@01C i 

DC276.0F962500 

Crowne Plaza Tennis and Golf Resort 

Asheville. NC 

Phone: (828) 285-2651 

www.ashevillecp.com 
This is the curren~ players confirmed to p]lay stating whom of which have paid their $35 participation fee - if not 
paid before Thanks Giving this goes up by $40.- and please mail check to me. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Janssen ~eff@jeffjanssen.com> 

Monday, April 30, 2012 10:57 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Terry Pettit Commentary on Fresh and Parents 

Hey Anson, 

Hope all is well ruth you! 

Just wanted to pass along a great commentaly by Terly Pettit that I thought you would enjoy... I’ll bet it applies similarly to soccer as it does to volleyball. 

Jeff" 

Coaches Start Your Engines; Parents Stop the Craziness - Terry Pettit 

by TerD’ Pettit on Friday, April 27, 2012 at 12:34pm ¯ 

In twelve weeks, three to four thousand freshmen volleybdtl players will report to their respective colleges, universities and junior colleges. A large majority of them will 

have played club volleyball, many since beibm receiving their first smart phone. Most oftheln will have played several hundred club matches and traveled across the 

country to compete in regional qualifiers and national championships. Some of them have almady traveled greater distances than they will ever travel with their college 

teams. 

They will have worn volleyball uniforms designed and marketed by Nike, Mizuno, Under Armor, and Adidas. the same clothing manui?acturers that outfit the collegiate 

teams they axe joining. Their parents have paid between $1,000 to $10,000 a year to a junior club tbr several years so that their daughter can learn "the gmne of 

volleyball mad hopefully earn a scholarship "to one of over 1,500 plus schools that compete collegiately. 

These expenditures do not include the requisite travel expenses ibr the fanfily to follow their daughter, nor does it include expenses for shoes, kneepads, hair ties, t- 

shirts~ snacks, motel mains, bagels, ankle supports, individual training, summer camps, unofficial visits~ and the final cherty, a double XXL sweatshirt for Dad to wear 

once his daughter has received and accepted a scholarship offer to Stanford University or Western ~Vyoming Commtmity College. 

Them are many "things that "these young women have in common. Most of them have never worked to pay ti)r the instruction, travel, equipment and neurotic behavior 
that surrounds club volleyball. Many of them have been encouraged by their club coaches to ti)cus on volleyball and withdraw from participation in other sports or 
school activities. At some of the higher protile clubs, they have practiced tbr as much as five days a week, initially being driven to practice by a parent or older sister, 
until receiving a slightly used Honda Accord, or Toyota Corolla on their sixteenth birthday. If they live on a cul-de-sac or acreage insert "new" for "slightly used" mad 
change the origin of the car from Japan to Western Europe. 

An increasing number of them have never climbed out an open window to play a pick-up game of softball, basketball, volleyball or lawn darts. It would be morn 
accurate to say that most of them have not been outdoors unless you count the brief walk from the covered parking lot to the Nordstrom’s or Dillard’s that anchor the 
malls they fiequent when they aren’t in practice or in their room pressing the "like" button on the timeline of their facebook acquaintances whom they have never had a 
face to face conversation with. 

Their relationship with their mother sometimes doesn’t go much beyond "saying excuse me" as they ~oot between their morn and the ingmdieuts for the Chinese 

chicken salad and cmnbeny scones that she is prepa~ng for the next club tournament. They have never delivered newspapers to eaa~n extra spending money; they have 

never read a newspaper at the bmald’ast table out of interest, nor have they even brought in the newspaper froln the front porch on the few occasions that they have 

had to walk through the front door. Whenever possible they take their Ineals in their bedroom as if they were wealthy passengers on a long distance Pullman. 

Community sen, ice was that church trip they made in 7th grade to Cancun to help rebuild a house on the other side of town fiom the resort hotel they stayed in. The 
direct flight from Dallas was exhausting, and them was the meatless pomdge that they shared with the flood victims that helped them appreciate that not eveuone 
spends twenty hours a week dressed in knee socks and Adidas on a plastic gymnasium floor. Their world-view is shaped by the brief contact they have with their 
"giving machines" that they have asked not to tuck them into bed at night or otter aW punic display of att’ec’don, which includes saying "hello" in the presence of their 
peers. 

On August 10th they will be joining the other freshmen and upperclassmen to begin fall practice under a head coach who was hoping that the biggest issue with the 
incoming players was going to be altering their footwork and creating more arm-speed. What the coaching staffis about to re-discover is that the largest issues are not 

refining fi~ndamentals, or defining roles. They are about to learn that their incoming freshmen have do not have self- discipline, self-actualization or insight in how to be 

part of a team whem they have to compete for a position on the court. 



When them was any uncertainty about playing time in the past, "the giving machines" moved them to a "better situafion." Ifa club coach asked their daughter "to call tier 
the ball in a clear and confident voice, and it pained her to do so, them was a meefing with the club director, a conversafion about how much money her parents were 
pwing to °©not have their daughter be mmomfolIable, followed by the club secret handshake and a phone call to the head coach to please make things work 

Follomng a week of two-a-days, the college coaching staff roll meet to evaluate the incoming recruits, and discuss the possibility- of an RM (recruiting mis~mke). What 
they am likely to find is not that an incoming freshman can’t ran, jump, and throw as promised, but that she has less of an idea about how to commit to changing a 
behavior than a garden gnome. 

This is predictable tbr several ma,sons. Because she has only played one sport for the past lbur years, the neural pathways in her brain have been pruned ti-om millions 
of movement and thinking patterns that might be hdpful in learning to swing block, drop-step, or cany her own tray back to the cat~teria counter. Evewthing in her 
behavior has become so patterned that asking her to make an adjustment to her foom, ork is like asking her to pick up dog shit or mad an unassigned book. 

In many- cases incoming fieshmen have never had to compete for anything, certainly not love, discretionary spending, or playing time. At night when they fall asleep they 

think~ ’"Couldn’t evmT day be just like media day whem we get to wear the uniforms, sit for photographs, interact with the kids in the little Steam Roller Club and 

correct the pronunciation of our name by the assistant to the assistant sports information director who has promised to send email our statistics each week to the ’giving 

nmchines’?" 

The odds that the fieshmen will stick it out and embrace a culture of hard-work and discipline in the t~e of uncertainty to play four years at the school they 

matriculated to axe not much better than a steelhead salmon returning to its place of birth after four yems in the Pacific. Coaches at the ,nost compefifive division 1 

progranls are more inclined to "encourage" athletes who don’t "get it" within tile first yeaar or two to consider a less compefifive program in a distant conference that 

would not be on the schedule in the immediate future. If they could, some coaches would list their RMs on Craigs List. 

(When this invitation to transfer happens in a men’s sport the athlete usually issues an innocuous public s~tement thanking the univm~ity- for the opporttmity to compete 

as they move on to a better fit. When the invitation comes from a head coach in a women’s sport it can be followed by a hearing, letters to the editor, anonymous blogs 

that compare the coaching staB’to the Manson t~mily, visits to the director of athletics and a public announcement that the "giving machines" will never donate "to the 

Universi~ again, except for the standaacd gift required to keep their season tbotbell tickeks.) 

Can we predict who will make it and who won’t? No, but tfiem is a statistic tfiat gives us a pretty good shot at it. If parents don’t call the head coach when tfie first 

wave of being unco,nfortable sets in for their daughter, the student athlete has a fair chance. 

If the parents tell their daughter to put her head down and compete like a badger, them is an even better chance. Of course parents who would respond in this manner 
probably would have had their datghter mowing lawns, working part-fime jobs, sitting at the dinner table with the rest of the family, competing in a variety- of sports, 
and enfomi~g a periodic no texfing day in the first place. Life mad all its opportunifies would be moving in and out of open windows. 

-- Terry Petfik author of"Talent and the Secret Life of Teams" 

Check out our all-new website at http:/iwww.janssensportsleadership.com 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM. t:ax: (919) 303-4338 
address: 

Team up with stadent-atblete leaders from across tile countW to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 
htlp:~/www.salsc.org 



From: @aoLcom 

Sent: Friday; January 25, 2013 1:41 PM 

To: anson@~ancaa~unc.edu 

Co: ~duke.edu 

Subj ect: Article for parents 

Hi Anson, 

Just passing along an article I thought you’d like re: parents: http://thetalentcodecom/2013iO1/25iavoidin~-the-helpfulness-trap-w hy-parents-shouldnt-help-their-kids- 

too-much/ 

Enjoy, and have a super weekend! 

Take care, 

SOCCER-- Slrate~{ies for Sustained CoachinX, Success (Metier & Me~ler Sport, 2012) 

Cell: Emaik ~aol.com 

Web: www.lets~o~etem-ashus.com 

Jo~n the ONE Carnp~ig~! www.one.ocg 

NOTE: TNIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed If 

you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the lnessage to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be free of 

any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized 

modification or use 



Se~t: 

Subject: 

~aol.com 

Saturday, February 23, 2013 8:55 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

article, book 

Good mormng, Anson! How are you? I hope the spring season is going well. 

I read another "helicopter parent" article this morning and thought I’d send to you for your files: http:/ihealthland.time.com/20134’O2i22/hover-no-more-helicopter- 
parents-may-breed-depression-and-incompetence-in-their-children/?iid hl-article-mostpopl 

Also, are you still interested in giving our book away at camp? I remember you mentioning Nat does some of that ordering!paperwork, and I can connect her with the 

puNisher/distributor to get their max discount if you’d like. My apologies if I am forgetting exactly what to do. 

Have a nice weekend, and I hope all is well. Regards. 

Take care, 

SOCCER-- Strategies for Sustained CoachinN Success (Meyer & Me~er Sport, 2012) 

Cell: Ernail: @aol.com 

Web: ww w lets~,ogete~P~-ashus.com 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: tHIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed. If 

you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be free of 

any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is v rus free a ~d no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its unauthorized 

modification or use. 
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A B C 

Column1 Column2 Column3 

1-3-4-3 and 1-4-2-3-1 Brief Overview 

Athletic Testing: Vertical Jump, Agility Test, 3x max sprint 

Possession: 8v4 (switch defending team every 2 min) 2 min 1 min 

Cool Down 

8/1 PM 

Intensive 5v2 (Divisions) 90s 60s active 

Zero Point 11vll 10 min 2 min 

4vl with direction 30 s 30s 

Tactical 11v11: Defensive Shape (walk through) 8 min 

Cool Down 

8/2 PM 

Possession: 3v3+2 1 min 30s 

Finishing: Anson’s "Pre-game finishing" 

Pool Regeneration 

Classroom Session: 1-4-2-3-1 & 1-3-4-3 Extensive Review 

8/4 AM 

Beep Test--Intermittent Recovery level 2 

Cool Down 

8/4 PM 17pm) 

Explosive Prep (Level 4) 

Finishing: Anson’s "Pre-game finishing" 
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G 

Notes: Lightning-moved indoors so skipped finishing game 

This did not happen 



A B C 

55 Classroom Session: Defensive Restarts 

57 Passing in Squares (groups of 5) 90s 45s 

59 Tactical llvl l walk through: Restarts 10min 

60 ~i~ I 
61 

62 ~S~ I 
63 Travel to Beach 

64 

65 

66 ~ I 
67 Extensive Warm-up 

69 FS minimal rest (Level ~) ~Os 

7~ Position-Specific Training: MF/F (final ~/3) D (shape) max cont. work=4 min 

72 ~i~ I 
73 

74 s~ I 
75 Intensive warm-up 

77 ~v~s 30s 2 min active 

79 Cool Down 

8o 
8~ 8/7 PM 
82 ~i ~~i~ I 
83 

84 S~ I 
85 Pool Pre-match 

86 
87 8/8 PM 

88 i~iv~ ~ I 
89 ~v~ Match vs. UNCW (max min MF/F=45min; D=6Omin) 

90 ~i~ I 
9~ 

92 S~ I 
93 Pool Regeneration: Players who played >45 min 

94 

95 Players who played 30-45 min: 

96 i~iv~ ~ I 
97 Groups of 4 passing sequences 60s 90s 

98 ~ !~!~ 
99 4v4/3v3 Underload ~ min 3 min 

~oo ~iB~ ! 
~0~ 

~03 Intensive warmup 

~05 3v3 +~ ~ min 30s 



D E 

57 

59 

6~ 

63 

65 

6~ 

68 ~ ! 

69 6 (2 sets} 4 min active bw sets 

7o ~ ! 
71 

72 i 

73 

74 i 

75 

76 ~ ! 
77 4 

79 

8o 
81 

82 i 
83 

84 
85 

86 
87 

88 
89 

9o 
91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 i 

97 8 

98 ~ ! 
99 4 reps x2 sets 

i00 ! 
101 

102 ! 
103 

lo4 ~ ! 
105 4 

106 



54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 



54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 

69 

70 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

80 

81 

82 

83 

84 

85 

86 

87 

88 

89 

90 

91 

92 

93 

94 

95 

96 

97 

98 

99 

100 

101 

102 

103 

104 

105 

106 

G 

Didn"t do the pool regen bc got to beach late--paid for it 

Anson cut it short; best guess is 13-14 minutes 

Didn"t split training because everyone played a lot of minutes 



A B C 

"107 Cool Down 

"1o8 
"109 8/9 PM 

"1"1o 
iii 

113 OFF-Travel Back from Beach 

114 

115 8/10 PM (7pro Pregame) 

"1"16 
"1"17 Extensive warmup 

119 5v2 intensive (Divisions) 90s 60s active 

120 

121 Tactical (restarts) 
122 ~i~ ! 
123 

124 ~Z~ I 
125 Prematch Pool 

126 

127 8/11 PM 

"128 
"129 11vll match vs. UNCG 

130 ~i~ ! 
131 

132 ~Z~ I 
133 Pool Regeneration: Players who played >60 min 

134 ! 
135 Players who played 45-60 min: 

136 ~i~iv~ ~ i~ ~)I 
137 Intensive warmup 

139 Barcelona Possession 1 min 30s 

141 Cool Down 

142 

143 Players who played 30-45 min: 

145 Intensive warmup 

147 Barcelona Possession 1 min 30s 

149 Cool Down 

151 Players who played O-30min: 

153 Explosive Prep (Step 4) 

155 Barcelona Possession 1 min 30s 

157 Cool Down 

158 

159 Column1 Column2 Column3 



109 
110 

111 
112 
113 

114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 4 
120 
121 
122 

123 
124 
12S 

126 
127 
128 
129 
130 

131 
132 
133 
134 
13S 
136 
137 
138 
139 4 
: 4o 
141 

142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 4 
148 
149 

150 

15~ 
152 
153 
lS4 
155 4 
156 
157 

158 
159 Column4 Column5 



107 

108 
109 
110 

111 
112 
113 

114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 

123 
124 
125 

126 
127 
128 
129 
130 

131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 

142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 

150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 

158 
159 



107 

108 
109 
110 

111 
112 
113 

114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 

123 
124 
125 

126 
127 
128 
129 
130 

131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 

142 
143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 

150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 

158 
159 

G 

Game canceled at 30 minute mark 

Didn’t split training because game was canceled 

Intensive Warm-up 

5v2 Divisions (90s:30s X4 

3v3+1/2 (2min:l min x 1) 

11vll (13min:2 minX2) 
Cool Down 



A B C 

161 Extensive Warm-up 

163 F/MF Finishing Stations; D-passing and receiving 

164 ~i~ ! 
165 

166 

167 Weights 

168 
169 8/14 PM 

171 Dummy Passing in groups of 5 1 min 1 min 

173 Cool Down 

174 

175 8/15 PM 

176 

177 F/MF: Choreography to Goal 

178 ~i~~ I 
179 Tactical 11v7 6 min 2 min 

180 ~i~ ! 
181 Pool work out 

182 
183 8/16 PM 

185 5v2 90s 60s 

187 Anson’s Finishing Game 

188 ~i~ ! 
189 Pool Work Out 

19o 
191 8/17 AM 

192 ~iw~ ! 
193 

194 ~ I 
195 Game vs. Portland 

196 

197 8/18 AM 

198 ~iw~ ! 
199 

201 Red-eye home 

202 

203 8/20 PM 

204 

2O5 

206 ~I~ I 
207 Extensive Warm-up 

209 3 Goal game 3 min 1.5 min 

21o ~ !~i~ ~i~ 
211 Cool down 



D E 

161 
162 ~ 
163 
164 ~ 

165 

166 ~ 
167 

168 
169 
170 ~ 
171 4 
172 
173 

174 

176 ~ 
177 
178 ~ 
179 2 
180 ~ 
181 

182 
183 
184 ~ 
185 4 
186 
187 
188 ~ 
189 

190 
191 
192 ~ 

193 

194 ~ 
195 

196 
~97 
198 ~ 

199 

2oo ~ 
201 

202 
203 
204 ~ 
2O5 
206 ~ 
2O7 
208 
2O9 4 
2:[O 
211 



160 
161 
162 
163 
164 

165 
166 
167 

168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 

174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 

182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 

190 
191 
192 

193 
194 
195 

196 
197 
198 

199 
2OO 
201 

2O2 
2O3 
2O4 

2O5 
2O6 
2O7 
2O8 
209 
210 
211 



160 
161 
162 
163 
164 

165 
166 
167 

168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 

174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 

182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 

190 
191 
192 

193 
194 
195 

196 
197 
198 

199 
2OO 
201 

2O2 
2O3 
2O4 

2O5 
2O6 
2O7 
2O8 
209 
210 
211 

G 



216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 

A B C 

213 8/21 PM 

2:14 

2:1.5 Sprints with MAX rest (step 1) 

Cool Down 

8/22 AM 

Extensive Warm-up 

224 

225 7v6 to goal                                                             3 min                1.5 min 

227 llvll 8 min 2 min 

228 

229 8/23 PM 

230 I 
231 Groups of 4 passing (no defenders) 30s 30s 

232 

233 Anson’s Finishing Game 

234 

235 8/24 AM 
236 

237 

238 

239 Game vs. Florida 

24o 
241 8/25 AM 
242 

243 

244 I 
245 

246 

247 

248 

249 

250 

251 

252 

253 

254 

255 

256 

257 

258 

259 

260 

261 

262 

263 

Game vs. University of Montreal 

8/27 PM 

Video 

Columnl Column2 Column3 

8/28 AM 

Extensive Warm up 

10 v 6 to goal--Patterns of Play 4 min 2 min 

Time on own 10 min 

8/29 PIVI 



D E 

213 

214 

215 

216 

217 

2~8 
219 

~2o 
221 

222 

223 

224 

225 3 

226 

227 1 

228 
229 

230 ! 
231 4 

232 

233 

234 

235 

236 ! 
237 

238 ! 
239 

24o 
241 

242 ! 
243 

244 ! 
245 

246 

247 

248 ! 
249 

250 Column4 Column5 

2s:~ 
252 

253 ! 
254 

2ss ! 
256 

257 ! 
258 2 

259 

260 

261 

262 

263 



212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 



212 
213 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 

G 



264 

265 

266 

267 

268 

269 

270 

271 

272 

273 

274 

275 

276 

277 

278 

279 

280 

281 

282 

283 

284 

285 

286 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 

300 

301 

302 

303 

304 

305 

306 

307 

308 

309 

310 

311 

312 

313 

314 

315 

A B C 

5v2 Divisions 90s 60s 

6v6 to goal 4 min 2 min 

Pool Regeneration 

~/3o 

Extensive warm up 

End zone game 6v6 +3 2 min 1 min 

Time on own 10 min 

Pool Regeneration 

8/31 

Pool Regeneration 

9/2 PM (1:30pro} 

Travel home 

9/3 PM (l:30pm} 

Extensive Warm up 

Dummy Passing Sequences 60s 60s 

Combative Heading 

Intensive warm up 

lvls to goals 4 

11vll (1-4-2-3-1) Attacking Shape 6 min 2 min 

Intensive warm up 



D E 

264 4 

265 ~ ! 

266 3 

267 ! 
268 

269 

270 

271 ! 
272 

273 ! 
274 

275 ~ ! 
276 3 

277 

278 

279 ! 
28O 

281 ! 
282 

283 

284 

28s ! 
286 

287 ! 
288 

289 

290 

291 ! 
292 

293 

294 

295 ! 
296 

297 ! 
298 

299 ~ ! 
300 4 

3ol ~ ! 
302 

303 ! 
3O4 

30s ! 
306 

307 ! 
308           2          (2 min rest bt bouts) 

309 ! 
310       2 

311 ! 
312 

313 ! 
314 



264 

265 

266 

267 

268 

269 

270 

271 

272 

273 

274 

275 

276 

277 

278 

279 

280 

281 

282 

283 

284 Team was a bit sluggish. Issues: periods beginning, school started, illness, travel, and hard Wed. 

285 Next week: Increase Tuesday session and decrease Wednesday session. 

286 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 Seemed like too many reps--change next time 

3OO 

301 

302 

303 

3O4 

3O5 

306 

307 

3O8 

309 

310 

311 

312 

313 
314 Had to move inside so changed length due to surface 

315 



264 

265 

266 

267 

268 

269 

270 

271 

272 

273 

274 

275 

276 

277 

278 

279 

280 

281 

282 

283 

284 

285 

286 

287 

288 

289 

290 

291 

292 

293 

294 

295 

296 

297 

298 

299 

300 

301 

302 

303 

304 

305 

306 

307 

308 

309 

310 

311 

312 

313 

314 

315 



316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 

A B C 

11 v 6 4 min 2 min 

Cool Down 

Game vs Marquette 

9/8 PM 

Game vs San Diego 

9/10 PM 

Extensive Warm up 

End zone game 6v6 +3 5 min 2 min 

Attacking Corner Kicks 

Intensive warm up 

10v6 to goal 6 min 2 min 

TRAVEL TO MARYLAND 

9/13 PM 

TRAVEL HOME 

9/14 PM 

Extensive Warm up 

10 v 6 to goal--Patterns of Play 

Cool Down 

Game vs. Virginia 



D E 
316 2 
3"17 ! 
318 

3"19 

32O 
321 ! 
322 

323 ! 
324 

325 
326 
327 ! 
328 

329 ! 
33O 

331 
332 
333 ! 
334 

335 ! 
336 
337 ~ ! 
338 2 
339 ! 
34O 
34~ ! 
342 

343 ! 
344 
345 ~ ! 
346 2 
347 ! 
348 

349 
35O 
3s~ ! 
352 

353 
354 
3ss ! 
356 

357 ! 
358 
359 
36O 

361 ! 
362 
363 ! 
364 

365 ! 
366 
367 



316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 

Cut second game short because level went down 

40 yds long--climb the ladder, zig zag, overlap 



316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 
359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 

G 



A B C 

368 
369 
37O 

371 

372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 

378 
379 
38O 
381 
382 
383 
384 

385 
386 
387 

388 
389 
39O 

391 

392 
393 
394 
395 
396 
397 
398 
399 
4OO 
401 

4O2 
4O3 
4O4 
4O5 
4O6 
4O7 
4O8 

4O9 

411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 

417 
418 
419 
42O 

Pool Regeneration 

9/18 PM 

4 player passing expanded (in groups of 6) 

10 minutes on own 

Intensive warm up 

End zone game 6v6 +3 

Cool Down 

9/20 PM 

Pool Regeneration 

9/22 PM 

Dino’s Passsing between dummies (groups of 5) 909 609 

I touch juggling game 

Split Training: People who played <40 minutes 

Attack-Defend-Rest 3 rain 2 min 

Intensive warm up 

4v4 Tournament :L.S min 2.S rain 

Pool Regeneration 

9/24 PM 

Triangle Passing 2 min 1.5 min 

Tactical 11v11 7 rain 2 min 

D: Shape work 

9/25 PM 

Set Pieces 



D E 

368 
369 
3?O 

37~ 
3?2 
3?3 
3?4 
375 ! 
376 
377 ! 
378 

379 ! 
38O 
381 ! 
382 
383 ! 
384 

38s 
386 
387 ! 
388 

389 ! 
39O 

39:1 
392 
393 ! 
394       4 
395 ! 
396 
397 ! 
398 
399 ~ ! 
400 3 
4o:1 ! 
4O2 

403 ! 
4O4 
4os ! 
406           6          2 sets w/4rain rest 
407 ! 
4O8 

~,o9 
4:10 
4:1:1 ! 
4:12 4 
4:13 ~ ! 
414 2 
4:15 ! 
4:16 

4:17 
4:18 
4:19 ! 
42O 



368 

369 

370 

371 

372 Lightning--had to go to turf 

373 

374 

375 

376 

377 

378 

379 

380 

381 

382 

383 

384 

385 

386 

387 

388 

389 

390 

391 

392 

393 

394 

395 

396 

397 

398 

399 

400 

401 

402 

403 

404 

405 

406 

407 

408 

409 

410 

411 

412 

413 
414 cut second game short due to fatigue~4min 

415 

416 

417 

418 

419 

42O 



368 
369 
37O 

371 

372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 

378 
379 
38O 
381 
382 
383 
384 

385 
386 
387 

388 
389 
39O 

391 

392 
393 
394 
395 
396 
397 
398 
399 
4OO 
401 

4O2 
4O3 
4O4 
4O5 
4O6 
4O7 
4O8 

4O9 
4~.0 
4~.I 
4~.2 
4~.3 
4~.4 
4~.5 
4~.6 

4~.7 
4~.8 
4~.9 
42O 

G 



A B C 

422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 

429 
430 
431 

432 
433 
434 

435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
44O 
441 

442 
443 
444 

445 
446 
447 

448 
449 
45O 
451 
452 
453 
454 

455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
46O 
461 

462 
463 
464 

465 
466 
467 

468 
469 
47O 
471 
472 

Intensive warm up 

10 v 6 to goal--Patterns of Play 6 min 2 min 

Cool Down 

9/27 PM 

Pool Regeneration 

9/29 PM 

5v2 by Position 

Finishing stations 

Game vs MIAMI 

10/1 PM 

Extensive Warm up 

MF Attack-Defending Transition in a 3-back 3 min 1.5 

Cool Down 

10/3 PM 

5v2 by Position 

Finishing stations 

Game vs BC 

10/5 PM 

Extensive Warm up 

Split Training <60 min 



D E 

422 

423 ! 
424 
425 ! 
426           2          (starters played 1st 6 rain bout and reserves the 2nd) 

427 ! 
428 

429 
43O 
431 ! 
432 

433 ! 
434 

435 
436 
437 ! 
438 
439 ! 
44O 
441 ! 
442 

443 ! 
444 

44s 
446 
447 ! 
448 

449 ! 
45O 
4si ! 
452 3 
4s3 i ! 
454 

456 
4s7 ! 
458 
459 ! 
46O 
461 ! 
462 

463 ! 
464 

4es 
466 
467 ! 
468 

469 ! 
47O 
471 ! 
472 



421 

422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 

429 
430 
431 

432 
433 
434 

435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
44O 
441 

442 
443 
444 

445 
446 
447 

448 
449 
45O 
451 
452 
453 
454 

455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
46O 
461 

462 
463 
464 

465 
466 
467 

468 
469 
47O 
471 
472 



421 

422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 

429 
430 
431 

432 
433 
434 

435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
44O 
441 

442 
443 
444 

445 
446 
447 

448 
449 
45O 
451 
452 
453 
454 

455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
46O 
461 

462 
463 
464 

465 
466 
467 

468 
469 
47O 
471 
472 

G 



A B C 
473 
474 5v5 to goal 4 min 2 min 
475 
476 
477 
478 

479 
48O 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 

486 
487 
488 
489 
49O 
491 
492 
493 

494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 

5O2 
5O3 
5O4 
5O5 
5O6 
5O7 
5O8 

5O9 
550 
5~I 
552 
5~3 
554 
S$S 
556 
5~7 
558 

5~9 
52O 
521 

522 
523 
524 
525 

Split Training>60 min 

Cool Down 

10/7 PM 

Explosive Prep (Level2) 20m:2m dec at 100% 20s 

4v4 to goals 1.5 min 1.5 min 

Intensive warm up 

5v2 Divisions 90s 60s 

5v5 to goal 5 min 2 min 

Weights 

Triangle Passing 2 rain 1 rain 

11 v11: Beating the bunker 8 rain 2 rain 

Extensive Warm up 

End zone game 6v6 +3 s 1.5 min 

Cool Down 

10/11 PM 

5v2 by Position 90s 60s 

Four corner finishing game 

Cool Down 

Pool Regeneration upon arrival 

10/12 AM 

Game vs. CLEMSON 



D E 

474 4 
475 ! 
476 
477 
478 

479 

48O 

481 ! 
482       10 
483 ! 
484           6          2 sets w/4rain rest 
485 ! 
486 

487 ! 
488 
489 
490 3 
491 ~ ! 
492 4 
493 ! 
494 

495 ! 
496 
497 [ 
498 4 
499 
500 2 
SOl ! 
502 

503 ! 
5O4 
sos ~ ! 
506 2 
so7 ! 
5O8 

so9 
510 

s 11 ! 
512 3 
513 
514 
sis ! 
516 
517 ! 
518 

s19 
52O 
s21 ! 
522 

523 ! 
524 
s2s 



47~ 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 

479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 

486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
49~ 

494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 

502 
50~ 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 

509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 

519 
520 
521 

522 
523 
524 
525 



47~ 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 

479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 

486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
49~ 

494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 

502 
50~ 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 

509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 

519 
520 
521 

522 
523 
524 
525 

G 



A B C 

526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 

Pool Regeneration 

10/14 PM 

Explosive Prep 

6v6 +3 End Zone Game 

Reserves: 7v7 6 min 2 min 

Intensive warm up 

Cool Down 

10/16 PM 

Explosive Prep 

Defending Crosses --half-field 15 balls 

Cool Down 

10/17 PM 

5v2 by Position 90s 60s 

4 corner finishing 

Game vs Duke 

10/19 PM 

Extensive Warm up 

10 v 7 to goal 7 balls 

Cool Down 
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10/21 PM 



D E 

526 

527 ! 
528 

529 

53O 

s31 ! 
532 

533 ! 
534 

s3s ! 
536       3 

537 ! 
538 

539 ! 
54O 

541 
542 
S43 
544 

s4s 
546 

547 ! 
548 

549 

550 

ssi ! 
552 

ss3 
554 

sss ! 
556 2 

557 

558 

ss9 ! 
56O 

s6i ! 
562 

563 

564 

s6s ! 
566 

567 ! 
568 

569 

570 reserves got 5 balls 

s7i ! 
572 

573 

574 

s7s ! 
576 

577 



526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 



526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 

G 



578 

579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 

587 
588 
589 
59O 
591 
592 
593 

594 
595 
596 

597 
598 
599 

600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 

607 
608 
609 

610 

613 
614 

617 

620 

623 

624 

627 
628 
629 

A B C 

Pool Regeneration 
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10/23 PM 

8 player passing traffic 2 mn 1 rain 

11v11: Defensive shape 6 rain 2 rain 

Cool Down 
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10/24 PM 

5v2 by Position 90s 

Four corner finishing game 

Game vs STATE 

10/26 PM 

Extensive Warm up 

End zone game 6v6 +3 3 min 1.5 min 

Cool Down 

10/28 PM 

Pool Regeneration 

10/30 PM 

Extensive Warm up 

Cones 35s 25s 

5v5 4 min 2 min 

Extensive Warm up 

6v6+2: Defensive Shape: dealing with breakdowns 15 balls 



D E 

578 

579 

58O 

s8~ ! 
582 3 

S83 ~ ! 
584 2 

s8s ! 
586 

s87 
588 

s89 ! 
590 2 

591 

592 

593 ! 

594 

595 ! 
596 

597 

598 

599 ! 
6OO 

6o~ ! 
602 

603 ~ ! 
604 2 

60s ! 
606 

607 

6O8 

609 ! 
610 

611 ! 
612 

613 

614 

6:~s ! 
616 

617 ! 
618 

619 ! 
620       6 

621 ! 
622       4 

623 ! 
624 

625 ! 
626 

627 ~ ! 
628 

629 ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 



578 

579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 

587 
588 
589 
59O 
591 
592 
593 

594 
595 
596 

597 
598 
599 

600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 

607 
608 
609 

610 

613 
614 

617 

620 

623 

624 

627 
628 
629 



578 

579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 

587 
588 
589 
59O 
591 
592 
593 

594 
595 
596 

597 
598 
599 

600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 

607 
608 
609 

610 

613 
614 

617 

620 

623 

624 

627 
628 
629 



630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 

A B C 
Tactical finishing (dribble inside/outside) i0 shots 

Intensive warm up 

6v6: 5v2s 

Three Tier Finishing 

Cool Down 

11/3 PM 

Explosive Prep 20m 3m 

Bogeys 

Cool Down 

Extensive Warm up 

Dummy Passing 2 min 1 min 

3-tier finishing 

PK finishing 

Intensive warm up 

3v3 +l 1 min lmin 

Near Far Slot 

Cool Down 
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11/7 PM 

Triangle Passing 2 min I rain 

6v6 +3 End Zone Game 3 min 1.5 min 

PK finishing 

Intensive warm up 



D E 

630 2 

631 ~ 

632 

633 ~ 
634 

635 ~ 
636 

637 ~ 
638 

639 ~ 
64O 

641 

642 

643 ~ 
644 7 lOs rest 

645 ~ I 
646 

647 ~ I 
648 

649 

65O 

651 ~ 

652 

653 ~ 
654 

6ss ~ I 
656 2 

657 ~ I 
658 
659 ~ 
660 

661 ~ 

662 

663 ~ 
664 

665 ~ I 
666 1 

667 ~ I 
668 

669 ~ 
67O 

671 

672 

673 ~ 
674 2 

675 ~ I 
676 3 

677 ~ 
678 

679 ~ 

68O 

681 ~ 
682 



630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 



630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
665 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 

G 



A B C 

684 4v4v4 1.5 30s 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 

690 
691 
692 
693 
694 
695 
696 
697 
698 

699 
7OO 
701 

7O2 
7O3 
7O4 

7O5 
7O6 
7O7 
7O8 
7O9 
710 
711 
712 

713 
714 
715 
716 
717 
718 
719 
72O 

721 
722 
723 
724 
725 
726 
727 
728 
729 
73O 

731 
732 
733 
734 
735 

Tactical finishing (dribble inside/outside) 

PK finishing 

Intensive warm up 

End zone game 6v6 +3 

Attacking Corner Kicks 

Cool Down 

11/10 PM 

Pool Regeneration 

11/12 PM 

Triangle Passing-different sequence 2 min 1 min 

Bogeys 

Cool Down 

11/13 PM 

Explosive Prep 

Dummy Passing 

Cool Down 

11/14 PM 

Explosive Prep 40m Sm 

Attacking choreography 

Team Trains the GK 

Cool Down 

11/15 PM 

Sv2 by position 90s 60s 



D E 

684 3 

685 ~ ! 
686 

687 ! 
688 

689 ! 
690 

691 ! 
692 

693 ! 
694 

695 ! 
696 

697 ! 
698 

699 

7OO 

7o~ ! 
702 

703 ! 
7O4 

7os 
706 

707 ! 
7O8 3 

709 ~ I~i’~ ~i~ ~ 
710 

711 ! 
712 

713 

714 

7:~s ! 
716 

717 ~ !~i~ 
n8 
719 

72O 

722 

723 ! 
724        5                                           8O% 

725 ! 
726 

727 ~ ! 
728 

729 ! 
730 

731 

732 

733 ! 
734 3 

735 ....................................................................................................................................................................................... 



683 

684 

685 

686 

687 

688 

689 

690 

691 

692 

693 

694 

695 

696 

697 

698 

699 

700 

701 

702 

703 

7O4 

705 

706 

707 

708 

709 

710 

711 

712 

713 

714 

715 

716 

717 

718 

719 

720 

721 

722 

723 

724 

725 

726 

727 

728 

729 

730 

731 

732 

733 

734 

735 



683 

684 

685 

686 

687 

688 

689 

690 

691 

692 

693 

694 

695 

696 

697 

698 

699 

700 

701 

702 

703 

7O4 

705 

706 

707 

708 

709 

710 

711 

712 

713 

714 

715 

716 

717 

718 

719 

720 

721 

722 

723 

724 

725 

726 

727 

728 

729 

730 

731 

732 

733 

734 

735 



736 
737 
738 

739 
74O 
741 

742 
743 
744 

745 
746 
747 
748 
749 
75O 
751 
752 

753 
754 
755 
756 

757 
758 
759 
76O 
761 

762 
763 
764 
765 
766 
767 
768 
769 
77O 

771 
772 
773 

774 
775 
776 
777 
778 
779 
78O 
781 

782 
783 
784 
785 
786 
787 
788 

A B C 

Set Pieces 

Cool Down 
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11/16 PM 

Pool Regeneration 

11/18 PM 

Explosive Prep 

7v7 6 min 2 min 

Cool Down 

11/19 PM 

Dummv Passing 90s 60s 

11vll 7 min 2 min 

PKs 

Intensive warm up 

6v6 to goal 6 min 2 min 

Cool Down 

Pool Regeneration 

11121 AM 

Extensive Warm up 

6v6--Sv2 Transition 3 min 1.5 min 

PKs 

Intensive warm up 

End zone game 6v6 +3 3 min 1.5 rain 

PKs 



D E 

736 

737 ! 
738 

739 

74O 

741 ! 
742 

743 ! 
744 

745 

746 

747 ! 
748 

749 ~ ! 

750 2 

7s~ ! 
752 

753 

754 

7ss ! 
756 4 

757 

758 2 

759 ! 
760 

761 ! 
762 

763 ! 
764 

765 ~ ! 
766 4 

767 ! 
768 

769 ! 
770 

771 

772 

773 ! 
774 

775 ! 
776 

777 ~ ! 
778 2 

779 ~ ! 
78O 

781 ! 
782 

783 ! 
784 

785 

786 2 

787 ! 
788 



736 
737 
738 

739 
74O 
741 

742 
743 
744 

745 
746 
747 
748 
749 
75O 
751 
752 

753 
754 
755 
756 

757 
758 
759 
76O 
761 

762 
763 
764 
765 
766 
767 
768 
769 
77O 

771 
772 
773 

774 
775 
776 
777 
778 
779 
78O 
781 

782 
783 
784 
785 
786 
787 
788 



736 
737 
738 

739 
74O 
741 

742 
743 
744 

745 
746 
747 
748 
749 
75O 
751 
752 

753 
754 
755 
756 

757 
758 
759 
76O 
761 

762 
763 
764 
765 
766 
767 
768 
769 
77O 

771 
772 
773 

774 
775 
776 
777 
778 
779 
78O 
781 

782 
783 
784 
785 
786 
787 
788 

G 



A B C 

790 
791 
792 

793 
794 
795 

796 
797 
798 
799 
8OO 
801 
802 
803 
8O4 
8O5 
8O6 
8O7 
8O8 

8O9 
810 
811 
812 
813 
814 
815 
816 
817 
818 

819 
82O 
821 
822 
823 
824 
825 
826 
827 

828 
829 
83O 

831 
832 
833 

834 
835 
836 
837 
838 
839 
84O 

841 

Game vs BYU 
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11/24 PM 

Extensive Warm up 

Dummy Passing 90s 60s 

6v6 +2 Possession 2 min 1 min 

Cool Down 

5v5 to goal 6 min 2 min 

Cool Down 

11/26 PM 

Explosive Prep 30m 3m 

3v3 +1 1 min 1 min 

11vll 7 min 2 min 

Cool Down 

11/27 PM 

Explosive Prep 20m 3m 

5v5 to goal (2 touch, 2 touch, free) 

Cool Down 

Pool Regeneration 

11/28 AM 

Extensive Warm up 

llvll 

Cool Down 



D E 

790 

791 ! 
792 

793 

794 

795 ! 
796 

797 ! 
798 

799 

800 4 

8ol ! 
802       2 

8o3 ! 
8O4 

8os ! 
806       4 

8o7 ! 
8O8 

809 
810 

811 ! 
812 5 9O% 
813 
814 1 
81s ! 
816       2 

817 ! 
818 

819 
82O 

821 ! 
822            6                                                                   100% 

823 ! 
824 

82s ! 
826 

827 ! 
828 

829 ! 
83O 

831 
832 

833 ! 
834 

83s ! 
836 

837 ! 
838 

839 ! 
84O 

841 



789 

790 

791 

792 

793 

794 

795 

796 

797 

798 

799 

8OO 

801 

802 

803 

804 

805 

806 

807 

808 

809 

810 

811 

812 

813 

814 

815 

816 

817 

818 

819 

820 

821 

822 

823 

824 

825 

826 

827 

828 

829 

830 

831 

832 

833 

834 

835 

836 

837 

838 

839 

840 

841 



789 

790 

791 

792 

793 

794 

795 

796 

797 

798 

799 

8OO 

801 

802 

803 

804 

805 

806 

807 

808 

809 

810 

811 

812 

813 

814 

815 

816 

817 

818 

819 

820 

821 

822 

823 

824 

825 

826 

827 

828 

829 

830 

831 

832 

833 

834 

835 

836 

837 

838 

839 

840 

841 



842 

843 

844 

845 

846 

847 

848 

849 

85O 

851 

852 

853 

854 

855 

856 

857 

858 

859 

86O 

861 

A B C 
11/29 AM 

Intensive warm up 

End zone game 6v6 +3 

Set Pieces 

Cool Down 

11/30 PM 

B~TA~ ! 

Pool Regeneration 

12/2 PM 



D E 
842 
843 ! 
844 

845 ! 
846 
847 ! 
848 
849 ! 
85O 
8s~ ! 
852 

853 
854 
8ss ! 
856 

8s7 ! 
858 

859 
86O 
86~ 
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848 

849 

85O 
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853 

854 

855 

856 

857 

858 

859 

86O 

861 
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85O 
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86O 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

Friday, April 30, 2010 1:39 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Update on Women’s Soccer Project 

Hank Agreed. 

I am back on Tuesday and will be in touch. 

all the best 

Matt 
Dr 2vfatthew J. Robinson 
Universi~z of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
www udel edu/ICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Thtt 29 Apr 2010 17:22:31 -(;,400 

>From: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
>Subject: Re: Update on Women’s Soccer Project 
>Tu: "Dr. Matthew J. Rubinsun" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> 
> Yes, ] wuuld be wonderful tu wurk with 
> 

> 

> >>> "Dr. Matthew J Rubinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> 4/29/2010 11:01 ~M\I >>> 
> Guys, 
> 
> In reference tu yesterday’s emails Are yuu in favur 
> of as female partner in moving 
> forward. Just wanted to cunfirm. 
> 

> l.imited email access this week. Droid is nut working 
> over here 
> 

> Allthebest 
> 
> Matt 
> Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
> Umversity of Delaware 
> Associate Professor/Prugram I)irectur Spurt 
> Management 
> Directur International Cuaching Enrichment 
> Certificate Program 
> ww~v.udel.edv.’ICECP 
> 302 831-6680 
> 

> .... Original message .... 
> >Date: Wed, 28 Apt 2010 12:21:55 -0400 
> >From: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> >Subject: Re: Update on Women’s Soccer Project 
> >To: "Hank Steinbrecher" <hstouchline@mac.com>, "Dr. 
> Matthexv J. Robinson" <mjrobins@LPDel.Edu> 
> > 

> > Matt, 
> > 

> > why did US Soccer decide to go xvith the three 
> > stage program? 
> > 

> > >>> "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" 
> <rnjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> > 4,’28/2010 ll:03AM>>> 
> > Hank and Anson: 
> > 

> > I hope you both are xvell. 
> > 

> > I had a great conversation with guy from USA 
> Hockey 
> > who implemented the Long Term Athlete 
> Development 
> > model for hockey Gave some good insights in 
> terms 
> > of rolling it out and buy in across the 
> organization 
> > from grassroots to upper level/elite level. 
> > 

> > Also, he has had coversations with Asher M at US 
> > Soccer about their player development and use of 
> > LTAD. The?- opted not to fbllow and have the 
> three 
> > stage program. 



> 

> Also, something I thought of after call. In 
putung 
> together a team, for political sake is it 
important 
> to have a female on the team. If that is the 
case I 
> would defer to you both to identil?’ a quality’ 
> person 
> 

> All the best off to Switzerland. Hope to watch 
Barca 
> game in airport before departing. 
> 

> Hartk you have to be excited for Baycrn 
advancing. 
> Interesting that no EPL, point made in the 
> Soccernomics book is that EPL players have sh-- 
> kicked out of them in EPL nothing left for 
national 
> team or the cup. 
> 

> Matt 
> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> University of Delaxvare 
> Associate ProfessoriProgramDirector Sport 
> Management 
> Director International Coaching Et~rictm~ent 
> Certificate Program 
> ww~v.udel.edu/ICECP 
> 302831-6680 
> 

> .... Original message .... 
> >Date: Wed, 13 Jan 2010 08:27:32 -0600 
> >From: Hank Steinbrecher <hstouchline@mac corn> 
> >Subject: Re: Meet up inPhilly 
> >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" 
<mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

> >Cc: Hank Steinbrecher <hstouchline@mac.com> 
> > 

> >I can not be available until about 10 
> >On Jari 13, 2010, at 8:23 AM, Dr. Matthew J. 
> Robinson wrote: 
> > 

> >> I can be in bright arid early. I can get on 
road 
> by 6 and be up there by 7ish so I can beat 
trafiic 
> If you ~vant to catch breaM’east or shortly 
after. 
> >> 

> >> All the best 
> >> 

> >>Matt 
> >> 

> >> Dr. NIatthew J Robinson 
> >> Associate Professor Sport Management/ 
> >> Program Director 
> >> 302 831-6680 

> >~" ..... Original message .... 
> >>> Date: Wed, 13 Jan 2010 07:59:40 -06(X) 
> >>> From: tlank Steinbrecher 

<hstouchline@mac.com> 
> >>> Subject: Re: Meet up inPhilly 
> >>> To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" 
> <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> >>> Cc: tlank Steinbrecher <hstouchline@mac.com> 

> >>> Friday should be OK. ’]’here are a few people 
! 
> want you to meet. Spoke with Steve Byrd of 
STATS 
> and lets hope to get together on Friday morning 
> What time will you get in? 

> >>>Hank 
> >>> On Jan 13, 2010, at 5:50 AM. Dr Matthew J. 
> Robinson wrote: 

> >>>>Hank 

> >>>> Just wanted to touch base. I was going to 
be at 
> convention on Friday. I have meeting with Red 
Sox on 
> Thursday in boston. Get back later thursday so 

> going to come up early- friday, let me know if 



> there 
> > is good time to catch up. Wont be able to get up 
> sat 
> > with other commitment. 

> > >>>> my cell ffneeded is 302 354-1497. 

> > >>>> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> > >>>> Associate Professor Sport Management/ 

> > >>>> 302 831-6680 

> > >>>> .... Original message .... 
> > >>>>> Date: Tue, 22 Dec 2009 10:03:42 -0600 
> > >>>>> From: Hank Steinbrecher 
> <hstouchline@mac..cam> 
> > >>>>> Subject: Re: Touching Base: Matt Robinson 
> > Decision Lens Soccer Model 
> > >>>>> To: "Dr. _Matthew J. Robinson" 
> > <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> > >>>>> Cc: Hartk Steinbrechcr 
> <hstouchline@mac.com> 

> > >>>>> Hi Matt, 
> > >>>>> Visiting with the kids for the holidays. 
> Just 
> > picked up the message. Can we do this after tile 
> > holiday? We are all going out for shopping. 

> > >>>>>hal~ 
> > >>>>> On Dec 21, 2009, at 6:57 P_’vE Dr. Matthew 
> J 
> > Robinson wrote: 

> > >>>>>> You got time on tuesday f,ar a 
> demonstration. 
> > doing one for friend in turkey early on tuesday 

> > 8:30candoafterthat 

> > >>>>>> The soccer model came together nicely. 

> > >>>>>> all t2ae best 

> > >>>>>> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> > >>>>>> Associate Professor Sport Management/ 

> > >>>>>>302 831-6680 

> > >>>>>> .... Original message .... 
> > >>>>>>> Date: Thu, 17 Dec 2009 14:47:16 -0600 
> > >>>>>>> From: Hank Steinbrecher 
> > <hstouchline@maccom> 
> > >>>>>>> SubJect: Re: Touching Base: Matt 
> Robinson 
> > Decision Lens Soccer Model 
> > >>>>>>> To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" 
> > <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> > >>>>>>> Cc: Hank Steinbrecher 
> <hstouchline@mac.com> 

> > >>7,>>7,> I am offto Tucson. Lets talk early 

> > week 

> > >>>>>>>Hank 
> > >>>>>>> On Dec 17, 2009, at 7:45 AM, IX. Matthew 
> J 
> > Robinson wrote: 

> > >7,>>7,>>7, I hopeyou are well After some delays 
> my 
> > health and Anson having the nerve to go after 
> > anothernationalchampionshipt,[haveamodel 

> > demo for you. 

> > >>>>>>>> Let tile know good tinge. I am doric 

> > this week. I used top midfielders for mls draft 

> > used metrics from anson in developing model and 



> just 
> > put in dutmny data. 

> > >>>>>>>> All the best 

> > >>>>>>>> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> > >>>>>>>> Associate Professor Sport Management/ 

> > >>>>>>>> 302 831-6680 

> > >>>>>>>> .... Original message .... 
> > >>>>>>>>> Date: Thu, 19 Nov 2009 09:16:22 -0600 
> > >>>>>>>>> From: Hank Steinbrecher 
> > <hstouchline@raac.com> 
> > >>>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Touching Base: _Matt 
> Robinson 
> > Decision Lens Soccer Model 
> > >>>>>>>>> To: Matt Robinson <mjrobins@lj’Del.Edu> 
> > >>>>>>>>>Cc:HankSteinbrecher 
> > <hstouchline@raac.com> 

> > >>>>>>>>> Hi _Matt, 
> > >>>>>>>>> Becn flat on my back with a sinus 
> > itffcction for the past tNee days. On the mend 
> > now. I will be in town all the next two weeks. 
> Off 
> > to MLS tomorrow and back on Monday. Lets talk. 

> > >>>>>>>>> OnNov 17, 2009, at 9:31 AM, Matt 
> Robinson 

> > >>>>>>>>>> I hope you are well. I just wanted to 
> > follo~v up. I have worked with anson on 
> development 
> > of soccer model. I am talking again on wed. I 
> > wanted to run past you once ~ve have a pro~pe. 
> > Again, want to have it in pret~ good shape 
> before 
> > doingademo. 

> > >>>>>>>>>> also, I have a contact that is in 
> ~vith 
> > tech person with Barcelona. I did demo for him 
> and 
> > he liked 

> > >>>>>>>>>> Let me know- if there is a good time 

> > talk 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

Friday, April 30, 2010 1:42 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Update on Women’s Soccer Project 

Also, ~vas with Chve Woodward who coached England to Rugby world championship in 2003. Great gw he is with their olympic committee now but wants to get into coaching soccer after 
london games He was with South hampton after getting our rugby. You would have enjoyed the conversations with him. 

Matt 
Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
University of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
Director International Coaching Ewichment Celtificate Program 
www.udel.edu/ICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Thu, 29 Apr 2010 17:22:31 -0400 

>From: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa unc.edu> 
>Subject: Re: Update on Women’s Soccer Project 
>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
> 
> Yes ’ would be wonderful to work with 
> 

> 

> >>> "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
> 4,’29/2010 11:01 AM >>> 
> Guys, 
> 
> In re[’erence to yesterday’s emails. Are you in favor 
> of( as female partner ~n moving 
> forward. Just wanted to confirm 
> 

> Limited email access this week Droid is not working 
> over here. 
> 

> All thebest 
> 

> Matt 
> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> University of Delaware 
> Associate Professor/ProgramDirector Sport 
> Management 
> Director International Coaching [{nrichment 
> Certificate Program 
> www udel edu/ICECP 
> 302 831-6680 
> 
> .... Original message .... 
> >Date: Wed, 28 Apr 2010 12:21:55 
> >From: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> >Subject: Re: Update on Women’s Soccer Project 
> >To: "Hank Steinbrecher" <hstouchline@mac.corr~>, "Dr. 
> Matthew J. Robinson" <rajrobins@UDehEdu> 
> > 

> > Matt, 
> > 

> > why did US Soccer decide to go w-ith the three 
> > stage program? 
> 

> > >>> "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" 
> <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
> > 4/28/2010 ll:03AM>>> 
> > Hank and Anson: 
> > 

> > I hope you both are welh 
> > 

> > I had a great conversation xvith guy from USA 
> Hockey- 
> > who implemented the Long Term Athlete 
> Development 
> > model for hockey-. Gave some good insights in 
> reims 
> > of rolling it out and buy in across the 
> organization 
> > from grassroots to upper level/elite level. 
> > 

> > Also, he has had coversations with Asher M at US 
> > Soccer about their player development and use of 
> > LTAD They opted not to follow and have the 
> three 
> > stage program. 
> > 

> > Also, something I thought of after call. In 
> putting 



> together a team, for political sake is it 
important 
> to have a female on the team. Kthat is the 
case I 
> would defer to you both to identify a quality 
> person. 

> All the best offto Switzerland. Hope to watch 
Barca 
> game in ail]oort before departing. 
> 

> Haak you have to be excited for Bayern 
advancing. 
> h~teresting that no EPL, point made in the 
> Soccernonrics book is that EPL players have sh-- 
> kicked out of them in EPL nothing left for 
national 
> teanr or the cup. 
> 

> Matt 
> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> University of Delaware 
> Associate Professor/ProgramDirector Sport 
> Management 
> Director International Coaching Ertrictwacnt 
> Celtificate Program 
> www.udel.edu/ICECP 
> 302831-6680 
> 

> .... Original message .... 
> >Date: YVed, 13 Jan 2010 08:27:32 -06(30 
> >From: Hank Steinbrecher <hstouchline@mac.com> 
> >Subject: Re: Meet up inPhilly 
> >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" 
<mjrobins@UDel Edu> 

> >Cc: Hank Steinbrecher <hstouchline@mac corn> 
> > 

> >I can not be available uaatil about 10 
> >On Jan 13, 2010, at 8:23 AM. Dr. Matflaew J 
> Robinson wrote: 
> > 

> >> I can be in bright and earl?’. I can get on 
road 
> by 6 and be tap there by 7ish so I can beat 
traffic. 
> If you want to catch breald?ast or shortly 
after 
> >> 

> >> All the best 
> >> 

> >>Matt 
> >> 

> >> Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson 
> >> Associate Prot?ssor Sport Management,’ 
> >> Pl-ogram Director 
> >>302831-6680 
> >> 

> >> 

Original message .... 
> >>> Date: Wed, 13 Jan 2010 07:59:40 -0600 
> >>> From: Hank Steinbrecher 

<hstouchline@mac corn> 
> >>> SubJect: Re: Meet up inPhilly 
> >>> To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" 
> <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

> >>> Cc: Hank Steinbrecher <hstouchline@mac corn> 

> >>>Matt, 
> >>> Friday should be OK There are a few people 
I 
> want you to meet. Spoke with Steve Byrd of 
STATS 
> and lets hope to get together on Friday morning. 
> What t~me will you get m? 

> >>>Hank 
> >>> On Jan 13, 2010, at 5:50 AM, Dr. Matthew J. 
> Robinson wrote: 

> >>>> Just wanted to touch base. I was going to 
be at 
> convention on Friday. I have meeting with Red 
Sox on 
> Thursday in boston. Get back later thursday so 

> going to conre up early friday, let me l~ow if 
there 
> is good time to catch up. Wont be able to get up 



> > with other commltmem. 

> > >>>> my cellifneeded is 302 354-1497 

> > >>>>Dr Miitthew J Robinson 
> > >>>> Associate Professor Spo~ Managemenff 
> > >>>> ~ogramDgector 
> > >>>> 302 831-6680 

> > >>>> .... Original message .... 
> > >>>>> Da~: Tue, 22 Dec 2009 10:03:42 -0600 
> > >>>>> Dom: Ha~ Smmbrecher 
> <hstouchline@mac..corn> 
> > >>>>> Subject: Re: Touching Base: Matt Robinson 
> > Decision Lens Soccer Model 
> > >>>>> To: "L~. Matthew J. Robinson" 
> > ~mxjrobms@~el.E&> 
> > >>>>> Cc: Hat~ Steinbrecher 
> <hstouchline@mac.com> 

> > >>>>> Hi Ma~, 
> > >>>>> Visiting xvRh the kids for the holidays. 
> Just 
> > picked up the message. Can we do this after the 
> > holiday? We are all going out for shopping. 

> > >>>>> OnDec 21, 2009, at 6:57 P~ ~. MaRhew 
> J. 
> > Robinson wrote: 

> > >>>>>> You got time on R~esday for a 
> demonstration. 
> > doing one for i}iend in turkey early on tuesday 

> > 8:30candoafterthat. 

> > >>>>>> The soccer model came together nicely. 

> > >>>>>> all the best 

> > >>>>>>Matt 
> > >>>>>> Dr. Ma~he~v J. Robinson 
> > >>>>>> Associate Prot?ssor Sport Management/ 

> > >>>>>>302 831-6680 

> > >>>>>> .... Original message .... 
> > >>>>>>> Da~: ~u, 17 Dec 2009 14:47:16 -0600 
> > >>>>>>> From: Ha~ S~mbrecher 
> > <hstouchline@mac.com> 
> > >>>>>>> Subject: Re: Touching Base: MaR 
> Robinson 
> > Decision Lens Soccer Model 
> > >>>>>>> To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" 
> > <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> > >>>>>>>Cc: Hank Steinbrecher 
> <hstouchline@mac corn> 

> > >>>>>>> I am off to Tucson. Lets talk early 

> > >>>>>>> On Dec 17, 2009, at 7:45 AM. I~ Mat~ew 

> > Robinson wrote: 

> > >>>>>>>>Ihopeyouarewell. ARer some delays 

> > health and Anson having the nerve to go after 
> > another national championshipt, I have a model 

> > demoforyou. 

> > >>>>>>>> Let me ~ow good t~e. I am done 

> > this week. I used top mic~ieldcrs for mls &aft 
> and 
> > used metrics from anson in developing model and 

> > put in d~y data. 



> > >>>>>>>> Allthe best 

> > >>>>>>>>Dr Matthew J Robinson 
> > >>>>>>>> Associate Professor Sport Management/ 
> > >>>>>>>> bkogram Director 
> > >>>>>>>> 302 831-6680 

> > >>>>>>>> .... Original message .... 
> > >>>>>>>>> Date: ~u, 19 Nov 2009 09:16:22 -~00 
> > >>>>>>>>> From: Ha~ S~g~brecher 

> > <hstouchline@mac.com> 
> > >>>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Touching Base: Matt 
> Robinson 
> > Decision Lens Soccer Model 
> > >>>>>>>>> To: Matt Robinson <mjrobins@L~el.Edu> 
> > >>>>>>>>>Cc:Hat~Stembrecher 
> > <hstouchline@mac.com> 

> > >>>>>>>>> Hi Matt, 
> > >>>>>>>>> Been flat on my back wi~ a sinus 
> > irKection for the past ttnee days. On the mend 
> > now. I will be in town all the next two weeks. 
> Off 
> > to )~ES tomorrow and back on Monday. Lets talk. 

> > >>>>>>>>> OnNov 17, 2009, at 9:31 ~ MaR 
> Robinson 

> > >>>>>>>>>> I hope you are well I just ~vanted to 
> > follow up. I have worked with anson on 
> development 
> > of soccer model. I am taking again on wed. I 
> > wanted to run past you once we have a pro~’pe 
> > Again, ~vant to have it in pretb’ good shape 
> bet~ore 
> > doingademo. 

> > >>>>>>>>>> also, I have a contact that is in 

> > tech person wit~ Barcelona I did demo for him 
> and 
> > he lked. 

> > >>>>>>>>>> Let me ~ow if there is a good time 

> > taN. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

Friday, April 30, 2010 5:04 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Update on Women’s Soccer Project 

Didnt know he wrote one. Will have to look up. I monitored panel on which he sat. Great insights in his cormnents and great hour conversation afterwards with him. 

Have a great ~veekend 
Matt 
Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
University of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management 
Director International Coaching Enrichment Celtificate Program 
www.udel.edu/ICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Fri, 30 Apr 2010 15:36:54 -0400 

>From: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa unc.edu> 
>Subject: Re: Update on Women’s Soccer Project 
>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> 
> I think I read his book! 
> 
> >>> "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> 4/30/2010 1:41 PM >>> 
> Also, was with (;live Woodward who coached England to 
> Rugby world championship in 2003. Great guy he is 
> with their olympic committee now but wants to get 
> into coaching soccer after london games. He was with 
> South hampton after getting our rugby You would 
> have enjoyed the conversations with him. 
> 
> Matt 
> Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
> University of Delaware 
> Associate Professor/Program I)irector Sport 
> Management 
> Director International Coaching Enrichment 
> Certificate Program 
> vavw.udel.edu/ICECP 
> 302 831-6680 
> 
> .... Original message .... 
> >Dabe: Thu, 29 Apr 2010 17:22:31 -(MO0 
> >From: "Anson I)orrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
> >Sublect: Re: Update on Women’s Soccer ProJect 
> >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mlrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> > 

> > Yes / would be wonderful to work 
> with 
> > 

> > 

> > >>> "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" 
> <rnjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> > 4,’29/2010 11:01 AM>>> 
> > Guys, 
> > 

> > In reference to yesterday’s emails. Are you in 
> favor 
> > of as female partner in moving 
> > forward. Just wanted to cotffirm. 
> > 

> > Limited email access this week. Droid is not 
> working 
> > over here. 
> > 

> > All the best 
> > 

> > Matt 
> > Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> > University ofDelaxvare 
> > Associate Professor/Program Director Sport 
> > Management 
> > Director International Coaching Enricl~nrent 
> > Certificate Program 
> > wwwudeledu/ICECP 
> > 302831-6680 
> > 

> > .... Original message .... 
> > >Date: Wed, 28 Apr2010 12:21:55 -04()0 
> > >From: "AnsonDorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc edu> 
> > >Subject: Re: Update on Women’s Soccer Project 
> > >To: "Hank Steinbrecher" <hstouchline@maccom>, 
> "Dr. 



> > Matthew J. Robinson" <n!jrobins@UDel Edu> 

> > > Matt, 

> > > why didUS Soccer decide to go with the 
> three 
> > > stage program? 

> > > >>>"Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson" 
> > <rnjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> > > 4/28/2010 ll:03AM>>> 
> > > 

Hank and Anson: 

> > > I hope you both are welh 

> > > I had a great conversation with guy from USA 
> > Hockey 
> > > who implemented the Long Terra Athlete 
> > Development 
> > > model for hockey. Gave some good insights in 

> > > of rollit~g it out and buy in across the 
> > organization 
> > > from grassroots to upper level/elite leveh 

> > > Also, he has had coversations with Asher M 
> atUS 
> > > Soccer about their player development and 

> > > LTAD. They opted not to follow and have the 
> > three 
> > > stage program. 

> > > Also, something I thought of after call. In 
> > putting 
> > > together a team, for political sake is it 
> > important 
> > > to have a female on the team If that is the 

> > > would defer to you both to identify a 
> quality, 

> > > All the best off to Switzerland. Hope to 
> watch 

> > > game m airport before departing 

> > > HankyouhavetobeexcitedforBayem 
> > advancing 
> > > Interesting that no EPL, point made in the 
> > > Soccernomics book is that EPL players have 
> sh-- 
> > > kicked out of them in EPL nothing left for 
> > national 
> > > team or the cup. 

> > > Matt 
> > > Dr Matthew J Robinson 
> > > UnlversityofI)elaware 
> > > AssociateProfessor/Program Director Sport 
> > > Management 
> > > Director International Coaching Enrichment 
> > > Certificate Program 
> > > www.udel.edu/]CECP 
> > > 302831-6680 

> > > .... Original message .... 
> > > >]-)ate: Wed, 13 Jan2010 08:27:32-0600 
> > > >},’rom:HankSteinbrecher 
> <hstouchline@mac.com> 
> > > :>Subject: Re: MeetupinPhilly 
> > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" 
> > <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> > > >Cc: Hank Steinbrecher <hstouchline@mac.com> 

> > > >I can not be available until about 10 
> > > >On Jan13, 2010, atS:23AM, Dr. MatthewJ. 
> > > Robinson wrote: 

> > > 7,> I can be m bright and earl?’. I can get 

> > road 
> > > by 6 and beup thereby 7ish so I can beat 
> > traffic. 
> > > Ifyou want to catch breakfeast or shortly 
> > aker. 

> > > >> All the best 



> > > >> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> > > >> Associate Professor Sport Management,’ 
> > > >> Program Director 
> > > >>302831-6680 

> > > >> .... Originalmessage .... 
> > > >>> Date: Wed, 13 Jan 2010 07:59:40-0600 
> > > >>> Froru: Hank Steinbrecher 
> > <hstouchline@mac.com> 
> > > >>> Subject: Re: Meetup inPhilly 
> > > >>> To: "Dr. Matthe~v J. Robinson" 
> > > <rnjrobins@L~)ehEdu> 
> > > >>> Cc: Hank Steinbrecher 
> <hstouchline@mac.com> 

> > > >>>Matt, 
> > > >>> Friday should be OK. There are a few 
> people 
> > I 
> > > ~vant you to meet. Spoke with Steve Byrd of 
> > STATS 
> > > and lets hope to get together on Friday- 
> ruorning. 
> > > What trine will you get in? 

> > > >>> On Jan 13, 2010, at 5:50 AM_ Dr. Matthew 
> J. 

Robinson wrote: 

>>>> Hat~ 

>>>> Just wantedtotouch base. I was going 

> beat 
> > convention on Friday. I have meeting with 
Red 
> Sox on 
> > Thursday- in boston. Get back later thursday 
so 

> was 
> > going to come up early friday let me know 
If 
> there 
> > is good time to catch up. Wont be able to 
get up 
> sat 
> > with othercormnitment. 
> > 

> > 

> > >>>> my cell if needed is 302 354-1497. 
> > 

> > >>>>Mar. 
> > >>>> Dr Matthew J Robinson 
> > >>>> Associate Professor Spolt Management/ 
> > >>>> Program Director 
> > >>>> 302 831-~580 

> > >7,>7 ..... Original message .... 
> > >>>>>Dabe:Tue, 22Dec200910:03:42-0600 
> > >>>>>From:Hank Steinbrecher 
> < hstouchline@mac..com> 
> > >7,>>7, Subject: Re: Touching Base: Matt 

Robinson 
> > Decision Lens Soccer Model 
> > 7,>>7,> To: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" 
> > <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
> > >:>>>7, Cc: Hank Steinbrecher 
> <hstouchline@mac corn> 

> > >>>>> Hi Matt, 
> > >>7,>> Visiting with the kids for the 

holidays. 
> Just 
> > picked up the message Can we do this after 
the 
> > holiday? We are all going out for shopping. 

> > >>>>> On Dec 21, 2009, at 6:57 PM; Dr. 
Matthew 

> > J. 
> > Robinson wrote: 

> > >>>>>> You got time on tuesday for a 
> demonstration. 



> > > doing one Jk~r friend in turkey earl?’ on 
> tuesday 
> > at 
> > > 8:30 can do after that. 

> > > >>>>>> rI1qe soccer mode[ came together 
> nicely. 

> > > >>>>>> all the best 

> > > >>>>>> Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> > > >>>>>> Associate Professor Sport Management/ 

> > > >>>>>>302831-6680 

> > > >>>>>> .... Originalmessage .... 
> > > >>>>>>>Date: Thu, 17Dec2009 14:47:16 
> -0600 
> > > >>>>>>> From: Hat~ Steinbrecher 
> > > <hstouchline@mac.com> 
> > > >>>>>>> Subiect: Re: Touching Base: Matt 
> > Robinson 
> > > Decision Lens Soccer Model 
> > > >>>>>>> To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" 
> > > <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> > > >>>>>>> Cc: Hartk Steinbrechcr 
> > <hstouchline@mac.com> 

> > > >>>>>>> I am offto Tucson. Lets talk early 

> > > week. 

> > > >>>>>>> On Dec 17, 2009, at 7:45 AN~ Dr. 
> Matthew 
> > J. 
> > > Robinson wrote: 

> > > >>>>>>>> I hope you are ~vell After some 
> delays 

> > > health and Anson having the nerve to go 
> after 
> > > another national championship!, I have a 
> model 

> > > demo for you. 

> > > >>>>>>>> Let me know good t~me I am done 

> > > this week. I used top midfielders for mls 
> draft 
> > and 
> > > used metrics from anson in developing model 
> and 

> > > put in dumany data 

> > > >>>>>>>> AIl the best 

> > > >>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> > > >>>>>>>> Associate Professor Sport 
> Management/ 

> > > >>>>>>>> 302 831-6680 

> > > >>>>>>>> .... ©riginalmessage .... 
> > > >>>>>>>>> Date: Thu, 19 Nov 2009 09:16:22 
> -0600 
> > > >>>>>>>>> From: Hank Steinbrecher 
> > > <hstouchline@mac.com> 
> > > >>>>>>>>> Subject: Re: Touching Base: Matt 
> > Robinson 
> > > Decisinnl,ens Soccer Model 
> > > >>>>>>>>>To: Matt Robinson 
> <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
> > > >>>>>>>>>Cc: Hank Steinbrecher 
> > > <hstouchline@mac.com> 

> > > >>>>>>>>> Hi Matt, 
> > > >>>>>>>>> Been flat on ray back with a sinus 
> > > irffection for the past three days. On the 
> mend 
> > > now. I will be in town all the next two 
> weeks. 



> > Off 
> > > to MLS tomorrow andback on Monday. Lets 
> talk. 

> > > >>>>>>>>> On Nov 17, 2009, at 9:31 ~M, Ma~ 
> > Robinson 

> > > >>>>>>>>>>Ihopeyouarewell. Ijust 
> wanted to 
> > > follow up. I have worked with anson on 
> > development 
> > > of soccer model. I am talking again on wed. 
> I 
> > > wanted to run past you once we have a 
> protype. 
> > > Again, want to have it in pret~" good shape 
> > before 
> > > do~g a demo. 

> > > >>>>>>>>>> also, I have a contact that is in 
> > wi~ 
> > > tech person with Barcelona. I did demo for 

> > and 
> > > he liked. 

> > > >>>>>>>>>> Let me ~ow £’there is a good 
> t~e 

> > > ~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emailthis@ms3.1ga2.n,vtimes¯com on behalf of 

~email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, May 25, 2010 11:10 PM 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

NSfffimes.com: The Data-Driven Life 

This page was sent to you by @email.unc.edu 

Hey Anson, this aNcle speaks the revolution of data in tbstering change in 
individual s. It tiks ruth ~vhat I’m calling "collatx~mtive empiricism" in your methods 

ruth your players 

MA(~s,Z~NI’; i May- 02, 2010 

The Data-Driven Life 

By GARY WOLF 

What happens when technology can analyze every qnofidian thing that happened 

to you today. 

Cyrus -An official selection of the 
Sundance Film Festival¯ Starring John C.l    " ...... 

-- Reilly, Jonah Hill, and Marisa Tomei. 
In Theatet~ June 18 
Click here to view trailer 

Copyriqht 20!0 The New York Times Company I Privacy Policy 



From: ~email.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 11:15 PM 

To: a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: m~other aNcle 

~)email.unc.edu) thought yoffd like to see this on vm~iUfair.com 

this article speaks to the generals methods to stay ahead of the enemy. He has created a theo~, of behavior, action, and successful competition that he then links to 

professional development down to the lowest private. This approach has some echos for me in your approach to player development and finding the competitive edge. 

sk 

Click here to see the page on va~ityfaJr.com: ht~tp:i/w~’.vas~it~)litics/feamres’2OlO/O5/~Ntmeus-201005 



From; 

Sent; 

To; 

Subiect: 

Jeff Negalha <inegdha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 2, 2010 5:02 PM 

Anson Dorrance ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

MANAGEMENT 

1 
The Wall Street J ..... 

¯ MANAGEMENT 

¯ JUNE 2, 2010 

The Way Mourinho Manages 

Real Madrid’s New Manager’s Attention to Detail and Teamwork Can Apply in Many Areas 

By ]JONATHAN CLEGG 

Coaching chants at Real Madrid come around ahnost as often as the matches. At Europe’s most illustrious football club, they accumulate mana~rs like most 

other teams collect midfield plwers: Eleven have come and ~ne in the past seven years amid a catalogue of differing complaints. 

Carlos Quietoz couldn’t win; Bernd Schuster eou]dn’t beat Barcelona; ffabio Cape]lo won the league, but it wasn’t: mueh tim to wat:ch. Even Vieente Del Bosque 

was dismissed despite w~nrfing the UEFA Champions League. Twiee. 

Sueb are the exaeting standards at the Santia~> Bernab[Ju that when the latest individual tabbed to fill football’s hott:est hot seal: was gormally unveiled this 

week, quest:ions had aheady turned to just: how long be could keep the job. 

-Yet j o sL; Mourinho had eorne prepared. "I don’t think about ~tting saeked," he said at his introduetoU press confetenee in Madrid on Monday. "Tbe word fear 

is not in rny fool:bailing dietionary." 

Viexv Full Imag~ 

Agence France P~sse/ Getty Images 

The word fear is not in my footballing dictionary,’ says jos~ Mourinho. 

It was a fine example of Mr. Mourinho;s style, s~vagger and sense of melodrm-na. There have been tracksuit clad b’rants such as former Nottingham Forest boss 

Brian C]ough and urbane intellechmls like the Arsenal coach Ars [~ne Wengvr, but Mr. Mourinho has al%vays appeared a breed apart. 



The Portuguese coach has a polyglot sophistication and a taste for the theatrical rare among football managers. He also has a record of t~vo European Cups and 

14 major tzopbies in the pas/e~ght years/hat mark hirn out as one o~ ’~he greatesl rnana~fs this sport has ever seen. 

"I arrive wltb all my qualities and rny defects: I am Jos ~] Moudnho and I don’t cbm~," he said at lhe press corK~renc% be~ze outlining his plan to tzans~onn the 

wodd’s mosl expensively assembled squad ~rom a trophy less team of eK)s inlo a disciplined and relentless winning machine. 

In order to lead Real Madrid to the league title and a first European Cup in alrnosl a decade, he will bare to ~ace tap to the cha]len~ that has corne to define 

modern day coaching: Ho~v to take a disparate and multinational group of peripatetic millionaires and instill in them virtues such as team~vork, tactical discipline 

and hard g~aft. 

In attempting to do this, Mr. Mourlnho may come to be seen as a rare example of a model manager: Someone from the world of sports ~vhose methods could 

profitably be emulated by business mana~rs and executives evet3avhere. 

"Football recognizes the power of nmna~ment: in a ~vay that business still doesn’t," says David Bok:hover, a rnana~ment writer and m~tbor of "The 90 Minute 

Mana~r." 

"There are several lessons from Mourinbo that you can take into the business world, particularly in areas like the City and the financial setvlces industry, ~vhere 

people are exceptionally ~vell paid and there’s a lot of eg~s." 

A man regarded as the most methodical 

Lisbon UniversiD0 gave him a enthusiasm for research and report writing. "His preparation for training and matches was on another level to what I’d ever seen," 

says Steve Clarke, an assistant mana~r under Mr. Mourinho at Chelsea. "His attention to detail ~vas extraordinau." 

His exhaustive preparation 

container of his thoughts on teamwork and tactical diagrams. 

In t:be great divide bet~veen leadership and mana~ment, his is a iob of ~ob plannin% organizing and coordinating. 

"Management has come to be re~rded as a sort of pen pushing role and is ofi:en very exposed to redundancy, whereas leadership is about inspiring people wit:h 

presence and charisma" said Mr. Bolchover. 

"But Mourinho is a manager, not a leader: He does the dirty xvork, he gwes into incredible detail with all his teams duties, and in business you don’t ~t people 

like that. People are still re~varded even in mana~ment positions [Sr their oxvn per~Srmance." 

He is also celebrated for the ~vay he monitors and communicates ~vith his players, sending them memos and motivational messa~s through e mail and texts, part 

of a broader model of man mana~ment that shuns the old school approach of haranguing people for bad performance, and instead treats his team as an 

extension of his 

This devotion to his players partly explains the carefi~lly sta~d arrogance and hfu~hly public pronouncements that are the hallmarks of Mr. Mourinbo’s 

managerial re,me: The more }Scus is on the manag~g the less pressure is on his plnyers. One anecdote from Mr. Mourinho’s spell at Porto illuminates his 

thinking. In early 2003, the coach took his team to Benfic% the team’s bitter rival and a side Mr. Mourinho had controversially le~} a year be~)re. 

"I knew that I ~vould ~t a thunderous reception in the negative sense, so I decided to ~ on the pitch alone before the te~m," Mr. Mourinho said in an intet~qew 

during this time as Chelsea nmna~r. "There ~vcre 80,000 booing me but in off loading that against me, they spared the team." 

That loyalty to his players is met in kind: He’s a master at instilling belief into those he himself believes in and the Chelsea striker, Didier Drogba, has said he 

would play ~or Moufinho "on a broken leg." 

"People talk about transDmnational leadership: He portrays a con~dent leader, whether or not he’s actually [~eling pressurized, who is able to make a difference 

to an organization," says Sue Brid~vater, management expert at Waz~vick Business School. 

More than anything, it seems Mr. Mourinho greatest talent is selling his players on the impo~ance of putting the team be~Sre the individual. Even at Madrid, 

xvhich has collected some of the most dazzling flair players in the world, superstars like the Portuguese }Stwvard Cristiano Ronaldo and Brazilian playmaker Kak~ 

~vill be expected to do their defensive duV. 

"I’ve known him for a long time, and he has this special ~wy of organising players and understanding how they xvant to play," says Vitor Ba~a, the }~rmer Porto 

g~alkeeper who ~von the UEFA Champions League under Mr. Mourinho in 2004. 

Alex Linley, director of the Center of Applied Positive Psychology in Coventu, says it’s a skill that many mana~rs would do well to emulate. 

"He’s ~t the remarkable abili~ to mer~ individual talent as a team rather than being dazzled by individual brilliance," he said. "It is too relatively rare to find 

mana~rs ~vith this ability. Ofi:en ~unior and mktdle mana~rs are sucked into other activities that prevent t:hem to spend enough time harnessing the collective 

streng/h of a teatn." 

~ Jja~e*" E@~no:~a contributed to this article. 

Write to Jonathan Cle~ at: jonathan.cle~O~vvsi.cona 

Copyri0,t 2009 Dow J ones & Company, Inc. All Ri0~ts Reserved 

This copy is fbr your personal, non commercial use only. Distribution and use of this material are ~vemed by our Subscriber ~-reement and by copyright laxv. 

For non personal use or to order multiple copies, please contact Do,v Jones Reprints at 1 800 843 0008 or visit 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emailthis@ms3.1ga2.n.vtimes¯com on behalf of 

@mac.com 

Thursday, June 3, 2010 1:13 PM 

Anson@UNCAA.UNC.edu 

NYTimes.com: ’][’he Ajax Soccer Academy: From Boys to Pros 

This page was sent to you by: stevemacintyre@mac.com 

?,L~:~,; \ZINEi June 01, 2010 

The Ajax Soccer Academy: From Boys to Pros 
An inside look at the grooming grounds ~br Europea~ soccer taJ~ent. 
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[ i~i 
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-- Reilly, Jonah Hill, and Marisa Tomei. 
In Theaters June 18 
Click here to view trailer 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

emailthis@ms3.1ga2.n~imes¯com on behalf of 

~mac¯com 

Thursday, June 3, 2010 1:14 PM 

Anson@UNCAA.UNC.edu 

NYTimes.com: How a Soccer Star Is Made 

[ 

This page was sent to you by: stevemacin~re@mac.com 

?.L~:~.; \Z’~NE i June 06, 2010 

Magazine Preview: How a Soccer Star Is Made 

By MIC}IAEL SOKOLOVE 

In Europe, a cutting-edge talent factory trains elite soccer players - starting at age 

7. 

Cyrus -An official selection of the 
Sundance Film Festival¯ Starring John C. 

! -- Reilly, Jonah Hill, and Marisa Tomei. 
In Theaters June 18 
Click here to view trailer 

CopyrNht 2010 The New York Times Company I Privacy Policy 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

~aol.com 

Friday, 8:43 AM 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Re: Hello and enjoying the world cup 

GOOD COACHES ADJUST PART 2.doc 

Anson 
If your not snowed under please let me know your thoughts on the attached article..., penned and due for journal.., your thoughts and arguments would be interesting. 
Also hopefully the next a young lady call has been writing to you..., heart of a lion( only 12) 

Tim Bradbury 

In a message dated 11:36:32 A.N~. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@uncaa.unc.edu writes: 

Tim, 
no problem on the reference. 
To some extent the English are exhausted. EVERY game in the EPL is stressful .... you can’t say that about any other league. Also the English cannot rely on an 
immigrant population to produce elite players for them (can you believe Ozil for Germany?). Their press does not help them as well .... the English media are 
meanspirited about their footballers =..= this saps enthusiasm, joy of the game and promotes fear and playing not to lose. I am an Anglophile, I WANT England to do 
well. You guys are always our allies "hell or highwater", even in point of no return backwaters like Iraq and Afghanistan. 
All the best! 
Anson Don~nce 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> ~aol.com> 9:38 AM >>> 
Anson 
Trust your well and hope your enjoying the world cup, perhaps one day you will have time to explain to me why England have been so very bad. 
May I use you as a ref for a clinician form for Baltimore ... I have requested to do a clinic at National convention .... 
Thanks for your time and pass my regards to 

Tim Bradbury 



MUTLTI- SPORT ATHELTES -SAINTS OR SINNERS? 

As a follow on from the initial article, "Good coaches adjust", first published in the NSCAA journal in 

2009 I believe that the following issues on the "Multi-sport" athlete and culture must be discussed and 

addressed by all concerned coaches. 

In understanding the athletic, social, character building issues and ethical concerns in a society driven by 

a multi-sport ethos there is a need to first understand the following question, 

"Why has the multi-sport trend become so prevalent? 

1. The belief that participating in as many different experiences as possible leads to a more 

rounded individual. 

"A well-rounded education is the pursuit of comprehensive knowledge, balanced across a wide range of subjects. 

Carrie Weitz. 

"Keeping them busy" - in a culture, where more families than ever have both parents working 

and the hours that these parents work is on the increase, a belief that having children busy and 

active is a positive thing, is simple to understand. 

Obesity levels within the US. Parents inspired by a health club culture and rightly concerned 

about the physical condition of their children search for active environments for their children 

to participate within. 

4. Bumper sticker syndrome. A number of parents seem to be driven by being able to say, "My 

child plays Soccer, Baseball, Lacrosse, Basketball, Football and Badminton to name but a few. 

The belief that having a full schedule is infinitely better than having "free time". There is an 

understandable concern in society today that "free time" can lead to problematic computer 

time. Daily headlines regarding teenagers finding trouble on the internet are both undeniable 

and hard to ignore. 

"Peer group applause" - It is understandable that any teenage boy or girl would, and do seek 

out environments where the applause is loud and constant. Those gifted young athletes with 

some pace, strength and mobility become the fodder for all coaches. 

Having examined a number of the reasons why parents are eager for their child to be a multi-sport 

individual one should also understand the problems and associated issues that arise with multi-sport 

players 

1. Over training and injury. There can be no doubt that players involved in many different sports, 

frequently on the same night or day suffer from injuries caused by over training. 

Rest - Rest periods are as important as the actual traininq itself. The physical processes in the body need time to 

adapt to exercise. Ensure rest days at regular intervals. If the player notices that their performance is no longer 

improving or drops and they are neither ill or injured, then a recovery period may be needed. 



Taken from: http:/iwww.soccerperformance.orgitrainingiovertrainingcont.htrn 

Competitive ability. To play one high intensity game in a day is demanding enough. If we add to 

this equation the amount of physical activity in the previous 7 days, the temperature at which 

the game may take place, the level of the athlete competing against and how well the players 

rehydrate and replenish between games one can begin to understand that playing 2, 3 or 4 

games in 2 days at a competitive level is problematic at best. 

Quality of educational environment. Parents and players need to thoughtfully evaluate those 

sporting situations which they place themselves in. In both the High School arena and the youth 

sport culture there are coaches that place players in unhealthy and even dangerous situations. 

Parents and players should carefully research the coaching and educational qualifications of 

those responsible for leading training sessions. 

Emotional strain. In a culture where the importance of winning is misplaced there can be no 

doubt that the stress placed on our youth players by the majority of youth coaches to win at all 

cost is enormous. Perhaps more difficult to understand yet undeniably true is the emotional 

stress that this environment creates. 

Learning to balance effort, or is it cheating? Players at young ages quickly begin to understand 

that it is impossible to give 100% physical and emotional effort in 2 or 3 games in one day or 

even weekend. Rather than suffer the humiliation of telling morn, dad or the next coach they 

are tired they either decide not to give maximum effort or present a limited effort so they have, 

"something in the tank" for the next game. 

Coach- Player conflict. The majority of youth coaches live by the cannon that, "as long as you 

give your best effort and try hard I will be okay with the outcome". An unfortunate yet obvious 

issue is therefore presented when players seem to be giving limited effort. For coaches who 

equate playing time with both effort presented and impact of performance those players 

seemingly not trying quickly find themselves on the bench. 

Conflict resolution and education. In an environment where practices are missed due to 

training conflicts and effort in games is subpar due to over training, tiredness or the desire to 

"save" oneself for the next game an enormous number of conflict situations arise. 

Handling conflict situations. Rather than educate their children as to the specific athletic 

demands of each game, their ability to replenish energy stores, fuel adequately, the need for a 

training rhythm that includes rest, a large number of parents choose to ignore the issues 

involved. Frequently they seek to "battle" the first coach who questions their child’s efforts. The 

intensity and rage with which these battles occur can be staggering. 



The combined result of all the above is youth players that a} are unable to provide a maximum 

effort in any game, b} begin to develop a behavioral pattern that 50%-70% is good enough, ¢} 

have no real understanding of what putting in 100% means, d} have no ability to self reflect on 

their performance level and the effort they produced and e} are unable to deal with the ethical 

and social issues when they let a team down. In this environment rather than sport building 

character it seems to tear it down. 

I believe that the majority of youth coaches are cognizant of all the above. Many have already 

changed their training pattern, content of their coaching sessions or the demands they place on 

their players. 

Although I am a firm believer in the, "Good coaches adjust mentality" NSCAAjournal 2009 

article, I do believe that there are certain changes that coaches need to be aware of and in some 

cases enthusiastic about. 

Practices should not become a popularity contest. The "fun" in the game should be the 

game itself and the desire to master the skills of the game in a competitive environment. I 

believe it is a mistake to start producing training sessions that are focused upon being purely 

social and fun. In a well taught highly economical session that caters to all five pillars of the 

game; technical, tactical, physical, and psychological and the emotional and social the fun 

aspect will be the invisible thread that links all together. The fun is in the doing. 

Coaches need to avoid selling "their sport" in an untruthful manner. Youth coaches and High 

school coaches promising college scholarships at any level should be treated in a cautious 

manner. 

Players, in the right manner, must be called to task. One of the essential lessons in playing 

sports must continue to be "give your best effort all the time and when things go wrong try 

harder still". These lessons for life that lie hand in hand with sporting environments must be 

protected. 

Coaches must do their best to educate parents as to the specific athletic and psychological 

demands of their sport and the related training, playing and rest ratios needed for long term 

development. 

5. Youth coaches should campaign that all Tournaments become one game a day events. 

In selecting a sporting menu for their children parents must educate themselves as to the 

athletic demands placed on the body and the associated need for periods of rest if optimal 

development in any sport is going to occur. Ideally situations where multiple competitive 

games are played on the same day should be avoided at all costs 



Coaches should seek to enhance their understand of the physical and psychological demands of their game and in so 

doing should make very attempt to educate the parents within their group Scientific research has concluded that it 

takes eight to twelve years of training for a talented athlete to reach elite levels (Bloom, 1985; Ericsson et al., 1993; 

Ericsson and Charness, 1994). This is called the ten year or 10,000 hour rule. For athletes, coaches and parents this 

translates as slightly more than three hours of practice dally for ten years (Salmela, 1998)o Unfortunately, parents 

and coaches in many sports still approach training with an attitude best characterized as the "peaking by Friday" 

approach (Balyi and Hamilton, 1999). We now know that a long-term commitment to training is required to produce 

elite athletes in all sports. 

A specific and well-planned training, competition and recovery regime will ensure optimum development throughout 

an athlete’s career. Ultimately success comes from training and performing well over the long-term rather than 

winning in the short term. There is no short cut to success in athletic preparation. 

Sources: 

1. http ://www.soccerperformance. org/training/o vertrainingcont, htm 

2. Carrie Weitz. 

3. Istavan Balyi’s, Long Term Athletic Development Manual 

4. Rockville Center Lightning Boys u15 Team 2010 

5. Rockville Center Red Devils Boys u14 Team 2010 

6. The NOGA Company. 



From; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Gary’ Marb~ "           ~gmail.com> 

Frida?, June 25, 2010 2:00 PM 

Marbry. Delaine tt <dmarbry@uncaa. unc.edu>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

"Soccem~etrics" Article 

Thought Anson might find this interesiing... 

http://~-w.boston.com/sports soccer/m~acles/2010/O6/25/us siv, le data anal;,sis scores in baseball but isnt winning bia in soccer;/ 
Anson: I assume that "right side" touches is important when you are right footed becanse your shots are more powerful (and presumably successful) when you can 

shool across the body-? 

Gary. Marb~ 

Check out my stats posts at WEEI.com: ~/ifullcount.weei.com 

"Troth is, I ~niss this shot I’m still a chump... But YOU miss and you’ve been beaten not once but twice by a slow, white, geel~’, chump." - Billy Hoyle in "White Men 

Cm~’t Jump" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Knotek <sl~otek@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, July 5, 2010 3:44 PM 

a~son@uucaa.unc.edu 

Knotek, Steven E <sknotek@email.unc.edu-~ 

Why soccets biggest s~tars failed to shiue - Intematioual Football - Yahoo! Sports 

Steve Knotek (sknotek@email.unc.edu) has sent you a news article 

Personal message: 

Interesting take from one of the best. What is your take on this? Steve 

Why soccer’s biggest stars failed to shine - International Football - Yahoo! Sports 

http://~.sp~rtsvah~.c~m/s~ccer/w~r~d-cup/ne~vs/~vhv-s~ccers-bi~est-stars-fai~ed-t~-shine--~int~ dw-failedstars070510.html 

Yahou! Spurts - http://spurts.vahuo.comi 



SWOT Analysis 

Situation being analysed: Player Development of Women’ Soccer in the US 

Strengths 
-Good depth of coaches 

-Strong depth of training; more full time directors 

-national tournaments providing strong competition 

-international opportunities to play abroad 

-Opportunities for competitive matches vs. 
international opponents 

-Clear direction and system of advancement for 
youth players in ODP 

-Evaluation and progression for Staff Coaches in 
the ODP program 

-identification of the elite youth player for those in 
ODP 

-Field quantity and quality has improved 

-Huge number of participants; It is the largest 
participant port in this country 

-Some of the best female athletes play soccer 

-US players in general have a great winning 
mentality 

-Strong college women’s soccer programs 

Size of the Player Pool 

National Infrastructure (at all levels) and Physical 
Resources (facilities, etc.) 

Competitive Mentality and Enthusiasm of American 
Players, Parents, Fans 

Ability to Implement Change at a Grass-Roots 
Level Quickly 

Base-Level Coaching Education Programs are 
Strong and Prevalent 

History of International Success in Women’s 
Soccer and Well-Known Successful Collegiate 
Programs 

Athleticism of American Players (potentially 

Weaknesses 
-Too much playing 

-Too many tournaments/with too many games in a 
short time period 

-Coaches job depends on winning games and 
tournaments and not on development of players 

-Our soccer system is divided and does not support 
the overall development of the player 

-Segmented system 

-Coaches and club systems who take advantage of 
families and not what’s best for the player 

-Not one cohesive system of player development for 
the country; varies by area, state, club, etc. 

-overall system that identifies the elite youth player 
from all factions of the country- i.e. inner city,, remote 
areas 

-Marketing 

-Quality of fields that many teams practice/play on 

-Communication/direction from full national team on 
specific playing style, training plans, etc 

-Lack of dedicated coaches at the U20 and U17 
national level Only Pia and two full time coaches on 
women’s national side 

-Usage of college coaches for national teams 

-No full time residency programs available for girls 
that may want!benefit from that 

-Many different bodies running youth soccer with 
different goals, substitution rules, roster sizes with the 
intention of making money 

-in general it is an elitist sport in the US/mostly middle 
and upper middle class sport and excludes many 
ethnic minorities 

Lack of Top-Down Leadership 

Lack of Consistent Standards and Development 
Programs for Top Coaches 



reflecting the fact that the best American female 
athletes play soccer over other sports) 

History 

Tradition of winning 

Cultural acceptance 

Powerful athletes 

Strong mentality 

Current infrastructure 

Lack of Financial (or other) Incentives for Improving 
Player Development 

Impact of NCAA Rules and Restrictions on Player 
Development 

Winning First Mentality at Young Ages is at the 
expense of Technical and Tactical Development 

Education of the Public (parents, fans, etc.) as to 
Quality Soccer, Quality Coaching, and Player 
Development Process is poor 

Financial Strength and Long-Term Viability of WPS 

Failure of coaches and organizations to view coaching 
as a profession - from behaviour, to ongoing 
education, to promotion 

Pay-to-Play 

Not top of mind with players 

Lack of role models 

Decline in popularity 

Current system is static 

Economic incentive not there 

World has caught up 

Sport Sciences not utilized to full potential 



Opportunities Threats 
-USA has vast resources -Cost 

-Large pool of players 

-Direct line to the national team for players 

-Valuable information given to players from diverse 
staff 

-Athleticism of the US Players 

-We have some of the best coaches in women’s 
soccer in the world 

-Governance: If we can have all the organizations 
come together with cohesive goals and run by a 
uniform organization there is opportunity to 
become a leader again 

Women’s Soccer is Still Perceived as a Distant 
Second Priority in most Foreign Countries - which 
still allows the US a "first mover" advantage in 
almost every area 

Chance to create connections between the various 
levels of the American game to crystallize and 
clarify the player development path, and to create 
a culture of inclusiveness 

Potential to "activate" leading, well-known soccer 
voices and figures to push key messaging and 
change initiatives 

Timing ... VWVC 2011 

The sport is still largely a white, middle-class sport 
on the women’s side - leaving huge opportunity for 
growth 

Revamp player identification and development 

Expand international experience 

Generate significant PR 

Learn from others 

Push for hosting "Big" international championships 

Develop resources 

-Economy 

-large geographic country with rural areas 

-WPS League may fold 

-Parents that do not understand/know soccer and feel 
there is not success without winning 

-Fragmentation 

-New League forming and continuing to fragment 
market vs. working together 

-lack of plan of action on the national level 

-Women’s soccer continues to take a back seat to the 
men’s game 

-Overall viewpoint that we are far ahead of other 
countries in the women’s game 

-Minimum resources given to the women’s national 
team programs 

-Other countries have caught up and surpassed us in 
their development of skilled players (-Loss in 
CONCACAF at U17 level; U20 World Cup loss at 
quarter final level) 

-US Soccer’s technical director has no interest in the 
women’s game 

-Further resources going to the men’s side of soccer 
in the US and draining the women’s side (Claudia 
Reyna has publicly that that his goal in to win the 
Men’s World Cup in 2022 but the womens game is 
never referenced when speaking of his new plans) 

-The only full time people on the women’s side are 
now commissioned to do further scouting and work on 
the men’s side 

-The youth national team programs on the boys side 
receive exponentially more resources and funding 
then the women’s side; that void has had minimal 
attempts to be filled but has involved mostly parents 
bearing that financial burden of any of those efforts 

-Many of the other countries are run by a national 
federation with uniform rules, goals, etc. 

Improved Commitment to Development of the 



Women’s Game from Countries throughout the World 

Better Soccer "Culture" in Foreign Countries 

The connection between men’s pro leagues and 
women’s pro leagues in foreign countries provides 
superior funding 

Political In-fighting between existing organizations in 
the American game 

Overall Technical and Tactical Standard of American 
youth players is poor 

Need to identify the next "face(s) of American soccer 

Program continues to decline 

Lack of interest in the sport 

Fewer girls entering the game 

Become un-important 

More scientific approach from other countries. 



Women’s Soccer Player Development Task Force 

1st Conference Call 

July 21, 2010 

10 am 

Members 
Jean Brooks 

Anson Dorrance 
Caitlyn Germain 
Christian Layers 

Marcia McDermott 

Matthew Robinson 
Tony Schiller 

Hank Steinbrecher 

Introduction: Are we doing the right thing in terms of player development? 
o In the past year, an idea addressing this issue was presented to a consortium of national 

coaches and US Soccer 
o The attempt was unsuccessful and their attention was not captured 

We wasn’t to persuade US Soccer to make changes in the evolution of the women’s game 
Overriding issues from the perspective of US Soccer Federation 

o Political implications with upcoming presidential election 
o If US didn’t hold rights to host the World Cup, then the president is more vulnerable 

Looking at the 2010 Men’s World Cup in South Africa 
o Press as a whole were enthusiastic about the men’s team and their performance, however, 

we need to be better! 
Their must be more energy focused on player development in general for the women’s game 

Implication- must work harmoniously with US Soccer Federation and Dan Flynn 
¯ Articulate and convey our position with the federation 
¯ Ultimately receiving their support to move forward 

Hot Topic: Women’s World Cup is here! 
We need to take a comprehensive look from start to finish with our development 
strategies and infrastructure 

Anal~ical hierarchy- 
o A player evaluation strategy based on quantitative and qualifiable variables 
o Takes a look at youth levels all the way through the international levels of competition 

We don’t want to come with exact agenda for this meeting, however... 
~ We need to understand we are taking a holistic approach and at the very beginning stages 

Emphasis on the fact that this is a collective a group effort that takes ideas, opinions and point of 
view from EVERY member which will subsequently be discussed in an effort to develop a model 
for player development 
Is US Women’s Soccer atthe same level now in comparison to the world as it was in 2003? 
Budgetary implications? 

o Suggested that we don’t deal with a budget right now for the reason that it could limit us 
in our vision 

o The expertise involved in this task force has potential to make ends meet for initial stages 
Assessin~ the men’s side: There is a huge movement on the men’s side in which our counto is 
transforming from a "tournament culture" to a "training culture." 



o We see this with the development of national Academies 
o Men’s side is taking a top-down approach to jumpstart this transformation 

We see the men’s side moving forward, however the women’s side needs to move in some 
direction; work with Dan Flynn on this 

o Women’s side is suffering from lack of top-down leadership, which consequently leads to 
an ill-defined path or structure for developing female soccer players. 
The infrastructure in terms of appropriate mentoringicoaching is not there on the 
women’s side 

Looking at the Long Term Athlete Development (LTAD) model, we can see a theoretical based is 
out there 
We need to take the next step in doing a SWOT (Strength, Weakmess, Opportnni~, and Threat) 
analysis 

Perception of the player’s themselves? 
We’ve fallen behind: 1st time ever where the U17 V~,~T has not qualified for 
World Championship 

Marcia: go to a subset of respective point of contacts and bring in these differences of opinions on 
the women’s game 

~ Address players and parents, as well as all other invested constituents 
1st Taskforce assignment: come back with input and results from SWOT analysis in which will be 
the focus on the next conference call 

SWOT: from what perspective? 
From the perspective that we are invested constituents with women’s soccer and 
that we are tqdng to analyze the existing player development plan 
We would ideally like to do a SWOT with the full national team, but we need to 
access all levels 

Benefit of this approach: each member will bring in perspectives with respective areas of strength 
and access to constituent base (e.g. ODP, College Level, Grassroots, Parents, Federation, etc) 

~ Based on the SWOT analysis from each member’s access points, we well bring together 
overriding themes/similarities and differences of the gathered information 
Each individual with invested roles in the sport of soccer will come forward to bring the 
concerns about the future success in comparison to the world. 

Next conference call 
~ Charge: Feedback, thoughts and opinions based on the SWOT 

¯ take ne:a steps in understanding the scope of what we’re working with 
Realistic time frame: 

~ Have one month to perform this analysis and meet back late August 
Provide Matt Robinson with a Word Document with the feedback and information gathered prior to 
the next meeting 
A template will be distributed to give you a sense of the framework 



SWOT Analysis 

Situation being analysed: Player Development of Women’ Soccer in the US 

Strengths 
-Good depth of coaches 

-Strong depth of training; more full time directors 

-national tournaments providing strong competition 

-international opportunities to play abroad 

-Opportunities for competitive matches vs. 
international opponents 

-Clear direction and system of advancement for 
youth players in ODP 

-Evaluation and progression for Staff Coaches in 
the ODP program 

-identification of the elite youth player for those in 
ODP 

-Field quantity and quality has improved 

-Huge number of participants; It is the largest 
participant port in this country 

-Some of the best female athletes play soccer 

-US players in general have a great winning 
mentality 

-Strong college women’s soccer programs 

Size of the Player Pool 

National Infrastructure (at all levels) and Physical 
Resources (facilities, etc.) 

Competitive Mentality and Enthusiasm of American 
Players, Parents, Fans 

Ability to Implement Change at a Grass-Roots 
Level Quickly 

Base-Level Coaching Education Programs are 
Strong and Prevalent 

History of International Success in Women’s 
Soccer and Well-Known Successful Collegiate 
Programs 

Athleticism of American Players (potentially 

Weaknesses 
-Too much playing 

-Too many tournaments/with too many games in a 
short time period 

-Coaches job depends on winning games and 
tournaments and not on development of players 

-Our soccer system is divided and does not support 
the overall development of the player 

-Segmented system 

-Coaches and club systems who take advantage of 
families and not what’s best for the player 

-Not one cohesive system of player development for 
the country; varies by area, state, club, etc. 

-overall system that identifies the elite youth player 
from all factions of the country- i.e. inner city,, remote 
areas 

-Marketing 

-Quality of fields that many teams practice/play on 

-Communication/direction from full national team on 
specific playing style, training plans, etc 

-Lack of dedicated coaches at the U20 and U17 
national level Only Pia and two full time coaches on 
women’s national side 

-Usage of college coaches for national teams 

-No full time residency programs available for girls 
that may want!benefit from that 

-Many different bodies running youth soccer with 
different goals, substitution rules, roster sizes with the 
intention of making money 

-in general it is an elitist sport in the US/mostly middle 
and upper middle class sport and excludes many 
ethnic minorities 

Lack of Top-Down Leadership 

Lack of Consistent Standards and Development 
Programs for Top Coaches 



reflecting the fact that the best American female 
athletes play soccer over other sports) 

History 

Tradition of winning 

Cultural acceptance 

Powerful athletes 

Strong mentality 

Current infrastructure 

Large population playing the game in the 

United States. 

In this large population we are getting top 
athletes to represent us (we don’t lose the 
number of elite athlete to other sports as our 
male soccer counterparts might to football, 
basketball and baseball). 

We have a tradition of international 
dominance. 

As a soccer culture the national teams we 
produce have a powerful competitive 
mentality. 

Parts of the country have so much talent it 
makes the local competitive level high enough 
so there are excellent matches every weekend 
in these enclosures (Southern California, 
Northern California, Dallas, TX, Houston, TX, 
Metro DC, Long Island, and Northern NJ). 

Many of our youth clubs have excellent full 
time coaches with a very good understanding 
of player development. 

U.S. Soccer makes a tremendous financial 
commitment to our national youth teams and 
senior teams. 

Because of our history, we have a positive 
pressure to win every game and we are 
psychologically predisposed to believe we can. 

Lack of Financial (or other) Incentives for Improving 
Player Development 

Impact of NCAA Rules and Restrictions on Player 
Development 

Winning First Mentality at Young Ages is at the 
expense of Technical and Tactical Development 

Education of the Public (parents, fans, etc.) as to 
Quality Soccer, Quality Coaching, and Player 
Development Process is poor 

Financial Strength and Long-Term Viability of WPS 

Failure of coaches and organizations to view coaching 
as a profession - from behaviour, to ongoing 
education, to promotion 

Pay-to-Play 

Not top of mind with players 

Lack of role models 

Decline in popularity 

Current system is static 

Economic incentive not there 

World has caught up 

Sport Sciences not utilized to full potential\ 

Large country so it is difficult and challenging to 
organize a national philosophy. 

Many competing organizations with inconsistent 
player development philosophies confuse the 
landscape. 

Leadership structure and political climate to 
promote the creation of fiefdoms whose main 
purpose seems to keep certain people in power 
which holds hostage promoting and developing 
the game and its players.. 

No one in the national office has as his or her 
only responsibility girl’ s/women’s player 
development so the focus is not there on women’s 



Our affluence spares little expense even within 
our average households to equip players, 
organized events and travel across the country 
for our youth players. 

Our quality playing fields all over the country 
and our leadership infrastructure at all levels 
make playing opportunities easy and 
universally accessible. 

Two fine national coaching schools and many 
world class conventions to discuss and 
develop our game. 

Opportunities 
-USA has vast resources 

-Large pool of players 

-Direct line to the national team for players 

-Valuable information given to players from diverse 
staff 

-Athleticism of the US Players 

-We have some of the best coaches in women’s 
soccer in the world 

-Governance: If we can have all the organizations 
come together with cohesive goals and run by a 
uniform organization there is opportunity to 
become a leader again 

Women’s Soccer is Still Perceived as a Distant 
Second Priority in most Foreign Countries - which 
still allows the US a "first mover" advantage in 
almost every area 

Chance to create connections between the various 
levels of the American game to crystallize and 
clarify the player development path, and to create 
a culture of inclusiveness 

development and the consistent women’ s 
leadership is not there twelve months a year. 
Yes, we get motivated for major events and are 
committed to them but the day-to-day attention to 
detail so critical for player development is not 
there. 

The girl’s/women’s side has no U.S. Soccer 
financial support for an academy structure so our 
player development platforms are still in a 
tournament culture of games as opposed to an 
individual skill development environment of 
training sessions and time with the ball. 

Our players (gifts/women) do not ~vatch the game 
at the highest level (so we lack sophistication) or 
support the game as spectators at any level (so the 
pro league will probably fail). 

Threats 
-Cost 

-Economy 

-large geographic country with rural areas 

-WPS League may fold 

-Parents that do not understand/know soccer and feel 
there is not success without winning 

-Fragmentation 

-New League forming and continuing to fragment 
market vs. working together 

-lack of plan of action on the national level 

-Women’s soccer continues to take a back seat to the 
men’s game 

-Overall viewpoint that we are far ahead of other 
countries in the women’s game 

-Minimum resources given to the women’s national 
team programs 

-Other countries have caught up and surpassed us in 



Potential to "activate" leading, well-known soccer 
voices and figures to push key messaging and 
change initiatives 

Timing ... VVWC 2011 

The sport is still largely a white, middle-class sport 
on the women’s side - leaving huge opportunity for 
growth 

Revamp player identification and development 

Expand international experience 

Generate significant PR 

Learn from others 

Push for hosting "Big" international championships 

Develop resources 

We can make a major investment in critical 
leadership positions on the ~vomen’ s/girl’s 
side to completely change our commitment to 
player development. 

We can organize an effective annual calendar 
to embrace all the best parts of our player 
development structure. 

We can hire within U.S. Soccer a full time 
leadership position to direct and supervise and 
coordinate our new directions. 

We are large enough to experiment in different 
parts of the country ideas for player 
development to see over time which ideas are 

not effective. 

their development of skilled players (-Loss in 
CONCACAF at U17 level; U20 World Cup loss at 
quarter final level) 

-US Soccer’s technical director has no interest in the 
women’s game 

-Further resources going to the men’s side of soccer 
in the US and draining the women’s side (Claudia 
Reyna has publicly that that his goal in to win the 
Men’s World Cup in 2022 but the womens game is 
never referenced when speaking of his new plans) 

-The only full time people on the women’s side are 
now commissioned to do further scouting and work on 
the men’s side 

-The youth national team programs on the boys side 
receive exponentially more resources and funding 
then the women’s side; that void has had minimal 
attempts to be filled but has involved mostly parents 
bearing that financial burden of any of those efforts 

-Many of the other countries are run by a national 
federation with uniform rules, goals, etc. 

Improved Commitment to Development of the 
Women’s Game from Countries throughout the World 

Better Soccer "Culture" in Foreign Countries 

The connection between men’s pro leagues and 
women’s pro leagues in foreign countries provides 
superior funding 

Political In-fighting between existing organizations in 
the American game 

Overall Technical and Tactical Standard of American 
youth players is poor 

Need to identify the next "face(s) of American soccer 

Program continues to decline 

Lack of interest in the sport 

Fewer girls entering the game 

Become un-important 

More scientific approach from other countries. 



The politics of the game: the fight for control; 
the fight for political power; the appointments of 
youth national coaches to save money rather than 
for competence. 

The rest of the world is making a serious 
investment in the girl’s/women’s game and some 
(Germany) are doing it the fight way. 



Women’s Soccer Player Development Task Force 

Statement of Purpose 

The role of the Women’s Soccer Player Development Task Force (WSPDT) is to advance the 

development of women’s soccer in the United States. The Taskforce aspires to identify quantifiable 

measures and predictors for the purpose of developing best practices; and to conduct a thorough analysis 

of the other women’s player development structures around the world with the ultimate goal of 

establishing a coherent, comprehensive and consistent player developmem strategy and plan for women’s 

soccer in the United States from a youth’s introduction to the sport to an elite player playing for the senior 

national team and ever?" stage in between. This plan will recognize the existing governance structures 

(e.g. youth soccer, club soccer, high School soccer, college soccer etc) and will clearly communicate the 

roles of these entities at each stage in the player development process. 

With these factors in mind, the charge of the Women’s Soccer Player Development Task Force is 

Assess current player development and talent identification strategies utilizing a SWOT analysis. 

Research current elite players to identi~" predictors of both domestic and international players 

competing at the elite level and to determine if there is statistically significant difference between 

those predictors of the international and domestic players. 

Evaluate the player development strategies of the key competitors in the international soccer 

community (Germany, Australia, England, Brazil, and Japan). 

Develop a comprehensive player development strategy that will provide best practices for each 

stage of development from youth soccer through senior national team. 

Create a marketing and implementation plan to ensure that the player development strategy 

reaches all levels and organizations in women’s soccer in the United States. 

Create a comprehensive player evaluation matrix using Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP). AHP 

will enable player evaluators to structure decisions hierarchically with the overall goal of 

identi~ing players who will enable the US soccer to achieve its strategic objectives at each stage 

of development. 

Identi~- leaders within the soccer community who will lead and implement the initiative. 

Propose funding source, identi~ facilities needs and develop organizational structure and a 

staffing plan. 



Proposed Comparative Analysis 

Comparative analysis as a research tool enables leaders from one system or organization to learn 

from other systems facing similar problems. Within an international context, the benefit of this exercise 

enables leaders to view issues and or problems from a broader perspective and to avoid limiting the range 

of policy onions considered because of national parochialism. Even if there are no direct lessons, 

comparative analysis, will often thro~v light on hidden assumptions operating ~vithin one’s own country. 

Finally, comparative analysis prevents culture-bound generalities and offers a country the opportunity to 

borrow as well as rule out policies and processes that can benefit the country and the system in question. 

The Women’s Soccer Player Development Task Force (WSPDT) proposes conducting a 

comparative analysis of the women’s soccer player development system of the following countries: 

Germany, Japan, England, Australia and Brazil. The Criteria for Selection of the Comparison Countries 

were based on similarities between the United States and the countries in: 

Sport being a significant cultural element 

Well-established sport institutions (e.g. ministry of sport, sport institutes, professional leagues, 

have hosted or will host a major international sporting event) exist. 

Democracy is well established. 

Economies are relatively mature 

Formal and higher education is well established. 

Along with these similarities members of the task force recognized these countries as achieving success in 

Women Soccer on the international stage. 

Criteria for Assessment 

WSPDT will compare the US women’s soccer player development system to the other countries 

using criteria that will fall under broader topic areas of structure, process, strategy, inputs and outputs. 

Structure 

Overview of Sport Culture in the country 

Traditions 

Success in h~ternational Sport 

Sports associated with country 

Soccer History and Success 

Organizational Structure Soccer Federation 

Services Provided 



Process 

Board Composition 

Staff 

Funding 

Funding Sources 

Government Support 

Use of Sport Science 

Organizational Structnre of Women’s Soccer 

Services Provided 

Staff 

Reporting Lines within iFederation 

Relationship with Men’s Program 

The degree to which women’s program emulates men’s program 

Women’s Soccer Player Development Plan 

Women’s Soccer Player Identification Process 

Women’s Soccer Player Identification Criteria 

Relationship with Clubs 

Strategy 

Mission Statement 

Strategic Goals 

Elements of Strategic Plan 

Outputs 

For Each Developmental Level (e.g Senior National Team, Under 17, etc.) 

Competition Schedule 



Training Schedule 

Residency Program 

Measures and Evaluation 

Measures of Success 

Inputs 

Financial Resources 

Funding Amounts 

Funding Sources 

Staffing: number, Qualifications, Job Descriptions/Work Responsibilities, Gender Age, 

Compensation, for: 

Administrators 

Coaches 

Sport Medicine 

Sport Sciences 

Physical Plant 

Fields 

Offices 

Sport Medicine/Science 

(Report shared or exclusive use, number, size, year built, services offered) 

Finally WSPDT ~vill ask each of the countries to conduct a self-analysis to identify ~veakness and 

strengths in their own systems. 

Methodology: 

Each member of the WSPDT will be assigned a country to research. A template will be 

developed that will be used for each country. The member will travel to the federation to interview 

leaders of federation and of~vomen’s soccer and tour facilities, meet coaches, attend training and or 

matches. The WSPDT member will prepare report on that country using the structured template. 



The reports will be combined and members of the taskforce will revie~v use information gained to 

begin developing strategic plan for women soccer player development in the United States. 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~’ Ireland @yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, December 7, 2010 4:43 PM 

Ga~ Ireland @yahoo.corn> 

The Fnture of Youth Soccer in the USA- ’Northern California Governing Body for HS Sports rejects US Federation sanctioned event’ 

From: Gary Ireland. Director. PSV Union FC www.unionfootballclub.com 650-387 4128 garyjimland@yahoo.com (wvwv.pass2me.com) 

Hello Soccer Stakeholder’s and custodian’s of youth soccer development in the USA. 

Forgive me for sending this long email to all of you but this is something all of you are invested in and if not, as senior stakeholders in soccer in the USA should be interested 
in. This letter is being sent to USSF President Sunil Gulati, USYSA Director, US Club Soccer Chairman and Board of Directors, as well as the National team coach, 

Technical Committee and the USA National teams including current and former professional players and Olympic and National team players, over 200 college coaches as well 
as all media interested in this debate. It is also being furnished to all players and families in our club and over 20 clubs in Northern California as well as the NorCal Premier, 
US Club and Id2 admin and technical Representatives Nationwide. 

Feel free to forward this email to whomever you wish. The more people are aware of these issues, the more likely we can change and make a difference. 

This pertains to the future of player development in the USA and we need your assistance and advice. Systems and rules should be used to enhance positive experiences and 
not deny opportunity for our youth. Rules can be changed. We need your help. 

Young players from our club PSV Union FC and other HS players are being ’restricted’ from fully trying out for the USA National youth teams by the Nodhern California High 
School Sports governing body (CIF) who only recognizes ODP but not US Club id2 (and NotCal PDP) oreven the US Federation Training Camp on DecemberSth in Dublin. 
CA. ! Players can attend but will lose their eligibility to play HS soccer if they play 11 v 11. They may only play no n~re than 5 v 5. You can see the email correspondence 
between myself and CIF below. 

I happen to think that youth players actually play to much 11 v 11 and dont play enough small sided games, so the Rule wouldnt impact the actual player development too 
much. However, this is not technical issue- this is an administrative and governance issue. What if the Federation wished to have an 11 v 11 full-sided session? This should be 
their prerogative, not the the High School league. How would it sound if you read a story that in England or Italy they were preventing or restricting players from fully 
participating in the Governing body of soccer’s ID training camps, or, worse still, not even recognizing the Federation events as legitimate events. 

12.8.10 
Based on C~F ~a~es, this event does not meet the bylaw standards as set forth and therefore, is not approved, regardMss of the letter from US Soccer. 
Made Mo Ishida 

Executive Director 

The US Federation sent a request to the CIF advising them that the US Federation is sanctioning the event, however, the CIF refused to acknowledge the Federation’s 
approval to sanction the event and instead only recognized ODP tryouts!? This is absurd. Maybe 10 years ago where there were no other ID opportunities but now there are 
more advanced and efficient avenues to identify and develop players and they are not being recognized. The Federation is being ignored. The players lose out. 

Solutions: 

a) CIF should recognize these events and permit participation 
b) player can quit HS- (extreme measure and opens the debate, why play HS soccer? why is there not an option for elite track players? it does raise the question "why is an 
elite soccer player playing HS soccer?: "HS soccer is rarely beneficial to a players soccer development but is often beneficial to their personal development" is the argument. 
open to debate. 
c) USSF and US Soccer mandate that the school system recognizes not only ODP but id2/PDP etc. Times have changed. More ID opportunities for players need to be 
embraced. 
d) USSF/US Soccer etc create a seasonal ID calendar that Elite track players can participate in. Elite clubs and college coaches should fully support this. Le the best 
players can opt out of HS and be "seen" ans trained with their clubs and have the opportunity to be scouted and identified as an alternative to HS soccer. 

I have had the opportunity to be involved both on and off the field at most levels in the game for over 20 years. Six years ago we formed our own club and decided to try and 
make a difference in the way players are identified, selected and trained and are now witnessing some of the fruits of our labor of love only to find that there are so many 
obstacles in the way of youth development in this country not only related to HS soccer but within our own game. Recently there has been numerous suggestions that US 
womens soccer has not progressed and is that development is stuttering. I find myself in the midst of this debate due to the fact that one of my ’graduates’ and current staff 
coach for the club I founded and run (PSV Union) is none other than Veronica Perez, the US born, resident Mexican National team player who scored the winning goal vs the 
USA to put Mexico into the 2011 World Cup and give the USA an unexpected headache on the way to qualifying. 

We need a leader in youth soccer in Northern California to help our National team selectors and coaches as well as technical advisers as well as college coaches stay 
informed of what is occurring on a day to day basis at the very youngest age groups. We need to: 

1- monitor how our players being identified, recruited, and developed at club and select levels, which players do club value and which do national teams value, what players to 
track? 
2- monitor and oversee what criteria for selection and retention are being used at clubs and leagues as well as in ID programs, are the right qualities being identified and 
nurtured? are players being selected for tomorrows game or in 3 yeats time= If players arent physically or tactically ready, are there players being identified and tracked and is 
there a system in place to help ensure clubs are not discarding these players etc. Bergkamp, Gerrard, Platini, Essien, Zidane, Messi, Scholes are just a few names of 
players who were late bloomers and had to be nurtured (by their clubs). How many others have been missed? Roderick Thomas for one. 
3- learn about who makes these decisions and what objectives do they have to develop players not only for their own club but for their players after they graduate onto college 
and beyond 

Some issues need resolving and correcting. 

* We need less games. Someone asked me recently about our U13-16 team (we play players up-fyi they are ALL small!), "what tournaments do you go to win?’. My response 
was hone-we go to tournaments to give everyone a game and to simply work on themes we work on in practice’. In the past year we have played in 3 high level tournament 
Finals and a 1/4 Final and a State wide League Cup semi-final. We have graduated 6 players into id2 and PDP Regional as well as 3 in the National ID camp to be held Dec. 
8th. We focus on the way we play, not how much we win. Winning comes later. Nothing new here. I think tournaments should be formatted differently. Winning tournaments is 
not a measure of success. Teams dont get recruited to colleges or National teams, players do. We try to optimize each players experience and often it can mean making 
tactical decision detrimental to the teams’ success (such as substituting the most physically dominant top scorer in the last 10 mins of a semi-final with the game on the line, 
to give a smaller and lesser physically developed player (who might end up being the top player one day!) some playing time. 

* We need less travel to and from practices and games. Some players spend more time in a car or in airports than on the practice field. The ratio of training vs playing needs 



changing. Need to overemphasize training and practice and under emphasize playing too many games. 

* We need far less tournaments. I find it astonishing that 9 and 10 year olds are traveling tout of State to a ’big’ tournament with the hope of being scouted and that 
tournament selects teams based on State Cup records. Astounding. 

* Tournaments often use rankings to determine which teams should attend. These are often misguided and inaccurate. 

* We need more vertical integration within clubs (players free to move within a club is practice allowed to happen but is not always encouraged). More young players should 
be invited to play on older teams and even adult teams. At 15 I started playing and training on Men’s teams. Some players are unable to due to physical limitations, however, 
the amount of experiential knowledge being missed from players playing ’age pure’ is astounding. The integration of youth players and former collegiate players i.e adult and 

youth soccer leagues, is very concerning. Ask every top players how they developed and you will find that they played ’up’ or had some positive experience playing with older 
and better players; females players often cite playing with and against male players as positive reason for their development. 

* We need a higher ratio of practice to games. Many teams only practice 2-3 times per week from 10-14 years of age with few players interested in practicing on their own. 
The emphasis in training is often physical rather than technical’. Players must be eoncouraged and taught to train on their own and enjoy their development away from the 
field. (street, backyard, local park). 

* Some talented players are multi-sport athletes and excel. Unfortunately some leave it until 14-15 to focus on their technique and find it difficult to make up the valuable time 
lost to other activities. They simply dent practice enough. 

* The club (coaches, managers, parents, admin) need to foster a culture of interest in passion in the players; encourage them to watch games on TV; live games; choose a 
favorite player; a favorite team/s; The secret to our success with player development is that we know our players are touching the ball and have a continued interest in the 
game when they are away from us. We would be flattering ourselves if we said that 3 practice sessions and 1 small group technical session per week was the secret to our 
success, even if the quality of training is high. The reality is that not enough players ar~ developing ON THEIR OWNNVITH FRIENDS. 

* Too many clubs and teams focus only on competing in weekend games and not enough in practice and at home. A player can compete in many ways; soccer tennis; 1 v 1 
with friends; against a wall; shooting competitions in the park (crossbar challenge etc); juggling alone or with a group. If you ask any top player, they will cite one or some of 
the above as part of their formula for their success. I used to dribble a tennis ball to school and play 3-400 wall passes off poles and walls. I did more heading to school in one 
morning than some players do in a week of practice. 

* The way youth soccer is teaching young players is wrong. Too often adult tactics and concepts of development as adult philosophies and psychology are being applied. 
More creativity, more courage and individual expression are needed. Players should not be a afraid of losing- they should enjoy winning and being creative and more 
importantly be rewarded for playing well and expressing themselves. They need to be taught to understand that they are not simply on the field to win. Winning alone is not 
the objective. The top teams in the world arent supported because they simply win. They are supported because of the way in which they play. Winning isnt enough. Playing 
well and winning is the objective. Winning alone should not be paramount to playing well- they are tantamount to one another. 

* We need much more emphasis on technical development and less on physical development and tactical development at a young age. Nearly every single ’top’ team we have 
faced in Northern California (I wont name names) has players who ar~ very big and very strong and are technically average. It is so obvious why these players have been 
picked. Many coaches pick Athlete/Soccer Players at young ages because it pays well to win. If everyone is really honest about it, this is a fact. Everyone knows that 
physical pressure pays dividends. Less teaching and coaching is required and more success is derived from having a team of physically dominant athletes who are fairly 
mediocre technically and tactically. We see it week in and week out. Its not the kids fault. Its the fault of the parents and coaches who are complicit. 

We replay these teams several years later and they have either not improved and get horribly outplayed or some have quit. Many coaches simply cheat the players and use 
the success to build their resumes. They take their kids to showcase tournaments, play too many games, get them fitter and don’t develop their qualities and so it goes on. 
The fact that pm~nts allow this is a crying shame. 

Rarely do they improve technically and tactically. End result is that you have 17 year old’s so have been ’playing’ soccer for 10 years (yes,10 years!) who cannot control or 
pass a ball and ar~ tactically weak. Naturally there will be exceptions as ther~ ar~ all over the world. I’m not exaggerating they may have played in 50 tournaments and over 
60-100 games per year (5 tournaments x 4-5 games alone is commonplace). 

* Tournaments are not being used to develop players and teams. Coaches and parents need to focus on relaxing and although trying to win and compete, simply allow the 
players to express their personality in games. For example, the most beneficial, most competitive and highest quality games our U15-16 players played this year was vs. 
older girls and boys teams within our club. Cost $0.00. Travel time 0! i.e we didnt have to travel too far to get better competition than what they normally would have gotten 
from playing the National Champs of their age group. Traveling to an away tournament to be ’seen’ is rarely worth the cost. Players can be scouted in their own area and a 
great deal of money can be saved. Some families spend $3-10,000.00+ per year per family on traveling to tournaments (perhaps 9 days of coaching games) but when 
spending $3,000 per year of coaching fees for 9 months of coaching, they feel its ’too expensive’. Again, astounding. 

* Dent hold fixed tryouts. Allow players to come and train at any time. The criteria for selection should be based on attitude, interest in the game and desire to improve, not on 
athletic ability. If you do happen to find an athletic young player, this certainly helps but they still need a great deal of work. I have never scouted a player in a match at youth 
level (8-14 years of age). There is no need. I want to see them train. I want to see how they engage and get to know their personality. We have taken some rec. players with 
little or not athletic ability who are now just getting recognized by selections and colleges. There are a few programs out there that do the same but most do not provide a 

suitable platform for player development. No player at this age is technically or tactically competent or even physically matured to the point that they are overwhelming to their 
opponents. Coaches scout dominant athletes because they get paid to win- not to develop players. 

* Parents need to stop living vicariously through their children and allow them to flourish in a learning environment rather than spend needless amounts of money watching 
their children playing in expensive, time consuming and physically exhausting tournaments. Attending 1-2 out of State events per year and 1-2 local tournaments is more than 
suffice. These don’t need to be always the ’top’ tournaments. Different times of the year require a different focus. It often amazes me that some clubs will permit kids to take a 
summer vacation and allow them not to do any preparational training and show up to a 5- game tournament in July in 100F weather and expect to compete. When a club 
takes 3 teams to an out of State tournament, the total cost of attending, including travel, accomm, meals, fees etc can amount to $1,500 for 3 nights per family and 
$75,000.00 based on 3 teams/50 families and staff per tournament. 

Some teams attend 3 out of state tournaments, taking this figure to $76,000 per team per year. The mind boggles how much is spent in the entire country for every age group. 

I estimate that 50 out of state team teams can spend as much as $1,275,000.00 for one tournament alone! Staggering. Basically, we could hire a full time professional coach 
for an entire year for the same price of taking 3 teams to an away tournament for only one weekend. The priorities are all mixed up. 

* The biggest problem of all Many Coaches and clubs clearly outright deceive pm~nts and players. They convince players to join their clubs or worse, switch clubs as 
young as 10 or 11 because they go to the ’big tournaments’ and get ’scouted’. This is fraudulent. Everyone knows, college coaches and club coaches alike, that playing 
tournaments is only one way of being recruited and if they are only using tournaments to scout from then they are misguided and need to re-evaluate their recruiting 
strategies. 

One of the benefits of running a fully integrated clubs is that one can configure games to act as a ’sparring’ match to optimize performance. The segmentation of the sport in 
the USA for commercial exploitation both on and off the field has become detrimental to the development of the game, especially on the women’s side. 

My advice to all college coaches is: 



1 : Get to know the top youth coaches in each r~gion: Ask their opinion and insight on the player- their training habits, behavior etc. 

2: Get to know the heads of each ID program (eg in Northern Ca: its NorCal PDP, id2 and MTC as well as ODP). Track the players’ progress. This is very easy to do. 
Everyone is just a click away. 
3: Don’t recruit from tournaments alone. Use your facility to host ID events. Far more useful to players and families also, because they can see the campus and get a feel for 
the University and meet the players and coaching staff. 
4: Visit a team training session. Learn about the players training habits. Numerous college coaches have been foiled by their own fancy when the player that dominated a U16 
tournament ended up having lazy training habits and poor attitudes in training. They don’t improve in 4 years! Far too many coaches believe their power of persuasion can 
solve the problem, only to have a headache on their hands for 4 years. Learn about how the player trains in their own environment. What have they been doing for the past 4 
years as players? How have they been taught? What personal qualities do they possess? 

Benjamin Ziemer and his NorCal Premier PDP ID program connected to US Club Soccer’s Id2 as well as their recent collaboration with the US Federation’s MTC (Hugo Perez) 
is advancing player development in Northern California, however, they need your help. 

I am absolutely outraged by the CIF rule that is preventing HS girls from Northern California from trying out in front of the US Federation for USA Women’s 
National Team selection on December 8th in Dublin CA (see email to CIF Executive Director below) 

I have been interviewed numerous times over the past few weeks, mostly about the success of one of our graduates (and current staff coach) Veronica Perez who scored the 
winning goal vs the USA last month to put Mexico in the World Cup Finals. During this course of the interviews I was asked numerous times; where did she come from? what 
was she doing? how was she training? is the USA getting better, or worse? My simple answer is always ’the USA have not gotten ’worse’ although we miss the Michelle 
Akers of the game (but lets face it- France misses Zidane) of course...in reality the rest of the world has improved. Its not rocket science. More knowledge resources 
(coaching-admin-management etc) financial resources, a higher degree of social acceptance and more time spent on the field etc by ’developing’ female soccer nations, has 
resulted in greater parity. I have engaged in dialogues with key stakeholders in the game about why the US has ’flatlined’ over the years in terms of youth development; too 
many paid coaches who have no interest in development of the national game and would prefer to line their pockets; too many coaches consumed with winning at all costs at 
youth level; too many coaches placing a premium on physicality at youth level instead of other important technical and tactical aspects; governance of leagues and clubs; 
non-soccer people making technical decisions in the game (recruitment and selection of players and coaches). I might add that I would not hold the coaches entirely 
responsible. Club coaches get paid by parents either directly from the team, or, indirectly from the club. I stated earlier that many parents and complicit- Asked if they would 
rather win that invest in player development and education at a young age, 99.9% of them would opt. for the win. There is nothing wrong with winning, however, winning isnt 
enough. It is for some but for the US right now, its not enough. We in the youth game have an obligation to ensure that the kids we send off to college are at the very least, 
technically and tactically capable players. Unfortunately far too often, colleges get thrown Athlete-Soccer players. I do sympathize with many college coaches who simply do 
not have the time or resources or, r~spectfully, the ability to develop players and who far too often have to compromise their philosophy and approach. Im sure none of them 
would object to playing like Barcelona but the reality is they need to compete. You cannot all of a sudden produce players from 18-22 with a limited soccer calendar and 
players whose priority is to earn a degree to be developing talent. Its our responsibility with the 7-17 year olds! 

Thank you for reading. This is just the start. What we need to do is to create an efficient, seamless and more streamlined channel of communication between club coaches, 
DOC’s and ID programs all funneling towards the National Federation. As clubs, we need to receive a calendar of events from (in our region) PDP, id2, ODP, MTC/US 
Federation etc we can better plan our club calendar to coordinate our individual player ID & Development opportunities with actual team events (League, Tournaments etc). We 
want our best players to play for our club and we want them also to gain recognition through ID showcase events. With the right amount of planning and communication, we 
can achieve this. We do not want our players fatigued or over-scheduled. We still believe that clubs do provide the essential building blocks for player development so we need 
to ensure that we optimize individual player performance with team performance. No team wants to field under-strength teams in league and tournaments and no player wants 
to miss their team events or ID showcases. 

I have read with interest the comments and concerns from Pia Sundhage and Julie Foudy regarding female soccer development and would like to help stimulate more debate. 
Day in and day out for years I have been trying to educate families and players at the very youngest ages on player development. What we need is leadership from key figures 
in the game. 

I would like to start a group interested in engaging in debate on the social media site for soccer www.Pass2Me.com and start a discussion between youth coaches and clubs 
such as ourselves, along with National Team coaches and Technical Adviser’s, reps from PDP/id2 and ODP as well as collegiate coaches. If you would like to join this group 
please let me know. 

Your advice, guidance and assistance as well as experiential knowledge is greatly welcomed and appreciated! 

Gary Ireland 

PSV Union FC 
www.u nionfoot ballclu b.com 
Join us on www.Pass2Me.com 

(650) 387 4128 

-- On Sun, 12/5/10, Gary Ireland <garyjireland@yahoo.com> wrote: 

From: Gary Ireland <garyjireland@yahoo.com> 
Subject: Re: CIF- Permission (attached email from US Federation- 12-4-2010) 
To: "Marie M. Ishida" &lt;ishidasan@cifstate.org> 
Cc: "Marie M. Ishida" <ishidasan@cifstate=org>, "hugo per~z" <hperez@ussoccer.org>, "Dave McGovern" <dmcgovern@ussoccer=org>, "Shawn Blakeman" 
<blakeman@surewest.net>, "Benjamin Ziemer" <benjaminziemer@comcast.net>, "Paolo Bonomo" <pbonosoccer@pacbell.net> 
Date: Sunday, December 5, 2010, 12:06 PM 

Dear Marie Ishida 

This is very disappointing for soccer and for all concerned, not least of which the players in question. What is the basis for the CIF (Northern California governing body 
for High School Sports} decision to not allow High School Soccer players from participating in the US Federation National ID camp for future USA Women’s 
National team players held by US Federation Technical Advisor Hugo Perez on December 8th in Dublin California? 

On personal level, as a club Director of Coaching I have 3 players invited to attend this event and feel extremely saddened that one of these player will be prevented by CIF 
from being potentially recruited to the USA Women’s National teams by the Federation itself. Please help us understand why! 

Your response coincides with a massive nationwide debate concerning player development and competition in the USA which is raging at the moment: why are our (USA) 
playet:s not improving and why they are not being develop~i and identified at youth levels. Your decision not to allow a potential national youth player/s to be identified by the 
National Federation will only cause further frustration. (of course, we are aware that the player can play 5 v 5 during this time). 

You did not address my concerns in your email; namely, why does CIF only recognize only ODP? Why not the actual Federation which sanctions the actual programs you 
recognize and who not US Club/id2 and PDP? The events you sanction are authorized and operate under the auspices of the United States Soccer Federation. 



Im copying representatives of the US Federation, US Club, the Federation in this email. 

Marie, I cannot tell you how disappointed I am with your response. I will also furnish a copy of your response to the USSF President Sunil Gulati, USYSA Director, US Club 
Soccer Chairman and Board of Directors, as well as the National team coach, Technical Committee and the USA National teams including former Olympic and National team 
stars as well as all media interested in this debate in addition to over 200 college coaches. Numerous key decision makers in the game are now scrutinizing the grassroots 
development in US youth soccer and I have, in my position of a developer, recruiter and promoter of youth talent, an obligation to communicate why players are not being 
allowed to be presented in front of the most important decision makers in the US game- The US Federation itself. 

On a personal level, I cannot fathom why a player cannot be released for a period of 2 hours to try and attempt to be recognized by their National team. If you have a 
reasonable reason for refusing these players to be allowed to participate in such an event, please do advise. 

As you may well know, most if not all elite level soccer players are developed by their clubs. For a very short time of the year (2-3 months) some players opt for HS soccer for 
social and individual development reasons. Not permitting these players fi~)m being identified by their national Federation is flabbergasting. The HS coach, club coach, parent 
and player all wish to allow these HS players to participate in their HS program. Why not the CIF? 

In closing, perhaps Im prematurely jumping to conclusions thinking that you will not enter into a dialog with us/the Federation about adding future events? 

HS soccer is a part of a players development. Most of a competitive soccer player’ career is spent playing for their club teams. We encourage HS soccer if the player desires 
this for personal and social reasons and entrust the CIF and respective schools with the players’ development while not under our supervision. It is a relationship that is, for the 
most part, the parameters are fairly well understoo& Our responsibility as custodians of a childs development is to provide opportunities for these children, not deny them their 
dreams. 

Please re-consider your response and: 

a) permit all HS players to participate in the US Federation ID camp on December 8th in Dublin, CA, without restriction 
and 
b) update your website to reflect the recongnized pregrams: US Club id2 & NorCal PDP as well as of course the US Federation sanctioned ID events. 

I would also like to take the opportunity to request that the Federation and Regional governing bodies of youth soccer notify the CIF of future training and tryout!camp/ID dates 
so that the CIF can upload these to the CIF website, after which I will send to every player, family, coach and manager as well as admin, in Northern California. 

Thank you for your attention and support. 

Sincerely 

Gary Ireland 
MBA Football Industries 
Founder www.Pass2Me.com 

(650) 387 4128 

-- On Sun, 12/6/10, Marie M. Ishida <ishidasan@cifstate.org> wrote: 

From: Marie M. Ishida <ishidasan@cifstate.org> 
Subject: Re: CIF- Permission (attached email from US Federation- 12-4-2010) 
To: "Gary Ireland" <garyjireland@yahoo.com> 
Cc: "Marie M. Ishida" <ishidasan@cifstate.org> 
Date: Sunday, December 5, 2010, 10:42 AM 

12.5.10 

Based on CIF rules, this event does not meet the bylaw standards as set forth and therefore, is not approved, regardless of the letter from US Soccer. 

Marie M. lshida 
Executive Director 

4658 Duckhom Drive 
Sacramento, CA 95834 
916.239.4477 = phone 
9t6.23&4478- ~× 

Email: ishidasan@cifstate.org 

On Dec 4, 2010, at 6:18 PM, Gary ireland wrote: 

Dear Marie- 

Attached you will find an official ’Release Request’ email from the US Federation. Dave McGovern is copied here. Thank you Dave for 
sending this letter. We know that the players and coaches as well as parents appreciate both your cooperation on this matter. 

Best Wishes 



Gary Ireland 
PSV Union 
www.unionfootballclub.com 
650-387-4128 

<2010-11 U.S. Soccer Training Center Release Letter-1 .pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Howard Willdns~n <howard.mlkinson@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 8:12 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

An exclusive invitation to college soccer coaches 

Dear Anson, 

I’m writing to experienced, professional soccer coaches like 
you, working at the USA’s top sports colleges, to share the 
winning secrets of England’s leading managers. 

I’m Howard Wilkinson, chairman of the League Managers 
Association, former England manager, Leeds United manager 
and technical director of the English FA. 

After a lifetime playing and coaching, I know how tough 
coaching at the top level can be. I also know that one of the 
easiest ways to improve is to learn from the top of the 
game... 

And that’s where I can help you out. 

Today, I am delighted to be able to bring you training ground 
sessions from the best managers working across the pond... 

£1ite Soccer is the only soccer coaching magazine to offer you 
complete coaching sessions direct from Barclays English 
Premier League managers, every single month. 

Elite Soccer answers questions such as... 

How does Manchester United manager Sir Alex Ferguson get 
his team creating so many goalscoring chances from crosses? 

Why is it that Sunderland manager Steve Bruce can get all his 
players defending effectively as individuals, in pairs and as a 
team ? 

Which drill would Birmingham City manager Alex McLeish use 
to encourage movement off the ball? 

Answers to all these questions are supplied personally by the 
managers above in the form of a detailed, illustrated training 
session. 

Each session is set out exactly as the manager uses it and is 
ready for you to use immediately. 

To take up my special invitation to join Elite Soccer 
click here. 

Yours in soccer, 



Howard Wilkinson 

Chairman, League Managers Association 

PS - Let me reiterate, the sessions in Elite Soccer are set out 
exactly as the managers use them. They will be lost on 
coaches that do not have your level of knowledge or 
experience. Players also need to have proven technical ability 
to perform the sessions successfully. If you think you and your 
players are up to the challenge click here. 

PPS - Elite Soccer is not available on the book shelves, Don’t 
miss this unique invitation - join today! 

Elite ~occer is produced by Green Star Media Ltd in partnership with the 
League Managers Association 

Green Star Media Ltd 
Meadow View, 
Tannery Lane, 
Bramley, 
Surrey GU5 0AB, 
United Kingdom 

T: +44 (0)1483 891 074 
F: +44 (0)1483 894 148 
E: howard.wilkinson@coach-soccer.com 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy 
recipients. Tfyou are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender 
immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message and any attachments 
without retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 3008779. 
Registered in England. 

Unsubscribe from marketing emails 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andy Bazney ~mokancomm.net~ 

Thursday, January. 6, 2011 2:26 PM 

Andy Barney ~mokancomm.net> 

First 135 Pages of my new book 

Hi Everyone, 
Some of you may have been wondering why I have been a little less communicative than normal over the past 8 months. 
The first reason was the new indoor facility/training center we built here in KC. When I wasn’t traveling out of town to train new HappyFeet-Legends business owners, most of 
my waking moments wet~ spent putting together a new and unique facility concept that we are testing het~ in KC. If it is successful, (it’s looking good!), we eventually intend 
to reproduce the concept with our nationwide HappyFeet-Legends partners. 
Since the facility has been completed I have turned my attention to writing a new book, "Legends for Life". 
I am attaching a very rough draft of the first 135 pages. I intend to write in excess of 200 pages but need feedback on what to keep in and what to leave out. 
Please don’t take any time away from the valuable things in your daily life that should be a priority, but when you have a spat~ moment I would love to get your feedback on 
the sections I have written so far. 
Before finishing I would like to point out that my new book is written to change the perspective of players, parents, coaches (and everyone else in society who is willing to read 
it). Its premise is very unique and controversial but it makes too much practical sense to be disregarded. 
For now that’s all I’m going to tell you. 
All feedback, critical or otherwise will be positively taken. 
Kindest regards, 

A ndy B arn , 
C~ic~Here to view a HappyFeet highlight video! 

Founder & President - Legends Soccer Clubs/HappyFeet/Soccer Excellence/National Indoor Soccer Championship 

Author"Training Soccer Legends" http://wvwv.amazon.com/Traininq-Soccer-Leqends-Andv-Barney/dp/1599759195/ref=sr 1 1?ie=UTF8&s=books&qid=1289571804&sr=8-1 

"Legendary 1 v 1 Moves" http://vwvw.worldclasscoaching.com/productcart/pc/viewPrd.asp?idproduct=174 

"Training Legendary 1 v 1 Moves" http://vwwv~w~ddc~assc~achin~q.c~m/pr~ductcart/pc/view~rd.asp?idcate~q~ry=~&idpr~duct=231 

NSCAA Clinician 

Ceil 

Websites w~,~.happysoccerfeet.com www.uppei~)0.com www.leqendssoccerclubs.com 

1 b Unedited copy of LEGENDS FOR LIFE .1an 2011.pdf ’,"~’~sci, 05 Ap:- 201.1 i 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

@aol.com 

Monday, Januao~ 24, 2011 2:49 PM 

~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: Youth Soccer Insider: New leaders aim to boost gifts soccer 

.... Original Message .... 
From: ihor <ikutynsky@windstream.net> 
To: Todd Driver @msn.com>; steve <carthage@pinehurst.net>; Rebecca Lisack yahoo.com>; Pete Felske <pete.felske@wheaton.edu>; Ray and Kristi 
Blatz @embarqmail.com>; Mollymilktruck@yahoo.com @yahoo.com>; Mike Reilly <mike@acsandhills.com>; Michelle Davis 
< @yahoo.com>; Kevin Hayes @embarqmail.com>; Bill Palladino @aol.com>; Bill Schustrom @msn.com>; Barry 
Kavanaugh, OD, FAAO, FCOVD <drbarry@sevenlakeseyecare.com> 
Sent: Mon, Jan 24,2011 9:02 am 
Subject: Fw: Youth Soccer Insider: New leaders aim to boost girls soccer 

Witness recent loss to Sweden 2-1 in Chna Four Nations Cup!! 
.... Original Message --- 

To: ikutynsky@windstream.net 
Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2011 10:21 PM 
Subject: Youth Soccer Insider: New leaders aim to boost girls soccer 

Advertisement 

Saturday, Jan. 22, 2011 

New leaders aim to boost girls soccer 

The first ear-piercing wakeup call for U.S. women’s soccer came at the 2007 World Cup, where a dazzling Brazil outplayed and routed 

the USA, 4-0, in semifinals. 

Last year provided more examples that the benefit of the USA?s huge head start in the girls and women’s game was evaporating. The 

USA lost to Mexico for the first time ever, and at the U-17 World Cup, it wasn?t the Americans being hailed for skillful, entertaining 

soccer -- but South Korea, North Korea, Japan and Spain 

Tony DiCicco, coach of the 1999 World Cup-winning U.S women, sai..__~d, ?On the girls? side, our players are not smart players, they 

lack sophistication, they’re not technical enough"? and he blamed the youth soccer structure, which he referred to as a big business. 

The U.S. Soccer Federation, which four years ago became ambitiously involved in the youth arena on the boys side with its launch of 

the U.S. Soccer Development Academy, and last spring appointed Claudio Reyna as Youth Soccer Technical Director, is now taking 

on the youth game on the girls’ side. 

For the first time, U.S. Soccer has appointed full-time positions to oversee the women’s youth national team program and the 

programs? overall development. 

April Heinrichs, the former U.S. women’s national team captain and coach, was named Technical Director. Former UCLA women’s 

coach Jillian Ellis, who has also coached the U.S. U-21 women, is Development Director. 

A key part of their task will be assessing the youth club environment. ?We?ll go out and see exactly what is being done, then 

evaluating and getting feedback,? says Ellis. 

But they already know what a key focus will be. 

?You?re going to hear us shout from the top of every tall building: technique, technique, technique,? says Heinrichs. 

Says Ellis, ?We’ve all come to the agreement that technical development is the greatest need. The simple message is spend half of 

your practice doing technical work.? 

That other nations would improve may have been inevitable. That they?re producing more skillful teams than the USA -- whose 

participation figures and investment in girls and women’s soccer are unmatched -- demonstrates that something had gone wrong 

somewhere at the American youth level. 

Heinrichs starred on the U.S. team that won the inaugural Women?s World Cup in 1991. And she coached the USA in 2000-2004, 

winning the gold medal at the 2004 Olympic Games. 

?1 think in the women?s game we identified our great qualities and they became our strengths, going back to the 1980s and 1990s,? 

she says. ?And now some of our strengths have evolved into weaknesses that we want to address 

?We are tough psychologically, competitively, physically. When we got into a sticky situation we could default to the physical. We could 

default to the psychological 

?Now we need to default to a little more possession and control the tempo of the game. Sometimes we just need to hang on to the 



ball. And because of our lack of technical skills in some situations we can?t? 

As they evaluate the youth soccer landscape, another key issue is the number of games. 

?1 certainly think the volume is an issue,? Ellis said ?You can play 80 games a year but it?s not going to get you technically proficient 

We?ll look at the ratio of match play to training You have to look at how many games our youth players are playing and at what level. 

?There are enlightened people out there who are changing those. I think there are people who are recognizing that four games in two 

days are just too much. You definitely want to tap in and encourage that type of thinking." 

Game and tournament overload was one of the issues that led U.S. Soccer to launch the Development Academy for boys. 

?We need to get the training-to-game ratio correct,? Heinrichs said. ?We need to consider more festivals, where they come in and 

play two games.? 

The boys Academy?s other charge was to influence the approach its member clubs took to the pre-Academy ages -- de-emphasizing 

results at the young ages and emphasizing player development. 

Whether the Federation should launch a similar program on the girls’ side is something Ellis and Heinrichs will consider. 

?We talked a little a bit since they?ve been appointed about the Academy on boys’ side and the pros and cons of that,? said U.S. 

Soccer President Sunil 6ulati. ?We?re encouraged from what we?ve seen on the boys? side and certainly are looking seriously at the 

possibility on the girls? side and are open to that. We?ll address that in the months to come.? 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, coaches youth soccer for East Bay United in Oakland, Calif. His youth soccer 

articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

FE~E~I:)~A(3K: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

Saturday, Jan 22, 2011 

You are receiving this newsletter at ikutynskv~,windstream.net as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you 

and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - www.socceramerica.com/mem bers - to join. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future, let us know. 

Please do not reply to this email 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica com 
Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper 

attribution. 

(c) 2011 Soccer America, 15 East 32nd Street New York, NY 10016 USA 
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Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Nadia Lynch <nlynch@uncaa.unc.edu> 

interesting: article on UConn women’s basketball 

Nadia: for Coach Williams... 

Big-Time Program, Big-Time Pressure 

Some Players Find They Can’t Handle Being Part Of UConn Women’s Basketball 

By JOHN ALTAVILLA, ~altavilla@courant.com The Hartford Courant 

9:2:[ p.m. EST, January 30, 20:[:[ 

Since the UConn women’s basketball team won its first national championship in :[995, Geno Auriemma’s program has woven its way into the nation’s sports tapestry. In fact, it 

may be one of the brightest patches. 

The Huskies have attracted many of the boldest high school AIFAmericans, crafted some into All-Americans, turned others into national players of the year and Olympians. 

And the program treats all of its players like dignitaries. They are afforded the best educational resources. They travel on charters, stay in great hotels, eat on tables dressed with 

white tablecloths and are idolized by fans who consider them an extension of their families. 

"They have the world at their fingertips," said CPTV’s Meghan Culmo, a former UConn player and assistant coach. "People want to help them just because they play basketball." 

Yes, it is a great existence. 

For some, that is. 

"It’s not that other schools don’t expect to win, but here [at UConn] we have to win a national championship," Auriemma said. "Those demands can only be handled by players 

whose makeup is such that they are not overwhelmed by the amount of work and preparation that is necessary." 

Finding those players is an inexact science; think about a job interview with a kid who hasn’t even been to the senior prom yeL 

And with some, the pressure of UConn Nation is more than they can bear. So they leave, some unexpectedly, before their careers begin to even take root. 

’llt’s not an easy place to play, but the rewards for doing so are great," former UConn center Kara Wolters said. "It’s hard to do what UConn does, but you can’t do it without hard 

work. Some people are just not cut out for it." 

Last week, freshman Samarie Walker, an All-American from Dayton, Ohio, walked into Auriemma’s office and told him she was leaving because she’d lost the passion to play 

basketball. 

Two days later, the passion returned and she transferred to Kentucky, where her career will resume in December 20:[2, closer to her comfort zone. 

"Everyone wants to play here, and sometimes we [the coaches] think they can," Auriemma said. "But when they get here we find out that they can’t because they struggle. You 

have to be super competitive just to survive because it’s not good enough to just try hard. You need to be result-oriented." 

Over the Auriemma years, the Huskies have seen their share of departures: Tammy Arnold, Amy Hughes, Jean Clark, Marci Glenney, Shea Matlock, Liz Sherwood, Kristen Phillips, 

Keirsten Waiters, Kiana Robinson, Jessica McCormack and Elena Delle Donne, the national player of the year in 2008, who famously left UConn after one practice. 

"It is difficult to play at UConn," said Sherwood, who transferred to Vanderbilt after the 2004 season and is now a graduate assistant at Louisville. ’lit is also difficult to play at other 

schools. The only difference is that UConn has been winning for so long that it is just what is normal a nd expected so there is pressure to continue that. 

,i But there is definitely pressure and high expectations for you to perform at other schools. I don’t know much about Kentucky’s program, but I am sure that staff wants to win and 

they put pressure on their players to do so. There is no escaping the pressure. Maybe less is expected if you go to some schools. But all coaches want you to perform at your best 

and they will push you to be that." 

There is no doubt Auriemma, a Hall of Famer who has won seven national championships, is tough to play for. He demands excellence and dedication, focus and feeling, each 

moment his players are before him. 

"it’s about doing it in a way that can’t be done any better," Auriemma said. "That is the goal every day. Accepting a Division I scholarship means you sign a contract. You will do 

everything in your power to be the best and we will do everything in our power to help you." 

And so the tug of war begins. And every kid takes Auriemma’s prodding differently. 

Glenney was an All-State players at Norwich Free Academy when she came to UConn in :[996. But after two seasons, essentially a reserve, she left the program for Clemson, 

where she finished her career. 

"it’s very hard to play for [Auriemma] when he’s in one zone and it’s amazing and easy to play for him when he is in another," said Glenney, who lives in Atlanta. "The pressure is 

intense, but expected if you want to play at that level. 



"I heard he has calmed down some in the past few years, l’m not even sure if my experience is even relevant anymore. If Samarie Walker’s gut told her to do something different 

[leave], that doesn’t necessarily mean she wasn’t good enough to play, a problem for the team or had the lack of intensity or understanding to play there, which has been said 

about her since she left. 

"There are several levels a player can evaluate themselves on in college basketball. Geno is not the only level is what l’m saying. 

"After all, relationships don’t always last do they? I’d say that’s pretty normal in life." 

Courtney Gaine was already a junior at UConn when Glenney arrived. And in some ways, her playing time as a junior and senior was impacted by her. Nowadays, they are great 

friends who often see each other. Gaine’s overall experience at UConn was much more positive. 

"When you arrive in Storrs, it’s undeniably a shock to the system. That’s true for all freshmen in college, but when you go there to play basketball, you come from a world where 

you rarely failed into a situation where you will fail every day -- and someone’s going to let you know that. 

"At your core, you need to want to win more than anything else and be part of a daily, endless journey to a perfection that doesn’t exist in the real world. But that’s the goal. You 

have to want to be a part of it and do all that that entails. If you don’t, and most people in this world probably don’t, it becomes quickly obvious and sometimes frustrating to 

everyone who is on board." 

No player in recent memory at UConn experienced that sensation more than Kristen Phillips, a 6-foot-5 center from North Carolina, who came to Storrs with Tina Charles and Kaili 

McLaren. 

While Charles and McLaren played for two national championship at UConn, Phillips’ career lasted just two cameos at the start of the season before she, too, was not taken on a 

road trip and did not return. 

"1 don’t think words can express how difficult it is to play at Connecticut on every level," said Phillips, who is married and lives in North Carolina. "It’s difficult because of the 

expectations that exceed simply working hard in practice or the weight room to mold into something you need to decide whether you want to be or can be. 

"It is difficult beca use of the pressure from all the coaches. It is their job to get the best out of you, but sometimes it didn’t seem to matter the price at which they tried for your 

best. Whatever you were battling, on or offthe court, seemed irrelevant at times. But at the same time, they have a program to run, and some kids can handle it, some can’t. 

"Being away from home wasn’t an issue for me. I’ve always been independent and the team provides a great support system to those who are homesick. But the girls are around 

each other constantly. When you’re struggling with things on and off the court, sometimes it’s hard to be around them that much. 

"Unfortunately, they [the coaches] don’t always understand that. I always felt on the outside while I was there, which was mostly my fault because I couldn’t seem to find a way to 

verbalize my struggles. I guess I just felt like I was always a step behind everyone on everything. My teammates were great ... an absolutely great group who I enjoyed thoroughly 

and stay in touch with a few of them. 

"But for whatever reason, I could not be myself there." 

And when that happens, despite the championships, the steaks, the trips to the White House, they leave. 

"It was very hard to tell Coach and Chris Dailey I was leaving," Sherwood said. "I went back and forth with it for a while. It was not an easy day when I finally had to tell them what 

I had decided to do." 

The day will come when Walker will look back on her decision and know if it was the right one, because, after all, it is for some and not for others. 

But for those who decide to play at UConn, certainly as long as Auriemma is the coach, the bottom line is indelibly clear about what will be expected. 

"When you are at UConn, you really have to have a different mentality than any player anywhere else because of what is already established. That is why a lot of us go to UConn," 

said Brittany Hunter, who transferred from Duke in 2005. 

"We appreciate what is already in place and we appreciate Coach’s relentless push on his team. That is the draw and if you go to UConn willingly then it should be what you expect 

day in and day 

"But being a college athlete is already tough, so transferring is one ingredient I would not suggest anyone mix in unless they are truly unhappy." 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Associate A.D. For Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

TarHeelBlue.com 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
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Vision document 

Sam 

DiF~c~or 
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US Soccer Training Center Program 
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Coaches, 

Attached is intbrmation re. the US Soccer Training Center Program which you may consider for viewing players. For ~hedule of Training Center dates please ~e the 
lbllomng link. ]:ebrt~aLy is po~ted and Ma~:~ da’~es should be goi~g up soon~ 

http://ww~uss~ccer~c~m/T~ams/Y~t~th/~a~r-~d~ntificati~/Sch~du~/~2- 2~.aspx 

All the best. 

Rob 



Rob Kehoe 
College Programs Director 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. Kansas City, Kansas 66101 

913 362 1747 x lO15 (phone); 913 362 3439 (fax) www.NSC~%\.com 

Wisconsin: Office - 920 674 4391; Cell - 

2012 NSCAA Convention - Kansas City Convention Center, Kansas Cit~-~, MO 3anuar¥~ 11-15 

2Oll Women’s College Cup - December 2-4, KSU Soccer Stadium Atlanta, GA; Men’s College Cup - December 9-11, Regions Park Stadium Hoover, AL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~’ Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

Thursday, February, 10, 2011 3:31 AM 

hugo perez <hperez@ussoccer.org>; Benjamin Ziemer~ ~comcast.net>; Par~lo Bonomo 

Simon Ireland          ~yahoo.com>; Anson Dorrance <aJ~son@uncaa.unc.edu> 

fvi- thought you might like this 

~pacbell.net>; 

Joim Oweiis is tile assista~lt Academy Director at Liverpool I;Co ~I,~hn worlds wit~l 9 m 18 year olds. He also coached ~chael Owen, Steven Gerrard, 

Jmnie Carra~er, Steve~ Warlocks, Darren Potter and od~ers a~ LiverpoN I;.C and d~e ~kes of ~I~e CMe, Wes Br~wn o~ the En~a~d youth te~n. ,lo~ 

was h~ter~de~ed by Gary irelm~d wire worked at Liverpool F.C Academy in 201~3-2004. 

Ga~: Do you encourage the players at Liverpool FC m juggle? 
JoN~: Yes we do encourage our players k) j uggle. It is pan offl~eir individ~l work with fl~e Mll. It is not just abomjuggling but we encompass the whole area of ~11 

familiarization, using Nit, rent pazts of the R)ot, thigk ches~t and head. They can progress from individ~l work to ~im and in larger groups. We also use the wall in our 

indoor arena to vau fl~e challenge. Players who show a high ability of indivi&tal skill ruth the ~11 are us~lly the ones who show fl~e ~st control and the best at 

weighting their pasts. 

Gary: How otten shoNd the players be jug#ng? 
JoM: There should be time in each ~ssion to work individually ruth file ball (iuggling is jus* a Na of ~at). It can M fired in well ~ pa~ of the wami-up linked ruth the 

physical element of the pie-session routine. Individ~l ball work is alto a useful pa~ of a session ~ place ~gveen ~vo high intensiF sections. Twice a week mfl~ the 

~-fime players we have sNcific sessions for ~e development ofindivid~l sMlls. ~,er file yea, we roll cover the ~11 range of sMlls mill ~e ~11 (control, Nssing, 

volleying, heaNng, etc.) Many ~ssions inclnde 2 v 2 sMlls g~es and la~er games of footbaJl te~is and head tenNs. (in head-te~is the net is Ngher and the bMl must 

be ~nt over the net ruth a header) In some games players must rake m~o touches each. This gives them practice ruth a s*ress on the q~li~ of their first ~uch, like in 

the real game. Tho~ who am good jugglers us~lly do well in the~ 3~pes of sMlls games. 

Howevei: fl~e coach should not lem,e fl~e ~layers m practice juggling in isolation. To get ~e transference to sNcific footMll sMll~ like ranch, control, feel for ~e ball, 

etc. the co~h should help to ma~e "this li~ wi~ practices for control k) follow sessions onjnggling. So juggling tbr the sake ofj uggling is what a~oys some coaches. 

In lots of skills practice we overdo the skill to emph~ize the pr~tice of it. For instance with shielding - we can get 1 v 1 tbr a minute in a small azea to test fl~e players 

ability "~ use Ns ~@ to protect the bail. In fl~e real game we do not want a player shielNng it for a minu’m or more. The player must choose firstly whether he needs m 

shield it. Then he should shield it tbr ~s sho(t a time ~s possible to get out ofa tigN position and sal}ly p~ss, shoot or continne a dribble. So our practices are not 

always perfect replicas of the game situation. We do not practice sNelNng for the rake of sNelding the ~11 as an end. SNelding file ball is a means m an end - geRing 

free wN~ the Mll away i~m a &i}nder. It then depends on the abili~ of the coach m lead the player from the practice situation through m the real game, i.e. tNough 

the gansi}r of sMlls. TNs is the rome ibr juggling. This is fl~e essence of the teaching and leanfing pa~ of coacNng. A co~h who leaves juggling in i~lation is not doing 

~is.job. 

GAD-: ~o is the best jug#er at LFC ~-outh) M your ophfion? 

Jolm: In our team that won the FA Youth Cup ~/18 men) las~ seamn we had a player, A&m Hmnmill, who h~ exceptional inNvidual s~lls ruth the Nil. Of court, 

some of his moves are not directly applicable to the g~e siltation but do unse~le the defen&rs and can give Nm the edge in dribbling situations. When I was manager 

of Engl~d Under 15s, Joe Cole (now ruth Chel~a) was just ~ adept at juggling and ~11 manipulation s~lls. The mM chaJlenge for these higNy smiled players is to nse 

their ability in an eit~ctive way that benefits the team, rather than it simply ~ a show of fl~eir skills. 

Ga~: M~y people, including coaches, ofte. n comment that jugging isn’t relev~t to the g~e or that it’s for ’show offs’. I’ve heard comments such as 
’you should be in a circus’ How do you explNn to these people that the Zid~es, Ronaldinho’s ~d Hen~’s have terrific jug#ing sMRs ~d that the best 
players M the ~,orld tend m have f~tastic ~ic~. 
JoM: My ea, lier answers cover tNs question. Overall, those who do no* ~e *he ,elevance of ball manipatation acti~;ities like juggling do not realize file concep* of 

~ransl~lvnce of skill s. A veu implant point heie is for the coach to accept the ies~nsibili~ of helping file player to transfer the~ sMlls to fl~e real game situations. If 

no gansfer is made ~en ~e juggling sldlls will lvmmn in isolation and roll not ~nefit ~e player in Iris overall game. I tN~ ~is is ~e point ~at the critics of juggling me 

mo~ng when they claim that it is just a circus act. 

Ga~: A famous phrase often sMd m ~yone jug~g is "why do you bother doing that when you cabot do it on the #tch". How wo~d you ~swer that 

one? 

JoM: Juggling is not practiced to be a move that is copied ex~fly in the ac~l game. ~Vhen yon watch [mllefin~ wa~ing up. they ~ffo~ difl}rent moves to help 

them to execute the actual moves on s~ge. Nobo@ expects a footballer to juggle in a real game but the playem who are good jugglers do show the best control ( first 

ranch ) in the game - whether that be a much to conta~l the ~11 tbr themselves or to lay a ball ruth one-~uch pefl}cfly ink) ~e path ofa colleagne. All lbotballem 

should seek to mas~er the tbotball, like fl~e precision shown by golfers, snooker playem, etc 

Alto, we do not see players getting into the ty~ of stretch positions (e.g. hamsMng, gmi~..) &tfing play but we still feel OK abont our players doing these stmmhes in 

preparation. They a,e not doing them ~ replica~ exactly in the game. 

Gary: M a~ the places you have coached footb~ have you ever been ~Dvhere where jug#Mg is #ven the same ~portmice as M South _Mnerica. 
JoNl: I have not coached in South America, but by all accounts fl~ey rake fl~eir individ~l sMlls veD~ ~fiously. In l~e pas~ in Enrope we li?cused so nmch on game play, 

rather than individual developmenl. The guiding principle ibr our Academy system is ~ practice throe times ibr eveiy one game ~ssion, so that fl~e time ibr work on 

inNviduaJ sMlls is available. Nthough we aim to e,nulate the inNviduM aNliF office South ~efican playels, we have to seek m do it in ~e framework of our own 

culture. This culture will be shard by the sVle of play in games and the physicM ~d psychological m&e-up of the pla>ers of that county, gVith the movement of 

playem from all over the world R~ our Premier League, our yonng players are i~uenced by many foreign playel~ which lessen the i&a ofa ~pical stereo~. 

GAD-: $~at are the benefits ofjug~g? 
JoM: The mMn benefit ofjnggling is ~ encourage a good touch ~d mas~ely of the bail. It roll also improve a pla>eds physical co-ordination and suppleness. As a 

player improves his repefloire of skills, he roll be able to be less preNcmble and morn creative in his play. Young cNldren t~ve on com~tition and contests of fl~ese 

skills can enthuse young players to want to lea~ and improve. 
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Re: Introduction 

"My position is this: street soccer is the most natural educational system that can be found." 
Rinus Michels 

Street Soccer - Missing in America? 

By analyzing street soccer yourself, you will conclude that its strength is that it is played daily in a competitive form, with a preference for 
the match on all sorts of’street playing fields’, usually in small groups. Rarely in street soccer do you see youths busy practicing isolated teclmical 
and tactical drills. No, it is al~vays the competitive form, where youth players learn from their mistakes, unconscious of the technical, tactical, 
mental and physical qualities they are developing through the scrimmages being played. 

Playing soccer every day ensures this development. It is a process where it is not necessaU for adults to be present. You also learn the team 
tactical principles without ef[brt through playing the game. Your teammate, higher in the street soccer hierarchy, [brces you to comply... 

In African and South American countries, where the conditions tbr street soccer are favorable, you can immediately notice that youth players 
have a head start. They go through a more varied technical and tactical development mthin their own experiences. Theretbre, the "fEeling" Ibr the 
game is also better. They find their motivation on the street to play the games over and over again, no matter bow simple they are. Even if there is 
only a wall at their disposal... 

There is an argument that street soccer today is no longer possible. "Automobiles now drive where games were once played. The playgrounds are 
used as hangouts for older youth with other interests. Open grass fields are no~v dog parks. The conditions for street soccer in many countries are 
less than ideal." 6 Add bicycle unfriendly suburbs, the need for permits to use public fields, the managed schedules that most children have today 
and spontaneous play of any kind, let alone street soccer is hard to imagine. 

In spite of all of these obstacles, which are solvable, there’s another reason why street soccer doesn’t enjoy the same popularity as pick up 
basketball. In his book, How Soccer Explains The World, Franklin Foer observes: 

But tbr all the talk of freedom, the sixties parenting slyle had a [hr less laissez-[hire side too. Like the 1960’s consumer movement which 
brought American car seatbelts and airbags, the soccer movement felt like it could create a set of rules and regulations that would protect both the 
child’s body and mind from damage. Leagues like the one I played in handed out "participation" trophies to every player, no matter bow few games 
his (or her) team won... Where most of the world accepts the practice of heading a ball as an essential element of the game, American soccer 
parents have fretted over the potential for injury to the brain. An entire industry sprouted to manufacture protective headgear... Even though very 
little medical evidence supports this fear, some youth leagues have prohibited headers altogether. 

This reveals a more fundamental difference between American youth soccer and the game as practiced in the rest of the ~vorld. In every other 
part of the ~vorld, soccer’s sociology varies little: it is the province of the working class... Here, aside from the Latino immigrants, the professional 
classes follow the game most avidly and the working class couldn’t give a toss about it. Surveys, done by sporting goods manuthcturers, consistently 
show that children of middle class and attluent families play the game disproportionately... That is, they come from the solid middle class and 
above. 

Observing youth soccer in America it is very difficult to argue with Foer’s assessment that it is solidly a middle class sport. And the middle class 
brings it’s values into the picture. Middle class values don’t see street soccer as a legitimate educational method. It is recess as opposed to physical 
education. Children need to be taught and teaching should be done by experts. Few would argue that over the last 30 years children are being "taught" 
almost everything at increasingly younger ages. Soccer instruction now begins ruth four year olds, so that the children roll have an advantage as six 
year olds. This need to get ahead brings with it the fear of falling behind and the need for accountabili~ that only expert instruction can prevent and 
provide. This type of instruction leaves no room for the trial and error system of street soccer. Middle class values are in conflict with the basic 
ideas behind a street soccer culture. The follo~ving are a fe~v ideas that demonstrate the conflict bet~veen the two. 

One of those basic ideas in the street soccer culture is that you are assigned a role by a better player and are expected to play it tbr the good of the 
team, see Michels above. Such an assignment runs counter to the idea that every child needs to learn every position. This democratization of the 
team, where everyone is a jack of all trades and a master of none, is best achieved by an adult outside of the game itself. A responsible individual, 
(the coach) that can ensure that each individual child’s needs are being met at every moment. In street soccer you fill the position that you are best 
suited tbr at the moment in the context of the team. While this position can change from game to game and team to team the purpose is always the 
same, to get the best out of each individual possible at the moment. 

This brings up another difference. In street soccer children have to learn patience, to wait for their turn, that they are not entitled to lead, make 
decisions or even be listened to simply because they show up. Leadership is earned through competition ~vithin the pecking order inside of the 
team. Younger players in street soccer would ~vait their turn ~vhen they ~vould finally be able to lead the group, and there are no guarantees. In the 
democratization of the soccer children don’t have to learn patience, they are guaranteed their turn their time in the spot light. Whether it’s a turn to 
be captain, to play center for~vard or to take a shot at goal middle class children learn that hard work and patience aren’t really necessary. 

Not only does everyone get a chance, but no one fails. The mautra, "Everyone’s a winner, no ones a loser" is a benchmark in recreational soccer. 
The idea is to help build every individuals positive self esteem. No one can leave the game or practice feeling bad. In street soccer every game 



resulted in a winner and a loser and every one knew who was who. Failure was a common experience, as it is in life, and children learned early on 
how to handle the disappointments. Children learned self respect instead of self esteem. 

A huge difference here is that in street soccer no standings are kept. You can lose this morning and win in the afternoon. Disappointment is only 
temporary and is forgotten within minutes of the end of the match. But in today’s soccer society standings can be kept and the failures are 
cumulative. They are carried along all season. An eight year old will be reminded in November about a game they lost in September and ho~v 
important that is. 

This emphasis on self esteem brings up another difference bet~veen the cultures. If there really are no losers then why try at all? Since giving less 
then your best receives the same reward as giving your best ~vhy go to any extra ettbrt? The implication tbr children is that mediocrity is acceptable 
and makes developing soccer skills a moot point. (Coaches often complain that getting children motivated is one of their biggest problems.) The bar 
of acceptance is set to the lowest common denominator and the children in the top percentage will be affected the most. In street soccer it’s peers 
that will decide what is and isn’t acceptable and it will be based on each players contribution to the game. Nothing politically correct here but an 
honest assessment from those that it matters most to. (Children can be cruel and lack good judgment about how to express themselves. This can be 
especially true when there is too big a gap in the levels of talent. But with proper guidance they can learn some basic lessons about relationships, 
such as working together ruth limited resources, a positive, instead of simply placing blame a negative.) Each child has the oppo~mnity to decide for 
themself how important the game is and ho~v involved they want to be. 

But if the children set the bar of acceptable behavior how will they be held accountable? Can children really be trusted to guide the educational 
process? This brings back the need for educational experts yet also sets up the conflict between a coaches problems and the players problems. It 
also highlights the conflict between real and pretend leadership. Leadership involves a lot more then calling heads or tails or leading a set of 
stretches. Some ten year olds feel comfbrtable leading eight year olds, after all, they’ve been there, done that and the chance to sho~v offtheir 
expertise is irresistible. But many parents can’t trust that their children will be given the correct instruction by another child or see fhil to see the 
benefits that their child will have when given the opportunity to do so themselves. Yet these are often the best coaches and examples fbr younger 
children to have. Someone with real empathy for the problems. Finally, the bottom line comes down to realizing that children need to learn how to 
play before they can play soccer. Physical activity, free spontaneous play, is rapidly disappearing as an activity of preference for youths much less 
meeting the demands of soccer. To think that adults are the best resource to teach play to children is questionable at best. 

Many of today’s parents live ruth a tear that their child ~vill be left behind, that they will lose control. Learning in street soccer is subtle, control is 
exercised by peers. There is no adult to report that "today Jimmy learned ho~v to dribble ~vith the outside of the foot. He’s getting better. Thursday 
~ve’ll work on shooting." This type of reassurance is comforting to any involved and concerned parent. But, in a pure street soccer culture, most 
parents have no idea of what is going on. This part of childhood belongs to the child. Reports to parents ~vere brief and to the point, "I ~vas with the 
guys, we played some, it ~vas good. What’s tbr dinner?" Not the type of things that involved parents want or expect to hear. These parents want 
accountability and guarantees which is diflicult to demonstrate in street soccer 

One way to bridge this cultural gap is through the use of soccer festivals or tournaments ruth an individual winner. These play days give the game 
back to the children yet allow adult supervision from a distance. Ages can be mixed so that one week the ten year olds are at the bottom and the next 
they’re at the top. Leadership can be learned from the position of the leader and the follower. Children can learn new tricks and ideas from a wide 
variety of sources. New faces bring fresh challenges and problems. 

Without question, the vast majority of American youths playing soccer today have never experienced street soccer. Yet, this concept is not 
foreign in American culture. Millions of adults today remember "the good old days" of sand lot baseball, pick up basketball and neighborhood 
football games. Games, and childhood’s, built exactly as Michels outlines above. Older players organizing the teams, coaching the younger ones and 
having the opportunities to lead. Children had a responsibility to the game and each other. Play brought everyone together, and it took everyone 
together to play. Sadly, today’s soccer children are denied this. What was good enough tbr the parents is not good enough tbr the children. Instead, 
they are getting something that is supposedly better, after all, we wouldn’t knowingly create something worse. In the world of adult supervised 
soccer control and accountability have been gained for the adults. But ~vhat has been lost is the sense of accomplishment and the entrepreneurial 
spirit for the most important people involved, the children. 

By Larry Paul 

From: Gary Ireland <          ~;vahoo.com> 
Date: Wed, 9 Feb 2011 22:54:18 -0800 (PST) 
To: Benjamin Ziemcr ~a;comcast.net>, hugo perez <hperez,~;ussoccer.org>, Anson Dorrance 
<anson(g~uncaa.unc.eau> 
Cc: <mjrobins@udel.edu> 
Subject: Re: Introduction 

Matt 
My apologies- I did not include you in my latest email, 
See below. 

Gary Ireland 

(650) 387 4128 
Find me on Pass2Me 

<http://pass2me.com/> 
< http ://www.linkedin.com/pub/,qary-ireland/18/34b/761 > 



-- On Wed, 2/9/11, Gary ireland, ~.vahoo.com> wrote: 

From: Gary Ireland < ~yahoo.com> 
Subject: Introduction 
To: "Benjamin Ziemer" ~,comcast.net>, "hugo perez" <hperez@ussoccer.org>, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, February 9,2011, 7:24 PM 

Gentelmen 

It is my pleasure to connect you all together, rI1nanks for meeting today Benjamin has extended an invitation for you to come out to California Anson- ’]?hat would be terrific 
as we try to build relationships with colleges outside the Bay ~ea (it gets a little old hearing Stanford and Santa Clara all the time ;). Joking aside, I think the league should 
provide as much information as possible :[’or college resources. The more ’outside’ colleges can reach out to us and vice verca, the better Northern California/Bay Area is a 
hotbed of soccer with a year round climate and excellent resources. ! would like to make this a destination for college scouting as well as National team scouting and 
development and have more ideas on the subject. We think you could help us tremendously Anson. 

I would like to follow up with an email with some suggestions and sumanary I will meet again with Hugo tomorrow. 

Anson, would you be kind enough to introduce us to April Heinrich? I would like to speak with her about her vision and thoughts on the scouting system and discuss 
e:t?Sciencies with her. 

I will follow up with an email later. B’F~V- Anson, Im in touch with Lorrie pretty much daily- trying to help her with the CTAOP- i know she has shared this with Mia 
Hamm..Great work they are doing! 

Best Wishes 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me 
<htt’0://pass2me. comi> 

<htt’0 ://www.linkedin.cor~gr~ubi~arv-irelan6’l 8/34b/761 > 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Daniel Boillon ~hotmail.com> 
Friday, February 11, 2011 2:20 PM 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
RE: Soccer Coaching Portfolio & Literature 

....... here’s one you may find interesting; 

Health and Fitness of the female football player from the FIFA Women’s symposium. 

DanielJ. Boillon 

Date: Fri, 11 Feb 2011 14:07:48 -0500 

From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:          @hotmail.com 
Subject: RE: Soccer Coaching Portfolio & Literature 

Daniel, 
you are a good man thank you! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4.100 
>>> Daniel Boillon 
Coach Anson, 

~hotmail.com> 2/11/2011 12:50 PM >>> 

Here are some presentations and documents that I found of particular interest; 

"DEVELOPING YOUNG PLAYERS" by Dr. Tony Sturdwick, 

"ELITE YOUTH PLAYER DEVELOPMENT"~ 
"HOW HANCHESTER UNI-rED INSPIRES l-r’s YOUNG PLAYERS" Henw Winter in the Daily Telegraph 
"DEVELOPING THE ELITE" by Tommy Wilson, Rangers Academy, 
’"BRAZILIAN DEVELOPMENT" BY Hauricio Harques 

hope you enjoy them, let me know what you think and if you’d like anymore!?! 

Kindlyr 

DanielJ. Boillon 

Date: Thu, 10 Feb 2011 15:45:36 -0500 
From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:          ~hotmail.com 
Subject: Re: Soccer Coaching Portfolio & Literature 

Daniel, 
I am a sucker for player development ideas and ]: am big on any sort of data that might drive performance. All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4-100 
>>> Daniel Boillon. 
Coach Anson, 

_~hotmail.com> 2/10/2011 2:51 PM >>> 

Thanks for your time, ironically the most influential and busy person on my email list, YOU, was the first to respond, so that’s much appreciated and says a great deal! 

Tf you’d like me to send anything you way, for what it’s worth, I’ll gladly do so; I’ve got some great PDF and Powerpoint from FTFA and some top european clubs about 

emerging talent, development etc etc. 



Thanks again, sir! 

Kindly, 

Da~ie/J. Boi//o~ 

(d) ." 

Date: Wed, 9 Feb 2011 18:13:46 -0500 
From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To:,         ~hotmail.com 
Subject: Re: Soccer Coaching Portfolio & Literature 

Dan, 
we have three books out: Training Soccer Champions; Vision of a Champion and The Nan Watching .... eveP~thing is in them, Good luck! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4.100 

>>> Dan Boillon via LinkedIn <member@linkedin.com> 2/9/2011 4-:56 PM >>> 

Linkedln 

Dan Boillon has sent you a message. 

Date: 2/0912011 

Subject: Soccer Coaching Portfolio & Literature 

Hey Coach, 

I’m currently in the process of updating my soccer coaching portfolio & literature, and simply 

wondered if you had any coaching documents you’d be willing to share? 

I currently have a database & portfolio that spans 10 years of coaching; PDF’s, word documents, 

books, e-mail files, websites etc etc, which I use to help develop my coaching knowledge and skills 

inpendently 

It’s my hope to start a networking exchange of valuable and educational information for soccer 

coaches & would welcome anything you would be willing to share, topics such as; 

Fitness Training, 

Psychology, 

Health & Nutrition, 

Age Appropriate Youth Development, 

Session & Training Plans, 

Youth Development, 

Strategies and Tactics. 

Essentially, I want to begin sharing useful coaching information, literature and documents with my 

network of coahces, and visa-versa Thanks for your time and consideration and I look forward to your 

responce. 

Kindly, 

Dan Boillon 

C: 

E:, @hotmail.com 

Elite Younq Player Development.pall ih:.% ~t2 ~b’/ 201.1 ": ~’~;~~’~;)’ -0400 
How Nan Utd Inspires ItsYounq Players.pdf Th~b.tE~!ay201.1 I~<5~<5~7 04.00 

Developing the Elite.pdf ~hu~ 12 [’%h’ 20li ~3 5~57 -0S00 
Brazilian Development.pall -[h~;, 1.2 ?~y 1:0.t J. J.S:[’.0:[’.7 -O4O~ 

health fitness of the female football player.pdf 1i:i.:, :1.2 ~’4as, 201 ~. ~.:.~:.:!i.i:L:~2 - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Corny Johnson <johnson@udel.edu> 

Wednesday, Februaly 16, 2011 12:14 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

WSJ- article on substitutions in matches 

Hello Coack 

’][’he Germany mpo(t is coining togethel; we got some great stufl~ We axe also working on solne other research on other predictave variables for atlflete perfomiance 
which I think you roll find interesting. 

Here is an article I found in the Wall Street Journal about timing in matches. It s~died FIFA rules games where 3 subs were allowed, but still interesting. 

http:/ionline.wsi.corrfarticleiSB20001424052748704364004576132203619576930.html 

I hope the spring sea.son is going well. 

Corey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jimmy <~elder~thesoccem-all.com> 

Wednesday, February 23, 2011 2:33 PM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Skill s King Pendulum Tips 

Hello Coach, 

Thanks for allowing me access to your team. It was a treat for me! Watching them and you in action as well as getting to actually work with them. I have attached 2 

documents that break down the exercises we performed today and the ones I feel will complete your teams fundamental jumping and heading skill. 

On the 2 documents I have the drills separated into a M-W-F format and a T-Th format. This was done for a school that had limited time on any given day. The most 

difficult on the legs are the 2 footed jumps. As you can see the girls get a pretty challenging workouts. Especially with a 1-1 work to rest ratio. On the attached 

sheets I have listed a "3 person team, per ball" with a 1-2 work to rest ratio. I am not an expert in this area and only know from my personal experience as a male 

player years ago. 

I firmly believe that combining the jumping and heading with weighted vests will offer a surprising result. But, I have not been able to find a program to verify my 

beliefs due to the time constraints. And, quite frankly most coaches seem to overlook how important heading is within the game. And hence, discount the 

necessary training and or training tools. 

I will be sending you some additional information regarding the use of pendulums for technique development and improved training environment. But in the 

meantime. Let your mind go wild and teach me a few things about the benefits of pendulum use within the team environment. Its moveable so it can go anywhere 

on the field. I believe heading should be incorporated into every drill possible, as it can be, with this moveable unit. 

Thanks again Coach] 

Jimmy Elder 

President, Soccer Innovations, aka 

The Soccer Wall Company 

www.Soccerln novations.com 

Confidential: All information and attached documents in this e-mail are confidential and proprietary to Soccer Innovations Tu and The Soccer Wall CompanyTM. 

Pendulum Traininq T-TH.doc Ti;e, 24 ~Vlsy 20~.~ ~5 3q 2g O.$0O 988.tSbv~e!; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Claxke <david.claxke@coach- soccer.com> 

Wednesday, May 4, 2011 7:32 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

RE: Free small-sided games. 

Deax 

As a coach of over 20 yeaxs, I know just how frustrating it is when a training 

session is mined because young players seem more interes~ted in squabbling or 

fighting rather thma paying attention. Chances axe they’re bored - and it’s up to yon 

as coach to tnake the training session exciting. 

One of the best ways to do it is by nsing small-sided games. Recognised 

worldwide by top teams, youth academies m~d governing bodies, including US 

Youth Soccer and the FA, small-sided games roll develop essential core skills in 

fresh aa~d interesting ways. 

Today you can download a FREE coW of An Introduction to Small-Sided 

Games. The games are devised by Michael Beale who played the gmne 
professiondtly, but whose real gift now lies in a natural abilib’ to devise practical 

coaching sessions that engage and excite players. "Some coaches find it difficult, 

but 1 can just vi6vmlize what will wor~; "he says matter-of-factly, adding: ’7’m 

just lucky." 

Too right he is! I kmow how hard it is to keep training fresh... ,so no wonder 

Michael is held in snch high regaxd by leading professional clubs. 

I can heaxtily recommend An Introduction to Small-Sided Games to every 

youth coach intent on improving their players’ essential soccer skills, while at the 

same time having fun. It could ve~ well be the difference between success a~d 

thilure for )’our team this season. 

To get your free coW of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games, 82ll you have 

to do is subscribe to Better Soccer Coaching. It doesn’t cost a penny and gives 

you free advice each week. Why so much free s~ff? Well, we hope we can te~npt 

you with onr other great coaching mmauals and books in the fi~ture! 

Just click on the link to register and get your free coW. 

Send me my copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games 

Introduction to Small-Sided Ga mes 
Cover 

Using smaJl-sided games in training gives a 

nmnber of coaching benefits: 

1. More player participation 
2. More touches of the ball 
3. More passes attempted 
4. More lvls attempted 
5. More goals scored 
6. More goalkeeper tmrticipation 
7. Different games mean different proNems to 
solve and skills to nse. 

Sign up to Better Soccer Coaching today to claim your copy" of the most 

i~nportant report tbr this season. 

Download your free copy of An Introduction to Small-Sided Games today. 

Sent twice a week (on Tuesday and Thnrsday), Better Soccer Coaching contaAns 

easy to digest soccer skills and drills aimed at improving your coaching and the 

perfbrma~ace of your team, with contributions t~om English Premier League 

Coaches. 



Our contribntors include Tony Ca,r, director of the West Hmn Academy and the 

man responsible tbr bringing through some of the finest players in the English ganre 

including England international players Rio Ferdinand, Frank Lmnpaxd, Joe Cole 

and Michael Carrick. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

We also feature regular contributions frown Michael Beale of the Chelsea FC 
Academ~; Tony Rock ofFulham FC and our own David Clarke - a man with a 

track record (and silverwaxe) in minis and youth soccer that most of us can only 

dream of. 

Sign up here and join the 152,000 coaches worldwide who axe getting our training 

tips and ideas in their inbox evew Tuesday and Thursday. 

Our experience has shown that most members find they receive a drill or game they 

can put to use with their team straight away. 

Plus, si/m~- up today and, as a special pre-season welcome, you will get two further 

exclusive free reports: 

10 Proven Tips for a More Successful Soccer Season 

11 Secrets of Successful Corners 

All you need to do is go here, enter your emafil address and select your coantty of 
residence, mad I’ll send you the free reports straight a~vay. Your first issue of 

Better Soccer Coaching won’t be thr behind. 

Click here to ioin Better Soccer Coaching today 

You can unsubscribe at any time - though I doubt you’ll want to, and I promise 

never to rent or sell your e-mail address. All you need to do is click here and enter 
your email address and countu. 

If you have any questions about Better Soccer Coaching you can email me 

directly by replying to this email. 

I look forward to welcoming you as a subscriber. 

Kind regards 

David Clarke, 

Editor 

Better Soccer Coaching. 
Meadow View, 
TanneU Lane, 
Brmnley. 
Guildlbrd, GU50AB, 
United Kingdom 
Telephone: +44 (0)1483 892894. 
Fax: +44 (0)1483 894148. 

Unsubscribe, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 17, 2011 6:36 PM 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson < mjrobins@UDel.Edu > > < Dr._Matthew_J._Robinson < mjrobins@UDeI.Edu > 

~btinternet.com 

Fwd: Paul Gardner: The Return of Michel Platitudini 

Paul Gardner_ The Return of Michel Platitudini (16.9 KB).msg 

Here is the discussion again .... I would love to get involved in this not just with the teams I train but also with the theop~’ which has to be changing constantly .... 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 

Wednesday, September 7, 2011 8:43 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

composi~ 150px.gif; Untitled attachment 105257.txt 

Hello Anson, 

I hope you are doing well. I wish you and your Team the best of luck 
for this Season. 

I thought I would pass on this special video that someone sent me 
today. It highlights why Brazil is consistently one of the best Teams 
in the World! It" only evewone could have this much fun! 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v frC41HenpS~&feature -,,outu be 

Regards, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 

~Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K 
The Tomsan Brand- Realizing the Potential - 
http ://www.tomsan.com 
http://wwxv.i~oal.ip 

1 st FI., 6-2-7 Tsukzji, Chuod~u, Tokyo 104-0045 JAPAN 
Tel: q 81 3-3541-1590/Fax: +81 3-3541-1591 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

David Kenney ~yahoo.com> 

Tuesday, September 13, 2011 4:13 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Analyzing the complete player 

Hey" Anson, 

I found these videos mid I thought that you would like them. Castrol did a state of the art technical testing session on                 , and there is a lot of incredible 

infomlation in these. Hopefully’ there is ,something in them that can help the players improve and reach another level. Hope you are doing well. 

Part 1 - Body Strength: 
Part 2 - Men~l Abili~: 
Pa~ 3 - Technique: h~tp:/&~ww.youtube.com/v,~tch?v:=%~qzgO~T~w 
Pa~ 4 - Skill: ht~p:~Vw>,w.yo~t~be.co~watc~?v:q:’bN(~_kCESV0 

David Keimey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, September 22, 2011 2:40 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Ronaldo 

Anson..._,this guy is a pretty good athlete ......... good information on the true demands of the sport ........... GG 

http://w~v,youtube,com/watch?v=s7vYfKfI87U&feature=player embedded 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick? Clarke <rclarke@mvusoccer.com> 

Tuesday, October 11,2011 10:15 PM 

~iefl’rey tipping’ @yahoo.corn>; ’An~m Dormnce’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’Michael Turtle’ 

~gmail.com~; ’Sam Lm~’ ~yahoo.com> 

Coiporate Models/Cultures & The English Premier League 

Decent discussion on corporate models/cultures influencing premier league CEO and managers. 

http :/i downloads.bbc.co.uk!podcasts/fiveliveiSIfd!Slfd...20111010-1952a.mp3 

Corporate models are discussed towards the backend of this podcast, you might want to skip the ’broken record’ discussion regarding the English national team. 

Hope is well gents. 

Regards, 

Ricky 

Ricky Clarke J MVU ~ Director of Coach#~g I 

r: 510-3531887 J rdarke@mvusoccer.com J www.MissionValleyUnited.com 

MVU Skills Channel 

Follow us on Twitter’ @MVUSkitls 
%¢~e are ~vha~ we repeatedly ~o. E~ceffence. th, en. ~.s not an ac~, but a habi~ "(An.stot~o) 



I::ro~lq: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 10:24 AM 

@gmail.com > 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; bill palladino ~ 

klingenberg IEMAIL.UNC.EDU >; Cindy Cone < ~gmail.com >; Brittani Bartok 

Re: Future Tarheads 

[@aol.com >; meghan 

" " " )@msn.com> 

this is wonderful. I love your work ethic and never ending ambition to improve. With your permission I will share this with my team. it is a tremendous template for all of them 

who aspire to be the best they can be.. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Kendall Fletcher @gmail.com > 1/3/2012 10:06 AM > > > 

Hey Anson, 

I’m fantastic. You know, just living the dream down here in ............. : ) To be honest my game is in a really exciting spot right now..1 have been saying this for the past couple 

years now, but everything is just starting to come together on a whole new level these days and it is soo much fun. Technically and tactically I am really starting to put it 

together, which is aided by the work I have done on my fitness in terms of increasing my speed and agility as well as my anaerobic capacity. The thing that has made the 

biggest difference over the past few years is playing all year round. 

more, and if i can work my way to the top. The     is a great measuring stick and I am really looking forward to next season. I am a free agent at the moment, so i am still 

looking to find a team, but I also hope eventually I will be able to measure myself in the national team again, i’m a different player technically, tactically, and physically now. But 

regardless of what others think of me, it’s so satisfying as a player to see yourself develop and so invaluable as a future coach to understand just how that development has 

taken place. 

On Fri, Dec 30, 2011 at 10:10 AM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 
we would be VERY interested in both of them. Thank you, we will ¢hase them! How are you doing? How is your game? 

Connected by DROiD on Verizon [~reless 

Original message 

From: "                                         r~Lmail.co m>’ 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, II@aokcom 
Sent: Thu, Dec 29,2011 11:28:49 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Future Tarheads 

r~lma i l.co m> 

HeyAnson and Dino, 

I hope you both had a Merry Christmas and this email finds you and your families doing well. @I just wanted to send you a quick email about two players I 

think you should keep your eyes on. ~,They both play with me down here in Australia for the Melbourne Victory. ~, 

is one of the youngest players on the team, i believe she just turned 17, but is already one of the most dynamic players we have. ~Anson you’ll love 

this...her best quality is her 1viability (it’s the best i’ve seen in a while) and when she’s not training with the Melbourne Victory during the w league season she 

plays on a boys team instead of training in the NTC program with the rest of the top girls in Victoria. ~She’s got great speed and agility on the ball. ~She 

plays outside mid for us and loves taking people on down the sideline. ~She can also play up top. ~Her finishing is not bad, she just doesn’t pull the trigger 

enough. ~Her work rate is great, although she probably needs to improve on her aerobic capacity, but she’s young and I definitely think she is capable of 

increasing that. ~She works extremely hard offensively and for such a young player is very composed on the ball. ~The biggest area she needs help in is in 

her defending. ~She really doesn’t have a clue, i think for the most part because she plays with boys, but I definitely think she has the ability to improve in this 

area with a little coaching. ~i’m not sure she is ever going to be a very cerebrial player, but as an attacking personality she doesn’t have to be._she’s well on 

her way to becoming a great player for the Australian national team as she was just in with the U 19 during the last round of qualifiers. ~I am sure Tom has 

his eye on her, but she’s not in with the Matilda’s yet, and she still has one more year of high school, so I think she is a great player to go after and soon, 



OShe would not only be a great player for you guys, but I think you could turn her in to a world class player...she’s definitely got the potential! 

.)hotmail.com 

.... J is new to Melbourne Victory this year and again she is very young. ~                                                      @In the league below 
the W league down here last season I believe she set a record in number of goals in a season. O, She has some VERY good qualities about her. OShe big, tall, 

and fast. OShe knows how to use her body and she actually works her tail off defensively as a forward and causes all kinds of trouble for defenders. OShe’s 

decent at finishing and has a nose for going to goal. OShe’s not extremely agile, but like Isaid she understands how to use her body and she has good 

acceleration and speed. @Her work rate is fantastic and ] believe she is pretty coachable. O, She doesn’t have a lot of experience at the next level and although 

she is starting to dominate at times in training, when she gets into game the speed of play is a bit too fast for her at the moment. ~She needs to work on the 

speed of her decision making. @That being said all she needs is a little game time and experience and ] think she has the ability to take it to the next level. ~,I 

think her biggest issue is her first touch. ~It’s not great, BUT she does have a soccer brain in there some where. O, She knows how to use her skill set, 

meaning her speed and size, (which a lot of players struggle with) and is actually very effect in doing so. @Again, I think you would LOVE coaching her and 

developing her. @I believe she also has a year of school left, so it’s also a great time for you guys to recruit her and unlike Ash, she hasn’t been in with the 

national teams as much so I think you guys might have a real shot at getting her. 

I told you about these two players because I think they both have qualities that you value and [ think they would really thrive and grow in the Carolina 

environment, but also I told you about these two players because [ think they are young enough for you to have the time to recruit them properly as well as 

they might actually really jump at time chance of coming over there to play with you as they are not quite in with time full team yet, especially  0 

With all that being said, if you are interested in these two players I think you should contact our coach Vicki Linton. O! rate Vicki extremely highly as a coach 

and I think she could be a real asset to you guys in recruiting not only these two players but other players from down here in the future. ~I know you kno 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Aaron Siefker <aaron@goalshot.com> 

Thursday, January 5, 2012 1:59 PM 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Let’s connect at the NSCAA Convention 

Hey Coach, 

If you’re coming to the NSCAA Convention in Kansas City, I’d enjoy the opportunity to meet with you. Please come by our booth (#1802) and 
introduce yourself, I’d really appreciate the chance to get to know you personally. 

Also, I’d like to invite you to an educational session that I’ll be leading along with Dr. Greg Wood from the University of Exeter (UK). We’ll be talking 
about the ’Science Behind the Shot’ and covering some truly cutting edge insights into training as well as improving your success in scoring. You 
can register on the convention site by clicking here and look for the session at 3:30pm on Thursday the 12th. 

Hope you had a great holiday season and I look forward to seeing you soon. 

Cheers~ 

Aaron Sief~er 

3334 E. Coast Hwy, #411 

Corona del Mar, CA 92625 
877 309.GOAL x5 

goalshot.corn 

Unsubscribe 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JeffNegalha <j negalha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, January 18, 2012 5:55 PM 

Anson Dorrance ~anson@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

re: Pep Guardiola 

Need to mm captions on 

http:/,’v~v.totalbarca.com/2011/mullimedia/conversations-abont-the- fumm/#more-91091 
JeffNegalha 

U~iversity of North Carolina 

Men’s Soccer 

919-962-0466 (oltice) 

919-962-4038 (fax) 

http:i/unc.edu 

http:/ita~heelblue.cstv.com 

http://ww~.nncsoccercaanp.comi 

http://facebook.comicarolinasoccer 

http:i/twitter.com/uncmenssoccer 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Snow <ssnow@usyouthsoccer.org> 

Friday, February 3, 2012 11:14 AM 

Sam Snow <ssnow@usyonth~ccer.olg> 

US Youth Soccer debuts Player Development Model 

To view this message in a browser, please click here 



Hi ladies, our great little NMHU Women’s Soccer team. I wanted to write my thoughts and express how I 

feel after our first 3 weeks of our season. After the bus drive home and reflecting the past 24 hours on 

my own actions, and the team, I would like for you to read and think it over. First and foremost I would 

like to do something that I rarely do, and that is apologize to you for not being more positive during the 

games this weekend and optimistic throughout the match. Me personally, I need to do a better job at 

supporting you ladies and encouraging you to be great. I will work on that. Does that mean I won’t be 

hard on you and call you out if we’re not playing up to our full potential, No. But it does mean I will try 

to show more faith in you and give you a chance to correct things in matches when possible. 

That being said, part of the reason I have been more disappointed and even stressed out than normal is 

what I feel is a sense of apathy towards our training, your training, and the game. I feel that we have a 

majority of you who lack the passion and the desire to be great. We talk about it sure, but I am seeing 

too little effort and commitment to make a change. Let me explain; In years past each successful team 

that l’ve coached who has made the playoffs or competed for conference championships the players 

have a hunger to succeed and to be the best. And they show that in their personal commitment and 

pride in their training to work their very hardest, flying around the field, being excited to come to 

practice, looking forward to learning and being taught, and being thankful and grateful for the 

opportunity that they have to play and be a part of the team. Those teams and those players in years 

past would not show up to practices on time... They would show up 20 to 30 minutes early, and they 

would often stay late as well to perfect and master their craft. 

It is no secret that we have A Lot that we need to work on from fitness, to dribbling skills, to moves, to 

shooting, to defensive technique, to keeper technique, to talking.., ect... Each of us can improve on 

various aspects of your games. Well comparing to successful groups in the past, those groups realized 

that they had to pick things up and said coach, however hard you want to work us, we’ll do it, we want 

to be great. And then.., they made the commitment to do it. Their energy level, focus, and level of play 

picked up in practice and it was exciting to teach and coach them. They all began (not just a few of 

them, but the entire team) to show up early for practices not to sit around and socialize, but to run drills 

on their own, to cross and frame and take shots, to work on set pieces, to work on I v 1 defending in a 

box or at speed against teammates. They would run stairs on their own before and after practices EVERY 

Single Day, they would lift on their days off or find ways to improve fitness if they felt they were lacking, 

they would grab coach Wilson or myself and have us go to the tennis courts and do headers with them 

or work on long ball services or traps. Crossing at speed. Whatever their positions they played, the 

players from these great teams put in the time and the effort to become great. They didn’t sit on their 

laurels hoping it would somehow come. 

I am disappointed so far seeing that we have a lot of work to accomplish before conference begins in 

nine days knowing that we are where we need to be yet, but that it doesn’t seem that any of you care. I 

figure its either one of two things in the games I have watched: 1) its either that you don’t trust in me 

enough or respect what I’m trying to teach you asking you to pass with the outside of your foot in a 2 v 1 

situation, to shoot with laces when called for or 3 toe shots, to double team, to head the ball, to body up 

and use your arm and feet to get into position, to get back and tuck in on defense and shift the way we 

taught you.., so you continue to just play however you want as individuals and we remain divided in the 



games... Or 2) You don’t know how to do any of those things and the instruction we’ve spent 40 hours 

teaching you the past 3 weeks has gone in one ear and out the other and the lack of effort before and 

after practice from you shows that it’s just not important enough to you to work on or learn how to do. 

I am frustrated to the point that it makes me feel worthless as a coach. That you don’t care enough to 

even try to play the way we are teaching you and that you all know better and your individual style in 

the game is somehow going to magically help us all win games. Well, with the schedule we have coming 

up ladies, I can tell you it’s going to be tough. 

Coaching is a tricky profession. I have learned and expressed in years past that a team can only become 

and be as good as they are willing to listen and to learn. You can only teach and help a team that wants 

to be taught and that is willing to do, not just hear and disregard. I don’t know what route this team is 

following, number I scenario or number 2 mentioned above. But either way, if we have any chance of 

turning our season around and getting it headed in the right direction of where we want to be things 

have to start changing and changing fast. 

We need to have players that are humble, hungry to learn, and coachable. We need players that are 

passionate about competing and winning and who care more about improving themselves and their 

own games rather than sleeping in, eating Bon Bon’s and potato chips in front of the Tv, and calling and 

texting their moms and boyfriends back home. The sooner you realize that you have to be invested in 

this team and each other to be successful rather than about missing and thinking about home and when 

you’re going back, the better chance this team has of really uniting and learning to trust, love, and play 

for each other. We are living as a hollow shell of a soccer team so far, yes your making friends here on 

the team most of you, but would you take a bullet for that friend yet? Would you throw your body in- 

front of a 300 pound charging keeper to get pummeled if it prevented them from getting torn in half, 

would you run until your legs feel like falling off if it means that you could help secure one goal, or one 

win for your team, would you do a diving header and possibly scuff up your elbow in order to try to 

score a goal if asked? 

I don’t think we’re there yet, and unless you’re willing to forgot about whatever it is that’s holding you 

back and commit to excellence, we’ll never get there. 

I sound like a broken record saying time and again that winning, success, "Greatness is a Choice". But I 

don’t know that we fully understand how much investment and sacrifice and commitment it takes to 

really get there once you’ve made that choice. You have to be willing to give up all of your conveniences 

of relaxing, of taking that break when you should be running, of cutting the corners, of cheating yourself 

of a drill that you should be winning if only you’d give your very best effort, of taking a hit or a tackle 

knowing that it will be painful or heading the ball because you know in some way it will help our team to 

be great. And so far, I’m not seeing that sacrifice, I’m not seeing the effort behind the lip service. 

Our team, this team has the opportunity to be one of the best teams in Highlands history, but unless you 

find a way to make those choices and commit, and make the extra effort, I’m afraid that this opportunity 

will be wasted. Step up, be a Woman, take charge of your own actions and be accountable for the 



commitment and the promise you gave to each other to become excellent when you signed and arrived 

her as a part of this team. And then do it. No excuses, not holding back. No escape route. The grass IS 

NOT greener on the other side, its prosperous wherever you choose to water it. So what l’m saying 

team, is choose to water it here. Choose to invest in your own efforts, and in your team and start 

trusting and listening to one another. And I promise that if you do, this will be a special season for this 

team, for you, and for Highlands Soccer. We’ve got some searching to do, it won’t be easy, but in the 

end, it will be worth it. Think about it team. 

See you on the pitch tomorrow. 

Coach Wagar 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> 

Friday, October 19, 2012 12:21 PM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

New Article on Youth TraJ~ning 

Anson - 

Just sending you another article -great quotes from Gary Neville. As always welcome your thoughts! 

http://fcwisconsineclipse.com/PlayerDevelopment/672129.htrnl 

Christian 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

I Care <rtowe@icareabouttheplanet.comz 

Monday, October 29, 2012 1:02 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Rita Tower Academy" Advertising 

NRCR.doc; The Breakdown.doc 

From: I Care [mailto:rtower@icareabouttheplanet.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, October 29, 20.t2 I2:0.t PM 
To: ’Anson Dorrance’ 
Subject: RE: Rita Tower Academy Advertising 
Hey Anson, 

Here is the quote I would mosl like you to endorse. "Rita Tower and her Academy is on the cutting edge of athlete development. Her knowledge of how to make kids 
better skilled is mmaatched!" Please feel ficee to edit away. 

I think it’s really important for potential clients to know that I have developed a training method by which I am able to quant@ and s.~stematize technical training. This 

syslem allows the~ kids to get ve~ good in a very short amount of time. I call it the NRCR training method. I have attached a copy of it fbr you to look at if you like. I 

introduced the NRCR to Angela Kelly and Tmcy Bates-Leone at the end of the summer and they both really liked it. Tracy definitely deals with a much lower level 
technical player so she is going to let me know what her results look like after her spring season. She’s going to be blown away. 

I have been using this system for qnite some time but I just recently decided to put the concept on paper and introduce it to my friends to get their take as well. This staff 

works likes crazy! I am taming average athletes into fantastic soccer players; however, what is most noticeable is that I am taming below average athletes into good little 

soccer players as well. When your season is over and you have a bit more flee time I would love for you to take a look at it and let me know what you think. 

As always, thanks for your help, 

|:rom: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 25, 20:t2 9::t4 AM 
To: I Care 
Stfl~ject: Re: Rita Tower Academy Advertising 

You write the quote that will help you most, send it to me and ~ will edit it and send it back ..... 

Congrats on your kids getting to where they want to go! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9]_9 962 4]_00 
> > > "[ Care" < rtower@icareabouttheplanet.com > 10/24/2012 1:32 PM > > > 
Hello Anson, 

I am expanding my Academy and fbr the first time ever I am going to do some advertising. Can you please provide me with a quote about my outstanding coaching 

abilities? My brochure will have information about the Academy inside and some quotes on the knck cover. You know.., so~nething like, "Rita Tower and her Academy 

is on the cutting edge of athlete development. Her knowledge of how to tnake kids better skilled is unmatched!" I would very much appreciate it as I think an 
endorsement from you is a bit of a big deal. 

I just recently got three of my students committed to UT, SMU and TCU. These were actaaJdy their number one choices for college so as you can imagine we are all ve~ 

happy around here. Now the real work starts. I continue to help these kids achieve their dreams and it is so satis~ing. 

Congratalations on some great wins lately. I was able to watch the Boston game and I thought you guys looked really good. I like that kid with dark hair that plays up top 

and was getting end line constantly. Quite a few little personalities’. Best of luck with the rest of the season. The part that counts. © 

Thanks’. 



NRCR Training Method 
By Rita Tower 

I have devised a system that will address the need for a more proficient technical 
player. When implemented, your players will improve rapidly and dramatically. 
This is done by systematizing and quantifjying technical training. The system is 
called Numbers Required Concentration Required, or NRCR. Once understood 
the concept has limitless applications. 

NRCR training works on the premise that there are a certain number of repetitions 
required for an athlete to become extremely adept at certain skills. 
Consider this: 

-Andre Agassi hit 25oo balls per day growing up. 
-Tiger Woods hits approximately lOOO balls per day. 
-Professional baseball players take a minimum of 3oo swings and field a 
minimum of 5o ground balls per practice session. Albert Pujols claims to 
take 2o,ooo-3o,ooo swings per year. 
-Professional basketball players take an average of 3oo-5oo shots per 
practice session. 
-The South Korean women golfers are rumored to hit balls 8-1o hours a day 
and they dominate the sport. 

Soccer touch numbers: 
-Several U-14 players of average talent: 4o-82 bails touched in an hour and a 
half session 
-U-16 national team pool player: 76 balls touched in an hour and a half club 
session 
-For three days of soccer camp (two hour session) at the Rita Tower Soccer 
Academy there were 9 players that had their touch numbers tracked. The 
lowest recorded touch number for a session was 38 and the highest was 154. 
Different t:~2aes of sessions will lend themselves to different touch numbers. 
-Several players for the Houston Dynamo had their touch numbers tracked 
for an hour and a half session. The low was 136 and the high was 172. 

~These numbers were compiled using a pitch counter and a player ~vas given credit evew time he or 
she touched the ball no matter what happened after the touch. If they touched it they got credit. 
Dribbling was only counted as one touch. 

When we look at the disparity between the numbers of other sports and the soccer 
numbers, we can see that soccer players are not getting enough touches required to 
develop into incredibly sound technical players. The dilemma is getting the 
required number of touches necessary, in the shortest amount of time possible, so 
as to be able to work on all of the tactical and fitness needs of the high level player. 
The NRCR was developed to address this issue. 



Number Required Concentration Required 

Numbers Required 

1) Pele Series (45 seconds each at five paces) 
a) Laces 4o b) Instep 4o c) thigh volley 25 d) Chest Volley 25 e) Headers 25 

2) Two Touch (2 sets each 45 sec) 
a) 12 steps 3o passes 
b) 14 steps 28 passes 
e) 16 steps 25 passes 

3) One Touch (2 sets each 45 see) 
a) 8 steps 5o passes 
b) lO steps 45 passes 
e) 12 steps 40 passes 
d) 16 steps 35 passes 

3) Rhythm Stroke (1 minute, 8 paces) 
a) 2 sets serve back on the ground 18 
b) 2 sets serve back in the air 2o 

~This equates to 484 touches in 21-3o minutes (time depends on rest time taken) 

Concentration Required 

The ability to concentrate is a skill and it can improve the same as any other skill. 
Several methods are used to make sure that your players are training with the 
concentration required to get wicked good. 
1) The first is that we record every set with either a win (W) or a loss (L). (See 
chart) 
2) The second is that you will want to make the numbers required for success (or a 
win) barely attainable. The required numbers are set up so that, typically, more 
than one error will lend itself to a loss for that set. The number required for 
success (or a win) should be difficult to reach as you are insisting on perfection 
each and every set. For instance, groups are only allowed two balls each set. If they 
kick both away before the end of time they get a loss in the recordings as they are 
not allowed to grab another ball. In an ideal world a player has wins across the 
board and has used one ball the entire drill. 

Quantified Technical Training Ladder 
W W W W W W W W W W W W W W L W W L W W W W W 

W W W W W W W W W L W W W W W W W W W W W W W 

W W W W L W W W W W W W W W W L W W W W W L W 

W W W W W W L W W L W W W W L W W W W L W W W 

W W L W W L W W W W W W W W W W W W W W W W W 

W W W L W W W L W L W W W W L W W W W L W W L 

1) 22 wins 
2) 21 wins 
2) 21 wins 
3) 20 wins 
4) 19 wins 
5) 17 wins 



It is my suggestion that the NRCR system be implemented as a staple of your 
weekly training program and the time devoted to the drills should be 
commensurate with the skill level of the program. However, I believe that the 
overall concept should always be in the back of your mind. Take your already 
proven drills, tweak them slightly and turn them into the most efficient, 
streamlined player development tools that exist. 

Consider two drills: 
1) Bogies 
Based on the aforementioned conclusions one would have to consider that the drill 
would be much more productive if there were only three offensive players, three 
defensive players and one goal keeper. Instead of only getting to participate in two 
of twenty sets, your players will get to participate in seven out of twenty sets. They 
will also be more fatigued making it a much more realistic drill. 
2) Getting end line and finding seams 
Again, if we are practicing under the NRCR principle it makes much more sense to 
have smaller groups for higher repetitions. 



The Breakdown 

The Premier League team with a 
higher percentage of possession 
typically wins the game. 

The team with the most 
number of passes typically 
has a higher percentage of 
possession. 

As players climb the quantified 
technical training ladder we will 
see an increase in number of 
passes performed. 

As the number of passes per game 
increases we will also see the 
percentage of possession increase as 
well as the number of shots taken. 

There is a direct relation to how many 
touches players have in training to: 
match outcome, possession, total passes, 
total accurate passes, and goals scored. 

Increase touch numbers in 
training and develop better 
players and winning teams. 

~When a teams touch numbers per session are where they need to be and the teams quantified technical training ladder is filled with 
W’s your team will be playing quality soccer, developing big time players and winning! 



The Competitive Cauldron: The Goal is Improvement 

by Tom Black - Women’s Head Coach, UCSD Tritons 

Explaining the Cauldron 

There is no improvement without intensity. This is what draws us to the cauldron. If we want 

our players to improve, they have to play hard. If we want them to play hard, we have to get 

them to compete. If we want to create a competitive culture, then we need to measure things, 

record them, praise successes, and hold ourselves accountable for results. The cauldron, as 

created by University of North Carolina’s soccer coach, Anson Dorrance, gives us a foundation. 

The cauldron records statistics for skills and competitive play, weighs each score, and assigns a 

subsequent ranking to each player. Would it be effective? I believed it would be. My assistant 

coach, Tom Haight, and myself would spend the next four years experimenting. 

Early Failures, One Success 

I had implemented the cauldron for about two years before becoming the Head Women’s 

Coach at UCSD. Before then, as an assistant at USC, I had instituted the cauldron into our men’s 

program. I was intrigued by it for two related reasons. First, was my exposure to it in a Gold 

Medal Squared Clinic, and Carl McGown’s claim that the competitiveness created in practice, 

via the cauldron, was largely responsible for their two national championship runs. The second 

was the statement made by the cauldron’s inventor, UNC Women’s Soccer Coach Anson 

Dorrance, who claimed that a naturally competitive player would be instinctively motivated to 

find ways to ensure they rise to the top of the list. This made sense to me on a fundamental 

level, I pitched it to our head coach, and we instituted it. 

I consider the two years we had it at SC to be a lackluster success to moderate failure. The 

success was in the accountability it created. The guys were well aware stats were being kept, 

and they eagerly checked the door every 11 days to see the rankings. I considered this to be a 

tangible improvement. There was something pushing them to work hard in practice, to realize 

every day mattered. 

But, there were several aspects that left me disappointed. The first was, the coaching staff 

wasn’t using it to make any decisions, nor as a teaching tool. We were never acknowledging 

when people excelled or surged ahead, and we were never calling people in when their 

numbers dropped. I was aware Dorrance said he never talked about the cauldron or addressed 



it specifically, but this didn’t sit well with me. We were taking very specific statistics that 

directly impacted the outcome of our matches. To not acknowledge improvement, or to seek to 

fix dips, seemed a ridiculous waste of information to me. 

There was one instance that stuck with me. We had an Opposite complain about his lack of 

playing time to one of our assistant coaches. The coach asked if he had seen the cauldron lately, 

his hitting efficiency was well towards the bottom. The player replied he didn’t see how this 

was possible since his errors were relatively low. The coach, in turn, pointed out how he had 

nearly double the amount of neutral swings as any other outside hitter. 

His kills skyrocketed. There was no other coaching involved. He was just more focused every 

time he attacked, and intent on scoring. There was accountability, and he was responding 

positively to it. This lonely example stayed with me. Here, the cauldron had been successful. 

The player was unhappy with his situation. He addressed the coach. The coach provided an 

objective, non-personal statement, along with information the player could see and 

understand. The player responded. 

But there were negatives. The guys were obsessed on personal statistics, to the point of making 

sure their block was recorded, while their team was losing in the drill. The losing carried greater 

weight, and the whining and complaining escalated as a result. The best player on our team 

would have been the best, and played just as hard without it. The cauldron was doing nothing 

for him. The worst players also received little from the cauldron aside from the validation they 

were, in fact, the worst on the team. I didn’t consider any of these things positive, and I wasn’t 

surprised in the least to hear off-hand the players were relieved when a new assistant coach 

came in, and the cauldron was gone. I left SC, still feeling I needed a cauldron with me for the 

women’s program at UCSD, but that it would not work unless the coaching staff actively made 

it a part of the training environment, and closely monitored its behavioral effects on the team. 

Re-Tooling the Cauldron 

Ron Larsen, the current men’s national team assistant, pointed me in the direction of a book he 

had read by Aubrey Daniels entitled "Bringing out the Best in People." He said it had deeply 

challenged many of the notions he previously held true regarding the cauldron. This made me 

excited to read it, as I was wondering a few things myself. The book was all about measuring 

performance, determining what rewards truly work to motivate people, what type of 

performance charts are actually effective towards improving productivity, and above all, how 

that is tied in to actually bringing the best effort out in those around you. I coupled this book 



with "Moneyball" the famed book about the success of the Oakland Athletics and their 

innovative, if not savagely Darwinist, method of statistic evaluation to achieve wins, 

The central point of "Moneyball" resonated. Dr.McGown hits on it all the time. The naked eye 

simply cannot be trusted as an impartial observer. Numbers have to be used to see the truth of 

things. There are patterns we need to be made aware of, and we simply cannot tell the 

difference between a .250 and .275 hitter, though we know there is a significant difference 

between the two, especially over time. How many times have we put in a less efficient, but 

more physical, player in the line-up, only to realize after a few matches the player with the less- 

impressive package was helping us more, (sometimes just by hurting us less)? If we were able 

to measure this in practice, we might be able to play the right person sooner, and thereby help 

the team faster. 

The points of Mr. Daniels’ book were more profound. He took exception to the statement 

"what gets measured, gets improved." Not so, he comments. "What gets measured, recorded, 

and rewarded, gets improved." This made sense. Obviously, a high cauldron ranking should 

reflect in playing time, if the cauldron is truly measuring things the way we want them to be 

measured. However, there is a more important point here. Daniels, as well as a number of 

leadership authors, goes on to explain that the negative compels people to do just enough to 

avoid punishment. The positive, however, propels people to look ahead and achieve more. This 

is what the cauldron was for, and was by far the most important "reward" it provided. If we 

were measuring performance, and did not go absolutely crazy every time a player improved in a 

key category, we weren’t using it correctly. We weren’t making sure the improvement stuck. 

We had this great tool in front of us that could really make an impact on a player. Instead of 

telling Sarah "Hey, Sarah, you’ve done a nice job making that change in your hitting, keep it up." 

We can tell her, "Hey Sarah, you made that change we were discussing, and look, you’re hitting 

efficiency has improved 20 points! That’s a great job, keep it up!" We have measured what was 

important to us, we have recorded it, and most importantly, we have rewarded it in a 

meaningful way that will stay with the athlete. This was a profound change for me as a coach. 

Can we do the same thing through matches and game stats? Yes, we can, and game stats of 

course matter more. But, consider holding players accountable for their improvement with the 

cauldron and then without it. There is a tangible effect occurring by having this objective 

statistical feedback everyday in our practice gym. Consider how much better our reserves can 

be now that we have something to show and talk to them about. We can show them, just by 

taking time to sit down with them, that their improvement and performance matters to us. As 

Dr. Marv Dunphy explains, every player has the desire to be addressed as an individual. If we 

measure, record, and reward their improvement, they will get better, and thus our overall 



quality of play improves, and everyone is being pushed a little harder. 

A second point by Mr. Daniels created a dilemma. He stressed that productivity charts must not 

be competitive. That the point of these charts was to solidify the group to compete against 

outside organizations, not to create strife within your own. He goes on to explain that every 

individual within the organization must have a real chance to achieve a top-ranking, provided 

they do everything expected of them. 

My assistant coach, Tom Haight, and myself took to grappling with these issues. Tom had 

created our cauldron for us at SC, and we held in common our interest of the statistics, and the 

ability to use them effectively. We had a few central questions: 

"What was the ultimate point of the cauldron?" 

"How do you reward properly?" 

"Will playing time be based solely on the cauldron?" 

"How do we post, or present, results?" 

Answering the Questions 

Of course, finding the answers to the questions is a continual process. There is always a better 

way out there, somewhere. But after a summer of wrestling with what we wanted the cauldron 

to do and say, we entered our first season at UCSD with a format we were proud of. 

What is the ultimate purpose of the cauldron? Once we answered this fundamental question, 

the rest became easier. The effect of the cauldron is indeed to stimulate competition, but for 

us, this is not its purpose. The purpose of our cauldron is to stimulate constant improvement. 

An intense, competitive, environment is the necessary impetus for this improvement. Players 

cannot get better unless they are mindful and invested. Accountability promotes mindfulness, 

and competition spurs investment. 

How do we reward properly? For awhile, I toyed with the ideas of making t-shirts and passing 

them out every eleventh day, but I believe this was missing the point. The principle comes 

down to the statement Mr. Daniels repeatedly hit home, that if we want something done, we 

need to positively acknowledge it every time it happens. Too often as coaches, we criticize 

often, say "good job" when a player finally gets it right, and then leave it alone, expecting it to 

be fixed forever. This is not the case. We need to reward good behavior, good technique, 

constantly in order to reinforce it, and hopefully, have it become ingrained. The objectivity of 



the cauldron can provide a player with real information they are improvins. If bad techniques 

are being practiced, the cauldron should be reflecting that as well, and we can work to fix them. 

But when we do so, it’s critical we sit down with the player and objectively show him/her the 

numbers, with a solution as to how to improve. We never threaten a player with statistics or 

hang it over their head. We want them to be as enthusiastic as possible to receive this 

information. 

Will our playing time solely be based upon the cauldron? No. It is a very valuable tool in the 

decision-making process, however, and if a player is ranking top in her position, and I’m not 

starting her, I better have clear reasons why, and I better communicate them to her. This 

happened a couple of times. Generally, it was because a particular skill was so low, that our 

line-up wouldn’t allow us to be that deficient and still be successful (i.e. an outside hitter 

ranked in the top-6 overall, but was in the lower half in hitting. We already had an L2 who 

ranked higher than her overall, and the L1 playing ahead of her ranked lower overall, but much 

higher in hitting. We needed a point-scorer in this position, and the lower-ranked player 

reflected this, even though her overall score was lower. The cauldron reflected what we knew, 

that the starter was a worse all-around player, but better hitter. There were clear reasons, 

therefore, for starting the lower-ranked player and we communicated that to the higher-ranked 

one. If she wanted to start, she needed to become a better attacker.) 

Do we post everybody’s score publicly? This is the one aspect of our cauldron at UCSD, which I 

believe to be slightly unique. Tom Haight created individual folders for each player that "grab" 

data from the master sheet, and present each player with only their own information. On their 

sheets, they will see the following: 

1. Statistics in each category: Competition, hitting, serve-receive, serving, blocking, setting, 

defense 

2. Overall team ranking for each category (Provided they are in the top-8, otherwise, this 

category will appear blank.) 

3. Overall position ranking for this category (Provided they are in the top-8, otherwise, this 

category will appear blank.) 

We believe in this format for a few reasons: 

:]_. "Become, don’t compare." This is a saying of Marv Dunphy’s that we believe in. These sheets 

are a way to provide a player with their information and ranking, without them seeing anyone 

else’s. This keeps the player’s focus on themselves and what they need to do. Not on whether 

or not they are hitting 5 points higher than Sally. 



2. Building on #1, we felt this is the best way to prevent the internal "competition" Mr. Daniel’s 

discussed in regards to productivity charts. We knew the goal was to indeed get our team as 

strong as possible to compete against the outside competition. However, there is a dilemma 

here, because we need this internal competition in our daily practice gym to get to the level we 

want to be. We need our players to get after each other. 6 of our 19 players are going to start, 

which is a major difference between a sports team and a business, where everyone is 

performing. The answer, we feel, is to keep each player’s focus on being as good as they 

possibly can be, and not whether or not they are better than their teammate. Again, the 

presentation of the folders with personal information only makes this possible. 

3. The printouts are much easier to read than the master sheet. The player’s feel like they are 

getting something out of them. 

4. The printouts present me with an opportunity to write notes in the margins, and meet with 

players in a positive arena to discuss objectively what’s happening with them on the court. This 

time is invaluable. 

The Cauldron in Action 

Our first season at UCSD, we inherited a team with no returning starters, and finished with a 

:19-8 record, tying for the final play-off position before being voted out by committee. This was 

a successful year in the eyes of our staff and players, and all involved stated there was an 

intensity in the gym that had never previously been there before. 

There were still some of the negative effects I had witnessed at USC, though to a much lesser 

extent. There was still some obsession over stats at the wrong time. Many of the girls 

complained at the end of the year meetings that they were so worried about their 

own position, they never felt able to come together during matches. 

While I was very concerned over these two complaints, Tom Haight was much more confidant. 

He pointed out throughout the season that what the team was experiencing was simply 

growing pains. Anson Dorrance cites his own freshmen’s unease with the cauldron, every year. 

He stated how these young players are looking for acceptance, and instead, are being told they 

will have their brains beat in unless they compete and play to win. In effect, our entire team 

was a group of freshmen learning how to manage their emotions for the first time in an intense 

competitive environment, and we would most likely only be hearing these complaints from the 

incoming freshmen class from now on. 

Tom’s words proved true. Entering our second season, we built upon the previous year, and 



finished with a record of 26-3 as well as a national ranking of 5th. Every member of our team 

reported in their end of the year meetings they felt the team bonded, and functioned, very well 

on the court. Most players said they liked the cauldron, every player, including the freshmen 

who were uncomfortable with it, said they would rather have it than not. Nearly every returnee 

thought the team handled the competitive aspects of it better than the previous year. They felt 

they were able to negotiate the balance between competing like crazy and being a great 

teammate. 

Final Thoughts 

I spoke with one coach in our athletic department who felt the cauldron was used as a crutch to 

"do your coaching for you." This would be a valid point if it were true, and in some cases it 

might be. For us, the cauldron doesn’t provide us with answers, it provides us with information 

to make better decisions and to give better feedback. It allows us to get better faster. Faster 

than we would without it. It doesn’t save us any time, and in many ways, creates more work for 

us. When I ask the question, though, will this make us better? I answer with an emphatic yes, so 

we do it. 

The final important question might be, do I think the cauldron was the reason we were able to 

have success? I think it was a reason. I think the character and commitment of our young ladies 

was the biggest reason. I think the work ethic of our players and coaches was a very big reason. 

The importance of our cauldron, in my eyes, was we were able to reflect the values and 

cultures of our training gym in an objective manner that would spur continual improvement. 

Better than we could have done without it, and that made it worth it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Thursday, February 28, 2013 5:43 PM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: info 

Anson, 

It’s interesting to rea d how NiL S has tied up with the French Training Center, Clairefontaine to study their Program. Sending NiL S Coaches to checkout whats happening. 

In 1994 after the French were knocked out of the WCQ in 93, I had a meeting in Pasadena with then Technical Director of the FFF, Gerald Houllier ~vho ran Clairefontaine. I introduced him to 
the Concept of Technical Training and ~vhat we were doing in Japan. He seized on it and began to overhaul the way they did things at Clairefontaine If you go to the Coerver Website you’ll 
see the endorsements by Gerald Houllier in return for helping him revamp the Clairefontaine Training Center I was responsible for Introducing Alfred to him who ~vould make visits there 
eveW year to train the Clairefontaine Coaching Staf~i 

Fumay ho~v things circle back from a meeting in a Pasadena Hotel back in 1994 Believe it or not, it was Carrie Serwetnyk who set up the meeting for me! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 1, 2013, at 5:12 AJV~ "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> ~Vl-ote: 

Tom, 

’]’his is excellent! It is going to Suni[ and our player development staf~ Thank you, my friend!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom(a)tomsan.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 2:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: irffo 

Anson, 

I hope things are going well for you these days. I still haven’t found time for a visit back to the States[ I just returned from a week in China and have been invited by the Indian Government 
to wsit in March to present our work on (irassroots/Youth Development. I will travel to Indonesia after that because we are launching my Academy there in the coming Month’s[ 

Thought you might like to check out this ariic]e which went online yesterday at slate.corn [ tried mailing it once before but it got returned[ 

>http:i/www.slate.com/articles/sportsisports nut/2013i02/tom byer the man who made iapanese soccer a player on the world footbalbhtm] 

Best Regards, 

Tom 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Monday, 1:46 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Thank you 

Dan Abraham .doc; In Frmace C es[ 1~ technique.pdf; French Training Scheme Part 1.docx; ’][’he French Way.docN Dan 

Abraham May .doc 

Anson 

and I had a very enjoyable visit at the soccer complex and for the Syracuse game last Thursday. We both enjoyed the whole UNC Women’s soccer culture 

and experience a great deal. It was really good for her to see how the team prepares and comes together and to sit in on the pregame meeting. Thank you and the 

staff for inviting         and to you for taking the time to talk to her, share your wisdom and inspire her to continue to improve and work hard to become a great 

soccer player ._a complete player~ To strive to be the best!! 

Attached is some quotes from Dan Abraham and his twitter account. He is a Sports psychologist and the author of the books Soccer Tough and Soccer Braim He is a 

consultant to many of the EPL teams and players. He is very big on keeping it simple for players and going into a game or training with a mindset or "match script" 

of two or three simple thoughts or phrases that help lead a player to a positive outcome on the pitch and in training. There are some real good nuggets of wisdom 

and I sincerely hope you can find some that assist you in your coaching and are useful as motivation for your players. 

I also attached some articles and information on the French philosophy of training. MLS and the FFA recently entered into a partnership to educate and develop a 

coach from every MLS club at their National Training facility. That is a positive step in the right direction if the USA wants to one day develop World Class soccer 

players in the Men’s game. 

We really enjoyed meeting in person Mike and Cameron Keating. They share the passion of soccer and the girls had a quick training session Thursday prior to 

coming in~ Thank you for putting us together~ It was great to share ideas and will continue to stay in touch and bounce things off each other. 

Good luck in the upcoming games and defending the NCAA title~ We will follow the Lady Tarheels closely and         will continue to, play and compete and to 

train, work hard and put the time in to improve her game both technically and physically. We are focusing on turns right now. ( I liked the way     turns so quickly 

with the ball and gets around a defender) ( I also admired tenacity at keeping the ball while getting pounded. Her ability to ride a tackle while still 

controlling the ball is incredible) 

I will forward Chris a schedule of her games and as we get them. Also will forward her schedule and when we get 

them. 

See you soon~ 

Sincerely 



It’s not the feet, it’s the brain behind the feet. Train the brain and the feet 
will become speedier & more agile 

Winning becomes easier when you have small tangible tasks to complete 
while you compete 

The player who commits to displaying incredible body language for 95 
minutes is one who has the best chance of playing with confidence 

Champions refuse to give in to distraction. They are focus flexible and can 
switch back onto the task at hand instantly 

Confidence on the pitch is mediated by your thinking off of it. To think 
confidently reflect on your best games, your best moments 

It is often in the fog of defeat that self-analysis is forgotten. Clear your 
mind, think objectively & ask yourself what needs to go better 

So often an opponent dictates your mindset when you know that you and 
you alone should dictate your mindset. That is mental toughness 

Giving into emotions such as frustration & despondency is merely a sign 
that something is more important to you than your performance 

Great sports people, champions, own their thoughts while they compete 
rather than their thoughts owning them 

A football match is like an argument. It is more often won through 
intelligence than passion.o.but it’s useful to combine the both 

To win you’ve got to be confident. To be confident you have to think like a 
winner° It starts with thinking 

It’s not the winning that matters. It’s the training days that count. Fall in love 
with these and the winning takes care of itself 

Players who work everyday on their competence AND confidence can 
enjoy consistent high performance under pressure. Mindset & skill entwine! 

Coaches may feel what players feel. Every tackle, every mistake, every 
goal for & against. But they should remain intelligent & objective 



What does winning look like? Work, loud, support, challenge, drive, hold, 
move, control, look, mark, run, leap, will, clever, create, brave 

Footballers’ should have a plan for every match. & they must commit to this 
plan with an unwavering mind, with a confident mind, with belief 

Football is a game of seconds. The brain is a game of milliseconds. 
Footballers must manage their thinking to manage their performance 

Those who are driven by the need to improve, to learn, to get better...will 
find success before those who are simply obsessed by winning 

Coaches should be their own biggest critic & their own biggest 
supporter.o.they should resonate success but learn from failure 

Footballers can use their actions to drive how they feel on the pitch. Every 
motion they take can deliver a dominant, confident performance 

Allow your mind to rest on your best for a few moments every single 
day...this is your blueprint for excellence. It is with you...always 

"The pitch is my playground. It is where I excel. It is where I compete. It is 
my zone of focus. It is where I open my confident mind" 

Dedicate EVERY training session to competing and playing with 
unbelievable confidence. What does that look like? What does that feel 
like? 

I’m a defender. I’m STRONG in the air. I’m DETERMINED in the tackle. My 
script is head, pass, hold, stand up, win, battle. I’m a ROCK 

My new book Soccer Brain introduces the coach to building 4 coaching 
cultures - culture of creativity, confidence, commitment and cohesion - it 
covers psychosocial development from these aspects 

A great coach teaches players how to master their role and their mindset. 
These take care of winning 

A footballer should be a great actor. If you are down then act confidently. If 
u lose focus then act focused. Physiology changes psychology 

A game of football delivers the footballer a thousand problems. To solve 
them you need to think effectively 

More footballers fail to make the grade because of the crippling effects of 
fear than through lack of talent 



Playing without care of outcome is preferable to caring too much 

If u’re playing today do so with confidence. Play to win, play on the front 

foot, play with freedom. Have fun - be on ur toes, alert, alive 

I’m a midfielder & I stay on my toes. I Iooko I think. I move, I check, I move, 

move, I look, I think, I move, l see, I move, I move 

A little stress before a game provides the building blocks for physicalityo A 
few nerves are a sign that the body is ready to compete 

Every minute on the pitch offers u an opportunity to begin again with 
excellence. If u make a mistake start again with relentless confidence 

The potential of any footballer is limited only by that footballer’s mindset, 
work ethic & lifestyle 

A dream backed up by hard work is reality. A dream with little or no work is 
mere fantasy 

A group of individuals with energised & supportive language is no longer 
just a group individuals...it is a team 

Motivation is about ’importance’ & ’confidenceo’ A player must deem 
something important to do it & have the confidence to try 

Fuse the mental & technical sides of the game by insisting players 
complete training using positive body language at all times 

A coach should remember that a training session doesn’t finish the session 
is over. The player carries the session on in his or her mind 

look for behaviours that denote confidence - eg. showing for it, vocals, 
taking players on, quick to pick up on any coaching points etc 

much of development is subject to the creative mindset. But I’d also argue 
that excellence also exacts a look at effective habits repeated time & again 
- it takes a disciplined mind to do that 

How is winning done? By executing the same great habits time and again. 
It may be boring but it’s damn well effective 



A philosophy of team must come before the individual. But for the team to 
shine there must be individual excellence 

A hint of perfectionism on the pitch is fine° But too much will cloud the 
footballer in a fog of doubt & worry 

It is not enough to want it .... great players do more with their want. They 
practice quality over quantity. They preach intelligent play 

Great players dance to the tune of confidence no matter the score, no 
matter the opposition, no matter the momentum of the match... Great 
players combine intensity & intelligence - they harness their emotional 
energy & direct it into their skills and their movement 

Great players impact the game...always. They impact on & off the ball. 
They impact individually & as a team mate. They impact at all times 

My match day mantra of commitment is simple - "Nothing and no-one takes 
me away from playing with incredible confidence - nothing & no-one" 

Intelligent players know their high performance mindset. They know what 
they do when they play at their best & they strive to re-create 

When pressure bears down the intellectual brain can switch off. Switch it 
back on by managing breathing & through incredible body language 

Quite simply the art of any sport is to manage mindset. A competitor must 
manage the momentum of the game and the pressure of such momentum 

I think it’s both & ’Mindset Talent’ is something I address a lot in Soccer 
Brain. Experientially its obvious someare born with a ’better’ mindset than 
others - but mindset is a skill that can be learnt - the questions is how much 

Excellence is merely executing the same high performance habits 
everyday° Repeated, they help you develop quickly & play consistently 

The best coaches coat their players in confidence in every training session 
- their communication has their players sweating confidence 

See how you want to play before you play...then trust your vision 



The essence of football is reacting confidently to the challenges the game 
brings 

it’s the waiting before a match that exacerbates fear, worry & doubt, So 
stop waiting. Have small tasks to complete pre-game that focus you 

When I stride onto the pitch I do so with pride. I showcase my confidence 
with great body language, a loud voice & an excellent warm up 

Under pressure relax, be calm, show patience. Your performance will take 
care of itself, just absorb yourself in fun, freedom and focus 

Don’t just SEE yourself play at your best - allow the FEELING of excellence 
to run through your body. See and feel and touch excellence 

Most allow self-belief to come and go like their weekly fixture list - take 
control of your belief by picturing excellence every single day 

The coach who obsesses about the mindsets underneath the behaviours of 
her players...can become an outstanding coach 

small 1% nudges that helps them FEEL more professional 

it’s about stepping that mindset up so they approach there game and 
training at a higher mind set 

Coaches it is Simple, DO love to learn, DO care the hell out of ur players, 
DO insist on incredible mindsets, DO give them a framework 4 toughness 

How a player plays is determined by how a coach coaches - it is as simple 
as that - that as a coach is your privilege and your burden 

Footballer’s should never let how they play dictate their attitude. Master 
yourself and mastering football will follow 

it’s one thing to read a book, another thing to apply its material. 



When you tell yourself what NOT to do you tighten up and create anxiety. 
Always focus on what you WANT to do... 

Build confidence everyday. Remember your best games in as much detail 
as possible. Every move, every decision, every feeling of dominance 

The image footballers’ have of themselves determine how freely they will 
play; how much belief they will play with; how focused they will be 

Footballers should play with passion but not at the expense of intelligence. 
Thinking correctly in the moment is crucial to performance 

When you cross the white line commit to playing with the utmost 
confidence...be alert, alive, lively and ready at all times 

I trust myself and my team mates. I don’t have absolute control over them, 
but 1 know I can manage myself and help them" 

I’m a winger and I drive with the ball. I take my man on with lightening quick 
feet, I cross the ball with pinpoint accuracy. I fly... 

The football can be a distraction to many young footballers. A young player 

should obsess about ’off the ball’ more so than ’on the ball.’ 

A few confident images in your mind at 1:30pm can make a world of 
difference to how well you play between 3:00pm and 4:45pm 

work your nuts off on your intensity, challenge at 100%, focus ONLY on 
you, rehearse how you want to train in your mind b4 u train 

Steer players in the right ’thinking direction’ by asking great questions at 
end of training "what went really well today?" "What are you gonna do even 

better tomorrow?" 

To an average footballer the game is quick. To a great footballer the game 
is slow. Slow the game down for yourself by working on your mind 

Lightening speed of thought = lightening speed of feet 



An abundance of positive thinking must include a microscopic look at areas 
of your game you need to improve. This is a positive approach 

Every second counts on the pitch° The footballer must be ferociously 
persistent 

How are your player’s talking to themselves after a training session? Help 
them evaluate the session in a pragmatic but up beat way 

Football will beat you to your knees if you can’t manage how you think. 
Teach young players to think helpfully, confidently & constructively 

Just as you give or lend the ball to team mates...give or lend them advice 
through loud and clear communication 

A coach who is wracked with doubt & fear cannot be effective. Your mental 
game is as important as your players 

When the final whistle blows the match hasn’t ended. For me the match 
ends when you have analysed your performance...objectively 

"A lot of football success is in the mind. You must believe you are the best 
and then make sure that you are." Bill Shankly 

Forget talking about winning...that will happen anyway if you prepare 
mentally, physically and technically. Winning takes care of itself 

Have a match script. 2-3 things they can control that they focus on/come 
back to during a game. Quite a few chapters dedicated to 

Midfielders can’t run 12K during a match if they are all consumed by the 
mistakes they’ve made, by refereeing decisions and by the score 

Your brain has the capacity to develop and grow in every training session 
but only if you play with fun, freedom and focus..you MUST focus 

The brain is the genesis of performance - it signals intent, it drives focus. 
Use it wisely by having a match script (from ’Soccer Tough’) 

As a coach every word you communicate counts. Your words can shackle 
a player if you are careless with them 



The brain is hardwired to focus on one thing at a time.o.multi tasking, which 
football requires leads to inevitable mistakes 

Rewards come to those who are relentlessly positive, who strive valiantly in 
the face of pressure, who display a great attitude in adversity 

i’m a defender & 1 let my eyes dictate my focus. Man & ball. l will stay wide 

eyed, alert & on my toes at all times. Ready to anticipate 

A footballer in the zone has to beware of over-confidence. Therein lies 

distraction 

Some nerves before a big game are good. They are there for a reason: to 
supercharge your body, to focus the mind and to improve alertness 

When you go a goal up or down it is the next 5 minutes that is crucial° You 
must manage yourself to manage what is an emotional moment 

When footballers’ step onto the pitch their energy should know no bounds° 
They should be ruthless with their commitment,free with their play 

IMHO taking players through a process of managing pressure against 
during training - helping them experience the thinking & behaviours you’d 
like to see from them when pressure is on. If they don’t EXPERIENCE 
doing it on the training ground they won’t do it under pressure 

Maintain intensity no matter what - nothing an no-one takes you out of this 
intensity 

Soccer is a game of mindset. Technique, tactical understanding and 
physical prowess follow mindset 

Part of a footballer’s checklist before she plays should involve thought & 
feeling checks. "Am I feeling good? Am I thinking correctly?"Thinking is a 
choice. As you compete you get to choose whether you think helpfully or 
unhelpfully. Champions manage their thinking 

Footballers who project confidence not only determines their own feelings 
of confidence but also their team mates. Body language is vital! 

Trying to fix your game as you play will make it worse. Play with trust... 



Young players who play with fear will hide. Their movement will be non 
existent, their technique will be slow and inconsistent 

When footballers stop trying to do things perfectly they will play with greater 
perfection 

When footballers stop trying to do things perfectly they will play with greater 
perfection 

Angry footballers can be dangerous. But they have to channel their 
emotions into their tasks by thinking effectively 

To think effectively footballers’ should be their own biggest fan 

Pressure is the best way to deal with pressure 

Every word you say to yourself deposits confidence or fear.. °toward or 
away from your goals and dream 

A winner, a true champion obsesses over the small details° She can’t 
accept leaving stones unturned 

Practice and you may be half decent. Practice on purpose...and you may 
surprise yourself 

The sweat may happen on matchday - but it’s the training days that count - 
the days that make the match an easier, more skillful 90 minutes 

Football is difficult. No matter how hard you train you will have bad days. 
That is where work on your thinking comes in 

Winning becomes easier when you have small tangible tasks to complete 
while you compete 



Athletes who dominate their own mindset most likely dominate the 
opposition. 



~n Fra~ce~ c°est ~a Technique 
Program emphasizes technical skills for 13- to 15-year-olds 

The following is from a presentation made by Aime 2acquet, former French National Team coach and 

World Cup Champion. _Tacquet oversees the development program for 13- to 15-year-old players in 

France. He is in charge of !28 coaches split into six regions. Players are identified at age 11 

through districts and then regional teams. 

The best French players at age 13 go to the National Training Center in Clairefontaine. At this 

center, the players are educated with these concepts in mind: 

To forget what is at stake 

That results only come from the game 

To respect the principles of playing soccer and play within the structure the coach gives you 

Victory is the only goal 

The first consideration is to be present (to become an impact player) in the game, to free 

yourself from your opponent, and to ask for the ball 

When the coach is preparing his or her training sessions, the emphasis should be on technical 

ability, and his or her own convictions and conception of what soccer should look like. The coach 

must take into account the age of the players and the proper objectives linked to that age. He or 

she must be precise and professional. Every coach has access to many soccer exercises but has to 

know the proper way to proceed and to present them. The advice given to each player is very 

important. The coach must be careful of his or her language in order to help the players understand 

his or her methods. No yelling is tolerated. Objectives and issues in training are made clear to the 

players. The players have the best training conditions and train one time daily, five days a week. 

However, the sessions are very intense. The priorities for the players are: 

To become a professional player with the maximum chance of succeeding (this includes the 

four factors of soccer); 

Keep up with academic studies so they can have a career in the event a soccer career is not 

an option. 

Priorities for the coaches: 

The proper methods necessary to work with youth players. France is the only country in 

Europe to require a youth coaching license. 

To develop a highly qualified technical staff, all licensed and well-trained 

in the training sessions emphasis is given to repeating the quality of soccer movements. These are 

corrected and repeated until they become a regular part of the player’s package of skills. The 

coaches must be quality demonstrators. The coaches will then work on: 

Making the player’s movements faster and better; 

Linking movements efficiently and wisely. Coaches constantly ask the player why he or she 

uses a certain move in a certain situation; 

Using the weakest foot. Coaches will develop specific sessions to work on weaknesses in the 

player’s game; 

Technical exercises with many repetitions; 



Games with the possibility of many choices and follow-up discussion of those choices; 

Simple tactical exercises forcing the player to make a quick decision; 

Realistic activities which make the player feel as if he were in a real game. 

The coaches remind the players that all high-level players keep the game simple. An example of this 

would be not dribbling (unless going to goal) instead of making a 30-yard pass. Dribbling slows the 

game down. Sir Bobby Charlton has said many times that "soccer is a simple game made difficult by 

the players and by the coaches." .]ohan Cruyff, while at Barcelona, stated that the coach who gave 

his player more than two options does not understand the game of soccer. Training therefore is 

done with the following in mind: 

Quantity 

Quality 

Consistency 

Demands of the game 

Simplicity 

Weekly schedule (club) 

U-13 -- Participate in two to three training periods and one match 

Ages 13-15 -- Participate in four to five training periods and one match with a minimum of 

35 matches a year 

Weekly schedule (pros) 

Ages 16-17 -- Five to seven training session each week with one match, 40 matches per 

year and four to five weeks without any training at all 

Ages 17-20 -- Seven to nine trainings, one match, with many competitions against older 

players 

TRAINING PRIORITIES 

Age 13 

The range of the players’ abilities (age specific) 

The choices the player makes. Every player plays with the ball for the first fifteen minutes 

of training. The player decides what to do with the ball. This starts to personalize his or her 

game. 

The game. This is the most important part, in training or actual competition 

Age 14 

The range of the player’s ability 

The situation. Here the coach decides on the activities to bring out the individual’s 

technique 

The choices the player makes. 

The game. 

Age 15 



The situation. The coach plans everything. 

The efficiency of movement on and off the ball. 

The competition (lots of opposition) 

In addition to the soccer aspects, the FFF looks at three aspects of maintaining the balance in their 

young players’ lives. First is ensuring that players are able to maintain a normal study program in 

case their intended professional career does not become reality. The family and original club are 

very important. The player returns to his club each week to play matches. He is expected to become 

a leader on and off the field. Since 1992 the FFF has been tracking graduates of this program. 

Eighty players have played in the first division, 40 in the second division, 15 in the third division, 

and 22 in the amateur leagues. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS 

The players undergo a QPS, or sports personality tests. There are 120 question tests that give the 

players situations that they have to solve, dealing with family matters, peer pressure, etc. The 

players who scored the highest all currently are professional players. All the training centers employ 

consultants to work with the players. In certain situations, outside experts may be brought in. The 

clubs pay strict attention to the special needs that may be associated with being a minority. 

MEDICAL FACTORS 

Players undergo extensive medical testing. These include tests on the treadmill, cybex machines, 

skin fold thickness (body fat), height and weight, vision, dental and suppleness. The FFF followed 40 

players for two years in the areas of sight and dental. None of the players who excelled in this area 

had injuries in qualification games, lead-up games and the World or European Championships. 

Physical tests 

All tests are taken on the soccer field. The players run through a battery of speed detector tests 

over 40 meters with sensors every five yards. The Swedish Beep Test also is used frequently. 

Springing and bounding is tested via the Italian formulated Bosco Test. Another Swedish test 

originated by Lager-Boucher is run over 200 meters. This is the players’ favorite as they can easily 

see their progress. 

Detection of young players 

Morphology - players are tested to determine the age of their bones to help predict adult size. 

Medical Purpose - determining medically-related limitations 

Physical Aspect - determining their athletic potential. Here speed is the most important. 

Technical Skills - the most important aspect! This includes intelligence, adaptability and 

understanding during the games. 

Personality - discussed during QPS and Sports Personality section 

Scholarship - Grades in school. The student’s behavior in and out of school and work is monitored. 

The FFF believes that the player has two real jobs, one to be a soccer player and the second is to be 

a student. 

TRAINING ENVIRONMENT 

All the players have the same equipment. They are taught and expected to take care of their shoes. 

Each is provided with a water bottle and a ball that is required to be well-inflated at all times. The 

training progressions are increased in intensity and difficulty at the proper time. The training time 



depends on the amount of intensity and may possibly be as long as two hours. The weekly training 

schedule: 

Monday 

Skill work 

Aerobic exercises 

Stretching 

Agility training 

Basketball, volleyball or handball games 

Tuesday 

Skill work, repetitive exercises versus opposition 

Games with opponents 

Wednesday 

Skill exercise 

Tactical exercises which are specific in nature 

Applications of the above tactical exercise to the game 

Thursday 

Same training as Tuesday but with more leeway to the players 

Friday 

Physical implications. This is done without intensity, i.e., working for five seconds and 

resting for 20 seconds (work/rest ratio of 1:4). The work is done with the ball whenever 

possible. 

Speed movements 

Strength movements 

Jumping movements 

Principles of Play 

Saturday and Sunday 

Match or break physical training 

PHYSICAL TRAINING 

This aspect is broken down into three areas: endurance, speed and flexibility. Endurance is 

developed through a series of calibrated runs with special attention given to the rhythm of the 

exercise. Speed is developed through races with and without the ball over short distances of 5m, 

IOm, 20m, and 30m, exercises with the ball, and games of 2 v. 2 with special attention paid to the 

rhythm and intensity of the games. The flexible training consists of activities that promote the 

individual’s suppleness, supporting moves, coordination with the ball and agility. 

SKILL TRAINING 



Juggling the ball, running with the ball, dribbling, feints 

Kicking and passing. Ball control. 

Shooti ng 

o To be executed with both the foot and the head 

o To be comfortable in front of the goal 

o The touch (technique) 

o Precision is more important than power 

o To link up the goal scorers and finish with a shot on goal, from in front of the goal 

Crossing and snap shot 

Heading games 

Defensive games with the emphasis on not committing fouls 

PAS$II~i6 THE BALL 

Ball control is the basis of the game (always done while moving). The young French players are 

taught to always feint when receiving or passing which allows them to get in and out of tight 

marking situations. All sessions include lots of shooting and special sessions on how to cross the 

ball. 

TACTICAL POINTS 

These elements are always part of the training games and the system of play: 

To help the ball carrier 

o To get the ball back 

o To offer support 

To demand the ball 

To pass the ball and follow the pass 

Coverage in the defense 

Positioning and the movement into space 

The notion of the attacker defending and the defender attacking 

GAHE TACTICS 

Numeric advantage 

o Always seeking numbers up in tight space, the lower the numbers the more difficult 

Reduce the playing area and reduce the numbers 

Use the lateral space 

Be aware of the changes from zone to zone 

o Changing the zones from large to small and visa versa 

o Incorporating games with four small goals to provide target areas and played on a 

handball field (similar to our basketball courts) 

o Partnering up two forwards and two midfielders, etc. 

Attacking and defending in waves (using the midfielders) 

The French Football Federation very much operates under the principle "This work today is very 

important for the game of tomorrow." The better job they do in the development of quality players 

at the youth level, the more accomplished professional players will develop. The FFF keeps a close 



eye on the professional clubs because they might not always be concerned with the best interests of 

the young players, They believe that, out of all the elements, the development of the technical 

ability is the most important, 



French Training Scheme Part 1 
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French Training Scheme 

An interview with Mr. Aime Jacquet, winning coach of the French National team during the 
1998 FIFA World Championships. During this period, Aime approached several topics 
concerning youth development in France. 

The French Federation’s youth development scheme: 

Fernand Sastre National Technical Centre 

In France there are 222 clubs, 40 of which are professional. The National Team Coach/Technical 
Director is at the top of the pecking order. He has an assistant coach who is also in charge of the 
B national squad. There are eleven fulltime coaches for the U-15, 16, 17, and 18 national teams. 
The federation maintains a fulltime National Training Center in Clairefontaine for elite players, 
employing eight coaches for each age group (U-12/I 3, U-13/14, and U-14/15). 

The Federation’s objective is to prepare players early for the national team program. Six sport 
schools nationally are used to prepare them (Zinedine Zidane, Nicolas Anelka, Thierry Henry, 
David Trezequet, Lillian Thurman, and Marcel Desailly all graduated from these schools). The 
structure of French youth development exists because of its own success. So many talented youth 
players go abroad to foreign clubs each year that the clubs must constantly replenish for their 
own teams. 

Aime Jacquet is in charge of 125 coaches within 22 regions and 102 districts. Each region (and 
district) has a technical director and is divided into sub-regions, each with three fulltime coaches. 
Aime considers these three as the most important coaches. These coaches must be very 
intelligent and have a physical education background. Their two obj ectives are 1) to educate the 
coaches in their area, and 2) to scout talent. They go to every club to train and select the best 



players. The best players are then brought to the Paris National Training Center. One hundred 
and twenty 11-year-old players may be invited and then cut do~vn to 20 players by the U-13 age. 
The 20 top players will train for two years, preparing for the first national team level (U-15). The 
players spend their time attending school and soccer training, living on site all week and then 
returning on weekends to their homes. The objective is for the best players to compete and train 
with and against the best~ When the players win a place in the U-15 through U-18 age groups, 
they come into direct contact ~vith Aime Jacquet. 

Thierry Henry 

Thierry Henry began his training at Clairefontaine at age 13. In interviews it is clear that he 
credits much of his development to the training there. Within 8 years he has become a World and 
European Champion. He stressed that he learned much about the technical and tactical aspects of 
soccer. Henry experienced very little physical work as the emphasis was on skill work, practicing 
over and over again until that particular skill was learned. If he performed incorrectly, it did not 
matter. The emphasis was on training, and no matches were played. He feels that in this way, he 
was allowed to develop new skills without pressure, and then was free to try these new things on 
the weekends with his club team. 
At age 15 the Clairefontaine coaching staff increased the pressure by emphasizing that it was 
now important to train harder and to play at a high level in every game with your club or you 
would not be invited back. The result has young French players playing all around the world in 
the highest level leagues and enjoying great success. 

In speaking with Christian Damiano (former French National team sweeper Jean Tigana’s 
assi stant coach at Fulham) talked about Clairefontaine. Henry and Anelka arrived at 
Clairefontaine when they were 13 and already had good balance and co-ordination. They were 
educated before they had bad habits and for three years they did technical work. The way the 
coaches improved them, and the other players, is simple. They concentrated on technique and 
repeat exercises many times" 



In French soccer, work the same as in school. Players go through the alphabet and they have to 
learn each letter because if you put them into a group it can be discouraging. Also, players are 
never left alone; the coach always knows where they have reached with their training. 

Up until they are 16, the French work only on individual technique. The relationship is just the 
ball and the player to improve control touch, and passing. Players need complete control over the 
ball before moving on to tactics and strategies, when to pass and when not to. 
If you do not have a good touch with both feet, you will waste time with your head down, 
worrying about the ball and the moment is lost. This thinking is central to french soccer 
philosophy. The size and strength of potential players is not considered important until they are 
into their late teens when they are built up with specific exercises for muscles used in games. 

This has been the long-standing criticism on English (and American) soccer, where there has 
been too much emphasis on a youngster’s physique, not enough on technique. 

Andre Morelle, the head youth coach at Clairefontaine says that France has a very good structure 
for spotting talented young players and has regional coaches so they are picked up early. This 
feeds into the development system and it works efficiently. 

The National Team: 

The full National Team was together for two years in a very strict environment previous to 
World Cup ’98. Some talented players were dropped from the squad because of team chemistry, 
as it was important to have all 22 players on the same page. They were able to bring several 
players onto the field per position with the same result in performance (Blanc for Leboeuf in the 
defense as an example). If any player was not happy with his role, he was dropped. Aime Jacquet 
deals with all the psychological areas of his national team players. 

The clubs are in charge of the individual technical development of the players. Each club may 
have their own soccer academy and this is mandatory for each of the Division One Professional 
Clubs. These clubs must release their players to the federation when requested. Once a player 
reaches age 15 he is trained for a specific position. Prior to that, there is no positional training. 
The federation feels that the individual must have a lot of freedom to express themselves. The 
player is encouraged to deal with problems in training and in games themselves. The most 
important tactic stressed is the understanding of width and depth. The players are allowed to 
play! 

There is lots of government funding for youth development since the success of World Cup 
France ’98. When Aime was appointed the national team coach in 1994, the French Federation 
was in debt. 

Tracking players and test and measurements: 

The number one element with the tracking of players is in communication with the coaches. The 
players and coaches are constantly educated on what it takes to achieve success throughout the 
U-15 development scheme and what it takes to succeed at the professional level. The first 



selection to the national team takes place at U- 15. In the next year 5 0% of those players will b e 
gone. The players soon learn that it is good to be talented but that is not enough if they are not 
prepared to put in the necessary hard work. 

Testing of a physical and psychological nature begins at the U-15 level. A dossier is prepared on 
each player hoping to show that the player will be a future national team success. Everything is 
computerized and the player does not have access to this information. The coach that starts with 
the players at age 15 stays with them throughout the 18 program, it becomes obvious early that a 
player either has it or he doesn’t. In this way it is easy to predict success. 

The Federation emphasizes excellent communication with their coaches and players. They spend 
much time talking with Michel Platini (former world class superstar), Arsene Wegner (Arsenal 
FC head coach), and Gerard Houllier (Liverpool FC head coach), among others to receive input 
on what makes a player successful. Each day a meeting is held with the new national team coach 
Roger Lemerre. The French feel that it is their responsibility to learn something new each day or 
they will be become rusty. (At the end of our afternoon session, Aime was flying back to France 
and directly into a meeting with the national staff to analyze the previous night’s match against 
Poland. 
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Welcome 
Could we learn some lessons from the French soccer development 
process? Here is some food for thought. This transcends soccer! 
At Clairefontaine - National Training Center for French Football 
Federation 
Emphasis on experimentation and creativity not matches. Access to 
top coaches 
Value on unstructured play 
7 year olds play no format larger than 5V5 
No child slotted into one position until teenage years 
Individual technique emphasized through age 16 over tactics 
Coaches need to be quality demonstrators 
Yelling at players not tolerated 
All training must be fun 



The French Way 

THE FRENCH WAY 
by Gordon Miller, VYSA Technical Director 

It’s still hard to believe that France was knocked out of the 2002 World Cup in the first 

round and without ever scoring a goal. They upset the Brazilians four years ago to win 
their first ever World Championship, then followed up two years later with a victorions 
performance in the Euro 2000 Championships. They were overwhelmingly predicted to be 
one of the favorites. How can they have gone from first to worst in two short years? Should 

we now discount their ways and claim that they have got it all wrong? I don’t think so. 
Soccer pundits will examine, review and dissect everything about what France did and 
didn’t do better than I could ever attempt. Some will point to the injuries they had. Others 
will point to the fact that they haven’t played a meaningful game in four years (previous 
champions get an automatic inclusion into the next World Cup) and haven’t had the luxury 
of toughening up the squad through having to qualify. Yet others may say that too many 
lucrative deals, TV appearances and swollen heads have taken away the collective hunger. 

Even though things went wrong for the defending Champions this time around, we can’t 
discount the fact that their system produces some of the best players in the world. They 

have hugely talented technical players strewn throughout the best leagues in Europe. In 
fact, their current crop reads like a who’s who in the world of elite soccer players. Three of 
France’s finest finished first, or tied for first, in scoring in three separate professional 
leagnes. And these leagues aren’t exactly pushovers on the world stage; David Trezeguet of 
Juventus led the prestigious Italian Serie A. Thierry Henry of Arsenal topped the English 
Premier League, and Djibril Cisse of Auxerre finished first in the French League. Together 

they combined for over 100 goals during the 2001-02 season. Now, throw-in Patrick Vieria 
and Robert Pires of Arsenal, Bixente Lizarazu of Bayern Munich, and mix them with twice 
world footballer of the year Zinedine Zidane of Real Madrid, and you have some of the 
most skillfid players that any nation would be hard pressed to duplicate. 

While the French were not victorious in this particular campaign, we must always take a 
look at successful soccer nations and learn from what they do and how they do it. We are 
still developing successful soccer programs in the US that work and we must be willing to 

learn from any and all countries that can help further that goal. I don’t believe that we can 
take one country’s successful blueprint and implement it, verbatim, here. We must always 
consider our own set of unique circumstances, such as geographical qualities, youth 
structures, political agendas, etc., and then implement what works best for us. But, perhaps 
there are other aspects and details that can be gleaned in order to help propel our country 
and our state forward in the development of youth soccer players. 

The French Federation of Football (Soccer) is structured as follows: 

1. The French National Technical Staff consists of 14 full time people. All the coaches 

are ex-pro players with backgrounds in education and they all maintain the highest 
coaching certification available in France and Europe. 

2. France is divided into 21 regions; each one of these regions has a Technical Director 
who oversees all football programs, mainly youth development. All the Directors 
report directly to the National Technical Director-Mr. Aime Jacquet. 

The FFF has a number of key objectives that define their player development: 

1. Their main objective is coaching development. They believe that without top-level 
edncators, France will not be able to produce quality players. 

2. The second objective is player identification. They believe that they must have 
soccer experts who have been trained to identify the characteristics of youth talent. 

3. The third objective is the youth. From ages 6 to 11, it’s called the "learning stage 
and fun football." At these ages small-sided games are emphasized in order to 
maximize touches on the ball. From ages 12 to 16, it’s called the "technical stage", 



where the best players will train 2 hours a day on technique. Once a player reaches 
15 he is trained for a specific position. Prior to that, there is no positional training. 
The federation feels that the individuals must have a lot of freedom to express 
themselves. 

The absolute, number one requirement in France is good technique. Players must have the 
skills to play quickly and creatively. Ball mastery, the ability to pass and control, is 
stressed. French coaches also look for players with personality: players who think of their 

teammates, and who have a team spirit as well as fighting spirit. Physical play is not 
stressed as the players are maturing at different rates. They also believe that one game a 
week is enough and that the body breaks down by playing too many matches. The French 
believe that the learning takes place through plenty of repetitions in training as well as 
quality feedback from trained coaches. If a player does not have good touch with both feet, 
he will waste time with his head down, worrying about the ball, and the moment is lost. 
This thinking is central to French soccer philosophy. The size and strength of potential 
players is not considered important until they are into their late teens. This has been a long 
standing criticism of American soccer, where there has been too much emphasis on a 
youngster’s physique and not enough on technique. 

There is no focus on goalkeeping training before the age of 13. After this, individual clubs 
begin selective training with the emphasis on the development of foot skills, not the use of 

hands. It is important first that the goalkeepers are good field players. 

The French have had great success in producing winning teams and highly skilled players. 

And, they seem to have a working, well thought-out formula in place to continue to do so in 

the future. Do our country, our state and our clubs have a similar plan or comprehensive 

structure in place? In looking at their structure we realize the challenges that lie ahead of 

us on the Virginia scene. But, by examining successful programs we can continue to learn 

and move forward. 



It’s matchday. I feel strong 8, dominant. I will OWN the opposition, I 

will OWN the pitch, I will OWN the stadium. There is only me & my 

team 

An obsession with responsibilities leads 2 greatness. An obsession 

with role leads to excellence. Glamorous football ain’t glamorous 2 

learn 

Never ever come out of your high performance mindset during a game. 

Let NOTHING & NO-ONE change you mindset. Play with courage, with 

will... 

I LOVE a top class opposition. I LOVE momentum piling on us. I LOVE 

our backs against the wall. I WILL put pressure on pressure 

A footballer should strive to play looser, freer and more confident as 

the game progresses. With every second have more fun 

Sometimes doing the right things over time doesn’t work. This is 

where you need persistence, perseverance and patience..stick at it! 

Playing without fear requires courage. It requires commitment and a 

definiteness of purpose 

The 21st century coach will teach players how to communicate 

effectively. Players who help each other on the pitch make great team 

mates 

Just as you should receive, pass and offer on the pitch so the brain 

receives, passes and offers thoughts. You have to manage these 

thoughts 

A great game of football starts well before kick off. It starts when you 

walk into the changing room, when your world becomes performance! 



When your heart pounds and your body shakes before a match make a 

mental note that this is just a sign that your body is ready to compete 

Mentally commit to having incredible body language & constant never 

ending positive self-talk for 95 minutes. Be relentless! 

Keeping your body language tall, positive 8, upbeat for the whole game 

keeps dopamine & adrenaline flowing .... focus & confidence! 

The footballer who LOVES playing OFF the ball can become a great 

player. The sport of football has very little to do with the ball 

When you step onto the pitch your energy should know no bounds. You 

should be ruthless with your commitment & free with your play 

To dominate the opposition you must dominate your own mindset. You 

must immerse yourself in confident thinking, u must focus in the 

present 

A player who pictures a ’dream game’ just before playing injects the 

natural drug of ’confidence’ into the body. See it, feel it, do it! 

The power to play hard to the end, to play honestly to the end, to play 

with passion to the end...comes from within 

A winner loses .... often... 

You can’t build self-belief if you don’t train effectively. It is deliberate 

focused training that helps players become the best they can be 

Winning the hearts and minds of players requires a coach to care 

about the welfare of the players as much, or more so, than their game 



Every time you play, in your own mind, you should be the 

favourite_.the best player_.the winner! 

A small shift in focus as u play can deliver excellence. It can improve 

anticipation & awareness & it can manage the most stubborn 

emotions 

Young players tend to resonate problems. A coach must help them find 

solutions and focus on them relentlessly 

Champions in waiting look at the best and exercise their mirror 

neurons. They stare, they see, they feel, they do, they re-create 

Coaches should help players OBSESS playing with freedom. Help them 

LOVE fun 8, freedom - alert, alive, lively, always head up. Confident! 

Playing Brazil so mentally demanding. Gotta be confident enough to 

constantly check shoulders, make risky quick decisions.Alert all the 

time 

You can set a team up conservatively but help them to play 

confidently. Conservative tactics, confident play 

I urge you to watch the game with psychology in mind. What are 

players thinking? feeling? How do these EFFECT movement, 

awareness, decisions 

Quick feet may be a physiological phenomenon,but they soon become 

sticky when a footballer isn’t equipped to perform under pressur 
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2/4/2014 

Practice 2/4/14 

Odometer Max Velocity Metres/Min 

5 

6 Session Start Time: 8:00:00 Duration: 1:16:00.6 

7 2251 4.5 50 
8 2068 6.5 48.1 
9 2262 6.3 50.3 
10 2555 5.9 50.1 
11 2284 5.8 49.6 
12 

13 4vl’s Start Time: 8:00:00 Duration: 5:00.8 

14 175 4.3 35 

1_~ 178 3.1 35.6 

1(~ 198 3.7 39.6 

17 176 3.5 35.2 

1~ 182 3.7 36.3 

19 

20 5v2’s Start Time: 8:05:00 Duration: 3:00.8 

21 83 2.4 27.7 

22 91 3 30.3 

23 104 2.7 34.7 

24 129 3.7 43 

25 102 3 33.9 

26 

27 3v3+1’s Start Time: 8:08:00 Duration: 5:00.8 

28 245 4.1 49 

29 269 4.7 53.8 

30 229 4.1 45.8 

31 301 4.9 60.2 

32 261 4.4 52.2 

33 

34 possession games Start Time: 8:31:00 Duration: 24:00.6 

35 1049 4.3 43.7 

36 1089 4.8 45.4 

37 1101 5.1 45.9 

38 940 4.5 39.2 

39 1045 4.7 43.5 

4O 

41 11vll (1 to 5) #1 Start Time: 9:02:00     Duration: 6:00,8 

42 0 0 0 

43 441 6.5 73.5 

44 0 0 0 

45 401 5.9 66.8 

46 211 3.1 35.1 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

37.80%i 376 8.4 0.167 

8 36.20%i 253 5.9 0.123 

9 34.10%i 339 7.5 0.15 
10 37.30%i 381 7.5 0.149 
11 36.30%i 337 7.3 0.147 
12 
13 
14 21.30%i 39 7.9 0.226 
15 20.50%i 29 5.8 0.163 
16 26.00%i 38 7.6 0.192 
17 40.20% i 33 6.6 0.188 
18 27.00%i 34 7 0.192 
19 
20 
21 5.90%i 17 5.7 0.206 
22 11.80%i 11 4 0.131 

23 14.80%i 15 5 O. 145 

24 20.20%i 16 5.6 0.131 

25 13.20%i 15 5.1 0.154 

26 

27 

28 26.90%i 46 9.4 0.191 

29 37.30%i 34 7 0.129 

30 36.40%i 32 6.6 O. 144 

31 43.10%i 43 8.7 O. 145 

32 36.00%i 39 7.9 0.152 

33 

34 

35 32.80%i 182 7.6 0.174 

36 36.00%i 139 5.8 0.128 

37 28.80%i 175 7.3 0.159 

38 30.60%i 169 7.1 0.18 

39 32.10%i 166 6.9 0.16 

4O 

41 

42 0.00%i 0 0 0 

43 47.10%i 38 6.4 0.087 

44 0.00% i 0 0 0 

45 53.30% i 49 8.2 O. 123 

46 25.10%i 21 3.6 0.052 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 

A D 

11vll (1 to 5) #2 Start Time: 9:08:00 Duration: 8:00,6 

698 4.5 87.2 

0 0 0 

630 6.3 78.8 

608 5.7 76 

484 4.1 60._5 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 

G 

57.10%i 91 11.4 0.13 

0.00% i 0 0 0 

48.10%i 78 9.8 O. 124 

37.20%i 69 8.6 0.114 

35.60%i 59 7.4 0.092 
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Date 

Session Details 

Session 

14 4 shooting stations 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

B C 

2/6/2014i 

Practice 2/6/14 

Odometer Max Velocity 

Start Time: 7:58:00 i Duration: 42:00.6 

1615i 

1265i 

1347i 

1287i 

1245i 
1352i 

Start Time: 7:58:00 i Duration: 42:00.6 

1615i 

1265i 

1347i 

1287i 

1245i 
1352i 

4.2 

3.5 

3.8 

3.7 

4.5 

3.9 

4.2 

3.5 

3.8 

3.7 

4.5 

3.9 

Metres/Min 

38.5 

30.1 

32.1 

30.6 

29.6 

32.2 

38.5 

30.1 

32.1 

30.6 

29.6 

32.2 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

26.00%i 205 4.9 0.127 

18.10%i 213 5.1 0.169 

22.60%i 197 4.7 0.147 

17.60%i 190 4.5 0.148 

18.60%i 207 4.9 0.167 

20.60%i 202 4.8 0.151 

26.00%i 205 4.9 0.127 

18.10%i 213 5.1 0.169 

22.60%i 197 4.7 0.147 

17.60%i 190 4.5 0.148 

18.60%i 207 4.9 0.167 

20.60%i 202 4.8 0.151 



C D E A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

B 

2/10/2014 

Practice 2/10/14 

Odometer Max Velocity i Metres/Min    Hi Intensity Running 

Start Time: 7:59:00 Duration: 1:25:00.6 

3969 6.3i 67.3i 49.10% 

8 4484 6.2i 74.7i 56.50% 

9 3093 6.7i 51.6i 36.70% 

10 4233 6.4i 71.7i 49.90% 

11 5398 6.5i 81.8i 54.80% 

12 4235 6.4i 69.4i 49.40% 

13 

14 Start Time: 7:59:00 Duration: 9:00.7 

15 331 3.7i 36.8i 34.80% 

16 326 4.1i 36.2i 34.10% 
17 307 3.5i 34.1i 16.10% 

18 392 3.3i 43.6i 31.20% 

19 373 3.8i 41.4i 27.60% 

20 346 3.7i 38.4i 28.70% 

21 

22 Start Time: 8:12:00 Duration: 8:00.7 

23 296 5.3i 37i 27.80% 
24 423 4i 52.9i 39.20% 
25 218 2.3i 27.3i 5.30% 
26 322 4.si 40.3i 30.60% 

27 383 3.3i 47.9i 24.80% 

28 328 3.9i 41.1i 25.60% 

29 

30 Start Time: 8:22:00 Duration: 6:00.7 

31 406 4.7i 67.6i 47.40% 

32 438 s.2i 73i 48.50% 

33 393 3.7i 65.5i 36.50% 

34 431 6.4i 71.8i 53.00% 

35 so8 s.1i 84.7i 55.2o% 
36 435 si 72.si 48.10% 

37 

38 Start Time: 8:37:00 Duration: 23:00.5 

39 1997 5.8i 86.8i 54.10% 

40 2030 6.2i 88.3i 60.80% 
41 1266 6.7i 55i 43.10% 

42 1968 6.1i 85.6i 55.00% 
43 2024 6.5i 88i 55.20% 

44 1857 6.3i 80.7i 53.60% 

45 

46 Start Time: 9:04:00 Duration: 6:00.7 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

462 7.8 0.116 
8 569 9.5 0.127 
9 397 6.6 0.128 
10 458 7.8 0.108 
11 675 10.2 0.125 
12 512 8.4 0.121 
13 
14 
15 61 6.8 0.185 
16 61 6.9 0.189 
17 67 7.5 0.221 
18 60 6.7 0.155 
19 87 9.8 0.235 
20 67 7.5 0.197 
21 
22 
23 45 5.7 0.155 
24 65 8.2 0.155 
25 42 5.3 0.193 
26 49 6.2 0.153 
27 68 8.6 0.18 
28 54 6.8 0.167 
29 
30 
31 49 8.3 0.123 
32 63 10.5 0.144 
33 53 8.9 0.136 
34 54 9.1 0.126 
35 74 12.5 0.147 
36 59 9.9 0.135 
37 
38 
39 214 9.3 0.107 
40 234 10.2 0.115 
41 143 6.2 0.113 
42 195 8.5 0.099 
43 218 9.5 0.108 
44 201 8.7 0.109 
45 
46 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 6v6 #3 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 6v6 
62 #4 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

A 

410 
0 
0 

463 
646 
304 

s.1i 

5.8i 
5.4i 
3.3i 

D 
68.3i 

oi 
oi 

77.2i 

107.7i 

50.6i 

53.00% 

0.00% 

0.00% 

52.60% 

70.60% 

35.20% 

Start Time: 9:10:00 Duration: 7:00.7 

o oi oi 0.00% 
617 5.6i 88.1i 64.00% 
423 s.6i 60.4i 45.60% 
657 6.2i 93.9i 51.60% 

724 S.4i 103.4i 63.00% 
484 4.6i 69.2i 44.80% 

Start Time: 9:17:00 Duration: 7:00.7 

529 6.3i 75.6i 49.50% 

6so s.si 92.9i 63.90% 
486 6.3i 69.4i 39.30% 

o oi oi 0.00% 
740 5.1i los.7i 60.40% 

481 4.6i 68.7i 42.60% 



F G H 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

39 
0 
0 

41 
71 
30 

6.5 
0 
0 
7 

11.9 
5.1 

0.096 
0 
0 

0.091 
0.11 

0.059 

0 0 0 
71 10.2 0.I16 
43 6.2 0.102 
56 8.1 0.087 
77 ii.i 0.107 
49 7.1 0.082 

52 7.4 0.098 
72 10.4 0.112 
47 6.8 0.098 
0 0 0 

76 10.9 0.103 
49 7.1 0.082 



C D 

1 
2 
3 

A 

Date 

Session Details 

B 

2/11/2014 

Practice 2/11/14 

4 Odometer Max Velocity Metres/Min 

5 

6 Session Start Time: 7:56:00 Duration: 1:21:00.9 

7 4182 6.2 82 

8 2652 4.5 52 

9 4755 6.5 82 

10 4427 5.2 86.8 

11 3386 5.4 58.4 
12 3880 5.6 72.2 
13 

14 4vl’s Start Time: 7:56:00 Duration: 5:00.9 

15 191 3.1 38.2 

16 154 3.4 30.8 

17 229 4.3 45.8 

18 203 3.5 40.6 

19 206 3.3 41.2 

20 197 3.5 39.3 

21 

22 5v2’s Start Time: 8:02:00 Duration: 5:00.9 

23 -" 255 5.2 51 

24 151 2.6 30.2 

25 204 4.8 40.8 

26 198 3.6 39.6 

27 148 2.5 29.6 

28 191 3.7 38.2 

29 

30 3v3+1’s Start Time: 8:09:00 Duration: 4:00.9 

31 326 4.5 81.5 
32 202 3.8 50.5 
33 290 4.8 72.5 
34 354 4.3 88.5 
35 250 3.7 62.5 

36 Average 284 4.2 71.1 
37 
38 short short long #1 Start Time: 8:18:00 Duration: 5:00.9 

39 463 5.6 92.6 

40 283 3.6 56.6 

41 447 4.8 89.4 

42 508 4.6 101.6 

43 266 3.6 53.2 

44 Average 393 4.4 78.7 

45 

46 short short long #2 Start Time: 8:26:00 Duration: 5:00.9 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

56.00%i 511 I0 0.122 
8 28.00%i 390 7.6 0.147 
9 53. i0%i 507 8.7 0.107 
10 57.30%i 544 10.7 0.123 
11 34.00%i 416 7.2 0.123 
12 45.70%i 473 8.9 0.124 
13 
14 
15 15.60%i 50 10.2 0.266 
16 18.80%i 31 6.3 0.205 
17 35.90%i 36 7.4 0.161 
18 16.30%i 40 8 O. 198 

19 26.30%i 38 7.8 0.189 

20 22.60%i 39 7.9 0.204 

21 

22 

23 28.70% i 36 7.2 O. 142 

24 5.90%i 27 5.5 0.181 

25 21.70%i 31 6.3 0.154 

26 19.40%i 36 7.4 O. 187 

27 3.20%i 23 4.6 0.157 

28 15.80% i 30 6.2 O. 164 

29 

3O 

31 60.30%i 43 10.9 0.133 

32 23.90%i 31 7.8 0.154 

33 50.80%i 37 9.5 0.131 

34 44.90%i 42 10.7 0.121 

35 30.10%i 34 8.6 O. 137 

36 42.00%i 37 9.5 0.135 

37 

38 

39 63.30%i 53 10.6 0.115 

40 25.50%i 49 9.9 O. 174 

41 53.50%i 48 9.8 0.109 

42 64.60%i 61 12.3 0.121 

43 30.10%i 37 7.5 O. 142 

44 47.40%i 50 10 0.132 

45 

46 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 

A 
495 
351 
473 
559 
326 
441 

5 

4.5 

5 

4.7 

4.9 

4.8 

D 

99 

70.2 

94.6 

111.8 

65.2 

88.2 

54 short short long #3 Start Time: 8:33:00 Duration: 6:00.9 

55 504 6.2 84 

56 356 4.2 59.3 

57 499 5 83.2 

58 545 4.9 90.8 

59 366 5.4 61 

60 Average 454 5.1 75.7 

61 

62 combinations Start Time: 8:42:00 Duration: 7:00.9 

63 390 4.5 55.7 

64 ~ 226 4.3 32.3 

65 i 408 4.7 58.3 

66 322 4.6 46 

67 262 4.9 37.4 

68 ~, .... 6= 322 4.6 45.9 

69 
70 llvll #1 Start Time: 8:54:00     Duration: 7:00.9 

71 0 0 0 

72 477 4.5 68.1 

73 777 6.5 111 

74 874 5.2 124.9 

75 535 4.8 76.4 

76 Average 533 4.2 76.1 

77 

78 11vll #2 Start Time: 9:02:00 Duration: 7:00.9 

79 - 811 4.5 115.9 

80 452 4.5 64.6 

81 743 5.3 106.1 

82 0 0 0 
83 489 4.8 69.9 

84 Average 499 3.8 71.3 
85 
86 llvll #3 Start Time: 9:10:00 Duration: 7:00.9 

87 747 5.4 106.7 

88 0 0 0 

89 685 4.7 97.9 

90 864 4.9 123.4 

91 538 5.4 76.9 

92 IAverage 567 4.1 81 
I 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

56.70%i 

31.80%i 

55.20%i 

62.30%i 

39.90%i 
49.20%i 

63.50%i 

33.00%i 

59.40%i 

63.90%i 

47.20%i 
53.40%i 

32.70%i 

10.70%i 

33.80%i 

36.40%i 

18.50%i 
26.40%i 

0.00% i 

40.60%i 

69.70%i 

67.90%i 

46.70%i 
45.00%i 

70.90%i 

30.50%i 

58.70%i 
0.00% i 

39.00%i 
39.80%i 

59.90%i 
0.00% i 

49.80%i 

66.00%i 

26.60%i 
4o.5o%i 

54 

49 

50 

62 

44 

52 

54 

48 

52 

64 

43 

52 

53 

31 

48 

44 

36 

42 

0 

62 

72 

97 

55 

57 

89 

57 

67 

0 

54 

53 

76 

0 

61 

94 

48 

56 

G 

10.9 

10 

10.1 

12.6 

8.9 

10.5 

0.11 

0.142 

0.107 

0.113 

0.137 

0.122 

9 0.107 

8.1 0.136 

8.8 0.106 

10.7 0.118 

7.2 0.119 

8.8 0.117 

7.6 0.137 

4.5 0.141 

6.9 0.118 

6.3 0.137 

5.2 0.138 

6.1 0.134 

0 0 

9 0.132 

10.3 0.093 

13.9 0.111 

7.9 0.103 

8.2 0.088 

12.7 0.11 

8.3 0.128 

9.7 0.091 

0 0 

7.7 0.111 

7.7 0.088 

10.9 0.102 

0 0 

8.7 0.089 

13.4 0.109 

6.9 0.09 

8 0.078 



C D E A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 Average 

12 

13 11vll #1 

14 

15 

16 

17 ........ 

18 Average 

19 

20 11vll #2 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 Average 

26 

27 11vll #3 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 Average 

33 

34 11vll #4 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 Average 

40 

41 11vll #5 

42 i- 

43 

44 

45~ 

46 Average 

B 

2/12/2014 

Practice 2/12/14 

Odometer Max Velocity i Metres/Min    Hi Intensity Running 

Start Time: 8:01:00 Duration: 1:33:00.7 

5113 6.7i 118.9i 73.40% 

4182 6.9i 83.6i 48.00% 
5475 5.6i 127.3i 74.30% 

4769 6.3 i 104.4i 62.10% 

Start Time: 8:01:00 Duration: 12:00.7 

1141 5,6i 95,1i 62.40% 

759 6.6i 63.3i 37.80% 
1232 5.4i 102.7i 62.30% 

976 5,7i 81,3i 51.40% 

Start Time: 8:17:00 Duration: 11:00.7 

lOO6 6.3i 91.5i 57.00% 
808 6.5i 73.5i 46.20% 

1165 5.6i 105.9i 61.70% 

746 6i 67.8i 38.80% 
931 6.1i 84.7i s0.90% 

Start Time: 8:30:00 Duration: 12:00.7 

o oi oi 0.00% 
839 6.9i 69.9i 45.60% 

0 oi oi 0.00% 
0 oi oi 0.00% 

210 1.7i 17.5i 11.40% 

Start Time: 8:56:00 Duration: 11:00.7 

1138             6.7i      103.5i           61.10% 

o oi oi 0.00% 
1325 4.9i 120.5i 65.70% 

912 4.6i 82.9i 45.30% 
844 4.1i 76.7i 43.00% 

Start Time: 9:08:00 Duration: 6:00.7 

o oi oi 0.00% 
477 5.2i 79.5i 49.00% 

o oi oi 0.00% 
396 4.8i 66i 42.40% 

218 2.5i 36.4i 22.80% 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

496 11.5 0.097 

8 470 9.4 0.112 
9 613 14.3 0.112 
10 505 10.3 0.117 
11 521 11.4 0.11 
12 
13 
14 122 10.2 0.107 
15 97 8.2 0.129 
16 148 12.4 0.121 
17 99 8.3 0.129 

18 117 9,8 0.121 

19 

20 

21 102 9,3 0.102 

22 93 8.5 0.116 

23 135 12,3 0.116 

24 89 8,2 0.12 

25 105 9.6 0.114 
26 
27 
28 0 0 0 
29 98 8.2 0.117 

30 0 0 0 

31 0 0 0 

32 24 2 0.029 

33 

34 

35 iii i0.i 0.098 
36 0 0 0 
37 145 13.3 0.11 

38 98 9 0.108 

39 88 8,1 0.079 

4O 

41 

42 0 0 0 

43 48 8,1 0.102 

44 0 0 0 

45 38 6.4 0.097 

46 21 3,6 0.05 



A 

47 

48 1000m sprint #1 

49 

D 

Start Time: 9:20:00 Duration: 4:00.7 

891             5.2i      222.8i           99.30% 
50 628 3.41 1571 55.10% 

51 854 s.21 213.sI 99.20% 
52 765 4.sI 191.31 70.30% 

53 785 4.61 196.11 81.00% 
54 

55, lO00m s~)rint #2 Start Time: 9:29:00 Duration: 5:00.7 

56i 937 5.4i 187.4i 94.6o% 
s7l 671 4.4i 134.2i 57.s0% 
58i 899 5.1i 179.8i 95.70% 

60i ...... ~ 806 4.8i 161.2i 80.70% 



F G H 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

71 17.8 0.08 

63 16 0.102 
89 22.4 0.105 
85 21.3 0.112 
77 19.4 0.099 

88 17.7 0.094 
68 13.6 0.102 

93 18,8 0.104 

94 18,8 0.131 

86 17,2 0.108 



C D E A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 ...... 

44 Average 

45 

46 11vll #1 

B 

2/17/2014 

Practice 2/17/14 

Odometer Max Velocity Metres/Min    Hi Intensity Running 

Start Time: 8:01:00 Duration: 1:18:00.7 

4323 6.1 75.8 49.60% 

3248 5.8 57 32.50% 

3687 6.3 64.7 39.20% 

4392 5.2 75.7 50.20% 

4003 7 69 42.70% 

3931 6.1 68.4 42.80% 

Start Time: 8:01:00 Duration: 7:00.7 

340 4 48.6 45.20% 

356 3.6 50.9 36.20% 

350 4.7 50 47.50% 

383 4.2 54.7 39.90% 

387 4.1 55.3 48.40% 

363 4.1 51.9 43.50% 

Start Time: 8:10:00 Duration: 8:00.7 

368 4.3 46 24.20% 

316 4.1 39.5 17.50% 

329 4.6 41.1 27.70% 

381 3.1 47.6 20.40% 

354 4.4 44.2 21.30% 

350 4.1 43.7 22.20% 

Start Time: 8:20:00 Duration: 4:00.7 

345 5.2 86.3 41.70% 

255 4 63.8 34.40% 

279 3.6 69.8 26.50% 

341 3.7 85.3 46.40% 

344 4.8 86 48.50% 

313 4.3 78.2 39.50% 

Start Time: 8:31:00 Duration: 27:00.5 

1959 5.5 72.6 43.60% 

1566 5.8 58 31.30% 

1896 6.3 70.2 37.90% 

1916 5.2 71 46.90% 

1945 5.9 72 41.80% 

1856 5.7 68.8 40.30% 

Start Time: 9:02:00 Duration: 5:00.5 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

525 9.2 0.121 
8 429 7.5 0.132 
9 497 8.7 0.135 
10 541 9.3 0.123 
11 427 7.4 0.107 
12 484 8.4 0.124 
13 
14 
15 56 8.1 0.166 
16 67 9.7 0.191 
17 62 8.9 0.177 
18 66 9.4 0.173 
19 56 8,1 0.146 
20 61 8,8 0.171 
21 
22 
23 52 6,6 0.143 
24 52 6,6 0.166 
25 53 6.7 0.163 
26 59 7.4 0.155 
27 47 6 0.135 
28 53 6.7 0.153 
29 
30 
31 40 10.2 0.118 
32 33 8.5 0.133 
33 38 9.6 0.138 
34 44 ii.i 0.13 
35 40 i0.i 0.117 
36 39 9.9 0.127 
37 
38 
39 228 8.4 0.116 
40 192 7.1 0.123 
41 246 9.1 0.13 
42 219 8.1 0.114 
43 196 7.3 0.I01 
44 216 8 0.117 
45 
46 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

A 
610 

390 

421 

0 

0 

284 

C 

5 
4.5 
4.7 
0 
0 

2.8 

122 

78 

84.2 

0 

0 

56.8 

69.20% 

40.30% 

47.60% 

0.00% 

0.00% 

31.40% 

Start Time: 9:07:00 Duration: 6:00.7 

701 6.1 116.7 69.00% 

0 0 0 0.00% 

0 0 0 0.00% 

707 4.5 117.8 74.40% 

508 7 84.6 54.10% 

383 3.5 63.8 39.50% 

Start Time: 9:13:00 Duration: 6:00.7 

0 0 0 0.00% 

365 4.8 60.8 37.10% 

412 5.3 68.7 47.50% 

664 4.5 110.7 59.30% 

465 5.7 77.5 40.60% 

381 4.1 63.5 36.90% 



F G H 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

67 

43 

48 

0 

0 

32 

13.6 

8.8 

9.8 

0 

0 

6.4 

0.111 

0.112 

0.116 

0 

0 

0.068 

79 13.2 0.113 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

81 13.5 0.115 

48 8.1 0.096 

41 7 0.065 

0 0 0 

37 6,3 0.104 

47 8 0.116 

71 11,9 0.107 

38 6,4 0.082 

39 6,5 0.082 



1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

A B 

2/18/2014 

Practice 2/18/14 

D 

Odometer Max Velocity Metres/Min 

StartTime:8:02:00 Duration:l:12:00.6 

2608 5.8i 65.2 

8 2603 5.6i 55.4 

9 1748 5.2i 43.7 

10 2822 5.2i 70.6 

11 2445 5.4i 58.7 

12 

13 StartTime:8:02:00     Duration:8:00.6 

14 351 4,2i 43,9 

15 265 3,8i 33,1 

16 268 3.5i 33.5 

17 323 3,5i 40,4 

18 302 3,8i 37,7 

19 

20 StartTime:8:12:00     Duration:8:00.6 

21 349 4,3i 43,6 

22 201 3i 25.1 

23 212 3,3i 26,5 

24 241 3,6i 30,1 

25 251 3,6i 31.3 

26 

27 StartTime:8:28:00     Duration:12:00.6 

28 919 5,7i 76,6 

29 804 5,6i 67 

30 680 5,2i 56,7 

31 1098 5i 91,5 

32 875 5,4i 72,9 

33 

34 StartTime:8:52:00     Duration:5:00.6 

35 302 4,5i 60,4 

36 253 3,4i 50,6 

37 180 3i 36 

38 393 4,5i 78,6 

39 282 3,8i 56,4 

4O 

41 StartTime:9:00:00     Duration:7:00.6 

42 0 0i 0 

43 523 3,7i 74,8 

44 0 0i 0 

45 0 0i 0 

46 131 0.9i 18.7 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

52.20%i 285 7.1 0.ii 
8 33. i0%i 406 8.7 0.156 
9 28.60%i 240 6 0.138 
10 54.60%i 379 9.5 0.135 
11 42.10%i 328 7.8 0.135 
12 
13 
14 49.80%i 59 7.4 0.169 
15 26.10%i 61 7.7 0.234 
16 25.90%i 56 7 0.21 
17 30.60%i 63 8 0.197 

18 33.10% i 60 7.5 0.203 

19 

20 

21 38.60%i 46 5.8 0.133 

22 9.90% i 40 5.1 O. 204 

23 12.20%i 40 5 O. 19 

24 19.40%i 48 6.1 O. 202 

25 20.00%i 44 5.5 0.182 

26 

27 

28 53.80%i 82 6.8 0.089 

29 41.00%i 115 9.7 0.144 

30 32.30%i 80 6.7 0.119 

31 60.10%i 123 10.3 0.113 

32 46.80%i 100 8.4 0.116 

33 

34 

35 42.00%i 34 7 O. 116 

36 23.00%i 43 8.7 0.171 

37 14.50%i 23 4.8 0.132 

38 44.90%i 54 10.8 O. 138 

39 31.10%i 39 7.8 0.139 

4O 

41 

42 0.00%i 0 0 0 

43 33.20% i 73 10.5 O. 141 

44 0.00% i 0 0 0 

45 0.00% i 0 0 0 

46 8.30%i 18 2.6 0.035 



47 

A D 

48 11vll (1 to 5) #2 Start Time: 9:07:00 Duration: 7:00.6 

49 i 687 5,8i 98,1 

sol ss7 4.si 79.6 
51I 408 4.71 58.3 

52 i 767 5.2i 109.6 

s~i 6os S.li ~6.4 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 

G 

62.60%i 62 9 0.092 

37.70%i 70 10.1 0.127 

39.10%i 39 5.7 0.098 

73.00%i 89 12.8 0.117 

53.10%i 65 9.4 0.108 



1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

13124vl’s 
14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

46 11vll #1 

A 

s) 

B 

2/24/2014 

Practice 2/24/14 

Odometer 

StartTime:7:56:00 

4214 

5540 

4243 

947 

3736 

Start Time: 7:56:00 

337 

354 

348 

386 

356 

Start Time: 8:08:00 

276 

390 

285 

325 

319 

Start Time: 8:16:00 

219 

231 

269 

236 

239 

Start Time: 8:25:00 

482 

542 

446 

490 

Start Time: 8:36:00 

76O 

1074 

768 

867 

C 

Max Velocity 

Start Time: 8:55:00 Duration: 5:00.3 

Duration: 1:21:00.3 

7.4 

5.7 

7.5 

4.4 

6.3 

Duration: 8:00.3 

3.4 

3.6 

4.3 

3.8 

3.8 

Duration: 7:00.3 

4.6 

3.9 

4.2 

4.4 

4.3 

Duration: 3:00.3 

5.7 

4.5 

5.2 

4.4 

4.9 

Duration: 5:00.3 

5.4 

4.6 

5.2 

5.1 

Duration: 9:00.3 

5.6 

5.7 

5.7 

5.7 

i Metres/Min 

79.5 

104.5 

80.1 

52.6 

79.2 

42.1 

44.3 

43.5 

48.3 

44.5 

39.4 

55.7 

40.7 

46.4 

45.6 

73 

77 

89.7 

78.7 

79.6 

96.4 

108.4 

89.2 

98 

84.4 

119.3 

85.3 

96.4 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

54.70%i 503 9.5 0.12 

8 67.60%i 733 13.8 0.132 

9 52.90%i 492 9.3 0.116 

10 43.20% i 156 8.7 O. 165 

11 54.60%i 471 10.3 0.133 
12 
13 
14 45.80%i 58 7.4 0.175 
15 46.00%i 75 9.5 0.214 
16 42.40%i 62 7.8 0.179 
17 47.70%i 69 8.7 0.181 

18 45.50%i 66 8.3 0.187 

19 

20 

21 24.70%i 44 6.3 0.16 

22 43.80%i 72 10.3 0.185 

23 20.20%i 49 7.1 O. 174 

24 31.90%i 56 8.1 0.175 

25 30.20%i 55 8 0.174 

26 

27 

28 47.40%i 28 9.6 0.131 

29 64.50% i 34 11.4 O. 148 

30 57.40%i 34 11.5 0.128 

31 51.50%i 29 10 0.127 

32 55.20%i 31 10.6 0.134 

33 

34 

35 52.10%i 55 11.2 0.116 

36 58.80%i 65 13.2 0.122 

37 53.70%i 48 9.8 0.11 

38 54.90%i 56 11.4 0.116 

39 

4O 

41 49.50%i 88 9.9 0.117 

42 61.80%i 134 14.9 0.125 

43 50.20%i 86 9.6 0.112 

44 53.80%i 103 11.5 0.118 

45 

46 



I A B C D 

47 537 6.5 107.4 

4~ 674 5.4 134.8 

4~ 437 4.8 87.4 

515C 

549 5.6i 109.9 

52 11vll #2 StartTime:9:01:00 Duration:16:00.3 

53 - 1603 7.4 100.2 

54 2275 5.6 142.2 

55 1690 7.5 105.6 

56 1856 6.8 116 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 

66.50%i 

79.30%i 

52.00%i 

65.90%i 

62.00%i 

76.80%i 

61.10%i 

66.60%i 

61 

8O 

46 

63 

G 

12.3 

16.2 

9.4 

12.6 

0.115 

0.12 

0.107 

0.114 

165 10.3 0.103 

270 16.9 0.119 

164 10.3 0.098 

200 12.5 0.107 



C D E A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

13124vl’s 
14 

15 

16 

17 

18 Average 

19 

205v2’s 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 Average 

26 

273v3+1’s 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 Average 

33 

34 11vll #1 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 Average 

40 

41 11vll #2 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 Average 

B 

2/25/2014 

Practice 2/25/14 

Odometer Max Velocity Metres/Min    Hi Intensity Running 

Start Time: 7:56:00 Duration: 1:19:00.8 

4698 7.6 68.1 44.80% 

4244 6 73.2 48.30% 

4188 6.9 60.7 41.30% 

4096 5.5 87.1 59.80% 

4307 6.5 72.3 48.50% 

Start Time: 7:56:00 Duration: 6:00.8 

232 4.1 38.7 23.90% 

167 4.1 27.8 23.50% 

189 3.3 31.5 26.20% 

235 3.9 39.2 34.80% 

206 3.8 34.3 27.10% 

Start Time: 8:03:00 Duration: 6:00.8 

216 4.7 36 22.90% 

166 2.5 27.7 7.20% 

187 4.1 31.2 22.00% 

249 3.9 41.5 32.60% 

205 3.8 34.1 21.20% 

Start Time: 8:09:00 Duration: 3:00.8 

169 3.6 56.3 42.50% 

166 3.8 55.3 42.10% 

149 3.5 49.6 39.70% 

211 4.3 70.3 52.40% 

174 3.8 57.9 44.20% 

Start Time: 8:18:00 Duration: 11:00.8 

918 6.4 83.5 50.50% 

1110 5.6 100.9 50.90% 

855 4.8 77.8 49.00% 

1415 5.5 128.6 67.70% 

1075 5.6 97.7 54.60% 

Start Time: 8:31:00 Duration: 11:00.6 

1050 7.6 95.4 56.40% 

1023 5 93 54.50% 

874 6.3 79.4 46.70% 

0 0 0 0.00% 

737 4.7 67 39.40% 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

622 9 0.133 
8 586 i0.i 0.138 
9 488 7.1 0.117 
10 572 12.2 0.14 
11 567 9.6 0.132 
12 
13 
14 44 7.4 O. 192 
15 37 6.3 0.225 
16 33 5.5 0.175 
17 44 7.4 0.189 
18 39 6.7 0.195 
19 
20 
21 43 7.3 0.202 
22 38 6.3 0.229 
23 29 4.9 0.157 
24 46 7.7 0.186 
25 39 6.6 0.194 
26 
27 
28 27 9 0.16 
29 28 9.7 0.175 
30 19 6.6 0.132 
31 28 9.4 0.134 
32 25 8.7 0.15 
33 
34 
35 102 9.3 0.112 
36 131 11.9 0.118 
37 86 7.8 0.I01 
38 185 16.9 0.131 
39 126 11.5 0.116 
40 
41 
42 130 11.9 0.125 
43 133 12.1 0.13 
44 99 9 0.113 
45 0 0 0 
46 90 8.3 0.092 



47 

48 11vll #3 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 Average 

54 

55 11vll #4 

56 ~ 

57 ~ 

58 ~ 

59 ~ 

60 Average 

61 

62 11vll #5 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 Average 

A 

Start Time: 8:43:00 Duration: 10:00.8 

594 6.9 59.4 40.30% 

741 6 74.1 56.60% 

545 6.9 54.5 41.50% 

900 5.2 90 63.10% 

695 6.3 69.5 50.40% 

Start Time: 8:53:00 Duration: 11:00.8 

713 5.6 64.8 40.10% 

0 0 0 0.00% 

663 5.6 60.3 38.40% 

0 0 0 0.00% 

344 2.8 31.3 19.60% 

Start Time: 9:04:00 Duration: 11:00.6 

806 6.8 73.2 43.10% 

871 5.8 79.2 44.50% 

726 5 66 37.10% 

1086 5.2 98.7 59.80% 

872 5.7 79.3 46.10% 



F G H 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

79 8 0.134 

95 9.5 0.129 

63 6,3 0.116 

118 11,8 0.132 

89 8,9 0.127 

89 8,2 0.126 

0 0 0 

67 6,1 0.101 

0 0 0 

39 3,6 0.057 

104 9,5 0.13 

121 11,1 0.14 

90 8,2 0.124 

148 13,5 0.137 

116 10,6 0.133 



A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 Average 

12 

Metres/Min 

4.3 30.5 

3.1 29.6 

3.1 29.1 

3.2 29.2 

3.4 29.6 

13 4 shooting stations 

14 4.3 30.5 

15 3.1 29.6 

16 3.1 29.1 

17 ........ 3.2 29.2 

18 Average 3.4 29.6 

B C 

2/27/2014i 

Practice 2/27/14 

Odometer Max Velocity 

Start Time: 8:26:00 i Duration: 44:00.5 

1341i 

1304i 

1281i 

1285i 
1303i 

Start Time: 8:26:00 i Duration: 44:00.5 

1341i 

1304i 

1281i 

1285i 
1303i 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

13.70%i 199 4.5 O. 149 

11.10%i 150 3.4 0.116 

13.20%i 170 3.9 0.133 

10.50%i 182 4.1 0.142 

12.10%i 175 4 0.135 

13.70%i 199 4.5 0.149 

11.10%i 150 3.4 0.116 

13.20%i 170 3.9 0.133 

10.50%i 182 4.1 0.142 

12.10%i 175 4 0.135 



A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 Average 

12 

13 5v2’s 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 Average 

19 

20 11vll #1 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 Average 

26 

27 11vll #2 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 Average 

33 

34 4 corner finishing 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 Average 

2/28/2014 

Practice 2/28/14 

iOdometer 

i Start Time: 8:25:00 

1191 

2220 

2076 

1121 

1652 

i Start Time: 8:25:00 

219 

240 

265 

197 

230 

i Start Time: 8:37:00 

489 

742 

67O 

457 

59O 

i Start Time: 8:45:00 

476 

619 

612 

465 

543 

i Start Time: 8:55:00 

7 

619 

529 

2 

289 

Max Velocity 

Duration: 44:00.8 

Duration: 8:00.8 

Duration: 6:00.8 

Duration: 7:00.8 

D 

i Metres/Min 

6.3i 47.2i 

2.6i 27.4i 

3.1i 30i 

3.4i 33.1i 

2.7i 24.6i 
3i 28.8i 

6i 81.5i 
5.2i 123.7i 
7.8i 111.7i 
4.9i 76.2i 

6i 98.2i 

4.9[ 
4.31 

6.31 

6.11 

5.41 

68i 
88.4[ 

87.4i 

66.4i 

77.6i 

Hi Intensity Running 

42.30% 

51.10% 

53.80% 

39.50% 

46.70% 

5.30% 

9.60% 

17.00% 

6.50% 

9.60% 

55.00% 

64.50% 

60.80% 

50.60% 

57.70% 

47.00% 

54.00% 

57.20% 

42.80% 

50.20% 

Duration: 14:00.8 

o.7i o.si o.oo% 
Si 44.2i 48.20% 

5.si 37.8i 59.40% 
0.4i o.11 0.00% 
2.9i 2o.7i 26.90% 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

154 4.4 0.13 
8 279 8 0.126 
9 255 7.3 0.123 
10 146 4.2 0.13 
11 208 6 0.127 
12 
13 
14 42 5.3 0.192 
15 54 6.8 0.227 
16 49 6.2 0.188 
17 35 4.5 0.181 
18 45 5.7 0.197 
19 
20 
21 51 8.5 0.105 
22 82 13.7 0.111 
23 71 11.9 0.107 
24 52 8.8 0.116 
25 64 10.7 0.11 
26 
27 
28 53 7.7 0.113 
29 68 9.9 0.111 
30 68 9.8 0.112 
31 52 7.6 0.114 
32 61 8.7 0.113 
33 
34 
35 7 0.5 1.061 
36 74 5.3 0.12 
37 65 4.7 0.123 
38 4 0.3 2.377 
39 37 2.7 0.92 



C D E A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 Average 

13 

14 4vl’s 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 Average 

21 

22 5v2’s 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 Average 

29 

30 11vll #1 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 Average 

37 

38 11vll #2 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 Average 

45 

46 11vll #3 

B 

3/5/2014 

Practice 3/5/14 

Odometer Max Velocity i Metres/Min    Hi Intensity Running 

Start Time: 8:00:00 Duration: 1:38:00.6 

4983 7.2i 89i 63.20% 

5695 6.7i 69.si 51.70% 
6053 7.3i 73.8i 53.10% 
41s6 7.si 74.2i 54.70% 

5075 7i 79.6i 58.70% 

Start Time: 8:00:00 Duration: 5:00.6 

308 4.1i 61.6i so.9o% 
15o 3.91 3oI 31.4o% 
178 3.9i 35.6i 31.20% 
158 3.6i 31.6i 24.70% 

199 3.8i 39.8i 35.80% 

Start Time: 8:06:00 Duration: 5:00.6 

269 4i 53.8i 29.80% 

200 4i 40i 17.40% 

231 4.4i 46.2i 25.10% 

212 2.9i 42.4i 10.90% 

255 3i 51i 22.80% 
233 3.7i 46.7i 21.20% 

Start Time: 8:15:00 Duration: 8:00.6 

846 5i 105.8i 57.60% 
686 5.9i 85.8i 40.70% 
703 6.3i 87.9i 52.00% 
715 6.2i a9.4i 46.30% 
944 4.7i 118i 70.20% 

779 5.6i 97.3i 53.40% 

Start Time: 8:24:00 Duration: 8:00.6 

776 6.4i 97i 52.60% 

608 5.8i 76i 49.70% 

622 6.9i 77.8i 44.50% 

687 4.7i 85.9i 39.30% 

929 4.9i 116.1i 63.00% 

724 5.7i 90.6i 49.80% 

Start Time: 8:33:00 Duration: 15:00.6 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

551 9.8 0.111 
8 672 8.2 0.118 
9 723 8.8 0.12 
10 587 10.5 0.141 
11 604 12.3 0.135 
12 627 9.9 0.125 
13 
14 
15 46 9.2 0.15 
16 29 5.8 0.195 
17 31 6.3 0.177 
18 35 7.2 0.228 
19 40 8.2 0.204 
20 36 7.3 0.19 
21 
22 
23 40 8 0.149 
24 37 7.4 0.186 
25 31 6.3 0.136 
26 41 8.3 0.196 
27 43 8,8 0.172 
28 38 7,8 0.168 
29 
3O 
31 87 10,9 0.103 
32 81 10,2 0.118 
33 75 9,5 0.108 
34 90 11,3 0.126 
35 129 16.2 0.137 
36 92 11.6 0.119 
37 
38 
39 78 9.8 0.I01 
40 74 9.3 0.123 
41 69 8.7 0.112 
42 i00 12.5 0.146 
43 116 14.6 0.126 
44 87 ii 0.121 
45 
46 



47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 11vll #4 

55 - 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 11vll #5 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 

68 ~v~,a6= 

69 

70 11vll #6 

71i- 

72 

73 

74 

75 

76 

77 

78 

79 

8O 

81 

82 

83 

84 

A 8 
0 

1245 
1243 

0 
0 

498 

oi 
D 

oi 
82.9i 

oi 
oi 

33,2i 

0.00% 

48.50% 

45.10% 

0.00% 

0.00% 

18.70% 

Start Time: 8:49:00 Duration: 9:00.6 

803 4.9i 89.2i 54.90% 

512 5.3i 56.9i 30.10% 
536 5.3i 59.6i 37.20% 
728 7.si 8o.9i 50.70% 

939 4.6i 104.Bi 65.60% 

704 5.5i 78.2i 47.70% 

Start Time: 8:59:00 Duration: 7:00.6 

733 5.7i 104.7i 53.70% 

584 6.7i 83.4i 47.20% 

537 4.2i 76.7i 41.80% 

610 6.2i 87.1i 44.90% 

o oi oi 0.00% 
493 4.6i 70.4i 37.50% 

Start Time: 9:07:00 Duration: 11:00.7 

0 ol ol 0.00~ 
645 6.6~ ss.9l 40.00~ 
86~ 5.4~ 78.B~ 49.70% 

o ol ol o.oo~ 
o ol ol o.oo~ 

B02 2.4~ 27.4~ 17.90% 

Start Time: 9:24:00 Duration: ~4:00.6 

~245 7.2~ 59.~ 94.s0~ 
~062 6.2~ 75.9~ 93.00% 

~42 6.~ s~.6~ 9~.~o~ 
~046 6.~ 74.7~ 92.40% 

~2~s 6.~ 57~ 9s.so~ 
~4~ 6.4~ s~.7~ 9~.40~ 



F G H 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 

o 
14o 
139 

o 
o 

55 

0 

9.4 

9.3 

0 

0 

3.7 

o 
o.113 
o.112 

o 
o 

0.045 

87 9.8 0.109 
65 7.2 0.127 
64 7.2 0.12 
93 10.4 0.129 
109 12.2 0.117 
84 9.4 0.121 

71 10.3 0.098 
66 9.5 0.114 
61 8.8 0.115 
89 12.7 0.146 
0 0 0 

57 8.3 0.095 

0 0 0 
74 6.8 0.115 
98 9 0.114 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

34 3.1 O. 046 

139 i0 0.112 
103 7.4 0.098 
151 10.8 0.132 
136 9.7 0.13 
163 11.7 0.134 
138 9.9 0.121 



A 

1 Drill: 

2 

3 Date 

4 Average 

5 2.4.14 

6 2.4.14 

7 2.4.14 

8 2.4.14 

9 2.10,14 

10 2.10,14 

11 2.10,14 

12 2.10,14 

13 2.10,14 

14 2.11,14 

15 2.11,14 

16 2.11,14 

17 2.11,14 

18 2.11,14 

19 2.17,14 

20 2.17.14 

21 2.17,14 

22 2.17,14 

23 2.17.14 

24 2.18.14 

25 2.18,14 

26 2.18.14 

27 2.18.14 

28 2.24,14 

29 2.24,14 

30 2.24,14 

31 2.24,14 

32 2.25,14 

33 2.25,14 

34 2.25,14 

35 2.25,14 

36 3.5.14 

37 3.5.14 

38 3.5.14 

39 3.5.14 

40 3.5.14 

B 

4vl’s 

Minutes 

6.6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

6 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

C 

iPlayer 

D 

Position 

lidfield 

~rward 

efense 

efense 

efense 

lidfield 

efense 

~rward 

lidfield 

lidfield 

efense 

~rward 

lidfield 

efense 

lidfield 

efense 

efense 

lidfield 

~rward 

~rward 

lidfield 

efense 

lidfield 

efense 

lidfield 

efense 

lidfield 

efense 

lidfield 

efense 

lidfield 

~rward 

efense 

efense 

lidfield 

lidfield 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 
iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iOdometer (meters) 

270i 
175 
178 
198 
176 
331 
326 
3O7 
392 
373 
191 
154 
229 
2O3 
2O6 
34O 
356 
35O 
383 
387 
351 
265 
268 
323 
337 
354 
348 
386 
232 
167 
189 
235 
3O8 
150 
178 
158 
201 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

G 

# of entries 36 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

41 51 8 0 

35 39 7.9 0.226 

35.6 29 5.8 0.163 

7 39.6 38 7.6 0.192 

8 35.2 33 6.6 0.188 

9 36.8 61 6.8 0.185 

10 36.2 61 6.9 0.189 

11 34.1 67 7.5 0.221 

12 43.6 60 6.7 0.155 

13 41.4 87 9.8 0.235 

14 38.2 50 10.2 0.266 

15 30.8 31 6.3 0.205 

16 45.8 36 7.4 0.161 

17 40.6 40 8 0.198 

18 41.2 38 7.8 0.189 

19 48.6 56 8.1 0.166 

20 50.9 67 9.7 0.191 

21 50 62 8.9 0.177 

22 54.7 66 9.4 0.173 

23 55.3 56 8.1 0.146 

24 43.9 59 7.4 0.169 

25 33.1 61 7.7 0.234 

26 33.5 56 7 0.21 

27 40.4 63 8 0.197 

28 42.1 58 7.4 0.175 

29 44.3 75 9.5 0.214 

30 43.5 62 7.8 0.179 

31 48.3 69 8.7 0.181 

32 38.7 44 7.4 0.192 

33 27.8 37 6.3 0.225 

34 31.5 33 5.5 0.175 

35 39.2 44 7.4 0.189 

36 61.6 46 9.2 0.15 

37 30 29 5.8 0.195 

38 35.6 31 6.3 0.177 

39 31.6 35 7.2 0.228 

40 40.2 40 8.2 0.204 



A 

1 Drill: 

2 

3 Date 

4 Average 

5 2.4.14 

6 2.4.14 

7 2.4.14 

8 2.4.14 

9 2.10,14 

10 2.10,14 

11 2.10,14 

12 2.10,14 

13 2.10,14 

14 2.11,14 

15 2.11,14 

16 2.11,14 

17 2.11,14 

18 2.11,14 

19 2.17,14 

20 2.17.14 

21 2.17,14 

22 2.17,14 

23 2.17.14 

24 2.18.14 

25 2.18,14 

26 2.18.14 

27 2.18.14 

28 2.24,14 

29 2.24,14 

30 2.24,14 

31 2.24,14 

32 2.25,14 

33 2.25,14 

34 2.25,14 

35 2.25,14 

36 2.28,14 

37 2.28,14 

38 2.28,14 

39 2.28,14 

40 3.5.14 

41 3.5.14 

42 3.5.14 

43 3.5.14 

44 3.5.14 

B 

5v2’s 

Minutes 

3 

3 

3 

3 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

7 

7 

7 

7 

6 

6 

6 

6 

8 

8 

8 

8 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

C 

iPlayer 

D 

Position 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Forward 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Midfield 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

iWith breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iOdometer {meters) 

248i 

83 

91 

104 

129 

296 

423 

218 

322 

383 

255 

151 

2O4 

198 

148 

368 

316 

329 

381 

354 

349 

201 

212 

241 

276 

39O 

285 

325 

216 

166 

187 

249 

219 

24O 

265 

197 

269 

2OO 

231 

212 

255 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

G 

# of entries 4O 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

38.6 42 6.5 0.171 

27.7 17 5.7 0.206 

30.3 11 4 0.131 

7 34.7 15 5 0.145 

8 43 16 5.6 0.131 

9 37 45 5.7 0.155 

10 52.9 65 8.2 0.155 

11 27.3 42 5.3 0.193 

12 40.3 49 6.2 0.153 

13 47.9 68 8.6 0.18 

14 51 36 7.2 0.142 

15 30.2 27 5.5 0.181 

16 40.8 31 6.3 0.154 

17 39.6 36 7.4 0.187 

18 29.6 23 4.6 0.157 

19 46 52 6.6 0.143 

20 39.5 52 6.6 0.166 

21 41.1 53 6.7 0.163 

22 47.6 59 7.4 0.155 

23 44.2 47 6 0.135 

24 43.6 46 5.8 0.133 

25 25.1 40 5.1 0.204 

26 26.5 40 5 0.19 

27 30.1 48 6.1 0.202 

28 39.4 44 6.3 0.16 

29 55.7 72 10.3 0.185 

30 40.7 49 7.1 0.174 

31 46.4 56 8.1 0.175 

32 36 43 7.3 0.202 

33 27.7 38 6.3 0.229 

34 31.2 29 4.9 0.157 

35 41.5 46 7.7 0.186 

36 27.4 42 5.3 0.192 

37 30 54 6.8 0.227 

38 33.1 49 6.2 0.188 

39 24.6 35 4.5 0.181 

40 53.8 40 8 0.149 

41 40 37 7.4 0.186 

42 46.2 31 6.3 0.136 

43 42.4 41 8.3 0.196 

44 51 43 8.8 0.172 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2o 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.10.14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.25,14 

2.25,14 

2.25,14 

2.25,14 

B 

3v3+l’s 

Minutes 

4.2 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

C 

iPlayer 

D 

Position 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop & With breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 
iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

G 

# of entries 27 

Odometer(meters)     Meters per min    PlayerLoad    PlayerLoad per min 

291 69.2 39 9.5 

245 49 46 9.4 

269 53.8 34 7 

7 229 45.8 32 6.6 

8 301 60.2 43 8.7 

9 406 67.6 49 8.3 

10 438 73 63 10,5 

11 393 65.5 53 8.9 

12 431 71.8 54 9.1 

13 508 84.7 74 12,5 

14 326 81.5 43 10,9 

15 202 50.5 31 7,8 

16 290 72.5 37 9,5 

17 354 88.5 42 10,7 

18 250 62.5 34 8,6 

19 345 86.3 40 10,2 

20 255 63.8 33 8,5 

21 279 69.8 38 9,6 

22 341 85.3 44 11,1 

23 344 86 40 10,1 

24 219 73 28 9,6 

25 231 77 34 11.4 

26 269 89.7 34 11,5 

27 236 78.7 29 10 

28 169 56.3 27 9 

29 166 55.3 28 9.7 

30 149 49.6 19 6.6 

31 211 70.3 28 9,4 



1 

2 

3 Pla~,er Load per meter 

4 0.138 

5 0.191 

6 0.129 

7 O. 144 

8 0.145 

9 0.123 

10 O. 144 

11 0.136 

12 0.126 

13 0.147 

14 0.133 

15 0.154 

16 0.131 

17 0.121 

18 0.137 

19 0.118 

20 0.133 

21 0.138 

22 0.13 

23 0.117 

24 0.131 

25 0.148 

26 0.128 

27 0.127 

28 0.16 

29 0.175 

30 0.132 

31 0.134 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.17.14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

B 

4v4’s 

Minutes 

27.0 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

D 

i Nonstop or with breaks? iOdometer(meters) 

1856 

1959 

1566 

1896 

1916 

1945 

C 

iPlayer 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Forward 

Position 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 
iWith breaks 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

G 

# of entries 5 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

68.8 216 8.0 0.117 

72.6 228 8.4 0.116 

58 192 7.1 0.123 

70.2 246 9.1 0.13 

71 219 8.1 0.114 

72 196 7.3 0.101 



D E F 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

B C 

6v6’s 

Minutes i Player 

11,4 

23 

23i 
231, 
23 

7i 

Position 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 
i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

iOdometer(meters) 

960i 

1997 

2030 

1266 

1968 

2024 

410 

463 

646 

617 

423 

657 

724 

529 

650 

486 

74O 

76O 

1074 

768 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

G 

# of entries 19 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

86.1 103 9.2 0.106 

86.8 214 9.3 0.107 

88.3 234 10.2 0.115 

55 143 6.2 0.113 

85.6 195 8.5 0.099 

88 218 9.5 0.108 

68.3 39 6.5 0.096 

77.2 41 7 0.091 

107.7 71 11.9 0.11 

88.1 71 10.2 0.116 

60.4 43 6.2 0.102 

93.9 56 8.1 0.087 

103.4 77 11.1 0.107 

75.6 52 7.4 0.098 

92.9 72 10.4 0.112 

69.4 47 6.8 0.098 

105.7 76 10.9 0.103 

84.4 88 9.9 0.117 

119.3 134 14.9 0.125 

85.3 86 9.6 0.112 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2o 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.11.14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

B 

11vll 

Minutes 

8.8 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

12 

12 

12 

12 

11 

11 

11 

11 

12 

11 

11 

11 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

16 

16 

16 

C 

iPlayer 

D 

Position 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Defense 

Midfield 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 
i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

iOdometer (meters) 

820 
477 
777 
874 
535 
811 
452 
743 
489 
747 
685 
864 
538 
1141 
759 
1232 
771 
1006 
808 
1165 
746 
839 
1138 
1325 
912 
477 
396 
610 
390 
421 
701 
707 
508 
365 
412 
664 
465 
1603 
2275 
1690 
1603 
2275 
1690 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

G 

# of entries 9O 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

88.1 93 10.0 0.114 

68.1 62 9 0.132 

111 72 10.3 0.093 

7 124.9 97 13.9 0.111 

8 76.4 55 7.9 0.103 

9 115.9 89 12.7 0.11 

10 64.6 57 8.3 0.128 

11 106.1 67 9.7 0.091 

12 69.9 54 7.7 0.111 

13 106.7 76 10.9 0.102 

14 97.9 61 8.7 0.089 

15 123.4 94 13.4 0.109 

16 76.9 48 6.9 0.09 

17 95.1 122 10.2 0.107 

18 63.3 97 8.2 0.129 

19 102.7 148 12.4 0.121 

20 64.3 99 8.3 0.129 

21 91.5 102 9.3 0.102 

22 73.5 93 8.5 0.116 

23 105.9 135 12.3 0.116 

24 67.8 89 8.2 0.12 

25 69.9 98 8.2 0.117 

26 103.5 111 10.1 0.098 

27 120.5 145 13.3 0.11 

28 82.9 98 9 0.108 

29 79.5 48 8.1 0.102 

30 66 38 6.4 0.097 

31 122 67 13.6 0.111 

32 78 43 8.8 0.112 

33 84.2 48 9.8 0.116 

34 116.7 79 13.2 0.113 

35 117.8 81 13.5 0.115 

36 84.6 48 8.1 0.096 

37 60.8 37 6.3 0.104 

38 68.7 47 8 0.116 

39 110.7 71 11.9 0.107 

40 77.5 38 6.4 0.082 

41 100.2 165 10.3 0.103 

42 142.2 270 16.9 0.119 

43 105.6 164 10.3 0.098 

44 100.2 165 10.3 0.103 

45 142.2 270 16.9 0.119 

46 105.6 164 10.3 0.098 



C E F 

47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

A 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 

B I 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
io 
io 
io 
io 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 

15 
15 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
7 
7 
7 
7 

Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Forward i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Forward i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Forward i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 
Forward i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Defense i Nonstop 
Midfield i Nonstop 

918 
iii0 
855 
1415 
1050 
1023 
874 
594 
741 
545 
900 
713 
663 
806 
871 
726 
1086 
476 
619 
612 
465 
476 
619 
612 
465 
846 
686 
703 
715 
944 
776 
608 
622 
687 
929 
1245 
1243 
803 
512 
536 
728 
939 
733 
584 
537 
610 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

G 
83.5 

100.9 

77.8 

128.6 

95.4 

93 

79.4 

59.4 

74.1 

54.5 

9O 

64.8 

60.3 

73.2 

79.2 

66 

98.7 

68 

88.4 

87.4 

66.4 

68 

88.4 

87.4 

66.4 

105.8 
85.8 
87.9 
89.4 
118 
97 
76 

77.8 
85.9 

116.1 
83 

82.9 
89.2 
56.9 
59.6 
80.9 

104.3 
104.7 
83.4 
76.7 
87.1 

H 

102 

131 

86 

185 

130 

133 

99 

79 

95 

63 

118 

89 

67 

104 

121 

90 

148 

53 

68 

68 

52 

53 

68 

68 

52 

87 

81 

75 

9O 

129 

78 

74 

69 

IO0 

116 

140 

139 

87 

65 

64 

93 

109 

71 

66 

61 

89 

9.3 

11.9 

7.8 

16.9 

11.9 

12.1 

9 

8 

9.5 

6.3 

11.8 

8.2 

6.1 

9.5 

11.1 

8.2 

13.5 

7.7 

9.9 

9.8 

7.6 

7.7 

9.9 

9.8 

7.6 

10.9 

10.2 

9.5 

11.3 

16.2 

9.8 

9.3 

8.7 

12.5 

14.6 

9.4 

9.3 

9.8 

7.2 

7.2 

10.4 

12.2 

10.3 

9.5 

8.8 

12.7 

0.112 

0.118 

0.101 

0.131 

0.125 

0.13 

0.113 

0.134 

0.129 

0.116 

0.132 

0.126 

0.101 

0.13 

0.14 

0.124 

0.137 

0.113 

0.111 

0.112 

0.114 

0.113 

0.111 

0.112 

0.114 

0.103 

0.118 

0.108 

0.126 

0.137 

0.101 

0.123 

0.112 

0.146 

0.126 

0.113 

0.112 

0.109 

0.127 

0.12 

0.129 

0.117 

0.098 

0.114 

0.115 

0.146 



A 

93 3.5.14 

94 3.5.14 

11 

11 

D 

Defense 

Defense 

Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

648 

861 



G H 

93 58.9 74 6.8 0.115 

94 78.3 98 9 0.114 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

B 

aossession games 

Minutes 

C 

Player 

18.0~ 

24 

24 

24 

24 

12 

12 

12 

12 

D 

Position 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

G 

# of entries 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

960 58.3 133 7.7 

1049 43.7 182 7.6 

1089 45.4 139 5.8 

1101 45.9 175 7,3 

940 39.2 169 7,1 

919 76.6 82 6,8 

804 67 115 9,7 

680 56.7 80 6,7 

1098 91.5 123 10,3 



1 

2 

3 Player Load per meter 

4 0.138 

5 0.174 

6 0.128 

7 0.159 

8 0,18 

9 0.089 

10 O. 144 

11 0.119 

12 0.113 



A 

1 Drill: 

3 Date 

4 Average 

5 2_.18,14 

6 2_.18,14 

7 2_.18,14 

8 2_.18,14 

B 

small possession games 

Minutes 

5.0 

5 

5 

5 

5 

C 

Player Position 

forward 

midfield 

defense 

midfield 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

Nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

G 

# of entries 4 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

282 56.4 39 7.8 

302 60.4 34 7 

253 50.6 43 8.7 

180 36 23 4.8 

393 78.6 54 10.8 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Plm/er Load per meter 

0.139 

0.116 

0.171 

0.132 

0.138 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

B 

short short long 

Minutes Player 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

Position 

midfield 

defense 

forward 

midfield 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

forward 

midfield 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

forward 

midfield 

defense 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

G 

# of entries 15 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

429 80.8 51 9.8 

463 92.6 53 10.6 

283 56.6 49 9,9 

447 89.4 48 9.8 

508 101.6 61 12,3 

266 53.2 37 7,5 

495 99 54 10,9 

351 70.2 49 10 

473 94.6 50 10,1 

559 111.8 62 12,6 

326 65.2 44 8.9 

504 84 54 9 

356 59.3 48 8.1 

499 83.2 52 8.8 

545 90.8 64 10,7 

366 61 43 7,2 



1 

3 Player Load per meter 

4 0.124 

S 0.115 

6 0.174 

7 0.109 

8 0.121 

9 0.142_ 

10 0,11 

11 0.142_ 

12 0.107 

13 0.113 

14 0.137 

1S 0.107 

16 0.136 

17 0.106 

18 0.118 

19 0.119 



A 

1 Drill: 

2 

3 Date 

4 Average 

5 2.11,14 

6 2.11,14 

7 2.11,14 

8 2.11,14 

9 2.11,14 

B 

combinations 

Minutes 

7.01 
7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

Player Position 

imidfield 

i defense 

i forward 

imidfield 

i defense 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 
i Nonstop 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

G 

# of entries 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

322 45.9 42 6.:1 

390 55.7 53 7.6 

226 32.3 31 4.5 

408 58.3 48 6.9 

322 46 44 6.3 

262 37.4 36 5.2 



1 

2 

3 Pla~/er Load per meter 

4 0.134 

S 0.137 

6 0.141 

7 0.118 

8 0.137 

9 0.138 



A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.24.:14 

2.24.:14 

2.24.:14 

B 

6v6’s (:1 to 5 = goal) 

Minutes 

5.0 

Player 

5 

5 

5 

D 

Position 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

Nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

G 

# of entries 

Odometer(meters)     Meters per min    PlayerLoad    PlayerLoad per min 

490 98.0 56 11.4 

482 96.4 55 11.2 
542 108.4 65 13.2 
446 89.2 48 9.8 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load per meter 

0.116 

0.116 

0.122 

0.11 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

B 

11vll (1 to 5 = goal) 

Minutes 

7,2 

6 

6 

8 

8 

8 

C 

Player 

D 

Position 

forward 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

defense 

midfield 

forward 

midfield 

defense 

midfield 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

Nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

G 

# of entries 10 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

572 80.3 66 9.3 

441 73.5 38 6.4 

401 66.8 49 8,2 

698 87.2 91 11,4 

630 78.8 78 9,8 

608 76 69 8,6 

523 74.8 73 10,5 

687 98.1 62 9 

557 79.6 70 10,1 

408 58.3 39 5,7 

767 109.6 89 12,8 



1 

2 

3 Player Load per meter 

4 0.115 

5 0.087 

6 0.123 

7 0.13 

8 0.124 

9 0.114 

10 0.141 

11 0.092 

12 0.127 

13 0.098 

14 0.117 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.6.14 

2.6.14 

2.6.14 

2.6.14 

2.6.14 

2.27,14 

2.27,14 

2.27,14 

2.27,14 

B 

4 shooting stations 

Minutes 

42.9 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

44 

44 

44 

44 

Player 

D 

Position 

midfield 

forward 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

defense 

midfield 

midfield 

defense 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 
iWith breaks 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

G 

# of entries 

Odometer(meters)     Meters per min    PlayerLoad    PlayerLoad per min 

~330 3~.0 ~90 4.4 

1615 38.5 205 4.9 

1265 30.1 213 5,1 

1347 32.1 197 4.7 

1287 30.6 190 4,5 

1245 29.6 207 4.9 

1341 30.5 199 4.5 

1304 29.6 150 3.4 

1281 29.1 170 3,9 

1285 29.2 182 4,1 



1 

2 

3 Player Load per meter 

4 0.144 

5 0.127 

6 0.169 

7 0.147 

8 0.148 

9 0.167 

10 0.149 

11 0.116 

12 0.133 

13 0.142 



A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.28.:14 

2.28.:14 

2.28.:14 

2.28.:14 

B 

4 corner finishing 

Minutes iPlayer 

14.0’ 

:14 

:14 

:14 

:14 

D 

Position 

defense 

midfield 

midfield 

defense 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

G 

# of entries 4 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

289 20.7 38 2.7 

7 0.5 7 0.5 
619 44.2 74 5.3 
529 37.8 65 4.7 

2 0.i 4 0.3 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Player Load per meter 

0.920 

1.061 

0.12 

0.123 

2.377 



A 

1 Drill: 

2 

3 Date 

4 Average 

5 2.12.14 

6 2.12.14 

7 2.12,14 

8 2.12,14 

9 2.12,14 

10 2.12,14 

11 2.12,14 

12 2.12,14 

B 

1000m sprint 

Minutes 

4.5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

Player Position 

forward 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

forward 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 
i Nonstop 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

G 

# of entries 

Odometer(meters)     Meters per min    PlayerLoad    PlayerLoad per min 

795 178.7 81 18.3 

891 222.8 71 17.8 

628 157 63 16 

854 213.5 89 22,4 

765 191.3 85 21,3 

937 187.4 88 17,7 

671 134.2 68 13,6 

899 179.8 93 18,8 

717 143.4 94 18,8 



1 

2 

3 Player Load per meter 

4 0.104 

5 0.08 

6 0.102 

7 0.105 

8 0.112 

9 0.094 

10 0.102 

11 0.104 

12 0.131 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

3.5.14 

3.5.14 

3.5.14 

3.5.14 

3.5.14 

B 

shuttles 

Minutes 

14.0 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

D 

i Nonstop or with breaks? iOdometer(meters) 

1143 

1248 

1062 

1142 

1046 

1218 

C 

iPlayer 

forward 

defense 

defense 

midfield 

midfield 

Position 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 
iWith breaks 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

G 

# of entries: 5 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

81.7 138 9.9 0.121 

89.1 139 10 0.112 

75.9 103 7.4 0.098 

81.6 151 10.8 0.132 

74.7 136 9.7 0.13 

87 163 11.7 0.134 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

A 

Drill 

4vl 

5v2 

3v3+1 

4v4 

6v6 

11vll 

possession games 

small possession games 

B 

# of entries 

C 

Avg Minutes 

36 6.6 

40 6.5 

27 4.2 

5 27.0 

19 11.4 

90 8.8 

8 18.0 

4 5.0 

10 short short long 15 5.3 

11 combinations S 7.0 

12 6v6 (1 to 5 = goal) 3 5.0 

13 11vll (1 to 5 = goal) 10 7.2 

14 4 shooting stations 9 42.9 

15 4 corner finishing 4 14.0 

16 1000m sprint 8 4.5 

17 shuttles 5 14.0 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

D 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

With breaks 

With breaks 

Nonstop & With breaks 

With breaks 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

With breaks 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

E 

Avg Odometer (meters) 

270 

248 

291 

1856 

960 

820 

960 

282 

429 

322 

490 

572 

1330 

289 

795 

17 With breaks 1143 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

F 

Avg Meters per 

G 

Avg Player Load 

H 

Avg Player Load per min 

40.5 51 7.7 

38.6 42 6.S 

69.2 39 9.S 

68.8 216 8.0 

86.1 103 9.2 

88.1 93 10.0 

58.3 133 7.7 

56.4 39 7.8 

80.8 51 9.8 

45.9 42 6.1 

98.0 56 11.4 

80.3 66 9.3 

31.0 190 4.4 

20.7 38 2.7 

178.7 81 18.3 

81.7 138 9.9 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

I 

Avg Player Load per meter 

0.192 

0.171 

0.138 

0.117 

0.106 

0.114 

0.138 

0.139 

0.124 

0.134 

0.116 

0.115 

O. 144 

0.920 

O. 104 

0.121 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Thnrsday, November 11, 2010 11:33 AM 

’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: I~V: AW: University ofDelewaxeiSUCCESS’.! ! 

Anson 

I think jean’s computer is down. But I think that is what she is thinking as well, 

Y¢_~s, hank can make ~:hit~gs happet~, .Just finished my C)iym0~c program excited about goi~g ~.00 perc:e~R on th~s. A~so ernaHed Tony D and he is ~r~ Mso, 

Nsatt 

F~m~ Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, November l~, 2010 11:22 AN 
T~ ’jean.broo~@reveraling.com’; Robinson, No,hew J 
6e~ bill palladino; cindy cone; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
Subje~t~ Re: ~: AW: Universi~ of Deleware!SUCCESS[H 

Excellent Matt .... Thank you~ What a weapon Hank is ... 

Jean what do you think? Meet on the 5th so we can recover a bit if we travel on the 3rd? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robinson, Matthew J" < Ln_.[E_O___b_j_r_ks__@__u___d___e_Le___d_~!> 11/11/2010 10:53 AM > > > 

Jeal3 a~3d Anson: 

Here you go. 

IViatt 

From." Hank Steinbrecher [mailto: hstouchline@mac.com] 
Nent-" Thursday, November J.:t, 20:t0 8:06 AM 

T~: Robinson, Matthew 3 
Subject," Fwd: AW: University of Deleware 

FY1. We should send bios of oil who will visit 

Sent fiom my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Ullfich, Heike" <Heike.Ullrich@dtb.de> 
Date: November 11, 2010 2:03:17 AM CST 
To: hstonchline~;mac.con~ 
Cc: "Nie~ch, Wolt~ang" < ~z,A=N_~_r~_D~13@~:0_~ >, "Hfi~ Willi" 
Subje~: AW: UNversi~" of Ddeware 

Dear Hank, 

My name is Heike Ullrich, maybe you also remember me from 1999 and 2003 FVv%rCs or some friendlies played in Chicago bemeen our Women’s 

National Teams. 

I am looking tbrwaacd to welcoming your delegation in Germa~y hem at German FA HQ in Fra~kfurt in January 2011. I will be back inthe office on Janna~ 
4. Therefore Jan. 4 or 5 would be perfect tbr me to meet your delegation. 
I am happy to discuss with your group the options to develop Women’s Football on difl}mnt levels. 

Just fom,ard ~W contacts to your group and we can arrange a meeting in direct contact, no problem. 

With kind regards fi~om sunny Fmnkf-urt 

Deutscher FuBball-Bund e.V. 
Heike Ullrich 
Head of Women’s Football 
Head of Toum~unent Organisation FIFA Women’s World Cnp 2011 
Tel.: +49 (0) 69 / 6788-226 
Fax: +49 (0) 69 / 6788-6226 
E-ma~l: [_{_e_j_~__e_:__u_![n___@_@__d_~?_:_@_ 

Otto - Fleck- Schneise 6 

60528 Frankfurt / Main 

Si~: FranklhffMa~n - Veminsmgister 7007 
Amtsgeficht Frankfurt/Mare 



P(~ident Dr. Theo Zwanziger~ Schalzmeister Horst R. Schmidt, Generalsekretfir Wolfgang Niersbach 

Diese E- Mail enth~lt vertrauliche undioder rechtlich geschOtzte Informationen. Wem~ Sic nicht der richtige Adressat sind oder diese E- Mail ima~nlich 

erhalten haben, informieren Sic bitte sofort den Absender und 16schen Sic diese Mail. Das nnerlaubte Kopieren sowie die unbefugte Weitergabe dieser Mail 

und der darin enthaltenen Informationen sind nicht gestattet. 

This e-mail may, contain confidential and/or privileged information. If you are not the intended recipiem (or have received this e-mail in en~or) please noti~, 
the sender immediately and delete this e-mail. Any unauthorized copying, di~losure or distribution of the material in this e-mail is strictly forbidden. 

..... Ursprfingliche Nachricht ..... 
Von: Niersbach, Wolfgang 
Gesendet: Mi~voch, 10. November 2010 20:50 
An: ’hstouchline(~mac.com’ 
Cc: Ullrich, Heike 
Betrefl) AW: University of Delewaace 

Dear Hank, 
so~D" answering so late - actually I’,n in London for finding a boarding scholl for my daughter. Betwenn all the football dates this is a veW special challenge. 

Of course we’ll t~?" to give you all our support. Heike Ullrich will check our possibilities and will send you an answer asap. 

Best regards 

Wolfgang 

..... Originalnachricht ..... 

Von: Hank Steinbrecher <hs~ouchline(F~mac.com> 
An: Niersbach, Wolt~ang 

Cc: Hank Steinbrecher <hstoucNine(a)mac.com>; Mat~ Robinson <~nirobins(~UDel.Edu> 

Gesendet: Sat Nov 06 15:51:51 2010 

Betrefl! University of Deleware 

Dear Wolfgang, 
It has been quite some time since we have last seen each other. It ama.zes me that we met so many years ago in the USA. Time passes quickly! I attempted 
to look for you in South Africa, but was unable to see you. 
I am writing at this time to introduce a group of football experts from the USA who will visit Germany in January of2011. The University- of Delaware is 
conducting a reseaacch into the training and development of girl’s and women’s football. They will visit 5 National Associations in the scope of their research. 
Wonld it be possible for this small group to visit with the DFB and whoever is responsible for the development of the women’s game. They will be in 
Frankfurt from JannaU 2, 2011 to JanuaU 5, 2011. 
The group will be headed by Anson Dorrance, the highly successful Universi~ of North Carolina coach. 
Wolfgang, thank you veu much tbr any assistance you can aBbrd. Please say hello to Hors~t tbr me. I remember my time in Germany and in lbotball with the 
tbndest of thoughts. 

Hank Steinbrecher 

President 
Touchline Consulting Inc. 

584 Hill Avenne 

Glen Ellyn, Illinois 

U.S.A. 60137 

+1 630 750 9266 

hstonchline@~mac.com 

CONFIDENTIALrFY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the above-mentioned recipient(s). Its content is confidential. If you have received 

this e-mail by error, please notify us immediately and delete it without making a cow, nor disclosing its content, nor taking any action based thereon. 

Thank you. 





Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robiuson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 2:45 PM 

mmcdermott@chicagoredstaxs.com; tschille@paragonmarketmg.biz; jea~.brook@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; 

a~son@uucaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Gennain, Caitlyu A <cgennain@udel.edu-~; ’Touy DiCicco’ <tony@soccerplus.org> 

ILS: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Confereuce Call 

I hope everyone is ~vell. 
I wanted to see if everyone can make a COlfference call for this coming Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est We have some positive developments in terms of visits and also wanted to discuss 
future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by my oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last week and he is now on board. SorW Tony 

Let me know if that d ate works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set I will get call number out to everyone. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinsun, Matthew J 
Sent: Munday, Sepbember 27, 2010 11:09 AM 
To: Robinsun, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragunmarketing biz; jean.brouks@reveraliving cum; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac.com; German, Caitlyn A 
Su~iect: Women Succer Player Development Task Furce Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. I am sorry fur the delay un this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week I wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 am central time, 
10 am eastern time for a call An alternative time wuuld be Friday Oct 1%r the same time. 

The purpose ufthe call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject cuuntries and to get an update from Flank on feedback from federation 

Let me knuw if this time works I wuuld nut anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dr. Matthew J Rubinson [mailto:mjrobins(~UDehEdu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11:19 ~\I 
To: Robinsun, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragunmarketing biz; jean.brouks@reveraliving cum; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac.com; German, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Furce Conference (;all 

Thanks for eve~one’s time. I will get draft of proposal off to everyone ASAP. 

All the best 

Matt 
Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
University of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching Emdchrnent Certificate Program uavw.udel.edu/ICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 -0400 ~DT) 
>Frora: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@LPDehEdu> 
>Subject: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force 
>Conference Call 
>To: "Dr. Mat[he~v J. Robinson" <mjrobins@LrDehEdu>, 
>nm~cdermott@chicagoredstar s.com, tschiller@paragor~marketing.biz, 
>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@m~caa.tmc.edu, 
>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu 
> 

>here is update swot. 
> 

>thanks and talk to you soon 
> 
>mat[ 
>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>University of Dela~vare 
>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>International Coaching El~richment Certificate Program 
>~v,a~v udel. edu/ICECP 
>302 831-6680 
> 
> 

>---- Original message .... 
>>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -0400 (EDT) 
>>From: "Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson" <mjrobins@U~bel.Edu> 
>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>Call 
>>To: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu>, 
>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 



>>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc edu, 
>>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu 
>> 

>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWAT. There may be some late additinns, but I wanted to get this version to you for your review prinr to the call 
>> 

>>I have also attached the minutes fi~om the last call for approvah 
>> 
>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to determine next steps. 
>> 

>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>Universit-v of Delaware 
>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>International Coaching Et~rictm~ent Certificate Program 
>>~wzw.udel. edu/ICECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original message .... 
>>>Date: YVed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>prom: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Cortference 
>>>Call 

>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <rr~irobins@l~TDel.Edu>, 
>>>tmncderraott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragorm~arketing.bia 
>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>anson@uncaa.tmc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgerraain@L~el.Edu 
>>> 

>>>I hope evelTone is well I just wanted to confirm the conference call for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time I believe everyone can make the call. 
>>> 

>>>The main f,acus of the call will be discussing the SWaT analysis each of us have done. With that said if you could foreward your SWaT to me by Monday August 16, I will compile and 
then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWaT attacl~ment in word that would be great. 
>>> 

>>>The SWaT is the main agenda item for the call 
>>> 

>>>Below is the call in number for the call 
>>> 

>>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>>238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all you do 
>>> 

>>>Matt 
>>> 

>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>University of Dela~vare 
>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>wv~v.u del. edu/ICECP 
>>>302 831-6680 
>>> 

>>> 

>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -0400 (EDT) 

>>>>[~’rom: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mlrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>SubJect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>Call 
>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
> >>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving cam, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>anson@uncaa unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel Edu 
>>>> 

>>>>l hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm day and time for next conference call I am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 a.m. eastern time Please let 
me know i:[’that works :[’or you Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that works with practice schedule I will forward call in number once time is 
confirmed. 
>>>> 

>:>>>All the best 
>>>> 

>>>>Matt 
>>>:’Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>>University of I)elaware 
>>>:’Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>lntematinnal Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>:’>:’302 831-6680 
>>>> 

>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>Date: Thu, 22 Jnl 2010 10:34:53 -0400 @DT) 
>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>Call 

>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <rnjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>nmxcdermott@chicagoredstar s.com, tschiller @paragomnarketing.biz, 
>>>>>j ean.brooks@r everaliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 



>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel Edu 

>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>>>First of all thank you :[’or your time and input during yesterday’s call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. I added 
a quarter mile to morning run so I dont screw up again. 

>>>>>Ok, a few attachments First minntes/smmnary of yesterday’s meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your 
name eg MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can compile ~2~r discussion fi~r next call 

>>>>>I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is an overview- of talent identification models, the second is on personali~" as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I 
have attched a long terra athlete development plan. When reviewing take a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is 
being adopted around the world, h~ fact USA Hockey is using this model in thier player development. In discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. 
Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are doing. 

>>>>>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday August 20 for Conference call. If 9 a.m central worked for cveryune we can go with that. Just let me know what works 
best. 

>>>>>All the best and I look forward to moving along with the proiect. 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinsun 
>>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>>Professor/Program Director Spolt Management Director International 
>>>>>Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www.udehedu/ICECP 
>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>--- Original message .... 
>>>>>>Date: Tue, 20 J~tl 2010 12:24:46 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDehEdu> 
>>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Confcrunce 
>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu>, 
>>>>>>rmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragunmarketing, biz, 
>>>>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>unson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgelrnain@UDehEdu 

>>>>>>Hello Everyone. 

>>>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled for today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central. The original email I had sent was for 
Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed 

>>>>>>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you Ifnnt ~ve can look to reschedule. 

>>>>>>Again, I apologize for the confusion. 

>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>Uriiversi~- of Delaware 
>>>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>w~v udel.edu~’ICECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>~" ..... Original message .... 
>>>>>>>Date: Mon, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -0400 
>>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>>>>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>>>Cal[ 
>>>>>>>To: tmncdermott@chicagostars.com, kschiller@paragorunarketing.biz, 
>>>>>> >j can brooks@reveraIiving.com, clavers@whdlaw corn, 
>>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel Edu, 
>> >>>>>mjrobins@UDeI.Edu 

>>>>>>>tle[lo Everyone: 

>>>>>>>! look for*yard to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 9 am central time We will try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes from the meeting and will 
fi~rward for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again 12~r your rewew. 

>>>>>>>Please let me know if you have aW questions All the best and ! look fi~rward to the call on Wednesday 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>>>>>>Initiate Call 
>>>>>>>Intro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 
>>>>>>>force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt with 
>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 
>>>>>>>activities: Matt with feedback from all. 
>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>Plamxed meeting time for regular conference call. All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All Tasks to be 
>>>>>>>completed by next call. All Other items Closit~g 



>>>>>>>Conference Dial-m Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access 
>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>~>>~>Universi~ of Delaware 
>>>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>> >w,~,as,. udel. edu~,ICECP 
>>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>>>womensoccertaskt?~rcestatement of purpose.doc (37k bytes) 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force cotfference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 
>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer De’,~elopment TaskForce.doc (155k 
>>>>>bytes5 talent id article.pdf(67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP-JoumalAidmanl .pdf (226k bytes) 
>>>>> 2009 WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 

>>soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 

>>Womcns Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 

>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@ndel.edn> 

Saturday, November 13, 2010 8:48 AM 

’Tony DiCicco’ <tony@soccerplus.org>; I,avers, Christian CDL (5627) <CLavers@whdlaw.com>; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; 

tschiller@paragonmarketing.b~; jean.brook@revemliving.com; an~n@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Gennain, Caitlyn A 

<cgem~aln@udel.edu> 

I~E: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Hello F.veryone: 

Of the members who have responded, only Jean has a conflict on Tuesday at 10 am Ton?-, Caitlyn and Marcia can you let us know about availability. 

will wait to hear and thep. ~vill confirm and send out agenda for call. 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tuny DiCiccu [mailtu:tony(~succerplus.ur~] 
Sent: Friday, November ] 2, 2010 6:46 PM 
To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); Rubinson, Matthew J; mmcdermutt@chicaguredstars.com; tschiller@paragunmarketing.biz; jean bruoks@reveraliving cum; ansun@uncaa unc edu; 
hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Sut~ject: RE: Wumen Soccer Player Development Task Furce Conference (;all 

Hi everyune 10-11 : 15am works fur me. I_t" it runs over 11 : 15am. I will have tu take it while driving. ~Ihanks, Tony 

Tony T)iCiccu 

- cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Layers, Christian CI)L (5627) [mailto:CLavers~whdlaw.cum.] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 
To: Robinsun, Matthew J; tmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragunmarketing.biz; jean.bruoks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchiine@mac cum; Germain, 
Caitiyn A; Tuny DiCiccu 
Sut~iect: RE: Wumen Soccer Player Development Task Furce Conference Call 

’]7hat time *vurks fur me 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: Rubinson, Matthew J [maiffu:mlrobins@udei.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 r)M 
To: nm~cdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; Lavers, Cl-tristian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; 
Germain, Caiflyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Playcr Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. 
I wanted to see if everyone can make a conference call for this coming 
Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 
terms of visits and also wanted to discuss futme sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by ray oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last week and he is now on board. Sorry Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set I will get call n~tmber out to everyone. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcderraott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caiflyn A 
Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. I am sorly for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week I wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 am central time, 
10 am eastern time for a call An alternative time ~vould be Friday Oct 1 for the same time. 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation 

Let me kno~v if this time works I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dr. Matthew J Robinson [mailto:mlrobilxs@L~el.Edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11 : 19 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving corn; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for evelyone’s time. I will get draft of proposal offto everyone ASAP. 



the best 

Mart 
Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
University of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www udel.edu/ICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 -0400 ~DT) 
>Frorn: "Dr. Matthcw J. Robinson" <mjrobins@LPDel.Edu> 
>Subject: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force 
>Confcrence Call 
>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@LrDel.Edu>, 
>nwncdermott@chicagoredstar s.com, tschiller@paragorwnarketing.biz, 
>jean.brooks@reveraliving.corn, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@m~caa.tmc.edu, 
>hstouchline@mac.com, cgcrmain@UDel.Edu 
> 

>here is update swot. 
> 

>thanks and talk to you soon. 
> 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>Uinvelsi)- of Delaware 
>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>International Coaching Enricl’unent Certificate Program 
>w~’.udel.edu/ICECP 
>302 831-6680 

>---- Original message .... 
>>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -0400 (EDT) 
>>From: "Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson" <mjrobins@U~el.Edu> 
>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>Call 
>>To: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
>>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc edu, 

>>hstouchline@mac.com, cgennain@U~el.Edu 
>> 

>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday. 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT. There may be some 
late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your review prior to the call 
>> 

>>I have also attached the minutes from the last call for approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda ~vill be to review and discuss ~vhat has been included and to 
determine next steps. 
>> 
>>Conference Dial-in N-umber: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 
>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
> >Umversity of Delaware 
>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>v, as, w.udel, edu/ICECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original message .... 
>>>Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -0400 
>>>}"rom: "Dr Miitthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@ljDel Edu> 
>>>Sutziect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>Call 
>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu>, 
>>>tmncdermott@c hicagoredstars corn, tschiller@paragonmar keting biz. 
> >>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw corn, 
>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

>>>I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm the conference call 
for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time I believe everyone can make the call. 

>>>The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each 
of us have done With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, I will compile and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thurs&U. Again if you can 
send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that would be great. 

>>>The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call. 

>>>Below is the call in number for the call. 

>>>Corffe*ence Dial-in N~nber: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>>238926# 

>>>All the best in all you do. 



>>> 

>>>Matt 

>>>Dr. Matthew J Rubinson 
>>>Universi~ of Delas’are 
>>>Associate Professor/Prugram Director Spurt Management Directur 
>>>International Cuaching Enrichment Certificate Prugram 
>> >wv#a,.udel. edu/ICE CP 
>>3,302 831-6680 

>>>--- Original message .... 
>>>>Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>>Frora: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>Call 
>>>>To: "Dr. Matthexv J. Robinson" <rnjrobins@UDehEdu>, 
>>>>n~’ncdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
>>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.conr, 
>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgerraain@L~ehEdu 

>>>>I hope everyone is welh I just wanted to confirm day and time for 
next conference call. I am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 a.m. 
central tinre. 10 a.m. eastern tinre. Please let me knoxv if that works for you. Anson, I kmow you would be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that xvorks with practice schedule. I will 
fol~’ard call in nmnber once tirne is confirmed. 

>>>>All the best 

>>>>Dr. Matthexv J. Robinson 
>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>Associate ProfcssoriPrograra Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>International Coaching Eurict~’nent Certificate Progranr 
>>>>www.udeh edu/ICECP 
>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>---- Original message .... 

>>>>>Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 -(N00 (EDT) 
>>>>>From: "Dr. iVlatthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
>>>>>Sukiect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>Call 
>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>mmcdermott@chicagored stars.corn, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
>>>>>j ean.brooks@reveralivmg corn, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel Edu 

>>>>>Hello Ever,vone: 

>>>>>First of all thank you for your time and input during yesterday’s 
call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. I added a quarter mile to morning run so I dont screw up again 

>>>>>Ok, a few- attachments. First minutes/summaU of yesterday’s 
meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT You can ~zpe right into and save with your name eg. MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can compile for 
discussion for next call 

>>>>>I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 
an overview of talent identification models, the second is on personalitT as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete development plan. When reviewing take 
a louk at the seven stages of long term athlete develupmem. Again, this gives an idea uf a structured system that is being adupted aruund the world In fact USA Huckey is using this model 
in thier player development. In discussiuns I have had with them, there seems tu be a similar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are duing 

>>>>’>Finally, I want tu put the dates uf Thursday Aug 19 uf Friday 
August 20 for Cunference calh If 9 a.m central wurked fur evepfone we can gu with that. Just let me knuw what wurks best. 

>>>>>All the best and I luok furward tu moving alung with the pruject 

>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Rubinsun 
>>>>>Universi~, uf Delaware 
>>>>>Prufessur/Program Directur Sport Management Directur International 
>>’>>>’Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www udehedu/]CECP 
>>3,>3,302 831-6680 

>>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>>Date: ~[~e, 20 Ju12010 12:24:46 -(MOO (EDT) 
>>>>>>Frum: "Dr Matthew J Rubinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Succer Player Develupment Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>Tu: "I)r Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu>, 
>>>>>>rcur~cderraott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing, biz, 
>>>>>>j ean.brooks@rcveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>anson@uncaa.tmc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Hello EvelTone. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>I apologize for the cotffusion, but the call was scheduled for 
today but I sent out call nurnber and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 centrah The original email I had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed. 



>>>>>>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you If not we can 
look to reschedule. 

>>>>>>±~,.gain, ! apologize for the confusinn. 

>>>>>>Dr. Matthew" J. Robinson 
>>>>>>Universi~" of Delaware 
>>>>>>Associate Professor/Prograru Director Spolt Management Director 
>>>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>~w~v.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>>---- Original message .... 

>>>>>>>Date: Mon, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew" J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>>>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>>To: mmcdetruott@chicagostars.com, tschiller@paragor~arketing.biz, 
>>>>>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.coru, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu, 

>>>>>>>mirobins@LrDel.Edu 

>>>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>>>>>I look for~vard to out conference call on Wednesday at 10 ant EST, 
9 ara central tinge. We ~vill try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hout. 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in 
number and access code. Jean you should be good calling fiom europe. I will keep the ruinutes from the meeting and ~vill forward for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again 
for your review. 

>>>>>>>Please let me know if you have an?- questions All the best and I 
look forward to the call on Wednesday. 

>>>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>>>>>>Lq~tiate Call 

>>>>>>>Intro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 

>>>>>>>force Anson al"~d Hank Review- of planned activities: Matt with 
>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 
>>>>>>>activities: Matt with feedback ticom all 
>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting time for regular conference call. All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting for face to face: eg NSCAA All Tasks to be 
>>>>>>>completed by next call All Other items Closing 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access 
>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Dr Matthe;v J. Robinson 
>>>>>>>Uinversity of Delaware 
>>>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>> >>>>>www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>>302 831 

> >>>>>>womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose.doc (37k bytes) 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20 doc (53k bytes) 
>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development Task[~’orce doc (155k 
>>>:>>bytes) talent id article.pdf(67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP-JoumalAidman 1 .pall‘ (226k bytes) 
>>>>> 2009 We]lnessWorldCup pdf(1464k bytes) 

>>soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 

>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 

>soccerswotmaster doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. 
federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, including any attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of(i) aw)iding any 
penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recowanending to another person any tax-related matter addressed herein 

’]?he information in this e-mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 
It is intended solely :[’or the addressee(s); access to anyone else is unauthorized. If this message has been sent to >’ou ~n error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy it Please reply 
to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for yottr cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@ndel.edn> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 5:00 PM 

Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org>; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) <C[ avers@w ~dlaw.co n>; tschiller@paJcagon narketing.biz; 

jean.brooks@revemliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hs~touchline@mac.com; Germain, Cmtlyn A <cgem~mn@udel.edn> 

Johnson, Corey Luke <johnson@udel.edu>; ’tnarciamcde~mott@mac.com’ 

RE: Women Soccer Player Developtnent Task Force Conference: FA Document of Interest 

Hey Everyone 

Surry fur overload on infurmation, but I have attached a report prepared by mmn soccer bodies in UK assessing current status of player develupment as well as recommendations. It was 
done in 2007. 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robins(m, Matthew J 
Sent: Munday, Nuvember 15, 2010 3:23 PM 
To: Robinsun, Matthew J; Tony DiCicco; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.cum; tschiHer@paragunmarketing.biz; jean bruoks@reverahving.com; 
anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac cure; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Cc: Juhnsun, (;ore?’ Luke 
Sublect: RE: Women Succer Player Develupment Task Force Cunference Call Number for Wed 

ttellu Everyune: 

We are set fur call Wednesday at 10 a.m EST. The cal[ number is provided below 

Cunference Dial-in Number: (424) 203-8400 Participant Access (;ode: 421829# 

I believe we will be missing Jean and Caitlyn un the call I will have Curey, grad assistant who is helping me with research, sit in on call 

The Agenda for the meeting is as fuHows 

1. Germany Trip 
Delegation 
Research Protocol/Questions to be Askec~’Inforraation to Be Acquired 
Report Writing 

2. Brazil Trip 
Delegation 
Date 
Contact with Federation 

3. Other Countries Outreach (Aussie, S.Korea etc.) 

4. F~ding 

5. Timetable/Finished Product 

6. Potential New Member 

I have attached some information I have gathered over recent months. Review if you like. I provided it just to give a sense of how scientific other countries are taking talent identification 
and player developruent. 

Australian High Performance Report: Aussie because of size of population and desire to compete with USA and China have becorue very efficient in talent identification. 
Canadian Long Term Athlete Development Plan for Soccer: Canada seeing results in basketball and women’s soccer as well as other sports at winter Olympic games. 
Study done on correlation between population size and elite athletic perfom~ance. Interesting where do our best players come froru, small town or ruetropolitan areas. 
Article on Future models/methods of talent identification and player development. Very much an academic article but important points. 
Article on Psychological Aspects of Talent Identification: Stated in article that weakness in many talent id systems is that psychological profiling is left to guess and chance Information I 
did not include but have come across some interesting studies is parenting style and impact on athlete performance. 

If interested I have much more. Also of interest I am ~vorking with Iranian National Basketball coach in developing a talent identification system for their national teams in basketball. I can 
explain on call what it will entail. 

All the best and look forward to the call I apologize for confusion and multiple emails on Saturday 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:m]robms@udehedu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:43 A2~ 
To: Tony DiCicco; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthew J; rnmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean brooks@reverahving.com; 
anson@nncaa.unc, edu; hstouchline@ma c com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Soriy. Wed at 10 am Is planned time for call Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus org> 
Date: FV, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Layers, Christian CDL (5627)<CLavers@~vhdlaw corn>; Robinson, Matthew J<nEjrobins@admin udehedu>; rnmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com<rnmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com>; 
tschiller@paragonmarketing biz~tschiller@paragonmarketing biz>; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com<jean brooks@reveraliving.com>; anson@uncaa nnc.edu<anson@uncaa unc.edu>; 
hstouchline@mac, com<hstouchline@ma c corn>; Gelrnain, Caitlyn A<cgermain@udeh edu> 
Sut~iect: RE: Wumen Soccer Player Development Task Furce Conference (;all 

Hi everyune 10-11 : 15am works fur me. I_t" it runs over 11 : 15am.. I will have tu take it while driving. ~Ihanks, Tony 



Ton,v I)iCicco 
- cell 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Layers, Christian CDL (5627) [mailto:CLavers~whdlas’.com.] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; wancdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac corn; Germain, 
Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 
Sutzject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development ’1?ask Force Conference (;all 

’]?hat time *vorks for me 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J [maiffo:mirobins(~udel.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 
To: mmcdermott@chicagoredstars corn; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; 
Germain, CaitIyn A; ’Tony I)iCicco’ 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. 
I wanted to see if everyone can ruake a conference call for this coruing 
Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have sorue positive developments in 
terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that rue and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by ray oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to hiru last week and he is now on board. Sorry Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set I ~vi11 get call n~tmber out to everyone. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froru: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; nwncderruott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonruarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac.com; Oerruain, Caiflyn A 
Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

hope everyone is well. I am sorry for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. I wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 a.m. central tirue, 
0 am eastern time for a call. An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 for the same time. 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with suhiect countries and to get an update from Hat~: on feedback froru federation. 

Let me kno;v if this time works I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Dr. Matthew J Robinson [mailto:mlrobil~s@U~3el.Edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11 : 19 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving corn; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac.com; Oermain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for everyone’s time. I will get draft of proposal offto everyone ASAP. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J Robinson 

University of Delaware 

Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director Lqternational Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www udel.edu/ICECP 

302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Dae: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 -0400 (}{DT) 
>[~’rom: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>SubJect: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player I)evelopment Task Force 
>Conference (;all 
>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, 
>jean.brooks@reverahving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa unc.edu, 
>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
> 

>here is update swot 
> 

>thanks and talk to you soon. 
> 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>University of Delaware 
>Associate Professor/Program I)irector Sport Management Director 
>International Coaching E~ichment Certificate Program 
>www.udel.edu/ICECP 



>302 831-6680 

> 

> 

>--- Original message .... 

>>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -0400 (EDT) 

>>t~’rom: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinsun" <mjrubins@UDel.Edu> 

>>Subject: Re: Wumen Soccer Player Development Task Force Cunference 

>>Ca[] 

>>To: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <mirubins@UDel.Edu>, 

>>rmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonnrarketing.biz, 

>>jean.brooks@reveraliving.conr, clavers@whdlaw.cora, anson@uncaa.unc.edu, 

>>hstouchline@mac.com, cgem~ain@l~TDel.Edu 
>> 

>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday. 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWAT. There nray be some 
late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your rcview prior to the call. 
>> 

>>I have also attached the nrinutes from the last call for approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 
determine next steps. 
>> 

>>Conference Dial-in iN\trr~bel: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>Universit7- of Delaware 
>>Associate Professoriprogranr Director Sport Management Director 
>>Lntemational Coaching Enrict~ment Certificate Program 
>>wa~w.udel. edu/ICECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original message .... 
>>>Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -0400 (EDT) 

>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@U~)el.Edu> 
>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>Call 
>>>To: "Dr Matthe~v J. Robinson" <mjrobins@U~Yel.Edu>, 
>>>n~mcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
>>~’-j ean.brooks@reveraliving cam, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>anson@uncaa uric edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@L’Del Edu 
>>> 

>>>I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm the conference call 
for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. I believe everyone can make the call. 
>>> 

>>>The main t;acus of the call will be discussing the SWaT analysis each 
of us have done. With that said if you could foreward your SWaT to me by Monday August 16, I ~vill compile and then send out to ever,vane prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can 
send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWaT attachment in word that would be great. 
>>> 

>>>The SWaT is the main agenda item for the call. 
>>> 

>>>Below is the call in number ibr t2ae call. 
>>> 
>>>Cunference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Cude: 
>>3,238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all yuu do. 
>>> 

>>>Matt 
>>> 

>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinsun 
>>>University uf Delaware 
>>>Assuciate Prufessur/Program Directur Sport Management Director 
>>>]ntematiunal Coaching [{nrichment Certificate Program 
>>>www udel edu/[CECP 
>3,>302 831-6680 

>>>---- Original message .... 
>:’>:>][)ate: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -044)0 (EDT) 

>>>>From: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <n!irobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>>Sut~ject: Re: Wumen Succer Player Development Task Furce Conference 
>>:’>(;all 
>:>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J Rubinson" <mjrobins@l_TDel Edu>, 
> >>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars cum, tschiller@paragonma~keting.biz, 
>>> >j ean brouks@reverahving.com, clavers@whdlaw cum, 
>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac cum, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

>>>>I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm day and time for 
next confcrence call. I ara going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 aan. 
central time. 10 a.nr. eastern time. Please let me know- if that works for you. Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let nre know if that works with practice schedule. I will 
forward call in number once time is confimxed. 

>>>>All the best 

>>>>Matt 



>>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>>University of Dela*vare 
>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>wwxv.ude[.edu/ICECP 
>>>>302 831-6680 
>>>> 

>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 -0400 @DT) 
>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>Call 
>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew 1. Robinson" <rnjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>nmxcdermott@chicagoredstar s.com, tschiller @paragomnarketing.biz, 
>>>>>j ean.brooks@r everaliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>anson@m~caa.tmc.edu, hstouchline@raac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>>>First of all thank you for your time and input during yesterday’s 
call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. I added a quarter mile to morning run so I dont screw up again. 

>>>>>Ok, a fexv attacl-tments. First minutes/summa1T of yesterday’s 
meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your name eg. MATTSWOT and then send to nm so I can compile for 
discussion for next call. 

>>>>>I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 
an ovelwiew of talent identification nmdels, the second is on personali~ as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete development plan. When reviewing take 
a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world. In fact USA Hockey- is using this model 
in thief player development, h~ discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea of xvhat others are doing. 

>>>>>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 
August 20 for Conference call. K 9 a.m central worked for everyone we can go with that. Just let me kno~v what works best. 

>>>>>All the best and I look for~vard to moving along with the project. 

>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>Umversity of Delaware 
>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director Lqtemational 
>>>>>Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>>Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 12:24:46 -0400 ~DT) 
>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <lnjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>>rmncderlnott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing, biz, 
>>>>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgelrnain@UDehEdu 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Hello Everyone. 

>>>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled for 
today but ! sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central The original email I had sent was k~r Tuesday and confirmation email was %r Wed 

>>>>>>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. If not we can 
look to reschedule 

>>>>>>Again, I apologize for the confusion 

>>>>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>]ntematkmal Coaching Em-ichment Certificae Program 
>>>>>>v#s~w.udel.edu~’ICECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>>>Date: M0n, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>>>>>From: "Dr Mat*hew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>:>>>:>>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>:>>>:>>>To: mmcdermott@chicagostars corn, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, 
>>>>>>>j ean.brooks@rcveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu, 
>>>>>>>mjrobins@UDel.Edu 

>>>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>>>>>I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 
9 am central time. We will tlT to keep the call to no lot~ger than 1 hour. 



>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda :[’or the cal] as well as the call in 
number and access cude. Jean yuu shuu]d be guod calling frum europe I wil] keep the minutes frum the meeting and wi]l forward fur review, l have a]so attached the purpuse statement again 
[’or yuur review 

>>>>>>>Please let me know ifyuu have aW questiuns AI] the best and l 
luuk furward to the call on Wednesday. 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>>>>>>Initiate Call 
>>>>>>>Intro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 

>>>>>>>force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt with 
>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 
>>>>>>>activities: Matt with fcedback frora all. 
>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>Platmed meeting time for regular cotfference call. All 
>>>>>>>Platmed meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All Tasks to be 
>>>>>>>completed by next call. All Other items Closing 

>>>>>>>Conference Dial-in Numbcr: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access 
>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>>>>ProfcssoriProgram Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>>International Coaching Ertrict~ment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>>w~w¢.udel. edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>>>womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose doc (37k bytes) 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force COlfference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 
>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 
>>>>>bytes) talent id article pdf (67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP-JoumalAi&nanl .pdf (226k bytes) 
>>>>> 2009 WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 
>> 

>>soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 
>> 

>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20 doc (53k bytes) 
> 
>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we infolrn you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U S 
federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, including any attachments, ~vas not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of(i) avoiding any 
penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recon~mending to another person any tax-related matter addressed herein. 

The information in this e-mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s ~vork product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 
It is intended solely for the addressee(s); access to anyone else is u~authorized. If this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy it. Please reply 
to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 

M~ SecureStur Stored: total 942642bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02 un caa.unc, edu/a9dl 6aba6ec24ea2942651 e 13 b lae3 ca 

File Name: FAReviewuJ~:~uungPlayerDevelupmentl 1 pdf 

][~;xpiry Date: Mu~ 14 Feb 2011 17:04:01 -0500 
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FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Tuesday, November 16, 2010 6:51 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ ~-anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call Number for Wed 

GeneraJ OneFile Document.mht 

You should be able to open d~is. This is good review of literature in relation to parental impacL in sport terms. Good start. 

I am getting some ideas about an academic study that may be tied to what we are doing. Idea when were we at the peak of women’s soccer. I would love to be able 

to survey those who were in the national pool and then compare to those in current national pool to see if there are differences. Again, look at everything I have 

come ~;cross, multisport, birth order, population of home town., psych profile, etc. Just a [bought. 

PS ha ve yo u r ,-_~a d ew:,ryboys d rea m y,-_d:, j u si: got i i:. AI so go ~: boo k b rillk~ n ~: ora nge on d u Lch socce r Do n’ ~: k now a n yt hi ng a bo u ~: it f will I et you k now,. 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November :[6, 20:[0 2:09 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew 3 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call Number for Wed 

Matt, 
good stuff..., can you send me the parent info? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < [#.Lr__Q__b_j__n__s__@__u___d___e_Le___d___u_ > 11/15/2010 3:23 PM > > > 

Hello Even/one: 

We are set for call Wednesday at 10 a.m. EST. The call number is provided below 

Conference Dial in Number: (424) 203 8400 

Participant Access Code: 421829# 

I believe we will be missing Jean and Caitlyn on the call. I will have Corey, grad assistant who is helping me with research, sit in on call. 

The Agenda for the meeting is as follows 

1. Germany Trip 

Delegation 

Research Protocol/Questions to be Asked/Information to Be Acquired 

Report Writing 

2. Brazil Trip 

Delegation 

Date 

Contact with Federation 

3. Other Countries Outreach (Aussie, S.Korea etc,) 

4. Funding 

5. Timetable!Finished Product 

6. Potential New Member 

I have attached some information I have gathered over recent months. Review if you like. I provided it just to give a sense of how scientific other countries are taking talent 

identification and player development. 

Australian High Performance Report: Aussie because of size of population and desire to compete with USA and China have become very efficient in talent identification. 

Canadian Long Term Athlete Development Plan for Soccer: Canada seeing results in basketball and women’s soccer as well as other sports at winter Olympic games. 

Study done on correlation between population size and elite athletic performance. Interesting where do our best players come from, small town or metropolitan areas. 

Article on Future models/methods of talent identification and player development. Very much an academic article but important points. 

Article on Psychological Aspects of Talent Identification: Stated in article that weakness in many talent id systems is that psychological profiling is left to guess and chance 
Information I did not include but have come across some interesting studies is parenting style and impact on athlete performance. 

If interested I have much more. Also of interest I am working with Iranian National Basketball coach in developing a talent identification system for their national teams in 

basketball. I can explain on call what it will entail. 



All the best and look forward to the call, [ apologize for confusion and multiple emails on Saturday. 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:rnjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:43 AM 

To: Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Re: Wornen Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Sorry. Wed at 10 am, is planned time for call. Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Original Message 

From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 

Date: Fri, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) <CLavers@whdlaw.com >; Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@admin.udel.edu >; 

mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com <mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com >; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz<tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz>; 

jean.brooks@reveraliving.com <jean.brooks@reveraliving.com >; anson@u ncaa.unc.edu <anson@u ncaa.unc.edu >; hstouchline@mac.com <hstouchline@mac.com >; Germain, 

Caitlyn A<cgermain@udel.edu > 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Hi everyone. 10 11:15am works for me. If it runs over ll:15am_.I will have to take it while driving, Thanks, Tony 

Tony DiCicco 

cell 

Original Message 

From: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) [mailto:CLavers@whdlaw.com] 

Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; 

Germain, Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

That time works for me. 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:rnjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 

To: mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com; tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz;jean,brooks@reveraliving,com; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa,unc,edu; 

hstouchline@mac,com; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. 

I wanted to see if everyone can make a conference call for this coming 

Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 

terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by my oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last week and he is now on board, Sorry Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set I will get call number out to even/one. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com; tschiller@paragonmarketing,biz; jean,brooks@reveraliving,com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa,unc,edu; 

hstouchline@mac,com; Gerrnain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. I am sorry for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. Iwanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 

a.m. central time, 10 am eastern time for a call. An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 for the same time. 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation. 

Let me know if this time works. I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson [mailto:mjrobins@UDeI.Edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11:19 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean,brooks@reveraliving,com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 



hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for everyone’s time. I will get draft of proposal off to everyone ASAP. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

University of Delaware 

Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www, udel,edu~CECP 

302 831 6680 

Original message 

>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 0400 (EDT) 

>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDeI.Edu> 
>Subject: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force 

>Conference Call 

>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins(,~UDeI.Edu>, 
> ELV_~__c__d__~£~Lo_tLL@__c_hLc__a__~_o__r__e___d__s___~_~!_~_[~ .t__s__c_h[[jg_E@_p_a__r__a_~£4D_[~__a__r_!_e__tj_L~.g~__b_j_z_, 
>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw, com, anson@uncaa.unc,edu 
> h s t o u c h I h ~ e @__r_[)9__c_:_c_£4Z!, _c_~ £[ILa_j_D__@_L_J___D___e_J~__E__d___u_. 
> 

>here is update swot, 
> 

>thanks and talk to you soon. 
> 

>matt 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

>University of Delaware 

>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
> ._w__k~L_u__c_!_e__L~__d__u_ _A~ E__qP_. 
>302 831 6680 
> 

> 

> Original message 

> > Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 0400 (EDT) 

> > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeI,Edu > 
> >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

> >Call 

> >To: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" <._n_~j_[9__b__LL~__s_~__U___D__~j_~_k_:_d___u_.>, 

> > mmcdermott@chicaqoredstars,com, tschiller@paragonmarketing,biz, 

> > hstouchlir~e~’o)rnac.com, cgermainC~UDeI.Edu 
>> 

>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday, 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT, There may be some 

late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your review prior to the call. 
>> 

> >I have also attached the minutes from the last call for approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 

determine next steps. 
>> 

> >Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

> > 238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 

> > Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> >University of Delaware 

> >Associate Professor!Program Director Sport Management Director 

> >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> >www.udel.edu,f[CECP 
>>302 831 6680 
>> 

>> 

>>    Original message 

> > > Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 0400 (EDT) 

> > > From: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" <[Z~£_o___’b_)_LhS_@___U___D__~J~__E_-_d___u_.> 
> > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

> > >Call 

> > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDeI.Edu >, 
> > > mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

> > >~iean.brooks@reveralivinq.com, davers@whdlaw.com, 

> > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac,com, cgermain@UDeI.Edu 



>>> 

> > >I hope everyone is well. ]just wanted to confirm the conference call 

for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time, ] believe everyone can make the call, 
>>> 

> > >The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each 

of us have done, With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, I will compile and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday, 

Again if you can send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that would be great, 
>>> 

> > >Time SWOT is the main agenda item for time call, 
>>> 

>>>Belowis the call in number for the call, 
>>> 

> > >Conference Dial in Number: (805)360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

> > >238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all you do. 

>>>Matt 
>>> 

>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > >University of Delaware 

> > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > >international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > >vwvw.udel.ed u/]CECP 

>>>302 831 6680 

>>>    Original message 

>>>>Date:Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 0400(EDT) 

> > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <._n_~L_q__b_i_n___s__@__U____D__e__LE___d__u__> 

> > > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>Call 

> > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <r’njrobins@U DeI.Edu >, 
> > > > E~-r-~-Lc--d-~&r-LT-L~---LL~-c-L1Lc--a-~g~-~--r-~-~-!-s--L&r--s-.-c-~-~--r-~--~. _Ls__c_L!L[j~_E_@p___a__r__a_Zg_L![~__a__r__k___e__tj_L~&__b_]_z_. 

> > > >iean,brooks@reveraliving,com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 

> > > >anson@u ncaa.unc,edu, hstou chJjr!e@rr!ac,co[a, cgermajr!@UDe[:Edu 
>>>> 

> > > >] hope everyone is well, ]just wanted to confirm day and time for 

next conference call, ] am goin9 to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 a,m, 

central time, 10 a,m. eastern time, Please let me know if that works for you, Anson, ] know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that works with practice 

schedule. ]will forward call in number once time is confirmed, 
>>>> 

>>>>All the best 

>>>>Matt 

>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > >University of Delaware 

> > > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > >international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
> > > >www.udel.ed q!]CECP 

>>>>302 831 6680 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>    Original message 

> > > > > Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 0400 (EDT) 

> > > > >From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <r~[robjr!s@UDe[~Edq> 
> > > > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>Call 

> > > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <m[robjns@UDeLEdu>, 
> > > > >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com, tschiller@paragonmarl<eting,biz, 

> > > > >:[&a__LL_b_r__o___o__k_s__@_E_e__v___e_E~?Jj__v_L~3.g.__c__o__r:_0., ~j#__v___e_E_S__@___w__!!__d_!_a___w__:~__o__E!, 
> > > > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDeI.Edu 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Hello Everyone: 
>>>>> 

> > > > > First of all thank you for your time and input du ring yesterday’s 

call. Spent rest of day thinldng about dicussion, Second, ] apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. ] added a quarter mile to morning run so ] dont screw up again. 
>>>>> 

> > > > >Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/summary of yesterday’s 

meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, ] have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your name eg. MATTSWOT and then send to me so ] can 

compile for discussion for next call. 

> > > > >] have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 

an overview of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally ] have attched a long term athlete development plan. When 

reviewing take a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world, in fact 

USA Hockey is using this model in thier player development, in discussions ] have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea 

of what others are doing. 

> > > > > Finally, ] want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 

August 20 for Conference call if 9 a.m central worked for everyone we can go with that. Just let me knowwhat works best. 



>>>>>All the best and I look forward to moving along with the project. 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Matt 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > University of Delaware 

> > > > >Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International 

> > > > >Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program .__w~___v_~v_5_Ld__~J:__e__d___u_~__C___E__C_:_P_. 

>>>>>302 831 6680 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>>Date:Tue, 20 Ju1201012:24:46 0400(EDT) 

> > > > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mjrobinsCc~UDeI.Edu > 
> > > > > > Su bject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mjrobins@UDeI.Edu >, 
> > > > > > [~.E!.c..~.!#-Er.~..~-.~..t..t.@..c-bj..c-.a.‘g.~..E.e..c~.-.s..t??..r..s-~.c..~..[~[~ :Ls__c__!)jj_t~_r_#~#__a_E~?_SLo__r_)_E)__a_E_k_#_t_i~_S[~_b_Lz_, 

> > > > > >jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
> > > > > > _a_[3__s_Q£L@__u_£Lc__a_~h_u__[3__c_~_e__c{___u_~ .k!_s__tLQ__u__c_b_[[D_~_@_[9__a__c_!_Qt[3~ _c_~_e__r__E3__a_[[3_~__U___D__~j_~_E_-_d___u_. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Hello Everyone. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled for 

today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central. The original email I had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed. 
>>>>>> 

> > > > > > Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. If not we can 

look to reschedule. 
>>>>>> 

> > > > > >Again, I apologize for the confusion. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>>Dr, Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > > University of Delaware 
> > > > > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > > > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > > > >www, udel.edu/~CECP 
>>>>>>30283:1 6680 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>>>Date: Mon, :19 Ju120:10 :12:34:49 0400 (EDT) 

>>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDekEdu> 

> > > > > > > Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > > >To: mmcdermott@chicagostars,com, tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz, 

> > > > > > > ~_e___a_D_~_b__[__o__o___k__s__@__r__e_}_/__e__r__a_jj__v_[D_g_&__o__[#~ ._c_[_a_}_/__e__r__s_@~[!_d_J__a__w__!__o___n_!., 

> > > > > > >anson@uncaa.unc,edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@U DeI,Edu, 
> > > > > > > ._n_~j_r___o__b__[L~__s_@__U___D__#!_L_:_d___u_. 

>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Hello Everyone: 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at :10 am EST, 

9 am central time. We will try to keep the call to no longer than :1 hour. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in 

number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes from the meeting and will forward for review. I have also attached the 

purpose statement again for your review, 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > > Please let me know if you have any questions. All the best and ] 

look forward to the call on Wednesday. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Matt 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Initiate Call 

>>>>>>>Intro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 

> > > > > > >force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt with 

>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 

> > > > > > >activities: Matt with feedback from all. 

>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 

>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 

>>>>>>>Planned meeting time for regular conference call. All 

> > > > > > > Planned meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All Tasks to be 

> > > > > > >completed by next call, All Other items Closing 



> > > > > > >Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access 

>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > > > University of Delaware 

> > > > > > > Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > > > > >international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > > > > >v,~Nw.udel.ed u/[CECP 

>>>>>>>302831 6680 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose.doc (37k bytes) 
>>>>> 

> > > > >Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20.doc (53k bytes) 
> > > > > SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 

> > > > >bytes)_ talent id_article.pdf (67k bytes) 
> > > > > ABSP JournalAidmanl.pdf (226k bytes) 
> > > > > 2009_WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 
>> 

> >soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 
>> 

> >Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20.doc (53k bytes) 
> 

>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. 

federal tax advice contained in this e mail, including any attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) 

avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another person any tax related matter 

addressed herein, 

The information in this e mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 

it is intended solely for the addressee(s); access to anyone else is unauthorized, if this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy 

it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 7336812bytes; 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa,unc.edu/dd52aaa6e7b0169c3c6995bf66d23dbc 

File Name: AOC_High_Perf_Plan_2009 (2).pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 5710502bytes 

Attachment Link: -h---t-t-p--L/~-~-~-E-c-!-~-2-e---~--2--~-u--r-!-c---a--a-=--u-[-~--c-:~-~-!--u~-~-~-~-Q~-~-b~-¢~L!~-~-[-~-~§-~-~-¢Z[!:-~-b 

File Name: 2009_WellnessWorldCup.pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 1093512bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/a48fd9110b3387c932aclac592b04519 
File Name: Cote et al JSS,pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 101203bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc,edui36fef87afc064d5cfcafgbf4bcd361d1 
File Name: Talent Identification and,pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 199337bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edui52aSf3992f5938bb104a7537501a5bSe 

File Name: Eliminating the dichotomy between theory and practice (3).pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 232258bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@ndel.edn> 

Monday, November 22, 2010 11:40 AM 

Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org>; Layers, Chrislim~ CDL (5627) <CLavers@whdlaw.com>; tschiller@paacagonmarketing.biz; 
jean.brooks@mvera]iving.com; an~)n@uncaa.unc.edu; hsmuchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A <cgennmn@udel.edu>; 
’marciamcdennott@mac.com’ 

Johnson, Corny Luke --~johnson@udel.edu> 

RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Research Protocal 

Hello Eveuone: 

Attached are the minutes li*om the last call as well as the research protocol 

I have developed a research protocol based upon a comparative stu@ that *wis done in 2008 of elite sport systems of six countries. I have adjusted the original protocol to meet our needs of 
researching women’s soccer specifically. In reading the study, the one thing that gives credence to what we are doing is that fact that those factors that have been identified as past 
predictors of success at elite sports, primarily population and Gross Domestic Product are being challenged. Those variables are outside a sport leaders control, so it has been the case 
countries are focusing on those things they can control to achieve or enhance sport performance. Those variables are addressed in the nine pillars that provide the :framework for the 
information we hope to gather. That is what Australia and Korea have done and my guess is that is what Japan has done and really that is what we will be investigating with this stu@. So 
in the past the American model in not only soccer but in other sports was that we have more people and more money, so we will succeed. Other countries are being smarter because they 
have less people and money 
In regards to the questions, Please feel li*ee to add where you feel appropriate. Where I think the group can provide the most input would be in the talent identification and development 
section are there more specific questions you want to add there? Remember there are much more knowledgeable soccer people on this committee than me!! 

In regards to research protocol. 

First, I *w)uld think it be best that *ve forward the supcey in advance to the contact person so that they can be prepared for when our delegation is on the ground Second, I *vill have GA 
search to see what we can acquire from credible secondary sources. Third, I *vill ask that we can do a follow up call if we need clarification or need to ask other related questions based on 
responses or findings from another country. 

Some other points, in order to do a comparison we will have to use this same instrument on the US. Hank, will US soccer cooperate in sharing information that we don’t already know or that 
we cannot get from secondalT sources. 

I ask if you add, edit, delete to do so into the document and send back to me. I will keep the master draft. 

I look forward to your feedback. Could I have your edits back by the Tuesday after Thanksgiving. Based upon responses we will determine if we need to do a conference call to discuss in 
more detail. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, Novernber 15, 2010 3:23 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; Tony DiCicco; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); nmxcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragot~narketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 
anson@uncaa.tmc.edu; hstouchline@rnac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Cc: Johnson, Corey Luke 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call Number for Wed 

Hello Everfone: 

We are set for call Wednesday at 10 a.m. EST. The call number is provided below 

Conference Dial-m Number: (424) 203-8400 Participant Access Code: 421829# 

believe we ~vill be missing Jean and Caitlyn on the call I will have Corey, grad assistant who is helping me with research, sit in on call 

The Agenda for the meeting is as follows 

1. Gelrnany Trip 
Delegation 
Research Protocol/Questions to be Asked/Information to Be Acquired 
Report YVriting 

2 Brazil Trip 

Delegation 

Date 

Contact with Federation 

3. Other Com~tries Outreach (Aussie, S Korea etc.) 

4. Fm~ding 

5. Timetable/Finished Product 

6. Potential New iVlember 

I have attached solne information I have gathered over recent lnor~ths. Revie~v if you like. I provided it just to give a sense of ho~v scientific other countries are taking talent identification 
and player development. 

Australian High Performance Report: Aussie because of size of population and desire to compete with USA and China have become very efficient in talent identification. 
Canadian Long Term Athlete Development Plan for Soccer: Canada seeing results in basketball and women’s soccer as well as other sports at winter Olympic games. 
Study done on correlation between population size and elite athletic performance. Interesting where do our best players come from, small town or metropolitan areas. 
Article on Future models/methods of talent identification and player development. Very much an academic article but important points. 
Article on Psychological Aspects of Talent Identification: Stated in article that weakness in many talent id systems is that psychological profiling is left to guess and chance hr]k~rmation I 
did not include but have come across some interesting studies is parenting style and impact on athlete performance. 



If interested I have much more. Also of interest I am working with Iranian Nationa[ Basketball coach in developing a talent identification system 12~r their national teams in basketbalb I can 
explain on call what it wil[ entail 

All the best and look fOl~,~ard to the call. I apologize for confusion and multiple emails on Saturday. 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mai[to:mirobins(a)udel edu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:43 >~\I 
To: Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CI)L (5627); Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 
anson@uncaa.unc edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Sor~. Wed at 10 am Is planned tune for call. Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBel~, 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 
Date: Fn, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627)<CLavers@whdlaw.com>; Robinson, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin.udel.edu>; mmcdermott@,,chicagoredstars.com<rrm~cdermott@chicagoredstars.cora> 
tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz~tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz>; jean.brooks@rcveraliving.com!iean.brooks@reveraliving.cora>; anson@uncaa.unc.edu<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
hstouchline@mac.com<hstouchline@mac.com>; Oermain, Caitlyn A<cgermain@udel.edu> 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Playcr Development Task Force Conference Call 

Hi everyone. 10-11:15am works for me. If it runs over 11:15am...I will have to take it while driving. Thanks, Tony 

Tony DiCicco 
:ell 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) [raailto:CLavers,@,whdlaw.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; rcancdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonraarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.tmc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, 
Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Playcr Development Task Force Conference Call 

That time works for me. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mirobins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 
To: mmcdermott@chicagoredstars corn; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; Layers, Cba-istian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; 
Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope eve~’one is ~vell. 
I wanted to see if eye.one can make a conference call for this coming 
Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 
terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by my oversight Ton?- has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last ~veek and he is now on board. Sorry Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time Once set I will get call number out to eye.one. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthe~v J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw corn; anson@uncaa unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac corn; Germain, Cai@n A 
Subject: Women Soccer P[ayer Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well I am sorp)~ for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference cal[ for later this week. ! wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 a.m. central time, 
10 am eastern time for a cal[. An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 for the same time 

The purpose of the cal[ is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with sutliect countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation. 

Let me know if this time works. I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr Matthew J. Robinson [mailto:mirobins~l~fDel.Edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11:19 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@revera[iving.com; clavers@whdlaw corn; anson@uncaa unc.edu; 

hstouchline@mac corn; Germain, Cai@n A 
Subject: Re: I.A~fI~ST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Deve[opment Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for evep)~one’s time. ! will get draft of proposal off to everyone ASAP 

AI[ the best 

Matt 



Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
University of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www.udel eduiICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 

>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 -0400 ([K)T) 

>t;rom: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDehEdu> 

>Subiect: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force 

>Conference Call 

>To: "Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu>, 

>r~m~cdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragol~arketing.biz, 

>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@tmcaa.anc.edu, 

>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@LPDehEdu 

> 

>here is update s~vot. 

> 

>thanks and talk to you soon. 

> 

>matt 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

>Universi~ of Delaware 

>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

>International Coaching Emichment Certificate Program 

>w,~v.udeh edu,’ICECP 

>302 831-6680 

> 

> 

>--- Original message .... 

>>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -0400 (EDT) 

>>From: "Dr. Matthe~v J. Robinson" <rnjrobins@l~DehEdu> 

>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>Call 

>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu>, 

>>rcm~cdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller @par agonmarketing biz, 

>>jean.brooks@reveraliving cam, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc.edu, 

>>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu 
>> 

>>Looking f’or~vard to the call on Thursday 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWAT. There may be some 
late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your revie~v prior to the calh 
>> 

>>I have also attached the minutes ficom the last call for approvah 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 
determine next steps 
>> 
>>Conference Dial-m Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>University of Dela~vare 
>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>www.udel.edu/]CECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original message .... 
>>>I)ate: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>Call 

>>>To: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDel.Edu>, 
> >>mmcdermott@chicagoredsmrs.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.bi~, 
>>~iean.brooks@reveraliving cam, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>anson@uncaa unc edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@ljDel Edu 
>>> 

>>>I hope everyone is well. ! just wanted to confirm the conference call 
for ~[Inursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. I believe everyone can make the call. 

>>>The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWaT analysis each 
of us have done. With that said if you could foreward your SWaT to me by Monday August 16, ! will compile and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can 
send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWaT attachment in word that would be great. 

>>>The SWaT is the main agenda item for the call. 

>>>Below is the call in number for the call. 

>>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>>238926# 

>>>All the best in all you do. 

>>>Matt 



>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>University of Delaware 
>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>international Coaching [~nrichment Certificate Program 
>>>~vw udel edu/lCECP 
>>>302 831-6680 

>>>--- Original message .... 
>>>>Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -0400 ~DT) 
>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>Subiect: Re: Women Soccer Player Developracnt Task Force Cotffcrence 
>>>>Call 
>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson" <mjrobins@LT)el.Edu>, 
>>>>rrmrcdermott@chicagor edstars.cora, t schiller@p ar agonruarketing .biz, 
>>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@ruac.com, cgem~ain@lo’Del.Edu 

>>>>I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm day and time for 
next cotffcrence call. I ara going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 aan. 
central time. 10 a.m. eastern time. Please let me know- if that works for you. Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that wurks with practice schedule. I will 
forward call in number once time is cotffim~ed. 

>>>>All the best 

>>>>Matt 
>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>international Coaching Enricl-mrent Certificate Program 
>>>>www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>---- Original message .... 

>>>>>Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 -0400/EDT) 
>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthe}v J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>Call 
>>>>>To: "Dr Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu>, 
>>>>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars corn, tschiller @par ag orm~arketing.biz, 
>>>>>j ean brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>anson@uncaa.m~c edu, hstouchline@mac corn, cgermain@trDel.Edu 

>>>>>Hello F~vel%’one: 

>>>>>First of all thank you for your time and input during yesterday’s 
call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting I added a quarter mile to morning run so I dont screw up again. 

>>>>>Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/summary of yesterday’s 
meeting Thanks Caitlyn Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save }vith your name eg MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can compile for 
discussion tbr next call. 

>>>>>I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 
an overview of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete development plan. When reviewing take 
a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this g~ves an idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world. In fact USA Hockey is using this model 
in thier player development In discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are doing. 

>>>>>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 
August 20 for Conference call. If 9 a.m central worked for everyone we can go with that. Just let me know what works best. 

>>>>>All the best and I look forward to moving along with the prc~iect. 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International 
>>>>>Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program va~v.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>: ..... Original message .... 
>>>>>>Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 12:24:46 -0400 ([{DT) 
>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@~UDel Edu> 
>>>>>>SubJect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 

>>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <m]robins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>>man cdermott@c hicagoredstars.com, tschi]ler@paragonmarketing.biz, 
> >>> >>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Hello Everyone. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>I apologize for the comfusion, but the call was scheduled for 
today but I sent out call numbcr and agenda for Wed at 10 aan. est and 9 central. The original cmail I had sent was for Tuesday and corkfirruation email was for Wed. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. If not we can 
look to reschedule. 



>>>>>>Again, I apologize for the confusion 

>>>>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>>~>>~University of Delaware 
>>>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>~>>>intemational Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>,~,as~w.udel.edu~’ICECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>>---- Original message 

>>>>>>>Date: Mon, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>>>>>From: "Dr. _Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@LrDel.Edu> 
>>>>>>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>>To: rmncdennott@chicagostars.cora, tschiller@paragot~marketing.biz, 
>>>>>>>j ean.brooks@rcveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu, 
>>>>>>>mjrobins@UDel.Edu 

>>>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>>>>>I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 
9 am central time. We will tl?~ to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in 
number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes frora the meeting and will forward for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again 
for your review. 

>>>>>>>Please let me know if you have any questions. All the best and 
look forward to the call on Wednesday. 

>>>>>>>Mat[ 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>>>>>>Initiate Call 
>>>>>>>Intro of ea ch palticipant and background Review of charge of task 

>>>>>>>force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt ~vith 
>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 
>>>>>>>activities: Matt ~vith feedback from all. 
>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting time fbr regular conference call All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All Tasks to be 
>>>>>>>completed by next call. All Other items Closing 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Conference Dial-m Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access 
>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>>>>>Universi~ of Delaware 
>>>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport IVlanagement Director 
>>>>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>>wv~v.udel. edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>>302 831-Cx480 

>>>>>>>womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose doc (37k bytes) 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 
>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 
>:>>>>bytes) talent id article pd[’(67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP-JournalAidmanl .pdf (226k bytes) 
>>>>> 2009 WellnessWorldCup.pdf(1464k bytes) 

>>soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 

>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20 doc (53k bytes) 

>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, an?’ l.J S 
federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, including any attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of(i) avoiding any 
penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another person any tax-related matter addressed herein. 

The infonnation in this e-mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 
It is intended solely ]2~r the addressee(s); access to anyone else is unauthorized. If this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy it. Please reply 
to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 41146bytes; 
Attacl’nnent Link: http:i/archiveO2.uncaa.~mc.edv2fda9daflalda51b38e3e633606dbdOf5 
File Name: Women’s Soccer Developmental Research Protocahdocx 
Expii~ Date: Sun, 20 Feb 2011 11:39:52 -0500 
Size: 22833bytes 

Attachment Link: http:/iarchive02.uncaa.unc.eduied26e90fe07808c42a728db 1275308ad 



File Name: November 17 meeung minutes.docx 
Exptry [)ate: Sun, 20 Feb 2011 11:39:52 -0500 
Size: 18313bytes 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Wednesday, November 24, 2010 11:07 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ ~-anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Books and article 

Great catching up earlier today, Sorry for delay lust got to my home desk, Here are the two books, Brilliant orange: The neurotic genius of dutch soccer, by david 

winner. Have not read so I can not comment. I will do so after finishing every boys dream. The other book is Play there hearts out by George dorhmann. There was an 

excerpt in sports ~Husl:rat:ed a ~ew wee~s back. You may want to Ioo~ at that before buying book A~so, at[:acbed is an artk:le f had accepted ~nto an mternatkma~ 

relatkms journal you might find Interesting. I am about 90% done on edits, baw~ to add a few sources here and there and do a final c~eanup. SometMng I wanted to 

put out there and see what people th~nk. 

Have a great holiday and I look forward to moving forward with the soccer project. 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, November :[6, 20:[0 2:09 PM 

To; Robinson, Matthew 3 
$~bject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call Number for Wed 

Matt, 

good stuff .... can you send me the parent info? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mjrobins@udel.edu > 11/15/2010 3:23 PM > > > 

Hello Everyone: 

We are set for call Wednesday at 10 a.m. EST. The call number is provided below 

Conference Dial in Number: (424) 203 8400 
Participant Access Code: 421829# 

I believe we will be missing Jean and Caitlyn on the call. I will have Corey, grad assistant who is helping me with research, sit in on call. 

The Agenda for the meeting is as follows 

1. Germany Trip 

Delegation 

Research Protocol/Questions to be Asked/Information to Be Acquired 

Report Writing 

2. Brazil Trip 

Delegation 

Date 

Contact with Federation 

3. Other Countries Outreach (Aussie, S.Korea etc.) 

4. Funding 

B. Timetable/Finished Product 

6. Potential New Member 

I have attached some information I have gathered over recent months. Review if you like. I provided it just to give a sense of how scientific other countries are taking talent 

identification and player development. 

Australian High Performance Report: Aussie because of size of population and desire to compete with USA and China have become very efficient in talent identification. 

Canadian Long Term Athlete Development Plan for Soccer: Canada seeing results in basketball and women’s soccer as well as other sports at winter Olympic games. 

Study done on correlation between population size and elite athletic performance. Interesting where do our best players come from, small town or metropolitan areas. 

Article on Future models!!ethods of talent identification and player development. Very much an academic article but important points, 

Article on Psychological Aspects of Talent Identification: Stated in article that weakness in many talent id systems is that psychological profiling is left to guess and chance 

Information I did not include but have come across some interesting studies is parenting style and impact on athlete performance, 

If interested I have much more. Also of interest I am working with Iranian National Basketball coach in developing a talent identification system for their national teams in 

basketball, I can explain on call what it will entail. 

All the best and look forward to the call, I apologize for confusion and multiple emails on Saturday. 



Matt 

Original Message 

From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:43 AM 

To: Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Sorry. Wed at 10 arn. Is planned th’ne for call, Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Original Message 

From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 

Date: Fri, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) <CLavers@whdlaw.com >; Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@admin.udel.edu >; 

mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com <mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com >; tschiller@paragonmarketing,biz<tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz>; 

jean.brooks@reveraliving.com <jean.brooks@reveraliving.com >; anson@uncaa.unc.edu <anson@uncaa.unc.edu >; hstouchline@mac.com <hstouchline@mac.com >; Germain, 

Caitlyn A<cgermain@udel.edu > 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Hi everyone, i0 ll:15am works for me. If it runs over ll:15am...I will have to take it while driving. Thanks, Tony 

Tony DiCicco 

.......... cell 

Original Message 

From: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) [mailto:CLavers@whdlaw.com] 

Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean.brooks@reveralivingcom; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; 

Germain, Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

That time works for me. 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 

To: mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa,unc.edu; 

hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. 
I wanted to see if everyone can rnake a conference call for this coming 

Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 

terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by my oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but [ reached out to him last week and he is now on board. Sorry Tony, 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set Iwill get call number out to everyone, 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J 

Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz; jean,brooks@reveraliving,com; clavers@whdlaw,com; anson@uncaa,unc,edu; 
hstouchline@rnac,com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. I am sorry for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. I wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 

a,m. central time, 10 am eastern time for a call, An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 for the same time. 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation. 

Let me know if this time works. I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson [mailto:mjrobins@UDeI.Edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11:19 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa,unc.edu; 

hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 



Thanks for everyone’s time. I will get draft of proposal off to everyone ASAP. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J, Robinson 

University of Delaware 

Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www.udel.edu/[CECP 

302 831 6680 

Original message 

>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 0400 (EDT) 

>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDeI.Edu> 

>Subject: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Developrnent Task Force 
>Conference Call 

>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeI.Edu>, 

> mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketinq.biz, 

>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
> hstouch!]ne@mac.com, cqerma]n@U DekEdu 

> 

>here is update swot. 
> 

>thanks and tall< to you soon, 
> 

> matt 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

>University of Delaware 

>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

>[nternational Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
> ~__u__d___e_j~__d_~[L!~__E__C___P_ 
>302 831 6680 
> 

> 

> Original message 

> > Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 0400 (EDT) 

> > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobjr!s@UDe!~Edq> 
> > Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

> >Call 

> >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <m[robjns@UDe!~Edu>, 

> >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com, tschiller@paragonrnarketing,biz, 
> >.[~__a_L~_jb__r__%o___k__s__@_E_e__v___e_E_a_jj__v_[D_g_&__o__[9~ ._c_La__v___e_E_S_~LL~_c_!J__a__w__=_c___o___r[), _a__r_!_s__O__L~__@__U__L~__c__a__a__,_u__r_Lc_=_e_-__d___u_, 

> >._h__s__t:_o___u__c__h__kLn__~_@_t~__a__c_~__c__o__r_~__~ _c_.g_e__r__~!__a_L~)_@__U___D__~L_k_-_d___u_. 
>> 

>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday. 
>> 

> >Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT. There rnay be some 
late additions, but ] wanted to get this version to you for your review prior to the call. 
>> 

> >[ have also attached the minutes from the last call for approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 

determine next steps. 
>> 

> >Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

> > 238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> >University of Delaware 

> >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
> >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> >www.udel,edui~CECP 

>>302 831 6680 
>> 

>> 

>>    Original message 

> > > Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 0400 (EDT) 

> > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mj~rob]ns@UDe[=Ed~> 
> > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

> > >Call 

> > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <~robins@UDeI,Edu >, 
> > >.r-.-~.r-.-~.-c--d-.~-r-~!£4-t--~.-@-c---h-[-c---a.g--~--r--e--.-d-.-s.~9.E~.¢~.[~.~ .t__s__c__h__[jJ__e_E_@_p___a__r__a__g__o_£~_[ZLa__r_J_<__e__t_[L~g~_bj~ 

> > >]ean.brooks@reveralivinq.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 

> > >ar!sonC~uncaa,ur!cedu, hstouchlir)e~mac:co[’n, cger[’nair)C~, U DeI.Edu 
>>> 

> > >] hope everyone is well. ]just wanted to confirm the conference call 



for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. ] believe everyone can make the call. 
>>> 

> > >The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each 

of us have done. With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, Iwill compile and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday. 

Again if you can send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that would be great, 
>>> 

>>>The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call. 
>>> 

>>>Belowis the call in number for the call, 
>>> 

> > >Conference Dial in Number: (805)360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

> > >238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all you do. 
>>> 

>>>Matt 
>>> 

>>>Dr, Matthew J. Robinson 

> > >University of Delaware 

> > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > >www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>302 831 6680 
>>> 
>>> 
>>>    Original message 

> > > > Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 0400 (EDT) 

> > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@U DeI.Edu > 
> > > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

> > > >Call 

> > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@U DeI.Edu >, 
> > > > [nm_c___d_m_Er_~__to__t__t_@__c__k_j__q~_g_O__E_e__d___s__tL{~__r__s_,_c__o__m, :_<s__c__k_jj_[~_r_~9~__a__E_a_~_o__r_!__n_]__a_El_<_~_t_]_r?_~,_bj__z_, 

> > > >jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 

> > > >.a__[]_s__QZ~_~![ZLc_a_a_:_u__[]__c_,_e_d___u_., b__s__t_Qy__c_b_[[[)__e_@_[’_n___a_c_._c__Q_~]., _c_g~_r_z!_a__[[)_@___U___D__~J_,_E_-_d___u_. 
>>>> 

> > > >] hope everyone is well, ]just wanted to confirm day and time for 

next conference call. I am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 a.m. 

central time. 10 a.m. eastern time. Please let me know if that works for you. Anson, ] know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that works with practice 

schedule. ]will forward call in number once time is confirmed. 
>>>> 

>>>>All the best 
>>>> 

>>>>Matt 

> > > > Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > >Universky of Delaware 

> > > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > >www.udel.edu/]CECP 
>>>>302 831 6680 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>Date:Thu, 22 Ju1201010:34:53 0400(EDT) 
> > > > >From: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" < zj_r__o___b__[L!_S__@___U___D__~j_~_E_-_d___u_.> 

> > > > > Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>Call 

> > > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@U DeI.Edu >, 
> > > > >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

> > > > >jean~brooks@reveralivinc]=com, c!avers@whdlaw.com~ 

> > > > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac,com, cgermain@UDekEdu 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Hello Even/one: 
>>>>> 

> > > > > First of all thank you for your time and input du ring yesterday’s 

call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, ] apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting, ] added a quarter mile to morning run so ] dont screw up again. 
>>>>> 

> > > > >Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/summary of yesterday’s 

meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, ] have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your name eg. MATTSWOT and then send to me so ] can 

compile for discussion for next call. 
>>>>> 

> > > > >] have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 

an overview of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally ] have attched a long term athlete development plan. When 

reviewing take a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world. ]n fact 

USA Hockey is using this model in thier player development ]n discussions ] have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea 

of what others are doing. 
>>>>> 

> > > > > Finally, ] want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 

August 20 for Conference call. ]f 9 a.m central worked for everyone we can go with that. Just let me knowwhat works best. 
>>>>> 

>>>>>All the best and ] look forward to moving along with the project. 



>>>>>Matt 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>>Dr, Matthew J, Robinson 

> > > > > University of Delaware 

> > > > >Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director international 

> > > > >Coachin9 Enrichment Certificate Program www.udel.edu[ICECP 

>>>>>302 831 6680 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>>Date:Tue, 20 Ju1201012:24:46 0400(EDT) 

> > > > > > From: "Dr, Matthew J, Robinson" < E_~LE_O___b_i_r_Ls_~___U____D__e__LL_:_(_!__u_> 

> > > > > > Su bject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mirobins@UDeI.Edu >, 
> > > > > > mmcdermott@chicaqoredstars.com, tschi!jer@paraqonma rketinq~bjz, 

> > > > > >jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 

> > > > > >_a__r_Ls__o__[]__@__u__[]__C~La__~_u__r_Lc_:_e___d_~!, []_s__t_9__u___c_!]Jj_r_]_e___~_E]_a___c_:_c__O__LT)_, ._c_g__e__r_E0__a_j_r_L@__U___L_]__e_L_E__d_~! 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Hello Everyone. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled for 

today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central. The original email I had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed. 
>>>>>> 

> > > > > > Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. if not we can 

look to reschedule. 
>>>>>> 

> > > > > >Again, I apologize for the confusion, 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > > University of Delaware 

> > > > > >Associate Professor!Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > > > >international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > > > >www.udel.edu/ICECP 

>>>>>>302831 6680 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>>>Date:Mon, 19 Ju1201012:34:49 0400(EDT) 

> > > > > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mirobins@U DeI.Edu > 

> > > > > > > Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > > >To: rnmcdermott@ch]cagostars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
> > > > > > >jean,brooks@reveraliving,com, clavers@whdlaw.com 

> > > > > > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@U DeI.Edu, 

> > > > > > > [~.Lr__o___b_j__n__s__@__U____D___e_L_E__d___u_ 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Hello Everyone: 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 

9 am central time. We will try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 
>>>>>>> 

>> >>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in 

number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes from the meeting and will forward for review. I have also attached the 

purpose statement again for your review. 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > > Please let me know if you have any questions. All the best and I 

look forward to the call on Wednesday. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Matt 
>>>>>>> 

>> >>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>initiate Call 

> > > > > > >Intro of each participant and backg round Review of charge of task 

> > > > > > >force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt with 

>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 

> > > > > > >activities: Matt with feedback from all. 

>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 

> > > > > > >Assign of Responsibilities: All 

>>>>>>>Planned meeting time for regular conference call. All 

> > > > > > > Planned meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All Tasks to be 

> > > > > > >completed by next call. All Other items Closing 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >Conference Dial in Number: (80S) 360 1000 Participant Access 



>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > > >University of Delaware 

> > > > > > > Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > > > > >international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > > > > >www, udel,edu/~CECP 

>>>>>>>302831 6680 

> > > > > > >womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose,doc (37k bytes) 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20,doc (53k bytes) 

> > > > > SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 

> > > > >bytes). talent id_article.pdf (671< bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP JournalAidmanl.pdf (226k bytes) 

> > > > > 2009_WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 
>> 

> >soccerswotmastendoc (68k bytes) 
>> 

> >Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20.doc (53k bytes) 
> 

>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. 

federal tax advice contained in this e mail, including any attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) 

avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the [nternal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another person any tax related matter 

addressed herein. 

The information in this e mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 

it is intended solely for the addressee(s); access to anyone else is unauthorized, if this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy 

it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it, Thank you for your cooperation. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 7336812bytes; 

Attachment Link: http~//archiveO2.uncaa.unc,edu[dd52aaa6e7bO169c3c6995bf66d23dbc 
File Name: AOC_High_Perf_Plan_2009 (2).pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 5710502bytes 

Attachment Link: .!]-t--t:~--~/-/--a--r--c--~-~-v---e--~--~=u--~--c--a--a--~-u--r-~-c-~--e--d---u-/--c-~-2---d---5--~---1---8--.b---3--c--$~-~=~§-~-~-~:~]:-[~-b 

File Name: 2009_WellnessWorldCup.pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 1093512bytes 

Attachment Link: http:/iarchive02.uncaa.unc.edu/a48fd9110b3387c932aclac592b04519 

File Name: Cote et al JSS.pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 101203bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/36fef87afcO64d5cfcafgbf4bcd361dl 
File Name: Talent Identification and.pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 199337bytes 

Attachment Link: http:[/archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/52aSf3992f5938bblO4a7537501a5bSe 
File Name: Eliminating the dichotomy between theory and practice (3).pdf 

Expiry Date: Sun, 13 Feb 2011 15:23:55 0500 

Size: 232258bytes 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jean Brooks (VP of Premier Rehab) --~Jean.Broolcs@reveraliving.com> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 10:24 AM 

Anson Dorrance <ANSON@UNCAA.UNC.EDU> 

FW: 02 JAN 11 

From: Sven Stadtrecher, US Youth Soccer Europe ODP [mailto:director@odp-stuttgart.de] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 20:t0 :t0:2:t AN 
To: Jean Brooks (VP of Premier Rehab) 
Cc: ’james otto’; Tom Cloma (USYS-E Ass’t Commissioner); Jim Otto (USYS-E Commissioner); Paul Guelle (State Staff Coach) 
Subject: 02 JAN 
Importance: High 

The event will take place on 2 Jan 20:12[ at the Heidelberg High School Gym located on IViark-Twain-Village in Heidelberg. 

Paul Guelle, our Heidelberg District President and a Staff Coach for the Boys Program will be your local POC He will make sure yo(a will have access to the base, etc. 

.lames Otto, our President and Team Manager for the LJ15/:1.7 State Girls, will be the event 

I ~’qyself will b~:" out .:_~f CCX.E~try 

Fd like to t~se this format that day: 

1000 1200 hrs U15 Girls Training with Anson Dorrance 

1000 1100 hrs U15 Girls Parents Meeting with Jean Brooks 

1200 1245 hrs U15 Girls Meeting with Anson Dorrance and Jean Brooks 

1245 1330 hrs LUNCH 

1345 1545 hrs U17 Girls Training with Anson Dorrance 

1345 1415 hrs U17 Girls Parents Meeting with Jean Brooks 

1545 1630 hrs U17 Girls Meeting wittn Anson Dorrance and Jean Brooks 

The s~ze of the gyrn ~s the s~ze of a gasketbal~ c(mrt. ~ w~l~ ~im~t the event to 20 ~kwers ma>:. 

Hope sl~ is well 

Sven Stadtrecher 

D~rector of Coaching 

US YoL~th Soccer EL~rope ODP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <~mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Wednesday, December 8, 2010 10:45 AM 

Robinson, Matthew J <~Nrobins@udel.edtr~; Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org>; Layers, Christian CDL (5627) 

<CLavers@whdlaw.com>; mmcdermot@chicagoredstars.com; tschille@paxagonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraIiving.com; 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Gennain, Caitlyn A <cgennain@udekedu-~; ’marciamcdermot@mac.com’; Johnson, Corey 

Luke <johnson@udel.edt~- 

Update On Germany: Women’s Soccer Development Taskforce 

I hope eveiyone is ~vell. I just wanted to give quick update I had a great conversation with Heike from the German Soccer Federation this morning. She is excited for our visit and is setting a 
program [’or Jan 4 and 5th so that we have chance to meet a varie~" nf professionals who are involved with women’s program and will work to get person from Olympic committee to address 
overall funding of soccer and women soccer and participation numbers etc. She feels that they will be able to address all of the questions on the research protocol. 

Flank thanks for making contact, Jean thanks [’or making the trip happen. 

All the best 

Matt 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mjrobins@udel.edu [maiIto:mirobins(a)udel edu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:47 ~\I 
To: Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 
anson@uncaa.unc edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call :for wed 

Sor~ for confusion. Cal[ is :for wed at 10 am EST not Tuesday. Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BIack[3erry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony I)iCicco <tow@soccerplus.org> 
Date: Fri, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Layers, Christian CDL (5627)<CLavers@whdlaw.com>; Robinson, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin.udel edu>; mmcdermot@chicagoredstars.com<mmcdermott@chicagoredstars corn>; 
tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz<tschiller@paragomnarketing.biz>; jean brooks@reveraliving.com<jean.brooks@reverahving.com>; anson@uncaa.unc.edu<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
hstouchline@mac com<hstouchline@mac.com>; Oermain, CaitIyn A<cgermain@udel edu> 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Hi everyone. 10-11:15am works for me. If it runs over 11:15am...I will have to take it while driving. Thanks, Tony 

Tony DiCicco 
860-985-6611 - cell 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) [raailto:CLavers,@,~vhdlaw.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; rcancdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonraarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.~c.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, 
Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

That time works for me. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:m]robins(~udel.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 
To: rmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragotwnarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; 
Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope every’one is welh 
I ~vanted to see if everyone can make a conference call for this coming 
Wedr~esday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 
terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by my oversight Ton?- has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last ;veek and he is now on board. SorW Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time Once set I will get call number out to eye.one. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 ~vl 
To: Robinson, Matthe~v J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragomaaarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw corn; anson@uncaa unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac corn; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

hope evewone is well I am sorly for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. I wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 a.m. central time, 
0 am eastern time for a call. An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 for the same time 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating ~vith subject countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation. 

Let me know if this time works. I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 



Mart 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr Matthew J. Robinson [mailto:mirobins~ljDel.Edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11:19 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw cam; anson@uncaa unc.edu; 

hstouchline@mac cam; Germain, Cai@n A 
Sublect: Re: LArK{ST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for everyone’s time. ! will get draft of proposal off to everyone ASAP 

All the best 

Matt 
Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
University of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching ]~;nrichment Certificate Program www.udel eduiICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 

>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 -0400 @DT) 

>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDel.Edu> 

>Subject: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force 

>Conference Call 

>To: "Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 

>trm~cdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@tmcaa.anc.edu, 

>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@LPDel.Edu 

> 

>here is update swat. 

> 

>thanks and talk to you soon. 

> 

>matt 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

>Universi~ of Delaware 

>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

>International Coaching Emichment Certificate Program 

>w,~v.udel.edu;ICECP 

>302 831-6680 

> 

> 

>---- Original message .... 

>>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -0400 (EDT) 

>>From: "Dr Matt2aew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

>>Sul~iect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>Call 

>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 

>>rcm~cdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller @par agonmarketing biz, 

>>jean.brnoks@reveraliving corn, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc.edu, 

>>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
>> 

>>Looking for~vard to the call on Thursday 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWAT. There may be some 
late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your revie~v prior to the call 
>> 

>>I have also attached the minutes iicom the last call for approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 
determine next steps 
>> 
>>Conference Dial-m Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do 
>> 
>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>UniversW of Delaware 
>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management I)irector 
>:>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>www.udel.edu/]CECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original messene .... 
>>>I)ate: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -(MOO (EDT) 
>>>Frnm: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>:>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development ’]?ask Force Conference 
>>>Call 
>>>To: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
> >>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biT, 
>>~)ean.brooks@reveraliving cam, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>anson@uncaa unc edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@ljDel Edu 
>>> 

>>>I hope everyone is well. ! just wanted to confirm the conference call 
for rI1nursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. I believe everyone can make the call. 



>>>The main Jbcus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each 
of us have done With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, I wi]l compi]e and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can 
send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that would be great. 

>>>The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call 
>>> 

>>>Below is the call in number for the call 
>>> 
>>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>>238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all you do. 
>>> 

>>>Matt 
>>> 

>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>Universi~" of Delaware 
>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Prograrn 
>>>wwa~.udel. edu/ICE CP 
>>>302 831-6680 
>>> 

>>> 

>>>-- Original message .... 
>>>>Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -0400 @DT) 
>>>>Frorn: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Dcvelopment Task Force Conference 
>>>>Call 
>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <rnjrobins@U’Del.Edu>, 
>>>>nm~cdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
>>>>j ean.brooks@rcveraliving.corn, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@L3~el.Edu 
>>>> 

>>>>I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm day and time for 
next conference call. I am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 a.m. 
central time. 10 am eastern time. Please let me know if that works for you. Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me lcaow if that works with practice schedule I will 
fol-,Val-d call in number once time is COlffirmed 
>>>> 

>>>>All the best 
>>>> 

>>>>Matt 
>>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>international Coaching Ewichment Celtificate Program 
>>>~--www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>302 831-6680 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 -(N00 (EDT) 
>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@krDel.Edu> 
>>>>>Sul~iect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>Call 
>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@krDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>mmcdermott@chicagored stars.corn, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
>>>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving corn, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel Edu 

>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>:’>First of all thank you for your time and input during yesterday’s 
call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion Second, ! apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. ! added a quarter mile to morning run so I dora screw up again 

>>>>>Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/summary of yesterday’s 
meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT You can type right into and save with your name eg. N~*.TTSW()T and then send to me so I can compile for 
discussion for next call 

>>>>>I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 
an overview of talent identification models, the second is on personalib" as a predictor of athletic success. Finally ! have attched a long term athlete development plan. When reviewing take 
a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world In fact USA Hockey is using this model 
in thier player development. [n discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are doing 

>>>:’>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 
August 20 for Conference call. If 9 a.m central worked for evepfone we can go with that. Just let me know what works best. 

>:>>>:>All the best and I look forward to moving along with the project 

>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>Universi~, of Delaware 
>>>>>ProfcssoriPrograrn Director Sport Managernent Director International 
>>>>>Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program ~’w.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>>Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 12:24:46 -(NO0 (EDT) 
>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@krDel.Edu> 



>>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Cal[ 
>>>>>>To: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <n!jrobins@UDel Edu>, 
> >>> >>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tsc hiller@paragonmarketing.bi7. 
>>>>>~jean.broo ks@reverahving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>anson@~caa unc edu, hstouchline@mac corn, cgennain@UDel.Edu 

>>>>>>Hello EyeD’one 

>>>>>>I apologize for the cotffusion, but the call was scheduled for 
today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central. The original email I had sent was for Tuesday and cotffirmation email was for Wed. 

>>>>>>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. ~’not we can 
look to reschedule. 

>>>>>>Again, I apologize for the co~usion. 

>>>>>>Dr. Ma~hew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>Universi~ of Delaware 
>>>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Spolt Management Director 
>>>>>>h~temational Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>~wm.udel.ed¢ICECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>>gDate: Mon, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -~00 (ED~ 

>>>>>>>From: "L~. Ma~hew J. Robinson" <mirobins@~el.Edu> 
>>>>>>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>>To: t~cdetmott@chicagostars.com, ~chiller@parago~arketing.biz, 
>>>>>>gj ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>>anson@uncaa unc edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cge~ain@L~el.Edu, 
>>>>>>>mjrobins@~el E&~ 

>>>>>>>Hello EveD, one: 

>>>>>>>I look t;orward to our COlfference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 
9 am central t~e. We will t~z to keep the call to no longer than 1 how. 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda t~r the call as well as the call in 
number and access code. Jean you should be good calling l?om ewope I will keep the minutes from the meeting and will lZ~r;vard for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again 

>>>>>>>Please let me know if you have aW questions All the best and I 
look forward to the call on Wednesday. 

>>>>>>>Ma~ 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Coherence Call 

>>>>>>>~Itiate Call 
>>>>>>>Intro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 

>>>>>>>force Anson al"~d Hank Review- of planned activities: Matt with 
>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 
>>>>>>>activities: Mi~tt with feedback from all 
>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>;>>>;>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting time ~2~r regular conference call. All 
>;>>>;>>>Planned meeting for face to face: eg NSC~ All Tasks to be 
>>>>>>>completed by next call All Other items Closing 

>>>>>>>Con[’erence Dial-in Number: (805)360-1000 Participant Access 
>>>>>>>Code: 23892611 

>>>>>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>> >>>>>www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>>302 831 

> >>>>>>womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose.doc (37k bytes) 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force con[’erence call 7-20 doc (53k bytes) 
>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development Task[~’orce doc (155k 
>>>;>>bytes) talent id article.pc~ (67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP-JoumalAidman 1 .pdt" (226k bytes) 
>>>>> 2009 WellnessWorldCup pdf(1464k bytes) 

>>soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 

>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 

>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, xve inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. 
federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, including any attacl-ttnents, was not intended or xvritten to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of(i) avoiding any 



penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recomanending to another person aW tax-related matter addressed herein 

The information in this e-mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 
It is intended solely for the addressee(s); access to awone else is unauthorized. If this message has been sent to you ~n error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy it Please reply 
to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Monday, FebruaD~ 21,2011 10:22 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: [ISDPA] The Case for Play 

If you get a chance to read interesting, Interesting into what to do with the kids at earlier ages. One of the researchers is at UD, I am going to take her to lunch 
when I get back from brazil and ph::k her brain. I th~nk thin is anon:her e>:arn~e o[ gaining insights [rorn other d~sci~ines. How important is free play? 
A~ the best 
Matt 
F~m= ISDPA List [mailto:ISDPA@listseN.brown.edu] On Behalf ~ Wolff, Eli 
Sent: Nonday, Februa~ 2~, 20~ 8:43 AM 
Te= ISDPA@listse~.brown.edu 
Subject; [ISDPA] The Case for Play 
Dear Friends - I wanted to be sure to share this a~icle on play rese~ch - ~1 the ~sl, Eli 

The Case for Play 
How a handIhl of researchers are t~ing to save childhood. 

The Chronicle Review, Febrnary 20, 2011 

By Tom Bartlett/New York 

Website - http:/,’chwmicle.comiarticle/Tbe-Case-tbr- Playi126382/ 

Lucas Sherman and Aniyah McKenzie axe bnilding a house in Central Park. It is s,nall, even by Manhattan standards, and the amenities leave something to be desired. 

But Lucas, who is 6, and Aniyah, who is 7, seem pleased with their handiwork. The house has a slulight (a hole torn in cmdboard) and a flat-screen television (a black 
square of t:abric). Lucas is too busy to answer a stranger’s annoying queslions, but Aniyak who is holding a feather duste~; explains that she must clean the walls 

because they are veD~ diW. 

Lucas’s father, Dan, observes the project fi~om a nearby bench. "It’s amazing what you can do with boxes and junk," he says. 

That could ahnost be the slogan of the New York Coalition for Play, which provided the boxes andj unk. The nonprofit association ran one of the two dozen booths at 

the Ultimate Block Pa~y, an event last ti~ll that brought together companies like Disney, Crayola, and Lego, along with researchers ti~m Columbia and MIT, and 

attracted thousands of parents and children. The goal was to "celebrate the science of play" and to push back against the notion that education happens only when 

students are seated at "their desk~ staring at chaJkboard~ and scribbling furiously in their notebooks. 

The rally of sorts was the brainchild of two top play researchers, Kathy Hirsh-Pasek and Roberta Miclmick Golinkott; the authors of Einstein Never Used Flashcards 

(Rodale, 2003) and editors, along with Dorothy Singer, of Play Learning (O~brd UniversiD" Press, 2006). They want to take what they’ve learned in the lab and 

proclai,n it in the panel< or wherever else people will lislen. The message is this: The emphasis on standardized tesling, on atte,npting to constantly ,nonitor, ,neasure, and 
quantify what s~udents learn, has forced teachers to spend more of the school day engaged in so-called direct instrnction and has substantiaJly reduced or eliminated 

opportunities that children have for exploring, interacting, and learning on their own. Recess has, in many districts, vanished from the schedule entirely. After school, 

parents shuttle their kids from activi~’ to activi~, depriving them of unstructured time alone or with friends. 

That matter~ according to resem’chers, notj ust because play reduces stress mad makes children more socially competent which evidence suggests that it does. It 

matters also because play suptx)sedly improves working memo~ and self- regulation; in other words, it makes kids sharper and better- behaved. So, ironically, by 

shortchanging them on play in favor of academics, we may actually be inhibiting their development, ttirsh-Pa.sek, a psychology professor at Temple University, 

considers the move away ti-om play to be a crisis, even comparing it to global wanning, in the sense that it may take years for the consequences to be t~lt. When it 
comes to the value of play, she declares: "The science is clear." 

But how clear is it’? Even researchers who’ve devoted Inuch of their careers to studying play question the more inflated claims of its importance. Within the world of 

those who take play seriously, there are multiple camps, each with its own deafly held tenets. There are the Free Players, who argue that play is a human right and that 

adults should more or less leave kids alone. There are the Play Skeptics, who see play as useful for blowing off stemn but are dubious about its cognitive upside. And 

there are Play Moderates, who advocate a mix of free play, adult-guided play, and n’aditional classroom instruction. No matter whom you’re talking with, though, it 

seems eveu diseussion about play eventually comes around to a prolific Russian psychologist who died more than 75 years ago. 

BeIbre tuberculosis claimed him, at just 37, Lev Vygotsky managed to produce a fftack of volumes on topics as diverse as the psychology of art, the relationship 

between thought and language, the problem of consciousness, the behavior of primitive man, seientific language, and child development. While the amount of work he 

cranked out is notable in itselt; what’s more impressive is how influential that work has become, even though much of it remained unpublished and antranslated tbr 

decades tbllowing his death. 

For play reseaacchers, no one loolns larger than Vygotslu~ whose name, along with that of his longer-lived and better-known contemporau, Jean Piaget, pops up on 

seemingly eyeD1 other page of the literature. Vygotsky viewed pla>; particularly pretend play, as a critical part of childhood, allowing a child, as he said in one of[- 

repeated quote, to sland "a head taller than himself." His biggest theoretical contribution may have been the Zone of Proximal Development: the idea that children are 

capable of a range of achievement during each s~ge of their lives. In the right environment, and with the right guidance (which was later dubbed "seafiblding"), children 

can perform at the top of that range. 

For instance, Vygotsky explained, when a child can pretend that a broomstick is a horse, he or she is able to Selmaate the object from the symbol. A broom is not a 
horse, but it’s Iyossible to call a broom a horse, and even to pretend to ride it. That ability "to think abstractly is a huge mental leap tbrward, mad play can make it 

happen. 

Among the many wbo have been influenced by Vygotsky is Debora~h J. Leong, the author, along with Elena Bodrova, of Tools of the Mind: The Vygotskian Approach 

to Early Childhood Education, an attempt to turn his theories into practical classroom techi~iques. Leong, a professor emerita of psychology at Metropolitan State 



College of Denver, points out that when young children axe pretending, they often use bigger words than they normally would and fitly inhabit their roles, like mini 

Method actors. If they’re playing doctor, fi~r instance, they might say "iNection" or "thermometer." Recently she watched a group of pre~hoolers pretending to work at 

a well-known chain hardware store. "Welcome to Home Depot," a 4-year-old said. "You can do it, we can help." Meanwhile another group of children, who were 

pretending to be airport screeners, informed a would-be passenger that a bottle she was carrying was larger than the permitted three ounces. 

Pretend play isn’t just about vocabulary. A 2007 study published in Science looked at how 4- and 5-year-olds who were enrolled in a school that used the play-based, 

Vygotsky-inspired Tools of the Mind cumcularn measured up to children in a more typical preschool. The s~dents in the play-based school scored better on cognitive 

flexibility, self-control, and working memo~3~ attributes of"executive function," which has been consistently linked to acade~nic achievement. The results were so 

convincing that the experiment was halted earlier than planned so that children in the typical preschool could be switched to the Tools of the Mind curriculum. The 

authors conclude: "Although play is often thought frivolous, it may be essential." 

With evidence like that. you might think that the kind of guided pretend play that Vygotslcy favored would be universally embraced. In fact. according to Leong, ifs fast 
disappearing, as the rdea of learning becomes synonymous with memorization and standardized tests. Play is steadily losing out to what play proponents ret~r to as the 

"drill and kill" method. "We drill more because they can’t pay attention, but they can’t pay attention because they don’t have these underlying play skills, so we drill 

more," Leong says. "It’s pathetic." 

Not to tnention misguide& according to Kathy Hirsh-Pasek. Whether children play enough isn’t an obscure debate among developmental psy’chologists. If it’s tree that 

children who spend too little time playing straggle ruth executive function, then we may be raising a generation of kids with less self-control, shorter attention spans, and 

poorer memory skills. If that really is the case, Hirsh-Pasek’s talk about a crisis isn’t so far-fetched. 

She sees the Ultimate Block Pa~’ as the firs~t step in a national ettbrt to get people to fftop dismissing play and start questioning the wa~v we assume children learn. She 

wants to speak directly to parents, most of whom aren’t poring over eve~’ issue of Child Development for the lates~t research on play. The goal, in a sound bite, is to 

take that research "into the streets, subways, and supermarkets." 

It’s not eve~ day that an academic stages a spectacle in Central Park to bring attention to what i~ honestly, a tZairly small field of research. To pull it ott~ Hirsh-Pasek 

hired a public-relations agency and drummed up big-name corporate sponsors. There was a Sesame Street sing-a-long, what was billed as "New York’s Largest 

Simon Says," and a Radio Disney Dance Party. A small company called Ridemakerz hawked its build-your-own remote-control caacs. Not to mention the guy selling a 

nilty iPhone app that lets you play a technologically enh~mced game of hide-and-seek using the smartphone’s GPS capability. 

There were also decidedly less-profit-driven booths, like the one run by the New York Coalition for l?lay. Rather than whiz-bang gadgets, they offered cardboard 

boxes and tubes, lots of fabric, ribbon, empty rune crates, and assorted ite,ns that would othem’ise be found in a recycling bin. One of those overseeing the booth was 

Edu,ard Miller, a senior researcher at the nonprofit group Alliance for Childhood, part of whose mission is to pro,note creative play. When asked what he thought of 

the Ridemakerz booth just a few yards away, he couldn’t help rolling his eyes. "We’re also concerned about the overcommercialization of pla>;" he said. "The right 

answer is less programming and more opporttmities for kids to make up things on their own." 

Hirsh-Pasekis well aware that play purists look askance at including corporations in the pro-play campaign. Those who take ahaacd line on free play thatis, giving 

children basic materials like boxes and fabric and then leaving them alone have zero use tbr Nickelodeon kid bands and pricey remote-control car~ which they see as 

just more ways for adults to get in the way. What she has in mind is a big tent, one that doesn’t exclude tiancy toys or snapw musical productions. Nor does she have 

much patrence tbr advocates who claim that the only valuable play is "the kind that doesn’t involve anyone over 18. She wants kids to play on "their own, sure, but she 

also wants them to engage in more guided play, where an adult or older child can take part. 

There’s reseaacch to back her up. A study she recently submitted for publication gave blocks to children divided into thiee groups. In one group, the blocks had already 

been assembled into a heliport. A second group was given blocks, and adults helped the children follow directions to build a heliport. A third group was given blocks 

and told to do whatever it wanted. The researchers then listened to the language children were using as they played. Those who were building a helipo~t with an adult 

used the most imaginative and spatial language (like "below," "on top," "next to"); the kids who were playing with the preassembled heliport used the leas~t. 

While she’s no purist. Hirsh-Pasek is suspicious of some of the toys that purport to be educational. The title of Einstein Never Used Flashcards (subtitled How Our 

Children Really Learn and Why They Need to Play More and Memorize Less) is an apparent slap at the Disney- owned Baby Einfftein company. She also cites 
research that shows that electronic books tbr kids, the kind that talk and make noises, actaally distract young readers: Kids who read them remember less of the 

narrative than kids who read the sto~ on old-thshioned paper. What’s more, Hirsh-Pasek says, she tamed down millions of dollars from a corporate sponsor (which 

she declines to identify) "that requested the right to name "the Ultimate Block PaW. 

In many ways, she is placing herself in the middle. She’s not ruing to rnn toy co,npanies out of business, but she is rolling to criticize products that do more haaan than 

good. She’s not attempting to tear down traditional classroom education~ but she is pushing hard for more play in schools obsessed with testing. To that end, she’s 

working to ,nake the research on play palatable for teachers and parents. 

How good that research is, though, is a matter of debate. Peter K. Smith began s~dying play in the mid- 1970s. At the time, he was a believer in the "play ethos," which 

he defines in his recent book. Children and Pla>; as the "ve~3~ strong and unquestioned view of the importance of play." In that book, he quotes numerous researchers 

waxing enthusiastic about play’s importa~ce, asseNng that it is "vital" and "the work of childhood" and "the supreme pwchological need." 

Later, Smith, a prot~ssor of psychology at the University of London, became a skeptic. "I looked at the textbooks of play" t]com Piaget forward, he says. "They said 

play is essential for development, that it enhanced this and this, and that and "that. but they don’t cite any evidence." So he decided to take a closer look. In the late 

1980s, he picked a couple of studies that claimed to demonstrate the benetits of play. In one study, resea~:chers had found that playing with small objects helped young 

children learn how to solve problems. Another showed "that play made kids more creative. Smith replicated both using a double-blind procedure to eliminate any 
potential research bias. 

His findings showed no difference in creativity or problem-solving ability between the kids who played and those who didn’t. It was a setback for play advocates and 

made researchers wonder whether the field was based on science or sentimental hype. 

More than two decades after Smith’s debunking, researchers like Angeline Lillard, a professor of psychology at the University of Virginia, are still raising some of the 

same questions. "I think if you look hard at all the studies people cite as showing that play helps developmeut, they are either correlation sVadies" in other words, they 



don’t prove that play actually causes cognitive gains "or they have problems," she says. 

Not that Lillard, or Smith, tbr that matter, is antiplay. Lillaacd is the author of the best-selling book Montessori: The Science Behind the Genins and has written about the 

possible links between pretend play and social cognition. She doe~ however, believe that the field is in need of newer and better reseaacch. "My own view is that I 
would like for us to have fumer tboting to stand on," she says. 

But while scientific suppo~t tbr play can be overstated, someti~nes the criticism of play can be untbunded. Last September, Ti~ne ~nagazine published an axticle with the 

headline "Free Play Won’t Make Your Child Smarter." The article was prompted by a study that looked at how 2,751 preschoolers fared in programs with a varie .ty of 
approaches, including free play and traditional group instruction. That study concluded that "more qualiU inshucfional finrc" and "less free play tinrc" wonld better 

prepare kids for school. 

But the s~udy’s case agains~t play in school isn’t entirely persuasive. If s tree that the kids who spent the largest chnnk of their school day (41 percent) engaged in free 

play were behind their counterparts on skills like naming letters, naming nmnbers, mad writing their names. But those who spent 29 percent of their time in teacher- 

gnided play actually pertbrmed at the same level as the kids who played much less (only 13 to 15 percent of the time) when it came "to naming nnmbers, highest number 

counted, language and literacy, word and letter identification, and writing their names legibly. In short, they played twice as much but learned the same amount. One of 

the authors of the report, Nina Chien, a postdoctoral researcher at the University of California at San Diego, acknowledges in an e-mail that this was proof"that kids 

can play a lot but fftill make good gains." 

More interesting is what the reseaacchers di&~’t test. Did the children who played more demonstrate higher levels of self-control and better working memo~T, as other 
research suggests they would? If so, did they outperform the kids preschoolers, remember who spent 15 percent or less of their time playing? Is being smart a race 
to see who can memorize the most. or is it about developing capacities to deal with a complex world? 

WNle mnch of the research on play focuses on young children, the implications go well beyond third grade. In junior high, play is more likely to be called "discoveu 
learning." When professors to~ to get college students to look up from their iPhones, it’s p~obably referred to as "active engagement." But the principles axe the same. 
Stuaxt Brown, one of the authors of Play: How It Shapes the Brain, Opens the Imagination, and Invigorates the Soul, has reviewed thousands oflit} histories and 
concluded that play is essential for children and adults. He’s intent on spreading that gospel through his organizafion, the Natioua] Institute for Play, whose mission is to 
make human play a "credentialed discipline in the scientific commnnity." 

And ifs not just people. That no~thuman primates engage in sophisticated play has been thoroughly established, and anyone who has dangled a string in front of a cat 

has conducted animal resea~rch. In his book The Genesis of Ani,nal Play, Gordon Burgha~rdt, a psychology professor at the University of Tennessee, reports playful 

behavior in lizmds, turtles, and birds. Even fish have been known to an~use themselves. 

For Hirsh-Pasek, the universality of play is part of the evidence of its value. Why would we do it if it didn’t confer an evolutiona~T advantage? She concedes that some 
of the play research is more suggestive than slam-dnnk, and that cleaner, stronger studies would be welcome. But she also argues that we already know enongh to 
conclude that play matters, and that failing to preserve it in the lives of children could be a disaster. 

She’s doing her part to stave that otE Hirsh-Pasek says 40 cities have expressed interest in holding their own Ultimate Block Parties. She and her colleagues will soon 
unveil a Web site to promote play research, and more books are on the way. Their goal, she .says, is to restore play to its rightful, respected place in the lives of 
children. "Even if we don’t undersIand it perfectly, it’s silly "to taJ~e play away ti-om society," she says. "It’s like taJ~ing love away. It’s crazy." 

The Play Books 

The Ambiguity of Play, by Brian Su~m- Smith (Harvaacd Universi~ Press, 1997) 

Sonrctimes called the godfather of play studies, Brian Sutton-Smith has written or edited dozens of books on play and games. He often writes about play from a 
Daxwinian perspective: "Play begins as a major feature of mmnmalian evolution and remains as a major method of becoming reconciled with our being within our 
presentnniverse. Inthisrespect, play resembles both sex and religion, two other fimns however temporary or durable ofhnmansalvationinonreaxthlybox." 

Einstein Never Used Flashcards: ttow Our Children Really Learn, by Roberta Michnick Golinkofl; Kathy Hirsh-Pasek, and Diane Eyer (Rodale Books, 2003) 

’][’he culture is giving us the wrong ,nessages about how to educate young children, write Kath5 Hirsh-t asek, Roberta Golinlcof£ and Diane Eyer. Earlier isn’t 
necessarily better. Learning doesn’t happen only in a classroom. ’][’hey contend that the "evidence tells us that less can be more. It tells us that the ’adultification’ and 
accelerafion of children is not a positive choice, but one that robs children of their freedom to be. It tells us that to be happy, well-adjuste& and smart, children do not 
need to attend eve~T class and own each educational toy." 

Recess: Its Role in Education and Development, by Anthow D. Pellegrini (Lawrence Eflbaum Associates, 2005) 

Recess is disappearing at maW schools across the countu, sqneezed out by academics. Yet research by AnthoW Pellegrini, a professor of educational psychology at 
the UniversiU of Minnesota, indicates that children are more attentive to their schoolwork after recess than betbre. He ha~s argued "that "recess breaks ma~ximize 
children’s cognitive pertbrmance and adj ustmeut to school," and that it may be "one of the few times during the day when children have the opportunity to interact with 
peers and develop social skills free fi’om adult intervention." 

A Child’s Work: ’][’he hnpormaace of Fantasy" Play, by Vivian Gussin Paley (University" of Chicago Press~ 2004) 

Vivian Gussin Paley argues that the loss of creative free time, particnlMy s~tor~telling and role-playing, can ha~qn children etnotioually and intellectually. Paley, a longtime 
kindergarten teacher at the University" of Chicago LaboratoW Schools, writes: "The children themselves continually reminded us that play was still their most usable 
context. It was not the mons~ters they invented that frightened them in kindergarten; itwas being told to sit still and pay attenfion for long periods oftime." Tom Bartlett 



Tom Bartlett is a senior writer tbr The Chronicle. 

Eli A. Wolff 

Sport a~d Development Initiative 

Watson Institute for IntemationaJ Studies 

Brown Universi~ 
111 Thayer Street, Box 1970 

Providence, RI 02912 

Phone: 401-863-3584 

Fax: 401-863-1270 

Ema~l: Eli Woll~;brown.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@ndel.edn> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 9:02 AM 

’Tony DiCicco’ <tony@soccerplus.org>; ’Lavers, Christim~ CDL (5627)’ <CLavers@whdlaw.com>; ’mmcdennot~chicagoredstars.com’; 

’tschille@pamgonmarketing.biz’; ~iean.brooks@revemliving.com’; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’hstouchline@mac.com’; Germmn, Cmflyn A 

<cgermain@udel.edu-~; ’marciamcdermott@mac.com’; Johnson, Corey Luke <johnson@ndel.edu> 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@ndel.edu> 

Summon/Brazil Trip 

I hope everyone is well. I am back from Brazil and just wrapped writing an executive summ ary of the trip. First, again Jean thanks for sponsoring. 
I have attached the summary. I rel~cain from offering my opinions, I am interested in hearing views of the group Also I have attached the summary from Germany if you want to compare 

I was curious to see if we could do a conference call either this Thursday at 11:00 a.m. est or the following Monday at the same time. I know anson is traveling so I was hoping to have 
Anson weigh in. Let me know if Thursday at 11 est works by responding 

I think as of now we have three reference points, Germany, Brazil and US As I stated I am dning secondary research on Canada, Norway, and france and still want to discuss japan. 

Also I am going to send you an article on free play that you may :find interesting. When you see flash cards, think structured drills with six year olds. 

All the best 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 10:45 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); mmcdennott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiiler@paragonmarketing.biz; jean brooks@reverahving.com; 
anson@uncaa unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’marciamcdermott@mac corn’; Johnson, (;ore?" Luke 
Sut~ject: Update On Germaw: Women’s Soccer Development Taskforce 

I hope everfone is welh I just ~vanted to give quick update. I had a great conversation with Heike from the German Soccer Federation this raorning. She is excited for our visit and is setting a 
program for Jan 4 and 5th so that we have chance to meet a variety of professionals ~vho are involved with women’s program and ~vill work to get person frora Olympic conwnittee to address 
overall funding of soccer and ~vomen soccer and participation numbers etc.. She feels that they will be able to address all of the questions on the research protocol. 

Hank thanks for making contact, Jean thanks for raaking the trip happen. 

All the best 

Matt 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: rajrobins@udel.edu [raailto:mirobins(~,udel.edu] 
Sent: Satmday, November 13, 2010 9:47 AM 
To: Tony DiCicco; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthew- J; rmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 
anson@m~caa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call for wed 

Sort5’ for confusion. Call is for wed at 10 am EST not Tuesday. Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 
Date: Fri, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Layers, Christian CDL (5627)<CLavers@whdlaw.com>; Robinson, Matthew J<rr~irobins@adrain.udel.edu>; rmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com<nwncdermott@chicagoredstars.com>; 
tschiller@paragonmarkcting.biz<tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz>; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com<jean.brooks@rcveraliving.com>; anson@uncaa.unc.edn<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
hstouchline@mac.com<hstouchline@mac.com>; Germain, Caitlyn A<cgermain@udehedu> 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Hi evewune. 10-11 : 15am works for me. If it runs over 11 : 15am..I will have to take it while driving. Thanks, Ton?- 

Ton?’ DiCicco 
- cell 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) [mailto:CLavers@whdlaw com] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; n~acdermott@chicagoredstars corn; tschiller@paragunmarketing biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving corn; anson@uncaa unc edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, 
Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

That time works for me. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Robinson, Matthe~v J [mailto:mirobms@udel edn] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 
To: mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean brooks@reverahving.com; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa uric edu; hstouchline@mac.com; 
Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope eye.one is welh 
I wanted to see if eveiyone can make a conference call for this coming 
Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 
terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point 

Also, by my oversight Tony has not been included on past el:nails, but I reached out to him last week and he is now on board. Sorry Tony 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set I will get call number out to everyone. 

Thanks and all the best 



Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, ]Vlatthe~v J 
Sent: Monday, Sepbember 27, 2010 11:09 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving corn; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac.com; German, Caitlyn A 
Sut~iect: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. I am sorry for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week I wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 a 9 am central time, 
10 am eastern time for a call An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1%r the same time. 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject countries and to get an update fi-om Hank on feedback from federation 

Let me know if fills time works. I xvould not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr. Matthew J. Robinson [mailto:mirobins,@JJDehEdu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11 : 19 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; rrm~cdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdla~v.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Cotfference Call 

Thanks for eve~one’s time. I will get draft of proposal off to everyone ASAP. 

All the best 

Matt 
Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
University of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching Emichment Certificate Program www.udehedu/ICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 -(N00 (EDT) 
>From: "Dr. Matthe~v J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
>Subject: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force 
>Conference Call 
>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu>, 
>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars corn, tschiller@paragomnarketing.biz, 
>jean brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.va~cedu, 
>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu 
> 

>here is update swot. 
> 

>thanks and talk to you soon 
> 
>mat~ 
>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>University of Dela~vare 
>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>International Coaching El~richment Certificate Program 
>~v,a~v udel. edu/ICECP 
>302 831-6680 
> 
> 

>---- Original message .... 
>>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -0400 (EDT) 
>>t;rom: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeh Edu> 
>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>Call 

>>To: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UI)el.Edu>, 
>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmark eting.biz, 
>>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc edu, 

> > hstouchline@mac.com, cgerm ain@UDeh Edu 
>> 

>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday. 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT. ’]’here may be some 
late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your review prior to the call 
>> 

>>I have also attached the minutes fi-om the last call lk~r approvah 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 
determine next steps. 
>> 

>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 



> >University of Delaware 
>;>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
> >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>’~,~’w.udel. edu/ICECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original message .... 
>>>Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -0400 (EDrl) 
>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <tNrobins@LZ)el.Edu> 
>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>Call 
>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@LZ)el.Edu>, 
>>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller @paragotm~arketing.biz, 
>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@l~’Del.Edu 
>>> 

>>>I hope evets~one is well. I just wanted to confirm the conference call 
for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. I believe eve15~one can make the call. 
>>> 

>>>The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each 
of us have done. With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, I will compile and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thmsday. Again if you can 
send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that would be great. 
>>> 

>>>The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call. 
>>> 

>>>Below is the call in number for the call. 
>>> 

>>>Conference Dial-in N~nber: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>>238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all you do. 
>>> 

>>>Matt 

>>>Dr Matthe~v J. Robinson 
>>>Uinversity of Delaware 
>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Spelt Management Director 
>>>International Coaching F~nrichment Certificate Program 
>>>ww~ udel edu/ICECP 
>>>302 831-6680 
>>> 

>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -0400 @DT) 
>>>>From: "Dr Matthe~v J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>Call 

>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <n!irobins@L’Del Edu>, 
>>>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars corn, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
>>>~jean brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw corn, 
>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac corn, cgennain@U~Del.Edu 
>>>> 

>>>>I hope eveczone is ~vell I just wanted to confirm day and time for 
next conference call. I am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 a.m. 
central time. 10 am eastern time. Please let me know if that works for you. Arisen, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that works with practice schedule I will 
fOlaVal-d call in number once time is COlffirmed 

>:>>>All the best 

>>>>[\/laSt 
>>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>>Umversity of Delaware 
>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>[ntematinnal Coaching ][~;nrichmem Certificate Program 
>>>>www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>302 831-6680 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>7,>---- Original message .... 

>>>>>Date: rfhu, 22 Ju] 2010 10:34:53 -0400 ([~DT) 
>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>:>>>:>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>Call 
>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
> >>> >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
>>>>>1 ean.brook s@reveraliving corn, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel Edu 

>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>>>First of all thank you for your time and input during yesterday’s 
call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion Second, ! apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. ! added a quarter mile to morning run so I dora screw up again 

>>>>>Ok, a few atta&unents. First minutes/summa15, of yesterday’s 
meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your name eg. MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can compile for 
discussion for next call. 

>>>>>I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 
an ovel~’iew of talent identification models, the second is on personali~ as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long terra athlete development plan. When reviewing take 
a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structmed system that is being adopted around the world. In fact USA Hockey- is using this model 



in thier player development. [n discussinns I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea nf ~vhat others are doing 

>>>>>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 
August 20 for Con[‘erence calh It" 9 a.m central worked for ever,lone we can go with that. Just let me know what works best. 

>>>>>All the best and I look forward to moving along with the project 

>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>Universiry of Delaware 
>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International 
>>>>>Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program ~-.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>>Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 12:24:46 -(NO0 (EDT) 
>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@LrDehEdu> 
>>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Playcr Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>To: "Dr. _Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>>rcancdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing, biz, 
>>>>>>j ean.brooks@rcveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>anson@uncaa.tmc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Hello Eve15,one. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>I apologize for the cotffusion, but the call was scheduled for 
today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 centrah The original email I had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. II" not we can 
look to reschedule 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Again, I apologize ibr the confusion 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Matt 
>>>>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>Uinversity of Delaware 
>>>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>v~vw.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>>>Date: Mort, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>>>>>From: "Dr Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>>>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>>To: n~mcdermott@chicagostars corn, t~schiller@paragol~marketing biz, 
>>>>>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdla~v.com, 
>>>>>>>anson@uncaa unc edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@krDel.Edu, 
>>>>>>>mjrobins@UDel Edu 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>>>>>I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 
9 am central time. We will try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda :[’or the call as well as the call in 
number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe I will keep the minutes from the meeting and will forward for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again 

>:>>>>:’>Please let me know if you have any questions All the best and I 
look forward to the call on Wednesday. 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>>>>>>initiate Call 
>>>>>>>Intro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 

>>>>>>>force Anson and }tank Review of planned activities: Matt with 
>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 
>:’>>:’>>activities: Miitt with feedback from all 
>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting time 12~r regular conference call. All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting for face to face: eg NSC~A All Tasks to be 
>>>>>>>completed by next call. All Other items Closing 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Conference Dial-in Numbcr: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access 
>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 



>>>>>>>International Coaching [~nrichment Certificate Program 
>> >>>>>www.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>>302 831 

> >>>>>>womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose.doc (37k bytes) 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force con[’erence call 7-20 doc (53k bytes) 
>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development Tasld~’orce doc (155k 
>>>>>bytes) talent id article.pall (67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP-JournalAidmanl .pdf (226k bytes) 
>>>>> 2009 WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 

>>soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 

>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 

>soccerswotnraster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirenrents imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. 
federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, including any attachments, was not intended or writtcn to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of(i) avoiding any 
penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Set’,~ice, or (ii) pronroting, nrarketing or recommending to another person any tax-related matter addressed herein. 

The information in this e-mail is confidential and may- be protected by- the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 
It is intended solely for the addressee(s); access to anyone else is ~mauthorized. If this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy it. Please reply 
to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 35118bytes; 
Attachment Link: httt~://archiveO2.vx~caa.tmc.edu/646eef5477382351b35b9d6e4909629f 
File Name: Executive Surrmrary of Brazil Trip.docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 31 May 2011 10:01:34-0400 
Size: 19512bytes 

Attachn~ent Link: http://archiveO2.uncaa.unc.edu/b21ea64aa7blfadebec6ded2ac4eb617 
FileName: MajorPoints from German trip[1].docx 
Expiry Date: Tue, 31 May 2011 10:01:34 -0400 
Size: 15606bytes 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J ~:mjrobins@ndel.edn> 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 9:03 AM 

’Tony DiCicco’ <tony@soccerplus.org>; ’Layers, ChristiaJ~ CDL (5627)’ <CLavers@whdlaw.com:~; ’tschille@paragonmaJcketing.biz’; 

~iean.brook@reveraliving.com’; ’anson@uncaa.nnc.edu’; ’hstonchline@mac.com’; Germain, Caillyn A <cgermain@udel.edu>; 

’marciamcdennotV~:mac.com’; Johnson, Corey Luke <johnson@udel.edu-~ 

Free play ~ticle: FY1 

The Case for Play: How a handful of researchers are trying to save childhood 
By Tom Bartlett, New York 

Lucas Sherman and Aniyah McKenzie are building a house in Central Park. It is small, even by Manhattan standards, and the amenities leave something to be desired. But Lucas, who is 6, 
and Aniyah, who is 7, seem pleased with their handiwork. The house has a skylight (a hole tom in cardboard) and a flat-screen television (a black square of fabric) Lucas is too busy to 
answer a stranger’s annoying questions, but Aniyah, who is holding a feather duster, explains that she must clean the walls because they are very dirty. 

Lucas’s father, Dan, observes the project from a nearby bench "It’s amazing what you can do with boxes and junk," he says. 

’]?hat could almost be the slogan of the New York Coalition fi~r Play, which provided the boxes and junk The nonprofit association ran one of the two dozen booths at the Ultimate Block 
Party’, an event last fall that brought together companies like Disney, Crayola, and Lego, along with researchers from Columbia and MIT, and attracted thousands of parents and children. 
’]?he goal was to "celebrate the science of play" and to push back against the notion that education happens only when students are seated at their desks, staring at chalkboards, and 
scribbling furiously in their notebooks 

The rally of sorts was the brainchild of two top play researchers, Kathy Hirsh-Pasek and Roberta Michnick Oolinkoff, the authors of Einstein Never Used Flashcards ~Rodale, 2003) and 
editors, along with Dorothy Singer, of Play Learning (Oxford Umversity Press, 2006) They want to take what they’ve learned in the lab and proclaim it in the park, or wherever else people 
will listen. The message is this: The emphasis on standardized testing, on attempting to constantly monitor, measure, and quantify what students learn, has forced teachers to spend more of 
the school day engaged in so-called direct instruction and has substantially reduced or eliminated opportunities that children have J2~r exploring, interacting, and learning on their own. 
Recess has, in many districts, vanished from the schedule entirely. After school, parents shuttle their kids from activity" to activity’, depriving them of unstructured time alone or with friends. 

That matters, according to researchers, not just because play reduces stress and makes children more socially competent-which evidence suggests that it does. It matters also because play 
supposedly improves working memory and self-regulation; in other words, it makes kids sharper and better-behaved So, ironically, by shortchanging them on play in favor of academics, we 
may actually be inhibiting their development. Hirsh-Pasek, a psychology professor at Temple University, considers the move away from play to be a crisis, even comparing it to global 
warming, in the sense that it may take years for the consequences to be felt. When it comes to the value of play, she declares: "The science is clear." 

But how clear is it? Even researchers who’ve devoted much of their careers to studying play question the more inflated claims of its importance. Within the world of those who take play 
seriously, there are multiple camps, each with its own dearly held tenets. There are the Free Players, who argue that play is a human right and that adults should more or less leave kids 
alone. There are the Play- Skeptics, who see play as useful for blo~ving off steam but are dubious abont its cognitive upside. And there are Play Moderates, who advocate a mix of free play-, 
adult-guided play, and traditional classroom instruction. No matter ~vhom you’re talking with, though, it seems every discussion about play eventually comes around to a prolific Russian 
psychologist who died more than 75 years ago. 

Before tuberculosis claimed him, at just 37, Lev Vygotskw managed to produce a stack of volumes on topics as diverse as the psychology of art, the relationship between thought and 
language, the problem of consciousness, the behavior of primitive man, scientific language, and child development. While the amount of work he cranked out is notable in itself, what’s more 
impressive is how influential that work has become, even though much of it remained unpublished and untranslated for decades following his death. 

For play- researchers, no one looms larger than Vygotsky, whose name, along with that of his longer-lived and better-kno~vn contemporary, Jean Piaget, pops up on seemingly every other 
page of the literature. Vygotsky viewed play, particularly pretend play, as a critical part of childhood, allowing a child, as he said in one oft-repeated quote, to stand "a head taller than 
himself." His biggest theoretical contribution may have been the Zone of Proximal Development: the idea that children are capable of a range of achievement &ucing each stage of their lives. 
In the right environraent, and with the right guidance (which ~vas later dubbed "scaffolding"), children can perform at the top of that range. 

For instance, Vygotsky explained, ~vhen a child can pretend that a broomstick is a horse, he or she is able to separate the object from the symboh A broom is not a horse, but it’s possible to 
call a broom a horse, and even to pretend to ride it. That abili~ to think abstractly is a huge mental leap forward, and play- can make it happen. 

Among the many who have been influenced by Vygotsky is Deborah J. Leong, the author, along with Elena Bodrova, of Tools of the Mind: The Vygotskian Approach to Early Childhood 
Education, an attempt to turn his theories into practical classroom tectmiques. Leong, a professor emerita of psychology at Metropolitan State College of Denver, points out that when 
young children are pretending, they" often use bigger words than they normally ~vould and fully itkhabit their roles, like mini Method actors. If they’re playing doctor, for instance, they- might 
say "injection" or "thermometer." Recently she watched a group of preschoolers pretending to work at a well-known chain hardware store. "Welcome to Home Depot," a 4-year-old said. 
"You can do it, we can help." Meanwhile another group of children, who were pretending to be airport screeners, irfformed a would-be passenger that a bottle she ~vas carrying was larger 
than the permitted three ounces. 

Pretend play isn’t just about vocabulary. A 2007 study published in Science looked at how 4- and 5-year-olds who were enrolled in a school that used the play-based, Vygotsky-inspired 
Tools of the Mind curriculum measured up to children in a more typical preschool The students in the play-based school scored better on cognitive flexibility,, self-control, and working 
memory-attributes of "executive function," which has been consistently linked to academic achievement. The results ;vere so convincing that the experiment was halted earlier than planned 
so that children in the ~pical preschool could be switched to the Tools of the Mind curriculum. The authors conclude: "Although play is often thought frryolous, it may be essential." 

With evidence like that, you might think that the kind of guided pretend play that Vygotsky favored would be universally embraced In fact, according to Leong, it’s fast disappearing, as the 
idea of learning becomes synonymous with memorization and standardized tests. Play is steadily losing out to what play proponents refer to as the "drill and kill" method "We drill more 
because they can’t pay attention, but they can’t pay attention because they don’t have these underlying play skills, so we drill more," Leong says. "It’s pathetic" 

Not to mention misguided, according to Kathy Hirsh-Pasek. YVhether children play enough isn’t an obscure debate among developmental psychologists. If it’s true that children ;vho spend 
too little time playing straggle with executive fimction, then we may be raising a generation of kids with less self-control, shorter attention spans, and poorer memory skills. If that really is 
the case, Hirsh-Pasek’s talk about a crisis isn’t so tar-fetched. 

She sees the Ultimate Block Part?- as the first step in a national efl’ort to get people to stop dismissing play, and start questioning the way we assume children learn She ;vants to speak 
directly to parents, most of whom aren’t poring over ever?, issue of Child Development for the latest research on play. The goal, in a sound bite, is to take that research "into the streets, 
subways, and supermarkets." 

It’s not every day that an academic stages a spectacle in Central Park to bring attention to what is, honestly, a fairly small field of research. To pull it ofl’, Hirsh-Pasek hired a public-relations 
agency and drummed up big-name corporate sponsors. There was a Sesame Street sing-a-long, what ;vas billed as "New York’s Largest Simon Says," and a Radio Disney’ Dance Party A 
small company called Ridemakerz hawked its build-your-own remote-control cars Not to mention the guy selling a nit~z iPhune app that lets you play a technologically enhanced game of 
hide-and-seek using the smartphone’s GPS capability 

There were also decidedly less-profit-driven booths, like the one mn by the New York Coalition for Play, Rather than whiz-bang gadgets, they offered cardboard boxes and tubes, lots of 
fabric, ribbon, empty wine crates, and assorted items that would otherwise be found in a recycling bin One of those overseeing the booth was Edward Miller, a senior researcher at the 
nonprofit group Alliance for Childhood, part of whose mission is to promote creative play’. When asked what he thought of the Ridemakerz booth just a few yards away, he couldn’t help 
rolling his eyes "We’re also concerned abont the overcommercialization of play," he said. "’]?he right answer is less programming and more opportunities for kids to make up things on their 



Hirsh-Pasek is well aware that play purists look askance at including corporations in the pro-play campaign Those who take a hard line on free play-that is, giving children basic materials 
like boxes and fabric and then leaving them alone-have zero use for Nickelodeon kid bands and pricey remote-control cars, which they" see as just more ways for adults to get in the way’. 
What she has in mind is a big tent, one that doesn’t exclude fancy toys or snappy musical productions. Nor does she have much patience fi~r adw~cates who claim that the only valuable 
play" is the kind that doesn’t involve anyone over 18. She wants kids to play’ on their own, sure, but she also wants them to engage in more guided play, where an adult or older child can take 
part. 

’]?here’s research to back her up. A sturdy she recent]y submitted for publication gave blocks to children divided into three groups In one group, the blocks had alrea@ been assembled into 
a heliport A second group was given blocks, and adu]ts helped the children follow directions to bui]d a he]]port A third group was given b]ocks and told to do whatever it wanted ][’he 
researchers then listened to the language children were using as they played. ’]Nose who were building a he]]port with an adult used the most imaginative and spat]a] language (]ike "below," 
"on top," "next to"); the kids who were playing with the preassembled heliport used the ]east 

While she’s no purist, Hirsh-Pasek is suspicious of some of the toys that purport to be educationab The title of Einstein Never Used Flashcards (subtitled How Our Children Really Learn- 
and Why’ ’]’hey" Need to Play More and Memorize Less) is an apparent slap at the Disney-owned Baby Einstein company. She also cites research that shows that electronic books for kids, 
the kind that talk and make noises, actually distract young readers: Kids who read them remember less of the narrative than kids who read the story on old-fashioned paper What’s more, 
Hirsh-Pasek says, she turned down millions of dollars from a corporate sponsor (which she declines to identi[~y) that requested the right to name the Ultimate Block Party 

In many ~wiys, she is placing herself in the middle. She’s not trying to mn toy companies out of business, but she is willing to criticize products that do more harm than good. She’s not 
attempting to tear down traditional classroom education, but she is pushing hard for more play in schools obsessed with testing. To that end, she’s working to make the research on play 
palatable for teachers and parents. 
tIow good that research is, though, is a matter of debate. Peter K. Smith began studying play in the mid-1970s. At the time, he was a believer in the "play ethos," which he defines in his 
recent book, Children and Play, as the "very strong and unquestioned view- of the inrportance of play." In that book, he quotes nun~erous researchers waxing enthusiastic about play’s 
importance, asserting that it is "vital" and "the ~vork of childhood" and "the supreme psychological need." 

Later, Smith, a professor of psychology at the University of London, became a skeptic. "I looked at the textbooks of play" fiom Piaget forward, he says. "They said play is essential for 
developnrent, that it er~hanced this and this, and that and that, but they don’t cite any evidence." So he decided to take a closer look. In the late 1980s, he picked a couple of studies that 
claimed to demonstrate the benefits of play. In one study, researchers had found that playing with small objects helped young children learn how to solve problems. Another showed that 
play- nrade kids more creative. Sraith replicated both using a double-blind procedure to eliminate any potential research bias. 

His findings showed no dif!;erence in creativity or problenr-solving ability between the kids who played and those who didn’t. It was a setback for play advocates and nrade researchers 
wonder ~vhether the field was based on science or sentimental hype. 

More than two decades after Smith’s debur~king, researchers like Angeline Lillard, a professor of psychology at the University of Virginia, are still raising sonre of the same questions. "I 
think if you look hard at all the studies people cite as sho~ving that play helps development, they are either correlation studies"-in other words, they- don’t prove that play actually causes 
cognitive gains-" or they have problems," she says. 
Not that Lillard, or Smith, for that ruatter, is ant]play. Lillard is the author of the best-selling book Montessori: The Science Behind the Genius and has ~vritten about the possible links 
between pretend play and social cognition. She does, however, believe that the field is in need of newer and better research. "My own view is that I would like for us to have firmer footing 
to stand on," she says. 

But while scientific support for play can be overstated, sometinres the criticism of play can be unfounded. Last September, Time magazine published an article with the headline "Free Play 
Won’t Make Your Child Sruarter." The article was prompted by a study that looked at how 2,751 preschoolers fared in programs ~vith a variety of approaches, including free play and 
traditional group instruction. That study concluded that "more quality instructional tirue" and "less fiee play tirue" ~vould better prepare kids for school. 

But the study’s case against play in school isn’t entirely persuasive. It’s true that the kids who spent the largest chute: of their school day (41 percent) engaged in free play ~vere behind their 
counterparts on skills like naming letters, naming nmnbers, and writing their names. But those ~vho spent 29 percent of their tinre in teacher-guided play- actually performed at the same level 
as the kids who played ruuch less (only 13 to 15 percent of the tinre) when it came to naming numbers, highest number counted, language and literacy, word and letter identification, and 
writing their names legibly In short, they’ played twice as much but learned the same amount One of the authors of the report, Nina Chien, a postdoctoral researcher at the University of 
California at Sari Diego, acknowledges in an e-mail that this ;vas proof "that kids can play a lot but still make good gains" 

More interesting is what the researchers dich~’t test Did the children who played more demonstrate higher levels of self-control and better working memoD’, as other research suggests they 
would? If so, did they outperform the kids-preschoolers, remember-who spent 15 percent or less of their time playing? Is being smart a race to see who can memorize the most, or is it about 
developing capacities to deal with a complex world? 

While much of the research on play focuses on young children, the implications go well beyond third grade. In junior high, play is more likely to be called "discovei~’ learning." YVhen 
professors try to get college students to look up from their ]Phones, it’s probably referred to as "active engagement." But the principles are the same. Stuart Bro;vn, one of the authors of 
Play: How It Shapes the Brain, Opens the Imagination, and Invigorates the Soul, has reviewed thousands of life histories and concluded that play is essential for children and adults. He’s 
intent on spreading that gospel through his organization, the National Institute for Play, whose mission is to make human play a "credentialed discipline in the scientific community" 

And it’s not just people. That nol~uman primates engage in sophisticated play has been thoroughly established, and anyone ;vho has dangled a string in front of a cat has conducted 
animal research. In his book The Genesis of Animal Play, Gordon Burghardt, a psychology professor at the University of Tennessee, reports playful behavior in lizards, turtles, and birds. 
Even fish have been known to amuse themselves. 

For Hirsh-Pasek, the universality of play is part of the evidence of its value. V~y would we do it if it didn’t confer an evolutionaly advantage? She concedes that some of the play research 
is more suggestive than slam-dunk, and that cleaner, stronger studies would be ;velcome. But she also argues that we already know enough to conclude that play matters, and that failing to 
preserve it in the hves of children could be a disaster. 
She’s doing her part to stave that off Hirsh-Pasek says 40 cities have expressed interest in holding their own Ultimate Block Parties. She and her colleagues will soon unveil a Web site to 
promote play research, and more books are on the way. Their goal, she says, is to restore play to its rightfi~l, respected place in the lives of children. "Even if ;ve don’t understand it perfectly, 
it’s silly to take play away fi-om society," she says "It’s like taking love away. It’s cra~." 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 9:02 AM 
To: ’Tony DiCicco’; ’Layers, Christian CDL (5627)’; ’mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com’; ’tschi]ler@paragonmarketing.biz’; ’jean brooks@reverahving.com’; ’anson@uncaa.unc edu’; 
’hstouchline@mac.com’; Oermain, Cait]yn A; ’marciamcdermott@mac corn’; Johnson, Corey Luke 
Cc: Robinson, Matthew J 
Subject: Summap), Brazil Trip 

I hope everyone is well. I am back from Brazil and just wrapped ~vriting an executive summ ary of the trip. First, again Jean thanks fi~r sponsoring. 
I have attached the summary. I re]~ain from offering my opinions, I am interested in hearing views of the group Also I have attached the summary from Germany if you want to compare 

I was curious to see if we could do a conference call either this Thursday at 11:00 a.m. est or the following Monday at the same time. I know anson is traveling so I was hoping to have 
Anson weigh in. Let me know if Thursday at 11 est works by responding 

I think as o]!now we have three reference points, Germany, Brazil and US As I stated I am doing secondary research on Canada, Norway, and france and still want to discuss japan. 

Also I am going to send you an article on free play that you may :find interesting. When you see flash cards, think structured drills with six year olds. 

All the best 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: \Vednesday, December 08, 2010 10:45 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 
anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouch]ine@mac corn; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’marciamcdermott@mac.com’; Johnson, Corey Luke 
Subject: Update On Germany: Women’s Soccer Development Taskforce 

I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to give quick update I had a great conversation with Heike fi-om the German Soccer Federation this morning. She is excited for our visit and is setting a 
program for Jan 4 and 5th so that we have chance to meet a variety of professionals who are involved with women’s program and will work to get person from Olympic committee to address 
overall funding of soccer and women soccer and participation numbers etc.. She feels that they will be able to address all of the questions on the research protocol. 

Hank thanks for making contact, Jean thaaks for making the trip happen. 

All the best 

Matt 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:mirobins~d~,,udel.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:47 AM 
To: Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthe~v J; nm~cdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragotm~arketing.biz; jean.hrooks@reveraliving.com; 
anson@uncaa.tmc.edu; hstouchline@lnac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call for wed 

Sorry for confusion. Call is for wed at 10 am EST not Tuesday. Matt Sent from my Vcrizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 
Date: Fn, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627)<CLavers@whdlaw.com>; Robinson, Matthe~v J<mjrobins@admin.udel.edu>; mmcdermott@jchicagoredstars.com<lrmrcdermott@ctticagoredstars.colr~>; 
tschiller@paragolm~arketing.biz<tschiller@paragolm~arketing.biz>; jean.brooks@rcveraliving.com~iean.brooks@reveraliving.coln>; anson@uncaa.unc.edu<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
hstouchline@mac.com<hstouchline@mac.com>; Germain, Caitlyn A<cgermain@udel.edu> 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Hi everyone. 10-11:15am works for me. If it runs over 11:15am...I will have to take it while driving. Thanks, Tony 

T(~nv Di(2icco 

- cell 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) [mailto:CLavers@whdla~v.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; rmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac corn; German, 
Caitlyn A; Ton?- DiCicco 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

That t~lne works for me 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mlrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 
To: mmcdermott@chicagoredstars corn; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; 
Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope eve~9’one is ~vell. 
I wanted to see if eye.one can make a conference call for this coming 
Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 
terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by my oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last week and he is now on board. Sorry Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time Once set I ~vill get call number out to eye.one. 

’]?hanks and all the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@revera]iving.com; clavers@whdlaw corn; anson@uncaa unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac corn; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference (;all 

I hope everyone is well I am sorpy for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. ] wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 a.m. central time, 
10 am eastern time for a call. An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 :[’or the same time 

’]?he purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with su~iect countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation. 

Let me know if this time works. I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr. Matthew J. Robinson [mailto:mirobms(~L~el.Edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11 : 19 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragolm~arketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 



hstouchline@mac corn; Germain, Cai@n A 
Sublect: Re: LAT[~ST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for everyone’s time. ! will get draft of proposal off to everyone ASAP 

All the best 

Matt 
Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
University of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching Enricbanent Certificate Progranr ww~v.udel.eduiICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 

>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 -0400 @DT) 

>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDel.Edu> 

>Subiect: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force 

>Conference Call 

>To: "Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson" <rajrobins@UDel.Edu>, 

>rrmrcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@~mcaa.anc.edu, 

>hstouchline@mac.conr, cgermain@LPDel.Edu 

> 

>here is update s~vot. 

> 

>thanks and talk to you soon. 

> 

>matt 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

>Universi~ of Delaware 

>Associate ProfcssoriPrograra Director Sport Managenrent Director 

>International Coaching Emichment Certificate Program 

>w,~v.udel.edu,~ICECP 

>302 831-6680 

> 

> 

>---- Original message .... 

>>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -(N00 (KDT) 

>>From: "Dr Matthew J Robinson" <n!irobins@UDel.Edu> 

>>Sul~iect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>Call 

>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 

>>rcm~cdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller @par agonmarketing biz, 

>>jean.brnoks@reveraliving cam, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc.edu, 

>>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
>> 

>>Looking for~vard to the call on Thursday 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWAT. There may be some 
late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your revie~v prior to the call. 
>> 

>>I have also attached the minutes licom the last call for approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 
determine next steps 
>> 
>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
> >Universlg~" of Delaware 
>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management I)irector 
>:>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>www.udel.edu/]CECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original messene .... 
>>>I)ate: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -(MOO (EDT) 
>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>:>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>Call 
>>>To: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
> >>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biT, 
>>~)ean.brooks@reveraliving cam, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>anson@uncaa unc edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@l_7[)el Edu 
>>> 

>>>I hope everyone is well. ! just wanted to confirm the conference call 
for rI1nursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. I believe everyone can make the call. 
>>> 

>>>The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWaT analysis each 
of us have done. With that said if you could foreward your SWaT to me by Monday August 16, I will compile and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can 
send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWaT attachment in word that would be great. 
>>> 

>>>The SWaT is the main agenda item for the call. 
>>> 

>>>Below is the call in nmnber for the call. 



>>> 

>>>Corfference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>>238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all you do. 
>>> 

>>>Matt 
>>> 

>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>University of Delaware 
>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>w~wz.udel. edu/ICE CP 
>>>302 831-6680 
>>> 

>>> 

>>>--- Original message 
>>>>Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -0400 ~DT) 
>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>Subiect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Cotffcrence 
>>>>Call 
>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew- J. Robinson" <mjrobins@Lq3el.Edu>, 
>>>>rrmrcdernrott@chicagor edstars.cora, tschiller@paragonmarketit~g.biz, 
>>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.corr~, cgem~ain@l~’Del.Edu 
>>>> 

>>>>I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm day and time for 
next cotffcrence call. I ara going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 aan. 
central time. 10 a.nr. eastern time. Please let me know- if that works for you. Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let nre know if that works with practice schedule. I will 
forward call in number once time is cotffim~ed. 
>>>> 

>>>>All the best 
>>>> 

>>>>Matt 
>>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>Universi~z of Delaware 
>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>www udel edu/ICECP 
>>>>302 831-6680 
>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 -04Zd0 
>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthe~v J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>Call 

>>>>>To: "Dr Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu>, 
>>>>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars corn, tschiller @par ag orm~arketing.biz, 
>>>>>j ean brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc edu, hstouchline@mac corn, cgermain@l~rDel.Edu 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Hello Rvel~,’one: 
>>>>> 

>>>>>First of all thank you for yonr time and input during yesterday’s 
call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting I added a quarter mile to morning run so I dont screw up again. 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/summary of yesterday’s 
meeung Thanks Caitlyn Second, ! have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your name eg MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can compile for 
discussion :[’or next call. 

>>>>>I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 
an ovep~iew of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete development plan. When reviewing take 
a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world. In fact USA tlockey is using this mode[ 
in thier player development In discussions ! have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are doing. 

>>>>>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 
August 20 for Conference call. If 9 a.m central worked/’or eve~’one we can go with that. Just let me know what works best. 

>>>>>All the best and I look forward to moving along with the prc~ject. 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>University of Delaw~re 
>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director [ntemationa[ 
>>>>>Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program vavw.udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>: ..... Origina[ message .... 
>>>>>>Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 12:24:46 -0400 @DT) 
>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing, biz, 
>>>>>>j ean.brooks@revcraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 



>>>>>>Hello ][~;veryone. 

>>>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled J2~r 
today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central The original email I had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed 

>>>:’>>Please let me know if you Wed still works fi~r you. If not we can 
look to reschedule 

>>>>>>Again, I apologize for the confusion. 

>>>>>>Matt 
>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>University- of Delaware 
>>>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>w~’.udel.edu~’ICECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>>---- Original message .... 

>>>>>>>Date: Mon, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@I~PDel.Edu> 
>>>>>>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>>To: rmncdennott@chicagostars.cora, tschiller@paragorwaarketing.biz, 
>>>>>>>j ean.brooks@rcveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu, 
>>>>>>>mjrobins@UDel.Edu 

>>>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>>>>>I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 
9 am central time. We will t15~ to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 

>>>>>>>Listed belo~v is the agenda for the call as well as the call in 
nutnber and access code Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes from the meeting and will forward for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again 
for your revie~v. 

>>>>>>>Please let me know if you have any questions. All the best and I 
look for~vard to the call on Wednesday 

>>>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>>>>>>Initiate Call 
>>>>>>>Intro of ea ch palticipant and background Review of charge of task 

>>>>>>>force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt ~vith 
>>>>>>>feedback fi-om all Discussion on critical path of those 
>>>>>>>activities: Matt ~vith feedback from all. 
>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>Plamaed meeting time fbr regular conference call All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All Tasks to be 
>>>>>>>completed by next call. All Other items Closing 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access 
>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 

>>>:’>>:’Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>>>>>Universi~ of Delaware 
>>>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>> >wv, as,. ude[. edu~,ICECP 

>>>>>>>302 831-(x680 

>>>>>>>womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose doc (37k bytes) 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 
>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 
>>>>>bytes) talent id article pdt’(67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP-JournalAidmanl .pdf (226k bytes) 
>>>>> 2009 WellnessWorldCup.pdf(1464k bytes) 

>>soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 

>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20 doc (53k bytes) 

>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, an?’ U S 
federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, including an?" attactwnents, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by an?" person for the purpose of(i) avoiding any 
penalties that may be iraposed by the Internal Revenue Ser,~ice, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recormnending to another person any tax-related matter addressed herein. 

The information in this e-mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 
It is intended solely for the addressee(s); access to anyone else is ut~autholized. If this message has been sent to you in error, do not review-, disseminate, distribute or copy it. Please reply 
to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Tuesday, March 8, 2011 12:01 PM 

’Tony DiCicco’ <tony@soccerplus.o~g>; ’Layers, Christia~ CDL (5627)’ <CLavers@whdlaw.com:~; ’tschille@paragonmaJcketing.biz’; 

[iean.brook@reveraliving.com’; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’hstouchline@mac.com’; Germain, Caiflyn A <cgermain@udel.edu>; 

’marciamcdennotV<~:mac.com’; Johnson, Corey Luke <johnson@udel.edu-~ 

’April Heinrichs’ <~aheinrichs@ussoccer.o~g> 

Draft of Germany Report and International Soccer Success Index 

Sorry, ! wanted to get this out on Friday. 

Here is draft of’the Germany report. The other countries will follow a similar format It is draft for there are some items I want to add later based on what is gathered fi-om other countries. I am 
working on brazil. 

Also, I have included the measurement fi~r international success Again this is not exact and I welcome input on the weighting of the events etc 

We entered the results :[’rom WC Senior, Under 20 and 17, as well Olympics as well as zonal events. 

Again, I welcome input, but I am trying to quantify the outcomes of the women’s soccer structure. So for Germany the??" have scored well, on the index, second to the US 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, ]’,/latthew J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 9:07 AM 
To: ’Tony DiCicco’; ’Lavers, Christian CI)I, (5627)’; ’mmcdennott@chicagoredstars corn’; ’tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz’; jean.brooks@reveraliving corn’; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; 
’hstouchline@mac.com’; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’marciamcdermott@mac.com’; Johnson, (;ore]," Luke 
Cc: ’April Heinrichs’ 
Sul~iect: RE: Summary Brazil Trip 

I hope everyone is well. I am back from Brazil and just wrapped writing an executive surnrrlalw of the trip. First, again Jean thatfi(s for sponsoring. 
I have attached the smnmary. I refrain from offering my opinions, I am interested in hearing views of the group. Also I have attached the surmnary from Gem~any if you want to compare. 

I was curious to see if we could do a conference call either this Thursday at 11:00 a.m. est or the following Monday at the same time. I know- anson is traveling so I was hoping to have 
Anson weigh in. Let me know if Thursday at 11 est works by responding. 

I think as of now we have three reference points, Gem~any, Brazil and US. As I stated I am doing secondats~ research on Canada, Norway, and france and still want to discuss japan. 

Also I am going to send you an article on free play that you may find interesting. VWnen you see flash cards, think structured drills with six year olds. 

All the best 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 10:45 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; Tony DiCicco; Lavcrs, Christian CDL (5627); nm~cdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragotmnarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 
anson@tmcaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@raac.cora; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’marciamcdermott@mac.com’; Johnson, Corey Luke 
Subject: Update On Germany: Women’s Soccer Development Taskforce 

I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to give quick update. I had a great conversation with Heike from the German Soccer Federation this morning She is excited fk~r our visit and is setting a 
program for Jan 4 and 5th so that we have chance to meet a variety of professionals who are involved with women’s program and will work to get person from Olympic committee to address 
overall fimding of soccer and women soccer and participation numbers etc . She feels that the??- ~vill be able to address all of the questions on the research protocol 

Hank thanks fk~r making contact, Jean thanks for making the trip happen. 

All the best 

Matt 
..... Original Message ..... 
From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:mirobms@udel.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:47 A2vl 
To: Tony DiCicco; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean brooks@reverahving.com; 
anson@uncaa.unc, edu; hstouchline@ma c com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call for wed 

Sorry for confi~sion Call is for wed at 10 am EST not Tuesday. Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus org> 
Date: Fn, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627)<CLavers@whdlaw corn>; Robinson, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin udel.edu>; mmcdermo@chicagoredstars com<mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com>; 
tschiller@paragonmarketing biz;tschiller@paragonmarketing biz>; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com<jean brooks@reveraliving.com>; anson@uncaa unc.edu<anson@uncaa unc.edu>; 
hstouchline@mac, com<hstouchline@ma c corn>; Gelrnain, Caitlyn A<cgermain@udel.edu> 
Su~iect: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference (;all 

Hi everyone 10-11 : 15am works for me. I_[’it runs over 11 : 15am. ! will have to take it while driving. ~fhauks, Tony 

Tony I)iCicco 
] - cell 

..... Original Message ..... 



From: Layers, Christian CI)L (5627) [mailto:CLavers~whdlas’.com.] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; wancdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac corn; Germain, 
Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 
Sutzject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development ’1?ask Force Conference (;all 

’]?hat time *vorks for me 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:m]robins(&udel.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 
To: nmxcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragorm~arketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; Lavers, Cl-tristian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; 
Oermain, Caiflyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Playcr Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. 
I wanted to see if everyone can make a conference call for this coraing 
Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 
terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by ray oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last week and he is now on board. Sorry Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set I xvi11 get call nttmber out to everyone. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; nwncdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. I am sorry for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week I wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 am central time, 
10 am eastern time for a call ~am alternative time ~vould be Friday Oct 1 for the same time. 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation 

Let me kno~v if this time works I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 

From: Dr. Matthew J Robinson [mailto:mlrobil~s@U~3el.Edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11 : 19 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving corn; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for everyone’s time. I will get draft of proposal offto everyone ASAP. 

All the best 

Matt 
Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
University of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching F, nrichment Certificate Program www udel.edu/ICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 

>Dae: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 -0400 (EDT) 

>[~’rom: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

>SubJect: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player I)evelopment Task Force 

>Conference (;all 

>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 

>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, 

>jean.brooks@reverahving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa unc.edu, 

>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

> 

>here is update swot 

> 

>thanks and talk to you soon. 

> 

>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

>University of Delaware 

>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

>International Coaching Enricl’unent Certificate Program 

>wxa~’.udel.edu/ICEC’P 

>302 831-6680 

>---- Original message .... 

>>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -0400 (EDT) 



>>Dom: "Ea-Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>(;all 
>>To: "Dr. Matthew" J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
> >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, 
>>jean.brooks@reveraliving com, clavers@*vhdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc.edu, 

>>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDebEdu 
>> 
>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday. 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT. There may be some 
late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your review prior to the call. 
>> 

>>I have also attached the minutes from the last call for approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to reviexv and discuss what has been included and to 
determine next steps. 
>> 

>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>Universit-v of Delaware 
>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>International Coaching Et~rictm~ent Certificate Program 
>>xwzw.udel. edu/ICECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original message .... 
>>>Date: YVed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>From: "Dr Matthew’ J. Robinson" <rr~irobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>Call 
>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu>, 
>>>rmncdermott@chicagoredstars corn, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, 
>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@~vhdlaw com, 
>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@U~Del.Edu 
>>> 

>>>I hope eveQzone is ~vell. I just wanted to confirm the conference call 
for Thm-sday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time I believe eveuone can make the call. 
>>> 

>>>The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each 
of us have done With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, I will compile and then send out to evelTone prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can 
send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that would be great. 
>>> 

>>>The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call 
>>> 

>>>Below’ is the call in number for the call 
>>> 

>>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>>238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all you do 
>>> 
>>>Matt 

>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>Universi~ of Delas’are 
>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>> >wwo&udel.edu/ICECP 
>>>302 831-6680 

>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>SubJect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>Ca]l 
>>>>To: "Dr. Matthe*v J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
> >>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>anson@uncaa unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel Edu 

>>>>! hope everyone is well. ! just wanted to confirm day and time for 
next conference call. l am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 aan. 
central time 10 a.m. eastern time Please let me kno*v ffthat works for you Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me 1,mow if that *w~rks with practice schedule. ! will 
forward call in number once tune is corffirmed. 

>>>>All the best 

>>>>Dr. Matthexv J. Robinson 
>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>International Coaching Emictmaent Certificate Program 
>>>>www.udel.edu/ICECP 



>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>> 

>>>> 

>>>>---- Original message .... 

>>:.>;>[)ate: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 -0400 (EDT) 

>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew’ J. Robinson" <n!jrobins@UDel Edu> 

>>>:’>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>:’>:’>(;all 

>>>>>To: "Dr Matthew J Robinson" --.rr~jrobins@UDel Edu>, 

>>>>>rmncdermott@chicaguredstars.com, tschiller @par ag onruarketing.biz, 

>>>>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, c lavers@~vhdlaw, coru, 

>>>>>anson@uncaa.anc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

>>>>> 

>>>>>Hello Everyone: 

>>>>> 

>>>>>First of all thank you for your time and input during yesterday’s 

call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. I added a quarter mile to murning run so I dont screw" up again. 

>>>>> 

>>>>>Ok, a few- attactwnents. First minutes/summary of yesterday’s 

meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your name eg. MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can corapile for 

discussion for next call. 

>>>>> 

>>>>>I have also attached t~vo articles you may find of interest. One is 

an overview of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete developruent plan. When revie~ving take 

a look at the seven stages of long terru athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is beit~g adopted around the ~vorld. In fact USA Hockey is using this model 

in thier player development. In discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a siruilar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are doing. 

>>>>> 

>>>>>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 

August 20 for Conference call. 1I"9 a.m central worked for evelyone we can go with that. Just let me know- what works best. 

>>>>> 

>>>>>All the best and I look forward to movit~g along with the prqiect. 

>>>>> 

>>>>>Matt 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

>>>>>University of Delaware 

>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International 

>>>>>Coaching Ewichment Certificate Program ;vww udel.edu/ICECP 

>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>>---- Original message .... 

>>>>>>Date: Tue, 20 M 2010 12:24:46 -0490 (EDT) 

>>>>>>From: "Dr Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 

>>>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>To: "Dr Matthe;v J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu>, 
>>>>>>n~mcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz~ 
>>>>>>j ean.brooks@reverahving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>anson@uncaa uric edu, hstouchline@mac com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Hello Everyone 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call ;vas scheduled for 
today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central The original email I had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed. 
>>>>>> 

>:>>>:>>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you If not we can 
look to reschedule. 

>>>>>>Again, [ apologize for the confusion. 

>>>>>>Dr. Matthew" J. Robinson 
>>>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>www udel.edu/K;ECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>>: ..... Origina[ message .... 
>>>>>>>Date: Mon, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -0400 (E[Yl) 
>:’>>:’>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>:’>>:’Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>>To: wancdermott@chicagostars.com, kschiller@paragor~narketing.biz, 
>>>>>> >j can brooks@reveraIiving.com, clavers@whdlaw corn, 
>>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel Edu, 
>> >>>>>mjrobins@UDeLEdu 

>>>>>>>tIe[lo Everyone: 

>>>>>>>I look forxvard to our confurence call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 
9 ara central tm~e. We xvill try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in 
number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes from the meeting and xvill forward for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again 
for your review. 



>>>>>>>Please [et me know if you have any questions. All the best and I 
[ook forward to the call on Wednesday 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>~>>>>Initiate Call 
>>>>> >>Intro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 

>>>>>>>force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt with 
>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 
>>>>>>>activities: Matt with feedback from all. 
>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting time for regular conference call. All 
>>>>>>>Planned meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All Tasks to be 
>>>>>>>completed by next call. All Other items Closing 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Cotfference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Palticipant Access 
>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>>Universi~" of Delaware 
>>>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>>International Coaching Et~rictm~ent Certificate Program 
>>>>>>>wwa~.udel. edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>>302 831-6680 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>womensoccertaskI’orcestateraent of purpose.dec (37k bytes) 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force cotfference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 
>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 
>>>>>bytes) talent id article.pdP(67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP-JournalAidmanl .pdf (226k bytes) 
>>>>> 2009 WellnessWorldCup pdf (1464k bytes) 
>> 

>>soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 
>> 

>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 
> 

>soccers~votmaster dec (83k bytes) 

To enstu-e compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. 
federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, including an?’ attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by an?’ person for the purpose of(i) avoiding an?’ 
penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or reconnnending to another person any- tax-related matter addressed herein 

The iniblrnation in this e-mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 
It is intended solely ibr the addressee(s); access to anyone else is unauthorized. If this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy it Please reply 
to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 

M+ Sectu-eStor Stored: total 63883bytes; 
Attachn~ent Link: http://archiveO2uncaa.unc.edu/6f7e62668493caa59bit~)dSib36a993a 
File Name: International Soccer Succes Index xlsx 
Expiry, Date: Men, 06 Jun 2011 13:01:14 -0400 
Size: 16902bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa unc edu/dfe052415d54c5ee53cb0750fc3cd313 
File Name: Germany Report docx 
][~;xpiry Date: Men, 06 Jun 2011 13:01:14 -(MOO 
Size: 46981 bytes 



FFom" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> 

Friday, March 18, 2011 2:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ECNL Update 

Anson: 

I wanted to pass on to you a template presentation that the ECNL has put together for all of its participating clubs for use with their players and coaches. The 

presentation is designed to show how the ECNL and its clubs are attempting to address some of the problems that exist in the female youth development 

environment -and why these changes are important for the players and coaches. The presentation also has a few basic slides for each club to insert their specific 

programming, staffing, etc. information. 

instead of sending you the base template, I am attaching the version that we used in Milwaukee last week (which shows FC Milwaukee’s new implementation 

plan for next year). The presentation for each club will be the same for the first 25 slides, with the different structure of each specific club shown only in the last 6 

slides. 

i thought you would find it interesting - especially considering the discussions in the US Soccer Task Force. 

I hope all is well -and that you enjoyed Spain. Speak to you soon. 

Christian 

ECNL FC Milwaukee Presentation (Revised),pdf ~hu ~.~.~ .;un 20.UL L~:O::;:~ ~4::;0 4~-~{..S,~3~b?b:!~.~ 



Frolil: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Thursday, March 24, 2011 11:52 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

bill palladino ~aol.com:~; cindy cone 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Anson Dorrance <-> Toln Byer 

Untitled attachment 105513.txt; compositl50px.gif: Untitled attachment 105516.txt 

~gmail.com>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 

Dear Anson, 

Thank you [’or our email and sorry for the late reply. I just returned 
to Tokyo last night and the bags are already packed fi~r my usual 
weekend Clinics in other parts of Japan. 

As you may have read the NYT article that I wrote, [ believe it was a 
combination of several factors that have contributed to the success 
Japan is having current day. With my introduction of Technical 
’]?raining, (Coerver), back in the [ate 90’s, coupled with an omni media 
approach, TV, Print, Events and the establishment of Schools, this 
seems to be the only tea[ Omni Media 360 approach that I have seen I 
believe we helped to lift the overall level of play throughout the 
entire countty by focusing on regular players in our schools and 
empowering individuals by providing content while at the same time 
educating Coaches who work ~vith the U12 age group along ~vith the 
Parents. 

I required that eve~ Coach who worked at our schools be hired full 
time and given a decent salary along with barring any of thenr from 
having a Club affiliation. The age group of the schools starts from 
5yrs old up to 12. They conre to the schools M-F, 3-Spnr to receive 
Technical Trining and train nornrally with their own Club Teams during 
the ~veek and on the weekends. The emphasis is on Tectmical Training 
and small sided games at the schools. 

On the TV side, nry Corner reaches millions of hnuseholds per day-, 
although the corner is very short, 1-2 minutes, ho~vever it’s shown 
daily for 13 years. This coupled ~vith being inside the most popular 
Manga Book for Kids each month, a reach of nearly 2 million copies per 
nronth, this has made learning Technic cool for kids. 

I’ve conducted thousand’s of Event’s throughout the country on a 
consistent basis, again, introducing the importance of Technical 
Training. 

We basically made teaching Technical Training a must for evelNone who 
play-s the ganre, especially at the younger ages. 

Then you factor into it, the Japanese are rely disciplined, they love 
teaching and learning, and the?’ have great respect for the "Sensei", 
or Teacher They train all year long, and you swear allegiance to only 
one sport, not multiple spolts like in the US 

We’ve basically been able to improve the bottom of the pyramid, which 
pushes the players above them to become better. 

Also, the JFA does a veiN good job of organizing their NTC, National 
Training Centers, which there are 9 different Regions. I was able to 
convince the JFA years ago to let us Train their Staff Coaches who 
were working with these age groups. The NTC’s focus on U12. They 
identiI},’ Players when the?- are 10 and 11 years old and track them. 

The J-League also has U12 Teams and ve~z large Schools as welh So 
that they cal2 tD’ and develop their own players as ;vell. 

I think this total effort of the Orchestra playing in complete Harmony 
with each other is the magic that is making eve~zthing work so ;vell. 
And in the past couple of years the Music they have been playing is 
finally coming on Note! 

I have written several books on my work being done here in Japan, 
however the?, are all in Japanese. I’ve attached a fe;v articles that 
have been ;vritten including an Intel~’iew I did for Football Weekly in 
Singapore. Interesting to hear that you spent time there as a young boy! 

Because of the success Japan is having of recent I am in great demand 
to help replicate a similar model in China, India and Indonesia. So 
~t’s a quite exciung time for me these days. 

In closing, I headed up the Coerver Program here in Iapan and other 
parts o17 Asia ttowever the Coerver Program although the Content is 
qmte good, does not have a good business model and has not ew~lved 
since the origina[ work that Wiel did years ago It is purely a body 
of work, which is quite useful for many, but will not transform an 
entire countries [eve[ without the proper mixture of what I have 
written about above In the US the program is basically a Camp 



Program with no permanent presence such as I established here. Technic 
as you know has to be repetition training, not just a week in the 
smnmer time 

I hope this helps with some insight into what has been done. Please 
let me know if you’d like to chat on the phone or visit some day my 
Tom Byer Academy, I have 250 kids in my Academy and my U6 program 
there are 100 players and a waiting list to get in. 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 10354565bytes; 
Attachment Lirtk: http://archive02.uncaa.unc.edu/0f4dgbTad13dlcg2b0d2bd17c29b6dlb 
File Name: MLS Magazine.pdf 
Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Jtm 2011 23:52:45 -0400 
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Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 1:56 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

bill paJJadino <gwl~ll@aol.co~n>; ninermhc@aol.com; cindy cone < ccone12@gmil.com>; Chris Ducar <~ucm@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom 

Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cahn Gaba~ra < gabana@usna.edu> 

AustxaJia: inte~ing s~lt" 

I don’t know if you have ever’ seen this document or not from Australia. They layout everything with their player development: curriculum, devNopmenLal stages, 

coaching ed etc. 

A few th~ngs that jumped out at me was the community vs talented pDger coach pathways. I tNnk we are going or are that way in US wkh Volunteer soccer 

organizations vs clubs vs academy teams. ADo [:he support that is there to develop coaches in talen[:ed area. 

Also, the accreditation process of clubs. SometNng you talked about yesterday. Again, in a sense men have gone there with dubs being chosen to be academy clubs 

and Christian’s league on the gMs side. Interesting d~at they ca~l for a consistent system of play for federation rNated teams at all age groups. That is same in 

Germany but different in US and Brazil 

If you read over, Notice the importance they place on that 8 to 12 age, or our level ~. That sets the stage for all of the other developmental stages, gu~3 aRd guided 

pDy before to get them hooked and ~:hen focus on technica~ ski~[s, 

I baize the ALEstra~a~l repor[ pretty much wdLLen off of th~s document ~ just need do~isr figure on what they are spend~n8 on womet~ soccer ~r~d some others finandal 

to run some ratios and determine ~eve~ of pay for women’s professiona~ ~essue and a few thin~s on sport sdence. I am worMng to see who ~ can cNL 

Here is thin~ of ~nterest. Go#~8 #ack to hsnk"s point about ~ookin~ at countries who don’t have stron~ soccer cukures fike Brazi~ and Germany and why have they 

causht up, Austtafis ~s a ~t~at example of a country focus~n8 on meso variables to dose the Sap o~ cou[;tt~es who have had the advantsse based on micro and macro 

variables. Their goa~ ~s to be to l0 women and top 20 men and k seems they are moving there ~n both. 

I am working on Canada and they have s~milar s~:ructure and format ~ place. 

AI~ the best cutting out rest of day. Trying to enjoy spring break a bit. 

MaLt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Seat: Monday, March 28, 20:11 10:21 AM 
To: Tom Byer 
Cc: bill palladino; ninermhc@aol.com; cindy cone; Robinson, Matthew .1; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander; Carin Gabarra 
Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 

Tom, 

excellent .._ thank you! 

I spoke with Mia Hamm this weekend and she is the Chairperson of Zone I (the U 12 age group) so I will copy her on this and everything we do from here out. I am very 
excited about everything you have done and know we can benefit from your expertise. 

All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com > 3/26/2011 12:04 AM > > > 

Anson, 

it would be great if you could come over for a visit. [ am close 

friends will all of the JFA Staff and Coaches and my closest friend is 

the Vice Chairman of the JFA. His name is Kohzo Tashima and is the 

person who has been in charge of Coaches education for many years. 

Also, the head of the Woman’s Department, Ueda san, former Woman’s 

National Team Head Coach is a close friend as well, [ am sure they 

would love to meet with you, so let me speak with them regarding their 

schedule. As you can imagine things are quite hectic because of the 

disaster here and the J League has had to postpone their Season until 

4/23. 

Also, the J FA Academy, both Girls and Boys Residency Programs were 

located on the adjacent property to where the Nuclear Facility that is 
causing all of the problems is. Luckily they were able to evacuate all 

of the 120 Players to a safe haven before the Tsunami hit, All of the 

staff are very busy trying to find a suitable location for the Academy 

to continue. Of note, Japan’s school calendar runs from April to 

March, so all of the kids are on Spring Break now and the new school 

year starts up on April 1st. 

~’11 be back in touch after ~ speak with a few people. 

Regards, 

Tom 

On Mar 25, 2011, at 11:55 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 



Tom, 

] am over~vhelmed with your response and now I understand clearly 

how you transformed the culture. I would be honored to visit the Tom 

Byer academy. Where is it located? 

I have copied my University of North Carolina staff on this (Bill 

Palladino, Chris Ducat, Tom Sander, and Cindy Parlow) along with 

Carin Jennings Gabarra who is the Chair of US Soccer’s Women’s!Girls 

Player Development Committee and Dr Matt Robinson who is a part of 

an independent Player Development Task Force organized honestly to 

do some research on movements like yours that are transforming the 

game. Yesterday Carin asked me to be a part of the U 12 (Zone Iin 

US Soccer player development parlance) platform so your email 

message could not be better timed for my current responsibilities. 

Thank you for your thorough and detailed response. I know how your 

daily schedule must be, especially now with all of your long 

distance travel and I genuinely appreciate the time you have taken 

to educate me. With your permission I fully intend to spend time 

with you at your academy. My first opportunities are in May and 

June .... would that be possible? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 3/24/2011 11:51 PM >>> 

Dear Anson, 

Thank you for our email and sorry for the late reply. ]just returned 

to Tokyo last night and the bags are already packed for my usual 

weekend Clinics in other parts of Japan. 

As you may have read the NYT article that I wrote, I believe it was a 

combination of several factors that have contributed to the success 

Japan is having current day. With my introduction of Technical 

Training, (Coerver), back in the late 90’s, coupled with an omni media 

approach, TV, Print, Events and the establishment of Schools, this 

seems to be the only real Omni Media 360 approach that I have seen. I 

believe we helped to lift the overall level of play throughout the 

entire country by focusing on regular players in our schools and 

empowering individuals by providing content while at the same time 

educating Coaches who work with the U12 age group along with the 

Parents. 

I required that every Coach who worked at our schools be hired full 
time and given a decent salary along with barring any of them from 

having a Club affiliation. The age group of the schools starts from 

5yrs old up to 12. They come to the schools M F, 3 8pro to receive 

Technical Trining and train normally with their own Club Teams during 

the week and on the weekends. The emphasis is on Technical Training 

and small sided games at the schools. 

On the TV side, my Corner reaches millions of households per day, 

although the corner is very short, 1 2 minutes, however it’s shown 

daily for 13 years. This coupled with being inside the most popular 

Manga Book for Kids each month, a reach of nearly 2 million copies per 

month, this has made learning Technic cool for kids. 

I’ve conducted thousand’s of Event’s throughout the country on a 

consistent basis, again, introducing the importance of Technical 

Training. 

We basically made teaching Technical Training a must for everyone who 

plays the game, especially at the younger ages. 

Then you factor into it, the Japanese are very disciplined, they love 

teaching and learning, and they have great respect for the "Sensei", 

or Teacher. They train all year long, and you swear allegiance to only 

one sport, not multiple sports like in the U,S.. 

We’ve basically been able to improve the bottom of the pyramid, which 

pushes the players above them to become better, 

Also, the JFA does a very good job of organizing their NTC, National 

Training Centers, which there are 9 different Regions. I was able to 

convince the JFA years ago to let us Train their Staff Coaches who 



> were working with these age groups. The NTC’s focus on U12. They 

> identify Players when they are 10 and 11 years old and track them. 
> 

> The J League also has U12 Teams and very large Schools as well. So 

> that they can try and develop their own players as well, 
> 

> [ think this total effort of the Orchestra playing in complete Harmony 

> with each other is the magic that is making everything ~vork so well. 

> And in the past couple of years the Music they have been playing is 

> finally coming on Note! 
> 

> [ have written several books on my work being done here in Japan, 

> however they are all in Japanese. i’ve attached a few articles that 

> have been written including an interview [ did for Football Weekly in 

> Singapore. interesting to hear that you spent time there as a young 

> boy! 
> 

> Because of the success Japan is having of recent [ am in great demand 

> to help replicate a similar model in China, india and indonesia. So 

> it’s a quite exciting time for me these days. 
> 

> In closing, I headed up the Coerver Program here in Japan and other 

> parts of Asia. However the Coerver Program although the Content is 

> quite good, does not have a good business model and has not evolved 

> since the original work that Wiel did years ago. It is purely a body 

> of work, which is quite useful for many, but will not transform an 

> entire countries level without the proper mixture of what I have 

> written about above, in the U.S. the program is basically a Camp 

> Program with no permanent presence such as I established here. Technic 

> as you know has to be repetition training, not just a week in the 

> summer time. 
> 

> I hope this helps with some insight into what has been done. Please 

> let me know if you’d like to chat on the phone or visit some day my 

> Tom Byer Academy, I have 250 kids in my Academy and my U6 program 

> there are 100 players and a waiting list to get in, 
> 

> 

> 

> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mjrobins@udeLedu 

Tuesday, March 29, 2011 4:49 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Australia: intersting stuff 

Those r player Devlopment. Coach ed. Facilities. Sport science. Opps for playing professionally Federation support. Financial support of w soccer opps for international 

competition etc. Those r things we r really looking at across countries. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From." Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Date: Tue, 29 Mar 2011 16:40:06 0400 
To: Robinson, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin.udel,edu> 

Subject.* Re: Australia: intersting stuff 

What is a meso variable? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> "Robinson, Matthew J" <mjrobins@udel.edu> 3/29/2011 1:55 PM >>> 

A~so~ 

I don~ t know if you have ever’ seen d~is document or noL t:rom Australia. They layout everything with their player deve~opmenL: curriculum, deve~opmenta~ stages, 

coaching ed etc. 

A few th~ngs that jumped out at me was the community vs talented player coach pathways. I tbh~k we are goinA or are that way in US wkb Volunteer soccer 

organizations vs clubs vs academy teams. Abo ~:he support that is there to develop coaches in talen~:ed area. 

Also, the accreditation process of clubs. Something you talked about yesterday. Again, [n a sense rner~ bare gone tbere with clubs be~[~g cbosef~ to be academy clubs 

and Cbdst~anGs ~ea~ue on the gills s~de. interesting that they call for a consisLent system of play for [:ederat~on related teams at a~[ age groups. That is same ~n 

Germany but different ~n US and Brazil 

If you read over, Notice the importm~ce they p~ace on that 8 to t2 age, or o[J[ level ~ That sets the sta~e for all of the other developmental stages. [u~l and ~u~ded 

play before to get them booked and ~:hen focus on technical skills. 

I bare tbe AtEstra~a~l report pretty much wd~:~:en off of tb~s document. ~ just need do~Jar figure or~ what they are spending on women soccer and some o~:hers [inanda[ 

to run some ratios and determine ~eve[ of pay for womenDs professional league and a [:ew tMn~s on sport sdence. I am worldng to see who [ can ca~L 

Here is thin~ of ~nterest. Go#~g #ack to hankL;s point about [ooMn~ aL countries who donLJt bare strong soccer cultures I~ke Brazil and Germany and why have they 

caught up. Australia ~s a gr~at example of a country focusing on meso variables to dose the gap o~ cou[;tt~es who have had the advantage based on micro and macro 

variables. Their goa~ ~s to be to ~0 women m~d top 20 men and [t seems they are moving there ~n both~ 

I am working on Canada and they bare s~mik~r s~:ructure and format #~ place. 

AH the bes~: cutting out rest of day, Trying to en~oy spring break a bit. 

Matt 

Fr~rn: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 28, 20:[:[ :[0:2:[ AM 
To-" Tom Byer 
Cc: bill palladino; ninermhc@aol.com; cindy cone; Robinson, Matthew 3; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander; Carin Gabarra 
Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 

Tom, 

excellent .._ thank you! 

I spoke with Mia Hamm this weekend and she is the Chairperson of Zone I (the U 12 age group) so Iwill copy her on this and everything we do from here out. I am very 

excited about everything you have done and know we can benefit from your expertise. 

All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com > 3/26/2011 12:04 AM > > > 

Anson, 

it would be great if you could come over for a visit. I am close 

friends will all of the JFA Staff and Coaches and my closest friend is 

the Vice Chairman of the JFA. His name is Kohzo Tashima and is the 

person who has been in charge of Coaches education for many years. 

Also, the head of the Woman’s Department, Ueda san, former Woman’s 

National Team Head Coach is a close friend as well. I am sure they 

would love to meet with you, so let me speak with them regarding their 

schedule. As you can imagine things are quite hectic because of the 

disaster here and the J League has had to postpone their Season until 

4/23. 

Also, the J FA Academy, both Girls and Boys Residency Programs were 



located on the adjacent property to where the Nuclear Facility that is 

causing all of the problems is. Luckily they were able to evacuate all 

of the 120 Players to a safe haven before the Tsunami hit, All of the 

staff are very busy trying to find a suitable location for the Academy 

to continue. Of note, Japan’s school calendar runs from April to 

March, so all of the kids are on Spring Break now and the new school 

year starts up on April 1st. 

[’11 be back in touch after [ speak with a few people. 

Regards, 

Tom 

On Mar 25, 2011, at 11:55 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

> Tom, 
> 

> [ am over~vhelmed with your response and now [ understand clearly 

> how you transformed the culture. [ would be honored to visit the Tom 

> Byer academy. Where is it located? 
> 

> [ have copied my University of North Carolina staff on this (Bill 

> Palladino, Chris Ducat, Tom Sander, and Cindy Parlow) along with 

> Carin Jennings Gabarra who is the Chair of US Soccer’s Women’s!Girls 

> Player Development Committee and Dr Matt Robinson who is a part of 

> an independent Player Development Task Force organized honestly to 

> do some research on movements like yours that are transforming the 

> game. Yesterday Carin asked me to be a part of the U 12 (Zone [in 

> US Soccer player development parlance) platform so your email 

> message could not be better timed for my current responsibilities. 
> 

> Thank you for your thorough and detailed response. [ know how your 

> daily schedule must be, especially now with all of your long 

> distance travel and I genuinely appreciate the time you have taken 

> to educate me. With your permission I fully intend to spend time 

> with you at your academy. My first opportunities are in May and 

> June .... would that be possible? 
> 

> 

> Anson Dorrance 

> Head Coach 

> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> w) 919 962 4100 
> >>> Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 3/24/2011 11:51 PM >>> 

> Dear Anson, 
> 

> Thank you for our email and sorry for the late reply. [just returned 

> to Tokyo last night and the bags are already packed for my usual 

> weekend Clinics in other parts of Japan. 
> 

> As you may have read the NYT article that [ wrote, [ believe it was a 

> combination of several factors that have contributed to the success 

> Japan is having current day. With my introduction of Technical 

> Training, (Coerver), back in the late 90’s, coupled with an omni media 

> approach, TV, Print, Events and the establishment of Schools, this 

> seems to be the only real Omni Media 360 approach that [ have seen. [ 

> believe we helped to lift the overall level of play throughout the 

> entire country by focusing on regular players in our schools and 

> empowering individuals by providing content while at the same time 

> educating Coaches who work with the U12 age group along with the 

> Parents. 
> 

> [ required that every Coach who worked at our schools be hired full 

> time and given a decent salary along with barring any of them from 

> having a Club affiliation. The age group of the schools starts from 

> 5yrs old up to 12. They come to the schools M F, 3 8pm to receive 

> Technical Trining and train normally with their own Club Teams during 

> the week and on the weekends. The emphasis is on Technical Training 

> and small sided games at the schools. 
> 

> On the TV side, my Corner reaches millions of households per day, 

> although the corner is very short, 1 2 minutes, however it’s shown 

> daily for 13 years. This coupled with being inside the most popular 

> Manga Book for Kids each month, a reach of nearly 2 million copies per 

> month, this has made learning Technic cool for kids. 
> 

> I’ve conducted thousand’s of Event’s throughout the country on a 

> consistent basis, again, introducing the importance of Technical 



> Training. 
> 

> We basically made teaching Technical Training a must for everyone who 
> plays the game, especially at the younger ages. 
> 

> Then you factor into it, the Japanese are very disciplined, they love 

> teaching and learning, and they have great respect for the "Sensei", 

> or Teacher. They train all year long, and you swear allegiance to only 

> one sport, not multiple sports like in the U.S.. 
> 

> We’ve basically been able to improve the bottom of the pyramid, which 

> pushes the players above them to become better, 
> 

> Also, the JFA does a very good job of organizing their NTC, National 

> Training Centers, which there are 9 different Regions. I was able to 

> convince the JFA years ago to let us Train their Staff Coaches who 

> were working with these age groups. The NTC’s focus on U12. They 

> identify Players when they are 10 and 11 years old and track them. 
> 

> The J League also has U12 Teams and very large Schools as well, So 

> that they can try and develop their own players as well. 
> 

> I think this total effort of the Orchestra playing in complete Harmony 

> with each other is the magic that is making everything work so well. 

> And in the past couple of years the Music they have been playing is 

> finally coming on Note! 
> 

> I have written several books on my work being done here in Japan, 

> however they are all in Japanese. I’ve attached a few articles that 

> have been written including an interview [ did for Football Weekly in 

> Singapore. interesting to hear that you spent time there as a young 

> boy! 
> 

> Because of the success Japan is having of recent I am in great demand 

> to help replicate a similar model in China, india and indonesia. So 

> it’s a quite exciting time for me these days, 
> 

> In closing, I headed up the Coerver Program here in Japan and other 

> parts of Asia. However the Coerver Program although the Content is 

> quite good, does not have a good business model and has not evolved 

> since the original work that Wiel did years ago. It is purely a body 

> of work, which is quite useful for many, but will not transform an 

> entire countries level without the proper mixture of what I have 

> written about above, in the U.S. the program is basically a Camp 

> Program with no permanent presence such as i established here, Technic 

> as you know has to be repetition training, not just a week in the 

> summer time. 
> 

> I hope this helps with some insight into what has been done, Please 

> let me know if you’d like to chat on the phone or visit some day my 

> Tom Byer Academy, I have 250 kids in my Academy and my U6 program 

> there are 100 players and a waiting list to get in. 
> 

> 

> 

> 
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FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Carin Gabarra <gabarra@usna.edtc, 

Friday, April 1,2011 3:57 PM 

gabarr~r@ usna.edu; ’Jim Moorhouse’ <jmoorhou~@ussoccer.org> 

US Soccer Task Force 

To: Women’s Player Development Task Fome, 
Attached is a summary of the Women’s Player Development Task Force meeting that was held in Washington D.C. on March 10. 
We are currently targeting the weekend of June 4-5 (in the northeast) for the next Task Force meeting. (Jim Moorhouse will update us on those logistics). It 
is my hope that you are available that weekend as we are trying to schedule the meeting to coincide with the U.S. Women’s National Team’s Send Off 
Game before the World Cup in Germany. 
The initial Task Force meeting was very productive and sparked some provocative discussion. The next step in the process is to meet again with the same 
core group and assign everyone specific tasks. This will help pull together more detailed information and research on each topic, allowing us each to more 
fully explore areas of importance. At the next Task Force meeting we will also further our discussion on the key points in Zones 1,2 and 3, and will discuss 
ways in which each of you can work to help. 
Just to remind everyone again, the Women’s Player Development Task Force has been organized to evaluate and recommend improvements to youth 
soccer programming affecting player development. This needs to be a thorough process that starts from the beginning and is constantly aware of the big 
picture. Right now we are trying to target the specific questions that need to be answered in order to meet the goal of making positive, realistic and 
productive policy recommendations. 
Thanks and we will continue to stay in touch heading into our next meeting. 
Carin Gabarra 

Task Force Neetirlq Notes 2011.docx ]i:~_l; S0 ]~ii~ 2011 16.04.7S -0400 2 ;567b’.,,[es 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Friday, May 6, 2011 3:31 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Quick EngaJnd Sununa~ 

ARson 

Here is some high points of interview with FA person. They are putting putting financial and human resources into it. 

Matt 

F~m: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Friday, April 29, 201:1 2:49 PM 
To,, Robinson, Matthew 3 
Subject: Re: German test 

For sure Matt .... can’t wait to see you! 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9]_9 962 4]_00 

> > > <mirobins@ude!~edu> 4/29/2011 12:36 PM > > > 
ARson. Ok well let’s develop our own. One thing of benefit is the predictive ability. In Switzerland I meet ~vith fifa on wed I came across some interesting stuff yesterday I want 

to show you when I get back. All the best and I will also touch base avout coming down for Japan meeti gs in NC. All the best, Matt 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Date: Wed, 27 Apr 20:L]_ 16:26:42 0400 

To: Robinson, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin.udel.edu> 

(:;c: scott.leber@isoccer.org <scott.leber@isoccer.org > 

Subject: RE: German test 

Matt, 

no wonder Tina (the former German women’s Nat’l coach) hated technical testing, unless there are more elements to the shooting it does not appear to be a good test to 

me. I do like the element of turning in the "bench" test but as someone who does a bench turning test there has to be a better way. And I can see Tina hating this one as well. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < rnjrobins@udel.edu > 4/26/20:]_3. 3.:]_:0~ AM > > > 

Eler~-_~ is a write up of what th~-_W do, Also I shared with April and sh~-_~ is interested so perhaps w~-_~ can gel: som~-_d:hing implemented. Look [orward to hearing about 

Portland. I leave for Switzerland on Thursday. I meet with FIFA on wed of next week about the study. 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, April 26, 20:1:1:10:42 AM 

To,, Robinson, Matthew 3 
Cc-" scott.leber@isoccer.org; ryan.gray@sparqtraining.com 
Subject-’ Re: German test 

VERY interesting! What EXACTLY were the dribbling, shooting and ball control tests? And are these the best players now in their U 17 national team player pool? This is the 

stuff I was selling ten years ago that everyone was skeptical of _,. and wouldn’t you know the Germans were the ones that had their "mavericks" and blue sky thinkers 

imbedded in their national leadership; it is usually the first to collect the data that gain the initial edge, now we have to catch them and pass them. (l have copied the isoccer 

leadership {Scott Leber} and the SPARQ leadership {Ryan Gray} on this, I think both groups can be a positive force in helping us get back to world domination on the women’s 

side {if anyone with power will help them implement this up and down the elite player chain}.) 

And Portland was excellent .... more later. 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Robinson, Matthew J" < mjrobins@udel,edu > 4/20/20~1 9:58 AM > > > 

Anson 

I hope you are well and trip to Portland was good. 

Just wanted to share something quick. I was talking to research person with DFB this morning. They have done tests with :[2 year old boys and now they are at 17 age 

level and, the players who are in that pool and have performed best all finished in the top I0 of the testing at age :[2. They had a sample of 3000 players from across 



the country who were identified by regional scouts at ag~-_~ 10 to par~dpate in the tes~:mg and they were tested ~:w~ce a year. Test were 20 meter dash, agiHl:y ~est, 

dr~bMb~g, shooting and ~a~ control 

Thought you wou~d find ~nteresting~ 

Matt 

F~m: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:04 AM 
To: Torn Byer; Robinson, Matthew .~ 
Subject: Re: FIFA Letter of Support 

Tom, 

what would be most interesting for us is seeing the training .... I know what you are doing in training separates the Japanese .... that is why the soccer culture has been 

transformed as you well know. What specifically have you done? What has worked so well? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Tom Byer <ton)@tomsan.com > 4/7/2011 5:36 AM > > > 

Matt, 

I just returned to Tokyo from Jakarta this afternoon. I will be 

putting you in touch with the Head Coach of the Australian National 

Woman’s Team, Tom Sermanni. 

.h__E p__2"Z_e__n__~_w__j_l_<_[p__e__d__La_~_9_£ gZ~__v_]J_<j~/l o rn Sermanni 

He should be of help to you or be able to point you in the right 

direction. I close friend of mine Naoki Imaya use to play for him and 

knows him well. We should be hearing back from him soon. 

Also, I know the Japanese Woman’s Team is heading your way in May and 

I believe they have a game in Columbus as well? I’m sure I can arrange 

a meeting with some of the people from the JFA Woman’s Program. Can 

you send me the dates of their visit and possible dates you would be 

available? 

Lastly, let me know some potential dates for a trip to Japan? There is 

a Tournament for U12 Boys and Girls sponsored by Canon that I am apart 

of. The qualifiers are on 5/14 Kobe, 22 Nagoya, 28 29 Yokohama. And 

the Final is on 6/12. Usually during the Yokohama Qualifier and or 

Final, the Head of the Woman’s Department for the JFA attends. His 

name is Ueda san and is also the Former Head Coach for the Woman’s 

Team as well. Anyway, just throwing some dates and ideas out there, 

although I would imagine that Ueda san will be heading to the U.S. 

with the Team when they visit. I will check out what the schedule will 

be. I think it would be interesting for you guys to check out what is 

happening with the U12 Kids here in Japan. There are plenty of other 

opportunities to put something together as well if I have an idea of 

when you might be able to visit? 

TB 

On Apr 6, 2011, at 12:15 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

> Tom: 
> 

> I hope you are well. If you reach out to your contacts in Japan and 

> Australia. I am attaching the letter of support that I have received 

> from FIFA. Again, in the case of Australia I am happy to call at a 

> time that is convenient to them. In case of Japan Anson and I hope 

> to make the trip still so we can do face to face. We also hope to 

> meet with someone when Japan team is in carolina in May. 
> 

> Again, thanks for your support on this. 
> 

> Matt 
> 

> Original Message 

> From: Tom Byer [mailto;torn@tornsan~com] 

> Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:36 PM 

> To: Robinson, Matthew J 

> Cc: ’Anson Dorrance’ 

> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 



Matt, 

I will speak to my contacts down under and get back to you soon with 

the appropriate person to work with. 

Regards, 

Tom 

On Mar 30, 2011, at 3:04 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

>> Tom: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> I hope you are well. I look forward to our conversation in the near 

> future, in the meantime, would there be someone you would suggest 

> reaching out to with the Australian Football Federation, Again, they 

> are one of the countries ] am examining, ] have gained a great deal 

> of information on Aussie soccer from documents they have made public 

>> on the internet, but there is some information ]would need to 
> acquire 

> from a person in the federation whether overall or specifically with 

>> the Women’s program, Eg, Funds directed to women’s soccer, 

>> comparison 

> to men’s budget, some questions on use of sport sciences, and the 

> degree of involvement of government and Australian sport commission, 

> ] was just at an event last night where ] spoke with person from FIFA 

> and they are very interested in the findings of the study and I would 
>> be sharing findings with all countries when completed. If you need 

> anything else from me, I can forward. Also, ! am happy to call them 

>> on 

> their time schedule. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> All the best and again ] really look forward to speaking 
>> 

> Matt 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> From: Anson Dorrance [r_:n___a_jJ_t__o__La_£Ls_g_L~_~_U__LLC~La_~__u_£Lc_~_e___d__L_!]~ 

>> Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:21 AM 

> To: Tom Byer 

> Cc: bill palladino; ~aol,com; cindy cone; Robinson, Matthew 

>> J; 

>> Chris Ducar; Tom Sander; Carin Gabarra 
> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 

>> 

>> 

> Tom, 
>> 

>> excellent,,,, thank you! 
>> 

>> I spoke with Mia Hamm this weekend and she is time Chairperson of 

> Zone ] (the U 12 age group) so I will copy her on this and everything 

> we do from here out, I am very excited about everything you have done 

> and know we can benefit from your expertise, 
>> 

>> All the best! 
>> 

>> 

> Anson Dorrance 

> Head Coach 

> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> w) 919 962 4100 

> > > > Tom Byer <tom@tomsan,com> 3/26/2011 12:04 AM > > > 

> Anson, 
>> 

> It would be great if you could come over for a visit. I am close 

> friends will all of the J FA Staff and Coaches and my closest friend 

>> is 

> the Vice Chairman of the JFA. His name is Kohzo Tashima and is the 

> person who has been in charge of Coaches education for many years. 

> Also, the head of the Woman’s Department, Ueda san, former WomaiYs 

>> National Team Head Coach is a close friend as well. I am sure they 

> would love to meet with you, so let me speak with them regarding 



> > their 

> > schedule. As you can imagine things are quite hectic because of the 

>> disaster here and the J League has had to postpone their Season until 

>> 4/23. 
>> 

>> Also, the JFA Academy, both Girls and Boys Residency Programs were 

> > located on the adjacent property to where the Nuclear Facility that 

>> is 

> > causing all of the problems is. Luckily they were able to evacuate 

>> all 

>> of the 120 Players to a safe haven before the Tsunami hit, All of the 

> > staff are very busy trying to find a suitable location for the 

> > Academy 

>> to continue. Of note, Japan’s school calendar runs from April to 

>> March, so all of the kids are on Spring Break now and the new school 

> > year starts up on April 1st, 
>> 

> > 1’11 be back in touch after [ speak with a few people. 
>> 

>> Regards, 
>> 

> > Tom 
>> 

>> 

>> On Mar 25, 2011, at 11:55 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 
>> 

> > > Tom, 
>>> 

> > > ] am overwhelmed with your response and now ] understand clearly 

> > > how you transformed the culture, I would be honored to visit the Tom 

> > > Byer academy, Where is it located? 
>>> 

> > > ] have copied my University of North Carolina staff on this (Bill 

>>> Palladino, Chris Ducar, Tom Sander, and Cindy Parlow) along with 

> > > Carin Jennings Gabarra who is the Chair of US Soccer’s Women’s/Girls 

>>> Player Development Committee and Dr Matt Robinson who is a part of 

> > > an independent Player Development Task Force organized honestly to 

>>> do some research on movements like yours that are transforming the 

>> > game, Yesterday Carin asked me to be a part of the U 12 (Zone ]in 

> > > US Soccer player development parlance) platform so your email 

> > > rnessage could not be better timed for my current responsibilities, 
>>> 

> > > Thank you for your thorough and detailed response, ] know how your 

> > > daily schedule must be, especially now with all of your Ion9 

> > > distance travel and I genuinely appreciate the time you have taken 

>>> to educate me. With your permission I fully intend to spend time 

> > > with you at your academy. My first opportunities are in May and June 

>> > .... would that be possible? 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Anson Dorrance 

>>> Head Coach 

>>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> > > w) 919 962 4100 
>>>>>> Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 3/24/2011 11:51 PM >>> 

>>> Dear Anson, 
>>> 

>>> Thank you for our email and sorry for the late reply. I just 

>> returned 

>>> to Tokyo last night and the bags are already packed for my usual 

>>> weekend Clinics in other parts of Japan. 
>>> 

> > > As you may have read the NYT article that I wrote, [ believe it 

>> was a 

> > > combination of several factors that have contributed to the success 

> > > Japan is having current day. With my introduction of Technical 

>>> Training, (Coerver), back in the late 90’s, coupled with an omni 

> > media 

>>> approach, TV, Print, Events and the establishment of Schools, this 

>> > seems to be the only real Omni Media 360 approach that ] have 

> > seen, ] 

> > > believe we helped to lift the overall level of play throughout the 

> > > entire country by focusing on regular players in our schools and 

> > > empowerin9 individuals by providing content while at the same time 

>> > educatin9 Coaches who work with the U12 age group alon9 with the 

>>> Parents. 
>>> 

> > > ] required that even./Coach who worked at our schools be hired full 

>> > time and given a decent salary along with barring any of them from 

>>> having a Club affiliation, The age group of the schools starts from 



>>> 5yrs old up to ].2, They come to the schools M F, 3 8pm to receive 

>~ Technical Trining and train normallywith their own Club Teams 

~ ~ during 

> ~ ~ the week and on the weekends. The emphasis is on Technical Training 

>>> and small sided games at the schools, 
>>> 

>>> On the TV side, my Corner reaches millions of households per day, 

> > > although the corner is very short, 1 2 minutes, however it’s shown 

>>> daily for 13 years, This coupled with being inside the most popular 

>>> Manga Book for Kids each month, a reach of nearly 2 million copies 

> > per 
>>> month, this has made learning Technic cool for kids. 
>>> 

> > > I’ve conducted thousand’s of Event’s throughout the country on a 
> > > consistent basis, again, introducing the importance of Technical 

>>> Training. 
>>> 

>>> We basically made teaching Technical Training a must for everyone 

> > who 

> > > plays the game, especially at the younger ages. 
>>> 

> > > Then you factor into it, the Japanese are very disciplined, they 

> > love 

>>> teaching and learning, and they have great respect for the "Sensei", 

>>> or Teacher. They train all year long, and you swear allegiance to 

>> only 

>>> one sport, not multiple sports like in the U.S.. 
>>> 

> > > We’ve basically been able to improve the bottom of the pyramid, 

> > which 

>>> pushes the players above them to become better. 
>>> 

>>> Also, the JFA does a very good job of organizing their NTC, National 

> > > Training Centers, which there are 9 different Regions. [ was able to 

> > > convince the JFA years ago to let us Train their Staff Coaches who 

>>> were working with these age groups. The NTC’s focus on UZ2. They 

> > > identify Players when they are ].0 and ].1 years old and track them. 
>>> 

>>> The J League also has U12 Teams and very large Schools as well. So 

> > > that they can try and develop their own players as well. 
>>> 

> > > [ think this total effort of the Orchestra playing in complete 

> > Harmony 

> > > with each other is the magic that Js making everything work so well. 

>>> And in the past couple of years the Music they have been playing is 

> > > finally coming on Note! 
>>> 
> > > I have written several books on my work being done here in Japan, 

> > > however they are all in Japanese. 1"’ve attached a few articles that 

> > > have been written including an 1"nterview 1" did for Football Weekly 

>> in 

>>> Singapore. 1"nteresting to hear that you spent time there as a young 

> > > boy! 
>>> 

>>> Because of the success Japan is having of recent 1" am in great 

>> demand 

> > > to help replicate a similar model in China, 1"ndia and 1"ndonesia. So 

>>> it’s a quite exciting time for me these days. 
>>> 

>>> 1"n closing, 1" headed up the Coerver Program here in Japan and other 

> > > parts of Asia. However the Coerver Program although the Content is 

>>> quite good, does not have a good business model and has not evolved 

> > > since the original work that Wiel did years ago. 1"t is purely a body 

> > > of work, which is quite useful for many, but will not transform an 

> > > entire countries level without the proper rnixture of what 1" have 

>> > written about above. 1"n the U.S. the program is basically a Camp 

>>> Program with no permanent presence such as 1" established here. 

> > Technic 

>>> as you know has to be repetition training, notjust a week in the 

>> > summer time. 

>>> 1" hope this helps with some insight into what has been done. Please 

> > > let me know if you’d like to chat on the phone or visit some day my 

> > > Tom Byer Academy, 1" have 250 kids in my Academy and my U6 program 

> > > there are 100 players and a waiting list to get in. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

> > > M+ SecureStor Stored: total ].0354565bytes; 



> > > Attachment Link: 

> > > http:i/archive02.uncaa.unc,edu/0f4d9b7ad].3d].c82b0d2bd:17c29b6d]_b 
>>> File Name: MLS Magazine.pall 

> > > Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Jun 2011 23:52:45 0400 

> > > Size: 2289326bytes 
>>> 

> > > Attachment Link: 

> > > httfoJ!archiveO2,uncaa.unc.edu/e5ebbS:1060984cc:10:1f23ba33:1994f6d 

>>> File Name: Singapore Article,pdf 

>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Jun 20:1:1 23:52:45 0400 

> > > Size: 8065239bytes 
>>> 

>>> 

>> 

> 

> <F]FA Letter of Support.pall> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 9:52 AM 

’Tow DiCicco’ <tony@soccerplus.org>; ’Layers, Christia~ CDL (5627)’ <CLavers@whdlaw.com:~; ’tschiller@paragonmaacketing.biz’; 
~iean.brooks@reveraliving.com’; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’hsmuchline@mac.com’; Germain, Caitlyn A <cgermain@udel.edu>; 
’marciamcdem~otV~:mac.com’; Johnson, Corey Luke <jolmson@udel.edu> 

’April Heinrichs’ <~aheinrichs@ussoccer.o~g> 

Women’s Soccer Player Development Tasldbrce 

Presentationto fifa.pptx 

Hello Task Force: 

Long time no talk. I would like to be able to say I have been sitting around watching Champion League, EPL and MLS games on TV and living the leisurely life a of a college professor, but it 
has not been the case. 

A few updates. At this point I have completed interviews and or secured information *vith Germany, England, Brazil, Canada, Australia, and will be hearing back shortly with final information 
from France and Norway Anson was at training session with Japan in NC and I have forwarded the supCey to that contact person. Still trying to get Sweden nailed down. So, I am in 
homestretch of being able to prepare an executive summary :[’or all of the countries 

Along with this I met xvith FD’A two weeks ago while in Switzerland and they would like for me to present the findings at the Symposium with World Cup. That was a maybe but now it is 
confirmed. 

Also, being the academic I arrl have expanded the study to look at all 127 countries that are ranked by FIFA in womens soccer and have identified cot*elations between variables such as 
GPD, Population, cultural norms of society, strength of soccer culture, stability of government and the degree of the gap between males and females in society. These are all taken from 
legitimate sources such as the World Bank. Along with these correlations, I have entered data into a softxvare package that utilizes a statistical rrletl-lodology known as Analytical Hierarchy 
Process. Anson, April and Jill Ellis provided expertise in helping me weight criteria for the methodology and I used wl-lat I have learned from research to run the AHP. I would like more 
knowledgeable soccer people to weigh in on those evaluations. I think some of the trends that enmrge are interesting and would like the task force to discuss. 

I have attached the presentation I made to FIFA on the findings up to this point. Corey and I are writing exec summaries for each countly we have corrlpleted as we speak. 

I xvould like to see if the task force could do a conference call next xveek so I can share and discuss. I arrl going to propose Tuesday May 24 at 11 arrl EST. or Wednesday May 25 at same 
time. I xvill get confurence call nunaber and if you can attend I will secure you a password to get into the softxvare package. 

It xvas about a year ago that Hank and Anson proposed developing the task force. It has been an incredible learning experience for me and I am looking forward to sharing what I got up to 
this point and to hear what you all have to say. I feel we will have accomplished our stated mission and even have rrloved beyond. I think you will see xve will have a pretty good 
understanding of what others are doing and next will be what do xve do xvith that knowledge. Is it the case we are doing already and perhaps even better, for on multiple occasions I have 
heard "We got that from the US.’ Or are there trends that have errlerged in those countries as Hank pointed out who have made great strides even without a strong soccer culture or macro 
levels variables (Australia, Japan and Canada). Every country I have spoken with were excited about the research and findings, I am happy to share but again my initial interest was to help 
ensure we stay nunxber 1. 

Again let me know on dates Tuesday first choice Wed Second and if you are in I will get you the password. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, ivlatthew J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 9:02 
To: ’ToW DiCicco’; ’Layers, Christian CDL (5627)’; ’lnmcdelrnott@chicagoredstars.com’; ’tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz’; ’jean brooks@reveraliving.com’; ’anson@uncaa.unc edu’; 
’hstouchline@mac.com’; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’marcialncdem~ott@lnac com’; Johnson, Corey Luke 
Cc: Robinson, Matthew J 
Su~iect: Sun,realT Brazil Trip 

hope eveLvone is well. I am back from Brazil and just wrapped writing an executwe summary of the trip. First, again Jean thanks for sponsoring. 
have attached the sun~maW. I refrain from offering my opinions, I am interested in hearing views of the group Also I have attached the summaLv from German?’ if you ~vant to compare 

was curious to see if we could do a conference call either this Thursday at 11:00 a.m. est or the follo~ving Monday at the same time. I know- anson is traveling so I was hoping to have 
Anson weigh in. Let me kno~v if Thursday at 11 est works by responding 

I think as of now we have three reference points, Germany, Brazil and US As I stated I am doing secondary research on Canada, Nor~vay, and france and still want to discuss japan. 

Also I am going to send you an article on free play that you may find interesting. V’,~en you see flash cards, think structured drills with six year olds. 

All the best 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthe*v J 
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 10:45 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CI)L (5627); mmcdennott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiHer@paragonmarketing.biz; jean brooks@reverahving.com; 
anson@uncaa unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’marciamcdermott@mac corn’; Johnson, (;ore?" Lnke 
Sutzject: Update On Germany: Women’s Soccer Development Taskforce 

I hope eveuone is well. I just *wmted to give quick update. I had a great conversation with Heike from the German Soccer Federation this morning She is excited for our visit and is setting a 
program for Jan 4 and 5th so that we have chance to meet a variety of professionals who are involved with women’s program and will work to get person from Olympic committee to address 
overall funding of soccer and women soccer and participation numbers etc . She feels that the?" will be able to address all of the questions on the research protocol 

Hank thanks for making contact, Jean thanks for making the trip happen. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:mirobins(@udel.edu] 



Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:47 ~\~i 
To: Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 
anson@uncaa.unc edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference (;all :[’or wed 

Soru for confusion. (;all is :[‘or wed at 10 am EST not Tuesday. Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless Black[3erry 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tony I)iCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 
Date: Fri, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627)<CLavers@whdlaw.com>; Robinson, Matthexv J<nrjrobins@admin.udel.edu>; ml~xcdermott@,,chicagoredstars.conr<rrmrcdernrott@chicagoredstars.cora>; 
tschiller@paragonmarketing.bizvtschiller@paragonmarketing.biz>; jean.brooks@rcveraliving.com~iean.brooks@reveraliving.cora>; anson@uncaa.unc.edu<anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
hstouchline@nrac.col~x<hstouchline@raac.conr>; Germain, Caitlyn A<cgermain@udel.edu> 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Playcr Developnrent Task Force Cortference Call 

Hi everyone. 10-11:15am works for me. If it runs over 11:15am...I will have to take it while &lying. Thartks, Tony 

Tony DiCicco 
cell 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) [raailto:CLavers,@,xvhdlaw.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; rcancdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonraarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.tmc.edu; hstouchline@mac.conr; Germain, 
Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Playcr Developnrent Task Force Conference Call 

That time works for me. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mirobins(g~udel.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 
To: rmncdermott@chicagoredstars.conr; tschiller@paragot~’narketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@nrac.com; 
Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 
Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope evei~’one is ~vell. 
I wanted to see if everyone can make a conference call for this coming 
Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 
terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by my oversight Ton?- has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last ~veek and he is now on board. SorJ3~ Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time Once set I will get call number out to everyone. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 .~vl 
To: Robinson, Matthe~v J; lnmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragolm~arketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw corn; anson@uncaa unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac corn; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

hope everyone is well I am sorp)~ for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. ! wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 a.m. central time, 
0 am eastern time for a call. An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 :[‘or the same time 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation. 

Let me know if this time works. I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dr Matthew J. Robinson [mailto:mirobinsO~l_TDel.Edu] 
Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11:19 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw corn; anson@uncaa unc.edu; 
hstouchline@mac corn; Germain, Caitlyn A 
Subject: Re: I,A~,[I{ST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for evep),one’s time. ! will get draft of proposal off to everyone ASAP 

All the best 

Matt 
Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
University’ of Delaware 
Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching Enricbanent Certificate Progranr wwxv.udel.eduiICECP 
302 831-6680 

.... Original message .... 
>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 -0400 (EDT) 
>From: "Ea. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDel.Edu> 
>Subiect: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force 



>Conference Call 

>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars cam, tsc hiller@paragor~nark eting.biz, 
>jean brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa.unc edu, 
>hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu 
> 

>here is update swat. 
> 

>thanks and talk to you soon 
> 

>matt 
>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>Universi~ of Delaware 
>Associate ProfcssoriPrograra Director Sport Management Director 
>International Coaching Emichment Certificate Program 
>w,~v.udel.edu,’ICECP 
>302 831-6680 
> 

> 

>---- Original message .... 
>>Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 -0400 (EDT) 
>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <rnjrobins@l~Del.Edu> 
>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>Call 

>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <rr~irobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>rmncdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller @par agomnarketing .biz, 
>>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.cora, anson@uncaa.unc.edu, 

>>hstouchline@mac.com, cgem~ain@l~Del.Edu 
>> 

>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday. 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWAT. There may be some 
late additions, but I ~vanted to get this version to you for your review prior to the call. 
>> 

>>I have also attached the minutes iicom the last call t;ar approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 
determine next steps 
>> 
>>Conference Dial-m Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>University of Dela~vare 
>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>h~temational Coaching Enriclmnent Certificate Program 
>>w~v.u del. edu/ICECP 
>>302 831-6680 
>> 

>> 

>>---- Original message .... 
>>>Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 -0490 (EDT) 

>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@U~)el.Edu> 
>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>Call 
>>>To: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDel.Edu>, 
> >>mmcdermott@chicagoredsmrs.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.bi~, 
>>~iean.brooks@reveraliving cam, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>anson@uncaa unc edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@ljDel Edu 
>>> 

>>>I hope everyone is well. ! just wanted to confirm the conference call 
for ~I1nursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. I believe everyone can make the call. 

>>>The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWaT analysis each 
of us have done. With that said if you could foreward your SWaT to me by Monday August 16, ! will compile and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday. Again if you can 
send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWaT attachment in word that would be great. 

>>>The SWaT is the main agenda item for the call. 

>>>Below is the call in number for the call. 

>>>Conference Dial-in Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access Code: 
>>>238926# 

>>>All the best in all you do. 

>>>Dr Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>University of Delaware 
>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>www.udel. edu/ICE CP 
>>>302 831-6680 

>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 -0400 ~DT) 



>>>>From: "Dr Matthew J. Robinson" <ngirobins@UDel Edu> 
>>>>Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 
>>>>Call 
>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@l_TDel Edu>, 
> >>>mmcdermott@chicagoredstars corn, tschiller@paragonma~keting.biz, 
>>> >j ean brooks@reverahving.com, clavers@whdlaw corn, 
>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac corn, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

>>>>I hope everyone is well I just wanted to confirm day and time for 
next confcrence call. I arrl going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 aan. 
central time. 10 a.nr. eastern time. Please let me know- if that works for you. Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let nre know if that wurks with practice schedule. I will 
forward call in number once time is confimxed. 

>>>>All the best 

>>>>Matt 
>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>University of Delaxvare 
>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>International Coaching Enricl-mrent Certificate Program 
>>>>ww~v.udehed~ICECP 
>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 -0400 @DT) 
>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDehEdu> 
>>>>>Subject: Re: Wonren Soccer Player Developnrent Task Force Conference 
>>>>>Call 
>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <rnjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>nmxcdermott@chicagoredstar s.com, tschiller @paragonmarketing.biz, 
>>>>>j ean.brooks@r everaliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>anson@uncaa.tmc.edu, hstouchline@rrlac.conr, cgermain@UDel.Edu 

>>>>>Hello EvelTy’one: 

>>>>>First of all thank you for your time and input during yesterday’s 
call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting I added a quarter mile to morning run so I dont screw up again. 

>>>>>Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/summary of yesterday’s 
meeting Thanks Caitlyn Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save ~vith your name eg MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can compile for 
discussion for next call. 

>>>>>I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 
an overview of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete development plan. When reviewing take 
a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world. In tact USA Hockey is using this model 
in thier player development In discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer Again, this just gives us an idea of what others are doing. 

>>>>>Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 
August 20 for Conference call. K 9 a.m central worked ibr eve~-one we can go with that. Just let me know what works best. 

>>>>>All the best and I look for~vard to moving along with the project. 

>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>Unlversiry of Delaware 
>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International 
>>>>>Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program vavw.ude].edu/ICECP 
>>>>>302 831-6680 

>>>>~ ..... Original message .... 
>>>>>>Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 12:24:46 -0400 @DT) 
>>>>>>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@l.]Del Edu> 
>>>>>>SubJect: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 
>>>>>>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu>, 
>>>>>>tmn cdermott@c hicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.bi/, 
> >>> >>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDehEdu 

>>>>>>Hello ]~;veryone. 

>>>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled for 
today but ! sent out call number and agenda [’or Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central The original email I had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed 

>>>>>>Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. If not we can 
look to reschedule 

>>>>>>Again, I apologize [’or the confusion 

>>>>>>Matt 
>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
>>>>>>University of Delaware 
>>>>>>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>Irlternational Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>vvaa~’.udehedu~’ICECP 
>>>>>>302 831-6680 



>>>>>>---- Original message .... 
>>>>>>>Date: M0n, 19 Jul 2010 12:34:49 -0400 (EDT) 
>>>>>>>From: "Dr Matthew J Robinson" <mjrobins@UDel.Edu> 
>>>>>>>Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>>To: mmcdermott@chicagostars corn, tschiller@paragonmarketing biz, 
> >>> >>>j ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 
>>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDel.Edu, 
>>>>>>>mjrobins@UDel.Edu 

>>>>>>>I look forward to our corfference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 
9 am central time. We will tlT to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in 
number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes frora the meeting and will forward for review. I have also attached the purpose statement again 
for your review. 

>>>>>>>Please let me know if you have any questions. All the best and I 
look forward to the call on Wednesday. 

>>>>>>>Agenda for Conference Call 

>>>>>>>Initiate Call 
>>>>>>>Intro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 

>>>>>>>force. Anson and Hartk Reviexv of planned activities: Matt with 
>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 
>>>>>>>activities: Matt with feedback frora all. 
>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 
>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 
>>>>>>>Plamaed meeting time tbr regular conference call All 
>>>>>>>Plalmed meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All Tasks to be 
>>>>>>>completed by next call. All Other items Closing 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Col~ference Dial-m Number: (805) 360-1000 Participant Access 
>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J Robinson 
>>>>>>>Universi~ of Delaware 
>>>>>>>Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 
>>>>>>>International Coachkag Enrichment Certificate Program 
>>>>>>>wvav.udel. edu/ICECP 
>>>>>>>302 831-(~580 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose doc (37k bytes) 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force COl~ference call 7-20.doc (53k bytes) 
>>>>> SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 
>>>>>bytes) talent id article pdf (67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP-JoumalAi&nanl .pdf (226k bytes) 
>>>>> 2009 WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 
>> 
>>soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 
>> 

>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7-20 doc (53k bytes) 
> 

>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, aW U S 
federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, including any attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of(i) avoiding any 
penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another person any tax-related matter addressed herein. 

The information in this e-mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 
It is intended solely 12~r the addressee(s); access to anyone else is unauthorized. If this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy it. Please reply 
to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 



Proposal for Presentation at FIFA 
Women s Socce~ Sympost~um 









This is indicative of a greater equality between societal levels, including government, organizations, and even within 

families. This orientation reinforces a cooperative interaction across power levels and creates a more stable cultural 

environment. 

The populace is more self-reliant and looks out for themselves and their close family members. 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Monday, May 23, 2011 6:12 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Player Development Course 

Anson 

I.et me know if there is a good time to catch up and discuss the player development course. I have chance to get a grant from university to launch. I just would need 

to discuss what federation is looking for. Key is I have infrastructure in place from runnin8 my int coaching program and have access to administrative help so our 

main locus wouhJ b~-’_~ on curriculun~ dew:_Jopment and offering tb:_~ sessions. 

was there at star’L o~ Tipp’s DOC and I think thaL is a great starting point. Past few I did a session on Long [erm Athlete Lbevelopment but thaL could be e>:panded so 

r~mch more in terms of presenting Claudia model and then comparing to other models around the 

Le~. me know. 

All the best 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, May 23, 202:~ 5:25 plVl 
To-" hstouchline@mac.com; marciamcdermott@mac.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; ’Tony DiCicco’; Germain, Caitlyn A; 3ohnson, Corey 
Luke; Robinson, Matthew 3; Christian CDL (5627) Lavers 
Cc-" April Heinrichs 
Subject; RE: Women’s Soccer Player Development Taskforce 

If we can push it to 2 PM I can make it ..... 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < rnjrobins@udel.edu > 5/2~/2011 12:52 PM > > > 
Hey everyone. Tuesday and Wednesday were not working, Can I propose Thursday at 1 p,m. That also enables rne to get some support info to you and finish finals here. 

Let rne know if you can make that day and time. If not we can push to after holiday. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Tony DiCicco [mailto:tony@soccerplus.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 2:00 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@maccom; Germain, 

Caklyn A; marciamcdermott@mac.com; Johnson, Corey Luke 

Cc: April Heinrichs 

Subject: RE: Women’s Soccer Player Development Taskforce 

Matt_all excellent. Well done. 11am is too early for me because I have training from 10 noon. If you can go a bit later_Wednesdayis best for me. Thanks again for all you 

hard work. Tony 

Tony DiCicco 

Head Coach/Director of Soccer I Boston Breakers 
c: 860.985.6611 

tdicicco@bostonbreakers.com 
www.bostonbrea kers.com 

GET YOUR 2011 BREAKERS SEASON TICKET TODAY. This correspondence is solely for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is 

privileged, confidential or otherwise exempt from disclosure. If the reader of this e mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the 

message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this communication in error, please h’nrnediately notify us by replying to the original message at the listed email address. Thank You. 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 9:52 AM 

To: Tony DiCicco; ’Lavers, Christian CDL (5627)’; ’tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz’; ’jean.brooks@reveraliving.com’; ’anson@uncaa.uncedu’; ’hstouchline@mac.com’; Germain, 

Caklyn A; ’marciamcderrnott@maccom’; Johnson, Corey Luke 

Cc: ’April Heindchs’ 

Subject: Women’s Soccer Player Development Taskforce 



Hello Task Force: 

Long time no tall<, I would like to be able to say [ have been sitting around watching Champion League, EPL and MLS games on TV and living the leisurely life a of a college 

professor, but it has not been the case. 

A few updates. At this point I have completed interviews and or secured information with Germany, England, Brazil, Canada, Australia, and will be hearing back shortly with 

final information from France and Norway, Anson was at training session with Japan in NC and I have forwarded the survey to that contact person. Still trying to get Sweden 

nailed down. So, i am in homestretch of being able to prepare an executive summary for all of the countries. 

Along with this i met with FIFA two weeks ago while in Switzerland and they would like for me to present the findings at the Symposium with World Cup. That was a maybe but 

now it is confirmed. 

Also, being the academic i am have expanded the study to look at all 127 countries that are ranked by FIFA in womens soccer and have identified correlations between 

variables such as GPD, Population, cultural norms of society, strength of soccer culture, stability of government and the degree of the gap between males and females in 

society. These are all taken from legitimate sources such as the World Bank. Along with these correlations, I have entered data into a software package that utilizes a statistical 

methodology known as Analytical Hierarchy Process. Anson, April and Jill Ellis provided expertise in helping me weight criteria for the methodology and i used what I have 

learned from research to run the AHP. [ would like more knowledgeable soccer people to weigh in on those evaluations. [ think some of the trends that emerge are interesting 

and would like the task force to discuss, 

have attached the presentation I made to FIFA on the findings up to this point. Corey and I are writing exec summaries for each country we have completed as we speak. 

lwould like to see if the task force could do a conference call next week so Ican share and discuss. Iam going to propose Tuesday May 24 at 11 am EST. or Wednesday May 

25 at same time. Iwill get conference call number and if you can attend Iwill secure you a password to get into the software package. 

it was about a year ago that Hank and Anson proposed developing the task force, it has been an incredible learning experience for me and i am looking forward to sharing 

what i got up to this point and to hear what you all have to say. I feel we will have accomplished our stated mission and even have moved beyond, i think you will see we will 

have a pretty good understanding of what others are doing and next will be what do we do with that knowledge, is it the case we are doing already and perhaps even better, 

for on multiple occasions i have heard "We got that from the US.’ Or are there trends that have emerged in those countries as Hank pointed out who have made great strides 

even without a strong soccer culture or macro levels variables (Australia, Japan and Canada). Every country I have spoken with were excited about the research and findings, I 

am happy to share but again my initial interest was to help ensure we stay number 1. 

Again let me know on dates Tuesday first choice Wed Second and if you are in I will get you the password. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 9:02 AM 

To: ’Tony DiCicco’; ’Lavers, Christian CDL (5627)’; ’mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com’; ’tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz’; ’jean.brooks@reveraliving.com’; 

’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’hstouchline@mac.com’; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’mardamcdermott@mac.com’; Johnson, Corey Luke 

Cc: Robinson, Matthew J 
Subject: Summary Brazil Trip 

hope everyone is well. i am back from Brazil and just wrapped writing an executive summary of the trip. First, again Jean thanks for sponsoring. 

have attached the summary, i refrain from offering my opinions, i am interested in hearing views of the group. Also i have attached the summary from Germany if you want 

to compare. 

was curious to see if we could do a conference call either this Thursday at 11:00 a.m. est or the following Monday at the same time. I know anson is traveling so Iwas hoping 

to have Anson weigh in. Let me know if Thursday at 11 est works by responding. 

I think as of nowwe have three reference points, Germany, Brazil and US. As I stated I am doing secondary research on Canada, Norway, and france and still want to discuss 
japan, 

Also I am going to send you an article on free play that you may find interesting. When you see flash cards, think structured drills with six year olds. 

All the best 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 $0:45 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 

anson@uncaa.unc,edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’marciar~cdermott@mac.com’; Johnson, Corey Luke 

Subject: Update On Germany: Women’s Soccer Development Taskforce 

I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to give quick update. I had a great conversation with Heike from the German Soccer Federation this morning. She is excited for our visit 

and is setting a program for Jan 4 and 5th so that we have chance to meet a variety of professionals who are involved with women’s program and will work to get person 

from Olympic committee to address overall funding of soccer and women soccer and participation numbers etc.. She feels that they will be able to address all of the 

questions on the research protocol. 

Hank thanks for making contact, Jean thanks for making the trip happen. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:47 AM 



To: Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call for wed 

Sorry for confusion, Call is for wed at 10 am EST not Tuesday. Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Original Message 

From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 

Date: Fri, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 
To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) <CLavers@whdlaw,com >; Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@admin.udel.edu >; 

mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com <mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com >; tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz<tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz>; 

jean.brooks@reveraliving,com <jean.brooks@reveralivingcom >; anson@u ncaa.unc.edu <anson@u ncaa.unc,edu >; hstouchline@mac.com <hstouchline@mac.com >; Germain, 

Caitlyn A<cgermain@udel.edu > 

Subject: RE: Wornen Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Hi even,one, i0 ll:15am works for me. If it runs over ll:15am...I will have to take it while driving. Thanks, Tony 

Tony DiCicco 

cell 

Original Message 

From: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) [mailto:CLavers@whdlaw.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; 

Germain, Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

That time works for me. 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 

To: mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean.brooks@reveralivingcom; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa,unc.edu; 
hstouchline@rnac,com; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. 

I wanted to see if everyone can make a conference call for this coming 

Wednesday Nov 17 at l0 est. We have some positive developments in 

terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by my oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last week and he is now on board. Sorry Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can i propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set Iwill get call number out to everyone. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 

hstouchline@rnac,com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

hope everyone is well. I am sorry for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. f wanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 

a,m. central time, 10 am eastern time for a call, An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 for time same time. 

The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation. 

Let me know if this time works. I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson [mailto:mjrobins@UDeI.Edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11:19 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa,unc.edu; 
hstouchline@rnac,com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for everyone’s time. I will get draft of proposal off to everyone ASAP. 

All the best 



Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

University of Delaware 

Associate Professor!Program Director Sport Management Director International Coachin9 Enrichment Certificate Program www, udel,edu,,~CECP 

302 831 6680 

Original message 

>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 0400 (EDT) 

>From: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" <LT_~£_o___’b_~_L~_S___@___U___D__~LE__d___u_.> 

>Subject: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force 

>Conference Call 

>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDeI.Edu>, 
> LT-~-E!-c--c-!~Er-p~-~--t--t-~--c~!)j~-c--a-~-~--E-e--d-~-s--t-~-Lr--s~:-c-£~-E!~ :_Ls___c_!)jj_t~_r_~___a_E~_~_9~_o__r_)_E)__a_E_k_~_t_j_r_~_g:_b__Lz_, 

>iean,brooks@reveraliving,com, clavers@whdlaw, com, anson@uncaa,unc,edu 

> hstouchline@mac,com, cgermain@UDeI,Edu 
> 

>here is update swot, 
> 

>thanks and talk to you soon. 
> 

>matt 

>Dr, Matthew J, Robinson 

>University of Delaware 

>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

>International Coachin9 Enrichment Certificate Program 

>www,udel,edu/ICECP 

>302 831 6680 
> 

> 

> Original message 

> > Date: Wed, 18 Au9 2010 22:00:09 0400 (EDT) 

> > From: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" <n!irobins@UDeI,Edu > 
> >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>Call 

> >To: "Dr, Matthew J, Robinson" 

> >mmcdermott@chicaqoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

> >jean,brooks@reveraliving,com, clavers@whdlaw.com, anson@uncaa,unc.edu, 

> >hstouchline@mac,com, cgermain@UDeI,Edu 
>> 

>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday, 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT, There may be some 

late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your review prior to the call, 
>> 

> >I have also attached the minutes from the last call for approval, 
>> 

> >The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 

determine next steps, 
>> 

> >Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

> > 238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do, 
>> 

> > Dr, Matthew J, Robinson 

> >University of Delaware 

> >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
> > ~_u___d___e_Le___d___uj_!~_L_:__C___P_ 
>>302 831 6680 
>> 

>> 

>>    Original message 

> > > Date: Wed, 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 0400 (EDT) 

> > > From: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@U DeI,Edu > 
> > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

> > >Call 

> > >To: "Dr, Matthew J, Robinson" <mjj’obins@UDe[:Edq>, 
> > > mmcden’nott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarl<etingbiz, 

> > >anson@uncaa,unc,edu, hstouchline@mac,com, cgermain@UDekEdu 
>>> 

> > >I hope everyone is well, I just wanted to confirm the conference call 

for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time, I believe everyone can make the call, 

> > >The main focus of time call will be discussing time SWOT analysis each 

of us have done, With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, I will compile and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday, 

Again if you can send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that would be great. 



>>> 

>>>The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call, 
>>> 

>>>Belowis the call in number for the call, 
>>> 

> > >Conference Dial in Number: (80B)360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

> > >238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all you do, 
>>> 

>>>Matt 
>>> 

>>>Dr, Matthew J, Robinson 

> > >University of Delaware 

> > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > >www.udel.edu/~CECP 
>>>302 831 6680 
>>> 

>>> 

>>>    Original message 

> > > > Date: Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 0400 (EDT) 
> > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < [gjLo___b_j_[!_s__@_L_L_D___e_LE__d___u_.> 

> > > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>Call 

> > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@U Del.Edu >, 
> > > >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

> > > >jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 

>>>>anson@uncaa.unc,edu hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDeI,Edu 
>>>> 

> > > >[ hope everyone is well. [just wanted to confirm day and time for 

next conference call. [ am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 a.m. 

central time. 10 a.m. eastern time. Please let me know if that works for you. Anson, [ know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that works with practice 

schedule, twill forward call in number once time is confirmed, 

>>>>All the best 
>>>> 

>>>>Matt 

> > > > Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > >University of Delaware 

> > > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 
> > > > ~t~ _u_ _ _d_ _e_ j_~ _e_ _d_ _ _u_ _ZI___C___E_-£~_P_. 
> > > > 302 831 6680 

>>>> 

>>>>    Original message 

> > > > > Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 0400 (EDT) 

> > > > >From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeI,Edu > 

> > > > > Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>Call 

> > > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <E1j_r__o___b__[D__S__@___U___D__#j_~_E_-_d___u_.>, 

> > > > >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

> > > > >j#__a___n_~__b_Lo___o_J_<__s_@_r_&_v_&r__a__[Lv_j_r_]9~5_?_E], _c_[_a___v_&r__s_@~_h___d__La_~t&_c__o__!9~ 

> > > > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDeI.Edu 
>>>>> 

> > > > > Hello Everyone: 
>>>>> 

> > > > > First of all thank you for your time and input du ring yesterday’s 

call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. I added a quarter mile to morning run so I dont screw up again. 
>>>>> 

> > > > >Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/summary of yesterday’s 

meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, [ have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your name eg. MATTSWOT and then send to me so I can 

compile for discussion for next call. 

> > > > >I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 

an overview of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete development plan. When 

reviewing take a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world. In fact 

USA Hockey is using this model in thier player development. In discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea 

of what others are doing. 
>>>>> 

> > > > > Finally, [ want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 

August 20 for Conference call. If 9 a.m central worked for everyone we can go with that. Just let me knowwhat works best. 

> > > > >All the best and I look for~ard to moving along with the project. 

>>>>>MaLt 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 



> > > > > University of Delaware 

> > > > >Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director [nternational 

> > > > >Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program ~_2~:_u___d_9_[:~_(_!__ul!_d_2__£_:__t_’__P_ 

> > > > > 302 831 6680 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>>    Original message 

> > > > > > Date: Tue, 20 Jul 2010 12:24:46 0400 (EDT) 

> > > > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mjrobins@UDeI.Edu > 
> > > > > > Su bject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mirobins@UDeI.Edu >, 
> > > > > > E_V:_n___c__d__~£[ILO___LL@__c_b_Lc__a__g~_o__r__e___d__s__t__a__r__s_!__o_z[!, .Ls__c_b_[[jg_E_@_p___a_£_a__q£4_n__[D__a__r_!_e__tj_LLq~__b_j_z_, 

> > > > > >}ean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 

> > > > > >anson@uncaa,unc.edu, hstouchlirle@mac.com, cgermain@U DeI.Edu 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Hello Everyone. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>] apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled for 

today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a,m. est and 9 central. The original email I had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation el’nail was for Wed. 
>>>>>> 

> > > > > > Please let me know if you Wed still works for you, if not we can 

look to reschedule. 
>>>>>> 

> > > > > >Again, I apologize for the confusion. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > > University of Delaware 
> > > > > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > > > >international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > > > >www.udel.edu/ICECP 

>>>>>>302831 6680 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>>>Date:Mon, 19 Ju1201012:34:49 0400(EDT) 

> > > > > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeI.Edu> 
> > > > > > > Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > > >To: mmcdermott@chicagostars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
> > > > > > >j__e_a_r_L__b_r_q_o__~_s_~_r_e___v_~_r_a__[Lv_j_r_]~:~_Q_E], 
> > > > > > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cqermain@UDeI.Edu, 

> > > > > > > [~.Lr__o___bj_r_!_s__@__U___l:~___e_L_E__d_~[ 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Hello Everyone: 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at 10 am EST, 

9 am central time. We will try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in 

number and access code, Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes from the meeting and will forward for review. I have also attached the 

purpose statement again for your review. 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > > Please let me know if you have any questions. All the best and I 

look forward to the call on Wednesday. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Matt 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >Agenda for Conference Call 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>initiate Call 

> > > > > > >Intro of each participant and backg round Review of charge of task 

> > > > > > >force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt with 

>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 

> > > > > > >activities: Matt with feedback from all. 

>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 

> > > > > > >Assign of Responsibilities: All 

>>>>>>>Planned meeting time for regular conference call. All 

> > > > > > > Planned meeting for face to face: eg, NSCAA All Tasks to be 

> > > > > > >completed by next call. All Other items Closing 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access 

>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > > >University of Delaware 

> > > > > > > Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 



> > > > > > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Prograrn 

> > > > > > >www, udel,ed uiICECP 

>>>>>>>B02 8BI 6680 

> > > > > > >womensoccertaskforcestaternent of purpose,doc (37k bytes) 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20.doc (53k bytes) 

> > > > > SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (155k 

> > > > >bytes)_ talent id_ar~icle.pdf (67k bytes) 
>>>>> ABSP JournalAidmanl,pdf (226k bytes) 

> > > > > 2009_WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 
>> 

> >soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 
>> 

> >Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20,doc (53k bytes) 
> 

>soccerswotmaster,doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. 
federal tax advice contained in this e mail, including any attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) 

avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another person any tax related matter 

addressed herein. 

The information in this e mail is confidential and rnay be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 

It is intended solely for the addressee(s); access to anyone else is unauthorized. If this rnessage has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy 
it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Wednesday, May 25, 2011 9:21 AM 

Anson Dorrance ~anson@uncaa.nnc.edu-~ 

You are ahead of the curve as usuaJ! ! ’. 

Anson 

was just on the phone with Peter from German Federation. He was the research guy we met. We talk about once a month now just sharing ideas. 

He is leading effort in D[:B to do what you have been doing for years with quantifying training sessions and games. Funny he says he has having trouble getting by in 

fr’om coaches ~o sLandardize s.:_~r~le drills, 8ames so that can get da~a. I b:_~ld him a liLde about wha~ you do and what I haw-_~ learned ~rom Corey. t feel like I am in 

es~ionage for I only give info if f set son~ething in r~-’_d:ur’r~. 

Looking [orwar’d ~:o ~:he call on Thursday at 2, I am going to try to have a white paper for you to look a~: in regards to the course with potential ~:opics, and e>:plain 

format. 

Hey are you going Lo your task force meeting in new jersey j~ne 5 6. I think april is getting me on agenda. 

All the best 

Matt 

F~m: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 20:[I 6::[0 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew 3 
S~bject: RE: Women’s Soccer Player Development Taskforce 

Yes Matt, I am in! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robinson, Matthew J" <._n_~r__o__b__[_n___s_@_L_Ld___e_j_&d___u_.> 5/23/2012 5:43 PM > > > 

Can everyone that responded yes for Thursday do 2 p,m~ I can, Right now it is jean, me, anson and tony schiller 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 23, 20:[:[ 5:25 plVl 
I"o: hstouchline@mac.com; marciamcdermott@mac.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; ’Tony DiCicco’; Germain, Caitlyn A; 3ohnson, Corey 

Luke; Robinson, Matthew 3; Christian CDL (5627) Lavers 
~: April Heinrichs 
Subject: RE: Women’s Soccer Player Development Task-force 

If we can push it to 2 PM I can make it ..... 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < rnjrobins@udel.edu > 5/23/2011 12:52 PM > > > 
Hey everyone. Tuesday and Wednesday were not working, Can [ propose Thursday at 1 p,m. That also enables rne to get some support info to you and finish finals here. 

Let me know if you can make that day and time. If not we can push to after holiday. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Tony DiCicco [mailto:tony@soccerplus.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 2:00 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean.brooks@reveraliving,com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, 

Caitlyn A; marciamcdermott@mac.com; Johnson, Corey Luke 

Cc: April Heinrichs 

Subject: RE: Women’s Soccer Player Development Taskforce 

Matt...all excellent. Well done. llam is too early for me because I have training from 10 noon. If you can go a bit later...Wednesdayis best for me. Thanks again for all you 

hard work. Tony 

Tony DiCicco 

Head Coach/Director of Soccer I Boston Breakers 
c: 860.985.6611 

tdicicco@bostonbreakers.corn 



GET YOUR 2011 BREAKERS SEASON TICKET TODAY. This correspondence is solely for the use of the individual to whom it is addressed and may contain information that is 

privileged, confidential or otherwise exempt from disclosure. If the reader of this e mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or agent responsible for delivering the 

message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution, or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this communication in error, please immediately notify us by replying to the original message at the listed email address. Thank You. 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, May 18, 2011 9:52 AM 

To: Tony DiCicco; ’Lavers, Christian CDL (5627)’; ’tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz’; ’jean,brooks@reveraliving.com’; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’hstouchline@mac,com’; Germain, 

Caitlyn A; ’marciamcdermott@mac.com’; Johnson, Corey Luke 

Cc: ’April Heindchs’ 

Subject: Women’s Soccer Player Development Taskforce 

Hello Task Force: 

Long time no talk. I would like to be able to say I have been sitting around watching Champion League, EPL and MLS games on TV and living the leisurely life a of a college 

professor, but it has not been the case. 

A few updates. At this point I have completed interviews and or secured information with Germany, England, Brazil, Canada, Australia, and will be hearing back shortly with 

final information from France and Norway. Anson was at training session with Japan in NC and I have forwarded the survey to that contact person. Still trying to get Sweden 

nailed down. So, I am in homestretch of being able to prepare an executive summary for all of the countries. 

Along with this I met with FIFA two weeks ago while in Switzerland and they would like for me to present the findings at the Symposium with World Cup. That was a maybe but 

now it is confirmed. 

Also, being the academic I am have expanded the study to look at all 127 countries that are ranked by FIFA in womens soccer and have identified correlations between 

variables such as GPD, Population, cultural norms of society, strength of soccer culture, stability of government and the degree of the gap between males and females in 

society, These are all taken from legitimate sources such as the World Bank, Alon9 with these correlations, I have entered data into a software package that utilizes a statistical 

methodology known as Analytical Hierarchy Process, Anson, April and Jill Ellis provided expertise in helping me weight criteria for the methodology and I used what I have 

learned from research to run the AHP, I would like more knowledgeable soccer people to weigh in on those evaluations, I think some of the trends that emerge are interesting 

and would like the task force to discuss, 

I have attached the presentation I made to FIFA on the findings up to this point. Corey and I are writing exec summaries for each country we have completed as we speak. 

Iwould like to see if the task force could do a conference call next week so I can share and discuss. I am going to propose Tuesday May 24 at 11 am EST. or Wednesday May 

25 at same time. Iwill get conference call number and if you can attend Iwill secure you a password to get into the software package. 

It was about a year ago that Hank and Anson proposed developing the task force. It has been an incredible learning experience for me and I am looking forward to sharing 

what I got up to this point and to hear what you all have to say. I feel we will have accomplished our stated mission and even have moved beyond. I think you will see we will 

have a pretty good understanding of what others are doing and next will be what do we do with that knowledge. Is it the case we are doing already and perhaps even better, 

for on multiple occasions I have heard "We got that from the US.’ Or are there trends that have emerged in those countries as Hank pointed out who have made great strides 

even without a strong soccer culture or macro levels variables (Australia, Japan and Canada). Every country I have spoken with were excited about the research and findings, I 

am happy to share but again my initial interest was to help ensure we stay number 1. 

Again let me know on dates Tuesday first choice Wed Second and if you are in I will get you the password, 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 02, 2011 9:02 AM 

To: ’Tony DiCicco’; ’Lavers, Christian CDL (5627)’; ’mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com’; ’tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz’; ’jean.brooks@reveraliving,com’; 

’anson@uncaa.unc,edu’; ’hstouchline@mac.com’; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’mardamcdermott@mac.com’; Johnson, Corey Luke 

Cc: Robinson, Matthew J 

Subject: Summary Brazil Trip 

I hope everyone is well. I am back from Brazil and just wrapped writing an executive summary of the trip. First, again Jean thanks for sponsoring. 

I have attached the summary. I refrain from offering my opinions, I am interested in hearing views of the group, Also I have attached the summary from Germany if you want 

to compare. 

Iwas curious to see if we could do a conference call either this Thursday at 11:00 a.m. est or the following Monday at the same time. I know anson is traveling so Iwas hoping 

to have Anson weigh in. Let me know if Thursday at 11 est works by responding 

I think as of nowwe have three reference points, Germany, Brazil and US. As I stated I am doing secondary research on Canada, Norway, and france and still want to discuss 
japan. 

Also I am going to send you an article on free play that you may find interesting, When you see flash cards, think structured drills with six year olds. 

All the best 



Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J 
gent: Wednesday, December 08, 2010 10:45 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; Tony DiCicco; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com; tschiller@paragonmarketing,biz; jean,brooks@reveraliving,com; 

anson@uncaa.unc,edu; hstouchline@mac,com; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’marciamcdermott@mac,com’; Johnson, Corey Luke 

Subject: Update On Germany: Women’s Soccer Development Taskforce 

I hope everyone is well. Ijust wanted to give quick update. I had a great conversation with Heike from the German Soccer Federation this morning. She is excited for our visit 
and is setting a program for Jan 4 and 5th so that we have chance to meet a variety of professionals who are involved with women’s program and will work to get person 

from Olympic committee to address overall funding of soccer and women soccer and participation numbers etc,. She feels that they will be able to address all of the 

questions on the research protocol, 

Hank thanks for making contact, Jean thanks for making the trip happen. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Saturday, November 13, 2010 9:47 AM 

To: Tony DiCicco; Layers, Christian CDL (5627); Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call for wed 

Sorry for confusion. Call is for wed at 10 am EST not Tuesday. Matt Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

Original Message 

From: Tony DiCicco <tony@soccerplus.org> 

Date: Fri, 12 Nov 2010 18:46:18 

To: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) <CLavers@whdlaw.com >; Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@admin.udel.edu >; 

mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com <mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com >; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz<tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz>; 

jean,brooks@reveralMng.com <jean.brooks@reveraliving.corn >; anson@u ncaa,unc.edu <anson@u ncaa,unc.edu >; hstouchline@mac,com <hstouchline@rnac,com >; Gerrnain, 

Caitlyn A<cgermain@udel.edu > 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Hi everyone. 10 11:15am works for me, if it runs over 11:15am_,I will have to take it while driving, Thanks, Tony 

Tony DiCicco 

cell 

Original Message 

From: Lavers, Christian CDL (5627) [mailto:CLavers@whdlaw.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 12, 2010 3:25 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean.brooks@reveraliving.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; hstouchline@mac.com; 

Germain, Caitlyn A; Tony DiCicco 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

That time works for me. 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, November 11, 2010 1:45 PM 

To: mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz;jean,brooks@reveraliving,com; Lavers, Christian CDL (5627); anson@uncaa,unc,edu; 

hstouchline@mac,com; Germain, Caitlyn A; ’Tony DiCicco’ 

Subject: RE: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. 

I wanted to see if everyone can make a conference call for this coming 

Wednesday Nov 17 at 10 est. We have some positive developments in 

terms of visits and also wanted to discuss future sight visits and also wanted to share information that me and graduate student have gathered up to this point. 

Also, by my oversight Tony has not been included on past emails, but I reached out to him last week and he is now on board, Sorry Tony. 

Let me know if that date works, if it does not can I propose Tuesday at the same time. Once set Iwill get call number out to even/one. 

Thanks and all the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Robinson, Matthew J 
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2010 11:09 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com; tschiller@paragonmarketing,biz; jean,brooks@reveraliving,com; clavers@whdlaw,com; anson@uncaa,unc,edu; 

hstouchline@mac,com; Germain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

I hope everyone is well. I am sorry for the delay on this. But wanted to see if we can organize a conference call for later this week. Iwanted to propose Thursday Sept 30 at 9 

a.m. central time, 10 am eastern time fora call. An alternative time would be Friday Oct 1 for the same time. 



The purpose of the call is to discuss the next steps in terms of communicating with subject countries and to get an update from Hank on feedback from federation. 

Let me know if this time works. I would not anticipate the call lasting more than 45 minutes. 

All the best 

Matt 

Original Message 

From: Dr. MatthewJ. Robinson [mailto:mjrobins@UDeI.Edu] 

Sent: Thursday, August 19, 2010 11:19 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com; tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz; jean,brooks@reveraliving,com; clavers@whdlaw.com; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; 

hstouchline@mac.com; Gerrnain, Caitlyn A 

Subject: Re: LATEST SWOTRe: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference Call 

Thanks for everyone’s time. I will get draft of proposal off to everyone ASAP. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

University of Delaware 

Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program www, udel,eduf!CECP 

302 831 6680 

Original message 

>Date: Thu, 19 Aug 2010 09:38:33 0400 (EDT) 

>From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjj’ob]ns@UDe[:EdL[> 
>Subject: LATEST SWOTRe: \A/omen Soccer Player Development Task Force 

>Conference Call 

>To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@UDeI,Edu>, 
>.r-[-~r-.-n-~-c--d-~£~!-~---t:L@~-c--h--Lc--a-~g--~--r--e-~-d--s-~La-~r--s-~--c~-~-~r-.-n-j .t__s__c__h__[[jg_E_@_p____a__r__a_.g£4D_[~__a__r_~__e__tj_L~_g~__b_j_z_., 

>jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw, com, anson@uncaa.unc,edu 
> h s to u c h 1i n e @_r_D~LC_:_c_£4Z!, _c__CL~ £[ILa_j_D__@_L_J___D___e_J~__E__d___u_. 
> 

>here is update swot, 
> 

>thanks and talk to you soon. 
> 

>matt 

>Dr, Matthew J. Robinson 

>University of Delaware 

>Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

>International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

>www.udel.edufiCECP 
>302 831 6680 
> 

> 

> Original message 

> > Date: Wed, 18 Aug 2010 22:00:09 0400 (EDT) 

> > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeI,Edu > 
> >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

> >Call 

> >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <.E~j_r___o__b__[D__s_@__U___D__~j_~_L_:_d___u_.>, 

> > mmcdermott@chicaqoredstars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 

> >jeaq~brooks@reveral[vir)9~con), c]avers£’~whd[aw.co[t~, ansor)@uqcaa~u[~c.edu, 

> > hstouchline@mac.cor’n, cgermain@LJDeI.Edu 
>> 

>>Looking forward to the call on Thursday, 
>> 

>>Attached is input we have in regards to the SWOT, There may be some 

late additions, but I wanted to get this version to you for your review prior to the call. 
>> 

> >I have also attached the minutes from the last call for approval. 
>> 

>>The Agenda will be to review and discuss what has been included and to 

determine next steps. 
>> 

> >Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

> > 238926# 
>> 

>>All the best in all you do. 
>> 

>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> >University of Delaware 

> >Associate Professor!Program Director Sport Management Director 

> >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 



>>302 831 6680 
>> 
>> 
>>    Original message 

> > > Date: Wed. 11 Aug 2010 15:23:05 0400 (EDT) 

> > > From: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@U DeI,Edu > 

> > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

> > >Call 

> > >To: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" <E~£_o___’b_j_LLS__@___U___D__~LE_-_d___u_.>, 

> > > mmcdermott@chicagoredstars.com tschiller@paragonmarketing.biz, 
> > >jg__a__r_Lb__E_O___o_J_<__s__@__r_&_v_&r__a_jj_yj_r_~_9:_c__?_E!, _c_[_&_v_&r__s_@~_v_D__d__[_a___w__~_c__o__r_’_0., 

> > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDeI.Edu 
>>> 

> > >I hope everyone is well. I just wanted to confirm the conference call 

for Thursday August 19 at 9 am central time 10 am eastern time. I believe everyone can make the call. 
>>> 

>>>The main focus of the call will be discussing the SWOT analysis each 

of us have done. With that said if you could foreward your SWOT to me by Monday August 16, Iwill compile and then send out to everyone prior to the call on Thursday. 

Again if you can send as AnsonSWOT, Hank SWOT attachment in word that would be great. 
>>> 

>>>The SWOT is the main agenda item for the call. 
>>> 

>>>Belowis the call in number for the call. 
>>> 

> > >Conference Dial in Number: (805)360 1000 Participant Access Code: 

> > >238926# 
>>> 

>>>All the best in all you do. 
>>> 

>>>Matt 
>>> 

>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > >University of Delaware 

> > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > >vwvw.udel.ed u/ICECP 

>>>302 831 6680 
>>> 

>>> 

>>>    Original rnessage 

>>>>Date:Thu, 5 Aug 2010 07:29:35 0400(EDT) 

> > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < _r[_~r_£q__b_Ln___s_@__U____D__e__Lh_:__d__u__> 

> > > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>Call 

> > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <mirobins@U DeI.Edu >, 

> > > >rnmcdermot~(~chicagoredstars.com, tschillerCc0paragonmarketing.biz, 

> > > >iean.brooks@reveraliving.com. clavers@whdlaw.com, 

>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@UDeI.Edu 
>>>> 
>>>>I hope everyone is well. l just wanted to confirm day and time for 
next conference call. I am going to propose Thursday August 19 at 9 a.r’n. 

central time. 10 a.m. eastern time. Please let me know if that works for you. Anson, I know you would be in preseason at that point, so let me know if that works with practice 

schedule. I will forward call in number once time is confirmed. 
>>>> 
>>>>All the best 
>>>> 
>>>>Matt 

>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > >University of Delaware 

> > > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > >International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > > _w__~_&%_u___d___e_Le___d_~[L]__C_’__E__C___P_ 

>>>>302 831 6680 
>>>> 
>>>> 
>>>>    Original message 

> > > > > Date: Thu, 22 Jul 2010 10:34:53 0400 (EDT) 

> > > > >From: "Dr, Matthew J. Robinson" <mjrobins@UDeI,Edu > 

> > > > >Subject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>Call 

> > > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" <r_DjE_O___b_j_r_L%(~__U___L_D___e_L_E__d__L_[>, 

> > > > >mmcdermott@chicagoredstars,com tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz, 

> > > > >:[&a__LL_b_r__o___o__k_s__@_E_e__v___e_E~_~_jj__v_[I_~g.__c__o__r:_0., .c_j#__v___e_E_S__@_w__b__d_j_a___w__:_c___o__E), 

> > > > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cqermain@UDeI.Edu 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Hello Everyone: 
>>>>> 

> > > > > First of all thank you for your time and input du ring yesterday’s 

call. Spent rest of day thinking about dicussion. Second, I apologize for the mixup on the date of the meeting. I added a quarter mile to morning run so I dont screw up again. 



> > > > >Ok, a few attachments. First minutes/summary of yesterday’s 

meeting. Thanks Caitlyn. Second, I have attached a template for the SWOT. You can type right into and save with your name eg. MATTSWQT and then send to me so I can 

compile for discussion for next call. 
>>>>> 

> > > > >I have also attached two articles you may find of interest. One is 

an overview of talent identification models, the second is on personality as a predictor of athletic success. Finally I have attched a long term athlete development plan. When 

reviewing take a look at the seven stages of long term athlete development. Again, this gives an idea of a structured system that is being adopted around the world. In fact 

USA Hockey is using this model in thier player development. In discussions I have had with them, there seems to be a similar culture as soccer. Again, this just gives us an idea 

of what others are doing. 
>>>>> 

> > > > > Finally, I want to put the dates of Thursday Aug 19 of Friday 

August 20 for Conference call. if 9 a.m central worked for everyone we can go with that. Just let me knowwhat works best. 
>>>>> 

>>>>>All the best and i look forward to moving along with the project. 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Matt 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > University of Delaware 

> > > > >Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director international 

> > > > >Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program .__w’~___v_~v_~Ld__~J~__e__d___u_~__C___E_~_P_. 

> > > > > 302 831 6680 
>>>>> 

>>>>> 

>>>>> Original message 

>>>>>>Date:Tue, 20 Ju1201012:24:46 0400(EDT) 

> > > > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mirobins@UDeI.Edu > 

> > > > > > Su bject: Re: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > >To: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < mirobins@UDeI.Edu >, 
> > > > > > [~.E!.c..c.!~-Er.~..~-.~..t..t.@..c-bj..c-.a.‘g.~..E.e..d.-.s..t~.~..r..s-~.c..~..[~ :_Ls__c__bjj_t~_r_~___a_E~_~_~_o__r_)_E)__a_E_k_~_t_j_r_~_~_b_Lz_, 

> > > > > >jean.brooks@reveraliving.com, clavers@whdlaw.com, 

>>>>>>anson@uncaa.unc.edu hstouch[ine@[~ac.com, c_gem)a[n~UDeI.Edu 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Hello Everyone. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>I apologize for the confusion, but the call was scheduled for 

today but I sent out call number and agenda for Wed at 10 a.m. est and 9 central. The original email i had sent was for Tuesday and confirmation email was for Wed. 
>>>>>> 

> > > > > > Please let me know if you Wed still works for you. if not we can 

look to reschedule. 
>>>>>> 

> > > > > >Again, I apologize for the confusion. 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>>Matt 

>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > > University of Delaware 
> > > > > >Associate Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > > > >international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > > > >www, udel.edu/:[CECP 

>>>>>>302831 6680 
>>>>>> 

>>>>>> 

>>>>>>    Original message 

>>>>>>>Date:Mon, 19 Ju1201012:34:49 0400(EDT) 

> > > > > > > From: "Dr. Matthew J. Robinson" < m[robjns@UDe!~Edu> 
> > > > > > > Subject: Women Soccer Player Development Task Force Conference 

>>>>>>>Call 

> > > > > > >To: mmcdermott@chicagostars.com, tschiller@paragonmarketingbiz, 
> > > > > > >.[~__a_[3_jb__r___o__o___k__s__@_E_e__v___e_E~_l_jj__v_[D_g_&__O__L-0~ ._c_La__v___e_E_S__@_!~_~_h~_c_!J__a__w__~_c___o___n_)., 

> > > > > > >anson@uncaa.unc.edu, hstouchline@mac.com, cgermain@U DeI.Edu, 

> > > > > > >._r[_~_r___o__b__[O__s_@__U___D__~j_~_d___u_. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Hello Everyone: 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >I look forward to our conference call on Wednesday at l0 am EST, 

9 am central time. We will try to keep the call to no longer than 1 hour. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Listed below is the agenda for the call as well as the call in 

number and access code. Jean you should be good calling from europe. I will keep the minutes from the meeting and will forward for review. I have also attached the 

purpose statement again for your review. 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > > Please let me know if you have any questions. All the best and I 

look forward to the call on Wednesday. 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Matt 
>>>>>>> 



> > > > > > >Agenda for Conference Call 
>>>>>>> 

> >> >> >>Initiate Call 

>> >>>>>[ntro of each participant and background Review of charge of task 

> > > > > > >force. Anson and Hank Review of planned activities: Matt with 

>>>>>>>feedback from all Discussion on critical path of those 

> > > > > > >activities: Matt with feedback from all. 

>>>>>>>Develop Tentative Time line: All 

>>>>>>>Assign of Responsibilities: All 

>>>>>>>Planned meeting time for regular conference call. All 

> > > > > > > Planned meeting for face to face: eg. NSCAA All Tasks to be 

> > > > > > >completed by next call, All Other items Closing 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >Conference Dial in Number: (805) 360 1000 Participant Access 

>>>>>>>Code: 238926# 
>>>>>>> 

>>>>>>>Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

> > > > > > > University of Delaware 

> > > > > > > Professor/Program Director Sport Management Director 

> > > > > > >international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program 

> > > > > > >w~Nw.udel.ed u/[CECP 
>>>>>>>30283:1 6680 
>>>>>>> 

> > > > > > >womensoccertaskforcestatement of purpose.doc (37k bytes) 
>>>>> 

>>>>>Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20.doc (53k bytes) 

> > > > > SWOTWomen’s Soccer Development TaskForce.doc (:155k 

> > > > >bytes)_ talent id_ardcle.pdf (67k bytes) 
> > > > > ABSP JournalAidmanl.pdf (226k bytes) 
> > > > > 2009_WellnessWorldCup.pdf (1464k bytes) 
>> 

> >soccerswotmaster.doc (68k bytes) 
>> 

> >Womens Soccer Task Force conference call 7 20.doc (53k bytes) 
> 

>soccerswotmaster.doc (83k bytes) 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the Internal Revenue Service, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. 

federal tax advice contained in this e mail, including any attachments, was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of (i) 

avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the internal Revenue Service, or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another person any tax related matter 

addressed herein, 

The information in this e mail is confidential and may be protected by the attorney’s work product doctrine or the attorney/client privilege. 

it is intended solely for the addressee(s); access to anyone else is unauthorized, if this message has been sent to you in error, do not review, disseminate, distribute or copy 

it. Please reply to the sender that you have received the message in error, then delete it. Thank you for your cooperation. 
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This is indicative of a greater equality between societal levels, including government, organizations, and even within 

families. This orientation reinforces a cooperative interaction across power levels and creates a more stable cultural 

environment. 

The populace is more self-reliant and looks out for themselves and their close family members. 

The last Geert Hofstede Dimension for the US is Uncertainty Avoidance (UAI), with a ranking of 46, compared to the world 

average of 64. A low ranking in the Uncertainty Avoidance Dimension is indicative of a society that has fewer rules and 

does not attempt to control all outcomes and results. It also has a greater level of tolerance for a variety of ideas, 

thoughts, and beliefs. 
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From: @aol.com 

Sent: Thursday, September 29, 2011 12:35 PM 

To: ,@hotmafil.com 

Subjed: University of NorlJh Ca:rolina 

/-~s a tlrst step, I think It’S very ~mpor~ant that you have a historical understanding about our women’s soccer program and what has made it What It IS today, below, rye 
included a look at some of the individuals that have been a significant factor in helping to create the most successful collegiate women’s soccer program in the United States. 

I hope that after reading this you’ll have a better insight into what it means to be a part of this incredibly successful soccer program and likewise be inspired to want to 
become pa~ of the tradition of the University of Nodh Carolina soccer dynasty. 

r sure you and your parents will have many questions. Please feel free to contact me regarding those questions. At some point, I think that it 
will ve~ impo~ant for you and your parents to talk directly to coach Dorrance and myself.( Our phone contact is 001 919 962 4100 ) In addition, rm sure the will be 
more than happy to talk to you and share their insights and conversations regarding the collegiate recruting process. 

Right now we are unbelievably proud of eve~hing that has happened recently for our players at the highest levels, Of all the achievements in our tradition, the one I am most 
proud of is our history of helNnd Navers to their potential. Over ~o vears ado Auoust 2008. four Tar Heels, trained in the "Competitive Cauldron" at the Universi~ of Noah 
Carolina at Chapel Hill:., , ., .. , returned to the United S~tes with Olympic Gold Medals hanging from their 

necks, August 22nd 2009 the Sky Blue with four Tar Heel s~er .. . won the inaugural WPS Championship, More recently, this fall 
the new WPS Champions, The Western New York Flash had Tar ~eels ~ as critical pieces of this year’s championship 
team (the only other school with more than one player on the ros~r was Niagra), And with the completion of the 20~ Women’s World Cup where originally three Tar Heels 
were selected: I), ~is was the greatest number of players selected from any one school in 
the run up ~ the nna~ selection. 

For the fall 2009 U.S. Women’s National Team training camps Pia Sundehage selected seven Tar Heels 
)... the ne~ closet college had ~o[ ~is tradition continued in the fall of 2010 with seven Tar Heels again being invited into the full US National Team Camp 

) .... the ne~ closest college this time had three[ And the Janus,, 201~ US full ~am camp? Yes, seven out of the 
~-~ix (over one out of four) are Tar Heels: ........... Even looking at the e~tire previous year, if you jump 

on the US Soccer Website and click on the 2010 US Women’s National Team player pool you will be struck by the fact that of the 42 players who won a shot for the US, 12 
were Tar Heels .... again over one in four[ Here are the ~elve Tar Heels on that list: 

I. Chapel Hill, North Carolina is the #:~ training ground in the United States for the full US National Team AND the Olympic Team. 

Since 1991 when women began competing for World Cups and since 1996 when women began competing for Olympic Gold medals in soccer, the University of North Carolina 
has produced more of these players than any other college or university by a wide margin. If your dream is to play for your cou ntry in a World Cup or Olympic Games, 

then we have a proven training ground at one of this country’s great Universities in an extraordinarily beautiful place called Chapel Hill. Not only is our 
reputation for player development extraordinary but UNC’s team success is also unprecedented. Even in this age of women’s soccer growth and popularity, we remain very 
competitive each year. 
In the last five years we have won THREE National Championships that equals or surpasses the total of every other school in the country in their entire 
history! 
Tn the fall of 20:[0 my favorite UNC record was finally broken by a fine Notre Dame team. For the first time in 607 matches going back to the National Championship final in 

:~985 we finally lost a game by more than one goal. Notre Dame’s 4-:~ victory in the NCAA’s third round avenged a 6-0 beating we gave to Notre Dame at the christening of 
their stadium the previous year in South Bend. We have since avenged that loss with a 2-1 Golden Goal victory this past Friday in Chapel Hill. And after a week at #3, we are 
back to #:[ in the country along with our men’s team. 
The 2010 team although eliminated early, over achieved. They were the Division T scoring leader and were a #:[ seed and this was the year after losing seven players all 
drafted into the WPS and signed into the pro league. As recently as the fall of 2009 (with those seven drafted into the pro league), in the age of athletic parity, we won our 
21st national championship beating an undefeated Stanford team in the championship final at their own game by out possessing them by a significant 
margin. 
Tn 2008 we powered through two undefeated teams (UCLA and then Notre Dame) in the final four to clinch our 20th national championship. And with only a one 

year separation we won our 19th" 

in 2006 with a 27-1 record beating the team that beat us in the opening game in the quarter finals of the NCAA Tournament to make recent graduates 
multiple champions. By the College Cup this youthful collection of Tar Heels were unstoppable and so much fun to watch. ~Fo appreciate our youth, we had seven freshmen 
starting for us in the second half of the national championship final in 2006.) 

’ii"~:~:~i" I.-.ii~:~:~.:~;i~ii :!!;::~::i~:.:::::~::::~:~i~i":i ’ii"iii~.:~:~:: l::h~’~h:ii:~:~i~. ~::::.ii-’ ~::iii~:~:~. Ui~i"~U~:~~:~:i~~i~;i~~::~ii~¯ 
201.t is our 32rid year as a fully supported varsity sport. Women’s soccer at UNC is considered a priority sport with total commitment from the athletic department. To be blunt, 

we want to remain the #l women’s soccer program in the country. We have everything that encourages success. Our facilities are unmatched: we play in a lighted 6,000-seat 

natural grass, half-stadium that was selected to be the home field of the professional team Carolina Courage in the WUSA’s inaugural year (2001). This is adjacent to an air 

conditioned indoor track!indoor soccer complex that is brand new and state of the art. The indoor facility allows us to train rain or shine, day or night, right through the winter 
if we please. Another all-purpose area we can use, on the other side of the indoor facility, is a lighted Astroturf field, adjacent to a brand new Field turf surface. And when this 
is added to the AstroPlay intramural fields above Fetzer and the brand new AstroPlay field behind Avery Dorm, we have use of four alternate training sites that are the envy of 
college programs everywhere. Although our emphasis is during the fall, we play through the winter and spring and expect our athletes to train on their own in the summer. We 
are interested in athletes with this type of dedication. Our practice complex is a player’s dream: three beautiful natural grass fields side by side, a goalkeeper training area, a 
brand new shooting area all fenced in on our own University golf course. This training area also has a field gazebo, with team meeting area as you walk into the complex. We 
have an incredible soccer center that is six times as large as our old soccer building and sits right next to our stadium that has locker rooms, meeting rooms, conference 
rooms, offices and a deck that overlooks the field. From the deck we can also survey the new indoor facility and both Astroturf!AstroPlay/Field turf winter training complexes. 
This building is so attractive it rivals collegiate football field houses and again underscores the respect our program and tradition has won from this great university. 

.~!~: ~!i;rh:::~.ii: ii-..iiii,~:;ii::~:::.~-,~, :~:~:.ii: W.~::~~:-~::~:~"~?:;~. !%:.:~,:~.::~.::~:::~ 
On November 22, 1981 long before you were born, our commitment brought us our first National Championship; in Kenan Stadium (our football stadium), before 4,000 fans, 
we defeated Central Florida ~-0 in a thrilling final, capping an undefeated season (23-0) where we outscored our opposition 272-8.We won our second consecutive National 
Championship on November 2:~, 1982, again defeating Central Florida 2-0 before their home crowd in Orlando. In the :~983 National Championship we defeated George Mason 
4-0 in Orlando, Florida in a game where our entire roster had a chance to play. Our fourth National championship, in 1984 on Fetzer field with 5,000 partisan supporters, we 
defeated UConn 2-0.1n :[985 we finished second in the nation, losing a 2-0 battle to George Mason in an exciting final, and regained the National Crown with a 24-0<[ season 
and a 2-0 victory over Colorado College in :~986 with best friends April Heinrichs (the 2004 Olympic Gold Medal coach) and Tracey Bates (the 2002 U-19 World 
Championship coach) leading the charge. We followed with the 1987 Championship-a nail biting I~-0 victory over UMass on their home field before 6,000 away fans and in :~988 
dominated ACC rival North Carolina State 4-1 on our pitch to perpetuate our tradition of excellence. :~989 saw us win 2-0 over Colorado College capping an undefeated season. 
Tn 1990 we avenged a regular season loss by beating the University of Connecticut by a remarkable 6-0 in the final. The 199:[ championship was unbelievable; with 6 freshmen 

starting, Kristine Ully and Mia Harem away in China winning the world cup, we won anyway, 3-:~ over Wisconsin [v~adison. We were undefeated and untied that fall going 24- 

0. In 1992 we showcased what was, until the 2003 season, the greatest collegiate team of all time. This team had t4ia Harem as the right wing, I(ristine Lilly as the left wing, 
and Tisha Venturini as the attacking center midfielder. We went 25-0, and during one stretch we won four games in four days all on the road, all against top 20 opponents 



including a 5-0 victory against the number 2 ranked team on the fourth day. This team exploded in the championship final in Chapel Hill defeating arch rival Duke 9-:~ in an 
amazing final 
Tn November 21, 1993 we beat George Mason 6-0 in front of the largest crowd ever to see a collegiate women’s game. The atmosphere was incredible with over 6,000 people 

in attendance basking in sunny 80 degree Chapel Hill weather. In ~.994 the NCAA selected Portland as our first predetermined site and in front of a packed house, we beat 
Notre Dame 5-0 in a very well played final. Then on December 1st :~995 in Chapel Hill in front of our largest local crowd, Notre Dame defeated us 1-0 to end our national 
championship streak at nine. Losing in 1995 was disappointing but we roared back December 8th of the following year in Buck Shaw Stadium, Santa Clara, California and won 
it back in a 1-0 overtime thriller, led in goal by future Olympic Silver Medalist Siri Mullinix, beating Notre Dame in front of 8,800 rabid fans. Our 15th national championship in 
17 years was won on the campus of UNC-Greensboro with two time Olympic Gold Medalist Cindy Parlow (’96, ’04) and Gold lvledalist Tiffany Roberts (’96/04 alternate), 

leading the way.., it capped a record breaking season where we went 27-0-:k We triumphed over the most powerful final four fields in history beating the University of 
Connecticut in a thriller final before 9,430. The ~999 season was one of our greatest challenges.., crippled by injuries, getting into the NCAA tournament an underdog we still 
managed to claw our way back to the final and beat a very good Notre Dame team 2-0 on the back of freshman goalkeeper 3enni Branam (’00 Olympic Alternate) and Lorrie 
Fair (World Cup Champion 1999, 2000 Silver lvledal) in San Jose’s Spartan Stadium to win it all again for the :~6th time in front of a record breaking crowd. The 2000 season 
was also heart stopping; we took three hits in the regular season, were again haunted by a season ending injury to a key player went into the NCAA tournament seeded fifth, 
and became the lowest seeded team to win a national championship coming from behind twice in a row: first to beat Notre Dame in the semi’s and then UCLA in the final. We 
won both games 2-1 and we never quit. In 2001 we were beaten 1-0 in the championship final by a very talented Santa Clara team. This followed a wonderful regular season 
where we were undefeated and ranked #:~ from the first weekend through our 21st consecutive final four. The following year after tying the University of Portland in Portland, 
we were eliminated in the final four and were there to see Clive Charles take his fine Portland team to the championship. This two year national championship drought was our 
longest in history. Tn 2003 we came roaring back with a great run where our lowest margin of victory in the entire NCAA run was by three goals. Tt was our :~Sth national 
Championship in 23 years led by our newly minted Olympic Gold lvledalist Heather O’Reilly, Lindsay Tarpley, and Catherine Reddick, We extended that team’s unbeaten 
streak into 2004 and it died at 48 games on Fetzer Field where Santa Clara, outshot 19-5, beat us 1-0 in Golden Goal in the third round of the NCAA tournament. That team 
had a fine season, was undefeated, and was ranked #1 when we were defeated. The next year was equally heartbreaking. In a match when we outshot Florida State 31 to 7 
in the quarter finals of the NCAA Tournament, out corner kicked them :~0 to l, we were tied with them at the end of regulation (:~-:~) and lost in penalty kicks! That set the 
platform for the fall of 2006: a national championship run for the ages. Ranked as low as #6 in the preseason pools because of massive graduation losses our young kids went 
on an astonishing run to become the youngest national championship team in history! 
What we are most proud of in our history is the consistency of our teams...there have been many fine programs that rise and fall but there is a constant in the collegiate 
soccer world and if you are interested in us, we can promise you with an assurance very few programs can that we will be in the thick of it. A part of the reason for it is the 
way we award scholarships. We have athletic scholarships available that are awarded solely on ability~ Our scholarship traditions are as tough as our standards are: full 
scholarships are only awarded to national team or Olympic team players, U-20 national youth team players are awarded tuition, fees and books, first year UNC starters are 
awarded 50% but can be upgraded. If money is available we also reward people who decide early. We have found that even though every school will make better scholarship 
offers, we eliminate jealousy this way and attract the kind of player that is confident of their evolution and has our value system. All scholarship athletes should start as 
freshmen. If you don’t feel you could start as a freshman and finances are a problem, there are work-study programs, loans, and, if you qualify, outright grants to assist you in 
meeting the very low cost of the University. 

I have yet to mention the academic university, but as you are probably aware, it has many nationally recognized departments and is considered "The South’s best 
University" (Time Magazine). Annually the U.S, News and World Report place UNC high among their "Best Colleges" and Money magazine ranks us as one of 
the best buys in U,S. higher education. Kiplinger’s (The Personal Finance Magazine) gave the University of North Carolina the highest rating in the 
country... 
"UNC, our top scorer - offers the best combination of all criteria: affordability, admissions, access to faculty and achievement." 
To underscore the academic stature of our student population, an out of state admissions qualifier needs to score 1400 on the SAT and graduate in the top 5% of their class. 
The University permits us to make some exceptions to this standard and this makes our recruiting decisions critical not just athletically and academically, but also morally and 
socially. The young women that we would like to recruit should fit into the fabric of our team and represent the highest ideals of our University. 

To be aggressively recruited we have to continue to see you play. We recruit out of the following arenas: the upper levels of Olympic Development (Regional Teams, National 
Youth Teams), WAGS in October, the Raleigh Shootout in November, the Disney Showcase in December, the PDA Invitational in May, and the Texas Shootout Memorial Day 
weekend in Houston, and the San Diego Surf Cup in July and various ECNL events around the country. The young women we are interested in must also have academics as a 
priority and still have the ambition to be the best she can be athletically. We love players with self-discipline, competitive fire and high self-esteem who genuinely 
want to be the best who enjoy playing this wonderful game. We want their goals to match ours: to graduate the best players they can be and become powerful, confident 
women of strong character and high standards that are not afraid to lead their peers. 
Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 275:~5 or go www~unc~edu for any specific information about possible academic 
direction at the University. 
In the meantime, please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress: https://secure.assistantcoach.net/colleges/athlete webform.asp?oid=l:~S&sid=2845 
(No code necessary). 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance, 

Head Soccer Coach 

UNC 21-time National Collegiate Champion: 

Former U.S. Women’s National Coach 1986-94 

USA 1991 FIFA World Champions 

2008 National Soccer Hall of Fame Inductee 

Soccer Cam p In form ation: www.ncgsc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~hotmail.com > 

Thursday,                  12:53 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi Anson, 

I was so happy to receive those texts from you..I have actually been meaning to reconnect with you for some time now. 

came up to visit me in        a few weeks ago and it was just a small reminder of one of the great things I acquired at Carolina Immediately when I was graduating I had a huge 

sense of appreciation for my time at UNC. However it seems the older I get the more I cherish the experiences I had at Carolina and in turn the more grateful I am to you for making it 

possible ..so thank you, thank you, thank you! 

As you know we got a new coach The transition has been better than I could’ve ever imagined. There’s still a lot to learn about him but thus far as a group we’re very excited to have him. 

I think he will build off of what we’ve gained from both and Carolina He also values the NCAA which is great for younger players like who won’t have to choose between 

school or the national team. 

I hope you are doing well. 

Please say hello to Dino, Ducar and Tom for me! 

Talk soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Saturday, October l, 2011 2:20 PM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

New DECISION LENS PASSWORD Matt Robinson 

Needed to get you a new password, See below with instructions, 

For those of you who want to eK:her redo their w~-:~igh[:ings and vote ~ee the d~re(:tion~. 

Log onto demo decisionJens.com no need to do www ~r~ flont. A~so be sure to disabJe pop up blockers. 

Once [here ~og and then put in password 

Anson tog on adorrance password ansondl 

~f you want to redo your comparisons 

When there launch comparative atlaJysis f~]e 

2. (::~h::k on compare cri[:eria 

You wil~ do a three s[ep comparison of meso to macro and [o Micro 

Then you wit~ ~us[ do the meso comparisons, There are 36 I have done alf of the others. 

Jf you war~t to vote on the countries. Ar~sor% hank, and j~m have not done yet. 

Cl~ck the #3 Evaluate Alternatives 

Once in t:he upper k~ft: click on group ratings. Again you only have to s~ote on the nine variabk~s eg. lakmt h~, coachk~g provision et:c. so you wil[ do nine ratings of ~.0 

countrk~s. You see the country you are es~aluat[ng above the far,king cat:egor~es. After you vot:e on volume oF partic~path:m, go back up and select the next: count 

then vote oR the nine variables agaim gfter you finish a country, go w~th your icon to the left and dick on the firs[ item governance and then after you vote, dick 

next vote in the orange~ Remember you don’t have to do any other voles it ~s aH da[a thai has beer entered. 

ff you have trouble call me on cell ~ Monday is very bad but rest of week I am good. 

T h a n k s 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Sport Management 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business 

University of Delaware 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

mike ttflly         @optonline.net~ 

Wednesday, March 14, 2012 11:48 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edtc~ 

bx~ok l]com mike tully 

improvement pd£ Untitled attachment 105597.txt 

Hi, Coach! 

When we spoke last week about a possible prqiect on "Who will make 
it?" you asked to see a copy of my new book. It was :finished and 
copyright today, and hopefully will be uploaded to Amazon tomorrow. 

It’ s attached I hope y ou hke it, and any feedback would be 
welcome. Item: A also sent you a couple of books 

Best regards, 

Mike Tully 



F~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Friday, April 20, 2012 9:16 AM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Pm’enting Stuff 

parentingaxticle.pdf; paaceiNng questions.docx; reduced parenting questions..docx 

Anson 

Great seeing you on Wed. 

See attached surveys I developed off of research. One is for kids to fill out other are questions that can be asked of parents. Also there is research article on four 

parenting styles and impact on student motivation effort etc~ We would need to refine discuss etc before administering to subjects~ 

Lets keep talking on this and also love the idea of the book. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Director institute for Global Studies 

Professor 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 
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Parenting styles and adolescents’ achievement strategies 

KAISA AUNOLA, H,~KAN STATT[N AND JARI-ERIK NURMI 

The aim of the study was to investigate the extent to which adolescents’ achievement 
strategies are associated with the parenting styles they experience in their families. 
Three hundred and fifty-four 14-year-old adolescents completed a Strategy and 
Attribution Questionnaire and a family parenting style inventory. Analogous 
questionnaires were also completed by the adolescents’ parents. Based on adolescents’ 
report of the parenting styles, four types of families were identified: those with 
Authoritative, Authoritarian, Permissive, and Neglectful parenting styles. The results 
further showed that adolescents from authoritative families applied most adaptive 
achievement strategies characterized by low levels of failure expectations, task- 
irrelevant behaviour and passivity, and the use of self-enhancing attributions. 
Adolescents from neglectful families, in turn, applied maladaptive strategies 
characterized by high levels of task-irrelevant behaviour, passivity and a lack of self- 
enhancing attributions. The results provide a basis for understanding some of the 
processes by which parenting styles may influence adolescents’ academic achievement 
and perfomqance.      © 2000 The Association for Professionals in Services for Adolescents 

Introduction 

It has been suggested that the achievement strategies adolescents deploy at school play a 
significant role in their academic achievement and performance (D~veck, 1990; Nunni et al., 
1995a; Onatsu-Arvilommi and Nurmi, 1998). For example, helplessness beliefs and related 
passivity (Diener and D~veck, 1978), being afraid of failure, task-irrelevant behaviour (Nunni 
et a!., 1995a), and internal attributions, such as a lack of abilit>; in response to failure 
(Glaskow et al., 1997), have been found to lead to low achievement. Although a substantial 
amount of research has been carried out on these strategies in the school context 
(Butkovvsky and Willows, 1980; Jacobsen et al., 1986; Wagner et al., 1989; Carr et aL, 1991; 
Nurmi et al., 1995a; Onatsu-Arvilommi and Nurmi, in press.), only few studies have focused 
on the role that other life-domains, such as family environment, may play in the 
development of adolescents’ achievement strategies. Consequently, this study focuses on 
investigating the extent to which family parenting styles are associated with the strategies 
adolescents apply in achievement contexts. 

Achievement strategies 

Achievement strategies might be described in terms of three substages (Dvveck and Leggett, 
1988; Cantor, 1990; Nurmi et al., 1995b). First, when confronting a challenging achievement 
situation, individuals anticipate either failure or success fostered by their earlier experiences 
in similar situations (Diener and Dvveck, 1978; Canto~; 1990). Second, on the basis of these 
expectations individuals either orientate themselves toward the task by planning and 

Reprint requests and correspondence shouid be addressed to: Kaisa Aunola, Department of Psychoio,~; University 
of Jyv~iskylfi, P.O. Box 35, 40351 Jyvfiskyl~, Finland (E-mail: aunola{~ psyka.jyu.fi) 

140-1971/00/02v205 + 18 $35.00/0 © 2000 The Association for Pro~ssionais in Services for Adolescents 
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investing effort (Pintrich and De Groot, 1990; Nurmi et al., 1994) or try to avoid the task by 
withdrawing (Dvveck, 1986), passivity (Diener and D~veck, 1978) or task-irrelevant behavior 
(Jones and Berglas, 1978; Midgley et al., 1996). Third, after succeeding or failing in the 

situation, individuals evaluate the outcomes in terms of causal attributions (Diener and 
Dvveck, 1978; Dweck, 1986; Cantor, 1990). 

Various types of strategies have been described in the earlier literature. Adaptive 
achievement strategies have been conceptualized, for example, as mastery-orientation 
(Diener and Dweck, 1978; Dvveck, 1986), "illusol3~ glow optimism" (Cantol; 1990) and task- 
orientation (Skaalvik, 1997). Despite differences in terminology, these are all characterized 
by master beliefs, a high degree of task involvement (Diener and Dvveck, 1978; Canto~; 1990; 
Skaalvik, 1997), persistence (Dvveck and Leggett, 1988; Onatsu-Arvilommi and Nurmi, in 
press), and generating effective strategies in the face of obstacles (Dvveck, 1990). Moreovm; 
people applying adaptive strategies have been shown to apply a self-enhancing (self-serving) 
attribution style (Diener and Dweck, 1978; Cantor, 1990). In adolescents these adaptive 
strategies have been found to be associated with a high level of school achievement (Diener 

and Dvveck, 1978; Elliot and Dweck, 1988; Skaalvik, 1997). 
Similarly, maladaptive strategies have been described in terms of various concepts, such as 

learned helplessness (Diener and Dweck, 1978; Dvveck, 1990), self-handicapping (Jones and 
Berglas, 1978) and a task-avoidance orientation (Nicholls et al., 1989). Helpless individuals, 
for example, have been thought to lack a belief in personal control, which leads to passivity 

and task-avoidance (Diener and Dvveck, 1978). This, in turn, increases the likelihood of 
failure in the future task. Moreover, adolescents using this strategy/ do not apply self- 
enhancing causal attributions (Dvveck, 1990). On the other hand, typical of self- 
handicapping is that a person does not trust his or her competence to handle the situation 
but rather expects failure, and therefore concentrates on creating excuses for it instead of 
formulating task-relevant plans (Jones and Berglas, 1978; Midgley et al., 1996). Although this 
may provide attributional benefits, it increases the likelihood of failure in the task at hand 
(Nunni, 1993). In earlier studies learned helplessness and self-handicapping have been 

associated with children’s and adolescents’ low and underachievement at school (Diener and 
D~veck, 1978; Butkowsky and Willo~vs, 1980; Chapman, 1988; Carr et al., 1991; Nurmi et al., 
1995a). In this study, adolescents’ achievement strategies were measured in tenns of failure 
expectations, task-irrelevant behaviours, helpless passivity, and the use of self-enhancing 
attributions. 

Most of the research on achievement strategies has been carried out in school 
environments. However, it might be assmned that family environments and parenting 
practices are also important for the development of adolescents’ achievement strategies. 

Parenting styles 

According to Bamnrind (1971, 1989), and Maccoby and Martin (1983), parenting styles 
consist of two dimensions. Demandingness refers to the extent to which parents show control, 
maturity demands and supervision in their parenting; responsiveness refers to the extent to 
which parents show a[l~ctive warmth, acceptance and involvement. Based on these two 
dimensions, a four-fold classification of child-rearing patterns has been described (Maccoby 
and Martin, 1983; Bamnrind, 1991). Authoritative parents are both demanding and 
responsive. This means that they are controlling but not restrictive. The child-centeredness 
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typical of them includes high parental involvement, such as interest and active participation 
in the child’s life (Grolnick and Ryan, 1989; Paulson, 1994), a high level of open 
communication (Maccoby and Martin, 1983), trust toward the child (Pulkkinen, 1982), 
parental acceptance (Maccoby and Martin, 1983), encouragement of psychological 
autonomy (Ginsburg and Bronstein, 1993), and high behavioural and monitoring control, 
including awareness of where their children are, whom they are with, and what they are 
doing (McCord, 1979; Steinberg et al., 1989; Barber, 1996). Authoritarian parents are 
demanding but not responsive. They show fewer affiliative relationships with their children 
compared with authoritative parents. Typical of their parenting is a low level of trust and 
engagement toward their child, a discouraging of open communication, and a strict control 
which is more adult- than child-centered (Pulkkinen, 1982; Maccoby and Martin, 1983). 
Moreover, authoritarian families are characterized by a high level of psychological control, 
which can be described from the adolescent’s point of view as a feeling of being controlled, 
devalued and criticized (Baumrind, 1971; Barber, 1996). Permissive parents, in turn, are 
responsive but not demanding. They generally have a ~varm accepting and child-centered 
attitude toward their child (Maccoby and Martin, 1983; Bamnrind, 1989). Howevm; unlike 
authoritative parenting, permissive parenting is characterized by non-demanding parental 
behaviour and a lack of parental control. Parents characterized by this parenting style do not 
require mature behaviour from their children, but allow them to behave autonomously and 
independently (Baumrind, 1991). Neglectfifl parents are neither responsive nor demanding. 
They do not support or encourage their child’s self-regulation, and also often fail to monitor 
or supervise the child’s behaviour (Maccoby and Martin, 1983). Typical of them, in addition 
to a non-controlling attitude, is an overall uninvolvement (Maccoby and Martin, 1983; 

Baumrind, 1991). 
These four parenting styles have been shown to differ also according to their impact upon 

children. Authoritative parenting have been found to be associated with children’s and 
adolescents’ school adjustment; high level of performance (Dornbusch et al., 1987; Lomborn 
et a!., 1991; Steinberg et al., 1994; Weiss and Schwartz, 1996), strong school engagement 
(Pulkkinen, 1982; Grolnick and Ryan, 1989; Steinberg et al., 1992), and positive attitudes 
towards school (Pulkkinen, 1982; Maccoby and Martin, 1983; Steinberg et al., 1989). The 
positive impact of authoritative parenting styles has been assumed to be based on the 
encouragement of independent problem solving and critical thinking (Hess and McDevitt, 
1984). In turn, it has been suggested that authoritarian parenting detracts from learning by 
discouraging active exploration and problem solving, and encouraging dependence on adult 
control and guidance (Hess and McDevitt, 1984). Consequently, authoritarian parenting 
styles, particularly the element of excess control, have been associated with children’s 
passivity (Steinberg et al., 1994, Barber, 1996), and a lack of interest in school (Pulkkinen, 
1982). Instead, it has been suggested that undercontrolled environments, typical of 
neglectful and permissive homes, do not foster self-regulation in children, and may leave 
them more impulsive (Barbm; 1996). Consequently, permissive and neglectful parenting 
styles have been associated with children’s and adolescents’ underachievement (Onatsu- 
Arvilommi and Nurmi, 1997). Adolescents from neglectful families, in particulal; have been 
shown to be at a disadvantaged in terms of academic achievement (Maccoby and Martin, 

1983; Baumrind, 1991; Lamborm et al., 1991). 
This research on family parenting styles and adolescents’ school-relevant outcomes 

has, hovvevel; several limitations. First, only a few studies have focused on how parenting 
styles are reflected in children’s achievement strategies (Hokodan and Fincham, 1995; 
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Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 1995; Onatsu-Arvilommi et al., 1998). Moreover, all these studies 
have focused on early elementary school children, although it has been found that parents 
maintain their influence on the academic performance of their children in adolescence 
(Baumrind, 1991; Leung and Kwan, 1998). Consequently, the aim of this study ~vas to 
investigate the extent to which parenting styles are associated with adolescents’ achievement 
strategies. 

Second, although parenting styles have been described as patterns typical of certain 
families (Bamnrind, 1989, 1991), most studies have applied a variable-oriented approach 
focusing on the associations between different parenting and outcome variables. However, it 
may be that a person-oriented approach (Hinde and Dennis, 1986; Magnusson, 1992) would 
be more useful in the investigation of the typology/of parenting styles, because this approach 
focuses on identifying homogenous subgroups that share similar patterns of characteristics. 
Consequently, a person-oriented approach was used in this study to identify different types of 
families according to their parenting styles. 

Third, in most earlier studies parenting styles have been measured by parental reports or 
by using observational data (Baumrind, 1971, 1989; Maccoby and Martin, 1983), although 
young people’s own experience may be more influential on their behaviour. For example, 
achievement among adolescents have been shown to be more highly related to their own 
perceptions of parenting than to what parents thought they were doing (Paulson, 1994). 
Thus, self-reports frorn adolescents may be the most valid way of measuring parenting styles 
since feeling controlled, devalued or criticized is very much a subjective experience (Litovsky 
and Dusek, 1985; Wentzel, 1994; Barber, 1996). Consequently, the focus of this study was on 
the ways adolescents see their parents’ child-rearing styles, although parental reports were 
also gathered. 

Aims of the study 

In this study, the following research problems were investigated: 
(1) To what extent family parenting styles are associated with adolescents’ achievement 

strategies. We expected that adolescents fi’om authoritative homes would show the lowest 
level of fiailure expectation, passivity and task-avoidance (Dornbusch et al., 1987; Steinberg 
et a!., 1989; Lamborn et al., 1991; Hokodan and Fincham, 1995; Ontasu-Arvilommi et al., 
1998). They were also expected to apply a higher level of self-enhancing attributions than 
others (Glasko~v et al., 1997). In turn, adolescents from authoritarian, neglectfi~l, and 
permissive homes were expected to show higher levels of maladaptive achievement 
strategies, including failure expectation, task-avoidant and passive behavior, and a lack of 
self-enhancing attributions, than those from authoritative homes (Maccoby and Martin, 
1983; Hess and McDevitt, 1984; Steinberg et al., 1994; Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 1995; 
Glaskow et al., 1997). Adolescents froln neglectfl~l families ~vere expected to display the most 
maladaptive strategy-pattern (Baurnrind, 1991; Lamborn et al., 1991). 

(2) To what extent these associations vary across gender. Because it has been suggested 
that parenting styles have different influences on boys and girls (Baumrind, 1971, 1989; 
Grolnick and Ryan, 1989; Maccoby and Martin, 1983), gender was included as a moderating 
variable in the study. 

(3) To what extent controlling the effects of adolescents’ self-esteem, depression, and 
concentration ability would influence any of the associations between parenting styles and 
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adolescents’ achievement strategies. The major reason [br including this research question is 

that because, on the one hand, self-esteem, depression (Diener and Dweck, 1978; Jones and 

Be@as, 1978) and concentration ability (Rutter and Garmezy, 1983) have been thought to 

underlie adolescents’ strate~ use, and, on the other hand, family parenting styles have been 

shown to be associated ~vith adolescents’ well-being (see Maccoby and Martin, 1983), it is 

possible that the associations found between parenting styles and achievement strategies 

might be explained by young people’s well-being or concentration ability. 

Method 

Participants 

Adolescents. The participants were 354 eighth-grade pupils (177 gifts, 177 boys; Median 

age 14) from the schools of a middle-sized community in central S~veden. All students in this 

community were invited to take part in the study (n=373). However; ~vhen the pupils’ 

parents were asked to give their permission for the study, four parents refused. On the day of 

the data collection, 354 students (94"9% of the initial sample) were present and answered 

the questionnaires. These participants were asked to fill in a set of questionnaires during 

their regular school hours concerning their achievement strategies, well-being, and the 

parenting styles of their families. 

Parents. Participants’ parents were contacted by mail. They were asked to fill in a 

questionnaire (one for each family) measuring parenting styles and the achievement 

strategies deployed by their child. No information was given on who should complete the 

questionnaire. A total of 313 parents returned the questionnaire (88"4% of the pupils ~vho 

filled out their questionnaires). The questionnaire was filled in by the mother in the case of 

213 families, by the father in the case of 43 families, by some other adult in five cases and by 

the mother and father together in 52 cases. 

Measurements 

Adolescents’ questionnaire 

Achievement strategies. Adolescents’ achievement strategies were measured with a 

Strate~ and Attribution Questionnaire (SAQ; Nurmi et al., 1995b) revised for the present 

study (Nunni and Stattin, 1998a). It included 23 items, to which adolescents responded on a 

4-point rating scale (1 ="Strongly disagree", 4 ="Strongly agree"). The scale consisted of four 

subscales: (1) Failure Expectations (8 items; e.g. "When I face a new task at school, I am 

often afraid it will go wrong"); (2) ~Fask-irrelevant Behaviour (7 items; e.g. "If something 

begins to go wrong with my school work, I quickly disappear to some other place"); and (3) 

Passivity (6 items; e.g. "If I have a difficult task before me, I notice that often I do not really 

try"). The Cronbach alpha reliabilities for these three subscales were 0"76, 0"84, and 0"81, 

respectively. 

Retest correlations across a six-month period for these three scales have been shown to 

range from 0"48 to 0"74 (Nurmi et al., 1995b). They have also been shown to correlate in 

moderately and theoretically meaningful ways with the observational data of strategic 

behaviours, and other strate~ measures (Nurmi et al., 1995b). 
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The SAQ included also a scale measuring (4) Self-enhancing attributions. This scale 
consisted of two items: (a) Internal Attribution for Success ("Try to remember a situation in 
which things went well and which ended up in success. Think about the possible reasons why 
this happened. How much was this due to you?"); (b) Internal Attribution for Failure ("Try 
to remember a situation in which things did not go well and which ended up in failure. Think 
about the possible reasons why this happened. How much was this due to you?"). 
Participants responded to these on a 5-point rating scale (1="not at all to me", 5="very 
much to me"). To calculate a summary score for self-enhancing attributions, the internal 
attribution for failure score was substracted from the internal attribution for success score. 

Depression. Adolescents’ depression was assessed using IDA Depression Scale 
(Magnusson et al., 1975). In this scale, adolescents were asked to rate 9 items (e.g. "I 
often feel sad and down without knowing the reason why") on a 5-point scale (1 ="not at all 
true of me", 5 ="very true of me"). The Cronbach alpha reliability for this scale was 0"86. 

Serf-esteem. Adolescents’ self-esteem was measured with a Swedish version of 
Rosenberg’s Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1979). The scale consisted of five positive e.g. 
’~tre you able to do things as ,vell as others?") and five negative statements ("Sometimes, do 
you think that you are no use to anyone?") concerning the self which vvere rated on a 4-point 
scale (l="not at all true of lne", 4= "very true of me"). The items were reversed, ,vhen 
necessary, so that high scores indicated high self-esteem. The Cronbach alpha reliability for 
this scale was 0"88. 

Concentration ability. Adolescent’s concentration ability was assessed using the 
Concentration Ability Scale (Stattin, 1997). In this scale, adolescents were asked to make 
a choice for each of 9 sets of alternative statements (e.g. "It is easy for me to concentrate on 
any tasks", "I sometimes have di[l~culty in concentrating on certain tasks"). Cronbach’s 
alpha reliability for the scale was 0"69. 

Parenting styles. In order to assess parenting styles in adolescents’ families, the 
adolescents were asked to fill in the ~rebro Parenting Style Inventory for Adolescents 
(Statrin, 1996a; Stattin and Ken’, in press). It consists of 36 statements rated on a 5-point 
scale (1 ="always", 5="never"). The inventory included six scales: (1) Monitoring (9 items; 
e.g. "Do your parents know what do you do during your free time?"), (2) Child Disclosure 
(5 items; e.g. "Do you spontaneously tell your parents about your friends"), (3) Parental 
Control (6 items; e.g. "Do your parents demand to know where you are in the evenings, who 
you are meeting and what you do together?"), (4) Parental Trust (6 items; e.g. "Do your 
parents trust you not to do anything foolish in your free time?"), (5) Parental Engagement (5 
items; e.g. "How often do your parents ask you about what happened during your fi’ee 
time?") and (6) Experienced Control (5 items; e.g. "Do you think that your parents control 
everything in your life?"). Cronbach, s alpha reliabilities for the scales were 0"86, 0"82, 0" 78, 
0"85, 0"77, and 0"81, respectively. 

Parents’ questionnaire 

Adolescents’ achievement strategies. Parents filled in the Strategy and Attribution 
Scale for Parents (SAQ-P; Nurmi and Stattin, 1998b) which focussed on adolescents’ 
achievement strategies. The scale included 19 items, which parents responded to on a 4- 
point scale (1="Very untypical of hil-n~q~er", 4="Very typical of him/her"). The scale 
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consisted of three subscales: (1) Failure Expectations (8 items; e.g. "When he/she fiaces a 
new task at school, he/she is often afraid it will go ~vrong.") and (2) ~Fask-irrelevant Behaviour 
(7 items; e.g. "What often occurs is that he/she finds something else to do when he/she has a 
difficult task in fi’ont of him/her."). The Cronbach alpha reliabilities for these subscales were 
0"82 and 0"90, respectively. 

The third scale was aimed to measure adolescents’ Self-enhancing Attributions. It 
consisted of four items: (a) Internal vs. External Attributions for Success (2 items; e.g. 
"When something good happens, he/she thinks it was due to him or he1:") and (b) Internal 
vs. External Attributions for Failure (2 items; e.g. "When problems arise, he/she easily blames 
himself/herself."). A SUl:0.1nal)~ score for self-enhancing attributions was calculated by 
subtracting the internality attributions for failure fi’om the internality attributions for success. 

Parenting styles. Parents were asked to fill the Orebro Parenting Style Inventow for 
Parents (Stattin, 1996b) which consisted of 31 statements rated on a 5-point scale 
(1 ="always", 5 ="never"). This inventol3~ consisted of the same scales and same items as the 
adolescents’ form of the inventory, except that it did not include the scale for Experienced 
Control. The Cronbach alpha reliability was 0"89 for Monitoring, 0"84 for Child Disclosure, 
0"73 for Control, 0"89 for Trust, and 0"75 for Engagement. 

Results 

Parenting style groups 
In order to identi[~ homogeneous groups off adolescents’ [:amilies according to their parenting 
styles, a clustering-by-cases procedure was can’ied out. In this procedure, the following 
parenting style scores reported by the adolescents were used as criteria variables: (1) child 
disclosure, (2) parents’ engagement directed to adolescent, (3) parents’ monitoring 
behavioul; (4) parental control, (5) parental trust and, finally, (6) experience of being 
controlled by parents. 

To form the final cluster solution, ~ve went through the following steps: (1) at the 
beginning, the variables were standardized to make sure that the differences in standard 
deviations did not affect the distances in forming clusters (Aldendeffer and Blashfield, 1984). 
(2) In order to make a decision about the number of clusters, a hierarchical cluster analysis 
was carried out, selecting the squared Euclidian distance as a similarity measure and using 
Ward’s method to form the initial clusters ~vithout restricting their numben These analyses 
produced a dendogram based on the distance between the clusters. T0 find the cluster 
solution that yielded an ideal number of subgroups, we first made a "subjective inspection of 
the different branches of the dendogram" (Aldenderfer and Blashfield, 1984), ending up with 
a four-cluster solution. This seemed to fit both the theory and earlier research in the field. 
(3) Once the number of clusters had been determined, a Quick Cluster Analysis was used to 
form the final groups. This selects initial cluster centers according to MacQueen’s k-means 
clustering method. Since the cluster solution in this approach depends on the order of cases 
in the file (SPSS Reference Guide, 1990), the quick cluster was run several times until the 
solution ~vas stabilized. In this process, the final centers of each earlier solution ~vere saved 
and used as initial centers in the next run. 

On the basis of this procedure, four groups of families were identified: families which were 
characterized by Authoritative (n=93), Authoritarian (n=77), Neglectful (n=70), and 
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Permissive (n = 114) parenting. The groups Means and Standard Deviations for the parenting 
style variables and the result of the analysis of variance are presented in Table 1. 

Adolescents from authoritative families reported a higher level of child disclosure, parental 
monitoring behavior; parental trust and parental engagement than adolescents frolll the 
other types of families. Moreover, they reported a higher level of parental control than 
adolescents from neglectful or permissive families but lower level of experienced control than 
adolescents from attthoritarian or neglectful families. 

Parenting in neglectful families was characterized by a higher level of perceived distrust 
and a lower level of perceived parental engagement, monitoring and control than parenting 
in the other three groups. The experienced control of adolescents in these families was 
higher than in permissive or authoritative families but lower than in authoritarian families. 

Adolescents from permissive families reported a lower level of parental control and 
engagement than adolescents fi’om authoritative or authoritarian families, and a higher level 
than adolescents from neglectful families and a lower level than those from authoritative 
families of child disclosure and parental monitoring. Moreovm; they felt more trusted by 
parents than adolescents from authoritarian or neglectful families but, howevel; less trusted 
than adolescents from authoritative families. 

The group of authoritarian families differed from the others in adolescent feelings of being 
controlled, which was highest in these families. In addition, typical of these families was a 
higher level of parental control than in neglectfi~l or permissive families, and a louver level of 
trust than in authoritative or permissive families. 

A chi-square analysis showed a statistically significant association between cluster 
’3 membership and gender; Z"( , n=354)=10"41, p<O’05: girls were over represented in 

authoritative families, whereas boys were over represented in neglectful families. 
Next, to validate this cluster solution, the four family groups were compared according to 

parents’ report of parenting styles. Besides parenting style group, adolescents’ gender was also 

Table 1 Means (M) and standard deviations (s.r).) of parenting style variables for the four 
parenting style groups 

Parenting style group 

Authoritative Neglectful Permissive Authoritarian F 
parenting parenting parenting parenting 

Monitoring M 0-81a - 1- 31b 0-16~ 0-02~ 161-64"** 
s.D. 0-51 0-74 0-62 0-62 

Child disclosure M 1-01a - 1-23b -0-00~ -0-10~ 171-30"** 
S.D. 0-64 0-69 0-59 0-63 

Control M 0-50~ -0-79B -0-53B 0-75~ 84-52*** 
S.D. 0"87 0-62 0-71 0-76 

Trust M 0-72~ -0-951~ 0-37~ -0-45d 82-20*** 
S.D. 0-50 1-03 0-52 0-99 

Engagement M 0-99~ -0-93b -0-52~ 0-2~d 113-54"** 
s.>. 0-79 0-78 0-69 0-70 

Experienced       M -0-38~ 0-02~ -0-55~ 1-06~ 69-77*** 
control s.>. 0-83 1-00 0-54 0-87 

Note. Group ~neans with diffbre~t superscripts show a statistically sig~ificant diffbre~ce (/0<0.05) when tested 
with Tukey’s b-procedure. 

***p<O’O01, **p<O’01, *p<O’05. 
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included as an independent variable. The 4 (Group) x 2 (Gender) bet~veen subjects 

multivariate analyses of variance (MANOVA) revealed significant (Pillais’ criterion) main 

effects for the parenting style group (F(15,999)=7"48, p<0"001) and for gender 

(F(5,331)=2"38, p<0"05). The Group x Gender interaction (F(15,999)=0"58, p=0"90) 

did not reach statistical significance. Consequently, several univariate ANOVAs were carried 

out separately for each variable (Table 2). 

The results obtained on the basis of parents’ questionnaire provided support for the 

cluster-solution: Parents from authoritative families reported more monitoring behavior; 

child disclosure, trust, and engagement than parents from the other family groups. Parents of 

neglectful families, in turn, showed the lowest level of trust and engagement. Moreovm; child 

disclosure and trust reported by parents were more typical of permissive families than 

neglectfltl or authoritarian families. Parental control, instead, ~vas most typical of the 

authoritarian families and most atypical of parents in the neglectful and permissive families. 

Univariate analysis for gender revealed that to girls parents reported a higher level of child 

disclosure (M=0"IT, s.>.=0"68) and trust (M=0"16, s.>.=0"65) than to boys (for child 

disclosure, M=-0"08, s.~.=0"74, t34s=3"32, p<0"001; for trust, M=-0"07, S.D.=0"68, 

t35z=3"23, p<O’O01). 

Parenting styles and adolescents’ achievement strategies 

Adolescent-reported strategies. To investigate the extent to which adolescents’ 

achievement strategies are associated with the parenting styles typical of their families, the 

participants from the four types of families were compared according to their self-reported 

failure expectations, task-irrelevant behavior, passivity, and self-enhancing attributions. A 4 

(parenting style group) × 2 (gender) multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) revealed 

significant main efl~cts (Pillais’ criterion) both for group (F(12,972)=55"33, p<O’O01) 

and for gender (F(4,322)=4"66, p<O’OOl) but not for Group xGender interaction 

Table 2 Means (M) and standard deviations (s.D.) fi)r parents’ report of parenting style variables 
for the four parenting style groups 

Parenting style group 

Authoritative Neglectful Permissive Authoritarian F 
parenting parenting parenting parenting 

Monitoring M 0-34a -0-26b 0-10~ -0-05~ 21-59"** 
S.D. 0"39 0"62 0"46 0"52 

Child disclosure M 0-44~ -0-31b 0-08~ -0-15b 20-06*** 
S.D. 0"54 0-76 0-62 0-76 

Control M 0-05~ -0"15b -0"14b 0"28~ 8"41"** 
S.D. 0-67 0-63 0-65 0-53 

Trust M 0-44~ -0-37b 0-11~ -0-15~ 26-90*** 
S.D. 0"49 0-73 0-55 0-70 

Engagement M 0.33~ -0-21b -0-10b -0-07b 11-78"** 
s.>. 0-51 0-65 0-65 0-74 

Note. Group zneans with diffbrent superscripts show a statistically significant diffbrence (/0<0.05) when tested 
with Tukey’s b-procedure. 

***p<O’O01, **p<O’01, *p<0"05. 
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(F(12,972)=1"58, p=O’09). Consequently, several univariate ANOVAs were carried out 
separately for each variable. 

As shown in "Fable 3, adolescents from authoritative families showed lower levels of task- 
irrelevant behaviour and passivity than those [}om the other types of families. They also 
reported less failure expectation and a higher level of self-enhancing attributions than those 
fi’om neglectful or authoritarian families. In turn, adolescents from neglectful families 
reported a higher level of task-irrelevant behaviour than those from the other family types. 
They were also more passive and reported less use of self-enhancing attributions than 
adolescents from authoritative or permissive families. Adolescents frolll permissive families 
reported a higher level of task-irrelevant behaviour and passivity than those from 
autho~qtative families but a lower level than those from neglectful families. Adolescents 
from authoritarian families reported more failure expectations, passivity and task-irrelevant 

behaviours than those from authoritative families, but less task-irrelevant behaviours than 
those from neglectful families. Moreover, they showed less use of self-enhancing attributions 
than adolescents from authoritative or permissive families. 

Gender comparisons revealed that girls reported a higher level of failure expectations 
(M=2"24, s.>=0"52) and a lower level of self-enhancing attributions (M=0"45, S.D.= 1"05) 
than boys (for failure expectation, M=2"09, s.>.=0"47, t24~=2"87, p<O’05; for self- 
enhancing attributions, M=0"77, s.>.=1"21, t341=2"62, p<O’O1). 

Table 3 Means (M) and standard deviations (S.D.) of the different strategy variables jbr the 
four parenting style groups 

Parenting style group 

SAQ-variable Authoritative Neglectfid Permissive Authoritarian 
parenting parenting parenting parenting parenting 

Failure expectation 
Adolescent 

P~rent 

M 2"02a 2"31b 2"15ab 2"23t, 4"99*** 
S.D. 0"52 0"52 0"44 0"50 
M 1 "89a 2"28t~ 2"19t~ 2"18b 9"74*** 
S.D. 0"51 0"53 0"48 0"48 

Task-irrelevant behavior 
Adolescent M 1-81a 2-47b 2-16~ 2-24~ 19-35"** 

S.D. 0-56 0-56 0-54 0-59 
Parent M 1-57~ 2-20~ 1-87~ 2-08b~ 17-92"** 

S.D. 0-51 0- 70 0- 56 0- 64 

Passivity 
Adolescent M 1-85~ 2-32b 2-07~ 2-16t~ 10-05"** 

S.D. 0-61 0-56 0-50 0-55 

Self-enhancing attributions 
Adolescent M 0.85~ 0-36b 0.72~ 0-40~ 3-62* 

S.D. 1.31 1-03 1.12 1-00 
Parent M -0-17~ 0-46~ -0-21~ 0-36~ 3-78* 

S.D. 1-66 1"64 1-52 1-78 

Note. Group means with dif~brent ~uperscripts showed a statistically ~ignificant dif[brence (p < 0"05) when tested 
with q[hkey’s b-procedure. 

***p<O’O01, **p<O’01, *p<O’05. 
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Parent-reported strategies. The four groups were next compared according to parents’ 
report of adolescents’ failure expectations, task-irrelevant behaviour and self-enhancing 
attributions. A 4(Group)× 2(Gender) MANOVA revealed significant (Pillais’ criterion) 
main e[l~cts for group (F(9,1011)=5"83, p<O’O01) and for gender (F(3,335)=4"41, 
p<O’01) but not for group x gender interactions (F(9,1011)=1"63, p=0"10). The 

univariate ANOVAs indicated (Table 3) that adolescents from authoritative families showed 
louver levels of both failure expectations and task-irrelevant behaviour than those in the 
other family types. Parents in neglectful families, in turn, perceived their children as engaging 
in more task-irrelevant behaviour than parents in permissive or authoritative families, and 
using a higher level of self-enhancing attributions than parents fi’om permissive families. 

The analyses for gender showed that parents’ reported higher levels of failure expectarion 
(M=2" 18, S.D.=0"51) and task-irrelevant behaviour (M=2"04, S.D.=0"67) for boys than gifts 
(for failure expectation, M=2"07, S.D.=0"52, ts4s=--2"04, p<0"05; for task-irrelevant 
behaviour, M= 1"76, S.D.=0"57, t3s~= --4"21, p<O’O01) but a lower level of self-enhancing 
attributions for girls (M=-0" 13, S.D.= 1"55) than boys (M=0"23, S.D.= 1"75, t343= --2"06, 
p<0.05). 

Controlling for the impacts of self-esteem, depression and 
concentration ability 
Next, the four parenting style groups ~vere compared according to adolescents’ self-esteem, 
depression, and concentration ability. Univariate analyses of variance (ANOVAs) 
self-esteem indicated main effects for group (F(3,346)=13"26, p<O’O01) and gender 
(F(1,346)=71"50, p<O’O01) but not for group x gender interaction (F(3,346)=2"18, 
p=O’09): adolescents fi’om authoritative homes (M=O’30; s.>.=0"65) had higher self-esteem 
than adolescents from neglectful (M=-0"15; s.>.=0"78), authoritarian (M=-0"ll; 
s.~.=0"64) or permissive (M=0"00; s.>.=0"64) families. Moreovel; girls reported a lower 
level of self-esteem (M= -0"20; S.D.=0"73) than boys (M=0"28; S.D.=0"55). 

Univariate analysis (ANOVAs) showed that group also had a statistically significant 
main effect for depression (F(3,346)=20"92, p<O’O01) and concentration ability 
(F(3,345) = 10"31, p < 0"001). Gender had a statistically significant main effect for depression 
(F(3,346) =42"93, p<O’O01) but not for concentration ability (F(1,345)=2"69, p=O’lO). 
Hovvevel; because the effect for group × gender interaction was statistically significant for 
depression (F(3,346) = 3" 70, p < 0"05) and concentration ability (F(3,345) = 2"68, p < 0"05), 
analyses ~vere carried out separately for girls and boys. The results are presented in Table 4. 

The one-way analysis of variance indicated first that girls from neglectful and authoritarian 
families were more depressed than the others. By contrast, girls in authoritative families 
reported the lowest level of depression. Also for boys, the level of depression was highest in 
neglectful and authoritarian families. However, boys [}om authoritative and permissive 
families did not differ from each other in their level of depressive symptomaloD5 Secondly, 
girls from authoritative families reported the highest level of concentration ability. No 
differences in concentration ability were found between girls from neglectful, permissive and 
authoritarian families. Boys fi’om authoritarian families, instead, reported a lower level of 
concentration ability than boys from authoritative or permissive fiamilies. 

Next, vve wanted to examine whether controlling for the effect of concentration ability, 
depression, or self-esteem would have an impact on the associations between parenting 
styles and the adolescents’ achievement strategies. Consequently, 4 (Group) × 2 (Gender) 
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Table 4 
ability for the four parenting style groups 

Means (M) and standard deviations (s.Fo.) of girls and boys depression and concentration 

Parenting style group 

Authoritative Neglectful Permissive Authoritarian 
parenting parenting parenting parenting 

Depression 
Girls M -0-24a 0-78b 0-08° 0-43b 17-62"** 

s.~). 0-60 0-70 0-70 0-71 
Boys M -0-40a -0-03~ -0-28~ -0.00~ 5-15"* 

s.>. 0-52 0-66 0-48 0.53 
Concentration ability 

Girls M 1-57a 1- 26t’ 1-42~ 1-40~ 7" 87 * ** 
s.>. 0-31 0-23 0-27 0-31 

Boys M 1"58a 1-44~ 1-51~ 1-32~ 5-32** 
s.>. 0-30 0-33 0-27 0-26 

Note. Group means with diffbrent superscripts show a statisticaily significant diffbrence (p<O’05) when tested 
with Tukey’s b-procedure. 

***p<O’O01, **p<O’Ol, *p<O’05. 

univariate covariate analyses (ANCOVA) for the adolescents’ sell-reported achievement 
strategies were canqed out using: (1) concentration ability; (2) depressive symptomalogy; and 
(3) self-esteem as covariates. The first ANCOVA revealed that, after controlling for the 
effect of concentration ability, the group main effects for self-reported failure expectations 
(F(3,342) = 1"68, p=0"17) and self-enhancing attributions (F(3,336)=2.79, p=O’07) were 
no longer significant. The group el~cts for task-irrelevant behaviour (F(3,343)=12"53, 
p < 0"001) and passivity (F(3,341) =4"62, p < 0"01), hovvevm; remained. Secondly, the main 
effect for gender was significant for all the strategy variables. 

The second set of univariate analyses of covariance showed that after controlling for the 
effect of depression, the group main effect for failure expectations (F(3,343) = 1"06, p=0"37) 
and sell-enhancing attributions (F(3,337)=2"23, p=O’08) were no longer significant, 
Hovvevel; the main effect of the group remained for task-irrelevant behaviour 
(F(3,345) = 10"49, p < 0"001) and for passivity (F(3,343) = 2" 70, p < 0"05). 

The third set of univariate analyses of covariance sho~ved that after controlling for the 
effect of self-esteem, the group main effect for failure expectations (F(3,343) =0"91, p=0.44) 
and sell-enhancing attributions (F(3,337)= 1"71, p=0"17) were no longer significant, but 
that the main effect of the group remained for task-irrelevant behaviour (F(3,345)= 12"87, 
p < 0"001) and for passivity (F(3,343) =4"23, p < 0"01). 

For the parent-reported achievement strategies, the results sho~ved first that after 
controlling for the effect of concentration ability, the main effect for the group remained for 
all the strategy/variables. However, the main effect of the gender was no longer statistically 
significant in the case of self-enhancing attributions (F(1,338)=3"07, p=O’08). 

Second, after conrolling for the effect of depression, the main effects lbr the group and for 
gender remained for all the strategy variables. Third, after controlling for the level of self- 
esteem, all the other effects remained except the main effect for gender in the case of self- 
enhancing attributions (F(1,339)=0"80, p=0"32). 
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Discussion 

It has been suggested that the achievement strategies adolescents apply in classroom settings 
play an important role in their academic performance and learning (Cantor, 1986; Dweck, 
1990; Nurrni et al., 1995a; Onatsu-Arvilommi and Nunni, in press). Because most studies 
investigating the developmental antecedents of these strategies have focused on school 
environments (Butkovvsky and Willows, 1980; Jacobsen et al., 1986; Wagner et al., 1989; Carr 
et a!., 1991; Nurmi et al., 1995a; Onatsu-Arvilommi and Nunni, in press), this study was 
aimed at examining the extent to which family parenting styles provide a basis [br 
adolescents’ achievement strategies. The results revealed that parenting styles were 
associated with adolescents’ use of adaptive and maladaptive strategies in many ways: 
young people from authoritative families were found to most often apply adaptive, task- 
oriented strategies, whereas those from neglectful families deployed most maladaprive, task- 
avoidant strategies. These are important findings because they suggest that the associations 
between adolescents’ school achievement and family parenting styles found in earlier studies 
may be mediated by the achievement strategies and causal attributions adolescents deploy at 
school. Moreover, the use of maladaptive strategies and the low achievement related to these 
(Nunni et al., 1995a) may also lead to other types of problem behaviom; such as dropping out 
of school and subsequent unemployment (Nurmi, 1993; Nurmi et al., 1994). 

The results showed first that it was possible to differentiate four family types along the 
lines described by Bamnrind (1971, 1991) and Maccoby and Martin (1983) according to 
adolescent-reported parenting styles: families with authoritative, authoritarian, permissive 
and neglectful parenting. Authoritative families were characterized by a high level of 
responsiveness and child-centredness but also a high level of demandingness. Instead, typical 
of neglectfi~l families was a low level in all these: they were neither controlling nor 
responsive. Although permissive families were also characterized by a low level of parental 
control, they were more child-centred than neglectful families. Typical of authoritarian 
families, in turn, was a high level of parental control and a low level of parental trust. These 
family types were further validated by the parents reports. 

Adolescents coming from these four family types differed in several ways in their 
achievement strategies. First, adolescents from authoritative families seemed to apply the 
most adaptive, task-oriented strategies in achievement situations. Typical of them were low 
levels of failure expectarions, task-irrelevant behaviour and passivity. Moreovm; they 
reported a frequent use of self-enhancing attributions. These results are similar to those 
found earlier among school children (Hokodan and Fincham, 1995; Glaskovv et al., 1997; 
Onatsu-Arvilommi et al., 1998). There are several ways in which authoritative parenting 
might be assumed to influence adolescents’ strategies. For example, positive encouragement 
and competence-promoting feedback, such as positive parental beliefs and attributions 
emphasizing children’s abilities (Holloway and Hess, 1982), may support adolescents’ 
autonomous behaviour. Moreover, a parental tendency to provide optimal challenges typical 
of authoritative parenting may foster adolescents’ self-regulation and control beliefs, and, 
consequently, encourage independent and active problem solving, intrinsic motivation (Hess 
and McDevitt, 1984; Ginsburg and Bronstein, 1993), and related master behaviour. 
Moreovel; it is also possible that authoritative parents provide positive experiences around 
academic tasks by their own task-related engagement, instruction and support, and being 
a role model. Finally, authoritative parenting which provides opportunity to learn 
competencies in an atmosphere of acceptance may foster adolescents’ self-esteem (Litovsky 
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and Dusek, 1985) and, consequently, boost their tendency to apply adaptive strategies 

(Cantor, 1990). 
In turn, adolescents from neglectful families seemed to display the most maladaptive task- 

avoidant strategy: typical of them were both high levels of passivity and task-irrelevant 
behaviour. Moreover, they did not use self-enhancing attributions. These results accord well 
with the findings of Glaskow et a!. (1997), who found that neglectful parenting was related to 
adolescents’ internal attributions for failure and external attributions for success. It is possible 
that environments vvhich do not provide encouragement, parental involvement or support, 
foster young people’s doubts about their own competence and thus expose them to the use of 
task-avoidant strategies and negative causal attributions. 

Authoritarian parenting, also, was found to be associated with the deployment of 
maladaptive strategies, particularly passive behaviour and a lack of use of self-enhancing 
attributions, typical of learned helplessness (Diener and Dweck, 1978). It has also been 
found earlier that helplessness among children is associated with non-responsive, critical, 
hostile and discouraging parenting styles (Baumrind, 1971; Maccoby and Martin, 1983; 
Nolen-Hoeksema et al., 1995). Deci and Ryan (1987) suggested that the excess control 
typical of authoritarian parenting may undermine the motivation to engage in interesting 
tasks. Moreovel; parents’ criticism and lack of trust may convince adolescents that they are 
not competent to solve difficult problems or that they lack the personal control to do so 
(Barbm; 1996; Seligman and Peterson, 1986). 

Adolescents from permissive families differed only with respect to their casual attributions 
from those coming fi’om authoritarian families: they reported a higher level of self-enhancing 
attributions than adolescents fi’om authoritarian families. This suggests that parental 
responsiveness may have particular significance for adolescents’ causal attributions. It is 
possible that responsive and child-centred parents encourage their child’s self-enhancing 
attributions by providing child-supporting feedback and communicating their positive 
attitudes toward the child. Adolescents from permissive fiamilies sho;ved lower levels of task- 
irrelevant behaviours and passivity, and higher levels of self-enhancing attributions than 
those from neglectful families. 

The findings were very similar for both the self-reported and parent-reported achievement 
strategies of adolescents. The only exception concerned adolescents’ self-serving attributions: 
adolescents from authoritative and permissive families more frequently reported the use of 
self-enhancing attributions than did those from neglectful or authoritarian families. Hovvevm; 
according to parents, adolescents from neglectful families applied a higher level of self- 
enhancing attributions than those fi’orn permissive families. These results may be due to the 
fact that parents have a tendency to see self-enhancing attributions in a negative light: 
attributing success to oneself and blaming others for failure may be thought to be selfish and 
is thus not valued. 

Even after controlling the effect of self-esteem, depression, and concentration ability 
parenting styles’ were still associated vvith adolescents’ self-reported passivity and task- 
irrelevant behavioul: Hovvevm; parenting styles were no longer related to adolescents’ self- 
reported failure expectations or self-enhancing attributions, suggesting that parenting may 
influence these strategies through adolescents’ self-esteem and depression. Controlling 
for the effect of self-esteem, depression, or concentration ability did not influence the 
associations between parenting styles and adolescents’ parent-reported strategies. 

Our findings also showed some gender differences. First, girls reported a louver use of self- 
enhancing attributions and a higher level of failure expectations than boys. They also showed 
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lower level of self-enhancing attributions, according to parents. These results are consistent 
with earlier findings (Dvveck et al., 1978; Peterson and Seligman, 1984). Ho~vever, failure 
expectations and task-irrelevant behaviours, according to parents, were more typical of boys 
than girls (Jones and Berglas, 1978; Onatsu-Arvilommi and Nurmi, in press). These results 
may be due to difference in boys’ and girls’ tendencies to handle difficult situations: acting 
out and externalizing problems have been shown to be more typical of boys than girls, 
whereas girls are more prone to internalizing problems (Rutter and Garmezy, 1983). Second, 
as earlier studies (Maccoby and Martin, 1983; Grolnick and Ryan, 1989) have shown, girls 
were over represented in authoritative t:amilies. Also, girls’ parents reported a more 
authoritative kind of parenting in terms of child disclosure and parental trust than boys’ 
parents. Boys, hovvevm; were over represented in neglectful families. 

There are some grounds for caution in making generalizations about the results presented 
here. First, the study was cross-sectk)nal and hence did not provide the possibility to test 
causal hypotheses. It is possible that adolescents’ achievement strategies influence their 
parents’ child-rearing styles rather than vice versa. For example, the result that girls and their 
parents reported more authoritative parenting than boys and their parents may be due to 
boys’ showing more maladaptive behaviour encouraging parents to apply an other than 
authoritative parenting style. Second, the parenting styles reported by parents were rated by 

either the mother or the fathel; or both. This is not an ideal choice, since the mother and the 
father in the same family may use different kinds of parenting. For example, earlier studies 
have shown that mothers are generally more authoritative than fathers (Litovsky and Dusek, 
1985) and that authoritarian parenting is more t-ypical of fathers than of mothers (Aunola 
et al., 1999). Consequently, there is a need to replicate this study measuring parenting styles 
separately for mothers and fathers. Finally, this study represented only one culture, S~veden. 
It is possible, for example, that the possible tendency of parents to value self-enhancing 
attributions negatively is characteristic of Sweden and other Nordic countries, in general. 

Overall, the results of our study suggest that parenting styles play an important role in 
the development of adolescents’ achievement strategies. In particulm; family relations 
emphasizing child disclosure, parental trust and engagement, on the one hand, and parental 
control and monitoring, on the other hand, seem to provide a basis for the development of 
adaptive achievement strategies. In contrast, family relations characterized by an overall 
uninvolvement, a lack of parental trust, engagement and control, seem to lead the use of 
maladaptive achievement strategies. Because school achievement provides a basis for 
adolescents’ subsequent success in socialization into adulthood, these impacts of family 
parenting styles may have long-term consequences for adolescents’ overall development. 
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PRIMARY CAREGIVERS PRACTICES REPORT 

Below are several statements that people sometimes use to describe parents. Based on your own 
actions, do you agree or disagree that you, as a parent, could be described in this way ? 
I: 
Strongly disagree 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly agree 
a. encourage my child to talk about my child’s troubles. 1 2 3 4 
b. know the names of my child’s friends. 1 2 3 4 
c. find it difficult to discipline my child. 1 2 3 4 
d. give praise when my child is good. 1 2 3 4 
e. spank my child when my child is disobedient. 1 2 3 4 
f. joke and play with my child. 1 2 3 4 
g. don’t scold or criticize my child when my child acts against 
my wishes. 1 2 3 4 
h. show sympathy when my child is hurt or frustrated. 1 2 3 4 
i. punish my child by taking away privileges with few 
explanations. 1 2 3 4 
j. spoil my child. 1 2 3 4 
k. give comfort and understanding when my child is upset. 1 2 3 4 
1. have to yell or shout when my child misbehaves. 1 2 3 4 
m. am easy going and relaxed with my child. 1 2 3 4 
n. allow my child to annoy someone else. 1 2 3 4 
o. tell my child about my behavior expectations before the child 
does an activity. 1 2 3 4 
p. scold and criticize my child to make my child improve. 1 2 3 4 
q. show patience with my child. 1 2 3 4 
r. grab my child when my child is being disobedient 1 2 3 4 



Below are several statements that people sometimes use to describe parents. Based on your own 
actions, do you agree or disagree that you, as a parent, could be described in this way ? 
I: 
Strongly disagree 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly agree 
s. state punishments to my child but don’t actually do them 
t. respond promptly to my child’s needs or feelings 
u. allow my child to contribute to making family rules 
v. argue with my child. 
w. am confident about my parenting abilities. 
x. explain to my child why rules should be obeyed. 
y. know that my feelings are more important than my child’s 
feelings. 
z. tell my child that they appreciate what my child tries to do or 
accomplish. 
aa. punish my child by putting my child off somewhere alone 
with few explanations. 
bb. encourage my child to talk about the results of his/her 
actions. 
cc. consider my child’s desires before asking them to do 
something. 
dd. express strong anger toward my child. 
ee. am aware of problems or concerns about my child at school. 
ff. threaten my child with punishment more often than I give it. 
gg. express affection to my child by hugging and kissing my 

child. 
hh. ignore my child’s misbehavior. 
ii. use physical punishment (spanking, grabbing, pushing, 
slapping) to discipline my child. 
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Below are several statements that people sometimes use to describe parents. Based on your own 
actions, do you agree or disagree that you, as a parent, could be described in this way ? 
I: 
Strongly disagree 
Disagree 
Agree 
Strongly agree 
jj. apologize to my child when I make a mistake. 
kk. tell my child what to do. 
11. give in when my chlid makes a fuss about something; for 
example, in the grocery store or in someone’s house. 
mm. talk over my child’s misbehavior with my child. 
nn. slap my child when my child misbehaves. 
oo. allow my child to interrupt others. 
pp. have warm and intimate time with my child. 
qq. when two children are fighting, I discipline the children first 
and ask questions later. 
rr. scold or criticize my child when my child’s behavior doesn’t 
meet my expectations. 
ss. explain to my child how I feel about my child’s good and bad 
behavior. 
tt. use threats as punishment with little or no justification. 
uu. think about what my child wants in making plans for the 
family. 
vv. tell my child, ’because I said so,’ or ’because I am your parent 
and I want you to,’ when my child asks why my child has to 
obey. 
ww. are unsure how to solve my child’s misbehaviors. 
xx. explain to my child the consequences of my child’s 
misbehavior. 
yy. demand that my child do things. 
zz. emphasize the reasons for rules. 
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State your level of agreement with the following statements. 

Always Sometimes Neutral Not Often    Never 

5 4 3 2 1 

My Parents 

Permissive 

Threaten/threatened punishments but don’t/didn’t actually do them. 

Threaten/threatened me with punishment more often than they gave it. 

Ignore/Ignored my actions when I misbehaved. 

Allow/Allowed me to do whatever I wanted even if it disturbed or annoyed others. 

Authoritative 

Show/showed sympathy when I am/was hurt or frustrated. 

Tell/told me the behavior expectations before I did an activity. 

Consider/considered my desires before asking me to do something. 

Explain/Explained to me the consequences of my misbehavior. 

Authoritarian 

Punish/punished me by taking away privileges with few" explanations. 

Criticize/criticized me as a way to improve my performance in school, sports and other activities. 

Tell/told me what to I was going to do and when I was going to do it. 

Stated "because I said so" or "because I am the parent." 
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Introduction: The Effect of Personality on Athletic Participation and 

Experience 

Personality can have a profound effect on the positive or negative experience of sports for those 

involved. Such effects can either help of hinder the athlete, depending on the emotion that the athlete 

chooses to express and the situation in which he or she choose to express that emotion. There are several 

factors that can come into play in the emotional situations and conflicts that arise during athletic 

participation. Such factors include the level at which an athlete participates. One study by Kirkcaldy 

(1982) found that "top-class" athletes tended to be less emotionally stable than those who participated at 

middle or lower levels of competitiveness. Some research has found that personality can be an effective 

predictor of athletic performance. Blanco, Hill, and Piedmont (1999) found that the five-factor model of 

personality could be used to make predictions about an athlete’s perfonaaance in sports as well as to 

examine their goal orientation. Another interesting factor to consider in the analysis of the emotional 

factors involved in athletic participation is the difference between athletes and non-athletes in terms of 

personality (McKelvie, Simpson-Housley, & Valliant, 1981). Emotions are an important part of an 

individual’s personality and they are also an important part of athletics. Although emotions and other 

components of personality can be utilized to encourage improvement and to achieve positive outcomes, 

they can also get in the way of rational judgment and impair an athlete’s ability to make good decisions 

during play. 

Five-factor Model 

Blanco, Hill, and Piedmont (1999) found that the five-factor model of personality could be used 

to make predictions about an athlete’s performance in sports. The five-factor model of personality is a 

very useful tool in assessing individual differences (Erdheim and Wang, 2007). The five-factor model, 

also kaaown as "the big five" of personality, includes five dimensions of personality. They are 

extraversion, neuroticism, conscientiousness, agreeableness, and openness to experience. These 

dimensions of personality are associated with different aspects of an individual’s personality traits such as 

being assertive, emotional stability, and a person’s tendency to experience distress. The first of the big 

five, extraversion, deals with an individuals tendency toward being either e~raverted or introverted and, 

therefore, whether a person is talkative, assertive, sociable, or not. The second dimension, neuroticism, 

reveals an individuals’ emotional stability and their tendency to experience distress and to be able to 

effectively handle, emotionally, any such stressful situation. Anxiety, depression and worry are often 

associated with this dimension of personality. Extraversion and neuroticism are often referred to as the 

"big two." Third is conscientiousness, which deals with an individual’s will to achieve goals and their 

dependability. This dimension can also be used to describe a person as careful, responsible and thorough. 
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The fourth of the big five is agreeableness. It describes a person’s humanity, or, in other words, their 

emotional support or hostility, caring, and nurturance or a lack thereof. Behaviorally, the fourth factor 

describes a person as being good-natured, courteous, soft-hearted, tolerant, or not. The last of the big five 

is openness, or, more specifically, openness to experiences. This is related to an individual’s creativity 

and divergent thinking. It also describes whether or not a person is open to new feelings and ideas, 

flexible, or willing to use their imagination (Erdheim and Wang, 2007). 

Personality as a Predictor 

Psychological factors such as personality can play an important role in athletic participation. 

Raglin (2001) offers that psychological factors and athletic performance work hand in hand. He suggests 

that as much as 85% of athletic success or failure can be attributed to some psychological factor. Some 

research has found that personality can be an effective predictor of athletic performance. Blanco, Hill, and 

Piedmont (1999) conducted a study that evaluated the effects of the five-factor model of personality on 

athletic performance. The participants in the study were 79 female athletes who were members of NCAA 

Division I soccer teams. During the study, coaches were asked to evaluate the players based on several 

different dimensions of personality, h~dividual player statistics were also used during this research’s 

analysis. The results of the study showed that 23% of the variance among the coaches’ evaluations of the 

players was due to the personality dimensions of neuroticism and conscientiousness. Conscientiousness 

alone explained eight percent of the variance among coaches’ evaluations and alone was also an effective 

predictor of each player’s game statistics (Blanco, Hill, and Piedmont, 1999). 

Erdheim and Wang (2007) also worked to relate the five-factor model to goal orientation. They 

assert that individual’s exercise either learning goal orientation or performance goal orientation in any 

given situation. Learning goal orientation involves the development of aptitudes through actual 

experience. This would involve mastering new skills through actually experiencing and overcoming 

increasingly challenging situations while also learning new skills and acquiring new knowledge. 

Performance goal orientation involves the demonstration and confirmation of an individual’s abilities. 

Erdheim and Wang (2007) hypothesized, according to the five-factor model, extraversion positively 

related to learning goal orientation due to the fact that extraverts set high goals and tend to achieve them. 

Also, openness to experience positively effected learning goal orientation because individuals high in this 

dimension are more likely to be open to learning new information. Lastly, they hypothesized that 

conscientiousness positively related to learning goal orientation since individuals high in this dimension 

of personality tend to also set high performance goals and believe that they can achieve their goals with 

extra effort on their part (Erdheim & Wang, 2007). From their research on goal orientation and 

personality, we can see that athletes high in the dimensions discusses previously would be more likely to 

set and achieve high athletic goals. 
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Solomon (200 l) examined, in her research, the effects of personality on athletic performance. 115 

athletes with an average age of 19.88 years and their coaches, who ranged in age from 31 to 69 were 

surveyed. More specifically, she examined the effect of various impression cues, such as personality, on 

performance. Coaches were asked to complete an Expectancy iRange Scale in order to address their 

feelings about physical performance. Both the coaches and the athletes were asked to complete an 

alternate survey which addressed athletic confidence levels. This survey was the Trait Sport Confidence 

Inventory. Solomon found that the coaches’ expectations for the athletes were the only significant 

predictor of athletic performance, of the issues addressed and evaluated within the survey completed by 

the participants. If we asses these findings alongside Erdheim and Wang’s (2007) findings, we can further 

support the idea that personality can predict athletic performance. Moreover, we can say that the 

individuals high in dimensions of personality that include setting high goals, such as their coaches’ high 

expectations, are more likely to achieve such high set athletic goals and, therefore, be more athletically 

successful. Thus, in such a case, personality can effectively produce a prediction about possible athletic 

outcomes for an individual involved in sports. 

In opposition, Reiss, Sherman, and Wiltz (2001) suggest that, not only is personality an effective 

predictor of athletic performance, but that combined with motivational theory, individual differences can 

be addressed in more detail. In their research, they profess that no one personality trait can be shown to 

"predict" personality. They believed and worked to show that motivational factors were more likely to 

cause the individual difference in performance that arc observed. Their research was largely based on 

sensitivity theory, which proposed that individuals seek to satis~" 15 primary desires. These 15 desires are 

independence, power, honor, family, vengeance, order, romance, idealism, status, acceptance, social 

contact, tranquility, eating, curiosity, and physical exercise. According to sensitivity theory, satisfaction 

of a primary goal leads to an intrinsic feeling of value and such opportunities for satisfaction are needed 

often. 

415 undergraduates, 260 of which were male and 155 of which were female, were survey during 

Reiss, Sherman, and Wiltz’s research. They administered a survey to evaluate motivational factors. They 

found that the strongest correlation between sports and motivation was present in the motivational factor 

"enjoyment of physical exercise." Moreover, they found that an "athlete" may effectively be defined 

simply as "someone who enjoys physical activity" (Reiss, Sherman, & Wiltz, 2001). 

It is the feeling of the writer that, although evidence points to a specific area of personality as 

being more predictive of performance in athletes than another, that all models of personality can have a 

positive effect on the athletic experience. Although individuals with certain personality traits may be 

more likely to be athletically successful, the writer believes that all individuals have hidden talents that 

may be brought out in sports. Athletics might bring out traits in an individual that are not apparent on a 
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day to day basis. Could it be the case that an individual might score one way on an assessment of their 

personality and then, after extensive athletic participation, they might score differently? Do we not learn 

things from sports? Although an individual’s personality can predict athletic performance, athletic 

participation can also work to mold an individual’s personality into one that excels in athletics, as well as 

other areas. 

Personality at various levels of athletic participation 

Altmann, Dreschler, Jones, and Neuman (2004) discussed the Sports Performance Inventory. 274 

Division I athletes were surveyed according to attitudinal items in order to evaluate several factors: 

competitiveness, team orientation, mental toughness, emotional control, positive attitude, and safety 

conscientiousness. They found that college level athletes tended to score higher on the inventory than 

more inexperienced athletes. Also, they found that college athletes had more positive attitudes aud that 

they were more competitive. In addition, they found that females differed from the males surveyed in that 

they scored higher according to team orientation as well as the fact that novice male athletes were more 

competitive than novice females, while college level female athletes were more competitive than college 

level male athletes (Altmann, Dreschler, Jones, & Neunaan, 2004). This research can be used to further 

support the idea that individual differences in personality can account for the individual differences found 

between different groups of athletes. Certain personality. types tend to achieve similar athletic aspirations. 

There are several factors that can come into play in the emotional situations and conflicts that 

arise during athletic participation. Such factors include the level at which an athlete participates. 

Personality and associated emotional factors can be used to make predictions about athletic performance. 

Kirkcaldy (1982) conducted research that not only examined this idea, but went on to examine individual 

difference in personality across varying levels of athletic participation based on levels of competitiveness. 

265 males and 134 females participated in a study examining such a relation between competitiveness, 

personality, and performance. A personality questionnaire was administered which evaluated the 

participants as being more extraverted. Also, the female participants scored higher in areas of 

emotionality and though-mindedness, while the males were still significantly more tough-minded than 

athlete involved in middle and lower level competitive athletics. Based in Kirkcalby’s (1982) research, 

further implications of the study, such research in this area can j ustify the statement that individuals who 

score high on areas of personality that deal with be tough-minded are generally more successful athletes. 

The writer feels that it might also be the case that an athlete personality changes at various levels 

of competition not only because of the individual athletes original personality, but because of the 

experiences offered at the various levels. Past research points to differences in personality not due so 

much to the individual’s feelings in general, but to their feelings about the situation in which they are 

involved. The individuals participating in the higher levels of competitiveness in sports are experiencing a 
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different situation to which they mist react differently than those involved at middle or low levels of 

competitiveness. Likewise, college athletes arc experiencing a diffcrcnt word of sports than the lower 

level athlete. 

Compare Personality of "Athletes" vs. "Nonathletes" 

Another interesting factor to consider in the analysis of the emotional factors involved in athletic 

participation is the difference between athletes and non-athletes in terms of personality. According to 

McKelvie, Simpson-Housley, and Valliant (1981), there are important differences between an athlete and 

a non-athlete in temps of personality. 38 males and 23 females were administered a Control of Lotus 

scale. Non-athletes, competitive athletes, and noncompetitive athletes were evaluated. According to their 

research, athletes were evaluated as being more dominant than nonathletes as well as being less 

imaginative. It was also the case that nonathletes scored as being less self-sufficient than either 

competitive or noncompetitive athletes. It would be safe to say that the personality of an athlete is part of 

their method for success, based on such research. Athletes were evaluated as being more self-sufficient, a 

personality trait key to athletic success. A self-sufficient athlete is necessarily more likely to push 

themselves farther and to set higher goals for achievement. It is important for an athlete to be self 

motivated. 

Emotions are an important part of an individual’s personality and they arc an important part of 

athletics. One application that it may be useful to examine is the effect of injury on emotion, since inju~; 

can be an all too common component of sport. Personality can play an important role in an athlete’s 

recover5’ from an injurs’ and, therefore, can effect their athletic participation, performance, and ultimately, 

their level of success achieved. Junge (2000) discussed the effects of injurs on emotion in athletes. Junge 

stated that psychological factors can have a profound eff~cct on athletic injurs’. According to Junge’s 

research, feelings of social support can have a buffering effect on athletic injuu. It was also stated that an 

individual with a risk taking personality is more likely to experience an injuu. In such a case, personality 

has obviously played an important, although negative, effect on the athletic experience. 

Just as emotional characteristics of personality can be used along with personality in general to 

make predictions about athletic participation, athletic participation can be used to make predictions about 

self-esteem and other personality traits and emotions. Bailey, Moulton, and Moulton (1999) discussed in 

their research the effects that athletics can have on self- esteem, an important factor that can positively or 

negatively effect personality in an individual. They found that athletes experienced higher levels of self 

esteem than nonathletes. They also rcvealed the possibility and probability of behavioral diffcrences 

between individuals, between athletes and non athletes. There are several factors that may have 

contributed to the higher levels of self-esteem obse~-ved in the athletes who were surveyed. For example, 

the receipt of scholarships may have played an important role in their fcelings of important and 
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acceptance, as well as special attention from peers and rewards received as a result of athletic 

participation (Bailey, Moulton, & Moulton, 1999). Even though personality can have a very important 

influence on athletic participation, it is important to realize that the opposite is also true: athletics can 

have an important influence on individuals’ personalities and emotions. Athletics can have a great 

influence on the very emotions that mold an individual’s personality. 

The writer feels that not only might personality be a predictor athletic participation, because 

research certainly supports this idea, but that athletic molds the personality of the individual. A strong 

personality may not be molded in quite the same ways as a natural conformist, but the athletic experiences 

changes an individual, none the less. Individuals are often times divided into "nonathletes" and ~’athletes" 

and it is said that one is an athlete or not an athlete because of their personality that has led them down 

one path or anther. This may very well be that case. Also, the writer feels that it is very important to look 

at the possibility that athletics mold people. Strategies and techniques are learned that might not have 

been offered if not for athletic involvement. 

Conclusion 

It is very important to evaluate the personality of an athlete if one hopes to make predictions 

about an athlete’s performance ability. The five-factor model of personality can be used to assess the 

different dimensions of personality which can intern be used to make predictions about athletic 

performance. Different models of personality can have more success in athletics than others; depending 

on the things the individual believes is important. For example, the model of conscientiousness has been 

linked to successful athletic performance since individuals high in conscientiousness are more careful and 

thorough in all they do. Individuals who are higher in dimensions of personality such as 

conscientiousness are more likely to be successful at athletics as well as other areas of their life. 

Research shows that different are evident within personality between athletes and nonathletes. 

Athletes tend to be higher in certain model of personality than athletes, although this does not mean to say 

that athletes are any better than nonathletes, we only recognize that there are personality difference 

between the two. Personality and emotions can play an important role in the athletic experience of any 

individual; however, experience is just that--individual and different for each individual. 

Personality can also have an effect on the athletic experiences besides just being a gifted athlete. 

Personality and the choices that are made because of emotional actions can lead an athlete to injuries that 

could have been avoided had they expressed more self control. Emotions are an important part of 

personality that can positively or negatively affect the experience of athletes. Personality has a great effect 

on all facets of an athlete’s life, but it can act as a key element in predicting their athletic success or 

failure. 
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Anson Dorrance and Matt Robinson 

Primal Ques: Why the Great Become Great ; Igniting Greatness; (OPEN FOR TITLES IDEAS) 

Purpose of the Book 

It can be argued that there are a number of variables that can be associated with an individual 

achieving excellence in a given vocation or activity. There have been attempts to identi~7 and quantif~v 

what those variables are and they have become an important aspect in terms of the recruiting of athletes to 

college and the drafting or athletes in the professional leagues. 

Michael Lewis’ Moneyball focused on the interpretation of statistics as a predictor of 

performance. The premise being statistics can tell if the player has what it takes to succeed at the maj or 

league level. Daniel Coyle in his book The Talent Code looked at the variables that were consistent in 

talent hotbeds. Two of the variables were the deep practice of the participant and the second being the 

presence of the master coach. The purpose of this book is to delve deeper into the understanding of 

Coyle’s third variable, that being the Primal Ques. Those variables that are consistently present in those 

who achieve greatness but may not be discussed in a draft room, or that may be included in the bio of a 

potential student athlete, but that is discounted by that coach as something that is not that important to that 

person achieving greatness. 

Coyle defined a primal cues as "a distinct signal from something in their family, their homes, 

their teachers, the set of images, and people they encountered in their short lives. That signal sparked an 

intense nearly unconscious response that manifested itself as an idea. Perhaps the idea came about purely 

by accident, but accidents have consequences and the consequences of this one were that they started out 

ignited and that made the difference." 

These primal cues are the reason that some athletes achieve his or her full potential, while others 

even though that have the natural ability and physical traits, have had access to the best coaches and 

facilities and have be trained and competed for the required 10 years and 10,000 hours that Gladwell 

speaks of in Outliers do not. 

Pmnal Ques will contribute to the literature that is striving to eliminate the "guess" associated 

with identi~ing and selecting athletes for elite competition. To say that there is a full proof method for 

identifying future greatness, would be unrealistic, for as the old proverb goes, When Man Plans, God 

Laughs. There are so many other variables and how the person responds to those variables can dictate the 

athletes mindset and commitment to attaining greatness. 

With this said in his book The Drunkard’s Walk: How Randomness Rules Our Lives Leonard 

Mlodinow stated success and failure sometimes arises neither from great skill nor from great 

incompetence but from what has been termed fortuitous circumstances. This book is an attempt to as 

Mlodinow termed identi~ing the footprints of chance. Meaning, not every mid-child, from a small town, 

whose parents, who played team sports growing up, practiced authoritative parenting while the child grew 

up playing multiple sports will achieve excellence. It just saying there is a chance. 



Much has been made of the ten year ten thousand hour rule, but as mentioned by Coyle in theoD 

we could all be experts if we put in the time, Coyle focused on what a person does with the time, the 

focus of The Making of the Elite Athlete is on makeup of that person before they enter into the first hour 

of that 10,000 hour, who they are in it and after the time is up. 

Chapters 

Introduction 

UNC Women’s Soccer: Putting the idea to a test. 

The Role of the Parent 

The Parents Own Experience 

Aspirations 

Deep Practicing and not even knowing it 

My Hometown 

Renaissance or Specialization 

Adversity 

Birth Order 

RAE 

What does it all mean? 

What do we do with it? 





Introduction: 

"If she can do it, why can’t I?" is a question that the author Daniel Coyle’s asks in his 

book 7he 7blent Code: Greamess Isn’t Born. It’s Grown. Here’s How. In the book the author 

explores talent and the variables associated with developing and creating it. The above question 

serves as the opening to a section of the book titled "Ignition" that is devoted to what is it that 

motivates or inspires an individual to committing to an activity and pursuing it to achieve 

greatness. 

In regards to this ignition, Coyle (2009) stated that" it is not an innate talent or gene but 

rather a "small, ephemeral, yet powerful idea, a vision of their ideal future selves, a vision that 

orientated, energized and accelerated progress, and that originated in the outside ~vofld. 

Something in their family, their homes, their teachers, the set of images and people they 

encountered in their short lives that sparked an intense and nearly unconscious response that 

manifested itself in an idea (p. 106). This ignition leads to a commitment to deep practice under 

a master coach and that mix of variables increases the chances for greatness to be achieved. 

This article is the first in a four part series that examines the characteristics, traits, 

experiences and development paths of United States women’s soccer national team players. In a 

sense we are trying to identify triggers of ignition for those who have reached the national team 

level. Of the hundreds of thousands of girls who play soccer, only a small percentage will 

achieve national team status. Again, the question being, "If she can do it why can’t I?" As 

important as the research conducted is to the US Soccer Federation it is as equally if not more 

important to those who are most involved in the development of the future national team players: 

the parents of the players as well as the coaches in the US Soccer Three Zones &Development 

to understand the ignition process and their role in recognizing and developing it. 
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The majority of data was collected through an email that was sent to 396 subjects who 

had participated in at least one national team camp during 2011-2012. The subjects were 

participants in the Under 14 camp to the Under 23 camp and ranged in ages from thirteen to 

twenty three. There was a 65% return rate for the survey. 

The focus of the survey questions can be found in trying to answer two questions, "Who 

should we be inviting to national camp? And what leads us to believe she can be a senior 

national team player one day?" In trying to answer these questions, the researchers developed a 

profile of those who have been invited to Age Group National Team Camps in an attempt to 

understand who they are and identify potential ignition points, the environments and people who 

may have influenced them and supported them, the experiences both on the field and off that 

have been most beneficial in their soccer development, where they were developed; their 

psychological profile and physical capabilities and what their aspirations and hopes are for 

soccer and when did these aspirations begin. 

The decision to embark on this study was reactionary. From Robinson’s interaction with 

national level coaches from multiple sports while leading an international coaching education 

program for the past five years and conducting a comparative analysis of the top nine 

competitors to the United States in women’s soccer, along with Heinrichs’ 25 years of 

experience in international soccer and from work with the United States Olympic Committee it 

was noticed that in terms of talent development and identification other countries seemed much 

more systematic and scientific in their approach and that ability in a given sport was not the lone 

variable being considered. 

On one occasion, a national team basketball coach from a country with a small 

population and limited financial resources who have had international success in men’s 
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basketball noted that their sport has to be efficient, deliberate and scientific in identifying talent, 

for they can not afford to waste time, energy and money on an athlete who may never contribute 

to the national team program. Thus there is a great deal of predictive testing done in the earlier 

ages to determine who has the potential to be national caliber and those players are brought 

together to train together and to have access to the best coaches on a regular basis. As he said, 

"The US can afford to mess up 10 Lebron James to get one fight. We can’t afford to do that." 

On another occasion it was mentioned that a country’s national team program had parents 

complete a suw’ey that assessed parenting style. In their mind parenting style was an important 

variable that was predictive for an athlete in regards to such important variables such as the level 

of effort, the ability to be self-motivated and disciplined, to handle pressure, to be mentally 

strong and to deal with criticism in a competitive environment. 

Several of America’s top competitors internationally, encourage its female soccer players 

to play multiple sports and to play soccer against males into their late teenage years, and to 

discourage competition at an early age and focus on skill development, in one country when 

teams do compete, the seeding is established that teams are always playing a competitive game, 

as opposed to a tournament with four guaranteed games, and potentially over half of them 

against an inferior opponent. 

Finally, along with these international perspectives, there were and are the cautionary 

tales &the player who had all of the soccer and physical skills to be a national team player, but 

either chooses not to pursue that endeavor or who never makes the commitment to fulfill the 

potential capable of someone with those skills. This player may have had access to the best 

coaches, played and trained with the best players at best facilities in the best camps and 

tournaments and have had the best off the field training, but in the end what was or were the 
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reasons she will never deliver on that which she was capable, why was there never an ignition for 

them to achieve greatness. 

Research studies have been conducted in the realm of sport as well as other areas such as 

academics and arts that have examined variables such as family status, birth order, birthday, 

parenting styles and socio-economic class in being predictors for either success or failure. All of 

these may be potential triggers for ignition and this study was an examining the degree to which 

they have with those females that have been identified as a national level player in their 

respective age groups. 

In gathering the data, outside of a physical testing conducted in the camp, Robinson never 

set foot on a field, attended a training session or met the participants in person, for his focus was 

on variables beyond the pitch that could be igniters or predicative of achieving an elite level 

women’s soccer player status. What emerged were some trends worthy of note, discussion and 

sharing with the soccer community for talent identification and development is a shared 

responsibility across the US Soccer community. 

As stated at the start article, this is one of a four part series on the profile of an elite level 

women’s soccer player in the United States. While this article focuses upon the influences on the 

national team player in terms of family and birth order; educational environment, involvement 

and influence of the parent and their participation in sport and soccer, and their soccer 

development experience, the remaining articles will focus on Understanding the Significance of 

Relative Age Effect and Physical Characteristics in the Player Evaluation Process; The 

Geographic Profile of National Team Players and lastly recommendations for US, by US, we are 

referring to the Federation, the club, the parent and the player. It is a shared responsibility for the 

US to stay at the very top of the world in Women’s Soccer. 
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THE PROFILE OF A WOMEN’S NATIONAL TEAM PLAYER 

The Family: Family Situation, Birth Order, Parents Education and Occupation 

The maj ority of the National Pool Players come from the traditional two- parent family 

setting. Eighty-four percent of the respondents claim to live with both parents and that is 

significantly higher than the national average of 63%. Of the 16% not living with both parents, 

72% of them live with their mother. This is slightly below the national average of 79%. APRIL 

SUMMARY 

Birth Order 

In terms of the family, 95% of the national pool players have a sibling. The five percent 

of only children is well below the national average that is cited at being between 20% and 25%. 

Of those with siblings, 20% of them are the oldest child, while 74% of them have an older 

sibling. (Insert Table 1) 

In examining the relationship to those older siblings, the average age difference between 

the player and the next oldest sibling is 3.08 years and the age difference between the player and 

second oldest sibling is 6.22 years and the third oldest sibling is 8.27 years. (Insert Table 2) With 

that 48% of the next oldest sibling is male and 49% the second oldest sibling is male. (Insert 

Table 3) 

These findings are consistent with the analysis Coyle presented in I’he Talent Code. 

Soccer playing ability is not a gift, but rather "a confluence of factors that go beyond genes and 

that are directly related to intense, subconscious reactions to motivational signals that provide the 

energy to practice deeply. Eisenstadt (1989) in his study of parent loss referred to primal cues as 

springboards of immense compensatory energy that can alter a child’s relationship to the world, 
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redefine his or her identity and energize and orient the mind to address the dangers and 

possibilities of life. In the case of birth order, the desire to practice deeply by the younger sibling 

is responding to the primal cue of "your behind!" 

This is further reinforced by the fact that the large maj ority of the older siblings not only 

played sports but soccer specifically. Seventy-six percent of the closest oldest sibling played 

sports and 73% played soccer. Eighty-six percent of the second oldest sibling played sports and 

69% played soccer and 79% of the third oldest siblings played sports and 76% played soccer. 

The subjects in many cases not only had role models within the family, but became more 

committed based on the response to that primal cue. (Insert Tables 4 & 5) 

It can be argued that the 74% of the national team pool responded to the primal cue that 

they were behind and responded by committing to deep practice. For some, their identity came 

from this pursuit. These findings of our subjects are consistent with the very small sample size 

Coyle presents of the last 10 world record holders in the men’s 100 meter dash; all having older 

siblings. The current world record holder Usain Bolt is the second of three. Other younger 

siblings across the sport world include Mia Hamm, Michael Jordan, Diana Taurasi, Michael 

Phelps and Tom Brady. 

The Parents: Identity, Style and Involvement 

The role of the parent in the nurturing of a future national team is worthy of examination. 

Who they are in terms of education and career but also in terms of their past experiences in 

soccer and sport, and to what degree and how they are involved in their child’s soccer playing 

life. 

Overall the parents of national team players have attained a higher level of education. 

Eighty-nine percent of the mothers of those who completed the survey have a post-secondary 
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education experience, which is 15% higher than the US average of 74%. Ninety-four percent of 

the fathers have a post-secondary education experience, which is 31% greater than US average of 

62.8%. In terms of occupation, the mothers’ occupations in order of highest percentage were 

Business (30%), Education (15%), Health Care (15%) and Homemaker (8%). The most common 

categories for fathers’ occupations are Business (44%), Science (11%), and Health Care (7%). 

In summary a national team player comes from the traditional family setting and is in a 

multiple child family. Parents are educated and are primarily have white color/professional 

careers. APRIL SUMMARY 

The Role of the Parent 

The word that best describes the involvement of both the mother and father of a national 

team players’ soccer development is "supportive". That is a very broad term and it is not known 

how that support was provided and how the parents are in the other aspects of parenting, but it is 

clear that parents created the opportunity for their child to excel in this activity. For mothers, 

72% never volunteered as a coach and 98% were never a paid coach for the club, but the 

majority of the mothers volunteered within the organization, 63%, and attended games. Eight- 

nine percent attended all of the games most of the time, 92% attended most of their daughter’s 

home games, and 95% at least sometimes traveled to tournaments. Practice attendance was less 

frequent, 26% never attended and 42% only sometimes attended. In total only 3% of the mothers 

~vere never involved in their daughter’s soccer development in any way. (Insert Table 6) 

The fathers were more active as volunteer coaches with 50% having coached at least 

some of the time and 56% who trained their daughter individually, but only 9% were ever a paid 

coach for the club on which their daughter played. Eleven percent of the fathers served as an 

officer or board member in the club and 52% of the fathers volunteered with the club at least 
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some of the time. Ninty-six percent of the fathers attended games frequently and 76% also 

attended practices sometimes. The fathers were equally involved in traveling to tournaments, 

92% at least sometimes traveled. In total only 3% of the fathers were never involved with their 

daughter’s soccer development in anyway. (Insert Table 7) 

Although no direct questions were asked of either the players or the parents in regards to 

parenting styles, the findings were consistent with the research in parenting style. Baumrind 

(1971, 1989), and Maccoby and Martin (1983) both reported that parenting styles consist of two 

dimensions. The first is demandingness which refers to the extent parents show control, maturity 

demands and supervision in their parenting. Responsiveness on the other hand refers to the 

extent to which parents show affective warmth, acceptance and involvement with their children. 

Based on these two dimensions, four classifications of parenting have been described by 

Maccoby and Martin (11983) and Baumrind, (1991). 

Authoritative parents are both demanding and responsive. This means that they are 

controlling but not restrictive. Authoritarian are controlling and not responsive, while 

Permissive .parents are not controlling but are responsive and Neglectful are neither controlling 

or responsive. 

Aunola, Stattin and Nurmi (2000) reported that parenting styles play an important role 

in the development of adolescents’ achievement strategies. In particular, parenting emphasizing 

child disclosure, parental trust and engagement, on the one hand, and parental control and 

monitoring, on the other hand, seem to provide a basis for the development of adaptive 

achievement strategies. In contrast, family relations characterized by an overall un-involvement, 

a lack of parental trust, engagement and control, seem to lead the use of maladaptive 

achievement strategies. 
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Aunola et al (2000) also reported that adolescents from authoritative families seemed to 

apply the most adaptive, task-oriented strategies in achievement situations. Typical of them were 

low levels of failure expectations, task-irrelevant behavior and passivity. Moreover, they 

reported a frequent use of self-enhancing attributions. In a nutshell, they hold themselves 

personally accountable for their success and their failures and rise to the occasion in competitive 

situations. 

On the other hand, Glaskow et al. (1997) reported that neglectful parenting was related to 

Adolescents’ internal attributions for failure and external attributions for success. Thus parents 

who do not provide encouragement, parental involvement or support, foster young people’s 

doubts about their own competence and thus expose them to the use of task-avoidant strategies 

and negative causal attributions. Although a parenting survey was not administered, there were 

only 3% &the participants who parents were not involved at all in their soccer development. 

APRIL SUMMARY 

The Parents Soccer and Sport Experience: 

Overall the parents of national team players were and are athletes. Participants were 

asked to mark all of the sports each of their parents played and the highest level at which they 

played. Seventy-nine percent of the mothers and 91% of the fathers played sports either at the 

youth, high school, college or professional level. Overall, the most popular sports for the mothers 

were track and field, basketball, and softball, but at the youth level gymnastics was a popular 

selection, and in college the sports listed for mothers ~vere basketball, track and field, and 
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volleyball. The fathers’ most popular sports were American football, basketball, and baseball. 

These were also the most played in college respectively. (Insert Table 8) 

Because the parents were athletes the players may have genetically inherited some of the 

athletic gifts and physical traits. It is interesting to note that many fathers played American 

Football and Basketball. To play those sports at a higher level such as high school and college, 

the male in most cases is taller and stronger. The same can be said about basketball and 

volleyball for women. This is consistent with the size of the players within the national team 

pool as we will discuss in the article on Relative Age Effect and physical characteristics. (Insert 

Table 9) 

The high levels of sport and soccer participation may also have contributed to a sport 

culture in a household. It may be the case that the family talked about sports around the dinner 

table, attended games together and children watched their parents play the games. The family 

can be one &the strongest influences on lifestyle choices of an individual. 

In terms of soccer, of the national team players surveyed, 16% of the mothers, and 29% 

of the fathers played the game. In terms of the highest level a mother played, the high school 

level was noted the most, 39%; followed by the youth level, 36%; and college level, 20%. For 

fathers the high school level also had the highest percentage 37%, but this was followed by 

college (27%), then youth (23%), and professional 10%. So fathers tended to play at a higher 

level than mothers. This may be attributed to opportunity, for women’ soccer as a varsity sport at 

both high school and college levels was not a given until the late 1980’s and early 1990’s 

depending upon the part of the country. 
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The Identity of the Player 

This section of the article focuses upon the player away from the field and on. The 

section presents those experiences on the field and of that may play a role in defining the player. 

Educational Environment: Where They Go and What They Do 

In regards to the educational environment, between Kindergarten and eighth grade 75% 

attended a public school, 8% a private school, and 15% a private-religious school. During high 

school 62% attended public school, with 13% private school, and 16% private- religious school. 

The 12% decrease in the percentage who attended public school may be attributed to players 

receiving scholarships to private schools for their soccer abilities or parents enrolling them in a 

private institution with either a strong soccer and or educational reputation. 

National pool players are active in extra-curricular activities besides athletics. The most 

popular activities were National Honor Society (41%), Subject Specific Clubs (32%), and 

Student Government (18%). In summary, the national team player does well academically and is 

a well-rounded student with interests outside of soccer. APRIL SUMMARY 

Milestone Years 

Over the course of their development, national team players passed several milestones. 

National team players on average touched a soccer ball for the first time at 4.88 years of age~ on 

average she began playing organized soccer at 5.40 years of age~ and on average dreamed of 

being on the National Team at 9.70 years old. National Pool players played for their first travel 

club at 9.12 years of age and realized they had a special talent for soccer at 10.1 years. National 

Pool caliber players began playing soccer year round but still did other sports up till 10.30 years 

of age and then specialized in soccer at 12.42 years of age. It should be noted that 31% percent 

reported they were pressured to do so. 
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APRIL SUMMARY:T 

The National Team Player and US Soccer Zones for Development 

US Soccer has established three zones in its player development platform. Zone One 

includes ages 6 to 12; Zone 2, Ages 13 to 17 and Zone Three Age 18 and Above. These zones 

provide a framework to present data in regards to player development. For the Athlete 

Development literature indicates that the training methods, training time and focus should vary 

by the defined stages of development. 

Zone One (Ages 6 to 12) 

Playing to Training Ratios 

On average national team players between the ages of 6 and 1:2 trained 2.94 days per 

week and played 1.66 games per week which leads to a ratio of 1.77 training sessions to games. 

In terms of tournaments at this age players on average played 5.53 tournaments per year which if 

they played six months out of the year that was approximately one tournament per month. If they 

played year round it was one every two months. In terms of taking a break from the game, the 

average break was 2.74 weeks and usually occurred during the winter or summer. 

Soccer Development Experiences 

Players felt that in regards to their experiences in Zone 1, participation in the National 

Team program, their club experience, individual supervised training and tournament play were 

the most beneficial experiences in terms of their development as a player. Interestingly, the 

experiences that were viewed least beneficial were flee play and informal training for others. 

(Insert Table 10 here) 
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Competing Against Boys 

Research in other countries indicated that training and competing against boys was 

common place. In the US between the ages of 6 to 12 82% of the national team players did so in 

some form. The most common was in informal pickup games and training. This was followed by 

team training arranged by a coach and supervised training sessions. The least common was co-ed 

teams and a full girl team in a boys’ league. (Insert Table 11 here) 

APRIL INTERPRETATION AND SUGGESTION HERE 

Zone Two (Ages 13 to 17) 

Playing to Training Ratios 

On average national team players between the ages of 13 and 17 train 4.1 times per week 

and play 2.02 games per week leading to a ratio of two training sessions to one game. In terms of 

tournaments, on average they play in 6~84 Tournaments per year. This means they if they are 

playing six months, they play in approximately one tournament per month and approximately 

one every two months if they play year round. At this age the average break is 2.43 weeks and is 

mainly taken over the winter~ 

Soccer Development Experiences 

In Zone Two, players viewed their national team experience, individual supervised 

training, personal training sessions, and team training as the most beneficial experiences. While 

viewing high school soccer, overnight camps and informal training with others as less beneficial~ 

it appears that in this stage, the player begin to appreciate the important of training to their 

development as elite players. (Insert Table 12 here) 
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Playing Against Boys 

In Zone Two, 80% of the players had competing against boys. The most common 

environment was in training and pickup games while the least common was in a structured team 

environment. (Insert Table 13 here) 

Parental Support in Zone Two 

Along with the cost of developing the player, parents of national team players were willing to 

financially support other services that would contribute to success. Fifty-seven percent of parents 

paid for Strength and conditioning training; eight percent of parents paid for a Sport Nutfitionist.; 

Fifty-six percent of parents paid for Sport Psychology services and fifty-six percent of parents 

paid for Injury Rehabilitation. The reported Average Age for a player to begin receiving the 

individual trainings was 11.69 years of age. 

Zone Three (Ages 18 and Above) 

Playing to Training Ratios 

Players 18 years of age and older on average train 4.57 times per week and play 1.96 

games per week for a ratio of Z33 trainings sessions to each game~ In terms of tournaments at 

this age they play in 5.53 Tournaments per year and take a 2.14 week break. 

,Soccer Development Experiences 

Players in Zone Three viewed their national team experience, individual supervised 

training, self-training, team training tournament play and their college soccer experience as being 

most beneficial. While viewing high school soccer, overnight camps, participation in the 

Olympic Development Program and free play as being the least beneficial. (Insert Table 14) 

Phtying Against Boys 
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In Zone Three, the percentage of players who competed with boys drops to 73%. Again 

the informal and training environments are most common, while structured team and competition 

environments were not common. (Insert Table 15) 

Parental Financial Support in Zone 3 

Thirty-six percent of parents paid for Individual skills trainings; while fifty-three percent of 

parents paid for Strength and conditioning. Only four percent of parents paid for a Sport 

Nutritionist and or Sport Psychology services. Fifty-six percent of the parents paid for sport 

medicine treatments in the case of injures. 

Where they Play on Field 

National Team players primarily play in the center of the field as either a defender, 

midfielder or forward on their club, high school, college, state and regional teams. The number 

of Central Midfielders is higher than what would be statistically expected. Meaning that if a team 

uses three central midfielders in its system of play, than 27% of the players are playing that 

position. In the case of the national team players, 43% of them play central midfield for their 

high school teams and 38% on their state teams as well 33% for their club team; 31% for their 

regional team; 29% for their college team and 26% for the national team. 

It appears that central midfields become flank defenders at the regional team level, it is at 

that stage that you see a decline in the central midfielders and increase in the flank defenders and 

further from regional to national team you see central midfields becoming flank defenders as 

well as central defenders and it seems that center forwards become flank forwards. (Insert Table 

16 here) 

APRIL SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION. 
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The Multiple Sport Experience 

As mentioned earlier in the article some of America’ s top competitors promote the 

multiple sport experience for its players. Eight of the ten countries studied encourage multi sport 

participation up to age 12 and even beyond. Canada and England put emphasis on developing the 

athlete first and the soccer player later which is consistent with the Long Term Athlete 

Development model that they follow. 

As mentioned earlier the national team player began playing soccer year-round on 

average at the age of 10 and soccer only at the age of 12. Ninety percent of the national team 

players, played basketball through their youth up until high school age; and 77% percent had run 

track and field. These sports were also the sports that were most played at the high school level, 

24% basketball, and track and field 37%. Sports that were participated in at the youth levels but 

not followed in their athlete development were gymnastics and swimming (Insert Table 17 

here) 

Fifty-four percent of the National pool players viewed basketball as the most 

complimentary sport and 46% percent said it would be the sport they would most like to play if 

they could not play soccer. Track and Field was second both as complimentary, 23% and the 

one in which they would compete, 18%. In terms of basketball this is an astute observation on 

the part of the subjects for basketball has the same objective in moving the ball towards a central 

area on an end-line and is structured in a classis offense with the ball and defense defends 

structure. There is transition in the game; teams can employ both man-to-man and zonal 

principles and players are encouraged to take players on individually while also working in 

combination in moving the ball. Finally individuals have opportunity to attack with the ball and 

are responsible for individual defending. 
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APRIL SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION. 

Overall 

When asked to rank the experiences overall in terms of their development, the subj ects reported 

the top five beneficial experiences as being National team experience, Club Training, Individual 

Training, Club Games and Playing in Tournaments. The bottom five were, high school soccer, 

Playing Multiple Sports, Attending Camps, Playing Futsal and Playing Soccer only. 

Role Models and Tactical Awareness: 

The most popular role models in soccer for the participants were classified as female 

domestic player (124). This group included the likes ofMia Hamm, Julie Foudy, Alex Morgan 

and Abby Wambaugh. The domestic female players were followed by international males (95) 

that included Lionle Messi, Wayne Rooney and Christiano Ronaldo. The remaining two 

categories were domestic male (10) and a foreign female (9). 

The responses make a strong statement about the power of the mediated image. World 

Cup games for both men and women as well as the broadcast of English Premier League games 

and La Liga has raised the awareness of the game and gave the participants players to which they 

can aspire and the national team players have taken advantage of it. Twenty-six percent of the 

subjects reported that they watch soccer on TV two to three times a week; 24% two to three 

times a month; 22% once a week and 15% daily. 

The specific soccer they watch entailed 95% of the subj ects watching the women’s FIFA 

World Cup in 201l 1; 95% watching men’s international soccer (e.g. EPL, La Liga, Bundeslegia, 

85% women’s college soccer and 70% the WPS and finally 64% men’s college soccer and the 

MLS. 
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Along with playing and watching the game, National team players discuss the game. 

Eight-Three percent discuss a decision they made in a game with a teammate, of the tat 83%, 

72% do it always or often~ Eighty-Two percent % of the subjects discuss strategy of the games 

they watch on TV with someone at least some of the time and 22% do al~vays. Ninety-four 

percent participate in discussions on who is the best player in the world with 66% doing this 

always or often. The national team players do read about soccer, 79% doing it at least 

sometimes, and 39% doing it always or often. (Insert Table 18 here) 

Seventy-five percent of the responses answering who their role model in life was were 

family members. This in a way reaffirms the traditional family and parents who are involved not 

only in soccer but also in life itself. 

SUMMARY 

Coyle, D. (2009). The Talent Code: Greatness Isn’t Born. It’s grown. Here is How. Bantom, NY. 

Einstadt, M. (1989). Parental loss and Achievement. International University Press. Madison, 

CT. 
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Sid van Dmenen <s.vandruenen@da~ondutchlionsfc.com> 

Friday               2:55 PM 

’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Thank you for your quick reply. In that case I am really interested in talking to her about that. 

Any chance you can give me her contact information? 

What do you think about her as a player? 

Kind regards, 

Sid van Druenen 

Head coach Womens team / Womens program director 

Dayton Dutch Lions FC LLC 

8 E. Franklin St. 

Bellbrook, Ohio 45305 

United States 

C 

P +1 937 310 1066 

F +1 937 723 8830 

E s.vandr uenen@ daytondutchlionsfc.com 

W www.daytondutchlionsfc.com 

Winner of the 2010 USL Progress of the Year Award 

Confidentiality: This message is intended only for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and contains information that is proprietary to Dayton Dutch Lions FC, LLC, the Dutch 

Lions Capital Group USA LLC and/or its affiliates, or may be otherwise confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee agent responsible for 

delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete this message from your computer. Thank you! 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Freitag, 14:42 

To: Sid van Druenen 

Subject: Re: 

she is a I think she wants to give pro soccer a shot. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 929 962 4200 
> > > Sid van Druenen <-s~-v--a-~Ld-~EL-Le--~-~--~-@--d-~-a-y--~£4E-d-iLt--c-b~[[-~-~-s--f--c-~-c-~-~-~E~.> 2:36 PM > > > 
Dear coach Anson; 
My name is Sid van Druenen and I work with the Dayton Dutch Lions as the head coach of the Women’s team. 
We are a professional soccer club in Dayton, Ohio. Not only do we have a youth academy and a Men’s Pro team but we also have a Women’s team competing in the USL W-League. 
After doing some research I found you have a good and talented player on your roster that is from 

My question for you is if you know if she is returning home in the Summer? Would she be interested in playing for our W League team for the season? 

Attached you can find a manual that tells you everything about our club and our program. 

I really appreciate your help and hope to hear from you soon! 

Thank you[ 

Kind regards, 

Sid van Druenen 

Head coach Womens team / Womens program director 

Dayton Dutch Lions FC LLC 

8 E. Franklin St. 

Bellbrook, Ohio 45305 

United States 

C. 

P +1 937 310 1066 

F +1 937 723 8830 

E s.vandr uenen@daytondutchlionsfc.com 

W www.daytondutchlionsfc.com 

Winner of the 2010 USL Progress of the Year Award 

Confidentiality: This message is intended only for the individual or entity to which it is addressed and contains information that is proprietary to Dayton Dutch Lions FC, LLC, the Dutch 

Lions Capital Group USA LLC and/or its affiliates, or may be otherwise confidential. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or the employee agent responsible for 

delivering the message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this communication in error, please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete this message from your computer. Thank you! 

N~o foram detectados virus nesta rnensagem. 

Verificado por AVG w~v.avg.com 

Vers~o: 2012.0.2221 / Base de dados de Virus: 244:[/53:[Z Data de Lan~amento: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division :1 Women’s Soccer List <D:lWSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu> on behalf of 

Potter, Matthew J. <mattpotter@OU.EDU> 

Friday, December 7, 20~_2 4:30 PM 

D~.WSOCCER-L@ metis3.gmu.ed u 

Austin Nationals 

Happy Holidays[ 

Mark Carr asked if I could post the following: 

Dear Coaches, 

I hope this email finds you well. hope you all had a successful college season. I wanted to tell you about our new Pro Women’s Soccer 

team here in Austin, Tx called the Nationals. 
I wanted to reach out to you all to see if you have any graduating/former players who would be interested in playing on the Nationals. 

Our plan is to start in mid January 2013. 

Players will receive a stipend, housing, transport and all their meals will be included. 

if you have former/current graduating players who would be interested in hearing more, please forward them this information, if you 
have any questions, don’t hesitate in contacting me. 

I wish you and your family a Happy Holiday season and look forward to hearing from you, 

Marl( Carr 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Chris Ducar <~ducar(~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday 1:05 PM 

Anon Dorrance ~an~n@uncaa.unc.e&~>; Palladino Dino 

Fwd: 

@aol.com> 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 

Date: 12:26:48 PM EST 

To: "Chris Duca~" <ducar(i~unc~a,unc,edu-~ 
Subject: FV~h 

<’.--[ifmso 911--><!--[endit]--> 

Chris, 

This is I have been appointed as one of the coaches for the new ~ro team here in to ~laV in the We are of course now 
looking at the draft and is an obvious choice as one of the top picks. We have looked at a lot of film and have talked with a lot of 
people and w~-:~ like every~:hmg that we s~-:~e and hei~r ~d)out her, Is there ~my wi~,,, you can share your thoughts ot~ her. 

Your help would be greatly apprecii~ted. 

Have a great Christmas arid hope to see you soon, 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Friday, I 
To: 
Subject: P~/: 

2:35 PM 

From: Chris Ducar [majlto:ducar@uncaa~unqedu] 
Sent: Friday, 10:15 AM 
To~ 
Subject: 

Please let      know we appreciate her keeping us updated by email and enjoyed watching her play in 

amazing job developing her talent! 

Can’t wait see i and your team play again. 

Sincerely, 

Chris 

with the team recently. You are doing an 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Mark Washo FSE-PMI College <mwasho@freedomsande.com> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 12:43 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Good luck in the selection show- NWSL NC expansion update 

North Carolina 2015 Expansion Overview NWSL.docx 

Anson 

I hope all is going well, it was nice seeing you at the MD Soccer Plex way back earlier this Spring. Good luck in the upcoming selection show process! I wanted to 

outreach to you to give you a brief update on our efforts to bring an NWSL expansion team to the Cary!Raleigh market. We’ve made some progress, but not 

dramatic progress~ 

i’ve partnered with Hill Carrow at Sports Properties, and he is trying to help me mobilize local market support as well as pull together an investor group (the most 

important piece clearly). We’ve pulled together this brief expansion overview document, and included an expansion timeline. The NWSL/US Soccer has decided 

that they won’t expand unti~ 203_5, but are going to review and accept bids in March/Apri~ of 203_4 from interested ownership groups and markets. 

Please review the attached expansion overview, and let me know your thoughts. Please also let me know if you have any local business owners or other 

girls/women’s soccer advocates that you suggest we outreach to. Did you participate in the Mia Hamm charity golf outing a month or so back by the way>??? We 

already outreached to the Wasserman group as we know they were involved. 

Thank you in advance for the consideration, support and potential referrals overall. I hope all else is well with you, good luck in the tourney once again! 

Sincerely, 

Mark Washo 

Freedom Sports and Entertainment (FSE}/PMI College 

Discovery Sports Center 

3_8033_ Central Park Circle 

Boyds MD 20843_ 

(203_) 669-903_3 www.freedomsande.com 
Twitter: @breakintosports 

¯ 1 
:: ::*:: :: Freedom S and ...... 
...... E Logo i)~ cid:image002jP9@0 

1CDE4FA.0DEFD1F 
0 
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Lea 
20"15 RALEIGH NORTH CAROLINA 

EXPANSION OVERVIEW 

Draft overview as of 9.18.13 

Prepared by Freedom Sports and Entertainment/PMI College 

Mark Washo- Founding Partner 

Discovery Sports Complex 

18031 Central Park Circle 

Boyds, MD 20841 

mwasho@ freedomsande.com (201) 669-9013 

***Confidential and Proprietary Expansion Information *** 
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NWSL BACKGROUND 

National Women’s Soccer League (NWSL) - The premier women’s soccer league in the 

world and the global standard by which women’s professional sports is measured. U.S. 

Soccer will subsidize the salaries of up to 24 U.S. Women’s National Team players while 

the Canadian Soccer Association and Federation of Mexican Football will each do the 

same for up to 16 players, 

8 TEAM NATIONAL LEAGUE 

United States Soccer Federation (U.S. Soccer) -The official governing body of the sport 

of soccer in the United States and will play a major role in organizing and administrating 

the NWSL to ensure a business model with a focus on sustainability. US Soccer owns 

55% of the NWSL- current 8 team owners remaining 45% 
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NWSL LEAGUE CONTINUED 

¯ Twenty-two (88)-game Season from April through August 

¯ Average 20:~3 attendance 3500 per game 

National Broadcast partnership with Fox Sports to broadcast 9 NWSL games starting in 

July 

o All home games broadcast online - over 3,000 viewers per game 

NWSL DEBUTS SUNDAY ON FOX SOCCER- League TV Partnership 

Seattle Reign FC Host the Washington Spirit at 8:30 p.m. ET at Starfire Stadium 

CHICAGO (July 8, 2013) - The National Women’s Soccer League (NWSL) will kick off 

its first national television game on FOX Soccer as Seattle Reign FC host the 

Washington Spirit on Sunday, July 14 at 8:30 p.m. ET at the Moda Health Pitch at 

Starfire Stadium in Tukwila, Wash. 

After suffering through a nine-game losing streak, the Reign are unbeaten in their 

last four matches. Seattle has posted a 2-0-2 record since U.S. Women’s National 

Team midfielder Megan Rapinoe joined the team on June 23 after completing her 

European season with Olympique Lyonnais in France. 

Goalkeeper and fellow U.S. international Hope Solo has stopped 39 of 45 shots in six 

games for the Reign since she made her NWSL debut June 9 after returning from 

rehabilitation following wrist surgery. 

The Spirit are in search of their first win under new head coach Mark Parsons, 
Canada international Diana Matheson leads Washington with a team-best five goals 

and two assists on the season as the Spirit look to snap a run of seven games 

without a victory. 

The two teams square-off again in a rematch on August i0 at the Maryland 

SoccerPlex, also live on FOX Soccer, with a kickoff at 7 p.m. ET. 

FOX Sports Media Group will offer exclusive live coverage of nine matches, featuring 

six regular-season matches and all three playoff matches, which include the two 

semifinal games on August 24 and the championship game on August 31. FOX Soccer 

will televise one game per week over the final six weeks of the season with each club 

appearing at least once on national television leading up to the NWSL Playoffs. 
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Team-By-Team National Team Allocations (USA/Mexico/Canada) 

Boston Breakers Chicago Red Stars 

Sydney Leroux (USA) 

Heather Mitts (USA) 
Heather O’Reilly (USA) 

Adriana Leon (CAN) 
Rhian Wilkinson (CAN) 
Anisa Guajardo (MEX) 

Cecilia Santiago (MEX) 

Shannon Boxx (USA) 
Amy LePeilbet (USA) 

Keelin Winters (USA) 
Erin McLeod (CAN) 

Carmelina Moscato (CAN) 
Maribel Dominguez (MEX) 

Dinora Garza (MEX) 

FC Kansas City 

Nicole Barnhart (USA) 
Lauren Cheney (USA) 

Becky Sauerbrunn (USA) 

Desiree Scott (CAN) 

Lauren Sesselmann (CAN) 
Renae Cue~lar (MEX) 
Marylin Diaz (MEX) 

Portland Thorns FC 

Rachel Buehler (USA) 
Tobin Heath (USA) 
Alex Morgan (USA) 

Luz Saucedo (MEX) 

Marlene Sandoval (MEX) 
Karina LeBlanc (CAN) 

Christine Sinclair (CAN) 

Seattle Reign FC 

Megan Rapinoe (USA) 
Amy Rodriguez (USA) 

Hope Solo (USA) 

Kaylyn Kyle (CAN) 

Emily Zurrer (CAN) 
Jenny Ruiz (MEX) 

Teresa Noyola (MEX) 

Sky Blue FC 

Jill Loyden (USA) 

Kelley O’Hara (USA) 

Christie Rampone (USA) 
Sophie Schmidt (CAN) 

Melanie Booth (CAN) 
Monica Ocampo (MEX) 
Lydia Rangel (MEX) 

Washington Spirit 

Ashlyn Harris (USA) 
Ali Krieger (USA) 

Lori Lindsey (USA) 
Robin Gayle (CAN) 

Diana Matheson (CAN) 

Western New York Flash 

Carli Lloyd (USA) 
Abby Wambach (USA) 

Bryanna McCarthy (CAN) 

]odi-Ann Robinson (CAN) 

Veronica Perez (MEX) 
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Alina Garciamendez (MEX) 
Teresa Worbis (MEX) 

Pamela Tajonar (MEX) 

TOP UNE TEAM EXPENSE PROJECTIONS 

Players and coaches*- $550,000 

Staff (including commissions)- ~300,000 

Team Operations (including workman’s compensation and travel): $250,000 

Stadium and game Operations: ~;200,000 

Marketing/PR/CR: ~25,000 

Totals: ~1,375,000 

NWSL teams do NOT pay salaries o/US National Team, Mexican National Team or 

Canadian National Team players on each roster- salaries paid for by each respective 

federation! 

TOP LINE TEAM REVENUE PROJECTIONS 

Tickets Tickets Total    Revenue 

600 240 $144000 

400 75 $30000 

300 180 $54000 

100 550 $55000 

$283000 

Season VIP 

Season Youth 

Season GA 

Field side 

Vouchers 

Single game 2500 20 $50,000 

Ssso, ooo 

Total/Game 3900 $833,000 

Sponsorships 

League 

Local 

SlOO, OOO 

S2so,ooo 

Youth Academy 

Camps 

$100,000 Net 

$50000 Net 

$1,333,000 
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TEAM OWNERSHIP REQUIREMENTS AS STATED BY US SOCCER 

Thank you for your interest in being a part of a women’s professional league. In order to try to 

achieve the objective of creating a viable and sustainable league, all prospective 

teams/ownership groups are subject to vetting based, in part, on the criteria outlined below. In 

addition, all prospective teams/ownership groups must sign the waiver below in order to be 

considered for participation in the league. 

I. Vettinl~ Process 

A. Financial. 

Team/ownership groups will work directly with the independent audit firm of BDO Consulting 

("BDO") in order to demonstrate the financial capacity to operate a team for a minimum of 

three years. As part of the process of demonstrating financial capacity, each prospective 

team/ownership group must provide a detailed financial history and verifiable individual 

financial net worth statements for each member of its ownership group with at least a five 

percent (5%)interest. 

In addition, each prospective team/ownership group must have and designate one principal 

owner with a minimum of a 3S% controlling interest who has the authority to bind the team. 

Such principal owner must have an individual net worth of at least fifteen million US dollars 
(USS:15,000,000) exclusive of the value of his/her interest in the league or team. 

Some of the information required to be disclosed to BDO includes sources of income, assets, 

and liabilities, as requested and described by BDO. Each prospective team/ownership group 

member will be required to provide a signed release authorizing the retrieval of his or her credit 

history, as well as providing authorization for the release of any financial information as set 

forth above. 

BDO may have its own confidentiality guidelines, which would be provided as part of their 

financial audit, but U.S. Soccer and the Professional League Task Force will maintain the 

confidentiality of any financial information received and only share such information within U.S. 

Soccer on a need-to-know basis. 
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B. Operational. 

By March 15, 2014, please provide the following to the Professional League Task Force: 

vi. 

vii. 

Detailed operations budget for team 

Detailed operating plans for team 

Detailed marketing plans for team 

Description of team/front office infrastructure 

Details regarding team’s stadium (including general financial terms for use, 

dimensions and seating capacity) and any improvements planned for the 

stadium over the next 12 to 24 months 

Details regarding team employees/plans to fill positions including general 

manager, PR, ticketing, finance, coaches, and trainers 

Details regarding team’s medical plan, including the name and title of each 

team’s medical personnel, their clinic affiliations (if any) and their licenses and 

accreditations 

II. Waiver. 

In consideration for the opportunity to be considered for participation in a women’s 

professional league, I covenant with the U.S. Soccer Federation, Inc. ("USSF") that I will not sue 

or bring any legal action, claim or proceedings against USSF, or any of the employees, officers, 

representatives, agents or directors of USSF (collectively, "Releasees") for or on account of any 

decisions, results or outcomes in connection with the league vetting process or the 

team/ownership group selection process. 

I further agree that in case of any legal action, claim or proceedings against any of the 

Releasees brought by me or on my behalf, I will be personally responsible to, and agree to 

repay to, USSF and/or the Releasees, and hold each of them harmless against any amounts 

spent in defense of any such action and amounts recovered in connection with any such action 

and all related costs incurred. 
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2025 E×PANS~ON T~MEUNE AND E×PANS~ON FEE 

January -February 2014: new market ownership groups submit expansion proposal 

and minimum requirements 

Late February-early March 2014: expansion committee reviews bids from each 

market, vets each prospective ownership group 

March 2014: top markets invited for in person meetings 

April-June: new 2015 expansion teams awarded based on expansion committee and 

team owner vote, approval by US Soccer 

Expansion fee: there has been no specific minimum fee requirement; however other 

markets are expected to offer an expansion fee of $250,000 to $500,000 depending 

on the market, strength of ownership group and strength of bid. 

o Expansion fee updated as of November 2013:$500,000 

THANK YO U! 
Raleigh North Carolina, AN EXCEPTIONAL NWSO Expansion 

Market! 

For more information please contact Mark Washo 

mwasho@freedomsande.com (201) 669-9013 or Hill Carrow at 
Sport Properties h carrow@sportsproperties.com Cary, North 

Carolina 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Stewart Mairs <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com> 

Saturday, March 31, 2012 4:38 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>- 

RE: Prozone 

Hope all is well. 
.lust following up here to see if there has been any interest from the A¢¢ on a leaguewide level? Please let me know if I can assis~ in a~y way, On a side no~e, if 
the ~eaguewMe deal ~s unrealistic for this season I1 d st~ welcome the opportunity to d~scuss further how we can potentially work w~th U NC. 

S[:ewa rt 

Stewart Hairs 

US Operations Manager 

"~’: 001 312 528 1259 
ivi: 

(-:: Stewa rt, Mairs@prozonesports.com 
W: www. prozon esports.com 

S",’()P PK~:S!S: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 
USA 

From-" Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" 15 February 2012 11:05 
To." Stewart Malts 
$,,bject-" RE: Prozone 

Thank you! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:19 962 4:100 

> > > "Stewart Mairs" <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports,com> 2/:14/20:12:10:30 PM > > > 

Anso~% 

Please find attached cost matrix for the ACC package. The matrix highlights the cost per team based on school buy in for all 55 ACC games fully analysed on our 

rV[ a [:ch view~:_~r pr.:_~d uct. 

~ have a~so puL together a d~scounted credit system for the ou[ o[ conference games. 

Training is ~500 per team ~n addition to either package. 

For example, if all ACC teams were to sign up Lhe cosL to UNC would be $3500 for a~l ACC games and trak~#~g r actually less than ~ quoted the oLher day. 

Any questions p~ease ~et me know 

S[ewar[: 

Stewart Hairs 

US Operations Manager 

T: 001 312 528 1259 

W: www. prozonesports.com 



::<TL’<~’: }",%[~:35: : Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 
USA 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson ~C=uncaa,unc.edu] 
Sent-" 13 February 2012 16:29 
To-" Stewart Mairs 
Subject: RE: Prozone 

S tewa rt, 
this is what I need ,,,, thank you! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Stewart Mairs" <Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com> 2/13/2012 4:25 PM > > > 

Ar~aoR, 

If my calculations are correct there are 55 in conference games in total in the ACC. If every team signed up for the package [11] then the cost per team would 

be $3,800 including training and support for the year. This fig~Jre would obviously rise incrementally should there be teams who d~d not want to buy in, with 

~:he ~mal docker am.:)unt being 55 games spi~t between ~hese teams, 

f ca n prod uce a m a td x of th e costs a ssod a ted w~[:h 11, :[0, 9 tea rn s s~gnin g up if yo u fee] [:h a t wo u ld b e a good ~d ea, Th e 1;~} C works r eal]y well w~ [:h [:h~ s rood eJ 

as ~ believe a~l teams wH] be on board this year. 

For ouL o~: conference/NCAA ~ames where we cannot r centralize. " or spl~t costs, the per ~sme charge is $500. 

[et me know ~f you any more questions 

Best 

~;~:ewart 

Stewart 

US Operations Manager 

T:: 001 312 528 1259 

i:-: _S_.t_ e__w__a_.r_t_~_M__a__[ r_.s___@ p_ r_. _o_ g_O_Lte_ s_p_.o__ r__t_ &~ £o__~_ 
W:: www.p rozonesports.com 

S:,"OP ,~.~F-~[.-SS: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Praide Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 
USA 

From: Anson Dorrance [[9__a_jJ~_:_~_[)_s___o__n__@_u__[)_c___a__a__~_u___n__c_:__e__c_l__u_] 
Sent-" 13 February 2012 12:20 
To: Stewart Mairs 
~¢; amigos: bill palladino; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: Re: Prozone 

Thank you Stewart 

~ was quoted a very reasonable fee per team if we can get the entire ACC involved (an 11 team league), ~ think someone was telling me of your relationship with the 

SEC and how reasonable the per team fee is ..... 

What would a per team fee be? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Stewart Mairs <Stewart Mairs@prozonesports.com > 2/12/2012 9:11 PM > > > 



Coach Dorrance, 

I hope all is well. 

It was a pleasure meeting you at the NSCAA convention in Kansas, i hope you gained a better understanding of what we do here at Prozone and Andrew and 

~ certainly enjoyed your company at the Prozone booth. As you know, we are committed to the developing soccer in the US, especially in the collegiate 

environment where our clientele continues to grow exponentially each year. I~qd love to pick up a conversation with you at the right moment where we can 

discuss a potential partnership with UNC. Please feel free to drop me a line at a convenient time. 

Best Wishes 

Stewart 

Stewart Mairs 

US Operations Manager 

1: 001 312 528 1259 
ivi: 

~-: : ..~.~.t~.e-~..~.a..r.b~..~.~.a.~i.r.~.s.@~.~r.~.~.~.z..~-n.~.e-s.~.~.~-r.t.~.s.~.c.~ 
~’ prozonesports ~:, www. .corn 

%TOF’ i>~:S!~: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 
USA 



Performance Benchmar 
Women’s Olympic Football Positional Analysis 

Total Passes 

Passing .success 

Balls Received 

Passes For~,ard 

Ave. no. touches 

Final 3rd entries 

Pen Area entries 

Crosses 

Shots 

Fouled 

Tackles 

Fouls 

32.7 

76.2 

36.9 

12.7 

114.53 

5.2 

3.5 

1.8 

1.7 

1.4 

4.1 

0.9 

Clearances 

Interceptions 

Tackles 

Fouls 

Total Passes 

Passing Success .~. 

Balls Received 

Ave. no. touches 

Pen Area entries 

Headers 

Shots 

.shots on target 

Fouled 

Tackles 

Fouls 

Total Passes 

Passing Success 

Balls Received 

Passes For~,ard 

Ave. no. touches 

Final 3rd entries 

Pen Area entries 

Shots 

Blocks 

Interceptions 

Tackles 

Fouls 

Total Passes 

Passing .s~JCCeSs 

Balls Received 

i Passes For,~ard 

Ave. no. touches 

Final 3rd entries 

Headers 

Clearances 

Blocks 

~ Interceptions 

Tackles 

Fouls 

ght Shots 

Caught Crosses 

Punched Crosses 

Caught Corners 

Punched Corners 

¯ Caught Freekicks 

:: Kicks From Hands (,",vg. Di-~t. M) i 

i Thro~,s (Avg. Dist. M) 

Total Passes 

Passing Success .%. 

Bails Received 

Passes For,,~"ard 

Ave. no. touches 

Final 3rd entries 

Pen Area entries 

Crosses 

Clearances 

Interceptions 

Tackles 

Fouls 

Total Passes 333 Headers 4.3 

................................................................................ Passing Success ~--" "~.~ ............ ~.~£.l~te.~ ................................................ ~ ............... 

Balls Received 354. i Fouls 8 

Passes Forward 156 i Interceptions 118 

Final 3rd entries 59 i Crosses 12 

Pen Area entries 29 i Shots 12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Ann MnD,n Kaminski ~ kaminski@~obertmoms.edu> 

Monday, Februa~ 14, 2011 6:03 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Your Results 

E is Extroverted (not Introverted) and this is directing energy outward, where you rechmcge your batteries so to speak. 

N is Intuitive (The letter I is simply taken for Introverted) and this is how you prefer to take in and give information. Ns are big picture, concept-based thinkers who 

make intuitive leaps, versus unders~nding the world step-by-detailed-step. (I am highly’ intutive and find it less fftressful to pnt on a huge fundmiser than to assemble a 

smaJl table where I have to read step by step directions.., and this is a real example I recently lived through! ) 

F is t~eling which really just means that you place yourself in the other person’s shoes when maJdng a decision (thinnk snbjective versus objective decision making). We 

need bx~th and boy I have a reminder of this evew day working with my feeling oriented boss. It is truly "Mmre" you sta~rt when maI:ing decisions. Many T (thinkers) 

and F (t~elers) may make the same decisions bnt where they sta(t is very different. And how they get there. Bnt they may end up in the same place. 

P is Perceiving. Considered "lifesVle" dimension and the gist is that Perceivers like to wait to make decisions tbr the purpose of keeping options and information open, 

whereas those with a J (Judging) preference like to close the decision. Ps go with the flow and are okay (dare I say’ enjoy!) having no agenda or a difftraction or 

change in the agenda. From a J perspective I envy the P approach but it is SO FOREIGN to ,ne. As a J, things are closed (decisions made), orderly/planned and 

more formal than less ib~:maJ. 

I will also email you the ppt I us~ in workshops - and let’s keep the dialogue going. 

On Mort, Feb 14, 2011 at 4:40 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Jennifer, 

thank you .... OK what is an ENFP? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > <ikaminski@robertmorris.edu > 2/14/2011 5:14 PM > > > 
Here are the results from your assessment. To open the attachment, you must have Adobe Acrobat reader installed on your computer, If you do not have this free 

software and would like to install it, please go to www.adobe.comiproducts/acrobat/readstep2.html. If you experience problems viewing your results, please contact 
your consultant, 

123529395291-267147-230809.pd[ Su~L 15 N,~’r 2011 i~2;14;22 -0~00 226252b,,’~<q 

Jennifer Kmninski 

Associate Dean, School of Business 

Robert Morris Universi~’ 

401 S. State Street 

Chicago, IL 60605 

Ph. 312.935.6430 

jkanfinski@robertmorris.edu 



From: Michael O’Gorma 

Sent: Monday, April 11, 2011 6:52 PM 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: 

@hotmail.com > 

http://www.sqs~utor~nto.ca/Assets/~GS+Diqita~+Assets/current/EL~S/Pash~er+et+a~+a[tic~e.pdf 

rm on a roll today. 

Date: Mon, 11 Apr 2011 17:52:03 -0400 
From: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
To: michael_ogorman@hotmail.com 
Subject: Re: 

Excellent stuff Michael!!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4-100 
>>> Mtichael O’Gorman <michael_ogorman@hotmail.com> 4-/11/2011 5:17 PM! >>> 
I think you’ll like this: http://spo[ts.espn.go.com/espn/page2/story?page=simmons!040915 

It’s from September 2004. 

And this: http://sports.espn.qo.com/espn/paqe2/story?paqe=simmons/110408&spo[tCat=nba 

It’s from last Friday. 

The case against [Derrick] Rose is twofold: 

A. Chicago’s M!VP has been its tenacious defense (not Rose). That’s fine except for the part that every true contender assumes the personality of its best player. Russell’s 
Celtics won 11 of 13 titles because he cared about winning more than anyone ever ... until Jordan, whose teams won six titles because he cared about winning more than 

anyone other than Russell. Bird’s Celtics teams assumed his personality; they were all terrified of letting him down. Mtagic’s Lakers teams assumed his personality; carefree in 
those early years, then more and more hardcore as the years passed. Duncan’s Spurs teams reflected him and his coach: cerebral, classy, competitive in the cleanest way. 
Kobe’s best quality these past three years has been that he’s gotten Gasol, Bynum and Odom (three guys who, mentally, could have gone either way) to care about competing 
as much as he does. This is what great players do. 

So for anyone to say that Rose -- who’s stuck in fifth gear for every minute of every game, to the point that Chicago’s biggest concern might be that he doesn’t have an extra 
gear for the playoffs -- doesn’t directly affect Chicago’s defense is insane. Have you ever been to an NBA practice? Earlier this year, I went to an Oklahoma City practice and 
was stunned to see Durant and Westbrook going full-speed through every drill like it was Game 7 of the playoffs. I asked Scotty Brooks about it afterward; he smiled and said 
something like, "When you[ best players care that much, everything else fails into place." That’s what happened in Chicago with Rose. He sets the tone day after day after day; 
everyone else eventually fell into place. When your best player cares that much, it’s contagious. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Ann MuD,n Kaminski ~ kaminski@~obertmoms.edu> 

Monday, May 9, 2011 5:29 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

URL of t~ee online assessment & ? on book 

Anso,~ 

It was wonderful to talk ruth you this af[ernoon. A tree pleasure and delight, thank you! 

Below is one of a few free versions of a Type Theou assessment (I think of it as a fiee MBTI but it truly is independent of the MBTI folks.) 

I think it would be interesting tbr you to first "validate" your type. I have used this extensively with groups when needing a substitute tbr the MBTI tool. Someone can 

take as maa~y times as they wish m~d there is no need to provide any personal infonnation. Results come on screen right alter - I usually advi~ printing the results page 

since it will also show the clarity of preference (how slight or clear someone is on that dichotomy). 

www.lmmanmetrics.con~/cgi- win/its,pes2.asp 

It is publicly available mid the results a~e given immediately after finishing the 15 or so Ininute assessment. 

Do you have or have you read the book, "Personalii3.~ Type: An Owneis Manual" by Lenore Thomson? 

Je~mifer 

Jemlil}r Muryn Kaminski 

Associate Deark School of Business 
Robert Morns University 

401 S. State Street 

Chicago, IL 60605 

Ph. 312.935.6430 

ikaminski~robertmorris.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jennifer Ann Mno,n Kaminski ~ kaminski@~obertmoms.edu> 

Thursday, June 16, 2011 5:32 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fwd: MBTI Screencasts 

Anson, 
This may be too late but I have a url below with 5 short "videos" 
(mbti ppts arid my voice, first part is an intro then the next four are 
describing Introversion-Extraversion, Sensing-intuition, etc). Feel 
free to share wih your athletes or just review them at your leisure! 
Jennifer 
Ps I am open to comments on them. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... ur at 
From: Jacqueline Callery 
Date: Thursday, May 26, 2011 
Subject: MBTI Screencasts 
To: Jennifer Kaminski 

Jelmifer, 
The screencasts are posted on this site 
<http ://w;vw2.rmcil. eduAeachin¢institute/mbtivideos.html>. 
Give the link below to the instructor and ask them to set up an 
external link using the web address below. 

http://wvav2, rmc i I edu/teach in~ institute/mbtivideos, htm 1 
All 5 videos are linked li’om this page 

Jackie 

Jacqueline Caller?’, EdD. 
Associate Dean 
’]?he Teaching Institute 
Robert Morris Umversity 
Suite 211 
j calle~’@robertmorris.edu 
312-935-4820http ://www2 rmcil.edu/teachin~institute/index.html 

Jennifer Muryn Kamin ski 

Associate Dean, School of Business 
Robert Morris Umversity 
401 S. State Street 
Chicago, IL 60605 
Ph. 312.935.6430 
jkaminski@robertmorris.edu 
*"We don’t inherit the earth from our parents. We borrow- it from our 
children." * 
* -Fiji belief* 



Sent: 

To: 

Sub.iet~: 

Laughrey, James COL MIL USA TRADOC <james.laughrey@us axmy rail> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 4, 2011 2:24 PM 

Anson Dorvance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Solitude and Leadership.doc 

Anson, 
I read this and immediately thought of you and your efforts to teach leadership to the girls. It’s a copy of a speech given to the USMA plebes last October and was 

reprinted in The American Scholar. 

Regards, 

Jaime 



From: ~aoLcom 

Sent: Sunday, 4:13 PM 

To: a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: 

Anson, 
Decision time for is upon her and in that vein I wish to review, for the sake of clarity for all parties, the offer she has from UNC-Ch. 

1. Preferred walk-on status 

2. "Crowbar" her admission into UNC-Ch 
3. If she earns a roster spot then scholarship money will be made available in 

I want to be absolutely sure that I clearly understand the 3rd point. Let me know if my understanding is faulty. If she meets the conditions how much scholarship could she 
reasonably expect? I appreciate your apprehension in discussing money, I too particularly would rather focus solely on hopes and dreams but what is "cheap as hell" to one 
man is extraordinarily expensive to another. The risk is acceptable if I fully understand what is at stake. I absolutely do not doubt ability to play for the Tar-Heels 
only my ability to pay for it. In our past conversations you have been nothing but brutally honest, I expect and hope that trait will continue. 

has received her SAT scores. She made a which isn’t good enough to earn her admission into Chapel-Hill. She will take it again and I expect an 
improvement of 300-400 points. 

With sincere regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sunday, 11:36 plVl 

~email.unc.edu> 

"NRe: College Players in the WPS 

you are a good man thank you! Just in time (even without me asking); a top recruit will be in tomorrow .... 3[ need to be able to talk with authority how much we separate from 
everyone else in the development of the pro athlete. 

Thanks again 

>>> ~email.unc.edu> 6:14- PM >>> 

Hi Anson, 

3[ hope your summer has been good so far, 3[’m glad to hear that your 
knee is better. 1 updated the list of college players in the WPS, and 3[ 
wanted you to double-check it to see if [ left any Tar Heels off. Nikki 
wasn’t on any of the rosters online, but 3[ have her with St. Louis on 
the spreadsheet. Also, none of the players have stats for this year 
because the season isn’t over yeL 3[ will take care of that once the 
season is over. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Kathlyn M Andolsek --~audol001 @mc.duke.edu> 

Thursday, October 28, 2010 12:02 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Dear Anson 

I am Kendall Bradley (Duke women’s soccer senior) ’s morn and a "helper" at your 1999 soccer camp one summer you held outside of London 

It’s Kendall’s senior night tomorrow, at Duke and they’re playing "you" 

I’m emboldened to do something I should have done years ago, which is to thank you. 

I am sure you have no shortage of well wishers and grateful fans; I’d like to add my voice to that chorus. 

I will forever, always, be grateful to you. You are responsible for many of the major highlights of my daughter’s life 

First of course, is to acknowledge that US Women’s soccer exists largely due to your efforts and the passionate and profound generosity you have devoted to developing this 
sport for all of us to enjoy, not just those fortunate enough to be players. And you have done this not just for UNC_ but for every mc league, backyard with a net, school 

league, and of course the "clubs" 

Kendall and our whole family experienced great entertainment and lessons on team work and heart through your teams. We spent countless watching your girls play at UNC 

over the years., more recently at your current "new field" ( though I saw my first game when I was a Duke resident in 1979) 

You also helped Kendall get "into" Club Soccer. I had seen an ad for tryouts for the newly formed Triangle Soccer Academy (another soccer entity you helped create). 
Kendall was a year "too young" for TSA. We knew she wouldn’t get selected, but I thought it would be a great "dress rehearsal" for the following year. Your strategy with these 
young girls at try outs was an incredible contrast to the structured "Stations" I had observed when we had visited other local clubs. You seemed to completely relish what you 
did. You were kind, patient and supportive to these little ones, and. She had the girls just go out and play -while you carefully assessed them. Kendall and I were both 
shocked (but delighted) when she got picked for the older TSA team and that started her "run" with Club Soccer. 

You provided the opportunity for her first "overnight" soccer camp. Although admittedly I was completely conned by my baby in the process of agreeing to this. 

We had been fortunate to watch (mainly) your former players win great games for the second World Cup Kendall asked me if she could go to the UNC soccer caml3 -and was 
excited that even    was going to be there. It was impossible for me to say no to my youngest child_(but I didn’t learn until later the camp was not in Chapel Hill, 

but instead outside of London! (Kendall was actually a few years too young for this adventure too; but you were gracious enough to let her come if I went along 
wearing my physician-hat and "helping" provide some field -side medical advice) 

You provided her with one of her most exciting games. Her freshman year at Duke she nearly scored on your goalies with 3 shots within a few seconds one of which nearly 
snuck through. 

She was not cleared for play this fall, which is certainly not easy as a senior. At this point it’s still uncertain if she can or would risk dressing tomorrow evening. 

But.. she has loved being part of this beautiful game for all its highs its lows. She regrets none of it. 

From My vantage point I realize that Not everyone gets to live their dreams. It’s actually pretty rare. 

You however made the dream itself possible, and helped Kendall (though you never really knew her) develop sufficient skills to be able to reach those dreams. 

I suspect you know how many people you have touched over your career. 

But if they’re days you ever forget how grateful so many of us are in that crowd, please remember my daughter_and me. 

Respectfully 

Kathy 



Kathryn M Andolsek MD MPH 

Associate Director, Graduate Medical Education 
Professor, Community and Family Medicine 

Duke University Hospital/Duke School of Medicine DUMC Box 3190 Durham, NC 27710 
1087 Yellow Zone, Davison Building DUH (919) 668 -3883 Fax 919 684-8565 

"This message and any included attachments are confidential and are intended only for the addressee(s). The information contained herein may be confidential under the 
attorney/client privilege and/or the quality assurance and peer review privilege. Unauthorized review, fonNarding, printing, copying and distributing, or using such information is 
strictly prohibited and maybe be unlawful. If you received this message in error, or if you have reason to believe you are not authorized to receive it, please promptly notify the 
sender by email, or telephone, and delete the message." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, November 29, 2010 1:39 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Marbry, Delaine H <dmarbry@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Visit rules during competition 

13.1.6.2 Practice or Competition Site. 

Recruiting contact may not be made with a prospective student athlete prior to any athletics competition in which the prospective student athlete is a participant during the 

day or days of competition, even if the prospective student athlete is on an official or unofficial visit. Contact includes the passing of notes or verbally relaying information to 

a prospective student athlete by a third party on behalf of an institutional staff member and telephone calls. Such contact shall be governed by the following: (Revised: 

1/11/89, 1/10/91, 1/11/94, 1/9/96 effective 7/1/96, 9/18/07) 

(a) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student athlete at any site prior to the contest on the day or days of competition; (Revised." 1/11/89. 1/11/94) 

(b) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student athlete from the time he or she reports on call (at the direction of his or her coach or comparable authority) and 

becomes involved in competition related activity (e.g., traveling to an away from home game) to the end of the competition even if such competition related activities are 

initiated prior to the day or days of competition; (Revised." 1/11/94) 

(c) Contact shall not be made after the competition until the prospective student athlete is released by the appropriate institutional authority and departs the dressing and 

meeting facility; 

(d) Contact shall not be made with the prospective student athlete involved in competition that requires participation on consecutive days (e.g., a tournament) until after his or 

her final contest is completed and he or she is released by the appropriate institutional authority and leaves the dressing and meeting facility. Contact shall not be made with 

a prospective student athlete involved in a tournament that is not conducted on consecutive days until after his or her final contest is completed on a day before a break in 

the days of the tournament and he or she is released by the appropriate institutional authority and leaves the dressing and meeting facility; (Revised." 1/11/94.. 9/18/07) 

(e) Contact with a prospective student athlete who is on an extended road trip (e.g., traveling with a team from one contest or event to another), is permitted at the 

conclusion of a competition and prior to the commencement of travel to the next competition, provided he or she has been released by the appropriate institutional authority 

and departs the dressing and meeting facility; and (Adopted." 9/18/07) 

(f) Coaching staff members may not send electronic correspondence to a prospective student athlete while he or she is on call for competition at the competition site (e.g., 

arena, stadium). Coaching staff members may send general correspondence (including electronic correspondence) to a prospective student athlete while he or she is on call 

and not at the competition site or while the prospective student athlete is at any location once he or she has been released by the appropriate authority, provided the 

general correspondence is sent directly to a prospective student athlete (e.g., the front desk of the hotel, the prospective student athlete’s personal fax machine) and there is 

no additional party (e.g., camp employee, coach) involved in disseminating the correspondence (see Bylaw $3~.4. For additional restrictions in basketball, see Bylaw 13.1.7.2.2. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

dlohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, December 3, 2010 8:10 PM 

*Women’s Soccer <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Carolina’s Ali Hawkins Wins 2010 Lowe’s Senior CLASS Award 

For [mmediate Release 

December 3, 2010 

Contact: Dave Lohse, dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu 

CARY, N.C.--North Carolina midfielder Ali Hawkins, who has led her Tar Heel team to three NCAA® championships, has been selected as the 2010 

Lowe’s Senior CLASS Award winner for women’s soccer. The announcement and trophy presentation were made today by Lowe’s, an official 

Corporate Partner of the NCAA, during the 2010 Women’s College Cup® in Cary, North Carolina. 

The award, chosen by a nationwide vote of Division 3[ women’s soccer coaches, national soccer media and fans, is given annually to the most 
outstanding senior student-athlete in NCAA Division ]~ women’s soccer. To be eligible for the award, a student-athlete must be classified as an NCAA 
Division 3[ senior and have notable achievements infour areas of excellence - community, classroom, character and competition. 

An acronym for Celebrating Loyalty and Achievement for Staying in School®, the Lowe’s Senior CLASS Award focuses on the total student-athlete 

and encourages students to use their platform in athletics to make a positive impact as leaders in their communities. 

"I think what this award recognizes are qualities which Carolina athletics promotes and fosters. Anything I’ve done at Carolina is the result of every 
other person I’ve encountered and what they’ve invested in me - coaches, teammates, people in the athletic department, teachers, friends, all the 
associations I’ve made in my time here," Hawkins said. "Carolina promotes an atmosphere where student-athletes become well-rounded. I’m so happy 
I had the opportunity to not only play four years but have a fifth season as well because it allowed me to develop into the person I am today. 
Winning the Lowe’s Senior CLASS Award not only is an immense honor for me, but I know it also recognizes what an amazing place Carolina is." 
Hawkins has a cumulative grade point average of 3.8 in her double major of economics and political science. She is a Phi Beta Kappa selection and a 
National Merit Scholarshipwinner. As part of her community service endeavors, Hawkins established Student Athletes Leading Social Change, a group 
to provide former and current student-athletes with an avenue to promote and participate in local, national and international social development 
through service activities. 
"In my 30-plus years of coaching, having an athlete like Ali Hawkins is extraordinarily rare -- not just because of her competitive excellence but 
because she lives the ideals of the student-athlete," North Carolina head coach Anson Dorrance said. "She was not just a great player in our program 
but an extraordinary scholar. She is one of the greatest leaders in the history of our program. She has won the Kelly Muldoon Core Value Award 
indicative of principle-centered living and character more than once in her career here. It is the highest award we give any athlete in our program." 
Hawkins led North Carolina to national titles in 2006, 2008 and 2009 and is a three-time captain. She hasplayed for United States youth national 
teams throughout her career. 

"Ali’s accomplishments on the field are practically unrivalled and she’s a stellar student," said Tom Lamb, Lowe’s senior vice president of 
marketing. "But what impressed us even more was her selfless attitude in giving back to the community. She took a leadership role in creating an 
avenue for fellow student-athletes to do that same thing." 

For more information on the award, visit seniorCLASSaward.com.-- 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

Office Phone: 919-962-7257 

Cell Phone:  

Email Addresses: davelohse@unc.edu @gmail.com 

Mailing Address: P.O. Box 2126, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Physical Address: Athletic Communications Office, Maurice J. Koury Natatorium, 300 Skipper Bowles Drive, Chapel Hill, NC 27514 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Division 1 Women’s Soccer List <D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu> on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 

Wednesday, May 18, 2011 9:05 AM 

DI WSOCCER- L@metis3.gmu.edu 

Schedule Update: US Women’s Youth National Team 

image001.jpg; Untitled attachment 106054.htm; Untitled attachtnent 106057.htm 
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Good Day Coaches, 

On behaJf of April HeitKichs and Jill Ellis, the following memo and attachment provide US Women’s Youth NafionaJ Team itffo~mation, with attendance guidelines and 

updated schedule. 

All the bes~. 

Rob 

To: College Coaches 

From: April Heinrichs & Jill Ellis, U.S. Women National Team Program Directors 

Re: NSCAA / NCAA College Coaches Information and Attendance Guidelines / Schedule 

Date: May 17, 2011 

Dear Coaches, 

We hope this email finds you well. In keeping with our NSCAA communication partnership, we are writing to provide an updated schedule for the 
Youth National Team program, as well as guidelines for attending USWNT events. 

We appreciate the role you play in identifying and developing players over a vital four-year period and therefore are hopeful that this information is 
of benefit to you. 

As a reminder, following is policy regarding college coaches requesting Youth National Team information and attending events. 

Women’s Youth National Team Programming: 

2011 Women’s YNT Schedule (attached) - will be updated and distributed monthly through your NSCAA College Programs communication 
network. 

Daily Camp Schedules -training begins at 9:30 or 10 a.m. and at 3 or 4 p.m. each day depending on the time of year, weather, field 
restrictions or coach’s preference). The first and last days listed are travel days; on occasion, we will train in the evening of the first day or the 
morning of the last day. 

Team Roster and Game/Scrimmage Schedule - please log on to ussoccer.com approximately one week before the camp and check on the 
team page or in the latest news round-up. 

All this information is subject to change without notification. 

Guidelines for Attendinq a U.S. Women’s Youth National Team event: 

Do not contact a U.S. Soccer staff member or coach for roster, schedule or game confirmation. 

When attending practice, please observe from an appropriate distance or designated area. 

Do not make contact with the players at the field, in transition or in hotels/dorms. 

We believe training sessions and games should be open to coaches for recruiting and professional development purposes, but want to make 
sure everyone understands the need to adhere to the guidelines established above. 

Thank you in advance for your cooperation! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick? Clarke <rclarke@mvusoccer.com> 

Wednesday, June 15, 2011 3:48 PM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

ODP/Interview Request! 

Hi Anson, 

I’m preparing my Girls ODP Northern California team for Regional Camp. 

Please attached my edited/updated version of our interview. I was hoping to provide each player a copy of this mini magazine. Great press for you (UNC Women’s 

Team), and something that can be inspiring from their coach (me). 

Let me know if it’s something I can use. Based on our last conversation I know you had some reservations, if not, I totally understand and respect your choice. 

To view as a booklet, do the following: 

Click View 

Click Page Display-then click: 

* Two-Up Continuous 

* Show gaps between pages 

, Show cover pages during two-up 

I hope all is well. 

Regards, 

Ricky 

Ricky Clarke I MVU- Director ~f Coaching I 

Y: 510-3531887 I rdarke@mvusoccer.com I www.MissionValleyUnited.com 

NasterCoach-Anson Dorrance Interview.pdf T;~, i119ei 20ii 1i:48:30-0400 ilgi/7/Dyt~s 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rick? Clarke <rclarke@mvusoccer.com> 

Monday, June 27, 2011 9:44 PM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

FW: ODP/Interview Request! 

Hi Anson, 

I know your mega busy, but did you get a chance to review this? Regional camp is just around the corner for my teams! 

Regards, 

Ricky 

Ricky Clarke I MVU- Director of Coaching I 

r: 510-3531887 I rdarke@mvusoccer.com I www.MissionValleyUnited.com 

MWJ Skills Channel 

Follow u~.; on "l"w~tter @MVUSkH~s 

F~m: Ric~ Clarke [maJlto:rclarke@mvusoccer.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, June ~5, 20~$ ~2:~ PM 
To: ’Anson Dorrance’ 
Subject: ODP/In~iew Request[ 

Hi Anson, 

Fm preparing my Girls ODP Northern California team for Regional Camp. 

Please attached my edited/updated version of our interview. ~ was hoping to provide each #ayer a copy of this mini magazine. Great press for you (UNC Women’s 

Team), and something that can be inspiring from their coach (me). 

Let me know if it’s something I can use. Based on our last conversation I know you had some reservations, if not, I totally understand and respect your choice. 

To view as a booklet, do the following: 

Click View 

Click Page Display-then dick: 

* Two-Up Continuous 

* Show gaps between pages 

* Show cover pages during two-up 

~ hope al~ is well. 

Regards, 

Ricky 

Ricky Clarke I MVU- Director of Coaching I 

r: 510-3531887 I rdarke@mvusoccer.com I www.MissionValleyUnited.com 

Naster Coach - ARson Dorrance Interview.prig S~s!~, 25 S~; 20ii 2.l:42:4~:~ ~4:50 .! J.#557!,b,;t,~!; 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Michael Trudeau <Michael.Trudeau@jwu,edu~ 

Tuesday, July 26, 2011 11:54 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Book 

Good morning Anson, 

I hope all is well in Chapel Hill. I’m writing because I wanted to pick your brain for a moment. 
I’ve been doing a ton of reading on Raymond Verheije and his research on conditioning and periodization I agree ~vith what he has to say in regards to giving players breaks to avoid fatigue 
and inju~ However, he comes from the pro game where they have a 6 week pre-season and a 9 month season. We in the college game do not have the luxu~ of either, as you know-, so I 
was wondering if you thought his methods and concepts could work in our environment considering time is not on our side. 
Again, hope all is well. Good hack this season. 

Mike 

Michael Trudeau 
Head Men’s Soccer Coach 
Johnson & Wales University 
8 Abbott Park Place 
Providence, RI 02903 
(401) 598-1614 (office) 
(401)598-1601 (i~x) 
mtru deau@w"a.edu <mailto :mtrudeau(~iwu.edu> 

From: Anson Dorran ce [m ailto: ansonCa)uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Fri 7/16/2010 11:20 AM 
To: Michael Trudeau 
Cc: bill palladino; cin@ cone; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: Re: Book 

Mike, 

you are very kind to share something so positive (and trust me I will use this in recruiting!). ~I1qank you. 

Kristine is an amazing woman; two days ago, a few years short of 40, she was ripping it up against Sweden in the US full team friendly. 

Good luck in your upcoming season. I look forward to meeting you one day 

Anson Corrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962 ~4100 

>>> "Michael Trudeau" <iVhchael Trudeau@wu.edu> 7/15/2010 5:01 PM >>> 
Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Mike Tmdeau and I’m the Head Men’s coach at Johnson & Wales University - a small, mid-level D3 school in Providence, RI. 

I wanted to let you know- I recently finished reading yo~uc book "The Man Watching" and was very moved by- it, to the point of me writing to you today. I’m relatively new to the college 
coaching rariks having completed only ray 2nd season as Head Coach but also spent the 5 years prior as an Assistant at Bts, ant University- in Smithfield, RI. As you had mentioned in your 
book you are constantly learning, trying to improve, which is what fascinated me with your book. I thoroughly enjoyed reading about the process with which you conduct meetings, training 
sessions, etc. Those are the things that I will take away from reading the book. 

I first became interested in your methods while I ~vas in college because of the stories I heard from one of my college tearmnates, Scott Lilly, ~vho as you probably know is Kristine’s brother. 
He would tell stories on the team bus and in the locker room about Kristine’s travels, trials and tribulations both at UNC and with the National team especially &ucing the ’91 World Cup. 

I only just finished reading the book a few days ago and have learned so much but, with that, also comes man?, questions. Some of your ideologies, methods and even quotes I will 
definitely be using in my upcoming season. I just wanted to take this moment to thatik you for teaching me but also I belicve from turning me from a director to more of a teacher. 

Good luck with your upcoming season. 

Sincerely-, 

Mike Tmdeau 

Michael Trudeau 
Head Men’s Soccer Coach 
Johnson & Wales University 
8 Abbott Park Place 
Providence, RI 02903 
(401) 598-1614 (office) 
(401) 598-1601 (~x) 
mtrudeau@wu edu <mailto :mtrud eau@wu edu> 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Monday, August 15, 2011 12:41 PM 

-Asst Head Coaches <-Asst_Head_Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu>;-Head Coaches <-Head_Coaches@uncaa.unc.edu> 

-Compliance <-Compliance@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angle King <aking@uncaa.unc.edu>; Alisa Rawls Minshall 

<arawls@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brenda Haithcock <bhaithcock@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Kaye 

Chase < chasek@uncaa.unc.edu >; Cynthia Stone < cstone@uncaa.unc.edu >; Dick Baddour <dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu >; 

Donna Cheek <dcheek@uncaa.unc.edu>; Andrew Parker <drewp@uncaa.unc.edu>; Joan Holt <]holt@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Kathy Griggs <kgriggs@uncaa.unc.edu>;                   ~uncaa.unc.edu>; Pamela Higley 

<phigley@uncaa.unc.edu>; Stacey Harris <sharris@uncaa.unc.edu>; Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu>; Sharon 

Wagner < swagner@u ncaa.unc.edu > 

Prospects Participating in Recreational Activities During Visits 

All, 

As we approach the beginning of the academic year and the start of prospects’ official and unofficial visits to campus, I need to remind all of you of the regulations in place 

regarding prospects participating in workouts or other recreational activities (e.g., pick up games) with both current student athletes and former student athletes. 

This email will be long, but it is critical that you read it thoroughly and fully understand all of its implications. 
Bylaw 13.11.2.2, copied below, outlines the general regulation in place concerning these activities. Essentially, the activities cannot be organized or observed by members of 

the coaching staff (including strength and conditioning staff), nor can they be designed to test the athletics ability of the prospect, 

As you can imagine, with a bylaw this basic, there are multiple interpretations of which you should be aware. I’m including the text of several of them below, as well, but will 

provide a summary here: 

1) The facility does not have to be open to the general public if the prospect will be utilizing the facility solely with current student athletes. However, if there is a fee 

associated with use of time facility, the prospect must pay the going rate associated with time use of that facility; 

2) We rnay NOT provide workout apparel to a prospect who wishes to participate in these activities on our campus. He!She must supply his/her own clothing/shoes; 
3) THIS ONE’S A B~T TRICKY: If a prospect wishes to engage in any recreational activities (e.g., pick up games) with current and former student athletes, the prospect must 

"initiate all the arrangements" and the facility must be open to the general public. 

The question, of course, is "what does initiate all the arrangements" mean?!? Our interpretation of this is that the prospect must be the individual that asks either the coaches 

or the current student athlete(s) if he/she can engage in these activities. Prospects can certainly not be expected to reserve/set up an institutional facility or contact all 

current/former student athletes, which we believe is why the NCAA staff used the word "initiate" in their interpretation (copied below). Therefore, our stance on this is that the 

prospects simply need to be the ones to ask about the opportunity to engage in these activities. Once a prospect asks for the opportunity, it is then fine for the current 

student athletes to assist in formalizing the arrangements. BUT THE PROSPECT MUST ASK FIRST and the facility must be open to the public if former student athletes are 

participatinq; and 

4) The involvement of former student athletes in these activities is a topic that is currently being reviewed by the NCAA staff. So please be on the lookout for future updates 

on this from me. As it currently stands, however, provided the interp copied belowin green is met in its entirety, it remains permissible. Note that the last line of the interp 
states that "no recruitment activities occur", 

This phrase is the sticking point in the mind of the NCAA. There is some indication that the NCAA staff believes that simply engaging in a pick up game together results in a 

"recruitment activity" between the former student athlete and the prospect, Certainly there is a fine line between scrimmage related talk (e.g., "Get back on D!") and talk that 

would cross the line into recruiting, (e.g., "Sure would be fun to see you playing with these guys next year!"), which is why the NCAA is concerned. 

Therefore, while we, as a compliance staff, are not going to tell you that prospects are not allowed to scrimmage with former student athletes, we DO believe it’s important 

that you understand that we are responsible for the actions taken by our former student athletes!boosters. As a result, if a former student-athlete does engage in 

impermissible recruiting conversations with prospects, the NCAA will likely deal with it harshly, since we knowingly put the prospect and the former student- 
athlete into a situation where a violation was possible, maybe even likely= 

Our advice to you is this: If you DO permit your prospects to scrimmage/work out with former student athletes, ALL PARTIES (i.e., the prospects, the current student athletes, 
and the former student athletes) should be instructed as to what is permissible conversation, The Compliance staff would be happy to have this discussion with the parties 

involved if you believe that would be helpful in preventing a violation. If there is any concern at all about their ability to abide by these regulations, the ioint activity should not 

be permitted. 
Please let us know if you have any questions about this information. As I stated earlier, we will update you accordingly should the NCAA change their stance on this issue. 

Thanks, 

Amy 

13.11,2.2 Recreational Activities. 

A prospective student athlete visiting a member institution may participate in physical workouts or other recreational activities during a visit to an institution’s campus, 

provided such activities: 

(a) Are not organized or observed by members of the athletics department coaching staff; and 

(b) Are not designed to test the athletics abilities of the prospective student athlete, (Revised" 1/11/94) 

Staff Interpretation 

Recreational Activities During Official or Unofficial Visit (I) 

Date Published: May 13, 2011 

Item Ref: i 

Interpretation: 

The academic and membership affairs staff determined that during an official or unofficial visit, a prospective student athlete may participate in recreational activities in a 

facility (on or off carnpus) that is not open to the general public (e.g., campus recreation center, golf course, swimming pool), provided such activities are not organized or 
observed by members of the athletics department coaching staff (including strength and conditioning coaches) and are not designed to test the athletics abilities of the 

prospective student athlete. Further, in situations in which there is a fee associated with the use of the facility (e.g., guest fee at a private facility used by the institution for 

practice or competition, admission fee for open swim session at institutional recreation center), a prospective student athlete shall pay the going rate associated with the use 

of that facility. 

[References: NCAA Division I Bylaws 12,1.2.1,6 (preferential treatment, benefits, or services), 13.2 (offers and inducements), 13.6 (official (paid) visit), 13.7 (unofficial (nonpaid) 

visit) and 13.:[1.2.2 (recreational activities); staff interpretations (5/26/10, Item No. 1) and (9/4/08, Item No. a), which has been archived] 



Providing wol Rout apparel to a prospect during campus waits 

Date Published: August 25, ].994 

Item Re’.": 2 

2. Proqdk~g workout app’ar,q ~:o a prospec~ durin~ a~>mpus qsi[s: Sp institdtion rosy r!ot provide workou[ apparei to a 

ac:ivities dur:ng a visit to an hlstitution’s campus. [References: [\ICA,z’, Byiaws 13.12.2.S (recreational activit:es) and 13.2.1 (offers and inducements general 

Student Athlete Arranging ’Pick L;p: Game with E~]ioiied or Fomler Student Athlete 

Date Published; October 5, :[994. 
[~:(!!’q Ref (: 

Intq pretatio~: 

c Prospective S~udent A~hlete Arra~gin9 "Pick Up;’ (:~ame with Enrolled o~ Former Student A~hb~e: The legislative sewices staff confirmed tha~ it 

prospectwe student athbte to arrange a "pick up" game with an enrolled student athlete or a fo~mer studem athlete, 
orospect, the facilities are o ~~era~ public if the ~nstitufion’s fadiities are used and no recruitment activities occur, [References ]3,].2 ]. (tt}/outs prohibited 

ad:ivh~es), ]3,].2 L3 (~ecreadcqal ac~:Mtie$} and :1994 Offk:iai bk£k:e~ ProFosai ~’qo. 

Associate AD for Compliance 
University of North Carolina 
Department of A~hledcs 
PO Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
919.962.7853 (office) 
919.962.6002 (fax) 
~i schae@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Sunday, 3:17 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Carolina Downs Miami To Go 2-0 On Florida Swing 

um12.htm 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVEILSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

( ) 
Contact: Dave Lohse,             , ~_lJ9_ .~2.e_~..m_l_~.~:.m_t_c_:~u_ 
Carolina Do~s ~Eami To Go 2-0 On l;lorida Swing 

Four different Tar Heals score as UNC improves to 3-1 in the ACC. 
COtL~,L GABLES, FLA.-~               had a goal and an assist told                                          also scored goals as ninth-ranked North 

Carolina defeated Miami 4-1 in women’s soccer action before a crowd of 910 fans at Cobb Soccer Stadium Sunday afternoon. The win stopped a m~o-game losing 

streak for the Tar Heels on Miami’s home field as Carolina improved to 8-2 overall and 3-1 in the ACC. 

Miami had won the last tw’o meetings betw’een tile two teans in Coral Gables, miming in both              by identical 1-0 scores. So Sunday was not oNy the 

first win for the Tar Heels at Miami sinc(      but also tile first time Carolina had ~ored against tile Iturricanes since a 4-0 win here on                    The 

victory gave the Heels a sweep of their Florida swing this year. The Tar Heels downed Florida State Thur~ay nigN 2-0 in Talla~has~e. 

The Tar Heels scored two first-half goals less tha~L five minutes apart to tal~e control of the match 2-0 at intermission. UNC’s first half goals came ti~m 
her/burth of the year, and . her third tally of the season. 

The Hurricanes had the first great oppo~luni~ to score as Miami’s leading scorer~ Kate Howarth, got behind the UNC defense but her shot on an open goal frotn the 

top of the box slid just wide of the left post. 

Carolina took advantage to score a lidle over eight tninutes later. The Tar Heels secured a comer kick and              notched her first assist of the day. 

sent her comer kick from the right side to the far posl where defender secured it, settled it told sent a shot it off‘the right post and in fi~om short 
distance. The goal came at 23:58 and was her fourth of the season, ~ing _        for the team lead. 
It didn’t take long for the Tar Heels to donble their lead. ¯ got possession and dribbled into the left side of the box. As she turned to attack the goal, she 

was tripped np and UNC was awarded a penalty kick. stepped to the mark and bnried her shot down tile middle for a 2-0 lead. goal was her third 

of the campaign. 

Cayolina’s last best scoring chance came with 21 seconds left in the half but Miami goalkeeper Vikki Alonzo saved s shot from distance. UNC outshot 

the Hurricanes 6-2 in the first half and hat a 3-1 edge in comer kicks. 

North Carolina increased its lead to 3-0 less than a minute into the second half. . who came into the game at halflime in the goal, snayed a Miami cross and 

quickly punted a long ball. then sent a short, looping pass over the top to The sophomore midfielder ran on to the ball in stride and finished 

into the lower left comer of theopen goal from 15 ymds out.     s goal was her third of the year. 

With 28:14 left in the second halt; increased her point total in the match to four as she scored to make it 4-0 Carolina. sent a nice touch pass past 

the back line of the Miami defense, got axound her defender and then sent a cross cage ball from 12 ymds into the left side netting. It was ’ third goal of the 

season and she scored in both games on the Florida swing. 

Lees than two minntes after the goal by      UNC’s                  hit the right post with a long shot with 26 mira~tes to play in the game. 

Miami broke through with a goal with 15:23 to play in the match. Reserve Shmanon Gaspax finished the scoring chance from 12 yards out in the right side of the box. 

Ashley Flinn of the Hurricanes received the assist for her entry pass on the play. 

had an excellent chance with just over tire minutes to play but Vikki Alonzo dove k~ her right mad snutt~d out the shot. 

With four minntes to play Tara Schwitter hit the left post with a shot tbr the Hurricanes. The ball bounded around the box perilously but scrambled to 
cover it upbetbre the Hurricanes had a chance tbr a rebound. 

Miami fell to 7-3-1 overall on the season and 1-3-1 in tile ACC with tile loss. 
UNC finished the match with a 16-8 edge in shots and a 4-3 advantage in comer kicks., made both saves for UNC on second half shots by the Canes 

while Vildd Alonzo finished with four saves. 



North Carolina vs Miami ~ ) 

Box Score 

Shot Chart 

Short Box Score 

Play-by-Play 

Soccer Box Score (Final) 
The Automated ScoreBook For Soccer 

#11 North Carolina vs Hiami ( at Coral Gables, Fla,) 

North Carolina (8-2, 3-1) vs. 
Miami (7-4-1, 1-3-1) 
Date: Attendance: 910 
Weather: 

North Carolina 2 2 4 

Miami 0 1 1 

North Carolina 

GK 0 000 0 45 

--- Substitutes --- 

Totals ......... 

D 

M 

M 

F 

M 

D 

D 

D 

M 

M 

1 110 0 90 

3 110 0 66 

0 001 0 76 

4 101 0 66 

1 110 0 72 

0 000 0 90 

0 000 0 74 

0 000 0 74 

2 211 0 59 

0 000 0 52 

2 200 0 17 

0 000 0 43 

0 000 0 8 

0 001 0 45 

3 000 0 24 

0 000 0 27 

0 000 0 29 

0 000 0 32 

16 8 4 4 13 

45:00 0 0 

45:00 1 2 

Miami 

GK 00 Vikki Alonzo 0 0 0 0 0 90 

F 1 Kate Howarth 1 0 0 0 0 51 

M 5 Ashley Flinn 0 0 0 1 0 85 

M 6 Jordan Roseboro 1 0 0 0 0 85 

D 7 Brooke Van Aman 2 1 0 0 0 78 

M 10 Fatima Nasser 0 0 0 0 0 58 

M 17 Kim Hutchinson 0 0 0 0 0 51 

D 21 Maddie Simms 0 0 0 0 0 85 

D 23 All Brennan 1 0 0 0 0 90 

F 24 Tara Schwitter 2 1 0 0 0 84 

D 29 Blake Stockton 0 0 0 0 0 82 

--- Substitutes --- 

3 Shannon Caspar 1 1 1 0 0 55 

8 Hannah Moehling 0 0 0 0 0 8 



9 Megan Siebert 0 0 0 0 0 38 

12 Kelley Griffin 0 0 0 0 0 32 

14 Samantha Falk 0 0 0 0 0 15 

Totals ......... 8 3 1 1 11 

00 Vikki Alonzo 90:00 4 4 

North Carolina 6 10 16 

Miami 2 6 8 

North Carolina 3 1 4 

Miami 1 2 3 

North Carolina 0 2 2 

Miami 1 3 4 

North Carolina 7 6 13 

Miami 10 1 11 

SCORING SUMMARY 

1. 23:58 NO Off corner, hit from left side off right post into goal 

2. 28:05 NC 

3. 45:51 NC into the right side after served in from 84 then flicked on by 

4. 61:54 NC Nifty move left 1 v 1, into left side from 10 yards 

5. 74:37 UM Shannon Caspar (3) Ashley Flinn Collected feed from 5 into right side from 15 yards out 

CAUTIONS AND E)ECTIONS 
UM #10 Fatima Nasser Yellow card 79:09 

UM #23 All Brennan Yellow card 80:45 

NC Yellow card 88:06 

Officials: Referee: Christina Ibanez; Asst, Referee: Fernando Iturriaga; Carlos Sandoval; Air. Official: Stephen Kamphues; Timekeeper: Erin Hardiman; 

Scorer: Scott Zavitz; 
Offsides: North Carolina 3, Miami 2. 

Shot Chart 
The Automated ScoreBook For Soccer 

North Carolina vs Miami, at Coral Gables, Fla,) 

North Carolina Miami 

TOTAL SHOTS ATTEMPTED 15 TOTAL SHOTS ATTEHPTED 8 
BLOCKED BY DEFENSE 1 BLOCKED BY DEFENSE 2 
SHOTS OFF TARGET 6 SHOTS OFF TARGET 2 

POSTS ] POSTS 

SHOTS ON TARGET ’7 SHOTS ON TARGET 3 

SAVED BY GOALIE 4 SAVED BY GOALIE 2 

GOALS SCORED 3 GOALS SCORED 

Soccer Game Summary (Final) 
The Automated ScoreBook For Soccer 

#11 North Carolina vs Miami (, at Coral Gables, Fla,) 

North Carolina (8-2, 3-i) vs, Miami 
Date: Attendanoe: 9]0 
Weather: 

Goals hy period i 2 Tot: 

North Carolina ...... 2 2 - 4 
Miami ............... 8 1 - i 

(7-4-1, 1-3-1) 



SCORING SUMI~RY~ 

I. 23:58 NC - Off corne~, hit from left side off right post into goal 

2. 28:05 NC Penalty kick 

3. 45~51 NC - into the right side after served in from 84 then flicked on by 

4. 61~54 NC - Nifty move left 1 v 1, into left side from i0 yards 

5. 74:37 UH Shannon Caspar (3) (Ashley Flinn) - Collected fee@ f~om b into right side from 15 yards out 

Shots: North Carolina 16, Hiami 8 

Saves: North Carolina 2 2), Hiami 4 (Vikki Alonzo 4) 

Play-by-Play (Final) 
The Automated ScoreBook For Soccer 

#11 North Carolina vs Miami ( at Coral Gables, Fla,) 

Period 

2rid Period 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1 Women’s Soccer List <~D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu~ on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 

Tuesday, October 25,2011 4:40 PM 

DI WSOCCER- L@metis3.gmn.edu 

NSCAA Game of the Week Review Show 

Coaches. 

FYI - Here is the link to the NSCAA Game of the ~Veek Review Show. Women’s http:/iwww.voutube.com/watch?v~QvTbzyEmtw 

All the bes~t. 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

8oo Ann Ave. Kansas City, Kansas 66101 

913 362 1747 x lO15 (phone); 913 362 3439 (fax) www.NSCAA.com 
Wisconsin: Office - 92o 674 4391; Cell - 

2o12 NSCAA Convention - Kansas City Convention Center, Kansas City, MO January 11-15 

2Oll Women’s College Cup - December 2-4, KSU Soccer Stadium .Atlanta, GA; Men’s College Cup - December 9-n, Regions Park Stadium Hoover, AL 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Leader, Mark <Mark.Leader@cw.com> 

Friday, December 2, 2011 8:38 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

The man watching, just finished reading the book, thanks it was great! 

Hi Anson, 
Was out visiting my son in Tennessee (Tennessee Wesleyan College, Athens) who is a goalkeeper playing for the mens soccer and another parent dropped ’The man 
watching’ book in my lap before he left and said, read this Mark you wont put it down. 
He was right Ive just finished the book and thoroughly enjoyed reading it. A great journey that you/Tar Heels have been on, amazing set of chamionship results over the past 
years and some great motivational saying some of which I have made a note of. One thing that I always say to my own sons is if your going to do something in life, then do it 
right and for goodness sake make a difference. You have certainly made a difference and on that I salute you. 
If I’m ever out in North Carolina it would be gt~at to watch one of your practice sessions and grab a coffee for 10 minutes, 
Kind regards, Mark 
Mark Leader 
Programme Manager Cable & W~reless Worldwide 

+44 7770596926 
Yorkshire, UK 

This e-mail has been scanned for viruses by the Cable&Wireless Worldwide e-mail security system. For more information on a proactive managed e-mail secure service, visit 
htt p://www.cw.com/ma naged-exchange 

The information contained in this e-mail is confidential and may also be subject to legal privilege. It is intended only for the recipient(s) named above. If you are not named 
above as a recipient, you must not read, copy, disclose, forward or otherwise use the information contained in this email. If you have received this e-mail in error, please notify 
the sender (whose contact details are above) immediately by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments without retaining any copies. 

Cable & Wireless Worldwide plc Registered in England and Wales. Company Number 07029206 Registered office: Liberty House, 76 HammersmN~ Road, London W14 8UD, 
England 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dr. Hacker <hackercm@plu.edn> 

Wednesday, December 7, 2011 4:54 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

ka~son 

Hello Iny amazing UNC Pack (are you guys a pack or a litter or a gaggle or what?...what IS the proper title?) 

Anyway, Colleen here...and yes. I am copying Ans~n as well (Hello Anson). 

I continue to be inspired, amazed and awed by the leadership, legacy and insights that YOUR program has engendered. UNC Soccer has shaped so many lives, so 

many programs, so many corporations, so many Sport Psychologists (Ok...ME for sure), so many other sports and so many spheres of excellence BEYOND sport. I 

don’t know how many of you have already seen this article, if you have, il’s worth reading again. If not....enjoy! Anson, You know my regard, respect and appreciation 

for you and of you....tl~ank you tbr continuing to lead by teaching others how to succeed. 

If only I could play soccer ..... 

Miss you all, Colleen 

http://www.forbes.com/sites&arlmoorei2011/12/05/learning- froln- womens- soccer-levelagin~-the-w2lue- of- compelilion- for- success/ 

Colleen M. Hacker, Ph.D. 
Professor, Spo(t and Exercise Psychology 

Movement Studies and Wellness Education 

Pacific LutlaemJ~ Universi~ 

Tacoma, WA 98447 
USOC Sport Psychology Registry 

CeNfied Consultant - AASP 

https://sites.google.con~/a/plu.e&icolleen-hacker/ 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Albright, Peter <~palbrigh@richmond.edu> 

Saturday, December 10, 2011 3:26 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

18 minutes 

Anson, 
I was watching this and couldn’t stop thinking of you. 

I’m pret~z sure that this is a great compliment.... If you have 18 munites, I think that you might really enjoy listening to this guy. 

I think he is talking about you! 

All the best, 

Peter 

http://wwwted.com/talks/lan~/eng/simonsinek how greatleaders inspireaction.html 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 12, 2011 3:58 PM 

Amanda Cromwell <acromwell@athletics.ucf.edu> 

Re: by the way 

Amanda, 

I did not see the picture. Yes, [ was skinny but very tough and quick .... ~ would have crushed you like a grape! 
[ am a man of honor so everyone on my national team were there on their own merit (like you). And ~ am very big on loyalty, so [ will always fight for my Tar Heels first. Still, 

trust me, when I don’t have a dog in the fight, ~ will support you fully. You are a tremendous coach! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Amanda Cromwell <acromwell@athletics.ucf.edu > 12/12/2011 3:00 PM > > > 
Did you see your picture in the college cup program? You and Janet Rayfield~J .hilarious. You were soooooo skinny, I would have pushed you around on the bball 

court all day!! 

Who would have thought, not going to UNC didmqt hurt my national team chances, just my Ansomqs endorsement chances!! (-; 

Amanda Cromwell 

UCF Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

acromwell@athletics.ucfiedu 

(407)823-6345 

Fax (407)823-0756 

4000 Central Florida Blvd. 

Orlando, FI 328:[6 

www.ucfathletics.com 

~i 
Description: UKNIGHT 

signature 

CFSA camp: 

www~centralfloridasocceraca d emy.com 

~i Description: xbranducf 

Champions 

2005 2007 2009 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sugiura, Ken (CMG-Atlanta) <Ken.Sugiura@ajc.com> 

Tuesday, December 13, 2011 1:52 PM 

~anson@uncaaAlnc.edu’ 

My apologies 

Coach- 
I am the writer from the Atlanta Journal-Constitution that you spoke with a few weeks ago just before the College Cup. You asked for links to the stories and I’ve somehow that 
all this time pass without sending them to you. 
Thanks again for your time. I really appreciate your insight; they were a great help to the stories. 
Ken 

http ://www.aic.com/sports/womens-colleqe-cup-infiltrated-12 48465.html 
http :/A~mw.aic.com/sports/college-cup-wake-forests-12 48590~html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Baninger, Tamara <Tamara Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Monday, December 19, 2011 3:27 PM 

DorraJ~ce, Albert (Ath Olympic Sports) <ansou@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

Re: MAC Prerequisites 

MAC Sumlner 2012 courses (2).docx 

Anson: 

Got your phone message, and will call you when I can get a quiet moment today 

In the meantime, attached are the prerequisites for the MAC Program. As we discussed, to the extent a student has not had these courses in undergraduate school, he or she must take them 
in the summer It is my experience that students with an undergraduate business degree will be able to waive (avoid taking) some, but not all of these courses. 

I’ll call in a little bit 

Tamara 



Pre-MAC Summer Degree 
Requirements (Summer) 
All students admitted to the MAC program must successfully complete a series of functional requirements 
prior to fall matricuhtion. These courses are taught by the MAC program faculty May through July. Please 
note these courses do not count toward MAC degree requirements. The pre-MAC functional requirements 
are as follows: 

MAC 700 (3~0 credit hours) 
Introduction to FinancN Accounting teaches in depth the basics d financial accounting. Students 
focus on learning the critical "mechanics" of financial accounting -- the methods that accountants use to 
translate events and transactions into balance sheets, income statements and statements of cash flow for 
use by the entity’s external stakeholders~ 

MAC 701 (1 ~5 credit hours) 
Introduction to ManagerN Accounting introduces management accounting techniques and practices. 
The focus is on the managerial uses of accounting information, particularly cost information. Topics 
inchde cost accounting systems, budgeting, responsibility accounting and decision-making. 

MAC 709 (1,5 credit hours) 
Financial Management provides a theoretical and practical foundation in the basic concepts of finance, 
inchding the time value of money, valuation, portfolio theory, asset pricing and the risk-return tradeoff, as 
well as the development of skills in financial analysis. 

MAC 710 (3.0 credit hours) 
Financial Reporting A examines the theoretical foundations of financial reporting, the environmental 
factors that affect accounting standard setting and decision-making and the mechanics of accounting for 
events and transactions that have an economic effect on the firm. Course participants will gain an 
understanding of the preparation of financial statements, as well as the skills necessary to interpret 
financial accounting information. 

MAC 741 (1.5 credit hours) 
Introduction to Business Tax covers the major tax issues inherent in business taxation, including 
measurement of income, cost recovery deductions, property dispositions, nontaxable exchanges and 
forms of organization. 

MAC 865 (1.5 credit hours) 
Microeconomics provides course participants with the microeconomic tools and intuition necessary to 
analyze a variety of standard business problems as well as new issues that will arise in the ever-changing 
business environment. The course covers traditional topics such as supply and demand, production, 
pricing and market analysis, along with several advanced topics focusing on strategic interactions. 

MAC 870 (1.5 credit hours) 
The Legal System and Tort Liability for Business provides a study of the legal system, negligence, 
to~ls, warranty and strict liability. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 3, 2012 1:25 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

UNC Value ranking 

http://www.unc.edu!campus updates!kiplinger ranking best value 2012 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Division 1 Women’s Soccer List <’D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu~ on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 18, 2012 11:54 AM 

DI WSOCCER- L@metis3.gmu.edu 

FY1 - Season Statistics 

Uutitled attachmeut 105832.htm; Uutitled attachmeut 105835.htm 

Good Day Coaches. 

FYI - Attached are statistics from the 2011 season in total, and for the NCAA Touruament. The season totals were taken from your conference web sites. 

All the best. 

Rob 

Women-Final Stats-2011.xls Ti;~!, 3.7 x..- ! 2012 3.2:55:0? 0400 
NCAATourStats-Wm-2011.xlsx ~:.i,:’, ~.? £;s:- ’20J.2 ~.2:!~5:07 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, May ~10, 20~12 9:54 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

green interview about UNC 

great UNC PR! 

http://~vww.youtube.com/watch?v=w3KWSmAQEE 
Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1 Women’s Soccer List <~D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu~ on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 

Monday, May 21, 2012 10:36 AM 

DI WSOCCER- L@metis3.gmu.edu 

Re: PDA coaching 

Good day Coaches. 

The issue of finances used for recruiting trips by college coaches also coaching youth clubs has again been raised in a&ance of the PDA event this coming weekend. I 

asked the NCAA for an interpretation on this, and following, highlighted in red, is the answer I received. Also, so you know what prompted the response, below the 

NCAA comment is the information I sent a number of weeks ago requesting the interpretation. Unfortunately, the response is not what I anticipated as I expected a 

specific interpretation. In conclusion, the best I can suggest at this time is to follow the instructions given in the NCAA response, and speak ruth your campus 

compliance statt;. In June I have a meeting with "the NCAA that will include diseussion of this "topic again to seek specific clarification. 

Following are a few ques~dons for which I would appreciate your assistance. 

2. The following has been circulating among the Division I coaches refemng to college coaches coaching club teams at recruiting events. It was written by a Division I 
coach. The reference to "our compliance office" in "the text relates to cont}rence offices. The note has requested that coaches from other conl}rences ask their 

conference compliance offices tbr their interpretations, which will in my estimation produce unnecessary confusion if coaches get varied opinions on the topic. 

Simply stated, it seems the questions that need clear answers are what are the perimeters in which college coaches can coach at club events, and what resources can 

be used "to fund their trips? Below is the information "that is circulating. 
"Our compliance office has given an interpretation on recruiting that affects many of us. Based on article 13.11.2.3, interpretation is that coaching and recruiting at 
the same event are considered a mixture of resources between a recruitable age outside group and your institution thus triggering an NCAA Recruiting Violation. 
In effect, said coach can not recruit until his team has been eliminated from the tournament, regardless of the number of coaches on the road recruiting. If the 
event is a showcase with no elimination, said coach is not allowed to recruit the entire event. 

The bottom line is that we have to chose between youth coaching or recruiting at an event. We can’t use resources from our school to pay for any part of a trip if 

we are coaching a youth team, or we can’t use club resources to pay for any part of the trip if we are recruiting. " 

~M-~swer: 

per NCAA Bylaw 13.14.1, a club program cannot provide expenses for a collegiate coach to recruit and further the institution is not permitted to fund a local sports 

club per 13.11.2.3. It is important that coaches ensure the expenses for the recmifing and club coaching are managed separately. 
Relevant Legislation: 

¯ NCAABylaw 13.14.1 RecmitingFunds InsfitutionalControl 

¯ NCAA Bylaw 13.11.2.3 Local Sports Club 

USE of Personal Funds? 
A~tswer: 

A coach is not permitted to absorb the expenses for recruiting as "allfunds, Jbr the recruiting of prospective student-athe#e shall be depositedwith the member 

institution" per NCAA Bylaw- 13.14.1. However; NCAA Interpretafion 8/22/07 a coach is permitted to seek reimbursement for recruiting expenses provided the 

recruiting mp is pre-approved by the compliance office. 

Relevant Legislation: 

¯ NCAABylaw 13.14.1 Ins~titufionalControlofRecmitingExpenses 

¯ NCAA Interpretation 8/22/07 Coach Expending Personal Funds and Seeking Reimbursement for Recruiting Expenses 

Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66101 I 913-362-1747 × 1015 I 913-362-3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920-674=4391 I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAACollege I Facebook 

i’m a Coach Because... share your passion for coaching! 

On May 20, 2012, at 10:51 PM, Kai wrote: 

With PDA coming up and I know a lot of us coach ecnl teams I was wondering did anyone else get a difl~rem imerp them their own compliance officer? 

Also just so eye,one knows this originated ti-om StanIbvd men’s program in the PAC 12 and then a Pac 12 women’s program.This did not start from 

me. It would be good to have us all go to PDA with the same interp. No matter what that interp is. 



Kai Edwards 

SMC Women’s Soccer 
Sent l~om my iPad 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jenkins, Simon P <S.P.Jenkins@leedsmet.ac.uk> 

Wednesday, July 25, 2012 7:47 AIVl 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

International Journal of Sports Science a~d Coaching 

IJSSC 7(3) Blooln Commentary. on Wang and Straub.docx 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I hope this e-mail finds you fit and well. 

As Editor of the Internotional Journal of Sports Science and Coaching, I would like to thank you for making possible the article about your coaching by Jin Wang and 

Bill Straub. 

I was wondering if you might kindly answer a couple of questions for my editorial about this article. The questions arose from a commentary on Wang and Straub’s 

article by Gordon Bloom (see attached file): 

When did you make the transformation in your coaching philosophy to remove talented but uncoachable players from your roster? And how did you learn to 

identify these uncoachable players and are you able to do this during recruiting or only when the athletes arrive on campus? 

I would be grateful if you could get back to me within the next 7 to 10 days, 

With kindest regards, 

Simon 

Dr. Simon Jenkins, Editor 

http:!!www.multi-science.co.ukisports-science&coaching.htm 

view the terms under which this email is distributed, please go to http://disclaimer.leedsmet.ac.uk!email.htm                                            J 



An Investigation into the Coaching Approach of a World Class Soccer Coach: 

A Commentary 

Gordon Bloom 
Department of Kinesiology & Physical Education 

McGill University-, 475 Pine Avenue, 

West Montreal, QuebecH2W 1 $4, Canada 
E-mail: gordon.bloom@mcgill.ca 

INTRODUCTION 
Wang and Straub present an interesting and practical look at the coaching philosophies and 
leadership style of legendary American soccer coach Anson Dorrance, an individual whom they 
said set "the gold standard for women’s soccer worldwide." it is hard to argue with this 
statement after examining Dorrance’s amazing career record while coaching at the University of 
North Carolina, Chapel Hill. In 33 years of college coaching, he has amassed a career winning 
percentage over 93% and has led his institution to 21 national championships. His 
accomplishments also include coaching the United States women’s national team and serving on 
the U SA Soccer Hall of Fame Board of Directors. To gain insight into such an extraordinary 
coach presents a real learning experience for both coaches and researchers of coaching science. 
This commentary will focus on a few of the key points relayed by these authors. 

CHARACTER/PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT 
Interestingly, Dorrance said the highest praise for an athlete on his team is to receive the "Core 
Value Award" as opposed to team MVP. This award is based on character and citizenship as 

opposed to soccer abilities. This type of person-centred approach to coaching is consistent with 
what has been reported with other successful American college coaches like John Wooden, Pat 
Summitt, and Mike Krzyzewski. It also opposes the belief that you have to sacrifice the growth 
and development of the individual off the field in order to achieve success on the field. 
Dorrance’s approach can be traced to the field of psychology and researchers such as Maslow [ 1 ] 
and Rogers [2, 3], who created the person-centered approach to therapy, and more recently in 
education by Freire [4], who created the student-centered approach to teaching. Specific to 
coaching, Lyle [5] defined humanism as an "[athlete]-centered philosophy that emphasizes the 
empowerment of the individual towards achieving personal goals within a facilitative 
interpersonal relationship" (p. 174). While it is difficult to get enough information from one 

inte~v’iew to fully understand Dorrance’s coaching approach, it does appear that he values the 
individual growth and achievements of his athletes off the pitch as much as he does their athletic 

success on it. I would encourage future researchers to delve more specifically into the often 
understudied topic of humanistic coaching by focusing on coaches who have followed this 
approach and achieved success both on and off the playing field. 

COACHING WOMEN 



Most of the coaching autobiographies and case studies have focused on male coaches of male 
teams. Thus it is refreshing to read the coaching style and philosophies of one of the most 
successful coaches of women’s team sports in American college history. Two points, in 
particular, were of great interest to me. First, some people believe that you cannot challenge the 
social networks of female athletes. In fact, the literature has stressed the importance of social 
support from peers and coaches in elite female athletics [6, 7]. Thus, it is not surprising that 
Dorrance says the biggest challenge in coaching female athletes is to develop verbal leaders on 
the field who are not afraid to challenge their teammates when the time calls for it. Given the 
uniqueness of this approach, it would be very interesting to learn how Dorrance accomplishes 
this. Second, Dorrance reveals his 24 category athlete ranking scheme. He believes that female 
athletes can improve by competing against their teammates (and friends) at each practice. There 
may be some coaches who fear that creating an ultra-competitive environment in elite women’s 
sports is detrimental to team chemistry. Dorrance proves that it can be done. My hunch is that he 
spends considerable time and energy cultivating this environment. It would be interesting to 
know if he initially struggled to create this environment and whether he thinks coaches of elite 
female athletes at other levels of competition (high school, club teams) would be able to create a 
similar training environment that focuses on peer competition. 

TEAM CHEMISTRY 
There is a very interesting discussion on Dorrances’ beliefs about the importance of talent, team 
chemistry, and team success. On the one hand, Dorrance says that you need talent in order to win 
championships. On the other hand, he admitted to making mistakes early in his coaching career 

by keeping talented players on his roster who were hurting team chemistry. He has since learned 
to remove them from his team. Since this is a topic that is constantly debated in sport 
psychology, it would be interesting to get even more information from Dorrance on this 
fascinating topic. For example, when did he make the transformation in his coaching philosophy 

to remove talented but uncoachable players from his roster? Moreover, how did he learn to 
identify these uncoachable players and is he able to do this during recruiting or only when the 
athletes arrive on campus? Does he speak to their high school or club coaches or family members 
to help with his deliberations? Do his team leaders have a say? The debate on the merits of 
talent, team chemistry, and performance lives on! 

CONCLUSION 
As noted earlier, the opportunity to learn from coaching legend Anson Dorrance should not go 
untapped. The information provided in this article is consistent with other portraits of Dorrance 
[8, 9] and presents a coach who is very organized and who cares about the growth and 
development of his athletes both inside and outside of sport. It is necessary to continue studying 
other great coaches, particularly those ~vho have success coaching women [10, 11]. I believe that 
the field of coaching science will grow once we are able to examine portraits of great coaches 
and combine the information towards a working model of coaching success that can be used to 

educate other coaches. This is hopefully another step towards achieving this goal. 
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Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Steve Swanson <ss4ub@virginia.edu> 

Friday, August 3, 2012 8:40 AM 

Mark Krikorian <mkfikorian@admin.t?~u.edu>; Peter Albright <palbrigh@RICHMOND.EDU>; robbie.church@duke.edu; Jerry Smith 

<JSmith@scu.edu>; Anson DorraJ~ce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Angela Kelly <Angela.Kelly@athletics.utexas.edu-~; 

bsnow@athletics.ucla.edu; JaJ~et Rayfield <rayfield@illinois.edu>; Anthony Daluz <dal~@wfu.edtr~; Jolm Byford 

~-j ohn.b~lbr~O)vill~:aova.edtc,; pmtclif@stanford.edn; Amy Griffin <amygriff@u.washington.edu> 

Matt Barton <mbarton@ussoccer.org>; Aaron Heifetz <~aheifetz@ussoccer.org> 

Release 

ATT87520 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Unspecified Sender 

Dear Coaches: 
U.S. Soccer has officially released the roster for the upcoming 2012 FIFA U-20 Womens World Cup. You will find this release attached to this email. 
If you or your SID have any questions, please feel free to contact our Press Officer, Aaron Heifetz, at aheifetz~.ussoccer.or_ca. 

Thanks again for all your support. 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, January 8, 2013 4:17 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

https:iiincontrol.acsathletics.com/Login.aspx?ReturnUrl=%2fDefault.aspx 

https:!!incontrol.acsathletics.com/Login.as px? Retu rnU rl =%2fDefault.aspx 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

TopDrawerSoccer.com <support@topdrawersoccer.com> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 4:10 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

North Carolina has been featured. 

North Carolina has been t~atured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination tbr College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read the article. 

Send this email to teammates, alumni, m~d l:axnily to sh~re the news. 

If you have any questions, please contact us at support(~topdrawersoccer.com. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1 Women’s Soccer List <~D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu~ on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 

Tuesday, September 27, 2011 12:52 PM 

DI WSOCCER- L@metis3.gmu.edu 

RPI Release 

Good Day Coaches. 

The firfft RPI roll be posted tomorrow and will be released eve~ Wednesday by 10 a.m. (ET) through NCAA Tournament ,selections. The final RPI will be released 

the Wednesday after the College Cup final. The RPI roll be available at: http://www.ncaa.com/mrddngs/soccer-women/dl - then choose from the drop down menu 

NCAA Women’s Soccer RPI’. 

If you are interested in viewing arcNved RPI reports they can be Ibund at: http:i/rpiaJcchive.ncaa.or~/defiault.aspx 

All the best. 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
8oo Ann Ave. Kansas City, Kansas 66101 

913 362 1747 x lol5 (phone); 913 362 3439 (fax) www.NSCAA.corn 

Wisconsin: Office - 92o 674 4391; Cell - 

2o12 NSCAA Convention - Kansas City Convention Center, Kansas Ci~, MO January 11-15 

2Oll Women’s College Cup - December 2-4, KSU Soccer Stadium _Atlanta, GA; Men’s College Cup - December 9-11, Regions Park Stadium tIoover, AL 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Division 1 Women’s Soccer List <D1WSOCCER-L@melis3.gmu.edu> on behalf of 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@NSCAA.COM> 

Monday, February 6, 2012 4:55 PM 

DI WSOCCER- L@metis3.gmn.edu 

Final Pd~l 

Good Day Coaches. 

FYI - Follomng is a link to the Final RPI (Nitty Chitly as i~s called). 

https:i/rpiarcNve.ncaa.orgiStats%20Librar//Final%20WSOC%20Nitty%20Gritt¥%20- %202011 .pdf 

All the best. 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs 
National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. Kansas City, Kansas 66101 
913 36a 1747 x lO15 (phone); 913 36a 3439 (fax) www.NSCAA.com 
Wisconsin: Office - 920 674 4391; Cell -            ~ 

2012 Women’s College Cup - November 30-December 2, University of San Diego, San Diego, CA; Men’s College Cup - December 7-9, Regions Park Stadium Hoover, AL 

2013 NSCAA Convention - Indianapolis, 1N JanualT 16-20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

email@addthis.com on behalf of 

sknotek@email.unc.edu 

Tuesday, November 29, 2011 1:48 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Heading b~Jl ’causes brafin damage’ - USATODAY.com 

this is a better article on the study 

http://vourlife.usatoday.com/health/storv/2011-11-29/Heading-a-football-c ou ld-lea d-t o-brain-damage/51463474/1 

This message was sent by sknotek@email uric edu via http://addthis com. Please note that AddThis does not verify email addresses. 

Make sharing easier with the AddThis Toolbar: http://www.addthiscom&o/toolbar-~m 

To stop receiving any emails from AddThis please visit: http ://w~.addthis.com/privacv/email-opt-out?e Eu181m6XcTholn6ZfNZoln7WeJxo in your web bro~vser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Angle Hilgers <ahilgers~parishcapital.com> 

Friday, May 7, 2010 1:38 PM 

Angie Hilgers <aNlger@paishcapital.com> 

PARISH CAPITAL’S GP BEST PRACTICES 2010 - AGENDA 

GPBP Agenda 2010 FINAL.pdf 

Dear General Partners, 

We are very excited about seeing everyone next week in Charlotte, NC for our GP Best Practices session. Attached is the updated agenda so you can make your 

travel plans accordingly. If you still need a hotel room, please check our website for additional hotels as the Ritz Carlton is sold out. 

http://www.parishcapital.com/GP2OlO/parish index.htrnl 

If you have further questions or need anything while traveling, please don’t hesitate to contact me by email or cell ( ). 

Looking forward to having a great Best Practices session! 

Best, 

Angie 

£-arish Capital Advisors, LLP 

5915 Farringt}n Read, Suite 2@2 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

{1.919.401.4949 tel 

+1.919.489~9500 fax 

www. pa~i shoapJ tal . corn 

This message is intended only for the use o£ the add£essee(s). It may contain information that is CONFIDENTIAL andio£ PRI 



Parish Capital’s 

GP Best Practices 2010 

May 10-11, 2010 

The Ritz-Carlton 

Charlotte, North Carolina 

Attire: Business Casual 

Monday, May 10th 

6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. 

Tuesday, May 11th 

7:45 a.m. - 8:30 a.m. 

8:30 a.m. - 8:45 a.m. 

8:45 a.m. - 9:45 a.m. 

Welcome Reception - Cocktails & Heavy Hors D’oeuvres 

The Living Room (Located on 15~ Floor) 

Hot Buffet Breakfast 

Salon I (Located on ~a Floor) 

Welcome Address and Introduction 

Salon II ~ III (Located on 2~a Floor) 

Charles Mere?t, Parish Cap~?al Addso~:, 

Guest Speaker -Jay Bryson, Wells Fargo 

Salon II & III (Located on £~a Floor) 

Thepast 3years have been marked Z~, global economic turmoil and unprecedented 

government intem’ention. What should we e.~ect goingjbn~ard? WhatpiffalZ~ a~ait us 

..[or agy missteps? What are the right ne~vt govemment and industg’ moves? 

Jay B(7ar)n is a director and global economist a~ Welk Fargo providing ana~sis on 

fnancialmarkets and macmeconomic deve~ments in,reach economa?s. B~njoMng 

~,:’hoda in / 998, he a/as an economist in the Division ~lntemational Finance at the 
Fedeml Rese~.e Board in Washington, D.C. From 1989 to 1992, De ,~’as an assistant 

pr~bssor ~economics at the Uni~ersi~’ ~labama. He aZ;o has kc~m~d on 

intemational economics and macmeconomics at the Schooljbr Advanced International 

Studies at Johns Hopkins Uni~e~si~, and at Geowto~m Uni~,e~:n~. Jq)’ has been 

pub~>hed in academic andpopulan e~noma//oumah and ha> comments have mgula(l)’ 

appeared in ~he Wall 37reet Journal, New York Time.~; and {ZS~ Todd’. He 

makes firquent appearances on C~rBC and Bloombeg J~’ neceived h# B~. and 

Ph.D. degrees in economics fi’om the Un£,ersi~ ~North Caro~)~a at Chapel HilL 



9:45 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. 

11:00 a.m. - 11:15 a.m. 

11:15 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. 

Break Out Sessions - Lessons Learned 

Venture Capital - Portfolio Management: Culling Investments and 
Realizing Value 
The Den (Located on 2"~ 1:"loot) 

In a capzTal-comcrained environment it is imperaUve bat VCs make tough choices ear~, 
in thei([und’s development about ,~/hich companies to suppov with follon,-on capital, and 
which ones to cut loose. In addition, lega¢),por~olios need to be rea~’zed in what ~’ll 
likeD, continue to be ~hallenging exit markets. This session a:ill inco~orate case studies 
and ~:illjbcus on bestpractices and lessons learned D these two critical areas. 

fl~Ioderators: 

Bernard De Backer, Parish Capital Advisors 

Kate Sampson, Parish CapitalAdvisors 

Bwouts and Growth E~ - Risk Assessment and Managing Leverage 
Great Room (Located on 2 

ThL~ sesdon udll review boa; GPs have changed theD approach to n?k asse,~:rment and 
wiiljacus~arUcula,~l~ on managing leverage ~’thin the exisUng ~or~jalio as ~’ei! as in 
deah. 

Moderators: 

Rob Azeke, Parish Capa?al AdvLrors 
Ta~ Weld, Parish CapitalAdvisors 

Coffee Break 
Salon II & III Lobby (Located on ~ Floor) 

Break Out Sessions - Investing in a Low Growth Environment 

Venture Capital - Leveraging Waves of Innovation 
The Den (Located on 2"~ 1:"loot) 

VCs must always be looking forward to identifi new secto~r in order to ride the latest 
a’aves of innovation. Hoa, do small VC firms best address new markets, such as 
cleantech? What shifts are necessa~ ~ terms q[strate©’ or i~temalprocesses to capita~’ze 
on current trends? 

Moderators: 
Tra~’ I!a~-k, Parish CapitalAdvisors 

Ka~’ng Fabk, Parish Capital Addsors 



12:30 p.m. - 1:45 p.m. 

1:45 p.m. - 2:45 p.m. 

Buyouts and Growth Equip; - Operational Improvement 
"he Great Room (Located on 2 

In a low growth endronment where mulUple e~,~an,~#n and easy ~’edz2 cannot be relied 
~pon to generate the bulk of pdvate equ~7 ~tums, operational improvement has become 
increaadng~l important. In this session, GPs wL[l discua:~ their approaches to operational 
improvement and how the_)’ have adjusted in the cun;ent endronment. 

fl/Ioderators: 
Scott Penwell, Parish Capital Addsors 
Jason Wood, Parish Capital Addsors 

Lunch 

Salon I (Located on ~d Floor) 

Guest Speaker - Anson Dorrance, UNC Women’s Soccer Team 

As head coach of the North Carolina women’s soccerprogram since its inception in 
! 979, Anson has built andguided a well-oiled winning machine. Itis teams have an 
all-Ume record of 673-33-2! (.940) and have won 2/~the 28 naUonal champions/,,ips 
in the histo~* of collegiate women’s soccer, which represents the best NCAA record for 
a~ coach in an_)’ Division 14~ort nationnn’de. During his caree~; Anson has been named 
nationaI coach of the year seven times, and was ~nducted into the NationaI Soccer Hall of 
Fame in 2008. IIis coachingprowess has become legendao,. It is dij~cult to comprehend 
him taking thep~gram to greater hez~h/s /Dan what t/,,ey have already achieved. Yet, for 
a program consumed with stddngfor e~ccellence, that remains the goal. Anson ~’ll share 
his insights on coachi~{, motivating, mentodng, and teadersh~. 

Panel Discussion - Fundraising: Standing out in a Crowded Market 
Salon II & III (Located on £~a Floor) 

Within a challengingfundraising environment, how can GPs stand out in the ~rowd? 
This panel discussion ~ll address a number ~fundraising-related topic~,; including setting 
the ~a~ght,fund size, timing a ~ndraise ds-O-a# need and achieva~g e~ts, char‘des in 
stmze~’ and U~e impact onjkndmising, and the >~e (~lacement agems. In addition, Uds 
# afimm fin GPs and LPs io exchange ideas about what is working well and whal 
could be improved in GP 4) relationsh~s. 

LP Pe~:~-pective- Edk Sebusch, UPS 
GP Pe~:~pective - Ross Gatlin, Prophet Equit..), 
Placement Agent Perspective - Dq~na Gant, Apple Lane Group 
Moderator- David Jej]?ey, Parish Capital Advisors 



2:45 p.m. - 3:00 p.m. Wrap-up 
Salon II &III (Located on ~a Floor) 

6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m. GP/LP Reception & Wine Tasting Challenge 
The Gteat Room & Den (Located oa ~a Floor) 

An oppontunity fo~" Pan’st, C~zpital’s fmM manager’s and it~vestors to Lnteract while 
enjoyi~g a g~eat ~UecUon of wines andjbod. 



Visio 
To create a Phillips community where we nurture great and worthy 

dreams and hopes and transform them into reality. 

To be the best resource in manufacturing technology - partnering with 

our customers and suppliers to improve competencies for applying 

manufacturing technology resulting in leaps in productivity and thereby 

providing legendary customer value, as measured by our net promoter’s 

number. 

Virt 
A person who of necessity has to live life on the path of forever becoming 

the best in the world at what he/she does. 
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Phillips Community Performance Standard 
Last Revised 1.16.2012 

The Phillips Community is a place where people feel they belong; each of us is appreciated - we are loved! 

The people, the Partners of our community, treat each other with reverence; a sense of spirituality is 

pervasive. Our love is expressed, in a leaderly way, by not allowing any of us to default our better selves. 

Unlike the conventional wisdom, we believe in Goethe’s view that it is best to love people, not for who we 

are, but rather for whom we could and ought to be. 

Our love is further expressed by our duty to our community. Each of us is dedicated to our great and 
worthy common cause, which is to create a community where all of us learn to live great lives. Our 
definition of a great life is -- imagining what is possible (and getting continuously better at that) and 
developing the competencies to accomplish what we imagine. 

We believe in limitless possibilities. 

We recognize that our way is not the way for everyone, and to accomplish our mission we must be highly 

selective of whom we invite to become Partners in our community-- they must be irrevocably on the path 

to virtuosity. Our Partners have true ambition derived from their definite purpose in life -- and have 

found that their purpose is best served by contributing mightily to the Phillips vision & mission, thereby 

creating the most powerful force imaginable, the ultimately inspired. It is the duty of each of us to find and 

bring aboard such high performers. Our performance is our "shibboleth" -- it is instantly recognizable to 

those people we need to attract. 

Our people are dedicated to being masters of lifetime learning. We are building an enduring competitive 
advantage by learning how to learn faster than our competitors. We will not confuse learning with 
information or knowledge. We understand that learning takes information and knowledge and transforms 
it into personal, team, and organization growth (greater skills) -- which is measured by greater levels of 
accomplishment_ The result of growing our competencies is higher levels of mental, physical, and spiritual 
health, and greater lives. 

Society, and therefore the market, places immense intrinsic value on our idea of community. We are 

measured through the eyes of the market- our customers, suppliers, and stockholders. 

Outstanding financial returns accrue to us as a result of establishing this culture where the necessity for 
high performance is entwined with the necessity for self-development- The basis for this is the belief that 
continuous improvement is a central component for health and prosperity. We believe that the continuous 
improvement of our processes and methods is critical, but there is a higher level value and that is we are 
most focused on the continuous improvement or growth of our Partners. Our innovative performance 
management system, our competency development tool, OGTE!, is geared to supercharge continuous 
improvement! It does that by providing each of us great challenges through our role descriptions and 
SMARTER performance objectives, for we have learned the thing that best facilitates competency 
development is being dedicated to a great challenge. 

It is the expectation, of our culture, that each of us are learning to become experts at making breakthrough 

accomplishments, that is we are setting and accomplishing audacious objectives as our everyday way of 

doing business. The result of this learning is that we are developing a wide set of life skills, such as 
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communication skills, relationship building skills, goal setting skills, skills for planning~ executing~ 

improvising~ selling ideas, and much more -- making us more valuable in the market, raising our standard 

of living, and providing the opportunity for us to contribute more to our community. 

Our Partners wake up every day driven to dream and implement new improvements to the way we work 

and live. And after we are finished with one improvement, we hungrily seek out another. Our improvement 

process touches every aspect of our work, from small incremental improvements of our everyday work, to 

fundamental shifts in the way we do business. If an obstacle impedes our path to improvement, we 

energetically find ways to run around it, jump over it, burrow under it, or build a door through it_ We have 

so much fun with our improvement process that it is contagious to everyone we come in contact with. We 

have created a company which improves in every way by every measure at ever increasing velocity -- 

towards the accomplishment of our vision and mission. 

The Phillips community is made up of the most interesting people because we have incredible experiences 

and incredible expectations to bear upon our way. Our ability to contribute mightily to outstanding team 

accomplishments speaks wonders about who we are. Our people are bold conjuring great challenges for 

ourselves as growth opportunities, and eager to perform without safety nets. But the safety nets are there 

invisibly. This makes it an exciting, thrilling place to be - so much so that it takes our breath away. It is 

showtime every day - and it’s always the best show in town! 

In our community laughter is understood to be healthy and is prevalent - we have great fun. We celebrate 

our lives and our successes often with festivals, delicious food, and soulful music. We have cultural 

exchanges with other communities - to provide each other the exposure to better ways. 

This is a place where the infrastructure allows us to get around easily. It has no potholes; things always 

work right, because we anticipate and solve infrastructure problems before they happen. We have created 

a hassle free community as we have a system to recognize hassles and effectively eliminate them-forever. 

It is a place where the environment is clean and healthy, and where art inspires the possibilities. 

Our Partners are the measure of integrity - we meet our commitments because we must and because we 

have a special internal store of creativity to overcome roadblocks. We recognize that great relationships 

are the key to high performance and therefore the kind of environment we create nurtures great 

relationship building. Our Partners, suppliers, and customers continually redefine the definition of the very 

best in service, and provide it without fail. That is, we have high expectations for our Customers, Suppliers, 

and Partners that keep getting higher - we hold them accountable, and we are committed to mutual 

growth. Our Partners know how to be great friends; we listen well and are empathetic. We have a 

collaborative culture, sharing and building on the know-how and experiences of each other. 

We are experts at understanding our markets and capitalizing on the opportunities. Our primary market 

opportunity is due to the growing gap created by the ever increasing value of technology and our 

customer’s limited ability to take advantage of these technologies. This market opportunity is the focus of 

our brand goal which is for Phillips Corporation to be the best resource in manufacturing technology - 

partnering with our customers and suppliers to improve competencies for applying manufacturing 

technology resulting in leaps in productivity and thereby providing legendary customer value. In this 

regard, we recognize and appreciate our unique and special relationship with Haas Automation. We expect 

all of our sales and service people, in fact all of our Partners, to be focused on partnering with our 

customers and suppliers to improve competencies resulting in leaps in productivity. 
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In our great community, we develop business intimate relationships with our customers and suppliers and 

through these partnerships and our innovations and technologies create amazing productivity and 

therefore fantastic prosperity. We leverage this prosperity to help those, in other communities, who are 

less fortunate than us. We have a unique and special relationship with For Pete’s Sake cancer respite 

foundation, which enables cancer patients and their loved ones the opportunity to strengthen their 

relationships by creating an unforgettable respite vacation. 

Every Partner, each of us, is a leader (and a great follower), and we, all of us, are wise and benevolent - 

which means we will not accept a default in ourselves, our teams, or in our company’s mission and vision 

(this is our moment of truth). We understand that in this community, our fates are dependent on the 

performance of each other. Partners in the community, who come to recognize that our way is no longer 

their way, are supported as they embark on their new path. 

We are all great learners, and we learn to be great teachers, both of which turn on the ability to ask the 

right question. It is a place of expert communicators - listening to get our bearings and having dialogue to 

raise understanding; being the voice, which asks, "Who are we? What should we be becoming? Can we be 

the future of communities - the role model that transforms our society?" 

Individual value is measured by the contribution made to the health of the community. 

And our path - our performance the best by every measure! 

We live seamless lives dedicated to our personal purposes with passion, as much on Monday as Saturday. 

We are aligned with the company vision and mission because it provides us the best opportunity for us to 

realize our purpose in life. 

Our Great Community is a place where each Partner is proud, energized, committed, heart and soul, to 

doing what it takes to make this vision come alive. 

Over the last four centuries, so many people came to America with little or nothing to their name to create 

a better life for themselves and their families, you know, the American Dream is to accomplish great things, 

even starting with little or nothing. Now, I ask you - will you dedicate yourself, as my Partner, to take on 

this worthy challenge, to nurture, improve, and to make this American Dream a reality? It can’t happen 

without you. It will happen because I see you are with me! 

Your partner, Alan. 
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T2BC 
From being the last pick on the team at Duke, to finishing second in points on that 

team to the best player in the country, in a two month period. 

How much of sports are mental? 

So how much time do you spend training mentally? 

Quantifying the minimum number of hours needed to become an expert in anything, 
and seeing how as little as an extra 20 min of training a day can lead to an extra 350 

hours of practice under your belt in a typically four year career. 

My story of seeing this happen one summer playing in Boulder with players like 
Robbie Findley. 

Self-talk- 

Exercise- remember the last big mistake you made, and what you said to 
yourself 

How many of you wouldn’t hangout with a friend for very long who talks to 
you the way you talk to yourself?. 

Words --)Pictures --) Feelings -) Influence actions --) Habitual Actions = 
Destiny 

The first step is to realize how much self-talk is apparent in your life, and 
then the second step is to take active measures to replacing negative self-talk 

with positive. No one likes to work or play for a boss or coach who treats 

subordinates poorly. If you learn how to become your own best friend or 
coach, you will see a dramatic increase in your performance. 

What is your dream car? What would happen if you filled a brand new 

version of that car’s gas tank with water? 

Our hearts work the same way as our gas tanks and our stomachs. If we 
don’t put the right stuff in them, then we are going to get POOR results. 



Here are a few notes on self-talk 

Self-talk is either pushing you towards your goals, or it is keeping you from 
achieving them. 
Particularly destructive when people use negative labels for themselves 
Some think depression is nothing more than a disorder of conscious thought 
(think bad things about themselves) 
You must learn to replace negative thoughts with positive ones 
YOUR THOUGHTS ARE IMPACTING YOUR PERFORMANCE 

3 tools for handling mistakes 
Flush it down the toilet 
"That’s not like me, I do a, b, c" 
"The next opportunity, I am going to .... " 

Affirmations- 

When is the last time someone spent 10 min telling you how beautiful, 

incredible, and special you are? 

Affirm someone. How did that make you feel? Even though you know I don’t 

really know any of those things about you. 

We don’t have to wait on other people to do this for us. 

Sowing a new story into our hearts. 

Examples of affirmations. My personal affirmations. My athletes 
affirmations. 

There is power of life and death in the tongue. 

Studies indicate that our self-perception is established before we reach 
the age of five, Therefore it is ESSENTIAL to renew our minds with 
affirmations and self talk, so we are not viewing the world through the 
fearful eyes of a five year old. 

Best time to do affirmations 

When you wake up 



--> Right before you fall asleep. 

Recording and listening to your affirmations is VERY powerful. --> Skip the 
conscious mind, speaks directly to your subconscious. 

As humans we may momentarily rise above or sink below are hearts beliefs, 
but eventually equilibrium sets in and we fall in line where we believe we are 
supposed to be. Affirmations work to raise your heart beliefs higher so that 
you can more consistently perform at higher levels. 

KEYS WITH AFFIRMATIONS- 

Present Tense. Examples- I am, I have 

Always positive. Our nervous system does not understand negation. 
Example of what not do- I won’t, I don’t 

Our brains can’t understand can’t, they focus on whatever behavior you don’t 
want. For example: don’t think about a pink elephant. What did you think 
about7 

How to create your own. (Also in my app) 

Visualization 

My stoW- never scored a goal with my head in my whole life at 6’2 as a forward, 
then started visualizing and scored 2 goals within 3 weeks against ACC level 
competition. 

Have you every had a dream that was so real you would have sworn it was real? 

According to neuroscientist studies, our brains have great difficulty distinguishing 
between what is real and imagined. Most of our memories are recreated, 

establishes through memory retelling and recall. We basically recreate what we 
want our memory to be. So we can use this to improve our performance with 
visualization. 

When you vividly imagine something you engage the exact same area in your brain 
as you do when you are physically doing it. You can create ’muscle memory’ in your 
mind. You can do things perfectly in your mind. 



/980 Soviet Union Olympic Athletes. 

Those who made the greatest strides spent the majority of their time training 
mentally. The least progress was achieved by the athletes who worked 

exclusively on physical training. 

30 Collegiate Golfers- Putting Study 

Positive visualization with physical practice improved putting by 30% 

Negative visualization with physical practice decreased putting by 21% 

How many of you spend time worrying every week? 

o Worrying = Negative Visualization 

Keys with visualization 

¯ Recreating and creating (based on memory) 

Past peak performances 

What you want to do 

You want to try and use as many of your senses as possible 
Things you can use visualization for 

Acquire skills, improve concentration, control anxiety, sharpen your skills, and 

to heal quicker. 

There have been studies done on people who had serious injuries that held them out 
for 3-6 months, but in that time they do visualization workouts every single day, and 

when they got healthy, WITH NO PRACTICE, they set records in track and field and 

won events. 

Cognitive Dissonance- is when you experience something different then what you 

believe is supposed to happen. 

No matter what we are experiencing, 

our subconscious is actively working to 
bring us inline with where we believe we 

are suppose to be. 
Heart’s beliefs. 



What we are doing with affirmations, visualizations, self-talk, is building up our 

hearts beliefs and our subconscious to expect and believe that we are going to 

perform with excellence. 

Raising our hearts beliefs 

Affirmations 

Self Talk 

Visualization 

Words 

Skills aimed at raising our hearts beliefs. 

Beliefs 

Fill in the blank 

Life is 

People are 

Soccer is 

Coach is 

Boys are 

Girls are 

Whatever you filled in the blanks with are your beliefs. Do your beliefs 

determine how you behave and interact with people? 

Life is precious vs. Life is a game 

School is stupid vs. School is an opportunity 
People are fake vs. People are priceless 

Change your beliefs, change your life. 

Beliefs become stories. 

Beliefs activate our reticular activating system. 

--) Every second our brains are processing over 200 million bits of information per 

second, but we are only consciously aware of 2,000 bits of information. 

-~ What blind spots have you sub-consciously built? 



--> What we perceive is not reality. 

Are your beliefs empowering your life? 

We seek congruency in life. 

Why do you engage in disempowering actions and hold onto disempowering 
beliefs? They are meeting your needs 

Six Human Needs 

Certainty 
Uncertainty/Variety 
Significance 
Love/Connection 

Spiritual Needs 
¯ Growth 
¯ Contribution 

Every behavior we engage in is meeting these needs at some level. 
If a negative behavior is meeting two or more needs it is very difficult to quit. 
You must find a replacement behavior, which is empowering and meets your needs 
at a greater level. 

Examples- Violence, Drinking, Drugs, Over eating, Problems 

Pressure myth. 

Is "pressure" real? 
In what quadrant are your thoughts when you feel pressure7 Past, Present or 
Future7 

Pressure comes when you think about past failures, and possibly future mistakes, 

BUT if you can stay right IN THE MOMENT, or we could say if you are fully engaged 
with your task. You are free as a bird. So, stay in the moment, take deep breathes, to 

get your muscles the oxygen they need, don’t let your thoughts wonder, and then 

execute like you have done thousands of times! 

My stoW about ’pressure’ speaking to TU Football and 1,200 people at Pepperdine. 



Have to vs. Want to 

When someone tells you that you "have to" do something, how does that make you 

feel? Changing the "Have to’s" in your life to "Want to’s" and engaging your creative 
subconscious in a positive manner, 

How to instantly change how you feel, no matter what you are experiencing. 

The Triad- Tony Robbins 

Focus 

Language 

& 

Meaning 

Physiology- Breathing, Posture, 

Physiology 

Movement, and Smile. 

Focus- Whatever you focus on, you will feel. What you focus on will get bigger. 
What you focus on you will get more of. 

Language & Meaning- As soon as we put words to an experience, it changes the 
meaning of the experience. The words that we use can shrink or expand our 

problems, and our successes. The meaning or significance we attach to something 
changes how we feel. 

When you experience something you can only control what? 

What are the facts? 

Is there anything positive you are missing? 

Focus Physiology 
What are you focusing on? What is your physiology? 

Language 
What words/phrases are you using? 



Attitude Effort Beliefs 

Be honest, what has your attitude 
been like in this and with those 
surrounding you’? 

How much constructive 
effort have you put in? 

What beliefs or preconceived notions, or 
experiences are you holding onto? 

Positivity Ratio 
¯ 3 to 1 forecasts flouring 
¯ 2 to 1 forecasts languishing 
¯ 1to 1 forecasts clinical depression 

How to increase your positivity ratio, and why you want to, 

Dream Sports Academy 

My non-profit where I train athletes in the toughest housing projects of 

Watts in South Central, LA. 

How you can help 

Internships 



From Barbara Fredrickson’s book Positivity 

One evening an old Cherokee told his grandson about a battle that goes on inside 

people. He said, "My son, the battle is between two wolves insude us all. One is 

evil. It is anger, envy, jealousy, worrow, regret, greed, arrogance, self-pity, guilt:, 
resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority, and ego. 

The other is good. It is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, kindness, 
benevolence, empathy, generosity, truth, compassion, and faith." 

The grandson thought about it for a minute and then asked his grandfather. "Which 

wolf wins?" 

The old Cherokee simply replied, "The one you feed." 

The latest scientific evidence tells us that positivity doesn’t simply reflect success 

and health; it can also PRODUCE success and health. This means that even after 
positivity fades, we can find traces of its impact. Beyond the present pleasant 

moment, your positivity has downstream consequences for the very trajectory of 
your life. Positivity spells the difference between whether you languish or flourish. 

The authors of "Positivity" gathered nearly 300 different scientific studies of 

positivity, which collectively tested more than 275,000 people. These were all the 
studies the authors could locate in an exhaustive search of the scientific 

literature. Their research concluded that positivity produces success in life as much 

as it reflects success in life. Regardless of whether success was measured as a 

satis~ing marriage, a larger salary, or better health, positivity mattered. 

Negative emotions narrow people’s ideas about possible actions, positive emotions 
do the opposite. 

Scientists have shown that because positive and open mindsets produce exploration 

and experiential learning, they also come to produce more accurate mental maps of 

the world. This means that, relative to times when you feel negative and rejecting 
(or even neutral), you learn more when you feel upbeat and interested and are 

acting on your curiosity. Negativity and neutrality constrain your experience of the 

world. Positivity draws you out to explore, to mix it up with the world in 
unexpected ways. Each time you do, you learn something. Even if what you learn 

may not be immediately useful, someday it maybe a lifesaver. 

l?ositivity Ratio- 

Losada study tracked three dimensions: whether people’s statements were 1.) 
Positive or negative 2.) Self-focused or other focused 3.) Based on inquiry or 
advocacy (defending a point of view) 



High performance teams were around 6 to 1. 
~ High connectivity 
¯ ~ Asked questions as much as defended their views 
/~ Cast their attention outward as much as inward 

Low performance teams were around 1 to 1 

5 Low connectivity 

¯ ~ asked almost no questions 
~ showed almost no outward focus 

Mixed performance teams were around 2 to 1 

According to Losada’s work the magic positivity ratio is 2.9013 to 1 

Losada’s claim: when positivity ratios are higher than 3 to i is positivity in sufficient 
supply to seed human flourishing 

For the vast majority of people, positivity ratios reflected the standard positivity 
offset, that is, they hovered around 2 to 1. Most moments were indeed positive. But 
this didn’t seem to be enough to seed flourishing. For the few who flourished, 
positivity ratios stepped up beyond 3 to 1.. 

Among flourishing marriages, positivity ratios were about 5 to 1. I_,anguishing and 
failed marriages had positivity ratios lower than i to 1. 

Water turns to Ice once it hits a tipping point in temperature 

4 different independent researchers using different data, different measures and 
approaches, all came to the same conclusion. Positivity operates off of a tipping 
point. You only see the increasing benefits when you are above a certain ratio. 

Negativity is good to. You need a healthy balance, ideally somewhere between 4 to 
1 and 10 to 1. Negativity is like the keel in a sail boat that is underneath, it typically 
goes down about 1./3 the height of the mast which allows the sails to catch the 
wind. 

Neuroplasticity- new work suggests that as you create new habits of thought, you 
fundamentally rewire your brain. No matter where your river of emotions flows 
today, over time and with continued effort and attention, you can change its course 
and location. 

Negativity is stronger than positivity. So you want to reduce inappropriate or 
excessive negativity. 

Negative emotions like fear and anger can also spawn negative thinking. 

If you are going to ruminate, do it on POSITIVITY. 



After people have a horrible day at work or in a relationship, what do they tend to 
do? 

If you can’t avoid a situation or person that brings you needless negativity, you have 
at least three options for reducing it, 

¯ modify the situation 
o how do you inadvertently contribute 
o setup situations for positive interactions 
o break the cycle of negativity, don’t engage 

focus on different aspects of the situation 

what you focus on will get bigger 
scientific studies have documented that, in relationships, the areas where 

you choose to cast your attention and devote your words grow in 

strength and significance over time 
Is the good and bad always available in any situation? 

What do high achievers tend to focus on? 

change the meaning 
could this person, or situation, be a teacher" in disguise? 

Especially if you KEEP RUNNING into these "types" of people 
Working on your" own reactions in a minclfhl way may even remove sortie 

of the rule that keeps this person’s negativity flaming 

Where is your vested interest? 
¯ lfyou belief that people are X, then you have a vested interest in people being X 
¯ You activate your reticular activitating system and start to block out anything to 

the alternative 
¯ More interested in being right than the person changing 
¯ Do you influence them? Are they ever not X? 

Your media diet is a double edged sword, it informs and entertains you, but often at 
a price of lowering your positivity ratio. 

When you talk about others, highlight their positive qualities and good fortunes, riot 
their weaknesses and mishaps. 

Positivity 
Opens our heats and our minds, making us more receptive arid more creative 
By opening our hearts and minds, positive emotions allow us to discover and 

build new skills, new ties, new knowledge, and new ways of being. 
builds psychological strengths 
builds good mental habits 
builds social connections 
builds physical health- those who receive genuine, heart to heart, hang on tight 



hugs, have higher circulating levels of oxytocin and lower blood pressure 
than everybody else. 

Broadens our minds and expands our range of vision. However, the effect is 
temporary. Just as day lilies retract when sunlight fades, so do our minds 
when positivity fades. Threatened with negativity, our minds constrict even 
further. 

Ten types of positivity 

Joy 
Gratitude 

Serenity 

Interest 
Hope 
Pride 

Amusement 
Inspiration 

Awe 
Love 

Whether you experience positivity or not depends vitally on how you think. Positive 
emotions--like all emotions--arise from how you interpret events and ideas as they 
unfold. They depend on whether you allow yourself to take a moment to find the 
good--and on whether, once you’ve found it, you pump that goodness and let it 
grow. This dependency on thinking is what makes positivity so fl’agile. Our minds 
can be overstuffed with worries, doubts, and demands. 

We all have the ability to turn positivity on and off for ourselves with our thinking 
and our choices. 

Positivity is an especially good investment when you need creative solutions 
fast. Indeed, students do better on standardized tests when they enter having self- 
generated a positive emotion. The evidence shows that simply imagining a joyful 
memory or receiving a small kindness can make a difference in the ease with which 
people locate creative and optimal solutions to the problems they face on a daily 
basis. 

Physicians given a small bag of candy were better at integrating case information 
and less likely to become fixated on their initial ideas, coming to premature closure 
in their diagnosis. 

Scientists at UC Berkeley business school found that managers with greater 
positivity were more accurate and careful in making their decisions, and were more 
effective interpersonally. Other studies show that managers with greater positivity 
infect their work groups with greater positivity as well, which in turn produces 
better coordination among team members and reduces the effort needed to get 



work done. 

Negotiators who strategically displayed positivity were more likely to gain 
concessions, close deals, and incorporate future business relationships into the 

contracts they forged. Common wisdom tells us that deal makers should be rational, 
even tempered, unflapply neutral, or perhaps tough, committed. These are 

myths. Scientific experiments confirm that people who come to the bargaining table 

with a cooperative and friendly spirit--riding on positivity--strike the best 
business deals. 

Psychology study done at Florida State found that people who enjoyed more 
positivity in their lives were more able to cope with adversity in an open-minded 
way. They saw more solutions. The most positive people in the sample became 
even more positive five weeks later, precisely because their minds became 
increasingly open when they faced problems. Their openness allowed them to find 
solutions that not only helped them cope with troubles they faced, but also 
strengthened their positivity. They also found that positivity and trust feed on each 
other. As our positivity grows, so does our trust in others and vice versa. 

Positivity literally expands your peripheral vision, allowing you to see more than 

you typically do. As positivity expands the scope of your visual attention, it also 
expands the conceptual connections you make. You come up with more and better 

ideas. And when you face problems, positivity makes your solutions better. What’s 
more, your positivity and your openness feed on and reinforce each other, creating a 

buoyant upwarcl spiral within you. 

Positivity also alters how you see your connections with others. You think we 

instead of me. You look past things that separate you from others, to appreciate the 

uniqueness of strangers. 

The sense of oneness that positivity brings also inspires you to do what’s right for 
others. You break out of your cocoon to lend a helping hand. As you do so, your 

positivity begets further positivity, in you and in those around you, creating even 

larger upwarcl spirals that surround you and infuse your community. 

Studies show that positivity 

¯ predicts lower levels of stress related hormones 
¯ predicts higher levels of growth related hormones 

¯ it sends out more dopamine 
¯ enhances immune system fhnctioning 

¯ diminishes inflammatory responses to stress 
¯ brings lower blood pressure 
¯ brings less pain 

¯ brings fewer colds 
¯ brings better sleep 



Positivity opens us. With a new appreciation for the science that backs up this bold 

claim, you can have more faith in the value of your efforts to cultivate heartfelt 
positivity in your own life. 

Study done after 9/11 on students found 
¯ the most pivotal difference between those with and without resilient personality 

styles was their positivity 
¯ positivity was the mechanism bwhind lesser depression and their" greater 

psychological gworth. In short, they discovered that resiliencey and 
positivity go hand in hand. Without positivity there is no rebound. 

¯ People who bounced back were not in denial or selfish. Like everyone else they 
were pained by negativity and moved by compassion. Mixed in with their 
suffering and concern, they also experienced positive emotions. 

¯ Positivity put the brakes on depressions downward spiral and set these people 
on an upward spiral of growth. 

Resilience is an inner resource that grows over time. Positive emotions fertilize this 

growth. 

A study on resilience found that the more positive emotions a person experienced, 

the more their resilience levels grew over" the month. Resilience is a resource you 
can build. 

How can you increase your positivity? 

1.) Be open 
a. Once you deliberately cultivate openness, positivity follows 
automatically 

2.) Create high quality connections 
--> respectful engagement, be present, attentive, and affirming 

--> be supportive 
--> trust, I~ELIEVE you can depend on this person, let it show 
--> create fun, no expectations time 
--> the tie btw flourishing and enjoying good social relations is so strong 
and reliable that scientists have called it a necessary condition for 
flourishing 

3.) Cultivate kindness 
a. When researchers have had people to keep track of their 
kindness towards others, keep a daily tall of each and every act of 
kindness, their positivity rises considerably 

4.) Develop healthy distractions 
a. Distractions are important tools for breaking the grip of 
rumination and needless negativity 

5.) Dispute negative thinking 
a. Right down habitual negative self talk on flash cards, and 



spend time disputing those harmful negative thoughts 

b. The goal is to become just as quick at responding positively 
as you have become adept at responding negatively 

6.) Find nearby nature 

a. On average 93% of people’s time is spent indoors 
b. Study showed that people who spent at least 20 rain a day 

outside when the weather was nice had more expansive and open 

thinking. Even their working memory was larger. They could 
literally hold more thoughts in their mind. 

c. Everyone who spent time outside when the weather was 
good showed a boost in positivity and more expansive 

thinking. Later studies, done year-around, revealed that these 

were seasonal effects, evident in the spring and early summer 
only. 

7.) Use your strengths and your passion 

a. People who have the opportunity everyday to do what they 
do best-to act on their strengths-are far more likely to flourish 

b. Best self exercise- ask 10-20 trusted people in your life 
c. Ask them for three detailed stories about how you add value 

and make important contributions 

d. Look for the common themes in their responses 

8.) Make time everyday for gratitude, love, kindness meditation 
a. Positivity generated by this form of meditation practice 
accounts for a wide sweep of benefits in people’s lives--from 
improved abilities to savor and be mindful, to having an easier 
time accepting themselves, finding positive meaning, and trusting 
others, l?ractitioners even suffer fewer aches, pains, and colds, 
and flus. 
b. Use guided imagery or visualization to feel these feelings 
deeply 
c. What are you grateful for? Deep breaths 
-> Researchers found that those who regularly drew their 

attention to aspects of their lives that made them feel blessed 
increased their positivity 
d. What do you love7 
e. Who doyou appreciate7 
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courage 

Anson.._,,.check out Coyle’s blog today.._great message and video on courage! .............. gg 

http://thetalentcode.com/2012/O3/26/how to be brave/ 
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There are a number of financial and non-financial 

n’,,eti~ods ti~at can be used to detern’,,ine a club’s relative 

size - including measures of attendance, fanbase, 

broadcast audience, or on-pitch success. In the Money 

League we locus on clubs’ ability to generate revenue 

from day to day football operations. 

We therefore rank thern or’,, those revenues, including 

matchday ticket and corporate hospitality saies, 

broadcast rights revenues including distributions from 

participation in European club competitions, sponsorship, 

merchandising, and other commerdal operations. 

~e>ai~~9 

2011/12 represented another strong year of revenue 

growti~ for the Game’s elite clubs, with the top 20 

Money League clubs generating over .t-:4.8 biliion in 

2011/12, a 10% increase on the previous year. 

Double digit percentage revenue growth in 201 i/12 

represents continued remarkably strong performance in 

these tough econon’,,ic tirnes. 

The 201 I/i 2 revenue total is four times the combined 

revenues of the top 20 ealr’,,ing football clubs back in 

1996/97, the first year of our Money League analysis, 

emphasising the staggering levels of growth achieved. 

The spo~t’s top 20 revenue generating clubs now 

contribute over a quarter of the total revenues of the 

European football market, and can be expected to 

generate over ~J5 billion between them in 2012/I 3. 

Whilst in local currency, eight of the top 20 clubs 

experienced a drop in revenue, it’,, rnost cases this was 

due to less successful on-pitch performance in European 

club competitions, and resulting reductions in matchday 

revenues and centlal UEFA distributions, rathel than 

wider recessionary impacts. 

Real Madrid again top the Money League rankings, 

matching the eight year hegen’,,ony that Manchestel 

United enjoyed between 1996/97 and 2003/0a, and are 

the first club to surpass the g500m revenue threshold in 

a single year. Real have led the way in ti~e phenomenal 

level of revenue growth enjoyed by the sport’s top clubs 

over the past two decades. 

FC Barcelona retain second place, maintaining a 

Spanish one-two in the Money League for the fourth 

successive year, whilst the top six clubs remain 

unchar~ged for a fifth successive year, ernphasising the 

fact that these clubs have some of the largest fanbases 

and hence strongest revenues, in both domestic and 

international markets, 

All of our top 20 clubs are based it’,, one of Europe’s 

’big five’ European markets - England (seven clubs), 

Italy (5), Germany (4.), Spain (2), and France (2). 

Further down the top 20 rankings, many of the 

movements in rankings year on year can be attributable 

to relative performance in European club corr~petitions. 

TMs year’s edition has one new entrant, with English 

club Newcastle United replacing Spanish club Valencia. 

In letainir’,,g top position in the Money League, Real 

Madrid generated revenues of ~513m in 201 I/12, an 

increase of 4133m (7%), and become the first club from 

any sport to eal r’,, rnore than ~J500n’,, it’,, a single year. 

The Spanish club’s revenue growth has been 

lernalkable, in i 996/97, the first season for wifich we 

published our Money League analysis, Real generated 

revenues of g85m, one sixth of the revenues they 

generated in 2011/I 2, and insufficient to make the top 

30 in the current list. Over the fifteen years since, the 

club’s revenue has grown by g428m at a compound 

glowth late of 13%. 

The majority of Los Biancos’ revenue growth over this 

period has been undel the stewaldship of president 

Florentino Perez, from 2000 to 2006 and 2009 to the 

present, who has implemented a strategy that has 

glown revenues, and in particular cornmercial revenues, 

to reflect the club’s domestic and international fanbase. 



Total revenues 2011/12 

550 

Soulce: Deloitte analysis. 

Whiist debate and discussion continues into the future 

of La Liga’s broadcast modei, with the current individual 

lights selling rr,,odel exacerbating polarisation in revenue 

generating ability between Spanish ciubs, Real still enjoy 

a balanced revenue model between the three key 

stlean’,,s of rr,,atchday (25% of total revenues in 

2011/i 2), broadcast (39%) and commercial (.36%). 

The revenue model is also relatively robust to 

fhJctuations in on-pitch performance. With expansion of 

the club’s Bernabeu home planned, and further 

comrr,,erciai levenue generating opportunities availabie~ 

Reai are likely to be difficult to displace at the top of the 

Money League, in the near future at least. 

~:~o~ishi~9 cli~bers 

Mar,,chester City are the joint highest climbers in this 

year’s Money L.eague, moving up five places to seventh 

and ciaiming a top ten position for the first time. The 

investment it’,, the playing squad by the club’s Abu Dhabi 

based owners propelled them to their fhst Premier 

League title in 2011/12, whilst they also participated in 

the Champior,,s League for the first time. 

This combined with commercial revenue increases, with 

strong support frorr,, Middie East partners in particular, 

facilitated a £78m (51%) growth in revenues to £2:31 m 

({286m) in 2011/12, with the ciub iooking weil set to 

consoiidate a place witifin the Money League top ten. 
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Italy’s Old Lady, Juventus, return to the top ten thanks to 

a tremendous season on the pitch, winning Serie A with 

an unbeaten record, whilst also participating in the 

Ci~a m pior’,,s League. 

Schalke 04 drop out of the top ten, as a result of not 

matching their [eat of leaching the Champions League 

semi-finals, as do Internazionale for the first time in a 

decade. The Miian-based club, along with a number of 

other itaiian clubs, need to repiicate rivals Juventu{ 

success in investing in their home stadium and 

reaping the associated matchday and commercial 

revenue benefits. 

Resurgent on-pitch performance ailows Borussia 

Dortmund to letain their place it,, the Money League and 

the club are the joint highest climber, along with 

Manchester City and Napoii, moving up five places to 

1 lth, their highest lanking since 1997/98. Dortmur~d 

won the Bundesliga for the second successive season, 

completing a league and cup double in the process, 

wifich allowed them to earn the second higi~est 

revenues of any Gemlan dub in 2011/12 behind 

Bayern Munich. 

Napoli climb five places in this year’s Money League, but 

their failure to seoure Champions League football for 

2012/13 will see them fall again in our ~anking. 

A trend in the wider global economy and sports market 

is the increasing financial strength and influence of 

emerging markets. Football is no different. 

Whilst all our top 20 clubs ale from the ’big five’ 

European markets, Dutch ciub .~iax and Turkish club 

Gaiatasaray are amongst the group of clubs immediateiy 

below, with revenues of ~J104.1 m and ~J95.1 m 

respectiveiy. 

Brazilian club Corinthians are the highest placed non- 

European club with revenues of {94m. This places the 

current FiFA Club World Champions amongst the clubs 

irnmediateiy below ti~e top 20~ 

A growing economy has contributed to increasing 

bloadcast and commercial revenues for Brazil’s top 

clubs. These factors combined with the substantial 

stadia investment committed or planned in both 

Blazii and Russia ill order to host the next two 

World Cups, in 2014 and 2018, means that clubs from 

these countries potentially have a strong platform to 

challenge the domk’,,ance of clubs from Europe’s 

’big five’ Leagues, and hence enter the lower half of 

our top 20, in future years. 

Clubs immediately below the Money League 

top 20 

Valencia 111.1 

Benfica 111.1 

Atl~tico Madrid 107.9 

Ajax 104. I 

VfB Stuttgart 1032 

Eve~ tot’,, 99.5 

Aston Villa 98.6 

Fulham 98.0 

.............Su FI,.’J er ia rld ’"’" ......... " ............................................................................................. ~#:~ ..... 

Gaiatasaray 95.1 

Corinthians 94.1 



In 2012, the Premier League announced new domestic 

live broadcast rights deals worth just over £3 billion for 

the three year period from 2013/i~, a 70% increase on 

the previous value. Domestic and overseas broadcast 

arrangements for Engiand’s top-flight are likely to 

generate over £5 biliion over the three year term. 

The new deals will deliver a step change in broadcast 

distributions for England’s top clubs who are each set to 

benefit fi-om an incrementai increase of between £20m 

and £30m per season. As a lesult, it is possible that 

those English clubs currently on the fringes of the top 20 

may break into the Money League in the next few years, 

with perhaps up to half of the list composed of English 

clubs, up from the currerit seven. Certainly England will 

expect to break their previous record for representation 

of eight clubs in the top 20. 

Growth in domestic league broadcast rights contracts is 

not lin’,,ited to the Premier League, with Germany’s 

Bundesiiga also announcing new deals from 2013/14. 

The value of the domestic deals are more than a 50% 

uplift on the culrent situation, although in telms of 

quantum the broadcast revenues generated by 

Germany’s top flight are far less than those of the 

Premier League~ 

The ability of top-tier domestic league football to deliver 

’ti~rough the season’ conter’,,t is highly attractive to 

Pay-TV operators, who pay premium rights fees for live 

rights, and have been instrumental in underpinning the 

sport~s ren’,,arkable revenue growd’,,. 

As clubs have enjoyed substantial revenue growth, large 

differences in the level of earnings between clubs have 

appeared, even amongst ti~ose at ti~e very top end of 

the game. 

Whilst the fact that football’s top 20 earning clubs 

contribute over one quarter of the total revenues of the 

European football market gives an indication of the 

sport’s financial polarity, thole ale substantial revenue 

differences even among these 20 dubs. 

Real Madrid earned aln’,,ost ~_200m more than fifth 

placed Money League ciub Chelsea in 2011/12, doubie 

that of eighth placed AC Milan, and approaching four 

and a half times (aln’,,ost ~_400m more than) that of our 

20th ranked club, Newcastle United. 

Whilst La Liga’s individual broadcast rigi~ts selling regime 

contributes to this polarity in the Spanish game, and 

means only the two Spanish giants make our top 20 

lankings, the difference in the level of matchday and 

commercial revenues generated by the Game’s very top 

clubs and the rest, is aiso stark. 

TMs has been ernphasised by the recent batch of 

commercial deals that have been announced by clubs. 

Manchester United’s glound breaking seven year shirt 

sponsorship deal with General Motors, worth $70m 

({54m) in the first full season (2014/i 5) of the deal with 

small increases thereafter, topped F,r] Barcelona’s {30n’,, 

per season deal with Qatar Sports Investments. 
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Whilst some of these two dubs’ peers may look to these 

values as benchmarks, and the structure of inventory 

packaged in to a club’s main sponsorship deal can vary, 

the value of such deals for rnany clubs in the bottom 

hail of the Money League are often in the single digit 

millions, in Euro terms. 

This emphasises the gulf in revenue generating ability 

between ti~ose at ti~e very top of the Money League 

and the rest, and is likely to mean they remain in our 

top ten for the foreseeable future. 

Whilst the Money League covers clubs’ revenue 

performance, there is an increasing focus witMn 

European football on clubs achieving more sustainable 

levels of expenditure relative to revenues, particularly 

given bEFA’s financial fair play break-even requirernent. 

Indeed clubs’ financial results for their reporting period 

ending in 2012 will be part of the break.-even 

assessment, wMch will first apply to clubs in UEFA 

competitions for the 2013/i 4 season. 

We believe disciplined and responsible governance 

structures and financial management within European 

footbail~ whilst providing the piatforn’,, for investment 

in facilities and youth development, should oniy 

be encouraged. 

7his editio~ 

We provide profiles of each of the top 20 clubs in this 

edition. The Deloitte Football Money League was 

compiled by Dan Jones, Austin Houiihan, Alex Bosshardt, 

Timothy Bridge, Chris Hanson, Andy Shaffer, 

Chris Stenson and Alexander Thorpe. Our thanks go 

to all those who have assisted us, inside and outside 

the Deloitte international network. We hope you enjoy 

this edition. 

Dan Jones, Partner 

www.deloitte,co.ukisportsbusinessgroup 



How we did it 

We have used the figure for total revenue extracted 

from the annual financial statements of the company or 

group in respect of eaci~ club, or other direct sources, 

for the 2011/12 season (uniess otherwise stated). 

Revenue exciudes player transfer fees, VAT and other 

sales related taxes. In a few cases we have made 

adjustments to total revenue figures to enable, in our 

view, a more meaningful corr~parisor’,, of the football 

business on a ciub by club basis. For instance, where 

information was available to us, significant non-footbali 

activities or capitai transactions have beer’,, excluded 

from revenue. 

Each club’s financial information has been prepared on 

the basis of national accounting practice or Internationai 

Financial Reporting Standards ("iFRS"). The financial 

results of some clubs have changed, or may in future 

change, due to the change in the basis of accounting 

practice. In some cases these changes may be significant. 

Based on the information made available to us in 

respect of each club, to the extent possible, we have 

split revenue into tt’,,lee categories .--- being revenue 

derived from matchday, broadcast and commercial 

sources. Clubs are not wholly consistent with each other 

in the way they classify rever’,,ue. In some cases we have 

made reclassification adjustments to the disclosed 

figures to enable, in our view, a more meaningful 

comparison of the financial results. 

Matchday revenue is largeiy derived from gate receipts 

(including season tickets and memberships). Broadcast 

revenue includes revenue from both domestic and 

international competitions. Commercial revenue includes 

sponsorship and merchandising revenues. For a more 

detailed arralysis of ti~e comparability of revenue 

generation between dubs, it wouid be necessary to 

obtain information not otherwise publicly available. 

Some differences between clubs, or over time, may alise 

due to different commercial arrangements and how the 

transactions are recorded in the financial statements, 

due to diffelent financial reporting pelimeters in respect 

of a dub, and/or due to different ways in which 

accounting practice is applied such that the same type 

of transaction migi~t be recolded in diffelerrt ways~ 

The publication contains a variety of information derived 

from publicly available ol other dilect soulces, other 

than financial statements. 

We [’,,ave not perfolmed any verification work or audited 

any of the information contained in the financiai 

statements or other sources in respect of each club for 

the purpose of this publication. 

For the purpose of the internationai comparisons, 

unless otherwise stated, all figures for ti~e 2011/12 

season have been translated at 30 June 2012 exchange 

rates (£I = ~1.236). Comparative figures have been 

extracted from previous editions of the Deloitte Football 

Money League. 

There are many ways of examining the reiative wealth 

or value of footbail ciubs and at Deloitte we have 

developed modeis of anticipated future cash flows to 

help potential investors or seile~s do just thaL However, 

for an exercise such as this, there is insufficient public 

information to do that. Here, in the Deloitte Footbail 

Money League, we use revenue as the most easily 

availabie and comparable measure of financial weaith. 
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Lips and downs 

2011112 Revenue (~m} 2010111 Revenue 

Position in FootBall 

Money .cague 

Change on previous year 

Number oi posi~iops 

changed 



20111/12 Revenues by strear~s 
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2011/12 Deloitte Football Money League clubs by country 
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1. Real Madrid 

Real Madrid not only maintain their position as the 

leading club in ti~e Deioitte Football Money League fo~ 

an eighth consecutive season, equaliing Manchester 

United’s record, but also become the first club to surpass 

the ~JS00n’,, revenue thleshold. Revenue irrcreased by 

~33.1 m (7%) to .t-J512.6m (£414.7m) in 201 i/12 and 

with a slightly increasing ~29.6m gap to rivals 

FC Balceiona, Real Madlid ren’,,ain the team to catch. 

2011/12 will be remembered as a record breaking year 

for ’Los Merengues’ both on and off the pitch. They 

won the La Liga title for the 32nd time gaining 100 

points in the process - a feat that has never previously 

been achieved by arty Championship winning side in ally 

of the ’big five’ European leagues, in doing so, they won 

32 games scoring 121 goals, the most ever by a La Liga 

side in both cases. Jose Mourinho’s side also had a good 

run in the ’LJEFA Champions t_eague before being 

defeated by Bayern Munich in the semi-finals. 

Matchday revenue has increased by .t-]2.6m (2%) to 

~126.2m (£102.1 m). With the club recently announcing 

~Royecto Bernab~u’ detailing plans to increase the 

capacity of the stadium with an increased corporate 

hospitality offering~ matchday revenue will grow in the 

future as the n’,,atchday experience for [ans improves. 

Real Madrid’s broadcast revenue is generated from their 

broadcast rigirts contract with Mediapro wt’,,ici~ runs 

untii 2014/I 5 and UEFA Champions L.eague and friendly 

matches, in 2011/I 2 they enjoyed an increase of 

~1 5.7m (9%) to ~199.2n’,, (£I 61.2m) thanks primalily to 

the variety of friendly matches played. The dub played 

friendly matches in the US, China, Kuwait and across 

Europe duling ti~e 2011/12 season which delivered 

increased revenue. 

Commercial revenue has increased by ~J14.Sm (9%)to 

g187.2m (£151.4m) thanks in part to increased 

merchandise sales. This highlights the strength of the 

Real Madrid brand and the popularity of the club 

amongst fans from all over the world. Additionally, the 

201 I/i 2 season saw the commencement of agreements 

with En’,,irates Aillines and the Spanish banking group 

BBVA. The commercial strength of Real Madrid is 

Real i~ladrid: Revenue sources and percentages (an) 
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highlighted by thek ability to achieve growth during 

difficult economic times in Spain and demonstrates that 

global brands are keen to align themselves with the 

world’s most successful football club. 

During the 2011/12 season, Real Madrid extended their 

kit deal with Adidas ti~rough to 2019/20. The club’s 

current shirt deal with bwin expires at the end of 

2,A z,l~. Given the value of recent shirt deals 

negotiated by ti~eir Eulopean peers, Real Madrid may 

expect further revenue growth with a new deal. These 

factors, combined with the planned expansion of the 

Belr’,,ab@u, mean Madrid are strongly placed to retain 

their top ~o m s~don in the Money League, for a record 

breaking ninth year and beyond. 

1 Real Madrid 

2 Barcelona 

3 Valencia 

4 M~laga 

5 Atl@ico Madrid 
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2. FC Barcelona 

FC Barcelona retain second place in the Money League 

behind Real Madrid fol the fourth successive year and 

relinquished their L.a L.iga crown to their great rivals in 

201 i/12. Even though the Catalans couldn’t quite match 

their unprecedented on-pitch success flora 2010/11~ ti~e 

club enjoyed ~32.3m (7%) revenue growth to ~483m, 

and success in both the Spanish Super Cup and FiFA 

World Club Cup made it a remarkable 14 t~ophies in 

four seasons for outgoing manager Pep Guardiola. 

Revenue growth was driven almost exclusively by 

another significant increase in commerdal revenue, with 

growth of ~30.6m (20%) to ~186.9m in 2011/I 2. 

Barcelona’s commercial revenues have now increased by 

g64.Tm (53%) in the last two seasons. This is 

underpinned by their shirt sponsorship deal with Qatar 

Sports Investmer~ts, which began in 2011/I 2 and was 

reportedly the most lucrative in world footbail, worth an 

estimated 4130m a year, until Manchester United 

ar~nounced its new deal witi~ Chevrolet, due to 

commence in the 2014/15 season. The club recently 

announced that Qatar Airways wili replace Qatar 

Foundation as the logo on the club’s shirt from the 

2013/14 season, marking the first time a for-profit entity 

has adorned the Catalans’ famous strip. 

FC Barcelona: Revenue sources and percentages (~-m) 
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Matchday revenue of ~Lii6~3m (£94.1 m) has increased 

by ~5.6m (5%) from 2010/11, but Barcelona have now 

slipped behind Arsenal as the fourth highest revenue- 

genelating club from this source. The club played the 

same number of home matches in 2011/12 as in 

2010/11 (29), and their average matchday revenue 

figure of ~4m has inoeased by g0.2n",, compared witi~ 

the prior year. Barca~s average home league match 

attendance was 75,069 in 2011/12. 

Broadcast revenue has decreased by .t{3.9m,,._~7 o,~/. 0, 

compared with 2010/1 I, from 41183.7m to 41179.8m 

........................................................................................................................................ (£145.5m), a result of the club’s semi--final Champions 

League exit and consequent reduction in central bEFA 

distributions - FC Barcelona received g40.6m in UEFA 

distributions in 201 I/I 2 compared to ~J51 n",, in 20i0/1 i, 

when they won the competition. An increase in revenue 

from the club’s domestic league and cup rights deal 

witi~ Mediapro helped mitigate ti~is reduction. 

Midway through the 2012/13 campaign, FC Barcelona 

look weil.-set to regain ti~eir La Liga title from ti~eir arch- 

rivals Real Madrid, and continued or>pitch success will 

be crucial as they look to bridge the ~29.6m gap at the 

top of the Money League. Discussions are ongoing 

concerning the redevelopment of their historic Nou 

Camp home, and with Real Madrid currently planning 

enhancements to the Bernabeu, the dominance of 

Spain’s ’big two’ at the top of the Money League may 

continue for some time yet. 

2010 2011 2012 

I Real Madrid 

2 Barcelona 

3 Valencia 

4 M~laga 

5 Atl~_~tico Madrid 
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3. Manchester United 

Manchester United retain third place in the Money 

League despite ~ever’,,ues deciinir,,g by £11.1 m (3%) to 

£320.3rn (~395.9m) in a season which saw the dub 

narrowly miss out on retaining their Premier League title 

as well as suffer early exits from ti~e LiE,~?-,, ,rLi~ampior,,s 

League and FA Cup. 

The club continue to make gleat strides it’,, their 

commerdai operations, with revenue increasing by 

£14.2m (14.%) to £117.6rn,, ({14.5.4rn.,,), to become the 

largest element (contributing 37%) of ti~eir total, having 

been the smallest in the previous year. This was driven 

by new global partnerships such as the innovative DHL 

training kit deal, reportedly wolti~ £10m per season. The 

club also entered into severai new regional partnersMps, 

particularly in the new media and mobile sectors, which 

contributed £20.7m of revenue, an inclease of 20%. 

Looking forward, further comrn,,erciai revenue growth is 

expected, havir’,,g entered into a world-record 5559m 

(£357m) deal with General Motors for Chevrolet to 

become their exclusive shirt sponsor for seven years 

beginr,,ing in 2014/15. Revenues delivered in 2014/15 

will be more than double those from the current Aon 

deal, worth a reported £20rn,, per year, with slight year 

on year increases built into ti~e alrangemenL As part of 

the deal, the club will also receive around £i 2m in each 

of the 2012/13 and 2013/14 seasons. The size of this 

deal has prompted ti~e club to negotiate an early buyout 

of the DHL training kit agreement, effective from the 

end of the 2012/13 season, as they seek greater value 

from these rights. 

Failure to progress beyond the group stage of the 

Champions League led to a fall in broadcast revenue of 

£13.2m (11%) to £104rn. The club received ~36.4m 

(£29.5m) of UEFA distributions, which is a decrease of 

{16.8m (32%) or’,, the {53.2m they leceived for the 

2010/11 campaign in wMch United reached the final, 

finishing runner-up to Barcelona. 

The club’s attendance levels increased slightly in 

2011/12, with an average home crowd of 75,387 for 

league matches~ This helped matchday revenue per 

game to rise from £3.8m to £3.9m (g&9m). However, 

Manchester United: Revenue sources and percentages 
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Despite the favourable movernents in the Sterling 

exchange rate, United are further behind the Spanish 

top two in 2011/I 2, witi~ a gap of {87.1 m to second 

placed FC Barcelona, which serves to emphasise the 

irn,,portance of on-pitch success, if the Red Devils can 

cor’,,sistentiy produce improved results, particularly it’,, 

qualifying for later stages of the Champions League, 

then, together with the Chevrolet deal and 

corrimencement of the new, irr~proved Premier League 

broadcasting deal in 2013/14 which will deliver an uplift 

of at least £20m, the club should be able to mount a 

stronger challenge to their Spanish competitors in our 

ranking in the coming years. 

I Manchester City 

2 Manchester United 

3 Arsenal 

4 l-otteni~am Hotspur 

5 Newcastle United 
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4. Bayern Munich 

Despite a second consecutive trophyiess season, Bayem 

Munich levelsed the plevious year’s decline in total 

revenue, which increased by 447m (1 5%) to 4_368.4m 

(£298.1 m) in 201 I/12. Under the stewardship of 

manager Jupp Heynckes, appointed in July 20i I, it was 

a story of ’so near yet so far’ for Die Bayern, finishing 

second in the Bundesiiga, runner-up in the domestic cup 

and losing to Ci~eisea on penalties ill the final of the 

UEFf~, Champions League in Munich. 

Matchday revenue grew #:13.5m (I 9%) to #_85.4rn 

(£69.1 m), despite Bayern freezing ticket prices for the 

201 i/12 season. The improved performance in each 

competitior’,, compared to 2010/I 1 saw ti~e club host 25 

home matches at the Aliianz Arena, two more than the 

previous season, with capacity attendances for the 

majority of matches. Matchday revenue also included the 

amount received by the club for hosting the 2012 

Champions League final at the Aliianz Arena. 

The Bavarians’ Champions t_eague run, which saw them 

reach the final of Europe’s top tier club competition for 

the second tin’,,e in three years, resulted in ti~e club 

receiving .t-:43.Bm in UEFA central distributions, an 

increase of ~11.2m on 2010/11 and the main reason 

behind the rise in broadcast revenues from 471 .Bin to 

481.4m (:E65.9m). 

As ill previous years, commerciai sources corrtributed 

over half of Bayern’s total revenue in 201 i/12, with the 

club recording an impressive g23.9m (i 3%)increase in 

commerciai revenues to ~J201.6m (£I 63.1m). This is the 

first time any Money League club has generated over 

4200m from a singie revenue source. Merchandise 

revenue increased by ~13.5m (31%) to ~J57.4m~ whilst 

revenue from sponsorship and advertising grew by 

410.4m. This reientiess commercial growth was 

urrderpinned by an eight yeal extension to the club’s 

long-standing reiationship with equipment suppiier 

Adidas, who stiil hold an interest in the club, reportedly 

wolti~ #:25m pel season through to 2020~ The club 

continues to benefit from the strong German corporate 

market, adding Imtech to its portfoiio of premium 

partnels and extending its relationship with Samsung 

and local brewer Paulaner during 201 "1/12. 

Bayem Munich: Revenue sources a~d percentages 
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Significant sperrding in the summer 2012 transfer 

window has helped the dub to hit the ground running 

in 2012/I 3, with Bayern strongly placed in the 

Bundesliga and having qualified for ti~e last 16 of the 

Champions L.eague. Bayern have also been busy on the 

commercial front, securing a reported {30m per season, 

four year extension with long-term sponsor Deutsche 

Telekom which will see the telecoms company remain as 

the club’s main shirt sponsor through to 2017. This 

commercial focus, along with a return to on--pitch 

success, will be necessary for the Bavarians to stay 

ahead of the chasing English Premier League clubs once 

their new television deal con’,,es into effect. 

I Borussia Dortmund 

2 Bayern Munich 

3 Schaike 04 

4 Borussia 

M6nchengladbach 

5 Bayer Leverkusen 
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5. Chelsea 

Chelsea secure a top five position in the Deioitte 

Football Money League, with total revenue ill 2011/i 2 

increasing by £32.4m (14%) to £261 m (.t-:322.6m). 

This significant growth is largely down to the on-field 

successes of the season. 2011/I 2 will be lemembered as 

the year Cheisea became the first L.ondon club to win 

the UEFA Champions League, overcoming Barcelona in 

the semi-finals and then defeating Bayelr’,, Munich in a 

dramatic penaity shoot-out in the final at the Aliianz 

Arena. Chelsea made it a cup double in defeating 

Liverpool 2.-1 in ti~e FA Cup fir’,,al~ However, their cup 

form was not matched in the Premier L.eague, finishing 

in a modest sixth place, their lowest League position for 

ten yeals~ 

Chelsea’s broadcast revenue increased by £14.7m (i 5%) 

to £I 12.8m (4139.4m) thanks primarily to the improved 

run in the Champions t_eague. This victorious campaign 

was worth £48.5m ({59.9rn,,) in UEFA distributions, 

a ~15.4m inclease from the previous season’s quarter.- 

final effort. Domestically, Chelsea received £54.4m 

((67.2m) in Premier League broadcast payments, a 

declease of £3.3n’,, fron’,, the plevious season wi~en the 

club finished runners-up. 

Commercial revenue increased by £7.5m (12%) to 

:ET0.5m (4;-_87.1 m), supported by the long term shirt 

sponsorship and kit supplier deals with Samsung and 

Adidas. Chelsea signed new agreements with Gazprom, 

Delta, Audi and Singha from 2012/13, providing the 

platform for this revenue stream to continue to grow. 

Matchday revenue increased by £I 0.2m (15%) to £77.7m 

~96. ~mk mainly because of the extra three home games 

the cup successes generated during the 2011/I 2 season. 

Average home league match attendance of 41,478 saw 

the club once again achieve 98% utilisation of Stamford 

Bridge. Capacity constraints iimit Cheisea’s average 

matchday revenue per home match to £2.6m (~3.2m); 

significantly below that of Manchester United, who 

genelate £3.9m ({&gm) per hon’,,e match, and London 

rivals Arsenal at £3.3rn (.;-_4.1 m). 

Chelsea: Revenue se~rces a~rd percentages (~m} 
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Chelsea’s aspirations to develop a new 60,000 capacity 

stadiun’,, took a setback when tt’,,eil bid for Battersea 

Power Station and the surrounding site was rejected in 

favour of an alternative real estate development project. 

Reviousiy the club had stated that any major 

redevelopment of the current Stamford Bridge site 

would face major planning and econorn,,ic obstacles. 

As a result of the continuing difficulties surrounding the 

stadium redevelopment, Chelsea’s on-pitch success in 

the Champions League arrd Remier League is proving 

fundamental to successfully competing with Arsenal and 

Manchester City for a top five Money League place. 

And with an early exit from tile Ci]ampions League 

already confirmed for the 2012/13 season, their current 

superiority will come under threat next year. 
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6. Arsenal 

Arsenal’s revenue increased to ~290.3m (£234.9m) in 

20i I/i2, securing sixth positior’,, it’,, this year’s Money 

L.eague. In sterling terms, this represented an £8.1 m 

(4%) rise on the previous year. 

In their 125th anniversary season the Gunners 

experienced a similar level of on-pitch performance to 

the previous season. A late season laily helped ti~e club 

finish in third position in the Premier L.eague, with 

broadcast distributions remaining constant at £56.2m. 

As ill 2010/I 1, the club exited the Ci~ampior’,,s League at 

the round of 16 stage, with defeat toAC Milan, as a 

remarkable comeback feil just short. Arsenal’s reduced 

market pool sha~e resulted it’,, UEFA distributions 

decreasing slightly to .t-]28.2m. In Sterling ternls, 

broadcast revenue was simiiar to the previous year at 

£87.2m ((107.7m). 

The quality of facilities at the Emirates Stadium and the 

club’s enduring support contirrue to facilitate impressive 

matchday revenue, the tMrd highest of any Money 

League club. A capacity average league match 

attendance of 60~000, coupied with an extra 

Champions League quaiifying match helped the ciub 

increase matchday revenue in 2011/I 2 by £2.1 m (2%) 

to £95.2m ({117.7m). Alser’,,al remain the oniy club in 

the top 20 for whom matchday revenue is their largest 

revenue source. 

As identified in previous editions of the Money League, 

compared with other top ten Money League clubs, 

Alsenal’s commercial revenue has been leiatively low. 

While new partnerships with Bharti Airtel and Malta 

Guinness helped increase total commercial revenue by 

£6.2m (I 3%) to £52.5m (~J64.gm), the club is over 

£65m behind Manchester United in this area. 

With this in mind, the club has corr~rnitted to focus on 

developing commercial revenue and recently extended 

their partnership with Emirates Airlines. The deal, worth 

£150m~ represents a significant uplift or’,, the plevious 

agreement and will see the Dubai based airline remain 

the club’s shirt sponsor until the end of the 2018/I 9 

season and letain the stadium naming rigi~ts until 2028. 

The club’s current kit deal with Nike is due for renewal 

2O 

Arsenal: Revenue sources and percentages (~m) 
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at the end of ti~e 2013!14 season, and in the context of 

recent kit deals achieved at other Money League dubs, 

is expected to deliver a further revenue increase. 

The 2011112 season saw Arsenal qualify for the 

Champions League for the 15th consecutive season. 

Cor~tir’,,ued participation in Europe’s top tier clubs 

competition is a necessity in order to maintain their 

position towards the top of the Money League, whilst 

improved ompitch performance as well as commelcial 

revenue growth are also essentiai if the Gunners are to 

break back into the top five and avoid being overtaken 

by Manchester City. 

2010 2011 2012 

I Manchester City 

2 Manchester United 
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5 Newcastle United 



7. Manchester City 
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As forecast last year, Manchester City enter the Money 

League top ten for the first time in their history jumping 

up five places to seventh. rheir inaugural participation in 

the UEFA Champions League and the commencement 

of the club’s ten-year partnership with Etihad Airways 

contributed to revenue glowth of £77.9rn (51%)- the 

highest of all Money League clubs. On the pitch, City 

became English League Champions for the first time in 

44 years after a dramatic clirnax to the Prerniel League 

season. However, their strong league form did not 

translate to the European stage and they failed to qualify’ 

from the group stages of the UEFA Champions League 

and were knocked out of the bEFA Europa League at 

the last 16 stage. 

City’s broadcast revenue increased by :E19.4m (28%) 

thanks largely to the receipt of UEFA Champions League 

and UEFA Eulopa League distributions totalling £22.5m 

(g27.Sm). This compares with Europa League 

distributions in the previous year of £5.~m (~6.1 m) and 

higt’,,ligPrts the importar~ce of UEFA Champions League 

participation to the top Money t_eague clubs. 

Domestically, City wele the recipients of the highest 

payout of all Premier League clubs receiving ,r:60.6rn 

(~74.9m) in broadcast payments after winning the 

Premier League, an increase of £5m (~6.1 m)from ti~e 

previous season when they finished in third place. 

Despite playing two fewel home matci~es in 2011/12 

than in the previous season matchday revenue grew by 

£4.2m (I 6%). The 3% increase in average home league 

attendance to 47,045 and the quality of matci~ on offer 

to the fans through UEFA Champions t_eague 

participation were the major factors in this increase. 

The club achieved an irnplessive 99% utilisation of ti~e 

Etihad Stadium in 201 I/12 for league matches. 

On-pitch success has brought more fans through the 

tul r,,stiies with the club lepoltir’,,g that attendances have 

grown by 10% since 2008/09. 

Cornrnercial revenue almost doubled to £112.1 m 

({138.5m). The most significant component of this 

growth was the commencement of the new partnership 

witi~ Etihad Airways. As Premier League ci~arnpions and 

now regular Champions League participants, the dub 

will undoubtedly look to capitalise commercially on their 

global status. It,, 20i 2/i 3 they have already agreed a 

new deal with Hugo Boss and announced a kit deal with 

Nike from the start of the 2013/i 4 season. 

City’s impressive revenue growth has seen them 

climb the Money League rapidly, in order to have a 

chance to mah~tain a top ten place or challenge the top 

five, the club must strive for improved LJEFA Champior~s 

League performance and continue to develop their 

commelcial potential. 

1 Manchester City 

2 Manchester United 

3 Arsenal 

4 fotterff~arn Hotspur 

5 Newcastle United 
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8. AC Milan 

AC Milan: Revenue sources and percentages ((r~) 
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AC Milan drop one place to eighth in this year’s Money 

League, but remain the leading italian ciub ahead of 

Juventus, city rivals Internazior,,aie and Napoli. Totai 

revenues increased by 422.1 m (9%) to 4256.9m, but 

this wasn’t enough to prevent Manchester City 

leapfrogging them into seventi~ place. Oil the pitch, 

Miian were pipped to the 2011/12 Serie A title by 

unbeaten Juventus, and lost to Barcelona in the quarter- 

finals of ti~e ,Ci~arnpior,,s League, t[’,,eil best rut’,, in the 

competition since winning it in 2007. 

Matchday revenue of (33.8m (£2X4m)irrcreased by I% 

(~:0.2m), as the Rossoneri played two more home 

matches than the prior year, but saw average league 

attendances reduce fiom 53,637 to 48,48X Aiong with 

their co-tenants inter, A( Milan continue to struggle to 

generate sufficient matchday revenue from’ their ageing 

San Siro home to keep pace with the Money League’s 

top dubs. Despite the fact that theh Stamford Bridge 

stadium has just over half the capacity of the San Siro, 

fifth-placed Cheisea generated nearly three tirnes the 

matchday revenue of AC Milan in 2011/12. 

An increase of (18.6m (17%)in broadcast revenue to 

4126.3rn (:El 02.2m) was driven largeiy by a (14.1 m 

increase in UEFA distributions to (39.9m, resulting from 

an irnploved performance in ti~e Ci~ampior,,s League. 

Domestic distributions also increased compared with the 

prior yeal, and Milan’s success in the 201 i Italian Supel 

Cup in Belling ensured the club did not end the season 

empty-handed, 

Commercial revenue growth of ~:3.3m (4%), from 

@3.5m to (96.8m (£78.3m), represents a slow-down 

flora the previous yeal’s growth rate. That year’s figure 

was boosted by the first year of shirt sponsorship by 

Emirates, as well as several other new commercial 

paltnersifips. New partr’,,ersifips for the 2012/I 3 season 

were announced with betting company Iziplay Poker, 

italian rail operator Trenitaiia, and United Biscuits, all 

adding to Milan’s impressive portfolio of global 

commercial partners. 

AC Milar,, are solidly placed to continue as one of only 

four perennial top ten ciubs in the Money L.eague next 

season. But with limited scope to increase matchday or 

comrnelcial revenue without significant ir,,vestrr,,er,,t in 

stadium facilities, their only apparent route to increasing 

revenue in the short term and improving on eighth place 

is success in the Champions League. 

I Juventus 

2 AC Milan 

3 Udinese 

4 SS Lazio 
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9. Liverpool 

Liverpool remain in ninth position in the Money League, 

and despite their absence flora Eulopean competition 

for the first time since season 1999/00, recorded a 

£5.1 IT.,’ (3%) increase in revenues to £1 88.7m 

({233.2m). Aithougi~ the club won the Calling Cup and 

reached the FA Cup final, a disappointing eighth-place 

finish in the Premier League meant that 2011/12 was 

the thhd successive season in which Livelpool failed to 

qualify for the Champions League. 

Matchday revenue irrcreased by £4.3m (I 1%) to £45.2m 

(~:55.9m), with the loss of European matchday revenue 

offset by two successful domestic cup runs and an 

increase in season ticket revenue. Although Liverpool 

played three fewer home matches in 2011/12 than in 

2010/i i (24 compared with 27), average home league 

match atter~dances rose by 3%, arrd average revenue 

per match increased from £1.5m to £i .9m. This figure 

still lags behind that of Liverpool’s domestic rivals 

Manchester Ur,,ited, Ci~elsea and Arsenal, and the club’s 

announcement in October 2012 that it is committed to 

the redevelopment of Anfield should at last provide a 

clear path towards reducing this gap in future seasons. 

Liverpool: Revenue sources and percentages (~-m) 
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Broadcast revenue of £63.3m (~78.2m) decreased by 

£2m (3%), due primarily to a lack of European 

competition and the resulting UEFA central distributions. 

Liverpool’s eighth-place league finish also resulted in 

reduced Premier L.eague distributions of £54.4rn, 

compared with £55.2m the previous year. 

The £2.8m (4,%) growth in commercial revenue to 

£80.2m ((99.1 m) is driven largely by the impact of the 

new six-yea~ kit sponsorsifip deal witi~ Warrior Spo~ts, 

worth a reported £25m per year and among the most 

lucrative in world football. Along with the shirt 

sponsorship deal with Standard Cha~tered, the Warrior 

deal underiines t_iverpool’s commercial potentiai, 

although Manchester City’s agreement with Etihad has 

helped ti~em overtake Livelpool as the second i~ighest 

earning Engiish dub from commerciai sources, behind 

Manchester United. Several new global commercial 

paltnersifips were announced in the summer of 20i 2, 

inchJding Chevrolet, Paddy Power and Garuda Indonesia 

as the club’s American owners continued their attempts 

to fully leverage Liverpool’s global brand. 

Whilst the club will benefit from uplifts in the Prembr 

League’s broadcast contracts flora 2013/14, a b_a naround 

in on-pitch fortunes is still required for L.iverpooi to begin 

climbing back up the Money League. Qualification for the 

Champions League remains a key si~ort.-ten~r objective 

that would provide a significant boost to revenue, whiist 

the redevelopment of Anfield will help increase 

matd]day revenue in the rr,,edium to longer telm and 

complement the club’s undoubted commercial potential. 

2010 2011 2012 

6 Chelsea 

7 Everton 

8 Liverpool 

9 Fulham 

10 \A, cs~ Bromwlch A,~,,on 
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10. Juventus 

Juventus: Reven~e sources and percentages 
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Juventus’ spectacular return to form on the pitch in the 

2011/12 season saw the Bianconeri win their first 

5cudetto tide since 2002/03~ with an unbeaten record 

unprecedented in a :38-game Serie A season. A ~41.5m 

(27%) increase in revenues to (195.4m has fired them 

back into ti~e Money League top ten, and after seve~ai 

difficult years, the dub iooks to have regained its status 

among the European eiite. 

The club’s impressive financiai performance was driven 

by increases in matchday and commercial revenue of 

(20.2rn (174%) and (19.4m (36%) respectiveiy. Despite 

playing four fewer home matches than in the 2010/11 

season, matchday revenue aimost trebled, from ~I 1.6m 

to ~31 .Sin (£25.7m), as ti~e ciub enjoyed the benefits of 

its new .t-7150m 41,000 capacity Juventus Stadium home. 

The move from the Stadio Oiimpico saw average home 

league match atter,,dar,,ces inclease by 13,789 (63%), 

from 21,966 to 35,755 and average matchday revenue 

increase from 4[0.4m to ~1.4m per game. 

The ~19.4m (36%) increase in commercial ievenue to 

(73m (£59.1 m) was driven by sponsorship bonuses 

from winning the Sede A titi< as weil as the increased 

commerciai opportunities provided by the new stadium. 

Jeep wiil replace BetCiic as the ciub’s principal shirt 

sponsor frorn ti~e 2012/13 season, it,, a deal 

~35m over three years. 

Broadcast revenue increased by {I ~9m (2%)to (90.6m 

(£7:3.3rn), despite the ciub~s absence from European 

competition in 2011/12 and resultant iack of UEFA 

distributions. Broadcast revenue now tort@rises 42% of 

total revenue, compared with 57% in 2010/11, 

although with UEFA distributions from the club’s 

quaiification for the Champions League, this proportion 

is iikely to increase again next year. 

-fhe future certainly looks b~ight for Juventus. The most 

successfui club in the history of italian football has rnade 

another strong start to the 2012/13 season, both 

dornestkally and it’,, the Champions League, and has 

re-assumed its position amongst the top ciubs in 

European football. A successful share issue in December 

2011 provided the club with a substantiai capital 

injection, which has been used to invest in the piaying 

squad and youth academy, as well as funding the 

development of a new trakfing cocnplex adjacent to the 

Juventus Stadium. 

A successful Champions League campaign, coupled with 

further domestic success, should see the Old Lady 

consolidate its position in the Money League top ten 

next year and possibly challenge AC Milan for top 

ranking among the Italian clubs. 

1 Juventus 

2 AC Milan 

3 Udinese 

4 SS Lazio 





11. Borussia Dortmund 

Revenue sources and percentages (gin) 
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A Bundesliga and domestic cup double, the first in the 

club’s history~ together with participation in the group 

stages of the UEFA Champiorrs League for the first time 

since 2002/03 helped Borussia Dortmund climb five 

places to 1 lth in this year’s Money League. This is the 

club’s ilighest position in the Morley League since 

1997/98. As expected, a return to top levei European 

action and continued commerciai development heiped 

the club grow total revenues by 450.6m (37%) to 

{189.1rn (:E15:3m)in 2011/12. 

The biggest contribution to Dortmurrd’s total revenue 

growth was the {28.3m (88°,,6) increase in broadcast 

revenue to 460.4m (£48.9m), primarily due to the club’s 

participation in the Charnpior’,,s League. Despite a 

relatively disappointing performance, which saw Die 

Borussen finish bottom of their group, Dortmund 

received 425.4rn in LiE,~7-,, central distributions, a 

significant increase on the {4.5m received for reaching 

the group stages of the UEFA Europa League in 2010/i i. 

In common with other German clubs, commercial 

revenue accounted for over half of Dortmund’s total 

revenue, with growth of 418.6m (24%) to ~97.3m 

(£78.7m). The club added betting company ODDSET 

and online print shop flyeralarm to its roster of 

~champion partners’. The club also seculed extensions 

with existing shirt sponsor Evonik until 2015/16 and 

stadium naming rights paltner Signal Iduna until ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::. :{: :]:::.:: :. i). ::. ::::. i::. :: =========================== :!::. :[. :::[. :{::::it. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
its fifth Fanshop in the city, helping merchandise revenue :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

to increase by 61% to 423.4m.                          1 Borussia Dortmund 

Matchday revenue increased by 43.7m (I 3%) to 431.4m 

(£2E4m) on the back of increased ticket prices, a 

higher-profile list of visiting teams and an average 

attendance of 79,860, the highest of any Money League 

club. A significant proportion of tile club’s Signal iduna 

Park home is terracing, particuiarly in the c.25,000 

capacity SOdtrib0ne known as the ’Yellow wail’. 

2 Bayern Munich 

3 Schaike 04 

4 Borussia 

M6nchengladbach 

5 Bayer Leverkusen 

Success in the group stages of the 2012/13 Champions 

League, in which Die Borussen finished top of the 

’group of death’, along with another season of 

commercial growth, building on the new kit supplier 

agreement with Puma, will see Dortmund continue the 

chase to re-:join the Money League top ten next yeal. 



12. Internazionale 

After enduring a difficult 2011/12 season both on and 

off the pitch, Internazior,,aie have slipped out of the 

Money t_eague top ten for the first time since 2001/02. 

Their sixth place finish in 5erie A was the club’s iowest 

league positior,, since 1998/99, and a lack of siiverware, 

coupled with an eariier exit fiom the LJEFA Champior~s 

League than in 2010/11, resulted in overali revenues 

declining by (25~5m (12%)to (18E9m (£150.4m). 

Broadcast revenue of {112.4m (£90.9m)fell by (12m 

(10%) compared with 2010/11, but stili represented 

over 60% of inter’s overail revenue, the highest 

proportion of any Money League club. The club’s exit at 

the last-16 stage of the Champions League, compared 

with the quarter-final in the previous season, resulted in 

a (6.4m (17%) reduction in central distributions from 

UEFA, to (31 ~6m, and the wolst league performance in 

over a decade resulted in lower domestic ieague 

broadcast distributions. 

Matchday revenue decreased by (9.7m (29%) to 

~23.2m (£18.8m), less than 20% of the Money League 

club with the highest income frorr,, this source, and just 

13% of Inter’s total revenue. The Nerazzuri played two 

fewer home matches in 2011/12 than in 2010/11, and 

average i~ome league match attendances fell by ovel 

Intemazionale: Revenue sources and percentages (~m} 
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8,000 (16%)to 44,577. This is very much it’,, keeping 

with a wider trend in italian footbail where investment 

in facilities and the matchday experience is much 

neede& The benefits of stadium investment have been 

ciearly dernonstrated by .]uventus. In August 2012, Inter 

announced that a group of Chinese investors had 

acquired a minority stake it’,, the club, and that the Chir,,a 

Railway Construction Corporation will build a new 

stadium for the club by 2017, which will heip drive 

future matchday and commerdal revenue growth. 

inter’s long-standing sponsorship deals with Nike and 

Pirelli contir,,ue to underpin corrm’,,erdal levenue of 

(50.3m (£40.7m), although this figure has reduced by 

~3.8m (7%) compared with 2010/1 I, when the club 

aarticipated in the FIFA World Club Cup in Japar’,,~ 

The Nerazzuri’s failure to qualify for the 2012/I 3 

Champions League is likely to lesult in furthel reductions 

in revenue, meaning it wiil remain outside the Money 

League top ten in the near future. A return to success 

on the pkch is imperative if the club are to find ti~eir way 

back into the top ten, and the proposed new stadium 

will help Inter close the gap on their European rivals in 

the longer te~m. 

4 SS Lazio 

6 Intemazionale 

7 AS Roma 

8 Parma 
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13. Tottenham Hotspur 

Tottenham Hotspur: Revenue sources and percentages (~m) 
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>ottenham Hotspur drop two places to 13th position in 

the Money League, with total revenue decreasing by 

£19.3m (12%) to £14< 2rr,, (4178.2rr,,) in 2011/I 2. This 

is primariiy down to the failure to quaiify for the UEFA 

Champions League, following their successful debut in 

the 2010/11 season~ Spurs i~ad an ultimately frustrating 

2011/I 2 season, reaching the semi-finals of the FA Cup, 

and despite finishing in 4th place in the Premier League, 

missed out on Champions League qualification owing to 

Chelsea’s triumph in the Champions League final. 

Spurs’ broadcast revenue decreased by £21 .Sin (26%) to 

£61.6m (,#-_76.1 m), as a direct result of missing out on 

Champions League football. UEFA distributions of 43m 

(£2.4m) for Spuls’ group stage exit in the UED:,, Europa 

L.eague paie in comparison to the previous season’s 

431.1 m for their quarter-final run in the Champions 

League. Or’,, the domestic fror’,,t~ Spurs received £57~4m 

(470~9m) in broadcast payments from the Premier 

League, an increase of 8% (:E4.3m) from the previous 

season’s payments as a result of finishing one place 

higher and having six rr,,ore live matci~es broadcast. 

Matchday revenue decreased slightly by £2.2m (5%) 

to £41 ~i m (450.8m), in part due to one fewer horr,,e 

game played compared to the 2010/11 season. 

Capacity constraints at White Hart Lane continue to limit 

Spurn’ average matchday revenue pel home match to 

£i .6m (~2m). 

Spurs contirrue to impress on the commercial front, with 

revenue increasing by .r:4.4m (i 2%) to £-41 .Sm (,#-_51.3m). 

2011/12 was a second season where 5puts incorporated 

a dual shirt sporrsomhip set-up, witi~ Aulasma on the 

shirt front for Premier League matches, and Investec 

taking the cup (both domestic and European) matches. 

Spurs have received planning permission to build a new 

stadium adjacent to its existing site and this will play a key 

role in the regeneration of the surrounding l-otteni~am 

area. Phase One of the development has started, however 

it is a major scheme and it will, therefore, be some time 

before Spurs will be able to compete with the matchday 

revenues that their North t_ondon rivais Arsenal achieve. 

This highlights the importance of securing Champions 

League football in tt’,,ei~ efforts to climb the Money 

League table in the shorter-term. 

I Manchester City 

2 Manchester United 

3 Arsenal 

4 Tottenham Hotspur 

5 Newcastle United 
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14. Sch lke 04 

The absence of UEFA Champions League football in 

20i I/i 2 was the main factor beifind Schalke’s 427.9m 

(14%) drop in totai revenues to 4174.5m (£141.2m), 

slipping four places to 14th in this year’s Money League. 

The appointrner,,t of Hubb Stevens in Septernbe 2011 for 

a second stint in charge of the Royal Blues saw the dub 

reach the quarter-finals of the UEFA Europa League and 

finisi~ third in the Bundesliga, securing Ci~arnpions League 

football for 2012/’13 on the penultimate match@y. 

Broadcast revenues decreased by 436.3m (49%) to 

438m (£30.7m) largely due to the dub% failure to 

qualify for the Champions League in 201 I/i 2. Schalke’s 

success it,, the 2010/11 Gerrr,,ar,, Cup saw thern instead 

qualify for the Europa t_eague, earning UEFA centrai 

distributions of 410.Sin down from the ~39.8m received 

as a result of reaching the semi.-finals of the Champior,,s 

L.eague the previous season. 

Despite the lack of Champions League football, 

commerciai revenues increased to 493.4m (£75.6m), 

underpinned by new torn’inertial deals and the club’s 

partneship with Russiar,, energy company Gazplom, 

whkh has extended its shirt sponsorship agreement for 

Schalke 04: Revenue sources and percentages (~m) 
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all ~d, ,on,_q five years through to June 2017. worth an 

estimated 41 5m per season. 

Schalke’s improved league performar,,ce and lengthy run 

in the Europa t_eague helped maintain selbout crowds at 

the Veltins Arena for most matches, with the g2.7m 

(6%) decrease in rr,,atchday revenues to ~4K1 m 

(£34.9rn) attributable to the lower profiie European 

games and an early exit from the German Cup. 

A disappointing first half to the league campaign, 

combined with an early exit from the domestic cup saw 

Hubb Stevens sacked in December 2012. 

Notwithstanding this, the club have successfully 

qualified for the last 16 of the Champions League in 

2012/13.1-his, together witi~ the arrnouncernent of a 

host of new or renewed commercial agreements, should 

see Schalke climb back up the Money League in next 

year’s editior,,~ 

Borussia Dortmund 

Bayern Munich 

S{halke 04 

Borussia 

M@-~chengladbach 

Bayer Leverkusen 
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5 Nap1" 1. 

I~apoli: Revenue so~rces a~d percentages 
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2011/12 was a year to remember for Napoli fans. Not 

oniy did the club win the Coppa Italia~ their first trophy 

for more ti~arr 20 years, but the Azzuri made a debut 

appearance in the UEFA Champions L.eague, where they 

surprised many by qualifying from their group at the 

expense of Mar’,,chester City,, before losing to eventual 

winners Chelsea in the last 16. TMs success saw Napoli 

move up five places in the Money League to 15th~ with 

totai revenues growing (BB.Sm (29%) to {148.4m 

(£i 20.1 m). 

A (2X8m (48%) increase k’,, broadcast revenues to 

~85.8m (£69.5m) was the largest contributor to Napoii’s 

climb up the Money League. This was primarily a result 

of the irrcreased UEFA central distributior’,,s received fol 

competing in the Champions League, up to {{27.7m 

from the {2.3m received in 2010/I 1. As with other 

Italian clubs, Napoii relies heavily on this source, which 

represented 58% of total revenue in 2011/12. 

Hosting rnatches against the likes of Bayern Munich, 

Chelsea and Manchester City at the Stadio San Paoio 

helped matchday revenues grow (2.6m (i 2%) to 

(24.6m (£19.9m). Despite attendances regularly 

exceeding 35,000, this source represented oniy 16% of 

total revenues, with the ability to generate significant 

matchday and commelcial revenue limited wifilst playing 

in a municipal stadium. 

Corrlrnercial revenue rose {3.1 m (9%) to (38m 

(£30.7rn) as Napoli benefitted from the dual-sMrt 

sponsorship between long-term shirt sponsor Lete and 

new joint.-sponsor MSC Cruises. 

A fifth place Serie A finish in 2011/12 meant that Napoli 

missed out or’,, Champions League football in 20i 2/13. 

Whilst progression from the group stages of the Europa 

League will generate some revenue, the shortfall from 

a lack of top-level European football, particularly for a 

ciub so dependent on broadcast revenue, may see 

Napoii drop out of the Money League top 20 in next 

year’s editior’,,~ 

3 iJdinese 

4 SS L.azio 

5 Napoli 

6 h~terrrazionale 

7 AS Roma 
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16. Olympique de Marseille 

Olympique de Marseille slip two places to 16th position 

in the Money League due to a 414.7m (10%) decrease 

in revenues to 4135.7m (£I 09.8i-n). 

OM experienced mixed fortunes on the pitch in 

2011/I 2, with success coming in the League Cup, 

winning this competition for the third consecutive 

season, as well as reaching the quarter final of ti~e 

Champions League. However, the club endured a 

disappointing league campaign in 2011/I 2, eventually 

finishing tenti~ in Ligue 1. 

Advancing one round further in the Champions League 

compared with the previous season d~ove an irrcrease in 

[.JEFf,, distributions of 41.9m to g27m (£21 .Sin). 

However, broadcast revenue as a whole, which 

accounted for 52% of OM’s total revenue, fell by ~7.6m 

to U0.6m (£57.’1 m) due to reduced domestic distributions 

as a result of their tenth place finish in Ligue 1. 

The reduction in capacity of the Stade V~.lodrome as it 

undergoes redevelopment ahead of Euro 2016 has 

resulted it’,, a decline in matchday revenue of ~7.5m 

(29%) to 418.1 m (£14.6m). OM’s average league match 

attendance of 40,445 was 21% (10,636) lower than in 

O~ympique de Marseille: Revenue sources and percentages (~m) 
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matchday revenues are constrained in the short term. l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l:::::}:::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::}:::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l::l 

8 Toulouse 

OM recorded a slight increase in commercial revenue of 

{0.4m (I %) to total {47m (£38.1 m). The 2011/12 

season was the last with BetClic as the club’s main si~ilt 

sponsor, with sporting goods retailer intersport repiacing 

it for the 2012/i 3 season as part of a deai worth a 

repolted (6rn per season. 

~_, t:_vlan 

10 Olyrnpique de 

Marseille 

11 Nancy 

12 Valenciennes 

in 2012/13, OM’s non-participation in the Champions 

League, coupled with their elimination from the Europa 

League at the group stage, will probably result in the 

club dropping out of the top 20 for the first time in 

seven years. Improved domestic perforr~’,,ar’,,ce lesulting 

in regular participation in the Champions League wiil be 

required to return the club to their former heights in 

future editions. 
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O~ympique Lyonnais: Revenue sources and percentages (~m) 
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Olympique L.yonnais retain seventeenth position in the 

Money League, but despite reaching both domestic cup 

finais, the club’s fourth--place finisi~ in Ligue I in 201 I/i2 

saw them miss out on the group phase for the UEFA 

Champions League for the first time since 1999/00, and 

they will struggle to retain a place in the Money League 

top 20 next season. 

OL’s revenue feli by (0~gm (1%) to {131.9rn (£106.7rn), 

with reductions in both matchday and commerdai 

revenues offset by an increase in broadcast revenue. 

Matci~day revenue of {17.7m (£14~3m) is the second 

lowest of any Money League club, and feli by {1.3m 

compared with 2010/11. Lyon played two more home 

games, average league attendance fell from 35,266 to 

33,067, and average matchday revenue of {0.7m per 

game is the joint-lowest in the Money League. 

Commerciai revenue reduced by {1.6m (4%) to {42.6m 

(£34.5m). The previous year included the final 

instalment of the Sportfive signing agreerner’,,t, and the 

loss of this in 2011/12 was offset by revenue from new 

sponsors Renault Trucks and Veoiia. in August 2012 the 

club ar’,,r’,,ounced a new two-year deal witi~ Hyundai, 

repiadng BetClic as principal shirt sponsors. 

Broadcast revenue increased by {2m (3%) to {71 ~6rrl 

(£57.9m) and now represents 54% of OL’s total 

revenue. This was mainly due to increased domestic 

revenues whereas UEFA distributions remained flat as 

the club again progressed to the iast 16 of the 

Champions League. 

Lyon’s strong start to the 2012/13 domestic season 

marks a welcome return to form for the club. Having 

won sever’,, successive Ligue 1 titles between 2002 and 

2008, Or_ face renewed chalienges for domestic honours 

from Oiympique de Marseilie, and French football’s 

emerging force, Paris St Germain, in particular. A retu~r’,, 

to former glories will be cruciai in ensuring that OL are 

not left behind by theh- new domestic rivais. The new 

60,000 capacity Stade des Lumieres, cunent]y siated to 

open in time for the 201 5/16 season, wiil enable OL 

to significantly boost its matchday revenue, but a return 

to the Champions League in the immediate futule is 

crucial for the club to fuily expioit the opportunities its 

new home wili present and ensure a Money League top 

20 positior’,, in future. 

2 Palls Saint--Germain 

3 Lille 

4 Olympique Lyonnais 

5 Bordeaux 

6 Rennes 



18. Hamburger SV 

Hamburger 5V rern,,ain in 1 8th position in this year’s 

Money League, despite recolding a (7.7m (6%) 

decrease in revenues to (i 21 .i m (£98m). Die 

Rothosen’s disappointing I 5th place finish in the 

Bundesliga meant that riley narrowly avoided losing 

their standing as the only ever-present side in the 

competition’s 50-season history. 

As is common with other Bundesiiga clubs, the main 

proportion (48%) of Hamburg’s revenue came fi-orn,, 

cornmerciai activities. Ti~e (58.1m (£47rr,,) genelated 

did, however, represent a marginal decrease of ~2.2m 

(4%) from 2010/11. The club continue to benefit from 

the supportive business community in Germany’s second 

largest city, with significant contributions coming from 

their shirt sponsor Emirates and stadium naming rights 

partne~ ImtecE 

A second successive season witlnout European football 

and ar’,,othel eally exit from the German Cup meant that 

Hamburg played the same number of home games in 

2011/12 (17) as in the previous season. However, their 

average i~ome league attendance fell by 2% (1,040) to 

53,190, which contributed to a ~i .Sin (4%) reduction in 

matclnday revenue to {40m (£32.4m). 

Hamburger SV: Revenue sources and percentages (~-m) 
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At g23rr,, (£18.6m), Hamburg’s broadcast revenue is the 

smallest of any Money League dub. Their lower ieague 

finishing position compared with the previous season, 

and resuitir’,,g reduced domestic distlibutions, led to a 

(3.7m (14%) decrease in broadcast revenue. 

After a disappointing start to the 2012/I 3 carr,,paign, 

the signing of Rafael van der Vaart for his second spell 

at the dub has prompted an upturn in their on-pitch 

foltur’,,es~ However, they wiil need a strong second hail 

of the season in order to return to European 

competition, which will be required for the club to be 

sure of being present in the Money League top 20 in ti~e 

coming years. 

13 FSV Mainz 05 

14 FC Augsburg 

15 Hamburger SV 

16 Hertha BSC 

17 FC K61n 
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19. AS Roma 

AS; Roma: Revenue sources and percentages 
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AS Roma drop four places to 19th position in the 

Deloitte Football Money League, with totai revenue 

decleasir’,,g to (11 5.9n’,, (£93.8m) in 2011/12, a #_27~6m 

(19%) decrease. This is largely due to the club’s failure 

to qualify for the UEFA Champions League. The 

Gialio~ossi endured a disappoir’,,ting 201 I/12 season, 

exiting the itaiian Cup at the quarter-final stage, losing 

in the UEFA Europa League qualifying round, and 

finishing in 7th place it’,, Serie A, and missing out on 

European football altogether for the 2012/I 3 season. 

Off the field 2011/I 2 was a significant season for Roma, 

with the club being sold to a consortium led by US 

entrepreneur Thomas DiBenedetto. 

Roma’s broadcast revenue decreased by {26.7m (29%) 

to {64.4m (f52.1 m), as a result of failing to qualify for 

Champions League football, having received {30.i m 

in 2010/1 i for reaciqng the last i 6 stage in the 

Champions League. 

Roma’s lack of European footbali contributed to foul 

fewer home games being played at the Stadio Olimpico 

than in the 2010/I 1 season. As a result~ matchday 

revenue decreased by {Zgm (16%)to #7_14.7rn 

(£i 1.9m), despite the average attendance increasing by 

9%. Roma have recently announced pians to build a 

new stadium, not due to be cornpleted until ti~e 

2016/I 7 season at the earliest. 

of 42m (6%)to 436.8m (£29.8m). This stream is         ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

supported by Rorna’s two long term deals; shi~t sponsor 5 Napoli 

Wind, and kit supplier Basic Italia (Kappa brand). New 6 internazionale 

deals with Volkswagen and more notably Disney (ESPN) 7 AS Roma 

highlightthe new owners’ vision for utiiising growth 8 Parma 

opportunities in new m~,k._,:~ for Roma. 9 Bologna 

Whilst AS Roma’s Ior’,,g--terrn future prospects look 

brighter with plans announced for a new stadium 

development, in the short-term an on-pitch 

irnproverner’,,t in the forrn of Charnpions League 

qualification is imperative in order to increase overall 

revenues and maintain their status as one of only eleven 

ever present clubs it’,, our Money League. 



20. Newc sde United 

Newcastle United re-enter the Money League in 20th 

position after a thlee year absence The Magpies had 

been present in all 12 editions of the Deloitte Footbail 

Money League up to and including the 2007/08 season 

with their highest positior,, being fifth ill i997/9& in 

2011/12 revenue totailed :£93.3m (4115.3m), an 

increase of £4.8m (5%) from the previous year. 

An increase of £7.1 m (1 5%) in broadcast revenue is the 

main reason behind Newcastle’s return to the Money 

League. The team fir,,ished in fifth place in the Premier 

L.eague in 2011/i 2, their highest position since ciaiming 

the same spot in 2003/04, compared with twelfth place 

the season before titus earning all increase in Premier 

L.eague central distributions. Their league performance 

secured qualification for the UEFA Europa League and 

consequently the club car’,, expect increased revenue 

from UEFA distributions in 2012/i 3. 

Matchday revenue totailed £23.9m ((29Sm) in 2011/12, 

equating to 26% of revenue, with the club hosting the 

sarn,,e number of games in both seasons (20), and an 

average league match attendance of 5@280. 

Newcastle United: Revenue sources and percentages 
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Comrnercial revenue decreased by £2m (13%)from the 

previous year after a period of change on the 

commercial front for the ciub, Mid-way through the 

2011/12 season, Virgin Money took over as shirt 

sponsor, after acquiring Northern Rock, with the 

contract running for a further two seasons and an 

irr,,proved deal with kit manufacturer Puma was secured 

through to 2014. 

Looking ahead, the club recently reported that shirt 

sponsors Virgin Money will be replaced by loan 

company Wonga.com from,, 2013/I 4, as part of a deal 

which lemoves stadium naming rights branding and 

means their home returns to being known as 

St James’ Park. With European participation in 2012/13 

and new corr,,mercial deals seculed, the club will push to 

remain in the Money L.eague in next year% edition, 

although a top half Premier League finish will strengthen 

that challenge~ 

Manchester City 

Manchester United 

Arsenal 

fotterff~arn Hotspur 

Newcastle United 
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Delivering more to sport 

Our business adviso%,, consultir’,,g and corporate fir’,,ar’,,ce 

services include: 

Business planning 

Revenue er’,,har’,,cen’,,er’,,t and cost control 

Market analysis and benchrnarking 

Strategic review 

Economic impact studies 

Sports venue development 

Sports regulation advice 

Due diligence 

Corporate finance advisory 

Business improvement and restructuring 

Forensic and dispute services 

Deloitte are also audit and tax advisers to many sports 

businesses. 

Services provided by our specialist team of sport and 

leisure consultants within Deioitte Real Estate include: 

Project and programme management 

Feasibility studies 

Bank loan n’,,onitoring 

Cost consultancy 

Planning and development 

Business rates 

For further details on how Deioitte can add value to 

youl project and youl business, visit our website 

www.deioitte.co.u k!sportsbusinessgrou p 

or contact Dan Jones. 

-relepi~or’,,e: +44 (0)161 455 8787 

Emaii: sportsteamuk@deloitte.co.uk 

Economic impact of the 

ATP World Tour Finals. 

Strategic assis arrce to 

IMG in developing the 

Turkish sports market. 

Due diligence services to 

support Sports Investment 

Partnes’ acquisition of a 

shareholding in Supponor. 

Review of the 

organisationai structure of 

volieybail’s international 

governing body. 

Supper to ti~e WRU in 

reviewing its broadcasting 

strategy. 

Provision of financial and 

technical consulting 

services in cor~nectior] with 

the privatisation of sports 

clubs in the Kingdom of 

Saudi Arabia, and 

development of the 

professional soccer league, 





Contacts 

Dan Jones, Paul Rawnsley, Aian 5witzer 

PO Box 500~ 2 Haldman Street, Mar’,,chester~ M60 2,&-[~ UK 

Teiephone: +44 (0)161 455 8787 

E-mail: sportsteamuk@deloitte.co.uk 

Mark Roberts 

Athene Place, 66 Shoe Lane, London, EC4A 3BQ, UK 

Teiephone: +44 (0)20 7303 7841 

E-mail: sportsteamuk@deloitte.co.uk 

For further information, visit our website at www.deloitte.co.uk/sportsbusinessgroup 
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University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Summer Skill/Conditioning Program - If You Are Alone 

Ball Control and A~ility 

1 minute - 

1 minute - 

1 miunte - 

1 minute- 
1 minute- 

1 milmte - 

2 minutes - 

Jog while dribbling ball with quick touches, changing direction and speed. Do this in a cmffined space where mangy 
changes and touches are necessary. A better use of time? UNC’s Coerver routine.., this will make it longer than one 
minute. 
Head juggling 
Throw ball up, jump and while you are in the air trap the ball with your head, settle the ball to your feet, and move 
off quickly - repeat. 
Tlfigh juggling 
Throw ball up, jump, and while you are in the air trap the ball with your chest, settle the ball to your feet, and move 
off quickly - repeat. 
Fourteen part juggling (four parts each foot - instep, inside, outside, heel; both thighs, both shoulders, chest, head) 
and then repeat without the ball lfitting the ground. Go in m\V order and you are allowed to use bo~~ parts more than 
once as long as the ball does not hit the ground. 
Starting in a sitting position, throw ball up, get up and stop the ball before it: hits the ground, settle it to your feet, and 
move off quickly - repeat using head, chest, each thigh, each foot in that order to trap the ball. 

Technical Speed, Acceleration and Endurance 

Dribble in a figure "8", use just the inside of your :feet for 6 figure "8’s", then use the outside of both feet for 6 more, then 
use any surface to do 6 more. The markers you dribble around should be 15 yards apart. As you dribble around one marker, 
accelerate with a long touch to the other marker as if you were beating an opponent. As you round the marker, use quick 
touches to improve technical speed and skill. This should be done as fast as you can. Take a short break after each set of 
six to catch your breath. 
Rest by walking for 30 seconds. 
Set a marker out about 25 yards from a starting point: 
a. Sprint dribble to marker 
b. Sprint back to starting point while juggling the ball with your feet (go at a speed you can handle) 
c. Sprint dribble to marker again 
d. Collect ball and head juggle back to starting point 
Rest by walking for 30 seconds. 
Repeat #3 two more times. 

Shootin~ and Headin~ Without Partner 

For this section of the exercise, a soccer kick wall, the side of a gymnasium, a teunis wall, racquetball court, etc., will be necessary 

Technique work: Get 5 to 7 yards from the wall and shoot the ball first time at the wall making sure the foot is pointed, 
knee is over the ball, center of your foot is striking the center of the ball, and that all the power is derived from a quick 
snapping motion of the lower leg. This is teclmique work so the focus is not power but toe pointed and locked, you are 
striking the middle of the ball with the middle of your instep, chest and head over the ball, perfectly balanced. (2 minutes) 
First time shooting wifl~ power: Back off 20 yards and shoot the ball first time at the wall. Strike the ball as hard as you 
can regardless of the bounce, height, speed, etc., that the ball comes to you; so SOlnetimes you are parallel to the ground and 
in the air. Pick a spot on the wall to shoot at each time and keep the ball low. (6 minutes) 
Trapping and shooting: again at 20 yards, strike the ball with power, and as it comes offthe wall, trap in cleanly and 
quickly fire another shot at the wall. the point: of the drill is to develop a sound clean trap and quick, hard, low shot. (6 
minutes) 
From one to two yards away, first time head juggling against the wall. (1 minute) 
Back off between 5 and 7 yards, throw the ball up against the wall and as it comes off head with power getting your entire 
body into fl~e heading motion arc and then just catch the rebound and repeat. (2 miuntes) 
Get within 5 yards of the wall -- toss the ball against the wall to force you to jump to head the ball back at the wall. Catch 
the ball after you have headed it each time. Make sure your toss forces you to the peak of your jump. Remember your 
technique and head with power. (2 minutes) 



University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Summer Skill/Conditioning Program - If You Have A Partner 

Warm up/Stretch: Jog while dribbling ball with quick touches, changing direction and speed¯ Do this in a confined 
space where many changes and touches are necessary. A better use of time? UNC’s Coerver routine.., this will make 
it longer than one minute. 

Play lvl: play six 1 ½ -minute games with a one minute rest interval in between.., keep score so the games are 
competitive. Work your way up to ten games. 

One Touch Passing: from 15 yards apart do 40 passes in a a row as quickly as possible. Try. to play every, ball on rite 
ground accurately and with pace. 

Long Service / Long Reception: serving and receiving with partner: 35 yards - 2 minutes, 40 yards - 2 mimites, 45 
yards - 2 minutes, alternating right and left foot¯ Your goal is a perfectly accurate righted ball (user-friendly serve with 
back spin) over the line that the partner takes out of the air cleatfly, prepares quickly, and serves immediately (in a 
game like rhythm) from the ground (do not serve a bouncing ball). When your six minutes of serving is done see how 
far you can serve a dead ball.., try four with each foot.., your goal is sixty yards in the air. 

Figure "8" dribbling race: 10 yards apart, use any surface to race around the marker six times while your partner is 
resting, then she goes six while you rest; then five & five, four & four, three & three, two & two, one & one. 

Mannequin Training: the mannequins are 20 yards apart and you are passing it to your partner on one side of the 

ma~mequin, your partner prepares it across the mannequin and on the other side plays a 20 yard accurate pass with good 

pace and ball on the ground. Two minutes preparing it with your left foot passing with your right (counter-clockwise), 

and then two minutes in the opposite direction (clockwise). 

Finishing: from about the intersection of the 18 and the endline serve a bending, righted ball to your partner who 
finishes a header from between the penalty spot and eight yards out. Ten serves from the left and then ten serves from 
the right; then you and your partner switch and repeat. The preseason test is a point each if you can head it down, "back 
where it came front", with power and if it is a goal (so 4 pts if it is perfect); if you can’t get your head on it then volley 
or hit it first time low, "back where it came from" and on frame for a point for each and add a point if it is a goal (also 
give one point if it is a goal but not low or "back where it came from")¯ Here 3 points is perfect and please understand 
that your first choice is to ALWAYS head it. 

Heading and Clearing: partner serves from 30 to 35 yards away to your head. If it is a good serve try to head it past a 

marker 20 yards away in the air. If it is not a good serve to head, try to clear it high and wide with your feet. Serve until 

at least 5 balls have been headed 20 yards in the air, then switch with partner. If heading 20 yards is too easy for you, 

go for 25 or 30 yards. 

Shooting (if there is no wall): Total of 60 shots (30 with the left, 30 with the right)... 1/3 of the shots from long 
range with power (calibrate your accuracy - we want every shot to hit the frame), 1/3 bent balls from the edge of the 18 
with inside of left and right feet, 1/3 volleys inside 12 yards with left and right feet from your partner’s cross (head it if 
it is too high). Get in eight bent balls from the end line into the goal like the Teclmique Olympics (two with each 
surface, four from each side of the goal)¯ Finish with four penalty kicks.., two in the left inside panel, two in the right 
¯.. use your dominant foot.., we have to get better at all of this. 



University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Summer Skill/Conditioning Program - If You Are Alone 

Ball Control and A~ility 

1 minute - 

1 minute - 

1 miunte - 

1 minute- 
1 minute- 

1 milmte - 

2 minutes - 

Jog while dribbling ball with quick touches, changing direction and speed. Do this in a cmffined space where mangy 
changes and touches are necessary. A better use of time? UNC’s Coerver routine.., this will make it longer than one 
minute. 
Head juggling 
Throw ball up, jump and while you are in the air trap the ball with your head, settle the ball to your feet, and move 
off quickly - repeat. 
Tlfigh juggling 
Throw ball up, jump, and while you are in the air trap the ball with your chest, settle the ball to your feet, and move 
off quickly - repeat. 
Fourteen part juggling (four parts each foot - instep, inside, outside, heel; both thighs, both shoulders, chest, head) 
and then repeat without the ball lfitting the ground. Go in m\V order and you are allowed to use bo~~ parts more than 
once as long as the ball does not hit the ground. 
Starting in a sitting position, throw ball up, get up and stop the ball before it: hits the ground, settle it to your feet, and 
move off quickly - repeat using head, chest, each thigh, each foot in that order to trap the ball. 

Technical Speed, Acceleration and Endurance 

Dribble in a figure "8", use just the inside of your :feet for 6 figure "8’s", then use the outside of both feet for 6 more, then 
use any surface to do 6 more. The markers you dribble around should be 15 yards apart. As you dribble around one marker, 
accelerate with a long touch to the other marker as if you were beating an opponent. As you round the marker, use quick 
touches to improve technical speed and skill. This should be done as fast as you can. Take a short break after each set of 
six to catch your breath. 
Rest by walking for 30 seconds. 
Set a marker out about 25 yards from a starting point: 
a. Sprint dribble to marker 
b. Sprint back to starting point while juggling the ball with your feet (go at a speed you can handle) 
c. Sprint dribble to marker again 
d. Collect ball and head juggle back to starting point 
Rest by walking for 30 seconds. 
Repeat #3 two more times. 

Shootin~ and Headin~ Without Partner 

For this section of the exercise, a soccer kick wall, the side of a gymnasium, a teunis wall, racquetball court, etc., will be necessary 

Technique work: Get 5 to 7 yards from the wall and shoot the ball first time at the wall making sure the foot is pointed, 
knee is over the ball, center of your foot is striking the center of the ball, and that all the power is derived from a quick 
snapping motion of the lower leg. This is teclmique work so the focus is not power but toe pointed and locked, you are 
striking the middle of the ball with the middle of your instep, chest and head over the ball, perfectly balanced. (2 minutes) 
First time shooting wifl~ power: Back off 20 yards and shoot the ball first time at the wall. Strike the ball as hard as you 
can regardless of the bounce, height, speed, etc., that the ball comes to you; so SOlnetimes you are parallel to the ground and 
in the air. Pick a spot on the wall to shoot at each time and keep the ball low. (6 minutes) 
Trapping and shooting: again at 20 yards, strike the ball with power, and as it comes offthe wall, trap in cleanly and 
quickly fire another shot at the wall. the point: of the drill is to develop a sound clean trap and quick, hard, low shot. (6 
minutes) 
From one to two yards away, first time head juggling against the wall. (1 minute) 
Back off between 5 and 7 yards, throw the ball up against the wall and as it comes off head with power getting your entire 
body into fl~e heading motion arc and then just catch the rebound and repeat. (2 miuntes) 
Get within 5 yards of the wall -- toss the ball against the wall to force you to jump to head the ball back at the wall. Catch 
the ball after you have headed it each time. Make sure your toss forces you to the peak of your jump. Remember your 
technique and head with power. (2 minutes) 



University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Summer Skill/Conditioning Program - If You Have A Partner 

Warm up/Stretch: Jog while dribbling ball with quick touches, changing direction and speed¯ Do this in a confined 
space where many changes and touches are necessary. A better use of time? UNC’s Coerver routine.., this will make 
it longer than one minute. 

Play lvl: play six 1 ½ -minute games with a one minute rest interval in between.., keep score so the games are 
competitive. Work your way up to ten games. 

One Touch Passing: from 15 yards apart do 40 passes in a a row as quickly as possible. Try. to play every, ball on rite 
ground accurately and with pace. 

Long Service / Long Reception: serving and receiving with partner: 35 yards - 2 minutes, 40 yards - 2 mimites, 45 
yards - 2 minutes, alternating right and left foot¯ Your goal is a perfectly accurate righted ball (user-friendly serve with 
back spin) over the line that the partner takes out of the air cleatfly, prepares quickly, and serves immediately (in a 
game like rhythm) from the ground (do not serve a bouncing ball). When your six minutes of serving is done see how 
far you can serve a dead ball.., try four with each foot.., your goal is sixty yards in the air. 

Figure "8" dribbling race: 10 yards apart, use any surface to race around the marker six times while your partner is 
resting, then she goes six while you rest; then five & five, four & four, three & three, two & two, one & one. 

Mannequin Training: the mannequins are 20 yards apart and you are passing it to your partner on one side of the 

ma~mequin, your partner prepares it across the mannequin and on the other side plays a 20 yard accurate pass with good 

pace and ball on the ground. Two minutes preparing it with your left foot passing with your right (counter-clockwise), 

and then two minutes in the opposite direction (clockwise). 

Finishing: from about the intersection of the 18 and the endline serve a bending, righted ball to your partner who 
finishes a header from between the penalty spot and eight yards out. Ten serves from the left and then ten serves from 
the right; then you and your partner switch and repeat. The preseason test is a point each if you can head it down, "back 
where it came front", with power and if it is a goal (so 4 pts if it is perfect); if you can’t get your head on it then volley 
or hit it first time low, "back where it came from" and on frame for a point for each and add a point if it is a goal (also 
give one point if it is a goal but not low or "back where it came from")¯ Here 3 points is perfect and please understand 
that your first choice is to ALWAYS head it. 

Heading and Clearing: partner serves from 30 to 35 yards away to your head. If it is a good serve try to head it past a 

marker 20 yards away in the air. If it is not a good serve to head, try to clear it high and wide with your feet. Serve until 

at least 5 balls have been headed 20 yards in the air, then switch with partner. If heading 20 yards is too easy for you, 

go for 25 or 30 yards. 

Shooting (if there is no wall): Total of 60 shots (30 with the left, 30 with the right)... 1/3 of the shots from long 
range with power (calibrate your accuracy - we want every shot to hit the frame), 1/3 bent balls from the edge of the 18 
with inside of left and right feet, 1/3 volleys inside 12 yards with left and right feet from your partner’s cross (head it if 
it is too high). Get in eight bent balls from the end line into the goal like the Teclmique Olympics (two with each 
surface, four from each side of the goal)¯ Finish with four penalty kicks.., two in the left inside panel, two in the right 
¯.. use your dominant foot.., we have to get better at all of this. 



From: Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, August 25, 2010 1:19 PM 

To: 

Subject: contact list 

Attach: 10-11 parent add ph list-fall.pdf 

Parents, 

Here’s the new contact list. If something is wrong or needs updating, let me know! 

Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Wednesday, August 25, 2010 1:26 Plvl 

team phone list 

10-11 team phone list-fall.pdf 

Team, 

Here’s this fall’s phone list, 
-Tam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Wednesday, March 2, 2011 2:23 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Larry Gallo 
<athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; Blanton, Brent S <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>; Beth 

Miller <bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Chris Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Lance Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander 
< pacman@uncaa.u nc.edu > 

Eligible to Compete - Spring 2011 - W. Soccer 

Eligible to Compete - Spring 2011 - W. Soccer.pdf 

Anson, 
Attached is a list of your student-athletes who have been certified as eligible to compete in Spring 2011. Please review 

the list and let me know if anyone is missing. 

Thanks so much, 

Susan 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 
UNC Department of Athletics 

919-962-9892 (office) 

919-962-6002 (fax) 

sbm a!o2_~ u ncaaoU ncoed u 



TO: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

DATE: 

MEMORANDUM 

Coach Anson Dorrance 

Susan Maloy 

Assistant Athletic Director for Certification and Eligibility 

Student-Athletes Eligible to Compete - 

According to the UNC Registrar’s Office, the following student-athletes have been declared 

eligible to participate in intercollegiate athletics competition. Ira student-athlete is not listed, she has 

not been cleared and may not compete or travel to/receive expenses for away competition until you 

receive approval. 

Eli,qible to Compete - Semester 

4. 

7. 

10. 

13. 

16. 

19. 

o 

5. 

8. 

11. 

14. 

17. 

20. 

° 

6. 

9. 

12. 

15. 

18. 

21. 

Beth Miller 
Larry Gallo 

Lance Markos 

Amy Herman 



I::rorn: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Thursday, September 6, 2012 11:25 AM 

Amy Herman <ajschae@uncaa.unc.edu>; Dave Lohse <dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu>; Greg Gatz <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; Lance 

Markos <markos@uncaa.unc.edu>; Susan Maloy <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; Brickner, Thomas E 

<tom_brickner@unc.edu > 

updated wsoc phone list 

12-13 team phone list-fall.pdf 

Everyone, 

Here’s time updated team phone list, We now have 

Tom 

s and i S phone numbers, s address has been corrected. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Joseph Crump <~jcmmp@uncaa.unc.edu;, 

Friday, May 18, 2012 9:46 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Another good piece on Wigan’s 3-4-3 

http://w~v.zonalmarking.net/2012/O5/16/wigan-stay-up-after-a-switch-to-34-3/ 

Joe Cramp 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Men’s Soccer 

,mobile) 
919-%2-4038 (f~x) 



From: Blitz, B~an <BlitzB@missouri.edu~ 

Sent: Thursday, May 24, 2012 3:46 PM 

To: m~son@uucaa.unc.edu 

Subject: FW: 3-4-3-t~i 

Anson-FYI 

Bryan-Missouri 

Wigan stay up after a switch to 3-4-3 
May 16, 2012 

The surprise package in the second half of Premier League season ~vas the only side ~vho switched to a back three on a permanent basis. 

B ackground 

It seems odd to trace Roberto Martinez’s successful experiment with a three-man defence back to an eight-goal det?at, but that’s where we’re going to start. On the final day of the 2009/10 
season, Wigan travelled to Stamford Bridge, where Chelsea needed a win to make sure of the Premier League title. Chelsea won 8-0. 

[http://i1231 photobucket com/a lbums/ee512/zonalmarking/wigan2.jpg] 

Wigan’s formation v Arsenal away (2-1 win) 

But that didn’t quite tell the story of the match. For the first half hour, Wigan actually dominated. They played an uaausual 3-3-1-3ish formation, with Maltinez taking the opportuinty to 
experiment at a stage when Wigan had nuthing tu play ~2~r. ’]’hey" conceded an early gual, a slightly" furtunate Niculas Anelka strike fulluwing a set-piece but from then on they were the 
better side ~2~r a good 20-minute spell. Chelsea, who were relentless and powerful at that point but actually lacking in shape and discipline fuund it very dif[~icult to cope with the fact 
Wigan were playing three players in very wide positinns with the ball, and by stretching the play as wide as possible, Wigan dominated possessiun. 

What went wrong’? Well, Wigan went down tu ten men. Gary Caldwel[ was sent uff for denying a clear gualscuring opportunity, and Wigan could nu [unger play with their brave starting 
formatinn. The entire puint of them playing that match was no longer there, and they ended up fusing the second half 6-0 with a ramshackle furmation and a half-hearted attitude. 

An interesting feature of Martinez’s post-match press conferences is his insistence un louking at a shurt, 10-15 minute spell when Wigan were the better side even if it was at the end uf a 
hea’,5’ defeat and taking positives from it. ’]’hat probably won’t be possible ifMartinez muves to a bigger club, as the latest sports betting<http://www.rnytupsportsbooks.com/sports- 
betting> odds indicate is quite likely At one stage this season, his confidence that these spells could be replicated uver the course of 90 minutes burdered un the insane, considering his 
side was playing terribly" fur the majority uf games But this tendency to louk beyund the result and see patterns of play in a set perind of time is very interesting, especially when luoking 
back at this fine :first half perfurmance (with eleven players) in an eight-goal thrashing. 

Return to three at the back 

Martinez returned to the three-man defence un the 11 th February this year, fur the home game with Bolton. Before that, Wigan had picked up 16 puints from 24 games Frum then, they wun 
27 points from 14 games. ~Ihe turnaround was extraordinary, and while Wigan have made late comebacks sumething of a habit, their formatinn clearly played a crucial part in this seasun’s 
turnaround. 

[http://i1231 photobucket cum/albums/ee512/zonal markin~/wi~anl.ip~] 

Formatiun v Newcastle at home (4-0 win) 

Here are Martinez’s thuughts on the 3-4-3: 

"\Vhen you play a 4-3-3, you rely- a lot on the full-backs to get high up the pitch. You shouldn’t look at a system as away to win a football match, it is the players that play the system. 
Maynor [Figueroa], Gary [Caldwell] and Arltolin [Alcaraz] have been so solid with a back three, and it allows [other] players to be high up the pitch, like the wing-backs. They aren’t full- 
backs that need to get deep and then forward to give us an extra man, they are in positions where they can do both a little bit better, and we can be a little bit more solid. 

"The difference is the width that we get.. before, we had to compromise a little bit, when you want to be very attack-minded, the full-backs have to push on, so you leave two players at the 
back. Now you’re still pushing the wing-backs on, but you’ve still got three players at the back, plus probably a midfielder. In the West Brom game, as Paul Scharner will tell you, we were 
attacking with seven, eight, nine players and they" were surprised it, and that’s what the system gives you, without being weak at the back. 

"It suits our players. When you’ve got a Jean Beaus~jour who is a specialist in that position, you take advantage of that. The back three gives you that. Then there’s the energy we’ve got 
in midfield, players who can play between lines like Shaun Maloney and Jordi Gomez. It’s so difficult to play against., there’s a few clubs playing it around Europe now, Napoli are one: they 
play it with Cavani, Hamsik and Lavezzi.. this is the advantage of this system it goes where the danger is.. it’s not in defensive lines, it’s not working as a unit of four, it’s not man- 
marking." 

Back three characteristics 

The most interesting part of the formation is, naturally, the back three. Other Premier League sides have experimented with a back three, but generally only- in one-off games, and often for 
defensive reasons. 

Martinez has been more cormnitted to the shape, and it’s been interesting how ’logical’ the statistics of his three centre-backs have been Antolin Alcaraz, the right-sided centre-back, and 
the left-sided Maynor Figueroa, play as the ’proactive’ defenders, happy to track a man, and willing to come up into midfield to make an interception. Gary Caldwell, who plays in the centre 
of the three, is effectively the spare man and does the dir~" work in the penalty box. 

Therefore, using the statistics in this piece for Wh~Sc~red<http://www.wh~sc~red.c~m/B~g/gzte-sfkru67rf7wd6eqha/Sh~w/Z~na~-Marking-Team-F~cus-Wigan>, there is a big difference 
between the performance of the ’outside’ centre-backs, and Caldwell. See the figures for tackling and intercepting, compared to clearances, blocks and aerial duels won: 

[http://i1231 .photobucket.com/albumsiee512/zonalmarking/wigggg.jpg] 

These statistics take into account a period when Wigan played a back four, with Alcaraz a centre-back and Figuerna a left-back But, regardless, the separation of duties ~vorks very 
naturally 

Defensive version 

The interesting thing about the shape is that Martinez has made it ~vork in two very diIt’erent guises. There is the extremely defensive, counter-attacking shape (that is effectively more like 5- 
4-1, with the wide players dropping back a line), that Wigan played in the 2-1 win at Arsenal. That’s not unnatural at the last World Cup, for example, we saw- the usefulness of a three/five- 
man defence for mimaows against stronger sides if you’re going to sit deep in your own third of the pitch and not compete in an open game, the ’formation battle’ isn’t so crucial Instead, 
if you’re focusing on getting men behind the ball, you may- as well employ an extra centre-back to deal wifla aerial bails into the box. 



In the Arsenal game, Wigan sat very deep in front of their own penalty area. They had a 3 v 1 against R obin van Persie, and one of the centre-backs, usually Figueroa, ~wm]d follow him into 
deep positions Caldwell would shuffle across, Wigan would de:tend with a 2 v 0, with no Arsenal player looking to make a mn into Figueroa’s space The wing-backs became permanent full- 
backs and picked up the Arsenal wingers, while the wingers dropped back and tracked the Arsenal full-backs. 

’]7he interesting player was Victor Moses although he generally stayed goalside of Bacary Sagna, he sprinted past the Frenchman as soon as possession was won, always providing the 
out-ball and launching Wigan breaks. The only ’problem’ :[’or Wigan was in the mid.field, where they had a 2 v 3, but since they weren’t looking to have possession, this wasn’t a huge 
problem James McArthur and James McCarthy picked up Arsenal’s two more attacking midfielders, while Franco Di Santo dropped back to become an extra midfielder, pressuring Alex 
Song. 

Attacking version 

Against Ne~vcastle it was nrore attacking. Newcastle were playing a 4-3-3 shape, so Wigan only had 3 v 3 at the back. Faced with either playing 5 v 3 with the ~ving-backs dropping deep, or 3 
v 3 ~vith thern pushing on, they- went for the brave option. With Alan Pardew’s side looking to plat" quite a reactive game and letting Wigan have the ball, Martinez instructed his wing-backs 
to get fol~vard and create 2 v 1 situations with the wingers do~vn the flanks Newcastle were caught understaffed at the back, conceding two goals in the opening 15 minutes. 

The most interesting feature of the play, and a snrall example that sums up the benefit of the 3-4-3 shape, was that Ne~vcastle didn’t know how- to press the 34-3 with their 4-3-3. The problem 
was this Ali A1-Habsi would look to play the ball out to his three centre-backs, so Wigan could get the ball down and play. Newcastle wanted to stop tl-lerrl building frorrl the back, so 
Hatem Ben Arfa and Demba Ba in the wide positions looked to close down Wigan’s ’outside’ centre-backs. But this then leR the Wigan wing-backs free, and A1-Habsi could knock balls out 
to the flank, ~vhere the ~ving-backs would then move forward to create those 2 v 1 situations. If the Newcastle full-backs canre out to the Wigan wing-backs, then the Wigan ~vingers would 
be free. 

[http://i1231.photobucket.con’~’albums/ee512izona1 marking/wigan3, ipg] 

Newcastle were unable to press Wigan’s 3~-3 with a 4-3-3 

Newcastle’s spare man ~vas in the centre of midfield, and they could have been cleverer ~vith how the three shifted across the pitch to close down the Wigan wing-backs, but they still would 
have been vulnerable to quick balls out to the flanks anyway. In the end, Pardew decided the only way Newcastle could press Wigan (at 2-0 down, and needing the ball) was to switch to a 
3~-3 hirnself. Newcastle hadn’t played that way before, and haven’t played that way since. Martinez had forced the overachievers of the season to play in an alien ~vay, and that in itself was 
a victory. 

Flexibili~ 

Martinez has also shoxvn great ability to vary the shape xvithin ganres, able to play- 4-3-3 or 3-4-3. Enrmerson Boyce can play rigl-lt-xving-back or right-back, Maynor Figueroa can play left- 
centre-back or left-wing-back, Jean Beausejour can play left-wing-back or left midfield. "At Anfield we played the two separate systems," says Martinez. "And no-one would have been able 
to see the difference [in terms of standard of play]." 

When asked if he thinks a sweeper should always plat, behind two other centre-backs in a back three, iVlartinez says, "It’you plat, against a front two, you can do that But if you play 
against a one and a one, then the sweeper plays in front, because obviously you can’t be three-versus-one at the back" 

Individuals have played their part Moses’ rise into a top-level player has been crucial, Figueroa’s passing ability means he’s almost been like an extra midl-ielder when needed, and the 
signing of Jean Beausejour is one of the underrated transfer decisions of the season. He’s a natural crosser, kno;vs this (rough) system well having been a wing-back in Marcelo Bielsa’s 
Chile side, and has provided more assists than ant’ other Wigan played despite only joining in January. 

But the key has been the system, and the manager who implemented it Amongst more in-depth tactical analysis of the 3-4-3, there’s a lot to be said for simply ’doing something different’ if" 
you’re a weaker side in a league give the opposition a ne;v challenge, make them m~comfortable and ideally make them change, as Ne;vcastle were forced to. 

"In a year’s time, there will be a lot of teams playing a 3-4-3, believe me," Martinez says "And we’ll have to be able to change, to adapt to it And that is why it’s so important that players 
are flexible tactically " 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Knotek, Steven E <sknotek@email.unc.edtc> 

Wednesday, May 23, 2012 3:11 PM 

Debra S. S~ama <Debra.Sazam@loras.edtr~ 

a]~son@nncaa, unc.edu 

RE: CSRI Presentation 

The Ne:~ Twenty CSRI Conference.pp~ 

Hi Deb, 

I’ve attached the powerpoint and ccd Anson Dorrance on this. It is great to read that you are going to use academic team captains. In my conversations with players 

I think that the structure can be very useful Please fen free to contact me if you have more questions. 

Also Anson or one of his staff may be able to offer more specifics. Best, Steve 

From; Debra S. Sazama [mailto:Debra.Sazama@loras.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, May 15, 2012 4:12 PM 
To: Knotek, Steven E 
Subject: CSRI Presentation 

Dr. Knotek, 

I had the opportunity to attend your presentation at the CSRI conference in April about your experience working with women’s soccer and I was wondering if I 

could get the PowerPoint presentation that you used. Since being at the conference and your presentation I proposed academic captains to our SAAC and we are 

going to implement the idea of academic captains on all athletic teams. I am also very interested in the books that coach had the players read. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Deb 

Deb Sazama 

Loras College 

Assistant Professor, Program Coordinator 

Division of Physical Education and Sport Studies 

Faculty Athletic Representative 

(Office) 563-588-7074 

(Fax) 563-588-7451 

Debra.sazama @loras.edu 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This email, including any attachments, is the property of Lores College. The information may be legally privileged ancFor confidentM 

and is intended solely for the use of the addressee. If you are not the intended recipient be advised that any unauthorized disclosure, copying, distribution or nse oftbe 

contents herein is strictly prohibited. If you have received fl~is message in error, please notify the sender immediately and destroy all electronic a~d hard copies office 

communication, inclnding at "tachments. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JeffNegalha <j negalha@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 6:41 PM 

Auson Dorrauce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoa~o <csomoa~o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Crrant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu> 

http:/?w~v.youtube.con~/watch?feamre=playell embedded&v= lfxYhttSo4 

http://,~vw.youmbe.conv’watch?feamre=plaver e,nbedded&v= lfxYhff8o4 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

College Sports USA <csusa@collegesportsusa.com> 

Tuesday, November 13, 2012 10:24 AM 

m~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Find Players At The~ Upcoming College Showcase Tournaments 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Register For Upcoming College Showcase Tournaments 
300 teams with combined rosters of almost 4,000 payers are in 
the process of registering on College Sports USA in preparation 
for their upcoming showcase tournaments. These tournaments 
include the ._G_____S__[____C___o_J[_e_g_e______S___h___o____w___c_.__a____s__e_._ November 16-18, 2012 and 
the ..C..~.h.~.a.~[Le.~.n.~‘‘q.e...r.~..S.~.e.~.a.~.s...~..~Ej~.a.~L.e.~..&.~.S....h..~....w..c...a...s...e.. November 30 - 
December 2, 2012. You can view those players by simply 
registering for Free at www.CollegeSportsUSA.com. 

If you would like to attend any of the upcoming tournaments you can 
register as a coach by clicking on the tournament Iogos, 
About Colleqe Sports USA 
__C___o_J!__e_~q__e_____S__p_o___~_s_____U____S__A__ allows coaches to search and view the 
academic and athletic profiles of high school soccer players all 
over the country. 
You can search by a number of different criteria including 
graduation year, position, height, weight, GPA, SAT, ACT, 
etc. You can quickly organize the I: : 
information, put together your own I 

Recruit Watch List and track 
players as they develop through 
their high school careers. When 
the time is right you can contact 
the players that may be a good fit 
for your program 
Team Profiles 
Coaches and Managers register their 
teams online and then print a Team ...... 
Profile Booklet that contains a team 
summary page and individual profile 
pages that include players, names, email 
addresses, phone numbers, 
accomplishments and upcoming games. 
Click on the image to the right to see a 
sample Team Profile Booklet. 
Managers can then hand these out at 
various tournaments and events. 
Regional, State, Showcase, ODP, NPL, 
ECNL and League games. When you 
receive a Team Profile Booklet it’s organized, easy to track 
players and during the games there is even space where you can 
take notes on each individual player. 
Visit www.CollegeSportsUSA.com to start your player search 
today! 

........................................................... 



Forward this email 

this email was sent to ar~son@uncaa,m~c.edu by ~saC~co[lec[~pg£~[sa:£gm :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address £nstant removaIwith SaFeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

College Sports USA :: 7908 Colony Lane :: Lenexa :: Kansas :: 66215 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 12:52 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

New Article on Culture 

Creating Club Culture and Developing Individual Mentalities.docx 

Anson - 

I am writing the attached article (probably publish it in Soccer Nation or somewhere similar). I thought I would share it with you, as you are a genius at this kind of 

stuff. Do you have a quote I could put into the article, or any thoughts on improving it? 

No worries if you would rather not have a quote either -just thought I would ask! 

Christian 



Creating Club Culture and Developing individual Mentality 

One of the most important influences on player development is the culture within the player’s club. 

Fundamentally, club culture is incredibly powerful at encouraging or stifling a variety of behaviors and 

mentalities that help determine the long-term success of individual players. 

So how do you create a culture that helps develop mentally tough and resilient players, and that 

promotes long term development and success? 

The starting point in answering this question is defining exactly what culture is: the actions, attitudes 

and behaviors that characterize a particular group or organization. Almost everyone can describe the 

actions, attitudes and behaviors that they desire to see in their club, and in their players. However, 

creating a group culture where this mentality is tangible and felt every day is a much more difficult and 

long-term process. 

Club culture starts with the philosophies, actions, and communications of the leaders, and their 

determination to set specific standards and expectations for the actions, attitudes and behaviors of 

every player in the club. But this is only the beginning. These desired behaviors must then be accepted 

and internalized by the players; they must define individual mindsets and mentalities. Once individuals 

have embraced these expectations, then these actions, attitudes and behaviors will start to be seen in 

the interaction between the players, and eventually enforced by the players with each other. When that 

occurs, what started as a philosophy and a desire has become cultural. 

Creating a Culture of Mental Toughness 

One of the most important factors in determining the trajectory of a youth player’s career is their 

mental toughness - their determination, resilience and grit. A recent Forbes article 

(http://www.f~rbes.c~m/sites/chery~snappc~nner/2~13/11/18/menta~~y-str~ng-pe~p~e-the.13-things- 

they-avoid/) took an interesting look at mental toughness, not by examining what mental toughness is, 

but by looking at what mental toughness is NOT. The article identified 13 behaviors and mindsets that 

mentally strong people avoid, a few of which strongly resonate in athletics. Mentally strong people do 

NOT: 

1) Waste Time Feeling Sorry For Themselves. "You don’t see mentally strong people feeling sorry 

for their circumstances or dwelling on the way they’ve been mistreated. They have learned to 

take responsibility for their actions and outcomes, and have an inherent understanding of the 

fact that frequently life is not fair." 

2) Waste Energy on Things They Can’t Control. "In a bad situation, they recognize that the one 

thing they can always control is their own response and attitude." 

3) Make the Same Mistakes Over and Over. "A mentally strong person accepts full responsibility 

for past behavior and is willing to learn from mistakes." 

4) Feel the World Owes Them Anything. "Mentally strong people enter the world prepared to 

work and succeed on their merits, at every stage of the game." 



5) Expect Immediate Results. "Mentally strong people ... know better than to expect immediate 

results ... [a]nd they understand that genuine change takes time." 

Identifying behaviors that are not valued and desired is one way of setting standards and expectations 

for athletes. (It is also just as important to identify behaviors that are valued and desired.) When one 

type of behavior is consistently rewarded and its opposite discouraged, and one type of behavior is 

clearly valued while its opposite is criticized, over time individual mindsets and behavior are impacted. 

Eventually, as these behaviors are internalized, they will begin to be enforced by the players become 

part of the program culture. 

While culture begins in individual mindsets, it is ultimately reflected in the way individuals within the 

organization interact with each other. According to a recent UK article 

(www.telegraph.co.uk/men/active/10427619/The-All-Blacks-guide-to-being-successful-off-the- 

field.html), the New Zealand All Blacks Rugby Program, now one of the most successful athletic teams in 

any sport in the world, identified that they had a cultural problem in 2003. In evaluating why they were 

losing games, the club created a new mantra of "Better People Make BetterAII Blacks," which 

summarized a cultural make-over within the organization. It is not hard to see how some of the cultural 

norms they established positively impacted the interactions in the group, and ultimately performance: 

1) Humility Is Reflected By Actions. Personal humility is a common quality of great athletes. The 

best players on the All Blacks, many among the best rugby players in the world, are often found 

doing basic and menial tasks like cleaning their own locker room. 

2) Character Counts. The All Blacks roster is as notable for who is not on it, as much as for who is 

on it. Some of New Zealand’s top players are not on the roster because it is believed they would 

disrupt the family atmosphere. 

3) Champions Do Extra. There is nothing surprising in this statement; top players and teams 

expect to do more work in many different ways than their opposition, and expect continual, 

daily improvement. (Daniel Coyle relates a great story here of how a young Robin Van Persie of 

Holland and Arsenal Football Club learned to train significantly harder and with more focus by 

watching Dennis Bergkamp train one day.) 

4) Calmness and Composure Wins. The All Blacks have identified desirable and undesirable 

mental states with colors. Red is "off task, panicked and ineffective," while blue is "an optimal 

state in which you are on task and performing to the best of your ability." Finding triggers to 

stay "blue" is a key to success in stressful, competitive moments. As any athlete recognizes, 

composure (and panic) is contagious in a group. 

5) Leave the Jersey In a Better Place. Understanding the history they represent, and the legacy 

they will leave for the next generation, creates a higher sense of purpose. A higher purpose can 

have incredible benefits in surviving difficult moments, overcoming adversity, and incentivizing 

good behavior. 

What are you doing to establish mindsets in your players, and build culture in your team? 



12- Item Grit Scale 

Directions for taking the Grit Scale: Please respond to the following 12 items. Be honest there are 
no right or wrong an~swers! 

I have overcome setbacks to conquer an important challenge. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhatlike me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

New ideas and projects sometimes distract me from previous ones.* 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhatlikeme 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

3. My interests change from year to year.* 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

Setbacks don’t discourage me. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

I have been obsessed with a certain idea or proj ect for a short time but later lost interest.* 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

I am a hard worker. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 



I often set a goal but later choose to pursue a different one.* 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhatlikeme 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

8. I have difficulty maintaining my focus on projects that take more than a few months to 
complete.* 

[] Very much like me 

[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 

[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

I finish whatever I begin. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

10. Ihave achieved a goal that took years of work. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

11. I become interested in new pursuits every few months.* 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

12. I am diligent. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhatlikeme 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 



Scoring: 

For questions 1, 4, 6, 9, 10 and 12 assign the following points: 
5 = Very much like me 
4 = Mostly like me 
3 = Somewhat like me 
2 = Not much like me 
1 = Not like me at all 

For questions 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 and 11 assign the following points: 
1 = Very much like me 
2 = Mostly like me 
3 = Somewhat like me 
4 = Not much like me 
5 = Not like me at all 

Add up all the points and divide by 12. The maximum score on this scale is 5 (extremely gritty), and 
the lowest scale on this scale is 1 (not at all gritty). 

Duckworth, A.L., Peterson, C., Matthews, M.D., & Kelly, D.R. (2007). Grit: Perseverance and 
passion for long-term goals. Journal of Personality and Social P~ychology, 9, 1087-1101. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robin Russell <rrussell@sportspath.com~ 

Friday, March 16, 2012 7:43 AM 

Robin Russell <rrussell@s[x~rtspath.com> 

Free Subscription to an analsysis ’app’ tbr participants on the LMA School of Football Management Course’ Fxaluating Pertbrmance’ 

Dear Colleague 

Hope you are getting value from #~e LMA School of Football Management Course ’ Evabating Performance’ 

Just wanted to !et you know t,~at we ha ve de ve/oped a link with Statzpack (~_s__!_a___tz_2_a__cjL__c2___m__ ) Statzpack are one of a few soccer stats apps which you can use to record data as t,~e game 

is played Uniquely the Statzpack app is available on the Apple iPad/iPhone, but also on 400+ Android devices and you can even use the app part of the system on a PC or Mac It is a 

great tool for annotating game data and very efficient in the way is produces p/ayer profiles and game analysis/t does not involve video but is a cost effective step up from pencil and 

paper .f 

Statzpack has quite a broad range of customers, from schools to dubs, to leagues and academies in over 20 countries 

As part of our arrangement we are able to offer the Statzpack product ~ee of charge for the duration of the course. Annual Subscription to Statzpack is worth £~0 To avail of this offe~ 

simply sign up at ~_~#_t_a__t___~___a__c_~_9_~__tA and drop Mark an email [_m__:a__r__~@_s_t__a__t_~A_a_p__~_c_.__o___m__) to say you are a member of the course. They will set you up and give you any help you might need. 

So hope you take up Mark’s offer 

Please also feel free to make your friends and colleagues aware that when they purchase this online course they will have the opportunity to access this ’app’ for a free subscription 

Best Wishes 

Robin 

i.~.i sportspath~m.jpg 

Website: w~wv.speftspath com 

Sponsors eftheI~ternadonslFoetbafDevelopmentCo~fem~ee, Oecember 42th & 13th.20~2sttheAmsterdam Convention Centre http:flwww.footballdevelopmentexpo.com/conference.html 



Fi~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Bill Stett~n @yahoo.com> 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 11: 57 AM 

Dormuce, Albert A IV <auson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

FYI - an article on business competition: 

htt~//www.f~rbes.c~m/sites/darwinsbusiness/2~t3/~9/~5/sears-iqn~res-the-invisib~e-band/?~artner=¥ah~tix 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Vicki Linton ~hotmail.com] 

9/11/2013 12:22:36 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)] 

Periodisation 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Anson 

This might be useful! 

Vicki 



I::rol~l: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Thursday, March 22, 2012 10:55 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; Chris Ducar 

< ducar@uncaa.unc.edu >; Tom Sander < pacman@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Re: W Soccer Endowment Information 

Financials for 12 13. 

ss 

>>> Josh Boone 3/21/2012 1:16 PM >>> 
Shelly Please share this with Coach Dorrance. 

SPORT ENDOWMENTS 

WOMENS SOCCER OPERATING ENDOWMENT 

KENAN CHAR. TRUST ENDOW. FOR WOMEN’S 

SOCCER 

Thanks 

Joshua N. Boone 

Athletic Business Office 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919 962 5200 

Fax: 919 962 0667 

wvcw.tarheelblue.com 

PRINCIPAL 

CONTRIBUTED 

(through 9/30/11) 

1,401,915.00 

1,000,000.00 

MARKET 

VALUE 

(as of 12/31/11) 

1,441,129.00 

923,168.00 

PROJECTED 

DISTRIBUTION 

(for 6/30/12) 

83,005.00 

52,676.00 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Laurence <laurencel@shaw.ca> 

Friday, October 8, 2010 11:53 AM 

’Anson DorraJ~ce’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Soccerl,ab & the US Women’s National Team 

Hello Anson, 

I finally managed to speak with my contact at SoccerLab (having just returned from having ACL surgery). We have now reached a clear understanding of what 

SoccerLab would be prepared to propose for the US Women’s National team with respect to aiding in their preparations for the upcoming World Cup in Germany. 

SoccerLab proposes to provide the US Women’s National Team with two main components: 

1) A free license to one component within their Software Suite of tools called "Video Analysis Tool". 

2) Tailored database supporting services consisting of Video footage of matches from other countries (wherever played & broadcast). 

These provisions can commence at any time and would extend through to the Women’s World Cup next Summer. 

The Video Analysis Tool as you might expect from the name is designed for breaking down and analyzing video footage. It would be up to the US Team to provide 

their own video footage to utilize within the Video Analysis Tool software and they would then customize the software to break down various desired tactical and 

player components (not unlike what Chris Ducar has been doing this season for UNC). 

In terms of tailoring some additional support services, SoccerLab currently provides extensive soccer analysis services to a number of Clubs and Pro soccer teams. 

One area of distinct benefit which SoccerLab raised during our dialogue was to allow the US Women’s National Team access to part of their database services for 

the purposes of actively and continually scouting opponents. 

The way this would work is that SoccerLab would setup a private area on their server system where the US National Women’s Team could access video footage 

from the matches being broadcast by their opponents. SoccerLab actively collects broadcasts from around the world each day and they could even customize which 

broadcasts to provide to the US Team. That means that any broadcast match (whether it is a "friendly" or a tournament, match, etc.) could be obtained and 

subsequently viewed by the US Team. SoccerLab would typically have that footage available on their server within an hour of the match having been played so the 

turnaround could be almost immediate. 

By having access to this type of resource, the US Women’s Team could download video footage of opponents they expect to play against during World Cup from 

the SoccerLab server and then use the SoccerLab software to analyze those matches. The ability to closely study key factors of individual players, as well as tactical 

strategies employed along with the types of adjustments and substitutions made by the coaching staff would provide an unprecedented advantage previously 

unavailable to the USA. In addition to gaining a uniquely intimate knowledge about opponents, because of the speedy access provided by SoccerLab to matches, I 

can perceive a beneficial scenario (like the one I have setup for my own team) where the US Women’s Team could translate the analysis of a match watched 

against an upcoming opponent directly into training employed the very same day! 

Coupled with using the SoccerLab Video Analysis Tool to raise the performance level of their own team, I believe that starting a relationship with SoccerLab 

represents a great opportunity for the US Women’s National Team to perhaps achieve the best possible result at World Cup 2011. 

Anson, through our work together over the past couple of years I feel comfortable suggesting that you are familiar with my unique tactical capabilities along with 

my interests (not unlike your own) in helping define new training methods which can help evolve the US National Program. With your assistance I would be willing 

to make this connection between SoccerLab and the US National Women’s team. 

In the event there is any question about my involvement with SoccerLab - I do not work for SoccerLab and I will not receive commission for helping to start a 

relationship between SoccerLab and the US Team (should that occur). I have in fact purchased an annual license for their Video Analysis Tool which came about 

after touring their facility in Germany (while on an International Coaching Course earlier this year). 

After you speak with the US Women’s Team, please let me know the next steps I might be able to do to help out. 

Cheers, 

Laurence 

PS: Yesterday I just received a copy of the latest version of the SoccerLab software. This new version will not be shown on their website yet, but as a reference the 

SoccerLab website is as follows: http://www.soccerlab.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jeff Tipping ~tipping@n~aa.com> 

Wednesday, October 27, 2010 11:39 AM 

’Giovalmi Pacini’ @ahoo.com>; ’Saward, Dave’ <~ward@middlebury.edtr~; @verizon.net; doug willimnson 

<dmlliam~n@nscaa.com>; George Perry <gper~y@monm.edtr~; Jay Martin ~iamaxtin@owu.edu>; ]effvennel’ @gmail.com% 

Nancy Feldman <buwosoc@bu.edu>; Paul Marco <pmarco@binghamton.edu>; ’paul Payne’ <ppayne@nscaa.com>; Peter Gooding 
<pjgooding@amherst.edu>; Danny Beamer <dbeame@ntelos.net>; Dave Ditomasso --~davidd@elmhurst.edu>; Dave Gregson 

<gregsond@erau.edu>; Gau Book @aol.com>; Gm7 Cook (gcook@WMAnet.org); Hageage (george) 

<EWUsocce@yahoo.com>; Ken White @aol.com>; Lang Wedemeyer--~wedemeyf@sds~te.edu>; M~rco Santillan 

<santizorro@sbcglobal.net>; Peter Broadley --~broadley@capefe~rsoccer.com>; ’rob herringet <rhemnge@benedictine.edu>; Tim 

Odonohue <todonoh@stevens-tech.edu>; ’Achilles Vassilicos’ @comcast.net;,; ’andrew donne~" <adonnery@~sl.org>; 

’andrew hulbert’ <andy@24-7uksocceracademy.com>; ’ashu Saxena’ aol.com>; ’benjmnin waldmm’  @hotmafil.com~; 

’bmndon silva! @gmail.com>; ’chiistopher behler’ <chris.beNer@~su.edu>; ’Colin Gilmartin’ @yahoo.com~; 

’Frank Tschan’ <tschan@isdedu.de~; ’g~xy ross’ @erizon.net;~; ’greg Vallee’ <gvallee@truvis~a.net>; ’jim Lagarde’ 
<jlagarde@primosports.net>; john b~brd’ <john.byford@illanova.edu>; ’jon Pickup’ <doc@kingssa.com>; ’Ken Dale’ 

<kenny.dale@azwestern.edu>; ’laurence Leydiet <laurencel@shaw.ca>; ’michael ross’ @googlemail.com>; ’ozzie white’ 

<ozziewhite@mchsi.com>; ’ricky clarke’ <rclarke@fysl.org>; ’Sawn Laity’ @yahoo.com>; ’simon nee’ 

<simon.nee@newyorkredbulls.com>; ’steve Mccrath’ <smccrath@mail.barry.edu>; ’ted ander~n’ <tmanderson@unomalm.edtr’~; ’troy 
dayak’ <td@lysl.org>; ’tyrone pippin’ @earthlink.net>; ’wulf dieter koch’ <wkoch@aum.edu>; Anson Do~rance 

<m~son@uncaa.unc.edu:>; Butler Rich~xd @hotmail.co~n >; Charlie Slagle <chealies@caslemail.co~n >; ’dan bemnei 

<~tbeame@roanokes~r.com>; Jay Miller @bellsouth.net>; Lew Atkinson @co~ncast.net>; ’mike noonan’ 

<nmoonan@clemson.edu>; Tony Waiters <tw@worldofsoccer.com>; ’april Heinrichs’ <april.heinrichs@usoc.org>; ’ban7 german’ 
<nittanysoccer@verizon.net~; Bill Steffen l@yahoo.com>; Bob Gansler @att.net~; Brett Simon 

<basimon@s~anford.edu>; Chico Bo~ja <coachchico@m~acc.net>; Felicity Day <~felici~dsmith@hotma~l.com>; George Purgavie 

--~gpurgavi@bates.edu;,; Gregg Ryan <~greg~an@umich.edu>; Hylton Dayes <Hylton.dayes@uc.edu~; Janet Ra~eld 

<rayfield@ad.uiuc.edu>; Jem/Smith ~ smith@scu.edu~; Jill Ellis ~ellis@athlelics.ucla.edu>; John Bluem <bluem.1 @osu.edu~; John 
Murphy <JMurphy@PepsiCenter.com>; ’laura kerrigan’ <laurakerrigan@nc.rr.com>; Lauren Gregg @aol.com>; Lee Mitchell 

@yahoo.com>; Liekoski Time @gmaJd.com>; Lome Donaldson <lorned@realcolorado.nel>; ’Mike 

Noonan’ <michaelnoonan@brown.edu>; Nora Maguire White hotmail.com>; Randy Waldrum <rwaldrum@nd.edu>; 

Rene Miramontes @aol.com>; Ron Mceachen <rmceache@skidmore.edu>; Sam Okpodu @ya~hoo.com>; 

Schellas Hynd~nan <shyndman@fcdallas.net>; Sue Ryan <sryan@notes.cc.sunysb.edu:> 

’Joe Cummings’--~jcummings@nscaa.com> 

Future updates. 

Colleagues, 
Hope you find this interesting and helpful in your coaching education initiatives. 

Best Wishes, 
Tipp 

Futuro Position Specific Coachinq and Zonal Shadow Warmup Oct 2010.doc 
FIFA FuturVlI.doc Ti;~ 2[~ ?~n 20.l ~. ~.O::<t~: .t9 -0500 2’:i~.t~4t yt ~i 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

Thursday, November 11, 2010 11:49 AM 

Anson Dowance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Committee 

Anso~ 

Below are the names of the people on the Women’s Soccer Committee - and email addresses for some. Lisa CamIx~S is tl~e Chair. Jnlie Oflowsld and 
Ada Greenwood are coaches on the Committee. Donnie Wagner is the NCAA liaison - <DWagner~ncaa.org> 

Lisa D. Campos <ldcampos(~utep.edn>, Julie Orlowsld <ioflowsk,~stetson.edu>, Ada Greenwood <hadriang(~sandiego.edu>, Melissa Conti 
<mconli@caasports.com>, Mike Parsons <Mike.Parsons(a)mail.wvu.edu> 

Rob 

Matt Wolf err 
FBS      (IREAT LAKES RE(IION Assoc Director of Athletics                                                    Mid-American Conference 

Ball State Universit~- 

FBS          PACWIC REGION       CCD, Associate Athletics Director                Kimberly N. Jolmson             Mountain West Conference 
Texas Christian Universi~ 

Mike Parsons 
FBS MID-ATLANTIC REGION Depu_ty Director of Athletics 

West Virginia University 
Big East Conference 

bT:~S CENT[L.~L [<E(IION SWA, Associate A D./SWA 
Lisa Campos 

Conference USA 
Universi ,ty of Texas at t:.1 Paso 

FBS          WEST REGION       SWA, Associate AD                           Marianne Vydra                Pacific-10 Conference 
Oregon State Universits,~ 

Meredith Jenkins 
FBS       SOLWHEAST REGION     SWA, Senior Associate Athletics Director                                           Southeastern Conference 

Auburn University 

Melissa Conti 
FCS MID-A~[LANTIC REGION Assistant Commissioner ~2~r Championships 

Colonial Athletic Association 
Colonial Athletic Association 

Victoria Chun 
FCS       NORTHEAST REGION    SWA, Senior Associate AD                                                        Patriot League 

Colgate UniversiV 

Julie Orlowski 
DI        SO!Z[’[It"~ST REGION    tIead Coach, tIead Women’s Soccer Coach                                       Atlantic Sun Conference 

Stetson Universit~ 

Ada Greenwood 
DI WEST REGION Head Coach, USD Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of San Diego 
West Coast Conference 

SEP 2014 

SEP 2014 

SEP 201 ~ 

SF~’ 2011 

SEP 2011 

SEP 201~ 

SEP 2011 

SEP 201 ,~ 

SEP 201 ~ 

SEP 201 ~ 

Rob Kehoe 

College Prograrns Director 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
8oo Ann Ave. Kansas City, Kansas 66101 

913 362 1747 (phone); 913 362 3439 (fax) www.NSC.~.eom 

Wisconsin: Office - 920 674 4391; Cell -            -- 

2Oll NSCAA Convention - Baltimore, MD, January 12-16 

2OlO Women’s College Cup - Deeernber 3-5, Caly, NC; Men’s College Cup - December lO-12, Santa Barbara, CA 



Frolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

gaverbuch@pointsmedical.com 

Wednesday, December 14, 2011 7:47 PM 

l,etter in Supp~rt of 

Please take a minute to read this, pass it on, and "Like" the FB page to follow up (link within the article). 

Thanks so much. 
.http://www.womensprosoccer.com/Home!nv!news/press releases/~. ~. ~.214- thomas- h ofstetter- letter.asp_~x 

G k>e:~. Averb*x:la 

Poims Medical, LLC 

Points Sports Health, ~,aww.pointssports.com 

Phone: 973-998-8008 x1091 Cell: 973-449-8880 
Fax: 973-998-4697 

6 Dumont Place 1 4th Floor I Momstown, NJ 07960 
www.~ointsmedical.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sk?l Blue FC President Thomas Hof, s~tetter <thomas@slcybluesoccer.ccsend.com> 

Monday, Janual3’ 30, 2012 5:31 PM 

anson@mail .uncaa.unc.edu 

Letter to Players, Stafl; Fans and Friends 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

LETTER FROM THE PRESIDEHT REGARDIHG THE SUSPEHSIOH 
OF THE WOMEH’S PROFESSIOHAL SOCCER [WPS] 2012 SEASOH 

Players, Staff, Fans and Friends 
In case you haven’t heard by now, I wanted to inform you that the Board of 
Women’s Professional Soccer has suspended the 2012 season. Despite the fact 
that it is with great regret that we have been forced to suspend WPS operations 
for 2012, it is also with a great deal of relief. It was a unanimous decision that 
has come after much agonizing thought and methodical contemplation by The 
Board of Governors. I also wanted to provide you with some information that 
will show you that this decision was necessary in order to insure the long-term 
viability of the league. In other words, unlike those who speculate to the 
contrary--and I am sure there are plenty--this is not the end. 

I can confidently say that this decision, made by The Board of Governors of 
WPS, of which I am a member, was the only viable choice. If we had 
maintained operations status quo, the various issues with which we are currently 

battling would have caught up with us within the 2012 season. Consequently, 
we could have been forced to cease operation entirely by the end of the season. 

Several factors contributed to this decision, all of which had an impact in one 
way or another. One is the continuing litigation with Dan Borislaw (magic.lack). 

The other was the difficulty in acquiring sanctioning this year from USSF. Both 
issues had a significant financial impact and have drained a substantial amount 
of time and resources from our efforts in building the 2012 season. This was 
compounded by other operational issues which could not have been resolved 

prior to the season. One of the most important advances we have made over 
the past three years was the ability of a profit distribution from the League office 
to the teams. This is an essential component in building a sustainable business 

model. Due to the various issues mentioned above, these funds have now been 
redirected to other needs, primarily legal costs. 
Believe me, the Board of Governors tried extensively to avoid the cessation of 
operation. Personally, I have faced many hurdles in my six years of involvement 

with our club. In the past, [ would report to my partners at Sky Blue FC that 
despite losses, which we have incurred each year, the league and Sky Blue FC 
were improving. Perhaps nothing better illustrates the need to suspend 

operations than the fact that for the very first time, I would not be able to tell 
my partners that things were on the upswing for this upcoming year. 

The amount of money that caring, committed people have invested (and yes, 

lost) in WPS is in the tens of millions of dollars. That does not even take into 
consideration the hours, weeks, months and years that many of us have devoted 
to every aspect of WPS. That is why I can assure you that we have five 
committed ownership groups, as well as a plan to continue working to address 
issues and move forward. Speaking for Sky Blue FC, my two partners and I are 

very much committed to providing a professional sports league to women in the 
US. This is important for millions of dedicated girls, now and in the future. 



I feel deep regret for every single person who has shared the same emotional 
commitment: from the players, to the coaching and front office staff, and 
especially the fans. I sincerely hope that for those players who desire, they can 
be sustained and ready to resume their careers in 2013. 

Finally, I want to emphasize the point that suspending operations is NOT 
ceasing operations. We will remain in operations and will work on the 2013 

season, 

I want to wish the very best of luck to the United States Women’s National Team 
in the Summer Olympics, In addition to success, I hope that these Games will 
generate the same sponsor and fan interest for the 2013 WPS season and 
beyond. 

Suspending the season doesn’t mean less work. Rather, the opposite. We have 
implemented a 90-day action plan for the Board and League office that we have 
begun to execute. The plan includes detailed action plans related to operations, 
sponsorship, the player’s union, television contracts and resolving our legal 

issues. 

I deeply appreciate the interest and support of all concerned with WPS. Please, 
check in on our website regularly. We will keep you updated on our progress 
preparing the 2013 season. 

My door is always open, and I invite your input. 

Looking forward to the future of WPS, 

On behalf of the Sky Blue FC ownership group 
Thomas Hofstetter, 
thofsetter@skybluesoccer.com 
Member, Women’s Professional Soccer Board of Governors 

Forward email 

] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Asher Mendelsohn <~amendels~hn@ussoccer.org> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 4:03 PM 

Thomas Rongen <trongen@ussoccer.org>; Claudio Reyna <creyn~r@ussoccer.org>; Tab Ramos < ~hotmail.com>; ’Bob Jenkins’ 
<bob@stfikersonline.com>; April tteilmchs <aheinrich@ussoccer.org>; Jill Ellis <jellis@ussoccer.ovg>; Kain, Tommy 

<Tommy.Kain@nike.com>; Jay Berhalter <jberhalter@kentarogroup.com>; porterc@uakron.edu; Sasho Cirovski (sasho@umd.edu); 

@aol.com; jerome@mek~r.com; gabmra@usna.edu; anson@mail.uncaa.unc.edu 

@aol.com; Da~ Flynn --~dflym~@ussoccer.org>; Jim Moorhouse <jmoorhouse@ussoccer.org >; Bria~ Remedi 

<Sremedi@ussoccer.org>; Melissa Biniewicz <mbiniewicz@ussoccer.org >; Bria~ Remedi <bremedi@ussoccer.org > 

RE: Player Development Task Force Conference Call Today at4pm ET 

Please use the ~oll.:_~wing pas~.; code: 

From: Asher Mendelsohn 
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2011 12:06 PM 
To: Thomas Rongen; Claudio Reyna; ’Tab Ramos’; ’Bob Jenkins’; April Heinrichs; Jill Ellis; ’Kain, Tommy’; ’Jay Berhalter’; ’porterc@uakron.edu’; Sash@ Cirovski 
(sasho@umd.edu);      @aol.com’; ’jerome@mekar.com’; ’gabarra@usna.edu’; ’anson@mail.uncaa.unc.edu’ 

@aol.com’; Dan Flynn (dflynnOussoccer.org); Jim Moorhouse; Brian Remedi; Melissa Biniewicz; Brian Remedi 
Subjecti Player Development Task Force Conference Call Today at 4pro ET 

As a reminder, below are details for this afternoon’s Task Force conference call. Additional materials are also included for the call, meeting and Summit. 

Conference Call Details 

The purpose of the call will be to review the agenda and content to be covered at the U.S. Soccer Player Development Summit in Portland, OR. 

Date: Wednesday, April 13 

Time: 4pro ET!3pm CT!:Ipm PT 

Call-in Number: (888) 850-4523 

Passcode: 

U.S. Soccer Curriculum 

Below is a link to download a copy of the U.S. Soccer Curriculum. The curriculum will be distributed at the Summit and published on ussoccer.com next week. 

https:/!www.yousen dit.com!dl?phi acti~n=app/~rchestrateD~wn~ad&rur~=https%253A%252F%252FWWW.y~usendit.c~m%252Ftransfer.php%253Facti~n% 

253Dbatch download%2526send id%253D].O93:[8226~%2526email%253DOcf222c604].cb9c2909aO42:[ac75dba:[ 

Please note: this information is not public and should not be distributed prior to the official release of the document next week. 

Details on Task Force Meeting in Portland 

The Player Development Task Force Meeting in Portland, OR will be held on April 19 from lpm to 3:30pro PT. Lunch will be served at 12pm PT. The meeting will be 

held at the Hotel Monaco in the Alder Creek BC meeting space 

if you have sent your flight information to Melissa Biniewicz, then you will have a room reserved at the Hotel Monaco: 

Hotel Monaco 

506 SW Washington Street 

Portland, OR 97204 

(503) 222-0001 

Changes to Hotel Reservations 

Please contact Jessica Patterson at 503.532.6135 or by responding to this email if you need to make any changes to your hotel reservations. The hotel will not 

accommodate changes to your room -all changes must go through Nike. 

Transportation 

There are multiple options for transportation from Portland International Airport (PDX) to your downtown hotel. Transportation costs to and from PDX are the 

attendee’s own cost. 

* Taxi -Available outside of the Arrivals area and will cost approximately $35. 

~ TriMet!MAX -Take the Red Line towards City Center!Beaverton and get off at MalI!SW 5th Ave MAX Station. Walk N on SW 5th Ave for .:I miles and arrive at hotel 

on right. Cost is approximately ~2.35 each way. For more information, visit: http:iitdmet.org!index.htm. 

* Point to Point (Town Cars) - Must be set-up in advance. For reservations call 503.282.0553. 

Weather 

On average, the weather will reach a high of 61 degrees and a low of 40. The potential for rain is to be expected. Please be prepared with a weatherproof jacket 

and to be outdoors in inclement weather. 

Dress Code 

We invite attendees to dress comfortably during the course of the Summit - especially for on field sessions. Please be mindful to wear appropriate attire while 

visiting the Nike campus. 

Itinerary for Player Development Summit 

Attached is an itinerary for the Player Development Summit. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Regards, 

Asher 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Asher Mendelsohn <aJnendelsohn@ussoccer.org> 

Wednesday, April 13, 2011 4:08 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

RE: Player Development Task Force Conference Call Today at 4pin ET 

Anson, 
Please use the same number and new code: 3102291694. 

Thanks, 
Asher 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, April :t3, 20:[:t 4:05 PM 
To-" Asher Mendelsohn 
Subject," Re: Player Development Task Force Conference Call Today at 4pro ET 

Asher, 
the passcode does not seem to work ... 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Asher MendeBohn <amendelsohn@ussoccer.orq > 4/13/2022 12:06 PM > > > 
As a reminder, below are details for this afternoon’s Task Force conference call. Additional materials are also included for the call, meeting and Summit. 

Conference Call Details 

The purpose of the call will be to review the agenda and content to be covered at the U.S. Soccer Player Development Summit in Portland, OR. 

Date: Wednesday, April 13 

Time: 4pro ET!3pm CT!:Ipm PT 

CaN-in Number: (888) 850-4523 

Passcode: 2446599798 

U.S. Soccer Curriculum 

Below is a link to download a copy of the U.5. Soccer Curriculum. The curriculum will be distributed at the Summit and published on ussoccer.com next week. 

.h--~--t--~s--;/~-w--~-w--~-w--~y-~---u---s--e---n-~-d-~t--~-c-~Q~-m--~--d-~h--~L a c t i o n = a p__p_ j---~---r--~--h---e---s--t--r--a--~--e----D---~---w---n--!--~--a---d--~-r---u--r-!~-~--h--t--tx7---s--°‘-/-~--2---5--~ ~ ~_~_~ ~ ~ ~_~_~ ~ ~_:~_~_~_~_~_~!~:_~ ~ ~ ~_~ ~_~_~ ~ ~ ~_~_~_~ ~:~_~ ~ ~ ~_~_~_~ ~_~ ~!~ ~_~ 

253Dbatch download%2526send id%253D~[O931~8226it%2526email%253DOcf222c604~[cbgc2909aO421ac75dba]. 

Please note: this information is not public and should not be distributed prior to the official release of the document next week. 

Details on Task Force Meeting in Portland 

The Player Development Task Force Meeting in Portland, OR will be held on April 19 from lpm to 3:30pro PT. Lunch will be served at 12pro PT. The meeting will be 

held at the Hotel Monaco in the Alder Creek BC meeting space 

If you have sent your flight information to Melissa Biniewicz, then you will have a room reserved at the Hotel Monaco: 

Hotel Monaco 

506 SW Washington Street 

Portland, OR 97204 

(503) 222-0001 

Changes to Hotel Reservations 

Please contact Jessica Patterson at 503.532.6:135 or by responding to this email if you need to make any changes to your hotel reservations. The hotel will not 

accommodate changes to your room -all changes must go through Nike. 

Transportation 

There are multiple options for transportation from Portland International Airport (PDX) to your downtown hotel. Transportation costs to and from PDX are the 

attendee’s own cost. 

¯ Taxi -Available outside of the Arrivals area and will cost approximately ~;35. 

¯ TriMet!MAX -Take the Red Line towards City Center!Beaverton and get off at MalI!SW 5th Ave MAX Station. Walk N on SW 5th Ave for .:1 miles and arrive at hotel 

on right. Cost is approximately ~;2.35 each way. For more information, visit: http://trimet.org/index.htm. 

¯ Point to Point (Town Cars) - Must be set-up in advance. For reservations call 503.282.0553. 

Weather 

On average, the weather will reach a high of 61 degrees and a low of 40. The potential for rain is to be expected. Please be prepared with a weatherproof jacket and 

to be outdoors in inclement weather. 

Dress Code 

We invite attendees to dress comfortably during the course of the Summit - especially for on field sessions. Please be mindful to wear appropriate attire while 

visiting the Nike campus. 

Itinerary for Player Development Summit 

Attached is an itinerary for the Player Development Summit. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Regards, 

Asher 



Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Thnrsday, April 14, 2011 11:39 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; April Heinrichs ~-aheinrichs@ussoccer.org>; Carin Gaba~a <gabarra@nsna.edu>; Jill Ellis 
<jellis@ussoccer.org> 

Women’s fotlmll Development FA Resoumes: Matt Robinson 

Working on England and came across these resources. T}~ey are usi~g LTAD as their theo~’eticat base t:or player development. That ~s same as Ca~ada. Also, if you go to 

the ~ink look at the center of exce~lence~ The~, have s~mi~ar model to Germany. A lot of ~nterest~ng info. A~so, they launched their super league with 8 teams this 

week. 

got r~ost of the i[)forr~atiorl I n~-_~eded for tlleir r~-_wiew [ror~ souR>:~s on web, bu~ I am doi~g (:all wi~h Wor~erl’s Soccer Developme~]t person flex]: week. 

All t:he best 

Matt 

~ttp:i/www.thefa.comiTheFA/WhatWeDo/Equality/Wome~andGirfsFootball 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, April 07, 2011 :[:L:15 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew 3 
Subject; RE: FTFA Letter of Suppor~ 

Yes 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mjrobins@udel.edu > 4/7/2011 10:05 AM > > > 

Lets catd~ up and figure out some potential dates. 

Matt 

I:rom: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, April 07, 2011 10:04 AM 
To: Tom Byer; Robinson, Matthew ~ 
Subject; Re: FTFA Letter of Suppor~ 

Tom, 

what would be most interesting for us is seeing the training .... [ know what you are doing in training separates the Japanese .... that is why the soccer culture has been 

transformed as you well know. What specifically have you done? What has worked so well? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com > 4/7/2011 5:36 AM > > > 

Matt, 

]just returned to Tokyo from Jakarta this afternoon. ]will be 

putting you in touch with the Head Coach of the Australian National 

Woman’s Team, Tom Sermanni. 

http:i/en.wikipedia.org/wikifrom Sermanni 

He should be of help to you or be able to point you in the right 

direction. ] close friend of mine Naoki ]maya use to play for him and 

knows him well. We should be hearing back from him soon. 

Also, ] know the Japanese Woman’s Team is heading your way in May and 

] believe they have a game in Columbus as well? i’m sure ] can arrange 

a meeting with some of the people from the JFA Woman’s Program. Can 

you send me the dates of their visit and possible dates you would be 

available? 

Lastly, let me know some potential dates for a trip to Japan? There is 

a Tournament for U12 Boys and Girls sponsored by Canon that ] am apart 

of. The qualifiers are on 5/14 Kobe, 22 Nagoya, 28 29 Yokohama. And 

the Final is on 6/12. Usually during the Yokohama Qualifier and or 



Final, the Head of the Woman’s Department for the JFA attends, His 

name is Ueda san and is also the Former Head Coach for the Woman’s 

Team as well. Anyway, just throwin9 some dates and ideas out there, 
although I would imagine that Ueda san will be heading to the U,S, 

with the Team when they visit, I will check out what the schedule will 

be, I think it would be interesting for you guys to check out what is 

happening with the U12 Kids here in Japan, There are plenty of other 

opportunities to put something together as well if I have an idea of 

when you might be able to visit? 

TB 

On Apr 6, 2011, at 12:15 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

> Tom: 
> 

> I hope you are well. If you reach out to your contacts in Japan and 

> Australia. I am attaching the letter of support that I have received 

> from FIFA. Again, in the case of Australia I am happy to call at a 

> time that is convenient to thern. In case of Japan Anson and I hope 

> to make the trip still so we can do face to face. We also hope to 

> rneet with someone when Japan team is in carolina in May. 
> 

> Again, thanks for your support on this. 
> 

> Matt 
> 

> Original Message 

> From: Tom Byer .[[~La_)_[_Lo_2t__o__[9_@_t__o__[9__s__a_D_:_c_£4E!l 

> Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:36 PM 

> To: Robinson, Matthew J 
> CC: ’Anson Dorrance’ 

> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 
> 

> Matt, 
> 

> I will speak to my contacts down under and get back to you soon with 

> the appropriate person to work with. 
> 

> Regards, 
> 

> Tom 
> 

> 

> On Mar 30, 2011, at 3:04 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 
> 

>> Tom: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > I hope you are well, I look forward to our conversation in the near 

> > future, In the meantime, would there be someone you would suggest 

> > reachin9 out to with the Australian Football Federation, Again, they 

>> are one of the countries I am examining, I have gained a great deal 

> > of information on Aussie soccer from documents they have made public 

>> on the internet, but there is some information Iwould need to 
> > acquire 

> > from a person in the federation whether overall or specifically with 

>> the Wome~Ys program, Eg, Funds directed to women’s soccer, 

>> comparison 

>> to men’s budget, some questions on use of sport sciences, and the 

> > degree of involvement of 9overnment and Australian sport commission, 

> > I was just at an event last night where I spoke with person from FIFA 

> > and they are very interested in the findings of the study and I would 
>> be sharing findings with all countries when completed, If you need 

> > anything else from me, I can forward. Also, I am happy to call them 

>> on 

> > their time schedule. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> All the best and again I really look forward to speaking. 
>> 

> > Matt 
>> 

>> 



> > From: Anson Dorrance ]:r_’_0__a_jJ_t__o__La_£LS__O__L~__@__U__L~__c#__a_~__U_£LC_=_e___d_~[]~ 

>> Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:21 AM 

> > To: Tom Byer 

> > Cc: bill palladino; ninermhc@aol.com; cindy cone; Robinson, Matthew 

>> J; 

>> Chris Ducar; Tom Sander; Carin Gabarra 
> > Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 
>> 

>> 

> > Tom, 
>> 

>> excellent..., thank you! 
>> 

>> I spoke with Mia Hamm this weekend and she is the Chairperson of 

> > Zone I (the U 12 age group) so I will copy her on this and everything 

> > we do from here out. I am very excited about everything you have done 

> > and know we can benefit from your expertise. 
>> 

>> All the best! 
>> 

>> 

> > ARson Dorrance 

>> Head Coach 

>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> > w) 919 962 4100 
> > > > > Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 3/26/2011 12:04 AM > > > 

> > ARson, 
>> 

> > It would be great if you could come over for a visit. I am close 

> > friends will all of the J FA Staff and Coaches and my closest friend 

>> is 

>> the Vice Chairman of the JFA. His name is Kohzo Tashima and is the 

>> person who has been in charge of Coaches education for many years. 

> > Also, the head of the Woman’s Department, Ueda san, former Woman’s 

>> National Team Head Coach is a close friend as well. I am sure they 

> > would love to rneet with you, so let me speak with them regarding 

> > their 

>> schedule. As you can imagine things are quite hectic because of the 

>> disaster here and the J League has had to postpone their Season until 

>> 4/23. 
>> 

> > Also, the JFA Academy, both Girls and Boys Residency Programs were 

> > located on the adjacent property to where the Nuclear Facility that 

>> is 

> > causing all of the problems is. Luckily they were able to evacuate 

>> all 

>> of the 120 Players to a safe haven before the Tsunami hit, All of the 

> > staff are very busy trying to find a suitable location for the 

> > Academy 

>> to continue. Of note, Japan’s school calendar runs from April to 

>> March, so all of the kids are on Spring Break now and the new school 

>> year starts up on April 1st, 
>> 

> > I’ll be back in touch after I speak with a few people. 
>> 

> > Regards, 
>> 

> > Tom 
>> 

>> 

>> On Mar 25, 2011, at 11:55 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 
>> 

> > > Tom, 
>>> 

> > > I am overwhelmed with your response and now I understand clearly 

>> > how you transformed the culture. Iwould be honored to visit the Tom 

> > > Byer academy. Where is it located? 
>>> 

> > > I have copied my University of North Carolina staff on this (Bill 

> > > Palladino, Chris Ducar, Tom Sander, and Cindy Parlow) along with 

>>> Carin Jennings Gabarra who is the Chair of US Soccer’s Women’s/Girls 

>>> Player Development Committee and Dr Matt Robinson who is a part of 

> > > an independent Player Development Task Force organized honestly to 

>>> do some research on movements like yours that are transforming the 

>> > game. Yesterday Carin asked me to be a part of the U 12 (Zone I in 

> > > US Soccer player development parlance) platform so your ernail 

> > > message could not be better timed for my current responsibilities. 
>>> 

>> > Thank you for your thorough and detailed response. I know how your 

> > > daily schedule must be, especially now with all of your long 



> > > distance travel and I genuinely appreciate the time you have taken 

> > > to educate me. With your permission I fully intend to spend time 

>>> with you at your academy, My first opportunities are in May and June 

> > > .... would that be possible? 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Anson Dorrance 

>> > Head Coach 

>>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> > > w) 919 962 4100 

>>>>>> Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 3/24/2011 11:51 PM >>> 

>>> Dear Anson, 
>>> 

>>> Thank you for our email and sorry for the late reply, ]just 
>> returned 

>>> to Tokyo last night and the bags are already packed for my usual 

>> > weekend Clinics in other parts of Japan. 
>>> 

> > > As you may have read the NYT article that i wrote, [ believe it 

>> was a 

> > > combination of several factors that have contributed to the success 

> > > Japan is having current day. With my introduction of Technical 

>>> Training, (Coerver), back in the late 90’s, coupled with an omni 

> > media 

>>> approach, TV, Print, Events and the establishment of Schools, this 

>>> seems to be the only real Omni Media 360 approach that [ have 

> > seen, [ 

> > > believe we helped to lift the overall level of play throughout the 

> > > entire country by focusing on regular players in our schools and 

> > > empowering individuals by providing content while at the same time 

> > > educating Coaches who work with the U12 age group along with the 

>>> Parents. 
>>> 

> > > [ required that every Coach who worked at our schools be hired full 

> > > time and given a decent salary along with barring any of them from 

>>> having a Club affiliation. The age group of the schools starts from 

>>> 5yrs old up to 12. They come to the schools M F, 3 8pm to receive 

>>> Technical Tdning and train normallywith their own Club Teams 

>> during 

>>> the week and on the weekends. The emphasis is on Technical Training 

>>> and small sided games at the schools, 
>>> 

> > > On the TV side, my Corner reaches millions of households per day, 

> > > although the corner is very short, 1 2 minutes, however it’s shown 

>>> daily for 13 years, This coupled with being inside the most popular 

>>> Manga Book for Kids each month, a reach of nearly 2 million copies 

> > per 
>> > month, this has made learning Technic cool for kids. 
>>> 

> > > f’ve conducted thousand’s of Event’s throughout the country on a 

> > > consistent basis, again, introducing the importance of Technical 

>>> Training. 
>>> 

> > > We basically made teaching Technical Training a must for everyone 

> > who 

> > > plays the game, especially at the younger ages, 
>>> 

> > > Then you factor into it, the Japanese are very disciplined, they 

> > love 

> > > teaching and learning, and they have great respect for the "Sensei", 

> > > or Teacher, They train all year long, and you swear allegiance to 

>> only 

>>> one sport, not multiple sports like in the U,S,, 
>>> 

> > > We’ve basically been able to improve the bottom of the pyramid, 

> > which 

>>> pushes the players above them to become better, 
>>> 

> > > Also, the JFA does a very good job of organizing their NTC, National 

> > > Trainin9 Centers, which there are 9 different Regions, ~ was able to 

>>> convince the JFA years ago to let us Train their Staff Coaches who 

>>> were working with these age groups, The NTC’s focus on U12, They 

> > > identify Players when they are 10 and 11 years old and track them, 
>>> 

>>> The J League also has U12 Teams and very large Schools as well, So 

> > > that they can try and develop their own players as well, 
>>> 

> > > [ think this total effort of time Orchestra playing in complete 

> > Harmony 

> > > with each other is the magic that is making everything work so well, 



>>> And in the past couple of years the Music they have been playing is 

> > > finally coming on Note! 
>>> 

> > > I have written several books on my work being done here in Japan, 

> > > however they are all in Japanese. i’ve attached a few articles that 

> > > have been written including an interview I did for Football Weekly 

>> in 

>> > Singapore. interesting to hear that you spent time there as a young 

> > > boy! 
>>> 

>>> Because of the success Japan is having of recent I am in great 

>> demand 

>>> to help replicate a similar model in China, india and indonesia. So 

>>> it’s a quite exciting time for me these days. 
>>> 

>>> in closing, I headed up the Coerver Program here in Japan and other 

> > > parts of Asia. However the Coerver Program although the Content is 

>>> quite good, does not have a good business model and has not evolved 

> > > since the original work that Wiel did years ago. it is purely a body 

> > > of work, which is quite useful for many, but will not transform an 

> > > entire countries level without the proper mixture of what I have 

>>> written about above, in the U.S. the program is basically a Camp 

>>> Program with no permanent presence such as I established here, 

> > Technic 

> > > as you know has to be repetition training, not just a week in the 

>> > summer time. 
>>> 

>>> i hope this helps with some insight into what has been done. Please 

> > > let me know if you’d like to chat on the phone or visit some day my 

> > > Tom Byer Academy, I have 250 kids in my Academy and my U6 program 

>>> there are 100 players and a waiting list to get in. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

> > > M+ SecureStor Stored: total 10354565bytes; 

> > > Attachment Link: 

> > > http:i/archiveO2.uncaa.unc,edu/ONdgb7ad13dlc82bOd2bd17c29b6dlb 

>> > File Name: MLS Magazine.pdf 

>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Jun 2011 23:52:45 0400 

> > > Size: 2289326bytes 
>>> 

> > > Attachment Link: 

> > > http://archiveO2,uncaa.unc.edu/eSebb81060984cc101f23ba331994f6d 

>>> File Name: Singapore Article,pdf 

>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Jun 2011 23:52:45 0400 

> > > Size: 8065239bytes 
>>> 

>>> 

>> 

> 

> <FIFA Letter of Support.pall> 

LTPDGj£J~0f!09encz[@nd~pd[ Wed, ~_3 .lui 201_.’. :.’.~.:3’}i:3::, 
WomensStrateqyenqland.pdf W’~,:,4, 1_:; .XH 201 .~ .~i :,19:,15 0400 
Womens Football Factshee~ 2011[l].pdf ~:’,,"¢~i~ LI~ 3~_11 ?Oil ii::39::36. 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Friday, April 15, 2011 11:55 AM 

’Anson Dorrance’ <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: Solry for not being able to get back. 

ARson 

Great stuff today,, here is website demo,decisionlens.com log on adorrance password adorrance 

Sorry 1 bad to run. 

All the best 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, April :[4, 2011 4:46 PM 
To-" Robinson, Matthew .] 
Subject-" Re: Sorry for not being able to get back. 

11:15 .... 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > <mirobins@udel.edu > 4/14/2011 4:28 PM > > > 

Ok [ can do 930 or 11 15, Matt 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: ARSOn Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Date." Thu, 14 Apr 2011 16:01:28 0400 

To." Robinson, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin.udel.edu> 

Subject: RE: Sorry for not being able to get back. 

late morning 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Robinson, Matthew J" < [~j_r__o___b_j_r_Ls__@__u___d___e_Le___d_~[> 4/14/2011 2:34 PM > > > 

Let me know if you are free Friday rnorning. I am doing research day so I can do. I just have meeting at 10:30. 

Matt 

From: ARson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, April 14, 2011 2:34 PM 
To-" Robinson, Matthew 3 
Sabject-" Re: Sorry for not being able to get back. 

Matt, 

no big deal .... it sounds like what you were doing is more valuable AND interesting. 

Yes, let’s have a good time with the Japanese coach, ~f funds are there great, if not we can make anything work, 

Love to help with the weightings for the criteria for player development. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mirobins@udel.edu > 4/14/2011 7:52 AM > > > 

A[]son 

I am sorry I could not (:all batik, f was in new york city for a meeting that went from meetin~ to lunch to trying Lo catch a Lrain back. Was meeting with a guy how does 

psych profiling. He has work~-:~d with (:live Woodward and {::live has used his ~ools. £r~-:d:ty in~:er~-:~stin~. What h~-_~ is able to do is profile and individual and d~en advise 

organization oR bow to get the ~T~ost out Of the indivic~uat, or Lo get the individual to pert:otto better, He has worked with the number I female ~oll:er in Europe right 

now~ She did profile and t:rom there they changed how coaches inLeract wiLb her and how she perceives herself. 



I thillk it will be great to meet the Japai~ese coach ill May. I arn checkii~g on us of my funds. 

What I was goi~g to ask you to do was do some weightilsgs for criteria for player developmelst. April did and she thought it my be a good exercise for the taskforce to 

guide discussion over what is most important in terms of player developme~t. 

From= Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, April 07, 203L[ :[:[:15 AM 
To= Robinson, Matthew .~ 
Subject= RE: FIFA Letter of Suppor~ 

Yes 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < rnjrobins@udel.edu > 4/7/2011 10:05 AM > > > 

From= Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, April 07, 203L[ :[0:04 AM 
To= Tom Byer; Robinson, Matthew 3 
Subject= Re: FIFA Letter of Suppor~ 

Tom, 

what would be most interesting for us is seeing the training .... [ know what you are doing in training separates the Japanese .... that is why the soccer culture has been 

transformed as you well know. What specifically have you done? What has worked so well? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

>>> Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 4/7/2011 5:36 AM >>> 

Matt, 

[just returned to Tokyo from Jakarta this afternoon. ]will be 

putting you in touch with the Head Coach of the Australian National 

Woman’s Team, Tom Sermanni. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom Sermanni 

He should be of help to you or be able to point you in the right 

direction. [ close friend of mine Naoki [maya use to play for him and 

knows him well. We should be hearing back from him soon. 

Also, [ know the Japanese Woman’s Team is heading your way in May and 

[ believe they have a game in Columbus as well? I’m sure [ can arrange 

a meeting with some of the people from the J FA Woman’s Program, Can 

you send me the dates of their visit and possible dates you would be 

available? 

Lastly, let me know some potential dates for a trip to Japan? There is 

a Tournament for U12 Boys and Girls sponsored by Canon that [ am apart 

of. The qualifiers are on 5/14 Kobe, 22 Nagoya, 28 29 Yokohama. And 

the Final is on 6/12. Usually during the Yokohama Qualifier and or 

Final, the Head of the Woman’s Department for the JFA attends. His 

name is Ueda san and is also the Former Head Coach for the Woman’s 

Team as well. Anyway, just throwing some dates and ideas out there, 
although [would imagine that Ueda san will be heading to the U.S. 

with the Team when they visit. [ will check out what the schedule will 

be. [ think it would be interesting for you guys to check out what is 

happening with the U12 Kids here in Japan. There are plenty of other 

opportunities to put something together as well if [ have an idea of 

when you might be able to visit? 

TB 



On Apt 6, 2011, at 12:15 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

> Tom: 
> 

> [ hope you are well. If you reach out to your contacts in Japan and 

> Australia. I am attaching the letter of support that I have received 

> from F~FA. Again, in the case of Australia ~ am happy to call at a 

> time that is convenient to them. In case of Japan Anson and I hope 

> to make the trip still so we can do face to face. We also hope to 

> meet with someone when Japan team is in carolina in May, 
> 

> Again, thanks for your support on this. 
> 

> Matt 
> 

> Original Message 

> From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan,com] 

> Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:36 PM 

> To: Robinson, Matthew J 
> Cc: ’Anson Dorrance’ 

> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 
> 

> Matt, 
> 

> ~ will speak to my contacts down under and get back to you soon with 

> the appropriate person to work with, 
> 

> Regards, 
> 

> Tom 
> 

> 

> On Mar 30, 2011, at 3:04 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 
> 

>> Tom: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> I hope you are well. ~ look forward to our conversation in the near 

> > future. In the meantime, would there be someone you would suggest 

> > reaching out to with the Australian Football Federation. Again, they 

>> are one of the countries ~ am examining. ~ have gained a great deal 

> > of information on Aussie soccer from documents they have made public 

>> on the internet, but there is some information [would need to 
> > acquire 

> > from a person in the federation whether overall or specifically with 

>> the Women’s program. Eg. Funds directed to women’s soccer, 

>> comparison 

>> to men’s budget, sorne questions on use of sport sciences, and the 

> > degree of involvement of government and Australian sport commission. 

> > [ was just at an event last night where [ spoke with person from F[FA 

>> and they are very interested in the findings of the study and [would 

>> be sharing findings with all countries when completed. If you need 

> > anything else from me, [ can forward. Also, [ am happy to call them 

>> on 

> > their time schedule. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> All the best and again [ really look forward to speaking. 
>> 

> > Matt 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc,edu] 

>> Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:21 AM 

>> To: Tom Byer 
> > Cc: bill palladino; .r_)]D_&r_ELb__c__@#__o__[&_£a[Z~_; cindy cone; Robinson, Matthew 

>> J; 

>> Chris Ducar; Tom Sander; Carin Gabarra 

>> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 
>> 

>> 

> > Tom, 
>> 

>> excellent,,,, thank you! 



>> 

>> [ spoke with Mia Hamm this weekend and she is the Chairperson of 

> > Zone I (the U 12 age group) so [ will copy her on this and everything 
> > we do from here out. [ am very excited about everything you have done 

> > and know we can benefit from your expertise. 
>> 

>> All the best! 
>> 

>> 

>> Anson Dorrance 

> > Head Coach 

>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> > w) 919 962 4100 
> > > > > Tom Byer <.t__o__[i~_@__Lo__[iLS__a__r_!=_c___o__E).> 3/26/2011 12:04 AM > > > 

> > Anson, 
>> 

> > It would be great if you could come over for a visit. I am close 

> > friends will all of the J FA Staff and Coaches and my closest friend 

>> is 
>> the Vice Chairman of the JFA. His name is Kohzo Tashima and is the 

>> person who has been in charge of Coaches education for many years, 

> > Also, the head of the Woman’s Department, Ueda san, former Woman’s 

>> National Tearn Head Coach is a close friend as well. I am sure they 

> > would love to meet with you, so let me speak with them regarding 

> > their 

>> schedule. As you can imagine things are quite hectic because of the 

>> disaster here and the J League has had to postpone their Season until 

>> 4/23. 
>> 

>> Also, the JFA Academy, both Girls and Boys Residency Programs were 

> > located on the adjacent property to where the Nuclear Facility that 

>> is 

> > causing all of the problems is. Luckily they were able to evacuate 

>> all 

> > of the 120 Players to a safe haven before the Tsunami hit. All of the 

> > staff are very busy trying to find a suitable location for the 

> > Academy 

>> to continue. Of note, Japan’s school calendar runs from April to 

>> March, so all of the kids are on Spring Break now and the new school 

> > year starts up on April 1st. 
>> 

>> 111 be back in touch after I speak with a few people. 
>> 

>> Regards, 
>> 

> > Tom 
>> 

>> 

> > On Mar 25, 2011, at 11:55 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 
>> 

> > > Tom, 
>>> 

>>> ] am overwhelmed with your response and now ] understand clearly 

>>> how you transformed the culture. [would be honored to visit the Tom 

>>> Byer academy. Where is it located? 
>>> 

> > > ~ have copied my University of North Carolina staff on this (Bill 

>>> Palladino, Chris Ducar, Tom Sander, and Cindy Parlow) along with 

>>> Carin Jennings Gabarra who is the Chair of US Soccer’s Women’s/Girls 

>>> Player Development Committee and Dr Matt Robinson who is a part of 

> > > an independent Player Development Task Force organized honestly to 

>>> do some research on movements like yours that are transforming the 

>>> game. Yesterday Carin asked me to be a part of the U 12 (Zone I in 

> > > US Soccer player development parlance) platform so your email 

> > > message could not be better timed for my current responsibilities. 
>>> 

>>> Thank you for your thorough and detailed response. ] know how your 

> > > daily schedule must be, especially now with all of your long 

> > > distance travel and ] genuinely appreciate the time you have taken 

>> > to educate me. With your permission I fully intend to spend time 

>>> with you at your academy. My first opportunities are in May and June 

>>> .... would that be possible? 
>>> 

>>> 

>> > Anson aorrance 

>>> Head Coach 

>>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> > > vv) 919 962 4100 

> > > > > > Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com > 3/24/2011 11:51 PM > > > 

>>> Dear Anson, 



>>> 

> > > Thank you for our email and sorry for the late reply. I just 

>> returned 

>> > to Tokyo last night and the bags are already packed for my usual 

>>> weekend Clinics in other parts of Japan, 
>>> 

> > > As you may have read the NYT article that I wrote, I believe it 

>> was a 

> > > combination of several factors that have contributed to the success 

> > > Japan is having current day, With my introduction of Technical 

>>> Training, (Coen/er), back in the late 90% coupled with an omni 

> > media 

> > > approach, TV, Print, Events and the establishment of Schools, this 

>>> seems to be the only real Ornni Media 360 approach that I have 

> > seen. I 

> > > believe we helped to lift the overall level of play throughout the 

>> > entire country by focusing on regular players in our schools and 
> > > empowering individuals by providing content while at the same time 

>>> educating Coaches who work with the U12 age group along with the 

>>> Parents. 
>>> 

> > > I required that every Coach who worked at our schools be hired full 

>>> time and given a decent salary along with barring any of them from 

>>> having a Club affiliation. The age group of the schools starts from 

>>> 5yrs old up to 12. They come to the schools M F, 3 8pm to receive 

> > > Technical Trining and train normally with their own Club Teams 

> > during 

>>> the week and on the weekends. The emphasis is on Technical Training 

>>> and small sided games at the schools. 
>>> 

>>> On the TV side, my Corner reaches millions of households per day, 

> > > although the corner is very short, 1 2 minutes, however it’s shown 

>>> daily for 13 years. This coupled with being inside the most popular 

>>> Manga Book for Kids each month, a reach of nearly 2 million copies 

> > per 
>>> rnonth, this has rnade learning Technic cool for kids. 
>>> 

> > > I’ve conducted thousand’s of Event’s throughout time country on a 

> > > consistent basis, again, introducing the importance of Technical 

>>> Training. 
>>> 

> > > We basically made teaching Technical Training a must for everyone 

>> who 

> > > plays the game, especially at the younger ages. 
>>> 

> > > Then you factor into it, the Japanese are very disciplined, they 

> > love 

> > > teachin9 and learning, and they have great respect for the "Sensei", 

>>> or Teacher, They train all year long, and you swear allegiance to 

>> only 

>>> one sport, not multiple sports like in the U,S,. 
>>> 

> > > We’ve basically been able to improve the bottom of the pyramid, 

> > which 

>>> pushes the players above them to become better, 
>>> 

> > > Also, the JFA does a very good job of organizing their NTC, National 

> > > Training Centers, which there are 9 different Regions. I was able to 

>>> convince the JFA years ago to let us Train their Staff Coaches who 

>>> were working with these age groups, The NTC’s focus on U12, They 

> > > identify Players when they are 10 and 11 years old and track them, 
>>> 

>>> The J League also has U12 Teams and very large Schools as well, So 

> > > that they can try and develop their own players as well, 
>>> 

> > > I think this total effort of the Orchestra playing in complete 

> > Harmony 

> > > with each other is the magic that is making everything work so well, 

>>> And in the past couple of years the Music they have been playing is 

> > > finally coming on Note! 
>>> 

> > > I have written several books on my work being done here in Japan, 

> > > however they are all in Japanese, I’ve attached a few articles that 

> > > have been written including an Interview I did for Football Weekly 

>> in 

>>> Singapore, Interesting to hear that you spent tirne there as a young 

> > > boy! 
>>> 

>> > Because of the success Japan is having of recent I am in great 

>> demand 



>>> to help replicate a similar model in China, india and indonesia. So 

>>> it’s a quite exciting time for me these days, 
>>> 

>>> in closing, I headed up the Coerver Program here in Japan and other 

> > > parts of Asia, However the Coer~,er Program although the Content is 

>>> quite good, does not have a good business model and has not evolved 

> > > since the original work that Wiel did years ago. it is purely a body 

> > > of work, which is quite useful for many, but will not transform an 

> > > entire countries level without the proper mixture of what I have 

> > > written about above, in the U.S. the program is basically a Camp 

>>> Program with no permanent presence such as I established here. 

> > Technic 

> > > as you know has to be repetition training, notiust a week in the 

>>> summer time. 
>>> 

>>> I hope this helps with some insight into what has been done, Please 

> > > let me know if you’d like to chat on the phone or visit some day my 

> > > Tom Byer Academy, I have 250 kids in my Academy and my U6 program 

>>> there are 100 players and a waiting list to get in. 
>>> 

>>> 

> > > M+ SecureStor Stored: total 10354565bytes; 

> > > Attachment Link: 

> > > http:/iarchive02.uncaa.unc.edu/0Ndgb7ad13dlc82b0d2bd17c29b6dlb 
>>> File Name: MLS Magazine.pdf 

>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Jun 2011 23:52:45 0400 

> > > Size: 2289326bytes 
>>> 

> > > Attachment Link: 

> > > [)__Lt_p_k/.!_archive02.u ncaa.unc.edu!’e5ebb81060984cc101f23ba 331994f6d 

>>> File Name: Singapore Article.pdf 

>>> Expiry Date: Wed, 22 Jun 2011 23:52:45 0400 

> > > Size: 8065239bytes 
>>> 

>>> 

>> 

> 

> <FIFA Letter of Support.pdf> 



Fi"om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~}email.unc.eduv 

Monday, 10:58 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

Statistical Analysis - Use of Pos~ssion in Detennining Wins 

Hi Anson, 

Here is the report you requested fur the COl~ference you’re attending. 
I’m attaching the word document as well as the pd£ of my writeup in case 
you ;vanted to tweak the language If there are any last minute changes 
you want me to make or an?’ additional reformation you would like to see, 
please let me know 

Thanks, 

M+ SecureStor Stored: total 220381 bytes; 

Attachment Link: http ://archive02.uncaa.unc. edu/a69fe4d67ca9bTee31 d4ca89ba698717 

File Name: Factors in winning (soccer statistical analysis) docx 

Expiry Date: Sun, 10:58:34 

Size: 23903bytes 

Attachment Link: http://archive02.uncaa unc edu/7ec243d888b4d26994ee0a87f0ce67c9 
File Name: Facturs in winning (soccer statistical analysis).pdf 
Expiry Date: Sun, 10:58:34 -0400 
Size: 196478bybes 



l~rolll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Asher Mendelsohn <~amendels~hn@ussoccer.o~> 

Tuesday, April 19, 2011 2:03 PM 

Thomas Rongen <trongen@ussoccer.org>; Claudio Reyna <creyn~r@ assoccer.org >; Tab Ramos < ~hotmail.com>; ’Bob Jenkins’ 

<bob@stdkersonline.com>; April Heinrichs <aheinrich@nssoccer.org>; Jill Ellis ~-jellis@ussoccer.olg>; Kain, Tommy 

<Tommy.Kain@nike.com>; Jay Berhalter <jberhalte@kentarogroup.com>; porterc@uakron.edu; Sasho Cirovski (sasho@umd.edn); 
O!aol.com; jerome@mekar.com; gabmra@usna.edu; anson@mail.uncaa.unc.edu; Goa?~ White (Gary@wsysa.com) 

@aol.com; D~ Flynn --~dflym~@ussoccer.org>; Jim Moorhouse ~moorhouse@ussoccer.org >; Brima Remedi 

<bremedi@nssoccer.org>; Melissa Biniewicz <mbiniemcz@ussoccer.org>; Brima Remedi <bremedi@ussoccer.org> 

Player Development Task Force Meeting Today at 4pm ETi1 pm PT 

As a reminder, below are details for today’s Player Development Task Force meeting. 

Details on Task Force Meeting in Portland 

The meeting will be held at the Hotel Monaco in the Alder Creek BC meeting space 

Lunch will be served at 12pro PT and the meeting will start at 1pro PT. 

Conference Call Details 

For those people who are not in attendance at the meeting in Portland. Call details are below. 

Date: Tuesday, April 19 

Time: 4pro ET/3pm CT/lpm PT 

Call-in Number: (888) 850-4523 

Passcode: 3102291694 

Regards, 

Asher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jim Moorhonse ~moorhonse@ussoccer.org> 

Sunday, April 24, 2011 5:32 PM 

Jim Moorhouse <jmoorhouse@ussoccer.org> 

Carin Gabarra <gabarr’,~@usna.edu>; Jill Ellis <jelli@ussoccer.org>; April Heinrichs <aJaeinrich@ussoccer.org>; Rachel Grushkin 

<rgrushkin@ussoccer.org> 

Women’s Player Development ’][’ask Force - June 5 & 6 

All, 
We have targeted the Sunday-Monday weekend dates of June 5 and 6 as the next meeting of the Women’s Player Development Task Force being chaired 
by Carin Gabarra. The meeting will take place in conjunction with the U.S. Women’s National Team’s Send-off Match being played on Sunday afternoon, 
June 5, at Red Bull Arena in Harrison, N.J., before they depart for the 2011 FIFA Women’s World Cup. 
The current schedule is below: 

Sunday, June 5 
¯ Arrivals Sunday morning (potentially some arrivals on Saturday) 
¯ Depart for WNT game at 12:30 p.m. 
¯ WNT game kicks off at 2 p.m. ET (USA-Mexico at Red Bull Arena) 
¯ Player Development Task Force Meeting from 6 p.m. to 9 or 10 p.m. (dinner served) 
Monday, June 6 
¯ Player Development Task Force Meeting continued at 6 a.m. (light breakfast served) 
¯ Meeting concludes around 12 p.m., with departures scheduled for the afternoon / evening 

Obviously it is very difficult to isolate a meeting time that is perfect for everyone, but we are hoping you can attend. We thought it would be a great 
opportunity to tie this meeting into the WNT’s Send-off Match so that there will be opportunity for additional soccer conversations outside the meeting room. 
We are still finalizing the hotel details and will forward more information as it becomes available. 
For now please check your schedules and let us know if you will be available to attend this Task Force meeting and we will begin making arrangements for 
your travel. 
Again, the Women’s Player Development Task Force is being organized to evaluate and recommend improvements to youth soccer programming affecting 
player development. 
If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact myself or Carin directly (443-254-3062). 
All the best, 
Jim Moorhouse 
Director of Youth National Teams 
U.S. Soccer 
310-630-2275 office 

cell 
jmoorhouse@ussoccer.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mjrobins@udeLedu 

Friday, April 29, 2011 12:37 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: German test 

Anson. Ok well let’s develop our own. One thing of benefit is the predictive ability. In Switzerland I meet with fifa on wed I came across some interesting stuff yesterday I want 

to show you when I get back. All the best and I will also touch base avout coming down for Japan meeti gs in NC. All the best. Matt 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Date: Wed, 27 Apr 2055 16:26:42 0400 

To: Robinson, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin.udel.edu> 

(:;c: scott.leber@isoccer.org <scott.leber@isoccer,org > 

Subject: RE: German test 

Matt, 
no wonder Tina (the former German women’s Nat’l coach) hated technical testing, unless there are more elements to the shooting it does not appear to be a good test to 

me. I do like the element of turning in the "bench" test but as someone who does a bench turning test there has to be a better way. And I can see Tina hating this one as well. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 959 962 4500 
>>> "Robinson, Matthew J" <mjrobins@udel,edu> 4/26/2055 55:03 AM >>> 

Anson 

Here is a write up of what they do, Also I shared with April and she is interested so perhaps we can get something implemented. Look forward to hearing about 

Portland. I leave for Switzerland on Thursday. I meet with FIFA on wed of next week about the study, 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 26, 20:[:[ :[0:42 AM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J 
Co: scott.leber@isoccer~org; ryan.gray@sparqtraining.com 
Subject: Re: German test 

VERY interesting! What EXACTLY were the dribbling, shooting and ball control tests? And are these the best players now in their U 17 national team player pool? This is the 

stuff I was selling ten years ago that everyone was skeptical of .,,. and wouldn’t you know the Germans were the ones that had their "mavericks" and blue sky thinkers 

imbedded in their national leadership; it is usually the first to collect the data that gain the initial edge, now we have to catch them and pass them, (] have copied the isoccer 

leadership {Scott Leber} and the SPARQ leadership {Ryan Gray} on this. I think both groups can be a positive force in helping us get back to world domination on the women’s 

side {if anyone with power will help them implement this up and down the elite player chain},) 

And Portland was excellent .... more later. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 959 962 4500 

> > > "Robi nson, Matthew J" < mirobins@udekedu > 4/20/2055 9:58 AM > > > 
Anson 

I hope you are well and trip to Portland was good, 

Just wanb:_~d to share something quk:k I was ~:alk~ng to research person1 wkh DFB this mom~ng. They have done tes~:s w~th 12 year .:)h~ boys and now they are at 17 age 

]eve~ and, the p~ayers who are ~n thsL pool and have performed besL all fin~sbed ~r~ Lbe top ~0 of the Lestin~ at age 12. They had s sample of 3000 p~ayers frorn across 

the country who were ~dentified by regional scouts at age 10 to part~dpate in Lbe test~n~ and Lhey were Lested twice a year~ Test were 20 meter dash, agility test, 

dribbling, shooting and ba]~ control 

Thought you wou~d find h~teresting, 

Matt 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 07, 20:[:[ :[0:04 AM 
To: Tom Byer; Robinson, Matthew .~ 
Subject: Re: F]:FA Letter of Support 

Tom, 

what would be most interesting for us is seeing the training ,... I know what you are doing in training separates the Japanese .._ that is why the soccer culture has been 

transformed as you well know. What specifically have you done? What has worked so well? 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 



w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com > 4/7/2011 5:36 AM > > > 

Matt, 

]just returned to Tokyo from Jakarta this afternoon. ]will be 

putting you in touch with the Head Coach of the Australian National 

WomaiYs Team, Tom Sermanni. 

http:i!en.wikipedia.org/wikifrom Sermanni 

He should be of help to you or be able to point you in the right 

direction. ] close friend of mine Naoki ]maya use to play for him and 

knows him well. We should be hearing back from him soon. 

Also, ] know the Japanese Woman’s Team is heading your way in May and 

] believe they have a game in Columbus as well? I’m sure ] can arrange 

a meeting with some of the people from the JFA Woman’s Program. Can 

you send me the dates of their visit and possible dates you would be 

available? 

Lastly, let me know some potential dates for a trip to Japan? There is 

a Tournament for U12 Boys and Girls sponsored by Canon that ] am apart 

of. The qualifiers are on 5/14 Kobe, 22 Nagoya, 28 29 Yokohama. And 

the Final is on 6/12. Usually during the Yokohama Qualifier and or 

Final, the Head of the Woman’s Department for the JFA attends. His 

name is Ueda san and is also the Former Head Coach for the Woman’s 

Team as well. Anyway, just throwing some dates and ideas out there, 

although ]would imagine that Ueda san will be heading to the U.S. 

with the Team when they visit. ] will check out what the schedule will 

be. ] think it would be interesting for you guys to check out what is 

happening with the U12 Kids here in Japan. There are plenty of other 

opportunities to put something together as well if ] have an idea of 
when you might be able to visit? 

TB 

On Apr 6, 2011, at 12:15 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 

> Tom: 
> 

> ] hope you are well. If you reach out to your contacts in Japan and 

> Australia. ] am attaching the letter of support that ] have received 

> from F]FA. Again, in the case of Australia ] am happy to call at a 

> time that is convenient to them. In case of Japan Anson and ] hope 

> to make the trip still so we can do face to face. We also hope to 

> meet with someone when Japan team is in carolina in May, 
> 

> Again, thanks for your support on this. 
> 

> Matt 
> 

> Original Message 

> From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan,com] 

> Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 2011 11:36 PM 

> To: Robinson, Matthew J 

> Cc: ’Anson Dorrance’ 

> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 
> 

> Matt, 
> 

> ] will speak to my contacts down under and get back to you soon with 

> the appropriate person to work with, 
> 

> Regards, 
> 

> Tom 
> 

> 

> On Mar 30, 2011, at 3:04 AM, Robinson, Matthew J wrote: 
> 

>> Tom: 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> ] hope you are well, ] look forward to our conversation in the near 

> > future, In the meantime, would there be someone you would suggest 



> > reaching out to with the Australian Football Federation. Again, they 

>> are one of the countries [ am examining. [ have gained a great deal 

> > of information on Aussie soccer from documents they have made public 

>> on the internet, but there is some information [would need to 

> > acquire 

> > from a person in the federation whether overall or specifically with 

>> the Women’s program, Eg. Funds directed to women’s soccer, 

>> comparison 

>> to men’s budget, some questions on use of sport sciences, and time 

> > degree of involvement of government and Australian sport comrnission. 

> > [ was just at an event last night where [ spoke with person from F[FA 

>> and they are very interested in the findings of the study and [would 

>> be sharing findings with all countries when completed. If you need 

> > anything else from rne, ] can forward. Also, [ am happy to call them 

>> on 

> > their tirne schedule, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> All the best and again [ really look forward to speaking. 
>> 

> > Matt 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > From: ARson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
>> Sent: Monday, March 28, 2011 10:21 AM 

>> To: Tom Byer 

> > Cc: bill palladino; ninermhc@aol,com; cindy cone; Robinson, Matthew 

>> J; 

>> Chris Ducar; Tom Sander; Carin Gabarra 
>> Subject: Re: Thank you Tom for your thorough response! 
>> 

>> 

> > Tom, 
>> 

>> excellent..., thank you! 
>> 

>> [ spoke with Mia Hamm this weekend and she is the Chairperson of 

> > Zone [ (the U 12 age group) so [ will copy her on this and everything 

> > we do from here out, ] am very excited about everything you have done 

> > and know we can benefit from your expertise, 
>> 

>> All the best! 
>> 

>> 

>> ARSOn Uorrance 

>> Head Coach 

>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> > w) 919 962 4100 
> > > > > Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 3/26/2011 12:04 AM > > > 

> > ARson, 
>> 

> > It would be great if you could come over for a visit. [ al’n close 

> > friends will all of the J FA Staff and Coaches and my closest friend 

>> is 

>> the Vice Chairman of the JFA. His name is Kohzo Tashima and is the 

>> person who has been in charge of Coaches education for many years. 

> > Also, the head of the Woman’s Department, Ueda san, former Woman’s 

>> National Team Head Coach is a close friend as well. [am sure they 

> > would love to meet with you, so let me speak with them regarding 

> > their 

>> schedule, As you can imagine things are quite hectic because of the 

>> disaster here and the J League has had to postpone their Season until 

>> 4/23. 
>> 

> > Also, the JFA Academy, both Girls and Boys Residency Programs were 

> > located on the adjacent property to where the Nuclear Facility that 

>> is 

>> causing all of the problems is. Luckily they were able to evacuate 

>> all 

> > of the 120 Players to a safe haven before the Tsunami hit. All of the 

> > staff are very busy trying to find a suitable location for the 
> > Academy 

>> to continue. Of note, Japan’s school calendar runs from April to 

>> March, so all of the kids are on Spring Break now and the new school 

>> year starts up on April 1st. 
>> 

> > I’ll be back in touch after I speak with a few people. 
>> 



>> Regards, 
>> 

> > Tom 
>> 

>> 

>> On Mar 25, 2011, at 11:55 PM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 
>> 

> > > Tom, 
>>> 

> > > ] arn overwhelmed with your response and now I understand clearly 

> > > how you transformed time culture. I would be honored to visit time Tom 

> > > Byer academy. Where is it located? 
>>> 

> > > ] have copied my University of North Carolina staff on this (Bill 

>>> Palladino, Chris Ducar, Tom Sander, and Cindy Parlow) along with 

>>> Carin Jennings Gabarra who is the Chair of US Soccer’s Women’s/Girls 

>> > Player Development Committee and Dr Matt Robinson who is a part of 

> > > an independent Player Development Task Force organized honestly to 

>>> do some research on movements like yours that are transforming the 

>>> game, Yesterday Carin asked me to be a part of the U 12 (Zone [in 

> > > US Soccer player development parlance) platform so your email 

> > > message could not be better timed for my current responsibilities. 
>>> 

> > > Thank you for your thorough and detailed response. ~ know how your 

> > > daily schedule must be, especially now with all of your long 

> > > distance travel and f genuinely appreciate the time you have taken 

> > > to educate me. With your permission I fully intend to spend time 

>>> with you at your academy. My first opportunities are in May and June 

>>> .... would that be possible? 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> Anson Dorrance 

> > > Head Coach 

>>> UNC Women’s Soccer 

> > > w) 919 962 4100 

>>>>>> Tom Byer <torr)£’~tornsan,com> 3/24/2011 11:51 PM >>> 

>>> Dear Anson, 
>>> 

>> > Thank you for our email and sorry for the late reply. I just 
>> returned 

>>> to Tokyo last night and the bags are already packed for my usual 

>>> weekend Clinics in other parts of Japan. 
>>> 

> > > As you may have read the NYT article that I wrote, I believe it 

>> was a 

> > > combination of several factors that have contributed to the success 

> > > Japan is having current day. With my introduction of Technical 

> > > Training, (Coerver), back in the late 9O’s, coupled with an omni 

> > media 

>>> approach, TV, Print, Events and the establishment of Schools, this 

>>> seems to be the only real Omni Media 360 approach that [ have 

> > seen. [ 

> > > believe we helped to lift the overall level of play throughout the 

> > > entire country by focusing on regular players in our schools and 

> > > empowering individuals by providing content while at the same time 

>>> educating Coaches who work with the U12 age group along with the 

>> > Parents. 
>>> 

> > > ~ required that every Coach who worked at our schools be hired full 

> > > time and given a decent salary/along with barring any of them from 
>>> having a Club affiliation. The age group of the schools starts from 

>>> 5yrs old up to 12. They come to the schools M F, 3 8pm to receive 

>>> Technical Trining and train normallywith their own Club Teams 

> > during 

>>> the week and on the weekends, The emphasis is on Technical Training 

>> > and small sided games at the schools. 
>>> 

>>> On the TV side, my Corner reaches millions of households per day, 

> > > although the corner is very short, 1 2 minutes, however it’s shown 

>> > daily for 13 years. This coupled with being inside the most popular 

>>> Manga Book for Kids each month, a reach of nearly 2 million copies 

> > per 
>>> month, this has made learning Technic cool for kids. 
>>> 

> > > I’ve conducted thousand’s of Event’s throughout the country on a 

> > > consistent basis, again, introducing the importance of Technical 

>>> Training. 
>>> 

> > > We basically made teaching Technical Training a must for everyone 

>> who 



> > > plays the game, especially at the younger ages. 
>>> 

> > > Then you factor into it, the Japanese are very disciplined, they 
> > love 

>>> teaching and learning, and they have great respect for the "Sensei", 

>>> or Teacher. They train all year long, and you swear allegiance to 

>> only 

>> > one sport, not multiple sports like in the U.S.. 
>>> 

> > > We’ve basically been able to improve the bottom of the pyramid, 

> > which 

>>> pushes the players above them to become better. 
>>> 

> > > Also, the JFA does a very good job of organizing their NTC, National 

> > > Training Centers, which there are 9 different Regions. I was able to 

>>> convince the JFA years ago to let us Train their Staff Coaches who 

>> > were working with these age groups. The NTC’s focus on U12. They 

> > > identify Players when they are 10 and 11 years old and track them. 
>>> 

>>> The J League also has U12 Teams and very large Schools as well. So 

> > > that they can try and develop their own players as well, 
>>> 

> > > [ think this total effort of the Orchestra playing in complete 

> > Harmony 

> > > with each other is the magic that is making everything work so well, 

>> > And in the past couple of years the Music they have been playing is 

> > > finally coming on Note! 
>>> 

> > > I have written several books on my work being done here in Japan, 

> > > however they are all in Japanese. i’ve attached a few articles that 

> > > have been written including an interview I did for Football Weekly 

>>in 

>>> Singapore. interesting to hear that you spent time there as a young 

> > > boy! 
>>> 

>>> Because of the success Japan is having of recent I am in great 

>> demand 

>>> to help replicate a similar model in China, india and indonesia, So 

> > > it’s a quite exciting time for me these days. 
>>> 

>>> In closing, I headed up the Coerver Program here in Japan and other 

> > > parts of Asia. However the Coerver Program although the Content is 

>>> quite good, does not have a good business model and has not evolved 

> > > since the original work that Wiel did years ago. It is purely a body 

> > > of work, which is quite useful for many, but will not transform an 

> > > entire countries level without the proper mixture of what I have 

>>> written about above, in the U.S. the program is basically a Camp 

>> > Program with no permanent presence such as I established here. 

> > Technic 

>>> as you know has to be repetition training, not just a week in the 

>>> summer time. 
>>> 

>>> I hope this helps with some insight into what has been done. Please 

> > > let me know if you’d like to chat on the phone or visit some day my 

> > > Tom Byer Academy, I have 250 kids in my Academy and my U6 program 

>>> there are 100 players and a waiting list to get in. 
>>> 

>>> 

>>> 

>>> 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Leber <scott.leber@isoccer.org> 

Tuesday, May 3, 2011 3:02 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

iSoccer Team Case Study 

Anso~ 

Not sure if you saw iSoccer’s email this morning, but I believe this is a very good case study. This temn used iSoccer in every practice and tben went on to beat larger, 

older, slronger teams for the championship. The players developed AND they won! I know it is only one team and there axe other factors, but here is a team of 

yonnger, smaller players who were excited to ’raise their lever and beat teams by being more skillful. 

Effective, motivating, rewaxding development of skill m~d technique so players cm~ execute in the gmne. I believe this team epitomizes everything we have to 

accomplish in Zone 1 and Zone 2 across the country if we wm~t to taI:e US Soccer to the next level. (’Igniting’ and ’Deliberate/Deep Practice’) 

Talk to you soon’. 

Scott 

(Let me lmow if you cannot see the ilnages below) 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Take Your Team 

AND Eaise Your How did a younger, smaller, less athletic team 
Achi ...... tTaqs WIN the League Championship? 

SCHOOL: Anthem Middle School                                                           ~ i~4~i l] 
- A first year school 
- One third the size of other schools 

TEAM: Anthem Middle School Girls Soccer 
- Primarily 4th-7th graders (one 8th grader) 
- Other teams had five to seven 8th graders 
- Half the team had never played competitively 
- Some teams ’laughed’ at first sight of Anthem’s size (score ended up 8-1) 

What did they do in training? How did they motivate players of different skill level? What did they 
do to win? 

HEAD COACH: Doug Pillsbury 

Game Day: We Won by Passing and Dribbling Around Bigger, Faster Players 
Every team we played was bigger, stronger and faster than our girls. Our central midfielder (a 4th 
grader) is only 4’6" - One game she played against a girl that was 6’1"! We had to rely on our 
individual and team skill to 1.) Be able to dribble and get out of tight spaces, and 2) Be able to 
effectively pass around the bigger players, iSoccer gave us that technical base that really showed 
up in the games. By the end of the season, my girls were doing give-and-gas and passing the ball 
around the field. It was great to see how the training came to life in the games! [Check Out 
iSoccer’s Article on Passinq and Receivinq] 

First Four Weeks: One Hour of iSoccer Everyday 
iSoccer was the skill development program that we implemented at the beginning of the 
season. We would train for 1..5 hours a day: One hour of iSoccer and 30 minutes of 
small or Full sided scrimmage. Over the course of the season, we did three Formal 
assessments, while the other nights, we just used the iSoccer Space and 20 second 

work intervals. The difference in my players’ skill level was ’night’ and ’day’ by the end of the four 
weeks. Our better players were sharper with the ball while our more recreational players went 
from having basically zero control, to being able to control, dribble and pass effectively. It was 
incredible! [Check Out iSoccer’s Article on How to Use iSoccer in Traininq to Motivate Your Players] 

My Players were More Focused with iSoccer 
The 20 seconds and simplicity of the 1.6 assessed skills helped focus my players. For those 20 
seconds, each player gave it their all - Maximum effort with maximum attention. As the weeks 
went by and I was able to correct the technique of each player, every one of my players kept 
getting better and better. And the number of touches each player was getting on the ball was 
amazing. 20 second work rate + high number of touches = Ny player’s skills were becoming 
faster, more accurate and more consistent. [Check Out iSoccer’s Article on 20 Seconds, Skill 
Isolation and Deliberate Practice] 

My Girls were Fired Up about Raising T~Level 

A couple of weeks into the season, I began to offer optional Saturday training that focused 
specifically on the iSoccer assessment. I was extremely happy when I got a little less than half the 
girls to come out on Saturday morning to do technical training. They wanted to ’Raise Their Level’ 
and were willing to wake up on Saturday for optional technical training! To further motivate 
players, I gave out an iSoccer Outstanding Skills Award to one player who had the highest score 
and raised her level over the course of the season. [Check Out iSoccer’s Article on The 1.0 iSoccer 
Levels and The Psycholoqy of Motivation] 

Practices were More Structured and Effective with iSoccer 
The first day of training ][ had 21. girls: Some played competitive club soccer while others had 
never played at all. ~ asked myself, how am ~ ever going to create an effective practice with 
players of very different abilities? :[ found the answer in iSoccer. By separating the girls in groups 
of three, working in the iSoccer Space and putting girls of similar skill level together, I was able to 
effectively teach and motivate each player. By working in the confined grid, the girls were more 
focused on beating their own scores, than worrying about what the other girls were doing. This was 
especially helpful in motivating the girls who were playing soccer for the first time. They could 
develop at their own pace without the pressure of others watchinq or seein~ how far behind they 



were technically. [Check Out iSoccer’s Article on The iSoccer Space] 

Congratulations Anthem Prep 
Raising Your Level and Winning Games! 

Elite 61ub, Los Angeles Premier FC, Partners with iSoccer to Raise their Level! 

~ LA Premier FC’s Director of: Coaching, Barry Ritson, has this to say about working with 

I i~i II iSoccer: "LA Premier FC is a nationally-recognized leader in youth soccer development, 

~ and has produced many top level soccer players throughout the years. One key 
component to our success is having our coaches encourage their players to touch the 

ball everyday at home to f:oster their passion of: the sport and to be creative in a non-training 
session environment. The tools that iSoccer have created allows us to give our players ideas and 
skills to try on a individual basis with development the only f:ocus." [read morel 

We Need Your Help! 
At iSoccer, we are always trying to push the envelope of: player development and we are 
committed to making our programs even better [:or you, the players, coaches and clubs. If: you 
agree, disagree or have any other thoughts or suggestions, please email us directly at 
RaiseTheLevel@iSoccer.orq 

Together, We Can Raise the Level! 

www.iSoccer.orq I www.TheStandardsProlect.orq I support@iSoccer.orq 

~oi~ the Movement and ~:o~w g~s 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

iSoccer, Inc. 

1187 Oak St. 

San Francisco, CA 94117 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

[ iiiii Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaiLcom on behalf of 

Simon Clements <simon.clements@exactsports.org> 

Thursday, May 12, 2011 5:58 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

BarO, Tarter <ba~Ty@exactsports.org > 

EXACT Spo~nts: Behavioral Profiling/Advaa~ced !u~alytics 

Anson, 

Great speaking with you the other day. As I mentioned, EXACT has recently started work with USSF and the US National Teams on the women’s side at r~cent camps with 
the U15/17/18/19. During discussions with April and Jill, we covered mainly the aspect of howto utilize the new layer of information in training and selection. We touched 
briefly on the development of long term data collection and the promise of advanced analytics being utilized to study success in the women’s game. 

With our start there, Jill has proposed that we start to build out behavioral profiles with some of the elite players, past and present, from the US Women’s National Team. This 
is in line with the items we discussed. With the National Hockey League, EXACT has built out a prediction model that is derived from collecting all relevant factors in a 
players background, including expert scouting information, game statistics, physical performance information, and behavioral and cognitive data. Collectively, this has allowed 
us to predict with 78% accuracy what players will be on the ice 5 years from the day they are drafted. That’s exactly the sort of information US Soccer should be analyzing in 
order to figure out which U18 year old players will be playing for the National Team at the age of 23. 

With this in mind, the fastest way for us to ’ramp up’ our efforts (along with any other data collection groups including SPARQ and ISoccer) is to integrate with the ECNL 
Teams. This would provide a strong collection of information for US Soccer to improve their selection pool decisions. 

As we are on this topic, I’d like to work with the data that you’ve been collecting at UNC over the last 10 years. Studying this information will help us speed up the process for 
US Soccer. Do you have time to speak to Dr. Tarter next week in t~gards to this and the development of a more comprehensive system? 

I’ve attached our paper on prediction modeling in hockey. Please let me know if you need anything further. 

Simon 

Simon Clements, MPP 

Director, EXACT Sports 

simon.clements~exactsF~rts.org 

mobile 

tax 773.423.0252 

GM Toolbox Predictinq NHL Success.pdf: W.’-!J, J.0 Ai;£i 20J.i 17:57:5! 0400 



6 Week - Soccer Social Course for Ages 2 - 7 

If you find yourself 
training students who are 
new to the game of 
soccer, try the Soccer 
Play - 6 Week Soccer 
Social Course and 
accompanying Books. 
Rainy days or regular 
traimng, this couxse 
guides and supports new or experienced coaches and 
trainers. Each student/family can take set books home 
to eNoy and improve. 

Week 1 
Week 2 
Week 3 
Week 4 
Week 5 
Week 6 

Soccer Pla)’ - Education System $75.00 

N air 

Teaching Soccer to ages 2 - 7 

Growing children need a variety of experiences to assist 
them in exploring their environment. Thiough soccer, 
children learn to value their own uniqueness and to 
appreciate the individuali .ty of others in a team 
enviromnent. 

::N:: 

’7 believe this ve~ ...... 
handy and important, 
indeed. ~}7ten [ look at 
development o four 
soccer players in 

South ~[kica, it leaves 
a lot to be desired. 
They hardly have any 
social skills training and thereJbre, when they turn 
proJbssional, they find it difficult to handle the J~me 



and,fi)rtune. This will also assist in having a global 
understanding of what we’d like the sport to deliver in 
the Ji~mre~ " 

These books aid in building of a knowledge floor for 
the soccer novice to stand on. A[ler completing this 
program students will have prepared themselves to 
excel at aW competitive soccer program. 

For Next Level, try X Factor Player System. 

Modify your Subscription 



From," 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rachel Gmshkin <rgrushkin@uss~ccer.org> 

Friday, May 13, 2011 6:24 PM 

U.S. Soccer + SPARQ Player Development Summit 

Thank you again for attending the U.S. Soccer + SPARQ Player Development Summit at Nike World Headquarters. In lieu of a flash drive with the summit documents, we 
have posted them at the links below. 
It is important to have your feedback on the Summit. Please complete a short surv’ey to provide us with valuable information on how we can continue to improve events and 
presentations. 

Link to the U.S. Soccer Curriculum & Claudio Reyna’s Presentation 
Continuinq Education Units for ’A’ Licensed Coaches to earn 2 GEUs 

.-L-~-n---k---t--~---l~ke-----S---P---A----R---Q-----E--[~--e-N~----S-~--s-‘l--e--r-[~A---P--r-#--s-#-[~-t-~-a--t-L~--[~ 
If you have any questions, please let me know. 
Rachel Grushkin 
National Training Center Manager 
U.S. Soccer Federation 
18400 Avalon Blvd., Suite 400 
Carson, CA 90746 

(310) 630-2285 - tel 
- cell 

(310) 630-2270 - fax 
www.ussocoer.oom 



Subject: 

JeffNegalha <j negalha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, June 3, 2011 12:07 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edn>; Carlos Somom~o <csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edtr~; 

Laurence <laurencel@shaw.ca-~ 

re: Barca 

Go to Video: Anal,~-sis of how the final was won & lost hllp:i/w~-.totalbaxca.com/categorv/mullimedia/ 

JeffNegalha 

U~iversity of North Carolina 

Men’s Soccer 

919- 843 - 8657 (oltice) 

919-962-4038 (fax) 

http:i/unc.edu 
http:/ita~heelblue.cs~.com 

http://facebook.comicarolinasoccer 

http:/itwitter.con~/uncmenssoccer 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Jean Brooks (VP of Premier Rehab) <Jean.Brooks~mveraliving.com> 

Friday, June 3, 2011 7:03 PM 

a~son@m~caa.unc.edu; Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu-~ 

styan@notes.cc.smaysb.edu 

My thoughts 

Hoping this is what you are looking for and will help you in the "quest" this weekend. It took three times to get it to this point and most of the day...I just hopes it 
helps!!! 
Thanks let me know how it goes. 
Jean F. Brooks 

President 
Premier Therapy Services 
287 South Main Street 
Suite 8 
Lambertville, NJ 08530 
Office: 609-397-7200 
Fax: 609-397-3278 
Cellphone: 
jean.brooks@reveraliving.com 
jbrooks@premiertherapyservices.com 
Respect I integrity I Compassion I Excellence 

Recommendations for womens soccer3.docx ri%:, 01 5ep 2011 19:02:47 -0400 2~ISZd, b?tes 
ODP Main Two events.docx T}x.b ::;~. S~t~" 20.l ~. ~.9:02:~IS -0~i00 .tSS[’.6byt~ s 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Futterman, Matthew <Matthew.Futterman@wsj.com> 

Tuesday, June 14, 2011 1:03 PM 

~anson@uncaaA|nc.edu’ 

WSJ Interview 

Thanks for spending so much time with me earlier. Here’ s that story we discussed from last month. 

A Track Team That Also Plays Soccer; WN~e E~arcelona Earns Raves for ~ts Stylish Offense, ~t°s Secret is an Exhausting 

Defense; a 390uMi~e Run 

Ma~ Fu~e~m~ 

Spo~swdter 

The Wall Street Journal 

t - (212) 416-2428 

f- (212) 416-2416 

ma:N~ew.futtcnnan@wq~ .com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Clmslian Lave~ --~christiaJ~@fcmilwaukee.com~ 

Friday, June 17, 2011 12:03 AM 

Anson Dorraa~ce <an~n@~mcaa.unc.edu>; ’Jason Dewhurst’ <jdeMmrst@starsotina.org>; Doug Bracken <dbracken@ohioelite.com>; 

’Jay Howell’ ~ay@binninghamunited.com>; ~aol.com; ebushey@coloradorush.com 

clavers@usclubsoccer.o~g 

ECNL Standards Project 

All: 

One of the issues that will be important to the future of the ECNL, and its growth and expansion, is the establishment of minimum standards that all of ECNL clubs 

are expected to meet. These standards can, and should be, established in multiple areas: administrative, technical, competition, player development, facilities, 

coaching, etc. Establishing and then enforcing these standards will help elevate the game, improve the environment for the players, and establish more credibility 

for the ECNL in the soccer community. 

These standards can be used to give clubs outside the ECNL general expectations for getting into the ECNL, and they can also be used to remove clubs from the 

ECNL if the standards are not met. Of course, depending on the standards, existing clubs may be given certain timelines to meet the standards. 

I would like to invite this group of people to help to establish ECNL minimum standards for the future. These standards will then be submitted to the ECNL Board 

for review, potential change, and approval. Anson Dorrance, copied here, has offered to provide his assistance and expertise to this project. 

Attached to this email are several documents: 

1) The ECNL Standards and Guidelines established during the 2009-2010 season. These can be used as a starting point or reference. 

2) The USSDA Academy Club Evaluation Criteria for the 2010-2011 season. These can be used as a referenced based on what US Soccer has established. 

I would like to have a conference call next week to begin discussion of this, with an aim towards presenting draft standards to the Board in early July, and then 

draft standards to the ECNL membership at the AGM for further discussion and comment. 

Date: Tuesday, June 21 

Time: 11:00 AM Eastern, 10:00 AM Central 

Call-In: 1-800-531-3250 

Pass: 7653041# 

The agenda for the call will be generally as follows: 

1) The Value / Need for Standards 

2) Discussion of key standards and determining the weight to be provided to each 

3) Implementation / Process for "Rolling Out"to the Clubs 

4) Miscellaneous 

Thanks for your participation on this. The tentative plan is to present draft standards to the membership at the AGM on Wednesday July 13. Anson has offered to 

fly-out to Denver for a follow-up meeting with the clubs on Friday evening to make changes or discuss the issue after the AGM presentation. 

Please let me know if you can’t make the call. 

Christian 

ECNL Member Club Standards and Guidelines - 2009-2010.pd1’ ri-:cb .%5 S{.p 20_..i 00;=.’.2.91 -0400 
Academ~ Club Evaluation Criteria 2010.-ll#___d___g Nix ~.:.; %-:’p :!OJ.~ 00:02::51 -0400 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Erik Bushey <ebushey@coloradorush.com> 

Saturday, June 18, 2011 1:46 AM 

Christian I,avers <clm sfian@fcmilwaukee.com>; Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu-~; Jason Dewhurst <jdewhurs@starsotina.org>; 

Doug Bracken <dbracken@ohioelite.com>; Jay ttowell <jay@birminghamunited.com>; ~aol.com 

clavers@usclubsoccer.o~g 

RE: ECNL Standards Project 

Christia~L thanks t:or the emaif and putting this toged~er. I will be on the fields at refiionats so may have to mute phone so as not ~o interrupt the ca[[ w~th the 

noise, but I wi~ p~an on being on the ca~l. 

Erik Bushily 
Technica~ Director 
Colerado Rush Setter Club 
%3.%55200 exter~sion 145 
303986.5222 

ebushey@colo!adorush coin 
8 I01 S ShaIIe!’ 
St~ite 101 
Lilllele~, CO 80127 
’~,~w coioradorush corn 

I=rem: Christian Layers [mailto:christian@fcmilwaukee.com] 
Sent: Thursday, June J.6, 20:1:1:10:03 PM 
Te: Anson Dorrance; ’Jason Dewhurst’; Doug Bracken; ’.lay Howell’; 
Co: clavers@usclubsoccer.org 
S~bject: ECNL Standards ProJect 

All: 

~aol.com; Erik Bushey 

One of the issues that will be important to the future of the ECNL, and its 8rowth and expansion, is the establishment of minimum standards that all of ECNL clubs 

are expected to meet. These standards can, and should be, established in multiple areas: administrative, technical, competition, player development, facilities, 

coaching, etc. Establishin8 and then enforcin~ these standards will help elevate the same, improve the environment for the players, and establish more credibility 

for the ECNL in the soccer community. 

These standards can be used to ~ive clubs outside the ECNL ~eneral expectations for ~ettin8 into the ECNL, and they can also be used to remove clubs from the 

ECNL if the standards are not met. Of course, dependin~ on the standards, existin~ clubs may be ~iven certain time~ines to meet the standards. 

I would like to invite this Stoup of people to help to establish ECNL minimum standards for the future. These standards will then be submitted to the ECNL Board 

for review, potential chanse, and approval. Anson Dorrance, copied here, has offered to provide his assistance and expertise to this project. 

Attached to this email are several documents: 

:I) The ECNL Standards and Guidelines established durin~ the 2009-20:10 season. These can be used as a startin~ point or reference. 

2) The USSDA Academy Club Evaluation Criteria for the 20:10-20:1:1 season. These can be used as a referenced based on what US Soccer has established. 

I would like to have a conference call next week to besin discussion of this, with an aim towards presentin8 draft standards to the Board in early July, and then 

draft standards to the ECNL membership at the AGM for further discussion and comment. 

Date: Tuesday, June 2:1 

Time: :1:1:00 AM Eastern, :10:00 AM Central 

Call-ln: :1-800-53:1-3250 

Pass: 765304:1# 

The a~enda for the call will be 8enerally as follows: 

:1) The Value / Need for Standards 

2) Discussion of key standards and determinin8 the weight to be provided to each 

3) Implementation / Process for "Rollins Out"to the Clubs 

4) Miscellaneous 

Thanks for your participation on this. The tentative plan is to present draft standards to the membership at the AGM on Wednesday July :13. Anson has offered to 

fly-out to Denver for a follow-up meetin8 with the clubs on Friday evenin8 to make chanses or discuss the issue after the AGM presentation. 

Please let me know if you can’t make the call. 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Tuesday, June 21, 2011 12:28 PM 

@aol.com; ’Jay Howell’ <jay@birminghamunited.com >; ebushey@coloradorush.com; Christian Lavers 

<christian@fcmilwaukee.com >; Doug Bracken <dbracken@ohioelite.com >; ’Jason Dewhurst’ <jdewhurst@starsofma.org > 

Scott Leber <scott.leber@isoccer.org>; clavers@usclubsoccer.org 

Re: ECNL Standards Project 

Scott, 
I just got off the call with the ENCL leadership and they would love to be sent the "nine" isoccer tests that we (UNC) are doing so they can consider them for testing within 

their respective clubs and possibly the ECNL overall. I also told them ~ asked you guys to look at three tests we do to measure technical "power" (in the case of long service 

and shooting) and the "turning" test and see if you can simplify these three and some how add it to the excellent battery you have already developed to give us a more 
complete technical picture of each player tested, 

Thank you Scott in advance, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Christian Lavers" <christian@fcmilwau kee.com > 6/]_7/201]_ 12:03 AM > > > 
All: 

One of the issues that will be important to the future of the ECNL, and its growth and expansion, is the establishment of minimum standards that all of ECNL clubs 

are expected to meet. These standards can, and should be, established in multiple areas: administrative, technical, competition, player development, facilities, 

coaching, etc. Establishing and then enforcing these standards will help elevate the game, improve the environment for the players, and establish more credibility 

for the ECNL in the soccer community. 

These standards can be used to give clubs outside the ECNL general expectations for getting into the ECNL, and they can also be used to remove clubs from the ECNL 

if the standards are not met. Of course, depending on the standards, existing clubs may be given certain timelines to meet the standards. 

I would like to invite this group of people to help to establish ECNL minimum standards for the future. These standards will then be submitted to the ECNL Board for 

review, potential change, and approval. Anson Dorrance, copied here, has offered to provide his assistance and expertise to this project. 

Attached to this email are several documents: 

1) The ECNL Standards and Guidelines established during the 2009-2010 season. These can be used as a starting point or reference. 

2) The USSDA Academy Club Evaluation Criteria for the 2010-2011 season. These can be used as a referenced based on what US Soccer has established. 

I would like to have a conference call next week to begin discussion of this, with an aim towards presenting draft standards to the Board in early July, and then draft 

standards to the ECNL membership at the AGM for further discussion and comment. 

Date: Tuesday, June 21 

Time: 11:00 AM Eastern, 10:00 AM Central 

Call-In: 1-800-531-3250 

Pass: 7653041# 

The agenda for the call will be generally as follows: 

1) The Value/Need for Standards 

2) Discussion of key standards and determining the weight to be provided to each 

3) Implementation / Process for [3Rolling OutD to the Clubs 

4) Miscellaneous 

Thanks for your participation on this. The tentative plan is to present draft standards to the membership at the AGM on Wednesday July 13. Anson has offered to fly- 

out to Denver for a follow-up meeting with the clubs on Friday evening to make changes or discuss the issue after the AGM presentation. 

Please let me know if you canCt make the call. 

Christian 

ECNL Nember Club Standards and Guidelines - 2009-2010.pdf ii~u, .’.’_5 SCp 

.A___c__a___d_AEn__y_ Club Evaluation Criteria 2010-11.~___d__f. Yhu, 15 £~:’p 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Shelly Streett <sjgreen@uncaa.unc.edu > 

Tuesday, June 21, 2011 4:33 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Reservation July 17 for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

> > > MiKE POPE < mikepope@anthonytravel.com > 6/21/2011 4:26 PM > > > 

Your ’][’ravel Arrm~ger is pleased to deliver your complete travd itinerary through Sabre [] VirtuaJly There []. 

Click here to access your reservation on the web or a mobile device. 

Ifinemu 
ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Reservation code: NISNCC 

July 17 

Other : 

City: RALEIGH DURHAV, NC (RDN) 

Status : Con~i 

InformatJ on : SOUTHWEST CONFIRMATKON W4QB66 

Sun, dul 17 

Flights: SOUTHWEST AIRLINES, WN 0575 

F~HrH DENVER, CO (DEN) 

To: NASHVILLE, TN (BNA) 

Class: Economy 

Status : Coniirmed 

Meal : 

Aircraft: BOEING /3/-300 JET 

Duration: 2hour(s} and 30minute(s) 

P 1 e a s e v e r i ~ y f 1 i g h t t: J m e s p z i ~ r t o d e p a 

Sun, Jul 17 

Flights: SOUTHWEST AIRLINES~ WN 0702 

F~om: NASHVILLE, TN (BNA) 

T>: ~LEIGH DURHAM, NC (RDU) 

Arrival Terminal: TERMINAL i 

Class: Economy 

Status : Coniirmed 

Meal : 

Aircraft: BOEING /3/-300 JET 

Duration: lhou~(s) and 25minute(s) 

Please verify flight times prior to departure 

ARRANGER REMARKS : 

FOR EMERGENCY TRAVEL ASSISTANCE CALL 800-530-2560 

24 HOURS A DAY. PLEASE GIVE YOUR VlT CODE..S’7i5C 

PASSENGERS REQUIRED TO SHOW PHOTO ID AT AIRPORT 

*********************************************** 

*** ANTHONY TRAVEL UNC OFFICE 

PHONE    NUMBERS     9i9-843-5580    AND    919-843-5076 

FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UNTIL PURCHASED. 

SERVICE FEES ON TRANSACTIONS ARE NONREFUNABLE 

PLEASE LOOK OVER THIS ITINERARY AND INFORM US 

ANY DISCREPANCZES WITHIN 24 HOURS OF TICKETZNG 

ANY DISCREPANCIES AFTER THIS TIME HAY RESULT 

IN A PENALTY FEE. 

UNDER THE NEW TSA SECURITY PROCEDURES 

PASSENGERS MUST PRESENT A BOARDING PASS 

AND A GOVERNMENT ISSUED ID TO PASS THROUGH 

SECURITY CHECKPOINTS. A BOARDING PASS "sAY BE 

OBTAINED AT THE TICKET COUNTER, AIRLINE 

KIOSK, OR IN SOME CASES THE AIRLINE WEBSITE 

**IHPORTANT BAGGAGE AND CARRY-ON LUGGAGE 

PLEASE CHECK AIRLINE WEBSITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATZON 

REGARDZNG ALL BAGGAGE ALLOWANCES AND ADDITIONAL FEES 

FOR THE MOST CURRENT INFOR)~TiON ON AIRPORT 

SECURITY PLEASE CHECK W~N. TSA. GOV 

Departs: 8:55am 

Arrives: 12:25pm 

Airline Confirmation: W4QB66 

SmokJrzg: No 

Distance (in Hiles): 1022 

Departs: 2:40pm 

Arrives: 5:05pm 

Airline Confirmation: W4QB66 

SmokJrzg: No 

Distance (in Hiles): 0442 



For your convenience, a text version of your itiueraxy is included in this e-mail and was current as of the time 

the e-mail was sent. Please click on the link above or contact Your Travel Arrmlger for the most current 

infommtion. 

VirtamJly There [] allows you to review or pfiut your reservations, as well as: 

Register for trip re,ninders and caaacellatio~/delay notifications 

View maps & driving directious 

Review city guides & restaurant recommendations 

Get up-to-date weather m~d much more’. 

You may al~) access your reservation on the web or from your mobile device at www.virtuallythere.com. 

Simply enter your last name and the six-character reservation code provided m you by Your Travel 

Arranger. As a securi~’ measure, you will be prompted to enter your e-mail address or a password that 

Your Travel Arranger may have provided to you. If you have any question about which e-mail address to 

use, we recommend that you use the one that received this e-mail. 

CLICK HERE to opt out of mceivina future e-mails from Virtually Them. 

Click hem to validate or enter TSA Secure Fliaht information 

If the above link is inactive, please paste dais address into your browser to access your reservations: 

https:/Twww.virtuall,~there.com/ne w/reservationsC hron.html? 

host lW&pn~VLAMDJ77GSNM&name DORRANCE&lmaguage 0&email~ 

ANTHONY TRAVEL 1NC 

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING ANTHONY TRAVEL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

~gmaiLcom on behalf of 

Simon Clements <simon.clements@exactsports.org> 

Tuesday, June 21, 2011 6:52 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~aol.com; Jay Howell --~jay@birminghamunited.com>; ebushey@coloradorush.com; Chi-islian Lavers 

<christian,~)fctnilwaukee.cotn>; Doug Bracken <dbracken@ohioelite.cotn>; Jason Dewhurst <jdewhurs@sta~rsofma.org>; 

clavers@usclubsoccer.o~g 

Re: ECNL Standards Project 

Ansor~ 

Thanks tbr the introduction. From nay conversalions with Anson, I’ve learned a bit about the ECNL Standaxds Project and think it’s a great step forward for the 

league. It’s great to see that your group is taking steps to better understand their player pool and why certain players are succeeding at the highest level. In 

conversations with Rusty Scarborough at CASL, he’s spoken highly of the organization and the level of play. EXACT works with Rusty at CASL (Jay began this 

progran~ in his last yem before leaving for Binninghan0, including the ECNL team and their Development Academy program. 

I have spoken with mm~y of you in the pasl regarding EXACT’s work. In line ruth your goals, EXACT has recently started work with each level of the Women’s 

National Team (U15-U20, National Temn), tnost of whom cunently play or have played for ECNL clubs. We are in the process of collecting psy’chological profiles of 

select elite past players from the US ~Vomen’s National Team. In addition to this, we provide psychological services to 3 of the 5 major US Professional Leagues, 

including soccer, hockey, and baseball, as well as many of the nations most well regarded college soccer programs. Our tools provide valuable information to the 

coach both in the development of athletes as well as in the elite selection process. I believe our work would be a valuable addition to your organizatior~ and I look 

forwaM to discussing this opportunily with all of you. 

Regards 

On Tue, Jun 21,2011 at 11:34 AM, Anson Dorrm~ce <m~son~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Simon, 

I just got off the phone with the ECNL leadership and Iwas singing the praises of what you guys are doing to help us here at UNC (and across the sports world) to 

identify and develop elite athletes psychologically. Do you mind sending thern information or guiding thern to where they can gain an appreciation for what you guys 

can do to help them with their elite player pool? Right now the ECNL is the girls/women’s equivalent of the boys academy for soccer development. 

Thank you Simon .... all the best! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 91-9 962 41-00 

> > > "Christian Lavers" <christian@fcmilwaukee.com > 6/17/2011 12:03 AM > > > 

All: 

One of the issues that will be important to the future of the ECNL, and its growth and expansion, is the establishment of minimum standards that all of ECNL clubs are 

expected to meet. These standards can, and should be, established in multiple areas: administrative, technical, competition, player development, facilities, coaching, 

etc. Establishing and then enforcing these standards will help elevate the game, improve the environment for the players, and establish more credibility for the ECNL in 

the soccer community. 

These standards can be used to give clubs outside the ECNL general expectations for getting into the ECNL, and they can also be used to remove clubs from the ECNL 

if the standards are not met. Of course, depending on the standards, existing clubs may be given certain timelines to meet the standards. 

I would like to invite this group of people to help to establish ECNL minimum standards for the future. These standards will then be submitted to the ECNL Board for 

review, potential change, and approval. Anson Dorrance, copied here, has offered to provide his assistance and expertise to this project. 

Attached to this email are several documents: 

1) The ECNL Standards and Guidelines established during the 2009 201_0 season. These can be used as a starting point or reference. 

2) The USSDAAcademy Club Evaluation Criteria for the 201_0 201-1- season. These can be used as a referenced based on what US Soccer has established. 



I would like to have a conference call next week to begin discussion of this, with an aim towards presenting draft standards to the Board in early July, and then draft 

standards to the ECNL membership at the AGM for further discussion and comment. 

Date: Tuesday, June 21 

Time: 11:00 AM Eastern, 10:00 AM Central 

Call In: 1 800 531 3250 

Pass: 7653041# 

The agenda for the call will be generally as follows: 

1) The Value / Need for Standards 

2) Discussion of key standards and determining the weight to be provided to each 

3) Implementation / Process for "Rolling Out" to the Clubs 

4) Miscellaneous 

Thanks for your participation on this. The tentative plan is to present draft standards to the membership at the AGM on Wednesday July 13. Anson has offered to fly 

out to Denver for a follow up meeting with the clubs on Friday evening to make changes or discuss the issue after the AGM presentation. 

Please let me know if you can’t make the call. 

Christian 

ECNL Member Club Standards and Guidelines 
Academy Club Evaluation Criteria 2010-11.pdt: 

Simon Clements, MPP 

Director, EXACT Sports 

simon.clements~exactstx~rts.org 

mobile 

fax 773.423.0252 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Scott Leber <scott.leber@isoccer.org> 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 3:13 AM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

~aol.com; Jay Howell <jay@birminghamunited.com>; ebushey@coloradorush.com; Christian Lavers 

<~¢hristian@fclnilwaukee.coln>; Doug Bracken ~dbracken@ohioelite.coln>; Jason Dewhurs~t <jdewhurs@sta:rsofma.org>; 

clavers@usclubsoccer.o~g 

Re: ECNL Standards Project 

Anson and ECNL Leadership Team, 

Thank you tbr reaching out. Befi~re jumping to the 9 skills, a couple of quick thoughts: 

First, it is great to hear and believe establishing standaxds, mad specifically ’technical’ s~andards is a wonderful step tbrwaxd. This will ensure we not only want our 

teams to ran, but also (and possibly more importantly) we are holding each of the clubs accountable to truly develop their players. 

Second, just as important as the test itself, it is key that the tes~t can be simply administered and the data can be simply collected / analyzed. When iSoccer created its 

assessment, we keyed int~ the following components: Accurately assess a player, simple to adminis~ter, easy to score, easy. to collect data. With the combination of the 

assessment m~d the iSoccer web platform, we would have the abifiU to view the various players / teams / clubs across the countD~ by age group to quicldy assess which 

are meeting tile standard, and which axe not. The goal would be to make the ECNL assessment accurate, yet easy to administer / report so that it can be enforced. 

Third, through our National Standards Project initiative, iSoccer has over collected 400,000 assessmem results and we have tile data of players from across all 50 

states of all ages and levels. As tile ECNL looks to establish standards across various areas, if it makes sense, iSoccer would welcome the opportunity to work 

together and establish what the ’technical’ standards should be per age for existing and applying ECNL clubs, iSoccer has a wonderful relationship with US Club and 

this could be a great next step together and a way m help each other (and the game). 

Finally, (and I apologize for being long winded) here is a video that was taJ~en at the 2010 iD2 Camp in Arizona. These are the nine skills An~)n is referring to and 

coincidenta]ly, they are the same skills we assessed at all three iD2 camps last year. 

Link: htlp:/ix,aYw.voutube.conv’watch?v~:I)pmmr liDM 

Tile Nine Skills 

1 - Ball Comfort - Toe Taps 

2 - Ball Comfort- Foundations 

3 - Juggling - Preferred Foot 

4 - Juggling - Non Preferred Foot 

5 - Juggling- Head 

6 - INbbling - Change of Pace Preferred Foot (Figure 8) 

7 - INbbling - Change of Pace Non PretErred Foot (Figure 8) 

8 - L~’ibbling- Change of Direction 

9 - L~’ibbling - Moves / Scissors 
(I have also attached the iSoccer Assessment Guide in PDF format and here is the link to the iSoccer Website Assessment Page [click hereD 

With regaJrds to the other tests Anson was referring to (power, dis~nce, turning) we are currently’ reviewing those and exploring a couple others to address those 

specific aspects of the game. When looking at creating an assessment: Does it accurately measure the abiliU level of a player for that skill? Is it a usefifl skill? Is it 

easy to admiNster? Is it easy to score? Is it objective? We are going to work through these details and will hopefully’ come to consensus of what we would 

recommend soon. 

Regards, 

ScotI 

On Tue, Jun 21,2011 at 9:27 AM, Anson Dorrance <anson~,,uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Scott, 

I just got off the call with the ENCL leadership and they would love to be sent the "nine" isoccer tests that we (UNC) are doing so they can consider them for testing 

within their respective clubs and possibly the ECNL overall, I also told them I asked you guys to look at three tests we do to measure technical "power" (in the case of 

long service and shooting) and the "turning" test and see if you can simplify these three and some how add it to the excellent batter’:/you have already developed to 

give us a more complete technical picture of each player tested. 

Thank you Scottin advance. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNCWomen’s Soccer 

w)919 962 4100 

> > > "Christian Lavers" <christian@fcmilwaukee.com> 6/17/2011 12:03 AM > >> 



All: 

One of the issues that will be important to the future of the ECNL, and its growth and expansion, is the establishment of minimum standards that all of ECNL clubs are 

expected to meet. These standards can, and should be, established in multiple areas: administrative, technical, competition, player development, facilities, coaching, 

etc. Establishing and then enforcing these standards will help elevate the game, improve the environment for the players, and establish more credibility for the ECNL in 

the soccer community. 

These standards can be used to give clubs outside the ECNL general expectations for getting into the ECNL, and they can also be used to remove clubs from the ECNL 

if the standards are not met. Of course, depending on the standards, existing clubs may be given certain timelines to meet the standards. 

[would like to invite this group of people to help to establish ECNL minimum standards for the future. These standards will then be submitted to the ECNL Board for 

review, potential change, and approval, Anson Dorrance, copied here, has offered to provide his assistance and expertise to this project. 

Attached to this email are several documents: 

1) The ECNL Standards and Guidelines established during the 2009 2010 season. These can be used as a starting point or reference. 

2) The USSDAAcademy Club Evaluation Criteria for the 2010 2011 season. These can be used as a referenced based on what US Soccer has established. 

[ would like to have a conference call next week to begin discussion of this, with an aim towards presenting draft standards to the Board in early July, and then draft 

standards to the ECNL membership at time AGM for further discussion and comment. 

Date: Tuesday, June 21 

Time: 11:00 AM Eastern, 10:00 AM Central 

Call In: 1 800 531 3250 

Pass: 7653041# 

The agenda for the call will be generally as follows: 

1) The Value / Need for Standards 

2) Discussion of key standards and determining the weight to be provided to each 

3) Implementation / Process for "Rolling Out" to the Clubs 

4) Miscellaneous 

Thanks for your participation on this. The tentative plan is to present draft standards to the membership at the AGM on Wednesday July 13. Anson has offered to fly 

out to Denver for a follow up meeting with the clubs on Friday evening to make changes or discuss the issue after the AGM presentation. 

Please let me know if you can’t make the call, 

Christian 



ECNL Member Club Standards and Guidelines - 2009-2010.pdf Thu, J.5 S~; 20J.i 0=}:02:5.1. ~400 288186byI(s 
Academy Club Evaluation Criteria 2010-11.pdf: imi, i ::~ Sap 201 i. !!0:!!::~:::;1. -0400 SS;:L~0bytes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Sam Snow <ssnow@usyouthsoccer.org> 

Wednesday, June 22, 2011 9:38 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

BLOG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Warren Mersereau <warren@soccersolutions.com> 

Friday, July 22, 2011 4:13 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Feldman, Nancy Carol <nfeldman@bu.edu> 

All Galustian --- Technical Development 

Anson and Nancy, 

Attached is a link to a recent article about All Galustian/Coerver Coaching implementing another technical development program, this time at Stoke. While Stoke is not known as a 

technical team (maybe that is why they are using Air!), it is an example of bringing in a technical development specialist. 

h tt~://www.c~erver.c~.uk/bi~/2~11/07/21/c~erver-c~aching-iaunch-eiite-deve~ment-~artnershi~-with-st~ke-city-fc-2/ 

Thanks, 

Warren 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JeffNegalha <j negalha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Friday, July 29, 2011 5:56 PM 

Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoa~o <csomoa~o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Crrant Porter <gtporte@uncaa.unc.edu> 

re: E1 Flaco 

http://vwvw.gua~rdim~.co.uL/footlmll/blog/201 l/mar/16/cesea-luis- menott~- mgentina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

mjrobin@udel.edu 

Friday, October 7, 2011 6:19 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fw: USA Hockey ADM video 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 

From: Ken Martel <KenM@usahockey.org> 

Date: Fri, 7 Oct 2011 15:59:15 -0400 

To: Robinson, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin.udel.edu> 

Subject: RE: USA Hockey ADM video 

Matt: 
To launch our ADM Program we spent roughly $400K 
It included the following pieces: 
,, ADMkids.com website 
¯ The "New Beginnings" video (which you have) 
¯ ADM Box Kit that went to all of our 2400 local youth programs...kit included 

o Letter from USAH 

~ DVD 

o ADM Power Point on LTAD and the initiative for local associations to show at parent meetings 

o ADM Kids wrist bands (like the Lance Armstrong bands) 

o ADM Newspapers to put out in the local rinks (see attached) 
¯ Rink Posters for awareness 
We use approximately that same amount again each year in the development of new materials and promotions. For example we gave out 17,500 USA kids jerseys last year 
to the first association that were completely onboard running our program at 8U. 
This was done within the first 6 months of bringing on line the initiative. 
During that time also added 6 ’Regional Managers’. These are basically technical directors that have all coached at very high levels of our sport. This gives them a bit more 
credibility when they visit a local association. Their jobs are to work with local associations on implementation and coach/parent education. We have subsequently added 
another RM who is solely focused on female hockey. It is our former Women’s National Team Director. These people have been so successful that we are looking to expand 
the group further. 
Regards, 
Ken 

From: mjrobins@udel.edu [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Friday, October 07, 20:t:t :t:26 PM 

To: Ken Mar~el; Robinson, Matthew J 
Subject: Re: USA Hockey ADM video 

Ken. The video is incredible as well as the website. I shared with womens soccer taskforce at us soccer and they loved too. Qnestion. Would yon be able to share 

what was budget for launching the campaign. We axe making recommendations tbr potential initiatives and I think what you did with this campaign is so eit~ctive. Again 

tha~ks tbr sharing this and all the best. Matt 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless BlackBerry 

From: Ken Martel <KenM@usahockey.org> 

Date: Wed, 5 Oct 2011 12:32:30 -0400 
To: Robin~m, Matthew J<mjrobins@admin.udel.edu> 

Subject: USA Hockey ADM video 
Matt, 
Hope this helps. 
Ken 
http:iiusahockey.cachefly.netiADM!ADM FINALwmv 

ADNNewspaperFinal.pdf Thu~ 0S .l~ir~ 201.2 ! 7: I ~.:: : I J. 0S00 S0026S7bv~:,’-!!; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

April Heinrichs ~:aheinrichs@ussoccer.org> 

Tuesday, October 25, 2011 12:01 PM 

Carin Gabarra <gabarr@usna.edu-~; anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Jill Ellis <jellis@ussoccer.org:~; Jim Moorhouse <jmoorhouse@ussoccer.org> 

I~NV: WPS Youth Development Academy - Task Force Initiative 

Carin/Anson, 

The WPS approached us about their current idea of launching a U9 WPS Girl’s Academy in 2012. After a long discussion, I advised them to put their ideas into our 

template and I would put the template in the que for the Task Force to consider. They are looking for a partner in this short and long term initiative; I didn’t get a sense 

of whether our support what a non-starter or not. 

Shaxing ruth you all... 

Apdl 
From-" stacey.chapman@womensprosoccer.com [mailto:stacey.chapman@womensprosoccer.com] 

Sent-" Monday, October 24, 20J.:t :t2:~.6 PM 
To-" April Heinrichs 
C¢; Kristina Hentschel; Melanie Fitzgerald 
Subject; WPS Youth Development Academy - Task Force Initiative 
Hi April: 
I hope you enjoyed your weekend. 
l am excited to send you the completed Task Force Initiative Template for the WPS Youth Development Academy. The purpose of the Academy is to 
provide exceptional age-specific skill development, female role models for young female players and an access point for current and former female pro 
players to enter into a career in coaching. 
As you will see, we have a five-year plan for the Academy. Please let me know if you have any questions. 
We look forward to your feedback. 

Best, 
Stacey 

[,’i.+ Sec~reS[ol° S[ol°ed: ".}o~al 20748by’.:es; 

Zone I Sub-TF Initiative - WPS Ug-LJ].3 Development Academy.docx ~icsn, 23 3sn 20i2 ~ i012i OS0O 20748Dyb:~s 



Zone I Task Force initiative 

initiative 4: WPS Youth Development Academy 

1. Brief Description 

WPS will implement an elite youth development academy under each of its professional teams. The 

overall goal of the WPS Youth Development Academy is to develop the next generation of WPS stars and 

to provide a pathway for WPS professional players to become coaches. 

The Academy will initially focus on U9 - U:13. It will utilize US Soccer Zone 1 age specific training and 

WPS players as coaches to create the proper training environment. The emphasis will be on age 

appropriate skill development and progression. Teams will be formed at the U9 age group in year 1. 

The intention of the Academy is to have all female coaches. Current or former WPS players who express 

an interest in coaching will be selected as Academy Coaches. The female coaches will lead the training 

sessions by providing proper skill demonstration and feedback to the youth and coach games. 

The WPS Head Coach will oversee all technical aspects of the Academy Teams and Coaching Staff i.e. 

ensuring that the training curriculum is being properly implemented, providing guidance and feedback 

to the coaching staff. 

2. Problem(s) Encountered 

Lack of emphasis on age specific player development in the younger age groups 

Too much emphasis on winning in the younger age groups 

Lack of qualified female coaches and aspirational role models for young female players 

Lack of opportunity for young female players to have day-to-day interaction with 

elite/professional female soccer players 

3. Objective/Solution(s) Offered 

The emphasis will be on technical and tactical development 

U.S. Soccer Zone 1 Curriculum will be used to train the players 

All female Academy coaching staff made up of former or current WPS players 

4. Delivery/Details: 

Each Academy will start with U9 teams and incrementally add a new U9 team each year. 

Example, original U9 team becomes the U10s in year 2. New U9 teams are created underneath 

the U:10s. The next year the U:10s become 1:1s, the U9s become :10s and new U9 teams are 

added underneath the 11s and 10s. 



The roll out above continues until each WPS Academy has U9 - U19s. 

The U9s & U10s will play8 v 8. Ulland above will play 11v 11. 

The coaching staff of each Academy team will be all female and include one head coach and 2-3 

assistant coaches 

Each WPS Team will run two (2) Academy Teams for the U9 and U10 age groups and just one (1) 

Academy Team for Ull-U13 age groups 

WPS Youth Development Academy will launch in 2012 in a minimum of 3 WPS markets (Atlanta, 

Western New York and Philadelphia) 

Timeline 
We have an initial 5-year roll out for the WPS Youth Development Academy: 

. 20:12: WPS Academy launch with two U9 teams each in ATL, WNY & PHL 

¯ 20:13: N J, FL & Boston launch their Academy with 2 U9 teams per market. Original three 

markets continue 

20:14: One new WPS team launches Academy w/U9s. Other six original markets continue the 

roll out. 

20:14:2 U9, 1 U10 and Ullteams in all WPS markets 

. 20:15:1-2 U9, U10, Ull and U12 teams in all WPS markets 

. 20:16:1-2 U9, U10, Ull, U12 and U13 teams in all WPS markets 

Numberofplayersinitiative willdevelop 
2012: 84 
2013:252 
2014:418 
2015:582 
2016:764 

U9s and 10s based on 14 players per team. UII - 13 based on IB players per team. 

One new WPS team per year assumed to start Academy teams in 2014. 

7. Priority #: 

8. Initiative Cost: 



Figaro: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Ga~’ Ireland @yahoo.cam> 

Thursday, December 15, 2011 1:15 PM 

Anon Dormnce ~anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; canine ireland t@yahoo.com> 

bill palladinc        ~aol.com>; Brittani Bartok @msn.com>; Chris Ducar <ducat@ uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindy Cone 
"2@gmail.com>; meghan ldingenberg <mlding@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: How good do you want to be’? Time with the ball is the answer! 

Hello Anson 
You are a gentleman. Thank you but now you have held me to a higher level! I wish i could inspire more football genius...I thinkwe have to move the 
box from A-B while thinking outside the box for this to happen... On the subject, take a look at the quotes below that i extracted from reading 
material. Quite interesting. We are trying and i can say with honesty actually enjoying the challenge. We will see Lorrie soon at a friends wedding 
so looking fwd to seeing her again since she returns from So. Africa. 
Good luck with everything at UNC. Rest assured, we will always try and keep an eye open and ears for possible UNC prospects! 

Best Wishes 

~ Gai¥ Ireland 

I (;el?ella :’~ ~;,’i!~fi[iin,,’~ ~h~[ hlaiiai~ ~l iee.q~i,~; don[ a~d o~fl: set 1he 

I on::v 2(}-25 day ~)er year (mage ~n Wedd Cup year). Taft ,A,~¢P; 

~ Gary Ireland 

~ 
Gary Ireland 

[he reality is th-’=t ~’outh de’,.elopment does pay off We have duplicated this e×periment at the ~’outh levels You need ~? Years with players to instiii 

philopsophy al:d st’de Barcelol:a ~rent doing an’,,’thing i:ew ]hera isnt a new styie Ihey ha’,.e b:’~en prer~sh:g high :.ip the field for years The difference is 

that whm] they v’dn the bs~ they keep it English teams have been pressiny for gehe~atio~=s the secret to Berce~oha% style is ths~t they keep theh- ~ines t~ghter 

and re-c~rculete the bs~ ~ts based oi~ the co~:fidence h: k~:owu=9 you a~so have the technique to keep the bah individually and coiiect~ve~y If you piay w~th 

physical defenders who s~t off s~=d dent eqgage go~ng fo~-¢Tsrd then yo~ era doomed Coaches who seek b~g, 5tro~=g sqd phys~ca~ defenders 

the ~ong nm {he f:.~ture ~5 h~gh~y technical mobile defenders who ALL attack from the bacX lIhe b~ggest spaces on the fie~d are at the back For¢~ard5 may 

become ’foils’ 

~ 
Gary Ireland 

~.n’~eiu:, piayers in hi.sl:eiv Net eniv 

~ 
Gary Ireland 

about his iaci, of s:ibilit? to raad musk;: Whan tha taacher~, a~.F:ed me tc piay somathh~h ~ wouid pu~tand that i was reading it and P~av ~rom memory, i didn;t 

!:her!L but ~ dk%’t .’)ate:’ 

~ 
Gary Ireland 

~ 
Gary Ireland 

Mulqbh%l e:4peiied from schoo~ ~rn}t~ted everyone h¢~d b~ck m schoo~ Ad~er spoke abo~t teach,h9 ~rando, saying that she h~d h]stn~cted the c~ss to 

chickens, then adding that a nuclear bomb ~’~as about to fall o~: them Most of the class c~ucked arid ran aroLwd w~dly; but Brenda sat cshq~y and preter~ded to 

~ay s~: egg Asked by Ad~er why he had choseh to react th~s way, he said, ’Tn: s chickeh, what do i k~:ow ~bo:.~t nuclear bombs?’ 

~ 
Gary Ireland 

felt hh-nselt to be al: cuts der nat only m~lslcaiiy b~lt soci~iiy in musical circh-~s damh~at~-~d by acadelqics i~-~ was a s~-dt4aught compasei 

Gary Ireland 

(650) 387 4128 
Skype ’garyjireland’ 
Find me on Pass2Me 



From: Anson Dorrance <anson@unoaa.uno.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland ¯ v ..      ~yahoo.com> 
Cc: bill palladino, ~ , l@aol.com>; Brittani Bartok <       3@msn.com>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Cindy Cone 
klingenberg <mkling@EMAIL.UNC.EDU>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14,2011 2:24 PM 
Subject: Re: How good do you want to be? Time with the ball is the answer! 

@gmaiLcom>; meghan 

Gary, 

you are the best.... I could see that when we got Fair! Thank you for trusting us with her and rest assured we will chase anyone you recommend! 

And thank you for your kind words, but all of us who coach know who is doing the real work. It is done by coaches like you who "get it" and spend their lives 

correcting fundamental technique and inspiring soccer genius. 
All the best, my tiiend’. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>~> Ga~ Ireland l@yahoo.com> 12/14/2011 2:59 PM >>> 

Thank you Anson! Much appreciated. Copying Carine and Veronica here too. 
We worked a lot on your material (’Back to Goal’ etc) and incorporated much of your philosophy 
when training Veronica, Anson. I’m trying to get kids back to the essence of the game- ’Excellence and enjoyment through technique’. We arent 
concerned where the players go or what formation as long as they are being taught and trying to play well. Our job is to equip players for when they 
move on. Youth coaches need to do a lot better in furnishing colleges 
with players who are competent in all aspects of the game which will allow them to adapt to their new environment. We are committed to this. We 
need more time though. I think in 3-4 years you will be seeing more players but these are early days and we have clubs and DOC’s making big $ 
claiming to get their kids showcased at tournaments so they are tempted to leave instead of remaining in a teaching and learning environment. 

Its personally rewarding for us to have Veronica come back to her roots and want to help the kids and still come back and learn a few things from 
her old coach:) Veronica is very humble and not shy to tell people she wants to continue to learn. Very refreshing to experience this. 

Thanks again Anson. Your material and philosophy has helped me tremendously with my coaching and remains an inspiration for me. 

Best Wishes 

Gary Ireland 

(850) 387 4128 
Skype ’garyjireland’ 
Find me on Pass2Me 

From: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland @yahoo.com> 
Cc: antonio lubrano <antoniol@email.unc.edu>; jordan graham <jgtahaml@email.unc.edu>; sam carpenter <samc13@email.unc.edu>; m’liss dorrance 
<mdorranc@acpub.duke.edu>; adam schessel <schessel@email.unc.edu>; ally hoover <aphoover@email.unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Chris Ducar 
<ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; cindy cone @gmail.com>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; anabela barreto @live.unc.edu>; arri landsman-roos 
<arri@unc.edu>; cameron pressley <cjpressl@ema&unc.edu>; jj bishop @gmail.com>; lauren godbout <godbout@email.unc.edu>; mak karigan 
<karigan@email.unc.edu>; molly merwin <mmerwin@email.unc.edu>; pj michaelson @live.unc.edu>; stephanie tan <s.tan@unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, December 14,2011 6:33 AM 
Subject: How good do you want to be? Time with the ball is the answer! 

Ga~’, 

this is excellent ..... i am sending this to my roster (and one of my recruits [Jenny Chiu] who is on the U-17 national youth team for Mexico). We want our 
current collection of players to 6pend time with the ball. Any elite culture needs it. 77~is is wonde~fid motivation and prooJ7 

All the best! 

Pass2me.corn Player and Coach Interviews 
Interviewwith Mexico Womens National team World Cup player (PSV Union coach and former player) Veronica Perez 



"One of the greatest upsets in women’s soccer history and perhaps in international 
women’s sports history" 
Steve Goff Washington Post- 11/6/10 

Mexican American Soccer Player, born and raised in the USA not selected for the USA, scores goal to defeat #1 ranked 
team USA in the biggest upset of global women’s soccer history. Currently coaching with PSV Union and training on 
preparation for the Olympic qualifying games. 
Q: Do you practice a lot? 

A: Yes-all the time - once or twice per day 

Q: What type of training do you do? 

A: Depending on what I’m training for and what my schedule is - sometimes physical fitness in the morning and/or fitness with the ball at home 
in back yard on driveway or local park. In the afternoon i work with the ball on very specific exercises. Right now i go to the field and work with 
Gary and Carine Ireland at PS V Union and either do the exercises they show the players and sometimes demo them for the kids. 

Q: What are you specifically working on now? Anything in particular? 

A: Right now I’m working a lot on my individual game. When I’m not training with the national team I go home and work on specific aspects of 
my game because its hard to do when trying to get a team prepared. Getting hundreds of touches on the ball daily and mostly dribbling right 
now. I want to bring that more into my game at the international level. Carrying the ball from the midfield and attacking the space in front of me, 
breaking through the opponents defensive lines. 

Q: What about when you were a teenager before college. Who did you watch then? 
A: EPL - Liverpool, Manchester United. Barcelona weren’t best then but i liked watching Ronaldo (the original RonaldoO 

Q. Do you watch soccer on tv? 

A: 4 games per week or watch videos on www.pass2me.com where i visit the homework page. 

Q. Do you watch individual players? 

A: I try to put myself in a players’ position when watching film/video of a great player, what they do off the ball; If they have tendencies to receive 
with a particular part of the foot or body; the direction they turn and how they do it. 

Q: What do you like about these favorite players? 
A: They always play with a purpose They can play short and long any time. Not selfish but they know when to take it themselves. 
Q: Do you watch women’s soccer? 

A: No- / watch the best level possible which is Barcelona, and payers like Messi and Xa vi and Ozil. / do on occasion but it’s very rare. I watch if 
there’s an international game on or if my friends are playing i watch to support them, just like they do for me, but honestly I watch men’s soccer. 
You can only learn by watching the best in the world. 

Q: Best player you’ve played with while professional and World Cup player Japanese team 

A: Miyama from Japan. I played with herin St Louis before she went to LA to play. She is small and mobile and has the best touch. She is 
deceptive, a hard worker. Always stayed late and arrived early. 

Q: Where did you first start to have an interest in becoming a serious/committed soccer player? 

A: When i was 12 years old i did weekly and sometimes twice per week small groups with Gary Ireland, Simon and Carine Ireland. I also stayed 
behind after practice and worked on the skills they taught me. I then started to self train at home to work on the material i was being taught, 
something which i remembered and took with me to college. I see the kids working on the "Skill Ladder" that was devised by The coaches and i 
think ’hey, i did that too!’ and i still use it today. When other players at college didn’t train on their own and the coaches werent around i would try 
and teach my teammates at UW. 

Q: Did anyone push you to become a better player? 
A: My coaches (Gary, Simon and Carine and Lesle Gallimore at UW) 
When I was 12 or 13 i was scared to get out of the car when i came to the field on the first day. My dad made me get out of the car so i have him 

to thank me for that. 

Q: How many could you juggle at 127 
A: A few hundred. Wasn’t mandatory until i got to PSV Union and worked with my coaches who showed us hundreds of ways to juggle. 

Q: Did juggling help you? 

A: Yes! Better touch and fee!. It gave me more confidence 

Q: What are your favorite exercises or training routines? 

A: Soccer Tennis, playing against a wall. lvl or 2v2 when you go out with friends. Shooting repetitions on my own or with a friend because you 
can incorporate anything before you shoot. 

Q: Who were the best teams you have faced? 

A: Japan in the World Cup and France in October 2011. They were all highly technical and all on same page. They were skillful but tactically 
intelligent players 

Q: When you coach at PSV Union do you ever think that maybe some of the kids might follow in your footsteps? 



A: Yes- I like to go back to my roots and show the kids what I’ve learned and help them out - I enjoy coming back and playing with the kids and 
teaching them. I cant imagine coaching or going anywhere else. 

Q: What game format do you think makes you better? 1 v 1; small sided 5 v 5; numbers down 3 v 5; 11 v 11; 7 v 7? 
A: Personally I love playing small sided games. Also i prefer playing down 3 v 5 for many reasons. Less people so more touches on the ball. 
You have to be engaged at all times because you don’t want to let down your teammates. You can be creative individually but also create 

some really great combinations with the other 2 players. And you have to constantly be communicating on both sides of the ball but more 
defensively. It’s extremely tiring so you get fitness too. It’s a challenge but you don’t get better by having things be easy all time. You have to 
work for it. 

Q: If you were to rank your preferred games, what would they be and why? 
A: 3v5, 5v5, 1,1, 7v7, 11 vl 1. All the reasons I mentioned above. 11 vl I is probably my least favorite. Some players can get lost in the game 

and Usually the result is on people’s mind. You can’t take too many risks as an individual because you don’t want to mess up and cause a 
problem for the team. You have to be on the same page as all the other players and they might have a different philosophy but you have to 

adapt because it’s the team. I’m not saying I hate playing 1 lvl I because it is very special when you play on a team that plays beautiful soccer. 
When you find a group that’s creative, disciplined, hardworking etc its really exciting 
Q: Do you see Mexico improving in the next few years? shy do you think Mexico is starting to do better? 

A: Yes. We’re getting back to playing more with the ball and thinking quicker. Our coaches want to spend more time on technical parts of our 
game. It’s important for us to be organized, disciplined and fit but we all have to be able to fee! confident in every pass we play, how we dribble, 
controlling the ball., we should all want the ball because were confident of our skills. Also I’ve never been to a camp where he hasn’t mention 
what type of player succeeds the most on the field. And that’s the player who is thinking, reading the game and has a good concept of what’s 
going on around them. 
Q: How would you spot talent? We have a culture of showcasing players on big fields, 4 games a weekend; playing very vertical 
soccer here. If you were to scout a player right now would it matter to you where you found them? What characteristics would you 
look for in that player? 

A: I would look at their body language first. I would try to see if they are engaged and interested. Do they look like they want to learn or just 

pretending. Can they juggle? How quickly they pick up on things. It wouldn’t matter where I saw them. You can find talent anyway...training alone 
or with a group...at a park, street, game, pick-up, anywhere. Ill saw them self-training that would tell me a lot as well. But again it couldn’t be lazy. 
! would want to see effort and howparticularthey were about the material they were working on. 
Q: You arent considered ’fast’ but you are playing international football and obviously have done well and excelled among fast 
athletes. You scored the goal to beat the USA, after all. A lot of people. How important is speed to you and what types of speed are 
there? What advice do you have for players who arent physically gifted when younger .... 

A: Speed is very important. But I’m not talking about pure physical speed, for example how fast you can run 40yds, or a mile. every play has to 
be fit but not necessarily fast. Speed of mind howe ver is needed by ALL players. Speeds: without ball, thought process, reading of the game, 
speed with the ball, acceleration/deceleration, finding solutions to a problem on the field, etc. My advice to younger players is the physical part 
of the game will come. It’s the easiest part of the game to improve. Work on your technique and knowledge of the game at a younger age. It 
takes years to learn and develop these skills. If you can control a ball, control your body, read the game at a young age I guarantee you’ll be 
better off when you’re older (and keep training!can’t stop) than the players who just worked on fitness and tactical aspects so they could win 
games. 
Q: Who are the best players you have played against. Where did you get your toughest competition 

A: Gary, Simon, and Carine Ireland. Chris Sullivan. Aya Miyama, Homare Sawa from Japan. France National team. My toughest competition 
was playing on the tennis courts or small sided games at a field against my coaches and older players. I hardly ever touched the ball. My team 
would have more players and if we finally did get the ball we would be so happy if we could connect one pass. 
Q: You train with the kids at PSV Union, some of whom are very young. You and Carine do amazing things on the field vs the girls 
but do you get anything out of the games? How do you improve with younger players? 
A: Yes some of the players are very young and if you were an outsider you might just see these two coaches keeping the ball and pulling off all 
these moves but it’s hard. We usually have half as many players and we’re constantly working and moving with a purpose. We keep the ball to 
work on our skills. We want to figure out solutions on how to get out of crowded, compact spaces. Then we also try to combine with each other, 
finding tittle slots in the defense. And then if we lose the bal! we try to win it back as fast as possible. First because they took it from you :) then 
because it’s more tiring to start back up again if we have to defend for a while. Which we try not to let happen! I definitely improve playing with 

younger players. It’s also the effort you put out. Ill just jogged around and didn’t care then no I wouldn’t get anything out of it but since I play 
against them like I would if l was training with my national team I get something out of it. It’s fun. I used to be that little kid chasing around Gary 

too! 

"One of the greatest upsets in women’s soccer historic and perhaps in international 
women’s sports history" 
Steve Goff Washington Post- 11/6/10 

Mexican American Soccer Player, born and raised in the USA not selected for the USA, scores goal to defeat #1 ranked 
team USA in the biggest upset of global women’s soccer history. 

LA Times- http:llarticles.latimes.coml201 lljanlO21sportslla=sp-womens-soccer-20110103 
UW Huskies Fan Page http:~~cstv~c~~~eqesp~rts~c~m~mt~mt-search~cqi?b~~g-id=5&tag=ver~nica%2~perez&~imit=2~ 
La Prensa San Diego http:~aprensa-sandie~q~r~etc=etc-etc~sp~rtin~q-news~perez~pts-t~=c~ntinue-career-with-mexic~ 

Washington Post #1 http:llvoices.washinqtonpost.comlsoccerinsider120101111us womens soccer team.html 
Washington Post #2. http:llvoices.washinqton post.com/soccerinsider/2010111/introducinq, the american socce.html 
National Examiner 
h ttp :llwww.exami n er.comlsoccer-in-national/in terview-with-mexican-american-veron i ca-perez-wh o-advan ced-mexico=to-world-cu p- 
over-usa 



San Jose Mercury News 
http://www.mercurynews.com/sports/ci 16608013?nclick check=l 
San Mateo Times 
http:llwww.mercurynews.comlsan-mateo-countylci 166080137source=rss 

Hello Friends and Football Fans 

A close personal friend of ours and former ’student and current coaching staff member’ of PSV Union FC, Veronica Perez, who made global 

soccer history on November 5th. 

In the Spring of 2011 the Mexican Women’s National soccer team defeated the USA in the 2011 Women’s World Cup qualifier (Semi-Final of the 
CONCACAF playoffs). It was the first ever victory for Mexico vs. the USA and the first time the USA had lost in a qualifying game for the World 
Cup. This was a game that many called the biggest upset in the history of the women’s game. As a result, for the first time, the USA, #1 ranked 
Women’s soccer team in the world, was in danger of not qualifying for the World Cup. The USA then had to beat Italy in a playoff match to make it 
to the World Cup Finals, where they lost to Japan in the Final. 

The big story within this story is that the person who scored the winning goal for Mexico against the USA was our very own Veronica Perez! A local 
girl who grew up playing on the fields of Palo Alto and the Peninsula who learned her game on the local playing fields. The win by Mexico over the 

USA is a milestone in global women’s soccer and even more profoundly may have helped permanently impact global women’s advocacy in sports. 
It changed the landscape of women’s soccer forever. 

Carine, Simon and I had the privilege of training this wonderful young lady between the age of 13 and 17 years of age. Since her playing days at 

the University of Washington Veronica has always returned to visit us on numerous occasions to train and play with the coaching staff and help 
coach the kids on her journey to the World Cup. Her younger sister Amanda is a current U20 Mexico National team player and has played at PSV 

Union since U10. 

Veronica has always loved to play and train. We have spent endless hours practicing when others were resting- no-one else on the field-just a few 
of us often doing what she did vs. the USA, work on cross after cross after cross and shot after shot among many other things. I recall Veronica 
training with myself, Carine and Amanda for several weeks, several times per day last December before she tried out for now defunct WPS team 
St Louis Athletica and again with Simon and ourselves before being called into the Mexican National team camp. Last year Veronica didnt have a 
team to play on. She still doesnt. 

In March 2011 I noted that for a 15 minute period vs the USA that not only was Mexico better than the USA for a 15 min period but that Veronica 
was the best player on the field. Based on what i saw I predicted that within a year Mexico would defeat the USA. It happened in part because 
Mexico was improving but because the USA was regressing or at least at a standstill. I use 5 on field indicators for a teams performance which tell 
me how they play and how well they will play and if they have improved. Since the previous World Cup in China the USA had actually gotten based 
on these indicators, while Mexico seemed to have improved. It was clear from the amount of preparation the Mexican coach was doing that they 

meant business. On September 181h before the game, Veronica posted on www.pass2me=com page, ’mexico camp is intense_we are going to 
qualify for the WC’. Her next post to me was ’walk on!’. It happened. 

After the game i sent a message to the Washington Post, LA Times, San Jose Mercury News and Yahoo Sports, telling them about Veronica 
being from the USA. No other website or paper in the world has reported aspect of the story (although i did see a reference on ESPN-LA a few 

days later). The only thing that came close over that weekend was LA Times and the article by Washington Post. They didn’t know until I told them 
tonight that an American player scored against the USA- You may also know that 2 other Mexican Americans picked up NCAA Championship 

medals with Stanford this Winter. 

To see the hard work paying off after so many years is deeply gratifying not only for us but especially for Veronica= Witnessing a player who has 

been under our tutelage for so many years and someone who is on the coaching staff and a personal friend succeed is thrilling. We are so very 
proud of her and extremely excited about Veronica’s future. 

You can find out more about Veronica on her Fan Page on the social media site for soccer, www.pass2me.com 
Gary Ireland 

(650) 387 4128 
Skype ’garyjireland’ 
Find me on Pass2Me 

Anion Dormnce 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Rachel Gmshkin <RGmshkin@ussoccer.org> 

Wednesday, December 28, 2011 1:03 AM 

U.S. Soccer Women’s Player Developmem Task Force Initiatives 

Dear U.S. Soccer Women’s Player Development Task Force Members, 

I hope that you had a wonderful holiday season and that you all enjoy the new year! In preparation for the January :t2, 20:12, Task Force meeting in Kansas City, we would like 
to provide all with the updated Zone Initiatives in order for everyone to start reviewing. 

We request that over the two weeks you familiarize yourselves with the description, implementation, challenges, estimated costs and proposed timeline of each initiative. By 
doing so we will all be more informed and better prepared for a detailed discussion so we can collectively prioritize each Zone’s initiatives. 

If you have any questions about the information provided please let me know, otherwise I look forward to seeing everyone soon. 

Regards, 

Rachel Grushkin 

Zone I Sub TF Initiative - Full Time Zone I Leader.docx -[u,~b 27 Wli~r 20.;.2 02:05:ii -O~;OO 20i6:::byt ~,~ 

Zone I Sub TF Initiative - Let’s Move.docx 
Zone I Sub TF Initiative - Narketinq Campaiqn.docx 
Zone I Sub TF Initiative -Player Develo~)ment Educational Course.docx 
Zone I Sub-TF Initiative - WPSUg-U13 Development Academy (revised 16NOV2011).docx 
Zone I II III TF Initiative - Full-Time Staffinq - TF.docx 
Zone II Sub TF Initiative - Development Academy.doc 
Zone II Sub TF Initiative - Extended YNT Proqramminq.docx 
Zone II Sub TF Initiative -Technical Advisors - Girls’ Soccer Focus.docx 
Zone III Sub TF Initiative - NTDevelopment Leaque (Revised 10 6 11).docx 
Zone III Sub TF Initiative - Summer Residency Extended Traininq.docx 
Zone III Sub TF Initiative -Traininq Centers-Centers of Fxcellence.docx 
Zone III Sub TF Initiative - Winter Festival.docx 
Zone III SubTF Initiative - ODP Womens Teams.docx 
Zone III SubTF Initiative - WPS Reserve Team Traininq Proqram.docx 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 7:05 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

composi~ 150px.gif; Untitled attachment 106840.txt 

Anson, 

My Staff has uploaded the Presentation that I showed to you in Kansas 
Ci~z. Please click on the link below in hopes of receiving it! Feel 
free to share with whomever you’d like. There are lots of Slides with 
no writing where I am speaking. I’m not sure if you are able to view 
the videos as well? Anyway, there’s some good il~fo from it so I hope 
it’s of some benefit! You can attach this link to ~vhomever would like 
tu duwnluad. 

http://t omsan.c um/upl oads/NSCAAPresentatiun zip 

I would alsu like tu introduce you tu Jim Liston whu I spuke about in 
uur meeting. Jim is an authuri~" on fighting Child ubesity and has 10 
facilities throughuut the U.S.. He is alsu a Soccer specific Trainer 
and working with Chivas USA and formerly the Galaxy. I met with Jim un 
my way back to Tukyo last week and mention yuu might be intruduced in 
cummunicaung with him I will send a separate email message! 

Best Regards, 

Tom 

Tum Byer 
[gMail: tum@tumsan.com 
Mubile: 

K.K 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http ://www.tomsan.com 
http://ww~v.igoal.ip 

1st F1., 6-2-7 Tsnkiji, Chuo-ku, To~’o 104-0045 JAPAN 
Tel: +81 3-3541-1590/Fax: +81 3-3541-1591 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 

Monday, Januao~ 23, 2012 7:31 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Jim Liston <jim@ca~spo¢ts.com> 

in[b 

composit 150px.gif; Untitled attachment 106834.txt 

Anson, 

As mentioned, I’d like to introduce you to Jim Liston, Fimess Guru 
living in Pasadena and working with Chlvas USA and formerly IrA Galaxy. 
Jim has established CATZ Facilities throughout the U.S. which is 
listed below in Jim’s Bio. I would recommend getting together with J~n 
as discussed regarding Kids and Obesity Jim is the Champion of 
fighting Child Obesity 

http://w~vw catzsports corn/locations/staff,/4 

Jim, as mentioned when we met last week, Anson is interested in 
programs which address the abnve, I know you are the Man to advise and 
deliver! 

Best of luc!! 

Tom Byer 
F>Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http :/iw~’.tomsan.cora 
http :i/w~.igoah i p 

1st Fh, 6-2-7 Tsukiji, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0045 JAPAN 
Tel: +81 3-3541-1590/Fax: +81 3-3541-1591 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Wednesday, June 20, 2012 1:48 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Observations 

Anson, 

Modern Football Development, 360 Omni Media Approach: TV, Manga, Animation, Events, Internet, Schools, Products, Curriculum, Education...TB 

Sent by iphone 

On Jun 21, 2012, at 1:52 AM. "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> ;vrote: 

> you are on the money. We have some good qualities BUT what we are missing is what you can help us ;vith .. I am dreaming one day you will be doing some work for us. 
> 

> Allthe best!! 

> Anson Dorrance 
> Head Coach 
> U~-C Women’s Soccer 
> ;v) 919-962-4100 
> >>> Tom Byer <tom@tomsan corn> 6/20/2012 12:37 PM >>> 
> Yes, this was the 2nd game and Japan won the first one..... 

> On Jun 21,2012, at 1:29 AM. Anson Dorrance wrote: 
> 

> > Tom, 

>> was this their second game? I think the Japanese U-20’s won the 
> > first game 1-0, is that correct? 

> > Anson Dorrance 
> > Head Coach 
> > UNC Vv%men’s Soccer 
> > w) 919-962-4100 
> > >>> Tom Byer <tom@tomsan corn> 6,’20/2012 8:24 AM >>> 

> > [ watched the U20’s play today which the U.S. won 2-0. MY 
> > observations are Japan is still playing a more attractive game 
> > although the?’ lost. Winning vs development? The U S Team is filled 
> > with Girls who seem to have incredible athleticism but still lack 
> > the Technical ability I believe that the U.S. Girls are Coached 
> > better Tactically and their Psychological toughness is better than 
> > the Japanese Girls. They also cotlmmnicate verbally better than the 
> > Japanese. I can only imagine how much better the U.S. Girls would be 
> > if they were taught the proper Tectmical Skills from a young. They 
> > would be unstoppable! 

>>TB 

> > Sent by iphone 

> > On Jun 20, 2012, at 3:25 AM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

> > > very good. She can be an important part of involving you as a 
> > consultant as we t~y to do what you did in Japan. 

> > > Anson Dorrance 
> > > Head Coach 
> > > UNC Women’s Soccer 
> > > w) 919-962-4100 
> > > >>> Tom Byer <tom@omsan.com> 6/19/2012 12:57 AM >>> 
> > > Hi Anson, 

> > > I’m down in Osaka to ~vatch a U14 International Tournament and 
> > realized 
> > > the U20 USN~VT is here Training. I went over to have a look at their 
> > > Training Session and realized April Hemrichs was here and 
> > introduced 
> > > myself after the session was finished. Nice coincidence and we had a 
> > > nice chat[ 

> > > Regards, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Wednesday, August 1, 2012 12:52 AM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Announcement 

Anso~ 

Pleas~ check out this Podcast that I just did regarding China! 

Sent by iphone 

On Aug 1, 2012, at 11:45 AM, "Anson Donance" <anson~)uncaa.unc.edu > wrote: 

Tom, I would enjoy seeing you. 

Connected by DRO]D on Verizon ~,I4iretees 

..... OriginaJ message ..... 

From: "Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com>" <tom@tomsan.com> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Jul 31,2012 23:58:08 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Announcement 

That’s the 

Still trying to get back for a visit, will let you know once I’ve decided, love to stop by Chapel Hill for a visit! 

Sent by iphone 

On Aug 1, 2012, at 7:34 AIvl, "Anson Dorrance" <anson(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Talk about preparing your ~ns for the future ..... boy, roll that make them marketable! 

All the best my tiiend! ! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Wo~nen’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
~>> Tom Byer <tom~tomsan.com > 7/31/2012 6:23 PM >>> 

Thanks Anson! 

I’ll still be living in Japan but doing a lot of commuting. I could make a move over there next year. I’d like my 2 Boys to learn 

Chinese to complement fl~eir Japanes~ and English! 

Sent by iphone 

On Aug 1, 2012, at 5:58 AM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson(~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Well done Tom! A chance to impact on the growing world power! 

Connected by DROID on Vetfzon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com>" <tom@tomsan.com> 

To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Jul 31,2012 04:25:54 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Announcement 

Hi Anson, 



I hope the Summer is going well for you! 

I am pleased to announce I have signed a 3 year Contract with the CFA, 

Chinese Football Association. What this means is, my Company, T3 has 

become the Official Training Partner of the CSF, Chinese School 

Football Program, currently spanning 90 Cities, 3,000 Schools and 

appro~mately 2~3M Kids. I have also become the Head Technical 
Consultant to the CSF along ruth being named their Crrassroots 

Ambassador to the CSF Program. 

look tbrward to my newest challenge and will keep in touch from time 

to time! 

Bes~t Regards, 

Tom Byer! 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tommn.com 

Mobile: 

K.K. T3 

The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 

http://~-.tomsan.com 

http://www.igoal.ip 

1st Fl., 6-2-7 Tsuldji, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 104-0045 JAPAN 

Tel: +81 3-3541 -1590 / Fax: +81 3-3541-1591 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, Februao~ 3, 2014 10:ll AIVl 

sk ~_21 @col umbia.edu 

From The Wall Street Journal 

Sunil, 
No rush on this but I think there is something we can think about trying to do long term. 

http:i/online.wsi .com,’new~article email/SBIOOOI424052702303519404579350892629229918-1MyQiAxMTAOMDMwMTEzNDEyV~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Steve Nelson <s~teve@eipisystems.com> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 12:07 AM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Sennanni out? Wow, what happened. 

http :/im. espn.go, com/wireless/storv?stol~qd 10741545 

Sent from my iPhone 



Flom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Amanda Bernard <wesley@imcacapital.com> 

Monday, April 21, 2014 7:13 PM 

Dor~ance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Set Yonr Student Athletes Up Alter Graduation 

Dear Coach Anso% 

Our company would like to extend an opportunity for your athletes to earn a lucrative and esteemed career in 

business after college. 

Our firm, IMCA Capital Companies, LLC is a leader in the commercial leasing and finance industry. We have 

been voted within the Top 2o Best Places to Work in Los Angeles by the Los Angeles Business Journal 

numerous times. 

Our Account Executive department is a young, energetic, ambitious group of men and women in their early 
0 to mid-twenties, earning incomes in the top lo~/0 of the nation. It’s been clear that athletes do extremely well 

at IMCA Capital, regardless of their major or field of study, mostly because they relate to IMCA Capital’s team- 

oriented, competitive corporate culture. 

We believe in investing in our employees here at IMCA Capital, because we recognize they are the heartbeat of 

our company. Our employees will tell you that becoming a part of our team will provide the unique 

opportunity to achieve a lifetime of financial security. We have a proven track record of individuals earning 

over $1oo,ooo by year three. These individuals follow our training and utilize the expertise offered here each 

day. In many cases, IMCA Account Executives have achieved this annual six figure income within the first year. 

If you have athletes on your team that are goal and team oriented, possess an outgoing personality and a 

strong interest in sales, we are interested in speaking with them. Please forward the attached ’Athlete Letter’ 

to whom you feel it would be appropriate. Feel free to contact me directly at 31o.447.3493 with any 

questions. 

Click Here - 

Sincerely Yours, 

Wesley Lones 

Partner/EVP, Sales 

IMCA Capital Companies, LLC 

wesley(~imcacapital.com 

31o.4z+7.3493 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to an~n@uncaa,ur~c.edu by wesley@imcacapital.com 
_U_#_d_a_t__e___[][_o__[[Le_£E__E@_[L__A__d__djLgs__s_ [nstar~t removal with _S__a__~LU__n__s__u__b__s__%@__e_" [_~jLLv__a_£L[_~gJj_c_y_. 

IMCA i :!A693 San Vicente Bird, #~75 LOS ANGELES CA i 90049 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com~ 

Wednesday, April 23, 2014 7:22 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Today 

Anson, 

I met with Sunil today for about an hour. It was a good conversation and he has high interest to work together. He says that he has had unanimous reaction from Tab Ramos, Xavier Perez 
and the others at MLS which have all seen the presentation The only hurdles confidentially are Juergen Klimasman and April Heindrichs, who have never seen the presentations. Juergen 
was a bit expected because of his strong link to the Coerver Folks since he most like believes this is Coerver represented by myself, which it is not. If you have a chance for a quick chat I 
would like to speak with you to inform you of something else that Sunil and I discussed but I don’t want to write in an email. I can call you if you send me a number and convenient time to 
chat. It won’t be long. 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 
T3 Group 
Http://tomsan com 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Ashley Caxlson - Path4Success <path4success@path4success-id.ccsend.com> 

Tuesday, April 29, 2014 10:17 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.uuc.edu> 

Do You Have a Summer Sports Camp? We Would Like To Speak To Your Students 

COLLEGE WORKSHOP 
Every student in attendance will receive a FREE FAFSA Review. 

Dear Anson Dorrancel 

We would like to speak to you about collaborating and doing a no-cost assembly for 
all high school students at your UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA. We have former NFL, 
MLB, NBA and college athletes and coaches that speak with high school students 
around the country, helping them understand the importance of a college degree and 
how academics can help in paying for their college education. 
Inquoris "Inky" Johnson, former Tennessee defensive back (2004-2006) and NFL bound 
before suffering a serious shoulder injury that ended his on-field career. Inky recently 
was a graduate assistant at Tennessee and was a key component in the transition of a 
coaching staff. You can see more about Inky by following this link - Inky Johnson Video. 
Steve Kline, is a former Major League pitcher (1997-2007) and current MLB pitching 
coach for the San Francisco Giants organization. Steve pitched 11 years in the big 
leagues with the Indians, Expos, Cardinals, Orioles, and Giants. He compiled a career 
record of 34-39 with a 3.51 ERA and 39 saves over 796 appearances. Steve speaks to 
high school students on a regular basis, helping them understand the importance of 
academics and a college education. 
Josh Tiffany, former college football player and high school coach (1995-2002), has 
been speaking to students of all ages since 2005. In his assemblies and seminars, 
ranging from elementary school gyms, high school assemblies, AAU summer camps, and 
little league parent meetings, he has helped many understand the importance of their 
education, their high school diploma and their college education. 
We have an hour-long assembly, speaking to ALL students, administrators, and parents 
about why education is important, how to be a leader within your community, the 
dangers of drugs and alcohol, social media and the college admissions process. We have 
helped thousands of high school students from across the nation go to college with 
more than 80% of their education paid for by scholarships and grants. During the 
workshop, we will speak on: 

1. The value of academics. 
2. How to be a leader in the community. 
3. Danger of drugs and alcohol. 
4. Real collegiate opportunities available to all students. 
5. How to work with high school teachers and counselors. 
6. The rules and regulations of the NCAA, NAIA, NCCAA and NJCAA recruiting process 

and their standards. 
7. Cold hard facts about the costs of the college education and financial aid. 
8. The rules for parents in the college selection process. 
9. Social Media. 

This is a NO-COST presentation to your school, as we would like to have the 
opportunity to educate, motivate and address all aspects of being a student in high 
school and the opportunities available to them at the college level. 
Path4Success is a nonprofit 501(c)(3) organization. 

I look forward to speaking to you and setting up an assembly, or group workshop, with 
your school and student body. 
Sincerely, 

Ashley Carlson 
Path4Success, Corp. 

Ash ley@Path4Su ccess.orq 
(855) MY PATH4 
(855) 697-2844 
Path4Success.orq 

Join Our Mailing List ] 

Forward this email 

Irhis email was sent to anson@email.unc,edu by L_n__f_o__C~_p__a__t_!!~_s__u__c__c__e__s__s_=_o_N 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privao/Policy, 



Path4Success :: PO BOX 683 :: Meridian :: ID :: 83680 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andreza Araujo <contato@andrezaaraujo.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 2:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Find out how to make the difference and lead better m~d berter 

i~i Andreza Araujo 

ii.~j .~iI Avaiable on iBookstore i~.;. Avaiable on Saraiva i~.;. Avaiable on A ..... Avaiable on Kobo 

j .... 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Andreza Araujo <contato@andrezaaraujo.com> 

Wednesday, April 30, 2014 2:00 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Find out how to make the difference and lead better m~d berter 

i~i Andreza Araujo 

ii.~.iI .~iI Avaiable on iBookstore i~.;. Avaiable on Saraiva i~.;. Avaiable on A ..... Avaiable on Kobo 

j .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 21,2011 12:16 PM 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 

test 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 31,2013 10:42 AM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

test 

test 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 12, 2013 7:03 PM 

Ammada Cromwell <acromwell@aflfletics.ucf.edu-~ 

Re: ucla 

I did get a call back fiom UCLA acknowledging my call. I cm~’t remember who called me back but he seemed pretty high up the food chain, for aJl I know it may even 

have been the Athletic director. Rest assured I think they’re ve~ serious about you, and of course they should be because you aye legit and yonr record indicates it. 

Good luck Amanda! 

Amanda Cromwell <acromwell@athletics.ucf.edu> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 
I was wonderin~ if anyone from UCLA ever called you back. Mark called Ken Weiner for me and Ken mentioned that you called for me to Mark so l’m not sure if you 
spoke to Ken or the AD, Dan, It’s been really weird because rumors are flyin~ about me and that job and Mark said they were interested in me yet I haven’t heard 
from them. l’m wonderin~ if I need more people to call...what do you think? 
Thanks for the insight] 

UCF Head WomeWs Soccer Coach 

acromwell@athletics.ucf.edu 
(407)823-6345 
Fax (407)823-0756 
4000 Central Florida Blvd. 
Orlando, FI 328:16 

I 

ii~ii Description: Description: Description: ] 

..... Description: \\atl-file-05 

\data\kblache\Social Media\UCF Digital 

Summer camps and clinics: 

::X:: xbra nducf 

Champions 

2005    2007 2009 2010 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, February 17, 2013 12:39 PM 

Alan Phillips <amp@phillipscorp.com> 

Re: Question 

Alan, first ofaJ11 love ideas. I was a philosophy and English major in college and the reason I love philosophy and English was because I got to read all the time for 

credit. What has genuinely helped me in my career is that while rm reading, even though I’m not doing this deliberately, my mind is churning on how eve ~rything rm 

reading can relate to what I am doing. So because of this, it is actually shocldng how many outlandish ideas I’m reading about will somehow be reshaped and then 

becomes something I’m working on with my team. Now do all these crazy ideas and adventures pay off? No, that’s why when I address any group I usually address all 

the mistakes I’ve made first I am a product of making a mistake and correcting it time and again. Honestly one of my crazy fantasies is to have a clone. In this fantasy 

all I get to do all day is read, and what my clone has to do is to take my reading and convert it into something practical. Reading tbr me is the joyful part of my, in 

quotes, "work" the practical side ( the actuaJ work) is what I get paid tbr. Thank you for asking me that question, ttonesfly, I have never thought about this betbre. 

Good luck Alan, again I want you to know how much I enjoyed being with you and your leadership team. 

Alan Phillips <amp@phillipsco~p.co~n> wrote: 

Anson, I have another question for you -- 

When I asked, why after all the success you have had, you still haul an armful of books along when you go on vacation? You said it 

was because you are curious. 

My question: Why are you curious? 

Alan. 

~-~re~id er~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 18, 2013 3:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

FW: 2012-13 All- District 1-1A selections 

From: @aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, February :!.5, 20J.3 6:0:1. PM 

To; 

Subject-" 20.t2-.t3 All- District :t-J.A selections 
To All- Here is the way the nominations\selections\voting by the District Coaches, turned out for this years All District I-IA Boys and Girls All Districy teams. It can now be 
released by your school to local media, interested college coaches, or however it can be used in the advancement of our players, our District soccer playing schools, the 
FHSAA, and high school soccer in general. 
Committee Chairman 
Port St Joe HS Soccer 

2012\13 All-District 1-1A Boys team 
First team- 

PSJ Marcel Duarte SO F 
PSJ Javarri Beachum 

MF 
Frank Graham Kirvin JR F 

Frank Julio Ramirez SR    D 
RB Drew Kirkpatrick SR F 

RB Dillon McArthur 
Free Dalton Short JR F 

Honorable Mention 
PSJ Tucker Smith 
Frank James Harris 
RB Joshua Berry 

Free Robert Starling 

Coach Gary Hindley 

PSJ Drew Lacour JR MF 
SR D PSJ Daniel Jones SR 
PSJ Witt Shoaf SR    D 

Frank Zach Howze SR MF 

RB Trace Borrero JR GK 
SR MF 

First team- 
RB Kelly Sambenedetto SO F 
RB Abby Aldredge FR D\GK 
RB Kristen Bernheisel SR MF 

Free Brantley Manning SR F 
Frank Gracyn Ki[vin JR F 
Frank Jessica Shields JR MF 
Frank Katie Seger SO MF 
Frank Macey Hunt SO GK 
Frank All Kirvin 8th F 
PSJ Brittney Shoemaker JR D 

PSJ Christian Laine JR MF\GK 
PSJ Hayley Wood SO MF 

Honorable Mention 
RB Suzi Sober FR 

Frank Adrianna Reeder JR 
Frank Ally Millender JR 
PSJ Kathleen Rish FR 

MF 
D 
D 
F 

KEY (RB- Rocky Bayou, Free- Freeport, Frank- Franklin County, PSJ- Port St Joe; FR-Frshman. SO- Sophomore, JR- Junior, SR- Senior; F- Forward, MF- Midfield, D- 
Defender, GK- Goalkeeper) 
Note- Baker HS is not represented, as no nominations were received 

SR GK PSJ CalebOdum JR F 
JR MF 
FR MF 

SR D 
KEY (RB- Rocky Bayou, Free- Freeport, Frank- Franklin County, PSJ- Port St Joe; FR-Frshman. SO- Sophomore, JR- Junior, SR- Senior; F- Forward, MF- Midfield, D- 
Defender, GK- Goalkeeper) 
Note- Baker HS is not represented, as no nominations were received. 

2012\13 All-District 1-1A Girls team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O k~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 4:34 PM 

Bardnger, Tamara Patterson <Tamara Barringe@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu> 

RE: Presentation to UNC MAC, 8:30 A.M. Friday 15 

Thank you for being so expansive. Your "story" is compelling and obviously shaped you in the right way (I have always felt "humility" is the best platform for 

excellence). And yes, wh~t we have been able to do is convince the "nice" gifts to go after it without sacdfich~g their souls. We h~ve a~so engineered the openly 

competitive wornan that are honored by our culture not v[[~ed 

From: Tamara Barringer [mailto:Tamara_Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Sunday, February :[7, 20:[3 7:06 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Presentation to UNC MAC, 8:30 A.M. Friday :[5 

Anson: 

I believe that if two people agree :[00%, someone is redundant (or not thinking). :) Thank you for your kind remarks. You do know women...at least the ones in my generation. 
I see myself in your presentations. Indeed, I have improved myself by listening to your presentation.s 

Being a reformed type A, overachiever, perfectionist, who competes with deadly ferocity with myself ([ always have), competing with others is really against my value system. I 
know it must sound odd, but I am exactly the one who does pass out trying, not because I am comparing myself to someone else, but because I really believe I owe myself, my 
family, society, and the greater good my best every single day in everything I do. Once in a while, I find myself comparing myself to others and I chastise myself for it. I find 
when I do compare myself to others, I am in danger of losing my humility, grace, and drive. If I am better than others, I can slack off and think I am great. If I am worse than 
others...well that ventures into your well defined territory of women lacking self confidence. 

I am not afraid of competition. You may have heard that I have just won a very contentious Senate race. However, I never once compared myself to my opponent. To the 
extent that I have ever been an athlete, I am a swimmer. The quickest way to lose a heat is to look over to see where your opponent is. :) What matters is where I am. 

For better and worse, you never "win" when you compete with yourself. You can always be better. Nothing is ever enough. You will pass out trying. :) However, I do not 
suffer from lack of confidence and hopefully not over-confidence. To measure up, all I have to have done is my best...every...single...day. (But I still cannot see video and I 
cringe at constructive criticism, even well deserved.) 

Your competitive cauldron is a motivator...and a good one. Just not for me. One of my greatest concerns is that women are afraid to compete openly. "Nice girls" do not 
compete, especially with men. As a result, many of the women in my generation compete alright...with a knife in your back, because they never learned to compete openly. 
Your competitive cauldron teaches women that it is good to compete openly and win. 

Finally, why is it that I still have this drive, this passion after all these years, without comparing myself to others? I started this world in a farm house with no indoor plumbing. I 
learned early if I was going to be able to do any good in the world, it would take that drive and passion every day. I saw it in my parents and my sisters. So, here I am. 
Whenever I get too big for my britches or tired and want to slack up, I think back to those early days and my family. That is all it takes. 

You mention the culture of today’s young women and what I do know is they are different from my generation, as all generations are. I have no way to define it. If you gain 
insights, let me know. I know that every year when I enter the classroom with my traditional Socratic method style of teaching I wonder if this will be the year that I will not 
connect. So far, so good. 

Again, thank you for a great presentation. I look forward to next year’s installment...I sure hope you are willing. And coffee sometime would be great. I am sure we could 
share ideas. 

With warm regards, 

Tamara 

From: Anson Dorrance [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February :[7, 20:[3 5:3:[ PM 
To: Barringer, Tamara 
~::¢: Streett, Shelly (Ath Olympic Sports) 
Subject; RE: Presentation to UNC MAC, 8:30 A.M. Friday :[5 

TaJnara, 

I think you would thrive in the "Competitive Cauldron" and it would drive you to higher and higher levels, because you do strive to be the best You would get used to it 

very quickly; we do not belabor it. But. honest155 you should NOT FEEL COMFORTABLE in it. And that "positive stress" is a part of what will drive you. And please 

know if there are areas that I address that you do disagree with, please share it with me. What I t~Jk about are not tablets h~lded down from Mt Sinai .... I do want to 

keep learning abont this culture of young women. My motives ~ace not entirely pure, if they are empowered, we ~ace going to win more. It is not complex. 

When Shelly gets in tomorrow I will have her send you our "Core Values". Now that I remember it, I think in my last address ruth your class I expanded on the 

"Core Values" a Nt (but it makes the talk LONGER). Sometimes I just spare everyone to shorten it up a bit. 



All the best!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
L’ix.-C Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 

>>> "Barringer, Tamara" < ~!~ _r!L~__u_:~ ___t__3_ ~j __n_ g _e_Y_,~2_lLe___r!_’_a__r! _-___fl__~_~g !__e__rl.__t!0~_:~ ~ ~! > 2/15/2013 3:50 I?M >> > 

Anson: 

You were brilliant as usual. One thing we cmmot disagree about it is that it works. 

Upon reflection, there is ve~ little about M~ich I di~gree with you. Indeed, in my high pressure, Socratic method law classes, I am attempting to accomplish the ~me 

thing.., excellence. And in much the same way you do. 

I see my~lfin your presentation. While I have never been an athlete, I am an "intellectual" athlete. I know what it feels like to not be liked, because I was the best at 
math. I also identify with the lack of confidence and aversion to criticis~n.., even M~en it is &served. 

My difference of opinion is really from a persona] point of view. I am not sure that I could withstand the competitive cauldron in such a public fashion. I withstood, even 

flourished, in law school, but there was a dearth of feedback a~d very little public accountabili~ other that the challenge of the Socratic ~nethod. (Of course, you are 
quite familiar ruth law school in the 80’s). 

I would be delighted to meet for lunch at some time. We share common ground. I am a very "old school" teacher in a very new world. I strive to keep the best of the 

old and adapt to the new. I also agree that there are fundamental differences in men and women. 

My students have requested that I ask if you would share your 12 Core values with us. 

Again, thank you tbr your support of the MAC Program I look tbrward to your presentation next year. 

With warm regards, 

Tamam Barringer 

Tamaxa Barringer ] Adjunct Assistant Professor Of Legal Studies, Master of Accounting (MAC) and Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (BSBA) 

Programs ] UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School ] phone 919.962.8750 ] Tamar%Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu ] Shaping Leaders, Driving Results 

From: Anson Dormnce [mailto:anson(a)~mcaa.nnc.edu] 

Sent: Friday, February 15, 2013 10:35 AM 

To: Bamngec Tamam 

Subject: RE: l?resentation to UNC MAC, 8:30 A.M. Friday 15 

Good tun as usual and thank you for the gift basket..., very thoughtful of you. And one day let’s go to lunch and share where you disagree with tny thi~Mng, so I can 

keep improving. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> "Bamnger, Tmnam" <Tamara Barfinger(~keuan- flagler.unc.edu~nailto:Tmnam Barfinge~i~kenan-flagler.unc.edu>> 2/14/2013 10:34 PM >>> 

Yes, that is great! And yes, there is a podium. 

See you in the monfing! 

From: Anson Dorrm~ce [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, February 14, 2013 2:31 PM 

To: Barringec Tamam 

Subject: RE: Presentation to UNC MAC, 8:30 A.M. Friday 15 

I have the old 35 to 40 minute thing ready to present with the inte~Non of staying for a Q&A ..... is that right? And I hope there is a podium there ..... 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

~ >> "Bamng er~ T amain" <~..).a.g~.p..r2.a....!.3..~J..~.E~.g.e.J~.~.~.k..e..1La..n..~.I.!.~!.e.L.~1~:.~1~.E~?Jf~.~1~!.~...~.~J~!~q~.~1~1~.~!.~1r1~ > 2/13 ,/2013 11 : 40 P M > > > 

Coach Dorrance: 

We are all looking forwaM to your presentation on Friday at 8:30. Please arrive at Koury a few minutes before 8:30, so that we can get you settled. 



have copied Megma Pippitt so that she can arrange for a parking pass for you. 

Please let me know if there is any thing a~y of us can do to a.ssist you. 

With warm regards, 

Taa~la~-a 

From: Anson Dorrance [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Februau 04, 2013 4:44 PM 

To: Barringec Tamam 

Subject: Re: Presentaiton to UNC MAC, 8:30 A.M. Friday 15 

ramaaca, 

I will be there. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

~>> "Bamnge~; Tamam" <Tmnara 13amnge~(~kenan-tlagler.m~c.e&t<n~ailto:T~wnma Bamn~z~er@kervan-fl~ler.tmc.edu> > 2/4/2013 1:55 PM >>> 

Coach Dorrance: 

I am so happy that you will be returning to make your presentation to the Ethics and Professionalism class of the UNC Master of Accounling Program on Friday. 

Februm3~ 15. It is truly a highligN for our students. As in years pafft, you will be speaking in Kouu Auditorium. The class is about 120 students. As we have discussed, 

the class begins at 8:30, so if you could plan to arrive a few minutes early, that would be ideal. 

By this email, I introduce you to Megan Pippitt. She has will forward your paacking pass to you. 

Please let me know if there is maything any of us can do to assist you. We look forward to welcoming you back to Kenan-Flagler’. 
With warm regards, 

Ta~nara Barringer 
o Ta~eaa Barringer I Adjunct Assistaaat t rofessor Of Leged Studies, Master of Accounting (MAC) and Bachelor of Science in Business Administration (BSBA) 

Programs I UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School I phone 919.962.8750 I Ta~ara Bazringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu I Shaping Leadels, Driving Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 18, 2013 4:38 PM 

Jeff Jaus~n <j ett~j e~ ~ ssen.com> 

1~: Com~nitmeut Conlinuum Module 5 Delayed 

Thanks Jeff... no rush’.! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jef£~)jefI]anssen.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2013 10:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; khambly2@illinois edu; Julie Sten-et; @me.corn; Twila.Kaufman@pepperdine edu; Karen Shelton 
Subject: Commitment Continuuna Module 5 Delayed 

Coaches, 

Quick update - Module 5 is a bit delayed because I’m in the midst of a crazy couple of weeks. I think most of you either have not started yet or are still in the early modules - but if you need 
Module 5 soon, let me know. It is about 85% there rm hoping to get back to it later this week. 

Jeff 

Jell" Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Spurts Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, l~ax: (919)303-4338 
address: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference aruund the worldt Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SA[~SC) http:i/www.sal sc ur~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 18, 2013 4:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

FW: Soccer Prospect 

From: Recruit Athletes [mailto: recruitstaff@recruitzone.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2013 12:06 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Soccer Prospect 

Grade: 
School: 

Position(s): 
Height: Weight: 
H.S. Jersey: Club Jersey: 

GPA: SAT: ACT: 

Grad Date: 
Desired Major: 
Clearinghouse: 

View Entire Profile Not Interested In This Athlete 

Unsubscribe 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:11 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Ouly 10 spots left to showcase your 2013 camps 

From: Ron Dvorkin [rnailto:rdvorkin@adsportsmedia.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 19, 2013 8:32 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Su b’ect’~ft to showcase our 20:~3 camps 

TopDrawerSoccer.com is committed to helping you maximize your 2013 enrollment and will develop unique integrated campaigns for your elite 
soccer camp. 

Your camp is a valuable tool for our players that help them enhance their skills and we want to ensure they don’t miss the opportunity. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com has the ability to geographically target your exposure and brand your campaign to the specific states and regions that you 
want to target! 

So call today to get started and be a part of an exclusive class of college camps. 

Regards, 

Ron Dvorkin 
Vice President of Business Development 
I__o_~Dr__a___w____e___r___S___o___c___c___e___r_:__c___q_~ 
Office: (562) 513-3737 
rdvorkin@adsportsmedia.com 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com, click here to unsubscribe. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Crothers, Ti~nothy W <tcrothe@e~nail.unc.edu:> 

RE: Tim’s Article 

WonderfuH! 

From: Chris Ducat [mailto:ducar@unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 10:33 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tim’s Article 

h tt p://s po rtsill u stra t e d.cn n.co m/college-ba s ketb a I I in ews/20130215ira i ch a e F-jo r d a n-n o rth-.ca roli n a i# 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:33 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros I         ,~gmail.com) 

FW: Youth Soccer Insider: View the Gmne as aaa Art, not a War (Book Review) 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 

Sent-" Tuesday, February 19, 20:t3 11:10 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" Youth Soccer Tnsider: View the Game as an Art, not a War (Book Review) 

removed by 
sender¯ 

removed by 
sender¯ 

tuesday, Feb. 19,2013 ;Nil Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

tweet This ~hare Thi 

View the Game as an Art, not a War (Book Review) 
By Mike Woitalla 

Imagine if cookbook publishing in the USA had the same approach that the soccer coaching industry has 

had for decades. You’d find mainly Northern European recipes at your Barnes & Noble. And you’d be a 

pretty limited chef. 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

In soccer terms, focusing so much on the Northern European methods is particularly stifling considering 

the USA’s demographics and the fact that Latin American and Southern European nations have been 

producing most of the great players and winning teams. 

It’s been more than two decades since a Northern European nation, on the men’s side, has won the 

World Cup, 25 years since an Olympic gold, and 17 years since lifting a European Championship crown. 

It’s been 32 years since Northern Europe has claimed a U-20 World Cup title. Our neighbor, Mexico, has 

won two of the last four U-17 World Cups. 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

So S~an Baker’s "Our Competition is the World" passes my first test for a coaching book that offers examples from abroad: It 

presents models from nations that have been producing successful and attractive soccer. 

We won’t be able to import any specific system that perfectly suits the unique U.S. youth soccer landscape, but this book by 

Baker- an Oregon-based coach who is fluent in Spanish, has lived in Spain and South America, and besides his USSF A 

and Y, has coaching licenses from Argentina and Brazil - goes deeper into describing the environments that produce brilliant 

players than any I’ve read. Barcelona and Spain figure prominently, as do Brazil and Argentina. Baker also conveys some of 

the best of what U.S. and Northern Europeans coaches have to offer. 

Baker’s book also passes my most important test: It avoids - as much as a book for coaches can - aggrandizing the role of 

the coach. Baker stresses the importance of free play and makes a strong case against the perils of over-coaching. 

I like this advice from Baker in a section about inspiring players to be creative: 

"Another way to encourage such creativity is by holding practice sessions where there is no coaching and only free play. In 

this situation, those players who are normally fearful of making mistakes, when the coach is running practice, will have a 

chance to play in a worry-free environment." 

The book does provide, with clear directions, lots of useful practice exercises - ones that simulate the real game and steer 

young players to a style of play U.S. soccer is aiming for, eg: playing out of the back, possession-oriented, attack-minded. 

(A simple suggestion to coaches of young players to help encourage a possession game: Encourage that most throw-ins are 

to a teammate’s feet and passed back to the throwers) 

Covering the whole spectrum, it includes advice on how to help players develop a love for the game that will encourage them to 

play on their own. 



The book is subtitled, "Ideas for implementing the United States Soccer Curriculum," which was unveiled by USSF Youth 

Technical Director Ciaudio Reyna in 2011, and it complements it well. 

Writes Baker: "As a melting pot of cultures, the United States soccer community is built on influences from all parts of the 

globe. Some view the game as an art, while others see it as more of a war. These differences in philosophy, the fractured 

nature of our youth organizations, along with the vast size of our country, have made it more difficult than some smaller 

countries to come together. Despite these difficulties, as we move forward, we should look to develop a common language 

amongst our players...." 

The book is chock-full of aphorisms from soccer minds from around the world (including Johan Cruyff, Pep Guardiola, Tele 

Santana), U.S. soccer leaders striving to get the youth game on the right track, and non-soccer figures such as John 

Cleese, Pablo Picasso and Ralph Waldo Emerson. These quotes complement the reference material - the examples of 

youth development guidelines from Spain, Argentina, Mexico, the English FA, U.S. Soccer- and the practical guidance for 

youth coaches. 

There is, I’ve found, an admirable hunger among American coaches to constantly educate themselves, and Baker delivers the 

perfect dish for youth coaches, whether they’re novice or vastly experienced. 

"Our Competition is the World: Ideas for im~ the United States Soccer Curriculum. "By Stan Baker 378 pages, 

2012. Lulu Publishing. $22.99. 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Tuesday, Feb 19, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation~,,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 5:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

EW: FYI-USWYNT U 15 Camp 

From: Division 1 Women’s Soccer List [mailto:D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 12:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu 
Subject: FYI-USWYNT U 15 Camp 
Hello Coaches. 

Following is irLfbnnation pertaining to "the USWYNT U 15 Ca~np (Chula Vista, CA / Feb. 24-Mar. 2) 

1. Schedule - trainings are at 9:30am or 10am a~d at 3:30pm or 4pm daily (subject to change - no games/scrimmages plmmed at this time). 
2. Rosters are to be posted today on ussoccer.com - li~:- http://www.t~ssoccer.com/Tearns/Youtb/US-Underl 5-Girls.aspx. 

All the bes~. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Director of Coileg,e P~-ograms I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
8,00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66]01 i 913 362 1747 x 10J.5 191.3 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920 t574 439J_ I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAAColles,e I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 6:01 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Cal - Assistant Coaching Position Open 

From: Division 1 Women’s Soccer List [mailto:D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu] On Behalf Of Nell McGuire 
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2013 2:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu 
Subject: Cal - Assistant Coaching Position Open 
Good Day, 
Cal women’s soccer has an opening for an assistant coach. This is a full time position with benefits. 
The position has not posted yet but if you know anyone who may be interested please have them send me their resume to _n____m____c_g_u__[[_e__@__b___e___r__k__e__[_e__y_:__e__d___u__ 
Thank you 
Nell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 6:02 PM 

.~aol.com 

EW: Camp Success Playbook: #1 of 4 Strategies for 2013 

From: Stephen Branstetter I ACTIVE Camps [mailto:info@go.activenetwork.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 20:t3 3:07 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Camp Success Playbook: #1 of 4 Strategies for 20:t3 

Last week I had ~he chance to hos~ a panei a~ tho AGA Na~ionai 
cenferenco in Dallas. i hoard great stories from camps tha~ are 

~hdvmg, deapie dealng wi~h an unceda~n economy 

What did ~hese camps have in cerumen? A cemmlrnon[ to 

chaiienging [he statas qae ahd ?o using da~a as a ce:’o decision- 
making 

camp’s programs to better align with paronW eveiving needs, To do ~i:is, hb~ team put togefller 
carefully thought-oat process re uncove~ what ~he~ customers - morns - were t~LAy looking for 

youth de~eio~)mei~t theme by }rapodance. ’Yhey aiso cenduc[ed {ocus (~redps te (~ pior(~ (~aah 

theme in detail a~d tabulated the resuits b), age g~oup, Te complement their findings, ihe Avid 

~eam consuled other youth development research, 

Combining the q~iantitative and q~ia/tative data they collected, the camp was able to c,~eate 

new cu~ricLilum thai coald not only rnee[ pa~en[s’ goals [o~ [hmr kids but also coald be 

=~PredictinI new h#e 

to p~edict n~w counselor success. Mos[ hire d~cisions 
were based on gut feel bur ~t d{(J~’~ a~ways %.ork our al~(J 

th~ (:am~) direcio~ wondered ii th~re mighl be d~le(:lable 

indicalors. He staded by changing intepAew questions and 
a~so added an exit interview. The director compiled and 
analyzed [he dala melhodi(:aly, k)ok~n~ al corre~at{o~s 

be!�lien hiring interview an~wers ~nd 9e~femlance. He 
ancovered tha~ a few key queatbns (such ~s "Hew would 
~/OU fe~J abeui having [O lake a d{~l~r~ni rout~ te WOrk ~we~y 

da~?’) ~,vl!le g~eat p~lld{olors of oourislile~ su()c(iss, The 

c~m9 has now been using this new data-driven intewiew 
process and is conti~Ldng to make smar~ hidng dec~sbns~ 

Scott Adzaia Lbirecl,or ol ti;~e~,’ c~-~mps ~-~;,’I an indusiry 

consultant, u,~ges o~’~rnp directors to challenge whal they’re 
used to doing. One of his camps, Camp Kesem, is run by 
1,500 .student leaders from 4t (:cleave chapters across the 
courtly’. Ralher than ~elying on old t~aining models that 
were readily available but woLdd have been iii-suited for the 
camp’s unique staling a~proach, he corap~eteiy rethough~ 
the camp’s t’aming p~acl~ces. The result? 98% of pa~ents 
intend to send thei~ kids back to Camp Kesem again~ 



cam9 accepts people w~t~ a w~de ~’ange of d~sab~ty ~eve~s. 
of~dng ~ swimming program had never been considered 

poo~ t~at w~s suited for 100% of the~ campers. By 
coW,raciSm9 data abo~t [he~ campe~’d needs (and embark~n9 

removed by 

sender 

Stephen Branstetter 
Gene.~’al Manager, ACTIVE Neiwork 

~: 87 ~’-.996.2267 ~I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, February 19, 2013 6:04 PM 

Justin Moon <jmoon@sanjuanschools.org> 

I~E: Competitive Cauldron Details 

Get Training Soccer’ Char~?piot~s from my sec Shel]y Street 919-.9~52-5220. Not as fun as the Ma~ bu[ more practical in~:o .... 

From: Justin Noon [mailto:jmoon@sanjuanschools.org] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 20:1.3 3:36 PN 

To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: Competitive Cauldron Details 

Coach Dorrance 

I just finished your book "The Man Watching." I enjoyed it very much. I am the Varsity Girls Basketball coach at San Juan High School in South Eastern Utah. One of 

my assistants gave me a copy of your book. After reading it I have purchased two more for my other assistants. We are going to be adapting some of your 

philosophies to our basketball program for next season. We are tired of underachieving. 

is there somewhere I can get a copy of what your Competitive Cauldron looks like? 

Thanks 

Justin Moon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 20, 2013 10:10 AM 

Andreia Garrett <andreia@berkshiresocceracademy.com> 

I~E: Excitiug Summer Oppo~ni~ For Your Players 

Andreia, 

Thank you but we will have our own camps .,, 

From; Andreia Garre~ [mailto:andreia@berkshiresocceracademy.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 19, 2013 8:10 plVl 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Exciting Summer Opportunity For Your Players 

Hi Anson, 

With smnmer just around the corner, what will your players do to train, gain valuable coaching experience, and get paid? 

My nmne is Andreia Garrett a~d I ~ with the Berkshire Soccer Academy lbr GMs. Our summer cmnp program is a unique expefieuce for girls ages 9 to 17 that 
combines world- class soccer instmclion with a traditional camp environment. 

We are looking to him college players to work at our 2013 camps and, due to University of North Carolina’s reputation for developing well-rounded scholar athletes, 
we are especially interested in your players. As the Head Coach, I figure s~me of your past or preseut players may be interested in our Assistat~t Soccer Coach 
position.This role is specially designed to expose players to elite Master Coaches so they can learn from the best, while plmmfig a~d implementing their own age- 
specific skill sessious. They a]so have the opportunity to train and play with access to our thcilities. 

I know it is a busy time of the year, but what’s the best way to get this information m your college players? 
We are d~so lookiug for __M__~_~_~Le_L~Lc__c___e_L~R_~Lc_!)__e__~ to help lead our soccer program. Would you or your coaching s*alt" be interested in workiug with us for at least one 

sessiou this summer? 

Thanks, Anson, and I hope to hear back from you soon! 

Audreia Garcett 

o: 800-326-9219 

Like us o;; ¢:eoeboc.R 

Follow us on i~i~te~-est 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

2/20/2013 3:42:21 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Mr.Anson 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: Haftman Sports [mailto:haftmansports@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 6:24 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Art: Mr.Anson 

Dear Mr,Anson, 

Hope you will be fine & doing well. 

We are glad to notify you that we are manufacturing and supplying of all kind Sportswear & ultimate sports 

since many years to different countries & Sports-Clubs. Our worldwide Customers are very happy & satisfied with our 
product quality level and our services of sublimation, printing and embroidery on products. 

We want to make business relationship with you. You will find from us Best Quality in Competent and cheap rates. 

Kindly have a look to our products http://www.haftmansports.com/products.php?maid=97-0&sub=:1, &, give us a 

chance to serve you. 

Looking forward to hear your positive response. 

Best Regards, 

Khalil 

Haftman Sports 

Sialkot,Pakistan 

Te1#0092-52-3563007 

Ce1#0092-343-6360160 

www.haftmansports.com 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 20, 2013 10:50 AM 

Justin Moon <jmoon@sanjuanschools.org> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Competitive Cauldron Details 

AfLer you re~d iL and look at the recent "C~mldrons" (I wilt ask Torn to send you) call me. I will help you understand how Lo implernent it. 919-515-5579 ©. 

Frem; Justin Moon [mailto:jmoon@sanjuanschools.org] 

Sent; Wednesday, February 20, 2053 $0:4:[ AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Re: Competitive Cauldron Details 

I bet it isn’t as much fun. I will give Shelly a call. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Justin Moon 

On Feb 19, 2013, at 4:04 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Get Training Soccer Champions [:rom my sec Shelly Street 919-962--5220. Not as fun as Lhe Man but rnore practical info 

From; Justin Moon [mailto:jmoon@saniuanschools.org] 
Sent; Tuesday, February :[9, 20:[3 3:36 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Competitive Cauldron Details 

Coach Dorrance 

I just finished your book "The Man Watching." I enjoyed it very much. I am the Varsity Girls Basketball coach at San Juan High School in South Eastern 

Utah. One of my assistants gave me a copy of your book. After reading it I have purchased two more for my other assistants. We are going to be 

adapting some of your philosophies to our basketball program for next season. We are tired of underachieving. 

Is there somewhere I can get a copy of what your Competitive Cauldron looks like? 

Thanks 

Justin Moon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 20, 2013 11:38 AM 

Tom Piccifillo ~e~tNink.net> 

ILE: Thanks 

Did you get something? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Piccirillo [_mailto %earthlink.net] 
Sent: Wechaesday, February 20, 2013 11:32 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thanks 

Anson, 

I just wanted to say thanks for all your help with my journey to get back into college coaching. I feel blessed to call you one of my mentors in coaching. I can not say how much I truly 
appreciate your actions and friendship. 

’]?hank you 

Tom Piccirilln 



Attaclmaent: Soccer Scout.pdf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 2:48 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Asst Positions Available 

From: Division 1 Women’s Soccer List [mailto:D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu] On Behalf Of Jim McGirr 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 20:13:1:08 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D:1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu 
Subject: Asst Positions Available 
Good Attemoon Eve~one. 

My tbrmer asst coach just accepted a ttead Coaching position; so Providence College is now searching tbr 2 positions: a 1st asst and part-time goalkeeper 2nd asst. 

1 st Asst Full time saJa~ with thll benefits & medicaJ with camps, clinics & youth tournaments + club coaching opportanifies. 

A generic description of what I am seeking: a well-organized, experienced coach with the ability to help run field sessions and has l~amilia~ity with recruiting in the 

women’s game. College experience preIbrred but not necessaw. 

2~*l Asst with o~ background Part lime s~Ja~~ with the ability to compensate financially with ca~ps, clinics & youth touma~ents ÷ club coaching opportunities. 

A young, driven individual with goaJkeeping experience that is seeking the opportuni~ to kick-o~ continue their college coaching cmeer. 

Feel free to contact me directly with any recommendalions. 

Go Friars! 
Jim McGirr 
Providence College 

::N:: cid:image00 

2.jpg@01CD 
FE11¯58034 
1C0 

Wolnen~s Soccer 

Head Coach 

401- 865-2032 (Office) 

401-865-1231 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 2:54 PM 

admin <easy@testdemosite.com:~ 

IU:;: Verify Profile tbr Database 

From: admin [mailto:easy@testdemosite.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~ebruary 20, 20:t3 1:21 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Verify Profile for Database 
Importance; High 

Dear Coach, Please take a moment to verify the profile info. If it is not correct, please update it, T~qank yot~ for you - t ne Sincerely, Russ Purcell 

Y~ur Profile 

iNi Image,emoved ~dsender. ~ Image removed ~sende,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 3:00 PM 

Jay Miller @aol.com> 

Jason Sisnero~, ~gmaJl.com) 

RE: Attacking Soccer 

Jason and I have done iL .... Let me see ill (we) can email it to you. Jason? (Send him everyLhing and let him pick how much he waists to use, copy me.) And Jay, this 

stuff has been good, we are still getting better in possession with it. 

All the best, my friend. 
From; Jay Miller [mailto:        @aol.com] 

Sent; Wednesday, February 20, 20~3 ~:3~ PM 
To; Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Subject: Re: Attacking Soccer 
How’s the chapter coming? 
Coach Miller 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Anson Dorranoe <anson@unoaa.unc.edu> 
To: Jay Miller ,~,aol.com> 
Cc: Jason Sisneros @.qmail.com> 
Sent: Wed, Jan 30, 2013 5:05 pm 
Subject: Re: Attacking Soccer 

Jay, 
Jason has done everything he should for me. We have honed this stuff to another level even in the last two weeks. (We presented this stuff at the convention .... it was well 
received.) I will finish up the Chapter this weekend and send you the final draft on Monday. 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 
>>> Jay Miller 

Anson, 
[@_’_a___o_!,__c__o__r_!)> 1/29/2013 2:48 PM >>> 

Thanks, 
Jay 

How is Jason doing with the Attacking Soccer chapter? You can have him give me a call. I do not have his number. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 4:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: USWYNT U 15-Camp Inforu~alion 

From: Division 1 Women’s Soccer List [mailto:D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Wednesday, February 20, 2013 3:09 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D:[WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu 
Subject: USWYNT U I5-Camp Information 
Good Afternoon Coaches. 

Roster intbnnation for tim U 15 USWYNT Camp can be viewed at http:i/~a¥w.us~ccer.com/News,’U- 15-GM~2013/02/UI 5-GNT-Opens-Year-ia-Chula- 

Vista.asp× 
Also, following are training ~d game times (games on Tuesday and Tlmrsday - 4 pm). 

Sunday~ Eebruary 24th 

4:00pm Training 

Monday, February 25th 
10:00am 

Training 

4:00pm 

Training 

Tuesday, FebruaD~ 26th 

10:00am 

Spa~q Testin~/TraJming 

4:00pro kick-off 

Chula Vista, Calif- OTC 
U- 15 GNT vs. San Diego Smf 

Wednesday~ February 27th 

10:00am 
Training 

4:00pm 

Training 

Thursday, February 28th 

10:00am 
Tmming 

4:00pro kick-off 

Chula Vista, Cali£-OTC 
U15 GNT vs. U-13 Boy’s Notnads 

Friday, March 1st 
10:00~n Trekking 

4:00pro 

Training 

All the bes*. 

Rob 
Rob Rehoe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coache!; Association of America 
g00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66101 i 913 362 1747 x 1015 I 913 362 3439 (f) 

Wiscoasin Office_: 920 674 4391 I Cell 

N_~_C___A__A_:__c__o_ff_~. I .T_~__Lt__t__e__r_k_@__N__&_C___A__A__Co I I e g e I ._F_#__c__e___b__o___o___k. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 20, 2013 6:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Hospitali~ Pa~~ 

HospitaJi~ Invitation College Showcase 2013[1].pdf 

From:                            .~aol.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 20, 20"13 5:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; fundraising@loudounsoccer.com; techdirector@loudounsoccer.com; traveldirector@loudounsoccer.com 
Subject-" Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Hospitali~ Party 
The Oollege Showcase committee would like to invite you to attend the Hospitality party that is being held during the C~ollege Showcase. We are reaching out to all the 
college coaches as well as the participating club coaches to invite them to this event. The Embassy Suites in Ashburn is holding it in their atrium area and has put together a 
nice menu for the event with beer and wine included. 
We hope you will join us to on Saturday evening, March 2 from 8-10 PIVI. We are asking that you send your reply to Belinda Hyde, Fundraiser and Marketing Direotor, in our 
Loudoun $o¢¢er office by this coming Monday, February 25 in order to get a head count for the Embassy Suites for the food order. Her email address is 
f__u__n___d__[~_Ls_j_n__g_@!_o___u__d___o___u_fl~_o__9_c___e__r_:9__o__r_[} Please find attached the invitation and information about the Hospitality Party. 
We look forward to seeing you on the weekend. 
Sincerely, 

Randy IVlay 
Loudoun Soccer (3ollege Showcase 
Direotor 



Loudoun Soccer would like to 
thank you for attending the 

Annual Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 

Please be our guest for a hospitality reception on 

Saturday- March 2, 2013 

8- 10 pm 

Embassy Suites Dulies North Atrium 

44620 Waxpool Road 

Ashbum, VA 20247 

Please RSVP by February 25th to 

Belinda@LoudounSoccer.com 

We look ~orward to seeing you there! 

The Loudoun Soccer College Showcase is presented by: 

GORDON& KOCH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 3:55 PM 

~aol.com> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~!gmail.com) 

RE: yearbook 

Thank you! Let’s have four (one for each coach so we can recruit with them!!)~ 
What an UNgEI.IEVABLE season!! 

~snq: this (:oo~, both of your Mds ~r~duate two time rq~:’~ Champions, bet~:er than every o~:her (:h~ss at i~] ~:he schools m the coun~:ry in h~sl:ory w~:h ~:he excep~:~on of 

~a d~.E~ [:~[~g (:~ s S W ho i~ ~SO wor~ two, 

Fmm~ ~aol.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 2:43 AN 
To~ Dorrance, A~be~ A N 
Subject~ yearbook 

roughly how many extra yearbooks did you want? 
hope u like it 

see you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, February 21,2013 4:06 PM 

Larry Gallo <athgallo@uncaa.~mc.edtr~ 

RE: A Friendly Reminder ~-IT’S MIKE! 

We love their stuff!! 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 21, 2013 8:04- AM 
To-" bill palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bryant Gaines; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Christy Garth; Dave Arendas; Dennis Papadatos; Chris Ducar; Eric Stefanski; Grant Fulton; Griff 
Helfrich; 3enny _lohansen; Karen Shelton; Cary Kolat; Mike Fox; Mike Litzinger; Tom Sander; Rich DeSelm; Scott Forbes; Scott 3ackson; (~uinn, Sean; Trevor Chinn; Tyson Lusk 
Subject-" A Friendly Reminder N ITS NIKE! 

Coaches and Staff: 

I know that you fully understand and are grateful for the commitment that NIKE has made to our University, our Department, and to some of you, personally. 

As a friendly reminder, one of our commitments/obligations to NIKE is that we (e.g., coaches, staff, student athletes....) use their product (uniforms, apparel, equipment....) "in 

outfitting our teams from head to toe." I ask you to be diligent in making sure that your team is complying with this commitment/obligation, especially during competitions 

(should also be in practice). 

Yes, I do know that there may be "some exceptions to this rule", and some of you have followed the Department’s procedures in place to request and be granted an 

exception. 

If you should have any question regarding this matter related to N[KE, please feel free to contact me, or you may contact Clint Gwaltney who is our Department’s 

contact/liaison with NIKE and is most knowledgeable with NIKE’s policies. 

Thank you for your cooperation and attention to this important matter ~ much appreciated. 

All the best, 
Larry Gallo, Jr. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:13 PM 

Lee Horton <lhorton@chaxlottelatin.o~> 

ILE: email for tean~ 

I have no idea .._ I hope so!![ 

From: Lee Horton [mailto:lhorton@charlottelatin.org] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:2:t AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: email for team 

Anson, 
Thanks!!! Did your email have the attachment? 

Lee 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:0:t PM 
To: Lee Horton 

Subject: RE: email for team 

From: Lee Horton [mailto:lhorton@chadottelatin.org] 
Sent: Wednesday~ t:S0 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ a sv 
Subject: email for team 

Anson, 
I hope you are doing well and that the spring season is off to a good start. I have attached a note from our general manager that I was hoping you could blast out to the team. 
It would be awesome if there is a player or two who might be interested in our team and environment. Thanks so much for your continued support of our W-League Team. 
Go Heels!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Lee 

Image 
removed by 

sender. 

X Image 
removed by 
sender. 

Hello Ladies: 

Some of you might know who the Charlotte Lady Eagles are and what we are all about. If you do great, but if you do not, let me provide you with a little 

background. We are a non-profit mission organization run by Missionary Athletes International. Our goal is to glorify God and see lives transformed by 

communicating the message of Jesus Christ through the global environment of soccer. That basically means we are a ministry first, soccer team second that teaches 

our players how to use the platform of soccer to share the message of Jesus Christ. Now, while the heartbeat of our team is serving Christ; we also have a strong 

desire to field the most competitive women’s team possible. The training environment each day is set at a standard and designed to prepare our players to boldly 

compete each weekend and be sent back to school or overseas at a their highest possible level. 

Check out this link to a short (5 rain.) video about who MAI is: 

http:iiyoutu.be/SeS67DHiWAA 

We have a great relationship with Anson, and he has endorsed our program. Our environment is like nothing else you will experience. We train every day on the 

field and have sessions off the field as well. There is a lot of time spent with the other players on the team throughout the week, on away trips, and just hanging 

out. Our goal is to provide all of our players with a life-changing experience that integrates excellence in soccer, an authentic community, ministry involvement 

and spiritual growth. You’ll have opportunities to impact people’s lives through soccer both on and off the field. As a result of your time with Mai, you will be 

better equipped to love God and serve others. 

If you are interested in hearing more about the team, please let me know and we can talk. I hope the each of you seriously consider coming and playing for us this 

summer. It will change your life. 

Jererny Auyer 

Charlotte Lady Eagles 

General Manager 

704-841-8644 ext. 23 1 cell 

www charlotteeaqles .corn 
Charlotte Eagles Soccer Club - 1020 Crews Road Sutie N - Matthews, NC 28105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 21,2013 4:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: IMG College Showcase March 8 - March 10 in Bradenton, Florida 

IMG Showcase Teams 2013.pdf; College Showcase Schedule 2013.pdf 

From: Baehr, Matthew [mailto: Matthew.Baehr@imgworld.com] 

Sent: Thursday, February 2:[, 20:[3 9:28 AM 
To: Baehr, Matthew 
Subject: IMG College Showcase March 8 - March :[0 in Bradenton, Florida 

Dear Coach - 

There is still time to register, if you haven’t already, for the IMG College Showcase March 8 - March :10 in Bradenton, Florida. This year’s IMG Showcase features a 

bigger, better field highlighting both boy’s and girl’s teams. Each team will play 11 game per day on Friday, Saturday and Sunday. The schedule and brackets are 

attached. 

More info can be found here - http://www.imgacademy.com/events/img-cup-college-showcase 

If you or your staff are able to attend, please let me know via email so that I can reserve a credential and profile book for you and let teams know your school is 

coming. Good luck with the rest of the spring and see you in March! 

Sincerely, 

Matt Baehr 

~,~att [:?~a~.~h~", Business Manager - Soccer 

The preceding e-mail message (including any attachments) 

contains information that ~’ay be confidential, may be protected 

by the atterney-cii~’nt er other applicable privii~’ges, er may 

constitute non-public information. It is intended to be conveyed 

only to the designated ~ecipient(s) named above. If you are not 

an inten@ed ~ecipient of this message, please notify the sender 

by replying t~ this message and the~ deiet~ all cepJes of it 

Izom your com~uter system. Any use, dissemination, distribution, 

or reproduction of this message by unintende@ recipients is not 

au tho~ i zed a nd may b} un lawful . 



ffom~al of Sports Sciences, July 2010; 28(9): 983-992 i~ Routledge 
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Emotional contagion in soccer penalty shootouts: Celebration 
of individual success is associated with ultimate team success 

TJERK MOLL1’3, GEIR JORDET2, & GERT-JAN PEPPING1 

1Centre ~for Human Movement Sciences, University Medical Centre Groningen, University of Groningen, Groningen, 

The Netherlands, 2Norwegian School qf Sport Sciences, Oslo, Norway, and 3School of Sport and Health Sciences, 

University of Exeter, Exeter, UK 

(Accepted 6 April 2010) 

Abstract 
We examined the association between celebratory responses after successful soccer penalty kicks and the outcome of a 
penalty shootout. Individually displayed post-shot behaviours in penalty shootouts held in World Cups and European 
Championships (N 151) were rated on the presence of universally distinct and recognizable behaviours associated with 
positive emotions. Using chi-square analyses we investigated which behaviours were associated with winning the shootout, 
when the relative standing between the teams was equal. Players who engaged in certain celebratory post-shot behaviours 
were more likely to be in the team that ultimately won the penalty shootout. In particular, celebrations including both arms 
were associated with winning the shootout. It was more likely that the next kick taken by an opponent was missed after a 
player displayed these behaviours after a goal than when he did not. The findings are interpreted in terms of emotional 
contagion - that is, the transference of emotions from individuals onto teammates and opponents. It is suggested that the 
individual expression of post-performance emotions serves a direct purpose in enhancing future team performance and that 
emotional contagion is an important process in the context of elite sport performance. 

Keywords: Emotional contagion, post-performance behaviour, team dynamics, cohesion, podtive emotions, pride, joy, 

penalties, soccer 

Introduction 

Since soccer penalty shootouts have become increas- 
ingly important in determining the outcome of tied 
games in the knock-out stages of soccer competi- 
tions, researchers have investigated the soccer pen- 
alty kick in a penalty shootout from the individual 
player’s perspective (e.g. Jordet & Hartman, 2008; 
Morya, Ranvaud, & Pinheiro, 2003; Van der Kamp, 
2006). The ultimate outcome of a soccer penalty 
shootout, however, is determined by the overall 
performance of a series of players, each taking a 
penalty kick. At the start of a penalty shootout, five 
players on each team are designated to take a penalty. 
If after five penalties the shootout is tied, sudden 
death rounds of one ldck each are used until one 
team scores and the other does not. The fewest 
players on each team to take a penalty to declare a 
winner is three, when one team misses their first 
three penalties while the other team scores all three. 
After each ldck, players display behaviours in 

response to the outcome of their attempt. To date, 
no research has examined the influence of these so- 
called "post-shot behaviours" on team performance 
in a penalty shootout. The purpose of the present 
study was to examine the association between 
individually displayed post-shot behaviours and the 
final result of soccer penalty shootouts. 

Research has demonstrated that pre-shot beha- 
viours when preparing to take a penalty kick may 
influence the outcome of a soccer penalty shootout. 
When investigating the role of individual behaviours 
displayed before a penalty shot in soccer, Jordet and 
colleagues revealed that escapist self-regulation 
strategies (e.g. low preparation times and increased 
avoidance looking) before taking a penalty ldck were 
associated with high stress kicks and negative 
performance (Jordet, 2009a, 2009b; Jordet & Hart- 
man, 2008). Greenlees and colleagues (Greenlees, 
Leyland, Thelwell, & Filby, 2008) showed that 
goalkeepers had a loxver expectancy of success 
against players who displayed prolonged gaze and 
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eye contact compared with players that directed their 

gaze elsewhere before taldng a penalty, kick. 

Research on post-performance behaviours in 

soccer is sparse. Bornstein and Goldschmidt (2008) 

suggested that post-performance behaviours can be 

interpreted as an indication of a team’s level of 

cohesion and examined the association between 

individual post-performance behaviour displayed 

after scoring a goal and the seasonal ranking of 

teams in soccer. Players’ behaviours were judged 

based on the scorer’s location, the direction of the 

scorer’s attention, and the number of teammates the 

scorer made contact with after scoring. Team- 

oriented behaviours, such as attending to teammates, 

walking to the centre of the field, and maldng contact 

with many teammates, were assumed to indicate 

greater cohesion than self-oriented behaviours, such 

as attending and walldng to the crowd, and maldng 

contact with a few teammates. Findings showed that 

teams whose goal scorers displayed more team- 

oriented post-performance behaviours immediately 

after scoring a goal ended higher in the seasonal 

standing than teams with players who showed less 

team-oriented post-scoring behaviours. 

In other sport domains existing research on post- 

performance behaviours has primarily examined the 

effect of pertbrmance on the experience and display 

of emotions. Several researchers have revealed that 

athletes report feeling basic emotions such as 

happiness/enjoyment and pride tbllowing successful 

performances (e.g. Cerin & Barnett, 2006; Ruiz & 

Hanin, 2004; Szabo & Bak, 1999; Wilson & Kerr, 

1999). In addition, a number of researchers have 

demonstrated the non-verbal display of these basic 

emotions following an achievement. At the 2004 

Athens Olympic Games judo competition, happi- 

ness/enjoyment was shown after a successful match 

with judo athletes expressing a large smile in 

response to their success (Matsumoto & ~Tillingham, 

2006). Following the same prestigious achievement 

athletes showed pride, a self-conscious emotion that 

has been demonstrated to consist of distinct and 

recognizable facial and bodily expressions (Tracy & 

Matsumoto, 2008; see also Tracy & Robins, 2004, 

2007b). Judo athletes displayed all of the compo- 

nents of the protot3rpical pride expression in response 

to winning a judo match. 

It is our aim here to further understand the 

function of the expression of post-performance 

behaviours in sport, and in particular that of post- 

shot behaviours in soccer. The study may further our 

understanding of the social-emotional foundations of 

sports behaviour and provide recommendations for 

athletes in their appreciation and use of post-shot 

behaviours. Feeling and expressing happiness/enjoy- 

ment has been suggested to promote confidence and 

courage in the individual (Izard, 1991) and feeling 

and expressing pride is thought to boost one’s self- 

esteem and to siga~al dominance and superiority 

(Brown & Marshall, 2001; Leary, Tambor, Terdal, & 

Down, 1995; Tracy & Matsumoto, 2008; Tracy & 

Robins, 2007a, 2007b). According to a process 

called "emotional contagion", it is suggested that 

people mimic and synchronize facial expressions, 

vocalizations, postures, and movements with those of 

others to "converge emotionally" (Hatfield, Caciop- 

po, & Rapson, 1992, p. 154). There is evidence to 

suggest that the expression of moods and emotions 

by one person transfer to nearby individuals, 

particularly when one holds a close relationship with 

them (Hatfield, Cacioppo, & Rapson, 1994; Kelly & 

Barsade, 2001). In an achievement setting, Barsade 

(2002) demonstrated that contagion of positive 

emotions led to improved cooperation, decreased 

conflict, and increased perceptions of task perfor- 

mance (as rated by the self, other group members, 

and outside video-coders), whereas contagion of 

unpleasant emotions led to the reverse. 

A study of professional cricket indicated that 

emotional contagion should be considered in a 

sports setting. Totterdell (2000) revealed that cricket 

team moods were transferred during a competitive 

match and that happy moods resulted in better 

performance. A study by Ronglan (2007) of a 

handball team in preparation for - and during - the 

World Championship and Olympics, demonstrated 

that a key aspect for the team was its appearance. 

Subjective reports by players revealed that demon- 

strating and sharing happiness after successful 

performance was thought to increase unity and 

confidence. In the same study, players also believed 

that expressing joy increased the opponent’s feeling 

of defeat (Ronglan, 2007). A study of the effect of 

first impressions on outcome expectations in table 

tennis revealed that athletes reported lowered con- 

fidence in their ability- to beat an opponent when they 

portrayed positive body language, such as an erect 

posture, head up, and chin level with the ground with 

eyes looking directly at the opponent for prolonged 

periods of time. The display of positive body 

language in particular had an impact on how athletes 

perceived opponents’ confidence, competitiveness, 

and focus (Greenlees, Bradley, Holder, & Thelwell, 

2005). Taken together, these studies suggest that 

individuals have the abili~, to elicit such emotions/ 

feelings in teammates and contrasting emotions/ 

feelings in opponents. 

Apart from Bornstein and Goldschmidt’s (2008) 

research that showed that teams whose goal scorers 

displayed more team-oriented post-performance 

behaviours immediately after scoring a goal ended 

higher in the seasonal standing, research on emo- 

tional contagion in soccer is sparse. Research directly 

investigating the link between individually displayed 



emotions elicited by an individual achievement and 
subsequent team performance in the same event in 
soccer is non-existent. The proposed effects of 
emotional contagion merit the hypothesis that there 
is a relationship between the behavioural expressions 
of emotions of an individual soccer player immedi- 
ately after taking a penalty and the ultimate outcome 
of the penalty shootout. To investigate this hypoth- 
esis, we analysed the d~aamic and spontaneous 
display of post-shot behaviours of players immedi- 
ately after a scored penalty kick in soccer penalty 
shootouts held in international championships and 
examined the association between behaviours and 
the outcome of the penalty shootout. Considering 
that under normal circumstances almost 80% of 
penalty kicks are scored (Jordet, Hartman, Visscher, 
& Lemmink, 2007), the tbcus was on post-shot 
behaviours following success. We hypothesized that 
in the setting of a soccer penalty shootout, the non- 
verbal display of emotions has a functional meaning 
for the team and the final outcome of the soccer 
penalty shootout. With the theory of emotional 
contagion in mind and the suggested effects of pride 
and happiness/enjoyment on individuals of the oxvn 
team and the opposing team, we hypothesized that 
the displays of pride and enjoyment!happiness 
immediately after a scored penalty kick would be 
positively associated with the final result in a soccer 
penalty shootout. We suggest that the expression of 
post-shot emotions in soccer can serve a dual 
purpose in enhancing future performance of team- 
mates and at the same time debilitating the 
performance of the opponent. To directly address 
the idea that teammates’ and opponents’ perfor- 
mances are mediated by expressions of emotions 
following a successful penalty, we examined whether 
the display of a celebratory behaviour in one penalty 

was associated with (1) the outcome of the next shot 
taken by an opponent and (2) the outcome of the 
next shot taken by a teammate. We hypothesized that 
the display of celebratory behaviour would reduce 
the chances of an opponent scoring the next penalty, 
whereas it would increase the chances of a teammate 
scoring. 

Methods 

Data 

Video images of all soccer penalty shootouts held in 
World Cups between 1974 and 2006 (n-20) and 
the European Championships bet~veen 1972 and 
2008 (n--13) were acquired from television broad- 
casts. The overall sample included 325 penalty kicks, 
of which 244 were successful. The video images 
of post-shot responses following these successful 
penalty ldcks were first inspected to determine their 
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suitability for further analysis. Video images were 

excluded when the television images did not distin- 

guish body movements of players. Based on the 

assumption that emotions are intense, relatively 

short-term affective reactions to a specific environ- 

mental stimulus, lasting between 0.5 and 4 s (Oatley 

& Jenldns, 1996), video images were excluded if they 

did not show the player’s post-ldck response within 

5 s of taking the penalty. Finally, observations were 

excluded if it was unclear when behaviours were 

displayed with regard to the moment a penalty kick 

was taken. After this exclusion process, the post-shot 

responses of 234 ldcks remained. In a penalty 

shootout, differences in standing emerge as a result 

of missed kicks; if a team is one or more goals ahead 

or behind, the increased likelihood of winning or 

losing the penalty shootout might affect the player’s 

post-shot response after a kick. To prevent uneven 

standings biasing our findings, the final sample 

only included kicks where the standing in the 

shootout was tied (n-151; mean duration- 4.81 s, 

s - 2.80). 

Behavioural coding 

One rater coded the complete sample of players’ 
post-shot responses. Three additional raters (post- 
graduate students blind to the goals of the study) 
analysed 50 randomly chosen post-shot responses 
following a scored penalty kick (cf. Bornstein & 
Goldschmidt, 2008) to check the agreement between 
raters on the displayed behaviours. Videos were 
presented in a randomized order to prevent raters 
from viewing consecutive penalty kicks. The raters 
observed the video footage in real time, watching a 
computer screen featuring the video footage. The 
video footage ~vas replayed (without pausing) as 
often as required for raters to code every behaviour. 
Post-shot behaviour was coded until a player 
disappeared from the video image, or when a player 
made verbal and/or physical contact xvith his 
teammates (to avoid measuring team interactional 
behaviours). Each rater dichotomously coded 
whether a player displayed a specified behaviour 
following his penalty kick. It should be noted that a 
post-shot response could include more than one 
behaviour, but if a player displayed a particular 
behaviour twice (for example, looking downward) it 
was only coded once. 

Post-shot responses were judged using a coding 
scheme developed from a non-verbal behaviour 
coding system (Tracy & Robins, 2007b), which 
included the universally distinct and recogaaizable 
non-verbal behaviours associated with pride. Tracy 
and Robins (2007b) showed that pride can be 
reliably assessed from non-verbal behaviours. They 
provided a pride behavioural coding scheme that was 
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recently used by Tracy and Matsumoto (2008) to 

present evidence l~br the innate non-verbal display of 

pride in response to success. This coding scheme 

consisted of the following behaviours related to 

pride: the head tilted baclciup; (small) smile; one/ 

both arms held out from the body; one!both arms 

raised; one/both hands made into fists; hands on 

hips; arms crossed on chest; chest expanded; torso 

pushed out/leaning back. In addition to coding the 

behaviours as in the existing scheme, we distin- 

guished celebrated behaviours above and below the 

head, and separated the hand codes or; for instance, 

"one or both arms raised" into "one arm raised" and 

"both airns raised" to be able to determine in greater 

detail which behaviours were associated with the 

outcome of a penalty shootout. In sum, the following 

behaviours were included: Head codes: small smile, 

head tilted back up (slightly and highly), large smile, 

and gaze down. Aim codes: one arm extended out 

from the body below the head, one arm raised at 

head-height or above the head, both arms extended 

out from the body below the head, both arms raised 

at head-height or above the head, one hand made 

into a fist, both hands made into fists, one hand on 

the hip, both hands on the hips, arms crossed on 

chest. Body" codes: chest expanded and torso pushed 

out. 

As it is considered a facial sign for happiness/ 

enioyment (e.g., Ekman, 1992; Ekman et al., 1987), 

a large smile was included. A large smile was coded 

when a player displayed a broad smile with the teeth 

visible, the cheeks higher, and the contour of the 

cheeks changed (cf. Ekman, 2003). 

Greenlees et al. (2008) demonstrated that gaze is 

an important cue for goalkeepers to form an 

impression of the capacity of a penalty taker. 

Players that maintained gaze (90% of the prepara- 

tion time gaze in direction of the goalkeeper) were 

rated more positively than players who mainly gazed 

down (10% gaze). Greenlees and colleagues sug- 

gested that gaze could be perceived as reflecting 

dominance. In the current design, it was impossible 

to assess gaze directly. However, gaze direction 

could be established by coding the direction in 

which the penalty takers were facing after their kick. 

In addition (and opposite) to the behaviours 

associated with pride assumed to express dom- 

inance, facing down (with the head tilted down) was 

included because it has been reported to display 

inferiority (Keltner & Buswell, 1997). Table I shows 

an overview of all the behavioural codes used in the 

current study. 

Data analysis 

Cohen’s kappa values were obtained for each coded 

behaviour to determine the agreement between raters. 

Subsequently, the mean Cohen’s kappa per behaviour 

was calculated to determine the inter-rater agreement 

(Table I). We then performed a chi-square test to 

examine the association of individually displayed post- 

shot behaviours following a successful penalty ldck and 

the ultimate game outcome of a penalty shootout. 

Subsequently, phi coefficients were calculated to 

determine the strength of the association between the 

displayed behaviours and the game outcome. The 

following criteria were used to interpret the phi 

coefficients: 0.00-0.10, low association; 0.11-0.30, 

moderate to substantial association; 0.31-0.50, sub- 

stantial to strong association; 0.51-1.00, strong to very 

strong association (Cohen, 1992). Note that in the 

current design, however, we focus on the relative 

importance of post-shot behaviours. In such studies 

phi coefficients of 0.3 have been interpreted as 

relatively strong (De Vaus, 2002). Finally, for beha- 

viours that were significantly associated with the final 

result, we assessed the effect on the outcome of the 

next penalty ldck (score or miss) taken by a player from 

the opponent’s team as well as on the outcome of the 

next penalty kick by the following teammate. A binary 

logistic regression was conducted to deten-nine 

whether the display of a celebratory behaviour 

predicted the outcome on the next shot taken by an 

opponent and the next shot taken by a teammate. 

Results 

The inter-rater agreement analysis showed that the 

behaviour "torso pushed out" showed only slight 

agreement (mean K--0.074), so this behaviour was 

subsequently excluded from further analysis. For 

the behaviours "one hand on the hip", "both 

hands on the hips", "arms crossed on chest", and 

"head highly tilted", no Cohen’s kappa could be 

calculated because these behaviours were not 

observed. As there was fair to almost perfect 

agreement on the other behaviours (range: 0.32- 

0.94) (Landis & Koch, 1977, p. 165), the overall 

sample was analysed to determine which beha- 

viours were displayed in response to a successful 

penalty ldck. 

Descriptive results for displayed behaviours after a 

successful kick 

After scoring with the teams tied, 65.6% (n-- 99) of 

the players displayed a celebratory move using one or 

both arms. Of the players who scored a penalty, 

15.9% (n-24) displayed a move with both arms 

raised above the head, 39.7% (n-60) had one arm 

raised above the head, 11.9% (n -- 18) extended both 

arms below the head, and 19.9% (n--30) extended 

one arm below the head. Surprisingly, only two 

players displayed a large smile after a successful kick. 
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Table I. Mean Cohen’s kappa values, frequencies, chi-square values, and phi correlations of post-shot behaviours after a successful penalty 

with regard to game outcome when the current score in the penalty shootout is equal (n = 151). 

Behaviour (mean Cohen’s kappa) 

Game outcome 

Display Success Failure X2 d.f. P-value 

Chest expanded (.32) Y(es) 14 4 4.062 1 

N(o) 70 63 

Head slightly tilted (0.58) Y 25 12 2.830 1 

N 59 55 

Gaze down (0.58) Y 55 53 3.399 1 

N 29 14 

Small smile (0.40) Y 7 4 0.308 1 

N 77 63 

Large smile (0.59) Y 0 2 2.541 1 

N 84 65 

One arm extended out below head-height (0.73) Y 16 14 0.080 1 

N 68 53 

One arm raised above head-height (0.88) Y 33 27 0.016 1 

N 51 40 
Both arms extended out below head-height (0.75) Y 14 4 4.062 1 

N 70 63 

Both arms raised above head-height (0.94) Y 19 5 6.405 1 

N 65 62 

One or both arm(s) extended out below head-height (0.81) Y 28 15 2.192 1 

N 56 52 

One or both arm(s) raised above head-height (0.88) Y 48 30 2.283 1 

N 36 37 

One arm extended out below or above head-height (0.93) Y 44 37 0.121 1 

N 40 30 

Both arms extended out below or above head-height (0.89) Y 28 6 12.696 1 

N 56 61 

One or both arms extended out from the body below or raised Y 60 39 2.885 1 
above head-height (0.94) N 24 28 

One hand made into a fist (0.70) Y 34 30 0.282 1 

N 50 37 

Two hands made into fists (0.58) Y 19 5 6.405 1 

N 65 62 

0.044 0.164 

0.093 0.137 

0.065 0.150 

0.579 0.045 

0.111 0.130 

0.777 0.023 

0.899 0.010 

0.044 0.164 

0.011 0.206 

0.139 0.120 

0.131 0.123 

0.728 0.028 

0.000 0.290 

0.089 0.138 

0.595 0.043 

0.011 0.206 

#The P-value for the phi-coefficient is similar to the P-value obtained for the chi-square value. 

Furthermore, 72.2% (n 109) of the players faced 
down following success. 

Post-shot behaviours and game outcome 

Players ~vere more likely to be in the team that ulti- 
mately w’on the penalty shootout w’hen they displayed a 
celebratory move after scoring with: both arms ex- 
tended out from the body below" head-height or raised 
above the head (X2(1, n-- 151)- 12.696, P< 0.001, 
05--0.290), both arms raised above the head (Z2(1, 
n--151)--6.405, P<0.05, 05--0.206), both arms 
below the head (2(2(1, n--151)--4.062, P< 0.05, 
05 -- 0.164), both hands made into fists (Z2(1, n- 151) 
--6.405, P< 0.05; 05--0.206), and chest expanded 
(Z2(1, n-- 151)--4.062, P< 0.05, 05--0.164). 

Certain behaviours were not associated with the 
outcome of a penalty shootout, such as head slightly 
tilted, head highly tilted, a small smile, a large smile, 
a celebratory hand move with one arm extended out 
from the body below the head, one arm raised above 

the head, one arm extended out from the body below 
head-height or raised above the head, one arm or 
both arms extended out from the body below the 
head, one arm or both arms raised above the head, 
one or both arms extended out from the body below’ 
or raised above head-height, and one hand made into 

a fist (all P > 0.05). 
A trend xvas found in the opposite direction for 

players who looked down (Z2(], n--151)--3.399, 
P--0.065, 05----0.150). Players w’ho did not look 
do~vn after scoring were more likely to be in the team 
that ultimately w’on the penalty shootout. 

Celebratory behaviours and subsequent performance 

Both arms extended out from the body below" head- 
height or raised above the head was significantly 
associated xvith the final result. A binary logistic 
regression revealed that this behaviour sigaaificantly 
predicted the outcome of the next penalty from the 
opponent’s team, with celebrating ~vith both arms 



being negatively associated with the outcome of the 
opponent’s kick (outcome of penalty kick of 
opponent--0.857* [celebratory move with two 
arms] + 1.463, P- 0.046, odds ratio - 0.425). 
Although in the expected direction, celebrating with 
both arms did not significantly predict the outcome 
of the next penalty taken by a teammate (outcome 
of penalty ldck of teammate-0.669* [celebratory 
move with two arms]+l.018, P-0.208, odds 
ratio- 1.952). None of the other behaviours asso- 
ciated with the final result were associated with the 
outcome of the next shot taken by an opponent or 
the next shot taken by a teammate. 

Discussion 

We examined whether the display of celebratory 
behaviours immediately after scoring a penalty kick 
was associated with the overall team performance in 
international soccer penalty shootouts. The results 
demonstrate that 66% of the players displayed 
celebratory behaviours. Most players expressed 
behaviours linked with pride. Only a few players 
displayed a large smile folloxving a successful penalty 
kick, the behaviour most associated with happiness/ 
enjoyment. When players displayed certain celebra- 
tory behaviours they were more likely to be in the 
team that ultimately won the penalty shootout. In 
particular, hand moves xvith both arms either 
extended below" head-height or raised above the 
head, expanding the chest, and celebrating with both 
hands made into fists, significantly increased the 
chances of being in the team w’inning the shootout. 
There was a negative trend for the association 
between the individual display of looking down after 
a successful penalty and a positive shootout out- 
come. That is, players who did not look down after 
scoring were more likely to be in the team that 
ultimately won the penalty shootout. 

All individual behaviours associated with winning 
the shootout xvere behaviours that have been 
demonstrated to express the self-conscious emotion 
of pride (e.g. Tracy & Robins, 2004, 2007b). The 
results are in accordance with the idea that the 
display of pride informs others of one’s individual 
achievement (Tracy & Robins, 2007a). More im- 
portantly, however, the results show that the display 
of pride was linked to the realization of the ultimate 
team goal - winning the penalty shootout. This 
supports the suggestion that the expression of post- 
shot emotions in soccer serves a direct purpose for 
future performance. We offer two mechanisms to 
explain the current findings. First, the celebratory 
behaviours displaying pride had a positive impact on 
teammates. Second, the celebratory behaviours 
sigaaalling dominance had a negative impact on the 
opposing team. 

According to the theory of emotional contagion, 
the post-performance emotions expressed by an 
individual influence the emotions and behaviours of 
another person through the conscious or uncon- 
scious induction of emotional states and associated 

behavioural attitudes (Schoenexvolf, 1990). The 
reasoning is that in a social context, such as a 
penalty shootout, social emotions, such as celebra- 
tory post-shot behaviours, induce emotions in the 
people observing these emotions. The expression of 
an emotional state in one person leads to the 
experience of a similar emotion in a person observing 
the expression. Through this process, emotions 
influence other people’s emotions, feelings, and 
behaviours, leading to the convergence of emotions 

and moods (Parkinson, 1996). Several researchers 
have demonstrated the convergence of emotions and 
mood in group settings and its influence on group 
behaviour. For example, Ilies and colleagues (Ilies, 
Wagner, & Morgeson, 2007) demonstrated that 
affective states transferred among team members in 
a naturalistic team performance setting. In addition, 
Barsade (2002) showed that in a laboratory setting, 
contagion influenced group dynamics, with conta- 
gion of positive emotions leading to improved 
cooperation, decreased conflict, and increased per- 
ceptions of task performance. More relevant to the 
present study is the finding that competitive perfor- 
mances of individuals in professional cricket teams 
were linked to the ongoing collective mood of the 
team, with positive (happy) moods resulting in better 
perIbrmances (Totterdell, 2000). 

We suggest that, follow’ing the process of emo- 
tional contagion, the display of pride after a success- 
ful penalty kick suggested feelings of increased self- 
esteem and dominance, which were perceived by 
teammates. This effect caused them to converge 
emotionally and experience the same feelings as the 
individual expressing pride. Consequently, these 
heightened feelings of dominance and self-esteem 
could have: (a) caused teammates to feel more 
confident in taking their own penalty kick; (b) helped 
to enhance expectancy levels of winning the penalty 
shootout in teammates; or (c) generally resulted in a 
more positive approach towards the shootout. 

Our findings are also in accordance with the 
broaden-and-build theory of positive emotions (Fre- 
drickson, 2001, 2004) and the idea that "positive 
emotions not only signal flourishing, positive emo- 
tions also produce flourishing" (Frederickson, 2001, 
p. 218). Broaden-and-build theory suggests that 
people should not view (expressions o~) positive 
emotions as end-states, but as a means to build 
upon. Positive emotions, such as pride, joy, and 
contentment, are thought to result in a broadening of 
the scopes of attention, cognition, and action of 
teammates (Fredrickson, 1998). Furthermore, it has 



been proposed that the personal resources accrued 
during states of positive emotions are durable and 
outlast the emotional states that led to their acquisi- 
tion (Fredrickson & Brannigan, 2005). Research has 
shown that positive emotions correlate with perfor- 
mance on visual attention, reaction time, and visual 
processing tasks in a ~vay that is consistent with 

broadened attentional focus (for an overview, see 
Fredrickson & Brannigan, 2005). Whereas broaden- 
and-build theow explores the effects of experiencing 
positive emotions within an individual, Sekerka and 
Fredrickson (2008) recently suggested that establish- 
ing positive emotional climates in organizations 
contributes to growth and ultimately greater perfor- 
mance. The current findings show how in a team 
sports environment, through the process of emo- 
tional contagion, performance of teammates may 
directly benefit from expressed positive emotions. 
Following the suggested effects of individually 
experienced positive emotions, the transfer of posi- 
tive emotions is thought to broaden the scopes of 
attention, cognition, and action of teammates. 
Following Fredrickson (1998, 2001; Fredrickson & 
Brannigan, 2005), this might prompt teammates to 
pursue a wider range of thoughts and actions, and 
have a broader attentional focus than they xvould 
wpically have during a stressful shootout. As such, 
positive emotions can also serve to negate the 
narrowing effects of anxiety and fear on these 
processes, negative emotions that are likely to be 
experienced during such a stressful event as a penalty 
shootout in a World Cup or European Champion- 
ship (cf. Fredrickson & Levenson, 1998). In this 
light, positive feelings may facilitate approach beha- 
viour and prevent a player from engaging in escapist 
strategies shown to be linked to poor penalty 
shot performance in a penalty shootout (Jordet & 
Hartman, 2008). 

The current findings failed to show an association 
between celebrations ~vith t~vo arms after a successful 
kick and the outcome of the next teammate’s penalty. 
That is, although the association was in the direction 
of the predicted effect, we were unable to show a 
significant difference between the chances of a 
teammate scoring after a player displayed celebratory 
behaviours with two arms and the chances of a 
teammate scoring without the player displaying these 
celebratory behaviours. This should not be taken to 
undeirnine our current hypothesis though. First, this 
finding does not exclude there being alternative 
(combinations of) post-shot celebrations that were 
not included in our analysis that can be reliably 
associated with the outcome of the next teammate’s 
penalty. Second, in the present study we analysed the 
association with the next penalty ldck of a teammate. 
In many cases though there are more penalties to be 
taken after these. Furthermore, in the current design 
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we could not control for a number of relevant factors 
that might mediate a predicted association between 
celebrations and the outcome of the next teammate’s 
penalty, such as current standing in the shootout, the 
outcome of the preceding opponent’s penalty, the 
time elapsed between post-shot celebration and next 
teammate’s penalty, and the status of the player in 
the team. Further research is needed to address 
which specific post-shot celebrations are linked to 
successful performance, as well as which factors 
mediate positive contagion of emotions. 

A second mechanism to explain the association 
between the expression of celebratory behaviours and 
the outcome of the shootout is that, through the 
process of emotional contagion, expressing pride 
negatively influences the opposing team. If the 
interaction betw’een individuals is antagonistic rather 
than cooperative, such as in the case of two opposing 
teams in a penalty shootout, it has been proposed that 
contrasting emotions occur in the individuals in- 
volved because they elicit oppositional kinds of 
responses (Parkinson, 1996). The process whereby 
emotions and moods are transmitted and responded 
to is analogous to that described for the effects on 
teammates, yet with contrasting effects; non-verbal 
behaviours directly lead to corresponding, yet con- 
trasting, non-verbal emotions, moods, and beha- 
viours. Following this reasoning, it is proposed that 
observing a player demonstrating behaviours as- 
sumed to display superiority (Tracy & Matsumoto, 
2008) resulted in feelings of inferiority in members of 
the opposing team, causing them to feel less confident 
in scoring their penalty kick, and lowering their 
expectancy of winning the shootout. Relevant for this 
explanation is the finding that celebratory moves with 
two arms predicted the outcome of the next kick 
taken by an opponent. That is, it was more than twice 
(2.35 times) as likely that the next kick taken by a 
member of the opposition was missed after a player 
displayed two-handed celebratory behaviour com- 
pared with when they did not display such two- 
handed behaviour. In future, researchers should not 
only direct their attention to the effect of expressed 
emotions on teammates but on the opponents as well. 

Our results show that there was a negative trend 
for the association between looking downward after a 
successful penalty and the final result of the penalty 
shootout. That is, players who did not look down 
after scoring a penalty were more likely to be in the 
team that won the penalty shootout. This finding is 
again in line with our hypothesis that the displays of 
pride immediately after a successful penalty kick have 
a positive effect on the ultimate team performance in 
a soccer penalty shootout. Furthermore, it empha- 
sizes the importance of the social interactions 
between the player displaying post-shot behaviours, 
teammates, and members of the opposing team. 
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Although more research is required to determine the 

effect of certain post-shot behaviours on the social 

climate in a soccer penalty shootout, it seems that 

signalling dominance after a successful individual 

performance is beneficial for subsequent perfor- 

mance in the same shootout (for similar results, see 

Greenlees et al., 2005, 2008). 

Why celebrator?, moves with both hands raised 

above head-height and hands made into fists were 

associated with ultimate team success may be 

explained by the need for the post-shot expression 

to be observed. A relevant term in this context is 

"emotional energy", or the intensity with which 

emotions are expressed and then communicated 

from one person to another (Sullins, 1991). It is 

proposed that the same emotion expressed with 

greater intensity and visibility leads to more con- 

tagion because of the greater attention they attract 

(Barsade, 2002). The more intense and visible a 
positive feeling or emotion is expressed, the easier it 

can be perceived by teammates and opponents and 

the greater impact it may have on them. Hence, an 

emotion expressed with greater energy may transfer 

the emotional message more clearly and accurately 

than a low-energy display. This is especially relevant 

for soccer penalty taking where, to be contagious, 

emotions have to be signalled over large distances. It 

can further be hypothesized that different achieve- 

ment settings with different distances between 

players require different post-performance celebra- 

tions, expressed with different intensity and visibility, 

to be effective. 

Although the real-world observational design of 

our study has several strengths (e.g. high ecological 

validity and easy transfer to practical implications), a 

number of methodological weaknesses need to be 

considered when both interpreting the results and 

when designing future research in this area. First, 

interpreting observable behaviours necessarily needs 

to be speculative, and one always has to be open to 

alternative explanations that were not initially con- 

sidered. For this reason, we have offered possible 

mechanisms that can explain our results, but this 

does not mean that other types of mechanisms or 

explanations are not possible. Researchers are 

encouraged to develop alternative explanations and 

to test them, as well as the mechanisms we have 

proposed, using experimental designs. Second, the 

observational nature of the study does not allow us to 

assess the cognitive or emotional content that 

performers indeed experience in these situations. 

What do performers actually perceive and/or feel 

when they observe teammates or opponents engaged 

in various post-performance behaviours? Again, 

experimental design and self-report studies could 

reveal this type of information. Third, we only 

studied one particular type of highly specialized 

competition. Further research is required to deter- 

mine whether the findings of the present study can be 

generalized to other sporting encounters. However, 

on the basis of current findings, soccer players and 

athletes alike are advised to celebrate their victories 

using a clearly visible display" of celebrator?, move- 

ments. Celebrating with teammates is hypothesized 

to be more functional than celebrating with the 

audience in the stadium, ~br example. By celebrating 

together with teammates as opposed to with the 

audience, the penalty taker emphasizes the inter- 

relationship with the team (instead of underlining his 

personal glor?7), increasing the possible convergence 

of positive emotion onto his teammates, which they 

potentially need when they have to take a penalty. At 

the same time, celebrating with teammates is 

hypothesized to cause contrasting negative emotions 

in opponents. Athletes are therefore advised to 

celebrate success with their teammates in order to 

transfer their mood and emotions onto them. This 

may lower the anxiety and fear and enhance the 

confidence of teammates. At the same time, it may 

create negative emotions in opponents and/or im- 

presses and/or intimidate them, which may lower 

their confidence. 

In conclusion, the present study is the first to 

examine the role of post-shot behaviours in a soccer 

penalty shootout. The findings suggest that post-shot 

behaviours play an important role in this important 

achievement setting. It was shown that emotions, 

expressed to convey indMdual meaning relevant to 

past perIbrmance, helped to build upon future 

performance. Penalty takers are therefore advised to 

visibly celebrate a successful penalty kick, as it 

increases the likelihood of winning the penalty 

shootout. Further research is encouraged to examine 

more precisely the exact mechanisms involved and 

whether the current findings can be generalized to 

other settings. The process of emotional contagion is 

offered as an important process in understanding the 

current findings. Additional research is needed to 

investigate emotional contagion, as it may shed 

further light on the behavioural functions of expres- 

sing social emotions in the context of high-perfor- 

mance achievement and sport. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, February 21,2013 5:28 PM 

SCOTT BERGERON <BERGERSC@mail.d7.kl 2.mi.us> 

Jeff JaJ~ssen (j eff@j eltj m~ssen.com ) 

RE: Thm~k You 

You are kind to take the time to write, [ like all of Jeff’s books, Good k~ck to you and your teams. 

(If you want to read about our culture read The Man Watching.) 

From-" SCOTT BERGERON [mailto:BERGERSC@mail.d7.k12.mi.us] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 21, 2013 12:10 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Thank You 

Coach, 
In that constant search for that competitive edge, i bought How to Develop Relentless Competitors and I just want to say thank you for your contributions to the book. Your 
quotes and insights are the most compelling in it. 3[ am only halfway through and it has given me new tools to battle the entitled mentality and lack of competitiveness in my high 
school team. T am a high school wrestling coach in Michigan and 3[ am going to try to relate the concepts from the book to wrestling, but T want to thank you for your help. 



FFOIII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance0 Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Febmau 21,2013 5:30 PM 

Michael Perkins <mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: W%meffs Soccer Budget Update through Januau 31, 2013 

So we are under budgeL for a change! 

From= Michael Perkins [mailto:mperkins@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, February 21, 2013 12:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢; Larry Gallo; Clint Gwaltney; Shelly Streett; Chad Zwierlein 
Subject= Women’s Soccer Budget Update through January 31, Z013 

Coach, 

] am attaching your monthly budget update for FY ]_2 ]_3 through January 3:[, 2013. Please review the information, and let me, or your Business Office contact know if you have 

any questions or concerns regarding the information. Hope all is well and Go Heels! 

Mike 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donance, Albert A IV -~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONy> 

Thursday, February 21, 2013 5:32 PM 

Ducar. Chris (duca@unc.edu) 

FW: The NFF California Showcase: Opening New Doors to College 

From: National Football Foundation [mailto:news@footballfoundation.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of National Football Foundation 
Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2013 1:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: The NFF California Showcase: Opening New Doors to College 

NEWS RELEASE 
Media Contact: 

Phil Mi~nvill 

917-579-4256 

pmarwil 1,@footbal lfo undat ion com 

Twitter: @NF[:Network 

Please use the following link to tweet this release: 
h ttp://bit. Iy/~ 2SfFEJ 

The NFF California Showcase: 
Opening New Doors to College 

Free events in Houston have set the stage for the 
Maugural NFF California Showcase, which will provide 

student-athletes in the region a new opportunity to 
connect with divisional college coaches from around the 

country. 

IRVLNG, Texas - Feb. 21, 2013 Building on the success of similar events in Houston and E1 Paso, Texas, the 
inaugural National Football Fouadation @,~FF) California Showcase, which will take place this weekend at the 
Home Depot Center in Carson, Calif., has attracted phenomenal interest with more than 600 student-athletes and 
30 colleges registered to attend. 

"This is going to be a huge success," said Terry Donahue, the College Football Hall of Fame coach at UCLA 
who has organized the Feb. 23 event in conjunction with the NFF Newport Beach Chapter. "It is an incredible 
opportuni~ for the kids to continue their education and play- the great game of college football, and it’s free. It’s 
free to the pla?’ers, and it’s free to the colleges, and nobody is making a dime." 

Participants, ~vho all have to meet minimum academic standards, will compete in a series of athletic drills at the 
event designed to let divisional college coaches assess each player’s potential, including a 40-yard dash and 
several agility tests. Academically, participants must meet at least one of the three following criteria: a GPA of 2.5 
or higher; a rank in the top half of his graduating class; or an SAT score of 1000 (math and verbal only) or higher, 
or ari ACT score of 18 or higher. 

"We are excited about the outcomes of these events," said NFF President & CEO Steve Hatchell. "They are 
providing hundreds of student-athletes the opportunity to go to college where the path previously did not exist. 
The local organizers have been very successful at attracting the support required to stage these events We are 
really appreciative of Coach Donahue’s leadership in making the event happen in California " 

Traditional combines charge student-athletes a fee to participate and colleges a fee to attend, but the organizers 
at the events in California and Texa s rea lized that the fees create a barrier for student-athletes of limited means 
and colleges with tight budgets. 

"There are so many combines and showcases, but this one really has legs to it because it’s totally free for the 
players and the colleges All the?’ have to do is register and sho~v up," said Donahue "We hope that others 
areas of the country will follow Houston, E1 Paso and now us, and say let’s do one here This is going to be a 
huge success, and we’re fired up" 

Five years ago, the NFF Touchdown Club of Houston Chapter began hosting a similar event, which was quickly 
replicated in E1 Paso, Texas. The Houston organizers place the cost to run the event around $7,500 per year in 
their community, and they estimate that their event produces more than $8 million in annual scholarships 
Donahue heard about ~he success of the Houston and El Paso ini~iauves and knew that Southern Cali]2~rnia had 
a similar void in providing student-athletes an opportunity to earn academic and parucipation scholarships at the 
divisional level He set to work, leveraging his connections to make the event a reality in Southern California. 

"Partnering with the National Football Foundation and having their brand on the event has been a big help," said 
Donahue. "The NFF chapters, the California Interscholastic Federation and the local news outlets have all been 
very helpful in promoting the event. Our only concern now is the weather." 



The hopefuls at the NTF California Showcase will vie :[’or academic and parucipation scholarships from NCAA 
division II, [II and NA[A schools, including institutions fi-om Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Illinois, 
Iowa, Kansas, Missouri, Nebraska, New Mexico, North Dakota, Ohio, Oregon, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas 
and Wisconsin. The event allows the schools a unique opportunity to evaluate a large number of academically 
and athletic qualified student-athletes in a short period of time while minimizing their travel costs¯ The event is 
not open to student-athletes who have already signed Division I letters of intent 

"One of the things that has always bugged me about combines and camps is that they say they provide kids 
exposure to colleges," said Chris Vaughan, a key organizer of the Houston event and a board member of the 
NFF Touchdown Club of Houston Chapter. "I always felt like people were taking advantage of parents and kids, 
and this xvas something that we felt we could do xvithout having to charge anybody anything. We just xvant kids 
who want to go to college and play football to have a chance to be exposed. After the first year, we knew that we 
were onto something good." 

(;lick here for more details on the NFF California Showcase¯ 

Click here for news coverage with quotes from the participants at the ix,TF Houston Sho~vcase. 
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ABOUT THE NATIONAL FOOTBALL FOUNDATION & COLLEGE HALL OF FAME 

Founded in ~ ~7 with eerly leedership ~om ~enere/ ~oug/es MecArthur, /egendery Army coech 5er/ 

"Red" Blaik end immortal journalist Grantland Rice, T, Se National Football Foundation & College Hall of 

Fame is a non-profit educational organization that runs programs designed to use the power of amateur 

football in developing scholarship, citizenship and athletic achievement in young people. With 120 

chapters and 12, 000 members nationwide, NFF programs include the College Football Hal! of Fame, the 

NFF Scholar-Athlete Award presented by Fidelity Investments, Play It Smart, the NFF Hampshire Honor 

Society, the NFF National Scholar-Athlete Alumni Association, and scholarships of more than $~.3 million 

for college and high school scholar-athletes. The NFF presents the MacArthur Bowl, the William b: 

Campbell Trophy endowed by HealthSouth, and releases the Bowl Championship Series (BCS) Standings. 

NFF corporate partners include the Allstate Sugar Bowl, the BCS, Fidelity Investments, Herff gones, 

Liberty Mutual Insurance, NCAA Football, and Under Armour. For more information, please visit 
www. footballfounda ben. orq. 

emaih news@footballfoundation,eom 
phone: 800,486.1865 
web: http://www,footballfoundation,orej 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 21,2013 5:33 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros          .~gmail.com) 

I~W: Important:NCAA Legislative Override Re. Prohibition On In-Person Scouting 

NCAA BOD Soccer Letter- 11-3-B- 1 .pdf; NCAA Override Procedures.docx; NCAA BOD Letter 11-3-B Ice Hockey.pdf; NCAA 

BOD Letter 11-3-B-WLax.docx; NCAA BOD Letter- 11-3-B Field Hockey.docx; NCAA BOD Letter- 11-3-B-M~Lax.pdf 

From: Division 1 Women’s Soccer List [mailto:D1WSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 

Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2013 1:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; DIWSOCCER-L@metis3.gmu.edu 
Subject: Important:NCAA Legislative Override Re. Prohibition On In-Person Scouting 
Good Day Coaches. 
Following is information sent previously re. the Override Period that applies to the newly adopted prohibition on in-person scouting of opponents. Presently-, 5 petitions for override vote 
have been submitted - 75 petitions are required to have the legislation reviewed and 125 to have it suspended. 
For those wishing to see this rule overturned, it is iraportant that you know that procedurally only member institutions and conferences can submit petitions for an override vote as per 
NCAA procedure (Override Procedures attached), and the deadline for submissinn is March 20. 

As coaches you can encourage your athletic department to either submit a petition for an override vote, or ask them to request that your cont?rence administration does so on behalf of all 
the schools in the conl~rence. Following are some points to consider discussing ~vith your depaltment coaching colleagues to build support for an override as ~vell as to present to your 
administrators 

1.70% of Division I men’s and women’s soccer coaches do not approve of the role to prohibit in-person scouting as video quality, accessibility, and video camera range are not the same as 
for other sports, and are not preferred to in-person viewing. (see attached letter sent to NCAA Board of Directors). 

2. National coaches associations for men’s and women’s Ice hockey, men’s and women’s lacrosse, and field hockey also submitted letters of opposition to the NCAA Board of Directors (all 
letters attached). 

3. Added cost for video equipment, staffing, and exchange where there presently is no cost for ~n-person scouting as coaches scout on their "own time and own dime" 

4. Inconsistent with the NCAA deregulation theme, and is biased against certain sports, particularly large field sports such as soccer, lacrosse and field hockey. 

5. For most sports this is not an issue because either video is suitable for scouting in their sport, or scouting isn’t a priority, video or in-person. 

6. Added achninistrative oversight. 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

All the best. 

Rob 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of Coilege Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Arm Ave, Kansas City, KS 66101 i 913 362 1747 x 1015 193_3 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin O~ice: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 

NSCAA,com I Twitter: @NSCAAColleR~! I Facebook 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:37 PM 

@hotmail.com; @yahoo.com; @shaw .ca; 

~aoLcom; Ja~m Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); 

@aol.com;       ~live.unc.edu;       ~live.unc.edu; 

@hotmml.com; @aol.com; ~)gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; ~!gmail.com; 

@email.unc.edu; @hotInail.com; @gmaJl.com; 

~gmail.com; ~emaJl.unc.edu; @gma~l.com; 

~rocketmail.com; ~gmail.com; @live.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu 

FW: College E Coaching Course 

image001 .git:, image002.git:, image003.git:, image004.git:, image005.gif 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.e&0; ~live.unc.edu); 
~}glnail.coIn; ~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; (~yahoo.com; 

@gInail.coIn; L~!email.unc.edu; 

~)aol.coIn; @aol.coIn; 
~aol.com;      ~gmail.com; 

~yahoo.com;       ~yma~l.com; 

;~3¥on e i~?terested? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Thursday, 3:02 Plv~ 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A I~; @aoLcom; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
$,,bject; Fwd: College E Coaching Course 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Sad Rose <sari@ncsoccer.org> 

Date: 2:54:08 PM EST 

To: ’Sarah Stricldand’ <Stricklandsc@appstate.edu>, Michael D’ ’Swan <mdswang~catawba.edu>, Lindsey’ ’Boldt <liboldt .@davidson.edu>, 

<robbie.church@duke.edu>, ’Chris Neal’ <cneal3@elon.edu>, ’lan Spooner’ <!_a___n__:_s_l~__9__9___n__e_r___@_g_r__e___e__n_s___b__o_r__o_:__e___d__~>, Martin’ ’Beall <._n_!_b__e___a_J_h_@__h_!g_h_p_o_Ln_t_:__e___d___u_.>, 

"Cally’ ’Morrill" <Cally.Morrill@Ir.edu>, ’Paul Smith’ <smithp@meredith.edu>, "Ken’ ’Miller" <kmiller@mhc.edu>, <mike barroqueiro@ncsu.edu>, 

<elijah.denton@pfeiffer.edu>, ’Kathleen Talbert’ <talbertk@queens.edu>, <ducar@unc.edu>, John’ ’Cullen <jcullen@uncc.edu>, 

<smnugent@uncg.edu>, "Paul’ ’Cairney" <cairneyp .@uncw.edu>, Anthony’ ’Daluz <daluz@wfu.edu> 

Subject: College E Coaching Course 

Hello Everyone, 

I hope your spring season is off to a good start. Billy and I have received some interest from some coaches about getting their players involved in 

coaching. We are looking to host an E course for college players and wanted to get some feedback and information from some coaches in the area. 

The cost for the course is $85. E courses usually involve a 3 hour Friday evening session and then all day Saturday and Sunday (8:00-4pm). Depending 

on numbers the Saturday and Sunday sessions could get done earlier. 

If you could please answer the following questions, that would be very helpful in planning the course. 

1. Would you have players that would be interested in taking the E license? (Can you send us a rough estimate number?) 

2. What weekends this spring would be the best for college students given spring games and exams? 

3. Do you think we should host a separate course for male and female players or combine them in a course? 

4. Is there anything else we should try and do to get more young coaches education? 

Thanks. 

Sari Rose 

Assistant Teclmical Diredor 

Coaching and Player Development 

NC Youth Soccer 

Follow NCYSA on Facebook or Twitter 

Follow Sari Rose on "l’witler 

NCYSA MAILING address change: 

PO Box 18229, Greensboro, NC 27419 

physical address and sh~pplng has not changed 

~ 
i~i signatureko i i~ signaturek°g°~ 

...... goNewNCY Score 

SA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 21,2013 5:38 PM 

sari@ncsoccer.org 

Players Coaching Comse 

Thank you .... We have sent this to the team. I will let you know the response! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:48 PM 

@aol.com> 

@duke.edu) 

RE: yearbook 

I will never forget that class or the many Tar Heel classes that won ~11 four championships!!! (We have had over 40 players that won fok~r straight natq 

championships.) 

. and tonight ~s droner and a rnov~e nighl:~ 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 4:00 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: yearbook 
it is all ve~ cool. in fact, one of the first thinus my competitive dauuhter Jid, was look up inthe stands at monica and motion she has two also~ 
but, you are foLqettin~ the class of they had three championships: 

how is doing? 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansonL~.email.unc.edu> 
To @_’_a___o_] :__c_’_o__t ~ > 
Cc: ~,msn.com>; ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sent: Thu, Feb 21,2013 3:54 pm 
Subject: RE: yearbook 

~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ,~,gmail.com) ,~,~qmail.com> 

I hanl{ you! Let’s have four (one for each coach so we can recruit with them!!). 
What an UNBELIEVABLE season!! 
Isn’t this cool, both of your kids graduate two time Nat’l Champions, better than every other class at all the schools in the country in history with the exception of Christine 
Sinclair’s U of Portland graduating class who also won two. 
F r o m: ~ _a___o_ J_=_c_’_o__[ ~] 
Sent: Thursday 2:43 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: yearbook 

aRSOn, 

roughly how many extra yearbooks did you want? 
hope u like it 
see you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 21,2013 5:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Rosters and Schedule Available for 2013 US Youth Soccer ODP Championships 

From: US Youth Soccer [mailto:broadcast@usyouthsoccer.org] 

Sent: Thursday, February 21, 2013 5:17 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject; Rosters and Schedule Available for 2013 US Youth Soccer ODP Championships 

To view this messaqe in a browser, please click Ihelre 

removed by 
sender. 
2,913 ODP c 
ila rrlpionships 

Io?.,o 100x ! 
33 

Dear Co~lege Coach, 

The schedule and rosters have been released for ~he annua~ ~S ~tl~ Soccer O~ym~c Development 

~re#ra~ (US Youth Soccer ODP) Championships, which will take place March ~ and 3 at the FC Dal~s Stadium 
Complex in Frisco, Texas. 1he nation’s top boys and girls in state teams the 1996 and 1997 birth years will 
compete in the event. 1he 20~3 US Youth Soccer ODP Championships will include players primarily in the 20~4- 

20~6 gradua[ion classes. 

Please take a moment to register For the upcoming ODP Championships. Registering for events will provide you 
with team profiles, online and mobile access to rosters w~th player information, ~ncluding graduation date, 
commitment status, and player contact, in addition to ODP State Team coach contact information. 

The US You[h Soccer system does no[ provide the abdiW for p~ayers to email coaches, nor does it display coaches’ 
emaiJ addresses at any time. Tkfis system is used to provide coaches with event and roster reformation. 

You can bookmark the link below to Iogin, update your account, select your events and view rosters. There 
username and password retrieval tool on the iogin page if you have lost your credentials~ if you have any 

question% ~ssdes salting up an accoun[ or with your curren[ account please emai~ 

Cea¢~ ~e~h~: http:i/tour~a~e~ts,usyo~tl~seccer,org/me~ers/le~imas~x 

Coac~ reg~s~rat~om http:iito~rnaments.~syosthsoccer.org/members/register,aspx?tgpe=COA~H 

Event information for the ODP Championships is provided below. Thanks ~or your continued support of US Youth 

Soccer programs and athletes. For complete information on the US Youth Soccer ODP Boys Winter 1nterregional, 

including, scores, schedules and more, visit ~,~S~o~t~Ne~eer,erg. Also, keep up wi~h ODP on Twitter 

Schedules, results ~nd standings fo~ the event ca~ be found at 

http:iitour~a~e~ts,usyouthseccer,orfl/events/2013-ODP-Cham pie~shipsi~ 

T~e Age Group Te,~ ~ Te,~ ~ 

~ p~m. 97 Girls CaJ South v Michigan 

] p.m. 97 Boys Michigan v F~orida 

3 p.m. 97 Boys Virginia v Ca~ Sou[h 

3 p~m. 97 Girls North Texas v Eastern NY 

5:30 p.m. 96 Girls Indiana v Georg~ 

5:30 p.m. 96 Boys Eas[ern PA v Wisconsin 

8 p.m. 96 Boys North Carolina v Cai South 

8 p.rn. 96 G~rls New Jersey v Col South 



8 a,m. 97 Boys 

8:30 a,m. 97 Girls 

10 a,m. 96 Boys 

10:30 a,m. 96 Girls 

8 a~m. 97 Boys 5 

8:30 a.rn, 97 G~rls 8 

ZO a~m. 96 Boys 6 

~0:30 a.m~ 96 G~rls 7 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 22, 2013 10:03 AM 

Jeff Janssen <j efl~j effjj aJ~ ssen.com> 

I~E: Thank You 

Jeff, 

I have had a chance now to share my opinion of your value to the leadership Academy. Among m~ny positive things I shared with them, you have a huge value to 
me becm~se you keep me {~:he experienced coaches) on the cutting edge of kff.:?rm~ti.:?n that has ~mp~ct on our suc(:es~;. YOkE ~lre ~ ~ood m~r~ Jef~ arid yo~ h~ve 
made ~ dKference for ~H of us at UNC. 
Let’s hope you wH~ Nways be a par[ o[: making us [he ~eader ~n th~s critical area. 

F~m= Jeff Janssen [maHto:jeff@je~anssen.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 2~, 2013 6:41 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: ~ank You 

I agree wifl~ Sco~ - I have learued more a~m coaching, leadership, team building, mofiva~o~ com~titiveness, culture, etc. t~m you than any o~er coach I have been 

privileged to ~ around - and I’ve ~en around some pre~ am~ing coaches over the l~t 20 years. 

Keep leading m~d inspiring the ne~ generation... 

ScoR, 

You are ~nd to take the time to write. I like all of Jeffs ~oks. Good luck to you m~d your teams. 

(If you wa~t m read abont our culture read The Man WatcNng.) 

Fr(~: SCOTT BERGERON [mailm:BERGERSC~;n~ail.dT.kl2.mLus] 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 21, 2013 12:10 PM 

To: Do~ance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: Thank You 

Coach, 

In that consent ~arch for that competitive edge, i bought How to Develop Relentless Cotnpetitors and I just want to say thank you for your contributions 

to the ~ok. Your quotes a~d insigh~ axe the most compiling in it. I am only halgvay tNough a~d it h~ given me new ~ols to basle fl~e entitled men,Jib" 

and lack of competitiveness in my Ngh ~hool team. I am a Ngh ~hool wrestling coach in MicNg~ and I an going m t~ ~ relate the concepts from the 

book to wrestling, bnt I want to thank you for yonr help. 

Check out our all-new website at http:ii~vw.ians~nsportsleadership.com 

Jeff Jansen, M.S. 
Jm~ssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, flax: (919) 303-4338 

address: 6841 Piershill Lane, Cary, NC 27519 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Cha~ge (SALSC) 

http://www.~lsc.o~g~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 22, 2013 12:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Br~d New Reccaiting Headqua~ers 

From: NCSA Athletic Recruiting [mailto:recruiting@ncsasports.org] 
Sent-" Friday, February 22, 20:~3 5:50 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Brand New Recruiting Headquarters 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online¯ 

Image removed by sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Presenting: 
Recruiting Education HQ 

Access tons of exclusive information for players only! 

Image removed by sender 

Usually we bring you one or two articles. This week we’re bringing 
you a whole library. Just click the image above to visit NCSA’s just- 

released recruiting headquarterst 



Can’t see images? Click "Click here to download pictures" or 

"A!ways display images from" at the top of your screen to take a 

look 

:i~:i Imagel-emcved by 

...... sender. 

Should you specialize in your sport? 
Find out from a former Division I athlete 

Should you invest all your time and energy in your best sport, 
or try to stay flexible? Charlie Adams intm~’iews Ellen Sawin, a 
former college athlete, about the choices she made and what 
she wishes she had done differently. 

Read the full story:> > 

Reeruitin~ Advice from the 201:~ Si~nin.~ Class 
[~arn about reenfiting from athletes who are going where you 

want to be (or maybe where you’re going). Find out what 
college-bound athletes did right and wrong, their goals from 

here, and what they learned in their reepaiting proeesses. 

Recruiting Advice from the 2o~3 Class, Part I 

Recruiting Advice from the 2o] 3 Class, Part II 

::~:: Image removed bysender. 

When does the recruiting process begin? 
[WATCH] 

removed by 

sender. 

Call 800-495-77~7 to talk with a college scout. Scouts are available 8am-6pm CST, 7 days a week 

Clicl~ here to build a recruitinq profile aud qet exposure to 42,000 colleqe coaches 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu To unsubscribe from similar emails click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)9 

Friday, February 22, 2013 12:14 PM 

@aol.com 
Lance Mmkos 0narkos@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Mike Lyons here 

Let me c~eck or~ the legality 

From:        .~aol.com [mailto        .~aol.com] 
Senti Friday, February 22, 20:1.3 10:09 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hike Lyons here 
Hey Anson, 
hope evenjthing is going well. I am starting my own c~ub in Lakewood N J, will be a very community based club focusing on charitable fundraising and player developement. 
My question is can I put you as a consultant to our club. I really value your imput and may need advice on club direction. I am really going to hit this hard and make it a 

showcase club regarding player development 
Let me know what you think. I know you are really busy so no problem if you are unable to do this 

Take care 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 22, 2013 12:28 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

~t)aol.com 

RE: Mike Lyons here 

Sorry Mike but please call arwtirne, my friend!I! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 20J.3 :!.2::I.6 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; @aol.com 
Subject; RE: Mike Lyons here 

NCAA rules only permit you Lo play an role b~ a Local Sports CMb, which is defit~ed by havb~g no players involved that live more than 50 miles away from Chapel Hilk 

Unfortunately, you won’t be able Lo be involved. Thanks for checking!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 20:1.3 J.2:.t4 PM 

To:       ~ao com 
C¢," IvlarKos~ Lance M 
Subject; RE: Mike Lyons here 

Let roe check on the legality ... 

From:       @aol.com [mailtc        ~aol.com] 
Sent; Friday, February 22, 20:t3 ±u;u~ ~m 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Mike Lyons here 
Hey Anson, 

hope everything is going well. I am slat’ling my own club in Lakewood Nd, will be a very community based club focusing on charitable fundraising and player developement. 
My question is can I put you as a consultant to our club. I really value your imput and may need advice on club direction. I am really going to hit this hard and make it a 
showcase club regarding player development 
Let me know what you think. I know you are really busy so no problem if you are unable to do this 
Take care 
Mike 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 22, 2013 2:19 PM 

@aol.com 
l~E: Mike Lyons here 

Mike, yoa have my suppor’t! 

From:       ~aol.com [mailto:       @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 20:[3 :[2:49 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject; Re: Mike Lyons here 
thank you. maybe i can get you up here for our tourney next year. l’m bussing the college coaches to Atlantic City on the saturday night of that weekend, should be cool. 
best of luck. also, so glad got another shot on the WNT 
Mike 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Markos, Lance M <markos_@.email.unc.edu> 
Cc:                  ,~,aol.com> 
Sent: bn, i-eb 22, 2~13 12:28 pm 
Subject: RE: Mike Lyons here 

Sorry Mike but please call anytime, my friend!!! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 12:16 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~aN.com 
Subject: RE: Mike Lyons here 

Anson, 
NCAA rules only permit you to play a role in a Local Sports Club, which is defined by having no players involved that live more than 50 miles away from Chapel Hill. 
Unfortunately, you won’t be able to be involved. Thanks for checking!! 
Lance 
Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of No~lh Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mai!to:ansonL~.email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2013 12:14 PM 

To:        @aol.com 
Cc: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: Mike Lyons here 
Let me check on the legality ... 

From:        ~aol.com [mailto        ~aol.com] 
Sent: t-nuay, t-ebruary 22, 2013 1~:~9/-~lVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Mike Lyons here 

Hey Anson, 
hope everything is going well. I am sta~ling my own club in Lakewood N J, will be a very community based club focusing on charitable fundraising and player developement. 
My question is can I put you as a consultant to our club. I really value your imput and may need advice on club direction. I am really going to hit this hard and make it a 
showcase club regarding player development 
Let me know what you think. I know you are really busy so no problem if you are unable to do this 
Take care 
Mike 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 22, 2013 3:37 PM 

Lee Horton <lhorton@chaJdottelatin.o~> 

l~g: email for teaa~ 

Done! 

From= Lee Horton [mailto:lhorton@charlottelatin.org] 
Sent= Friday, February 22, 2023 2:57 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= FW: email for team 

From; Lee Horton 
Sent= Wednesday, February 20, 2023 1:49 PM 
To= Anson Dorrance 
Subject= email for team 

Anson, 
I hope you are doing well and that the spring season is off to a good start. I have attached a note from our general manager that I was hoping you could blast out to the team. 
It would be awesome if there is a player or two who might be interested in our team and environment. Thanks so much for your continued support of our W-League Team. 
Go Heels!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
Lee 

;~ Image 
removed by 
sender. 

removed by 
sender 

Hello Ladies: 

Some of you might know who the Charlotte Lady Eagles are and what we are all about. If you do great, but if you do not, let me provide you with a little 

background. We are a non-profit mission organization run by Missionary Athletes International. Our goal is to glorify God and see lives transformed by 

communicating the message of Jesus Christ through the global environment of soccer. That basically means we are a ministry first, soccer team second that teaches 

our players how to use the platform of soccer to share the message of Jesus Christ. Now, while the heartbeat of our team is serving Christ; we also have a strong 

desire to field the most competitive women’s team possible. The training environment each day is set at a standard and designed to prepare our players to boldly 

compete each weekend and be sent back to school or overseas at a their highest possible level. 

Check out this link to a short (5 min.) video about who MAI is: 

http:iiyoutu.be!5eS67 DHiWAA 

We have a great relationship with Anson, and he has endorsed our program. Our environment is like nothing else you will experience. We train every day on the 

field and have sessions off the field as well. There is a lot of time spent with the other players on the team throughout the week, on away trips, and just hanging 

out. Our goal is to provide all of our players with a life-changing experience that integrates excellence in soccer, an authentic community, ministry involvement 

and spiritual growth. You’ll have opportunities to impact people’s lives through soccer both on and off the field. As a result of your time with Mai, you will be 

better equipped to love God and serve others. 

If you are interested in hearing more about the team, please let me know and we can talk. I hope the each of you seriously consider coming and playing for us this 

summer. It will change your life. 

.leremy Auyer 
Charlotte Lady Eagles 

General Manager 

704-841-8644 ext 231 cell 

www charlotteeaqles.corn 
Charlotte Eagles Soccer Club - 1020 Crews Road Sutie N - Matthews, NC 28105 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, February 22, 2013 3:40 PM 

Tom O’Shea <tom@agilib,consulting.com> 

ltB: Maxathon Jam Benefit for Wounded Soldiers & Families 

You are a good man Tom!!! 

From-" Tom O’Shea [mailto:tom@agilityconsulting.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 20:13 3:23 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Marathon Jam Benefit for Wounded Soldiers & Families 

I thought I would pass along the information about a special musical jam that I am playing in tomorrow over at the American Legion building in 
Chapel 

Hill.._w__w___w_.___m_9__r___q$_h__9__n_j_9_m__:__c_£__m__1 My friend, John Santa, started this 12-hour Marathon music jam idea 10 years ago and for the post 5 years we 

have converted it into a fundraiser for helping wounded soldiers and their families through the good work at Fisher House and have raised nearly 

$50,000 through this period. 

Here is a recent clip of him being interviewed on TV by someone who also plays in the acoustic music jam ._ you will get a good flavor of the jam 

by watching this clip and in fact there is a picture of me playing in lost year’s jam near the end (the guy under the flag) 

http :l lvwvw.wra l.comlent erta inmentlv ideo1121211501#1vid12121150 

Feel free to forward to anyone you know who likes 9ood live music (free) or thinks supporting families of wounded soldiers is a 9ood idea. 

Best regards, 

Tom O’5hea 

Agility Consulting, LLC 
Helping Clients Become Focused, Fast & Flexible 

1901Rosevilla Lane ~reensboro, NC 27455 
o-336.282A211 c               f-336.282.4382 skype-osheatom 

t _o__r_n_ ~ _a_ 9 jj_tt ~v__c__o_ r_~ _s__u_J:t j_r_L~¢_-’__o__m__ ~ _~_v:_q,__a_q i1 j J: ~_’_-’__o_ r_~ _s__u_J J: jzLq :_c__o__r_r_~. 
_C_’Jj_c_’__k___f__h_j_s__Jj_rj__k___f__o___s_[9_r2_u_$~ for our’ rnoni-h[y, rlewsJelllter! 

Certified/~,anagernerrt Consultant (CI, AC) is an irrternational certification by 
]_-__h__e__ ~_r_~_s_’_f j t _u_ t _e___9_f___~ _a__n _a_ 9 _e__r_n _e_!l*___C__o_ rj ~ ~ ]it 9 rff_ ~ and i nclud e s I S O / I EC ~.17024 ac c r’e d it at i o n~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 22, 2013 3:40 PM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

kW: Marathon Jmn Benefit for Wounded Soldiers & Families 

From: Tom O’Shea [mailto:tom@agilityconsulting.com] 
Sent-" Friday, February 22, 2013 3:23 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Marathon Jam Benefit for Wounded Soldiers & Families 

I thought I would pass along the information about a special musical jam that I am playing in tomorrow over at the American Legion building in 

Chapel Hill. www.marathonjam.com My friend, John Santa, started this 12-hour Marathon music jam idea 10 years ago and for the past 5 years we 

have converted it into a fundraiser for helping wounded soldiers and their families through the good work at Fisher House and have raised nearly 

$50,000 through this period. 

Here is a recent clip of him being interviewed on TV by someone who also plays in the acoustic music jam ... you will get a good flavor of the jam 

by watching this clip and in fact there is a picture of me playing in last year’s jam near the end (the guy under the flag) 

Feel free to forward to anyone you know who likes good live music (free) or thinks supporting families of wounded soldiers is a good idea. 

Best regards, 

Tom O’Shea 

Agility Consulting, LLC 
Helping Clients Become Focused, Fast & Flexible 

1901 Rosevilla Lane ~reensboro, NC 27455 

o-336.282.1211 c-               f-336.282.4382 skype-oshe~orn 

lom @a_q![!/tyc onsu It in,=corn www=agilityconsu It !ng.c am 

Click ]l kl J s link ]l o S ifln U~ for’ our’ rnorrth!y newsletter! 

Certified/~anagemerrt Consultant (CI~C) is an international certification by 

The Institute: of A~anagemenltConsullants and includes ZSO/IEC 17024 accreditation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, Februa~ 23, 2013 12:34 PM 

Tom O’Shea <bm@agilib,consulting.com> 

I~B: Maxathon Jam Benefit for Wounded Soldiers & Fmnilies 

What is the National Cup? 

Frem-" Tom O’Shea [mailto:tom@agilityconsulting.com] 
Sent; Friday, February 22, 2013 4:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" RE: Marathon Jam Benefit for Wounded Soldiers & Families 

Hope dl is good with you ~nd your’ f~mily. 

Congrat’s or~ getting ar~other championship last year’. Hope to see you in 6t’eensbot’o ~n June when our" friend Hank comes to towt~ for Natbna[ 

Cup ... soon to be named the Steinbrecher Cup. 

Tom 

Agility Consulting, ggc 

o-33~,~8~A2JJ c-              f-33~,~8~,4382 ~kype-o~he¢om 

¢om@agili~yconsuleing.com www.agili~yconsul~ing.com 

Click this link to sign up for ouP mo~#hly new~]e$$eP~ 

Fmm~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson~ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ Riday, Februa~ 22, 2013 3:~ PN 
T~ Tom O’Shea 
Subjeet~ RE: Narathon Jam Benefit for Wounded Soldiers N Families 
You are a good man Tom[H 

Fmm~ Tom O’Shea [mail~:~m@agil~NconsuNng.com] 
Sent~ Riday, Februa~ 22, 2013 3:23 PN 
T~ Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subje~t~ Narathon Jam Benefit for Wounded Soldiers N Families 

I thought I would pass along the information about a special musical jam that I am playing in tomorrow over at the Americ~ Legion building in 
Chapel HiE ~_~:_~£E_£~£_~£~=££~1 My friend, John Santa, started this 12-hour Marathon music jam idea 10 years ago and for the p~t 5 years we 

have converted it into a fundraiser for helping wounded soldiers ~d their f~milies through the good work at Fbher House ~d have raised nearly 

$50,000 through this period. 

Here is a recent clip of him being interviewed on TV by someone who also plays in the acoustic music jam ._ you will get a good flavor of the jam 

by watching this clip and in fact there is a picture of me pl~ing in I~t year’s jam near the end (the guy under the flag) 
htt p://v~.wral.com/enteda inment/v~deo/12121150/#/vial 12121150 

Feel free to forward to anyone you know who likes good live music (free) or thinks supporting f~milies of wounded soldiers is a good idea. 

Best regards, 

Tom O’She~ 

Agility Consulting, LLC 
Helping Clienfs Become Focused, Fasf & F~exib~e 

1901 Rosevill~ Lane Greensboro, NC 27455 

o-336.282A211 c f-336.282.4382 skype-oshe~om 

Certified ~,~nagemer¢ COnSLIIt~nt (Cb~C) is an i~ern~tiond certification by 

~[~_~I3~2LEL~_!2~__~£[~£9~!!~$!~_~£[~]ZL£[E~ and i ndud e s I SO/I EC 1702 ~ ~ c re d i~a~ i o n. 



Loudoun Soccer would like to 
thank you for attending the 

Annual Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 

Please be our guest for a hospitality reception on 

Saturday- March 2, 2013 

8- 10 pm 

Embassy Suites Dulies North Atrium 

44620 Waxpool Road 

Ashbum, VA 20247 

Please RSVP by February 25th to 

Belinda@LoudounSoccer.com 

We look ~orward to seeing you there! 

The Loudoun Soccer College Showcase is presented by: 

GORDON& KOCH 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 3:38 PM 

Jeff" Jansen <j efl~je~ ~ssen.com> 

1~: Com~nitment Continuum Module 5 

Thanks Jefl~ ’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jef£~)jefl]anssen.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 8:53 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; khambly2@illinois edu; Julie Sten-et; @me.corn; Twila.Kaufman@pepperdine edu; Karen Shelton 
Subject: Commitment Continuum Module 5 

Good lviorning Coaches, 

Attached is Commitment Continuum Module 5. 

A reminder to please pass along your and your SAs feedback once you start and complete each module. I REALLY want to know what is working and ~vhat needs to be improved so this can 
be 100× better. 

As always, thanks [’or your help and hopefully this is a win/win [’or everyone involved! 

JJ 

Check out our all-new website at http://www.ianssensportsleadershipcom 

Jell" Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, l~ax: (919)303-4338 
address: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:i/www.sal sc or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 25, 2013 3:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CSA ECNL 16-18 Teams at ECNL Dallas Showcase 2/22-24- Follow up 

From: Adam Denton [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, Februap! 25, 2013 9:38 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; CSA ECNL 16-18 Teams at ECNL Dallas Showcase 2/22-24- Follow up 
College Coaches, 
I hope this email find you well and you had a safe trip back from Dallas. 
Each of our U16-U18 CSA ECNL teams participated in the ECNL Showcase event in Dallas, Texas on February 22nd-241h. I hope you had 
opportunity to see some of our games and watch our players. If you have any questions about any player in the CSA ECN L program please be 
sure to contact me directly at 704 609 0475 or at adenton@charlottesocceracademy.com and I will be happy to give you feedback or pass on any 
information for you. 
Below are the links to our CSA team profile pages and the link to our remaining club schedule and showcase events for the rest of the season. 
Our team managers will also have team profiles at all the events~ 
http://www.charlottesocceracademy.com/qirls/index E.html 
http://www.eliteclubsnationalleague.com/clubs/schedule/26969886.html 
Our showcase events for the 2012-13 Season are listed below. 
ECNL PDA Showcase CSA ECNL U15-U17 May 25-27 Zerapath, NJ 
ECNL Playoffs CSA ECNL U15-U17 June 21-23 Denver, CO 
Our U 16 and U 17 ECNL Teams will also be attending: 
Jefferson Cup                March 15-17    Richmond, VA 
Southern Soccer Showcase    April 13-14 V’,/inston Salem, NC 
I hope to see speak to you soon.. 
Take Care 
Adam Denton 
Elite Clubs National League Director U14-18 Girls 
Charlotte Soccer Academy 
http:iiwww.charlottesocceracademy.com/ www.www.cha rlottesocceracademy.comigids/index_E, html www.twitte r. comicsaecnl 
901 Sam Newell Road 
Suite E 
Matthews NC 28105 
Tel: 704.609.0475 Fax:704.708.4512 
E-mail: adenton@chadottesocceracademy.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 25, 2013 3:55 PM 

Don WilliaJns <dmlliams@medaJi stcapita£ corn> 

IU:;: Banquet - March 2nd 

Be comfortable, my friend! I will have a tie but ..... 

From: Don Williams [mailto:dwilliams@medalistcapital.com] 

Sent; Monday, February 25, 2013 11:47 AM 
To: Sander, Thomas .1 
~:c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Banquet - March 2nd 

Awesome ... Thanks. We will be fresh out of sky diving. Hopefully, the chutes open properly in which case we will be there at five! 

Coat and tie? 

Sent from my iPhone 

Donaldson G Williams 

Medalist Capital, Inc 

2820 Selwyn Avenue, Ste 350 

Charlotte, NC 28209 

On Feb 25, 2013, at 11:26 AM, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

We’ve got you covered! 

-Tom 

From: Albert A IV Dorrance [Ela__[Lt__o_La___n__s_9_tl@__e_E)M:__u_LLc_:_e_.__d_u_] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 10:57 AM 

To: Don Williams 
¢c: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Banquet- March 2nd 

Don, 

I will copy Tom ..... ] hope we can, I would fore having you guys thereH! 

From: Don Williams [mailto:dwilliams@medalistcapital.com] 
Sent-" Monday, February 25, 2013 1:07 AM 

To." Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject-" Banquet- March 2nd 

Anson and Bird, 

I know i was supposed to respond last week ... can you handle letting 

Thanks 

(my son) and me come? Just let me know. Would love to be there. 

Don 
Donaldson G. Williams 
Medalist Capital, Inc. 
’2820 Selwyn Avenue, Suite 35o 
Charlotte, NC ’28209 

Ph- 7o4/333-4143 
<imageOOl.png> 

~__w____w__:___m___e___d___a_!_[~_t__c__~ p__!_t_~_!:__c__o____m__. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 25, 2013 4:10 PM 

NCGSC Administrator @gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar.~)unc.edu) 

RE: team camp ques~tion 

I will copy Chris ._. I think they both have vak~e for different reasons. Chris? 
From: NCGSC Administrator [ @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 :l:35"PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: team camp question 
Hey 

Here is a question about GKing training that ca~e iu from a coach interested in bringing his team. 
"I also have a question fi)r Ansoa, even though I hax, e his emai] I don’t ~a, at~t to bother him because I am snre he is inundated ~a, ith etnails. My qt~esfion is regarding ot~r 
goalie what, is it better l~_~r her to at’tend the team ca~np orthe goalie camp if you can have yonr Dad give me some input it’s greatly appreciate&" 
Let me kno~, your thot~ghts and I c;~n pass flint in~b 
Tharflc~ ’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 25, 2013 4:26 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

pactnan@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Hello from the UniveBib" Sm~ Diego 

Shelly, 

Assemble a packet _.. Books posters etc for this kid. Mail tomorrow! 

Frem-" Kara Smith [mailto:ksmith@sandiego.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 2:02 PH 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hello from the University San Diego 

Hi Anson, 

Hope you had a nice weekend. 

I just wanted to connect and see if you were able to put something together for 

Thanks, 

K a ra 

From: Anson Dorrance [_m__ajJ__tg_La_n___s_o___n_f~__u_n__c__a_a__:_u__tN:_e_.__d_u_] 
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2013 8:04 AN 
To; Lance M Markos; Kara Smith 
~c; Tom Sander; Shelly Streett 
Subject-" RE: Hello from the University San Diego 

Thanks Lance ..... OK Tom + Shelly, let’s assemble something for this kid!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > "Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edu> 2/15/2013 9:49 AM >> > 

Anson, 

Not an issue from my end -. thanks!! 

[.a n C e 

Frem: Anson Dorrance [ma~l~:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, February ~4, 20~3 5:08 PN 
Te= Kara Smith 
Ce= Narkos, Lance N; Tom Sander; Shelly Stree~ 
Subject= Re: Hello from the UNversi~ San Diego 

Kara, 
I will run this by compliance and if it is legal we would love to help. 

BTW, what an enjoyable weekend for us .... thank you. And an NC shirt on with Stanford in the tournament ... that is so cool of 

"evil empire" on the east coastH 

:o desert her California roots for the 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Kara Smith <ks[n[th@sar]diego~edq> 2/14/2013 12:27 PM > > > 

Hi Anson, 

I hope all is well. 

I wanted to ask you for a favor... 

My niece is having her birthday on 

She plays for Surf soccer and was a ball girl during your championship game. 

I attached a pic of her next to Mia, she is the one with the NC shirt on © 

Would you and your team be willing to send her a happy birthday note or any autographed posters, shirts, balls, etc. for inspiration? 

I appreciate it if you can. 

Thanks! 

Ka ra 

ICar~ Smith 

Assista~¢ Z)ire~/or qf ANld£sjbr 

[ ~niversity of San 

5998 AIcala Park 

San Diego, CA 921 [ 0 

P: 619 260 5916 

F: 619 260 5920 

Support Your Toreros~ Give to the Experience right now~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 25, 2013 4:58 PM 

Sari Rose <sari@ncsoccer.org> 

I~E: Players Coaching Course 

Very good!! 

From: Sari Rose [mailto:sari@ncsoccer.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2013 4:51 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Players Coaching Course 

]~nson, 

Thanks for getting back to me. it looks like we will be trying to offer someU~ing U~e last weekend in April g?osaibfy. I will [:orward you more information once we 

have determh~ed everything. 

Thanks again, 

Sar~ 

Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 2~, 2013 ~:38 PM 

To~ sari~ncsoccer.oro 
Nu~jeet~ Players Coaching Course 

Thank you .... We have sent this to the team. I will let you know the response~ 



Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,                 4:59 PM 

F~om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: [~2;:Ffiday 

Yes,     andlwouldlovetoseeyou!!! 

From= 

Sent= Mlonday, 4:53 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A ~I 
Subject= Friday 
Will you be in your office Friday at all? I am driving down Thursday night, If you have 15 minutes some time l’d love to stop by and say hi! I have to drop, 

speech off to someone anyhow. (its sealed in an envelope on a disk drive). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:58 AM 

~@gmaJl.com> 

~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ,~)gmail.com) 

RE: checking in 

We would love to see you! We usually have lunch at Spankv’s Tuesday’s and Thursday’s at :[2:15 ._. It is often the whole gang. Call us (or text us) at :112:10 pm and 

check! See you soon, I hope!! 

ore: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:40 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: checking in 

Anson! 

It feels like forever since I have seen you and eve~body else. I would love to grab lunch or something if you’re free one day this week and catch up! My schedule is 

quite flexible (lit~ ofa fom~er sVddent-atblete) so please let me know when works for you, if this week works. 

Thanks so much, hope to hear from you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 3:09 PM 

" @gmall.com 

I~W: temn caa~p question 

From-" Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2023 5:20 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
�2c-" NCGSC Administrator 
Subject-" Re: team camp question 

For technique...gk camp. For an understanding how the goalkeeper fits in with the team position all5’ and tactically, team ca:rap. Have hi~n call me if he has any other 

queslions 

Bild 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 25, 2013, at 1:10 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~n¢Y~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

t will ~::o~y Chris ... I think th*-:~V both have vah.u:_~ for different r,-_~;sons. Chris? 
From: NCGSC Administrator )qmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, February 25, 2013 2:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: team camp question 
ttey 

Hem is a queNon abx~ ut GKing training that came in from a coach interested in bringing his team. 
"I also have a question f’or Anson, even though I ha,,~e his email I don’t want to b~ther him because I am sure he is inundated with emai~s. My question is 
regaNing our goNie what. is it better tbr her to attend the te;~:m camp or ~he goNie camp if you can have your Dad give me some input it’s geafly 
appreciated." 
Let me kno~, your ~hougNs and I caa pass tha~ intb along. 
Tharfl.s ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Jefl’ersou Cup 

From: Charlene Thompson L @tampabay.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, FebruaPl 25, 20:t3 ~0::t0 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Jefferson Cup 
Coach Dorrance, 
This is Mack Thompson checking in with you again. I am # 22 on Coach AB’s Tampa Bay United 97 Girls Premier Team (TBU). We compete in the NaIitmal League 

and Region 3 Premier League, and are currently ra~ked #1 in the state, #2 in Region 3, and #4 in the country. 

I am m~ honors studeut at Durant High School in Plm~t City, FL m~d roll graduate in 2016. I am a proud member of Florida’s ODP team and was named to the Regiou 

3 Pool. 

Below is our team’s schedule at Jefferson Cup, as we head out to defend our championship from last year. I hope you are able to slop by and watch one of our games. 

I would very much like to become a contributing player on the University of North Carolina Soccer team. 

Sincereb; 
Jacqueline Thompson 

".ii:~.6i20 J, 3 

Group B 

.......................... ] ,’s M~ .~’~ Bi, ~ 

Group B 

~ s:oo a~ TAMPA BAY U ~g [IED PREMIE[~ G-]RLS ~:~7 (FL} t~ MPIRE Rt~ Vf)L~ Y~’If)N SYIL~C~ ~S]:~ SYR G ~ 5 B] L ~: ~NYW’~    Smk~:r ih~rk ~02 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Youtl~ Soccer Reporter: MLS acadetny coaches offto French program 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 8:07 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Reporter: MLS academy coaches off to French program 

removed by 

sender¯ 

remov’ed by 

sender¯ 

roday"s NeWSTuesday, Feb. 26, 2013 

Academy coaches off to French program 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender 

tweet This 

removed by 

sender. 

[MLS] Coaches from all 19 MLS clubs, plus representatives of Major League Soccer and U.S. Soccer, 

embarked Monday on a 16-month youth development course developed by the French soccer federation 

(FFF) to earn its elite formation coaching license. The program, hosted by the FFF at its famed 

Clairefontaine national training facility, is the same as the one it provides its domestic coaches. France is 

world famous for its development programs at clubs that have produced dozens of stars. - Read the whole 

story 

USA-Canada Tuesday on Fox Soccer 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR[ Fox Soccer’s coverage of the Concacaf Under-20 Championship from Puebla, 

Mexico, continues with the quarterfinals. The four quarterfinal pairings: USA-Canada and Cuba-Costa Rica 

on Tuesday and Panama-El Salvador and Mexico-Jamaica on Wednesday. For the complete schedule ... 

- Read the whole story 

U.S. under-17 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

~hare Thi~ 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

[CHULA VISTA CAMP[ U.S. under-17 women’s national team head coach B.J. Snow called in 26 players for a training camp 

that will begin Saturday at the Olympic Training Center in Chula Vista, Calif. The group includes 23 born in 1997 and three 

born in 1998: fo~’~ard idaughter of former national team player Philip Gyau and sister of former U-23, ), 

and goalkeepers (the 6-foot granddaughter of NBA legend ) and - Read the 

whole story 

Mulqueen to head U-13/14 Development Academy team 
by Soccer America 

[CHARGERS SC[ Chargers Soccer Club named former U.S. Olympic team and MLS goalkeeping coach Tim Mulqueen as 

head coach of the club’s new U-13/14 U.S. Soccer Development Academy team, which will begin play in 2013. - Read the 

whole stor’z 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, Feb 26, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown¯ 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ACC Hall of Cha~pions Showcase 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincspor~s.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 8:41 AM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject; ACC Hall of Champions Showcase 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.oo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:52 PM 

.com> 

l~E: Friday 

Yes, that will world! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 9:26 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Friday 

Okay--whats a good time? Does arouncl 1:30 work? If not ~ust let me kt~ow a good time. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, February 25, 2013 4:59 PM 

To: 
Subject: RE: Friday 

Yes ~t~d I ’wo~dd love to see you!!! 

From-" 
Sent; Monday, February 25, 20:!.3 4:S3 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subjemt-" Friday 

Will you be in your office Friday at all? I am driving down Thursday night. If you have :15 minutes some time l’d love to stop by and say hi! I have to drop 

speech off to someone anyhow. (its sealed in an envelope on a disk drive). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 5:40 PM 

pacman@uncaa.~mc.edu 

FW: Ulx4.ated org chart needed from your area 

Can you do this 

From: 3oyce Dalgleish [mailto:joyced@uncaa.unc.edu] 

gent: Tuesday, February 26, 20J.3 :t2:J.3 PM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; C D Nock; Karen Shelton 
Larry Gallo; Kathy Dutton 

Sul~ject; Updated org chart needed from your area 

We are in the process of updating org charts for each work area, particularly since the reorganization has created 

some new reporting structures. Please subrnit an org chart for your area (s) showing the reporting relationships all the way to 

the Athletic Director. 
Each position should list the classification/title of the position, the current employee (note vacant if the position is currently not filled), 

the position number, and whether it’s EPA or SPA. Your chart should be include the title of your unit and the reosion date. 

In addition, the reorganization has created changes in supervisors AND TIM approvers. Please provide a separate list 

with your chart that lists each employee, their supervisor and their TIM approver. 

If you have any questions, please let me or Kathy Dutton know. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 
P.S. Graduate student interns, student assistants and temporaries should also be included, howevel" you can include 

one box for multiples: (EX: one box titled Student Assistants and list the approximate number; same for Temporaries, etc.) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 5:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PCC Showcase & Clinic coming to Clevelm~d 

From: PCC [mailto:ed@collegecombine.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of PCC 

Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 1:37 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: PCC Showcase & Clinic coming to Cleveland 

Image removed by sender. Showcase & Clinic 

Dear Coach, 

We would like to invite you to attend the Premier College Combine Showcase & Clinic 
at Spire Institute, in Geneva, Ohio. Spire Institute is just east of Cleveland, Ohio 

Premier College Combine 

Showcase & Clinic 
@ Spire Institute-Geneva, Ohio (East of Cleveland) 

BOYS Showcase - April 13th, 14th, 2013 

GIRLS Showcase - April 20th, 21st, 2013 

The Showcase will be located at the Spire Institute in Geneva, Ohio. We will plan on using their 3 full sized 11vll turf fields 

located in: the soccer building ( FC ), the track building ( TRK ) and the outdoor stadium field ( STA ). 

Each team will play 3 games, 1 on each field at the facility. The games will be 50 minutes with 2 referees at each game. 

The Premier College Showcase will also have a College Combine Clinic for individual players which will take place on: 

BOYS Clinic - April 12th, 2013 (Friday) 

6:00 PM to 9:00 PIVI 

GIRLS Clinic - April 19th, 2013 (Friday) 

6:00 PIVI to 9:00 PlVI 

The Clinic Session will include a "warm=up’’, training session, small sided games and concludes with a full sided game. Tile Clinic will be conducted by 
college soccer coaches. The college coach to player ratio is 1:18 / 1:22 depending on the number of participants per session. Throughout the process, the 
college coaches participating will talk to the players about the importance of academics and the need to balance various aspects of college life to be 

successful in the classroom and on the field. 
Based on the number of participants per sessions, the coach may make adjustments, however a typical session will include tile following: 

2 / 45-minute College-Style Training sessions with a College Coach 

8v8 games coached by college coaches and observed by other college coaches 
11vI I game coached by a college coach and observed by other college coaches 

Player profiles will be provided to all College coaches, in attendance. 
Coaches, please Click Here to re~ister 

For more ini=ormation~ Neas~ ~mail [~n~f~@p~r~e~m~[~e~c~!~e~g~e~c~m~b~!~n~e~;~c~m~. 

Forward ernail 



remov~dby 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to an~n@urlcaa.unc.edu by bern~[[~remierco[lee~#£ombinA,corn 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant renqovalwith Safe[JnsubscdbeTM Privacy Policy, 

Premier Narketing Group, Inc. :: 2530 Superior Avenue Cleveland OH 44114 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 26, 2013 6:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

kW: {DIWSOC} Extremely Important:NCAA Legislation - Recruiling Calendm 

ATT00001 .c; ATT00002 htm; RWG- RecruitCalLette~ Feb. 2013.pdf; RecruitCalProposal- Wm- Feb. 2013.pdf; ATT00003.htm 

Ch~’is, 

What do you think of this? 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 26, 20:t3 4:33 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~’; D1 
Subject-" {D:~WSOC} Extremely Important:NCAA Legislation - Recruiting Calendar 
Good Afternoon Coaches~ 

In the NSCAA Convention summa~- sent on January 24, it was stated that a priorib’ for the 2013-14 NCAA legislative cycle is the discussion of recruiting calendars 

for each sport. Attached are documents recently distributed by the NCAA describing Recruiting Calendar concepts, as well as a specific calendar tbr Division I men’s 

and wonren’s soccer to be considered. 

The NCAA is soliciting responses th~m coaches associations, and to do this we would like to have each conference discuss the concepts and proposed schedule, and 

then subntit opinions that roll be shaped into a position statement tbr presentation to the NCAA by March 18. Conference Represcntatives are being asked to 

coordinate a conference call for the discussion, so please be prepared to contribute your thoughts through this forum. 

As you will note in the concepts document, the NCAA is proposing 100 Recruiting Person Days lYyem p/program for all sports (Each day ofa touruaa~ent shall count 

as a Recruiting Person Day - e.g. 2 coaches attend 3 days of a touruament 6 Recruiting Person Days. Presently men’s basketball operates with 130 Recruiting 

Person Days, and wotnen’s basketball with 100 - pages 46, 47 NCAA Division I Manual 2012-13, Women’s Volleyball has 80 Recruiting Person Days). To evaluate 

this concept for soccer it would be good for each program to assess recruiting history in order to quantify Recruiting Person Days according to the NCAA definition. In 

other words - how mmay Recruiling Person Days do you use? This roll be important to include in your conference summaD’. 

Also, please look over the specifics of the p~oposed Recruiting Calendax and include this in your discussion as this roll be important in prescnting in our summary. (E.g. 

Based on current fore, at having a Dead Period during the College Cup weekend would significantly impact attendmace at the event and the perception of our sport). 

Stay tuned in tbr communication ti~om your cont~rence representatives, and in advance thank you lbr reviewing the intbrmation in "the attachments, and tbr your 

preparation to contribute to the national discussion on this very important matter. 

All "the best. 

Rob 



MEMORANDUM 

February 18, 2013 

isdiac..apoii& Indiana 46286 

TO: Coaches Associations. 

FROM: Jen Roe 
Associate Director of Academic and Membership Affairs. 

SUBJECT: NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model - Rules, Concepts for 
Recruiting Calendars. 

The NCAA Working Group on Collegiate Model - Rules (Rules Working Group) 
continued its comprehensive examination of recruiting calendars at its December 
2012 meeting. The Rules Working Group reviewed feedback submitted by the 
membership and coaches associations regarding the development of recruiting 
calendars and establishing recruiting-person days in all sports except for football, 
men’s basketball and women’s basketball. The Rules Working Group is in support 
of the concepts and requested the NCAA staff to engage in additional discussions 
with the sports to refine the concepts so that the Rules Working Group can review the 
additional feedback and make its final recommendations. 

The Rules Working Group supports the following concepts to be establi shed: 

1. Establish new dead period on the following dates: 

a. Thanksgiving Day and the Friday after. 

b. December 24 through December 26. 

c. Surrounding the coaches association’s national convention. 

d. Surrounding the NCAA National Championship. 

2. Change contact/evaluation periods to recruiting periods. 

3. Establish 100-recruiting person days. 

Maintain the current limitation of seven recruiting opportunities per year, but 
allow" institutions the flexibility to determine how to use those seven 
opportunities, either as contacts or evaluations. 

Therefore, the NCAA staff requests each coaches association to review the 
concepts the Rules Working Group developed and provide feedback. Please 
provide a detailed explanation if your association is not in support of a specific 

National Collegiate Athletic Associatioi~ 

~quaf 0pp=ortu~’..it¥!Affirma~ive Actien Emp~o~er 



NCAA Memorandum 
February 18, 2013 
Page No. 2 

concept or would like the Rules Working Group to consider additional concepts. Attached to this 
memorandum you will find an example of what the new recruiting calendar would look like for 
your sport for the 2014-15 academic year. 

Feedback is requested not later than Monday, March 18. The Rules Working Group will review 
the feedback it has received from the membership and coaches associations at its April meeting 
with the potential of sponsoring legislation for final approval at the August NCAA Board of 
Director’s meeting. 

Feedback and questions regarding the recruiting calendar and recruiting person days should be 
directed to your NCAA academic and membership affairs coaches association staff liaison. 

Finally, on behalf of the Rules Working Group, thank you in advance for your participation in 
this important initiative. 

JMR:dks 

Attachment 



Proposed 2014-15 Women’s Soccer Recruiting Calendar 

Applicable Period 

Recruiting Period 

Dead Period 

Recruiting Period 

Dead Period 

2014-15 Recruiting Calendar 

August 1 - November 26, 2014 

November 27-28, 2014 

November 29 - December 4, 2014 

December 5-7, 2014~ 

Legislative Text 

Thanksgiving and the Friday after 

12:01 a.m. on the first day of the 

NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer 

Championship to 12:01 a.m. on the 

day following the completion of the 

championship 

Recruiting Period December 8-23, 2014 

Dead Period December 24-26, 2014 December 24 through 26 

Recruiting Period December 27, 2014 - February 1, 2015 

Dead Period February 2-5, 2015 Monday through Thursday of the 

week that includes the initial date 
for the spring signing of the NLI 

Recruiting Period February 6 - July 31, 2015 

Dead Period TBD 

*estimated dates based on 2012-13 Championship schedule 

12:01 a.m. on the day of registration 

for the national convention of the 

National Soccer Coaches Association 

of America to 12:01 a.m. on the day 

after adjournment of the convention 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~$O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 26 2013 6:08 PM 

Joanna~3amey@Boi~B uildi ng.com 

I~E: Travel Anangements 

ff I sp~-’_~k on A~)ril 20th fly m~:" out ~s late as possible on April 19~h i~d ~ly rne [)~::k on April 2_Ist. 

From: JoannaBarney@BoiseBuilding,com [mailto:.]oannaBameyCc~BoiseBuilding,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:34 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Travel Arrangements 

Hey Anson- 
Can you give me an idea of when you would like to fly out to come to Utah in April and when you want to fly back so we can look into getting a ticket booked for 

you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, Februa~ 27, 2013 10:08 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: {DlWSOC} Extremely hnportant:NCAA Legislation - Recruiting CaJendaar 

good 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 7:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: {DIWSOC} Extremely Irnportant:NCAA Legislation - Recruiting Calendar 

At U15 game. ~Vill readi it later aJ~d get back to you ? 

On Feb 26, 2013, at 3:05 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris~ 

Wh~t do you thir~k of this? 

From: Robert Kehoe [Ln___a_j!__tg__Lr__k___e__h___o__e_.__@__D__s__c__a___a_:__£_o__E]] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:33 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1 
Subject: {DlWSOC} Extremely Important:NCAA Legislation - Recruiting Calendar 
Good Afternoon Coaches. 
In the NSCAA Convention summ~" sent on January 24, it was stated that a priorib~ for the 2013-14 NCLD\ legislative cycle is the discussion of 
recruiting calendars for each sport. Attached are documents recently distributed by the NCAA describing Recruiting Calendar concepts, as well as a 

specific caJendar for Division I men’s and women’s soccer to be considered. 

The NCAA is soliciting responses from coaches associations, and to do this we would like to have each conference discuss the concepts and proposed 

schedule, and then submit opinions that will be shaped into a position statement for presentation to the NCAA by March 18. Conference Representatives 

are being asked to coordinate a co~brence call for the discussion, so please be prepared to contribute your thoughts through thi s forum. 

As you will note in tl~e concepts document, the NCAA is prov~sing 100 Recruiting Person Days p/year p/program tbr aJl sports (Each day of a 

tournament sha]l count as a Recruiting Person Day - e.g. 2 coaches attend 3 days of a tournament 6 Recruiting Person Days. Presently men’s basketball 

operates with 130 Recrniting Person Days, m~d women’s basketbaJl with 100 - pages 46, 47 NCAA Division I Manual 2012-13, Women’s Volleyball 

has 80 Recruiting Person Days). To evaJuate this concept for soccer it would be good for each program to assess recruiting his’tory in order to quantify 

Recruiting Person Days according to tl~e NC?u’k definition. In other words - how many Recruiting Person Days do you use? This will be important to 

include in your conference summaxy. 

Also, please look over the specifics of the proposed Recruiting Calendar and include tiffs in your discussion as this will be important in presenting in our 

summao~. (E.g. Based on current format having a Dead Period during the College Cup weekend wonld significantly impact attendance at the event and the 

perception of our sport). 

Stay ttmed in for commtmication from your conference representatives, and in advance tJam~k you for reviewing the infornmtion in the altachments, and for 

your preparation to contribnte to the national diseussion on this very important matter. 

All the best. 

Rob 

<ATT00001.c> 

<RWG-RecruitCalLetter-Feb. 2013.pdf:~ 

<RecruitCalProposal-Wm-Feb. 2013.pdt> 

R~b Kehoe 

i)ire~;tor of C~11ege Prograa:s [ Natio::al Soccer Coaches AssocJatio:~ uf America 

800 Ann Ave, Ka~=,as Ci*y, KS 66101 [ 913-362-]’7d7 x ]0i5 [ 9i3-362-3439 (~ 

Wiscnnsin Office: 920-674-4391 ~ Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: U~NSCAACdle~,e I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 27, 2013 10:08 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: Finish 2013 the Right Way 

From: esawin@ncsasports.org [mailto:esawin@ncsaspor~s.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 26, 2013 7:33 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject; Finish 2013 the Right Way 

Coach Dorrance, 

Get an edge up on your competition for next year by getting the best 2013 recruiting 

class! Over 1,000 2013 NCSA athletes have already conmfitted to pla~ng at the 

Division I level! If you’re still looking for players to round out your 2013 class, we’ve 

got more players like them who fit your needs and s~andards! 

Lo~ to your account today, so you can be the first coach to get a hold of the top 2013 

players remaJ~ning! 

If you’re done with 2013, login and update your preferences so you can get a head start 

on the 2014 players capable of playing at the Division I level. 

If you have any questions, or need help, ._~_3_~!. or call (866) 495-7089. 

Ellen Sawin 

Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athlelic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 888-333-6846 I Fax: 312-624-7401 
esawin~;ncsasports.orgI http://www .nc saspork~.org 

iXiilmage 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 27, 2013 10:11 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: {DlWSOC} U 17 WYNT Cmnp Information: Roster and Schedule 

ATT00001 .c; ATT00002.htm; Schedule - U17 WNT March ’13 Chula Vista.xlsx; Roster - U17 WNT March ’13.pdf; ATT00003.htm 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 26, 2013 9:28 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1; DIIWSOC@soccerlists.org 
Subject-" {D1WSO¢} U 17 WYNT Camp Information: Roster and Schedule 

Coaches. 

Attached is the tentative schedule and roster for the U17 WNT camp in Chula Vista, CA from March 2-9. As is the situation with all camps the schedule is subject to change and 
training sessions could be added or deleted. 
All the best. 
Rob 
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i A I B c I D E F G H I 

i....~ United States Soccer Federation ~ 
I Under-17 Women’s National Team I 
i ~ Domestic Trainin9 Camp L 

i- ~~ 
Olym pic Training Center, Chula Vistai ................................................... L .................................................................................... 
March 2-9, 20t3 

i Sat March2nd                     Sun March3rd I MonMarch4th TuesMarch5th Wed March6th ThursMarchTth I Fri March 8th Sat March 9th 

6:00a 

6:30 

7:00 

7:30 

8:00 

8:30 

9:00 

9:30 

10:00 

10:30 

11:00 

BREAKFAST BREAKFAST BREAKFAST BREAKFAST BREAKFAST BREAKFAST 

MEETING 

DEPARTURES 

! 

Training Training Training Training Training 
~ 10:00-11:30am 10:00-11:30am 10:00-11:30am 10:00-11:30am 10:00-11:30am 

ARRIVALS 
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27 

28 

29 

30 

31 
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33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

41 

42 

47 

50 

11:30 LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH LUNCH Intersquad Match 
Noon LUNCH 11:00am 

12:30p 

1:oo Study Hall Study Hall Study Hall Study Hall Study Hall LUNCH 
12:00-2:00pm 12:00-2:00pm 12:00-2:00pm 12:00-2:00pm 12:00-2:00prn 1:30 

2:00 

2:30 

3:00 

3:30 

4:00 Training 

INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS 

Intersquad Match 
Training Training 3:00pro Training Training 

4:30 4:00-5:30 PM 4:00-5:30 PM 4:00-5:30 PM 4:00-5:30 PM 4:00-5:30 PM 
5:00 

5:3o INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS 
6:00 

6:30 DINNER DINNER DINNER DINNER DINNER DINNER DINNER 
7:00 

7:30 

8:00 

8:30 

MEETING MEETING MEETING MEETING MEETING 

INDIVIDUAL MEETINGS 
9:OO 

MATCH TRAINING SESSION STUDY HALL MEETING TEAM MEAL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 27, 2013 10:21 AM 

Francis, Neville R <nrfi-~ci@em~l.unc.e&~> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: A Faculty’s plea 

Neville, 

Let me check with my staff ._, Tom? 

From; Francis, Neville R 
Sent; Wednesday, February 27, 20:t3:10:00 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
1~c; csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: A Faculty’s plea 

I’m an Associate Professor in economics that’s actively involved in a charity called Help to impact Lives (www.htil.or~). Our mission is to help children in 3 ways; 

through education, nutrition and soccer. We’ve been operating for over a decade and find that the more kids we reach the more aware we become of the kids we 

have not met. Our job is arduous but rewarding. 

My plea is to ask if you ~uys have anythin~ around that you’d like to donate to such a cause (cleats, balls, cones, etc..). We travel/ship to Jamaica twice per year 

(March and July) to dole out the stuff we’ve collected!bought. 

Any assistance would be welcomed. 

Thanks in Advance 

Neville Francis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:24 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

1~3~,: checking in 

Excellent! Text around 12:I0 [o 12:15 to confir!! 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:22 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber[ A 111 
Subject: Re: checking in 

Anson, 

I was so confused when it said I had an email from "Albert" ha~a! Sor~. I missed lunch Tuesday, I had class, but I would love to join y’all for lunch tomorrow ifthafs 

okay. I’ll shoot you a text tomorrow around noon. See you then hopefully! 

O11 Tue, at 10:57 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

We wot~td love ~:o see you! We usually haw:, lunch at Si:~at~k¥’s Tuesday’s and Thursday’s at 12:15 .... It ~s ofl:en the whole gang. (:all t~s (or text t~s) at ~.2:10 i:m~ and 

check! See you soon, I hopeH 

om }gmail.com] 
Sent~ Monday, 7:~ PH 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= checking in 

Anson~ 

It feels like forever since I have seen you ~d eve~ybo@ else. I would love to grab lunch or ~mething ifyoffre free one &y tNs week and catch up~ My schedule is 

quite flexiNe (life ofa tb~er student-athlete) ~ plebe let me know when works lbr you, iffl~is week works. 

ThaWs ~ much, hope to hear from you ~on~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 27, 2013 11:35 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Francis, Neville R <nrtPanci@email.unc.edu> 

1~9;: A Facul~’s plea 

Neville, 

Check later in the Spring and Tom will sort out what we discard. 

F~m: Sander, Thomas .1 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2023 1:1:28 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Francis, Neville R 
Subject: RE: A Faculty’s plea 
We don’t have anything at this time, but maybe later in the year... 

-Tom 

From: Albert A [V Dorrance [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 20:13:10:2:1 AM 

To: Francis, Neville R 
Cc: Sander, Thomas .1 
Subject: RE: A Faculty’s plea 

Let me check with my staff: .... Tom? 

From: Francis, Neville R 
Seat: Wednesday, February 27, 20:13:10:00 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A A/ 
Co: c$omoano@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: A Faculty’s plea 

I’m an Associate Professor in economics that’s actively involved in a charity called Help to impact Lives (www.htil.or~). Our mission is to help children in 3 ways; 

through education, nutrition and soccer. We’ve been operating for over a decade and find that the more kids we reach the more aware we become of the kids we 

have not met. Our job is arduous but rewarding. 

My plea is to ask if you guys have anythin~ around that you’d like to donate to such a cause (cleats, balls, cones, etc..). We travel/ship to Jamaica twice per year 

(March and July) to dole out the stuff we’ve collected/bought. 

Any assistance would be welcomed. 

Thanks in Advance 

Neville Francis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 27, 2013 11:47 AM 

Francis, Neville R <nrfi-~ci@em~l.unc.edu> 

ILE: A Facul .ty’s plea 

I remember that scrimmage! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Francis, Neville R 
Sent: Wechaesday, February 27, 2013 11:38 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: A Faculty’s plea 

Thanks a million. I don’t know if you remember me but we scrirmnaged together at Southern Community Park 

From: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, FebmaW 27, 2013 11:35 ~A2vl 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Francis, Neville R 
Sut~iect: RE: A Faculty’s plea 

Neville, 

Check later in the Spring and Tom will sort out what we discard. 

From: Sander, ~Ihomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 11:28 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Francis, Neville R 
Subject: RE: A Faculty’s plea 

We don’t have anything at this time, but maybe later in the year . 

-Tom 

From: Albert A IV I)orrance [mailto:anson(@email umc edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 10:21 AM 
To: Francis, Neville R 
Cc: Sander, ’]2aomas J 
Sut~iect: RE: A Faculty’s plea 

Neville, 

Let me check with my st~ff Tom? 

From: Francis, Neville R 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2013 10:00 AM 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Cc: csoraoano@unc aa.unc, edu<mailto: csomoano~,,~mcaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: A Facul)-’s plea 

I’m an Associate Professor in economics that’s actively involved in a chari)- called Help to Impact Lives (~wzw.htil.org<http://w~wz.htil.org>). Our mission is to help children in 3 ways; 
through education, nutrition and soccer. We’ve been operating for over a decade and find that the more kids we reach the more aware we become of the kids we have not raet. Our job is 
arduous but rewarding. 

My plea is to ask if you guys have anything around that you’d like to donate to such a cause (cleats, balls, cones, etc..). We travel/ship to Jamaica twice per year (March and July) to dole 
out the stuff we’ve collectecL’bought. 

Any assistance would be welcomed. 

Thanks in Advance 
Neville Francis 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 1:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: {DlWSOC} Extremely hnportant:NCAA Legislation - Recruiting Calendaar 

Very good! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 27, 2013 12:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: {DIWSOC} Extremely Trnportant:NCAA Legislation - Recruiting Calendar 

We definitely have issnes with ,some of these proposals but we can discuss them when I get back and we’ll write something up 

Bird 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Feb 26, 2013, at 3:05 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

What do you think of this? 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe(?~nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2013 4:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; DI 

Subject: {DIWSOC} Extremely hnportant:NCAA Legislation - Recruiting Calendar 

Good Afternoon Coaches. 

In the NSCAA Convention summaQ" sent on January 24, it was stated that a priorfly for the 2013-14 NCLD\ legislative cycle is the discussion of 

recruiting calendars for each sport. Attached are documents recently distributed by the NCAA describing Recruiting Calendar concepts, as well as a 

specific calendar for Division I men’s mad women’s soccer to be considered. 

The NCAA is soliciting responses from coaches associations, mad to do this we would like to have each conference discuss the concepts mad proposed 

schedule, m~d then submit opiNons that roll be shaped into a position statement tbr presentation to the NCAA by March 18. Contbrence Repre~ntafives 

are being asked to coordinate a co~brence call for the discussion, so please be prepared to contribute your thoughts through thi s forum. 

As you will note in the concepts document, the NCAA is proposing 100 Recruiting Person Days p/year p/program tbr all sports (Each day of a 
tournament shall count as a Recruiting Person Day - e.g. 2 coaches attend 3 days of a tournament 6 Recruiting Person Days. Presently men’s basketball 

operates ruth 130 Recruiting Person Days, and women’s basketball with 100 - pages 46, 47 NCA~\ Division I Manual 2012-13, Wotnen’s Volleyball 

has 80 Recruiting Person Days). To evaluate this concept for soccer it would be good for each program to assess recruiting his’tory in order to quantify 

Recruiting Person Days according to the NC?u’k definition. In other words - how many Recruiting Person Days do you use? Tiffs will be important to 

include in your conference snmmao.,. 

Also, please look over the specifics of the proposed Recruiting Calendar and include this in your discussion as this roll be important in presenting in onr 

summary. (E.g. Based on current format having a Dead Period during the College Cup weekend wonld significantly impact attendance at the event and the 
perception of our sport). 

Stay tuned in fi)r communication from your conI~rence representatives, and in advance thank you tbr reviewing the information in the a ’ttachments, and fi)r 

your preparation to contribute to the national di~ussion on this very important matter. 

All the best. 

Rob 

<ATT00001.c> 

<RWG-RecruitCalLetter-F e b. 2013.pdf~ 

<RecruitCalProposal-Wm-Feb. 2013.pdf> 

Rob Kehoe 

i)ire~:tor of C~ilege Programs ’~ Natio::al Soccer Coaches Associatio:~ ~f America 

800 Ann Ave, Ka~=,as Ci*y, KS 66101 [ 913-362-]’7d7 x ]0i5 [ 9i3-362-3439 (~ 

Wiscnnsin Office: 920-67=!-4391 ~ Cell 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: U~NSCAAColle~,e t >acebook 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 1:42 PM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

FW: {DlWSOC} Assistant Opening 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ed Mi~tz [mailto:edmatz(h)admin umass edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, Februau 27, 2013 1:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1WSoc@soccerlists org 
SubJect: {D1WSOC} Assistant Opening 

’]?he L’niversity of Massachusetts is looking for a second assistant to begin this spring. ’]?his is a full time benefited position. Salary range is $25,000-$30,000 with additional income fi’om club 
and camps 

I am looking for someone with experience coaching field players. 
Anyone interested please emai[ me directly. No phone calls please. 

Thanks, 

Ed 

Ed Matz 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Massachusetts 

15 NCAA Appearances 

6 NCAA Final Fours 

5 Atlantic 10 Championships 

23 All Americans 

413-545-4343 

www.top 100girlssocceracademy.com 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D1WSOC for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 2:03 PM 

Matthew J Robinson <mjrobins@udel.edu:~ 

l~L: Matt robinson Touching Base 

Matt, 

Thank you, I know both of our lives are incredibly busy and it looks like this is time well spent to get this course up and running, 

I v,,ould I.:_~?e to spea]~ h~ t]~e course. [.et’s [igure ou[: o[~ what topic I ~vou~d have the most value 

f do not see the attachment on parenting, so please send again. The book stuffw~H always be interesting lot me; please keep m m~nd, no rush. Th~s is the stu[f ~ am 

a~ways th~nking about so we can gr~nd at your leisure on ~t. A~ong those I~nes: what did the Mexicans do ~n their ~eague [o go from no where to a Gold Meda~ ~n the 

O~ympics besdng [he BrazH~ians? 

F~m~ Na~hew J Robinson [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 
$entl Wednesday, ~brua~ 27, 20~3 ~:47 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje~t~ Na~ robinson Touching Base 

Anson: 

I hope you are well. Great seeing you in Indy. 

Wanted to touch base on two things. 

See link below we are going to offer this starting in june. We have about 25 people signed up already. I would love to have you as a speaker for the course. We are 

using online technology that you can present from NC if you like. 

http:i!www.pcs.udeLeduisoccer--management/ 

You had asked for the survey on parenting. I have two I am aRaching. One is for the parent the other is for the athlete (title reduced parenting questions). 

it is based on research on parenting styles and the questions are related to each one of the styles. 

Lastly, April has not ok the release of the presentation. I also have three articles ready to go off the data. US Soccer paid us to do study so I have to follow her 

wishes. I think I shared a draft of an article back in December. 

F~nally, I had to put book on back burner to get the NSCAA course up and going. But I am prepared to take proposal to a publisher if you want to discuss some more. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Program Director, Sport Management 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Director of International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 2:04 PM 

Matthew J Robinson <mjrobins@udel.edu:~ 

l~L: Matt robinson Touching Base 

I got the a[tachments ~... Sorry (I have a new email seevet and did not know where they were hiding.) 

Frem: Matthew J Robinson [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent-" Wednesday, February 27, 2013 .l:47 PN 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$~bjeCt-" IVlatt robinson Touching Base 

Anson: 

I hope you are well. Great seeing you in Indy. 

Wanted to touch base on two things. 

See link below we are going to offer this starting in june. We have about 25 people signed up already. I would love to have you as a speaker for the course. We are 

using online technology that you can present from NC if you like. 

http:i/www.pcs.udel.eduisoccer--management/ 

You had asked for the survey on parenting. I have two I am attaching. One is for the parent the other is for the athlete (title reduced parenting questions). Ag~ 

it is based on research on parenting styles and the questions are related to each one of the styles. 

Lastly, April has not ok the release of the presentation. I also have three articles ready to go off the data. US Soccer paid us to do study so I have to follow her 

wishes. I think I shared a draft of an article back in December. 

Finally, I had to put book on back burner to get the NSCAA course up and going. But I am prepared to take proposal to a publisher if you want to discuss some more. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Program Director, Sport Management 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Director of International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:09 PM 

Wertheimer, Alice M <aJicew@unc.edu> 

Marbry, Delaine H <dmarbry@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: ACOG NationaJ Institute - April 4 

I will copy Delaine on this to get you what you need. 1 will not have any hand outs. Some years you give books (The Man Watching) ,,,. Will you be doing that again? 

From: Wertheimer, Alice M 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 27, 2013 3:07 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" ACOG National Institute - April 4 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

We’re already a month out from ACOG National Institute, and that means Notebook Prep Time! 

May I please have your updated bio!photo for the participant’s notebook, and if you will have handouts to go with your talk, can I expect them by March 8? 

Thanks, 

-alice 
L\ lice ~V er theim er 
Program Manager 
Department of Maternal and Child Health 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
42~C Rosenau Hall - CB #7445 
The University o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7445 
P: 919-843-9388 
F: 919-966-0458 

E: alicew~Ounc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 28, 2013 2:05 PM 

~verizon.net 

I~E: ’I’haNc you! 

Thank you for the gracious invitation but I can’t make it[ [ ! ’. Good luck with it, ho;vever[ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From h)verizon.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, Februaw 27, 2013 6:49 PM 
To:               ~; Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject: Thank you! 

Hi again! 

I know none of you live in the area, and are probably veW busy, but I would like to inform you that I am presenting the project I interviewed you for on Friday April 26th at 7:00 PM. It is at 
Roberto Clemente Middle School in Germantown Maryland. am veW excited about professional soccer returning to the area, and it would be really cool if you could make it. However, if you 
cannot, that is fine’. 

Thank yuu su much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 28, 2013 4:32 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

l~aE: Meeting 

Vi~lce, 

March 7~-~ will work .,, 2 pm or 2:30 pm 5I:s wel~ if that works for you. 

F~m: Ille, Vince 
Sent~ Thursday, Februaw 28, 2013 9:01 AM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Meeting 

An~ 

C~x~ you plebe let me ~ow ?~ur availabili~ for ~x~ in-pe~on meeting for both March 7 and 87 We may have a candi~te for the open Associate ~ for Compliance 

position                on campus those m-o days. If yon have any availabili~’ for one 30-minute meeting in yonr once, plea~ let me ~ow. It would be klpful to 

me if yon could visit with tNs candidate. If the timing works out, I c~ foB~-~d the candi~te’s itinera~~ ~d appropriate application matefiNs for yonr review in advance 

of the meeting. Than~ ~d plea~ let me ~ow if yon have any questions. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associa~ Athletic Director 

Umve~ity of No~ Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

~ 
~ cid:JLSG 

B~IEM 
KZ.I MAG 
E 27.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 28, 2013 4:39 PM 

~verizon.net 

SOCCER ACADEMY 2013 CAMPS ! 

Yeah Feach the world how Lo play ~,..You are one of a kind!!lmiss you!![ 

_~verizon.net] 

ACADEMY 2013 CAMPS! 

removed by       removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 
sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender 

Image removed by sender, ad 

From= K~ 
Sent= Thursday, February 28, 2013 10:00 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: i 

removed by 
sender. 

STAMFORD, CT: CHELSEA PIERS 
Date: June 30-July 3rd 2013 
Time: June 30th: 3:00-6:00pm 

July l-3rd: 8:45-3:30pm 

Ages: 7-13 years 
Location: Chelsea Piers 

1 Blachley rd. 

StamIbrd Ct. 

Girls & boys 

r REGISTER B Y ~!IARCH 31ST A~,~ D RECEIVE 
r A DISCObNTFOR WILTONAND WELLESLEY 

CAMPS.t 

WILTON, CT: AMBLER FIELD 
Date: July 15-18th 2013 
Time: 9:00-12:00pm 

Ages: 7-13 years 
Location: AmNer Field 

257 Hurlbut 



Wilton, Ct 06897 
Girls & Boys 

IYk’LLk’SLEY MA.: DANA HALL SCHOOL 
Date: August 5-8th 2013 
Time: 4:15-7:15pm 
Ages; 9-18 years 
Location: Dana Hall School 
45 Dana Rd 
Wellesley, ma 
Girls only 

TO REGISTER GO TO: 
www~kdstinelilivl 3~com 

Facebook: 
www,facebook,com 

Twitter: 

contact: @verizon. net 

removed by 
sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

This emafl was sent to an~n@uncaa.unc,edu b’y      ~_verizon.net 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 
Kristine Lilly Soccer Academy :: 17 Washington st 4th floor :: South Norwalk :: CT 06854 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 1, 2013 9:38 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

1~: 

Tom, 

It is a small ~vorld and even smaller among the people who have a clue. Talent recognizes talent. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~’ 28, 2013 5:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: inib 

Anson, 

It’s interesting to rea d how ML S has tied up with the French Training Center, Claireibntaine to study their Program. Sending NIL S Coaches to checkout whats happening. 

In 1994 after the French were knocked out of the WCQ in 93, I had a meeting in Pasadena with then Technical Director of the FFF, Gerald Houllier who ran Clairefontaine. I introduced him to 
the Concept of Technical Training and what we were doing in Japan. He seized on it and began to overhaul the way they did things at Clairefontaine If you go to the Coerver Website you’ll 
see the endorsements by Gerald Houllier in return for helping him revamp the Clairel2mtaine Training Center I was responsible for Introducing Alfred to him who would make visits there 
every year to train the Clairefontaine Coaching Staftl 

Funny how things circle back l~;om a meeting in a Pasadena tIotel back in 1994 Believe it or not, it was Carrie Serwetnyk who set up the meeting for me[ 

Sent l~om my iPhone 

On Mar 1, 2013, at 5:12 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

Tom, 

’]’his is excellent[ It is going to Sunil and our player development stafl~ Thank you, my friend!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom(a)tomsan.com] 

Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 2:34 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: irffo 

Anson, 

I hope things are going well for you these days. I still haven’t fom~d tinre for a visit back to the States[ I just returned from a week in China and have been invited by the Indian Government 

to visit in March to present our work on Grassroots/Youth Development. I will travel to Indonesia after that because we are launching my Academy there m the coming Monttfs[ 

Thought you nright like to check out this article which went online yesterday at slate.corn I tried mailing it once before but it got returned! 

>http:i/www.slate.com/articles/sportsisports ntu/2013i02/tom byer the man who made iapanese soccer a player on the world footl~all.htrnl 

Best Regards, 

Toni 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 1, 2013 9:51 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Meeting 

From: Tile, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 6:56 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

Thanks Coach. I will schedule a brief meeting for you from 2-2:30 p~m. on Thursday, March 7 in your office~ You will receive a copy of application materials and a 

final agenda shortly. I appreciate yon making some time. 

From: Oorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 20:t3 4:32 PM 

To: Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: Meeting 

k;ince, 

Man:h 7~h will work ... 2 pm or 2:30 pm 5~:s well if that works ~or you. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 20~.3 9:0J. AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Meeting 

Anso~ 

Can you please let me know your availability for an in-person meeting for both March 7 and 8? We may have a candidate for the open Associate AD for Compliance 

position               on can]pus those two days. If you have any availabilib" for one 30-minute meeting in your office, please let me know. It would be helpful to 

me if yon could visit with this candidate. If the timing works out, I can forward the candidate’s itineraD~ and appropriate application materials for yonr review in advance 

of the meeting. Thanks and pleasc let me know if yon have any questions. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

(919) 962-4631 

BXVlEM 
KZ.I MAG 
E 27.jpg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 1, 2013 9:55 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Urgent Update 

From:       @aol.com [mailto:       _~aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 20:~3 9:39 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; fundraising@loudounsoccer.com; techdirector@loudounsoccer.com; traveldirector@loudounsoccer.com 
Subject: Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Urgent Update 
To:    Men’s and Women’s College coaches 
From: Randy May 

Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 
Director 

Re: Tournament Update 

We unfortunately had a very significant rain fall on Tuesday night which impacted our grass field complex. As of today there was several areas of standing water and large 
areas that were very soft making them unplayable for the weekend event. We are still moving forward with our tournament and are excited to put on quality event. 
You will see below the email that went out to our club coaches late this afternoon explaining the steps we took to try and play on the grass fields and how the Committee 
came to the tournament game structure for the weekend. 
Here is how the weekend will set up: 

~, Saturday March 2nd: Boys games will be played at Loudoun Soccer Park and Tuscarora High School in Leesburg. Girls games will all be played at Word of Grace 

Christian Center in Herndon 

¯ Sunday March 3rd: Boys games will be played at Tuscarora HS and Woodgrove HS in Purcellville. Girls games will be played at Loudoun Soccer Park and Word of 

Grace. 
We just finalized and updated the game schedule for the weekend= Teams will be playing two 80 minute games, one Saturday and one Sunday instead of three shorter games 
that was considered after the fields were closed. We felt the longer halves was a better way to showcase the teams and their players. 
Here is the game schedule link: hftp://events..~otsport.com/events/Default.aspx?eventid=29042 
Here is the addresses to the tournament field locations 
Addresses: 
Loudoun Soccer Park 
19798 Sycolin Road 
Leesburg, VA 20175 
Tuscarora High School: 
801 N King St 
Leesburg, VA 20176 
Woodgrove High School: 
36811 AIIder School Rd 
Purcellville, VA 20148 
Note: field 1 is the football stadium; field 2 is the practice field. 
Word of Grace Christian Center: 
13832 Redskin Dr 

Herndon, VA 20171 
We hope these changes will not have a significant impact on the weekend events. All games are now on turf fields. We are still planning on having the Saturday Social from 8= 
10 PM at the Embassy Suites in Ashburn. Food and beverages are still being provided and I plan on updating everyone again tomorrow afternoon about the weekend events. 
Thanks for your support and look forward to seeing many of you over the weekend 
Sincerely 
Randy May 
Dear Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Teams: 
We hope all is well. 
We recently ~ceived a significant amount of rain this week that severely impacted the field conditions at Morven Park, which is grass facility. Despite all efforts to p~pare the 
fields to play this weekend - including renting a helicopter to aid in the drying of the fields - the fields at Morven Park are unplayable and we are unable to host games there 
this weekend. 
The good news: we were able to t~serve several turf fields in the county in an attempt to relocate and potentially reschedule matches; the bad news: the turf fields do not 
provide the same amount of time needed to play 96 matches over the course of two days. 
The Tournament Committee met today to determine the best options available, and consulted with several attending college coaches to determine the format best suited for 
them and their recruitment and scouting of players. 
Two solutions were reached, based on available field space: 
Option 1 : maintain the three-games-per-team format but reduce match length from 70 minutes to 50 minutes (total of 150 minutes of play); or 
Option 2: cancel one-game-per-team and move to a one-game-per-day format, and increase the match length fro m 70 minutes to 80 minutes (total of 160 minutes of play). 
It was overwhelmingly agreed upon by the Committee and recommended by the College Coaches that we selectOPTION 2 - adjust the tournament format to two 80 minute 
games (one game per day). 
This format will provide players with a better opportunity to showcase their abilities to the coaches during the games than compared to shorter matches. It will also reduce the 
facilities used on Saturday, which will make movement between sites easier for Teams and College Coaches (all girls games will be at the same sites and all boys games at 
the same sites). Finally, this format will allow us to maintain t~levant consistency with previously scheduled game times, although some times will be adjusted. 

~, Saturday March 2nd: Boys games will be played at Loudoun Soccer Park and Tuscarora High School in Leesburg. Girls games will all be played at Word of Grace 

Christian Center in Herndon 

~, Sunday March 3rd: Boys games will be played at Tuscarora HS and Woodgrove HS in Purcellville. Girls games will be played at Loudoun Soccer Park and Word of 

Grace. 
An updated game schedule will be posted later tonight, and an email will be sent to you once this updated schedule is available. 

In addition, updated facility information, including addresses, will be posted and distributed shortly. 

Pre-event check-in details - previously communicated via email - remain the same. 

We understand this is less-than-ideal, but all efforts are being made to ensure your team receives a positive experience in a showcase environment. We appreciate your 
understanding and flexibility on this matter. 

We will be in touch soon with additional information. 



Best Regards, 
Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Committee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 1, 2013 10:41 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Youth Soccer Reporter: Three U.S. players missing for Cuba se~nifinaJ 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 9:07 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Reporter: Three U.S. players missing for Cuba semifinal 

removed by 

sender¯ 

remov’ed by 

sender¯ 

Today’s NeWSFdday, March 1, 2013 

removed by 

sender 

tweet This 

Three U.S. players missing for Cuba semifinal 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-20 CHAMPIONSHIP] With a ticket to the 2013 Under-20 World Cup this summer in 

Turkey in its back pocket, the USA can concentrate on winning the Concacaf under-20 championship. 

The first step: Friday’s semifinals against Cuba at Estadio Cuauhtemoc in Puebla, Mexico. The USA’s 

task was made more complicated by the loss of three players who have returned to their respective club 

teams. - Read the whole story 

Concacaf U-20 Championship continues Friday 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON THE AIR1 Coverage of the Concacaf Under-20 Championship from Puebla, Mexico, 

continues with Friday’s semifinals: USA-Cuba (6 p.m. ET on Fox Soccer and Univision Deportes) and 

Mexico-El Salvador (9 p.m. ET on Fox Soccer and Univision Deportes). For the complete schedule ._ - 

Read the whole story 

Development Academy Player of the Week 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi~ 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

[AWARDS] Jason Romero, who was called into his first U.S. youth national team camp, was named Development Academy 

Player of the Week after he notched the game-winning goal in De Anza Force’s 2-0 win over the San Jose Earthquakes in U- 

17/18 action -- his 14th goal in 18 games this season. - Read the whole story 

FIFA pulls plug on Costa Rica ’14 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WOMEN’S WORLD] Citing a number of unforeseen circumstances leading to heavy stadium construction delays, 

FIFA has pulled the 2014 Under-17 Women’s World Cup from Costa Rica. - Read the whole story 

ECNL player development rosters 
by Soccer America 

[IRVINE EVENT~ The Elite Clubs National League will hold its player development program for clubs in Southern California 

Saturday and Sunday at Concordia University in Irvine, Calif. For the rosters of players representing Arsenal, Eagles, Irvine 

Strikers FC, Real So Cal, San Diego Surf, Slammers, SoCal Blues and West Coast FC. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, March I, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown¯ 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 



Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our nev~sletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 10:49 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Daily Impact Journey for Friday, Ma~rch 1, 2013 

Let’s piug in some different ones 

From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent: Friday, March 01, 2013 :t0:45 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Undeliverable: Daily Impact Journey for Friday, March 1, 2013 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

donovandeez@gmail.com 
The format of the e-mail address isn’t correct. A correct address looks like this: someone@example.com. Please check the recipient’s e=mail address and try to resend the 
message. 

The format of the e-mail address isn’t correct. A correct address looks like this: someone@example.com. Please check the redpient’s e-mail address and try to resend the 
message, 

DS->ISX}-~i0,~-.-.d ~,,’li,: e~:i~,,’ ([ 1.711 11:7..,".71:: 
,,"ae’,r 20£.} i.0:45:27 ..0500 

To:" me9 h 8 r!293 ~:?. t’~ot n!8 ii, co,~r~’’ 

< h e~:’, b<:d i,% iiv~ xs,,",c, <:d 8 > .. 

Cc~riy }i@:iedge" <caliyiewv}sen~aii,si~c,eds>, 

< soccer ba be7 ~:?.t~ot n i>’ii.cen~>. "~:,,,m, be,~.i br eo ks 22 @~;in~8 ii, co n~ 

< k~b,~:,,,~oi©en~aii, u,sc,edu >, 

~ belby2@gmaii,co,m > .. 

"id{c b ,.,, i B?. 9 n~,,’i i, c e,m,’ 





2013 OFF SEASON CALENDAR: FEB - SPRING BREAK :)~20~3 

SUN MON TUES WED THURS                            FRI 

4 5 6 7 8 
Treatmer~ts 8:00 am Treatments 7:00 am 

FINLEY 7:45- 9:15 am 

scrimmage 

training 

Treatmer~ts 7:30 am 

CARMICHAEL 

5v5 Futsal 

Tech Competitions 

EVERYONE AT ONCE 

8:30- 10:00 am 

Treatments 7:30 am 

EHAUS 8:15- 9:15 am 

pregame practice 

OFF 

HAPPY BIRTHDAY 

SAT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 1, 2013 3:26 PM 

Deborah L Stroman <dstro@unc.edu> 

Subjet’t: RE: Coach Cathy Andr~zi - Speaks to CSBC 

Thank you Debbv! I will copy our kids!! 

From: Deborah L Stroman [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, March 01, 2013 2:51 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Stroman, Deborah L 
S,,bject; Coach Cathy Andruzzi - Speaks to CSBC 

Hi Coaches. 

FYI - Let your athletes (in particular, females) know that Andruzzi will be speaking to the Carolina Sport Business Club on this Tuesday, at 5:00 p.m. in Fetzer :109. 

See attachment. 

Also, this semester is our first offering of the Sport Entrepreneurship course (EXSS 328). The class size is small (24) and the students are creating business plans for 

awesome sport products and services. I hope to have some of your athletes in class next year. 

Have a great weekend. 

debby 

Deborah L, Strorna~, Pb.D. CLU 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 8:41 AM 

Jdn Olafur Daniels~m <jonoli@ibv.is> 

Re: 

Jon, as a youth player she played forward. When she cane to college to play for me I felt that her best position would be center back. I was fight. She is certainly a 
solid stfikec but in my opinion she’s a very good and better central defender. 

Senf.~"om my Verizon lFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

Jdn Olafur Darfiels~m ~onoli@ibv.is>- wrote: 

Thank you very much. 

I have already cor~tact 

I asked her’ if she is the 

Is she Er@ish or ~s she from USA. 

Regards, 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; L mars 2013 15:35 
To= Jdn dlafur Danielsson 

Subject: Rachel Wood 

From: Jdn dlafur Dan[elsson [mail~:jonoli@ibv.is] 
Sent: Friday, Hatch 02, 2013 4:44 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: 
Thank you very much for your 

Because tf]e only i car] t:ind is that one but she is names as Forward player. 

will copy her oe this email aed hope she follows ~p 

Ificat~olakesomeagreemet~Lwitt" ~ [oplayhereiordym~edorlemorep~ayerbeforetheseasorLWem~edaCeeterback We are ~ook~ng for a taH-fastat~da 

~ood header to p~av ~:here. 

Do you know of some who misht be ~ntrested con~b~8 over to play. 

We d~d we~l d~e ~ast two years. M 2055 we came hr. ~ and last season we came nr~ 2. 
The temps we offer: 

Round fly t~ckeL 

Shared furnished fiat wi~h internet. 

Fu~y insurance. 

Tra~nh~g clothes. 

Sah~ry for p~ayh~g 1.200 S per month. 

Bonus for w~nn~ng the ~eauge 400 S 

go]lus for winning the ~::{~p 400 $ 

Please ~et: me know ff Vo{~ keow some quality ~)~ayer who m~ght want to come. 

Vrn been told to wait unfi~ the rnMd~e of march cause than many players should be out of team~ What do you think of that 

Regards, ion 

~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Seat= 28, febr~ar 2053 22:07 
To= 36n ~lafur Danielsson 
C¢= @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc,edu; @aoLcom; Jason Sisneros @gmaiLcom) 
Subject: RE: 

~ do no~: knov            y 

ff 10 ~s a US Nadona] Team starter, 9 is a US pool p~ayer, 8 ~s a pro starter b~ the US leagues, 7 is a top lO D~vision ] starter in a US College .._ Then see below: 

F~= 36n ~lafur Danielsson [mail~:ionoli@ibv,is] 
$eat~ Thursday, Februaw 28, 2053 $0:38 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe& A ~ 
Subject: 

Hello Ansom 

Tegnique: 7 

Short passes: (5 

Long passes: 7 

Heading: 8 

Speed: 6 

J.::l deefending wise: 8 

:l::l attacking wise: 7 

Playing as a midfield deefender: 

Playing as a midfield attacker: 

Hope to hear from you soon, 

Regards, Jon 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, March 3, 2013 8:50 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar ~<tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: MTA vs Michigan Haw-ks on Maieh 3rd 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: MTA vs Michigan ttawks on March 3rd 

From: doug maura stun kella~ and siri ~sbcglobal.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Here are the adjusted game times for the MTA vs Michigan Hawks ECNL gaines. 

The games are at EMU inside tile do,ned field, next to tile football field. 

Let me know if you have any other ques~dons. 

Doug 

Adjusted ga~ne limes. 

MTA will wear NaW so we will be light 

Su~Viar 3 
8:30 am Michigan Hawks ECNL U18vs.Mirmesota Thunder Academy ECNL UI 8 

10:15 am Michigan Hawks ECNL U17vs.Mim~esota Thunder Academy ECNL U17 

12:00 
Michigan t Iawks ECNL U15vs.Minnesota Thunder Academy ECNL U 15 

1:40 pm Michigan Hawks ECNL U16vs.Minnesota Thunder Academy ECNL l ~16 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 4, 2013 3:28 PM 

Fra~z Gastler ~gmaJl.com> 

Subject: RE: Ynwa needs UNC soccer summer interns! 

Good stuff Franz ..., I will copy the team on this and they can decide!! 
From: Franz Gastler [mailto: Igmail,com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 8:04 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Yuwa needs UNC soccer summer interns! 
Dear Anson, 
Greetings from India! We’ve been invited to send a team to Donosti Cup in Spain in July.. I would love to take on any of your players as summer interns in May. Do 

yon think they’d have an interest? 

If so, I’ll send an intern job description and general letter to you to forward on to your team. Congrats again for an incredible season’. 
- Franz 

On Sat, Dec 1, 2012 at 4:21 AM, Anson Dorrmace <an~m(a))mcaa.nnc.edu> wrote: 
Very cool! 

Connected by DRO/D on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Franz Gastler, ~_clmail.com>" < 
To: Susan Ellis <Susan.e_ll~s(~cta~o!’g> 

C,’" An<on Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, Tom Sander <pacman~)..uncaa.unc.edu>, bill palladino 
<      ~__a__o__L__c__o__E)>, Lo___s__s__@_c___o___a_~_a__~_c___o____m__, Cindy Cone         ~_@g[__n__a__[L__c__o__E)>, natalie dorrance             .)_@__h_£_t_Ln_a__[L__c__o__E)>, Brittani Bartok 

@msn.com> 
Sent: Fri, Nov 30, 2012 11:28:05 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Thank you 

Dear UNC camp friends, 

Greetings from rural India! ~ Every once in a blue moon I speak at conferences, and my batting average is about .500.... half the time people are ve~ moved by our 

gifts’ stories, and the other half, people have no idea what I’m saying..~ This past weekend, it was definitely the latter, but I think you might enjoy nay tongue-b-cheek 

1-min clip I called LocalRules’ of Coaching. ~ There’s a pic of the event..~ 

http:/,’ yo ut u.bc~iBIDNi 1 wbnY 
ttope everyone is well. ~. 

Best m shes, 

-Fmnz 

On Wed, Oct 3, 2012 at 12:33 AM, Franz Gastler ~ r@~zrnaJl.com> wrote: 

Dear UNC friends,~ 
I’ve thougN often of all of you, and wanted to say hi now that I’m back in Mi~mesota for a little rest and relaxation. ~ I had a look at the photos from the Florida 

State game. ~ I’m going to show those to my gifts to motivate them to continne getting more physical. ~ 
Some good news -- two of our gifts who play and coach for us in India came to D.C. on a US State Department gifts’ ~ccer exchange. ~. The level of soccer 

wasn’t much to speaJa of, but the trip was an am~ing experience tbr these two.. Seema (17) is a very committed and hardworking player, student a~d coach tbr us. 
~. She lives in a mud house, her dad is disabled ~md her mom makes ~me income picking plastic trash to ~11 to a recycling center. ~, She’s small (in the 4th 

percentile lbr height / weight tbr her age, ti-om growing up malnourished) but she makes up for it a bit with a good brain and ~me physical courage. ~ Binita (17) is 

our goalkeeper on our senior team, very sweet off the field, and a little bit of a badass on the field -- goes to school with black eyes, lumps and bumps a£ter game 
days. ~ Her dad died (drowned in a well) aaad her mom sweeps the floor at a local school. ~ Here are three pics from the trip. ~ 

In other news (less good), our most talented player was denied a US visa to go train at the Colorado Rush for 6mo... the reason: Rush is not registered to be a~a 

institutional visa sponsor,~ad with just an individual as a sponsor, as we had, they consider poor kids to be emigration risks. ~ They recommended we go thiough a 
US universiS~ next time. A I wonder if that might be a possibili~ for next yeats UNC soccer camps? ~ Maybe we could discuss that. ~ 

Finally, here’s a news story from India... We were featured as the first story on a TV show called Amazing Indians. ~ It’s a bit dramatic., this is the country that gives 

us Bolls~vood, but it shows some fun footage ftom where we’re workJng and playing -.~ http:/i~v.timesnow.tviTribal-~fls-set-new- 

goals/videoshow,,’4411045.cms 
Besl wishes and good luck with BC! 



On Fri, Aug 3, 2012 at 10:26 AM, Susan Ellis <Susan~Ellis~;da.org> wrote: 

I did give detention kids Wendys i was crazy. But I remember some one telling me. Kids will not remember what i say or do but they will remember how I made 

them l}el :) 
Franz I love what I do and hope it shows./~ It is what I have wanted to do since 3rd grade./~ 

Susan Ellis 

MS Physical Education 

Durhmn Academy 

"A coach believes in the Greatness of players and coaches it out of them." 

919 489-9118. Ex 4309 

On Ju131, 2012, at 2:54 PM, "Franz Gastler" < [@gmail.corn> wrote: 

(If that video link doesn’t work, you can see it here~ <a hreD"htto:/iv~v.voul </div>-q’blockquote></body></html> 

Franz Gasfler 

www.vm~,a-india.o~ 

2011 Nike Gamechangers Award & 2012 NDTVSpirit of Sports A ward winner 

India: ( ~ 91) 96 3182 3908 

USA: ( ~ 1) 612 600 2568 

Youtube: www.voutube~com/vuwango I Picasa: www.picasaweb.google.com/franz.gastler 

Yuwa, Inc. is a California-based 501 c3 non-profit organization and Yuwa-India is registered uuder the Indian Societies Act. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 4:31 PM 

@shaw.ca:~ 

I~E: Daily hnpact Journey for Sunday, Mamch 3, 2013 

I loved that banquet (the best ever) and one reason is what you said. A~d remember invite me to your wedding, I want to meet the guy that is good enough tbr you’.!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ranee Premji [mailto:soccer rox@shaw ca] 
Sent: iVlonday, iVlarch 04, 2013 12:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Daily Impact Journey for Sunday, iVlarch 3, 2013 

Hey Anson, 

here is my speech! I didnt get a text from you so im assuming you probably sent it to my canadian number which I dont use. 
’]?hanks again for everything and I had so much fun at the banquet! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Albert A Dorrance IV" <anson@email unc.edu> 

To: 

Sent: Monday, March 4, 2013 10:55:01 AM 
Sutziect: FW: Daily [mpact Journey for Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Ladies, 

Best collection of speeches evertt ! All of you gws "get it" which accounts, in ray opinion, for the amazing chemistry and season we had. I have tried to text all of you to get a copy of your 
speeches but did not have all your #’s in ray phone, lI"you have not done so already, please entail me your speech. We are certainly going to chat about all of you in our Leadership Cotmcil 
(in the most positive way) but also I will be using these wonderful talks in recruiting. In fact, I ant going to add them to the equally powerful books that Kathy Welsh Loveman gave to each 
of us as the final chapter in the "history" of this fabulous year!! 

AND THANK YOU for a tremendous four years t As Wendy said: don’t be strangers, continue to renrain a vibrant part of this University and soccer progranr. 

From: dailyimpactjouxney@httmanexventures.com [mailto:dailvinrpactjourney(d}humanexventures.conr] 
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 9:33 AM 

To: Doi*ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Daily Impact Jottrney for Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Image removed by sender. Daily Impact Journey 

Image removed by sender. Facebook Image removed by sender Apple Image removed by sender Android 

Today’s Focus 

Selwice and Purpose 

"The purpose of life is a life of purpose" 

- Robert Byrne 



Reflections to Guide Your Journey 

What purpose drives your daily actions? 

When working with others, how to you marry your unique purposes in order to achlve excellence’? 

What purpose lies at the heart of your organization? ttow does this align with your own purpose in life? 

Image removed by sender. Humanex Ventures 

Consulting I Training I Coaching I Research I Assessment I ImpacteX Technology 

Invite a fi~iend I Unsubscribe 

Image removed by sender 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 4, 2013 4:32 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr> 

FW: Daily Impact Journey for Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Speech.docx 

Delaine, 

(;an you print this? 

From:                          ~(a)shaw. ca] 
Sent: Monday, Marct~ 04, 20 t3 12: t 1 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Daily Impact Journey for Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Hey Anson, 

here is my speech! I didnt get a text from you so ~m assuming you probably sent it to my canadian nmnber *vhich ! dont use. 
Thanks again for everything and I had so much :fun at the banquet! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: "Albert ADorrance IV" <anson(&)email.unc.edu> 
To: 

Sent: Monday, March 4, 2013 10:55:01 AM 
Subject: FW: Daily Irnpact Journey for Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Ladies, 

Best collection of speeches ever !!! All of you gws "get it" which accounts, in my opinion, for the amazing chemistry and season we had. I have tried to text all of you to get a copy of your 
speeches but did not have all your #’s in my phone. If you have not done so alrea@, please email me your speech. We are certainly going to chat about all of you in our Leadership Co~xcil 
(in the most positive way) but also I will be using these xvonderful talks in recruiting. In fact, I am going to add them to the equally powerful books that Kathy Welsh Loveman gave to each 
of us as the final chapter in the "histolT" of this fabulous year!! 

AND THANK YOU for a trenrendous four years! As Wen@ said: don’t be strangers, continue to remain a vibrant part of this University and soccer program. 

From: dailyimpactjom~ey@humanexventures.com [mailto:daiNimpactlournev@humanexventures.comJ 
Sent: Sunday, March 03, 2013 9:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Daily Impact Journey for Sunday, March 3, 2013 

Image removed by sender. Daily Impact Journey 

Image removed by sender Facebook Image removed by sender. Apple Image removed by sender. Android 

Today’s Focus 

Service and Purpose 

"The purpose of life is a life of purpose." 

- Robert Byrne 



Ret~lections to Guide Your Journey 

What purpose drives your daily actions? 

When working with others, how to you marry your unique purposes in order to achive excellence? 

What purpose lies at the heart of your organization? How does this align with your own purpose in life? 

Image removed by sender Humane× Ventures 

Consulting I Training I Coaching I Research I Assessment I ImpacteX Technology 

Invite a friend I Unsubscribe 

Image removed by sender. 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),’CN:RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 4, 2013 4:58 PM 

Gary Ireland < @yahoo.corn> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

T~a~k you Gary! 

Erom: Gary Ireland [mailto: @yahoo.com] 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 3:23 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

hi 
as an t~i i have been asked to help find an ~ssismnt womens co~h of an nc~ D1 school in california, ott~dng S50k~, i though you might want to give someone a leg up 

in college coaching career, i fl~ougN of you ti~t of coar~ ill let you decide who you t~¥d tNs too, if you l~el it wa~ants forwarding that is :) but im wi~holding name of 

school tbr now until i na~ow down wople, its 2 hours north of LA and 3 hours soufl~ of SF ;) 

best wishes 

G+a~v Ireland 

PAW Union FC 

Join 3{V Personal Blog "The Technician" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 4, 2013 5:00 PM 

~@gm~Jl.com> 

liB: UNC women’s soccer speaker 

You are a good kid~ 

From: ~@gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, March 04, 2023 4:02 PM 
To: Nowak, Peter 
C:c; Anson Dorrance; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UNC women’s soccer speaker 

I{i Peter’. 

Great to hear from yon again, I hope you and the girls are doing well. I would be happy to come ont again. Mondays I do music lessons and some Wednesdays I play 

in an indoor league out in Car}. Most Fridays should work or select Wednesdays. t lease let me know what dates and titnes specificaJly you were thinking a~d I will do 

my best to organize this again with y’all, t lease note that this weekend slarts spring break tbr Carolina students so I will be out of town stm~ing a week from today 

through the following Monday. 

Best, 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Mar 4, 2013, at 12:39 PM, "Nowak, Peter J" <pnowak(tbmed.unc.edn> wrote: 

, & C.oach Dorra.nce, 

New Season, new ~:eam In tb-:~ Fail Kristine came out ~:o my Chatham 5occer League Trave~ Team a~d dk~ a great job speaking to them and mot~w~ting 

them Afl:er her vb~t these girls rea~y came a long way I wanted to ask ~f Krist~ne could come out agmn (this th~e usa reigning Nationa~ Champion) to 

come speak [o my M~dd]e Schoo~ Team that ~ coach at Woods Charter School. ~[ ~s ~ocated on the border of ChapN HH~ and P~ttsboro. 

gegh~n~ng next week we have games every Tuesday & Thursday, and any Mort, Wed, or Fri wou~d work. ~n the Fall        carrie out, you were k~ 

fu]~ swhsg of the season, but s~nce it ~s the off season for you, ] was wonderhsg Coach Dorrance if you wou~d be able to squeeze hs some time to speak 

to my team a~ong w~th They wouM be super excited to meet you, and hear any advice that you might have to offer. ] know that you are busy, 

and ~ completely understand ~f you couM not make ~t., but I wan~:ed to see ~[ [ (:ould get the girb a chance to meet you. I am sure they wou~d be truly 

~nspired by rneetb~g you. 

Thank you again for your time 

F~m= Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, December ~4, 2012 ~:44 AN 
Te= I ......................... ; Nowak, Peter ] 
6¢= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje¢t= RE: UNC women’s soccer speaker 

WowH Thank you Peter for sending such a thoughtful note~ 

And thank you Kristine for jumping in so willinplywith our communityH 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

vv) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Nowak, Peter J" <pnowak@med.unc.edu > 12/13/2012 12:33 PM > > > 

Sorry tor not getting back [:o you, but the ganle [:hat you were m~ssing was our last ~anle o[ the seaso[~, other than our toun~anlent which was ~n 

W~k~ingtorh and t dhJ not thkd~ you wouk~ be available to make ~t to thaL f want to thank you again for coming to our practk:e that n~ght both teams 

rea~y enjoyed the time that you gave them. I can honestly say, ~ think they played better b~ the couple garnes following rneeting you, and definitely 

~n the tournarnent than they have b~ years. 

Now the rea~ reason why ~ wanted to emai] you, CONGRATUlATiONS on the NATiONAl. CHAMPiONSHiPS. You gMs ROCKED ~t. ~ sent an emaH to my 

teams ~etting them know that they met a National Champion. They were so exalted, and they wanted me to g~ve you their CONGRATULATIONS as 

well GREAT JOB. 

"]’hank you agak~ for giving these gMs your time. ~: was greatly appreciated by ~:he gMs, and myself ..... 

F~m~ @gmail.com] 
Sent~ bunday, October Zl, ZUlZ 9:36 AlVl 

Te~ Nowak, Pe~r ~ 
Subje~t~ Re: UNC women’s soccer speaker 

Peter, 

I am SO sor~, bnt due to post-g~e ~mor fes~vifies my N~nts have plmmed for me it is ve~’ uNikely that I’ll m~e it to y’Mls game ~y. I ~ow I 

promised the girls l’d make it to a game so please let me know where mid when the next one is and I will do my ~st to make it. Goodluck to both your 

teams today aJ]d please pass on my apologies lbr my absence~ 

On Thn, Oct 18, 2012 at 10:17 PM, Nowak, Peter J <pnowak(~med.unc:edu> wrote: 

I didn’t think so. If you could make it to the 4:30 Game, that would be great, and again, the girls would really appreciate it and enjoy seeing you again. I hope to 
see you then. 

Good Luck Sunday. Thanks ..... 



Peter J. Nowak MS 
OIS Client Services Manager 

From I@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tlqursclay, October 18, 2012 10:07 PM 

To: Nowak, Peter 3 
Subject: Re: UNC women’s soccer speaker 
Ye~h of course. My ga~ne is at 1 Sunday so I can’t make it to that game unfortunately, but I will do my best to make it to the 4:30 game. See y’all then. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 18, 2012, at 5:45 PM, "Nowak, Peter J" <pnowak~me&unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks again for coming out, and trying to come to their games. Here is the information about their games. 

My U:t3 Team is playing at 4:30 on Sunday Oct 2:[st, at Northeast District Park 

My U:t7 Team is playing at :tpm on Sunday Oct 2:tst, at Northeast District Park 

The field address is: 

5408 Big Woods Rd. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27517 

I am sure the girls would love to see you there and be able to see them play. Thank again for everything ..... 

Peter 3. Nowak MS 
OIS Client Services Manager 
9:19-966- :[879 

From ......................................... @&_m____a__[J_.___c___o____m__ ] 
Sent: Thursday, October 18, 2012 9:19 AM 

To: Nowak, Peter 3 
Subject: P,e: UNC women’s soccer speaker 

No problem at aJl, y’aJl were great. 

Here is the link tbr the camp : http://ncgse.con~,’ 

Tiffs is the link for the goalkeeping cmnp I was talking about: 

Let me lmow if there’s an~hing else I can help with. Feel free to pass on my email to whoever if they want it. 

Do you have a time/address for the ga~e Sunday? I should be able to make it. 

On Thu, Oct 18, 2012 at 12:44 AM, Nowak, Peter J <pnowak,~;medamc.edu> wrote: 

Kristine, 

Thank you for coming out tonight to our practice. The girls seem to really enjoy meeting you, and they got a lot out of it. In fact a couple of the 
parents have already emailed me asking more about the UNC Soccer Camps. Thank you again to you and Coach Dorrance for taking the time out of 
your busy schedule to speak to my team. We all really appreciated it. Thanks ..... 

Peter J. Nowak MS 
OIS Client Services Manager 
919- 966- :[879 

From: !@gm~!! ,ggrn ] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 16, 2012 10:02 PM 

To: Nowak, Peter 3 
Subject: P,e: UNC women’s soccer speaker 
Yes I will be there! Please have your players have some questions ready lbr me. I don’t think I will take nearly the full time I have aJlotted 

and I tNnk it’ll be more beneficial tbr them if we spend a good chunk of the time with questior~answer. 

See you tomorrow’. 

) Sent fiom my il~ hone 

On Oct 16, 2012, at 9:36 PM. "NowaL t eter J <p~)owak¢~rned.unc.eda> wrote: 



I am just confirming that you are still available tomorrow night, and that you will be coming to my practice from 6:30-7:30 tomorrow 
at Camp Royall in Pittsboro!Moncure. Please let me know. Thanks ..... 

Pe~rJ. Nowak MS 
OIS Client Services Manager 
UNC Schoolof Medicine 
919-966-1879 

From= 
Sent= Tuesday, OctoDer 09, 2012 11:29 PM 
To: Nowak, Peter 3 
Subject= Re: UNC women’s soccer speaker 

@qmail,com] 

G~vat thank you! Unless I hear from you otherwise (or vice-versa) I will see you next Wednesday! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 9, 2012, at 11 : 16 PM, "Nowak, Peter J" <pnowak(a;med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Here is a link to Google Maps Directions: 

https://wv~.google.com/rna ps? 
sadd r=Cha pel+ Hill,+ NC&daddr :::250+ Bill+Ash + Rd,+ M oncu re,+ NC + 27559&hl:::en&,sll =37.0625,- 
._9__5__~_6___7_Z_Q_6___8___~___s__s9 n = ~4~5 ~ 6 3 0 0 5 5 10 2,3 9 2 5 7 8 &q_e_9__c_9_c_l__e_~_~_D___9__I___w___I_c_l__H___k___R__3_: y___m_£~__f_[[]__4_[]_~ Q~j~_~E ~_~ ~_~ ~_~ ~ ~_~ ~ ~ p]: 

ymNXGcUK7qs~H7AvLwIedFOQ&oq =cha pel+ hill&mra =Is&t= m&z= 1 J. 

The address is: 

Camp Royall 

250 Bill Ash Rd 

Moncure, NC27559 

Please let me know if you need any more information. Thanks again to you, and Coach Dorrance .... 

Peter J. Nowak MS 
OIS Client Services Manager 

.9___~.:~§~:.~_~Z~ 

From’, 
Sent= Tuesday, October 09, 2012 11:04 PM 

To= Nowak, Peter 3 
Subject= Re: UNC women’s soccer speaker 

Yes that should be fine. Where exactly are you located? I want to make sure I have enough titne in my schedule 

to get there on time. 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Oct 9, 2012, at 10:58 PM, "Nowak, Peter J" <pnowak@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

No worries, I was not trying to push, I was just checking in. The 17th works for us. 

If it is OK with you, I would like to break them up into 2 groups. To be as efficient with your time as 
possible, we could take the last 30-40 minutes of my 5:30 practice with my U13 team, and the first 30-40 
minutes of my U17 team’s 7:30 practice. That would mean you would speak to the U13 team from 6:20- 
7pm, and the U17 team from 7-7:40. Would that work into your schedule? Just let me know. 

Thanks again for eveything .... 

Pe~rJ. Nowak MS 
OIS Client Services Manager 
9~9-966-1879 

From= 
Sent= Tuesday, October 09, 2012 10:39 PM 

To= Nowak, Peter 3 
Subject= Re: UNC women’s soccer speaker 

)qmail.com] 

Peter, 
Sorry for the late response, I’ve been dealing with some msdom teeth pain, turns out I have to get 

the surgery ASAP so the last couple days I’ve been a bit out of it, my apologies. The 17th (next 

Wednesday) would work best tbr me. As tbr the duration, that’s completely up m you, I can make it 

as short or as long as you desire. I don’t mind big groups but I feel as though splitting them up might 



be better, but again your call. Let me know what you decide. 

Thanks, 

Sent from my il?hone 

On Oct 9, 2012, at 10:22 PM, "Nowak, Peter J" <p_!!9._w_.’_a_..k_@Lr_Le_ .d_:u_!Lc_:..e_ .d__q> wrote: 

I am following up on the email I sent yesterday (see below). I am not trying to be pushy, 
just wanted to make sure you recieved iL Thanks again .... 

Peter J. Nowak MS 
OIS Client Services Manager 

.9_.1_ 9__-_9__6_~:.~.8_7_~ 

From: Nowak, Peter 3 
Sent: Monday, October 08, 2012 8:59 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: UNC women’s soccer speaker 

Sorry it took me so long to get back to you. I had a couple of questions: 

1) How long do you need? 

2) I mentioned that I coach a couple of teams. How many players are you comfortable with 
speaking to? 

3) My 2 teams are U:t3, and U.tS-U17. Would you want to split them, and do it at 2 different 
nights, or 2 different times on the same night? (2 different times might work better for us, 
becuase my U13 Team practices from 5:30-7, and the U17 Team is 7-8:30.) I do not want 
to impose, what everworks best for you. I just wanted to let you know what our schedule 
looks like. 

As for the dates. We can do :t0!:t0, 10/17, 10/24, ii/7, 11/14 

Let me know what works best for you. Again, I appreciate your time. Thank you, I am sure 
my girls will love to meet you, and hear from you .... 

Peter J. Nowak MS 
OIS Client Services Manager 
UNC School of lvledicine 
.9!9__-_9__6_.6_: .~ .&7_.9_. 

From: I 

To: Nowak, Peter 3 
S~bje~t: Re: UNC women’s soccer speaker 

~gmail.com] 

Okay great I can definitely talk about that. Monday’s I usually train a gift after practice 

so that wouldn’t work too well. Honestly any Wednesday would work. We usually 

practice at 3 Wednesdays so I can leave Chapel Hill by 4:45 or so. What Wednesday 

would work well for you and I can check it ruth my schedule? 

Thanks, 

On Thu, Oct 4, 2012 at 10:36 AM, Nowak, Peter J <puowak(a)med.unc.edu> wrote: 

One of tfie things that my players are really lacking is that cotnpetitiveness, and 

aggressiveness on the field. It would be nice to hear from a high caliber player like 

yoursel£ and to explain how being timid on the field puts them at a disadvantage. They 

also are afraid to win the balls out of the air tnore than any other teams we pla55 so we 

lose the opIx~rtunib- to take posscssion of balls. Any kind of content revolving around 

that, or inspiring words, would be greatly appreciated. 

As far as when, we are in scas~n as well until Mid-November, but our last regular 
season game is Oct 21 st, and we have a tournament on November 16-18. We 
practice on Mondws and Wednesdays. I know you are in season, so we will work 
around your time. I would prefer the closer to "the tournament the better, but I 
undersla~d that is getting into your playofftimes, so you may have limited availability. If 
you let me ki~ow what works tbr you, I will make it happen. Thin& you so much to you 
and Coach Dorrance tbr your time and support, it is greatly appreciated. 

Go Heel!!!!! 



..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, October 03, 2012 11:04 PM 

To: Nowak, Peter J 
Subject: UNC women’s soccer speaker 

Hey Peter, 

Anson forwarded us your email..I would be happy to help. Please let me know when 

would work for you and what you would like me to talk about. I’m a senior on the 

teaa~ so I have 3.5 years of tnaterial. 

Thnnk-~ 

~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 10:54 AM 

@aol.com 

EW: Australian U19 Representative - Defende~; Fall 2013 

From: Strive4¢ollege [mailto: mcollits=strive4college.com@mail:t:t.us:I.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of Strive4¢ollege 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 7:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Australian U:t9 Representative - Defender, Fall 2013 

Big, strong, fast £~nd versstile striker. Is this email r:ot displsying cor:-oc.tiy? 

V~w it ~n );o~lr browser 

removed by 

sender 

iN’i Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Strive4College is a new recruiting company based in Australia that 
has just begun identifying and bringing the wealth of Australian 
sporting talent to the attention of colleges through the US. We know 
that there are plenty of athletes that aren’t aware of the o 
to play sport while studying at the US - something that we hope to 
turn around. Subsequently we hope to uncover more and more 
athletes that can benefit your program! 



ro, moved by 
sender. 
Watch the 
Video 

no ratings yet 13 views 

Unsubscribe 

Sent to anson@email.unc.edu wh!! did=[ J~eL lhis~, 

Strive4Col]ege ¯ 1/48 Osborne Rd. Manly, NSW 2095 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:55 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

7:06 PM 

~cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

This is again. Just wanted to let you know that I have updated my profile and I have also added video. If you are interested you can check it out on my 

CaptinU page. 

Thanks for your time, 

:": removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my_. Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:59 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: JPotential Player 

?rofile template .docx 

From; 

Sent: Monday, 7:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: /Potential Player 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

~gmail.com] 

My name is,               and I’m very interested in playing tbr yo~ as I’ve not only heard but seen that your team plays Iyossession soccer, similar in type to 

Barcelona. This is the type of coaching I’m looking tbr. I currently play tbr                    coached by I played in the           , this 

past season and in our ten games I scored eight goals m~d assisted seven. My inlb and stats are al~ attached to this email in a player profile Ii)rm. I’m going to be 

playing in the 2nd leg of the in a~d was hoping that you might be able to ~e me play. Do you have plans 

on attending this event? 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 3:52 PM 

;@ear~Nink.net> 

Subject: P,~: Tha~ks 

We enjoyed it too! Those seniors were special and so were all the kids on that 2012 roster Our challenge is to repeat; and it will be a combination of how hard ALL of us are working right 
now to be the best, AND team chemistry 

We are excited about you as well All the best From your new home in Chapel Hill!! ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Joanna Boyles [ @earthlink.net] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 9:18 PM 
To: Dino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject: Thanks 

Hi Anson, Ducar and Dino, 
I just ~vanted to say thank-you for a terrific visit this past weekend. All the girls, both recruits and current players, we’re an absolute blast to be around. I enjoyed every moment, and I’m so 

excited about being a part of the U2x-C family. 

Thanks again, 

,x,J ~e;LS! 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 3:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @cox. net] 
Sent: Tuesday, I 12:l:t AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Good evening 

tli my nallre is 

I’m contacting you because I am veW interested in playing soccer at North Carolina. I will be guest playing with the number ranked team in       ~ the 

this weekend at the         invitational. I don’t get a lot of opportuni~ to play ruth the girls because I currently play for the 

team. I play center back and mid for my boys team a~d no~:ma]ly center mid when I guest with tl~e I will also be guesting with the number ranked 

team in at the tourna~mnt. I normally play forwaard when gueffdng witl~ them. I gues~ted late last yeaac and scored 5 out of 8 goals tl~at 

weekend with I was also selected for the regional pool for ’. I would love if you or one of your staff could come watch ,ne play" this weekend. My 

schedtde for this weekend is listed below. Thank you 

Ps. I wouldn’t miss out on me ifI were you. ;-) 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 5:19 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Coach 

From: VidSwap [mailto:alex@vidswap.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 8:20 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Coach 



...... removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 5:30 PM 

@aol.com 

EW: Las~ chance to showcase your camp! 

From: Ron Dvorkin [rnailto:rdvorkin@adsportsmedia.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 05, 20:t3 8:30 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Sub’ect’~e to showcaseour cam ! 

TopDrawerSoccer.com is committed to helping you maximize your 2013 enrollment and will develop unique integrated campaigns for your elite 
soccer camp. 

Your camp is a valuable tool for our players that help them enhance their skills and we want to ensure they don’t miss the opportunity. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com has the ability to geographically target your exposure and brand your campaign to the specific states and regions that you 
want to target! 

So call today to get started and be a part of an exclusive class of college camps. 

Regards, 

Ron Dvorkin 
Vice President of Business Development 
I__o_~Dr__a___w____e___r___S___o___c___c___e___r_:__c___q_~ 
Office: (562) 513-3737 
rdvorkin@adsportsmedia.com 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com, click here to unsubscribe. 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 5:41 PM 

Subject: FW: Daily Impact Journey for Tue~ay, March 5, 2013 

~.adies, 

t love t:his quote (maybe:" it is b~:’cause I don’t: have much t:im~-_~ left ~md t:her~-:~ is ~.~.:_~ much mor~-:~ f want to do!!!) BTW, awesorm:" s~-:~.~sion this morning ... t love the 

ways you guys are training right now. We are go[ring better and ] an’l VERY exci[ed! 

(Oh yeah, no pickup .., let’s taper into Efon Thursday night.) And Reilly, I don’t know what happened this morning but YOU WERE ON FIRE!H!! That was the kid ] 

recruited, it was a pleasure to see her. 

I=rem: dailyimpactjourney@humanexventures.com [mailto:dailyimpactjourney@humanexventures.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 05, 20.t3 9:58 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Daily Impact Journey for Tuesday, March 5, 20J.3 

This message has been scanned for 

mahYare by Websense. 

www.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: - Soccer Prospect 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~nsr-inc.com [_mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:14 ~\~[ 
Subject: - Soccer Prospect 

~i3nsr-inc.com] 

Dear Coach, 

Ever since I was a little girl, I have always wanted to play soccer in college Playing soccer since ! was about five years old has helped me grow as an athlete on the :field and an individual off 
the field. Soccer is a passion of mine and I want to conunue play at the highest level I can. 
When I was nine, my coach used to tell us no sleep over’s, no staying up late and soon My morn was ab~,~ays amazed at me and always asked me ifI am sure about missing all of the parties. 
I have never thought that I have missed anything growing up What we choose to put our energy in is what we are supposed to do ]’,/ly parents have always been a great inspiration being 
the third of four girls. They have always tried to encourage us to pursue our dreams We have all played sports and the?" have given up weekends from spring to summer right into fall 
dedicating time to all of our teams Some of the best memories I have are waking up at 3:00 in the morning just to travel to a tournament. Never in my mind do I think I ever missed anything 
as ! have always played the game I love to play. 

Please view mywebsitea: 

Thank you :[’or your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 5:46 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Leadership Academy: 2013-14 Rising Star Applications 

Can you jump on this for me? 

From: Shelley H Johnson [mailto:shelljo@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 20:t3 :I0:23 AM 

To-" 

Tom ~ander; Phil’ Barnes; Eve Racl~ham; An~ela’ ~eckart; ~ich beSelm;’Ro~ Miller; Stechen Rubin; Sarah Haney; San£ Paul) Phillil~s, Tripp; Je’n’n~/Levy 
Subject-" Leadership Academy: 20:13-:14 Rising Star Applications 

Coaches, 

Who areyou looking to leadyour team 2-3 seasons from now?! Get those student-athletes in the leadership pipeline next year. Help position them so that 

when you say to them, "You are a senior.., a captain.., a leader, now LEAD!" that they are ready for that moment, that they have the necessary insights, 

experience, skills and rapport to do so. 

Deadline is Monday, April 15. 

Online Risinq Star Applications 
Su rveym onkey.comiRisingStarApplication 

Note that we have changed the application process from hard copy to online. Contact me with any questions or concerns. 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 5:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: ECNL PDP Southeast Event March 9/10 

ECNL PDP Southeast 2013 Schedule.docx 

From: carlos j.osorio [mailto:        @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 12:09 plVl 
To: Jodie Smith; Hallie Brigg; Bob Winch; Jamie Stewart; Jamie Stewart; Bob Winch; Eddie Radwanski; jefery@clemson.edu; jeferyr@clemson.edu; Siri Mullinix; Paul Hogan; 
Christi Rostin; Eric Terrill; Greg Ashton; Robbie Church; Billy Lesesne; Chris Meal; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chad Miller; Sue Patberg; Joel Person; Andrew Burr; Kevin Mounce; 
Sarah A Currie; Kevin Kennedy; Matt Cosgriff; Jamie Smith; Mart-/Beall; Todd Bramble; Tatum Clowney; Brian Copham; Rob King; Domenic Martelli; Jessica Cell; Heather 
Henson; MATTHEW COSGRIFF; JAMES SMITH; Shelley Smith; Steve Springthorpe; Darren Ambrose; Brian Purcell; Ben Sohrabi; Todd Yelton; Julie Orlowski; John Lipsitz; 
Michelle Demko; John Cullen; Melissa Barnes; Paul Cairney; Linda Hamilton; Abby Minihan; MARCIE KLEBANOW; Renee Lopez; Bryan Williams; Tony Da Luz; Spensor Smith; 
Amy Kiah; Ashley Kirk; Abby Crumpton 
Subject-" Fw: ECNL PDP Southeast Event March 9/10 

Coaches, please see attached schedule tbr this event... Feel free to contact me if you have any questions...Thank you, CJO 

Carlos J. Osorio 

Carolhla Elite Soccer Academy 

Wofford College Assistant Men’s Soccer 

home 

cell 

--- On Tue, 3/5/13, andrew, hyslop <andrew(o)~:arolinaelitese corn> wrote: 

From: m~drew hyslop <.’:a_!i~_~_r_e_~_@_c_’~_rS_?_I_i__n__~_Le_!_i__t__e_E_c_:__c_R_r_~3 > 

Subject: ECNL PDP Southeast Event March 9/10 

To: ’"To~n Moms’". ~2gLn_~i_l_:_c_’~?Ln_.> 
Cc: "’carlosj.osofio ~yahoo.com>, 
Date: Tuesday, March 5, 2013, 11:55 AIVl 

~aol.com 

Please send this information out to any women’s college coaches you have emails for. Thanks 

Coaches, The ECNL PDP Southeast Conference event will be held on March 9/10 at the MESA Soccer Complex in Greenville. SC on 
Fields 15 and 19. The address for the complex is 1020 Anderson Ridge Road, Greer SC 29651. I have attached a copy of the daily 
schedule of training and games and will send out a roster of players to you tomorrow so that you are aware of who will be participating 
in the event. 

We hope that a member of your staff will be in attendance this weekend and we feel that the level of players on show will make the 
event well worth attending. Please contact me if you have a~~ further questions. Thanks 

Andrew Hyslop 

andiew@:carolinaelitesc.com 



Location: MESA 

2013 Elite Clubs National League Player Development Program - 

March 9-10, 2013 

Saturday, March 9: 

Teams I and 2 (See attached sheet) 

8:15 AM: Arrive and Check-In 

9:00 - 10:30 AM: Training 

12:15 - 1:00 PM: Presentation 

1:00- 3:00 PM: Game # 1 

Teams 3 and 4 (See attached sheet) 

9:45 AM: Arrive and Check-In 

10:30 - 12:00 PM: Training 

12:15 - 1:00 PM: Presentation 

3:00- 5:00 PM: Game # 1 

Sunda~: 

Teams i and 2: 
8:30 AM: Arrive and Check-In 
9:00- 10:30 PM: Game # 2 

Teams 3 and 4: 

10:00 AM: Arrive and Check-In 

10:30- 12:00 PM: Game # 2 

***Schedule & subject to chanse 

Notes: 
Players will be provided with 2 Nike training tops and Nike shorts. This equipment will be the players to 
keep, and must be worn at all sessions. All players should wear white training socks. 

Players will be provided with 2 training bibs with numbers at check-in. Players are responsible for these bibs 
and must turn them back in to the staff at the end of each day. 

For questions regarding the ECNL Player Development Program -, please contact 0 or 0 

Background on the ECNL Player Development Programs: 

The ECNL Player Development Programs will provide an opportunity for the top players within every ECNL 
Conference to play with and against the best players within their region at multiple age groups, attend 
presentations from leading coaches and experts regarding elite athlete development, and be recognized and 
rewarded for their ability and performance. The ECNL Player Development Programs are created with 3 
primary goals: 

1) Identify - identify the top players within the conference at multiple age groups 

2) Develop - provide a developmental experience that provides insight or information to help 
participating players continue their development 

3) Recognize and reward individual performance and achievement 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, ,6:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: .@yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I’ve written to you in the past and wanted to let you know that I’m still interested in UNC Chapel Hill 
and your soccer program. I would like to major in business, and UNC has a great business program. I’m 
in my sophomore year of high school and i hope to play collegiate soccer once i graduate in 

I play for                             under                                      . My 
position is goal keeper, and I really love the challenge and pressure that position offers. To improve my 
skills, I am training with the goalie coach from                       in                    (cell 

). Our team just played our first tournament this Weekend and we won our bracket with 2 
wins and I tie. It was great to be back outside playing again, but it was chilly! 

My GPA is a and I am taking honors and AP courses to prepare myself for 
college. After taking several business classes this year, I have decided that my college major is business. 
I find it interesting and exciting to follow, especially the ups and downs of the current economy. 

I would like to invite you to watch me play in the 
is as followed: 

in Our schedule 

I look forward to hearing more about UNC and hope you will watch me play in the 
tournament. Congratulations on a successful season! Go Tar Heels! 
Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

recent bio .pdf 

From: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I currently play for the 

your college and soccer program as I get into the middle of my sophomore year. 
My team will be playing in the 
defense, My number is 
My schedule for this event is below: 

. I have emailed you in the past and I still continue to be interested in 

¯ I would love for you to come see me play. I play midfield and 

I am attaching my player profile again with additional information about me and for references. Thank you for your time and see you there!! 
attachment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 6:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: soccer UPDATE! 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: soccer UPDATE! 
Hi Coach Dormnce, 
My name is 
my team is doing, 

’@gmail.com] 
4:44 PM 

and I am currently a junior in high school, graduating I wrote to you recently and I would just like to give you a current update on how 

As for my academic career, I attend located in where I have earned a varsity letter my 
Freshman, Sophomore, and Junior year. I currently have and maintain a 3PA weighted and a GPA unweighted. This year I am taking 
an AP Language and Composition course and b~’o Honors Courses in Chemistry and Spanish. Furthermore, I am member of the National 
Honor Society and partake in many school events~ 

Outside of school and off the soccer field, I am very involved in my church. I have been a member of the high school youth group for three 
years and currently hold a vice president position. Additionally, once a week I teach religion school for first graders. 
Below, I have listed my soccer schedule for the next couple of months. If you are in the area, please feel free to stop by one of my games. 

Both academically and athletically, the Universibi of North Carolina is a great school that would be able to foster my interests in physical 
therapy and to further develop my love for soccer, 

If any’ additional information is needed regarding my soccer performance, my club coaches can be reached at 
or via email at ~ ~corrt or ~ ~corrt, For more information regarding 

please visit 
I hope all is well and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future~ 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 6:18 PM 

Cricket Lane <cricket@uncaa.unc.edu> 

@email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; emaikunc.edu; @live.unc.edu; 

@emaJl.unc.edu; @hotmaJl.com; 0@msn.coln; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gmafil.com) 

Fem~Je empowerment!leadership development opportunib4 

Cricket~ 

Leadership Council, [ need 3 or4 votunLeers .,,. Can any of you look forward on your calendars and agree Lo be Lhere? I am sure this will have vak~e for your guys, this 

woman is all about e~T~poweRT~ent. 

From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, Flarch 05, 2013 4:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Boxill, Jan; Andrew Calder; Andrew DiBitetto; Sara Anundsen; Bradley Bethel; Brie Tyler; Boo Gillette; Billy Lee; Brian Kalbas; Blake Anderson; 
Blanton, Brent S; Bill Palladino; Joe Breschi; Beth Bridger; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Chris Fells; Christy Garth; Chris Kapilovic; C B McGrath; Chelsea Pemberton; Cricket Lane; 
Carlos Somoano; Dave Arendas; Derek GMvin; Devin Fratarcangeli; Dan Disch; Donna Papa; Dennis Papadatos; David Duggan; Chris Ducar; Eric Hoots; Beth Lyons; Eric 
Stefanski; Gunter Brewer; Grant Fulton; Grant Porter; Joe Haydon; Hubert Davis; Jaimie Lee; Jan Mann; Jason Beaulieu; Matt Jednak; John Blanchard; Joe Holladay; Josh 
Langley; Jeff Negalha; Jason Onyebuagu; Joe Sagula; Jennifer Townsend; Josh Webb; Karen Shelton; Katrina Dowd; Kym Orr; Vic Koenning; Greg Law; Larry Fedora; Andrew 
Sapp; Flarcus Berry; Harlis Meaders; Mike Fox; Nike Litzinger; Nicole Hudson; Niobra Peterson; Tia Overstreet; Tom Sander; Phil Barnes; Pat Flyers; Eve Rackham; Angela 
Reckart; Rich DeSelm; Ron Fliller; Susan Flaloy; Scott Forbes; Sylvia Hatchell; Shelley Johnson; Scott Jackson; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; Quinn, Sean; Sandy Restivo; Steve 
Robinson; Tyler Adams; Trevor Chinn; Tommy Davis; Tony Yount; **Special Presentation** Tuesday; Flarch :t9th@7pm 
Subject: 

Coaches, 

We were just given an opportunity to have Katie Koestner (see belo% at no cost to speak with our student athletes on sexual assault and student safety. 

In light of the campus climate, I do not think we can pass on this presentation. I am asking that each team have at least 3 4 representatives at the 

presentation, which is Tuesday, March 19th at 7pm on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. You can definitely send more. It will only last one hour. Please 

send names to me. l will also be inviting CtREli:D Mentors, Veteran readers, SAAC, and SWAG. Coaches are also encouraged to attend. 

This will not take the place of the Monday, March 25th alcohol and drug education workshop. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 

Katie Koestner was the first survivor of date rape to speak out nationally. Her emotionally-charged presentation creates an environment of 

understanding and helps lay the groundwork for behavioral transformation. Katie shares her story on a level that everyone can feel, and to which 

everyone can relation. 

Koestner is a national expert on student safety and teen relationship culture. She has appeared on the cover of TIME Magazine, The Oprah Winfrey 

Show, NBO Ni~htlyNews, ONBO Talk Live, ONN, Larry King Live, Good Mornin,~America, LaterToday MSNBO EntertainmentTonightand other 

national television programs She is the subject of an HBO movie and has lectured at over :WOO schools in North America. In 2020, the US Ambassador 

to India invited Katie to keynote and lead a :L9 day campaign in India to raise awareness about Violence Against Women 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 6:18 PM 

 
 ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gm~fil.com) 

FW: 

Katie K.docx 

From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 20~.3 4:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 13/; Boxill, Jan; Andrew Calder; Andrew DiBitetto; Sara Anundsen; Bradley Bethel; Brie Tyler; Boo Gillette; Billy Lee; Brian Kalbas; Blake Anderson; 
Blanton, Brent S; Bill Palladino; Joe Breschi; Beth Bridger; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Chris Fells; Christy Garth; Chris Kapilovic; C B McGrath; Chelsea Pemberton; Cricket Lane; 
Carlos Somoano; Dave Arendas; Derek Galvin; Devin Fratarcangeli; Dan Disch; Donna Papa; Dennis Papadatos; David Duggan; Chris Ducar; Eric Hoots; Beth Lyons; Eric 
Stefanski; Gunter Brewer; Grant Fulton; Grant Porter; Joe Haydon; Hubert Davis; Jaimie Lee; Jan Mann; Jason Beaulieu; Matt Jednak; John Blanchard; Joe Holladay; Josh 
Langley; Jeff Negalha; Jason Onyebuagu; Joe Sagula; Jennifer Townsend; Josh Webb; Karen Shelton; Katrina Dowd; Kym Orr; Vic Koenning; Greg Law; Larry Fedora; Andrew 
Sapp; Marcus Berry; Harlis Meaders; Mike Fox; Mike Litzinger; Nicole Hudson; Niobra Peterson; Tia Overstreet; Tom Sander; Phil Barnes; Pat Myers; Eve Rackham; Angela 
Reckart; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Susan Maloy; Scott Forbes; Sylvia Hatchell; Shelley Johnson; Scott Jackson; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; (~uinn, Sean; Sandy Restivo; Steve 
Robinson; Tyler Adams; Trevor Chinn; Tommy Davis; Tony Yount; **Special Presentation** Tuesday; March :lgth@7pm 
Subject: 

Coaches, 

We were just given an opportunity to have Katie Koestner (see below) at no cost to speak with our student athletes on sexual assault and student safety. 

[n light of the campus climate, I do not think we can pass on this presentation. ] am asking that each team have at least 3 4 representatives at the 

presentation, which is Tuesday, March ]gth at 7pm on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. You can definitely send more. It will only last one hour. Please 

send names to me. I will also be inviting CREED Mentors, Veteran Leaders, SAAC, and SWAG. Coaches are also encouraged to attend. 

~his will not take the place of the Monday, March 25th alcohol and drug education workshop. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 

Thanks~ 

C ric ket 

Katie Koestner was the first survivor of date rape to speak out nationally. Her emotionally-charged presentation creates an environment of 

understanding and helps lay the groundwork for behavioral transformation. Katie shares her story on a level that everyone can feel, and to which 

everyone can relation 

Koestner is a national expert on student safety and teen relationship culture. She has appeared on the cover of TIME Magazine, The Oprah Winfre~, 

Show, NBC Nightly News, CNBC Talk Live, CNN, Larry King Live, Good Morning America, Later Today, MSNBC, EntertainmentTonight and other 

national television programs. She is the subject of an HBO movie and has lectured at over 17OO schools in North America. In 2010, the US Ambassador 

to India invited Katie to keynote and lead a :L9 day campaign in India to raise awareness about Violence Against Women 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

11:18:12 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: Sam Craven [mailto:sam@vertexsoccer.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:15 PM 
To: sam@vertexsoccer.com 
Subject: 

Coach 

Please find attached a video highlight and player profile for 

received a     SAT and boasts eleven GCSE’s graded A*-C. She is a 

very technical player who is comfortable in possession anywhere on the 

pitch. She is looking to come to the USA to play collegiate soccer in 

August of this year, 

Please contact me as soon as possible with any interest you may have in 

this player. 

Regards, 

Video Highlight: 



Sam Craven 
D i recto r 
Vertex Soccer 
phone: 

website: http ://www.vertexsoccer,com 
twitter: @VertexSoccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 6:22 PM 

Sammy Nasrollahi         ~emba~qmail.com> 

Lance M~kos (markos,,~uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Hydro One Press Release 

Looks good .. let me run it by compliance. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sammy Nasrol~ah~ ~h)embarqmail com] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 6:04 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~ject: Itydro One Press Release 

Thanks Anson, 
Just open the attachment and let me l~ow if you would like to add or make any other changes. 

Sammy, 



Anson Dorrance has been the Head Coach of the North Carolina women’s 
soccer program since its inception in 1979. He is the winningest and most successful head coach 
in women’s NCAA soccer. Under his direction, the Tar Heels have collected an amazing 22 
national championships including their most recent title this past season. He was also the Head 
Coach of the 1991 USA Women’s World Cup Gold Medal team. Many of Anson’ s players have 
been staples on the Women’s USA National Olympic and World Cup teams. Including all-time 
goal scorer Mia Harem, Kristine Lilly and Lorrie Fair just to name a few. "1 am thrilled to 
become a member of the Hydro One Premium Beverage team", stated Coach Dorrance, 

"Being involved with college sports on a national and worldwide level, I know how 
important it is for athletes to receive proper nutrition while training and playing. I am very 
impressed with Hydro One’s vision and look forward to helping them when it comes to 
providing healthier beverage alternatives for our society". Inducted into the National Soccer 

Hall of Fame in 2008, Anson has also been honored with 8 National Coach of The Year awards 
along with numerous other accolades including The Walt Chyzowych Award for lifetime 
coaching achievement. In 1995 Soccer America named him one of the 25 most influential people 
in the history of American soccer. He was one of only three coaches on that list and the only 
women’s coach named. In the fall of 2003, Sports Illustrated On Campus magazine named the 
UNC’s Women’s Soccer program as the greatest college dynasty of all-time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:29 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edn> 

Re: Hydro One Press Release 

I think I want to get paid in product. 

Se,~t.f!°om my Verizon IVireIess 4(5 L)"k DROLL) 

"Markos, Lance M" <markos@email.nnc.edu-~ wrote: 

Anson, 

The release works for me. Just make sure to include any compensation on the outside income forrus from Gallo at the end of the year. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Sent from my iPhone 

On 2vlar 5, 2013, at 6:22 PM, "Albert A IV Dorrance" <anson@eruail.unc.edu> wrote: 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froru: Sarrm~y Nasrollahi [ ~embar,~mail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 6:04 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hydro One Press Release 

Thanks Anson, 
Just open the attachment and let me know if you would like to add or make any other changes 

Sammy, 

<Anson Dorrance Bio. docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar ~<tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fw( / upcoming schedule tbr March-April 

Sem.f!"om my Ver’izor~ lFireie,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

........ Original Mes~e ........ 

Subject: Re: ~ t i upcoming ~hedcde tbr March-April 

From: aubrey madden -~aubreymadden123@gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Anson, 

I roll be in North Carolina on April 12-14th.See you then! ’.Hoping I will see you at Players,the ecnl pdp, aaad San Diego ecnl! ! 

Thanks 

On 4 March 2013 12:35, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Very good! 

From:     ,        ~          ,        ~@qmail.coml 
Sent: Monday, Narch 04, 20:[3 l::t8 AM 

To: Dorrmace, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: / .......... n / upconring schedule for March-April 

Thanks Coach Anson, 
I will e mail you Maen my mom makes my flight reservations!’. 

On 1 March 2013 06:57, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No problen    a .... If I am not available I am sure we can get a member of my staff. 

From: aubrey madden [mailto: }gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 9:59 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re:~ upcoming schedule tbr March-April 

Thanks Coach, 

Thank you for writing back.Your encouraging words mean more than you lmow! ’.I was thinking about going to my grandparents in Reidsville,NC over the Nevada 

spring break March 23rd- 31 st (I was chosen for the ecnl pdp at UNLV on March 23rd-24th) so it will be during the week.Would you be able to give us the tour if I 

came to campus?Thanks again for the words of wisdotn! !Hope to see yon at some of my games!! 

On 28 Februa~ 2013 12:03, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good tot you. Don’t: h:_~t those lis~:s interfer,-:~ with your ambition to be the best. We are Natiot~al Champions with [our n.:_~ nan’~,:_~ walk-ons ot~ the field AND I low:, 

those kids. I hope [ do get to see you play. Keep working hard, keep trying to be the best you can be. And remember, no one ever drowned in their own sweat! 

From: ~qmail.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2023 9:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A ~V 
Subject’.                   ’ upcoming schedule for March-April 

Hello Coach Anson, 
Dallas was great! !My first weekend back after my inj u~ and I had a great weekend.I was nominated for the ecnl all events team by the opposing coach (Pleasmaton 

Rage),not bad for five months of£I am healthy and ~ happy to be back on the tield.My team and I are going to be busy in Ma~:ch, so I wanted to send you my 



schedule in hopes you can come and watch some of my games.As I said betbre Coach Anson, you will not be disappointed when you see me play.I truly believe, I 
have the potential to be a top contributor to the soccer program at NC Chapel Hill.I hope you have the chance to see me soon.In the last packet I received, you "talk 
about not being worried about having nay name on the (got soccer) list.My name is not on the national player list, or I haven’t yet traveled to soccer fields in another 
country, but I willEtope to see you at my matches! !Go Tar Heal!! ! 

See you soon!’. 

PLAYERS SHOWCASE- 

03/15/2013 
11:00 a.m.- 
Premier 96 vs. Arsenal 
Kellogg Zaher #4 

05:00 p.m. 
Premier 96 vs. Laguna Hills Eclipse 
Kellogg Zaher #4 

03/16/2013 
11:00 a.m.- 
Premier vs. Fram 
LV Sports #01 

03/17/2013 
11:00 a.m.- 
LV Premier 96 vs. BYSC Corona United 
Ed Fountain #01 

LV Premier Showcase- 
March 22nd-24th (schedule to be annnounced) 

ECNL PDP (UNLV) 
March 22nd-24th (~hedule to be announced) 

SAN DIEGO ECNL- 

04/05/2013 

10:15 a.m.- 

Prmnier 96 vs.SC ECNL 

Polo Club #03 

04/06/2013 
10:15 a.m.- 
Premier 96 vs. East Meadow 
Polo Club #02 

04/07/2013 
11:30 a.m.- 
Premier 96 vs. Real So Cal 
Polo Club #10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 5, 2013 9:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar q:tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2014 -  Center Defender/Goalie Prospect - 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: 2014 -  Center DelEnder/Goalie Prospect -  
From                           ;@gmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

The  U17 had a successful run at the Northern CA Spring Showcase this past weekend, ending the tournament 4-0 and a tournament win! 

I wanted to let you know that the tournament schedule for the Las Vegas Players Showcase has been made available and I hope you will find the time to 

come by and watch me play. Again, our uniform colors are (All Black, Neon Yellow or Neon Pink). I will be  and really hope that you will find the 

time to come out and watch a game or two! 

sure hope to see you there! 

3/15/2013 

~Girls U17 Venetian 

Bracket A 

3/16/2013 

 95 GIRLS (CAN) (MN) Bettye Wilson (BW) #2 

~Girls U17 Venetian 

Bracket A 

11:OO AM 

Bracket B 

s:oo .M 
3/17/2013 

__[ Z_9"_’_9__!__R__LD__:___B_L6_L£! f _L_W_ N. 

_%e_t_t_~__e_w_ i Ls_o_r!_(_#_w_ L#_ ! _o_ 

~Girls U17 Venetian 

Bracket A 

9:30 AM  95 GIRLS (CANI  SC (ON) Kellogg Zaher (KZ)#3 

Thank you so much for your time! 

 

On Mon, Nov 5, 2012 at 10:33 Ah ~gma~l.com> wrote: 
Coach Dorrance, 
My name i:            _ a]]d University of North Carolian Chapel Hill is one of my top College prospects bx)th academically and athleticall5 



ais September and am at the beginning stages of contacting my prospective college soccer coaching programs. I have 

been a competitive soccer player since I was 5 mad have worked my way all over the tield playing many positions.I an~ startiug Center Det~nder lbr my club team, 

 95 and have several years’ experience as a goalie and t~el that I am very slrong iu tx~th positious. Due to an iNury with our current goalie, I have 

been asked to step out of my sta~tiug Det~nder position and tbcus on goalie.Our record since the move is 8-0-1, and I have 36 saves with a .55% goal against 

average. As a 5’ 10, 175 lb. stmliug Ceuter Back and Goalie, I believe tny spee& size, leadership skills, composure and experieuce is critical to my te~m’s success 

this past year. 

where we played in the 2012 Gothia Cup and of 88 teams 

in the G17 Bracket, we finished up strong as quarterfin~J~ists in the fin~l rouuds of 8. The following week we captured the championship at  Footb~J3 

Festival U17 girls Elite Cup! 

I have registered as an NC~KA athlete and am veu iuterested in coming to your campus to tour the school and to meet you in hopes of playing for you in the fall of 

2014. If you have any queslions you can reach the Technical Director of Soccer Club aud my High School Soccer Coach: 

Thank you so much for your time, I look tbrward to your response! 

Have a wondeflhl day, 

Note* 
My team will be competing in the November Nights Girls College Showcase in Carlsbad, Ca. this November, I would love for you to come see me play. I have 

added our schedules below: 

11/23/2012 

~Gids U17 Elite 

ADIPURE 

6:50 PM   (CAN) ~: :: Aviam Community Park #2 

11/24/2012 

~Gifls U17 Elite 

ADIPURE 

10:45 AM   95 (CAN) ~.:: Aviara Communits, Park #1 

6:50 PM   95 (CAN) ~:~: Aviam Communi~’ Park #1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 10:31 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

Subjet’t: RE: Female empowerment/1 ’ership development oppo(tunity! 

t appreciat~-_~ the aggressive response from my l_~-:~adership Council to list~-_~n to this woman speak, almos[: all of you have responded and pk~n on being there. Thank 

you. 

O~e ot: the things I regre~ when I was an undergraduate was not going to more of the speakers or "events~ on campus. Every one of d~e people I took to time to 

listen to impacted on my d~inking (even if I did not agree wid~ them) and helped shape me. We live such potentially rich lives as undergraduates, not a 

responsibility in the world ("._. This will be the last time in your life when other people bear the expense of awarding you four years of financially unburdened 

time ...Y} and I see so many not take advantage of everything before you. 

want [o open this up to the en[Jre team. If you can mak~-:~ i[, t~ke [he [im~-_~. This wonlan will help shape your tllinking in an impor[ant area. And a~!:er ~n 

n beliew~ M~-_~ B a nq ue~ o [ listening to nin e o~ our "thinld rig" sen k) rs f a m proud to see the positive way you all a re growing up. Adul[ hood is ]lot easy but i[ ca r~ be 

extraordi~ary if you are prepared~ 

From:                          ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 6:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Female empowerment/leadership development opportunity! 

I cm~ go Anson! 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Mar 5, 2013, at 6:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Cricket, 

Excefle~t. 

Leadership Council, I need 3 or 4 volunteers ._. Ca~ any of you look forward on your calendars and agree to be there? I am sure this will have value for 

your guys, this woman is all about empowerment. 

From: Cricket Lane [mailto:cricket~uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 4:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Boxill, Jan; Andrew Calder; Andrew DiBitetto; Sara Anundsen; Bradley Bethel; Brie Tyler; Boo Gillette; Billy Lee; Brian Kalbas; Blake 
Anderson; Blanton, Brent S; Bill Palladino; Joe Breschi; Beth Bridget; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Chris Feifs; Christy Garth; Chris Kapilovic; C 13 McGrath; Chelsea 
Pemberton; Cricket Lane; Carlos Somoano; Dave Arendas; Derek Galvin; Devin Fratarcangeli; Dan Disch; Donna Papa; Dennis Papadatos; David Duggan; Chris 
Ducat; Eric Hoots; Beth Lyons; Eric Stefanski; Gunter Brewer; Grant Fulton; Grant Porter; Joe Haydon; Hubert Davis; Jaimie Lee; Jan Mann; Jason Beaulieu; Matt 
Jednak; John Blanchard; Joe Holladay; Josh Langley; Jeff Negalha; Jason Onyebuagu; Joe Sagula; Jennifer Townsend; Josh Webb; Karen Shelton; Katrina Dowd; 
Kym Orr; Vic Koenning; Greg Law; Larry Fedora; Andrew Sapp; Marcus Berry; HaNs Meaders; Mike Fox; Mike Litzinger; Nicole Hudson; Niobra Peterson; ~a 
Overstreet; Tom Sander; Phil Barnes; Pat Myers; Eve Rackham; Angela Reckart; Rich DeSelm; Ron Miller; Susan Maloy; Scott Forbes; Sylvia Hatchell; Shelley 
Johnson; Scott Jackson; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; (~uinn, Sean; Sandy Restivo; Steve Robinson; Tyler Adams; Trevor Chinn; Tommy Davis; Tony Yount; 
**Special Presentation** Tuesday; March 19th@7pm 
Subject: 

Coaches, 

We were just given an opportunity to have Katie Koestner (see below) at no cost to speak with our student athletes on sexual assault and 

student safety. In light of the campus climate, I do not think we can pass on this presentation. I arn asking that each team have at least 3 4 

representatives at the presentation, which is Tuesday, March ]9th at 7pm on the 3rd floor of Loudermilk. You can definitely send more. 

It will only last one hour. Please send names to me. I will also be inviting CRliliD Mentors, Veteran I eaders, SAAC and SWAG. Coaches are 

also encouraged to attend. 

This will not take the place of the Monday, March 25th alcohol and drug education workshop. 

Please contact me if you have any questions. 



Thanks, 
C ric ket 

Katie Koestner was the first survivor of date rape to speak out nationally. Her emotionally-charged presentation creates an environment of 

understanding and helpslaythegroundworkforbehavioraltransformation Katie shares her story on a level that everyone can feel, and 

to which everyone can relation. 

Koestner is a national expert on student safety and teen relationship culture. She has appeared on the cover of TIME Magazine, The 

OprahWinfreyShow, NBC Nightly News, CNBCTalk Live, CNN, Larry King Live, Good Morning America, Later Today, MSNBC, 

Entertainment Tonight and other national television programs She is the subject of an HBO movie and has lectured at over 1700 schools 

in North America. In 2010, the US Ambassador to India invited Katie to keynote and lead a 19 day campaign in India to raise awareness 

about Violence Against Women 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 11:11 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ’, -Prospective Student-Atlflete 

Lady Blue Devils Wome~fs Vaysi~ Soccer.rff 

From         ;@aol.com [mailto          ~aol.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, March 05, 2013 10:2:~ PN 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= :ins -Prospective Student-Athlete 

Hollo Coach Dor~anco, 

Hope all is going well. I’m now in my Junior year of High School. Attached is a copy of 

March 5th, 2013. 
Hope that you can attend. 
Sincerely, 

.... ~ng~nal IVlessage .... 
From: bsjhopkins @aol.com> 

To: arson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
SoRt: Sat, Nov 24, 2012 2:02 pm 

S u bje(                     ~rospective Student-Ath lete 

Hollo Coach Dorrance, 

The regular season begins on 

Here is the link to the tournan~ent schedule: http://scysa.demosphere.com/schedules/Fal12012/56o92101 .html 
Thanks, 

~s 
.... Original Message .... 

From            :!         @aol.com> 
To: arson <.a__[!__s__o__r_!@_u__r_!_c_#__a__:_u__&c__:#__d__u__> 
Sent: Tue, Sep 11,2012 12:34 am 
Subject: Fwd: .<              ~ -Prospective Student-Athlete 

Coach Dorrance, 

Here is the link to our game schedule- 

h ttp://v~Nw~s~ccerincol~eqe.c~m/TTSchedu~es~aspx?tid=RKH~LL&~ear=2~12&stid=~KH~LL&syeaF2012&div=U17F~1 
Sat- 9/15 
1st game 2:40pm on MM Field# 2 we are home team we will be in blue 
2nd game 8:00pm on MM Field# 3A we are away team we will be in white 
Sun- 9/16 
1st game 2:40pm on MM Field# 7 we are home team we will be in blue 
2nd game 5:20pm on MM Field# 4 we are away team we will be in white 

Sincerelv, 

.... Original Message .... 

From: ..... ,          !@aolucom> 
To: aRson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Sun, Aug 19, 2012 11:52 pm 
Subject: Fwd: 

Coach Dorranoe, 

Hope you can make it out to the event. 
Sincerely, 

.... Original Message .... 
From .i~.aol.com> 

To: aRson <’_a___n__s_’__o_!?_@__u_!)_£_a_/a_:~Ln___c_’:__e__d___u_.> 
Sent: Thu, Feb 2, 2012 2:37 pm 
Subject: Fwd:                 -Prospective Student-Athlete 

Coach Dorrance, 

Sincerely, 



.... Original Message .... 
From ~_a___o_]~_£_o__[_n_.> 
To: aRson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Fri, Dec 30,2011 4:43 pm 
Subject: Fwd:               s -Prospective Student-Athlete 

Coach Dorranoe, 

Hope you can make it out to the event. 
Sincerely 

.... Original Message .... 

From. . . . s@aoLcom> 
To: aRson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, Dec 1,2011 11:58 am 
Subject: Prospective Student-Athlete 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 
My name is.      .                 a~d I would like to thank you tbr the oppor’tunib’ to introduce mysel£ 

I have beeu playiug soccer siuce I was 7 years old. 

year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:11 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~sinclink.com [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:49 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Image 
...... removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 

@sinclink.com] 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 11:54 AM 

Subject: Man U/Chel~a noon on Sunday’. 

Indies, 
Do Lhey have T’V’s in the 

From: Soccer America [mailto:soccerontv@socceramerica,com] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 06, 2013 4:29 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject-" Soccer On TV: Wednesday, March 6, 2013 

Image 
removed by 
sender¯ 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Nednesday, March 6, 2013 
%:: Image 

removed by 

sender 

Tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

UEFA Champions League round of 16, second-leg action continues on Wednesday .... The U.S. women 

open their Algarve Cup campaign on Wednesday. 

(All t#nes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, March 6 

PAY PER VIEW (Inte.qrated Sports) 

Women’s Algarve Cup USA-ICELAND (live) 9 am. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League PSG-VALENCIA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-CELTIC (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIGRES-SEATTLE (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-CELTIC (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-VALENCIA (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League PSG-VALENCIA (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-CELTIC (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores TIJUANA-CORINTHIANS (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Libertadores TOLUCA-BARCELONA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico LOBOS BUAP-IRAPUATO (delay) 10 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Image 
removed by 
sender¯ 

~hare Thi~ 

removed by 

sender. 



Concacaf Champions League XELAJU-MONTERREY (live) 8 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League TIGRES-SEATTLE (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico CELAYA-MERIDA (live) 8 pm= 

Copa Mexico PUEBLA-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

Copa Mexico JAGUARES-SAN LUIS (delay) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico LOBOS BUAP-IRAPUATO (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League PSG-VALENCIA (live) 2:45 

UEFA Champions League JUVENTUS-CELTIC (live) 2:45 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League XELAJU-MONTERREY (live) 8 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League TIGRES-SEATTLE (On Demand) 11:59 pro. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Europa League STEAU BUCHAREST-CHELSEA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-INTER MILAN (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League STUTTGART-LAZIO (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIANO-LOS ANGELES (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-NEWCASTLE (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-BORDEAUX (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PLZEN-FENERBACHE (delay) 7 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores CERRO PORTENO-INDEPENDIENTE (live) 5 pm. 

Copa Libertadores BOCA JUNIORS-NACIONAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-LA PIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIANO-LOS ANGELES (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League ANZHI-NEWCASTLE (live) Noon. 

UEFA Europa League STUTTGART-LAZIO (live) 1 pm= 

UEFA Europa League PLZEN-FENERBACHE (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League STEAU BUCHAREST-CHELSEA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-BORDEAUX (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-INTER MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LEVANTE-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-ZENIT (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League HEREDIANO-LOS ANGELES (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

PAY PER VIEW (Integrated Sports) 

Women’s Algarve Cup USA-CHINA (live) 9 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain BETIS-OSASUNA (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France STADE RENNAIS-SAINT ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 10 pro. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CORRECAMINOS-NECAXA (live) 9:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Portugal PORTO-ESTORIL (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico MONARCAS-AMERICA (live) 8:30 pro. 

SATURDAY, ~,~arch 9 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 



MLS CHICAGO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Australia SYDNEY-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 
FA Cup EVERTON-WIGAN (live) 7:30 am. 

England READING-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-BARNSLEY (live) Noon. 

England WEST BROM-SWANSEA (delay) 3 pm. 

England NORWICH-SOUTHAMPTON (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

England QPR-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Scotland ROSS COUNTY-CELTIC (delay) Noon. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup EVERTON-WIGAN (live) 7:30 am. 

England READING-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-BARNSLEY (live) Noon. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-FORTUNA DUSSELDORF (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 

Uruguay PENAROL-BELLA VISTA (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico DORADOS-NEZA (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-NANCY (live) 11 am. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (delay) 3 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PHILADELPHIA (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-QUERETARO (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico SAN LUIS-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

UNIViSION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico SANTOS-ATLANTE (live) 8 pm. 

UNIIVlAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-LEON (live) 8 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS TORONTO-KANSAS CITY (live) 1:30 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PHILADELPHIA (live) 6 pm. 

MLS D=C. UNITED-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-COLUMBUS (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-MONTREAL (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

South Africa KAIZER CHIEFS-ORLANDO PIRATES (live) 8:30 am. 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-JAGUARES DE CHIAPAS (live) 6 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

FA Cup EVERTON-WIGAN (live) 7:45 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-STOKE (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England QPR-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England READING-ASTON VILLA (live) 10 am. 

England WEST BROM-SWANSEA (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-BARNSLEY (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS SAN JOSE-NEWYORK (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

FA Cup MILLWALL-BLACKBURN (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-HEARTS (live) 8:45 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (live) Noon. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FA Cup MILLWALL-BLACKBURN (live) 10 am. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) Noon. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (delay) 2:30 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

MLS SAN JOSE-NEWYORK (live) 10 pro. 

GOLTV 

Germany STUTTGART-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm, 

Brazil SAO PAULO-PALMEIRAS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-CENTRAL ESPANOL (live) 5 pro. 

Argentina ATLETICO RAFAELA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 7:15 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-PACHUCA (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-ATLAS (live) 2 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France NICE-MONTPELLIER (delay) 10 am. 

Mexico TOLUCA-ATLAS (live) 2 pm. 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands AJAX-PEC ZWOLLE (live) 9:30 am. 

Portugal BENFICA-GIL VICENTE (live) 3:15 pm. 

Mexico PUEBLA-UNAM (live) 6 pm= 

MLS SAN JOSE-NEWYORK (live) 10 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland HIBERNIAN-HEARTS (live) 8:45 am. 

FA Cup MILLWALL-BLACKBURN (live) 10 am. 

England LIVERPOOL-TOTTENHAM (live) Neon. 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

PAY PER VIEW (Integrated Sports) 

Women’s Algarve Cup USA-SWEDEN (live) 11 am. 

Soccer A~qerica on Twitter: 

FoHowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Wednesday, March 6, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:58 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: college soccer adventure 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:10 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A TV; hadriang@sandiego.edu; bmmcmanus@ucsd.edu; smnugent@uncg.edu; tim.barrera@unco.edu; hnakada@uoregon.edu; kmertz@uoregon.edu; 
ali.k@usc.edu; ljanke@usc.edu; amygriff@uw.edu; lesleg@uw.edu; jenn.klein@wsu.edu; keidane.mcalpine@wsu.edu; woody.sherwood@xavier.edu 
Subject:      college soccer adventure 

Hi- My name is and I am starting my search for college. I play for the . I am one of the 

starting midfielders and play forward too. I just finished my sophomore season at starting at forward for every game 

with a GPA. I am inviting you to check me out at the upcoming during Please come by and watch 

me play (schedule below). I look forward to hearing from you in the Fall- when I am a junior. 

Stats:                    - MID/FWD - age :16 on        - 5’8" - :125 Ibs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 1:14 PM 

Lee Horton <lhorton@chMottelatin.o~> 

~z)uncaa.unc.edu>; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@e~naJl.unc.edu> ,~)aol.com 

can you sta~ a file? 

Of course we will co13sider her .,. 

A couple of questions: c.~n she get in here without my help? Would her parents send her here without a scholarship? 

g~]l Palla{lino does our in state recruiting .. how can he see her pby? 

Thank you for your support [.ee .., AI~ t:he best ~rom Chape~ HH~H 

F~m= Lee Horn [mailto:lhorton@charlogelatin.org] 

Sent= Wednesday, ~2:~7 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Subject= one of my players 

Impo~anee= High 

Anson, 

One of my players ~ is interes~d in the program at UNC (along with everyone else of course (-:)~ 

She is an     player who is receiving some D~ scholarship offers. She is a phenomenal girl with great speed and solid skills. She is currently leading our team in poin~ from 

le~ back. ~ have ~id her she is going ~ be the most a~acking back in the s~. Her      is currently on the           there at UNC. ~e athletic genes in the family are 

serious. She also has an incredible personali~ that makes coaching fun. ~ would appreciate it if you would consider her for the program. Let me know if ~ can h~lp in any way. 

She is a junior~ 

Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

My name is 

play in the 

~rnonarchnj.com] 
12:42 PM 

and I am interested in the soccer and academic program at your University. I wanted to invite you to come and watch me 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 1:31 PM 

Lee Horton <lhorton@chaylottelatin.org> 

dl@aol.com 

RE: DelaJne, cm~ you staxt a file? 

If she does not need $ or admissions HEI.P~ we would be VERY interested. 1 will copy Dino on this so he can sort out if he can see her~ 

From: Lee Horton [mailto:lhorton@chadottelatin.org] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Delaine, can you start a file? 

Anson, 
She is very bright but everyone applies there? I1 can find out more from college adviser. She would not need a scholarship. We play North Raleigh Christian next Friday in 
Raleigh at 4 and Ravenscroft at their place on Saturday at 11. She is suppose to go to Jefferson Cup and is trying to decide which to do? 
Lee 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:14 PM 

To; Lee Horton 
�::¢; Marbry, Delaine H; Streett, Shelly; qwpal!@aol.com 
Subject: Delaine, can you start a file? 

Of course we witl consider her 

A couple of questions: can she get in here without my help? Would her parents send her here without a scholarship? 

Bill Palladino doe~ our in ~tate recruiting _. how can he see her p~ay? 

Thank you for your support Lee ... AH ~:he best ~rorn Chapel 

F~m: Lee Ho~on 
Sent~ Wednesday, Narch 06, 2013 12:17 PN 

T~ Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject~ one of my players 

Impo~ance~ High 

One of my players, , ~s interes~d ~n the program at UNC (along with everyone else of course (-:). 

Lee 



U,S. Soccer Federation 
W-Youth National Teams Schedule 

1/2013 
2013 Planning 

UPCOMING SCHEDULE 
Start Date End Date Team City State/Country Trip Type 

February 2 February 9 U-20 WNT Carson Calif Domestic Training 

February 2 February 9 U-18 WNT Carson Calif Domestic Training 
February 22 March 5 U-23 WNT La Manga Spain Foreign Tournament 

February 24 March 2 U-15 GNT Chula Vista Calif. Domestic Training 
March 1 March 12 U-20 WNT La Manga Spain Foreign Tournament 
M~#Sh~ [,,4~rc~ 9 U-17 WNT Chula Vista Calif. Domestic Training 

Event Detail 

Domestic training camp at HDC w/U-18s 

Domestic training camp at HDC w/U-20s 
WU23 La Manga Tourn (Feb 28-March 4) 

Domestic training camp at OTC 
WU20 La Manga Tournament (March 6-11) 

Domestic training camp at OTC 

FUTURE PLANNING 
Start Date End Date Team City State/Country Trip Type Event Detail 

U-23 WNT Carson Ca!!f Domestic Training Domestic training oamp a~ NDC w;U-20s 

Aprii13 ~prii20 U-20 WNT Garson Ca!!f Domestic Training Domestio training oamp a~ NDC w;U-23s 

Apdi20 Apdi2~ U-18 WNT C~uia ~is~a Caii~ Domestic Training D~mes~i¢ ~[aining a~ OTC ~w/QDP team) 
April 21 April 29 U-17 WNT San Jose Costa Rica Foreign Tournament International U-17 Women’s Tournament 

M a ~* B B M a 8-B U-23 W N~ G h u ia~i s~a C a i~f Do m es~c ~ai n~ ng D~mest~t[aini n g ca m p a¢ O~ C 

Ma~ ~B O M ay TBD U-20 WN~ ~B O ~B D ~B O ¯ ~a)n i ng ca mp at s(te ~B O 
M a B D Ma y~ B D U-~ 5G N G a ~ ~ o n G a!! f D ~ me s ~!e ~ a i n! n g D o m e s $!~ $ r a ini n go a m p a {ND G 
M a y~ B D Ma B B U-~ 4G N G a ~ ~ o n G a!! f D ~ me s ~!e ~ a i n! n g D o m e s $!~ $ r a ini n go a m p a {ND G 
J un e 9-BB d u n e~6-BB B* ~ ~ W N ~ C R u iaVi s~a C a ii ~ D o me s~i c ~# a i ~i ~ g D e m e s~i ~r a iai n g c a m p a ~O ~ C 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 1:39 PM 

Lee Horton <lhorton@chaylottelatin.org> 

l~E: DelaJne, cam you st~xt a file? 

What are they? 

From: Lee Horton [mailto:lhorton@charlottelatin.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:34 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Delaine, can you start a file? 
just talked with college adviser and he said her test scores are not great 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@ernail.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:30 PM 
To: Lee Horton 
Co: @_a___o_]:__c_9__m_. 
Subject: RE: Delaine, can you start a file? 

If sh*:_~ does not need S or admissions HEl_£, we wou~d be Vt)RY ~nLerested. ~ w~l~ copy Dk~o on Lh~5; so he can sort out if he c~;n 5;ee her 

From: Lee Horn [mailto:lhoRon~chado~elatin.or~] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:26 PM 

T~: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Delaine, can you s~ a file? 

Anson, 
She is ve~ bright but eve~one applies there? II can find out more from college adviser. She would not need a scholarship. We play North Raleigh Christian next Friday in 
Raleigh at 4 and Ravenscroff at their place on Saturday at II. She is suppose to go to Jefferson Cup and is trying to decide which to do? 
Lee 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:14 PM 
To: Lee Horton 
Co: Marbry, Delaine H; Street, Shelly; c~aol.corn 
Subject: Delaine, can you start a file? 

[ee~ 

Of course we will consider her .... 

A c.:_~uph? of ques[:ions: c~m ~d~e get m here w~[:hout my hei0? Wouk~ her parents 5;end her here without i~ schoJarshO? 

B~ Pa~lsdi~o does our in state recruitb~g ._ how can he see her p~ay? 

Thank you for your support Lee ._. AI~ Lhe best from Chape~ Hil~[! 

F~m= Lee HoRon [ma~lto:~hoRon@charlo~latin.org] 
Sent= Wednesday, Narch 06, 2013 12:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject: one of my players 
lmpo~ance: High 

ARSOR~ 

Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:56 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edn; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Possible visit 

Awesome! !! And you picked a great hotel! We can’t wait as wef!!! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:40 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:        ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;     @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); ~ @aol.com; 

Subject: Re: Possible visit 
Hi Anson, 

My dad, sister and I have made reservations to come! We will arrive 

Thanks, 

and will be staying until the morning of .We will be staying at the Franklin hotel. Can’t wail 

On , at 7:19 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~emaiLt~nc.edu> wrote: 

This does work out. We will be in one of our training weeks and we would love to tneet your clad and see you!!’. 

..... Origina] Message ..... 

From: /q2_gE!~i!_:_c___o__r__n_ ] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:25 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject: Possible visit 

Hi Anson and Clms! 

My spring breaJ~ is coming up and my pa~ents and I were thinking about coming out to Chapel Hill! I was wondering what the temn’s schedule is 

¯ My dad hasn’t seen the ~hool so he really wants to check it out. Hopefully this works out! Let me know. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:02 PM 

@aol.com 

IfW: Application 

CV sportif 1 .pdf 

From: @ 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Application 
Dear Mr Anson Dorrance 
I am a soccer player currently playing at the 
been 9 years since I play in the 
communications at the 

I have been playing soccer since I am 6 years old, and it has 

¯ At the same time, I always wanted to continue studying, and I’m currently studying for a 1st year of a master’s degree in 

I always wanted to play soccer in the USA while continuing my studies, and I now feel ready to start this new experience before it’s too late. According to me, the USA attach a lot of 

importance to women soccer, and I think that it’s the best formation a women soccer player can get. I have repeatedly had the opportunity to play with the and to participate to 

many tournament and cups, and I wish to renewthis experience with you, which could be very rewarding 

Please find attached my sports resume and a video of some of my games Link You tube: 

If you need any further information, or references, please do not hesitate to contact me 

I look foP, ward to hearing from you soon, 

Yours faithfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Wotnen Soccer and Universi~ Interest 

From: ~@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:2:~ PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: Women Soccer and University Interest 
Hi, my name is . As a freshman I was a ~,’a|Mty starter this past season at I am interested in your university as well as your 
D1 soccer program. I play for ......... my coach is . My position vaN from Sweeper to Center-Mid. However, I could play any position. My high school 
season I was a s~arter C-Mid. I was awarded two team all county. I’m a very aggressive player with great knowledge of the game. I arn a team player and loyal to all rny 
coaches. My jersey number is    Our         team is attending the                       , if you would like to see me play. I also would like the opportunity to see your 
university and would like to attend a camp this summer. If you would like to contact my varsity high school coach her name is 

~.£ : or my 1 head coach he can provkle you with schedules for our tournaments and games @qooqlemait,com, Thank you 
for your time. 
My BesL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 6, 2013 6:34 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros I ~gmail.com) 

I~W: EPL shot analysis 2012/13 

Crossh~firl .png; NetShots.png 

From: Stewart Mairs [mailto:Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, March 06, 2013 6:11 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" EPL shot analysis 2012/13 

Attached are a few interesting [but not totally unexpected] analysis charts depicting shot ratios and conversion rates in the EPL Highlights the way data can be 

used visually. 

Stewart 

Stewart Mairs 

US Operations Manager 

I:: 001 312 528 1259 
~: / (UK) 
~i-" :: Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com 
W: www. prozon esports.com 

5iC.,P ~-~, ,~)~,;S: Latest News 

Prozone Sports LLC 
1801 S.Prairie Ave. 
Chicago, IL 60616 
USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 7o 2013 1:51 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: Little 

Congratulations on all your playing time and success1! We miss you too!!! 

I low-’_~ your loyalty to the ’~vell.:_~w te~nl" and (the referee eliminated) Man U .. at least .Jose said ~:he better ~:eam lost (~ think he ~s Iobbyir~g for the Man U job when 

A~ex retires.} We play EIo~ toNght and even dmugh we w~[I miss you four (the little idw~, Crys, Hanna and Summer) d~s wifl give our reserves a chance to show 

d~e~r mett[e against an outside opponent. 

Good luck the rest of the wav~ 

F~m ~@gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, Hatch 07, 2013 2:49 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Li~le kiwi 

Wbatsup Ansou~ ? 

Take caxe Anson, give my love to evmyone. 

Ps - I was designated dj in our changing room for pm game music, so I put on a song called ’make it clap’ which is typically a song we would play. I proceeded to 
boo~ pop to the best of my abilib, as meg, summer, CUs and saW are p~ofessionals at but found my whole team staring at me thinking what tJle heck has America 
done to her haha. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: potential recruit 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:49 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sul~ject; Re: potential recruit 

Coach Dorrance, 

It’s still my ultimate goal to be able to make it onto your team. My team will be playing in the        fl~is weekend. I hope someone t?om yonr organization roll have 

the opportunity to catch one of my games,                      is             mad my jersey number is Tha~ks’. 

From:                       ~yahoo.com> 
To: "anson@email.unc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:53 PM 
Subject: potential recruit 
Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I’m currently a sophomore at I am interested in applying to UNC 
Chapel Hill because it’s always been my dream to attend UNC and play soccer for you. I wrote to you about myself before, but I just want to 
reiterate a few things. This summer I had the opportunity to guest play for a        girls team, the                  , in the 
tournament in           My trainer,           took a few of us to meet you. You showed us around your office and spoke with us for a few 
minutes. Meeting you really elevated my desire to play at UNC. Thank you for taking the time to meet with us, I know you were busy with your 
residential camp that week. 
I play on the                           This summer we attended many tournaments and went on to win the                   in 

My team is currently ranked number in and number in the nation. I start in every game as an outside mid. As needed I will 
move to center mid or outside fullback, depending on the strength of our opponents and where I’m needed most. Some of my strengths are my 
ability to play in different positions, my endurance, and my ability to read the game and make adjustments. 
In high school I made the varsity soccer team my freshman year and played in every game as a freshman as a center midfielder. This year I played 
in both center mid and outside mid because of my ability to make continuous runs. I run track in the spring season to stay in shape, and run a 5:35 
mile. Last year I was awarded the Best Newcomer Award for track. 
Academically, I am taking all honors courses and my GPA is a     and class rank is 
I am extremely driven both on and off the field. My goal is to work hard over the next three years both academically and on the field and ultimately 
make it as a Tar Heel. 
I will be playing in the                  :on                      I will attach my schedule below. I hope that you will be interested in me as 
a postential recruit to your program and that someone will be able to watch me play. 
If you have any questions about me you can contact my coach, , or at ~ .corn. or my trainer, 

or at       __@_a__~!_=Z~_L~_’_.,. Thanks! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

photo.JPG; ATT00001 .c 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
C:¢; Bill Palladino 
Subject: 

Ill coach Dorance. My name is and I aJn a midIielder and tbrwayd for the I am currently a ~phomore in high school. I a~n very 

interested in [INC and your ~)ccer program. Coach Palladino previo usly watched me play at the _ at the end of January. 

I will be playing at                           My number is and I hope you will be able to come watch me plav. My schedule is as follows: 

I also wanted to let you know that I have signed up for the UNC cmnp 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Player Profile.doc 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:.t2 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I currently play for team. I will be playing in the 
the weekend of and I would love for you to come see me play! My jersey number is and I play forward and midfield. 
Here is my schedule for the upcoming event: 

Showcase in the 

Thankyou for taking your time reading this and i hope to see you at the Showcase! 

"Nobody whoever .(lave his best regretted it" 
-George Halas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:12 PM 

@aol.com 

Chris Ducar @gmail.com); Duca~; Chris (duca~bunc.edu) 

player profile.doc 

From: ~ .net] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~.O:4:t PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is : I am from 

lain also a member of the 

will be participating in the 

, I currently am a member of the 

and , My club team, 

:in from 

in 

I am hoping yourself or a representative from the University of North Carolina will be able to attend the tournament and watch a 

few of my games. I will be wearing    and will be playing in a full back position for this tournament. 

I have looked at the school and am very interested in your Faculty of Sciences. I am very impressed with the campus the emphasis 

of both academics and athletics at your school. 

I have attached a player profile for you to review. 

Hope to hear from you soon! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 3:36 PM 

Jennitbr DiMeo <jennifer@tarheelmonthly.com> 

ILE: Night ruth the C~es 

Jennifer, 

I will have a recruit here, sorry! 
From:         ,@gmail.com [mailto         ,@gmail.com] On Behalf Of Jennifer DiMeo 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 20:[3 :[0:09 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: Night with the Canes 
Coach, 

I hope you ~xe doing well. I am working ruth the Humcm~es in planning this yeais event. It roll be billed the Tea Heel Monthly / Rams Club Night with the 

Hurricanes. The event will take place on April 4th starting at 5:30 p.m. Turner will be leading a short panel discussion. There will be dinner included 
with the pre-game event. The event will end at 6:45 p.m. allowing everyone time to take their seats before the puck drops. 
The Hurricanes would like anyone on the panel to arrive between 5:00-5:15 p.m. on April 4th. Are you able to participate? 

Take care & Go Heels! 
Jennifer DiMeo 

Director of Marketing 
Tar Heel Monthly 

j_e_.___n__0_jf__e_r_@~r_b__e___e__t__m___o___n___t_bJ~_g,__o____m_. 
919-969-8140 
www.tarheelmontNy.com 
@TarHeelMonthly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 3:38 PM 

Jdn 6lafur Danielsson <jonoli@ibv.i~ 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

RE: Rachel Breton, 1990, USA/Striker 

I do not know her_. sorry!! But the NJ Wildcats are usually a quality side. 

Frem: _ldn 61afur Dan[elsson [mailto:jonoli@ibv.is] 
Sent; Thursday, Plarch 07, 20:1.3 10:11 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" FW: Rachel Breton, 1990, USA / Striker 
Hetlo Ansom 
I was offered this girk What do you thff~k of her. 
I’m waiting for answear from Maria 
About Rachel Wood we h~ve problem as she is probably not re,ely until the $4th of iune bu[ we are tr¥ii~g ~o see if we c~n change thaL 

Rachel Breton 
Nationality: USA 
Position: Striker 
Date of Birth: 4.August.1990 
Height: 1,71 rn 
Weight: 61 Kg 
Foot: Right 

National Team History: USA 
U18 
U17 
U15 
Club Team History: NJ Wildcats 
2012:11 games, 11 starts, 9 goals, 6 assists 
2011 : 15 games, 15 starts, 9 goals, 5 assists 
2010:13 games, 12 starts, 7 goals, 6 assists 
2009:12 games, 9 starts, 6 goals, 6 assists 
General Information: 
Rachel’s technical and leadership skills promise to bring flexibility to 
both the offensive and defensive game of the Wildcats. Throughout her 
young career she has demonstrated an uncanny ability of being extremely 
effective and a threat on the pitch. Her international and collegiate 
play has enabled her to read the game at various levels making her a 
player that will help the team achieve their goal of winning the WLeague 
Championship. Her Region I Olympic Development Program 
international play, boasts an assist against the Brazilian National Team, 
and an equalizer and go-ahead goal against the Scottish National 
Team. She was one of Soccer Buzz’s top-25 recruited players in her 
class. In 2008 she received BIG EAST Academic All Star award. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 3:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Youth Insider: SYL ODP Select Temns Named 

From: SYL Communications [mailto:communications@uslsoccer.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of SYL Communications 
Sent; Thursday, March 07, 2013 l:k09 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Youth Insider: SYL ODP Select Teams Named 

Having trouble viewing this email? ~[i_c___~__[~_#_L’__e_ 



sender. 

removed by 
sender 

This email was sent to anson@emaiLm~c.edu by £9__m_._n!~_LiILc_a.t_Lo__n_s__@,._u_sJ_s£__c_£_e_[:_c_o__n). :: 

Update Profile/Email Address £nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 
United Soccer Leagues i 1715 N West Shore Bird Suite 825 :: Tampa FL :: 33607 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3/7/2013 8:38:32 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: ECNL PDP - Greenville, SC 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: Sean Nahas [mailto:seann@caslemail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 11:53 AM 

To:         @aol.com; bill palladino; kjbienias@barton.edu; clibert@cfcc.edu; dmuns@coker.edu; 

lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; robbie.church@duke.edu; Rob Donnenwirth; stgeorges@ECU.EDU; Chris Neal; 

shorne@elon.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; millerc@email.wcu.edu; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; @gmail.com; 

ian.spooner@greensboro.edu; Brandi Fontaine; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; mhisler@moc.edu; jwoodie@richmond.edu; 

palbrigh@richmond.edu; michellerayner@uky.edu; Chris Ducar; Robert Lane; Steve Nugent; Paul Cairney; Derek T 

Greene; adair@vt.edu; pososki@vt.edu; Tony Daluz; gcurneen@wingate.edu 

Cc: jdowiak@andersonuniversity,edu;        @aol,com; MorganLL@appstate,edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; 

phil_pincince@brown.edu; chamim@campbell,edu; clarkt@campbell,edu; nocerod@campbell.edu; Siri Mullinix; 

chaots@cofc.edu; dempseyk@cofc.edu; bgrass@coker.edu; eterrill@csuniv,edu; grashton@davidson.edu; 

liboldt@davidson.edu; zundelt@duq.edu; Allison Lipsher Lipsher; spatber@emory.edu; winchester@erskine.edu; 

Andrew.Burr@furman.edu; dmn@georgetown.edu; aehart@georgiasouthern.edu; Ashly Kennedy; ddrake3@gmu.edu; 

Iombardm@jmu,edu; athdam@langate,gsu,edu; gcp212@lehigh,edu; jceli@liberty.edu; dybert@longwood.edu; 

krvettori@loyola.edu; Cally.Morrill@lr.edu; EBASSETF@mailbox,sc.edu; smithjr5@mailbox.sc,edu; 

smithsa7@mailbox.sc.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; saylor_gb@mercer.edu; serafy_gw@mercer.edu; 

gosselin@msmary.edu; mike_barroqueiro@ncsu,edu; tim_santoro@ncsu,edu; jpereira@odu.edu; decesaret@queens,edu; 

talbertk@queens.edu; bsohrabi@radford,edu; palbigh@richmond,edu; jpnester@salisbury,edu; astoots@samford.edu; 

atyelton@samford,edu; jayelton@samford.edu; rconfer@sports.uga.edu; sholeman@sports,uga.edu; 

keith.jenkins@townofcary.org; gpaynter@townson.edu; Kathryn J Blankenship; egolz@umd.edu; jmo1119@umd.edu; 

calexa49@uncc.edu; jcullen@uncc,edu; rlane13@uncc,edu; jeharvey@uncg.edu; lars.andersson@uncp.edu; 

dikraniana@usf.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; akelly@utk,edu; bpenskyl@utk,edu; jkirt@utk,edu; ronnie,hill@vanderbilt.edu; 

cortijl@vcu.edu; trsahaydak@vcu.edu; gjc9b@virginia,edu; rhr2n@virginia,edu; ss4ub@virginia,edu; jbowers@vwc.edu; 

pbohn@wesleyancollege,edu; cunninghamn@wlu.edu; jbdaly@wm,edu; kiahab@wofford.edu; Todd Plourde 

Subject: ECNL PDP - Greenville, SC 

Coaches 

This email is a reminder of the ECNL Player Development Program to be held in Greenville, SC on March 9-10, 

2013. The event will include 60 of the top players in the 1994, 1995, 1996, and 1997 age groups from Atlanta Fire, 

BUSA, CASL, CESA, Concorde Fire, CSA, GSA, Orlando City, VSI. The event will begin at 9:00 AM on Saturday with a 

training session, and then will include 2 games Saturday afternoon and 2 games Sunday morning. 

Player profile packets will be available on-site for all coaches with information on all players. The roster of selected 

players, team assignments, and the detailed schedule will be available early next week. 



We hope you are able to attend. Thank you. 

Sean Nahas 

ECNL PDP National Coordinator 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 3:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

~’)aol.com 

1~: Regislralion Confirmation - North Carolina Girls Soccer Camp 

Ch~’is, 

Is this the "bolt of lightening"? 

From: @att.net [mailto: @art.net] 
Sent: Thursday,             11:57 AM 
To: Chris Ducar 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fw: Registration Confirmation - North Carolina Girls Soccer Camp 

Coach Ducal 
Would you please confirm we have registered for the correct soccer camp this summer as requested by Coach Dorrance? 

spoke with Coach Dorrance after the in December of this year, and he suggested she attend camp this summer. She plays 

Thanks so much, 

..... Forwarded Message .... 
From: "ncgscadmin@gmail.com" <ncgscadmin@gmail.com> 
To: @art.net 
Sent: Non, 4:30:49 PM 
Subject: Registration Confirmation -     North Carolina Girls Soccer Camp 

~movedby 

sender, 

Contact :Bill Paladino Phone :800-394-1223 



Contact Email :ncgscadmin@gmail.com 

URL : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 7, 2013 3:49 PM 

hea’ther jones @gmafil .com> 

nataJie dorr~nce ( @hotmail.com); ~!aol.com 

RE: Recruiting Question 

Heather, 

Bring all your teams up here to our Team Camp!! You will love it: coaching school for you and your staff and the best soccer experience of their lives for your kids Check ~t out: 
www.ncgsc.com 

Call me if you have further questions. (c) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: heather jones [mailto: ~mail com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 07, 2013 1:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Recruiting Question 

Can you also tell me if you have a team camp over the summer? Is there a team rate? 

On Wed, Feb 27, 2013 at 10:33 AM, heather jones @gmail.com> wrote: 
> Hi my name is Heather Jones. I coach girls at a local club in 
> Summerville, SC. I would like to find out from you, as the head coach, 
> about the recruiting efforts from club teams. I know of several 
> girls/young women that have the makings [’or great college level 
> players. 
> 

> Are there specific tournaments that your recruits will go to over others? 
> On a players resume what is the most important item to you? 
> What is the lowest GPA accepted? 
> Are there specific clubs/high schools you will look to first? If so 
> what do you look for? 
> What are your training and conditioning expectations? 
> What is your coaching style? 
> How long do you plan to remain as the coach? 
> What are preferred, invited and uninvited walk-on situations? 
> How many students receive scholarships? 
> Is medical ins~trance required for participation? 
> Does the college provide the insurance or must the player p~trchase it? 
> What is the cost of the insurance? 
> V~Snat does the scholarship cover? 
> How- long will the scholarship last? 
> V~Snat is not covered by the scholarship? 
> Are there any restrictions for additional financial aid with scholarships? 
> Does a player need to maintain a certain GPA to keep their academic scholarship? 
> Under what circumstances can a scholarship be canceled or reduced? 
> Does the school have a policy governing the renewal of athletics aid? 
> What scholarship money is available after eligibility is exhausted to 
> help the player coraplete their degree? 
> What scholarship money is available if the player suffe~ an athletic 
> career-ending ir~iury? 
> Will a scholarship be raaintained if there is a change in coaches? 

> Thank you ve15, much for your tirae. 

> vir 
> Heather Jones 

v/r 
Heather Jones 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday,             4:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducax@unc.edu) 

Chris, 

Might b~ good[[ 

Sent: Thursday, 

To= Dorrance, Nbert 
Subject: 

4:28 PM 

@cuemail,net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance: 

I recently wrote to you from my personal email about your conversation with JeffTipping about tne and opportunities at UNC, but somelimes the etnail comes back so 

I thought I wonld hy contacting you thmngh CaptainU. I am interested in coming to campns and attending your spring/summer camp. I was speaking to Coach Chris 

White, at Colgate last week and he wants me to attend your camp when he is there this summer so he can work with me again too. He was able to work with me 

directly at the NSCAA TraiNng in Janua~-. I also got a personal invitation from Coach Tony- Diccico to attend his National Advanced Camp this summer in Sunrise, 

(whicl~ of course I will be attending). He even personally sent me a t- shirt for the camp and an antographed picture. My summer ~hedule is getting busy as I will also 

be attending                             with my new team, 

You may remember, l was recently selected to participate in the                               on             in              by 

¯ We had a great time and hopethlly I will be invited again soon to paNcipate. I have attached my schedule for the 

with my new team. If you would like to speak to my coach he can be reached at email 

on 

,~aol.com 

I lmow this is a long email and alot of iiffonnation but I know vou~ are busy and likely~ get millions of e,nails. Thank you aaad I hope vou, caaa come see me play. and we 

can speak soon. 

@aol.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 8:01 AM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd:      Soccer Player 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Soccer Player 

From: ~verizon.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Re: Soccer Player 

I mn a high school freshman at in 

class of 

I intend to apply to the University of North Carolina for enrolhnent in the freshman 

It has been a drea~n of mine to play soccer at [INC since I was very young. I was born in 

love w~atching your team play. The team’s record since the early 80’s is am~ing! 

where my dad was stationed with the Marine Corps. I 

I play center fo~-vvard and center mid for tny high school team. I was varsity" captain tny freshman year and started every game. I ea~cned honorable mention for the 

All Coun .ty Soccer Texan. This is my firs~t ye~ac playing for                       My jersey number is    I have played outside mid, and recently 

have been pl~5~ing mostly forw~acd. I ~an a hard working, team player with a good attitude that always gives 100%. My first touch, creativiU, composure inside the 18, 
attacking runs and aggressiveness toward loose balls in the penalty’ area are my s~trengths. 

I am also a hard working straight-A student and participate in Track at my school. My player profile can be found on College Soccer Connector. 

During the spring season, nay club temn will compete in the and the tournaments listed below. 

I would appreciate it if you would "take the time to watch me play this spring. Thank you tbr your attention to this letter. I hope to hear ti-om you soon. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 8:12 AM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

4(5 L2’E L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

From: proIiles@csapreps~r.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

GPA: 3.95 Major: Business Sport: Soccer Height: 5’4" 

Rank: 1% ACT: NkA Position: Striker Weight: 114 
[] Jersey #: 9 Division: 1 
SAT: NLA (M: N~A; R: N’,~; W: N"&) [] 
[] Other Sports: TKD Black Belt 
Financial Aid: Yes [] 
NCAA Clearinghouse No Shoots: Ambidex 

2013 Invited m second tryout of U20 Mexican National Temn (she is 16!) only 15 out of 300 

invited 

2012 America FC Elite - Dana Cup #1 (Denmark), Second Place - MVP of Tournament- Captain 
2012 America FC Elite - Gothia Cup (Sweden), Thi~fl Round - Captain 

2012 America FC Elite - Dana Cup Hjorring (Denmaxk), Rd of 16 - Captmn 

2012 Educasports Premier League (School Team) - Champions- Captain 

2012 Proyeccion 2000 League (Club Team) - 3th Place - Captain - MVP - Leading Scorer 

2011 America FC Elite - Piteo Summer Games (Sweden), B Cup - Captain - MVP 

2011 America FC Elite - Dalecarlia Cup (Sweden), Second Place - Captain - Leading Scorer 

2011 America FC Elite - Gothia Cup (Sweden), Round of 16 - Captain 

2011 Educasports Premier League (School Team) - Chan~pions - Captain 

2011 Proyeccion 2000 League (Club Team) - 4fl~ Place - Captain 

2010 Educasports Premier League (School Team) - Champions - Leading Scorer - Captain 

2009 Educasports Premier League (School Team) - Champions - Captain - MVP 

Tiflhny is one of the best prospects we have had, and she’s only 16! She is a truly amazing soccer player, 

and currently plays for 3 teams: her high school team (Colegio Mirafloms), her club team (La Henadura), 



and she was recently asked to become a member of Club Americds (First Division Team) Elite women’s 
UI 7 team and plW in Europe (please see attached Stats). She is the tmdisputed sta~’ter, leader and captain 
on all teams’. She has superior ball handling abili’fie~ as well as goal scoring skills. She is ambidex*xous and 
cm~ pass or scorn at will with either leg. In January she went to a tryout tbr the U20 National Team, and 
was selected for a second tryout; only 15 girls out of 300 were selected’. She is also an excellent student 
(3.95 GPA) a~nd has no problems &aling with academics and athletics atthe same time. She is fluent in 
English~ and can speak French and Portuguese. She does not practice it anymore, but Tiffa~ny was a black 
belt in TKD. Tilthny would love to join your program, and she is looking for a schola~rship; you will be 
making an excellent choice with her! Hem is her video link: http:i/x~vw.youtube.com/watch? 
v q89o0x~vSU3A 

Tiflhny Wences 

22900 Ventura Blvd, Suite 100 

Woodland Hills, CA 91364 Mexico Ci~’, DF 

Pa~-enl/Guaacdian: Reinaldo Wences Coach: N’& 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 8:13 AM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:        ~gmail.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello, my name is          and I an~ tmrt of the class of    . I mn cmrently playing for the                   Texan. I will be attending 

next ye~ac as a fieshman. I look fo~-vvard to high school and continuing my academics¯ I currently have a and will be t~king honors and AP classes in high 

school¯ 

I have been playing club soccer for 6 years¯ I have tried several other sports and soccer still remains #1. I have been involved in programs and 

Last season I played on 2 teams, the ¯ and the 

, and 

My ECNL team has just returned from the high school break and our next event is the 

A couple of our team accomplishments in were a 

¯ Here is nay schedule. 

I will be having these games taped and will update my NCSA profile with the highlights. 

I am very interested in playing for Un iversiD- of North Carolina as well as receiving a top level education. I am aware of the NCAA roles in rega~ls to seouting and 

commuNcating with players. Since I mn only in 8th grade I am reaching out to coaches now so I can commuNcate my interest¯ I am also working on my summer 

schedule and plan on attending your college ID Camp¯ 

I look forward 1,~ talking to you the ne~ac thture. 

Sincereb; 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 8:15 AM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Come watch tne at the 

player profile.., updated[1].docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Come watch me at the 

From:            @comcast.net 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~l A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 

CC: "Ducar, Chris" <~ucm@unc.edu> 

Coach Dorrance, 
I emailed you about two weeks ago when I was going to the last event in witt" but this time I am 
emailing you because next weekend I will be attending the with my club team, As 
you know I attend in , where I was a varsity starter both freshman year and this year. I play for the 

, but I am also a discovery player for I played on the from 
. I typically play midfield, but I also play defense and may see a little time at forward next weekend. I have attached my resume, and I 

hope that you can make a game or two. Hope to see you on the pitch! 
Here’s my schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, 8:22 AM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and lam a sophomore at . I am a member of the    girls team for 
a full time residential soccer program, my jersey number is and my coach is                  I serve as a strikel; so far this year I 

have 20 goals, 7 being game winning, along with several assisLs. I am traveling to       for the             on            I think this would be a great 

opportunity for you to see me as a player and how much I could contribute to your team in the future. I mn ve~ interested in Universib’ of North Carolina- Chapel 

Hill and being a significant addition to the team. 

I mn very successful at center tbrward. One of my greatest strengths is my speed. I can easily beat other players to the ball, get to the end of a cross out of nowhere 

and win anyone in a lvl. I am a talented dribbler, I am able to get the ball out of tight spaces, drawing defenders in and clearing space for my teammates to get 

involved. I am very strong on the ball and never knocked around. More than anything, I am extremely goal hung~ and do anything I can to get the ball in the back on 

the net. 

I have attached our preliminary, schedule for the            , as well as my team’s schedule with our upcotning games and hope you can see me play soon. I will 

keep you updated with my progress and upcoming events. I an~ extremely intrigued by UNC’s soccer program and how I could give to your team. 

Thank you for your time, I look forward to hearing from you in the fi~ture. 

Go Tar Heels! 

Your next top player and goal scorer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 8:22 AM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: COLLEGE SHOWCASE 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: COLLEGE SttOWCASE 

From: @aol.com 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson, 
Hi it’s and i amveW interested in being a part 
of your soccer program. 
I play for futbol club and my coach is 

My jersey number is    i am a junior at 
and i maintain a 

gpa of 
I will be playing in the         showcase on 
and i ~vould love for you to come and watch me play. here is my 
scheduel: 

These are my resent achievements ; 

thankyou 12~r your time and i hope to hear back from you soon! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN = RECIPIENTS!CN =ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON) > 

Friday, March 8, 2013 8:30 AM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Prospect 

Sen? £~o~m my VeHzon Wireless 4G I. TE DRO{D 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Soccer Prospect 
From: recruitsta ff@ recruitzone.com 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc,edu> 
CC: 

Makenzie Winslow 
Newcomb, NY 12852 
Grade: Sophomor~ 
School: Minewa-Newcomb Cent Sch 

Position(s): Forward / Striker 
Height: 5’ 3" Weight: 120 
H.S. Jersey: 1 Club Jersey: 0 

GPA: 90.50 SAT: 0 ACT: 0 

Grad Date: June 2015 
Desired Major: Undecided 
Clearinghouse: 

24 Games, 32 Goals, 13 Assists, 18 Wins, 6 Loses 

View Entire Profile Not ]Interested In This Athlete 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 10:56 AM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: 

pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:            ~aol.com 

To: "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear coach Anson Dorrance 
my name is and i am very interested in the University of North Carolina and I just wanted to see if you would come and watch me in at the 

prospect camp on SUnday , I would really love for you to come and watch me play. I really think that I could be an asset to the womens soccer 
program. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, March 8, 2013 2:06 PM 

TOM SANDER <pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Looking for a coach ..... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Looking for a coach ..... 

From: Dan Dfiscoll <ddriscoll@berkshireschool.org> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 
My name is Dan Driscoll and I am the Athletic Director at the Berkshire School, an independent boarding school, located in Sheffield Ma. 
We are looking for a varsity girls’ soccer coach, we play in one of the most competitive leagues in New England 
and we place many of our players in top tier D1 and D3 programs. 
I humbly ask for your advice, we are looking for a candidate that can build upon our recent resurgence and contribute to our school community in many ~vays 
If you have an?’ recent graduates or know of any candidates, please feel free to have them contact me at 
Thalmks for your time. 
Sincerely, 
Dan 
Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 8, 2013 4:14 PM 

Subject: FW: Youth Soccer Insider: Rondo: A simple practice game with multiple benefits 

~.adies, 

Here i:; th,-_~ game we i:daV that dominaLes Lhe beg~rming ef many of our pracl:~ces. Read ~t i1: is worthwh~b~ to see whist l:h~’great enes" th~nk %)u can learn from 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Friday, March 08, 20~3 ~0:~0 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Youth Soccer Insider: Rondo: A simple practice game with multiple benefi~ 

removed by 

s~nder. 

removed by 
sender. 

--riday, March 8, 2013 

removed by 

sender¯ 

tweet This 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Rondo" A simple practice game with multiple 
benefits 

~hare Thi 

By Start Baker 

’Everything that goes on in a match, except shooting, you can do #7 a tondo. The competitive aspect, 

fighting to make space, what to do when in possession and what to do when you haven’t got the ball, how 

to play ’one touch’ soccer, how to counteract the tight marking and how to win the ball back." 

i’Nilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

- Johan Cruyff (Legendary player for FC Barcelona and Holland) 

Definition of "rondo": A game where one group of players has the ball while in numerical superiority (3vl, 

5v2, 5v5+2 etc ...) over another group of players. The basic objective of the group in numerical superiority 

is to keep possession of the ball while the objective of the group in numerical inferiority is to win the ball 

back. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

Rondos differ from other possession games in that the rondo is a game where the players occupy a 

preset space as opposed to a more random space. Positional games are games where players occupy spaces similar to 

those in the regular game e.g., outside back, center back, center midfield etc .... 

Rondos help develop the following areas1 : 

COGNITIVE In rondos the player is constantly perceiving and making decisions with respect to his teammates, opponents, 

position of the ball etc .... For this reason the capacity to make the correct decisions and the speed of play are improved. 

TECHNICAL COORDINATION. Due to the way that the rondo is set up, it is necessary to have control of the physical 

movements and technical skills with respect to time and space, the game, the ball and opponents. 

TEAM BUILDING. (mini-societies) With the type of work done in rondos, the understanding between teammates is improved, 

and the sense of "team" is also built. 

CREATIVITY AND EXPRESSION. The nature of the rondo, with its limited time and space, forces the players to use various 



technical and tactical abilities in order to solve constantly changing problems within the game. This helps develop creativity. 

C©MPETITIVENESS. In the development of the rondo, the player’s competitive nature is improved. Players have to fight to 

make space, learn how to counteract marking and how to win the ball back. Nobody wants to be the one making the mistake 

which leads to time in the middle. 

PHYSICAL CONDITIONING. With rondos a team may work anaerobic resistance by varying the space, time and number of 

players involved. 

Excerpted from "Our Competition is the World. Ideas for implementing the United States Soccer CUtTiCUlUm. "By S~an Baker 

378 pages, 2012. Lulu Publishing. $22.99. 

Watch a Barcelona rondoHERE 

1 1EIjuego del rondo y su aplicaci~)n pr&ctica al entrenamiento de equipos de f~tbol de alto rendimiento" By Alberto Martin 
Ba~Tero and Francisco Ignacio Martlnez Cabrera. Faculty of Sport: Pablo de Olavide University, Spain). 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
Friday, March 6, 2013 

FEE~)I~t~K: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

i~i Image 

...... ~moved by 

sender 



Name 

Address 

Ci~ 

Email Address 

State Zip 

Phone Number 

To register email sari@ncsoccer.org or mail in the completed form. 
Payment can be a check or cash. All checks must be made payable to NCYSA. 

Checks and tbrms can be mailed to Bill Furjanic at the above address. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: possible visit on    ? 

Please follow up! 

From: @baml.com] 
Sent; Friday, 3:04 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Cc-"           User 
Subject: possible visit on    ? 

Hetto Coach Dorrance - 

I was wonderin~ if you or one of your assistant coaches may be avaitabte for a quick introduction I he[to on 

My dau~lhter,            wilt be p[ayin8 in the                       that weekend, and we ptan on drivin8 down to UNC to take a took at the schoot,     is 

interested in your CBPA camp I           but as a risin8 8th ~Irader, she’t[ be on the youn~er side. I think she coutd handte the rigors of the prosram, but we’d took to 

you for ~luidance on that. She has been p[ayin~ competitive dub soccer for            in for several years and white it’s early to officially be tookin~ at co[ledges, I 

fi~gured it’s not too earty to make a visit to a ~]reat school like UNC with the top women’s soccer pro~gram and an impressive summer camp! 

We plan on bein~l in Chapet Hilt the mornin~ of . If you have a few minutes for us to stop by and meet you, and hear about your summer camp and the women’s 

soccer pro~Iram, we’d ~reatty appreciate 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 10:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Showcase 

From: ~cox.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am a sophomore at 
Previously I emailed you my resume¯ I’ll be playing in the 
We                        but I either wear a 

graduating in 

¯ I play for 
because I’m the goal keeper. Our schedule is: 

I would really appreciate it if you could find the time to stop by and see me play. If you have any questions, feel free to contact me. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 10:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar ~<tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Showcase 

From: @cuemail.net~ 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <m~son,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Hello, my name is mad I play for I’m ve~ interested in UNC because not only is it a great school academically, you have a great soccer 

program. I als~ love the location. I will be at the                 Showcase and was wondering ifyoffd be attending. My games will be on Friday          ~ at 

2PM, Saturday at 2PM and 8PM, and Sunday at 12:30PM. THank you so much for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 10:41 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar ~<tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmaJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Durrance, 

I realize that due to iny age, the NCAA rules prohibit you and your statt’from contacting me in regamds to recruitment. I hope these emails that I’In writing to you don’t 

come as a nuisance. The purpose in Inind is the hope that you roll see me play now and contact Ine M~en the lime comes. 
I will be traveling to          this weekend        to play in the                                   Again, I play for the 

and will be wearin8 , playing forward. I have included a link to my schedule for this weekend. 

I hope to see you there. 
Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 10:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar ~<tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @aol .corn> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dormnce! 

I just wanted to update you and let you know I will be at the 
my schedule: 

this weekend. I play for the and I wear the jersey number . Below is 

Hope to see you there! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, 10:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu>; Chris Dncar ~<tncar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Introduction 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Introduction 

From: ~yal~oo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema54.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to invite you to come watch me play at the                  Below is my schedule¯ I will be playin~c 

this team is    113m looking forward to this tournament and the spring soccer season for 

¯ We came in at the 

Attached is the                                                 I’m on my high school team as well. 

my        or regular season games. Also attached is my sports resume 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, March 10, 2013 10:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar ~<tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Schedule 

........ Original Mesm~e ........ 

Subjec                Soccer Schedule 

Fro~ _ @yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaAl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am gettAng ready to staxt Iny Junior season al , ~ ol. I have attached my 2013 Spring Varsi~ Soccer schedule below. I am excited about the season 

and hopefully you, or someone from your coaching s~ta~; cmi make it out to see a game. ’I’h~lk you for your consideration. 

Best Regards, 

.... Forwarded Message .... 

From: @yahoo.corn> 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, January 1,2013 3:40 PM 
Subject:               Soccer Interest 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is ..... = ............... t, I am currently a Junior a 

how I might be able to con’mbute. 

I have ~m interest in learning more about your soccer program and university, and 

Finally, I have a s~trong focus on academics as well. I have a 3.3 cumulative grade poiut average and have been on the honor roll every quaxter and eve~ semester of 
High School. 

Please let me know what other information might be useful. II~ve listed my contact intbrmation below, as well as my coaches. I[Jm looking tbrward to hearing l]com 

yOU. 

Best Regards, 



F1~m: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar ~<tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: INTERESTED IN PLAYING FOR [INC 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: INTERESTED IN PLAYING FOR UNC 

From:                             @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emaAl.unc.edu-~ 

CC:       ~@att.net 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hi, my name is and I am currently a freshman in high school. I play for the 

. ! am very interested in playing soccer for the University of North Carolina. | am number and 

play center mid. As captain of our team, ! lead by example both on and off the field. I have been selected for the 

team four years in a row. | would really appreciate it if you could take the time to watch one of 

my games. I will be playing in the in the 

Here is my schedule below. 

Thank you, 



@~lmail.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Sunday, 10:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar ~<tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Mr. Anson Dorrance 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

My name is mad I am a freshman at 

during the weekend of 

. I am emailing to intbrm you that I will be attending the 

and would love it if you could come and watch me play. 

I will be playing lbr the I am providing inlbrmafion that will make it easier Ibr you to find my team throughout the 

weekend and for further information, I ask that you please inquire about my team ~ s player ~ s profiles once you azrive at the ga~me. 

My final game on at 2:00 p.m. on I roll be and will be weming 

In closing, I generally play Defense, Center Back, but I could play in ,nultiple roles which is why I have provided ~wjersey number. 

Thank you for your time and I hope to see you at the fields. I also can and will provide you with the rest of my spring schedule upon request. 

Sincemb; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu>; Chris Dncar ~<tncar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmM .corn> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu-* 
CC: 

Anson Dotrance, Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of Notth Carolina 

Coach Dorrance- 

My name is            , class of     , from             and                   in                         I have been researching colleges and univei~;ities and have 
identified UNC as a school that I have a strong interest in based on the combination of its academic programs, location, size and soccer program. It has Mways been my 
dream to go to UNC because some of my idols for women’s soccer have gone there. I think it would also be cool play for someone who has coached the US Women’s 
national team. I also like the programs the school has to offer. 
On Friday, -Sunday, , my club team is competing at the I I would like to invite you out to watch my 
team and I play on that weekend. I wear jersey    and our team colors are . Our game schedule is as follows: 

I hope that you are able to come out and watch me play! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 10:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu>; Chris Dncar ~<tncar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Universi~ of Carolina Soccer Recruit: 

Semi?ore my Veri.:o~ Wireless 4G LTE ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Universi~ of Carolina Soccer Recruit: 

From                       @gruail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~rt A I@’ <anson@emaJ4.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                     and I will be graduating from                                               . In college I hope to 
play high level soccer on a nationally competitive team while pursuing academic ~xcellence, ~nd the University of North Carolina would be great 
for both. I will be playing with my club team, the     National Champion                   in the                                in 

Please find my club’s schedule listed below and my soccer resume attached. Thank you and I look forward to speaking with 
you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 9:02 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar ~<tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dormnce, 
Hello my nmne is . I play on the 

also for the outstanding acadeInics. 

This weekend of I roll be playing in the 

outside back wearing . But if you aren’t able to watch me play in 

hope you can watch me play. 

Below I have attached my schedule and Profile. 

Thank you, 

¯ team. I am extremely intelested iu UNC. Not ouly for the excellent soccer progrmn but 

Showcase and I was hoping you would like to come and watch one of my games. I am an 

I roll also be playing in the                        on      through the I 

Player Profile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 9:03 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar ~q:tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tournament 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Tournament 

From: @gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Mr. Dorrance: 

Hello, my name is . I am a 15 year old student athlete in my sophomore year of high school. I live in a rural area in 
~ called . I attend and maintain a GPA of with AP classes. I currently play club soccer for 

the , formerly known as outside of school. Last July, our team won the in 
I am a goalkeeper and mid fielder. 

My dream college is to go to University of North Carolina- Chapel Hill and major in exercise science. As a child, I lived in eastern North Carolina as my 

dad was a US Mariue. I would love to move back to the state in which I speut my childhood. More importantly, I am interested in the best education and soccer 

program that I~INC- Chapel Hill can offer me. 

This upcoming weekend, I am playing with my team in the                 ~ Showcase. If you are available, I would like to invite you to 
watch me play against teams throuclhout the countrv. If this is not possibl~, I wouid like some more information about your pro~lram and the school. 
The web site for my schedule is: 

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1:02:59 PM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)]; Chris Ducat [ducar@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Fwd: - College Prospect 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent ]rom my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: - College Prospect 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I would like to introduce myself to you. My name is and I am a sophomore at 

I have played select soccer for eight years, and would love to play for your team. 

Some highlights from the last year include: 

in 

¯ My club team won the State Cup Championship. 

¯ I was selected for the ODP team and participated in the ODP camp. 

¯ I was a starter on my high school Varsity team during my freshman year and had the most assists. 

¯ I attended the National Training Center for 

¯ My club team won the Showcase Tournament earlier this year. During the tournament we beat the 

#1 ranked team, as well as the champions. 

Attached is my profile which contains additional information detailing my other accomplishments. 

I also wanted to let you know that we are moving to :later this spring. I have already secured a spot on a 

team in - I will be playing for . coached by 

Below is the tournament schedule for the spring, with the game times that were available. 



I hope you can come watch me play in one of these tournaments (I will be wearing 

Thanks, 



A B C D E 
1 Soccer Girls Varsity Schedule 
2 Type Date iTime Home/Host Opponent 
3 

~ 

i 

~ 

4 Scrimmage 03-05-13 i4:00PM Chaparral TBA 

6 Game 03-07-13 i5:30PM Grandview Away vs. Grandview 
7 
8 Game 03-09-13 i5:30PM Smoky Hill Away vs. Smoky Hill 
9 

~ 

i 

~ 

10 Game 03-16-13 11:00AM Chaparral Eaglecrest 
11 
12 Game 03-19-13 i7:00PM Chaparral Ponderosa 
13 
14 Game 03-21-13 i7:00PM Heritage Away vs. Heritage 
15 " 

i 
" 

16 Game 04-02-13 i7:00PM Chaparral Douglas County 
17 
18 Game 04-04-13 i6:30PM Mountain Vista Away vs. Mountain Vista 

19 
20 Game 04-06-13 i11:00AM Chaparral Palmer 

22 Game 04-09-13 i4:30PM Highlands Ranch Away vs. Highlands Ranch 

24 Game 04-11-13 i4:30PM ThunderRidge Away vs. ThunderRidge 

25 
26 Game 04-16-13 i7:00PM kegend Away vs. ke~en6 

28 Game 04-~8-~g ~7:00PM Chaparral Castle V~ew 

~0 Game 04-2~-]~ ~7:00PM Cha~arra~ Nock Canyon 

~2 Game 04-25qg i7:00PM Ne~s desu~t Away vs. Ne~s desu~t 

34 Game 04-~0-~ ~4:g0PM Chaparral Uttleton 



F G H 
1 
2 Location 

’453 Sports Authority Stadium 

1110 Chaparral High School- CHS Field Turf 

1716 Sports Authority Stadium 

22 Highlands Ranch High School 
23 
24 ThunderRidge High School 
25 
26 Sports Authority Stadium 
27 
28 Sports Authority Stadium 
29 
30 Sports Authority Stadium 
31 
32 Regis Jesuit High School 
33 
34 Chaparral High School- CHS Field Turf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 11, 2013 9:30 AM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~ ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Western Canada Soccer Showcase/OGM International Women’s Soccer Symposium 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Western Canada Soccer Showcase/OGM International Women’s Soccer Symposium 

From: Western Canada Soccer Showcase ~gmail.com> 

To: wcshowcase@girlscantbotball.com 

CC: 

Coaches 

We wanted to send an updated itinerary for the Western Canada Soeeer Showcase to be held Easter Weekend (March 28-31), in Vancouver, Canada and ask if you 

are plauniug to come to please eoufirm via an email back so we can get you on the list and get your staff the necessary information and 

e~-ede~fl:ials-Overal~ itiaerary for the weekead ean be found below. 

The weekend will include the Our Gauze Magazim,~, Women’s Soceer Sgmposium, which will include i@>rmation on recruitingl/plager development in 
Scandinavia via.fbrmer Norwegian National Team (2oo9--2o12) eo(lch E!i Landsem, as well as other notable people in the women’s game inchMing Ran@ 

Wahtrum (Notre Dante), Andrea )&ql (former Canadian ~\~, UBC Head Coaeh), Lisa Cole (ND2S’L Boston Breakers) and Maureen .,’~BruMu (Nigeria’s all-time caps 
leader). In addition to many top club teams fi’om ~)’.stern Canada, coaches will also have a chance to see plab, ers f}’om the Canadian U*5, ~7~6 and U~7 National 

Teams. Pending visa c!earance, we wi!i also be hosting 5 pialjers.f>om Nigeria at the event. 

Western Canada Soecer Showease sehedule can be found 

Overall itinerary w weblinks fbr the weekend, including the Showcase schedule and Symposium information can be found below. 

Any questions about the event, don’t hesitate to reach out- 

Sincerely, 

Clara MeCormaek 

WCSS 2o13 Director 

~VCSS zol3 Weekend Itinerary 

THURSDAY, I~IARCH aN, 2o13 

alma: A~berta Provincial Team U~5 v Alberta Provincial Team U16 (including members of the Canadian U15 and U16 National Teams): Trinity Western U 

6pro: Alberta Summer Games Team (Gr 11/12) v Trinity Western University, at TWU. 

8prm Charity Gala, girlsCAN Foundation: Host Hotel (Hilton Metrotown). Information can be found here 

F~DAY, ~RCH ~9, ~o13 

Our Game Magc~ine International ~)men’s Soccer Symposium, Hilton Metrotown, t3urnaby, BC, ~o-6prn. 

loain Eli Landsern (Norwegian National Tearn coach 2oo9-2ol 2) 

Other speakers include: Lisa Cole (Boston Breakers), Andrea Nell (Former Canadian WNT player and asst coach, UBC Head Coach), Randy Waldrum (Notre Dame, 

US Ua3) and Mauree~ Mmadu (Nigeria, a~l-time caps leader, founder Mmadu FootbMl Academy, Nigeria) 

~CISiNC:’~ coaches receive [?ee tickets to t~e Symposium. 

hfforma tion o~ tim Ore" Game Nagaziae I~{e~’natioaal %’ome~’s Soccer- Symposhm~ ea~ be fouled J352*:52 

*g-6pm Western Canada Soccer Showcase: Burnaby Lake West, Burnaby, BC 

Showcase Evening Seminars: Hilton Metrotown 

7-Spm~ Keynote Speaker: Erin MeNulty, Canada U23, NC~M’k Finalist ao~2, Penn State 

8-gpm~ Panel og CIS/NCAA Coaehes and Athletes on the Reerui ring Proeess 

SA’I’URD.~Y. ~CH ~o, ~o13 

8am-6pm= Western Canada Soccer Showcase, Burnaby, BC 

6:3opm: Whitecaps U~8 v Alberta Summer Games {top Grade ~i~a Alberta players) at Simon Fraser University, Burnaby, BC 

8:3opm: Coaches Social Event 

SUNDAY, ~IARCtt 31, 2Ol:g 

8am-~pm: Westec~ Caaada Soeeer Showease, Burnaby, BC 

*-Spin = World University Games team v A~berta Sumrner Games Tearn (top grade ~i~a, Alberta) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, March 11, 2013 9:31 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; Chris Ducar ~<tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Vegas Players Showcase- Gifts Teams Attending 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Vegas Players Showcase - Gifts Teams Attending 

From: LA Premier FC <LA Premier FC@mail.vresp.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Banner - Los Angeles Premier FC copy 

We would like to introduce to you the LA Premier FC Teams that will 
be attending the Vegas Players Showcase. 

Hatch 15th - 17th 2013 

This is a one stop shop for all the schedules of the top teams in our club that are 
attending this showcase, We have some of the best players in Southern California 

who are also excellent in the classroom. 
Please make it a point to review the schedules and attend our games, 

I 

GIRLS TEAMS 

I 
GU15 
Coach Emanuel Martins 

@gmail.com 

,’~ GU15 Pic Showcase 

Team and Player Profile Link: 
https:!/elitescoutnet.com!team/50! 

Sch ed ule:http://events.gotsport.com/events/schedule.aspx? 

eventid=26004&Fieldl D=0&applicationlD= 1690937&action=Go 

Bio: 
Led by the Girls Director and UCLA Womens Asst. Coach, 
this group is one of the most exciting within Southern 
California. It has on its roster, ODP Champions as well as 
National Pool Players. Playing an attacking style of soccer 
with players who are very technical and tactically savvy. This 
team is a must see for college coaches attending the event 
looking to get a .jump on this recruiting class. 

GU16 
Coach Kevin Goodman 

@hotmail.com 



GU16 Pic Showcase Team and Player Profile Link: 
https:i/elitescoutnet.comiteami46i 

Schedule: http:!!events.gotsport.com!events!schedule.aspx? 
eventid=26004&Fieldl D=0&ap~olicationlD=1691523&action=Go 

Bio: 
Coach Goodman has led this team to a competitive CSL 
Premier Season. With a lot of athleticism accompanied by 
technical players who can break down defenses and create 
goalscoring opportunities in various ways, this team is filled 
with players that will succeed at the next level. 

GU17 
Coach Barry Ritson 
B Ritso nCb.lapremie rfc.com 

GU17 Pic Showcase 

Team and Player Profile Link: 
https:!/elitescoutnet.com!team/47! 

Schedule: http://eventsgotsport.com/events/schedule.aspx? 
eventid=26004&Fieldl D=0&applicationlD= 1674662&action=Go 

Bio: 
A Top Premier Team in Coast Soccer league= Many players 
above a 3.5 GPA. Many great results and performances 
during their showcase history and now have our seniors 
committed to playing Division 1 Soccer. We are now focusing 
on our Junior Class of 2014 and 2015. Play attractive 
attacking soccer. Great interest in these players. A must see 
for colleqe coaches attending the event. 

For more Information on any of the Girls Teams at LA Premier FC (CAS) please 
contact: 

Emanuel Martins 

Director Of Elite Girls 
@gmail.com 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

I Click here to forward this ernail to a friend 

LA Premier FC 

96 N. Madison Ave 

Pasadena, California 91101 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

Non-Profits Email F .... ith VerticalResp .... ! ] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 11, 2013 5:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Paperwork Reminder 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2023 5:26 PM 

To; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc-" UNCAA-Compliance 
Subject-" Paperwork Reminder 
Tmporl:ance: High 

Coaches, 

Monday is the deadline for February paperwork. 

All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacts or evaluations you must still notify the Compliance Office. In addition, all participation 

logs and countable hours are due for activities in February. 

For those sports that held official visits in February, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and Guidelines) on file for all visits through the weekend of February 
22nd 24th, 

Contact for ALL SPORTS at or ~uncaa.unc.edu. Or you may contact me directly, if necessary. 

Holds will be placed on Tuesday, Thanks. 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 11, 2013 5:34 PM 

Wertheimer, Alice M <aJicew@unc.edu> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Biosketch for Notebook 

OK ... Shelly? 

From: Wertheimer, Alice M 

Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 11:58 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Marbry, Delaine H 

Subject; Biosketch for Notebook 

Hi -Sorry to be a pest but the ACOG notebook is going to print tomorrow morning. Would be great if Coach’s bio sketch could be forwarded to me today. 

Thank you, 

-alice 

Alice ~¢V er t h eilll er 

Program Manager 

Department of Maternal and Child Health 

UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

421C Rosenau Hall - CB #7445 

The University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7445 

P: 919-843-9388 

F: 919-966-0458 

E: olicew~unc, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 11, 2013 5:36 PM 

Jeff Janssen <jefl~je~anssen.com> 

l~g: Conmfitment Continuum - Module 6 

I chatted with Vince lie, Dick Baddour, Karen Shetton and John Blanchard, befor’e he left, and sang your praises ...~ I hope it was enough. Good luck, rny friend. You 
have tremendous vah~e to all of us~ 

From-" .]eft .]anssen [mailto:jeff@jeffjanssen.com] 
Se~t: Monday, March :[:[, 20:[3:1.:[:59 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A i%’; khambly2@illinois.edu; .]ulie Sterret; ~me.com; Twila.Kaufman@pepperdine.edu~ Karen Shelton 
S,,bject-" Commitment Continuum - Module 6 
Hey Coaches, 

Attached you will find the sixth and likely fina1 Commitment Conlinunm modnle. Thanks for your help and please send me the feedback from your team and 

staff on each of the six modules as you complete them. 
Based on the feedback, I plan to put a version 2.0 together and make it available in April/May for teams who might want to use the syfftem over the summer. 

I mn working on a Coache~Facilitator Guide tbr it and have created some "Committed" and "Compelled" stickers that coaches can use to acknowledge and reward 

those who di splay Committed and Compelled behavior on a weekly basis. (let me know if you want some tbr your team) 

Finally. I mn having ~me tx~sters made up of the Commitment Continuum to help reintbrce the concept in locker rooms, weight room~ coaches ottices, etc. 

Any other thoughts or tbedback you might have on how to make this a complete and practica] system would be greatly appreciated’. 
THANKS’. 

JJ 

Check out onr adl-new website at http:i,’~vw.ia~ssensportsleadership.com 

Jeff Janssen, MS. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721 -TEAM, fax: (919) 303-4338 

address: 

Temn up with student-athlete leaders from across the countu to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

I~E: Matt robinson Touching Base 

11:15 am wilt work for me 

Frem: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:41 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Matt robinson Touching Base 

Anson 

Just wanted to touch base or~ speaking. It is four hour time difl:erence in London. How would 7_1:15 am your time for the talk, That would be 3:15 ~n England. 

Also we could 3 pm EST which would be 7 p.m. 

ket me know if those potential t~me3 work. 

All the best 

Matt 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma[Ito:anson@ema[l.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:~8 PM 
To: Robinson, Ma~hew 3 
Subje~t~ RE: Ma~ robinson Touching Base 

How about ? That would be my best day, 

I look forward to the draft, 

F~m~ Robinson, Na~hew ~ [mail~:mirobins@udel.edu1 
Sent~ Thursday, 4:47 PN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

~msn.com; ducar~uncaa.unc.edu;      }aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~         ~qmail.com) 
Subject~ RE: Ma~ robinson Touching Base 

A~Json 

We are in S[:, eeorges so I wouh~ say mkt week of the wee~ com;k~er~ng we would 

~:hat week that would be 

~ w~l~ do s draft of the survey for former players for you review to see if you want to add or de~ete 

A~ the best 

Matt 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, 4:37 PN 

Te; Robinson, Na~hew J 
~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ?~gmaiLcom) 

Subject~ RE: Ma~ robinson Touching Base 

Matt, 

i am a~l in with everything below. Te~l rne ~he dates ~ need to protect for the Talent Code discussion. 

~ the best, my friend~ 

F~m~ Robinson, MaEhew J [mailto:mjroNns~Nudel.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, 9:58 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ RE: Ma~ robinson Touching Base 

~nsot? 

Sorry for de~ay on response. We are using Talen~ code in the course. Perhaps you could ~ead a discussion on Ta~en~ Code and ~ts applicat~om What could be 

possible ~s having you skype into st. Georges park. ~ would be there in person and coLdd he~p facilitate the conversation and d~scuss~on. 

~ a~so ha~’e Hank on board doing a session from transit~on~ng fl-om coach to businessman in running a dub~ 

~ am pretty excited about doi~g the course~ 

~so, I rea~y want to get started on book. ?his k~ea of prima~ ques ~; fascinating. Are you sti~ w~ing to do surw?y w~:h your pa~;t players in look~ng at ~:heir pro[i~e 

and poten~ia~ primal ques. Wou~d ~ was going to do ~s modi[y what we d~d for ~he US Soccer studv with the nationa~ team pool And what we wou~d do ~s create a 

profile of Female Tar Hee~ players for ~he past 20 years or however far you want ~o go back. Again, my ~hought wou~d be that wou~d be the star~ o[the book. Let rne 

k~ow. 

A~i the be~t 

Matt 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [~J_[~;_~_~9_~_~JJ_~_t?~_~Jg.] 

Sent~ Wednesday, 2:04 PM 
To~ Robinson, Ma~hew J 
Subje~t~ RE: Ma~ robinson Touching Base 
~ got the attachments _.. Sorry (~ ha~’e a new ema~l ser~’er a~d d~d not k~ow where they were hidings) 

fmm~ MaEhew J Robinson [mailto:mjroNns@udel.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 1:47 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ MaE robinson Touching Base 

Anson: 

I hope you are well. Great seeing you in Indy. 

Wanted to touch base on two things. 

See link below we are going to offer this starting in june. We have about 25 people signed up already. I would love to have you as a speaker for the course. We are 

using online technology that you can present from NC if you like. 

You had asked for the survey on paren~ng. I have two I am a~aching. One is for the parent the other is for the athlete (~tle reduced paren~ng ques~ons). Ag~ 

it is based on research on parenting styles and the questions are related to each one of the styles. 



Lastly, April has not ok the release of the presentation. I also have three articles ready to go off the data. US Soccer paid us to do study so I have to follow her 

wishes. I think I shared a draft of an article back in December. 

Finally, I had to put book on back burner to get the NSCAA course up and going. But I am prepared to take proposal to a publisher if you want to discuss some more. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Program Director, Sport Management 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Director of International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 2:56 PM 

@msn.com; duca;@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

FW: Annu~J John Lotz Awmd 

The John Lotz Awmd Notnination Form - UNC.docx 

Bogs/girt, 

Who do you d~i~k? ’ Was a starting world champion and the~ served as a backup to Ade AND remai~ed positiv.e Who else? 

From: Spencer Welborn [mailto:welborn@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, llarch :12, 20:t3:10:47 All 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Annual John Lotz Award 

Hello All: 

Attached you will find the 2012 2013 nomination form for the annual John Lotz Award. 

The description of the John Lotz Award is as follows: 

The John Lotz Award is given annually to the University of North Carolina student athlete who best exemplifies the spirit of the late John Lotz. Coach Lotz was an assistant 
men’s basketball coach at UNC from 1965 to 1973. After a tenure as the head coach at the University of Florida, where he was named SEC Coach of the Year, he returned to 

UNC as an Assistant Director of Athletics for Campus and Community relations. He served in that capacity from 1980 to 2000. Coach Lotz was known throughout the 

department as one who always had an encouraging word, especially for those who were facing adversity. 

The winner of the John Lotz Award will be a student athlete who has demonstrated a passion to succeed under adverse circumstances. The winner will have faced difficulties 

and overcome them while maintaining a positive attitude and serving as an inspiration to all. 
We request that nominations are submitted (email or campus mail) to Spencer Welborn by April 1, 2013. The winner of the John Lotz award will be announced during the All 

Sports Banquet in late April. 

Thank you for your time, 

Spencer Welborn 

Spencer B. Welborn 

Academic Counselor 

College ofArts & Sciences 

Academic Support for Student-Athletes 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

344 Ridge Road, CB 3107 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599.3107 

919-843-2328 (w) 

 (C) 

welborrl@ uncaa.u nc.edu 



THE: JOHN LOTZ AWARD 

TIIE UNW~RSITY OF NORTH CAROIJNA 
DEPARTMENT OF ATHL~"TIC~ 

NOMINATION FORM 

The winner of the John Lotz Award will be a student-athlete who has demonstrated a 
passion to succeed under adverse circumstances. The winner will have faced difficulties 
and overcome them while maintaining a positive attitude and serving as an inspiration 
to all. 

Nominee’s Name: 
Class: 
Sport: 

Please describe the adversity that the student-athlete has overcome: 

Please explain why you think this student-athlete deserves this award. Include details 
about the positive attitude displayed and the inspiration sparked by the nominee. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:18 PM 

Kristine Heavey < @verizon.net> 

ILE: Anson ebook interviews 

Kristine, 

I hope this takes off like ,~ rocket for you. AND 

From: Kristine Heavey [mailto: ~verizon.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 1:1.:01 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Fwd: Anson ebook interviews 

hi anson 

here is the video tkat we have nmde from your interview.. 

thanks again for your time and support, it means a lot 

Begin forwa~’ded message: 

you guys move to Chapel Hill and all of us live happily ever after pbying golf and hockey!!! 

From: ’]immy.galustian@coerver.com" <delivery@yousendit.com> 
Subject: Anson ebook interviews 
Date: March 4, 2013 6:50:39 AM EST 
To:         @vedzon.net 
Reply-To: jimmy~N#sti#n@coerver,com 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

A file has been sent to you 
from jimmy,galustian@coewer, com via YouSendlt, 

Kristine - to send to Anson 

interviews.zip 

removed by 

sender. 

Your file will expire on March 18, 2013 03:50 PDT unless yon 

Save te folders, then yon will have online access an~ime. 

If you Smze to Folders you can use the Desktop App, Mobile ARp 

and iPad App Ix) access your files ti-om anywhere. 

removed by 

serlder. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: Ron Benjamin [mailto @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March :~2, 20:~3 :~1:31 AM 
To: David Bucciero; Jason Goodson; Tony Amato; Kevin Boyd; Scott Champ; Amy Edwards; BJ Snow; Jillian Ellis; Hamid Sedehi; Paul Stumpf; Keidane McAIpine; Allison Foley; 
Neil McGuire; Phil Pincince; Liz Driscoll; 3essica Clinton; Nancy Feldman; 3ennifer Rockwood; Alex G. Crozier; Mr Radwanski; Nell Stafford; Danny Sanchez; Danielle LaRoche; 
Elke Reisdorph; Mo Whitney; Randy Dedini; Angle Hind; Mark Torguson; Lisa oyen; Dorrance, Albert A TV; Carlos Elizondo; Mike Calise; Ray Leone; Diego Bocanegra; Demian 
Brown; Dan Abdalla; IVlatt Bernard; lvlichelle Nagamine; Glen Tourville; Tracy Leone; Rich Manning; Orlando Cervantes; Allison Gibson; Amphone Ketnouvong; Michelle lvleyers; 
Michael Needham; Brooks Monaghn; Tom Anagnost; Kylee Rossi; David Nikolic; Michael Moynihan; Eric Pohl; Linus Rhode; Michelle Voilland; Keith Coleman; Laura Schott; 
Darren Ambrose; Tom Wassel; Ada Greenwood; Alicia Hall; Fred King; Mike O’Neill; Curtis McAlister; Blake Hornbuckle; Trae Manny; Jay Cooney; Paul Ratcliffe; Kai Edwards; 
Jessica Brown; Coach Brizard; Erin Aubrey; Rosie DeWeese; Scott 3uniper; TJ Buchholz; Pete Showier; Demko; Chris Ducar; Steve Nugent; Erica Jensen; Michael Coil; Missy 
Price; Kat lvlertz; Rob Baarts; Bill Irwin; Laura Janke; Mario Rincon; Carin Gabarra; Tiffany 
Subject: 
Hello College Coaches, 

On behalf of NorCal Premier we invite you to participate in our March 23/24 Northern California Girls NPL Divisions College Showcase which will 
take place in Turlock. 

The NPL consolidates the top talent in Northern California. 

Our March Girls Showcase event offers 

¯ Top 25+ soccer clubs in Northern California 

oAge groups U15-U18 

¯ Meaningful and Quality games - Each team will play one full-length game per day. Games will count towards League standings. 

College Coaches Activities 

¯ All pre-registered College Coaches will be provided free hotel room(*) by NorCal Premier Soccer - if allowed by your institution (Registration 

deadline, March 1 lth.) 

¯ All pre-registered College Coaches will be welcomed with a nice ’goodie bag’ 

¯ College Coaches Dinner/Social hosted on Saturday night. 

¯ College Coaches hosted tents at each event site with snacks provided all day .Players’ information books 

Please register for our Girls Showcase by following the link below: 

http://events.gotsport.com/events/collegecoachlogin.aspx? Eventl D=31240 

(*) Coaches who register before March 14th qualify for free bed/hotel room - please express your interest and nights desired by emailing: 
rNadmin@norcalpremier.com 

For more information about the NorCal NPL Program please visit the website: 

_h__~p :ffwvcw~ n o r c a ~p.~.r..e.~..m..j~.e.~.r~&~.....m.../~.r..e.g.a.~.c...a.~Le.~...a./.[..n...d.~.e.~.x.-..E.~~..h..t...m..J. 

Than k you, 

NorCal Premier 

raladmin@norcalpremier.com 

X Image removed bysender 

Ron Benjamh~ 

Placer United Soccer Club 

Director of Coachhlg - Gifts 

916-300-8884 

ron~ placerunited.com 

~;yahoo.com 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICe: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, ] 3:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From-" [mailto: ~verizon.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:24 PM 

To; Dorrance, AlbeCc A 1V 
Subject; Madison (Maddie) Ferner 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

On Maych 8 th, I sent you an email of introduction and nay player profile throngh College Soccer Connector. 

Ny team’s schedule for the follows, if you have the time to watch me play. Our jersey colors are 

look forward to talking to you in the future. 

Sincerely, 

From:,                     ’@vedzon.net> 
Date: March 8, 2013 7:50:59 AM EST 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: 2016 Soccer Player 
March 8, 2013 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

~hman 

;orps. I 

the 

cently have 

I would appreciate it if you would take the time to watch me play this spring. Thank you tbr your attention to this letter. I hope to hear ficom you soon. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 2014 - Lamorinda United Center Defender/Goalie Prospect - 

From: :@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 2:29 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 2014 - Lamorinda United Center Defender!Goalie Prospect - 

Coach Dorrance, 

Please note nay late Saturday night game was changed t?om 5pm to 6:30pm 

Thankyou’. 

3/:~5/20:[3 

On Mon, Nov 5, 2012 at 10:33 AIVL ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is            y and Universib~ of North Carolian Chapel Hill is one of my top College prospects both academically and athletically. I began my: 

his September and am at the beginning stages of contacting my prospective college soccer coaching programs. I have been a 

competitive soccer player since I was 5 and have worked my way all over the field playing ma~y positions.I am starting I 

I have registered as an NCAA athlete a~d mn very interested in coming to your caa~pus to tour the school and to meet you in hopes of plashing for you in the fail of 

2014. If you have any questions you can reach the Technical Director of Lamorinda Soccer Club and my High School Soccer Coach: 

Thank you so much tbr your time, I look forward to your response! 

Have a wonderful day, 

Note* 

11/23/2012 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:49 PM 

Daniel R Seitt~rt <Daniel.Seiit~rt@mvnu.edu> 

@ad.com 
RE: Thank You! 

Daniel, 

Bill Pslladino runs my camps ._. I wit[ copy him! 

From: Daniel R Seiffert [mailto:Daniel.Seiffert@mvnu.edu] 
Seat: Tuesday, March $2, 2053 2:58 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A [V 
$abject= RE: Thank You~ 

Anso~ 

I hope all is go~ng very well with you. I don’t know ~]:you remember me from two years ago, buL you took the t~me to meet w~th me and share your b~sights and 

tactics on the game of soccer and team management. I am quite thankfu] that Vou gave me that opportunity and [ utilize manv of the concepts that Vou shared w~th 

me that day (and during your team camp) with the program that [ run here. Anyway, ~ know th~s ~s a ~ong shot because ~t ~s so late in the year, but I figured ~t could not 

hurt to as]~. I wasn’t: sure if you sti][ had any need h:~r he]p w~t:h any of your camps tMs sumrner If there is no need, t:hen ~ complet:e[y understand I just figured I 

would ask. Fve been coaching in the NA[A h:~r four years and my current I~censes and resume that I hok~ so far are NSCAA Premier ]icense, Nationa] Goa~Keeping, 

NaLionaL and Advanced National license, and USSF B [~cense. ~ really respect the way that you run a program and a[[ that you have done for the sporL o[: soccer. 

Thanks again for takin~ the time to read th~s e-.ma~l and again [:or takb~g the t~me ~wo years ago to s~ down and meet w~d~ me and pass along your knowledge of the 

game. glessh~gs~ 

Oan~e[ Sefffert [ Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

MOUN~VE~O@ NAZARENe UNIVERSITY" I 800 Mardnsbu~g Ro~{% Mour~t Vernon, OH 43050 [ office (7~0) ~97-£000 extension 3:[091 emaik daniel.seiffert@mvnu.edu 

www.mvnucougars.com 

Seat= Friday, April 05, 2055 2:05 PN 
To= Daniel R Seiffe~ 
~¢: natalie dorrance 
Subject= Re: ~ankYou[ 

Dan, 

thank you for your generous gift certificate .... MINT is one of my favorite restaurants[ Iwill copy Natalie on this and see will arrange for a room for you and charge you room 

and board and the coaches packet for the week. 

See you this summer (we might even put you to work if we are short coaches). 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > Daniel R Seiffert < DanieI,Seiffert@mw~u,edu > 4/]_/20]_& &2:36 PM > > > 
Hey Coach, 

I just wanted to thank you again for giving me the opportunity the past two days to learn from you and your program. I can’t tell you how much it means to me and how many 
concepts I want to transfer into our program here as well now. If the offer still stands, I would definitely like to come out from July :t0th-:t4th for your team camp to learn from 
you and your staff about the :t-3-4-3. I am truly considering switching up our current :t-4-2-3-1 into that formation so any information I can gather on it will be greatly 
appreciated and beneficial. You asked me to e-mail you so that you could let your daughter know so I figured I would do this now rather than wait till later. Thanks again for your 
overall willingness to help, You really have impacted me in a positive way. Best of luck and safe travels this weekend. God bless! 
Daniel Seiffert 
Women’s Head Soccer Coach 
Mount Vernon Nazarene University 
daniel.seiffert@mvnu.edu 
Phone 740.816.3245 

From: Anson Dorrance [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 29, 20:t$ 5:58 PM 
To: Daniel R Seiffert 
Subject: Re: Tom, send him our schedule .... 

Very good! 

Anson DolTance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

~>> Daniel R Seiffert <Dm~iel.Seilt~rt(~mvnu.edu> 3/29/2011 5:10 PM >>> 

Thanks Coach, see you TN~rsday :-) 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone 

..... Reply message ..... 

From: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@iuncaa.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, Mar 29, 2011 3:59 p,n 

Subject: Tom, send hi,n our schedule .... 

To: "Da~el R Seifi~ff’ <.[__)_~___m___e_]:_~__e_j_i__t_’_e_g~]__n_)__v_Ln___u_:_e_~t____~ 

Cc: "Nil palladino"      (~)aol.com>, "cindy cone" <       ~gmail.com >, "Chris DucaY’ <ducar,%uncaa.unc,edu>, "Tom Sander" <pacman~uncaa~unc.edu> 



No problem .... I am speaking Wed (ont of town) so Bill Palladino will run the session. It is on Ehringhaus field, an artificial surtkce between Ave~ and Ehringhans dorm. 

It is also next to our baseball tkcility (Boshamer). If you hit a 600 foot home run over the right/center field waJ, l it wonld land on our field. If yon s~y for the Thurs morning 

session (same field and time) we can chat atter the pmc’tice. 

All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> Daniel R Seiffert <DanieLSeitt~(k,~navnu.edu> 3/29/2011 10:27 AM >>> 

Hey Coach, I wanted to thank you again for this opportunity and just let me know how much I’m looking forward to this. I’m planning on being at the 8:00 a.m. session 
Wednesday morning at the EHAUB center. I don’t know if that is an indoor or outdoor facility, but I can look at a map when I get to campus. If you have any free time at all 
Wednesday or Thursday I would really like to pick your brain for a few. Thanks again for this opportunity and I’m really looking forward to meeting with you and your coaching 
staff tomorrow! Blessings 

Daniel Seiffert 
Women’s Head Soccer Coach 
Mount Vernon Nazarene University 

daniel.seiffert@mvnu.edu 
Phone 7~:3.816.3245 

From." Anson Dorrance [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, March :t7, 20:t:l :t:t::18 AM 
To; Daniel R Seiffert 
Cc-" bill palladino; cindy cone; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject-" RE: Tom, send him our schedule .... 

Anson Dolranco 
ttead Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> Daniel R Seil]~rt <Dm~iel.Seifl’ert~mvnu.e&~> 3/16/2011 6:31 PM >>> 

Hey Coach, 
Again, I wanted to thank you for sending me your schedule and giving this opportunity. I would hate to impose, but I was wondering if there is anyway that you would mind me 
attending both the sessions on Wednesday and Thursday. I would especially be interested in just sitting in for the Leadership meeting. But if this is a private matter, then I would 
completely understand. I don’t want to intrude or interrupt by any means. Let me know if this is a possibility, and if not, I completely understand and would not be offended at all. 

rm just very thankful for this opportunity. Thanks again. 
Daniel Seiffert 
Women’s Head Soccer Coach 
Mount Vernon Nazarene University 
daniel.seiffert@mw~u.edu 
Phone 740.816.3245 

From-" Anson Dorrance [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 15, 2011 6:20 PM 
To-" Daniel R Seiffert 
(::c; Tom Sander 
Subject: Tom, send him our schedule .... 

March 30th or 31 st would work (we train at 8 AM). 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> Daniel R Seiffert <Daniel.Seilt~r~(-~mvm~.e&~> 3/15/2011 9:59 AM >>> 

Hey Coach, 
[ just wanted to thank you so much for your willingness to help. [ can’t tell you how much it means to me and how much ~ appreciate it~ [ was wondering if you were free either 
the last week in March (30th-2nd) or the first week in April (3rd-gth). The only day that doesn’t work out for me is Tuesday 29th of March because rm the director of a ~v~ 
league it kicks off that day. lf you could recommend which day/s you would suggest that I come down 1 would greatly appreciate it. 
Again, thank you so much for this opportunity. It means a great deal to me. Blessings. 
Daniel Seiffert 
Women’s Head Soccer Coach 
Mount Vernon Nazarene University 

.d___a__a Le_ J_ , _s_ _e_ i _if_e_ r__t_@__m_v__n_u__,_e_d__u_. 
Phone 740.816.3245 

From-" Anson Dorrance [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, March :t4, 20:t:t :t2::t5 PM 
To: Daniel R Seiffert 
Subject; Re: Quick Question For You 

sure 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-962-4100 

>>> Daniel R Seiffert <DanieLSeitt~(~mvnu.edu> 3/6,/2011 6:46 PM >>> 



Hey Coach, 
My name is Daniel Seiffert and I am the Women’s Soccer Coach at Mount Vernon Nazarene University, a small liberal arts institution located in Mount Vernon, Ohio. I am in my 
2nd year as the head coach of this institution, and I am writing you because I am striving to learn as much as possible about coaches and programs. I am very familiar with the 
outstanding job and success you have had!built with your program, and I was just wondering if there would be any way at all that I could possibly meet up with you for 45 
minutes or so for lunch (My Treat :)), or even possibly shadow you for a day to take notes on what it takes to build an elite program? 3[ am currently pursuing my Masters in 
Coaching from Ohio University and I have some questions that I would really like to ask you if you were to have the time. 
Anyway, I just figured that I would ask now before things got more chaotic as the spring progresses. I am really impressed and respect what you have done with the UNC 
Women’s Soccer program, and I’m quite interested in learning from you. I do hope to hear from you, and thank you for taking the time to read this. Blessings! 
Daniel Seiffert 
Women’s Head Soccer Coach 
Mount Vernon Nazarene University 

daniel.seiffert@mvnu.edu 
Phone 740.816.3245 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 4:03 PM 

Pete Ciualli <coachingdirecto@hotspurs.org> 

@msn.com; duca~@uucaa.uuc.edu;     l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Veo~ interested in playing for you a~d your School 

Thank you .,,. 1 will copy the boys ..,. We will watch her. And yes, we do trust you, my friend!! 

From-’ Pete Cinalli [mailto:coachingdirector@hotspurs,org] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, March 12, 20.13 3:29 PM 
Te,, Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducat 
Subject-" FW: Very interested in playing for you and your School 

Hey Anson, This is o~e of the top players on my team - and I feel one ot: the top in her age group period. She’s a sophomore - but already has scholarship offers on 

the table. I told her.,..untif you rule her out-- she’s not allowed to commit anywhere ....... 

She recently made the Super Y National ODP select team again (second straight year) - was selected to the all tournament team at National Finals (second straight 

year), is my leading scorer and a true difference maker, I know you have seen her videos -- and they really don’t do her ~ustice (though they are fun to watch). 

i"hou~h High School is weak compar~:_~d to l:raw:~l,, .sh~:_~ scored 5 goals in her first HS ma~:ch last night She linl~ed h~-_~r 20-11 vid~:_~o by mistal~e, Click Here [or a 

"[inishin£," vid~:_~o f pt~: ~:og~-_d:her for her, Click Here for her 2012 video 

Again, I have two other "very serious" prospects for UNC that I feet can be impact players. 

Let me know if you guys are coming to the Jeff Cup. Would love to catch tip there if so, 

Thanks, 

Pe~:e 

From: _w___r__a___tg__h___f__q_@__n___e__t__z__e__r___q:__n__e__t_ [E_~_a__[!Lo_;__ky_r__a__t_£h_f__o__@_tLe_#__e_r__O_=LLe__t] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, March -12, 20-13 2:50 PM 
To,, Anson@unc,edu 
Ce: .~---~--a---~t~-!-r-~-g~-d-!-r--e-.~-c--t--~--r--@-b~-~--t--s-p-~-u--r--s-~--~--r-g. 
Subject,, Very interested in playing for you and your School 
Dear Coach Anson, 
I am writing to introduce myself to you. I am extremely interested in L~,-C and your soccer program. I am a 

Im Sending ray resume: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Email: 

Club Coach: 

Phone: 

High School: 

Address: 

Phone: 

Position: 

Individual Accomplishments {1~ Club Team 

Fa~12010: FASA Elite Impact 1996 (WAGS - Division l) 



Fall 2011: 

Snmmer 2011 

Spring 2011: 

Spring 2012 

Spring 2012 

Spring 2012 

Individual Accomplishments ~1~ ODP 

Fall 2011: 

Spring 2011: 

Fall 2010: 

Spring 2011 

FNI 2011 

Spring 2012&2013 

Spring 2012 

Individual Accomplishments ~1~ Super Y 

Summer 2011: 

Spring 2012: 

Spring 2012 

Spring 2012 

Individual Accomplishments ~1~ High School Soccer Team 

Grade 9: 

Individual Accomplishments ~1~ Middle School Soccer Team 

Grade 8: 

Grade 7: 

Soccer Tournament Highlights 



Fall 2011 

Spring 2C 

Fall 201(3 

CASL Shootout (Raleigh) 

Additional Spoil 

Academics 
Clubs / Service.~ 

bOA Kepresennve 

Thank you for your time and interest, I look forward to meeting and speaking with you in the near future. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 4:03 PM 

wendy .pa]ladino@ wellslhrgoadvi sors.com 

I~E: Coach Do~Tance Request - N.C. Children’s Hospital Run for the Promise Gala 

yes 

From: wendy.palladino@wellsfargoadvisors.com [mailto:wendy.palladino@wellsfargoadvisors.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 20:t3 3:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Coach Dorrance Request - N.C. Children’s Hospital Run for the Promise Gala 

Will do...can you bring your calendar as well so we can look aL dates for the client appreciation event? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailte:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 02:25 PM 

To: Palladino, Wendy 
Subject: RE: Coach Dorrance Request - N.C. Children’s Hospital Run for the Promise Gala 

E>:ceilent and bring EVERYTHING inck~ding Maria’s speech .., Thanks Wendy!! 

From: ~_v__e__n___d_g_:p__aJ!_a__d__[t_~_9__@_w___eJ!_s__f_a__Egg_~!~_g~,_£gE)[-.m.~.a.~.t..~.~Lw...e..n.~.d.y.~p..aJ1.a..d.~[~.~9..@.w...eJ~[~E~!~&E~] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013:12:30 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Coach Dorrance Request - N.C. Children’s Hospital Run for the Promise Gala 

Anson, 
How about 411 west tomorrow. I will bring the banquet script. Noon? 

Wendy G. Palladino, CFP’ 

Associate Vice President - Investment Officer 

Wells Fargo Advisors 

200 ..’~e~dowmont Village Circle I Chapel Hiii, NC 27517 
Tel 919°9694811 1800~334-1637 i Fax 919-928~8090 

~__e__n___d_z:p___a_!La___dj__n__o_@__w___eJLs_f__a___r~_o___a__d___v_Ls___q r__s__, p___oj ~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 12, 2013 22:08 PM 
To: Palladino, Wendy 
Subject: RE: Coach Dorrance Request - N.C. Children’s Hospital Run for the Promise Gala 

Wendy~ 

Great t:hen t will bow out of 

Are we on for Wed? Where? What time? For sorne reason ~ have not written anything down in my book (probably because th~s week fee~s Hke a vacation}. 

E~: wendy.palladino@wellsfarqoadvisors.com [ma~lto:wendy.palladino@wellsfargoadvisors.com] 
Seat: Monday, March ~$, 2053 8:35 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: Coach Dorrance Request - N.C. Children’s Hospital Run for the Promise Gala 

~nsotl, 

I did see this ernail and was planning on talking to you abouL it when we have lunch this week. Sorry they reached out to you before we had a chance to chat abouL 

it~ D~no and I are new members of the Children’s Hospital 8oard so schedule permitting, we will be there~ Sounds I~ke a great group to be ~n front of. 

F~: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma[Ito:anson@ema[Lunc.edu] 
Seat: Monday, March ~, 20~3 04:54 PN 
To: PallaNno, Wendy 

Subject: ~: Coach Dorrance Request - N.C. Children’s Hospital Run for the Prom~se Gala 

~: Gary Sobba [mallto:gsobba@~rheels#o~s, com] 
Seat: Monday, March ~, 20~3 2:20 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: ~: Coach Dorrance Request - N.C. Children’s Hospital Run for the Promise Gala 

Coach, 

Please see the note below and the attachment.,.wouM you be interested in serving as ~:he Honorary Chair? 

GS 
Gary Sobba 
Tar Heel Spor[s P~operties 

919-419-8190 ext. 2070 (Phone) 
919~06~1631 

Sent; Monday, March ~$, 20~3 ~:57 AN 

To= Ga~ Sobba 
$ubje¢t= Coach Dorrance Request - N.C. Children’s HospiNI Run for the Promise Gala 

Gary, 

The NC Children’s HospRa~ has requested Coach Dominoe to be the Honorary Chair [or their Annua~ Hospital Run A Then. The conl:ac~: at the hospRa~ a~so reached 

out Lo Coach Pal~adino’s wife ~ast week, buL wanted to see ~f we can he~p make contact. Information is below. Eric Montross hosLed ~ast year and Coach Davis, 

have done th~s ~n the past. 

Please let me know ff you can pass tNs along to Coach Dorrance and/or need add~t~ona~ ~nformat~on. 

Thanks. 

Matt W~ynn 
Ta~ Heel Spo~ts Properties 

91941%8100 exL 2075 (Phone) 
9194064381 (MobHe# 



From: Lyon, Keela [mailto:keela .lyon@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 11:14 AM 
To: Matt Wrynn 
Subject: FW: Run for the Promise Gala - N.C. Children’s Hospital 
My name is Keela Lyon and I am the Special Events Director for N.C. Children’s Hospital. Crystal Miller recommended that I connect with you about an event that 

we have coming up this spring that we’d love to have you, your family and Mr. and Mrs. Anson Dorrance attend. Our event is called the Run for the Promise Gala, 

which runs in conjunction with the Kentucky Derby. The event is on Saturday, May 4th at Governors Club in a large tent placed on the golf course. 

I would like to invite Anson Dorrance to be our honorary host of the event and have your family act as our patient host family at our seventh annual Run for the 

Promise Gala. Attached is an overview of Mr. Dorrance’s role at the event. It’s pretty minimal. We would just want his permission to put a quick bio of him in our 

gala invitations and website, attend the event and say a few brief words about why N.C. Children’s Hospital is important in our community. Our website can be 

found at -W----W----W--:--r--u---n---f--~---r-t---h---e-p---r--~----m--!--s--e--‘--~---r-g. You can find out more information about the event and what a fun event it really is. Last year’s hosts were Eric and Laura 

Montross and the event has been hosted in the past by other UNC notables. Mr. Dorrance would be a fantastic draw with all the many championships and his 

reputation at UNC, our state and across the nation. We would be honored to have him be our honorary host. 

Your family’s role at the event would be to simply attend and if you are willing to say a few words, we’d love to have you do that. 

There are approximately 300 attendees to the event and they are typically our largest donors of the year_.many of which are large donors to the university and 

Athletics in general. 

We will of course comp tickets to you and your family, as well as Mr. Dorrance and his family. It’s a great event all benefiting N.C. Children’s Hospital that I think 

you’d be interested in participating. Because I do not have connections to ask Mr. Dorrance, would you be willing to ask him on our behalf? Or help open the door 

for us to make the ask? 

We would love to know something as soon as we can, so that we can put it on our invitations. 

Thanks so much for your help and l’d love to chat with you to discuss the event if you have a few moments. My contact information is below. Thanks again for 

considering! 

-Keela Lyon 

Keela Lyon 

Director of Special Events 

N.C. Children’s Hospital 

88 Vilcom Circle 

McClamroch Hall, Suite LLIO0 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

P) 919.843.2915 

C) 919.928.6435 

F) 919-843-1930 

~_~_~:__n___c__c__h__!_/__d_£__e_!?__s~___r__o____m__!_s___e_:__o_£~_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 4:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: JeffCup schedule for grad 2015) 

From: AGashe12015@sinclink.com [mailto:AGashe12015@sinclink.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 3:41 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Jeff Cup schedule for            (grad 2015) 

removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
have contacted vou before as Universitv of North Carolina is one of mv too choices to attend 

I play club soccer for the ............ team and my schedule for the 

~ below. I also played for     and am a varsity starter as a freshman and 
sophomore for my school’s varsity soccer team. I love all sports including basketball, track and 

lacrosse. 
Jeff Cup: 
Saturday, March 16 8:00 am FCV v. Carme/ West Creek #6 
Sunday, March !7 8:00 am FCV V, Ohi° E/ire West Creek #6 

_ 
Hope you can come and see me play. 

Thanks 

~L~#~ ~!i#i ~ to vie the full ~O~O~tiO #~ th athlete’s #ro 
Y~ #/~ gin ~ itp://s~ ~rin ~ ~i/~ #~ ~ with ~S ER!D UNG G~O a ~ ~ PA S S WORD 

removed ~ 

sender. 

Spots in 

Collie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 12, 2013 4:05 PM 

gwpall@aol.com 

I~W: REMINDER: 2013 Bums High School Showcase Sat. March 16th at GWU 

From: Clint Shuford [mailto:cshuford@PortersFab.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 20:13 3:43 PM 
To; sazem@andersonuniversity.edu; morganll@appstate.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; williamginn@bac.edu; egentilello@ber~y.edu; 
Icanalis@berry.edu; browncn@brevard.edu; shinohs@brevard.edu; clarkt@campbell.edu; franklinl@campbell.edu; nocerod@campbell.edu; dnbrown@catawba.edu; 
rndswan@catawba.edu; pfriend@catawba.edu; bella@chowan.edu; phelpm@chowan.edu; eradwan@clernson.edu; jeferyr@clernson.edu; sirim@clemson.edu; 
cbonnes@cn.edu; mescott@cn.edu; wharvey@cn.edu; phogan@coastaLedu; rstonema@coastaLedu; jacksonll@cofc.edu; michnercm@cofc.edu; zapatah@cofc.edu; 
dmuns@coker.edu; jdenova@coker.edu; John.Constable@converse.edu; crostin@csuniv.edu; eterrill@csuniv.edu; jstoll@csuniv.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; 

LIBoldt@davidson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; kely@duaa.duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; cherryjas@ecu.edu; donnenwirthr@ecu.edu; lewiss@ecu.edu; 
cneal3@elon.edu; shorne@elon.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; millerc@email.wcu.edu; tcherman@email.wcu.edu; Brereton@etsu.edu; sayersal@etsu.edu; wsoccer@etsu.edX- 
Barracuda-Connect: porters-exchl.portersfabAocal[:t92.:t68.1.20]; andre.burr@furman.edu; april.raymer@furman.edu; krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; rpilch@gardner- 
webb.edu; pdsoccer@gmail.corn; ian.spooner@greensboro.edu; elewis@guilford.edu; wsoccer@guilford.edu; bfontain@highpoint.edu; kfontain@highpoint.edu; 
mbeall@highpoint.edu; cxwilliams@lagrange.edu; jrobNns@lagrange.edu; cayer@lander.edu; jwyman@lander.edu; jashellenberger@liberty.edu; jbbarnes2@liberty.edu; 
kmiller@limestone.edu; mrsmith@limestone.edu; cvargo0922@lions.piedmont.edu; tmccormack0921@lions.piedmont.edu; morrillc@lmc.edu; whitingn@lmc.edu; 
blewitta@lr.edu; cosgriff@mailbox.sc.edu; smithjrS@mailbox.sc.edu; smithsa7@mailbox.sc.edu; kmiller@mhc.edu; cnash@montreat.edu; banuelosf@my.lr.edu; 
samantha.huecker@my.lr.edu; chris_shaw@ncsu.edu; dena_floyd@ncsu.edu; steven_springthorpe@ncsu.edu; Jamie.Ramm@newberry.edu; karrie.miller@newberry.edu; 
jrnccormick@ngu.edu; rachel.baer@ngu.edu; Ikjenkins@peace.edu; mlhowell@peace.edu; elijah.denton@pfeiffer.edu; sandrew@piedmont.edu; bpurcell@presby.edu; 
decesaret@queens.edu; talbertk@queens.edu; turnblome@queens.edu; bsohrabi@radford.edu; cbarrett@radford.edu; jay.callahan@salem.edu; 
john.stubblefield@salem.edu; sara.mccormack@salem.edu; tprice@swu.edu; keith.jenkins@townofcary.org; kwheelock@tusculum.edu; mjoy@tusculum.edu; 
mcasey@unca.edu; mdemko@unca.edu; Bill Palladino; Chris Ducat; calexa49@uncc.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlane13@uncc.edu; jlcorti@uncg.edu; smdaviso@uncg.edu; 
smnugent@uncg.edu; lars.andersson@uncp.edu; pauline.privitera@uncp.edu; barnesm@uncw.edu; cairneyp@uncw.edu; mklebanow@uscupstate.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; 
sam-stroud@utc.edu; jbowers@vwc.edu; mhurdle@vwc.edu; senos@warren-wilson.edu; catamountsoccer@wcu.edu; daluz@wfu.edu; jesseem@wfu.edu; santortf@wfu.edu; 
gcurneen@wingate.edu; s.rahko@wingate.edu; brabgonj@winthrop.edu; mitrovichp2@winthrop.edu; smithsl@winthrop.edu; kiahab@wofford.edu; kirkam@wofford.edu 
Subject-" REMINDER: 2013 Burns High School Showcase Sat. March :t6th at GWU 

Hello Coaches. 

’][’his year’s 4th Anntm][ Bums High School Showcase for girls teams will be held Saturday Mmch 16th.~ 2013. The new venue will be Gardner-Webb University in 

Boiling Springs, N.C. 

Mark your calendars to come and j oin us to see 8 of the top high school gifts teams in Western N.C. in head to head action all in one location and in one day. 

Participating teams include: Bums, Crest, Shelby; Hicko~, Fred T Foard, Polk Count’, RS Central and Kings Mountain. These teams contain many college prospects 

at each level of play. 

The proceeds of this event will go to benefit the Cleveland/Rutherford Counties Kidney Association. 

Here is the schedule for the day: 

GWU Varsi~ field: 

9:45 am Free Youth clinic tbr all youth players 

11:00 am Bums JV vs Fred T Foard JV (30 tnin. halves) 

12:30 pm Bums vs Fred T Foard 

2:30 pm Kings Mtn vs RS Central 

4:30 pm Shelby vs Hickory 

6:30 pm Crest vs Polk Count’ 

GWU Field 2 (’q2he Rock" adjacent to VarsiU field): 

5:00 pm       Crest JV vs Polk County JV (30 min. halves) 

Show your credentia]s at the gate to get free admission and them roll be programs ruth team rosters available. 

Thanks for your support and we hope to see you on the 16th! 

Clint Shuford 

Head Coach 

g urns Women’s Soccer 

704-472-4705 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Al[-ert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:11 AM 

bill palladino <gwpall@aol.com> 

Fwd: Fanail m~d mailing lisk~ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Email and mailing lists 

From: Dale TenT <ddm’g~:earlklink.neL~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,CampDi@pitch.net 

CC: 

Dale TelD" 

Soccer Mailing Lists 

1131 Westchester Ridge NE 

Atlanta, GA 30329 

404-634-3687 

ddlrt ~)earthlink.net 

My email and mailing lists can help you attract more teams and more campers this summer, with email and s~reet addresses fi)r coaches and players. 

The current counts for Southern states: 

PLAYERS: (select players, ages 10-16, no HS seniors) 

AL Girls 1781 street addrs., 252 emails 
AL Boys 2400 street addrs., 295 emails 

FL Girls 179 street addrs., 1865 emails 
FL Boys 222 street addrs.,1616 emails 

GA Girls 6331 street ad&s., 1427 emails 
GA Boys 7102 street addrs., 1366 emails 

NC Girls 660 street addrs., 595 emails 
NC Boys 440 street addrs., 490 emails 

SC Girls 544 street addrs., 215 emails 
SC Boys 892 street addrs., 376 emails 
~12q Girls 496 street addrs., 545 elnails 

~12q Boys 437 street addrs., 512 elnails 

COACHES: (select teams, ages 10-16) 

AL: 131 street addrs., 667 emails 

FL: 220 street addrs., 2690 emails 

GA: 680 street addrs., 1212 emails 

NC: 444 street addrs., 823 emails 

SC: 144 street addrs., 405 emails 

TN: 1086 street addrs., 1375 emails 

HIGH SCHOOL COACHES: (boys and girls teams, school addrs.) 

AL: 240 street addrs. 

FL: 935 street addrs. 

GA: 606 street addrs. 

NC: 545 street addrs. 

SC: 343 street addrs. 

TN: 330 street addrs. 

No emails are available tbr HS coaches. 

OTHER STATES: Con’tact us tbr intb and counts tbr coaches and players 
in other states. 

The emails have all been verified in the past 11 months, using test emails and Apple’s Mail Progrm~. 

The street addresses have been verified ruth the Postal Service’s NCOA Program and Peachtree Data. 



Mmay camps and coaches have u~d my lists yem- alter year, including Joe Machnik, Maack Berson (USC), Ralph Lundy (Charleston), and Todd Yeagley (Indiana). 

You may select any or all of my addresses or emails. 

Street addresses are $150.00 per 1,000. 

Elnail addresses are $100.00 per 1,000. Min. order $200. 

10% discount on 5,000 or more. 

Package deals: 

4900 emails for girls in six states = S392.00 

4600 emails for boys in six states = $368.00 

7100 em ails for coaches in six states = $568.00 

All data is delivered via emaA1 in an Excel ibnnat within 48 hours. 

We trade: If you have addresses or emails for select/travel team coaches or players, or past campers, we’ll trade. Call for details. 

Dale TenTr’ 
Soccer MaAling Lists 

1131 Westchester Ridge NE 

Atlanta, GA 30329 
404-634-3687 

ddrrtt@earthlink.net 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:13 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: State Cup! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: State Cup! 

From: kayla way <kaylaway2014@gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema54.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Anson, 

My name is 

the CAA Veterans Park on field number 4. I will be 

playing with the youth 17 IRSA team. The position I play is 

Sincereb; 

Thank you so much for your consideration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:13 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Las Vegas Tonrnament 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Las Vegas Tournament 

From: Natalie Di Angelo <nat.d17@hotmaJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello Coach Anson, 

I] 

i I ha~Te Been working hard to improve my game, so I hope you 

can make some time and watch some of my games. 

Here is my Schedule: 

3/15/13 

Girls U 16 MGM 

3:20 PM JUVENTUS SC AVANZA 96G (CAN) V.S. EXILES SC EXILES BLACK (CAS) at Bettye Wilson (BW) #10 

3/16/13 

Girls U16 MGM 

3:30 PM OKLAtIOMA FOOTBALL OFC 97 (OK) V.S EXILES SC EXILES BLACK ((,’AS) at Bettye Wilson (BW) #7 

8:00 PM SONOMA COUNTY ALLIANCE SC 97 (CAN) V.S EXILES SC EXII,ES BLACK (CAS) at Kellogg Zaher (KZ) #5 

3/17/13 

Girls U 16 MGM 

2:00 PM SANTA CLARA SPORTING 96G GREEN (CAN) VS EXILES SC EXILES BLACK (CAS) at Kellogg Zaher (KZ) #2 

Thank you for yonr tirne. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW:                                                ~ 

profile.doc 

From: I-maiito: 

Sent: Tuesday. 

To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Anson, 

_~yahoo.com] 
4:34 PH 

My name is and 

am 

interested in attending University of 
North Carolina and playing soccer 
for the Tarheels. University of North 
Carolina is definitely at the top of my 
list and I would be honored to be a 
part of your program. 

I understand the NCAA player 
contact rules. You can direct your 
questions or comments to my 
coach,           , at : 

or "o "~gmail.com. 

Below is our teams schedule for 
this coming weekend. I have 
attached my profile listing my GPA 
and my other academic and athletic 
accomplishments. You can find out 
more about my            eam 
and also view my profile and stats 
by clicking on this link: 

Group A 

#478 
4:20 PH 

C1.EVEI.A~’,iD FC {O~’,i) 
NEW YORK RUSi-t PATRIOTS 97 
River City 

Group A 

#483 
!1:2o AN 

(::I.EVEI.Ar,~I) FC (Or,~) 
CHAR."..O..~FE SA 96 PREDATOR G (~’~C) 
Rive.¢ City #03 



Fields 
West Creek Fields 
12575 West Creek Parkway, Henrico, VA 23238 
River City Sportsplex (formerly SportsQuest) 
13030 Genito Rd,, Midlothian, VA 23112 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 1:44 PM 

pacman@uncaa.~mc.edu 

FW: GPS repot1 for Elon 

From: Greg Gatz [mailto:ggg@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2013 4:40 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: GPS report for Elon 
OK.....I’II have to try and back track that time ........ 

may have been erased. 

a, as marking those sub tirnes...not sure if she had that time._.see if Tom can contact her, she was using her phone, so it 

but second half we subbed out 
> > > "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.u nc.edu > 3/12/2013 4:30 PM > > > 
No she started the second half and 1 think played the entire half. We subbed her out in the first half and left 

and h:_~ft bet in 

From: Greg Gatz [Ln___a_jJ~_,’_ggg_(~__u__D__q_a__a__=_u__D__q=_e_~!_u_.] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 22, 2023 4:27 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: GPS report for Elon 

Tom said she never returned after being subbed. 

> > > "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.u nc,edu > 3/12/2013 3:41 PM > > > 

’~.~ iook~.~ wrong .., What do you t~rlit~k,.’? Why no #’s ~or [:be se(:orld ball? 

F~m: Jason Sisneros [mailto:~       ;@qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March ~2, 20~3 i:~2 PN 

To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: Fwd: GPS report for Elon 

University of North Carolina Women s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis [ Volunteer Assistm~t Coach 

(253) 365-0429 (c) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: Greg Galz <ggg({guncaa.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, Mar 11, 2013 at 11:18 AM 
Subject: GPS report tbr Elon 
To:        ~gmail.com, Anson Dorrance <an~m@uncaa.uac.edu>, Bill Palladino <bpalladino@m~caa.unc.edu>, Tom Sander <pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu> 

Elon match team report attached....let me know if you need any individual reports. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 1:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ~ Event 

From ,@indy.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March ~12, 2013 4:44 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino; Chris Ducat; Torn Sander 
Cc: Max Schrnidt 
Subject: Re: Event 
3-12-13 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
This 

Below is a quick re~nin&r of my schedule for the JefDrson Cup this weekend! I hope you are able to attend’. 
Thanks so much! 

West Creek 
:16047 [] Sat Mar 16 8:00 am          __E__C______V___Lr_g_i___n__La____E____C____N____L______U____I____6_. _v___s__ Carmel United ECNL U16 

Amfika Schmidt 2015 

On Feb 19, 2013, at 10:07 PM, Annika schmidt <mnssoccer70@indv.rr.com> wrote: 

2-19-13 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Congratulations on a great 2012 season! I enjoyed watching UNC play in the NCAA National Championship. It was very exciting to see UNC make it to the 

final game and I hope in a few years, I could be so lucky to participate in an awesome program like yours. UNC’s record of winning 21 National Titles 

shows how tremendous your team is. You continue to build amazing teams and your record in the NCAA shows. 

I am very interested in your soccer program at UNC and hope that you can come watch me play in Frisco at the ECNL event. 

I would like to inform you that I art    and I will most likely be playing center back for my team, but have also played defensive center mid on my Region 

II ODP team! I have listed my games for this weekend. 

If you need to reach me in a timely manner, please email or call my either my Coach, 

Please consider touching base with my coach, ~fter the games. 

CUSC 97 Elite 

:i ii:!; ::. :~: ? :~: ?4 

<image001 

Sat Feb 23    5:00 pm Carmel United ~:C~’~L U:15 v~s Dallas Texans ECNL U16 The Complex at FC Dallas #05 

Sincerely, 

or my 



Join coaches and athletic directors from throughout the country in beautiful Charlotte, 
North Carolina on June 7-9 for the 2013 National Collegiate Recruiting Conference, 
presented by Tudor Collegiate Strategies! 

This is the nation’s premier gathering of some of the most respected industry experts and college 
coaches in the country, focusing on one of the most vital parts of their jobs as college coaches: 

Recruiting. 

Spend the weekend with Dan Tudor and his team of recruiting experts, as we make sure that you 
will leave this fast-paced, information-packed weekend recruiting smarter, with more 
enthusiasm, and armed with the latest proven selling and communication skills for the coming 
2013-2014 athletic year. 

" Where: The Hilton Charlotte Downtown Hotel - Charlotte, North Carolina 
° When: Friday late afternoon, June 7th through Sunday morning, June 9th, 2013 

° Cost: $249 perperson 

DISCOUNTED HOTEL ROOMS AVAILABLE! For a limited time, and for a limited number 
of 2013 NCRC attendees, a special room rate is being offered by the Hilton Charlotte Downtown 
Hotel. This a big di scount off of their normal Summer rate, and will be offered exclusively to 
our attendees once their conference registration is complete. 



Speakers and topics include: 
° Dan Tudor - Founder of the Tudor Collegiate Strategies, Dan will be hosting a special 

four-hour workshop on how to use the new NCAA recruiting contact rules to your 
advantage...an exclusive session just for this year’s NCRC! Dan will also speak on other 
topics, and will serve as your weekend conference host. 

" Paul Biancardi - ESPN recruiting analyst and former Division I head basketball coach, 
talking on the changes in the national recruiting landscape and the lessons learned from 
his career as a recruiter at the highest level. 

° Mandy Green - Head women’s soccer coach at University of South Dakota and expert 
on organization, time management and recruiting. She will be expanding on her 
groundbreaking organizational system for college coaches that she has developed and 
used to land some of the best recruiting classes in her program’s histo~ and becoming a 
new mor!! 

Adam Martel - Head volleyball coach at Emmanuel College and former D1 recruiting 
coordinator at Boston College, Adam is back by popular demand to talk about recruiting 
for small school programs. 

Dan Wolken - USA Today’s college sports columnist and reporter, who will talk about 
the trends and latest news he see’s on a national level when it comes to successful 
recruiting, and the coaches who do it best. 

Sean Devlin - One of the nation’s leading technology experts and developer of the 
popular Front Rush recruiting contact management system, Sean will be revealing the 
latest trends in prospect management and the strategies that top programs will be using to 
efficiently recruit the best prospects in 2013 and beyond. 

Dr. Robyn Odegaard: One of the nation’s premier experts on coach-recruit-athlete 
communication, Dr. Odegaard will be teaching our attendees how to spot communication 
trouble-spots in the recruiting process, and what to do to overcome them successfully. 

John Brubaker: This former college lacrosse coach and successful author and speaker at 
the 2012 NCRC is back, and will be discussing ways coaches can become more 
successful in the way they approach recruiting and their coaching life. 

A One-of-a-Kind Recruited Athlete Panel - designed to let you hear directly from 
recruited athletes, this special panel discussion will be something you’ll be talking about 
as one of the highlights of your weekend conference experience! 

Dr. Mike Davenport - Author of the popular Coaching Life blog and veteran college 
coach will teach coaches how to have a longer, more fulfilling college coaching career. 

PLUS...a special speaker featured in Sports Illustrated that will motivate and 

inspire you, as well as other coaches talking about their secrets to successful 

recruiting! 



WHAT THEY’RE SAYING ABOUT THE NCRC: 

"The thing I #ked about the conference is that you woke me up to what I needed to be do#tg out 

there recruiting. I’m going to have a difjbrent attitude when it comes to going after the prospects 

I really want. " 

"Outstanding speakers and topics.., this is the only place I hear this kind of #(ormation, and it’s 

helping me recruit some of my best classes even " 

’7 ’ve been a Division I coach for nearly 20 yeat~s’, and I learned more about recruiting in the 

first two hours of this conference than I did my entire coaching caree~ Great, great stuff!" 

"What I think I enjoyed the most was the incredible ne~’orking with other coaches who were 

willing to share their secrets and tell me how they’re getting it done. Even my coaches’ 

convention doesn’t offer that! It ~ a one-of-a-kind gathering. " 

"One of the best $249 I’ve spent as a college coach. I can’t be#eve how much information I’m 

going back to my school with... I’m a #ttle overwhelmed. " 

"No fluff no bull...just the good stuff that lets me be a better recruite~ I have more new 

information than I know what to do with, to be honest with you. " 

"This is where I sit back and learn from the best. I always come away with new ideas that I can 

put to work intmediately. It’s one of the only places I can openly trade ideas with fellow coaches 

and recruiters. " 

Network with coaches and recruiters from around the country 

Listen and interact one-on-one with all of our speakers and experts 

Come away with clear cut strategies and methods for the upcoming recruiting year 

Learn directly from the experts in an intensive, information-packed weekend 



Yes! I will be attending the 2013 NCRC in Charlotte! 

Mailing Address: City: State: Zip: 

E-Marl: 

Phone: 

Title: 

Sport: 

Registration fee of $249.00 does not include travel, transportation, hotel accommodations or 

food. Register as soon as possible for discounted hotel rooms on-site! 

To pay by personal check or institutional check, please send completed registration form and 
payment to Tudor Collegiate Strategies, NCRC Registration, 455 Kern St. Suite D, Shafter, CA 
93263. 

To pay by credit card, please complete the form below, and email it to .!_b_b_i_e__(.~]_d___a_n_t_:!~_o_r_:_~_o_~: or 
mail completed form to the above address~ 

The authorized holder of the credit card listed below hereby grants permission to Selling For 
Coaches to debit the cost for the 2013 NCRC registration: 

Card number: Expiration Date: 

Cardholder’s Name: 

Billing address: 

City State: Zip code: 

Electronic Signature (Last four digits of your social security number): 

Priority Registration Code: AL2013 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}; 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 1:47 PM 

BryaJa Blitz <Bli~B@mis~uri.edu~ 

~aol.com 

RE: UNC tourney 

Bryan, 

Dino does the scheduling .,,. J wil~ cop}’ hin~! 

From: Bryan Blitz [mailto:BlitzB@missouri.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March :~2, 20~3 5:~2 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: UNC tourney 
Anson-Hey- what’s up? Do you have room in your schedule in 20~47 We wou d prefer a tourney but we would take just ~ game and I can call Duke or Wake. 

Go TigersH 
Bryan Blitz 

Mizzou Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 1:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Jefl’erson Cup Schedule 

From: ................ L .................. ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 20:13 5:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Bill Palladino 
Subject: Jefferson Cup Schedule 

Good evening Coach Anson and Coach Palladino. 

My name is ........ and I am interested in your soccer program at University of No~lh Carolina. I am a 

......... I axn currently playing ruth We are currently playing in the Region 

Group A 

I have ~]m a~ched a link ~ my Nghlight video. 

http:!/www.youtu be.corn/watch ?wd KflxlOVYIk 

Thank you tbr your time and have a good evening. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 1:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: i Jefl’ersou Cup Schedule 2013 

pastedGraphic.pdf; pastedGraphic 1.pdf; pastedGraphic 2.pdf; pastedGraphic 3.pdf; pastedGraphic 4.pdf 

From:                 ~@comcast.net] 
Sent: Tuesday.March 12, 2013 7:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Schedule 2013 
Hello Coach Don-ance, 

My name is ~ 

Group A 

N3SA 04 HIGHLAND 

FUSION (NJ) 

WC UNITED G97 River City 

#370 

N.]SA 04 HIGHLAND FUSION 

NEFC ELITE U15 GIRLS 

Group A 

L -c-__E L--O-P-’-LD- .A-_ ?- 7-. -G-". 
PRENIER (I:L) 

NISA 04 HIGHLAND River 

FUSION (N3) 

Bracket A #1 Bracket B #:1 
River City 

Below- is my player profile: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:20 PM 

@aol.com 

I~W: Email and ~nailing lis~ts 

From:         [rnailto:     ~earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 i0:16 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; CarnpDir@pitch.net 
Subject: Ernail and mailing lists 

Dale Terry 

Soccer Mailing Lis~ts 

My email and mailing lists cau help you attract morn teams and morn campers this summer, with email and street addresses for coaches and players. 

The current counts for Southern states: 

PLAYERS: (select players, ages 10-16, no HS seniors) 

AL Gifts 1781 street addrs., 252 emails 
AL Boys 2400 street addrs., 295 emails 

FL Gifts 179 street addrs., 1865 emails 
FL Boys 222 street addrs.,1616 emails 

GA Gifts 6331 street addrs., 1427 emails 
GA Boys 7102 street addrs., 1366 emails 

NC Gifts 660 street addrs., 595 emails 
NC Boys 440 street addrs., 490 emails 

SC Gifts 544 street addrs., 215 emails 
SC Boys 892 street addrs., 376 emails 

TN Gifts 496 street addrs., 545 emails 
TN Boys 437 street addrs., 512 emails 

COACHES: (select teams, ages 10-16) 

AL: 131 street addrs., 667 emails 

FL: 220 street addrs., 2690 emails 

GA: 680 street addrs., 1212 emails 

NC: 444 street addrs., 823 emails 

SC: 144 street addrs., 405 emails 

TN: 1086 street addrs., 1375 emails 

tIIGH SCttOOL COACHES: (boys and gifts reruns, school addrs.) 

AL: 240 street addrs. 

FL: 935 street addrs. 

GA: 606 street addrs. 

NC: 545 street addrs. 

SC: 343 street addrs. 

TN: 330 street addrs. 

No emails are available for HS coaches. 

OTHER STATES: Contact us for info and counts for coaches and players 

in other states. 

The emails have all been verified in the past 11 months, usiug test emails and Apple’s Mail Program. 

The street addresses have been verified with the Postal Smwice’s NCOA Program and Peachtree Data. 

Many co, ops and coaches have used my lists yeaar after year~ iucluding Joe Machuilc. Mmk Bersou (USC), Ralph Lundy (Charleston), and Todd Yeagley (Indiana). 

You may select m~y or all of my addresses or emails. 
Street addresses are $150.00 per 1,000. 
Email addresses are $100.00 per 1,000. Min. order $200. 



10% discount on 5,000 or morn. 

Package dens: 

4900 emNls for girls in six states = $392.00 

4600 emNls for boys in six states = $368.00 

7100 emails for coaches in six states = $568.00 

All data is delivered via email in an Excel format within 48 hours. 

We trade: If you have addresses or emails for selec*dtravel team coaches or players, or past campers, we’ll trade. Call tbr details. 

Dale Terry 

Soccer Mailing Lists 

1131 Westchester Ridge NE 

Atlanta, GA 30329 

404-634-3687 

ddrrtt(d~earthlink.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Jefl’erson Cup 

From: Charlene Thompson [mailto:gthompson7@tampabay.rr.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:32 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Jefferson Cup 

Dear Coach Dorrance; 

This is : I wrote you previously with 

my schedule at Jefferson Cup and unfortunately our schedule has changed. I have included the new 

schedule below; I hope you can still get by one of my games. 

Sincerely, 

3/15:2013. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Vegas Showcase - ~ , C~Jifomia Soccer Acade~ny (CSA) 

IMG 4442.jpg 

From:    @ 
Sent: Tuesday, March 12, 2013 11:53 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Vegas Showcase - 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name i~ 

California Soccer Academy (CSA) 

Congratulations on the Tar Heels 26th appearance at the final four College Cup and last year’s Championship! I am interested in joining your program and would 

like to one day contribute to UNC’s winning tradition. 

I will keep this brief out of respect for your time I will be playing with Cypress-CSA black in the upcoming Las Vegas Players showcase. My team is in the girls 

cosmopolitan division, l’ve attached the current posted schedule below. It shows that you are planning on attending the tournament and it would be an honor if 

you could take part of your time to attend one of my games in order to observe my level of play. In any case I would like to keep you aware of my progress over the 

next three years as I prepare for college and collegiate soccer. If there is any other info you need from me now or in the future please don’t hesitate to request it. 

3/I5/2013 

Bracket C 

Bracket C 

Thank you for taking the time to read my email and Go Tar Heels! 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: North Carolina 

..... Ork, inal Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, Mi~rch 12, 2013 11:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: North Carolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                                                                              . It is my aspiration to play soccer in college while striving academically. From the 
research I’ve done, and it looks as though North Carolina has very strong programs in both areas. This weekend I will be playing in the Jefferson Cup, and if you or one of your stuff were 
planning on attending, I would love it if you could come watch me play. I wear jersey number 24 and I have attached my schedule below. 
Thank you for taking the time to read this I realize at this point, our communication is restricted due to NCAA regulations, but I have attached a link to my team’s page, as well as my 
individual profile. 

Jefferson Cup Schedule 

Friday, March 15, 4:00pro, Oak*vood SC vs. SC United FC- MountPleasant 96 Girls E]ite, River City Field 6 

Saturday, March 16, 4:20pm Oakwood SC vs. McLean £/2PS 96Force Green, West Creek Field 6 

Sunday, March 17, 11:20am, Oakwood SC vs. FC Sting 96, River City Field 6 

Sincerely-, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:34 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: United Cup of Champions 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 20:[3 9:19 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; United Cup of Champions 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

g re pleasure iweu id iike to exlend ani n~ffa~ion to you a nd you staff to ~e ~me great £!ayer~an 
m ale h e s a~ l~e Unite dO u p of ~ha m pie n s S occ e~ln C oil e g e~sc re a~in g~ o iie g e c ~c h e s G u~de b o o ~ s fo ~he Uni~ e d 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.oo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 2:44 PM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Spring Thank-a-Thon 

Can you take care of this for 

F~om: Fulton, Nick 
Sent-" Wednesday, 9:47 AM 

To-" Shelton, Karen C; csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu; Dorrance, Albert A 111; awilliams@uncaa.unc.edu; DeSelm, Rich L 
C¢: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth 
Subject; Spring Thank-a-Thon 

Dear Head Coaches, 

The Rams Club will be hosting its semi-annual Thank-A-Thon during the week of         For fall/winter sports. Student-athletes will be provided a list of Rams 

Club donors to call in an effort to thank the donors for their support. Each participating student-athlete will be asked to devote one hour -the equivalent of calling 

20-25 donors. 

We would like to schedule a time at some point during the next week for our staff to attend a team meeting or workout to facilitate the sign up for your student- 

athletes. All sign-ups should be completed by Wednesday, I         Thank you for helping us achieve as close to full participation as possible! 

Please contact me at 843-5782 or P~~.,’-~dL~ to set up a time for us to come meet with your team or if you have any questions regarding the Thank-A-Thon. 

Details on the fall event: 

Dates: 

Times: 9:00a.m. - 4:00p.m. 

Location: Loudermilk Studer~Athlete Center for Excellence, 6th Floor (Suite Level) 

Sports: Field Hockey, Men’s Soccer, Women’s Soccer, Football, Volleyball, Men’s Swimming, Women’s Swimming 

Thank you for your cooperation and assistance with this effort to thank our Rams Club donors 

Nick 

i::*::i 75th Io9o (2)- Nicholas Fulton 
...... test University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

The Rams Club 

(919) 843-5782 

Celebrating the First 7~ Years o~ Supporting Carolina Student-Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 2:54 PM 

Michael Babbitt <michaelb@minier.com>; Doug Dnbay ~dougd@ramier.com>; Somoano, Caylos M <csomoa~o@unc.e&~ 

Robert Boyce <robertb@rainier.com>; Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc.edu>; Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

RE: 

Michael, 

Just in time for uur nun recruiting season ... it j ust lust une year uf value for us. ’]?his is nut goud. 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frum: Michael Babbitt [rnailtu:michaelb~rainier.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 10:15 AM 
Tu: Doug Dubay; Sumuanu, Carlus M 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Rubert Buyce; Purter, (]rant; Tom Sander 
Subject: McCaskil[ 

Cuach Sumoano, 

Sorry it is taking so long to get this tugether for yuu You shuuld start seeing mure ufthe proufs coming in quickly 

I :tee[ that we are [uoking at completiun uf McCaskill by the end uf April I know this is later than originally planned and I hope this doesn’t cause tu much ~nconvenience. 

I dun’t want tu rush the design process and cume up with displays that aren’t tup t~er 

We are working diligently to make sure UNC is [uoking as good as its legacy deserves. 

We have sume of the articles already and will be beginning the installation process aruund the last week of this month. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

Michael Babbitt 
Rainier Industries Ltd. 
Project Manager 

Cell 
(425) 981-1231 Direct 
(425) 251-5065 FAX. 

ww~v.rainier.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Somoano, Carlos M [_mailto: (d~,,unc. edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 11, 2013 6:38 AM 
To: Doug Dubay 
Cc: Potter, Grant; Tom Sander (pacman@uncaa.unc.edu); Robert Boyce; Michael Babbitt; anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: RE: Mccaskill 

Doug, 
suggest that we put together some sort of timetable to get this all finished. Do you think this is soraething ~ve can do’.’ Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Doug Dubay [mailto:dougd@rainier.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 10, 2013 3:16 PM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Porter, Grant; Tom Sander (pacman@uncaa.unc.edu); Robert Boyce; Michael Babbitt 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Coach Somoano, 

So~ I missed your email while I was out of the office. 

By copying Robert and Michael, I am requesting that they get together the most recent renderings they have been working on and send them to you, Grant and Tom to review the first of 
this ~veek 

I will be on vacaion Monday and Tuesday, but will follow up Wednesday to get your feedback. 

Thanks for the follow up, and have and enjoy this sunny Sunday afternoon! 

Doug 

Doug Dubay 
Eastern US Business Development 
18375 Olympic Avenue S 
Tnkwila, WA 98188 
Direct: 425.981.1254 
(;ell: 336-269-9807 (North Carolina) 
Emaik duugd@rainier cum 



..... Original Message ..... 
From: Somoano, Carlos M [mailto:csomoano(@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 12:52 PM 
To: Doug Dubay 
Cc: Porter, Grant 
Subject: 

Doug 
(;an you give us an update on the proofs? Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 
UNC Soccer 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 3:06 PM 

michelle aJaers <info@michelleaJ~ers.org> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros (. ~)gmail.com) 

RE: ~nichelle akers soccer cmnp! 

Awesome Mish!!!! 

From: michelle akers [mailto:info@michelleakers,org] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; info@michelleakers,org 
Subject; michelle akers soccer camp! 

Michelle Akers Soccer & Training Co. 
POB 814 
Powder Springs, GA 30127 
~_mLc_,__h___e_._lJ__e___a____k__e__r__s__=__o_r_g. 
www. michellea kershorserescue.or_cl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3/13/2013 7:05:41 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; _~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I 

@gmail.com] 

FW: michelle akers soccer camp[ 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

@gmail.com) 

From: michelle akers [mailto:info@michelleakers.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 12:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; info@michelleakers.org 

Subject: michelle akers soccer camp! 

Michelle Akers Soccer & Training Co. 

POB 814 
Powder Springs, GA 30127 

www. michelleakers.orql 

www. michelleakershorserescue.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 3:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: US Youth Soccer NationaJ League: Vegas Preview 

From: broadcast@usyouthsoccer.org [mailto:broadcast@usyouthsoccer.org] 

Sent-" Tuesday, March :[2, 20:[3 8:48 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject; US Youth Soccer National League: Vegas Preview 

To view this messaqe in a browser, please click Ihere 

FOR I~4NED:~AT~ RELEASE 

CONTACt: f4ike Anderson, US Youti~ Soccer, manderson@u~youthso¢¢er=or# or 800-4SOCCER 

::~:: image 
~emoved by 
sender 
100x114 nsti 

Scores a~d Schedule 

Home 

Video 

Twitter #l’o~dt~OP 

Fac~book 

2012-2013 season will be Finalized this weekend as the remaining Boys and Girls teams head to Los Vegas, Nov., 

for their final three games. Each d~vision ,MII be represenged by four o~ ~he eigh~ gearns, as half of the field h~ each 
gender completed their season in OHando at the start of the year, 

"It’s realiy great to play at this caliber. First and foremost, the professionalism of the National League; taking care 
of players, making them feei special, showing them ’~x, hat it feels like to be professional and the setup and 

organization," said Leisigl’l Valiey Director of Coaching, Grog Ramos. "i~’s really an atmosphere and an 
environment that’s really special. Then you come in and have the quality of the matches that you get, and it’s ~ust 
the best thing that we’re apart of each year." 

The National League is an extension oF the Mghly successful US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues (Region i Premier 

League, Midwest Regional League, Sou[horn Premier League and Far West Regionai League). Ti~e National League 
provides an avenue for [earns to play in meaningful matches against top cornpet~tion from across [he codn[ry for 

continued development. [n addition to recruiting opportunities, National League teams compete for the league title 
and two slots per division to the annual US Yeath Soccer NatioBal Championships, the oldest and most 

pres[ig~ous youth soccer national championship. 

Tearns U’~a~ earn ~heir spot in the National League have a proven track record of success in US Youth Soccer 

regional and national competitions, and are among the nation’s best. Hundreds of college scouts attend each 

National League weekend, creating another significant opportunity for the nations collegiate and National loam 

coaches to see National League players in an environmen~ of meaningful play, clung ti~e competitive level of: eaci~ 
game as every team has to earn ~heir spo~ in ti~e competition, regardless o[ club affiliation or location. 

"Every team deserves to be here, they earned their way in here, and every team competes to the end. So, every 

game for us was very~ very difficult,"said Match Pit Academy Girls Director oF Coaci~lng, Don Bucci. "this is our 
third year in the National Leagu% this is the best league in the country, and we’re happy to be a part of it." 

The sixd’l season of league play marked some changes as an additional two teams per age group, four ~otal, wiil 
advance to the 2053 National Championships this summer in Overland Park, Kan., and the Under-~8 Boys and 
Girls now advance to the Nationai Championships through the league, 

With four National League representatives joining the four Regional Champions at the National Championships, the 

stakes are high as National League representatives have shown their strengti~ througi~ the firs[ five years. Over 
that time, NaUonal League teams have won 20 of a possible 30 National Ci~arnpionships, including seven of eight in 

201.2. 

Heading into the final weekend~.]ust five of the 16 division titles have been decided, and :!_6 of the 32 slots to the 

National Championships have yet to be claimed. The pressure is on for the teams competing in Los Vegas, but 
many ~earns will be at home anxiously awaiting the resuRs from ti~is weekend’s games .o find out .heir fate. 



Teams that finish in the top-two of their division will secure their spot in the league next year and advance to the 
National Championships, but the teams that fali short will have another opportunity through their respective 

Regional Championships. Last year, :[5 National League teams went on to claim their Regional Ci]ampionship and 

advance to Nationals. 

"]: thinl< for piayer development, they have to continue to play in corrlpetitions that take them out of their comfort 

zone and that have something on the iine that requires them to have to play under some sort of pressure,,~ said 

Eclipse Select SC Head Coach, Rory Dames, "When there’s someti]ing on the line, and you can get players into 

those types of cornpetitions, it’s definiteiy going to increase ti~eir development." 

Clicl< below to see age group previews, as weil as individual honors from youth U.S. National Teams, ODP, 
Gatorade Players of the Year and NSCAA All-Americans. For the latest National League coilege commitments, 

here. 

~.LI.. K~os~ ~s ~he larges~ youth sports organizer=on m ~he country ano ~arges~ member or the umteo States 5occer 
Federation, the governingbody o~ soccer in ~he United Sta~es. US Youth Soccer registers more than 3 milHon 

players annually, ages 5 to 19, and over 900,000 admimstrators, coaches and volunteers in 55 member State 

Associations. US Youth Soccer programs provide a fun, sa~e and healthy e[~vironrnent for players at every level of 
~he game. For more informa~io[% v~sit www.~SYeet~So~eer.ol’g. 

Me,tie Request." When referring to the United States Youth Soccer Association, the largest youth sports 

organization in the United States~ please refer to the association only as US Youti~ Soccer, and never as USYS or 

USYSA. We appreciate your cooperation. 

Abeet ~JlS Yeat|~ Se~:~:e~" Nat~e~a| Leagee - Formed in 2007, [he US Youth Soccer Nationa~ League was 
developed as ~ path of advancemen~ for the top teams from the US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues. ~n addition to 

meaningful matches, development and ~denbficabon, the ieague created a direct path to the annuai US Youth 
Soccer National Championships. League piay features the Under-.15 through Under-18 age groups for boys and 

girls who are seeki~g ~o advance their college, professional a~d U.S. Nation, el Tearn aspirations. Learn more 

at / ~atio~LLea~se/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 3:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: US Youth Soccer NationaJ League: Vegas Preview 

From: broadcast@usyouthsoccer.org [mailto:broadcast@usyouthsoccer.org] 

Sent-" Tuesday, March :[2, 20:[3 8:48 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject; US Youth Soccer National League: Vegas Preview 

To view this messaqe in a browser, please click Ihere 

FOR I~4NED:~AT~ RELEASE 

CONTACt: f4ike Anderson, US Youti~ Soccer, manderson@u~youthso¢¢er=or# or 800-4SOCCER 

::~:: image 
~emoved by 
sender 
100x114 nsti 

Scores a~d Schedule 

Home 

Video 

Twitter #l’o~dt~OP 

Fac~book 

2012-2013 season will be Finalized this weekend as the remaining Boys and Girls teams head to Los Vegas, Nov., 

for their final three games. Each d~vision ,MII be represenged by four o~ ~he eigh~ gearns, as half of the field h~ each 
gender completed their season in OHando at the start of the year, 

"It’s realiy great to play at this caliber. First and foremost, the professionalism of the National League; taking care 
of players, making them feei special, showing them ’~x, hat it feels like to be professional and the setup and 

organization," said Leisigl’l Valiey Director of Coaching, Grog Ramos. "i~’s really an atmosphere and an 
environment that’s really special. Then you come in and have the quality of the matches that you get, and it’s ~ust 
the best thing that we’re apart of each year." 

The National League is an extension oF the Mghly successful US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues (Region i Premier 

League, Midwest Regional League, Sou[horn Premier League and Far West Regionai League). Ti~e National League 
provides an avenue for [earns to play in meaningful matches against top cornpet~tion from across [he codn[ry for 

continued development. [n addition to recruiting opportunities, National League teams compete for the league title 
and two slots per division to the annual US Yeath Soccer NatioBal Championships, the oldest and most 

pres[ig~ous youth soccer national championship. 

Tearns U’~a~ earn ~heir spot in the National League have a proven track record of success in US Youth Soccer 

regional and national competitions, and are among the nation’s best. Hundreds of college scouts attend each 

National League weekend, creating another significant opportunity for the nations collegiate and National loam 

coaches to see National League players in an environmen~ of meaningful play, clung ti~e competitive level of: eaci~ 
game as every team has to earn ~heir spo~ in ti~e competition, regardless o[ club affiliation or location. 

"Every team deserves to be here, they earned their way in here, and every team competes to the end. So, every 

game for us was very~ very difficult,"said Match Pit Academy Girls Director oF Coaci~lng, Don Bucci. "this is our 
third year in the National Leagu% this is the best league in the country, and we’re happy to be a part of it." 

The sixd’l season of league play marked some changes as an additional two teams per age group, four ~otal, wiil 
advance to the 2053 National Championships this summer in Overland Park, Kan., and the Under-~8 Boys and 
Girls now advance to the Nationai Championships through the league, 

With four National League representatives joining the four Regional Champions at the National Championships, the 

stakes are high as National League representatives have shown their strengti~ througi~ the firs[ five years. Over 
that time, NaUonal League teams have won 20 of a possible 30 National Ci~arnpionships, including seven of eight in 

201.2. 

Heading into the final weekend~.]ust five of the 16 division titles have been decided, and :!_6 of the 32 slots to the 

National Championships have yet to be claimed. The pressure is on for the teams competing in Los Vegas, but 
many ~earns will be at home anxiously awaiting the resuRs from ti~is weekend’s games .o find out .heir fate. 



Teams that finish in the top-two of their division will secure their spot in the league next year and advance to the 
National Championships, but the teams that fali short will have another opportunity through their respective 

Regional Championships. Last year, :[5 National League teams went on to claim their Regional Ci]ampionship and 

advance to Nationals. 

"]: thinl< for piayer development, they have to continue to play in corrlpetitions that take them out of their comfort 

zone and that have something on the iine that requires them to have to play under some sort of pressure,,~ said 

Eclipse Select SC Head Coach, Rory Dames, "When there’s someti]ing on the line, and you can get players into 

those types of cornpetitions, it’s definiteiy going to increase ti~eir development." 

Clicl< below to see age group previews, as weil as individual honors from youth U.S. National Teams, ODP, 
Gatorade Players of the Year and NSCAA All-Americans. For the latest National League coilege commitments, 

here. 

~.LI.. K~os~ ~s ~he larges~ youth sports organizer=on m ~he country ano ~arges~ member or the umteo States 5occer 
Federation, the governingbody o~ soccer in ~he United Sta~es. US Youth Soccer registers more than 3 milHon 

players annually, ages 5 to 19, and over 900,000 admimstrators, coaches and volunteers in 55 member State 

Associations. US Youth Soccer programs provide a fun, sa~e and healthy e[~vironrnent for players at every level of 
~he game. For more informa~io[% v~sit www.~SYeet~So~eer.ol’g. 

Me,tie Request." When referring to the United States Youth Soccer Association, the largest youth sports 

organization in the United States~ please refer to the association only as US Youti~ Soccer, and never as USYS or 

USYSA. We appreciate your cooperation. 

Abeet ~JlS Yeat|~ Se~:~:e~" Nat~e~a| Leagee - Formed in 2007, [he US Youth Soccer Nationa~ League was 
developed as ~ path of advancemen~ for the top teams from the US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues. ~n addition to 

meaningful matches, development and ~denbficabon, the ieague created a direct path to the annuai US Youth 
Soccer National Championships. League piay features the Under-.15 through Under-18 age groups for boys and 

girls who are seeki~g ~o advance their college, professional a~d U.S. Nation, el Tearn aspirations. Learn more 

at / ~atio~LLea~se/. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: SO CAL BLUES DODGE ECNL U16 

Se,~t.f!°om my Eerizou ~irele,~s 4(5 L)"A" L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: SO CAL BLUES DODGE ECNL UI 6 

From:                                   ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is :                                                               n. As yon already know~ the Las Vegas Showcase is ahnost here and I would 
greatly appreciate your attendance at .some of my games. I think you will be very impressed with the performance of our team. I hope to see you on the sidelines. 
Thank you for yonr time and hopefully your attendance. Hem is the schedule to my games in Vegas: 

3ilSi20J_3 

Bracket A 

i~i~i~iiiiiiiii s:00 P~ SO CAL BLUES DO~GE-ECI’¢L (gAS) REAL SO CAL ECRL (CAS) 

3/16/2013 

Bracket A 

12:30 PN S() (.AL B~.tJES DODGE-EC~{I. (CAS’ EAST [SAY tJ~{~ED - BAY OA~{S SC BOTAFOGO 

Bracket B 

6:30 PM EA ROCA ~C 9;; PREr,t[ER PO (LW) SO CAL BLUES DODGE-ECNL 

3/17/20~3 

Bracket A 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Jefferson Cup 

. Resvme.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fw: Jefferson Cup 

Fron ~verizon.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <m~son,~)emafil.unc.edu> 
CC: Bill Palladino <bpaJladino@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Coach Dorrance, 
I am writing to introduce myself to you and also to express my interest in UNC’s girls soccer program. My name is and I am a sophomore 
at                                               I will graduate in 2015. It is my goal to play college soccer at the most competitive level 
possible, and T believe that T can accomplish that at UNC. When I graduate from high school, I hope to study criminal justice and pursue a career in 
law enforcement. 

I have also attached a current resume, and below the Jefferson Cup schedule you will find a link to my 2012 highlight video and also a link to my 
team’s website. 
If you are unable to attend the Jefferson Cup, I will also be playing at the Southern Soccer Showcase and will send you my schedule when it is 
available. 
Jeff Cup Schedule: 
Friday March 15 9:40 AM FASA Elite Impact v Charlotte Predator West Creek #2 

Saturday March 16 2:40 PM    FASA Elite Impact v TSF Academy Magpies River City #13 

Sunday March 17 4:20 PM FASA Elite Impact v FC Richmon Mystx West Creek #1 

West Creek 
12505 West Creek Parkway 

Henrico, VA 23238 
River City 
13030 Genito Rd 

Midlothian, VA 23112 
You can watch my current highlight video at the address below: 

/ ? htt ps://www.youtu be.corn/watch, v=Jx3olYmocQ4 
You can also find out more information about my team on our website, www.fasaimpact96.com. 
My resume is attached. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: updated schedules 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: updated ~hedules 

From: Greg S Miller <gmille@athletics.pitt.edu> 

To: MaJrkKrikorian <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu%’Paul Tamberino’ <ptamberino@aol.com%Ali~n Foley ~a]ison.tbley@bc.edu>,’EddieRaswanski’ 

<eradwan@clemson.edu>,’Robbie Chruch’ <robbie.church@duke.edw~,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n@email.unc.edu>,Tom Anagnost 

<tom.anagnosl~iniami.edt~@hil Wheddon <pswheddon@syr.edu>,Jonathan Morgan <jmol 119@nmd.edu>,Steve Swanson < sswanson@virginia.edtP,,Charles 

Adair <ada]r@vt.edn>,’Tony Daluz’ <da]uz@wfu.edt~- 

CC: 

Anyone received a new schedule conference yet? 

Greg Miller 

HEAD WOMEN’S SOCCER COACH 

University o[ Pit~:sburgh I Depar~:men~: o[ Athle~:ics 

F~l:zgeraM ~:k~h~ House ~ A~equ~ppa / Darragh SL I Pittsburgh, PA J526~. 

office (412) 6q8-870~ I moMle (61q) 537-5320 ~ fax (412) 648--8940 

~.~.~ PITT 

~NFORMAT~ON CONTAINED HERE~N MAY INCLUDE PERSONALLY ~DENT]~]ABLE ~NFORMAT~ON SUBJECT TO PROTECTION UNDER FEDERAL LAW. TH~S ~NFORMATION 

SHOULD BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL RE-DISCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION IS PROHiBiTED ABSENT SPEOFIC WR~W~N CONSENT OR AS OTHeRWiSE P~RMI~ED BY LAW 

OR REG UI.ATION. 

F~m= Paul Tamberino [mailto:ptamberino@aol,com] 
$entl Wednesday, March 13, 2013 4:42 PN 
Te~ Alison Foley; ’Anson Dorrance’; Charles Adair; ’Eddie Raswanski’; Miller, Greg S; Jonathan Morgan; Mark Krikorian; Phil Wheddon; ’Robbie Chruch’; Steve Swanson; Tom 
Anagnost; ’Tony Daluz’ 
SubjeCt~ updated schedules 

Lady and gentlemen, 

With the addition of Notre Dame would you please send your updated schedules? 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd:             2015 Goalkeeper 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Julia Kingsley 2015 Goalkeeper 

From: Julia Kingsley <jkrocks97@aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I remain extremely interested in attending the University of North Carolina as my qualifications outlined on my player profile will support my academic and athletic abilities. 

I would like to inform you of my Jefferson Cup schedule which is attached for your review 

Two very recent accomplishments have not yet been listed on my profile. 

o 

o Academically, I have been accepted to the National Honor Society. 

I am hopeful that we will have a chance to speak andlor meet in the near future. Please keep me updated with any spring/summer ID clinics or camps that you are hosting 

Thank-you for your consideration, 

http:/Isoccerfla com/profiles/stingl iuliak.pdf 

3/15 at 2:20pm- River City #04 

3/16 at 1:00pm- River City(Back) #10 

3/17 at 11:20am- River City(Back) #10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 13, 2013 9:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ~                                   Jefferson Cup Schedule Change 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: JeffErson Cup Schedule Change 
From:        ~yahoo.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

I jusl wanted to let you know that there has been a slight change in our g~ne schedule for this weekend. There has been a field change on Friday and game time and 

field change for Saturday.Below is our new schedule, for now anyways! 

Thank you agafin, 

Group A 

Group A 

~a~g ~:oo pv   97 (NYE) River Cim’ 04 

Group A 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 10:17 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: Little 

How did it all finish t~p? And do you come back to Chapel Hill soon? (And by the way, great reporti~g ..., Thank you!). 

From:                          .ff@gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, March 07, 2013 2:49 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Little kiwi 

Whatsup Anson! ? 

SorO’ tbr a late reply as to how my tour is going, unfommately the Intemet here is crap. Anyways...we played South Africa a couple of days after I got here a~d, 

Take care Anson, give my love to everyone. 

¯ (yellow team till I die) 

Ps - I was designated dj in our changing room for pre game tnusic, so I put on a song ca~led ’make it clap’ which is ~pically a song we would play. I proceeded to 

booty pop to the best of my ability as are professionals at but found tny whole team stm-ing at me thinking what the heck has America 

done to her haha. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 10:17 AM 

@aol.com 

I~W: Youth 17 Player 

Fron @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 4:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; i Youth 17 Player 
°Coach Dorrance 

I send you this email to introduce mysel£ My name is 

m~d find North 

Carolinaas a great fit for me and for what I am looking for. I am graduating in June of 2014 frotn m~ a~erican school here ir          and expect to start school in the 

fall of that same yem. On the link below coach you ca~ see my video a~d some contact information. Please let me know if you need additional information and I will be 

very happy to send it to you. 

Cheers, 

removed by 

sender. 

htt p:/A~v.e 

xistaya corn/ 

email-. 

I darse de baja I reenviar I actualizarperfil 

El env{o de SPAN (correo comercial no solicitado) NO est~ permitido a travgs de nuestra red. 

Si considera este mensaje como SPAN, le rogamos comun{quelo aqu{, 

Este email ha sido envJado a anson@uncaa.unc.edu por nicoleregnierpalacino@gmail.com I ~mprimir/vet-sign PDF I Lea nuestra Pol[tica de privacidad. 

Internation Schoolarship Consulting - calle !18 # 22-!5, bogota, 00000, Colombia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:43 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Interested in North Carolina women’s soccer 

From:                              @stasaints.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 10:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Interested in North Carolina women’s soccer 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is 
am interested in North Carolina women’s soccer program. 

My goal is to play college soccer and I 

I also play basketball and have been a part of two state championship teams, my freshman and junior years. We finished 3rd in state during my sophomore year. 

As you can see from my background, I have the athletic ability to play many different sports and different positions on the soccer field. I feel that I could be an asset to your 
program. Please forward information regarding your soccer program and please consider me for a roster spot on your soccer team. 

If you would like to see me play, we are playing in the I Soccer Tournament on April 5-6. 

If you would like to contact me, my email address at home is ~)everestkc.net. My home number is ’. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance,/~Jbert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:45 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: New Schedule for Las Vegas Players Showcase 

From: !@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2023 11:14 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: New Schedule for Las Vegas Players Showcase 

3115/2013 

~~ ...... ¯ i-:.. I::~,. 

3/~6/2013 

3/17/2013 

So~" for the inconvenience, but our ti~nes for the games have been cha~ged at the last minute and ~]is will be our new schedule tbr the Las Vegas PlayeB Showca~. 

Thm~k you so much for your time and I hope to ~ seeing you there~ 

ThaWs aga~ 
Goalkeeper 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:46 AM 

gwpall@aol.com 

EW: Try. Spo~lsBoard at Jefferson Cup or Vegas Showcase! 

From: noreply@salesforce.com [mailto:noreply@salesforce.com] On Behalf Of Stephen Kiraly 
Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 ii:44 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Try SportsBoard at Jefferson Cup or Vegas Showcase! 

i ............................................................................................. ......... ....................................................................................... 

~ Jefferson Cup and Vegas Showcase 

~o~ters Avai/ab/e~ Jok~ customers I~ke UNC, SDSU, Duke. Cal, U of FL and others to streamline J o I 
, 

ff you wa~t to do a free tria~ far Jefferso~ Cup or Vegas Showcase this weekend, 

our team wW predoad your ~Pad w~th rosters (and hopefully game schedules, too). 
Ater you take notes on or rate potential recru~N using soccer-specific metncs as I ~ I 
.... 

wel~ as wdeo, voice memos, and photos, sync your da~a back to the bpo~sBoard 

,.: ~,,,~ ~,,,~ you o~ ~,~,y~ ~nd ~,~,-~ ~ w~h o~,~r oo~o,~ on yo~ ~. 
I I 

minutes for th~s weekend’s evenN. 

~’i&~ere Scouting and Technology Converge" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:46 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: National league Las vegas Sunny Dunphy 

resume 2013.docx 

From:                            l@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 24, 2023 22:27 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: National league Las vega 
Dear Coaches Dorrance and Ducar, 
My name is I         ~ hy and I am very interested in University of North Carolina and would love if you came and watched me this weekend. I play 
for Carlsbad Eliteand will be participating in the National league section of the Las Vegas Players Showcase. My schedule is attached below and 
my player profile up top. I hope to see you there this weekend! 
Thank you for your time, 

SA[i [)]:EGO S(] 5DSC A{;ADE.,’,IY NAVY 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 12:04 PM 

Lee Horton <lhorton@chaJdottelatin.org> 

l~E: DelaJne, can you start a file? 

IL is based o~ her’ grades and Lhe quality of classes she Look and her class ra~k~ 

From-’ [mailto: ~charlottelatin.org] 
Sent-’ Thursday, 3 8:53 AM 
To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Delaine, can you start a file? 

Anson, 
What kind of test scores does       need to get up to for a chance to get in? 

From-’ Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:39 PM 
To,, Lee Horton 
Subject-’ RE: Delaine, can you start a file? 

What are they? 

From: Lee Horton [mailto:lhorton@charlottelatin.org] 
Sent-’ Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:34 PM 

To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject,, RE: Delaine, can you start a file? 
just talked with college adviser and ~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:30 PM 

To,, Lee Horton 
~!!@aol.com 

S,,bject,, RE: Delaine, can you start a file? 

It: she does not need $ or admissions HELP, we would be VERY interesLed. I will copy Dino on this so he ca~ sort out if he can see her. 

From; Lee Horton [mailto:lhorton@charlottelatin.org] 
Sent-’ Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Delaine, can you start a file? 

Anson, 
She is very bright but everyone applies there? 11 can find out more from college adviser. She would not need a scholarship. We play North Raleigh Christian next Friday in 
Raleigh at 4 and Ravenscroft at their place on Saturday at 11. She is suppose to go to Jefferson Cup and is trying to decide which to do? 
Lee 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Wednesday, March 06, 2013 1:14 PM 
To,, Lee Horton 
C¢; Marbry, Delaine H; Streett, Shelly; gkyRa__[[_@__a___o_[&o____m_. 
Subject-’ Delaine, can you start a file? 

0~: course we will (:ot~sider her ... 

A couple of questions: can she ge~ ~n here w~thout my he~p? Wou~d her parents send her here withou~ a scholarship? 

BH~ PaHadino does our in state recruiting ... how can he see her p~ay? 

Thank you for your support Lee ~... AH the best from Chape~ HHH~ 

F~m= Lee HoRon [maHto:lhoRon@ charlo@e~atin.org] 
Sent-’ Wednesday, March 06, 2013 12:17 PN 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject~ one of my players 
Impedance= High 

Anson, 
One of my players,           _ b is in,rested in the program at UNC (along with everyone else of course (-:). 
She is an ECNL player who is receiving some D1 scholarship offers. She is a phenomenal girl with great speed and solid skills. She is currently leading our team in poin~ from 
left back. 1 have told her she is going to be the most a~acking back in the s~te. Her brother is currently on the lacrosse team there at UNC. ~e athletic genes in the family are 
serious. She also has an incredible personali~ that makes coaching fun. [ would appreciate it if you would consider her for the program. Let me know if [ can help in any way. 
She is a junior. 
Lee 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3/14/2013 4:04:39 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW:, ; Update 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From:     _             @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 10:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducat 
Cc: avizarelis@usao.edu 
Subject:     ~ Update 

Anson, 

We just finished a great weekend at the FC Dallas College Showcase this last weekend. On Saturday, we played FC Dallas 

98 ECNL beat them 2-0. I scored a goal in that game. Then on Sunday, we played FC Dallas 97 ECNL and beat them 2-0. I 

scored one goal and had the assist on the other in that game. 

My team will be playing in the Las Vegas Players Showcase this coming weekend in the U16 MGM Division. Here is my 

schedule. 

3/15/2013 

3/16/2013 

OKLAHOMA FOOTBALL OFC 97 (OK) SOUTH BAY FORCE - TOBIAS (CAS) Bel:l:ye Wilson (BW) #9 

3/17/2013 

OKLAHOMA FOOTBALL OFC 97 (OK) 

OKLAHOP1A FOOTBALL OFC 97 (OK} 

EXILES SC EXILES BUf~CK (CAS) 

WEST COAST FC UNIq~ED ~CAS; 

tOK~’ ~ IIUVENTUS SC AVANZA 96G (CAN} Kellogg Zaher (EZ)#1 



I am registered for the CBPA#2 for this summer. I would like to come a couple of days early and have an unofficial visit. I 

am ready to commit to coming to UNC to play soccer for you. I love the campus and have a couple of majors that I am 

looking at to study. 

I have also attached my updated profile for you. My coaches information is on my profile. 

I hope that you will get a chance to see me play before camp. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 12:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Soccer Showcase Unlimited Event 

From: Leon Florez [mailto:           @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 14-, 2013 11:18 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Renee Horton; Leon Florez 
Subject: Soccer Showcase Unlimited Event 

Hello Coach, 

Leon FIorez here, Renee Horton and myself are the directors of Soccer Showcase Unlimited in Orlando, FL We will be hosting the ~ annual Central 

Florida Girls Elite Showcase in Auburndale, FL on July 26 and 27, 2013. We will be inviting 130 of the best female players in the state of Florida, girls who 
will be graduating in 2014, 2015, and 2016. This is an event by invitation only, we are bringing players from all over Florida, some of the elite players from 
the Florida ODP program, players from AC Delray, Coral Springs, Plantation, Weston, Sunrise, FC Florida, Pinecrest Premier, Lakeland FC, Clearwater, 
Tampa Bay United, Creeks Clash, Jax United, Texans Florida, and FC Dallas Florida to name a few. Along with players from Florida two ECNL clubs Orlando 
City and VSI 

We would like to take this opportunity to invite you and/or your staff to come out to our showcase. It will be a very good event, with a lot of very good 
players. We will have player profiles and refreshments for all college coaches. It’s an opportunity to tap in to the Florida kids which has a lot of talent. 

Please let us know if you have any questions. College coach registration will open up soon. We will keep you posted. 

Date: Friday July 26, 2013 and Saturday July 27, 2013 

Where: Lake Myrtle Soccer Complex Auburndale, FL 

Thank you, 

Leon Florez 

Director 

Soccer Showcase Unlimited 

305-796-7462 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 2:54 PM 

Russ Gladden b~gmail.com> 

nataJie dorrance ~hotmail.com) 

RE: License 

Excellent Russ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Russ Gladden [mailto:russ~ladd(&)gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 12:45 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: License 

Thank you Coach. I will run the information to each team managers. 

-Russ 

On Mar 14, 2013, at 12:08 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> ][{ USS, 

> 

> Get 16 to 20 players together l¥cwn all c~t’ the teams you work with and check us out. I think you and the kids will get the information and experiences of elite training that will be worth the 
time. Cal[ me if you want detail (c) 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From:Russ Gladden [mailto:russ~ladd(£~mail corn] 
> Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 11:51 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: License 
> 

> Coach Dorrance, 
> 

> Thad~: you for the quick reply. 
> 

> I assist with U-16 and U-17 girls team for the Augusta Arsenal Gunners club. I also coach a middle school team for local school. 
> 

> Primarily, I am looking to add to my NSCAA National license. Ar~y team irfformation would be good too. There are several girls on all three teams interested in UNC camps. 
> 

> -Russ 
> 

> On Mar 14, 2013, at 11:32 AM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.~xc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> Russ, 
>> 

>> ;\~at do you coach? We mn a corabination coaching school in our ideas for you and team soccer camp in our training sessions for your players in the smnmer. Check it out: 
www.ncgsc.col~1 

>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Russ Gladden [mailto:mss~ladd~mail.com] 
>> Sent: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 8:18 PM 

>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: License 
>> 

>> Coach Dolwance, 
>> 

>> Will L2"qC host a national coach clinic or will one be held in your area this su~maer - preferably a clinic you will be an instluctor or attending? I am looking to further tW coaching 
knowledge this summer better my knowledge of soccer, specifically women’s soccer. 
>> 
>> Thank you f,ar your time. 
>> 

>> Russ Gladden 
>> Augusta, Ga 
>> 

>> 706373.9343 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 14, 2013 2:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: RWG Recruiting CaJendaac Input: Pac- 12 Confereuce 

position statement on recruiting ca2leudaac.docx 

From: Lesle Gallimore [mailto:lesleg@uw.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, March :t4, 20:t3 :t:34 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; d:twsoc@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {D:tWSOC} RWG Recruiting Calendar Input: Pac-:t2 Conference 
Importance: High 

From our conference NSCAA Liaison~ Kevin Boyd~ Arizona State Universitv: 

...In the spirit of sharing information and thoughts, attached is what the PAC-:12 coaches are recommending regarding recruiting calendar. If other conferences are 

so inclined, please share your thoughts in order to help all of us operate and support the same concepts and recommendations. 

We know Rob Kehoe is putting compiling all of the conference input that he receives and will send us a summary when completed. 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gallimore 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Washington 

Mobile: 206-459-5456 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Web: www.gohuskies.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.comiU WWomensSoccer 

Twitter: www.twitter.com/CoachGallirnore 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DIWSOC Ii~r News, Spring Results 



Pac-12 Conference Women’s Soccer 

Coaches recommendations in regards to a recruiting calendar 

We strongly recommend aqainst declaring and establishinc! a limited recruiting days 

calendar. Rationale: 

negative impact to the soccer landscape 

potential for creating a greater divide between the "haves" and "have-nots" 

NCAA declaration on intent to "de-regulate" but then creating new limitation with 

significant "regulation". OR NCAA creating more regulation as opposed to deregulation 

Recruiting Days Recommendation: 

No recruiting day limitation. 

If it is a foregone conclusion, regardless of our feedback, to have a set number then we 

advocate for 160 recruiting day opportunities. 

Additionally: Eliminate the 7 contact/evaluation limit. 

Rationale: 

If we are going to limit recruiting to 100 (or 160 days), then it shouldn’t matter whom we are watching 

(a recruiting day is a recruiting day). 

The 7 contact/evaluation limit is one of the most unenforceable rules and it is abused quite a bit (hurting 

those that abide by it while others break it with no consequences). 

Eliminates compliance person man hours on logging these contacts/evaluations. 

And, if we want to go support a local high school game or a local tournament that has a top player in 

it._we can’t as we may have watched her at bigger club or ODP events. 

Dead period recommendations: 

10 day Dead period from Dec. 23-Jan Ist. 

5 day Dead period surrounding the Soccer Coaches National convention. This would 

be Wednesday to Sunday of that week. 

Current Dead period surrounding the Letter of Intent signing period. 

We do not support a Dead period surrounding Thanksgiving or the NCAA College Cup. 

If a "recruiting days" calendar must include a set number (160) we recommend the following: 



All ODP activities for coaches count as a recruiting day. With that the exception for ODP 

remains in regards to being able to coach during a Dead period, those days would count 

toward the recruiting days though. 

The summer dates (where recruiting days are not counted) is standardized to be the 

months of June, July, and August for everyone as opposed to using calendars specific to 

each institution. 

Support statements: 

160 days - chosen to reflect ability to recruit a 25 player roster (average) with only 3 coaches. 

Also includes ability to watch local high school and club tournaments to support community 

and build fan support by visibility. With limited recruiting those events would not be attended. 

It is not appropriate to limit soccer to fewer days based on what is used by other sports. W. 

Basketball has 100 with more staff and less than half the roster to fill. Men’s Basketball has 130 

with more staff and less than half the roster to fill. Football has 210 with more than triple the 

staff available. Our sport has its own specific need based on squad size, coach limitation, and 

the way a soccer player needs to be evaluated in a game setting. 

A couple problems with a limited day model: 

1. Community relations - it is important that we satisfy the needs and interests of our local 

community in order increase fan support - if a :100 day model was enacted, we would not 

attend high school games and local community events where there may be PSAs resulting in 

our becoming detached from the community. 

2. This will create a two tier recruiting system where schools who are trying to get to the next 

level will have to choose to use their recruiting dates to go to top tournaments. In the event 

they cannot get their players from the top events, they will no longer be able to go to other 

events for back up situations. This will also impact and result in limiting many tournaments 

who count on college coaches’ attendance to attract teams. 

3. SOCCER is an OUTDOOR sport and the weather and soccer seasons across the board are not standard by any 

means in youth soccer, that there can’t be too much limitation on WHEN kids can be evaluated because it 

inherently disadvantages certain players in certain parts of the country. (For instance ALL HS FB is in the fall and 

ALL VB, Basketball are indoors and are rarely, if ever, affected by the weather). WE hit some tournaments where 

weather wise you might as well not have gone to watch because it has such an adverse effect on the evaluation. 

Just a thought. Limiting ourselves to days doesn’t make sense is our point. 

10 day period from Dec. 23-Jan 1st- Both coaches and prospects need a time that they are not 

pressured to be involved in a recruiting event. This would be the one longer period and it 

coincides with the time of year most often used as vacation in the business world as well as the 

time off at Universities and high schools. 

5 day period during National Coaches convention - to add relevance to our own convention at 

which time all fall awards are announced and given out (All-American, All-Region, COY. Etc). 

We feel this can encourage attendance and support. 



No further Dead periods - Thanksgiving and Friday - Felt a 2 day dead period is random and 

arguments could then be made for multiple different holidays as well, DurinR ColleRe Cup - We 

are constantly working to build attendance at our events including the college cup. Leaving this 
as an open time to recruit allows tournament in connection to College Cups resulting in 

increased attendance by players and coaches alike, 

ODP Countable Days if a number is declared - There is an inherent benefit to working with 

players at various levels of ODP. As it is exempt, coaches can work with players outside of SO 

miles, during dead periods, and recruit while also working at an ODP event (as opposed to 

club). These benefits should be countered with those days counting toward their schools total 

recruiting days. 

Declaration of Dates of Summer (June, July and August) - With the significant differences in 

academic calendars from school to school, region to region, and collegiate to high school, we 

think it streamlines and creates a consistent standard. 



Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
From: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 1:47 PM 

To: Michael Berrebi <mberrebi@mix.~u.edu> 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

Let’s try again, Ladies, what do you think? 
From: michael.berrebil@gmail.com [mailto:michael.berrebil@gmail.com] On Behalf Of Michael Berrebi 

Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 4:12 PP1 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject: Re: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Any news from the Leadership Council about potentially forwarding my thesis study survey link to your players at UNC? 

Thank you, 

Michael 

On Mon, Mar 4, 2013 at 3:53 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <aason(i~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

Michael, 

I will send this to my Leadership Council. With the exception of who starts and plays, they tn~ke the decisions for our teaa~. Ladies, what do you think? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: survev-norepN~smo.suc~’evmonkev.com [mailto:st~rve,,~-noreplv({~smo.surve,~monkev.com] On Behalf Of mberrcbi~mix.,wu.edu via surve,,~monkev.com 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 8:31 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hello, my naa~e is Michael Berrebi and I mn a PhD student in the Sport & Exercise Psychology program at Wes~t Virginia UniversiW. I am currently completing tny 

internship with the WVU women’s soccer temn under Coach Nildd Izzo-Bmwn. This experience has sparked ~ny intrigue in the athlete leademhip-cohesion 

relationship, the basis of my master’s thesis research. 

You are receiving this email as a follow-up to an email I s~nt a couple of weeks ago regarding my research study on NCAA Division I soccer players. Specifically, my 

thesis roll investigate gender dilt~rences between the ways in which athlete leaders i~luence a team’s overall cohesion. 

If you are interested in having your athletes paxticipate, all it would require would be to forward the survey link below to your athletes. The electronic survey will take 
approximately 10 minutes to complete. No attempt will be made to identify individual athletes based on their responds. 

If you choose to allow your athletes to participate in the study, please just send me a quick reply that you have tbrwaJcded the link to your athletes. For your assistance, 

I roll ~nd you the findings of the study as well as some intbrmational resources regaxding team cohesion mad ettbctive leadership. 

Thank you very much for your time. 

Sincerely~ 

Michael Berrebi 

*** Survey [.ink: http:i/w~a~’.survevmonkev.com/s,~NCAADl SoccerStu&, 

Michael Bmrebi, B.S. 
Sport & Exercis~ Psychology Graduate Student 

West Virginia Univm~iW 

http:/7~vw.survevmonke~.com/s.aspx?sm gpfeKxiDSEPl~t2Oml~ZIHnA 3d 3d 

Phone: (304)-276-9580 
Ema~l: mberrebi(i~mix.~n~edn 



Dr. Edward E~el, Ed.D. 
Principal Investigator 

Phone: (304)-293-7062 

Room 275A Coliseum 

EmaJl: Edward.e~el(a)rnail.wvu.edu 

Michael E. Berrebi, B.S. 
Advising Graduate Assistant 

Sport & Exercise Psychology Doctoral Smden’t 

West Vi~inia University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 15, 2013 1:48 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ! @gmaJl.com) 

EW: DTS Video- Ideas & planning for 2013 

2013 budget planner pd£htnd 

From: Peter Humpton [mailto:pete@dtsvideo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 4:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: DTS Video- Ideas & planning for 2013 

iXi Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Dear Anson- 
We’ve have had a number of coaches contact us recently, asking about ways 
they ways they can increase uses of video and identify total costs for 
implementation. V~th that in mind, we wanted to highlight a few of the key 
ideas that will help you be more effective with video and your team. 
Annual Support & Training 

- Learn to do more, with what you already have 
- Personalized plans & conversations for increasing understanding and 
uses 

- Online Knowledge base tutorials to refresh or show new ideas 

Additional Gamebreaker Plus License 

- Break up and share workflow among staff with team & scouting video 
- Multiple coaches analyzing/editing their specific areas simultaneously 

Add CODA to your workflow 

- Remote coding for practice and games via iPad or iPhone 
- Coding "in the moment" allows you to capture at that moment 

Upgrade to Sportscode Pro 

- Give greater detail and specificity to coded instances using labels and matrix 

- Ability to import- Heart Rate/GPS data, and data like Pro Zone, Opta 

We value our relationship with you and your staff and are excited about 
developing it further in the coming year. If there are any questions with how it 
relates to your program, we’ll look forward to talking more specifically with 
you. 
Regards, 
DTS Team 
302.234A 346 
i nfo@dtsvideo.com 

removed by 

sender. 



FFOlll ." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 1:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Update: .2014 

From                          @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 4:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: ’Charles Kendrick’ 
Subject: RE: Update: ,2014 
Coach Dorrance, 

Hi., it’s,    ~. I wanted I:o s~:~nd an u~xtate for the Las Vegas Players Showcase. I will be part~dpating h~ the tournament th~s weekend w~:h my tearn, TSA 9(5 Girls 

Red. ~ would I~ke to mvRe you ou~: to see me p~ay. I haw~ mch.~ded my schedule below After the ~:ournament, I wouk~ ~ke ~:o hear any [eedback you may have. 

Game ~: 

Da~e - 3/15/13 

T~me - 5:00pro 

location - Bettye Wilson #3 

O~ponent- Triumph FC {TXN) 

Game 2: 

Date - 

T~me - 2:00pro 

Location - Bd:tye Wibon #3 

Opponent .- Rush Wisconsm 

Game 3: 

Date - 

Location .- Kellogg Zaher 

Opponent -Strikers FC (CAS) 

Game 4: 

Date - 3/].7/:1.3 

Tkne - 

[..:)cation - Bd:tye Wibon #5 

Opponent- Carlsbad E~l[e (CAS) 

Sincerely, 

Class of 2014 

From                          @gmail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 07, 2013 9:49 PM 
To: ’anson@email.unc.edu’; ’ducar@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Cc: ’Charles Kendrick’ 
Subject: RE: Update: 2014 

Coac:h Dorrance., 

f iLESt wa]Ited [:o scrod an upda~:e We won our semi.-fina~ match yesterday. ~ scored ~:he wmnmg goa~ w~th about 2 minutes k@. We w~ll be p]avmg m the 

champ~onsMp game a~ ~O:30am th~s Saturday, February 9. I have included the game ~nl:or’madon and ~ocadon below and would IH<e ~o inv~e you to come out. If you 

are unaMe Lo make iL in person, the ~ame w~H be live streamed ifore A~_~_:~_[~_~_~#_:~_£_~.. If we w~n, Lh~s wifl be my 3~d SLate Charnp~onsNp and the 4th for our 

seniors. 

Game: AZ DMsion II State Championship 

Location: {::arn~o Verd~-:~ High Scho.N, :~,S?’0 Quartz St, AZ 85297 

Date: 2/9/3.2 

Thole: lO:30am (MST) 

Opponent: Apollo H~gh Schoo~ 

S~ncere~y, 

Class of 2014 

From: " "       " ] " " " ~gmail.com] 
Se~t: Monday, February 04, 2013 9:57 PM 
To: ’anson@email.unc.edu’; ’ducar@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Co: ’Charles Kendrick’ 
Subject: Update: ~ , 2014 
Coach Dorrance, 

HI, it’s       I wanted to upda[e you on how things are going. Wednesday, we play ~n the semifinals of our high schoo~ p~ayoffs. ~f we w~n, we w~l~ p~ay ~:or 

the stale charnp~onsMp on Saturday. ~ have put my upcoming schedule below ~n hopes that you will be able to see some of my games. 

High S~hoo~ Na~offs 



Dal:e/Time: 2/(-~/13, 5pro 

Locatior~: Paradise Valte¥ HS, Phoenix, AZ 

Oppor~er~t: Notre Dame Prep 

President’s Day Touma~e~t 

Game 1 

Date: 2/15/1~ 

Th~~e: 7:45pm 

Loc: Reach 1I, F~e~d #04 

099: Sco~sh U~[ted SC 96 GMs (CND) 

Game 2 

Date: 2/1(~/13 

Th~e: 8:45pm 

Loc: Reach 1~, F~e[d #06 
Opp: RL~sh Soccer (SPi) Se~ec[ GU17 S (CO) 

Game 3 

Date: 2/27/lg 

Th~e: 1:45pm 

Loc: Reach 1~ F~e[d #17 
Opp: Wir~dy City Pr~de 45 

Las Vegas Players 

Date: March 15-$7, 

Schedule r~.at posted Vet 

S~f~cere~y, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3/15/2013 7:04:04 PM 

@aol.com 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Shattuck 2014s, 2015s 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Importance: High 

Dino,, 

With Chris out at: the Vegas Tournament, we need a presence at: Richmond (Jefferson Cup} for a least: a day (Saturday or 

Sunday). Can you go up there for us?  is someone we are very interested in and we might have to decide 

on her this spring and I would love for one of us to have a final look at: her. What do you say Dino? 

From: Mika Elovaara [mailto:Mika.Elovaara@s-sm.org] 

Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 7:01 PM 

To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Shattuck 2014s, 2015s 

Importance: High 

Hi Bill & Anson, 

I hope this message finds you well. As I mentioned, we are taking our 2014 and 2015 classes with us to Jeff Cup, a mixed 

team from our two teams, to play in the U18 Superior bracket, and if you are going, I would love it if you were able to 

come watch us. Here is our schedule: 

March 15, 2013 #615 

11:00 AM River City #01 SHATTUCK ST. MARY’S SABRES (MN) - MCLEAN YS MPS POWER GREEN 94 (VA) 

March 16, 2013 #618 
11:20 AM River City #01 SHATTUCK ST. MARY’S SABRES (MN) - MONTGOMERY UNITED BLACK STORM (PAE) 

March 17, 2013 #620 
9:40 AM River City #03 OMEGA SC SELECT BLACK (KS) - SHATTUCK ST. MARY’S SABRES (MN) 

Our roster for this tournament is included as an attachment. I’m sure you’re pretty much done for 2014, but if 

you aren’t, as you may remember, we have a couple of promising girls in that class. 



Well, that’s a long email - [ hope this helps. Thanks again for your interest in our players. 

l.et: me know if you want t:o talk at: any point. 

Best wishes, 

Mika 

]i~is email mess6_qe is fo:" the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and priviieged info:’mation, Any u nauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited, [I: you are 
the irRended rec:ipienl:~ please ccl~tact: ~he sender by reply email and destroy aii copies o1: the origh~al mess~ge. 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto:gwpall@aol,com] 

Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 4:50 PM 

To: Elovaara, Mika 
Subject: Re: Shattuck 2014s, 2015s 

Mika, 

Thanks for getting in touch. I hope that someone ( Chris Ducar or myself ) will make it to the Jefferson Cup at least for 

a day. 



We will definitely check out your team. If you don’t mind. Email me or Anson the week of the event with your 

schedule and names and numbers of the kids you want us to watch. 

Thanks again and stay in touch. 

Take care, 

Bill 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 25, 2013, at 6:13 PM, "Elovaara, Mika" <Mika.Elovaara(~s-sm.org> wrote: 

Hi Bill, 

I hope this message finds you well. I wanted to check with you if you or anyone from your staff will be going to 
Jefferson Cup this year. We are taking our 20114 and 20115 classes with us, a mixed team from our two teams, to 
play in the U18 Superior bracket, and if you are going, I would love it if you were able to come watch us. I’m 
sure you’re pretty much done for 2014, but if you aren’t, as you may remember, we have a couple &promising 
girls in that class. For our 2015s, is someone to definitely see. 

I’m looking forward to heating from you. 

Best, 

Mika 

Mika Elovaara, PhD Director of Girls Soccer Shattuck-St. Mary’s School I Soccer Center &Excellence 1000 
Shumway Avenue I Faribault, MN 55021 I mika~elovaara@s-sm.org 507.602.0240 (Cell phone) ]507~333.1716 

(Office) I 507.333.1727 (Fax)] SSM_Girls_Soccer (SKYPE) 

for more information about us visit 

w~,.s-smor~ ] www.ssmspQ~X~ ] Take a Virtual Tour of Shattuck-St. Mary’s School 

interested in our residential soccer center of excellence? click link below to submit a soccer questionnaire 

https :iisecureq. scoutwareforms.netiqissm mwsoie50b ] .html 

This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 
information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended 
recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies &the original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:07 PM 

~ccer fox@shaw.ca; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~aol.com; Ja~m Sisneros (          ~gmaJl.com); 

nicole fava (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver I .... @aol.com); 

Subject: FW: Quote of the Week ti~om Athletic Mind Institute 

ladies, 

t:hi~.; r~-:~minded of you gt~ys last fall! We wer~-_~ at our best when things were worst!!! 

From: Todd Kays [mailto:todd@athleticmindinstitute.ccsen&com] On Behalf Of Todd Kays 
Sent: Friday, March :~5, 2023 9:02 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Quote of the Week from Athletic Nind Institute 

Xi Image 
..... removed 

sender. 

Forward email 

...... removed by 
sender. 

this ernail was sent to anson@uncaa,unc.edu by drkays@athleticmindinstitute.com 
Instant removai with SafeUnsubscribe~’~’ Privacy’ Policy. 
Athletic Nind Institute :: 6375 Riverside Drive :: Suite 210 Dublin :: OH :: zt3017 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:08 PM 

M’Liss Dorrance (mdorranc@duke.edu) 

EW: post break schedule 

12 springoutdoorsched week 1 .pdf; 12 spfingoutdoorsched.pdf 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 9:47 AM 

To:          @sol.corn;      ~aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’ 

soccer_rox@shaw.ca; Nigro, Kat; Chris Ducat; Nicole Fava; 
Subject: post break schedule 

Team, 

Attached is the full schedule from now until the end of exams. I have also included next week’s i week schedule as usual. 

The full schedule is just a guide and is subject to change, so don’t take it as gospel. I will send updates each week. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

WoIllen’s Soccer 

University of North Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



SUN 

North Carolina 

Women’s Soccer 
2013 Off Season Outdoor Practice Schedule 

Spring Break - End of Semester 

MON TUES WED THURS 

3/16/2013 

FRI SAT 

CARMICHAEL EHAUS 7:45 - 9:15 am EHAUS 7:45 - 9:15 am 

Futsal / Technical Technical/Tactical/Barca Change of Point 

8:30 - 10:00 am Training Practice 

........................................... .................................. ~;~ . ,, ~ ~,~,,~ ~r, ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ................................ ~:::~:::~ ~:~ .................................................................................................................... 

OFF 

OFF 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:11 PM 

I~W: September 28th charge due at Campus Health 

What was this? I will check one of my books ..... I can’t remember, 

From: Stanton, Donna M 
Sent: Friday, March :15, 2013 10:05 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: September 28th charge due at Campus Health 

Coach, 

Please call me today w~th payment information for the 9-28-2012 charge at Campus Health. It was applied to your out-of-network deductible by your insurance. I 

will be here until 4 p today, not in my office Monday & will return Tuesday. Thanks, Donna S. 

Donna Sta nton 

Billing Representative 

Campus Health Services-Patient Accts. 

UNC-Chapel Hill 

James A.Taylor Bldg. CB 7470 

Ph 919-966-6597 

Fax 919-966-0361 

~.~.~ Description: 
Description: 

Request appointments. ,Aevv labs and ~rnunizafions and communicate w~ yeu~ provider using our secure web porlai 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

VW:             ; - Class o£                         - Jefferson Cup schedule 

From: Ngmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, March 15, 2013 11:18 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:.             - Class of                       - Jefferson Cup schedule 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to let you know my schedule for Jefferson Cup this weekend. My 

will be wearing number and hope you can make it to one of my games. 

To give you some updates on me- I had a great experience in Costa Rica in February with the 

in and 

Thanks, 

team is playing in the U15 Championship (top) bracket. I 

team, and my club team is currently ranked 
{GotSoccer). We were finalists at Jeff Cup last year, and hope to improve that this weekend! 

All games at Striker Park, 5400 Ridgedale Parkway Richmond, VA 23234 

Game: 359 

Date: Saturday 

Time: 11:40 AM-l:20 PM 

Home: 

Away: PWSI COURAGE 97 RED (VA) 

Field: Striker Park #02 

Game: 357 

Date: Saturday 

Time: 4:40 PM-6:20 PM 

Home 

Away: MASSAPEQUA SC CRUSH (NYE) 

Field: Striker Park #02 

Game: 361 

Date: Sunday 

Time: 8:00 AM-9:40 AM 

Home: 

Away: PONTE VEDRA SC 97/98 STORM GIRLS GOLD 

Field: Striker Park #03 

Game: 664 (Potential 3 place game) 

Date: Sunday 3/17/2013 

Time: 11:20 AM-l:00 PM 

Home: Bracket A #2 

Away: Bracket B #2 

Field: Striker Park #03 

Game: 663 (Potential Finals) 

Date: Sunday 3/17/2013 

Time: 1:00 PM-2:40 PM 

Home: Bracket A #1 

Away: Bracket B #1 

FiNd: Striker Park #02 

On Sun, Dec 30, 2012 at 10:00 AM, !2~)g_Lr_~j_a_i_l_:_c_£_r__n_> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I just wanted to stay in touch. 
My                  U:[5 team will be playing in the Showcase RED (top bracket) of the Disney Soccer Showcase the next several days. 
If you are in Flotilla for the tournament and have time, I hope you have the chance to stop by and see me play, I wear 

We won our last two showcase tournaments at the end of the Fall ( and we are currently ranked. 

and    in the counter (GotSoccer,com), 
Here is my schedule: 
Ga~ :~ - Honday ( 
10:30am Vs Space Coast United Storm Elite (FL) @ ATRP #3 (4100 Boggy Creek Road Kissimmee, FL 34744) 



Ga~e 2 - Tuesday ..... 
2:30am Vs Kansas USL Rangers 97/98 (KS) @ ATRP #2 (4100 Boggy Creek Road Kissimmee, FL 34744) 

Gaffe 3 - Wednesday 
10:30am V~ San Juan $C Spiri~ ECNL (CAN) ~ EWWS #19 (710 Victory, Way Kissimmee, FL 34747) 
Finals - Thursday { 
8:00am Vs ?? @ E~]S #~8 (7~0 Victory Way K~ss~mmee, FL 34747) 
Happy New Yesr[ 

On Tue, Nov 20, 2012 at 11:44 I~M, ~&_r_&~__U_!:~?~> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is             and I am a rising freshman (Class of                                 High School in           . I am interested in 

attending the University of North Carolina and playing in your Women’s Soccer program. To me, UNC represents an ideal mix of high-level, nationally 

competitive athletics and world-class education. My mother and father were varsity student-athletes at Rutgers University and Princeton University, 

respectively, and I am eager to follow in their footsteps by playing soccer at a prestigious university, whose standards are as high in the classroom as they 

are on the playing field. 

To give you a little background about myself, and my teams, I am just finishing up my freshman season as a varsity starter at 

High School. I play both                    for the team, and we are 2 games away from winning our second consecutive          State 

Championship. We are currently in the midst of a game win streak =     this year), and are ranked in the nation by the NSCAA. 

I am also a 1998 and player. In fact, I am currently attending the Training Event in Boca Raton, FL where 

we are competing against teams from the other 3 regions in the USA. I will also be part of the team that travels to Costa Rica in February 

2013 for some international matches. 

Lastly, l play my club soccer for the {U15), where l am an _ . andwearjersey .Weare 

the reigning            champions, and recently finished as runners up in the Region 1 tournament, losing on PK’s in the final. We play at the top level 

in the Region and the Nation, and we will be playing in the top brackets of several Showcase tournaments this year and in 2013, including: NEWSS, 

Jefferson Cup, PDA Showcase, Dallas Cup and the Surf Cup. 

This coming weekend, November 24 and 25, I will be playing in the NEWSS Showcase tournament in Long Island, NY and I hope that you will get a chance 

to watch me play. We are playing in the Showcase      bracket in U15, and our first game is at 12:30pm on Saturday November 24 at 253 Bellerose Ave, 

East Northport, NY 11731. The web link for our schedule is: http:i/events.gotsport.com!eventsischedule.aspx? 

I will stay in touch with you about my future tournament schedules as well. In the meantime, I would love to know if there are opportunities to attend your 
camps or visit the campus in the near future. 
I have copied my coach on this email, and I have also attached my ’soccer resume’ for your review. Please feel free to reach out to : for 
any additional information. 
Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3/15/2013 8:12:13 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: (UK) Ladies Soccer Player 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: @yahoo.co.uk] 

Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 11:30 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: Chris Ducar 
Subject: (UK) Ladies Soccer Player 

Dear Coach Dorrance & Coach Ducar 

My name is I am sixteen years old ( and currently play in England for 

and I play and study as a member of the 

recognised as the top academy within ladies football in the UK. Last year from a total of 900 trialists 

of only eight places at the Academy. This is a residential placement and I now live away from home. 

which is 

was awarded one 

I have attached my most recent assessments from both (my prewous club) who are 

the top two teams in English ladies football. These give an indication of the type of player I am, my abilities and my 

attitude towards my football. I have recently been called up to the next u19 England camp. 

I feel that I am very versatile player. Over the past couple of seasons I have played as a although 

are now developing me as an However, depending upon the opposition and type of match, I am 

played anywhere along the front line or midfield. 

Alongside a full time training programme I also study A level Maths, Biology and Psychology. 

Prior to this, I was privately educated at High School where I achieved the following GCSE grades: 

A* Maths 

A* English Literature 

A* Physical Education 

A Dual Science 

A Geography 

A History 

A English Language 



B German 

I would be eligible to attend US colleges/universities during I recently participated in trials with a company in the 

UK who provide links to some US institutions and they advised that I should be playing NCAA Division 1 Soccer. They 

have suggested that I would be eligible for a full scholarship to most US colleges, although this would not be my primary 

concern as my parents are in a financial position to contribute towards my education. 

Should you wish to see any video footage of my matchplay or training sessions please let me know and I will arrange for 

some to be taken. 

Many thanks for taking the time to read this email, I would really appreciate any guidance in relation to applying for a 

soccer trial and place at your institution. 

Kind regards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:35 PM 

Jones, Kim <kimajones@unc.edu> 

l~L: Rams Club Tax Heel Tour 2013 

Thank you Kim!!! 

From: Jones, Kim 
Sent: Friday, Mtarch 15, 2013 2:28 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Rams Club Tar Heel Tour 2013 

I get it. I will see if anyone has any thoughts on who those donors miqht be yet. Ill find a match, we’ll give you a call. Thanks. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, Mtarch 15, 2013 2:26 PM! 
To: Jones, Kim 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~     @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Rams Club Tar Heel Tour 2013 

K i m, 

Thank you [or this .:_~pportunity. 

I will go to any meeting you like if I wifl be bet:ore a MAJOR donor to our new soccer/lacrosse stadium. Someone wilt have to call me and convince rne that this 

individual has the potential to be a BIG contributor. 

Get my drift? 

From: Kim Jones [mailto: kimaiones@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, lviarch 14, 2013 4:58 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Rams Club Tar Heel Tour 2013 

Hi Coach- We would love to get you out in front of donors this spring if you are able to join us for any Tar Heel Tour events. I have listed the full schedule of 

events below. Let me know if you are able to attend any of these with us. Thanks so much! ~kim 

Wilmington (Fedora) 
lunch 
Wednesday, April 24, 11:30 AM 
Cape Fear Country Club 
1518 Country Club Road 
Wilmington, NC 28403 
Atlanta (Fedora) 
Wednesday, April 24, 6PM 
The Buckhead Theatre 
3110 Roswell Road 
Atlanta, GA 30305 
Greensboro (Williams & Fedora) 
Tuesday, April 30, 6PM 
Greensboro Coliseum 
1921 W. Lee Street 
Greensboro, NC 27403 
Winston-Salem (williams & Fedora) 
lunch 
Tuesday, May 7, 11:30AM 
Old Town Club 
2875 Old Town Club Road 
Winston Salem, NC 27106 
Triangle (Williams & Fedora) 
Tuesday, May 7, 6:30 PM 
CAROLINA THEATRE OF DURHAM 
309 W. Morgan Street 
Durham, NC 27701 
Hickory (Williams) 
lunch 
Thursday, May 9, 11:30AM 
Rock Barn Golf & Spa 
3791 Clubhouse Drive 
Conover, NC 28613 
Raleigh (Fedora) 
Lunch 
Thursday, May 9, 11:30AM 
North Ridge Country Club 
Raleigh NC 
Charlotte (Williams & Fedora) 
Thursday, May 9, 6PM 
Booth Playhouse & Belk Theater Lobby 
Blumenthal Performing Arts Center 
130 North Tryon St. 
Charlotte, NC 28202 
Pinehurst (Fedora) 
Thursday, May 30, 6PM 
Pinehurst Resort 
80 Carolina Vista Dr. 



Pinehurst,NC 28374 

75th logo (2)- 
test 

Kim Jones 
University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 
The Rams Club 
(919) 843-6433 

Celebrating the First 75 Years o,{ Supporting Carolina Student-Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:35 PM 

.~aol.com 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~NV: 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Schedule and Championship Format 

2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Schedule - FINAL.pdf 

Do what you have to do to get all this approved. Thank you! 

Frem: Kris Pierce [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 

Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 2:29 PM 
To: Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.Nu.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie 
Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Anagnost (tom.anagnost@miami.edu); Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Randy Waldrum 
(Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Jonathan Morgan (jmo1119@umd.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Adair 
(adair@vt.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 
Cc: VanessaFuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Paul Tamberino(         #aol.com); Theresa Wenzel(twenzel@athletics.gatech.edu); Donna Sanft(dsanft@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Jody Mooradian(mooradjo@bc.edu); Barbara Kennedy-Dixon (kbarbar@demson.edu); Jaclyn JackiSilar (jsilar@duaa.duke.edu); Julie Hermann(jkherm0I@louisville.edu); 
Jennifer Strawley(j.strawley@miami.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle_lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (mconboy@nd.edu); Renee M. Baumgartner (rmbaumga@syr.edu); Donald 
Moore; Lee Butler; Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Beth Miller; Jane Miller(jm2y@virginia.edu); Lisa Rudd(Irudd@vt.edu); SharonMcCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Barbara 
Walker (walkerbg@wfu.edu) 
Subject: 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Schedule and Championship Format 
Importance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

We are excited to welcome the University of Notre Dame for the 20~_3 season! 

Attached, you will find your 2013 ACC schedule. Our goal was to incorporate Notre Dame into the existing schedule with the least amount of disruption as possible 

while still trying to maintaining as much competitive equity as possible. A few notes regarding the schedule are as follows: 

¯ Teams will now play either 6 home and 7 away or vice-versa. 

¯ All teams will now play on week 8. 

¯ No team has to play more than three straight weeks of "double-game," weeks. 

¯ No team has more than four games on the early slot to assist with missed class time. 

¯ No team has more than four changes to their total schedule, including the additional game with Notre Dame. 

The &team Championship will remain as is with the top four seeds hosting the quarterfinal round, and the semifinals and finals being played at a neutral site. That 

neutral site will be determined following the April meetings when the ADs, SWAs and FARs can discuss and vote. 

Should you have any questions, please let me know. Thank you for your patience and cooperation during this exciting time of transition for the ACC. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

Kris W. Pierce 
Associate Commissioner, Championships and Olympic Sports 
4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, N.C. 274.07 

(0) 336.369.4652 (M) (F) 336.369. ~203 

ii’~’iI ACC 2012 EmailSignature 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:40 PM 

@gmail.com> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         @gmail.com) 

RE: Advisory Council for SportsBomd - good time to speak later today? 

I am with you. 

And good news from the "personal pride" point of view: was admitted on her own!! Pretty amazing achievement to have two out of state admits from the 

same household, You and     are doing ~:hh~gs dght~ Congra~:~ations ... and ~ challenge al~ of those Stanford "moms" to raise young women ~:he cNiber o[ yours 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 2:42 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Cc~ @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ! @gmail.com) 
Subject= Re: Adviso~ Council for Spo~Board - good time ~ speak later ~day? 

ThaWs, ~ aJl of this is tny unders~nding as well I’tn ~l~ng with Dino and Clms regulazly, ~aJly just wa~ted to make sum ~u were in the loop. 

We’ll keep you posted on how we go. 

Have a great weekend. Ho~ the Heels can ~ll it to~ght and advance in the ACC Tournamenf! 

vP Business Development 

ext 7001 

;;[~-~and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 

of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately. 

On Mar 15, 2013, at l 1:36 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I do have an iPad. (f don’t know how ~:o use it [mt I ha~e one.) 

And please understand t am not a micromanager. The person pulling the trigger on whether or not we w~ll recruit with ~: ~s Chris Du(:ar. The person who wH~ deckle 

whether or not ~[ w~f be ~Rvo~ved ~t~ our camps is B~I PaHadb~o. ] w~l~ Rot over rafe e~ther of those people so honestfy I do not need to be ~nvolved at a~l ~n the 

vettk~g process. Obviously, it is a great ~dea wkh aH kinds of potential, but you certainly don’t need me to toil you [hatJ have s 1:unction at 7 pm that Sunday ~n 

Durham but p~ease do not reschedule on my account. 

Good luck w~th my boys And a~ of ~s co[iti[~Je to be excited abo~Jt your g~rls ( is r~pp~ng ~t ~Jp this spdng)~ 

From: @gmail~com] 
$ent~ Thursday, Narch 14, 2013 5:50 PM 
To~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: Adviso~ Council for Spo~Board - good time to speak lair today? 

Okay, we’ll plan on di~er on April 11 in Chapel Hill. Please put that on your caJendar. 

Would li~e to show you the soccer app in more detNl when we show the camp s~’.., am you available to join our webinar on Sunday a~ernoon 3/24 at 6pm your 

time? I can’t remem~r, do you have an iPad yourselP? No womes if you don’t you cm~ access al~ that you will need from the sewer site, which we’ll show you. What’s 

the ne~ recruiting event you ~e ~rsona]~y going to? 

I’ve been meaning to tell you, if there are girls on the team s~dying business loo~ng for internships this summer, we could u~ their help here at Spo~sBoaN’. Please let 

me k~ow. 

Loving having home. turns 18 tomom~w and flying ~ NC on the rod-eye tomom~w mght. 

But mosl impo~nfly, bows M’Liss t~eling? 

On Mar 14, 2013, at 11:57 AM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <.a_!!s_9.n_i~?email.unc.eda> wrote: 

No time for me today but the t:l. ~ might work fine. 



From: @c~mail,corn] 
Sent: Thursday, March :~4, 2013 :k03 PM 
To: Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A ZV 

Subject: Advisory Council for SportsBoard - good time to speak later today? 
Hi, Anson and Dino. I’d like to invite you both and Chris to joni our advisoo~ council 

Our new partnership will without a doubt be benefici~J to both of us and I’d like to introduce you to my friend, our Founder/CEO 
roll be in NC also on April 11-12, with his son on a lax recruiting trip, and we’d love to have dinner with yon guys on Thursday night April 11. 

Is there a good time we could speak this afternoon? 
Many thanks, 

VP Business Development 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 

of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:43 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

~@gmafil.com) 

RE: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

,~bmsn.com; ducar@uncaa.nnc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

WOW! You are way ahead of me ... thank you 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~hve.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 2:56 PM 
To: 

You are going to change the world thank you! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; 

i ’ .... ’ soccer rox@shaw.ca; Sander, Thomas J; Chris Ducar; .... 

Subject: RE: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

Hey guys, 

Hope everybody is having a good spring break! Can everybody fill out this survey please?? I just did it, it takes less than five ruinutes. It’s for a grad student’s thesis and he’s emailed us a 
couple times asking about it. Here is the link: 

http://www.sulveymot~kev.comis/NCAAD1 SoccerStudv 

Thanks! 

From: Sander, Thomas J [pacman@anc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 1:47 PM 
To: 
soccerjox@shaw.ca;                   Dorrance, Albert; ~msn.com; Ducar, Christopher; i @aol.com ( @aol.com; 

Subject: FW: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

Sutwey lirtk at the bottom. 

-Torn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Tuesday, March 05, 2013 12:52 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FW: NCAA Division I Soccer Stu@ 

Tom, 

Could you send out this survey link to the team to fill out? 

Thank you 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 2:53 PM 

To: mberrebi@mix.wvu edu 
Cc: 

@msn.com; Ducar, Christopher; 
Subject: RE: NCAA Division I Soccer Stud?- 

Michael, 

~aol corn; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: survey-noreply@smo surveymonkey.com [mailto:sur,~ev-norepl,v(~smo.survevmonkey coral On Behalf Ofmberrebi@mix.wvu edu via suweymonkey.com 
Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 8:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hello, my name is Michael Berrebi and I am a Phi) student in the Sport & Exercise Psychology program at West Virginia Universi~. I am currently completing my internship with the 
women’s soccer team under Coach Nikki Izzo-Brown This experience has sparked my intrigue in the athlete leadership-cohesion relationship, the basis of my master’s thesis research. 

You are receiving this email as a follow-up to an email I sent a couple of weeks ago regarding my research study on NCAA Division I soccer players Specifically, my thesis will investigate 
gender differences between the ways in which athlete leaders influence a team’s overall cohesion. 

I will send this to my Leadership Council. With the exception of who starts and plays, they make the decisions for our team. Ladies, ~vhat do you think? 



If you are interested in having your athletes participate, all it would require would be to forward the sur~ey link below to your athletes The electronic survey will take approximately l 0 

minutes to complete. No attempt will be made to identify individual athletes based on their responses. 

If you choose to allow your athletes to participate in the stu@, please just send me a quick reply that you have forwarded the link to your athletes. For your assistance, I will send you the 

findings of the study as well as some inJ2~rmational resources regarding team cohesion and effective leadership. 

Thank you very much [’or your time. 

Sincerely, 
Michael Berrebi 

*** Survey Lip2~: http://w~’.smvc’fmotf~es~.com/s/NCAAD1 SoccerStudg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 15, 2013 4:47 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

I~E: NC.A~\ Division I Soccer Study 

Thank you for Voter compassionate a~tude and your responsibility! I c4hwait to see all you gt~ys, I hope you had a wonderf~H bream 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, Narch ~5, 20~3 3:26 PM 

To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
Subject; Re: NC~ Division [ Soccer Study 

I thi~ we can easily do the su~ey~ It’s quick ~d we would love ~ help Michael. We will make sure the team gets it done~ 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Mar 15, 2013, at 1:47 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~emaila~nc.edu> wrote: 

Michael, 

Let’s try again. Ladies, what do ¥ot~ think? 

From; michaeLberrebi:l.@clmail,com [mailto:michael.berrebi:t@qmail,com] On Behalf Of Michael Berrebi 

Sent: Thursday, March 14, 20!3 4:!2 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bject: Re: ~CAA Division I Soccer Study 

tti Coach Dorrance, 

Any news frotn the Leadership Council about potentially fom,aacding my thesis study survey link to your players at UNC? 

Thank you, 

Michael 

On Mon, Mar 4, 2013 at 3:53 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Michael, 

I will ~nd this to my Leadership Council. With the exception of who staxts and plays, they make the decisions tbr our team. Ladies, what do you think? 

..... OriginaJ Message ..... 

From: ~_t_q3L_e_2_-_E£_r__e_E!2~Ln_~?:_~_u_DL_e_y__r__n_£!!_k___e2::_c_’£!A [ma~lto: ~__u__rz_e_.y_-___r_t~?!Le_p_!.y_@_~_n_!~_?_:~2:g!~_kn_~__e_y__.__c_~_?__n_!] On Behalf Of.n__!b___ej__r__e__b___{@gt_~&__~___Lt_ke___d__t_! via 

~’_u__r_y__e_2:g!£__@__e__.y:_c_~?~! 

Sent: Monday, March 04, 2013 8:31 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: NCAA Division I Soccer Study 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hello, my nmne is Michael Berrebi and I am a PhD student in "the Sport & Exerci~ Psychology program at West Virginia University. I am currently 
completing my internship with the WVU women’s soccer teanl under Coach Nikki Izzo-Brown. This experience has sparked nay intrigue in the athlete 
leadership-cohesion relationship, the basis of my master’s thesis research. 

You axe receiving this email as a follow-up to an etnail I sent a couple of weeks ago regarding my reseamh study on NCAA Division I soccer players. 
Specifically, my thesis will investigate gender differences bem, een the ways in which athlete leaders influence a team’s overaJ1 cohesion. 

If yon are interested in having your athletes participate, all it would reqnire would be to forward the survey link below to your athletes. The electronic 

survey will take approximately 10 minntes to complete. No attempt will be made to identify individual athletes based on their responses. 

If yon choose to allow your athletes to participate in the study, please just send me a quick reply that yon have forwarded the link to your athletes. For 
your assistance, I will send you the tindings of the study as well as some irdbrmafional resources regaacding team cohesion and effective leadership. 

Thank you veU much for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Michael Bmrebi 

*** Survey Link: http:/iww~vuSUrv’eymonkey~com/~NC~LA~D1 SoccerStudv 



Michael Belrebi, B.S. 
Spoilt & Exercise l?sychology (kaduate Student 

Wes~t Virginia University 

http://www.st~rve?,monkev.com/s.aspx?srn g~pt~Kx~l)SEPht2Oml~ltIrvk 3d 3d 

Phone: (304)-276-9580 

Email: mberreN~mix.~wu.edu 

Dr. Edward Elzel, Ed.D. 
Principal Investigator 

Phone: (304)-293-7062 

Room 275A Coliseum 
Email: Edward.egel@mail.~vvu.edu 

!)..t.t.~-?.?.)~.~3:.~.2.s..u.!.~.~..e.y..r..n.~!)..k~e.~.:.c..~?.~..r~.R~R~1~:~.~...g~iDSE~h~2~m~I~nA 3d 3d 

Michael E. Berrebi, B.S. 
Advising Graduate Assistant 

Sport & Exercise Psychology Doctoral Student 

West Virginia Universit.5~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 15, 2013 10:23 PM 

_ _ ~aol.com 

Re: 2014s, 2015s 

@aol.com wrote: 

Incredibly short notice...but if it’s that important I’ll go tomorrow... 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To:              @aol.com> 
Cc: Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 
Sent: Fri, Mar 15, 2013 3:04 pm 
Subject: FW:        2014s, 2015s 

Dino, 
With Chris out at the Vegas Tournament, we need a presence at Richmond (Jefferson Cup) for a least a day (Saturday or Sunday). Can you go up there for 

us?             is someone we are very interested in and we might have to decide on her this spring and I would love for one of us to have a final look at 

her. What do you say Dino? 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, March 14, 2013 7:01 PM 

To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: 2014s, 2015s 
Importance: High 

Hi Bill & Anson, 
I hope this message finds you well. As I mentioned, we are taking our 2014 and 2015 classes with us to JeIl Cup, a mixed team from our two teams, to play in the U18 
Superior bracket, and if you are going, I would love it if you were able to come watch us. H~.~r~.~ is out 

March 15, 2013 #615 

11:00 AM River City #01 - MCLEAN YS MPS POWER GREEN 94 (VA) 

March 16, 2013 #618 

11:20 AM River City #01 , - MONTGOMERY UNITED BLACK STORM (PAE) 

March 17, 2013 #620 

9:40 AM River City #03 OMEGA SC SELECT BLACK (KS) - 
Our roster for this tournament is included as an attachment. I’m sure you’re pretty much done for 2014, but if you arefft, as you may remember, we have a couple of promising 

girls in that class. 
who you saw in Raleigh (" ’ who is reminiscent of , is about to make her commitment, right now really strongly pursued by 

Tim Santoro ~t NC State and Paul at UNCW. She is the backbone of our back line, and involved in a lot of set pieces. 

- Also in the class, the girl who you liked in Raleigh, she is 
- And as dark horses for 2014, I would perhaps add who is super athletic, really fast, an "old school’ with a lot of tenacity and eagerness to score. 
She was not playing in Raleigh because she was recovering from a concussion. Another dark horse in the 2014 class would be             who plays 

for us, and it is only her first year playing that position. She is one of the fastest girls on the team, ran 21 levels in the ’ManU" test, beat everyone in strength tests. Not 
tall, but wins everything in the air, either heading or controlling the ball with her chest. Happy to do the work in the middle - win the ball and dish it off. She needs work on her 
technical ability, but she is extremely coachable. 
- For our , the U16 player is someone to definitely watch carefully, pretty much everyone who has seen her play wants her. The last time she 
played for the U16s was against France in May 2012, she hasn’t been called back since she came to the States, probably because she is not under their watch now. 
She has the, -like ability to dribble through defenses when it’s on but give and go or thread passes through to strikers, too, or take a strike with either foot. She is 
the fastest on dur U16 team, but she looks relaxed on the field. She is the real deal, and I would love her to wear Carolina blue in . In all honesty, if there is someone else 
in our class that impresses you, I will be delighted to talk about them afte~Nards, but currently, I would focus on the : . Our 2016s are pretty stacked with 
talent, with the            and                 from    , all of whom we will definitely bring to play in front of you sometime next year. 
Well, that’s a long email - I hope this helps. Thanks again for your interest in our players. 
Let me know if you want to talk at any point. 

Best wishes, 

PhD 
Director of Girls Soccer 

I Soccer Center of Excellence 
55021 I 

(Cell phone] . (Office) I (Fax) I .Girls_Soccer (SKYPE) 

for more information about us visit 
www. s-sm.org I www.ssrnsports.org I Take a Virtual Tour of 
interested in our residential soccer center of excellence.’? click links below to submit a soccer questionnaire and our admissions inquiry form 
https:lisecureq.scoutwareforms.netlqtssm mwso/eS0bl.html; http:,qwww.          ,~adrnissions,~socc~r-inquiry=formt 
This ematl message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain con~dentiat and prMleged information Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibled. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply ematl and destroy all copies of the 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto      ~aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 08, 2013 4:50 PM 

To: 
Subiect: Re: 2014s, 2015s 

Thanks for getting in touch. I hope that someone ( Chris Ducar or myself) will make it to the Jefferson Cup at least for a day. 
We will definitely check out your team. If you don’t mind. Email me or Anson the week of the event with your schedule and names and numbers of the kids you want us to 
watch. 
Thanks again and stay in touch. 



Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 25, 2013, at 6:13 PM, wrote: 

Hi Bill, 
I hope this message finds you well. I wanted to check with you if you or anyone from your staff will be going to Jefferson Cup this year. We are taking our 2014 
and 2015 classes with us, a mixed team from our two teams, to play in the U18 Superior bracket, and if you are going, I would love it if you were able to come 
watch us. rm sure you’re pretty much done for 2014, but if you aren’t, as you may remember, we have a couple of promising girls in that class. For our 

, the ~ U16 player is someone to definitely see~ 
rm looking forward to hearing from you. 

Best, 

, PhD Director of Girls Soccer i Soccer Center of Excellence . . 55021 I 
(Cell phone) I (Office) [ (Fax) I Girls_Soccer (SKYPE) 

for more information about us visit 
vvww.                      ~ I Take a Virtual Tour of~ 
interested in our residential soccer center of excellence? click link below to submit a soccer questionnaire 

https://secureq.scoutwareforms.net/q/ssm mwso/e50bl.html 
This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, 
disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 10:01 AM 

Hannah Joy Daly <haJmah.daJy@mailbox.ciu.edu~ 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com: Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com);, 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver (          ~aol.com); 

Subjet’t: RE:i am a coach. HA! 

Hannah, 

Congratulations’.[! This has to go out to your teammates!’.[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hannah Joy Daly [mailto:hannah.daly~mailbox.ciu.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, March 16, 2013 ll:04AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: i am a coach. HA! 

Hey Anson! 

Just wanted to update you on my coaching job I have never felt so competitive before and felt so much responsibili~ for the outcome of a game As a coach it is crazy how I feel like 
everything is my responsibility on the field. So this thursday we played a team who we had lost to previously 1-2. That game sucked we were winning but they got a soft goal and then a PK 
with 10mins left So needless to say when we played this team again we were pissed and wanted to go after them. So ~ve came out playing Carolina’s 3 back system My players were very 
rattled by it and at half time we were tied 0-0 and they were asking to go back to the 4 back system but we told them that we have had so many more attacking opportunities than in the 4 
back and we are playing well. So we go out to play the second half With 20 mins left the?’ score two back to back goals and we go down 0-2. Time to work some magic! So ~ve pulled our 
goalkeeper out and put in our back up and put our starter goalkeeper as center back moving our center back to forward (she is our best player, could possible play at carolina hint hint), 
within five minutes we scored two goals! it was incredible our center back scored and also one of our forwards so the rest of the game we just battled out and ended up tying 2-2. it was so 
much fnn 

any~vays just saying hi and thank you for teaching me some coaching stuft\ ha. 
~Hannah 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 10:09 AM 

Chris White <cdwhite@colgate.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; .~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~)gmail.com) 

Shelly, staff a fil!! 

Chris, 

What a contact. We will recruit her [:or sure[ (5hefly, start a file!) It sounds like you had the experience oi:a lifetime. 
What year does she graduate? 
Frera: Chris White [maJlto:cdwhJte@colgate.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, Narch 16, 2013 9:33 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Cc= Chris Ducar 
S~bject= Re: CongratulationsH~ 
Hey ~son, 

Spmn has blown me away. Holy Smokes’. ~ I feel like I have le~ed so much, spoken to so many am~ing people, etc, etc. I could go on and on of course but I will 

spare ~u. I roll give you the details later, but right now I just wanted to check-in ruth some news ~at hoN~lly rams into reNly good news ~her down the line. 

who is the young lady I worked with last year at with Tony Dicicco, (her father is the head of and he is my host here on this trip 

all over to       clubs), is interested in coming to the US for college. While we were speaking last week, he asked what the best college tbr education and soccer 

was in the US. Of course, I said UNC and told him about UNC, showed him both the [INC universiU m~d UNC women’s soccer website, and the unc soccer camp 

website m~d told him that to be recruited, and for you to see     play, he should make sure she gets to unc camp this coming summer, which he assured me she 

would. I told him all atxmt the history of the program, etc, he was very, ve~ impressed. So it looks as though he will try to get her to one of Tony’s           camps 

at       again where I will be working, and then on to UNC camp, most likely the in the end of July after 

I told him I would act as a resource to     m~d him ~noving fora,ard to make sure these camps happen and all the co~nmunication is successful. Also, she is on the 

U 15 National Team. So I am not sure if she will be a great fit at UNC or not, but it appeaacs as though you will have the chance to see her play tiffs sumtner on 

campus. 

I am sorry if this note is not orgmfized well, as my head is spinning and I need to run catch the next round ofgmnes at the training grounds of Athletic Bilbao, and to see 

on the field, who is a great, great young lady who I am sure you will enjoy meeting. 

Take canoe, and I hope you and your family are doing well. 

chris 

On Fri, Mar 1, 2013 at 9:49 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

Not a problem!! 

And what a wonderful opportunity for you .- have fun in Spain!! 

Frem: Chris White [mailto:.c__c_l_~_v__hj_t__e_@_£9_J_g_a__t__e_._,_e_$!_u_J 

Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2013 6:35 PH 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bject: Re: Congratulations!!! 

Hey Anson, 

Hope all is well in the southern pe~ of Heaven a~d you guys are having a fantastic spring! 

I am sorry to bother you but I just thought I should let you know Nancy Feldma~ from BU has invited me for a interview next week and I am pretty excited about it. 
She seems to get a lot of respect on and offthe field, I have loved my interactions with her on the recruifing trail and at the NSCAA and the prospect of having her as a 

mentor is pretb’ amazing but I do not want to get my hopes up too high. I just wanted to give you the heads-up that she may be reaching out to my references. 

Also great news....I worked ruth a young lady from the       youth nationed team last summer and stayed in touch ruth her Dad who is an administrator for 
and he has invited me over to visit Barcelona, Real Madri-d and Athletico Bilbao for coaching development. To say I am excited to learn ti-om their systems of player 

development would be an understatement. From what Dino m~d BigBird told me about you edl’s experiences over there last year, I tBel like the luckiest guy around to 

be able to learn fi’om those clubs! ! .lust wanted to to share the excitement with you. 

I also got *ny Advanced National GK diploma from ToW Dicicco a~d his staffthis pasl January down in Florida a£ter Dlsne>; and it was awesome! Learned tons a~d 
met great people, and working with Bill Steffen is edways a reed pleasure. 

Hope you have a great end to ?,our week mid I hope you family is doing well, and they are in ,ny prayers. 

Take care Coach, and Go HEELS!’. 

Chris 

On Wed, Feb 13,2013 at 5:56 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson(i~uncgm.unc.edu~> wrote: 

I will support you my friend!!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9~9 962 4~00 



> > > Chris White < _c_d_~hLt.e_@£.o_j_g~__t.e_:e_.cj.~j_> 2/13/2013 10:20 AM > > > 

Hey Anson, 

Hope things are as good as they can be with your family and I hope the team is working their tails off on and off the field. Your family is in my thoughts and prayers, iwish 

I could help you out in some way. 

I wanted to give you the heads up that I have applied for asst spots at Boston Univwith Nancy Feldman and with Providence College with Jim McGirr. I just wanted to give 

you the heads up that hopefully you may get a call from one of them. llove Colgate but its hard to make this sustainable on the financial side (extremely part time salary) 
so I am actively looking. I really appreciated your support with Louisville, Even though they appear to be going in another direction (and I am sure they will find a great fit), 

that was a huge compliment and it meant a lot to have your support. Thank you. 

Everything will work out and I know how lucky I am, so its all good! 

Also, in January I got my Adv Nat GK Diploma in Tony Dicicco’s course working also with the great Bill Steffen! That was a lot of fun. 

Take care and see you soon, GO HEELS!!! 

Chris 

On Wed, Dec 12, 2012 at 5:21 PM, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

WOW!!! Thank you Chris .... this is wonderful. Thank you for taking the time to share something so positive and powerful, l HAVE to share this with my team. 
(][ might even read it at our banquet!!) 
Thank you again for being so kind!! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919 962 4100 
> > > Chris White <cdwhite@colgate,edu > 12/11/2012 10:57 AM > > > 
Dear Anson, 
Just wanted to give you the heads-up that buildings and grounds is tired of installing more doors each year so all yo ur NCAA trophies have doors to prop open! Lol 

Congratulations on another 

I’m glad to hear °it’ never gets old to you, because it never gets old for me watching in awe as the culture you have created breeds the legacy of success year after 

year~ in tougher and tougher circumstances. I used to think UNC soccer was about soccer, but each year meeting more and more of your ~soccer ott;pring’, it 

becomes increasingly clear that it really has nothing to do with soccer, but rather~ its all about culture, behavior and attitude that creates such powerful and self-aware 

people. 

Our first conversation was about this person nan~ed           who you spoke about with such glomng terms (but you never mentioned her soccer skills), so I 

figured she was a reserve. When I found out she was one of the mosl influential    players ever I was shocked at why you hadn’t started offwith talking about the 

soccer piece. Now I know. Getting to know the tarheel players at camp just puts it in finer and finer focus each year that its not about soccer, its about creating a 

culture that honors those values you hold so true, of process over result, of the journey over the destination, and always seeing your players first as people to be 

valued for what they do and how they do it, whether or not they ever see the field. Thank you for shomng me that that is ok and the right way to do it. 

What I always loved about UNC basketball growing up was that we would always, always fight back in the second half, and what I love about UNC soccer is that 

we will always, always outtight the opponem (on g~une day and in training!). That Staa~ford game in the semis was shocking. The unmistakable difference in passion, 

work rate, perseverance, and never-say-die attitude was beautiful. Stanford allowed complacency to rule the day, mad you guys jusl kept chugging and fighting and 

clawing and scratching. I loved it! 

I’m preaching to the choir but those skill-sets axe going to carry these heels to success in all areas of their lives. You continue to create marvelous young people who 
are so humbling to be around because they take nothing for granted and have such hunger. You stand as a beacon of hope to me and I know that if I can do a tiny 

bit of what you do, then I am doing great and the kids I am lucl~ enough to work with will reap the benefits for years to come. 

My Mom and Dad s~Jd the ceremony at Cannichael was t~antastic-wish I could have been there. 

Thanks for creating the cultare and for shining it. You da Man’. 

Much love to the Carolina family and the Dorrance fancily. 

Chris 

Chris White 

Assistant Coach - Women’s Soccer 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)--- 

Monday, March 18, 2013 11: 51 AM 

@aol .com> 

~)msn.com; ducax@uncaa.unc.edu; 

’@aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @gmafil.com); 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver (          @aol.com); 

Subje~: RE: tti l’a)m Boston 

We are proud of you AND I are going to share this with your teammates, ~vho like all of your staff are rooting for you How- did the Tar Heel small sided team do? 

Good luck, we all hope you can secure the # 1 spot!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Saturday, March 16, 2013 10:20 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hi from Boston 

Hey Anson, 

Just thought I would send you a quick update fi-om Boston after our first day of preseason! We ran the beep test this morning and I made it to 162 ~vhich is a personal best for me so, yay. It 
still wasn’t great but I wasn’t the first one out haha. It was an exhausting day but it was i’ma in the afternoon ~vhen we got to actually play               and I got to be on the same small 
sided team which was fun. The keepers played in with the field players in the morning, and as good as I am at that haha, I was glad when we finally got to play in goal There are three other 
keepers here right now but the Mexican keeper hasn’t shown up yet (none of the national team players are here yet). It was a long first day, and all the play was super hectic bic eveczone 
wants to prove themselves, but I’m definitely happy with how I played 

Anyway, I miss you and the team and Chapel Hill sooooo much! Tell evels’one I say hi! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 18, 2013 2:07 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducal@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

RE: High school schedule 

I can’t tell you how excited we are that there is another elite North Carolinian that can play for us. Call me. !            © Or if you are calling in the evening (and 

that is perfectly acceptable), use my home k . In one of life’s little aggravations, my ce~ does not receive very well ~t home. When you call, we can 

work out ~ ~bes[: ~ay for" ~ v~sil:" s(:er~ar~o 

Eight now we are waiting for an m~flysis o~ your academk: d~ts fiom admissions ~NI:) some recomn~emMth:ms to gel you admitted. 

~ ~ook forward to chatting with you _.. you are very enjoyaNe to ts~k 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, Narch ~6, 20~3 ~:3~ PN 
To: ~aol.com; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject; Re: High school schedule 

Dear Coaches, 

Thank you so much for ta~ng the rime to a~end lunch with me the other &y i thorougNy enjoyed it~ As you saw my room beat me to the pnnch when it came to 

gathering me academic infom~adon~ So i ho~ thaCs helpfnl with ]eNng me ~ow what i shonld do going into new year. I would love to set up ~ uno~cia] during my 

spring breaX if that’s okay with you guys¯ My spring break dates am March 29th- April 6th so which ever date works out 

Hope yon had a great weekend~ 

On Thu~ Mar 14, 2013 at 10:42 AM, < t2~£[:_c:£!1!> wrote: 

Yes, our office is in McCaskill Soccer Center beside Fetzer Field¯ There is a gate at the top of the road the leads down to the office¯ ( the road 
beside Carmichael Aud.) Drive to the gate and ring the buzzer¯ Tell the receptionist you are visiting us. She will open the gate and give you a 
parking pass...so you won’t get a ticket¯ 

Call if you have any questions or need some help. ( ) 
We look forward to seeing you. 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 
From: ,~,gmail.com> 
To: @aN.com> 
Sent: Wed, Mar 13, 2013 11:40 pm 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Hey coach Dino, 
So at 12 and is your office at fetzer? I’m not sure but I assume that’s whet~ it is? Just let me know when you get a chance! 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:36 AM, ! @aol.com wrote: 

Thanks for your address. Why don’t you come directly to the soccer office at noon on Thursday. Here is my cell number 

have any questions or if you need to make a change in the plans. See you Thursday. 
Take care, 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 
From: ~fl E ka__[!:_c___o__r_!! > 
To:              ~,aol.com> 
Sent: Mon, Mar 11,2013 6:45 pm 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Hey Coach Dino, 
Sorry I haven’t been near a computer to write you a formal email to give you details! But my address is 
to seeing you on Thursday as well! 

¯ Give me a call if you 

I’m looking forward 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 11,2013, at 5:24 PM, ~aol.com wrote: 

Could you send me your home address. We want to put you on our mailing list so you can begin receiving all our mail outs¯ 
Thanks and we are looking forward to your visit on Thursday¯ 

Take care, 
Dino 
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed 

From: ~gELa__[[:_c___o_E! > 

Date: Sat, 9 Mar 2013 00:16:52 -0500 
To: .      @aol.com> 



Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Coach Dino, 
Im glad you made it out today especially with the weather being so chilly! Also that you guys understand the nerves that ran through me knowing 
you guys were watching! But obviously we came out with the result we wanted so thats good! I think the best date next week to sit down and chat 
some would be on Thursday, if that sits well with you guys? Also good win yesterday against Elon! Good luck to you as well with the spring 
matches coming up. 
Hope to talk to you soon, 

On Mon, Mar 4, 2013 at 3:57 PM, < @aol.com> wrote: 

Thanks for your email and HS schedule. Anson and I will attend your East Chapel Hill "grudge" match on Friday. Why don’t we shoot for 
meeting next week sometime. That will allow both of us the opportunity to watch you play before we get together. 

I know our presence will make the game exceptionally nerve wracking for you but please remember that we’ll watch you play numerous time 
this spring. It’s by no means an all or none situation. Play your game and have fun. 

Take care and let me know what is the best time for you and your parents to meet next week. 
Good luck with your upcoming matches and see you soon. 
Coach Palladino 

.... Original Message .... 
From: ~9_r_D__a_i]~__c__o__Ln_.> 
To: gwpall       @aol.com> 
Sent: Thu, Feb 28, 2013 11:01 pm 
Subject: High school schedule 

Coach Palladino, 

Attached her~ is my high school schedule so hopefully that will be helpful since I’m pretty close! As for having a lunch meeting next week i think 
any days works fine except Thursday because i go to my chiropractor around noon that day. Other than that any day should work! Let me know 
your thoughts. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 18, 2013 2:18 PM 

Jean Brooks ~ ~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; duca~:@uncaa.unc .edn; 
~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gma~,l.com); 

nicole fava (nfava,@~nncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver(          ~@~aol.com); ..... 

Subjet’t: Amber, a role models tbr boys in Germany!!! 

l love it: boys!!! 
Now tll~t’s making it; when women soccer players ~re ro~e mode~s for bovs ~n 

F~m= Jean BrooB [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent; Sunday, March ~7, 20~3 ~:28 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Fwd: WhatsApp image 
Some o£a~bers new Ge~a~ ~hns. I’m suro it helps that she sooted ~th 
Get WhatsApp £or ~our iPhone~ ~dmi& No~a, B]a~]~on7 or Windows Phone todaT: 



Sent f~m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 18, 2013 3:06 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ! ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: Temn management tools a~re here 

From: David Clarke [mailto:david.clarke@coach-soccer.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 8:37 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Team management tools are here 

Organize with TeamSnap’s Online 
Management Tools[ 
Over two miNon people use TeamSnap for teams and clubs because it’s 

sports management made easy, TeamSnap’s online and mobile app solution 

brings benefits to coaches, players, and the game of soccer in a snap. 

removed b~ 

sender, Learn 

More 

removed by 

sender 

i~i Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Have a Soccer Team? 

Access the roster from your mobile app on 

the field 

Sync team calendar with Outlook, iCal and 

* See who can attend games 

* Send emails and text messages 

* Track fees and payments 
Sign up for a FR~ trial o~ v~ew our free 
and pa~d plans. 

Have a Soccer Chub or League? 

* Easily create a professional website 
~ Handle your #layer database 
o Email all or pa~ of your ~roup 

~ Schedule your master calendar to 

automatically update your teams’ calendam 

Generate on~ine registration forms, manage 

payments and more 
Get STA~) today w~th no comm{tment 
required. 





I. Vehicle Use Policy 

a. Purpose 

This Policy is intended to work in conjunction with the North Carolina Department of 

Administration’s Motor Fleet Management Regulations and should be construed to provide 

additional protections thereto, not so as to contradict the provisions thcreof in any way. It is 

established to define the acceptable use and safe operation of Vehicles rented or owned 

by the Departmcnt of Athletics, including both 12 and 15 Passenger Vans, by appropriate 

individuals Mille transporting Universfly employees, students, or other individnals on official 

Universi~" business. This Policy is not intended to cover car rentals by Depamnent of Athletics 

employees when the rental car will not be used to transport University sludents. 

This Policy hereby specifically prohibits use of Department-owned Vehicles for camps, camp- 

related purposes, clinics, and other similar activities. 

b. Defi~fitions 

For purposes of this Policy, the definitions below shall apply. 

A "12 Passenger Van" shall be aw motor Vehicle rented by or belonging to the Department of 

Athletics originally designed to car~ 12 passengers (including the driver) which has not been 

converted to a utility Vehicle. 

A "15 Passenger Vaff’ shall be any motor Vehicle rented by or belonging to the Department of 

Athletics originally" designed to can3~ 15 passengers (including the driver) which has not been 

converted to a utility Vehicle. 

"Professional Driver" shall mean an automobile driver hired by the UniversiU from a third party 

engaged in the regtdar business of providing professional transportation services. 

4. "Safe Driving Record" shall mean the driving record of an individual does not include: 

i. Any suspensions or revocations of their driver’s license within the last two years; 

ii. Any accident(s) within the last two years for which the individual was cited for a 

criminal violation; 

iii. Any DUI or DWI violation within the last five years; or 

More than two moving violations within the last 12 months. 

"Van Training Educational Progm~n" shall ~nean annual training mandated by the Department of 

Athletics regarding the operation of Vehicles covered by this Policy. 

"Vehicle" shall mean any 12 Passenger Van, 15 Passenger Van, mini-van, mini-bus, or other 

automobile rented or owned by the Depamnent of Athletics. 

"Vehicle Operator" shall mean an individual approved by the Department of Athletics to drive a 

Vehicle as defined herein. 



c. Phase-Out of 15-Passenger Vans 

One of the intentions of this Policy is to phase out the use of 15 Passenger Vans by the Department of Athletics. 

After the implementation of this Policy on July 1, 2013, the Department of Athletics shall not purchase or rent any 

additional 15 Passenger Vans (except when specifically preapproved by the Director of Athletics or his designee). 

d. Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers 

The designated person within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics shall have the authority to na~ne an 

individnal as a Vehicle Operator under tiffs Policy. For purposes of this Policy, this designated individual wittfn the 

Facilities unit shall be the Fleet Management Coordinator. To be approved as a Vehicle Operator, an individual 

must: 

1. Be at least 21 years of age; 

2. Have a minimum of five years of experience operating automobiles; 

3. Have a Safe Driving Record; 

Be a currem employee of the University or graduate or professional student of the University 

whose educational training requires use of the Vehicle and whose use is permitted by the Fleet 

Management Coordinator; and 

Have cmnpleted the Van Training Educational Program within a time period established by the 

Department of Athletics. 

Vehicle Operators are expected to report all tickets, charges, citations, and traffic offenses received while driving 

any automobile, University-owned or othev~vise, to the driver’s superior and Fleet Management Coordinator within 

ten days. In the event that any offense causes an individual to no longer have a Safe Driving Record or valid 

driver’s license, such individual shall not be permitted to operate any Vehicle until they have a valid driver’s license 

and have not received a traffic violation or citation for a period of one year after "the date of’the last such occurrence. 

Professional Drivers shall be permitted to drive individuals affiliated with the Department of Athletics. Such 

Professional Drivers are expected to abide by the rules, regulations, and policies of their employer, as well as the 

provisions in the "Responsibility of Vehicle Operators" and "Operating Guidelines" sections herein (or similar 

provisions as may be established by their employer). 

Except in emergency situations, only Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers are permitted to drive 

Vehicles governed by this Policy. 

e. Passengers 

Passengers in all Vehicles should be li~nited to persons who are 18 years of age or older and are University 

employees, sludents of the Uuiversity, or other individuals on official University business for which use of the 

Vehicle has been granted. An exception to this minimum age requirement shall exist for students of the University 

who are m~der the age of 18. Family ~nembers who are not University employees are expressly prohibited frmn 

riding in the Vehicles governed by this Policy. 



f. Responsibilil~, of the Department of Athletics 

To help promote the safe use of these Vehicles, the Facilities unit within the Department of Athletics shall be 

responsible for the precautionary measures below. 

Blake available the Van Training Educational Program and retain a record of individuals who have 

completed it. Begi~ming in July, 2014, this Van Training Educational Program must be updated at 

least annually to maintain status as an authorized Vehicle Operator. 

Every. twelve months, attempt to verily that the list of Vehicle Operators does not include anyone 

who no longer has a Safe Driving Record. 

Ensure that only authorized Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers are permitted to drive any 

Vehicle governed by this Policy. 

Have a knowledgeable pa~7 (including, but not limited to, mechanic/auto body shops or car 

dealerships) conduct safety evaluations of all Vehicles at least once annually. Ensure oil changes 

and tire rotations arc performed on each Vehicle every. 4,000 miles. Remove Vehicles with 

idemified safety deficiencies from sel~’ice. 

Ensure that a copy of this Vehicle Use Policy and information regarding tire pressure is available 

in each Vehicle. 

Have a knowledgeable pa~ conduct regular checks of tire wear and pressure on all Vehicles’ 

rites, including spares. 

g. Responsibilily of Vehicle Operators 

It is the responsibility of all Vehicle Operators to drive in a safe manner and comply with all applicable laws and 

regulations. Prior to driving a Vehicle governed by this Policy, a Vehicle Operator must take the following 

precaurions: 

1. Ensure physical possession of a valid driver’s license. 

Limit the total number of passengers to the number of available seatbelts. In 12 and 15 Passenger 

Vans, the number of passengers should not exceed 11 people (including the driver). 

3. Ensure proper loading of passengers and equipment. 

4. Ensure that there is a working cell phone in the Vehicle. 

Make a visual inspection of the Vehicle to attempt to identify issues with lights, tires, windshield 

wipers, gas, and mirrors. Vehicles with deficiencies or mechanical defects that would jeopardize 

safe operation (such as a lealdng gas line or overheating engine) must be repaired prior to future 

operation. Vehicles found to be in an unsafe condition should not be operated until appropriate 

repairs arc made. 

6. Scrape or defrost the windows and mirrors if necessal3~. 



During and after operation of a Vehicle, a Vehicle Operator should: 

1. Obey all traffic regulations and posted speed limits. 

2. Abide by the Operating Guidelines of this Policy. 

Report all accidents, regardless of damage, to the driver’s superior and the Fleet Management 

Coordinator in the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics as soon as possible. Additionally, 

accidents that occur on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus should be reported in~nediately to the 

Department of Public Safe~~. Accidents that occur off of UNC-Chapel Hill’s campus should be 

reporled immediately to the appropriate state police. 

Report all tickets, citations, and other traffic-related charges to the driver’s superior and the Fleet 

Management Coordinator in the Facilities refit of the Department of Athletics within ten days. 

Report the onset of any physical or mcmal condition that may impair the ability to drive and 

refrain from driving if such condition(s) become presem. 

Report aw defects, Vehicle damage, nminte~mnce needs, and aw other issues encountered while 

operating a Vehicle under this Policy to the Fleet Managcment Coordinator as soon as practical so 

that appropriate measures may be taken. Vehicle Operators should also immediately report aw 

violations of this Policy of Milch they become aware to the Fleet Management Coordinator. 

Operating Guidelines 

The Vehicle shall not carry more passengers than it has seatbelts. In no case shall a 12 or 15 

Passenger Van ever carly." more than 11 people (including the driver). 

Everyone in the Vehicle should use a seat belt in an appropriate manner at all times while the 

Vehicle is in operation. 

Evaluate weather conditions and attempt to avoid travel if possible when conditions are hazardous 

(including, but not limited to: dense fog, heavy rain, snow, ice, high winds, and flooding). If 

adverse conditions make it unsafe to continue, stop driving and wait for conditions to improve. 

4. Minimize nighttime driving if there are reasonable alternatives which make it possible to do so. 

5. TD~ to avoid high speeds and always obey posted speed limits. 

Do not operate a Vehicle when fatigued. Vehicle Operators should be well-rested and alert: while 

driving. Vehicle Operators should try not to exceed 7 hours of driving in aw 24 hour period. 

When possible, have a second Vehicle Operator available in case of emergency or if the driver 

becomes fatigued. 

Seat passengers from the front to the back so that as much weight as possible is located in 
front of the rear axle. Keep luggage on the floor if at all possible. Do not use the roof for 

storage or overload the Vehicle. 

8. Towing a trailer or aw other object with a 12 or 15 Passenger Van is prohibited. 

9. Drivers may not use cell phones while the Vehicle is in operation. 



10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Avoid loud music and other distractions that may prevent the driver from hearing traffic warning 

devices. Noise inside the Vehicle should not drown out sound levels from horns and sirens in the 

immediate area. 

Drive defensively at: all times and be especially careful o:f bicycle and pedestrian traffic. 

Utilize appropriate signals at all times to inform others of file driver’s intentions, 

Ensure the Vehicle is secured when parked by: turning the ignition switch off and removing the 

key, making sure Vehicles equipped with automatic transmissions are placed in park and manual 

transmissions are placed in gear, setting the hand or parking brake, and locking the Vehicle doors. 

Secure all doors Mille the Vehicle is in motion. 

Have the occupant of the front passenger seat serve as the navigator. Let the navigator follow the 

directions or read the map for the driver and assist with lane changes, turns, and backing. 

Always consider the characteristics of the Vehicle and drive conservativeb7. The length, width, 

and weight of some Vehicles, including 12 and 15 Passenger Vans, are greater than Vehicles to 

which most drivers arc accustomed. 

The weight of the Vehicle, particularly when fully occupied, requires additional stopping 

distance. The weight causes the center of gravity to shift rearward and upward, 

increasing the likelihood of rollover. This shift in gravity will also increase tile potential 

for loss of control in panic maneuvers. 

The width of the Vehicle allows for less lane romn. Be aware that the shoulder is often 

soft and can give way underneath the Vehicle, sometimes causing the Vehicle to roll. 

The length of the Vehicle increases distances needed for making turns, changing lanes, 

and backing. Use the navigator to assist with these lane changes and turns. As 

appropriate, have the navigator get out of the Vehicle to watch for obstacles when 

backing. 

i. Responsibilit~ of Passengers 

Passengers should immediately report any violations of this Policy of which they become aware to the Fleet 

Management Coordinator. 

All passengers in Vehicles governed by this Policy are expected to abide by the following rules at all times while the 

Vehicle is in use: 

1. All passengers may only be seated in seats equipped with seat belts and must wear seat belts 

appropriately at all times while the Vehicle is in use. 

Allow the Vehicle Operator to drive in an environment free from distractions inside the Vehicle. 

No smoking, alcohol, or illegal drugs are permitted at any time in any Vehicle governed by this 

Policy’. 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA-CHAPEL HILL VEHICLE USE AGREEMENT 

Safe Driving 

I acknowledge that I will operate any Vehicle owned by the Department of Athletics in a safe, 

responsible maturer and in compliance with all applicable laws, rules, regulations, and ordinances. 

I further understand and agree to follow all provisions in the Vehicle Use Policy for the University 

of North Carolina Department of Athletics. I warrant that I will only use aw Vehicle governed by 

the Vehicle Use Policy for the specific University business or sanctioned activity for which it was 

granted. 

Physical Condition 

To my knowledge, I have no physical or lnental condition that may impair n\v ability to drive. If 

my condition changes such that my ability to drive may be affected, I shall notify my superior 

immediately" and refrain from operating aw Vehicle governed by the Vehicle Use Policy. 

Motor Vehicle License 

I possess a valid driver’s license and will promptly notify my supervisor and the Fleet 

Management Coordinator within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics if my license 

expires or is suspended or revoked by a police authority. I authorize the Universi~r of North 

Carolina-Chapel Hill to obtain a copy of IW official state motor vehicle record(s), including the 

current status of my license and any traffic convictions, at any time. 

Accidents and Citations 

I shall immediately report any accident, ticket, DUI/DWI charge, or other citation with which I am 

involved in accordance with the requirements of the Department of Athletics Vehicle Use Policy. 

Monitoring of Vehicle Safety 

I agree that I will be cognizant of potential safety issues and operating defects related to any 
Vehicle governed by the Vehicle Use Policy and that I will inunediately notify the Fleet 
Management Coordinator within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics should I find 
any problem(s) with a Vehicle. 

My signature hereunder indicates my consent to all provisions of this Vehicle Use Agreement 

and affirms that I understand and will abide by the terms of the University qf North Carolina 

Department of Athletes Vehicle Use Policy. 

Print Full Name: 

Signature: 

Date: 

Driver’s License Number: 



Tire Pressure Monitoring References 

htt~://www°miche~inman~c~m/tires~1~1/tire-care/tire-mai ntenance/h~w~t~-check-pressure~pa~e 

http:/iwww.ed mu nds.comihow-toihow-to-check-tire-pressure-and-i nflate-tiresohtml 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 4:33 PM 

pacman@ancaa.unc.edu 

FW: Managers 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 3:56 PM 

To: Katrina Dowd; Tyler Adams; Guy Cathro; Jan Mann; Grant Fulton; Joe Sagula; Eve Rackham; Sander, Thomas .I; Jenny Levy; Leah Wigger; Karen Shelton; Dorrance, 
Albert A IV; Phil Barnes; Tony Yount 
Subject: Fwd: Managers 

Begin ~bm’a~ded message: 

From: Jenn Townsend <jtownsend@unc.edu> 
Subject: Managers 
Date: March 18, 2013 3:42:53 PM EDT 

To: Beth Bridget <bridgerb@email.unc.edu>, <~vount@email.unc.edu>, Kym N Orr <orr@email.unc.edu>, Spencer Welborn 

<swelbom@email.unc.edu>, Tony Yount <tonyy~unt@unc.edu>, Brent Blanton <blanton@uncaa.unc.edu>, Susan Maloy 

<sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>, Wally Richardson <wricha@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Hi, 

So~D" for the late notice but I need the nmnes of managers who roll need priori~ registration for thll. I really would like fl~em by tomorrow afternoon if possible. The 

application is due Wednesday. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 4:38 PM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

l~L: s~ting rese~ych 

E×cellent!!! I am excited about this as well. 

Do rne a ~or: please cNI Sue ~?nquist ~vhen you get a moment She won MANY nat’l cham~onsh~p wh~le she coached so[tbM~ at UCkA I I~ke her She ~s sharp 

hi~s s~m~lar interes~:s with us. I tok] her i~bout you snd ~vant to connect you guys. Her #~ is: ... she ~ives it~ Southern CMih:~rn~a. 

F~m= Robinson, Na@hew 3 [mail~: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, Narch 19, 2013 9:12 AN 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject= starting research 

Anson: 

~ hope you are well. I wanted to get started on survey to administer to your former Nayers. ~ can send you the questions I think would be relevant to get to 

potential primal cues for them. 

Also, when you have a chance, I would like to ta~k about publisher. Diferrenet publishers have different forms for prospectus. I have the idea down, but they 

usually go through questions that have to be answered. 

I am excited about doing this. ~ think the data you get on your former players will be great for you as a coach, but it will be a great start to the bool. It looks like I am 

going to get access to Michel Phelps. 

AI~ the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Program Director, Sport Management 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Director of International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:00 PM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

EW: FORI~kL NOTICE: Antivims So~¥are on personally owned devices 

Tom, 

Can you help me with this? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notify.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv@notifv.unc.edu] On Behalf Of no reply@unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, March 18, 2013 5:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Antivirus So,ware on personally owned devices 

March 18, 2013 

Greetings; 

In response to customer feedback about Symantec amlvirus software and the changing needs of the University, the decision has been made to change vendors for antivirus software. To 
comply with the UNC-Chapel Hill license agreement with Symamec, all UNC-Chapel Hill-provided Symantec antlvirus software MUST be removed from your personally owned devices 
before the Symantec license expires on August 1, 2013 

Although you may use aW antlv~rus program on your personally owned devices, Information ’I;echnology Services (ITS) has tested and recommends some free options that are available 
from the Shareware site at shareware.unc.edu. The recommended soRware is free to all UNC-Chapel ttill students, faculty and staff and can be retained on your personally-owned device 
even after you leave UNC-Chapel Hill 

As the University license with Symantec is set to expire soon, you are required to remove Symantec and install a replacement antivirus software 
program as soon as possible Help documentation to guide you through 
the uninstall process for Symantec and the installation of the new antivirus software is available and listed below. 

The recommended anuvirus product for Windows devices is: 
* Microsoft Security Essentials 
* 

https://help unc.edu/help/mi~ra~ion-~om-symantec-to-microsoR-antivirus/ 

The recommended antivirus product for Apple Macintosh devices is: 
* ClamX Antivirus 
* https://help unc.edu/help/clamx-antivirus/ 

If you have any quesuons or encounter any problems as you make this antivirus switch, please call 962-IIELP for assistance 

Sincerely, 

Raraon Padilla Jr. 

Associate Vice Chancellor, 
Deputy Chief Infom~ation Officer, 
And Interira Information Security Officcr 

ITS Manning, Suite 5700 
Campus Box 3420 
CHAPEL HILL, NC 27599-3420 

This email is sponsored by: Irffom~ation Technology Services 



www.~rheetblgeoc~)m 

Progress-Toward-Degree Subcommittee 
NCAA Acadelnic and Membership Affairs 
P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

Dear Subcommittee: 

Please accept this application for a waiver of NCAA Progress-To,yard-Degree requirements for                 , a 
third year student-athlete on the women’s soccer team at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill who initially 
enrolled at UNC in the Fall,     semester. 

Ms.      was recently selected to represent the United States with the full ~            during various competitions in 
the spring semester. This selection forced Ms.      to spend significant time away from North Carolina during the 
middle part of the Spring, semester. Specifically, Ms. spent approximately one month away from UNC to 
participate in both the and the leading up to the competition. Starting February 2nd with the 
beginning of training camp, Ms. spent almost two weeks with the as they competed in two 
versus on February 9t~ and February 13th, Following the Ms. was then selected to 
represent the in the starting March 6th in As a result of these opportunities, 
Ms.      dropped from 16 hours of course work down to nine hours in order to fulfill both her academic and athletic 
obligations in the most sensible manner possible. 

In addition, Ms.      is currently on pace to graduate well within a reasonable time frame. According to the NCAA’s 
quality point analysis, iMs.      has received 158.40 quality points during her first four full-time semesters and one part- 
time semester at UNC and is projected to graduate within five years of initially enrolling at UNC as a result. 

The obligations of representing the competition are such that taking a full-time course load at this 
time is unreasonable for Ms. However, UNC believes that she would benefit from the opportunity to compete for 
the during the semester and be able to practice and compete with UNC upon her return from 
duty. 

If you have any questions, please contact my office. Thank you for your time and consideration of this matter for 
and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

Sincerely, 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

Cc~ Brad Hostetter, Associate Commissioner, Atlantic Coast Conference 
Holden Thorp, Chancellor 
Lawrence Cunningham, Director of Athletics 
Lissa Broome, Faculty Athletics Representative 
Larry Gallo, Executive Associate Athletics Director 
Clint Gwaltney, Senior Associate Athletics Director 
Vince lille, Senior Associate Athletics iDirector 
Tom Timmermans, Assistant Director of Compliance 
Anson Dorrance, Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Tony Yount, Women’s Soccer Academic Counselor 



P.O. Box 1124 

Grand Lake, Colorado 80447 

January :[:1, 20:[3 

To The NCAA Board of Directors: 

On behalf of the Division I women’s lacrosse coaches, the Intercollegiate Women’s Lacrosse Coaches 

Association 0WLCA} is in agreement with the National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

(NSCAA) and the American Hockey Coaches Association (AHCA} in submitting a request that RWG 

Proposal :1:1-3-B, "to prohibit in-person scouting of opponents", be withdrawn from consideration for 

adoption. 

Even though RWG-:[:[-3-B states, "fn most cases, video o]:/;uture opponents is readily avai/ab/e 

through institutional exchange, subscription to a recording/dubbing service or internet sites accessible 

to the general public", this statement is more words that fact. 

The facts are that the quality of video which is exchanged within Division t women’s lacrosse varies 

greatly and in many instances simply subpar. The quality of the video equipment, camera location, 

videographer expertise, along with the many choices of exchange programs which are often 

determine by budgets instead of quality are just a few of the variables affecting the exchange 

process. This sincere lack of digital synergy is a reality for many coaches each and every week. 

Additionally, restricting the ability of coaches to attend collegiate games within their own sport, on 

their own time, is something our coaches feel is detrimental to the growth of the game and their 

personal and professional development. With the immense growth of women’s lacrosse and the 

coaching pool, the need for greater exposure to watch established programs compete is imperative. 

tn summary, the tWLCA again requests that RWG-:[:[-3-B be withdrawn from consideration for 

adoption. The question of attending an intercollegiate contest should simply be an issue of a coach’s 

individual choice regarding the use of their personal time and resources. 

Thank you for your consideration, and for your efforts on behalf of intercollegiate athletics. 

Si nce re 

Gothard Lane 
Gothard Lane 
Exec~Jtive Director 
lnte~collegiate Women’s Lacrosse Coaches Association 



Phil Buttafuoco 
Executive Director 

Intercollegiate Men’s Lacrosse 
Coaches Association 

PO Box 644 

Forestdale, MA 02644 

508-737-3026 
pbuttafuoco~]acrosseeoaches.org 

January 14, 2013 

TO: NCAA Board of Directors. 

The IMLCA encourages the NCAA Board of Directors to withdraw RWG 11-3-B, "to prohibit in-person 
scouting of opponents." 

The sport of men’s lacrosse is not yet in the same position as basketball and football where every game is 
videotaped. Games that are videotaped typically are done so by a student manager or injured player 
producing a wide array of quality productions. In 2013 it is not fair to say that "video of future opponents 
is readily available through institutional exchange, subscription to a recording/dubbing service or internet 
sites accessible to the general public." Think about a televised college football game, at home we see the 
line of scrimmage and the quarterback as he drops back to pass - we don’t see the pass patterns or the 
defensive secondary’s coverage. Football uses multiple cameras and angles to provide video footage for the 
opposing team, lacrosse does not have those resources. 

The IMLCA membership believes the current NCAA Bylaws remain applicable to the sport of men’s 
lacrosse and continue to have a positive impact on the game and the student-athletes. 

It is the IMLCA’s belief that eliminating scouting opportunities would hinder the personal and professional 
development of individual coaches as well as have a negative impact on teams as they prepare for future 
contests. In-person scouting remains one of the means by which all teams have a fair opportunity to see its 
opponents compete; especially if videotape is not available or the quality is not sufficient for scouting 
purposed. 

The IMLCA appreciates the work of the Presidential RWG and looks forward to continuing to provide 
feedback to it as it reviews NCAA bylaws. 

5;erving the Men’s Lacrosse Coaches Community 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: adidas Blue Chip Wo~nen’s Showcase Iuvitation 

From-" TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:news@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, March :[9, 20:t3 2:48 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subiect; adidas Blue ChiJ~ Women’s Showcase Invitation 

i~ Irrlag ......... d by sender, adidas blue chip ...... ’s s~ ......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 19, 2013 5:59 PM 

Robinson, MatEhew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

ItS: s~k~ting rese~ych 

Thanks Matt!! 

From: Robinson, Matthew .1 [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, March 19, 20.t3 5:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: starting research 

Anson, Great I will be sending u initial batch of qneslions 

I will give She a call, Matt 

S~:ttt from it~, ~rizon tVirele~’s ,l( ; L TE DROID 

"Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <an~m(a~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Matt, 

Excellent!!! I am excited about this as well 

Do me a favor: please call Sue Enquist when you get a moment. She won MANY nat’l cham~ionahi~ while she coached softball at UCLA. I I~ke her. She ~s sharp ~nd 

has s~m~lar interests w~:h us. ~ to~d her about you and wan~: ~:o connect: you guys Eler # is: .... she ~ives ~n Southern Ca~iforma. 

F~m: Robinson, Ma~hew ~ [~J_[~£Lt#J[e_~#_~@#_#_¢~_¢#_~] 
Sent: Tuesday, March ~9, 20~3 9:~2 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: sta~ing research 

Anson: 

I hope you are well. I wanted to get started on survey to administer to your former players. I can send you the questions I think would be relevant to get to 

potential primal cues for them. 

Also, when you have a chance, I would like to talk about publisher. Diferrenet publishers have different forms for prospectus. I have the idea down, but they 

usually ~o through questions that have to be answered. 

I am excited about doing this. I think the data you get on your former players will be great for you as a coach, but it will be a great start to the bool. It looks like I am 

going to get access to Michel Phelps. 

All the best 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Program Director, Sport Management 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Director of International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 11:53 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Virgnia Beach Gifts Soccer Showcase March 22-23 

From: Mario E. Hurdle [mailto:Mario.Hurdle@VBSchools.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 20:[3 8:46 AM 
To; sazem@andersonuniversity.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; Icanalis@berry.edu; shinohs@brevard.edu; mvanhorn@bridgewater.edu; 
clarkt@campbell.edu; mdswan@catawba.edu; phelpm@chowan.edu; eradwan@clemson.edu; cbonnes@cn.edu; daniel.weiler@cnu.edu; phogan@coastal.edu; 
michnercm@cofc.edu; dmuns@coker.edu; 3ohn.Constable@converse.edu; eterrill@csuniwedu; grashton@davidson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; donnenwirthr@ecu.edu; 
Igess@ehc.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; Stu Home; Dorrance, Albert A IV; millerc@email.wcu.edu; susan.kolb@emu.edu; sayersal@etsu.edu; andre.burr@furman.edu; 
krmounce@gardner-webb.edu; ian.spooner@greensboro.edu; elewis@guilford.edu; mbeall@highpoint.edu; Imoore2@hollins.edu; jrobbins@lagrange.edu; cayer@lander.edu; 
mrsmith@limestone.edu; morrillc@Imc.edu; Benjamin Todd Dyer[dyerbt@longwood.edu]; blewitta@Ir.edu; olsen.t@lynchburg.edu; smithsa7@mailbox.sc.edu; 
kmiller@mhc.edu; cnash@montreat.edu; steven_springthorpe@ncsu.edu; karrie.miller@newberry.edu; jmccormick@ngu.edu; jtedesco@odu.edu; smatthie@odu.edu; 
Ikjenkins@peace.edu; elijah.denton@pfeiffer.edu; sandrew@piedmont.edu; bpurcell@presby.edu; talbertk@queens.edu; kporteffield@randolphcollege.edu; 
jimwoods@rmc.edu; pbenne@roanoke.edu; jay.callahan@salem.edu; kfabulich@sbc.edu; epike@su.edu; tprice@swu.edu; gpaynter@towson.edu; mdemko@unca.edu; 
jcullen@uncc.edu; smnugent@uncg.edu; lars.andersson@uncp.edu; Paul [cairneyp@uncw.edu] Cairney; senos@warren-wilson.edu; daluz@wfu.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; 
smithsl@winthrop.edu; CunninghamN@wlu.edu; kiahab@wofford.edu 
~:c; ray.nimmo@pilotonline.com; ali.lucia@wavy.com; bsmith@wvec.com 
Subject: Virgnia Beach Girls Soccer Showcase March 22-23 
Coaches, 
below you will find the schedule for the this weekend Virginia Beach Girls Soccer Showcase. This year we have 9 teams participating in the event 
from Virginia and North Carolina. All games will be played at the Virginia Beach Sportsple×. http:!/thevir~iniabeachsportsp!e×.com! I hope you 
can attend and check out the talent on hand. If you have any questions feel free to contact me. 
Friday, March 22 at Virginia Beach SportsPlex 

1:00 PM Kellam vs. Grassfield 
3:00 PM Princess Anne vs. Page, NC 

5:00PM Coxvs. DeepRun 

7:00 PM Ocean Lakes vs. Battlefield 

Saturday, March 23 at Virginia Beach Sportsplex 

9:00 AM Battlefield vs. Kellam 

11:00 AM Page, NCvs. Cox 

1:00 PM Deep Runvs. Princess Anne 

3:00 PM Grassfield vs. First Colonial 

***First team listed is the home team. 

Thanks Mario 

~!lario E. Hurdle 

Teacher 
ltead Girls Varsity Soccer Coach 

Kellam lIigh School 

Assistant V/omen Soccer 

Virginia Wesleyan College 

mehurdlc~vbschools, corn 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:19 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com) 

EW: {DlWSOC} Please Read:NCl~’k Legislation Override - Only 7 Petitions Needed 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@NSCAA.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 10:52 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; DI; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {DIW$OC} Please Read:NCAA Legislation Override - Only 7 Petitions Needed 

Coaches. 

Thanks to all who have responded re. the override petition. It is obvious that your ePforts have generated administrative action fi-om coast to coast. 

As of 10:35 am ET there are 68 petitions submitted for the override of RWG- 11 -3-B that prohibits in-person scouting. The following list is of the 6~lwho had 

sub~nitted petitions through midnight lasl night (also an additional list with school comments is provided below the school list). I will tu to track through the day and 

update the list of additional subtnissions. Some of you have indicated that your school has submitted a petition but me not listed. This may be because you ~ace of the 7 

new petitions submitted since last night. However, to be safe please make sure that your a&ninistration has formally submitted the petition. 7 more petitions are 

r~uired for the legislation to be reviewed. 

For those whose administrations are taking a "wait and see" position regaacding submission, it may be good to show them the list of schools committed to the override 

(and comments), as this may encourage a response, particularly when seeing other conference schools on the list. 

Persistence and Perseverance throngh the finish line today at 5 pm ET. Have a great day. 

Rob 

Detailed Listing of Overt’ides: 

American University 
B elmont University 
Binghamton University 
Boston University 
Bucknell University 
California State University, Sacramento 
Campbell Universi~ 
Central Connecticut State University’ 
Clemson University 
Cleveland State University 
Colgate University 
College of Charleston (South Carolina) 
~!!eg~ ~f ~il!iam ~ Mary 
College of the Holy Cross 
Colorado State University 
Davidson College 
Elon University 
Florida Gut[" Coast University 
Gardner-Webb Universi~ 
IIarvard University 
La SaHe University 
Lafayette College 
Long Island University-Brooklyn Campus 
Longwood University 
Loyola Marymount University 
]k/fanhattan College 
Monmouth University 
]k/fount St Mary’s Universi~ 

Princeton University 
Providence College 
R aNk~rd University 
Samford University 
San Diego State University 
San Jose State University 
South Carolina State University 
Southern Utah University 
St. Mary’s College of Cahfornia 
Syracuse Universi~ 
Temple Universi~ 
The Citadel 
U. S Military Academy 
U.S. Naval Academy 
University of California, Riverside 
University of Central Florida 
University of Colorado, Boulder 
University" of Idaho 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
University of New Hampshire 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
University of North Carolina, Charlotte 

University" of Oregon 
University of Pemxsylvania 
University of Virginia 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 
University of YVyoming 
Valparaiso University 
Virginia Military h~stitute 
Wofford College 



Xavier University 
Detailed Listing of Overt’ides: 

American University 
We do not support this proposal for numerous reasons In-person scouting is a very effective way for coaches to scout 
opponents, and the CUl~cent legislation allo~ving for coaches to pay out-of-pocket to scout does not seem to create an?’ 
problems. In addition, video se~ices are not always available for eve~ sport Finally, in order to use video se~ices, 
institutions would need to purchase additional equipment to video tape games and the upgrading of these services may 
not be t?asible for institutions with smaller budgets. 
B elmont Universi~ 
Binghamton Universi~’ 
Boston University 
Boston Universi~- supports an override of this proposal because it does not meet the standards for review which guided 
the Rules Working Group in the de-regulation efforts Specifically: 1) It is not necessa~z to regulate scouting on a 
national basis to ensure fair competition without regard to "natm-al advantages," 2) it is virtually unenforceable as 
written, and 3) it does not support the NCAA’s enduring values emphasizing the most strategically important matters. 
With the availabil~ of film/video and other means to watch games, in-person scouting provides no significant competitive 
advantage Financial concerns regarding in-person scouting should be handled locally, consistent with other de-regulation 
proposals. If the intention is to control costs on a national basis, the existing legislation in Bylaw 11 6 provides adequate 
control If a coach ~vants to watch a game on her/his own initiative it is not necessary to prohibit this 
opport~ity. Finally, this one-siz~-fits-all approach to some legislation, specifically aimed at Footbal[ and Basketball (for 
whom the greatest resources are available) results in unintended, negative consequences for other sports and their 
developm ent 
Bucknel[ Universi~ 
California State University, Sacramento 
Campbell Universi~ 
Specifically in the spots of Lacrosse and Soccer, the ability to scout a coming opponent is invaluable and a needed 
opportunity. 
Central Connecticut State University 
Clemson Universi~ 
Cleveland State Universi~ 
Colgate University 
I lmow this proposal is being justified by the fact that in-person scouting is an unnecessary expense since video is cheaper 
to obtain. However, when the reasoning for the rest of the deregulation is that instituions should be able to decide how to 
use their resources without the NCAA directing them, this proposal regarding scouting seems to take the complete 
opposite approach. In addition to wanting to override this particular proposal, I also believe that Bylaw 11.6 should be 
amended to allow in-person scouting for all sports, whether the institution or the coach pays the expenses for such a trip. 
College of Charleston (South Carolina) 
Our coaches oppose this because video quality, accessibility, and video camera range are not the same as for other sports 
and are not prel~rred in person viewing This would be and added cost 12~r video equipment, staBfng and exchange where 
there presently is no cost for in-person scouung as coaches scout on their "own time and dime" It is inconsistent with 
the NCAA deregulation theme, and is biased against certain sports, particularly large field sports such as soccer, lacrosse 
and :field hockey. For most spots this is not an issue because either video is suitable for scouting in their sport, or 
scouting is not a prioriW, video or in-person. Finally, it would call l~r added administrative oversight. 

College of the Holy Cross 
Colorado State UniversiW 
Davidson College 
Elon UniversiW 
Florida Gu~" Coast Universi)- 
Gar&xer-Webb Universi~ 
Ha~-ar d Univer siW 
La Salle L~iversiB, 
Lafayette College 
Providing more restrictions to scouting of opponents goes against the current intent of deregulation and evaluation of 
NCAA bylaws. 
Long Island Universi~’-Brooklyn Campus 
Longwood Universi)- 
Loyola Marymotmt Universi)- 
The adoption was approved against the written opposition of the following sport associations, men’s and women’s soccer, 
men’s and women’s ice hockey, men’s and women’s lacrosse, and field hockey. It is certain that in-person scouting is not 
the highest priority for certain sports, but it is a matter of priori)- as coaches are now denied work opportunities because 
of a "one size fits all" rule that is built on a fanlW premise that use and accessibility of current video tecNmlogy is equal 
for all sports; which is not the case. 

o I. 70~o of Division I men’s and xvomen’s soccer coaches do not approve of the role to prohibit in-person scouting as video 
quali~’, accessibili~, and video camera range are not the same as for other sports, and are not preferred to in-person 
viewing. 

2. National coaches associations for men’s and women’s Ice hockey, men’s and xvomen’s lacrosse, and field hockey also 
submitted letters of opposition to the NCAA Board of Directors. 
3. Added cost for video equipment, staffing, and exchange ~vhere there presently is no cost for in-person scouting as 
coaches scout on their "own time and o~vn dime". 
4. Inconsistent with the NCAA deregulation theme, and is biased against certain spolts, particularly large field sports such 
as soccer, lacrosse and field hockey. 
5. For most spolts this is not an issue because either video is suitable for scouting in their sport, or scouting isn’t a priori~, 
video or in-person 
6. Added ac~inistrative oversight 
Manhattan College 
Several coaches associations are not in favor of this proposal and our coaches have echoed those sentiments. Their 
rationale was that video technology was not equal for all sports and that this proposal denies oppoltunities for coaches 
Momnouth University 
Mo~t St. Ma~-’s Universi~’ 

Princeton UniversiW 
Many coaches find that live-scouting of future opponents provides them with the best opportuni~, to train and prepare 
their student-athletes I~r successful performance In keeping with the intent of the NCAA deregulation eft~rts, an 
institution’s coaching staff should be permitted to exercise institutional discretion in making the determination that live- 
scouting is a productive and worth;vhile utilization of their time and resources in the preparation of their student-athletes 
I~r successful performance 



Providence College 
Providence College strongly supports the override of RW(I 11-3-B. The charge of the Rules Working Group was to 
amend the Division I Manual to reduce the number of unenforceable rules and place emphasis on those that are 
strategically most important. This proposal does not support this charge. Specifically, it (1) amends legislation that is not 
strategically most important and (2) establishes new legislation that is virtually unenforceable as written. While the 
technological adwmces in film/video exchange and the availability of film/video of future opponents have certainly made 
scouting of opponents much more efficient, it is unneccesary to prohibit a coach (particularly regional sports such as Ice 
tIockey, Soccer and Field tIockey) from traveling potentially very short distances on their own initiaitive to watch two 
regional/conference opponents play. 
Radford University 
Men’s Soccer has expressed iraplications of concern. 
Sanfford University 
Concerned with the possible fiscal implications. 
San Diego State University 
San Jose State University 
South Carolina State University 
Southern Utah University 
St. Mar~"s College of Cali£omia 
Syracuse University 
Temple University 
I am writing to request that we submit a proposal to override the elimination if in person scouting proposal. 
As we have begum our season it is clear that in person scouting is far different than video scouting. The video we receive 
and are able to provide is often pretty inadequate to getting a good scout. 
1. The quality if video is far frora professional. The biggest problem with this is how often you carumt even see the 
numbers in the jerseys making it irapossible to scout players. 
2. Since the game is played in a such a big field much if the off ball action can not be seen on video. This information is 
key to scouting. It would be like volleyball only being able to see one side of the court until the ball went over to the other 
side of the court. It would be like basketball only seeing the ball being inbounded without seeing the full court pressure 
that has been set up. There are many more examples. 
3. Due to weather, sometimes people have difficult"5, filming properly-. Our tape is a great example of this. Against rutgers 
we could not raise the lift high enough to get a quality filming angle. 
While in person scouting is not something we can do for all of our games, when we can we take advantage of it. 
Until schools can corrm~it the necessary resources to ensure that lacrosse can be filmed at a professional level on a 
consistent basis it is not possible to say that video exchange is an equal substitute to in person scouting. 
Thanks for listening. 
Bonnie 
Bonnie Rosen 
Head Women’s Lacrosse Coach 
Temple Umversity 
(215) 510-8261 mobile 

The Citadel 
U.S. Milit.ni~’ Academy 
U.S Naval Academy 
We do not support this legislation because we feel that the ability for our lacrosse and soccer to scout opponents on their 
time is an invaluabe and needed opportunity that should not go away Additionally, in the spirit of deregulation, this 
should be handled by local rule. As we look at ~vhat is fair, then matters having to do with finances should be handled by 
an institution. Each institution knows what it can bear and how- much it is ~villing to spend Further, this one sizse fits all 
legislation is not fair or appropriate for all matters Lastly, the quality’ of video is not all the same and to rely on spotty 
video or no video at all, ~vill serve no purpose. 
University of Ca lifomia, Riverside 
University of Central Florida 
University of Colorado, Boulder 
University of Idaho 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
University of New Hampshire 
In some sports scouting is an important part of preparation. The simple ans~ver would be to require game fihn ho~vever 
not all schools provide quality film for all programs - the varied quality of video productions makes film in some sports 
useless 
University of North Carolina, Chapel till[ 
University’ of North Carolina, Charlotte 
Univer sity" o f NOl-~ Carolin a. Wilmington 
University of Oregon 
Umversity of Pennsylvania 
University of Virgini a 
Umversity of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 
We would like to o~Ncially request an override of RW(I 11-3-B, which prohibits in-person live scouung 
lci" 
University of Wyoming 
Valparaiso University 
Virginia Military Institute 
We believe the implications for soccer and lacrosse necessitate an override request. 
W o[’ii~rd College 
Xavier University 
Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Program~ I National Soccer Coache~ A~ociatiorl of America 
800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS t5620J_ i 9:t3 ]62 :t747 x :tOLLS I 9:t3 3t52 3419 
Wisconsin O~ificc: 920 674 439:t I Cell 
NSCAA~com I Twitter: ~@NSCAAColIege I Facebook 
Join us in Orlando for the inaugural S~mmer S~mpos!um Aug~ust 

Help protnote our game with Twitter use #D 1WSOC for News~ Spring Results 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:29 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: b~vaJd’ast sunday 

Ciabatta bacon, egg and cheese sandwich .... And thank you[! What service you provide![ 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, IV]arch 20, 2013 1:1.:32 AM 

To:          @aol.com;      @aol.com;                                  Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
@gmail.com; 

........ Chris Ducar; Nicole Fava; 
Subject: breakfast sunday 

Players, coaches, athletic trainers, and managers working the game on Sunday, 

Look at the menu at this link and let me know what sandwich you would like from Panera for breakfast on Sunday. Please note some have choices such as bacon 

or sausage. If I do not hear from you, I will get you a plain egg sandwich. 

I’ll have them at the Castle before pregame. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Woinen~s Soccer 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I:W: Pahn Beach Cup 2013 

Developing World Class Players and Teams.pdf; Tony DiCicco - Event Information.pdf 

From: Jeff ~pping [mailto:jeff@palmbeachsocceracademy.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 20, 2013:1:27 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Palm Beach Cup 20:t3 

Colleagues, 

On behalf of the Pahn Beach Soccer Academy I would like to invite you to attend the 2013 Palm Beach Cup, and preliminary events which will be held prior to and 
over Mothers Day weekend May 10 - 12, 2013. 

For this special week we have negotiated great rates at the superb PGA Reso~t Hotel m~d encourage coaches to bring their families for a week in the sun. The Cup 

begins on Friday" evening m~d concludes on Sunday afternoon. It should be ~ excellent recruiting opportunity and takes place in Palm Beach - one of the most beautiful 

counties in Southern Florida. 

In addition to the Cnp we invite you and/or your coaching staffto attend an exceptional coaching education event featuring America’s most successful international 

coach, Tony- Dicicco. Tony’ will be sharing with us the various principles he has found to be successful when developing exceptional players and teams. In addition we 

will have a golftonrnament at one of America’s mofft elite golf courses. 

The sche&de of events is as follows with more intbm~ation on the attachments; 

Tuesday Evening May 7th 
NSCAA GK 1 Diploma Course. 

Instructor - Tony DiCicco. NSCAA Director of Goalkeeping. 

Wednesday May 8th. 
NSCAA Special Topics Course. 

"Developing World Class Players and Championship Teams." 

Lead Instrnctor - Tony DiCicco. Two Time World Cup Winner and Olympic Gold Medalist. 

Assisted by - Jeff Tipping. Former NSCAA Director of Coach Education and Development and UEFA A License Assessor. 

ThurMay May 9th 

A.M. Golf Tournament at the prestigious Dye Preserve Count)’ Club. 

P.M. "Developing World Class Players aaad Chaanpionship Teams - Continued." 

Evening - Coaches Social - Panama Hatties Chill on the beautiful Palm Beach Intra Coast~2l. 

Friday May 10th - Sunday May" 12th 

Palm Beach Cup. 

Hosted in Palm Beach Gardens. 

For more information on these events, application forms and hotel information please access the attachments. 

A bus shall be made avaJdable for travel to the various programming sites and there will be some limited airla)rt pickup capability for college coaches. 

We hope you will join us for m~ exceptional program aa~d we look forward to seeing you...mad your thmilies.., in May. 

If yon have any’ questions about the event call me at 816 213 6755 or Christine at 816 309 6411. 

Best Wishes, 

Jeff Tipping 

Former NSCAA Director of Education and Coaching Development. 

UEFA Assessor - N America. 

PBSA Technical Advisor 



TONY D|C|CCO SPEAKER REiG|STRAT|ON 
PLEASE COMPLETE AND FAX OR MAIL BACK 

MAY 7th - MAY 9th 2013 
Hosted @ PGA RESORT & SPA 

Palm Beach Gardens, FL 

(Please print) NAME (Mr. / Ms). 

ADDRESS (STREET, CITY, ZIP CODE) 

SCHOOL / SOCCER CLUB 

PERSONAL CELL PHONE (    ) 

EMAIL: 

EMERGENCY CONTACT (Name/Phone) .i( ) 

(D A) Tuesday May 7 
5 - 9pm NSCAA GK Level I (Lecture and Field Demonstration) all participants will receive an 
NSCAA Goalkeeping Diploma (Fee $75.) 

(D B) Wednesday May 8th "Developing World Class Players and Teams" 
<<Participants that attend all sessions will receive a NSCAA Special Topics Diploma" (Fee: $195. for all!) 

9am 

10.15am 
11.30am 
12.30pm 
2pm 
3.15pm 
4.30pm 
6pm 
7.30pm 
9pm 

The American Future Coach - Jeff Tipping Power Point 
Dynamics of Championship Teams - Tony DiCicco 
Dynamics of Championship Teams II - Tony DiCicco 
Lunch (on your own) 
Global Developmental Academies - Jeff Tipping Power Point 
World Class Finishing - Tony DiCicco (field) 
Teaching the 4-3-3 - Tony DiCicco (field) 
Dinner (on your own) 
The Transition Game - Jeff Tipping (field) 
Q and A 

(m c) Thursday May 9th 
8 - Noon     Celebrity Golf Tournament (Fee: $195. includes.., green fees, cart and lunch) 

2.30pm 
4.30pm 
8pm 

Dye Preserve Country Club - Premier South Florida Golf Resort 
Field Session - Tony DiCicco 
Teaching Defensive Movement - Jeff Tipping 
Palm Beach Cup Social (Panama Hatties, Palm Beach Gardens, FL) 

SOCCER EVENT SHIRT (Circle Size) AS AM AL AXL 2XL 
PGA HOTEL ACCOMENDATIONS: https://reservations.ihotelier.comicrsig reservation.cfm?groupID=932917&hotelID=13718 

Official Use: 
Mail: PO Box 31326 Palm Beach Gardens, FL 33420 Phone: (561) 252-6729 Fax: (888) 833-9422 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:52 PM 

~uncaa.unc.edu) 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ,~!gmail.com) 

I~NV: Concussion Ma~nage~nent 

FYI 

From: Kevin Tugwell [mailto:Kevin.Tugwell@natus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Narch 20, 2013 2:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Concussion Nanagement 

While traveling through North Carolina I am finding ATC’s are looking for a solution to measure balance and gaze stabilization testing objectively such as tools to 

measure neurocognitive function. This allows ATC’s access to functional objective data when deciding how to manage their athletes as well as providing additional 

information for "return to play" decisions. 

NeuroCom is the leader in balance solutions, patented gaze stabilization technology, and we have portable systems at all price points to evaluate your athletes as 

part of your assessment for concussions. 

:1. Unlimited test and retest on system (no additional fee per test, one time purchase cost) 

2. System can be used with baselines collected or without to follow balance recovery 

3. NeuroCom system is the proven leader in balance assessment for over 25 years 

4. System can be leased, we will work with you on payment plan to meet the need of the students 

5. System is portable and can be used for training 

6. Attending NATA 

A demonstration of our systems is available -call or email for additional information. 

g~rc~q.onbalance.com/concussion and www.playasmafler,qame.com 

Create a great Day! 

K~-’_~vin Tugwell [ Bistrict Sah-_~.; Manager K¥, 

9570 SE Lawn[:ie~d Road, Clacl.amas, OR 9, 

Cel~ Phone’ ~ 650-~2-6620 

~::~? Main Balance Website: 

~::~? For Clinicians: ~.resourcesonbalance.com 
:~) For Patienls: t~.balanceandmoN~ity.com 

~ Concussion Management: ~.onbalance.com/concusaion and ~.Nayasma~er~ame.com 

VALUE OF NASA TECHNOLOGY: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:53 PM 

i@live.unc.edtr~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: Sat now mandatou 

Yes 

Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:34 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas .1 
~:c; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Sat now mandatory 

Hi Tom and Anson, 
I have to go to the CIC powwow on Saturday for two of my American Indian Studies classes. It starts at noon. I don’t have to be there exactly when it starts, but would it be possible 

for me to leave the motivation workshop sometime in the afternoon so that I can go to the powwow? 

From: <Sander>, Thomas J <p__a___c___m____a___n___@___u___n__£_.__e___d__u__> 

Date: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:15 PM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, ’ 

@aol.com>, 
< 

< 

@msn.com" < )@msn.com>, "Ducar, Christopher" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, ~~aol.com" 

@aol.com" < 

Subject: Sat now mandatory 

Players, 

We are giving you Friday off and Sunday was off, so the Saturday motivation workshop is now mandatory. You do not have to wrestle any longer with the decision 

on whether to attend. See you there! 

Keepers, this means no lifting Friday with Greg’s supervision. You have to do it on your own. 

-Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of SoNs C~olina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 3:36 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducal@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ,~!gmail.com) 

RE: Concussion M~nagement 

From: Fava, Nicole M 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 3:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc:      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros(        ~gmail.com);        ~msn.com; Chris Ducar 
Subject: RE: Concussion Management 
Anson- 
We have a neurocom in the lab. This is what part of their return to play "test" is. 
Nicole 

Nicole M. Fava [viA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/’ Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

9 J.9-962-2067 (office) 
9 J.9-843-4982 (fax) 

From: Albert A IV Dorrance [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:52 PM 

To: Fava, Nicole M 
@aol.com; Jason Sisneros(        Cc~qmail.com); 

Subject: FW: Concussion Management 
~msn corn; Chris Ducar 

FYI 

From: Kevin Tugwell [mailto:Kevin.Tugwell@natus.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 20:t3 2:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Concussion Management 

While traveling through North Carolina I am finding ATC’s are looking for a solution to measure balance and gaze stabilization testing objectively such as tools to 

measure neurocognitive function. This allows ATC’s access to functional objective data when deciding how to manage their athletes as well as providing additional 

information for "return to play" decisions. 

NeuroCom is the leader in balance solutions, patented gaze stabilization technology, and we have portable systems at all price points to evaluate your athletes as 

part of your assessment for concussions. 

:i. Unlimited test and retest on system (no additional fee per test, one time purchase cost) 

2. System can be used with baselines collected or without to follow balance recovery 

3. NeuroCom system is the proven leader in balance assessment for over 25 years 

4. System can be leased, we will work with you on payment plan to meet the need of the students 

5. System is portable and can be used for training 

6. Attending NATA 

A demonstration of our systems is available -call or email for additional information. 
vvww.onbalance.comlconcussion and www.Nayasmarter~ame.com 

Create a great Day! 

~:ev~r~ TugweH ~ DisC:dot Sales Manager ~(Y, NC SC, TN VA NeuroCorn’~, a d~viaion o~ Natus~’ 

_ ~ ~ 0 SE L~wr held Road, Clackamss, OR 970~5 

8~-767-.6744 ~ ~ ~_~£~_~:~_~]_~_~_~:_~2~. 

~;~ Main Balance Website: ~.~0_b.{~]~_t?9~t~ 
~::~ For Clinicians: ~q~resourcesonbalance.com 
~::~ For Patients: ~bManceandmoMlity~com 

Concussion Management: ~.onbalance.com concussion and ~.Na~asma~E~ame.com 
VALUE OF NASA TECHNOLOGY: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 3:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: NASA Adidas Friendship Cup & College Showcase 

From: NASACASC.director@e.sincsports.com [mailto:NASACASC.director@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 20, 2013 3:26 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; NASA Adidas Friendship Cup & College Showcase 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

g re pleas u re iwou id iiks le exle n d a n i n~!~ a~ie n le y ot~ a n d yo u staff to ~e ~me g teat £!ayer~a n 

Image 

retrieved by 

sender. 

sincSpo~s.~ 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Dei)’Mid - GPA (TX) 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:40 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:     Def/Mid - 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

This is              from the                                    High School. I’m a 
about the opportunity to play soccer at University of North Carolina. 

Below is a link to my online profile, which includes player video & academic transcripts: 

Grad) Defender/Midfielder and I’m writing to learn more 

Some of the key information you’ll find on my profile: 

Coach Dorrance, please contact me at your earliest convenience if you feel I can be an asset to the University of North Carolina soccer program. 
Thank you in advance for your consideration and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Profile 8~ Video Link: 

If you no longer wish to ~eceive our ema~ls, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe ............................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 4:31 PM 

Chris < ~gmaJl.com> 

ILS: Soccer education 

Very good! 

From: Chris [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 20, 2013 3:38 PM 
To= Dorrance, Aiber~ A IV 
Subject= Re: Soccer education 

Anson, 

Alright thanks. I’m at the gym right now and then we have practice I’ll give you a call in the morning. 

Thanks, 

Christopher Batchelder 

Varsity Soccer Coach 

TCSF & Benzie Central 

231-709-5626 

@Coachcbatch 
"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, than you’ll be successful" 

On Mar 20, 2013, at 2:19 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son(~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

Giw-_~ it a sho~: whenever you lille ..., my days h~ve no re~l stn.ECtUr,:_~ so ~t w~ll always be hit or m~ss. ff you rmss try ~;g~r~ later. 

From= Chris Batchelder [ma~lto:       @gmaH.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 20, 20~3 ~:00 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Soccer education 

Hello, 

Are you available to chat this morning? 

On Tue, Mar 19, 2013 at 7:22 PM, Chris 
I roll in the ~noming, thm~:s 

(~g__r!£~__U_!:__c_R_r__n_> wrote: 

Christopher Batchelder 

Varsity Soccer Coach 

TCSF & Benzie Central 

231-709-5626 

@Coachcbatch 
"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, than you’ll be successful" 

On Mar 19, 2013, at 5:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~_Ln__s_~!£~_e_rg_!’_a_i_l_:__uj!_c_:__e__kt__u_.> wrote: 

Call me ..,             © .............................. 

Frem: Chris [mailto:       @qmail,corn1 
Sent= Tuesday, March 19, 20:13 4:5:t PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Su~je~t~ Re: Soccer education 
An~ 
That ~)unds wondeflhl and I have spoke wi~ the girls, ~cau~ of where we live it may ~ challenging. However, I’m going to keep t~ing. I 

believe I told you ~is already, but I’m always looking to learn ~s much as I ca~ if its t?om you or anyone else. I work ha~t as a coach t~ing 

to find new ways of doing thing~ I "rake pride in that. 

I have been loo~ng tSr ?earn for someone to ldnd of lean on and help me in my coaching career and I may have just tSund it. WNch is great 

because I have always admired your work. Thank you for that. 

So here is my first question tSr you to help me out and I mn sure tNs will be the first of tnan?5 if you don’t mind. 

I have decided to mn these systems and teach the girls the way they work. However here in Michigan we haven’t been aNe to get on the 
field due to the snow. What suggestions would you have and ma~ng sure these girls underst~d to a ~int the way the~ work. As soon as 

its nice out we roll ~ doing walk throughs and shadomng e~h other, but ruth such a small court and 23 players it is haN. So when we get 

outside they can understand it be~er. 

~y thoughts on this si~tion? 

Clm stopher BatcheMer 

Varsi~ Soccer Coach 

TCSF & Benzie Central 

231-709-5626 ................................... 

@Coachcbatch 
"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, than you’ll be successful" 



On Mar 19, 2013, at 4:30 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mlson~TJ?email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

We do not certify with a license. What you get is cutting edge information {we change it every year based on what we have 

learned that year), Some of the ~ectures I g~ve sFe the same ones ~ gave when ~ was teacMng ~n the coacNng schools. TNs 

summer [ am adding the :[-4-2-3-~ to the semi flat back :[-~-4-3 ms systems to consider since we beat Penn State w~th k in the 

national championsMp final Both systems wN help you w~n but thev are so different, ~f you can master both of them thev 

will take care of every contingency, 

Fre~= Chris [ma~l~: 
Seat= Monday, March ~8, 2053 3:40 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Sabject= Re: Soccer education 

That is great, just to cl~, what nadona~ licen~ would I quaJi~" a~er learning from you a~d yea much cheaper~ 

I’m going to ~lk ruth the girls later on today. 

Throngs, 

Christopher Batchelder 

Varsib~ Soccer Coach 
TCSF & Be~ie Central 

231-709-5626 

@Coachcbatch 
"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, thm~ you’ll be successfnl" 

On Mar 18, 2013, at 3:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <’.a__r!gzn_~_e_.gL~_U_!: .u_!Lc_’:..e_ .d__t_~2, wrote: 

Great Chri!!!! I think our information wilt rivaf that of the National Licenses. I Taught in both schools for years!! 

(Plus cheaper for you!l!) 

From: Chris Batchelder [mailto: ~gma!!,com] 
Sent-" Nonday, Narch ~8, 2013 2:27 PN 
To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A IV 
Subject= Re: Soccer education 

Thanks for the informalion! I am going to do my best to come down there in the summer with the team. 

Chris 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 2:14 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <mason(~emailamc.edn> wrote: 

Chris, 

Get vour USSF "C". t~: is a nal:iom~l lic~-_~nse and i1: ~s very good. 

Then ~f you can afford R, ~ would a~{:ernate between the NSCAA National ~icenses and {:he USSF Natkma~ 

~icenses as you dknb the ~addeFs, 

And {hen bring your {earn to Team Camp (you w~l go for free} and this will be an extraordinary coaching schoo~ 

experience for you and ~mazing camp experience for your k~ds~ Check it out: wwwmcgsc.com 

F~m~ Chris Batchelder [mailto @gma~Lcom] 
Sent~ Sunday, ~arch 17, 2013 10:~ AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject~ Soccer education 

~n, 

I hope a]l is well 

I have a question for you, I have my "E" & "D" of the USSF coaching license. My qnestion is where do I go from 

here? Do I sm~ my NSC~ or go get my "C"? 

Thanks for everything, 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 

Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Cenmd l/~arsity Soccer 

Traverse City LiberLv Soccer 

"When you wm~t to succeed as bad as you want to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 



Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 

Traverse City Liberty Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you w~aat to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 20, 2013 4:35 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros          @gmail.com) 

EW: {DlWSOC} Ovemde Petition: One Hour Remaining 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@NSCAA.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 20, 2013 4:10 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; DI; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org 
Subject; {DIWSOC} Override Petition: One Hour Remaining 
Coaches. 

Presently there are 91 petitions for override submitted to the NCAA a~d there’s one hour remaining betbre the ovemde period closes (5 pm CT). It would be temfic to 

arrive at at least 100 so tbr tho~ s~ill working on it with your adminis"trators keep pushing through fl~e finish line. 

All the best. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, I<S 6610i i 913 362 1747 x 10iS 1913 362 3439 (f} 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAACollege I Facebook 

.loin us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August ~-3! 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DIWSOC tbr News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Z:l 5 PM 

tom> 

Re: 

Naturally! 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

Very Idnd word,.;. 

Just a reminder --if commits to UNC I am expecting my standard closing fee less the usual UNC discount, of course. 

Ph?ase com.;ider th~-_~ environment before printing this ~-_~mail. 

IRS Circular 230 Disclaimer: 

To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we inform you that any U.S. tax advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) 

is not int:ench:_~d or writt~:_m to be us~-_~d, and cannot b~-_~ used, [or th~-_~ purpose of (i} aw:~iding penalties under the Internal Rew-:~nue Code; or (ii) promot:in8, marl~eting 

or r~-:~commending to anot:her part:y any transact:ion or tax-related matter addr~:_~ssed h~-_~rein. For more in[ormation about whv we are requir~:_~d to include this 

in emaits, please visit http://www~chadbourne.com/fitesiuploadicircular230.pdf. 

Frown: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday. ~3:05 PM 
To: 
~c: @msn.com @msn.com>; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

_~gmail.com) .~gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: 

~aol.com ¯ ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

Thank you! Yes, she is an excellent player (incredibly fast) and we are chasing her. In fact Dino drove all the way to Richmond this past weekend ust to look at her 

[or us in th~-_~ Jef[~-_~rso~ Cup, 

We appreciate all your help. Also, just so you know, ~ have ~oved coaching,                                                                         ~, 

We rode her coattails to last year’s national championship. The U-20’s did the same to their World Championship. What a year for the 

All ~:he best        and thanks again for trus~:ing us w~th 

Sent: Wednesday,             2:41 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Bill Palladino 
S~bjeet= 

Anson, Dino and Chris 

Just wanted to let you know that I just had lunch with father. One of his partners is a former partner of mine and ound out 

that my former partner knew me and knew       so          asked if I would meet with him to discuss UNC. He mentioned their visit to UNC (but I was said to 

learn that it was durin~ the ACC tournament same a~amst UVAL He had positive thinss to say about his visit, you Buys and the school. I understand she is 

considerin8 UNC but had not committed. I did my best to tell him of how happy is and how I am 81ad she is at UNC. 

Just wanted to let you know. Good luck with her and your other recruits. 

Resards, 

Please eonsidel the eavh’onment befoi’e printiag ti~is e..m, all. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: at Las Vegas Showcase 

Surf Cup photo 2.jpg 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: at Las Vegas Showcase 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <m~son,~)em~il.uuc.edu> 
CC: bpalladino@uncaa.edu, Chris Ducar <~tucar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I just want to thank you (and/or your staff) for attending my game last Saturday at the Las Vegas College Showcase. We received a list of coaches who were present at our game on 
Saturday,          (Real So Ca[ ECNL UJ.5 vs. South Bay Force) and North Carolina was on that list. 

My name is              and I play for th{                           n and I’m ~lassof      I’ve included a brief bio on myself below and some information about my athletics and 
academics. I realize I’m probably on the young side to be reaching out to you, but I’m hoping you’ll keep me on your radar in the next couple of years![! My goal is to play at a DJ_ school 

with both great acadernics and a competitive soccer program and of course your program holds interest to me. In fact it’s an honor just to be sending you this letter as I’rn well aware of 

the great tradition in Women’s soccer at North Carolina[ 

Thanks for your time and consideration, 

Playing information 

Skills and Attributes 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:17 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Sat now mandatou 

Very good! 

From-" 
Sent; Wednesday, March 20, 2013 5:34 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas .1 
Subject-" Re: Sat now mandatory 
Thank you! I’II stay for as long as I can at the motivation workshop! 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:52 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacrnan@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Sat now mandatory 

From-" 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:34 PM 

To; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Sat now mandatory 

Hi Tom and Anson, 
I have to go to the CIC powwow on Saturday for two of my American Indian Studies classes. It starts at noon. I don’t have to be there exactly when it starts, but would it be possible 

for me to leave the motivation workshop sometime in the afternoon so that I can go to the powwow? 

From: <Sander>, Thomas J < p_ _ _a_ _c_ _ _n_ _1_ _a_ _ _n_ _ _ _@_ _ _u_ _ _n_ _c_ :_ _e_ _ _d_ _ _u_ . > 

Date: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 2:15 PM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, ’ 
~ @aol.corn>, 
< 

< 

Nmsn.com" @msn.com>, "Ducar, Christopher" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>, ’ @aol.com" 

Subject: Sat now mandatory 

Players, 

We are giving you Friday off and Sunday was off, so the Saturday motivation workshop is now mandatory. You do not have to wrestle any longer with the decision 

on whether to attend. See you there! 

Keepers, this means no lifting Friday with Greg’s supervision. You have to do it on your own. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

WoiIlen~s Soccer 

Unive~si~ ofNorfla C~xolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:18 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: High School Season is Here’. 

From: [mailto: _~comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: High School Season is Here! 

Hi Coach Dorrance: 

Just a quick note to let you know that my high school soccer season has officially started with our first game and home opener yesterday. Even with a wind chill 

temperature of only 18° at game time, we were able to get the N win over                 t feels great to be back out on the field and competing again! 

The link to my high school schedule is below. I am wearing #15 this year and can usually be found playing center defense. Since I will no longer be competing in 

tournaments with Windy City Pride until the season ends, I am sending this in hopes that either you or one of your staff could come out to one of my games. I 

would love the opportunity to show you my style of play and hope it can fit into your program. I also appreciate any feedback that will help to improve my game. 

Soccer Schedule 

Thanks in advance for your consideration! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, l 0:20 AM 

~aol.com 

!0@~nsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ~g~n~Jl.com) 

l~v~: Follow up from Jefl’erson Cup 

Dino, 

What do you think? 

From’a: IVlika Elovaara [mailto:Mika.Elovaara@s-sm.org] 
Sent; Wednesday, 5:18 PM 
To; Bill Palladino 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bject: Follow up from Jefferson Cup 
Importance-" High 

Thanks again for coming to our game at .Jeff Cap on Saturday. After getting back to the routines of training, I wanted to follow ap on oar sideiine 

conversation, specificaily regarding a couple of players. Of tt~e 

center back is Iooldng to make her commitment soon. 

- As I mentioned, . is going home to i to finish her high school there, whfch aiiows her to graduate early, 

#4, the degensive center-mid who you said stood out the most, is a speciai girk A lot of Midwest schools want her and have offered her 

excellent schoiarships, bat she does not want to stay here. She ~s drawn to East C:oast, and espedaJl~ the CaroFnas. Her family is we~J off, so she actaaJl~ 

sa~d she does not need a scholarsMp to go to college, and she has a~ready ta~ked about this with her family; if the r~ght schools comes around, they can 

ge~ her for no monew As ~ menkioned, besides what you saw on the fie~d, she ~s one of the fastest g~ds on our team, ran 2~ levels b~ the "ManU" tes~, beat 

everyone b~ s~rength kests, and ~s exkreme~v se~f-.mokivated and coachable. We had a good chat ~he other day, and she sa~d she would love to make her 

commitment th~s Spring. As I mentioned to her that yoa liked how she played, she was wondering if she m~gt~t have a chance to v~sit UNC sometime soon, 

in earl,i April, for example. If you tMnk she might be someone who could walk on for you in      ~’m sure she would love to visit and learn more. 

- And then there’s           of our      the        U:[6 player, whom everybody wants, but I know it is rare for coileges to t~ave sopi~omores commit. 

Let me know if you want any kind of foilow up with her, if you want me to talk to her about your possfNe interest. 

-l-hanks again for your interest fn our players, and I am looking forward to hearing back From you. 

Best wishes, 

Mika 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:21 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Carlsbad Elite GU 15 

From: [mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~::12 PM 

To: Dorrance. Albert A IV 
Subject: Carlsbad Elite GU ~.5 
Hi Coach Dormnce, 
Just wanted to thank you for coming out to watch our games in Las Vegas. My teammates and I were vet/excited with our success, and as a result of these most recent 
victories, we earned a spot in the National Championship in Kansas City. Out of the three games we played, we won the first 5-0, the second 2-1, and the third, we won 2-0. It 
was so fun to be back with my club team, and I was fortunate enough to score in each game and hope to carry that success with me to Kansas City.The icin,~t on the cake 
was coming home that Sunday and hearing from my High School coach that I was named CIF Division 3, Player of the Year ! it feels great to have finished the High School 

season with a championship and now, starting off the Club season on the right track. 
I would love to plan an unofficial visit to the campus as soon as the schedule allows. If possible, I would also like to ~alk with you on the phone about the University ol North 
Carolina Soccer program. If you would like to speak with my Coach                  he would be happy to coordinate the best time we can talk. His phone number is 

His email address is 
Thank you so much for your time, and I hope to talk ~o you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:21 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Follomng Up 

From: @comcast.net [mailto @comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:39 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc-" Ducar, Chris; Chris Ducat 
Subject; Following Up 
Coach Dorrance, 
I hope you were able to catch a game or two this past weekend at the Las Vegas Players Showcase, and I hope that you liked what you saw. 
I will be attending the ECNL-San Diego event next month with Crossfire Premier ECNL U16 and I look forward to keeping you updated and 
sending you my schedule! 
Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:22 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I:W: Tar-Heels Wo~nen’s Soccer Follow-up 

Reference Letter     lxtf 

Please follow 

From: [mailto: 
Sent= Wednesday, 7:54 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject= Tar-Heels Women’s Soccer Follow-up 
Importance= High 
Hello Coach Chris and Coach Anson, 

ca] 

I noticed ti~m you website that you have an exciting spring season game schedule. 

I am following up with reference to my letter and resume profile, dated that I sent to you and tny telephone conversation with Coach Anson. I mn 

hoping yon have had the oppo~mnity to review my letter and resmne. Since we last spoke, I have received my finaJ marks for my firfft semester of my senior year. My 

overall average at this time is     percent. Also, please see the attached reference letter from tny teacher and school coach 

I firmly believe I have the attribute,s, soccer skills, and strong work ethic both on and offthe soccer field that fit well into yonr program. 

I am available to meet with you at the Chapel Hill Campus so that we may discuss my options and eligibility in joining yonr team in I can be contacted at 

I look forwazd to speaking with you and I thank you tbr your consideration. 

Sincerely; 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:38 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; 
@aol.com; Ja~)n Sisneros (         ~gmaJl.com);, 

nicole fava (athva~)uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver (           @aol.com); 

Subject: F~V: Ram Rules: Don’t Bet On It’. 

~.adies, 

Please b~-_~ smart during March Madt~ess: don’t bet on th~-:~ N{::AA basketball t(mrr~am~-:mt: ew-:m as a joke or ew~m ~f there are NO S]AKESH~ It ~s j{~st: t~ot worth the risk. 

~nother exce~lenL session Loday. ~ ~ove seeing you guys kH~ yourseff to gel better.       ~n the ~:~rst d~vision? ~: she keeps ~mprov~ng at this rate she w~l be playing 

professionally ~r~ Er@snd upon graduation aRd will shortly be pul~ed ~r~ to p~ay on their FULL TEArvlH~ l am proud o~: you                            thb week 

some excellent performm~ce )imps for all three of you. And I am st~H upset for : in the week her game was dearly )imping she gets hurt ...~ bummerH~ 

~= Kirby, Samantha Lillian 
Seat= Wednesday, March 20, 2053 8:54 PN 

Te; UNC~-Eve~one 
Ce= Broome, Lissa L; Thorp, H Holden 
$~bje~t= Ram Rules: Don’t Bet On 

All, 

Please see below the Ram Rnles that was sent to all [~C student-athletes this mo~ng. Make sure fl~at you ~mderstand all the necessao~ rules regarding s~)~s 

wagefng and then reiterate tNs i~bm~ation ~) your s~tudent-afl~letes. With March Madness s~ing tomom)w it is imperative fl~at all (~C s~udent-athle~s and staff 

undersm~d the NC&~ bylaws related to Spo~s Wagering/Gambling. If you have ~y quesfion~ plebe contact fl~e Compliance office at 919-962-6000. 

Th~ 

The Ram Rules 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Vol XII * No. 3 * March 20, 2013 

A newsletter designed to educate University of North Carolina student-athletes about NCAA rules. As a UNC student-athlete, it is YOUR re~sl)onsibiliO~ to review 
the contained #~formation to preserve your eligibility to participate b, intercollegiate athletics. 

Dear UNC Student-Athletes, 
With the NCAA basketball tournaments begirming this week, the UNC Compliance office would like to remind you that NCAA rules 
(bylaw 10.3) prohibit athletics department staff members, student-athletes, and other individuals associated with intercollegiate athletics 
(e.g., Chancellors, Facul .ty Athletics Representatives) from participating in any gambling activities. This includes participating in any type 
of March Madness bracket pools or fantasy leagues where something is put at risk (e.g. money, entry fee, tangible items) for the 
chance to win something. This is against NCAA rules and you could lose your eligibility. 

Please note that this prohibition does not apply to contests held by certain websites(e.g., ~:2~_3329_,_s_R_n__=~£)___m__), which has a bracket contest that 
is fi~ee of charge. Since there is no fce associated with this contest, it would be permissible for you to participate, even though there is the 
opportunity for a prize at the end. 

Take a few minutes to check out this website created by the NCAA and remember, DON’T BET ON IT! 

http://donrbetonit, orgi 

10.02.1 Sports Wagering. Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or student-athlete’s own behalf or on the behalf of others) of 
any type with any individual or organization on any intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited to, the 
use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, individuals or contests; and pools or fantasy leagues in which an 
entry fee is required and there is an opportunity to win a prize. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

10.3 Sports Wagering Activities. The following individuals shall not knowingly participate in sports wagering activities or provide information to individuals involved in or 

associated with any type of sports wagering activities concerning intercollegiate, amateur or professional athletics competition: (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(a) Staff members of an institution’s athletics department; 

(b) Non athletics department staff members who have responsibilities within or over the athletics department (e.g., chancellor or president, faculty athletics representative, 

individual to whom athletics reports); 

(c) Staff members of a conference office: and 

(d) Student-athletes. 
10.3.t Scope of Application. The prohibition against sports wagering applies to any institutional practice or any competition (intercollegiate, amateur or professional) in a 
sport in which the Association conducts championship competition, in bowl subdivision football and in emerging sports for women. (Adopted: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

10.3.2 Sanctions. The following sanctions for violations of Bylawl0.3shall apply: (Adopted: 4/27/00 effective 8/1/00, Revised: 4/26/07 effectiveS/1/07) 



(a) A student-athlete who engages in activities designed to influence the outcome of an intercollegiate contest or in an effort to affect win-loss margins ("point shaving") or who 

participates in any sports wagering activity involving the student-athlete’s institution shall permanently lose all remaining regular-season and postseason eligibility in all sports. 

(Revised: 4/26/07 effective 8/1/07) 

(b) A student-athlete who participates in any sports wagering activity through the Internet, a bookmaker or a parlay card shall be ineligible for all regular-season and 

postseason competition for a minimum period of one year from the date of the institution’s determination that a violation occurred and shall be charged with the loss of a 

minimum of one season of eligibility. If the student-athlete is determined to have been involved in a later violation of any portion of Bylaw_l___0_=__3_, the student-athlete shall 

permanently lose all remaining regular-season and postseason eligibility in all sports. (Revised: 4/26/07effective 8/1/07) 

The Ram Rules Bottom Line: 

It is your responsibility to understand NCAA and UNC rules. You can find ",ill UNC Department of Athletics’ polities and other NCAA resources at 

goheels.com underthe "Inside Athletics" tab and the "Compliance" link. Please contact the Compliance Office (919-962-6000 or 
complia~ce(i~uncaa.unc.e&0 if you have any questions about contact with prospective student-athletes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:41 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: at Las Vegas Showcase 

Surf Cup photo 2.jpg 

From-" [mailto: ~grnail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 9:18 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co; bpalladino@uncaa.edu; Chris Ducar 
Subject: at Las Vegas Showcase 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I just want to thank you (and!or your staff) for attending my game last Saturday at the Las Vegas College Showcase. We received a list of coaches who were present at our game on 

Saturday,          (Real So Cal ECNL U15 vs. South gay Force) and North Carolina was on that list. 

My name is               ]rld I play for the                                                   l’ve included a brief bio on myself below and some information about rny athletics and 

academics. I realize l’m probably on the young side to be reaching out to you, but l’m hoping you’ll keep me on your radar in the next couple of years!!! My goal is to play at a DJ_ school 

with both great academics and a competitive soccer program and of course your program holds interest to me. In fact it’s an honor just to be sending you this letter as l’m well aware of 

the great tradition in Women’s soccer at North Carolina! 

Thanks for your time and consideration, 

Playing Information 

Skills and Attributes 



Other Athletic information 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:43 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Interest in UNC Chapel Hill and an invitation to the Adidas Blue Chip College Showcase 

Player Profile..doc 

From: [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 10:51 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Tnterest in UNC Chapel Hill and an invitation to the Adidas Blue Chip College Showcase 

Anson Dorrance, Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Coach Dorrance: 

My name is class of 

soccer. I have started researching colleges and universities and have identified UNC as a school that I have a s~trong 

interest in based on the combination of its academic programs, location, size and your soccer program. I have attached 

my player profile and upcotning schedule for your review. 

On        through             I roll be traveling and playing with my club soccer teml 
to fl~e Adidas Blue Chip College Showcasc in Cincinatti, Ohio. I would like to invite you out ~, 

watch me play in this tournament. I play forwa~:d, right/left midfielder mad attacking midfielder for my team. 

I have included my upcoming schedule below. 

Our gmne schedule is as follows in Cincinatfi: 

I hope that you are able to come out m~d watch me play! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:44 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PGK Newsletter March 2013 

From: Performance Goalkeeping [mailto:info@pefformancegoalkeeping.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 20, 2013 11:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject: PGK Newsletter March 2013 

Having trouble viewing this email? _w__~’g_~_p___e__E[_o__Lr)3_a__L3_g_e__g_o___a__L[<_#_#_p_Ln__g:_c_’__o__[~ 
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sender. 

March, 2013 In This Issue 

Welcome to the Performance Goalkeep,ng newsletter. PGK 20J_3 C ...... Line Up 
In this issue we have partnered up with soccer analysis 
software g,ants, Prozone. In the first of 3 statmt~cal looks at 
top level goalkeepers, Prozone have provided us with some PGK MeLr, be_rs Area 
English Premier league insight. ~-~-~-~-;-[~-~-~i;[~is 
Prozone provide analysis to many top professional clubs and 
associations including Manchester United, Real Madrid and PGK Extra Time 

both the German and Dutch National teams. You will see more 
from PGK and Prozone in the coming months and more insight __ 
from them in the PGK Members area, Join NOW. 



First we want to congratulate PGK’s John Cone on his new position at 
Portland Timbers, John is the MLS clubs new Director of Sports 
Science. John also has a fantastic company you should check out 

www.fitfor90,com 
We also want to mention Phil Wheddon and his continual coaching 
with the US youth teams. Phil has just returned from La 1"4anga in 
Spain where he was coaching with the U23’s and the U20’s. You can 
follow Phil on Twitter @PhilWheddon. 
And lastly, congratulations to PGK’s Paul Rogers and the US 
Women’s National Team for wining the Algarve Cup and only 
conceding one goal in the whole tournament. 

ii.~.iI Image removed by 
sender Nike 
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On our redeveloped site we 
have many new features. 
One of the new features is a 
PGK Members Area. As a 
PGK member you will get 
continued updates that will 
ensure you are on the 
cutting edge of training 
methodology, and GK sports 
science. Our goal is simple: 
improve your knowledge to 
become a better goalkeeper 
and coach. 
A snapshot of what is 
included in the member’s 
area: You will find the 
following in the PGK 
~4embers area: 

Goalkeeping Training 

Fxercises. 

Goalkeeping Sports 

Science Information. 

Training Articles and 

Video. 

Exclusive Interviews. 

PGK Newsletter. 

10% off PGK Courses 

and Apparel. 

:1_5% off GK gloves, 

kit, and more at 

Below you will see a detailed comparison between four of the Premier Leagues top 
goalkeepers, Howard, Hart, Guzan, and De Gea. In this the first of Prozone issues you can see 
the handlinq situations for the four keepers (all numbers are ’averaqes per qame’). 



So how might this help us? 

is tough and punching is happening more often. So as GK coaches and GKs we need to work 
on punching when dealing with corners in training not just catching. In training we often work 
under minimal pressure so catching becomes easier, in the game with dead ball specialists and 
well planned corners we will come under a lot more pressure from the serve and the number of 
players challenging. This star shows with these GKs and at that level covering punching is key 
with regards to defending corners. 
in relation to the corners, coming for crosses is the opposite for these GKs, they are catching 
more then they punch. Why? GKs positioning, type of service, the GK is in more control of the 
space the ball is crossed into, and what type of pressure is the player on the ball under. So 
when we are working on crosses we need to make sure we work on positioning, reading the 
player crossing the ball, and asses the situation in the box early. On top of all this replicate the 
different areas the cross is coming from, and the type of cross coming in (bent in/away, driven, 
floated, low or high). 
What else does it tell you? 

PGK would like to thank P ...... for the inf .... ti .... d support. Look out f ...... PGK and P ...... 
issues in the future. 

is not only for the Int .... tional and Professional t ..... P ....... I ..... k with ..... 80 
collegiate programs in the US providing affordable solutions for both coach and athlete. 
For more information 
Call: $-352-528-$259 Emafl: enquiries@p ....... port ..... Twitter: @P ...... Sports 

www.prozonesports.com 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ ~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Do yo. ~t to P~tne~ ~ith ~rro~n~ Go~k~epi~g; ~r you r~e~ w~ ~n b~ri~ e~h ome~ ~o~t~t .~ 

Wewant tohearfor& you. [fySu haveagood idea fora newsletter or feature email usat 

Forward this email to Goalkee~er~yon know 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, l 0:44 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: [rnailto: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, :t2:08 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is       even siuce I can physically remember I have beeu playiug soccer, I was kicking the ball before i could taJk, my dremn as an athlete is to play 

soccer for my dream school, North Carolina, I was bxm~ and raised a’tar heel. Playiug for you, and your team would be such an iucredible experience and opportanity. 

Sports it not everything i’m interested in, I plan on majoring in Biology. Attending your school would be everyfl~ing I could ever dream of. ttoneslly, you’re my dream 

coach, I’ve meet you once, at a soccer gmne. You signed my soccer ball, it’s currently in my room. I couldn’t 
drean~ of anything else except playing for you. 

If my dream co~ne~s to and I-m~ accepted into the beaut;ful UNC Chapel Hill coll~e my dream is-to-go int; the- field of biology, although I am young I have always 

loved science and that has been my dream ever since i was a little gift, I hope you take me into consideralion and I look forward to seeing you in the future. Thanlcs. 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 10:45 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com) 

I~W: ]ArbiterSports.cotn] Gmne Reminder: Spring College Soccer, D1 W game at Wake Med SC on 3/24/2013 Sun 10:00 AM 

From-" ArbiterSports [mailto:noreply@arbitersports.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 :~2:22 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: [ArbiterSports.com] Game Reminder: Spring College Soccer, DI W game at Wake Med SC on 3/24/2013 Sun 10:00 AM 

Anson Dormnce, you have a gmne coming up soon! Below are the details. 

GroupID: 102475 

Gmne Number: 16049 

Game Status: 

Date & Time: 3/24/2013 Sun 10:00 AM 

Sport & Level: Spring College Soccer, D1 W 

Site: Wake Med SC 

Home: UNC 

Away: Florida, Univ of 

(NOTE: This message was automatically generated by ArbiterSports.com) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday,              10:45 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From:       @gmail.com [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, 12:34 AM 

To~ borrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Durrance, 

~gmail.¢om] 

I hope things are going well for you at the University of North Carolina. I want to invite you m~d your s~lt’to come watch my team play in the Dallas Intema~donal Girls 

Cup             in Farmers Branch, Tx. Please note that I am currently dual-rostered tbr league play on both 
Since both of the teams axe registered to play in this tournament, I will be playing for Texas Lighmi~agM My ~hedule is below: 

I have been training hard a~d am looking forward to the toummnent. If you have any questions please contact my Texas Lightning coach 

or at        f~aolucom. 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:08 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: ~ Sm~ Diego ecnl 

We are starting to close down that class, The question we would have for you is would you consider the Tar Heels without a scholarship offer? We received a 

commitment yesterday and all of our money is now promised away. 

Money magazine (:ot~siders us the "the best buy i[) Amedcan h~gher eck~catkm" so we are not e>’4)ensiw~ and ~:he bang [or [he buck is the bes[ i[) the country, 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
$ent: Thursday, 22:34 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: ’ San Diego ecN 

HJ a~aJn Couch 

ThaJ~ks fi~r the packet ~ received today] wanted k~ send you my Jn[o~atJon [or SaJ~ Diego ecnl.Ho~ you ~ot the Jn~onnatJon aJso ubout me ~Jn~ Jn NC on 

Hope to see you at my Sa~ Diego ~ames~ ~Are you still looldn~ [or a     CB?Talk with you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 11:21 AM 

Subject: FW: Section 1: Michael Bradley: ’It’s shamethl aJ~d it’s embaymssing’ 

[adies, 

Fun little clip.. Go to th~-_~ botl:on~! 

From: Soccer America Daily [mailto:socceramericadaily@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 2~., 2013 7:32 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A A/ 
Subject: Section l: Michael Bradley: ’It’s shameful and it’s embarrassing’ 

:: ::+~ :: Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Nhat They’re Saying 

’To be honest, I think he did 

ire a little bit in reverse He 

~adn’t switched off since he 

~’as 16, where most other 

~uys didn’t start that life until 

heirmid-20s So now he 

~eeded this." 

Kyle Martino, on Landon 

:)onovan’s sabbatical from 

;occer. Martino, nowan 

~nalyst for NBC Sports, was 

teammate of Donovan at 

he 2001 U-20 World Cup, 

vith the LA Galaxy, and at 

imes with the full national 

earn. (New York Times) 

Tweet 

This 

Michael Bradley: ’it’s shameful and it’s 
embarrassing’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA=COSTA RICA] Nighttime temperatures are approaching freezing in the 

Denver area -- there’s a threat of light snow in the forecast for Friday night’s 

USA-Costa Rica qualifier - but there’s been plenty to keep U.S. national 

team players hot about. Senior members of the national team pushed back 

removed by 

sender. 

Share 
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removed by 

sender. 

at a report in which players anonymously questioned Coach Jurgen Klinsmann’s tactics and the 

national team’s chemistry= Michael Bradley called the report "shameful" and "embarrassing," 

while Glint Dempsey, newly installed as team captain for Fdday’s match against Costa Rica and 

Tuesday’s game at Mexico, had little time for what described as "the little petty things." - Read 

the whole story 

Union close to making Adu-Kleberson swap 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] The Philadelphia Union may finally get its wish and move unwanted Freddy 

Adu. Union coach John Hackworth confirmed the MLS team is planning to send Adu to 

Brazilian club Bahia in return for 33-year-old midfielder Kleberson, who started on Brazil’s 2002 

World Cup championship team. Hackworth cautioned there were "still hurdles that have to be 

stepped over." - Read the whole story 

Palencia named director of soccer for Chivas clubs 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Former MLS player Juan Francisco Palencia has been named director of 

soccer for both Chivas de Guadalajara and Chivas USA. He joins Dutchman Dennis te Kloese, 

appointed sporting director for both Chivas teams in December 2012, as the head of soccer 

operations for the two clubs. - Read the whole story 

CBA deal paves way for U.S. players to report 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] U.S. Soccer and the Women’s National Team Players Association agreed to the material 



FEEDBACK: Send comments 

terms of a new collective bargaining agreement through 2016, paving the way for U.S. national 

team players to begin training with their NWSL teams on Wednesday. - Read the whole story 

Rapinoe makes Champions Leaque debut in 5-0 win 
by Soccer America 

[,AMERICANS ABROAD] Megan Rapinoe came on as a sub to make her UEFA Women’s 

Champions League in two-time defending champion Lyon’s 5=0 win over Sweden’s LdB Malmo. 

Americans Yael Averbuch and Cam Levin (Gothenburg FC) and Kristen Edmonds (FC 

Rossiyanka) all started in the first leg of the quarterfinals. - Read the whole story 

Key offseason player moves 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO1 The 2012 USL PRO season begins Saturday when the expansion Phoenix FC 

Wolves travel to the Los Angeles Blues. The opener comes two weeks befot~ the majority of 

clubs in the 134eam league begin play= Four teams have agreements with MLS clubs to bring in 

players on loan. Other players with MLS like Jhonny Arteaga, Freddie Braun, Blake 

Brettschneider and Michael Seamon have moved to USL PRO clubs, while 2012 all-league 

picks Josh Rife and Matt Luzunaris have changed teams. For a look at a dozen key offseason 

moves _. - Read the whole story 

Messi, Muller, Thiago and Bale flexinq footwork 
by Samuel Charles 

[VI DEO PICK: Magic feet] Two more minutes of gifted and creative skills from Europe well edited 

and put to music you wouldn’t ever want to purchase means the Showboat series is alive and 

kicking. - Read the whole story 

to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 11:26 AM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Spring rI’eaa~ Compliance Meetings 

To m ? 

Sent: Thursday, 10:10 AM 
To; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc; Williams, Andre; Sander, Thomas J; Law, Greg A; 
Subject; Spring Team Compliance Meetings 

Coaches, 

It is that time of year again, Spring Team Compliance Meetings! This is the time of year when our staff gets in front of your student-athletes and prepares them for 

all NCAA rules that will affect them over the summer. These team meetings are mandatory for all student-athletes and at least one coach will need to be present 

for each meeting. Fall and Winter Sports will need to have completed their meetings by Friday . Spring Sports can schedule their meetings after exams, if 

necessary. The meetings will only last about 30 minutes and will take place in the Loudermilk Center. Please respond to this email with three dates and times that 

will work for your team and we will do our best to make one of those time slots work. 

Thank you for your continued support of the UNC Compliance Department and our efforts to keep you and your student-athletes educated on the NCAA rules. 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 11:28 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NSCAA SCOREBOARD UPDATE New Sco~eboaacd Functionality 

Chris, 

Please follow up and ed~cate me ...~ Thank you! 

I=rem: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:support@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Narch 21, 2013 :[1:01 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
S,,bject; NSCAA SCOREBOARD UPDATE - New Scoreboard Functionality 
Anson, 

As a statement of our continued partnership with the NSCAA, and our ongoing efforts to improve college soccer, we have added a tool to your NSCAA Scoreboard Account 
Settings designed to assist with your player-prospecting efforts. 

The new feature allows any potential student-athlete to submit their TDS profile directly to your "Player Sublnission Inbox" located within your account settings on our si[� [he 

same account settings used for the scoreboard. The benefit of using this tool is primarily keeping contact digital and away from your personal email inbox. Players can only 

submit their profile to 25 colleges (total), so a submission to your program is not just a ’~feeler," but rather a serious interest in your program. 

,Nrote: I’ou do not need to contact any of the pla.vers ~if you are not inclined, and you can delete an.v/ali entries at yo~¢r convenience (with zero not~ifications being sent to the 

players). 

Each submission includes a link to the student-athlete’s profile, which includes their basic info, email, upcoming schedule, articles, highlight videos, and soccer honors to help 

you research the player. We are confident that you will find this feature useful, so please check it out and send any feedback to _s__u__p_,p__o_j_’_t_~@_t_o_p__d__r_a_~_~2e__~2~__o__c_’__c_~_r_:_c___o__t)). If you need 
assistance gaining access to your college’s account settings, please email us at support~{~!opdrawersoccer.com. 

Thank you, 

Seth Burleigh 

VP Operations, TopDrawerSoccer.com 

sburlei~@adsportsmedia.com 
562-513-3726 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 11:28 AM 

.~aol.com 

FW: Camp Success Playbook: #4 of 4 Strategies for 2013 

From: Stephen Branstetter I ACTIVE Camps [mailto:info@go.activenetwork.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 2:t, 20:t3 :Lt:09 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Camp Success Playbook: #4 of 4 Strategies for 20:t3 

~’-ii Arisen, 

Where de you leek for inspiratieP, and ideas to improve your camp and grew your camp 
bush~ess’~ ~/e su99est you Joek to ~he 9~an~s. Once upon a t~me, they were small CJesrJy, 

they’ve put some success~u~ sb’ateg~es h~ pJace to grow to ~heff current size~ 

Take Amazon, 

work for your camp busi~:ess, h: fi~ct, we;re found 3 

reproducible ideas that eeuid: 

Chailenge your thinking 

Give your camp a cempetNve edge you never 

dream~ of_, YeL 

ACTIVE Network is cemmiited to reseurcing you wiih ideas ie make your camp even be~ter,.. 

Cheers, 



removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 11:29 AM 

~aol.com 

FW: 2013 ACS Women’s College Cotnbine, April 28, 2013 

From: Todd Abbey [mailto:todd@acsandhills.com] 

Sent-" Thursday, lvlarch 21, 2013 :[1:25 AP1 
To-" collegecombine@acsandhills.com; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: 20:L3 ACS Women’s College Combine, April 28, 20:[3 

Hello, 

AC Sandhilis is excited to announce the 2013 Women’s College Combine! 

For the past t~vo years, we have offered a combined, Men’s and Women’s combine, that has seen over 150 players each year come to the Sandhills and try to be 

recogn~ed by colleges from axound North Caacolina and the snrrounding states.With that being said, we have noticed that in December. we had a haxd time spreading 

the word to fe~nale players about the oppormni~. So now we axe splitting the combine in two. With the men’s still being offered each December; we are going to create 

a chance tbr female players only to come and compete in front of college coaches each Aprl in hopes of providing even tnore avenues for recruitment. 

Date: April 28, 2013 
Times: 9:30am - 12:30pro 
Location: Morganton Rd. Fields, Southern Pines, NC 

Host: AC Sandhills 
Gender: Female Ordy 
Age: U16-UI9 

If this is an event that you intend on attending, please email Todd Abbey (todd(~acsandhills.com). This will help with the player recruitment to the event. We will also 

be putting together a golf outing for coaches interested in sticking aronnd after the combine. So please let us know if you would like to take pa~ in that as well... 

Thank you for your time, 

Todd Abbey 

Executive Director 

AC Sandhills 

www.ac~ndhills.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 12:52 PM 

~aol.com> 

Re: 

and I l~ow you guys roll have many more. 

~aol.com> wrote: 

Anson, 
Below is an email I would like to send I wanted to run this by you, to make sure I am wording it politically correct. I had a conversation with 

,. She was with April a few weeks ago and had mulitple conversations with April about 
her decision to not bring me in. April told Amy that she thought that I was the best keeper in the country and most likely the world from one age group ahead of mine and one 
age group below mine. After hearing that I just couldn’t help but to think that I should try to stay in touch with Randy and hope that they bring me in soon. They have invited 
people to another camp coming up          and I was not invited. Do you have any suggestions? 

On a side note, I would like to thank you for speaking with Ducar about training. We had three shooters yesterday,                                 and it was the best 
goalkeeper session I have had in a long time. Whenever I need to speak with you about something I get really nervous and it means a lot to me that you are so welcoming and 
supportive. Thank you Anson. 

Hi Coach Waldrum, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:35 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: 2013 ACS Women’s College Co~nbine, April 28, 2013 

From: Todd Abbey [mailto:todd@acsandhills.com] 

Sent-" Thursday, lvlarch 21, 2013 :[1:25 AP1 
To-" collegecombine@acsandhills.com; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: 20:L3 ACS Women’s College Combine, April 28, 20:[3 

Hello, 

AC Sandhills is excited to announce the 2013 Women’s College Combine! 

For the past t~vo years, we have offered a combined, Men’s and Women’s combine, that has seen over 150 players each year come to the Sandhills and try to be 

recogn~ed by colleges from axound North Caacolina and the snrrounding states.With that being said, we have noticed that in December. we had a haxd time spreading 

the word to fe~nale players about the oppormni~. So now we axe splitting the combine in two. With the men’s still being offered each December; we are going to create 

a chance tbr female players only to come and compete in front of college coaches each Aprl in hopes of providing even tnore avenues for recruitment. 

Date: April 28, 2013 
Times: 9:30am - 12:30pro 

Location: Morganton Rd. Fields, Southern Pines, NC 

Host: AC Sandhills 

Gender: Female Only 
Age: U16-UI9 

If this is an event that you intend on attending, please email Todd Abbey (todd(~acsandhills.com). This will help with the player recruitment to the event. We will also 

be putting together a golf outing for coaches interested in sticking aronnd after the combine. So please let us know if you would like to take paxt in that as well... 

Thank you for your time, 

Todd Abbey 

Executive Director 

AC Saaadhills 

www.acsandhills.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:35 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros          .~gmail.com) 

FW: {DlWSOC} NCAA Legislation: Override Summmy 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@NSCAA.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 11:29 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; DI; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {DIWSOC} NCAA Legislation: Override Summary 

Good Day Coaches. 

Below is a list of ~hools "that submitted petitions to override the legislation that would prohibit in-person sconting. The final totaJ of 94 exceeds the 75 required to have 

the legislation reviewed. From the review a tinaJ decision will be made regarding RWG- 11-3-B. 

Thank you to all who communicated ruth coaching staff’colleagues and school and conference administrators to request the ovemde petition. I lmow aJl were not 

successful in having schools submit petitions, but ce~tainly enough were to produce the sufficient number of petitions required tbr legislative review. In either case what 

is most important is involvement in the NCAA legislative process aaad recognition of the influence that caaa be exerted through paxticipation and communication. 

All the best. 

Rob 

RWG-11-3-B ATHLETICS PERSONNEL -- SCOUTING OF OPPONENTS -- IN-PERSON SCOI~YI’ING PROHIBITED 
Override ~equest s ~eeeiv~ ~ 

Detailed Listing of Overrides: 

American University 
Belmont University 
Big 12 Conference- 1 institution 
Binghamton Umversity 
Buston Cullege 
Boston University 
Bradley University 
Bruwn University 

Bucknel[ Universi~ 
Califurnia State Universi~, Bakersfield 
California State L’niversity, Sacramento 
Campbell University 
Central Connecticut State Universi~ 
Clemson Umversity 
Cleveland State University 
Coastal Carolina Umversity 
Culgate L’niversity 
College of Charleston (South Carolina) 
Cullege of William and Mary 
College of the Holy Cross 
Colorado State University 
Comell University 
Davidson College 

Duke Univer si~ 
Eastern Washington University 
Elon University 
Fairfield University 
Fairleigh Dickinson University, Metropolitan Campus 
Florida Gulf Coast University 
Gardner-Webb University 
Harvard Univer si~ 
High Point University 

Hofstra Universi~ 
Indiana State University 
Indiana Universi~-Purdue Universi~, Fort Wayne 
La Salle Urdversity 
Lafayette College 
Long Island Urdversity-Brooklyn Campus 
Longwood University 
Loyola Marymo~mt University 
Loyola University Chicago 
Loyola University Maryland 
Manhattan College 
Monmouth University 
Mount St Mary’s Universi~ 
Ne~v Mexico State University 
Northeastern University 
Oregon State University 
Princeton University 
Providence College 
Quinnipiac University 
Radtbrd University 
Rutgers, State Univ of New Jersey, New Brunswick 
Samford University 
San Diego State University 
San Jose State University 
South Carolina State Umversity 
Southern Methodist University 
Southern Utah University 
St. Mary’s College of CaliIbmia 
St Peter’s University 
Stony Brook Umversity 



Syracuse Umversity 
Temple University 
The Citadel 
U.S. Military Academy 
U.S Naval Academy 
University at Albany 
Universi~ of California, R~verside 
University’ of Cemral Florida 
Umversity of Colorado, Boulder 
University of Florida 
University of Idaho 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
University of New Hampshire 

Universi)- of North Carolina at Greensboro 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
University of North Carolina, Charlotte 
University of North Carolina, Wilmington 
University of Notre Dame 
Universi~" of Oregon 
University of Pem~sylvania 
Universi _L-y of Portland 

Universi)- of South Florida 
Universi~" of Tulsa 
Universi~ of Virginia 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 
University of Wisconsin-Green Bay 
University of YVyoming 
Valparaiso University 
Virginia Military Institute 
Wright State University 
Xavier Universi~" 
West Virginia Universi)- 
Rob Keh,oe 
Director of Coilege ProgFarns I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Arm Ave, Kansas City, KS 662,’05 i 9J-3 362 J-747 x J_0iL5 I 9J-3 362 3439 
Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391L I Cell: 
NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAAColle~e I Facebook 
Join us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D lWSOC Ii)r News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:37 PM 

@aol.com 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

I~W: Triangle Elite Soccer Co~nbine 

Girls Snapshot.pdf, Boys Snapshot.pdf 

From: Scott Sloan [mailto:ssloan@wcpss.net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 11:49 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject: Triangle Elite Soccer Combine 
Importance: High 

Coaches, 

Imail.com 

I would like to thank you again for accepting the invitation to participate in and recruit the Triangle Elite Soccer Combine being hosted by the Heritage High School Athletic 

Booster Club and Carolina Soccer Club on March 30th at Heritage High School in beautiful Wake Forest. The physical address for Heritage High School is 1150 Forestville Road, 

Wake Forest NC 27587. I would like to ask each 

recruited to check in with me prior to the event. Coaches will be able to check in away from players and parents in the school’s athletic wing. Signs will be posted showing 

check in locations. Between 9:00 am and 9:45 I will be able to greet each recruiter and provide you with a schedule, field map, hard copy of players and teams, and an electronic 
spreadsheet of each player’s complete athletic and academic profile. 

Not only do I feel that we have created a very diverse and enriched college list but I feel that the 200+ prospective college athletes that have applied to play in front of you 
represent a very qualified group of clubs. We have accepted applications from US Developmental Academy, Region 3, ECNL, State Level Premier, and First Division. \Vhile the 

majority of players reside within North Carolina borders, a portion of the players participating will be traveling from Georgia, South Carolina, Virginia, and Pennsylvania. The 

willingness to travel is a testament to the quality of College Programs that have committed to recruiting this event. The desire to participate has been so great that we have been 

forced to create a waiting list for players who remain hopeful to compete. Simply put, the level of play- is outstanding and cvo’y participant has a desire to play collegiate soccer 

and is uncommitted. 

We have created competitive teams based on acadenfic grade, position, and skill set. We are going the extra mile to make sure that the day is catered towards you file coach. In 

fact, staff will be instructed to take input fi’om college recruiters when pertaining to player positions on the field. If you want to see certain players in specific positions, just let 
US know, 

th 
If you are planning on staying overnight on the 29 , there are many lfme hotel establisbanents located near the tteritage High School Campus. 

Sleep Inn 12401 Wake Union Church Road, Wake Forest. NC (919) 556-40(}7 
CandleWood Suites 12050 Retail Drive, Wake Forest, NC (919) 554-6901 
Holiday Inn Express 11400 Common Oaks Drive, Raleigh, NC (919) 570-5550 
Hampton Inn 12318 Wake Union Church Road, Wake Forest, NC (919) 554-0222 

On the day of the combine, our staffwill do everything remotely possible to accommodate you and your stall’. Fields will be separated and isolated from viewing parents, a hard 
copy and electronic portfolio of every athlete will be provided. If you need to know of any specific players that may be attending, please ask and I will share information with 

you. 1 lvl 1 games will be video recorded and uploaded to YouTube, a hospitality room and weather shelters will be provided for college recruiters, and a post combine lunch will 
be catered for each college coach. 

If tbr any reason you or your staff has decided against participation, please inform me immediately. Players are extremely hopeful that each college will be represented 
that is on the participating list. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Scott Sloan at             or Scott Weiland at 

Yours in education, 

Scott Sloan 
Head Coach Heritage High School 
Scott Weikmd 
President of Carolina Soccer Club 

Coaches, 
As of now, we have 80 plus t~male players committed to the combine. We have a wafiting list of 20 plus players hoping to get in. I am being very ~lective in who gets 

to be added to the active roster of participanls. Each player is uncommitted and is hopeful to play collegiale soccer. I have attached an excel snapshot of the 

participanls. The full bios (all alhletic and academic information) will be provided via hard coW ~md electronic coW on the day offlae event. We feel that the liszt is 

fantastic and hope that you will find value in the paylicipa6ng players. 

On a side note, we have an opening for two sessions that need to be filled by presenters. I was hopeful that a coach or two would be willing to speak to a group of 

parents from 1:00-1:45 and the players from 2:00-2:45. The topics would include the recruiting process and navigating the NCAA eligibili~ process. Just some simple 

accurate information to educate the parents and players. Please let me know if you are interested. 

Likewise, as stated in the prior email, please let tne know if you are not going to be able to attend tl~e event. Fairness to tl~e players and recruiters is par~anount as we 

hope to conti~me to provide this service to you the recruiter and the prospective college athlete. Thanks. 

Scott Sloan and Scott Weiland 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:23 PM 

Subject: FW: Raleigh math guru Cmmon is Bnt]er basketball’s secret weapon 

Boys and girls, 

I just saw this in today’s paper and wanted to share it with you. Tom and I have been doing this forever" and I know it has had an irnpacL on our’ success and on our 

player development. 

Because I do not do tMs enough, ~ want all of you to know you make a difference with al~ of the data you help us collect. And those of you that end up dreaming 

about tMs stuff and rektvent~ng it l~l<e Tom and Jason or ta]dng ownership o~ your respons~b~Hty ~]~e ~md now hank youH~ You make a d~fference and I just 

war~(:ed you to k~low~ 

F~= ~omas ~ Sander [mailto:pacman@unc,edu] 
SeBt= Thursday, ~2:23 PM 
Tel Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
8~bjeCt~ Raleigh math guru Cannon is Butler basketball’s secret weapon 

- tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 2:24 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

l~W: PPA Soccer Camp St~£f Invite 

top.letterhead 

From: info@peakperformancesoccer.com [mailto:info@peakperformancesoccer.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:09 PM 
To: Tony Pacella; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" PPA Soccer Camp Staff Invite 

PPA Soccer is running a girl’s elite camp in the summer of 2013 and we are looking for staf!! 

PPA has become the top camp on the boys’s side for the past 6 years and we’re looking forward to offering the same top-flight experience for girls. The camp will take place from 

July 15-18 at Rider University in New Jersey. 

We are looking for staff for our session and would like you to consider working with us. The salary is $1000 for the three day camp and includes travel. It is also a fantastic way for 

you to see some of the top talent in the entire country. We would be happy to place prospects on your camp teams so that you can get a good look at them. 

If you are interested, please email us back at info@peakperformancesoccer.com. 

Sincerely, 

PPA 

Puma Peak Performance Soccer Academy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 21, 2013 2:24 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ,~gmail.com) 

l~W: PPA Soccer Camp St~£f Invite 

top.letterhead 

From: info@peakperformancesoccer.com [mailto:info@peakperformancesoccer.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 21, 2013 1:09 PM 
To: Tony Pacella; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" PPA Soccer Camp Staff Invite 

PPA Soccer is running a girl’s elite camp in the summer of 2013 and we are looking for staf!! 

PPA has become the top camp on the boys’s side for the past 6 years and we’re looking forward to offering the same top-flight experience for girls. The camp will take place from 

July 15-18 at Rider University in New Jersey. 

We are looking for staff for our session and would like you to consider working with us. The salary is .~lO00 for the three day camp and includes travel. It is also a fantastic way for 

you to see some of the top talent in the entire country. We would be happy to place prospects on your camp teams so that you can get a good look at them. 

If you are interested, please email us back at info@peakperformancesoccer.com. 

Sincerely, 

PPA 

Puma Peak Performance Soccer Academy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Triangle Elite Soccer Combine 

PlayerPmfile.pdf 

From= [mailto: 
Sent= Thursday, :t:38 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject=        Triangle Elite Soccer Combine 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

~gmail.com] 

My name is               and I arn currently a high school sophomore. I see you are going to the Triangle Elite Soccer Combine on         and I would like to invite 
you to watch me play. I will be there playing on the" 
Premier Division. I usually play 100% of every game, and have done so every yearl I also play midfield occasionally. I also play on the 96 NC ODP teaml as well as two ether 

teams. 

I am interested in your soccer program at UNC Chapel Hill. I moved to NC a few years ago from            o our local universities are still new to me! I am 
and have a strong academic background. I am planning on a pre-medicine major in college, and would love to play soccer as well. I would also like to be added to your mailing 
list for Iuture camps and clinics, I attended your girls Elite Summer Camp last year, and learned a lot. I have attached my player profile. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Thursday, 2:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Follow up from Jefl’eBon Cup 

Chris, 
Get together with Dino and let’s sort out a plan for this group. I trust you, 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 2:18 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject-" Re: Follow up from Jefferson Cup 
Ansor~ 

is the kid that is actively recruiting. Good size, decent athlete, good in the air, tough center back. She’s not the kind of kid that you would 

typically offer much money which will probably be an issue ........ 

The kid roll not help us much I don’t think. 

The next kid, is smafl, tough, thst and relentless. She plays holding mid fo~ : but probably not tbr us maybe flank. AppaJcently, she doesn’t need may 

money in which case she would be a wonderthl freebie. A          . ~pe but mfl~ more skill and savvy. 

The        kid is ~phisficated, very techNcaJ, excellent vision and good passer and plays attacking mid....but slow. Obviously, she would need a lot of money m~d it 

sounds like everyone likes her. She definitely stands out on their reran. 
’][’hey were playing above their age group and not having any trouble dominating. You should try to watch this group soon. 

Take care 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 10:20 AIVI, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

D, mo, 

What do you think? 

From: 
Sent," Wednesday, 6:18 PM 
To-" Bill Palladino 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject-" Follow up from Jefferson Cup 
Impor[ance: High 

Thanks again for comfng to our game at .Jeff CLIp on Saturday. After getting back to the routines of training, I wanted to foilow up on our 

sideline conversatfon, specificaliy regarding a couple of players. OF the 

#:L:L center back is looking to make her commitment soon. 

-. As I mentioned, is going home to New Zealand to [inish i~er high schooi there, which aliows her to graduate eariy, in 

#4, the defensive centermlid wt~o you said stood out the most, is a special girl. A lot of Midwest schools want her and have 

offered t~er exceiient schoiarsMps, but she does not want to stay here, She is drawn to East Coast, and especialiy the Carolinas, Her family is 

weli off, so she actuaiiy said she does not need a schoiarship to go to coliege, and she has already taiked about this with her family; if the 

right schools comes around, they can get her for no money. As I mentfoned, besides what you saw on the field, she is one of the fastest girls 

on our team, ran 2:1. leveis in the "ManU" test, beat everyone in strength tests, and fs extremeiy self-motivated and touchable. We had a good 

chat the other day, and she said she would iove to make her commitment this Spring. As I mentioned to her that you liked how she played, she 

was wonderfng if she might have a chance to visit UNC sometfme soon, in early Aprfl, for example. If you think she might be someone who 

could wall< on for you [n :     Fm sure she wouid love to visit and learn rnore. 

¯ - And then there’s           o[ our      the German U15 player, whom everybody wants, but I know it is rare for colleges to have 

sopi~omores commit, Let me know if you want any kind of follow up with her, i[ you want me to talk to her about ,/our possibie interest. 

Thanks again for your interest in out players, and I am looking forward to hearing back from you. 

Best wishes, 

Mika 

~,s-sm,orq I ~w,~m~ports,orq ~ Take a ViSual Tour of Sha~uck-St, Nary’s School 

[<image004~pg>] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 2:28 PM 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar.~)unc.edu) 

RE: Follow up from Jefferson Cup 

Thanks Dino .,_ Get with Chris let’s sinc it with what we have done or wilt do. 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto: .~aol,com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:18 PP1 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: Follow up from Jefferson Cup 

is the kid thai is actively recruiting. Good size, decent atfilete, good in the air, tough center back. She’s not the kind of kid that you would 

typically offer much money wNzh w~ll pm~bly ~ an ~ssuc ........ 

The New ~�~and kM will not h~lp us much I don’t tNnk. 

The ne~ ~d,          is s~nall, tough, fast and relentless. She plays holding mid fo~        but pro~bly not for us may~ flank. Appmently, she doesn’t need ~y 

money in which case she would be a wonderful fmeNe. A           Wpe but ruth ~no~e s~ll and sawT. 

The Gem~an ldd is mpNsficated, very tech~fical, excellent vision and good p~ser m~d plays a~c~ng mid....but slow. Obviously, she would need a lot of money and it 

sounds like eveD’one likes her. She definitely stands out on their team. 

They were playing a~ve their age group and not having any ~ouble dominating. You should tO~ ~ watch tNs group soon. 

Take care 

Sent from my iPad 

O11 at 10:20 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Dino, 

What do you think? 

From: Mika Elovaara [mailto:Mika.Elovaara(@s-sm~org] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:18 PM 
To: Bill Palladino 
¢¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Follow up from Jefferson Cup 
Importance: High 

Thanks again for coming to our game at Jeff CLip on Saturday. After getting back to the !outines of training, I wanted to foilow up on our 

sideline conversation, specificaliy regarding a couple of players. Of ti~e 

center back is looking to make t~er commitment soon. 

- As I mentioned, is going home to New Zealand to finish her high schooi there, which aliows her to graduate eariy, in 

#4, the defensfve center-mid who you safd stood out the most, is a special girl. A lot of Midwest schools want her and have 

offered her exceilent schoiarships, but she does not want to stay here. She is drawn to Eas~ Coast, and especfal~y the Carolinas. Her family is 

wel~ off, so she actually sa~d she does not need a scho~arsMp ~o go to colbge, and she has already ta~ked about thfs with her family; if the 

right schools c:omes around, they can get her for no money, As I mentioned, besides what you saw on the field, she is one of the fastest girls 

on our team, ran 2~ leveb ~n the "ManU" test, beat everyone in strength tests, and ~s extremely self!.mot[vated and coachaNe. We had a good 

chat the other day, and she sam she would ~ove to make her commitment this 5pr~ng. As ~ mentioned to her that you Hked how she pbyed, she 

was wonder~ng~f she m~ght have a chance to vWt UNCsomet~me soon, in early April, for example~ If you tMnkshe might be someone who 

could walk on for you in      ~’m sure she wou~d love to v~sgt and learn more. 

o And then there’s           of our      ttse German Ui6 player, whom everybody wants, but I know it is rare for colleges to have 

sophomores commit, Let me know if you want any kind of follow up with her, if you want me to talk to her about your possibie interest. 

"rhanks again for your interest ir~ our players, and I am looking forward to hearing back from you. 

Best wishes, 

Mika 

<image003.jpg>~ik~ ~io~-a,’~, 

~,~-sm,or~ I ~w,~m~ports,eE~ ~ Take a V~ual Tour ef Sha~uck-St, Harv’s School 

[<image004~pg>] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 11:26 AM 

Thomas J Sander <pacman@nnc.edu> 

@~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~)gmail.com) 

RE: summer school pfiori~ lisl 

Excellent. I love the transparency of this, It makes it clear in the most honest way what we are going to do and why, And you are absok~tely correct: we are national 

champions partially because of what those three kids did for 

Fre~-" Thomas .] Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 

Se~t: Thursday, Mtarch 2~, 2013 2:58 plVl 

Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV;                                                                                          . . 

Subject: re: summer school priority list 

Scholarshippers, 

We wanted to share with you our priorities in assigning scholarship monies for summer school classes. We are interested in accomplishing several things by 

covering summer school expenses for you. We want to keep players eligible for obvious reasons. We want to make sure players graduate in a timely manner. And 

we may also encourage certain players to graduate a semester early (December of their senior year) which helps us get scholarship money back to use for future 

recruiting classes (like                                         did this spring), thus benefitting your team and impacting your team’s chances to win a 

championship as we did with this year’s freshman class - brought in with money from the three mentioned players. 

So here are our priorities when deciding how to assign summer school monies: 

:i) helping players that need it to be eligible -whether it is to raise her GPA or meet a minimum hours number requirement. 

2) helping players graduate that year (the seniors). 

3) helping players that will graduate midyear of their senior year which will help us with scholarship recruiting. 

4) then with what is left, help players not in categories-:13 starting with upperclassmen first in descending order to the freshmen. 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North CaJcolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 11:30 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Are you prepared with Soccer Bag ’Fags & Locker Nmneplates? Click OPJ)ER NOW 

From: Inc. TAG-UP by Rischard Marketing [mailto:tagup@tag-up.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 3:06 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Are you prepared with Soccer Bag Tags & Locker Nameplates? Click ORDER NOW 

Anson, 

Bag Tags are clearly identified with team colors, Iogos, and personalization for fast retrieval. 
Locker Nameplates are designed to bring team unity and victory branding. 

Click ORDER NOW 

Image removed by sender. 

Imag ...... ’ed by sender 
CUSTOM ISAG TAGS; & 
LOCI(ER NAMEPLATES 

We personalize with team logo and 

colors; 
Order as standard or custom-shaped tags 

for both luggage tags or locker 
nameplates. 

Did you know that we design, 
manufacture 

and personalize dry erase boards? 

Contact us today.’ Visit www.taq-up.cora 



’ed by sender 

Trademark Usage: Products and Iogos shown in this material appear only to illustrate the basic products and ability to include message~ and art on them, but are never intended to suggest that the 
imprints were d~igned by this company or that the pl~ducts with those specific imprints are readily available t~ any purchaser without permission of the owners of the trademarked or copyrighted art or 
cop,/, All copy or other material submitted by the customer for use by Tag Up in producing items ordered, whether or not artwork by Tag Up is required therewith, will be accepted by Tag Up a being 
submitted in full compliance with all applicable laws regarding trademark, service mark, copyright, right to privacy, patent or similar protection. The customer, by submi~dng such copy or other material, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:36 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: ~ San Diego ecnl 

I love your passion. Please do come on your visit, Even though we can’t create a scholarship if all the money is spent, we have ended up with some amazing players 
late because something fell through for us; so you never know. 
From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 3:22 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Re: / San Diego ecnl 
Hi Coach Anson, 

First of all to be even having a conversation with North Cayolina and yourself is amazing.It is every young dedicated soccer players dream to belong to the besl 

progran in the countu.My family and I have more of an interest because m5                                  and NC Chapel Hill is the best, according to my 

t:amily.I know I could be a part of the NC Chapel Hill womens soccer progra~ and make a difference, I know that for sure.I live and breathe soccer and it is my 

passion, I can see myself going to the top without a douN.I spoke to my dad and we both agree that to commit without any financial aid would not be in my besl 

interest.I have (four) 100% offers and although they are not NC Chapel Hill, one is in the ACC and it would be a great fit for me.IfNC Chapel Hill could come up with 

some s~rt of a financial package this would change things.I will be going in to dentislry and NC Chapel Hill has one of the besl dentistD’ programs ofl~red.I am smart, 

and I work hard, and I an determined to make a name for myself and I will,I hope you will help me with that Coach Anson.About three months ago we were told I 

might not ever play soccer again and my world crashed around me.I proved the Drs wrong and some coaches passed me by because they were not patient with nay 

recovery and that stings, but I will succeed despite all ofthat.I hope I have the chance to make you proud that you tbught tbr me and gave me that one opporttmity I 

need.ttope to talk to you ~on’. !I still plan on coming on a visit the                See you then’.! 

On 08:07, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~)n({~email.unc.edt~> wrote: 

We are starting Lo close down that class. The question we would have for you is would you consider the Tar Heels without a scholarship ofi:er ? We received a 

commitment yesterday and all of our money is now promised away. 

Money magazine considers us the "the best buy in American h~gher educatbn" so we are not expensive and the bang for the buck is the best in the country. 

From: [mailto: ~ma~J.com] 
$ent: Thursday, ~2:34 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 
$ubject: ’ San Diego ecnl 

Hi a~ain Coach 

Thanks [or the packet I received today.I ~,anted to send you my in£om~ation 

Hope to see you at my S~ Diego games’. ~A~ you still lookn~g for a CB?Talk with you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3:36:49 PM 

Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) [markos@uncaa.unc.edu] 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu]; @aol.com 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Lance, what do you think? 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: _~kc.rr,com 
Subject: 

3:51 PM 

,com] 

Anson, 

It was indeed a pleasure meeting you and your staff on Tuesday. and I sincerely appreciate all of the time and 

attention that you and your staff dedicated to us on our visit. We are truly honored and humbled. The University of 

North Carolina is a first class operation in all dimensions. We were very impressed with everything and everybody. As 

you know, has been heavily recruited by pretty much all of the major programs in the Country, and her final 

decision will be very difficult. We just hope and pray as parents that she makes the right decision, while offering a little 

bit of guidance without being overbearing. In the end the decision has to be She will be the one playing soccer 

and going to class as a student athlete for four years. 

Attached please find files that contain her unofficial transcript and PSAT scores from 1St semester sophomore year. I 

have also included a file that contains information on course selections for the school year 

(junior). You can also view her current semester grades as of today. She anticipates taking the following courses in her 

senior year: 1. Calculus, 2. College Spanish IV, 3. Honors Physics, 4. College Composition, 5. Government (possibly 

AP). Her guidance counselor is .org. 

I will follow up with a phone call to make sure that we are not omitting anything that you will need. Once again, thank 

you very much for a great day and for your interest in as a Tar Heel scholar athlete. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:41 AM 

com> 

Lance Ma:rkos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu);         @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;       ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmaJl.com) 

RE: 

Thank you [:or calling this morning. Compliance has this and will get bad( to us, 

And thank you again for coming on this visit. I know how time consuming they are (not to mention exhausting). ~s a p~ayer clearly h~ ~ove w~th the bal~ and 

the game and we have bu~t our success w~th ~ust her Mnd of temperament and creativity. 

~ k~ok forward to your ca~l next week. A~I the best, from Chape~ 

F~m: [mail~: 
Sent: Thursday, 3:Si PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
C¢: ~kc.rr.com 
Subject: 

Anson, 

~t w~s indeed ~ p~e~sure meeting you ~nd your st~ff on Tuesday. ~nd ~ sincerely ~ppreci~te ~1 of the time ~nd ~ttention that you ~nd your st~ff dedicated to 

us on our visit. We ~re truly honored ~nd bumbled. The University of North C~ro~in~ is ~ first class operation in ~1~ dimensions. We were very impressed with 

everything ~nd everybody. As you know,       h~s been heavily recruited by pre~y much ~1 of the m~jor programs in the Country, ~nd her fin~ decision will be 

very difficult. We just hope ~nd pr~y ~s p~rents that she m~kes the right decision, while offering ~ ~ittle bit of guidance without being overbearing. In the end the 

decision b~s to be         She will be the one pl~ying soccer ~nd going to d~ss ~s ~ student ~tMete for four years. 

Attached p~e~se find files that contain her unoffici~ transcript ~nd PSAT scores from 1st semester sophomore year. ~ h~ve ~lso induded ~ file that contains 
information on        course selections for the           schoN year (junior). You c~n ~lso view her current semester grades ~s of tod~y. She ~n~dp~tes t~kin~ 

the following courses in her senior year: 1. C~lculus, 2. College Spanish IV, 3. Honors Physics, ~. College Composition, 5. Government (possibly AP). Her guidance 

counselor is ~ 

~ wil~ follow up with ~ phone c~l to m~ke sure tb~t we ~re not omitting ~nything tb~t you will need. Once ~g~in, th~nk you very much for ~ gre~t d~y ~nd for your 

interest in ~s ~ T~r Heel scholar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 11:56 AM 

careers@ edu 

I~E: Request for Letter of Reference for 

In the into it says "Women’s Soccer Coach" in the body of the description it says "men’s" ... I am going to go with Women’s for my recormnendation. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Thursday, IVIarch 21, 2013 4:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Request for Letter of Reference for 

Hello Anson Dorrance, 

.edu] 

is applying for a position at                                                                           ~. The?- have listed you as an intended provider of a reference 
letter relevant to his/her candidacy for the position of Head Women’s Soccer Coach and Instructor of HPE. You can see the details of this position at https://] 

In order for the hiring department to properly evaluate 

Using this secure referral portal will ensure that the hiring department receives the reference letter as quickly as possible, as well as allowing 
references have been received so that he/she can be assured that his/her application materials are complete 

<https:// 

Any document you submit will remain completely confidentiah 

Please be sure to include your name and contact m[’ormation within the reference document. If you have any questmns about this process, please call the College?s Employment Office at 

~e respectfully request that you visit the link below to submit a Letter of Reference at your earliest convenience. 

to automatically track the status of which 

Sincerely, 

The Department of Human Resources 

A personal note from the applicant: 

*****SPECIAL ]NS~I2RUCTIONS***** 
Thank you for your willingness to provide a reference for this candidate. Please use the secure portal link 12~und in this email to either upload or copy/paste your letter. 

All information submitted will be held in the strictest confidence. 

This is a transmission from Concordia College and may contain information which is confidential and proprietary. If you are not the addressee, any disclosure, copying or distribution or use 
of the contents of this message is expressly prohibited. If you have received this transmission in error, please destroy it and notify us irmnediately at : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 2:27 PM 

~gmaJl.com) 

I~W: Head Coaches Meeting - Tha~k-a-Thon Follow Up 

~msn.com; dncar@uncaa.unc.edu; -@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Ladies, 

No reason to respond to d~is, just FYH 

From: Fulton, Nick 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:24 PM 
To: shatchell@uncaa.unc.edu; rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu; kcs@uncaa.unc.edu; Holliday, Corey L; masapp@uncaa.unc.edu; janmann@uncaa.unc.edu; derekg@uncaa.unc.edu; 
breschi@uncaa.unc.edu; uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu; skhaney@uncaa.unc.edu; csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Papa, Donna J; richdeselm@uncaa.unc.edu; 
spaul@uncaa.unc.edu; Kalbas, Brian J; meaders@uncaa.unc.edu; jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu; cd@uncaa.unc.edu) ehoots@uncaa.unc.edu; Mike Fox 
Co: Igallo@uncaa,unc,edu; bmiller@uncaa,unc,edu 

Subject: Head Coaches Meeting - Thank-a-Thon Follow Up 

Thank you again for your time during the last Head Coaches meeting.., 

As a follow-up, I just wanted to send along a few of the working concepts for enhancing the Thank-a-Thon beginning next fall. 

Move timeframe to late afternoon/evening 

o Evaluate the option of including food with a later timeframe 

¯ Seek greater involvement from coaching staffs 

¯ Set departmental goal for number of donors reached 

¯ Continue to incorporate social media 

¯ Potentially include "team" aspect -schedule around practice/meeting time 

We really feel like including a few of these changes will really enhance this already great event. Please feel free to pass along any feedback you might have. 

Thanks again for helping make this event great, 

Nick Fulton 

ii.~.i1 75th logo (2)- Nicholas Fulton 
test University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

The Rams Club 

(919) 843-5782 

Celebrating the First 75 Years o[ Supporting Carolina Student-Athletes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 2:32 PM 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

ILE: NSCAA Game of the Week Conference Call Invitation 

Yes, Wed I1 AM March 27~-h ._ 

From= Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent= Thursday, March 21, 2013 4:33 PM 
To= G Guerrieri; Tim Vom Steeg; Tom Hastings; Jennifer Rockwood; Ralph D Lundy; Elmar K. Bolowich; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Becky Burleigh; John Daly; Kenneth C Lolla; 
Jerry Smith; John Diffley; Dr. David Masur; Tom Stone; Raymond Reid; Peter Caringi; Sasho Cirovski; George Kiefer; Thomas McIntosh; Lesle Gallimore; Steve Swanson 
Subject: NSCAA Game of the Week Conference Call Invitation 
Hello Coaches / Associate Athletic Directors. 

I’m writing to invite you to paxficipate in a conference call with NSCAA CEO Joe Cummings to discuss the s~tatus of the NSCAA Game of the Week. There will be 

two call options, with the first being Tnesday, March 26, 1 pm ET, and the second, Wednesday, March 27, 11 am ET. 

Please let me know if yon axe able to participate, and if ~, which call will yon plan to join. 

The call numbers axe: 

Call In - 888 289 4573 

Access - 

All the bes~t. 

Rob 
Rob K~hoe 
DirectoF of Coilege PrograRqs I National Soccer Coaches Assock~tion of ArneFica 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 6~101. i 9J.3 362 J.747 × J.015 I 9J_3 362 3439 (f) 

Wiscorlsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 
._N_ _S_ _C_ _ _A_ _ _A_: _c_ _o_ _r_ _n_ I _T_ _w_- ] _t_t_ _&r_ :_ _@- _N_ _S_- _C_ _A_- _A_ _L." oll e g e I F a c e b o o k 

Join ns in Orlando fro’ the inaugural Summer Sov_E~951__u__Ln___:_~_u_g_u_z}_t___l_:’_3_[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:53 PM 

@shaw.ca:~ 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~)gmail.com) 

I~NV: Calgary. U 16 Wo~ne~fs team player would like to attend UNC 

Please forward this to your father. 

Thank him for his loyalty and support of our program. Also please have him contact 

Let him know that we can res~xmd to emai~s only once she becomes a jtm~or. (Bu~:, he can cal~ me anytime 

Thank yo~ 

F~m: [mailto: 
Sent~ Thursday, 4:~6 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Bill Palladino 
Su~ject~ Calga~ ~16 Croatian Women’s team Nayer would like to a~end 

Dear Anson and Bill, 

and let him know NCAA rules prevent us from responding to his email. 

[c] {I can"t call him back, however}.) 

My daughter 

University, 

is a wonderful young woman who is truly interested in having the pleasure of playing for and attending your prestigious 

She is Straight A Sophomore student al                                                 who would love to become a Doctor one day and she also 

loves playing soccer,      has been playing for over :10 years and has had the fortunate privilege of representing and captaining the 

for the past 4 years and she has also played internationally for 

I would also like to note that I have spoken to           ~bout you his daughter’s experiences at UNC and he had nothing but praise for you both as 

coaches and as wonderful human beings. He spoke so highly about you that we decided to register for your ID camp in June along with a teammate of 

We will be flying down to attend your soccer ID camp in June and we sincerely look forward to meeting you both and the experience. 

I would like to take the opportunity to thank you both for taking the time in reading this email and I look forward to your reply. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 3:35 PM 

.~aol.com 

FW: Coufi~m your subscription with ’][’he Camp Team 

From: The Camp Team [mailto:campteam@lonewolfcommunications,net] 
Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 5:16 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Confirm your subscription with The Camp Team 

Making decisions about what is best for your team and your program is 
one of the most important roles you fill, Decide today to provide 
maximum protection for your camp, your staff and your institution by 
joining The Camp Team. We are one of the sporl~ insurance industry 
leaders and we are trusted by many world and national champions. 
Confirm your membership in our mailing list today to receive information 
how we, as your teammate, can handle all of your insurance needs. 

removed by 

sende~ 

Call us today for a free quote: 800-747-9573 
Note: if you subscribe to our mailing fist, you can unsubcribe anytime and we will never 

share your information with other organizations. 

Confirm to lis~: Camp Team 

LWCiAPRM 17282 S Pontiac Way I Cer:termial CO 80~ 12 

removed by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 3:36 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

1~:;: 

Thanks for being so quick! 

From: Narkos, Lance 1’4 
Sent: Friday, 3:3:~ PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

~aol.com; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: 

I don’t see any real issues with       and Admissions/Eligibility as long as she keeps doing what she’s doing. The only thing that jumped out was her freshman 

year ma~h - she had half a unit of g[gebra [ and hail a unit of A]gebra I[ tha~ year, and is currently repeating all o[:AIgebra [I. Did she take a fu]l unit of A]gebra I? Any 

Geometry? Just odd._ 

La nee 

F~m: Albe~ A IV Dorrance [~_~[JN_L~_t)~P_~_~kl~N_~gN~_~] 

Sent: Friday, Ii:37 AM 
To: Markos, Lance N 
Co’,      ~_~91~com; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: ~: 

Lsnce, w~a~ do you t~ink? 

F~m: [mail~ 
Sent: Thursday, 3:5~ PH 
To: Dorrance, Aibe~ A ~ 
Co: ~kc.mcom 
Subject: 

Anson, 

It was ~ndeed a pleasure meeting you and your staff on Tuesday.       and ~ sincerely appreciate all of the time and attention that you and your staff dedicated to 

us on our visit. We are truly honored and humbled. The University of North Carolina is a first class operation in all dimensions. We were very impressed with 

everything and everybody. As you know,       has been heavily recruited by pre~y much all of the major programs in the Country, and her final decision will be 

very difficult. We just hope and pray as parents that she makes the right decision, while offering a little bit of guidance without being overbearing. In the end the 

decision has to be        . She will be the one playing soccer and going to class as a student athlete for four years. 
st Attached please find files that contain her unofficial transcript and PSAT scores from ~ semester sophomore year. I have also included a file that contains 

information on       ; course selec~ons for the           school year (junior). You can also view her current semester grades as of today. She an~cipates takin~ 

the following courses in her senior year: ~. Calculus, 2. College Spanish IV, 3. Honors Physics, 4. College Composition, 5. Government (possibly AP). Her guidance 

counselor is                                                               ~. 

I will follow up with a phone call to make sure that we are not omitting anything that you will need. Once again, thank you very much for a great day and for your 

interest in ~s a Tar Heel scholar athlete. 

"This email is intended to be reviewed by only the intended recipient and may contain information lhat is privileged and/or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you me hereby notified/hat any review, use, disserrdnation, disclosure or 
copying of this cmail and its allachments, if any, is slrictly prohibited If you have received this email in enor, please immediately notify the sender by return email and delete this email from your system" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I play for I. I am very- interes~ted in your sehool and would love to 

hear more about your program at UniversiD’ of North Carolina. My team roll be attending the ECNL event in San Diego, California. For the event my games are: 
at 4:15pm on field #07 

at 4:15pm on field # 11 

at 11:30am on tield #1 

All games that nay team plays in this showcase axe at the San Diego Polo Club. My jersey number is 6, and I play at the holding midfield position, and occasionally 
defense. It would be really great if you could find the lime to come out m~d watch me play! 

You might have already seen me play in one of our games at the ECNL event in Frisco, Texas back in Febmasy. Here is a li~ to some clips of~ne from our gmne vs 

Vardar at that event: 

For more information about me, you can also check out my ECNL page: 

You can reach me by contacting my coach, 

Thank you. and I look forward to hea~ing from you’. 

i-~)g~nail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [rnailto: ~rnsn.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, . 9:38 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: 

Anson, 

Hey hey! How is ya!! i get to do one out of state college camp this year and so I should be able to meet you in person then. i didn’t play well in Texas a 

few weeks ago, so if you were there.., yikes :(. Don’t give up on me big guy! My next ECNL National event is in San Diego I’ll send you my 

schedule soon. 

I got a last minute invite to the US Club Soccer PDP in Las Vegas this Saturday and Sunday            It’s for 94’s - 97’s.       got sick so they asked 

me to come even though I’m a 98. Not sure if you’re going to be there or not. I don’t even know which team I’ll be on yet, but if you’re there, come and 

take a Iooky Ioo. I don’t even have the schedule yet. I just know it’s on the UNLV campus. 

Are ya with me! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: ~/24 Sting 97 Dallas International Gifts Cup 

From: [mailto: ~cuernail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, . /0:07 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
#24 Sting 97 Dallas International Girls Cup 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I’m             ~24 on Sting 97. I mn playing in the Dallas International (~irls Cup next week and I hope you roll come watch me. I’m 

tbrwa~d/midfield/defender. 

We visited [INC last year at one of our tournaments. I love the school! 

Here is my team’s schedule for D~Jllas International Gifts Cup. 

Hope you can come watch’. 

....... removed by 

sender. 

.k____t_ .o_ y._ Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 4:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Norti~ Carolina has been featured. 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:support@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 5:15 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: North Carolina has been featured. 

::N:: Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

North Carolina has been featured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read the m-~icle~ 

Send tiffs e~na~l to teammates, aJumni, and fancily to share the news. 

If yon have any qnestions~ please contact us at ~_t_[[?i?£!~.~_t~?p_dj2&_~y___e_!2~£££_e_r_:_c_£_Lr~.. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Friday, 6:27 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: LDC Futures 

_~cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

This is         Just wanted to let you know that our team was fortunate enough to win all three games at JeffCup this past weekend. I mn still very interested in your 

school and soccer program. I wanted to know if you had "the opportunity to see me play. 

Hope to hear ficom you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -¢’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 4:41 PM 

Larry Gallo ~4athgallo@uncaa.~mc.edu> 

RE: GOOD LUCK! 

Tbarfl( you Larry! 

From: Larry Gallo [mailto:athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 8:07 AM 
To: bill palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: GOOD LUCK! 

Gentlemen: 

All the best on Sunday vs, Florida in Cary, NC ~ have fun and stay injury free! 

Take care, and GO HEELS! 

Be well, 
Larry 

P.S. Great to have       back! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 4:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Interested in UNC Women’s Soccer 

From: [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 8:39 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: Interested in UNC Women’s Soccer 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 
My name is and I play club soccer for 

My jersey number is 77. 

I want to let you know that I will be playing this weekend, 

Below is my team’s schedule for this weekend: 

in the first round of the Florida State Cup in Gainesville, Florida, 

Below are Facts about me: 

I am one of the leading scorers for my club team; 

I am a Freshman and played high school soccer for Newsome High School, Lithia, Florida (a 5A level high school); 

I was the leading scorer for my high school team; 

]flank yoo~ 

From:            ghotmail.com 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Interested in UNC 

Date: Sun,           16:40:55-0500 

Coach Dorrance: 

My name is I am a freshman this school year attending 
North Carolina, it is my top school that I would like to attend I’ve wanted to go to UNC since 

I am very interested in playing soccer for the University of 

was 10 years old and I recently visited the campus during the CASL Showcase last month. 

Here are some "soccer facts" about me: 

My jersey number is 77; 

play Forward; 

am a Captain on my club team; 

am the leading scorer on my varsity high school team 



I have an unofficial GPA based on my first nine weeks in high school of 

Below are links to news stories about me playing for Newsome High School: 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 5:20 PM 

Jeff Janssen <jeff@jeflja~ssen.com>; Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Bring You Lunch on Monday? 

Jeff, 

I would love to join you for lunch in our conference room if we can push it to 11:30 (I try; to play "noon" soccer with the men’s stafI). If that works for you and Karen, it is a lock for me .... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jef£~)jefI]anssen.com] 
Sent: Friday, 2vlarch 22, 2013 10:23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Shelton 
Subject: Bring You Lunch on Monday? 

Anson and Karen, 

First, thanks for your vocal support of me and my- role with the Leadership Academy-! You don’t kno~v how much it means to me to have your respect and support. It is tluly priceless. 

As a ~e~ small thanks and a way to update you on the latest happenings, I am wundermg if I could bring you in lunch on Munday from Carolina Care or elsewhere if you are around and 
available ~[~ so, we could potentially meet for lunch in the soccer conference room or somewhere convenient in Carmichael around 11:45 or noon 

While the current administrators say they want me still invotved and acknowledge my programming and materials are the best aw~ilable, they are also e×ploring cutting my role in half and 
involving Shelley and Bell Leadership more in the SA programming. With no longer working with the coaches and barring my SA programming, it is coming to a point where the 
marginalized involvement and maximal dysfunction is not worth it any more I want to work in a positive and productive culture where I am truly valued and allowed to collaborate and 
innow~te - which is absolutely not the case with the current climate. 

As much as l respect you and love the SAs and want to continue with the Academy, I am definitely at my breaking point and don’t want to do it just for the money or the prestige of working 
with Carolina - or continue to have to try to work with a person who has been deliberately undermining me and trying to get rid of me over the last two years. 

Let me know if you might have some time on Mi~nday to touch base and hopefully treat you to a delivered lunch.. 

’]?hanks! 

Jeff 

Check out our all-new website at http://www.ianssensportsleadershipcom 

Jell" Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, l~ax: (919)303-4338 
ad&ess 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the worldt Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(S~4L SC) http :i/www.salsc. org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 5:23 PM 

Karen Shelton <kcs@uncaa.unc.edu>; Jeff Janssen <je[g@jefl.]ansse ~ com> 

RE: Bring You Lunch on Monday? 

Monday tot me would only be )i an hour :1:1:30 to :12:00 (I eat fast!!). 

From: Karen Shelton [mailto:kcs@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 11:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jeff Janssen 
Subject: Re: Bring You Lunch on Monday? 

Hi Jeff, 
Thanks for the offer. Tuesday or Thursday works much better for me. As you know, we practice at 1 PM on M,W,& F and on Mondays, we have our Leadership Group meeting 

at 12:30: ) I could still do Monday but would have to leave by 12:20. 

Let me know what you prefer. 

Thanks! 

Karen 

~i Karen Shelton -Head Coach -. Carolina Field Hockey 

> > > Jeff Janssen <j_o____f_f_@j__e__f_f.[_a__r_!_s__s__o___[_~__c__o__r_[!> 3/22/2013 10:23 AM > > > 

Anson and Karen, 

First, thanks for your vocal support of me and my role with the 

Leadership Academy! You don’t know how much it means to me to have 

your respect and support. It is truly priceless. 

As a very small thanks and a way to update you on the latest 
happenings, I am wondering if I could bring you in lunch on Monday 

from Carolina Cafe or elsewhere if you are around and available. If 

so, we could potentially meet for lunch in the soccer conference room 

or sornewhere convenient in Carmichael around 11:45 or noon. 

While the current administrators say they want me still involved and 

acknowledge my programming and materials are the best available, they 

are also exploring cutting my role in half and involving Shelley and 

Bell Leadership more in the SA programming. With no longer working 

with the coaches and halving my SA programming, it is coming to a 

point where the marginalized involvement and maximal dysfunction is 

not worth it any more. I want to work in a positive and productive 

culture where I am truly valued and allowed to collaborate and 

innovate which is absolutely not the case with time current climate. 

As much as I respect you and love the SAs and want to continue with 

the Academy, I am definitely at my breaking point and don’t want to 

do it just for the money or the prestige of working with Carolina 

or continue to have to try to work with a person who has been 

deliberately undermining me and trying to get rid of me over the last 

two years. 

Let me know if you might have some time on Monday to touch base and 

hopefully treat you to a delivered lunch.., 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

Check out our all new website at httpL/z’www:ianssensportsleadership.com 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1 888 721 TEAM, fax: (919) 303 4338 

address:, 

Team up with student athlete leaders from across the country to make 

a difference around the world! Student Athletes Leading Social Change 

(SALSC) htt p://wvwv.sa Isc.o rg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:24 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: ecnl 

Very good _. remember, we might noL have a dime to spend. I do not Wahl Lo get your hopes up[! 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, :t.t: 52 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: / San Diego ecnl 

Coach Anson, 

I will see you in April!!I have a feeling I roll end up in NC,just saying! ’. !If you hear of m~yone needing a cb roll yon let me l, mow,hopefully it roll be you?I need a soccer 

home!!! 

On 08:35, Donance, Albert A IV <anson(i%mafil.~mc.e&~> wrote: 

f h:we your p~;ssion. Ph:,ase do conle on your visit. Even though w,-_~ can’t create a scholarship if aH ~he motley is spen[:, we h~;w~ ended up with some amazing ~ayers 

F~m: [mailto: ~qmaH.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 3:22 PN 

To: Dorrmace, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: / San Diego ecnl 

Hi Coach Anson, 
First of all to be even having a conversation with North Carolina and yourself is amazing:It is eve~ young dedicated soccer players dream to belong to the best 

program in the counto,.Ivly family and I have more of an interest because              lives there in North Carolina and NC Chapel Hill is the best. according to my 

family.I know I conld be a part of the NC Chapel Hill womens soccer program and make a difference, I know that for sure.I live m~d breathe soccer and it is my 
passion, I ca~ see myself going to the top without a doubt.I slyoke to my dad and we both agree that to commit without any financial a~d would not be in my best 

interest.I have (tbur) 100% ofl~rs and although they a~e not NC Chapel Hill, one is in the ACC and it would be a great fit tbr me.IfNC Chapel tlill could come up ruth 

some sort of a financial package this would chm~ge things.I will be going in to dentistry and NC Chapel Hill has one of the best dentistry programs ofl~red.I am smart, 

and I work hard, and I am determined to maJ;e a name Ibr myself and I will,I hope you will help me with that Coach Anson.About three months ago we were told I 

might not ever play soccer again m~d tny world crashed around me.I proved the Drs wrong and some coaches passed me by because they were not patient with my 

recovery and that stings, but I will succeed despite all ofthat.I hope I have the chance to tnake you proud that you fought for me and gave me that one opportunity I 

need.Hope to talk to you soon! !I still plan on co~ning on a visit the               ~ee you then!! 

O11 08:07, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We a r~-_~ starting [:o close down that class. The question we would have for you is would you conshJer the Tar Heels w~tbout a scholarsMp offer? We received a 

comm~Lment yesterday and aH of our money ~s now prorn~sed away. 

Money magazine considers us the "the best buy in grner~can h~gher education’~ so we are not expensive and Lhe bang [:or the buck is the best in the country. 

From: [mailto ~gma~!,com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~2:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: / San Diego ecnl 

Hi again Coach ~t~ 

Thanks for the packet I received today.I wanted to send you my info~ation for .Ho~ you got the i~o~ation Nso about me being in NC on 

Hope to see yon at my Sm~ Diego games’. ~Are you still loo~ng for a CB?Talk with you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 5:34 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

EW: regis~tmtion for the faJ1 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2023 2:22 PM 
To; 

( Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~ 

......... ~na,)a ~orth 
(worth@niehs.nih.gov); ........ Yount, Tony; Chris Ducat; Nicole Fava; ..... 

Subject: re: registration for the fall 

Team, 

When you are putting your fall class schedules together, please keep the following in mind: 

Practices will be from 2:30 - 4:00 pm each day next fall. Players should be finished by :l pm MWF or J.2:30 pm TR (or :1:45 if you have to) to allow for treatments. 

Most Mondays will be off so that would be the day to take a lab if you have to take an afternoon lab. Otherwise, try to take it in the evening. 

Monday and Tuesday evenings are best for evening classes / labs. 

We will be traveling quite a bit on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, so try not to schedule classes / labs / recitations / etc. on those days. 

Any questions, let me know. 

* recruits -you will be doing your class registration with our academic advisor, Tony Yount, at CTOPS orientation this summer, so you don’t really need to worry 

about this now, I just wanted to keep you in the loop. 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 5:36 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

ILE: ~egis~tration for the faJ1 

Excellent Torn, as usual ...~ you require no supervision, you just grind away, thank you!! 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Seat: Friday, March 22, 20:13 :t: :11 PM 

; Dorrance, Albert A IV; 

(worth@niehs.nih.gov); Yount, Tony; Chris Ducat; Nicole Fava; 
maya worth 

Subject: re: registration for the fall 

Team, 

When you are putting your fall class schedules together, please keep the following in mind: 

Practices will be from 2:30 - 4:00 pm each day next fall. Players should be finished by :1 pm MWF or :12:30 pm TR (or :1:45 if you have to) to allow for treatments. 

Most Mondays will be off so that would be the day to take a lab if you have to take an afternoon lab. Otherwise, try to take it in the evening. 

Monday and Tuesday evenings are best for evening classes / labs. 

We will be traveling quite a bit on Wednesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays, so try not to schedule classes / labs / recitations / etc. on those days. 

Any questions, let me know. 

* recruits -you will be doing your class registration with our academic advisor, Tony Yount, at CTOPS orientation this summer, so you don’t really need to worry 

about this now, I just wanted to keep you in the loop. 

-Tom 

Tom Stander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North CaJcolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 5:51 PM 

noreply@ wofldfootballacademy .corn 

ILE: Booking Pending 

Thm~k you! 

From-" noreply@worldfootballacademy.com [mailto:noreply@worldfootballacademy.com] 
Sent; Friday, March 22, 20:t3 3:21 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Booking Pending 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

You have requested 1 space/spaces for Pefiodisation Mentorship Amsterdam. 

When : 12/06/’2013 - 16/06’2013 @ All Day 

Yonr booking is currently pending approval by our adminiarators. Once approved you will receive an automatic confirmation. 

Yours fa~thfidly, 

Vincent va~ Driel 

Powered by ~Vofld Football Academy - http://wofldfootballacademy~com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 22, 2013 6:23 PM 

Michael NavaJTe <navarre@augsburg.edu> 

Fraaak Tschan <tschan@isdedu.de>; ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ?)aol.corn; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Follow-up from Mike 

~gmail.com) 

Mike, 

Frank Tschan (an active NSCAA member) was very helpful with us when we toured Gerrnan¥ during the Womef~ World Cup year and when our kids were trying to 

play there. Since I bare not seen Bri play I will not be able to serve as her reference but Frank is an honorable man and 1 trust him. 

like your Cambell quote, thank you for sharing and obviously good luck my friend!! 

F~: Michael Navarre [mailto:navarre@augsburg.edu] 
Semt: Friday, March 22, 20:13 4:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
$~bje~t: Follow-up from Mike 

ARSOn, 

Great seeing you and spending time with the team. I kind of forgot how beautiful Ctnapel Hill is and how special my time was there....As I mentioRed, I have a player, Bri Clark, 

who wants to play in Europe. Bri can play so I really want to help her. If you could give me some guidance on how to proceed I’d appreciate it. 

Also, thanks for the personal advice, it meant a lot. 

Finally, I’m not sure if [ told you but I’m taking my team to Nicaragua Jan 2014. I tool< the team to Europe in 2010; that was great but [ wanted a major paradigm shifting 
experience for our next trip. I feel compelled to do this ARson. You mentioned what ’problems’ really are in your player meeting. Augsburg has a group in Nicaragua that 

works with a variety of social issues such as street working children, women’s rights, and families surviving by making art out of the local dump. I’m developing a list of 

people I will contact to inform them of our trip and ask for their consideration in supporting it. I hope you don’t mind me including you in the group of people I’m going to 
reach out to. 

You mentioned Campbell. It just occurred to me that both Frankl and Campbell (Power of Myth) believe that the ’meaning’ of life is something that must be created by each 

individual. That is, we assigR meaning to our life. Here’s my favorite Campbell quote and something that’s always resonated with me: 

"People say that what we’re all seeking is a meaning for life. I don’t think that’s what we’re really seeking. I think that what we’re seeking is an experience of being alive, so that 

our life experieRces on the purely physical plane will have resoRances with our own innermost being and reality, so that we actually feel the rapture of beiRg alive." 

Thank you ARson, 

Mike 

Mike Navarre, PhD Head Women’s Soccer Coach, (612) 330:1_623 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 6:24 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: Life Skills Seminm - Alcohol Speaker - Linda Hancock 

Linda Hancock.docx 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 4:55 PM 

To: UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
�::¢: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA_Academics 
Subject: Life Skills Seminar - Alcohol Speaker - Linda Hancock 

Coaches, 

Ibis is a friendly reminder about the Alcohol Speaker, Linda Hancock, who will be speaking to our student athletes or~ Mor~day, March 25tk. 

1styears and sophornores-6:30pm- 7:30pm 

JUNiors and Seniors - 8pro - gpm 

Location: Stone Center Theater 

[hanks, 

Cricket 



Fun and 
Funny 

a~d o~her 

"MOLECULES THAT ............................................................................................................................................ 
M 0 N KEY WIT H s 

YOU R MIN D" 
An interactive program that uses humor and creati~-ity to pro’4de 

practical alcohol at~d other drug ed.ucatio~o Student-athletes will 

learn useful strategies for motivating healthier choices in. teams and 

teammates. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: College inte~efft 

From: [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 5:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; chris duncar unc-chapelhill 
Subject: College interest 
Dear coach~ 
This past season I have been playing ~or my high school team, my club team (the U-17 Jacksonville Youth Soccer Club Fury Team, located ~n OacksonvNe, Florida), and played 
a few games ~n the W-league for the Jac~onvi~e Destroyers where I sta~d one game and played 235 m~nutes overNL Th~s past fall 1 have been playing for my club team at 
d~fferent ~urnamenN and ~n the season’s scheduled games, as we~l as on my High School team. I will be a~e~ding State C~£. Ny Fury team and 1 p~ayed ~n the Orange 
Classic, Disney, and I guest played in D~sney in December w~th NC ~us~on E~te this past December. We have recently pa~dpated in the WAGS tournament, CASL, Ad~das 
Women’s College Showcase, and were also the     F~orida state Cup group w~nners. 
I’m currently m the class of     at Duncan U. F[e~her High School At Duncan U. Fle~her I’dgh school, Our soccer season jus~ ended where we made ~t to ~he Elite 8 ~n the 
state Nay~offs. I won the coaches award [~     for my Ngh school and ~ have mainN[ned a GPA of 3.2 wNle taking APiHonors classes. Nade second team all-conference in 

a~d this season ~ made ~he F~rst team all-conference team= 
I sta~d as a right defender at the OD~ in F~orida. I went to Region 3 Deve~opmen~ Camp in and went to the Region 3 Reg~ona~ Camp in and I was the team 
Cap, in ~n 
I am ~n~rested ~n UNC both academically and atNet~cally. Ny ~n~rested courses of study ~ndude English and Sdence. I’d like to hear more about what the schoo~ has to offer 
in NomechaNcal engineering. 
Below ~s my resu~ne~ tournament ~he~u~e and £hone ~mbers of recommendations. P~ease fee~ free to contact any of the people ~isted on my reference sheet. I 
hope to hear from you soon. 
S~ncerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 6:26 PM 

Cable, Jaye Ellen <j ecable@email, unc.edu> 

Thank you Professor ._. This is ve~’y thoughtful o[: you!! 

From: Cable, Jaye Ellen 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 5:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Coach, 
My        got your autograph on a soccer ball a few weeks ago to use in a fund-raising activity for poor schools in Africa. (We live up the street from you.) The ball is now 
in Belgium as part of a large auction to fundraise for the schools. 
I thought you might be interested in tracking its progress. 

http: //maillotssolidaires.wordpress.com/2013/O3/OS/ballon-dedicace-unc/ 
Thanks for signing the ball. 

Best, 
.laye Cable 

.laye E. Cable 
Chair, Curriculum for Environment and Ecology 
Professor, Department of Marine Science 
CB-3300, 4202H Murray Hall 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919-843-3468 
j _ _e_ _c_ _a_ _ _b_ ! _e_ ._ _~_ _e_ ._ _ _m_ _ _a_ ! L _u_ _ _n_ _c_ =e_ ~ _u_ . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 6:29 PM 

Jeff Jansen <j ett(~j effj an ssen.com> 

ILE: Bring You Lunch on Monday? 

Yes! 

From: Jeff aanssen [mailto:jeff@jeffjanssen.com] 
Sent-" Friday, March 22, 20:13 6::1:[ PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢; kcs@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject-" RE: Bring You Lunch on Monday? 

11:30 is great - does that work for you Karen? Anson is your conference room available? 

Put in your orders and I will be sure to have them for you... 

Thanks! 

Monday Ii~r me wo~dd only be 1 2 an hour 11:30 to 12:00 (I eat last!!). 

From: Karen Shelton [mailto:kcs~uncaaa~nc.edn] 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 11:37 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jeff Janssen 

Subject: Re: Bring You Lunch on Monday? 

Hi Jel~ 

Thanks for the offer. Tuesday or Thursday works much better for me. As you know, we practice at 1 PM on M,W,& F and on Mondays, we have our 

Leadership Group meeting at 12:30:-) I could still do Monday but would have to leave by 12:20. 

Let me know what you prefer. 

Thanks! 

Karen 

.~i imageO01 561.jpg 

>>> JeffJanssen ~qi_e___t_t_~j__e_fl~_a_n_55_e___n_:__c_9__r_~ > 3/22/2013 10:23 AM >>> 

Anson and Karen, 

First, thanks for your vocal support of me and my role with the 

Leadership Academy! You don’t know how much it means to me to have 

5,our respect and support. It is truly priceless. 

As a veD’ small thanks and a way to update you on the latesl 

happenings, I am wondering ifI could bring you in kmch on Monday 

from Carolina Cat~ or elsewhere if you are around and available. If 

so, we could potentially meet tbr lanch in the soccer cont~rence room 

or somewhere convenient in Ca~m~ichael axound 11:45 or noon. 

While the current administrators say they want me slill involved and 

acknowledge my programming and materia]s are the best available, they 

are aJso exploring cutting my ~ole in ha]f and involving Shelley and 

Bell Leadership more in the SA programming. With no longer working 

with the coaches and halving my SA programming, it is coming to a 

point where the marginalized involvement and maximal d~vsfunction is 
not worth it any more. I want to work in a positive m~d productive 

culture where I am truly valued and allowed to collatx~rate and 

innovate - which is absolutely not the c~se with the current climate. 

As much as I respect you and love the SAs and want to continue with 

the Academy, I am definitely at my breaking point and do~ft want to 

do it just for the money or the prestige of worldng with Carolina - 

or continue to have to try to work with a person who has been 

deliberately undermining me and trying to get rid of me over the last 

two years. 

Let me know if you might have some time on Monday to touch base and 

hopefully treat you to a delivered lunch... 

Thanks! 

Jeff 



Check out our all-new website at _l!tJi?][_~!~!__w__:i_~_)_~_e___n_}p_o__r_l_}!__e_o__c_l__e__r~_~!~R:9~?g!. 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, ti~x: (919) 303-4338 

address: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country, to make 
a difference around the worl!! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
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Check out our all-new website at http:i/~a~’w.janssensportsleadership.con~ 

Jeff Jansen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, fax: (919) 303-4338 

address: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a diffe~ence around the world! Student-AtNetes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 

http:/7~vvw, salsc .o~g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 22, 2013 6:29 PM 

Jeff Jansen <j ett(~j effjj an ssen.com> 

kcs@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Bring You Lunch on Monday? 

From: .left Janssen [mailto:jeff@jeff-janssen.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 22, 203.3 6: 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
~:c: kcs@uncaa.unc.edu 
Sut~ject; R[: Bring You Lunch on Monday? 
11:30 is great - does that won for you Kmen? Anson is your conference room available? 

Put in your oNers and I will be sure to have them for you... 

Thanks! 

Monday for me would only be 1 2 an hour 11:30 to 12:00 (I eat fast!!). 

Fr~n: Karen Shelton [gr_a_i_l__ts?2~__c_~__u__r!_c__~_~:__u__r!_c_:_e___@_] 

Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 11:37 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jeff Janssen 
Subject: Re: Bring You Lunch on Monday? 

Hi Jeff; 

Thanks for the offer. Tuesday or Thursday works much better for tne. As you know, we practice at 1 PM on M,W,& F and on Mondays, we have our 

Leadership Group meeting at 12:30:-) I could still do Monday but would have to leave by 12:20. 

Let me know what you prefer. 

Thanks! 

Karen 

~:: imageO01 561.jpg 

>>> JeffJanssen <j__e_~[@.i_e_f_ijA_r!~_e_!)_:9~_~__r_~5> 3,/22,/2013 10:23 AM >>> 

Anson and Karer~ 

First, thanks for your vocal support of me and my role with the 

Leadership Academy! You don’t know how much it means to me to have 

your respect and support. It is truly priceless. 

As a very small thanks and a way to ulxtate you on the latest 

happenings, I am wondering ifI could bring you in lunch on Monday 

fiom Carolina Cafe or elsewhere if you are around and available. If 

so, we could potentially ~neet for lunch in the soccer conference room 

or somewhere convenient in Caaanichael axound 11:45 or noon. 

While the current administrators say they want me slill involved and 

acknoMedge my programming and materials are the best available, they 

are also exploring cutting my role in half and involving Shelley and 

Bell Leadership more in the SA programming. With no longer working 
with the coaches and halving my SA programming, it is coming to a 

point where the marginal~ed involvement and maximal dysfunction is 

not worth it any more. I want to work in a positive and productive 

culture where I am truly valued and allowed to collaborate and 
irmovate - which is absolutely not the case with the current clitnate. 

As much as I respect you and love the SAs and want to continue with 

the Academy, I am definitely at my breaking point and don’t want to 
do it just for the money or the prestige of working with Carolina - 

or continue to have to try to work with a person who has been 

deliberately undermining me and trying to get rid of me over the last 

two years. 

I,et me know if you might have some time on Monday to touch base and 

hopdhlly treat you to a delivered lunch... 

Thanks! 



Jell" 

Check out our all-new website at http://~vw.ianssensportsleade~Mlip.com 

Jeff Janssen, M,S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1 - 888-721 - TEAM, fax: (919) 303-4338 

address: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make 

a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 

( S ALSC ) !)__t_t_Ri!)~___w___~:_~_%~::_~!_~:__o__rg. 
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Jeff Jm~ssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

phone: 1-888-721-TEAM, fax: (919) 303-4338 

address: 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the count~ to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Chm~ge (SALSC) 

http:/i~w~-w~lsc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:55 PM 

Amy Cory ~sbcglobal.net>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: Potenti~J Recruit: 

Thank you for your recommendation of             Yes, she is scheduled to be here on Monday, 

(:-:~[rdng admission to UNC ~s very d[fficuR but tha~: wot~k~ nol: be her only hurdle. We have completed our schoiarsh~ recrt~ting [or that class. (;~n her parents 

~f[ord to send her here withot~[: a scho~rsh~p? 

F~m: Amy Co~ [ma~lto: #sbcgloba[.net] 
Sent: Friday, 7:3~ PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducat, Chris 
Subject= Potential Recruit: 

Hi Anson and Chris, 
My name is Amy Co~ and I am a former trainer d a Junior from Woodstock, Illinois. I’ve been told that is coming to visit Chapel Hill and possibly meet with 
one or both of you ne~ week on her spring break, and I wanted to reach out to you to give you a bit of background information on           dream is to play for UNC and 
eventually the US Women’s national team. Her perserverance, determination, and love for the game are by far more than rye ever seen in any player her age G am a former 
collegiate soccer athle~ and played in club from a young age) and her ~lent is ve~ raw at this point (she hasn’t really much in the way d good coaching up until recenD. She 
has great ball control, and is a sma~ and agressive player and could play at the Division I level in the ACC given the proper training. She currently plays fo~ard in a 3-4-3 
formation but I envision her as a defender or center midfielder at the collegiate level. As I realize due ~ the caliber d your program and academics, UNC most likely recruits 
years in advance for the UNC women’s soccer ~am but if was ever given the chance to t~ out (if you thought it would be appropr~a~) she would g~ve ~0% to train and 
prepare for the oppo~uniN. 

hasn’t ~ken her A~ or SAT yet. What are your minimum requiremenN to apply to Chapel Hill? 

ThanB so much, 
Amy Co~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

5:57:03 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 7- Sting West 97-DIGC 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: [mailto: @yahoo.com] 

Sent: Saturday, 12:36 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: ~sbcglobal.net 

Subject: 7- -Sting West 97-DTGC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

6:02:02 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Saturday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

7:47 AM 

~gmail.com] 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 

I am attending the Dallas International Cup next week and playing for the Eireann Elite. I 
am interested in attending the University of North Carolina and I am enquiring if a Soccer 
scholarship was a possible option. 

I am not sure if you are going to Dallas, so I have attached my profile for your 
consideration. If you are attending and can afford the time I would to meet you to talk 
about possible options. 

Thank you for your time, 

Yous sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

6:04:30 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: ...u16 ECNL upcoming event 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: @gmailocom] 
Sent: Saturday, 9:49 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject:                     ..u16 ECNL upcoming event 

Hello Anson and Coach Ducat. 

Just wanted to give you an update regarding my ECNL games and my performances. My u16 
Ohio Premiere ECNL team just got back from Virginia where we won one and lost one. I 
played a starting striker and played outside mid. I continue to work hard on the areas 
both of you had suggested at last years CBPA and realize that a team of your caliber 
attracts only the most dedicated and skilled players, but I truly believe that my 
continued progress and my unwaivering work ethic will prove to you that I am Tar Heel 
material. Even though I am from a small town, I see that as an advantage, because I have 
been working twice as hard as the average player and continue to do so. 

I also wanted to send you some information regarding my Ohio Premiere 
u16 ECNL team’s upcoming ECNL Event. I will be playing Friday, 

- Sunday, at the San Diego Polo Grounds in San Diego, California. 
locations are as follows: 

The 

I have attached my additional profile information and my ECNL link is below as well as my 
youtube link. 

My ECNL Link: 

My Youtube Link: 

For your convenience, I have included my coach’s contact information, too. 

Alan Yost, 
Men’s Head Coach-Capital University 
Ohio Premiere u16 ECNL Coach 
Email: ayost@capital.edu 
Office: 614-236-6634 
Cell: 

Robin Profitt 
Head Coach, Jackson Ironladies Soccer 
Contact:                @hotmail.com 



Phone:    740-710-0191 

I look forward to working with the Tar Heels and possibly playing with your team in the 
future. I realize I am only a sophomore; however, I am am committed to being the 
collegiate athlete that you are seeking. 
I hope to prove that to you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 2:07 PM 

Ashlee Comber <AComber@.,washingtonspirit.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

(@email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; ~gmail.com; 

~bemail.unc.edu;           ~hotmail.com 

RE: Washington Spirit vs UNC Ma]rch 30 

~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros,        ~)gmail.com); 

~gmail.com;     ~emaJl.unc.edu;      .t~live.unc.edu; 

From: Ashlee Comber [mailto:AComber@washingtonspirit.com] 
Sent: Saturday, March 23, 2013 9:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Washington Spirit vs UNC March 30 
Coach Dorrance, 
Attached is some basic logistics] information for our exhibition match on MaJrch 30. Plea~ let me know who the point of contact is that should be receiving all this 

informalion. 

Later this week, I will send the rem~Jning limeline information. 

Respectfully, 

ASHLEE COMBER 
Director of Operations 
Washington Spirit 
571.420.4681 

Twitter: @WashSpirit I www.Washin,qtonSpirit.com I Tickets: tickets.washin.qtonspirit.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 2:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Soccer Introduction 

From: [mailto: ~optimum.net] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:03 AlVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(:c: @hotmail.com; ~yahoo.com 
Subject: Soccer Introduction 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 
I would like to introduce myself. My name is I am currently a Freshman attending Bishop 
George Ahr High School in Edison, New Jersey. In my first season of high school soccer, I was a starting 
Varsity midfielder. I also achieved high academic honors during my First two High School semesters. 
Soccer has been a part of my life since the age of 4. I am currently playing on one of the country’s top ranked 
U15 club teams: the NJ Stallions Dynamite. We regularly play on a National level and are currently ranked 
#I in the nation according to GotSoccer.com. We were champions at the recently completed Jefferson Cup and 
this past January, our team was a finalist at the Disney Soccer Showcase in Orlando, Florida. We were also 
champions at the N.E.W.S.S. tournament in               and the Massapequa Showcase in 

We are the current NJ State Champions and Region I Finalists. 
The University of North Carolina is one of the schools I will be considering in the next few years as I begin 
my journey of selecting a college. At this early stage, I have an interest in pursuing an education in UNC’s 
Exercise And Sports Science Program. 
I understand that you or someone from your coaching staff will be in attendance at the Dallas International 
Girls Cup next week. I am writing to you in the hopes that you could fit one or more of our games into your 
schedule. 

My jersey number with the NJ Stallions is I0. 
I have copied my NJ Stallions Dynamite coach, Shaun Cryer, on this email. Please feel free to reach out to him 
if you would like additional information. 
As a point of reference, our team is also currently scheduled to participate in the following tournaments: 
PDA Girls College Showcase - 
San Diego Surf Cup - 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 2:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Dallas Intemalional Girls Cup 

SOCCEILRESUME.docx 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 1:16 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
¢c: shaun cryer 
Subject: Dallas International Girls Cup 
Dear Coach Dorrance, Palladino, Sande~; and Ducar 

I have recently contacted you regarding prior showcases, and I am interested in attending University of North Carolina and being a member of your Women’s soccer 

team. 

I roll be attending the Dallas International Girls Cup from            I am inviting you to come m~d watch me play. I will attach my schedule to this email. 

I play forNJ Stallions dynamite. We just recently won Jefferson Cup, NEWSS showcase, and Massapequa showcase. We jnst finished as finalists at Disney 

Showcase from                     We also attended US yonth soccer regional championship, finishing as runners up, losing on PK’s in the final; we have played 

and competed at the top level in the Region and the Nation tbr the last few years. 

I am currently tmnsitioning to play in a tbr~vard position, but can also play in a left and right defensive position. 

My jersey number is 22. 

I have attached my resume to this email, and I have copied my coach Shaun Ctyer in on this emafil. Please tbel free to reach out to him if you need any more 
infom~a’d~n. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 2:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: -Texas Spirit North ’98 

..... Original Message ..... 
From:       ~bx rr.com [mailto       i~tx rr.com] 
Sent: Saturday: 1:27 PM 
To: Chris Ducar 
Cc: Don-ance. Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: *              ’exas Spirit North ’98 

[)ear Coach Ducar: 
My name is and I’m in ninth grade I play goalkeeper and midfield on Texas Spirit North ’98 for Coach Iseed "Sid" Khoury. I am very interested in both your academic and 
soccer programs at the Universi~ of North Carolina. I will be attending the I)allas International Cup, and here is my schedule if you are interested in coming to watch any of my games: 

You can contact my coach by his email, ikhoury@dentonisd org, or his phone number, 
Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <)~O LfNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)> 

Saturday, March 23, 2013 2:09 PM 

pacman@tmcaa.unc.edu 

FW: Washington Spirit vs UNC March 30 

WashSpirit EXHIBITION MATCH UNC.docx 

From: Ashlee Comber [mailto:AComber@washingtonspidt.com] 
Sent; Saturday, March 23, 20:[3 9:50 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject-" Washington Spirit vs UNC March 30 
Coach Dorrance, 
Attached is some basic logislicaJ intbrmation tbr our exhibition match on March 30. Plea~ let me know who the point of con’tact is that should be receiving all "this 

intb~mation. 

Later this week, I roll send the remaining timeline information. 

Respectfully, 

ASHLEE COMBER 
Director of Operations 
Washington Spirit 
571.420.4681 

Twitter: @WashSpirit ] www.WasNn.qtonSpirit.com [ Tickets: tickets washin.qtonspirit.com 



EXHIBITION MATCH vs UNC 
Date: Saturday, March 30 

Kick Off: 3:00PM 

STADIUM INFORMATION 
Address: Maryland SoccerPlex - 18031 Central Park Circle - Boyds, MD 

Locker Rooms: Open at I:30PM 
Trainer: Available 

Spirit Uniforms: All Red 

CONTACTS 
Chris Hummer - General Manager - 703.801.6020 

Ashlee Comber - Director of Operations - 703.420.4681 

Daniel Beaz - Marriott- 301.512.6640 

LOCAL RESTAURANTS 
Baja Fresh 

19810 Century Boulevard 

Germantown, MD 20874 

(301) 528-1630 

Corner Bakery 
19820 Century Blvd 
Germantown, MD 20874 
(301) 250-7203 

Panera Bread 
19965 Century Boulevard 
Germantown, MD 20874 
(301) 515-5777 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:16 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: NC july soccer camp 

Please follow up ~... Copy me. Thank 

Frera: ~comcast.net [mailto 
Sent: Saturday, 8:05 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NC july soccer camp 

~comcast.net] 

Coach Anson, 
Hi, my name is I wrote you a letter about two weeks ago, but I think maybe you were busy traveling. I read in the brochure about 

the camp that there will be an evaluation at the beginning of the camp. I have 13 weeks and 3 days until the camp begins. I was wondering what 
skills will we be evaluated on? I really want to do my best. I know I will be fit for the camp, but I’m wondering what other components we will be 
tested on so I can be prepared. I have your book, The Vision of Champion. Is there a specific workout from your book that would help me prepare 
for the camp? Thank you for your time. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: FC Wisconsin Eclipse ENCL 

From:       @comcast.net [mailto:      ~comcast.net] 
Sent: Saturday, 10:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: FC Wisconsin Eclipse ENCL 

Hey, This is U16 and I am very interested in coming to your school and joining the women’s soccer program. I am currently on the 

FG Wisconsin Eclipse ENC;L and will be playing in Ohio I am hoping to come for an unoNcal vist in the next month or so. Thanks 
again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:34 PM 

@live.unc.edtr-~ 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; ))msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

RE: Caxeer Athletes 

~gmail.com) 

I think we have a lot more~ I will copy Tom Sander, my Director of Operatior~s for yo~, When his decks clear 1 am st~re he will help you. 

From: [mailto: @live.unc.edu] 
Sent= Saturday, 1:1:3:1 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Career Athletes 

Hello Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is           and I am a senior here on the softball team. This semester I am doing an on campus internship with CareerAthletes.com. ft’s a website for past and 
present student-athletes. Athletes can log in and look for jobs, internships, and talk to possible employers. I am trying to spread the word and hoping in the process to help out 
some former Tarheels. I was wondering if you had names and emails of former players from within the past 5 years? If you do not have from that far back that is fine. Any 
information you have is great! Thank you for your time! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:41 PM 

Amy Cory @sbcglobaJ.net> 

ILE: PotentiaJ Recmit: 

I enjoyed meeting her and her father. Thank you for the introduction. She might be attending our camp this summer. 

tt you wouh~ Hke to come one summer w~:h your team please do. Check ou~: our [:eam cami:~: www.nc~sc.com 

F~m= Amy Co~ [mailto: ~sbcglobal.net] 
Sent= Sunday, 8:18 AN 
To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Ce= Ducar, Chris 
Subject= Re: Potential Recruit: 

Hi N~, 
I believe she is loo~ng for a situation where she can get financiM aid. I ~ow tuition at ~C is quite Ngh given the c~iber of the school, but I’m su~ her pa~ents would 

make that happen for her given the op~niD- to play for the team (if she does earn acceptance in~ the school of court). You will have to di~uss that with md 

her thther during their si~ visit. Thm~ ~)r fl~e tbedback[ 

Amy 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 12:55 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV" <aalson.(_a~email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Amy~ 
Thank you for your recommendation ot: Yes, she is scheduled to be here on Monday. 

Gaining admission to UNC is very d~fficult but that would not be her only hurd~e~ We have completed our scholarsMp recrukh~g for that class. Can her 

parents afford to send her here without a scholarship? 

F~m~ Amy Co~ [mail~: _ @sbcgloba[,net] 
Sent: Friday, 7:31 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject= Po~ntial Recruit: 

Hi Anson and Chris, 
My name is Amy Co~ and I am a former trainer of a 3unior from Woodstock, 111inois. rve been told that. is coming to visit Chapel Hill and 
possibly meet with one or both of you ne~ week on her spring break, and I wanted to reach out to you ~ give you a bit of background information on 

dream is to play for UNC and eventually the US Women’s national team~ Her perseverance, determination, and love for the game are by far more than 
rve ever seen in any player her age (I am a former collegiate soccer athlete and played in club from a young age) and her ~lent is ve~ raw at this point (she 
hasn’t really much in the way of good coaching up until recent). She has great ball control, and is a sma~ and agressive player and could play at the Division I 
level in the ACC given the proper training. She currently plays fo~ard in a 3-~3 formation but I envision her as a defender or cen~r midfielder at the collegiate 
level. As I realize due to the caliber of your program and academics, UNC most likely recruits years in advance for the UNC women’s soccer team but if was 
ever given the chance to t~ out (if you thought it would be appropriate) she would give 2~0% to train and prepare for the oppo~uni~. 

hasn’t ~ken her A~ or SAT yet. What are your minimum requiremen~ to apply to Chapel Hill? 

Than~ so much, 
Amy Co~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 9:23 PM 

Aaron tteitb~ <AI{eife~@ussoccer.org> 

Re: 1990 vs. West Gmmany 

Aayo~ who scored for the US in the mysteu game? If the Germans could tell us that maybe we can help them identify the team they played. But definitely it was not 

the US full team. 

4(5 L2’E 

Aaron Heife~ <AI teife~z@us~ccer.org> wrote: 

Anson, 
As you can see below, the Germans have us playing them twice in August of 1990 in Blaine, Minn. 
The first game was on Aug. 9, a 3-2 loss for the USA. 
The second game was on Aug. 11, a 3-0 win for the USA. 
We just have a record of the 3-0 win on Aug. 11. 
As you can also see, we played England on Aug. 9 (3-0 win) so there’s no way we could have played two full internationals that day, right? Especially as you 
played your first team against West Germany that day. 
The game in question on Aug. 9 appears to have been 80 minutes as well (from looking at the DFB site. Interestingly enough, they have our starters for the 
Aug. 11 game, but nothing on us for the Aug. 9 mystery game). 
Can you confirm that the U-19s were at this tournament? Or another team the Germans could have played? Regional team? Adult Select Team? 
FIFA does not list this match either so I am sure we will win this one, just looking for some additional information. 
As we are playing them on April 5, I want to sort this out so we have the same record. Right now, our all-time records with them have just that one 
discrepancy. 
Thanks! 

i~i Aa ron HeifetzSignatu re 

DFB RECORDS 
0&l 1.1990 - Minneapolis (USA) USA 3, Germany 0 
08.09.1990 -- Minneapolis (USA) Germany 3, USA 2 

1:0 Fitschen (46.)[~ 

2:0 Mohr (47.)~ 
3:0 Neid (48.)LJ 
U.S. SOCCER RECORDS 
Aug. 5, 1990 -- USA 8, USSR 0 
Harvey, Werden (McCarthy), Hamilton (Henry), Belkin, Biefield (Bates), Higgins-1, Foudy, Lilly, Jennings-1 (Hamm-2), Akers-Stahl-3 (Gebaurer), Heinrichs-1 
Aug 9, 1990- USA 3, England 0 
Harvey, Werden, Hamilton (Henry), Beklin, Lilly (Bates), Higgins, Foudy, Biefeld, Jennings (Gebaurer), Akers-Stahl-2 (Hamm), Heinrichs-1 (Cole) 
Aug. 11,1990 - USA 3, W. Germany 0 
Harvey, Werden, Hamilton, Belkin, Biefield, Foudy, Lilly, Higgins, Jennings (Hamm), Akers-Stahl-2, Heinrichs-1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 9:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: interested in your women’s soccer progra~ 

Soccer Profile docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fw: interested in your women’s soccer program 

From:                                    ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <m~son,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is. I mn a sophomore at Mesquite High School in Mesquite, Texas. I am interested in University of North Carolina for its strong 

academics and competitive soccer program. 

I am a member o[-the Dallas Texans ECNL UI6 team which has been recognized nationally as a top soccer team for several years. Our team has qualified for 

the ECNL National P]ayoff Event in Aurora, Colorado. We are participating in Dallas Int:ernational Girls Cup in Farmers Branch at: the Ross 

Stewart Complex beginning              I nm very excited that out team continues to xvork really hard in order to once again advance to the ECNL playoff 

and championship weekends. 

Our schedule for the DIGC event in Farmers Branch at the Ross Stewart Complex: 

I have attached my ECNL Profile listing my soccer, academics, and extracurricular accomplishments and activities. I am very interested in receiving 
information about your program at my email address: ~a)~yahoo.com. I am fully aware of all contact restrictions per NC.%a. roles but would like 
any preliminary information that I am allowed to receive. 

I arn very interested in playing college level soccer and would appreciate the opportunity to visit with you fi~rtlaer to learn rnore about University of North 
Carolina and how I would be able t:o contribute to your program. 
Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 9:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: interested in your women’s soccer progra~ 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: interested in your women’s soccer program 

From:                                    @yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is I mn a sophomore at Mesquite High School in Mesquite, Texas. I am int:erested in Universily of North Carolina for its strong 

academics and competitive soccer program. 

I am a member of the Dallas Texans ECNL U16 team which has been recog*aized nationally as a top soccer team fi3r several years. Our team has qualified 

the ECNL National Playoff Event in Aurora, Colorado. We are participating in Dallas International Girls Cup in Farmers Branch at the Ross 

Stewart Complex beginning            . I am veU excited that our team continues to work really hard in order to once again advance to the ECNL playoff 

and championship ~veekends. 

Our schedule for the DIGC event in Farmers Branch at the Ross Stewart Complex: 

I have attached mv ECNL Profile listing my soccer, academics, and extracurricular accomplishments and activities. I m-n veU interested in receiving 

information about )<>ur program at my email address: ,~)yaboo.corn. I am fially avvare o[- all contact: restrictions pet: NCA A roles but would like 

any preliminary informat:ion that I am allowed to receive. 

I am very interested in playing college level soccer and would appreciate the opportunity to visit with you further to learn more about University of North 

Carolina and how I would be able to contribute to your program. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 9:26 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: College Letter- 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College Letler- 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" ~anson@ema~l.unc.edu>,Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.~mc.edtv~ 

CC: Chris Pnlpaneck <chfis@legacypromos.com>,s "tacey@legacypromos.com 

Hello UNC coaches, 

My name is              and I play for Liverpool 98 Gifts Elite. I am interested in your school and your womeffs soccer program. 

My coaches are Chris Pulpaneck and Stacey Blazo- Pulpaneck. I play defender and midfielder and I am #5. My club team and I will be attending the Dallas 
International Girls Cup this week. 

I have attached my schedule below: 

Thank you tbr your time and I hope to see yon there! 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 9:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Dallas IntemationaJ Cup - 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Dallas Interna~6onal Cup - 

From: ~ya]~oo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is              and I am a freshman ak  High School in . I am considering attending the University of North Carolina and have 

an interest in your soccer program. 

I play for  98G Eiite, and I play both forward and outside defender. My speed allows me to make many runs out of the back and I also have 

excellent ball handling skills. I also see the field very well, which allows me to make great passes. After researching colleges, I would really like to attend 

the University of North Carolina. 

We are proud to compete in the Dallas International Giris Cup and we play at the foliowing dates and times: 

I wouid love for you to watch me play! 

Sincerely, 

 

 98G Eiite 

Ciass of      GPA:  

You can contact one of my coaches for more information or with any questions, 

 

Director of Coaching / Head Coach 

 

Assistant Coach 

~maii,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 9:27 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd:                   - Soccer Prospect 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: - Soccer Prospect 

From: ~nsr-inc.com 

To: 

CC: 

Dear Coach, 

I love soccer because it is a game that takes specific skill sets for each 
position. There are eleven unique spots and once you find your position, 
you fall in love simply stepping on the field The field is the only place 
in the world where I feel completely alive, in control, because I have 
fouaad my spot This is where I want to be; where nothing else matters. The 
only thing better than being on the field is being cheered on by a cro~vd 
while doing what you love and playing your heart out. No surprise that I 
love the win and cannot stand to lose, especially when I leave it all on 
the field Of course, winning is not always painless I love escaping 
through that contact, as long as it is not malicious, and coming out 
ahead You must stay physically fit to do that. Soccer is an extremely 
active sport requiring discipline and strength of character to keep you 
going 

Please view- my ~vebsite at: 

Thank you for your time and 1 look forward to hearing from you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 9:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: MSSL College Showcase Invitation, 

)layer Information.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: MSSL College Showcase Invitation, 

From: ~aol.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,Bill PaJladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edt~-,Chris Duc~x <ducax~)uncaa.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coaches Dorranee, Palladino, and Duear, 
I wanted to thank you if you had the opportunity to come and watch me play in the Jefferson Cup. I played the ~st half of each game and had ~ shut outs and ~ GA 
on the 3rd game. 

I will be playing in the      MSSL College Showcase this Friday and Saturday at the Tuekahoe Turf Fields in New Jersey. It would be great if you could come watch 

me play if you are at the tournament. 

Thank you, 

.... Original Message .... 
From: ~aol.com> 
To: anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; bpalladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, 6:54 pm 

Subject: Jefferson Cup Invitation, 

Coaches Dorrance, Palladino, and Duear, 
I wanted to invite you to come and watch me play in the Jefferson Cup tournament next weekend. I will be playing in goal the 1st half of each 
game and the field the 2rid. I hope you get the chance to watch me play. I have attached my schedule and player profile. 
Thanks, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Monday, 9:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: *Interested in University of Norl~h Carolina Women’s Soccer Program* 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: *Interested in Universily of North Carolina Womeffs Soccer Program* 

From:                          ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I’m a sophomore at Bangor Area High School in Bangor, Pemisylvania. I’m writing you today to express interest in the University, 

of North Caacolina Wolnen’s Soccer program. 

I play center midfield for Iny high school temn and currently play for Lehigh Valley United under the coaching ofLauren Calabrese. My experiences in high school 
and playing for numerous traveling teams have given me valuable lessons that have allowed me to become a better soccer player and a better s~adent athlete. I would 

be interested in attending a NortJ~ Carolina ,soccer camp in the near future. 

After watching film of Nortl~ Carolina games, I feel as though my game roll translate well to the team [] s s~le of play. The intangiNes that I possess will not only 

benefit the temn but the university- as a whole. In         I will graduate from Bangor Area High School and hope to become a North Carolina Tarheel. I roll be 

calling your oltice to spea$: to you personally atx)ut the program. Thank you for the opportunity to express my interest and I look tbrward to your correspondence. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <70=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=REC1PIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 25, 2013 9:57 PM 

Knotek, Steven E <sknotek@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Chicago Fire 

Ve~ cool Steve, I look fol~¥a~d to tneeting him. 

Se~t.~°om my Yerizo~ ~Vire[ess 4G L)’~ ]SL~tOl~) 

Steven E Knotek <sknotek@email.unc.edtr> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

During my research leave I’m working with the Chicago Fire Soccer Team and World Sport Chicago to implement and evaluate a school-based program called PLAYS. It involves 
embedding social emotional learning activities into the Fire’s basic rec soccer program. ~,\~ile I was in Chicago this past weekend I met ~vith Chris Anchew who is their Camp and Training 

Director. I was telling Chris about your philosophy of including personal development in the UNC program’s aims and goals. Chris is intrigued and ~vould like to visit L~x,-C in the fall. Best, 

Steve 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Monday, 10:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: - Solar Chelsea 98 ECNL 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: - Solar Chelsea 98 ECNL 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaAl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach! 

Fly nmne is~            and I mn a 5’10" attacking midfielderiforward who plays for Solar Chelsea 98 ECNL. I am also the s~arting CM on my high school varsity 

team, Kennedale High School, as well as the team’s leading scorer. I was recently in North Carolina over spring break because I attended the Wake Forefft ID camp. I 

was hoping to get a chance to come visit the UNC campus while there, but had to get back for high school practice because we start playofi~ tomorrow. I fell in love 

with North Carolina in the few days I was there. So different from Texas, so pretty,! I am going to to’ and attend one of the UNC camps this summer if it doesn’t 

conflict ruth nationals in Colorado. If you have may kind of info on yonr camps I wonld really appreciate it if could send it to me. IVly club team is playing in the Dallas 

International Cnp this week, Wed-Sun, and I wonld love it if you had a chance to come and see me play. My schedule is listed below. I’ve always been a big fan of 

UNC Soccer and would love to get may kind of t~edback from you about whether I could be a fit for your program. Derek Missimo is a coach at Solar and he played 

at [YNC t?om 1987-1990 and he talks so highly of the school and the soccer program. I’m looking forward to hopefnlly meeting you one day. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:27 PM 

~gmail.com 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ))gmail.com) 

the Tar Heel!!! 

We have not told a soul but it is all over the message boards and even TOP Drawer that you are a Tar Heel. Do you mind if we send it out in our next recruiting 

letter? Because of your commitment we have closed down your class with the exception of a local player from Chapel Hill that we are trying to certify 

academically. We have set all our other recruits free ( your backups) but I do want to tell the rest of the players in your class and the completed recruiting 

class. 

Obviously we are very proud ~f you and want to brag a bit about you and your :lass. 

More great news from the National Team front for the Tar Heels: Tom Sermanni picked up two more Tar Heels for this Germany tour in April .... 

ond             (who was our captain last fall). So now THERE ARE EIGHT TAR HEELS TRAINING WITH THE FULLTEAM out of the approximately 24 on tour. So 

U NBELIVEWABLY we have one out of every three players in the full team camp a TAR HEEL!!!! 

Tom (the FULL team head coach) is a friend of mine and in a discussion we had about the US midfield being a non heading and non tackling midfield (with the 

exception of              . I suggested he look at       since right now she is over in Germany anyway (playing for Bayern Munich) AND she is a wonderful 

header and tackler. Within minutes she received an email inviting her in .... 

I hope you are doing well. Please know how excited we continue to be in Chapel Hill about your choice AND your potential. I really think with commitment 

you can be the best player of your generation. / believe in you. I think you are very special!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 2:36 PM 

Robinson, MatEhew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

l~L: Travel Yes: We can make it work 

Matt, 

E>:cellenl: Matt. I will fly int.:_~ Birmingham on the 17th of.h.~e and le(:~:ur~-:~ on the Igth! 

I=r~m; Robinson, Matthew .1 [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
$eBt-" Sunday, March 24, 2013 :~1:08 AM 

Te-" Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
$,,bject-" Travel Yes: We can make it work 

Anson: 

I just got your voice mail. Yes, we can rearrange for you to be there in person. We can set you up for June :18 if you like and then you can head home from there. 

Best to fly into Birmingham. It is only 20 minutes from the airport. 

I will call you later today. Sorry I was in all day event Friday and just saw your voice mail this morning. 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Program Director, Sport Management 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Director of international Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred E. I_erner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 2:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W:               - D~2llas International Gifts Cup 

From: [rnailto: _~aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, :t:15 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A I~ 
Subject: Dallas International Girls Cup 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I play for Liverpool 98 Girls Elite. I previously emailed you about 

coming to watch me play in the Disney Showcase. If you didn’t get a chance to watch me play or if you 

would like to watch me again, my team is playing in Dallas International Girls Cup this week. It would 

mean a lot if you could come out to one of my games. 

Here is my schedule for this upcoming week: 

5:45 PM vs. Eclipse Elite ECNL Cox Field 3 

4:45 PM vs. Fort Worth FC Cox Field 2 

4:15 PM vs. FC Dallas 99 ECNL Ross Stewart Field 6 
Hope to see you there! 

Sincerely, 

You can contact one of my coaches for more information or with any questions. 

Chris Pulpaneck 
Director of Coaching / Head Coach 

~~gmail.com 

Stacey Blazo-Pulpaneck 

Assistant Coach 

~___m___aiL__c___o_____m___ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Dallas Intemation~J Gifts Cup 

From: [mailto: .~me.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Dallas International Girls Cup 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I play for Liverpool 98 Girls Elite. I previously emailed you about coming to watch me play in the Disney Showcase. If you didn’t get 

a chance to watch me play or if you would like to watch me again, my team is playing in Dallas International (?iris Cup this week. It would meaJ~ a lot if you could come 

out to one of my games. 

Here is ~ny schednle tbr this upco~ning week: 

Hope to see you there! 

Sincerely, 

You can contact one of my coaches for move information or with any questions. 

Chris Pulpaneck 

Director of Coaching / Head Coach 

Stacey Blazo- Pulpm~eck 

Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: DaJlas International Cup - Liverpool Elite 98 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 5:05 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Dallas International Cup - Liverpool Elite 98 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to send ’you our schedule next week for the Dallas International Girls Cup and I really hope that you will be able to watch one of our games. 

Our schedule: 

Thanks for your ~ime! 

Liverpool Elite 98 
Fotward/Midfield 
Jersey #7 
Class of 
Coach - Chris Pulpaneck i chtis@te,qacy #tomes.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Recruit: 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:     Recruit: 

@gmail.com] 

cell: 

home: 

?~rnail.com 

Date 

Coach Anson Dorrance 

anson(?~uncaa.nnc~edu 

University of North Caxolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is              , and I am captain tbr the under 17 FC Dallas (96) Girls Premier team M~ich competes at the highest level in one of the best ~lect soccer 

leagues in the nation. We cunently play in the pres~tigious Lake Highlands Gifts Classic League (NTX), Division 1 where we me currently tied for 1 st place. My team 

and I just finished competing in the Region III Pretnier League where we cotnpeted against the best teams in region III. I staxted playing soccer at the age of four 5ears 

old, and I have been playing in the LHGCL Division 1 every year since my first yeax in competitive soccer at age ten. I paNcipated in the North Texas Olympic 

Development player pool up until the spring ot     I was also a two yeax st~:rter on the Denton Guyer varsity gifts soccer team as a freshman and sophomore. 

I am currently a junior at Texas Connections Academy at Houston. I have a GPA of 3.25 on a4.0 scale, and my best subject in school is English. 

Although I play on the FC Dallas Premier team, I was asked to play on the ECNL team, but was unable to aflbrd the travel costs associated ruth playing on an ECNL 

team. I hope this roll not disqual@ me as a possible recruit tbr your     class. I believe that I have the ability to play and be successful at the highest levels of 

competitive soccer, and ultimately at any NCAA Division 1 college. I have a high work rate, and play a possession style of soccer. I play in control mad I have missed 

less than 6 gmnes throughout my entire ~ccer career due to injury. I have never had a major iNuD’. 

I see that you will be attending the Dallas Texans Gifts International Cup           . If you get the chance, please cotne by to see one of my games. I am number 8 

and generally play center midfield; although, due to necessity, I have played a lot of center forward during the past month or so. Please t~el free to contact me at my 

contact info above, or my FC Dallas soccer coach using the following information: 

Cell Number: 

Email Address: ~sbcglobal.net 

Below is my ~hedule for the tournament. 

G# Date Time Home A~ay Field 

604 5:45 pm FC Dallas 96 Girls P~remier Sting Wes~ Royal 96 Ross S~ewart 3 

61b 3:00 pm FC Dallas 96 Girls Premier Dallas 2’exans 96 Red West Cox Field 2 

622 2:30 pm Sting Roya~ 96 FC Dallas 96 Girls Premier Cox Field 2 

SJ ncere~ y, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Prospective Player-- 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Prospective Player-- 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

@aol.com] 
7:00 PM 

My name is            and I play for Liverpool 98G Elite. I recently sent you my schedule for the FC D~Jlas Showcase and would like to update you on my 

schedule tbr the DaJlas International Gifts Cup. 

Unfom~nately I will not be participating in the tournament because I have been out ruth 

I roll not be playing. 

Sincerely, 

for a couple weeks. I will be attending the games to support my temn, but 

You ca~ contact one oftny coaches for more itffo~mation or ruth any questions. 

Chris Pulpaneck 

Director of Coaching / Head Coach 

Stacey Blazo- Pulpm~eck 

Assistant Coach 

Becca Lief ~Villet 

Lem~ille HS Head Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: at Dallas IntemationaJ~ Girls Cup 

From= [mailto: @cuemail.net] 
Sent= Sunday, 7:42 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject=            at Dallas International Girls Cup 

Dear coach Dorrance, 

My name is             and I am a ficeshman al  ttigh School in . I am currently playing on the  VaJcsib~ team and our team 

won districts and are headed to playofl?~. I maintain a  GPA at . 

I am interested in playing ~ccer at UNC in I hmTe heard greal things about your program and the university! 

I play on  U- 15 team. I play any position but tnost of the titne I play forward a~d center or outside mid. I am number 3 and I am a st~xter in 

center mid. 

I will be playing in the Dallas International Girls Cup and would love for you to come and watch me play. Here’s my schedule: 

My coaches are  and their phone numbers- 

 
 

My em~l & phone number: 

Sincerely, 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:20 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~verizon.net [mailto: @verizon.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:46 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Coach Dorrance, 
Hi. My name is . I am writing to you to let you know l will be playing in the Dallas International Cup I play for Solar Chelsea ECNL U15. My number is 13. 
Here is my schedule for the tournament: 

I hope you can make it to my games I also have my first playoff game Friday night for the Grapevine varsity soccer team 

Hope to see you there 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Dallas Int’l Gifts Cup - Dallas, TX 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:52 PM 
To-" Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
c¢; Ducar, Chris 
Subject; Dallas In~l Girls Cup - Dallas, TX 
Good Evening Coach Dorrance, 

My name is              and I play for FC Dallas 98 ECNL in Dallas, TX. I play tx~th ForwaJcd and DetEnse, and I am #24. I am a Freshman at Gaxland ttigh 

School, so I will be gradnating in     I’d like to invite you and other members of the UNC Coaching Staff’to the Dallas International Girls Cnp in Dallas this week, 

I have previously emailed you and your staffatx~ut previous ECNL showcases (Sanford & Frisco), and I have also completed a prospect tbrm. My 
team will have group bracket games, Wednesday thru Frkhy, and we hope to move on to the play off stage; our schedule is listed below. It would mea~ a lot if 

yourself and/or other members of the UNC Coaching staff were able to attend one of my games. 

Ifyon’d like to look at my teach/individual profile you ca~ visit the ECNL website linked below, along with nay coaches contact intbrmafion. 

www.elitech~bsnationalleagne.com Under Standings, the U15 Age Group, Texas ContErence, FC Dallas 98 ECNL 

Coach hffonnation: Matt Grnbb, mgrnbb(i~dallas.net, 
Thank yon again, and I hope yoffll be able to attend one my games this upcoming week! 

Image :: ~:+:~ :: Image 

removed by removed by 

sender sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:33 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

1~I:;: bCLA: Coaches Re~ninder (Tuesday, ) 

He is excellent!! 

From: Shelley H Johnson [mailto:shelljo@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday.             8:33 AM 

~aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Hernandez, Erik H;        ~gmail.com;            ; Andrew Calder; Andrew DiBitetto; Arturo Rivera; Amy Smith; Sara 
Anundsen; Andre Williams; Bryant Gaines;        : Boo Gillette; Brian Holman; Eric Biener; Brian Kalbas; Joe Breschi; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Chris Feifs; Christy Garth; 
Corey Holliday; Chelsea Pemberton; Carlos Somoano; Derek Galvin; Donna Papa; Dennis Papadatos; Chris Ducat; Eric Stefanski; Grant Fulton; Greg Gatz; Grant Porter; Jan 
Mann; Matt Jednak; Jenny Johansen; Josh Langley; Jeff Negalha; Joe Sagula; Josh Webb; Karen Shelton; Katrina Dowd; Cary Kolat; Andrew Sapp; HaNs Meaders; Mike Fox; 
Mike Litzinger; Stephen Gisselman; Nicole Hudson; Phil Barnes; Pat Myers; Eve Rackham; Angela Reckart; Rich DeSelm;            Ron Miller; Stephen Rubin; Scott 
Forbes; Sylvia Hatchell; Scott Jackson; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; Tyler Adams; Trevor Chinn; Tony Baldwin; Phillips, Tripp; Trisha Stafford-Odom; Tracey Williams; Jenny 

Levy; Mark VanAlsblne; Leah Wigger 
Co: Cricket Lane 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday,        ) 

** Head Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Head Coaches 
What: Leadership Development Workshop (Pillar 5: Ceremony; Guest Speaker: Joe Ehrmann) 
When: Tuesday               (9:00am-:~0::tSpm) 
Where: Room 2301/3, Loudermilk Center 
Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success! 
* Continental breakfast will be served. 

** Assistant Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Assistant Coaches 
What: Leadership Development Workshop (Pillar 5: Ceremony; Guest Speaker: Joe Ehrmann) 
When: Tuesday,               (10:45am-:t2:00pm) 
Where: Room 2301/3, Lo~dermilk Center 
Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success! 
* Continental breakfast will be served, 

Comments: 
(1)Dust off the Coaching Purpose notecards Joe had you create when he visited in the fall of , This workshop took place at the Football Center, 
We would like to revisit this at the upcoming workshop, If you were not present at that workshop, the a~ached documents should shed some I~ght on the 
process, 
(2)Please noUN us ASAP if you will not be able to a~end. That way, we can plan our room set-up and catering request accordingly. 
(3) For those who are unable to a~end tNs workshop, there is a make-up meethsg scheduled for Wednesday, (10:00-11:00am) ~n the 2rid floor 
Conference Room of Loudermi~k~ 
(4fl.~ you ~ve ur~:;bk:.~ ~o ~:~~er~d, d~ck or~ ~~ %~ow~r~(:~ ~r% provide yo~r n~:~n~e as ~nd~c~:;t~on o~ yo~.~ ~:~bst:.~r~c~ ~:~nd ~.ht:.~r~ spt:.~cd}~ when.her yo~.~ w~ bt:.~ :,~bk~ to 

h~ps://d~cs.g~g~e.c~m/spreadsheet/ccc?key=~AqpQ7-9pDYhIdHBsbkU~HZUQXk~N~2an~Fr~Hc#qid=2 

Join us on Facebook: http;//www,facebook,com/grou~s/t.O9240469136557J 
Follow us on Twitter: ._h_~p__s__:_L’_L~__j~_e__E.__c__o____m__ZU____N___C_,______b___C____~___ 

Subscribe to us on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channels?q=UNCbCLA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 3:40 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: E~nail Fon~varding 

Help!!! 

From: Suits, Christy H. 

Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 11:28 AM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Cc: Yow, Kenneth Wayne; Kreizman, Leslie M; margie@ramsclub.com 

Subject: Email Forwarding 

Hello Everyone, 

Someone from the IT department (possibly university IT person) will be contacting you sometime today to assist with forwarding your GroupWise email to your 

outlook email accounts. Below are the instructions that they will be walking you through. If you are comfortable doing this on your own please do and then email 

Margie Dubnanski at .__M___a___r_~!__e__~_r__a____m___s__c__!_u___b__.__c___o___m__. to let her know that you were able to complete the forwarding process. If you have questions please email margie 

Go to http://outlook.unc.edu 
© Log on with onyen and password 

c: Select options in the top right 

o Select See all options 

c~ Select organize email 

o You should already have a forwarding rule in place ( says- applies to all messages) 

[] Delete that rule 
[] Say okay to pop up warning and remove the rule. 

Use FireFox to get to the GroupWise website http[!iuncaa.unc~edu 

~ Click on options in the top right hand corner of the screen (looks like a gear) -choose Options from drop down box 

~ Click on Rules tab 

~ Select type of rule -drop down box 

~ Select forward 

~ Select create 

~ Make rule name "forward to outlook" 

~ In the To: field type in your onyen@email.unc~edu email address. 

o Select Save 

~ A box will pop up saying that no conditions are defined., click OK. 

~ Then click Save then Close 
Last step, log into htt~L/ioutlook.unc.edu send email to your @uncaa.unc.edu email address give it a few min and your email should forward back into your 

outlook account. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

E~ai;: ChrisW_Suits@uuc.edu 

C~: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:41 PM 

Jonathan Byers <jbyers@chccs.kl2.nc.u~ 

Lance Mmkos 0narkos@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: - Tra~nscript 

Thanks Jonathan ..... I will t:orward this to compliance!! 
Frera: Jonathan Byers [mailto:jbyers@chccs.k12.nc.us] 
Sent: Monday, t 1:29 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Bill Palladino 
Subject: Transcript 
Coach Dorrance, 

Greeting~ I hope you are doing well. 

Attached to this ema~l is m~ electronic coW office transcript tbr a potential ~ccer recruit to your institution. 

This transcript includes her first semester grades through Janua~ of her junior year. The 3rd quarter grades roll be available 
on         , so I ca~n send those grades to you then. 

Please let me lmow if you have any questions. Thanks! 

Jonathan Byers, M. Ed. 

School Counselor, 

1 lth & 12th Chade Students ruth last names Hi thru P, and AVID students 
Counseling Department ChaJr 

Chapel Hill High School 

(919) 929-2106 ext. 41276 

j byers(a~chccs.kl 2.nc.us 

All mail correspondence to a~d tix~m the Chapel Hill- Cayrboro City Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law, which may result in monitoring and 

diselosure to flaird partie~ including law enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:41 PM 

Lm~ce Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu) 

l~W: - Transcript 

I’rm~scfipt.pdf 

From: Jonathan Byers [mailto:jbyers@chccs.k:~2.nc.us] 
Sent: Monday, ll: 29 AM 
To: Dorrance, AlDer~ A J.V 
CC: Bill Palladino 
Subject: - Transcript 
Coach Dorrance, 

Greeting~ I hope you are doing well. 
Attached to this etnail is an electronic copy of the traaascript tbr , a potential soccer recruit to your institution. 

This transcript includes her first setnester grades through January of her junior year. The 3rd quarter grades roll be available 

on         so I can send those grades to you then. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

Jonathan Byers, M. Ed. 

School Counselor, 

1 lth & 12th Grade Students with last names Hi thru P, mad AVID students 
Counseling Department Chair 

Chapel Hill ttigh School 

(919) 929-2106 ext. 41276 

ibyers(~chccs.kl 2.nc.us 
All mail correspondence to m~d from the Chapel Hill- Caxrboro Cib~ Schools is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law-, which may result in monitoring and 
disclosure to third l~rties, including law- enforcement. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 3:50 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: AnaJs~ics: Sample Size Does Matter 

Check this out ._. It is interesting 

From: Sports Aptitude [mailto:Sports_Aptitude@mail.vresp.com] 
Sent-" Monday, March 25, 2013 12:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Analytics: Sample Size Does Matter 

removed b! 

sender¯ 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Image removed by sender. SA Header 

Hello Friends, 
Like many of you, I’ve had to adapt the way I study sports and 

become more data-aware in my analysis, we live in the "Big Data" era. 
Using data analytics to improve the odds of success has become a necessary part of 
player ped:ormance evaluation. There is still no replacement for the "human element" - 
the need to put context around the numbers and use instincts and experience to make 
judgment calls. 

However, there is an undeniable trend toward more structured 
management of personnel, which fits with standard practices found 
in other industries. 

WHERE WE ARE 

Ten years working in the industry has taught me a few things: 

1, Teams use psychological assessments 

2. In-house performance specialists are becoming more common 

These tools are essential components for building effective personnel development 

systems. The value of having an in-house expert in performance management cannot 

be understated when it comes to dealing with the day-to-day issues that arise in any 

work group. Psychological assessment data is a critical tool for quantifying behavioral 
trends and managing risk. 

WHERE WE ARE GOING 

The two biggest challenges that organizations will face going forward are: 

1. How to collect enough current psychological data? 
2. How to integrate that data into the scouting and development process? 

Fortunately, the solution for these challenges already exist. Data-Driven Psychology has 
shown the value of defining the work environment to understand situation-specific 
behavior. Sports Aptitude’s Data Partner Program allows teams to collect larger sets of 
behavioral data for use by the in-house staff responsible for BOTH personnel 
management and data analytics. 

SPORTS APTITUDE DATABASE 

In just the past 5 years, Sports Aptitude has collected I28 
behavioral assessments per year. Individual team averages range 
from 20-50. The team’s that use SA’s services have access to six 
times more data than they do when going it alone. The ability to 
collect so much data in a single year means more current data 
available on active players than ever before. 



USING THE DATA 

The purpose of SA’s data collection methods is to create the 
largest current source of behavioral data possible in single, 
standard format. Having a standard measure allows an 
organization’s internal staff to do research on a scale that just 
isn’t possible any other way. SA can work with team personnel to 
customize and tailor to their specific requirements. 

@EricWeiss SA 

Phone: 508-579-3424 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Sports Aptitude 

5954 Balkan Court 

Fort Myers, Florida 33919 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

T uesday, 3: 52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.corn] 
Sent: Monday, 12:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is but my teammates call me I currently play for I am still very interested in attending 

The University of North Carolina and playing for your women’s soccer team as well. I just wanted to keep you updated on my team and where I will be 

playing at. Attached is the schedule for the Dallas International Girls Cup we will be playing in on I would love for you to stop by if you could. 

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact my coaches 1-hank you very much for your time and I look forward 

to following up with you in a few weeks. 

Sincerely, 

Dailas International Girls Cup: 

Head Coach/Director of Coaching 

Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

I~E: This is M~e~ you a~e going to go with me 

From: Chris Ducat [mailto:ducar@unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 4:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: This is where you are going to go with me 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=pla~er embedded&v=d FOfW9N7zew#] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:04 PM 

a~son@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW:         LIDS/Life Cycle Fundraising! Help ~ne bicycle from San Francisco to Los Angeles! 

From: AIDS/LifeCycle [mailto:actnow@tofightNv.org] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Monday, March 35, 30:13 5:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:         [DS!Life Cycle Fundraising! Help me bicycle from San Francisco to Los Angeles! 

I 
i~.;. Imag ...... ’ed by sender, l Ok Internal Email Header 

Hi Everyone! 

As many of you know I have a deep love for exercise and the great outdoors and I do 
whatever I can to experience both on a regular basis. I also happen to live in an 
wonderful place to feed that fix :) 

At certain times of my life I have been drawn to extremes challenges (college soccer, 
bodybuilding, backpacking) and they have never let me down - in fact l count them 
among the most rewarding experiences of my life. Bike touring (ie riding from one 
destination to another, journey-style) has been on my list of challenges to try ever since 
saddled onto my first road bike. 

Recently, I was told about the AI DS/Lifecycle ride by a good friend of mine who is in the 
process of fundraising as well. And I have decided to do it. To use my incessant desire 
to take on physical challenges as a way to raise money for a good cause (and possibly 
have the time of my life in the process). 

So from June 2nd to June 8th I will ride my bike 545 miles from San Francisco to Los 
Angeles in AI DS/LifeCycle 12. I’ve committed to raising a minimum of $3,000 and I am 
hoping for your support. The funds I raise will enable the L.A. Gay & Lesbian Center and 
San Francisco AIDS Foundation help those impacted by HIV get the treatment and 
care they need, and provide targeted prevention efforbs for high risk populations. 

Your support, or those of anyone you know, will help me reach my goal. 

Please click on the link below to be directed to my personal fundraising page, where 
you can make a tax deductible donation. 

All my love, 

Click here to visit my personal page. 

If you no longer wish to receive email messages sent from your friends on behalf of this 
organization, please click here or paste this URL into your browser: 
http:iiwww.tofighthiv.orgisite/TelIFriendOpt? 
action=optout&toe=60e94da4f43dda2091 ec6a23676a88b30aa399eb05f21841 

removed by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Dallas International Cup 

Player Profile 1 .pdf 

From: [mailto: ~grnail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Dallas International Cup 
Coach Anson, 

This is              and I am a sophomore at                         . I mn very interested in your soccer program at UNC and believe I have what it takes to 

excel as a Tax Heel student athlete. I will be playing in the Dallas International Cup "this week            and would greatly appreciate it if you could find time to 
watch me play. I play lbr                     ~ below are the times and locations of my games 

I have attatched my player profile for your ~eview. As a quick reference: 

¯ Honors sludent currently 
¯ Posilions- Forward, Outside Mid 

¯ Played in Europe on Stars and Stripes; Golden Boot Award 

Thank you in advance for your time. I look forwayd to the opportunity of you evaluating me as a potential candidate to the UNC soccer program! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

@gmail.com] 
J.i:29 PM 

My name is and fl~is week I roll be attendin~ the Dallas International Girls CuD ruth my club teaJn havin~ lust completed our 

Metro.-I have attached my player re-sume u;hich details my soccer experience as well as m,~ academics and other intereffts. 

As one of the top-ranked schools in the count~ UNC would provide me the opportuniD" to excel in academics and contribute to UNC’s outstanding womens soccer 

tradition. I would truly be thrilled if you could watch me play at the Dallas Cup this week. My team roll be wearing either red and white, or all navy, and I weax 

Onr game schednle is below. I really look forwa~:d to staying in contact ruth you, learning more about the Tarheels and how I can best prepare to attend UNC in the 

fall of     as part of the Tarheels program. 

’I’h~k you very muck 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

pmfile.docx 

From: [mailto: @art.net] 
Sent: Monday, 1:t:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

I am a sophomore ~                                                                                                 I am currently guest playing 

in the International Soccer Cup toummnent with Sting West Royal 96. I will be #27 and nay coach will bev    _ tbr the tournament. I am definitely interested in 

your program and I have seen you guys play a few times. I was there when you guys won the Final Four a few years ago and I have also toured the campus and loved 

it. I am told that UNC admissions has a special program/agreement ruth IB diploma recipients (I am projected to be). I would love if you could come out and watch 

me play. I have included my schedule below for the upcoming showcase this weekend. My coach is ~                            Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W:                   - Dallas Intemationa~ Cup 

From: [mailto: ~sbcglobal,net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:34 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sul~ject; - Dallas International Cup 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My team,        will be playing at the Dallas International Cup             I would love to play soccer at the Uulversity of North 
Carolina since it is one of the top academic tmiversities in the counto~ with a top qnality soccer program. 
I have attended 3 Regional ODP camps, trove a high mental ability and lots of speed! I hope you will make time to come watch me in a 
game. Here is my game schedule: 

My home number is 
Sincerely, 

and my email address is @sbcglobal.net. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:47 PM 

~msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros @gmail.com) 

EW: Issue 70 

From: futbol-tactico [mailto:canales@saberdefutbol.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 26, 20:~3 8:38 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Tssue 70 

Image removed by sender. 

Issue 70 - Februarg 2013 

In our FebruaD" 2013 issue we continue with the 2nd 

Part of the Borussia de Dormunt Analysis where we 

analyze their ,:)ffensive game. In the same analytk:al 

se(:~Jon we w~[l see an ~n~:erest~ng (:ompaHson between 

CSKA Moscow and the 3 best teams in the Russian 

Premier League. We atso enjoy a fan~s~c f~ature 

sto~ about the AfHca Cup of Nations. n our tactical 

se~:t~on we M~h[i~h~: art~des l~ke high p~essure in a 1-4- 

1.4-I system and drills 

pace, A notable a~icles is Philippe Nontan~eCs lecture 

where he explains the ma~n differences between 

Spanish football and French football In the football 

section you can find articles 

,’," 3 usual offensive a~.:tions from Borussia 

Dor~:mund 2012-2013. 

o DaU Possession: Fundamentats and 

Trai 

o TechnicaUTactical Ddl~s for lmpro~n~ 

the Offensive Advance. 

Comparative analysis to assess CSKA ~oscow’s 

a~:tack away from home a~ainst the best three 

teams o{ 

Image removed by sender 

Ver edid6n 

Image ,-emoved by sender 

Ball Possession: Fundamentals and 

Training Session 
J.-wk-’.r LSpe~ L%;ez 

Technical/Tactical Drills for Improving 

the Offensive Advance 

Cesa~ Pt~;:,-’. C.-~o, Gablie~ Eiras Oiiveir,-’.; 



Irnage rernoved by sender. Ball 

Possession: Fundamentals and ]raining Session 
i.~.i Image rernoved by sender. Technical/Tactical Drills for 

Improving the Offensive 

Advance 

Warm-up for Competition of Pozo Murcia 

F.S.’s Goalkeepers 

Image removed by sender¯ Warm-up for 

Cornpetition of Pozo Murcia F.S’s Goalkeepers 

Drills for improving offensive game 

pace 

i~i Image removed by sender Drills for 

improvirlg offensive game pace 

Training rapid Stren~h 

::.~.i Image removed t.-~, sender -rraining rapid 

Strength 

Drills for Improving Defence in Numeric 

Inferiority 

Image removed by sender Drills for 

Improving Defence in Numeric Inferiority 

Set Piece Action Analysis on A.C.F. 

Fiorentina (Italy) 

i.~.i Image rerrloved bysender. Set Piece 

Action Analysis on AC.F Fiorentina (Italy) 

Philippe Montanier Conference: 

Differences between Spanish and 

French Football 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: College Combine 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:!.:39 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino; Chris Ducat 
Subject; College Combine 

Dear Coach Donance, Coach Ducar, m~d Coach Palladino, 

.org] 

My name is                  I emailed you several months ago to express my interest in [INC Chapel Hill I saw that [INC is on the list of attending colleges lbr the 

TESC College Combine this weekend. 

I would love for you to ,see me play Saturday. According to the schedule, I am playing on the Juvenms team in pink, and roll be #7. 

UNC is one of my top college choices, academicaJly, and athleticaJly, and I would be thrilled if you got the chance to see me play this weekend. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ARSON); 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 5:21 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

I~E: bCLA: Coaches Retninder (Tuesday, March 26) 

has emerged as a remarkable leader is every positive way but 

wonderfully responsible and an amazing grinder on the field!! 

is a powerful field general for us and might be the bes~ ~atural leader’ in that class. She is 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:41 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 26) 

I second that[ Thanks for the feedback, Anson. Glad that you enjoyed your time with Joe. 

Also, I meant to speak with you about           She achieved the benchmarks for Tar Heel Leader of Distinction status for her self scores and team 

scores. In the past, with your team’s VL when they are similarly positioned, we have asked you whether you would "sign off" on them from the coaches’ 

standpoint as a Leader of Distinction. That said, are you comfortably signing off on     ? 

missed the mark because of her self score. We hope that she will re-evaluate in the fall and then qualify. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 26, 2013 3:33 PM 
To-" Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject-" RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 26) 

He is excellent!! 

From: Shelley H Johnson [mailto:shellio@unc,edu] 
Sent-" Monday, March 25, 2013 8:33 AM 
To:      ~_a___o_L_c_9___m_.; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Hernandez, Erik H;        ~_g_~)_a__[!=__c__o_g~_; Johnson, Zoya; Andrew Calder; Andrew DiBitetto; Arturo Rivera; Amy Smith; Sara 
Anundsen; Andre Williams; Bryant Gaines; Brie Tyler; Boo Gillette; Brian Holman; Eric Biener; Brian Kalbas; Joe Breschi; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Chris Feifs; Christy Garth; 
Corey Holliday; Chelsea Pemberton; Carlos Somoano; Derek Galvin; Donna Papa; Dennis Papadatos; Chris Ducar; Eric Stefanski; Grant Fulton; Greg Gatz; Grant Porter; Jan 
Mann; Matt Jednak; Jenny Johansen; Josh Langley; Jeff Negalha; Joe Sagula; Josh Webb; Karen Shelton; Katrina Dowd; Cary Kolat; Andrew Sapp; Harlis Meaders; Mike Fox; 
Mike Litzinger; Stephen Gisselman; Nicole Hudson; Phil Barnes; Pat Myers; Eve Rackham; Angela Reckart; Rich DeSelm; Logan Ripley; Ron Miller; Stephen Rubin; Scott 
Forbes; Sylvia Hatchell; Scott Jackson; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; Tyler Adams; Trevor Chinn; Tony Baldwin; Phillips, Tripp; Trisha Stafford-Odom; Tracey Williams; Jenny 
Levy; Mark VanAlstyne; Leah Wigger 
~¢: Cricket Lane 
Subject; RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 26) 

** Head Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Head Coaches 
What: Leadership Development Workshop (Pillar 5: Ceremony; Guest Speaker: Joe Ehrmann) 
When: Tuesday, Hatch 2~, 2013 (9:00am-10:lSpm) 
Where: Room 2301/3, Loudermil~ Center 
Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success! 
* Continental breakfast will be served. 

** Assistant Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Assistant Coaches 
What: Leadership Development Workshop (Pillar 5: Ceremony; Guest Speaker: Joe Ehrmann) 
When: Tuesday, Harch 26, 2013 (10:45am-12:00pm) 
Where: Room 230113, Loudermilk Center 
Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success! 
* Continental breakfast will be served. 

Comments: 
(1)Dust off the Coaching P~rpose notecards Joe had you create when he visited in the fall of 2011. This workshop took place at the Football Center, 
We would like to revisit this at the upcoming workshop, :If you were not present at that workshop, the attached documents should shed some light on the 
process, 
(2)Please notify us ASAP if you will not be able to attend. That way, we can plan our room set-up and catering request accordingly. 
(3) For those who are unable to a~end this workshop,, there is a make-up meeting scheduled for Wednesday, tv~arch 27 (10:00-11:00am} ~n the 2rid floor 
Cecal:oronce Room o~ Loudermi~k, 
(4.}~2 ~,ou ~ve ur~abk:.~ ~o ~:~~er~d, d~ck or~ d~e %~ovv~r~{:~ ~r% provide your n~:~me ~:.~s ~nd~cat~on o~ yo~.~ ~:~bst:.~r~ce ~:~nd ~.~~t:.~r~ spt:.~cd}~ ~he~.~~er ~,o~.~ vv~ bt:.~ :,~bk~ to 
::~ttend the m~::ke<~p rr~eet~n~ 
h~ps://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AqpQT-9PDYh ldHBsbkU~HZU~XkyN~2anl~iFrOHc#q~d= 2 

Join us on Facebook: b~#~.~;~/~..w.~..w.~..w.~:.f..a...c...e...b..~...~...k..:.c.~.~.~/.~.r...q~#~I~92~469136557Z 

Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/UNC bCLA 
Subscribe to us on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channels?q=UNCbCLA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 5:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NC USYS State Cup 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincspor~s.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 20:13 4:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: NC USYS State Cup 

removed by 
sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.oo 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:47 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Trm~scfipt 

Thanks! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: . Transcript 
See attached - no new information in wha~ they sent over; should be fine as tong as she keeps on keeping orL, 

From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:41 PM 
Te: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: FW: - Transcript 
From ._u___s.] 
Sent: Monday, 11:29 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c: Bill Palladino 
Subject: - Transcript 
Coach Do~xance, 
Greetings, I hope you are doing well. 

Attached to this email is an electronic copy of the transcript for a potential ,soccer recruit to your institution. 

This transcript includes her first semester grades through Janua~ of her junior year. The 3rd quarter grades roll be available 

on         so I can send those grades to you then. 
Please let me know if you have any queslions. Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

T uesday, 5: 57 PM 

~gm~l.com> 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros O!gmail.com) 

RE: the Tin" Heel!!’. 

Thank 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Re: the Tar Heel!!! 

Go ahead and post away! I just wanted to personally talk to the other coaches to let them know. But now that I have gotten ahold of all of them, you can make any 

announcements that you want. My club team posted the news on all of those sites. I’m very excited to be a Tar Heel! And thanks again for waiting for the all clear 

sign! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:27 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

We have not told a soul but it is all over the message boards and even TOP Drawer that you are a Tar Heel. Do you mind if we send it out in our next 

recruiting letter? Because of your commitment we have closed down your class with the exception of a local player from Chapel Hill that we are trying 

to certify academically. We have set all our other recruits free ( your backups) but I do want to tell the rest of the players in your class and the 

completed     recruiting class. 

Obviously we ore very proud of you and want to brag a bit about you and your     class. 

More great news from the National Team front for the Tar Heels: Tom Sermanni picked up two more Tar Heels for this                    ,.. 

’~who was our captain last fall). So now THERE ARE EI6HT TAR HEELS TRAINING WITH THE FULL TEAM out of the 

approximately 24 on tour. So UNBELIVEWABLY we have one out of every three players in the full team camp a TAR HEEL!!!! 

Tom (the FULL team head coach) is a friend of mine and in a discussion we had about the US midfield being a non heading and non tackling midfield 

(with the exception of               I suggested he look at       ;ince right now she is over in                                          AND 

she is a wonderful header and tackler. Within minutes she received an email inviting her in .... 

I hope you are doing well. Please know how excited we continue to be in Chapel Hill about your choice AND your potential. I really think with 

commitment you can be the best player of your generation. I believe in you. I think you are very special!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 6:12 PM 

edito@bennettrank.com 

Does the score of the game impact on your rank or just the wiMoss/tie and home or away? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 6:21 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr> 

EW: New RatMng System Released for All 320 D1 Women’s College Soccer Teams 

Subscribe to this t:or me ..... 

From= BennettRank [mailto:Editor@BennettRank.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, March 26, 2013 1:17 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= New Ranking System Released for All 320 D1 Women’s College Soccer Teams 

.~i Image remov~,d by send~,r. Bennett Rank 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

resume[1 ].doc 

From: [rnailto: @grnail.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:07 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance 

I have been playing soccer at a competitive level since I was seven years old. Currently I am the starting center back for my club team 

My caxeer goals are to become a veterinarian. 

The next tournament my team will be attending will be the Dallas International cup 

I saw you are scheduled to attend, if you can, please stop by and watch me play. 

Also, please contact my coach if you are interested and would like to know ~nore about me. 

Thank you, 

Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

resume[1 ].doc 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:07 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance 

My caxeer goals are to become a veterinarian. 

The next toumameut my team will be atteuding will be the Dallas Intematioual cup 

I saw you are scheduled to atteud, if you can, please stop by and watch me play. 

Also, please contact my coach if you are iuterested and would like to know ~nore about me. 

Thank you, 

Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Dallas InternalionaJ Girls Cup 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:00 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Dallas International Girls Cup 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

~gmail.com] 

My name is                and I am a freshman at 

of North Carolina and your soccer program. 

I am interested in learning more about The University 

I will be playing in the Dallas International Girls Cup this week. My schedule is shown below. 

I believe I have a lot to offer and would love for you to watch me play. 

Sincerely, 

You can contact one of my coaches for more information or with any questions. 

Director of Coaching 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 6:32 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros          @gmail.com) 

EW: Fwd:       see who won female soccer player of the year 

From-" [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tues~lay, 6:29 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fw: Fwd: see who won female soccer player of the year 
.... Forwarded Message .... 
From:                 ~yahoo.com> 
To: ~yahoo.com" ~yahoo.com>; 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:13 PM 
Subject: Fwd: see who won female soccer player of the year 

~aol.com> 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fr~: The Press-Enterprise <newsd~pe.com> 

Date: . 1:45:40 PM PDT 

To: 
Subject: see who won female soccer player of the year Reply-To: 

._n__e__~t ~ ~L~ _~__:__c_!~ L~_~" 

We’re proud to announce the female soccer player of the year 

pelo~o tmnsparorlt 

Hi 

YoL~ are receiving this email because you asked High School Game Time to let you know 

who won best players of the year in winter 

I:NI: Image removed by sender. GSOC POY 0330TLPa 

See photos, videos and inter-viewer ol’ the plsy~2rs orz High Sclaool Game Time, You ca~? also 



Unsubscribe from all future emails 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 6:33 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

l~E: Fwd: ~ee who won female soccer player of the yeax 

From= [mailto: @yahoo.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 6:29 PH 
To= Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject= Fw: Fwd: see who won female soccer player of the year 
.... Forwarded Message .... 

From:                 @yahoo.corn> 
To: ~yahoo.com" @yahoo.corn>; 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:13 PM 
Subject: Fwd: see who won female soccer player of the year 

~aol.com> 

Sent from Iny iPhone 

Begin tbrwa~rded message: 

Frora: The Press-Enterpri~ <news(a~pe.com> 

Date: 1:45:40 PM PDT 

To: I~YAHOO~COM 
Subject: see ~,ho won fern ale soccer player of the year 
Reply-To: !~e w~(a2pe.com 

We’re proud to announce the female soccer player of the year 

~iI Image removed bysender. 
pelogq tlensparent 

You are receiving this email because you asked High School Game Time to let you know 

who won best players of the year in winter sports. 

::.~.i Image removed bysender. 



See N~obs, video,s and interviews of lI:,~: players o[~ Hi,~:h School Game Time, You ~an also 

find results [rorn @~e [}layer of the F(’ar poll ~md soccel- high~J?:h[s ~rorn @~e season], 

removed 

sender. 

Button 

Unsubscribe from all future emails 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 8:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 
From: 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

[s.org> 

Dear Coach Dortance, 

Hello, my name is                 Fm a sophomore a~                                                                                                , 

while experiencing a challenging academic environment. I am interested in exploring a degree in art histoq/or fashion design as well as taking other general classes. I feel 

that the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill would allow me to pursue my educational and athletic goals. 

I have been playing travel soccer since the age ef 9, however I originally started playing soccer when I was 7. I’ve played en a number of teams over the years in the CJSL and 

I’ve played mid-field for most of my soccer career. W~thin this position, I have competed at right mid, center mid (which is my position on my school team), and a center 

holding mid or stopper.      ~owever, has been utilizing me in various positions. 

Statistics: 

Born: 

Height: 

Weight 

Position: Mid-field 

Team: r 

Numb~ 

I have been on the honor roll since freshman year in high school and I intend to pursue the International Baccalaureate Diploma at i beginning next fall. 

Thank you for tl].e.ot!pottt.mit,¢ te introduce rpf!elf! Unfortunately, I must inform you that Sunday, .... 
. 

will not have the chance to watch me play this season. Please keep me as an option because I will be back next year playing better than ever! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:50 PM 

Don ~yahoo.com>; bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Re: Sleeper 

Thank you Don. Bill PaJladino is ~ny instate recruiting coordinator. I will cow hi~n on this. We roll track her. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Don ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hey....my name is Don Lupton ...you may or may not remember me but I’m from Chapel Hill and we played a bit long ago. 
. I just ~vanted to let you know about great player way ~mder the radar. Her name is             She is a freshman who just made the varsi~" at ~               . .and 

became a starter only 3 games into the season and is already scoring consistently. He is a "high motor "player who knows only one speed and has been given the nickname 
by her teanwnates. I’ve never met this girl and have no connection to her whatsoever but I wanted to let you know- about her because she is a PLAYER...congratulations on all your success 
through the years and the excellence in which you’ve conducted the program. 

Sincerely- 

Don Lupton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:52 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Does the score of the ga~ne impact on your raaak or just the wire/loss/tie and home or away? 

They have been excellent players for me. 

~2~yahoo.coln) wrote: 

no.. it aJso doesn’t take into consideration home/a~vay. 

only factorsre winsqosses and winfflosses of opponents, and winfflosses of opponents opponents., confusing., yes. 

go to 

my favorite daughter played ruth at U 17! Rumor has playing out here this summer? 

On Tue, at 3:31 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tha~k you .._ we try to play the best {earns we can. It "hardens" 

I don’t think the RPl takes into consideration the score (goat differential). Does it? 

From: ~qmail.com [mailto: @qmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent; Tuesday, ~:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Does the score of the game impact on your rank or just the win!loss!tie and home or away? 

score is importaJ~t "up to a point".. 

Input values in algorithm are: 

BennettRa~k of each team, home/’away.., win/loss/draw.., and goal difl~renlial.. 

good reruns are supposed to beat up on bad teams., tbrmula doesn’t reward skewed games against bad teams (or penalize the poor ranked teams either!). 

Congrats.. we had North Ca~:olina "right".. all year. Strength of Schedule was killer. 

On Tue, at 3:11 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson,@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 26, 2013 9:39 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

Re: bCLA: Coaches Retninder (Tuesday, March 26) 

"Johnson, Shelley H" ~<shelljo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Very well phrased, An~.~on! © [hanks. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 6:29 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 26) 

Let me phrase it this way: yes. And so is 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 6:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 26) 

Let me phrase it this way.., in your estimation, is a Tar Heel Leader of Distinction-caliber leader? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 5:21 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 26) 

l-H~s ~-’_mlerged as a remarkable leader is every positive way but 

wonderfully responsible and an amazing grinder on the field!! 

is a powerful field general for us and might be the best: natun~l leader in theft class. She is 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 4:41 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 26) 

I second that! Thanks for the feedback, Anson. Glad that you enjoyed your time with Joe. 

Also, I meant to speak with you about           She achieved the benchmarks for Tar Heel Leader of Distinction status for her self scores and team 

scores. In the past, with your team’s VL when they are similarly positioned, we have asked you whether you would "sign off" on them from the coaches’ 

standpoint as a Leader of Distinction. That said, are you comfortably signing off on     ? 

missed the mark because of her self score. We hope that she will re-evaluate in the fall and then qualify. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, March 26, 2013 3:33 PM 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 26) 

He is excellent!! 

From: Shelley H Johnson [mailb~;she!!io@qnc,edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2013 8:33 AM 
To:      @aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Hernandez, Erik Hi!      :@gmail.com; Johnson, Zoya; Andrew Calder; Andrew DiBitetto; Arturo Rivera; Amy Smith; Sara 
Anundsen; Andre Williams; Bryant Gaines; Brie Tyler; Boo Gillette; Brian Holman; Eric Biener; Brian Kalbas; Joe BrescN; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Chris Fells; Christy Garth; 
Corey Holliday; Chelsea Pemberton; Carlos Somoano; Derek Galvin; Donna Papa; Dennis Papadatos; Chris Ducar; Eric Stefanski; Grant Fulton; Greg Gatz; Grant Porter; Jan 
Mann; Matt Jednak; Jenny Johansen; Josh Langley; Jeff Negalha; Joe Sagula; Josh Webb; Karen Shelton; Katrina Dowd; Cary Kolat; Andrew Sapp; HaNs Meaders; Mike Fox; 

Mike Lilzinger; Stephen Gisselman; Nicole Hudson; Phil Barnes; Pat Myers; Eve Rackham; Angela Reckart; Rich DeSelm; Logan Ripley; Ron Miller; Stephen Rubin; Scott 
Forbes; Sylvia Hatchell; Scott Jackson; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; Tyler Adams; Trevor Chinn; Tony Baldwin; Phillips, Tripp; Trisha Stafford-Odom; Tracey Williams; Jenny 
Levy; Mark VanAlstyne; Leah Wigger 
Co: Cricket Lane 
Subject: RE: bCLA: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 26) 

** Head Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Head Coaches 



What: Leadership Development Workshop (Pillar 5: Ceremony; Guest Speaker: Joe Ehrmann) 
When: Tuesday, M~rch 26, 2013 (9:00~m~lO:lSpm) 
Where: Room 2301/3~ Loudermilk Center 
Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success! 
* Continental breakfast will be served. 

** Assis~nt Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Assistant Coaches 
What: Leadership Development Workshop (Pillar 5: Ceremony; Guest Speaker: Joe Ehrmann) 
When: Tuesday, Hatch 26, 2013 (lO:45am-12:OOpm) 
Where: Room 2301/3, Loudermilk Center 
Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success! 
* Continental breakfast will be served. 

Comments: 
(1)Dust off the Co,chin9 Purpose notecards Joe had you create when he visited in the fall of 2011. This workshop took place at the Football Center, 
We would like to revisit this at the upcoming workshop, :If you were not present at that workshop, the attached documents should shed some light on the 
process, 
(2)Please notify us ASAP if you will not be able to attend. That way, we can plan our room set-up and catering request accordingly. 
(3) For those who are unable to a~,tend this v,~orkshop~ there is a make-up meeting scheduled for Wednesda~ Plarch 27 (t0:00-:~1:00am) ~n the 2nd floor 
Conference Room of Loudermi~k~ 
(,~)If you ~.~~. u~;:~b~e t~ ~:~t:t<~4.. c~ck on th(~. fb~ow~ ~k~ pr~~v~de yo~.~- n~me ::~s ~nd~c;:~t~oa of yo~ ~:~bsenc(~. ~:~ad then spec~i~., wh~.th<~r yo~ w~ be ~::b~. to 

hEps://docs.google,com/spreadsheet/cccTkey=0AgpQT-9PDYh [dHBsbkU~HZU~X~N~2an~jFrOHc#g~d= 2 

Join us on Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/groups/109240469136557/ 
Follow us on Twitter: https://twitter.com/UNC bCLA 
Subscribe to us on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/channels?q=UNCbCLA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd:               - DaJlas IntemationoJ Gifts Cup 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: . Dallas International Gifts Cup 

From: ~opfimnm.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafl.unc.edw~ 

CC:            ~hotm~fl.com 

Dear Coach Anson, 

I ~vould like to introduce myself, mv name is 

We have a competitive schedule including this year’s Dallas 
International Girls Cup this coming week in Dallas, Texas. Our first 
game is scheduled against Dallas Texans at 4:00 pm on Ross Stewart Field 
#4 I play wide midfield and ~vear #14. I would greatly appreciate it if 
you or one of your staffmembers would come out and watch me play 

I have also copied my coa&            on this email so feel 
free to contact him if you need further information. 

Thank You, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: . DaJlas International (?iris Cup 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Dallas International Girls Cup 

From: ~opfimnm.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Alberi A IV" <anson@emml.unc.edw~ 

CC:            ~hotmM.com 

Dear Coach Anagnost, 

I would like to introduce ~nyself, my name is 

We have a competitive schedule including this yea~c’s Dallas 

International Gifts Cup fl~is coming week in D~Jlas, Texas. Our first 

game is scheduled against D~Jlas Texans at 4:00 pm on Ross Stewart Field 

#4. I play wide midfield and wear #14. I would greatly appreciate it if 

yon or one of your staff members wonld come out and watch me play. 

I have also copied my coach          r on this email so feel 

free to contact him if you need further ~nlormation. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:31 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

@~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ,~)gmail.com) 

I~V: Unolficial Site Visit, 

Chris, 

What do you think? 
From: [mailto: ~gmail,com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:02 PM 
To-" Ducar, Chris 
C¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Unofficial Site Visit, 
Coach Ducar, 
My husbm~d will be in fl~e Easl visiting and UNC next week ruth our daughter m~d her friend, If you are at all interesled in meeting 

and considering her for your team, please let us know so we can schedule time outside the standard tours,       has had several scholarship offers, and is a 

top soccer prospect who is just now considering options that might include east coast teams. As of now, they are ~heduled to be in Durhmn/Chapel Hill on 

Wedne~tay, 

Thank~ 

On Mon, at 10:46 AM, Ducar. Chris <ducar~T~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you t:or your email regarding        she seems fike an amazing young woman. Our spring schedule is sdll up in the air as far as Lhe weekend you indicated 
so p~ease emaH me hackin a few weeks when we have our spring game schedule set, ~f we are in town, I know one of us w~ be aMe to meet wkh her and show 
her the soccer office and answer q~aest~ons she may have~ 
5kH::erely, 
Chris D~u::a r 
From: [mailto: ~gmaiLcom] 
Sent= Sunday, L0:3~ AM 

Subject= Unofficial Site Visit, 
Dear Coach ~son: 
During our Spring Break, our family will be traveling East to look at colleges as my daughter is a junior in high school. We have invited our friend, 

to joiu us on our college tour. ~ believe that ~nd her club coach might have beeu in touch with you~ and that you may ~ considering as a 
soccer prospect. Sbe is a 

We 
k) get to see some great schools that might have been out o[her reach~ o~erwJse. 

We will ~ in the vicinity ~hv-een a~d and are in fl~e process of planning our itineraD’. Please let us know if~ere are timeg&tes that work best 

for you during fl~at mndow, as would like to meet you. Our cu~ent plm~ is m visit m~d NoN~ Carolina, either in that, or mveme 

order. 

We are not t)lly aware of recruiting mle~ but at leas~ at this poink are plm~ning ~ assume all costs of travel our~lves. Plebe let us know ifthe~e are roles we should be 

concerned with in ~is 
Finally, I have known           for a~ut nine years. I coached her in CYO basketMl for aleut five ye~s, and sbe is not only one of the most exceptional athletes 

I’ve ever met (I played ~skettmll at S~nford), but one of the most e~raordin~ young Nople I’ve ever met.       has a pure joy for spo~ that elevates her above 

all around her. She is tl~e master of all trades. I do thi~ she migN be a superior soccer playec or basketbNl player, if she had focused on oNy one sport (she is Nso an 

amazing track atNete, water ~1o playec swimmer, and ba~bNl pitcher). But her joy for comNfifion and love for the~ games precluded ever eliminating all but one. 

has a~ incrediNe work eflaic, as 
disNcts). She has been successfid in the classroom despite ~WAYS being engaged in at LEAST two spo(B at any given time. 

As an athlete,       is 
upbeat, loyal, hard-working, and responsible. She abhors drugs and alcohol. And she has endured family trials that would have incapacitated most 
youn9 people. In all of this she is warm and engaging, and truly passionate for spot. I think you will find her to be a truly exceptional youn9 pemon. 
Please let us know how we can best accommodate a college visit. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:31 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W:             - DaJlas International Gifts Cup 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~optimum.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: ~hotmaihcom 
Sutzject: ¯ Dallas International (3irls (;up 

Dear Coach Anson, 

would like to introduce myself, m,/name ~s 

We have a competitive schedule including this year’s Dallas International Girls Cup this coming week in Dallas, Texas Our :first game is scheduled against Dallas Te×ans at 4:00 pm on 
R oss Stewart Field ~/4. I play wide midfield and wear #14 I would greatly appreciate it if you or one of your staffmembers would come out and watch me play 

I have also copied my coach :~n this email so feel :free to contact him if you need further information. 
Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 2:53 PM 

~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edn; .~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~)gmail.com) 

RE: High school schedule 

Thank you for sharing that you are excited for the mail. Well, we are excited about YOU1! 

Congratulations on your ass kicking performance against Orange High Schooh three goals and two assists? I don’t care if you are playing a blind school, that is an 

impress~w~ resuR. The hardest thing ~:o do ~r~ this game ~s score goa~s the secomt hardest thk~g to do is to create them (ass~st) H Well done    ~H 

We got a tremendous commRrnent in your ciass last week to close ~t ou~:~             . The only 2013 or 2014 ~:hat we are stH~ recruiting tha~: has not made her 

choice yet is you.     we are sold on yo~. Now ~ hope yo~ like ~t here enough to Wahl Lo come aRd that we can work out the finsnda~ deta~s to make it affordaMe 

for yo~. Obvio~s]y, yo~ will o[:fered better scholarship pad(ages sL other schools (every p~ayer that comes here is offered better’ financial a~d/scholsrship offers 

from other schools). But ] hope your passion to play for the best at an amazing school on a team w~th tremendous chemistry ends up trLm~ping the S. 

YoL~ wN LOVE ~T H~REH~ 
Years ago when ~ was recm~:ed by Stanford to come coach for them FOR A LOT MORt? S AND A HALF A M~H.K)N DOLLAR HOUSING AL[.OWANCE (so IcouM afford a 

new home h~ the Bay Area) ~ turned ~t down. Because as a w~se old man once said: "you don’t mess w~th happy". ~ was (am) very happy ~n (:hape~ ~-I~] and f am so 

g~ad I stayed. You will be happy here as well, ~ prombe you. The money will never make yo~ happy (ask anyone). 

~ can’t wait for your v~s~t as we~HH 

Well, ~ am mailing your next letter right now~ I agree with yolk: they can be fun to read, especially ~f you know the result and follow us s~ogging our way to 

championship form, overcomk~g adversRy (injuries), absent superstars, naH-bil:h~g games won h~ penalty kk:ks and goh~en goal ()~st wa~t now for the next: 

co]lec~:~on of kd:~:ers as we go through the NCAA Tot~rnamenl:). 

A]~ the best!!~ 

F~m: @gmail,com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 26, 2013 9:~6 PM 
To~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Re: High school schedule 

Hello ~u~ 

Just wanted to give you a quick update and let you know that I’m receiving all the letters and they just get me so excited for the mail now’. Also i am fired up to come 
on my visit a~d get a better tbel for everyfl~ing. But seeing the progression through the letters about how the ~ason lead up to a national championship is great. Along 
with some names t?om the 2014 class being thrown in there. 

I might be wrong but my high school team played Orange tiigh School tonight m~d i think i saw one of the coaches wearing a CaJrolinajacket. I’m not sure if may of the 
girls coach there but if they do they got to see me play some. Thaaaldhlly i played pretb~ well a~d ended up with three goals and two assists, not like it was super 

challenging game but helps tny stats out! 

Again so excited for the visit m~d hope you have a great week! 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 2:06 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

f can’t tell you how ~-:~xcited we a r~-_~ tha~: ther~:_~ is anoth~:_~r ~-:~lite North Carolinian that can ph~y for us. CaM me.             D Or ~f you are ca~ng in ~:he evening (and 

Lhat ~s perfectly acceptable), use my home # . In ore of IH:e’s HLde aggravations, my ce~ does not receive very wel~ at home~ When you caM, we can 

work out a "best day ~:or a visit" scenario. 

Right now we are waiting for an analysis of your academic data from admissions AND some recommendations to get yo~ admitted. 

~ look forward to chatting with yo~ ,.., yo~ are very enjoyable to ta~k 

F~m: ~majl,com] 
Sent: Saturday, March 16, 2013 11:31 PM 
To~ @aol.com; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 

Subject: Re: High school sehedule 

Dear Coaches, 

Thank you so much tbr taking "the time to attend lunch with me the other day i thoroughly enjoyed it! As you saw my mom beat me to the punch when it crone to 

gathering me academic inIbrmation! So i hope thafs helpful ruth letlJng me kmow what i should do going into next year. I would love "to set up an unofficial during my 

spring brea$: if that’s okay’ with you guys. My spring break dates are Maxch 29th- April 6th so which ever date works out best! 

Hope you had a great weekend! 

On Thu, Mar 14, 2013 at 10:42 AM, < ?}aol.com> wrote: 

Yes, our office is in McCaskill Soccer Center beside Fetzer Field. There is a gate at the top of the road the leads down to the office. ( the road 
beside Carmichael Aud.) Drive to the gate and ring the buzzer. Tell the receptionist you are visiting us. She will open the gate and give you a 
parking pass...so you won’t get a ticket. 

Call if you have any questions or need some help. ( ) 
We look forward to seeing you. 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 
From: ~,gmail.com> 
To: ~’_a_o_Lc___o__r_[! > 



Sent: Wed, Mar 13, 2013 11:40 pm 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Hey coach Dino, 
So at 12 and is your office at fetzer? I’m not sure but I assume that’s where it is? Just let me know when you get a chance! 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:36 AM, ~,aoLcom wrote: 

Thanks for your address¯ Why don’t you come directly to the soccer office at noon on Thursday. Here is my cell number 
have any questions or if you need to make a change in the plans¯ See you Thursday. 

Take care, 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 
From: 
To: ~a_p_[~._o_E~_> 
Sent: Mon, Mar 11,2013 6:45 pm 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Hey Coach Dino, 
Sor[y I haven’t been near a computer to write you a formal email to give you details! But my address is 
to seeing you on Thursday as well! 

¯ Give me a call if you 

. I’m looking forward 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 11,2013, at 5:24 PM, ~aoLcom wrote: 

Could you send me your home address. We want to put you on our mailing list so you can begin receiving all our mail outs. 
Thanks and we are looking forward to your visit on Thursday. 

Take care, 
Dino 
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed 

From: @.qmail.com> 
Date: Sat, 9 Mar 2013 00:16:52 -0500 
To: <      gaol.corn> 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Coach Dino, 
Im glad you made it out today especially with the weather being so chilly! Also that you guys understand the nerves that pan through me knowing 
you guys were watching! But obviously we came out with the result we wanted so thats good! I think the best date next week to sit down and chat 
some would be on Thursday, if that sits well with you guys? Also good win yesterday against Elon! Good luck to you as well with the spring 
matches coming up. 
Hope to talk to you soon, 

On Mon, Mar 4, 2013 at 3:57 PM, ¯ ~.’_a_.o_!:.c_ .o__r[}> wrote: 

Thanks for your email and HS schedule¯ Anson and I will attend your              "grudge" match on Friday. Why don’t we shoot for 

meeting next week sometime. That will allow both of us the oppontunity to watch you play before we get together¯ 
I know our presence will make the game exceptionally nerve wracking for you but please remember that we’ll watch you play numerous time 

this spring¯ It’s by no means an all or none situation¯ Play your game and have fun. 
Take care and let me know what is the best time for you and your parents to meet next week¯ 
Good luck with your upcoming matches and see you soon¯ 
Coach Palladino 

.... Original Message .... 

F ro m: @g__m____a_iL_c__o__t~ > 

To:              ~aoLcom> 
Sen~: Thu, Feb 28, 2013 11:01 pm 

Subject: High school schedule 

Coach Palladino, 

Attached here is my high school schedule so hopefully that will be helpful since I’m pretty close! As for having a lunch meeting next week i think 
any days works fine except Thursday because i go to my chiropractor around noon that day. Other than that any day should work! Let me know 
your thoughts. 

Thanks! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

s InternationaJ Girls Cup 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tues~lay, 10:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:, ; International Girls Cup 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to send you a quick note to follow up on my email below. We won the Championship (top) bracket at Jefferson Cnp two weeks ago and we’re now the #1 

team in the US in GotSoccer! 
I see from "the touma~nent website that you might be attending the                 [ Girls Cup fl~is week m~d weekend and my team will be plashing in "the U15 

bracket of that tournamenl as well. Here is our schedule, I hope you can make it to a game. I weaJc 

Thanks!! 

On Fd, at 11:17 AM, ~a)gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to let you know my schedule for Jefferson Cup this weekend. My N~ Stallions Dynamite team is playing in the U15 Championship (top) bracket. I 

will be wearing number 5 and hope you can make it to one of my games. 

To give you some updates on me- I 

and hope to improve that this weekend! 

Thanks, 

Team : 

All games at Striker Park, 5400 Ridgedale Parkway Richmond, VA 23234 



On Sun, at 10:00 AM, 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I just wanted to stay in touch. 

~)gmafl.com> wrote: 

If you are in Florida for the tournament and have time, I hope you have the chance to stop by and see me play. I wear #5. 
We won our last two showcase tournaments at the end of the Fall (NEWSS and Nassapequa, NY) and we are currentl_g ranke~t #1 in NJ 
._a__#__d______#____4___~#____t!!_e___£__e___u____n___t____rg____(~3 otS oc c e r. c o ra )_:. 
Here is my schedule: 

Happy New Year! 

On Tue, at 11:44 PM, t~)gmafl.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am a rising freshman (Class of: at 

respectively, and I am eager to follow in their footsteps by playing soccer at a prestigious university, whose standards are as high in the classroom as they 
are on the playing field, 

I will stay in touch with you about my future tournament schedules as well. In the meantime, I would love to know if there are opportunities to attend your 

camps or visit the campus in the near future. 

I have copied my coach Shaun Cryer on this email, and I have also attached my ’soccer resume’ for your review. Please feel free to reach out to Shaun for 

any additional information. 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:58 PM 

.~aol.com 

EW: TESC College Combine -- 

Resume pdf 

What do you do with this? 

..... Original Messa~ze ..... 

From: [mailto i~mail coral 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:13 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino; Chris Ducar 
Subject: 

[)ear Coach Dorrance, Ducar and Palladino, 

I was in[‘ormed that you would be attending the TESC College Combine this weekend,            I wanted to send you an email to introduce myself bet’ore Saturday’s event. My name is 
I have an interest in your UNC and one of my goals is to play :[’or a competitive team in college as well as receive a high quality’ education. 

Ever since I started playing at the age of five, soccer has been my absolute favorite sport. I am very competitive and work hard on my game all year-round. I strive to be a leader both on and 
off the field. For years, I have been an intluential player on any team I have been a part of. 

( 

Below are some reasons I believe I can contribute to your program’s success 

Athletic Resume attached 

I have a strong interest in biologyibiochemistly and mathematics maj ors. My career goal is to become a Biomedical Researcher. 

I truly believe I have the ability and desire to corapete at a high level in college. I am willing to learn not only on the soccer field but also in the classroom. My- love for the game drives an 
unstoppable work rate that I know could help your program succeed. 
I look forward to seeing you at the combine this weekend. 

Sincerely-, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

~shaw.ca:~ 

Re: Women’s team player would like to attend UNC 

Thm~k You how aye you doing? I know this will e~nbanass you but I miss you! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

~shaw.ca> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

I apologize for not replying back to you. I have passed this on to 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Albert A Dol~ance IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> 
To: ~shaw.ca> 
Cc: ~msn.com, ducar@~mcaa.unc.edt ~aol.com, "Jason Sisneros 
Sent: Friday, 2:53:20 PM 
Subject: FW: Women’s team player would like to attend L~C 

~gmaihcom)" )gmail.com> 

Please forward this to your father. 

Thank him for his loyalty and support of our program Also please have him contact 
respond to emails only once she becomes a junior. (But, he can call me anytime 

and let him know NCAA rules prevent us from responding to his email Let him know- that we can 
[c] {I can’t call him back, however}.) 

Thankyou 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 4:5~ PM 
To: Don-ance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino 
Subject:,                   Women’s team player ~vould like to attend UNC 

Dear Anson and Bill, 

My daughter 

( 

is a wonderful young wuman whu is truly interested in having the pleasure of playing fur and attending your prestigious University. 

I would alsu like to note that I have spoken tc           about yuu his daughter’s experiences at UNC and he had nuthing but praise ]2)r you buth as cuaches and as wonderful human 
beings He spuke su highly abuut you that we decided to register for your ]D camp in June along with a teammate uf We will be flying down to attend your succer ID camp in June 
and we sincerely louk forward to meeting you buth and the experience 

I would like tu take the upportunity tu thank yuu both for taking the time in reading this emai[ and I louk forward to your reply. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

pdf 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, t2:07 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Image 
...... removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 

ccom] 

removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:12 PM 

~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: GIRLS SOCCER: Player of the Year - [ Local News [ PE.com - Press-Enterprise 

As my "Ambassador of O.uan" (check out .Jerry Maguire on YouTube), you helped make this happen~ The Heels should be good for a long time and we would not be 

where we are without you. Thank you my frien!! 

Yes, I agree w~th "God sent yoa". 

F~m= [maflto: .com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, L2:29 AM 
To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject= Fwd: GIRLS SOCCER: Player of the Year - I Local News ~ PE.com - Press-En~rprise 
A ~n exchange with my and our ~l, 

Sent fva~m my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: :~yahoo.com> 
Date: 12:15:01 AM EDT 

To: 
Subject: Re: GIRLS SOCCER: Nayer of the Year- 

Reply-To:                                 ~yahoo.com> 
I Local News I .[~_.l_~:fg!g[ - Press-Enterprise 

I want to thank you from the bottom of my heart for extending your support for       As a Father, you know, all yon want is for your kids to be 

happy and grow up to be a good citizen, and fulfill their life’s purpose. Then God sends people like you, Wow, what a blessing. Thank you ...... Our 

worlds will be crossing soon. 

From: ,_c_..o_ ~L~> 
To: @yahoo.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:52 PM 
Subject: Re: GIRLS SOCCER: Player of the Year-               I Local News I _P____E_:__c__o____m__ - Press-Enterprise 
SO Love it,        You and          should be very" proud, indeed’. 

Camiot wait for our worlds to cross in the land of Carolina Blue! : ) 

Working out with Anson, per usu~2l, on this Tues AM. He was proud and excited to tell rne that 
USNT camp. That makes 8 of 23 from UNC! Go Heels!! 

For you and your ve~~ specia] 

I will do absolutely anUthing to help      in her lime in Chapel Hill. And every’ day after. An~Ning’. ! 

Go and go Heels! 

Best, 

lust called into full 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On at 7:38 PM, ~)X~_~_~__o_:_c_’~?~!> wrote: 

Next stop Tarheel land,..,.hope all is well my friend. We’ll be having lnnch together pretty soon. 

.... Forwarded Message --- 

From: ~ y_’_a___h__o___o_ =__c_’_o__t_n_. > 
To: ~yahoo.com" . 

~,gmaiLcom> 
Sent: Tuesday,              4:13 PM 
Subject: Fwd: GIRLS SOCCER: Player of the Year - 

~yahoo.com>; ~aol.com>; 

Local News I _P_._E_.=~..o_m - Press-Enterprise 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded mes~ge: 

Date: 4:05:35 PM PDT 

To: ~2~.~!_a___h_Rg_:_c___o_!Ln_2- 
Subject: GIRLS SOCCER: Player of the Year - Local News I PE.com - I tess-Enterprise 



Sent from iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:13 PM 

Ducar. Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: ECNL U15 

ATT00001 .bin 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:           - ECNL U15 

gmail.com~              On Behalf Of           ~gmail.com 
2:22 AM 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is             and I wrote to you betbre the ECNL Frisco event in February. This email is to give you an update on how I did at the event and to give you 

my schedule for the next event. My team, FC Dallas ECNL U15, played well, and we finished ruth 2 wins and I tie only giving up one goal in the 3 gmnes. Onr record 

is 5 runs and I tie in the ECNL Nationa] events this yeax, beating 3 reruns ranked in the top 5! 

If you had a chance to come see me play, you saw that I played center defender instead of my normal outside defender position because of an injury to a teammate. 

While I didn’t get a chance to atgack from the back as much, I feel like I showed I can play strong at different positions. 

My team will be attending the Dallas International (?iris Cup this weekend in Dallas, TX, and my game schedule is below. 

4:00 PM Ross Stewart 2 

6:30PM Ross Stewart 3 

2:30PM Cox Field 3 

I hope you can come watch a ga~me if you will be at the tournament. I ~J~so have put together a highlight video frotn my high school g~anes so far this year. You can view 

it at the below link. 

If yon have any questions about me, please contact my ECNL coach 

Thank You 

~fcdallas.net or 

Some contact mt’ormation is available to approved coaches only. To view all contact information for the player please insert the following password when visiting the 

players profile page. 

Password: 

This email is being sent from ~gmail.com. When contacting this player please utilize this email address to communicate directly with the player. 

Please view the online profile of this player here: 

Player Profile [,ink of, 

This email is being sent thiough the Playe~x)city.com system to enhance communication between players and colleges. If you have received any offensive or non- 

acceptable information in this etn~l, or would like to change your etn~l address in the Playerocity.com syfftem please reply directly back to support@playe~oci~.com 

to noti~ our support team. 

The information below is the originator of this commnnication emaiL 

Player First Name: 

Player Last Name: 

Player Em~]l Address: @gmafil.com 

Player Profile Page: Phiyer Profile Lir~ of 

College Name: University of North Carolina Chapel Hill Womens Soccer Program 

A SOCCER COLLEGE RECRUITMENT SOLUTION FOR PLAYERS & SOCCER CLUBS 

h~troduction Video 
http:@layerocity.com/HOME,’h~troVideo.aspx 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=kiNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 6:35 PM 

~;om~ 

~msn.com; ducal@uncaa.unc edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros O!gmail.com) 

RE: Heels visit to Maxyla~d 

Sure have them come down to the l:ield and introduce themselves as being related to you, This pre-existing relationship allows us to tall( to them without breaking 

any NCAA rules! 

From: fmailto :om] 

Sent: Wednesday, 8:49 AN 

To: borrance, hlbe~ h IV; Tom Sander 
Subject= Heels visit to Ma~land 

Good ~no~ng, ~son and Tom~ HoN all is well in Chapel Hill’. 

I understand y’all are goi~g to be in Ma~land to play on the     I know this is late notice mad probably a huge imposilior~ but my two ~ieces are coming to the game 

with their club teams and I was wondering if there was any way they could meet you and some of the players. They tl~ink you all are rock s~rs!’~ ! Of conrse, I agree! 

would greatly appreciate and cement myself as their favorite aunt! Please let me know if it is ok and what they should do! 

Thanks very much aa~d Go t teel s! ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 6:49 PM 

~aol.com> 

ILE: question 

You got to go. You know 

for her,") 

she will hold it against you for the rest of your life if you don’t. (Well, 1 gave her chance and it iust was not important enough 

From: [mailto: #aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Anson Dorrance; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:     question 
he5, anson, wanted k~ run this past you...    =mailed me asking to be her assistant in 

bday is in the middle of it, but mulling it over. what are your thoughts? appreciate your t}edback as always. 

not sum I ca~ do it because 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 6:50 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; ~gmail.com 

ILL: tweet 

What can we all do to help you? We all care about 

From: Thomas .1 Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:39 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~gmail.com 
Subject: FW: tweet 

This tweet was flagged, Just making sure you’re ok. 

Te~mlSquad: Soccer, Women’s 

From Account: 
Status: Active_Unprotected, Followers=248, Following=120, Number of Tweets=471 

Tom Timmermans 

Office 95_9,962,785:1. I Celi I Fax 9:1.9.962,6002 

View MessaqA 

Keywords: 

Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid i University of North Caroiina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Re: 

From: [rnailto: ~grnail.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:52 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Here is my schedule, I will not be at the 2nd game due to my HS play off game, I wear #77 

On Tue, at 11:07 AM, )2_gE!~[:_c_’!2!:_n_?- wrote: 

Coach Dorrance 
I have been plavin~ soccer at a competitive level since I was seven years old. Currently I am the startin~ center back for my club team 

My caxeer goals are to become a veterinarian. 

The next tournament my team will be attending will be the Dallas International cup 

I saw you are scheduled to attend, if you can, please stop by and watch me play. 

Also, please contact my coach if you are interested and would like to know more about me. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}- 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 6:53 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: Easter weekend 

We are playing the DC pro Learn in DC!! Bummer!!! 

From~ messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com [mailto:messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20:13 :t0:42 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Easter weekend 

Linkedln 

via Linkedln 

has sent you a message. 

Date: 3/27/2013 

Subject: Easter weekend 

Hey Anson - my son and I are staying in Chapel Hill this coming weekend. Are the women playing? 

Would love to catch a game if it fits the sked. 

Have a great rest of the week & hope to see you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:03 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: UnofficM Site Visit, 

Good .... Can we reply? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Wednesday, :t:t:58 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Unofficial Site Visit, 

The third looks best based on the girls coming in IVlonday and Tuesday 

O11 at 10:30 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris~ 

What do you think? 
From: [mailto @qmail.com] 
Sent." Tuesday, 9:02 PM 
To: Ducat, Chris 
C:¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Unofficial Site Visit, 
Coach Ducar, 
My husbm~d will be in the East visiting Georgetown, Duke, and UNC next week with oar daughter and her friend, If you are at a]l interested 

in meeting m~d considering her for your team, please let us know so we ca~ schedule time outside the standard tours, has had sever~] 
scholarship oilers, and is a top soccer prospect who is just now considering options that might include east coast teams. As ot now, they are scheduled to 

be in Durham/Chapel Hill on Wednesday, 

Thanks. 

On Mon, at 10:46 AM, Ducar, Chris ~_u__c2_a_!2~__u_!Lc_:__e__d_g.> wrote: 

Thank you for your email regarding        she seems like an amazing young woman. Our spring schedule is still up in the a~r as far as the weekend 
you ~ndicated so p~ease emai~ me back in a few week~; when we haw~ our spring game schedule set. t[ we are ~n town, I know one of us w~l~ be aMe to 
meet w~:h her and show her the soccer office and answer questb:~ns she may have. 
S~ncere~y, 
Chris Ducat 
From: [mailto: @gma~l.com] 
Sent= Sunday, .0:34 AM 
To= anson@uncaa.unc,edu 
S~bject= Unofficial Site Visib 
Dea~ Coach ~son: 
Durin9 our Sprin9 Break, our Nmily will be travelin9 ~ast to look at colleges as my daughter is a junior in Ngh school. ~e have ~nvited 

our friend, m join us on our college tour. I believe that and her club coach might have been in touch with you, and that you ~nay be 

considering as a soccer pms~ct. 

We’d love for to get to see some groat schools that might have been out of her mack otherwise. 

We will be in the viciniU between and am in the process of planning our itinermy. Please let us know if them are times’dates 
that work besl tbr you during that window, as would like to meet you. Our current plan is to visit Geo~etown, UVA, Duke and North Carolina, 

either in "that. or rever~ order. 

We am not fully aware of recruiting rules, but at least at this poinl, are planning to assume all costs of travel ourselves. Please let us know if there are rules 

we should be concerued with in "this trip. 

As an athlete,       is a mass of explosive muscle-- strong, and powerful, with un-teachable instincts and anticipation. As a person, 
she is upbeat, loyal, hard-working, and responsible. She abhors drugs and alcohol. And she has endured family trials that would have 
incapacitated most young people. In all of this she is warm and engaging, and truly passionate for sports. I think you will find her to be a 
truly exceptional young person. 
Please let us know how we can best accommodate a college visit. 
Thanks, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:05 PM 

Barry Roberts <Ban5., Roberts@kenan-llagler.unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Parking pass 

Sure and remind me what I tall( about? 

From: Barry Roberts [mailto:Barry_Roberts@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
SeBt; Wednesday, March 27, 2013 :[2:35 PM 
To: Corvey, Debra 
Cc; Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: Parking pass 

Debra--please send Anson a parking pass for April 3 
Anson--can we meet at the school for lunch at 1? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:06 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Defending coached tl~e Pretnier League way 

From: Elite Soccer [mailto:paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20:[3 :[:[:48 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Defending coached the Premier League way 

DEFENDING COACHED THE PREMIER LEAGUE WAY,. 

Paul Lambert is in the process of steering Aston Villa to EPL safety with the 

division’s youngest defense. 

This season has been a baptism of fire for the likes of Ciaran Clark (23), Nathan 

Baker (21), Eric Lichaj (24), Matthew Lovcton (23) and Joe Bennett (22), but back-to- 

back victories sees the team currently climbing towards safety. 

Lambert’s coaching is really starting to pay off with these players. In the new issue of 

E~~. Soc¢e& out today, he has written his coaching session on defensive dexterity 

and organising a defence. Now you can use this session straight from Villa’s training 

ground with your team. 

I X:: Imag ....... d by se~der. Subscribe to Elite S .... today I 

I 
Image 

removed by 

sender. 

This session examines: 

¯ Defending as individuals and as a team 

. ~,A,~en to move forward and challenge an opposing striker, and when to hold back 

. How to pick up opponents quickly and effectively 

¯ Basic defensive principles including defenders staying on their feet 

. Recovering to good defensive positions 

. Defending aggressively 

This session wil~ he~p you improve your team’s defence - and if it doesn’t 

we’ll give you your mo~:~ey back. 

[ "~::: Imag ........ d by sender Subscribe to Elke S ..... today 

THE SP£C~AL S£SS~ON 

rem~ed by 

sender 

PLUS when you subscribe to El~e Soccer by midnight on Monday 1 April, we’ll also 

send you our December 2012 issue featuring another great defensive session - this 

time written by legendary Real Madrid manager Jos~ ~v~o~.~ri#bo. And we won’t 

charge you a penny extra. 



l "~iii Irnag ........ d by sender Subscribe to Elite S ..... today 

T~’t~ OTH~R COACHING S~SSIONS IN TH~S MONTH’S 

~OCCER ARE: 

Steve Davis (Crewe Alexandra) 

= the moving screen 

Jim Bentley (l~orecambe) 

- build-up play in a 4-3-3 

David Pleat (LMA Ambassador) 

- movement without the ball 

Paul Buckle (LMA Ambassador) 

- block and counter from halfway 

¯ Bobby Davison (LlVlA 

Ambassador) 

- technical passing and finishing 

And remember - when you subscribe to ,~E/i~’~.~ ~;occe~" by midnight on Monday 1 April, 

we’ll also send you our December 2012 issue featuring a coaching session written 

by Jos~ ~o~rinho free. 

DEC[~MB£R 2012% EUT£ SOCCER ALSO FEATUR£D 
FOLEOW~NG COACHING SESSIONS: 

Karl Robinson (MK Dons) 

- pressing 

Jimmy Be~ (Rochdale) 

- defending shapes 

~ain Brunskill (Blackburn Rovers) 

passing functions 

¯ Darren Sarll (Stevenage) 

- creating overloads in defence 

Lee Johnson (LlVlA Ambassador) 

- the art of pinning 

To get our new issue featuring Paul Lambert’s defensive dexterity session and 

receive a free issue featuring Jose t~4ourinho’s defensive organisafion session, 

you must subscribe by rnidnight on Monday 1 April. 

Yours in soccer, 

Image removed ~y sender. 

Paul Mortimer, 

Head of marketing, 

removed by I 

sender 

P.S. Only E~te Soccer,’can provide coaching sessions from these high-profile 

professional managers because it is published in partnership with the League 

t~4anagers Association (L~A). Make sure that you subscribe today 

GREEN STAR 



Meadow View,        T: +44 (0)1483 892894 

Tannery Lane, Bramley, F: +44 (0)1483 894148 

Surrey GU5 0AB, E: 

United Kingdom 

This e-mail is private and is intended only for the addressee and any copy 

recipients. If you are not an intended recipient, please advise the sender 

immediately by reply e-mail and delete this message and any attachments without 

retaining a copy. Green Star Media Ltd. Company number 3008779. Registered in 

England. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:10 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

@gmM.com); 

~gmM.com); 

~(}aol.com);       ~o 

. kevin lan7 
matt.jones ( @gmail.com); 

@glnail.com; sean patton ( ~)gmail.com); 

nicole Ihva (athv@uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Jason Sisuems ( ,~)gmM.com) 

FW: Today’s 5v2 & 3v3q 1 

5v2 March 27.pdf; 3v3+1 March 27.pdf 

FYI ..... let’s keep getting better .,_ let’s live on a "never ending ascension’!!! 

(Great idea Jason!!} 
From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20:t3 :t2:5~. PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; pacman 
Subject: Todays 5v2 & 3v3+ 1 

Here are today’s results. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: The Value of Being First 

From: NCSA Athletic Recruiting Coach Taylor [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent-" Wednesday, March 27, 2013 1:04 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject; The Value of Being First 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

Image removed by sender. 

Watch Today’s .,~,’.:!~,,i’,i.....’,i...... i"=~=i’,i’,!:.!:.!i’W Episode of 

Recruiting Education OnDemand 

This week, you don’t want to miss Dan Tudor as he talks 

about the value of being first, and why it is so important 

to make sure that you are one of the first coaches to reach 

out to recruits. Hear what Dan has to say, and find out 

how you can sea! the deal with recruits once they’ve 

narrowed it down to their top choices. 

[ .~iI I mag ........ d bysender 

Also, don’t miss out on your chance to join the madness! NCSA has a 

bracket going, to see which new feature will be added to the database next! 

._V_o__t_A_for your pick in the bracket now and see if your pick wins! 

Reqister for a free account today and be the first to recruit the best! 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

To unsubscribe from future emails or to update your email preferences click here. 

Your Company Name 

Your Company Address 
Your Company Ci~ and State 

Your Company Postal Code/Zip Code 

Your Business Phone 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:15 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: International Womeffs Soccer National Team Playe~ World Cup Experience 

Please follow up, copy me. 

From-" p.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:1.~ PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Tnternational Women’s Soccer National Team Player- World Cup Experience 

Dear coach, 
It is with great pleasure that I will like to introduce you to                               team player who recently played 

the U17 World Cup in                 just came back from a tour with the Senior Team in Portugal where she played the 
Cup. She is lefty and has been a consistent player :for the Mexican squad while playing a fundamental role at major competitions. 

possesses great timing and excels at offensive transition. Her rhythm and skills make her a constant threat offensively while 
securing her defensive responsibilities. 

Please take a look at her "Locker Room" (digital magazine), which includes her academic/athletic information as well as some 
videos and pictures. 

short synopsis: 

Position: Left midfielder 

GPA : 

SAT: 

TOEFL IBT: 

Video: 

Athletic Locke, r Room:http:/A~rw. cmasathletes, com/lockerroom 

Inside her "Locker Room" you will find all the information you need for recruitment purposes and please do not hesitate to 
reach out to me with a~~ questions you might have.        and her family are excited to hear about your program. 

Looking forward to heating from you soon. 

Best Regards!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: .PTC 

~Soccer.pdf 

Check her out ._. Thanks! 

Sent: Wednesday,             ~_:23 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: UNCAA-Compliance; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Gwaltney, Cllnt 

Subject: -PTC 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the Permission to Contact a women’s soccer student-atNete at 

you would like additional information on 

Thanks, 

Let me know if you have any questions or if 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

. ECNL U15 

Very good! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: ECNL U15 

Watching her now. Decent center back 

Sent from my iPad 

O11 at 4:12 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From; [mailto 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:           - ECNL U15 

gmail.com@Nayerocity.com] On Behalf Ol           ~gmail.com 
2:22 AN 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is            and I wrote to you before the ECNL Frisco event in Febmmy. This email is to give you an update on how I did at the event 
and to give you my ~hednle tbr the next event. My team, FC Dallas ECNL U I 5, played well, and we tinished with 2 runs and I tie only giving up one 

goal in the 3 games. Our record is 5 wins and 1 tie in the ECNL Nationa] events this year, beating 3 teams ranked in the top 5! 

If you had a chance to come ~e me play, you saw that I played center det~nder instead of my normal outside defender position becau~ of an injury to a 

teammate. While I didn’t get a chance to attack from the back as much, I feel like I showed I can play strong at different positions. 

My team will be attending the DaJlas International Gifts Cup tiffs weekend in Dallas, TX, and my game schedule is below. 

4:00 PM Ross Stewart 2 

6:30PM Ross Stewart 3 

2:30PM Cox Field 3 

I hope you can come watch a game if you will be at the tournan3ent. I al~ have put together a highlight video ti~om my high school games ~ Par this year. 

You can view it at the below link. 

If you have any questions about me, please contact my ECNL coach, 

Thank Yon 

Some contact intbnnafion is available to approved coaches only. To view all contact information tbr tl~e plwer plea~ insert the following password 

when visiting the players profile page. 

Password: 

This ema~l is being sent fi~om. 

player. 

~mafl.com. When contacting this player please utilize this email address to communicate directly with the 

Please view the online profile of this player here: 

Player Profile IJnk of 

This em~l is being sent fl~rough the Plaverocitv.com system to enhance cotnmunication between players and colleges. If you have received any offensive 

or non-acceptable information in this email, or would like to change your e~nail address in the ~!!_’_a2f__e_!2~_c_i_t_’2_:_c_’£2_Lr~ sysle~n please reply directly back to 

~__u_p__[?~!@_R!_~b_2e__r_~_?__c_i_t22_c_o_Ln_. to notify our support teanL 

The infonnalion below is the originator oftl~is communication email. 



Player First Name: 

Player Last Name: 

Player Email Address: kbgm~2fl.com 
Player Profile Page: Pla~-er Profile Link of 

College Nmne: University of Nort~ Carolina Chapel Hill Womens Soccer Program 

A SOCCER COLLEGE RECRUITMENT SOLUTION FOR PLAYERS & SOCCER CLUBS 

Introduction Video 

http:i/pla,/erocitv.com/HOMEilntmVideo~aspx 

[<image001 ~pg>] 

<ATT00001 .bin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:27 PM 

@aol.com 

EW: All Sports Awaxds Show 

Can you do this for me? 

F~om: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 5:42 PM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Communications; UNCAA-New Media; UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA-ExeSLaff 
Cc: Steinbacher, Rick; Lane, Cricket 
Subject: All Sports Awards Show 

All - 

On behalf of Bubba, Rick Steinbacher and Cricket Lane, I am reaching out to you to provide some information on our All Sports Awards show and ask for your input 

for awards nominees. 

As a follow-up to conversations in a few different meetings over the course of the past month, the All Sports Awards event will take on a whole new look this year. 

"The Rammys" will be held April 29th in Memorial Hall. Instead of our traditional All Sports Dinner, we will hold an awards show in the same style as the ESPYs, 

Grammys, MTV Music Awards, etc. Just like those shows, The Rammys will have a red carpet entrance (working on blue carpet), artistic performances, videos, and 

of course, awards (with a Rammy Trophy). Rick will follow up a little later this week with more event specifics and the social gathering after. 

I am reaching out today to coaches, administrators and others for one specific component of the awards show - nominees in the performance categories. Below 

you will find a list of tentative categories. If you have an athlete or team who you think is deserving of an award in one of the categories below, please reply back 

to me with that nomination. A committee of students and administrators will determine the finalists and we will announce the Rammy winner at the event. The 

categories are: 

Best Championship Performance (individual) 

Best Breakthrough Athlete (newcomer) 

Best Upset 

Best Team 

Best Play 

Best Record Breaking Performance 

Best Moment 

Best Male Athlete 

Best Female Athlete 

As this is the first of its kind for us, it’s a bit of a work in progress. If we don’t have enough nominees or a category doesn’t seem to fit, we may drop it. Likewise, if 

there’s a category that you would like to see, please let us know. You are not limited to the team you coach or work with -any and all nominations are welcome. 

If you have any questions about these awards, or any other part of the event, please feel free to reach out to me, Rick or Cricket. Also, we’d like to pass on a special 

thank you to Matt Terrell for coming up with a name. 

Thanks - 

Ken 
Ken Cleary 

Assistant Athletic Director - New Media 
Univ of North Carolina Athletics 
Dean Smith Center 
_k__cJ ~_:a! y_@_U _r_Lc__’_4 __a_=_t_ Ln___c_’~_~__d___u_ 
919-843-2076 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:28 PM 

.~aol.com 

EW: Youth Soccer Reporter: PDA m~d Red Bulls lead Development Academy; High School spring ranldngs 

FYI 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 27, 2013 5:47 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Youth Soccer Reporter: PDA and Red Bulls lead Development Academy; High School spring rankings 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

today’s NeWSWednesday, March 27, 2013 

removed by 
sender. 

rweet This 

PDA claims national lead 
by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY] PDA (12-1-2) took over the national lead in the Development Academy’s U- 

17/18 age group from the New York Red Bulls (12-0-4), also based in New Jersey, thanks to its 2-0 win 

over Match Fit Academy on goals by Leandro Lemache and Alec Neumann, who leads PDA with 10 

goals. - Read the whole story 

Red Bulls hold narrow edge over CSA Wolves and D,C. United 
by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMENT ACADEMY~ The idle New York Red Bulls (13-1-2) hold a narrow lead over the CSA 

Wolves and D.C. United (both 13-1-3) in the Development Academy’s U-15/1B age group’s national 

rankings based on points per game. - Read the whole story 

NSCAA Hiqh School Boys Spring Poll 
by Soccer America 

i.’~i Image 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi: 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender 

[RANKINGS] Mclntosh of Peachtree City, Ga., is No. 1 in the first NSCAA High School Boys Spring Poll. The top 11 teams 

all finished last week unbeaten and untied. For the top 20 rankings ... - Read the whole story 

NSCAA High School Girls Spring Poll 
by Soccer America 

[RANKINGS] Hough of Cornelius, N.C., is No. 1 in the first NSCAA High School Girls Spring Poll. The defending North 

Carolina 4A champions are 6-0-0 to extend their North Carolina record winning streak to 31 games. Courtney Carroll leads 

the Huskies with seven goals and six assists. For the top 20 rankings ... - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Wednesday, March 27, 2013 

FEEDBACk: Send comments to letters(@,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Alliance Premier Cup 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincspor~s.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:03 PM 

To; Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Subject; Alliance Premier Cup 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

X Image 
...... removed by 

sender. 
sincSpor~s co 
m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: UnofficM Site Visit, 

Go ahead bro 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Wednesday, 7:05 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject-" Re: Unofficial Site Visit, 

Yes. Their daughter is a junior. We should give tbem a heads up on our $$$ situation so they don’t waste time if the NEED it 

O11 at 6:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~a;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good ._. Can we reply? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, t.t:58 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject," Re: Unofficial Site Visit, 

The third looks best based on the gifts coming in Monday and Tuesday 

On , at 10:30 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 
Whal: do you think? 

From: rmailto: #qmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, ):02 PM 
To-" Ducar, Chris 
~c: Dorrance, Albert A TV 
Subject-" Re: Unofficial Site Visit, 

Coach Ducar, 

My husband will be in the East visiting Georgetown, Duke, and UNC next week with our daughter and her friend,           If you aye at 

all interested in ~neeting      and considering her for your team, please let us know so we can schedule time outside the standard tours. 

has had severaJ scholarship offer~ and is a top soccer prospect who is jusl now considering options that tnight include east coast 

teams. As of now, they are scheduled to be in Duft~am/Chapel Hill on Wednesday, 

Thanks, 

On Mon, at 10:46 AM, Ducar, Chris <ducar~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you for your ~-_~mail regarding       she seems like an amazing young woman. Our s~rmg schedule ~s sti~ up m the air as Jar as the 
weeke[xt yok~ ~[xlical:ed s.:) p]e~;se ema~] me b~;c]~ ~r~ a few weeks when we h~;ve our s~)rh~g g~;me schedule set If we are ~n town, t ]mow 
one of us w~l be able to meet with her and show her Lhe soccer office and answer questions she may have. 
Sincerely, 
Chris Ducat 
F~m: [mailto: 
Sent~ Sunday, 10:34 AN 
TO1 

Subject~ Unofficial S~te Visit, 
Dea~ Coach ~son: 

During our Spring Break, our family will be traveling East to look at colleges ~s my daughter is a junior in high school. We 
have invited our friend,             to join us on our college tour. I believe that       ~d her club coach might have ~en in touch 

with you, and that you may be considering ~      ~s a ~ccer prospect. 

We’d love for to get to see some great schools that might have been out of her reach, otherwise. 

We roll be in the viciNly bemeen _ and are in the process of planning our itinerary. Please let us know if there are 

times/dates that work best for you during that window, as      would like to meet you. Our current plan is to visit Georgetown, UVA, 

Duke and North Carolina, either in that, or reverse order. 
We are not fully awa~-e of recruiting rules, but at least at this v~int, axe plaything to assume all costs of travel ourselves. Please let us know if 

there are rules we should be concerned with in this trip. 



As an athlete,       is a mass of explosive muscle-- strong, and powerful, with un-teachable instincts and anticipation. As 
a person, she is upbeat, loyal, hard-working, and responsible. She abhors drugs and alcohol. And she has endured family 
trials that would have incapacitated most young people. In all of this she is warm and engaging, and truly passionate for 
sports. I think you will find her to be a truly exceptional young person. 
Please let us know how we can best accommodate a college visit. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:30 PM 

~aol.com 

New Jersey Showcase Tournament 

From: [mailto _~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:06 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject;     New Jersey Showcase Tournament 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is and Jam currently a junior at~:endin( :~Pl\ and wiil be 

gradua~Mg M fhe purpose of my ernail is to briefly introduce myself, and to hfform you tha~ ~ will be competing at a showcase tournament M New Jersey’ and 

WodJd love for you ~:o ate:end, arl(~ S~lOW },ou that 1] Call De an asset to },our ~)ro~]ran’~ 

[ am very interesl:ed irl the i_.lrliwasil:y ef North Carolir!a Chapel Hill for the "Exercise and "_~polt %ience" arid "Nutrition" progla!’r!s at yeur school, i arn especialiy in~:erested in 

your soccer progra~ 

I will be attending sew,~rai more shewcases in the coming months and since I wiil be h’~ New Jersey for ~:he l:oca’nament I thought i~: would be a good ;dea ~:o @:tend an 

invitation to CO~T~e wa:ch a game, [he ciosest showcase is the "MSSL Spring Coilege Showcase" in Harnrnonton, New Jersey on I wiil also be 

attending various showcases here ~n Canada such as ~he "OY:~I. UniversityiCoile~ie showcase" on ~nd the "Umbro Top Rated invitational ~;occer College 

showcase" ~n Mississauga, ON on 

My scheduie for this weekend is as foliows: 

Attached you can find my piayer profile at 

I hope to visit the University of North Carolina Chapel hill sometime soon and I hope to meel you to discuss your soccer program and the school, I can be contacted by via 
email at              ~_[}&W__~_~_{_~J_L4i_~2!~ or by phone at              i will [o[[ow up with you soon, [hank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NC Kepner President’s Cup 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:09 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; NC Kepner President’s Cup 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.oo 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:33 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Subject: ILE: Link for game Saturday 1130am ET 

I will do it right now!! Good k~ck with the FlJl.I. TEAM!!! I know you will do yourself and the Tar Heels proud!!! 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:25 PM 
To: I ~gmail.com; Tom Sander is my hero; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Link for game Saturday ~230am ~ 
Here is the link k~ my game: http:i/tvx 

See on the right hand side under Programmvorschau 

time so 11:30am ET on Satar~y 

Fo~vayd this emml to anyone you ~i~ would want ~ wash’. 

Much love, 

¯ Click’there when its game time...4:30 local 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 9:32 AM 

~gmaJl.com> 

~msn.com; ducal@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

RE: tweet 

Life is difficult but we are all there for 

Will this 9 hours work for you with all the missed class time? Will you be OK in all three classes? Are you ~n academic jeopardy? 

F~m: [mail~: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: wednesday, 7:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: ~eet 

Im fine, i w~ a li~le s~essed this week but the ~-eet wasn’t serious. I will watch ~,hat i say on social media. Tha~ ?~u for ca~ng. 

On Wed, at 6:50 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son~f~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What cm~ we all do to help you? We all care about 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman(¢unqedu] 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:39 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @clmail.com 
Subject: FW: tweet 

Tiffs [-~eet was flagged Jasl maki ~g sure yo~’re ok. 

-’~om 
View Account 

Team/Squad: Soccer, Women’s 

From Account: 

Status: Active_Unprotected, Followers=248, Following=120, Number of Tweets=471 

. _V_ ] _e_ _ _w_ _ _ _M_ _ _e_ _s_ _s_ _a_ ~q e 
Keywords: 

Tom Timmecmans i Assistant Director of Compli~ce/Fin. Aid I Universib" of North Carolina 

Office 919.962.7851 ICell IFa× 919.962.6002 

~ [~ IMAGE 55 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 9:34 AM 

Roberts, Barry <Barry Roberts@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu> 

I~E: Parking pass 

From: Roberts, Barry [mailto:Barry_Roberts@kenan41agler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:49 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Parking pass 

Tha~fl~s 
Building fl3e program 
It is my m~de~Nmd e~tmpmne~rship co~rse. 

Sent~ Wednesday, March 27, 2013 7:05 PN 

To~ Robe,s, BarW 
Subjeet~ RE: Parkin9 pass 

Sure and rem~nd me what I talk about? 

F~m= Barry Rober~ [mailto:Barry Robe~s@kenamflagler.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 27, 2013 12:35 PN 
Te~ Co~ey, Debra 

~¢= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Parking pass 

Debra~please send Anson a parking pass for April 3 
Anson~can we meet at the school for lunch at 1? 
Bar~’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 9:34 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Womens Soccer Prospects for March 

From: National Scouting Report [mailto:listreply=nsr-inc.com@maiII53.wdc02.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of National Scouting Report 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 8:00 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Womens Soccer Prospects for March 

~ern~,ed by 
sender¯ 

March’s Womens Soccer Prospects - updated list 
Because National Scou[ing Report has been certilied by the NC~%,.~, when you [all< to NSR 

omthe-ground scouts, you can rest assured they have been cleared by the NCAA 

cer[ificatien program. As the ha[ion’s largest scouting organization wi[h over 200 scouts 

nationwide, NSR is your premier scouting service. Our scouts personafty scout and 

interview each of m.i~ prospects so that you can know that he or she has been 

professionally vetted Ier talenL desire, grades, work ethic and character. 

Our prosloect-atMetes ran.~e from highqeve] DI talent to solid Dflf athletes. They are able 

to be ~eutinely and conveniently be evaluated ~hrou9h their NSR prolife on ns~.-inc.com, 

where coach’s can find skif] infermation and videos. You can afways truest HSR to provide 

yo~ wi~h quality student-a~hletes, lust like coaches have since 1980. We a~e NO~ 

telemarketers; we"re on-the-ground scouts, and we pledge to only provide you witl~ only 

le.~itimate colfege prospects. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: 
Hi Coach! 

I just wanted to let you know that I will not be at our game tomorrow v. Tophat in case you were planning to come watch that one. My high school team won the first 

round of playoffs and we have our second game tomorrow evening. I am so bummed that I roll have to miss my Solar game, but our coaches said that playoffs axe 

really important and we owed it to our temn to be there. I will be at fl~e game Friday v. FCD and it’s going to be a good one. I hope that you will come watch that one. 

Thanks ~ much’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:44 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

VW:            ~7 

From: @comcast.net [mailto: .~corncast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:31 PM 

To: Chris Ducar 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino 
Subject: #7 (Real Colorado) - ECNL San Diego National Event 

Dear Coach Ducar, 

I hope you are doing well. Thank you again for coming to our game in Frisco. North Carolina remains very appealing to me not only for its soccer 

program but also for its academics. 

My team,                              , will be competing at the ECNL National Event in San Diego 
take this opportunity to ir ~vite you to c ur games. I listed the schedule of our games and field locations below. 

Date Time Opponent Location 

Friday 4:15pm Real So Cal San Diego Polo Club # 6 

Saturday 10:15am FC Stars of Massachusetts San Diego Polo Club # 11 

Sunday 11:15am PDA San Diego Polo Club # 12 
Fields: 
San Diego Polo Club 
3885 Via De La Valle 
Del Mar, CA 92014 
Hopefully, you will get the chance to see me play again in San Diego. 
Sincerely, 

in the U16 age group. I want to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 10:23 AM 

~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros I_ ,~)gmail.com) 

RE: High school schedule 

This is great news!!! It sounds like if we can make it affordable for your morn you wilt join us. 

I will get to work right now and see what we can assemble. 1 will try to have everything worked out by your visit. 

And, what: time ~s yo~r game against East on Apri~ 

F~m= ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 ll:18 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Anso~ 

Honestly my love tbr Caxolina is undeniable. I know every little gift drea~ns about playing at this university and just represent that Caxolina blue and i would love nothing 

more than to do so’. I also hope my morn will be okay with the financial situation it has been stressful because i just want to relieve her of all the stress but i know she 

just wa~ts me to be hapw wherever i go. 

I saw that in a recent letter i got you asked if we had any competitive school games m~d since spring break is here unfortunately we do not this week or the ne:~. April 

12th is our nexX decent match against East Chapel Hill once again but on our home tu~ 

Take care and see you soon! 

On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 2:53 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson,~;email.nnc.edu-~ wrote: 

Thank you for sharing ~:hat you are e>:cil:ed for the mail. Wel~, we are exd~:ed about YOU I[ 

(:ongratuh~tions on your ass kk:kh~g performance against Orange High Schooh ~:hree goals and two assists? ~ don"t care ~f you are p~ay~ng a bl~nd school, tha~: 

impressive result. The hardest thing [o do ~n this game ~s score goa~s the second hardest th~ng to do is to create them (assist)E! We~l done 

We got a tremendous commitment in your class last week to close ~t one ~            ,. The oNy             [bat we are stil~ recruitk~g thai has not made her 

choice yet is you. we are sold on you. Now ~ hope you like ~t here ello~Jgh to wallt to come and that we can work o~Jt the finandal details to make it affordable 

[or you. Obviously, you will offered better scholarship packages at other schools (ew~ry p~ayer that comes here is offered be~:ter financial a~discholarship oilers 

from other schools), But ~ hope your passion to play for the bes~: at an amazk~g school on a [:eam w~th ~:remendous chemistry ends up ~:rtm~ping ~:he 

You wil~ LOVE ~T I-tERE!!~ 

Years ago when ] was recrui[ed by Stanford to come coach for them FOR A LOT MORE S AND A HALF A MILLION DOLLAR HOUSING ALLOWANCE 

new home ~n the Bay Area) ~ turned ~t down. Because as a w~se old man once said: "you don’t mess w~th happy". ~ was (am) very happy ~n Chapel H~ll and 

glad I stayed. You will be happy here as well, ~ promise you. The money will never make you happy (ask anyone). 

f can’t wait for your v~s~t as 

Well, ~ am mailing your next ]etl:er right now I agree ~vil:h Vot~: they can be h.m to read, especiMly i[ you know the result: and [o]low us slogging our way to 

championship form, overcoming adversity {injuries), absent superstars, nail-biting games won ~n penalty Mcks and go~den goal (just wa~t now for the nex[ 

collection of letters as we go through the NCAA Tournament). 

All the best!!! 

F~m= ~g_~_OJJ:_~9_~] 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 26, 20~3 9:46 PN 
To~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 

Subject: Re: High school .schedule 

Hello Anson! 

Just wa~ted to give you a quick update m~d let you know that I’m receiving all the letters m~d they just get me so excited for the tnail now’. Also i am fired up to come 
on my visit a~d get a better feel for eve .rything. But seeing the progression through the letters about how the season lead up to a national championship is great. Along 
with some names from the 2014 class being thrown in there. 

I might be wrong but my Ngh school team played Orange High School tonight and i think i saw one of the coaches wearing a Carolina jacket. I’m not sure if any of the 
gifts coach there but if they do they got to s~e me play some. Thanldhlly i played pretty well m~d ended up ruth three goals and two assists, not like it was suNr 
challenging game but helps my stats out! 

Again so excited [br the visit a~d hope you have a great week! 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 2:06 PM, Dorrance, Albe~l A IV <~_r_~_~?__n_~2~_e___r!~_~__U_!:__u__~_c_’:__e__d_~_~~, wrote: 

I can’t tell you how excited we are that there is another elite North Carolinian that can play for us. Call me.             ~.0 Or if you are calling in the evening (and 

that is perfectly acceptable), use my home ~ In one of I~fe’s I~tt~e aggra~’at~ons, my ce~ does not receive very wel~ at home. When you ca~l, we can 

~vork out a "bes~: day for a ~sil:" sc:enark) 

Right now we are ~vaith~g for an analysis of your academic data from admissions AND some reo:?mmendath:ms to get: you admitted. 



look forward to (:h~ttinR with you .... you ~re very 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Seat= Saturday, March $6, 2053 $$:35 PM 
To: ~_~£[~££A); Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 

Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Dear Coaches, 

Thank you so much for taking the time to attend lunch with me the other day i thoroughly enjoyed it! As you saw my mom beat me to the punch when it came to 
gathering me academic inIbrmation! So i hope thaws helpful with letdng me ki~ow what i should do going into next year. I would love to set up an unofficial during my 

spring breaJ~ if that’s okay with you guys. My spring break dates are March 29th- April 6th so which ever date works out best! 

Hope you had a great weekend! 

On Thu. Mar 14, 2013 at 10:42 AM, <g_~5:p__#~_l_@#.£l_:_c_’£F~> wrote: 

Yes, our office is in McCaskill Soccer Center beside Fetzer Field. There is a gate at the top of the road the leads down to the office. ( the road 
beside Carmichael Aud.) Drive to the gate and ring the buzzer. Tell the receptionist you are visiting us. She will open the gate and give you a 
parking pass...so you won’t get a ticket. 

Call if you have any questions or need some help. [             ) 
We look forward to seeing you. 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 
From: ~,gmail.com> 
To: ~aol.com> 
Sent: Wed, Mar 13, 2013 11:40 pm 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Hey coach Dino, 
So at 12 and is your office at fetzer? I’m not sure but I assume that’s where it is? Just let me know when you get a chance! 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:36 AM, "" ,~,aol.com wrote: 

Thanks for your address. Why don’t you come directly to the soccer office at noon on Thursday. Here is my cell number 
have any questions or if you need to make a change in the plans. See you Thursday. 

Take care, 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 
From: @g E!_a__[Lc___o__r_!~ > 

To:              ~aol.com> 
Sent: Mon, Mar 11,2013 5:45 pm 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Hey Coach Dino, 
Sorry I haven’t been near a computer to write you a formal email to give you details! But my address is 
to seeing you on Thursday as well! 

Give me a call if you 

I’m looking forward 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 11,2013, at 5:24 PM, ~aol.oom wrote: 

Could you send me your home address. We want to put you on our mailing list so you can begin receiving all our mail outs. 
Thanks and we are looking forward to your visit on Thursday. 

Take care, 
Dino 
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed 

From: :@gELa__[Lc__9_E! > 

Date: Sat, 9 Mar 2013 00:16:52 -0500 
To: ¯      ~aol.com> 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Coach Dino, 
Im glad you made it out today especially with the weather being so chilly! Also that you guys understand the nerves that ran through me knowing 
you guys were watching! But obviously we came out with the result we wanted so thats good! I think the best date next week to sit down and chat 
some would be on Thursday, if that sits well with you guys? Also good win yesterday against Elon! Good luck to you as well with the spring 
matches coming up. 
Hope to talk to you soon, 

On Mon, Mar 4, 2013 at 3:57 PM, ~ ~aol.com> wrote: 

Thanks for your email and HS schedule. Anson and I will attend your East Chapel Hill "grudge" match on Friday. Why don’t we shoot for 
meeting next week sometime. That will allow both of us the opportunity to watch you play before we get together. 

I know our presence will make the game exceptionally nerve wracking for you but please remember that well watch you play numerous time 
this spring. It’s by no means an all or none situation. Play your game and have fun. 

Take care and let me know what is the best time for you and your parents to meet next week. 



Good luck with your upcoming matches and see you soon. 
Coach Palladino 

.... Original Message .... 

From: ,~,g mail.corn> 
To:              ~aol.com> 
Sent: Thu, Feb 28, 2013 11:01 pm 
Subject: High school schedule 

Coach Pailadino, 

Attached here is my high school schedule so hopefully that will be helpful since I’m pretty close! As for having a lunch meeting next week i think 
any days works fine except Thursday because i go to my chiropractor around noon that day. Other than that any day should work! Let me know 
your thoughts. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Class of 

From:        @gmail.com [mailto:       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:32 plVl 
To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject:         Class of 

Coaches- 

My Nmne is and I mn part of the Class of I will be playing in the upcoming San Diego Event? Will a~y of you be attending fl~e event? 

I was tbrtunate to be able to make it to the College Cup this year and congratulations on your great win. My godmother 

responsible for my deep desire to play tbr UNC. 

Since I a~ in 8th Grade I was hoping to be able to commiunicate ruth you until I am a Fresh,nan. My schedule tbr San Diego is below: 

8:30 Eagles vs MVLA Field 2 

8:30 Eagles vs Mustang Field 2 

1:30 Eagles vs Pleasanton Rage Field 3 

Hope to see you in San Deigo! 

Sincerely, 

UNC Soccer Alnnmi, is 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 28, 2013 7:07 PM 

@gmail.com> 

..... ~msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; _ _ ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ,~)gmail.com) 

RE: High school schedule 

Excellent!!! Let’s make this happen, I promise you, you WILL LOVE THIS PLACE!!H 

From:, ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 2~, 2013 :~:k44 Alvl 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

An~ 

My match on the 12th is at 6:45. 

I know my morn h~s ~en ga~efing i~b~ation alto wifl~ the oNine calculators. I will have her shoot you an email wifl~ ~e info~ation she has come up with. Thank 

you Ibr eve~tNng[ 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

On Mar 28, 2013, at 10:22 AM, "Donance, Albe~l A IV" <~!!~9.n_~)ernail.unc.eda> wrote: 

This is great news!!! It sounds like it: we can make it affordable t:or your morn you will join us. 

I will get to work right now and see what we can assemble. I will try to have everything worked out by your visit. 

And, what [~me ~s your game against: East on A~rH ~.2th? 

F~m: @qmail,com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 27, 2013 ll:18 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje~t~ Re: High school schedule 

Anso~ 

Honestly my love tbr Carolina is undeniable. I know every little gift dreams about playing at this university a~d just repre~nt that Carolina blue a~d i 

would love nothing more thm~ to do so! I also hope my mo~n will be okay with the financial situation it has been stressful because i just wa~t to relieve her 

of all the stress but i know she jusl wants me to be happy wherever i go. 

I saw- that in a recent letter i got you asked if we had m~y competitive school games m~d since spring break is here unfortunately we do not this week or 
the ne~. April 12th is our next decent match against East Chapel Hill once again but on onr home turt? 

Take care and see you soon! 

On Wed, Mar 27, 2013 at 2:53 PM, DmTance, Albert A IV <~_r!~?__n_~L~_e___r!£~__U_Lu__~£c_’_.__e__d___~_~~, wrote: 

Thank you for sharing that you are excited for the mail. Well, we are excited about YOU!! 

Congratulations on your ass kicking performance against C)n~nge H~gh Schooi: three goa~s and two assists? ~ don’t care if you are ~iayh~g a Mk~d schooi, 

that ~s an impressive result. The hardest thing to do in [h~s game ~s score goa~s [he second hardest th~ng to do ~s [o create them (ass~st}H We]~ done 

We got a tremendous commitment hs your class ~ast week to dose it out             , The only            that we are st~H recrukhsg that has not 

made her choice yet ~s you~  we are sold on you. Now I hope you ]~ke ~t here enough to want to come and that we can work out the finanda~ 

detai~s to rnake ~t affordable for you Obvkms~y, you wH~ o~fered better scholarship packages at other schools (every player that comes here ~s offered 

better 5nandal a~discholarsMp offers from other schools). But I hope your passion [:o p~ay fl)r the best at an amazing school on a team with 

tremendous chemistry ends up trumping the S. 

You w~H LOVE ~T HERE,![ 

Years ago when ~ was recruited by Stanford to come coach for them FOR A LOT MOR[ S AND A HALF A M][UON DOLLAR HOUSING AI.[OWANCE (so ~ 

couM afford a new home ~n the Bay Area) ~ turned ~t dowm Because as a wise old man once said: "you don’t mess with happy~. ~ was (m~) very happy 

it~ Chapel H~H a[ld I am so glad f stayed. You will be happy here as weH~ I prombe you. The money w~H never rnake you happy (ask anyone) 

~ can’[ wail for your visit as we]Il!! 

Well, I am mailbag your next ~etter right now. I agree with you: they can be fun to read, especially i[: you know [he resu~[ and follow us slogging our 

way to championship form, overcoming adversity (in)ides}, absent superstars, naiPb~t~ng games won ~n penalty kicks and goMen goa~ (just wak now 

for the next collection of ~etters as we go through the NCAA Tournament}. 

All ~:he bestH~ 

F~m~ @qmail.com] 
Merit= Tuesday, March 26, 2013 9:~6 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Hello Anson! 

Just wanted to give you a quick update and let you know that I’m receiving all tire letters and they just get me so excited tbr the mail now! Also i am fired 



up to come on my visit and get a better tEel for ever?¢hing. But ,seeing the progression through the letters atx)ut how the season lead up to a national 

championship is great. Along with some names from "the 2014 class being thrown in there. 

I might be wrong but my high school team played Orange High School tonight and i think i saw one of the coaches wearing a Carolina jacket. I’m not sure 

if any of the girls coach there but if they do they got to see me play some. Thanld’ully i played pretb" well m~d ended up ruth three goaJs and two assists, 

not like it was super challenging game but helps my stats out! 

Again so excited for the visit and hope you have a great week! 

On Mon, Mar 18, 2013 at 2:06 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email. unc.edu> wrote: 

t can’t t~-’_~ll you how excited we are that there is another eli~:e North CaroHnh~n that can p~ay for us, Call me            _ ~:3 Or if yoa are (:a~l~ng ~n the 

evening (aRd that ~s perfectly acceptable), use my home # . in one of ~:e’s ~Lt~e aggravations, rny cel~ does not receive very we~ at home. 

When you call, we can work out a "best day for a visit" scenario. 

R~ght now we are warthog for an analysis of your academic data from admissions AND some recommendations to get you admitted. 

] ~ook forward to chatth~g w~th you ..,. you are very enjoyable to talk to~ 

From’, ~gmail.com] 
Sent~ Saturday, March ~, 20~3 ~:3~ PH 

~aol.com; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject: Re: ttigh ~hool ~hedule 

Dear Coaches, 

Thank you so much tbr taking the time to attend lunch ruth me the other day i thorougNy enjoyed it! As you saw my mom beat me to the punch when it 

came to gatbering me academic intbrmation! So i hope that’s helpful with letting me know what i shonld do going into next yeaJr. I wonld love to set up an 

unofficial during my spring break if that’s okay ruth you guys. My spring break dates axe Mazch 29th- April 6th so which ever date works out best’. 

Hope you had a great weekend! 

On Thu, Mar 14, 2013 at 10:42 AM, < ~{~,~:&com> wrote: 

Yes, our office is in McCaskill Soccer Center beside Fetzer Field. There is a gate at the top of the road the leads down to the office. 
( the road beside Carmichael Aud.) Drive to the gate and ring the buzzer. Tell the receptionist you are visiting us. She will open the gate 
and give you a parking pass...so you won’t get a ticket. 

Call if you have any questions or need some help. ! ) 
We look forward to seeing you. 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 
From @.qmail.com> 
To: ~’_a___o_ Lc__o__r_!! > 
Sent: Wed, Mar 13, 2013 11:40 pm 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Hey coach Dino, 
So at 12 and is your office at fetzer? I’m not sure but I assume that’s where it is? Just let me know when you get a chance! 

Thanks, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 12, 2013, at 11:36 AM, ~_a___o_J_&o__[_n_ wrote: 

Thanks for your addt~ss. Why don’t you come directly to the soccer office at noon on Thursday. Here is my cell number 
a call if you have any questions or if you need to make a change in the plans. See you Thursday. 

Take care, 
Dino 

.... Original Message .... 
From: ,~,g mail.com> 
To:              ~aol.com> 
Sent: Mon, Mar 11,2013 6:45 pm 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Hey Coach Dino, 
Sorry I haven’t been near a computer to write you a formal email to give you details! But my address is 
looking forward to seeing you on Thursday as well! 

Give me 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Mar 11,2013, at 5:24 PM, ~aol.com wrote: 

Could you send me your home address. We want to put you on our mailing list so you can begin receiving all our mail outs. 
Thanks and we are looking forward to your visit on Thursday. 

Take care, 
Dino 
Sent from my BlackBerry® smartphone with SprintSpeed 



From: @grnail.com> 
Date: Sat, 9 Mar 2013 00:16:52 -0500 
To: <      ~aol.com> 
Subject: Re: High school schedule 

Coach Dino, 
Im glad you made it out today especially with the weather being so chilly! Also that you guys understand the nerves that ran through 
me knowing you guys were watching! But obviously we came out with the result we wanted so thats good[ I think the best date next 
week to sit down and chat some would be on Thursday, if that sits well with you guys? Also good win yesterday against Elon! Good 
luck to you as well with the spring matches coming up. 
Hope to talk to you soon, 

On Mon, Mar 4, 2013 at 3:57 PM, < @aol.com> wrote: 

Thanks for your email and HS schedule. Anson and I will attend your East Chapel Hill "grudge" match on Friday. Why don’t we 
shoot for meeting next week sometime. That will allow both of us the opportunity to watch you play before we get together. 

I know our presence will make the game exceptionally nerve wracking for you but please remember that we’ll watch you play 
numerous time this spring. It’s by no means an all or none situation. Play your game and have fun. 

Take care and let me know what is the best time for you and your parents to meet next week. 
Good luck with your upcoming matches and see you soon. 

Coach Palladino 
.... Oriqinal Messaae--- 

From: @gmail.com> 
To: 
Sent: Thu, Feb 28, 2013 11:01 pm 
Subject: High school schedule 

Coach Palladino, 

Attached here is my high school schedule so hopefully that will be helpful since I’m pretty close! As for having a lunch meeting next 
week i think any days works fine except Thursday because i go to my chiropractor around noon that day. Other than that any day 
should work! Let me know your thoughts. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 10:19 AM 

@yahoo.com> 

ILE: Board of Governom Data Request 

Thank you 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:25 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Board of Governors Data Request 

Hey Anson! 

So I have done a few things but not exactly sure of the dates so I will give you the general time In which they occurred. 

Fall season ( freshInan year): helped out ruth our team’s" heels helping heel" clinic 

Spring break of freshman yeax: spoke with junior high school students about working hmd and dedication. 

This passed summer: worked the last soccer camp ( week long) 

Dtmng season sophomore year): helped out with our team’s "heels helping heal" clinic 

During thll semester sophomore year) : volunteered at McDougle elementary school every Thursday. I worked with a 2nd grade P.E. class. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On , at 7:01 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson;{~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies and my stat:f: 

Please read below and tell me everything you have done for the year’ .... Email iL back to me .... Thank you! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, ii:58 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Fox, Mike; Shelton, Karen C; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Beth 
Cc: Creech, Karlton W; Miller, Beth 
Subject: Board of Governors Data Request 
lmportance: High 

Kaacen, .~a~son, C.D., Mike, a~ad Rich ~ 
As Bubba tnentioned in our Coaches’ meeting on the Board of Govemm~ has requested data regarding Public Engagetnent by all employees. 

Please submit to me a list of all of the Public Engagement activities in which both you m~d your assistant coaches/staff" have participated 

These activities would include com~nunity outreach, public speaking engagements, clinics or camps tbr the conmmnity, local presentations, communiU or 
university committees, etc. 
I would like to have this info~rnation B’Y B ~ T AT THE LATEST B’V so I caan forward it to Bubba to include in the master 
report. 
Thaxtk you for your immediate attention to this matter. 
Take care, amd all the best. 
Larry 
"We Educate and Inspirc fl~rough Athlctics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 10:29 AM 

Subject: I~NV: Section 1: U.S. walking wounded on mend; Mexico behind Chepo ’100 percent’ 

Ladies, 

Check the last one ... nice skill!!! 

From: Soccer America Daily [mailto:socceramericadaily@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 28, 20:t3 7:29 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Section :t: U.S. walking wounded on mend; Mexico behind Chepo’:t00:~N:~percent’image 
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Nhat They’re Saying 

’1 strongly believe in having 

~ coach --and I think the 

)wnership feels that way too 

-that has so much invested 

n the city. Believe me, 

~obody feels worse than 

:rank in terms of the results 

hus far. He has so much 

nvested in the city, and he 

~as so much invested in the 

earn, being part of the 

earn, having the history that 

~e had. From that 

~tandpoint, clearly he’s 

ocused on making the right 

~djustments in order to get 

~s on the right path." 

- Chicago Fire president of 

~occer operations Javier 

.eon giving Coach Frank 

{lepas a vote of confidence 

Jespite the MLS club’s 0-3-1 

~tart during which it’s 

~cored just one goal and 

~llowed nine. Klopas grew 

~p in Chicago and has 

31ayed and coach both 

ndoors and outdoors in the 

Nindy City. 

MLSSoccer.com) 

today’s News --Thursday March28 201~ X:: Image     I 

/ JTweet 
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Walking wounded on the mend 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] Injuries or illness forced eight foreign-based players - four last- 

minute casualties - to miss the March World Cup qualifiers against Costa 

Rica and Mexico, while Jermaine Jones had to return to Germany after 

injuring his foot in the 1-0 win over the Ticos. The positive side of the two- 

week break was that it gave many of the players a chance to heal. Most 
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should be available for action when league play resumes this weekend. - Read the whole story 

FMF secretary general: ’We’re with Chepo 100 percent’ 
by Paul Kennedy 

[MEXICO] Jose Manuel de la Torre’s reign as Mexico national team coach began with 12 wins 

in 12 competitive games - six wins at the 2011 Gold Cup and six wins in the semifinal stage of 

World Cup qualifying - but he went a little too far when he said before the Hexagonal Mexico’s 

goal was to sweep all 10 games. Famous last words from the man they call "Chepo." - Read the 

whole story 

No snow forecast for Colorado-Portland 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 5] Montreal (4-0-0) puts its perfect record on the line Saturday when it 

travels to Sporting Kansas City. In other matchups of top five teams, Houston (2-1-0) hosts San 

Jose (2-1-1) and Chivas USA (2-1-1) welcomes Vancouver (2-1-0). Battered by injuries, New York 

(0-2-2) looks for its first win in five games when it hosts Philadelphia (2-1-1). Two other wiNess 

teams, Colorado (0-3-1) and Portland (0-1-2), square off at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park. No snow 

is in the forecast. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

Averbuch scores in Iosinq effort for Gothenburg FC 
by Soccer America 



[UEFA WOMEN’S CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] U.S. international Yael Averbuch scored for 
Gothenburg FC on a volley, but the goal went for naught as French club Juvisy scored three 

unanswered goals in Sweden to win the second leg of their UEFA Women’s Champions League 

series, 3-1, and advance to the semifinals, 4-1, on aggregate. Arsenal Ladies also went through, 

4-1, on aggregate thanks to its 1-0 win over Torres Calcio in Italy. - Read the whole story 

Sky Blue FC wins first clash of league teams 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] They faced each other in WPS, but Wednesday’s meeting between Sky Blue FC and the 

Boston Breakers was the first pitting two NWSL teams against each other. Sky Blue won the 

friendly, 3-2, with two goals from U.S. Olympic champion Kelley O’Hara and one from Canadian 

star Sophie Schmidt. - Read the whole story 

Berbatov, Navas and Hazard display nimble feet 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO P~CK: l’~agic feet] Another terrific two minutes of the best skills Europe has to 

offer enhanced by slick editing and put to music means its once again time to appreciate 

the Showboat series, where a heavy premium is always placed on aesthetics. This 

week’s edition of Soccer AM’s skill series begins and ends with a pair of great goals we 

shared last week, but there’s so much more to see. - Read the whole story 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 29, 2013 10:30 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu’~ 

ILE: Compliance Meeting 

’,-lny midaftemoon but Wed 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 7:40 AM 
To: Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos M; Dorra~ce, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, Bill; Sander, Thomas J 
C¢: Sander, Thomas .] 
Subject: Compliance Meeting 

Coaches, 

Lance wants to meet with everyone to talk about new legislation. Please give some options for next week. 

Thanks, 
Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:43 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

ILS: 

You would fly out ]:or one kid??[! ~-Iow is our budget? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 7:46 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: 

I LOVE this kid. She goes to HS. My flight gets me in at 8 pm ,so I’ll miss it. Want me to leave earlier so I can represent? 

Begin tbrwazded message: 

From: ~2_a_~_~g3?:__c_R_r_~ > 

Date: 10:33:08 PM CDT 

To: <ducm~unc.edu> 
Subject: ( 
Reply-To: ?~yahoo.com> 

Dear Coach Ducar, 
This is from and I just wanted to let you know that ~ hosting an inter club round robin. It will 
be held on       ~, the Thursday before the ECNL showcase in San Diego from 5-7:15 at Aviara Park, roughly 20 minutes from the 
polo fields. I hope to see you out there, 

.................... my coach): 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:48 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Midfielder - Athletic Resource 

From: Athletic Resource [mailto: news@athleticresource.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 3:16 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject: Midfielder - Athletic Resource 

Excellent Student Athlete: 102 GPA 

:: "~ :: Image 
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Hi Coach, 

Athletic Resource Would like to present the following student athlete profile for your review 
consideration for your program. 

FAST FACTS: 

(please click on name for profile) 

¯ Class of 

Midfield/Defender 

¯ All Division Athlete 

Excellent Student 

® Long Branch HS, Long Branch N] 
The team at Athletic Resource understands the time restraints and budget issues college 
coaches face. It is our goal to alleviate those issues by providing talented student athletes 
along with verified documents such as transcripts, SAT/ACT scores, report cards, National 
Honor Society letter, Letters of Recommendation and video; all of which can be found on 
our profiles. This information will assist college coaches in making educated decisions on 
the student athletes that we present. 

On each profile (see image below) you will find TABS with additional information. When 
...... viewing a profile, please click on those TABS to access important information. 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Thank you for taking the time to review the Student Athletes we work with. Please feel free 
to contact them directly or Athletic Resource (888-665-9760) should you have any further 
questions. 

About Athletic Resource 

Athletic Resource provides educated and practical solutions to families of athletes navigating the college 

recruiting process by implementing personalized marketing strategies. Services include proactive 

marketing and consulting for student athletes and their families. We hope that you find that our service is ...... 

an asset to your institution and program. We appreciate your taking the time to review the profile(s) we sent 

to you and hope to provide other top, qualified student athletes. 

Benefits 

¯ Quality Student-Athletes 

¯ Verified Data 

¯ Player Profiles 

¯ Film to assist you in your decision making ability 

We Assist 

~, BOTH - MALE & FEMALE student athletes 

All Scholarship Sports 

Please contact us should you have any additional questions 

Best Regards, 

Jeff Hoffman I Chief Executive Officer 



Office: 888665.9760 I Mobile 

ihoffrna n(~,Ath letJcResou rce.corn 

~^,~v.At h le[ic" Reso u rce.co m 

@AthResource (twitter) 

Facebook!AthleticResou rce 

This e-mail message is intended solely for the named recipient(s) above and may contain information that is proprietary, confidential 

and/or privileged information. If you have received this message in error, or are not a named recipient(s), you are hereby notified that 

any unauthorized use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this e-mail and any attachments, is prohibited If you are not the intended 

recipient, please immediately notify the sender by return e-mail and destroy all copies of this e-mail message 

To contact AtI~letic Resource Team, email a__d__LLLi!~_l.~alhleticresourceteam.com. 

Athletic Resource: 
PO Box 355 

Nt Pleasant, SC 29465 
Emaii: mfo@a t Meticresou rce.com 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

To unsubscribe from future maiiings, send an ehnaii to news@athleticresource.com with the word UNSUBSCR£B~ in the subject. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:48 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: UNC 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject; Fwd: UNC 

8:19 AM 

Sent fi~m my iPad 

Begin tbm,aacded message: 

FFOnl: 

Date: 7:34:28 PM CDT 

To: "Dncar, Chris" z<lucm,@~unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: UNC 

Hey Coach Ducar, 

I wanted to give yon my schedule for the Southern Soccer Showcase. You are listed as attending. I think UNC is playing at this too. 

Cape Fear 95 Wave White play" at : at 1:20- Field 

#4 BBT Homes Geo components 

5:20 -Field #2 ISP Sports 

Hopefully I will be able to see UNC play too! 

Happy’ Easter! 

Oil rue, 

Excellent 

Slmt em out[ 

Bird 

at 8:09 PM, Ducar, Chris < ducar~@unc.edu > wrote: 
" " Thanks’. I’ll check my schedule and see what I can make. 

Sent fi~om my iPad 

On at 8:06 PM, ~mail.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Ducat. 

I don’t have any more scheduled games in the Raleigh/Chapol Hill area, but here is my HS schedule for the season, I will also be playing in Winston Salem at the Southorn Showcase on 

Salurday         I don’t have my exact schedule for that yet, Let me know if you ~tight com~ We might have some g~ms in the RNoigh area during playo~. 

HOGC~RD 

Hope you can come see me play! 

On Wed, 

@ Lm~oy Lm~oy 6:30pro 

@ Topsail Topsail 6pro Varsi~/ 

@Now Hm~ovor Now Hmaovor 6pm V~ily 

@ Now Born New Bona TBD 

HO~;ARD Rose ’I’BD 

@ Ashley Ashley ~x 30 

HOWARD Now Born TBD 

@ Rose Ro~ TBD 

HO(~RD Lulnbo~on 6:30 

HOARD ~hloy 6:30 

Now Hanover 6:30 

at 11:00 PM~ Ducar, Chris <._@__c_’_’_a_!2@__u_!!_c_:__e__d_t!> wrote: 

So glad you had a great lime....too bad we got in the hole early- and could not dig ourselves ont. :-(. 

you want playing in front of you. 

Yes, please keep me updated as I’d love to see you play in a full game. 

Big Bird 

On . at 4:57 PM, ~_g__n_!_a__i_[:__c_9__r_~ > wrote: 

awesome and definitely someone 



> Hey Coach Dncar, 

> Thanks so much for the basketball tickets this pafft weekend. It was ve~ exciling watching the game in person, so much different than 

watching it on tv. My mom and I were not able to get to the game until half time because of the volleyball tourney in Raleigh, bnt my dad 

made it for the whole gan~e. He really enjoyed it a lot. 

> It was al~ nice meeting She was really nice’. 
> 

> Anyway, I will be in touch with you to keep you posted on our soccer season and my status. 
> 

> Thanks~ 
> 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:50 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros @gmail.com) 

FW: Heels visit to Maryland 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:20 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: RE: Heels visit to Maryland 

corn] 

Thank you so much! They are so excited. Go Heels! 

On            6:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ma~n(?~emailamc,edu> wrote: 

Sur~-_~ have g’u:,m com~-_~ down b~) ~he fieh~ and ~ntroduce themse~w~s ~s being rek~ted to you. lMs pre.-e>:~st~ng relationship Mlows us t.:D tMk to 1:her11 wi[hout breaking 

any NCAA ru~es~ 

F~m: [mailto ~ 
Sent= Wednesday, 8:49 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject= Heels visit to Na~land 

Good mo~ng, ~son and Tom~ Ho~ all is well in Chapel HilP= 

I understand y’aJJ axe going to be in Maryland to play on the     I know this is late notice and probably a huge imv~sition, but my two       axe coming to the game 

with their club teams and I was wondering if there was any way they could meet you and some of the players. They think you all are rock stars!’.! Of course, I agree! 

I would greatly appreciate and cement myself as their thvorite aunt! Please let me know if it is ok and what they should do! 

Thanks very much and Go Heels!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:51 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Triangle Elite Soccer Combine 

From-" @sinclink.com [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 9:54 AM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject; Triangle Elite Soccer Combine 

removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 

~sinclink.com] 

Image 
removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 11:11 AM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducal@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~!gmail.com) 

RE: Good luck this weekend 

Sorry we wilt miss you! Yes, the pressure is 

From; messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com [mailto:messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com] On Behalf Of 

Sent; Thursday, Narch 28, 20:t3 l:t::t8 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject; Good luck this weekend 

Linkedln 

~,ia LinkedIn 

has sent you a message. 

Date: 3/28/2013 

Subject: Good luck this weekend 

I’m actually linking up with old roommate) this weekend, 

and her daughter is training with one of your sophomores- So I found out from them that 

you guys are trading cities with me If I were staying in town, I’d definitely be at the Soccerplex, 

cheering on the Heels I will catch you next time I’m in town. I usually get to UNC at least once a year. 

You have to beat the Spirit, you know, since Duke tied them! 

Safe travels 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 29, 2013 11:17 AM 

Suits, Christy It. <Chriffty Suits@unc.edu> 

I~E: Mobile phone contact backup 

ChrisLy, 

I can’t get into my "Linkedln", 

F~om: Suits, Christy H. 
Sent: Thursday, Ivlarch 28, 2013 12:18 PM 

To; UNCAA-Everyone 
$,,bject: Nobile phone contact backup 

Hello all, 

As a part of the email transition we have been installing and backing up your local phone contacts using a free ’Backup Assistant’ app from Verizon Wireless, 

downloadable through the App Store. When in the App Store search for ’backup assistant’ then install it to your iphone. Please go through the setup, allowing it 

to communicate with your contacts and go ahead and run the app to back up your contacts. 

Android users, backup assistant is already installed on your devices. 

iPhone and Android users please create a Iogin to Verizon Wireless. Once your phone has backed up your contacts please go to _h___t__tR:_/_iverizonwireless.com - please 

register your phone ( Register is under the Iogin section when you bring up the page) please take note of username and password to be able to log into the site. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

E~ail: ChrisW_Suits@unc.edu 

C~: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, March 29, 2013 11:18 AM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Mobile phone contact backup 

Can you do this for me? 

From: Suits, Christy H. 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 20:13 :t2::t8 PM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Mobile phone contact backup 

Hello all, 

As a part of the email transition we have been installing and backing up your local phone contacts using a free ’Backup Assistant’ app from Verizon Wireless, 

downloadable through the App Store. When in the App Store search for ’backup assistant’ then install it to your iphone. Please go through the setup, allowing it 

to communicate with your contacts and go ahead and run the app to back up your contacts. 

Android users, backup assistant is already installed on your devices. 

iPhone and Android users please create a login to Verizon Wireless. Once your phone has backed up your contacts please go to _h___t__t~_:_/_!’verizonwireless.com - please 

register your phone ( Register is under the login section when you bring up the page) please take note of username and password to be able to log into the site. 

Thank you, 

Christy 

E~ail: ChrNW_Suits@uueed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:20 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 2 Soccer Prospects- Good Students! [STUDENTathleteWofld] 

From: tim@studentathleteworld.com [mailto:tim@studentathleteworld.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:37 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 2 Soccer Prospects- Good Students! [STUDENTathleteWorld] 

If you cannot see the images properly, please click here~ 

removed by 

sender. 

Hi Coach Do~rance, 

We’d like to introduce to you 2 young Soccer prospects, i~as HM All-State as a Sophomore and 
team in scoring as Freshman. Both are future stars! 

led her 

Also, please check out our other athletes including unsigned Seniors and quality underclassmen. 

The STUDENTathleteWorld.¢om Team 
919.526.3597 or info@st~de~ce~ch~÷tewor~d,com 
View Our College Prospects> http:fl~w.studentathleteworld corn/c, lients 

Plea~ don’t includc me in ~ emails, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:21 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

ILE: Board of GovernoB Data Request 

Thank you 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 12:41 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Board of Governors Data Request 
Importance: High 

Hi Anson, 

I worked two of the overnight camps over the summer-- the residential camp and the college bound session #1. I also did two clinics in the fall - the one for cancer and the one for 

the kids club. This spring, I spoke on a panel at my middle school when I was back home over spring break about college soccer and Title IX for the National Women in Sports Day. 

And lastly, I did the training session for the Rainbow team this past Monday. 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday,              7:0:1 PM 

~c: Larry <att~ga~lo~uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Board of Governors Data Request 

Ladies and my staff:: 

Please read below and Lefl me everything you have done for the fiscal year ._. Email it back to rne .._ Thank you! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:58 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Mock, Conrad D .Jr; Fox, Mike; Shelton, Karen C; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Beth 
Cc: Creech, Karlton W; Miller, Beth 
Subject: Board of Governors Data Request 
~mportance: High 

Kaxen, Anson, C.D., Mike, and Rich ~ 
As Bubba mentioned in our Coaches’ meeting on the Boa~’d of Governors has reqnested data regarding Public Engagement by all e~nployees. 

Please submit to me a list of all of the Public Engagement activities in which both you and your assistant coaches/st~x’l" have participated d uri~g the 

’Ihese activities would include community- outreach, public spea~king engagements, clinics or ca~nps for the community, local presentations, community- or university- 
con~nittees, etc. 
I would like to have this int’onnationB ~ ~ U T AT THE LATE~;T ~’~" so I can forwaard it to Bubba to include in the master report. 
’Ihank you for your immediate attention to this matter. 
Take care, and all the best. 
Larr~v 
"We Educate and Inspire through Athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:22 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Class of 

From:        :@gmail.com [mailto:        ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:32 plVl 
To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject:         Class of 

Coaches- 

My Nmne is and I mn part of the Class of I will be playing in the upcoming San Diego Event? Will a~y of you be attending fl~e event? 

I was tbrtunate to be able to make it to the College Cup this year and congratulations on your great win. My godmother 

responsible for my deep desire to play tbr UNC. 

Since I a~ in 8th Grade I was hoping to be able to commiunicate ruth you until I am a Fresh,nan. My schedule tbr San Diego is below: 

8:30 Eagles vs MVLA Field 2 

8:30 Eagles vs Mustang Field 2 

1:30 Eagles vs Pleasanton Rage Field 3 

Hope to see you in San Deigo! 

Sincerely, 

UNC Soccer Alnnmi, is 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

Mike Keating ~ ~gmail.com> 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomom~o@unc.edu>; ~aol.com; Ducm, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: 

Mike, 

Yes, if Carlos is ~ot interested ABSOLUT[I.Y: chase other opportunities, I have copied Chris on this but we are probably not in the market for a GK unless she ~s a 
walk on. 

F~m~ Nike Keating [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, 2:34 PN 
To~ Bill Paladino; Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject: Fwd: 
Anson ~d Dino, 

I co~mected ~vu ~vo on the goalkeeNr that wants to play D1 hem a~ut a month ago. She was just selected to the U20 national team. 

So fro:      h~ not had a response from ~C. Shall I tell him to pursue other schools? He likes to s~y in NC for his athletes as he spends a~ut 6 months a year in 

NC and 6 months in 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 

Begin tbm’a~ded message: 

FFOFII: 

Date: 1:23:50 PM EDT 

To: Mike Keating ~fgmail.com> 
Subject: 

Mike, 

got selected for the National U20 Te~zn. That is huge!’. Please feel flee to sh~:re that ruth Anson and Dino. 

Look fom,ard to seeing you guys tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 29, 2013 11:53 AM 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com 

I~E: NC Alliance?FFC College Symposium - Aug 2nd 

If I am in town I would love to help but please have a back tap if I need to steal away (I have been invited to Brazil for the Confederations Cup 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: psadin@sportsendeavors.com [mailto:psadin@sportsendeavors.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 2:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Sul~iect: NC Alliance/TFC College Symposium - Aug 2rid 

Anson - 

Hope you’re well. Would like to invite you to be one of the speakers at our annual NC Alliance/Triangle FC College Symposium I know its right near pre-season but wanted to try and get it 
on your calendar now. We also have our Team (;amp for our Alliance teams the next day and the opportunity to watch our teams train Saturday. 

Let me know what you think. Thanks 

August 2nd 
Usually 6:30-8:00 pm 

Pete Sadin 
DOC U15-U18 Gir|s 
Director of Operations 
Triangle Futbol Club 
North Carolina Alliance 
www trianglefc, org 
www.ncalliancesoccer.com 
Adidas, Soccer corn 
Proud members ofUSYS, NCYSA, US Club, Super Y, NSCAA 

Sent on the Sprint(g~ Now Network from my Black[3erry(~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, March 29, 2013 3:26 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

Prig: GPS 

Did Torn get it to you? 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:16 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: GPS 
Anson ........ need lineup for Saturday’s match ...................... gg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday 3:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Center Defender/Goalie Prospect - 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:36 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Center Defender!Goalie Prospect- 

I put together a highlight video of my games from the Spring Showcase the weekend of 

the weekend of I do hope you will watch the entire video and consider me for a spot on your 

as well as the 

roster. 

Players Showcase 

Thank you so much for your time, 

On Mon, at 5:40 PM, ~_~mail.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you had an opportuni~ to see me play in Our team went 4-0 mad placed first in the tournament! 

If you were able to see me play, I would welcome some feedback and find out if you are interested in me as ml addition to your temn in 

If you didn’t get a chance to catch one of my games I roll be playing in next weekend. 

On Mon, at 10:33 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 
My name is m~d Universirv of North Ca~olim~ Chapel Hill is one of my mp College prospects both academica]ly and athletically. I began my junior year 

High School in         . this September and am at the beginning stages of contacting my prospective college soccer coaching programs. I have 

been a competitive soccer player since I was 5 and have worked ~ny way all over the field playing ma~y positions.I am staxting Center Det~nder for my club team, 

aaad have several years’ experience as a goalie and t~el that I mn very strong in both positions. Due to an inju~ with our cunent goalie, I have 

been asked to step out of my staxting Defender position mid focus on goalie.Our record since the move is 8-0-1, mid I have 36 saves with a .55% goaJ against 

average. As a 5’ 10, 175 lb. starting Center Back and Goalie, I believe my speed, size, leadership skills, composure and experience is critical to my team’s success 

this past year. 

Our team took the championship in the           ~.egionals in late June then we were offto        where we played in the           Cup and of 88 teams 

in the             we finished tip sti~ong as quarterfinalists in the fin~ rounds of 8. The following week we captured the championship at 

gifts Elite Cup’. 

I have registered as an NCAA athlete and am very interested in coming to your campus to tour the school and to meet you in hopes of playing for you in the fall of 

. If you have any questions you can reach the Technical Director o~          Soccer Club mad my tligh School Soccer Coach: 

Thank you so much for your time, I look forward to your response! 

Have a wonderful day, 



Note* 
My team will be competing in the 

added our schedules below: 

College Showcase in November, I would love tbr you to come see me play. I have 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 4:07 PM 

Fernandez, Claudia S.P. <claudi%t~rnandez@unc.edu> 

RE: ACOG: disclosure memo that MUST be filed by April 1 st 

Done! 

From: Claudia S.P. Fernandez [mailto:claudia_fernandez@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 20:t3 5:37 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; normh@fastmail.net; Roberts, Dave 
C¢: Wertheimer, Alice M 
Subject; ACOG: disclosure memo that MUST be filed by April .tst 

I really apologize for the late-heSS of this requesL but my client (AGOG) only sent me this is the last few minutes. All speakers need to complete this disclosure 

process in order to speak at an AGO(?: function. I )~s~: completed this and it took me 2-~0 seconds. 

We are having a conference (:all with them [:omorrow [:o discuss some of these last minute issues that they could ~q_J£{£k~f let us know abou[: weeks earlier. Thanks for 

your patience and I’m looking forward to seeing each of you at the Rizzo Center new week. Again, my apologies ]:or [he last minute request! 

Please let me know it: you have any questions. I am also attaching the "day aL a glance" schedule for you in case that is he[pl:ul for next week~ 

Claudia 

Frem: Janet Chapin [mailto:JChapin@acog.org] 
Sent; Thursday, March 28, 20.t3 4:.t3 PM 
To: James T. Breeden MD; Connolly, AnnaMarie; James Martin; Wertheimer, Alice M; Fernandez, Claudia S.P.; Peterson, Herbert B 
Cc: Lisa Ruffin Schauf 
Subject: disclosure memo 

Hi All, 

Attached is the memo identifying the on line disclosure process that every planning committee and faculty member MUST complete no later than Monday April 1,2013. [ have 
all the planning committee, Jim Breeden and Jim Martin on this email. Alice and Claudia, can you get it to the other faculty ASAP and make sure they respond by Monday? 

Claudia and Alice: Are there is changes in the attached schedule or objectives? I also need to submit those no later than Monday, so that the evaluation forms can be 

generated. We will have to copy the forms ourselves, so I will fow~ard the electronic file as soon as I receive it. 

Manythanks 

Jan 

Visit us at ~w.acog.org 

The American Congress of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists respect your email privacy. To remove this email 
address from future email messages, please email us at Unsubscribe@aco.q.or.q. Please copy and paste the email you received from the Congress or College in your opt-out 

request. You may also send a written request to 409 12th Street, SW, Washington, DC 20024-2188, ATTENTION: Information Systems. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday: 4:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Showcase 

From: _~comcast. net] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:23 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Showcase 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I play for Girls’ team in I am currently an attacking center 
mid-fielder. As a Freshman, I will graduate from High School in class of and my current GPA is a 4.0. 
I have competed in all the major tournaments and Olympic Development Programs throughout the years, but currently have my focus on 
competitions and college. 

I am emailing you because The University of North Carolina is currently in my top five colleges that I would like attend. I would like to attend 
this school because I am extremely interested in playing soccer on your team. I have heard that the team dynamic is great, and your coaching 
is phenomenal. Also, the consistency of the academics is superior to most other colleges including a well regarded undergraduate law program. 

The team is playing in the Showcase in Our Schedule is as follows; 

Thank you for your consideration and please contact my coach ~__s___b___c_fl!_9_!~__a_:__n___e__t_) for a complete evaluation. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:20 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Wo~nens Soccer Recruiting 

From: _~yahoo.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 8:25 PM 
To; Ionghornsoccer@athleUcs.utexas.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; chestnut@fiu.edu; walker.457@osu.edu; lesleg@u.washington.edu; jesseem@wfu.edu 
Subject; Wornens Soccer Recruiting 

Coach, 

My name is I am a junior at I am very interested in attending your school because of your 

soccer program as well as your psychology program. 

I cunvntly play to1 My club coach’s name is His e-mail is: and he can be 

reached at:               Our te~m will be playing in          on "the               I would like if you could come aJthough I know this isn’t much "time to plan in 

advance. If you were ~J~ready going then that’s wonderful; if not then I will give you information for my next toum~anent. Here is the link to our gan~e schedule and the 

directions to the field; 

In the meantime would you please send me information about your college and a questionnaire? Also if you can, I would like to get a phone number at which I can 

contact you and get in touch ruth at some point, to discuss what your program requires and what exactly you are looking for, if you ~xe looking at all. 

In this link I have my soccer resume listing my GPA (3.5) and my other academic and athletic 

accomplislnnents 

I am in the process of putting together a video, and I will send you a link to my video as soon as it is prepared. My home phone number is: and my cell 

number is:              My email is:              ~.~2~!.~_~29_=~2_~?.~_. 

Good luck in your current season, I look forward to receiving a reply from you. 

Sincerely~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

8:20:39 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Future Tar Heel! 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

F rom: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Future Tar Heel! 

8:44 PM 
.~hotmail.ca] 

Hi Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is I am 16 years old, and am in my junior year of high school. I am a midfielder from 

. My dream has been to play for the North Carolina Tar Heels ever since I was a little girl. 

I just recently got back from a National Team camp. I have been training at the National Training Centre for 

the past 3 years, and have just recently been invited to the provincial team camp. I have been captain of 

the provincial team for 3 consecutive years, where we won two gold medals, and one bronze medal at the national 

championship. 

I attended your camp once when I was 13 years old, and have visited the university twice. It’s where I belong and I know 

I can make a contribution to your program. I have always pictured myself walking out onto Fetzer Field wearing a Tar 

Heels jersey. Please give me a chance. I won’t let you down! 

Your future Tar Heel, 

PS: attached is my complete player profile 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

8:21:09 PM 

.i)aol.com 

FW: Future Tar Heel! 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

F rom: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Future Tar Heel! 

8:44 PM 
)hotmail.ca] 

Hi Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is’ . I am 16 years old, and am in my junior year of high school. I am a midfielder from 

My dream has been to play for the North Carolina Tar Heels ever since I was a little girl. 

I just recently got back from a National Team camp. I have been training at the National Training Centre for 

the past 3 years, and have just recently been invited to the team camp. I have been captain of 

the provincial team for 3 consecutive years, where we won two gold medals, and one bronze medal at the national 

championship. 

I attended your camp once when I was 13 years old, and have visited the university twice. It’s where I belong and I know 

I can make a contribution to your program. I have always pictured myself walking out onto Fetzer Field wearing a Tar 

Heels jersey. Please give me a chance. I won’t let you down! 

Your future Tar Heel, 

PS: attached is my complete player profile 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW BIO and Schedule 

.pdf 

From= ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: BIO and Schedule 
Coach Dorrance: 

My name is I am a sophomore at 
for placement on your team. 

High School, in would like you to watch me play soccer and evaluate me 

Besides playing tbr the      varsity girls’ soccer team, I’m Forward) tbr the                        Club Nationa1 League and         "Olympic 
Development Program teams. I maintain a 3.8 GPA, while participating in advanced placement and honors classes, extracurricular music, student council, and two high 
school sports. 

My bio is attached. 
I called to ask if you would take a look at me. My next      event is next week, at the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hello coach Dorrance, 

9:25 PM 

We are Left back and winger/mid-fielder. Known for our blue collar work ethic on the pitch. 

Born ~nd graduating high school in (yes, twins). 

Both members of prestigious National Training Centre (CSA) and on the Games team roster. Strong middle distance running resumes 

as well. 

We have played in All-Star nationals U14, U15 and U16. Also, club nationals U14 and U16. 

Our goal is to play NCAA soccer and we are interested in your school. 

We will be in Florida this week with                   Games team playing some exhibition games against 3 div 1 and I div 2 NCAA teams. 

We know it’s short very short notice, but we would greatly appreciate an opportunity for you to see us play. It would also likely be worth your while to see 

some of our uncommitted team mates as well. 

This a quick YouTube link of an scouting weekend game against 

red (defender creating turn over) anc red (set up and scorer). 

If you would like full game videos, we can share it through drop box. We can also provide you with High School, Club, Provincial team, and 

Team coach contact info. 

Games 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday 4:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); ~aol.com 

EW 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello coach Dorrance, 

9:25 PM 

We are Left back and winger/mid-fielder, Known for our blue collar work ethic on the pitch. 

Born and graduating high school in (yes, twins). 

Both members of prestigious National Training Centre (CSA) and on the Games team roster. Strong middle distance running resumes 

as well. 

We have played in All-Star nationals U14, U15 and U16. Also, club nationals U14 and U16. 

Our goal is to play NCAA soccer and we are interested in your school. 

We will be in       this week with                   Games team playing some exhibition games against 3 div 1 and I div 2 NCAA teams. 

We know it’s short very short notice, but we would greatly appreciate an opportunity for you to see us play. It would also likely be worth your while to see 

some of our uncommitted team mates as well. 

This a quick YouTube link of an scouting weekend game against 

red (defender creating turn over) and red (set up and scorer). 

If you would like full game videos, we can share it through drop box. We can also provide you with High School, Club, Provincial team, and 

Team coach contact info. 

Games 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday 4:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Showcase 

From: .~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, 2:02 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Cc: ~att.net 
Subject’, 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

I will be playing next week at the 

me play. Below is my playing schedule: 

Showcase. Hopefully you or somebody from your coaching staff will be able to come and watch 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 29, 2013 4:26 PM 

Gallo, Jr., [,am.’ A. <’athgallo@unc.edu> 

RE: GOOD LUCK vs. THE FREEDOM! 

Tha n k ’¢o u La rr’¢ [ ! ! 

From: .lr. Larry A. Gallo [mailto:athgallo@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 29, 2013 6:47 AM 

To: bill palladino; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: GOOD LUCK vs. THE FREEDON! 
Importance: High 

Geutlel~leU: 

Good stuff’last Sunday vs. Florida with a 2-0 win. Well done! 
Safe travels to Gemlantowu, MD and best of luck vs. The Washington Freedom tomorrow. 
Play well and stay injury free ~- have fun! GO ItEELS’. 
Be well, 
Laity 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN:RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,              4:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W:     combine 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, :t2:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino; Chris Ducat 
Subject:    combine 
Hello! This is             I hope you are doing well! I would like to inform you that I am going to be partidpating in the col|ege cumbine this 

Saturday, and I sa~ your name on the college list and I am very much interested in your program. I am going to be playing on the Celtic teamI hope you 

get a chance to see me p|ay. Also I have the link to my profile attached below. Hope you have a Happy Easter!! Thanks again 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:44 PM 

Mike Keating~ ~gmail.com> 

ILE: 

From: Mike Keating [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 12:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Somoano, Carlos M; _~aol.com; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks Anson. 

I am having lunch shortly with my t~end. I’ll p~s on that the only option may ~ a walk on 

Mike 

unless I hear otherwise from Chris. 

Mike Keatino~ 

(m) 

On at 11:25 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(Fgemail.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Mike, 

Yes, if Ci~rl.:_~s is not interested A[~SOLUrELY: chase oth~-:~r oppor’~:unities. 

unless she is 

From: Nike Keating [mailt @qmail.com] 
Sent." Thursday, 2:34 PN 

To= Bill Paladino; Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: Fwd: 

Anson and Dh~o, 

~ co~ected you two on the ~oalkeeper that wants to play D] here a&)ut a month a~o. She was just selected to the U20 national team. 

So [~r, has not had a response from [~C. Shah 

months a year 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m) 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: 1:23:50 PM EDT 
To: Mike Keating higmail.com> 
Subject: 

Mike, 

got selected for tim National U20 Team. That is huge!! Please feel free to share that ruth Anson and Dino. 

Look forwa;d to seeing you gws tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 29, 2013 4:46 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu"~ 

EW: Bloomsburg Soccer-3rd Bria~ Savage Memorial Golf Outing 

Shelly, 
Send them the three books and every poster we have~ I will sign the books, 

Fmra; Payne, Paul H [mailto:ppayne@bloomu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, March 29, 2013 1:00 PM 
To-"          ,~yahoo.com;                _~mac.com; afalbe@wm.edu;       _~msn.com; allison@roanoke.edu; acardillo@philadelphiaunion.com; Dorrance, Albert 
A IV; bnash@bucknell.edu;         @msn.com; brend@ukelite.com; dkoski@lehigh.edu; findlay@susqu.edu; George.Crampton@desales.edu; schweik@optonline.net; 
GregsonDOerau.edu; gwc0Odesales.edu; joroukeOkwikgoal.com; jbluemObuckeyes.ath.ohio-state.edu; mckeeper@chesco.com; epettis@papensionplanners.com; 
pivirottom2@Scranton.edu; rayfieldOad.uiuc.edu; andyr@ukelite.com; Schweik@concentric.net; swyattOparksite.com; swyatt@easterndist.com; bnelson@jhmi.edu; 
BHorvath@kwikgoal.com; BBurns@jmt.com; markbassett@kings.edu; )hotmail.com; bluem.:t@osu.edu; _~att.net; ~yahoo corn; 

chris.filler@soccercomer.com; cburt@nscaa.com; charlies@caslemail.com; @msn.com; cbranscome@epysa.org; _~msn.com~ drew@dlarsenlegal.com; 

dicksons@chc.edu; dayesh@ucmail.uc.edu; jbdaly@wm.edu; _~hotmail.com; dbeamer@roanokestar.com; dave@ashbyphoto.com; dave.jervis@newyorkredbulls.com; 
steven.detweiler@uhsinc.com; tony@soccerpluscamps.com; ~epix.net; ,~yahoo.com; George@soccerindiana.org; gibboney@lycoming.edu; hibler@jhmi.edu; 
hbg@soccercorner.com; jlshafer@widener.edu; klingmans:~@scranton.edu; nfeldman@bu.edu; PolsonRD@Wofford.Edu; pmarco@binghamton.edu; pjgooding@amherst.edu; 
rberkowitz@po-box.esu.edu; randy.waldrum.:t@nd.edu; RSmith@philadelphiaunion.com;         _~att.net;            ,~gma corn; saward@middlebury.edu; 
steve.jones@newyorkredbulls.com; shyndman@fcdallas.net; Martucci, Thomas F; JSmith@s~u.edu; Lang.Wedemeyer@SDSTATE.EDU;                 ~comcast net; 
jmcampbell@fmarion.edu; mj36@evansville.edu; jmurphy@andersonuniversity.edu; menssoccer@clemson.edu; anson@uncaa.unc.edu; George.Crampt~n@desales.edu; 

warren@soccersolutions.com; MonicaORRHC.com; ~gmail.com; jferreira@valeira.com; paul.huckettOjhu.edu; mmettrick@loyola.edu; Grad Assistant, Women’s 
Soccer; pbrierley@challengerspor~s.com; Athletics 
Subject: Bloomsburg Soccer-3rd Brian Savage Memorial Golf Outing 
Friends and ~:o~ching 

personally t~r~,ew Brian but you aft have ployed o huge role in kee,oi~g his memory ~live, Hope the spring is treati~g you weli (we haven’t seen one in PA 

thon~ 

Will be hold~n8 our 3rd Annual Brian Savase Memorial Golf Outin8 on Saturday May 04.20~3 at the Rollin~ P~nes Golf Course. I am a~a~n askin~ for your help 

in supportin~ this event which raise funds for the Brian Savase Memorial Scholarship. Many of Brian’s family and friends, BU Men’s Soccer alumni and 

current BU soccer parents have also supported this event in the past. It’s a 8rear day for a worthy cause. 

There are three ways you can support thB event. 

~. Golf-We take all kinds of 8olfers (8ood!bad!usly)-key is to have some fun and maybe win some prizes. 

2. Hole Sponsorship!Prosram Book Sponsorship-Show your support by havin8 you or your company take a tee box sisn or purchase a pase in our prosram 

booklet. Go to Sponsor/Donate link at top of pase at address below. 

3. S~lent Auction Items-Any item of value that can support this effort ~s appreciated. We have had everytNn~ from deep sea fishin8 charters to PNIlies tickets 

and more. All for a worthy cause. 

Each year this event has Brown because of so many people’s help. We cannot do this alone and while the team and I work to make this event a success we know its 

people like you that make the difference. 

All information for the out,n8 can be accessed by 8oin8 to: http:iiwww.Moomu.eduisportsims~ilndex.htrnl 

Please do not hesitate to call or email with any questions or suggestions: 

All the best 

~ ci~:i~011.~n~¢01CE 
2AE2.7DDFAF70 

05o04o20 3  
Greetings, 

On Septernber 4th 2010, we here at Bloomsburg University men’s soccer, suffered the loss of a true friend and loyal teammate with the passing of sophornore Brian Savage. It’s hard to 

believe but Brian would have been graduating in May of this year from Bloomsburg University. I am reachin~ out to you for some assistance as we continue to honor Brian’s legacy with 

our3rdAnn~elBrien Sevege Memoriel$¢holer~hip Gol~O~ting. A scholarship fund was created in Brian’s name and as today we have raised over ~27,000. Because of you and others 

supporting this effort we have reached our goal of ~25,000 to secure an endowed scholarship, in Brian’s name. Now our goal is to grow this scholarship each year to honor Brian and to 

give deserving student athletes financial support for their college years. Our 20:12 event was a huge success and one to build on. We anticipate the 20:13 outing to be even bigger and 

better as we celebrate Brian’s life and hope you can be a part of it. 

The golf outing will include a meal, golf with prizes as well as a Silent Au~ion in hopes of raising additional dollars for the scholarship fund. If you have any items of value that you 
would kindly donate for the auction we would be extremely grateful. Items such as vacation trips, tickets, jerseys, autographs, gift cards etc. are especially successful in these types of 
fundraisers. Whatever you can donate will be used that day to support this cause. All donated items will be tax deductible through the Bloomsburg University Foundation. Items can 
be sent to us at: 
Me~’s Soccer Office Item: 
Bloornsburg University Donated by: 

Bloomsburg, PA :17815 Mailing Address: 
Donated iterns can also be picked up please use any contact information below to do so. 
To learn more about Brian and the outing go to: http:/iwww.bloomu~eduisportsimsl.:1/Index.html 
On behalf of our team, the Savage family and I -THANK YOU! 
All the best, 
Paul Payne 



Head Men’s Soccer Coach: Btoomsbur~ L,~niverdty 
Fou~der and Chairma,~: R~ Card Cancer 

Past President: National Soccer Coaches Association of Amedca 

i’~i hus04 

570.389.4381 (O) 
570.389.2099 (FAX) 

(Cell) 
Paul Payne 
Head Metz’s Soccer Coach: BJoorf~.sbur9 U#A,’er~Jty 

Fo~mder a~d Cha#~a~: R~J Ca~ Cancer 

Past P~sident: NadonM Soccer Coaches Association o~ America 

~.~.~ hus04 

570.389.4381 (O) 
570.389.2099 (F~ 

’,Cell) 

www.RedCardCancer.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Season Schedule 

From: 

Sent: Friday 3:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject:          Season Schedule 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is I play for                      out of the axe& I attended your summer camp a t~w years ago, and realized what 

you expect from your players. I believe that I have improved over the yeaxs, a~d I would like to give you my season schedule so that you have the option of attending 

one or more of my games this season, if possible. My profile is also attached at the end of this email. 

This is all that I kmow of so fhr. If you have a3ay questions or concerns, please t~el free to contact my coach,                           ~yahoo.com. I am only a 

sophomore so I understand that you cannot contact me directly. I am veD’ interested in [INC and would love it if you could catch me play sometime this seaso~, so I 

can see where I s~and on your radar. I know the travel might not be pleasurable, but the opportunity would be amazing and much appreciated. I would love to be a 

part of what you have created at [INC. Also, congratulations on the success you had tl~e past year! Thank you so much’. 

Sincerely, 

iXiilmage 
removed by 
sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Recruit- Schedule 

From: _~aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 4::t:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Bill Palladino 
Subject: Recruit- Schedule 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

North Ca~rolina is still a top priori~ school for me. I wonted to let yon know that I will be pla?~ing in the      National Event in         next week ruth my PDA 

U16 team and I am hoping that you will get a chance to see me play. Our            U16 team has won all of its g~anes so far this season including two 

conference games this pas~t weekend. I played both g~anes at left back and scored both goaJs in our 2-1 mn on Sunday. 

Our schedule for the weekend is below. I am Nnmber starting usually at left defense but I sometimes get moved to midfield and forward. 

All games are at the 

I have attached my updated soccer bio tbr your convenience. 

~bcomcast.net) or 
need any further information. 

Again, I hope that you can make it to one of our gmnes and hope to be in touch going forwmd. 

Thmak you very much, 

Please feel ficee to contact 
, if you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday: 7:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:           Attending Event 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Attending Event 
From ~mindspfing.com 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I hope this e-mail finds you and your temn well. I understand that you or one of your staff may be attending the National Event in 

My U15 team will be attending this event and I would like for you stop by and watach me. I will be playing center/attacking mid and wearing 

As you know I have completed your player questionnaire in I am in 9th grade with a 3.75 3.85 GPA and a graduate of. 
tbr the soccer club. I am currently on their UI 5 team , the State Team and 
Team. My primary tx~sition is center/attacking mid, my secondary position is lbrwa~’d and I also take all the set-pieces. So thr in my 
2 goals and have 3 assists. 

Here is my tournament schedule and all games will be played at the 

~) 12:15 PM, 
& nbsp; Sunday, 

; Friday, 
Saturday. 

~ 7:30 AM~ 

If you are interes*ed, you cm~ review my player profile on the following Recmiling Websites: 

_ HS playing 
HS Varsity 

season I have scored 

@ 10:15 AM, 

I am already looking tbrward to returning to your camp this summer. Thank you lbr everything. 

Respectfully, 

&nb sp; [Cell) 

~mindspring.com 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 7:34 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: [ Visiting UNC on 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Quick note to let you know I spoke with Anson Dorrance, the Head Coach at Chapel Hill. He is going to be a, ound on and happy to meet with you and 

I have copied Anson and Chris Ducar (.Asst. Coach) on this etnail. Please feel free to roach out to thetn to make arrangements. 

Let me know how it goes! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 29, 2013 9:09 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~’ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: FWRL Games in San Diego, LAPFC GU16, 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: F~%L Games in Sm~ Diego, LAPFC GU16, 

From: Quinley Quezada <quinley.quezada@gmail.coin> 

To: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" ~anson@ema]l.unc.edu>,Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.cmc.edtr~ 

CC: 

We would like to introduce to you the GUt6 LA Premier FC Team 
that will be Competing in Carlsbad (minutes from the ECNL event): 

April 5th - 6th 2013 

This is a FWRL event, We have some of the best players in Southern California who 
are also excellent in the classroom, We are competing against some of the top 

talent in Southern CA also. 
Please make it a point to review the Profiles and attend our games. 

GIRLS TEAMS 

1 
GU16 
Coach Kevin Goodman 

~,live.com 

Team and Player Profile Link: 
https:/ielitesc0utnet.c0m/teami46/ 

Bio: 
Coach Goodman has led this team to a competitive 
CSL Premier Season. With a lot of athleticism 
accompanied by technical players who can break 
down defenses and create goalscoring 
opportunities in various ways, this team is filled with 
players that will succeed at the next level. 

Dear College Coach, 

We are excited to offer you a complimentary showcasing opportunity next weekend in 
the evenings in beautiful Carlsbad, located minutes from the ECNL showcase event. 

All games will be played in the eveninqs for your convenience. 

Friday, April 5th 
FWRL and U17 Friendly 

Location: Pine 
Times and fixtures: 

5-6:10pm (Friendly): U17 Carlsbad Elite vs SDSC Peter Stogsdill 
6:20-8pm (FWRL): Beach vs LA Premier 



8:10-9:40pm (FWRL): U16 Elite vs OJSC 

Saturday, April 6th 
FWRL 

Location: Aviara 
Times and fixtures: 

6:20-8pm (FVVRL): U16 Elite vs LA Premier 
8:10-9:40pm (FWRL): Beach vs OJSC 

I 
For more Information on any of the Girls Teams at LA Premier FC (CAS) please 

contact: 

Emanuel Martins 

Director Of Elite Girls 
emartweb@gmail.com 

(818) 389-3930 
I 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

J Click here forward this ernail friend I to 

LA Premier FC 

96 N. Madison Ave 

Pasadena, California 91101 

US 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 10:15 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:                     , - Exciting midfielder and forward! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject - Exciting midfielder and forward’. 

From ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" ~anson@ema]l.unc.edu>,Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.cmc.edu> 

CC: 

Hello coaches Anson and Bill, 

I wanted to introduce myself to you. My name is                 I graduate in     and I currently play for 
forward. I am very interested in learning more about the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill, the coaching staff and your soccer program! 

at midfield and 

I believe I possess many of the traits that you are looking for in a player. I have many highlight videos which show my passion, vision, work ethic, field presence, speed, 

endurance, technical skills, and creativity in helping my teams become an exciting attacking force! My most recent video is from the Players Showcase that 
took place 

I recently sent you an email describing two upcoming games of mine being played in 
happening on those same days in 

on the evenings of which is just minutes away from an 

Thank you for your time, and I hope to see the Tar Heels out on the fields soon! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

2:14:59 PM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: Thank You from Players Showcase 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent ]rom my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Thank You from, Players Showcase 

From: _~yahoo.com> 

To: 

acr~mwell@ath~etics.ucf.edu,jwa~ters@ath~etics.ucf.edu,bsn~w@ath~etics.uc~a.edu,~~ieberman@ath~etics.uc~a.edu,Pau~. 

Stumpf@athletics.ucsb.edu,jeff.hooker@du.edu,kris.peat@du.edu,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" 

<anson@email.unc.edu>,karen @GoCards.com,natalie@GoCards.com,mnaga@hawaii.edu,gibsalli@isu.edu, H urricaneSo 

ccer@miami.edu,m.kagan@miami.edu,nate.lie@uc.edu,wsoccer@ uc.edu,jonlipsitz@uky.edu,jmo1119@ umd.edu,dwai 

ntra@umn.edu,skgolan@umn.edu,smnugent@uncg.edu 

CC: 

Coaches - I would like to thank all of the coaches who made it out to to watch me play. For those who missed 

my games or couldn’t make it, I scored :1 goal and had 3 assists. Here is a quick clip of my goal (very grainy) and an nice 

attempt for an assist - I will send out 

more highlights once my step dad can edit the videos. I will send out my team’s National Cup Schedule once it becomes 

available. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, March 30, 2013 1:35 PM 

M’Liss Dorrance <mdorranc@duke.edu> 

Fwd: Game today being stremned live ! 

M’Liss, if you are bore& you can watch us on the intemet. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: re: Game today bein~ streamed live 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: 

CC: 

Dear Parents, 

Found the link for the gmne today against Washington Spirit for those of us who won’t be able to get to M~cyland. 

http:/i~-.lives~tream.com/washingtonspifit 

you cm~ download it on your mobile phones as well. 

LET’S GO HEELS 

Glenda P. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, March 31, 2013 1:49 PM 

GaD’ Loveman <GLOVEMAN@Caesars.com> 

Re: Happy easter 

G~acy, for what she did she can have my first born! Please tell her we have aJready used it successfully in recruiting. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Gary. Lovemm~ <GLOVEN4_AN@Caesars.com> wrote: 

Hope the family is enjoying a restful Easter. 

By any chance do you have a signed ball frora this year’s teara that Kathy could get for her xvork on the yearbook? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, March 31, 2013 1:50 PM 

TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Happy easter 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Hapw easter 

From: Gary. Loveman <GLOVEMAN@Caesars.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hope the family is eRjoying a restful Easter. 

By an?- chance do you have a signed ball from this year’s team that Kathy could get Ibr her work on the yearbook? 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 2:35 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Profile.docx 

Se#~,t ~rom my V~rizon Wire,~ess 4G L TE DRO~,D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: .~msn.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>,Chris Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>,Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Anson, 

I’m playing this week at the national event. I’m feeling good. Ready to put on a show. Come check me out puhleeeeeze!! 

attached my profile. A few things have been updated like playing with the Region team in & some ODP & PDP stuff. 

I just came across an old youtube video of myself. Here it is... 

Remember, I play on the U16 team. I’m U15 . Don’t want you going to the wrong game. I’m #2. Here’s my schedule... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 2:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello, 
My name is I am a sophmore at I made a starting varsity position my freshman year. I have been 
playing select soccer since I have been 10 years old. I also run track for , but my passion is soccer. I currently play a year up for in 

Our club was founded and ran by and my current coach is I would love to invite you to visit and see me play. I 
will put our high school schedule in this email and hopefully you will be able to come see us. I will also send you my fall club schedule in August. I will also put my high 
school coach, club coach, and DOC contact information. Feel free to contact them with any questions you may have. 

High School Varsity schedule: 

Hem are the emails and phone numbers for my current coaches and 
Trainers. Feel free to contact them anytime. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:49 PM 

bill palladino ~ar~l.com> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-* 

CC:                           ~nc.rr.com 

Coach Dorrance, 

First off I would like to say that I hope you and your team has had a wonderful spring break and a hapw Easter weekend! 

I mn a sophomore at           I High School and I would like to ta~e advantage of the luxu~ of having your campus so close to my home and high school. I am 

primarily playing a target tbrward position in a 4-2-3-1 formation. I wear number 

On Wednesday at 6:30 PM at Highschool, we will be hos~ting our conference rivals 

at 6:30 PM, we roll be playing our cross town rivals High. 
High School. Two days later on Friday 

I hope you and your staffmembers are able to come m~d watch me play and I look tbrward to seeing you. 

Here is a little informalion about my club teaa~: 

I am on the 

team’s recent accomplishments include the 

Championship. 

) team in North Carolina and have been primarily playing as a forward in a 4-3-3 formation. My 

State Championships and the                 Leauge National 

I know NCAA recruiting roles prohibit you them contacting me back but please feel t?ee to contact my club coach 

Director of Coaching                                                 to learn more about my abilities on the field. 

~nc.rr.com and/or 

I look forward to learning more about your progra~ and school and hopefully visiling c~anpus soon. Thaaak you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 8:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: - Thank you 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: - Tha~k you 

From: ~gmail .com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is           , I am a freshman at                              and play for the                    team. I am 
interested in attending the University of North Carolina because of its strong academics, competitive soccer program and the location. 

I appreciate you coming to watch me play in the 
playing in the      National Playoffs in 

International Cup, our U15 team finished as a semi-finalist. We will be 
and I would love for you to come watch me play again. 

For more information about my soccer, academic, and extracurricular accomplishments and activities, please refer to 
My cell number is            and my email is            ~gmail.com. 

I am very interested in playing soccer for the University of North Carolina and would appreciate the opportunity to visit w~th you further to 
learn more about your great soccer program and discuss the contribution I w~ll make. 

Please feel free to contact my coach, 9,,qrnaiLcom if you have any questions. 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

- soccer resmne.pdf; UNC docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: 

To: "Do~nce, Albert A IV" <anson@e~nail.unc.edu>,Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu:> 

CC:             ~yahoo.com,          ~yahoo.cotn 

Coaches, 
Hope to see you in this weekend. 
Attached is an introduction letter and soccer resume 
Schedule for your reference: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday 8:38 PM 

bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: ................ , .... , ......... ~ ........ 
From: ~gmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

First off I would like to say that I hope you and your team has had a wonderful spring break and a hapw Easter weekend! 

I mn a sophomore at               High School and I would like to ta]~e advantage of the luxu~ of having your campus so close to my home and high school. I am 
primarily playing a target tbrward position in a 4-2-3-1 formation. I wear number 

On Wednesday at 6:30 PM at Highschool, we will be hos~ting our conference rivals High School. Two days later on Friday 
at 6:30 PM, we will be playing our cross town rivals High. 

I hope you and your staffmembers are able to come m~d watch me play and I look tbrwavd to seeing you. 

Hem is a little informalion about my club teaa~: 

I am on the 
team’s recent accomplishments include the 
Championship. 

, team in North Carolina and have been primarily playing as a forward in a 4-3-3 formation. My 

State Championships and the ;                 Leauge National 

I know NCAA recruiting roles prohibit you ti~m contacting me back but please feel fi’ee to contact my club coach 
"to learn morn about my abilities on "the field. 

7~nc.rr.com and/or 

I look forward to learning more about your progra~ and school and hopefully visiling campus soon. Thmak you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Showcase 

docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Showcase 

From: ~verizon.net> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi, Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are enjoying the holiday weekend. As you know from my prior emails, my name is and I am a 9th grader at School in 

. Last year, I was invited to participate in multiple U.S. Soccer National Training Centers, a Nike id2 Camp, State ODP, and the State 

~eam. I traveled to       with the State ODP International team where I was a co-captain and was named Most Outstanding Player. 

Again, for your convenience and reference, I have attached my soccer resume. 

My team, the U16 Elite girls, is playing in the Soccer Showcase at the 

during the weekend of . I have included the schedule below. 

I hope that you will consider watching one of my games. I promise to make it worth your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 8:39 PM 

bill palladino ~ ~aol.com> 

Fwd: state j soccer player 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: state iunior college soccer player 

From: @ hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

hi coach ,my name is [ am a ~ student!athlete~ from who is currently plavinq soccer at state 
Jr colleqe under the bead coach Iookinq to transfer to a four year universitv.I would love a opportuniW to come play for you. here is 
a little information about me mv Position is riaht midfield but i also play a little defense. ] have re~%esented mv country at both the Jr and senior 
level.I was awarded/r female footballer of the years in for my country. If you would like to know more about me i can be contacted at 

or u can contact mv coach at @ Hotmail.com here is a link of a qame i played I’m 
Thank you for your time. looking fo~i~ard to hearing from you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 3:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Legeuds FC: Game Schedule iu San Diego - April 5 & 6, 2013 

From: Legends F¢ Staff [mailto:josh@legendsfc.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Legends FC Staff 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 20:t3 :t:30 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Legends F¢: Game Schedule in San Diego - April 5 & 6, 20:t3 

Legends FC U16 Girls -April 5 & 6, 2013 

Dear Dorrance Anson 

I wanted to teach out to all el you and give you an update on [he 
teams and the games for April 5 & 6, 2013 in San Diego. 

UC San Diego Directions: Please click on the link below, all games 
will be played on fields 14. 

*’Please note that for ~he Friday .games a campus parking pass wiU 
need to be purchased, however for Saturdays 
games parkh~g on campus is free.** 

Legends FC U16 Young GMs (U15 NafionN Champions) will play 
Friday @ 7:30 p.m. and Saturday @ 6:00 p.m. 

Legends FC U16 Gold wi~ play on Friday @ 6:00 p.m and Saturday 
@ 7:30 p.m 

Here is our U18 g~rls information: 

If you have any questions or need more information please feel free to 
contact me via e-mail or phone. Looking foP�yard to seeing you guys! 

Be~ Regards, 

Josh Hodges 
Legends FC Dite~or 

(626)347-2554 
~g_tDNL¢9_t~ 

~vww.legendsfc,ne~ 



X:: Image 
...... removed by 

sender. 

Forward email 

removed by 

sender. 

this emsil wss sent to anson@uncas,unc.edu by legendsl~cdoc(~aol.com :: 
Inslant removai with Sal:eUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy’ Policy, 
Legends Football Club :: 981 W. Arrow Highway #3911[ :: San Dimas :: CA 9111773 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:12 PM 

~unc.edu> 

EW: First Annual UNC Day Invitation 

Cai~ you be our point person on this and follow up for me, Please keep me ii~ the loop! 

From:                 ~sog.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Saturday, March 30, 2013 9:44 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= First Annual UNC Day Invitation 
Greetings to ~C Cha~l Hill Women’s Soccer Team: 

On behalf of the ~C Chapter of New Bethel College MiNst~, your presence as our special gnests has been requested as we hos~ out First ~nuN ~C 

Day~ The phase ofk~C Day is for org~izations and sm&n~ across the Universi~ of Noah Caxolina at ChaNl Hill ~ come together for an mm~l event as we lift 

up the name of Jesus C~isfi SNciN Nffommnces roll ~ fo~h coming, your orgaNzafion roll be recogn~ed, and refmshmen~ roll be ~ed immediately follomng the 

event. We ask that you reply via email whether or not you will ~ able to attend the event by April 8, 2013 at mid,fight. 

Date: Sunday, April 21, 2013 

Time: 11 am- 1:00pro 

Location: New Bethel Missiona~ Baptist Church 

2508 Crest Street 

Dnrham, NC 27705 

We will aJso be hosting a cookout on Saturday, April 20, 2013 in preparation tbr [INC Day. The cookout will take place fi~om 2pm-6pm on the basketball 

court of Morrison Dormitory. Free food will be provided to the campus along with basketball tournaments, water baJloons, spades, etc. I encourage you to join us tbr 

the cookout if you are available! Thank you for the impact that you have had on our campus and we hope that you can be a part of our First Annual [INC Day! 

Sincerely. 

[INC Campus Representative 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:32 PM 

Jem/Lynch -<tocj@wayoli:haJnpions.com> 

ILE: "The Wamor’s Patlf’ - SELF-COMPASSION 

This is excellent Jerry .._ thank you. You are on the money! 

From: Jerry Lynch [mailto:docj@wayofchampions.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 2:49 PM 
To: Kit Vela; Paul Gastonguay; earobert@bu.edu; Tracey Paul; Paul A. Holocher; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bob Hansen; Jenny Levy 
Subject-" "The Warrior’s Path" - SELF-COMPASSION 

I was wondering if you see the need to share this insight with any of your athletes or peers. I find that the part about not taking self so dam seriously is 

right smacldn’ on target. Thinking of all of you and how special you are as coaches of these fine young spMt warriors. 

shang shan, ~ J 

f-Corn passion 
re y ~nSta~tly judgi n g y~urseffi c~mpad ngYOu ~sel~tO~t hers; 

hNdi~gy#Srselft 5 uS#ca s Snable Standards O~t O~t h e~ pe#ple~S 
e~pecta~i~n8 A#e you beating )~8#~ p~ pu~i~ O u ~sel 
li ~iti~gyO8~pea#e a Sd h appi~e~ b) limiti 8g~Su~ s el#l~£e~ We 
m us p~actiee~OmpassiOn C# m paSN0n b 0r h fo~ ~he $el~ and fo~ 
O I hers iS a ni m m e n selyp O w e~ul and p e ac e i n d a ei n g~# ~ ~his $ta~e 

mind al~ e~s brai~ ~eque##i e $~ affecting ne u~O p hysiN O g y~ and t h us 
~ u ase s p h#i~ a l ~ta ~ e ~tOb e m~# e# e la X e d; yet ~ #b U Stand e#ergeti C 
O~ e n~e fi n d Space t# be u#de~sta#di n g and pati e ntwit h#t hers; b u 
wetu~niSward and t~eatOu #selve s m~#e harshly Oathe COnt rapy~ 



e~p~e~i #~ li#esi i~ d#esn#~mea~ w ele~g~O #u~ pd a ci pies 
O li ve in big h m O~al ¢ha~act e~ NO we ~e~i f~ ¢c a s ioaallyw e Slip 
N# problem[ We~#e hama~ we make mistakes and we learn from 
~hem I~we~ren#~in~heNa~etha~wewaS~t~bebat~hatwekn#wwe 
~uld be~ that s ~ay~ ~a~ ~ ~he m~h~ We ha~e I~ng li~eS ~ live and 
I#ve and a~#mpli~h~we a~ejus~whe~e we~e ~u pp6~ed~ bed 

S#hOldy #u ~sel~a bit mS#e lightly Y#~ life i~inde e d a~im p#~ ant 
a ndmeaNngful matt e#b8tt h atd6e~n~ mean y#SmS~t t a keitSO 
edSusl all ~he ti me Smile t5 ~#8#~el~;~ig h~n~w Eaugh~ i fact~ a~ 

the silliness ~ being s5 ~ed 5us W e~ehe# e t5 ha£e ~u n and ~ 15ve 
b O~ hOUrs else s a~ do t he rs;~#lO#ere q u i ~e s p a~i e n u n de~s~anding 
and e aS n~Ondi~i~al ~arei n deed;tm e CO~passiOn ~ude~e 

Jerry Lynch, Ph.D. 

wvw~.WayofChampJons.corn 
831-234-5606 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:36 PM 

Joy Ennis <Joy.Ennis@towno/haD’.o~> 

Do~rance @duke.edu) 

RE: Youhe Invited! 

Yes, I a,,~-n going to try to make it!! 

From: Joy Ennis [mailto:_loy.Ennis@townofcary.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 02, 2013 10:59 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" You’re Invited! 

Please join us for a reception celebrating the completion of Cary’s WakeMed Soccer Park stadium expansion! Friday, April 12 from 6 - 8 p.m. Please RSVP. 

I:Ni Invitation.jpg 

Joy C. Ennis 

Festivals Coordinator 

Town of Cary Parks, Recreation & Cultural Resources 

P.O. Box 8005, Cary NC. 275:12-8005 

Phone: (9:19) 462-3864 

Visit us on the Web at wwwAownofcary.org 



* A t the Town of Cary we focus every day on enriching the lives of our citizens by creating an exceptional en vironmen t and providing exemplary services that enable 

our community to thrive and prosper. 

* Please note that email sent to and from this address is subject to the North Carolina Public Records Law and may be disclosed to third parties. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 4:42 PM 

Tom Piccifillo, @eaytNink.net> 

l~g: Seen the light 

Ve~ good’.!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Piccirillo [mailto: @earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 9:44 ~A2,A 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Seen the light 

I am glad to say my son sa~v the light yesterday and got a Tar Heel shirt, 

Tom 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 5:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Avalanche Invitalional - Showcase and Real Salt Lake and LA Galaxy Special Offer 

From: Avalanche Invitational - Showcase 2013 [mailto:scott@avalancheinvitational.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 4:51 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Avalanche Invitational - Showcase and Real Salt Lake and LA Galaxy Special Offer 

Register for the 3rd annual Avalanche Invitational - Check out the 
special RSL oiler exclusive to Avalanche Invitational participants 

Nil Image removed by sender. RSL V CA 

We would like to personally invite you to our 3rd annual Avatanche Invitational Showcase. Enjoy 

beautiful, scenic Park City, Utah, while you play with the nation’s best female soccer players. 

We are hosting the tournament from June 7-9, 2013. 67% of our registration is from the following 

states: Washington, Northern California, Southern California, Nevada, New Mexico, Arizona, Texas, 

Idaho, Colorado, Nebraska, Missouri, Utah, and Montana. Our tournament was very successful during 

the first two years, with over 60 college coaches registering and top revel teams throughout the 

country participating in the tournament. 

To register, visit us online at: Avalanche h~vitatJona[ Registration 

We chose Park City to host the Avatanche Invitational for a few reasons. Utah is our home, and we 

want to share with you the beauty of the landscape and the magnificence of the mountains here. We 

believe that Park City’s spectacular views provide the perfect backdrop for the nation’s best soccer 

players to come together and compete. 

The charm of downtown Park City, coupled with endless opportunities for recreation and 

entertainment, will ensure your stay in Park City wilt be a memorable experience for you and your 

family, and we look forward to your participation in this year’s Avalanche Invitational. 

Canyons - Avalanche InvitationMs Premier Lodging Partner 

-Live for the new 

There is a place where you can always fee[ the exhitaration of discovering something unexpected. 

Canyons is that place. Committed to constant innovation, at Canyons we know there is no experience 

like a new experience. 



Avalanche has secured room blocks at the Canyons and a few other exclusive locations. 

Forward amail 

removed by 

sender 

removed by 

sender 

This email was sent ~o an~n@uncaa.unc,edu by scott@avalancheinvi~ationakcom :: 
._U_#_d___a_t__e___r_~_r_o__fjj_e_LE_[~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ tnstant removal with S_’.a_f_.e_U_._n_s_~_[b__s_c_l:jb_A~’’ !~__rj_v__a__c_~/__~_o_[[_c~ 

UtahAvalanche :: 4384 Foxtrail Drive Lehi :: UT 84043 



Carolina Athletics All Sports Celebration 

Monday, April 29th, 2013 

7:00 PM 

Memorial Hall 

Awards, Talents, Highlights from the 2012 - 2013 seasons and more 

Desserts / Social immediately following the show at the Carolina Inn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 6:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Sent hom my ’Venzo~! Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

From: recruitinged ucation@ncsa sports.org 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your experience with 
NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Jai Hill 
Educational Speaker 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, I L 60642 
Office: 312-624-7428I Fax: 312-624-7401 
recruitingeducation@ncsasports.org I http:/iwww.ncsasports,~ 

NCSA Blog: http://blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT, SUCCEED ~ LEAD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 2, 2013 6:51 PM 

< @gmail .corn> 

Re: Hey Ans’. 

I certainly think you can play in the US League bat right now possibly not as a starter. So, my recommendation is to look over seas for a chance to get on the 
field as a staxter. I think with some seasoning you can certainly play in this league but not immediately as a starter. Does fl~at make sense? 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 
Thank you so much! Hoxv do you feel about the new women’s professional league in the US vs. overseas leagues in terms of talent, rny potential to play and contracts’? 

On 2vial 29, 2013, at 2:03 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> I like the German leagues and the prospect of you helping a team get into the 1st Division. Also I will tly to connect you w-ith Kendall Fletcher and Jess McDonald. They both played in 
Australia and loved it. 
> 

> Good luck !! Relncrrlber, once a Tar Heel ALWAYS a Tar Heel .... we ~vill always care for you!t 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From:            [mailto            ~glnail.com] 
> Sent: Friday, March 29, 2013 4:56 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: He?’ Ans! 
> 

> Hey Anson! 
> 

> I hope this email finds you ~vell I wanted to thank you for putting me into contact with the coach from Iceland Unfortunately, it didn’t work out for the present time. I told them that I 
needed to graduate before I could leave al’~d come play. He told me that they are still interested in me and if something opens in the July transfer window they would let me know, and if not 
the?- ~vould keep me in mind for next season With that said, I’m interested in pursuing a professional career after I graduate in June and wanted to see if you had any advice as to what my 
next steps should be. I’d be willing to play both domestically and overseas. I have a highlight film and a CV that I sent to Bremen and Cloppenburg in Germany. Cloppenburg is veW 
interested in me and is looking at a possible promotion into the first division However, they can’t promise anything yet until they know more about the status of the team I am keeping my 
options open and wanted to see what else may be a possibility. I’d like to play at the highest level and would really appreciate your insight as to who I should reach out to and if anyone is in 
need of a player like me. Best to you and 2v~liss, I hope she is doing ~vell and feeling better, and the rest of your family. 
> 

> 

> 

> Warm Wishes, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday 6:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino ~aol.com>; Ja~u Sisneros ~gmaJd.com>; TOM SANDER 

<pacman@uncaa. uuc.edu> 

Fwd: First- Year Orientation 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: First-Year Orientation 

From: "Yount, Tony" <towyount@unc.edu> 

To:                               @live.unc.edu> 
~aol.com>,                        ~yahoo.com>, 

.~!em~tNink.uet>, )@gIn~l.com> 

~gmail.com>, ,~!aol.com> 
CC: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Sandec Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

~icloud.com>,                              ~live.tmc.edu>, 
~vahoo.com>. 

@yahoo.com>, ,~!live.unc.edu>, 

Ladies, 

congrats on getting your UNC email set up. The rest of you, please do that as soon as you can after accepting your offer of admissions. 

I’m looking forward to meeting with you belk~re and during your first-year orientation session. I wanted to let you know that I’ll be on vacation for sessions 6 - 9, June 19 - July 9 and won’t be 
available :[’or those sessions. For the rest of the sessions, I should be in Chapel tJill and available to meet with you, and parents if the?’ will be coming with you, the afternoon or evening 
before your scheduled session to get you prepared for registration for the fall semester. 

Some of those sessions will fill I advise you to identi~ the session that you wil [ be attending as soon as possible and get registered (Again, that can’t happen until the admissions offer has 
been accepted by you.) When you do register 12~r your orientation session, please send me an email to let me know when you’re coming. 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 4:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); .~aol.com 

Chris and Bill, 

Please fill this out for us. Thank 

From: Matt Bowers [mailto:mbowers@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 03, 20:1.3 10:30 AM 
To; Barnwell, Jayne Williams; Oliver, Ann K; Kidd, Alison Parsons; ckalbrig; McPherson, Dawn D; Aldridge, Diane ScoNe; Lowe, DiAnne Knox; Montross, Eric S; Evans, Sharon 
Hodge; Ellis, Ginny; Holland, Janine W; Montgomery, John R; Jones, Kim; Mack, Ken; Creech, Karlton W; McCauley, Donald F; Dubnansky, Marjorie M; Megaloudis, Dino; 
Terrell, Matt; Baber, Nellie C; Higley, Pamela; Walsh, Sue; Smith, Tim Dillon; Catoe, Velvet E; Aguilar, Alain 
Mataon, Janis Evelyn; Taylor, Latoya J; Petschauer, Meredith A; Mays, Sally D; Brickner, Thomas E; Roberts, Terry Kermit; Waicus, Kelly M; Sparrow, Christopher A; Chad 
Wade; Maddox, Danny; Kivett, Mitchell R; Young, Randall P; David Thomas; Jonathan Guthrie; Michael Copeland; Pendleton, Ronnie A; Modlin, William F; Day, Brian; Roberts, 
Logan; Neuharth, Brent; Cherry, Taren; Creighton, Robert A; Kamath, Ganesh M; Stafford, Harry C; Spang, Jeffrey T; Taft, Tim; Chappell, Ilsy; Fulton, Nick; Ungano, Robin 

Lynn; Hills, Ryan Rebecca; Adrian Beros; Angle Bitting; Andrew Calder; Council, Albert C; Abbey Doran; Andrew DiBitetto; Angle King; Adam Lucas; Amy Smith; Tony Tucker 
I1; Sara Anundsen; Larry Gallo; Andre Williams; Aaron York; Sanders, Benjamin A; Brian Bersticker; Bradley Bethel; Mark Knowles; Bob Ellis; Brie Tyler; Bobby Gales; Boo 
Gillette; Brittany Renn; Brenda Haithcock; Brittany Holland; Brian Holman; Bobby Hundley; Eric Biener; Billy Lee; GoHeels.com survey 
Subject: 
To All Athletic Department Staff: 
As we near the end of our first year with NeuLion as our online partner for GoHeels.com, we will soon be embarking on a redesign and t~organization of some portions of the 
site. 
As part of that process, we’d love to get feedback from you about how you use the site, what you’d like to see more of, and what changes you’d suggest. The survey is 
anonymous and shouldn’t take more than a few minutes to complete. If interested, please complete the survey between now and Sunday in order for your ideas to be included 
in our initial redesign conversations. 
Here is the link to the survey: 

https :i/www.sur veyrnonk e~,:cornis!gohee!s 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks very much. 
-Matt Bowers 

Matt Bowers 
UNC Athletic Communications 

(919) 962-7259 
mattbowers@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 4:49 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

wendy.gebaue@wachoviasec.com 

RE: informaJ banquet dates 

I might be speaking for Wendy on the 25th 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc,edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, April 03, 2013 1:20 PM 

To," Dorrance, Albert A IV; 

Subject: informal banquet dates 
Players, 
Does anyone have an irreconcilable conflict on April 25 or 26 for a possible informal banquet at 5 pro? 
-Tom 
Tom Sa~der 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University ofNorfl~ CaJcolina 

w) 919-962-4100 

Chris Ducar; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 4:52 PM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uucaa.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Fiual Amateurism Form ueeds to be completed ASAP’. 

Who did this go to? 

From: Chris Ducat [mailto:ducar@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 03, 20:13 2:25 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Final Amateurism Form needs to be completed ASAP! 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PL~_AS~_ CL.]:CK HERE. 

[ 
~ Image 

removed by 

sender. 

][’his message iucludes the following attachments: 

Image removed by sender. 

Here’s a note I just got from our compliance office: 

Today is" April 1st and the opening day qf when our Fall 2013’s cart start requesting their.final amateurism certifications with the 

NC~L4 Eligibili& Cenwr. We’re going to put an April 8th deadline, one week from today, on all of our incoming stu~nts to knock 

this out. 7he process should on@ take a couple of minuWs for each stu~nt and inso’uctions are attached 

We’re aZs’o going to make it more inW~wsting this year by mak#tg a little bit of competition out of it. WeT1 have ~o Warns (of warns) 

and see who has the most (all?) of their ~quests made by their students ~v next 

Therefore, since Women’s soccer is built on dominatio~ let’s win this thing~ 

Bird 

Instructions are attached. 



you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 3, 2013 7:04 PM 

Centennial <Centennial@ ussoccer.org> 

Re: Centennial Travel & Hotel Information 

Pam, you are very kind. I am certainly going to be there. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L72 DP, O/D 

Centennial <Centennial@ussoccer.org> wrote: 

Anson, 

You are a very important part of US Soccer’s history and we would of course hope that you can rearrange your schedule to celebrate with us. 

Once you know more, please just e-mail us back at this address. 

If you can join us, please book your hotel room by using the below link and your flights by calling either Amy or Grace at the below contact details no later than April 26, 2013. 

Hotel: 

httpsjiresweb:pa sskey.co!~qigoiSOCC2013 

Flights: 

Anthony Travel Contacts: 

Amy Rogers- 310.630.2284 or _a_]2y__r__o_g__e_Ls_@_a___n__t_J_-LO___n_zt__r__a___v__e_!:_£p___n_Z 

Grace Heijman - 310.630.2264 or graceheijmar~@anthonytravel.com 

Agan, hopefully looking forward to seeing you in June. 

With Kindest Regards, 

Pam 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, April 2, 2013 2:16 PM 

To: Centennial <Centennial@ussoccer.org> 

CC: ’ 

Subject: RE: Centennial Travel & Hotel Information 

WOW!!! That is our beach week BUT, let me see what is possible for me. 

Yes, classy invitation. 

Frem; Centennial [mailto:Centennial@ussoccer.org] 
Seat: IVlonday, Apdl 01, 2013 7:28 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A [V 
S,,bject; Centennial Travel & Hotel Information 

Dear Anson, 

If you have not already, you will be receiving an official invitation in the mail shortly for U.S. Soccer’s Centennial Celebration Weekend in 

Washington, DC. Please find below some additional information regarding your travel in the hopes that you will be able to attend. 

U.S. Soccer will be providing: 

Air transportation to and from Washington D.C. for you and a guest 

ttotel accommodations at our host hotel 

Tickets to the Gala Dinner and U.S. Men’s National Team Match, including pre-game hospitality 

Please see below for additional information 
Dates: 
Arrival Date: Saturday, June i by 4 pm ET 

If you are not able to arrive by 4:00 pm on Saturday a flight for Friday may be booked 

Departure Date: Monday, June 3 

Your flight may be scheduled for any time that day. Hotel check out is at 12 pm ET 
Flight: 
U.S. Soccer will provide an Economy class domestic ticket for 2 (two) people. All travel will be arranged through our travel agent Anthony 
Travel. Please contact Anthony Travel no later than April 26 to book flights. 
Anthony Travel Contacts: 



Amy Rogers    - 310.630.2284 or amyrogers@anthonytravel.com 

Grace Heijman - 310.630.2264 or graceheijman@anthonytravel.com 

Host Hotel: 
Hyatt Regency on Capitol Hill 

400 New Jersey Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC 20001 

U.S. Soccer will pay for room and tax charges for one (1) hotel room from Friday, May 31/Saturday, June i to Monday, June 3. 

Additional hotel room needs will be at your expense and are subject to the hotel’s availability. 

Hotel reservations will be confirmed by U.S, Soccer once flights are approved and confirmed. 

Schedule of Events: 
Saturday, June 1: 

7:00 PM Centennial Gala Dinner (National Building Museum) 

Sunday, june 2: 

1:00 PM Pre-Game Hospitality Reception (RFK Stadium) 

2:30 PM U.S. Men’s National Team v Germany 

NEXT STEPS: 

A formal invitation will arrive to your mailing address that will include more detailed information regarding the schedule of events. 

Respond to the following e-mail centennial@ussoccer.org as soon as possible but no later than APRIL 26 to confirm your attendance. 

Book your flight through Anthony Travel using the contacts above. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 10:09 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Spo~lifus- Come find your new recruit’.! 

From: Sportifus [mailto:sportifus@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 7:49 AN 

Subject: Sportifus- Come find your new recruit!! 

Dear Coach, 

We introduced you with the concept of Sportifus a month ago. We had couple coaches wondering if the service is freeu We do not 
charge coaches! So feel free to recruit our players on the platform: 

http:iiwww, recruitment-usa, comiSoccer, html 

Since last month, new profiles have been created and others have been updated (8 new soccer players, 2 tennis players, new videos, 
etc.). 

We will update you almost every month. If you do not wish to receive our emails, please let us know. 

Sportively, 

Team Sportifus 
www. recruitment- usa. com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 10:23 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

,~)aol.com 

I~: Invitation to Umbro Top Rated Showcase - Canada’s #1 Ranked Showcase for 10 straight years 

From: Michael Rocca [mailto:mikerocca@ratedsports.com] 
Sent; Thursday, April 04, 2013 10:19 AM 
To; Michael Rocca 
Subject-" Invitation to Umbro Top Rated Showcase - Canada’s #1 Ranked Showcase for 10 straight years 

Hello College Coaches, 
The Umbro Top Rated Showcase Committee invites you once again to Canada’s largest and top ranked showcase. Over 190 
teams from across Canada have applied into the Umbro Top Rated Showcase this year. It will take place in Mississauga, 
Ontario (Canada) on May 18 - 20 - all fields being artificial turf. This is one event you do not want to miss. 
**Please note teams in attendance will have their provincial and national pool players present. 

To register your attendance, please click on the dedicated gotsoccer link - .h..~]./.~e...y.~e....n...t..s..~:g~..~t...s.p...9.~:..c...~.....m../.~°../..~..2....8...S...~ 
28kqibflq55xdeltdel yllv05a.c!%29%29/events/collegecoachloflin.aspx?EventlD=22482 
For more information on the event, please go to www.umbrotopratedshowcase.com 
Those registered will receive a player profile booklet upon attendance to the event. 
Regards, 

Michael Rocca 
Director, Umbro Top Rated Showcase 
416-888-3433 
ca.Jinkedin, corr~’i~/michaelroccai 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 11:01 AM 

Timmennans, Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Sa~der, Thomas J <pacmma@unc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@email.unc.edw~; GaJlo, Jr., Lazry A. 

<athgallo@unc.ed~; Gwaltney, Clint ~cgwaJtney@unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

RE: GIA fall 

Excellent Tom, thank you! 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 10:48 AM 
To: Sander, Thomas 3; 111e, Vince; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE:          G:-IA fall 

Pleas,-_~ see the below e-mail e>:change to catch up on              sit:uation,         was not enrolled this spring s~-’_m~ester, ~.;o she c.:_~uld focus on profes~.;ional 

soccer opportu[)~l:~es and at the same l:~rne help Am;on out bY havk~g add~[:~onal ~;cholarshio money available. Afl:er thi~; summer       will haw~ 24 credits 

rema~nin~ to ~radus[e~ My suggestion is that we wi~ cover       at 100% for the fa~l     semester~ and she witl complete a m~n~rnum of 15 credits dur~n~ this 

semester. This leaves with 9 cred~[s to complete for Spring for wMch we will cover her at ~00% up [o 9 credits, w~H need [o request under load 

approval for the Spring semester from the dean. 

let me know ~f you ha~e any questions or concerns and if you approve the funding for 

TOm 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 9:42 AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

C¢: Yount, Tony 

Subject: RE:           GIA fall 

~s taking 9 hours tNs summeH 

-Tom 

F~= Tom Timmermans 
$eBtl Thursday, April 04, 20~3 9:29 AN 
Te~ Yount, Tony 

~¢~ Sander, Thomas ~ 
~bjeCt= RE: G~ fall 
Tom and Tony, 

Same for , is she pJanning on taMng any summer schoo~ classes? 

Thanks~ 

From; Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 4:28 PM 

Te: Timmermans, Tom 

Subje¢t: Re: GIA fall 

To~ 

is 33 hours short of gradation after ta~ng the spring semester 

Her remaining needs are: 

LFIT - 1 hr 

BIOL    & lab - 4 hrs 

EXSS courses in her major - 5 (4 must be C or better) 15 hours 

BN credit - 3 hrs 

Electives - 10 hrs. 

Two ~nesle~ ~d one summer is the likely requirement for her m finish. I have met mfl~ a~ut &eir ~mmning needs. I have had no di~ussion with 

about her plans. She roll aJso need to go tNough &e ~admission to the Unive~i~ hoops that       must go tNough. 

Tony 

On Apr 1, 2013, at 3:12 PM, Tom Timmermans <dn~em~m~x@unc.edu;~ 

wmte: 

"]’Orl¥, 

Wonl*:_m’s Soccer is recommending additional funding for. Could you please provh~e me w~th details on how many credits she t~eeds to 

graduate, an scsdern~c plan Lo get her to graduation as soon as possible, and any ~earNng d~ssb~ities she might have. 

Thanks, 

Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 20~3 2:59 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: GIA fall : 

Tom, 

has been a model citizen on our team who as a senior helped lead us to our 22nd national championship. She was a major contributor on 

the field until she was hampered with injuriesin her Junior year and we would like to reward her for her support of the team both on and off the 

field. 

-Tom 

Tom S~dCr 

Director of Operations 



Women’s Soccer 

Universit.~, of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 1 11:02 AM 

Timmennan~ Tom <timmermans@unc.edu>; Smader, Thomas J <pacma~@unc.edtv~; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Gwal’mey, 

Clint <cgwaltney@~mc.edu>; Ille, Vince <ille@emml.unc.edu> 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@unc.edu> 

RE: Fall GIA 

I like d~is too ._. Thank you! 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday,.. :t0:58 AN 
To: Sander, Thomas .]; ~11o, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Ille, Vince 

Cc: Yount, Tony 
Subject: RE: : Fall GIA 

All, 

Please see [he below e-mail exchange ~o ca[ch up ot~                situation1,         has 17 credits rema~nh~g [:o graduate,         has bee~ diagm?sed 

learning disabi~itkm so [ suggest the fo~lowh~g pBm to have her graduate at the end of the spring     semester. I suggest A~:Met~cs wH~ (:owner       a~: I00% 

, ~t seems most realistic that she w~ have 5 cred~[s remaining for the spring semester and ~ suggest we cover her at 100% for up to 5 credits for the spring. 

will need to request under load approval for Spring 

h~ addition, I tNnk it needs to be made dear to       that we want her to graduate after Sprh~g     and that the opportunity for funding for any semester after 

Spring     w~H be very small. 

Let me know ~f you have any ques~:k)ns or concerns and ~[ you approve the funding for ~ 

Tom 

~rom: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Thursday, ~0:2~ AM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: RE: Fall GIA 

Tom, 

She is on her own dime this summer, so she ~s not do~ng summer schoo] Here for anothervear~ 

--[om 

F~m= Tom Timmermans [mailto:timmermans@qnc,edq] 
Sent~ Thursday, 9:53 AN 
Te~ Yount, Tony 

~¢~ Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject~ RE: Fall G~ 

fast one, ]s taking any summer schoo~ classes? TMs wou~d actually really hNp her graduate after the fal~ semester ~f she 

~rom: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Monday, . ;4:09 PM 

Te: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: Re: Fall GIA 

Tom, 

has completed 103 hours toward her degree and needs 17 hours of credits including ~)th Math Credits, 3 hours in A~ Histo~’, 3 hours in an A~ Studio > 199, 

and and protbssiona] ART seminaz 

She met wi~ me l~t week a]]d when readmi,ed to fl~e U~ve~ity, we will t~’ to bnild a ~heduie that l~]filis most of her mqui~ments. She will meet with Beth Lyons to 

t~ and de~nnine if Math subslitute couBes are available to her since there is a disability in Math. More devils about that request should be forthcoming over the next 

couple of weeks. 

I do not believe fl~at 17 hours with 2 Math couBes is realistic tbr her to fimsh in one semester. More likely, 12 hours this fall and 5 hours in ~e spring will be needed to 

grad~te her. ~ altemmive would ~ to register her for 6 hours ~is summer, ~d 11 in the fail which would aJlow her to fiNsh her degree in Decem~r. 

Tony 

On Apr 1, 2013, at 3:10 PM, Tom Timme~ans <ti~e~mans:f~unc.edu> 

Wl~te: 

[ony, 

graduate, an academic p~an to get her to graduation as soon as possiMe~ and any ]earn~ng d~saMHties she might have~ 

Thanks, 

Tom 

Frem: Sander, Thomas J 

Sent: Wednesday, 3:05 PM 

To: Timmermans, Tom 

Subject: fall: GIA 

To~ 

We would like to award another year of scholarship coverage for her constant support of the team through her endless 

work. She has grown our the largest women’s soccer in the nation by far and we would love to have her 

aboard for another year to help us to continue to elevate our "brand" and promote our team. 

-Tom 

Director of Operations 

Women’s ~o66e~ 

Umversity of~o~ 

w) 9~9-962-4~00 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 3:35 PM 

~aol.com 

FW: 2013 Nike Soccer Camps Schedule Posted! 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner [mailto:news@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 20:13:12:34 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 20:13 Nike Soccer Camps Schedule Posted! 

J~in the NIKE Soccer Camps Family Today! 



removed by 

sender¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 3:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: adidas Blue Chip Wo~nen’s Showcase Iuvitation 

From-" TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:news@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, April 04, 2013 2:42 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subiect; adidas Blue ChiJ~ Women’s Showcase Invitation 

i~ Irrlag ......... d by sender, adidas blue chip ...... ’s s~ ......... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 3:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Goalkeeper-Only Showcases by SoccerPlus Camps: #1 Name in Goalkeeper Education 

From: Challenger Sports [mailto:email@e-challengersports.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 3:03 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Goalkeeper-Only Showcases by SoccerPlus Camps: #:t Name in Goalkeeper Education 

....... remoTed by 

sender. 

GOALKEEPERS- CLASSES 2014-2017 
GROUPED BY CLASS, DETAILED PROFILES 
SESSIONS DESIGNED TO SHOWCASE GKS 
EAST COAST: Bloomsburg University - June 23-24 
VVEST COAST: Cal State Fullerton - July 7-8 
Many of our top goalkeeper students have already registered. Come and watch them 
train at a showcase specifically centered around the goalkeeper. 
Attendance is free, but you must pre-register: Click Here. 

SoccerPlus utilizes TeamDes!dop software to track and organize participating prospects and 
players. Click below to learn about the most powerful, user-friendly and cost-effective tool for 

managin.q your colle.qe program: 

Working with Youth Players? 

Recommend a week of individual or team development with SOCCERPLUS 
this summer! 

Visit: www.soccerplus.org 
Check out our SUMMER SCHEDULE 

Apply to join our staff. 

SOCCERPLUS PL~YS FL/kRDER WITH STORELLI SPORTS 

Click the banner below to learn more about this revolutionari new- line of protective gear¯ Enter 
"SOCCERPLUS20" when ordering froln the web site and earn a .07~ discount on your ptuchase. 

Image 

remc~Ted by 

sender. 

GK1 SFORTS IS’FUr. OFFICIAL SPONSOR OF SOCCER[ ~SUS GO~LLKEEPER SCHOOL 



Click the banner below to check out their full line of goalkeeper gear and a :full range of other 
sports apparel and equipment. Enter code "soccerplus" and save 10% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 3:54 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com) 

I~NV: NY travel roster update 

I am going to add you to this list. 

From: Thomas J Sander [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 3:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 

Chris Ducat; Nicole Fava; 
S,,bject: NY travel roster update 

Team, 

Due to the fact that we can only play a limited roster, we are taking a smaller crew of players and staff to NY now. Here is the entire travel roster: 

Anson Dorrance 

Bill Palladino 

Tom Sander 

Jason Sisneros 

Matt Jones 

-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

WoIIlen~s Soccer 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 4:12 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ( ~gmail.com) 

FW: UK Soccer Trial 

From: Concept 4 Soccer International [mailto:info=concept4soccerinternational.org.uk@mai189.us4.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Concept 4 Soccer International 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 3:48 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; UK Soccer Trial 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 4:52 PM 

c~sta] dunn <       @gma~l.com> 

M’Liss Do~rm~ce 

ducar@tmcaaa~nc.edu; 

@gma~l.com); 

~aol.com); 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); 

; kevin lanT 
matt jones ( ~gmail.com); 

sean patton ( -- ~@gmail.com); ~ 

nicole tiara (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver 

Subject: RE: USA vs GER 

CONG RA’FU LA’I"fONS CRYSrA[.! ! [! W~:" could not b~:" prot~der! ! ~ (3o get ’era [ ] ~ 
F~m= c~s~l dunn [            Ngma&com] 
Sent; Thursday, April 04, 2053 4:43 PN 
Te; Dorrance, AJbe~ A N 
Subject: USA vs GER 
tIey ~s, 

I hope all is well with you and the ~am. I miss you guys’. ~ Ge~may has been thn ~) ~ar and our ti~t game is tomom~w. Im sm~ing at fight ~ck, ~ i jus~ wanted ~ 

shoot you and emml to ~11 you. Im a li~le ne~ous but some ne~zes are good as long as they are controlled. Anyway the game is on at 12:15 ET i ~lieve on espn3. I 

hope you can watch but if you can’t thats ok i know you are a busy man. Talk a~ you soon~ 

- Qys~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 4:55 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Delive~ failure 

Do we have the wrong email for on "2013"? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: MAEbER-DAEMON@ahoo corn [mailto:MA~LER-DAEMON(~yahoo corn] 
Sent: Thursday, April 04, 2013 4:52 PM 
To: prvs 79985567a anson@email.unc.edu 
Subject: DeliveW failure 

Message from yahoo.com. 
Unable to deliver message to the follo;ving address(es). 

<       ~yahoo. corn>: 
This user doesn’t have a yahoo.corn account, 

--- Original message follows. 

@yahoo corn) [0] 

The original message is over 5K. Message truncated. 

Return-Path: <prvs 79985567a anson@email.unc.edu> 

Received-SPF: none (domain of email unc.edu does not designate permitted sender hosts) 

X-YMaiI[SG: 2W56 IAWLDvJIycLHNrhRyrVcUQSr~Pbeez[Pll ug. 

7LkSjEc6Ct ISO VnW[;)4~mfoQweRmkTXj [E’l’k Yky 9kQEVmePKTyo Rh995ZI)3hg 

DY3MI_TPsg35,5i[I GyrfyXFSAsKoaKussDrlr7jpCINy16elRkPiopO 4cH3r 

8e9ba chYEttP0dmASAqZBZiYkhl}:.cAOOIG svgdkDNccllwOaeoXZQahKp 

iBNnqXcKlRuI)U4Rtc PylYrguF7mArc Ahax5 .Lk 1 cflP.mld B agR£? JdsTxRuf 

d KqxbQ4Ws YPapn 1 zTsT249h YuMRpN~bkdI tMOVB RT~O~rwq36 c2KpvVv%V aYpM4Zt4 

eSy6gPHqbkMAi9T9XBr6HdMs4gc9ix2CQ38ZIoYciG 95b17H5NnFoH.Ag65 [ 

saAy Pmq4j JURTqVOL VVy2Rh3r 2 CCiR50vRxZUi6XCntyKt3p Xc 2AyVIA MhO 

2r~[3Eb 1 qmC6njO tr6IeyuDovA[3rATTq41 LvIaWrdMgJ0itRnAoOp 8B3 JmmEX 

Hu.2ZQ53B6rSyZaCS5zKYK[ tnflofPOWOTT31 XPYfAiG pJmQnOUqZTxays664 

k G zEAZ 8mdnemPd~tItrmE.W15tpsiG r981MlgmXD2bhAaZ NhYzBMrFIaQNeg 

ZLRaj 51 cjXgqHTTr B4Qbl]~.I,kADOtmKN ZdN6XzaouUuvPK S CPpQI SbKxe]~R 

xCwgrZal.X)9BiQTsiRzl RoKF2Ai()88mbqF Fv/~XSzCc MPI tFn71efv 3wghgIsg 

6cD barn og~f IiBgdqEI55nzx0IgP0xYDK7CW[ tog Pl nQkVd.A3DIotai Vx63BL 

xXs lW50545KI:[33ulx Pskiqma2kr.R3MjMpQhmc5mByTRmrize IOfi~Cdkp 

y(2m 8V2cfuiKaV2oVsWwtLalAaucJszot~’4ZOakeS2 DANJbNs[[ IzBZr2 mrDH 

Pk7ooeN232GAD cnZN.Kv7 i09K9fbUS0el~4yUH~.euIS30aZ S(2yFdF8 Mu 

lsw2at ICDDegbUspq3bDL0tn 1 £~P&Th zWGr0du18Lmj DTKpoTZAvl q6f]TY4yKEt 

23ovfmJts\n~VtbCL JxB YXjmCTCxHSI 1UADRKBzkJZgDwJ3kNk3 YJDDYgLO3 GD 

bgayby YJmQg~X’X)ghtE3Dkz8 c sihsDvVQ41 ojK3blvc 1 S 8vVVPQe 1 U36u 8 otiNk~W 

J41cXStV2~ 5tnk2 J.3vBr0rrtl0RSVJoxvDpCCiRYJk.rr~OsODUr~NQ3 qTyoGY4 

JlMix~KuEOFxwz4zBp ell51 TnB_ 21ZJRwpVq9dNYYJQiXqdrKz21 aDylSrSZTheR 

OHsG91VUqyCPD98yDTLmJD6g YcVIGdwhkIQ~lkh SNQ2cv2nVeTQHCkmp7QOh 

2GlvamSgo.nB9PBau DFNZA2KKNhuXLuRW.tXwl61b0. oCkPXSWG 1 nvCsHUN 

B0aVsFdl rDkN5 SgTvf4A ZbenSRwrMVvIJSaSuC 8Omo. 94wYzL JyZ 1 iF 

X-Originating-D: [152.2.2.193] 

Authentication-Results: mtal211.rr~ail.skl.yahoo.conr frora email.unc.edu; domairtkeys neutral (no sig); from email.unc.edu; dkim neutral (no sig) 

Receivcd: from 127.0.0.1 (EHLO n~xip2i.isis.unc.edu) (152.2.2.193) 

by mtal211 .mail.ski .yahoo.conr xvith SMTP; Thu, 04 Apr 2013 13:51:48 -0700 

X-IroaPort-Anti-Spam-Filter ed: true 

X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Result: 

A h c F A Fb ttXV G s G @ a/2 dsb 2 Jh b A B Dg k JE NsE Jg Q L’V~ r d I IfA Q E B A Q 2v It TB A C A Q UD E Q Q B A Q sdBy E RF A kIAg Q O B Q i H eg2v~lPuA YNT 11-~4F 4kHg0 KB E IE RiM Q "*q3 g 19 t~. 5 U Oj V KF G 4 ML PIE 3 N Q 

X-IronPort-AV:E Sophos;i "4.87,410,1363147200"; 

d "scan’208,217";a "905034057" 

Received: from its-rasxht3.ad.unc.edu ([ 172.27.172.154[ ) 

by mxip2o.isis.unc.edu with ESMTP/TLS/RC4-SHA; 04 Apt 2013 16:51:46 

Received: from ITS-MSX~’MBS2M.ad.unc.edu ([169.254.6.156]) by ITS-MSXHT3.ad.unc.edu ([172.27.172.154]) with mapi id 14.02.0328.009; Thtt 4 Apt 2013 16:51:46 -0400 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.~xc.edu> 

To:  <       ~gmail.com> 

"M’Liss Dot*ance (mdorranc@duke.edu)" <nrdorranc@duke.edu>, ’ 

*** MESSAGE TRUNCATED *** 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 4, 2013 4:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: ECNL San Diego Rosters Available on SportsBoard - Meet Us There! 

ECNL SD lxt£html 

From: noreply@salesforce.com [mailto:noreply@salesforce.com] On Behalf Of Stephen Kiraly 
Sent; Thursday, April 04, 2013 4:52 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ECNL San Diego Rosters Available on SportsBoard - Meet Us There! 

:~ :: I N~ ~NNoved bv~e.~ ................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

i Try Soccer Scout at gc San Diego! 

I i Spo~s~oar~ hae ~evototionue~ tt~e ~,,s~ that you can assess players at events like I ° I 
<ECNL San Diego this weekend! Join SportsBoa d customers like Stanferd San I o I 
~ m~ego ,�.ate, Maryland, Duke and others to strea ~~hne your recru~tmg process. AH 

Y°uneed~san~Pad°rF>h°ne, n°needf°rV~F~°r3G, and y°u’ve g°t the edge I ~1 

................................................................................................................................................................ portsBoard ~s offenng Free thaws For ECNL ,.an Diego thl~ weekend Our team ................................................................................................................... 

I ~lmemos, and photos, sync your da&q back to the server where you can analyze and 

~t with other coaches on your s~ff.                                 ~ 

I IMariJou McFa,tane, our VP of Bus,ness Development, ,,v,,, be at San Diego 

demonstrathqg Spo~Board, She’d love to meet you and gk~e you a demo in 

minutes for this weekend’s showcase in San Diego, 

g30 323 0202 

spoctsboard-win, tom 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 5, 2013 11:01 AM 

, ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (          ~gmaJl.com); 

kevin lan7 

~z)gmaJl.com); ,; matt jones ( @gmail.corn); 

sean patton 

nicole/hva (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver 

Subject: U.S. women put streak on the line + check out the bottom one: "Alves classic pass..." 

t am so excit~?d aboLat olaf developmerR a]ld progress, [he spri[~g is abouL ’qndividt~al deve]opmet~L" arid we are (:erta~rdy individt~a]ly get[:mg better. [.eL’s not stop. 

TNs summer, after’ my meeting w~th the ~eadership cound~, the emphas~s ~s for ALL OF US to ~mprove our t:in~shing. So orfiarfiz~ng your time on a regkdar bas~s Lo 

work on your shooth~g, crossh~g and heading for goal 

~ am exalted for Crystal today ..... ~ think she told me I2:I5 PM EST on ESPN3 (on your computer}. She wH~ start against the Germans, the #2 team in the world. Go 

Crys~]! 

F~= Soccer America Daily [mailto:socceramericadaily@socceramer~ca.com] 

Seat= Friday, April 05, 20~3 7:29 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject~ Section ~: More bad news for Sounders; U,S. women put streak on the line 

::~:: Image 
....... removed ~ 

sender¯ 

removed by 

sender. 

Nhat They’re Saying today’s NeWS -- Friday, April 5, 201~ .~:iI Image 

’Olympique Marseille and 

/ 

removed by’ 

loey Barton wish to sender¯ 

~pologize to Thiago Silva 
~nd his club for the 
nappropriate comments the Tweet                                                            This 
English player made on 
;ocial media¯" More bad news for Sounders 

by Soccer America 
- A statement from French 

dub Marseille after Joey 

Sarton’s Twitter attacks on 

~aris Saint-Germain’s 

rhiago Silva included 

;ailing the Brazilian 

Jefender an "ovelweight 

adyboy." Barton has been 

;ummoned by the French 

;occer federation’s ethical 

;ommittee for an April 15 

~earing. (BBC) 

)< Image 

..... removed by 

sender. 

Share Thk 

removed by 

sender¯ [MLS SPOTLIGHTJ The Seattle Sounders got a break when MLS agreed to 

postponed Sunday’s match against Chivas USA. Their Concacaf hopes may 

have dimmed after their 1-0 loss at home to Santos, but they have a more 

pressing issue: getting their injured players healthy again. Seattle went 

through all kinds of hoops to sign Obafemi Martins in one of the most 

expensive transfers in MLS history, but the Nigerian star has left the team after only two league 

appearances to receive treatment for an "aggravated tendon" in his knee. - Read the whole story 

D.C. United short-handed for Sporting KC game 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SCHEDULE: Week 6] D.C. United will be without injured star Dwayne De Rosario, who 

did not travel with the team to Kansas City for the game against Sporting Kansas City. Also 

sidelined are midfielders Nick DeLeon and John Thorrington. The match will be the first of the 

season on Friday night. The weekend schedule also includes six games on Saturday and 

Sunday. For all the action ... - Read the whole story 

Americans put streak on line in Offenbach 
by Soccer America 



[GERMANY-USA] The USA will put its 29-game unbeaten streak on the line Friday when it faces 

Germany in Offenbach (ESPN3.com, ESPNW.com, 12:15 p.m. ET). The game will be the second 

meeting of the world’s top teams in less than a month. More than 20,000 fans are expected at the 

Sparda Bank Hessen Stadium for the game, which takes place on the 100th anniversary of U.S. 

Soccer’s founding. - Read the whole story 

Concacaf will allow expanded rosters 
by Soccer America 

[GOLD CUP] Concacaf has modified its rules for the 2013 Gold Cup to allow teams that reach the 

knockout stage to make four roster changes before the quarterfinals. - Read the whole story 

New Minnesota owner shakes up NASL 
by Paul Kennedy 

[PREVIEWJ The North American Soccer League returns for its third season with a new format: a 

split season. Champions will be crowned in spring and fall seasons and they will then meet in the 

2013 Soccer Bowl in November. The season begins this weekend with three games. Defending 

champion Tampa Bay hosts Carolina, Fort Lauderdale plays FC Edmonton, while Minnesota 

faces 2012 regular-season champion San Antonio in the Hubert H. Humphrey Metrodome. The 

seventh team in the spring season, Atlanta, is idle. The New York Cosmos will begin play in the 

fall championship. For a look at the seven teams ... - Read the whole story 

Richmond stocks up on MLS loan players 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO1 Richmond, Pittsburgh and Orlando City will all make their 2013 debuts in weekend 

USL PRO action. Goalkeeper Andrew Dykstra became the fifth D.C. United player to join 

Richmond on loan, and Richmond native Brian Ownby joined the Kickers from FC Dallas on 

loan. For all the weekend action ... - Read the whole story 

Alves’ classic pass evokes Sneijder, Cantona and Zidane 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic feetlDani AIves’ sublime assist on Lionel Messi’s opening goal for 

Barcelona during its 2-2 tie at Paris Saint-Germain on Tuesday in the Champions League 

quarters had some calling it the best pass ever using the outside of one’s foot, we investigate. - 

Read the whole story 

FEEDBAOK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, April 5, 2013 11:25 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. ~athgallo@unc.edu> 

RE: Be Safe .- GOOD LUCK’. 

Thank you Larry!! 

From: Jr. Larry A. Gallo [mailto:athgallo@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 i0:04 AM 
To: bill palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject: Be Safe ~ GOOD LUCK! 
Importance: High 

Know that you have a long bus ride to Rochester. Movies are key as you know’. 
Best of luck on Sunday vs. The Flash --play well and stay injury, fl’ee. ,a31 the best! 
GO HEELS ! 
Be well, 
Lmry 



Achievers I 
Becoming a Great Leacher- Build Yourself First 

Described by graduates as "life changing," Ihis seminar gives you the tools 
to build your leadership mastery on a daily basis. 

Achievers l is a powerful seminar designed to help you build world<lass 
personal skills to lead others. Its concepts and personal development 

¯ techniques are based on our research and consulting with thousands of 
the most effective and least effective leaders throughout the world. 

Achievers I allows you to enhance your success and contribution by 
increasing your effectiveness as an individual and as a leader. This seminar 
will prov de yoL with key understar, dings of why people behave as they do. 

You will learn how to: 

A 

A 

A 

Lead like the best in the world by recognizing the six Core 
Competencies all great leaders share. 

Recognize what motivates the six basic personality patterns. 

A 

Gain the commitment of others by tapping into their motives. 

Develop the six Core Competencies every leader must have to compete successfully in the 
21 st century. 

Re-energize yourself -- channeling your drives to create peak perfomqance for a lifetime. 

You will gain: 

The fundarr~ental skills for success that produce great leadership performance. 

Awareness of the major styles of leadership and the major strategies for leading people~ 

An understanding of yourself, the reasons you behave as you do, and the results your 
behavior patterns have on others. 

Greater self-confidence~ 

Skill sets to lead yourself, others, your team, and your organization. 

A step-by-step action plan to develop your critical Core Competencies to lead like 
an Achiever. 

E~ELL PERSONALITY PROFILE 2.0 -- Before attending, you will complete the Bell Personality 
Profile, a comprehensive and confidential360° oniine assessment tool designed to evaluate your 
leadership and management style. [he Profile, based on over 40 years of research, wili provide you 

with a significant opportunity to learn more about yourself and i~ow oti~ers perceive you. It is advanced, 
sophisticated, and comprehensive. Your confidential results wiil be provided to you during the seminar. 

ACHIEVER COACHING ....... This seminar includes an individual coaching session with a Bell 
Le a d e rs hip traiR e ric o a c h to h e ip yo u i nte r p ret yo u r re s u lts a n d d eveio p yo u r a ctio n p ia n. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O [~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:47 AM 

Lynn Oddenino <lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com> 

RE: Message fiom Dr. Bell 

I think our kids will be in class but please tell me what this would cost us. I am VERY interested for myself and my staff. 

Frem-" Lynn OddeNno [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Friday 11:34 AM 
To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Chris Ducar; Tom Sander 
Subject-. RE: Message from Dr. Bell 

Hello Coach Dorrance,, 

I hope you aFe having a wonderfu~ Fri~ay! [ wanted ~o check in w~th you to see H:you and your team canjo~n usat an upcoming Achievers [ seminar. We w~l~ have a 

special UNC [:ee foF your team, so please ~et me know i[: there sFe dates that will work with your schedule. 

Thanks so mucM 

Best, 

Lynn 

Sent-. Wednesday, 8:00 PN 
Te= Lynn OddeNno 
Ce= bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Chris Ducat; Tom Sander 
Subject= Re: Nessage from Dr. Bell 

I would love it. 

Now, p~ease understand this is not the football or men and women’s basketball program (all budgets are not created equal .... and we have no issue with this since we do not 

generate any revenue). We don’t want to insult Dr Bell about our inability to come an~tnere near his fee. We usually go twenty thousand dollars over budget evep/year which 

comes directly out of our summer camp (basically my pocket along with Bill Palladino and Chris Ducat’s). 

Honestly, eve~Tthing we have tneard about ttnis from Cindy Padow tells us this would be significantly worth while, but we would feel self conscious "freeloading". 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > "Lynn Oddenino" < Lynn.Oddenino@bellleadership.com ; 2:40 PM > > > 

Hello Coach Dorram>:L, 

I hope your’ New Year is off to a great start. Dr. get[ has been thinking about your work together, and he thinks it would be a great nest step and a wonderful 

opportunity [:or you and your staff to attend ge]~ Leadersh~p’s AcNeveFs I seminar. 

H~ving you and your coaches attend this seminar wouM be he]pfu~ ~n designing a possible program for your tem~ and it would also offer ideas for your book project 

w~th Dr. Bell. 

I haw~ ate:ached a one-page descriptk~n of th~s semku~r {which mCh.Edes dates) Pk~ase let me know ff there are dates that work fl)r you and your staff and we w~H be 

happy to ho~d some seats for you. gecsuse of the g60-degree survey component thsL ~s part of this seminar, it ~s good to sign people up at least 5--8 weeks #~ advance 

of the seminar date, We wi]~ work w~th you on the pridng foF th~s progFam, 

P~ease ~et me know ffyou have any questions or ff~ can be of assistance in any way. 

My very best regards, 

Lynn 

~ynn Odden#~o 
D~rector~ CHem Servic:e5 
Bell Leadership ~rH~l:it ~i:e 

2].4 West C;~meron ~,venue 
Chapel I-HH, NC 275J.~ 
1:: (9~9) 967-.7904 f: (9&9) 967-3484 
lynn.oddeNno@bellleadership.com 

www.beHleadersNp.com 

PLEASE NOTE: Pm[~dpat~on by consu~tanLs or tra~ne~s ~s not perm~tLed #~ Be~ Leadership ~nst~tute p~ogrsms urfiess expressly suLhorized h~ writff~g in advance~ 



Achievers I 
Becoming a Great Leacher- Build Yourself First 

Described by graduates as "life changing," Ihis seminar gives you the tools 
to build your leadership mastery on a daily basis. 

Achievers l is a powerful seminar designed to help you build world<lass 
personal skills to lead others. Its concepts and personal development 

¯ techniques are based on our research and consulting with thousands of 
the most effective and least effective leaders throughout the world. 

Achievers I allows you to enhance your success and contribution by 
increasing your effectiveness as an individual and as a leader. This seminar 
will prov de yoL with key understar, dings of why people behave as they do. 

You will learn how to: 

A 
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A 

Lead like the best in the world by recognizing the six Core 
Competencies all great leaders share. 

Recognize what motivates the six basic personality patterns. 

A 

Gain the commitment of others by tapping into their motives. 

Develop the six Core Competencies every leader must have to compete successfully in the 
21 st century. 

Re-energize yourself -- channeling your drives to create peak perfomqance for a lifetime. 

You will gain: 

The fundarr~ental skills for success that produce great leadership performance. 

Awareness of the major styles of leadership and the major strategies for leading people~ 

An understanding of yourself, the reasons you behave as you do, and the results your 
behavior patterns have on others. 

Greater self-confidence~ 

Skill sets to lead yourself, others, your team, and your organization. 

A step-by-step action plan to develop your critical Core Competencies to lead like 
an Achiever. 

E~ELL PERSONALITY PROFILE 2.0 -- Before attending, you will complete the Bell Personality 
Profile, a comprehensive and confidential360° oniine assessment tool designed to evaluate your 
leadership and management style. [he Profile, based on over 40 years of research, wili provide you 

with a significant opportunity to learn more about yourself and i~ow oti~ers perceive you. It is advanced, 
sophisticated, and comprehensive. Your confidential results wiil be provided to you during the seminar. 

ACHIEVER COACHING ....... This seminar includes an individual coaching session with a Bell 
Le a d e rs hip traiR e ric o a c h to h e ip yo u i nte r p ret yo u r re s u lts a n d d eveio p yo u r a ctio n p ia n. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 5, 2013 4:41 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

1~: Weekly 

Thanks Tony!!! 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 20:t3 4:20 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject: Weekly 
Coaches, 

Registration concludes on Tuesday morning, April 9, when the :freshmen ~vill register from 8 - 8:30 am 

A second round of progress reports went to professors last week Those will be showing up on next week’s report to give us a better idea of where the kids are before exams. 

Just so that you’ll know, mainly J2~r recruiting purposes, I will be leaving for my armua[ western pilgrimage to Yellowstone on the aJ~ernoon of June 17 when women’s lacrosse finishes 
orientation, and I will return J2~r meetings Wednesday afternoon July 10 in time for volleyball and field hockey orientation sessions. We will be 2 counselors short until replacement hires for 
Beth Bridger and Spencer Welbom are completed so we’ll be a little short-handed this summer and we’re trying to coordinate vacations to give the best coverage that we can 

Weekly, and summer and fall schedules as of around 9 am this morning are attached. 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 5, 2013 4:58 PM 

@man.corn; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; 

" ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
kevin 

_ ~gm~l.com); matt jones ( @gmail.co~n); " 

....... ~gmaiLcom; sean patton, ~;mail.com); 

; nicole thva (athv@uncaa.unc.edn); clay weaver 

@aol.com); ....... .~ " _ " _~_ " " " .~_~_ ; 

Subject: I~NV: Today 3v3 ~ 1 

Attach: April 5th 3v3 ~ 1 .pdf 

Ladies, 

This is awesome. I am very excited about our spring improvement. 

And (:rys, you were AWESOME ~,.. there were a collection of us screaming in the conference roon~ (what a tremendous game to watch)! We had three Tar Heel 

strutters [:odav with the ~uH team ag~h~st Germany (Dunn, Engen and O’Re~Hy) ~t~t Sermanni subbed ~r~ He~th wRh 15 to go, Our 7~r Heels ph~yed VERY WELLH 

F~m: Jason Sisneros [mailto @gmail,com] 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 20~3 4:~ PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Today 3v3+~ 

Today was by lhr, our best overall pertb~ance. We had 19 Wall Pasts and a score of 42.94 which su~asses the old best ever mark (last training) by nearly 10 

poinks~ 

See you tomowow, 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volnnteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 8, 2013 12:02 PM 

Cindy Cone < @gmaJl.com> 

I @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; 

Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); 

. kevin la~ (          @gmail.com); 

matt jones ( ~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com; sean patton ( ~gmaJl.com); 

; nicole thva (nthva@uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver ( @aol.com); . _ 

Subject: How axe the Pordand Thomes? 

We rAayed the Spirit and the F~ash and ~ was very happy with the Tar Heels even with      off w~th the fu~ team and ~ast fN~’s sen~ors scattered around the globe, 

We lost both games but did many good tNngs (2-0 and 2<]. respectively). We continue to fee] more and more comfortaNe h~ possession and we are ~earnh~g to p]ay 

the 1-~2.-3-:]. better and better~ Both sets of pro backs struggled to contain      {she is getting very confident back to goal an~ is very deceptive off the d~bb~e 

with a n~ce coHecth:m of stop and go [T~oves that ~eave ewm pro defenders ]n her wa]ge), The players h~ the center of our midfield are becoming great: bah hunters, 

a~l of them continue to knprow~ especially There has been a t~ce )m~p in        game as she begk~s to understated t:he ba]i and ~earn to expbit 

her ath]et~cbrn. AH [he backs are getting be[ter and ~ thought was exceptbna] yesterday agains[ the Flash. The competitbn in goa~ is excellent with 

all of them grinding to Ngher ]eve~s. 

Let us know about trebling with you ~n the summer, Does that mean they couM )imp into t~t tean~ sessions? {~ will check w~th the NCAA legality of it.} 

Ob~Hous]y, ~ve e~ wer~ you g~ ~i~ it eft and we w~H support: teams ~r~ the k~ague in d~rect proportion to how mat~y far Heels they have ot~ their ros~:er and on the 

[:~e]d. I am excited for    and a~so for              who certsin~y have qualities [hat Sermsnn~ needs to see. 

Good luck in your opener and p~esse give my best to a~l your Tar Heels!H 

F~m~ Cindy Cone [mailto:      @gmail.com] 
Nentl Saturday, April 06, 2013 l:13 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje¢t= Re: ~: Message from Dr, Bell 

I like the te~ a lot. The chemisnT both on and offthe field has grown pm~’ much o~a~ically. I have guided k a bk he~ in them but when you put winning peoNe 
together, it is much easier to produce a wi~ming team. I am really enjoying wor~ng with all the players. They have been ve~T open ~d ready to learn. They welcome 

criticism and have proven to be ve~ coachable. The one piece we have been missing during the predawn is our a~c~ng third. Obviously, once we get our national 

team Nayers hem, we will be a much ~er team. Unfo~Nnately, we have only had our full team together for 3 tmiNng sessions the entire predawn. So, our first game 

will be a bk intews~ng. I am sum we will have qkte a few mi~ues and miscommunicafiong but my guess is so will KC. It will ~ t)n k) watch and play 

together. 

By ~e way, the Tazheels aze doing AWESOME~ ’. ~ Nikki has figured out how to be a pro and how to tra~sidon among muldNe positions. Allie has ~en the bes~t player 

on ~e field most days. If’they can stay healthy and continue to improve at this rate, there is no mason why they sho[ddn’t get a chance wi~ the national team. Addie 

has ~en solid in goal a]~d will ~ a good back-up for Ka~na LeBlanc. I had no idea ~at they were such great Mends. Karina lived with. family when she was 

playing tbr the B~akers in the ~SA. Then when we add Tobin and possibly ~r to the roster in June--well, I can’t wait to see that~ 

Plea~ tell the CUlTent Tarheels that I miss fl~em ~d am Mways cheering them on ~om ~az[ Let ~ne ~ow if any of them w~x~t to come train during the summer~ We 

would love to have them join us. 

How is M’liss? I havefft received ~y uNates on her. Hease ~ow that your f~ily is Mways in my thoughts. 

Cindy 

On Fri, Apr 5, 2013 at 1:37 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 
Thank you Cindy!! And how do you like your team? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 8, 2013 2:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: {DlWSOC} Costa Rica Event 

Sent.f!°om my Iierizou ~Virele,~s 4(5 LT’E L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: {DlWSOC} Costa Rica Event 

From: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,D1 <dl wsoc@socceflists.org>,DIIWSOC@socceflists.org 
CC: 

Nil: US So,:~cer Logo 

NEWS & FEATURES 

U.S. U-17 WNT Travels to Women’s 
World Cup Host Costa Rica for Three 
Matches 

tournament with Japan on April 28. 

2013) - U S. Under-17 

Women% National Team 

heed coach B,J, Snow 

has selected a rostel of 

20 p~eyers who wH~ 

to San Jose, Costa Rica~ 

international tournament 

featuring the host team 

aild the USA’s 

counterparts ~rom 

Mexico and Japan 

The USA wilt face Mexico 

on April 24, Costa Pica 

on April 26 and finish the 

The trip will plovide the young Americans with vatuabfe experience and competition in the 

country that will host the 2014 f-"IFA U-17 V~4omen’s V~4odd Cup~ On Feb. 28, f-"IFA announced 

that Costa Pica would no longer host the tournament due to togisticaf issues, but at its 

Executive Committee Meeting on March 22~ FIFA confirmed that Costa Pica would in fact 

stage the tournament, 

Players born on or otter Jan. 1,1997, are age-.eligible for the next FIFA U-t7 V~4omen’s Vderld 

Cup. Snow’s roster is made up t6 players born in t997 and four in 1998 The USA is 

currently preparing for CONCACAF qualifying, but the dates and a host country for the 

quaNfying [ournement have yet to be cenfiimect 



The roster featt.i~es 14 players who participated in two friendlies a.gainst Germany at The 

Homo Depot Center in Calson, Cafif, at the end of January and beginning of Februaly that 

produced bt7o 111t [~¢S , including both goal scorers Ier the USA, Kaycie TiIlman and Ella 

Stevens 

U.S, Uo17 WNT Roster by Positio~: 

GOALKEEPERS ~: Kat Hess (SoCal Blues; Newport Beach, Calif.), Sabrina Macias 

(Colorado Rush; Lit~leton, 

DEFENDERS ~ Alsna Cook (Match Fit CheLates; Far Hilfs, N.J.), Natafie Jacebs (Slamme~s 

FC; Cote de Caza, CaViL), ElSie 3ean (Oakwood SC: Covent[y, C~l~f.)~ Tegan McG~ady (MVEA 

Soccer Club; S~n Jose, Cal~f.), Kate Mords (M~chigan Ha~,vks; P~ymouth, M~ch.), Jacey 

Pederson (PSi/Union; Pale A~to, Ca~f ) 

~t~.{~.{~[~.B.~.~[~.~..~f~).~ M~chaela Abam (Albion Hurricane FC; S).~gar Land, Texas), Do~an Bailey 

(Spo~th~g BVSC: M~ssio, Kansas), Madey Cana[es (San D~ego Surf; San D~ego, Ca~f ), Taylor 

Rac~opp~ (~DA Clash: Ocean Township~ N.J.), Anika Roddguez (SoCa[ Blues; Torrance, 

Ca[~f.): Ella Stevens (GSA Phoenix; Graysen, 

Eg2~.WA~.[~@..~}J.[ Bddge~e And~ze.jewsk~ (PSC Baltimore; Luthen~lfe, Md.), M~a Gyau 

(Bethesda L~ons; S~]ve~ Sp~ings~ Md~), Madison Ha~ey (D~l~as Texans; Dallas, Texas)~ 

Hoen..Beck (McLean Youth Soccer; Vienna: Va.}, Mallory Pugh (Reai Ceier~do; Highlands 

Ranch, Cote.), Kayc~e TiC,man (Sting; RowletL Texas) 

Rob Kehoe 

Director of Coilef~e Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Aw!, Kansas City, KS 66205 i 9:L3 362 :L747 x :L025 I 9~_3 362 3439 (f} 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439:[ I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twjtter~ ,~NSCAACo!le~e I Facebook 

Join us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August ~t-3! 

Help protnote our game u, ith Twitter use #D1WSOC for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Mondw0 April 8, 2013 2:49 PM 

Mann, Jan M. <ja~mann@unc.edu> 

Re: Favor for womeffs gol~ 

Jan, I would love to help. 

Sem.f!oom my Verizou ~VireIess 4(5 L2’E LL~tOIL) 

"Mann, Jan M." <janmann@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 
I have a favor to ask of you. When you came and spoke to my team two years ago before the ACC Championships, we won by 24 shots. I had another coach in last 

year to speak so I am blaming our loss on him! Wou~d there be any way that you could come out and speak to the team again? We leave for the ACC Championships 

in the afternoon on Wednesday, May ~.5th after classes. If you are around and would be willing to speak to the team, just let me know when you are available. Our 

practices are typically in the afternoon starting at 2:00. 

Thanks in advance! 

Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:08 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu"~ 

EW: WFA Pefiodisation Mentorship - invoice 

WFA- Invoice 130553-PMS.pdf 

Shelly, 

Shelly, 

I would like to pay this out of my Operating Budget Endowment Account. 1 would also ask for the cost of the flight over there (it is in Amsterdam) as a part of the 

s~me requesL Fh~s 

charnp~ot~ship. John Cone (a fitt~ess PHD) helped t~s with th~s through ~is wife. ~ was invited to this h~st year a]~d ~:oL~ld t~ot go [lecause of 

Johr~ wer~t it~ ~T~y p~sce. 

Please find out what ~ should do to get this approved. 

Thank 

F~m~ Vincent van Driel (WFA) [mailto:vincent.vandriel@worldfootballacademy.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 07, 2013 10:22 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: WFA Periodisation Mentorship - invoice 
Dear 
Enclosed we send you the invoice regarding your pa~icipafion in the ~A Periodisation Mentomhip from 12-16 dune 2013 in Amsterdam. 
If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 
Best regards, 
Vincent van Driel 

Vincent van Dr~e~ 
Dkector of Opera[~ons 

w ncent.van d r~e~(~world footbal~c~denn ~,.com 

SO 

P.O. Box ,~8, 1190 AA, Oud,~rkerk a!d Amst~’l, The Hethe!i~nds 
Bm-~;, Str~:man~’~,e,’=l 102-r, 1101/~, Amsterdam, rile Netherlands 
T +31 20472 ~992 
F +31 20 472 1993 

h~:tp:[/w~w,’,^;orid footb~il~cadeniy.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 8, 2013 4:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: 2014 Gifts ’Fop 150, Commit Cache, ECNL Showcase Pefl’ection 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:news@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent-" Monday, April 08, 2013 7:32 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; 20:~4 Girls Top :~50, Commit Cache, ECNL Showcase Perfection 

20:1.4 Girfs Top :[50 Update, Boys Commitment.s, ECNL. San Diego Showcase 

[mag ....... dbysender boysandgirlsclub ..... 20: .,4 G:[RLN TOP 
players, college soccer recruiting guide ............ ~ ...................... -- ........................ -- ................ "~ - ................ :------ ------~ - 

The 2014 Girls IMG Academy 150 Rankings 
update is out. The top five remain 
unchanged, but there are many changes and 
a slew of new players impressing coaches. 

(:: O N NI :[T eACH [~ 

path across the country in hopes of bringing 
the best to Palo Alto. Last week, he added 
another feather to his cap. 

season ended on Sunday in San Diego. Check 
out the highlights from the action in Southern 
California. Day 2 Highlights I Day 



DZD YOU SEE? 

These young soccer geniuses take soccer to 
a whole new level. 

yards apart, no big deaN. 

l~liami Hurricane Soccer 

Come and join the Miami Hurricane Soccer 
~~ Family for our Elite Prospect Clinic and 
:~ Irr, ager ...... dbysender Residential Camp~ 

A, ~rl~ ~ee ~4 ~ up ~e encouraged 
in this great opportunity to get a closer look 
at what it takes to become an excellent 
~o,ee~a~e player. 

www.miamihurricanesoccerca~ps,co~ ~ 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 8, 2013 5:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: GPS Summer Showcase 2013 

From: Mass Premier Soccer [mailto:andrew@masspremiersoccer.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Mass Premier Soccer 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 20:t3 8:30 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; GPS Summer Showcase 20:t3 



removed by 

sender 

Forward email 

removed by 

sender 

This email was sent to anson@email.unc,edu by ihamblin@qlobalpremiersoccer, com 
lnstant ~emovai with .S_’a__f_e_U_n_._su___b__s._cr_Lb_e_~’~ EL]_v__a__c_y____E_o_[i_c_~L, 

Global Premier Soccer :: 85 Central Street :: Waltham :: MA :: 02453 



U.S. Soccer Federation 

Women’s Youth National Teams Schedule 

2013 Planning 

UPCOMING SCHEDULE 
Start Date End Date Team City State/Country 

April 13 April 20 U-23 WNT Carson Calif. 
Apdl 13 Apdl 20 U-20 WNT Carson Calif. 
Apdl 20 Apdl 27 U-18 WNT Chula Vista Calif. 
Apiil 21 Apiil 29 U-17 WNT San Jose Costa Rica 
May 4 May 11 U-15 GNT Dallas Texas 
May 11 May 18 U-23 WNT Chula Vista Calif 
May 12 May 19 U-14 GNT Poitland Ore. 
May24 3une3 U-20 WNT G~v!e Sweden 

Trip Type 

Domestic Training 
Domestic Training 
Domestic Training 
Foreign Tournament 
Domestic Training 
Domestic Training 
Domestic Training 
Foreign Training 

Event Detail 

Domestic training camp at NTC w/U-20s 
Domestic training camp at NTC w/U-23s 
Domestic training at OTC (w/ODP team) 
International U-17 Women’s Tournament 
Domestic training camp at SMU 
Domestic training camp at OTC 
Domestic training camp at Univ. of Portland 
Training camp & games vs. Sweden 

FUTURE PLANNING 
Start Date End Date Team     City State/Country Trip Type Event Detail 

U-17 WNT Chula Vista        Calif.              Domestic Training       Domestic training camp 
July 2 ~ ~ B D 3 u ly 1 ~ B D U ~20 W N T P ~r~lan d O ~ e Do ~ e ~ t i d T ~ a i ~i ~ 9 D ~ ~ ~i~ ~ ~ini ~ ~ ~ a 

4/8/2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 5:01 PM 

Tracey Leone <T.Leoue@neu.edu-~ 

ILE: Need a 2013 game 

TRACEY BATES!!!!!! 

F~m: Tracey Leone [mailto:T.Leone@neu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 20:[3 4:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D:[WSOCCER Listserv (d:[wsoc@soccerlists.org) 
$ubject-" {D:[WSOC} Need a 20:[3 game 

Hi all, 

Due to a team exiting our conference, I am looking for a game on Sun, Oct. 20, 2013 either in the vicinity of Towson University OR at home. We could consider 

playing on that Mon., Oct. 21 if it’s a home game. 

Please let me know if you’re free and would like to schedule a game. 

Thank you, and all the best the rest of your spring season! 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DIWSOC fi)r News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 5:06 PM 

Cindy Cone < ~gmaJJ.com> 

ILB: If you "top five" will let me know if you axe interesled in training with Cindy, I would appreciate it. 

Thank you!!! 

From: Cindy Cone [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 l:k :~4 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: ( @aol.com); : @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason 
Sisneros         @gmail.com) 
Subject: Re: If you "top five" will let me know if you are interested in training with Cindy, T would appreciate it. 

Anson, we can have 5 at any one time. So Arma could come in when one of the others isn’t here. We just have to sort out housing for them. Let me work on it frown my 

end. 

Cindy Parlow Cone 

On Apr 9, 2013, at 7:57 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son~,,emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Cindy, 

This would be incredibh-:~ for our Idds. Thank you. I wH~ copy the "top fiw!’ and 8ire them dsht of first refusal. Since you have akeady invited    and 

I wH~ add since aH three of them want to p~ay pro next spring. This wH~ give them a great taste for it and show thern what 

~s reqtdred to make it at your ~eveL also wants to play pro and ~: ~:or some reason can’t make ~t I wHI offer’ her slot to 

Good ~uck this weekend QndyH 

F~m: Cindy Cone [.~_@j~@i       @_g_~}~_~=~_&~]] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 20~3 7:24 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Re: How are the Portland Thornes? 

An~ 

That is groat news about the tea~a~ Glad they axe ~cldng ass~ Yes, they cma jump into ~aimng ruth the fi~st reran. We are otfly a~lowed 5 players ~om a~y 

one school due to NC~. Obviously, we can’t pay thetn an~Nng. I have already cha~ed ruth m~d about spending some time out here this 

summer ~afining ruth us. I would live ~ a couple others join us as well. 

Miss you guys! 

Cindy 

On Men, Apr 8, 2013 at 9:02 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edtv* wrote: 
Cindy, 
This sounds wonderful, t am e>:cited for you and your team, 
We played t:he SpkR and the F~ash and I was very happy with t:he Tar Heels even with off w~th the full team and last fall’s senk~rs scat:tered 
around the globe~ We lost both ~arnes bu[ did mary good tMn~s (2-0 and 2--1 respect~veiy}. We continue to feel more and more corn[:ortable 
possession and we are learning to play the 1-,4--2-3--~ be[ter and be[ter. Bo[h sets of pro backs s[ru~gied [o contain      (she is gett~n~ very confiden[ 
back to goaJ and is very deceptive off the dribble w~th a n~ce collection of stop m~d go moves that leave even pro defenders in her wake). The pJayers 
h~ the center of our m~dfie[d are becomh~g great bah hunters, aH of them continue to improve espedaHy                There has been a nice jump 
in       game as she begins to unders~:and the ba~l and k~arn to exploR her athle~:~c~sm. AH the backs are getting better and I thought 
was exceptionM yesterday aga~ns~ ~he Flash. The compet~l:km in goal is excellent wi~h aH of them grinding to higher leve~s. 

Let us know about trainh~g wkh you in the summer~ Does that mean they could jump ~nto ~st team sessions? {I wN check with the NCAA legality of 
Obviously, ~}%_g~__~_~B~_~_W__~g__~_~[_g]~ m~d we will support teams in the Jeague ~n dkect proportion to how many Tar Heels they have on their roster 
and on the fieJd, t am exalted for     and a~so for               who cer~:ain~y have qualities tha~: Sermann~ needs to see, 
Good kick in your opener and please g~ve my best ~o alJ your Tar Hee~sH! 
F~m: Cindy Cone [mailto:       @gmaiLcom] 
Se~t: Saturday, April 06, 20~3 ~:~3 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bje~t: Re: ~: Message from Dr, Bell 
I like the team a lot. The chemis~ both on and off’the field h~ grown pm~ much orgamcNly. I have guided k a bk here in there but when you put 

winning ~ople together, it is much easier to produce a m~ing team. I am maJly eNoying working m~ all the playe~. They have ~en ve~ open and 

ready to learn. They welcome criticism and have proven m be ve~ coachable. The one piece we have been missing during ~e preseason is our attacking 

third. Obviously, once we get our nafional team playe~ here, we roll be a much ~tter reran. Unfommately, we have only h~t our lhll team together lbr 3 

~aiNng ~ssions the entire pre~on. So, our first game will ~ a Nt intems~ng. I am sure we roll have quite a t~w mi~ues and miscommunication~ but 

tny guess is so roll KC. It roll be t)n ~ watch    and     play toged~er. 

By the way, the Tarheels am doing AWESOME[ ~ ~ Nil~ has figured out how to ~ a pro and how m transition among multiple posifions. Allie has ~en 

the best player on the field most days. If they can s~y healthy and continue to improve at this rate, there is no reason why they shouldn’t get a chance with 

the national te~. Addie h~ been ~lid in goal and will be a good ~ck-up for Karina LeBla~c. I had no idea that they were such great t~ends. Karina 

lived ruth        fmnily when she w~ playing for the Breakers in the ~SA: Then when we add Tobin and ~ssibly ~r to the roster in Jnne-- 

well, I can’t wait to see thaf! 
Plea~ tell the cmrent Tarheels that I miss them and am always cheering fl~em on from afar~ Let me ~ow if any of them want ~ come trNn during the 

summefi We would love to have fl~em join 

How is M’liss? I haven’t received m~y u~lates on her. Please know "that your t~mily is aJways in my fl~oughts. 

Cindy 

On Fri, Apr 5, 2013 at 1:37 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <_~__m__o_o__r~.~_ej__r_~Ai_l_:__u__r!£:_e__£l__u_ > wrote: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 6:12 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino <      @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros <         .~gmail.com>; 

<        @msn.com>; TOM SANDER <pacmau@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Re: Reques’tiug FiuaJ Amateurism Certifications 

Good job, Chris!!! Tom Sanderesque! 

Sent.~"om my Verizon IFireie,~s 4G L)’E LLDtOIL) 

Chris Ducar <duca@unc.edu> wrote: 

Take that Bitchez! Women’s soccer recruits RULE! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 10:48 AM 

To: Jackson, Scott C; Townsend, Jenn; Haydon, Joe; Webb, Josh; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Pat Myers; Negalha, Jeff; Garth, Christy Lynn; Phillips, Tripp; Josh Langley; Papadatos, 
Dionisios; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Fulton, Grant; Wigger, Leah Marie; Galvin, Derek P; Barnes, Philip E; Dowd, Katrina M; Tyler, Brie Farley; Ducar, Chris; Gillette, Boo 

Laura Michelle; Anundsen, Sara; rackham 
Subject: RE: Requesting Final Amateurism Certifications 

All., 

The results are in and we haw_~ a winner - it ~s the g~ue Team w~th 7{5% o~ their kids req~estk~g their final amateurism by our dead~k~e yesterday; the White Team 

fin~shed at a hak over 70% to come ~n a ctose second. 

Sta~dotJts o~ note include perfect scores for i~ndrew D~Bitetto, Leah Wigger, Boo Gillette, An~mdsen!Ka~bas, and We Rackham; the best perfect score, with l:1. out 

of 1I was Chris D~sc~r. i~lso of note w~s Joe H~ydon going 26 of 27 for the BMe team. 

For those f.:?~k~; who don’t yet: have a perfect score, your prize wi~ be continued fo~low-ksp from me unt~ t:he kMs have knocked things ouL See you soon.. 

[a nee 

F~m: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 10:35 AN 

T~: Jac~on, Sco~ C (scjac~o@emaJLunc.edu); Townsend, Jenn (j~wnsend@unc.edu); Haydon, Joe (haydon@unc.edu); Webb, Josh (]dwebb(~emaJl.unc.edu); DJBite~o, 

Andrew F (aN[bJ~@emaJl.unc.edu); ’Pat Myers’; Nega[ha, Jeff fine~alha~unc.edu); GaSh, ChrJs~ Lynn; PhJll[ps, TrJpp CpNIlips@uncaa.unc.edu); ’Josh Langley’; Papadatos, 
D[onNos (g~R~N_@_~ff]~_[[:_~P_Gg_~_g); W[ll[ams-Johnson, Tracey D ~N~llNf@~t~Ng_~g~_~g); Fulton, Grant (~g_[~D_@~_~N[NN:_~_~); WJgger, Leah MarJe (~Jgg_~[@g_tN:~g); 

Calvin, Derek P (derekq@emaiLunc.edu); Barnes, PNIJp E (pebames@ema[I.unc.edu); Dowd, KatrJna M (kmdowd@email.unc~edu); Tyler, BrJe Farley (bNrley@ema[Lunc.edu); 

Ducat, Chr[s (ducar@unc.edu); G[lle~e, Boo Laura M[chelle (bq[~let@ema[I.unc.edu); Anundsen, Sara (anundsen@emaJl.unc.edu); rackham (rackham@emaJl.unc.edu) 
Subject: Requesting Final Amateurism Ce~[ficat[ons 

All, 

Today is April 1st and the opening day of when our Fa[l 2013’s can start requesting their final amateurism certifications with the NCAA Eligibility Center. We’re 

going to put an April 8th deadline, one week from today, on all of our incoming students to knock this out. The process should oNy take a couple of minutes for 

each student and instructions are attached. 

We’re also going to make it more interesting this year by making a little bit of competition out of it. We’ll have two teams (of teams) and see who has the most 

(all?) of their requests made by their students bg next Mondag. The teams are: 

Blue Team [appraximatel7 70 students} 

Baseball 

Men’s Basketball 

Football 

Wrestling 

Women’s Basketball 

Women’s Lacrosse 

White Team [appraximate[7 115 students} 

Fencing 

M en’s Golf 

Men’s L~crosse 

Men’s Soccer 

Swimming 

Men’s Tennis 

Track and Fie[d 

Field Hockey 

Women’s Golf 

Gymnastics 

Rowing 

Women’s Soccer 

Softball 

Women’s Tennis 

Volleyball 

Only pride is on the line but the Blue Team is akeady in the lead 3-1. W[I[ get individual sport updates to everyone later today. If you have any questions, just let 

me know. Thanks!! 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compl]ance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 



Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mat’kos@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 7:51 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

Re: Need a 2013 gmne 

"Leone, Tracey" -<F.Leone@neu.edu-~ wrote: 

Frem; Dorrance, Albert A ~/[mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
$e~t: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 5:01 PM 
Te; Leone, Tracey 
8..bject; RE: Need a 20:[3 game 

TRACEY BATES!!!!!! 

I=re~; Tracey Leone [mailto:T.Leone .@. neu.edu] 
$e~t: Tuesday, April 09, 20:[3 4:07 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; D:[WSOCCER Listserv (_d___$_~_v__s_g_c___@__s__o___c__c__e__r_Jj__s_~__o__r.g,) 
$~bject: {D:[WSOC} Need a 20:[3 game 

Hi all, 

Due to a team exitin8 our conference, I am Iookin8 for a ~ame on Sun, Oct. 20, 2013 either in the vicinity of Towson University OR at home. We could consider 

playin8 on that Mon., Oct. 21 if it’s a home ~ame. 

Please let me know if you’re free and would like to schedule a ~ame. 

Thank you, and all the best the rest of your sprin8 season] 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DIWSOC tbr News, Spring Results 



(:ollege_ Games Schedule 

LiIB~TY 

Saturday April 13t~ 
Brenner Children’s Hospital Field 1 

11:00 a.m" Duke vs, UNC 

12:30 pm: Dtlke vs. VA Tech 

2:00 pro: kJNC vs, VA Tech 

ISP S~ or-ts Field 2 

11"00 am: Liberty vs, Appalachian State 

Sunday April 14 
Brem~er Children’s Hospital Field. 

11:00 am: Wake Forest vs. NC State 

:1.2:30 pm: Wake Forest vs. High iPoint 

2:00 pro: NC State vs. High Point ~ 

lISP ~orts Field 2 
11:00 am: Elon vs. East Carolina ~~~, 

12:30 ipm: Elon vs. Western Carolina ~ 

2:00 pro: Eas-t Carolina vs. Wes-tern Carolina 



Fl’olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 7:56 PM 

TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Southern Soccer Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: Southern Soccer Showcase 

From: Anthony Daluz ~da]uz@~vfu.edu> 

To: Robbie Chureh <church@duaa.duke.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edtr<Timothy Santoro <tfsantor@ncsn.edtv~,tim ~ntoro 

<tim santoro@ncsu.edu>,Charles Chugger Adair <adai@vt.edu~ 

CC: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Scott Wollaston < ~gmail.com> 

Date: The, Apr 9, 2013 at 5:02 PM 

Snbject: Re: Southern Soccer Showcase 

To: "Hain, Jessica J" <iiceli@~liberty.edu>, wsoccer@liberty.edu, Chris Neal <cneal3@elon.edu-~, Sarah Strickland <stricklandsc@appstate.edu>, "Donnenwirth. 

Rob" <donnenwirtbr@ecu.edu>, Chad Miller <millerc@emaJd.wcu.edu>, Anthony DaJuz <dal~@Mh.edu>, Marlin BeaJl <mbeaJl@highpoint.edu>, 

mdemko(~a) unca.edu 

Coaches: 

Looldng forwayd to a great weekend at the Southern Soccer Showcase. This is 1 last follow up about 2 things: 

1. Buses and Vans: Please let me know if you are traveling by Bus. So fac I have only heard from Libe~V. If you are traveling by Vans, you roll drive up to the BB&T 

Field House and we roll have a volunteer showing you where to park...as it roll be in a specific area. 

2. Lnnches: Some reruns have already emailed me, but if you are interested in having Subway lunches delivered to your team after your games, please let me know 

inm~ediately. The cost is $7.50 per box which includes a Subway sandwich, chips, cookie, and bottled water. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Scott 

On Sun, Mar 24, 2013 at 8:28 PM, Scott Wollaston < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Coaches, 

Thanks so tnuch again for joining us for the 2013 Southern Soccer Showcase at BB&T Soccer Park. Here are a few updates: 

1. Please view the attached schedule of gmnes to confirm ?’our schedule. All games will be 35 ~ninute haJves (with exception to Liberb" v ASU, which will play 3x45 

rain periods dne to only 1 game). 

2. If you have not already done so, please register as a college coach attending our event at the follomng link: http://events.gotsport.com/(S 

(4fpM3454demdi55e’~ff-pafiw))/events’collegecoachlogin.aspx?EventID~6057 

It helps us tremendously in atlxacting great teams to onr Showcase when your school is listed as a school that is intending to recruit at our event. We have some 

thntastic teams/clubs coming to our event, including several ECNL clnbs, so there should be ~me great talent to watch. 

3. t lease let me know if you are planning to drive a bus to BB&T Soccer t ark. We will have a reserved parking a~cea for your bases, so I just need to know how 

much Sl~Ce to save. 

4. Lunches: As some of you took advantage of last year, you can order box lunches from us that we will deliver to your team. The cost is $7.50 per box which includes a 
Subway sandwich, chips, cookie, and bottled water. You iust need to emai] me with your order by Monday, April 8th. 

5. Golf Tournament: We ate hosting our Southern Soccer Showcase GNI for Kicks Event on Friday, April 12th at Salem Glen Country Club. All of our college head coaches 
that are participating in this event are invited to play in the tournament for FREE! All preceeds from the event go to benefit our Twin City Soccer Financial Assistance 
program. If you’d like to play in the event, or make a donation, please go to our event website: [1~[~2;~.~.t‘5~.f~tW~[~1~.,.~;~?~f4£:~¢L.~.4~g~t2~2[~.k.‘~[f4~;~j~j~_?~.~b~i~)3~ or email John 
Stubblefield at ~.s.’.t.~.!~.!?J.~.f.[~’J.(.!.@!.~.~:![~..c.’j.t3:.s.’£~.u.’.r.:,.~£,~#.[~. 

6. Schedules: We have 106 teams attending the event, frown 14 different states and Canada. Here is a link to the schedule: 



http://events.gotsport.con~/events/Deti~ult.aspx?eventid~6057 

7. Check In: When you amve to BB&T Park, please check in at the Field House to pick up a Player Profile book, and to let us know you’ve arrived. We will direct 

you to the 6ght field. We will pro~zide a tent o~zer each team bench, as well as gatorade and water in gatorade coolers. 

Thank you so ~nuch again tbr attending our event! Please let me know if you have any questions. I will be out of the office from March 29th-April 7th with limited 

access to email, but I roll try my best to get back in touch with you as soon as possible. 

Sincerely, 

Scott 

Scott T. Wollaston 

Executive Director: Twin Ci~’ Youth Soccer Association 

ww~.twinciPr’soccer.com 

Manager: Winston-Salem SoccerPlex 

www.wssoccerplex.com 

Manager: SoccerOP Management, LLC 

www.soccerop.com 

Email:         ~gmail.com 

Win#ton Salem SoccerPlex Office: (336) 896-0383 

BB&T Soccer Paxk Office: (336) 998-4277 

Tony da Luz 

tlead Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 t:ax 

cell 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

ww~-.wakeforest~irlssoccercamp.com 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 8:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: SSU College Coach Registration NOW Open 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: SSU College Coach Registration NOW Open 

From: Leon Florez              ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,Renee Horton 
CC: 

@gmail.com>,Leon Florez @yahoo.corn> 

Hello Coach, 

Leon Florez here, Renee Horton and myself are the directors of Soccer Showcase Unlimited in Orlando, FL. We will be hosting the 4th annual Central Florida Girls 

Elite Showcase in Auburndale, FL on July 26 and 27, 2013. We will be inviting between 130-160 of the best female players in the state of Florida, girls who will be 

graduating in 2014, 2015, and 2016. This is an event by invitation only, we are bringing players from all over Florida, some of the elite players from the Florida ODP 

program, players from AC Delmy, Coral Springs, Plantation, Weston, Sunrise, FC Florida. Pinecrest Premier. Lakeland FC, Clearwater, Tampa Bay United, Creeks 

Clash, Jax United, Texans Florida, and FC Dallas Florida to name a few. Along with players from Florida two ECNL clubs Orlando Ci~ and VSI. 

We would like to take this opportunity to invite you and/or your staff’to come out to our showcase. It will be a ve~ good event, with a lot of veD’ good players. We 

will have player profiles and refreshinents for all college coaches. It [J s an opportunity to tap in to the Florida kids which has a lot of talent. 

College Coach Registration is NOW Open. 

Please log on to www.soccersu.com and click on coach registration to register. 
Hope to see you there. 

Please let us know if you have any quefftions. 

Date: Friday July 26, 2013 and Saturday July 27, 2013 
Schedule: GK session starts at lpm on Friday 7/26 

Games will start at 3pm, 5pm, and 7pm on Friday 7/26 

Games will staxt at 9am, 1 lam, and lpm on Saturday 7/27 

Where: Lake Myrtle Soccer Complex Aubumdale, FL 

Thank yo~g 

Leon Florez 

Director 

Soccer Showcase Unlimited 

305-796-7462 

,~nail.com 
www.soccersu.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 9, 2013 8:08 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < .~gmaJd.com> 

Fwd: hnprove Your Athlete’s Performance with anew Mobile Video Analysis Solution 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Improve Your Athlete’s Pertbrmance with anew Mobile Video Analysis Solution 
From: Dastfl sh <n~a)de~X]sh.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

DOWNLOAD THE APP HERE 

YOUR MOBILE VIDEO ANALYSIS SOLUTION AND YOUR GATEWAY TO THE DARTFISH GLOBAL SOLUTIONS 

We help COACHES and ATHLETES improve performance on the GO. Get started with Dartfish, the World leaders in video 
analysis solutions for coaches. 

Dartfish Express is the ideal video coaching tool for all sports: baseball, softball, golf, tennis, track & field, swimming, 
weightlifting, fitness training, football, basketball, gymnastics, skiing and more. 

* ALL-IN-ONE RECORDING 
Record high definition videos using your iPhone or iPad’s built-in camera; then review them quickly on the spot. 

* POWERFUL PLAYBACK CONTROLS 
Scrolling through your video has never been easier. Have fun with the jog wheel to move frame-by-frame or for fast 
searching, or play in slow motion. 

* TAKE STILL SHOTS 
Focus your discussions on key moments by taking and annotating still shots. 

* ADD VIDEO DRAWINGS & COMMENTS 
Drawings highlight what the video reveals - use angle measurements, lines, arrows, circles, squares and freehand tools 
to show people where to focus. Hake the learning last by enriching the video with your expert view point in the form of 
comments. 

* WATCH IN FULL SCREEN 
No busy interface, just pure performance! Play your videos or review your still shots in full screen. 

* SIMPLE YET EFFICIENT VIDEO SHARING 



Create your account and share your enriched videos with clients, fans, and friends on your own dartfish.tv channel via: 

Email 
SMS 
Facebook 
Twitter 

DOWNLOAD THE TUTORIAL VIDEO HERE 

For more information please contact us at usa@dartfish.com 

LISA i f 505 Shiloh Road Suite I ~0-B i,~,iphara~a GA 30005 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:47 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: See why coaches are coming to Pa~k City instead of Houston - Avalm~che InvitalionaJ - Showcase’. 

From: Avalanche Invitational - Showcase 2013 [mailto:scott@avalancheinvitational.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 9:20 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; See why coaches are coming to Park City instead of Houston - Avalanche Invitational - Showcase! 

Cortege Coach Registration -Avalanche Invitational - Showcase June 

7-9, Park City, UT 

Image removed by sender. Hero Image 2013 

Coaches, we woutd tike to personatty invite you to our 3rd annuat Avatanche Invitationat Showcase. 

Enjoy beautifut, scenic Park City, Utah, white you scout the nation’s best femate soccer prayers. 

We are hosting the tournament from June 7-9, 2013. Over 50% of our registration is from the 

fottowing states: Washington, Northern Catifornia, Southern Catifornia, Nevada, New Mexico, 

Arizona, Texas, Idaho, Cotorado, Nebraska, Missouri and Montana. Our tournament was very 

successfut during the first two years, with over 60 cortege coaches registering and top fever teams 

throughout the country participating in the tournament. We pride oursetves in catering to 

coaches needs. We have a VIP tent and witt be serving breakfast, lunch, dinners, drinks and snacks 

throughout the day. On us of course!!!!! 

To register, visit us ontine at: Avalanche Invitationat Cortege Coach Registration 

We chose Park City to host the Avatanche Invitationat for a few reasons. Utah is our home, and we 

want to share with you the beauty of the tandscape and the magnificence of the mountains here. 

We betieve that Park City’s spectacutar views provide the perfect backdrop for the nation’s best 

soccer prayers to come together and compete. 

The charm of downtown Park City, coupted with endtess opportunities for recreation and 

entertainment, writ ensure your stay in Park City writ be a memorabte experience for you and your 

fatuity, and we took forward to your participation in this year’s Avatanche Invitationat. 

Canyons - Avalanche Invitationals Premier Lodging Partner 

-Live for the new 

There is a ptace where you can atways feet the exhitaration of discovering something unexpected. 

Canyons is that place. Committed to constant innovation, at Canyons we know there is no 

experience like a new experience. 



Avalanche has secured room blocks at the Canyons. Please see website for more info. 

.~.i h’nage 
removed by 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

this ernail was sent to ar~son@uncs&ul~c.ed~J by .s__c__o__t_t__@_a___v__a_[_a_[!_c__h__e_j_n__v_j_t__a__tj_o__n__a__[:_c__o_[~ :: 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant ren~ovalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 
UtahAvalanche i 4384 Foxtrail Drive Lehi :: UT 8~,043 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 9:57 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; .~aol.com; Ja~n Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

FW: North Caxolina has been featured. 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:support@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 20:13 5:24 AN 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: North Carolina has been featured. 

::N:: Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

North Carolina has been featured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read the 

Send this etnafil to teammates, a~umni, a~d fancily to shaxe the news. 

If you have any questions~ please contact us at ~_t_[[?t?£!~.~_t~?p_dj2&_~y___e_!~£££_e_r_:_c_£_Lr!.. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:55 AM 

ttarris, Stacey Elaine ~shams@unc.edu-~ 

Peaking registratio!! ! 

Thank you Stacey!!! You are the BOMB!!!~ 

F~om: Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent: Tuesday,            5:25 Plvl 
To: Meaders, Harlis James; VanAIstyne, Mark; Hudson, Nicole; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Field, Jaci; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; Marsh, Patrick; Negalha, Jeff; 

Tracey D; Calder, Andrew G; Papa, Donna J; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Somoano, Carlos M; Jenny Levy (uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu); Shelton, Karen C; Sagula, 
Joseph A; Galvin, Derek P; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Miller, Ron C.; Haney, Sarah K; Beth Miller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu); Joe Breschi (breschi@uncaa.unc.edu); Gatz, Gregory; 

Cc:’ Angle Bitting (abit~ing~uncaa.unc.edu); Holliday, Corey L; Brossman, Curt Alan 

Subject: Parking registration!! 

All, 

It is time to begin the employee parking permit registration process for the upcoming        tear. There are a couple of new changes. First, the parking permit 

prices are going up. @ (I will find out the new cost at a meeting later this month.) Second, employees will now register for parking online using your 

onyen!password instead of using the paper application that was given to you in years past. (I have attached the directions for this process should you need them, 

or feel free to contact me if you need help.) As always, please keep in mind that our allotment numbers can change from year to year, and I will not have that 

information until later in the month. We do all we can to get as many of our folks a parking spot, but those allocation numbers are out of our control. 

Some things to note when filling out your online form: 

Home Department will be ATHLETICS (do not select ATH or ATHLETIC ASSOC/SMITH CENTER) 

Department Number-983.0 

Department Permit Zone Requested - Please select your current parking zone. 

The registration process is now open and available for you to enter your information. ~t will dose on so please be sure you register by the deadline! 

The form will not be accessible after ’ for employees to register. To access the online registration, use the link below: 

http:iipsafety.web.unc oedu/ 
Let me know if you have any questions!! 

Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:28 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
@aol.com: Jason Sisneros (        @gma~l.com); 

_ ~gma~l.com); 

@aol.com);, 

...... . kevin laa~5~ 
matt jones ( @gmail.com); 

@gtnail.com; sean patton ( ,@~mail.com); 
; nicole thva (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver 

Subject: YW: All Sports Celebmlion "The R~anmys" 

Ladies, 

Here is the new "Athletic Banquet" for the entire departmentH 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
SeBt-" Wednesday, April :tO, 20:t3 9:36 AM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 
$,,bjeet," All Sports Celebration "The Rammys" 
:[mportaB¢e: High 

,~:i1 2013 RammysLcgo-(Grayscale) (2) 

Carolina Athletics All Sports Celebration 
Monday, April 29th, 2013 

7:00 PM 
Memorial Hall 

Awards, Talents, Highlights from the 2012 - 2013 seasons and more 
Desserts / Social immediately following the show at the Carolina Inn 

Please RSVP to Kathy Griggs kgriggs@email.unc.edu by April 22, 2013 
i~’,..’,1"~3~ i:~- ig,:.t:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:29 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: All Sports Celebration RSVPs 

From-" Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Wednesday, April 10, 20:t3 9:59 AM 

To; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc-" Williams, Andre; Corey Holliday; Joe Holladay (jholladay@uncaa.unc.edu) 

Subject-" All Spor~s Celebration RSVPs 

Please let me know an estimated number of team members, including managers and other support personnel, that plan to attend the Rammys and the Social at 

the Carolina Inn no later than April 22. Thanks. 

~ill 2013 RammysLogo-(Grayscale)(2) 

Carolina Athletics All Sports Celebration 
Monday, April 29th, 2013 

7:00 PM 
Memorial Hall 

Awards, Talents, Highlights from the 2012 - 2013 seasons and more 
Desserts / Social immediately following the show at the Carolina Inn 

Please RSVP to Kathy Griggs kgriggs@email.unc.edu by April 22, 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:30 PM 

k.koestner@campuso utreachservices.com 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Katie Koestner: Small Request:-) 

I just signed two smalf soccer balls ..,.they are enroute! Thank you Tom[ 

From: k.koestner@campusoutreachservices.com [mailto:k.koestner@campusoutreachservices.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, April :tO, 2013 :t0:19 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
C:c-" pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 
Subject; Re: Katie Koestner: Small Request :-) 

’I’hm~k you all so incredibly much! We a~re thrilled to have your suppo~ too! 

Sent via BlackBer~’ by AT&T 

@gmail,com) 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" 
Date: Wed, 10 Apr 2013 13:50:54 +0000 

Cc: ~.~!~,~2~:~.~.:~5~.~:~:~2~.~:~.~.d~.d~.~:~.~>; ................................................... 

~?~}~:~9:(!E. ................................................................................................................................... .~.~..~2.!::~t)~7!>; Jason Sisneros 

I ~m~&com):: ~ ~ma~Lcom> 

Sublet: ~: Katie Koestner: Small Request :-) 

Katie, 

~ am sure we can find sorne[hing. And again what a power~:ul message to share. AH o~: us appreciated you telling your painfu~ s[ory. 

~ wH~ copy Tom Sander on this and we w~H magi it to the address beiow, 

F~= Katie Koestner [~ai~to:k.koest~er~usou~reachselwJces.com] 
Se~t: Monday, April 08, 20~3 9:53 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Katie Koestner: Small Request :-) 

Hi Anson, 

I hope you are well! I am so pleased to have met you and can picture you and I shaking hands like it was yesterday. Thank you for attending my program and 

helping to get all those athletes to hear my story. 

Here’s my request.., we have a rape crisis center with a number of women and girls who could really use some powerful motivation] I would love to be able to 

tell them about how you and your women are all about women’s strength and give the two girls something you’ve autographed. 

Would you be willing to autograph two shirts or hats or squeeze balls or anything really and send them to us? 

Our mailing address is: 

Take Back The Night Foundation 

PO Box 332 

Wayne, PA 19087 

If you’re swamped, I understand completely. 

Best wishes, 

Katie 
Katherine Koestner 
cos i coo 
(P) 866-966-9013 I (F) 866-966-9923 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 10, 2013 3:35 PM 

Jason Sisneros~ 
@~nsn.com; ducax@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; matt jones ( ~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton, ~}gmafil.com); _ 
nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver ( @ar~l.~om); 

~,@ aol .corn; 

Subject: FW: New video 

Indi, 

I love it!!! I am sending this out to your teammates and our recruits. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Logan Cowie [mailto: (~me com] 
Sent: \Vednesday, April 10, 2013 10:47 AM 
To: I)orrance, Alberl A IV 
Sut~iect: New video 

Hey Anson[ 

I enj oyed our chat yesterday ! I just wanted to send you my latest video. I did a crossbar challenge and the response has been great It got over 30 thousand views in 24 hours! 

>http:i/www.youtube.corrgwatch?v kMLXeW41feI 

Indi Cowie 
INDividual Soccer Freestyle 
www.indicowie.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 4:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Southern showcase schednle 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Southern showcase schedule 

From:             @cox.net 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC:            @gmail.com 

Coach Dorrance, 

I am playing in the Southern Sho~vcase this weekend, and I sent you an email previously that had an incorrect schedule of my matches. Below is the correct schedule; 

Thank you for your time’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 11,2013 9:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Section 1: PSG visits Bayca with Messi in doubt; Revs’ Alston takes leave with treatable fo~m of leukemia 

From: Soccer America Daily [mailto:socceramericadaily@socceramedca.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2013 7:25 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Section 1: PSG visits Barca with Messi in doubt; Revs’ Alston takes leave with treatable form of leukemia 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

Nhat They’re Saying today’s News --Tuesday, April 9, 201~~iii Image 

’It wasn’t our fault two 

/                                                      removed by 

)layers left the field at the 
sender 

~ame time." 

- Vancouver coach Martin Tweet 
~,ennie, whose team’s goal This 
n a 1-1 tie with San Jose 

;ame after two Quakes, 

~lan Gordon and Victor 

3ernardez, left the field to 

;hange their cleats Quakes 

;oach Frank Yallop was livid 

hat referee Fotis Bazakos 

~idn’t immediately wave 

hem back on (yancouver 

removed by 
sender. 

Share 
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Game to Watch: PSG visits Barcelona with Messi 
in doubt 
by Samuel Charles 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] The first leg between Barcelona and Paris 

i~ilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

St. Germain ended with PSG snatching a 2-2 tie during the dying seconds in 

Paris as Lionel Messi could only watch, nursing an injured hamstring. With 

a semifinal berth on the line at the Camp Nou Wednesday, and one team 

about to be eliminated, all eyes remain on La Pulga= - Read the whole story 

Revs’ Alston takes leave with treatable form of leukemia 
by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHTJ MLS All-Star Kevin Alston has been diagnosed with chronic myelogenous 

leukemia (CML), a rare but treatable form of leukemia, and has taken an indefinite leave of 
absence from the New England Revolution to undergo treatment that is not expected to require 

hospitalization. - Read the whole story 

MLS clubs face long odds 
by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF CHAMPIONS LEAGUE] Following losses at home, MLS clubs Seattle and Los 

Angeles face long odds in the second legs of the Concacaf Champions League semifinals on the 

road in Mexico. The Seattle Sounders trail Santos, 1-0, while the Galaxy carries a 2-1 deficit into 

the return game against two-time defending champion Monterrey at the Estadio Tecnologico. - 

Read the whole story 

Good Monday for U.S. internationals 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Five Americans - four senior internationals, plus German-American 

youngster John Anthony Brooks - played on Monday, and none lost. Maurice Edu’s Bursaspor 

got an important 3-0 win over Besiktas, while Michael Bradley returned to the Roma starting 

lineup in its 1-1 tie with Lazio in their Rome derby= For all the action ... - Read the whole story 

Openin~l day rosters 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] National Women’s Soccer League teams announced their opening day rosters for the 

inaugural season that begins this weekend. Teams can carry a maximum of 20 players, though 

not all rosters announced on Monday contained the maximum. For all the rosters ... - Read the 

whole story 

Chelsea players dip in blue goo to sell you stuff 
by Samuel Charles 



~/IDEO PICK: Off the Post] Things got messy when several of Chelsea’s most prominent players 

were drenched in gallons of blue paint to film a new adidas commercial aimed at selling next 

year’s jersey to Blues fans sight unseen. - Read the whole stow 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~.socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

...... ~movedby 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 11:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

I~W: Southern Soccer Showcase 

From~ @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesda,~ 6:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Southern Soccer Showcase 
Dear Coach Dorrance and stafl~ 

My name i,,               :. I am currently at ~phomore at            _                       _     I remain interested in ,/our soccer program at University 

of North Carolina. My club team is the                with th~_                                  coached b?           We are curreutly playing in the 

Region 1 Colonial League and our standings are 3-0-1. We completed in the Jefferson Cup in March, 2013 and were undefeated. My team will be playing in the 

Southern Soccer Showcase in Advauce, NC this weekend. I am inviting you atteud a gatne. The schedule is as tbllows: 
Saturday 
9:20 BB&T #5 
4: 00 BB&T #4 
Sunday 
10:40 
BB&T Soccer Park 
428 Twins Way 
Advance NC 27006 
Field Map Link: 
http://events.qotsport.com!content 

BB&T #13 

I have a~so attached a liuk to my highlight video. 

Thank you for your lime aaad have a good evening. 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 11,2013 11:46 AM 

Anna Rodenbough < 

_ . " ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (2 

¯ ~gmaJl.com); 

i @aLi.com); 

~gmail.com> 

-" ~gmaJl.co~n); 
@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edn; 

.. kevin l~rry 

matt jones I. _    _                ~!g~nail.com): 
@gmail.com; s~an patton i @gmaiLcom) 

nicole fava (nfava@nncaa.nnc.edu); clay weaver 

Subject: Ladies, Carolina for Kibera clinic in the TIN CAN at 1 PM this SUNDAY’.! 

WOW!!! Boy are you in the know!!! How did s/ou find out? 

And yes, it was a wonderful birthday, thank you! 

How are you doing? 

f w~ I ~ d e fi n il:e I V ~;en d th i s o ut to t h e te~ m. ~ ~ow~ C F K ~ n d t: h e wo n d erfu I sp ~ d t of ou r ~d d ~; th~ t: ~;e rv e th e~ r [e~l ow m i~ n. 

F~m= Anna Rodenbough [mailto: _ @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, April ~0, 20~3 7:~7 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: P.S, 

Ho~ you had a lovely N~h~y yesterday~ 

And congmts to        on her J~ob’s Pillow award[ Ve~ cool. 

On Tue, Apr 9, 2013 at 5:16 PM, Anna Rodenbough < ~_r_&&i_!:__c_£_r_~3 > wrote: 

Hey y’aJl! 

The CFK clinic is tkis Snnday fi~om 1- 5pro in the Tin Can. If you could, please encourage the girls to paNcipate in coaching - they have done a wonderful job the last 

couple years and I would love for us to keep that up! 

Also, if any of you are free that afternoon, please feel free to stop by. I would love to see yon. 

ttope y’all aace doing well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:51 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: i interested in UNC Women’s Soccer 

Froml 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

@gmail.com] 
8:05 PM 

nterested in UNC Women’s Soccer 

Dear Coach, 

My name is and I currently play for the I am interested in attending UNC and playing on the women’s soccer team. 

We play in the 

working person on the field. 
~f ECNL. My jersey number is 13 and our uniform colors are white and red. My goal in every practice and game is to be the hardest 

Prior to ioininc~ ECNL, mv team won 

I will graduate in                                               My current GPA is 

Admission Test (SSAT), I scored in the !    percentile. I hope to major in a STEM field. 

and I plan to take the PSAT next fall. In the Secondary School 

I understand that our contact is limited under NCAA rules but I hope that you or a member of your coaching staff is able to see me play. My team will play the following 
schedule in April: 

We also have several games in May and June and we will play in the ECNL PDA Showcase event on Memorial Day weekend. 

Complete information about the team and my profile can be found at 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 11,2013 11:53 AM 

~aol.com: Jason Sisneros ! @gmaJl.com); ~ 

_ ~gm~Jl.com); 

~(}aol.com~, 

~msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; 

; kevin lan7 

matt jones ( @gmail.com); 

@g~nail.com; sean patton i i@gmail.com); 

, nicole thva (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver 

Subject: FW: CSBC Celebration Week 

Attach: 2013 Celebration Week Flyer.pdf 

Ladies, 

FYI!!~ 

From-" Deborah L Stroman [mailto:dstro@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 20, 2013 8:4-9 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A zV; Stroman, Deborah L 
Subject; CSBC Celebration Week 

Hi Coaches and Staffers. Please encourage your athletes to join the Club and also to attend these ~reat meetings! 

Celebration Week starts tomorrow, Thursday, with Karl Hicks, ACC Men’s Basketball Commissioner. 

www.csbcunc~com 

debby 

Deborah L, Stror~an, Ph,D, CLU 
E~lore, E~ga~e, Enapower, 
www.exss, unc,ed u ............................................. 

3~.5 Woo~le~ - CB #8700 



CSBCCg b  t  

Narl Hicks 

ACC Men’s Basketball 
Coma-d~ione, r 

Thursday, April 11 ~ - 
5:15 p,m. 

Bubba CSm~i~ 

Aflalefic Director, 
UNC - Chapel 

Monday, AWR 15 - 
4:00 p.m. 

CSBC Almnni Paid 

Featming former 
president~ 
Nick Lennon 
(Wa~sermma Media) 

Tuesday, April 
5:00 

Chris Farrow 

Coordinating Producer, 

ESPNiESPNU/ESPN3 

Wednesday, April 17- 
5:00 p.m, 

We close out 2012-2013 with an incredible line-up of speakers! Don’t miss this 
opportunity to hear real-life sport managers! 

@CSBC_UNC 
www.csbcunc.edu 
theclub@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 12:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

@gmail.com;        ~verizon.net: 
Subject: Southern Showcase 
Dear Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, 
My name is m~d I a~ a freshtn~ at _ . I am interested in the Tar Heels soccer 

progr~an m~d school. I play fo,. "I pritnarily play outside forwar& but I’ve played center midfield and defense in the 

past with BRYC. 

I will be playing in the Southern Showcase in Advance, NC this weekend of April 13-14. If you are available, I would greatly appreciate it if you could attend one of 

my games. Our schedule is below: 

Field Address: 

428 Twins Way 

Advance, NC 27006 

Academically, I currently have ~ GPA and I plan to take Honors and Inter BaccaJaureate classes the rest of high school. 

Please let me l, mow if you need additional information. 

Thank you for your lime mad consideration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 12:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Class of 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:21 AM 
To-" Dorrance, AIDert A Iv; I$iii valladino; Chris Ducat 

Subject; Cla~s’ol Center Mid 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is           and I am currently a sophomore at 

playing soccer at the University of North Carolina. My club team is 

but I also play defending center mid, as well as forward, and occasionally left or right l~ack. 

I am contacting you to express my interest in attending and 

My primal position is attacking center mid in a 4-3-3 tbrmafion, 

I know NCAA recruiting rnles prohibit you fi~m responding to me, but please feel free to contact my club coach 
Director of Coachin~                                             to learn more about my abilities on the field. 

and/or NCA 

My team will be playing in the Southern Soccer Showcase on Saturday 4/13~ Our current schedule for that tournament is: 

Game 1 Start: 8am 

I look forward to learning more about your program and school, and hopefully visiting your campus soon. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 12:18 PM 

~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros .~)gmail.com) 

RE: Sociology Project 

~rea~ 

Fro~ .............. @gmaiLcom] 
Sent: Thursday 9:18 AM 
To: Dorrance, Aloer-l. #, J.v 

Subject: Re: Sociology Project 

Thanks so much! See you early Friday to wash pr~tice~ 

I jusl ~w some awesome clips o~       and    playing. I could never find any long clips of, 

See you soon. was an ass kicker {actualb, you have sorne o[ her qualities, rnaybe that is why she and I like you so much!!!}. 

playing but I finally did! 

Sent from ,ny iPhone 

O£ at 11:44 AM, Do~Tance, Albert A IV :a__r_t__~?_n__@_e__r_~_~__u__L_u__!£c_:_e_d__~j:, wrote: 

Dino is grinding with Torn Timmermans to see if you qualify for more aid than the size of your scholarship~ You have a lot o1: friends here already, we 

are goin~ to make this ~ossiMe, I ~)rom~se~! 

Fmm~ 
Sent: Tuesday, : 11:25 PM 
To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject~ Re: Sodology Project 

An~ 

Ok! I don’t think i can make is to training tomorrow because i have throe appointments along with the identi~ summit going on at my school. But i will for 

sure make Fridays training and s*ay as long as i can mthout missing first period which is my AP world history class. What time are your matches ruth 

weekend and where? But i will definitely make as many Leadership meetings as tx)ssible and i think even watching fitness testing would be interesling to 

observe. 

That’s wonderfu!! (heat news! I think ijusl have really come to the conclusion that no matter how many full ri& scholarships i will be offered nothing will 
compare to being a Tarheel! With that said I’m ready to make this happen whenever you gws are’. 

I did mad that! Thafs so cool! I was recently texting her and i told her i have to get in major shape over the summers and she also said that i should head 

up to Portland and maybe train with them which wonld be unbelievably awesome. Because I’m ont in Utah on the west coast already so you not head 1,~ 

Portland?’. 

Have a great rest of the week! 

On The, at 10:27 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou({~email.ut~c.edu> wrote: 

What a groat idea! The only possible problem is this is onr last week of official training and this weekend are our last spring matches. Next week is athletic 
testing and strength testing. 

Still, we have a session at Ehringhaus Field tomorrow and Friday (7:45 m 9:15) and Thursday we have technical testing. Yon are certainly invited to 
o an~lfing you can make (how can you get out of school for this, ever~lhing we do is in the morning, ). You are also invited to our Leaderslfip meetings on 

Thurs and Fri of this week and Mon, Wed, Fri of next week. I will ask Tom Sander (Tom, copy me) to send you the schedule fbr this week and next. 

Dino has some great ideas on how to help make all this aflbMable and we do have some scholarship money for you. 

Yes. we are so excited for    _ and did you mad the part where she has invited 5 of our players to train with her first team pros this summer? Are you 

kidding me? What a great chance for our young kids!’.!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Sociology Project 

12:16 AM 

~gmail.coml 

Hey Anson, 

I have recmNy been assigned to do a project in my honors psychology and sociology class.The purpose of this project is to give applied experience with 
sociological group, and we had to pick our "group" today and I chose to observe the team if that’s ok’? Some fellow classmates are doing things such as 

their ballet class,        city council, etc... But I figured my life revolves around soccer so the logical group I though would be the team’. 

This means that I wouldjnst come to some practices ( or games if you have any near by) that I can evaluate with who steps up into the leader position, 



who tends to be more submissive, and’then the overall emTiromnent and if there are any conflicts I have to list tho~ as well! If this is okay let me know! 

Along with upcomiug practice times! 
I’m not sure what Dino and my mom are mustering up she really hasn’t given me to much detail but I assume its going well! Also so happy ti)r      miss 

her dearly and wish she could see all of this happen’. Looking fi)rward to hea~ng t?om you. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 1:46 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Goal Reports 

Car? you check it out I:or 

From: messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com [mailto: messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com] On Behalf Of Jerome Samuels via Linkedln 

Sent-" Thursday, April 11, 2013 10:05 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" Goal Reports 

Linkedln 

Jerome Samuels has sent you a message. 

Date: 4/11/2013 

Subject: Goal Reports 

Hi Anson 

This is Jerome Samuels with Goal Reports ~&w__’!d=.g.9~q_j_r__e_£_o__r__t_s_~_£_o___m__.. Have you seen our player 

development software? I would like to get your opinion on the software, so please visit our website 

and let me know what you think. Thanks 

Jerome 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 1:52 PM 

Mann, J~n M. <ja]~mann@unc.edu-~ 

ILE: Favor for women’s golt! 

Next Tuesday at 2 PM should work ..... this information is very helpful. It mirrors our season last fall ._. up and down until it mattered, then lights out for us on a six 

game ran. Ph?ase remind rne and go to your office at rqnley? 

Fmm: Mann, Jan M. 
Sent: Thursday, April ii, 2013 11:07 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Favor for women’s golfl 

~nson, 

Are you free next Tuesday between 2:00 and 4:00 to come over to speak to the team? ~f not Tuesday, Monday wo~ld work. The team has been up and down 

regard~[lg 0erformance. We played w?ry average in severa~ events and won three The last tournament we played m two of our [:o0 p~ayers had bad rokmds whk:h 

reN~y cost us. One ~:h~ng that we have really been trying ~:o get them to focL~s on is prepsratkm and gathering a~ the ~nformation be[ore hitting the shot. They are 

so used to using range finders to shoot the flag thsL they don’t pay attention to the oLher ~n[:ormation they have {hole location sheets show~ng how the flag ~s from 

the front and back of the green), w~nd d~rectiorb course strategy, game plan on certain holes, etc_ We have also been working on just stay~ng ~n the process of 

hitting the shot and not wor@ng about the outcome or fina~ score. ~ am extremely confident ~n their abilities and know that we can w~n the ACC’s as ~ong as they 

play smart, stick to our game plan and don’t get ~:oo ahead o[ ourselves. Having sa~d aH th~s, feel free to mo~:~val:e ~n any way that you see fit~ I just wanted ~o give 

you a ~ittle ~nsigh~: into what we have been tryh~g to do. 

~ really appredsLe your he~p! 

Jan 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Monday, Apdl 08, 2013 2:49 PN 

Te~ Mann, Jan N. 
SubjeCt~ Re: Favor for women’s golf[ 

Jan, I would love to help. 

"Mann, Jan M." <janmann@m~c.e&~> wrote: 

Anson, 

I have a favor to ask of you. When you came and spoke to my team two years ago before the ACC Championships, we won by 24 shots. I had another coach in last 

year to speak so I am blaming our loss on him! Would there be any way that you could come out and speak to the team again? We leave for the ACC Championships 

in the afternoon on Wednesday, May ~5th after classes. If you are around and would be willing to speak to the team, just let me know when you are available. Our 

practices are typically in the afternoon starting at 2:00. 

Thanks in advance! 

Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kgi’,IC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 1:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday ii:28 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Schedule for showcase this weekend 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday [:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Women’s Soccer Team - 

Player Profile Soccer.pdf 

From-" 

Sent; Thursday, 1:t:47 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Women’s Soccer Team - 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

~yahoo com] 

My name is                 and I am very interested in playing soccer for UNC. I will be graduating in     and am 
beginning my search for a college where I can contribute to the continued success of the team and earn a degree. 
I play club soccer for                              and have been successfully playing club since I was 8 yrs old. 
Because of my speed and sk~lls I play defender and forward. My goal is to earn a starter position with the US National 
team and after my soccer career, then practice medicine. 

Some accomplishments include         ODP team for 3 seasons and my high school varsity team just won the Div I 
CIF Championship and we were the Div II State Champions Runner-up. I was once called the "best in the nation" and 
plan on regaining that title again. 
Attached please find my soccer profile and you can find more information at 

I am a fan of the Heels and would love to play for you and would make you proud. 

I will be participating in the PDA Girls College Showcase this coming May. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this letter and for your consideration. GO HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 2:00 PM 

Mann, Ja~ M. <ja~mann@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Favor for women’s golf~ 

Thank you! 

From; Mann, Jan M. 
Sent: Thursday, April ll, 2013 1:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" RE: Favor for women’s golf! 

Will remind you Tuesday morning. Same place as two years ago- Chapman Golf Center at the back of the range at F~nley. Thanks~ 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent; Thursday, April ~l, 2053 ~:52 PN 
To: Mann, Jan N. 
Subject: RE: Favor for women’s golf! 

Jar), 

Ne>:t Tuesday aL 2 PM shoukt work .... thi~; m[ormatkm ~s very helpful. ~1: mirrors our sea,;on ~ast fall .... up and down unt~i ~t mattered~ then I~gh~:s ou~: for us on a 

game run. Please remind me and go to your office at 

F~m: Mann, Jan N. 
Merit= Thursday, April ll, 2013 ll:07 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Favor Br women’s golf! 

Are you free nexL Tuesday between 2:00 and 4:00 to come over to speak to the Learn? If not Tuesday, Monday would work. The team has been up and down 

regarding ged:ormance. We played very average in severaf evenLs and won Lhree. The last tournamenL we piayed ~n two of our top p~ayers had bad rounds which 

rea~y cost us. One thing that we have really been trying to get them to focus on is preparation and gatherh~g a~ the ~nformation before hitting the shot. They are 

so used to using range finders to shoot the flag that they don’t pay atte[~t~o[~ to the other information they have (ho~e location sheets show, rig how the flag is from 

the front and back of the greets), wh~d dkection, course strategy, game phm ot~ certain holes, etc.. We have also been working on just stay#~g ~t~ the process of 

hitting ~:h e shot an d not worrying a bout th e ou ~:com e or fi na~ score, f a m extremely confi d end: ~n their a b~l~:~es at~d know tha ~: we ca n w~n th e ACC’s a s long as they 

play smart, stick to our game gbn and don’t get too ahead of ourselves. Having sa~d a~l Lh~s, [:ee~ free to motivate i~l any way that you see [:iL! I jusL wanted to give 

you a fitLle ~nsight k~to what we have been tryk~g to do. 

~ really appredate your he]p~ 

Jat~ 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2013 2:49 PN 
To: Mann, Jan N. 
Subject: Re: Favor for women’s golf! 

Jan, I would love to help. 

"Mama, Jan M." <jmnnann(F~unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

I have a favor to ask of you. When you came and spoke to my team two years ago before the ACC Championships, we won by 24 shots. I had another coach in last 

year to speak so I am blaming our loss on him] Would there be any way that you could come out and speak to the team again? We leave for the ACC Championships 

in the afternoon on Wednesday, May ~-5th after classes. If you are around and would be willing to speak to the team, just let me know when you are available. Our 

practices are typically in the afternoon starting at 2:00. 

Thanks in advance! 

Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 2:48 PM 

Negalha, Jeff <j negaJha@ unc.edu> 

I@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisnero~ ~)gmail.com) 

RE: 

This is excellent ..... thank you Jeff!! 

From: Negalha, Jeff 
Sent: Thursday, April 11, 2013 2:22 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: 

._h__t_t2_i:’:(!~?~?_~?]=~!!y_N~a~ rts. co n r’ watch/vide o/’s[x~s/fi~ otball/c o n ~p et iti o n s/c h am p__i__o__r!~_-_!__e_~t&_u__e_:{__8_f!_2___S_’} 2_l_:(_l_!!~?t?p__-__i_t__-__t_’_e__eJ ~ z [i~ z ~z~!~2NE 

ii~iI EmailSignatu re.left 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O WiqC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 2:57 PM 

ttams, Stacey Elaine ,~shams@unc.edu> 

ILS: Ca~nichael Drive ~omon~w 

So does this mean we have a reduced cost of our parking fee? 

From= Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent= Thursday, April 11., 2013 2:54 Pt4 
To= UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject= Carmichael Drive tomorrow 

All, 
Due to a concert load-in tomorrow (Friday, 4/12), Carmichael Drive will not be accessible after lunch. I wanted everyone to be able to plan accordingly. $5 permit 

holders have received a separate email with instructions on parking. 

Thanks, and hope you are having a great afternoon! 

~Stacey 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Very Interested in playing for you a~nd your school 

From: @netzero.net] 
Sent-" Thursday, 3:09 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Very Interested in playing for you and your school 

Dear El Coach Anson, 
I am writing to introduce myself to you I am extremely interested in UNC and your soccer program. I am a sophomore at 
I play club soccer with the                         We play in VCCL D~vision 1 and won the South Atlantic Division League Championship in Super Y this summer and will compete in 
the National Finals in December We traveled to ]~urope in July and won the Pitea Sunwner Games International tournament. I will graduate in and would like to be a part of and 
contribute to the success of your soccer program. 

I have attached an updated version of my player pro:file for your review and also have two short vide() highlight from recent games. To access the video on YouTube click this link 

i am also playin9 in Ti~e Sc, aithem Sl~owcase ti~is weekend, h~ i,~wiiin9 you to co, me a,~d see me play, i It, ok Iotward ie seein9 you 

Worna~ is ~0 But Looks 25 
Mom publishes simple facelift trick that angered doctors... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 11, 2013 3:48 PM 

Aa~an Lines ~hotmail.com> 

Aaran, why do you ask’? 

has the potential to be a wonderful player even at the pro level. She can head, tackle, beat people off the dribble, strike with power with both feet. She also 

knows the game. She can pla~, multiple positions in midfield or up top. H~-_~r issues? Fitn~:_~ss~ weight, consistency Still, a~: times she will take your breath away,. Wh~, 

do yot~ ask? 

We enjoyed the ma~ch as well. It is great for our growth. 

Good ILIck this weekend! 

Ftem: Aaran Lines               _~hotmail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, April :l:t, 2013 3:39 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: WNY 

Anson~ 

Hope your well. 

Thanks again for the game Sunday. 

Whats your take or           ? 

Thanks mate, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 
716-655-7529 
www.sahiensportspark,com 
www,wnyflash.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:29 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: permission to contact 

Permission to speak 

Ch~’is, 

This kid is awesome!![ i will call Vince llle right now and see if we can get a transfer rec, 

Sent: Thursday, 6:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: ~: I ............. 
Dear &nson, 
I believe     had mentioned me to you a few wee~ ago and I am now sending you a copy of my release form as per my request from the 
soccer team. It is my hope that I will be able to meet with you in the near future for a potential spot on your ros~r. 
I will follow up this email with a phone call soon. Let me know if there is a be~er time than others... Feel free to con~ct me at an~ime 
Sincerely, 

Fron~ 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: 

Subject: permission to contact 

3:39 PM 

Attached is your permission to contact letter that allows you to speak to other institutions about a possible transfer. The                   is granting you a full release and is 

also granting the one time transfer exception to the residency requirement. Please feel free to forward this email or share my contact information to anyone needing additional 

information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:36 AM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edtr~ 

~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros ,~!gmail.com) 

I~W: permission to contact  

Permission to speak. 

This is one o[: [he best collegiate players in the country, I would love some help w~th a transfer recommendation. ~ promise you this recommendation will be spent 

wisely. This yo~mg woman is superb!~! 

Thank you fo~ your consideration. 

Se~t~ Thursday, 6:[7 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject~ ~: permission to contact 

Dear Anson, 
~ believe     had mentioned me ~ you a few wee~ ago and ~ am now sending you a copy of my release form as per my request from 
soccer team. It is my hope that ~ will be able ~ meet with you in the near future for a potential spot on your roster. 
[ will follow up this email with a phone call soon. Let me know if there is a be~er time than others... Feel free to con~ct me at an~ime 
Sincerely, 

From: 

Sent; Thursday 
To-" 
Subject; permission to contact 

3:39 PM 

Attached is your permission to contact letter that allows you to speak to other institutions about a possible transfer. The                   is granting you a full release and es 

also granting the one time transfer exception to the residency requirement. Please feel free to forward this email or share my contact information to anyone needing additional 

information. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS!CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,             10:48 AM 

@gmail.com> 

~aol.com 

RE: 

Thank you        ! We love .... A nice p[aver and a grea~- kid!! 

[ am coovin~ Bill Pailadino on this ~he does mv foreign recruiting}. 

F~: l@gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, S:4~ PM 

T~: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV~ Bill Palladino 
Subje~: Fwd: 

Anson, is a centre back who played in the 

the World Cup. 

She is athletic, has a good turn ofl~ce and distributes well. Here is some footage from 

In we sent to North Cm~olina Chapel Hill, Hannah Wilkinson Tennessee, Olivia Chance South Florida, Victoria Essen Texas Tech. Happy to 

discuss ~ and other potential players for in more detail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:02 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

My name is I’ve been playing soccer tbr 12 years now. I’m 16 years old. I play for ;. I play right outside defend, but I am al~ 

comfortable and hmTe experience playing any other position. I will be playing this weekend in the Sonthem soccer showca~ at BB &T soccer park in North 

Carolina.Hope yon can come watch me play! 

My schedule for this weekend- 
~.~t_.u__!2d_.a_v._-____l__.2._:_ll)_(_!" 

Field 9 and .5__._2_.(_:!. field 10. 

Sun-9:20 at field 10 ..................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, ; 11:19 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

I~W: ~t WSA Cup 

From: 

Sent: Thursday 7:47 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: at WSA Cup 

@cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I just wanted to let you know that I will be attending the WSA Cup the weekend of April 19th with my club team 

come ,see me in action’. 

Find out more about me at: 

and would love tbr you to 

Thank you, 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this ]il& to see my Profile 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Donance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON):> 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

Ducat. Chris (duca@unc.edu) 

FW: My Interest in Your Soccer Program 

,soccer resume.Ms 

Sent: Thursday, 9:46 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: My Interest in Your Soccer Program 

Hello Coach Dorrance. 
My name is and I am a sophomore at Greensboro Day School in Greensboro, NC. I am very interested in continuing my soccer cat~er and higher education at 
the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

I currently play starting center back for . My coach’s name is and his phone number is I wanted to reach out with 
a quick update on my upcoming schedule for the Southern Showcase in Clemmons, NC this weekend. I have attached my resume and schedule. 
I realize that I am only a sophomore and that restricts our communications. However, I am interested in learning more about your summer camps this year or any ID camps 

you have planned. If you could forward camp information to myself or to my parents e-mail address ~aol.com) we would greatly apprecaite it. 
I hope you are able to make some or our games during your travels this weekend. 
Thank You! 
Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: . l@grnail.com] 
Sent: Thurs~lay 10:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino; Chris Ducat 
Subject: 

i Coach Dorrance, Coach Palladino, and Coach Ducar, 
I’m             and I have emailed you several times in the past, but just to remind you 
I am a sophomore at 

was at your camp last summer where you asked me to let you know about my upcoming schedule. We will be playing at the Southern Showcase 
this weekend and I would love for you to come watch me play if you get the chance. 
I am also really looking forward to watching your team play this weekend as well. 
Here is my schedule for the weekend: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, I 1:27 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: Tha~nk you 

Shel~, 

Start a :file .. what year Chris? 

..... Original Messa~ze ..... 

From: ~r)gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thank you 

Dear Coach Do~ance, 

I *wmted to express my thanks for your hospitality in making our visit to North Carolina such an a*vesome experience 

My parents and I were very appreciative of the time you and Coach Ducar spent with us, especially because our visit was last minute. I enjoyed watching how quick and competitive your 
practice was 

Needless to say the campus and facilities are beautiful. 

I understand that because of NCAA rules you can’t reach out to me at this time however I will keep you posted on furore show case tournaments with my club team. 

Thank you again for your interest and consideration. 

If you have any more questions feel free to contact my club coach 

Thanks again 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 12, 2013 11:41 AM 

Ryan Ganzel <ryan.ganzel@ti~smail.o~> 

I~E: Pmclice plan ideas 

Calf me, let’s chat ..... also send your r’ich kids to : www,nc~sc.com 
From: Ryan Ganzel [mailto:ryan.ganzeICo~fpsmail.org] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 8:56 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Practice plan ideas 
Good morning Mr. Dorrance, 

First offcongratulalions on another championship and successful season. My name is Ryan Ganzel and I’~n the head coach for a girls high school soccer texan in 

Fremont Nebraska. We have the opporttmity this year to finish strong with a favorable schedule and come away ruth the teams first ever running season in this sports 

history. I have focnsed this entire season about a mental change for the girls and it has obviously taken alt’ect. Being a 1 st year head coach I was wondering if there 

were any types yon would be rolling to share quickly ruth me or even practice ideas and drills. I want to keep eveD~thing fiesh with fl~ese girls and obvionsly someone 

with your background and experience is just the right person to talk to. I’m sure you get a ton of these reques~ts but obviously there is no opportunily or progression 
~vithout t~ing firs~t. 

Any help or tips you can provide would be greatly appreciated, 

Ryan Gavel 

Head Coach for Fremont High Girls Soccer Team 

Fremont, NE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:52 AM 

.~aol.com 

EW: Soccer Scholarship 

NEW CV 

From-" 

Sent; Friday, 9:5:~ AM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Soccer Scholarship 

Heiio, 

My Name is and i am currentiy living in t has always been an ambition of mine to come over to America to play soccer, I am a 

Goaikeeper, I currently go to college at where our team is one of the best in the country, quaiif},,ing for the national cup final to 

be played at on the 24th Aprii, At the weekend i play for ;, wt~ere at the age of _17 i have 

become a regLdar in the F;rst Team, whilst also playing for the U18s on a Saturday. So far i have had a very successful career as a footbaHer, w~nnb~g a 

vast array of trophies across the counb% lncludfng Best Goalkeeper in Nord~ern England, ~ have been onto your webs~te and i am very interested to hear 

more about the college, it looks like a great place to study and to also p~ay soccer at a high ~evel~ 

and he can be reached on 

~ have attached a copy of my CV so you can have a look at my grades, ~ am sitting my 5Ar’s on May 4th where i ~ook to be getting between :1.500 - 2000, 

Furthermore here is a I~nk to my YouTube Channel, tt~ere are a few clips up there already, t~owever tt~ere w~l~ be muct~ more to come. 

I wouid be gratefui for you to take the time to have a iook and get back to me as soon as possible, and hopefuliy be able to talk more abouk a scholarship, 

Look forward to t~earing from yo~ soon, 

Kfnd Regards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:53 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~g: permission to contact 

Have you seen her play? 

From; Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Friday, 10:39 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject-" RE: permission to contact 

Yes she’s very good 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent:," Friday, 10:29 AM 

To-" Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" FW: permission to contact 

Chris, 

This kid is awesome!i! f wili cali Vince Ille right r~ow and se~-_~ ff we (:ar~ get a trar~s~er rec 

Sent-" Thursday, 6:17 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" FW: permission to contac 
Dear Anson, 
I believe Libby had mentioned me to you a few weeks ago and I am now sending you a copy of my release form as per my request from the 

soccer team. ]t is my hope that I will be able to meet with you in the near future for a potential spot on your roster. 
] will follow up this email with a phone call soon. Let me know if there is a better time than others... Feel free to contact me at anytime 
Sincerely, 

Sent; Thursday, 
To; 
Subject-" permission to contact 

3:39 PM 

Attached is your permission to contact letter that allows you to speak to other institutions about a possible transfer. The                   is granting you a full release and is 

also granting the one time transfer exception to the residency requiremenL Please feel free to forward this email or share my contact information to anyone needing additional 

information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Chris, 

This is the kid recommended 

From: 
Sent: F’riday, 12:31 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Streett, Shelly 
Subject:            Soccer Profile 

~,msn.com] 

Anson, 
Hello, thank you for your time. We understand that you can not contact us at this point, but we just wanted to pass along 
Sincerely, 

soccer profile to you We hope to speak with you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Friday, April 12, 2013 1:53 PM 

Ga~el, Ryan <ryan.ganzel@fpsmaJl.org> 

I~E: Practice plm~ ideas 

Call when you can, I witl answer when I can. 

From: Ganzel, Ryan [mailto:wan.ganzel@fpsmail.org] 
Sent: Friday, April :12, 2013 12:36 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Practice plan ideas 

Thm~k you very much for this. What lime works best for you? I teach within the district here so I don’t get done with my day till about 3:30. Is a~er that an ok lime or 

do you pret~r during the day. Again, thank you so much for taking your titne out to help. 

Ryan Gm~zel 

On Fri, Apr 12, 2013 at 10:40 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 
CMI me, h:_~t’s cha~             Lg) ..... Mso send your ck:ll kid~; to : www.nc~sc.com 
From: Ryan Ganzel [mailto:ryan.qanzel@fpsmail.orql 
Sent; Friday, April :~2, 2013 8:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Practice plan ideas 
Good morning Mr. Dorrance, 

First offcongratulalions on another championship and snccessful season. My name is Ryan GaJ~zel a~d I’m the head coach Ii~r a girls high school soccer team in 

Fremont Nebraska. We have the opportunity this year to tinish strong with a favorable schedule and come away ruth the teams first ever winning season in this Sla~rts 

historyy. I have focused this entire season about a mental chm~ge for the gifts and it has obviously taken alt’ect. Being a 1 st year head coach I was wondering if there 

were any ~pes you would be willing to share quicldy with me or even practice ideas a~d drills. I wa~t to keep eveL~hing fresh with these girls and obviously someone 

with your background and experience is just the right person to talk to. I’m sure you get a ton of these reqnesCs but obviously there is no oppoflunity or progression 

without trying first. 

Any help or tips you can provide would be greatly appreciated, 

Ryan Ganzel 

Head Coach for Fremont High Gifts Soccer Team 

Fremont, NE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 12, 2013 1:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: Profile from College Prospects of A~nerica, Inc. 

From: College Prospects of America, Inc. [mailto:athletes@cpoa.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 1:51 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject: Profile from College Prospects of America, Inc. 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT INFORMATION MADE EASIER 

Kelly Miller, 2014 women’s soccer prospect from 
Louisville HS in Louisville, Ohio, wanted you to check out 
her CPOA profile: 



~i Image 
¯ removed by 

sender. 

Forward email 

¯ 
removed by 
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This email was sent to anson@emaiL~mc.edu b~, athletes~, cpoa,com 
_U_~__d__a__t__e__!L~_o__f_LLe~__~_La_LL__A__d__d__Le__s__s. ~nstant i-emoval with ~_a__f~__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_~< [_~_rzLv__a__c_y__[_Lo_Jj_c_y__. 

College Prospects of America, inc. :: 12682 College Prospects Dr. :: Logan OH 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, ; 5:07 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edn> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

1~: permission to contact 

Permission to speak- 

Here is the:, rel~:,ase[ t gt~ess w~:, need to g~-_d: l’~:,r inb:_~ ACS rigl’d:? 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, . 6:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1~ 
Subject: FW: permission to contact 

Dear Anson, 
I believe Libby had mentioned me to you a few weeks ago and I am now sending you a copy of my release form as per my request from the 
soccer team. It is my hope that I will be able to meet with you in the near future for a potential spot on your roster. 
I will follow up this email with a phone call soon. Let me know if there is a better time than others... Feel free to contact me at anytim( 
Sincerely, 

From: 

Sent: Thursda~ 
To: 
Sublect: permission ~o contact 

~:39 PM 

Attached is your permission to contact letter that allows you to speak to other institutions about a possible transfer. The                   ~s granting you a full release and is 

also granting the one time transfer exception to the residency requirement. Please feel free to forward this email or share my contact information to anyone needing additional 

information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Frida? .10:58 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Sociology Project 

, I was uot there to see a soccer game, I was there to see you. I love the way you play. You are courageous in the air. You are fast m~d tough on the ground. Aud 
you are goiug to kick ass for us for four years. I loved what I saw, you are the real deal. Welcome to the great Tar Heel tradition. 

Senf f!"om my Verizon lFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

~gmaJd.com> wrote: 

Hey Ansou, 

Thanks for making it out to the game touight. It wasn’t the best obviously... Sotne pretty crapw soccer. Thauks agaiu. 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On , at 12:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: ~qmai!~coml 
Sent: Thursda 9:18 AM 
To: Dorrance, ~.ibe~: A IV 
Subject: Re: Sociology Project 

An~m, 

Thanks so ~nuch! See you early Friday to watch practice’. 

I jufft saw some awesome clips ol      and    playing. I could never find any long clips of, 

See Vot~ soot~, w~;s ~m ass kicker (actualIV ¥ot~ have some of h,-_~r qu~;lities, maybe that is why she and f like vou so much!I!). 

playing but I fiually did! 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On at 11:44 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~sou~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

I:}#m is grinding with lom Timrnerrnans to see if you qualify for m.:_~re aid than t:he size of your scholar’ship. You have a Jot o[ Mends here 

already, we are going to make th~s possiNe, ~ promise~! 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, ~: 2S PM 
Tol Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
S~je~t~ Re: Sociology ProJect 

Ok! I dofft think i can make is to training tomorrow because i have three appointments along with the identity summit going on at nay ~hool. 

But i will for sure maJae Fridays training and stay as long as i caJ~ without missing firs"t period which is my AP world history class. What time 

are your matches with weekend and where? But i will definitely ma~e as many Leadership meefings as possible and i thiuk even watchiug 

fitness "testing would be interesting to ob~rve. 

That’s wouderful! Great news’. I think i just have really come to the conclusion that no matter how man5’ full ride scholarships i will be ofl~red 

nothing will compare to being a Tarheel’. With that said I’m ready to make this happen whenever you guys are! 

I did read that! That’s ~ cool! I was recently texting her and i told her i have to get in major shape over "the summers and she also said fl~at i 

should head up to Portland a~d maybe train with fl~em M~ich would be unbelievably awesome. Because I’m out in Utah on the west coast 

already so you not head to Portland?! 

Have a great rest of the week! 

On Tue, 
 

at 10:27 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

What a great idea! The only possible problem is tlais is our last week of otticial training and this weekend are our last spring matches. Next 

week is athletic testing m~d strength testing. 

Still, we have a sessiou at Ehringhaus Field tomorrow a~d Friday (7:45 to 9:15) m~d Thursday we have technica~ testing. You are certainly 

invited to anything you ca~ make (how can you get out of school tbr thi~ eveo@ing we do is in the morning?). You are also iuvited to our 

Leadership meetings on Thurs and Fri of this week and Mon, Wed, Fri of next week. I will ask Tom Stander (Tom, cow me) to send you 

the schedule for this week and ne~. 



Dino has some groat ideas on how to help make all this attbMable and we do have some scholarship money tbr you. 

Yes, we are so excited tbr      and did you mad the part where she ha~s invited 5 of our players to train with her first team pros this 
summer? Are you kidding me? What a great chance tbr our young kids!!!’. 

..... Oriaina] Mess~e ..... 
From 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, AlbertA IV 
Subject: Sociology Project 

,12:16 AM 

Hey Anson, 

I have recently been assigned to do a project in my honors psychology and sociology class.The purtx)se of this project is to give applied 

experience with sociological group, and we had to pick our "group" today and I chose to ob~rve the team if that’s ok? Some fellow 

classmates a~’e doing things such as their ballet class, Carrbom city council, etc... But I figured my lit~ revolves a~-oand soccer so the logica] 

group I though would be the team! 
This means that I would jus~t come to some practices ( or games if you have any nero by) that I can evaluate ruth who steps up into the 

leader posilion, who tends to be more submissive, and then the overall envi~anment and iftbere are any conflicts I have to liszt those as well! 

If this is olmy let me know! Along ruth upco,ning practice times’. 

I’m not sure what Dino and my ,no,n are mustering up she really hasn’t given me to much detail but I assume its going well! Also so happy for 

miss her dearly and wish she could see all of this happen! Looking forward to hearing ~om you. 

Sent from my iPhone 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday 11:00 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Upcoming Big Sun Showcase, Ocala, FL May 11 & 12 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Upcoming Big Sun Showcase, Oca]a, FL May 11 & 12 

From:                              @cuema]l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach DorraJ~ce; 

I wanted to let you know that I have updated my Highlight video with a little more game footage. I hope you check it out! 

I am very- interested in the Universi~ of North Caxolina at Chapel Hill and I anfious to discuss how I can be an asset to the temn and the school. 

I will be playing in the upcoming Big Sun Showcase, in Ocala, Florida, May 11 and 12th. I roll let you know my team, The 
posted. 

schedule as s~on as it’s 

I hope you are able to attend and see me play’. I usually plw center defense, and center tbrwaJcd at times. I mn ~ I look to seeing you at the field! 

Sincerely_ 

Ps. Did I tell you my high school team won the 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday 11:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris qtucar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Small town but impressive t~]ents- 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subjec 

From ~yahoo.com> 
To: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" ~anson@email.unc.edu>,Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.~mc.edtp,bubba.cunningham@uncaa.unc.edu,John Blanchaxd 
<jgb@uncaa.unc.edu>,Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Heilo, 

i know you must have an extremelv busy schedule, however I have the need to inform you of a local 

sDccer sensation She is a senior at n During her 

high school career, she has scored 225 goals which inclule 62 this season. She is n~ ninth in the 

nation for this record. She is a versatile player. Her main position is forward, but capable of also 

playing ceRtermid aRd defense. She is a well rounded. 

has been part of the Olympics Development Program (ODP) for the soutl2 area and qualified 

for national as wel~ . 

The right new are vying for a state title, has ~een a~ardei with the 

Offensive MVP for three consecutive years not only for her team, but as All District for 29-5A, 

which is a huge honor. 

i have included several links in which talent is mentioned: 

Hope this catches your attention and give 
i greatly apprecia[e your time, 

a chance. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, ):23 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: s 

From ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC          ~gmail.com,Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>,Clm s Ducat ¢~ducaac@uncaa.unc.edu>,Nicole Fava <nthva@uncaa.unc.e&t>,Tom Sa~der 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

If you haven’t had a chance to come see ,ne plw recently you can catch highlights from our, 

g at 10:30pm on Fox25 News on th~ or you ca~ catch the highlights now online at: http://ohsse.com/ 

See you on the field, 

Fro~.                     . _ . @yahoo.com> 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bDalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com" ;@gmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 5:52 PM 
Subject ~ 

Coach Dorrance, 
Good morning, my name is ; and I am very interested in being a Tar Heel in the women’s soccer program at the 
Universib~ of North Carolina. I had the pleasure of having Jason Sisneros as my coach at the Exact Soccer Camp in Texas this past 
winter. I was very impressed with his coaching style and desire for the game. I am currently a freshman graduating from         t 

~ in the spring of and have a strong desire to compete in college. I feel that your tmiversity 
ana team are ideal matches l:or my athletic and academic abilities and goals. As a dedicated athlete and student, University of North 
Carolina would give me the oppommity to thrive, contribute, and grow in all facets of collegiate life: personal, athletic, and academic. 
I have been competing since I was 6 years old and play year rotund. I play fittsal, indoor soccer, 
ODP, and High School Varsity. My coaches tell me they appreciate my speed, hard-work ethic, tectmique, and versatility. 

I have included my high school schedule and my club toumamem schedule for this season; I would love for you to come see me in 
action. I am #14 on my premier club team, #3 on varsity, and #14 on junior varsity. High School home gaines are played at 

Find out more about me at: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday 3:43 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Sociology Project 

I like that attitude. Tells me you are ambitious a~ld you are going to keep getting better. 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks Anson’. Means a lot I still wasn’t hapw with how i played haha. But there is only room to make it better! Good luck today hope you kick some ass! 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On at 10:58 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~__n__s_~2!!@_e_~!:a_i_l_=_uj!_c_:__e__d___u_> wrote: 

, I was not there to see a soccer game, I was there to see you. I love the way you play. You are courageous in the air. You are fast and tough on the 

ground. And you are going to kick ass for us for four yeaxs. I loved what I saw, you are the real deal. Welcome to the great Tar Heel tradition. 

Sem.fi°om my verizo.~ ~l:’ireles~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

?~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

Thmaks for making it out to the game tonight. It wasn’t the best obviously... Some pretty crapw soccer. Thanks again. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 12:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(d~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursda’ : 9:J.8 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A tV 
Subject: Re: Sociology Project 
Anson, 

Thanks so much’. See you early Friday to watch practice’. 

I j ust saw some awesome clips ot playing. I could never find any long clips of 

!! Se~-_~ you soon. " was an ~;ss kicker (actually you have some of her qu~;lities, maybe that is why she and f like you so 

playing butI finally did! 

Sent from my iPhone 

;, at 11:44 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~l~m@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dino is grinding with Tom Timmermans to see if you qualify for more aid than the size of your scholarship. You have a to~ ot: 

friends here a~ready, we are going ~o make th~s possible, ~ promiseH 

From’, ~gma~zom] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:25 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject= Re: Sociology Project 

~n, 

Ok! I dofft think i can make is to training tomorrow because i have three appointments along ruth the identity summit going on 

at my school. But i roll lbr sure make Fridays training a~d stay as long as i can without missing first period which is my AP 

world histo~ class. What time are your matches with weekend and where? But i will definitely make as many Leadership 

meetings as possible a~d i think even watching tituess testing would be interesting to observe. 

That’s wonderful’. Great news! I think ijusl have redtly come to the conclusion that no matter how many full ride scholaxships i 

will be ofl~red nothing will compare to being a Tarheel! With that said I’m ready to make this happen whenever you guys are! 

I did read that! That’s ~ cool! I was recently texting her and i told her i have to get in major shape over the summers and she 

also said that i should head up to Portland and maybe train with them which would be unbelievably awesome. Because I’m out 

in Utah on the west coast already so you not head to Portla~d?! 



Have a great rest of the week! 

OI at 10:27 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV--~.’_a_~_)_~_~n_2;~i__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_~__n__c_’_:_e___d___u_> wrote: 

What a great idea’. The only possible problem is this is our last week of official training and this weekend aace our last spring 

matches. Next week is athletic testing and strength testing. 

Still, we have a session at Ehringhaus Field tomorrow and Friday (7:45 to 9:15) and Thursday we have technical testing. You 
are certainly invited to anything you can nmI:e (how can you get out of ~hool tier this, eveLything we do is in the morning?). 

You are also invited to our Leadership meetings on Thurs and Fri of this week and Mon, Wed, Fri of next week. I will ask 

Tom Sander (Tom, copy me) to send you the schedule tbr this week and next. 

Dino has some great ideas on how to help tnake all this aflbMable and we do have some scholaacship money for you. 

Yes, we are so excited fo~     ¯ and did you read the part where she has invited 5 of our playm5 to train with her first team 
pros this summer? Are you kidding me? What a great chance for our young kids!!’.! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Sociology Project 

12:16 AM 
t,@~gmail.com] 

Hey Anson, 

I have recently been assigned to do a project in ,ny honors psychology and sociology class.The purpose of this project is to 

give applied experience ruth sociological group, and we had to pick our "group" today and I chose to observe the team if that’s 

ok’? Some fellow classmates ante doing things such as their lmllet class, Cmrboro city council, etc... But I figured my life 
revolves around soccer so the logical group I though would be the team! 

This means that I would just come to some practices ( or games if you have any near by) that I can evaluate ruth who steps up 

into the leader position, who tends to be more submissive, and then the overall environment and if there are any conflicts I have 

to list those as well! If this is okay let me know! Along with upcoming practice times! 

I’m not sure what Dino and my room are mustering up she really hasn’t given me to much detail but I assume its going well! Also 

so happy for     ! miss her dearly and wish she could see all of this happen! Looking forward "to hearing from you. 

Sent l}om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp- 

Saturday, 4:38 PM 

Re: permission to contac 

7B9ACD6B-4FEF-4EA1-BOFT-D90C1112F2E9182].j pg 

we have nm into traffic coming back fi~om our matches in Winston Salem today ,so if yon get this please have your pments caJl after 7:30 p.m. I should be home 

then. Thank You let’s make this happen. Yon are a special player and we have a special team that you will love playing for. My home                Talk 

to yon soon! I also have some good news for yot~ you roll be on a full scholarship your senior year. 

wrote: 

Dear Anson, 

I believe     had mentioned me to you a few weeks ago and I am now sending you a copy of my release form as per my request from the 
soccer team. It is my hope that I will be able to meet with you in the near future for a potential spot on your roster. 

I will follow up this email with a phone call soon. Let me know if there is a better time than others... Feel free to contact me at anytime 

Sincerely, 

Women’s 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, 3:3-9 PM 
To’, 
Subject: permission to contact 

Attached is your permission to contact letter that allows you to speak to other institutions about a possible transfer. The                   is granting you a full release and is 

also granting the one time transfer exception to the residency requirement. Please feel free to forward this email or share my contact information to anyone needing additional 

information. 

Rhonda 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, April 13, 2013 6:47 PM 

Mike Pope <MikePope@anthonytravel.com> 

Re: Travel Reservation April 17 

Cancel ... she is going to drive to chapel Hill! 

Senf.~°om my VeHzou fFire[ess 4G L2~ DROLL) 

Mike Pope <MikePope@amhongravel.com> wrote: 

See below for the tet~Lative itinerary for . Let fr~e kt~ow if thb works 

Thanks. 

M~ke Pope 

Aetho~sy Trsve~ 

PO Box 2~26 

9:[9-~S-5580 Phone 
919-~g3-.5297 g~;x 

F~m= NIKE POPE [mailto:mikepope@anthon~ravel.com] 
Sent= Saturday, April 13, 2013 6:21 PN 
Te; Nike Pope 
Subject= Travel Rese~ation April 17 for  

Your Travel A~ranger is pleased to deliver your complete travel itinerm7 through Sabre® Vimmlly ~ll~ere(N. 

Itinerary 

Reservation code: OVPSYI 

Wed, Apt 17 

Other: 

City: RALEIGH DURHAM, NC (RDU) 

Status: Confirmed 

Information:CURREN AIR FARE ~617.80 

Wed, Apt 17 

Flights: DELTA AIR LINES iNC, DL 0498 

Fzom: ATLANTA, GA (ATL) 

Departure Terminal: SOUTH TERHINAL 

To: RALEIGH DURHAM, NC (RDU) 

Arrival Terminal: TERMINAL 2 

Class: Coach 

Seat(s):Check-In Required 

Status: Confirmed 

Heal: 

Aircraft: BOEING 737-800 JET 

Duration: 1hour(s) and 27"~’inute(s) 

Please verify flight times prior to depart}ure 

Fri, Apt 19 

Flights: DELTA AIR LINES INC, DL 1294 

Frem: RALEIGH DURHAM, NC (RDU) 

Departure Terminal: TERMINAL 2 

To: ATLANTA, GA (ATL) 

Arrival TermJrH~]: SOUTH TERMINAL 

Class: Economy 

Seat(s):Check-In Requized 

S%a t tlS : Conf ~ £med 

Meal: 

Aircraft: MCDONNELL DOUGLAS HD-88 JET 

Dusation: ihour(s) and 25minute(s) 

Please verify flight times #rio5 to departure 

ARRANGER REHARKS: 

FOR EHERGENCY TRAVEL ASSISTANCE CALL 800-530-2560 

24 HOURS A DAY. PLEASE GIVE YOUR VIT CODE..STISC 

Departs: 5:25pm 

Arrives: 6:52pm 

Airline Confirmation: HJE6VD 

SmekJng: No 

Distance (ill Hiles): 356 

DeparLs: 10:54am 

Arrives : 12 : 19pro 

Airline Confirmation: IIJE6VD 
Smoking: No 
Distance (in Miles): 356 



PASSF, NGP, RS P, EQUIRF, D TO SHOW PHOTO ~D AT AiBPORT 

*********************************************** 

*** ANTHONY TRAVEL UNC ’OFFICE*************** 

PHONE NUHBERS 919-843-5580 ,AND 919-843-5076 

*********************************************** 

FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UNTIL PURCHASED. 

SErViCE FEES ON TRANSACTIONS ABE NONREFNNABLE 

PLEASE LOOK OVEI~ THIS ITINERARY AND INFORM US OF 

ANY DISCREPANCIES WITHIN 24 HOURS OF TICKETING 

ANY DISCREPANCIES AFTER THIS TIHE HAY RESNLT 

IN A PENALTY FEE. 

UNDER THE NEW TSA SECURITY PROCEDURES 

PASSENGERS MUST PRESENT A BOARDING PASS 

AND A GOVERNI~ENT ISSUED ID TO PASS THROUGH 

SECURITY CHECKPOINTS. A BOARDING PASS FLAY BE 

’OBTAINED AT THE TICKET COUNTER, AIRLINE 

KIOSK, OR iN SOME CASES THE AIRLINE WEBSiTE 

**IHPORTAN" BAGGAGE AND CARRY-ON LUGGAGE *~ 

PLEASE CHECK AIRLINE WEBSiTE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION 

REGARDING ALL BAGGAGE ALLOWANCES AND ADDi"IONAL FEES 

************************************************* 

FOR THE MOST CURRENT INFOR~Z~TION ON A~RPORT 

SECURIT\~ P~EASE CHECK WWW. "SA. GOV 

For your convenience, a text version of your itinera~ is included in this e-mafil and was current as of the time the e-mail was sent. Please click on the link above or 

contact Your Travel Arranger for the most current inti~rmation. 

Virtu~lly There,; allows you to review or print your reservations, as well as: 

Register for trip reminders and cancellation/delay notifications 

View maps & driving directions 

Review city guides & res~urant reco~nmendations 

Get up-to-date weather and much more! 

You may also access your reservation on the web or from your mobile device at ~__~5~£~_i_r_k@_ll:t_l!_e_~£e_:_c_~_?~!. Sitnply enter your last n~ane and the six-character reservation 

code provided to you by Your Travel Arranger. As a security measure, you will be prompted to enter your e-mail address or a password that Your Travel Arranger 

may hmze provided to you. If you have any question about which e-mail address to use, we recommend that you use the one that received this e-mail. 

Click here to opt out of receiving future e-mails tiom Virtually There. 

Click here t~:~ validate or enter TSA Sect~re Flight iafimnation 

If the above link is inactive, please paste this Uf~L into your browser to access your reservations: 

https://~a~,w.virtuallvthere.con ~/new/reservationsChron.html? 

._e_r_n_’_a_i!~!iy_pe EMX&bost IW&pnr EBG~94PSNL5&narne~EwFIEIi)&~angNg..e....(.!.&...e.~.r.~.~.~....2.~E.c.‘..c....7.I.~.~ 

ANTHONY TfL&VEL 

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING ANTHONY TRAVEL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

11:05:59 PM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: Interest in UNC Women’s Soccer 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent.from my Verizon Wireiess 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject Interest in UNC Women’s Soccer 

Fro @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

With the guidance and approvals of not only my parents, but also my high school, premier club, and 
ODP coaches, I would like to submit my soccer resume and credentials for your review and consideration as a 
potential member of the Tar Heels in 2017. I seek out the rigorous student-athlete experiences, including those 
at the University of North Carolina. 

Relocating with my family from 
seven years ago has already held many lessons tor me, including recogmtlon ot tlae ~mportance ot embracing 
change and diversity. I hope these and other strengths become part of my contributions to future Tar Heels 
teammates. 

My guess is that you and your staff do not receive many introduction letters from players on the East 
Coast, let alone from a player in the smallest of the United States. However, my hope is that somehow there will 
be an opportunity for further evaluation. 

I would appreciate any further information you can share with me regarding your athletics program at the 
University of North Carolina. I have an interest in attending one of your soccer camps as long as these dates do 
not conflict with my 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 2:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subjec 

From: ~gmafil.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello, 

My name io and I am a junior ~ I just wanted to introduce myself so that when you receive my application this coming November for 
the class o~ you are a little familiar ~vith 2 After visiting the University’ of Nort2a Carolina at Chapel Hill campus with my family in the fall of my sophomore year, I 
immediately had a predilection like I ~vas in an envirunment in which I could be successful, make a difference and change the world. I have a great interest in studying cellular biology and 
brain/cognitive sciences. Taking the most rigorous classes that my school offers, such as Advanced Placement and Honors classes, has given me the work ethic needed to prosper. Ever 
since the first quarter as a freshman, I have earned the Principal’s List recognition, which is maintaining a grade point average of a 95 or higher. Besides studying in my room, I am also an 
accomplished writer with my school’s ne~vspaper (editor-in-chief of the ~ ildcat Pause), involved in my school’s soccer and lacrosse teams (captains of both teams of all seasons in 
freshman, sophomore and junior years) and a member of Natural Helpers, which is a group lead to lend a helping hand to support and assist students in our school that may need someone 
to talk to or someone to help them out VVhat advice would you give and what did you do as a student to put yourself in a good position for college decision-making? Thanks tbr ?’our time, 
and Go Rameses! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, April 14, 2013 2:48 PM 

Lauren Niswander <lauren.niswa~der 13@houghton.edw~ 

Re: CONGI~d\TULATIONS/Athletics Leader Question 

Call tne, we can chat: during the day 919 962 4100, during the evenin~ 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ Wireless 4G 

Lauren Niswander <lauren.niswa~derl 3@houghton.edtv~ wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 10:36 AM 

Vern Gambetta _ ~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducal@uncaa.unc.edu .~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros .~!gmail.com) 

RE: Efficient Use of Practice Time fiom Chip Kelley 

This is e×cellenL thank you for sharing! 

From: Vern Gambetta [mailte ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, April 14, 2013 3:32 PM 
To= Estes Red/Myrna; Dean Benton; Frank Dick; Chris Plumb; Ian Murray; Jason Turcotte; Rich Murphy; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sid Maxwell; Chris Webb; Jon Haskins; Larry 
Knuth; Bill Sweetenham; Clay Erro; Lachlan Penfold; Brent Arckey; Steve Brown; James Richardson; Gary Winckler; Nick Garcia 
Subject= Efficient Use of Practice Time from Chip Kelley 

This is a great article by Chip Keely formerly University of Oregon head coach, now head coach of Philadelphia 
Eagles. There are some some great takeaway points in this regardless of the sport you are working with. 
Getting the opportunity to watch this in action for four days last fall was one of the best experiences of my 
coaching career. Remarkably similar to John Wooden’s philosophy of practice. Premium on teaching, effective 
communication, no screaming or hollering. Kind of makes you wonder why more coaches don’t get it. Pretty 
simple in many ways. I sincerely hope he can make in the NFL. You better bet there a whole of other NFL 
coaches who hope he doesn’t make it because they will have to work so much harder. 

All "the Best 
Vern Gambetta 
Office: ~ 
Mobile: 
Web Page :~a~w.gambetta.com 
Blog: 5y_~2_l_~_u_~_c_’__t_i__(_?~T_a__l_t2"_a___t_l_~_tLa_~ ~?j ~?g:.t_~ p__~l? a d. c o m 
Twitter: @coachgambetta 
Skype: vem.gambetta 



EFFICIENT USE OF PRACTICE TIME 
University of Oregon 

Two short years ago, I was an assistant coach. 
When I was an assistant coach, I was the smartest 
coach in the country. I was always the smartest 
coach in our meeting room. I was not the head coach, 
and I said things like, "1 would not do it like that 
way" or ’1 would do it this way." When I became a 
head coach, I realized I was not very smart. When I 
became a head coach and got the chance to do what 
I wanted to do, it became scary. I was the coach 
sitting #t the end of the table, making those final 
decisions, and it became a bit tougher. 

Statistically, 33 percent of the assistant 
coaches become head coaches during their career. 
When I took over at the University of Oregon, 
the first thing we had to find out was "What do 
we stand for?" You have to answer that in your 
offensive, defensive, and special team philosophies. 
If you are going to stand for something, it is not 
what you say it is. It is what people see in your 
actions. People should be able to come, observe 
you, and in five minutes know what you stand for. 

That is the great thing about this game. There 
are so many choices of philosophies in this game. 
You have to decide what it is you want to do, and 
then do it. Do not be the coach who runs a play 
offense. That coach constantly adds plays that 
he likes and sees on TV or at a pro football game. 
Before he knows it, his offense is a mile wide of 
nothing but plays. He has nothing in that mass of 
plays to hang his hat on. Your players cannot say, 
"This is what we are." I suggest you take a long 
look at your program and identify what you want 
to be. If a coach tells me respect is an important 
part of his program, I should see it in practice. 
go to practice and l see a player who takes a cheap 
shot at another player and no one corrects him, that 
program has no respect in it. 

WHAT WE STAND FOR 

Fast 

Play hard 

Finish 

You need to sit down with your team collectively 
and ask them, "What are we all about?" If you 
watch the University of Oregon on the field, off the 
field, at practice, and in the classroom, you should 
know if we stand for something. When you watch 
us, the first thing that sticks out is the speed at 
which we play. When we talk to our team about 
fast, we have a simple concept. All they have to do 
as individuals is be as fast as they are. 

We all have players who can run. tf you have 
a 4.5 player in high school football, he had better 
score four touchdowns a game, and they should 
never catch him from behind. There are not that 
many 4.5 football players out there today. I do not 
care what state you come from. I have seen players 
run 4.5, but they do not run 4.5 in the games. I want 
the 5.0 player who runs 5.0 on every single play. 

tf a player is a 5.0 player and plays at 5.0, that is 
what we want. Do not be the 4.6 player who plays 
at 5.2 in the games. That is our concept about speed. 

The second thing you should see from our team 
is we play hard. The ultimate compliment you can 
get from the opposing coach is "Your team really 
plays hard." It does not matter what the score was, 
if we play hard, that is all we can ask. There will be a 
time that you play a team who has more talent than 
you do. That is life. The reason you play the games 
is the team who plays the hardest wins the game. 

That brings up another concept you should see 
from our team. The team who plays the hardest for 
the longest time is the one who usually wins. If you 
play against a good team, they wil! play hard. 
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The next concept is finish, tf you come to our 
practice, you will hear that term all the time: "finish 
stretching, finish the drill, finish the run, finish 
the block." That is what you hear at our practice. 
Everything they do, they must finish. We engrain 
that concept in our players’ heads. 

What you decide is up to you, but find something 
to be. Our coaches got together as a group and talked 
about what we wanted to be. We wanted to know 
what the team was going to look like. What was our 
vision of what our team was supposed to be? 

When you go to the practice field, you prepare 
against the vision of what you want to be. Every 
single game on your schedule is a rivalry game. If 
the cross-town rival is game six on your schedule, 
and you circle it in red, you have told your team the 
first five games do not count. It will be okay to lose 
a couple of games during that stretch. 

Every dame we play is the most important game 
of the season. We approach every game as if it 
was the Super Bowl. When we walk off the field 
after the game, we have to ask ourselves three 
questions: "Did we play fast? .... Did we play hard?" 
and "Did we finish?" If we can answer yes to all 
those questions, we have won the game. 

TEACHING PHILOSOPHY 

see, and I forget. 

see, and I remember. 

do, and l understand. 

Within our staff, we talk about our teaching 
philosophy. It is a simple philosophy, and I will tell 
you about it very quickly. The first one is "1 see, 
and l forget." How many times have you watched 
a tape and ask the question, "What is he doing?" 
The coach’s answer is "1 told him .... " If you catch 
yourself saying that many times, you have not put 
the player in a position to be successful. 

Every coach in this room has a ton of knowledge. 
That does not matter. What matters is what the 
players know. Education is the transference of 
knowledge. You may know more than anyone in this 
room, but if you cannot communicate it to a player 
so he can go out and execute, it does not matter. 

The alternative to that is"l see, and I remember." 
How do you learn to coach "1 see, and I remember?" 

How do ~!ou coach a player to step at a 45-degree 
angie? I can give you an entire ctinic on a 45-degree 
step, but is that coaching? If ,!ou have a player who 
can do the technique, that is the best method. The 
player that can take what you say and perform the 
skill, becoming the example for the others. The 
coach told them how to do it, and then he showed 
them how to do it. The players heard what the 
coach said and saw what he wanted. They heard it, 
saw it, and remember it. 

The next concept is "1 do, and l understand." 
When we teach, we implement it in the classroom. 
We talk about what we are putting in that day. 
We show them what it is. After that, we go to 
the practice field and do it. The practice field is not 
where we talk. It is where we do the skills. We 
want to keep words on the field to a minimum. The 
words you use must have a meaning. When the 
players hear the word, you get immediate feedback. 

When we go to practice, we want to use punch, 
hat, hands, footwork, and terms that have meanings 
to the players. They do not want to hear you give a 
10-minute clinic in the middle of the field. Do not 
stop what you are doing so you can tell one player 
something. If you do that, there are 10 other players 
standing around doing nothing. If you want to talk 
to a player about something he did, take him out of 
the drill. Our coaches do a heck of a job of coaching 
players who are not in the drill or scrimmage. 

A perfect example is the offensive line coach, 
Steve Greatwood. He watches the players in 
the scrimmage and coaches the group of players 
who are standing and watching. He gets constant 
feedback from the players watching, and that is 
his goal. When they are in the drill, they play. When 
they are not in the drills, he coaches them up by 
watching the mistakes of the players in the drill. 

If the coach needs to talk to the player, he 
substitutes for him. Do not stop the drill and 
let everyone else stand around. That is not fair 
because there is only a certain amount of time we 
can practice. If you can make your practices more 
efficient, you will be more successful. 

PRE-SEASON CAMP 

You have to organize your pre-practice. I do not 
care what it is, but when they get to the practice 
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field, they should be doing something. That bothers 
me. When the players get to the practice field, it 
is practice time. That period is not a walk-through 
period that we can teach in a classroom. I do not care 
what the group does, but the coach needs a routine 
that the players know. That way the players get 
into a rhythm and habit of doing something. 

When we go out to practice early, they 
know what they are going to do, and they do it. 
The timetable for all positions is specific. The 
wide receivers work on the JU6S machine. The 
quarterbacks and centers work on snaps and 
footwork. The inside linebackers are doing a read 
drill. We are in teaching mode, but we are doing 
things. We are active and moving. 

The first period in our practice is a drill period. 
That is a three-minute period when we concentrate 
on fundamentals. The defense works in a turnover 
circuit o? on a pursuit drill. The offensive line works 
pass sets and steps. The quarterback, receivers, 
and backs have a "county fair." We work on the 
deep ball at one station. We have a cud station 
and a one-step 45-degree cut station. Everybody 
knows where to go. 

The next drill is a five-minute core drill to work 
on formations and shifts in those formations. One 
day in practice while this was going on, I looked 
down at the other end of the field. That was where 
the defense did the same thing, working on their 
checks and adjustments to formations and motion. 
The defensive coaches were mad at number 97 
because he could not go in motion the way he was 
supposed to go in motion. 

He should not know how to go in motion because 
he was a defensive lineman. They yelled at him 
because he did not know what D-cross motion was. 
They coached the heck out of the player who was 
supposed to be going in motion. However, they 
were supposed to be coaching the defense. They 
were coaching a player who does not know what 
motion is, and if he did, he would not be playing in the 
defensive line. 

To have both units working on the same thing 
at different areas of the field is not very efficient. 
We needed to bring the groups together and work 
on formations and defensive adjustment to those 
formations. The defense and offense both get 

work, and the defense does not have to coach up 
the scouts. It maximizes our practice time. Instead 
of trying to coach a defensive tackle to go in motion, 
they coach him to play a defensive technique. 

We have a great pre-season camp drill. We 
work the offense and defense in the same drill. It is 
a teaching mentality, but the offense goes through 
its formations and motion, and the defense goes 
through their checks and adjustments. We snap 
the ball, but we do not run a play. It is the best thing 
to do for your younger players because they do not 
know what to do. We get all those things done, and 
we do not run a play. 

At first, we took a five-minute period for the 
drill. Later we got it down to a three-minute period. 
However, we create an opportunity for both sides 
of the line to learn. When you look at the drills you 
do, you need to find out how to make the drills more 
efficient. 

That is your job as a coach. Coaching is one thing 
and one thing only: it is creating an environment 
so the player has an opportunity to be successful. 
When you teach him to do that, get out of his way. 
The coach is not playing the game. All we can do at 
the end of the game is to evaluate what happened 
in the game. Was there a situation that we did 
not cover in practice? The coach needs to know 
if he gave the player all the tools he needed to be 
successful in that situation. We have to continually 
analysis the situation and try to make it better. 

When we have a team walk-through, we set a 
limit to the time we allot for it. When we do a walk- 
through, we do not spend time getting the defense 
aligned. They are ready so we do not spend time 
aligning the defense or getting personnel to stand in 
place. Our offensive line has the four down linemen 
and the Mike linebacker in our pass protection 
scheme. The tight end has the Sam linebacker, the 
running back has the Will linebacker, and the slot 
receiver has the strong safety. Everyone has an 
assignment in a walk-through drill, 

We want them coached during this time. 
The offensive guard had better know what a 3 
technique is. If the offensive guard does not know 
what defense they are in~ you are in trouble. When 
yo~ do the walk-through, VoL~ can fin(~ out what 
the~’ know. 



When we do stretching in practice, we do a 
dynamic stretch. We emphasize what it is, and we 
coach it. That bothers me when I go to a high school 
practice. The entire team is stretching, and the 
coaches are standing around talking to one another 
or throwing the ball around. A coach should not 
worry about spending time in stretching if they do 
not care about stretching. They show how they 
care about coaching by their actions during the 
period, not their words. If you do not think stretching 
is important, do not do it. If you think it is important, 
you have to show your team it is important. 

The coach teaches everything the player does. 
If he does not do the stretch drill correctly or he 
does the wrong technique, he learned it from his 
coach. He did it because the coach did not think it 
was important enough to coach it. Every drill we do, 
our coaches coach for success. If the coach thinks 
what we do is important and shows it, the players 
buy into it,-and they do it. 

The conditioning coach thinks stretching is 
important. If he thinks it is important, we do it, and 
the players will buy into it. When practice starts 
until practice ends, we practice as hard as we can. 
Whenever we practice, we practice fast, and we 
finish everything. We emphasize the finishing part 
in stretching. 

If you accept it, expect it. If you accept a player 
going eight yards when he is suppose to go 10, it will 
happen Friday night. If it is third-and-10 and you get 
eight, whose fault is that? Did you accept the fact 
that they went eight yards in practice instead of 107 
Did you emphasize it in practice? If you are getting 
a huge amount of holding penalties in the game, 
you are allowing the players to hold in practice. If 
you allow the player to hold in practice and do not 
correct him, you should expect that on Friday night. 

If that is your mentality, never yell at an official 
over a call. You have already told your players it is 
all right to cheat. When the player is caught holding, 
you get mad at him. You cannot have it both ways. 
You teach him to cheat, or you teach him how to do 
the skill. You accepted the player not finishing the 
drill, now you must accept the fact he gets caught 
holding. If the coach does not hold the player to a 
high standard, he is not going to do it. That is your 
job as a coach. You have to push them to places 

they do not betieve they can go oecause 
things they do not see. 

How you run a drill is important because tha~ 
is how your team is going to look on game night. 
Teaching has two speeds. You have a speed at 
which you teach, and there is game speed. There 
is no such thing as half speed. When we are in 
practice, we go hard. When you teach, there is 
teaching speed, but do not let them go half speed in 
practice. If the quarterback has a problem setting 
up, we walk him through it. We talk about the first 
drive step or the second crossover step and the 
balance step. However, we walk them through it 
at a teaching speed. After he works out his steps, 
he goes full speed. There is no speed between 
teaching speed and full speed. 

Make sure when you teach something to your 
players that you identify it so they know what 
you want from them. The more you communicate 
with your players, the better they are. When you 
can explain it like Coach Paul Brown, the father of 
football coaching, explained the "whys" of football 
to your players, the better off you are. The players 
today do not do it "because I told you so." We do 
not live in that society anymore. Some of us grew 
up in it, but it does not work anymore. Players today 
want to know why. Tell them why. If you do not 
have a good reason why we do things, we probably 
should not be doing them. 

I want to show you some statistic on some 
things that actually occurred in a game. Your 
practices should reflect what happens in a game. 
The first situation is the goal line offense. If you 
use the goal line offense when you get inside the 
five-yard line, how many times did you get inside 
the five-yard line? Do not spend time on something 
that does not happen in a game. 

People worry about and practice third down all 
the time. The reality is we are not in third down that 
much. For the season, our statistic told us we had 
49 snaps in third or fourth down with long yardage. 
In the third- or fourth-and-short situations, we 
had 31 snaps in the season. On our first- or second- 
down plays, we had 398 snaps for the season. You 
had better practice the first- and second-down 
situations. 
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The point I am making is to go through every 
scenario that happens in a game and practice it. You 
should not just put the bail down and run a play. 
That never happens in a game. Football is a game of 
situations. You have to practice those situations. 
When the game is on the line, your players better 
be able to call the play before you call the play~ 
The only play that will work is the one they have 
confidence in running. Everybody at the end of a 
game knows the play we are going to call. 

You have to practice it. We know what to do on 
the last play of the half. We know what to do on the 
last play of the game. We know what to do if we 
have no time-outs. We practice all those situations. 
I know at the end of the game with no time-outs and 
we have to snap the ball, we know what to do. 

I want to take you through one of our practices. 
This a Tuesday morning practice for us. We start at 
9:05 in the morning, and we finish at 10:52. We dress 
out in full pads. 

Agilities are from 9:05 to 9:08 and walk-through 
from 9:08 to 9:13. Then I began to think. When you go 
to Coaching 101, they tell you if you have five-minute 
blocks that is 12 periods per hour or 24 periods for 
two hours. If you go with six-minute periods, you 
can get 10 practice periods an hour. As I watch our 
3-on-2 period, I figured out that five minutes was too 
short but 10 minutes were too long. We made that 
period a seven-minute period. We want to run team 
offense by using two offenses against the third 
defense. We can get 14 plays in a six-minute period. 

If you work too long in a drill, the players get 
bored. We like to keep the players fresh. We 
run a 10-minute special teams period. We have a 
12-minute block period for team run. We work on 
first- and second-down plays. We work a 7-on-7 
passing drill against the scout team. Ten minutes 
is too long and seven minutes is too short, so we 
work eight minutes in this period. 

The point I am making with this practice 
schedule is you can make the time blocks as long 
as you want. Do not box yourself in to a period that 
you cannot use. 13o not spend more time in the drill 
than is necessary. You have to figure out what you 
want to do. When a drill runs too long, ad~iust the 
time and get off the field. Be efficient on the field 
and get off the field. 

WHY RUN THE SPREAD? 

Makes the defense cover the entire field 

Faster scoring 

Gets speed in space 

The defense cannot disguise 

Simple reads for quarterback 

I want to talk about the fundamentals of 
being a shotgun quarterback. The fundamentals 
are different from being a quarterback under the 
center. The reason we are in this offense is we 
think we can score faster, and it makes the defense 
cover the entire field. If you stretch players from 
sideline to sideline, the defense has to cover them. 

The offense gets speed in space and creates 
opportunities for your player to get bigger gains. 
The defense has to tip their hand and let you know 
what they are doing. If they do not, they will not 
cover some people. We are a spread team, but we 
run the ball. We averaged 300 yards rushing last 
year. We run the ball better than we throw the 
ball. We are effective running the ball because we 
have bigger lanes through which to run the ball. The 
reason for that is the number of people we have to 
run through. 

If there are seven defenders in the box, there are 
only four defenders to play the pass. It is difficult to 
play man-to-man without help all day long. It lets 
you define the defense. For a quarterback, it is 
simple. There is one high safety, two high safeties, 
or no high safety. 

If there are two high safeties, mathematically 
there can only be five defenders in the box. With 
one high safety, there can be six in the box. If there 
is no high safety, there can be seven in the box. 

With two high safeties, we should run the ball 
most of the time. We have five blockers, and they 
have five defenders. We feel if we can get a hat on 
all five defenders, our running back should make 
yards. If the defense has one high safety and six 
defenders in the box, the quarterback has to be 
involved in the play. He has to read one of the 
defenders, in effect blocking him. We can block five 
defenders and read the sixth one. 

If they have no high safety and seven defenders 
~r~ the box, they have something going on. The~... 



are going to blitz or run some movement scheme. 
You must have a concept to handle that situation. 
It could be a screen, option, quick game, or a deep 
pass. It is what your plan is against that scheme. 

It is hard for the blitz to get to the quarterback 
because of the gap. If the defense is good at 
disguising what they do, they will not get to the 
quarterback. That means the linebacker has to blitz 
from his linebacker depth if he wants to disguise 
what he is going to do. The quarterback is five yards 
off the line of scrimmage, and the linebacker is five 
yards off the line of scrimmage. That is 10 yards. 
The fastest time run at the NFL Scouting Combine 
for a 10-yard dash is between 1.5 to 1.7 seconds. 
That is without pads. My quarterback can get rid of 
the ball in that amount of time and complete a pass. 

in a quarterback, I look for a quarterback who 
can run and not a running back who can throw. 
I want the quarterback who can beat you with 
his arm. If the defense forces him to run, he can 
do it effectively. We are not a Tim Tebow type 
of quarterback team. I am not going to run the 
quarterback 20 times on power runs. If I had a Tim 
Tebow, I might change my mind. You do not find the 
6’4", 240-pound, 4.6 quarterbacks too many times. 

If the quarterback is not tall, look at his hands. 
That is the biggest coaching point to finding 
a quarterback. How big are his hands, and how 
well can he control the football? The height of 
the quarterback is not the important thing. No one 
playing quarterback throws over the line. They 
throw through lanes in the linemen. The important 
thing is the size of their hands. 

The quarterback’s stance in the shotgun is a 
base stance. I tell them to think about a shortstop in 
baseball. He is in an athletic stance with his eyes in 
what we call "split attention." He sees the snap from 
the center and the defense. He cannot concentrate 
100 percent on the ball coming back, and he cannot 
be 100 percent looking at the defense. We want the 
quarterback stance balanced so he can move and 
catch the bad snap. I do not want him to lean forward. 

We have a good quarterback dril! we use called 
"rapid fire." We snap five balls at the quarterback 
as fast as we can. On each ball, the quarterback has 
to catch the ball and reset to accept the next ball. 
He works on catching the ball. 

We run a read drill every day. We run a ton of 
zone reads (Diagram #1). We do not run the zone 
read option much, but we practice it all the time. 
When we run the zone play, the quarterback reads 
the backside defensive end. He extends the ball 
into the mesh area, but his eyes are on the key. The 
read key may be a manager or another player. After 
the back comes into the mesh area, the read key 
flashes the quarterback a number. The quarterback 
verbally calls the number. That way, we know he is 
looking at the key. 

PB 

Diagram #1. Zone Read Key 

This is a two-ball drill. After the quarterback 
hands the ball on the zone play, we hand him another 
ball, and he continues to run the option out from the 
backside and pitches the ball to a trail back. This 
allows us to work on the zone play, the read, and 
the option pitch in the same drill. It does not occur in 
a game because you do not play with two bails, but 
it saves practice time. This is an everyday drill for 
us. We work multiple skills in the same drill. 

If you are a shotgun team, you still need to 
practice under-the-center snaps many times. At 
the end of a game when protecting a lead, you need 
to pass the ball from hand to hand with no air in the 
mist. Mistakes can happen under the center, but it 
is not as risky as the shotgun snap. In practice, you 
can get anyone to snap the ball. What is important is 
the quarterback must get accustomed to the snap. 

The first fundamental is the grip of the ball. The 
grip should be with the fingertips. He has to have 
fingertip control. The top knuckle of his hand should 
be white from the grip on the ball. He should be able 
to pass his finger through the space between the 
ball and the palm of the hand. The smaller the hand 
of the quarterback, the further back on the ball he 
grips. The bigger the hand, the more of the ball the 
quarterback can grasp. 
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The quarterback wants to form an "L" with 
the index finger and thumb on the back of the ball. 
The index finger is the last finger to leave the 
ball. The elbow has to be perpendicular with the 
shoulder. If the elbow is below the shoulder, three 
things happen. The first thing is the ball comes out 
flat. The second thing is the ball sails. The third 
thing is the free safety becomes an all-state player 
because he intercepts the ball. 

The coach is the quarterback’s eyes. If he sees 
the ball sail, he knows the quarterback’s elbow is 
too low. He draws the quarterback a picture he can 
envision. He tells him to hammer his all-state plaque 
into the wall. That means he put the plaque up high 
on the wal!, and the motion he hammers the nail into 
the wall is the same one he uses to throw the ball. 

The difference between a thrower and a passer 
is the fingertip control. That leads to the flick of the 
finger and wrist on the throw. That puts velocity 
on the ball. A good passer does not get sore in his 
shoulder. He gets sore in the middle of his forearm 
from flicking his finger and wrist as he throws the 
ball. 

The fundamentals of throwing the ball do 
not change. He forms the "L" in his grip, hammers 
the nail, and flicks in the throw. We engrain the 
fundamentals so they become habit. When it is 
third-and-lO with the pressure on, he is not thinking 
about hammering nails and flicking footballs. The 
motion has to be a habit, which he learned. Make 
sure the player gets the answer~ When you ask a 
player a question, and he says, "1 don’t know," if 
you go on to the next player, you have lost the first 
player. Do not give up on players. 

When the player carries the ball, we want his 
elbows down and not out. His front shoulder is his 
lead shoulder. When he throws the ball, his eyes are 
on the target and stay on the target. If he follows 
the flight of the ball with his eyes, the ball will sail, 
and he is inconsistent to the target. 

When he throws the ball, he wants the motion 
to be short and compact. The follow-through comes 
across the body to the opposite hip. He wants to 
throw with the entire body. It is al! connected, and 
he has to use it all. When we target the receiver 
running to tt~e sidelines, we want to throw to his 
teft or right outside shoulue[. If he hits the target. 

he will hit the receiver in the face. We want the 
quarterback throwing to small targets so he can 
focus on them. The smaller the target, the more 
accurate he is. 

When he throws with his shoulder, he has to 
keep the throw within the framework of his body. 
The next thing he throws with is his feet. We 
align the feet at the target. That means the lead 
step aligns to the left of the target so his hips and 
shoulder can come through at the target. He throws 
with his eyes. If he wants to throw the ball to the 
left, when he looks in that direction, he does not 
have to think about turning his hips. His eyes bring 
the body in that direction. All he needs to do is open 
his hips, hammer, and flick. 

It does not matter what position you play, the 
eyes are the most important thing you can play 
with. The defensive lineman has to use his eyes. His 
hands go wherever his eyes go. The same thing is 
true of the offensive linemen. 

If the quarterback walks down the street and 
passes a good-looking girl, his eyes turn his body to 
look at her. His body turns to look at her because 
the eyes look in that direction. That is what happens 
when he throws the football. 

When the quarterback throws from the 
shotgun, he has already taken two steps. On the 
three-step drop, he takes one step back and throws 
the ball. If he throws a five-step pattern, he takes a 
drive step, a crossover step, and a balance step. His 
second step is his break step. He breaks, comes to 
balance, and moves forward with the delivery. 

From the shotgun drop, the patterns have to 
be shorter or the quarterback has to hold the ball 
longer. He reaches the three-step depth in one 
step, and if he throws the ball with that timing, the 
receiver cannot get as deep. We adjust the delivery 
of the quarterback with a hitch before he delivers 
the ball. If he throws the ball at 10 yards, he takes 
three steps and a hitch to time out the pattern. He 
uses a three-plus-one step to the curl pattern and 
a three-plus-two step to the checkdown to the 
backs. 

The rule is hard and fast for the quarterback. 
He goes three-plus-one to the curl route. He goes 
three-plus-two to the checkdown. He goes three- 
lOtUs-three steps and teaves the pocket~ If he has 
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to hitch three times, he needs to get out of the 
pocket, get rid of the bail, or buy some time. 

In our attitude, every sack is the quarterback’s 
fault. It is not a sack if the quarterback throws 
the ball away. Nobody ever lost a game on an 
incomplete pass. Throw the ball away, and give us 
another opportunity to make a first down. If you 
throw it away, it is second-and-10 for the first 
down. If you take the sack, it is second-and-16 
for the down. If you can stay away from negative 
yardage plays, you will be successful. 

We base the success formula for offense on 
the total number of plays. Take those plays minus 
the dropped balls, offensive penalties, and negative 
yardage plays, and divide by the total number of 
plays. If the answer is 80 percent or better, you win 
the game. The total number of good plays is what 
you want to consider. 

The job of a quarterback is simple. He has to 
"let it happen, and not make it happen." We want 
to move forward. That is a concept you have to 
make your team understand. The cardinal sin at our 
place is the quarterback sack. We want the ball 
out of the quarterback’s hands in 1.5 seconds. That 
does not mean holding the ball until 2.5, waiting for 
someone to get open. 

We teach the quarterback a base footwork in a 
bag drill (Diagram #2). The quarterback carries the 
ball in the carriage position. He shuffles through 
the bags. This teaches movement in the pocket. 
He goes forward, sideways, and backward with 
the shuffle movement. He has to have good ball 
carriage skills because he does not know when he 

RECEIVER 

; 

Diagram #2. Shuffle Drill 

will have to throw the ball. He must be ready to set 
his feet and throw. He is not on his toes, and he is 
not flat-footed. He is on the balls of his feet with 
a little bounce in his steps. He is "keeping his feet 
alive." 

To finish the drill, the quarterback comes out 
of the last bag, rolls out, and throws the ball on the 
run. When he throws the ball, he needs to hammer, 
flick, and follow his target with his eyes. If he does 
not follow the target, he will be off target. 

Our players have a passion for playing football. 
We have a team that is all in, no matter what it is. 
If it helps our football team, they are for it. They do 
not care about personal interests. It is all about our 
team. We use 25 players on defense, and they all 
play. They all get excited about playing football. 

People ask me how many different helmets we 
have. The answer is four. I do not have anything to 
do with the design of the uniforms, but the players 
do love them. Anyone have a question? Thank you 
very much for your attention. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 15, 2013 10:54 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com: Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com); 

@aol.com); 

kevin la=T 
I; matt jones I @g~nail.com); ] 

~gmail.com; scan patton (          @gmail.com); ~ 
nicole fi~va (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver 

Subject: I~NV: check out this sprint!goal... 

Ladies, 

Click on this!!! Amber strikes again!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Amber Brooks [.mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 14, 2013 6:14 PM 
To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Aaron Brooks; Allan; jean brooks 
Subject: check out this sprint/goal .. 

http://tv dfl~.de/index.php?vie~v 5703 

here is the link to video of all the goals from this weekend .with about 3 mins left in the video you can see the build up to my goal...took off sprinting at about midl’ield and tapped it in! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:56 AM 

b~aol.com 

EW: Gifts Soccer/Resume 

Dino, 
I will let you follow up. Please cop,,, 
From: NCGS¢ Administrator [mailto:ncgscadmin@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday,            8:21. PM 
To: bill palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Fwd: Girls Soccer!Resume 

.......... Forwarded messa~oe .......... 

From: ~mindspfin,o_.com> 

Date: Sun,            at 8:16 PM 
Subject: Girls boccer,’l~esume 

To: ~gmail.com 

Cc ,%mindspfi~g.com, Mafia Prothero :/~-ahoo .co111 ~ 

Dear Coach Dorrence: 

Our daughte~ is extremely interested in attending Universi .ty at UNC and playing soccer. 

She is currently a Junior, attending High School at in and has been nlavin~o wrsiW soccer since the 8th Grade. She has not had the 
usual exposure in the US showcase tournaments or ODP Play but is playin~ ....... as well as We are currently working on putting together a 

video but we are s~nding you her Resume for review. We are in the process of making summer travel anangements and would like to ki]ow what skills, training camps 

at the university that she might attend where she might have the opporttmity to play, for you? The camps fill up early, and registration has already begun for tournaments 

so we are hoping to get her signed up as we are doing college tours this summer. She has already toured UNC and met with the representatives in the 
We welcome any suggestions or recommendations you could help us with. 

Look forward to heating them you soon. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV (;/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Mondw,              [0:57 AM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 
FW: Upcoming schedule 

..... Original iVlessaae ..... 
From 

Sent: Sunda? 9:1 ~ PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Upcoming schedule 

~msn.com] 

Hello, 
We are hor~in~ to get a chance to talk with you about possible ormortunities for 

at UNC. She was a participant at the ECNL PDP event in South Carolina in February under the direction 

of and was asked to train with the older group, 
alsn played in (~ermanv and Costa Rica with the ODP Region 3 team under the coaching of 

Please let me know 

if there is anything else you need. 
Thank you :[’or your time. 

Upcoming schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:03 AM 

@aol.com 

FW: Genn~ very s~trong female CB Fall 

From: Simon St~itzel [mailto:simon@german-athletes.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Simon Statzel 
Sent: Monday, " ........ 3:05 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; German very strong female CB Fall 

Coach Dorrance, 
We know that University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill has 
very high expectations on Women’s soccer players, that’s 

While her speed still 
has to be developed, she is very good in 1 on 1 s and reads 
the game extremely well. She wins many balls by 
anticipating them extremely well. 
With our assistance the recruiting process will be very 
quick and easy for you. 

Sincerely, 
Simon Stuetzel 
2 times All-American (NCAA Division 2) 
202-657-5720 
team@scholarbook.net 

Image removed bysender Scholarsoccer English 

You can find all our other players Here 
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This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu by _t_e__a__r3_~_@_%_’_h__o_j_a__r_b__o_#_~,[~__e__t. 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant remevalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 15, 2013 11:05 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com:~ 

~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros,          !)gmail.com) 

RE: info 

Tom, 

You are on the money, my friend!! 

You and van Gaal, an excellent combinationt t ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom(£tomsan.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 7:08 ~\l 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: info 

Hi Anson, 

I see the unfortunate news that the Men’s U 17’s got knocked out of the WC ]2~r the first time since first quali(ying and participating a record 14 consecutive times. I always say this is the 
indicator that things are going wrong I remember my presentation to the NSCAA Coaches back in 2012 and at that time I used the below quote from an interview" Wilmer Cabrera, U17 US 
National Team used after an interview from Soccer America on July 9th, 2011 when asked, "Why can’t the U.S. Team do better in the knock out rounds of these Tournaments"? 

His reply: 

"Unless we have an unbelievable team where we have six, seven very skillful players who can make the difference on the field." "But we don’t have those types of players. I haven’t seen 
those players yet" 

I think he’s spot on and hopefully the U.S. is correcting this It starts with the 3,4,5,6 year olds as we knowt 

Things are busy out this way and I’m doing much more work outside of Japan these days We have activities ongoing now in China, India, Indonesia, Nepal and Australia 

I will do a Clinic in Belling on Jane 10th for small Kids together with the Dutch National Team Head Coach, Louis van Gaal. A great honor I was asked to do and can’t waitt 

TB 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:14 AM 

,~aul.com 

I~W: Update: 

Froml 

Sent: Monday, . 7:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Update: 
Dear Coach Dorrance, dear Chris, 
As I have written to you concerning my daughter expressing her interest to s"tudy with you &s a student-athlete in the thll and we cannot yet comnmnicate 

directly, I wanted to provide yon with an update on the outcome of the ~,here the game ended with a 

1-1 draw on Sunday. Only one goal would have been necessary for ~ enter the semi-finals, where the tbur befit teams of Europe will be competing in June. 

Although it was a sad moment for the Austrian teatn, the advancetnent of the U 17 Austrian Nation~ teatn was seen as ’phenomenal’ ~r s~d in an 

interview a£ter the gmne. ( !)..rt..[?...:!)~.~i~:.~...e..~..b..:~.2n..~c..!)..t1~.~.g~.s.~.i.e..!.-..~?!.e..!).~.~.~1~1~.~1~.~k.~1.~j~.). Pictures of the gmne will be posted on: 
/ 7~ / 

i~i htt ps:,/f bcd n ~sphotos-b-a.a ka ma ihd.net/h ph otos- 

ak- 
prnl,534880 265632540240610 1899096266 n.j 

P9 

Nil Photo: Das U17 Frauen- 

Nationalteam hat im 

Nachtragsspiel des letzten 

Spieltages der Quali-Eliterunde 

nach einem l:l- 

Unentschieden 9egen Polen 

die EM-Endrunde der besten 4 

Teams verpasst. ~sterreich 

h~tte 9egen Polen, das sich 

mit dem Remis den ersten 

Gruppenplatz gesichert hat, 

einen Sie9 ben6tigt. Das 

Since her debut in Octobe~            as a midfielder (defensive) and also captmn of the U17 national team has now had a total of 6 appearances (480 minutes 

played) with 3 goals and 2 assists to her record. She will now be moving into the next age gronp of the U19 national team. Matches are ~heduled tbr Augnst and 

September     , and I will keep you posited on gmne~ which you might be able to attend to see       in action. 

In the meantime, we have already requested to receive video material of the games, and once we have a highlight video of       we will make this available to you. 
Thank you ve~ much tbr your interest in       mad wishing you all the best in the meantime, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 15, 2013 12:19 PM 

Somoa~o, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu>; Mike Bunting (mbundng@uncaa.unc.e&0 

1~;: UNC Soccer 

I have a big timer coming in this ThursdayH 

From= Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent= Monday, April 15, 2013 9:26 AM 
To= Mike Bunting (mbunting@uncaa.unc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Subject= FW: UNC Soccer 

Mike, 

Is there anything we can do to get this projec~ morons. We have ~wo moFe bi~ recruits corn~n~ tNs weekend. The project was pa~d for on ~/~8/~2. Thanks. 

F~= Doug Dubay [mailto:douqd@rainier.com] 
8e~t~ Friday, April 
Te= Somoano, Carlos ~; Robe~ Boyce; Po~r, ~rant 
¢¢~ ~ichael Babble; ~egalha, ~eff 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer 

Hi Coach Somoano, 
I am based out oF North Carolina and do not have visibility ~n~o our manufactudnB records. 

M~chael Babbitt ~s your project manager, and guides the production through the shop. 

However, I bef~eve he is on site for another install now. 
The 8ood th~nB ~s the art work has been released for production, and when Michael Bets back ~n the shop Monday, I am confident 

he can ~ve yo~ a 8ood ~dea on the stat~s of d~fferent 8raphic elements, and a time line on delivery and installation. 

Best ReBards, 

Dou8 

F~ Somoano, Carlos ~ [mailto:csomoano@unc.edu] 
$e~tl Friday, April 
Te~ Robe~ Boyce; Po~er, @ant 
~¢I Doug Dubay; ~ichael Babbi~; ~egalha, ]eft 
S~ject~ RE: U~C Soccer 

Mk:hae~iDoug 

Any feedb~c~ ? 

Fmm~ Robert Boyce 
Se~t~ Thursday, April ~, 20~3 5:27 PM 

Te~ Somoano, Carlos M; Porter, Grant 
~¢~ Doug Dubay; Michael Babbi~ 
S~ject~ Re: UNC Soccer 

Yep. I’m puttin8 what’s approved into production. Michael or Dou8 should be able to 8ive you an install schedule. 

Rob 

On 4/11/13 2:24 PM, "Somoano, Carlos M" <.c___s_g__n_!_o_a___n__9___@___u___n_c_:__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Rob 

Did you get Grant’s email? Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On Apr 8, 2013, at 1:43 PM, "Porter, Grant" <gtporter@unc.edu> wrote: 

Re: UNC Soccer 

Rob, 

We are good to go. Let us know when we should expect installation. 

Thanks, 

Grant Porter 

From: Robert goyce [__m___a_j_Lt_9_:_r__o___b__e___r_t___b_@_r__a_j__n_Le__c=c__o___m__] 
Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 5:21 PM 



To: Somoano, Carlos M; Porter, Grant 

Cc: Doug Dubay; Michael Babbitt 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer 

Sorry about that. Corrections attached. 

Rob 

On 4/5/13 2:16 PM, "Somoano, Carlos M" <csornoano@unc.edu> wrote: 

Spelling of my name is incorrect. 

From: Robert Boyce [mailto:robertb@rainier.com] 

Sent: Friday, April 05, 2013 4:46 PM 

To: Porter, Grant 

Cc: Somoano, Carlos M; Doug Dubay; Michael Babbitt 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer 

Revised eproofs attached! 

Rob 

On 4/2/13 3:39 PM, "Porter, Grant" <gtporter@unc.edu> wrote: 

Rob, 

Here are latest edits: 

In Milestones Section: 

Dr. Allen._...in second to last sentence, after last comma should read "and the 1966 ACC regular season championship." 

2001....no comma after the word final 

2010....First line should read, "2010 marked the Heels third straight College Cup appearance before falling in the national semi-final." 

2011._.Take out last sentence. Insert this line after second sentence, "After winning the "treble," Coach Somoano was named National Coach of the Year." 

Lastly on the bottom of third collage, there is a picture of a player with teammates holding the trophy. Insert attached photo in that spot. 

Thanks, 

Grant 

From: Robert Boyce [mailto:robertb@rainier.com] 

Sent: Monday, April 01, 2013 4:54 PM 

To: Porter, Grant 

Cc: Michael Babbitt; Doug Dubay; csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer 

Grant, 

Here are the revised eproofs. 

Rob 

On 3/29/13 10:19 AM, "Porter, Grant" <g_t_£__o__r__t__e___r___@____u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Rob, 

Please change Carolina AII-Lettermen to read Carolina Lettermen 

For Milestones: 

On 1948 milestone._.1948 can change to Dr. Allen 

On 1958 milestone._.in last sentence, teams should be singular and read "team". Mike Thompson led the team in goals for a second straight year with nine. 

On 2010 milestone....Iooks like the last line is unnecessarily indented 

On 2011 milestone....add a final sentence that reads "Carlos Somoano was also named National Coach of the Year." 

Thanks, 

Grant 

From: Robert Boyce [ma[jto:robertb@ra[nier~corn] 

Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 5:54 PM 



To: Porter, Grant 
Cc: Michael Babbitt; Doug Dubay 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer 

Grant, 

Here are the revised eproofs. 

Rob 

On 3/28/13 6:09 AM, "Porter, Grant" <g_t_p____o__r__t__e___r___@____u___q_c__.__e___d___u_.> wrote: 

Below are how edits should read: 

All American Wall: 

Enzo Martinez years are wrong: should be 2010, 2011 

Zach Loyd (currently spelled incorrectly) 

US National Team Wall: 

Gregg Berhalter years are wrong: Should be 1994-2007 

Logan Pause years are wrong: Should be 2009, 2011 

Milestones: 

That year should be 1947. Can we see all the other ones as well from this section? 

From: Robert Boyce [mailto:robertb@rainier.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 27, 2013 11:43 AM 

To: Porter, Grant; Doug Dubay; Michael Babbitt; Mike Bunting; csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer 

Revised eproofs are attached. 

Rob 

On 3/25/13 2:19 PM, "Porter, Grant" <gtporter@unc.edu> wrote: 

Doug, 

1) For the US National Team Wall (M4), we need to add Zach Loyd, 2011. Picture is attached. 

2) Also attached is a picture of Kerry Zavagnin. Right now on M4, the picture is focused in on the wrong player. Kerry is on the right and needs to be included. 

3) Eddie Pope on US National team wall should read 199@006 (right now just reads 1996) 

4) Gregg Berhalter on National team wall should be dates 19942007 

5) Eddie Robinson should be 2008 on National team wall 

6) Logan Pause should be 2009, 2011 on national team wall 

7) Eric Lichaj dates should be 2010-2011 on national team wall 

8) In the All-American Section, the All-American in 1988 is Chad Ashton, not Frank Nelson. Frank Nelson is 1947 and already listed 

9) Billy Schuler is All-American in 2009,2011 (not 2010---he was out that year) 

10) In all-american section....Zach Loyd is correct spelling. It is listed as Zack Lloyd 

11) Lastly, we have two old all americans with no pictures. Can we have a text "Not Pictured: Pete Cothran 1956 and Francis Henry 1966 

With this many edits, can you resend so I can proof again when done? 

Thanks, 

Grant 

From: Doug Dubay [L&a__i_Lt__o_i_d___o__u_g_d__@___r_’_a_Lr_LLe__r_:_£’__o__r_~_!] 

Sent: Friday, March 22, 2013 1:58 PM 

To: Porter, Grant; Michael Babbitt; RobertBoyce; Mike Bunting; Tom Sander 

Subject: FW: UNC Soccer 

Hi Grant and Tom, 

As you will see, Robert has been working hard on your graphic designs and has made a lot of progress. 



Please look over the attached renderings and give us your input. The first items we need your input on is the wallpaper graphics that go on the upstairs wall, and 

the wall behind the women’s clear acrylic stand offs. We need to print those and get them installed before we ship and install the graphics on top of them. 

Also we’d like you to take a look and send us your approval on the pole banners and the big blade banner on the exterior walls. 

Please copy Robert Boyce and Michael Babbitt with your responses as well as I will be traveling next week and Michael and Robert can immediately act on your 

input. 

Best Regards, 

Doug 

From: Robert Boyce 

Sent: Thursday, March 21, 2013 3:49 PM 

To: Doug Dubay; Michael Babbitt 

Subject: UNC Soccer 

Here’s an eproof with the wallcovering and banners. I haven’t finished revised designs for the milestones acrylic yet. 

Rob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);- 

Monday 5:1 l PM 

@uga.edu> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>;        @msn.com; duca .~)uncaa.unc.edu:       ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~)gIn~l.com) 

RE: pelmission to contact. 

Thank you! 

We are so excited about everything. 

6:30 or 7 pm is great on Wednesday, Go straight to your hotel and call me when you check in and I will have the upper class players come get you and take you with 
t h em~ 
Hopefu~iv, by ther~ we will have your [:ranscr~pt dissecLed and we wi~[ see what transfers 

Please send me your campus and home addresses and the week you finish your exams~ ] wH] starL sending you last faN’s recruiting letters so you can get a sense of 

the program and the team. ~ wH~ ma~ one letter each day so you are not overwhelmed but also so you wN know how much we want you to feel a part of our 

program. 

All the best from Chapel t-Ii11!! (B’F’W, ~ 

F~ @uga.edu] 
~eBt~ Monday, . ~:~ AM 
Tol Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: permission to con~ct 

Hello the~ ~son, 

I just sent my transcript to tl~s einail address from the registm~ office. The computer stud it inight ~ke two days to do process it but hopefully that won’t be the c~e. 

My inom and I plm~ on amving mound 630 7 on Wednesday if that works okay tbr youl 

Let me h~ow if there’s m~)~]fing else you need. Than~sl 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 4:38 PM, "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <an~m~;email.~mc.edu-~ wrote: 

we have run into traffic coming back froIn our matches in Winston Salem today so if you get this please have your parents ca]l ~£er 7:30 p.m. I 

should be home then. Thank You s     let’s make this happen. You are a specia] player and we have a special team that you will love playing for. My 

home               . Talk to you soon! I also have some good news for you, you will be on a full scholarship your senior year. 

Sent, l~um ~¢ ~ ~rizun ff~ir~#e.s:~" 4G LT~’ DROID 

wrote: 

Dear Anson, 
I beNew had mentioned me to you a few weeks ago and I am now sending you a copy of my release form as per my request from the 
Women’s soccer team. ft is my hope that I will be able to meet with you in the near future for a potential spot on your roster. 
I will follow up this email with a phone call soon. Let me know if there is a better time than others... Feel free to contact me at anytime 
Sincerely, 

Froml 

Sent: Thursday, 3:39 PM 

Subject: permission to contact 

Attached is your permission to contact letter that allows you to speak to other institutions about a possible transfer. The                  ] is granting you a full 

release and is also granting the one time transfer exception to the residency requirement. Please feel free to forward this email or share my contact information to 

anyone needing additional information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From= dkryger@ncsasports.org [mailto:dkryger@ncsasports.org] 
Sent= Monday, 1:t: 52 AM 

To= Dorrance, All~ert A ~V 
Subject’, 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

Interested Athletes 

David Kryger 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I ChicaRo, IL 60642 

Office: 888-333-6846 I Cell:              . Fax: 312-624-7401 

NCSA Blog: _h__t__t#_j]_J___b_[_o_A:__n__c__s__a__s_I2__o__r__t__s_:_o__r_g~ 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any use, 



copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error~ 

l 
~i: Image 

removed by 

sender 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONy> 

Monday, 5:38 PM 

Mike Renshaw <renshawm@esdallas.org> 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

RE: - Gatorade Player of the Year candidate 

Mike, 

This is wonderful!! Thank you for sharing!! 

From: Mike Renshaw [mailto:renshawm@esdallas.org] 

Sent: Monday, 12:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: 

An$on, 
Thought you might be interested in this. 

Hope you are well. 
Mike 
-- Original Message -- 
Hi, Mike. 
My name is Eric Snyder and I am a Regional Director with the Gatorade Player of the Year Program I am contacting you because 

is a candidate for Girls Soccer Player of the Year in Texas, and we need to get some more information on as soon as possible. 

Attached is a form that highligh~ all the necessary details. Please fill it out (or enter the information into a separate document) and return it to me 
by the end of next week. Feel free to use as much space as necessary. 
We also require a copy of each candidate’s unofficial transcript to document that the player meets minimum academic requirements--that should 
be faxed to Compliance Coordinator Meghan Patrick at 8~=~2~-702~ in the next 48 hours~ Please note that we will only use this unofficial 
transcript--and any other information that you submit to us--for purposes ofiudging and administering the Gatorade Player of the Year Program. 
Even so, your school may be required to obtain the consent of students or their parents before releasing student transcripts. Please let me know if 
your school asks that we make an official request for the transcript, or if I can help in any other way. 
I also wanted to get a good contact number for you, preferably a cell phone. Please let me know you received this email and return the form as 
soon as possible. The sooner we complete candidates’ files, the longer window of review they receive as contenders for the most prestigious 
award in high school sports. 
Congratulations again on having an athlete in your program worthy of formal Gatorade Player of the Year consideration. I’m sure you’ll agree, your 
team’s candidate is one of a select group who will contend for this honor statewide. Best of luck! 

Eric Snyder 

Senior Regional Director, Gatorade Player of the Year 

781-400-5092 (work) 

icell) 

888-865-6947 (fax) 

eficsnYderpoy(i~gmail.com (NEW EMAIL) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Monday,             5:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

FW 

~s.pdf 

From: 

Sent: Monday, :t:2~; PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subjec~ 
Good morning. I hope this email finds you well. My name is and I am a JV Soccer coach at . _ We are part 

of the 18- 5A district. I would like to bring to your attention one of our athletes . She is a veD’ "talented ~ccer plaver with sound fundamentals. While she 

can play any position on the held, she plays mostly at the tnid position. For the , season she has scored over 35 goals, scoring 22 during district play, as well as 8 

assists. She is also the team capt~dn, has received All-District honors: Newcomer of the Year ) & MVP District 18-5A (2013). currently has a 

3.84 GPA putting her in the top 10% of her class. She plays club soccer for Ia~.w under coach plays at 100% at all 

times. She is relentless and competitive,      has a lot of love for the g~ane playing year round since she was a young child. I know that she has a lot to offer at the 

collegiate level. If you are interested and would like to know more information, please feel hee to contact me by email. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 15, 2013 5:45 PM 

Joa~nakSamey@Boi~B uildi ng.com 

1~9;: Utah AvaJanche This Weekend 

I am sorry ..... yes, all set! I have a 35 minute "speech" I can give to parents and players, ls that what you need from 

From: 3oannaBarney@BoiseBuilding.com [mailto:JoannaBarney@BoiseBuilding.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 3:03 PM 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu; Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject= U~h Avalanche ~s Weekend 
Hey Arisen- 
When ~ou get a chance could you just confirm that you received the hotel information and my email about reimbursement for car and food and instructions on the 

location of the meeting. I just want to make sure you are taken care of and that we get you there in one piece. Look forward to seeing you Saturday. 

Thanks! 

Jo Barney 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW t 

..... OricdnM "~e~e ..... 
From 
Sent: Monda, 5:23 PM 
Subject: :- Soccer Prospect 

~nsr-inc.com] 

[)ear Coach, 

Ever since I was 3 years old, I have been playing soccer. Playing college soccer is a dream that I challenge myself each day to work towards. I was first introduced when my morn coached 
my older sister and I have been playing ever since. I am a dedicated and loyal person that always sees a challenge through to the end. Whether it is in the classroom or on the field I like to 
meet all challenges head on. Working to improve myself as a student each day in the classroom is necessary to not only achieve my dream of playing college soccer but to be successful in 
]fie. I have aspirations of working in the medical field and only the most committed student will succeed On the field, it takes the same type of motivation and dr~ve to meet the daily 
challenge of getting better. Playing fo~ 

I practice each day against the very best in the nation. 
Meeting the challenge of competing each day against the best have prepared me to play at the collegiate level. I look forward to new" challenges at the next level which will utilize the lessons 
and experiences that I have gained since I began my soccer journey at 3 years old. 

Please view my website at: 

’]?hank you ]2)r taking the time to learn a little about me! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 10:56 AM 

Mann, Ja~ M. <ja~mann@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Meeling ruth women’s golf 

From: Nann, Jan N. 
Sent; Tuesday, April 16, 2013 9:16 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Neetincj with women’s ~JOlf 
An$on~ 

Just a friend],/reminder about speaking toda,/to our golf team at 2:00. I am read,/for ,/ou to fire them up! 

Thanks, 
Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 12:47 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: permission to conta¢ 

’.~ny news on whaL transfers’~~ 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, .0:26 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: permission to contact 

(~o ah~-_~ad and pu[ her in a~ a -. her H5 year and th~ sysb~m wH~ [real h~r aa a transfer,, 

F~m: Ducat, Chds 
Sent: Monday, 6:21 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Co: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Re: permission to con~ct 

Jnst put her basic smffinto ACS. Do I lis¢ her as Lance’? 

On , at 5:14 PM, "Markos, Lance M" <markos(~)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

You got it - get her added. 

Aak her for her tranacrip~:s and send th~-:~nl my way when you get [:hern [or an evak~atk~n. ]hat~ka~ 

ka n c e 

~: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent: Friday, 5:07 PM 
To~ Markos, Lance M 
¢~: Ducat, Chris 
S~Bje~t~ ~: permission to con~ct 

Here ~s ~he re~ase~ I ~uess we need to 

Se~t~ Thursday, S: 17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~Bje~t~ ~: permission to con~ct 
Dear Anson, 
I believe I . had mentioned me to you a few wee~ ago and 
Women’s soccer team. It is my hope that I will be able to meet with you in the near future for a po~ntial spot on your roster. 
I will follow up this email with a phone call soon. Let me know if there is a be~er time than others... Feel free to con~ct me at anytime 
Sincerely, 

Frol~ 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: 
Subject: permission to contact 

]:39 PM 

Attached is your permission to contact letter that allows you to speak to other institutions about a possible transfer. The                    ~ granting you a full 

release and is also granting the one time transfer exception to the residency requirement. Please feel free to forward this email or share my contact information to 

anyone needing additional information, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 12:48 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: permission to contact. 

I ~ent it to you yesterday 

From; Markos, Lance M 
Sent; Tuesday, . 12:47 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: permission to contact 

Haven’t seen a transcript yeL,. 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Tuesday, ~ 12:47 PM 

To; Markos, Lance M 
Subject; RE: permission to contact 

,Arly news 01~ wh~[: transl:ers? 

From; Markos, Lance N 
Sent-" Tuesday, 10:26 AN 

To; Ducar, Chris 
Co; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: permission to contact 

Go ahead and put her in asa - her HS year and the system wilt treat her as a transfer... 

From; Ducat, Chris 
Sent: IVlonday, . : 6:2:[ PM 

To; Markos, Lance M 
Cc-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris 
Subject; Re: permission to contact 

Just put her basic stuff into ACS. Do I list her as    ; Lance? 

On, , at 5:14 PM, "Markos, Lance M" < _r__n_~_r_~__o_~@_e___n_)__~__U_!:__u_n_£:_e_d__y.> wrote: 

You got it -- get her added. 

Ask her for her’ transcripts and send thern my way when you get them for an evaluation. Thanks]! 

Lance 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Friday, 5:07 PM 

To; Markos, Lance M 
C:c; Ducar, Chris 
Subject; FW: permission to contad 

Here is the release! I guess we need t.:_~ get her into ACS right? 

From 
Sent; Thursday, 6::[7 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; FW: permission to contact ~ 

Dear Anson, 
I believe     had mentioned me to you a few weeks ago and I am now sending you a copy of my release form as per my request from the 
Women’s soccer team. [t is my hope that ~ will be able to meet with you in the near future for a potential spot on your roster. 
I will follow up this email with a phone call soon. Let me know if there is a better time than others... Feel free to contact me at anytime 

Sincerely, 

From; 

Sent; Thursday, . 

To= 
Subject; permission to contact 

]:39 PM 

Attached is your permission to contact letter that allows you to speak to other institutions about a possible transfer. The                   is granting you a full 

release and is also granting the one time transfer exception to the residency requirement. Please feel free to forward this email or share my contact information to 

anyone needing additional information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 12:49 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducal@uncaa.uuc.edu; .~!aol.com; Jason Sisnero~ @gmail.com) 

Here it is again _, please confirm tha~ you got this. Thank you! 

Sent: Monday, 1:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

s~ 
.~iI I rnag ........ d bysender 

has sent you a document on behalf of 

This document is available to download for 21 calendar days, so your prompt attention is requested. 

Or cut/paste the following url in your browser: 
https://aps.avowsystems.com/dds/index.php?main page=welcome&d id=6isI8np2f3q3fm8bcfbn6inInc 

This document is a certified PDF and requires the free Adobe Reader(v8.0 or greater) or Adobe Acrobat. 
Click [?.~JZ~. to download the latest version of the free Adobe Reader. 

Notice to Mac and Linux users: When viewing an electronic transcript, users must use Adobe Reader to view the transcript, you cannot view it with other PDF 
viewers. 

Need Help? For any further questions or help please contact us at: 

Powered by +ADDS :: Document Delivery Service 

Copyright Avow Systems, Inc© 2006-[year] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 12:54 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Is this what you 

From 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

12:50 PM 

Thank you for using the University of Document Delivery Service. Contained in this email is the code that is needed to gain access to the document. 

Document access code: 49cvgu 

Need Help? For any further questions or help please contact us at: 

Powered by +ADDS :: Document Delivery Service 

Copyright Avow Systems, Inc&32006-2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:51 PM 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu .~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

You are so kind, thank you! 

Obviously, I was very self-conscious in chasing a player that is so important to you, I appreciate the way you have gracefully embraced us as the school you wou~d 

want her to go to ’qf she insists on leaving". We certa~rdy do not want to play ~gi~h~st her ~t Duke or Notre D~me or Fk)rida St~:e~ 

~[: is a~so de~r how much she respec[s you      and ~ fike the fact theft you feel she h~s your "fire to score", Since you are ~n my top three of a~l t~r~e for hunger 

(a~ong w~t~"            ) .,.. ~t ~s pretty thin a~r up there, so you extend her s wonderftd compfiment! 

Sent; Tuesday, [: 13 PN 
To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject: 
Hey Anson - 

Wanted to send you tNs rink-it B our top ~0 plays of the year back in     and as you will see-    is in a lot of them. 

Let me know if I can help you with anything else! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 4:26 PM 

@gmail.com> 

~msn.com; duca~@uucaa.uuc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ;@gmail.com) 

I love it!! You are obviously getting into the Duke!Carolina rivalr,~’ alread,~’, so yes, let’s score one for Carolina!!! AND I thi~k those to kids are SENIORS, so even 

more credit to you. A[~d don’t they p~ay h~ the back? 

From: }gmail.com] 
$ent: Tuesday, [:02 PN 
To: Do~rance. Albert A IV: gwpall@aol.com 
Subject: 

Hey Auson a~d Dino~ 

Just wanted to ~ive you some quJ~k de~ls about the bi~ ~ame yester~ay~ Well first off we won~ 2-1 in over, me. O~r who~e tea~ was [eelin~ sick we had tw-o 

defenders with cold~ one center ~ck wJ~ the flu~ and J w~ nauseous ~d dJz~ aud ended up ~rowin~ up fi~ht be£ore ~e ~ame (~ss i b~ow) ~ i wasn’t in the best 

conditJou. ~ut we euded up playin~ t~ou~h it m~d although they had ~o ~ifls [~m Duke~ Cl~stJna GJb~us a~d Mo~aJ~ Reid we held them offa~d ac~mlly RobbJe 

chu~=h ~,as out fl~e~= watcNn~. So iu my head the~ was tNs Ca~olJua Duke fivaJ ~oJn~ on aud obviously fl~e "Ca~olJnd’ won’. I had the firs� ~oaJ Ju the second hal£to tie 

Jt up aJ~d then               md the second oue to win’. 

Hope you ~uys have a ~reat week~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 5:24 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

~gmaJl.com); 

;@gmM.com); 

@aol.com);     . .; 

; kevin lan7 
matt.jones ( _    _               @gmail.com); 

~grnail.com; sean patton ~ ~z)gmail.com); 

nicole Ihva (athv@uucaa.uuc.edu); clay weaver 

Subject: Let’s become fans of the game!! 

Ladies, 

~,’e still have ourf’ ’de you watch the game’? quiz" ...~ It will help you do well on it if yeu are a Man U fan if you tune in tomorrow {~,’ed April:[7th} at 2:30 on 

ESPN2! 

From; Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April J.6, 2013 4:18 AN 

Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; Soccer On TV: Tuesday, April 16, 20J.3 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 
sender. 

[uesday, Apri116,2013 

...... removed by 

sender¯ 

::X:: Image 
....... removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s EPL, Copa Libertadores, German and French action on Tuesday ... The Concacaf U-17 

Championship semifinals are on Wednesday. 

(All times Eastert~ unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY~ Apri~ 1~ 

FOX SOCCER 

England ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England ARSENAL-EVERTON (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores SANTA FE-REAL GARCILASO (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

German Cup BAYERN MUNICH-WOLFSBURG, semifinal (live) 2:25 pm. 

French Cup SAINT ETIENNE-LORIENT, quarterfinal (live) 2:50 pm. 

W~ON~S~AY, April t7 

ESPN2 

England WEST HAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 pro. 

International Friendly MEXICO-PERU (live) 11 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

England FULHAM-CHELSEA (live) 2:55 pm. 

Bhare Thi 

i~:*:;ilmage 
...... removed by 

sender 



Concacaf U-17 Championship PANAMA-CANADA, Semifinal (live) 6 pm. 

Concacaf U-17 Championship HONDURAS-MEXICO, Semifinal (live) 9 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

England FULHAM-CHELSEA (live) 2:55 pm. 

Copa Libertadores TOLUCA-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 6:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italian Cup INTER-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italian Cup INTER-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

England WEST HAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 pm. 

German Cup VfB STUTTGART-FREIBURG, semifinal (live) 2:25 pm. 

French Cup EVAIN TG-PARIS SG, quarterfinal (live) 2:55 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FoliowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo~le+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Tuesday, April 16, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(@~socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

iXi Image 

..... ~moved by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 5:25 PM 

Amber Brooks @gmail.com> 

"" ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (. 

. @gmaJl.com); 

@aol.com); 

~gmaJl.co~n); 
~msn com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

kevin l~awy 

¯ ; matt jones ( ~!gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; s~an patton t @gmaiLcom); ~ 
: nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver 

Subject: ILE Link for Gaa~e Wednesday 4/17 @1 lam EST 

Thank you Amber, I am sending this to your teamma[es!!! 

Good luck!!! 

I=rera: Amber Brooks [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 16, 20~3 4:~9 AN 
Te= Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Chris Ducat 
Subject~ Link for Game Wednesday 4/17 @llam EST 

Hey Coaches, 

Here is the link for the website where you can watch the Live oNine s~eam of my game tomo~ow at 11 am EST_.we ~e playing Wolfsburg, the first place temn in the 

league ruth eight Ge~m~ national team players in its stm~ing 11._we beat them in the fall 3-0 and that is their only loss...they recently defeated ~na] in the first leg of 

the Champions league semifinals...so we’re in tbr a ~ttle at their place’. We’ll ~ wea~ng our white je~eys ruth orange ~cent and I should be patrolling ~e midfield so 

look tbr me there[ ’. Again the game can ~ tbund on the fight side of~e Nge... 

Frauen-gun~e~liga: VfL Wolfsburg - FC Bayern Menchen ab 17:00 Uhr ~NN 

htlp: //tv.dtb.de/ 

Best, 

Ber 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 5:51 PM 

Mare1, Ja~ M. <ja~mann@unc.edu-~ 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.uuc.edu> 

Shelly, please send Coach Mm~n our "core vaJues" ! 

That was funH! Nice kids!! 

And thank you for the golf bag and your sincere invitation to practice out there. You don’t know how much that means to me~ You are so thoughtful AND [ ~ove 

hav~g yo~.E as my kR:k ass golf coach I love your ambitio~ to {"drive ~:o") be # 1[ And it ~s amazing how quickly yo~.E im~:~ro~/ed o~.H team (and S~)l~y ~s a Friend of mine) 

Good h~ck this weekend (f m~ght be breaMng my computer if it ~s too slowH~), 

Fmm: Mann, Jan M, 
Nent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 9:16 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Meeting with women’s golf 

Anson, 

Just a friendly reminder about speaking today to our golf team at 2:00. I am ready for you to fire them upl 

Thanks, 

Jan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday 5:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Soccer Prospect 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:49 PM 
Subject - Soccer Prospect 

[)ear Coach, 

My name is              and I am goalkeeper that’s passionate about soccer. At age 15, I am a sophomore with over 8 years of club experience and 3 years of varsity high school 
experience I’m 5’9" and 125 pounds My height, quick reflexes, and ability to read the game make the position of goalkeeper a natural fit. As an instinctual defensive player, I’ve worked hard 
to develop strong foot skills, speed, and agility to ward off opponent strikes. 

I work well with my teams, providing constant communication and direction to my teammates from my vantage point in goal Equally important are the relationships I’ve developed with my 
coaches and trainers to apply their instruction in continually elevating as a goalkeeper 

My strong work ethic and dedication to improving my technique and performance keep me focused on my goal of playing collegiate soccer. I am accustomed to working hard as a student, 
an athlete, and as a strong minded individual. I am comanitted to joining a highly competitive program that will utilize the skills I’ve alrea~dy acquired and assist me in my quest for continued 
development in the sport I love. Thank you so much for your consideration. 

Please view my website at: 

Thank you J2~r your ume 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 5:53 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: University of Nort2t~ Carolina vs. Boston College 

From: Ann Lei [mailto:Ann.Lei@sheraton.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:33 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: University of North Carolina vs. Boston College 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I hope this email finds you well. I’m reaching out to introduce myself as your sales contact at the Sheraton Needham Hotel. I learned that the women’s soccer team 

will be visiting Boston College this fall. I wanted to send you some of our information and look forward to the opportunity to host your team at our hotel. 

We have a convenient location, situated on interstate 95 (Route J.28) exit :19A, with a number of restaurants and stores within walking distance. We are also within 

close proximity to Boston College, only 4 miles in distance. 

With our 513 million full renovation completed in January 20:13, we have added brand new features and dining option: Link@Sheraton experienced with 

Microsoft®, Sheraton Fitness programmed by Core Performance®, and Grab and Go Car6. 

Please feel free to reach out if I can provide you with further info and assistance. Thank you for your time and I look forward to connecting. 

Sincerely, 

Ann 



.~.i cid:image002 jpg@01CE24C7 DDC23FF0 



This electronic message traaasmission contains information frown the Co~npany that may be proprietm?; confidential aaaffor privileged. The information is intended only 

for the use of the individual(s) or entity named above. If you ~ace not the intended recipient, be awaa:e that any disclosure, cowing or distribution or use of the contents 

of tiffs information is prohibited. If you have ~eceived this electronic trm~smission in e~ror, please notify the sender im~nediately by replying to the address listed in the 

"From:" field. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 5:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Wmngler/McDouald’s Youfl~ Soccer Touma~ent 

From: WJMYSTSC.director@e.sincsports.com [mailto:WJMYSTSC.director@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:37 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Wrangler!McDonald’s Youth Soccer Tournament 

removed by 
sender. 

sincSports.co 

USU19 Recreationi Academyi C hallengei 

Classic and P remie 

Free Friday Night Players Dance 



removed by 

sender. 

sincSports co 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 6:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Frorr _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t2:2:1 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc:       .~gmail.com; Bill Palladino; car@uncaa.unc.edu; Nicole Fava; Tom Sander 
Subject: Re: 

You may not have been able to catch the sports highlight last Sunday on Old~J~oma’s Fox 25 News Channel of my highschool’s ( ) win over Northwest 

Classen. But don’t worry., you haven’t missed it because I have uploaded the soccer poNon of the program to rny youtube account. So please check it out. You might 

also want to keep up ruth my blog on tl~e berecruited website as well. Thank you, hope see you on the field’. 

The fabulous freshman, 

..... (’~rioinnl Ma~noa ..... 

Frotr lyahoo.com> 

To: "8nson@uncaa.u~lc.edu" <8nson@uncaa.u~lc.edu> 
Cc: "_b_#___a_[!_a___d_j_noL~,uncaa.unc.edu" <~pa!]adinA~b~uncaa.unc.edu>; "du£ar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar~b~uncaa.unc.edu>; "i~acman~2uncaa.unc.edu" <pacmarl~2uncaa.unc.edu>; 

......................... ~gmail.com" ¯ ~g[_n__’_a_j_[:G__o_E)>; "D_f_’_a_~A@_u___n_G__a_’_a__&_n__o_’=e__d___u_" <_n__f__a__v__a__@_uncaa,unc.edu> 
Sent: Friday 11:44 PM 
Subject: Re: 

If you haven’t had a chance to come see me play recently you can catch highlights t~om our                                              t this Sunday, April 

14th, at 10:30pm on Fox25 News on the " or you can catch the highlights now online at: 

See you on the field, 

From:                                @yahoo.tom> 
To: "_a__[lA_o___n_@_~__n_G__a__a_]:_u__r_Lc__:&_d__u_." <_a__[!_s_’__o__n__@__u___n__o_’__a_’_a__&r_Lc__:&_d__u_.> 
Ca: "bpalladino(~uncaa.unc.edu" <bl)alladino@uncaa,unc.edu>; "ducar(~,uncaa.llnc.edu" <ducar(6),uncaa,unc,edll>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

,~,.qmail.com" b,.qmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:52 PM 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 
Good morning, lny name is : and I am very interested in being a Tar Heel in the women’s soccer program at the 
University of North Carolina. I had the pleasure of having Jason Sisneros as my coach at the Exact Soccer Camp in Texas this past 
winter. I was very impressed with his coaching style and desire for the game. I am currently a freshman graduating from 

in the spring of and have a strong desire to compete in college. I feel that your tmiversity 
and team are ideal matches for my atNetic and academic abilities and goals. As a dedicated athlete and student, University of North 
Carolina would give me the opporttmity to thrive, contribute, and grow in all facets of collegiate life: personal, athletic, and academic. 
I have been competing since I was 6 years old and play year rotund. I play fittsal, indoor soccer, 
ODP, and High School Varsity. My coaches tell me they appreciate my speed, hard-work ethic, teclmique, and versatility. 

I have included my high school schedule and my club tournament schedule for this season; I would love for you to come see me in 
action. I am ......... High School home games are played at 

Find out more about me at: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase Invite 

pic31703.gif; WES Coaches Invite:ipg; 2013 PWES FAQ - Coaches.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: womensshowcase@puma.com [mailto:womensshowcase(~puma.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 12:24 PM 
Tn: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~ject: PUM~. Women’s Elite Shnwcase Invite 

(Embedded image mnved to :file: pic31703 gif) 

(See attached file: WES Coaches Invite.jpg)(See attached file: 2013 PWI~S FAQ - Coaches.pdf) 







WONEN’S ELliTE 
SHOWCASE 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. What is the PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase (PWES)? 

PWES is a program that brings together talented and carefully selected high school soccer 

players from around the country for three days of competition and soccer education 
experiences. 

2. Why should I attend PWES? 

This event will give you the opportunity to watch some of the best talent this country has to 
offer. The players will be from the 2015 and 2016 high school graduating classes. 

3. Who is attending PWES? 

In the coming weeks, we will be sending through a list of the confirmed athletes who will be 
onsite. Once onsite, coaches will receive an athlete booklet with further details on each of 
the participating athletes. 

4, How were the athletes chosen to attend? 

The athletes invited to the PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase are intended to represent the top 
talent in the nation at their age level. Athletes were selected through a variety of criteria 
including, but not limited to, their national team experience, ODP play as well as their 
age/graduation year, club and geographical location. The goal of the showcase is to bring 
together the highest level of talent in one location to compete against one another in front 
of top coaches from around the country. 

5. Where and when does PWES take place? 

This year’s event will take place in Orlando, FL. The site of the competition will be revealed 
in the coming weeks. PWES will be held from Tuesday, .July 16th (arrival date for players) 
to Thursday, ,July 18th (departure date for players). 



6. What is the format of the PWES? 

The PWES will have four teams made up of some of the best players in the nation. You will 
have the chance to watch each team play three matches, giving you a total of six matches 
in two days. 

7. When will the games actually be taking place? 

Play will begin first thing Wednesday morning, July 17th, and will conclude by early 
af[ernoon on Thursday, July 18th 

8. When should I plan to arrive and depart? 

Given the schedule of games, the recommended travel itinerary would be a Tuesday 
evening (7/16) arrival with a Thursday late af[ernoon or early evening departure (7/18). 
The closest airport to the facilities is Orlando (MCO) airport. 

9. Is there any travel information available? 

Once you have confirmed your participation you will receive additional information on the 
event including recommended hotels, airports, driving directions, local restaurants and any 
other relevant information. 

10. Is this an invite only event? 

Although we have only extended invitations to a select group of coaches, all college 
programs are welcome to attend the PWES. 

11. Who do I contact for more information? 

You can email PWES at womensshowcase@puma.com with any additional questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:09 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

FW: Improve Your Athlete’s Peffom~ance with a New Mobile Video Analysis Solution 

We miss you ... when do you come back? 

From: Ron Imbriale [mailto:usa@dartfish.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April :t6, 2013 :t:02 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Improve Your Athlete’s Performance with a New Mobile Video Analysis Solution 

:: "~ :: Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

YOUR MOBILE VIDEO ANALYSIS SOLUTION AND YOUR GATEWAY TO THE DARTFISH GLOBAL EXPERIENCE 

We help COACHES and ATHLETES improve performance on the GO. Get started with Dartfish for only $4.99, the World 
leaders in video analysis solutions for coaches. 

Dartfish Express is the ideal video coaching tool for all sports: volleyball, wrestling, swimming, baseball, softball, golf, 
tennis, track & field, weightlifting, fitness training, football, basketball, gymnastics, skiing and more. 

* ALL-IN-ONE RECORDING 
Record high definition videos using your iPhone or iPad’s built-in camera; then review them quickly on the spot. 

* POWERFUL PLAYBACK CONTROLS 
Scrolling through your video has never been easier. Have fun with the jog wheel to move frame-by-frame or for fast 
searching, or play in slow motion. 

* TAKE STILL SHOTS 
Focus your discussions on key moments by taking and annotating still shots. 

* ADD VIDEO DI~J~WINGS & COMMENTS 
Drawings highlight what the video reveals - use angle measurements, lines, arrows, circles, squares and freehand tools 
to show people where to focus. Make the learning last by enriching the video with your expert view point in the form of 
comments. 

* WATCH IN FULL SCREEN 
No busy interface, just pure performance! Play your videos or review your still shots in full screen. 

* SIMPLE YET EFFICIENT VIDEO SHARING 
Create your account and share your enriched videos with clients, fans, and friends on your own dartfish.tv channel via: 

Email 
SMS 

Facebook 
Twitter 

WATCH THE TUTORIAL VIDEO HERE 

For more information please contact us at _u___s_a__@dartffish,com 

removed by 

iContact - Try 

It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:30 PM 

Laura Chinni < ~gmail.com> 

ado~ranc@email.unc.edn; Chantal@tdesignsource.com; 
maggie@greenhosp.org; mdo~ranc@acpub.duke.edu;                         @hotmail.com); pete@chapelhillrestanrantgroup.com; 

@msn.com; ducaac@uncaa.unc .edn; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com); 

; kevin lain., 

@gmaJl.com); matt jones ( @gmail.com); " " " 

@gmail.com; sean patton ( _        ~gmail.com); 
i; nicole thva (athv@m~caa.m~c.edn); clay weaver 

--~ ~!aol.com); 

Be~: 

Subject: 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. ~-athgallo@unc.edtr>; Clint Gwaltney (cgwal’mey@uncaa.unc.edu) (cgwal’mey@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: Inspiration 

You are not rambling, you are very sweet and thoughtful to send such a positive message, I am going to send this to my team and my next two recruiting classes 
because I want them to kr~.:)w the opportut~ties they wi~i be g~ven ~f ~:hey ~nves~: ~r~ themselves, 
Today I had a chance to speak to our womet~’s g.:)~f team. They are .:)ff to ACC’s and f spet~t most of the time bragging about my Mds [:hat are so humkde and se~f- 
sacr~fidng ~ke and so brifl~antly creative ~ke and so hard 
woddng ]H<e and so courageous (and Lerdfy~ng) Hke ~ started 
speaking a ]~tt~e after 2 pm today and after a Q&A d~dn’t get out of there until 3:45. ~ ~ntended to speak for 20 minutes. ~ ]ove my k~ds and they all have stories that 
are m%dring. 

You might check th~s out: go to YouTube and type ~n Long Live 20~2 UNC Women’s Soccer, ~ started Lhe rneet~g with that and got goose bumps for the 4,000 
~t was put together’ by one of my k~ds and it captures what happens when you work hard and ~ove each other: 
All the best Laura, and good luckH 
F~m= Laura Chinni [mailto:      ~gmail,com] 
Sent= Tuesday, April ~6, 20~3 ~:~4 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Inspiration 
Hi Mr Donance, 

My name is Laura Chinni and I am 24 years old and I just completed my first year as a club swim coach in Wilmington, North Carolina. I swam for UNCVv"s Varsi~, 

Swim Team for 4 years from 2006-2010. Upon graduating I spent some time in "corporate America" worldng for a pnblishing company nntil I realized that my love for 

the pool simply, would not go away which is when I made the move to coaching. 

My good friend recently gave ,ne the book, The Man Watching, as she thought it would be an interesting book for me to read as a coach just starting ont. I sta~ed 

reading the book 3 weeks ago and still haven’t finished it because I have read and re-read several of the chapters multiple dmes. 

I wanted to send you an email (aJthough after reading the Chaos chapter I’m not sure you’ll even see this email). However, on the offchance that you do see this ema~l, 

all I wanted to do was tell yon that this book is veu quickly changing my life. I LOVE coaching, and I have so enjoyed reading this book. The chapter on Mentally’ I 
have read 8 fimes...it hits so close to home for me and the thoughts and ideas you bring to the table when coaching simply blows my mind. 

I t}el as though I have gaJned SO much t?om reading this book....you are an inspiration and I just wanted to let you know how much this book has aflbcted me. I will 
be a better coach for having read this. My hearst races while I read and think about ways that I can be a better coach. 

I will absolutely be in the slands watching ant, of the games that I can get to next season as you and your team have truly inspired me. 

All I really wanted to do was tell you how much you and this book, have inspired me. I’m m ,sony, for rambling, my excitement about this subject really gets the best of 

me at times. 

I wish you and your team conti~med success in the future, and you definitely now have another Taac Heel Soccer supporter! 

Thank you, thank you, thank you, 

Laura Chinni 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:36 PM 

Kyle Thomas @gmail.com> 

gwl~ll@aol.com; Ducm; Chris (duca:r@unc.edu); natalie dorrance ~hot~na~l.com) 

RE: Questiou re: socal player to ID camp 

Kyie, 

My pleasure! 

And yes, the CBPA’s are our ID camps. 

And yes, the Team Camp (July I0.-:1.4) is where we tra~r~ p~ayers AND coaches. 

You wouh~ nee~t spec~a~ ~erm~ssion to atl:et~d ~:he le~m Camp wH:hout your tearn so we charge you rnore than we charge the players ind~viduailv, f think the fee for 

Lh~s summer is 51,000.00. My daughter Natalie Dorrance Harris runs th~s part of the Team Camp for us. 

F~m= Kyle Thomas ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 20~3 1:30 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Question re: socal player to ID camp 

An~ 

I c~not thank you enough for ~ng the time to s~ak ~ast Money. Since our conversion reg~ding bringing a few of my southern CaJifo~a p~ayers out to camp tNs 

year ~d ne~ l have 1 player who is commi~ed to going this year. Ne~ summer I wi]] be sending out several ~om my younger ~am. In additio~ I appreciated your 

invitation to come out a3~d learn how your sysmm of play is developed mid taught. 

I did not want to caJ] with minutia and fl~ought ~r e~ciencies sa~e a list of questions might ~ e~iest via email. 

Re : Dmena Ponder (class of 15) is going into her Juuiur year at Orange Lutheran HS (Varsity), plays club ~ccer for me at Orange County Premier and is highly 

interesCed in joining your ID camp tNs Summer. Cau you cla~l~ that the ID camp ~gged ~ CBPA 1 (June 21 - 24) and CBPA 2 (July 25 - 28) on the camp website 

are the appropriate oues t~r her? Is there oue that you would ~vcommeud ~no~= than the other? 

I also win]ted to make sure I am siguing upfor the appropriate camp as well B~ed ou our conversation I ~lieve it is the Te~ camp that you recommended for 

helping me learn more about UNC’s s~stems of play (July I0 - 14)’? 

Agaiu, thm~k ~u for the op~ni~ 

Kyle Thomas 

714.707.0052 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:39 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Message Status - Undeliverable 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Mailer-Daemon@gwmail.uncaa unc.edu [mai[to:Mailer-Daemon(~wmail uncaa.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:30 PM 

To: pr~s 81 lffifel2 anson@email.unc edu 

SubJect: Message Status -Undeliverable 

’]?he message that you sent was undeliverable to the following: 

nfava@uncaa.unc edu (Fatal error processing message) 

Information about your message: 
SubJect:    Message log tag: 1337772 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:39 PM 

Ch~J~tal <ch~tal@tdesignsource.com> 

FW: Inspiratiou 

And what is Maggie’s? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: pos~naster@YNHHSC.ORG [mailto:postmaster@22N~HHSC.ORG] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:30 PM 
To: pr~s 811ff5e12 anson@email.uncedu 
Subject: Undeliverable: RE: Inspiration 

DeliveW has failed to these recipients or groups: 

maggie@greenhosp org (maggie@greenhosp. org)<mailto:maggie@~reel~osp.or~> 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the message If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

Diagnostic information J2~r a~ninistrators: 

Generating ser~,er: YNt]ItSC ORG 

maggle@greenhosp org 
#550 5.1.1 RESOLVER.ADR.RecipNotFound; not found ## 

Original message headers: 

Received: from mailfilterl ynhh.org (10.51.119.34)by exhub.ynhh org 
(1052.101.42) with iVhcrosoft SMTP Server id 14.2328.11 ; Tue, 16 Apr 2013 
18:30:11 -0400 
X-IronPor t-Anti-Spam-Filtered: true 
X-Iror~Port-Anti-Spam-Resttlt: 
A u1:.B AP3 Nb VG Y AgLBnG dsb 2 Jhb2~uIo JCesEJgQsV~)gEB A QEB B g0 JCR Qogh8 B A QEB Ay0iDRAC A QgOAgEEAQELH QchERQ J CAIEDgUlE Y dpAw + sVoZMDL)>,IE Y×IgQ YLgTcRB4Je Y Q( 
X-IPAS-ResuIt: 
A u1:.B AP3 Nb VG Y AgLBnG dsb 2 Jhb2~uIo JCesEJgQsV~)gEB A QEB B g0 JCR Qogh8 B A QEB Ay0iDRAC A QgOAgEEAQELH QchERQ J CAIEDgUlE Y dpAw + sVoZMDL)>,IE Y×IgQ YLgTcRB4Je Y Q( 
X-Iror~Port-AV: E Sophos;i "487,487,1363147200"; 

d "scan’208,217";a "14164166" 
Received: frommxip2i.isis.~mc.edu ([152.2.2.193]) by mailfilterl.ynhh.org withESMTP; 16 Apt 2013 18:30:10-0400 
X-IroaPort-Anti-Spam-Filter ed: true 
X-IronPort-Anti-Spam-Rest~lt: 
AgcFA~3Nb\rGsG6xB/2dsb2JhbAAu~JCRDbBC2~ELFnSCHwEBAQEDLT8NEAIBBQ2v~AgEEAQELHQchERQJCAlEDgUlEY@Aw+sV~Z1~gOUyJEYx~gQYLgRErnCw2~BB~JeYQ~V~4LXi~SF~ 
X-IronPort-AV:E Sophos;i "4.87,487,1363147200"; 

d "scan’208,217";a "910064691" 
Received: from its-msxht0.ad.tmc.edu ([ 172.27.172.65]) by rrcdp2o.isis.unc.edu with ESMTP/TLS/RC4-SHA; 16 Apr 2013 18:30:06 -0400 
Received: from ITS-MSJx2MBS2M.ad.unc.edu ([169.254.6.156]) by- ITS-MSX%IT0.ad.unc.edu ([172.27.172.65]) with mapi id 14.02.0328.009; Tuc, 16 Apr 2013 18:30:05 -0400 

From: "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <anson@email.unc.edt~> 
To: Laura Chinni < ~_~gmail.com> 
CC: 

"Chantal@tdesignsource.com" 
<Chantal@tdesignsource.com>, "maggie@greenhosp.org" <maggie@greetthosp.org>, 

"rndorranc@acpub. duke.edu" <rndorranc@acpub.duke.edu>, ’ 
"pete@chapelhillrestamantgroup.com" <pete@chapelhillrestaur antgr ot~p. corn>, 

~msn.com>, "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa unc.edu>, 
~@aol.com" < @aol corn>, "Jason Sisneros @gmail.com)" 

@gmail corn>, ’ 



Subject: RE: Inspiration 
Thread-Topic: Inspiration 
Thread-Index: AQHO Os YnhfStm3D49UCt~X2ReedStp7 JjZaMvA 
Date: Tue, 16 Apr 2013 22:30:05 +0000 
Message-ID: <CESC6EgD2F5ABO4EAE56F995DE3A4r2F40E4B6893@ITS-MSXMBS2M.ad. unc. edu> 
References: <CAEPgGT3DebBcCQmzO TbHjFV5RRCeG05LmfLUGXn 0JPSD923A@raail.gmail.com~ 
In-Reply-To: <C~AEPgGT3DebBcCQmzO ToHjFV5RRCeG05LnffLUGXn 0JPSD923A@raail.gmail.corn~ 
Accept-Language: en-US 
Content-Language: en-US 
X-MS-Has-Attach: 
X-MS-TNEF-Correlator: 
x-originating-ip: [ 152.19.236.2] 
Content-Type: multipart/alternative; 

bounda~z " 000 CESC6E9D2F5AB04EAE56F995DE3A4CF40E4B6893ITSMSXMBS2Madun " 
MIME-Version: h0 
Return-Path: prvs 811ff5e12 anson@email.unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:54 PM 

Ma~ia Lubrano-Lavadem <              @gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducax@uncaa.unc.edn; 

@gma]l.co~n); ’@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

( @gma]l.com); 

< 

@aol.com); 

kevin b~n-y 

matt jones ( ~!gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; s~an patton ( ~gmail.com);, 

nicole fava (nfava@nncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver 

Subject: 1~: Long over due update 

Maria, 

Thank you lk~r such a fantastic report. I love having you guys play all over the world. I also love it when you guys talk about how much the game is loved wherever you are (Amber says the 
same fi-om Germaw, Yael and Kling in Sweden, Tobm in t%ance, Whit in England). I hope one day it irffects all our players at UNC. That is one of my dreams: for EVERY UNC player to fi~ll in 
love with the game AND the ball. If we can just make a habit of watching the EPL (any team) on a regular basis ! am convinced it will happen ... right now Facebook and designing your life 
through it still has too much appeal (are the "fi-iends" on Facebook really friends?), I’m afraid!! 

Continued success Maria AN[) good health of course!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Maria Lubrano-Lavadera [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:41 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Long over due update 

Hey Anson! 

I hope eye, thing is great back in Chapel ttil]. Happy belated birthday!! Italy is great! ’];he weather is awesome, it has been amamng having so much family around (although it took me a 
while to adjust to it), and I’m playing the game I love! As my dad told you I decided to sW with Carpisa Napoli Calcio Femminile right near my morns home town and where I have come to 
vacation my enure life. The biggest thing that made me stay here instead of going to try out for the #1 team, Torres, is the coach’s philosophy both in practice and in the game It is probably 
the most similar to UNC ! will find here in Italy Monday and Tuesday practice are our "fitness" day’s; everything is on the clock, even our water breaks. We are all broken up into groups of 
4 and while 2 groups are playing a 4v4 game the other 2 are either during running with agility or interval running The rest of our practices are mixed with tactical and small sided to goal. We 
run a lot, but we also play a lot! I love it! The 1 thing our practices is m~ss~ng is lvl s, I’ve been meaning to ask the coach why we don’t do them. ! am playing all over the place forward, 
center mid, right mid I even played right back during practice tonight. Our coach likes high pressure during the games and as he says he would rather want players that go 130% for as long 
as they can than players that try to last all game at 80%. The first game ! saw when I got to Italy was Napoli vs Torres and there was a big difference in their style of play. Tortes was 
technically a smidgen better, but you could hardly tell because Napoli closed them down quickly whi le Torres didn’t. It can’t be as high pressure and ’burn yourself out as a comet’ as UNC, 
but the j ob gets done. I have officially- had ray player card for 4 weeks, even though I had an Italian passport there were some issues that slowed the process. I unfortunately, as the doctor 
here and Nicole believe partially ruptured ray plantar fascia and was out for 5 weeks. I ant starting to feel how I was before that happened, but there is still some ground to get back. I need to 
tell you-I’ve been dealing with plantar fasciitis since May (alraost a year) I know Lindsey dealt with it this past season...whenever you know that one of your players is dealing with it make 
sure you urge thunr to take a couple of weeks off and just do rehab for it as soon as the symptoms start! It is much easier to get rid of it when it first starts than later on. I know- Nicole tells 
people to take the time off; but having you tell thera also might get it through our the soccer players thick skull! I’ve played in two games and got ray job done, but I am looking for more out 
of myself We have 3 nrore games left in the camponeato and then the Coppa Italia which is a possible 3 nrore games. I will make sure to let you know how we finish out these last 3 games t 

I miss you, the staff and the team lots!! ! Thartk you for so many great years. They are amazing munrories! 

Maria 

PS- I wouldn’t be able to brag enough about the soccer atmosphere here I freaking love it! I got to go see the Napoli vs Juve game and it was unrealt ! ! I unfortunately had to ’sit’ in the 
Napoli section, but had an amazing view of the game[[ I say ’sit’ because there were so nrany people that clirabed the fences to get into the game that everyone had to stand, you couldn’t 
even see the stairs because people were packed in there too. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Georgia State Cup 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 3:19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Georgia State Cup 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.oo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSONp- 

Tuesday,             7:04 PM 

@aol.com 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

]~NV: womeffs soccer 

s Soccer Background aJ~d Schedule.docx 

What do you do with this? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: womeffs soccer 

Dear Anson 

Enclosed if soccer schedule for 2013. She is a very solid 5’ 7" center midfielder who wants to play NCAA women’s soccer. She is interested in the 

pharmacy program. We live in 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 16, 2013 7:05 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Checking Iu ! 

Yes, I think we will be good next 

is doing well, thank you Larry!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 5:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Checking In ! 

Great news, Coach....getting better is what it is all about ...... it is a little scary it’we have gotten better. 

Hopeful is doing great ...... you too’. 

Be well, 

Larry 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 5:28 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Cc        @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc,edu; 
Subject: RE: Checking In ! 

.~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

La try, 

W~-’_~ ti~-:~d Dt~ke I-1 in a game w~-_~ dominated and b~-:~at Va T~-:~ch 1-.0. All th~-_~ t~-:~ams were missing key p~-:~rsonnel {we were missing Ohai and Green) but f was happy with 

~:he way we played. We have gotten be~:ter, 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 6:13 AM 

To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Checking In ! 
Tmportance: High 

Amigos: 

Just checking in to see how your last competition (vs. Duke and VT) went for the spring sea.son. Hopeful you played well and no one was injured. 

Ta]~e cm’e and be well ........ see you soon! 

DRIVE ON! 

Larry 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 5:32 AM 

To: ’Bill Palladino’; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Chris Ducat’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: GOOD LUCK TOMORROW! 
Importance: High 

Gentlemen: 

All the best tomorrow- and sale travels to Clemmons. Good luck vs. Duke and VTech. Play well, have fun, and no injuries. 

GO ttEELS -~ BE WELL’. 

Larry 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto:gwpall@aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 07, 2013 8:28 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Be Safe ~ GOOD LUCK! 

Thanks Lan% 

We are on our way home after having played 82 minutes of excellent soccer. Unfortunately, it came to an abrupt halt when                           fortunately, 
not seriously) and had m leave the game....she has emerged as the backbone of the team this spring... The &bring "the last eight minutes we stumbled a bit a~d gave up 2 



rather soft goals. Nevertheless, a solid pertbrmance a~d a worthwhile adventure to the north. 

We have become experts movie critics as well. 

Take care, 

Dino 

Sent from my iPad 

On Apt 5, 2013, at 10:04 AM, "Gallo, Jr., LanT A." <ath~allo({~unc.edu> wrote: 

Know that you have a long bus ride to Rochester. Movies are key as you know! 
Best of luck on Sunday vs. The Flash ~-play well and stay injuU fi’ee. All the best! 
GO HEELS ! 
Be well, 
Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 7:08 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: 

Just so you know ALL OF US love your game, And like we have been sharing with you, we are curious to how good you will become, Of course that is ~ related to 
hard much you want to c:omm~t: t:o t:h~s game, The s~y is the Iknit for you 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday 6: ll PN 
To: Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject: Re: 
An~ 
Oh I have been in this fiw1D~ for a long time now~ rm just a li~e closer ~ living ifi But I tNNc ~                                              ~ is a senior and 

is ajuNor. 

They ac~lly moved up into the mid field and pu~ up top for a li~le(that’s when she scored) I w~ being man m~ked so my coach pulled me out wide and 

~ was playing defensive midfield on my side so whenever I had the ~ll I had a good t~ee gifts ch~ing me down. Then I got put back into the middle where the 

Gibbons coach ~ld        t to man mark me. So it was definitely a com~fitive and fun game~ 

Losing us~lly isn’t an option tbr me it gets really ~d. F~,en m church bingo I find myself geeing com~ti~ve along with playfid ~ccer tennis we have in pr~fice. I’m 

excited tbr club to s~ up again and play some better soccer’. 

All the best. 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

On Apr 16, 2013, at 4:26 PM, "Do~rance, AlbertA IV" <anson~email.unc.ed~- wrote: 

I love iL![ You are obviously getting into the Duke/Carolina rivalry already, so yes, let’s score one for Carolina!!! AND I think those to kids are SENIORS, 

so even more credit to you. And don’t they play h~ the back? 

~~_~_~, ~ c~n ~e~t even from tDis em~if how competitive you ~te and Dow much you ~ike ta ~in, ~_~_~_~_~_~_~L~_ 

F~m=                                  Nmail.com] 
~e~t=Tuesday, . ~:02 P~ 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; @aol.com 

Hey Anson ~nd Dino~ 

Jus~ w~nted to giw you some quick devils ~bout the big g~me yester~y~ Wall first offwe won~ 2- ~ in ove~ime. Our whole te~ w~s feeling sick we Md 

~vo defenders with colds~ one center b~ck wifl~ the fl~ ~nd ] w~s n~u~ous m~d di~y ~d ended up throwing up fight before the g~me (gross ] Mlow) so ] 

w~n’t in the best condition. But we ended up playing though it m~d ~l~ough they lind ~o gifts ~om Duke~ Chfisfin~ Gibbons m~d Morg~ Reid we held 

them offend ~c~lly              v~ out the~ w~tcNng. So m my he~d there w~s t~s C~olin~ Duke m~l going on ~nd obviously the "C~rolinff’ won~ 

I Md the firs~ goal in the second Mlfto fie it up ~d fl~en Frances Reul~nd Md the second one to win~ 

Hope you guys haw a gre~t week~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:33 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: . l@cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday . :t0:09 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject’, 

Here is a copy of my schedule for the Crossroad Showcase. 

If you have any time please stop by m~d watch me play. 

ThaJ~ks in advauce, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 12:03 PM 

l@aol.com 

l~’W: Grow your soccer camps!’. 

From= Michael Farb [mailto:michael@captainu.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, April :t7, 20:t3 :t0:17 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Grow your soccer camps!! 

Hi Anson - 

I noticed you are running a soccer camp and wanted to see if we can help you promote it to over 500,000 athletes in the CaptainU Network. 

After our most recent round ofk~umaments a~d showcases, CaptainU has grown to 500,000+ student athlete~ all of whom are looking for great college summer 

camps. We waist to help you find each other! 

Please let me know if you’re interested in lea~ing more. Many of our promotion options me free mid there axe some paid options if you reaJdy want to boost numbers 

this year. 

Click here to see the promotional options and let me know an5’ questions. 

Thanks, 

Michael 

michael@captainu.com 

415-200-1262 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 2:08 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Do you need this as weft? I just got it! 

Sent-" Wednesday, I 11:41 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject 

d bysender 

Thank you for using th~ Document Delivery Service. Contained in this email is the code that is needed to gain access to the document. 

Document access code: 

Need Help? For any further questions or help please contact us at: or 706-542-4040 

Powered by +ADDS :: Document Delivery Service 

Copyright Avow Systems, Inc~ 2006-2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 17, 2013 12:15 PM 

" @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; "’@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

kevin larry( ~gmaJl.com); 

@gmaJl.com); 

~gmail.com; sean patton ! @gmail.com); 

; nicole thva (nfava(~:uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver 

@gmail.com); 

; matt jones 

~a~)l.~om); 

Subject: FW: Check out this goal 

Let’s look to combi~e. If we can do Lhis AND play with the kited of creativity I am seei~g out of a nice colfecLio~ of you, we can start to dose our gap with the Nite 

F~m= Ducat, Chris 
Sent~ Wednesday, April 17, 2013 ll:S2 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N; _ . @aol.com; Sander, ~omas J; @msn.com 
Subject: Check out this goal 

http://www~thesun.c~.uk/so~/h~mepage/sp~rt/f~tba~/489~469/V~DE~-~arce~na..Lad~es..Vicky..L~sada..sc~res-w~nder-goaLhtrN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 11:35 PM 

thank you for 5’our thoughtful message. The n c a a will not let me call you until your daughters senior year of high school. You however, are allowed to call me 
any time. ~Ve also really appreciated your visit. 

~lustauto.com> wrote: 

Coach Anson, 
Thank you for taking your time and your coaches time to showcase your school and soccer program to my daughter and Ine on Monday and Tuesday of this week. 

We are both greatly appreciative of the time and attention you gave us.      was overwhehned witl~ the whole experience but it is now starting to hit her how 

wonderful of an oppo~nity you presented her ruth. I have one question to ask of you when it is convenient for you could you give me a quick call at ) or 

I would be happy to give you a ca]l as well. Thank you again for e_xtending this fantastic potentia] career path for my daughter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 18, 2013 11:39 PM 

@comcast.net 

Re: AGM 

you are very sweet. I am looking fopa,a~d to seeing you as well. 

Se~t.f!°om my V~rizou g~irele,~s 4G Lib’g L)ROJf ) 

~comcast.net wrote: 

Hi Anson! 
I am looking forward to seeing you here in Utah this weekend at the AGM! Everyone is very excited to have you as the keynote! You have much 
more of an impact on the Avalanche Club’s development of soccer players than you know. I can’t wait! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:36 AM 

~aol.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~hotmail com] 
Sent: Wednesday 12:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alberi A IV 
Sub3ect: 

Dear coach Dorrance, 

My name is               and I’m 18 years old and I’m fron                                currently play Soccer for i              ’ and I play centre forward although I’m 
comt’ortable playing in any mid.field position. I am currently top scorer for my club even though I’ve spent an increasing amount o17 time filling in a more defensive midfield role. 

I am currently stu@ing my A Levels in my final year of high school, so far I have achieved 8 GCSE’s all at grades A-C and in my A levels I’m predicted BBC in Media Studies, Geography and 
Biology respectively. 

I was just wondering whether you were offering aW international student athlete scholarships? 

If you need any more information please let me know. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 19, 2013 3:57 PM 

Joa~nak3amey@Boi~B uildi ng.com 

Re: Salt Lake Ci~ Marriott City Center Reservation Confirmation #89929201 

Got this one .... thm~k you! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon IYire[e,~s 4G L2’E 

JoamnaBa~ney@Boi~Building.com wrote: 

Here it is again. My other email ~nt you the address of the meeting place and the time, etc. if you did not get it let me know. Not sure why they aren’t getting there. 

Sent fmrn my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gibb, J. Mark" <MGibb~diplaw.com> 

Date: April 12, 2013, 1:39:35 PM MDT 

To: "Joarma~m’ney~Boi~Btfilding.com" <JoarmaBarnev(~-~BoiseBuildino_.com> 

Subject: F~V: Salt Lake City. Marriott City Center Reservation Confi|~nation #89929201 

Mark Gibb 
Attorney at Law 

111 East Broadway, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 

Phone: 801.415.3000 

Fax: 801.415.3500 

MGibb(~,diplaw.com 

www.d~plaw.com 

This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged or confidential information. Unauthorized use, distribution, review 
or disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact MGibb@djplaw.com by reply email and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Circular 230 Notice: In accordance with Treasu[y Regulations we notify you that any tax advice given herein (or in any attachments) is not intended or written to 
be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any 
transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any attachments)= 

From= ’Marriott Hotels & Resorts Reservation’ [mailto:reservations@marriott.coml 
Sent= Tuesday, April 09, 20:t3 4:5:t PM 

To= Gibb, J. Mark 
Subject= Salt Lake City" Marriott City Center Reservation Confirmation #89929201 

Resewation for ANSON DORRANCE 

Confirmation Number: 89929201 

Check-in: Friday, April 19, 2013 (03:00 PN) 



Sunday, April 21~ 2013 (12:00 PN) 

Modit~ or Cancel re~rvation ~ 

~View hotel website 

~Maps & Transportation 

Planning Your Trip 

See what’s happening in Salt Lake City during your stay 

Check out some of Salt Lake City’s top attractions 

Book with Hertz: Save up to 35% and Earn 500 Rewards Points 

Book Cars, Tours & Nore - get great rates on local tours and attractions 

Reservation Details 

Earn 50,000 Bonus Points and 1 Free Night Stay - enough for up to 7 Free Nights - with the Mamott Rewards Premier Credit Cmd. Reward 

you~sel£ 

Learn More aad Apply 

Travel Alerts 

A pr~ F tigal ~ u ide 1:0 h~lp yo make y°u r t ri p ~ n e n r igb in ~ exP ?[ie n~ ? ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 19, 2013 4:12 PM 

Joa~naY~amey@BoiseB uildi ng.com 

Re: Salt Lake Ci~ Marriott City Center Reservation Confirmation #89929201 

JoamnaBa~ney@BoiseBuilding.com wrote: 

Did you g,-:d: the directions to tfu-:~ meeting tomorrow? Here [:hey are again. Hope this comes [:hrough: 

Hi Anion- 

We are excited to see you next weekend. Here is your hotel confirmation # downtown. I am not sure how to reserve you a car, because they make it be the 

renter’s credit card. So if you just want to get me copies of your receipts for your car rental and food over the weekend, I will be happy to get you reimbursed. If 

there is an easier way to do that, just let me know your preference and FII make anything work. 

The address for Jordan Commons where our AGM is going to be held is: 9335 South State Street, Sandy, UT. We will be in Theater #13 at the meeting starts at 6:30 

p.m., but we are going to try to get going at 6:25. I’m assuming you have GPS to find Jordan Commons from your hotel, but if you need directions, just let me know. 

If there is anything you need from me prior to Saturday, just let me know! I am excited to have you! Talk to you soon. 

Jo 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A 11/[mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, April :[9, 2013 :[:57 PM 
To; Barney, .Joanna 
Subject-" Re: Salt Lake City lvlardott City Center Reservation Confirmation #8992920[ 

Got "this one .... thank you! 

Senti’tom ~ ~ ~’r~zon IVireless 4( ~ L TW DR()ID 

JommaBazney@BoiseBuilding.com wrote: 

Here it is again. My other email sent you the address of the meeting place and the time, etc. if you did not get it let me know. Not sure why they aren’t getting there. 

Sent ti-om my iPhone 

Begin fonYa~:ded message: 

From: "Gibb, J. Maxk" <MGibb@d~plaw.c( m> 

Date: April 12, 2013, 1:39:35 PM MDT 

To: "Joa,maBamev(f~BoiseBuildi,g.com" <Joa~maBame’~a)BoiseBuilding.com> 

Subject: FW: Salt Lake City Marriott City Center Reservation Confirmation #89929201 

Description: 

cid:imagee2 

0a3b BMP@ 

f25749a3.4c 

b4a3b7 

Mark Gibb 
Attorney at Law 

111 East Broadway, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 

Phone: 801.415.3000 

Fax: 801.415.3500 

MGibb@diplaw.com 

www.djplaw.com 

This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged or confidential information. Unauthorized use, distribution, review 
or disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact MGibb~:~dj~!aw.com by reply email and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 



Circular 230 Notice: In accordance with Treasu[y Regulations we notify you that any tax advice given herein (or in any attachments) is not intended or written to 
be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any 
transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any attachments). 

Salt Lake City I Prove I O£jden I St. George I Las Vegas 

Frem-" ’Marriott Hotels & Resorts Reservation’ [mailto:reservations@marriott.com] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, April 09, 2013 4:51 PM 

To,, Gibb, J. Mark 
S,,bject: Salt Lake City Marriott City Center Reservation Confirmation #89929201 

r~moved by 

Reservation for ANSON DORRANCE 

i.’~i Description: 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Description: 
Image 
removed by 
sender¯ 

] I i~ill Description: 

Moditk or 
Image 

Cancel] rseer~eVre, d bY 
reservationI 

Description: 

Image 

removed by 

sender View 

i.~.i Description: 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ Maps 

View hotel website 

Maps & Transportation 

Planning Your Trip 

See what’s happening in Salt Lake City during your stay 

Check out some of Salt Lake City’s top attractions 

Book with Hertz: Save up to 35% and Earn 500 Rewards Points 

Book Cars, Tours & More - get great rates on local tours and attractions 

Resewation Details 



Earn 50,000 Bonus Points and 1 Free Night Stay - enough for up to 7 Free Nights - with the Marriott Rewards Premier Credit Card. Reward 

yourself. 

Learn More and Apply 

Travel Alerts 

"~e!!},~ re,:.~!v e,-..’ tbt b£s$ r,*.::s!R!2 t~t’~ : 99~ EaR tesd .................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 19, 2013 5:10 PM 

Joa~naY~amey@Boi~B uildi ng.com 

Re: Salt Lake Ci~ Marriott City Center Reservation Confirmation #89929201 

Jo, flight cancelled out of RDU. Since I am not on until 6:30 Sat I will t~y to get a flight out tomorrow. I will keep you posited. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

JoamnaBa~ney@Boi~Building.com wrote: 

Here it is again. My other email ~nt you the address of the meeting place and the time, etc. if you did not get it let me know. Not sure why they aren’t getting there. 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Gibb, J. Mark" <MGibb~diplaw.com> 

Date: April 12, 2013, 1:39:35 PM MDT 

To: "Joarma~m’ney~Boi~Btfilding.com" <JoarmaBarnev(~-~BoiseBuildino_.com> 

Subject: F~V: Salt Lake City. Marriott City Center Reservation Confi|~nation #89929201 

Mark Gibb 
Attorney at Law 

111 East Broadway, Suite 900 
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 

Phone: 801.415.3000 

Fax: 801.415.3500 

MGibb(~,diplaw.com 

www.d~plaw.com 

This e-mail message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain privileged or confidential information. Unauthorized use, distribution, review 
or disclosure is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact MGibb@djplaw.com by reply email and destroy all copies of the original 
message. 

Circular 230 Notice: In accordance with Treasu[y Regulations we notify you that any tax advice given herein (or in any attachments) is not intended or written to 
be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of (i) avoiding tax penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any 
transaction or matter addressed herein (or in any attachments)= 

From= ’Marriott Hotels & Resorts Reservation’ [mailto:reservations@marriott.coml 
Sent= Tuesday, April 09, 20:t3 4:5:t PM 

To= Gibb, J. Mark 
Subject= Salt Lake City" Marriott City Center Reservation Confirmation #89929201 

Resewation for ANSON DORRANCE 

Confirmation Number: 89929201 

Check-in: Friday, April 19, 2013 (03:00 PN) 



Sunday, April 21~ 2013 (12:00 PN) 

Modit~ or Cancel re~rvation ~ 

~View hotel website 

~Maps & Transportation 

Planning Your Trip 

See what’s happening in Salt Lake City during your stay 

Check out some of Salt Lake City’s top attractions 

Book with Hertz: Save up to 35% and Earn 500 Rewards Points 

Book Cars, Tours & Nore - get great rates on local tours and attractions 

Reservation Details 

Earn 50,000 Bonus Points and 1 Free Night Stay - enough for up to 7 Free Nights - with the Mamott Rewards Premier Credit Cmd. Reward 

you~sel£ 

Learn More aad Apply 

Travel Alerts 

A pr~ F tigal ~ u ide 1:0 h~lp yo make y°u r t ri p ~ n e n r igb in ~ exP ?[ie n~ ? ...................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:~L9 PM 

bill palladino. @aol.com> 

Fwd: 

S~.nt~ftom my V~rizon Wire.!e.’~.’~ 4G L TE. DROID 

........ Ori~innl Melange ........ 

Subject 

From: Jamie Lyons <schoDrathleteusa@gmail.com> 

To: Jamie Lyons <scholaratMeteusa@gmail.com> 

CC: 

Dear Coach, 

Please click on the link below for the athlete profile of u can watch ~ideo footage by clicking on the picture on page 3. 

~ is currently playing for the                                and has also been representing the                                       . She has enjoyed great success 

with both teams this seasons, winning the Regional final with the county team, competing for 1st place in the National Reserve League (yet to be completed) and reaching the 

County Cup Final against Arsenal FC.     has also in the past had trials with England U 15’s. 

is aiming to pursue a degree in either Languages or Sports Psychology. She currently has a 3.0 GPA and has yet to take the SAT test. Please get in contact if you have any 

interest ir 

Regards, 

Jarnie Lyons 

College Recruiting Consultant 

C: 

Email: schola rat hleteusa @gmail.com 

’Promoting Athletes to the Next Level’ 



Gather wR~ us as we ce]ebt’ate the 2o~ 3 Rem~%n Weekend and our honored ~4)lests from 
the classes of ’53, ’63, ’6g and ’73. 

. I~ive music pK~vh:ted by the Occoneechee String Band 





Spring Training Event 

Schedule 

(S~bjec: ~o cha::~ges) 

3 pm thru 6 pm 

6:00 pm 

8:00 pm 

Arrivals 

Dinner 

All Team meeting with Coaches and Staff 

Morning 

9:00-10:30 

Mid-day 

2:00-3:00 

3:30-5:00 

Evening 

Evening 

Breakfast 

Training at Wake Forest Practice Facility 

Lunch 

Meeting with Jennifer Etnier, PhD whom is a Professor @ UNC as well as a 

Sports Psychologist who wrote the book "Bring Your A Game" for young 

athletes. 

Training at Wake Forest Practice Facility Dinner 

Dinner 

Meeting with Coaches 

Morning 

Morning 

Morning 

2:30 p.m. 

Mid-day 

Evening 

Evening 

Breakfast 

Game ready walk thru/Stmtch 

Watch Wake Forest vs. C of C Spring Friendly Women’s Soccer @ Spry" Stadium 
Lunch @ Wake Forest University Care 
Region III (WriT) vs. Virginia 98 ODP Team (Dark) @ Spry Stadium, Wake Forest 
University 
Meeting with Coach Tow Da Luz for a Technical Look at College level 
game preparations. Campus Tour possibly 
Dimmer 
Meeting with Coaches and player evaluations 

Morning 

8:00 am 

10:15 am 

Breakfast 

Region III (GRN) vs. North Carolina 98 GODP (WriT) 

NC (Blue) vs. VA (white) 

After game, player departures ..... 



1999 Spring Tra#ting Event 

@ Wake Forest University 

Winston-Salem, North Caro#na 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:44 PM 

@comcast.net 

Re: AGM 

I couldfft get out. Weather problems. I will get to Salt Lake totno~row around 230. Please apologize to your dad for me. I was looking forward to getting 
together with all of you. Now com~e I will not have any time until the evening. So I roll see you guys then. 

:r@comcast.net wrole: 

Hi Anson! 
I am looking forward to seeing you here in Utah this weekend at the AGM! Everyone is very excited to have you as the keynote! You have much 
more of an impact on the Avalanche Club’s development of soccer players than you know. I can’t wait! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:05 PM 

bill palladino @aol.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Indiana Crossroads of America Showcase 

Dino, what do you do ruth tNs’? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4G L)"l: LL~tOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Indiana Crossroads of America Showcase 

From                                @yahoo .ca> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 
My name is ~ ~ and I mn in grade 10 and I graduate ~ I am interested in attending the University of No~th 

Carolina because of your physical medicine/rehabilitation department and your soccer program. 

I currently play for ~. My coaches name is ({~hotmail.com. If you are planning on attending, 

our team will be playing in the Indiana Crossroads of America Showcase from Friday April 26th to Sunday April 28th. Our ganges are, April 26th at 6pm VS 

Minnesota, April 27th at 2pm VS Indiana and April 28th at 10an~ VS Ohio. Our team wears dark blue/light blue j erseys with either blue or black shirts. I wear 
number 3 and play center back. I would love tbr you to come watch me play. 

Bes"t of luck in your current season, 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 12:08 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Ja~n Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com>; TOM SANDER 

<pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu>; ~msn.com> 

Fwd: Youth Soccer Reporter: Scouting report: Brooks’ ’potential value’ tops $45 million 

Look futsal’. !! We are ahead of the curve as usual!!! 

Se,~:,from ~rO’ verizon ~I:irele,~’s ~G L’]’E L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Youth Soccer Reporter: Scouting report: Brooks’ ’potential value’ tops $45 million 

From: Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

To: "Dorraxace, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Today’s NeWsFriday, April 19, 2013 
~TweetThis ~ShareThis 

Scouting report: Brooks’ ’potential value’ tops $45 million 
by Soccer America 

I ii:~i I 
[AMERICANS ABROAD] American-German John Anthony Brooks is considered one of the top prospects in 

German soccer. The 20-year-old defender, who says he’ll soon decide between representing the U.S. U-20s or ~ 
German U-21s this summer, plays for 2. Bundesliga leader Hertha Berlin and his "potential valuation" is put at 

$45.6 million. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[BALTIMORE B,AYS CHELSEA] Baltimore Bays Chelsea moved ahead of D.C. United for first place in the Development 

Academy’s Atlantic Division U-15/16 age group following a 1-0 victory against PA Classics last Saturday, its ninth win in a 

row. - Read the whole story 

Development Academy Player of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] Andrija Novakovich scored six goals over a two-game stretch to lead Chicago Magic PSG U-15/16s to two 

victories and earn the Development Academy Player of the Week. - Read the whole story 

U.S. Soccer to identify youth prospects 
by Soccer America 

[FUTSAL] U.S. Soccer, in partnership with Nike, will host a youth futsal invitational for four days beginning Saturday at The 

Home Depot Center as part of a new U.S. Soccer player development initiative to encourage the country’s elite youth players 

to play futsal. - Read the whole stow 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, April 19, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 6:06 PM 

bill palladinc ~ar~l.com> 

Fwd: Soccer Scholarships 

Diuo, please follow up, cow me! 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Scholarshim 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
> I am really hoping you may be able to answer a few of my questions. My name’s and I am currently a junior at in L~, .............. ~ .................... 
I am extremely passionate about soccer and very interested in continuing to play at college I will (I hope) be applying to UNC in the fall, but at the moment I am yew much considering 
applying for a soccer scholarship of some sort Although I have spoken to a few soccer scholarship programs, they have only been saying they will give me a place at colleges I am not very 
interested in applying to. I have been a starter for my varsity school team since freshman year and play simultaneously for a ladies team, as well as this I played for                 of 

last season, and I wasselected to represent the team this season. I would be very interested to hear ~vhat/ho~v your approach towards assessing those 
applying for something like this is as I live abroad. I am t                                                   I go to the US in the summer as ~vell as spring break and I was ~vondering if 
the best idea would be attending a soccer camp at L~,-C? Anything you could let me know- about your assessment/approach towards soccer scholarships at D~,~’C would be very greatly 
appreciated as right no~v I am unsure of what I should be doing. 
> Any advice would be greatly received. 
> Many thanks, 

This email and any files transmitted ~vith it are 
confidential and are intended solely for the use 
ufthe individual or entity to whum they are addressed. 
This commun~cauon represents the uriginator’s personal 
v~ews and upiniuns, which do not necessarily reflect 
thuse uf Sevenoaks Schuo[. If you are not the intended 
recipient, ur the person responsible :[’or dehvering the mail 
tu the intended recipient, be advised that yuu have 
received this email in errur, please unmediately noti~ 
sep~icedesk@sevenoakssc houl.urg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 6:15 PM 

@gmafil.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill palladino 

Re: Inthe paper 

@aol.com> 

I saw tiffs, absolutely awesome’. 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ LL~tOIL) 

~gmafil.com> wrote: 

:) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 6:17 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Recruitment 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Recruitment 

From:             @gma]l.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi! My name is             , I graduate with the class ot                                                 m~d I’m interested in your soccer program at 
UNC Chapel Hill! I am primarily a Goalkeeper, which is ~ny stm~dng position on my high scl~ool’s Junior Varsity tea~i, but I ~Jso play Left Midfielder. I am left foot 

dominant, but I can also use my right foot well. I was also n~aned Captain of the Junior Varsi~ teaa~. My high school’s V~rsily coach has already told tne that I will be 

the starting Goalkeeper on VarsiD- next year. I am 5’5" right now but I am expected to grow at leafft another 2-3 inches, and I weigh 121 pounds. I have been playing 

with the same club team,                 for about 4 years, however this year I am t~ing ont for th~                                         I have been 

playing soccer since I was 5 years old. I have a current GPA of  out of 5.0, and I’ ve noticed that your school has abont 18,000 students and I’m looking to attend a 

bigger school with lots of people, becanse I’m a veu outgoing and friendly person! Do you think them would ever be a possibility of scheduling a visit for me to come 

down to meet the team and you guys? I will be putting up a highlight video on my NCSA recuruiting profile soon, and if you waaat to see any game footage of me that 

isfft a highlight video let me kmow and I will definently send that. If you are intere~ed in knowing aa~y other intbrmafion about me plea~ let me know! Thank you tbr 

taking your time to read this! 

Click HEI~9; to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 6:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris -Mncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Youth Soccer Reporter: Mexico and Panama move into final 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Youth Soccer Retx~rter: Mexico and Panama move into final 

From: Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.unc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Today’s NeWSThursday, April 18, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Mexico and Panama move into final 
by Soccer America 

[C©NCACAF UNDER-17 CHAMPIONSHIPl Mexico and Panama are the Concacaf giants at the under-17 

level. They played each other at the quarterfinals of the 2011 Under-17 World Cup, which Mexico eventually 

won, and they’ll meet in Sunday’s final at the 2013 Concacaf Under-17 Championship in Panama City. - Read 

the whole story 

id2 Program Training boys attendees 
by Soccer America 

[CHARLESTON CAMP[ Play wrapped up Sunday in Charleston, S.C., after four days of play in U.S. Club Soccer’s last id2 

Program Training Camp of the spring for boys in the 2000 age group. For the boys attendees ... - Read the whole story 

id2 Program Training girls attendees 
by Soccer America 

[CHARLESTON CAMP[ U.S. Club Soccer’s id2 Program Training Camp for girls in the 1999 and 2000 age groups drew 52 

players. The camp was held at the facilities of USL PRO’s Charleston Battery and the College of Charleston soccer program’s 

home at the Patriots Point Athletics Complex. For the girls attendees    Read the whole story 

NSCAAITopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDS[ Erik Clark, a senior midfielder from Wando High School in Mount Pleasant S.C., and the first player to repeat as 

a Player of the Week, and Taylor Baur, a freshmen defender from Mary Institute and St. Louis Day School, have been named 

as the NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Thursday, April 18, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV q’O~JNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DOR[L~d1CE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 6:19 PM 

bill palladino       @aol.com> 

Fwd: Be ready and be calm? Camp mm~agement cr’~iness ends here! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Be ready m~d be cahn? Camp tn~nagement craziness ends here! 

Frown: Stephen Branstetter ] ACTIVE Camps <info@go.ACTIVEnetwork.com> 

To: "Do~rm~ce, Albert A IV" <anson~!e~n~fil.unc.edu:> 
CC: 

i i’~ Full Ribbon 



~e,~eks a highiight of what you’il {!et: 

easily Dot to the data t~at matters most to your camp. Bonu.s: The software’s mobiie- 
fdendly so you can access your dsts whereve~ you are! 

then emaii them to you~ database with a few clicks. 

I~teg~a~ed socia~ sha~ir~#: Let ~8gist,~’a~ls promote your programs wilh di,~’ect links to 

] 

] 

Want to find out more about the software’? Give u.s a caii at 1-877-996~2267 ext. 1 o,~ { _."_,’_’_’.’Aii_~_!:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 6:25 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino I@ar~l.com> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From        ~comcast.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Mr. Dorrance, It was great talking with you today. Since      will have to leave with me for         which is a 2 hour drive tc 
~ this afternoon, I will just type you her resume. I            is currently a U-16 for the FC                ENCL. Over the 

weekend she played with the U-17 girls and scored in     blue chip tournament,      played on the                     while she was in 
8th grade in the Illinois state cup finals a couple years ago, they finished runner up in the State. Should be able to Gooclle that picture. U-12 -U 14 

played for Illinois Eclipse. 3 of the 4 years she was trained by the           ,. As I mentioned on the phone,            ~ throws away 
better players than what most ENCL teams have for players in other states,      got off to a bad start with              mi~l Fall as she 

wasn’t the fastest running to a cone. Also I guess      assumed when Wisconsin took on the Eclipse name, that they would do drills and play like 
the , which I guess that is not the case. i and his staff made such an impression of she struggled to do some drills the 
exact oi3posite as to what she was taught for Wisconsin. I think came off with an attitude that th qere so bad, and can’t 
pass to the feet, that why should she, shouldn’t have to worry about running to a cone for conditioning. I he end result was the playing time is based 
on who has the best record running to cones which feels is ridiculous since the ~ are so behind on skill. They play a kick and 
run game, now just startin!g to pass the ball. started Illinois ODP a year early at age 1 ~J. ~o she did ODP for a few years with the summer 
combine team. Before played 2 years for the , with hours of private lessons from a retired pro player, that taught her 
tight Brazilian dribbling. Where ~ and ODP is more English style of Blay I guess. U-9o where I was the head coach, and 
made her left footed. So now she is ambidextrous. A few years ago played over seas in Austria/Germany with "The People To People 
program" These are mainly ODP kids that are recruited. In Austria lead the USA in goals scored, her team took silver. Silver was the 
highest earned by all groups of the USA that competed that summer. At age 10      did UNC tarheel day soccer camp. So ever since age 10 

~!anted to go to UNC. Unfortunetly the ID camps UNC has conflicts with the ENCL play offs in Denver for June. Hopefully you will have a 
scout at the Denver games. The July camp also doesn’t work as Devan is doing a leadership camp that week. We will keep trying to get that 
questionnaire downloaded. Lastly why I think      would be an asset to your team.       s ambidextrous, but favors the left foot to shoot. She 
can serve the ball perfectly from left midfield/left forward accross the net. She has a low floating shot, and doesn’t panic infront of the net. Thank you 
for your time today. 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=I~qC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, April 20, 2013 6:28 PM 

Joa~naY3amey@Boi~B uildi ng.com 

Re: Question 

Sme Jo, ask me as many questions as you like during the Q & A, I will tD~ to help you in eveu w~y I can. 

Se~t f!°om my Verizor~ g:ire[ess 4G L)’~L)ROIL) 

JoannaBaaney@Boi~Building.com wrote: 

Hey, would it be possible for you to give a small blurb at the end of your speech, or work it into the Q&A, on how important the ECNL is, membership in it, etc. for 

college recruiting. Getting Utah to buy into that league has been difficult at best because it is so expensive to travel. Hearing from you that it is an important 

league for their development and college opportunity would go a long way. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 7:19 PM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:              ~gmafil.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson Do~rance, 

Hello, tny name is . I a~l attending _ - _ ...... and is part of the graduating class of I am very interested in 

attending University of North Carolina in the next few years. I am a goalkeeper for I have been playing for for 

6 years now mid have been very successful along the way. We have been runner-rip in State Cup in the years ot     mid     . Even though we did not mn State 

Cup this yeax      , we did however, take 1 st place in our MRL Premiere leagne, which got my team and I into Regionals in Iowa this upcoming Jnne. We also 

participated in the Disney Classic this past Decemeber and took 2nd place. My education is ve~ important to me, and that is one of the reasons why I would be 

honored to attend University of North Carolina. I mn a hard working at Nete m~d student, and would very much appreciate it if you would keep me in mind, and keep 

in con’tact with me in flae upcoming school years. My recruiting profile will be attracted to this email if you would like to ta~e a look at it. Thank you. 

Click HEI~9; to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday,             12:44 AM 

-@gmail.com>; Ducay. Chris ~zducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino 

~@gmail.com>; TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Inthe paper 

@aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

This one was nice! 

~gmaJd.com> wrote: 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On at 6:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,~,emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I saw this, absolutely awesome’, 

Se~.#om ~, ~rizon ~Viref~ss 4G LTE DROID 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Snnday : 17 AM 

~gma~l.com> 

Re: Leaving the comfort zone 

I absolutely love it. And what I love even more is how much you get it. You are going to live an extraordinaxy life. You axe one oftl~e msest freshmen I have 

ever coached. I can see yon nmning a fortune 500 company. Please read "Lean In" by SheD~l Sandberg this summer. Yon are the kind of woman she is t~ing to speak 

to. 

@gmafil.com> wrote: 

Anson, 
I came across this and it reminded me of our leadership meetings. Thought you might enjoy it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 1:21 AM 

Paul, thank you. I am also veu excited about     I can’t believe how good she is already. I think you agree with me about her ability to play any position on the field. 
Congratulations on developing such an elite athlete. And I think what’s going to be fun for you is seeing where she can go is a collegiate player in your backyald. Clms 

do car would be a better one to address about our goal keeper needs. If you have a recommendation please let us know and we will certaiNy come out and watch her 

play. Thank you for all of your support there is no way     would have been so interested in con~mitting t,~ us mthout you behind her decision. 

> WFote: 

Anson, 

I am really happy for I have also enjoyed our conversations and wanted to thank you for your honesty during the process. She is a great kM and has been 

pres;et~ted with a wonderK~l opportunity, Ot~ another no~:e do you haw~ atW need for a GK for 

Thanks again Anson! 

F~m{ Dorrance, Albe& A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent{ Monday, ;:18 PN 
T~ 

I@aol.com 

Call anytime: during the day              ) ._. in the evening call             (h) ..,~ {My cell does not receive well when 1 am home}. We have scholarship 

money ~or her and w~-_~ w~-:~re hoping the 5t~aru::~a~ aid wouM be more than the offer we were extending her, since she ~s with need. [t looks Ii~e w~th her ~ather’s 

income in the mix it m~ght not be. We are also aware her father ~s Rot willing to contribute to her education (tragic), Th~s, of course messes up her [:[naRc~a] aid 

package but we are working on additional ways to make {his affordaNe for 

g~l Pa~adino does my ~nstate recru~t~ng~ he m~fiht have some add~t~ona~ ~ns~ghts. 

We think she is m~ extraordinary p~ayer. We think she has the potentia~ to start as a freshman and our typ~ca~ offer is a tuition grm~t for a first year starter. 

~ look fl)rward to your ca~] 

F~m= ........................................................... J 
sent: Monday, 9:~5 AN 
T~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: ~: 

~n~n~ 

Happy Monday. I wouM k~ve to get your thoughts on situatiom Nease let me know when m~ght be a good t~me to chat. 

Tha]lks w~ry much, 

From: ~gmaLcom] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: ._b_p___a_[!_a_c_!j_n___o__@__u___n_c_a___a_:__u_n___c_:__e_d__~; ~_Ln__s_tE_c_o__m_j _d___u__c___a_r_~_u__t~_c___a_a__=_u___n_c_:__e_cJ_u_j : ~__a__o_Lg_o___t!!; Jason sisneros ~_g__m___ajLc_9_t_n_) 

Subject: Re: 

Deal" Anson, 

I had a really good conversation ruth the College Funding Consultant yesterday. It wasn’t as optimistic as I hoped it would be, but she did answer many of my 

questions. 

In "the interes~t of conserving time, I am jus~t going to bullet the main points: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Snnday, 1:29 AM 

thank you for this wonderful npcNte.       ~ounds like tne as an undergraduate. I loved the place so tnuch, when I graduated, I did not know what I was going 
to do, but I knew where I was going to live. Rest assured I still think of-     all the time. I can’t believe how fortunate my life has been ruth people like her in it. 

wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I hope this email finds you well Congrats on your NCAA Championship. I wanted to send you a quick note to let you know how is doing. 

As she nears the end of her freshman year she has made the Dean’s List first semester( and we do think she will again) and holds an office in her sorority, she 

mentors rising juniors and seniors at a local Chapel Hill high school, has played multiple UNC intramural sports and has made so many friends and tells me she is 

proud of the impact she is able to make in the lives of everyone she meets. On her hall they call her the happiest kid they know. She has grown so much this year 

as a person. She recognizes every day that attending UNC is a gift and she strives to give it her best every step she takes. She has secured and internship in 

Charlotte this summer with an international company called BSN Medical. She will rotate through their marketing, HR and finance departments, and this will give 

her a real taste of business. She will apply to Kenan Flagler’s undergrad program in July and has very high hopes to be accepted. 

Another set of eyes was watching      this year as well, her younger sister a senior in high school. My daughter     applied to UNC and will be attending in 

August. I have Tar Heel stickers and magnets and flags all over my house. My husband and I cannot use words to describe how we feel about both girls being at 

UNC. We support, visit, attend events, smile a lot and are thankful. I send texts and pictures of our UNC adventures on campus, and Im sure it brings back 

sweet memories for her. 

Thank you for all you do for this school and what you did for . I so look forward to next year with both girls there!!!! 

GO HEELS! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 1:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ~ 

Frol ~optonline.net> 

To: bpalladino@uncaa.unc.ed~pacman@uncaa.unc.edu,"Dorr~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@e~nail.unc.edu:> 

CC: 

Hello Coaches, 

Thankvou. 

.... Original Message --- 

To: bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu ; pacman(~,uncaa.unc.edu ; anson~emaiLunc.edu 
Sent: Sund~v 11"~1 PM 

Subject: 

Hello Coaches, 
Below is my schedule for th~ 

wearing j e~ey numbe 

For tiffs event, I ~:m playing with md I will be 

Thankyou, 

.... Original Message --- 

To: anson@email.unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, 8:46 PM 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

As the starting forward/center midfielder for the                soccer team, I am beginning my search for a college with a soccer program where I 
can make an impact, as well as further develop my skills and strength. 

I have attached my profile for your review¯ 
Below are tournaments that I will be attending if you should have the opportunity to attend: 

November 17-23, - Intert~gional Event in Boca Raton, I 

November 24-25, - NEWSS Tournament in New York, 

http:/ievents.gotsport.com/events/schedule~aspx?eventid=22596&FieldID=0&applicationID= 1643771 &action=Go 

December 28-December 30,     - ECNL event in Sanford, Florida (with 
April 27-28,     - ECNL event in Greer, South Carolina 
I will email you the remaining schedules once they become available. 

Thankyou, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, April 21,2013 1:42 AM 

Gary Ireland ..... t~yahoo.com> 

Re: curious on your feedlmck if you have time. i havent released this yet. 

Gary, I have no issue with the reference and I absolutely agree with the fundamental theory behind what you are presenting. If we can hack up the country, into six 

month age groups we are going to develop twice as many elite players. I absolutely agree with what you are t~ing to share. 

GaU Ireland [@yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi alison- 

i was wondering if you had any feedback on this matter, id love to hear your comments/thoughts, im happy to remove reference to you here. its not for 
publication fyi. 

best wishes 
gary 

Hello Friends- 

I was on the phone for several hours this past weekend with various heads of youth development around the world sharing what we are doing in our region of the 

world. 

This from John Owens, the former England youth coach and current Academy manager at Livmpool FC- former coach of Gerrard, Owen etc. He was my employer 

when i was coaching at Liverpool FC in 2003 while i was completing an MBA in Football Industries. tte and I have been collaborating on a number of studies since nay 
dissertation on LFC, Inter Milan mad Chicago Fire. 

An 2010 internal IJverpooi Football Club data shows a predominance of boys sdected with birthday’s in Sept - Dec. Note that England’s yearly cohorts 

are grouped using UK school years from Sept to Aug. The same studies in Spain, Holland, etc show the same results but with the bias to Jan - April 

since they group, like USA, on calendar year Jan - Dec. Liverpool EC had only one player who was born in August and he was brought up in Australia 
for his first 14 years. The study analyzed the EIFA top 23 players and the names for that season on the LFC club program as well as some LFC 
’legends’. It showed some interesting anomalies to the practice of concentrating the youth program on only part of the year group. Some people use the 
evidence to say that the Summer births get through an)~ay but that is not the point. VVhat about the ones that we miss? The ones that get through 

might do so despite the program bias. One solution is to have two teams per year group in 6 month batches. It would lessen the possibility of a near 12 
month gap. It could help but will bring more expense to the clubs. Nobody does tiffs. Instead, we convince ourselves that our recrnitment process will 

’make allowances’ for the smaller, younger player who shows some of the talent needed but needs time to develop physically-. :MI young players need 
time to devdop physically and skiff-wise, that’s why we have a development program!! 
I pre~nted an axgument for this to the USA national team women’s selection process through Anson Dorrance. I suggested it was absurd to be comparing a player 
born Jan 1 with a player born Jan 31. In youth football/soccer, 2-3 months can make a huge difference, esp. between the ages 9-13. Imagine what a year can do or in 

the case of some of our players, 20 months and we witnessed at a National traning center ’tryout/training’ recently. Withimt sounding like Im singling people ou~g in the 

past before the current (Training Centers) some of the younger players in our program have been assigned the incorrect birthdate corresponding to their name. ’Oh, i 

didn’t lmow they were youngm~ has been the typical response. As a selector of players at many different events, raxely have i mtnessed a discussion that highlights the 

need to weigh the ’delta’ of ages when idenlifying players. Of course the older players axe going to have more of a difi’erentiating qualityiies that the younger player, on 

the whole. Jufft go to the local fields anywhere in the country and to the big tournaments- the bigges~ thstest and s~tronges~t players and teams usually ran. As in life, the 

qualiD’ of a product or service is never judged by the size. We all know this as we mature, that bigger is not always better. The reality is that by default, these biggest 

athletes get access to the bigger events and ’better’ coaches and the learning curve accelerates- the potentially better players get left behind. They get put in the ’B’ 

teams, which pay- less $ and get less opportunities. Motivation is lost. People tend to forget that these are kids not adults. (there is a huge m~h that the better coaches 

are coaching the most successful teams- they are often not. instead some of these coaches tend to be recruiters oftnlent. 

The aqmnent that ’younger players who miss out this year will get a chaace ne~ year’ or ’they axen’t ready yet’ doesn’t hold up tbr many reasons. A better job of 

communicating to clubs and ultimately players and thmilies why the reason for compaaJng players up to 20 months apart (as we have experienced with 2 players from 

our club- one a 97 birthdate mad another a 96 birthdate) needs to be commanicated. If time stood still and you give that player 20 months to progress and you re- 

started the clock you can imagine where this player would be. This is the way it needs to be seen. The existing frmnework and plafforn~s do not work and have never 

worked. 

This report is part of an ongoing study to help improve the selection process. The easiest thing to do is to simply look at the birtMates of all players in the programs 

and identi~ which players are older and which are younger. Take a look at the ’best’ teams at U9-U13 and you will see they- are mostly players with older birthdates. 

You can see this in the team lineups- Its evident that the biggest athletes are selected, not for the right footballing reasons. 

The solution is quite simple. Players development should not be geared towards making national teams or colleges. Playing for your country is a special thing and an 
honor, however, clubs play a huge role in making this V~ssible and tEderations and clubs need to work much more closely on not only picking players tbr n~m’ (it needs 

to be said that the success of national teams before the full national team is NOT imv~rtant and much more emphasis should be placed on de-emphasizing the 

importm~ce of this) but for the future. Indeed it must be said that ifa player makes the national teams at U4 or UI 5, they typically do so due to their physical talent, not 

primarily their technical talent. The wrong at~mbutes axe being sought alter at the younger age groups. 

Every player will have their own developtnenM time-line. Some will develop sooner and some later. Those who are late bloomers (and tl~ere are numerous world class 
examples of these) will need to be cared for in their club environments. The problem in our region is that youth coaches axe hired to win learn events, not develop 



players. Events such as State Cup aJ~d Showcase tournamenks (Championships) are grossly overvalued. If your ck|b temn wins a league, they get promoted and ent~ 

into showcase tournaments becomes easier. The coach gets paid more handsomely and the cycle continues. The checkbook is in "the hands of the parents and usually 

the team managers who usually have a team budget tbr the coach and of course a tx~nus ficom a certain sub-set of parents who usually pay additional monies in the form 

of private trainings etc- the business continues and the cycle of winning at the youth levels continue. 

Very few coaches m~d clubs have done both. 

Most recruit (re-poach) the best athletes and train thmn over the period of 2-4years (if that). No-one should associate winning showcase tournmnents m~d cups etc 

with good coaching. These clubs who are asked to recommend their best players usually recommend their most physically able becaus~ of the compelitive nature of the 

t~outs. Our club has 3-4 players who are as good and may be better than some of the other players currently in the ID programs but are not physically ready at the 

time of the t~out so in this way we are complicit. The proNem is that most clubs m~d coaches neglect the less physically dominant ones and dump them for the more 

able mad the vicious cycle continues. 

Note-While college a groat avenue for most who will not make it into the prot~ssional rank~ in reality, it has been and will likely continue to be the thorn in the side of 

the prot~ssional game on the mens side. Is the MLS and Academies a better option tbr development? It will depend on a) duration & ti~equency b) quality and c) style 

and philosophy of coaching. 

Them axe solutions. We just need people to listen. I work concunently with the top of the ladder m~d the ve~y bottom, entry level. Through my experiential knoMedge, 

I can assure you that there solutions. Those at the top end of the gmne must understand that there are youth coaches mad clubs who are the culture keepers at the 
younger age levels who axe the ones feeding the pipeline for future development, not the Federation or local professional/MLS team who am the beneficiaries of the 

development process. Creating a streamlined, seamless seouting and evaluation system is the key to idenli~ing m~d selecting sutare talent. 

Morn discussion is needed! 
Gary Ireland 

(650) 387 4"128 
PSV Union F(~ 

Find me on Pass2Me. corn 

Join My P, ersonal Blog "The Technician" 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, April 2]., 2013 ~[:48 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: United Cup of Champions 

,Sent ffom my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message 

Subject: United Cup of Champions 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

[ 
ii.~.iI sincSFort ...... 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, April 21,2013 10:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

From: proIiles@csapreps~r.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Snnday, April 21,2013 5:10 PM 

MEmery@brcs.wnyric.org 

Re: Soccer Tournament Scoring’? 

Mark, call me ... let’s chat. (c). 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izort tl~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

MEmery@brcs.wnyric.org wrote: 

Hi Coach, 
Congratulations on another championship season last fall! I bet it never gets routine and although you have won a bunch, I bet each one is different! Although we have never 

met, you sure have provided me with a ton of exciting viewing, outstanding players to watch, and outstanding information to use (thanks to your books). Thanks! 

Hope you don’t mind me e-mailing about a dumb question, but here goes... I run a soccer tournament every year for my high school soccer team, and this year I want to set 
the games before we play, rather than do a championship game and consolation game in the second round. How do you guys determine a winner of the tournament when you 
do it at the college level? Looking at your schedule, I see you play a couple of tournaments, where the team you play is predetermined. How do you determine a champion? It 
would be easy if one team wins two games and the other teams split, but if two teams win two games...Is it a goal differential thing or a total goals thing? I would hesitate on 
doing a total goals thing, just because I wouldn’t want a team pushing an outcome beyond a spontsmanship like limit. Although our teams are pretty evenly matched. Any 

ideas? 

Again, thanks for the outstanding soccer memories! Some day I will get to see the Tar Heels in person and when I do I will thank you in person :) 

Thanks, 

Mark 

Mark Emery 

Athletic Director, 

Girls’ Head Soccer Coach 
Bolivar-Richburg Central School 
100 School Street 
Bolivar, NY 14715 
585-928-2916 

585-928-1368 (fax) 
"You can discover more about a person in an hour of play than in a year of conversation." - Plato 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=REClPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 7:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my Verizon H/#eless 4G L TE DROID 

...... Ori~linal Messacle ..... 
Subject: 

From:            @aol.com 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa=unc=edu>,Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
The high school season is well underway. I personally have had a very good start to the season. I am once again leading my team in goals and 
assists as well as leading our conference in total points. I have moved from forward to midfleld to facilitate more control in the middle and to create 
more offensive opportunities for my team. I have created many opportunities for my teammates but too many players are still playing too much for 
themselves resulting in many lost opportunities and disappointing team results. I am leading by example as to how to be a selfless team player and 
am confident my teammates will soon follow my example. 

The following’are a few youtube videos of my play. The video quality of the video clips in some cases is not very good so you may have to watch 

them several times. I hope you’ll take a couple of minutes and take a look at my videos below. I hope to have more soon. 

If the link doesn’t work please copy and paste each address to your browser to watch or go to www.youtube.com and search 

Again I hope you will come and see me playvery soon. 
Best Regards, 

to view them directly. 





FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, April 21,2013 7:29 PM 

Stewart Flaherty <sflahert@bates.edu-~ 

Re: CoachiwLife Advice 

Stewa~t, love to chat ..... mid afternoons. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ II~irele,~s 4G L)"E 

Stewayt Flaherty <sfla]~er~bates.edu> wrote: 

Hello Mr Dorra~ce 

My name is Stewart Fl~he~~. I am Head Coach of Bates College, and Assistant Coach of ~mi-professional PDL temn PoNand Phoenix. 

I am writing ~ let 5~u ~ow what a g~eat adtnirer I have been of yours for a long time. Well, at least I have admired your ~esults. It is only recently I have ~ealized I 

admire a lot more. I read ’The M~ Watching’ ~ok and saw a lot of sitnila~b~ ~-een 5~u and ~e man I tD" to be eveD~ day. ~d hopefally, the tnan I am on some 

days~ 

I come ~om Middlesbrough in No~h-Eas~ England m~d have played all my life, I w~ a goalkeeper m~d the high ~int was playing for Lough~mugh Universib~. Ever 

since I have had a passion m be a coach and to be groat. To build teams and show men the beanD- of chasing greatness in life ~d rising a~ve the crowd. I completed 

a Master’s Degree in Spo~ Psychology and have coached since. 

I will co~h lbr the remmnder of my ~ys on each a~d ~lieve ~ople like you a~ what makes fl~e profession ~ g~at. 

I would like tp pick your brain about one thing if you ever have time. I have a round the clock desire ~ learn and work ~d cotnpete. It is impacting tny mamage. I 

have wondered ifI am ~e issue or ifI have ~e wrong person ~ a wife, if my life path is not thir to her. 

I get advice frotn some people, but I do not believe fl~ey have the ldnd of love for their ~ade ~ I do. You cleayly do, and you ~ye a per~n I view as a role model. 

Woudl you ever have time to ~k on the phone? I would love merely to share ideas and get some thoughts from a mm~ I ~e as a g~eat of our game? 

If you are too busy I unders~n~ bnt I thought the question was wo~ as~ng. 

Congratulations on your title last year (my friend Joel Bancroft was coacNng Penn State with Efica Walsh that &y). I ho~ your spring season is going well. We do not 

have one on the NESCAC, so I coach a club team in the spring. 

HoN to hear ~om you. And I al~ hope that Bowdoin regret rejecting your application every ~y ;-) 

h~:i/~v.catsoccercamps.com 

sflahe~@bates.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 3:30 PM 

@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: GPS vs Duke/VgFech 4.13.13 

Team Repo~t vs DUKE, VaTech 4.13.13.pdf 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Wednesday, April 17, 2013 1:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: GPS vs Duke/VaTech 4.13.13 

Report attached....remember 2 separate matches (60mins) .............. gg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:09 PM 

Gregg Jacobs <gregg:iacobs@sportsboard-win.com> 

@aol.com; pacman@nncaa.unc.edu; Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

RE: SportsBoa~d Soccer Advisory Council 

Gregg, 

You are very kind. I will copy my staff on this and since they will be the one’s doing all the work for making this happen (and will know what changes will 

appreciate the vakm of the service/product), 1 want them to benefit. So if we jump in with both feet I will give :1.0,000 shares each to Bill Palladino, Chris Ducat ancl 

Tom Sander. 

F~m~ @egg Jacobs [mailto:gregg.jacobs@sporNboard-win.com] 
Nentl Thursday, April 18, 20~3 ~2:~ AN 

T~ Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducat, Chris; Tom Sander 
Cc~ Marilou McFarlane 
Subject: SporNBoard Soccer Adviso~ Council 

Gentleme~ 

It was groat meeting with you ]as~ week and thank you for t~ng the time to join and me for di~er~ 

I’ve a~ched a proposal for you to join our Spo~sBoard Soccer AdvisoD~ Council. Please review ins document and let me or       b~ow if you have ~y questions. 

Regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Founder/CEO 
SportsBoard 
p: 530 323 0202, ext 7003 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 
http://www.sportsboard-win.com 
"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! .................................................. 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain 
confidential information, legally privileged information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of 
this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notify me by e-mail or telephone and 
permanently delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout thereof. Thank you for your cooperation with respect 
to this matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:10 PM 

@aol.com; Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: SportsBomd Soccer Advisou Council 

Advisory Council 041713.docx 

From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto:gregg,jacobs@sportsboard-win,com] 
Sent; Thursday, April 18, 2013 12:11 AM 

To; Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
¢¢; Marilou McFarlane 
Subject; SportsBoard Soccer Advisory Council 

Gentlemen, 

It was g~eat meeting with you laser week and thank you for taJdng fl~e time to joi~ and ~ne for dimmer’. 

I’ve attached a proposaJ for you to join our SportsBoard Soccer Adviso~ Council. Please review this document and let me o~ know if you have any questions. 

Regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Founder/CEO 
SportsBoard 
p: 530 323 0202, ext 7003 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 
http:i/www~sportsboard-win.com 
"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 
NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain 
confidential information, legally privileged information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of 
this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notify me by e-mail or telephone and 
permanently delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout thereof. Thank you for your cooperation with respect 
to this matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:10 PM 

@aol.com; Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: SportsBomd Soccer Advisou Council 

Advisory Council 041713.docx 

From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto:gregg,jacobs@sportsboard-win,com] 
Sent; Thursday, April 18, 2013 12:18 AM 

To; Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
¢¢; Marilou McFarlane 
Subject; Re: SportsBoard Soccer Advisory Council 

Gentlemen, 

My apologies for not clearing the signature block the prior version I sent a few minutes ago. 

Gregg 

On Apr 17, 2013, at 9:10 PM, Gregg Jacobs wrote: 

Gentlemen, 

It was great meeting ruth you last week and thank you tbr taJ~ing the time rejoin Mafilou and me for dimmer’. 

I’ve attached a proposal tbr you m join our SportsBoa~d Soccer AdvisoD’ Council. Please review this document a~d let me or Marilou know if you have an? questions. 

Regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Founder/CEO 
SportsBoard 
p: 530 323 0202, ext 7003 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! ................................................... 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain 
confidential information, legally privileged information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of 
this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notify me by e-mail or telephone and 
permanently delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout thereof. Thank you for your cooperation with respect 
to this matter. 
<Advisory Council 041713.docx> 

Regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Founder/CEO 
SportsBoard 
p: 530 323 0202, ext 7003 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 
http:i/www.sportsboard-win.com 
"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 
NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain 
confidential information, legally privileged information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of 
this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notify me by e-mail or telephone and 
permanently delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout thereof. Thank you for your cooperation with respect 
to this matter. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:11 PM 

~aol.com; Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: SportsBomd Soccer Advisou Council 

Advisory Council 041713.docx 

Wt~at do you g~ys think? 

From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto:gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-win.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April :t8, 2013 :t2::t8 AN 

To; Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Tom Sander 
Co-" Marilou McFarlane 
Subject; Re: SportsBoard Soccer Advisory Council 

Genflemer~ 

My apologies for not clearing the signature block the prior version I sent a few minutes ago. 

Gregg 

On Apr 17, 2013, at 9:10 PM, Gregg Jacobs wrote: 

Gentlemen, 

It was great meeting with you lafft week and thmak you for taking the time to join Mafilou and me for dinner! 
I’ve attached a proposaJ for you to join our SportsBoard Soccer Advisory Co~mcil. Please review this document m~d let me or Marilou know if you have any questions. 

Regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Founder/CEO 
SportsBoard 
p: 530 323 0202, ext 7003 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 
http://www.sportsboard-win.com 
"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! .................................................. 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain 
confidential information, legally privileged information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of 
this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notify me by e-mail or telephone and 
permanently delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout thereof. Thank you for your cooperation with respect 
to this matter. 
<Advisory Council 041713.doc:~> 

Regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Founder/CEO 
SportsBoard 
p: 530 323 0202, ext 7003 
c: 
f: 415 532 3234 
http:iiwww.sportsboard-win.com 
"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 
Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 
NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain 
confidential information, legally privileged information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of 
this e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail, and any attachments thereto, 
is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notify me by e-mail or telephone and 
permanently delete the original and any copy of any e-mail and printout thereof. Thank you for your cooperation with respect 
to this matter. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:12 PM 

ttarris, Stacey Elaine ~sharris@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Lunch 

What about 

From: Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent; Thursday, April :~8, 2013 :~0:.t4 AN 
To; Street-t, Shelly; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Palladino, George W; Somoano, Carlos 1,1; Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Adams, Clarissa; Adams, 

Sul~ject: Luncl~ 

All, 

In keeping our occasional Carmichael!McCaskill camaraderie lunches going, and to celebrate the end of the semester, we will have another one coming up on 

Monday, April 29th at 12pro in the Media Room. 

The theme this time is a "sandwich bar". We will have sandwich meats and breads, but could use some help with folks bringing in the other "stuff" such as lettuce, 

tomato, cheese, pickles, mustard, mayo and other sandwich "toppings". We could also use pasta salad, potato salad, cookies/brownies. 

Cost will be ~;3.00. (BYO-Drink} 

Please RSVP by next Thursday, 4/25 if you plan to attend, and also indicate if you plan to bring one of the items listed above. 

Looking forward to it! © 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:14 PM 

Brad Black <brad.black@humanexventures.com>; Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

I~E: Thanks aa~d follow-up 

May :14th through the :6th are the best days for me .... 

From: Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humanexventures.com] 
Seat; Thursday, April ~.8, 20:13 2:0:t PM 

To: Anson Dorrance; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; Thanks and follow-up 

Anson, thank you for your time today and interest in furthering discussions with Sue Enquist and me. 

The schedule options on our end to visit with you in Chapel Hill would be: 

May 3rd, 14t h-~l(5th, or 22n d-24th 

Please let us know what would work best for you and we will confirm right away. 

Thanks again and looking forward to seeing you again! 

Brad Black 

President and CEO 

/ 
Building Talent Driven Communities With <:Xcellence 

2900 s. 70th, Suite 100 Lincoln, NE 68506 

100 W Michigan Av~:ue, Suite 200 Kalamazoo, MI 49007 
402.486 1102 Office                Cell 402.486 1103 Fax 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 4:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

..... Oric, inM "~e~e ..... 
From l)~maiI.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subj ect: ........ 

Dear Coach Anson, 

Eli my name is and I have emailed you before in the past I just wanted to update you on some of my personal achievements. 

We have had a lot of rain lately and many canceled practices so l took my ball and continued my improvement by juggling. I went from 678 to 1,583 juggles 

I also do extra training at Acceleration to ~mprove my speed, strength and quickness. Last week I ran 18 mph at 0 degree incline for 5 seconds. This is something all acceleration athletes try 
to achieve. 

I am very excited to be attending your camp again this summer I wil[ be at the June camp from the 21-24 I will make sure to introduce my sell! and put a face to my name 

Sincerely’, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Soccer Prospect 

From: recruitstaff@recruitzone.com [mailto:recruitstaff@recruitzone.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 12:04 AN 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Soccer Prospect 

View Entire Profile    Not Interested In This Athlete 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:19 PM 

Ga~ Ireland @yahoo.corn> 

l~L: curious on your feedback if yon have time. i havent released this yet. 

Gary~ 

lain with Vo~, ray friend!! 

From: Gary Ireland @yahoo.corn] 
Se~t: Monday, April 22, 2013 1:36 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; Re: curious on your feedback if you have time. i havent released this yet. 
thank you anson! im creating discourse, nothing more. i do know we want more creative, attack minded players who are 
pleasing to watch and dangerous to play against, im not against fixed and more permanent systems of play for older &. 
more comp. teams but not for youngsters, there are too many coaches who blindly follow systems of play without truly 
understanding the implications, they see the whole and not the parts that make the whole, i just penned this .... still 
inking it. 
The system based approach to youth development tends to restrict young players from exploring various techniques (dribbling, passing, receiving) that are less 
commonly taught, encouraged and utilized in the specific position they are playing on the field. All players, not only younger players who are discovering and 
developing their playing personality, should always be challenged technically and encouraged to break the mold and play more freely. Fixed positions only serve to 
limit the need for players to expand their game beyond their comfort zones. Exceptional players play outside of their designated playing radius, so in order to 
nurture these kinds of players, youth development must be focused on encouraging reach and exploration, taking risks, making mistakes on the field, and 
attempting and learning to do the difficult things. All of the top players in the world seek spaces all over the field as they seek opportunities to express themselves 
and find a variety of solutions; this ultimately lends itself to the player enjoying their game more and spectators enjoying the spectacle. While it is true that 
professional players have specific tactical responsibilities and gravitate to certain parts of the field, there is evidence that the best players and best teams in the 
world are very flexible in their framework and allow a great deal of individual expression and tolerance from the coaches and teammates. 
Coordination, equilibrium, posture and fluidity the halhnarks of high level, technical and creative players can only cotne with frequent repetition and 
continuous and focused training on, around and with the ball. Specific tnovetnents on the ball that enable players to ’drive’ with the ball and ’bridge’ techniques 
(dribbling, passing, shooting) require balance, coordination, mobility and posture that have to be honed and crafted. These acquired and very specialized 
movements allow a player to perform the appropriate skill and constantly physically and technically readjust if they wish to change the skill while executing the 
original technique. Players can only improve these movements through consistent training with the ball. 
In addition, a player’s competence on the ball, can significantly influence movement off the ball from teatnmates. Movetnent off the ball will always depend on the 
player’s competency on the ball. For example, if a player receiving the ball is a highly skilled player, the movement off that player from the players around them is 
much more proactive and dynamic. On the flip side, movement off the ball can mobilize the player on the ball. but movement off the ball will be redundant if the 
player on the ball lacks the technical capability to execute the requisite skill. 

Gary Ireland 

(~o) ~7 
PSV Union FC 

P2nd me on Pass2Me. eom 

Join My Personal Blog "The Technician" 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary h~land           @~’_a_J)__o___o_=_c_’_o__Ln_> 
Sent: Saturday, April 20, 2013 10:41 PM 
Subject: Re: curious on your feedback if you have time. i havent released this yet. 

GaDs, I have no issue with the reference and I absolutely agree with the fundamental theo~ behind what you are presenting. If we can hack up the coun’a-y into six 

month age gronps we are going to develop twice as many elite players. I absolutely agree with what you are tD’ing to share. 

Se~tt from ~, ~rizon tVireIess 4(; LYE DROID 

Gary Ireland _~2_Z~!)_t_?_~_L_c_9__r_~ > wrote: 

hi anson- 
i was wondering if you had any feedback on this m atter, id love to hear your comments/thoughts, im happy to remove reference to you here. its not for 
pubikafion fyi. 

best wishes 
gary 

tiello Friends- 

I was on the phone for several honrs this past weekend with various heads of youth development ayound the world sharing what we are doing in our region of the 

world. 

This from John Owens, the ibnner England youth coach and cuirent Academy manager at Liverpool FC- former coach of Genazd, Owen etc. He was my employer 

when i was coaching at Livelpool FC in 2003 while i was completing an MBA in FootbaJl Industries. He and I have been collaborating on a nmnber of studies since my 
dissertation on LFC, Inter Milan and Chicago Fire. 

An 2010 internal Liverpool Football Club data shows a predominance of boys selected with birthdays in Sept - Dec. Note that England’s yearly cohorts 

are grouped using UK school years from Sept to Aug. The salne studies in Spain, Holland, etc show the same results but with the bias to Jan - April 

since they group, like USA, on calend ar year Jan - Dec. Liverpool FC had only one player who was born in August and he was brought up in Australia 

for his first 14 years. The study analyzed the FIFA top 23 players alul the names for that season on the LFC club program as well as some LFC 

’legends’. It showed some interesting anomalies to the practice of concenia’ating the youth program on duly part of the year group. Some people use the 
evidence to say that the Summer births get through anyway but that is not the point. What about the ones that we miss? The ones that get through 

might do so despite the program bias. One solution is to have two teams per year group in 6 month batches. It would lessen the possibility of a near 12 

month gap. It could help but will bring more expense to the clubs. Nobody does this. Instead, we convince ourselves that our recrnitment process will 

’~nake allow ances’ for the smailer, younger player who show s some of the taient needed but needs time to develop physicaily. All yom~g players need 
time to develop physically and skill-wise, that’s why we have a development program!! 

I presented an a:rgument for this to the USA national team women’s selection process thiough Anson Do~rance. I suggested it was absurd to be comparing a player 

born Jan 1 with a player born Jan 31. In youth football/soccer, 2-3 months can make a huge difference, esp. beba, een the ages 9-13. Imagine what a year can do or in 

the case of some of our players, 20 months and we witnessed at a National training center ’tD~out/training’ recently. Without sonnding like Im singling people out, in the 

past before the current (Training Centers) some of the younger players in onr program have been assigned the incorrect birthdate corresponding to their name. ’Oh, i 



di&a’t know they were younger has been "the typical response. As a ~lector of players at maJay different events, rarely have i witnessed a di~ussion that highlights the 

need to weigh the ’dell’ of ages when idenfit~ing players. Of coupe the older players am going ~ have morn ofa diflbrentiating quaJity/ies ~at the younger player, on 

the whole. Just go ~ the local fields anywhere in ~e count~ and ~ the big tournaments- fl~e bigges~ fastest and s~ronges~ playe~ and teams us~lly win. As in life, ~e 

quaJity ofa prodnct or se~ice is never judged by the s~e. We all know this as we mature, that bigger is not always better. The reali~ is that by dePaul~ these biggest 

athletes get access to the bigger events and ’be~er’ coaches and the lemming cu~e accelerates- the potentiNly be~er players get le~ ~Nnd. They get put in Ne ’B’ 

teams, wl~ch pay less $ and get less oppo~nifies. Motivation is lost. People tend to forget that these are ~ds not adults. (there is a huge m~h that the ~er coaches 

are coaching Ne most successthl teams- they are o~en not. instead some of these coaches tend to be recruiters of talent. 

The a~ument Nat ’younger players who ~niss out tl~s ~zm will get a chaace ne~ year’ or ’they axen’t ready yet’ doesn’t hold up for many ~easons. A be~er job of 

commuNcating to clubs and ultimately players and families why the re,on for comparing players up to 20 monks aN~ (as we have experienced wi~ 2 pla~rs farm 

our club- one a 97 bi~hdate and ~other a 96 bi~hdate) needs to [~ communicated. If time stood still and you give that pla~r 20 months to progress and you re- 

sm~ed the clock you can imagine where this player would ~. TNs is the way it needs to be seen. The e~sting framework and plaffo~s do not work and have never 

worked. 
This repo6 is pa~ of an ongoing study to help improve the selection process. The easiest thing to do is to simply look at the bi~hdates of all playe~ in the programs 

and identify which players am older and which are yonnger. Take a look at the ’bes~’ teams at U9-U13 and you will see they are mostly playe~ with older birthdates. 

Yon ca~ ~e ~is in the team lineups- Its evident that the biggest athletes are selected, not for the fight foot~lling mains. 

The ~lution is quite simple. Players development should not be geared towards making national ~ams or colleges. Playing lbr your count~ is a s~cial thing and an 

honor, however, clubs play a huge role in maldng tl~s ~ssible aa~d federations and clubs need to work much mo~e clo~ly on not only picldng playe~ for n~v (it needs 

to ~ ~id that the success of national teaans befo~ the ~11 national teaan is NOT im~at ~ad much more emphasis should be placed on de-emphas~ing ~e 

im~x~ce of this) but for the thmre. Indeed it must be ~id that if a player makes the nationN tea~s at U4 or U15, they ~pically do so due to their physical talent~ not 

pfimahly Neir techmcaJ relent. The wrong a~butes ~xe being ~ught a~er at ~e younger ~e groups. 

Eve~- player will have their own developmental time-line. Some will develop sooner and some later. Those who am late bloome~ (and there are numerous world class 

examples of these) will need to be cared for in their club environment. The problem in our region is that youth coaches are hi~ed to win team events, not develop 

players. Events snch ~ S~te Cup and Showcase toumamen~ (Championships) are grossly over valued. If your club team wins a leagne, they get promoted and ent~- 

into showca~ toumaanents becomes easier. The coach gets paid more handsomely and the cycle continues. The checkbook is in the haa~ds of the parents and us~lly 

the team managers who usuaJly have a team bndget tbr the coach and of conr~ a Nmus t?om a ce~in snb-~t of Nmnts who usuaJly pay ~difionaJ monies in the 

ofp~vate trainings etc- the business continues and the cycle of wimfing at flae youfl~ levels continue. 

Ve~ few coaches and clubs have done both. 

Most recruit (re-poach) the best athletes and ~afin them over the period of 2-4years (if that). No-one should associate wim~ing showcase tournaments and cups etc 
with good coacl~ng. These clubs who ~xe ~ked m recommend their bes~ players usu~Jly recommend their most physically able becau~ of the competitive nature of the 

tuouts. Our club h~ 3-4 players who are as good and may be be~er than some office other players cu~ently in the ID programs but are not physicaJly ready at the 

t#ne of the tryout so in ~is way we are compficit. The problem is that most clubs ~d coaches neglect ~e less physic~Jly dominant ones and dump them for the more 

able aa~d the vicious cycle continues. 

Note-Wl~le college a g~at avenue for mos~ who will not make it into the professional ra~s. in reNi~-, it has ~en aa~d will likely continne to be the thorn in the side of 

the professional game on the mens side. Is the MLS and Academies a be~er option for development? It will deNnd on a) duration & frequency b) q~li~ and c) s~le 

and philo~phy of coac~ng. 

There ~e ~lntions. We just need people to listen. I work concu~ntly with tJ~e top of the ladder and the veo~ boom, ent~T level. Through my exNfiential h~owledge, 

I can assure you that there solutions. Those at the top end of the game must understand that there are youth co~hes and clnbs who are the culture keepe~ at the 

younger age levels who axe fl~e ones tbeding the pipeline for lhture development, not the Federation or local protbssionaFMLS team who am the ~neficiafies of~e 

development process. Creating a streamlined, ~amless ~outing and ewJuation system is the key to idenfit)ing and selecting suture ~Jent. 

Morn discussion is needed[ 

(650) 387 412n 
I~V Union 

~Tnd me on Pass2Me. tom ..................................................... 

Join My P(,rsonal Blog "The Technician" 





FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,             4:40 PM 

Roberts, Barry <Barry’ Roberts@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm-@uncaa.unc.edt ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~arry, 

No problem. She committed. She is a transfer from th~ ~. Wants to study business, was studying finance at To ma×imize her transfer hours we will 

need he~ to transfer into economics here, but wou~d bye to see ~f we can ’qobby" to ~et her into the business schoo~ after she ~s here in school 

A~ the 5est, n~V friend 

~= Robert, Bar~ [mailto:Bar~_Robe~s@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
$ent~ Monday, 8:38 A~ 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ message 

Anson~just got it, sor~ 
Best way to ~et me is email or cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:56 PM 

Dmght A <dmghta@ospmie.com:~ 

Montgomery, John R <jmont@unc.edu> 

RE: The South’s Tas~tiest Towns - Southern Living 

Don’t be fooled, it is still better to eat in Chapel Hill!!! 

All the best!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dwight Anderson [mailto:dwight.anderson(@ospraie.com] On Behalf OfI)wight A 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 10:56 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Dean, James W Jr; ’Tom Kenan’; John Helmets; ’Julie Andersoff; Jason Mraz; WilliamSnellings; Carey Kaugman 
Subject: The South’s Tastiest Towns - Southern Living 

Durham? Interesting.. 

http ://www.south ernhving c om/travel/souths-tas tiest-to wns-00417000076768/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 4:59 PM 

Gfiggs, Kathy <kgfigg@email.unc.edtr~ 

I ,hill be at the Rammys .... Anson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 22, 2013 5:07 PM 

Lynn Oddenino <lynn.odderfino@bellleadership.com> 

~msn.com; dncar@uncaa.nnc.edu;      ~!aol.com Jason Sisneros 
~gmeal.com); pacman@nncaa.nnc.edu 

FNV: Yon were terrific 

Please thank Dr Bell for meeting with me this morning. Each time we chat I get more and more excited about our eventual coflaborat~on. 

Share th~s with h~m, ~ lust received this today for a short program [ gave last week. I U~ink what we are talking about has great vatue and the business leaders 

benefit from what we can share. 

A]~ the best~ 

From: Big Dan            ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2023 22:28 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: You were terrific 

Anson, 

One of the objects of a good speaker is to make the meeting planner look good. Thanks to you, I am a hero. 

Your talk to the NACEO last Thursday evening was spot on. If the essence of a great talk is telling fascinating stories which make a point, you nailed it. You were 

engaging, humorous and insightful in illustrating the differences between leading men and women. 

The members and spouses loved your talk and I received tons of compliments. Thank you for believing in quid-pro-quo. You are a good man and I and the members 

appreciate your contribution to a wonderful evening. 

All the best to you my friend, 

Dan 

Dan Davies, Executive Director 

National Association of Chief Executive Officers 

2501 Blue Ridge Rd. Ste. 400, Raleigh, NC 27607 

919-719-6510 www.naceos.com 

Directors: 

Frank Holding, Jr., CEO First Citizens Bank; 

Ward Nye, CEO Martin Marietta Materials; Van Isley, CEO Professional Builders Supply; 

Ravila Gupta, President Umicore USA; James Speed, CEO NC Mutual Life; 

Larry Robbins, Partner Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton 



7;OO PM 

RSVP to Ks~ty Gril% kgriggs@email.unc.edu ~y April 32~ 2013 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 5:14 PM 

I~W: Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

Can we both go to this together? I love this man and I am so sorry we have driven him out!!! 

Frera: Chancellor Holden anc fhorp [mailto:paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 12:18 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S-bject; Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

[i~i imsg ....... ’ed by sender. Click 

View invitation: 

www .papeflesspost comievents/d009770- 

6f~5e6a0tTreplies/77268965 - 5 c51 ca35 

Add to Google C~dend~u; Outlook, iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app now 

Athletic Directors & Head Coaches Reception 

Tuesday, May 21st at 5:00 PM 

irnage 
removed by 
sender. 



removed hy 

set, tier. 

fscebook 

removed by 

sender, pi;,:el 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:17 PM 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

RE: Summer 

)~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmail.cotn); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I thoroughly enjoyed it as well. It is dear why is as good as she is: everythin#. ;aid I was in total agreement with 

I am trying to get some s~m~mer school money for to make it easy for you g~ys. I will try to call tomorrow or Wednesday. What number ~d wh~t time 

~:hose days sre best for you? 

Sent: Nonday, 12:46~N 

To= Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject: Summer 

Anson, 

Great to see you Saturday. It was amazing how well your message synced with       ’s mission and vision for the club. Let us know when you have time to discuss 

summer school in greater detail with      )r myself.      Js very interested in getting an early start if feasible. 

Thanks again for dinner._.l know you had a very long day and appreciate your ~me. Ca~ wait for next season to begin. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 5:19 PM 

invitation is waiting for yonr response 

This is the father of (who played for me) .,.. He is a great guy[! 

From: 
Sent= Monday, ~ 1:24 PN 
To= Dorrance, &lbe~ & IV 
Subject= Fwd ’s invi~tion is waiting for your response 

Do yon ~ow tNs g~y? S~nds familiar,.. 

Begin fo~varded message: 

From: .. (Linkedln Invitations)" <invitations@linkedin.com> 
Subject: s invitation is waiting for your response 

Date: April 22, 2013 12:40:29 PM EDT 

To: 

sent you an invitation to connect 4 days ago. How would you like to respond? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monda? ,5:21 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;       ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros,         @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

EW: Soccer America ConfidentiaJ: MLS Power R~kings: Dallas wins again to ret~fin top spot 

Portland on the men’s side is top seven .,.. Someone told r~?e they were near the bottom, so the whole franchise is good I guessH 

F~m~ Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Monday, . ’, 1:~ PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Soccer America Confidential: MLS Power Rankings: Dallas wins again to retain top spot 

r~mov~d by 

s~nd~r. 

removed by 

sender¯ 

~onday 

MLS Power Rankings: 
top spot 

;Nil Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

tweet This Share Thi 

Dallas wins again to retain 

By Ridge Mahoney 

An eight-point lead over the Galaxy and a five-point edge in the overall standings places FC Dallas in a 

dominant position. 

FCD has five wins and a tie in its last six games after beating Vancouver, 2-0. No other team is close to 

that kind of form, though Sporting Kansas City won its third straight, at New York, 1-0, Wednesday before 

falling to the Galaxy, 2-0, at Home Depot Center. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

On the down side, both Toronto FC and Vancouver are winless in their last five. Another late goal robbed TFC of a home win 

and left it with four straight ties. 

The Canadian teams kick off their round-robin competition this week to determine the nation’s representative in the 2013-2014 

Concacaf Champions’ League. Joining the three MLS teams is NASL club FC Edmonton, which hosts Vancouver Wednesday, 

the same day the Impact plays at Toronto. 

Week 8 Soccer America MLS Power Rankings 

Rank TEAM (W-L-T) Last Week 

1. FC DALLAS (6-1-1), 1. 

2. HOUSTON (4-2-1), 2. 

3. LOS ANGELES (3-1-2), 3. 

4. SPORTING KANSAS CITY (4-2-2), 5. 

5. MONTREAL (4-1-1), 4. 

6. PHILADELPHIA (3-2-2), 9. 

7. PORTLAND (2-1-4), 8. 

8. COLUMBUS (2-2-3), 7. 

9. REAL SALT LAKE (3-3-2), 11. 

10. CHIVAS USA (3-3-1), 6. 

11. VANCOUVER (2-3-2), 10. 

12. SAN JOSE (2-3-3), 12. 

13. NEWYORK (3-4-2), 14. 

14. COLORADO (2-4-2), 13. 

15. CHICAGO (2-4-1), 18. 

16. SEATTLE (1-3-2), 19. 

17. TORONTO FC (1-2-4), 15. 

18. NEW ENGLAND (1-4-2), 16. 

19. D.C UNITED (1-5-1), 17. 



Bye: Montreal. 

THE BEST. Five home games, five home wins stands the record for FCD after it defeated Vancouver, 2-0, with an own goal 

and Bias Perez’s third tally of the season. More importantly, the swagger in David Ferreira has returned. The Dynamo lost 

Adam Moffat and Brad Davis to in-game injuries and Jermaine Taylor to a red card yet still snagged a point, its first on the 

road this season, in Toronto (1-1) when Warren Creavalle’s header found the net in the 94th minute. 

The Galaxy took advantage of a tired SKC squad and Landon Donovan netted his first goal of the season in a 2-0 victory. A 

cross-country flight and just two days’ rest were SKC’s reward for downing New York, 1-0, at Red Bull Arena. The Montreal 

Impact returns to action with a busy week: Toronto Wednesday in the All-Canadian Championship, and Saturday at home 

against the Fire. Montreal regains the conference lead if it wins and SKC doesn’t. 

Jack Mclnerney is the league’s top scorer with six goals after bagging two in a 3-2 Union defeat of D.C. United at RFK 

Stadium. Of the Union’s 11 points, seven have come on the road. Portland succumbed to the Quakes’ Goonie magic by 

conceding in the 92nd minute but a 1-1 tie (goal by DP Diego Valeri) keeps the Timbers unbeaten on the road this season. 

THE MIDDLE.Andy Gruenebaum’s heroic goalkeeping wasn’t breached until the 83rd minute of a 1-0 loss in Chicago, but 

with zero shots on goal what can you expect? The Crew plays the next three at home after opening the season with five of 

seven away. Real Salt Lake started its own three-game homestand by edging Chivas USA, 1-0, with a rare commodity: a 

Javier Morales headed goal. The loss was Chivas USA’s second in a row by a 1-0 score. The Whitecaps go back-to-back 

with FCD by playing host to that rival this weekend at BC Place, where they are 2-0-1 this season. Overall, though, they’ve 

only taken two points from their last five games. 

THE REST. Rookie Andy Jahn struck a stoppage-time goal for the second time this season and the 92nd-minute strike 

averted a home loss, yet still left the Quakes winless in the last four. The Red Bulls were outclassed by SKC at home, 1-0, 

then riddled the Revs by scoring twice in the first eight minutes and adding two late goals to win, 4-1= Knee pain experienced 

during the warm-up knocking Edson Buddle out of the starting lineup and Marvell Wynne left the game with a strained groin 

as the depleted Rapids lost at home to Seattle, 1-0. They are missing nearly a full Xl due to injuries; Dillon Powers played 

despite suffering a head gash that required 40 stitches. 

Midfielder Jeff Larentowicz headed home a flicked throw=in to score his first goal for Chicago in its 1=0 defeat of Columbus= 

Obafemi Martins returned after missing one game with a knee problem and scored his first MLS goal in the Sounders’ first 

win of the season, 1-0, at Colorado. Toronto FC’s late-game collapses are becoming chronic; Houston’s equalizer was the 

third goal TFC has conceded in the 87th minute or later, and the Dynamo did it down to 10 men. 

An own goal ended a club-record 394-minute New England scoreless streak but a 4-1 defeat at Red Bull Arena left the Revs 

with just three goals and five points after seven games. Former United players Brian Carrol~ and Danny Cruz played pivotal 

t~les as D.C. lost its fourth st[aight game, 3-2, to Philadelphia despite a goal by former Philly forward Lionard Pajoy. 

Post your response to the public Soccer America Confidential biog. 

See what others are saying on the Soccer America Confidential biog. 

Monda~ 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:22 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; ~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris 

<ducar@unc.e&~> 

I~E: OV 

My [:a~dt! Who has the forms? 

From: 

Sept: Mnnday,              2:07 PM 
To: ~aol.com: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert: A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: OV 

Coaches, 

Please find attached the approved official visit for              . PLEASE make sure in the future that you get these to us before the visit takes place] Also, I 

received s Guidelines Post-Visit form, but not the Host Money form. Please make sure you get that to me, also. 

Thanks. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LrNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 5:51 PM 

@gmml .corn> 

I~E: Game Link 

Thank yo<~ ,n~ s:> excited you want to come back. I ar~ goit~g to start wo~king on t[~at now! 

From ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, April 22, 20:~3 4:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Game Link 

&nsolL 

Here is the link to our home opener. 

/~tt p:i/~-w.,/’~utube .comiwatc l~’~ 

Great to catch up with you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:04 PM 

I~E: Summer 

It:l can push it between 2pro and 3pro on those days it will be perfect t:or me. Does [hat work for you (and obviously, if l miss I can keep calling)? 

From: 

Senti ivlonaa~ b:~ FlVl 
TO= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Cc         ~msn.com; ducar~uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros; pacman~uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject= RE: Summer 

~nson~ 

work for you upon 

if [:hos~-:~ times 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Senti Monday, 3:17 PM 
To; 
Cc:        ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc,edu; 
Subject-" RE: Summer 

Kevin, 

f thoroughly enj.:_~yed ~t as we~L ~t ~s dear why 

[ am {@ng to get some summer school money for 

those days are best for you? 

Fmm~ ............. 
~eBtl Monday, ~ 12:46 PM 
To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
S~bje~t~ Summer 

Anson, 

.~aol.com; Jason Sisneros           Nmail,com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

is as good as ~.;t~e is: ~-:~verything I said I wa~.; in total agreement with ..... 

to make ~t easy for you guys. ~ w~ try to call tomorrow or Wednesday. What number and wha[ time during 

Great to see you Saturday, It was amazing how well your message synced with       ’s mission and vision for the club. Let us know when you have time to discuss 

summer school in greater detail with      or myself,      is very interested in getting an early start if feasible. 

Thanks again for dinner....I know you had a very long day and appreciate your time. Cart wait for next season to begin. 

Regards, 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,             6:29 PM 

~msn.com; ducm’~uncaa.unc.edm 

~comcast.net; 

Summer gaining in 

@aol.co,n Jason Sisneros ~ 

~live.unc.edtc" 

~gmail.co,n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I spoke with " "        today congratulating her on her great win on Sunday with a phenomenal crowd (over 17,000 .... are you kidding me???). 

She wants to invite you two to train with her. As I hope you guys well know, I look at everything you do in life as a series of choices that you guys get to make with 

the understanding that with any choice there is a consequence, sometimes good, sometimes bad. So please do not think if you do not select to go out there I will 

be disappointed. We all get to shape who we are and who we want to be. Obviously, training with two of the three BEST PLAYERS IN THE WORLD ~        ~ . 

are probably the world’s three best) has some value for your development. If you guys do not want to go let me know because then I 

want to extend it to some others on our roster. Also, go for as long or as short as you want (aending       approval). 

The NCAA will allow 5 Tar Heels to be training out there at once. Right now                      are going .... and if     does not have to be in summer school, I 

will invite her as well (more reason for     to get it done this spring),      also would like to extend it to     for when    is not there. 

The world is your oyster right now with what you have achieved .... and I am so incredibly proud of both of you!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:34 PM 

deahdra bowler <dbowier@my.adler.edu-~ 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.nnc.edu: 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Thank you for this opportut~ity but we are about to g.:_~ into e>:~m~s ~md givet~ a choR:e I wouM rather my pk;yers spend their t~rne or1 Lhek sLt~dies h~ preparatb:?n for 

their academic success. One day ] would love one o~: Lhem to be chasing a PHD ~n something themselves. I hope you ~mderstand~ 

F~m= deahdra h~,,,i~ r~=i~:dbowier@my.adler.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 6:12 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Disse~ation Research Pa~idpation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Good Afternoon Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is Deahdra Bowie~; I am a clinical psychology doctor~] student at the Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, IL. I am contacting you 

because I an~ recruiting female soccer players playing in the NCAA for a study I’m doing pertaining to factors of pe~5on~]iU and their iatlnence on body image. 

I found your email fi’om the NCAA website coaches director. If given permission to contact yonr players, I wonld send them an email inviting flrcm to 

participate. Participation in tiffs s~ady is voluntao~ and there is no consequence if they choose not to participate. The study- wonld require about 30-45 minutes 

of their time; all questionnaires can be completed online at their convenience. The research is being conducted as part of my academic requirements. The 

intention of the s~udy is to help inform practices for professionals, including psychologists and others, who work ruth athletes. If you have any qnestions I would 

be happy to respond either by email: dlx~wier(a)my.adler.edu; or by phone:              This research is being supervised by a core faculty and licensed 

psTchologist, Lauren Nichols, Psy.D., of the Adler School of ProtEssional Psychology. Your agreement mad permission to a]low your players to participate 

would be greatly appreciated. 

ThaJ~k you, 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 22, 2013 6:36 PM 

Jem/Lynch ~<tocj@wayoli;haJnpions.com> 

I~E: The Weario~*s Path - Perseverance 

Excellent Jerry!!! 

From: Jerry Lynch [mailto:docj@wayofchampions.com] 
Sent; Monday, April 22, 2013 5:29 PN 
To: Danny Lynch; Sean Lynch 
C¢; Bob Hansen; Jenny Slingluff-Levy; Paul Gastonguay; Tracey Paul; earobert@bu.edu; Kristopher Hall; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Fwd: The Wardor’s Path - Perseverance 

Somefl~ing we musl all ponder. These are the words ofa colleagne of mine yet he speaks to this virtue in such a clear way fl~at I will use it. 

1O~e its c6n~e~Ii 6hi0 Y h ighe~ p~p#Sei and y#u will he~e 

N Oma tt e~ w ha~ the g~ a l ~#whi# h mulet he Uni#ers e lays 
t a~hie£eitiify~uli#eby pasSi~nigSidedbyy# h enyeu will 
get~#whe#e y~umus and y eu w illlea~athelesSOaSthat y eumUS~ 
lea~inO~de~O g etthe~e ~hePa~h Of PUrp0se is as vi~alaSlife 
~sei~ Iiy#uaim~ ~drvive;y be gh a!M 

5eve~ gb#e 8p! Bet h eeve#t~ekking Wa#dO~ £ive ~ thai whi#h y08 
k ~Owi s yours B e yOnd all ~ rids a b6 veall #Smp e titiOS; when all 
O~hers h a£e g i#en u P i w heneve~O~e says YOu wOnlt makeit;j u St 
KEEPMO~INGEORWARD andyOu~hallpe~se)ere 

Jerry Lynch, Ph.D. 



831-234-5606 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:43 PM 

deahdra bowler <dbowier@my.adler.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.nnc.edu; 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Sure last day is 
From-" deahdra bowier [mailto:dbowier@my.adler.edu] 

Sent-" Monday. 6:4:t PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Thank yon for you response and I completely nnderstand. Would it be possible to contact you following the end of their exams? I will be seeking participants for the 

next few months. 

Thanlcs again, 

On Mon,            at 5:33 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(tbenaail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you for this opportunity but we are about to go into extols and given a choice I wouM rather my players spend their thee on their studies h~ preparation for 

their ac~demk: success. One day ~ would love one of ~:hern to be ch~3sk~g a PHD h~ something themselw~s. I hope you und~rst:3t~d. 

~= deahdra bowler [mailto:dbowier@my.ad~er.edu] 
$eBt= Monday, 6:~2 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bjeCt~ Disse~ation Research Pa~idpation Recruitmenb Women’s Soccer Players 

Good Afternoon Coach Anson Dorrance, 

IVly nanrc is Deahdm Bowier. I am a clinical psychology doctoral student at the Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, IL. I am contacting yon 

because I am recruiting female soccer players playing in the NCAA for a sta@ I’m doing pertaining to factors of personalib~ and their inflnence on bo@ image. 

I foand your email from the NCAA website coaches directory. If given permission to contact your players, I would send them an emaJl inviting them to 

paxticipate. Participation in this slu@ is voluntaxy and there is no consequence if they choo~ not to participate. The sta@ would require about 30-45 minutes 

of their time; a]l questionnaires can be completed online at their convenience. The research is being conducted as part of my academic requirements. The 

intention of the s~l@ is to help inform practices for professionals, including psychologists and others, who work ruth athletes. If you have any questions I would 

be happy to respond either by email: _c_t___~___k~:i__eji@!Ln_5::Ad__[_e__r_:_e_d___u_; or by phone: .................................. This research is being supewised by a core thcul .ty and licensed 

ps?’chologist, Lauren Nichols, Psy.D., of the Adler School of Professional Psychology. Your agree,nent and permission to allow your players to participate 

would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you, 

Deahdra Bowler, M.A., k.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 

Deahdra Bowler, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <70 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:47 PM 

Streeit, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr> 

FW: permission to contact 

Shelly, 

Let’s get this kid on our "recruiting h?t[:er a day program" ... star[: with the campus address and then on 

Sent: Monday, ~35 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject= Re: permission to con~ct 

Okay that all sounds g~vafi 

My cmnpus address is: 

And my home address is: 

I roll finally ~ done ruth e~ms on: 

with all that happened to~y. 

See you soon~ 

switch [:o her home addres;5;. Thank you! 

told me last night about her assist, so awesome for her! Hopefully she’ll get to starting out tlae~e. Just glad she’s safe 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On , at 4:10 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a__n_~_Lr_(~i._e_!._n_@_:_~_Ln_ .c_:e__d_.__~ wrote: 

Thank you! 

We are so excited about everything. 

6:30 or 7 pm is great on Wednesday Go straight to vour hotel and ca~ me when you check ~n and I will have ~:he upper class p~ayers corne get you and 

take you with them, 

Hopefully, by then we w~l] have your transcript dbsected and we wil~ see what transfers. 

P~ease send me your campus and home addresses and the week you finish your exams. I w~H start sending you ~ast ~:a~’s recrLfitb~g ~etters so you can 

set a sense of the prosram and the team. ~ w~ll ma~l one letter each day so you are not overwhelmed but also so you will know how n~uch we want 

you to fee~ a part of our prosram. 

All ~he best from Chapel Hi~H~ (BTW,           : same ~:yin~ assis~ For Bose:on d~s past weekend.) 

Se~t= Monday, ~$:4~ AM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject= Re: permission to con~ct 

Hello thele Anson, 

I just sent my ~an~fipt to this etnail address t?om the registrars office. The cotnputer said it might ~ce gvo days to do process it but hopefully that won’t 

be the case. 

My mom and I plan on amving around 630 7 on Wednesday if~at works okay for you~ 

Let me ~ow if there’s an?~hing else you need. Than~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:38 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

, we have run into traffic coming back flo~n our matches in Winston Salem today so if you get this please have your parents call after 

7:30 p.m. I should be borne then. ’I’hm~k You "    let’s make this happen. You are a special player and we have a special team that you 

will love playing tbr. My home #: i. T~1k to you soon! I also have some good news for you, you will be on a full scholarship 
your senior year. 

Sere, from ~v Verizon ~Fire/e,~;~ 4G U]~’ DROID 

~);t Na.edu> wrote: 

Dear Anson, 
I believe had mentioned me to you a few weeks ago and I am now sending you a copy of my release form as per my request from the 

Women’s soccer team. Tt is my hope that I will be able to meet with you in the near future for a potential spot on your roster. 
I will follow up this email with a phone call soon. Let me know if there is a better time than others... Feel free to contact me at anytime 

Sincerely, 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Thursday, 3:39 PM 
To: ~ 
Subject: permission to contact 

Attached is your permission to contact letter that allows you to speak to other institutions about a possible transfer. The                   is 

granting you a full release and is also granting the one time transfer exception to the residency requirement. Please feel free to forward this email or 



share my contact information to anyone needing additional information. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:02 AM 

@gmail.com:~ 

~nsn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Memoir~3.doc 

Thank yot [ ~Vhat a wondelful tribute![ 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

Tn: I)orrance, Albert A IV 

Sut~iect: Memoir¢¢3.doc 

9:05 PM 

Thnught you might er~joy this.. 

~)~maikcom] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:08 AM 

Brad Black <brad.black@lmmanexvenmres.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros, @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thanks and follow-up 

Brad, 

Thursday morning would be great, How much time should I schedule for? We have a :l hour staff "workout" at 9 AM or I~ AM (Mght now ~t ~s ~t ~$ AM but we m~ght 

be switcMng to 9 AM), So if you don’t mh~d we will schedule around the workout (and you guys are welcome to jo~n us, of course), 

And pk~;se send me an oudk~e of what you ~;fe going to propose so ~ can h~;w~ the right socceri~thle~:~c dept st~;~f m the room. 

F~m= Brad Black [mailto:brad,black@humane~entures.com] 
Sent: Monday, "        10:14 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anson Dorrance 
~: Sue Enquist 
Nubje~t: RE: ~an~ and follow-up 

gnson, thank you ~:or your qu~ck rep~y, 

Sue and ~ would IH<e to confirm meeting w~th you on Thursday, , ]f the mornh~g works for you that would be steal 

Please ~et: us know the best t:~me and ]:~[i~ce (~;ssuming your office) and we w~[I go from there, 

Thanks again ~or your time and consklen~tion. Looking forward to seeing you agam l 

Brad Black 

Pre~s~do~t and 

(-~)2) 486-1 ] 03/,’~:~: 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@emaU.unc.edu] 
Seat; Monday,            3:$4 PN 

To= Brad Black; Anson Dorrance 
Sabje¢t= RE: ~an~ and follow-up 

are the best days for me 

F~= Brad Black [maUto:brad.black@humanexventures.com] 
Seat; Thursday,            2:05 PN 
To= Anson Dorrance; Dorrance, Albe~ A [V 
Sabje¢t= Thanks and follow-up 
Anson, thank you for your time today and interest in furthering discussions with and me. 

The schedule options on our end to visit with you in Chapel Hill would be: 

Please let us know what would work best for you and we will confirm right away. 

Thanks again and looking forward to seeing you again! 

Brad Black 

President and CEO 

Bnilding Talent Driven Cotnmnnities With eXcellence 

2900 s. 70th, Suite 100 Lincoln, NE 68506 

100 W. Michigan Avenue, Suite 200 Kalama7~)o, MI 49007 

402.486.1102 Office l               Cell 402.486.1103 Fax 
This e-mail ~nd ~ny attachment cont ahl illfornlotion which i8 priva~ e and confidential and is intended for the addressee only. If you ~re not ml addressee, yon ale not authorized to read, copy or use this e-mail or ~ly air achment. If yon have received this e- 

ra all in error, please not i~" the send~" by return e-mail and then destroy it 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. WWWmWebsense.com 

Click !£e_£e_. to repod this email as spare. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:34 AM 

@gmaJl.com> 

; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; Jason Sisnero~ ~!gmaJl.com); pac~naaa@uncaa.unc.edu; ...... 

,: nicole fava (nfava@nncaa.nnc.edu); 

Subject: I~E: since everyone’s giving updates... 

All of us are excited for you!! Yes, this will be the real world, fraught with problems and challengesjust like we had last fall, I know },ou are equipped and read}, to 
make a difference, ~So get ’era and yes, please come back often!! 
From: _~gmail,com] 
Sent; Tuesday, ~:0~ AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= since evewone’s giving updates... 
Anson~ 

I officially have four days le~ ofunde~grad clasps and jus~ shy oft~ee wee~ le~ until I graduate. I sNnt the las~ couple of~ys contacting realtors and sem~hing for 

possibly ~ny first ho~ne (~ey go for about $10 thousand where I’m worldng, it’s incrediNy ~d). I rook my teaching exams ~-o weeks ago and have fins~ly been placed 

in a Ns~fict,                                             ) ~ teach middle ~hool math. This is a]l geeing quite ~eaJ, qmte t:~t. 

As sad as I a~n to leave Cmolina, I sm ~ excited to ~e what lies al~ead for me. Having the op~niO~ to positively impact the lives of children fl~rough education is 

inc~dibly exciting, and I croft wait m see how I’m able to handle all the chNlenges I’m about to encounter. 

It’s been really cool seeing and being a~ut all tl~e sncces~s from my fellow seniors and unde~lassmen teammates. Carolina soccer breeds Ngh ~Neving inNvid~ls 

and it provides the ~st motivation to go out there and do ~metNng e~xaordinao~ myself in the field ~at I choose. I’m ~ pmnd of them and happy for them in that no 

ma~er what their dreams may be, soccer or othem~ise, that they’re pn~ing np a d~m good fight to acNeve them. 

I really hope to tgnckaise in my community ne~ year to be able to s~ a soccer program to first, give the kids an outlet to keep them out oftmuNe as well as learn 

positive men~]ities through s~ and second so I have a reason m show my kids how atoning Caxolina a~d my team 

It’ll be a sho6 two-hour trip ~ck to tNs thntastic home of mine ~ you’re not getting rid of me qmte yefi 

Ho~ yo~ the rest office ffmfl; and am M1 doing well and I can’t wait to see eveDone at the ~nquet tNs Thursday’. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:55 AM 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; I ~)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

She was offered ,~n opportunity to train with the .......                                                                       ’s coach, trained her as a youth 

player here in Chapel Hill (and also served as my volunteer assistant last fall}, so they had a strong preexisting relationship. Rest assured I do not interfere with the 

selection process of our k~ds but I ~vi~i a~ways expose ~:hem to the opportunities that ~ l:h~n~ w~l~ knpr’ow~ them. ~ think your fine or’garqzatkm qual~fies as an 

e>:ce~h~nt choice for any of our kids. I w~Jl nester hesi~al:e to say ~:hat to them and will always share w~:h the entire roster whatever recru~l:~n~ ~nformation you scrod 

A~I the best     snd good luck w~d~ your season~! 

Sent: Tuesday, . 8:30 AM 

Te: Dorrance, AJbe~ A N 
Subject: 

Hi Anson, 

O~viou~ly ~ ar~ ~i~appoi~t~, ~ut ~opefully ~ ca~ g~t a player fro~ your pro~ra~ 

I hope all is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:59 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; ~msn.com; duca ,~)uncaa.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com); pacmau@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Lookiug forward to the 25th 

~@aol.com; Jasou Sisneros 

All set        ! I think I witl give my "Pearls Before Swine ~ talk. I give this to the freshmen athletes (all of them, even footba]~ and basketball) once a year. ~ w~l~ 

copy Shelly on th~s and see it: she can ema~l it to you (Shelly, copy me). 

Sent~ Tuesday, 9:44 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ RE: Looking fo~ard to the 25th 
~mpo~ance~ High 

Hi Anson, 
,Just touching base with you to see if you are all set for Thursday evening. We have 65 people coming so should be a great night. The event sta~s at 6:30 pm at the Kenan 
Center Dining Room(same spot as our banquet). I have been asked by our compliance depa~ment to track down an outline of your talking points. Is this something that you 
could ask Shelly to send over to me? I need it prior to the event. 
I am really looking forward to this Anson. Thank you so mucM 

Have a great day~ 

From= Dorrance. Albert A IV [_m___a_!J_t_o_2_a__t)_s__o_n___@_e___m___a_!!_._u_n___c_=e_d___u_] 
Sent= Friday, 2:03 PM 
To= 
Co: ....... 
Subject: RE: Looking forward to the 25th 

This is excellent ..... can’t wait!! 

From: 
Sent: Friday, 1:54 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Looking forward to the 25th 

Hi Anson, 
I thought you might like to see the invitation we are sending out. I am also holding a block of seats and inviting some of our donors to give them another event to connect with. 
Should be a great evening. Thanks so much. See you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, i 11:01 AM 

Lynu Oddenino <lynu.oddenino@bellleadership.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu: ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: You were temfic 

We are fighting the timing (I might struggle to make it and I think Coach Palladino will as well). So, we are not sure yet. Still, I told Dr Bell if this does not work out 

we will ew-:mtuaHy make it, Thank you for l:he price reduction. I1: is now possible [or our budgeL 

From: Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Tuesday 9:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: _~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject: RE: You were terrific 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail,com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I hope you are doing well. I will make sure that Dr. Bell receives your emaiL He enjoyed meeting with you too! 

Thanks for sending a copy of this note~ Congratulations on your terrific presentation for the National Association of Chief Executives Officers in Raleigh. It sounds 

like they loved your talk. 

Best, 

Lynn 

PS. Any updates on your team ioining us [or the Achievers I semit~ar ill Jut~e? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:07 PM 
To: Lynn Oddenino 
Co: ~msn.com; ducar~uncaa~unqedu; ! 
Subject: FW: You were terrific 

~aol~com; Jason Sisneros, ~gma!!~com); pacman~uncaa.unc.edu 

[.ytln, 

Please thank Dr Bell for meeting with me this morning. Each time we chat I get more and more excited about our eventual collaboration, 

Share this with him. I )Jst received this today for a short program I gave last week. I think what we are talking about has great value and the business leaders will 

benefit from what we can share. 

All the best! 

From: Big Dan. _ @nc,rr,com] 
Sent: Monday 12:18 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: You were terrific 

Anson, 

One of the objects of a good speaker is to make the meeting planner look good. Thanks to you, I am a hero. 

Your talk to the NACEO last Thursday evening was spot on. If the essence of a great talk is telling fascinating stories which make a point, you nailed it. You were 

engaging, humorous and insightful in illustrating the differences between leading men and women. 

The members and spouses loved your talk and I received tons of compliments. Thank you for believing in quid-pro-quo. You are a good man and I and the members 

appreciate your contribution to a wonderful evening. 

All the best to you my friend, 

Dan 

Dan Davies, Executive Director 

National Association of Chief Executive Officers 

250:1 Blue Ridge Rd. Ste. 400, Raleigh, NC 27607 

9:19-7J.9-65:10 www.naceos.com 

Directors: 

Frank Holding, Jr., CEO First Citizens Bank; 

Ward Nye, CEO Martin Marietta Materials; Van Isley, CEO Professional Builders Supply; 

Ravila Gupta, President Umicore USA; James Speed, CEO NC Mutual Life; 

Larry Robbins, Partner Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <!O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 11:02 AM 

ttarris, Stacey Elaine ,ssharris@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: new parking permit fees 

I am thinking of being he~idropped in .... 

From: Harris, Stacey Elaine 

Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 20:~3 9:54 AM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: new parking permit fees 

All, 
As I mentioned in a previous email, parking permit pricing will go up beginning August 15th. I have attached the parking permit fee increases over the next 4 years 

for your information. If you have questions or need assistance please let me know. 

~"Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 3:06 PM 

~)duke.edu); ~hotmail.com 

" ~med.unc.edu> 

RE: Utah Avalanche 

I thorougNy enjoyed myself and I was just trying to follow your excellent lead. You said all the right things with passion and confidence, Your story of where you 

started and where you wanted to go w~s compeHh~g. Please ~lso know ~ appreciated your phone ca~ about      ~ast summer~ Th~s call to~d me you trusted me 

with m~ exceptional p~ayer of yours and that made me feel very good about our relationship, No one is ever successful h~ a vacuum and I am thankful for your 

support of rne and rny program 

IV~y address b .... If ~t makes your accotmtmg eask~r I cat~ mail you my receipts [rom t:he trip 

All the best from your friends in Chapel Hill, 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:51 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Utah Avalanche 
Hey Anson- 

Just wanted to say thanks again, very much, for coming all the way across the country for that event. It meant a lot to us. I have been getting great feedback for 

days! People are in amazement of you.., and I just think you are a complete rock star! So thank you. 

if you could send me an address of where I can send a reimbursement check to you. I will get you that out ASAP. 

Thanks again Anson. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:38 PM 

I~E: Looldng forward to the 25th 

Sure! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:02 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Looking forward to the 2Sth 
Sounds qreat Anaon. We will plan to do Q&A afterwards if that is ok. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:59 AM 

To: 
~:c: Streett, ~helly; ’ (@msn com~ ducar(@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject: RE: Looking forward to the 2Sth 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc,edu 

AU set        ! I think I will give my "Pearls Before Swine "talk. I give this to the freshmen athletes (all of them, even football and basketball) once a year. I will 

copy Sh~-:~lh/on this ~md see if sh~-_~ c~m ernail it ~:o you (Sheily, copy me). 

Frora: 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:4-4 AM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Looking forward to the 25th 
Importance: High 

Hi Anson, 
Just touching base with you to see if you are all set for Thursday evening. We have 65 people coming so should be a great night. The event starts at 6:30 pm at the Kenan 
Center Dining Room(same spot as our banquet). I have been asked by our compliance department to trsck down an outline of your talking points. Is this something that you 
could ask Shelly to send over to me? I need it prior to the event. 
I am really looking forward to this Anson. Thank you so much! 

Have a great day! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, 2:03 PM 
To: 

Subject= RE: Looking forward to the 25th 

This is 

Frora: 

Sent: Friday, 1:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Looking forward to the 25th 

Hi Anson, 

I thought you might like to see the invitation we are aending out. I am also holding a block of seats and inviting some of our donors to give them another event to connect with. 

Should be a .qreat evenin.q. Thanks so much. See you soon. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 3:49 PM 

l~g: Uta2t~ Avab~che 

Please send this tc ..... I deleted the wrong email!!! Our church is changing, I am convinced. 

From: @duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Utah Avalanche 

You’re the bomb, honey! 

On at 3:05 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~,_~n~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I thoroughly enjoyed myself and I was just trying to follow your excelkmt k~ad. You sah~ aH the right th~ngs w~th passk?n and confidence. Your story of where you 

started and where you wanted to go was compelling. Please also know I appredated your phone call about      ~ast surnmer, Thb call tow me you trusted rne 

with an exceptional p~ayer of yours and that made me feel very good about our relationship, No one is ever successful in a vacuum and I arn thankflH for your 

support of me and my program~ 

My address ~s .... If ~t makes your accounting eas~er I can mall you my receipts from the trip, 

All the best frorn your friends in Chapel Hill. 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:51 AM 
T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Utah Avalanche 
Hey Anson- 

Just wanted to say thanks again, very much, for coming all the way across the country for that event. It meant a lot to us. l have been getting great feedback for 

days! People are in amazement of you.., and I just think you are a complete rock star! So thank you. 

If you could send me an address of where l can send a reimbursement check to you. I will get you that out ASAP. 

Thanks again Anson. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 3:51 PM 

][lards, Stacey Elaine ~shards@unc.edu-~ 

l~E: new parking pem~it fees 

Sure, if we both fly in it wilt probably be less than what we pay t:or parking~ 

Frem: Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 11:26 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: new parking permit fees 

Can I hitch a ride with you?? 

Fmm; Dorrance, Albe~ A W 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 2013 11:02 AM 
To= Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Subject= RE: new parking permit fees 

~ am thinMng of being he~hJropped in 

F~m= Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 23, 20~3 9:54 AM 

To= UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject= new parking permit fees 

All, 

As I mentioned in a previous email, parking permit pricing will go up beginning August 15th. I have attached the parking permit fee increases over the next 4 years 

for your information. If you have questions or need assistance please let me know. 

~Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 5:04 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: For Soccer Quickly hnprove Performance with an Inexpensive Mobile Video App and Free Online Sh~ing 

From: Ron Imbriale [mailto:usa@dartfish.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 23, 2013 12:22 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; For Soccer (~uickly Improve Performance with an Inexpensive Mobile Video App and Free Online Sharing 

removed by 
sender. 

GO TO ITUNES STORE HERE 

YOUR SOCCER MOBILE VIDEO ANALYSIS SOLUTION AND YOUR GATEWAY TO THE DARTFISH GLOBAL 
EXPERIENCE 

We help COACHES and ATHLETES improve performance on the GO. Get started with Dartfish for only $4.99, the World 
leaders in video analysis solutions for coaches. 

Dartfish Express is the ideal video coaching tool for all sports: soccer, volleyball, wrestling, swimming, baseball, 
softball, golf, tennis, track & field, weightlifting, fitness training, football, basketball, gymnastics, skiing and more. 

* ALL-IN-ONE RECORDING 
Record high definition videos using your iPhone or iPad’s built-in camera; then review them quickly on the spot. 

* POWERFUL PLAYBACK CONTROLS 
Scrolling through your video has never been easier. Have fun with the jog wheel to move frame-by-frame or for fast 
searching, or play in slow motion. 

* TAKE STILL SHOTS 
Focus your discussions on key moments by taking and annotating still shots. 

* ADD VIDEO DI~a~WINGS & COMMENTS 
Drawings highlight what the video reveals - use angle measurements, lines, arrows, circles, squares and freehand tools 
to show people where to focus. Hake the learning last by enriching the video with your expert view point in the form of 
comments. 

* WATCH IN FULL SCREEN 
No busy interface, just pure performance! Play your videos or review your still shots in full screen. 

* SIMPLE YET EFFICIENT VIDEO SHARING 
Create your free online channel on Dartfish Cloud and share your enriched videos with clients, fans, and friends on 
your own dartfish.tv channel via: 

Email 
Text 
Facebook 
Twitter 

WATCH THE TUTORIAL VIDEO ON EXPRESS HERE 

For more information please contact us at ._u____s_a____@_d____a___r____t[_j__s_h___.___c___o__m_. 

D~}rtfish USA i 6505 Shik~h Road. Suiie 1 

removed by 

iContact - Try 

t Free 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:08 PM 

Lynu Oddenino <lynu.oddenino@bellleadership.com> 

I@~nsn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; t ~z~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros " ~gmail.co~n); pacman@unc~a.unc.edu 

RE: You were temfic 

Thank you Lynn. We know this is a wonderful opportuniW, I appreciate your understanding if this .lune timing does not work. 

From: Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: You were terrific 

Thanks so much for the update. 

We look forward to having you and your team join us when the timing is right. 

Lyon 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_j_[t___o_La__n___s__o___n__~__e___m___a_jJ_~_u___n__c__~_e___d__u_.] 

Sent: Tuesday, ii:01 AM 
To: Lynn Oddenino 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;       ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I 
Subject: RE: You were terrific 

@qmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

We are fighting the timing (I might struggle to make i[ and I think Coach Patladino wilt as well), So, we are not sure yet. Still, I told Dr Betl i[: [his does not work out 

we will eventually make it, Thank you for the price reduction. It is now possible for our budget, 

From: Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :9:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject: RE: You were terrific 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

}aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I hope you are doing well. I will make sure [hat Dr. Bell receives your emait. He enjoyed meeting wi[h you too! 

Thanks for sending a copy of this note. Congratulations on your terrific presentation for the Nadona~ Association of Chief: Executives Officers ~n Raleigh. It sounds 

l~ke they k)ved your l:a~k 

Best, 

Lynn 

Any updates on your team ioining us for the Achievers I seminar in June? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:07 PM 
To: Lynn Oddenino 
Co: @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject: FW: You were terrific 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Please thank Dr Bell for meeting with me this morning, Each time we chat I get more and more excited about our eventual collaboration. 

Share this with him. I just received this today for a short program I gave last week~ I think what we are talking about has great value and the business leaders will 

benefit from what we can share. 

All the best! 

From: Big Dan }nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:18 PM 
To: Dorrance, AlDen: A lV 
Subject: You were terrific 

Anson, 

One of the objects of a good speaker is to make the meeting planner look good. Thanks to you, I am a hero. 

Your talk to the NACEO last Thursday evening was spot on. If the essence of a great talk is telling fascinating stories which make a point, you nailed it. You were 

engaging, humorous and insightful in illustrating the differences between leading men and women. 

The members and spouses loved your talk and I received tons of compliments. Thank you for believing in quid-pro-quo. You are a good man and I and the members 

appreciate your contribution to a wonderful evening. 

All the best to you my friend, 



Dan 

Dan Davies, Executive Director 

National Association of Chief Executive Officers 

2501 Blue Ridge Rd. Ste. 400, Raleigh, NC 27607 

919-719-6510 www.naceos.com ......................................... 

Directors: 

Frank Holding, Jr., CEO First Citizens Bank; 

Ward Nye, CEO Martin Marietta Materials; Van Isley, CEO Professional Builders Supply; 

Ravila Gupta, President Umicore USA; James Speed, CEO NC Mutual Life; 

Larry Robbins, Partner Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:24 PM 

@gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

i; nicole lava (nthv~uncaa.unc.~du); 

Subject: RE: ; Interview 

Thank you for sharing t:his! We are very proud of       and hot}estly right now ~ am a bit ~eakxus She was sitt:it}g two seats behind the 

4-0 victory over      today ~? the Champ~otls League Sern~ Final Are you k~dd~ng me!H??? 

I wHI be send~ng th~s wonderfu~ tribute ouL to our current roster and our              recruiting classes. 

From: l @gmail.com] 
Sent= I ues~ay, ~:44 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= 1nte~iew 

Hi ~n, 

I thought you might like tNs~ 

I’m posting another interview wifl~ 

I hope all is well. 

on Thursday, I’ll keep you posted on that one too. The theme this week is Americans playing aboard. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 23, 2013 5:27 PM 

)aol.com 

I~W: Be ready and be calm? Camp mm~agement craziness euds here’. 

From: Stephen Branstetter I ACTIVE Camps [mailto:info@go.ACT1VEnetwork.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 23, 2013 3:47 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Be ready and be calm? Camp management craziness ends here! 

TMnk it’s ioo i~te io bring in new soI~w~re ~o man~ge ’:,,ou,~’ summer c~mps g c~nics? 

20 mJm~es, That’s all you need ~o set up your spor~s camps ~n ACTIVE’s Camp Manage~’ 

¯ Comprehensive reporting 

¯ Last-m~nute p~omos 

Istegraled socia~ shadsg 
Wl~y not ~ake a few m~nutes now and save hou~s managing your camps ~his season? 

1 

I-                                                      1 

S i~;cerely, 



removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:43 PM 

gwendolyn oxenhaJn ~gmaiI.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; nicole lava (nthw~uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: RE: Sports Illufftrated article on pickup and the national teams, your quotes 

You af’e good Gwendolyn!! {_-:r~:,at piece!H f wish you had play~:’d for m~-’_~. 
I ~,,ill copy my kids for you. 
F~m= gwendolyn oxenham ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, b: lu FlVl 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject= Spo~ 111ustrated a~icle on pickup and the national teams, your quotes 
Hey ~son, 

Finally finished that axdcle I inte~iewed you about monks ago; as aIway~ your qnotes were wonderful contfbudons. 

Lots ofl~C Nts in there...may~ ~mething your cu~ent team would be interested in? 

ttere’s the link: 

htlp://spo~sillus~raled.cnn.conr’soccer/new~ us- nado~M -lemn- pickup- soccer/ 

All fl~e bes~, 

G 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

2:31:16 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

CC: 

Subject: FW: / The Wall 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

~gmail.com) 

Guysigals, 

I k:~ve this kid! Wher~ I was out in Salt Lake for the Utah Avala~che this past Saturday, durir~g the Q&A someone asked 

me: "what should I do if t want to become the best I can be?", I said: "play iv1 every day and spend 20 minutes on a wall 

to improve the power and accuracy of your strike". And t:her~ I added: "99,9% of you will not: do it’. Whether or not: this 

kid ever makes it, I love her spunk and sense of humor° 

F rom: 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:           / The Wall 

~msn.com] 

I’m a 1 percenter! 





F rom " 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, A bertA IV </O=UNC EXOHANGE/OU=EXOHANGE AD[~ !~ ISTRATiVE GROUP 
~YD BOHF23SPDLT)!CN=REO pIFNTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (~NSON)> 

W ednesday, 10 32 Ai~ 
~ 8m a i[com > 

FW : A 0 u ick W ay t~ S tart me S choo I D ay W ith O haracter 

I can see you doi~ this!!! 

From: CHARACTER COUNTS [mailto:charactercounts@jiethics.org] 

Seat; Tuesday, 10:26 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A :IV 

S,,bject; A Quick Way to Start the School Day With Character 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 10:35 AM 

Steve Nelson <steve@wakefieldgroup.com>; Bill Palladino ~ ~aol.com>; Chris Duca~ <duca~ uncaa.unc.edu> 

ILE: Free for golf on Weds, May 1? 

I am tempted .. boys? Steve, you are veD’ kind! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Steve Nelson [mailto:steve@wakefieldgroup com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 12:21 AIM 
To: Bill Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject: Free tbr golf on Weds, May 1? 

Raleigh CC or Treyburn. as my treat Or Finley if more convenient. Tee offbet~v 9 and 11 AM. 

Sent from my iPad 

’]?his message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is c(mfidentia[, subject to copyright 
or constitutes a trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this 
message, ~s strictly prohibited If you have received this message in error, please notif~y us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer Messages sent to and 
from us may be monitored. 

Internet commumcations cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses 
Therefore, we do not accept responsibility for an?’ errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. ~[’verification is 
required, please request a hard-copy version. AW views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 11:06 AM 

TriProlnc@aol.com 

I~E: Hall ofFmne Bm~quet 

Because that is OLaF exam week we are struggling to get any kids for you, I am recruiting (a top goalkeeper) so I will be chewed up as well!! 

I a~xl sorry the l:i~xlit~g ,’to~:_~s not worl~ ou~ ~or us 

From: TriProInc@aol.com [mailto:TriProInc@aoi.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, April 24, 2013 9:03 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Hall of Eame Banquet 

Hello Ooach, 
Checking to see how you are coming with "Soccer Champs" attending the banquet and sitting at the Champions table as we discussed. 
Also, will you be attending? 
Don 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:16 AM 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

/The WaJ1 

" ~z)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.cotn); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

It made rne laugh as well, on top of this other photo she took when we told the group the NCAA will not allow college coaches to interact off campus with 

"prospects~. I will forward that to you right now! Fun tr~p , you and your Mds are special 

Sent-" Wednesday, 11:01 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Cc~ ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; ~gmail.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject; RE: / The Wall 

That made me laugh. Actually       ~s probably one Lo keep your eye on over the nexL couple of years. She ~s a 98, but she is playing up on my 97 team. She has 

been part o~: the U~5 nationa~ team player pool She has some work to do still, but she certainly wants ~t bad enough~ 

~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday,            8:31 AM 
To:        ~D_:~tD~ ~_~£_~[~uncaa.unc,edu;      ~_~:_~_~; Jason Sisneros,         ~g~_~JJ_=~[~O; 

Subject= ~: / ~e Wall 
G u y s 

~ h:~ve th~s ~dd~ When ~ w~s out ~n Salt Lake for the Utah Avalanche tMs past S~:t~rday, during the Q&A someone asked me: "what shouR~ I do i[ ~ w~mt to become the 

best ~ can be?". ] said: "play lvl every clay and spend 20 rn~nutes on s wall to improve the powe~ and accuracy of your strike’S. And then ~ added: "99.9% of you 

Rot do it’2 WheLher or not this k~d ever makes ~t, ~ ~ove her spunk and sense of humor. 

E~m: ~msn.com] 
Semt: Tuesday, } 9:54 PN 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bje~t: / ~e Wall 

I’m a ~ percenter! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3:17:01 PM 

.~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW Phot Bombs Anson 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros .~gmail.com) 

F rom: 
Sent: Monday, 9:15 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:      Phot Bombs Anson 

@msn.com] 

These NCAA rules blow! I got a picture with you anyway. Check it out!! 

Thanks for coming. Loved listening to you. Learned a lot. Well... gotta go. There’s a wall that needs 20 minutes of me 

pounding on it. 

See ya 





FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:00 PM 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail,com); pacman@uncaa.tmc,edu; 

Subjet’t: The intbrmal banquet video 

Future Tar Heels, 

Tomorrow night we are having our informal banquet. Some of you attended our formal banquet earlier in the spring!winter as your o~c~a~ visits. Th~s one 

~vil:hot~ aw~rds ~md speeches, ft ~:des to c~p~:ure wh~t we are at our essence whR:h ~s a bunch of peoph~ that just love each other"s comp~ny. There ~re so 

myths abouL us that are out there (rnostly generated by our competition) that paint us as a culture w~th just one airn: atMet~c exce~ence~ And even though Lhat is 

certab~iy one of the th~n~s we va~ue, what ~s a~so critically importsnL Lo us is how we connect, re,ate and ~ove our I~ves together. 

the voice, tw~er account and poet ~aureate of the Tar Hee~s has produced another walk down memory lane (l~ke her I.ong I.~’e 20:].2)~ Th~s 

minute v~deo w~l be shown at the end of the even~ng~ I hope you enjoy 

http:i/www,youtu~,com/watch?v::~s.~Z~iDNDM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 24, 2013 3:09 PM 

I~E: The informaJ b~quet video 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 20J.3 :t2:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: The informal banquet video 
It ,sounds like you might be inviting them? 
On Apr 24, 2013, at 12:00 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(?~)email.unc.edt~> wrote: 

FuLure Tar 

~omorrow night we a r,-_~ having our inh:~rmal banqueL Some of you attended our h:~rmal banqueL earlier in the spdngiw~nter as your o[fidal v~s~ts. Th~s one 

without awards and speeches. It tales to capture what we are aL our essence which is a bunch of peopie Lhat just love each other’s company. There are so many 

myLhs about us Lhat are out Lhere (mostly generated by our competition) that paint us as a cutLure wiLh just one aim: adfletic excellence. And even though thaL 

certainly one of the tNngs we vak~e, what is also cr[t~caJly important to us is how we connect, reJate and love our I~ves together. 

Brittani Bartok, the voice, twitter account and poet laureate of the Tar HeeJs has produced another walk down memory lane (like her Long Live 2012). This 

minute vh~eo w~ll be shown at the end of the evening. I hope you enjoy ~t. 

hRp:/,’~.~u~be.com,’~x, atch?v asJFZ4iDNDM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 3:21 PM 

nicole thva (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); 

Bec: 

Subject: l~’W: Your recommendafion for to TFA 

Ladies, 

There are so many ways you guys are sorting out how you are going to ~change the world/make it a better place". This is the way decided 

she was going to do it. I have huge respect with        ~ choice. If there are others among you that are interested ~n this, please let me know. They have given us 

~ w~ndow (~f you read beb:~w) and I w~mt: t:o help any of you theft ~re ~nt:erested. And rest assured, ~[ you t~ke your character ~nd your "core ~ak~es" seriously, [ w~l~ 

write a he~ of ~ recomn~endatiorfi~ 

From= Elizabeth Ma~hews [mailto:Elizabeth.Na~hews@teachforamerica.org] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 12:3~ PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~ject~ Your recommendation for to TEA 

Hi Anson, 

I hope that you’re having a great weeM I’m unsure if you were aware, but you have written a successful recommendation for                      to join Teach 

For America~ We couldn’t be excited to welcome        into our     corps and impact kids, parents, and communities across our country. Please know that your 

support played a critical role in this decision and I want to thank youl I also hope this comes as exciting news to you. 

Additionally, I’m reaching out because we’ve found that individuals that have successfully identified strong candidates for TFA are aware of the types of student 

leaders that we look for. If you’re willing to further support our recruitment efforts at UNC, I would love if you could recommend other top students that I should 

connect with to share information about TFA (fill in as many rows in the table below as you’d like) 

I can only assume how busy you must be, so if you simply do not have the time nor desire to support our efforts in this way, I completely understand. If you have 

other ideas on how we can reach UNC students, please let me know~ 

Thank you again for supporting your students through our process and please let me know if there is ever anything I can do to further support you or your students. 

Have a wonderful week and please don’t ever hesitate to reach me for anything. 

Elizabeth 

Ex. Elizabeth Matthews Student in my BI0220 class 

Elizabeth Matthews 

Recruitment Associate - Noah Carolina 

Teach For America 

324 ~[ackwell Street 
Bay 11, Suite 1160 

Durham, NC 27701 

919~97-7200 ext. 24144 

919~97-7272 fax 

e[izabeth.matthews@teachfommerica.org 
~.teachfommerica.or~ 
One day, all chiMren in this nation will have ~he opportunity to attain an excellent education. 

Like us on Facebook: https://~v.facebook.com/TFANo~hCarolina 
Follow us on Twitter: @nccampustfa 

This communication and any file transmitted with it may contain intbrn~afion that is confidenfial, privileged and exempt ti~om disclosure under applicable law. It is 

intended solely for the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipienk you axe hereby notified that any use, dissetnination or 

copying of this communicafion is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender. T flank you for your cooperation. 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:33 PM 

@aol.com> 

~hanahs.com 

~)msn.com; dncax@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~)gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.nnc.edu 

RE: Your recommendation for                     to TFA 

have loved both your kids, And I have to share this with you, Shortly after the spring banquet 

AI~.;.:_~ I want ¥ot~ to know, what you put together in those two tremendot~s vohm~e~.; memorializing Lhat amazing fall has been recrt~i[Jng ~or t~s lik,-_~ yoa woald not 

believe. EVERY Ti~T~e an unol:t:icial visit family or even Lhe one official visit family we have had this spring has come into town, we have "loaned" the two volumes 

Lo them to read while they have been on Lheir visits. We are 9 for 10 Lhis spring in recruiting!!! We are going to be good for a long, tong time (we are basically done 

through the     recruiting classes). 

F~m: @aN,c~m] 
Sent: Wednesday, . 10:30 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Your recommendation for                    to TFA 
and we thank you for your support and recommendation! you helped get 2/3 of our kids gainfully employed~ 

kaihy 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: 
<_d_!!9#_E@!Ln__£_a__’_a_:__u___n__q=e__d___u_>;              @_a__9_!:_£p__t_n_.>; Jason Sisneros ( 

; ducat 
#9_r_[!__a_iL__c__o__r_!!>; pacman <R_a__q_r_[!_a__t!_@__u_!!_c__a_#_ALn___q=e__d___u_.>; 

Nve.unc.edu>: nicole lava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu) <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sent: Wed            3:21 pm 
Subject: FW: Your recommendation for to TFA 

Ladies, 
There ate so many ways yeu guys are seal:i!!? out hew you are ~ o~n~ te "change the weal!!make it a better phase" "l’hh~ is the way deckh~d she was 
gobN to do it. I have huge respect wHh       % cheice. If there are others among you that are interesled h~ 1Ms, please let me know. I hey have g~ven us a wh~dow (ff yeu 
read below) and ~ want to help any o~ you that are ~nterested, And res~ assured, if you take your character and your "core values" seriously, ] will wd~e a hell of a 

recommendation H 

From: EHzabeth Matthews [mailto:ElizabethMatthe~;@teachforamerica.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, . 12:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: Your recommendation for to TFA 
Hi Anson, 
I hope that you’re having a great weeM I’m unsure if you were aware, but you have written a successful recommendation for                     to join Teach For 
America[ We couldn’t be excited to welcome       ~nto our     corps and ~mpact kMs, parents, and communNes across our count~. Please know that your suppo~ 
played a critical role in this decision and I want to thank you~ I also hope this comes as excffing news to you. 
Additionally, I’m reaching out because we’ve found that individuals that have successfully identified strong candidates for TFA are aware of the types of student ~eadem that we 
look for. If you’re willing to fu~her suppo~ our recruitment efforts at UNC, I would love if you could recommend other top students that I should connect with to share 
information about TFA (fill in as many rows in the table below as you’d like) 
I can oNy assume how busy you must be, so if you simply do not have the time nor desire to suppo~ our effo~s in this way, I completely undemtand. If you have other ideas 
on how we can reach UNC students, please let me know~ 
Thank you again for supposing your students through our process and please let me know if there is ever anything I can do to further support you or your students. Have a 
wonderful week and please don’t ever hesitate to reach me for anything. 
Elizabeth 

~x. ~lizabeN~atN~s 
I elizabet/kNatt/~,.~£@zeac/~[b~N~:or~ I Student in m~ NI0220 class 



Elizabeth Matthews 
Recruitment Associate - North Carolina 
Teach For America 
324 Blackwell Street 
Bay 11, Suite 1160 

Durham, NC 27701 
919-597-7200 ext. 24144 
919-597-7272 fax 

elizabeth .matthews~,teachfora merica .org 

www.teachfora merica.or.~ 

One day, all children in this nation will have the opportunity to attain an excellent education. 

Like us on Facebook: .[)-t-t-~-)~-s-~L~%-f-~-a--c-~#~-b--~-~-~-~-k-~£EL/--T---F---A-~-N-~-~--r-!-h-~-C--,--a-[L-~-]j-n--~-a-. 
Follow us on Twitter: @nccampustfa 

This communication and any file transmitted with it may contain information that is confidential, privileged and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. It is intended 
solely for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any use, dissemination or copying of this 
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify the sender. Thank you for your cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 3:39 PM 

Streett, Shelly qsjgreen@emaJl.unc.edu>; Vincent va~ Driel (VCFA)<vincent.vandfiel@wofldtbotballacademy.com> 

Pdr;: Payment Question 

Thank you Shelly t:or following up! 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent; Thursday, April 25, 2013 3:36 PM 
To: Vincent van Driel 0NFA) 
C¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Payment Question 

[ figured it out with the help of a Dutchman who worlds in our d~:_~partn~ent, Thanl~ you for your 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic 

[ h3i’~,e~sJ[y o[ No[’t]’t CaroI~na 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919,962.5220 

(’~x 919962.4038 

F~m: Vincent van Driel (WFA) [ma~lto:vincent.vandriel@worldfootballacademy.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 I0:2i AN 
To: Street, Shelly 

Subject: RE: Payment Question 
Sor~ Shelly, I assumed that you would ge tan English version .... 

Will t~ to send you the ~quest n 

Van: Streett, Shelly [mailto:sigreen@email.unc.edu] 
Verzonden: donderdag 25 april 2013 16:04 
Aan; Vincent van Driel 0AIFA) 
Onderwerp: RE: Payment Question 

Sadly, I’m not veW fluent in Dutch. Am I to select a country withi~ Pay Pal? I’m not seeing the LiS as at~ option within the %and" drop down. Do you know 

country needs to be selected? The current country ~s the Netherlands, 

Shelly 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department ef Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 9] 9.962.4038 

F~m: Vincent van Driel ~FA) 
~e~tt Thursday, April 25, 20~3 9:54 AN 

T~: Street, Shelly 

Subjett[ RE: Payment Question 

Hello Shelly, 

I will make a paypal request for the amount of g 2505 (incl. the credffcard charge and VAT, the rate to be received by us will then be g 2420 as stated on the invoice), so you 

will receive instructions by seperate email. 

Please let me know if anything is not clear. 

Best regards, 

Vincent van Driel 

Van-" Streett, Shelly [mailto:sjgreen~email.unc.edu] 
Verzonden-" dinsdag 23 april 2013 16:36 
Aan: Vincent WFA 
Onderwerp; RE: Payment Question 

Vincent, 

We will use a credit card. 1 don’t have the ability to make h~ternational phone calls using my office phone. Can we find a time for you to cal~ my office and ] give you 

the needed 
Shelly 

Olympic Sports 

Dnhie.rsity ef Nerth Carolina 

Departme~t of Ath[etk:s 

Office 919.962.5220 

~’ax 9 ] 9.962.4038 

F~m~ Vincent W[A [ma[Ito:v~ncent.vandriel(~worldfootballacademy.com] 

~ent~ Friday, April 19, 2013 2:29 PN 

To~ Street, Shelly 

Subjett~ Re: Payment Question 

Hello Shelly, 

Yes that is possible, but there will be an extra credit cart charge of 3%. Is that ok? Another option is to pay by bank transfer, is that possible? 

Regards, 

Vincent 

Op 19 apr. 2013 om 19:42 heeft "Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> het volgende geschreven: 

Vincent, 



I am the secretary for Anson Dorrance. Is it possible to pay the attached invoice by credit card? Payment by check would take between 4-6 weeks. 

Please advise. Thank you, 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919,962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 

<WFA-Invoice 130553-PMS.PDF> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 3:56 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Soccer Camps are Filling Up ... Take Your Registrations and Paymeuts Orfline Today! 

From: Member Solutions [mailto: Member_Solutions@mail.vresp.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 20:t3 2:03 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Soccer Camps are Filling Up ... Take Your Registrations and Payments Online Today! 

In just 20 minutes, you could be accepting registrations and payments for your camp -- 
all onJine. Event Manager registration software gives you all the tools you need to get 
the word out fast, increase sign-ups, and increase profits’. 
W~th Event Manager you can: 

,, Instantly take registrations and payments online -- no merchant account needed! 

,, Capture any player registration details you’d like 
¯ Immediately integrate your online registration page with any website 
¯ Post the registration link on Facebook, in email communications, and other 

advertisement websites 
,~ Send targeted emails to registered players 

Spend Time on Coaching Soccer, Not Paperwork. Get Started Today! 

.,,, .,,,~..~.,,,~,~..~ or Cal~ 888,277,4409 to Learn More 
and Try, Event Manager FREE for 30 Days. 

1 

"Thank you to Member Sok~tions for finding me with your Event Manager p~og~m. My camp last 
year had the largest amount of a~endance and profit that i have had since sta~ing #~e camp. Our 
Camps had 160 regis~an~ for a total of $27,200 and enly 22 people signed ap through paper ferm 
I am ready to make it even bigger this year and could not have done it without Event Manager: Et~e 
re~rts wo~ great and we a~ much mo~ organized, and profitable, because of you. We appreciate 

-Ear~ Brewer, Owner and Coach, Shooting Stars Lacrosse 

if you no longer wish to receive these el’~ails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or sh’~ply click on the foli,~.,..,ing link: ~b>.:,b.: 

Member Solutions 

330 S. Warminster Road 

Suite 358 

Hatboro, PA i9040 

US 

the % ~rticalRes 

Image 
removed by 
sender. 

!onse marketing policy. 

?,6: i i .:~dn9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Thursday, 4:00 PM 

Sean Nahas <sean.nahas@caslnc.com> 

~)msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edn; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gm~Jl.com); pacmaJ~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Pal:;: CASL COLLEGE Summer Trainig Series 

Very coot. I will copy the tearn on this. Thank you, my friend!! 

I=rera-¯ Sean Nahas [mailto:sean.nahas@caslnc.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 2:27 PN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
¢~ chamim@campbell.edu; clarkt@campbell.edu; nocerod@campbell.edu 
Subjeet~ CASk COLLEGE Summer TraiNg Series 

Coaches 

f hope ~:his emaH 5rids you doing well and you hs;d a successful Spr~ng Season, I wanted to pass ak?ng to you a]i our SumfrH~r [rain~t~g series link here at CASk ~:hat 

we are providing to aH college players in the area. H: you wouidn’t mind passing along to your Learn or piayers staying ir~ [own it would be greatly appreciated. 

Shouid you have any questions piease DO NOT hesitate to ask.. Once again thank you for your support of CASk Girls Programs., Look [:orward to hearing from you 

soon ~ 

Se~m Nah~s J D~rec[or of Classic, G~rh~ Div~5~km 

Capil:a~ Area Soccer League 

3300 Womsns Club Dr~ve Suite $ Raleigh NC 27652 

£: 9~9.53Z20~4 ~ R 959.834.A369 

sean.nahas@caslnc.com I www.facebook.com/caslnc 

www.caslnc.com ] www.twitter.comicaslnc 

¯ PLEASE NOTE MY NEW EMAI[ ADDRESS* 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,, 4:01 PM 

__ ; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com: Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; _ 

; nicole thva (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: 

Attach: 

I~NV: CASL COLLEGE Summer Tminig Series 

stscollegefrlye~ (3).Flf 

From: Sean Nahas [mailto:sean.nahas@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Co: chamim@campbell.edu; clarkt@campbell.edu; nocerod@campbell.edu 
Subject: CASL COLLEGE Summer Trainig Series 

Coaches 

I hope this email finds you doing well and you had a successful Spring Season., I wanted to pass along to you all our Summer Training series link here at CASI. that 

we are providing to aH college players ~n the area. If you wouldn’t mind passing along to your ~:eam or p~ayers staying in ~:own ~t would be great[v a~preciated. 

ShotHd you have any questions pk~ase DO NOT hesitate to ask,. Once again tha~lk you for yo~r support of CASL G~r[s Programs., Loo~ ~orward to heating from you 

soo~ ~ 

Sean Nahas I D~rector o1: C~assic, G~rls L)ivb~on 

Capita~ Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Dr~ve Su~l:e I Raleigh NC 27~I2 

P~ 919532,2014 ~ R 919,834,4369 

~.� ~_n:n@~_~.~B~:~.am I ~_~_~_4~_~@_e~_~:s_~_~_Zs_~_B_~ 
www.caslnc.com ~ www.twitter.com[caslnc 

*P~EASE NOTE MY NEW EMAJL ADDRESS* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:01 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

~)aol.com 

RE: The i~ffo~m~] banquet video 

Dino, 

I like the idea ..,what do you think? 

From:                                    _~hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 2:29 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dino Palladino 
Subject-" RE: The informal banquet video 

Great video! You should have come and film at soccer camps this summer and pay her to put together a promotional video for camps. We have 

some old ones but they aren’t very good. Just mostly pictures and still frames, not video. 

Just a thought! 

From: anson@email~unc~edu 

To: 

CC: ~msn.com~: ducar@uncaa.unc.edq; 1 _~aol.com; )gmail.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; bruce@bogaertconstruction.com; 

Subject: The informal banquet video 

Date: Wed,            16:00:28 +0000 

FuLure Tar’ Heels, 

Tornor’r’ow night we are having our kfformal banqueL Some of you attended our formal banqueL earlier in the spr~ngiw~nter’ as your official visits. This one 

without awards and speeches. Jt tries to capture what we are at our essence wNch is a bunch of people that just Jove each other’s company. There are so many 

myths about us that are out there (mostly generated by our competition) that paint us as a culture with just one aim: atMet[c exce[Jence. And even though that is 

certain~y one of the th~ngs we vaJue, what ~s a~so cdtR:aJly importanL Lo us is how we connect., reJate and h:~ve our I~ves together. 

, ~he w)ice, ~:wK:~er account and poe~ ~aurea~:e of the Tar Heels has produced another walk down rnernory lane {l~ke her Long Live 2012). Th~s 3.3 

minute v~deo w~l be shown at the end of the even~n~. I hope you enjoy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:03 PM 

Steve Nelson <steve@wakefieldgroup.com>; Bill Pallactino < _ _ - ~aol.com>; 

ILE: Tee titne confirmation for four amigos at Raleigh CC (Weds, May 1, 10 AM) 

I arn in .,.. Thank you Steve!! 

F~om: Steve Nelson [mailto:steve@wakefieldgroup.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, April 24, 20:13 2:56 plVl 
To: Bill Palladino;             Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Tee time confirmation for four amigos at Raleigh CC (Weds, May J., 10 AM) 

Shotdd be g~at fun, guys!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Your McCo~mell Golf Club <mccom~ell~3?_l__l~@__c_]__u__b__~?_~_l_i__n__k__~:_c_o__r__n_.> 
Date: April 24, 2013, 2:30:55 PM EDT 

To: <steve(r-~wakefield grou p.com> 
Subject: Tee thne confirmation 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

This serves as confirmation of your tee time on 05/01/2013 at 10:00AM on the Raleigh course. You will be joined by Steve Nelson, Bill Palladino, 

Anson Dorrance, 

If you have any questions, please contact the Pro Shop. See you on the tee! 

This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright or constitutes a trade secret. If you 

are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Messages sent to and from us may be monitored. 

Intemet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not accept 

responsibility for any errors or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. Any views or 

opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <5"O~JNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, ;4:09 PM 

Awacademy <cfuchs@awacademy.com> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~gmaiLcom); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Disney showcase 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Chris, 

That is awesome! We go~: some great new stuff ~:hat h~:Ap~:_~d us wio last fall. I know ¥o~ guys will like 

How are you doing, my ~riend? 

From: Awacademy [mailto:cfuchs@awacademy.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 14:14 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Re: Disney showcase 

Hi Anson, 
WC St.Louis is sending two teams this year to the girls team camp in July. t topefully we get the applications in next week. 

Chris Fuchs 
WC St.Louis 
W# 636-343-3750 
C# 
_w_~.. _w_c_-~.t ! .q u_ja._o_ Q ~_~ 
cfuchs@awacademy.com 
"The new hotbed of soccer in St.louis" 
....... Odginal Message ....... 
From: Anson Dorrance 
Date, ’. 3:55:33 PM 
To: cfuchs@awacademy.com 
Subject: Re: Disney showcase 
Chris, yes we all look forward to supporting you and your team so we will be on your sidelines see you soon! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Awacademy <cfuchs@awacademy.com> wrote: 

>>> "Awacademy" 
Hi Anson, 

T11:29:51.046766 >>> 

Congratulations on a great tournament cup run!l got to watch your semi & 
final game of the women’s cup. I was very excited for you, your staff and 
the girls. Jay and I also took a trip to watch Mizzou & Illinois play hoping 
Mizzou would win and we would of truck ’d to watch them play UNC. 

The WC St. Louis Academy(Woodchips) ul 7 girls are attending Disney again this 
year. Our first game is at the Disney complex on at 6:30pm on field 
#17 which I belive is one of the stadium fields. 

We play North Meck Red from NC so it should be a decent game. Our team this 
year is average compared to the past years but we have a very good ul 5 
keeper that is starting on the ul 7’s. She might be worth a look for Chris to 
take a look at her. If you have time please stop by and say hi at this game. 
Our other game’s are at a different complex and this would be the best 
chance to see her               keeper could be special! 

Not sure if they are having the coaches get together but if they do I’ll 
look for you there to say hi. Jay & I enjoyed last year spending the evening 
talking to you and friends. 

Last thing, our u14’s will be making their first trip to the UNC camp this 
summer. I’ll probably tag along and I’d like to learn some insight how you 
have incorporated the Korean’s fitness to your program. 

Enjoy the Holidays and the best to your family! 



Chris Fuchs 
WC St Louis 
W# 636-343-3750 
C# 
www.wcstlouis,com 

"The new hotbed of soccer in St.louis" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:34 PM 

@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, " ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.uuc.edu> 

I~NV: Ticket 2519590 Follow-up Response 

What is this? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC-CH PTR [mailto :arsvs~remedy 05 isis.unc, edu] 
Sent: Wednesday 4:57 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Ticket 2519590 Follow-up Response 

[)ear Customer : 

Thank you lk~r contacting us about the issue you reported on 
of your request is shown below 

We invite you to visit this web address & take a short survey that will provide feedback on your experience with the ITS Phone Services group 

http:i/www.unc.edu/ar-bin/sur~e’~, followuppl?ticket 2519590 

ADDRESSED BY: Zachary (zharknes) 
STA’I~JS: Successfully Resolved 
FIRST NAME: albert 
LAST NAM~;: dorrance 
LOCATION: cam~ichael aud cb 8600 chapel hill, nc 27515 usa 

EMA~L ADDRESS: anson@uncaa.~mc.edu 
PHONE: (919) 962-4100 
DEPARTMENT: ath olympic sports 
TIC~T NUMBER: 2519590 
SHORT DESCRIPTION: User lids 

ITS Response Center 
¢19) 962-HELP 
http://help.unc.edn 

’Like’ us at http://www.facebook.com,’unchelpdesk, to get important updates for campus technology and outages. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:35 PM 

Stewart Flaherty <sflahert@bates.edu-~ 

l~E: ThaNe you 

You are very kind. 

From: Stewart Flaherb/[mailto:sflahert@bates.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 20:[3 5::[7 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A lV 
Subject: Thank you 

Anson 

Thm~k you very much for your ~ime here. I have a book I thi~ you will enjoy. What is the best mailing address to send it to? 

Enjoy the rest of your week. 

S ~ew~r.: l!:l~-’,herly 

l ie~-’,d C~:ach 

h~p:/Awwv,catsoccemamps.com 

sflahe~t~2bates.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:47 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

1~: 

I can feel the love you have for your players, I know that has been a part of your success, I feel the same for mine and the richness it gives me in my relationships 
with l:hen~ forew-:~r is what has made al~ of this so speciaH~ 

F~m~ Tom Byer [mailto:~m@tomsan,com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 23, 2013 10:Sl PN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: info 
An~ 
Jus~ fimshed 2 ~ys of Filming with ~e Capt~n of ~e JaNn Women’s National Tea~, Aya Miyama. She was a Pla?~r of mine I worked Nr~nally with when she was 

11 and 12 years old. I have to say, I have never seen a ~er work ethic thm~ what Aya displayed. It’s easy to tell why this young Women has ~en back to b~k AFC 

Player of the Year these past 2 years. I couldn’t get her to rest and she was doing eve~Nng ~om acting as the Assist~t Director, Gmundkee~r, Ball ~fl, Playe~: 

Coack and Cheerleader. PicMng up Cones, fi~ng Branded Signs, clearing Leaves offthe Pi~k unwrapping new adios Balls for the filming and the list goes on. 

Absolutely no Ego to speak of and jus~ pure ple~ure to work with. I oNy wish we could get our Male S~rs ~ be morn hmnble such ~ the Women~ 

Tom Byer 

~-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 

Mobile: 

K.K. T3 

The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 

b ~p_;!!_~_:_t_o___m_s_a_n_:_~__o__m_. 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

On Apr 16, 2013, at 12:04 AM, Do~Tance, Albert A IV :a__r_~_~?_n__~_e_r_~_~__u__!=u__!£c_:_e_d__p_:, wrote: 

Tom, 

You are on the money, my 

You and van Ga~], an excellent combination! ! ’. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tom Byer ImaAlto:tom@ELn_!N_Ln_=_c_9_n_!] 

Sent: Monday, April 15, 2013 7:08 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: i~ffo 

Hi Anson, 

I see the unfortunate news that the Men’s U 17’s got knocked out of the WC for the first time since first quali~ing and participating a record 14 consecutive times. I 

always say this is the indicator that things are going wrong. I remember my presentation to the NSCAA Coaches back in 2012 and at that time I used the below quote 

t?om an interview Wilmer Cabrera, U17 U.S. National Team u~d after a~ interview from Soccer America on July 9th, 2011 when asked, "Why can’t the U.S. Teach 

do better in the knock out ro~mds of these Tournamems"? 

His reply: 

"Unless we have aaa unbelievable temn where we have six, seven veu skillful players who can tnake the difference on the field." "But we don’t have those Upes of 

players. I haven’t seen those players yet." 

I think he’s spot on and hopefully the U.S. is correcting this. It s~rts ruth the 3,4,5,6 year olds as we ki~ow! 

Things are busy out this way and rm doing much more work outside of Japaaa these days. We have activities ongoing now in China, India. Indonesia. Nepal and 
Aus~raJia. 



I will do a Clinic in Beijing on Jnne 10th tbr small Kids together with the Dutch Na’donal Team Head Coach, Louis van GaaJ. A great honor I was asked to do and 

can’t wait’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:52 PM 

~gmail.com 

I loved seeing this on my front door for all those yems! 

From: dailyimpact-journey@humanexventures.com [mailto:dailyimpactjourney@humanexventures.com] 
Sent; Thursday, April 25, 20:~3 8::~5 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Daily Tmpact 3ourney for Thursday, April 25, 20:~3 

This message has been scanned for 

malware by Websense. 

www.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:54 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Soccer Anal.vtics Panel, Age Distribution mid Educational Development 

From: Prozone Sports Ltd [mailto:Prozone_Sports_Ltd@mail.vresp.com] 
Sent; Thursday, April 25, 2013 8:23 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 

Subject; Soccer Analytics Panel, Age Distribution and Educational Development 

/ 
i.~.i Image removed by sender. Prozone 

I i~i Imag ........ d bysend .... 

i~i Image removed by sender Prozone- In the Zone 

[ i:~i: Image removed bysender.. 

Analytics 

Video: Prozone Soccer Analytics Panel - MIT 2013 

iXi Image removed by sender Video: Prozone 
Soccer Analytics Panel-- MIT 2013           The world-renowned 1tiT Sloan Sports Analytics Conference recently 

presented its third consecutive soccer analytics panel. 

Note Than A Number: Understanding age distribution in English football 

Image removed by sender¯ More Than A In football, age is more than just a number. Influencing value, marketability 
Number: Urlderstanding agedistribution in and performance, a player’s age can define the role they are given within a 
English football 

team. 

[ i~ Imag ...... 

Goal Expectation: Analysing finishing prowess in English football 

......::::~;]:: Image removed by sender. Goal Expectation: With the English season entering its final stages, we’ve used our Goal 
Analysing finishing prowessin English football Expectation model to determine which Premier League and Championship 

players have been exceeding goal scoring expectations in 20~2/13, 

[~ Imag ...... 



Contracts 

D,C. United and Chicago Fire renew partnerships with Prozone 

i~i Image removed bysender. D.C. United and Four-time MLS Cup winners D.C. United and :1_998 champions Chicago Fire 
Chicago Fire renew partnerships with Prozone have renewed their contracts to use Prozone performance analysis solutions 

for the 2013 season. 

Canadian women’s national team renews contract to use Prozone 

i~i Image removed by sender. Expert college The Canadian Soccer Association has renewed its contract to use Prozone 
coaching insights provided at Prozone performance analysis services with its Olympic bronze medal-winning 
performanceanalysis panel 

women’s national team. 

,mag ....... d 1 

Hammarby to use Prozone MATCHVIEWER during 2013 season 

......::[:+:;:: Imagel-emoved [-~,sender. Hammarbytouse We’re pleased to announce that Swedish club Hammarby will be using our 
Prozone MATCHVlEWER during 2013 

MATCHV[EWER platform during the 2013 season. 
season 

Education 

Unlocking Your Peak Performance: Discussing education and development for aspiring analysts 

::::+;::: Image removed bysender. Unlocking Your We’ve spoken to Performance Analysis professionals to get their views on 
Peak Performance: Discussing education how aspiring analysts can maximise their chances of finding work in a 
and development for aspiring analysts 

competitive industry. 

Other 

Designed to Win opens in Qatar 

i~i Image removed by sender. Designed to Win 
opens in Qatar 

Designed To Win, the Design Museum exhibition which celebrates the ways 

in which design and sport combine to push the limits of human endeavour, 

recently began its world tour in the Qatari capital of Doha. 

YOU can also follow Prozone on:           I ml    I rn I 

:::~:: :: Image removex! by sender¯ Prozone - In the Zone 

2013 Pr.’~:one ~\ii !i.qi~t.~ r~!~eiw~d 

Click to view this email irl a browser 



If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: ._U__n__s_~_b__s__c_r_Lb__e_ 

Prozone Sports Ltd 

3 Craven Court 

Millshaw 

Leeds, England LS11 8BN 

UK 

_R__e_A_d_the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 

removed by 

sender. 
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sender. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:57 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ,~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ,~)gmail.com) 

I~NV: Tar Heels Helping a Tree Tar Heel 

From: Duffy, Kathy B. 
Sent: Thursday, 9:24 AM 
To: Dalgleish, Joyce L; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
~:c-" Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Wilkinson, Michael H; Morelli, David Dominic; Chase, Kaye Watts; High, Jane Starr; Harris, Tracy U; McPherson, Dawn D 
Subject-" RE: Tar Heels Helping a True Tar Heel 
Good Morning Aft, 
I wi[[ be dropping off the items that have been sent to me on Saturday morning. 
If you have anything for I" , I’d be glad to bring them to him. 
Either send it with the courier, or you can drop it off at my office (220 Finley) ....... or stop by the Women’s ACC Lax Tourney at Fetzer......l’[[ be working a[[ of the games!! 
Go HeeLs! 

K athy Duffy 
919-9624)640 oRk:e 

mobile 

919-843-5972 fax 

e001 jga 

I ,,-~@0 ~ c I 

From; Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Monday, . J.0:52 AM 
To-" UNCAA-Head coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff 
¢e; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Wilkinson, Michael H; Morelli, David Dominic; Chase, Kaye Watts; High, Jane Starr; Harris, Tracy U; McPherson, Dawn D; Duff,/, Kathy B. 
S,,bjeet; Tar Heels Helping a True Tar Heel 

Folks, 

As you all know, our beloved            is continuing his recovery, and is now beginning rehab 

and therapy sessions. So that he can "work out" in style, we are putting together a "work out" package 

of "work out" attire...primarily t-shirts (size medium or large). If you would like to contribute to 

this wonderful cause, please send your contributions via our courier to Kathy Duffy in Outdoor Facilities, or contact 

her 919-962-0640 and she will be coordinate pick up. 

We are also collecting cards to deliver to him, and you can send those to the Athletics HR Office here in 

the EWAC. 

We will be coordinating deliveries with      family. We will provide updates on his progress as appropriate. 

His family has expressed their deepest gratitude for our support, thoughts and prayers._so let’s keep those 

coming. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2:126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

Phone: 9:19-962-7850 

Fax: 9:19-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~vO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 5:02 PM 

@uga.edu> 

~z)aol.com         &!msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros (          ~gmail.com~, pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: The i~ffo~ma] banquet vi&o 

We are so excited about you! And I enjoyed meeting you and your morn, 
~ have tried to send you ~ast year’s recruiting ~etters (one ~ day to make ~t igteresth~g to ~ok~). H~qe you received an~ yet? 

S~nc:e Chris Ducat is on a %death:re" (th~s is where he goes somewhere and bk)ws the s--t out of st~ ff), I will ask gd~ PaHadmo ~:o he~p walk you through all th~s 

F~m~ Nuga,edu] 

Se~t~ Thursday, 9:29 AN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje~t~ Re: ~e informal banquet video 

What a great video~ I almost cded washing it haha. 
I can’t wait to join this ~m~ing program and team and want to thank you tbr ~e exciting op~mmi~es that lie ahead~ I al~ want to thank you for the time you spent 

with my morn and I this Nst weeken& it was a g~at Np. Let me ~ow what I need to do a~ut applications and all that Rm s~ff. 

Tha~s~ 

Oil , at 12:04 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,@,email.unc edu> wrote: 

Future Tar Heels, 
Tom.:_~rrow night we a r*-_~ hi~ing our in[ormal banquet. Some of you attended our [ormal banqk~et earlier ~n the spr~ngiw~nter as your offh::~aJ v~sRs "[’h~s 

one is w~thou[ awards and speeches. ~[ tales to capture what we are at our essence which ~s a bunch o~ people that ~ust ~ove each other’s con~pany, 

There are so many myths about us that are out there (mostly generated by our competition) that paint us as a culture wiLh just one a~T~: athletic 

excellence. And even though that is certainly one of the thh~gs we va~ue, ~,hat is a~so critically important to ~s is how we connect, retate and ~ove our 

Hves toRether. 
the ~,o~ce, twitter ?ccount an~ poet ia~m~ate of the Tar Heeis has produced another waik down memory iane (l~ke her Long tJve 20~.2). 

TNs I3 minute video will be shown at: the end o[ the evemng. [ hope you enjoy 

h~p:ii~,.youm ~ .con~’watch?v RsJF~iDNDM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, ; 5:10 PM 

Recruiting Sports Network <custon~erservice@recruitingsporLsnet.com> 

Sisneros I @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~msn.com; dncar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~ ~ ~aol.com; Jason 

Subject: RE: B~dls Coaclfs Tips to Drive Tumaxound Management 

This i~.; ,-’_~>:cell en t:! I a nl goi ng to co p¥ roy sb~ ff a n d tea rn. 

F~m: Recruiting Spots ReWork [mailto:customerse~ice@recruitingspor~net.com] 
Sent: Thursday, . 20:30 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Bulls Coach’s Tips to Drive Turnaround Hanagement 

View ~nail in brmvs~ 

ttello Anso~ 

Adrian Wojnarowski’s recent YahooSports article on Chicago Bulls coach Tom Thibodeau’s approach to tallying his team following its dismal Game 1 playoffloss to 

the Brooklyn Nets is worth noting for all of us in positions ofi~flluence requiring management and motivation. Thibodeau’s response provides insight not only into the 

Bt~ls’ turnaround in Game 2 but also an effective overall perspective into coaching, managing, and mentoring, whether it be athletes, employees, or your own children. 

Wojnarowski points out that aker Saturday’ s Game 1 thumping, Thibodeau met with the tean~ and "challenged them to the core." ’q’hey had abandoned every principle 

that he had ever instilled within them on Saturday night, and people wondered whether maybe they were too beat-up, too limited, to withstand these Nets." 

After the Bulls’ Game 2 comeback, Thibodeau had some enlightening quotes: 

¯ "Most gws, from Patrick Ewing to Yao [Ming] to [Kevin] Gamett, they want to be coached." 

¯ "They want to be pushed. In all my years in this, one "thing has never changed: You win with serious, tough-minded players. That never changes." 

¯ "That’s the challenge now. Things are changing in the game... Things are ditt~rent. When you’re putting a’team together, I think of what [Bill] Belichick mid: 

’You’re not collecting talent, you’re building a team."’ 

¯ "... the guys who take shortcuts, who aren’t ready, they fail when their opportunity comes." 

° "Hey, Guys want to be coached. I don’t think that ever changes. They want you to give them a plan, and give them a chance to have success." 

There’s s~till a lot of basketball to play but these lessons elucidated from the Bulls’ quick turna~round should be considered by us, regaardless of our vocation, and applied 

to bettering, even turning around our situations. 

Bes~t wishes, 

George White 

Recruitin~ Sports Nelwork 

date Preferences Unsubscribe 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:15 PM 

Tamam Barringer -<Famaya Bamnger@kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Soccer BaJ1 

Yup, that is the kind ot: kid she is .,,. I witl see if we h~ve any tet:t. Torn? 

From: Tamara Barringer [mailto:Tamara_Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, :t J.:06 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

C¢-" 

Subjecti FW: Soccer Ball 

Importance: High 

Hello Anson: 

As you already know, is an extraordinary young woman, donated her National Championship Ball to the MAC Program Habitat for Humanity Fundraiser. As 

detailed by her classmate, , in the email below, we would all like to see this replaced with another team ball, if at all possible. 

Would you please help us with this? It would mean so much to her, to me, and her MAC Classmates. 

Thank you for your assistance with this matter. 

With warm regards, 

Tamara 

From:, ._@__k___e___n_a___n___-__f!__a_g!_e_r_:__u___n___c_:__e__d__u_ > 

Date: Thursday, 9:S0 AM 

To: KFBS Admin <tamara barringer@kenan-flagler~unc.edu> 

Subject: Soccer B~II 

Professor Barrin~er, 

Sorry I just now realized this never left my outbox. I apologize for the delay. Please forward whenever you get a chance if you do not mind. 

Thanks. 

Anson Dorrance, 

Last week Kenan-Flagler hosted our annual Habitat for Humanity Golf Tournament. It was a great success and kindly donated her ball from the National 

Championship to this event. We were not aware that this was what she was doing until after the fact as we would not have accepted such a sentimental donation. However, I think 

this most embodies all of the character traits you work to teach your players,       s ball raised an extra .~250 dollars for the silent auction and Habitat for Humanity and we are 

very thankful for her kindness. I am not sure if it is possible but I was wondering if you happened to have an extra ball that we could replace I s with as I know that she lost a 

very special thing to her. Please let me know if there is anything we can do to make this happen. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:15 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

ILS: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Thank you!!! 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:05 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A DJ 
Subject: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 

This is the machine fl~ey use to train. Its amazing! 

htt p:/,’x~a~-w.voum k~ .com/watch?v~’N y2KKi Y9E 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday,, 5:17 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: press release with quotes for your review - today if possible 

I don’t think she is 1st BIJT her improvement in four years is amazing! 

Document looks good to me .,,. Dino, still has to sign off on ~t Os he asking Susan?). 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, ,2~:26 AM 
To= Tom Sander; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dino Palladino; Ducat, Chris 
Subject= press release with quotes for your review - today if possible 

Mo~ng guys. Hea~ ~e team meeting this morning was good.    _ ~id that by vi~e of a h~dful of ~e team’s mos~ athle~c players being out injured fight now, she’s 

shomng up 1st in atNetic trNNng. Good for her, but we’re ~th hoping the other gifts hen up well and quic~y’. 

I’ve sent tNs to Tom, but wanted to ~nd it to all of~vu as well, gVe’d love to get your feedb~k an~or approval on tNs release a~ched. Feel free to edit liberally the 

quotes I’ve wfiRen for you, based on our conversations about S~sBoard, Is it ~ssible to get tNs back from you today? 

Thanks much~ 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 

of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission. If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it. If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday,, 5:19 PM 

~gmml.com> 

ILE: FW: A Quick Way to Start the School Day With Character 

I coLdd not agree mo~e!! 
From: @gmaiLcom] 
Sent= Thursday, -~2:05 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: FW: A Quick Way to Start the School Day With Character 
Anson, 

I love this! I will definitely incorporate character-building iuto my lesson plans. These kids more than most need it due to mos~ of their home situations-they need 

positive examples and role models to be able to succeed and I hope to provide that. The more that I think al~mt it though the most important thing I can provide these 

kids is the ki~owledge that I care about them, which is something I definitely felt fi~om you and the rest of the staffand honestly it is the most influential factor to success 
in my opinion. 

Can’t wait for the banquet tonight I have some (hopefully) fimny wills prepared, ha! 
See you in a bit! 

On Wed, at 10:32 AM Donance Albert A IV <anson~3~2email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I can see you doing this!!! 

From: CHARACTER COUNTS [mailto:charactercounts(.Oiiethics.org] 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: A Quick Way to Start the School Day With Character 

F:r ~bienl ’,iewin1~ elnaii? Click here to see it online 

Image removed by sender. 
...... CHARACTER COUNTS! logo 

Event Forward We bsite 

Schedule 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 5:20 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

l~B: NYC -Leaders in Perfommnce Cont~rence (Coyle) 

I can’t go BUT I want the notes!!!! 

From= Gatz, Gregory 

Sent= Thursday, April 25, 2013 i:03 plVl 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= NYC -Leaders in Performance Conference (Coyle) 

Anson, 

I attached the conference info (Agenda and delegate list) that Coyle will speak at in NYC. The dates are June 4 and 5 at the Bloomberg Tower. It combines speaker 

talks with set time between sessions for networking. Looks really good. I let the Business Development Executive know you have some interest. Hope it works 

out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 25, 2013 9:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Corrected Flyer 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: FW: Corrected Flyer 

From: ADMIN ADMIN <admin@schollyme.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

5choilyMe,com 

The premier site on ti~e web ~or athletes, coaches and fans to communicate and be discovered. 

5chollyrne is a new type of sociai networking site that aliows fans to interact with athletes and lets athletes communicate and be seen by potentiai 

coaches and recruiters. The site is built from the top dow~ to let users post garneplay videos; disc~ss topics and techniques in their given sport. ScholiTMe 

is ~ot just another open sociai networking platform wt~ere users do ~ot t~ave any real focus. SchoilTme is focused on Sports, Recruiting, and buiiding a 

worldwide team of athletes tha~ is focused on giving d)ose who choose to pu~ in the effor~ to excel a place to be noticed. 

Description: Inline image 1 

Contact us at info@schollyme.com 

2390 C. Los Posas RD #502 

Camarillo, Ca. 930~0 LJ.S,A 



Office ~ (805)-987-0709 

Http://www.schollyme.comi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 26, 2013 2:15 PM 

ttarris, Stacey Elaine ~sharris@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: Lunch 

Stace¥, 

I am going to try to honor the Polar Bear, then off to "Noon soccer", so hope!! 

Frera; Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent; Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:13 PH 
To; Streett, Shelly; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Palladino, George W; Somoano, Carlos H; Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Adams, Clarissa; Adams, 
Tyler G; Barnes, Philip E; Beth Hiller (bmiller@uncaa.unc.edu); Bobby Gales (bgales@uncaa.unc.edu); Calder, Andrew G; Cathro, Guy; Cheek, Donna E; Domina, Julie; Dowd, 
Katrina M; Fulton, Grant; Galvin, Derek P; Greg Law (lawdawg@uncaa.unc.edu); Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; High, Jane Start; Hipps, Travis; Jednak, Hat-t; Jenny Levy 
(uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu); Koenig, Kaye T; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth; Kolat, Cary J; Laurie Holman (Iholman@uncaa.unc.edu); Maddox, Danny; Harsh, Patrick; Hiller, Ron C.; 
Hiller, Steven L; Hock, Conrad D Jr; Norris, Steven (Housekeeping Services) (Steven.Horris@facilities.unc.edu); Papa, Donna J; Papadatos, Dionisios; Pemberton, Chelsea 
Anne; rackham; Rea, Dana H.; Sagula, Joseph A; Smith, Amy Diane; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L; Teryn Brill ( @gmail.com); Tyler, Brie Farley; Webb, Josh; Williams- 
Johnson, Tracey D 
Subject: RE: Lunch 

Just a reminder, to let me know, if you haven’t already, if you plan to have lunch at our sandwich bar next Mondav! Please let me know by tomorrow morning. 

Have a great ~-_wening! 

~’S{acev 

F~m= Harris, Stacey 

Sent= Thursday, April 18, 20~3 10:14 AN 

T~ Street, Shelly; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Oucar, Chris; Sander, ~omas J; Pallad~no, George W; Somoano, Carlos N; Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Adams, Clarissa; Adams, 

Tyler G (tadams@unc.edu); Barnes, Philip [; Seth Hiller (bm~ller@uncaa.unc.edu); Sobby Gales (bqales@uncaa.unc.edu); Calder, Andrew G; Cathro, Guy; Cheek, Oonna 
Domina, Julie; Dowd, ~atrina N; Fulton, Grant; GaMn, Derek P; Gre9 kaw (~_~_~_@_E~g~_~N_~gN~_~); Haney, Sarah ~; Hatchel[, Sylvia R; High, Jane Start; Hipps, Travis; 

Jednak, Na~; Jenny kevy (uncwlax@uncaa.unc.edu); ¢oenig, ~aye T; ~oeNg, Sara elizabeth; ~olat, Caw J; kaurie Holman (IhNman@uncaa.unc.edu); Naddox, Danny; Harsh, 

Patrick; Hiller, Ron C.; Hiller, Steven k; Hock, Conrad D Jr; Norris, S~ven (Housekeepin9 Se~ices) (Steven.Norris@Ndlit~es.unc.edu); Papa, Donna J; Papadatos, 

Pembe~on, Chelsea Anne (~h~!~_~_~E~_~£~_~_ag_~); rackham; Rea, Dana N.; Sagu~a, Joseph A; Smith, Amy O~ane; Stafford-Odom, Trisha k; Tewn 

( @~mail~com); Tyler, 8tie Farley; Webb, Josh; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 

SubjeCt~ kunch 

]n keeNng our occasional Carmichael/McCasMII camaraderie lunches going, and to ce~ebrate the end of the semester, we will have another one coming up on 

Monday, April 29th at 12pm in the Media Room. 

The theme this time is a "sandwich bar". We will have sandwich meats and breads, but could use some help with folks brin~in8 in the other "stuff" such as lettuce, 

tomato, cheese, pickles, mustard, mayo and other sandwich "toppings". We could also use pasta salad, potato salad, cookies/brownies. 

Cost will be $3.00. (BYO-Drink) 
Please RSVP by next Thursday, 4/25 if you plan to attend, and also indicate if you plan to brin8 one of the items listed above. 

Lookin8 forward to itJ @ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 2:18 PM 

~aol.com 

FW: The Evolving Buying Habits of Moms: Must-Read for Sports Organizations and Coaches 

From: Stephen Branstetter I ACTIVE Camps [mailto:info@go.ACTivEnetwork.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, April 25, 2013 6:53 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; The Evolving Buying Habits of Morns: Must-Read for Sports Organizations and Coaches 

~’-ii Arisen, 

If you ,ran speds camps & ciinics that cater to kids, you already know that me.st of your 

markeiing and adminislrative dealings a,~’e v, siih morns. You K,~ow Morns. 

Like me, you mighi be amazed to ieam how ihe power ei ti~e so~alled "Morn Markel" is changing 

information to get i~to your i;and.s. 

I,~ ou,~’ !}5~:~:~?!:.’.,:y.~.~i~5~g?.:;!~;!~.b:, we’ve bteughl togethe,~’ daia 

use dig~la~ devices, think about b~ands, tee~ about 
adveK~s~ng. ~nd execute on purchasing dec~sbns. 

BONUS: We’ve inciuded a checkiLst to heip you align 
yourseii wi~b, the powerful emerging Morn Market, 

l,~teres~ed i,~ iinding out more about ACTIVE Network’s camp manageme,~t soki~ions? 

Sincerely, 

General Manage,~, ACTIVE Network 

Youth & Education 

t: 877@96-2267 xl 



removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 26, 2013 2:31 PM 

!gmail.com> 

ILE: I loved seeing this on my front door for all those yems! 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, April 26, 2013 1:24 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subiect: Re: I loved seein~l this on my front door for all those years! 

On Thu, Apr 25, 2013 at 4:52 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: dailyimpactjoumey@humanexventures.com [mailto:dailyimpactjourney@humanexventures.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 8:15 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Daily Impact Journey for Thursday, April 25, 2013 

This message has been scanned 

malware by Websense. 

www.websense.com ............................................... 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 26, 2013 2:49 PM 

mbnorton@unc.edu 

I will try to stop by m~d ~neet the new Chancellor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 26, 2013 2:51 PM 

Knotek, Steven E <sknotek@email.unc.edu> 

ILS: letters 

I wilt see if I can find them 

From: Steven E Knotek [mailto:sknotek@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 20:~3 10:27 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: letters 

Hey Anson, 

it was great to hear your talk last night, l’m working on a letters/team cohesion article that I’II be sending to the journal of sports psych in about 2 weeks. Could I 

get copies of your letters from this past year’s final 4? It would be great to have the most recent data in the article. Also, as I mentioned l’m working with a new guy 

to see about getting a book contract. It has taken longer than expected because of the contraction of the publishing market in the recent financial climate. This guy 

is pretty positive though. 

Steve Knotek, PhD 

Associate Professor 

Coordinator, School Psychology Program 

Learning Sciences and Psychologial Studies Program 

School of Education 

University of North Carolina 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, April 26, 2013 5:19 PM 

@gmafil.com> 

Re: Book Titles 

, the freshmen read Hymm Smiths fl~e 10 Natural Laws of time and life ~nanagement. A sophomores ~ead Stephen Covey’s seven Habits of Highly Effective 
People. The juniors read Victor e Frankel’s man’s search for meaning. 

~gmafil.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I waswonderingif you would please tell me the titles ofthe books that you have yourteamread, lthink 

Thanks. 

said there are 3 or 4. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Friday, April 26, 2013 8:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Youth Soccer Reporter: Talented U.S. U- 15 nation~J~ te~m off to Italy 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Youth Soccer Reporter: Talented U.S. U-15 national team offk~ Italy 

From: Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Today’s NeWSFriday, April 26, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

Lepore: ’We think there’s a lot of talent’ 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   [i~i[ 

[U,S. UNDER-15 MEN] One of the most promising age groups to come along in recent years in the boys 

national team program is the 1998 age group that will form the core of the next U.S. U-17 national team - the       ~ 
current U-17s failed to qualify for the 2013 Under-17 World Cup= Coach Tony Lepore says about half the 

players are already pursuing moves to European clubs. - Read the whole stoW 

U,S, under=t 5 boys national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[TROFEO DELLE N.,~EIONII U.S. under-15 boys national team head coach Tony Lepore has taken 19 players for the Trofeo 

Delle Nazioni April 26-May 6 in Grandisca, Italy. All of the players in camp were born in 1998, with the exception of Malcolm 

Jones, Erik Palmer-Brown and Ben Swanson who were born in ’97 and are all current members of U.S. Soccer’s 

Residency Program. - Read the whole stow 

Fiorentina wins Joshua Perez sweepstakes 
by Soccer America 

IAMERICANS ABROAD] The first player on the U.S. under-15 boys national team to move to Europe is Joshua Perez. The 

nephew of former U.S. World Cup player and current U.S. under-14 national team coach Hugo Perez moved to Fiorentina in 

Italy on a three-year contract after training at such clubs at AC Milan= - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[T©RNE© CtJATR© NACI©HES] The U.S. under-17 women’s national team defeated Mexico, 3-0, to open play at the Torneo 

Cuatro Naciones in San Jose, Costa Rica. Mallory Pugh, Kaycie Tillman and Madison Haley scored for the USA, which is 

playing its first tournament competition for the age group. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[ME~ICO UNDER-20 MEN] First-year Chivas USA forward Julio Morales joined starting goalie Richard Sanchez (FC Dallas) 

and forward Uvaldo Luna (Tigres) to give Mexico’s Concacaf under-20 championship team three Americans on its team that 

is touring Indiana. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, April 26, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, April 26, 2013 8:04 PM 

Knotek, Steven E <sknotek@email.unc.edu> 

Re: letters 

Probably in some pile somewhere .... 

Ses~t.f!"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L2~ LL~tOIL) 

"Knotek, Steven E" <skmotek@email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 

Thanks for k)oking, I hear that they wer~:_~ quite poignanL Of course ew~rvth~ng ~s (:onfident~a] and w~l] not be used without your expressed .:)~, 

Steve Knote~, ~hD 

Associate Professor 

Coordb~ator, Schoo~ Psychology Program 

Learning Sciences and Psychologia[ Studies Program 

School of Educat{on 

University o[ North Carolina 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 20~3 2:5~ PM 

Tot Knotek, Steven E 
Subject: RE: legers 

[ wil[ see if ~ can find them 

F~m= Steven E Knotek [ma[lto:sknotek@emaiLunc,edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 20~3 ~0:27 AM 
To= Dorrance, Aibe~ A N 
Subject: le~ers 
Hey Anson, 

It was ~reat to hear your talk last night, l’m workin~ on a letters!team cohesion article that I’II be sendin~ to the journal of sports psych in about 2 weeks. Could 

~et copies of your letters from this past year’s final 47 It would be ~reat to have the most recent data in the article. Also, as I mentioned l’m workin~ with a new 

to see about ~ettin~ a book contract. 

is pre~y posi~ve though. 

Steve Knotek, PhD 

Associate Professor 

Coordinator, School Psychology Program 

Learnin~ Sciences and Psycholo~ial Studies Program 

School of Education 

University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 26, 2013 8:08 PM 

Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edn> 

Re: Script for McCaskill Awmd presentation at the Rammys 

Excellent 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Cleary, Kenneth Engene" <kcleary@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson/Sue - 

Hope all is well. We’ve been working out presenter scripts for the Rammy Awards on Monday night so we could load them in a teleprompter. Below is what we 

had scripted out for the McCaskill presentation. If you’d like to change any of it, please let me know and I can make the adjustments this weekend. Sue -if you 

want to ad-lib your acknowledgment of Carol McCaskill - that’s fine. If you want me to add it, just let me know what you want to say and where you want it. 

One note, we thought it would be nice to add a greeting from the Rams Club, so I checked with Matt and it’s included in what you see below. 

Thanks for your help -we’re really excited about Monday night. 

McCaskill Award 

Anson -We’re here tonight to present the Mildred McCaskill Awards to two fantastic seniors, but first, Sue would like to bring you greetings from the Rams Club. 

Sue -The Rams Club -- made up of alumni, fans, former student-athletes and people who love Carolina and it student-athletes -- funds every athletic scholarship 

at Carolina at a cost of more than $:12 million per year. In addition, the Rams Club funds facility projects - the most recent being The Loudermilk Center for 

Excellence. It’s a proud investment in you -- the student-athlete. On behalf of our members, congratulations on a great year. 

Anson - Named in honor of one of our great Rams Club members, the Mildred McCaskill Award honors one male and one female senior student-athletes who have 

demonstrated excellence in athletics, academics and service to the community. Our McCaskill award winners are from and 

from ~ 

Sue - 

Anson - 

Sue - Ladies and Gentlemen -let’s welcome to the stage the winners of the Mildred McCaskill Award - 

Thanks - 

Ken 

Ken Cleary 

Assistant Athletic Director - New Media 

University of North Carolina Athletics 

Dean Smith Center 

919-843-2076 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 4:03 PM 

Troy Dayak <doc@westcoastsoccerclub.com> 

Chris Dncar <ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu> 

Re: West Coas~t Soccer recent success/ setting new standa±d/creating histoo~ 

Troy, thank you for keeping us in the loop. There is no way any of us can compete collegiately withont the quaJiD’ players from California. I appreciate you taking the 
time to help ns. 

Troy Dayak <doc@westcoastsoccerclub.com> wrote: 

Anson, Chris, 

I just want to keep you in the loop of some great things that are happening here in Northern California with West Coast Soccer. I have 4 West Coast Soccer teams 

currently paying in the Girls State Cup Finals this year. Yeah!!!! Here’s more info on what we have been up to: http:i!westcoastsoccerclub.comi 

I coach 3 of the 4 teams (UI4 Wonder, IJ1S Wild 8< UI7 Kryp~onite) that will be playing for the State Cup title something that has not been done before by any coach 

in Norcal history {hoping to win one or several-- is difl:icult in this soccer hot bed) here are the teams that are in the final: 

U 15 West Coast Wild (State) 

http://events.g~tsp~rt~c~m/events/resu~ts~aspx?Event~D=3~2~[ 7&Gr~up~D=26932 4&Gender=Gir~s&Age=15 

http~//h~me~g~ts~ccer.c~m/rankings/resu~ts.aspx?Leve~=State&Gender=GiMs&Age=15&Regi~n=4&State=CAN 

U 17 West Coast Kryptonite 

http~//h~me.g~ts~ccer.c~m/rankings/resu~ts~aspx?Leve~=State&Gender=Gir~s&Age=17&Regi~n=4&State=CAN 

U 14 West Coast Wonder (Premier) 

h t t p:!’!’eve n ts .~otsport.com/eve n ts/res u lts. a s px? Eve ntlD= 30217 &G rou p I D=269284&G en d e r=Girl s &Ag e= 14 

http://h~me.g~ts~ccer.c~m/rankings/resu~ts‘aspx?Leve~=State&Gender=Gir~s&Age=14&Regi~n=4&State=CAN 

U15 West Coast Wicked (Sitve 

Congrats again on a great 2012 and looking forward to highlighting UNC in 2013! 

Troy D~yak 

D~rector of Coaching 

F~r the love of the game._ 

.. 
iNi htt p:Mww 

w.wostcoa 

stsoccercl 

ub.com/im 
ages/WCS 
C-Io9o.pn9 

ht~p://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNdlWSnXoOY&feature=player embedded 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,lC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, April 27, 2013 6:53 PM 

David Peters ~david.peters@leadersinevents.com> 

Re: Leaders in Performance USA 2013 

image001 .png; image002.png; image003.png; image004.png; image005.png 

David Peters <david.peters@leadersinevents.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson 

Appreciate your time on the phone earlier, so many thanks. 
Unfortunate you won’t be able to join us in June, however l’m sure you will have a great holiday] I have attached the agenda and delegate list to date to give you 

an idea of what we are all about. Hope to see you at Leaders in Performance USA in 2014! 

Cheers 

David 
David Peters 
Business Development Executive 

Office: + 44 (0) 20 7042 8666 ] Mobile: 

SAVE THE DATES: 

Leaders Sport Summit: 8-10 October 2013, Chelsea FC, London 

Bee what we’re up to on Social Media: 













From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, April 28, 2013 8:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CSA-I?REPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

From: profiles@csaprepstar.com 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:14 AM 

~verizon.net 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: thank you for helpin8 -finaJ resea~eh paper! 

WOW!!! How cool is this? 

Excellent paper! 

..... Original Messa~ze ..... 

From: ~verizon.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:37 PM 
Tn: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Kristine lilly soccer academy 
Sut~iect: thank you for helping            -final research paper! 

Hello Mr. Dorrance and Ms. Lilly, 
Thank ynu sn much for helping my daughter, with her research paper about the Women’s World (;up and Title IX and Influences. She presented her research and power pnint Friday 
evening and did a smashing job! 
I am such a prnud mnm 
Ynu were both very inspiring to her and genuinely added tn her research and helped to make her speech so passionate and genuine It was amazing that she could get primary sources such 
as the two of you :[’or her research. 
I thought ynu might like to see the :final paper to see hnw you helped. 
Thank you again! 
At our house we are continually inspired by women’s soccer[ 

morn) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 29, 2013 10:15 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - May 2013 - Webcast on May 8th! 

From: Steve Brennan [rnailto:steve@peakperformanceconsult.com] 
Sent-" Monday, April 29, 20:13:12:56 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - May 20:13 - Webcast on May 8th! 

The College Recruiter Email Update - May 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr, Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody. 

The 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM Webcast takes place on May B, 2013The registration fee is $89. Registration closes on Mav 6~ 2013. 

A handful of seats remain! Don’t wait any longer. Register today! If you can’t attend, order the DVD. All information is on the registration page. 

http://www, thebestcolleqerecruiter, corn/The-Recruiters.-/nstitute.aspx 

The ground-breaking news from the 2013 NCAA Convention con have a huge positive impact for you and your program in Division I and maybe other Divisions as 
well Recruiting Proposal 16-3 goes into effect in August 2013 for Division I schools. Proposal 16-3 allows institutions, conferences, or the NCAA to pay for other 

academic support, career counseling, or personal development services that support the success of the student-athlete. The Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition 

(.w__w__w_:_s__u__c_c_e_s_sf_a__c_t_o_f_s_s_.c_a_[_~:_~), the premier self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool. If you’ve wanted to 

utilize the Scales, but your budget couldn’t, now you have the opportunity to secure funding just for that need. Check with your Compliance Officer to verify before 

you request the funding. Division II and Division III schools should shll inquire with your Compliance Officer. Some unpublicized funding to your conference through 
the NCAA may be avai/able to you. Check all avenues. 

And, of course, celebrate Memorial Day by taking advantage of this month’s memorable Shameless Bribe coupons! 

Here is the link to the May 2013 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: !?~t--t-~--.-./-/---w----w----w---~-t--h---e-~b---e--s---t--c-9--]-~-e--1~-e--!~-e-~c--r--u---i-~£~g~-!~g!!~-~date~news~etter~as~ 

Again, thanks for your continued support and have a great month! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 29, 2013 2:35 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@tmcaa.unc.edu; " ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros t @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

,; kevin lanT( @gmafil.com); . nmttjones 

_ @gma~l.com); _ __ 
~gmail.com; sean patton,          ~gmaii.com);                        ~ 

_             nicole thva (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver            @aol.com); 

Subject: Unbelievable resnlts from last weeks Champions League Matches’,!! 

Iknow you college kids are in t~nals bu~ ~he first leg of these Spain/Germany Champions League Matches and the way the Germans played has changed soccer 

. . Do~ " history, gt our best ~hat ~s the way we try to play offensively 0~ke gayem) and defensively (fike 

Set your T{VO’s up tomorrow and WednesdayH! Watch it when exams are done or anytime if you are a scho{ar. 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Monday, Apdl 29, 20~3 ~:00 PM 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Monday, Apdl 29, 20~3 

~ Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

donday, April 29, 2013 

removed by 

sender¯ 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

Aston Villa hosts Sunderland in Monday EPL action. UEFA Champions League semifinal, second-leg 

games are Tuesday and Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local #stings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Share Thi: 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

g~ONDAY, Apri~ 29 

FOX SOCCER 

England ASTOR VILLA-SUNDERLAND (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

England ASTOR VILLA-SUNDERLAND (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

TUESOAY, A~i~ 30 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTUMUND (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 



UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTUMUND (delay) 6 pm. 

FOXSOGGER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTUMUND (live) 2:45 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, May ’~ 

FX 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League MONTERREY-SANTOS, final, 2rid leg (live) 10 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 9 pm. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy [ Ridge Mahoney [ Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Face~oook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, April 29, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramericacom 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 29, 2013 2:38 PM 

~wellslhrgoadvi sors.com 

ILE: Thmflcs so much...again’. 

It is a great trade for what you do for us!!! 

Schad~:_~nfreud~:_~: the satisfacl:ion or pier, sure derived from someone else"s mMortunes. From the (~em~an: sh~den for d~mage and fret~de for joy. 

From: }wellsfa rgoadvisors.com] 
Sent= Monday, April 29, 2023 2:0~ PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Than~ so much...again~ 
Hi Anson, 
I am so ~rateful for what you did for me on Thursday evenin~ ~ have received so many wonderful thank you’s~ 

~asaskedmefortheGermanquoteyouwrappedupwith. Can youemailthattome. We’ll see you soon. 
Have a ~reat day~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 29, 2013 3:01 PM 

Field, Jaci ~ifield@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Re: stalt’numbers? 

Dino? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

Jaci Field <jfield@unc.edu-> wrote: 

I need an idea of how many staff members you employ for your camps. Please send me a best guess of the number of different individuals you employ and/or 

volunteer for your summer camps, please. 

Thank You 

Jaci 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 29, 20:[3:1.:[:34 PM 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Re: Thank you 

Joe, all of us loved it. Good luck in NCAA’s, my friend! 

Sent~from my Verizon Wireless 4G if£ DRO~D 

"Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach 

Thanks for the call, it was a great weekend for the team, staff and program....l’m very proud of the!! 

I appreciate your support...now we head to NCAA’s! 

Go Heels 

Joe 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Monday, April 29, 2013 11:45 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Soccer Ball 

Sem.~"om my Verizon ~Fire[e,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Albert A IV Dorrance [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2013 3:00 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas 3; Barringer, Tarnara Patterson 
Subject: Re: Soccer Ball 

Letm e check ... Tom ? 

Sent from my Verizon W ~rete,ss 4(i LTE I)RO I) 

"B arr hger, T am ara" <T am ara B arrhger@ kenan-flag ler.unc.edu) w rote : 

JtlS1L follomng up to see if you were able to do an~hing for 

On another note...thank you tbr sending her my way. My life has been enriched by b~owing her. 

With wmm regmds, 

Tamaxa 

From: Barringer, Tamara 
Sent: Friday, April 26, 2013 i0:27 AM 

To: ’Dorrance, Albert A IV’ 
Cc: Sander, Thomas (Ath Soccer) 
Subject: RE: Soccer Ball 

’I’hm~k you for seeing what you can do. 



From; Dorrance, Albert A I"¢ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, April 25, 2013 5:15 PM 
To; Barringer, Tamara 

Co; Sander, Thomas (Ath Soccer) 
Subject: RE: Soccer Ball 

Yup, that is the kind o[ kid she is ,., I will see if we haw? any left, Tom? 

From; Tamara Barringer [mailto:Tamara Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, April 25, 2013 11:06 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: FW: Soccer Ball 
Tmportance-" High 

Hello Anson: 

As you already know, 

detailed by her classmate, 

is an extraordinary young woman. Ms.     donated her NaUonal Championship Ball to the MAC Program Habitat for Humanity Fundraiser. As 

, in the email below, we would all like to see this replaced with another team ball, if at all possible. 

Would you please help us with this? It would mean so much to her, to me, and her MAC Classmates. 

Thank you for your assistance with this matter. 

With warm regards, 

Tamara 

From:, @kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, April 25, 20:13 9:50 AM 

To: KFBS Admin <tamara barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: Soccer Ball 

Professor Barringer, 



Sorry I just now realized this never left my outbox. I apologize for the delay. Please forward whenever you get a chance if you do not mind. 

Thanks, 

Anson Dorrance, 

Last week Kenan-Flagler hosted our annual Habitat for Humanity Golf Tournament. It was a great success and             kindly donated her ball from the National 

Championship to this event. We were not aware that this was what she was doing until after the fact as we would not have accepted such a sentimental donation. However, I think 

this most embodies all of the character traits you work to teach your players,        ball raised an extra $2S0 dollars for the silent auction and Habitat for Humanity and we are 

very thankful for her kindness. I am not sure if it is possible but I was wondering if you happened to have an extra ball that we could replace with as I know that she lost a 

very special thing to her. Please let me know if there is anything we can do to make this happen. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 10:01 AM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

1~I:;: What s~ory will you tell? 

This is excellent Shelley!! Thank you for sharing, 

From; Shelley H Johnson [mailto:shelljo@unc,edu] 
Sent-" Monday,            2:30 PM 
To:      .~aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Hernandez, Erik I-I;        _~gmail.com;            ; Phillips, Tripp; Andrew Calder; Andrew DiBitetto; Arturo Rivera; Amy 
Smith; Sara Anundsen; Andre Williams; Bryant Gaines;        ; Boo Gillette; Brian Holman; Eric Biener; Brian Kalbas; Joe Breschi; Guy Cathro; C D Mock; Chris Fells; 
Christy Garth; Corey Holliday; Chelsea Pemberton; Carlos Somoano; Derek Galvin; Donna Papa; Dennis Papadatos; Chris Ducat; Eric Stefanski; Grant Fulton; Greg Gatz; Grant 
Porter; Jan Mann; Matt Jednak; Jenny Johansen; Josh Langley; Jeff Negalha; Joe Sagula; Josh Webb; Karen Shelton; Katrina Dowd; Cary Kolat; Andrew Sapp; Harlis IVleaders; 

Mike Fox; Mike Litzinger; Stephen Gisselman; Nicole Hudson; Phil Barnes; Pat Myers; Eve Rackham; Angela Reckart; Rich DeSelm;          ’; Ron Miller; Stephen Rubin; 
Scott Forbes; Sylvia Hatchell; Scott Jackson; Sarah Haney; Sam Paul; Tyler Adams; Trevor Chinn; Tony Baldwin; Trisha Stafford-Odom; Tracey Williams; Jenny Levy; Mark 
VanAlstyne; Leah Wigger 
Subject; What story will you tell? 

When Adversity Hits, Tell Yourself a Positive Story 

Jon Gordon 

When tragic events like the Boston Marathon bombings happen we have ~ choZce in the narrative we tell after the event. Terrorists want us to tell stories 

of fear, despair and hopelessnesso Yet Bostonians decided to tell themselves and the world a very different narrative. They told stories of strength, 

resolve, courage, faith, unity and love. 

This is significant because the stories you tell yourself determine how you respond to adversity and how you live your life. 

When Chadie Ebersol, the producer of The Moment on USA Network, survived a plane crash that killed his younger brother, one of the first things his 

mother told him was, "You are allowed to be sad but you can’t be mad, sad. You have to make a purpose and turn this into something good." Charlie 

said that this perspective changed his life. He went on to sell his company, gave up all the things he had been doing and focused only on the things he 

loved--which lead to him producing an inspiring television show like The Moment. 

In television and life people get knocked down. Those who see themselves as victims stay down. But those who see themselves as heroes get back up 

and armed with optimism, courage and faith, they move folward and take action to create a brighter and better future. 

In one of my favorite books, ..A..-.M...i.~.!i.~...n.....M....~!.e..s.-.~.n.-g..~T..h...~..~u...s.g..n...d..~.Y..f.g..r..s..~ author Donald Miller tells the story of a friend whose teenager daughter was rebelling, 

doing drugs and dating the wrong kind of guy. The dad decided he needed to stop yelling at his daughter and instead needed to create a different 

narrative for her life. He held a family meeting where he shared that they were going to raise money and build an orphanage in Mexico. At first his 

family thought he had lost his mind but then they all rallied behind the idea. His daughter even got excited about going to Mexico and meeting the kids 

there and posting pictures on her website. 

A few months later when Donald Miller saw his friend again, he told Donald that everything changed for the better. His family was living a better story. 

His daughter even broke up with her boyfriend after he told her she was too fat. The dad said, "No girl who plays the role of a hero in her story dates a 

guy who uses her. She knows who she is. She just forgot for a little while." 

Those who study film making know that in every" great movie the main character wants to achieve something but must overcome adversity and conflict 

in order to get it. And those who study life know it works the same way. 

Whether you want to start a business, build a winning team, raise great kids, provide safe drinking water in Africa, help the homeless, find a cure for 

cancer, educate children or create a more peaceful world, adversity and conflict will be part of your story as you strive to achieve your goal. 

But when adversity hits you can choose to tell yourself and the world a positive stop/and work passionately to create a positive outcome. 

Boston taught us to tell positive stories in the face of conflict. Now it’s our turn. 

What story will you tell? 
Shelley Johnson 
Director, Richard A. Baddoar Carolina Leadership Academy 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
(919) 843-733~ ofc 
(919) 962-82 t7 fax 
Email: she[!io(~;unc edu 

Loudermilk Center, Kenan Memorial Stadium (room 2106) 
PO Box 2126, CB 3107 
314 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill NC 27515~3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 10:37 AM 

?}msn.com; ducar@tmcaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

; kevin larry (~gmaJl.com); 

~gmaJl.com); 

~gmail.com; sean patton @gmail.com); 

. nicole thva (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver 

~gmail.com); pacmaa~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

. matt jones 

@aol.~om); 

Subject: For all of you who have had to deal with great challenges: What story roll you tell? 

[ thoroughly enjoyed the Rammys East night, I was very proud at ale of you who won the department vote to be honored in front of your peers:             and 

. I also wan~: to pay tribute ~:o our other nomit)at~on tha~ did no~: w~n:           , #us~: so she kt)ows THAT WE KNOW, ~[ she does not make ~:hat 69 yard sprint, 

no one else ~n our program w~ns anytNng. To ge~ ~:h~s Mnd of re~ognit~or) ~n a department tha~ w~ns it) every spo~t is a tremer)dous honor, ~ am r)ot ~ak~ng ~t for 

granted as we remember AN ENTIRE ROSTER OF SELFLESS PEOPLE who made ~ast fall one of the best of my I~fe. 

below, A~I of us have to deal with eha~lenge, Last fNI is a great e~am~e of adversity being spun i~to triumph, Last ~ight was a ¢e~ebrat~on of that triumph, I spent 

the en~:~re evening wilh a smi~e on my fa~e, 

[~ng k~ve 2022~H 

When Adversity Hits, Tell Yourself a Positive Stoq 

Jon Gordon 

When tragic events I~ke the Boston Maratho~ bomNngs happen we have ~ choice ~n the narrative we tell after the event. Terrorists wa~t us to tell stories 

of feat, despak and hopelessness. Yet gos[on~ans derided [o te~l themselves and the wodd a very different narrative. They told stories of sbength, 

resolve, courage, faith, unity and ~ove. 

[his is significant because the stories you tell yourself determine how you respond to adversity and how you live your life. 

When Charlie Ebersol, the producer of The Moment on USA Net~vork, survived a plane crash that killed his younger brother, one of the first things his 

mother told him was, "You are allowed to be sad but you can’t be mad, sad. You have to make a purpose and turn this into something good." Charlie 

said that this perspective changed his life. He went on to sell his company, gave up all the things he had been doing and focused only on the things he 

loved--which lead to him producing an inspiring television show like The Moment. 

In television and life people get knocked down. [hose who see themselves as victims stay down. But those who see themselves as heroes get back up 

and armed with optimism, courage and faith, they move Forward and take action to create a brighter and better Future. 

In one of my favorite books, A Nillion Miles in a 7housond Yeasts, author Donald Miller tells the story of a friend whose teenager daughter was rebelling, 

doing drugs and dating the wrong kind of guy. The dad decided he needed to stop yelling at his daughter and instead needed to create a different 

narrative for her life. He held a family meeting where he shared that they were going to raise money and build an orphanage in Mexico. At first his 

family thought he had lost his mind but then they all rallied behind the idea. His daughter even got excited about going to Mexico and meeting the kids 

there and posting pictures on her website. 

A few months later when Donald Miller saw his friend again, he told Donald that everything changed for the better. His family was living a better story. 

His daughter even broke up with her boyfriend after he told her she was too fat. The dad said, "No girl who plays the role of a hero in her story dates a 

guy who uses her. She knows who she is. She just forgot for a little while." 

]hose who study film making know that in evep/great movie the main character wants to achieve something but must overcome adversity and conflict 

order to get it. And those who study life know it works the same way. 

Whether you want to start a business, build a winning team, raise great kids, provide safe drinking water in Africa, help the homeless, find a cure for 

cancer, educate children or create a more peaceful world, adversity and conflict will be part of your story as you strive to achieve your goal. 

But when adversity hits you can choose to tell yoursel[ and the world a positive sto~’/and work passionately to create a positive outcome. 

Boston taught us to tell positive stories in the face of conflict. Now it’s our turn. 



What story will you tell? 
Shelley Johnson 

Director. Richard A. B,~ldour Carolina Leadership Academy 

Uni’~ersity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

(919) 848-7885 ofc 

(919) 962-8247 fax 

gmail: _s__h__c__l_I.j__o_~_u n c e d u 

Loudcrmilk Center, Kenan Mcmorial Stadium (room 2106) 

PO Box 2126, CB 8107 
844 Ridge Road 

Chapel Hill NC 27~1~-8107 



Fl’om; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~5/O=LFI’4C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}; 
Tuesday,             10:42 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I:NV: ~ccer player 

UNC Dorrance.docx 

From: 

Sent: Monday, . 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

2:47 PM 

soccer player 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=I~INC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:48 AM 

" ~gma~l.com 

~msn.com ducea@uucaa~_ unc edu                      _y~t~ aol . corn, Jason Sisneros ~         ~gmail.com), pacman@uncaa unc.edu 

All the best from the ’I’o~ Heels!’.! 

All of us in Tar Heel land are with you!! Come visit us when you get better!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 10:52 AM 

i@gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Urgent Request tbr Special Girl Fighling Leukemia 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

It: any of yoL~ ~re feeling overwhe#ned and sorry for yourself, take two minutes and count yoL~r bfessing]ust before you send this poor kid a t~ote!! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: Urgent Request for Special Girl Fighting Leukemia 

Hi Tom, 

Just checking back to see if you can help with this unique request? 

Meanwhile, Coach Dorrance if you and/or your players have a moment to send 

appreciated: 

some well wishes on the Facebook page her thmily made it would be greatly 

If its easier,      is still checking her persons] email: 

~);gmail.com 

She is a goalie by heaxt but loves all soccer players. Any tnessages from you/your players would do wonders to lift her spirits. 

Thanks again and God Bless. 

On Sat,            at 11:13 AM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV <an~m(a;email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Love to help. Tom Sander will be our point on this. 

Ser~¢,/’rom ~ ~ ~,r~zo~ I~;~ireles~" 4( ~ Lg~fi DROID 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Our good friends (and my sons youth wrestling coach) just tbund out their 13 year old daughter has been diagnosed with a ve~ aggressive tbrm of leukemia. 

Within the past week she has begun a serious regiment of treatment at the hospital. 

She is very passionate about soccer and it is one of the true loves of her life. She is now unable to continue as a goalie and play with her team this Spring. Is there any 

way you can help me with this special request to have you, your players and other coaches sign a soccer ball for.     ? And if it is not asking too much to have a 

player or two include a note with any words of encouragetnent or just to say hey we a~e thinking about you? UNC is her favorite college team. 

I would be happy to pay for tl~e ball and postage. It would mean the world to and lift her spirits during these critics] next few weeks. 

Thank you for your lime and consideration. 

Wishing yon and the team all the best this summer and in the upcoming season! Congmts on a dream season. 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 10:59 AM 

~duke.edu) 

EW: Article: ’YOU ARE SO DONE’: Bishop With Samurai Sword Chases OffAttacker 

From: Chris Ducar             ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 29, 2023 11:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Article: ’YOU ARE SO DONE’: Bishop With Samurai Sword Chases Off Attacker 

’YOU ARE SO DONE’: Bishop "vVith Smnurai Sword Chases Off Attacker 

h ttp:/Twww.~bxnews~com/us/2013/04/23/sam urai-sword-wiekting-mormon-bishop-comes-to-aid-woman-I~ing-attacked/ 

Sent via .t_2’_l_iR_b___o__a_!:_d_ 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:19 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Possession Training 

E~oth games seem excellent! 

From; .~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 8:12 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject; Possession Training 

Anson, 

I really like these two drills -the one on the conductor (defensive communicator) is interesting and the 6v4 very similar to your possession training I have seen. 

started specific training for CBPA Sunday after ECNL tryouts were rained out - it poured here so she got her sneaks & rain gear on, ran 2 miles at 7:30 pace 

for warm-up, then did :10 hard / fast cones on :~0% grade hill and ended in squats~ She is relentless! 

Ho[~e vou and       are well. 

(m) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:40 PM 

NCGSC Administrator <ncgscadmin@gmail.com> 

bill paJladino       ~aol.com>; Eric M Lewis <elewi@guilford.edu> 

RE: Update on numbers 

Good,ok 
From: NCGSC Administrator [mailto:ncgscadmin@gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 30, 20:13 :t0:58 AlVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢; bill palladino; Eric M Lewis 
Subject; Re: Update on numbers 

Another update: 12 teams signed up and anofl~er 6 that say they are coming - all have committed verbally! That would be 18 teams total! Eric - would we need more 

fields offcampns? Maybe we shonld go a~head and look into that if needed. 

Thanks, 

On Fri, Apr 26, 2013 at 2:16 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <’_a__~9__r_t2~i__e_!Ln__@_:_t_Lr_Lc_:_e_d____~ wrote: 
Excellent, so our numbers might be crawling back .... 
From: NCGSC Administrator [mailto:ncgscadmin@gmail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 20::t3 4:35 PPI 
Te: bill palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Eric M Lewis 
Subject; Update on numbers 
Hey Dad, Dino, & Eric, 

I wanted to update you on our team camp numbers. So far I have 12 teams registered for camp. I have abont another 5 teams that say they are coming! So that could 

possibly bring us np to 17 teams for camp if everyone ends up coming! 

I will keep you posted! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:42 PM 

GwaJtney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

1~: Sports Peflbnnance Temn Evalualion 

Mon May 6th at 3 pm? ~ere? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Clint Gwaltney [mailto :cgwa lmey@unc edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 11:08 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; G~valtney, Clint 
Subject: Sports Performance Team Evaluation 

Coach, 

In an effort to better serve you and your athletes, I would like to set up a time to discuss and evaluate your current Sports Performance Team (Athletic Trainer, Strength Coach and 
Nutritionist). I am available next Monday 2-5, Tuesday 8:30-11:30 and 2-5, Thursday 9:30-11:30 and 2-5 Please let me kno~v if any of these times work for you 

Thanks, 
Clint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday,. 2:46 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

EW: Coaches Exam - 

Can you print this for me ..... "atl sports" ? 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:10 AM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: Timmermans, Tom; .. Perry, Clara A; Suits, Christy H.; Brooks, Mark Michael; Broome, Lissa L; Yarbrough, Nate 
Subject: Coaches Exam - 

Coaches, 

Go ahead and mark your calendars for the upcoming Coaches Certification Exam, which will be held at 9 am on in Loudermilk room 230:1 on the 2nd floor 

(same room as last year). We will begin with a review from one of the ACC Compliance folks and the exam will follow. 

We will again be doing the test online, just like last year, so please bring your laptop and we will make sure we get everyone connected. Please remember that 

UNC policy requires all sport-specific non-coaching staff members who are involved in on-campus recruiting take and pass the test. 

Also, the practice exam is up online at the following link: 

http://web l.ncaa.org/coachesTest/exec/practiceexam ?division= :1 

If you have any questions, just let us know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@uncaa,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:47 PM 

~live. anc.edu> 

Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Urgent Request tbr Special Gift Fighting Leukemia 

Let’s see? Lance/Torn? 

From== 
Sent== Tuesday, April }0, 2013 11:22 AM 

To== Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject== Re: Urgent Request for Special Girl Fighting Leukemia 
Hey Anson, 

I just sent this girl an email. I don’t know our policy on this but is there anyway we could send her a ball? I know the guy said he’d pay for the ball and shipping. Just wondering! 

Thanks, 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc~edu> 

Date: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 10:52 AM 

To: ’ 

_ .@_.._ m._ .s_n__:_c_..o_ m._.>, "D u c a r, 
Christopher" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> ’ .@_.__a_._o_!_:c_._o_.m_." < ~aol.com> "Jason Sisneros ( __@_._g_m___a_!J_:_c__9___m__)", L@_g__m___a_!_[:__c_o__m_>, Tom Sander 

<pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: Urgent Request for Special Girl Fighting Leukemia 

f[ any .:_~f you are feeling ov~-:~rwhelm~:_~d ~md ~.~.:_~rry [or yourself, take two minutes ~md c.:_~unt your blessing iust before you send this poor kid a note!! 

From== Craig [mailto:         @qmail.com] 
Sent== Monday, April 29, 2013 10:30 PM 

To== Dorrance, Albert A IV; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject-" Re: Urgent Request for Special Girl Fighting Leukemia 

Hi Tom, 

Just checking back to see if you can help with this unique request? 

Meanwhile, Coach Dorrance if you and/or 5’our players have a moment to send Jacobi some well wishes on the Facebook page her family made it would be greatly 

appreciated: 

https:i/,~vw.facebook.com/~mups/iacobisioumeyi 

If its easier, is still checking her personaJ email: 

She is a goalie by heart but loves all soccer players. Any messages from you/your playe~ would do wonders to lift her spirits. 

Thanks again and God Bless. 

-Craig 

On Sat, Apr 20, 2013 at 11 :l 3 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <_~m__~_r_~@.e_g_~l_:_u__r_~c_: _e.£l.u_> wrote: 

Love to help. Tom Sander will be our point on this. 

Sent from my Veri~(m Wireles’,~" 4G L~I~’ DROID 

Craig < ~;gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Our good friends (and my sons youth wrestling coach) just found out their 13 year old daughter has been diagnosed with a ve~ aggressive form of leuketnia. 

Within the past week she has begun a serious regiment of treatment at the hospital 

She is very passionate about soccer and it is one of the true loves of her lit~. She is now unable to continue as a goalie and play ruth her team this Spring. Is there any 

way you can help me with this special request to have you, your players and other coaches sign a soccer ball for Jacobi? And if it is not asking too much to have a 

player or two include a note with any words of encouragement or just to say hey we are thinking about you? UNC is her favorite college team. 

I would be happy to pay for the ball and postage. It would mean the world to Jacobi and lift her spirits during these critical next few weeks. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Wishing you mad the team all the best this summer and in the upcoming season! Congrats on a dream season. 

- Cr~J~g Nelson 



~il.com 

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:49 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: 13-14 athletic loaner laptop grant 

From: Timmermans, Tom 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 11:47 AM 

To: Fox, Mike; Holladay, Joe; Calder, Andrew G; Sapp, Andrew; Galvin, Derek P; Mann, Jan M.; Joe Breschi; Jenny Levy; Papa, Donna J; DeSelm, Rich L; Paul, Sampson L; 
Kalbas, Brian J; Shelton, Karen C; Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Meaders, Harlis James 
Co: Penn, Frank L; Copeland, Jacquelyn D; Gorsuch, John I; Lance Markos (markos@uncaa.unc.edu); Ramshop; Kiziah, Shad; Blanton, Brent S; Horton, Toni M 
Subject: RE: 13-14 athletic loaner laptop grant 

Coaches, 

Frank Penn from the student stores has set up an account number, so student-athletes can pre-order their computer. To pre-order their laptop, they wHI have to 

do the 

Go to: httD:iiccLunc.eduinew--studen~:~!~ai:~toD~i and sek~ct the computer 

upgradb~g) 

Follow [he check-out procedure and enter account number ~}~}~. when prompted. 

In the comment section enter that they are a student-atNete. 

Only ~F a student-atMete ore-orders can they be guaranteed the raode~ of thek choosing. ~f the computer is not pre-ordered, the mode~ of their choosing might 

not be available at their Or~enl:atk)n pick up tkne, and they mighd haw? to setl:k~ for a d~fferent model. 

Please keep th~s accoun~ number private and share ~: only w~l:h the ~nd~vh~uals who are e~ig~ble lot ~he athletic ~ap~op granL 

Let me know ~]: you have any questions, 

Tom 

~rom; Timmermans, Tom 

Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 9:56 AM 

To; Fox, Mike; Holladay, Joe Randall (~.b.£.[~#.£~#.@.#~31#.~:.~LO.~:~£4~.); Calder, Andrew G (#.~#.[£~#.£@.#}2.#].[:tz~39.:~.£~.); Sapp, Andrew; Galvin, Derek P; Mann, Jan M.; Joe 

Breschi; ’Jenny Levy’; Papa, Donna J; DeSelm, Rich L; Paul, Sampson L (~~ edu); Kalbas, Brian J (~qc.edu), Shelton, Karen C; 

Williams, Andre (w~Hh~4(~@~ma4~ unc.edu); Holliday, Corey L (~~xh~); Dorrance, Albert A IV (~mson@ema~Lunc.edu); Sander, Thomas J; Langley, 

Raymond Joshua ([;J.~:~#.[)3#.~.:.£[!~.:~?.£~.t4.); Meaders, Hadis James 

Cc: Penn, Frank L; Copeland, Jacquelyn D (~#~q.~!~.~_~R~2~.[~W:[r:5.#~.£); Gorsuch, John I; Lance Markos ([~:[~.[~9.;:~5111t~L~:.t4.0/~.:#.~).t4.); ’ramshop@email.unc.edu’; Kiziah, 

Shari; Blanton, Brent S (~).[#.1!~.£~3.~.£}3~.~.#.:]~.~!~:.#;~tz~); Horton, Toni M 

Subject: ~3-~4 athletic loaner laptop grant 

Coaches, 

Attached is the list of student-athletes who qualify for an athletic loaner laptop grant for the ~3-~4 academic year. This year, will be the first year, in wNch it is 

possible for student-athletes to "upgrade" to a different model computer. Here is how it works: 

If a student-athlete purchases the basic T4~&: 

The athletic loaner laptop grant is worth $~4~2.98 

A student-athlete can purchase the basic T43~ model and will not have to pay anything out of pocket. 

At the time of graduation or exhausted eligibility, the student-athlete can keep the computer. 

If the student-athlete transfers/leaves UNC before graduation or exhausting his/her eligibility the computer will need to be turned in to the athletics 

department or the athletic grant ($~432.98) needs to be refunded to UNC Athletics ff the student-athlete wBhes to keep the laptop. 

A hold will be placed on the student-athlete’s account if the computer is not turned in or if the athletic grant has not been refunded. 

If a student-athlete would like to "upgrade": 

The athletic loaner laptop grant is worth $~432.98. 

A student-athlete can purchase any model but will be responsible for the "SA Payment" amount in the below table 

MacBook Pros 

Computer 13" Retina 15" Retina 

Cost ~;2,422.35 ~3,145.98 

Athletic 

Grant ~3L,432.98 ~;1,432.98 

SA payment ~989.37 ~1,713.00 

ThinkPads 

T431 Twist Xl Touch Helix 13" 

~1,432.98 ~;1,441.58 ~2,162.98 ~2,510.78 ~1,747.68 

~1,432.98 .~1,432.98 ~1,432.98 ~;1,432.98 ~1,432.98 

$0.00 ~8.60 ~730.00 ~1,077.80 $314.70 

At the time of graduation or exhausted eligibility, the student-athlete can keep the computer. 

If the student-athlete transfers/leaves UNC before graduation or exhausting his/her eligibility the computer will need to be turned in to the athletic 

department or the athletic grant (~;1432.98) needs to be refunded to UNC Athletics if the student-athlete wishes to keep the laptop. 

[] The "SA Payment" amount will not be refunded to the student-athlete if the computer is turned in to the athletic department. 

A hold will be placed on the student-athlete’s account if the computer is not turned in or if the athletic grant has not been refunded. 

When you are communicating with the student-athletes who are eligible for the athletic loaner laptop grant, please make sure they understand their options, 

especially the ramifications when transferring or withdrawing from UNC. The student-athletes will sign an agreement (attached) when picking up the laptop, 

stating the same principals as well. 

Let me know if you have any questions, 

Tom Timmermans [ Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid University of North Carolina 

Office 9:[9.962.7851 I Celi             I Fax 91%962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:52 PM 

Monique Bowman <mbowman@nscaa.com> 

l~L: Coaching Education Weekend video 

I think ill were to appear’ on camera it might scare children and young coaches 

From: Monique Bowman [mailto:mbowman@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 11:33 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Coaching Education Weekend video 
Good morning Coach Dorrance, 
I am following up on the email below and it’s request. Let me know if you have any questions and if you’re willing to help us out. 
Thanks! 

Monique Bowman 
Communications Coordinator I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave., Kansas City, KS 66101 I 913-362-1747 x1021 (c) I 913-362-3439 (f) 
NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook.com/NSCAA 

Join us in Orlando for the inauqural Summer Symposium Auqust 1-3! 

.... Original Message .... 
From: "Monique Bowman" <.t__n___b__o____w__r_LLa_L~_@__n__s_’__c_’_a_#_:_c___o__[!~> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 11:54am 

To: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Coaching Education Weekend video 

Hi Anson, 
Hope your week is going well! 
The NSCAA recently announced that we will be celebrating "_C___o__’_a___c_[)j_r_N___E___d__u__£_a__t_Lo__[L__W___e__@__k_@_r_Ld_." the third weekend in June. The purpose is to draw national attention to getting 
educated as a coach, as well as get as many people to participate as possible. 
We are developing a short promo video for this and are hoping you would make a cameo in it. rve attached a script so you have a better idea of what we’re trying to do. All we 
would need is you on camera saying "Do it for yourself." You and your crew can get as creative as you want with how it’s shot but as long as the quality and audio is there, 
we’ll be happy with it. 
Let me know if this is something you’d be interested in helping out with and if you have questions. We’re hoping to have the finished product by mid-May so we’d need your 
clip(s) by next Friday, May 3 (if possible). 
Thanks in advance for your time, 
Monique 

Monique Bowman 
Communications Coordinator I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave., Kansas City, KS 66101 I 913-362-1747 x1021 I (c) I 913-362-3439 (0 
NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook.com/NSCAA 

Join us in Orlando for the inauqural Summer Symposium Auqust 1-3! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 2:57 PM 

Sammy Nasrollahi <snasrollahi@hydroonebeverages.com> 

I~E: Hydro One Pretnium Beverages Press Release! 

I ~eed more product .... Keep send i~ on regular intervals ..... d~is wit[ be rnv quid pro quo! 

From: Sammy Nasrollahi [mailto:snasrollahi@hydroonebeverages.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 :t1:59 AM 
To: pintarellis@bnpmedia.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hydro One Premium Beverages Press Release[ 
04/30113 

We are excited to share a new press release with you! 

FOR IMMEDL~TE RELEASE: 

AWARD WINNING HYDRO ONE BEVERAGES APPROVED BY ASHLEY KOFF 

Greenwood, S. Carolina April 24, 2013 Hydro One Beverages announces their await winning Rev’d and True Sugar Free Green Tea lines have been approved 

by internationally renowned registered dietitian Ashley Koff and are included on her Ashley Koff Approved (AIC~) list. Her selections are based on rigorous 

standards of nutrition, sourcing methods, and marketing integriU. A respected indust~ advisor, speaking at conferences like Natural Products Expos East and West, 

she is also a leadership team member of the Natural Resource Defense Council, one of the nation’s most eff,ective environmental action groups, and an avid supporter 

of First Lady Michelle Obama’s "Let’s Move" campaign. Ms. Koffregularly appears on national television programs, including The Dr. Oz Show, The Doctors; and 

many other national news programs. She is frequently featured in and writes articles for national publications, including The New York Times, 0!: The Oprah 

Alagazine, Every Day with Rachael Ray, Redbook, lVomen’s Health and is the featured dietitim~ tbr Deepak Chopra’s new YouTube Channel show, 30 Days (~" 
Intent. Recognized by natural foods indusuy leader New Hope 360 as one of the leading "50 Natural Influencers" in health and nutrition to follow on Twitter. She was 

also named a~ong the Top 10 Registered Dietitians in the U S by 7bday’s Dietitian Magazine. 

"It is truly an honor to have our TRI)E Sugar Free Green Tea and both Rev’d Blueberry. Pomegranate and Mango Passion Fruit beverages approved by Ashley Koff 

and added to her AKA List", said CEO Sammy Nasrollahi of Hydro One Beverages. ’q~o have our products professionally acknoMedged by an experienced and 

respected Registered Dietitian of Ms. KotF s stature is very rewarding as we continue bringing greater awareness to our mission of providing heaJthier beverages tbr our 

society." Nasrollahi added. 

About Hydro One Pre~nium Beverages: 

Hydro One Beverages tnission is to become the world leader in scientific advancements that deliver nutritional supplements through water-based solutions. The 

company has introduced a line of functional beverages that tneet the needs of individuals seeking to enjoy a heaJflfier lifestyle. For tnore information on their full line of 
all-natural beverages and the Hydro One Beverage team, visit them at v~w.hvdroonebeverages.com 

Contact: Sammy Nasrollalfi, CEO/Co-Fotmder 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing back from you, 

Sammy Nasrollahi, CEO 
Hydro One, LLC 
dba Hydro One Premium Beverages 
314 Main St. 
Greenwood, SC 29646 

cell 
864-227-0663 office 
888-738-9287 toll-free 
864-229-0551 fax 
snasrollahi@hydroonebeverages.com 
www.revwaters.com 
www.hydroonebeverages.com 

sn asrollahi(ti3wdroonebev er ages.corn 

(888)738-9287 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 3:14 PM 

Stewart Flaherty <sflahert@bates.edu-* 

l~E: ThaNe you 

Thank you Stewart! 

From: Stewart Flaherty [mailto:sflahert@bates.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 22:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Thank you 

Jus¢ put in mail now, hope you enjoy it as much as I did! 

http:i,’~a~’w.ca tsoccercaml~s.com 
207--7 :~(:,--(:,3 :i ~:. 

sflahert@bat~s~edu 

On Thu, Apr 25, 2013 at 4:35 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(r-~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Stewa~’t, 

You ar’e very kind. 

From: Stewart Flaherb/[mailto:_s__f_l__a__h___e_~_@__b___a__t__e__s_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 20:t3 5::t7 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thank you 

Anson 

Thank you very, much for your lime here. I have a book I think you will enjoy. What is the best mailing address to send it to? 

Enjoy the rest of your week. 
Step, air Fh4?erb, 

Bates Bob~ a~s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 3:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Good News m~d HB937 

From: Ncgv [mailto:ncgv=ncgv.org@nationbuilder.com] On Behalf Of NCGV 
Sent; Tuesday, April 30, 20:[3 1:20 PM 

To; Dorrance, AlbeCc A ~V 
Subiect; Good News and HB937 

;~ Image 
removed by 
sender. 

Dorrance - 

Yesterday you were asked to contact your representatives and ask them to oppose the "Amend Various Firearms Laws" bill. You did great! The bill was pulled from the 
calendar for today! Keep up the good work! 

Now we are going to ask you to send out some well deserved praise for those who going to propose some sensible legislation in NC! Yes, praise for sensible 
legislation. It feels good just to write it! 

Some of our representatives are t[ying to keep their constituents and the citizens of North Carolina safe by filing amendments to include background checks on all gun sales, 
ban large capacity ammunition magazines, require liability insurance to purchase a firearm, require safe storage of guns including provisions keeping guns safe from felons 
and those who are mentally incapacitated. 

We are very proud of the following representatives for taking on the hard issue. Please contact them and let them know that public support for these measures is still 
alive and well in North Carolina! They need to hear from all of us. That will give them the support they need to stand firm. 

Re£. Pricey Harrison, RAP Paul Luebke NeD. Darren Jackson, R~p Vefla Insko RAp, Laity Ha!!, ReD. Alma Adams 

And thanks to you, our supporters for being responsive to our many requests. Keep up the good work! 

NCGV 

http ://www.ncgv.org/ 

You can also keep up with NCGV on _T_f!/_i_t_t__e__r. or _F_a__c2_e_b_:~9~. 

NCGV ¯ P.O Box 51565, Durham, NC 27717, United Stabes 
This email was sent to anson(a)emaiLunc.edu To stop receiving emails, click here. 

Created with NationBuilder the essential tooIldt :ff~r a new generation of leaders and creators 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 3:21 PM 

Tim Geutles <tim@sparkfc.com> 

ILg: Join my network on LinkedIn 

Tirn, 
I arn looking forward to taking Raymond’s Course this summer. I think he is on the g~me’s cutting edge! 

A~ the besU~ 

E~= messages-noreply@bounce,linkedin,com [mailto: messages-noreply@bounce,l~nkedin,com] On Behalf ~ ~m Gentles via Linked[n 
SeBt= Tuesday, April 30, 2053 2:33 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bje~t= RE: Join my ne~ork on Linked[n 

Linkedln 
Tim Gentles wrote: 

Hi Anson 
View oriqiBN invitation 

Respond to Tim Gentles 

Thanks for reaching out, it’s great to be connected. By 
coincidence I had a meeting with Raymond Verheijen and Hank 
Steinbrecher just last week and your name came up! 

Best wishes 

Tim 

On April 30, 2013 11:22 AM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

I’d like to add you to my professional network. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, ,5:11 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu: ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Books for cmnp 

It is ou{ o[: print .,_ Let’s see if Reed Swain has copies left 

From: @hotmaii.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, " 3:05 PN 
To: Streett, Shelly; Eric Lewis 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Books for camp 

It sounds like we just need to OFdeF Training: Shelly can you order at least 20 copies of training for our team camp? 

Thanks! 

From: sjgreen@email.unc.edu 

To: elewis@guilford.edu; ~hotmail.com 

CC: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: RE: Books for camp 

Date: Tue,            18:05:02 +0000 

We have .... 

cases of Man Watching 

cases of Vision (hardback) 

cases of VisioI~ (softback) 

dofft llaw:_~ any 3rakdn~. I believe we ordered ~ast year so~e~y h:~r camp. Unforb.maLely, ~ can;L go back and find those okJ emai~s bit of our ema~ crash. We Mst 

everyth~ng~ Caf~ anyone di~ up the prevk~us message? 

--SS 

E~m= Eric N Lewis [mailto:e~ewis@gu~lford.edu] 
$eat= Tuesday, ~$:45 AN 
To: ; 
~c~ Street, Shelly; Anson Dorrance 

Subject~ Re: Boo~ for camp 

gou need a precise count, let me know. 

Eric M. Lewis 

Head Coach 

Women’s Soccer 

Guilford College 

5800 West Friendly Ave. 

Greensboro, NC 27410 

Cell 

Fax 336-316-2953 

On Tue, at 11:43 AM, Eric M Lewis <elewis@guilford.edu> wrote: 

I am working off memory, there are 2 boxes of Watching and around 8 of Vision in storage. This is a conservative estimate. No Training in storage. 

i4ead 

Wor~’,ei~E: Soccer 

Greer~SbOF~>, ~4C 274:?.0 

On Tue, at 10:50 AM, @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Shelly, 

~ hope this email finds you doing well. I wanted to check in and see how many copies of "The Man Watching", "Vision of a Champion", and "Training 

Soccer Champions" you guys have over in the castle. ~ wanted to see how many we already have to know whether we should have you guys order more for 

our soccer camps this summer. (Eric - do we also have some of these books stashed out in storage?) 

Thanks so much for your help~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:12 PM 

Monique Bowma~-NSCAA <mbowman@nscaa.com> 

RE: Coachiug Education Weekend video 

It is rno~’e the age factor’ .._ They might d~ink I have died! 
From: Honique Bowman-NSCAA [mailto:mbowman@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 20:t3 3:10 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Coaching Education Weekend video 
Ha! I highly doubt tha~ll be an issue. But if they can’t hm~dle the awesomeness that is Anson Dorrance, that’s on them! 

Monique Bowma~ 

Communications Coo~tinator 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

Phone: 913-362-1747 x1021 

Cell: 

NSCAA.cora 

"Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <an~m(a~)eraail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I think if I were to appear on camera it might scare children and young coaches 

From: Nonique Bowman [mailto:mbowman@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 20~.3 1~:33 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Coaching Education Weekend video 
Good morning Coach Dorrance, 
I am following up on the email below and it’s request. Let me know if you have any questions and if you’re willing to help us out. 

Thanks! 

Monique Bowman 

Communications Coordinator I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave., Kansas City, KS 66101 I 913-362-1747 x1021 I (c) I 913-362-3439 
NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook.com/NSCAA 

.... Original Message .... 
From: "Monique Bowman" <__r!!!?__o___w__t~’_a___n_@_L~__s_9__a__a__=_q__o_E!> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 11:54am 

To: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Coaching Education Weekend video 

Hi Anson, 
Hope your week is going well! 
The NSCAA recently announced that we will be celebrating ~C~a~h~i!?~E~d~t~!~c~=~j~n~W~e~k~e~!?~d~ the third weekend in June. The purpose is to draw national attention to getting 
educated as a coach, as well as get as many people to participate as possible. 
We are developing a short promo video for this and are hoping you would make a cameo in it. I’ve attached a script so you have a better idea of what we’re trying to do. All we 
would need is you on camera saying "Do it for yourself." You and your crew can get as creative as you want with how it’s shot but as long as the quality and audio is there, 
we’ll be happy with it. 
Let me know if this is something you’d be interested in helping out with and if you have questions. We’re hoping to have the finished product by mid-May so we’d need your 
clip(s) by next Friday, May 3 (if possible). 
Thanks in advance for your time, 
Monique 

Monique Bowman 
Communications Coordinator I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave., Kansas City, KS 66101 I 913-362-1747 x1021 i (c) I 913-362-3439 (f) 
NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facet)ook.com/NSCAA 

Join us in Orlando for the inauqural Summer Symposium Auqust 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:17 PM 

Monique Bowma~-NSCAA <mbowman@nscaa.com> 

1~: Coachiug Education Weekend video 

I am trying to get out of it ._.This means I have to find a camera right? 
Fr~ro: Nonique Bowman-NSCAA [mailto:mbowman@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 3:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Coaching Education Weekend video 
Also, if this means you cm~ do this, we have a Dropbox account you can throw the file into’. :) 

MonJque Bowma~ 

Communications Coordinator 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

Phone: 913-362-1747 x1021 

Cell: 

NSCAA.cora 

"Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson(a~)eraail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I think if I were to appear on camera it rnigh~ scare children a~d young coaches 

From: Nonique Bowman [mailto:mbowman¢@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 11:33 AN 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Coaching Education Weekend video 
Good morning Coach Dorrance, 
I am following up on the email below and it’s request. Let me know if you have any questions and if you’re willing to help us out. 

Thanks! 

Monique Bowman 
Communications Coordinator I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave., Kansas City, KS 66101 I 913-362-1747 x1021 I (c) I 913-362-3439 
NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook.com/NSCAA 

.... Original Message .... 
From: "Monique Bowman" <__r!!!?__o___w__t~’_a___n_@_L~__s_9__a__a__=_q__o_E!> 
Sent: Wednesday, April 24, 2013 11:54am 

To: "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Coaching Education Weekend video 

Hi Anson, 
Hope your week is going well! 
The NSCAA recently announced that we will be celebrating ~C~a~h~i!?~E~d~t~!~c~=~j~n~W~e~k~e~!?~d~ the third weekend in June. The purpose is to draw national attention to getting 
educated as a coach, as well as get as many people to participate as possible. 
We are developing a short promo video for this and are hoping you would make a cameo in it. I’ve attached a script so you have a better idea of what we’re trying to do. All we 
would need is you on camera saying "Do it for yourself." You and your crew can get as creative as you want with how it’s shot but as long as the quality and audio is there, 
we’ll be happy with it. 
Let me know if this is something you’d be interested in helping out with and if you have questions. We’re hoping to have the finished product by mid-May so we’d need your 
clip(s) by next Friday, May 3 (if possible). 
Thanks in advance for your time, 
Monique 

Monique Bowman 
Communications Coordinator I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave., Kansas City, KS 66101 I 913-362-1747 x1021 I % I 913-362-3439 (f) 
NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facet)ook.com/NSCAA 

Join us in Orlando for the inauqural Summer Symposium Auqust 1-3! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:17 PM 

Tim Geutles <tim@sparkfc.com> 

ILE: Join my network on LinkedIn 

Tim, I would love to ...... 

From: ~m Gentles [mailto:tim@sparkfc.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 30, 2013 3:41 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Join my network on LinkedIn 
Absolutely, he’s blazing a big old trail! 
May well see you there if it’s one of the courses we’ll be present at, would be great to meet up. 
Cheers[[ 
Tim 
Tim Gentles 
CEO 
DrillBoardTM Worldwide 

Tel: +44(0)7749611480 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; 30 April 2013 20:21 
To-" Tim Gentles 
Subject; RE: Join my network on LinkedIn 

Tim Gentles wrote: 

Hi Anson 
¯ ._V__[&_w____o__Lig[L~#_! invitation 

¯ __R___e__s_~__o___n___d___t__o____T__tm___G___e___n_t_!__e__s_ 

Thanks for reaching out, it’s great to be connected. By 
coincidence I had a meeting with Raymond Verheijen and Hank 
Steinbrecher just last week and your name came 

Best wishes 

Tim 

On April 30, 2013 11:22 AM, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

I’d like to add you to my professional network. 

- Anson Dorrance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 30, 2013 9:47 PM 

ttue Me~ies, ~gmail.com> 

Re: Hue Menzies 

If it is NCAA legal I will do it! My best to ! What a stud! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ II~ire[e,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

ttue Menzies ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Au~3n~ 
I have decided to revive the Kr~eiKrush club here in Orlando. We are launching our website tomorrow and I was wondering if we can use any testimonial th3m you? 

Let me know if this is possible. 

Also got clea2red to start playiug agaiu. She is so excited. 

Hue 

On Wed, at 11:40 AM, Auson Dorrance <anson~,~uncaa.unc.edu;, wrote: 

To whom it may concern: 

~ know Hue through the excellent players he has developed on both sides of the gender divide. This year from our UNC men’s team one of his quality young men 

) is being drafted in the MLS first round after two brilliant years in the UNC midfield including a National Championship in his first year. We are also investing in 

the players from his women’s development: we have a full scholarship commitment from one of his elite young women ! with an interest in offering his next 
young star, ) the same scholarship offer when she comes to visit us this spring. 

There are many things I like about him beyond his ability to develop talent. He has excellent character and I trust him. Our head men’s coach here (Somoano) feels the 

same way. And these days character is what it comes down to: whom do you trust? I also like his easy going manner and a phone call into him is always returned quicldy 
and the conversation warm and enjoyable. 

Recently, Hue asked me to come to his club and speak. [ did not hesitate. And not for entirely unselfish reasons. I know that every year he will be developing elite talent. 

Sure enough, the young lady he called me about( ! was everything he said she was. He isagood man. Itrusthim. He receives my highest recommendation. 

Please call if I can be of further senAce             (c). 

3,,.’., 931_9 962 431_00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 5:18 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

@gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; matt jones (: 

@~nsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

kevin lan7 ( 

@gmail.com); 

. ~    @gmail.com; scan patton (         ;@gmail.com); 
; nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver ( 

@aol.com; Jason Sisnems 

~{bg~n~l.com); 

~aol.com); 

Subject: I~E: Barcelona 

The end of an era!!! 
The Serbian done with school and Barca done! 

From:                           @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Hay 0.t, 2013 1:57 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Barcelona 
Ansor~ 

I am officially done with a school today. I can’t believe it. I will send you a longer e-mail and update you on everything little later this week, or 

maybe even see you at the office. But, I just ~vanted to tell you ho~v excited I am to watch Barcelona - Bayern game. I will be Barcelona’s biggest fan 

today and if they come back, they roll make me so happy, t {ope you get to watch it. 

Let’s go Barsa...:-) 

All the best, 
Serbian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 5:22 PM 

~aol.com> 

I~E: ThaNe you 

Will do Gary ... thank you! 

From: messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com [mailto:messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com] On Behalf Of 

Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 5:25 Plvl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Thank you 

Linkedln 

via Linkedln 

has sent you a message. 

Date: 4/30/2013 

Subject: Thank you 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you for accepting my Linkedln invitation, I appreciate it. 

As an athletic performance and soccer coach, I appreciate the opportunity to network with other 

coaches, especially someone of your talent and experience. Please do not hesitate in letting me 

know if there is anything that I can do to help you with any of your projects. 

Best of luck in your upcoming season and any future endeavors. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 5:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Youth Soccer Reporter: Koroma cotnes up big off bench 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 20:[3 5:37 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Reporter: Koroma comes up big off bench 

removed by 
sender¯ 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Foday"s N~WSTuesday, April 30, 2013 

removed by 

sender 

tweet This 

Koroma comes up big off bench 
Soccer America 

[U.S. UNDER-20 MEN] The U.S. under-20 men’s national team wrapped up its weeklong camp at the 

Home Depot Center with a 6-2 win over Eric Wynalda’s Cal FC. Akron fi~shman Alfred Koroma, who 

did not take part in qualifying for the Under-20 World Cup, scored two goals and had an assist offthe 

bench, and the Chicago Fire’s Victor Pineda, who was injured and also missed Concacaf qualifying, 

scored for the U-20s. - Read the whole story 

Japan beats USA in battle of U-17 women’s powers 
by Soccer America 

[TORNEO CUATRO NACIONES] Japan won the Torneo Cuatro Naciones for under-17 women’s national 

teams in San Jose, Costa Rica, with a 4-1 win over the USA in their third and final match of the four-team 

competition. - Read the whole story 

Tri splits with Notre Dame and Indiana 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi~ 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

[MEXICO UNDER-20 MEN] Mexico’s under-20 men"s national team, which won the 2013 Concacaf championship, split 

weekend games on its annual college tour, beating 2012 NCAA Division I champion Indiana, 1-0, after falling to Notre Dame, 3- 

2. - Read the whole story 

NSCAA launches Summer Symposium 
by Mike Woitalla 

[COACHING EDUCATION] The NSCAA, whose January convention has become the world’s largest gathering of coaches 

since its inception 66 years ago, is launching a Summer Symposium, to be held Aug. 1-3 in Orlando. Former U.S. national 

team coaches Bob Gansler and Tony DiCicco are among the presenters at the summer event that also enables the NSCAA 

to honor high school players and coaches from the winter and spring seasons. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, April 30, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown¯ 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

i~i Image 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 5:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Womens Soccer Prospects tbr April 

From: National Scouting Report [mailto:listreply=nsr-inc.com@mail:t43.wdc02.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of National Scouting Report 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 20:13 8:29 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Womens Soccer Prospects for April 

~ern~,ed by 
sender¯ 

April’s Womens Soccer Prospects - updated list 
Because Nationef Scouting Report has been certilied by the NC,%,-~, when you ta~k to NSR 

omthe-ground scouts, you can rest assured they have been clealed by the NCAA 

cer[ificat~en program. As the nation’s ~ergest scouting organization ~,vi[h over 200 scouts 

nationwide, NSR is your premier scouting service. Our scouts persona~y sco~t and 

~nte~v~ew each of ou~ prospects so that you can knew that he or she has been 

professionally vetted ~er talenL desire, grades, work etMc and chatecter~ 

Our prospect-athletes range frem highqeve] DI talent to solid Dflf athletes. They ;are 

to be routinely and convenien[ly be evaluated [hrough their NSR pro~i~e on ns~.-inc.com, 

where coach’s can find ski~ ~nfermat~on and vkJeo$. You can a~ways truest NSR to provide 

yot~ ~,v~th quality student-atMetes, lust ~ike coaches here s~nce 1980. We ere t~OI 

te~emarketers; we"re on-the-ground scouts, and we p~edge to on~y provide you witl~ 

~egitimate college prospects. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 5:29 PM 

Bill Lessig fJgmail.com> 

Jason Sisneros ~gma~,l.com) 

RE: Bill Lessig -Accept connect on LIn 

I always want to try to stay on the cutting edge, Right now the staff member that helps me with this is Jason Sisneros. He is young and sharp. 1 trust him and will 
copy him o~ this, 
From: Bill Lessig             ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 20~3 9:~6 PH 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Bill Lessig -Accept connect on Lln 
I tello Ansor~ 
l am more than pleased l,) connect. Comlt me anong the mnltitude of coaches who admh~ t~r contdbu~i~n to the erfl~ancement ~fplas, er dew ~rfbm~ance exce]lence~ 

mNJvNion tcch. and the design of producfi~,e tmJ~mg exemises,’p,~gram. [ tow U ha~,e nmintamed u, hurmlity I can n~t fitthom. Aside, l hol-v I c~m ~ a uselifl cong~ct. 

I ha~,e de~,eloped the CoachPad, a product that can be used b3, most sport coaches~..fi)r sure, soccer coaches. It is old school but beats new school i~nctionalib, and 

versafilib’. 1 t}m~e a ski,~ web pr~ge www.coachpad.us 1hat I hope U will find time t,~ view at}d let me know ur flaoughls. ~hc coacl~t~d will [amach in July along s~ ,’a tice 

] -year subscription to mx app. dedicated to each spo~l.. 

SonT ~br the len~h of tiffs emNL but it}pat flom Ne fl~:~rtt li,~es is an as~t a}at I will pat to good use it} makhN flae coact}pad a vNuable ~oo[ For flae coacl~ 

I wish you conthaued saccess and hope U and a~e ~eam havre a pmdactive Spring. 

ResNcdhl]y. 

www.co~hpad.us 

Bill LessiK 

N Image 
...... removed by 

sender. 
Pi~ure 

www.coacn£ad.us 
Professor Emeritus Connecticut College 

(O) 860447-1929 (M) 

skype:l 

"Those who dance in the rain are thought crazy by those who don’t even hear the music" 
This communication may" contain privileged and�or confidential infomlation. It is intended solely for tile use of the addressee. If you ae not ltle intended recipient, you ale shict ly prohibited from disclosing, copying, distributing or using any of this 

infoi~nation If you received this communication in error, please contad file sender immediately and destroy the material in its entirety, whefller electronic or hard copy. This communication may contain nonpublic personal infoixnation about 

consumers s~bject to tile reslrictions of tile Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act. You may not directly or indirectly reuse or redisclose such information for any purpose other than to provide tile seiwices for which you are receiving tile infomlation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 5:30 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UP, GENT - Ferns October Fixtures 

We always support our kids!!! Good lucM!! 

From: I #gmail.com] 
Seat: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 9:13 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Fwd: URGENT- Ferns October Fixtures 

Hey Anson, 

’][’his is aaa emaJl I got fio,n my coach today. How do you feel about it? It would obviously depend on if you were willing to release me for it but also ifI even got 

selected. Jnst let me know. 

Thanks, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Tony Readings <Tonv.Readings,~);nzIbotball.co.~> 

Date: Tue, Apr 30, 2013 at 8:12 PM 

Subject: URGENT - Ferns October Fixtures 

To: 

< 

< >, Helen Collins <Helenc~stpeters~school.nz>, ~, Je~my Bindon 

<ienm’(?~bindon.co.~z>, 
>, "Rolls, Rebecca --rekecca.mlls(c~sfo~ovt.~z , 

Cc: Aaron Mcthrla~d <Aaron.Mcfarland(~nzfootball.co.nz>, Danm~ Robinson <Danny.Robinson,~,nfl~ovg.nz>, David Self (a;gmail.com>, Brad Co~a 

ttPSNZ <Brad Co aza(a? ~psnz o g ~> Jen Sayer HPSNZ <Jen.Saye~a;hpsnz.org.nz>, " " " ~ " ~ >    " , ~ , Hogg, J~ he ~.Juhe.Hogg~a stcuthberts.school.nz , Chns Han ~a 

<c.hanna~2~Sly~rtsmed.net.nz>, GaD’ Connell <Gary:Con!ae!~(i~nztbotl~ll.co.nz>, Graeme Robson <graeme.robson(a;hpsnz:org.nz>, Fred de Jong 

W e have provisionally secured some fixtures away to U SA in October tiffs yem-. These will obviously be maj orly beneficial to out- programme aud would be a great way to routed oft" 2013. We need to respond 

to t!ffs oppo~lat~ffty mg~tly to officially secure these fixtures What we need from all playeps at this point is confirmafion that you will be available for both of these matches before we can lock them in. The 

dates a-e as follows: 

U SA vs New Zealand 

Match 1: Sut~day, October 20, 2013 

Match 2: Saturday, Octob~- 26, 2013 or Sut~day, October 27, 2013 

An issue with the above dates is that the first fixture ~alls outside of the FIFA window (26-31 October). We want to play these matches with ouur sta-ongest possible squad so need confirmafion that all players 

will be able to play in both of these matches. 

1. Professional players with contracts for next year please speak to the relevant person to confirm your availability 

2. Professional players that are discussing contracts for next year please speak to the relevant person to negotiate this as part of your deal 

3. All other players please confirm your availability for these dates 

We need to respond m-gently to U SA to ensure this opporttudly is ]~ot missed Please can you respond by Sunday 5 May with confirmation of your availabiliD-. O]~ce we have received confim~afion we 

roll respond to U SA and lock in these matches Pl ease note - once play~-s are confim~ed they cannot with&aw at a lat~- date. 

Reg~-ds, 

TONY READINGS ~ b~w Z~ALA[~D FOOTBALL ~ 

This email has been scrubbed for your protection by SMX. For more information visit smxemail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 5:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: Sereno Soccer Club announces Inaugural CHELSEA CUP 

From: Chelsea Cup [mailto:chelseacup@serenosoccer.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 20:13:1.1:27 PM 
To: Chelsea Cup 
S,,bject: Fwd: Sereno Soccer Club announces Inaugural CHELSEA CUP 

Dear College Coach, 

As we begin planning for the 2013 Inaugural Chelsea Cup, I wanted to allow you fime to add our Thanksgiving college recruiting event on your 2013 calendar. Play 
will begin on Friday, November 29 at 8 am, concluding on Sunday, December I at 4 pm. 

All SERENO ECNL teams and NPL reruns will be participating in this event! 

Sereno is a]so pleased to welco~ne other ECNL and NPL team~ as well as Elite, Pre~nie~; and Select teams from all over the countu and internationally. We are 

com~nitted to the teams as we will be offering a 4 game guarantee on full sized fields. With tl~e support of Chelsea FC, Adidas, Marrio~ and US Club we axe confident 

this is an event you won’t want to miss. 

In addition to excellent recruiting and showcasing opportm~ifies on the beautiful fields of Reach 11 Sports Complex and ScottsdaJe Sports Complex (Home of USYSA 

Regionals and Nationals and ODP Region IV Championships), we offer the following amenities for college coaches: 

¯ Comped Rooms (Limited) 

° 18 Holes of Golf---.lV~r Resort and Spa Desert Ridge (Wildfire Golf Club), November 28 (Limited Spoks) 

¯ Check-in Reception (Drinks and Appetizers), JW Resort and Spa Desert Ridge, 6-10pm Thursday 

¯ College Coach Hospitality Tent with BreaI:fast. Lunch, Snacks, Drinks, Sunscreen and Chairs 

¯ Complete Player Profile Books 

¯ Very reasonable Resort and Hotel rates 

¯ Adidas Gif[ 

¯ AND MORE ...... 

Registration opens via ~,___w_~:_~_~:gotsoccer.corn and w~a~’.chelseacup.com on May 1 st. 

Updates will follow in coming months. Please contact me with any questions, anytime at chelseacup,@~serenosoccer.org or 480-433-1418. I look forward to discussing 

the Chelsea Cup hosted by Sereno Soccer Club and assisting you in making your decision to attend! 

Thank you, 

Chris Webb 
Director of SpeciaJ Events and Fundraising 

Tournament Director 

480-433-1418 .................................. 

WW ",A, .serenosoccer.com ....................................................... 

w~v.chelseacup.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, May 1,2013 5:32 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: I),22: Barcelona 

I hope the Serbian does as well. I am going to miss her! 

From:                           @yahoo.corn] 

Sent-" Wednesday, May 01, 2013 5:19 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: RE: Barcelona 

They shaJl return. :-) 

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail,unc.edu>; 

To; 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu <pacman @uncaa.unc.edu>; 

,; matt jones ( 

))gmail.com>; 
<nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; clay weaver ( 

@aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

@msn.com>; 

@gmail.com) ~ @gmail.com>; 

,; kevin larry (           @gmail.com) <            @gmail.corn>; 

@g__m____a_j_[:_c__p___n_! ) <. ............................................ @g__m____a_J_[:_c__P___n_!>; 

@_g_n_!a__[!:.£.o_m_.< ~gmaiLcom> sean patton( ~g_n_!_a__[[:_£_o__n_!) 

nicole fava (r~fava@uncaa.urm.edu) 

@aol.com), @aol.com>; 

SubjeCt: R~: Barcelona 

Sent: Wed, May 1, 2013 9:18:12 PM 

[’he on8 of a~ eral[! 

~[l~e Serbiat~ done wiih schoo~ and Barca done~ 

From:                               ~’ahoo:com] 
Sent: We~esday, May 01, 2013 1:57 PM 

To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Barcelona 

An~ 

I am officially done ruth a school today. I can’t believe it. I roll send you a longer e-mail and update you on ever~hing little later this ~veek, or 

maybe even see you at the once. BN, I just waned to tell you how excited I am to ~vatch Barcelona - Bayern game. I roll be Barcelona’s biggest fan 

today and if they come back, they will make me so happy. Hope you get to watch it. 

Let’s go Barsa...:-) 
All the best, 
Serbian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:01 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

l~L: Great Story! 

WOW!!! 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Sander, Thomas J 

@gmail.com] 
1:23 AM 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; 

Ducat; Nicole Fava; 
Subject: Great Story! 

I saw this m~d thought I should shm’e. 

Have a good day! 

Jason 

t; Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 2:16 PM 

tiaras, Stacey Elaine ~sharris@unc.edu-~ 

Crothers, Timothy W <tcrothe@email.unc.edu>;         ~nsn.com; duca~!uncaa.unc.edu; I 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: play day 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Yes, me Dino, Chris Ducar and Tim Crothers 

Frora: Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 9:07 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: play day 

Anson - 

Are you playing golf this year? Who’s your team? 

Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 2:44 PM 

"’@aol.com 

I~W: Africa Soccer Trials 

From: Concept 4 Soccer International [mailto:info=concept4soccerinternational.org.uk@mai135.wdc03.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of Concept 4 Soccer International 

Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 20:t3 :t::t4 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Africa Soccer Trials 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 3:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Copa Rayados Intemacional - compete with the best youtl~ tea~s fiom Mexico & the world - in the USA! 

From: David Clarke [mailto:david.clarke@coach-soccer.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 0:t, 20:t3 5:43 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Copa Rayados International - compete with the best youth teams from Mexico & the world - in the USA! 
Dear Anson, 

The guys at Premier Soccer Services in Texas and Cf Monterrey Rayados of Mexico have been 
keeping us updated about their exciting tournament, The Copa Rayados Internacional, at the 
STAR Soccer Complex in San Antonio, Texas, scheduled for November 27 - December 1 2013. 

Check out some of the fantastic youth teams that have already confirmed their attendance in 
their message below. 

I highly recommend you consider this great opportunity to play against some of the best youth 
teams in the world. 

Yours in socce~ 

i~-~ Imag ....... d bysender. 

David Clarke, 
Editor, Better Soccer Coaching 

i :~ Imag ...... d bysender. Come join thet ........ t 

I 
CF lVlonterrey Rayados 
2 - time CONCACAF Charnpions 

Mexico’s #1 ranked Pro Club presents: 

Copa Rayados lnternacional 

.~i Image removed 

by sender. 

November 27-December 1 
In San Antonio TX 

United States of America 
Boys Under 11-19 

vA, wv.coparayados.com 

Compete with the best youth academies from Mexico and the world! 
Challenge against the best from Mexico in a tournament in the USA! A 
Division for pro club academies, elite teams, and youth national teams. 

B Division for youth teams, schools, and academies. The fuerzas 
basicas (academy) teams of Monterrery Rayados will be joined by 
Mexican pro club academies - and many more such as: 

Bermuda U17 National Team (Bermuda), Pretoria City Academy (South 
Africa), North Texas ODP (USA), FESA Academy (El Salvador) 

San Antonio TX: The Star 
Soccer Complex: ~4 great 
fields and 8,000 seat soccer 
specific stadium 



i.~.i Image removed by sender 

U~st~bscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)’- 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 3:35 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

(@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; _ 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: RE: RE: Barcelona 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

I am going Lo miss you too! But our UNC family is FOREVER!![! And I have a very good feeling about next year’s leadership as welt ..... I think we all want to replicate 

what happened last fall with wonderful players/people like you. 

@yahoo.com] 
~ent= Wednesday, Nay 02, 20~3 6:57 PN 
To; Do~rance, Aibe~ A ~ 
~bject= Re: RE: RE: Barcelona 

I am going to miss not o~y the ~st coach in the Nsto~ of women’s soccer but also the most ca~ng person in the world. 

Thank you, Anson! 

Serbian roll come to visit often,Charlotte is only two hours away! 

Sent t?om Yahoo! Mail on Android 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail.unc.edu>; 

To: ~yahoo.com>; 

Cc: _@___m____s__n__:_c__9___m__.>; _d___u__c_a_L~_u___n_c__a_a__:_u_n__c__:_e___d_u__ <_d__u___c__a__£__@__u_n_c__a___a_:__u___n__c__:_e_d_u__>; ..................................................... __@_a___o__[:__c__o___n_!>; Jason Sisneros 

@gmai!:com>; pacman@!~ncaa.tmc~edu <pacman@!~ncaa.tmc.edu>; 

Subjed~: RE: RE: Barcelona 

Sent: Wed, May :1, 2013 9:31:46 PM 

I hope fl~e SerNa~ does ~ well. I am going to miss her!’.’. 

From:                            ~_a__~! _o_ B_= _c__o__n__~_] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 5:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: RE: Barcelona 

They shall return. :-) 

Sent fi~om Yahoo! Mail on Android 

(~aol.cotn>; 

?~tnsn,cotn>; 
?~gmail.com) < @small.corn>; 

Subject: RE: Barcelona 

Sent: Wed, May 1, 2013 9:18:12 PM 

The end of" an 

The Sed~iart done with school m~d Bared done’. 

F~m:                          ~)gahoo.com] 
Sent: We~esday, May 01, 2013 1:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Barcelona 

~ am o[fi~ial~ don~ with a 8~hool today. ~ ~afft b~i~ve ~t. ~ w~ll 8end you a longer e~mail and update you on ever~hin~ little ~at~r this we~k~ or 
maybe even see ~ou at the o[fi~e. BuL ~]ust wanted to tell ~ou how ex~ted 
today and ~[the~ ~ome ba~k~ they wil~ make me 8o happy~ Hope ~ou ~et 
Let’s ~o Barsa...>) 
A~I ~h~ besL 
Serbian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Pdbert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DOR1LANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 3:35 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros I ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Bill Lessig -Accept connect on LIn 

From: Bill Lessig             @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 01, 2013 7:39 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Bill Lessig -Accept connect on LIn 

Grea~ Anson.. i.t" ]..r ~ ou~d, plea.~ dhect Jason to w~,WuCOach-pad.com which is m} d~d[ sit~ ~hat I. ~,ill con~uue to b~fi~d rote the .us site Appreciate you interest. 

The BesI, 

B~ll 

On Wed, May l, 2013 at 5:29 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~) ~@~ema l u ac edu> wrote 

f alway~.~ wi~r~t to try to s~:~V ot~ the cutL#~g edge, r~ight now the ~l:aff r~ember thi~t helps; r~e w~th th~; is Jason S~sr~er.:?s, He is yoking ~r~d sharp, ~ trust h~m 

F~m~ Bill Lessig [mailto       }gma 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 30, 20~3 9:16 PH 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje~t~ Bill Lessi~ -Accept connect on LIn 
Hello 
I am more ~han pleased to connect. Coum me amo~g the nm~imde of coaches who admire ur contfilsution u? the enhanceme~t of player dew t~r[i)m~ance exce]~e~c% 

motivation ~ech. and ~he desig~ of productive ~mining exercises p~gram. }1o~~ U hm’e maintained ~r brutality I can not lh~hom Aside. I ho]~ I can ~ a usefid contact. 

I hm’e developed t~e CoachPad, a product t~a~ can be l~sed 1)?, most sport coaches..Abr sme. soccer coaches. I~ is old school, but bea~s new school fimcdo~lali[y and 

ver~tiJib’. I ha~,e a sk n web p~ ge www coachpad us t mt [ ~ope U wi ] [~ ~d i ne o v ew a ~d let ne k ~ow ~ r t ~ot g ~ts ""~e c(~achp~ d wi 1 ~am~ch in .hdy Mong wa 

l -year s~bscHption to an app. dedicated to each 

So~y liar the ]e~gth of this em~U], b~t input liom the li~mt lines is m~ asset thN ] ~41l put to good ~se m real, rag d~e coac[~pad a ~ aluable tool t~:~r the coach. 

I wish 5,oa co~tm~ed success al?d hope U al?d the team have a producti~ e Sprmg~ 

www~coachpad.~s 

Bill Lessig 

ram~d by 
s~nder. 
PiGura 

www.coachpad.us 
Professor Emeritus Connecticut College 

(O) 8604d7-1929 (M) __ 

~ww.linkedin.com/in/soccersceneusa/ 
skyp{ 

"Those who dance in the rain are thought crazy by those who don’t even hear the music" 
This communication may contain privileged and, or confidential infonnation. It is intended solely for the use of the addressee. If you are not the intended recipient, you are strictly prohibited ~om disclosing, copying, distributing or using ~]y of this 

inf~inmtion. If you received this communication in error, please contact the sender immediately and destroy the material in its entirety, whether electronic or hard copy. This communication may contain nonpublic personal infoi:mation about 

consumers sa]bj ect to the re~rictions of tile C, ramm-Leach-Bliley Act. You may not directly or indirectly reuse or redisclose such information fhr any purpose other than to provide the selwices for which you are receiving the infhrmation. 

Bill Lessig 

N Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Picture 

www.coacnpaa.us 
Professor Emeritus Connecticut College 

(O) 860447-1929 (M) 

skype 
Twitter 

"Those who dance in the rain are thought crazy by those who don’t even hear the music" 
This communication may contain privileged anti,or confidentiM infoin~ation. It is intended solely for the use of the addressee. If you ~u-e not lhe intended recipient, you are shict ly prohibited from disclosing, copying, distributing or using any of this 

im%rm ation If you received this communication in error, please contact the sender immedi~ay and destroy the material in its ~tirety, wheth~- electronic or hard copy. ~ds communication may contain nonpublic personM info~w~ation about 

consumers s~bject to the restrictions of the @~mm-Leach-Bliley Act. You may not directly or indirectly reuse or redisclose such information for any purpose other than to provide the se~wices for which you are receiving the infommtion. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Pdbert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTILATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DOR1LANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 3:36 PM 

Bill Lessig @gmail.com> 

Jason Sisnero~ ~gma~l.com) 

RE: Bill Lessig -Accept connect on LIn 

Done! 
From: Bill Lessig. j@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 01, 2013 7:39 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Bill Lessig -Accept connect on LIn 

Grea~ Anson.. i.t" ]..r ~ouM, p~ea.~ dhect Jason to WWWuCOach-pad.com which is m} d~d[ sit~ ~hat i ~,ill con~uue to b~d~d rote the .us site Appreciate you interest. 

The BesI, 

B~ll 

On Wed, May l, 2013 at 5:29 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anso ~(a~ema l u ac edu> wrote 

f alway~,~ want to try to s~:aV ot~ the cut~:mg edge, £ight now the ~l:aff member that helps; r~e w~th th~; is Jason S~sner.:?s, He is young ~md sharp, ~ trust hm~ and 
copy h~m on ~:h~s. 
F~m~ Bill Lessig I 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 30, 20~3 9:16 PH 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje~t~ Bill Lessi~ -Accept connect on LIn 
Hello 
I am more ~han pleased to connect. Coum me amo~g the nmkimde of coaches who admire ur contfilsution u? the enhanceme~t of player dew t~r[i)m~ance exce]~e~ce~ 

motivation ~ech. and ~he desig~ of productive ~mining exercises p~gram. How U hm’e maintained ~r humility I can not lh~hom Aside. I ho]~ I can ~ a usefid contact. 

I hm’e developed t~e CoachPad, a product t~a~ can be used lsy most sport coaches..Abr sme. soccer coaches. I~ is old school, but bea~s new schod fimcdo~lalib, and 

ver~fiJib’. I hm, e a sk n web p~ ge www coachpad us t ~at [ ~ope U wi ] [~ ~d i ne o v ew a ~d let ne k ~ow ~ r t ~ot g ~ts ""~e c(~achp~ d wi 1 ~am~ch in .hdy a~ong wa 

l -year subscription t,) an app. dedicated to each 

So~y fi~r the ]e~gth of this em~U], but input flom the fl~mt lines is a~ asset thN ] will put to go,)d use m real, rag d~e coachpad a ~ aluable tool t~:~r the c,)ach. 

I wish 5,oa co~tmued success al?d hope U al?d the team have a producti~ e Spfing~ 

www~coachpad.~s 

Bill Lessig 

ram~d by 
s~nder. 
PiGura 

www.coachpad.us 
Professor Emeritus Connecticnt Calle.e 

(O) 8604d 7-1929 (M) 

~ww.linkedin.com/in/soccersceneusa/ 
skype 
Twitter: 

"Those who dance in the rain are thought crazy by those who don’t even hear the music" 
This communication may contain privileged and, or confidential information. It is intended solely for the use of the addressee. If you are not the intended recipient, you are strictly prohibited fiom disclosing, copying, distributing or using ely of this 

infbm~ation. If you received this communication in error, please contact the sender immediately and destroy the material in its entirety, whether electronic or hard copy. This communication may contain nonpublic personal infoI:mation about 

consumers s~bject to the re~lrictions of tile @amm-Leach-Bliley Act. You may not directly or indirectly reuse or redisclose such information tbr any purpose other than to provide the selwices for which you are receiving the intbrmation. 

Bill Lessig 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

Picture 

Professor Emeritus Connecticut College 
(O) 860447-1929 (M) 

~_’5£’=linkedin. com/in t so c cer s cen.e_u_g a_,~ 
skype 
Twitter: 

"Those who dance in the rain are thought crazy by those who don’t even hear the music" 
This communication may contain privileged and~or confidential infoimation. It is intended solely for the use of the addressee. If you a-e not lhe intended recipient, you are shict ly prohibited from disclosing, copying, distributing or using any of this 

irffoixnation If you received this communication in error, please contad/he sender immediately and destroy the material in its entirety, whelher electronic or hard copy. This communication may contain nonpublic personal infoiTnation about 

consumers s~bject to the restrictions of the Gr~mm-Leach-Bliley Act. You may not directly or indirectly reuse or redisclose such information for any purpose other than to provide the seiwices for which you are receiving the infom~ation. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 3:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: E~nail lists for ID Cmnps & Recruiting 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dale Terry ~earthlink.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 01, 2013 9:49 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Soccer@pitch.net 
Subject: Email lists for ]I) Camps & Recruiting 

My email lists can help you attract more prospects to your ID camps and add more names to your recruiting list. 

These are verified emails for select and elite players - most fi-om the rosters of teams competing in major showcase tournaments 

The data is delivered to you in an Excel format, ready to paste into your recruiting letters and into your ID camp invitations. 

In nearby states, the counts are: 

ALABAMA BOYS: 159 $20.00 

(;lass of ’14 - 40 

Class of’15 - 55 

(;lass of ’16 - (~ 

ALABAMAG]RLS: 155 $2000 

Class of’14 - 38 

(;lass of’l 5 - 31 

Class of’16 - 86 

NORTH CARO],]NA BOYS: 407 $50.00 

Class of’14 - 190 

Class of’15 - 128 

Class of’16 - 89 

NORTH CAROLLNA GIRLS: 454 $55.00 
Class of’14 - 182 
Class of’15 - 147 
Class of’16 - 125 

SOL~PHCAROLINABOYS: 251 $30.00 
Class of’14 - 86 
Class of’15 - 95 
Class of’16 - 70 

SOL~FHCAROLLNAGIRLS: 129 $20.00 

Class of ’14 - 58 

Class of ’15 - 48 

Class of ’16 - 23 

GEORGIA BOYS: 812 $110.00 

Class of ’14 - 274 

Class of’15 - 233 

Class of’16 - 300 

GEORGIA GIRLS: 909 $125.00 

Class of’14 - 314 

Class of’15 - 325 

Class of’16 - 270 

TENrix,’ESSEF, BOYS: 202 $25.00 

Class of’14 - 93 
Class of’15 - 82 
Class of’16 - 27 

TKNN~SSEE GIRLS: 199 $2500 
Class of’14 - 116 
Class of’15 - 35 
Class of ’16 - 48 

All emails are delivered in an Excel format via email within 48 hours 
We’ll send an invoice with the data. 

For more information, please contact: 

Dale Te~ 
Soccer eIVlailin~ Lists 





WOMEN’S SOCCER (14) 

Regular Season 

RECOMMENDATION: To play a full single round robin. 
o Women’s Soccer would play thirteen (13) conference games. 

The coaches recommend playing 13 conference games. (Vote: Unanimous, Pittsburgh and 

Syracuse Support) 

DUKE 

WAKE 

NCST 

UNC 

FSU 

MIAMI 

CU 

VT 

UVA 

MD 

BC 

P ITT 

SYR 

ND 

Championship 

RECOMMENDATION: To play an 8-team, single elimination Championship. 
o The coaches recommend the 8-team bracket. (Vote: 8-1-1-1; Pitt support, Syracuse oppose) 

8-Team Bracket 

Sunday Friday Sunday 

#1 Seed 

#8 Seed 

#5 Seed 

#4 Seed 

#3 Seed 

#6 Seed 

#7 Seed 

#2 Seed 



WOMEN’S SOCCER 

Regular Season (14) 
¯ Currently play 12 games over 8 weeks (one game on final weekend) 

o 20 allowable contests, 12 week season (week 12 is currently championship) 

. With an even number of teams, the following options are available: 

~ Play in divisions. 

¯ Play in scheduling pods. 

~ Use primary partners. 

o Play in travel partners. 

~afullsingleleround robin: 
Women’s soccer would play 13 conference games. 

o If two games were played every week but the final week, it would take 7 weeks. 

¯ 65% of schedule would consist of conference opponents. 

~ The coaches recommend playing 13 conference games. (Vote: Unanimous, Pittsburgh and 

Syracuse Support) 

To play less than a single round robin: 
~ The ideal number of games needs to be determined. 

The following options exist with the understanding that number of games can be adjusted: 

SPORT 

W Soccer 

1. Play in Scheduling Pods. 
= Play all teams in your pod (6 games), and then "x" number outside your group 

# of Teams 

14 

POD 1 

BC, SYR, PITT, LOU, ND, UVA, VT 

POD 2 

CLEM, DU, FSU, MIA, UNC, NCST, WFU 

EXAMPLE: 

12 Games 6 games in pod 6 in other pod 

10 Games 6 games in pod 4 in other pod 

8 Games 6 games in pod 2 in other pod 

1 missed opponent 

3 missed opponents 

5 missed opponents 

2. Play in 2 Divisions 
Play all teams in your division (6 games), and then "x" number outside your 

division 

WOMEN’S SOCCER BC, CLEM, FSU, LOU, NCST, WFU, SYR DUKE, MIA, UNC, UVA, VT, PITT, ND 

EXAMPLE: 

12 Games 

10 Games 

8 Games 

6 games in division 

6 games in division 

6 games in division 

6 in other division 

4 in other division 

2 in other division 

1 missed opponent 

3 missed opponents 

5 missed opponents 



3. Use Primary Partners 
o Can establish any number of primary partners with an even number of teams. 

o You are guaranteed to play your primary partner(s) every year. 

Boston College SYR ND, SYR ND, SYR, PITT ND, SYR, LOU, PITT 

Clemson ND MIA, FSU MIA, FSU, NCST MIA, FSU, NCST, DU 

Duke UNC UNC, WFU UNC, WFU, UVA UNC, WFU, CLEM, NCST 

Florida State MIA MIA, CLEM MIA, CLEM, ND MIA, CLEM, LOU, PITT 

Louisville PITT VT, PITT VT, PITT, SYR VT, PITT, BC, FSU 

Miami FSU FSU, CLEM FSU, CLEM, UNC FSU, CLEM, UNC, ND 

North Carolina DU DU, NCST DU, NCST, MIA DU, NCST, MIA, WFU 

NC State WFU UNC, WFU UNC, WFU, CLEM UNC, WFU, CLEM, DU 

Notre Dame CLEM BC, SYR BC, SYR, FSU BC, SYR, MIA, UVA 

Pittsburgh LOU LOU, UVA LOU, UVA, BC LOU, UVA, BC, FSU 

Syracuse BC BC, ND BC, ND, LOU BC, ND, VT, UVA 

Virginia VT VT, PITT VT, PITT, DU VT, PITT, ND, SYR 

Virginia Tech UVA MD, UVA MD, UVA, WFU LOU, UVA, SYR, WFU 

Wake Forest NCST NCST, DU NCST, DU NCST, DU, UNC, VT 

EXAMPLE: 

12 Games 

12 Games 

11 Games 

11 Games 

1 primary partner 

2 primary partners 

1 primary partner 

2 primary partners 

11 other opponents 

10 other opponents 

10 other opponents 

9 other opponents 

1 missed opponent 

1 missed opponents 

2 missed opponents 

2 missed opponents 



Championship 
Scheduled to play an 8-team format in 2013 

o Top4seeds host on Sunday 

o Semifinals and Finals at a neutral site on the following Friday-Sunday 

If this 8-team format is continued, 57% of the league is invited to the Championship. 

The coaches recommend the 8-team bracket. (Vote: 8-I-1-I; Pittsburgh supported, Syracuse opposed) 

8-Team Bracket 
Sunday Friday Sunday 

#1 Seed 

#8 Seed ] 

#5 Seed 

#4 Seed J 

#3 Seed 

#6 Seed J 

#7 Seed 

#2 Seed J 

Thursday 

#9 Seed 

#8 Seed 

14-Team Bracket 

Friday Saturday 

#1 Seed 

Sunday 

#12 Seed 

#5 Seed 

#13 Seed 

#4 Seed 

#14 Seed 

#3 Seed 

#11 Seed 

#6 Seed 

#10 Seed 

#7 Seed 

1 
J 

1 
J 

#2 Seed 



FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:22 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Just released: Tap into the mommy blogosphere 

From: Stephen Branstetter I ACTIVE Camps [mailto:info@go.ACTivEnetwork.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 :t:2:t PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; 3ust released: Tap into the mommy blogosphere 

Fii Anson, 

In a recent paper, we revealed impressive facts and figures about your" ma,~ket - the "Morn Market’; 
- demonstraling how their buying haMis i~ave evoived. 

Now; in our second paper on the subiect, we continue to e×piore the Morn Market to bring you 
actionable ~n~o~matJon about ~app~ng into the thdqng - and growing - ne~werk of ’Mommy 

Bbgs". 

Bacaus÷ th÷ Morn Market represents a fon’nidabb force tha?s changing marketing, I ti;ink itLs 
critical for Camp Directors to be aware of emerging opportunilies for infiuencing n’loms. 

The mommy blogosphere: the uJiimaie wordoof-mouth markeiing 

3 way~ ~" la~ ink th~ ~)g(sF her ~ 

LegM guidelines 

[ 

r 

h;ter÷sted in finding out more about how ACTIVE Network technology can enabie you to or÷ate 
online regislration ,orms lha~ ~,,,’ill irapmss morns? 

HZappy Reading! 

Stephen Branstetter 
Gene,~’al Ma,~ager, ACTIVE Neiwork 
Youih & Education 

i: 87 ?’-,996-,2267 ~I 



removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:22 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: For Soccer Quickly hnprove Performance with an Inexpensive Mobile Video App and Free Online Sh~ing 

From: Ron Imbriale [mailto:usa@dartfish.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, May 02, 2013 1:24 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; For Soccer Quickly Improve Performance with an Inexpensive Mobile Video App and Free Online Sharing 

removed by 
sender. 

GO TO ITUNES STORE HERE 

YOUR SOCCER MOBILE VIDEO ANALYSIS SOLUTION AND YOUR GATEWAY TO THE DARTFISH GLOBAL 
EXPERIENCE 

We help COACHES and ATHLETES improve performance on the GO. Get started with Dartfish for only $4.99, the World 
leaders in video analysis solutions for coaches. 

Dartfish Express is the ideal video coaching tool for all sports: soccer, volleyball, wrestling, swimming, baseball, 
softball, golf, tennis, track & field, weightlifting, fitness training, football, basketball, gymnastics, skiing and more. 

* ALL-IN-ONE RECORDING 
Record high definition videos using your iPhone or iPad’s built-in camera; then review them quickly on the spot. 

* POWERFUL PLAYBACK CONTROLS 
Scrolling through your video has never been easier. Have fun with the jog wheel to move frame-by-frame or for fast 
searching, or play in slow motion. 

* TAKE STILL SHOTS 
Focus your discussions on key moments by taking and annotating still shots. 

* ADD VIDEO DRAWINGS & COMMENTS 
Drawings highlight what the video reveals - use angle measurements, lines, arrows, circles, squares and freehand tools 
to show people where to focus. Hake the learning last by enriching the video with your expert view point in the form of 
comments. 

* WATCH IN FULL SCREEN 
No busy interface, just pure performance! Play your videos or review your still shots in full screen. 

* SIMPLE YET EFFICIENT VIDEO SHARING 
Create your free online channel on Dartfish Cloud and share your enriched videos with clients, fans, and friends on 
your own dartfish.tv channel via: 

Email 
Text 
Facebook 
Twitter 

WATCH THE TUTORIAL VIDEO ON EXPRESS HERE 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

For more information please contact us at __u____s_a__@dart~ish,com 



Image 

removed by 

sender 

iContact - -[~¥ 

I~ Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AJbert A IV ~JO UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:25 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Need to Charter Buses for Athletic Travel? 

From: TrueNorth Travel Solutions [mailto:sports@truenorth-travel.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 3:22 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Need to Charter Buses for Athletic Travel? 

::.~.i Ima,ge re, moved bysender. 

Have.YOU made your ground ira nspo,Aation arrangemenks R)r the upcoming 

We are TrueNorth Travel Solutions, oue of the nation’s [e~3ding ground 
transpo~’tation compaMes~ Wc woll]d i~ ke [o offc~: o~r assistance to you in p]anni~g 

heipmg ~,:) provide them with an efficien[ way to book and manage ~heir ground 

We h;.~r~d]e all aspe~zt.s of a~:rangh~g grouted transportation so that you car~ do what 
you do best - COA<tH~ 

Working strictly on youP team% behalI; we ievemge our bu) ing power to provide 
you ,~vith the most ~;ost efibct~ve Pates av~iiabie~ Since we do not work on 
eornn-Hssiou, we operate with complete ee~’tain[y that we c~m sa~e ouP clients 
n~oney while n rain tainb~ t[~e hi~hesl, lords of sa (bl¢,,, re[iabi]ib’, a~d corn 



¯ Day-.be(bre--travei, ,~ provide );our dr~ver’~ m~me and eel] phor~e mtmber. 

If you could emafi us w~h a good dine b:) discuss you ~ b’angpor~a~ion needs, we 
~.vou]d great[y appreda~e the opporbmit)" to speak vdth yore From our experie~ce 
in working with college spod.s teams~ I know we can deve]op a strong rc]ationsb~p 
with y’ou~ p~og~:ar~:~ and b~mg you va]uable benefits. 

email sports@truenorth-travel.com for more information 

TrueNorth Travel Solutions 

(888) 588-8849 (Toll Free) 
sports@truenorth-traveLeom 
www.truenorth-travel.eom 

"Providing Peace of Mind in 
Ground Transportation" 

.~i Image removed bysender 

Click for Morel 

Forward this ernail 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

This emsil wss sent to an:~-m@unca&unc.edu by sports@truenorth-travel.com 

Ugd~te I~rof[lej~rna[[Add£~ Instan[ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Priv~cy PgJjc~, 
TrueNorth Travel Solutions 3047 II Lincoln Ave Suite 400 :: Chicago :: IL :: 60657 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:50 PM 

~aol.com 

@uga.edu); 

" " @msni~om; ducar~uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 
@gmaJl.com); pacman@tmcaa.unc.edu; 

,; kevin larry !          @gma:il.com); 

; matt jones ! @gmail.com); .J 
@gmail.com; sean patton ! ,@gn~a~’om); 

nicole thva (nthva@uncaa.unc.edu); clay weaver @aol.com); _ _ 

Subject: RickyMaste~Coach.com Talks To Christen Press, Whitney Engen & Amber Brooks 

Thank you D, ino~ I will send ~:his out!! 

I love reading about our superstars out h~ the real world and their reflec~on~ on hfe, I know some of you are in exam~ but p~e~se read about wh~t Amber and 

Wh~t think Please t:ake ~;pedal note of what Wh~t says about wat(:hmg t:he game at: the h~ghest level We ha~e to make this a part of our Ckl[~klre]~[ 

Good luckH The grades [ have seen so far are outstand~ngH~ 

RickyMasterCoach.com Talks To 
Christen Press, Amber Brooks ~ Whitney Engen 

Whitney Engen~ ’They discussed role models, p~aying professiona~ soccer aboard and 

wha~ i~ rnear~s [o represenL the United States National La~arn, 

Image removed by sender. 

Christen Press 

USWNT- Forward 
CLICK HERE ]0 READ 

Whitney Engen 

USWNT = Defender 
CLICK HERE TO LISTEN 



Image rerrloved by sender Image removed by sender. 

Amber Brooks 

USWNT - Mid-Fielder 

HERE TO READ 

ASC Mobile Now 
Available! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3 4:56 PM 

~aol.com 

l~L: talked with Tom 

I arn with you bro 

From @aol.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 4:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Fwd: talked with Tom 

FYI, 
I have no interest in up fronting this kind of money for this project, do you? 

.... Original Message .... 
From: ~_.,g_r_!?~_jJ:__c__o__r_!! > 

To: Dino Palladino @aoLcom> 
Sent: Mort, 4:14 pm 
Subject: talked with Tom 

Hey, I spoke with Tom. Sounds like the press release is with Compliance now.., awesome[ 
So now, all we need is to get your credit card to make a deposit with us for $7,500 which gets us going working on compiling your camp database, creating a cool email 
template, THEN deciding the other things like when/if to send emails, do you want sponsors, do you want to do evals on iPads (I think not on this one, right?). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:58 PM 

Ross Hawley <Ross@bastie.com> 

l~g: Soccer Inquiry 

Call when you are bored .... Before 6 pro: ’ after 6 prn 

F~: Ross Hawley [mailto:Ross@bastie.com] 

SeBt-" Thursday, May 02, 20:[3 4:~7 PM 
Ta-" Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject-" Soccer Inquiry 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Ross Hawley and I am writin~ you this afternoon on behalf of PLAYCED in Dallas, TX. At PLAYCED, we specialize in matchin~ student-athletes with 

colle~es, based on academic and athletic criteria. We are NOT a recruitin~ website and this is not a solicitation. My email is simple; I would love the opportunity to 

speak with you for 5-11_0 minutes about the colle~e soccer recruitin~ process. We are tryin~ to ~ain as much insight into each of our sports as possible. Since The 

University of North Carolina is the top soccer program in the country, we would ~reatly appreciate the opportunity to pick your brain. Please let me know when a 

~ood time to speak with you would be. Thank you! 

Best Re~ards, 

Ross Hawley 

PLAYCED 

President of Operations 

:1490:1 Quorum Drive, Suite 850 

Dallas, TX 75254 

469,667,2214 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 2, 2013 4:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Are You m~ Old School Recruiter? 

From: David Kryger [mailto:dkryger@ncsasports.org] 

Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 4:53 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject: Are You an Old School Recruiter? 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

i::*:;i Image removed bysender. 

College coaches have to 

wear many different hats. 

Whether you’re coaching, 

recruiting, advising, etc, 

your job extends far 

beyond the gym or field, 

With such a variety of 

daily tasks, it’s vital that 

you work in the most 

efficient and effective 

ways possible, Here are 5 pieces of advice on how you 

can amp up your recruiting efforts, to help ease your 

schedule and your stress 

.~i Image removed bysender 

Today’s high school student-athletes are 

constantly checking their Facebook and 

Twitter accounts - duh! They don’t talk on the 

phone to their friends, they text each other - 

again, duh! As a part of the social media 

age, teenagers now spend the majority of 

their waking hours texting, tweeting and 

posting. Therefore, any industry, company, 

organization etc looking to attract teens has 

taken to the internet 

X Image removed by sender. 

Check out 30 year recruiting expert, Randy Taylor, as he 

tells you, just how easy it is to promote your camp to 

thousands of athletes for free. He’ll walk you through the 

simple process, so you can take advantage of it today! 

New Ef)is<~d~" Every ~Ned:~esday 

Image removed by sender 

every VVed~es~ay, 



removed by 

sender 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa unc edu. To unsubscribe from similar emails, .c_[Lc__k__[~_e_[_e_.. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us. click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St, 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, May 3,2013 1 48 PM 

Joshua~ ~gmail.com> 

Re: Reference 

Sure 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ ~Vireless 4G L)"E DROLL) 

Joshua ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Would you mind if I give your number to _                     as a reference’.’ He is the head coach of 2     _               _ 
and I out for 8 sessions in the fall and spring to work with the program and create a pretts" comprehensive mental training cuxriculam for them. 

What would be the best number for him to reach you at? 

Best, 

Joshua 

nd he is looking to bring my partner 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 3, 2013 5:01 PM 

Stef~ Fatsis ~gm~l.com> 

I~E: Re: 

Two excellent pieces! 
It was~ goo,’t {:o see you ~s well and me�A: Vok~r gkls. Yes, camp 
F~m: Stefan FaNis.          ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 02, 2013 9:45 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: 

http:i/www.slate.confanicleffs~)rts,’s~x)rts nu~"2013/05/abby wambach concussion u s soccer finally admits that the star player s.html 

Best, 

Stef~ 

On Thn, Apr 25, 2013 at 11:31 AM, Stefan Fatsis ?~fgmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

Great to see you in D.C., even ifjnst fiom the grandstand roiling,                both were delighted to meet you. UNC summer camp in 2014! 

I wrote a piece that I wanted you to read. At the Spirit-Flash game on Saturday, Abby Wambach took a deva~s’tating ball to the head and then stayed in the game. I 

watched it ~mIbld. Here’s what I wrote. Let me know what you think. 

On a lighter note, here’s a piece, ti~om our podcast this week, prompted by Luis Suaxez, abont biting in sporis. 

Hope all’s well. 

Stethn Faksis 

202-250-5832-w 

-C 

twitte~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday~ ,5:07 PM 

~aol .com> 

I~E: Hey! 

Oh no!!’. Is raping people again? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ~aol.com] 
Sent: Friday: 12:08 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hey! 

Anson[! ! 

He?’. Just thought I would check in again. I just arrived in DC ~vith the       earlier this evening for our game vs th~      on Saturday. Feels good to be back on the east coast, if only for 
a moment! I got to see my morn earlier today, which was awesome; she just happens to be judging a dance competition in DC this weekend And my dad will be at the game, so that is tbn. 

Everything is still going well with me. I’m enjoying practice and getting to know evewone on the team better. I hope we can keep our mini winning streak going this weekend. Our win over 
was good last weekend 

Nothing big to report Except that ~s now out in as I’m sure you’ve heard, rm actually switching apartments next week so we will be living together That will be fun! She is 
awesome Super funny She has some friends in         and secured us the use of a 1998 15 passenger van that we affectionately call "the rape wm" (See attached picture - which doesn’t 
even do it j ustice haha) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:22 PM 

Ga~ Sobba <gsobba@tarheelsports.com> 

@msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Verizon event at Pinehurst - Coach Dorrance request 

I am finishing a camp on the and then head to Southern California on the ..... sorry! 

From: Gary Sobba [mailto:gsobba@tarheelsports.com] 
Senti Friday, 7:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; FW: Verizon event at Pinehurst - Coach Dorrance request 

Anson, 

I hope all ~s wel~ snd your spr~ng ~s progressing well._p~ease see the note be~ow...Ver~zon ~s our second ~argest sponsor giving us nesrly ~:]. mi~l~on per year h~ cash 

and phone trade._~s one of these dates a poss~b~tv? 

Gary 

Gary Sobba 
Tar Neel Sports Properties 
919419~100 ext. 2070 

(Mobile) 

F~m= Na~ W~nn 
Senti Thursday, ; 5:2~ PN 
Te= Ga~ Sobba 
Subject= Verizon event at Pinehurst - Coach Dorrance request 

Gary, 

I know Coach Dorrance is dealing with , but wanted to see if he has some time in his schedule for an event that Verizon is hosting at 

Pinehurst on VerJzon is having a conference at Pinehurst for its retail employees and has requested Coach Dorrance to speak to the group. If 

he is able to attend, Verizon will take care of a suite and a round on #2. Ideally, Coach would arrive the afternoon of , speak to the group that day, stay in 

town to play golf on the and then speak to the second group on the morning of the before heading home. Verizon understands that is a large time 

commitment and would still be very happy if had the time to speak on either one of the dates. With the significant commitment VerJzon has made to UNC 

Athletics, they are hoping to avoM an appearance fee (or receive the friends and famiJy discount!), but a fee/travel expenses can be discussed as well if necessary. 

The event will be ~50+ retail managers for the VerJzon in the Carolinas region. Jerry Fountain, who is the head of the Carolinas region, will most likely be in 

attendance with the rest of his leadership team. 

If Coach Dorrance is interested in attending the event, ~ can get more details on time expectations, etc. 

Thank you. 

Natt Wrynn 
Account Executive 
Tar Neel Sports Properties 
6350 Quadrangle Dr. 
Suite 135 
Chapel HJJJ, NC 27517 

919419~100 ext. 2075 (Phon@ 
(Mobile) 

~.learfieldspods.com 

I ~:~: h~p://cdn.lea ff’e’d. 1 

A property of Learfleld Sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Pdbert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, May 3, 2013 5:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Make your last recruits tbr the fall 2013 on Sportifus! 

From: Sportifus [mailto:sportifus@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 10:02 AM 
Subject: Make your last recruits for the fall 2013 on Sportifus! 

Dear Coach, 
Still looking fer one or severn recruits for next fall? 
Check out our players available on the following link: 

If you do not find any players that fit your needs, please feel free to let us know what you am. looking fer. Unfortunately, it happens that some of our players am. not yet 
registered on the website. 
Please let us know if you do not wish to receive our emails. 
Sportively, 
Team Spodifus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 3, 2013 6:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: US Club Soccer’s nationaJ chaa~pionship competitions 

From: NSCAA Partner [mailto:info@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 11:01 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: US Club Soccer’s national championship competitions 

ii.~ Imag ....... d by’ sender. 

SAVE THE DATE: July 18-22 in Aurora, Colo, 
Dear college coach, 
This July, US Club Soccer’s two national championship competitions will provide an excellent and rare 
opportunity to scout top talent from around the country in one locatiom ._C__l_Lc__k_____h___e__r__e____t___q__r__e_~q_i_~__e__r_ and 
receive a college profile book. 

What: .N...a...tLq..~..a.~LP.~r..e.m!.e..r.~..L..e...a.~..q.e...s.~.N..~1~mp[~ - July 18- 22 

National Cup X’II Finals - July 18-21 

Where: Aurora Sports Park in Aurora, Colo. 

When: 

Who: 

July 18-20: NPL Champions Cup - Group play 
National Cup XII - Group play 

July 21: NPL Champions Cup - Semifinals 
National Cup XII - Finals 

July 22: NPL Champions Cup - Finals 

NPL Champions Cup: Premier U-13 through U-17/18 boys and girls teams, 
including champions from our 17 National Premier Leagues. Last year’s NPL 
Champions Cup finalists included elite teams from top clubs across the United 
States, and this year’s edition will also feature girls teams. 
For more: List of attending teams (will be updated as teams qualify) 

National (::up XII Finals: Some of the country’s best boys and girls teams in the U- 
13 through U-17 age groups, featuring winners of our National __C__u__p____X___I_I____R___e_gj__o__n___a_!_s_, 
which run from Memorial Day weekend through July 2, as well as winners of 
qualifying state championship competitions. 

For more: _L_j_s__t____o__f___a_~__e_Ec_!j_n__g___t__e__a__~)_s_ (will be updated as teams advance) 

We look forward to seeing you there. 
US Club Soccer 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

600 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:16 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: {DlWSOC} NCAA Legislative Decisions 

From: Robert Kehoe [rnailto:rkehoe@nscaa.corn] 
Sent: Friday,            11::t5 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D:t 
Subject: {D:IWSOC} NCAA Legislative Decisions 

Good Day Coaches. 

Below is inIbrmation on legislative decisions made by fl~e NCAA Board of Directors yesterday. Di~ppointingly, they maintained their previous position as~d 

disregayded the 94 petitions to override the prohibition on in-person scouting. TNs will now go to another override vote so please stay tuned tbr details on this. 

All the best. 

Rob 

Publish date: 

Board suspends changes to recruiting 
communications rules 

By Michelle Brutlag Hosick 

N __C___A___A_:__o__r£/ 

The Division I Board of Directors on Thursday suspended the rule that would have allowed coaches to communicate with recruits in new ways - including through text messaging - and 

lifted restrictions on numbers of contacts 

The Board reconsidered its January adoption of the measure after receiving more than 75 override requests. 

In suspending the rule, the presidents on the Board endorsed a Rules Working Group recommendation that all the recruiting concepts under review be examined as a group to develop 

a model that considers how the changes would work together. 

The decision does not affect recruiting rules adopted for men’s and women’s basketball 

"We are supportive of moving as aggressively as possible while still studying the issues with due diligence," said Board chair Nathan Hatch, president at Wake Forest University. "It’s 

important to make sure all the pieces of the recruiting model work together to make the most effective change in the culture" 

The Board took the advice of the Rules Working Group, which urged a quick legislative review that is mindful of the other initiatives under consideration by the membership, in 

recommending an aggressive, thoughtful and thorough review of the recruiting rules. The recruiting communication and other recruiting rule changes originated with the working group 

as part of an effort to make Division I rules more meaningful, enforceable and supportive of student-athlete success 

The Board suspended or tabled three other recruiting-related rules earlier this year: 

Eliminating rules defining recruiting roles 

Permitting earlier contact with recruits 

Eliminating restrictions on printed recruiting materials 

The Rules Working Group and other relevant groups such as the Football Recruiting Subcommittee of the Leadership Council will examine each of the concepts and how they relate to 

each other, with the added context of possible revisions to recruiting calendars set to be considered during the next phase of rulebook simplification. 

Ti~e Board declined to change its position on a proposal prohibiting live scouting of opponents, wMch also i~ad received more titan 75 ow!rride requests. With ttla[ aotion, the measure 

The Board agreed with [he Rides Workir!g Group assessment that the meas[ire creates a simpler ar!d more consistent rule that Ls easy 1:(1 follow. The presidents nob.-,d that those who 

oppose the change expressed concern about access to and quality of video in some of the Olympic sports. As with all rules adopted through the presidential reform agenda~ it will 

Rob Kehee 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

g00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66J_03. i 9~.3 362 ~.747 × J.0:[g 193_3 362 3439 
Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439:[ I Cell: 

. _N_ _S_ _C_ _ _A_ _ _A_ : _c_ _o_ j__n_ I _T__w__i_t_t__e_ j-:__,~ __N__S___C__A___A__¢. oil e g e [ F a c e b o o k 

t£Ln.-~-J-.n.-..~.-~La-.n.-.a..~.-~.~.-r-.t.b-.e.-N.a.-~g-~r..a-Ls.-u..m....m...e.r.-.s.~J~-~J-um-~st a-~ ~ 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #D 1WSOC for News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:17 PM 

~rocketmail.com> 

EW: Mental Training is Work, Not Magic 

You are a great kid! Solve this and the world is your oyster!!! 

[ enjoyed our me~-_d:ing today! 

I=rera: Todd Kays, Ph.D., Spo~ Psychologist [ma~lto:todd@athleticminNnstitute.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Ph.D. Spo~ Psychologist Todd Kays 
Sent: Friday, Nay 03, 20~3 ~2:32 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Men~l Training is Work, Not Magic 

Mental Training is Iqork, Not Magic 

’]7odd M. Kays, Ph.D 
Sport Psycho]ogist 

A lack of understanding about mental training exists in sport today. 
Athletes, student-athletes, coaches and parents think mental training 
is different than skill training in that the?" do not think it should 
require as much work to improve They understand the dedication, 
practice and training required :for ski]l deve]opment, but seem to think 
that mental training should be successfu]ly accomplished in a few 
weeks. Certainly athletes can gain awareness and knowledge by 
reading a book or a few meetings with a sport psychologist, but 
proficiency of the mind takes years. Just like athletic skills take years 
to develop, so too does the mind. It is not magic. 
Three key things to keep in mind: 
Seek out experienced and knowledgeable sport ps’¢cholo~ist. It does 
not mean you have to see this person week after week, although it 
would be he]pful, but he can guide you in the process of what mental 
training is, how to begin the process, and basic steps to skil]-building 
of the mind If athletes do not practice, they wi[] not get better. It is 
the same with ski]l development - if a golf instructor tell his player to 
work on a drill and she does not, then improvement does not take 
place. 
Be prepared to drill the mind. There are numerous ways to train the 
mind - all the way from reading books to regular mental exercises, 
such as thought stopping or progressive muscle relaxation. But again, 
once you kmow these strategies and exercises for refining your mental 
process, you have to be willing to practice consistently. Like I have 
said numerous times to clients, if you want to increase vertical leap 
and only go to the gym one time per month, your vertical leap is not 
going to iraprove. 
Pick one skill and ~o for itt The first stcp is to identi£¥ the mental area 
needing the most work, such as maintaining coraposure under 
pressure, mentally recovering from mistakes, or developing ideal pre- 
game routines to maximize focus and reduce distraction. The second 
step is to pick one "mental drill" to improve this skill and practice it 
each and every day for a minimum of~’o weeks. Again, effective 
mcntally drilling creates more consistent performance. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 3, 2013 6:24 PM 

ttosman, Suzie <s~iehosman@med.unc.edtr~ 

M’Liss Do~rance (mdorranc@duke.edu) 

RE: Nice to meet you last Thursday! 

Suzi~, 

This is very helpful, thank you, I will copy my wife on this. 

Can Vou help me with what I should post? I want to he~p Vou guvs h~ any way I c~n, So can Vou wr~te it for me? ~ w~l~ edit it ~f that he~ps. ~ ~m someone who ~ives off 

a legM pad so post:ing ia alien t:o me (as are websit:es), 

F~m= Suzie Hosman [mailto:suzie_hosman@med.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, Nay 03, 20~3 2:~2 PM 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject= Nice to meet you last ~ursday[ 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

It was really nice to meet you last Thursday. I really enjoyed your presentation and will be reading your book in the near future. 

Congratulations on such a successful program. It must be fantastic to work with such talented athletes and wonderful humans! 

I coach triathletes & cyclists, so it was especially interesting to hear your "Pearls before Swine" talk. 

I wanted to follow up on our brief conversation about a short piece to post either on our website or with the display I made from pictures (from           , 

regarding the gift from the Women’s Soccer families & friends. Could you give me a line or two to post? You can let me know where you feel it would be 

appropriate to post (either or both or neither: website & display area). 

I asked one of our nephrology transplant nurse about the UNC transplant list. She said "Duke, UNC & Wake Forest all receive organs from the same pool. Carolina 

Donor Services coordinates organ procurement and distributes to those 3 hospitals." 

I asked another colleague about Charlotte...here’s what she told me... 

Charlotte is one of six US centers with a dedicated organ procurement program (does not share organs with any other group). This makes the wait shorter for most 

folks. 

The following website might be helpful: 

http:iiwww.ca rolinash ealthca re.org/cmc.-tra nspla nt 

I hope this information is helpful. 

Best regards, 

Suzie Hosman 

UNC Kidney Center 

Research Administrator & Development Officer 

6006 Burnett Womack Bldg, CB #7~56 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7~56 

9~9-966-256~ x 3~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 3, 2013 6:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Youth Soccer Repo~ler: USA wins group with 2-0 win over Slovenia 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 03, 2013 4:34 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Reporter: USA wins group with 2-0 win over Slovenia 
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roday"s NeWSFfiday, May 3, 2013 

USA wins group with 2-0 win over Slovenia 
by Soccer America 
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tweet This 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi~ 

FROFEO DELLE NAZlONI] The U.S. under-15 boys national team advanced to the semifinals of the 

Trofeo Della Nazioni with a 2-0 win over Slovenia Friday in Italy thanks to goals by r~cent Fiorentina 

signing Joshua Perez and Christian Pulisic. The Americans will face Croatia on Saturday across the 

border in the Austrian town of Kotschach - Read the whole stoE 

U.S, Youth Soccer ODP under-18 girls roster 
by Soccer America 

[CHULA VISTA CAMP] U.S. Youth Soccer held a national ODP camp for girls born in 1996 April 20-27 at 

the Olympic Training Center in Chula Vista, Calif. Players were selected by U.S. Soccer women’s 

technical director April Heinrichs based on their performance in the 2012 U.S. Youth Soccer ODP 

Thanksgiving Interregional. ODP player Megan McCashland was called in to train with the U-18 women’s 

national team throughout the week. - Read the whole story 

Winn helps power Dallas derby sweep 
by Soccer America 

iNilmage 
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[SOLAR CHELSEA SC] U.S. U-17 national team player Alan Winn was among the goal scorers as Solar Chelsea SC won its 

U-15/16 Dallas derby against FC Dallas with a 3-1 win in a matchup of two teams that qualified for the 2012-13 Development 

Academy Playoffs. W~nn has scored four goals in two games since returning to Solar Chelsea SC. - Read the whole story 

NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDS]Emily Cervantes, a freshman forward from Catholic Memorial High School in Waukesha, Wis., and Thomas 

"Chip" Tremarelli, a senior forward from Hilton Head Island (S.C.) High School, have been named as the 

NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, May 3, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 
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We welcome and appreciate fo~,arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 2:07 PM 

Re: question 

privately, why would you like to know? 

Se,;t.f!"om my Verizor~ tI%ege,~s 4(5 L)"k" 

¯ wroIe: 

An~m~ 

A private inquiry, please, would not want you to make any comtnent to 

What kind of scholarship support roll she get in her last year? 

Thm~s~ 

that I have asked. 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: ~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: RE: queslion 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=L~qC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV I ANSON)> 

Mondaw 11:29 AM 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I appreciate ~iou~ de~h’e to hel~. A~te~     ~ucce~s her freshman ~iear (~he won a starting ~pot), h~creased her scholarship from If3rd of a full to a tuition grant 

which ~s ~vorth a ~il:th~ over 2i3rds o~ a full which she has kept ew~r since. 5.:)mel:~rnes, i~ I haw~ some extra money, ~ w~[I extend someone on ~cholarship a b~: extra 

in exchar~ge for a future redu(:~Jon whR:h ~ a~ways clear w~th the family ~n advance, ] think [ d~d 1:hal with      but the amount was no[ very h~rge, Sometimes a 

need based grsnt counts sga~nst her athletic scho~ar’sh~p a~lotment so an atMete on scholarship is not a~owed to accept them~ This prevents schools ~ike Duke wkh 

huge need based endowmer~ts [:rom ~doub[in~ up’~ their atMet~c scholarship with some "need based" rationale, 

Sent: Saturday, 2:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, AIber~ A IV 
Subject: RE: question 
Well, I learned that she got a $500 need-based g~ant throuyh ct J’oundatiotz that provides such for worthy students in the 

where is appears that     will.finish at the top of her class after the first year. 

Does that help? 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV [mailto:ansonC@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:07 PM 

To: 
Subject: Re: question 

privately, why w-ould you like to know? 

>wrote: 

Anson, 

A private inqui~~, please would not want you to make any comment to 

What kind of scholarship support will she get in her last year? 

Thanks! 

that I have asked. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:36 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 6:42 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is           I have written you in the past and just want to update you on the schedule for this weeken’~      Cup 

Tournament in case you have someone who will be scouting in      at these games. I am a sophomore honor student at 

and I am very interested in attending University of North Carolina 

at Chapel Hill and playing soccer for your team. 

As I mentioned in my last note to you, I am playing forward for the                                  For my     team I play 

center midfield and forward. I hope someone from your school will be able to come and watch me play. I wear jersey number 

Date Time Field 

Thanks again for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 11:39 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Youth Soccer Reporter: GaJaxy academy stax Arriolajoins Tijuana 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Saturday, May 04, 2013 8:05 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Reporter: Galaxy academy star Arriola joins Tijuana 
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Galaxy academy star Arriola joins Tijuana 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Forward Paul Arriola, who starred in the LA Galaxy Academy program and 

spent the spring with the MLS club’s first team, will forgo plans to attend UCLA in the fall to sign with 

Club Tijuana. The U.S. U-18 international is the sixth American to sign with the Mexican club and the 

third Galaxy academy player to go abroad in the last year. - Read the whole stor~ 

U.S, under-15 girls national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[DALLAS CAMP] The U.S. under-15 girls national team gathers Saturday for a training camp in Dallas at 

Southern Methodist University. U.S. head coach Damon Nahas has called up 30 players, 26 born in 

1998, three born in 1997 and one in 1999 for the second of four training camps scheduled in 2013. - Read 

the whole story 

National Premier Leagues champions crowned 
by Soccer America 
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[NPL CHAMPIONS CUP] The first 41 qualifiers are set for the NPL Champions Cup, where National Premier Leagues 

champions from their 17 regional leagues will compete July 18-22 in Aurora, Colo.< - Read the whole story 

Spring champions clinch National League spots 
by Soccer America 

[FAR WEST REGIONAL LEAGUE] The winners of the under-13 through under-17 boys and girls age groups in the U.S. Youth 

Soccer Far West Regional League spring season have earned automatic qualification into the US Youth Soccer National 

League for the 2013-2014 season. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Saturday, May 4, 2013 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:39 PM 

I~E: quesqdon 

Yes, call me after 4 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 11:52 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: question 

It might be best ~f we just talk about this~ ] just ~ot an idea when I heard about her need based $500 grant through a foundation that supports. 

My thought is something of a long shot. 

Can 1 call you sometime this afternoon? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 11:29 AM 
To: 
Subject: RE: question 

I appreciate your desire to help. After      success I~er freshman year (she won a starting spot), I increased her scholarship from 1/3rd of a full to a tuition 

grant which is worth a ~Rtle over 2i3rds of a lull whR:h she has ]~ept ever since. Sometimes, ~f ~ have some extra monev, f wH~ extend someone on 

scholarsMp a bH: extra ~n e’,<change for a future reduction which f a~ways clear w~:h ~:he family ~n ~dwmce. ~ l:hh~ ~ d~d ~:hat with     but the amount was 

not very large. Sometimes a need based grant counLs against her ath]edc scholarship sl~otnlent so an athleLe on scholarship is not allowed to accept them. 

TMs prevents schools ]~ke Duke w~th huge need based endowments from "douMb~g up" Lheir athletic scho~arsNp w~th some "need based" rationale. 

Sent: Saturday 2:47 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject= RE: question 

~)IL I learned that she got a S~oo .~4-b.s~d ~.t thro.xh a foundation tbat provides such.for worthz students in 

where is appears that    wifl finish at the top ~her class a~er the~Pst year. 

Does that help? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:07 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: question 

privately, why would you like to know? 

Se~tt fPom t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess ,1( ~ LYE DRO~D 

¯ wrote: 

Ansor~ 

A private inqni~, please, would not want yon to make any comment to 

What kind of scholarship suptx~rt will she get in her last year’? 

Thaalks! 

that I have asked. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 3:16 PM 

Brad Black <brad.black@humanexvenmres.com> 

~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I         ~g~nail.com); pac~na~@uncaa.nnc.edu; Sue 

Enquist,         ~me.com >; La~e, Cricket (cricket@unc.edu); Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

9:30 am on May 16th McCasldll Soccer Center 

Brad, 

Let’s meet in my office at 9:30 am. We have a small conference roonL I will encourage r~qy staff to be in attendance. I will also copy 

Cricket lane and Shelley Johnston (who runs our Leadership Academy) and see if they wouM ~ke to jo~n 

~ Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humanexventures.com] 
~t~ Sunday, May 0B, 20~3 9:~7 AM 
T@~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol,com; Jason Sisneros I         ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Sue Enquist 
Subject: RE: ~an~ and follow-up 

Anson, thank you again for your efforts to meet w~th Sue and rne on Thursday, May IS~h in the morn~ng. We can plan on being a~ your off:ice first thing in the 
momb~g and work around your schedule. 

With our experience 90 mh~utes would be a great w~ndow of t~me ~or us to present ~nd review w~th progressive student athlete coaching, team culture, and 

developmental too~s, science, m~d process h~ghHghts. 

lt~ add~:~on to your coachk~g ataff, anyone kwolved w~:h Student AtMete dew+k~pment efforts (I befieve Crk:ke~: was mentkmed) would be encouraged to attend 

Anson, thank gou again for a~l your efforts and interes~ to ~nvest time with us. Sue and ~ ~ook [:orward to seeing gou on the 1sth. Please let us know how early would 
work for us to be at your office. 

Make a great weekend! 

Brad Black 

P resicl~t and CEO 

2901: S 7::ih, Sui!+: ]01:l L im;t~’~, N [’. 

(,~)2) 486-1103 

Sent~ Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:08 AN 

Te~ Brad Black 
@rash.corn; dqcar@uncaamnc,edu;      ~aN,com; Jason Sisneros (        @qma~!,com); ~acman~uncaa.unc.edu 

Subjeet~ RE: ~an~ and follow-up 

Brad, 

Thursday morning wou~d be great. How much time shouM I schedule for? We have a t hour staff "workout" at 9 AM or 11 AM (right now k ~s at 1I AM but we might 

be switcNng to 9 AM}. So ~f you don’t m~nd we will schedule around the workout (and you guys are welcome to joh~ us, of course). 

And pieaae send me an out]me o[ what you are going ~:o propose so ~can have ~:he right socceriathletk: dept s~:aff ~n the room. 

F~m= Brad Black 
Sent~ Monday, April 22, 2013 10:14 PN 

Tel Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anson Dorrance 
~ Sue Enquist 
Subje¢t~ RE: ~anks and BIIow-up 
Anson, thank you for your quick repfy. 

Sue and ] would I~ke to confirm meeth~g w~th you on Thursday, May :].6th. ~f the morning works for you that would be great. 

Please k~t us know the best tkne and p~ace {assumFtg your offk:e} a]id we w~Jl go from there. 

Thanks again for your time and cons~deratiorL Looking [:orwsrd to seeing you sga~n! 

Brad Black 

P resident and CEO 

2900/. 7::th, S;qite 1001 L, inctJn, Nb. 

(402) ,48G-] 103 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 20~3 3:~4 PM 

To: Brad Black; Anson Dorrance 
Subject: RE: ~an~ and follow-up 

May ~4th through the 16th are the best days for me 

F~m= Brad Black [ma~l~:brad.Nack@humane~entures.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, April ~8, 2013 2:01 PN 



To: Anson Dorrance; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thanks and follow-up 

Anson, thank you for your time today and interest in furthering discussions with Sue Enquist and me. 

The schedule options on our end to visit with you in Chapel Hill would be: 

May 3rd, 14t h-16th, or 22n d-24th 

Please let us know what would work best for you and we will confirm right away. 

Thanks again and looking forward to seeing you again! 

Brad Black 
President and CEO 

Building Talent Driven Communities With ?Xcellence 

2900 s. 70th, Suite 100 Lincoln, NE 68506 

100 W Michigan Avo~ue, Suite 200 Kalamazoo, MI 49007 
402.486 1102 Office i               ~ell 402.486 1103 Fax 
This e-nlail and oily art achnl ent cont din hlfornl at ion ~41ich is privat e and confidential and is intended for th e addressee only. If you ore not Oil addressee, you are not authorized t o read, copy or use this e-nl oil or rely art aehm ent. If you have recei~ ed this e- 

mail in error, please notify the selld~" by returll e-mail mid then destroy it. 

This message has been scanned for malware by Websense. www.websense.com 

Click here to report this email as spam. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 4:59 PM 

Dirk Beveridge <dirk@4thgs.com> 

M’Liss Dorrance (mdonanc@duke.edu); Ly~m Oddenino (Ly~m.Oddenino@bellleadership.com); @msn.com; 
ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Invitation To Speak October 29-30 

Dirk, 

Thank you t:or this opportunity but I do not want to miss a training session in the [:all. 

Good luck with the event, 

Frem; Dirk Beveridge [mailto:dirk@4thgs.com] 

Sent: Sunday, Nay 05, 2013 1~.:32 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Tnvitation To Speak October 29-30 

Good morning Coach Dorrance, 

I’m reaching out to explore your interest and availability to join our storyteller line-up on October 29 or 30 in Chicago. 

Will Parsley a Kenan-Flagler MBA told me a story last week about finding himself in the backfield with you during a pick-up soccer game. He then implored me to reach out. 

I understand our summit Js in the middle of your season, sandwiched between Wake Forest and Duke- but if it were to work I guarantee a great experience for you as you help shape 

the future of an industry.Here Js our story.. 

About UnleashWD 

We are inviting some of the world’s most provocative storytellers with the power to transform the way people think, lead and act. Over the two days, attendees will be enlightened and 

inspired by more than 18 riveting stories of innovation, business model design, new leadership, and game changing culture. 

Your stories of leadership, success, and of working with the next generation of leaders would be awesome for this TED inspired summit Confirmed storytellers include: 

- Jay Steinfeld, Found of Blinds.corn 

- Curt Hill, VP Technical SeiMce Cisco 

- Alexandra Levit, NewYork Times writer on Generations at Work 

- and 9 others 

Format 

Each of our storytellers prepare a compelling 18 minute story they share from the UnleashWD stage They then participate in a 15-20 minute lift and shift session with two other 

storytellers where the audience begins to process the shared information and process how they can take these outside the industry insights and "lift and shift" them into their business 

Topic 

Our theme for the afternoon of October 29th is Reinventing Leadership: Let’s Allow Our People To Move Us Forward. My gut says, you being a part of this afternoon would be powerful. 

We currently have lined up for this segment: 

~, Alexandra Levit writer for the New York Times and author of "They Don’t Teach Corporate in College" 

~, Angela Maiers the catalyst of the worldwide student movement "You Matter." 

¯ Brad Lomenick - President of Catalyst, an organization that equips and inspires the next generation of leaders, and author of the just released book The Catalyst Leader. 

Fees 

We pay our storytellers an honorarium of $2,000 plus expenses. We provide professionally edited two camera shoot video of his story and an ebook that includes his transcript and a 

series of Lift and Shift questions we author You can get a feel for these at ht~Dliunieashwd.c, errl/leaders-ef.-innovabon.-20121 

You can learn all about the two day summit at wv¢,~.u nleashwd c’om, 

Would love to explore the possibility. 

Thanks! 

Thanks 

Dirk 

Cell 

Work 847-381-7797 

Email Dirk(~4thqs.cern 

Dirk Beveridge 

President, 4th Generation Systems 

Founder, UnleashWD 

847-381-7797 

wvew.unleashwd.com 

~t ~:~= _4__t_h__ g__e_n___e_r_~ _tj__o_n_=_s_ Y_s_t_e__~ _s_~_~ 9__m_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: EXACT soccer c~anp 

Soccer Profile.doc 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 2:07 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" EXACT soccer camp 

Dear Coach Dorrance. 

My name is and I am in the lOth arade a Hitch School in . I play soccer for the girls elite team coached by 
I have also played for head coach at                                         I am interested in University of North Carloina for my future education and believe 

that the school’s medical program would prepare me for finishing schooi to become an orthodontist. I am going to be at the soccer camp hosted al 
University the weekend of the 1 lth, I would appreciate if you informed Jason Sisneros to come watch me play. 

Ca~ you please put me on the maJding list liar your university infi~rmation: 

I have ~Jso attached a resume as a reference. Thank you so much. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:19 PM 

Jemj Lynch ~<tocj@wayoli:haJnpions.com> 

Subject: RE: DANCE IS ALL OF LIFE 

I love it too[ Yes, Lhis is goit~g out!H 

From; Jerry Lynch [mailto:docj@wayofchampions.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, May 05, 2013 9:12 PM 
To: Jenny Slingluff-Levy 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bob Hansen; Kit Vela; Kristopher Hall; bill.hall@coloradoacademy.org; Paul Gastonguay; Sean Lynch; Cindy -~mchal; Karen Henning; Rebecca 
Woods 
Subject; DANCE IS ALL OF LIFE 

I send this k~ you because of all the coaches I know, you are most interested in DANCE as it relates to all of life. 

Pleas~ show to the team if the opportunib, presents itself. It is about passion, practice ,poise, persistence and a heart felt inspiring stoo,. And a ton of dedicated hard 

work. 

Thanks, Jerry 

h~t~s:/~v~y~n~ube.com/wa~ch?v=phGyJyp3MBgh~s://www~y~u~ube~com/wa~ch?v=phGyJyp3MBg 

Jerry Lynch, Ph.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PDA Showcase 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Sunday 10:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc ~hotmail cc~m 
Sut~ject: Showcase 

;)ear Coach, 

I am not sure if you will be attending the 

k~)optonline net] 

College Showcase Tournament, but my team, and I will be competing there in the 

Our schedule is as follows: 

Remember, just look for the forward with the wearing on her jersey! 

You can contact my coach with any questions. He is cc’d on this e-mail. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:26 PM 

Jeff Jansen <j ett~j e~ ~ ssen.com> 

1~: Relentless by Ti~n Grover 

Thank you Jeff... I have liked: Paul Tough’s "Ho~v Children Succeed" ... it is about character development. I think it is now- critical at all level’s to be conscious of this ... about teaching 
this 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: JeffJanssen [mailto:jefti@jeffianssen.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:36 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Relentless by Tim Grover 

Anson, 

I think you ~vill LOVE Relentless by Tim Grover He has trained a lot of NBA guys including Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant, and Dwayne Wade. 
The book really gets into the competitive side of what it means to be the best at the highest level 

Lot’s of great stuff and stories on the elite mindset of what it takes to compete and dominate 

One to think about giving your players who are on the cusp of greatness, but need to take their mentality to a higher level. 
Definitely a male perspective on things but could certainly apply to elite females too 

Keep me posted on any of your good reads.. 

JJ 

The Leader in Leadership Development ~2~r Captains an d Coaches http ://www.ian ssensportsleadership, corn 

Jell" Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:i/www.sal sc or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:38 PM 

Anthony Dal~ -~<laluz@wth.edtr> 

I~E: ACC Expansion m~d Pd~I Implications 

Thanks 
From: Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent; Monday, May 06, 20:t3 10:55 AM 
To: Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@adrnin.fsu.edu); grnillerOathletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clernson.edu); RobNe Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrurn; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject-" Fwd: ACC Expansion and RPI Implications 
This is my first response to our RPI/Scheduling pnTzle t~om Albyn Jones. Albyn is a Math Profes~r at Reed College in Portland, OR. and has been simulating these 

NCAA RPI’s for quite some time. I will follow np with him and get a "regular person" interpretation and maybe I can get him on a conlbrence call with our group so we 

can ask questions as a group. Or you all can ~nd me questions, I will summarize them and run them by Albyn. I have not heard back from Chris Thomas ye~g i will let 

you all know when I do. 

My first impressio~v’interpretation of Albyn’s response is that we may be better off keeping as many non-conference games as we can in order to differentiate ourselves 
from the NCAA Selection Committee after we beat each other up for 8 weeks. 

Please dont inundate this guy with questions, I would prefer to sumnm~ze our concerns so we dont impose too much on his titne. 

Thanks, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Albyn Jones ~iones(tbreed.edu> 
Date: Fri, May 3, 2013 at 5:42 PM 

Subject: Re: ACC Expaaasion and RPI Implications 

To: "DaJttz Anthony" <dal~)wth.edu > 

Hi Tony 

I’ll be hapw to talk to you about the issnes. Yon should not expect 
all the ans~vers will be simple. For example, playing a tidl 13 game 
league schedule will have different RPI consequences depending on the 
quality of the teams you bfng inl,~ your league. And of course 
the consequences will change over time... 

Is the RPI formula still (WP + 2*OP ~ OOP)/4? 
[where WP is the teams win pct (counting ties as 1/2 win), OP is the 

opponent’s win pct, and OOP is the oponent’s oponents win pct.] 

I have never been a fan of this formula, because it can penalize 

strong conferences. If a team has a 50% winning percentage against 

top 10 teams, they must be as strong as the average top 10 team’. If 

your conference has the 10 best teams in the country, and all have 

roughly 50-50 records in the cont}rence, then the two biggest 

components of the RPI are close to .5, while a dominant team in a weaJ~ 

cont}rence gets a WP of close to 1. (You are obviously a~vare of this 

already!) 

I plmi to s~tm~t publishing my rating system again this yeax, 

though that will undoubtedly have no bea~ring on your decision. 
So far as I know, the NCAA tournament selection process has 

always nsed the RPI rather than to my ratings :-) 

On Fri, May 03, 2013 at 02:53:30PM -0400, Dale, Anthony wrote: 

> Dr. Jones, 

> Our ACC coaching group are in discussions regarding ACC expansion. We 
> are 1D~ing to determine what scheduling format best suits our new 

> league going foiward with respect to ma~ntaining a strong league l~PI. 

> ’][’here are so many questions, should we play a full 13 ga~ne regular 

> season schedule? should we create divisions? should we maintain an 8 
> team acc tournament? ............ I have snggested to the group that we 

> need to look into the nmthematical implications before we proceed so we 

> dont water down our RPI strength as a conference. 

> Would you be willing to consult with us to help us make an educated 
> decision? My concern is that if we play a lull 13 game regular season 



> schedule that we will water down our RPrs by beating each other up 

> with losing 3 cdtica] non conference games it will be difficult 

> differentiate ourselves in the eyes of the NCAA selection committee. I 

> also feel that we would be better offeither eliminating our ACC 

> tournament or at least reduce it down to the top 4 teams so as not to 

> negatively effect our RPI further. 

> I would appreciate your time if you are willing to discuss these isues, 

> Thanks, 
> TD 

> Tony da Luz 

> Head Coach 
> Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

> P.O. Box 7346 

> Winston Salem, NC. 27109 
> (336) 758-4375 office 
> (336) 758-4565 fax 
> cell 
> [13 header.jpg] 

> [ 1 ] ~avw.wakefi:~restsports.com 

> [2] ~avw.wakeforestgidssoccercamFcom 

> References 
> 

> 1. http:i/w~wv.wakeforestsports.comi 

> 2. http:i,’w~’.wakeforestgidssoccercmnp.con-g 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
Wake Forest UniversiLy Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

7~ Image 
removed by 
sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

www.wakeforestgirlssoccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:39 PM 

Mick ttoba~ <mick@mickhoban.com> 

I~E: Llnkedin Endorsement 

Things are good Mid<!! 

From: messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com [mailto:messages-noreply@bounce.linkedin.com] On Behalf Of Hick Hoban via LinkedIn 

Sent-" Monday, May 06, 2013 :ti:37 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" LInkedin Endorsement 

Linkedln 

Mick Hobart has sent you a message. 

Date: 5/06/2013 

Subject: Llnkedin Endorsement 

Anson 

Thanks for the endorsement. Much appreciated. I hope all is well with you. 

Best wishes 

Mick 

’:" ;:: .: i:: ;i: : :i,;: ;i, i’.. ::!;i L i: i ~i: ::ii : : i i] ~i: :i: i: i: !;:i ;i: ,i: :: :? :i: !_J_9_E_~/~.~.r_[b_~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:41 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: First Grade 

tells me she wil[ pass both ... I am now off suicide watch. Does she need to go this summer then? What will she have le~ for a degree? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 11:46 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~ject: Re:          ’ First Grade 

Current GPA for - including the D in SOCI is 2339. GPA isn’t really the issue with her at this point. She does need to pass one of her two remaining courses to meet the 18 hour 
[’or fall eligibili~’. P~)M and SOCI, are not yet posted. I_t" she were to make an F and a D- in the two remaining courses, she would still be eligible with a 2.1 

When second grade is posted, I’ll calculate what she needs in summer school to restore eligibili~" and get that to you. 

On May 6, 2013, at 11:32 AM, Albert A IV I)orrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 
wro be: 

Tragically, SOCI 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:37 AM 
To: Don-ance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
Subject:            First Grade 

SOCI 

SOCI 

Tony 

was best chance at a "B" .. the "D" for has me very nervous. I am excited about ’, What is 

grade is in and its C, meaning that SOCI 

has not yet posted. 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

must be an A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 

’ GPA heading into this semester? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:43 PM 

Edward Radwanski <eradwan@clemson.edn> 

Chris Dncar <ducar@uncaa.nnc.edu> 

RE: Anson qneslin for u-Eddie 

Eddie, 

I am not aware of any UNC policv~ And in my experience it has never happened to one of our kids, 

From: Edward Radwanski [mailto:eradwan@clemson.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 20:[3:1.2::[7 PM 
To: Dorrance, AJber~ A IV 
C¢: Chris Ducar 
Subject: Anson questin for u-Eddie 

Anson: 

Question: 

Is there a policy at U NC regarding if one of your incoming athletes improves on his/her test score say 150+ points (SAT)......does U NC flag it or question it? Or report 

it to testing agency? 

Brother Bird, copied you on the email because you may know as well and Anson gets a ton of emails ;-) 

Hope you guys are hitting ’em straight! 

Thanks 

Eddie 

Eddie Radwanski 
Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

Clemson University 

(o) 864- 656- :1_9Zl4 

65800 5489 ~JP9 

NCAA Tournamen~ Appeatances (:[4): 1994, :1.995, :[996, 1997, :1.998, ::[999, 2000 200% 2002, 2003 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007 

NCA~ Efite 8: 2997, 1999, 2000, 2006 
Sweet Sixteen: :[998, 200:[ 
A¢C Champions: 2000 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:49 PM 

NCGSC Administrator <ncgscadmin@gmail.com> 

-@aol.com 

RE: Update on numbers 

Had they come before? Where are they from? I knew we did a good job last summer but we need to find out why our #’s are climbing again ._. Perhaps it is because 

we won ._, I think this win gave us great visibility. 
From: NCGS¢ Administrator [mailto:ncgscadmin@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 1:30 PM 
To: bill palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Eric M Lewis 
Subject: Re: Update on numbers 

I just got a regislration form fiom a team today that was not on my radar at all. Now it is looking like 19 teams for camp if no one bails! We better secure some HS 

fields as well. And be sure we hire enough s~fl: 

Natalie 

On Wed, May 1, 2013 at 10:47 AM, Eric M Lems <elewis,~;guilIbrd.edu> wrote: 

Looks like we can get the baseball outIield. If we can put the younger teams on this field and the small 85x60 field, that will give us 9. Will that work? I believe we have 

2 UI 3 and 2 UI 4 reruns. 

Eric M. Lewis 

Head Coach 

Woinen~s Soccer 
Guilford College 

5800 West Friendly Ave. 

Greensboro, NC 27410 

Cell 

Fax 336-316-2953 

On Tue, Apr 30, 2013 at 2:39 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~anson(a2email.m~c.edu> wrote: 

Good ~ob Natalie! 
Frera: NCGSC Administrator [mailto:[)__c_g_s__c__a_d__Ln__[[)__@_g__m___a_!Lc__o___n_)] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 30, 2013 10:58 AM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: bill palladino; Eric M Lewis 
Subject: Re: Update on numbers 

Another update: 12 teams signed up and another 6 that say they are coming - all have committed verbally! That would be 18 teams total! Eric - would we need more 

fields offcampus? Maybe we should go aJ~ead and look into that if needed. 

Thanks, 

Natalie 

On Fri, Apr 26, 2013 at 2:16 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(tbemail.unc.edn> wrote: 
Excellent, so our numbers might be crawling back .... 
From: NCGSC Administrator [mailto:._n__c_g_s__c__a___d_~j__n__@g__m___a_jJ_&_o___m_] 
Sent: Thursday, April 25, 2013 4:35 PM 
To: bill palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Eric M Lewis 
Subject: Update on numbers 
Hey Dad, Dine, & Eric, 

I wanted to update yon on our team camp numbers. So ihr I have 12 teams registered ibr camp. I have about another 5 tennis that say they are coming! So that could 

possibly bring us up to 17 teams for camp if everyone ends up coming! 

I will keep you posted! 

Natalie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 5:51 PM 

~aol.com 

I~W: tr~c 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2023 2:43 PM 

To; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
Subject: traffic 

I was asked to forward this information about traffic and construction issues in town to those of you who oversee summer camps, so I figured I should just send to 

all coaches... 

i’i~., ~:~?~t..’-~?i w~. t’..,:~it~, f.:’..,~" i~~f.:’..,~’~~.:i:i~:~-~ i~: www.townofchapelhill.org!traffic 

H~:,,,"~:,’s 
.~ iir4 ion cl:~:taiis abo~t ~:,.~ch ~’>,~’oi~,ct: .h..t..t..p.;~L.w..~.w..~.w..:~t..~.w..~n..~f..c.~h..~a..p..e..~h..!J.[:~Q~r.~[.!~n-d-e-x....#~&~Z~gA~&~#" 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner(a~ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 6, 2013 6:04 PM 

Sue Enquis~ < @ ne com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edn; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 

We have a soccer camp and the goal is 400 a week (we run 5 weeks}. 

From: Sue Enquist [mailto: @me,corn] 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 3:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: 9:30 am on May 16th McCaskill Soccer Center 

Look forward to seeing you ! 

Quick a? 

Do you (your sport) have any companies who do large combines? 300 500 kids a day? Like football? 

On May 6, 2013, at 12:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

~}rad~ 

Let’s meet in my o~fi(:e at 9:30 am. W:_~ hav:_~ a small conference room. ~ w~ll etlcourage [T~y staff to be in attetldance. [ wH~ Mso copy 

Cr~ckeL Lane and SheHe" JohnsLon (who runs our Leadership Academy) and see if they would Hke to join 

~m= Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humanexventures.com] 
Sent= Sunday, Nay 05, 20~3 9:47 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Cc:        @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~qmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Sue Enquist 
S~bject: RE: Than~ and follow-up 

Anson, thank you agah~ fl)r your efforts to meet with Sue and me on Thursday, May 18th h~ the morning. We (an p~an on being at your office first thing 

h~ the mor[lh~g and work around your schedule. 

W~th our experience 90 m~nuLes would be a greaL window of time for us to present and review wiLh progressive student atNete coaching, team 

culture, and developmental toob, science, and process Nghlights. 

h~ addition to your coaching staff, anyone ~nvo]ved with Student AtNete development efforts (I believe Cricket was mentioned) wou~d be 

encouraged to attend. 

Anson, thank you again for a~[ your efforts and interest to mve~;t tkne with u~;. Sue and [ k)ok forward to seeing you on the 16th, Pk~ase let us know 

how early would work for us to be aL your off:ice. 

Make a great weekend[ 

Brad Biack 

P r~.id~t and CEO 

:: im age001 j pg > 

290(: 5", 7(::h, ,%~/~ :0(: Li~c’~’, ,,V]i 

(~)2) 486-1103 

Sent= Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:08 AN 
To: Brad Black 
Co:        ~E~D_:~_~; ~g_~£@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~_~]:_gg_~; Jason Sisneros (          ~gt~JJ_:g~D]; 

Subject: RE: Thanks and follow-up 

grad, 

Thursday morrfing wou~d be great. How much time should ~ schedule for? We have a 1 hour staff "workout" 

but we might be sw~tcNng to 9 AM). So if you don’t mind we wH] schedule around the workout (and you guys ~re welcome to ~oin us~ of course). 

And please send me an outline of what you are going to propose so ~ can have the r~ght socceriatNetic dept staff in the room. 

F~m: Brad Black [mail~:brad.black@humane~entures.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 10:14 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anson Dorrance 
Ce: Sue Enquist 
Subject: RE: Than~ and follow-up 

Anson, thank you for your qu~ck rep~y. 

Sue and I wou~d like to confirm meeting with you on Thursday, May :[6th, ]f the morning works for you that wou~d be great, 

P~ease let us know the best time and place (assuming your office) ~nd we wi]~ go from there, 

]hat~ka agah~ for your t~me and cons~derath:m. Looking forward to seeing you agai!! 

Brad Biack 

P r~s’ideat and 

< im age001 ,j 

U]02) ,4%- ] 103 



From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [tg__a_j!_t_9_:__a__D__s___o__n___@__e_.___m___a_j!:__u___n__c_=__e__d___u_] 
Sent= Monday, April 22, 20:[3 3::[4 PM 

To= Brad Black; Anson Dorrance 
Subject= RE: Thanks and follow-up 

May ~J.4th through ~:~r~e ~J.6th ~’e t~’~:_~ b:_~d: d~ys h:~r me .... 

F~= Brad Black [.tD__a_jJ~2_b__t[a___d__~_b__l__a__c___k_@humanexventures~com] 
Sent= Thursday, April :[8, 20:[3 2:0:[ PM 

To= Anson Dorrance; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Thanks and follow-up 

Anson, thank you for your time today and interest in furthering discussions with Sue Enquist and me. 

The schedule options on our end to visit with you in Chapel Hill would be: 

May 3rd, 14t h-’16th, or 22n d-24th 

Please let us know what would work best for you and we will confirm right away. 

Thanks again and looking forward to seeing you again! 

Brad Black 
President and CEO 

-~ im age00~.j 

Building Talent Driven Co~nmunities With excellence 

2900 s 70th, Suite 100 Lincoln,, NE 68506 

100 W. Michigan Avenue, Suite 200 Kalamazoo, MI 49007 

402.486.1102 Office l               Cell i 402.486.1103 Fax 

This message has been scanned tbr malware by Websense. www.websense.com 

Click ~_Le._re_ to report this email as spare. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 6:32 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~yonn~unc.edu-~ 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: First Grade 

What do you think about her going in the summer? If you :Feel she can handle it (not flunk out) then perhaps she should go. Obviously, getting her as close as possible to graduation would 
help her 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 5:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sublect: Re:            First Grade 

In ]’act         SOCI    grade just posted and it is B- She has cleared the 18 rule for academic year 2012-13 The SOCI, grade gets her hours total to 72 which clears her for the 72 hr rule 
to begin her 7th semester. She is eligible for fall, even if she fails her POM    course 

Glad you’re off suicide watch 

Assuming she passes POM    , she will have 75 hours at the end of this semester. She is registered for 6 hours in summer school getting her to 81 hours. 

tIowever, ! just checked her fall schedule, and she is not registered for classes in the fall. She says she didn’t do it while she was away with the national team because she didn’t have good 
internet, which is a b~g surprise to me Just texted her to ask If she can come in tomorrow and do that. She’s gone until Saturday. I asked her to register for classes and come check with me 
when she gets back to Chapel Hill. 

If she completes a 15 hour schedule in the fall, she would be 24 hours short of graduation when she leaves to go pro. 

’]7on?’ 

On May 6, 2013, at 5:40 PM. Albert A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Tony, 
> 

> tells me she will pass both .... I am now off suicide watch. Does she need to go this sun~mer then? What will she have left for a degree’? 
> 

> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Yotmt, Tony 
> Sent: Monday May 06 2013 11:46 AM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: First Grade 
> 

> Current GPA for - including the D in SOCI is 2.339. GPA isn’t really the issue with her at this point. She does need to pass one of her two remaining courses to meet the 18 hour role 
for fall eligibility. PO~I and SOCI are not yet posted. If she were to make an F and a D- in the two remaining courses, she would still be eligible with a 2.1 
> 

> 

> When second grade is posted, I’ll calculate what she needs in summer school to restore eligibilib" and get that to you. 
> 

> 

> On May 6, 2013. at 11:32 AM. Albeit A IV Dorrance <anson@email.unc.edu> 
> wrote: 
> 

>> Tragically. SOCI was best chance at a "B" .... the "D" for has me very nervous. I am excited about V~at is GPA heading into this semester? 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Yount, Tony 
>> Sent: Monday, May 06, 2013 10:37 AM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tom Sander 
>> Subject: First Grade 
>> 

>> SOCI 
>> 

>> SOCI 
>> 

>> Tony- 
>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> 

grade is m and its C, meaning that SOCI 

has not yet posted. 

has a B and C so far. 

has only a D posted in SOCI 

has no grades posted as of this morning. 

must be an A in order for her eligibility and good standing to be restored. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 6, 2013 6:33 PM 

Myer, Randy <Ran@ Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

ILE: Golf at Gov Club 

Very good[! 

From; Myer, Randy [mailto:Randy_Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, May 06, 20:t3 5:57 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A TV 
Subject; RE: Golf at Gov Club 

Will gel :1pro tee time on May 22. Since Dino cannot make it, I mighL ask my buddy, Cfint Gwa~tney. Or Steve Nelson i[: C~nt is noL available. See you then. 

Randy Myer 

Entrepreneurship Professor of the Practice 

Kenan-F~ag~er Bus~ness Schoo~ 

Uniw?rs~tv o[ North Ci~roi~ni~ 

Ci~mpus go’.< 3490 

Chapel ~-~ NC 27599-3~790 

Office: Kenan Center’ 402a 

Telephone 

F~m= Ducar, Chris [ma~l~:ducar@unc.edu] 
8ent~ Nonday, Nay 06, 2013 5:40 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; ’@aol,com; Nyer, Randy 
Subject~ RE: ~olf at ~ov Club 

Looks good for me! What dine? 

F~m= Albe~ A IV Dorrance [ma~l~:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
8ent~ Nonday, Nay 06, 2013 3:18 PM 
To:      ~aol~com; Randy Myer; Ducar, Chris 
Subject= RE: Golf at Gov Club 

How s~out May 22 

From= Randy Myer [mailto:Randy...Hyer@kenan-fiaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, May 05, 2023 9:58 AM 

To=     I@aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Ducar 
Subject= Golf at Gov Club 
Time for a Spring golf event at Governor’s Club. How about May 22, 23 or 24 in the afternoon? Which date is best for you guys. Or do you prefer morning? 
Randy Myer 
Entrepreneurial Professor of the Practice 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 

Universi~ of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 
Office Phone 9~9-843-6~24 
Email: E~ D_OY~[]~ ~ ~ ~_[~_~_=9~ J~_ 



Minutes of the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Women’s Soccer Committee 

Conference Call 
May 3, 2013 

Those in attendance: 

Boston College - Alison Foley 
Clemson University - Eddie Radwanski 
Duke University - Robbie Church 
Florida State University -Mark Krikorian 
North Carolina State University - Tim Santoro 
University of Louisville - Karen Ferguson-Dayes 
University of Miami - Tim Wise 
University of North Carolina - Anson Dorrance, Beth Miller (Vice-Chair) 

University of Notre Dame - Randy Waldrum 
University of Pittsburgh - Greg Miller 
Syracuse University - Phil Wheddon 
University of Virginia: Steve Swanson 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Charles "Chugger" Adair 
Wake Forest University - Tony Da Luz 

Atlantic Coast Conference - Marra Hvozdovic, Kris Pierce 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted upon at various times throughout 
the meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in 
order of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal 
votes or "sense of meeting") that occurred] 

Welcome: Ms. Kris Pierce welcomed everyone to the conference call. She reminded the 
group that the purpose of the conference call was to discuss regular season scheduling 
and championship formats for 2014 and beyond. 

Regular Season: Ms. Pierce reviewed the supplements and opened the call to discussion 
about future regular season scheduling. The coaches expressed their concern about 
maintaining the Conference’s national reputation and agreed that non-conference 
opportunities were a big contributor. They discussed the possibility of using RPI to help 
create competitive equity in the schedules. Ms. Pierce provided potential scheduling 
options including the following: 

1. Single Round Robin 
2. Less than Single Round Robin, with opponents determined by: 

i. Divisions 
ii. Primary partners 

iii. Scheduling Pods 
iv. Open Rotation 

The group discussed the advantages of a single round robin in that there would be 
competitive equity within the league. Mr. Tony da Luz raised the point that if teams were 
playing such a tough conference schedule, it may cause teams to play a weaker non- 
conference schedule which could hurt the league’s RPI. The group discussed the RPI 



effects of all schedule models at length. Mr. Randy Waldrum reminded the group that 
win-loss records would also be important as playing more conference matches could hurt 
the league’s chances of having multiple teams over .500 winning percentage. Mr. Phil 
Wheddon and Mr. Waldrup shared prior models from the Big East. The group was 
intrigued by a 10-game schedule, but felt that more time and research was needed to 
make a decision. A straw poll of the group showed 4 in favor of a 13-game regular season 
schedule, and 10 in favor of a 10-game regular season schedule. The group requested a 
delay through the summer to study models and to provide a recommendation to the 
SWAs for their October meetings. Ms. Pierce noted that waiting to discuss the topic in 
further detail would delay the release of the 2014 regular season schedule. 

Championship: The coaches felt that the regular season schedule and championship 

format are married as one could not be discussed without the other. Mr. Anson Dorrance 
asked about the possibility of including four teams in the championship. He suggested 
that playing weaker opponents in the Championship could potentially hurt a team’s RPI. 
Mr. Eddie Radwanski raised the point that the women’s soccer championship has not 
expanded since the league had eight teams while the men’s tournament has expanded. 
Mr. Chugger Adair added that he felt his team gained an advantage a few years ago by 
not being in the ACC Championship because they had additional rest and recovery prior 
to NCAAs. Mr. Radwanski replied that those advantages may have changed now that the 
NCAA has only one game in the first weekend. Mr. Robbie Church said he felt the ACC 
tournament prepared our teams for the NCAA tournament. A straw poll showed that 11 

teams were in favor of a 4-team tournament and 3 teams were in favor of an 8-team 
tournament. 

Closing: Ms. Pierce will schedule a conference call in June to continue the discussion of 
future regular season scheduling and the Championship format. The meeting was 
adjourned. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 2:29 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

~!yahoo.com>; ~0)msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: U.S. Soccer U-20 Womenls Nalional Team - Sweden: May 24 June 3, 2013 

@aol.com; Jason Sisnems 

Thank you     . I just had r~y exit interview with        . What a wonderful kid you have. She saved us this past fall. Your kid is so humble, when I told her we 

would not have been national champions th~s past fa~ without her, she bk~shed and humbly disagree& 

We do not have her aH final grades ~n yet (we have three: "B", "C+", and "C"), but ~t ~ooks ]~ke she w~l] be e~g~ble w~thout summer schoo~ and finally get a break 

from the I~st two years of ~c~demic he~ and be free tNs summer to enjoy I~fe and concentrate on her g~me. 

Again thar~k you for Lrust~t~g us with your ~m~z~t~g daughter. (::o~ch~t~g her ~s a priv~ge, A~ the bestH 

F~m= @yahoo,corn] 
Sent= Tuesday, May 07, 20~3 6:37 AM 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
#eaRhlink,net; doug maura sam kellan and siri 

Subject= Fw: U,S, Soccer U-20 Women’s National Team - Sweden: May 24 June 3, 20~3 

--- On Tue, 5/7/13, Barbara Blocker <._/_/_/_/__/__o_£_/_i:£*__~q~_~_~Lo___~:£_~Lr_:_ft_rg> wrote: 

From: Barbara Blocker <BBlocker@~ussoccer.ora~> 
Snbject: U.S. Soccer U-20 WomenlsNational Team - Sweden: May 24 June 3, 2013 

To: "Barbara Blocker" <BBlocker(a)~ssoccer.otg> 
Date: Tuesday, May 7, 2013, 2:58 AM 

Congratulations! You are part of the initial group of players selected to the roster for the upcoming U.S. Soccer Under-20 Women’s National Team trip to G~ivle, 
Sweden. The complete roster has not been finalized yet, but we wanted to send out an invitation so that we can confirm your availability as soon as possible. 
Including travel days this trip will take place from Friday, I\/lay 24 - I~londay, June 3. Please respond to this email indicating if you are able to attend this camp, as 
well as letting me know what airport you would like to fly out of. Additionally, if you have any updates to your contact or roster information, please send that to me as 
well (le: School, height, address, sizes, PASSPORT, etc.). 

All information regarding this tdp will be communicated to you via email from now on, so please make sure to frequently check your email for updates and fur/her information 

about this event. I will be booking your domestic plane ticket to and from EWR airport soon, and will be sending that itinerary to you via email. Once I have sent you your 
itinerary you will have 24 hours to let me know if there are any problems with it (misspelled names, incorrect airport, etc.). After the 24 hour period your flight will be booked 
and you will be responsible for the fees associated with any changes. I will send flight details for our international flight (EWR - Stockholm) once the domestic flights are 
booked. 

As we get closer to the trip you will receive an information packet with more details about the trip including our housing accommodations, departure day flight schedule, and 
the tentative weekly schedule. If you have any questions at any point leading up to the trip please feel free to contact me. 

Once again, congratulations, I look forward to seeing everyone and I look forward to a great camp! 

Sincerely, 

Barbara Blocker 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 2:30 PM 

Subject: I~NV: It’s soccer season in Kibera! 

Thank you Ladies for what you do for’ your community and the world!H 

Fr~ra: Carolina for Kibera [mailto:cfk@unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Nay 07, 20~3 7:03 AN 

T~: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ I~s soccer season in Kibera~ 

Image rem~ed by sender. 



N EARL,~" BREAKS 
C~mmunity P~0blem S01#ing through S~#e~ s I:~ ~.-~ ~.-~ ~:~ R~SCOR~’~ 

~ Image remov~ ~ sender. 

Gid s~i ~ k fo~ ~ih ~ra in Ou ~A a nOal 61i a ic 

"Talent is universal, but 
oppo~unity is not" Never has this 
phrase rung truer than when 
~lking about Sophia Opiyo 

Upon learning about CFK’sjump 
rope program, she joined with just 

one month remaining before the 
program’s first in-house 
competition in 2013. Trained for 
less than a month, Sophia jumped 

67 times in 30 seconds, almo~ 
breaking the Ea~ African Record~ 
Read more about Sophia’s 
extraordinary skills on our bloq 

Image removed by sender. 

removed by removed by removed by 
sender, sender, sender. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:01 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Time is running out to promote your camp! 

From: Ron Dvorkin [rnailto:rdvorkin@adsportsmedia.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, May 07, 20:[3 8:30 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Sub’ect’~~ outto romote our cam ! 

1 
Do you want your camp showcased as one of the elite college camps in the country? 

TopDrawerSoccer.com is committed to helping you maximize your 2013 enrollment and has developed integrated campaigns for summer camps 
that no one else can offer. 

Your camp is a valuable tool for our players and helps them enhance their skills and credibility. We want to ensure they don’t miss the opportunity to 
experience your camp. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com has the ability to get your camp directly in front of the elite high school players and their parents. 

Space is extremely limited! 

Regards, 

Ron Dvorkin 
Vice President of Business Development 
._T___o__p___D____r__a____w___e:_r___S_’__o____c___c__e:_r_=c___o____m__. 
Office: (562) 513-3737 
rdvorkin@adsportsmedia.com 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com, click here to unsubscribe 



ww w.~a t,he elbtt~e. C om 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Head Coaches 

FROM: Compliance 

DATE: May 7, 2013 

RE: Declaration of Playing Season 

Per NCAA Bylaw 17.1.3, Declaration of Playing Season, declaration of an institution’s playing 

season in each sport must be on file in writing and maintained in the office of the director of 
athletics prior to the beginning of the institution’s playing season in each sport. Any changes 
made to a declared playing season must also be filed in writing in the office of the director of 

athletics. 

Please complete the enclosed Declaration of Playing Season form as it applies to your sport 
and the enclosed calendar. Each day on your submitted calendar must be labeled with one of 

the following codes: 

P - Practice 
C - Competition 

O- Off 

On the calendar, I have noted institutional dates such as first and last day of classes, holidays, 

etc. Please remember that if you practice during a vacation period, those days must count 
toward your maximum. However, if you do not practice, those days need not count toward your 

total. If you are unsure of whether or not a date counts as you are filling out the calendar, 
please give me a call. 

Also remember that you are required to take one day off each week. Your "week" for each 
segment can be designated however you wish. If you do not note on the calendar or form 
how you wish your week to run (e.g., Sunday through Saturday, Monday through Sunday, 

etc.), I will assume that you wish for it to run from Sunday through Saturday. Please call 

us if you have any questions about this. 



Please return your completed Declaration of Playing Season form, a copy of your 2013-14 
schedule (even if it is still tentative), and your completed calendar to lance or Tom in the 

Compliance Office no later than Friday/, June 28, 2013. If you have any questions about this 

process, please do not hesitate to call Marielle vanGelder at 962-7853, Lance at 843-7259 or 
Tom Timmermans at 962-7851. Thank you! 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Declaration of Playing Season (Team Sports) 

Sport: Head Coach: Date: 

Declaration of Playing Season 
Please refer to NCAA Bylaw 17.1, GeneralP[aying-Season Regulations, and Figures 17-1 and 17-2. Also, 
please refer to the sport-specific sections of NCAA Bylaw 17 regarding length of playing season, first 
practice, first contest/date of competition, number of contests/dates of competition, number of 
scrimmages/exhibition games, and exemptions. 
Two segments may be conducted within a playing season. Each of the segments, which consist of 
consecutive days, may exclude only required days off per NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.4, Required Day Off- 
Playmg~ Season, and official vacation, holiday, and final examination periods during which no practice and 
competition occur. 
Changes in a declared playing season must be filed in writing in the office of the director of athletics. 

Team Sports 
A playing season may consist of a maximum of the following number of days: 

Baseball, Field Hockey, Lacrosse, Soccer, Softball, Volleyball 
Rowing 

132 days 

156 days 

Segment I From: To: 

Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Sun-Sat) 

Number of days utilized: 

Please list all days excluded from the counting: 

Number of contests/dates of competition: 

Number of scrimmages/exhibition games: 

Please list all exemptions: 

Segment II From: To: 

Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Sun-Sat) 

Number of days utilized: 

Please list all days excluded from the counting: 

Number of contests/dates of competition: 

Number of scrimmages/exhibition games: 

Please list all exemptions: 

Total number of days utilized: 

Total number of contests/dates of competition: 

First Practice 
First practice (8 hours per week): 
First practice (20 hours per week): 

First Contest/Date of Competition 
First contest/date of competition--Fall: 
First contest/date of competition--Spring: 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Declaration of Playing Season (Individual Sports) 

Sport: Head Coach: Date: 

Declaration of Playing Season 
Please refer to NCAA Bylaw 17. l, GeneralPlaying-Season Regulations, and Figures 17-1 and 17-2. A1 so, 
please refer to the sport-specific sections of NCAA Bylaw 17 regarding length of playing season, first 
practice, first contest/date of competition, number of contests/dates of competition, number of 
scrimmages/exhibition games, and exemptions. 
Two segments may be conducted within a playing season. Each of the segments, which consist of 
consecutive days, may exclude only required days off per NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.4, Required Day Off- 
Playing Season, and official vacation, holiday, and final examination periods during which no practice and 
competition occur. 
Changes in a declared playing season must be filed in writing in the office of the director of athletics. 

Individual Sports 
A playing season may consist of a maximum of the following number of days: 

Fencing, Golf, Gymnastics, Swimming, Tennis, Wrestling 
Cross CounmyiIndoor and Outdoor Track and Field 

144 days 
156 days 

Segment I From: To: 

Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Sun-Sat) 

Number of days utilized: 

Please list all days excluded from the counting: 

Number of contests/dates of competition: 

Number of scrimmages/exhibition games: 

Please list all exemptions: 

Segment II From: To: 

Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Sun-Sat) 

Number of days utilized: 

Please list all days excluded from the counting: 

Number of contests/dates of competition: 

Number of scrimmages/exhibition games: 

Please list all exemptions: 

Total number of days utilized: 

Total number of contests/dates of competition: 

First Practice 
First practice (8 hours per week): 
First practice (20 hours per week): 

First Contest/Date of Competition 
First contest/date of competition--Fall: 
First contest/date of competition--Spring: 



August 2013 

1! 

1S 

25 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 



September 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

15 

22 

29 



October 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

13 

20 

Fall Break 

27 



November 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 



December 2013 
Sun 

1 

7~anksgiving tIoliday 

15 

Winter Holiday 

22 
~Vinter Holiday 

29 

~Vinter Holiday 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Exam Day 

10 

Exam Day 

Last Day q[ Class 

Reading Day 

5 

Reading Day 

12 

Exam Day 

6 

Exam Day 

13 

Exam Day 

7 

Exam Day 

14 

J~in ter Holiday 

i 16 !7 i !8 19 20 i 21 

Winter Itoliday Winter Holiday 

24 

Winter Iloliday lVinter Holiday 

26 

14Zinter Iloliday 

27 

14Zinter Iloliday 

28 
~Vinter Holiday 

~Vinter Holiday 

Vf:inter Holiday 

3! 

Winter Holiday 

Winter Holidqv Winter Holiday Winter Holiday Winter Holiday 



January 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

5 

~Vinter Holiday 

Residence Halls Open 

12 

19 

26 

i ~Vinter Holiday 

7 

Winter Holiday 

1 

Winter Iloliday 

First Day of Classes 

2 

lVinter Holiday 

3 

Winter tIoliday 

10 

Sat 

l~inter Iloliday 

11 



February 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

16 

23 



M arch 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

9 

Spring Break 

16 

Spring Break 

23 

3O 

3 

10 

Spring Break 

17 

4 

11 

Spring Break 

18 

5 

12 

Spring Break 

19 

6 

13 

Spring Break 

2O 

7 

Spring Break 

14 

Spring Break 

21 

8 

Spring Break 

15 

Spring Break 

22 



April 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

13 

20 

Spring Holiday 

27 



May 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1! 

1S 

25 



June 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

15 

22 

29 



July 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

13 

2O 

27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:24 PM 

Sam Snow <ssnow@usyouthsoccer.org> 

lEE: US Youth Soccer Introduces Practice Guides for U6-U8, U- 10 and U- 12 Age Groups 

Thanks Sarn 

From: Sam Snow [rnailto:ssnow@usyouthsoccer.org] 
Sent; Tuesday, Play 07, 2013 1:00 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" US Youth Soccer Introduces Practice Guides for U6-U8, U-:t0 and U-12 Age Groups 
U S Youth Soccer is keeping a wor~dert:ut resource alive for use by youth soccer’ coaches. The Assistont Coach Series, written by 
now avaiB~ble electronically for free. The 5e~ies was first published ~n 1988. The i~ustrator was Darcy Best. At the dine Dr. F~eck was the Director’ o[: Coackfing for 
F~or~da Youth Soccer and Coach Cossaboon was the Director of Coaching for North Texas State Soccer~ 
~n our current economic reality the cost of printing, inventorying and shipping the booklets raised the cost per book beyond a price point that the nationa~ Board of 
Directors was w~l]ing to set. The ~oai o[ t:he Board of Directors ~s to rnake coachh~g materials aw~i]aMe for free or at a very reasonaMe cost to the youth soccer 
coach, We want thousands upon thousands of American coaches usk~g the materials, 
We ~:ee~ the con tents ~n The Assistant Cooch Series are t~me~ess and useful for today’s coach just as they were to the coaches of the ~980s when the Series was first 
produced. In order 1o keep them ~n the hands of America’s youth soccer coaches they are now sva~aMe on the US Youth Soccer web s~te~ We hope that you’ll 
encourage every soccer coach you know to download the booklets. 
Keep 
Sam S~ow 
CoacNng D~rector 
US Youth Soccer 
(soo) 4soccEa 
Skype: sam.snow54 
THINK GLOBA Z L Y- A C r L 0C4 L Z Y 
To view this message in a browser, please click here 

::.~.:: https://id .... il ...... i ..... gl ..... /UserFiles/usyouth ...... /image/ .... / ..... 01jpg I::.~ Fo~rdtoa friend 

~ https://idevmail.ameri~neagle.com/UserFiles/usyouthsoccer/image/ne~/news 06.jpg i.~.i https://idevmail.americaneagle.com/UserFiles/usyouthsoccer/ima 

ge/news/news 07.jpg 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CONTACT: US Youfl~ Soccer Communications, commun~cafionsra}usyoufl*soece[.org or 800-4SOCCER 

US Youth Soccer Introduces Practice Guides for U6-U8, U-10 and U-12 Age Groups 

FRISCO, Texas (May 6, 2013) -- The US Youth Soccer Coaching Department has 

introduced its latesl coaching resources with tluee age-specific practice activity guides. 

The three guides for the U6- U8, U- 10 and U- 12 age groups give coaches an 

idea of what should be coveled throughout a season while higlthghting activities that 

focus on development in a low- slress, fun-filled environment. 

Each resource covels multiple b~pes of practice activities, from warm-ups and individuaJ 

traJning to small-sided and group games. The exercises are tailored to meet the cognitive 

and physical characteristics of each age group. 

The guides each contain individua] activity de~riptions ruth accompanying coaching 

points, so coaches are aware of what to watch tbr during each exercise. With 20 

sessions broken down in each guide, there are more than enough activities to meet the 

needs of m~y youth soccer season. 

U S Youth Soccer U6-U8 Practice Activities 

- Provides a list ofva~cying characteristics of Under- 6 and Under- 8 players in regards to 

spo~ls. 

- How to play SmaJl-Sided Games with "large" rosters. 
- Activities focus on individual soccer skills that build on one another. 

US Youth Soccer Under-10 Practice Activities 

- Provides a list of characteristics of Under- l0 players. 

- Advice on how to connect with the youth athlete. 

US Youth Soccer Under-12 Practice Activities 

- Information on insertAng tactics into tmAning. 

- Activities geazed toward development and decision-making. 

The practice activity guides can be very beneficial to those new to coaching youth 

soccer and act as a useful resource for experienced youth coaches. You can download 

all three practice activib" guides below, as well as other useful resources from the U S 

Youth Soccer Coaching Department. 

US Youth Soccer U6-U8 Practice Activities [.I~LI] 



US Youth Soccer U-10 Practice Activities [.pdfl 

US Youth Soccer U-12 Practice Activities [.pdfl 

Coaches Document Center [~ 

Includes the Player Development Model, Vision Document, Skills School and 
Coaching ~anual 

’I’r~g Session Template [~] 

Coaches Section: ]!N?2~_~3:~=~A~;:~:(~_~~_ 

About the U~ted States Youth Soccer Association ~S Youth Soccer) - US 

Youth Soccer - "The G~e for ~L Kids~~" is the la~est youth s~as orga~zation 

the coun~ and laygest member office United S~tes Soccer Federation~ the governing 

body of ~ccer in ~e United S~tes. US Youfl~ Soccer regis~ters mo~ tha~ 3 million 

players ann~lly~ ages 5 to 1% and over 900~000 administrators~ coaches and 

volunteers in 55 member S~te Associations. US Youth Soccer programs provide a 

sa~e and healthy environment fi~r plwe~ at eve~ level office game. For 

i~om~afio~ vifit ~,w.U S YouthSoccer.or~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: CalSoutl~ Nat’l Cup Showcase - Gifts Teams Attending 

From: LA Premier F¢ [mailto:LA_Premier_F¢@mail.vresp.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 07, 20:13 2:5:1 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; CalSouth Nat’l (;up Showcase - Girls Teams Attending 

:: ~:*;; :: Image 
...... lerrlo~’ed by 

sender¯ 

:: ~:*:; :: Image 

...... rerno~’ed by 

sender¯ 

...... removed by 

sender. 

We would like to introduce to you the LA Premier FC Teams that will 
be competing in the CalSouth National Cup Showcase in 

Lancaster,CA, 

Nay :tlth - 12th 2013 

This is a one stop shop for all the schedules of the top teams in our club that are 
attending this showcase, We have some of the best players in Southern California 

who are also excellent in the classroom, 
Please make it a point to review the schedules and attend our games, 

I 

GIRLS TEAMS 

[ 

.~’~i Image [emoved by sender GU15 

Pic Showcase 



~iii Imageremoved byser, der LAPFO 
- GU16 Goodmsn Pic Team and Player Profile Link: 

J~ 

Image removed by sender lapfc 

wilite gu16 

For more Information on any of the Girls Teams at LA Premier FC (CAS) please 
contact: 

Emanuel "Manny" Martins 

Director Of Elite Gifts 
~gmail,com 

(818) 389-3930 

Click to view this email in a browser 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails please reply to this message with "Unsubscr~be" in the subject line or simply click on the follcv¢ing i~nK: Unsubscribe 

LA Premier FC 

96 N. Madison .Ave 

Pasadena, California 9! 10! 

US 

Read the MerticalResponse R-~arketing policy. 

removed 

sender. 

removed by 

sender Non- 

Profits Email 

Free with 

VerticalResp 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 7, 2013 4:41 PM 

Tracey Leone <T.Leoue@neu.edu-~ 

ILE: {DlWSOC} 

TRACEY BATES!!!!!! 

From: Tracey Leone [mailto:T.Leone@neu.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, May 07, 20:[3 4-:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D:[WSOCCER Listserv (d:[wsoc@soccerlists.org) 
Subject:= {DIWSOC} 

Hello all, 

I hope this email finds all of you doing well. 

I’m making one more effort to see if I can find one more game in 2013. Openings for me are Sept. 14 or 15 and Oct. 20. Could possibly travel on the Sept. dates if it’s 

close. 

Please let me know if you are interested. 

Have a great summer! 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Help promote our game ruth Twitter use #D IWSOC for News, Spriug Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 4:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Free sports eval website for College Coaches: Feedbackfromcoach.com 

From: Feedbackfromcoach.com [mailto:contact@feedbackfromcoach.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Nay 07, 2013 10:02 PN 
To: Oorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Free sports eval website for College Coaches: Feedbackfromcoach.com 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ................................................................................................................................................... Golf Evaluation - Click here to view 



- 

Tennis Evaluation-. Click here to view 

~ ~ aaseball 

:~: ~.~d~. s ~__:a.u~atum_~_:_C.uc.g. 

~ ~ Volleyball 
::N:: s~le re oved by "- ~ 

view [ .......... Evahmti .... Click here to view 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: : : ~d~,-. ~ Water Polo & ~     ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Evaluation- I ~~er. 1~ 

to 

k & ~ told & 
:: ....... ~ d~. 2 2ross Country ....... 

Evaluations -- 

: : Gymnaskies 
~X~ :mage remo~ec~ by - . 
....... s~nder g Eva]uat]on - 



removed by 
sender 

Forward this 

re, rnoved by 
sender 

This email was sent to ansc~n@u~lcaa,ur~c.edu by c_ontact@ :eedback o coac corr 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant remevalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 
College Soccer Academy i PO Box 1951 i San Ramon CA :: 94583 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 5:40 PM 

Harris, Stacey Elaine ~sharris@unc.edu;> 

l~L: Athletic Depm!~ment Playday & Dinner tonight 

Thanks for reminding me of [he golf ..... the soccer s[aff loved i[, as usual!! 

From: Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent= Wednesday, May 08, 2013 9:50 AN 

To= UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject= Athletic Depa~ment Playday ~ Dinner tonight 

Hi everyonel 

It’s P~Y DAY! ~ 
We hope that everyone enjoys their respective events today~ Also, just a reminder that the Athletic Department Family "picnic" will be tonight at Boshamer 

Stadium. This will be a fun night of food and fellowship as the Diamond Heels take on James Madison at 6pm. If you wish to attend, simply go to the ticket office at 

goshamer to receive game tickets for you and a guest or your immediate family. Dinner will be in the tent behind the stands/under the bleachers on the 3rd base 

side of the field and will feature a "game day" menu for you to enjoy. Food will be served from 6 p.m. - 7:30 

Enjoy your dayl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 5:51 PM 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

To~n? 

Chris, 

I will copy Tom Sander, my Director of Operations on this .. he will know when we are in town (we do spend some preseason time at the beach) We never close practice. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chris Andrew [mailto:candrew(@chica~o-fire com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 11:21 AM 
To: Knotek, Steven E 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Chicago Fire 

Good morning Anson, 

Having looked at the schedule I am planning on being in the area from Aug 14th - 18th 

An?" opportunity to meet or observe a practice during that time would be greatly appreciated 

Thank you. 

Regards, 

Chris 

D. B. W H. 

CHRIS ANDREWDIRECTOR CAMPS & TRAINING E ) candrew@chicago-fire.corrff’ ) 708.496.6768F ) 708.496.6050 TOYOTA PARK 7000 South Harlem ] Bridgeview 
60455 ] 888.MLS.FIRE ] chicago-fhe.com <http://www.chicago-fhe.colT~’> ] <http://www.facebook.comgchica~ofire> 
<http :/A~’w.twitter.corrdchicagofire> 

On 3/25/13 1:55 PM, "Knotek, Stcven E" <sl~otek@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

>Hi Anson, 
> 

>During my research leave I’m working with the Chicago Fire Soccer Team 
>and World Sport Chicago to impleruent and evaluate a school-based prograru 
>called PLAYS. It involves embedding social eruotional learning 
>activities into the Fire’s basic rec soccer program. YVhile I ~vas in 
>Chicago this past weekend I met ~vith Chris Andrew ~vho is their Camp and 
>Training Director. I ~vas telling Chris about your philosophy of 
>including pcrsonal development in the L~’C program’s aims and goals. 
>Chris is intrigued and ~vould like to visit UNC in the fall. Best, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 6:02 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Enhm~ce your Sports Camp Experience with Dartfish Video Tools 

From: Chuck WIImot [mailto:chuck.wilmot@dartfish.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 20:t3 :t2:40 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Enhance your Sports Camp Experience with Dartfish Video Tools 

removed by 
sender. 

DO YOU WANT TO INCREASE ATTENDANCE, REVENUE AND IMPROVE THE ATTENDEES EXPERIENCE AT YOUR 
SPORTS CAMP? 

Then let me show you an easy method that will accomplish this goal. Through the use of our new mobile product (Dartfish Express) and our 

video distribution product (Dartfish TV), you can deliver an online skill assessment/lesson to the athlete and parent as they go through some 

sport specific drills. This will enhance the camp experience for the athlete and provide value to the parents. These are the same deliverables 

that professional camp academies such as ING, Nike and the United States Sports Academy provide to their camp attendees and parents. 

The question is always - how difficult is this to implement in my camps and how much does it cost me? Darfish has made it easy to provide 
these services with no cameras or computers~ Simply capture video, review and publish - all directly from the mobile device using Dartfish 
Express. All of this is for the low price of $750.00~ and here is what you get: 

1. UP TO (5) DARTFISH EXPRESS LICENSES: Our new mobile based software that provides a quick and easy method to capture, teach 

and share video anywhere, anytime during the camp. It is an easy task to create a lesson assessment for the camp attendee with drawings 

and voice-over enhancements. 

2. A PRIVATE DARTFISH TV CHANNEL: By pressing one button within Dartfish Express, you upload the assessment to the camp 

attendee’s online personal collection. It can then be viewed by athlete and parent using any mobile or PC device. 

MARKETING YOUR CAMPS: By providing these services, with no extra effort, you are marketing your upcoming camps. When the athlete 
and parent view the online assessment, your marketing campaign begins without you doing anything extra. We give the athlete and parent 
the option to post your camp’s branded assessment on Facebook or Twitter taking your camp services viral through the magic of social 
media. 

For more information or to see a quick no obligation online demonstration, please contact 

ch uck.wilmot@da rtfish.com 

removed by 

iContact - Try 

It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 ll:01 PM 

bill palladino ~ar~l.com> 

Fwd: {DlWSOC} 2014 Schedule 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {DlWSOC} 2014 Schedule 

From: Michael Herman <mherma~@hawaJi.edu-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.~mc.edu-~,dl wsoc@soccerlists.ovg 

CC: 

Aloha! 

The Universi~ of Hawaii is looking tbr 2 high RPI tea~s to join us m~d Texas for an opening weekend toummnent in 2014! We olt~r beautiful weather, hotels mthin 
two blocks of the beach m~d a wonderful gmne environment to s~a(t your season. 

Let me know if you’re interested. 

Michael Hem~an 

Assistant Coach 

University of Hawm’i 

Women’s Soccer 

(c) 

808-956-6330 (o) 
Follow us on Facebook 

Check us out on Trotte!! 

Interested in UH Soccer Ca~ps? Check out what we’re offering here! 

Help protnote our game ruth Twitter; use #DlWSOC for News, Spring Results 

Help promote our gmne ruth Twitter use #D IWSOC for News, Spring Results 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu’- 

Wednesday, May 8, 2013 11:02 PM 

ttams, Stacey Elaine ~shams@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Athletic Department Playday & Dinner tonight 

Next year we might practice. 

SeJtt.f!°om my Verizon tYirele,~s 4G L] ’E 

"Hams. Stacey Elaine" <sharris@nnc,edu> wrote: 

HAha! I’m sure! Back to back champs! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 8, 2013, at 5:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~)e,nafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for reminding me of the golf F .. the soccer staff loved iL, as usual!! 

From: Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent; Wednesday, May 08, 2013 9:50 AM 

To-" UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject-" Athletic Department Playday & Dinner tonight 

Hi everyone! 

It,s PLAY DAY! © 
We hope that everyone enjoys their respective events today! Also, just a reminder that the Athletic Department Family ~ picnic~ will be tonight at 

Boshamer Stadium. This will be a fun night of food and fellowship as the Diamond Heels take on James Madison at 6pro. If you wish to attend, simply 

go to the ticket office at Boshamer to receive game tickets for you and a guest or your immediate family. Dinner will be in the tent behind the 

stands/under the bleachers on the 3rd base side of the field and will feature a L~ game day~ menu for you to enjoy. Food will be served from 6 p.m. [] 

7:30 p.m. 

Enjoy your day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 9:45 AM 

ttarris, Stacey Elaine ~shams@unc.edu-> 

P&;: Paa~king tomorrow 

OK but again make sure to pr’orate a reduction in the ridiculous expense of my gate par’king .... 

From: Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 9:14 AM 
To: Miller, Beth; Haney, Sarah K; Miller, Ron C.; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Galvin, Derek P; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Hatchell, 
Sylvia R; Calder, Andrew G; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L; Law, Greg A; Oliaro, Scott M 
Cc: Elizabeth Lancaster (lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu); John Brunner (johnnyb@uncaa.unc.edu); Culler, Ellen B; Koenig, Kaye T; Rea, Dana M. 

Subject: Parking tomorrow 

All, 

Due to the NCAA Lacrosse tournament and Commencement ceremonies being held at Fetzer Field and Carmichael this weekend, we need for you to park in the 

COBB DECK tomorrow, Friday May ~.0th (a~ day}. 

Thanks for your understanding] 

~Stacey 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 9:49 AM 

ttarris, Stacey Elaine ~shams@unc.edu-~ 

P&;: P~a~king tomorrow 

I have no issue with a gate, just with the e×pense. 

From; Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent; Thursday, May 09, 2013 9:46 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Parking tomorrow 

You wilt still be in gate parking at Cobb Deck. ;) 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Thursday, May 09, 20:13 9:45 AM 
To; Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Subject: RE: Parking tomorrow 

OK but ag~in make sure to prorate ~; reduc[:ion in the ridk:ulous ,-_~xp,:_~nse of my gate p~;rk~ng 

F~m= Harris, Stacey Elaine 
Sent= Thursday, Nay 09, 20~3 9:~4 AN 
To= Miller, Beth; Haney, Sarah K; Miller, Ron C.; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Galvin, Derek P; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Somoano, Carlos N; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Hatchell, 
Sylvia R; Calder, Andrew G; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; S~fford-Odom, Trisha L; Law, Grog A; Oliaro, Sco~ N 
6¢= Elizabeth Lancaster (lizlan@uncaa.unc.edu); John Brunner (iohnnyb(@uncaa.unc.edu); Culler, Ellen B; Koenig, Kaye T; Rea, Dana N. 
Subject= Parking tomorrow 

All, 

Due to the NCAA Lacrosse tournament and Commencement ceremonies being held at Fetzer Field and Carmichael this weekend, we need for you to park in the 

COBB DE~ tomorrow, ~riday May ~0 (a~l day}, 

Thanks for your understandingl 

~Stacey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 3:35 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu>; Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> 

1~3~,: To~n? 

That stretch will not be interesting for you, Chris ..... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 11:59 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Andrew 
Subject: RE: Tom? 

Chris, 
We get back from the beach on the 16th and have a practice planned that evening. We plan to be off on the 17th and have a late afternoon practice on the 18th 

-Tom 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Albert A IV I)orrance [mailto:anson(@email uric edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 5:51 PM 
To: Chris Andrew 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Sut~ject: Tom? 

Chris, 

I will copy Tom Sander, my Director of Operations on this .. he will know when we are in town (we do spend some preseason time at the beach) We never close practice. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chris Andrew [mailto:candrew(@chica~o-fire com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 11:21 AM 
To: Knotek, Steven E 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Chicago Fire 

Good morning Anson, 

Having looked at the schedule I am planning on being in the area from Aug 14th - 18th 

An?" opportunity to meet or observe a practice during that time would be greatly appreciated 

Thank you. 

Regards, 

Chris 

D. B. W. H. 

CHRIS ANDREWDIRECTOR CAMPS & TRAIN1NG E ) candrew@chicago-fire.corrff’ ) 708.496.6768F ) 708.496.6050 TOYOTA PAR_K 7000 South Harleru 
60455 1888.MLS.FIRE I chicago-fhe.com <http://www.chicago-fhe.colT~’) I <http://www.facebook.com2chica~ofire> 
<http :/A~’w.twitter.corrgchicagofire> 

On 3/25/13 1:55 PM, "Knotek, Stcven E" <sl~otek@email.ur~c.edu> wrote: 

>Hi Anson, 
> 

>During my research leave I’m working with the Chicago Fire Soccer Team 
>and World Sport Chicago to implement and evaluate a school-based program 
>called PLAYS. It involves embedding social emotional learning 
>activities into the Fire’s basic rec soccer program. ~¢~ile I was in 
>Chicago this past weekend I met with Chris Andre;v who is their Camp and 
>Training Director. I was telling Chris about your philosophy of 
>including personal development in the L,~x,’C program’s aims and goals. 
>Chris is intrigued and would like to visit LrS,’C in the fall. Best, Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 9, 2013 4:25 PM 

geoff@elite~o utnet.com 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Soccer Recruits 

With the way recruiting is now (early commitments), with the exception of goat, you can’t recruit positions anyrnor’e. You have to [:ind U~e best players you can and 
ideally hope they are versatile or at least coachab~e. 
F~: geoff@eJitescoutnet.com [maJlto:geoff@elitescoutnet.com] 
g~Bt: Thursday, Hay 09, 20~3 2:5~ PM 
T~ Dorrance, AJbe~ A ~ 
Subject: Soccer Recruits 

Hi Goaoh Dorranoe, 

I hope things are ooming together for next season and you’re looking fo~ard to summer. 

We know it’s darn near impossible for you to filter through kids you want to watoh, and we want to help. 

We work with many kids from around the ~ount~, and many organizations are using our system, the Gollege Fit Finder. We now have a substantial 
database of players, some of whom may be what you’re looking for. We are in the middle of a needs assessment for the upooming ~lasses and 
want to help oonneot players to NGGH~ 

To be~er help you, answer the followin~ questions, and we will keep our eyes out. 

1-~at position(s) are you looking for, and what’s the oorresponding grad year? 

2- Do you have any additional notes on these pa~i~ular positions, or your s~hool and program in general that you’d like us to keep in mind? 

Thanks, Goaoh Dorranoe. Looking fo~ard to hearing from you. 

Geoff Raives 



2013 CAMP MANUAL 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 
ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT 
SUMMER CAMP MANUAL 

POLICY AND PROCEDURES 

ACCOUNTING 
Each camp will be REQUIRED to handle all aspects of accounting separately from the 

U niversity. 

¯ The Athletic Business Office will NO LONGER process business procedures. 

¯ It is recommended that each camp secure the services of an accounting firm or 

individual capable of assisting with payroll and tax reporting. 

ADVERTISING 
¯ Each camp will be responsible for its own marketing, promotion and advertising. 

¯ The University’s name cannot be used in any promotional or advertising material, but 

the coach can use his or her title. 

The term "Carolina" or "Tar Heel" can be used, but not "The University of North 

Carolina". 

University Iogos may only be used with prior University permission and a fee will be 

cha rged (~:lO0.O0/Logo). 

APPROVAL 
Written requests to conduct a camp MUST be made to the Sr. Associate Athletic 

Director for Operations, or the appropriate supervisor. 

Dates must be coordinated with availability of facilities to avoid conflict with other 

camps. 

AUDITS 
A full financial audit is required at the conclusion of each camp. 

The audit must include a camper list. 

Each camp must be prepared for a compliance audit by the Athletic Department, the 

University’s internal auditors, or the external auditors of the Department to insure that 

NCAA regulations have been followed. 

BROCHURES 
All camp brochures are the responsibility of each individual camp and must be 

approved by the Compliance Office prior to printing. 

Each camp brochure should be printed and include: 

-Dates 

-Number of Sessions 

-Times 
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-Age Group 

-Costs 

-Deposit 
-Equipment Needs 

-Tentative Daily Schedule 

-Registration Information 

-Directions 
-Director’s Name and Telephone Number 

-Camp Mailing Address 

-Camper Information 

-Name 

-Age 

-Address 

-Grade in School 
-Telephone Number 

-Emergency Telephone Number 

-Insurance Company and Policy Number 

-Waiver Statement (see Insurance/Waiver) 
-Statement regarding private ownership and operation and 

lack of University sponsorship 

(see Disclaimer/Appendix D) 

2013 CAMP MANUAL 

CAMP BANK 
It is recommended that each camp set up a bank for campers’ spending money or 

valuables, and a procedure to deal with valuables. 

CAMP STORE 
Any camp store must offer related camp items or supplies only. 

CASH!CHECK COLLECTION 
¯ Daily deposits of cash or checks are recommended. 

¯ It is recommended that a tape and copy of each check be made as a back-up. 

¯ Upon receipt of deposits, an acknowledgement should be sent indicating receipt and 

insuring place in camp. 

CONTRACTS!AGREEMENTS 
Awritten agreement between the University and Camp Director will be required 

including: 

-Dates and Times 

-Fees 

-Requirements of the University 

-Facilities Assigned or Reserved 

- (see Appendix A) 

Written agreements are recommended between the camp and staff, outlining duties 

and responsibilities, including salary and reimbursement (see Appendix B). 
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FACILITIES 
Requests for indoor facilities must be made in writing to the Chairman of the Physical 

Education Department. The Chairman 

Of Physical Education will approve all requests and set use fees 

(see Appendix C for fees and procedures). 

Requests for outdoor facilities must be made in writing to the Sr. Associate Athletic 

Director for Facilities. The St. Associate Athletic Director for Facilities will approve all 

requests and coordinate set-up and service. 

Requests for the Dean E. Smith Center and Koury Natatorium must be made to the 

Director of the Smith Center. The Director of the Smith Center will approve all 

requests, set fees and coordinate services. 

Requests for Carmichael Auditorium must be made in writing to the Sr. Associate 

Athletic Director for Olympic Sports for approval. 

Requests for Eddie Smith Field House must be made in writing to the Director of the 

Field House for approval. 

Requests for the Loudermilk Center must be made in writing to the Director of the 

Loudermilk Center for approval. 

All other campus facilities (i.e., meeting rooms, etc.) must be requested in writing to 

the appropriate University organization for approval. 

An administrative fee may be charged for all camp related scheduling, coordination and 

contractual work. 

HOUSING!MEAL PLANS 
¯ Each camp is responsible for arranging its own housing. 
¯ The St. Associate Athletic Director for Operations can assist with information regarding 

University housing. 
¯ Each camp is responsible for arranging its own meal plans. 

¯ The Sr. Associate Athletic Director for Operations is available to assist with the 

University’s Dining Service. 

It is recommended that all camps offer 3 meals daily, and lunch or dinner for day 

campers. 

INCORPORATION 
Camp directors are recommended to establish a private corporation 

for operating camps. 

Because it is more complex to establish a corporation and operate it correctly, each 

camp director may want to seek the advice of an accountant or attorney. 

INSURANCE/WAIVER STATEMENT 
Each camp will have to show separate proof of insurance so as to protect the University 

from liability if University facilities are to be used. 

It is recommended that you have insurance individually (Camp Director) as well as for 

the corporation, if established. 
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A copy of this policy must be on file in the Athletic Business Office. 

It is suggested that levels of coverage be adequate to cover the nature of your camp 

and complete enough to supplement insurance carried by campers. 

The Athletic Association reserves the right to review coverage and require, if 

appropriate, changes, if University facilities are to be used. 

Waiver statements for summer camps, drafted by the University’s legal consul, must be 

used if University facilities are to be used. 

Waiver statements are required to be included in all camp material. 

It is necessary to include a statement relative to the camps being private and separate 

from the University. (see Disclaimer/Appendix D). 

A sample waiver statement is enclosed (see Appendix D). 

Other waiver statements can be used in addition to the required one (not in 

substitution) and each camp director is advised to seek the advice of an attorney in 

drafting his/her own statement. 

MAILINGS 
¯ Each camp must establish a separate mailing address for camp related business. 

¯ Per NCAA regulations (see NCAA Bylaw :13.4.:i); it is permissible to mail camp brochures 

to prospects of any age. However, this brochure must include information relating 

specifically to camp events and activities. 

Each camp director must review and understand fully and completely all pertinent 

NCAA, ACC, and UNC rules and regulations (see Appendix E). 

ORIENTATION 
It is recommended that each camp devote adequate time to orientation for both 

campers and staff. 

Staff orientation should include: 
-Knowledge of facilities (rest rooms, lights, etc.) 

-Emergency procedures, including medical emergencies. 

-University policies. 

-Safety and security issues. 

-Camp rules and regulations. 

Both campers and staff should be aware of the safety and security measures in place 

during camp. 

PHYSICAL PLANT 
Any work required from the University’s physical plant must be 

Made in writing via work orders (see Appendix F.) 

¯ Each camp is responsible for all charges and services. 
¯ Charges will not be run through the Athletic Business Office (the Athletic Department is 

exploring setting up a single cost center for summer camps with a line item for each 

individual camp’s charges). 
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RELEASE TIME 
¯ Each coach will need to account for release time while conducting camp. 

¯ Coaches cannot perform camp duties on University time. 

SAFETY!SECURITY 
Review all safety measures with housing officials and take the necessary steps to insure 

the safety of all campers in and outside the dorms, the dining halls and competition 

facilities. 

Review safety measures traveling to and from facilities (closing streets, etc.). 

Review security measures regarding the dorms from an outsider’s perspective as well 

as internally. 

Insure that the staff understands all the safety and security procedures and policies of 

each camp. 

SPORTS MEDICINE 
Review the policy developed by the Sports Medicine section of the Student Health 

Service (see Appendix G). 

Camp directors are responsible for the arrangement of the medical needs and service 

of each camp. 

Camp directors should plan for emergency care as well as routine situations which 

occur in the sport and recreation activities of each camp. 

Camp directors and residence hall personnel need to be clear on normal medical 

operations during camp and the responsibilities in 

Providing care. 

Camp applications should include (see Brochures): 

-Medical clearance for participation in camp activities (see 

Insurance/Waiver). 

-Insurance information including the primary insurance carrier for 

each camper (see Insurance/Waiver). 

-Parental consent authorizing camp director to seek medical 

assistance for the camper in the event of an emergency and being 

unable to contact and consult with parents or guardians (see 

I nsura nce/Waiver). 

-Camp directors should plan that injuries and illness will occur 

and outline the steps involved in providing are for these 

situations. 

-Camp staff assigned medical responsibilities should have it 

documented in their job descriptions and have the appropriate 

qualifications to perform these responsibilities (i.e., CPR 

credentials, first aid, NATA certification, NC state certification). Non-licensed 

individuals are allowed to provide first aid ONLY, assuming that they are certified 

in first aid. Hence these individuals are to be referred to as first aid providers and 

not representing themselves as an "athletic trainer". 
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SPONSORSHIP 
User shall submit to University for its prior written approval any proposed commercial 

or noncommercial sponsorship of the Camp, any proposed commercial or 

noncommercial advertising of the Camp and any related signage, written material or 

other promotion of the Camp. The University reserves the right, in its sole discretion, 

to approve or disapprove any submission. 

STAFFING 
¯ Individual camp directors are responsible for hiring and staffing each camp. 

¯ It is recommended that written agreements be prepared outlining responsibilities and 

salaries {see Appendix B). 

The Parties hereto acknowledge that changes in University policies regarding programs 

involving minors are expected in 2013. Compliance with any such changes in University 

or Department of Athletics policies, which may be issued at any time with or without 

notice, shall be a mandatory prerequisite of Department of Athletics facility use by the 

renting party hereunder. 

TELEPHONE 
¯ Each camp must establish a separate telephone number to handle camp business. 

¯ Camp director’s secretaries cannot conduct camp business on University time. 

USE FEES/EXPENSES 
The Athletic Association has established a ~2.00 per day, per camper charge as a use 

fee for all camps sponsored by one of the intercollegiate sports, other than men’s 

basketball and football. 

¯ All direct and indirect charges for the physical plant or athletic facilities crew will be 

charged to the individual camp. 

¯ All supplies and equipment are the responsibility of each individual camp. 

¯ Separate use fees are charged {see Appendix C), by the Physical Education Department 

above the per camper, per day fee, for certain facilities. 

A field fee will be in place for certain fields as designated by the Sr. Associate Athletic 

Director for Facilities/Operations {Appendix H). 

Work orders are required for all requests to the Physical Plant or Athletic Facilities crew 

{see Appendix F). 

Invoices should be processed as quickly as possible. Payment of invoices within 30 days 

is standard and recommended. 

¯ The Smith Center/Koury Natatorium have separate use fees {see Facilities). 

¯ The Eddie Smith Field House has separate use fees {see Facilities). 
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SAMPLE FROM LACROSSE CAMP 

November 28, 1989 

Dear Coach, 

The                      Camp is scheduled for Saturday, 27 July through Wednesday, 

1 August. We invite all our staff to stay an extra day and enjoy our hospitality. Please advise your 

loved ones that camp is held through Thursday 2 August - we’ll cover for you. Your promptness in 

replying is appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Camp Director 

EMPLOYEE INFORMATION SHEET 

Full Name 

(First) (Middle) (Last) 

Address 

(Street/PO Box) (City/State) (Zi p) 

Social Security Number Phone # 

This agreement will confirm your intention to provide the 1990 

Camp with the following services for the stated compensation. 

For a payment of S             , you will provide your coaching services from 4:00PM on 

Saturday, 28 July until 12:00PM (Noon) on Wednesday, 1 August. In addition to your salary, you 

will receive housing and meals, from Saturday dinner to Wednesday lunch. 

A staff meeting will be held following dinner (Approximately 6:00PM) on Saturday, 28 July. At that 

time, your exact duties for the week will be outlined. Individual liability insurance is mandatory for 

each staff member. 

If these conditions meet with your approval, please sign below. 

Signature 
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UNC-Chapel Hill 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

Facility Rental/Usage Fees 

(Checks should be made payable to: 

UNC-CH Department of Exercise and Sport Science.) 

(All fees are per day or any part thereof) 

Fetzer Gym A 

Fetzer Gym B 

Fetzer Gym C 

Women’s Gym 

Fencing Room 

Wrestling Room- FG 026 

Woollen Gym - Main Floor 

Classroom/Lecture Halls 

Tennis Courts 

Swimming Pool 

550.00 Per Day 

550.00 Per Day 

550.00 Per Day 

550.00 Per Day 

550.00 Per Day 

5100.00 Per Day 

5100.00 Per Day 

5 25.00 Per Day 

5 3.00 Per Day 

(a) Use during Scheduled Free Swim 

52.00 Per Camper Per Week 

(b) Private Pool Use: 5100 Per Hour 

(includes cost of lifeguards). 
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APPENDIX C 

PROCEDURES FOR THE RENTAL OF UNC-CH 
DEPARTMENT OF EXERCISE AND SPORT SCIENCE 

FACILITIES 

Requests for the rental of facilities under the control of the UNC-CH Department of 

Exercise and Sport Science Department (EXSS) should be directed to the Chairman, CB 

#8700, 209 Fetzer Gym, UNC-CH. 

The Chairman will approve space usage and provide applicable fees for 

the approved space to the contracting party and to the Sr. Associate Athletic Director for 

Operations and Facilities. 

The St. Associate Athletic Director for Operations and Facilities will prepare a Sports Facility 

Use Agreement between the University and the contracting party. This agreement will 

include an appendage that lists the space reserved and applicable fees for EXSS facilities. 

4. Any changes, deletions, or additions to the EXSS space request should be made to the 

Chairman. 

5. Applicable fees will be charged unless the event is cancelled in writing to the EXSS 

Chairman thirty 30 days prior to the event. 

The contracting party will be issued an invoice by the EXSS 

Department upon completion of the contract period. Payment is 

expected within (30) days. 

Kevin M. Guskiewicz 

Chairman EXSS 

Date Signed 

Jaci Field 

Athletic Facilities Planning and Management 

Date Signed 
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APPENDIX D 
RELEASE 

For Participation in Activity in University Department of Athletics Facilities 

For the purposes of this document, herein after referred to as "Release," the party intending to 
participate in the activity in the University Department of Athletics facilities shall hereafter be referred 
to as "Participant." The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, and its trustees, officers, 
employees and agents, acting within the course and scope of their duties, shall hereafter be referred to as 
"UniversiD,." The activity in the University Department of Athletics facilities that the Participant will 
participate in shall hereafter be referred to as the "Activity." 

Description of Activity: 
date) 

SUMMER CAMP (Include description~ name~ and 

1. Release, Waiver of Liability, and Assumption of Risk: In consideration of the opportunity 
afforded Participant to participate in the Activity in the University Department of Athletics facilities, 
Participant hereby releases and forever discharges the University from any and all liability, claims, and 
demands of whatever kind or nature, either in law or in equity, which arise or may hereafter arise from 
or in connection with the Activity. Participant understands that this Release discharges the University 
from any liability or claim that Participant ma~v have against the University ~vith respect to any bodily 
injuu, personal injuls,, illness, death, property loss, or property damage that may result from 
participation in the Activity. Participant understands and acknowledges that potential risks to health 
and personal property may be associated with participation in the Activity, and Participant voluntarily 
assumes those risks. 

2. Medical Treatment and Preexisting Medical Conditions: Participant hereby releases and 
forever discharges the University from an5, liabilities, claims, costs and damages that arise or may 
hereafter arise on account of any first aid, medical treatment, or service rendered to Participant in 
connection with the Activity. Participant will take for herself or himself any appropriate precautions or 
medications to treat and/or reduce the likelihood of exacerbating an5’ pre-existing health conditions, or 
insect, food or medication allergies. 

3. NCAA Compliance: By signing below, Participant ackno~vledges that they have not kno~vingly 
participated in or become aware of any violation(s) of NCAA rules involving the University or 
individuals affiliated with or acting on behalf of the University. Participant’s signature below also 
indicates Participant’s agreement to immediately disclose to the Department of Athletics Compliance 
Office any NCAA rules violation(s) of which Participant becomes aware. 

4. Other: This Release shall be binding and legally enforceable against Participant and 
Participant’s heirs, executors, administrators, and legal representatives. This Release shall be governed 
by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of North Carolina. In the event that any 
clause or provision of this Release shall be held to be invalid by any court of competent jurisdiction, 
the invalidity of such clause or provision shall not otherwdse affect the remaining provisions of this 
Release. 

I HAVE CAREFULLY READ THIS RELEASE. 

Name of Participant Signature of Participant Date 

Name of Parent or Guardian 
(If Participant is under 18) 

Signature of Parent or Guardian 
(If Participant is under l 8) 
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APPENDIX D 

Doctor’s Permission: This will certify that the camper is physically qualified to attend the Camp 
listed in this application. 

Physician’s Signature Date 

(A note from a physician may be used in lieu of the application form (and sent in at a later date). 

However, no camper will be allowed to participate without a doctor’s permission. 
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CAMP DIRECTOR RESPONSIBILITIES / CHECKLIST 

Prior to the Camp/Clinic Season: 

__ Prior to printing brochures or posting websites, submit to the Compliance Office for approval 

__ Review packet of NCAA regulations regarding camp/clinic policies 

__ Complete the Student-Athlete Employment Roster 

__ Complete the Outside Coaches Employment Roster 

__ Complete the Free or Reduced Admission Roster 

__ At least 2 weeks prior to the start of the camp, submit the aforementioned forms to Lance Markos for 
approval from the Compliance Office. These forms should be signed and submitted even if they do not apply to 

your particular camps. 

__ At least 2 weeks prior to the start of the camp, submit camp insurance forms to Stephen Boyd in the 
Business Office. 

__ If there are any changes or additions to the above forms at any point throughout the camp season, they 
should be noted on the appropriate form and submitted to the Compliance Office prior to the relevant camp 

session 

Following the Camp/Clinic Season: 

__ Complete the Camp/Cfinic Financial Analysis (Weekly Revenues and Expenses) 

__Submit originals to Stephen Boyd in the Business Office 

__ Submit copies of these forms to the Compliance Office 

__ Submit camp rosters to Stephen Boyd in the Business Office no later than 2 weeks after the completion of 
the last camp/clinic 
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Camp Brochure Regulations 

ALL CAMP BROCHURES MUST BE APPROVED BY THE COMPLIANCE OFFICE PRIOR TO PRINTING. 

In the past, camp brochure regulations were quite restrictive, requiring that content relate directly to the camp. It 

was not permissible to include information regarding the institution or the sports program’s highlights. 

However, effective August 1, 2003, camp brochure regulations were significantly relaxed. Aside from pictures of 

current student-athletes (see below), camp brochures are no longer restricted by content or design. See below 

for items that can now be included in camp brochures. 

Camp brochures ARE restricted in size, however. They are limited to a single two-sided sheet of paper, not to 

exceed 17" x 22" when opened in full. This includes all portions of a camp brochure, including waiver statements, 

applications, maps, etc. Everything must be included on the single sheet of paper. Inserts are not permissible. 

All camp advertisements must include language that states that the camp is open to any and all entrants and 

limited only by age/grade, gender, etc. NCAA rules do not permit a camper to be selected for the camp based on 

skill level or experience. 

PICTURES 

If names or pictures of current student-athletes appear in the camp brochure, they can be there only for the 

purpose of identifying them as staff members at the camp. Effective April :~7, 2002, pictures and names of current 

student-athletes may be located ONLY in a designated camp counselor section. Please remember that it is 

permissible to use current student-athletes’ names and pictures only in the camp brochure. It is not permissible to 

use them in any other way to promote the camp (e.g., websites, magazines, newspapers). 

If current student-athletes are pictured in the camp counselor section, then ALL pictures of staff members must be 

included in that same camp counselor section. 

If NO current student-athletes are pictured in the brochure, then there are no regulations governing pictures of 

other individuals. In this case, it would be permissible to include pictures of former student-athletes, outside 

coaches, etc., in any portion of the brochure. 

OTHER PERMISSIBLE ITEMS 

Team and University Information 

Program accomplishments, including ACC and NCAA Championships 

Camp staff accomplishments, including coaching records, awards, and team accomplishments during a coach’s reign 

General information about the University of North Carolina, including reproduced articles or information about the 

academic or athletic programs at the University 

Information about Chapel Hill or the Triangle area 

Pictures/descriptions of on- or off-campus sites that are not specifically related to camp activities (e.g., Old Well, 

Bell Tower, Franklin Street) 
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Promotion and Advertising of Camps and Clinics 

The following outline delineates regulations pertaining to summer camp advertisements. They are listed according to the 

location of the advertisement. 

1) Recruiting Publication Other Than a High School or Two-Year College Game Program (i.e., materials published 

to provide information concerning the athletics participation or evaluation of prospects) 

--Permissible only if placed in a periodical that includes a camp directory meeting the following requirements: 

a. Includes multiple listings of summer camps on each page (i.e., at least two summer camp 

advertisements of the same size must appear on each page) 

b. The size of the advertisement does not exceed one-half page and the format of all advertisements is 

identical 

2) Game Program 

--Permissible in UNC game program 

--Permissible to place ad in game program of a professional organization 

--Impermissible in high school or two-year college game program 

3) Newspaper 

-Permissible to place an advertisement in the sports section of a commercial newspaper 

4) High School / Two-Year College 

--impermissible to advertise in a high school or two-year college game program 

--Impermissible to advertise the camp on a billboard located at a high school auditorium 

5) Camp Poster 

--Impermissible to distribute summer camp posters to prospective student-athletes or high school coaches 

6) Internet 

--Permissible to advertise on a recruiting publication’s Web site, provided the format of 

such advertisements is identical and the Web site camp directory includes multiple 

listings of summer camps 

--The half-page size restriction applicable to advertisements in printed publications is not 

applicable to advertisements placed on the Internet 
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Free or Reduced Admission/Employment of Prospects 

Per NCAA Bylaw 13.12.1.7, Employment of Prospects/No Free or Reduced Admission Privileges, a member institution, 

members of its staff, or representatives of its athletics interests shall not employ or give free or reduced admission 

privileges to a high-school, preparatory school or two-year college athletics award winner. For purposes of this rule, a 

high school includes the ninth-grade level, regardless of whether the ninth grade is part of a junior high-school system. 

The following interpretations of this bylaw help to clarify this regulation: 

Free Admission to Athletics Department Staff Member’s Children 

It is permissible for an institution to have a policy that permits free admission only to the children of athletics department 

staff members to attend the institution’s camps or clinics [Oj~ficio111/I7/93, Item 5]. 

Group Discounts 
A member institution’s camp or clinic may offer group discounts to coaches and athletes, provided those discounts are 

available on an equal basis with documented standards to all who wish to take advantage of them [Sta~6/2/89, Item h]. 

Prorating Camp Costs 
It is permissible for a camp director, at his/her discretion, to prorate fees for campers that are unable to attend an entire 

camp. Costs must be determined by the amount of actual participation in camp activities during the camper’s 

attendance, and documentation must exist to confirm these figures. 

Employment of Prospects at Summer Camp 
A prospective student=athlete who was a high-school, preparatory school, or two-year college award winner or who is 

being recruited by that institution may not be employed (either on a salaried or volunteer basis) at that institution’s 

sports camp/clinic [5ta~ 6/4/97, Item b). 

Four-Year College Transfer Employed in Institution’s Summer Camp 
A four-year college student who has received written permission per NCAA Bylaw 13.1.1.3 to discuss transferring with 

another NCAA institution is considered a senior prospect pursuant to NCAA recruiting regulations. Thus, he or she may 

not be employed at any Division I institution’s summer camp (either on a salaried or volunteer basis) if he or she is being 

recruited by that institution or if he or she was a high-school, preparatory-school or two-year college athletics award 

winner [Sta~J~ 6/4/97, Item a]. 

Prospective Student-Athlete as Volunteer Worker at Member Institution’s Camp 
A prospective student-athlete may not serve as a volunteer worker at a member institution’s camp, even if he/she is 

willing to pay the cost of attending the camp in order to work as a volunteer, inasmuch as the intent of the Bylaw is to 

preclude a high school athletics award winner from serving in any work-related capacity at a member institution’s 

summer camp [Sto~ 6/9/89, Item c]. 

Employment of a Prospect’s/Student-Athlete’s Relative 
It is not permissible for an institution to provide certain benefits and arrangements to relatives or friends of prospects or 

student-athletes. This includes, but is not limited to, employment at an institution’s summer camp or clinic [NCAA Bylow 

13.2.2 ond i6.02.3]. Any possible exceptions to this, based on a history of employment, must be pre-approved by the 

Compliance Office. 
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Free or Reduced Admission Definition 

Per NCAA rules, it is permissiNe for camps to provide free/reduced admission to non-prospect-aged kids at their discretion. 

However, once a kid reaches prospect age (enters into the ninth grade), he/she cannot receive free or reduced admission to 

camp if he/she is either being recruited by the institution or is a high school athletics award winner (i.e., has earned a varsity 

letter at the high school level). 

The only exception to this is if the camp has a policy of allowing children of athletics’ department or institutional staff 

members to attend camp at a reduced cost. This is permissible even for kids of prospect age, provided the reduction is 

available to all who qualify to receive it. 

Prior to providing free or reduced admission to any prospect-aged camper, the coach should contact the Compliance Office. 

All situations are unique, and should be approved prior to offering the fee reduction to the prospect. 

See the NCAA materials below for the actual legislation governing this issue. 

13.12.1.7.1 General Rule 

An institution, members of its staff or representatives of its athletics interests shall not employ or give free or reduced 

admission privileges to a prospective student-athlete who is an athletics award winner or any individual being recruited by 

the institution per Bylaw 13.02.12. An institution may offer discounted admission to its camps and clinics based on objective 

criteria unrelated to athletics abilities (e.g., registration prior to a specific date, online registration, attendance at multiple 

sessions, group discounts), provided such discounts are published and available on an equal basis to all who qualify. 
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Attendance Restrictions/Recruiting Activities 

The following interpretations help to clarify the regulations concerning prospect’s attendance at camp and restrictions 

related to recruiting activities taking place at camp: 

Sending Camp Invitations to Prospective Student-Athletes 
An institution is not precluded from inviting particular prospective student-athletes to its camp, provided the institution 

legitimately advertises the camp and makes it open to all entrants limited only by number and age[StafJ:8/19/88, Itemj~]. 

Awards to Prospects 
Prospects may receive awards at a member institution’s sports camp or clinic with the understanding that the cost of such 

awards is included in the admissions fees charged for participants in the camp or clinic [NCAA Bylaw 13.12.1.7.4]. 

Senior Prospect Prohibition for Canadian 12th Graders in Camps 
A 12th grade Canadian high-school student is considered to be a "senior prospect" for purposes of sports camp and clinic 

regulations, even though he or she may continue secondary education through grade 13 [Staj:j:4/23/93, Item b]. 

Recruiting Calendar Exceptions 
The interaction during sports camps and clinics between prospects and those coaches employed by the camp or clinic is not 

subject to the recruiting calendar restrictions. However, other coaches wishing to attend the camp as observers must comply 

with appropriate recruiting contact and evaluation periods [NCAA Bylaw 13.12.1.5]. 

Institutional Staff Member Employed At Camp/Clinic-Recruiting Activities 
An institutional staff member employed at any camp is prohibited from recruiting any prospect during the time period which 

the camp or clinic is conducted (that is, from the time the prospect reports to the camp or clinic until the end of all camp 

activities). The prohibition against recruiting includes extending verbal or written offers of financial aid to any prospect during 

his or her attendance at the camp or clinic. [La Col. 6/20/01, Item 2]. 

In the sport of Men’s Basketball only, it is permissible to engage in recruiting conversations with prospects during camps. 

[NCAA Bylaw 13.12.1.5.1] 

An institution’s coaching staff member employed at its camp is not permitted to work exclusively with certain prospective 

student-athletes, inasmuch as such selective tutelage would constitute a special arrangement for the prospective student- 

athletes [Staj~ 8/19/88~ Item J:]. 

Recruiting Presentation at institution’s Sports Camps and Clinics 
Institutional staff members are prohibited from giving recruiting presentations in conjunction with their institutional camps 

or clinics [StaJ:j: 4/5/89, Item i]. 

Student-Athletes Participating in Camp Activities 
Due to playing season regulations, student-athletes are not permitted to participate in organized activities (e.g., games, drills) 

during an institution’s camp. If their participation is for instructional purposes, it must be clear that they are demonstrating 

(i.e., coaches stopping play and explaining techniques). It is permissible for student-athletes to participate in "pick-up games" 

with campers after camp hours, provided these games are not organized, directed, or viewed by the coaching staff. 
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APPENDIX E (con’t) 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Miscellaneous Camp Regulations 

A camp or clinic shall be open to any and all entrants (limited only by number and age). Senior prospects may 

attend. However, in football, they may not participate in any physical activities. 

Staff members and representatives of our athletics interests may not employ or give free or reduced 
admission to a high-school (starting in 9th grade), prep school, or two-year college athletics award winner. 

A student-athlete may not operate a concession to sell items unless the student-athlete is employed by the 

institution at a reasonable rate to perform such services for the camp. 

Prospects may receive awards from the camp as long as the cost of such awards is included in the admissions 

fee. 

An institution may employ its student-athletes in camps under certain specified conditions: 

The duties performed by the student-athlete must be of a general supervisory character and any coaching or 

officiating assignments cannot be more than one-half of the student-athlete’s work time. 

Compensation must be commensurate with the going rate for camp counselors of like teaching ability and 

experience. 

A student-athlete who only lectures or demonstrates at a camp/clinic may not receive compensation for his 

or her appearance at the camp/clinic. 

The student -athlete shall not participate in organized practice activities other than during the institution’s 

playing season in the sport. 

The member institution’s director of athletics must give prior approval of the student-athlete’s employment 

arrangement. 

In sports other than football, there is no limit on the number of student-athletes who may be involved in the 

same camp at an institution. 

A student-athlete may receive actual travel expenses (including lodging and meals in transit and prepaid plane 

tickets or cash advances) only if such travel expenses are paid and procedures for reimbursement of expenses 

are used for all employees of the camp. Credit cards may not be provided to a student-athlete to pay such 

expenses. 

In the case where all employees do not receive travel expenses, a cash advance based on anticipated earnings 

may be provided to a student-athlete only if such advance does not exceed the estimated actual and 

necessary cost of travel or the student-athlete’s estimated employment earning, whichever is less, and such a 

benefit is available to all camp employees. 

An institution may employ a high-school, prep school, or two-year college coach at its camp, provided it meets 

the following conditions: 
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The compensation should be commensurate with similar fees paid to other individuals of like teaching ability 

and camp experience. 

The coach is not paid on the basis of the value the coach may have for the employer because of the coach’s 

reputation or contact with prospects. 

The coach may not be compensated based on the number of campers the coach sends to the camp. 

In the sport of Basketball, an institution is not permitted to employ (either on a salaried or volunteer basis) 

as a speaker or presenter any individual who is involved in coaching prospects or is associated with 

prospects as a result of the prospect’s participation in basketball. This prohibition applies to any athletically- 

related institutional event or activity (e.g., booster club functions, outside consultant). 
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THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

2013 CAMP MANUAL 

Student-Athlete Employment Roster 

Per NCAA Bylaws 13.12.2.1 and 13.12.2.1.5, in sports other than football, a member institution or employees of its 

athletics department may employ student-athletes as counselors in an institutional camp/clinic, provided: 

a) The student-athlete performs duties that are of a general supervisory nature (in addition to any coaching and 

officiating assignments). 

b) Compensation to the student-athlete must be commensurate with the going rate for camp counselors of like teaching 

ability and camp experience. 

c) A student-athlete who only lectures or demonstrates may not be paid. 

Please complete the following chart in its entirety and submit to the Compliance Office at least two weeks prior to the 

first camp. Note that international student-athletes must have written permission from the International Center prior 

to working summer camps. 

Student-Athlete Camp Dates Duties Performed 
Pay Per Camp/ Total 

Pay 

Sport 

Athletics Director (or designee) Date 

Camp Director Date 
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APPENDIX E (con’t) 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Outside Coaches Employment Roster 

Per NCAA Bylaw 13.12.2.2, High School, Preparatory School, or Two-Year-College Coaches, a member institution or 

employees of its athletics department may employ coaches outside of its athletic program staff, provided: 

a) The coach receives compensation that is commensurate with the going rate for camp counselors of like 

teaching ability and camp experience; 

b) The coach is not paid on the basis of the value the coach may have for the employer because of his/her 

reputation or contacts with prospects; and 

c) The coach is not compensated based on the number of campers he/she sends to camp. 

Please complete the following chart in its entirety and submit to the Compliance Office at least two weeks prior to 

the first camp. 

Coach’s Name School/Team Camp Dates Duties Performed Pay Per Camp/ 
Coached Total Pay 

Sport Camp Director Signature Date 

Compliance Office Signature Date 
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APPENDIX E (con’t) 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Free or Reduced Admission Roster 

If Prospect-Aged, is 
Camper/Group 

Age 
He/She a H.S. Award Camp 

Name Winner or Recruited Session 
by IINC? 

Indicate Amount 
of Fee Reduction 

Fee Explanation* 

Sport Camp Director Signature Date 

Office of Compliance Signature Date 

*Indicate one of the following: = Child of athletics department staff member; 

= Group discount; 

= Other (please explain). 
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APPENDIX E (con’t) 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Camp/Clinic Financial Analysis (Weekly Revenues and Expenses) 

Camp/Clinic Name: 

Dates of Camp/Clinic: 

REVENUE 

Registration fees 

Camp Store/Merchandise Sales 

TOTALREVENUE 

EXPENSES 

Total Wages: 

Director 

Administrative Staff 

Support Staff 

Facility Use fee 

Housing 

Meals 

Insurance 

Transportation 

Athletic Supplies & Equipment 

Printing 

Advertising 

Camper Awards and Gifts 

Other (itemize): 

TOTAL EXPENSES 

NET iNCOME 

__ campers 

Signature of Camp Director Date 

Business Office Signature Compliance Office Signature 

24 
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APPENDIX F 

Distribution: 1- Supervisor of Grounds, Facilities or Equipment 

2- St. Associate Athletic Director 

3- File 

#777 

UNC ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
WORK ORDER 

GROU N DS FACI LITIES EQUIPM ENT 

DATE 

REQUESTS 

DATE AND TIME NEEDED REQUESTED BY 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS 

FOR OFFICE 

USE ONLY 

DATE COMPLETED COST- MATERIALS 

SIGNATURE 

SUPERVISOR 
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APPENDIX G 

Student Health Service 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Division of Student Affairs 

Student Health Service Building 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

SPORTS MEDICINE SECTION 
POLICY ON SPORTS CAMPS 

The Sports Medicine Section does not provide medical care for games (sports, computer, music, 

RTVMP. etc.) also held on the UNC campus. The participants in these camps are usually minors 

and decisions involving the delivery of health care are complicated by the issue of informed 

parental consent. Unless prior arrangements are made any camper brought in any Sports 

Medicine facility will be referred to other local medical care providers. 

The Sports Medicine Section will provide a staff member to serve on an Athletic Department 

committee to review each camp’s policy and plans for their health care system. 

Availability of Sports Medicine Personnel and Facilities: 

Staff athletic therapists and graduate student athletic trainers may be available for camp 

coverage, and each will negotiate with the camp director the responsibilities and 

compensation for their service. These arrangements will cover only the employment of the 

individual involved and do not obligate other Sports Medicine personnel or any facilities in 

the care of the campers. 

B. Any use of Sports Medicine facilities, equipment or supplies must be reimbursed to the 

University. 

C. Sports Medicine Physicians. The physicians in the Sports Medicine Section may be 

consulted for care provided normal private patient protocols are used. 

Visits should be scheduled during normal office hours. There is no obligation for the 

physician to be available after regular work hours. 

2. Normal customary charges will be rendered and normal Student Health billing 

procedures will be followed. 
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2010 SUMMER CAMP ATHLETIC TRAINING RECOMMENDATIONS 

Salaries: Recommend ~;20.00 - $25.00 per hour for Licensed/Certified Athletic Trainers. 

Recommend $10.00 - $15.00 per hour for athletic training students. 

If you require an athletic trainer to stay in the dorm vs. being on-call, please pay these 

individuals a bonus each week. 

Parking: If the athletic trainer is required to transport campers to the emergency room to be 

seen from an on-campus venue, please provide them with an on-campus parking pass. 

Staffing: Please staff venues with appropriate number of athletic training personnel with 

relationship to number of campers and volume of work required to be performed, A minimum 

of one Licensed/Certified Athletic Trainer should be available per venue, 
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2013 CAMP MANUAL 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Department of Intercollegiate Athletics 

Facility Rental/Usage Fees 

(Checks should be made payable to: 

University of North Carolina -Chapel Hill) 

Fetzer Field: 

Carmichael Field: 

Ehringhaus Field: 

Finley Fields: 

Outdoor Facilities** 

~150.00 Per Day 

~150.00 Per Day 

$150.00 Per Day 

~150.00 Per Day/PerField 

-- Additional Fees listed are charged for extra maintenance required for these Fields 

necessitated by the wear and tear from Camp usage. 

Indoor Facilities# 

Dean E. Smith Center: 

Eddie Smith Field House: 

Loudermilk Center 

~250.00 Per Day 

$250.00 Per Day 

$250.00 Per Day 

# -- Additional Fees for physical plant set-up and standby labor, housekeeping and/or 

security services may be assessed based on camp schedules. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 10, 2013 10:53 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Youth Soccer Reporter: New generation of girls enters national team program 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 09, 2013 7:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Youth Soccer Reporter: New generation of girls entersnational team program.~. Image 

I 
removed by 

sender¯ 

rernov’ed by 

sender. 

roday"s NeWSThursday, May 9, 2013 

removed by 

sender 

tweet This 

U.S. under-14 girls national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[PORTLAND CAMP] U.S. under-14 girls national team coach April Kater has called up 48 players for the 

first U.S. under-14 girls training camp of 2013 that will run May 12-19 at the University of Portland. For 

almost all of the players - the majority of which were born in 1999 (the year the USA won the historic 

FIFA Women’s World Cup in the USA) - this will be their first introduction to the U.S. national team 

programs. - Read the whole story 

Checking in with USA’s ’No. 1’ coach 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. SOCCER CENTENNIAL] In 1970, Manny Schellscheidt became the first coach to earn a U.S. 

Soccer coaching license. Schellscheidt, who coached at nearly all levels of the national team program, 

headed the U.S. U-14 boys national team program from 2000 through 2011. U.S. Soccer spoke with 

Schellscheidt as part of its 100th anniversary commemorations. - Read the whole story 

NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the Week 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi~ 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

[AWARDS:           a senior defender at Chapin (S.C.) High School (Chapin, S.C.) and i            , a senior goalkeeper 

at Millard South High School (Omaha, Neb.), have been named NSCAA/TopDrawerSoccer.com High School Players of the 

Week. - Read the whole story 

U.S. Soccer Development Academy Player of the Week 
by Soccer America 

[AWARDS]              who scored in Seattle Sounders U-17/18’s 4-0 win against Cal Odyssey and 3-1 loss to the San 

Jose Earthquakes, was named U.S. Soccer Development Academy Player of the Week. Morris is tied for second in 

Development Academy scoring with 24 goals in 24 games played. - Read the whole story 

Kristine Lilly tells her story; offers training tips 
by Soccer America 

[E-BOOK]Kristine Lilly, twice World Cup winner and two-time Olympic gold medalist with the U.S. women’s national team, 

has published an e-Book: "Girls Soccer: My Story -- Dream, Believe, Achieve." The e-book, in collaboration with Coerver 

Soccer, includes 74 videos. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Thursday, May 9, 2013 

FEEDBAOK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 



Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our nev~sletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 10, 2013 11:47 AM 

Negalha, Jeff <j negaJha@ unc.edu> 

l~g: 

Thanks Jeff! 

From: Negalha, .left 
Sent: Friday, May 10, 2013 11:40 Alvl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Part 2 has a lot of exercises... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, May 10, 2013 5:13 PM 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> 

I~E: To~n? 

Best days are the first 3/4/days of preseason or Team Camp (check it out: www.ncgsc.com) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chris Andrew [mailto:candre~v@chicago-fire.com] 
Sent: Friday, IVlay 10, 2013 1 : 18 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: Tom? 

Thanks for letting me kno~v. 

I will maybe look at a few days after nay original dates 

Regards, 

Chris 

D. B. W H. 

CHRIS ANDREWDIRECTOR CAMPS & T[~kINING E ) candrew@chicago-fire.comP ) 708.496.6768F ) 708.496.6050 TOYOTA PARK 7000 South Harlem ] Bridgeview IlL 
60455 ] 888.MLS FIRE ] chicago-fire corn <http://wwwchica~o-fire.com/> ] <http://www.facebook.comJchica~ofire> 
< http ://www.twitter com/chica~ofire> 

On 5/9/13 2:34 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>That stretch will not be interesting for you, Chris ..... 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Sander, Thomas J 
>Sent: Thursday, Mi~y 09, 2013 11:59 AM 
>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Andrew 
>Subject: RE: Tom? 
> 

>Chris, 
> We get back from the beach on the 16th and have a practice planned 
>that evening. We plan to be off on the 17th and have a late afternoon 
>practice on the 18th. 
> 

>-Tom 
> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 

>From: Albeit A IV Dorrance [tnailto:anson(&,’eraaihunc.edu] 
>Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 5:51 PM 
>To: Chris Andrew 
>Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
>Subject: Tom? 
> 

>Chris, 
> 

> I will copy Tom Sander, ray Director of Operations on this .... he 
>will know when we are in town (we do spend some preseason time at the beach). 
>We never close practice. 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Chris Andrew [mailto:candre~v@chicago-fire.com] 
>Sent: Wednesday, May 08, 2013 11:21 AM 
>To: Knotek, Steven E 
>Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>Subject: Re: Chicago Fire 
> 

>Good morning Anson, 
> 

>Having looked at the schedule I am planning on being in the area from 
>Aug 14th- 18th. 
> 

>Any opportuni~ to meet or observe a practice dtu-ing that time ~vould be 
>greatly appreciated 
> 

>Thank you 
> 

>Regards, 



> 

>Chris 
> 

> 

>D.B W. IJ. 
> 

> 

> 

> C}]R[S ANDRE~VD[R][~ICTOR CA?,/fPS & TRA[~’[NG E ) can&ew@chicago-fire co~ ) 
>708.496.6768F ) 708.496.6050 TOYOTA P~ 7000 Sou~ Harlem I Bridgcview 
>~ 

>6~55 1888.b~S.F~ I chicago-fke.com <http:i/www.chica~o-fke.con~> 

>1 <http://www.facebook.comichicagofire> 
><http://wu~.twitter.comichicagofire> 
> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

> 

>On 3/25/13 1:55 PM, "Knotek, Steven E" <s~mtek@cmail.m~c.edu> wrote: 
> 

>>Hi Anson, 
>> 

>>DinitN my research leave rm working with the Chicago Fire Soccer Team 
>>and World Sport Chicago to implement and evaluate a school-based program 
>>called PLAYS. It involves embedding social emotional learning 
>>activities into the Fire’s basic rec soccer program. ~&~ile I was in 
>>Chicago this past weekend I met with Chris ~&ew who is their Camp 
>>and Training Director. I was telling Chris about your philosophy of 
>>including personal development in the ~C program’s aims and goals. 
>>Chris is intrigued and would like to visit L~’C in the fM1. Best, 
>>Steve 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 13, 2013 4:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Canada’s # 1 Ranked Showcase Kicks Off Saturday - May 18-20 

From: Michael Rocca [mailto:mikerocca@ratedsports.com] 
Sent; Monday, May 13, 2013 10:10 AM 

To; Michael Rocca 
Subject; Canada’s #1 Ranked Showcase Kicks Off Saturday - May 18-20 
Importance: High 
Dear College Coaches, 
This is your final reminder to register for Canada’s #1 Ranked Showcase. 
The Umbro Top Rated Showcase Committee invites you once again to Canada’s largest and top ranked showcase. Over 100 teams from across Canada (U15-U18) will be 
participating this year. It will take place in I~lississauga, Ontario (Canada) on May t8 - 20 - all fields being artificial turf. This is one event you do not want to miss. 
**Please note teams in attendance will have their provincial and national pool players present. You can view both the men’s and women’s teams in attendance by visiting the 
website at: 
www.u mbrotopratedshowcase.com/acceptedTea ms.ph p 

To register your attendance, please click on the dedicated gotsoccer link: 

htt p://events..qotsport .com/%28S %28kqib,qq55xdeltde lyllv05a.q %29%29/ev ents/colleqecoachloft i n.aspx?Evenfl D=22482 

For mot~ information on the event, please go to www,umbrolopratedshowcaSeuCOm 

Those registered will receive a player profile booklet upon attendance to the event. 

Regards, 
Michael Rocca 
Director, Umbro Top Rated Showcase 

416-888-3433 
ca .linkedin .com/in/micha elrocca/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 13, 2013 4:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Register to recruit at the Columbia Invitation~J Me~noriaJ Day Tonma~ent 

From: Greg Smith [mailto: mlibber@elitetournaments.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Greg Smith 
Sent: Monday, May i3, 20i3 i0:!6 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Register to recruit at the Columbia Invitational Memorial Day Tournament 
Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because your position as a college coach. Don’t forget to add info@elitetournaments.com to your address book so we’ll be 
sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

SACs Co[umNa Invitationa( Memoria( Day 
Tournament 

May 25 - 27th 
Dear Coach Pmso~3 I)on’ar~ce, 

Oe behaif of lhe Soccer Assecistien e:(Co]umbia snd Flile To~;esments, we would ~ike 
to extend an ~nvila~ien to yen and ?eur s~aff m alteed the 2013 Columbia Invi~tional 
~,,:iemorial Day Weekeed, May 2g - 27tb~ This to~mt~ament will bring together over 630 

and girls teams in ~he [ [ S - [ ? [9 age 

},’c~ any coach if:a; ~E¢:~:_~gJ.~_EE_by Nh~y I7fl~..~ boxed ::inch wJi[ b~ prm,’[ded by 
Union Jack’s of Colmnbia’s. A [so, [~_}~K_~[~[~_~__~h and we wil~ provide 
player profi]es on-iiue for you to access prior to the event as well as be able to p~ck up a 

2~ere m~brn’mtion on this event can be feund en the 19~[~!:4~’_~_~?~9g£ or if you 
have any quesvions, p]ease J)e] flee to cot~[ac/ 

We Io,) k fi~rward to seeing you there 

G~g Smith 
glik: 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 13, 2013 4:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NCSA is Hiring! 

From: Sara Rode [mailto:careers@ncsaspor~s.org] 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 20:t3 :t:l:06 AM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject; NCSA is Hiring! 

...... removed by 
sender. 

Having trouble seeing this ernail? Click here to see the full version online. 
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Coach Dorrance, 

As the summer approaches us at NCSA, we are embarking on another record breaking year of 

assisting over 16,000 athletes reach their dream of playing in college. While this is a very exciting 

time for us; it doesn’t stop us from looking ahead and helping even more student-athletes through 

their recruiting process next year. With that being said, 

WE NEED HELP!! NCSA is currently looking to hire 

former collegiate athletes, who are self-motivated, 

hardworking, and passionate individuals that want 

to pay it forward. We are looking for these individuals 

to join our Scout and Member Services team. Below 

are overviews of each position: 

Scouts are dynamic, high energy, sports fanatics who are motivated by competition, helping 

young athletes, and want a career in sales within the sports industry Scouts call families who’ve 

contacted NCSA to learn more about recruiting. Scouts conduct an initial Academic/Athletic phone 

assessment with parents of student=athletes After the initial assessment, Scouts proceed in 

setting meetings with the athletes and their families to be evaluated by our Head Scouts 

Member Service team members are expected to consistently create a World Class Experience 

for our student-athletes and families. They do this by efficiently balancing a high volume of phone 

and email inquiries while over delivering on the expectations of our families! A successful MS 

team member is not only an Athleader to the families, but also to their teammates. 

So how can you help? If you could please share this email with your former and graduating 

student-atheltes, we’d greatly appreciate it! For full job descriptions, and to be able to apply, have 

your athletes go to www ncsasports.or~!/careers If there are any questions, please email 

._c__a__r__e___e_ ~_s_ @__n__c_:~__a__s_ ~_ 9__r _t:_s_= 9__r fl 

Thankyou, 

Sara Rode 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 



isaree rsl@ n csa s ports, o 
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This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu To unsubscribe from similar emails, click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, 9!!.c__k__.h_e__r_e.. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Day~on St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsaspor~s.org 



Tour of Champions: Women’s College Sports 

Champion/CHamp,-n/n.- Warrior, fighter, winner; an ardent defender or supporter of a 
cause or another person 

Social Impact + Champions 

The nation is often captivated by champions, as winning influence can be felt far beyond the trophy. 

Student-athletes, coaches and athletic administrators who win have a unique opportunity to use fame 

and notoriety to impact social change, eradicate hate and lead a charge for respect. 

A common misconception in women’s college sports is the belief that homophobia and bullying do not 

exist, and individuals who identify as LGBT are a welcome part of competition. Unfortunately, many 

student-athletes, coaches and administrators remain closeted as retaliation, bullying and career 

sabotage serve as constant threats to personal and professional livelihood. For example, out of 338 

NCAA Division I women’s basketball programs, there are only two openly gay or lesbian head coaches. 

Additionally, straight women are often victims of similar anti-gay sentiment due to the 

misrepresentation of their perceived sexual orientation. Although women’s sports has struggled to be 

inclusive, there has been an increase in tolerance and acceptance among straight male allies, as more 

male athletes are using athletics as a platform for acceptance and social change. 

BTS Campaign will launch Tour of Champions: Women’s College Sports in October, 2013 to increase the 

visibility of Women’s NCAA Division I National Championship teams who courageously use fame and 

notoriety to combat homophobia and bullying in sports. Each team will create a video discussing what it 

means to be a champion and why LGBT inclusion is important. BTS will facilitate travel to each campus 

to assist with video production, inclusion programming, policy recommendations and the development 

community outreach initiatives. This holistic approach will encourage athletes to become advocates 

within their respective communities - serving as leaders, mentors and helping peers and youth 

understand the importance of inclusion. 

The ongoing tour will launch with a minimum of six national championship teams, targeting the highest 

revenue generating sports for greatest impact. The tour will expand to include all sports in Women’s 

NCAA Division I, II, and III institutions -forty-seven communities in total. 

As former NCAA Division I female athletes, we hope to build a pipeline of leadership, creating greater 

visibility of positive role models in women’s sports, which will benefit all people in all levels of 

competition, not just the LGBT community. 

"In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies 

but the silence of our friends." 
-Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. 



introduction 

Br{ache the Silence Campaign (BTS) is a non-profit organization which advances lesbian, gay, bisexual 

and transgender inclusion in intercollegiate athletics by increasing the visibility of positive role models. 

BTS focuses primarily on challenges affecting the women’s sports community. While the inspiration 

behind Br{ache is the heartache in silence, every time silence is broken, another voice is heard. 

To Execute Tour of Champions, BTS will: 

Identify a minimum of six NCAA Division I national championship teams for TOC launch in 

October, 2013 

= Create one video per championship team to share with athletic community and the public 

¯ Facilitate two to three visits on each campus to include the following (if school is in need of 

inclusion programming): 

1.) Workshop with national championship team to assist with TOC video production, highlighting 

what it means to be a champion and why LGBT inclusion is important; conduct staff workshop 

educating coaches and athletic administrators on how to support LGBT and straight ally student- 

athletes and staff 
2.) Post TOC video production, BTS will facilitate department-wide programming and workshops 

with athletic teams to present video and facilitate inclusion efforts; introduce anti-bullying 

community outreach initiative and solicit student-athlete volunteers to accompany 

championship team into local middle and high schools (optional) 

3.) Training camp for student-athlete volunteers on how to implement the anti- 

bullying/mentorship program in local middle and high schools (optional) 

= Administer pre- and post-surveys to assess the climate of each institution (optional) 

~ Honor each TOC video participant with a certificate; recognize the athletic department as an 

inclusive environment 
~ Expand tour to include all NCAA women’s Division I, II and III championship programs 

Create ongoing cycle of new TOC participants with video release periods following fall, winter 

and spring competition 

Video 

Purpose: To advance LGBT inclusion in women’s college athletics by increasing the visibility of positive 

role models who champion respect 

Theme: As national champions, role models and representatives of the athletic community how do we 

champion respect for all student-athletes, coaches and administrators, regardless of real or perceived 

sexual orientation and gender identity or expression? 

Content/verbiage suggestions: (name of institution/athlete) (sport) breaks the silence because 

(statement of choice). Statement of choice - insert your own or choose example: Bullying and anti-gay 

comments and slurs have no place here; it is unfair to assume everyone is straight and regardless of 

your sexual orientation, you are welcome here; we champion respect for everyone, regardless of sexual 

orientation and gender identity or expression; we value diversity and inclusion; everyone deserves to be 

treated equally and with respect; discrimination based on sexual orientation and gender identity or 

expression has no place here; everyone deserves to know what it means to be free; we are champions 



of respect and regardless of sexual orientation and gender identity or expression you are welcome on 

our court, field, arena, etc. 
Display: Videos will be accessible to the public via the Br{ache the Silence Campaign website at 

www.freedomsounds.org; Other sites - TBD; media - TBD 

Length: 30 seconds to 3:00 minutes 

Timeline: First round of videos will launch in October, 2013 (inclusive of fall/winter/spring 2012-13 

champions) - first round video submissions are due by August 15, 2013; second round (fall sports) 

release date, February 2014 - due January 30, 2014; third round (winter sports) release date, May 2014 

- due April 30, 2014; *After first operating year, new videos will be released following fall, winter and 

spring competition, beginning with first round release in October 2014 (spring sports) - due August 15, 

2014; ongoing - future dates - TBD 

Preparation: Workshop with team to introduce TOC and produce video; videos can be produced as an 

entire national championship team or by using select team representatives; staff and administrators 

welcome to participate in video; climate surveys 

2012-13 NCAA Division I Women’s National Championship Teams 

Sport - National Champion - Date of Next Championship 

Basketball - Connecticut (2013); April 2014 

Bowling - Nebraska (2013); April 2014 

Cross Country - Oregon (2012-13); November 2013 

Fencing - Princeton (2013); March 2014 

Field Hockey - Princeton (2012-13); November 2013 

Golf - Alabama (2012); May 24, 2013 

Gymnastics - Florida (2013); April 2014 

Ice Hockey - Minnesota (2013); March 2014 

Lacrosse - Penn State (2013); March 2014 

Rifle - West Virginia (2013); March 2014 

Rowing - Virginia (2012); June 2, 2013 

Skiing- Colorado (2013); March 2014 

Soccer- North Carolina (2012-13); December 2013 

Softball - Alabama (2012); June 5, 2013 

Swimming & Diving - Georgia (2013); March 2014 

Tennis - Florida (2012); May 27, 2013 

Track & Field (Indoor) - Oregon (2013); March 2014 

Track & Field (Outdoor) - LSU (2012); June 8, 2013 

Volleyball - Texas (2012-13); December 21, 2013 

Water Polo - Stanford (2012); May 12, 2013 



The Founding Team: 

Nevin Caple, Co-Founder and Executive Director 

Nevin is a civil rights activist with a passion for sports advocacy. She earned a 

BS in Marketing from Fairleigh Dickinson University and was a member of the 

Division I women’s basketball team. Nevin sits on the Wade Trophy 

Committee for women’s college basketball and works closely with the NCAA, 

Women’s Basketball Coaches Association (WBCA), WNBA and a number of 
higher education institutions to further the pursuit of equality in sport. She 

was recently honored at The White House for LGBT emerging leaders. 

Colleen McCaffrey, Co-Founder and Creative Director 

Colleen is responsible for web design and development, communications 

strategy, and content management. She has been published in Curve 

Magazine and the San Francisco Bay Guardian, and contributed to In the Life 

as a production assistant. Colleen earned a BA in the interdisciplinary field of 

Literary and Cultural Studies from the College of William and Mary, VA in 

2004 and completed the Web Design Certificate Program at Moore College of 

Art & Design, PA in 2012. She was a member of the Division I basketball team 

at Colgate University earning All-Patriot League and All-Rookie Team honors 

prior to transferring to the College of William & Mary. Colleen finds freedom 

in writing, coding, and urban biking. 



The Partners, Consultants and Volunteers: 
National Center for Lesbian Rights: Helen Carroll and Ashland Johnson, The Sports Project 

Nike Coalition Organizations 

Karen Morrison, NCAA, Director of Inclusion and Gender Equity 

KD Stearns, NCAA, Office of Inclusion and Diversity 

Dr. Pat Griffin, University of Massachusetts, Professor Emerita, It Takes a Team - Women’s Sports 

Foundation 
Dr. Sue Rankin, Penn State University, Professor Emerita 

Chandelle Shultz, AAPHERD 
NACWAA 

Black Coaches &. Administrators (BCA) 
Ben Cohen’s StandUp Foundation 

Robert McGarry, Ed.D, Director of Education K-12, GLSEN 

Austin Stair Calhoun, PhD, University of Minnesota 

Lavshia Clarendon, WNBA - Indiana Fever, University of California 

Erin Dougherty, Director of Organizational Development, Philadelphia Electrical and Technology Charter 

School 

Contact: 
Nevin Caple 

Diversity Consultant 

Co-Founder and Executive Director 
Br{ache the Silence Campaign 

www.freedomsounds.org 

nevin@freedomsounds.org 

New York, NY 
917.445.2014 

*Br{ache the Silence Campaign is a project of Freedom Sounds, Inc. and was founded to advance LGBTQ 

inclusion in intercollegiate athletics through professional and college campus integration initiatives. 

"Do not go where the path may lead; go instead where there is no path and leave a trail." - Ralph Waldo 

Emerson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, May 13, 2013 5:03 PM 

John ByIbrd <john.byford@villanova.edu> 

l~g: 2014 Scheduling 

From: John Byford [mailto:john.byford@villanova.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 3:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; dlwsoc@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {D1WSOC} 2014 Scheduling 

Villanova is looking for two home games the opening weekend of 2014, August 22nd and 24th. We have to have home games as we cannot travel that weekend. 

We can talk guarantees, returns etc. 

Let me know if you have an interest. 

John. 

John C. g~/ford 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

Villanova U niw:,rsity, 

800 Lancaster Avenue, 

VH~snovs, PA $9085. 

Off:ice: 550- 519-4.135 

Cell: 

Fax: 6:[0-51%5875 

www.villa nova.corn 

NCAA TOURNAMENT APPEARANCES: ’OL ’02, ’03, ’04, ’08, ’09 

Register for camp 

www.villa nova g~rlssocceraca demy.com 

Help promote our ga~e with Twi~er use #D ]WSOC for News, Spring Results 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
Student-Athlete Employment Roster 

Per NCAA Bylaws 13.12.2.1 and 13.12.2.1.5, in sports other than football, a member institution or employees of its athletics 

department may employ student-athletes as counselors in an institutional camp/clinic, provided: 

a) The student-athlete performs duties that are of a general supervisory nature (in addition to any coaching and officiating 

assignments). 

b) Compensation to the student-athlete must be commensurate with the going rate for camp counselors of like teaching ability 

and camp experience. 

c) A student-athlete who only lectures or demonstrates may not be paid. 

Please complete the following chart in its entirety and submit to the Compliance Office at least two weeks prior to the first camp. 

Note that international student-athletes must have written permission from the International Center prior to working summer 

camps. 

The following student-athletes are participants in the sport of 

camp. 

Student-Athlete Camp Dates 

and wish to be employed during the 

Duties Performed 
Pay Per Camp/Total 

Pay 

Camp Director Signature 

Head Coach Signature 

Compliance Office Signature 

Date 

Date 

Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:51 PM 

Peter Peets ~ , Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu-~ 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Speaker notes on "Coaching as Leadership" 

Torn Sander has what I present at ’~Team Camp’~ ~ .... I witl copy him on this ...... 

I=rom: Peter Peers ~ 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 11:17 AM 
To: Streett, Shelly 

¢¢: Dorrance, Albert A lV 
S~bjeet: Speaker notes on "Coaching as Leadership" 
Shelly - thanks for sending Anson’s speaking notes on the "Differences" topic. 

I’ve been also working with Anson using his "Coaching as Leadership" material. 

Would it be possible to get the speaking notes to that? 

By any chance is there also a corresponding PowerPoint on this topic? I have one that is dated January, 2003, which we used when I traveled with Anson to the 

NSCAA in Kansas City, where he presented this topic. 

Peter Peers 

From: Streett, Shelly [.t_n.__a_!!~9_:_sjg£_e_.__e_n___~__e_.__m___a_!!~__u___n_c_~__e_cJ_u_] 

Sent: Friday, March 15, 2013 11:29 AM 
To 
Subject: Speech 

Here you go. Have a good weekend. 

Shelly Streett 
Olympic Sports 

Urdversity of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 5:34 PM 

~ymaJl.com> 

Sisneros ( 

( 

,~)gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu: 

@msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

matt jones ( @gmail.com); ~ J iJ ~ 
.... ~gmail.com; sean patton I @gmail.com); 

; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.tmc.edu); @uga.edu); 

@aol.com; Jason 

Subject: RE:lvl 

I am going to have to improve my language. I am not a good example for you guys 

But this is good i .... ! kno*v how much you worked (and improved) last summer. And ! can tell, you do want to keep getting better (I also liked          in3 ury ac[justmem.) Please also 
work hard for yourself and us academical ly this summer. If     decides to work at MacDonalds this :[’all I can’t have you working alongside her. Speaking of i    : a shorn out to        and 

who drove up to Jersey and picked up so she could make it back to enroll in 1 st summer session today. 

If     is eligible this fall,     should build a small statue to them (and      for that matter) right next to McCaskill. There are so maW reasons we won last fall and these gestures I am 
addressing right now are among them. Don’t ever underestimate what your love for each other can do for our success 

Thanks keep grinding and good luck out west[! 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frorn: (~-~’rnail.cora] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 3:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: lvl 

Hey Anson, 

Just a little update on lvls! Me, o dragged our "dead carcasses" to Finley this morning and had a good time playing 1vl s. couldn’t play 1vl 

with her injttry, but while the rest of us were plaving, she xvas on the side busting her ass getting some iSoccer in. The rest of us played each other twice I lost to twice: 1-0, lost 

to once 1-0 and then tied her the second game 1-1, lost to once 1-0 and then tied her the second game 2-2, so all in all I got a wonderful session in playing those girls this 
nrorning before I departed to LA. 

I promise to not dick offwith this online co~se this smnmer, I know exactly what I need to do, and that is nry focus this surrmrer. I already am offto a good start, my homework is done for 
this first lesson and it’s not due till the end of this week, so I think I can nranage this. And I promised Tony I will check in with hirn every week. Thank you for evewthing Anson! rm looking 
forward to coming back stronger and better next season, athletically and academically. 

Have a great surmner. 

Sent from nry iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 5:46 PM 

3@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; I     ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (        ;@gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: FW: Big 10: Full Cotfference Round Robin Question 

SEC Conference Schedule Study.doc 

From: Anthony Daluz [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 24-, 2023 3:29 PM 
To: Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); RobNe Church 
(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
�::¢; Michael Buddie 
Subject: Fwd: FW: Big 20: Full Conference Round Robin Question 
Fellow ACC Coaches, 

Chris Thomas does his own RPI analysis for NCAA Womens Soccer. I contacted him because he had done a study for the SEC comparing round robin vs divisional 

play. I am forwa~ling his responses in the email and two emails to follow. Please read it carefully so we can discuss inteligently at PDA or a conference call. I spoke to 

Chris on the phone today mad he was very helpful and insightful. He is willing to help us make ~m educated decision about our ACC future. 

Enjoy, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Chris Thomas <cpth~as~)q.co!n> 

Date: Tue, May 14, 2013 at 2:28 PM 

Subject: FW: Big 10: Full Conference Round Robin Question 

To: Tony DaJuz <.d__~__d__p_~@)?_2~t_ke_d__t_!> 

Tony, this is an email I sent to one of the Big I0 teams. There’s nothing particularly secret about it, as its purpose was to send him the work I had 
done on the SEC -- one of the SEC coaches had told him about it. The content of the email itself is an introduction to what I was sending him. 
Attached to the email is a MS Word document that contains my narrative report on the work I did. 
There are two Excel workbooks that go with the report and are mentioned in the email below. I’ll send them to you by separate emails. 
I hope this is helpful. 

From; Chris Thomas [mailto:cpthomas~q.com] 
Sent-" Friday, December 14, 2012 2:46 PM 
To-" Ron Rainey 
Subject: Big 20: Full Conference Round Robin Question 
You are correct that I have been doing some work related to a question from an SEC coach on the RPI impacts of a full or a reduced conference 
schedule. I just have completed a study on the question. 
The bottom line of the study is that for a strong conference such as the Big Ten or the SEC, if the conference goes to a limited conference schedule 
and replaces the "traded out" conference games with games against non-conference opponents with RPI rankings equivalent to those of the "traded 
out" teams, there are likely to be some fairly significant RPI and NCAA Tournament benefits to the strong conference. Although a portion of the 
benefit is due to additional bonuses received under the RPI adjustment formula, the main part of the benefit is due to improved RPI strengths of 
schedule for the strong conference’s teams. The cause of the strength of schedule benefits is the particular way in which the RPI computes strength 
of schedule. 

I have prepared a paper that describes the study and its results: SEC STUDY: 9 AND 11 GAMES ALTERNATIVES TO FULL CONFERENCE 

ROLIND ROBIN SCHEDULE. I’m attaching it as an MS Word file. It contains tables and a chart that are embedded jpeg files, so I hope those come 

through with the paper. If all you receive is text with no tables, let me know and I will mail you a copy. 
In addition, the data behind the study (some of which is in the tables and chart in the paper) is in two Excel workbooks: "SEC Study 11 and 9 Games" 
and "2012 Substitute Teams Study." Although the paper I’m sending with this email may be sufficient for purposes of your upcoming discussions, it 
may be helpful for you to have the two Excel workbooks as background. In addition, the "2012 Substitute Teams Study" has a workpage for the Big 10 
that demonstrates why on average over time its teams would receive strength of schedule benefits by "trading out" some conference games and 
replacing them with non-conference games. I’ll therefore send you the workbooks in successive follow-up emails to this one. 
Regarding your question about whether, if the Big 10 stays with a full conference round robin format, it would be even more important for teams to 
have a strong non-conference schedule, the answer is "yes." As you will see from the paper, if you go to more conference games, your teams’ RPIs on 
average will suffer due to negative strength of schedule impacts. Presumably, you won’t want that to happen so you will need to offset those losses 
via your non-conference games. 
FYI, I will be trying to find a way to get this same information to the ACC. 

Chris Thomas 

2611 NE 12th Avenue 

Portland, OR 97212 

503-281-2822 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 



Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 ottice 

(336) 758-4565 t:ax 

~ cell 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 



SEC STUDY: 
9 AND 11 GAMES ALTERNATIVES TO FULL CONFERENCE ROUND ROBIN 

SCHEDULE 

Author: Christopher P. Thomas 

As some of the very strong conferences -- ACC, SEC, Big Ten -- expand, an important 
question for Division I women’s soccer is whether they will play full conference round 
robin schedules or will play less than full round robins. Although there are a lot of issues 
involved in the question, one important issue is how the different alternatives relate to the 
Rating Percentage Index and the NCAA Tournament at large selection and seeding 
process. 

To address the RPI and NCAA Tournament issues, I did a study using the SEC as an 
example. I used the SEC because it already has expanded from 12 to 14 teams and 
completed the 2012 season playing a full 13-game conference round robin schedule. This 
allowed me to compare the actual 13-game conference schedule to more limited 
hypothetical conference schedules. Towards the end of the study process, I did some 
additional work to see if the results likely would be the same for other conferences of 
comparable strength to the SEC. 

As a general rule, I would much rather work with combined data from five seasons for 
this kind of study. Using only one season’s data runs the risk of producing results that are 
too driven by that season’s schedule and therefore do not describe well what is likely to 
happen on average over time. The conference expansions, however, are happening at a 
fast pace and the conferences need to be making their scheduling decisions now, so there 
isn’t time to wait for five years of data. Given that, I have done the study using only the 
2012 games data. That creates some risk, but I believe I have used some safeguards that 
make the results reasonably reliable. 

Study Method. For the study, I computed the Adjusted RPI for each of four scenarios. 
The scenarios are: 

1. The actual 2012 regular season, including conference tournaments. In this 
scenario the SEC played 13 conference games plus its conference tournament. I 
used the regular season including conference tournaments because this is what the 
Women’s Soccer Committee considers when making its NCAA Tournament at 
large selection and seeding decisions. 

2. The 2012 season revised so that the SEC played only 11 conference games 
rather than a full 13. For this scenario, I had only one purpose: to see what the 
effect would be on ratings, rankings, and more particularly the NCAA 
Tournament as a result of ARPI bonuses becoming available in replacing the two 
deleted conference games with two non-conference games. 
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In deciding which conference regular season games to delete, I was concerned 
about the possibility of my specific choices of deleted games skewing the results 
in a way that would make the results unreliable. To minimize that possibility, I 
deleted games so that each team’s two deleted games came as close as possible to 
representing together an average rank within the conference. By that, I mean thi s: 
With 14 teams, ranked 11-14 within the conference, the average rank within the 
conference is 7.5 (half way between the 7th and 8th teams in the conference 
standings). The ideal would be to delete two games for every team such that the 
average rank of the two opponents is 7.5. For a 14-team conference, however, 
that is not possible, so I ended up deleting games such that every team’s two 
deleted opponents’ average rank was between 6~5 and 8.5~ Thus, for example, for 
Auburn I deleted Texas A&M (3) and South Carolina (11), for an average 
deletion of(3 + 11)/2 = 7. What this approach did is make the deleted games 
reasonably representative of what would happen over multiple seasons, where one 
would expect over time that any team’s deleted games, as an entire group, would 
have an average rank around the conference’s average 7.5 rank. 

Since my objective with the 11-game scenario was only to see what effect the 

scenario would have on the ARPI and NCAA Tournament as a result of 
adjustment bonuses, I didn’t want to replace the two SEC opponents with other 
actual opponents since using other actual opponents would change more than only 
the RPI adjustments. Instead, in a team’s "deleted" games I actually kept the two 
deleted games in the RPI database but identified the two "deleted" opponents as 
Independents rather than as SEC teams. This had the effect of treating the deleted 
opponents as though they were other non-conference opponents whose games 
qualified for bonus awards, but as opponents with exactly the same RPI-related 

data as the "deleted" ones. 

3. The 2012 season revised so that the SEC played only 9 conference games 
rather than a full 113. I ran this scenario in exactly the same way I ran the 11-game 
scenario. Thus I selected each team’s four "deleted" games so that the average 
rank of the four deleted teams was as close to 7.5 as possible -- each team’s 
average was between 7 and 8. In addition, I "deleted" the opponents simply by 
identifying them as Independents rather than as SEC teams. This allowed me to 
identify the extent of bonus award impacts for the 9-game scenario. 

4. The 2012 season revised so that the SEC played only 9 conference games 
rather than a full 13, but with the 4 deleted opponents bein~ replaced by other 
actual opponents. This scenario was the same as the preceding one, except that I 
substituted actual non-conference opponents for the deleted conference 
opponents. Here, I was concerned about the possibility of making opponent 
selections that would have too much of a bearing on results. To avoid that, I 
decided that the substitute non-conference opponents should come as close as 
possible to having the same actual 2012 ARPI ranks as the deleted conference 
opponents. Thus with each SEC team having four deleted conference opponents, 
I checked the ARPI ranks of the four deleted opponents; for two of those 
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opponents I substituted the two non-conference teams with the next higher rank 
and for the other two opponents I substituted the two non-conference teams with 
the next lower rank. The effect of this was to give results approximating as best 
as possible what would occur if the teams scheduled their four non-conference 
games using this instruction: 

To replace a deleted conference opponent, schedule a non-conference 
opponent that you expect to have the same ARPI rank as you expect the 
deleted conference opponent will have. 

Results. The full results of the study in relation to the SEC are in an Excel workbook 
"SEC Study 11 and 9 Games." The results of work I did in relation to each conference, 
summarized in the chart at the end of this paper, are in an Excel workbook "2012 
Substitute Teams Study." These workbooks are available on email request addressed to 
cpthomas@q.com 

Here are the key elements of the study results: 

1. 11-Game Scenario. The following table shows the SEC teams’ actual 2012 
ARPI ratings and ranks, as compared to their ratings and ranks for the 11-game 
scenario: 

By comparing the Actual Adjusted RPI column to the 11 Game Adjusted RPI 
column, you can see any change in rating. By comparing the Rank columns, you 
can see any change in ranks. The three bold-face ranks in the 11 Game Rank 
column are teams whose ranks changed as a result of bonuses. 
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You should note that not all changes in ratings resulted in changed ranks. For 
example, Florida’s rating improved from 0.6579 to 0.6599, but this did not affect 
its rank. 

The three changes in ranks are small and none would have had an effect on 
NCAA Tournament 2012 at large selections or seeds. Nevertheless, the chart 
illustrates that going to an 11-game conference format could result in some slight 
rank changes. If a team with a change were in the right location on the rank list, 
such as at the edge of a seeding candidate pool or at the inner or outer edge of the 
at large bubble, the change could affect the team’s Tournament-related prospects. 

2. 9-Game Scenario. The following table shows the teams’ actual 20112 ARPI 
ratings and ranks, as compared to their ratings and ranks for the 9-game scenario. 
This is the 9-game scenario designed only to show the results of bonus 
adjustments due to the change to a 9-game conference season: 

In this scenario, five teams’ ranks improved as compared to 3 in the 11-game 
scenario. And, for Tennessee and Missouri, the change could have had NCAA 
Tournament seeding implications. Based on the last six years’ experience, the 
candidate pool for #2 seeds in the Tournament is teams ranked #13 or better. 
Tennessee’s actual 2012 rank was #115, which put it outside this pool. For the 9- 
game scenario, however, Tennessee’s rank was #12, which would put it in the #2 
seed candidate pool. (Since Tennessee did not get a seed in the Tournament, it 
most likely would not have gotten a seed under the 9-game scenario either, given 
that the Women’s Soccer Committee appears to use the ARPI to define the seed 
candidate pools but to use other criteria to select the actual seeds from those 
pools.) In addition, the candidate pool for #4 seeds is teams ranked #25 or better. 
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Thus Missouri, moving up from #26 to #25, ~vould have become a candidate for a 
#4 seed. (I have not done a detailed review to see if Missouri might actually have 
received a seed.) 

3. 9-Game Scenario with Substituted Non-Conference Opponents. The following 
table shows the teams’ actual 2012 ARPI ratings and ranks, as compared to their 
ratings and ranks for the 9-game scenario in which I substituted actual non- 
conference opponents for the "deleted" teams: 

As this table shows, all of the SEC teams but Florida and Alabama benefitted in 
rank from a shift to a 9-game conference season, with replacement opponents 
selected as described above. Of the rank changes, only one had the potential to 
affect NCAA Tournament decisions: Missouri’s rank moved from #26 to #20, 
which brought it from outside the seed candidate pools into the #4 seed candidate 
pool. Although Auburn as a bubble team moved from #48 to #45, Kentucky as an 
at large "protected" team moved from #33 to #27, Tennessee as a #3 seed 
candidate pool team moved from #15 to #14, and Texas A&M as a #3 seed 
candidate pool team moved from #18 to #15, probably none of these changes 
would have affected the NCAA Tournament decisions in which they were 
involved. Mississippi’s and LSU’s rankings improved considerably to #58 and 
#59 respectively, but left them still just outside the likely #56 edge of the bubble. 
Nevertheless, this table suggests that the SEC teams, from an NCAA Tournament 
perspective, probably would be better off ~vith the 9-game scenario and possibly 
significantly better off. 

Since the 9-game scenario with actual substituted non-conference teams involved 
selecting substituted teams that had essentially the same 2012 ARPI ranks as the replaced 
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conference teams, why did the SEC teams do this much better for the 9-game scenario? 
Some of the reason is in the bonus adjustments the SEC teams received in the 9-game 
scenario, but as the first two scenarios show, the bonus adjustments are not close to 
enough to account for the improvement. 

To answer this "Why?" question, I looked at the contributions the substituted teams made 
to the SEC teams’ strengths of schedule as compared to the contributions that the deleted 
teams made. The Games Changed 9 page of the Excel "SEC Study 11 and 9 Games" 
workbook contains a detailed team-by-team breakdown of the strength of schedule data, 
but here is a table summarizing the effect of strength of schedule changes for each SEC 
team: 

The columns in this table are as follows: 

9 Game Average Change in Opponents Element 1 in Substituted Games. Each 
SEC team had four opponent changes, with a conference opponent being replaced 
by an equally ranked non-conference opponent. For each SEC team, this column 
looks at the change in opponents’ RPI Elements 1 (opponent’s winning 
percentage) in the switch from the conference opponent to the non-conference 
opponent and sets out the average change for the four games. A positive number 
means that the non-conference opponents had, on average, better winning 
percentages; and a negative number means the opponents had poorer winning 
percentages. As the column demonstrates, for all SEC teams but Alabama, their 
substituted opponents had, on average, better winning percentages than their 
deleted SEC opponents. 

Why would this be tree? I believe this is an occurrence that would be 
characteristic for the strongest conferences. Teams in the very strong conferences 
are going to suffer a significant number of losses and ties for the simple reason 
that their conference opponents are very strong. This results in them having lower 
winning percentages than they would have if they were in weaker conferences. 
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They nevertheless achieve relatively high ARPI ranks because of their good 
strengths of schedule. A significant number of the substituted teams, however, 
were not from the very strong conferences and had very good winning 
percentages but lesser strengths of schedule. Thus an SEC team, in "trading out" 
a conference opponent with a not so strong winning percentage frequently was 
"trading in" a non-conference opponent with a strong winning percentage. 

9 Game Average Chan~e in Opponents Element 2 in Substituted Games. Element 
2 in this table is the average of an opponent’s opponents’ winning percentages, 
partially reflecting the opponent’s strength of schedule. As the preceding 
discussion suggests, a significant number of the substituted opponents had lesser 
strengths of schedule than the deleted SEC teams. In fact, this occurred enough 
that on average every SEC team but Alabama "traded out" conference opponents 
that had stronger strengths of schedule than the non-conference opponents they 

"traded in." 

9 Game Average Change in Opponents Contribution to Strength of Schedul e in 
Substituted Games. In the RPI formula, the contribution a team gives to an 
opponent’s strength of schedule is determined approximately by the following 
formula: 

(2 x Element 1 + Element 2)/4 

This column in the above table is the change in the average contribution to 
strength of schedule of the four changed opponents for each SEC team in going 
from its deleted conference opponents to its substituted non-conference 
opponents. As the table shows, for every SEC team but Alabama, the average 
strength of schedule contribution that the substituted teams gave was better than 

what it would have been for the deleted teams. (Remember, this is true 
notwithstanding that the ARPI rankings of the substituted teams and the deleted 
teams were essentially the same. It is the result of the unique characteristics of 
the RPI.) Thus the SEC teams end up with better ratings and rankings as a result 
of the shift to a 9-game conference season, without increasing the true strength of 
their opponents as measured by the opponents’ ARPI ranks. 

9 Game Change in ARPI Due to Bonuses. For each SEC team, this column 
shows the change in the team’s ARPI that is due exclusively to bonuses received 
in the transition from the actual schedule to a 9-game conference schedule. 

9 Game Change in ARPI Due to Opponents Contribution to Strength of Schedule. 
For each SEC team, this column shows the change in the team’s ARPI that is due 
to the changes in its strength of schedule in the transition from the actual schedule 
to a 9-game conference schedule. All teams but Alabama and Tennessee had 
improvements in their ratings due to positive changes in their strengths of 
schedule. (Tennessee experienced a negative change in its ultimate strength of 
schedule notwithstanding that the earlier column shows its substituted opponents 
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contributing a positive bump to its strength of schedule. The negative change 
occurred because one of Tennessee’s regular season opponents was Western 
Kentucky, which suffered 3 losses as a substituted opponent for other SEC teams. 
This led to negative changes in Tennessee’s strength of schedule that outweighed 
the positive bumps from its own substituted opponents.) 

The following two tables provide another perspective on the strength of schedule benefits 
to the SEC’s teams from replacing conference opponents ~vith equally ranked non- 
conference opponents. The first table shows the actual 2012 RPI Element 1 (winning 
percentage) and Element 2 (average of opponents’ winning percentages) for each SEC 
team and for the teams ranked one position higher and lower than each SEC team. The 
bottom are the averages for the different columns: 

i 
...................................... . ~,~!~. ~: ............... !7~ .............................. !~. ................ ~!~ .~...... gD,]~t .~....... ~!~t !.......~!~:~. ;~......~ h~:~. ;~.......:~!~! .~ ..... 

........... r~Dm: ............... ~ .................. ~e~.. ....................... ~gy~~- ................... ~-.~.~.~ ............. ~7{f~ ............... ~.7~.......~......q-.~t~ ............... ~.-~ ................ ~:~{~ ........ 

As the table shows, the SEC teams’ winning percentages (Element 1) on average are 
poorer than those of the teams ranked just above and below them. On the other hand, the 
SEC teams’ opponents’ winning percentages on average are better than those of the teams 
ranked j ust above and below them. 

The second table converts these Elements 1 and 2 into the strength of schedule 
component (approximately) of the RPI [(2 x Element 1 + Element 2)/4] 
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The next to last column on the right shows the change in going from the strength of 
schedule contribution that an SEC team gives to its opponents to the contribution that the 
team ranked one position higher would give; and the last column on the right shows the 
change that the team ranked one position lower would give. The bottom "Averages" row 
shows the average for each column. The average row show’s that, on average over time, 
the teams ranked just above and below SEC teams will give a better contribution to their 
opponents’ strengths of schedule than will the SEC teams. Thus on average, the 1 spot 
higher ranked opponents will contribute 0.0229 more to their opponents’ strengths of 
schedule and the 1 spot lower ranked opponents will contribute 0.0346 more, for an 
average strength of schedule gain of 0.0288 by shifting from conference opponents to 
equally ranked non-conference opponents. This is true notwithstanding that according to 
the RPI, these teams are essentially equal to the SEC teams, it is due to the unique 
structure of the strength of schedule component of the RPI. 

The following table looks at the impact of the SEC going to a 9-game conference 
schedule from the perspective of the different conferences, with the SEC highlighted in 
yellow: 
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ACC 

.................. ~:!~.~’~ 

As the table shows, the change affects all conferences to some extent. The SEC 
experiences the greatest change with its average ARPI improving and its average ARPI 
rank improving by almost 6 rank positions. 

As a final piece of SEC information, the following table is based on the change to 9 
games for the 2012 season with actual substituted opponents. It summarizes the data 
from an SEC perspective and shows the relationship bet~veen the bonus adjustment effect 
on ratings and the strength of schedule effect: 
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Elem~t 1 ~ Element 2 ~ ~ ~I C~n~H~ufi~n ~ 

The last two columns of this table show, on an average basis, the per-SEC-team effect on 
ARPI bonuses and on ARPI strength of schedule from the change to a 9-game conference 
schedule. The table shows that the effect of the change on strength of schedule is about 3 
times the level of the effect on bonuses. 

Expectation of Similar Results for Other Conferences of Comparable Strength. As 
the above discussion indicates, the results of an SEC shift to a 9-game schedule, with the 
"traded in" teams having ranks essentially the same as the ranks of those "traded out," are 
due to the inherent structure of the RPI. In particular, the results are due to the structure 
of the strength of schedule component of the RPI. That being the case, one would expect 
that results would be comparable for other big strong conferences considering whether to 
play full round robin conference schedules or limited conference schedules. To test this 
expectation, for each conference, using the 2012 data, I checked the conference teams’ 
contributions to opponents’ strengths of schedule as compared to the strength of schedule 
contributions of the non-conference teams just above and below them in the rankings. 
This is the same comparison I did for the SEC in some of the tables above. 

The results of this test were as expected: Strong conferences would be better off 
eliminating some conference games and instead playing them against non-conference 
opponents with essentially the same ranks as those of the eliminated conference teams. 
And, the stronger the average rank of the conference, the greater the benefit in "trading 
out" some conference games and "trading in" some non-conference games. The detailed 
results for each conference are available on request but are too voluminous to reproduce 
here. The following chart, however, shows the relationship between a conference’s 
average rank (the lower the average rank, the stronger the conference) and the extent to 
which the conference’s teams on average would receive an RPI strength of schedule gain 
(or loss) in a conference-for-non-conference trade: 
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OPPONENTS’ CONTRIBUTION TO R.PI STRENGTH O~: S;C}-IEDtjl_E W|-IEN 

SUBS;T[TUT_TNG EQLIAiLLY RANKED OPPONENT FOR CONFERENCE OPPONENT 

In this chart, the blue line with data points shows the average 2012 ARPI rank for each 
conference, with the conferences on the left having the best (lowest) average rank and the 
conferences on the right having the poorest (highest) average rank. The uneven pink line 
with data points shows the difference between the average strength of schedule 
contribution by the conference’s teams to their opponents and the average strength of 
schedule contribution by the non-conference teams ranked essentially the same as the 
conference’s teams. The straight pink line is a computer-generated trend line for the pink 
data point line. The chart show’s that the conferences with the best average ranks (on the 
left) would reap strength of schedule gains from trading out conference games for non- 
conference games where as the conferences with the poorest ranks (on the right) would 
experience strength of schedule losses from trading out games. Although this chart is 
based on only one year’s data, given the structure of the RPI I am confident it is 
representative of what one would see year in and year out, although the exact numbers 
would vary from year to year. 

�onclusion. The above data and information suggest that from an RPI and NCAA 
Tournament perspective, the large strong conferences should give serious consideration 
to not playing full conference round robin schedules. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 14, 2013 5:58 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: TllaJlk you! 

From: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 4:36 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Co: @me.corn; ~ ; i@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ! @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject; Re: Thankyou! 
you are very welcome anson, im going to personally ensure     gets challenged each time she comes out. 
also, as an fyi, we have a 1 4 year old in the national training centers who was the starting GM for ~       ecnl who are considered one of top 
teams in country, she left       2 weeks ago to join us and as it happens unc is high on her list. only a middle schooler but now playing U1 8 and 
not U 1 4. they wanted to keep her age pure and in her age group to show well at ecnl but she is joining our young bunch who are all playing ’up’. she 
wont get the kind of tackle christopher put on her yesterday at her own age group:), no foul no harm! her speed of play just increased 3 fold. 
we will have her for next 4 years, big potential, i thought youd like to know. see some old video of her 6 months ago. 
http://www, go utu be. co m/watch ?v = Lev HY 2aw6h k 

l:Snd me on Pass2Me. corn 

Join My Personal Blog "The Technician" 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email,unc,edu> 
To: @yahoo.com> 
Cc. . _ :@gLn_’_a_jJ_&o_t_n_.>; ~_~_=9_’_o_t_n_." 
< ,@msn.com>: "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>: 

,~.,.qmail.com>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 12:47 PM 

SuNect: Thank you[ 

That~k yo~            l\~r taking care of my lddU. 

From: .................................... 
Sent: Tue£day, May 14, 2013 12:23 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Cc: ~?~ g! _e_ : _c_ _o_ g! ; 
Subject: Re: 

.@_r_!!_e_=_c___o__r_[ } >; < ~,~.y_’_a_ [~__o___o_ :__c_’_o__[ _n_. >; ~.~_[~_n__=9__o__r_[_~" 
~,aol.com" , .~,aol.com>; "Jason Sisneros 

you are eve~ kind anson! ive got a lot more material so share and eager to do so with     . great meeting you     . you have really good enemy, good for our kids to 

be around, i promise that tJ~e exe~cises roll become more technical as we progress, today was a ’slider’.    , you have tremendous potential, atNefically not a question 

but several montJ~s of training and you can elevate your gmne.     : knows much of the material, she can show it to you. in return, she needs more physical, im serious 

about you leading some paid sessions, in the meantime check out some videos from our homework page. http://pass2me.com/group.php?group id~65 

[Deielei 



~FSV U~Jon Football Club 



pl,%’m ~ of B,~c<’lon,~ wi:¢ru fl;dr pJ~:} ts b::sed ::round ’qhm]m# :.rod J:¢ SKN.£ FA CIOI£] s~;d ilmt i~ m:~cb i:~::d¢~ to t<’~:x.’i: but ]n t]nle w:]i du~ ¢]~p t~-;f butts p]s)’¢rs 

[Delete] 



iemoved by 

~FSV U~on Football Club 



¯ Y’iud me ou Pass2Me, eoru 

3oin ~]{V Pet’sonal Blog "The Technician" 

From: "Dot~ance. Albert A IV" <anson(~email anc.edu> 
To: ~!yahoo.com> 
Cc:l :~gmail.corn>; ~me con’1" ;(~me corn>; ~ &yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 8:39 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Ga~; thank you.      called AND loved it[ She stud this is ex~@ what she needs, mchnical ~aming on steroids. You are the best, my Nend. 

Seniti’ore my Verizo~ }I%eless 4G L77:" DROID 

.......................... ~?~vahoo.com> wrote: 

forgot to say      myself,.           . christopher played the girls 5 v 7 & 5 v6. 
they didnt have their best team but gave us a good game for 14-16 year olds :) 

I~Snd me on Paxx2M~. corn 

Join My PersonM B~og j’__7__~h__£_7__~e__~_:h___n__!_c_:{_a_t_tj’_. 

From: ~22_a__t! _o__o__: _c__o__~!~_ > 
To: Anson Dorrance <~_n__}_9__n_~!Lc_’_a__0_=~!Lc_’:__e__d__t_D; ’          ~g_g_O_!!=_c_’_o__~!~_" <          ’~g!_r!_a__i_l_=_c__o__n__~_>;           ~!_r!~=~__o___m_." <          @~_~=~_~_12f__~>; 

Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 8:04 PM 
Subject: 
hi anson m~d 

just reporting in on todays session, loved personali~, the gifts were excited to have her out there today. 

we were withont 4-5 players (one heading to s*anford) but had a decent session ending ruth a 

5 v 7 and 5 v 6 game. cafine, myself, christopher s~dlivan http://x~ww.psvut~ion.org/page/show/543788-chfis~opher-,s~van-gues~-coach- 

and             (bad      so not 100%) played some of the UI 4-16’s who gave us a good game. 

did mine individual speed of foot,york in the begim~ing of the session ti~llowed by indiv, pazmer a~ct group juggling ending with the circle juggling 

racing gmne tbr a bit of fun. rook it "to running with the ball. short, shazp (scissors, matthews, stepovers and v’s) movements with longer more explosive running with the 
bail tbr explosive/dynamic, did some sprints (     won the~ btw) tbllowed by the gmne....i am SORE’. i need to build up to this m~son...end of summer ill be playing 

again but after 3 knee surgeries ill have to see how it plays out. carine had shoulder and knee surgeW this past year so she is getting back into it too. we probably went 

on too long but i wanted the exercises, ill be hurting tomorrow, for sure. 

, lets talk about yon taking the gifts for some unc ’olympics’ trmnings as you were describing today, lets get you some pocket money and give the girls so,ne unc 

culture atthe same time’. 

see you again soon     . ne~sessi~nwem~ld~m~retechnica~.f~rthenext2weekswearew~rldng~nsharpnessanddynamic/exp~sive~nand~thebal~.there 

will be a lot of technical too. you are welcome any time! 

best wishes 



yoi~ My pc~rso~al Blog ~ 



FFOlII; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 10:58 AM 

Cafine Irelmad < ~yahoo.com> 

I~E: ’I’haNc you! 

Carir~e, 

You and Gary are so good, I totally truat you both!M 

From: Carine Ireland I Oyahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay ~5, 2013 4:08 AM 

To= Ga~ Ireland; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
~c= ’ 013@me.corn; @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subjec~l’Re: ~a~k you~ 

Hi Anson, 
We’re ve~ happy ~ have her train with us and thanks for sending our way~ 
Great experience for our kids, too. 

Best, 
Carine 

~yahoo.com 

mana~er@pswm~on.or~ 

PSV Union FC: ~.psvunion.org 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: Gary Ireland <          @yahoo.corn> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: ~(.g_r_D__a_[L_c__gK!>; ’_ ..................... @_r_!)__e_:_c__gK!I’ , ~K~_~_:_c_’_O__Ln_.>; carine ireland ’ @y__a_h_g_o__:9__o_K!>; @_r_D~[L__q_o__Ln_." 

< ~,msn.com>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’ ~aol.com" < @aol.com>; "Jason Sisneros i @9mail.com)" 
< @.qmail.com>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 1:35 PM 
Subject: Re: Thank you[ 
you are very welcome anson, im going to personally ensure gets challenged each time she comes out. 
also, as an fyi, we have a 14 year old in the national training centers who was the starting CM fort       ecnl who are considered one of top 
teams in country, she left i       2 weeks ago to join us and as it happens unc is high on her list. only a middle schooler but now playing U18 and 
not U 14. they wanted to keep her age pure and in her age group to show well at ecnl but she is joining our young bunch who are all playing ’up’. she 
wont get the kind of tackle christopher put on her yesterday at her own age group:), no foul no harm! her speed of play just increased 3 fold. 
we will have her for next 4 years, big potential, i thought youd like to know. see some old video of her 6 months ago. 
b~p.~y.~....u..t..u.b.~.m.L..w..a...t..c.b~?..v...=.~.L.~.e-v.~..H..Y...2...a....w...6.b~..k. 
Gary Ireland 

I~V Union FC 

Kind me on [>ass2,!/[e. com ..................................................... 

,loin My Personal Blog "The Techt~ician" 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary h~land < @!l_:a__[Jg_g:__qg_t~> 

Cc: @grnail.corn>; ’ ~ @me.corn" . 
< ¢~,msn.com>; "ducar@uncaa,unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc~edu>; " 
¯ @.qmail.com>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 12:47 PM 
Subject: Thank you[ 
"~hank you G~3iCai~e ~’or ta~h~g care o~’my 

Frem: Ga~e ~eland [mailm: I@ahoo coral 
Sent: Tuesday, Mi~y 14, 2013 12:23 AM 
’re: Dommce, Albert A IV 
Cc: @me.corn; carine ireland; Gap/keland 
Subject: Re: 

~me.com>; carine ireland <            ~yahoo.com>; ’ 

@aol.com" <!     ,~,aol.com>; "Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail,com)" 

you are eve~, kind anson! ive got a lot morn material so share and eager to do ,so with     . great meedng you     you have really good energy, good for our kids to 

be around, i promise that the exercises roll become more technical as we progress, today was a ’slider’.    _ you have tremendous potential, athletically not a question 

but several months of training and you cma elevate your game.      knows much of the material, she can show it to you. in return, she needs more physical, im serious 

about you leading some paid sessions, in the meantime check out some videos from our homework page. http:/ipass2me.com/group.php?group id=265 



[Deb*e] 



~PSV Union Football Club 



[Daiate~ 

~PSV U~fion Football Club 



(650 387 4128 

I~SV Union FC 

PSnd me on Pass2Me. corn 

,loin My Pet’sona~ 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.a_!~__s__o__t_a_~_~!a__a_!!:~_u_a__c_=__e__d__u_.~ 
To: Oa~7 lxeland < _@2~2a__~!_o__o__~_c__o__~!~_> 
Cc: ~_~mflil c~rn>; ’ ~Tzme.com" < _ ~}me.com>; carine ireland < I@£ahoo corn> 
Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 8:39 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Gary, thank you,      called AND loved it! She said this is exactly what she needs, technical training on steroids, You are the besl, my friend, 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

Gary Ireland < ~)~yahoo.com> wrote: 

forgot to say . . myself; carine, annie, christopher played the gifts 5 v 7 & 5 v6. 

they didnt have their best temn but gave us a good ga~n~e for 14-16 year olds :) 
GaD, Ireland 

(650) 387 4128 

PSV Union ............................... 

~Tnd me on Pass2Me. tom 

Join My P~,rsonal Blog 

From: GaU Ireland < 

To: Anson I)orrance <anson(~)uncaa.unc edu>; " 

Sent: Monday, May 13, 2013 8:04 PM 

Subject: 

hi anson and 
j ust reporting in on todays session, loved personality, the girls were excited m have her out there today. 

we were without 4-5 players (one heading to stamlbrd) but had a decent session ending ruth a 
5 v 7 and 5 v 6 gmne. carine, myself, cluistopher sullivan ht~tp://www:psv union.org/1c~ageishow~/543788-c!mslophe~sul!iv~u~-gue~-coach 
and             (bad      so not 100%) played some of the U14-16’s who gave us a good game. 

@ne.com>; carine ireland 



did so~ne individual speed of tbotwork in the beginning of the session followed by indiv, l~xmer m~d group juggling ending with the circle juggling 

racing gaane for a bit of fun. took it to running ruth the ball. short, sharp (scissors, matthews, stepovers and v’s) movements ruth longer more explosive m~ming with the 
ball for explosive/dynamic, did some sprints I    won these btw) followed by the game....i am SORE! i need to bnild up to this anson...end of snmmer ill be playing 

again bnt after 3 knee surgeries ill have to see how it plays out. carine had shoulder and knee snrge~ this past year so she is getting back into it too. we probably went 

on too long bnt i wanted the exercises, ill be hurting tomorrow, for sure. 

lets talk abont yon taking the girls for some unc ’ob~pics’ trafinings as you were descriNng today, lets get you ,some pocket money and give the gifts some unc 

culture atthe ~me time’. 

see you again soon     . next session we will do more technical, for the next 2 weeks we axe working on shaxpness and dynamic/explosive on and offthe ball. there 

will be a lot ofteclmical too. you are welcome any time! 

bes~t wishes 

(650) 387 4128 
PSV Union FC 

l;~nd me on Pass2Me. corn 

Join My Pet’sonal Blog "The Technidan" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 15,2013 4:06 PM 

Indi Cowie < @mac.corn> 

~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @g~nail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@u~a.edu)i~ 

. matt jones ( ~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton t ~g,nail.com); 
,, nicole fava (nfava@nncaa.nnc.edu);  

Subject: I~E: My Europe Blog 

Indi, 

Have fun!!! And we will be :following you! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Indi Cowie [mailto:    (@mac com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 12:42 PM 
To: Bill Paladino; Detective Kate Beckett; Don-ance, Albert A IV; 

; Chris Ducar; Nicole Fava; Tom Sander; I)an Levy; 
Sutziect: My Europe Blog 

Hey [~veryone, 

Hope you are all well. 
Here is my first Blog post for my trip to Europe this summer[ 

http:i/indicowie.wordpress.comJ2013/05/15/leaving-today/ 

Love Indi 

David Macdonald; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 15, 2013 4:18 PM 

b~aol.com 

EW: How-to Get More Kids at Your Camp 

From: Randy Taylor [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, May :~5, 20:[3 2:02 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: How-to Get More Kids at Your Camp 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

Watch Today’s i:!=d......L. N’,i!!!!!!:W Episode 

ii.~.iI Image removed by sender Camp season is right around the corner; this is 

not only a great time for you to see some of your 

recruits and how they work with your coaching 

style, but it’s also a time to earn a little extra 

money for the program! ._W__At__c__h_ today’s all new 

episode to hear, former D-1 Softball player and 

coach, Britt Pascale talk about some new and 

innovative ways that will help you drive more 

athletes into registering for your camp. 

Looking for a way to meet other college 

coaches in your sport? Or for an outlet to 

ask coaches questions about the game, 

recruiting, scouting, etc.? Check out the 

sport specific college coach Facebook 

group to the right, for all that and morel 

I 
Reflister for an acceurlt today and help make the most of your camp! 

I 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu To unsubscribe from similar emails, click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

!415 N. Dayton St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 80642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsaspor~s.org 

Privacy Policy 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, May 15,2013 5:23 PM 

~live.~mc.edu> 

i _ @msn.com; dncar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Sisneros ~!gmail.com); pactnan@uncaa.unc.edu; 

matt jones ( ~gmail.com); ~ J iJ ~ 
~gmail.com; sean patton (         @gmail.com); 

i; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.nnc.edu); @nga.edu); 

@aol.com; Jason 

Subject: I missed Cech against Benfica _.. I am slill worded about Arsenal qual@ing for the next Champions League’.! 

I like it._, let’s feed off each other’s work. And we all know your work ethic is second to none! 

Keep it going World Champion!!! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 4:47 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: lvls 
Hey Arts, 

Enjoying reading all of these emails from teammates especially because it pushes me to want to work harder for them! Since I have been home I have been doubling up 
training in the mornings with with the IMG boys u-:f8 Academy Team in the morning followed by a goalkeeper session with the PDL goalkeepers and the goalkeeper coach here 
named Scott Bowers. I love training with the boys because they do things differently than I do. They are not as technical as me but I love picking up on their little tendencies in 
trainings that allow them to make world class saves. The group of goalkeepers trying out for the PDL team are very diverse, one is a former pro from Munich, one is a junior at 
Clemson, one a former pro from Ireland, one the Big Ten Player of the Year and the other is a graduated-looking to go pro from Lehigh University. I have been finishing my 
morning sessions around :1.1 am and head straight to the weight room for weights Non, Wed, Fri and speed/agility/plyo on Tues, Thurs. I am under the guidance of the U-17 
Residency’s Strength Coach... and he has been kicking my butt. After I finish my weights for the day I head home and relax. I have been jumping into my home club’s Boys 
Academy u-:t8 sessions in the evenings to get some more game like situations and am loving it. 

Speaking of getting my butt kicked, I had a :tv:t of sorts today with a former goalkeeper named Aidan Davison. He played for Bolton and Bradford City against the greats of 
Chelsea, Nottingham and Liverpool. It is awesome to be in such good company here at IMG. I know that the summer almanac is not driven towards goalkeepers so I am 
focusing on putting myself in as many situations as I can outside of my comfort zone. I believe that I am technically at the top of my game and by the end of the summer, 
having been playing with three different high level boys teams, training with Portland for two weeks, and possibly playing on a Super 20 Boys Team at IMG, should be tactically 
peaking for next season. P.S.- Petr Cech played unreal today against Benfica. 

Happy Wednesday! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Wednesday, May :15, 2013 4:26 PM 

#~ .m__s._n_=£o__r[_)j Ducar, Christopher; ~_a_.oJ&_q_t~; Jason sisneros I ~_g_m__a_~_[,c__o_._m_); Sander, Thomas; Ms 
matt jones ! .... @gmail.com); 

~qmail.com; sean patton I @~mail.com); nicole lava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); Alex= Kennedy’N£~vfield (aknS@u~a.ed£O; 

Subject: RE: lvls 

Thank you for sharing this with me. I am going to share this with the team because your last line hits on something VERY important for our culture of women who 
want to be the best:: we carr’t get p~ssed when ~ teammat:e competes HA£D. Obviously, we do not want to hurt e~ch other but we have t:o embrace every gM that 
competes because not only will ~t make the gid thi~t ~s o:>mpel:~ng bet:ter but Mso everyone that she play~ i~gainst rhi~ ~s one adwmtage t:he boy~ h~ve over us, they 
understand what competition ~s: ~t ~s not persona[, ~t is who they (the boys} are and in the culture 01: men, it is respected. 
And you sre right, the Ssmurai ~ is dsngerous BUT we would not be nationa~ champions r~ght now without her heartH! But I am w~th you, p~ay hsrd to beat 
her in your next mstchup. 

Sent= Wednesday, Nay 15, 2013 12:57 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Ivls 

I really like email the other day regaling our lvl session’. I’ve re~Jly liked playing with all of these chicks the p~t few- days, we all have the same ~nind~t ~ 



show each other up, and make each other better. Here are my lvl scores in case you wrested to know: 

I won twice 1-0 

lost once 1-0 and tied 1-1 

- lost twice 1-0 (I hold a grudge on these games becanse she gave me a good cleat to the ankle in fl~e ve~ beginning, so I owe her a few losses when we play 

again) 

It was great. ~Ve all t~ to kill each other on the field, but can still be tight offthe field, which is what I love. That’s about it, hope you m~d M’Liss are having a great 
summer! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 10:42 AM 

Scott Leber <scot£1ebe@isoccer.org> 

ILL: iSoccer Rebounding Wall 

Very good ... use 

From: Scott Leber [mailto:scott.leber@isoccer.org] 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 20:13 4:29 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: iSoccer Rebounding Wall 

Sounds good... Ill call you to[no,Tow late [noming EST. 

On Thu, May 16, 2013 at 1:25 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(r-~emall.unc.edu> wrote: 

Call me tomorrow let’s cha~            © 

Frem: Scott Leber [mailto:scottJeber@isoccer.org] 
Sent: Thursday, May :16, 2013 2:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" iSoccer Rebounding Wall 

Hey Anson - 

Hope all is well ruth you and that spring seamn went well’. 

So I wanted to mn ~mething by you.... I have been working with two individuals [a~ engineer and a youth coach here in CA] to create a rebounding wall, we are 

calling it the iSocceK2ube: http://www.isoccercube.com/ 

I think we are on the same page about wall training... That it is critical to developtnent! I cm~ also remember talldng with you about Baxcelona and how they had 2 toot 

walls around the training center. Yon sa~,d the kids were just smacking it offthem. 

So, after 12 months of tweaking the product, we are finally ready to see how the soccer market responds. The plan is to only produce and sell 25 units to gauge the 

reaction. So, I was hoping to get your thoughts: 

1 - Initial reaction? 

2 - What age do you think it would be for? 

3 - ttow much do you think it should cost? 

On side note, if you axe interested in getting one of the initial 25 units, let me know. 

If easier, just call if you want to discuss - 

’I’hm~cs in advm~ce aaad talk to you soonl 

Scott 

._w___~:j___S__9__c___c___e___r_:__o__[~. 
www:EasyPracticeApp.corn 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 10:58 AM 

I @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; I @aol.com; Jason 
Sisneros ( - @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; matt jones, ~gmail.com); ..... _J 
@gmail.com; scan patton I . @gmaJl.com); 

; nicole fava (nfav~@uncaa.unc.edn); @uga.edn); 

Cc:           Bruce Lawrence (bruce@bogaertconstruction.com); Chanta]@tdesignsource.com; 
~gmail.com;        ~acpub.duke.edn; 

~hotmoaLcom); ~te@chapelhillre s~urantgronp.com 

I%V: 2012 Conference Rankings Released for D1/D2/D3 College Soccer Teams Subject: 

~_adies, 
Clw_~ck this out! germettRank gave us a swee~) of all three of thek most import:ant categories for our 2012 sol, son: #~1 offense, #1 defense, #1 strength of sched@e. 

Also ~t is also cool to see the ACC as the #1 conference ~n the couRtry Women AND MenH~ 

You guys are not go~ng to recognize McCaski~ when you get back. The athledc director as a rewsr’d for our 2012 N~t Charnp~onsMp and the Men’s 201~ Na(~ 

ChampionsNp have jazzed up the place. 

F~m= Benne~Rank [mailto:Editor@Benne~Rank.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:~ PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= 2012 Conference Rankings Released for D1!D2/D3 College Soccer Teams 

Image rernoved by sender. Bennett Rank 

Celiiiege Sooce~~ Co::~’i@~i~re::~’H::e Ra~:t~i~Rih.:~@i~s 

"~ii Image removed LN sender. Click here Conference rankings have ~en 

...... to see College and Conference released by B~’~m~’~tRank lbr 
Rankings 

D1/D2iD3 college soccer. These 

ran~ngs are based on 2012 season 

pedbnnm~ce. Click on the adjacent 

icon or here to see conference 

ra~ngs. The conference rm~ngs 

were dete~ined by averaging the 
ge~me~’~R~ for each team in 

each coherence. Yon can also click 

~~ere to ~e how individuM te~s 

ranked for 2012. 

The conference ra~ings are ~ing 

released based on interest, 
questions, and inpnt th)m our recent 

Bc~mettR~k ~am-mx~ings role&so. We had a nmnber of questions 

~elated to how the mnldngs worked and what factors were the most 

im~t. Ran~ngs go up or down ~sed in ~ on the strengfl~ of 

op~neng a major factor in our aJgofithm. Playing tough opponents is 

fi~n~nen~l to acNeving a Ngh rank. Many readers wanted to ~ow how 

each conference rm~ked; in response, we are pnblishing these mnNngs. 

BeginNng this August. ~1 1,800 D1/D2/D3 college ~ccer teams roll have 

their Be~mettRank team rank released every Monday based on the 

gmnes played the previous week. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 11:19 AM 

~y~hoo.com> 
~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; 

( 
< 

@uga.edu); 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I @g~nail.com); pacmaaa@uncaa.unc.edu; 

matt jones ( _    _               @gmail.com); 
~z~gmail.com; sean patton ( ,@gtnail.com); 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu);  

Subject: I like your shooliug g~:me! 

[::xcetlen[ with the lvl’s and ~.[~[~.~.l~!Y.~.~!~.~.~[~!.q..g.~.~:~.~9~:~.~ It is not good enough to just shoot gUT to shoot we~lH! What ~ ~ove about the culture of men’s 

basketball ~s they al~ ~ive ~n a gym shooting ALl. the time. We have to bring tMs regular shooting idea into our LINC culture top to bottom, F~n~sNng ~s the hardest 

tNng to do in our game and ~f each one of you spends the t~me an NBA ambitious basketba~ player spends on his shooting you wou~d AI.L make the full US team 

one dav~ Yes, our e~[l:e players have ALL done this to make ~t to the top: the IV~h~ Harem’s, the Kr~st:me LH[y’s, the Tisha Venturin[’s but our shooting culture is sti][ 

too far [rom baskel:baH’s. 

So here ~s your next report~n~ mission to me s~nce ~t seems we are ~et[ing ~nto the ~wice a week. Now te][ me how you organized your shootin~ and what 

you did, G~ve me some ~dea on what you were trying to ~mprove (power, accuracy, focus), just whacMng a ba~ in the genera] d~rect~on of the goal occasionally is 

not good enough. 

~yahoo.com] 
$ent: Thursday, Nay ~6, 2023 7:30 PN 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
8ubject: Re: ~ V ~ 

Coach Anson, 
To have some varie~ and play faster, and I didn’t play each other today, instead we played three boys 

~o times each. Here are my scores 
- Daniel 

1~1 
3-1 

2-1 
0-1 

- Matt 

Jordan 
1-2 
1-2 
After 1 v ] we played a shooting competition where we each get 20 shots each. A solid shot in the side nctting is 3 points, a shot on target 
that the keeper could have gotten is only 1 point, and anything else is 0. I WON THIS GAME. I surprised myself because almost all of~W 
3 pointers were with my left foot when i thought my stronger foot was my right. So this is good news! 

Not to bore you, but here are the scores. 

3 points- 7 
1 point- 4 
Matt 
3 points- 4 
1 point- 5 
Jordan 
3 points- 3 
1 point- 4 

3 points- 2 
1 point- 9 
Daniel 



3 points- 1 
1 point- 6 
Can’t ~vait to improve in everything this smraner! 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_a__[!A_o___n_@~_r_[)__a_jJ:__u_!!_c_’:__e__d___u_> 
To: ~yahoo.com> 
Cc: 

< @msn.com>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’ @aol.com" , ,~,aol.com>; "Jason Sisneros I._ ,~,gmaiLcom)" 

< @.qmail.com>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 2:14 PM 
Subject: RE: 1 V 1 

Good ~;*aff 

From:                         @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: ~ursday, May 16, 2013 1:30 PM 
To: Do~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 1 V 1 

It’s finally Thwsday[ 
Since I got beat at 1 v 1 on Tuesday, I’ve been waiting very impatiently for rematch day[ Can’t wait to 
redeem myself for my loss[ 
Last night was our first day of practice with the          team ~d I’m really excited with the 
oppo~unity since I don’t get many in       . I had to shoe that I played really well last night ~d 
scored two goals[ So im happy about that. Hope to cominue playing well ~d scoring so that I m~e ~e 
traveling roster ~d get some good playing t~e this s~mer~ 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <i~__n_5_~_n__L~__e_g!~i_l_~_u__r!_c_:~__d_t__~> 
To:                       ~ ys_l_~_ 9__o_:_c_ ~___m_.> 

Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2013 8:00 A1vl 
Subject: RE: 1 V 1 

F rom: .~ ~ y_a_t_Lo2~ :! 9_~!~_ ] 

Sent: Tuesday, May 14, 2013 7:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: 1 V 1 

Hello Anson, 
Since I am playing with the         team, I am living with 
We will be doing every workout together to push ourselves. These are today’s scores. 

for the summer. 

Game 1:1-1 
Game 2:3-0 
Game 3:2-1 
Game 4:2-2 
Game 5:1-0 
Game 6:1-2 
Hope all is well, congratulations on your son graduating from UNC! 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 3:18 PM 

@~nsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; _ _ ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @g~nail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@uga.edu); ~ 

; matt jones ( @gmail.com); 
@gmail.com; sean patton ( ~ ~gtnail.com); 

; nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.tmc,edu);  

Subject: ILE: lvl 

Excellent[ I am so happy your coach jumped into the 1vl stuff. Honestly, between that wall work and playing competitive small sided pick up there is nothing better :[’or your game. Plus, if 
you are a competitor it is fun[![ 

I also liked your self-analysis. One of the problems of being blazing fast is you aren’t challenged to develop any moves because running past people is so easy when you are fast and 
younger. But now, what you wil l see in college is your match up WILL also be fitst (now, hopefully not as fast as you are) so your game needs more sophistication and subtle~ One thing I 
have really enjoyed about watching            the past three year is seeing all the subtle new stuff she has pulled into her game that is making her better and better. She has this very slick 
stop and go thing going that even the pro defenders she matched up with this spring struggled against. But the laboratory for your 1v1 development is playing it all the time. Why do you 
think these young boys on the basketball court are always going: "hey’! You wanna go?" They play" 1 vl all the time. It is no wonder the average NBA player can shred his match up time and 
again. They" practice it (play" lvl) all the time 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: [~’riday, Miiy 17, 2013 1:22 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: lvl 

Hey Anson, 

Nice speaking with you the other day{ I was able to do rrly lvl’s today- at practice. My coach put together a little tournament incorporating the whole team. We first went through various 
different skills with rainimal pressure. After, we jumped right into the 6, 1:30 nrinute 1vl’s. We switched eve~ round so we wouldn’t face the same person, except for the first rotmd. The 
scores are listed below: 

1-0 & 0-0 (Kelly Fitzgerald - Cal) 
1-0 (Ana Cruz - Texas A&M) 
2-1 (Sydney Zuccolotto - LMU) 
1-2 (Atmie A1varado - UCLA) 
2-0 (Carly Olszewlski - Stanford) 

When we were done with the 1vl’s we scrirmnaged the other U18 blues team and I tried to take on players 1vl more than I usually do. ~4rrlat I realized is I tend to depend on my speed more 
than anything and just run past players rather than using nroves to get past them. I am going to keep working on the technical palt of my game and hopefully find a balance of ~vhen to use 
nry speed and ~vhen to use ray skills. 

Can’t wait to come down to Chapel Hill and see cveryune! Hope all is well. 

Sent from nry iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:07 PM 

Scott Leber <scott.lebe@isoccer.org> 

ILL: Scott Leber Address 

Shelly, 

Please send Mr Leber our 20;[3 Champions AIm~n~,c .., tha~k you! 
From: Scott Leber [mailto:scott.leber@isoccer.org] 
Sent: Friday, May $7, 2053 $2:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Scott Leber Address 

Scott Leber 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~’W: PDA ~neeting 

From: Edward Radwanski [mailto:eradwan@clemson.edu] 
Sent-’ Friday, May 17, 2013 1:01 PM 

To,, Mark Krikorian; Charles Adair 
Cc-" gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Robbie Church(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy 
Waldrum; Phil Wheddon(pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); Anthony Daluz 
Subject-’ RE: PDA meeting 

It:l may make a saggestiorL There is a place about 3-4 miles if’ore PDA complex. It’s called Freddy"s At Pierce. A sports place. They have a bar/pool area and a dining 

area, Serves everything from wraps, burgers._~..to steal<, salmon etc,_ Mike O’Neil suggested it as well. Sounds like a decent place to visit, I spoke with someone 

from there and we could make a reservation if wanted. 

5o could we c.:_~u[d visit:, have conw:,rsation. Eat, drink if you like... Iota of choices. And it is close by 

The address is :140 Pierce St, Somerset 08873 

I[: atl like.....l’d be happy to speak wid~ d~em again and r’svp i~ for us around a certain time. Looks like the last kick-off: time on Saturday is 4:20pro 

Frem,, Krikorian, Mark [mailto:mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu] 
Sent-’ Friday, May 17, 2013 11:24 AM 
Te,, Charles Adair; Daluz, Anthony 
¢c: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance(anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Edward Radwanski; gmiller@athietics.pitt.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Phil 
Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject: RE: PDA meeting 

I am in as well--close to the fields would be best for me too. 

Mark Krikorian 
FSU ~rVomen’s Soccer 
1119 Spirit Way 

’l’affaha:_-see~., F’I 32306 
(0) 850-644-7724 
(c) 
(~’) 850.4~45.-8978 
Skype: m~ak1231 
~.seminoles.com 
FOR SUMMER CAMP INFORMATION PLEASE 

[~t~p://~.seminolesoccerca m~s.com 

F~m= Charles Adair [ma~lto:adair@vt,edq] 
Sent: Friday, Nay 17, 2013 ~1:17 AM 
To= Daluz, Anthony 
C¢= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance(anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); qmiller@atNetics.pi~.edu; Karen 
Elizabeth Dayes; Krikorian, Mark; Phil Wheddon ~[?~JR~YL_¢g_~); Randy Waldrum; R obbie Church~[R~_~_:~b_~£gb_~g_~_~_¢g_~); Steve Swanson(~_~B}_9_~@2[Egj~_[~_:~j~); 

tim san~ro 
Subject; Re: PDA meeting 

Td and all. I am up tbr Saturday meeting. 

Chayles "Chugger" Adair 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Virginia Tech 

Orifice: 540-231-6660 

Cell: 
Elite Soccer Academy 

Day camp: Jtme 17-21 

Residentia~ Advanced Academy July 1 l- 14 

Residential Premier Academy July 14-17 

On May 17, 2013, at 8:47 AM, "Daluz, Anthony" ~<taluz@~qh.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 
Are we interested in meeting as a group at PDA? Let me know if Eddie’s suggestion below is convenient for everyone. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Edward Radwanski <emdwan(~clemson.edu> 
Date: Fri, May 17, 2013 at 10:08 AM 

Subject: PDA meeting 

To: "Tony Da Luz (daluz@~q’u.edu) (dal~(i~vth.edu)" <dah~(~bwfn.ed~> 

Tony, 

Wanted to follow up regarding I think it would be a good idea to have a get-togethe~;/meeting up at PDA next weekend. Most of the coaches will be there 

and it is always good to speak in person. Just pick a moment (Saturday after the last games?)....I think it will be well attended. 

I would suggest you jusl picking that time and we’ll all meet. If you want to come down to the Jersey Shore I can pick a good place 1ol....only a 40 

minute drive. But somewhere near PDA (local hotel, restaurant?) ..... 



Thonghts? 

t~ddie Radwanski 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

Clemson Unive~i~ 

(o) 864-656-1944 

< k~at~e0O i .jpg > 

NC~ Tournament Appearances (~): ~994, [995, 1.996, :[997, ~.998, ~.999, 2000~ 200L 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 200~, 2007 

NCAA EUte 8: ~997, ~999, 2000, 
Sweet S~xteen: #998, 200~ 
ACC Champions: 2000 

Tnny da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

removed by 

sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

wv~v.wakeforestgirlssoccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:16 PM 

Lynn Oddenino <lynn.odderfino@bellleadership.com> 

~nsn.com; ducm@m~caa.unc.edu; ~z~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.co~n); pacman@unc~a.unc.edu 

RE: You were temfic 

Thank you for the follow up but we will not be able to ioin you during those dates, Rest assured we are going to find the time in the future and we look forward to 

it, 

From; Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 

Sent; Friday, Nay 17, 2013 1:46 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~2c; Lenka Hejlkova; _~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject; RE: You were terrific 

Hello Coach Dorrance~ 

_~aol.com; Jason Sisneros; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I hope you are having a great week! 1 wanted to check in with you one last time to see if you and Coach Palladino, or any others on your staff, will be able to join us 

at the June I8-20 Achievers I seminar in Chapel Hill. We’ve closed registration, but we are still holding 5 seals for you it’ Lhere is some way that this timing will work 

for you and/or your staff. I know you were trying to make it work--any luck? If so, please send me the names and contact information of those who can make it and 

w~-_~ will start the survey pr.:_~c~-_~ss 

f IO.:_31~ t’orward to hearin~ from you s.:_3orL 

kynn Oddenino 

Director, Cli~r~[ Services 

Bell Leadership InsLiLuEe 

22,’4 Wes[ Cameron Avenue 

Chape~ Hill, NC 275~5 

t: (919) 9~7-7904 f: (919) 957-~484 

lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com 

www.bellleadership.com 

PU:-AS£ Nor£: Partk:ipat~on by con~uJtants or trainers 4s r~ot permitted in ~;e~J readership InstH:t~te ¢~rogram~ urdess expressly authorized m writing ~n advance, 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 23, 2013 5:08 PM 
To; Lynn Oddenino 

Cc:        ~__m___s__n__:_c___O_Ln_~ .d___u___c__a_[_@uncaa.unc.edu;      _@__a___o_!:_£_o____m_.; Jason Sisneros 
Subject; RE: You were terrific 

Thank you Lynn We Imow this is a wonderful oppor~:uni~:y. I appreciate your understanding it this June timing d.:_~es n.:_~t work 

From; Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynmoddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 23, 2013 12:26 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: You were terrific 

Thanks so much fl)r the update 

W~-_~ look forward t.:_~ having you and your team join us when ~:he timing is right 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 23, 2013 11:01 AM 
To; Lynn Oddenino 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: You were terrific 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

We are fighting the timing (1 might struggle to make it and I think Coach Palladino will as well), So, we are not sure yet. Still, 1 told Dr Bell if this does not work out 

w~-’_~ will eventually make it, Thank you for the price reduction It is now possibh-:~ for our budget, 

From; Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynmoddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 23, 2013 9:50 AlVl 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc; ~duke.edu); ~msn~com; ducar~uDcaa,unc,edu~ 
Subject; RE: You were terrific 

~ao!.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@, uncaa.unc.edu 

Hi C.:_~ach Dorrance, 



I hop~-:~ you are doing well. I will make sure that Dr. ~.~ell receiw:~s your em~il He enjoyed meetk~g w~th you too~ 

Than]~s for send#~g a copy of tMs no~:e Congratuh~L~ons on your ~:errific presen[atkm for the Natkma~ Associatkm of Chief Executiw~s Officers ~n Baleigh. ~t sounds 

Hke they loved your talk. 

Best, 

Ly n n 

PS. Any updates o~ your’ team jo~nin~ us ~:or the Achievers 

From; Dorrance, Albert A 1!/[__m___a_!J_t__o_2_a__D_S___q_n___@__e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent; Monday, April 22, 2013 5:07 PM 
To; Lynn Oddenino 
Co; ~dqke~ed~O; _~msn.com; dqcar@uncaa~unqedu; 
Subject; FW: You were terrific 

~aol,com; .Jason Sisneros ~qmai!,com); #acman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Lynn, 

Please thank Dr B~-_~II ~or meeting wi~:h me this morning. Each time we chat I ~et more and more e’.<ci~:ed about our ew-:mtual collaborate:ion. 

Share this with him. [ just received this today for a short program t gave last week. I third< what we are talking about has great valu~-_~ and the business leaders will 

benefit from what we can share, 

the best! 

From; Big Dan [__m___a_jJ_t__o__:      ~__n__c__,E_r_&__o__m_] 
Sent; Monday, April 22, 2013 12:18 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A lV 
Subject: You were terrific 

Anson, 

One of the objects of a good speaker is to make the meeting planner look good. Thanks to you, I am a hero. 

Your talk to the NACEO last Thursday evening was spot on. If the essence of a great talk is telling fascinating stories which make a point, you nailed it. You were 

engaging, humorous and insightful in illustrating the differences between leading men and women. 

The members and spouses loved your talk and I received tons of compliments. Thank you for believing in quid-pro-quo. You are a good man and I and the members 

appreciate your contribution to a wonderful evening. 

All the best to you my friend, 

Dan 

Dan Davies, Executive Director 

National Association of Chief Executive Officers 

2501 Blue Ridge Rd. Ste. 400, Raleigh, NC 27607 

919-719-6510 www.naceos.com 

Directors: 

Frank Holding, Jr., CEO First Citizens Bank; 

Ward Nye, CEO Martin Marietta Materials; Van Bley, CEO Professional Builders Supply; 

Ravila Gupta, President Umicore USA; James Speed, CEO NC Mutual Life; 

Larry Robbins, Partner Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: PDA ~neeting 

From: Edward Radwanski [mailto:eradwan@clemson.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 1:47 PM 
To: Randy Waldrum; Anthony Daluz 
Cc: Mark Krikorian; gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Robbie Church(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen ElizabethDayes; tim 
santoro; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); Charles Adair 
Subject: RE: PDA meeting 

Be happy to. I’ll make a rsvp for 14-15 people ;-) 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 1:4-5 PM 
To: Randy Waldrum 
Co: Edward Radwanski; Krikorian, Mark; Charles Adair; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance(anson@uncaa.unc.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Karen Elizabeth 
Dayes; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Robbie Church(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject: Re: PDA meeting 

this ~unds like it will work tbr the group eddie, can you take care of the arrangemenLs lo lock it in ~ we arent driving around looking for a place to accommodate 14- 

15 people? 

thm±s 

On Fri, May 17, 2013 at 1:40 PM, Randy Waldrum <Randy~Waldmm. 1 (?~)nd.edu> wrote: 

Im in Eddie.. 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrum@n&edu 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

574-631-3376 - office ............................. 

- mobile 

From: Edward Radwanski <eradwan@clemson.edu> 

Date: Friday, May 17, 2013 1:00 PM 

To: "Krikorian, Mark" <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu>, Charles Adair <adair@vt.edu>, "Daluz, Anthony" <dak~z@wfu.edu> 

Co: "Alison Foley (fole~ae@bc.edu)" <[ole~ae@bc.edu>, "Anson Dorrance(ansan@uncaa.unc.edu)" <ansan@uncaa.unc.edu> Anthony Daluz <daluz@wfu.edu>, 

"gmiJler~atNetics.~tt.edu" <~miJler~athJefics.~itt.edu> Karen Elizabeth Dayes <[~[~_[g_~_9_D_~_[Rg_~_gjJ_~:_~_~_~>, "Phi~ Wheddon (E[~_~_~_~_~_~_~_~[:_~_~_~)" 

<~swheddo@s~r.edu>, Randy Waldrum <~B~m:;[@D~:~>, "Robbie Church(robNe.church@duke.edu)" <robbie.church@duke.edu>, "Steve Swanson 

(sswanson@virginia.edu)" <sswanson@virgiNa.edu>, tim santoro <tim santoro@ncsu.edu> 

Subje~: RE: PDA meeting 

[f I may make a ~uggestion. ]here i~ a p~ace about 3.-4 mikes from PDA compk~>;, ft’~ (:aIle~t ~:reddv’s A[: ~erce. ~ spores p~ace. They have a bar/poo~ area am~ 

area. Serves everything from wraps, burgers.._..to steak, sa~mon etc._ Mike O’Neil suggested it as well. Sounds Hke a decent ~[ace to v~s~t. [ spoke with someone 

[:rorn there and we could make a reservation if wanted. 

So could we could v~[t, have conversation. Eat, drill< if you Hke_.Aots of choices. And it [s dose 

The address ~s ~[40 P~erce St, Somerset 08873 

[f a~l Hke.....[’~t be happy to ~peak w~th them again and rsvp ~t for us aroumt a cer~:ain t#r~e. Looks ~e the last kk:k-.off time ot~ Saturday is 4:20pro 

F~m= Krikorian, Mark [mailto:mkr~korian@admin.fsu.edq] 

Sent= Friday, Nay 17, 2013 11:24 AM 

To= Charles Adair; Daluz, Anthony 

Ce= Alison Foley ([ole~#~b~,edu); Anson Dorrance(~n~#@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Edward Radwanski; gml!!er#~Netics.N~.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Phil 
Wheddon ~#~[)A#$~R@~Y£N#_#); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church~[R)_b~#_:gb_#£g[[@#_Ek#N#_#); S~ve Swanson(~#_eE~&~f~Z[t;gj#_[~_,#~#); tim santoro 

Subject= RE: PDA meeting 

~ am in as well - close ~:o the 5ekls wouh~ be best for me ~:oo. 

Mark Krikorian 
F~.~U Wom(~n% .~ocet~,r 

11 ’19 S~iril Way 
Tallahasse~, FI ~306 

(~ aso~45-g97a 
Skype: mink1231 

FOR SUMMER CAMP ~NFORMAT~ON PLEASE V~S~T 

htt p:/A~.seminolesoccerca raps.corn 

ada rC~ edu F~m: Charles Adair [~[Ito; ~ ~4 ~ ] 
Sent: Friday, Nay 17, 2013 ll:17 AN 
To= Daluz, Anthony 
Co: Nison Foley ([9J_~#_#_@_#£:#$]#); Anson Dorrance(~A#R[)_@_#£g~_~:_~££:A#_~); Anthony Daluz; Eddie Radwansk~ (#[~]~£@gJAg)#£[)_:#.~]~); #_[~_[[[#[f~##.)~J£A:Ri~:gOA; Karen 
Elizabeth Dayes; Krikorian, Nark; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church(robNe.church@ duke.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@vir#iNa.edu); 
t~m santoro 
Subject: Re: PDA meeting 

Td and all. I an up [br Sa~rday meeting. 

ChMes "Chugger" Adair 

Head Women s Soccer Coach 



Virginia Tech 

A dair(i~vt.edu 

Office: 540-231-6660 

Cell: 
Elite Soccer Academy 

Day c~anp: June 17-21 
Residential Advm~ced Academy July 11-14 

Residenlial Premier Academy July 14-17 

On May 17, 2013, at 8:47 AM, "Dalnz, Anthony" <daluz(e-~.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

Are we interested in meeting as a group at PDA? Let me know if Eddie’s suggestion below is convenient tbr eve~one. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Frown: Edw ard Radwanski <~L~_a~_c__l__e_rrA~_?__r_£_e_d_q> 

Date: Fri, May 17, 2013 at 10:08 AM 

Subject: PDA meeting 

To: "ToW Da Luz (daluz(e-~vx~.edu) (daluz(~)wfu.edu)" <daluz(?~t’u.edu~ 

Tony, 

Wanted to tbllow up regarding I think it would be a good idea to have a get-together/meeting up at PDA next weekend. Most of the coaches will be there 
and it is always good to speak in person. Just pick a moment (Saturday a~er ~e last games?)....I ~ink it roll be well aRended. 

I would suggest you jus~ picMng that time and we’ll all ,neet. Ify~u wa~t to come down to the Jersey Shore I c~ pick a good place lol....only a 40 

~ninute drive. But somewhere nea~ PDA (loc~ hotel, restaurant?) ..... 
Thoughts? 

Eddie Radwanski 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

Cle~n~n Umve~i~, 

(o) .~_~:~_~_~:_!_~ 

NC~:k ]ok~rnamet?t Appearat?ces (~4): 1994, 1995, 1996, 1997, 1998, 1999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 200% 2005, 2006, 2007 

NCAA E~te 8: 1997, 1999, 2000, 2006 

S~,veet S~xtee~: ~998, 200~ 
ACC Champions: 2000 

Tony da Luz 
Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

cell 

Tony dn Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

image 
..... removed by 

sender 

www.wakeforestsports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:18 PM 

Brad Black <brad.black@humanexventures.com>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Sue Enquis~t < ,~bme.com > 

RE: Thank you 

Brad, 

First class in EVERY respect. Thank you! 

From: Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humanexventures.com] 
Seat; Friday, May $7, 2053 $:4-8 PM 
Te; Lane, Cricket 
(:c; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sue Enquist 
Subject; Thank you 

Cricket, thank you for the pleasure of meeting you yesterday and investing time together. We really enjoyed our time with both you and Anson reviewing our 

"next level" initiatives built for progressive leaders and professionals. 

When you have a chance to review the material provided in more detail, please feel free to reach out and let me know if there is anything we can further explain 

and/or additional information we can provide. 

In the future it would be terrific to have you attend one of our "Impact & Legacy Summits" where a very large focus is on development (individual, leader, team, 

organization, community, profession, etc.). Attached are our last two highlights and below is a short video highlight, so you have a better feel of the experience. 

http://www.yo utu be. co m/watc h ?v= u R n QZ9C c Dsc 

Cricket, thank you again and please let us know how we can be more helpful to you and Anson. 

Make a great weekend] 

Brad Black 

President and CE© 

Building Talent Driven Communities With ~’Xcellence 

2900 s. 70th, Suite 100 i Lincoln, NE 68506 

I00 W Michigan Avenue, Suite 200 Kalamazoo, MI 49007 
402.486.1102 ©ricei               Cell 402.486.1103 Fax 
Th is e-hi ail and ally alt aehn/ent cont ain hlform ation x,daich is privat e and confidential and is intended for th e addressee only. ]f you are not all addressee, you are n ot authorized t o read, copy or use this e-In ail or any air achm ent. If you have received this e- 

mail in error, please not ii~ the send~" by return e-mail and then destroy it. 

This message has been scanned tbr malware by Websense. www.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CA ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~’W: PDA ~neeting 

From: Edward Radwanski [mailto:eradwan@clemson.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May :[7, 20:[3 :[:52 PM 
To: Mark Krikorian; Randy Waldrum; Charles Adair; Anthony Daluz 
Cc: gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Robbie Church(robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen ElizabethDayes; tim santoro; Phil 
Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu) 
Subject: RE: PDA meeting 

Can everyone emaif me bad( with a confirmation on this Saturday meedng. And let rne know the number in your party :1or 2_etc. And I will take care of 

reservation 

Shooting for a 6::15-6:30pm reservation._ok? 

From: Randy Waldrum [mailto: Randy.Waldrum. :[@nd.edu] 
Seat: Friday, May :[7, 20:[3 :[:4-8 PM 
To: Edward Radwanski; Krikorian, Mark; Charles Adair; Daluz, Anthony 
Co: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance(anson@uncaa.unc.edu); gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy 
Waldrum; Robbie Church(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject: Re: PDA meeting 

Eddie, 
My assistant will be with me as we will be riding together to the fields_can you add her to the total? 

Randy 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrum~3nd,edu 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of Notre Dame 

574-631-3376 - office 

- mobile 

~rem: Edward Radwanski <eradwan@clernson.edu> 

Bate: Friday, May 17, 2013 1:00 PM 

To: "Krikorian, Mark" <mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu>, Charles Adair <adair@vt~edp>, "Daluz, Anthony" <da!uz@wfu.edu> 

C¢: "Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu)" <foleyae@bc.edu>, "Anson Dorrance(~nson@uncaa.unc.edu)" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>, Anthony Daluz <daluz@wfu.edu>, 

"grniller@athletics.pitLedu" <gmiller@athletics.pi[Ledu>, Karen Elizabeth Dayes <kferguson@louisviUe.edu>, "Phil Wheddon (pswheddo .@syr.edu)" 

<pswheddo@syr.edu>, Randy Waldrum <Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu>, "Robbie Church(robbie.church@duke.edu)" <robbie.church@duke.edu>, "Steve Swanson 

(_s__s_~_a___n___s__o___n____@_,_y_!__rg!__n_j__a_:__e___d___u_.)" <.s___s___w___a___n__s___o___n____@____v_Lr_~L_n_!_a__:__e___d___u_>, tim santoro <tim santoro@ncsu.edu> 

Subject: RE: PDA meeting 

If I may make a suggestion. There is a place about 3-4 miles from PDA complex. It’s called Freddy’s At Pierce. A sports place. They have a bar/pool area and a dining 

area, Serves everything from wraps, burgers.._..to steal<, salmon etc... Mike O’Neil suggested it as well. Sounds like a decent place to visit, I spoke with someone 

[rorn there and we could make a reserw~tion if wanted 

So could we could visiL, have conversation. Eat, drink if you like...Aots of choices. And it is close by. 

The address is :140 Pierce St, Somerset 08873 

If all like....A’d be happy to speak with them again and rsvp it for us around a certain time. Looks like the last kick-off time on Saturday is 4:20pro 

From: Krikorian, Mark [mailto:mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May :[7, 20:[3 :[:[:24 AM 
To: Charles Adair; Daluz, Anthony 
¢c: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance(anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Edward Radwanski; gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Phil 
Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject: RE: PDA meeting 

I am in as well--close to the fields would be best for me too. 

Mark Krikorian 
FSU Women’s Soccer 
1119 Spirit Way 
’l’affaha:_-sse~., F’I 32306 
(O) 850-644-7724 
(c) 
(~ 850~45-8978 
Skype: rnlak1231 
~.seminoles.com 
FOR SUMMER CAMP INFORMATION PLEASE V~SIT 

Fmm~ Charles Adair [mailto:adair@vt.edu] 
Sent~ Friday, Nay 17, 2013 ~1:17 AN 

To~ Daluz, Anthony 

C¢~ Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance(anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Anthony Daluz; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); ~miller@athletics.pi~.edu; ¢aren 

Elizabeth Dayes; Krikorian, Narkj Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@sgr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church(robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson(sswanson@virqinia.edu); 

tim san~ro 
Subjeet~ Re: PDA meeting 

Td and NI. I am up for Saturday meeting. 

Chaldea "Chugger" Adair 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Virginia Tech 



Adair@vt.edu 
Office: 540-231-6660 

Cell: 

Elite Soccer Academy 

Day c~np: June 17-21 
Residential Advanced Academy July 11-14 

Residenlial Premier Academy July 14-17 

On May 17, 2013, at 8:47 AM, "Dalnz, Anthony" <daluz~w~.edu> wrote: 

Coaches, 

Are we interested in meeting as a group at PDA? Let me know if Eddie’s suggestion below is convenient tbr eve~one. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Frown: Ed~ ard Radwansld <~L~_o~_c_~_e_~A~2__rb__e_d__a> 
Date: Ffi, May 17, 2013 at 10:08 AM 

Subject: PDA meeting 

To: "ToW Da Luz (daluz(r-~vx~.edu) (daluz(~)wfu.edu)" <daluz(?~)~t’u.edu> 

Tony, 

Wanted to tbllow up regarding I think it would be a good idea to have a get-together/meeting up at PDA next weekend. Most of the coaches will be there 

and it is always good to speak in person. Just pick a moment (Saturday after the last games?)....I think it will be well a~ended. 

I would suggest you jus~ pic~ng that time and we’ll all tneet. If you wa~t to come down to the Jersey Shore I c~ pick a good place lol....only a 40 

~ninute drive. But somewhere neax ~ DA (locN hotel, restaurant?) ..... 
Thoughts? 

Eddie Rad~anski 
ttead Coach Women’s Soccer 

Clemam Umve~ity 

(o) .~_~:~_~_~:_~_~ 

<image0Oijpg> 

NC~ tournament Appearances (~): ~99@, Z995, ~996 ~997, ~998, ~999, 2000, 2001, 2002, 2003 200~, 2005, 2006, 2007 

NCA~ Z~ite 8: ~997, ~999, 2000, 2006 
Swee~ S~x~een: ~998, 200~ 
ACC gl~mpions: 2000 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 
(336) 75g-4375 office 

(336) 75g-4565 fax 

cell 

...... removed by 

sender¯ 

wv~ w.waketbrestsports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:26 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: PDA meeting 

VeW good .., Lhen pfe~se follow up with Eddie!! And thank you!!! 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent; Friday, May :[7, 20:[3 3:53 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject= Re: PDA meeting 

Yes 

On May 17, 2013, at 12:49 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~mson~a;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

Can you represellt us at PDA? 

From: Anthony Daluz [Ln___a_j!~9__Ld___a__l__u__z__@~_u_~__e__d___u_] 
Sent-" Friday, May :[7, 20:[3 :[0:47 AM 
To-" Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); gmiller@athletics.pittedu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); Robbie 
Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim santoro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Steve 
Swanson (_s__s_w__a__n___s__o___n__#~__v_Lr_g!__n_j_a__,_e_.__d___u); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject-" Fwd: PDA meeting 

Coaches, 

Are we interested in meeting &s a group at PDA? Let me know if Eddie’s suggestion below is convenient for everyone. 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Edward Radwanski <eradwan(~clemson.edu> 
Date: Fri, May 17, 2013 at 10:08 AM 

Subject: PDA meeting 

To: "Tony Da Luz (_d__~J___u_d@_~j)_:__ej__u_) ($~]_~@iv__l_’__u_:_e_d___u_)" <._&__’_~@):_~f!k_e_d![> 

Tony, 

Wanted to follow np vegmding I think it would be a good idea to have a get-together/meeting up at PDA next weekend. Most of the coaches will be there 

and it is always good to speak in person. Just pick a moment (Saturday after the last games?)....I think it will be well attended. 

I would suggest you j ust picking that time and we’ll all meet. If you want to come down to the Jersey Shore I can pick a good place lol....only a 40 

minute drive. But somewhere neaJc PDA (local hotel, restaurant?) ..... 
Thoughks? 

Eddie Radwanski 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 
Clem~n University 

(o) 864-656-1944 

< ip,-::~,# eO01 ,jp~:1 > 

NCAA Tourr?emer~t Appearer<es (1L4): $994 19_5 1t~96, 1997, 19~8, 199~, 2000, 2001 2002 2003, 2004, 2005, 2005, 2007 

NCAA Elite 8: 19~7, 19~9, 2000, 2005 
Sweet Sixteen: 1998 200~ 
ACC Champiolns: 2000 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universib’ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 thx 

cell 

I<-WRD000.jpg~ 
www.wakeforestsports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 17, 2013 4:42 PM 

Lynn Oddenino <lynn.odderdno@bellleadership.com> 

I~E: You were temfic 

Thank you Lynn!! 

From: Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Friday, May :[7, 20:[3 4:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A lV 
@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Subject: RE: You were terrific 

Thanks, Coach Dorrance. Please let me know when you are ready to join us. 

hope you have a wonderful summer! 

Best, 

Ly n n 

#gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_!J_t__o_2_a__t)_s___qE_@__e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent: Friday, May :[7, 20:[3 4::[6 PM 
To: Lynn Oddenino 
Co:        @___m___s__n_=c__o___n_!~ _d__q_c__a__r@__u___n__c__a___a_ND__c_=e__d__~;      ~__a__o_J_&_o___m__; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: You were terrific 

~_~m_a__tL_c__o_m); ~__a___c_m_a_n_@_U__n_c__a_a,_u__n__c__,_e___d__U. 

[.ynn~ 

Thank you foF the ~:oll.:_~w up but w*-’_! will not be able to ioin you during those dates. Rest assured we a n-’_~ going to find the Lim,-_~ in Lhe h]tuFe and we look forward 

it. 

From: Lynn Oddenino [majlto:lynn, oddenino@be!lleadership.com] 
Sent: Friday, May :[7, 20:[3 :[:46 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Lenka Hejlkova;        @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject; RE: You were terrific 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

~aN.com; Jason Sisneros; pacman@uncaa,unc.edu 

I hope you are having a great week! I wanted to check in with you one fast time to see if you and Coach Palfadino, or any others on your staff:, witl be able tojoin us 

at the .June I8-20 AcMevers ~ seminar ~n Chape~ HHL We’ve dose~ registration, but we are stHI holding 5 seats for you ff there is some way that this timh~g wH~ work 

for you and/or your sLaff. ~ know you were trying Lo make it work ---any k~ck? If so, please send me the names and contact #l[:ormat~on of those who can make it and 

we will start the survey process. 

look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Bestregards, 

Lynn 

Director, Client Services 

Beli [.~_~adersi?ip ~nst[tute 
214 West C~]rl3{£rol3/~velque 

Chapel HHI, NC 275~6 

t: (9~9) 967-790/4 f: (91.9) 967-3/484 

!2nn:odd e nino (~ be]Jlead e rsh[p.com 

PLEASE NOTE: Participation by consultants or trahsers ~s not permitted hs Bell Leadership hsstRute programs unless expressbi authorized hs writk~g k~ advance. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 23, 20:[3 5:08 PM 
To: Lynn Oddenino 

Cc:        ~. msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~. aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Sublect: RE: You were terrific 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thank you Lynn. We know this is a wonderful opportunity, I appreciate your understanding if this June th~ning does not work. 

From: Lynn Oddenino [m-a-~Lt£-:-ty--~--n-,~-~---d--d---e--n--Ln---~-@~-b--e-1tLe--a-~-d---e-E-s-~#-~--c~e~m] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 20:[3 :[2:26 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: You were terrific 

Thanks so much for the update. 

We look forward to havh~g you and your team join us when the th~ning is right. 

Best, 



Lynn 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m_aj_[t_o_L_a__n___s_g__n__~__e_m_ajJ_:~_D__c__:_e_~!_u_.] 

Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 20:[3 :[:[:0:[ AM 
To: Lynn Oddenino 

C¢:        ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: You were terrific 

@cjmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

We are fighting the timing (I might struggle to make iL and I think Coach Patladino wilt as well). So, we are not sure yet. Still, I told Dr Betl it: Lhis does not work out 

we will eventually make it. Thank you for the price reduction. It is now possible for our budget. 

From: Lynn Oddenino [mailto:lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 23, 20:[3 9:50 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: ~duke.edu); ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject: RE: You were terrific 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~qmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I hope you are doing well. I will make sure d~at Dr. Bell receives your emait. He enjoyed meeting wid~ you too! 

Thanks for sending a copy of this note. Congratulations on your terrific presentation for d~e Nadonaf Association of Chiet: Executives Officers in Raleigh. It sounds 

like they k)ved your talk 

Best, 

Lynn 

Any updates on your team ioining us for the Achievers I seminar in June? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 20:[3 5:07 PM 
To: Lynn Oddenino 

~duke.edu);        ~. msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject: FW: You were terrific 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~. gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Please thank Dr Bell for meeting with me this morning. Each time we chat I get more and more excited about our eventual collaboration. 

Share this with him. I just received this today for a short program I gave last week~ I think what we are talking about has great value and the business leaders will 

benefit from what we can share. 

All the best! 

From: Big Dan [mailto:     ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 20:[3 12:18 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bje¢t: You were terrific 

Anson, 

One of the objects of a good speaker is to make the meeting planner look good. Thanks to you, I am a hero. 

Your talk to the NACEO last Thursday evening was spot on. If the essence of a great talk is telling fascinating stories which make a point, you nailed it. You were 

engaging, humorous and insightful in illustrating the differences between leading men and women. 

The members and spouses loved your talk and I received tons of compliments. Thank you for believing in quid-pro-quo. You are a good man and I and the members 

appreciate your contribution to a wonderful evening. 

All the best to you my friend, 

Dan 

Dan Davies, Executive Director 

National Association of Chief Executive Officers 

2501 Blue Ridge Rd. Ste. 400, Raleigh, NC 27607 

919-719-6510 www.naceos.com ......................................... 

Directors: 

Frank Holding, Jr., CEO First Citizens Bank; 

Ward Nye, CEO Martin Marietta Materials; Van Isley, CEO Professional Builders Supply; 

Ravila Gupta, President Umicore USA; James Speed, CEO NC Mutual Life; 

Larry Robbins, Partner Wyrick Robbins Yates & Ponton 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, May 19, 2013 11:37 PM 

Sammy Naarollahi <snasrollahi@hydroonebeverages.com> 

Re: Hydro One Premium Beverages partner with South Carolina Athletic Coaches Association 

S aanmy, congratnlationsN ! 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tVireie,~s 4G LT~ L)?tOIL) 

Sammy Nasrollahi <snasrollahi@hydroonebeverages.com> wrote: 

Sent fm~n my iPhone 

Begin forwarded tnessage: 

From: "Sammy Nasmllahi" <snasmllahi~hvdroonebeverao_es.com> 

Date: May 18, 2013, 8:36:25 PM EDT 

To: "’SammyNasrollahi’" <snasmllahi~hvdroonebeverages.com> 

Subject: Hydro One Premium Beverages partner with South Carolina Athletic Coaches Association 

Dear Anson, 

I am proud to announce that we have partnered with the Sou~th Carolina Athletic Coaches Association this week. Our line of tIydro One 

Beverages will now be the official drink of all SCACA sponsored events. Them am currently 5,000-6,000 coaches within this sports organization 
representing schools within tile entire state of South Carolina. Each of these schools averages approximately 8-12 sports teaa~ls. Additionalb; we will be 

directly involved and present with our Hydro One Beverages at their annual convention held in July. ’][’his will include a specific seminar of our own 

providing us the abiliU to properly educate our health?" and nutrilional beverages to tile entire coaching organization as well as all other participants. 

Needless to say, this is an immediate and veiN significant opportuniU for our coInpany as it pertains to our continued growth and development. 

Especially when considering our government is doing all that it can to pass laws that will effectively eliminate all tmhealthy beverages such as soda mad 

other sugaly drink products from within our country’s sehool systems. The association and schools are immediately interested in our abiliU to specifically 

create and produce 2 !/~ gallon pouches of our Bode Sports flavors which would include (32) packages of 11.6oz in powdered versions. In order to 

accomplish this in a cost effective and profitable maturer, it is imperative that we are financially capable of producing our products in this form and in much 

greater quantities. This would also simultaneously allow us to keep our pricing competitive with any others on the market today including both Gatomde 

and PowerAde. 

It is imtx~rtant to note that South Carolina is just the first of every other state who will assuredly follow suit with interest in our lull line of 

products. We must all fully realize how momentous this can be for our company. It is imperative that we mal~e certain of our capabilities in fulfilling the 
requests and demands o£ not only the SCACA, but all other fol~thcoming organizations and school sys~tetns as well. We caaanot be left short in any way of 

our abiliU to perform and produce at a moment’s notice for tile SCACA and all future clients. There caaa be no doubt or hesitation in our ongoing eflbrts 

and coInmitment to be a world leader in the fight against obesiU and diabetes. Especially as it relates to our children and future generations. 

The time is now for us to prepare as needed in every phase of our operation to move fol-ward just as we have always projected to do. This 
partnership with the SCACA alone requires us to commit added time, eflbrts and personnel to ensure we properly serve and provide any of our Hydro 

One Beverage product lines. We have continued es~blishing a veD~ strong team of professional individuals strongly committed to our beliefs and full line of 

healthy beverage products. Eve ~rything else will fall into place so long as we all fully dedicate and devote what is needed from each of us at this point in 

time. Thank you ve~ much for your time and serious consideration. 
Warmest regards, 
Sammy 
_h__ _t _t #_; [ [ __w__ __w___w__ :__b__~ __v_ O_ ~ _t_ :__c_ __o_ __m__/__n__~ __w__ _s_/_7__0__~ _3_J__ _h__ ~_~ r___o_: _o__ _n__ ~:#_r_~__m_j __u_ __m__: __b_ ~ _v__~__r__a_ ~ ~__s_:#__a_ _r_ _t_ _n__ ~_r__s :__w__ L_t h_:__s_ _o__y __t_b: _c___a_ _r_ __o_!kn___a_: ~ __t_h J_~__t j__c_: _c___o_ _a___c_ b ~ :__a_ __s__s_ _o___CLa_ _t_ L o_ __n_ 

Sammy Nasrollahi, CEO 
Hydro One, LLC 
dba Hydro One Premium Beverages 
314 Main St. 
Greenwood, SC 29646 

cell 
864-227-0663 office 
888-738-9287 toll-free 
864-229-0551 fax 
snasrollahi@hydroonebeverages.com 
www,revwaters.com 
www. hyd roo ne beve rattles.co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 20, 2013 11:21 AM 

@aol.com 

EW: European College Soccer Prospects 

From: Roger Thiele I College Soccer Recruiting [mailto:roger.thiele@uniexperts.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 3.7, 2013 6:47 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; European College Soccer Prospects 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

How are you? I hope this email finds you well. 

l’m contacting you today to let you know that we are currently recruiting players for Fall 2014. We are 

searching in the highest German, Austrian, and Swiss leagues in order to ensure that they will be impact 

players at the U.S. collegiate level. Some of them are or have been on their respective Junior National 

Teams~ 

Please email me your recruiting needs for the 2014 Spring and Fall semesters, so that we can find and 

suggest the right fit player for your program. It would be very helpful if you could include the following 

information as well: 

¯ Required TOEFL score 

, Required SAT score 

, Minimum GPA 

¯ Application deadlines (if any) 

¯ Other entry requirements 

Also, please let me know a good time and number to call you - especially if you are still looking for last 

minute Fall 2013 recruit(s)~ Thank you in advance - I look forward to working with you. 

Kind regards from Germany, 

Roger 

About uniexperts 

uniexperts was founded in 2004 by former All-American tennis player Stefan Wirtz. His vision was to create 

a service that connects U.S. college coaches of selected sports with the best athletes from Europe with the 

goal of matching the right athlete with the right college program~ The uniexperts team now consists of 

former college players and coaches searching for the most talented players in Europe. We guide our 

players through the entire administrative process and help them with all questions regarding their college 

application making coaches’ lives easier, as well. For more information on how we work please contact 

Roger Thiele (roger.thiele@uniexperts.com). 

Roger Thiele 

Recruiting Coordinator 

uniexperts Germany 

NCAA Division II National Champion 2006 

Valdosta State University Hall of Fame 2012 

office: (+49) 2234 435 1380 

cell: 

Please don’t print emails unless necessary[ 



removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 20, 2013 11:59 AM 

@gmail.com> 

l~E: FW: 2012 Conference Ranldngs Released for D1/D2/D3 College Soccer Teams 

From=               Imailto:        ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Saturday, May 18, 2013 2:23 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: b-’~l: 2012 Conference Rankings Released for DI!D2/D3 College Soccer Teams 

On Fri, May 17, 2013 at 10:57 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(~)email.unc~edu~; wrote: 

[adi 

Check this ouL! BennetLRank gave ~s a sweep of a~ Lhree of thek most knporLant categories for our 20~2 season: #~ offense, #~ defense, #1 strength of sched@e. 

A~so ~t ~s also coo~ to see the ACC as the #~ conference ~n the country Wornen AND Men[N 

You gtlys are not gohsg to recognize McCaski~l when you get back. The atNetic d~rector as a reward for our 2012 Natq Championship and the Men’s 201:1. Nat’l 

Championship have jazzed up the place. 

~= Benne~Rank [mailto:Editor@Benne~Rank.com] 
Sent= Thursday, Nay ~6, 20~3 4:~ PN 

Te= Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject= 20~2 Conference Rankings Released for DI!D2/D3 College Soccer Teams 

Image removed by sender Bennett Rank 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Xi linage removed by sender Click here Conference rankings have been 

...... to see College and Conference released by ~e~et~Rank for 
Rankings 

D1/D2/D3 college soccer. These 

rankings are based on 2012 season 

performance. Click on the adjacent 

icon or ~ere to see conference 

rankings. The confe~ence ranldngs 

were determined by averaging the 
[gem~e¢¢Rank liar each team in 

each co~d~rence. You can also click 

here to see how individua] reruns 

ranked for 2012. 

The conference rmfldngs are being 

released based on interest, 
questions, and input from our recent 

~:~em~e~:~:Rank t__e__a__a__r_k£_aj~_k__i!)_g_~j2e__!_e__~_~__s__e__. We had a number of questions 

related to how the ranldngs worked and what factors were the most 

important. Rankings go np or down based in part on the strength of 

opponent, a major factor in our algorithm. Playing tough opponents is 

fundamental to achieving a Ngh rank. Many readers wanted to know how 

each conference ranked; in response, we are publishing these rankings. 

Beginning this August, a]l 1,800 D1/D2/D3 college soccer teams will have 

their I}a~ma~ttRank temn rank released eve~ Monday based on the 

games played the previous week. 

The top three 2012 gem~edRank co~fferences in each division were: 

DI Men 
1 ACC 

2 PAC 12 

3 C-USA 

D1 Women 
1 ACC 

2 SEC 
3 Big 12 

D2 Men 
1 Lone Star 

2 Great Midwest 

3 Sunshine State 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 20, 2013 12:04 PM 

Bill Palladino < ~aol.com> 

I~E: 2012 Conference Ranldngs Released tbr D1/D2/D3 College Soccer Teams 

Yeah baby!! 

From: Bill Palladino [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, Nay 28, 2023 4:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: 2022 Conference Rankings Released for DI!D2/D3 College Soccer Teams 

We were only "the worst team in onr history" in one area.,.consistent peffo~raance, especially during the regular season...evewwhere else we were champions ....... 

Sent fa)m my iPaxt 

On May 17, 2013, at 5:01 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(i~emaiLunc.ed~> wrote: 

Boys, 

Check this out! Last season #I in offense, defense and strength of schedule!H 

How cool is that for "the ~,orst team in our history’? 

From: BennettRank [mallto:Edi~r@BennegRank~com] 

Sent= Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:~ PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= 20~2 Conference Rankings Released for DI!D2!D3 College Soccer Teams 

[<image001 apg>l 

t~image002:ipg>l 

2 Great Midwest 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 20, 2013 12:19 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edn 

EW: Work Study Program 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 9:39 AM 

To: Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Creech, Karlton W; llle, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A; Steinbacher, Rick; Beale, Michael; Griggs, Kathy; Martina 
Ballen; Perkins, Michael; Bunting, Mike; Robinson, Kevin T; Gales, Bobby H.; Wilkinson, Michael H; Clements, Brittany Renn; Fowler, Ross; Miller, Steven L; Crowder, Kenneth 
C; Sabo, Tim; Gwaltney, Clint; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S; Lane, Cricket; Snyder, Lee; Best, Kevin S.; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Bitting, 
Angelyn S; Livers, Tom; Morelli, David Dominic; Holliday, Corey L; Luke, Christopher Joseph; Chase, Kaye Watts; Arendas, David C; Holt, Joan M; Harris, Stacey Elaine; 
UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Strength and Conditioning; UNCAA-Women’s Basketball 
¢¢: Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy B. 
Subject: RE: Work Study Program 

Please note that the correct day for the May session is _W__e___d__O__e__s_d_g_yL__Nl____a__g___2___2_.~-, not Tuesday as noted bek~w. 

Tha~ks, 

Joyce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Friday, May 17, 2013 4:44 PM 

To: Norton, Molly; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Creech, Karlton W; llle, Vince; Vangelder, Marielle A; Steinbacher, Rick; Beale, Michael; Griggs, Kathy; 

Martina Ballen; Perkins, Michael; Bunting, Mike; Robinson, Kevin T; Gales, Bobby H.; Wilkinson, Michael H; Clements, Brittany Renn; Fowler, Ross; Miller, Steven L; 

Crowder, Kenneth C; Sabo, Tim; 5~p:~.,~!.~.~)(.~.~!.~:~:.,~.~.:.~!~.:~::’.~!}; Culler, Ellen B; Brunner, John F; Maloy, Susan B; Blanton, Brent S; Lane, Cricket; Snyder, Lee; Best, 

Kevin S.; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Bitting, Angelyn S; Livers, Tom; Morelli, David Dominic; Holliday, Corey L; Luke, Christopher Joseph; Chase, Kaye Watts; Arendas, 

David C; Holt, Joan M; Harris, Stacey Elaine; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Strength and Conditioning; UNCAA- 

Women’s Basketball 

�~c: Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy B. 

Subject: Work Study Program 

As we approach the beginning of a new fiscal year, and as we review budgets and contemplate how we can make use of resources that can help us get our work 

accomplished and be mindful of the economic conditions at the same time, I want to share the Work-Study program with each of our areas. Many of you are 

already utilizing this great resource, and I wanted to be sure that all of our administrators and supervisors are aware of this opportunity. 

The Work Study program exits to provide students financial aid packages that may include work opportunities throughout the University. The program is 

Funded with federal funds, so has minimal to no cost to departments. Some of our areas have been fortunate to find students who begin work for them during 

their freshmen year, and continue until they graduate. It is a great, win-win situation! 

In order to participate in this program, you must attend a workshop to be eligible. There are only two opportunities to participate, and those dates are as follo\ 

Tuesday, May 22n d from 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. 

Thursday, June 27th from 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

Both sessions are in Room 121, Hanes Art Center 

It is not necessary to RSVP, but you must attend one of these sessions in order to eligible to participate in the Fall. We do ask if you decide that you wish to 

participate in this program, please notify Tracy Harris so that we are aware of potential work study opportunities in our department, and also so we can 

Make preparations for the payrolling process in our department for this student employees. 

If you are interested but have questions, please contact me, Tracy Harris or Kathy Dutton for further encouragement!!! 

Thanks to all of you for the great work you do, and for being such great ambassadors of our programs, the Department of Athletics, 

And The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill!!! 

Have a great Tar Heel week-end!! 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

ErNe Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 2753_5 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 20, 2013 1:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Upcotning GotSoccer Showcase Events 

From-" GotSoccer [mailto:mailer9@email2.gotsoccer.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 20:t3 9:2:t AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Upcoming GotSoccer Showcase Events 
Importance: Low 

College Recruiting has never ~en easiefi 

Did you know you can get all the intb~ation you ~vant at a showc~e 
directly t~om your IPhone or Android? The GotSoccer Mobile 

College Coach’s account is live and can be nsed immedimely. ~d 

better yet, there is no charge tbr this service’. 

With the OotSoccer Mobile College Coach Account you can:     ~sw~ 

~ Se~xch a~d register for events using GotSoccer so~vaxe 

i Filter schedules by field, field number ~d ~te Click t lere to ~ removed IR~m fl~e m~fling list. ~ 

~ Browse te~ profiles and mi~- bio’s for each player 

irate playe~ yon are interested in and see wNch players have 

been scoping out your college 
And there is so much morel Click the link above and ~m~e advantage 

of this t~ee, efficient mobile l~atum today~ 

Nto ~ ~ Mem~rN~ ~N~n a men~ P ow 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May21, 2013 3:01 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

ILE: So Leadership Council, what say the rest of you? 

Thank yo~      [! 

Fren ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2023 22:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: So Leadership Council, what say the rest of you? 

Hey An,son! I think that we can all find some lime to complete the questionnaire. Thmaks! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On May 21,2013, at 11:41 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(i~email.tmc.edn> wrote: 

Ladies, 

This is one of the "burdens" of Leadership to respond to these mundane requests, k~ fact this is what real leadership boils down to ._. to take care of 

the details no one else wants to bother with (so NOT to ~ust tO irresponsibly blow off these "irritating people~’ that can’t really help us). This is why 

leadership is a natural choice for so few Most of us are ow~rwheJmed w~th the day to day o~era~:~on of our own I~ves. ~ understand al~ this ~3kJl 

man is m) ~s~and entke of K:se~f" a~l of us are involved in mankind, we hokt ourselves [o a Mgher s[andard, so we owe everyone a res~mnse 

So Leadership Council, I hsve heard from  on tNs issue, whsL ssy the rest of youP 

F~: 
5e~t: Monday, Nay 20, 2053 9:59 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: Disse~ation Research Pa~icipation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

It sonnds like a well thonght ont and plmmed Bsearch project and since we are not in school it would be reasonable to ask the team to do. Might as well 

help ont since we can’. 

Tha~ 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On May 20, 2013, at 12:34 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~T~email.unc.edu;, wrote: 

Deahdra, 

I will copy my Leadership Council on this and let them decide. 

From: deahdra bowier [mailto:dbowier@, my.adler.edu] 
Sent: lvlonday, May 20, 2013 I0:41 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Good Afternoon Coach Anson Dormnce, I’ve copied and pasted the email I originally sent to you while your players were still taking and 

preparing for their final exams. I hope this email finds you well and that your players will participate in my study if they so choose. 

My name is Deahdra Bowler, I am a clinical psychology doctoral student at the Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, IL. I 
am contacting you because I am recruiting female soccer players playing in the NCAA for a study I’m doing pertaining to factors of 
personality and their influence on body image. I found your email from the NCAA website coaches directory. If given permission to contact 
your players, I would send them an email inviting them to participate. Participation in this study is voluntary and there is no consequence 
if they choose not to participate. The study would require about 30-45 minutes of their time; all questionnaires can be completed online at 
their convenience. The research is being conducted as part of my academic requirements. The intention of the study is to help inform 
practices for professionals, including psychologists and others, who work with athletes. If you have any questions I would be happy to 
respond either by email:dbowier@my.adler.edu; or by phone: 773-744-5957. This research is being supervised by a core faculty and 
licensed psychologist, Lauren Nichols, Psy.D., of the Adler School of Professional Psychology. Your agreement and permission to allow 
your players to participate would be greatly appreciated. 

Thankyou, 

On Mon, Apr 22, 2013 at 5:42 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(/~emaila~nc.e&~> wrote: 

Sure last day is May 8th .... 

From: deahdra bowier [mailto:dbowier@my.adler.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2023 6:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Dissertation Research Paxticipalion Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Thank you for you resIx~nse and I completely undersland. ~Vould it be possiNe to contact you follomng the end of their extorts? I roll be 

seeking participants for the next few months. 

Thanks again, 



On Mon, Apr 22, 2013 at 5:33 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(i~emaiLunc.ed~> wrote: 

rhank you h:~r this opportunity but we are i~bout to go into exams i~nd given ~; choR:e ~ wouR~ rather my pk;yers; spend their t~rne on [:heir 

s[udies ~n preparation for their academic success. One day ~ wouid ~ove one of them [o be chasing a PHD in something themselves. I hope 

you understand. 

Fmml deahdra bowier [mailto:dbowier@my,adler.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 6:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, AlbeR A IV 
Subjeet: DisseRation Research PaRicipation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Good Afternoon Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is Dea~hdra Bowier, I ~an a clinical psychology doctoral student at the Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, 

IL. I am contacting yon because I am recruiting female soccer players playing in the NCAA for a study I’~n doing pertaining to 

factors of personali~ and their influence on body image. I found your email fi~om the NCAA website coaches director. If given 

permission to contact your players, I would send them m~ email inviting them to participate. Paxficipation in this study- is volnntaxy and 

there is no conseqnence if they choose not to participate. The stud~v would reqnire abont 30-45 minutes of their time; all 

qnestionnaires can be completed online at their convenience. The research is being conducted as part of my academic requirements. 

The intention of the study is to help inLbm~ practices for prol~ssionals, inclnding ps.3~chologists and other~ who work with atNetes. If 

you have any questions I would be hapw to respond either by email: dbowier~;my.adler.edu; or by phone: 773-744-5957. This 

reseaxch is being supervised by a core t~culty and licensed psychologist, Lauren Nichols, Psy.D., of the Adler School of Professional 

Psychology. Your agreement and permission to allow your players to participate wonld be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you, 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., LP.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., LP.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May21, 2013 3:01 PM 

@unc.edu> 

ILE: So Leadership Council, what say the rest of you? 

Thank~ 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, Play 21, 2013 1:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: So Leadership Council, what say the rest of you? 

Anson, 
I’ve done a survey like this before, and it’s very simple. I say we should do it. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 11:38 AM 

Subject: So Leadership Council, what say the rest of you? 

This is one of the ~%urdens" of Leadership to respond to d~ese mundane requests, h~ fact d~is is what real feadersh~p boris down to .._ to take care of the details no 

one Nse wants ~o bod~er w~d~ (so NOT to just ~o i~responsiMy Mow off: these "~rritat~n~ people~’ that can’~ rea~fy help us)~ This ~s why leadership is a natural choice 

fo~ so few. Most of us are overwhelmed with the day to day operat~o~ of ou~ own ~ives. I understand a~l th~s BUT ~no man ~s an 

i~vo~ved in mankind, we ho~d ourselves to a hi~he~ standard, so we owe everyone a response. 

So Leadership CoandL ~ have he~rd from (:sro~k~e on th~s ~ssue, what say ~:he rest of you? 

Sent; Monday, Nay 20, 20~3 9:59 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
$ubje¢t= Re: Disse~ation Research Pa~icipation Recruitmenb Women’s Soccer Players 

An~[~ 

It sounds like a well thought out and planned research project and since we are not in ~hool it would ~ rea~nable to ~k the team to do. Might ~ well help out since 

we can~ 

That,s, 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 20, 2013, at 12:34 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Deahdra, 

t will copy my Leadership Council on this ~md let them decide. 

Fre~: deahdra bowler [mailto:dbowier@m¥.adler.edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 10:4.1 AM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Good Afternoon Coach Anson Dorrance, I’ve copied and pasted the email I originally sent to you while your players were still taking and preparing for 

their final exams. I hope this email finds you well and that your players will participate in my study if they so choose. 

My name is Deahdra Bowler, I am a clinical psychology doctoral student at the Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, IL. I am contacting 
you because I am recruiting female soccer players playing in the NCAA for a study I’m doing pertaining to factors of personality and their influence on 
body image. I found your email from the NCAA website coaches directory. If given permission to contact your players, I would send them an email 
inviting them to participate. Participation in this study is voluntary and there is no consequence if they choose not to participate. The study would 
require about 30-45 minutes of their time; all questionnaires can be completed online at their convenience. The research is being conducted as part of 
my academic requirements. The intention of the study is to help inform practices for professionals, including psychologists and others, who work with 
athletes, if you have any questions I would be happy to respond either by email:dbowier@my.adler.edu; or by phone: 773-744-5957. This research is 
being supervised by a core faculty and licensed psychologist, Lau~n Nichols, Psy.D, of the Adler School of Professional Psychology. Your agreement 
and permission to allow your players to participate would be greatly appreciated. 

Thankyou, 

On Mon, Apr 22, 2013 at 5:42 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV < _a_a_~R_r_~_@__ejLn_~i_l_:_t_Lr_Lc_:_e_st___u_> wrote: 

Sure last day is May 8th .... 

Frem: deahdra bowler [mailto:dbowier@m~,,ad!er.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 6:4-1 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Dissertation Research Participation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Thank you for you response and I completely understand. Would it be possible to contact you following the end of their exams? I roll be seeking 
participants tbr the next few months. 

Thanks again, 



On Mon, Apr 22, 2013 at 5:33 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

]h~mk ~.,ou for [:his .:_~ppor[:tmiW but we ~re about to go kd:o ex~ms and g~ven a choice t would n~t:her my ~iayers spend their time on thek studies 

preparation for their academic success. One day ~ wouM love ore of them to be chasing a PHD in sometMng themsNves. ~ hope you understand. 
F~m~ deahdra bowler [mailto:dbow~er@my.adler.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, April 22, 2013 6:12 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Disse~ation Research Pa~icipation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Good Afternoon Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is Deahdra Bowler, I am a clinical psycholog?~ doctoral student at the Adler School of P~ofessional P~’chology in Chicago, IL. I am 

contacting you because I am recruiting female soccer players playing in flrc NCAA for a study I’m doing pertaining to factoB of personali~ mad 

their influence on body image. I found yonr email from the NCAA website coaches directory. If given pem~ission to contact your players, I would 

send them ma email inviting them to participate. PaNcipation in this study is voluntary and there is no conseqnence if they choose not to participate. 

The study would require about 30-45 minutes of their time; all questiom~aires ca~ be completed online at their convenience. The research is being 

conducted as part of my academic requirements. The intention of the study is to help inform practices tbr prot~ssionals, including ps)~chologists 

and others, whi~ work with athletes. If you have may questions I would be happy to respond either by emaJl: dbomer(~my.adler.edu; or by phone: 

773-744- 5957. This research is being supervised by a core t~culty and licensed psychologist, Lauren Nichols, Psy.D., of the Adler School of 

Professional Psychology. Your agreement and permission to allow your players to paxticipate would be greatly appreciated. 

Thankyou, 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:38 AM 

glenn.wNtney@sportscoachradio.com 

IU:;: Maaay tha~Ms 

Thank you Glenn ._. with all of these wonderful recommendations I feel I should pay you a consulting t:ee. 

From: glenn.whitney@sportscoachradio,com [mailto:glenn.whitney@sportscoachradio,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 4:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Many thanks 
Another book recommendation: 
There is an I in Team, by Mark de Rond 

http://www~amazon,com~/There-Is-Team-Athletes-Performance/dp/1422171302iref=sr ~ l?ie=UTFS&qid=1369167039&sr=8- 
l&keywords=there+is+an +i+in+team 
Best regards, 
Glenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 10:41 AM 

i@gmaJl.com> 

Subject: RE: So Leadership Council, what say the rest of you? 

Thank you      ... th~-:m can t I~-:~ve this m your hands to contract the woman, let her know we are willing to do it, s~-:md out the surv~-:~y [:o [:he entir~:_~ team ~md copy 

me on all this? There was sLrong support to help this wornan wiLh her project frorn the Council. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, May 21, 2013 4:17 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: So Leadership Council, what say the rest of you? 

I.agme with ~ ! Dont mind helping out’. 

On May 21, 2013 12:41 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

This is one of the "burdens" of Leadership to respond to these mundane requests. ~n fact th~s is what rea~ leadership boris down to .... to take care of the details no 

one else wants to bother’ w~th (so NOT to just to irresponsiMy Mow off these "irritating people" Ulat can’t reN[y help us). This ~s why leadership b a natural choice 

for so few. Most of us are overwhelmed with the day to day operation of our own ~ives. I understand a~l th~s BUT"no mm~ ~s an ~sJand entke of ~tse~f~’all of us are 

invoN, ed in mankind, we ho~d ourselves to a higher standard, so we owe everyone a response. 

So Leadership Council t have heard from        on ~:his ~ssue, what say the rest of you? 

Sent-" Monday, Nay 20, 2013 9:59 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Disse~ation Research Pa~icipation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

It som~ds like a well thought out amd planned research project and since we are not in ~hool it would ~ reachable to ~k the team to do. Might as well help out since 

we can~ 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On May 20, 2013, at 12:34 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~ansong{email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Deahdra, 

I will copy my b:_~adership Council on this and let them decide. 

~m= deahdra bowier [ma~lto:dbow~er@my.adler,edu] 
Sent: Monday, May 20, 2013 10:41 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject= Re: Disse~ation Research Pa~icipation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Good Afternoon Coach Anson Dorrance, I’ve copied and pasted the email I originally sent to you while your players were still taking and preparing for 

their final exams. I hope this email finds you well and that your players will participate in my study if they so choose. 

My name is Deahdra Bowier, I am a clinical psychology doctoral student at the Adler School of Professional Psychology in Chicago, IL. I am contacting 
you because I am recruiting female soccer players playing in the NCAA for a study I’m doing pertaining to factors of personality and their influence on 
body image. I found your email from the NCAA website coaches directory. If given permission to contact your players, I would send them an email 
inviting them to participate. Participation in this study is voluntary and there is no consequence if they choose not to participate. The study would 
require about 30-45 minutes of their time; all questionnaires can be completed online at their convenience. The research is being conducted as part of 
my academic requirements. The intention of the study is to help inform practices for professionals, including psychologists and others, who work with 

athletes. If you have any questions I would be happy to respond either by email:.d___b___o__v__~j__e__r_@___m_y_:_a___d_J__e__r=_e___d__u_.; or by phone: ._7__7___3__-__7__4___4__-__5__9___5___7_. This research is 
being supervised by a core faculty and licensed psychologist, Lauren Nichols, Psy.D., of the Adler School of Professional Psychology. Your agreement 
and permission to allow your players to participate would be greatly appreciated. 

Thankyou, 

On Mon, Apr 22, 2013 at 5:42 PM, Do~Tance, Albert A IV <auson~)email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Sur~-’_~ la~.d: day is May 8th ..... 

From= deahdra bowier [mailto:dbowier@my.adler.edu] 
Sent: Monday, April 22, 2013 6:41 PM 

To: Donance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Dissertation Reseamh Participation Recnfitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Thank you for you response m~d I completely undersIand. Would it be possible to contact you following the end of their exams? I roll be seeking 

paxticipants for the ne~ few months. 

ThaJ~ks again, 



On Mon, Apr 22, 2013 at 5:33 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

]h~mk ~.,ou for [:his .:_~ppor[:tmiW but we ~re about to go kd:o ex~ms and g~ven a choice t would n~t:her my ~iayers spend their time on thek studies 

preparation for their academic success. One day ~ wouM love ore of them to be chasing a PHD in sometMng themsNves. ~ hope you understand. 
F~m~ deahdra bowler [mailto:dbow~er@my.adler.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, April 22, 2013 6:12 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Disse~ation Research Pa~icipation Recruitment- Women’s Soccer Players 

Good Afternoon Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is Deahdra Bowler, I am a clinical psycholog?~ doctoral student at the Adler School of P~ofessional P~’chology in Chicago, IL. I am 

contacting you because I am recruiting female soccer players playing in flrc NCAA for a study I’m doing pertaining to factoB of personali~ mad 

their influence on body image. I found yonr email from the NCAA website coaches directory. If given pem~ission to contact your players, I would 

send them ma email inviting them to participate. PaNcipation in this study is voluntary and there is no conseqnence if they choose not to participate. 

The study would require about 30-45 minutes of their time; all questiom~aires ca~ be completed online at their convenience. The research is being 

conducted as part of my academic requirements. The intention of the study is to help inform practices tbr prot~ssionals, including ps)~chologists 

and others, whi~ work with athletes. If you have may questions I would be happy to respond either by emaJl: dbomer(~my.adler.edu; or by phone: 

773-744- 5957. This research is being supervised by a core t~culty and licensed psychologist, Lauren Nichols, Psy.D., of the Adler School of 

Professional Psychology. Your agreement and permission to allow your players to paxticipate would be greatly appreciated. 

Thankyou, 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 

Deahdra Bowier, M.A., L.P.C. 
Doctoral Candidate 
Adler School of Professional Psychology 



U.S. Soccer Federation 

Women’s Youth National Teams Schedule 

2013 Planning 

UPCOMING SCHEDULE 
Start Date End Date Team City State/Country Trip Type Event Detail 

May 24 June 3 U-20 WNT G~vle Sweden Foreign Training Training camp & games vs. Sweden 

FUTURE PLANNING 
Start Date End Date Team City State/Country Trip Type Event Detail 

June 9 June 16 U-17 WNT Chula Vista Calif= Domestic Training Domestic training camp at OTC 

July 2 July 11 U-20 WNT Portland Ore. Domestic Training Domestic training camp at Univ. of Portland 

3uly~6 3u~25 U-17 WNT Carson Calif= Domestic Training Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 

August 4 August 12 U-20 WNT Carson Calif. Domestic Training Domestic training camp at NTC w/Japan 

~Ug 5 ~BD ~Ug !3 ~BB U-18 WNT C~6~ C~lif Domestic Training ~sti~ i~i~i~g ~m~ ~ N~ w/~ 2~ 

Aug. 10 - TBD Aug. 17 - TBD U-15 GNT Carson Calif. Domestic Training Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 
Aug. 22 - TBD Sept. 1 - TBD U-17 WNT TBD England Foreign Tournament Foreign tournament in England 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:29 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: {DlWSOC} USWNT ’][’raining Schedule 

ATT00001 .c; ATT00002.htm; USWYNT Schedule-May 22, 2013.pdf 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 11:20 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1; DTTWSOC@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {D1WSOC} USWNT Training Schedule 
Good Day Coaches. 

Attached is a~ ulxtated schedule of USWYNT events through August. 

All the bes~t. 

Rob 



U.S. Soccer Federation 

Women’s Youth National Teams Schedule 

2013 Planning 

UPCOMING SCHEDULE 
Start Date End Date Team City State/Country Trip Type Event Detail 

May 24 June 3 U-20 WNT G~vle Sweden Foreign Training Training camp & games vs. Sweden 

FUTURE PLANNING 
Start Date End Date Team City State/Country Trip Type Event Detail 

June 9 June 16 U-17 WNT Chula Vista Calif= Domestic Training Domestic training camp at OTC 

July 2 July 11 U-20 WNT Portland Ore. Domestic Training Domestic training camp at Univ. of Portland 

3uly~6 3u~25 U-17 WNT Carson Calif= Domestic Training Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 

August 4 August 12 U-20 WNT Carson Calif. Domestic Training Domestic training camp at NTC w/Japan 

~Ug 5 ~BD ~Ug !3 ~BB U-18 WNT C~6~ C~lif Domestic Training ~sti~ i~i~i~g ~m~ ~ N~ w/~ 2~ 

Aug. 10 - TBD Aug. 17 - TBD U-15 GNT Carson Calif. Domestic Training Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 
Aug. 22 - TBD Sept. 1 - TBD U-17 WNT TBD England Foreign Tournament Foreign tournament in England 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 2:15 PM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Hello 

Thank you 1:or sharing such a positive ernail, Usually a college kids ernail is laced with cynicism and sarcasm, Yours is very upbeat and uplifting. 

I am thrilled yo(a have rerouted your energy into things you enjoy and exploring new worlds, Yes, sometimes in athletics it becomes all-consuming and we live one 

dimensional lives as a result. This certainly has not happened to 

!! That so~mds w?ry exciting .,. f know ~his will be an e’,<tr~ordinary ~dw-_~ntt~re 

 is a soccer j~mkie ~md you are right: about h~-_~r skill: i~: is significanL 

’All the best /ou are kind to keep us in Lhe loop, IL sounds like your life is wonderful post soccer. Good for you!!! 

Fro~ !@live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 20:13 :t2:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A TV; Chris Ducat 
Subject: Hello 
Hey Anson, Dino, and Ducar, 

II. I know it’s been about a year, but I just wanted to let you ~uys know what I’ve been up to and to ~ive you a late congratulations on the national championship. I may not 

be playin~ anymore but you all can’t ~et rid of me that easily. I’ll still check in from time to time. 

Ps- will you Cc Dino I can’t find his email address 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 2:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Norti~ Caxolina has been featured. 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:support@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 22, 2013 3:15 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: North Carolina has been featured. 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

North Carolina has been featured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read fl~e m-~icle. 

Send tiffs e~nafil to teammates, alumni, and fancily to shaxe the news. 

If yon have any qnestions~ please contact us at ~_t_[[?i?£!~.~_t~?p_dj2&_~y___e_!2~£££_e_r_:_c_£_Lr~.. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase--update 

2013 PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase Athlete List.pdf; 2013 PWES FAQ - Coaches.pdf; pic31622.gif 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: womensshowcase@puma.com [mailto:womensshowcase(~puma.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 5:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: PUN~b~ Women’s Elite Showcase--update 

Hello! 

’]?his summer, we will be hosting the third annual PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase in Orlando, FL and would like to extend a reminder to mark the dates on your calendar. Welcoming the top 
female high school 2015 and 2016 graduates to the area, this is a one-of-a-kind event that should not be missed. The Showcase will take place July 17th and 1Sth, and will feature s~x games 
over two days of play We understand summer schedules are full of events, and ask that you please reply to this email to state your interest at your earliest convenience. We’ll confirm with 
you closer to the event, but look to reserve your place as we plan fi~r this great event. 

A list of confirmed athletes has been attached for your consideration, as well as a list of Frequently Asked Questions to help you prepare. We have also included the below link to our 2012 
Women’s Elite Showcase video so that you can get a better understanding on what this event is all about: 

http://www.youtube.corrgwatch?v UfHT634Hz5 c 

As always, should you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out. We look forward to seeing you there! 

Thank you, 
P~D~ YVES 

Description: cid:image001 .png@01CCOB37.6E327890 

(See attached file: 2013 PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase Athlete List.pdI)(See attached file: 2013 PWES FAQ - Coaches.pdf) 

woraet~sshowcase@puma.com To 
womensshowcase@puma.coru 

04/16/2013 12:24 PM cc 

PUIVIA Women’s Elite Showcase Invite 

bcc 

Subiect 

(Embedded image moved to file: pic31622 gif) 



WONEN’S ELliTE 
SHOWCASE 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. What is the PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase (PWES)? 

PWES is a program that brings together talented and carefully selected high school soccer 

players from around the country for three days of competition and soccer education 
experiences. 

2. Why should I attend PWES? 

This event will give you the opportunity to watch some of the best talent this country has to 
offer. The players will be from the 2015 and 2016 high school graduating classes. 

3. Who is attending PWES? 

In the coming weeks, we will be sending through a list of the confirmed athletes who will be 
onsite. Once onsite, coaches will receive an athlete booklet with further details on each of 
the participating athletes. 

4, How were the athletes chosen to attend? 

The athletes invited to the PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase are intended to represent the top 
talent in the nation at their age level. Athletes were selected through a variety of criteria 
including, but not limited to, their national team experience, ODP play as well as their 
age/graduation year, club and geographical location. The goal of the showcase is to bring 
together the highest level of talent in one location to compete against one another in front 
of top coaches from around the country. 

5. Where and when does PWES take place? 

This year’s event will take place in Orlando, FL. The site of the competition will be revealed 
in the coming weeks. PWES will be held from Tuesday, .July 16th (arrival date for players) 
to Thursday, ,July 18th (departure date for players). 



6. What is the format of the PWES? 

The PWES will have four teams made up of some of the best players in the nation. You will 
have the chance to watch each team play three matches, giving you a total of six matches 
in two days. 

7. When will the games actually be taking place? 

Play will begin first thing Wednesday morning, July 17th, and will conclude by early 
af[ernoon on Thursday, July 18th 

8. When should I plan to arrive and depart? 

Given the schedule of games, the recommended travel itinerary would be a Tuesday 
evening (7/16) arrival with a Thursday late af[ernoon or early evening departure (7/18). 
The closest airport to the facilities is Orlando (MCO) airport. 

9. Is there any travel information available? 

Once you have confirmed your participation you will receive additional information on the 
event including recommended hotels, airports, driving directions, local restaurants and any 
other relevant information. 

10. Is this an invite only event? 

Although we have only extended invitations to a select group of coaches, all college 
programs are welcome to attend the PWES. 

11. Who do I contact for more information? 

You can email PWES at womensshowcase@puma.com with any additional questions. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 23, 2013 4:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase--update 

2013 PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase Athlete List.pdf; 2013 PWES FAQ - Coaches.pdf; pic31622.gif 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: womensshowcase@puma.com [mailto:womensshowcase(~puma.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 5:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: PUN~b~ Women’s Elite Showcase--update 

Hello! 

’]?his summer, we will be hosting the third annual PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase in Orlando, FL and would like to extend a reminder to mark the dates on your calendar. Welcoming the top 
female high school 2015 and 2016 graduates to the area, this is a one-of-a-kind event that should not be missed. The Showcase will take place July 17th and 1Sth, and will feature s~x games 
over two days of play We understand summer schedules are full of events, and ask that you please reply to this email to state your interest at your earliest convenience. We’ll confirm with 
you closer to the event, but look to reserve your place as we plan fi~r this great event. 

A list of confirmed athletes has been attached for your consideration, as well as a list of Frequently Asked Questions to help you prepare. We have also included the below link to our 2012 
Women’s Elite Showcase video so that you can get a better understanding on what this event is all about: 

http://www.youtube.corrgwatch?v UfHT634Hz5 c 

As always, should you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to reach out. We look forward to seeing you there! 

Thank you, 
P~D~ YVES 

Description: cid:image001 .png@01CCOB37.6E327890 

(See attached file: 2013 PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase Athlete List.pdI)(See attached file: 2013 PWES FAQ - Coaches.pdf) 

woraet~sshowcase@puma.com To 
womensshowcase@puma.coru 

04/16/2013 12:24 PM cc 

PUIVIA Women’s Elite Showcase Invite 

bcc 

Subiect 

(Embedded image moved to file: pic31622 gif) 



WONEN’S ELliTE 
SHOWCASE 

Frequently Asked Questions 

1. What is the PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase (PWES)? 

PWES is a program that brings together talented and carefully selected high school soccer 

players from around the country for three days of competition and soccer education 
experiences. 

2. Why should I attend PWES? 

This event will give you the opportunity to watch some of the best talent this country has to 
offer. The players will be from the 2015 and 2016 high school graduating classes. 

3. Who is attending PWES? 

In the coming weeks, we will be sending through a list of the confirmed athletes who will be 
onsite. Once onsite, coaches will receive an athlete booklet with further details on each of 
the participating athletes. 

4, How were the athletes chosen to attend? 

The athletes invited to the PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase are intended to represent the top 
talent in the nation at their age level. Athletes were selected through a variety of criteria 
including, but not limited to, their national team experience, ODP play as well as their 
age/graduation year, club and geographical location. The goal of the showcase is to bring 
together the highest level of talent in one location to compete against one another in front 
of top coaches from around the country. 

5. Where and when does PWES take place? 

This year’s event will take place in Orlando, FL. The site of the competition will be revealed 
in the coming weeks. PWES will be held from Tuesday, .July 16th (arrival date for players) 
to Thursday, ,July 18th (departure date for players). 



6. What is the format of the PWES? 

The PWES will have four teams made up of some of the best players in the nation. You will 
have the chance to watch each team play three matches, giving you a total of six matches 
in two days. 

7. When will the games actually be taking place? 

Play will begin first thing Wednesday morning, July 17th, and will conclude by early 
af[ernoon on Thursday, July 18th 

8. When should I plan to arrive and depart? 

Given the schedule of games, the recommended travel itinerary would be a Tuesday 
evening (7/16) arrival with a Thursday late af[ernoon or early evening departure (7/18). 
The closest airport to the facilities is Orlando (MCO) airport. 

9. Is there any travel information available? 

Once you have confirmed your participation you will receive additional information on the 
event including recommended hotels, airports, driving directions, local restaurants and any 
other relevant information. 

10. Is this an invite only event? 

Although we have only extended invitations to a select group of coaches, all college 
programs are welcome to attend the PWES. 

11. Who do I contact for more information? 

You can email PWES at womensshowcase@puma.com with any additional questions. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 24, 2013 11:45 AM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr; 

EW: Persona] details Periodisation Mentorship 

Shelly, 

Can you work on this for me? 

From: Rick van Hour (WFA) [mailto:rick.vanhout@nvacademie.nl] 
Sent: Thursday, May 23, 20:t3 I:1:03 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Personal details Periodisation Mentorship 
Dear mr. Dorrance, 
We are currently working on completing the delegate book of the Pedodisation Mentorship next month. To complete the delegate book I would like to ask you to send me a 
photo (ID format). 
Make sure to send the item(s) before May 28th. 

Thanks in advance! 
I look forward to see you next month. 
Kind regards, 
World Football Academy 
Rick van Hout 

~ick van Hour 
Project assistent 

rick.vanhout@nvacademieml 

Postbus 48, 1190 AA, Ouderl,:mk aid Amste~ 
Burg, Stramanweg I021-, ll01 AA, Amsterdam 
T +31 20 363 
F +31 20 363 0914 

h ttp://www.world footballacadem¥.n I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 24, 2013 12:07 PM 

Masilou McFarlane <1 ~@gmail.com> 

I~E: NC Business Journal - quick interview with you ~egarding SportsBoard 

After’ 4:30 would be good 

From: Marilou McFarlane [mailto:1 e@gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, May 23, 201.3 3:1.3 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
O@msn.com Bartok; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu Ducat; Dino Palladino; Jason Sisneros,        s@gmail.com); Tom Sander; Dave McKibben 

Subject-" Re: NC Business Journal - quick interview with you regarding SportsBoard 

Hi, Anson. I’m copying Dave McKibben here, our PR guy, as apparently the reporter is slammed today and would like you to call her tomorrow. Sorry we’re having a 

hard time connecting and I have no idea of your availabili~ tbr tomorrow. Fingers cros~d you can connect with her! Thanks tbr trying! 

Dave caaa give you her contact info... 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 

On May 23, 2013, at 11:17 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(r-~ernail.uuc.edu> wrote: 

I have treedom now for a couph? of hours ..,, f am a[ work. 

From: Marilou McFarlane [mailto ~@g~_[[:~_£~] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 22, 2013 12:50 PM 
T~: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: NC Business Journal - quick lnte~iew with you regarding Spo~sBoard 
Morning, ~son. Had so much ~n wi~ home - so sad she’s now back in CH. Bm she’s loving her job with BCBS~ hard at work on their summer 

packet, ~st assured. 

Hey, they w~t to do an inte~iew ruth you, Sylvia Hatchell and Je~my Levy on your use of Spo~sBoaxd. ~y chance you ca~ ~ avafilable ~is tno~ng briefly? Should 

I give them your o~]ce ~mm~r or axe you ok m~ giving fl~em your cell? 

ThaWs so much. Here’s a fl~r to remind you of the benefits and u~s of SpogsBoard. 

Marilou McFarlane 

VP Business Development 

SportsBoard 

C: 415.272.2468 

F: 415.532.3234 

www sportsboard-win co m 

"iPad and iPhone Player Assessment Solutions" 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

Notice: The information contained in this message is intended only for use 

of the individual(s) named above and may contain confidential, proprietary 

or legally privileged information. No confidentiality or privilege is 

waived or lost by any mistransmission If you are not the intended 

recipient of this message you are hereby notified that you must not use, 

disseminate, copy it in any form or take any action in reliance of it If 

you have received this message in error please delete it and any copies of 

it and notify the sender immediately. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, May 27, 2013 11:49 AM 

Marcie D ~@gmail.com> 

natalie dorrm~ce (. ~!hotmail.co~n); t 0@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Attn: Anson Dorrance: ~econnecting.....it’s been awhile! 

l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Marcie, 

’All your ideas are excellent. We have actually atr’eady gone to speak to and train clubs that have sent us elite player’s and come to our te~rn camps so you are 

preaching to the choir. Even as recently as tMs past spring we spoke for an elite club ~n Orlando and one in Salt Lake C~ty. And the player resume is not as ~mportant 
as us beh~g able to see the player early (bg the summer between their freshman and sophomore year of high school ideally). 
F~m= Narcie D [mailto:mdemoss007@gmail.com] 
Sent~ Friday, May 24, 2013 11:38 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bje~t= Re: A~n: Anson Dorrance: reconnecting.....i~s been awhile~ 
Thank you for the information re~ardin~ team camp. 
~ have already begun sharin~ the information in hopes of sendin~ a team if not this summer certainly ne~ summer. 
Briefly wanted to update you on some of our plans ..... 
Recently, we have ~mmitted to a plan a~ Eclipse to take the club in a new direction to buil~ a top notch, premier club that will compete at the 
hi~hest levels. We have already made many ehan~es that will apply in the near term and will ~ontinue to make more ~han~es as needed to 
develop top players and teams. 
One of my newest ideas is to assemble a team camp ~ndraisin~ eommi~ee and early in the season have the top teams in each a~e ~roup 
~ommit and work ~owards a~endin~ team ~mp. ~ would put the UNC team camp at the top of our wish list, and ~ know my ~ad would a~ree 
with tha~ o~e~ive :-) ~ think it would be a i~ntastie experience for all who attend. 
Also, we recently started a "college outreach series" where we invite college ~oaehes to our club to ~ondu~t trainin~ sessions with our older top 
teams. The sessions were a huge success this sprin~. I have been re~nneetin~ and ~ommunieatin~ with many coaches a~ross the eount~ to 
line them up I~r ne~ season. ~ would be honored and super excited ffyou or a member of your team would be interested in hostin~ a session or 
possibly conduct a weekend mini camp for the teams to ~et a taste of what UNC team ~mp is like. (fyi....my dad lives right down the street 
from the ~mplex and said he would be more than happy to have you stay as a ~uesL....and su~ests that you brin~ your ~olf clubs a]on~) 
Last]y~ some advi~e....is their a template or a ~enera] ~oeument that ~oaehes pre[~r to receive from players who are interested in their 
program. Thin~s have ~han~ed since I was last involved in soccer and ~ want to ~ive my players the best advi~e on properly reaehin~ out. (and 
you would know bestS) 
~ know you are e~reme]y busy so ~ apologize if ~ am ~oin~ overboard with your time. I am ve~3~ excited to be ~ivin~ back to the ~ame and 
have set high expectations Ibr ~he Eclipse Girls Select Soccer Program. ~ am ve~; thankful and excited to have received your replies an~ look 
Ib~ard to t~rther communication and ~uture opportunities to kee~ in touch. 
Mareie ’Sparrow’ DeMoss 
E~lipse Girls Select Soe~r Club 

On Thu, May 23, 2013 at 3:12 PM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV <anson(a~)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Marcie, 

Exc~-Alent! We h aw-_~ one open~ng Je[t ~n Team Carhop for [:[~e summer ff you guys are k~tere~;l:ed. Check ~t out: www.ncgsc.com 

IV~V best to your da d~ 

Fmm~ Marcie D [mailto:mdemoss007@gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, May 22, 20~3 10:09 PM 

To: Do~rm~ce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Arm: Anson Donance: reconnecting.....it’s been awhile! 
Thank you so much for the message.....Just Perfect! 
I gave my Dad your best and he revealed a huge smile ...... which gave me much happiness for him! 
I am looking forward to bringing our top teams to eamp.....and staying in touch for the special one’s that we receive and are able to keep. 
My dad is looking forward to joining me and visiting whth you as well:-) 
~mareie 

On Wed, May 22, 2013 at 10:00 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

IVlarcie, 

We are a~ways looking for talent and ~ have no doubt you guys are do~ng ~t the r~ght way. P~ease g~ve my bes~ ~o your dad. You a~e brb~ging bad( memories of the 

good old days [:or 

A~[ the best[[ 

~: Narcie D [mail~: 
Sent~ Tuesday, May 21, 2013 10:00 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subjeet~ A~n: Anson Dorrance: reconnecting.....it’s been awhilel 
Hi Coach Anson~ 
I hope this email finds you doing well. It’s been many years since our paths have crossed ...... I am currently a trainer with Eclipse Soccer Club in Sugar Land, TX. 
http:H~’~.ecl~psesoccemlub.coml. You and I met when I played for Demolition Soccer Club in Sugar Land, TX back in the 90’s for my father, dohn Sparrow, through the ODP 
program and guest playing with former National Champions from Challenge Soccer Club. You and my father built a good relationship when he brought teams to the UNC 
Soccer Camps in the late 90’s and early 2000’s. 
I went on to play college soccer and have developed a passion for helping talented playe~ connect with college coaches based on player needs. I have enjoyed reconnecting 
with many college coaches that I knew as a player and later as a trainer. 
We have substantial talent in our club and with the new direction from our girls DOC regarding philosophy along with his unique training curriculum, the playem am getting the 
development needed to play at high levels. 
My hope is to communicate with college coaches so if the talent is compatible to the program I can recommend players to you that would be beneficial to your program. Hope 



to hear back from you soon. 
Regards ~ Marcie ’Sparrow’ DeMoss 
cell 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 12:00 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edu"~ 

l~E: Personal details Periodisation Mentolship 

Oh yeah back when I had hair ._ thanks Shelly!! 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent-" Friday, May 24, 2013 11:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; rick.vanhout@nvacademie.nl 
Subject-" RE: Personal details Periodisation Mentorship 

Mr van Hour 

Please see the attached photo o1: Anson Dog,ante. 

Olympic Sports 
[hJversiW o[’ North Caro~h:m 
Department eI Athletics 

Office 919.962~5220 

Fax 919~962.4038 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A W 
Sent= Friday, May 24, 2013 11:45 AM 

To= Streeg, Shelly 

Subject= ~: Personal deNils Periodisation Mentorship 

Shelly, 
~sn you work on this for me? 

F~m~ Ri~k wn Hou~ ~FA) [mallt~:rick.wnh~ut@nw~d~mi~ml] 
~ Thursday, May 23, 2~13 li:~3 AM 
T~ DoFFan~, Alb~ A ~ 
~j~ P~Fsonal d~ails P~Fiodisa~ion M~n~oFship 
Oe~F mr. OorF~noe~ 
~e are currently working on ~ompleting the delegate book of the Pedodisalion ~ento~hip next month. To complete the delegate book I would like to ~sk you to send me a 
photo (ID format). 
~ake sure to send the item(s) before ~y ~Sth. 
Thanks in adwnce~ 
I look fo~rd to see you next month. 
Kind regards, 
World Football Academy 
Rick van Hout 

Rick ’.,an Hour. 
PFoj,~K:[ assis[ent 

rick.vanhout@nvacadernie.nl 

Postbus 48, ~J.90 AA, Ouderkerl,: a!d Amst:e~ 
Burg Stramanweg 102[, 1].01 AA, Amsterdam 
T +31 20 363 0913 
F +31 20 363 0914 

http://w~,.worldfootballacademy.nl 
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8 Aug 25 Sun 2 4 
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2013 Schedule 
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Total 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 27, 2013 12:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Beast Of The East 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 24, 2013 3:42 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Beast Of The East 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

removed by 
sender. 
sincSports co 
m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 27, 2013 2:21 PM 

@gma~l .com> 

Subject: PalL: Chmnpions league 

Exceflen~ .... ! You are a wonderful finisher (that is why I recruited you), And ~f we can fie~ ~our fitness up and have you ps},chologica1]y shot out of a cannon ~]ke 

you were fo~ U~e ACC spring ~ournament, we are going to have a heck of a p~ayer~ (And yes, that center back has ’s heart~ 1) 

~ can’t wa~t as we~H~ 

From                      @gmail.com] 
Se~t~ Saturday, May 25, 2013 4:37 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bje~t~ Champions league 

Toward~ Lhe end o[ Lhe []r~L hail when ~ ~ had Lhe breakaway and ~]~ed h]~ ~hoL ]n~]de Lhe 12, ~ 
~ea]]zed Lwo Lh]n~. ~: ~ou have ~o bury chance~ wheneve~ you ~e~ Lhem cause you ~ay only ~eL one and 
it can decide the game (luckily he made up for itt) So I plan on working on finislning (not shooting but 
putting the ball in the back of the net 10/10) at least 2x a week. I want to become more comfortable with 

every surface of both of my feet and every possible bounce the ball could have when It comes to 

shooting. 2: By not flinching, the dortmund goalie showed fearlessness. I want to play every game like 

the last 2 I had, even if it’s only for 5 or 10 minutes, I want to be the toughest girl on the field throwing 
my body at everything and everyone, no[ being afraid that I could pass ou[ from exhaustion at any 
moment. Finally, I don’t think either team utilized corners/set pieces well. I know cause of my height I’m 

not necessarily needed for offensive corners/free kicks but I want to be involved in the attack so I’m 

going [o work on taking corners and set pieces, being able to place the ball exactly where it needs to be 
to at ]east give the goalie a challenge. 

I hope you’re enjoying your summer and that M’Liss is doing well. I already can’t wait for the falltt 

PS: I think maybe the Dortmund center back watched our BYU game cause he pulled a 

it didn’t work out for him in the end. 

Stinks that 

Sent from tny iPhone 



Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
From: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sent: Monday, May 27, 2013 2:28 PM 

To: {@yahoo.com> 

Cc: 

Subject: l~E: Champions League Final Saturday, May 25th, 2013 at 2:30 PM EST Bayem vs Dortmund 

I ksved it too!! Arid yes, you invest in the ball and your conffort next fall w~l~ ~mprove dramatically. You were excellent b~ the ACC Tournamen~ spring game: s~mple 
(~ thh~k the 5v2’s have helped your speed of p~ay and your passing confidence), hard and committed. 
And yes, the endre world can ~earn from the way gayern is a~ackh~g right now and your analysis ~s very good~ 
We are doing we~[, see you soonH 

E~,, .@yahoo.corn] 
Seat= Saturday, Nay 25, 20~3 5:06 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bject= Re: Champions League Final Saturday, Nay 25th, 2053 at 2:30 PN E~ Bayern vs Do~mund 
Hey ~n~ 

First of HOLY Cf~P~ ~ What a game~ [ With that mid however, I have never ~en m invested in a soccer ga~e that Barcelona was not playing in~ I can’t ~lieve how 

many times I jumped offthe couch m~d screamed. At one ~int my motn came in and asked ifI was okay~ Hahaha. 

Well anyways, I thought ~th teams had pre~~ solid ~ffom~ances. Persoaally I was inspired by their com~sum and t~h~que on the ball. EveW touch was preci~ 

and close, it was like the ball w~ "glued" m their foot. It ~es me how techNcal and com~sed they are but it’s all a result of time on the ~11. So for me to improve 

in tlmt aspect I need to spend more time on the ball. WNch I think the p~ket is really helping me mtl~ Eveu Tues&y and Thurs&y I feel myself geeing ~Rer, and 

I’m sure it’s small Improvements but it’s fi~at ~ost of co~dence that gives me an over all more confident feeling about myself as a playec which is e~cfly what I wanfi 

I alto liked their combination play and movement offthe ball and regardless of where I play that is m~ essential piece m all ~ccer players and the success of a team. 

Over all I ~i~ our team could learn a lot not only t?om fl~is game Ntt t?om all higher level of play. What I loved was how Bayem scored bofl~ of their goals. The flint 

remin&d me of the pro-game drill we do where we kake it end line and find a seem. ~d that is exactly what they did, we do that sometimes and it’s &ngerous but we 

don’t m it enough. Bayem at~nned to us to&y tha~ that works~ ~ Their second goal was a pefl}ctly timed mn into a seem ~ well. We do all "these things Ntt not all the 

time. Which as ?~u say sepa, ates the elite reruns from the average. 

Ho~ you and M’Liss a~v doing well. Give her my best. See you all soon’. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 21, 2013, at 2:18 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

t.adies, 

Your t~ex[: assigr~merq:, it yoL~ shouk’t decide to take R: 

l) watch the Champkms League Fina~ this Saturday and 

2) then send me your opinion of what you personally are going to wor]~ on from what inspired you in the game, 

3) And what our team can steal from the winner of the game to get to a higher ~eveL 

One short paragraph w~l suffice. 

F~m~ Soccer America [~afl~:news@socceramer~ca.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Nay 21, 2013 4:25 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~ject~ Soccer On ~: Tuesday, Nay 21, 2013 

[<,-,WRD ] ] 0 
Fuesday, May 21, 2013 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Copa Libertadores action on Wednesday. 

I<~-WRDI l0 jpg>l 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV p~ogramming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, May21 



No live games 

WEDNESDAY, ~4ay 22: 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores REAL GARCILASO-IND. SANTA FE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores FLUMINESE-OLIMPIA (live) 9 pm. 

THURSDAY; May 23 

ESPN2 

International Friendly CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores TIJUANA-MINEIRO (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Women’s Champions League WOLFSBURG-LYON (live) 12:30 pm. 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-KAISERSLAUTERN (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

International Friendly CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

FRIDAY, ~ay 24 

No live games 

SATURDAY; May 25 

FOX 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS DIRECK KICK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-CHICAGO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN2 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 
MLS KANSAS CITY-HOUSTON (live) 3:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-NICE (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES DOS 

France MARSEILLE-STADE DE REIMS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS NEW YORK-COLUMBUS (live) 5 pm. 



TBA 

SPORTSNET 

International Friendly CANADA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, i~ay 29 

ESPN2 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

SPORTSNET 

MLS VANCOUVER=MONTREAL (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, May 21,2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown 

[~:imageO01 ,j pg>] 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

I<,-:WRD 110.jpg>I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 27, 2013 2:33 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Subject: l~L: Champions League Final Saturday, May 25th, 2013 at 2:30 PM EST Bayem vs Dortmund 

Good k~sight ir~to Reus’ aggression when he dribbles a[ det:enses (it is electdt:ying! !!}. Dortmund plays effective high pressure agains[ the bes[ players in the world 
so tNs should ~nspire us to CORt~RUe to be the "best pressurizing women’s [eam ~n the world"H And you are SO R~GHT: "no ma~er how good our opponents are, they 
won’t be able to handle a ~ck of us hunting them down for the bail". 

I miss you too~ 
From: ~@9ma~l.com] 
Sent: Saturdav, Nay 25, 2013 6:41 PN 
To: Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subje¢t: Re: Champbns keague Rnal Saturday, Nag 25th, 2013 at 2:30 PN ~ Bavern vs DoRmund 
Hey ~son, 

Regarding our assignment for the champions league final. I was snppoNng Do6mund [~cause I always love an underdog but nnfo~nately they didn’t quite make it. 

After watching the game one thing I’d like to work on would be the pace that I ~ke players on one on one. Mayco Reus was incredibly good at this during the game~ I 

thought he was act~lly man of the ma~h. 

I know we were supposed to wfi~ about the wim~er of the game but the thing that s~ood out to me the most was the intense pressure Do~mund put Bayem under. This 

is sometNng I think we as a team could do to make teams who come across us l~ar playing I~C. We are alre~[y good at this but could always improve. Es~cially 
with the pace of ~ople lik, ~ etc...no ma~er how good our opponents are, they won’t be able to handle a pack of us hunting them down for 

the ~11. 

Anyways hope eveD~Nng’s good in the US, been miNng non stop hem. Miss yoa all~ 

On Wednesday, May 22, 2013, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Ladies, 

Your next assignmen[, if you should decide [o take it: 

:1) watch the Champions League Final tMs Saturday and 

2) then send me your opinion o[:what you persona[~y are gob~g to work on from what ~Rspi[ed you ~R the ~ame. 

3) And what our team can stea] from the w~nner of the game to get to a higher level 

One short paragraph wH] suffice, 

From: Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 4:25 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Soccer On TV: Tuesday, May 21, 2013 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



removed by 

sender. 

Tuesday, May21,2013 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Copa Liberladores action on Wednesday. 

i~i Image 

removed by 

sender 

Tweet This 

(Aft times £as~em unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local 

listings. _S___o___c__c___e__r__£_n____T___V__ is updated daily thteughout the week.) 

TUESOAY, ~ay 21 

No live games 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores REAL GARClLASO-IND. SANTA FE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores FLUMINESE-OLIMPIA (live) 9 pm. 

THURSDAY, ~"~ay 23 

ESPN2 

International F~iendly CHELSEA~ANCHESTER CI~ (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores TIJUANA=MINEIRO (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Women’s Champions League WOLFSBURG-LYON (live) 12:30 pm. 

Germany HOFFENHEIM-~ISERSLAUTERN (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

International F~iendly CHELSEA~ANCHESTER CI~ (live) 8:30 pm. 

No live games 

FOX 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSlA DOR~UND-BAYERN MUNICH (live 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER CI~-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSlA DOR~UND-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CI~-CHELSEA (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSlA DOR~UND-BAYERN MUNICH (liv@ 2:30 pm. 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER CI~-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVI$1ON DEPORTES 

ML$ D.C, UNITED-PORTLAND (liv@ 7 pm, 

MLS DIRECK KICK 

MLS D.C. UNITED-PORTLAND (liv@ 7 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-PHILADELPHIA (liv@ 7 pm. 

ML$ NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm, 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-CHICAGO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLO~DO-CHIVAS USA (liv@ 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 
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UBFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

international Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SUNDAY, ~’,~aay 2~ 

ESPN2 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SEATTLE 0ive) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS KANSAS CITY-HOUSTON (live) 3:30 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-NICE (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

France MARSEILLE-STADE DE REIMS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS NEW YORK-COLUMBUS (live) 5 pm, 

TBA 

SPORTSNET 

International Friendly CANADA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN2 

International FHendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (l~ve) 8 pm. 

SPORTSNET 

~L$ VANCOUVE R-MONTREAL (live) 10 pm. 

UNITS 

International FHendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 7 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2 pro. 

ESPN3,com 

international Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pro. 

international Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

...................... 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American SocceF League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Tuesday, May 21,2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(@,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 



Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
From: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Sent: Monday, May 27, 2013 2:42 PM 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Champions League Final 

How are you 

Love your sell:-analysis: you have the most powerfl~f strike on the team AND ’you are right yo~ SHOULD use it a~ ~VERY oppor~mity. You are afso on the $ about 
composure. There was not one thing you said that d~d not drip with truth, go~’, ~f we could get "WATCH SOCCER" into our culture we wou~d al~ ~mprove: 5 times a 
week? Too ambitious, stick w~th once or twice blot become ~ fan of a team~ I promise you once to get a reason to foJ~ow a team and become a fan you w~] look 
for~vard to EVERY game Vo~ can ~,al:ch them play. 
A~so excellent comment~; on Dortmut~d and Ba~,ern ..., [:here is the ~;eed o[ a soccer briton eme@ng, wel~ done! [ 

From Ngmail.com] 
Sent; Saturday, May 25, 20~3 9:24 PM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Champions League Final_i 
tley Anson, 
Wow, what aJ] excidng game[ I am definitely happy that Bayem got ~e win in the en& especially al~r that loss last year, but Do~und &d put up a] indet~figable fight. 
Do~mund ~Jly comm~ded its presence during fl~e first half as they dominated Bayem and challenged Neuer several time& but I fl~nk Robben, aAer missing 3 
impNnt opportunities, really kept Ns composure in the end m~d waJked away with an outsta~&ng assist and the game-wi~ng goaJ. I’ve got to had it to my fellow 
Dutcl~a~ ~cause he reaJly had one hell of a gmne. 
From watching an exceptional 93 minutes of soccec I found that them w~ a lot I could ~ke away to help improve my game. Fist and fo~most file shots that we~ 
~ken by Nth teams are sometNng I really focused on. For me, my shot ~wer is one of my strengths, but to do really take adva~ge of tNs I need to s~ ~ng a lot 
more shots in games. Shooting is just a choice Oust like you say a~ut mcNing) that I need ~ decide m invest in more becanse with my ~wer I could be hi,ing b~ls in 
the b~k of the net if I j ust decided to shoot. This summer other than j ust wor~ng on 1 v 1 s, I’ve also been wor~ng on shooting nnder pressure &s well as j ust t~ng 
some balls out to goal and shooting. I fi]i~ by forcing myself to deal witA pressure si~ations and constantly shooting I can develop my shot mid my comfo~ witA 
shooting so it will become more insdnctive. Com~)snre is a]~ a weakness of mine. Watching "these prot~ssionals play, I ~e how relaxed and compo~d they are in 
comparison to my spastic way of playing. As much as I know I need to work on composure, it’s not like it can just ~ changed overnight. Com~sure goes haJ~d and 
hand with ~ing com£)rtable on the ~ll, a~d that comes with jusl spending rime with the ball. My tbcus fl]is snmmer is not oNy to get into shape and live by the packek 
bnt it’s al~ to spend ~ much time with the bail as possible. ~fatc~llg Robbeu wifll the ball, es~cially on the I v 1 ~ jusl demonslrated how ex~fienced he w~ wifl~ 
his level ofcom~sure and how simple he made it look; this is what I ~pire to have. Finally one of the amouncers w~ constantly ~JMng aNut Bayem’s move~nent on 
and offfl~e ~l], aad tNs is mme&ing I would per~naJly like to work on as well. Ti~s ca~ ~ taught not o~dy from practice m~d tmi~fing, but also from just watcNng &e 
game. One of~ny other goaJs with smnmer is to WATCH SOCCER’. You have engraved this in~ our minds, m~d I’m ma~ng it a prone goaJ to a~empt to watch 
soccer at least 5 rimes a week. it is an a~]bifious go~, but I’m determined ~ follow &mu~h on i~ even ifk is just watcNng old gables. 
Onr team can learn so much from Bayem and Do~mund for that ma, er. SometNng that Do~mnd did s~ctacularly well was fi]ere pressure. Eve~)4hing was at a sprint 
and at times in the fi~st half Bayem couldn’t even breathe; they were forced to send long ~lls whenever they had the chance. Bayem players were having to cons~ntly 
change positions becanse Do~lmnnd w~ playing such e~mo~dinao~ defense ~d from fi~eir defense came ~me great oppo~mdes on the o~?nsive side. Our 
philo~phy at L~C is defensive pressure and I think it is red~ obvionsly why from watcNng tiffs game. If we continue the pressure tAat we put on teams like Duk~ mid 
Penn S~te, teans aze going to be [brced to play the Nrect game with usjnst as Bayem was forced to play. Also if we have the desire to shoot like Nil] offl]ese teams 
it will really Va2e our game ~ a higher level. 
ttope a]l is well with you and your l~mily, a~d you enjoyed washing fl~e game jnst &s much &s I did~ 



Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
From: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sent: Monday, May 27, 2013 2:51 PM 

To: @ear~Nink.nel> 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: Champions League 

Our kids have e~joyed playing pick up with you in Chapel tlill! They love your creative feet and are telling me tales of you schooling the "bnys". 

Excellent critique! And yes, lots of comments of the  de[’ense li’om all you teammates. Your "never turning off" comment is V[~RY insightful and this will get you onto our field 
faster. It is what got  and  on the field as starters their freshman year. the?, had the speed challenge you have but they made up for it by being relentless ALL 
T[IE T IMt~;. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~,@,earthlink.net] 
Sent: Saturday, May 25, 2013 10:37 PM 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Champions League 

WOW!!!t!!!!t !!! HI Anson, I recorded the game this afternoon and just finished watching it. That had to be one of the most entertaining games that I have watched in a long time. The pure 
determination on both sides is inspiring in and of itself. The beautiful attacking game of Bayern and the solid, well organized side of Dortmound, provided an unbelievable and historic 
Champions League Final. I was so impressed with Robben’s ability to anticipate the ball and pout~cing on it at just the right moment. For Robben to able to ha’~,e this special momunt in 
88th minute after 3 years of tough times, (losing in the World Cup Final and losing in two straight Champions League Finals) it was amazing for him and his club. Bayern’s front three did a 
great job interchanging and causing disruption in Dortrnound’s back line. Also, Ribery did a fantastic job getting to the end line to put in dangerous crosses in the box. I also would like to 
point out the unbelievable " goal line clearance to keep Dortmound in the game. It was hard work and grit that allowed him to make the sliding clearance offthe line. I took 
many things from this game like the importance of never turning off’. You ahvays have to be in tune with the game and always be aware of everything. And from the other perspective, I 
learned that you always have to keep pushing until the last minute because you never know- when an opportunity will present itself. Hope all is well. Looking forward to August. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 27, 2013 5:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 2017 Gifts Top 150 Debut, ECNL Event Recap, USSF’s New Director 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:news@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent-" Monday, May 27, 2013 8:30 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; 20:~7 Girls Top 150 Debut, ECNL Event Recap, USSF’s New Director 

20:t.7 Girls Top :1.50 Debut., ECNL. Event Recap, USSF’s New Director 

iiiiiill I ~4g~rlsclub ..... Iii in the 2017 graduatinq class is out, and San 
i~i~i I .................... l i Diego Surf forward is #1. 

I Find out who else made the 2017 Girls debut, 

I I $[!COND HALF SURG~i!! 
iiiii I l i ~-~-~-~-a----i~-~-[~---~-~-~-[~---~;-~-~-~---~-i-[---~-~---~-~-~ on the 
~ I I~ second day of action, as several clubs put in 

~ I I~ strong efforts after the break to come away 
~ I I~ with all three points, 

I NONE= ECNL PDA: Day One Recap 

I I 
~ I I~ The direction is not changing, but USSF is 

~ I I~ looking for a new person to take over for 
~ I I~ Youth Soccer Technical Director Claudio 
~ I I~ Reyna after he left the position last week. 

~ I I ~1 ........ 
d by I 

::~::~:: ~ ~::1 sender 



Check out our photos from day two at the 
ECNL National PDA Event. 

Nlan-U fans take matters into their own 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Featured Partner~ 

No, ~ Soccer Camps 

3oe Machnik’s nationally recognized No. ~ 
~ ...... ab;,~n~,. Soccer Camps has been the very best in 

providing "~o to goal" 
striker/defender/goalkeeper education coast 
to coast. 

With 24 locations nationwide and three 
distinct levels of training, No.~ has a 
campsite and program to fit every camper 
need. 

Become part of the No.~ Soccer Camp family 
and join the greater than 75,000 satisfied 
campers since ~977. 

Become the No.~ striker, defender, 
goalkeeper in your town, at your school, in 
your state~ See you at No.~ Soccer Camps 
near you this summer. 

Go to www.no~socc~rcamps.com to learn 
more. 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 27, 2013 5:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Sum~ner Showcase Reminder 

From: KISS Tournament [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, May 27, 2013 9:46 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Summer Showcase Reminder 
Happy Memorial Day from the KISS Tournament. Don’t forget to add 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

_~aol.com to your address book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 

Dear Coach, 
.lust a quick note to invite you to come join us for another great year of recruiting at 
the Kalamazoo Invitational Soccer Showcase (KISS). This year’s group of 
competitors are as good as we have put together! 
KISS~ The Boys: June 15-:1.6, 2013 

KI$S~ The Girls: June 22-23~ 2013 

Register Now! 
We will have about 80 teams each weekend from all over the Midwest for you to review. 

Profile Booklets will be available Friday evening during Team Registration at the 
Kalamazoo Soccer Complex (901 South Drake Road, Kalamazoo, MT 49009) between 6pro 
and 9pro. Or you can pick them up at the Kalamazoo Soccer Complex tournament 
headquarter site on Saturday or Sunday. 
Free lunch and dinner will be provided along with free drinks and refreshments 
available all during the event. 
Field and Area Maps are located on our website 
(www. kisstou rna ment.com/ma p05.pdf). 

Schedules will be posted on the website (www.kisstournament.com, scores.php) a 
week before the event. 

Register Now! 
Look forward to having you join us this year! 



If you have questions, don’t hesitate to ask, 

Alan Maxwell 

Tournament Director 
www. kisstou rna menL corn 
kisstou rn a m e n _t__@__a___o__!~__c__9____m_. 

Cell 

i%ilmage 
rernoved by 
sender 
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sender 

This email was sent to anson@email.unc,edu by kisstoumament@aol.com 
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KISS Tournament :: PO Box 4224 :: Carmel :: IN :: 46082 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, May 27, 2013 5:42 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

ILE: ’moments’ motiv quote 

Thank you Tom! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent-" Monday, May 27, 2013 12:40 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" ’moments’ motiv quote 

Attached. 

Tom SaJ~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 5:43 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr> 

EW: ’moments’ ~notiv quote 

Moments - from 2009 chmnpionship pmgan~e.pdf 

Can we put this i~ a form that I can put in my new quote book? 

I=rem; Sander, Thomas J 
Sent; Monday, May 27, 2013 :t2:40 PP1 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; ’moments’ motiv quote 
Attached. 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Moments 

In every game there are moments that d~fine us. The moment the ballis in front of 
you. The moment it goes by you- the moment it hovers in front of the goal- the 

moment it dances aroundyour a~fensive ’6’ in injury time of a nil-nil game..~h~w 
do these moments a~fine you? 

The answer is the essence of winning. Every moment is a chal~nge, a strugg~ - 
those who say they love chal~nges have never truly been chal~nged To be 

chal~ngedis tofeelthe ultimate in exertion, tears, sweat andto know that nothing 
comes easy andthe rewardmay not measure the a~gree of your sacrifice. The 

reahty is there’s no such thing as an honest day’s work - to win you must go beyond 
what you think you can do tofindthat the wellis a~eper than you ever imaginedit 

to be. 

you must a~fy honesty andhe to a mindthat begs you to slow down, ease in, take a 
rest .... at least for a httle whi~. The moment is allaroundus - it’s in every second 

of every game - it’s in the training session last night before your big game, two 
nights bej~re, and~finitely three nights. Moments waitj~r no one. They can’t be 

bought, sold, bribed, only earned, grabbed, seizedout of the soilofopportunity. 
Muddy faces, bloody knees, rippeduniforms, the fieldwhen there ’s only you, a wall, 
anda ball- these are the faces of those who grab moments. ~hat do you look hke? 

~hat do your eyes say? ~hat are you willing to do? The time is today, the 
opportunity is now, the moment is yours. Take it .... 

- T~evor Moawad 

Read to the team at the end of pregame before taking the field against Stanford in a 1-0 
victory for the program’s 21st National Championship at Texas A&M on December 6, 2009. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 6:17 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Subject: "All of the sudden, ruth one single shot Bayem took control and won the whole thing!" so let’s work on our finishing EVERY DAY’.! 

ta, 

You have made my day!!! To heat- you are working on your finishing every day warms my soul Your lvl confidence keeps getting better, so you will create your own chances every hall" 
And with this team’s potential (and individual brilliance) you are going to get the ball in many excellent finishing positions because you will have talented teammates creating chances for 
you ~n every half as well. This is the final piece for you It will make you lethal and productive AND in this particular attacking climate for the US Full Team where the?’ have several elite (and 
young) strikers, the compeution is fierce fi~r an opportun~, so this decision is necessary’. Also this fall is a platform for future professional glory I can’t believe how wonderful this 
opportunity has been for Amber to sign (without a tryout) for Bayern Munich (how cool has that been during a season when the?’ are Champion’s League winners) and to play so well in her 
first season in the Frauen Bandeslega. I know it had something to do with her being invited into this current Full Team camp. 

And I agree with you .... we are growing and getting better. The 3v3+1 HAS helped out combinational play, as I think the 5v2 prornntiorgrelegation has put pressure on all of us to irnprove 
our passing in tight spaces (isn’t it incredible how the men at an elite level can keep the ball under withering pressure and in tight space’.’). 

Your insights and analysis are on the money. And this staternent is why I WANT EVERYONE TO WORK ON THEIR FINISHING ALL SU~LMER: " All of the sudden, with une single shot 
Bayern took cuntrol and won the whole thing[ Next season there are going to be times when we can’t get a hold of the game or an opponent. We have to realize that with one single play- or 
one player who rnakes a decision to lead, we can win momentum back. " I want us to have another season we will never forget. As I said at half time of the Penn State game: "I want thern to 
write poetry- about you". Finishing abilitT will do it for us. 

You are nice to think oi [ .... I hope she blew their doors off as well!! ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Monday, May 27, 2013 3:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

’),hotrnail.com] 

Hey Anson! 

What a game[! I had so much fun watching and evelNthing reminded me of our tearn! One thing that was apparent from the very start was that no matter what level you are playing at it is 
incredibly difficult to score goals[ Both Bayern and Dortmund had so many chances in the first half and even at their skill level, could not put one away (granted both keepers played 
incredible). I have been working on finishing every day, and this final was a reminder that this is necessary if you expect to be an attacker. 

I saw- combining all over the field and it reminded me a lot of our spring season. Honestly- with the introduction of the 3v3 plus one game- this feels like the first season the team as a whole 
(as well as me individually) has grasped the concept. And I think this is even being reflected in the 1 lvl 1 games! 

Lastly, the game displayed how quickly momentum can change. This is something that any team must understand if they expect to ~vin big games Early on, Dortmund completely dominated. 
But towards the end of the first half Bayem took the game back. In my opinion, this happened when Ribery was fouled and the free quick resulted in a header on goal All of the sudden, 
with one single shot Bayern took control and won the whole thing[ Next season there are going to be times ~vhen we can’t get a hold of the game or an opponent. We have to realize that 
with one single play or one player who makes a decision to lead, we can win momentum back. 

I wish we could have seen Indi’s performance but I’m sure she did a~vesome! 

Hope all is ;vell in chapel hill! Can’t wait to get back. 

Sent from my iPhone 



Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
From: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Sent: Monday, May 27, 2013 7:04 PM 

To: ~gmall.com> 

Cc: 
, , ¯ ..... .... , , . ¯ ... , ¯ ..... ¯ ~ 

Subject: RE: Champions League Assigmnent! 

Excelfent analysis .._ Yes, you do have a soccer 

Thank you and we miss you too!! 

From                      ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Nonday, Ma~/27, 2013 4:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; Champions League Assignment! 

Hey Anson! 

Got to watch the game on Saturday with and her family. Had a good time all- around plus the game was super entertaining’. I eNoyed it a lot : ) 

Something that I noticed on Bayeru Munich’s squad especially was the passing-and-moving and timing of the runs...Robben is excellent at not wasting a run. He’ll wait, 

wait, wait, then explode and beat a defender. He’s also really quick but honestly he mostly beats people because he catches thetn offguard and uses tricky m~gles, like 

almost horizontal ones. And then a few times I saw l?hilipp Lahm do a couple of really nice passing and moving sequences in a tight space, which I would be forced to 

do at holding mid. I tlfink a lot oftitnes I’ll just pass aaad stop, or won’t support another player at the right angle. Got to work on understanding the game better in that 

space and seeing the openings. 

Bayeru Munich’s one-k)uch passing was phenomenal in the 2nd halt’. They were ca~ing Dortmund np, especially in the attacking third. I think our team conld definitely 

learu t]com their composure and thoughtti~lness in that area. Sometimes it seems like we get to the attacking third through a really nice series of passing but then we 

break down once we get there because we’re so tbcused on going straight at the goal. It was cool to ~e Bayeru go forwards-backwards-forwards a lot and slip it 

through that way. 

Miss Chapel Hill and miss yon guys! Excited to see eve~body in just a few months’.! 



Actions with the Ball that Determine the Effectiveness 

of Play in Women’s Football 

by 

Andrzej Soroka1, J6zef Bergier2 

Various actions with the ball performed by players during footbadl matches encourage continuous research on 

game observation to be carried out. It is of speciad significance in providing information about players and their con- 

tribution to the effort of the whole team. Both quantitative and qualitative records enable transformation of the in- 

formation obtained into data supporting training tasks. In the opinion of the authors, the determination of a win- 

ning team is q.~cted to the greatest extent by qualitative factors in the form qf coefficients of accuracy and efficiency 

of particular actions with the ball. A hypothesis was advanced in the study that in women’s football there are ball 

actions whose quality of execution affects winning a match, and that there exists a specific ranking of their sign~- 

cance. Analyses were conducted for nearly 18,000 actions performed with the ball by 130 players, competitors in the 

European Women’s Football Championship in 2005. Statistical tests applied in the study enabled difl..brences between 

teams of winners and losers to be defined, whereas the analysis of a discriminant function indicated which qualitative 

factors were the most significant and had the greatest impact on winning a match. A specific hierarchy of the 

sign~cance qf those activities was also elaborated in the study. The most significant activities that affected the victory 

were: 1xl play in defense, lxl play in offense, accuracy of passes and effective execution of dead-ball situations. 

Key words: Women’s Football, Championship, analyses 

Introduction 

Football is amongst the most popular sports dis- 

ciplines recently chosen by women. A decisive mo- 

ment in development for football was its adoption to 

the program of Olympics Games that took place in 

Atlanta in 1996. However, worth notidng is the fact 

that, taking Iran as an example, that women’s foot- 

ball meet in many countries considerable difficul- 

ties. Its inclusion in the program of the Olympic 

Games in Atlanta in 1996 should be regarded as the 

turning point in the development of women’s foot- 

ball, although it is worth mentioning that, as exem- 

plified in Iran, it still faces great difficulties (Fozooni, 

2008). The partidpation of women in football has en- 

couraged researchers to investigate the behavior of 

their organisms as affected by playing the game. 

Studies were undertaken to explore such issues 

linked with the specificity of a woman’s organism as: 

the menstruation cycle (Bonekat et al., 1987), body 

adiposity (Davis and Brewer, 1993), energy expen- 

diture (Krustrup et al., 2008; Miles, 1993), maximum 

oxygen uptake (Davis and Brewer, 1992; Krustrup et 

al., 2005; Rhodes and Mosher, 1992), morphological 

components of the body (McKay and Shephard, 

1988; Wells and Reilly, 2002), and recently also an 

extremely significant problem, namely injuries 

(Faude et al., 2005; Junge et al., 2006; Tscholl et al., 

2007; Junge et al. 2007). 

In order to study specific actions performed dur- 

ing the football game, the method of observation is 

ve~y useful because defining the players’ actions de- 
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livers information about the contribution of each of 

them to collective effort of team, as a whole (Barros 

et al., 2007, Di Salvo et al., 2007). Through the obser- 

vation, the structure and functional characteristic of 

football players form the world elite is described 

(Reilly et al., 2000, Helgerud et al., 2001). Research 

has also been carried out on the specifidty of 

women’s play in terms of their actions with the ball 

(Bergier, 1997; Bergier and Buraczewski, 2005, Ber- 

gier, Soroka and Buraczewski, 2008; Konstadinidou 

and Tsigilis, 2005; Tumflty and Derby, 1992) and 

distance covered during a match (Hewitt et al., 2007; 

Mohr et al., 2007; Scott and Drust, 2007). 

The range of issues linked with the specifidty of 

>,’omen’s football elucidated so far encourages fur- 

ther research into more accurate recognition of their 

contribution to the game. Special significance seems 

to be the issue of identifying those actions with the 

ball that determine >,’inning a match to the greatest 

extent. Their identification may, contribute to further 

rationalization of training aimed at achieving success 

in women’s football. 

Particularly interesting research issues refer to 

the most important premises for trainers, i.e. factors 

that determine victory.- in a match. Most authors 

analyzed shots at goal presenting san~ple data ex- 

emplified in the best national teams. The research on 

the symmetry of shots at goal in the 1978 World 

Championship (Starosta, 1988) showed that right leg 

was dominant among footballers - 69.8%. The oppo- 

site tendency, however, >,’as characteristic of the 

world champions - Argentinean footballers who 

showed the preference for shots with their left leg - 

56.2%. The issue of shots was continued by Wrzos 

(1991) who analyzed the1990 World Championship 

and pointed out that the winner (German national 

team) had the highest index of accuracy of passes - 

60.7%, and the index of effectiveness came to 12.8%. 

The research on the1988 European Championship 

and 1990 Junior European Under- 16 Championship 

(Bergier, 1998) demonstrated that winning teams 

had statistically much higher indices in dribbling. 

The analysis of the1994 World Championship 

(Loy, 1995) indicated that chan~pion and vice chan~- 

pion teams had the best indices in lxl play in de- 

fense: the index of Brazilian team was 69.5%, and of 

Italian team - 67.7%. These results were confirmed 

by Bergier (1998) who stated that in the play of sen- 

iors the action with the ball that determines winning 

a match is the effectiveness of 1xl play. Its indices in 

top teams come to 70%. 

The aim of the study was to identify, actions with 

the ball, and their qualitative dimensions in particu- 

lar, which have the greatest impact on winning a 

match, and the resultant differences and dependences. 

In terms of the research problem, the type of re- 

search was stipulated as empirical, which enables 

formulating conclusions that will be practically ap- 

plied in >,’omen’s football training in order to im- 

prove the effectiveness of play. 

The identification of factors that may determine 

success does not seem easy. However, such attempts 

should be undertaken even in the case of the imme- 

asurability of a sports discipline such as football. 

This will promote the intended improvement of the 

training process. 

Research hypothesis: 

1. In football game there are certain qualitative 

factors whose performance conditions the 

victory. There is also their specific rank. 

2. The players of victorious teams undertake lxl 

play more often than the players of losing 

teams and they perform it more effectively. 

Material and Methods 

The material for the study comprised observa- 

tions of all 130 women players who partidpated in 

the VI European Senior Women’s Football Champi- 

onship held in England in 2005. 

Observations were made for 15 (all) matches, and 

the total observation time reached 1380 minutes, in 

which analyses were carried out for nearly 18,000 

actions with the ball performed during the game. 

The research was empirical in character, and in its 

scope the most useful element turned out to be the 

method of observation, understood as intended, 

planned and systematic perception as well as gath- 

ering and analysis of facts, events and phenomena. 

From the applicatory perspective, the observation 

was indirect in character owing to the use of DVD 

records. The observation was conducted while 

playing back the football matches recorded previ- 

ously on DVDs from the TV broadcast. Analyses 

were carried out for: the accuracy of passes, effec- 

tiveness of shots, effectiveness of one-on-one play in 

general but also in offensive and defensive actions, 

and for the effectiveness of offensive actions that 

were classified as fast attack, positional attack and 

attack after a dead-ball situation, with a division into 

teams of winners and losers in each match.. 
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A statistical analysis of the study results was 

done using the Statistica software° Use was made of 

the Student t-test for independent variables, and of 

the Mann-Whitney U test for a lack of normal distri- 

bution of the variables. The tests were applied to 

determine differences in the qualitative factors oc- 

curring between teams of the groups analyzed. Ac- 

tions with the ball with the greatest significance for 

winning were identified by means of the analysis of 

a discriminant function. 

Results 

An argument for the advisability of the study 

undertaken was the fact that the authors have fo- 

cused on the basic actions performed with the ball in 

order to avoid the multiplicity of information that 

could hinder the proper conclusion. An additional 

advantage was that analyses were conducted as a 

whole (i.e. for all matches), for all players that par- 

ticipated in the Championship, and for all basic ac- 

tions performed with the ball. The level of signifi- 

cance was adopted at p<0.05 for analyses of differ- 

ences in the qualitative factors between teams of 

winners and losers. 

All the analyzed actions were observed to be per- 

formed with a greater frequency by the winning 

teams, which may indicate a considerably higher 

game activity in that group of teams (Table 1). 

A comparative analysis of the qualitative activi- 

ties of technical elements allowed the selection of 

those whose effectiveness of performance, in statisti- 

cal terms, significantly differentiated the teams of the 

winners and the losers. Such elements included: ac- 

curacy of passes, accuracy of shots, total effective- 

ness of lxl play, effectiveness of lxl play in attack, 

effectiveness of lxl play in defense, and effective- 

ness of the form of an offensive action (i.e. execution 

of dead-ball situations) (Table 2 and 3). 

Based on the analysis of a discriminant function, 

a search was made amongst the earlier selected vari- 

ables for those which contribute to group discrimi- 

nation, namely factors that affect significantly the 

winning of a match. 

Table 1 

Quantitative and qualitative differences in technical and tactical elements performed by the winning and losing teams 
Winning teams                      Losing teams 

Analyzed activity 
Number 

Accuracy of passes 5435 

Total effectiveness of 2351 

Effectiveness of lxl play in offense 1175 

Effectiveness of lxl play in defense 1175 

Effectiveness of shots 34 

Effectiveness of fast attack 15 

Effectiveness of positional attack 9 

Effectiveness of executing dead-ball 14 

*determined by accurate and effective actions 

Coefficient of                       Coefficient of 
Number 

effectiveness*                         effectiveness 

76,1 5091 67.4 

56.9 2351 43.5 

49.5 1175 35.7 

62.7 1175 49.4 

20.6 12 9.2 

17.2 6 8.8 

27.2 2 16.7 

27,7 4 6.8 

Differentiation of technical and tactical actions of the winning and losing teams analyzed by means of the 

Student’s t-test 

Technical 
actions 

Effectiveness 

of lxl play 

in defense 

Effectiveness 

of lxl play 

in often se 

Effectiveness 

of shots 

Table 2 

Winning teams                    Losing teams                  Student s t-test 

Mean value of Standard Mean value of Standard Value of Level of 

effectiveness Deviation effectiveness Deviation Student’s significance p 

coefficients coefficients t-test 

64.8 6.9 51.1 5.7 5.258 0.001" 

48.8 5.7 35.2 6.9 5.258 0.001" 

20.6 6,8 9.2 10.1 3.234 0.003* 

*determined by accurate and effective actions 
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In this way, variables were selected that formed a 

"model" to be used in further analyses: effectiveness 

of lxl play in defense, effectiveness of lxl play- in 

attack, accuracy of passes and effectiveness of the 

execution of dead-ball situations. The value of the 

general statistics of the "model" in the Wilks lambda 

test reached - 0.091, at F - 35.748. The lowest value 

of partial Wilks lambda was determined for the vari- 

able describing the effectiveness of lxl play in de- 

fense and the variable describing the effectiveness of 

lxl play in offense. Both variables had high F values 

of elimination. The variable describing the accvaracy 

of passes also appeared to show significant statistical 

differentiation. Despite a lack of significant differ- 

ences in the variable describing the effectiveness of 

executing dead-ball situations, it was also included 

in the formed "model" of a discriminant function. 

The significance of those variables is additionally in- 

dicated by the values of explained variables pre- 

sented as 1 minus R square (1-R2) a given variable at 

the inclusion of all other variables to the current 

"model" (Table 4). 

Another step of the study involved carrying out a 

canonical analysis that formulated a discriminant 

function. Owing to two groups of variables (i.e.: 

teams of winners and teams of losers), one discrimi- 

nant function was established following a rule that 

the number of discriminant functions cannot exceed 

the number of groups minus one. A low value of the 

Wilks lambda coeffident indicates a high discrimi- 

nating power of that root. Nearly total canonical cor- 

relation that occurred between the groups analyzed 

and the discriminant function, as well as a high 

value of the hi-square test, confirmed the signifi- 

cance and the power of the discriminant function 

formulated (Table 5). 

The formulated function explained 100% of the 

total discriminant power. Crude results of coeffi- 

cients after standardization explained and deter- 

mined the contribution of the variables in the ca- 

nonical function. The study showed that the greatest 

contribution to the formulated function was made by 

discriminant variables describing the effectiveness of 

lxl play in both defense and offense. In turn, the 

Table 3 

Differences between the winning and losing teams analyzed by means of the Mann-Whitney U test 

Technical activities Sum of ranks of the Sum of ranks of Value of U Mann- Accurate p 
winners the losers Whitney test 

92.0 14.0 0.001" 

78.0 22.0 0.001" 
119.0 41.0 0.078 
70.0 34.0 0.442 

112.5 34.5 0.028* 

Accuracy of passes 208.0 

Total effectiveness of lxl play 222.0 

Effectiveness of fast attack 181.0 

Effectiveness of positional attack 120.0 

Effectiveness of executing dead-ball 187.5 

*determined by accurate and effective actions 

Table 
Results of the selection of discriminant variables constituting the "’model" of variables to be used for further analyses 

"Model" variables Wilks Partial Wilks F of elimination Level of Tolerance 1-Tolerance 

lambda lambda (2.30) significance p value (R-square) 

Effectiveness of lxl play 0.264 0.346 33.98 0.001 0.542 0.457 
in defense 

Effectiveness of lxl in 
0.198        0.461            21.03            0.001          0.595         0.404 

offence 

Accuracy of passes 
0.123 0.739 6.350 0.021 0.794 0.205 

Effectiveness of executing 
0.108 0.841 3.398 0.081 0.892 0.107 

dead-ball 

Table 5 

Chi- square test of subsequent roots (discrimination functions) 

Eliminated root    Own value Canonical R Wilks lambda Chi-square p level 

0 9.930 0.953 0.091 46.634 0.001 
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discriminant variables describing the accuracy of 

passes and execution of dead-ball situations had a 

considerably smaller contribution to the function 

(Table 6). 

The significance of the effectiveness of lxl play in 

defense, the effectiveness of lxl play in offense, the 

accuracy of passes and the effectiveness of executing 

dead-ball situations was also indicated by the values 

of intra-group correlations between the primaty 

variables and the discriminant function (Table 7). 

Results of standardized discTimination coeffi- 

cients and those of structural coefficients enabled the 

establishment of a rank of significance of those ac- 

tions with the ball, during a game, which most 

greatly influenced the effectiveness of play during 

the European Women’s Football Championship in 

2005. The most significant actions resulted from ef- 

fective lxl play in defense and offense, accurate 

passes and effective execution of dead-ball situations. 

Discussion and Conclusions 

In research carried out on the effectiveness of 

men’s play in top football competitions an attempt 

was made to characterize the effectiveness of play 

actions with the ball performed by winning teams. 

The research concerned shots mainly (Starosta and 

Bergier 1992; Luthanen, Korhonen and Ilkki 1997). 

Based on this research, sample characteristics of shot 

effectiveness were presented on the example of the 

best teams. Over the years, greater attention has 

been paid to the search of actions with the ball that 

differentiate winning and losing teams by analyzing 

various game elements. Other studies indicated that 

in order to win, the effectiveness of lxl play is indis- 

pensable and particularly lxl play in defense (Loy 

1995; Luhtanen, Hayrinen and Vantinen 1999). 

The role of defense actions seems to have been 

noticed first by Brazilian coaches whose team de- 

spite of playing impressively, stopped achieving 

successes in World Championships in 1980. As prac- 

titioners and theoreticians stated then, one of the 

main reasons for the weaker play of Brazilian team 

was their worse preparation to play in defense. The 

improvement of players’ defense skills let the team 

in 1999 become the world’s best footballers again. 

High effectiveness of Brazilian team in lxl play in 

defense in the1994 World Championship was indi- 

cated by Loy (1994) in his research. The significance 

of lxl play, in defense was confirmed by the analyses 

of the1998 World Championship carried out by Lu- 

htanen, Hayrinen and Vantinen (1999). 

The significance of the ability of lxl play results 

from the fact that it constitutes the complex of con- 

secutive actions. In lxl play in offence these actions 

are as follows: the ability to dribble the ball, feints 

with the ball, body play; in lxl play in defense these 

actions are: overtaking an opponent, reaction or the 

lack of reaction to the feint movements, body play, 

the ability to perform sliding tackle. Moreover, it 

should be remembered that 1xl duels are performed 

at high speed and quite often in direct closeness to 

Coefficients of discrirnination function 

Discrimination variable 

Constant 

Effectiveness of I xl play in defense 

Effectiveness of lxl play in offense 

Accuracy of passes 

Effectiveness of executing dead-ball 

Own value 

Per cent of variation 

Function 1 

Crude Standardized 

27.708 

0.181 1.151 

0.159 0.998 

0.123 0.601 

0.020 0.442 

9.930 

100% 

Table 6 

Table 7 

Structural coefficients 

Discrimination variable Root 

Effectiveness of lxl play in defense 0.300 
Effectiveness of 1xl play in offense 0.360 

Accuracy of passes 0.292 

Effectiveness of executing dead-ball situations 0.173 
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the goal, thus good psychological preparation of the 

player is indispensable to canT out such action. 

So far, the search for the effectiveness of play has 

concerned the research on male teams. The research 

carried out by the authors of the paper concerned the 

play of women in the 2005 European Championship 

and confirmed the importance of the effectiveness of 

lxl play, espedally in defense, as a factor that de- 

termines the victory. The average number of lxl du- 

els played by women in the tournament analyzed by 

the authors was comparable with the research on the 

footballers of the Champion League carried out by 

Gerisch and Reichelt (1993) as well as by Bauer 

(1996) who made observations of the1996 European 

Men’s Championship. Diversity in frequency, and 

effectiveness of lxl duels depending on the position 

on the field was found among women as well as men 

(Loy 1998). 

The importance of the effective passes which was 

demonstrated in the research on the women’s play 

confirmed previous analyses of male teams (Dufour 

1993, Grand et al. 1998). There exists suggested by 

Yamanaka, Hughes and Lott (1993) as well as by 

Milijkovic, Jerovic and Simenc (2002) diversity in the 

number of passes which are conditioned by the 

competence of individual teams as well as by their 

level of tactical-technical advancement. In addition, 

the study enabled the identification of ball actions 

whose quality of performance determined victory in 

matches and the determining of a specific ranking of 

their significance. The most significant actions that 

influenced victory were: effective lxl play, in defense 

and offense, a higher index of the accuracy of passes 

and effective execution of dead-ball situations. 

The data obtained in the study have important 

implications for the training process of women foot- 

ball players. They indicate that effective lxl play in 

both defensive and offensive actions. Worth remem- 

bering, however, is the fact that such skills are 

an~ong the most difficult to master, for they test a 

player’s capabilities in direct contact with an oppo- 

nent without the possibility of any support from a 

team partner. Therefore, practical activities under- 

taken in the training process should include the de- 

velopment of that capability. 

Significant importance in this respect is also as- 

cribed to the quality, (accuracy) of passes - the basic 

action of play- during the game, and to the effective- 

ness of executing dead-ball situations. Mastering 

both those skills by women football players deter- 

mines their achievement of success to the greatest 

extent. 

The lack of similar studies on the factors that de- 

termine success in women’s football does not allow 

to deepen the comparative analysis in terms of con- 

ducted research. Such situation encourages research- 

ers to continue study which will enable to determine 

in a more precise way tactical-technical actions that 

condition the effectiveness in women’s play. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, May 27, 2013 8:39 PM 

bill palladino, ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Coach Dorrance- U20 Rep for the 

Sent from my VeHzon [A/,,;re/ess 4G L TE DRO/D 

....... Original Message ....... 
Subject: Coach Dorrance- U20 Rep for the I 
From: Play Atlantic <charlie@playatlantic.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

We have just lau~ched our new website and free coaches section thal 

has a hos~ of !¥e, at f~,~a~uF~,~s ~hat you can us~,~, 

One o{ these f~)a~uF~).s_" is [he ability to se, aroh throu,_qh our curren[ tis~ of 

student-athletes      be~ow), add them to your own vv~shl~st board 



piesse contact us 

and message them direc[ly ~hrough our system, 

For those el you that haven’~ done this already please click on the link 

below: 

system and an ernail will be sen~ ~o you wi~h youF usemame an~J 

instructions on how to Iogqn, 

Once logged in please set your new password so you can log in again 

at a la~eF date. 

Many Thanks, 

Chadie Bartlett 

Dire(:k~"I Play Atlantic Ltd 

0014158004501 (USA) 
charlb@pfayattan~ic.com I ~w~w.ptayatlanlk:.corn 

was in the 

team at last yes~s U20 World 

Cup. 

She’s a physically stron,~; 

ce, ntFal midfiek~ playe~" ~hat is 

wan~ing to ~o to college this 

coming 

If you are interested in finding out more about     please bg-in to out" 

f~ee system, where you will be able to see video footage of her 

pe,~forming. 

you have any questions please cow,tact us, ~hank you. 

Find us at ,,~t~,,.~,,’ playatlantic corn 

Copyright @ Play Atiantic Lid Aii ri.~tbt.s reserved 

Play Atlantic Lid 

Spolss House 

¯ £1:i~dlum Drive 

Ai~any 

Auckland 

New Zealand 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:45 AM 

Subject: I~NV: Congrats Women’s Lacrosse! 2013 NCAA National Champions! 

Ladies, 

b~ case you don"t have enough women"s soccer, women’s lax or men’s baseball championship jerseys! 

F~m= GoHeels.com Store [mailto:UN~arHeels@neulionne~ork.com] 
Sent= Nonday, Nay 27, 2013 7:30 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Congrats Women’s Lacrosse~ 2053 NC~ National Champions~ 

::~:: Image 

...... rern~ed by 

sender. 

© 2013 NeuLion All rights resel~’ed. To no longer 
receive these messages, please !Ln__s__!Lb__s___c_!~jt__Le_, 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 2:04 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Champions League 

Good insights and well written! And yes, I dream of speed as well (what would i[ have been like if I had 

Things are good in Chapel Hifl. 

BTW, what a weekend for the Tar Heels!! Baseball wins the ACC and Women’s ~ax wins the Nat~ona~ Champ~onship!!! AND baseball ~s the #:1. seed in the NCAA 

tournamentl! 

Sent~ ~oneay, ~ay z/, zuza b:40 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject= Champions League 

Hey Anson, 

I watched the ~ame on Saturday with ( 

The thin~ I love about these ~ames is the rhythm. Every player and the ball are always moving-- even in the simplest of situations, when an amateur player might ~et too 

comfortable w~th the ball at h~s feat or relax just a Mr, the professional is always lookin~ to create new an~les and options. Sometimes this means simple passes amon~ defenders 

just ten yards from each other, but even these smallest of movements can keep defenders on edge, create new looks offensively, and ~reatly reduce the number 

caught in possession (almost never in these ~ameM). Dino always talks with me about keeping tNn~s simple and keepin~ possession. The constant movement on and off the ball and 

the constant movement of the ball itself are all essential to this and thin~s I need to incorporate into my ~ame. I think this also plays into lot of the combination play stuff we’ve 

been doing. A combination play doesn’t always have to be a flashy final pass. Teams like Bayern, Dortmund, etc., so often use comMnation play ~n the most ordinary situations as a 

way of establishin~ or maintainin~ rhythm amon~ teammates, disconnectin~ defenses, and ultimately creatin~ new opportunities. As I think Summer noted, if the right opportunity 

is created, the most ordinary of situations can instantly become dangerous, and in only a few more passes, a team can get behind a defense. 

The other thin~ I took away was from watchin~ players like Robben, Ribery, and Reus with the ball at their feet. All of them obviously have speed that I can only dream of, but I 

love their chan~e of pace, and I think this is somethin~ any player in any position can utilize. After my hip injury, I definitely lost a step and I still try to force thin~s when I have the 

ball at my feet. It might have worked at one point, but it’s not ~oin~ to now. Not with my lack of pace and not with the players l’m ~oin~ a~ainst. A single-speed attack rarely works 

at the highest level, so I need to add deception and chan~e of pace to my repertoire. I think this is important for a lot of situations, not only ~v~. If I do that, I might create that 

half-step of space I need to play a ball out of pressure or spin away from a defender.., and avoid any situation that could result in a foot race or ~ettin~ caught in possessionll 

Lookin~ forward to watchin~ Bayern ~o for the treblel Hope all is well in Chapel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 2:04 PM 

.~aol.com 

I~W: FORI~U~L NOTICE: Background Checks for Smffof Residential Programs Serving Minors 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: nobody@notil},.unc.edu [mailto:nobodv~notil\,.unc.edu] On Behalf Of no reply@unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, May 27, 2013 8:18 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: Background Checks for StaffofResidential Programs Serving Minors 

TO: Vice Chancellors, Deans, Directors, and Department tteads 

FROM: Bruce Carney, Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

DATE: May 27, 2013 

RE: Background Checks for Staff of Residential Programs Serving Minors 

Recent issues involving alleged harm to minors (persons under the age of 
18) on some other college campuses have highlighted for us our responsibility to provide a safe and secure enviromnent for minors we welcome to campus. In August 2012, therefore, I 
charged a special Umversity task force led by Vice Provosts Carol Tresolini and Taffye Benson Clayton to catalog existing L’niversity-sponsored or third-party programs that bring minors 
to campus, examine processes for approving such programs, identi~ best practices for these programs, and develop recommendatinns regarding University policies and processes for 
overseeing programs for minors. As part of its work, the task force has conducted an initial survey to catalog Universi~ programs serving m~nors who are not current UNC-Chape[ ttill 
students. So far, we have learned of more than 125 such programs, some residential and some non-residential; visit https://provost, unc edu/filesi2013i04/t~’inal-Minors-on-the-Campus- 
informution-12-6-2012 pd£ to see a listing of these programs The task force’s work continues in earnest, and I expect that we will adopt a comprehensive policy later this year along wi[h 
other recowanendations to strengthen the practices of these programs. The policy being developed is intended to implement new safeguards for any programs (camps, academic enrichment, 
etc) that serve minors, whether operated directly by a L’niversity department or by an outside third party that operates such a program using University facilities 

Pending development of the full policy, the task force has made an initial recorrm~endation, which I have accepted, to require that any overnight residential prograru that ser~,~es minors 
conduct comprehensive criminal background checks for all program stafl; whether paid or volunteer. This requirement is for all residential programs serving minors (hereafter "Residential 
Programs") that are conducted on or after June 1, 2013. I expect that background checks will be required for all paid and volunteer staff of all programs ser,~ing minors--whether residential or 
non-residential--in 2014. 

Specific guidelines are as follows: 

1 ) Frequency, Timing, and Applicability of background checks 

A) EveW Residential Program must have doc~tmentation of a background check performed within the last year (measured from the last day of the 
program) on each program staff member, whether paid or volunteer. 

B) Background checks must be completed prior to a program staff meraber having any contact with ruinors as part of the Residential Program. 

C) This annual check applies to currently active University faculty, stafl; volunteers, or interns who will serve as program staff in a Residential Program, regardless of any prior background 
check(s) that have been conducted by the University. This means that in some instances, a new- background check on an existing University faculty member, staff meraber, volunteer, or 
intern ruay need to be conducted with the OHR Background Check unit. 

2) Costs and Scope of background checks 

A) The Residential Program will be responsible for bearing the cost of all required background checks. 

B) The background check ruust be equivalent to the one performed by the University on its prospective eruployees. 

i) UNC-CH Departments that sponsor a Residential Program must use 
the standard background check process operated by the University’s 
Ofihce of Human Resources (OHR)to satisfy the background check 
requirement for an?’ current University employees, students, or 
volunteers. The University’s newly revised Background Check Form 
includes a specific category for checks related to protection of 
minors 

ii) Programs operated by an outside third party using University 
facilities will satisfy this background requirement using a 
qualified background check vendor of their o;vn selection that is a 
member of the National Association of Professional Background 
Screeners. The University does not conduct nor take responsibility 
for 
background checks for third-party entities or organizations. However, 

i[’the 
outside entity does not otherwise have an arrangement in place with 
an outside background check vendor, OHR has arranged for referral 
to the University’s background check vendor (Castle Branch), which 
can 
provide information on available services. As a courtesy to the 
University, Castle Branch has agreed to conduct background checks to 
satisi~ 
the Universi[?"s Residential Programs requirement. Interested parties 

may call Castle Branch/Cert~fiedBackground.com at 
888-666-7788 (extension) 
or send email to candyh@certifiedbackground corn and reference 



background check package code UF32 

C) Regardless of the source of the background check, any such check must include the following elements: 

i) nationwide federal courts criminal convictions; 

ii) national sex offender registry; 

iii) criminal convictions in all states and counties where a staff member has previously hved or worked; 

iv) a residential history check to confirm that a program staff member has truthfully disclosed all prior cities and counties of residence; and 

v) if the program staff member’s responsibilities include transporting nrinors participating in the residential progranr, a mandatory driver’s license check. 

3) Reviewing the results of a background check 

A) Outside third-party residential programs 

i) The responsibility for vetting program staff for outside entities is entirely- the responsibility of that entity and its management. If the outside third-palty entity or its management has 
questions or concerns about the results of any" program staff member’s background check, they, should consult their own in-house hunran resources professionals or legal counsel for advice 
as appropriate. 

ii) The University does not have a role or responsibility in reviewing or interpreting background check results for individuals of such outside third-party entities. 

B) University Residential Programs 

i) If proposed program staff are found to have prior criminal convictions, University Departments must contact their assigned Employment and Staffing Consultant in OHR for assistance in 
reviewing these situations 

C) Effect of certain convictions or violations 

i) Any" proposed program staff member ~vhose background check reveals prior criminal convictions that involve a sex offense, crimes against children, or a serious violent crime involving 
assault or injury to others nray not be pernritted to have contact with minors in Residential Programs. 

ii) Proposed program staff members whose duties including driving and who demonstrate a past pattern of serious driving-related convictions may, not be permitted to drive minors as part of 
their duties. 

4) Reporting on completion of background checks 

A) Outside, third-party Residential Programs 

i) A representative of the University department that authorizes use of University facilities for the program or sponsors the program must register the program via an online registration 
system, available at http://ehs.u~ac edu/minorsi2013 shtml and veriI},’ that backgrou~ad checks have been completed. 

B) University Residential Programs 

ii) The sponsor of the program must register the program via an online registration system, available at http://ehs.unc.edu/minors/2013.shtml 
and verify that background checks have been completed 

I ask for your diligence in ensuring the prompt and comprehensive adoption of these new requirements within your areas of responsibility. 
To that end, please assure that this memorandum is distributed to all in&viduals who have involvement in operating or planning any University Residential Programs sel~’ing minors within 
your areas of responsibility. 
If your department or unit sponsors or facilitates the use of University facilities for outside third-parties operating a Residential Program sul~ject to these recommendations, please provide 
this information to these entities in a timely mauner and ensure that these entities comply 

If you have any questions regarding these new backgrou~ad check recommendations or the task force’s ;vork, please contact Vice Provost Carol Tresolini or Vice Provost Tafl}-e Benson 
Clayton. 

cc: Carol Tresolini 
Taf[~ye Benson Clayton 
Task Force members 

This email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,             2:15 PM 

~msn.com; ducm’@uncaa.unc.edt~       ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Montgomery, John R <flnon@unc.edu:,; Cmmingham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edt~; La~D" Gallo (athgallo@uncaa nnc.edu); 

Gwaltney, Clint ~cgw~Jtney@unc.edu>; Gary Bums (gary@ramsclub.com) 

RE: North Carolina Tar Heels top seed for NCAA baseball tournament - ESPN 

What a great weekend [’or the Tar Heels! ’]"he women’s lax game was a nail biter and baseball’s ACC Championship was the same (especially the Sat game vs NC State). 

I hope you and yours are doing well[! 

If you are incredibly bored check this out: www. sportscoachradio corn If you scroll down to April 1 lth, you will also see an mter\’iew with                I listened to mine to see ff I can 

recruit with it (I can!). It starts slow but heats up. I have not listened to       yet but I will 

All the best, my friend’.! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Mond~ay, 9:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~t A IV; ( 

Subject: North Carolina Tar Heels top seed for NCAA baseball tournament - ESPN 

After a nice women’s lax win, let’s hope we live up to the seed here... 

http:i/espn.~o.conricolle~e-sports/storyi /id/9315610/north-car olina-tar-heels-to p-s eed-ncaa-baseball-tournaraent 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 2:19 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gmaJd.com> 

I~E: FW: ACC Schedule Formats.xlsx 

Yh~nks Jasot~! 

From: Jason Sisneros i .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:46 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co:        ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Re: FW:     ACC Schedule Formats.xlsx 

The 4 team tournament puts more emphasis on the conference games - and I like that aspect. 

Jason 

On Mon.~    ~ ~ at 12:10 PM, Dorrauce, Albert A IV <~m~n(~rnaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

What do you boys like? 

From: Anthony Daluz [mailto:da~uz~u~edu] 

Sent: Friday,            1:00 PM 
To= Mark Krikorian (mkr~korian@admin.fsu.edu); qmiller@athletics.pi~.edu; Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Robbie Church 

(ti~b_~J%g[N_Lg_b~Jg_~¢_:¢~Jg); Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; tim san~ro; Randy Waldrum; Phil Wheddon (R~_~b_~J~_~}~Eg_~g); Steve Swanson 
(sswanson@virgiNa.edu); Charles Chugger Adair 
Subject: Fwd:     ACC Schedule Forma~.xlsx 

Please review the attached spreadsheet. It gives 3 scheduling format scenarios, showing what 

1.2 exg/8 non-conf g~anes/10 acc games/8 team acc tourney 

2.2 exg/8 non-conf g~anes/10 acc games/4 team acc tourney 

3.2 exit’ 8/9 non-conf games/9 acc games/10 team acc tourney 

Just thought a visual would be nice 

would look like if we played 3 different options: 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 
P.O. Box 7346 

Winstou Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4565 fax 
cell 

Image 
removed by 

sender. 

__w_3:_~_~!~2_~y__’_a_k__e__I_~2!2e___s_t_N?_R_r_l_}:__c_o_Ln_. 

wv~v.wakeforestgiflssoccemamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 2:29 PM 

........ ~live.unc.e&t> 

Subject: RE: update 

There is no better" training partner than your sister’. Just ask,           s, who wanted to win EVERYTHING so picked your determined sister to partner with ~n 

every technica~ test. And then WON EVERYTHING in technical testing w~th her. And now, of course, has been pu~led ~n (along with ~ n) to train with 

the ful] team (~ am IooMng forward to sharing w~th you guys thek camp experience reports). 

~ am sorry you guys lost state cup and I am sure (because you are a         e) that you competed I~ke heHH! 

Your ~ns~ghts of the final are on the money and yes, the styles are so d~fferent for these German teams when compared wRh the Spanish g~ants I also liked how 

you pulled in your own game and what: you are go~ng to locus on. ~: w~ll be a war to get on the field thb Jail and every humMe self-crith::~sm [oHowed by what you 

are gob~g to gr~nd on might be the margh~ to gel you on the fie~dH 

~ a~so can’t wNt to get more of that combative         ~ b~ood into trainh~g. See you soon!! 

Sent~ Nonday, Nay 27, 2013 10:23 PM 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ update 

Hey Anson! 

Hope you’re doing well. Just wanted to shoot you a quick update on my training_.rve been doing the packet and I trained with    when she was here and she sent you our 
lvl scores from a few weeks ago - she’s a great training partner for me and always pushing me to get better, I’m lucky to have her to train with. Unfortunately she had to go 
back to Chapel Hill for her internship so I’m on my own now! The packets been going well and this past week I played 2v2 with 2 of my guy friends who play and are very 
athletic and a girl from my club team who’s going to play in college next year. We played with us two against the boys and won 2, tied 1 and lost 2 (3-1, 3-2, 3-3, 1-2, 2-3). 

I’ve been working at Twitter in San Francisco for my senior internship and graduate in 2 weeks and then I will be in Chapel Hill for pretty much all of July to train with    and 
some of the girls on the team. Until then I will be playing with a WPSL team with lots of D1 players and a few international players this summer which should be fun and also 
make me better. 

I had to watch the Champions League final that I recorded this morning because my team was playing in State Cup on Saturday. I had an assist but we lost in the State Cup 
final 2-1. Cal North was the wildcard though so as finalists we also qualified for regionals which are in Hawaii this year. Unfortunately its super expensive and T’d be gone for a 
long time to only play a few games, so I’ve decided to stay here and train and play with the WPSL team. 

In terms of the assignment for watching the final here are my two cents .... 

First off I was very impressed with the game and I thought it was cool watching 2 German teams go at it. It’s definitely a different style of play than Barca or some of the other 
european teams, I feel like the Germans play more of a physical and tactical game and it’s maybe a little less technical player to player than Barca for example. I thought 
Dortmund did a great job in the first half staying on their front foot and taking Bayern out of their rhythm -- that’s something I think Carolina does really well. Tactically I think 
Bayem was more advanced in terms of their movement off the ball and finding the seams to each other (Robben’s run before his goal was perfectly timed), but Dortmund 

never gave up (I loved Subotic the Dortmund center back’s run to save a Bayern goal) and throughout the game the goalkeeping for both sides was incredible. I really liked 
watching the different surfaces that the players were able to strike the ball with - their through balls and passing had so much finesse, and I think thats something that the 
women’s game can take after and something I personally am working on. Something else I noticed was the ability of all of the players in the air. The height of their vertical 
jump, the distance with which they can head the ball as well as the intent of direction and control was really fun to watch. That’s something I want to work on because I’ve 
always been able to get away with my sheer fearlessness to head the ball and as a result I win a lot of headers, but I know that at the next level and in college the extra 
finesse with my head will make me a much better player. All in all it was a great final, and I think Bayern deserved the win, but Dortmund sure held their own out there. 

Sorry for the long email, hope you and M’Liss are doing well. Can’t wait to be in Chapel Hill-- I’ve been looking forward to this for a long time now! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LE’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, ; 2:36 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edn 

I~NV: Matt Robinson Friend of Anson 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:57 AM 
To; Daniel Coyle 

�::¢-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Matt Robinson Friend of Anson 

Dan: 

I was copied on Anson’s reply to you the other day. Love Talent code I have used as a required text for International Coaching Course I lead www.t,del.edu!ICECP 

and as Anson mentioned he will be leading a discussion on use of Talent Code for an NSCAA Director of Coaching Course I organized. Again, Talent Code required 

reading. 

For interest of you, I did a study for US Soccer that focused on Primal Cues for National Team players, "What are the potential variables that sets a player off to 

commit to deep practice" so that can attain that level. I have shared results with Anson and have three articles written that I am waiting for US Soccer to ok for 

release. Also, Anson and I have a book proposal we would like to begin working on that is on Primal Cues. Anson is the one who came up with the idea based on 

a conversation we had where he said, in the current recruiting environment where he has to offer scholarships to ~L5 and 15 years olds, his accuracy of picking is not 

as good as when he was offering :17 and 18 year olds. Why is it that some kids although they have played on the best clubs, received the best training etc, are not 

committed to becoming the best, not committed to doing what it takes to be a Tarheel Female soccer player? If interested I would be happy to share the 

prospectus for the book. 

By the way, even if you disregard all of those championships Anson has won, Anson is still the best. He amazes me on a regular basis with insights, curiosity and 

willingness to explore and try new ideas in his pursuit of excellence. 

All the best in all you do and would love to chat some time in the future. 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Program Director, Sport Management 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Director of International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:50 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

FW: How to Win Friends and Influence People (Including Your Recruits) 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf O~ Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, i ~ 9:11 AM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; How to Win Friends and Influence People (Including Your Recruits) 
You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Volume 9, Issue 22 

How to Win Friends and Influence People 
(Includin!l Y our Recruits!) 
When it comes to selling and interpersonal relationships, the master of them all is Dale Carnegie. 
Even if you’ve never read his legendary business books, you probably have heard of one of his 
most famous titles: "How to Win Friends and Influence People." It is considered one of the 
foundational texts of sales and communication best practices in the business world. 
Is there a way to apply his principles into your recruiting efforts? You bet. 
Here are the first three of his six famous principles, with some slight adjustments for college 
coaches and their recruiting needs: 
PRINCIPLE #1: Become Genuinely Interested in Other People 
Sounds simple enough, doesn’t it? And yet, for many of today’s college recruiters, this is the one 
that is the most difficult - or certainly the most frustrating. 
The primary reason this develops into a rather large hurdle for many coaches is because of the 
two conflicting points of view... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Experience 
by Mike Davenport, Coad~inqSportsToday.com 
Coaches aren’t born knowing how to coach. 
Why would anyone make an assumption that coaches DON’T need to be taught how to 
coach? 
Why would I assume because I’m competent at one thing, like making a PB & J sandwich, that 
I know enough to be competent at the next level of difficulty (souffle) - without some help? 
Drivers are taught. 
Doctors are taught. 
Teachers are taught. 
Coaches, not so much. (Did you know that that United States is one of the few developed 
countries that does NOT have a national coaching education program?) 
That is about as crazy as it comes... 
CLICK H ERE TO CONTI NUE 
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SERVICE ACADEMIES FACE RECRUITING CHALLENGES 



For most every cadet playing football at one of the three service academies, a 
fourth-quarter drive deep in an opponent’s territory will not be the most hostile 
environment they experience. Recruiting teenagers to play at Army, Navy or Air 
Force adds to the challenge for coaches. (::LICK HERE 

GET THE LATEST RECRUITING NEWS, TIPS AND STORIES 

Summer is here, but that doesn’t mean recruiting news takes a vacation. Want 
to keep up on the latest info, and get exclusive recruiting tips from Dan Tudor? 

Follow us on Twitter! CLICK HERE 

i:~ Image removed by sender. NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

FREE WEBIHAR TGDAY! 
"Positieaing Yourself Right Away" 
Summer means a new batch of recruits to begin contacting. 
And that means some friendly hand-to-hand combat between you and your prospect as you 
fight for position in the recruiting relationship. 
So, how can you position yourself right from the start so that you are more in control of the 
recruiting process, and better able to design an experience that will attract them to you and 
your program? 
[f that’s a question you would want answered, click here at 10am PST/ ~.pm EST today for 
another in our continuing Recruiting Education On-Demand series for college coaches. 
This 20-minute webinar will help launch your next recruiting campaign effectively from the 
word go! 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Friday Deadline Registering for 

They’re everyone from double-amputees who have been featured in Sports illustrated, to world renowned 
sales and recruiting experts, to the leading voices in college sports recruiting media. 
And you have the chance to meet them face to face in just three weeks at the National Collegiate 
Recruiting Conference in Charlotte, North Carolina on. 
If you’t~ on the fence and not sure it’s worth the time and investment to be there, click the link below...I think 
you’ll see the light and want to be a part of it. And why it will be the most important educational weekend of 



your coaching career. 
We’re previewing our line-up of speakers and what they’ll be talking about (and why you need to hear them)._ 

CLICK HERE FOR THE NCRC PREVIEW 
Can’t be there in person? Consider becoming a Premium Member. Each conference session will 
be loaded to our exclusive member video training center a in the days and weeks following 
the conference, giving you access to all of the training (as well as the extra training and 
information we give our members and clients every week) 

CLICK HERE FOR MORE INFORMATION 
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Image removed by sender. TRS Client Program 

by Mike Griffith, mlive.com 

Michigan State coach Mark Dantonio revealed what he shares with recruits during a business 
leadership seminar on campus this week. 
The movie "The Blind Side" would lead one to think it’s all about handshakes and eating meals 
at the recruit’s home, but Dantonio explained how he deals with young men from a business 
perspective. 
Tf there seems to be a more serious tone about the Spartans’ players than most programs, it’s 
because Dantonio prefers to recruit like-minded athletes who come in with a purpose. 

[n Dantonio’s seven years of recruiting for the Spartans, only three recruits have "flipped" and 
gone back on the word after shaking Dantonio’s hand in good faith. 
Dantonio used a corporate profit-sharing model to explain how he gains a higher level out of 
his efficiency out of his players... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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CHECK YOUR 



We want to know what your specific needs are as we head into the hectic Summer recruiting months, as we 
put together our game plan for sewing and supporting all of you as you scout, plan and prepare for the 

campaign. 

Along with asking for your checklist, we’ll be giving you a few key things to focus on with your staff in the 
month to come. Watch for it in a few days, Coach! 

Not a TRS Client? C,_l_!.q_k.__..h_e._r.e__.. 

Want to become a Premium I~ember? Click here. 

Have questions? Email Dan directly at _d___a___~@__d___a__B_t___u___d___o___r__.___c__o_____m__. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, ~ 3:08 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; .~ @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: #1 US College Soccer ID Camp! 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner [mailto:news@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, I 12:33 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: #i US College Soccer ID Camp! 

















From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 3:13 PM 

~@uga.edu> 

Subject: RE: Champions League Final 

Good insight i~Lo Lhe "speed of play" of the elite players and teams. And you are right about Robbe~, he is sort of an enigma ... brilliant one day miserable the 
next. But tNs day he was VERYGOOD~ 

From: @uga.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, Hay 28, 20~3 ~:52 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
SubjeCt= Re: Champbns League Final 
I got the chance to watch the game las~ nigN and what I was ve~7 impressed with ~om Bayern was how the consent conscious movement kept each individuaJ 
involved in the game. The m~iofity of the time no matter where a player was located on the field it was rare to see more titan throe a~uches token. This repetitive quick 

ball movement was created by the players constant and wo~hwhile movement into sNce for each other. When ~is hap~ned, this allowed ce~uin players such as 

Robin m find his gaps and give Nm Ns opp~unities m ~m~e people on with his s~ed and skill a~d push the N~un~ which ul~dmately rewaxded him and his team in 

the end. The team unity on Bayem allows each individual to play and unders~mnd their role tbr the 

A1Nough I’ve never ~en a huge fan of Robins tbr no ~Ncular ~e~on ha I did learn from him while watcNng. The way he uses his ~ce and s~ll to fool defende~ is 

so fun m watch. Even though eveD~one lmows he’s t~?ing to get it on his le~ he s~ill h~ ~e abili~" to do ~ I would love to master the abili~ of having complete consul 

of the ~11 like he does at ~11 speed. 

HoN all is well’. 

On May 28, 2013, at 10:50 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~iemedl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Your verLicM is so good, if we can get you to go ~fter it, you could become a franchise p~yer. 
Also your self--analysis ~s exce~ent! No~ bad on your match ana~ys~s as welH~ 
How ~s you Lrainb~g go~ng w~th Jenny? How are the biweekly lv$ battles goings? Are you recording everything ~n your Champions Atma~ac? Are you 
working on your shooting? 

Sent: Nonday, Nay 27, 2013 7:57 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Champions League Final 
Hi Coach Anson[ 
rm e~remely happy that Bayern got the win on Saturday[ It was a wondeffu~ game to watch and both teams did a tremendous job. The aspecN of my game I 
would ~ke ~ improve from wa~Nng the game is my presence in the air and my decision making. ~e Germans are ridiculous in the air and I wish I was as 
fearless as they are. ~ey never consider shying away from any ball. They make it look so easy~ And for my decision making, I need to improve on when to ~ke 
a player on lvl, when to combine with a teammate and when I should shoot. Sometimes I’ll slow down once I get the ball and think about what I want to do. 
Instead I should already know what my ne~ move is and not have to ~ke the time to think about it. ~is will make me much more difficult ~ mark. 
I believe Do,round ~ost because they couMn’t keep pressuring Bayern in their own half. In the first half, Do,round dM a good job and kept pressuring the ball the 
best they could and because of this, they were able to dominate that half. But Bayern kept t~ing and never gave up. ~ey also had a good defense other than 
the PK that was given. UNike Do,round, Bayem was e~remely creative in their offensive third. Be~een Robben, Ribe~ and Nandzukic, they were able ~ make 
things happen. However, the player I was aNe to learn the most from was Robben. Even though he missed a few chances on goal, he made things happen. And 
eventually, through his perseverance, he was able to score the game winning goal. He never let those missed chances get to his head. He kept his composure 
and worked as hard as he could for 90 minutes and his hard work paid off. 
Hope you have a great day~ 

! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)v 

Tuesday, May 28, 2013 3:14 PM 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

~aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

RE: Sports Board 

Rob, 
My staff are the on÷s using it I will defer to them to follow uD with you, Boys, olease follow up w~th its va~ue as you see 

P~m: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, May 28, 2053 ~:54 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Spor~ Board 
Hello ~son. 

I hoN all is well wi~h you and your fmnily. 
Recently I had a conversation with Spots Board (C~egg, Ma@ou) in which they expressed interest in the NSCAA paane~ng wi~ fl~em. Ofpfima~ tbcus seemed to 

be a desire to have the NSC~ certil}~ showcase events that ofl~red rostem to college coaches in an Excel format. 
They mentioned that you a~e using Score Board. What are your thoughts on the product, a~d do you hmze thougNs on the NSC~ having a connection to them? Your 

insigh~ will ~ apprecia~d. 

All the bes~. 

Rob 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Arm Ave, Kansas City, KS 66~0~ i 9~3 362 $747 x ~0~5 1953 362 3439 

Wisconsin Of[ice: 920 674 439~ I Cell: 

NSCAA,com I Twitter: (~NSCAA I Facebook 

Join us ~n Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August 1-~J 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 3:31 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisnero~ ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Sports Board 

From: Robert Kehoe [rnailto:rkehoe@nscaa.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:18 PM 
To: Dorrance, AIDetI: A iV 

Cc: _ . ~aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Re: Sports Board 
Thin,ks Anson. 

I’ll look forward to receiving feedback frotn your associates. I have another conversation with Spo~ts Board tomorrow so a~y insights prior to that call roll be useful. 

All the best. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Program~ I National Soccer Coache!~ A~ociation of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66]0J_ i 93.3 362 3.747 x 3.03.5 191.3 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920 1574 4393. I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

On , at 2:14 PM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV wrote: 

Rob, 
My staff are the ones using it 1 will defer to them to follow up with you. Boys, please follow up with its vakJe as you see it. 

From: Robert Kehoe [ma!!to:rke[~oeC@nscaa~com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Sports Board 
Hello Anson. 

I hope aJl is well with you and your fa~nily. 

Recently I had a conversation with Sports Board (Ohegg, Mmylou) in which they expressed interest in the NSCAA partnering wifll them. Of primau focus seemed to 

be a desire to have the NSCAA certify showcase events that ofl’ered rosters to college coaches in an Excel format. 

They mentioned that you are using Score Board. What are your thoughts on the product, and do you have thoughts on the NSCAA having a connection to them? Your 

insights roll be appreciated. 

All "the best. 

Rob 
Rob K~ho~ 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of Arnerica 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 661.03_ i 91.3 362 1.747 x 1.01.5 193_3 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office!: 920 674 4393_ I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Join us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:29 AM 

~duke.edu> 

l~L: Matt Robinson Friend of Anson 

From: :@duke.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 20:[3 6:28 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Matt Robinson Friend of Anson 

On May 28, 2013, at 2:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~ema~Lunc.edu> wrote: 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mjrobins@udei.edu] 

Sent; Tuesday, May 28, 2023 6:57 AM 
To: Daniel Coyle 
1:::¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Matt Robinson Friend of Anson 

Dan: I 
was copied on Anson’s reply to you the other day. Love Talent code I have used as a required text for International Coaching Course I lea d._v_~___v_~___v_~_:__u___d___e__Le___d___u_i_!__C___E___C___P- 

and as Anson mentioned he will be leading a discussion on use of Talent Code for an NSCAA Director of Coaching Course I organized. Again, Talent Code required 

reading. 

For interest of you, I did a study for US Soccer that focused on Primal Cues for National Team players, "What are the potential variables that sets a player off to 

commit to deep practice" so that can attain that level. ~ have shared results with Ans~n and have three articles written that ~ am waiting for US Soccer to ok for 

release. Also, Anson and I have a book proposal we would like to begin working on that is on Primal Cues. Anson is the one who came up with the idea based on 

a conversation we had where he said, in the current recruiting environment where he has to offer scholarships to 15 and 15 years olds, his accuracy of picking is not 

as good as when he was offering :17 and :Ig year olds. Why is it that some kids although they have played on the best clubs, received the best training etc, are not 

committed to becoming the best, not committed to doing what it takes to be a Tarheel Female soccer player? If interested l would be happy to share the 

prospectus for the book. 

By the way, even if you disregard all of those championships Anson has won, Anson is still the best. He amazes me on a regular basis with insights, curiosity and 

willingness to explore and try new ideas in his pursuit of excellence. 

All the best in all you do and would love to chat some time in the future. 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Professor 

Program Director, Sport Management 

Director of Sport Research, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Director of International Coaching Enrichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred E. Lerner College of Business and Economics 

University of Delaware 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:41 AM 

@aol.com 

Subject: 

You are so thoughtful to send such a swee[ and considerate enlaif. I will be sharing this with my team and recruiting classes so they will appreciate that the "core 

values" of our program will impact positively in ALL aspects of their lives post--graduation as well as their soccer lives while they are here. 

And please come back and visit, as a reward for o~r 2012 National Championship and the men’s 20I:[ National Championship, our athletic director has redesigned 

the McCaskill Soccer Center and a part of the face lift is an entire wall of action photos of EVERY former Tar Heel that played professionally. Yes, your picture is up 

fronl th,-_~ days you played in the WUSA!! 

Frem: kkamholz.t2@aol.com [mailto:kkamholz12@aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 20:t3 8:46 PM 
"re: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hi Anson, 
I know you probably get more email than you know what to do with but I wanted to shoot you a quick email and say thank you. Thank you for never letting any player or young 
lady you coach settle for mediocrity! As I’ve embarked on my professional career away from the game I’ve quickly learned just how easy that is to do and so many people just 
settle for less than their best. You pushed my boundaries way outside my comfort zone but more importantly you taught me how to push myself and expect nothing but 
exceptional effort in all that I do be it work, parenting, friendship, etc. I think about you and Dino often especially when I out sell someone and just keep on pushing because 
after all we don’t want to just beat someone we want to crush them and leave them thinking what the heck just hit me.(-; I hope you do realize how you change lives and how 
the short time we have with you at Carolina is really life changing even if we don’t realize it or appreciate it at the time. 
Most imuortantlv I want you to know I’m always thinking of you and M’Liss I’m just sorry I don’t let you know more often. Hope she is doing better. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 10:54 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Mt Hood Challenge - four days left to save’.! 

From: Mike Morris-Tournament Director [mailto:mike@tournament-services.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 20:[3 :[:[:46 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Mt Hood Challenge - four days left to save!! 

Register TODAY - pay by August 

We reaJize that teams can choose which tournaments to participate in and we are tlmlled that so many of you have once again chosen the Mt Hood Challenge. As of 

today, we have close to 200 teams registered (compared to 149 on May 28 last year) m~d this includes teams from British Columbia. California. Idaho, Montana, 

Nevnda (new this week), Oregon, Utah, Washington & Wyoming. With 569 teams in 2012, we are sure to be well over 600 teams in 2013 and maybe very close to 

700 teams. 

You do not want to miss the tournament of the year. Register before midnight on June l and you will receive the $100 eaJcly-birct discount. As always, you can visit the 

website, www.mthoc, dchallen~e.com or call either of us with your questions. We look tbr~vard to ~eing you at team check-in. 

Mike Morris 

Toumaa~ent Director 

Mt Hood Challenge 

503-317-7576 

~?comcast.net 

Valorie Wes~dund 

Tournament/Travel Coordinator 

Mt Hood Challenge 

503-740-6734 

valorie(i~wusc.net 

TOURNAMENT HIGHLIGHTS 
Awesome Game Schedules - Can accommodate coaches with two teams 
TWO passes per team to the Nike Employee Store 

FOUR Game Guarantee tbr every temn 

EVERY team advances to the playott~ 

Premier, Gold, Silver mad Bro~e Divisions - play at your own level with mmay other teams 

Three referees- Ull 8v8 division 

Three referees - U9, U 10 championshp matches 

Scores available via text message within 45 games after each gaa~e 

Personal Travel Coordinator 

If you do not wish to receive any further emails from Tournament Services, Click Here 

Click Here to read our opt out policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 3:31 PM 

Ballen, Ma~fi ~a K < nbal en@unc edu-~ 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Katie Couric Show 

This is awesorne Martins!! I witl TIVO it!! 

Fr~ra: Ballen, Plartina K 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 2:19 PN 

To: UNCAA-Ever~one 
Subject: Katie Couric Show 

All, 

I don’t usually send this type of email out to everyone, but i’ve had a number of people in the department ask me when my 

would be on the Katie Couric show. The back story for those who don’t know is that my husband wrote a book titled, which is about a 

. The book has done really well and                                   , to talk about the book on Katie’s show, 

which airs this Thursday (tomorrow at 3 pro). I am pasting a promo that was prepared by Simon & Schuster. 

Martina 

Website/Facebook Post: 

Award-winning sports reporter             b author of                    joins Katie Couric for a special appearance with his         . Tune in to "Katie" this 

Thursday to hear         inspiring story about the challenges and triumphs of raising a child with        http://ktie.tv/3[950UzS 

Martina K. Ballen 
Senior Associate Director of Athletics and CFO 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
PO Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Office (919) 962-2715 
Cell 
Fax (919) 962-0125 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 3:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: {D 1WSOC} NSCAATravel.com - Providing Hotel Options For Summer Recruiting Travel 

ATT00001 .c; ATT00002.htm; PastedGraphic-2.pdf 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 2:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; D1; DIIWSOC@soccerlists.org; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org; NCAAD-II@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {D1WSOC} NSCAATravel.com - Providing Hotel Options For Summer Recruiting Travel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 3:38 PM 

Doug Sporrer <Doug.Sporre@kellerisd.net> 

Crothers, Ti~nothy W <tcrothe@e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: Queslion 

I totally support this and agree with it. Figure out a way to make it harder o~3 the starters, hi soccer its easy: starters play one touch, reserves are unlimited etc Can 

you give the reserves an extra player,? Sv6? Make it t~ke it fo~ th~ ~serv~s and make ~t 8~ve it up for the starters~ 

You s~:~l have ~:o make the scrimmage competitive. If you can;t sp~ between the ~wo ~deas O¢ stact w~:h your two "ew~n" teams 8rid say ;’last 5re mim~tes of this 

session I w~l pick the bes~: 5 to scrimmage the reserves". 

Go get ’era bro!~ 

From= Doug Sporrer [mail~:Doug.Sporrer@kellerisd.net] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Nay 29, 2013 2:~ PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~c= Edley Griffiths 
Subject= Question 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I read your book, The M~n W~tchinq, 3 years ago and it truly changed the way I coach our girls basketball team here in Keller, Texas. Thank you. If you have the 

time to respond, I have a question for you. You may have addressed this in that book, but I went through all my highlighted sections and didn’t see it so thought 

would send you an email. 

In the past I have always split our team into 2 balanced groups for scrimmaging purposes, contests, etc. each day in practice. Next year I was considering putting the 

starters in one group and the subs in another. I was thinking this because we will have no seniors next year and I really want to create competition in practice. I 

want the ability to sub girls in and out of the "starting" team in practice if they are not performing well or if a sub is performing exceptionally well. At the same 

time, I don’t want to mess with their psyches too much. 

If you have the time, I would love to hear your thoughts on this idea. I am also copying our girls soccer coach here in Keller as I know he will be interested in 

hearing your thoughts as well. 

Thank you, 

Doug Sporrer 

Keller High School Girls Basketball 

Government 

Go KGB! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, May 29, 2013 3:57 PM 

Sporrer, Doug <Doug.Stx~rrer@kelleri ~.nel> 

I~E: Question 

No problem 

From: Sporrer, Doug [mailto:Doug.Sporrer@kellerisd.net] 
Sent-" Wednesday, May 29, 20:13 3:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Question 

gppreciate the quick response. That all sounds like good ideas....Lhank you. Sorry, one more quesLion. Any chance you allow people Lo watch your practices at the 

start of each season. Even though I coach ~asketbal], ~ would love to come ouL some season and catch a [:ew of your practices be[:ore we star’t school Thanks a~ain. 

S~ncere[% 

Doug Spotter 

Keller t-Hgh School Gi~~s Basketball 

817-~1-.2750 

Go KGB! 

Fmm~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Nay 29, 2013 2:38 PN 

T~ Spotter, Doug 

¢~ Crothers, ~mothy W 

Subject~ RE: questbn 

Doug, 

~ totally 5;uppof[ [:his and agree with ~t. Figure ou[: a way to ma]qe ~[: harder on the 5;tatters. ~n soccer ~ts eas;v: starters play one touch, reserves are urdim~ted e[:c Can 

you give the reserves an extra player’? 5v67 Make it Lake it for the reserves and make it give it up for the sLarters? 

You sL~ll have Lo make the scrimmage competitive. If you can’t sp~it between the two ~deas. Or start w~Lh your two "even" teams and say ~%st five minutes of this 

session I wN pick the best 5 to scrh~mage the reserves". 

Go get ’era 

Sent~ Wednesday, May 29, 2013 2:~ PN 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A 
¢e~ Edley Gr~ff~ths 
Subjeet~ Question 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I read your book, The Man Watching, 3 years ago and it truly changed the way I coach our girls basketball team here in Keller, Texas. Thank you. If you have the 

time to respond, I have a question for you. You may have addressed this in that book, but I went through all my highlighted sections and didn’t see it so thought I 

would send you an email. 

In the past I have always split our team ~nto 2 balanced groups for scrimmaging purposes, contests, etc. each day in practice. Next year I was considering putting the 

starters in one group and the subs in another. I was thinking this because we will have no seniors next year and I really want to create competition in practice. I 

want the ability to sub girls in and out of the "starting" team in practice if they are not performing well or if a sub is performing exceptionally well. At the same 

time, I don’t want to mess with their psyches too much. 

If you have the time, I would love to hear your thoughts on this idea. I am also copying our girls soccer coach here in Keller as I know he will be interested in 

hearing your thoughts as well. 

Thank you, 

Doug Sporrer 

Keller High School Girls Basketball 

Government 

817-~1-2750 

Go KGB~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 10:46 AM 

Da~iel Coyle ~gmail.com> 

Matthew J Robinson (mjrobins@ndel.edn) 

RE: 

I look forward to connecting as well. And as I mentioned earlier, if there is anything you consider interesting that you think could stimulate our NSCAA discussion 

that I will be leading soon in Birmingham (England} on THE TAI.ENT CODE please send ~t to me. Obviously, ~ w~l[ credit the source. 

A~ the besL my [dend[ 

F~m= Daniel Coyle [mailto       @gmai[.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Nay 29, 2013 5:~ PN 
Tet Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: than~ 

An~ 

Yoffve just made my day and my week. 

Thin,ks for ~ur ~nd words -- a~d for lit~ng me up wi~ Ma~ Robinson. I’tn fascinated by the new p~iect he mentioned you were wor~ng on -- pfimaJ cues. rm 

loo~ng fo~-ard to ~l~ng mo~e, sharing, and hoNthlly having a coffee or beer win you betb~e too long. I want to learn more a~ut that cul~re ofyours~ 

Have a good, safe trip, m~d ~ke care. 

Best, 

Dan 

On Mon, May 27, 2013 at 12:46 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Dan~ 

ir.:mi~:’s iabotmd rhe rei~son ~ ci~n’t make it (~ think my strength coach will be ~:here wRh yot~ BTW) is I am ~ectur~ng on The rla~em: Code in Nrmingham, ~?ngland in a 

NSCAA Direc[ors o[: Coaching Course. 

~n fact, ~f there is more I can share w~th these coaches on the essence of "player development" in my lecture that is not ~n the book, please send ~t to me. Whatever 

you have dug ~Jp oB "culture" would be wonderful, in fact. ~ can he~p prh~e the pump for the sale of your next book~ I love where my culture ~s r~ght now. ~ want to 

find out, is this just luc]~ (I hi~e recruited some ~ery good ~)eop]eileaders, ~s it just them) or i~re some of the th~ngs f am doing k~pa(:dul (of course it w~ll be some 

kind o[ combination}? 

A]~ the best, my friend. And keep churning [hem out .._ your books are not oNy excellent and conversational, they are app~icaMe. 

F~m~ Daniel Coyle [mailto:       (@gmail.com] 
Sent~ Friday, Nay 2~, 2013 5:08 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Su~ject~ than~ 

Hey ~son, 

Than~ for the shont-out on tJ~e sp~scoach radio inteB’iew -- made my day. 

By any chance, are you going ~ be in NYC for the Leaders in Peffommnce coherence ne~ month? It wonld [~ great to catch np with you. Just sta~ed a new pr~ect 

that you might lind interesting. Topic: culture. 

Best, 

thetalentcode.com 

thetalentcode.com 



Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
From: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:21 PM 

To: ~@gmail.com> 

Cc: 

Subject: You are the way you choose to spend your time! 

[ will check with compliance (the NCAA rules) and see what we can send you. 

I was hoping you WOLHd enjoy all the emails so you can see how committed we are to player development. Your potential is off the charts but orfly in proportion to 

what yot~ wHI ~nvest in your game. And I am glad you watched and enjoyed the Champions League F~nal becat~se ff you cm~ become passionate about the bal~ and 

the game NOW, Vot~ w~ll be twice the p~ayer by the time yot~ get here. And a~l you st~perb 2014’s can respond to what extent you Hke. We don’t have a ~ot of 

here. We understand that ew~rvthing ~n life ~s a series of choices. What a~ of ~s in Chape~ HH~ are hoph~g ~s that e~ervone that ~s on the ~:eam already and everyone 

we have recruil:k~g cornm~tments ~rom ~:ruly have the amb~t~ot~ to becofTH~ the best they can be. If you do, then hopefully, you will do the r~ght l:hh~gs to get to your 

potential. Now [he resson ~t HAS to ~e a choice ~s BECAUSE WHAT ~AM CHALLENGING YOIJ ALL W~TH IS NOT EASY]H~ Some of you will make [hese d~fl:icult choices 

and some of you will not. And of co~rse that ~s humam What everyone will learn on either s~de of the commitment dMde ~s there wN be choices flowed closely by 

cow, sequences. So understated you have to gracefully accept where ever yoL~ ~re because h~ some way you have chosen 

And o~ course l:h~s is life. 

Chris was jus~ u~) at ~he PDA Tournament up ~n Jersey~ he was go~g (:racy texting me how well all o~r recr~s were doing. Every future Tar Heel was ~he ta~k o[ each 

~ame he watched. Yes, we are go~n~ to be very tough for s ]oRg, Ion~ t~meH~ 

Needless [o ssy we are a~l exdted~ 

~mm @gmail,com] 
SeBt~ Wednesday, May 29, 20~3 ~:33 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: 

Just wanted to shoot you a quick em~l wondering if you could possibly send me the fitness tests we mn at ~C and the times we are required to get. If you can’t send 

them ~) me due to some fun~’ NC~ role then my coaches emNl is I just want to stuff early and see where I’m at and how far i have to go to 

reach the top when i come in my fmshnan year’. 

Just got cleared to play yes~e~Oay so hopefully no more of these anHe problems. Love geeing the emmls ~om NI of the gifts mid I’m O~Y excited to watch the fall 

sea~)n. Going to do eve~flaing possiNe k) make eve~ home game. The Chmnpions League Final was an absolute ~filler and had me on my toes. I wasfft sum if you 

wmated the 2014’s to write repoVts as well that would be a lot of emmls[ 

I recently tbtmd your ~ok "The Vision of a Champion" and i havefft ~en ~is ~ing since i w~s in 5fl~ gr~te just admiring all the [~C gifts (including ~ a~d in 5fl~ 

grade i didn’t truly undemiand the fl~ings you were ~lking about, but rm really going to analyze it tNs time tl~ough. 

Hope ~11 is well down ~e mad in Chapel Hill~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:37 PM 

pperkins@ussoccer.or8 @aol.com> 

l~L: U.S. Soccer Centennial Weekend 

Thanks Par!!! See you soon! 

From: pperkins@ussoccer.org [mailto: _~aol.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, Hay 30, 20:1.3 1::1.5 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" U.S. Soccer Centennial Weekend 

Anson, 
Not sure but this bounced back to our Centennial folder. Wanted to send again just in case. Originally sent of May 24th. 

Thanks - Parn 

Dear Anson, 

We are all looking forward to welcoming you next weekend into Washington, D.C. for our Centennial Weekend. Please find below additional information about the weekend. 

Flights 
By now you should have received your flight confirmafions fi’om Anthony Travel. If you have any issues with your flight please contact Grace Heijman at 310.630.2264 or after 
hours at their emergency number 800.530.2560. 

Arrival into Washington, D.C./Departure from Washington, D.C. 
U.S. Soccer has arranged airport transfers for your arrival and departure into Washington, D.C. 

Once you land, please proceed to the baggage claim area and look for a geeter holding a sign with your name on it. 
If you have any issues finding your driver please call either of the U.S. Soccer contacts listed below. 

Hotel departure information for your return flight will be provided in your welcome packet. 

ttyatt Itotel Inform ation 
A room has been confirmed at the U.S. Soccer host hotel fbr you and ?,our room and taxes have been paid for. You will need to provide a credit card at check-in for incidental 
charges. 

Hyatt Regency Washington on Capitol Hill 
400 New Jersey Avenue, N.W. 

Washington, DC 20001 

202.737.1234 

Guest Name: Anson Do~rance 

Check In Date: May 31, 2013 

Check Out Date: June 3, 2013 

Confimmtion Number: 22030543 * 

¯ We know that you do not arrive until June 1st but we will be pre-cheking you in on May 31st to ensure that your room is available for you 

when you arrive. The hotel is sold out the night before and we want to ensure that when you arrive your room will be ready. Still go to the 

front desk to collect your keys upon arrival 

After you have checked into the hotel stop by the U.S. Soccer Registration desk which is located on the Lobby Level outside the Congressional (2 & D meeting rooms for your 

goodie bag, welcome packet and etc. 

Program of Events 

Date Time \Vhat Where Dress Code 

Friday, May 31 7:00 10:30 pm Welcome Reception National Air & Space Museum Business Casual 

Saturday, Jane 1 6:45 10:30 pm Gala Dinner Nationa] Building Museum Black Tie Optional 

Sunday, June 2 1:00 4:30 pm US vs. Germany RFK Stadium Casua] 

¯ U.S. Soccer will provide txansportation to all of these events from the Hyatt hotel. Please take a look at ?’our welcome packet for exact departure times. 

Questions 
The U.S. Soccer Registration desk will be staffed from 7am 5pm on Friday and Saturday, please stop by if you have any questions. 

In addition please feel fi’ee to reach out to either Nery Amaya or Nicole Ward as both will be on-site in Washington, D.C. 

Nery Am aya Nicole Ward 

nan~ a.yai~2 us s occer, org nward@ussoccer.org 
Office: 312-528-1273 (until May 30) Office: 312-528-1215 (until May 29) 

Cell: (after May 30) Cell: 

Thanks, 
U.S. Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:57 PM 

doug maura sam kellan and siri~ ~sbcglobal.net> 

Ducat, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Co~nbine 

Tha~k you Doug .... BTW, Chris loved watchi~g your kids play at PDA >>> he said Buckingham was SPEC[AL![ 

From= doug maura sam kellan and siri [mailto: _~sbcglobal.net] 

Sent= Thursday, May 30, 20:t3 7:24 AIM 
To= Greg S Mliller; Jaimel Johnson; Tim M. Rosenfeld; Codd Chuck; Craig Roberts; Grech Suzanne; Donald Trentham; vandervh@csp.edu; Summer Perala; Dorrance, Albert A 
IV; Kyle Schroeder; april.raymer@furman.edu; Mlarty Everding; Tony [ATHDP] Mlinatta; Julie E Hanley; mark francis; wsoccer@mail.sdsu.edu; Nicole Nelson; Tanya N Roberts; 
drew fitzgerald; Randy Waldrum; randy Waldrum; Tracy Leone; David nikolic; David Mlorgan; Darren Ambrose; Esmeralda Negron; Tim Wassell; Nicky Adams; Joshua Osit; 
Curtis McAlister; Blake Hornbuckle; Ralph Richards; Aaron Gordon; Tiffany Hansen; Janet Rayfield; Jon lipsitz; Eric Golz; Garrett Smith; Deana Waintraub; brian Pensky; Jason 

Russell; henscheg@uwm.edu; David S; weissS@uwm.edu; fabiano@uwp.edu; Dustin.Downey~wku.edu’, todd plourde; whlemke@ysu,edu 
Subject= Combine 

Hope you will be able to come. 

Let me know if you are able to make it. 

Thanks 

Doug 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:03 PM 

EW: NCAA Baseball Regional 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 i0:08 AM 

To: UNCAA-Evetyone 
Subject: NCAA Baseball Regional 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Athletic Department Staff 

FROM: Bubba Cunningham 

SUBJECT: NCAA Baseball Regional 

We are excited to host post-season competition this weekend. 

Friday, May 31: 

Game 1: Yowson vs. Florida Atlantic 1:00 pm 

Game 2: Canisius vs. UNC 6:00 pm 

Saturday, June 1: 

Game 3: Game 1 Loser vs. Game 2 Loser 1:00 pm 

Game 4: Game 1 Winner vs. Game 2 Winner 6:00 pm 

Sunday, June 2: 

Game 5: Game 3 Winner vs. Game 4 Loser 1:00 pm 

Game 6: Game 5 Winner vs. Game 4 Winner 6:00 pm 

Monday: June 3: 

Game 7: If necessary, replay of Game 6 6:00pm 

I would like to invite you and a guest, or you and your immediate family to enjoy as many of the games that you are able to attend this weekend. You are able to 

simply pick up and sign for the number of tickets needed at general will call before the game. General will call will be located under a white tent at Henry Stadium 

(across the street from Boshamer Stadium). When you arrive, please request tickets only for one guest or your immediate family. 

Please note that should you choose to attend game 1 on Friday afternoon, please check with your supervisor for approval. Attendance at game i would count as 

coded leave time. 

Congratulations and good luck to Coach Fox and the baseball team! 

I hope you can attend! 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:15 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: Get Mo~e Registrations for Your Camp 

From: Randy Taylor [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 11:11 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject; Get More Registrations for Your Camp 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

Image 
...... removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Coach Dorrance, 

Are you looking to get some last minute registrations for your upcoming summer camps? 

NCSA has a simple and free way for you to reach out to athletes in your state, region, and the 

entire nation. 

Through your free NCSA recruiting account, you can email up to 200 athletes at a time, and have 

each email personalized to the individual athlete. Also, remember that you can always post your 

camp brochure on your profile! 

If you you need help _r__e_fli=_s__t£_ri__n_fl., emailing the athletes, or posting your camp brochure don’t 

hesitate to email or call us at (866) 495-7089. 

Randy Taylor 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting Network 

~ ,1 ~5 ~’i Osvton £’~t ,,’.th Floor== Chic-’.=go; iL ~0~,,’.2 

O~Ii ;.~: 8{:8 495 ;’%9 :: ~-"a>’: 885.9980272 

colle~erelations~ncsasports.or~ 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu To unsubscribe from similar emails, click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, 9!!.c__k__.h_e__r_e.. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Damon St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsaspoC~s.org 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:19 PM 

Neil Buethe <NB uethe@ussoccer.org> 

Subject: RE: Soccer Gala - Presenters Information 

@hotmail.com); pete@chapelhillre staura~tgroup.com 

’]?hank you Neil[[ ! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Nell Buethe [mailto:NBuethe(fr!ussoccer.or;] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Larry Hoh~      @gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Soccer Gala - Presenters In]2~rmation 

Here’s the video that will be played before you come out on stage. I figured this might help you as you put together your thoughts 

Take care 

https://ussocccr.box.com/sic(~ak21v2aO3xlchniwp4 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: larry holm [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 1:55 PM 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: Neil Buethe 
Subject: Soccer Gala - Presenters Itfformation 

Hi Anson... 
Enjoyed speaking with you in regard to the soccer gala in Washington. 
Attached is a document that sums up what we touched on during our phone call in regard to 1~’our speech and the rehearsal time Saturday at the venue. 
If you have additional questions please feel free to email me or contact me on my cell phone.. 
If I could get your speech (even if it is not 100% completed) by Friday that would help us out to be ready for you on Saturday. 
Look forward to meeting you. 
Best, 
Laity Holra 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O EINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:30 PM 

Subject: 

@hotmail.com); pete@chapelhillre s~aurantgroup.com 

Highlight reel from 1 st Women’s World Cup 1991 China 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:47 PM 

@duke.edu) 

EW: SNL Rutgers Parody 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 1:~7 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: SNL Rutgers Parody 

h t tps:/iwww.youtu be.corn/watch ?v=-dJZ×SsZao E 



Division I Women’s Soccer - Season Competition Dates 

Year 

First Game 

End Regular Season 

NCAA Selection 

NCAA Tournament 
First Round 

Second Round 

Third Round 

Quarter Finals 

College Cup 

2012 

August 17 

November 4 

November 3-5 

Nov. 9, 10, or 11 

November 16 

November 18 

Nov. 22, 24, or 25 

Nov. 30 and Dec. 2 

2013 

August 23 

November 10 

November 9-11 

Nov. 15, 16, or 17 

November 22 

November 24 

Nov. 29, 30 or Dec. 1 

December 6 and 8 

2014 

August 22 

November 9 

November 8-10 

Nov. 14, 15, or 16 

November 21 

November 23 

November 28, 29, or 30 

December 5 and 7 



A 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 Aug 15-20 
6 
7 
8 
9 
i0 
ii 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

Aug 23 

Aug 25 

Aug 30 

Sep 1 

Sep 6 

Sep 8 

Sep 13 

Sep 15 

Sep 19 

Sep 22 

Sep 26 

Sep 29 

Oct 3 

Oct 5 

Oct 10 

Oct 13 

Oct 17 

Oct 20 

Oct 24 

Oct 27 

Oct 31 

Nov 3 

Nov 8 

Nov 10 

Nov 15-17 

Nov 22-24 

Nov 29-31 

Dec 6-8 

B 

2013 

2 Exh/8 Non/10 ACC/8 ACC Tourn 

Exhibitions 

Non-Conference (4 Weeks/8 Games) 

Fri 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

ACC Regular Season (6.5 weeks ! 10 games) 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

ACC Tournament (8 teams) 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

NCAA Tournament (4 Weeks) 

NCAA 1st Round 

NCAA 2nd/Sweet 16 

NCAA Elite 8 

NCAA College Cup 

IC D 

Total 

Games 

2 

il 3 

i2 4 

i3 5 

i4 6 

i5 7 

i6 8 

i7 9 

i8 10 

1 11 

2 13 

1 14 

i2 16 

il 17 

i2 19 

il 20 

il Quarter 

i2 Semi 

Final 

i 1 NCAA 1 

i 2 NCAA 2 

i 1 NCAA 3 

i 2 NCAA4 



A 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 Au~ ]5-20 
6 
7 
8 
9 
i0 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

Aug 23 

Aug 25 

Aug 30 

Sep 1 

Sep 6 

Sep 8 

Sep 13 

Sep 15 

Sep 19 

Sep 22 

Sep 26 

Sep 29 

Oct 3 

Oct 5 

Oct 10 

Oct 13 

Oct 17 

Oct 20 

Oct 24 

Oct 27 

Oct 31 

Nov 3 

Nov 8 

Nov 10 

Nov 15-17 

Nov 22-24 

Nov 29-31 

Dec 6-8 

B 

2013 

2 Exh / 8 Non/10 ACC/4 ACC Tourn 

Exhibitions 

Non-Conference (4 Weeks/8 Games) 

Fri 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

ACC Regular Season (7 week/10 games) 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

ACC Tournament (4 teams) 

Fri 

Sun 

NCAA Tournament (4 Weeks) 

NCAA 1st Round 

NCAA 2nd/Sweet 16 

NCAA Elite 8 

NCAA College Cup 

Total 

Games 

2 

1 3 

2 4 

3 5 

4 6 

5 7 

6 8 

7 9 

8 10 

1 11 

2 13 

1 14 

2 16 

1 17 

2 19 

1 2O 

Semi 

2    Final 

1 i NCAA 1 

2 NCAA 2 

1 i NCAA 3 

2i NCAA 4 



A 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 Au~ ]5-20 
6 
7 
8 
9 
i0 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 

Aug 23 

Aug 25 

Aug 30 

Sep 1 

Sep 6 

Sep 8 

Sep 13 

Sep 15 

Sep 19 

Sep 22 

Sep 26 

Sep 29 

Oct 3 

Oct 5 

Oct 10 

Oct 13 

Oct 17 

Oct 20 

Oct 24 

Oct 27 

Nov 1 

Nov 3 

Nov 8 

Nov 10 

Nov 15-17 

Nov 22-24 

Nov 29-31 

Dec 6-8 

B 

2013 

2 Exh / 8 Non/9 ACC/10 ACC Tourn 

Exhibitions 

Non-Conference (4 Weeks/8 Games) 

Fri 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

ACC Regular Season (6 weeks/9 games) 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

Thu 

Sun 

ACC Tournament (10 teams) 

Fri (7 v 10, 8 v 9) @ higher seeds 

Sun 

Fri 

Sun 

NCAA Tournament (4 Weeks) 

NCAA 1st Round 

NCAA 2nd/Sweet 16 

NCA A Elite 8 

NCAA College Cup 

cl 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

2 

D 

Total 

Games 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

12 

13 

15 

16 

18 

19 

Play-in 

Quarter 

Semi 

Final 

NCA A 1 

i NCAA 2 

NCA A 3 

i NCAA 4 



A B C D 

1 2013 

2 1 Exh / 8 Non/11 ACC/4 ACC Tourn 

3 Total 

4 Exhibition Games 

5 Aug 15-20 1 

6 Non-Conference (4 Weeks/8 Games) 

7 Aug 23 Fri 1 2 

8 Aug 25 Sun 2 3 

9 Aug 30 Fri 3 4 

l0 Sep I Sun 4 5 

13- Sep 6 Fri 5 6 

3_2 Sep 8 Sun 6 7 

3-3 Sep 13 Fri 7 8 

3-4 Sep 15 Sun 8 9 

3-5 ACC Regular Season (7 weeks/11 games) 

3-6 Sep 19 Thu 

3-7 Sep 22 Sun 2 11 

3-8 Sep 26 Thu 

3-9 Sep 29 Sun 1 12 

20 Oct 3 Thu 

23- Oct 5 Sun 2 14 

22 Oct 10 Thu 

23 Oct 13 Sun 1 15 

24 Oct 17 Thu 

25 Oct 20 Sun 2 17 

26 Oct 24 Thu 

27 Oct 27 Sun                          1 18 

28 Oct 31 Thu 

29 Nov 3 Sun 2 20 

30 ACC Tournament (4 teams) 

33- Nov 8 Fri Semi 

32 Nov 10 Sun 2 Final 

33 NCAA Tournament (4 Weeks) 

34 Nov 15-17 NCAA 1st Round 1 NCAA 1 

35 Nov 22-24 NCAA 2nd/Sweet 16 2 NCAA 2 

36 Nov 29-31 NCAA Elite 8 1 NCAA 3 

37 Dec 6-8 NCAA College Cup 2 NCAA 4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, May 30, 2013 5:07 PM 

.~duke.edu> 

ILE: Soccer Gala - Presenters Intbnnafion 

From: @duke.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2023 4:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Soccer Gala - Presenters Information 
So cool! 
On May 30, 2013, ate: 19 )M~ "Dorra;]c;. Albert ~ IV" <ansou@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you Neil! !! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Nell Buethe [mailto:NBuethe@._u_}__s!?__c__c_e__ri:R_rlg.] 

Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 12:53 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Larry Hohn           ~/~gmail.com) 

Subject: RE: Soccer Gala - Presenters Information 

Anson, 

Here’s the video that will be played before you come out on stage. I figured this might help you as you put together your thoughts. 

Take care. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: lar~’ holm [malto: ,~)~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 1:55 PM 

To: an~ n(a~uucaa.unc.edu 

Cc: Neil Buethe 
Subject: Soccer Gala - Presenters Information 

Hi Anson... 

Enjoyed speaking with you in regaxd to the soccer gala in Washington. 

Attached is a document that sums up what we touched on during our phone call in regard to your speech and the rehearsal fime Saturday at the venue. 

If you have additional questions please feel free to email me or contact me on my cell phone.. 

IfI could get your speech (even if it is not 100% completed) by Friday that would help us out to be ready for you on Saturday. 

Look forward to meeting you. 

Best, 
Larry Holm 



April 2, 2013 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: 

FROM: 

RE: 

Vice Chancellors, Deans, Directors, and Department Heads 

BruceW. Carney ~ ~~,~ 

Executive Vice Cha~.~ellor and Provq’s~" j 

Background Checks for Staff of Residential Programs 
Serving Minors 

Recent issues involving alleged harm to minors (persons under the age of 18) 
on some other college campuses have highlighted for us our responsibility to 
provide a safe and secure environment for minors we welcome to campus. In 
August 2012, therefore, I charged a special University task force led by Vice 
Provosts Carol Tresolini and Taffye Benson Clayton to catalog existing 
University-sponsored or third-party programs that bring minors to campus. 
The task force was charged to examine processes for approving such 
programs, identify best practices for these programs, and develop 
recommendations regarding University policies and processes for overseeing 
programs for minors. As part of its work, the task force has conducted an 
initial survey to catalog University programs serving minors who are not 
current UNC-Chapel Hill students. So far, we have learned of more than 125 
such programs, some residential and some non-residential (see attached). 
The task force’s work continues in earnest, and I expect that we will adopt a 
comprehensive policy later this year along with other recommendations to 
strengthen the practices of these programs. The policy being developed is 
intended to implement new safeguards for any programs (camps, academic 
enrichment, etc.) that serve minors, whether operated directly by a University 
department or by an outside third party that operates such a program using 
University facilities. 

Pending development of the full policy, the task force has made an initial 
recommendation, which I have accepted, to require that any overnight 
residential program that serves minors conduct comprehensive criminal 
background checks for all program staff, whether paid or volunteer. This 
requirement is for all residential programs serving minors (hereafter 
"Residential Programs") that are conducted on or after June 1, 2013. I expect 
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that background checks will be required for all paid and volunteer staff of all 
programs serving minors--whether residential or non-residential--in 2014. 

Specific guidelines are as follows: 

Frequency, Timing, and Applicability of background checks 
o Every Residential Program must have documentation of a 

background check performed within the last year (measured from 
the last day of the program) on each program staff member, 
whether paid or volunteer. 

o Background checks must be completed prior to a program staff 
member having any contact with minors as part of the Residential 
Program. 

o This annual check applies to currently active University faculty, 
staff, volunteers, or interns who will serve as program staff in a 
Residential Program, regardless of any prior background check(s) 
that have been conducted by the University. This means that in 
some instances, a new background check on an existing University 
faculty member, staff member, volunteer, or intern may need to be 
conducted with the OHR Background Check unit. 

Costs 
o 

and Scope of background checks 
The Residential Program will be responsible for bearing the cost of 
all required background checks. 
The background check must be equivalent to the one performed by 
the University on its prospective employees. 

= UNC-CH Departments that sponsor a Residential Program 
must use the standard background check process operated 
by the University’s Office of Human Resources (OHR) to 
satisfy the background check requirement for any current 
University employees, students, or volunteers. The 
University’s newly revised Background Check Form includes 
a specific category for checks related to protection of minors. 

= Programs operated by an outside third party using University 
facilities will satisfy this background requirement using a 
qualified background check vendor of their own selection 
that is a member of the National Association of Professional 
Background Screeners. The University does not conduct, 
nor take responsibility, for background checks for third-party 
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entities or organizations. However, if the outside entity does 
not otherwise have an arrangement in place with an outside 
background check vendor, OHR has arranged for referral to 
the University’s background check vendor (Castle Branch), 
which can provide information on available services. As a 
courtesy to the University, Castle Branch has agreed to 
conduct background checks to satisfy the University’s 
Residential Programs requirement. Interested parties may 
call Castle Branch/CertifiedBackground.com at 888-666- 
7788 (extension) or send email to 
candyh@certifiedbackqroundcom and reference 
background check package code UF32. 

Regardless of the source of the background check, any such check 
must include the following elements: 

¯ nationwide federal courts criminal convictions; 
¯ national sex offender registry; 
¯ criminal convictions in all states and counties where a staff 

member has previously lived or worked; 
a residential history check to confirm that a program staff 
member has truthfully disclosed all prior cities and counties 
of residence; and 
if the program staff member’s responsibilities include 
transporting minors participating in the residential program, a 
mandatory driver’s license check. 

Reviewing the Results of a background check 
o Outside third-party residential programs 

¯ The responsibility for vetting program staff for outside 
entities is entirely the responsibility of that entity and its 
management. If the outside third-party entity or its 
management has questions or concerns about the results of 
any program staff member’s background check, they should 
consult their own in-house human resources professionals or 
legal counsel for advice as appropriate. 

¯ The University does not have a role or responsibility in 
reviewing or interpreting background check results for 
individuals of such outside third-party entities. 

o University Residential Programs 
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Effect 

If proposed program staff are found to have prior criminal 
convictions, University Departments must contact their 
assigned Employment and Staffing Consultant in OHR for 
assistance in reviewing these situations 
of certain convictions or violations 
Any proposed program staff member whose background 
check reveals prior criminal convictions that involve a sex 
offense, crimes against children, or a serious violent crime 
involving assault or injury to others may not be permitted to 
have contact with minors in Residential Programs. 
Proposed program staff members whose duties include 
driving and who demonstrate a past pattern of serious 
driving-related convictions may not be permitted to drive 
minors as part of their duties. 

4) Reporting on Completion of background checks 
o    Outside, third-party Residential Programs 

¯ A representative of the University department that authorizes 
use of University facilities for the program or sponsors the 
program must register the program via an online registration 
system, available at http:flehs, unc. edu/m inors/2013, shtml and 
verify that background checks have been completed. 

o    University Residential Programs 
¯ The sponsor of the program must register the program via an 

online registration system, available at 
http://ehs.unc.edu/minors/2013.shtml and verify that background 
checks have been completed. 

I ask for your diligence in ensuring the prompt and comprehensive adoption of 
these new requirements within your areas of responsibility. To that end, 
please assure that this memorandum is distributed to all individuals who have 
involvement in operating or planning any University Residential Programs 
serving minors within your areas of responsibility. If your department or unit 
sponsors or facilitates the use of University facilities for outside third-parties 
operating a Residential Program subject to these recommendations, please 
provide this information to these entities in a timely manner and ensure that 
these entities comply. 
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If you have any questions regarding these new background check 
recommendations or the work of the task force, please contact Vice Provost 
Carol Tresolini or Vice Provost Taffye Benson Clayton. 

BWC:st 
Attachment 

copy: Carol Tresolini 
Taffye Benson Clayton 
Task Force members 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 10:28 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtr~ 

Streett, Shelly < sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: IMI©RTANT: June Leave Reminder 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 6:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, AlbeCc A ~V 
_~duke.edu) 

Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: June Leave Reminder 

When you take leave, you put the time under the v~c~tk~n coh~mn on your ~eave report 

And then write FY:13 ~n parentheses next: to the hours, 

Joyce 

~rom: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 5:04 PM 

To: Dalsleish, Joyce L 

Cc: 

Subject: RE: iMPORTANT: June Leave Reminder 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 4:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 

Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: June Leave Reminder 

Joyce 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Thursday, May 30, 20:13 4::15 PM 

To: Dal~leish, Jovce L 

cc:                      ~t~!~.!~:.~.~.~) 

Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: June Leave Reminder 

Do I have any? 

Frora: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 11:40 AM 

To: UNCAA-Eve~/one 
Subject: IMPORTANT: June Leave Reminder 
Importance: High 

IMPORTANT REMINDER TO AL~L PERMANENT EMPLOYEES: If you have a balance of the special bonus vacation leave (FY13 Leave) 

awarded to all permanent state employees for the fiscal year July :1, 20:12 -June 30, 2013, you must use 

this balance by June 30, 20:13. ANY UNUSED BALANCE WILL BE FORFEITED. 

The 5 days of special bonus vacation leave (FY:13 Leave) is different from the Bonus Leave that 

was awarded in 2002, 2003 and 2005. That balance does not expire. ONLY the FY:13 Leave expires. 

This leave was awarded to all permanent employees on payroll as of July :1, 20:12. Employees who came on 

payroll after 07/0:1/20:12 are not eligible for this special bonus vacation leave. 

HOW TO CODE THIS LEAVE: 

SPA non-exempt employees should select the FY:13 Leave from the drop-down box in TiM to code hours appropriately. 

SPA Exempt employees should put hours in the vacation column on your leave report form and put/FY:13) in parentheses next to those hours. 

EPA Non-Faculty employees should put hours in the vacation column on your leave report form and put (FY:13) in parentheses next to those hours. 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Tracy Harris. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2:126 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

Phone: 9:19-962-7850 

Fax: 9:19-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31,2013 10:34 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Womens Soccer Prospects for May 

From: National Scouting Report [mailto:listreply=nsr-inc.com@maiII78.wdc02.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of National Scouting Report 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 8:00 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Womens Soccer Prospects for May 

~ern~,ed by 
sender¯ 

May’s Womens Soccer Prospects - updated list 
Because National Scouring Report has been certilied by the NC~%,.~, when you [all< to NSR 

omthe-ground scouts, you can rest assured they have been cleared by the NCAA 

cer[ificatien program. As the ha[ion’s largest scouting organization wi[h over 200 scouts 

nationwide, NSR is your premier scouting service. Our scouts personafty scout and 

interview each of m.i~ prospects so that you can know that he or she has been 

professionally vetted Ier talenL desire, grades, work ethic and character. 

Our prospect-athletes ran.~e from highqeve] DI talent to solid Dflf athletes. They are able 

to be ~eutinely and conveniently be evaluated ~hrou9h their NSR prolife on ns~.-inc.com, 

where coach’s can find skif] infermation and videos. You can afways truest HSR to provide 

yo~ wi~h quality student-a~hletes, lust like coaches have since 1980. We a~e NO~ 

telemarketers; we"re on-the-ground scouts, and we pledge to only provide you witl~ only 

le.~itimate colfege prospects. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:09 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - June 2013 - Webcast Discovery.! 

From: Steve Brennan [mailto:steve@peakperformanceconsult.com] 
Sent; Friday, May 31, 2013 2:55 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - 3une 2013 - Webcast Discovery! 

The College Recruiter Email Update -June 2013 

A Quick Note from Dr, Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody. 

NEW RECRUIT SOCIAL MEDIA SOURCE UNCOVERED DURING THE 2013 WEBCASTI. 
One of the speakers at the 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM webcast uncovered a new social media source that recruits are now using. I had never heard of it. f~ that new] 

Learn about this new discovery, and all the other valuable recruiting strategies that our speakers offered. 

~.t~ ~.~/.~¢.b...e.~.~d.t.¢~¢.ce.~:d~.r...~.~.~Zce.~cd~.r.~.-./~t~.-..d-v.d..~ 

GET THE SUCCESS FACTORS SCALES~-ATHLETICS EDITION FOR FREEI. 
Time is rapidly approaching,for you to request,funding for your FREE assessments of the Success Factors Sca/es¢-Athletics Edition. Recruiting Proposal 16-3 goes into 

e‘f, fect in August 2013 ‘for Division I schools. Proposal 16-3 allows institutions, con‘ferences, or the NCAA to pay‘for other academic support, career counseling, or 

personal development services that support the success o‘f the student-athlete. Steve Mallonee of the NCAA told me that he believes the Success Factors Scales®- 

Athletics Edition (www.success~actorsscafes.com), the premier sel‘f-assessment instrument‘for players and recruits, quali‘fies as a personal development tool under 

NCAA Proposal 16-3 guidelines. I‘f you’ve wanted to utilize the Scales, but your budget wouldn’t allow it, now you have the opportunity to secure,funding just‘for that 

need. Check with your Compliance Officer be‘fore you request the‘funding. Division II and Division III schools should still inquire with your Compliance Qfficer. 5ome 

unpublicized‘funding to your conference through the NCAA may be available to you. Check all avenues. 

And, o‘f course, celebrate Father’s Day by treating yoursel‘f to one o‘f this month’s sweet Shameless Bribe coupons or 2013 Recruiters InstituteTM DVD package] 

Here is the link to the June 2013 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www.thebestcolleqerecruite!=com/mo!~thf~-emall-update-!~ewsfette!=aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support and have a great month! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:12 AM 

larry, hohn ~gmail.com> 

lEE: Satulgay teleprompter rehearsal time for Gala 

La try, 

I will grind out a 30 sec to :1 minute blurb and send it to you this afternoon! 

Erera: larry holm [mailto @gmail.com] 

Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 11:00 AM 
Te; arothenberg@lstcenturybank.com; ~aol.com; @aol.com; Mariel; 

~mac.com; tony@soccerplus.org, ~yahoo.com 

¢c: Neil Buethe 
Sul~jeet; Saturday teleprompter rehearsal time for Gala 
All... 
Welcome to DC. 
As either Nell or I spokeiemailed to you about earlier this week...we have all of you practicing your speech at the museum on Saturday. 
Your times and transportation information is included in the attachment to this email. 
If you have any corLflicts or questions, please email me. 
This document should also be included in the packet that you received when you checked into the Hyatt. 
Appreciate it. 
Larry. 

~aol.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; .~gmail.com; @gmail.com; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:17 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Norti~ Caxolina has been featured. 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:support@topdrawersoccer.com] 

Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 4:35 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: North Carolina has been featured. 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

North Carolina has been featured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read fl~e m-~icle. 

Send tiffs e~nafil to teammates, alumni, and fancily to shaxe the news. 

If yon have any qnestions~ please contact us at ~_t_[[?i?£!~.~_t~?p_dj2&_~y___e_!2~£££_e_r_:_c_£_Lr~.. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1 : 18 AM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: Highlight reel from 1 st Women’s World Cup 1991 China 

Thank you 

From: .~gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, 5:25 AN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Highlight reel from 1st Women’s World Cup 199:t China 

Congratulations Anson from New ZealaJ~d’. ! 

On Friday, May 31, 2013, Dorrance, AlbertA IV wrote: 

Ladies, 

Here is the clip they are going to show before I get up to speak this Saturday: https:i/ussoccer.box,com/s/cfp, ak21v2aO3xldmiwp4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 11:21 AM 

Subject: 

Bruce Lawrence (bruce@bogaertconstruction.com); ChantaJ@tdesignsource.com; Donance, Donovan @live.unc.edu>; Lew 
Dorrance @comcast.net); Maggie Dorrance (maggied~@greenhosp.org); @gmail.com; mdorranc@acpub.duke.edu; natalie 

dormnce hotmail.com); pete@chapelhillres~aurantgroup.com 

F~V: Daily Impact Journey for Friday; May 31, 2013 

Ladies, 

This brilliar~t quote ~.;h.:_~uld be ~ remir~der to a~l o~ us who need [:o believe we ~1 have the same og)g)ortur~Ry ~;~e evew.:?i~e o~)e e~5;e: 24 [~OLEF2; every dl)y ~4~h~ ~re 

yOU going to do w~th yours? 

F~m~ dailyimpac~ourney~humane~entures.com [mailto:dailyimpac~oumey@humane~entures.com] 
Sent~ Friday, Nay 31, 2013 8:23 AN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
,3~, 20~3 



This message has been scanned for 

tnalware by Websense. 

~vw.websense.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:44 PM 

glenn.wNtney@sportscoachradio.com 

ILS: Abigail Adams quote 

Let me check 

From: glenn.whitney@spor~scoachradio.com [mailto:glenn.whitney@spor~scoachradio.com] 
Sent-" Friday, May 31, 2013 11:52 Alvl 
To-" anson@uncaa~unc~edu 
Subject-" Abigail Adams quote 

Anson, 
"It is not in the still calm of life, or the repose of a pacific station that great characters are formed. " 
- Abigail Adams, 1798 
This is the best quote on leadership I could find from a *woman.* (My wife has challenged me to find woman and leadership quotes :-) 
Do you have anything else? 
Best regards, 
Glenn 

_S_portsCoachRadio,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:45 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu"~ 

EW: Abigail Adams quote 

Shelly, 

In my long speech I quote a women’s poem ... can you send my long speech to me (55 minL~tes 1 think). 

Frera: glenn.whitney@sportscoachradio.com [mailto:glenn.whitney@sportscoachradio.com] 
Seat= Friday, May 3~, 20~3 ~:52 AM 

To= anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject; Abigail Adams quote 

Anson, 
"It is not in the still calm of life, or the repose of a padfic station that great characters are formed. " 
- Abigail Adams, 1798 
This is the best quote on leadership ~ could find from a *woman.* (My wife has challenged me to find woman and leadership quotes :-) 
Do you have anything else? 
Best regards, 

Glenn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, May 31, 2013 2:51 PM 

Subject: I~NV: Overseas Soccer and Graduate School Opportunities 

From: Lindsey Gleason [mailto:lindsey@teamgleas.com] 
Sent-" Friday, Nay 31, 2013 :t:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Overseas Soccer and Graduate School Opportunities 
Coaches, 

My name is Linctsey Gleason aJ~d I’m writing to inform yon of overseas opportunities that are available fi~r your players. I’m a tbrmer NCAA athlete who continued 

playing volleyball during graduate school while gethng my masters at Durham UNversity in England. I played for the university team as well as a team in the British 

prot~ssional league. Throughout the year I learned there were a nnmber of NCAA athletes interested in pursuing a masters and continuing sports overseas, so I built a 
web-based network that connects students in the states with college coaches overseas. 

Through the site, both students and coaches have the ability to create profiles. Students and coaches are then matched based on their sport, position, location, 

academic preferences. I currently work with universities in the United Kingdotn but hope to branch out to Australia and New Zealand within the year. The follomng 11 

universities in the UK currently recruit through TeamGLEAS: 
Northumbria University 

Newcastle University 

University of Exeter 

University of Bim~ingham 

University of York 

Leeds Meta~politan University 

University of Leeds 

Imperial College London 

University of Nottingham 

University of Eas~t London 

U niversity of Surrey. 

These opportunities are of pm~ticular interest to student-athletes who have: 
- used np their NCAA eligibility 

- wm~t to continne playing sports 

- considered playing pro overseas 

- want to get a masters 

- interested in living overseas 

- didn’t get to study abroad during their undergmd 

- not quite sure what they want to do alter tmdergrad studies 

These opportunities are al~) available to students at the undergraduate level. 

Please spread the word to any players you think might be interested and direct them to .~:_’_~!_r_~!~_g)=c:i?_~_??_ where they ca~ start building profiles and co~mecting with 

coaches. Opportanities are available for ALL spo~ts, not just soccer, so please spread the word to coaches of other sports as well. 
Check out our site for yourself and feel free to email or call me with any questions. For more information on the BUCS league (British Universities and Colleges Sport) visit 
v¢~w<bucs,or~.uk. If you’d like to speak with a coach about the legitimacy of these opportunities, please reach out to one or all of the following: 
Julie Hall, Elmhurst College Women’s Head Volleyball Coach: jq!ieh~,elmhurst.edu 
Lindsay Johnson, Elmhurst College Women’s Asst. Volleyball Coach: iohnsonl~’~elmhurst.edu 
David Heller, Mount Olive College Men’s Head Volleyball Coach: @gmail.com 
Thank you for your time! 
Lindsey 

Lindsey Gleason 
Founder 
TeamGLEAS 
Study. Compete. Explore. 

US +~. 716 796 5707 
UK+44 7511 577 436 
Skype: lindsey.gleason~. 

lindsey@teamgleas.com 
teamg~eas.co~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 3:25 PM 

Jeff Jansen <j efl~je~ a~ssen.com> 

I~E: No More Excuses BookNotes 

Excellent Jel:[: .... Y[lank you!! 

From: .left .lanssen [mailto:jeff@jeffjanssen.com] 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 2:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" No More Excuses Book Notes 
Ansor~ 
Thought you might enjoy my book notes on a book caJled No ~lore Excuses by Sam Silverstein... 

I have 25 SAs typing up notes on 60 books I have read over the past year or two ~) I roll send you the notes on the ones you I think you might find most interesting 

and relevant. 

JJ 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721-TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 

http:/i~wvw.~lsc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 3:45 PM 

Jo Fisher ~\lo.Fishe@sas.com> 

Jo, check out "Suarez"! 

Check this out: overly sensitive Latinos are all over the 

From= Soccer America Daily [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Friday, May 31, 2013 2:51 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A A/ 
Subject= Section 2: Brazil vs. England Gets Green Light 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

~y Ross Fadner, Friday, May3!, 20!3 Image 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

Amid Safety Concerns, Brazil vs. England to Go Ahead 
Telegraph 

As it turns out, England will face Brazil at the newly renovated Maracana in Rio de Janeiro on 

Sunday. The game was originally suspended because of safety fears that were later withdrawn 

by the Rio state government. "All safety requirements for the friendly between Brazil and 

Englandhave been complied with and, because of a bureaucratic failure, the appraisal from the 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender 

public ministry that proves the compliance with the rules on safety at the Maracana have not been sent to Suderi," 

the official statement read. Suderj is the Rio state authority on sports administrative issues. 

While the renovation of the 78,000 capacity Maracana was completed last month, a judge had ruled that there 

wasn’t sufficient evidence that the work had been finalized. "Despite numerous requests from the public ministry 

(the state prosecutor), the reports were not delivered in their entirety and we do not have at this moment the proof 

the stadium meets the minimum requirements necessary to put on matches or events," judge Adriana Costa dos 

Santos had said. "Because of the inaction of those responsible, there is no way we can allow the stadium to be 

reopened without the proof that it is in satisfactory conditions for hygiene and safety." 

(The game airs live in fhe USA on Sunday. 3 pm ET on belN Sport.) 

- Read the whole story.., 

Leonardo Receives Nine-Month PSG Ban 
Reuters 

The French League (LFP) on Thursday handed Paris Saint-Germain sporting director Leonardo a nine-month ban 

for pushing referee Alexandre Castro in the tunnel at the Parc des Princes after the Ligue 1 champion drew 1-1 

with Valenciennes on May 5. As of May 8, the Brazilian has been banned from the bench, the referees’ locker room 

and all official PSG functions. As part of the sentence, PSG has also received a suspended three-point deduction 

for the 2013-2014 season. 

"Paris Saint-Germain considers this decision to be unjustified and extremely harsh," the club said in a statement, 

adding that it would appeal the decision. Leonardo maintains his innocence, saying that he was shoved toward 

Castro and the resulting contact was accidental. The former Inter and AC Milan manager would have been the 

favorite to replace coach Carlo Ancelotti if the club let him go to Real Madrid. 

- Read the whole story.., 

Liverpool: Suarez Not for Sale 
Sky Sports 

Liverpool has responded to Luis Suarez’s statements that he wants to leave England on account of the harsh 



treatment he has received from the media, by saying that the Uruguayan is not for sale. "Luis Suarez is not for sale 

-- neither Luis or his representatives have communicated these feelings directly to LFC," the statement said. "The 

club remains supportive of Luis and expect him to honor his contract. We will not be making army further comment at 

this stage." 

Suarez, who is currently serving a 10-game ban for biting Chelsea defender Branislav Ivanovic, told a press 

conference in Uruguay that he and his family no longer feel comfortable in England. "1 think it’s understandable that 

I leave," the 26-year-old said. "My reason for leaving is not the money. If it were the money I would have left already. 

My main reason is my family and my image. The coach and my colleagues know that the press didn’t treat me well." 

He added: I don’t feel comfortable any more. I couldn’t go to my garden or the supermarket. I couldn’t do anything. I 

know it is normal being followed by the press, but it was too much." Reports claim that Real Madrid is the 

Uruguayan’s most likely destination. "1 don’t know when I will leave or even if I will finally leave or I will stay," he said. 

"Time club knows what I think and what I want. I don’t knowwhat will happen but I have a contract. If I stay, I will do my 

best." 

- Read the whole story... 

Balotelli Mentioned in Druq Case 
ESPN FC 

Mario Balotelli’s name surfaced on Thursday during a court case involving the Naples-based Camorra criminal 

organization. A witness claimed the AC Milan striker had seen drug deals being done in the Scampia area of Naples 

and had asked to be involved in one "as a joke." 

Balotelli responded to the claim on his Twitter account: "’Ha, now I sell drugs! Shame, do not use my name for an 

audience," he wrote. The post has since been deleted. 

VVhen asked about the incident, Italy coach Cesare Prandelli said: "Mario has responded --there’s nothing else to 

say ._ It is a topic that does not interest me at all. VVhen he wants to talk to you, he will tell you what he thinks." 

He added: "There are serious matters, and here we are talking about a joke. These are serious issues and it is 

unclear if these are allegations or othewvise. For us, what applies is what Mario has said." 

- Read the whole story... 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this nev~sletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

Sent: 5/31/2013 8:20:00 PM 

To: pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: FW: Brioso Fresh Pasta, Clemson, SC 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.him 

..... Original Message ..... 
F r om: a n gi ew @b r i o s op a s t a. c om [ }~J:_i!:~_~__~_~ik~_~_~__~__~ ] 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 3:20 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brioso Fresh Pasta, Clemson, SC 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I would like to take a quick minute of your time to introduce myself. My name is Angie 
Willis and I am the catering director at Brioso Fresh Pasta in Clemson, SC. I have 
attached our catering menu for you to take a look at. All of our pastas, sauces, and 
dressings are made in house, and we not only use organic vegetables, but we also grow all 
of our own herbs. 

We have a variety of pasta to choose from, as well as sandwiches, and salads. We pride 
ourselves on the freshness of our products, as we make each catering order as close to 
delivery!pick-up time as possible. 

Traveling can be rough, and we know you want the best fuel for your athletes, so we have 
tried to make it as easy as possible for you to feed your team. We will happily deliver 
your order straight to your hotel, and set it all up for you, and even come back to pick 
up anything that may need to come back, such as plates, silverware, steam tables, and 
such. You may also choose to just have plastic silverware and paper plates for easy 
clean up. The choice is yours. We just want you to have a stress free experience, as 
well as a fuel filled meal for you and your team. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me either by phone or email 
anytime. I will happily answer any questions, and help you with a menu that will sure to 
please the whole team. 

Thank you for your time, and I look forward to serving you in Clemson, SC. 

Thank you, 

Angie Willis 
Catering Director, 
Brioso Fresh Pasta 
360 College Ave. 
Clemson, SC 29631 
(864) 283-2525 
Fax (864) 653-3808 
angiew@briosopasta.com 
BriosoPasta.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 8:22 PM 

Nell Bue’the <NBuethe@ussoccer.org>; larry hohn            ~gmail.com) 

~!duke.edn); ~msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~g~nail.com); pac~nan,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; Bruce Lawrence (bruce@bogae~tconstmction.com); Chant~J@tdesignsource.com; 

~!live.unc.edt~-;                   z@comcast.net);                        ~greenhosp.org); 

@gmail.com;        ~acpnb.duke.edu;                          ~hotmail.com); pete@chapelhillre staur~tgroup.com 

RE: Soccer Gala - Presenters Information 

Here is my f~rst draft. It is about one minute 45 seconds 

What fun for me. It is still very clear to me what we tried to do in this first World Cup to expose the best parts of the American Women’s game We believed in maxim um high pressure as 
demonstrated by that first clip against Germany. Michelle Akers pressuring fi-om her center forward posiuon to induce the German center back to try to play it square across to the other 
center back to see ~t aggressively cut off by Carin Jennings who takes it in to score.There was nothing complicated in what we tried to do. I have always believed in the star system where 
you assemble the best players you can and set them free to play their style. So, in our 1-3-4-3, of the players in the front seven, six were take on artists that loved to beat defenders on their 
own: Heinrichs, Akers, Gabarra, Lilly, Foudy, Harmn. They surrounded one "pass first" playnraking raidfielder in Shannon Higgins who delivered the two passes to Akers in that final that 
gave us the margin of victory. The legacy of this team? Yes, the United States could win a World Cup in soccer. Yes, as Mia so perfectly shared: she was "happy for the game" because 
FIFA hid this World Cup in China. They were not quite sure it was going to be worth watching, but xh~ MADE IT WORTH WATCHING! We changed the way woraen played: we tried to 
attack like a raodem day Bayern and defend like a nrodern day- Dortmund. And as a result we gave the ganre credibility and an exciting standard and the women’s international game was here 
to stay. And one more thing: those 91 ers? They hung around until the Greek Olympics in 2003 and under their 1991 Captain, Heinrichs, they won Olympic Gold for a second time!! 

See you tomorrow for rehersal. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nell Buethe [mailto:NBuethe(~ussoccer.urg] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Lany Hohn           ’~gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Soccer Gala - Presenters Infom~ation 

Anson, 

Here’s the video that will be played before you corae out on stage. I figured this might help you as you put together your thoughts. 

Take care. 

https://ussocccr.box.com/sicf~ak21v2a03x1&niw134 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: la~ holm [mailto: ~maaail com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 1:55 PM 

To: ansun@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: Neil Buethe 
Sul~iect: Soccer Gala - Presenters Information 

Hi Anson.. 
Enjoyed speaking with you in regard to the soccer gala in Washington. 
Attached is a document that sums up what ~ve touched on during our phone call in regard to your speech and the rehearsal time Saturday at the venue. 
If you have additiunal questions please feel free to email me or contact me on my cell phone... 
If I could get your speech (even if it is not 100% completed) by Friday that would help us out to be ready for you on Saturday 
Look forward to meeting you. 
Best, 
Larry Holm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 10:30 PM 

bill palladino <gwpall@aol.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Champions League Final Saturday, May 25th, 2013 at 2:30 PM EST Bayem vs Dortmund 

Dino, I will not be able to easily folaYard these to eve .ryone. Do you mind letting everyone know I am out for two weeks m~d I am forwa~rding these team etna~ls to you 
to respond to ... and please copy me on your responses. Thank you! Start with this one. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Champions League Final Saturday, May 25th, 2013 at 2:30 PM EST Bayem vs Dortmund 

From:                        L 8@gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" ~anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hey Anson! 

Hope all is well with you’. I finally got a chance to watch the entire final game! Today was my last day of high ~hool so I’ve been swamped with final exams and papers 

the past few days. I was very, entertained by this match between two phenomenal teams. I enjoy watching the Gem~ans play because there is more of a physical aspect 

than the European teams. The way my frame is built makes physical strength one of my better attributes and I could always do better aga~nfft the grittier teams we 

would play against and I just LOVED watching these two teams go at it. They can keep their touches so small and quick despite this and that’s probably one of the 

things I need to taJae from this game especially my first touch. IfI can get that mastered I will be able to take another step to tech my potential at Chapel Hill. Anyways 

I t}lt like the second half the ga~ne really picked up momentnm. Both tea~ns had their thir amount of counterat "tacks, all of which were all really great opportunities at 

goal my goodness. My favorite was Bayem hat the one around the 70th minute, a cross comes in, 2vl m~d the Dor0nund det}nder ca~ne sliding in at the perfect 

moment to prevent the goal. Magnificent det~nding ifI do say m myselt:, reminds me of Brooke Elby’s 60 yard sprint. Both game changing plays. I’m glad Bayem ca~ne 
out on top, they ulilized their width well and those guys dominated the lvl’s a~ld were able to get a cross offinto the box. They could’ve had even more chances had 

they been able to convert their comer kicks ,nore efficiently. I re,nember the first half especially they balls in we’re quite poor. I’m giving the keepers a lot of credit too, 

they made some great saves. Overall a very entertaining game, you gotta love the final reaction of Bayem. Reminds you that all the haxd work is worth it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 21, 2013, at 4:36 PM, t~mindspring.com> wrote: 

Sent fi~om my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

Erom: "Dolrance, Albert A IV" <aaason(~email.unc.edu> 
Date: May 21, 2013, 2:18:17 PM EDT 

To: 



Subject: Champions League Final Saturday, May 25th, 2013 at 2:30 PM EST Bayern vs Dortmund 

I.adies, 

Your next assignment, if yoa should decide to ~al<e i1:: 

S.} watch the Charnpi.:)ns Lea~e ~qnal th~s Satardav and 

2) then send me your opinion o[: what you personally are go#~g to work on from what ~nspired you in the garne~ 

3) And what our tearn can steal from the winner of [f~e game to ~et to a higher level. 

One short paragraph wN suffice, 

F~: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica,com] 
SeBt: Tuesday, May 2~, 20~3 ~:25 AM 

T~t Dorrance, Albe~ A ]V 
~u~je~t: Soccer On ~: Tuesday, Hay 2~, 20~3 

l< ~YVRD 110,jpgq 
Fuesday, May 21, 2013 

I<~WRD 110.jpg>I 

<-~VRDll0.jpg>~Tweet This I<-WRDll0.jpg>lShare Thi: 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Copa Libertadores action on Wednesday. 
[<~- WRD 110 .j Pg:t 

(A# ~imes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listing& Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 

TUESDAY, ~4ay 21 

No live games 

WEDNESDAY, ~4ay 22 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores REAL GARCILASO-IND. SANTA FE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores FLUMINESE-OLIMPIA (live) 9 pm. 

THURSDAY, ~ay 23 

ESPN2 

International Friendly CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores TIJUANA-MINEIRO (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

UEFA Women’s Champions League WOLFSBURG-LYON (live) 12:30 pro. 

Germany HOFFENHEiM-KAiSERSLAUTERN (live) 2:30 pro, 

ESPN3.com 

International Friendly CHELSEA-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 8:30 pro. 

FRIDAY, t,~aay 24 

No live games 

SATURDAY, ~ay 25 

FOX 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (delay) 8 pro, 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CiTY-CHELSEA (live) 5:30 pro, 

UNIViSiON DEPORTES 

MLS D.C, UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pro, 

MLS DIRECK KICK 

MLS D,C, UNITED-PORTLAND (live) 7 pro, 

MLS MONTREAL-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pro, 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-TORONTO (live) 7:30 pm. 



MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-CHICAGO (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League Final BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:45 pm. 

International Club Friendly MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (On Demand) 11:59 pm. 

SUNDAY, ~",~ay 2~ 

ESPN2 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 
MLS KANSAS CITY-HOUSTON (live) 3:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France AJACCIO-NICE (live) 3 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES DOS 

France MARSEILLE-STADE DE REIMS (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS NEW YORK-COLUMBUS (live) 5 pm. 

~’,~aOND~Y, ~ay 27 

TBA 

TUESDAY, ~4ay 28 

SPORTSNET 

International Friendly CANADA-COSTA RICA (live) 8 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, ~4ay 29 

ESPN2 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

SPORTSNET 

MLS VANCOUVER-MONTREAL (live) 10 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

International Friendly GERMANY-ECUADOR (live) 2:30 pm. 

International Friendly USA-BELGIUM (live) 8 pm. 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.clue 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America i Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Tuesday, May 21,2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson(@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

if you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(@socceramerica.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, May 31, 2013 10:31 PM 

Neil Buethe <NB uethe@ussoccer.org> 

Re: Soccer Gala - Presenters Information 

Thin,ks ... see you tomonow! 

Se~t.#"om my Ver’izon tFire[e.~s 4G L2~ 

Neil Buethe <NBuethe@ussoccer.org> wrote: 

Ha Y~s Hid, Sorry ~bout theft 

We’ll m~ke tll~t srnal~ tweak, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Friday, May 3:t, 20J~3:10:22 PM 
To-" Neil Buethe 
Subject-" Re: Soccer Gala - Presenters Information 

Neil, I have never been good with my politic~J correctuess, so by all means protect me from myself and edit it for me. Aud I hope the word I used was "hid". 

SenL!?om my Verizou 14~reless 4G L77: 

Nell Buetl~e <NBuethe~{~ussoccer.org> wrote: 

Good first draft. 

Two small suggestions/edits: 

--There rrlay be a member of FIFA in the room so you may want to tweak the pl~ase "FWA hit this World Cup in China." V~2file you are right, politically- it may be best to rephrase. The next 
sentence stating they weren’t quite sure it was going to be wortl-i watching is fine with me. 
--You mentioned the Greek Olyrrlpics as 2003, which is just a simple type as it was 2004. 

Thanks. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [rrviil~o:anson(~!en~aiL~nc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2013 8:22 PM 
To: Neil Buethe; larW holm i~,gmai].com) 
Cc: (~!dnke.edu); ~&tnsn.corn: duca~’~ur~caa.ur~c.edu: ~!aoLcom; Jason Sisneros ~!gtnai[.cotn); pacraan(fi~uncaa.urlc.edu; Bruce 
Lawrence (bruce(a)bogaer~constmction.cotn); Chan~al~a!tdesignsource corn; ~!comcast.net); ~greenhosp org); 

~a)grn all. corn;         "~, acp ub duke. edu;                           (fi~hotraai 1. c ore); p ere(& cha pelhi 1 ]restaut ant~.t oup. c om 
Subject: RE: Soccer Gala - Presenters Infom~ation 

Larry, 

Here is my first draft. It is about one minute 45 seconds. 

What fun for me. It is still very clear to me what we tried to do in this first World Cup to expose the best parts of the American Women’s game. We believed in maximum high pressure as 
demonstrated by that first clip against Germany. Michelle Akers pressuring from her center forward position to induce the German center back to try to play it square across to the other 
center back to see it aggressively cut off by Carin Jennings who takes it in to score.There was nothing complicated in what we tried to do. I have always believed in the star system where 
you assemble the best players you can and set them free to play their style. So, in our 1-3-4-3, of the players in the front seven, six were take on artists that loved to beat defenders on their 
own: Hei~richs, Akers, Gabarra, Lilly, Foudy, Hamm The?’ surrounded one "pass first" playmaking midfielder in Shannon Higgins who delivered the two passes to Akers in that final that 
gave us the margin ofvictoD’. The legacy of this team? Yes, the United States could win a World Cup in soccer. Yes, as Mia so perfectly shared: she was "happy- for the game" because 
FIFA hid this World Cup in China They were not quite sure it was going to be worth watching, but ~E MADE IT WORTH YVATCHING! We changed the ~vay women played: we tried to 
attack like a modem day- Bayern and defend like a modern day Dortmuaad And as a result we gave the game credibility and an exciting standard and the ~vomen’s international game was here 
to stay. And one more thing: those 91 ers? They- hung around until the Greek Olympics in 2003 and under their 1991 Captain, Hei~richs, they won Olympic Gold for a second time’.! 

See you tomorrow for rehersal. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Neil Buethe [~!~_i~__i_l_t__o__:_?___~___9_~_t_t_ke_(~_9__s__s__o__c_’_c__gL__o__rg.] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 12:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Cc: Larry’ Hohn           ~.gg!,_q_i!=_c__%_r_0 
Subject: RE: Soccer Gala - Presenters Information 

Anson, 

Here’s the video that will be played before you come out on stage. I figured this might help you as you put together your thoughts 

Take care 



https://ussoccer box.comis/cfa_ak21v2aO3xldmiwp4 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: larry holm [maillc ~rmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2013 1:~5 PM 

Cc: Neil Buethe 
Subject: Soccer Gala - Presenters Information 

Eli Anson .. 
Enjoyed speaking with you in regard to the soccer gala in Washington 
Attached is a document that sums up what we touched on during our phone call in regard to your speech and the rehearsal time Saturday at the venue 
If you have additional questions please feel :tree to email me or contact me on my cell phone 
If I could get your speech (even if it is not 100% completed) by Friday that would help us out to be rea@ for you on Saturday. 
Look forward to meeting you 
Best, 
Lan7 Holm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Friday, May 31, 2013 10:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Youth Soccer Reporter: France clobbers USA, 4-1, in Toulon opener 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Youth Soccer Reporter: France clobbers USA, 4-1, in Toulon opener 

From: Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.unc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Today’s NeWSTuesday, May 28, 2013 ~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

France clobbers USA~ 4-1, in opener 
by Soccer America 

]FESTIVAL INTERNATIONAL ESPOIRS] The USA fell to host France, 4-1, in their opening game at the 

Festival International Espoirs. France scored twice at the end of each half - 40-minute periods - beginning 

with a spectacular flick backheel by Alexandre Coeff followed shortly thereafter by a shot by Gianelli 

Imbula through the arms of U.S. keeper Cody Cropper. - Read the whole story 

Toulon coverage continues on IBelN SPORT 
by Soccer America 

]SOCCER ON TV] BelN SPORT and belN SPORT en EspaSol is covering the Festival International Espoirs - the 41st edition 

of the tournament organized in and around the French city of Toulon. U.S. action continues on Thursday with its second 

match against Colombia (kickoff: 11:30 am ET). - Read the whole story 

National Cup Xll Northeast reqional champions 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. CLUB SOCCER] Rochester FC won the U-11 and U-14 Premier Groups, while Ironbound SC notched victories in the U- 

15 and U-17 Super Groups at the National Cup XII Northeast Regional held in LaGrangeville, N.Y. It was also a repeat title for 

the U-15 Ironbound SC Premier Strikers. - Read the whole story 

id2 National Training Camp to be held in Oregon 
by Soccer America 

[ENCL] The 2013 ECNL/id2 National Training Camp featuring approximately 100 of the top girls born between 1995-1998 will 

take place Aug. 2-6 at the Nike World Headquarters in Beaverton, Ore. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, May 28, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subjet~: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~:anson@email.unc.edtr~ 

Saturday, June 1, 2013 1:41 PM 

larry, hohn ~gnmJl.com) 

Will be there late! 

LaiD’, my flight was cancelled. 1 arrive at Regm~ at 4:10 shall Ijufft come early to rehearse or just "wing it’? 

4(5 L)’ ’£" L).~OIL) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, Jnne 1,2013 2:01 PM 

Jeff Mille1 ~hotmail.com> 

Re: Help in coaching the 3-4-3 

Not that I know of..., have you done an internet seaxch? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Jeff Miller ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Coach hope your spring season has gone well. ttope your enjoying the start to your Summer. Hey I was going to ask is there a good resource tbr passing patrerns 

in the 3-4-3? We ran it this season as we had talked about doing and it worked well, but the one thing I lacked was a lot of creativity in the final 1/3. We looked good 
in the play out of the back and would get a good oveftapping mn from the om and outsi& forward. Just looking for sotne more passin pattern ideas. 

Thanks 

Coach Jeff Miller 

Head Gifts Soccer 
North Fomey High School 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Sep 15, 2012, at 4:15 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edn> wrote: 

Call me late morning next week M, W, F .... 

Connected by DROiD on Verizon VVire~ess 

..... Original ~nessage ..... 

From: "Jeff Miller               ,~,hotmail.com>" 
To: ARSOn Dorrance <anson(~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Fri, Sep 14, 2012 20:17:59 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Help in coaching the 3-4-3 

~.hotmail.com> 

Hey Coach hope your season is staxting off well. I really wanted to thank you for the help ruth the 3-4- 3. I didfft have as much success with it 

due to some major injnry losses in district bnt I had a pretty good preseason and some good tonrnament success with the system and your help. I 

took a job at a bit bigger 4 A school here in Texas and I have more of the athletic bodies to really run the system k~ its full potential. If there is 

anything or any advice on the delEnsive side from the posifioning of the two center raids to the shift and slide of the outside mid mad center backs 
that would be great. I have a good group who can get pretty creative in the final third. As we get further into it I will send you a video and you 

can really see what you think. I know your time is precious but any help or advice would be greatly appreciated. I really respect you as a coach 

and a person. I have modified your core w]ues and have thetn posted throughout my locker room. This is yem one with them but so t~ax the gifts 
seem to be buying in. 

Thanks 

Coach JeffMiller 

Head Gifts Soccer 
Pre Ap Physics 

North Forney High School 

Date: Wed, 11 Jan2012 16:58:51 -0500 

From: anson(~uncaa.tmc.edu 

To:            &hotmail.com 

Snbject: Re: Help in coaching the 3-4-3 

2 hours 

Connected by DRO[D on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Jeff Miller              @hotmail.com>" 
To: ARson Dorrance <anson~.uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed, Jan 11,2012 20:25:28 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Help in coaching the 3-4-3 

@hotmail.com> 



Sure whats a good time for you? Its 2:25 ptn iu texas what is the time difference where you are? 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On Jan 10, 2012, at 8:18 PM, "Auson Dorrance" <anson~b~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Call me let’s chat.. 

Connected by DRO/D on Verizon Wireless 

..... Origina] message ..... 

From: "Jeff Miller               @hotmail.com>" 
To: ARson Dorrance <anson~b.uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, JaR 10, 2012 04:58:36 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Help in coaching the 3-4-3 

@hotmail.com> 

I just wanted to give you an update. We are a smaller 3A school in the Dallas Fort ~Vorth area and I scheduled a 

~rimmage ruth a 5A ,school Grand Prairie High who has well over a 1,000 more kids in their school than we do. 

Using fl~e 3-4-3 we dominated possession and won the game 1-0 and had a PK hit the crossbar, and a header 
finish offa comer set play called offsides. I have really been purdng some emphasis on the holding midfielder as you 

suggested as well as making sure the backside outside mid dropping back into the back line as the 4th defender. 

Now ifl can keep their motivafiou tbcused and continue to grow in contidence in the 3-4-3 then we will be great. 

Any suggeslions on playing against a 4-3-3? We have several tean~s in out district who play it. It is the tbunatiou I 

aan known for so I know its strengths and weaknesses ve~ well, and a definite streugth is the attacking with 3. 

Wlaen det~uding with 3 whats the best way to keep the attack at a tninimum? Other than the obvious keep the baJl 

and score more goals :) thats the eau paxt fight’? Iu my mind I would jusl have my defenders pass the mus aJoug 

but I am worried about the split ball bem, een two defeuders to a target player for a quick turn aud shot. Like I said 

against the scrimmage we made the otl~er team look like cones for the most part with a 2 touch game we were a bit 

lacking in connecting the pass into 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, June 1,2013 2:05 PM 

law hohn @gmail.com> 

Re: Will be there late’. 

lain.. ~ hohn @gmail.com> wrote: 

yes, gotcha, so£e travels, call me when you amve to the cocktail hour and we can do a quick rehearsal 

On Jun 1, 2013, at 12:58 PM~ Dorrance, AlbertA IV wrote: 

Ye~ I sent the speech, yesterday. I think it required a minor edit for political correctness. 

Se~.t fi°om my veri~o,~ ~:’i*°eles~’ 4G LIk’DRO1D 

larry hohn ~O)gmaJl.com> wrote: 

wing it. if you getto the cocktail hour come find me and we can rehearse then if you like. sound good? did you send me your speech? 

On Jun 1, 2013, at 12:41 PM. Dorrance Albert A IV wrote: 

La=3~, my flight was cancelled. I arrive at Regan at 4:10 shaJd I jast come early to rehem5e or jus~t "wing it"? 

5’en@’om my 1/e~’~zo~ W#’e/ess 4G L Ik" DRO1D 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=WNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, June 2, 2013 4:56 PM 

@ear~Nink.nO> 

Re: 

I love it, thank ? ou [or shanng:.. Yes~ our brand is evervwhere! ! 

Sem.f!°om my Ve~oizor~ ~VireJe,~s 4G L)~" DROLL) 

@earthlink.net> wrote: 

Hey Anson! I was at the Angus Barn for my graduation dirme~ and found this pictme. I thought you would like it! I love that any place you go you can always find a Tar Heel!! 

Jo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, June 2, 2013 9:48 PM 

Jeff Miller ~hotmail.com> 

Re: Help in coaching the 3-4-3 

Jef£ you are very kind. Thank you. Have you read the three books? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

JeffMiller. ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

I was moreless wondering if you had a go to pattern. Det~nsively we are pretty sound in dropping offbehind the ball in their pressure cover balance positioning. Its that 

one quick counter pattern. I wanted to give you a big thanks. I bought your 4 dvs set &s you suggested tbr the competitive caulderon, and qe do the technique olympics 

in our offseason and it had reshaped my girls. They love the competition. They bug me daily for results. Just wanted to say a big thanks.... JeffTipping was at the FC 

Dallas coaching clinic and referenced you and your ability to drive competition. 

Thanks for what you do, 

Coach JeffMiller 

Head Girls Soccer 

Nortg fomey High School 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Jun 1,2013, at 1:01 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emall.unc.edu> wrote: 

Not that I know of..., have you done an internet search? 

Seut./~’om ~r~v ~ ~erizort fff ~re&,ss 4G L T/:’DROID 

Jeff Miller ~hotmail.com> w~me: 

Hey Coach hope your spring season has gone well. Hope your enjoying the start to your Summer. Hey I was going to ask is there a good resource 

passing patrerns in the 3-4-3? We ran it this season as we had talked about doing and it worked well, but the one thing I lacked was a lot of creativity in 

the final 1/3. We looked good in the play out of the back, mad would get a good overlapping run from the om and outside fi~rward. Just looking tbr some 

more passin pattern ideas. 

Thmflcs 

Coach JeffMiller 

Head Girls Soccer 
North Forney High School 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 15, 2012, at 4:15 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Call me late morning next week M, W, F .... 

Connected by DROID on Ver~zon W#eiess 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Jeff Miller              @hotmail.com>" 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson~.uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Fri, Sep 14, 2012 20:17:59 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Help in coaching the 3-4-3 

~hotmail.com> 

Hey Coach hope your season is starting off well. I really wanted to thank you for the help ruth the 3-4-3. I didn’t have as much 

success with it due to some major injury losses in district but I had a pre~ good preseason and some good tournament success 
ruth the system and your help. I took a job at a bit bigger 4 A school here in Texas and I have more of the athletic bodies to really 

run "the system to its lull potential. If there is anything or any advice on the det~nsive side them the positioning of the two center mids 

to the sfiifi and slide of the outside mid and center backs that would be great. I have a good group who can get pretty creative in the 

final third. As we get thrther into it I will send you a video and you can really see what you think. I know your time is precious but 

any help or advice would be greatly appreciated. I really respect you as a coach and a person. I have modified your core values and 

have them posted throughout tny locker room. This is year one with them but so far the girls seem to be buying in. 



Thanks 

Coach JeffMiller 

Head Girls Soccer 

Pre Ap Physics 
North Fomey fIigh School 

Date: Wed, 11 Jan 2012 16:58:51 -0500 
Frown: aaason(b)uncaa.unc .edu 

To:            ~hotmaJl.com 

Subject: Re: Help in coaching the 3-4-3 

2 hours 

Connec~,ed by DROtD on Verizon Wireless 

..... OriginaJ message ..... 

From: "Jeff Miller               ~hotmail.com>"               @hotmail.com> 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed, Jan 11,2012 20:25:28 GMT+00:00 
Subject: Re: Help in coaching the 3-4-3 

Sure whats a good ti~ne for you? Its 2:25 pm in texas what is the time difference where you are? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 10, 2012, at 8:18 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Call me let’s chat... 

Connected by DROfD on Verizon Wireless 

..... Original message ..... 

From: "Jeff Miller              @hotmaiLcom>" 
To: Anson Dorrance <anson~,,uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tue, Jan 10, 2012 04:58:36 GMT+00:00 
Subject: RE: Help in coaching the 3-4-3 

~hotmail.com> 

I just wanted to give you an update. We axe a smaller 3A school in the Dallas Fort Worth area and I 

scbeduled a scrimmage with a 5A school (2hand Prairie High who has well over a 1,000 more kids in 

their school than we do. Using the 3-4-3 we dominated IX~SSeSsion and won the game 1-0 and had a 

PK hit "the crossbar, mad a header finish offa coruer set play called olt?4des. I have reaJly been putting 

some emphasis on the holding midfielder as you suggested as well as making sure the backside 

outside mid dropping back into the back line as the 4th det}nder. Now ifI can keep "their motivation 

focused and continue to grow in contidence in the 3-4-3 then we will be great. Any snggestions on 

playing against a 4-3-3? We have several teams in out dis~trict M~o play it. It is the formation I an 

known for so I know its strengths and weaknesses ve~T well, aaad a definite strength is the attacking 

with 3. When defending with 3 whats the befit way to keep the attack at a minimum? Other than the 

obvious keep the ball aJad score more goaJs :) thats the easy part right? In ~ny mind I would just have 
my defenders pass the runs along but I am womed about the split ball between lwo defende~ to a 

target player for a quick turn and shot. Like I said against the scrimmage we made the other team 

look like cones for the most part with a 2 tonch game we were a bit lacking in connecting the pass 

into 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O L,rNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday,            1:23 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~-ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:                 Attending 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @yahoo.corn> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJJ.unc.edu-~ 

CC:     ’~att.net, Chris Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edtr"~ 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 
I am excited to share with you that I will be attending the 

). 
Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

next week in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 11:22 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: We good with ? 

Thmiks Chris for following up. Now relnember, she needs four houB to be eligible so needs to enroll in sulnmer school (2nd session). Coordinate ruth Tony Yount 

please! 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Barb, 

Just ~:alk~:’d with She said that tfH:" colleg~-’_~ trat~script was n~ail~:,d Tuesday and the HS transcript on Thursday. Just: let~:~ng you kt~ow so ~t doesn’t get buried 

pile of death Hke stuff does over here] 

B~rd 

E~= Polk, Barbara 3o 
Sent~ Friday, 4:26 PN 
To= Ducar, Chris " 
Subject= RE: We good with ? 
Not quite. StH~ waiting to rece~w~ her official high schoo~ and (:olk~ge ~:rans(:ripts. 

BP 

~ Ducat, Chris 
Sent~ Tuesday, 4: ~i PN 
To= Polk, Barbara ~o 
Subject= We good with ? 
Just following up... 

Bird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday: 11:25 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Clrioinnl Me~n~,e ........ 

Subject: 

From: "Yount, Tony" <towyount@unc.edu> 

To: "Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edtr~,Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CC: 

reports a grade of    on her first PORT    exam. Happy news. She has a paper due this Friday and will be working with our writing tutor T~es and Thursday afternoons to be certain 
that the paper is in good shape. 

From ~vhat I can see on Connect Carolina        admission decision has not yet been made. That ~vorries me since 2 weeks from today ~ve need to be able to register her for sunmmer II 
classes, and there are hoops to jump through before that can happen. Do you know anything about her a&nission status? 

Tony 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 11:27 AM 

Yount, Ton? <ton~ount@unc.edtr>; Ducat, Chris <ducag@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Tony, C1wis Ducar is on it. I tlfink admission is imminent. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Yount, Tow" <ton>yotm@unc.edu> wrote: 

reports a grade of    on her first PORT    exam. Happy news. She has a paper due this Friday and will be ~vorking with our writing tutor Tues and Thursday afternoons to be certain 
that the paper is in good shape. 

From what I can see on Connect Carolina,        admission decision has not yet been made. That womes me since 2 weeks frora today we need to be able to register her for smnmer II 
classes, and there are hoops to jmnp through before that can happen. Do you know anything about her admission status? 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 11:37 AM 

Adam Black <ablack@hw.com> 

Re: Books 

Get The Man Watclfing and Training Soccer Champions. Read Lean In by Sandberg. 

Se~<f!°om my Verizor~ ~#reIess 4(5 L)"k L)ROIL) 

Adam Black <ablack@hw.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

My name is Adam Black. I’m actually a high school gifts volleyball coach out in Los Angeles. I just finished your book "The Vision Of A Charnpion." ~4~nat a fantastic read. I know- you are 

probably in the midst of recruiting and organizing summer camPs so i will make this blieE I was wondering what are some other resources you have used outside of your own experience that 
helped you in coaching women athletes? 2t~artk you for your time. 

All the best, 

Adam Black 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 12:00 PM 

tessa.trepels@worldfootballacade my.co m 

Re: WFA payment Mentorship Amsterdam 

What do I owe? 

Sent from my Verizon Wire.les,s 4G t.TE DRO!D 

World Football Academy <tessa.trepels@worldfootballacademy.com> wrote: 

Dear Anson, 

From our finance department we learned that we have not received your full payment for your participation in the WFA Periodisation Meeting 2013. 

We kindly request you to pay the amount due as soon as possible, as we have to make reservations for your arrangement. 

Best regards, 

World Football Academy 

Tessa Trepels 

Projed: manage=" 

P.O. ~ox 48, ZZg0 ~V~, Ouderked< a/d Amstel, ~h~ N~[hedsnds 
B~r~. St=’smanweg ~.021, Z$0] ~, Amsterdam, The Nethedsnds 
1- -~.3~ 20 472 Z992 
~: +3~. 20 472 $993 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday,            12:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edtc: 

Fwd: - Jersey 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: - Jersey 

From: @cuema~l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I wa~ted to let you know that yesterday I was able to captain my team to another State Championship win. I am reaJdy hoping to see you at the 

Go 

Go Heels! 

Click this link to see nag Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:26 PM 

Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Women’s Premier Soccer League 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Women’s Premier Soccer League 

From:                  @cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I just wanted you to take a look at the new clip we posted on my CaptainU profile, as I’m playing with the                     (veU new team). It has been a huge 

challenge playing against top college level talent and even some professional players. It is awesome to be on the field with these great players because I’m learning a lot. 

The difference in size, speed, skills and knoMedge has definitely shown, but it has raised my level of play. 

I know I have a conple of years to go before I’m considered for a college program, but I want to s~y in contact with you and let you know my progress. I love the 

hard work you and your temn put in to win the                         and your     Championship. I know I have it in me to play at this level. 

Sincerely, 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 12:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2014 Prospects [STUDENTathleteWofld] 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2014 Prospects [STUDENTathleteWorld] 

From: ’STUDENTathleteWofld Team’ <intb@studentathletewofld.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

If you cannot see the images properly, please click hem. 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Since it’s now Summer, we’d like to introduce to you our 2014 prospects. Please click on their names for more info .... 

Name Position School (State) 

ao 6 

]~[School (State) JIAcademicsl vi~lyi~oJLE-mail or College commitment (state)Jlp~ 

dso, please check out our other athletes including unsigned Seniors and quality underclassmen. 

The STUDENTathleteWorld,com Team 
919,526,3597 or i.~@.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.!.~.~.~.~!.~.~. 
View Our College Prospects> http:ll~^tww.studentathleteworldcomlclients 

Please dent include me in future emails. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 12:33 PM 

Tessa Trepels (WFA) <tessa.trepels@worldfootballacademy.com> 

Re: WFA payment Mentorship Amsterdam 

Thank you! 

Sent from my Verizon ~;;re.les,’~ 4G t.TE DRO!D 

"Tessa Trepels (WFA)" <tessa.trepels@worldfootballacademy.com> wrote: 

Dear Anson, 

The total amount is � 2420,00, enclosed the invoice for the Periodisation Mentorship. 

Regards, 
Tessa Trepels 

Van." Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Verzonden." maandag 3 juni 2013 18:00 
Aan." tessa.trepels@worldfootballacademy.com 
Onderwerp." Re: WFA payment Mentorship Amsterdam 

What do I owe? 

Sen t hom my Venzon W#eless 4 G L TE DRO!D 

World Football Academy <tessa.trepels@worldfootballacademy.com> wrote: 

Dear Anson, 

From our finance department we learned that we have not received your full payment for your participation in the WFA Periodisation Meeting 2013. 

We kindly request you to pay the amount due as soon as possible, as we have to make reservations for your arrangement. 

Best regards, 

World Football Academy 

Tessa Trepels 

le s~z,~ i-re[~eis 

PO ~;ox ~8, ~.J.90 AA, Oud~rkeFk a/d Amstel, Th£ 
Burg~ Sl:ramanw~g ~02T~ ~J.01 ,~ Amsterdam, Th~ N~her~ands 
[ 4-3~ 20 472 ~.992 
F +3~ 20 472 ~.992 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, June 3, 2013 12:36 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: WFA payment Mentorship Amsterdam 

WFA-Invoice_20130553-PMS.pdf 

Shelly, I think I paid some of this already didn’t I? 

Sen t hom my 1!enzon W#eless 4 G L TE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: WFA payment Mentorship Amsterdam 

From: "Tessa Trepels (WFA)" <tessa.trepels@worldfootballacademy.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Anson, 

The total amount is � 2420,00, enclosed the invoice for the Periodisation Mentorship. 

Regards, 
Tessa Trepels 

Van-" Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Verzonden-" maandag 3 juni 2013 18:00 
Aan," tessa.trepels@worldfootballacademy.com 
Onde~erp-" Re: WFA payment Mentorship Amsterdam 

What do I owe? 

Sent from my ~,~rizen Wireless 4G L TE DROiD 

World Football Academy <tessa trepels@worldfootballacademy.com> wrote: 

Dear Anson, 

From our finance department we learned that we have not received your full payment for your participation in the WFA Periodisation Meeting 2013. 

We kindly request you to pay the amount due as soon as possible, as we have to make reservations for your arrangement 

Best regards, 

World Football Academy 

Tessa Trepels 

[ess~ Trepeis 

P.O. ~3ox 48, 1190 AA, O~derkerk a/d Amstel, the Netherlands 
Bur#, S~ramanweg 102% 1101 [~, Amsterdam, 1-i)e Netherlands 
r +3~. 20 472 1992 
F +31 20 422 1993 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class of 

docx 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: Class of 

From:            @comcast.net 
To: "Do~Tance, Albe~l A IV" <anson@em~il.unc.edu> 

CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
As a member of the and a sophomore varsity starter at I am beginning my search for a college 
soccer program where I can make an immediate impact, as well as further develop my skills and strength. 
My goal academically is to pursue a degree in medicine, and I am impressed by the preparatory classes for medical school at the University of 
North Carolina. I also love Chapel Hill. Earlier this year I was able to visit Chapel Hill and I was mesmerized by its beauty and I would love to visit it 
again. I was not able to visit the women’s soccer office while I was there. The reason the team was in          preparing for the 

Congratulations on Number 
I know the process is early, but I’m hoping to be considered for your program. Would you be so kind as to send me information about the University 
of North Carolina and a questionnaire? 
Enclosed is my profile. 
As a heads up, I will be atthe                            Championships,                in                Hopefully you will be able 
to see me play. In the meantime, please let me know if yo-u have any questions. 
I look forward to continuing the recruitment process with the University of North Carolina. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:41 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: College Prospect : Midfielder 

Profile.pdf 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: College Prospect 

From: 

CC: 

@gmail.com> 

Midfielder 

Coach, 

One of our Clients,. Class of , is very interested in your School and Women’s Soccer Progrmn. 

will be participating at the                                  from 
from either you or one of your assistant coaches who will be attending the showcase. 

and would greatly appreciate some feedback 

is a motivated, hard working student athlete who excels in the classroom and on the field. Well rounded student with over 500 service hours while able 
to balance athletics and honors classes. She has excellent leadership skills and is looking for a school that will allow opportunity to achieve academically, 
athletically, and spiritually. 

is a versatile soccer player willing to play where needed by the team.    has received various Athletic Honors that include being named Most Valuable 
Player, All County (2 Sports), and most recently voted Female Athlete of the Year 
All of the successes so far in     career have shown how extremely dedicated she is both on and offthe field. Her countless hours of community service 
show how much truly cares about others around her. 

says,      thought process of the game is good. She is strong leader as a team Captain and has exceptional vision of the field. She is a 
hard worker and a pleasure to have on our team." 

also has great work ethic in the classroom with a current    ; GPA and scored an on the SAT. 

Attached is a Comprehensive Profile MJich covers Personal, Academic and Athletic inlbnnation. Al~, here is his video highlight fihn link lbr you to view: 

If you feel this is a player you might have interest in, please contact     directly (his phone number and email address axe included in his/her Profile) or you 

respond to this email and we roll send you whatever additional information you need. 

I l~ow she looks fom-a~l to hearing from you. 

ThaJ~ks tbr your time Coach. 

All- Star College Sports Consultants 

www.facebook.comiall~vconstdtants 



Head coach: John Herdman 

Stats Summai~: USA I CAN 
Shots: 13 / 2 
Shots on Goal: 7/0 
Saves: 0/4 
Comer Kicks: 9 / 3 
Fouls: 10 / 12 
Offsiide: 2 / 4 

M i s c.o n d u ct S u m m a ~: 
USA- Sydney Leroux (caution) 90+ 3 

Officials’. 
Referee: Quetzal’,I i Alvara do (M EX) 
Assistant Referee I ’~ Lixy E~ndq~uez (MEX): 
Assistant Referee 2: Enedina Caudi’,llo (MEX) 
Fourth Officiia~: Sheena Di,ckson (CANi) 

Budwei~,seir Woman of the i~at:ch: 
Whit,,ney Br~gen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: From Sunday’s Game 

dad just called, we are his # 1. He loves to play golf. 

over burden his daughter academically. 

is all over her but fl~ey are tiying to pile her up with AP classes but he does not want to 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Awesome!!!! Congrats!!! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, J.:43 PM 
To-" Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; {; TOM SANDER; Jason Sisneros 
Subject-" Fwd: From Sunday’s Game 

Yesssss! ! ’.! !       womma of the match!! 

Sent from ~ ~ ~,r~zo~ IFireless 4(~ LgW DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: From Sunday’s Game 

From:                 > 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~)n(cbemail.unc.e&l> 

CC: 

Hi Anson. FYI. Please share with Dino. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:40 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:             update 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: update 

From: @yahoo.corn> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I just wanted to tell you that I got invited to the in 
exciting opportunity for me and I hope you get to come watch me play over there. 

Sincerely, 

from This is such an 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 3, 2013 4:40 PM 

Robert Hartt <rhart@ppesports.com> 

Re: PPE Spo~ts overview 

Thin,ks Robert. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ IfffreIe.~s 4G L)"I: 

Robert Hartt <rhartt@ppesports.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Thanks again for your time. It was good to speak with you Friday. I have a lot of respect for your program and its numerous achievements. We would 
welcome the opportunity to work with you and your staff and contribute to the continued success next season. 

I have attached an overview of our structured mental performance program. It is a progressive approach to helping athletes and teams achieve their 
full potential. 

I will reach out to you at the beginning of January. When I learn more about your team and the specifics number of players, I will develop a proposal 
and estimate. 

Best regards, 
Robert 

PPE S po~s 

p: (917)868-2284 e: rhartt(~,ppesports.com 

vcv~,v.ppesports.com 
vvww.facebook.com/ppesports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 8:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Rising Senior looldng to be a part of a GREAT TEAM 

Ses~f.f!"om my Verizon lYirele,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Rising Senior looking io be a part of a GREAT TEAM 

From:          ;@comcasLnet 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 

CC: Chris Ducat <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu~ 

Hello! I wanted to check to see if you received this. I look forward to hearing from you. 

From:          ;@comcast.net 
To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Co: ducar@uncaa.unc.edu, l@comcast.net 
Sent: Tuesday, 14:47:57 PM 

Subject: Rising Senior looking to be a part of a GREAT TEAM 

Coach Anson Dorrancet 
My name is and I’m a rising Senior (Class of .)at in . It is my dream to move to the 

East Coast and attend the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to study Exercise and Sports Science. I aspire to be a part of your GREAT 

soccer program. 

A quick summary of my background is as follows: 

I played on the team from 

The contact information for the Coach I played for the longest is as follows: 

During this past high school soccer off-season, I played indoor soccer continuously all year, as well as trained and ran Varsity Cross Country. 
nd I just finished my third Varsity Season (2 as Captain) with the                               Soccer Program. 

For this past season ~wasawardedA~~~Leaguese~~~dteam(sec~~dyeari~ar~w)a~da~s~P~ayer~~the~eara~dMVP~[~urVarsity 
team. 

The contact information for my Varsity Head Coach is: 
@gmail.com 

.net 
In addition, I have double-sported the last two years during High School Soccer Season, with our Varsity Track Team. I ran the 4x400 relay, 800 
meter, 1 mile and 2 mile events. 
This year I won the Coaches Award for Track. The main reason I started Track was to help improve my running capabilities for 
soccer. 
Currently, I am playing on two indoor soccer teams (one in and one in ). 
In addition, I will be attending a College ID soccer camp in this smmner on I have already attended camps put on by 

I am scheduled to attend the Residential Soccer Camp on 

College ID camp this summer as well. 

I have attached my Personal resume Iistin9 my most recent GPA last term ! ranked 

accomplishmen~ts,          o .. 
My Contact intormation is as ~ollows: 

. I anticipate attending at least one additional 

out of 277) and my other academic and athletic 

I would love to keep in contact with you in order to discuss how I can become a part of your program. I believe my soccer background, as well as, 
my well rounded experience as a scholar athlete and my community involvement can add to your already great program! 
Please let me know how I can connect with you to see how I can add to your program. I hope to hear from you soon. 
Best of luck in your continued search for dedicated athletes. 



535017 10151331520921078 1928663261 n.jp 

g 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Invite to the InvitalionaJ 

Player Profile..doc 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Invite to the InvitationaJ 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Anson Dorrance, Head Wo~nen’s Soccer Coach 
University of North CaJcolina- ChaNl Hill 

Coach Dorrance: 

My name is           class of    . from             and_                    in                       . I am a freshman starter for my high school 

Varsi~ and my club team. My club team and I just won the State Championship and have won the Championship 4 times in a row. My team and I did ve~ well in the 

State Cup game~ with 4 wins and a tot~J of 21 goals scored and no goals against us. I was an integral part of these wins and was tbrtunate to have 3 

goals myselfi Also, my high school team, the              and I won the State tligh School Championship in            this past Fall. In high school, I was the 

leading season ~orer, and the    highest scorer in the State of           . My high school team and I are also ranked in the Nation for High School Women’s 

Soccer with MaxPreps. Not only am I a good soccer player~ I am also a very good student. I have a        GPA cunently and my class rank is     out of 442 

students. I have strutted researching colleges and universities and have identified UNC as a school that I have a strong interest in based on the combination of its 

academic programs, location, size and your soccer program 

On.        , I roll be playing with my club soccer team in the                   in               I hope that you will be attending this 

showcase event and can come ont and ,see me play. I play forward, right and lef[ midfielder and attacking midfielder for my club team            . My club team 

colors ave                 . I have included my upcoming schedule and my player profile for your review. 

My game schedule is as follows in 

I am looking tbrward to you coming out to watch me play and the opporttmities at [INC! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3:34:30 PM 

@aol.com] 

Fwd: Fall Recruitment 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent j:rom my Verizon Wire/ess 46 LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fall Recruitment 

From: @btinternet.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I am extremely interested in coming to the University of North Carolina, after looking at 

the website I feel that the soccer prograr@@e and facilities are one of the best in the 

country! Also the outstanding academic programme o~fers the best opportunities for me to 

succeed and to further my education° ~ would ].ove to pla.y soccer ~or tlhe Tar Hee.i.s in tlhe 

fall of as a. foreign student! 

This season I have been signed by in the 

~ and in January I gained my first full irrternationai senior cap for i also 

then travelled with to for the and featured in win 

over                 ~ 

Some fu.rtlher J.nformation about me, my name J.s ; i am .... and have been 

p].aying football since i was 7, i live J.n and have represented my country 

at and a].so senior ].evel, I have captained at ].eve.i. tJ.mes~ and 

scored my first international goal in in I have played in the 

group stages and will be playing in the in 

I play as an attacking center midfielder, but I have played on the right and left of 

mi.d.fJ.e].d~ a.nd as a strJ. kero I current].y train a.t in wlhere i am 

comp].eting my A-].evelso Last season I was captain of the academy side, and 

season I am p].aying for tlhe women’s reserve team and in Marclh i was signed fo~: the Super 

League team° ~ 



I have taken the SAT exam where i achieved a and my high school GCSE GPA is 

or higher° I have a video of clips of me I put together from several different 

matches~ the link is; Here is also the link to a YouTube 

video of footage from ~.n the i.n whJ. clh i started 

and am mentioned~ 

You can find my profile attached which includes more information about me° 

I look forward to hearing from you[ 

Sincere].y~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 1:09 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: pick up soccer with Duke players 

thanks To~n! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tI~ire[e,~s 4G L2’E 

Thomas J Sa~der <pacma~@unc.edtr> wrote: 

Players, 

Duke players are playing pick-up Tues and Thurs nights from 7:00 - 8:30 pm and have invited you guys to join in. 

Tonight and Thurs this week they will be on the astroturf field behind their game field at Duke (where we cool down after games over there). 

Starting next week they will be at the Homestead Park here in Chapel Hill (out Airport Rd/MLK Blvd) 100 Northern Park Dr, CH NC 27516. 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Woinen’s Soccer 

Unive~siU ofNortk Caacolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 4:05 PM 

Joseph Fumusa <jthmus~r@parktudor.org>; Ducay, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Sydney Schwab - Soccer Recruit! 

Joe, wondeflhl recomtnendation for an obviously e~aordinmy young woman. Thank you. What are her resomces financially? Our $ is spent. It will shock yon how 

early the top recruits are making their college decisions. 

Joseph Fumusa <j fumu~ :> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My naane is Joe Fumusa and I an.    ~ ~ college connselor and acade~nic advisor z is a private, independent 
day school very similax in academic rigor to the boarding schools such as Choate, Hotchkiss, Deerfield, Phillips _~ndover, Exeter, St. Paul’s in New Ha~npshire, etc. I 
started my ca~’eer at a day school in Hamden, CT (two miles fi’om Yale), Hamden Hall Country Day School. 
I am writing to you because I do not want you to miss out on an extraordinary student-athlete in               ,. As you will see from the attached transcript,       g has 
challenged herself at an extremely high level academically and done very well. Her current GPA is a £844 and her weighted GPA is a 3.902. One of the things that makes 

a tremendously exceptional student is that she not only does very well (which is quite obvious from the transcript), but all of her teachers agree that it is indeed a 
privilege and pleasure to teach her. From " ’s "ex~xaordinaxy self-discipline and focus" to her "excellent effort into the daily work" to her "remarkably well-captured 
humor" and, tknally, her "sophisticated and thonght[hl analysis offl~etoric,"               ~hines in the classroom in a most distinguished and even ’a~hl’ way. _. ...... j is 
notably well-prepaxed ever?- day, an d this is certainly no small feat for a young woman who has staxred in both soccer and track at our school playing on the varsity level 
since her ffesl~nan year! 
When am individual does not even get home until somewhere between 7 and 10:00 p.m. each day (based on if she simply has practice or a game) and then has three to four 
hours of ho~nework staring her in the thce, you can begin to understand quite well the dedication and detemfination it takes to sncceed. Even beyond these components of 
excellence, I am paxticulaxly pleased to report to you that : ~ ~y is inspired by her own education and pmicipation in sports to the extent that it has shaped her values. No 
one on our caanpus is tnore willing to reach ont to all with help and encouragetnent than~    ~             ab. When her f~llow classmates and teammates straggle in any way, 
academically, athletically, or personally, ~      is there with a smile~ a kind word, and a giving spirit that sacrifices herself on many occasions to look out for the well-being 
of others. If I could start my- own school with any student I have known in my 23 year caxeer in edncation it would be                In fact, it would be 100 

~ecause I know that I would not be capable of finding anyone better! 
As a soccer player, you will not find a better competitor and more coachable athlete than       ’. In addition, her very lifestyle defines the term "all-h" as a teammate, and 
she knows that ultimately the relationships are what champions are ~nade of. When I have watched Sydney play soccer over the yea~’s, I have smiled (win or lose) becanse 
she represents the epitome of the highest ideals of sport (leadership, intensity, work ethic, and unity of spirit with her temn). I have listed for you below the mark of a 
wonderful athlete who is very interested in the University of No~th Carolina. Please enjoy all of the initial discovery of I have truly been privileged to sha~’e 
(including her video at the end of this email). I will be happy to help you recruit her in amy way I can’. 

ERESHM_~ YEAR: 

Soccer 

Varsity Lettennan and starter as Center Defender 

Defensive MVP 

Conference Champions 

irrack 

VaJcsity Letterma~ 

Indoor season: 

Hoosier State Relays, Small school- placed 2nd in State Chmnpionship - 4X400 

All- State Honors 

Outdoor season: 

Conference Champions 

All Conference Team 

4x100 - qualified for regional chaa~pionship 
4x400 - placed 6th at the IHSAA State Championship meet (3.55.40/split 58.43) 

SOPHOMORE YEAR: 
Soccer 

Varsity Letterman and starter as Center DeI;ender 

Co-MVP 

All Conference Team 

Academic All- Conference 
All County 

Conference Chmnpions 

irrack 

Varsity Letterman 

Indoor Season: 

Hoosier State Relays, Small school - placed 7th in State Championship - 4x400 

All- State Honors 

Outdoor season: 

All Cont~rence Team 



4x400 - placed 17th at the IHSAA State Championship meet (4:03.89/split 59.1) 

JUNIOR YEAR: 

Soccer 

Varsity Lettennm~ and starter as Center Defender 

All Conference Temn 
Seclional Champions 

RegionN Cha~pions 

Finished top 8 in the IHS~ 1-A S~te Tournament 

Track 

Co-Captain 

VaJcsity Letterma~ 

Indoor season: 

Hoosier State Relays, Small school - placed 4th in State - 4x400 

Hoosier State Relays, Small school - placed 6th in State - 4x200 

All State Honors 
Outdagor Season: 

cu~enfly ~iciNtmg 

All Conference Team 
4x100 - Coherence Champion 

4x400 - Coherence Champion 

400 - Co~ffemnce Chmnpion 

200 - Co~ffemnce Chmnpion 

4x400 - Regiona1 Q~lifier 

Academic: 

Th~mgh 3rd q~er junior yeas 

GPA 3.844 WGPA 3.938 
High honors eve~" ~mester 

Additional: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, June 4, 2013 6:43 PM 

Joseph Fumusa <jfuam~@parktador.org>; Ducar, Chris <ducax@unc.edu% bill palladino <gwpall@aol.com> 

Re: - Soccer Recrui!! 

Joe, we would love to see her in camp. ~L_%___r_~’_:__n___cA~_c_:__c_£_r__n_ If she comes please tell me what week. 

Set~t f!’om nty Verizon tFireie,~s 4(3 L2~ L)ROIL) 

Joseph Fumusa <jfumum@parktudor.org> wrote: 

Best, 
Joe 

Frem: Dorrance, AJbert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 04, 2013 4:05 PH 
To= Joseph Fumusa; Ducar, Chris 
Subject= Re:             - Soccer Recruit! 
Joe, wonderIhl recommendation for an obviously extraordinary young woman. Thank you. What am her re~urces financially? Our $ is spent. It will shock you how 

early the top recruits are maJ~ing their college decisions. 

Sen@’om my IL’rizo~, Wireless’ 4G LTE DROID 

Joseph F umusa <j__l[_u_E&L~{p__&_r__k_Lu___d_£_ri:9__~ > wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is Joe Fumusa and I am ,r is a private, independent 
day school veu similar in academic’rigor’to tile boarding s’~hools such as Choate, Hotchkiss, Deerfield, Phillips ~4mdover, Exe{er, St. Paul’s in New- Hampshire, etc. I 
staxted my career at a day school in Hamden, CT (two miles from Yale), Hamden Hall Country Day School. 
I am writing to you because I do not want you to miss out on an extraordinary student-athlete in ~            ~b. A,s you will see fi’om the attached transcript,        has 
challenged herself at an extremely high level academically and done very well. Her current GPA is a 3.844 and her weighted GPA is a 3.902. One of the things that makes 

y a tremendously exceptional student is that she not only does very well (which is quite obvious from the tra~ascript), but all of her teachers agree that it is indeed a 
privilege and pleasure to teach her. From          extraordina©, self-discipline and focus" to her "excellent effort into the daily work" to her "remarkably well-captured 
humor" wad, t~ally, her "sophisticated wad thoughtful analysis of rhetoric,"              ~b shines in the classroom in a most distinNdshed a~qd even ’axtful ’ way       y is 
notably well-prepared every day, and this is certainly no small feat for a young woman who has starred in both soccer and track at our school playing on tile vanity level 
since her freshman year! 
When am individual does not even get home until somewhere between 7 and 10:00 p.m each day (based on if she simply has practice or a game) and then has three to four 
hours of homework staring her in the face, you cam begin to understa~ad quite well the dedication and determination it taJ~es to succeed. Even beyond these components of 
excellence, I am particularly pleased to report to you that :       s inspired by her own education and participation in sports to the extent that it has shaped her values. No 
one on our campus is more willing to reach out to all with help and encouragement tha~              b. When her fellow classmates and teammates struggle in any way, 
academically, athletically, or personally, ; _     is there with a s*nile, a "kind word, and a giving spirit that sacrifices herself on ~nany occasions to look out for the well-being 
of others. If I could start my own school with any student I have Mmwn in my 23 year caxeer in education it would be ’~              . In fact, it would be 100 

" lb’s because I know that I would not be capable of finding anyone better! 
As a soccer player, you will not find a better competitor and more coachable athlete than . In addition, her very lifestyle defines the term "a]l-b" as a teammate, and 
she knows that ultimately the relationships axe what champions are made o£ When I have watche(      j play soccer over the years, I have smiled (win or lose) because 
she represents the epitome of the highest ideals of sport (leadership, intensib~, work ethic, and unity o~" spirit with her team). I have listed for you below- the *nark of a 
wonderful athlete who is very interested in the University of North Carolina. Please enjoy all of the initial discovery of I have truly been privileged to share 
(including her video at file end of this email). I will be happy to help you recruit her in any way I can! 

FRESHMAN YEAR: 

SocceP 

Varsity Letterman and starter as Center Det~nder 

Defensive MVP 
Conference Champions 

irraek 

Vaxsib~ Lettermml 

lndoor season: 

Hoosier State Relays, Small school- placed 2nd in State Championship - 4X400 
All- State Honors 
Outcbor season: 

Conference Champions 

All Conference Team 

4x100 - qualified tbr regional championship 

4x400 - placed 6th at the IHSAA State Championship meet (3.55.40/split 58.43) 

SOPHOMORE YEAR: 
SocceP 

Varsity Letterman mid sta~ter as Center Defender 



Co-MVP 

All Conference Team 

Academic All- Conference 

All Corm .ly 

Cotfference Chatnpions 

T~ack 

Vaxsity Lettermm~ 

Mdoor Season: 

Hoosier State Relays, Small school - placed 7th in State Championship - 4x400 

All- State Honors 
Outck)or season: 

All Cont~rence Team 

4x400 - placed 17th at the IHSAA State Championship meet (4:03.89/split 59.1 ) 

JUNIOR YEAR: 

SocceP 

Varsi~ Letterman and starter as Center Det~nder 

All Conference Team 
Sectional Chmnpions 

Regional Champions 

Finished top 8 in the IHSAA 1-A State Tournament 

Track 
Co-Captain 

Varsity Letterma~ 

Indoor season: 

Hoosier State Relays, Small school - placed 4th in State - 4x400 

Hoosier State Relays, Small school - placed 6th in State - 4x200 

All State Honors 

Outdoor Season: 

currently paxticipating 

All Conference Team 

4x100 - Conference Chmnpion 

4x400 - Conference Chmnpion 

400 - Conference Champion 

200 - Conference Champion 

4x400 - Regional Qualifier 

Academic: 

Throngh 3rd quarter junior yeax 

GPA 3.844 WGPA 3.938 

High honors eve~ setnester 

Additional: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 7:44 PM 

;@ec.rr.com; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com> 

Re: 

Joe, this is VERY exciting news!!’. Do we have her transcript yet? Has she taken aaa SAT or ACT? Honestly, I don’t think admission will be aaa issue bat let’s be sure 
and mn it by compliance. And as I said I want        to sign as well, no one needs to know. And if        starts and we have uncommitted $, it has always been 

our tradition to give it to the starter. Our ~pical oflbr for a starter is tuition. And please caJl! ! Use this 

ec.rr.com wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Hope all is going well. I just wanted to let you know         intent and ask a few- questions before she makes this decision,        is indicating that she wants to go to IfNC and play 
socccrt As you know she has multiple offers in volleyball and if she cotr~its to L~’~’C we need to make sure of a few things. 

1. That their will be no problems with her being accepted into IfNC. With her volleyball opportunities the schools a looking for commitments soon, we wouldn’t want to loose a scholarship 
opportunity if she can’t get into UNC. 
2. If she commits she ~vould like to have a signing, we discussed that you would be able to have something for her to sign as a ceremonial type thing This means a lot to 

has come to this decision on her o~vn and wants the opportunity to play at the highest level and possibly achieve something great I believe she will be a fierce competitor ~vho will 
work hard and give 110% evewday. 

Additionally, if you see that she can help UNC win and be successful at goalie for UNC, it would be appreciated if the opportunity for scholarship money could become available down the 
road 

I am excited about this opportunity and I kno~v ’ is as well. We ~vill look for~vard to hearing back from you If possible I wou ld like to call you tomorrow- to discuss this briefly. 

Thanks Again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 7:44 PM 

ec.rr.com 

Re: goalie recruit UNC, 

ec.rr.com wrote: 

Coach, 

I didn’t put anything in the subiect header for the earlier email I sent regarding 

I would like to call tomorrow (wednesday) soruetime just discuss this briefly if possible. 

Thanks 

I Just wanted to make sure you didn’t skip or delete it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:08 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Goal Keeper 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Goal Keeper 

From: @cuemail.net-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is I currently attend school in I will be in the graduating class of . I an~ a goalkeeper 

for the club , we are a Gold team going premier. I am highly interested in attending UNC especially to play soccer. Could you please 

provide me any information on future soccer ID Camps. I also have put a link to my Highlight!recruitment video and I would appreciate it veo, mnch if you could take a 

look at it and see if I am right for your schook 

Hope to hear ficom you, 

Thank You 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:33 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ECNL Event 

Senf.~"om my Verizon lI~ireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ECNL Fxent 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

~gmail.com> 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I just wanted to let you know that my team will be at the national ECNL event in 
Hill could attend one of my games. I play for 
you to come watch me play if it is convenient for you. I hope to see you there! 

Thanks, 

the 
team my number is 

of June. I would really appreciate if you or one someone form Chapel 
and my primaty position on the team is striker. I would love for one of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wedne sday, 10:17 AM 

@ec.rr.com; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino      @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

Re: goalie recruit UNC, 

;@gmail.com> 

Joe, with what you have shared I can’t see admission being an issue. I look forwa~t to your call this afternoon. 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ ~Vireless 4G L)"E 

:@ec.rr.com wrote: 

Coach, 

I will try to contact you this afternoon. 
To give you a heads up         SAT scores are: Math    , reading    and writing    . We can send the transcripts froru school but it doesn’t have the final scores for this year since 
they haven’t finished this semester just yet. I can tell you her high school GPA scores are around    weighted and around 

unweighted. We will see about getting the recent transcript info asap. I believe had sent the most recent high school transcripts to coach Ducar back in the spring as well. I believe 
their will be some iraprovement in GPA from this semester. 
I will give you a call this afternoon. 

Thanks 

.... "Dorrance wrote: 

Yes! Please call! 

Sent from my Verizon YVireless 4G LTE DROID 

~ec.rr.com wrote: 

Coach, 

I dich~’t put anything in the subject header for the earlier email I sent regarding 

I would like to call tomorrow- (wech~esday) sometime just discuss this briefly if possible. 

Thanks 

I Just wanted to make sure you didn’t skip or delete it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wedne sday, 10:20 AM 

Mike Keating ~gmaJl.com>; Ducar, Clms <ducay@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Ja~n Sisneros 
~gmail.com>;                      @msn.com>; TOM SANDER <pacman@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Update 

Mike, in the Intemet age everyone has the infom~ation. The question is what roll everyone do wifl~ it. You and your daughter or implemenling things that ave diffictflt to 

do. You guys deserve all the credit in the world. 

Mike Keating @gmail.com> wrote: 

Guys, 
finished 8th grade yesterday- and first day of sunm~er started today. She was on the field on her own at 6:30am doing ball work. Right after did upper body strength. Doing lower 

body strength later today-. Best part is I never mentioned she do an?" of this. 

She’s on fire with the almanac double sessionst Can’t wait to see how it applies at CBPA. 

Her AD will come to see a staff game if we can coordinate when the seven girls are playing. Her school graduates between and as much as     of the class each year to Carolina. FYI, the 
AD told me Monday he is using my offseason training as why the School soccer program is unique (#1 in state) in recruiting kids ilcom out of state to the school. I don’t 
believe that, but it is a nice story 

Thanks to your openness and sharing in your program, youth girls are getting a taste of the demands of collegiate training years beibre they- go to college 

With sincere appreciation and best regards, 

Mike 

Mike Keating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 11:11 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Rising Senior looking to be a part of a GREAT TEAM CLASS of 2014 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Rising Senior looking to be a paxt of a GREAT TEAM CLASS of2014 

From:           ~comcast.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu> 
CC: Chris Ducay <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

From:          ~@comcast.net 
To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
Sent: Monday, June 3, 2013 5:23:00 PM 
Su bject: Re: Rising Senior looking to be a part of a GREAT TEAM 

Hello! I wanted to check to see if you received this. I thought I would end it again. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Registered on NCSA Athletic Recruiting website 

Fror(           ~@comcast.net 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Cc: ducar@uncaa.unc.edu, sierradee18@comcast.net 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21,2013 4:47:57 PM 
Subject: Rising Senior looking to be a part of a GREAT TEAM 

May 21, 2013 
Coach Anson Dorrance~ 
My name i’. t is my dream to move to the 
East Coast and attend the University of Nor~th Caroli-na at Chapel Hill to stud) Ex~rcise and Sports S~’ience. I aspire to be a part of your gREAT 
soccer program. 
A quick smmnary of my background is as follows: 

This 2013 year I won the Coaches Award for LHS Track. The main reason I started Track was to help improve my running capabilities for 
soccer. 



accomplishments. 
Mv Contact intbrmation is as follows: 

I would love to keep in contact with you in order to discuss how I can become a part of your program. I believe my soccer background, as well as, 
my well rounded experience as a scholar athlete and my community involvement can add to your already great program! 
Please let me know how I can connect with you to see how I can add to your program. I hope to hear from you soon. 
Best of luck in your continued search for dedicated athletes. 

i::*;:i 535017 10151331520921076 1928663261 n.jp      7~{ 

9 

Sincere~f, 

Registered on NCSA Athletic Recruiting website 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:             @comcast.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                  ~d I am a rising junior at                                          I currently have a GPA and mn enrolled in tl~e 

IB Program for the upcoming school year. I am a representative in my school’s s~mdent council, a member of the National Honor SocieD’, and also a member of the 

National Spanish Honor Society. I mn interested in attending Universi~ of North Carolina because of your arts program as well as yonr soccer program. I mn aware of 

your team’s snccess this past season and would be honored to become a part of your team. 

Currently, I play tbr on as a center back but have also played as a center midfiekter or a forward when 

needed. Our team j ust recently won fl~e tbr the second year in a row. Our team won ¯ thi s past 1~11 season and will be attending Regional’s this 

summer in . I have also been selected to be on ’ team fbr the second year in a row as a center back and will be attending 

region camp this snmmer in I now have a new club coach, and his nmne is ttis email is @ssaelite.com, m~d he 

can be reached at I 

Thank you ve~ much for taking the tiine to read my email, a~d I hope to helm from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Click t~RE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 2:14 PM 

Efin Redwine <erin.redwine@northwestu.edu>; bill palladino, ~aol.com> 

Re: Favor to ask 

Erin, Dino does our foreign recruiting. I will turn this over to him. Good luck! 

Sent.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

Erin Redwine <erin.redmne@northwestu.edtr’~ wrote: 

Hi Anson, Bill, Clms & Jason - I just had an international recruit thll through for this thll...uggg. I’m ~ discouraged but am trying to ~e if I can find another player to fill 

her spot in a hurry. I have a full ride available (tuition + room & board). Would you be willing to tbrward the below email to may local/international players, coache~ 
recruiting contacts you have for me? I’d be so appreciative;) 

I still have one roster spot to fill at NU for this fall’. We are a private Christian school and finished in 1 st place last year in the NAIA’s Cascade Conference 

http:i/www.cascadecotfference.org 

I have a full ride scholarship available (tuition + room & board). 

I also coach the Seattle Reign Reserve team. We are a semi pro team competing in the WPSL this summer mad serve as the reserve squad to our professional team, the 

Seattle Reign FC http:iA~v.seattlerei~nfc.com’ 

You’d have the opportuni~ to move here early and train ruth the semi pro team before school starts. You could live with a host family until NU training camp begins 

on Augus~t. 5fl~, when you’d move into )’our college dorm room. 

Thin,ks a~d please let me know if you are interested so we can start moving tbrward fast! 

Eria ~edwiae 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
http: !/www.northwestu.edu/bloq/article!womens-soccefl- 20 ~2-season-recap/ 
Eagle Fitness Center Coordinator 

Northwest University 
5520 :t08th Ave NE 
Kirkland, WA 98033 
www.northwestu.edu 
Cell 
Fax 425.889.5323 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 2:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase 2013 Reminder 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase 2013 Reminder 

From: womensshowcase@puma.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello again! 

We are only 6 weeks away from the third annual PUIVb\ Wo~nen[~ s Elite Showcase 

in Orlando, FL and would like to extend a reminder to mark the dates on 
your calendar. Welcoming the top female high school 2015 and 2016 

graduates to the area, this is a one-of-a-kind event that should not be 

missed. The Showcase will take place July 17th and 18th, and will feature 

six games over two days of play. We understand summer schedules axe full 
of events, and ask that you please reply to this email to state your 

interest at your earliest convenience. We [Jll continn final details ~4th 

you closer to the event, but look m reserve your place as we finish 

planning for this great event. 

A list of confirmed athletes has been attached for your consideration, as 

well as a list of Frequently Asked Ques~tions (FAQ’s) to help you prepare. 

We have also included the below link to our 2012 Women’s Elite Showcase 

video s~ that you can get a better understanding on what this event is all 

about: 

http://www.youtabe.com/watch?v4JfllT634Hz5c 

As always, should you have any questions, please don I. t hesitate to reach 

out. We look tbr~vard to seeing you there! 

(See attached file: 2013 PUIVL~_ Women’s Elite Showcase Athlete List.pdl)(See 

attached file: 2013 PWES FAQ - Coaches.pdf) 

Thank you, 

PUMA V~S 

Description: cid:image001 .prig@01CCOB37.6E327890 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 5, 2013 6:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: College Coach ~egistration now open for US Youth Soccer Regional and National Championships 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College Coach registration now open tbr US Youth Soccer Regional and National Championships 

From: NSCAA <liff(~:nscaa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear College Coach, 

The US Youth Soccer Regional and National Championships kick off soon, and we ask you to 
please take a moment to register for the upcoming regional championships. If you registered 
last year simply log in and click the events you would like to attend; if you didn’t register last 
year, take a minute to create your profile. Coach profiles are kept in the system so you do not 
need to recreate the profile each year. 

Click on the appropriate link: 

have an account need to create an account 

You can register for each of the four regional events, as well as the National Championships 
and will be provided with team profiles and rosters with player graduation date, scores, 

commitment status, and email address, in addition to club coach contact information= All of this 
information, as well as your attendance at the events are free of charge. 

The US Youth Soccer Regional and National Championships consist of over 900 state 
champions and US Youth Soccer Regional League qualifiers battling for the oldest and most 
prestigious National Championship in the country. This year the national championships include 
the Under-13 age group. 

The US Youth Soccer system does not provide players the ability to email coaches, nor does it 
display coaches’ email addresses or phone number at any time. This system is used to provide 
coaches with event and roster information and to highlight your school and coaches in 

attendance. Sample coaches attendincl pacle. 

A new feature to the system for college coaches is that you can now access team rosters online 
and through your mobile device. When you Iogin to your account and select which events you 
are attending, you will gain access to the current rosters for those teams competing in the 
event as they become available. Hard copies of the rosters will still be available onsite. 

Please take time to register for the four upcoming Regional and National Championships; event 
information for each is below. Be sure to bookmark the Iogin link, update your account, select 
your events and view rosters. There is a usemame and password retrieval tool on the Iogin 
page if you have lost your credentials. If you have any questions, issues setting up an account 

or with your current account please email support(~,usyouthsoccer.or.q. 

Thanks for your continued support of US Youth Soccer programs and athletes. 

2012 US Youth Soccer National Championship Series Details 

US Youth Soccer Region I (East) Championships- Kingston, 
University of Rhode island 
Opening Ceremony: June 27 
Round Robin: June 28-June 30 



Semis: July 1 
Finals: July 2 

Age Group: U12- U19 

US Youth Soccer Region II (Midwest) Championships = Des Moines, IA 
James W. Cownie Sports Complex 
Registration: June 21 

Round Robin: June 22-24 
Semis: June 25 
Finals: June 26 

Age Groups:U13- U19 

US Youth Soccer Region III (South) Championships- Edmond, OK 
Edmond Soccer Club Complex 
Opening Ceremony: June 20 
Round Robin: June 21-23 

Quarters: June 24 (U14, U15, U16) 
Semis/Quarters: June 25 (Semifinals U13 & U19/Quarters U17 & U18) 
Finals/Semis: June 26 (Finals U13 & U19 / Semis U14-U18) 
Finals: June 27 (Finals U14-U18) 

Age Groups:U13- U19 

US Youth Soccer Region IV (West) Championships - Honolulu, HI 
Waipio Peninsula Soccer Complex 
June 17- June 23 
Round Robin: June 17-19 
Quarters: June 21 
Semis: June 22 
Finals: June 23 

Age Groups:U12- U19 

US Youth Soccer National Championships - Overland Park, KS 
Overland Park Soccer Complex 
Player Luncheon: July 22 
Round Robin: July 23-26 
Finals: July 27-28 

Age Groups: U13- 19 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~:i Informz for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Women’s Soccer 

profile.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Womeffs Soccer 

From: :@bellsouth.net> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I am a rising senior at I am very interested in attending University of North 

Carolina Chapel Hill and participating in your soccer program. I have played soccer at during all three of my high school years, playing varsity 

since I was a freshman. I was nominated Rookie o[the Year in my freshman year when we won the State Championship. In my sophomore year we were 

District Champions and in my junior year we were State Runner-Up¯ Also, I have been a member of the Varsity Cross Country and Track Team since my 

freshman year. 

I played for the for the qualifier against 

¯ This year I am a member of the                  . In July, I am traveling to 

playin the 

and and in 
to train with the team and in September we are going to 

have been selected to represent the We are going to be playing at the on 

Academically, I have taken a strong college preparatory program, electing honors level classes. I have a : grade point average and I am a member and 
Vice-President of the                                        . I have a total of a hundred and thirty five hours of community service. 

Additionally, I have been taking piano for ten years, earning a Superior rating with the National Federation of Music. I also received First Place, a Perfect 

Score and the Blue Ribbon Award at the 

would like to invite you to come and watch me playing with , at the 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you in the future. 
Sincerely yours, 

P.S. Attached is my player profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:34 PM 

~ar~l.com> 

Fwd: Midfielder/Fora, md 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Midfielder/Forward 

From:         ~yahoo.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Krikorian, 

My name is . I mn a s~trikec/attacking midfielder froIn I aa~ highly interested in playing soccer in Florida State Universi~" m~d I 
believe that I can be an asset to your team. I am 5’6" and weigh 1541bs. I am a high school graduate. I mn a fearless player who is veD~ strong on both sides of 

the ball and possess a very accurate shooting touch with both feet. I am quick and move well. I have been a prominent member of my club teams in addition to my 

school team, as I have won the MVP Award and Athlete of the Year Award this school year. I am a veD~ tenacious hard worker and strive to achieve to be the best in 

class. Not only roll I contribute to your temn, but I roll add to the academic life of Florida State University. I currently attend                         however; I 

will be transferring to                     in            fl~is thll to pursue my goal of playing competitive soccer a’t a strong academic institution in the UNfed 

States. There, I will be able to update nay NCSA video which wa~s fihned in      I a~n eager m sha, e my immense physical and skillthl improvement. 

This summer, I hope that you will be able to watch me perform as I will be playing at the 

the                                   Oil 

ID camp from in addition to playing at 

Thm~k You a~d I Look Fora,ard To Hearing from You Soon, 

Click t~RE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 6:35 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: - Class of 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edw~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hello them’. My name is                     and I play for the, 
midfielder. I am fifteen years old m~d wrapping up my fmshinma at 

, team as mainly a center back, as well as a part-time fo~-vvard and 

in My gmduafion year is 

I am veu interested in the Universi~ of North Carolina and your soccer program as well. I would love to learn ,some morn information about your p~ogram and the 
universW. 

In regard to soccer, I have been honored to be in th~               _                                                  , as well as being ranked in the 
TopDrawerSoccer.com "Girl’s National Top 150" rankings for last summer, spring and this pas~t thll. In addition, I earned recognition tbr a spot on the 

showcase in        My team has been veW successful in the lbur years I have played tbr them, accomplishing such things as being 
playing in the                                     quarterfinals a~d roaching the                           For the past two 

years, I have been a co-captain of my team, and hope to continue iny contribution toward our success. I played on iny high schoors varsi .ty team tiffs year a~d was a 
starting forwaM I was named Offensive MVP for the season, as well as honored as a First Team All-League selection for the 

I recently completed the Track and Field season for my high school, compefing for the first time in track. I ran the 100 m, 200 m and 4x100, and competed in the long 

jump for our varsity team. Our team won league for the first time in 35 years, which was very exciting for me to be a part of such an accomplishment’. 

Although I love soccer, academics always come first in my priorities and in my household. I am currently em~olled in the in which I roll 
graduate with my high school diploma m~d AA degree by thlfilling lower-division general education requirements fi), systems ! requirements). For 

this program, I am enrolled concurrently for tbur years in my high sehool and                    I currently have a GPA and eazned a GPA tbr six 

consec utive trimesters at                         I recently received an award tbr being in the top of my class of    students and I am a member of the 

I look forward to talking ruth you and leea~fing more from you about the soccer m~d academic programs at UNC. I am playing in the 

our team made the Championship bracket. I do not know my game schedule yet, but I roll keep you posted if you would like to come see me play. 

Thanlcs for your time! 

Links 

My ECNL Profile Page : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 6:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

I am interested in playing for your teaxn when I graduate high school. I’m a hard worker, quick speed, and mn open to learning new things to take iny gaxne to the next 

level. I would love to weam that Carolina blue! my usual position is a fom’amd but I caw also play goalie, I would love to meet you and play for you! 

Thm~k you for your time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:49 PM 

@ec.rr.com; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.e&~ 

Re: goalie recruit UNC, 

I atn at the beach (Topsail Island) if you have tried other #’s m~d missed us t~ my cell #: 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ ~Vireless 4G L)"E 

hope to talk to you soon. 

ec.rr.com wrote: 

Coach, 

I will try to contact you this afternoon. 
To give you a heads ur          SAT scores are: Math    , reading    and writing    . We can send the transcripts froru school but it doesn’t have the final scores for this year since 
they haven’t finished this semester just yet. I can tell you her high school GPA scores are around    weighted and around 

unweighted. We will see about getting the recent transcript info asap. I believe had sent the most recent high school transcripts to coach Ducar back in the spring as well. I believe 
their will be some iraprovement in GPA from this semester. 
I will give you a call this afternoon. 

Thanks 

.... "Dorrance wrote: 

Yes! Please call! 

Sent from my Verizon YVireless 4G LTE DROID 

@ec.rr.com wrote: 

Coach, 

I dich~’t put anything in the subject header for the earlier email I sent regarding 

I would like to call tomorrow- (wech~esday) sometime just discuss this briefly if possible. 

Thanks 

I Just wanted to make sure you didn’t skip or delete it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:17 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < @aol.com> 

Fwd: 

resume.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fw: 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~em~fil.unc.edu> 
CC: Bill l?alladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Anson Dorrance 
University of North Carolina 
220 E. Cameron Ave 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                  and I will be a junior at                     ir                in the fall. 
I am a starting player for my high school team and have been second in points scored and first in assists for the last two years~ I have played in both the 
forward position and center-mid for my high school team. My team also made it to the state playoffs in 
For the last two years I have also played club soccer with,                  During the          season my team was ranked as          In the 

I was a starting player for the teams at I have played in both the center-mid and center-back positions on my club 
team. In I was also a member of the , and participated in the finals in 

I have spent time researching the colleges that I feel would be a good match for me academically and athletically. I am interested in majoring in sports 

medicine. I am very interested in your University and your soccer program and would appreciate receiving information from you. 

I will be participating in the in , on I would like to invite you to attend this event in the hopes that you would 

be able to attend a game. I am participating with the team. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you in the future. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 4:51 PM 

bill palladino @aol.com> 

Fwd: English GRADUATE Box-to-box Centre Midfielder - 2013 Entry 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: English GRADUATE Box-to-tx~x Centre Midfielder - 

From: Oliver Gage <olive@sportsrecruitingusa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.unc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

- 2013 Entry 

is this emaii not displaying coqectly? 

Vie’,.v ~our b=’o’,.vser 

Hi Coach, 

I hope you are well? 

I just wanted to touch base regarding a graduate box to box English midfielder we have signed who is 

looking for a 2013 entry and I thought she may be of interest. 

She is a very talented midfielder who is always made captain at every team she plays for due to her 

being "a very passionate player with an excellent head for reading the game" Due to her versatility she 

is able to play in most positions and occasionaly slots into defence to help out. 

She also has a GMAT score; 



Please do let me know if you believe 

program. 

;an make a difference for your women’s soccer 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me on my cell 

I am based in Washington DC. 

or email me. 

Thank you for your time and we hope to hear from you soon. 

Regards, 

Oliver Gage 

Directorof Player Relations 

Mobile (US): 

Facebook: I Twitter:~iUSA I Skype: oliver.srusa 

Disclaimer: This message (including any attachments) is confidential and may be legally privileged. 

if you are not the intended recipient, you should not disclose, copy or use any part of it. The 

information, statements or opinions contained in this message (including any attachments) are 

given by the author. They are not given on behalf of Sports Recruiting USA Ltd unless subsequently 

confirmed by an individual other than the author who is duly authorised to represent Sports 

Recruiting USA Ltd. Sports Recruiting LISA Ltd is a company registered in England and Wales 

r,’lailChimp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 7:08 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino < @aol.com> 

Fwd: chris voelz of CWSA ruth importaJ~t INFO 

Dino/Chfis ... wa~na go? 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ tYireiezs 4G L)"E DROLL) 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: RE: chris voelz of CWSA with important INFO 

From: "Miller, Beth" <beflmfille@unc.edu-~ 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@email.unc.edw~,"Ducaz, Chris" ~ducar@unc.edu>,bill palladino 

CC: 
@aol.com> 

Anson, We will pay for one of them to go....or you to go from San Diego to LA. They can get flights through Anthony travel and reserve a hotel room through Lori, 

as indicated below, 

From; Dorrance, ~lbe~ ~ N 
Sent~ Thursday, June 06, 2013 10:33 AN 
To: Miller, Beth; Ducat, Chris; bi~ palladino 
Subject= Re: chris voelz of CWSA with impo~ant INFO 

I am sure if you ca~ ~y [~r the tdp either CNis or Dino will go. ~ will ~ in Sa~ Diego but I mn not sure I ca~ get away from what I am doing. 

SenU~om ~ ~ t’r~zon IV~reless 4( ~ L~W DROID 

"Mille~: Beth" <bethmiller({~unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, Do yolk, or any of ¥oL~r s[:aff, plan to s[:tend the Hond~; Awsrd preser~l:ation for ? 
Thanks, 
"~Beth 

F~m= Chris Voelz [maiJto:chrisvoelzcwsa@aol.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, June 06, 2013 2:52 AN 
Te= Miller, Beth; lyndat@gators.ufl.edu; Calli T [ATHDP] Sanders; Erin N. NcDermo~; Carla WILL,MS; Beth Goode; Samantha K Huge; beth~miller@unc.edu; lisa P~ERSON; 
Donna HEINEL 
~¢~ Lori O~NURA 
Subje¢t= chris voelz of CWSA with impo~nt INFO 

THE COUNTDO~¥N has BEGUN ~ h~ a l~tt~e over 2 ~eek~ i~crediNe atlfle~es ; s~pportive and pro~d i~it~i~mal representa~ves and dedicated board 

By now yo~ ~houM have : 

"IJked us" ; l~ked The CWSA to your insftufional ~,ebsite ; reviewed our website (~’w.colleNatewomens0o~sawards.com) ; completed N! the items 

on the checNist includ~g sending the fi~ footage in m ESPN ~d provid~g Ia~fi 0ori(fi;creativesporNstrateNes.com) Mth full body action shoN ~d 

sendh~g atNete fom~ to me. You shoed Mso be dedd~g who wBl compose your ~’avel par~. We s~’on~y suggest the S~A and the SID jo~ us as both 

wBl have some responsibilities on site, especia~y the SID. (I mean if you hM a lteisman finMist wouM you be represented ?- well we are the 

"tie,man for 12 sports" so please make sure you send reps.) You shoed have shared ~’avel h~fo with Lori or her te~ ~d worked with her m resen’e 

lod~g thru our hotel block at our base hotel, the OMNI downtown LA ; put together a vJew~g par~ tbr those who stayed home m~d assi~ed 

someone to lead the sodN media aspect of it. 

And we ask y~u m : 

Work with your s~dent-atNete so that she is dressed appropfiaMy for the acfi~fies. Sund ay pm is ~versiD- wa~ups ~d Mond ay - from reception, 

to rehearsal to celebration l~cheon to broadcast to press conference -she wit be in dressy clot~g. 

Arrive ~ t~e for our orientation reception 6:30-8pm on Sunday N~t. SID’s wit meet with Communications Director la~er part of reception to lea~ 

thNr important rNes throu~out Monday. 

Be on site at the USC Galen Center’s Founders’ Club by 2:15 for the red carpet ; followed by The Cofle~ate Women SporN Awards Celebration 

Luncheon presented by Honda at 2:30 ; then to a reception unN it is time for the broadcast ~d then the post reception dur~g the press conference. 

(The travel parD" of max 5 are our ~ests for the l~cheon but we do need m have ~ n~es in the ~avel par~ - ~sfimfionfl ~d t~fly. You ~ need 

to check in for both evenN. 

If you have not yet worked with Chris to pl~ tbr ~ on - cmnpus presentation, please do. Most of yours wffi be next f~ or winter but please keep h~ 

m~d ~d ~e ~ AuNst 
Take ~e to th~nk our presenting sponsor ~neric~ Honda Motor Co (aka HONDA ) Nr thNr ongoing support. Notes c~ be sent m : 

Steve Mofikawa and Efik ~edin at z~efic~ Honda Motor Co 1919 Torr~ce Blvd Torrm~ce, CA 90501 
Thank your conference if they supported us as ~sted on the website, z~d thm~k NC~k for thNr support as we~. 



We know that all athletes can not be in attendance, but we hope that institutional representatives will be show their support and gratitude for The 

CWSA and Honda through 3,our attendance. 

Q~es~hms ? I)epe~di~ 

my best, 

chris voelz 

Executive Director 

THE Collegiate Women Spots Awards 

"the ~s~ o~ the ~s~ 

ch risvoeizCWSA@aoi.com 
516.578.0021 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 7:19 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmille@~mc.edu>; Ducar, Chris -~ducalQa)unc.edu>; bill palladino @ar)l.com> 

Re: chris voelz of CWSA with importaJ~t 1NFO 

Thin,ks Beth, I will copy them and see if either one has the freedom to go. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tFireie.~s 4G L2’E L)ROIL) 

"Miller, Betlf’ <bethmille@unc.edu> wrote: 

~nson, We will pay for one of them to go...,or you to go from San Diego to LA. They can get fl~ghts through Anthorw ~:ravel and reserve a hote~ room through Lori, 

as k~di(:ated bek~w 

~Beth 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 2053 $0:33 AN 
To= Miller, Beth; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino 
Subject: Re: chris voelz of CWSA with impo~ant INFO 

[ mn sure i£you ca~ ~y £or the trip tither C~s or Dino will ~o. ~ will ~ m sa~ Dieso but [ a~ not sure [ cm] ~et away ~om what [ 

Se~tt front ~’ ~rizon tVireless ,i(~ L TE DR()ID 

"Miller, 
Beflf’ <~_t__Lm_L~_i!_l__ey~L_uj!_c_:__e_£t__u- > wrote: 

Anson, Do you, or any of your sLaff, plan to aLtend the Honda Award presentation t:or 
Thanks, 
"Beth 

Frera: Chris Voelz I @aoLcom] 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 20~3 2:52 AN 
Te= Miller, Beth; JgB_O~X~9~r~_~M~L¢~_M; Calli T [ATHDP] Sanders; Erin N. McDermog; Carla WILL,MS; Beth Goode; Samantha K Huge~ b_¢~b,_~_[[[~Z~_MD¢~_M; lisa P~ERSON; 
Donna HEINEL 
Cc: Lori O~MURA 
Subject: chris voelz of CWSA with impo~nt INFO 

THE COUNTDOWN has BEGUN ~ h~ a li~e over 2 weeks h~credib~e a~h~e~es ; supporti~:e a~d proud h~stimt~naI representatives and dedicated board 

members ~,i~ arrive h~ Los :~geles to ce~ebrate the "bes~ of the best of college athletics ~’, [AVE o~ ESPN U ~¥om the U SC (;ale~ Center’s Founders’ 

By ~o~ yo~ should have : 

"~ked ~s" ~ l~ked The CWSA to your inst~6onal website ~ reviewed o~r website (~’w.~o~e~atewome~o~sawards.~o~) ~ ~o~pleted a~ the items 

on the ~he~st ind~d~ send~ the ~ footage ~ to ESPN and pro~d~ ~ri ~ori(~reafives~ortsstrate~es.~om) ~th f~ body a~6on shots ~d 

sendin~ athlete for~ to ~e. Yo~ should ~so be dedd~ who will ~ompose your ~avel par~. ~e s~’on~y s~est the S~A and the SID join ~s as both 

will have some responsibilities on site, especially the SID. (l mean if you had a Heisman finMist would you be represented ?- well we are the 

"He~manJbr 12 sports" so please make sure you send reps.) You shoMd have shared ~avel info with Loft or her te~ ~d worked with her to reserve 

lod~ng thru our hotel block at our base hotel, the OMNI downtown LA ; put together a ~ew~g par~ for those who stayed home and assi~ed 

someone to lead the soci~ media aspect of it. 

:~d we ask you ~ : 

Work with your s~dent-atMete so that she is dressed appropriately for the activities. Sunday pm is ~versi~ wa~ups ~d Monday - t~om reception, 

to rehearsal to celebration l~cheon to broadcast to press cont~rence -she wifl be in dressy clotl~g. 

Arrive ~ ~e for our orientation reception 6:30-8pm on S~d ay ~t. SID’s wffi meet with Commutations Director la~er part of reception to lean~ 

their ~port~t roles t~ou~out Monday. 

Be on site at the USC Galen Center’s Fo~ders’ Club by 2:15 for the red carpet ; followed by The Come,ate Women Sports Awards Celebration 

Luncheon presented by Honda at 2:30 ; then to a reception ~ffi it is ~e for the broadcast ~d then the post reception dung the press conference. 

(The travel par~ of max 5 are our guests for the luncheon but we do need to have all nmnes in the travel par~ - institutional ~d family. You will need 

to check in for both events. 

If you have not yet worked with Chris to plan for ~ on - c~pus presentation, please do. Most of yours wifl be next fall or winter but please keep in 

mind ~d fin~e ~ Au~st. 
Take ~ne to th~k our presenting sponsor ~efic~ Honda Motor Co (aka HONDA ) tbr fl~eir ongoing support. Notes c~ be sent to : 

Steve Mofikawa ~d Efik Wedin at ~efic~ Honda Motor Co 1919 Torr~ce Blvd Torr~ce, CA 90501 
Th~k your conference if they supported us as fisted on the website. ~d th~k NC.~ for their support as weK 

We ~ow that ~ atMetes c~ not be in a~end~ce, but we hope that ~sfi~fion~ representatives wffi be show their support ~d ~afi~de for The 

CWSA ~d Hond a throu~ your a~end~ce. 

Q~est~ns ? l)epei~dii~g ~n what ~’pe please reach oi~t t~¢ hie                k~aol.com) 

Re~ he~v the RUN of EVENT as [blh~ws, Look [i}r the Ps do~ the s~al/cN~m~ next m EVENT *m the ~id below wbid~ i~d~cate yo~r appredated 



ONWAR]I)! 

my best, 

chris voelz 
Executive Director 
THE Collegiate Women Sports Awards 

516.578.0021 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 7:28 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com> 

Fwd: chris voeLz of CWSA ruth importaJ~t INFO 

Cl~is. I mn fine with you going ... Dino? But I think Tuesday evening is the o~fly requirement for you. ’][’he other days axe fluff’for the athletes. 

Sent.~vm my Ver’izon tl#reie.~s 4G L2’E L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: chris voelz of CWSA with important INFO 

From: "Ducat, Chris" <ducay@unc.edu> 

To: "Miller, Beth" <betlmfille@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edw~,bill palladino < 

CC: 

~aol.com> 

Looks like Sunday the 23rd of June is day 3 of CBPA:[, I can fly out and represent since I have a quality staff to run any sessions ~ may m~ss, Anson!Dino Let me know 

if th~s work~ for you. 

Chris 

F~m: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Thursday, June 06, 20~3 ~0:~ AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino 
Subject: RE: chris voelz of CWSA with impor~nt INFO 

Anson; We w~l~ pay for one of them to go....or you to go from Ssn Diego to LA. They can get fl~ghts through A~thonv Lrsve~ and reserve a hote~ room through Lori, 

as ~ndicated bek~w 

~Beth 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
$ent= Thursday, June 06, 20~3 ~0:33 AM 
Te= Miller, Beth; Ducat, Chris; bill palladino 
Subject= Re: chris voelz of CWSA with impo~ant INFO 

I am sure if you ca~] ~y for the trip either C~s or Dino will go. I will ~ in Sa~ Diego but I am not sure I ca~ get away tkom what I am doing. 

Se~t.from ~(~, ~%rizo~ TVire[ess 4G L ~E DR()ID 

"Miller, Beflf’ <~_t__I__m_L~_i!_l__e$~Lu_!)__c_:__e__£l__u_ > wrote: 

Anson, Do you, or any of your sLaff, plan to aLtend the Honda Award presentation [:or 
Thanks, 
"Beth 

From: Chris Voel2 ....... 
Sent-" Thursday, June 06, 2013 2:52 AM 
To: Miller, Beth; !~_Ec_!_a__t__#~_g_a__t__o__tis__:_u__f_!=_e__d___u_; Calli T [ATHDP] Sanders; Erin M, McDermott; Carla WILLIAMS; Beth Goode; Samantha K Huge; _b___e__t_!)d_n__[[[_e__r__#~__u__n__£=e__d___u_; lisa PETERSON; 
Donna HETNEL 
Co: Lori OKIMURA 
Subject-" chris voelz of CWSA with important INFO 

THE COUNTDOWN has BEG1UN ! h~ a li~e over 2 weeks h~credib~e a~:~e~es ; supporti~e a~d proud h~s~imr~r~aI represer~at~ves and dedicated board 

n~e~nbers ~illl arrh~e i~ Los Angeles ~ celebrate ~he °’best of fl~e best of cdllege a~hlletics °’, LIVE o~ ESPN U ~)’o~n flae U SC Gale~ Center’s Fo~mders’ 

By ~o~ yo~ should have : 

"Liked us" ~ |hilled The CWSA to your instiVational website ~ reviewed our website (~-wocolle~jatewomenspo~sawards.eom) ~ ~o~pleted a~ the items 

on the ~he~ist ind~d~ sendin~ the ~ footage in to ESP~ ~d provid~ Ix~6 ~ori@~reati~esportsstra~e~es.~om) ~th 

sendin~ athlete for~ to me. Yo~ should ~so be dedd~ who will ~ompose your ~avel par~. ~e s~’on~y s~est the S~A and the SID join ~s as both 

will have some responsibilities on site, especially the SID. (l mean if you had a Heisman finMist would you be represented ?- well we are the 

"HeL~manJbr 12 sports" so please make sure you send reps.) You shoed have shared ~avel info with Loft or her te~ ~d worked with her to reserve 

lod~g thru our hotel block at our base hotel, the OMNI downtown LA ; put together a v~ew~g par~ tbr those who stayed home ~d assi~ed 

someone to lead the soci~ media aspect of it. 

:~d we ask you ~ : 

Work with your s~dent-at~ete so that she is dressed appropriately for the activities. Sunday pm is ~versi~ wa~ups ~d Monday - t~om reception, 

to rehearsal to celebration l~cheon to broadcast to press conference -she wi~ be in dressy clot~g. 

Arrive ~ ~e for our orientation reception 6:30-8pm on S~day ~t. SID’s wffi meet with Commmficafions Director la~er part of reception to lean~ 

their ~port~t roles t~ou~out Monday. 

Be on site at the USC Galen Center’s Fo~ders’ Club by 2:15 for the red carpet ; followed by The Come,ate Women Sports Awards Celebration 

Luncheon presented by Honda at 2:30 ; then to a reception until it is time for the broadcast ~d then the post reception dur~g the press conference. 

(The travel par~ of max 5 are our guests for the luncheon but we do need to have all nmnes in the travel par~ - institutional ~d family. You will need 



to check in for both events. 

If you have not yet worked with Chris to plan for an on - campus presentation, please do. Most of yours will be next fall or winter but please keep in 

mind and finalize in August. 

Take time to thank our presenting sponsor American Honda Motor Co (aka HONDA ) for their ongoing support. Notes can be sent to : 

Steve Morikaw a and Erik Wedin at _/Mnerican Honda Motor Co 1919 Torrance Blvd Torrance, CA 90501 
Thank your conference if fliey supported us as listed on the website. And thank NCAA tbr flieir support as well. 

We know that all atlfletes can not be in attendance, but we hope that institutional representatives will be show flieir support and gratitude tbr The 

CWSA and Honda through your attendance. 

Q~esfioas ? Depending oa wh~lt *:ype ~R~as~~ reach ~ut to ~ne (!               ~aol.coln) or ~,~r~ (lpri~(!creativesportsstra~eg~es:~om) 

Rev~e~ fi~e RUN of EVENT as f~Rows o l[,~ok ~k~r fi~e I’s d~n fi~e ~a~l colm~m ~ex~ ~ EVENT on 

ON~VARD~ 
my best, 

d ris 
chris voelz 
Executive Director 
THE Collegiate Women Spots Awards 
" the b~st of the best of co~ge 

@aol.com 
516.578.0021 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 7:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros < s@gmaJd.com>; TOM SANDER 

<pacman@uncaa. unc.edu> 

Fwd: Work Stud?" Program 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Work Study Program 

From: "Dalgleish, Joyce L" ~oyced@unc.edu-~ 

To: "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@email.unc.edu%"Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu-~,"Gallo, Jr., LarD’ A." <athga]lo@unc.edu~,"Creech, Karlton W" 
<kcreech@unc.edu>,"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>,"Vangelder, Mamielle A" <mvm~gelder@unc.edu>,"Steinbacher, Rick" <ricks~tei@eInail.unc.edu>,"Beale, Michael" 

<inichaelbeale@unc.edu>,"Griggs, Kat~ly" <kgriggs@email.unc.edtp-,Mea~J, na Ba]len <inballen.~uncaa.unc.edtc,,"Perldns, Michael" <rnperkins@unc.edu>,"Bunting, 

Mike" <mbunting@unc.edt~-,"Robinson, Kevin T" ~ob@unc.edu>,"Ga]es, Bobby H." <bgale@unc.edt~-,"Willdnson, Michael H" <mhwgolt~(cT!unc.edu>,"Clements, 

Brittaa~y Renn" <bgrenn@unc.edu>,"Fowler, Ross" <ffowle@unc.edtc,,"Miller, Steven L" <sInille121@unc.edu>,"Crowdel; Kenneth C" 

<cl~owderl@email.unc.edu~,"Sabo, Tim" <tsabo@email.unc.edu>,"Gwaltne); Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu~,"Culler, Ellen B" <eculle@unc.edu>."Brunner, John F" 

<qlohn Brunne@unc.edu>,"Maloy, Susan B" <sbmaloy@email.unc.edu>,"Blanton, Brent S" <blanton@uncaa.unc.edtr;,"Lane, Cricket" <cricke@unc.edu>,"Snyder, 

Lee" <lsnyde@uncaa.unc.edu~,"Bes<t, Kevin S." <kevinbest~unc.edu~,"Cleary, Kem~eth Eugene" <kcleea.5@unc.edu>,"Bitting, Angelyn S" 

<abitting@unc.edu>,"Livers, Tom" <livers@unc.edu~,"Morelli, David Dominic" <dmorelli@ema]l.unc.edu>,"Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu>."Luke, 

Christopher Joseph" <cluke@email.unc.edtr%"Chase, Kaye Watts" <chasek@unc.edu>,"Arendas, David C" <arenda@email.unc.edtr%"Holt, Joan M" 

<jholt@unc.edu-~,"Harris, Stacey Elaine" <sharris@unc.edtr%UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~,UNCAA-ExeStat][" 

<uncaa exestaI~@groups.unc.edu-~,lYNCAA-ltead Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,l.INCAA-StrenTth ea~d Conditioning 

<uncaa stren~handcond@groups.unc.edu>,l.INCAA-Women’s Basketball <uncaa womensbasketball@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: "Hearis, Tracy U" <tharris@email.unc.edw,,"Dutton, Kathy B." <Kathy Dutton@unc.edu> 

Just a reminder for those of you interested in utilizing work study students this year. In order to be eligible, you must attend one of the workshops as noted in the 

previous message. The last workshop is TH U RSDAY, JU NE 27th, from 200 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. in Hanes Art Center (Room 121). If you are interested in hiring work-study 

students but are unable to attend, please contact Tracy Harris at 919-962-7852 to discuss. ALSO, if you attend the session, or attended the May session, please let 

Tracy know so that we can keep track of our areas who have attended and who will be hiring work-study students since the actual 

Payroll process is the responsibility of our office. 

Thanks, 

Joyce & Tracy 

As we approach the beginning of a new fiscal year, and as we review budgets and contemplate how we can make use of resources that can help us get our work 

accomplished and be mindful of the economic conditions at the same time, I want to share the Work-Study program with each of our areas. Many of you are 

already utilizing this great resource, and I wanted to be sure that all of our administrators and supervisors are aware of this opportunity. 

The Work Study program exits to provide students financial aid packages that may include work opportunities throughout the University. The program is 

Funded with federal funds, so has minimal to no cost to departments. Some of our areas have been fortunate to find students who begin work for them during 

their freshmen year, and continue until they graduate. It is a great, win-win situation! 

In order to participate in this program, you must attend a workshop to be eligible. There are only two opportunities to participate, and those dates are as folio\ 

Tuesday, May 22n d from 10:00 a.m. - 11:30 a.m. 
th Thursday, June 27 from 2:00 p.m. - 3:30 p.m. 

Both sessions are in Room 121, Hanes Art Center 

It is not necessary to RSVP, but you must attend one of these sessions in order to eligible to participate in the Fall. We do ask if you decide that you wish to 

participate in this program, please notify Tracy Harris so that we are aware of potential work study opportunities in our department, and also so we can 

Make preparations for the payrolling process in our department for this student employees. 

If you are interested but have questions, please contact me, Tracy Harris or Kathy Dutton for further encouragement!!! 

Thanks to all of you for the great work you do, and for being such great ambassadors of our programs, the Department of Athletics, 

And The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill!!! 

Have a great Tar Heel week-end!! 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27S1S 

Phone: 919-962-78S0 

Fax: 919-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, June 6, 2013 7:30 PM 

TOM SANDER <pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fwd: TopDrawerSoccer.com Player Internships 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: TopDrawerSoccer.com Player Internships 

From: Seth Burleigh <sburleigh@tolxtrawersoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance, 

I know your players, like most college s~dents, are always looking for internships... 

We have had great success with the s~udent-athlete interns that are already involved in the p~ogram and would like to include even more college soccer players. The 

internships, which must count towards college credit, are available in the follomng areas: 

Marketing 

Social Media 

Public Relations 

Event Marketing 

Content Creation (blogs, videos, photos, etc.) 

The program’s goal is centered around helping college players develop business (post-soccer/college) skills mthin a context (college soccer) that they ki~ow and love. 

All available positions can be performed retnotely and hours axe flexible. 

If possible, could you please forward this email to your team? All interested players should email their resume and a brief cover letter to jobs,@~topdmwersoccer.com. 

Thanks, 

Seth Burleigh 
Vice President Operations 
TopDrawerSoccer.com 

unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 7:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Player Profile.doc 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~aol.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~l A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My team and I have qualified for Regionals in this year. If you happen to be going out and watching the Regional games out there, I would love for you to stop by and 
see me play! My games will be at the We have games and if we win we will play in the Quarterfinals on 
the    . Again, my jersey number is and I will be playing forward for my                       . Below is my schedule for Regionals: 

If you are not able to make it to Regionals this year, we will be holding a College ID camp in 
page      . If you have any questions you can contact my coach, 
either Regionals or our camp! 

For more information on the camp go to our club 
Thank you for taking your time reading this and I hope to see you at 

"Nobody whoever .(lave his best [egretted it" 
--George Halas 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ’ tournament 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ’ touma~nent 

From: ~cuema~l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I just wanted to keep you updated on my previous and upcoming toum~anents. 

Laser weekend my club team competed in the                           It was a great tournament and my team came in first with two wins and one lie. Later this 

month I roll be sending you a video with highlights from this m~d other tournaments played in the Spring. 

Also this Friday, Saturday and Sunday my team will be pa~icipating in the tournament. I have attached our ~hedule tbr this weekend. 

Hope you will have a chance to see me play, 

Click this link to see my Profile , 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, June 6, 20:13 8:23 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: College interest 

Sent ~;,om my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College interest 

Frorr ~hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,chris duncar unc-chapelhill <duncar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear coach, 
I am extremely interested in playing for you and hope we can talk 

I am interested in UNC both academically and atMetically. ~,ly interested courses of study include English and Science. I’d like to hear more about what the school has to offer 
in Biomechanical engineering. 
Below is n~y res~r~e an~l pl~e~e n~rel~ers ef recor~n~e~datie~s. Please feel free to contact any of the people listed on my reference sheet. I hope to hear from you soon. 
Sincerely, 

¯ won our t~igi~[ in ti~e GSA Adidas Final Four Showcase U~_5 Copa~ 20~’_,’, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12:23:58 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: College Information Request - 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent ~rorn my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College Information Request - 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: Bill Palladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>,Chris Ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I would like to introduce myself, my name is             , and I am currently a freshman at 

school in                  I am a starting center defender on my varsity high school team, I am also a 
current member and starting center midfielder on the                  Girls team, last fall my 
teammate and I won the              state championship. 

I am currently in the process of researching schools for my future education. I have a strong interest 
in the University of North Carolina and participating in your program. As a freshman student-athlete, I 
would like to request additional information on your program and find out if you would be interested in 
me. I have attached a profile for your review. 

As a heads up I will be competing at the 
Championship at the in with 
my club team. If you are able to attend the tournament my jersey 
number is 

If you require any further information, I can be contacted at 
@~gmail.com. 

or via email at 

Please send information to: 

Thank you for your time and consideration, I look forward to hearing from you. 



Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:18 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Before Anson beats tne to death... 

Thank you 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ IYire[e,~s 4G 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yay BARB!!!!! 

D:_d:’s g~-_d: 1:hat 4:1.~. lunch on th~-_~ calendar For ne>:t wee~ now~ Yo~ have any time free Mon--Wed ? 

Bkd 

F~m: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: FrMay, 9:5~ AM 

To: Ducat, Chris 
S~bject: R~: Before Anson beats me to death... 

Monday nigh~: afl:er (5:00 

No need Lo Lhank me foF sav~ng yOUF ~i[:e ......... FeaHy ........... I mean it ............ no, really ......... happy [o do it ........... just something e~se I can check off my bucket 

list ......... save s ~ife: done 

Now that Vve saved ~t, don’t waste it. I fully expect you to hsve a mmmaaarrrrrvvvvvveeeeHH~l~ous weekend. 

F~m= Ducar, Chris 
Sent= Friday, 9:~2 AM 
To= Polk, Barbara ~o 
Subject~ Before Anson beats me to death... 

Do you have any good news for me on transcripts arriving at the Admissions Palace? My life hangs in the balance... ;-) 

Little Birdie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:19 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Before Anson beats tne to death... 

Can we get her in what she needs? 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: RE: Before Auson beats me to death... 

From: "Ducat, Chris" <ducax@unc.edu> 
To: "Polk, BarbaJ~a Jo" <bpolk@admissious.uuc.edu> 

CC: 

Let’s get that 4:].:]. lunch on the calendar for next week now!!! You have any time free Mort-Wed? 

Bird 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent-" Friday, 9:54 AN 
To; Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" RE: Before Anson beats me to death... 

Tell Anson to go ~ft some we~ghts(~......Yes, we have what we need to complete her admissions process~ Her deerskin should be available on her MyCaroHna page 

Monday night after 

No ]leed [:o [:han]~ me for sav~g your ]~[e ...... really ............ I melm it ............ ~o, really ........ happy ~:o do it ........... just sornethi~g else I can check off my bucket 

list ......... save s fife: done 

Now that I’ve saved ~t, don’t waste it. I ~:t~ly expect you to hsve a mmmaaarrrrrvvvvvveeeel~H~H~ous weekend. 

BP 

F~m= Ducat, Chris 
Se~t~ Friday, 9:~2 AM 
To= Polk, Barbara Jo 
$ubject~ Before Anson beats me to death... 

Do you have any good news for me on transcripts arriving at the Admissions Palace? My life hangs in the balance... ;-) 

Little Birdie 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 10:32 AM 

Pensky, Brian Todd <bpenskyl @utk.edu> 

Re: NZ Ferus, Fall ’13 

Brian, nice to hear you lik~       When I saw her this past Dec I was smprised she was still out there uncommitted. I hope you cm~ climb the SEC with the same 

facili~ you did the ACC, excellent start BTW! Good luck and continued success! 

"Pensky, Brian Todd" <bpenskyl@utk.edu> wrote: 

And?n, 
I saw ~ at ODP nationals in March of her sophomore year, and began texting Jim Blmakenship about her from the moment she hit a bomb from 40 yards out. 

She’s good. Your environment will be great tbr that kid. 

And you may be 6 for 32 in head to head recruiting with St~fo~d, but the last time I checked, you were leading them in national championships by about 20....so 

you’re doing ok. Keep your head up over there. Ha. 

Take care Anson. See yon around. 

Brian PenskT 

Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of Temmssee 

(865) 974-9359 

www.utsports.com 
https:/itennesseesportcamps.comiwomenssoccer/ 

On Jun 6, 2013, at 6:17 PM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <mason(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bria~, thank you. With kids comtnitting so early I mn never sure how we have recruited until preseason. I hope you are right. I hope these kids can play. 

We finally won a head to head with Stanford with Scaxpa (a 2014) coming our way (we are something like 6 for 32 against them) so that was cause for 

celebration. 

"Pensky, Brian Todd" <bpenskyl ~b~utk.edtr> wrote: 

Anson, 

Thanks for your kind wo~ds. Much appreciated, especially coming from you. 

By the way, you are killing it in recruiting right now. Unre~]! Nice job. 

And all ~nakes sense rega~rding Katie. Thank you for your insight/input. 

Brian Pensky 

Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 

Universi~, of Tennessee 

(865) 974-9359 

www.uksporks.com 

https://tennesseesportcamps.com/womenssoccer/ 

On Jun 6, 2013, at 9:16 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~)mna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brim~, I was unaware of this but will certainly address it with     when I see her next. Obviously, il     ~ is committed to join the full te~m 

for these gmnes, we will support her. Of course, the academic issues will come to play and she might have to select which g~mes she c~ 
afford to miss class for. Because as you know in the ACC, we are on a Thursday Sunday rh~hm. I have a]ways considered that rh~lam 

insane from both a player development perspective and an academic sacrifice perspective. So the issues for her will not just be missing class 

for New Zealand but missing class for onr collegiate matches as well. Continued success to you Brian and congratulations on what you bnilt 

in MaD~land and what all of us know you will build at Tennessee. And good luck Amanda with national youth team politics, jnst another paxt 
of your learning curve at UCLA which you certainly will ma~s~ter. 

Seniti?ore n¢’ I/~:rizo~ ~;VireA-:s:s’ 4G L TE DRO{D 

Brian Todd Pensl~ <bpenslcvl@utk.edu~> wrote: 

Amanda and Anson, 
Hope you both are well. 
Amanda. congrats to you on your new gig. You’re going to do veU well out there, I’m sure. 



And Anson, another year, anotb .... 1,omn; .... ~,;n >,T ....... m~ can do justice to what you’ve accomplished. 

Question for both ofyou....has ] mentioned the below thll schedule lbr the NZ national team? And if so, do you 

know if they will "want" to go? These trips axe obviously different than u20 World Championships because they axe t~endlies; yet I guess the 

argument could also be made that they are "more important" than u20 WC’s because it is the Full Temn. You guys obviously have lots of 
experience in dealing ruth thesse predicaments. 

Selfishly we’d prefer that our player,                 ~-ould only take part in the friendlies v the USA. Yet we wouldn’t want to stand in 
the way if she’d want to be in Switzerland with the Ferns, especially ruth ~natches there being against Brazil and China. I do h~ow that 

are all very good friends; so it could be a case of "a]l in" or "all out" for that trip. I think they are the only three 

college kids cunently playing ruth the Ferns, and therefore faced ruth this decision (of course assuming they are all invited on the trip). 

The other obvious element at play here is the academic piece. Being unexcused absences per tmiversiU policy, Hannah may run into 

difficulties in terms of earning high grades. We have faith that she can do "well enough", but this schedule would result in the kids missing a 

total of 16 class days, and therefore will make it more difficult for her to do A & B work in these classes. 

Curious if you guys have may thoughts on the situation? 

Thanks’. 

Update 
The Matchworld Cup in Smizerland has been confirmed for September and the match schedule is as follows: 

¯ 22 September New Zealand vs. Brazil 
¯ 25 September New Zealand vs. China and South Africa 

Trip Dates: Sept 17-28th 

We have a]so confirmed 2 x fixtures against USA in October. The match dates are as follows (both matches in FIFA mndow 

¯ 27 October USA vs. New Zealand venue TBC 

¯ 30 October USA vs. New Zealand venue TBC 

Trip Dates: October 24-November 2nd 

Brian Pens~ 

Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 
Universi~ of Tennessee 

(865) 974-9359 

ww~,v.utsports.colrl 

https:i/tennesseesportcan~ps.com/womenssoccer/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 10:41 AM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris ~<tucar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: A Complete m~d Powerful Soccer Solution 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: A Complete a~d Powerthl Soccer Solution 
From: Ron hnbriale <usa@dartfish.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dartfish Soccer 

To breed success on the pitch, the performance, skill a~d conditioning o[ each player has to be ma×imised o~ it. Dartfish currently provide a 

complete video analysis solution to a large number of professional clubs, including Manchester United, Chelsea FC and AC Milan. 

Dartfish Software is made up of 3 main functions 

HATCH ANALY~ - Tagging is used to isolate events and tactics of the team or individual’s performance. 

L:I:VI~ FI~II~DBA(::I( - Instant visual information for use in the gym by players, strength and conditioning coaches and 

physiotherapists. 

SK:I:LL ANALY$::I:$ - Dartfish software allows various skill sets defined by coaches to be analysed in greater detail, Along with a 

unique reporting tool and proven success in physiotherapy screening and treatment of athletes. 



Upload and view fully tagged matches 

Communicate across the club from academy to first team 

Link pel-formance data with online video 

Archive all games with in-depth search function i.e. by player 

Tactical development and anahisis of opposition 

Remote submission of scouting reports 

Share good practice across the club 

Promote lifestyle management, diet and nutrition to players 

Enhance the physiotherapy process from injury to rehabilitation 

Eas]fTa9 allows users to tag game events from their mobile device. This 

allows multiple users to contribute to match analysis, for example a coach 

can make notes of significant events as well a performance analyst or 

senior player that may be on the bench, All of the events can then be 

synchronised with the video after the game to present a detailed analysis. 

Dartfish Express allows quick review and instant feedback of skills during 

training, video can then be uploaded to your dartfish.tv channel 



To view a fully tagged game on da~±fish.tv, click here or the image above~ 

You can also explore using keywords and search functions to see how a channel is set up. 

ii~iI iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June 7, 2013 1:09 PM 

Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Re: Office? 

Amy, I will be out of the country next week. I will be in town Saturday afternoon sunday all day and until mid morning Monday. 

Sent #ore my Verizon Witless 4G L TE DRO/D 

Amy Smith <amysm@uncaa.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson!! =) 

I was wondering if you were going to be in your office sometime next week? I have something I would like to drop off to you. =) 

Just let me know._thanks! 

~amy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, June 7, 2013 1:11 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~; TOM SANDER <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: ACC Olympic Spo~’ts Officialing Payment Stmctme 

FAQs.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ACC Olympic Sports Otficiating Payment Structure 

From: Donald Moore <dmoore@theacc.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

MEMORANDUM 
TO: Chief Athletit:inancial Officers 

Senior Woman Administrators 

Head Game Day Managers 

Sport Supervisors for Volleyball, Field Hockey, Men’s Soccer, Women’s Soccer, Wrestling, Softball, & Baseball 

Head Coaches for Volleyball, Field Hockey, Men’s Soccer, Women’s Soccer, Wrestling, Softball, & Baseball 

FROM: 

CC: 

Donald Moore, Assistant Director of Championships 

Nora Lynn Finch, Senior Associate Commissioner of Women’s Basketball/Senior Woman Administrator 

left Elliott, Senior Associate Commissioner of Administration & Finance 

Kris Pierce, Associate Commissioner of Olympic Sports!Championships 

Lee Butler, Director of Championships 

Georgia Davis, Assistant Director of Women’s Basketball/Senior Woman Administrator 

~ennie Barrett, Administrative Assistant of Olympic Sports / Championships 

RE: 

DATE: 

ACC Olympic Sports Officiating Payment Structure 

June 5, 2013 

Per the approval of the FARs, ADs, & SWAs in the 2012-13 ACC Business Legislative cycle, I write to make you aware of some new policies for the 2013-14 ACC 

Olympic Sport Officiating payment structure. The biggest change involves the use of flat rate per diems for Olympic Sport officials. Instead of institutions arranging 

for hotels and/or purchasing flights for officials, each official will be responsible for coordinating their own travel arrangements. In exchange for this coordination, 

officials will be paid a flat rate per diem for lodging, meals and other travel expenses. Furthermore, a mileage cap of S600 will exist for all sports with officials 

receiving 21-day advance airfare instead of roundtrip mileage over S600. 

Below is a sport by sport breakdown with a!! #~N pNi{i~ b!gb!ight~d. Non-highlighted items are policies that are carried over from last year. The payment 

structure below is for conference games ONLY (except field hockey which includes non-con~erence & conference). I have also attached a FAQs doc that will hopefully 

answer any additional questions. Thank you for your continued support and assistance. 

Note: The conJerence office will continue to process officials’ payment on behal~ o[ the institutions thru PayOGFE [or the ~ollowing sports: 

- Volleyball (conference games only) 

- Men’s Soccer (conference games only) 

- Women’s Soccer (conference games only) 

- F~e~d Hockey (conference & non-conference games) 

- Wrestling (conference & non-conferences matches only) (N~W) 

- Softball (conference & non-conference ifrequested by the institution) 

- Baseball (conference & non-conference if requested by the institution) 

Volleyball 

Game Fee = ~225 
PerDiem=~200(~fi~i~i~iii~i~ ~ ~fli~ #~h~a!!~a~ ~xp~(h~! ~! gg~g ~ ~ga~d!~ ~ h~h~tb ~!~ 

Travel = Roundtrip IRS mileage or 21-day advance airfare ($60# ~i!~ ~ff 05~# ~555dt~iP ~i!e~ge #~#se~ $600; th~ #~[i~ia! Ni!! ~#ei#e 25 da~ ~d#~##~ ~i~fa~) 

Hotel & Flights = Officials are responsible for making and paying for all h~tel & flight arrangements. 

Note: If on official is working multiple days ~t the same compus on o weekend, they will receive one IR5 roundtrip mileoge or 21-day odvance air~ore p~yment, 

whether they return home between motches or stay in ~ hotel. 

Me~’s & ’ Women s Soccer 

Game Fee = $295 (ref) / $!9~ (ARs) / ~ (4th offidal) 

Per Diem = S~25 (ref)/$5~ (ARs) / ~30 (4th official) 

Travel = Roundtrip IRS mileage or 21-day advance airfare 

Hotel & Flights = Officials are responsiMe for making and paying for a~l hotel & flight arrangements. 

Field Hockey 

Game Fee = ~i~ 



Hotel & Flights = Officials are responsible for making & paying for all b#~! & f!igb[ arrangements. 

Note: The Coordinator o,f Field Hockey o,f,ficials, Jane Hansen, handles the assigning,for all (non-con,ference & con,ference) games there.fore this payment structure is in 

place,for ALL ,field hockey games hosted by your institution. For those o,f you hosting games that do not involve your institution, please contact Donald Moore i,f the 

competing teams will be responsible,for paying the o,fficials. I,f we do not hear,from you, we assume that you, as the host institution, are responsible,for payment. 

Wrestling 

Game Fee = 

Per Diem = 

Hotel & Flights = 

Note: Previously, wrestling o,f,ficiating was not controlled by the conference o,f,fice. Starting this upcoming year (2013-24), there will now be a coordinator o,f wrestling 

o,f,ficials which in turn will bring the payment process by conference matches into the conference 

Softball 

G a m e F ee = 

Per Diem = 

Hotel & Flights = Officials are responsible for making and paying for all b#tel & flight arrangements. 

Baseball 

Game Fee = 
Per Diem = ~9~ (S5~ ##~i~i (Officials will receive a flat rate per diem per series to cover all travel expenses (hotel, meals, baggage, etc.), regardless of whether 

they fly or drive. 

Travel = Roundtrip IRS mileage or 21-day advance airfare (~600 mileage cap. Once roundtrip mileage reaches ~600, the official will receive 21-day advance airfare) 

Hotel & Flights = Officials are responsible for making and paying for reserving all hotel & flight arrangements. 

If you have any questions, please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thanks. 

Donald Moore, Jr. 
Assistant Director of Championships 
Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybrid~e Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
336.854.8787 ext. 4655 
336.369.4655 (Direct) 

i.~.i ACC 2012 EmailSignature 



Frequently Asked Questions 

With the new payment structure, what is the general philosophy for compensating an official? 

Answer: The official will receive a game fee, per diem and 21-day airfare expense or IRS 

roundtrip mileage. The new philosophy takes a modified flat fee approach which is similar to 

how football and men’s/women’s basketball officials are paid. 

With the new payment structure, who is responsible to purchase the official’s flight? 
Answer: The Official. Previously, all sports varied on whether the school bought the flight or the 

official bought his/her flight. 

With the new payment structure, who is responsible to set-up and purchase the official’s 

hotel? 

Answer: The Official. Previously, all sports varied on whether the school set-up and purchased 

the hotel or if it was the official’~ responsibility. Each institution will be asked by the ACC Office 

to recommend three to four hotels for the officials. 

Previously, did officials receive a per diem? 

Answer: Yes, some officials received a per diem ($50 or less) if there roundtrip mileage exceeded 

a certain distance or if the official flew. 

What is the purpose of providing flat fee per diems to the officials? 

Answer-: Per diem wifl cover the official’s hotel, auto rental, meal expenses, & any additional cost 

he/she may have. Flat rate per diem allows the official to be treated more like an independent 

contractor (which is what they are) in that they can choose their own medium of travel and 

accommodations. 

What are the advantages of providing flat fee per diems to the officials? 

Answer: Flat fee per diems streamlines the payment process due to less paperwork. It also 
simplifies the process for the official and the conference office f!.e. the official knows exactly how 

much they will be paid). As the ACC Office continues to pay more officials in more sports for its 

member institutions, it allows the ACC Office staff to be more efficient with its time & resources. 







Olympic Sport ReRular Season Schedulin~ and Championship GuidinR Principles 

The overriding principle is that the conference should create regular season schedule models and post- 

season championship formats that will promote competitive equity and student-athlete welfare for all 

conference members in all sports. 

1. Philosophical 

a. The missed class time for competing in a geographically expanded conference should be 

a primary consideration when the regular season schedule models are planned. 

b. Student-athlete health and well-being should be considered when planning regular 

season schedule models and championship formats, relative to travel and competition. 

c. The conference should recognize the uniqueness of each sport when devising the 

scheduling parameters and formats, allowing for appropriate conference and national 

competitiveness. 

d. Institutions should have autonomy to select the sports they wish to sponsor, recognizing 

that the conference requires its members to sponsor men’s football and basketball and 

women’s basketball and either volleyball or soccer for conference membership. 

2. Financial: 

a. The financial costs, primarily travel expenses, for competing in a geographically 

expanded conference should be an important consideration when the regular season 

schedule models are planned. 

3. Championships and Scheduling: 

a. Conference championships are an integral part of the fabric of this conference and 

should be conducted in every conference sport. 

b. Competitive equity is best achieved by: (1) all member institutions competing against 

each other - (2) as many times as feasible. 

Factors that can influence the decision to have a single round robin or modified 

single round robin (modified = single round robin + partial round robin or 

incomplete round robin) include considerations such as the need for strong non- 

conference opponents, traditional in-season tournaments, etc. 

c. Regular season schedules will protect institutional policies regarding competition during 

exams. Member institutions’ policies regarding competition during exam schedules should 

be considered when ACC Championship dates are proposed, ensuring that no member 

institution is prohibited from competition because of the dates of the events. 

d. Factors to help brand the conference and ensure fan and media interest include: 

protecting traditional rivalries, geographic relationships, competitive equity and television 

exposure. 

e. In each sport, the conference should create scheduling models that help the members 

minimize missed class time and travel costs whenever feasible. 

f. If divisional play is used as a scheduling model, the divisions must be the same as the 

divisions used in football. 



ACe MEETING CALENDAR 
2013-201 ,~ 

September 10-! t, 2013 

Janua~3o-31,2014 

February 11, 20’J4 

February 12, 21}14 

Nlarch 7, 2014 

Apr~!16,2014 

Tueaday-Wedresday Council el’ Presidents 

....... ; 
;Faculty Representatives, Athletics 

Tuesday-Wednesday Directors & Senior Woman 

Saturday 

Thursday=Friday 

Wednesday 

Thursday 

Friday 

Friday 

Tuesday 

Wednes~lay 

Wednesday 

Monday=Thursday 

LOCA’i’}ON 

Blacksburg,VA 

Ralaigh, NC 

Ad ml~ietrato[s 
Meettng of Faculty 

Representatives & Senior Woman Charlotte, NC 

Administrators= 

Faou]ty RepCesenta~ves & 
Ft. Lauderd~le, FL 

A~letics Dire c~ors 

AssedatdAsslstant 
Nhletics Directors 

Greensboro, NC 

Sen~o[ Woman 
Greensboro, NC 

Adm~n istm[ors 

Joint ~eeting of Chief Executive 

Officers, Facu[ly Re#resen~at~ves 
Greensboro, NO 

Athletics Dkectors & Senior 
Wo~nan Administrators 

Facul[y Representatives, Athletes 

Directors, Sealer Woma~ Teleconference 
Administrators Joint Legislative 

Ath[eecs Directors 
Senior Woman Administrators 

Faculty Represen~tives 

Athletics Directors 

Senior Web, an Administralors 
Scholar-A~lete Banquet 

Faulty Representatives, Athletics 

Directors & Senior Woman 
A~mlnls#ators, Men’s & Women’s 
Hea~ Basketball Coaches, Head 

Foolball Coaches 

Greensboro, NC 

Greensboro, NC 

Greensboro N.C 

Amelia island, FL 

ABD’LINFO 

Also includes Conference President, 

& Alhletics Director Cha[r 
Be!~ins with dinner Oil Tuesday 6:30 p.m. & Wednesday meeting 

from 8:00 a.m.-12;O0 noon lunch 
Each group w~[I mee~ ~epara[e[y from 10:00 a.m.-5;0o p.m. o n 

Tuesday; joint dinner at 6:30 p.m. combine6 meeting Wednesday 

. fr£~ 8:00 a.m.-12:O0 noon 

8:30 a,m.-l~ :30 a.m. 
Legislative Meeting-FARe and SWAs Only 

Exe~tive Commi~ee meets Thu~day at 7:30 a.m.; A~leti~ 

Direclos & Faculty Representatives meet separately & join8y 
beginning Thur~ay morning at 9:80 a,m, through Friday 

a~ornoen 
9=00 a.m. * 6:00 p.m. 

(~WA & 1 Additional Administrator} 
Workshop 

9:00 a.m..-Noon 

8:0(] a.m., 1~’2 day meetiagL This meeting alternates eaGh year 
belween site 

of Men’s & Womerl~s Basketball Tournamenlls 

10:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon 

Tuesday 11:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m, 

Each group will meet separately 
f[om 8:30 a.m. _ 11:30 a.m. 

Joint Meetln,q from 1:15 p.m. - 3:00 

11:30 a.m.-l:0g p.m. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 10, 2013 9:55 AM 

Jeff Jansen <j ett~j e ft] an ssen.com> 

ILS: Jim Collins’ How the Mighty Fall 

Thank you Jeff!! 

From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jeff@jeffjanssen.com] 
Sent; Monday, June 10, 20:1.3 8:22 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Jim Collins’ How the Mighty Fall 
Anson, 

Hope yonr summer is going well! 

My book notes are starting to roll in ficom the SAs... I’m so excited! :-) 

Here is [low the MighO~ Fall by Jim Collins (Good to Grease"Built to Last) that I think you roll enjoy. 

I’ve also included Start Something lhat~IIatters. It’s by the guy who started TOMS shoes - I’m guessing A LOT of your players have at least one pair of TOMS. 

Great sto~ abont a guy who has started a meaningful company that practices the one for one philomphy - tbr every pair of shoes sold he gives a pair to a person in a 

developing count~N. 

And one by Nick Sa~llo called A Slice of the Pie. Nick owns a pizza place in Chicago that employs lots of teens and young adults. He has developed a culture he calls 
"trust and track" that reminds tne a bit of your Competi~dve Cauldron in a mom and pop business environment. 

More to come as they come in... Enjoy. 

JJ 

The Leader in Leadership Development tbr Captains and Coaches http:/Twww:ianssensl:~rk~leadership~com 

Jeff Jansen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721-TEAM 

Team up with stadent-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 

http:/7~vw, salsc .o~g 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 10, 2013 10:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Upcolning GotSoccer Showcase Events 

From-" GotSoccer [mailto:mailer9@email2.gotsoccer.com] 
Sent: Monday, June :tO, 20:t3 9:2:t AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Upcoming GotSoccer Showcase Events 
Importance: Low 

College Recruiting has never ~en easiefi 

Did you know you can get all the intb~ation you ~vant at a showc~e 
directly t~om your IPhone or Android? The GotSoccer Mobile 

College Coach’s account is live and can be used immedimely. ~d 

better yet, there is no charge tbr this service’. 

With the OotSoccer Mobile College Coach Account you can: 

~ Se~ych a~d register for events using GotSoccer so~vaye 

a Filter schedules ~hv field, field number ~d ~te Click t lere to ~ removed lk~m fl~e m~fling fist. ~ 

i Browse te~ profiles and raiN- bio’s for each player 

irate playe~ you are interested in and see wNch players have 

been scoping out your college 
And there is so much morel Click the link above and ~m~e advantage 

of this t~ee, efficient mobile l~atum toda?q 
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M~J~m~PA ReNgi~ 6 Ai i~nd 
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~ph~; TN 



ReNs~r~o A~end 
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~rora, i N~r~ Attena 

Hamsb~rg PA 
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heiV~SE~ SHORE SUM~ER ~IZ~LE i~iiin~ ~ ~ 
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S~ttig; WAG 1_~13 U ] 5 U I 8 
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........................................................ 
RoChe gte N 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON):, 

Tuesday, June 11, 2013 2:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: 2013 GSI College Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2013 GSI College Showcase 

From: GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Forward this email 

This email was sen[ to anson@email.urlc.edu by hsava#e@r4citravel.net 
,_U_p__d___a_t__e__/!3_o__~i]_e_LE_L~_a_iL_A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant remo°val ~,¢ith S_’.a_~_.e_U_._n_s_~_Lb__s_c_l:ib_A" !~__ri_v__a__c_~/__E_o_[L_c~, 

GSI SPORTS 5360 College Blvd i Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 13, 2013 2:37 PM 

Turner Walston <tumer@tarheelmonthly.com> 

Re: Phone interview 

Call after 2 pm EST (I mn 6 hours ahead). 

Ses~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ LLDtOIL) 

(c) 

Turner Walston <tumer@tarheelmonthly.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

Turner Walston of Tar tteel Monthly here. Your team m~d women’s lacrosse are going to be featured in our ’Tar Heel of the Year’ issue, and I’d love to chat with you 

to catch up with some perspective on last December and what the championship memos moving forward. Shelly said you were in Europe but may be checking your 

email. I will be in Omaha ruth baseball (hopefully for the duration of the toumaanent), but would love to chat via phone upon your remm to the States. Let ~ne know. 

Thanks~ 

Turner 

Turner Walston 
Managing Editor 
Tar Heel Monthly 

@tarheelmonthly 



ACC Women’s Soccer 

Sc~,edul~ng and Championship Formats 



lO-Game Models 

= Divisions 
¯ No permanent partners 

¯ With permanent partners 

= Open Rotation 



Om C ZZ Z 



Modified Home/Away- Divisional Matchups - 2014 

............................................. Home                Away 

............... DUKE .............. V~ ND UNC MIA UVA PITT 

................. M IA ................ v~ UMA DUKE U N C PITT N D 

................ UN� ................ MIA VT PI~T D U KE UVA N D 

................... ND .................. UVA MIA UNC DUKE PITT VT 

PITT ND MIA DUKE UNC UVA VT 

U VA PIT~ UNC DUKE M IA VT N D 

VT PIT~ ND UVA M IA U N C D U K E 

.................... B� .................. NCS~ CLEM FSU W F SY R LVI L L E 

............... CLEM .............. LVIEEE S~R NCS~ WF BC FSU 

.................. ES U ................. SYR WF CEEM B C N C ST LVI L L E 

.............. LVI LLE ............. wE Fsu BC C L E M N C ST SY R 

N CST WE EVlEEE ESU C L E M SY R B C 

SYR LVlELE NCS~ BC W F FS U C L E M 

W F SYR BC CEEM FS U LVI L L E N C ST 

indicates repeat site. 



2015 

2017 20’18 

...................................... Away ......... ........ Home .................. Away .................. Home ................. Away .................. Home ........ ......... Away .................. Home ........ 
DUKE WF BC FSU CLEM NCST SYR LVILLE WF 

MIA LVlLLE SYR NCST WF BC FSU CLEM LVlLLE 

UNC BC NCST LVILLE FSU CLEM WF SYR BC 

ND SYR FSU WF NCST LVILLE CLEM BC SYR 

PI’FT CLEM WF BC LVILLE SYR NCST FSU CLEM 

UVA FSU CLEM SYR BC WF LVILLE NCST FSU 

VT NCST LVlLLE CLEM SYR FSU BC WF NCST 

...................................... Home ......... ......... Away ................... Home .................. Away .................. Home .................. Away ......... ......... Home .................. Away ......... 

BC UNC DUKE PITr UVA MIA VT ND UNC 

CLEM PITr UVA VT DUKE UNC ND MIA PFFr 

FSU UVA ND DUKE UNC VT MIA PITt UVA 

LVILLE MIA VT UNC PITt ND UVA DUKE MIA 

NCST VT UNC MIA ND DUKE PFFF UVA VT 

SYR ND MIA UVA VT PITF DUKE UNC ND 

WF DUKE PITF ND MIA UVA UNC VT DUKE 

Advantages: 
¯ 10-Game Schedule - More Weeks for Non-Conf. Play 
¯ No repeat sites except for year I in division 
¯ Equal home/away for teams each year 

Disadvantages: 
¯ Missed opponent cycle is 7 years with opponents played 4 

times - 2h/2a (at least once every 2 years) 
¯ Competitive Equity? !::; 
¯ Travel Equity? 



Permanent partners can provide opportunities to play a consistent out of division 
opponent each year which could help with travel costs and missed class time. 

Could provide a natural schedulinl~ option for final week of season 

Permanent partners can be used with any divisional model, or with 9 or 11 game 
options for all models. 

PERMANENT 

PERMANENT 



2014 2015 2016 2017 

PERMANENT Away Home Away 
~ 

Home Away Home . Away Home Away 
. 

Home Away Home 

DUKE FSU CLEM NCST ~ BC SYR FSU . LVILLE CLEM NCST . BC SYR LVILLE 

MIA FSU ........... ~I_EM .......... ............. ~vF ............................. BC ............................ SYR ............. .......... LV!LLE ......... ........... CLEM ....................... N~ST ........................ WE ............................ BC ............................ SYR ............. .......... ~!~LE .......... ........... N~S~ ......... 

UNC N~ST LVILLE FSU CLEM .    WF BC LVILLE . SYR FSU CLEM .    WF BC SYR 

ND LVlEEE SYR NCST WF . CLEM FSU SYR . BC NCST WF . CLEM FSU BC 

Pl~ S~R .............. BC .............. .......... L~I~E .......... ............. ESU ........................ NCS~ ........... ........... CLEM .......... .............. B~ ............................ WE ........................ ~I~E ........................ ESU ........................ N~ST ........... ........... C~EM ........... ............. WE ............ 

UVA 8~ ........... NCS~ ........... ............. SYR ............. .......... ~IL~E ........................ FSU ............ ............. 

~ CEEM WF BC SYR LVILLE NCST WF FSU BC SYR LVILLE NCST FSU 

PERMANENT Home Away Home . Away Home Away . Home Away Home . Away Home Away 

BC U~A P I~ VT M IA . DUKE UN C PI~ . N D VT M IA . DUKE UN C N D 

CLEM ............. MIA ............ ........... DUKE ........... ............. UNC .......................... ND .............. ............. pl~ ........... ............. M!A ......................... U~A ....................... DUK~ ....................... UNC .......................... ND ............. ............ P!~ ............ ............. u~A ........... 

FSU MIA    DUKE UNC PI~ . UVA ND DUKE . VT UNC PI~ . UVA ND VT 

[VILLE ND    UNC PI~ UVA VT MIA UNC DUKE PI~ UVA VT MIA DUKE 

~CST ............ U~ ............ .............. ND .............. ........... DU~ ....................... PI~ ............ .............. ~ ............. ............ U~ ......................... M~ ........................... ND ......................... DU"E ....................... ~ ........................... W .............. ............. M~ ........... 
SYR PI~    ND UVA VT MIA DUKE ND UNC UVA VT MIA DUKE UNC 

WF DUKE VT MIA ND UNC UVA VT PI~ MIA ND UNC UVA 

Advantal~es: 
¯ :~O-Game Schedule - More Weeks for Non-Conf. Play 
¯ No repeat sites except for year :~ in division 
¯ Equal home/away for all teams 
¯ 4 year rotation-all opponents played twice (:~ h/:~ a) over 4 

years 

Disadvantal~es: 
¯ Competitive Equity? 
¯ Travel Equity? 



2013 2014 

~ Away 

~ 

Home 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: Away NCST VT MD BC CLEM SYR ND :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home SYR VT ND BC CLEM 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home FSU MIA UNC UVA DUKE PITF :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Away PITT MIA UNC UVA LVILLE 

~L~[~‘a~ 
Away 

I~:~~ 
Home 

Home Away 

~ ~::~::::~:: ~::~ Away FSU MIA BC WF VT PI~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home FSU VT BC WF PI~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home DUKE MD NCST UVA CLEM SYR ND :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Away DUKE LVlLLE NCST UVA SYR 

Home Away 

Away         DUKE     WF     ~A          VT          FSU    SYR~                                         Home        DUKE                       WF     UVA     FSU    SYR 

~ Home NCST UNC BC MD CLEM PI~ ND 
~ Away NCST LVlLLE BC CLEM PI~ 

Away Home 

Home Away 

=:=:=:=:= ............. Away MD UMA BC DUKE NCST PI~ 
~ ~ ........................ 

Home LVILLE PI~ BC DUKE NCST 

~[~[~[~ ~[~[~[~[~[~[~[~[~[~ Home WE MIA FSU CLEM UNO SYR ND Away WF SYR FSU ND UNC 

..... Away .... 
.~ 

Home 

.o~e Awa7 
Away FSU MIA CLEM UVA UNC SYR ND Home WF MIA PITT UMA UNC 

Home Away CLEM NCST VT BC FSU 

Away Home ~ ~ ~ LV)(~ N~ ~ , 
~ 

Home 
~ 

Away 

~ Away DUKE WF FSU MIA MD CLEM ND ~ 
Home DUNE WF ND MIA CLEM 

Home UNC NCST ~A VT BC SYR ~ Away SYR UNC UVA VT LVlLLE 

Away ~ ~ ~A ~ ~@ ~ ~ Home 

.............. Away NCST UNC FSU MIA VT UVA CLEM 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Home MD PITT WF DUKE BC SYR 

2015 

Home ~i ~ ~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Away SYIR CLEM ND DUKE FSU 

i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i:: Ho,’~e P~r U~A LWLLE UVA .C~T 

............ ::: Home NCST VT FSU CLEM UVA 
[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ ~ ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Away SYR PITT WF DUKE BC 

Advantages: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home DUKE LVILLE NCST SYR MIA 

~ ....... ................ AW~ ’: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ’ " 10-Game Schedule - More Weeks for Non-Conf. Play 
[] ~ Away DUKE WF SYR FSU UNC " Equal home/away for all teams 

Home NCST LVILLE BC VT 

@ 
Away ¯ More competitive equity? 
Home 

~ 
i:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii Away 

LVILLE NCST 

BC 

DUKE 

MIA 
Disadvantages: ~ Home ND UNC FSU UVA 

Away , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ° 
~ Home 

Away WF ,~,A P,~ U~A U.O first 5 years) 
Home CLEM VT SYR DUKE ND 

Home SYR LVILLE UVA FSU 

Away 

Away UVA VT FSU LVILLE 

SYR PITT WF BC UNC 

¯ Repeat sites in every year, with increased opportunity in later 
years 



2014 2015 2016 2017 

UNC ND MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC 

VT MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC ND 

BC CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU ND VT UNC 

FSU UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST ND BC VT UNC MIA 

NCST PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE ND FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM 

DUKE WF SYR LVlLLE ND NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA 

LVlLLE SYR ND DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT 

SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF 

WF DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT ND SYR 

PITT NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA ND WF SYR LVlLLE 

UVA FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM ND PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE 

CLEM BC VT UNC MIA ND UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST 

MIA VT UNC ND CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU 

ND UNC LVILLE MIA DUKE CLEM NCST UVA FSU PITT BC WF VT 

2018 2019 2020 2021 

UNC VT ND MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU 

VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC 

BC MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU ND VT 

FSU CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST ND BC VT UNC 

NCST UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE ND FSU BC VT UNC MIA 

DUKE PITT WF SYR LVILLE ND NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM 

LVlLLE WF SYR ND DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA 

SYR ND LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT 

WF LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT ND 

PITT DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA ND WF SYR 

UVA NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM ND PITT WF SYR LVlLLE 

CLEM FSU BC VT UNC MIA ND UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE 

MIA BC VT UNC ND CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST 

ND SYR UNC LVlLLE MIA DUKE CLEM NCST UVA FSU PITT BC WF 

~8 of 13 years shown. 



Number of Games 

=Model 
¯ Divisions? 
¯ Open 

Number of 

otation? 

Weeks 

= 5 weeks for 10 games 

Final Week of Season 

OF 7 weeks fOF 10 games? 



2013 
- 8-team 

- single elimination 

Seeding based on 
point total 
Top 4 seeds host 

overall 

Nov. 3, 8 & 10 (campus sites and Cary, NC) 

Sunday Friday Sunday 

#1 Seed 

#5 Seed 

,~s~ ................... t .............................................. I 
#3 Seed 

#6 Seed 

#7 Seed 

#2 Seed 



Seeding based on overall 
point total 

Seeds #1-#3 host Friday 
games 
Seeds #1-#4 host Sunday 
games 
Top 6 receive byes 
2 additional play dates (1 

weekend) held 

lO-Team Bracket 

.................. Friday .............................. Sunday ............. .............. Friday ............. ........ Sunday ....................................................... 

#:i Seed 

#9 Seed                  1 

#8 Seed 

#5 Seed 

#3 Seed 

#10 Seed 

,Ts~ ....................... I .................................................... 1 .................................................. 
#2 Seed 



Seeding based on overall 
point total 

Seeds #1-#4 host Friday 
and Sunday games 
Top 4 receive byes 
2 additional play dates (1 

weekend) held 

12-Team Bracket 

Friday Sunday Friday Sunday 

#1Seed 

#9 Seed 

#12 Seed 

#4Seed 

#3 Seed 

#11Seed 

#6 Seed 

#10 Seed 

#2 Seed 



FI~Olll~" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Juue 14, 2013 2:18 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: PUIVfl~k Women’s Elite Showcase - Update 

2013 PUNU~ Women’s Elite Showcase Athlete List.pdf 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase - Update 

From: Puma Women’s Showcase <PumaWomensShowcase@gmnnarketing.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <auson,~)email.uuc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello! 

As we draw nearer to the third annual PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase, we wanted to share a key update with you in regards to this year’s location. We are proud and happy 
to announce that this year’s Showcase will be hosted in partnership with Disney at their I~$PN Wide World of Sp~rts Complex! The world renown complex provides some of 

the top training and game facilities in the country and we could not be more thrilled to host our event here. 

Over the coming weeks, we will send out additional information including the event schedule and maps to those programs that have confirmed their a~endance at this year’s 
event. To ensure you receive this information, please RSVP at your earliest convenience to womensshowcase@puma.com. Access to the fields will require credentials, so we 

encourage you to secure your place by June 26th so you don’t miss out. 

At+ached you will also find a list of confirmed athletes slated to attend this year’s event. We’re looking forward to a great Showcase and should you have any questions in 
advance of the event, please do not hesitate to let us know at __w_~__m___e___n__s__s___h__9___w__c___a__s__e_.__@_p___u__~_~__a_~_c___o_g~_. 

Thank you! 

PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase 

Notice: This email is intended only for the Nrson or entiD, to which it is addressed and may contain inlbrmalion that is privileged, confidentiaJ or otherwise protected 

t?om disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail or the intbrmation hereiu by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent 
responsible tbr delivering the message to the inteuded recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notif!.., us by calling the Help 

Desk at (800) 696-0015. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:18 AM 

Stewart Flaherty <sflahert@bates.edu-> 

Re: Stewart fiom Maine 

Yes, Stewart, you axe very kin!!!! Good luck to you and your teams!!! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Stewaxt Flaherty <sfla]~er~bates.edu> wrote: 

tii Anon 

Stewart from Maine here, just wriling to check in. Did you receive the book I mailed? I hope you enjoy it if so. 

My PDL tea~ is doing well so far. We are 2nd in the Northeast division a~d made round 2 of the US Open Cup. We lost 1-0 on the road at pro team Rochester 

Rhinos, some coverage here; 

http://w~v.bates.edwathletics/2013/05/20/bates- flahertv- coaching- against- rochester- pros/ 

http://w~v.pre ssherald.com/sports,’a- smp.Je - goal - keep s- phoenix- from - rising 2013-05-22.html 

http://www.flickr.com/photos"dan hicklingisetsq2157633765073441 / 

It is a good standard, and I am filing away plenty of ~ssions {i~r use in the fall! 

I hope your summer is productive, and your family is well. 

All my best. 

Stewart Flahe~, 

Head Coach 

Bates Bobcats 

Facebook: http:/iw~x~v.facebook.com/BatesCollegeMensSoccer 

Twitter: @BatesSoccer 
207-786-6348 

sflahert,~bates.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Juue 14, 2013 2:19 AM 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

Re: ETSU request 

"Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, Sylvia, Bill and Corey - 

Next week Carl Torbush will likely be named the new Head Football Coach at East Tennessee State University. Mike White is their associate AD for communications and he is 
hoping to get quotes from each of you about Coach Torbush for use in their announcement next week. 

Can each of you either email Mike (his address is below) a quote or call him at 423 459 4220 to provide him a quote about Coach Torbush? Thank you f~_~r your help with this, it will 

mean a lot to Coach To,bush. 

I:kick 

From: "White, Michael Scott" <WHITEM(e-~maiLet~t~.edu> 

Date: June 12, 2013, 3:51:04 PM GMT+01:00 

To: "rick(~unc.edu" <rick(i~unc.edu> 
Subject: ETSU request 

Rick, 

Sorry we got disconnected earlier. Thanks for talking with me today and we really appreciate your help. Here’s what we would like to get: 

1. A written quote from you and corey about Coach Torbush and what he meant to both the team and you personally. Also, what can we expect 

from him as ETSU fans? 

2. A one-minute video clip of you and corey congratulating Coach Torbush, and briefly telling our fans what we can expect to see from him as he 

starts our program. 

3. Maybe one or two minutes of archived footage of Coach Torbush at UNC. Perhaps after a big win or in one of the two bowl games he coached. 

Ideal would be a clip with you in it and Coach Torbush. Perhaps with Peppers as well or Bly. 

4. Two or three quality photos of Coach at UNC. 

Again, we greatly appreciate your help on this and enjoy the Guinness my friend! 

Mike 

Michael White 

Associate Athletic Director for Comnmnications 

East Tennessee State University 

Phone: 423-439-4220 

E -maih whitem@etsu, edu 
........................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:19 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2013 NSCAA/TDS College Scoreboard 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: 2013 NSCAAiTDS College Scoreboard 

From: "TopDrawerSoccer.com" <scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi .amson, 

The 2013 college season is just around the comer, and now is the time to begin updating the NSCAA College Soccer Scoreboard. 

If you already have access to the scoreboard interlace, please Sign In and input your 2~13 schedule and update your roster. If you do not know your password, click here 

to retrieve it. 

1. We have automatically advanced all players from the 2012 roster one year except seniors, they were not touched. 

2. Do not input exhibition games, they will be deleted. 

If you are a new coach or SID and need access, please do the following: 

1. Register on TopDrawerSoccer.com (click this link, or register at the top right corner of our home page.) 

2. Once registered, email us at scoreboard(c~topdrawersoccer.com and we will give you access to your college program (or programs if affiliated with both men and 

3. Once you have access, simply "Sign In" in the top right corner of TopDrawerSoccer.com, and then click on "Profile" in the top right corner. On the next screen 

you will see a tab with yoor college’s name (or tabs if you have access to men and women) for the scoreboard interface. 

Please have both your roster and schedule updated by July 19, 2013. Changes can be made prior to the begi~ming of the season, but all initial updates should be completed by 

that time. REMEMBER: In order to qualify for NSCAA post-season awards, all information must be accurate and complete. 

Stay tuned for more updates in the coming weeks’. 

Regards, 

TopDrawerSoccer.com and the National Soccer Coaches Association of America 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, June 14, 2013 2:20 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NCSA moves up to No. 13 on Crain[ls Fast 50 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NCSA moves up to No. 13 on Cmin~ s Fast 50 

From: NCSA Athletic Recruiting <recmi|ing@ncsasports.ovg> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema54.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

Commit. Succeed. Lead It[Js an important mantra at NCSA, and it clearly resonates 

with the thousands of high school student-athletes and families that we serve. 

Crain[qs Chicago Business puts together the annual Fast 50 list of the fastest growing 

companies in the Chicago, and NCSA is extremely honored by being ranked No 13 for 

2013 Its NCSAUs second consecutive year being recognized as a Fast 50 company 

(ranked No 20 in 2012). 

It[~s not really our own financial numbers that count though. We are more focused on 

the more than $618 million in scholarship dollars awarded to NCSA athletes in 2012, 

and the 42,000+ college coaches who rely on us to connect qualified student-athletes 

to your programs. 
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Six Words You Should Say Today 
Posted on Ap__rj__l____l_:~____2__()___l___2__ by Rachel Macy Stafford 

If you have ever experienced an emotional response simply by watching someone you love in action, I’ve 
got six words for you. 

Very rarely does one sentence have immediate impact on me. 

Very rarely does one sentence change the way I imeract with my family. 

But this one did. It was not from Hemmer Thoreau or some renowned child psychologist. It was a comment 
frrun kids themselves. And if I’ve learned anything on this "Hands Free" jotmaey, it is that children are the 
true experts when it comes to "grasping what really matters." 

Here are the words that changed it all: 

"... College athletes were asked what their parents said that made them feel great, that amplified their joy 
during and after a ballgame. Their overwhelming response: ’I love to watch you play.’" 

The life-changing sentence crone at the begi~ming of an article entitled, "What Makes a Nightmare Sports 
Parent and What Makes a Great One." Although I finished reading the entire piece, my eyes went back and 
searched for that one particular sentence; the one that said, "I love to watch you play." 

I read it exactly five times. And then I attempted to remember all past verbal interactions I had with my 
kids at the conclusion of their extracurricular activities. 

Upon completion of a swim meet, a music recital, a school musical, or even a Sunday afternoon soccer 
gmne, had I ever said, "I like to watch you play"? 

I could think of many occasions when I encouraged, guided, complimented, and provided suggestions for 
improvement. Did that make me a nightmare sports parent? No, but maybe sometimes I said more than was 
needed. 

By nature, I am a wordy person--wordy on phone messages (often getting cut offby that intrusive beep) 
and wordy in writing (Twitter is not my friend). 

And although I have never really thought about, I’m pret~ sure Ihn wordy in my praise, too. I try not to 
criticize, but when I go into extensive detail about my child’s peffornkance it could be misinterpreted as not 
being "good enough." 

Could I really just say "I love to watch you play" and leave it: at "that? And if I did, would my children stand 
there cluelessly at the next sporting event or musical performance because I had failed to provide all the 
"extra details" the time before? 

Well, I would soon find out. As luck would have it, my 8 year old had a swim meet the day after I read the 
article. 

Her first event was the 25 yard freestyle. At the sound of the buzzer, ~ny daughter exploded offthe blocks 
and effortlessly streamlined beneath the water for an unimaginable amount of time. Her sturdy arms, acting 



as propellers, emerged from the water driving her body" forward at lightning speed. She hadn’t even made it 
halfway down the lane when I reached up to wipe away one small tear that formed in the comer of n\V eye. 

Since my oldest daughter began swimming competitively two years ago, I have ALWAYS had this same 
reaction to her first strokes in the first heat. I cry and turn away so no one sees my blnbbering reaction. 

I cry not because she’s going to come in first. 

I cry not because she’s a fi~ture Olympian or scholarship recipient. 

I cry because she’s health7; she’s strong; she’s capable. 

And I cry because I love to watch her swim. 

Oh my. Those six words ... 

I love to watch her ~4~im. 

I had always FELT that way--tearing up at every meet, but I hadn’t said it in so many words ... or should I 
say, in soJow words. 

After the meet, my daughter and I stood in the locker room together, just the two of us. I wrapped a warm, 
dry towel around her shivering shoulders. And then I looked into her eyes and said, "I love to watch you 
swim. You glide so gracefully; you amaze me. I just love to watch you swim." 

Okay, so it wasn’t quite six words, but it was a hnge reduction in what I normally would have said. And 
there was a reaction--a new reaction to my end of the meet "pep talk." 

My daughter slowly leaned into me, resting her damp head against: ~W chest for several seconds, and 
expelled a heaxT sigh. And in doing so, I swear I could read her mind: 

The pressure’s off She just loves to watch me swim; that is all. 

I knew I was onto something. 

Several days later, my 5 year old daughter had ukulele practice. It was a big day for her. The colored dots 
that lined the neck of her instrument since she started playing almost two years ago, were going to be 
removed. Her instructor believed she was ready to play without the aid of the stickers. 

After removing the small blue, yellow, and red circles, her instructor asked her to play the song she has 
been working on for months, Taylor Swift’s "Ours." 

With no hesitation, my daughter began strumming and singing. I walched as her fingers adeptly fonnd their 
homes--no need [’or colorlM stickers to guide them. 

With a confident smile, my daughter belted out her favorite line, "Don’t you worry" your pretty little mind; 
people throw rocks at things that shine .. 

As her small, agile fingers maneuvered the strings with ease, I had to look away. My vision became blurred 
by the tears that :formed. In fact, this emotional reaction happens every time she gets to that line of the song. 
Every. Single. Time. 



I c~T not because she has perfect pitch. 

I cu not because she is a country music star in the making. 

I c~r because she is happy; she has a voice; and she is free. 

And I cry because I love to watch her plI’ll be damned if I hadn’t: told her this in so many words ... or 
rather, in soJow words. 

My child and I eMted the room upon the completion of her lesson. As we walked down the empty hallway, 

I knew what needed to be said. 

I bent down, looking straight into the blue eyes sheltered belfind pink spectacles and said, "I love to watch 
you play your ukulele. I love to hear you sing." 

It went against my grain to not elaborate, but I said nothing about the dots, nothing about the notes, and 
nothing about her pitch. Tlfis was a time to simply leave it at that. 

My child’s :face broke into her most glorious smile--the one that causes her eyes to scrunch up and become 
little slices of joy. And then she did something I didn’t: expect. She threw herself against me, wrapped her 
arms tightly around my neck, and whispered, "Thank you, Mama." 

And in doing so, I swear I could read her mind: 

The pressure’s off. She loves to hear me play; that is all. 

Given the overwhelmingly positive reactions of my daughters when presented with the short and sweet "I 
love to watch you play" remark, I knew I had a new mantra. Not that I would say it like a robot upon 
command or without reason, but I would say it when I FELT it~-when tears come unexpectedly to my eyes 
or when suddenly I look down and see goosebumps on my arms. 

Pretty soon I found myself saying things like: 

"I love to watch you read." 

"I love to watch you swing across the monkey bars." 

"I love to watch you gently admire God’s smallest creatures." 

"I love to waitch you love your baby cousin." 

I now know how important it is to say it--say it simply--in moments when I feel that heart palpitating kind 
of love that comes solely from watching another human being who I adore. 

Now at this point, I could wrap up this story with a nice, tidy, Kleenex-required ending, but living "Hands 
Free" means taking it a step further, going outside the comfort zone. 

And it struck me that there is one other person to which this new mantra could apply. It hit me when this 
person, drained with white bandage on his arm from giving blood, was hoisting a large trashbag as we 
cleaned the art room at a center for residents with autism. 



I watched him, my husband, from the corner of the room where I was dusting shelves with my youngest 
child. Embarrassingly, I had to turn away so no one saw me tear up. In that moment, I reflected on other 
recent events where I had been going about my business and had to stop to take pause. Moments when I 
stopped to watch my husband in action simply to admire the loving person, the devoted husband, and 
caring father he is. 

But had I ever "told him in so few words? 

It was time. 

And since writing is much easier for me than speaking, I wrote my observations down. There were no long- 
winded paragraphs or flower5, descriptions, just words of love, plain and simple: 

I love watching you help our daughter learn to roller skate. 

I love watching you teach her how to throw the football. 

I love wa;tching you help your employees in times of need or uncertainty. 

I love watching you interact with your brother and sister. 

I love watching you read side by side with our daughters. 

I love watching you laugh. 

I love watching you love our family. 

I typed up his note and plan to give it to him when we have a quiet moment together this weekend. I don’t 
know what iris reaction will be, but: it doesn’t matter. I feel these things, so I should say these things. 

When simply watching someone makes your heart feel as if it could explode right out of your chest, you 
really should let that person know. 

It is as simple and lovely as that. 

********************************************* 

1he next time you feel the need to guide, instruct, or criticize after a ball game, performance, or 

extracurricular activity, instead consider six simple words: "I love to watch you play." 

Furthermore, if you become emotional simply by watching someone you love in action, consider these 

six words, "I love to watch you __ " 

In some cases, less is more. 

Less can be exactly what they need to hear. No pressure ... just love, pure and simple. 

* For continued inspiration and tips on how to grasp the moments in l{/b that matter, check out The Hands 

Free Revolution on Facebook. Your support is greatly appreciated,! 



The Six Words You Should Say Today by Hands Free Mama, unless other~vise expressly stated, is licensed 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, June 14, 2013 4:43 PM 

Tony Tommasi <tommasia@bvu.edtr> 

Re: Job Update 

Congrats Tony and good luck! !! ! ! 

Ses~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L2~ L)?tOIL) 

Tony Tommasi <tommasia@bvu.edtr> wrote: 

Good Afternoon Anson, 

I wanted to thank you for your endorsement for tl~e position at Chicago State... I wanted to Let you know that I was offered the position and have accepted. 

I have a year to put a start up D1 program together. 

I’m excited about the new challenges ahead. 

ToW Tommasi 
mmmasia~bvu.edu 



Mr. Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
Women’s Soccer 
University of North Carolina 

Anson, 

I have attached a brief overview of the program and how it can have an influence on 
a team’s performance. 

We at PPE Sports have developed a mental performance program that helps 
increase the ability and effectiveness of individual players and the team as a whole. 
Our Sports Mind Unleashed (SMU) program, is a five-week accelerated execution 
approach that fits easily into team’s schedules and provides methods for enhancing 
focus, execution and consistency. 

Instead of getting swayed by the emotional ups-and-downs of a game, players are 
able to bring a sustained and more consistent performance. From a coaches’ 
perspective, the program facilitates and promotes players being more focused and 
improves their ability to contribute more dynamically to team schemes, plays and 
strategies, thus, overall game outcomes. 

The program was designed specifically to help teams lift & enhance their 
performance and outcomes more rapidly in-season. In all sports the challenge is 
time for change and improvement. In our experience, players and the team begin to 
show improvement by the end of the third week. I have included an overview of the 
techniques, schedule and benefits that are involved with running the program. 

We are excited about this program because we know that ultimately it will make a 
significant difference to the bottom line of 1) more team wins, 2) increased 
consistency in play and 3) improved moral and effort. 

Kind regards, 
Robert 

Phone: (917) 868-2284 



PPE Sports provides mental performance programs to enhance the ability and production of 
athletes. We combine mental training techniques and awareness meditation to increase ability. 
This unique approach helps athletes and teams to achieve consistent results in the most 
demanding times of competition. 

Our Sports Mind Unleashed (SMU) program 
is a proven approach to creating lasting 
change and measurable results. By 
practicing the combination of mental 
performance techiques, an athlete improves 
every part of their play. The following areas 
are the three elements involved in team 
improvement. 

Individual player performance lift 
Greater concentration 
Enhanced consistency and execution 

PPE Sports uses four mental performance 
techniques. We tailor these techniques and 
weave them into a progressive schedule 
that increases in difficulty as athletes get 
familiar with the exercises. 

¯ Awareness meditation 
° Visualization styles 
° Breath work 
¯ Biofeedback 

Our program provides teams with a real 
competitive edge. The techniques we use tap 
into the core of how athletes move, train and 
receive coaching. 

This comprehensive approaches drives 
results and impact on a season. Additionally, 
as structured mental performance programs 
are newer, teams that implement them have 
an advantage over opponents as they catch 
up. 

We aim to help athletes enhance their 
performance by 5 - 10% over the seven week 
program. 



ABOUT PPE SPORTS 

Our goal with each athlete and team is to help them increase their ability and overall 
winning. We are committed to always finding the greatest techniques and bringing them 
forward. If a team is not satisfied with the impact of our program, we have a refund policy. 

Our SMU program is customized to each team and each sport. As teams have varying 
schedules, we work closely with them to understand restrictions and design an approach that 
fits easily into their times lines. 

There are three elements involving time: 
¯ The presentation of the core content (3 presentations: 45 minutes each) 
¯ One-on-one player sessions (2- 4 sessions: 15- 20 minutes each) 
o Player’s time for performing exercises on their own (20 - 60 minutes per week) 

We have designed our program to increase 
a player’s ability each season. As players 
practice the techniques involved in SMU, 
they will boost their overall performance 
year-to-year and extend the time that they 
play at their peak performance. 

As an athlete stays with a team for multiple 
seasons, we wanted to help enhance their 
impact and deliver long-term value. We 
have worked with leading academic 
institutions to learn the newest techniques 
to continually improve our approach. 

W~THi iENHANiCA~,~NT PR,@GiRA&-~iS 
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We bring the same passion to each engagement. We work closely with our clients to press for 

the greatest improvements. We are thankful to have worked with so many great people, and 

dedicated athletes and coaches. 

Robed Hartt helped enhance the energy 
level of our team. The program has meshed 
well with our yearly plan, and has improved 
both individual play and team 
performance... It gives players the 
necessary edge to become complete 
players. 

G÷off Ward - Head Coach 
AHL Toronto Roadrunners 
Currently- Boston Bruins 

All my shooting percentages went up. The 
program helps you get into "the zone" that 

all athletes strive to achieve, a lot easier 
and more frequently. The visualization 
techniques helped me to reach a level of 
calmness and comfort on the court that 
allow me to make reads one or two plays 
ahead. 

Ky~÷ Desmarais - Point Guard 
Concordia University Basketball 

All-Canadian, Conference Co-MVP 

The program is very straight forward and 
easy to follow. The exercises have helped 
me with my concentration and performance. 

Brad Winchester- Forward 
AHL Toronto Roadrunners 
Currently - San Jose Sharks 

My confidence is at an all-time high... The 
program helps bring the best out of you. 

Dayo Baiyewu - Guard 
University of Toronto Basketball 

Working with PPE Sports was a pleasure. 
The SMU program fit easily into our 
schedule... It was clear to see the 
improvements in players’ performance and 
their overall composure. I highly 
recommend Robed and their program. 

John Dote- Head Coach 
Concordia University Basketball 
2010- 11 University Provincial Champion 

The program helped provide an in season 
lift. The players took to the techniques and 
the play could be seen in both the offense 
and the defense. 

Dennis Waide - Head Coach 
John Abbott College Football 

From the beginning, the program had an 
effect with the team. Overall, it helped 
improve performance and consistency. 

Sherwyn Ben~ - Head Coach 
University of Toronto Basketball 

Tel: 917 868 2284 info@ppesports.com www.ppesports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, Jnne 15, 2013 7:42 AM 

mccamer@shaw.ca; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

Re: coaching 

Ca~, get Training Soccer Champions by calling my secreta~~ shelly street (919-962-5220). Unfomlnately, it is out of print but I think it will give you additional detail 
on what you me interested in. Buy the way, how did you hear of the book the man watching? 

mccamer@shaw.ca wrote: 

Greetings Coach Dorrance 

I am a volunteer coach (and former semi successful player) of the nasty little Winter Olympic sport of Curling up in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, Canada. 

I primarily coach junior aged (under 21 years) for both young men and women. 

It is a sport us Canadians do very well in. Sometimes the Americans win, but over our dead bodies! 

I note that you are familiar with one of our other ice games--hockey. Players are one of greatest exports. 

Side note--Our National game is not either of these ice sports. It’s Lacrosse. They play a decent game in the North East states colleges l hear. LOL 

I just thought I would contact you to give you thanks for writing the book "The man Watching’. 

I have just completed the first read. I get in there with a highlighter for the second read. 

Some things I will take a look at again are the differences between men and women. I have made many grand mistakes in dealing with the other gender. 

I will take a serious look at the stats keeping during practice. Raise the level of practice intensity! There is an American program I use to record stats 

during games. It shows where the team stands in relation to others and standards that are expected. 

I do try to visit other coaches and their practices in different sports. 

I currently coach local based teams (4 on a team). 

The teams are made up by themselves. The coach is an add on. 

You never know what you will have from year to year. 

Surprisingly, curling is just being introduced as a university sport in Canada. 

Only 2 colleges have organized programs for both genders. Not surprisingly, those 2 colleges have dominated the championships. 

This will change. 

Canada has not done well in the University student Games. 

Once I get through the second read, I will pop off a couple of questions. 

I got the book through Amazon. I was surprised to see that it was autographed by both you and Mr. Crothers. That was nice. 

I have a reading addiction too. 

Thanks again 

Cam McLelland 

Saskatoon, SK 

Canada 

McCamer@shaw.ca 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, June 15, 20:13 7:56 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Nat. Cup Xl Southeast Regional 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Nat. Cup Xl Southeast Regional 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

i~:: sincsFo~s.com ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Sunday, June 16, 2013 3:56 AM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: PCC Summer Schedule 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: PCC Summer Schedule 

From: Premier College Combines <info@premiercollegecombine.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

We are still looking for Clinicians for some of the events. Please email us at 

bern@pr~miercollegecombine.com if you are interested. 

We are pleased to announce our Summer Schedule 
6/21/2013 Grand Rapids Combine Seminar & Clinic 
Woodland Sports, Grand Rapids, MI 
612212013 Detroit Combine Seminar & Clinic 
Oakland Yard, VVaterford, MI 



6/28/2013 Philadelphia Combine & Clinic 
United Sports, Downingten, PA. 
7!6/2013 Continental Cup Combine & Clinic 
North Coast Soccer Complex, Cleveland, OH 
7!19/2913 - 2913 NSCAA High School Summer Showcase Combine & Clinic 
Lawrence Soccer Complex, Indianapolis, indiana 
7/21/2013 Slippery Rock Combine & Clinic 
Slippery Rock University, Slippery Rock, PA 
Please watch for other dates and locations 

~f you have not yet RSVP’d and wou~d ~ike to attend, please emai~ us 
at info@premiercolleqecombine.com or click here and we wili be happy to 

add you to the ~ist. 

The Clinic Session will include a "warm-up", training session, small sided games and 

concludes with a full sided game. The Clinic will be conducted by college soccer 

coaches. The college coach to player ratio is l:lg / 1:22 depending on the number of 

participants per session. Throughout the process, the college coaches participating 

will talk to the players about the importance of academics and the need to balance 

various aspects of college life to be successful in the classroom and on the field. 

Based on the number of participants per sessions, the coach may make adjustments, 

however a typical session will include the following: 

2 / 45-minute College-Style Training sessions with a College Coach 

gv8 games coached by college coaches and observed by other college coaches 

11vll game coached by a college coach and observed by other college coaches 

Player profiles will be provided to all College coaches in attendance. 

We traditionally draw players from Connecticut, Kentucky, Hlinois, 

~ndiana, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, NewYork, New Jersey, 

Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ontario, Canada, 

FonNard ernail 

This email was sent to an:~-~n@uncaa,unc.edu by info@prerniercolleqecombine.com 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy, 

Premier Marketing Group, Inc, :: 2530 Superior Avenue #201 Cleveland :: OH :: 44114 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:00 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From        @yahoo.corn 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

This is I had a visit ruth you in M~:rch, and we talked about you coming to watch me play at the event in 

would come aaad watch tne play. I will send you my game itffo~mation as soon as I get it. 
We just finished our high school season up in and I finished ruth 46 points. I had 21 goals and 4 assists. 

Thank you, 

. I would really appreciate it if you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 4:00 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent ~;,om my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach 

My name is and I am interested in atb-:~nding University o~ North Carolina at Chapel Hill and playing soccer. ~ arn ~ust finishing my freshrnan 

year at ~-~gh Schoo~ ~n I have a    GPA and I’m enrolled in al~ PreAP dasses~ ~ play soccer for team at 

~ I’m number and ~ play attackh~g center-m~dfie~d and for~e’ard. ~ noticed your name was on the list for coaches attending and ~ hope 

you can watch me p~a¥~ My schedule is attached bek)w. 

Tha]lks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

8:01:15 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi Coach Ducat and Coach Dorrance (Anson), 

This is . Class of with 

team. I just wanted to let you know that I will be playing in the 

in the 

League, Group As soon as schedules/field locations are available I 

will send them. 

I also wanted to let you know that I will be playing on the 

for the season. I am looking forward to continuing to 

challenge myself by playing and training at the highest level of club 

play possible and to becoming the kind of player that UNC is seeking. 

I realize that the odds are stacked against me so to speak since I am 

an out of state resident, but I know that I can be a valuable addition 

to the UNC program both athletically and academically. I realize that 

you are recruiting top-notch soccer players to continue the winning 

tradition at UNC. Just remember, Anson & staff, you can see the great 

play-makers, the great goal scorers, but you can’t see or measure 

heart and passion. How many players do you know that drive three 

hours a day to practice (round trip) never missing a practice? How 

many get up at 4:00 am for personal training in addition to the 

scheduled practices? How many do that and hold a    GPA and score a 

on the ACT? I do. I know I can pass UNC’s required fitness 

program. It’s my training program. I simply need a chance to prove 

it to you. 



I thought I would share contact information as he can 

give you information about my progress with the EC:NL team and answer 

any questions you may have. 

My coach’s contact information: 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:52 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: at 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: at 

From: @cuemail.neV> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear coach Dorrance, 

My name is 
runner ups for the 

and I mn going to be a sophoInore at in 

. I maintain a GPA at 

I play on the 
in all AP or Pm-Ap classes. 

I am intems~ted in playing ,soccer at North Carolina in I have heard amazing things atx~m the tmiversiU and team! 

I play on 

center mid. 

team. I play any position but most of the time I play center mid or ontside mid and tbrward. I a~n number 

I will be playing in the 

We have not received our schedules yek so hem axe the teams we will be playing: 

I will send you a~other email with my schedule as soon as I get it. I would love for you to come and see me play! 

My coaches am and their phone numbers- 

My ema~l & phone number: ’@gmaJl.com 

Sincerely, 

Click this link to see my Profile 

team and our teaMl was 

and I am a s~tarter in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:52 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: College Recruiting Women’s Soccer 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College Recruiting Women’s Soccer 

From:                           @yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Anson Dorr~ce, 

My name is ; I am a junior at in 

psychology progr~an, which I intend to pursue as a cameer, as well as your soccer progrmn. 

I cmrently play for , in . My club coach’s name is 

reached at: . Our team will be playing in the in on the 

will send you the time and location of the field when I have the iatbnnation. 

In the meantime would you please send me information about UNC and a questioImaire? 

In the following link I have my soccer resume listing my GPA i and Iny other academic and athletic accomplislm~ents; 

. I am ve~ interested in attending UNC because of your impressive 

His e-Inail is:      ~           .coin and he can be 
I do not currently have the schedule but 

I am in the process of putting together a video, and I will send you a link to my video as soon as it is prepared. My home phone number is: 

number is:              My ema~l is:             ~yahoo.com. 

I look forwa~cd to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

and my cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:52 AM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd:                    Grad at     (originally from      ), STUDENTathleteWofld 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Grad al (originally tTom , STUDENTathleieWorld 

From: ’STUDENTathleteWorld Team’ <intb@studentathleieworld.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

If you cannot see the images properly; please click here. 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

We finally have a video for             who we sent to you a [~w months back. She’s from 

Click on her name to check out the video a~d more intb on her... 

....... ]] 

but at in 

~lso, please check out our other athletes including unsigned Seniors and quality underclassmen. 

The STUDENTathleteWorld,com Team 
919.526.3597 or i.~.~9.C~.~.u~.~.~a~h!.~.~9.g!.~.~.~.~.N. 

View Our College Prospects:> h~p://,~/.studentathleteworld.com!clients 

Plea~ don’t include me in ~ emails. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:52 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd:     Prospect - 

,.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Snbject: Prospect- 

From: @ .org> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Don-ance, 

My name is                     and I play for the                   team. I am interested in playing at North Carolina, and know that it will take hard work and great commitment. I will 
continue to g~ve nay best effort at training and games to prepare myself for the next level Our team is playing in this ~veek for and would appreciate it if you could come 
and watch us(me) and see if I would be a good fit for your team Attached is my resume. 

Thank You, 



Fmln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONy, 

Monday,             2:52 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino~ ’~a~l.com> 

Fwd: 

Match schedule for .docx; Player BiG PDF.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: _ 
From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Donance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducm; Cba-is" <ducar,~]unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrauce, 
My name is mad I am a rising junior at 

will be attending this week in I will be playing on 

schedule for the week aJ~ong with my updated player biG. Thanks so much! 

wanted to let you know that I mn plam~ing to attend 
¯ and for this tournament only I will be wearing j ersev 

Also, I 

I am attaching our 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 2:52 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Upcoming GotSoccer Showcase Fxents 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Upcoming GotSoccer Showcase Events 

From: GotSoccer <mailer5@emaA12.gotsoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

College Recruiting has never been easier’. 

Did you know you can get all the informafion you want at a showcase 

directly from your IPhone or Android? The GotSoccer Mobile 

College Coach’s account is live and can be used immediately. And 

better yet, there is no charge tbr this service! 

With the GotSoccer Mobile College Coach Account you can: 

Search m~d register for events using GotSoccer so~¥are 

Filter schedules by fiel& field number and date 

Browse temn profiles and mini- biffs for each player 

Rate players you are interes~ted in and see which players have 

been scoping out your college 

Click Here to be removed from fl~e mailing list. 

And there is so much more! Click the link above and take advmatage 
of this tiee, efficient mobile feature today! 

Pinna Christopher Columbus Cup 2013 B U7-Ul 7,U 19 

Register to Attend Brooklyn, NY 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantk (’up: Boys Weekend 
B U9-U17,U19 

7/6/2013-7/7/2013 

Manheim, PA Register to Attend 

Showcase of Champions - 2013 
BiG U 13- U 17 

8/2/2013-8/5/2013 

Register to Attend Ottawa, CND 

Buffalo Wild Wings Blazin’ 3v3 Series, Memphis. Aug 10, B U9-U12,U14-U15,U18 
2013 
8/10/2013 G U9-U 1 3,U 1 5,U 1 8 

Memphi~ ~IN Register to Attend 

Arseual Cup B U 10-U14 
8/15/2013-8/18/2013 

G U10-U14,U16.U18 

Register to Attend 
Fort Collins, CO 

Long Island Soccer Shootout B U9-U 16,U 19 
8/17/2013-8/18/2013 

G U10-U16 
Stony Brook, NY 

Register to Attend 

2013 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic 
BiG U7-U 14 

8/30/2013,9/1/2013 

Bowie, MD Register to Attend 

The Rose Cup, Memphis, TN. Sept 20-22, 2013 B U9-U12,UI4-UI 5,UI 8 
9/20/2013-9/22/2013 

G U9-U13,U15,U18 
Memphis, ’IN 

Register to Attend 



2013 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic BiG UT-U 14 

Bowie, MD Register to Attend 

2013 Fall Harvest Recreational Soccer Classic 
B/G U7-U 14 

Bowie, MD Register to Attend 

Arlin~on Soccer 9th Annual College Showcase B U 10,U 16-U 17,U 19 
12/13/2013,12/15/2013 G ug-u10,U16-U17,U19 
Arlington Harold Patterson Soccer Complex, TX 

Register to Attend 

Presidents’ Day Tournament 2014 
BiG U12-U17,U19 

2/14/2014-2/17/2014 

Phoenix, AZ Register to Attend 

City of Las Vegas Mayor’s Cup International Youth Soccer 

Showcase 2014 B/G U14-U17,U19 
2/15/2014-2/17/2014 

Register to Attend 
Las Vegas, NV 

Annandale Premier Cup 2014- Boys Weekend B U10-U17,U 19 
3/7/2014-3/9/2014 

Register to Attend Hemdon, VA 

2014 Ocean City Beach Cup 
B/G U7-U14 

Ocean Ci~, MD Register to Attend 

2012 Capital Fall Classic Boys Weekend B U9-U16.U1 8 

Pdchmond, VA Register to Attend 

MTS - MAPS Tournament Select 2013 B/G U8-U 17.U 19 
5/25/2013-5/26/2013,6/22/2013-6/23/2013 

Various Sites In N J, PA & NY, N,A Register to Attend 

PUI~L~k Illinois College Showcase B U15-U16,OTHER 
6/21/2013-6/22/2013 

G U15-U16 
Aurora, IL 

Register to Attend 

California Cup 2013- Boys Weekend 
6/21/2013-6/23/2013 

SacrameutoiRoseville, CA 

B U9-U17,U19 

Register to Attend 

USYSA Region llI Southern Championship B OPEN,U 14-UI 9 

Edmond, OK G U14-U19 

Register to Attend 

Harrisburg City Islanders Capital Cup B U9- U 12,U 14-U 15 
6/22/2013-6/23/2013 

G U9-U 14 
Hamsburg, PA 

Register to Attend 

The JE1LSEY SHORE SLkMM]~ SIZZLE - I, June 22,23 B/G U8-U1 8 
6/22/2013-6/23/2013 

Brick, NJ Register to Attend 

RIDER CUP 2013 [GIRI~S]< 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:01 AM 

Rhiza Vinoya <rvinoy~r@pinnaclehotelsu~.com> 

Re: Radisson Hotel Rancho Bemardo: Reservation for Veterans Cup 

I just need one room. 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ ~FireIess 4G L)"E ]~)ROI~) 

Rhiza Vinoya <rvinoy~r@pinnaclehotelsusa.com> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Dorrance, 

It is showing in our system that you have 2 reservations for the upcoming Veterans Cup. Can you please verify if you will need both rooms? I wanted to make sure 

that the 2nd room was not a duplicate. 

Room 1- arrival date 6/2S departure- 06/29- i adult 

Room 2- arrival date 06/2S/13 departure- 06/30- 3 adults 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Regards, 

Rhiza Vinoya I Sales Manager I ~r~v~r)~o~a~@~p~[~n~n~a~c~L~e~h~o~t~e~J~s~u~s~a~c~o~m~ 

Direct : 858.385.5601 I Fax : 858.592.0253 I Main : 858.451.6600 

Radisson Hotel San Diego - Rancho Bernardo I 11520 W. Bernardo Ct. I San Diego, CA 92127 

i~i cid:imgl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 3:02 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: BTI Anuounces Scheduliug Opportuuities 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: BTI Announces Scheduling Opportunities 

From: Nels Hawkiu~m <nel@basketballtravelers.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

2014-15 Scheduling 

~ Paradise Jam in US Virgin Islands: 

Dates: November 25- 30, 2014 
Format: Four Team divisions- 2 games 

~ Junkanoo Jam in Bahamas: 

Dates: November 26- 30, 2014 

Format: Four Team divisions- 2 games 

Teams:     Contracted: Purdue and George Washington 

~ Multi-Team Event at Purdue University 

Dates: December 19-21, 2014 

Format: Four Team- Round Robin MTE (3 games) 

Teams: Contracted: UC-Irvine 

Other: Good Guarantees 

~ 2014 Summer Tour: BTI has 32 NCAA D1 Teams touring this August. It is not too early to begin planning 

Locations: Europe, South Pacific, Canada, Caribbean, Asia, Costa Rica 

Dates: Smnmer, but August is best to bring your incoming freshmen 

Cost: BTI can help pay for Mid-majors tours, call us for details 

For more info contact: 

Sara Mosiman 

Basketball Travelers 

425-776-2775 

~ @ ~ gs_~_gt_~_~!!_t_r_~ ~_~!_~ ~_s_<_~_o__m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 6:12 PM 

Rhiza Vinoya <rvinoya@pinnaclehotelsu~.com:~ 

Re: Radisson Hotel Rancho Bemardo: Resel,~ation for Veterans Cup 

Just me so the first one ... 

Se~t.f!°om my VeHzon ~Y]rele,~s 4(5 L)’E" L)ROIL) 

Rhiza Vinoya <rvinoya@pinnaclehotelsusa.com> wrote: 

Hi Ms. Dorrance, 

Can you please let me know which of the reservations is the correct one? 

Room 1- arrival date 6/25 departure- 06/29- I adult 

Room 2- arrival date 06/25/13 departure- 06/30- 3 adults 

Please confirm. Thank you. 

Best Regards, 

Rhiza 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@emaEunc.edu] 
Seat; Tuesday, June 18, 2013 12:01 AN 
To; Rhiza Vinoya 
Subject; Re: Radisson Hotel Rancho Bernardo: Reservation for Veterans Cup 

I just need one room. 

Se~Lf!~om my V~’.rizou 14~rele~,s 4G I~)’7: 

P, hiza Vinoya <rvinova~ pinnaclehotelsu re.corn> wrote: 

Dear Ms. Dorrance, 

It is showing in our system that you have 2 reservations for the upcoming Veterans Cup. Can you please verify if you will need both rooms? I wanted to make sure 

that the 2nd room was not a duplicate. 

Thank you and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Best Regards, 

RNza Vinoya I Sales Manager I rvinoya@pinnaclehotelsusa.com 

Direct : 858.385.5601 I Fax : 858.592.0253 I Main : 858.451.6600 
Radisson Hotel San Diego - Rancho Bernardo I 11520 W. Bemardo Ct. I San Diego, CA 92127 

:: ::*:: :: cid:imgl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, June 18, 2013 7:59 PM 

Mark Jolmson <mj ohnson@maj pc.corn> 

Re: Day Ca~p, June 10 

Do we need to send you a consulting fee? Thm~k you. This is interesting! 

Seniti’ore my Verizor~ tVireie,~s 4G LT’A L)ROIL) 

Mark Johnson qNohnson@majpc.com> wrote: 

My daughter                         , ~-’-mioyed the camp, and learned some skills, techniques, and fitness ~ddNs. Dino reo:?mmended the Jr. ENte Camp, and 

whik~ they are not e~Re, they both seem to be ~ncreasing o:?mm~tted to sport. 

So thanks much. 

~n catcNng up wid~ D~no after about a 40 gear hiatus, he mentioned the renovation of Fetzer. Long overdue, and moving d~e track shows commitment to multiple 

~ports. ~ ~ee Bubba has pubNdy mentioned the pro~pect~ now. http://www~wra~sp~rtsfan.c~n~/unc-s-a~-muNing-upgrades-t~-smith-center-fetzer/~256~538/ 

VN officiously intermeddle here, but better to pas~ on something which you astute gents probably know, bu[ better to do that than to leave a possible ~ead 

unrevealed. 

With men’s and women’s soccer, as we~ as ~acros~e, the new fieM wou~d receive significant u~age and hence rna~ wel~ be artifida~ ~uHaced. In tha~ vein, you 

may or mag not know that Warren Buffett ~s wen on h~s way to being the k~ng of "sport~ flooringS’ 

Buffett’s Berkshire Hathawav had acquired Shaw h~du~tdes of Dakon, Georgia, the Mecca of world carpet making. Decades ago, mou~?[ai~ women had hawked 

hoop rugs they made by the side of the road to tourists ~n Da~ton, m~d over time that ~ed to becoming the worM’s techno~ogica~ le~der ~n carpet m~nufacturh~g. 

Thh~gs went fine until 2008 when the work~ changed generaNy, and rea~ estate specifically. New resklentiM constructkm fen off a cNff, and Buffett needed 

fashb:?n a use for his kl~e carpet manufiscturh~g capadt~. He seized upon "sports flooring" or art~fida~ turf as f know R, whh::h apparently has simNar manufacturing 

capacities to carpet manufacturing. Buff:err bough~ up over 8 dozen R & D companies b~voNed in sports flooring, and result is the woHd’s ~eader in sport~ flooring 

innovation. 

They are deueloping soorts q?edfic flooring, For h~stance, h~fieMs which more effectiuelg mimic natura~ tur~ in terms of baseb~H ground b~Ns~ Another h~novat~on 

i3 O~acing electrified fibers in the floodng~ so that HhJminat~on and co~orat~on is possible, which could make Oortions o~ the turf an Nectron~c billboard 

NASCAR advertising, but ot~ a more modest scale, s~de~ne markings could be fl~pped for the differi~g spor[:s wRh a flip of [:he switch, Or, in mknicMng Bobe State’s 

footbsN fleW, you couM consider s CaroNna glue pitch woWd appeal it~ a show Nz fashion to today’s recruits. Or, you couk~ leverage CaroNna soccer’s brand and 

pursue revenue enhancements through a branded turf which wou~d make gubba’s fund raising efforts easier. 

Just a gratuitous observation, Please excuse my presumptuousness. 

Fk~k~e 200 

(770) 428-~000 

(67gh 2(~-2274 

F~m= Dorrance, ~lbe~ ~ N [mail~:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Nay 29, 2015 10:11 AN 

T~= Mark Johnson 
Subject: RE: Day Camp, June 10 

Got 

F~m= Mark Johnson [ma~lto:miohnson@majpc,com] 
Sent= Tuesday, May 28, 2013 ~:~ PM 
To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 

Subject= RE: Day Camp, June 10 

Watch dmse Dutchnlem Be ~eery of beer and/or cheese ~reath, and the ~eN tale chocolate under the 

S~{~e 200 

),,J)~rJetta, C,A 3004 { 
(770) 428-[000 



From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, May 28, 2013 2:54 PM 
To; Mark Johnson 
Co-" @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject-" RE: Day Camp, June 10 

[’vl a 

I do noL address the day campers. In fact I am leaving for Amsterdam on June I0th, I get back on d~e :18ti~ .,.. I am so sorry I will miss you! 

From; Mark Johnson [mailto:miohnson@maipc.com] 
Seat; Tuesday, May 28, 2013 10:42 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 
Co; @aol.com 
Subject: RE: Day Camp, June 10 
We are looki~g forward to the carnp~ 

A last point----migh~ it be possiBR ~o mee~ for dinner Monday or Tuesday? l’d buy, and just like Rodney Danserfield as highbrow ~igh~ch~b owner ~%@. Lucky," I’d 

make sure there ~s extra cole s~sw and pickle ch~ps. 

Thanks. 

(770) 4%- 

8e~t: Tuesday, April 02, 
To: ~ark Johnson 
~1: @aol.com 
~bject: RE: Day Camp, ~une 

Excellent 

~m: ~ark ~ohnson [maHto:mjohnson@majpc.com] 
Se~t: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 3:53 PM 

To: Dorrance, A~be~ A 
$~bject: RE: Day Camp, June 

Thanks Ansoru 

Thanks asairu 

Mole 

[ 34 He,q]-i },’a h~otu-id Street 

Suhe 20:) 

(77,)) 428- 

(d78) 2(~-2274 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [maHto:anson~emaH,unc,edu] 
$~.t: Tuesday, April 02, 2013 3:25 PH 

To: Mark Johnson 
Subject: RE: Day Camp, 3une 

M a rk, 

Yes, vve have openings .., ~ 

~ }~ope you and yours are doi~g 

From= Mark Johnson [maHto:mjohnson@majpc.com] 
Se.t= Tuesday, April 02, 2013 3:14 PM 
Te= Dorrance, Albeg A ~ 
Subjett= Day Camp, June 10 

Anson-- 



I trust things are going well. 

This inquiry is obviously below your pay grade, but I was thinking of bringing my 5th grade daughter and her friend to the UNC Soccer Day Camp; but I both left a 

voice mail and sent an e-mail as directed by the web site, and have not received and answer as to whether there are still any openings. 

Is there a way to prompt a response? 

Thanks. 

Mole 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 2:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Don’t Forget--Sumlner Showcase Reminder 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Don’t Forget--Summer Showcase Reminder 

From: KISS Showcase <kisslournamenV~:aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.unc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Happy Summer from the KISS Tournament. Don’t forget to add kisstournament@aol.com to your 
address book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

KISS Banner 

Dear Coach, 
One last reminder to come join us for another great year of recruiting at the 
Kalamazoo Invitational Soccer Showcase ([KISS}, This year’s group of competitors 
are as good as we have put together! 

KISS~ The Girls; June 22-23~ 2013 

l[f you haven’t already, Register Now! 

We will have about 80 teams this weekend from all over the Midwest for you to recruit. 

Profile Booklets will be available Friday evening during Team Registration at the 
Kalamazoo Soccer Complex (901 South Drake Road, Kalamazoo, MT 49009) between 6pm 



and 9pm. Or you can pick them up at the Kalamazoo Soccer Complex tournament 
headquarter site on Saturday or Sunday. 
Free lunch and dinner will be provided along with free drinks and refreshments 
available all during the event. 
Field and Area Maps are located on our website (Field Layout and Ma~os). 

ScheduIes are posted on the website (KISS Girls Schedules). 

Register Now! 

Look forward to having you join us this year! 
If you have questions, don’t hesitate to ask. 

Alan Maxwell 
Tournament Director 
www. kisstou rna ment.com 
kisstou rna ment@aol.com 

Cell 

Forward this ernail 

This email was se~lt Lo anson@errlaii,unc.edu by kisstournament~aoLcom 
_U_~__d__a__t__e__EL~_d_LLe]~__~_La_LL_A__d__d__r_e__s__s. £nstant i-emoval with ._S__a__f~__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_’< [_~_rLv__a__c_~___F_Lo_Jj_c_y__. 

KISS Tournament i PO Box 422~, i Carmel i IN i 46082 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 2:19 PM 

Mark Jolmson <mj ohnson@maj pc.corn> 

Re: Day Ca~p, June 10 

They have something at Wembley right now that is a combination of aJctificia] t~lrf a~d real grass. That would be my dremn surface. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tVireie,~s 4G LT~ L)ROIL) 

Mark Johnson <mjohnson@majpc.com> wrote: 

Clients often view my biNings as ob.i~:_~cts o[ mirth and derision. 

Would you ~H<e more ~nformation, or if this seems offich:~us ~n~:ermeddlmg then ~ can go back ~:o evk:~:mg orphans. 

Musing a Nt (as ~ have a~ready), ~f you consMered artificial turf for Fetzer, ~t would be ideal ff ~t accommodated Men’s and Women’s Soccer and Lacrosse. What 

d~ere is developed a turf more suitable or particularized to those sports? 

~ know Buffett ~s serious about it, having brought ~ number of research sdentists and engh~eers on board. What ~f they constantly ~mproved their products, a 

Edwards Deming, and met your exacting performm~ce standards? ~ think of Lee Trevino’s ad for Tite~st, "Endorse ~t? HeN man, ~ play 

An associatkm with U NC couM pro~Dde Buffet a certak~ marketing cachet, partk:uiarly with a team/coach which has won 22 out of 32 Natkmal Champkmsh]ps as 

wen as the World Cup. IJNC could benefit from royalties, and/or cost reductions ~:or sports ~/oodng, and perhaps you could convince Bubba [o earmad( some of the 

proceeds specifically to Women’s Soccer. The University of F~orMa, for k~s[ance, receives 20% of Gatorade royalties, putting over S100 rnHNon ~Rto their programs~~ 

h~novatNe AD’s are constantly IooMng for new so~rces of reven~e, m~d tNs might be more palataMe to ~%he CaroNna Way" than~ for h~stance, a Rams Head 

condom deal w~th Trojan. 

What ff you honed your sales skHb (we are a~ m sales, you certain~y ~n recruh:~ng and bcfild~ng on your youthflA door to door sales acumen) and perhaps w~l:h Dmo 

had a sk~e deal with Buffet which passes muster with BubbaP 

~n terms of market~ng, spor[s l:loor~ng b expandb~g exponentM~y, which is why someone of Buffet’s caNber ~s seeMng ~t out. ~t ~s less volatile sa~es wise than 

carpeting, as there are many governmen[al and ~nstitudona~ purchasers who are more recession proofl For example, every one of the h~gh schools ~n Cobb County 

Schools system where ~ reside (20 or so) now has art~fidaHy turfed stadia. With muffhsport demands, they light them m~d have practices h~to the evenings. ~n a 

curious way, they are seen as more "green~ than natural grass, as they requke far less watering, fertilizer, pest~dde, m~d maintenance, and do not have chemicaP 

laden run of~. 

Plus, as Boise State demonstrates, a Carolina g~ue pitch might have its own allure. 

As ~ said, just musing. 

*£ ::~:£~[~£_£[_~[!~_~}[~i_~s~[!__~fl~’_’_. Massachusetts Institute of Tec~o]o~-. N[ay 2004. 
£. Anthony Clark, "~_~J![_~££[L[~!g_~g!_~1~!~_~," rhe OainesvUle Sun (FebmaR7 10, 2009). Relieved May 26, 2013. 

Sui~ 200 

(770; 4.2g-] 000 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, June 18, 2013 7:59 PN 
To: Mark Johnson 
Subject: Re: Day Camp, June l0 

Do we need m ~nd you a consMfing fee? Thank you. TNs is intemsting~ 

Sentjkom ~v ~ ~rmo~t Wi~vies’,~" 4G LIE’ DROID 

Mark Johnson <hiiolm~:~n(/Dmaipc~com> wrote: 

m]oyed the camp, and learned some skills, techniques, and fitness skins. Dino recommended the Jr, ENte Camp, and 

while t:hey are not elite, th~:_~y both seem to be ~ncreasing commit:ted to sport. 

So thanks much. 

b~ catching up w~th Dino after about a 40 year hiatus, he mentioned the renovation of Fetzer. Long overdue, and rnovin~ the track shows commitment to muidple 

sports. ~ see Bubba has pubNdy mentioned the prospects now. http://www.wra~sp~rtsfan.c~m/unc~s~ad-muNing-upgrades~t~-sm[th-center~fetzer/~-2~61~38/ 

VH offidous[y h~termeddle here, but better to pass on something which you astute gents probaMy know, but better to do that than to leave a possible ]ead 

unrevealed 

With men’s and women’s soccer, as well as lacrosse, the new fieM would recei~e sigmfican~: usage and hence may well be artifh::~ally surfaced In ~:hat veto, you 

may or may no[ know thai Warren Buffett is well on hb way to being [he king of "sports flooring." 

Buffett’s Berkshire Hathaway had acquked Shaw Industries of Daffon, Georgia, the Mecca of world carpel makb~g. Decades ago, moun[ain wornen had hawked 

hoop rugs they made by the side of the road to tourists h~ Dalton, and over thee that led to becomh~g the worM’s technological ~eader h~ carpet manufacturing. 

TNngs went fine u[?ti~ 2008 when the world changed generally, and real estate specifically. New res~dentia~ construction fen off a cliff, and guffett needed to 

[ashion a use for his h~k~ carpet manufacturing capacity. He seized upon "sports flooring" or artffh::~al l:ur[ as [ know i1:, which apparently has sh~lar manu[actur~ng 

capacities Lo carpet rnanufactudng. Buffett bought up over a dozen R & D companies ~nvo]ved in sports flooring, and resu~L is the world’s ~esder in sports flooring 



i FH’~.:)va t ion 

They are developing sports specific flooring~ For instance~ infields which more effectively rnJnlic natural turt: in terms of DasebsN ground bsNs~ ~nother innovation 

is placing electrified fibers in [he flooring, so thai H]uminat~on and co~o~at]on ~s possible, wMch could make portions o[ [he turf ~n e~ectron]c billboard r~v~Nn~ 

NASCAR advertising, but on a more modest scale~ sMeNne m~rkings could be fNpped for the differing sports w~th a fl~p of the switch. Or, in m~micMng Boise State’s 

footbaN fie~d, you could consider a CaroNna 8k~e p~tch wou~d appeal h~ a show b~z fasMon to today’s recruits. Or, you could ~ever~ge CaroNna soccer’s brand and 

pursue revenue enhancements through a br~nded turf whh::h would make 8ubba’s [und raising e~forts 

Just a gratuitous o~servation, Please excuse my presumptuousness, 

{7?Oh 4::g - 10nO 

F~m~ Oorrance, ~lbe~ ~ N [maHto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Hay 29, 2013 10:11 AM 
To= Hark 3ohnson 
Subject= RE: Day Camp, June 10 

Got iti! 

F~m= Hark 3ohnson [ma~to:m]ohnson@maipc.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, Hay 28, 2013 ~:~ PH 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Cc= bM~ani20@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; gwpaN@aoLcom; ’Jason Sisneros’; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject= RE: Day Camp, June ~0 
"Dommage/~ as the French ~ntone. 

(7707428- 

From= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
$e,t= Tuesday, Hay 28, 201S 2:54 PH 
Te= Hark Johnson 
C¢= brigani20@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; gwpall@aoLcom; Jason Sisneros 0msisneros@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
SubjeCt= RE: Day Camp, June 10 

M a 

I do no~ address the day campers. ~n fact I am leaving for Amsterdarn on June I0th. I get back on the lgth ..,. I arn so sorry I win miss 

F~m= Hark 2ohnson [mail~:miohnson@maipc.com] 
Se,t= Tuesday, Hay 28, 2013 10:42 AH 

Te= Dorrance, AIbeR A ~ 
C¢= gwpall@aol.com 
S~bjeCt= RE: Day Camp, June 10 

We are looking forward to the carom 

C)ne tMng that I notk:ed i~ trust:    ~ was Nsted in a camp re~qx)nse as ~ forward, but she has recently been playing defense. 

A~so, I h~ve he~rd oF you evening addressing oF the campers. Theft may wen be for the overrqght c~mpers but wouJd ~1: be possiMe for us to listen 

A last point----m~h[ ~t be possiMe [o rT~ee[ for dinner Monday or Tuesday? ~’d buy, and just like RodRey DsngeM:ield as highbrow n~h[dub owner "Mr. Eucky/’ I’d 

make sure there is extra cofe s~sw and pickle chips. 

Thanks. 

Suh¢ 200 

(770j,4~8-1000 

(67g~ 2(~-2274 



F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [~_¢~J~gI~_[~D_~_~_¢~L_~D_~_¢~_~] 
$ent) Tuesday, April 02, 20~ ~:28 P~ 
Te~ Hark ~ohnson 
C¢: qwpall~aol.com 
S~bject: RE: Day Camp, ~une E0 

Excellent Mad( .._ We look [orward to bod~ of thenfi H 

From: Mark ~ohnson [ma~l~:miohnson@maipc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 02, 20E3 3:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ RE: Day Camp, June ~0 

Thank:: Anson 

Thanks agairu 

Mole 

(770) 4~8-lO00 

Seat; Tuesday, April 02, 2013 3:25 PM 
Te= Mark :ohnson 
$~bje¢t= RE: Day Camp, 3une 10 
Mark, 
Yes,, we have openings .., : wH: copy Bill PaHadmo (the camp D~rect:or)who will follow up for me. We k)ok forw:~rd t:o training your kid]J: 

~ hope you and yours :~re doing weHH 

~m= Mark :ohnson [mai!to:mjohnson@majpqcom] 
8eBt~ Tuesday, April 02, 2013 3:14 PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~je¢t~ Day Camp, :une l0 

Anson-- 

I trust things are going well. 

This inquiry is obviously below your pay grade, but I was thinking of bringing m:~ er and her friend to the UNC Soccer Day Camp; but I both left a 

voice mail and sent an e-mail as directed by the web site, and have not received and answer as to whether there are still any openings. 

Is there a way to prompt a response.? 

Thanks. 

Mole 

Suff<~ 200 

(6 7~ ~ 2~ [-227-I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)c, 

Wednesday, June 19, 2013 2:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: NJ COLLEGE BOUND TOURNAMENT 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NJ COLLEGE BOUND TOURNAMENT 

From: College Bound America <tom@njcollegeshowcase.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 



Forward this email 

] 

This email ~’¢as sent to a~lson@email.unc.edu by .t__o__n:L~__n_j_c_’_o_Jj_e_g_e__s_’_h__o___w__c_’_a__~_c_’_o__~_~_~. 

Instant removai with SafeUnsubscribeT’~’ Privac’/Polio/. 

College Bound America :: ~,05 Spiral Dr Brick :: I~] :: 0872,t 



FY 20’12-’13 BUDGET REPORT 

Transactions Through: 5/31/2013 Date Printed: 6/20/201 

2012-13 
ACTUALS     % OF BGT 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT 

Revenue N/A $ 38,161.43 NiA N/A $ 85,304.03 

, E..x.., .p.,e.,.n.s...e. ........................................................................................................................ .~ ................... .~. ............ ~.;.~..~.2~. ............... .~.(~ ............................. ~.~ .................. ~ ............ ,(.~.,.!.~.~:.~.~,.! ................ 
2011-2012 Net NiA $ 36,233.40 NiA NiA $ 86,458=31 N/A 
Previous Balance NiA $ (18,117.22) NiA NiA $ (2,072~38) N/A 

CURRENT BALANCE NiA I $ 18,116.18 I NiA NiA I $ 84,385=93 I N/A 



1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C479540 14-Sep CAROLYN B’LEVY $487.50 

1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C519116 4-Dec CAROLYN B’LEVY $490,00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K467633 20-Aug CHERRY PHARM $360.00 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 24-Aug WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $212.25 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE $44.23 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE $126.96 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD09 28-0ct PCARDO9/WM SUPERCENT ($212.25) 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 21-0ct HARRIS TEETER #0120 $19.22 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 28-0ct FOOD LION #1544 $18.14 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 lO-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0117 $22.97 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 13-Nov WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $70.49 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 lO-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0710 $634.41 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0713 $45.56 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Jul RADIOSHACK COR001233 $10.69 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 25-Jun STRETCHWELL INC $184.90 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 25-Jun CAN*CANONUSA FSCCVI $256.12 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 24-Jun ADVANCE AUTO PARTS # $132.22 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 24-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0724 $24.90 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Aug TARGET 000206 $110.81 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Aug WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $42.44 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 3-Aug HARRIS TEETER #0120 $44.23 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 30-Jul HARRIS TEETER #0120 $126.96 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 23-Jul WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $136.31 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 28-Jul WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $101.23 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 18-Jul LOWES #00487* $102.80 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 23-Jul TAPEONLINE $148.27 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/RADIOSHACK C 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/STRETCHWELL 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/ADVANCE AUTO                ($132.22) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/CAN*CANONUSA ($256.12) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT ($136.31) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT ($101.23) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE ($44.23) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE ($126.96) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TAPEONLINE ($148.27) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TARGET 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 16-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1016 $29.09 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Oct WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $28.38 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 15-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 15-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 27-Sep HARRIS TEETER #0120 $33.63 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 29-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1027 $109.17 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 lO-Nov WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $5.81 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES -0713 $29.10 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K450811 24-Jul RISCHARD MARKETING I $379.10 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K458971 9-Aug RISCHARD MARKETING I $33.95 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K456113 9-Aug SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $886.00 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 22-Aug EPRO-STAPLES -0822 $64.21 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S063086 28-Aug FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER S350,00 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/RADIOSHACK C $10.69 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/ADVANCE AUTO $132.22 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S066228 7-Sep RISCHARD MARKETING I S45.40 

2911 OTHSUPNON-EDUMSC 60 23-Aug RADIO SHACK 001171 S34.16 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT S42.44 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT S101.23 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TARGET Sl10.81 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT $136.31 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TAPEONLINE $148.27 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 $102.80 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 16-Oct EPRO-STAPLES -1016 $52.08 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 29-Oct EPRO-STAPLES -1027 $37.19 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 6-Nov DMI* DELL BUS ONLINE $1,974.09 

2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 lO-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0710 S297.73 

2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0713 S345.35 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 IO-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0120 S12.83 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 lO-Nov FOOD LION #0848 S13.87 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 lO-Nov LOWE’S FOODS #236 $19.19 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 16-Nov FOOD LION #1544 $10.15 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S060197 26-Jul KWIK GOAL LTD ~549.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/STRETCHWELL g184.90 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S064008 4-Sep SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $675.70 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S066120 7-Sep SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~351.30 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S066087 7-Sep KWIK GOAL LTD $80.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S069571 8-Oct CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE $223.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S068830 8-Oct SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~449.60 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S070230 9-Oct FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER g723.25 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S072110 2-Nov SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~95.35 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S074913 19-Nov CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE ~275.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S073000 19-Nov FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER ~64.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S076453 14-Dec FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER $189.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S084571 1-Mar KWIK GOAL LTD ~116.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S084726 1-Mar CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE ~298.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD02 19-Mar PCARDO2/CHAPEL HILL ~63.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD02 19-Mar PCARDO2/MALL SYSTEM ~375.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S093803 20-May FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER ~140.00 



Object Code Description Vendor 

3:1:12 IN-STATE TRAN-GROUND 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

64 :1 28-Jan 07/:12-:12/:12 IN STATE S:1,029.:18 

60 T:156790 :10-Dec DORRANCE/A S20.00 

60 T156790 lO-Dec DORRANCE/A ~I19.10 

60 T156790 lO-Dec DORRANCE/A $249.60 

60 TXXXXXX 4-Jan DORRANCE/ALBERT $20.00 

60 TXXXXXX 4-Jan DORRANCE/ALBERT ~442.70 

60 TXXXXXX 7-Feb DORRANCE/ALBERT ~i,I01,80 

60 TXXXXXX 7-Feb DORRANCE/ALBERT 



3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 ]_-Aug Diners Club $308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club S308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club S308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5520.00 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 57,670.97 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 540.00 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172,80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 55:19.:10 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209,68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 



Object Code ] Description ]_ Vendor 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

314:1 TEAM TRAVEL 

314:1 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

Reference 

64 K471157 

64 K467871 

48 W300128 

48 W300128 

48 W300128 

48 W301796 

48 W301796 

64 K397684 

Date [ Transaction Description [ Amount 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5183.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 57.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5354.10 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5520.60 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5600.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

27-Sep WSOC-NOTREDAME 5977.11 

27-Sep WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 53,173.85 

8-Oct COACH AMERICA 51,600.00 

10-Oct COACH AMERICA 51,600.00 

10-Oct COACH AMERICA (5%600.00) 

30-Oct FSCS CORPORATION 51,795.00 

30-Oct FSCS CORPORATION 51,600.00 

31-Au8 774274/PAMELA~WOLFMA 53,975.00 



Object Code ~ Description ~_ Vendor 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

Reference     ~ 

64 K409045 

48 K482569 lO-Sep 

48 K489579 27-Sep 

64 K462172 27-Sep 

64 K467871 27-Sep 

64 K471157 27-Sep 

48 K489966 8-Oct 

48 K512217 9-Nov 

64 K484210 16-Nov 

64 K473155 28-Nov 

48 K478809 5-Sep 

64 K467871 27-Sep 

64 K471157 27-Sep 

64 K484210 16-Nov 

64 K473155 28-Nov 

48 K519123 5-Dec 

31 A039 13-Dec 

64 1 28-Jan 

48 K559702 4-Mar 

48W303728 24-Apr 

48W303728 29-Apr 

48 K592263 22-Apt 

48 K592263 22-Apt 

48W303728 2-May 

60 1-May 

60 1-May 

60 1-May 

64 K583383 17-May 

64 K583383 17-May 

Date [ Transaction Description [ Amount 

31-Aug 805546/PAMELA*WOLFMA $3,975.00 

THOMAS*SANDER $504.33 

THOMAS*SANDER $2,016.43 

WSOC-PRESEASON $3,759.46 

WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 $8,197.34 

WSOC-NOTREDAME $6,497.89 

THOMAS*SANDER $647.48 

THOMAS*SANDER $2,712.69 

WSOC-CLEMSN-lO/11-12 $3,360.00 

WSOC-MD/UVA-9/11-16 $6,765.47 

THOMAS*SANDER $556.07 

WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 $628.81 

WSOC-NOTREDAME $1,025.00 

WSOC-CLEMSN-lO/11-12 $140.00 

WSOC-MD/UVA-9/11-16 $234.53 

THOMAS*SANDER $361.57 

ACC WSPC CHAMPIONSHP ($754,00) 

07/12-12/12 TM TRAV $429.70 

ANTHONY TRAVEL INC $1,554.00 

FSCS CORPORATION $2,255.00 

FSCS CORPORATION $830.00 

THOMAS*SANDER $809.96 

THOMAS*SANDER $96.02 

FSCS CORPORATION $4,000.00 

Diners Club $1,550.00 

Diners Club $775.00 

Diners Club $775.00 

WSOC-ROCH-4/5-13 $3,745.71 

WSOC-ROCH-4/5-13 $227.18 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jul TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~II.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Au[~ TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Sep TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Oct TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Nov TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 69 16-Sep TELECOM LONG DISTANC ~3.65 

3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 69 16-Nov TELECOM LONG DISTANC ~0.03 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jul BUNDLED VOICE/DATA $58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Au[~ BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Sep BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Oct BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Nov BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jul SUM CORE DATA FEE $121.39 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Au[~ SUM CORE DATA FEE ~121.39 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 28-Sep SUM CORE DATA FEE ~125.40 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Oct SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 30-Nov SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jul CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Au[~ CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Sep CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV~TIVO SER $14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV~TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Oct CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Nov CABLE TV $37.50 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Aug 8/12 CELL PHONE BILL ~438.27 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 5-Oct 9/12 CELL PHONE BILL ~170.83 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Oct 10/12 CELL PHONE BIL ~183.92 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 30-Nov NOV 2012 CELL PHONE ~237.99 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Dec TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Dec BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 21-Dec SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Dec CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Dec TIV~TIVO SERVICE ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Dec TIV~TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV~TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV~TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 2-Jan DEC 2012 CELL PHONE $162.92 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jan TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jan BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jan SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jan CABLE TV ~37.50 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 30-Jan 1/13 CELL PHONEBILL $162.87 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Feb TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Feb BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 28-Feb SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Feb CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD01 28-Feb PCARDO1/TIV*TIVO SER $19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDO1 28-Feb PCARDO1/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 28-Feb FEB 13 CELL PHONE S1,250.27 



Object Code Description 

3211 POSTAGE 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 

Vendor Reference Date 

64 CARD02 19-Mar 

69 16-Mar 

69 

60 

64 CARD02 

64 CARD02 

69 

69 

69 

60 

64 CARD03 

64 CARD03 30-A 

69 16-A 

16-Mar 

2g-Mar 

19-Mar 

19-Mar 

16-Mar 

16-Aar 

16-Aar 

30-Aar 

30-Aar 

3r 

3r 

Transaction Description Amount 

PCARD02/USPS 3612160 $27.00 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE S122.84 

PCARD02/TIV*TIVO SER S14.99 

PCARD02/TIV*TIVO SER S19.99 

CABLE TV $37.S0 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE ~0.34 

PCARD03/TIV*TIVO SER S19.99 

PCARD03/TIV*TIVO SER $14.99 

CABLE TV ~37.50 

APRIL 2013 CELL PHON S208.88 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE $122.84 

SUM CORE DATA FEE S122.84 

CABLE TV ~37.50 

PCARD04/TIV*TIVO SER S14.99 

PCARD04/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

MAY 2013 CELL PHONE $205.48 

60 30-Aar 

69 16-May 

69 16-May 

60 8-May 

60 29-May 

69 16-May 

64 CARD04 31-May 

64 CARD04 31-May 

60 4-Jun 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

34:~:~ PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 3_8-Feb PRINTING MAIN SHOP $406.68 

34:~:~ PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 :~8-Mar PRINTING MAIN SHOP S~L63.2:~ 

34:~:~ PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 ~L6-May PRINTING MAIN SHOP ~L,005.73 



Date    J        Transaction Description 

3~-Aug PCARDO7/CAN*CANONUSA 

Object Code J. Description ! 
Vendor 1 Reference [ J Amount 

35~4 REP & MAINT-OTH EQU 64 CARD07 ~256.3_2 



Object Code i Description ~_ Vendor j Reference ~_ Date i Transaction Description i Amount 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S060197 26-Jul KWIK GOAL LTD $37.00 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S066228 7-Sep RISCHARD MARKETING I SII.15 
3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S066087 7-Sep KWIK GOAL LTD $11.61 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Sep MMD - FEDEX S12.60 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Oct MMD - FEDEX S15.48 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Jan MMD - FEDEX S12,12 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S084571 1-Mar KWIK GOAL LTD $10,61 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S083479 1-Mar MTM RECOGNITION CORP S20.65 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S091209 1-May PARTNERS IN RECOGNIT S8.28 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S093801 20-May PARTNERS IN RECOGNIT $8.28 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3711 ADVERTISING 48 K483053 28-Sep RAYS*ALLEY ~200,00 

3711 ADVERTISING 64 K483048 22-Feb 835792/RAY S’ALLEY $200.00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Jul SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.18 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Aug SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.18 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Sep SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $56.12 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Oct SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 30-Nov SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Aug CH Sisneros Jason ~53.50 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Sep CH Cone Cynthia $71.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO001 12-Oct CH Cone John $72.00 

3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 64 K462172 27-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON $85.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z271752 5-Jul DESTINATION CAROLINA $164.10 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z278899 15-Au~ DESTINATION CAROLINA $42.00 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z278895 15-Au~ DESTINATION CAROLINA $82.50 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 68 18-Sep DESTINATION C5988295 (~164.10t 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z284888 24-Sep DESTINATION CAROLINA $26.50 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K445439 13-Jul FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $33.15 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K473533 4-Sep J & E INC $406.45 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K476293 6-Sep J & E INC $441.91 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 68 18-Sep FOUR ELEVEN W4454390 t~33.15t 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 K462172 27-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON ~4,405.00 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K507375 31-Oct THOMAS~SANDER ~925.78 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 21-Dec SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 31-Jan SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Feb SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z304973 4-Feb DESTINATION CAROLINA ~47.00 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Mar SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3931 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 K563900 15-Mar FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA ~116.30 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 30-Apr SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE $54.82 

3914 TRANSIT FEE 60 29-May SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE ~54.82 

3919 MISC SERVICES 48 K593558 28-May TOWN OF CARY ~162.50 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 KC05813 3-Jun UNC WOMENS SOCCER ~8.00 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K576895 7-May PAGE ROAD GRILL ~1,305.91 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K604403 28-May THOMAS~SANDER $354.93 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K477076 6-Sep FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA 5594.72 

48 K5026:~2 24-0ct THOMAS~SANDER 5:~,065.26 

48 K497440 :~-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

48 K5:~:~402 20-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

48 K5:~2740 20-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

64 K477076 28-Feb 83:~677/FOUR ELEVEN W t5594.72) 

48 K592258 22-Apr THOMAS~SANDER 5692.82 



44~.~. MAINT CONTR-OTH EQU 48 W300432 

Date ~ 
Transaction Description 

~ Amount 

3_3_-Sep KONICA MINOLTA BUSIN $271.80 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:13 LICENSES & PERMITS 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 

Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K450532 :lO-Jul NSCAA $642.50 

48 K456:146 24-Jul CATAPULT SPORTS PTY $4,500.00 

68 :18-Sep K450532 NSCAA ($642.50) 

60 30-Oct USA TODAY SUBSCRIPTI $227.59 

60 31-0ct INT L MEDIA SERVICE $83.00 

48 W300886 24-Aug DRAGONFLY ATHLETICS $382.50 

64 CARD02 :19-Mar PCARDO2/CAROLINA BLU $49.95 

64 CARD03 30-Apr PCARDO3/SOCCER AMERI $39.00 

48 K456146 24-Jul CATAPULT SPORTS PTY (~4,500.00) 

64 CARD04 3:l-May PCARDO4/SUCCESS IN S $69.99 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $500.60 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T141275 19-Jun DUCAR/C ~690.60 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 19-Jun DUCAR/C ~20,00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C ~20,00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C ~489,90 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $10,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~873.20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 15-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145857 13-Aug DORRANCE/A $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145857 13-Aug DORRANCE/A ~515.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club ~540.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club ~10,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $20,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $603,20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $I0,00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T138409 9-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $184.17 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T139451 18-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $98.56 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $585.28 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T138409 CHRIS DUCAR (S184,17) 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($585,28) 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T139451 CHRIS DUCAR ($98.56) 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $175.38 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($175,38) 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T138409 9-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $108.25 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T139451 18-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $46.75 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR ~173,45 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR (~173.45) 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T139451 CHRIS DUCAR (~46.75} 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T138409 CHRIS DUCAR (S108.25} 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $25.00 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($25.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452866 24-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~61.14 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452854 24-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~90.30 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452882 26-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~141.42 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K467352 16-Aug THE*CAROLINA CLUB $18.06 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 180 31-Aug K474365 MEAL REIMB {~40.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K474365 4-Sep THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~178,62 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452882 CARL CLUB ($141.42} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K467352 CARL CLUB 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452866 CARL CLUB (~61,14} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452854 CARL CLUB (~90.30} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP &SUB 31 A021 28-Sep ATHLETICS ($25.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A021 28-Sep ATHLETICS ($30.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K489213 9-Oct THE*CAROLINA CLUB Sl10.28 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K489444 11-Oct THE*CAROLINA CLUB S76.68 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K509636 13-Nov THE*CAROLINA CLUB S160.80 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP &SUB 31 A034 8-Nov REIM CAROLINA CLUB 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102231 9-Oct 06 TIX FTBALL GAME $360.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102253 8-Nov 03 TIX NC STA FTBALL $180.00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR ~136,73 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR ~213,57 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR $38.75 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS~DUCAR $7.00 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A039 13-Dec REIMBURSE MEAL ($62.97) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K518916 28-Dec THE~CAROLINA CLUB $147.42 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $513.70 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Dec PALLADINO/GEORG $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $10.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $217.80 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX lO-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $20~00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX lO-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $393~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 4-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Dec PALLADINO/GEORG $284.40 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $282.97 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $296.37 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154813 22-Jan ANSON*DORRANCE $331.89 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $136.55 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154813 22-Jan ANSON~DORRANCE $242.95 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T143346 22-Jan ANSON~DORRANCE $57.20 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $120.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102293 22-Jan 4 TIX MENS BB $55 EA $220.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102302 31-Jan 3 TIX MEN BB @ 60 EA $180.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102305 31-Jan 4 TIX EN BB @ 55 EA $220.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $633.10 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $464.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $20.00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $699.84 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $459.43 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $331.89 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $137.50 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $242.95 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $145.15 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K549817 14-Feb J & E INC $49.80 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K554805 20-Feb FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $85~75 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Feb MMD - FEDEX $127.55 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 25-Jan DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 25-Jan DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $508.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $541.20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $527.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $437~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $527~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CABI2/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 l-Mar Diners Club $154.40 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $581.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $560.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club ($560.60) 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $293.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $305.80 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A056 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K566132 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K576525 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K576529 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 865 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 862 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A067 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102345 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102353 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102326 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K556211 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T165934 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T163035 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T164158 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T167039 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T167980 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T163035 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T164158 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T167039 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T163035 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T164158 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T165934 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T167980 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T167039 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T163035 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T164158 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T167039 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T167980 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 947 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K581464 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K580020 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 938 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 69 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K573338 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 64 CARD03 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 69 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K611525 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K594342 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K592478 

Date 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

13-Feb 

13-Feb 

13-Feb 

8-Feb 

8-Feb 

1-Mar 

15-Mar 

22-Mar 

22-Mar 

19-Mar 

19-Mar 

27-Mar 

28-Mar 

28-Mar 

28-Mar 

4-Mar 

4-Mar 

4-Mar 

7-Mar 

7-Mar 

4-Mar 

20-Mar 

20-Mar 

8-A ~r 

17-A )r 

17-A ~r 

17-A )r 

24-A )r 

24-A )r 

8-A 3r 

17-A)r 

24-A )r 

8-A 3r 

17-A )r 

17-A )r 

24-A )r 

24-A )r 

8-A ~r 

17-A )r 

24-A)r 

24-A)r 

12-A)r 

17-A )r 

17-A )r 

12-A )r 

30-A )r 

17-A)r 

30-A)r 

20-May 

28-May 

28-May 

28-May 

Transaction Description Amount 

Diners Club $20.00 

Diners Club $20.00 

Diners Club $560.60 

Diners Club $20.00 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

DUCAR/C $329.90 

DUCAR/C $245.30 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

DUCAR/C $379.90 

CAROLINA CLUB UNOFFI ($25,00) 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $73.14 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $130.62 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $110.22 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT MEA ($19.00) 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT MEA ($53.00) 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT ML ($34.74) 

16 TICKETS FOR THE $960.00 

12 TICKETS FOR THE M $1,080.00 

3 TICKETS FOR THE $150.00 

ANSON*DORRANCE $138.83 

DUCAR/C $229.90 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPHER $323.70 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPHER $914.60 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPH $20.00 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPH $20.00 

DU CAR/CH RISTOPH $659.80 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

CH RIS* DU CAR $220.10 

CHRIS*DUCAR $315.37 

CHRIS*DUCAR $645.66 

CHRIS*DUCAR $63.46 

CHRIS*DUCAR $237.40 

CHRIS*DUCAR $300.23 

CHRIS*DUCAR $96.53 

CHRIS*DUCAR $437.31 

CHRIS*DUCAR $223.74 

CHRIS*DUCAR $126.70 

CHRIS*DUCAR $291.55 

CHRIS*DUCAR $155.00 

CHRIS*DUCAR $175.30 

CHRIS*DUCAR $87.95 

CHRIS*DUCAR $70.00 

CHRIS*DUCAR $70.52 

CHRIS*DUCAR $55.36 

CHRIS*DUCAR $35.00 

UNOFFIC VST MEAL REM 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $81.60 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $94.62 

REVERSE ATT693 $36.00 

ATH BUS OFC 4-12 ($36,00} 

] & E INC $203.76 

PCARDO3/SPORTSBOARD- $1,080.00 

ATH BUS OFC A076 ($95.00) 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $21.60 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $162.06 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $213.48 



Object Code Description 

3~L44 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3:~44 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3:~44 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

3:~44 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 

Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K6009:~2 28-May FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $99,05 

48 K592482 28-May THE*CAROLINA CLUB $131.94 

48 K600900 30-May THE*CAROLINA CLUB $62.40 

48 K600906 31-May J & E INC $139.26 

48 K600902 3:~-May THE~CAROLINA CLUB ~205.02 

69 4-Jun ATH BUS OFC A080 

69 4-Jun ATH BUS OFC A080 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0554 24-Aug 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0554 24-Aug 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0759 :10-Sep 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0759 :10-Sep 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1:110 4-Oct 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1274 :17-Oct 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-1274 17-0ct 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-1556 8-No~ 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 31-Aug CAMP, BALLS,POSTERS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 31-Aug CAMP, BALLS,POSTERS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A0:15 7-Sep ATHLETICS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A0:17 24-Sep ATHLETICS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A023 9-Oct WSOC BALLS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A027 :12-Oct BOOKS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A028 :19-Oct BOOKS, POSTERS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A028 :19-Oct BALLS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A03:1 3:1-Oct BALLS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 30-Nov A037 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A040 :19-Dec BALLS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A040 :19-Dec POSTERS 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-232:1 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 

175 

175 

474 

Amount 

(55oo,oo) 
(Ssoo.oo} 
(S2so.oo} 

(S5o.oo} 
(54o,ooo.oo) 

(Sso.oo} 
(S~oo.oo) 

(5:1,5oo.oo) 

(5845,oo) 
(52o=oo} 

(Ssss,oo) 
(525o,oo} 

(S7o.oo} 
(S~7.oo} 
(55o.oo} 

(5:15o.oo) 
(55o.oo} 

(5320.00) 

(5:1o,oo} 
(5:1oo,oo} 
(5:1oo,oo} 

(55o,oo} 
(52oo,oo) 
(52oo,oo) 
(5:1oo,oo) 
(5100,00} 

(5200.00) 
(5:1oo.oo) 

(Sso.oo) 
(S~oo.oo) 

(525,ooo.oo) 
(55o,oo) 
(55o<oo) 

(5:1oo<oo) 
(5:1oo,oo) 
(5:1oo,oo) 
(5100,00} 

(5100,00) 

(5100,00} 

(5:1oo.oo) 
(S~oo.oo) 
(S~oo.oo) 
(5:1oo,oo) 
(5:1oo,oo) 
(5:1oo<oo) 
(5:1oo<oo) 
(5:1oo,oo) 
(5:1oo,oo) 
(5100,00} 

(5100,00} 

(5:1oo.oo) 
(5:1oo.oo) 

(55o.oo) 
(55o.oo) 

(5:1oo,oo) 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 ($I00.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5:100,00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 (5:100,00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2887 3 ($1,000,00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2939 ! (5300.00} 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3287 2! (5500.001 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3287 2! ($500,00) 

794 IVlISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A047 3:1-Jan BALLS SCARVES 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3530 :1:1- (~200.001 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 836 :15-~war ~uu~,~ 1520.001 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 836 :15-Mar POSTERS (555.00t 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A067 27-Mar BOOKS (520.00} 

582 FACILITY USE CHARGE 69 30-Apr BUS OFC 4-30 A075                   (56,700.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 30-Apr BUS OFC 4-30 A075 {5629.03} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 20-May ATH BUS OFC A076 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 3:1-May ATH OFC BUS 5/9 



Object Code Description Vendor 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 

Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K447385 11-Jul REEDSWAIN, INC $549.44 

68 18-Sep REEDSWAIN, IN4473850 ($549,44} 

69 20-Jul MMD- FEDEX $15.72 

31 A053 19-Feb WSOC BANQUET (~550.00} 

31 766 22-Feb BANQUET (~110.00} 

31 A056 1-Mar BANQUET ($270.00} 

31 836 15-Mar BANQUET ($150,00} 

31 A067 27-Mar BANQUET (~90,00} 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, June 21, 2013 4:47 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Bcc: ~@aol.com> 

Subject: RE: Update 

Bean,{, 

Yes, teach character; rema#~ optimistic about the human cond~tio~; trust people; don’t g~ve up. 

"I’m not telUng ~ou Ws goi~g Lo be easy; ~’m telling you Ws go~g to be worth it[!" ._. Mantra of the 20~2 UNC Natio~al Soccer Champions 

F~m: n@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, June 2~, 20~3 2:24 PM 
To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject= Update fron      .. 

Anson~ 

I hoN this email finds you doing we]l~ 

So I am now mid-week in~ my 2nd week i[ . my fl~ird week witA TFA overall. I ~ in my fi~h day in the classroom m~d my 4th day ~a]ly 

teaching ]es~ns and ~ cam~ot wait to tell you aNut it. 

We teach a summer school course tbr 4 weeks hem i~ ... My studenB are all Al~can-Amedca& the main business azound here is catfish fa~ning, a~d the 
median income is around $15,000 ~r year tbr a family of 4. I am ~aching Entering 7th grade math. I ~ach between two Alabama co~ membe~ who te~h £I,A and 

on __           co~ member who te~hes ma& &s well. For my hour the class is all mine, but we do academic intewentJon when I teach aJongside my teaching team of 
those throe other co~ members who share my students. 

The first day was an absolute disaster. My s~dents had to ~ke m,o diagnostic tests back-to-~cL English and fl~en math wNch I supe~dsed aJongside Brm~don the 

oilier math teacher. The highest sco~ on our math ~sessment was a 33%. They got the tesl, ~alized they couldn’t do m~y of it gave up, m~d s~Aed brea~ng eve~ 

c~ass m~e, and not only that but our pums~ents did not phase them one bit. I had to caJl in my Advisor from Tb~& as we~l as my advi~r from the school I’~n wor~ng in 

to literaJly save Inc. I broke down in the faculb’ bathroom and fl~e~ w~ a solid 10 minutes fl~at I questioned whether or not I had what it took to do tNs work. 

AAer one of the most fun dinners I’ve ever h~ that night with other co~ mem~rs that also had miserable first classroom experiences, I was ready to ~ke on the ne~ 

day. I compare teaching to a big game of ~#Jeship...my s~den~ certaiNy succeeded in si~ng my biggesl sNp on the firs1 ~y, and since then I have ~en pla~ing my 

strate#~ for retaliation, in the mosl loving and sup~Nve way possible. It is my job to get through to these ~ds, ~d believe me, notNng has ever ch~lenged me this 

£1uch, 

They teach a lot of authofi~tive methods [br behavior management here at TFA, but I have ~en t~ing my best "# implement the tools you’ve taught me a~]d inslead 

teach chazacter as meals to build a ~sitive classroom. I have ~en ~ing to get my kids on my side, get them to ~ke ownership offl]eir work and therefore their 

t~tum, a~d get them to build positive men~Jities. This is much much ha~ter than it sounds, especially wi& the unruly class I’ve Nen given. But I thi~&, slowly but surely, 

I am getting tim)ugh to them. One at a time I am get’dng fl]ese kids to trust me, and trust fl~at I cam about them, and I hope that by the end of these 4 weeks here these 

~ds will all ~spect [ne, because once fl~at is tree they will learn. 

Eveo’day is different, ~d eve~day is a challenge. Within aa hour I had to bre~ up a figh~ muldple cursing matches, a~d connie one of my students who came ~ me 

cwing a~ut how much she wanted to learn and how hard it was to do ~at here. The~ ldds ahnost bring me to tears eve~7 single &y, a~d I’ve never felt more 

im~t, morn v~uable in my life. Ifs unaccep~b]e fl~at ~ds have to grow up without fl~e oppo~nib’ to obtain an excellent education a~d fl~at they’re expo~d ~ so 

ma~y negative fl~ings. Despite their behavior some~mes, t]~ey’m aJl great ~ds, and they dese~’e be~er. 

Ifs pre~- unbelievable how much I care a&mt these ~ds I’ve ~own for 4 days, the same ~ds that drive me bat-shit cr~y. Their success depends on me and that’s an 

inc~dibly diNcuh yet eq~lly as motivadng weight to b~. 

I am so luck)~ to be surrounded by one of the most e~r~rdina~- groups of people l’ve ever met, eve~-one with TFA is so suppo~ive, genuine, and motivated. Without 

these people I don’t thi~ I would still be here. 

I am so glad I am here, and believe me I use tools [?om our program eveO’ single ~y, and even shaze them with other teachers as a source of inspiration. 

I miss chapel hill, you, and the rest of the team a~d sm~tl T~ing my ~st to do y’all proud~ 

Best. 



Minutes of the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Women’s Soccer Committee 

Conference Call 
June 18, 2013 

Those in attendance: 

Boston College - Alison Foley, Matt Conway (Chair) 
Clemson University - Eddie Radwanski 
Duke University - Robbie Church 
Florida State University -Monk Bonasorte, Vanessa Fuchs (Ex-Officio) 

North Carolina State University - Tim Santoro 
University of Miami - Mary-Frances Monroe 
Syracuse University - Phil Wheddon 
University of Pittsburgh - Greg Miller, Kirk Bruce (~?ce-Chair) 

University of Virginia- Steve Swanson 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Charles "Chugger" Adair 

Atlantic Coast Conference - Lee Butler, Marra Hvozdovic, Donald Moore, Kris Pierce 

Those not in attendance: 
University of North Carolina - Anson Dorrance 
University of Notre Dame - Randy Waldrum 
Wake Forest University - Tony da Luz 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted upon at various times throughout 
the meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in 
order of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal 
votes or "sense of meeting") that occurred] 

Welcome: Ms. Kris Pierce welcomed everyone to the meeting and reminded the group 
that the purpose of the conference call was to discuss a regular season scheduling and 
championship format recommendation for 2014 and beyond. She introduced the new 

committee members and noted that each institution will be allowed to vote should a 
recommendation be made. Ms. Pierce reminded the group that the 2013 season will 
include a 13-game single round robin regular season played over 8 weeks, and an 8-team 
championship. 

Regular Season Discussion: Ms. Pierce reviewed the scheduling models for a 14-team 
regular season. She went on to outline various scheduling models including divisions, 
pods, primary partners, and permanent opponents. Ms. Pierce reminded the group that no 
schedule will be competitively equitable unless a full single round robin is played. She 
noted that the group had previously expressed interest in 10-game models, and therefore 
all models included in the presentation reflected that assumption. 

Divisions - Ms. Pierce reviewed the projected divisional matchups and the 
proj ected opponents for a schedule without a permanent partner. She noted this 
schedule is a 7-year rotation with repeat sites only in the first year. Ms. Pierce 
discussed the advantages of each and noted that with the divisional structure, 



divisional champions would be awarded. Ms. Pierce explained how permanent 
opponents from the opposite division could be added into the schedule. Ms. Fuchs 
asked if thi s concept was beneficial to other sports and Ms. Pierce responded that 
it was used in baseball to protect rivalries. There was much discussion about the 
importance of preserving non-divisional rivalries. The group agreed that 
establishing a permanent opponent from the other division ~vould help maintain 
rivalries but also stated that rivals could be played as "non-conference" 
opponents. The coaches discussed considering travel budget impact, and effect on 
non-conference scheduling opportunities in future regular-season scheduling 
proposals. Ms. Pierce noted that the schedule for divisions with permanent 
partners is a 4-year rotation. 
Open Rotation - Ms. Pierce reviewed an "open" rotation schedule with all teams 
rotating through a cycle. She noted this would be a 13-year full rotation that 
would involve repeat sites. 

The group expressed a desire for 10-games in divisions, but desired further time for 
discussion. Mr. Tim Santoro noted that divisions could be easier for fans to understand, 
and Mr. Greg Miller and Mr. Robbie Church expressed their approval for divisions based 
on their experiences in the Big East and SEC, respectively. Ms. Alison Foley noted the 
advantages of being able to plan non-conference opponents in the future, and Mr. Eddie 
Radwanski agreed. The committee agreed the significance of having all committee 
members present was important and decided to make a formal recommendation on a call 
scheduled for July 10th in order to allow time for discussions on campus and with one 
another. 

Number of Weeks - The group discussed the advantages and disadvantages of 
playing 10 games over 5-and 7-week periods. It was agreed that for planning 
purposes, the group would hold 7 weeks for the ACC schedule and projected start 
dates would be sent to the group by Ms. Pierce. 

Championship Format Discussion: Ms. Pierce reviewed the potential championship 
formats for a 14-team conference and noted the championship recommendation from the 
men’s soccer committee. There was discussion about a tournament with less than 8-teams 
and the potential of eliminating the championship. Ms. Fuchs, Mr. Matt Conway, and Mr. 
Kirk Bruce discussed the historical favoring of conference championships based on the 
student-athlete experience. They all noted that sound and thorough rationale would be 
needed to propose the elimination of a championship. Ms. Pierce also noted that the TV 
contract included the Women’s Soccer Championship so any plans to eliminate would 
have to meet their approval. Through a straw vote, the group showed favor for an 8-team 
championship by a vote of 8 for 8-teams, 2 for 8 or more teams, 1 for 10 teams and 3 
being absent. 

Closing: The group agreed to meet again via conference call on July 10, 2013 at 
10:00 a.m ET to continue the discussion of future regular season scheduling models and 
championship formats and to make a final recommendation. Ms. Pierce thanked everyone 
for their time and the meeting was adjourned. 



ACC Women’s Soccer 

Sc~,edul~ng and Championship Formats 



lO-Game Models 

= Divisions 
¯ No permanent partners 

¯ With permanent partners 

= Open Rotation 



Om C ZZ Z 



Modified Home/Away- Divisional Matchups - 2014 

............................................. Home                Away 

............... DUKE .............. V~ ND UNC MIA UVA PITT 

................. M IA ................ v~ UMA DUKE U N C PITT N D 

................ UN� ................ MIA VT PI~T D U KE UVA N D 

................... ND .................. UVA MIA UNC DUKE PITT VT 

PITT ND MIA DUKE UNC UVA VT 

U VA PIT~ UNC DUKE M IA VT N D 

VT PIT~ ND UVA M IA U N C D U K E 

.................... B� .................. NCS~ CLEM FSU W F SY R LVI L L E 

............... CLEM .............. LVIEEE S~R NCS~ WF BC FSU 

.................. ES U ................. SYR WF CEEM B C N C ST LVI L L E 

.............. LVI LLE ............. wE Fsu BC C L E M N C ST SY R 

N CST WE EVlEEE ESU C L E M SY R B C 

SYR LVlELE NCS~ BC W F FS U C L E M 

W F SYR BC CEEM FS U LVI L L E N C ST 

indicates repeat site. 



2015 

2017 20’18 

...................................... Away ......... ........ Home .................. Away .................. Home ................. Away .................. Home ........ ......... Away .................. Home ........ 
DUKE WF BC FSU CLEM NCST SYR LVILLE WF 

MIA LVlLLE SYR NCST WF BC FSU CLEM LVlLLE 

UNC BC NCST LVILLE FSU CLEM WF SYR BC 

ND SYR FSU WF NCST LVILLE CLEM BC SYR 

PI’FT CLEM WF BC LVILLE SYR NCST FSU CLEM 

UVA FSU CLEM SYR BC WF LVILLE NCST FSU 

VT NCST LVlLLE CLEM SYR FSU BC WF NCST 

...................................... Home ......... ......... Away ................... Home .................. Away .................. Home .................. Away ......... ......... Home .................. Away ......... 

BC UNC DUKE PITr UVA MIA VT ND UNC 

CLEM PITr UVA VT DUKE UNC ND MIA PFFr 

FSU UVA ND DUKE UNC VT MIA PITt UVA 

LVILLE MIA VT UNC PITt ND UVA DUKE MIA 

NCST VT UNC MIA ND DUKE PFFF UVA VT 

SYR ND MIA UVA VT PITF DUKE UNC ND 

WF DUKE PITF ND MIA UVA UNC VT DUKE 

Advantages: 
¯ 10-Game Schedule - More Weeks for Non-Conf. Play 
¯ No repeat sites except for year I in division 
¯ Equal home/away for teams each year 

Disadvantages: 
¯ Missed opponent cycle is 7 years with opponents played 4 

times - 2h/2a (at least once every 2 years) 
¯ Competitive Equity? !::; 
¯ Travel Equity? 



Permanent partners can provide opportunities to play a consistent out of division 
opponent each year which could help with travel costs and missed class time. 

Could provide a natural schedulinl~ option for final week of season 

Permanent partners can be used with any divisional model, or with 9 or 11 game 
options for all models. 

PERMANENT 

PERMANENT 



2014 2015 2016 2017 

PERMANENT Away Home Away 
~ 

Home Away Home . Away Home Away 
. 

Home Away Home 

DUKE FSU CLEM NCST ~ BC SYR FSU . LVILLE CLEM NCST . BC SYR LVILLE 

MIA FSU ........... ~I_EM .......... ............. ~vF ............................. BC ............................ SYR ............. .......... LV!LLE ......... ........... CLEM ....................... N~ST ........................ WE ............................ BC ............................ SYR ............. .......... ~!~LE .......... ........... N~S~ ......... 

UNC N~ST LVILLE FSU CLEM .    WF BC LVILLE . SYR FSU CLEM .    WF BC SYR 

ND LVlEEE SYR NCST WF . CLEM FSU SYR . BC NCST WF . CLEM FSU BC 

Pl~ S~R .............. BC .............. .......... L~I~E .......... ............. ESU ........................ NCS~ ........... ........... CLEM .......... .............. B~ ............................ WE ........................ ~I~E ........................ ESU ........................ N~ST ........... ........... C~EM ........... ............. WE ............ 

UVA 8~ ........... NCS~ ........... ............. SYR ............. .......... ~IL~E ........................ FSU ............ ............. 

~ CEEM WF BC SYR LVILLE NCST WF FSU BC SYR LVILLE NCST FSU 

PERMANENT Home Away Home . Away Home Away . Home Away Home . Away Home Away 

BC U~A P I~ VT M IA . DUKE UN C PI~ . N D VT M IA . DUKE UN C N D 

CLEM ............. MIA ............ ........... DUKE ........... ............. UNC .......................... ND .............. ............. pl~ ........... ............. M!A ......................... U~A ....................... DUK~ ....................... UNC .......................... ND ............. ............ P!~ ............ ............. u~A ........... 

FSU MIA    DUKE UNC PI~ . UVA ND DUKE . VT UNC PI~ . UVA ND VT 

[VILLE ND    UNC PI~ UVA VT MIA UNC DUKE PI~ UVA VT MIA DUKE 

~CST ............ U~ ............ .............. ND .............. ........... DU~ ....................... PI~ ............ .............. ~ ............. ............ U~ ......................... M~ ........................... ND ......................... DU"E ....................... ~ ........................... W .............. ............. M~ ........... 
SYR PI~    ND UVA VT MIA DUKE ND UNC UVA VT MIA DUKE UNC 

WF DUKE VT MIA ND UNC UVA VT PI~ MIA ND UNC UVA 

Advantal~es: 
¯ :~O-Game Schedule - More Weeks for Non-Conf. Play 
¯ No repeat sites except for year :~ in division 
¯ Equal home/away for all teams 
¯ 4 year rotation-all opponents played twice (:~ h/:~ a) over 4 

years 

Disadvantal~es: 
¯ Competitive Equity? 
¯ Travel Equity? 



2013 2014 

~ Away 

~ 

Home 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: Away NCST VT MD BC CLEM SYR ND :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home SYR VT ND BC CLEM 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home FSU MIA UNC UVA DUKE PITF :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Away PITT MIA UNC UVA LVILLE 

~L~[~‘a~ 
Away 

I~:~~ 
Home 

Home Away 

~ ~::~::::~:: ~::~ Away FSU MIA BC WF VT PI~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home FSU VT BC WF PI~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home DUKE MD NCST UVA CLEM SYR ND :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Away DUKE LVlLLE NCST UVA SYR 

Home Away 

Away         DUKE     WF     ~A          VT          FSU    SYR~                                         Home        DUKE                       WF     UVA     FSU    SYR 

~ Home NCST UNC BC MD CLEM PI~ ND 
~ Away NCST LVlLLE BC CLEM PI~ 

Away Home 

Home Away 

=:=:=:=:= ............. Away MD UMA BC DUKE NCST PI~ 
~ ~ ........................ 

Home LVILLE PI~ BC DUKE NCST 

~[~[~[~ ~[~[~[~[~[~[~[~[~[~ Home WE MIA FSU CLEM UNO SYR ND Away WF SYR FSU ND UNC 

..... Away .... 
.~ 

Home 

.o~e Awa7 
Away FSU MIA CLEM UVA UNC SYR ND Home WF MIA PITT UMA UNC 

Home Away CLEM NCST VT BC FSU 

Away Home ~ ~ ~ LV)(~ N~ ~ , 
~ 

Home 
~ 

Away 

~ Away DUKE WF FSU MIA MD CLEM ND ~ 
Home DUNE WF ND MIA CLEM 

Home UNC NCST ~A VT BC SYR ~ Away SYR UNC UVA VT LVlLLE 

Away ~ ~ ~A ~ ~@ ~ ~ Home 

.............. Away NCST UNC FSU MIA VT UVA CLEM 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Home MD PITT WF DUKE BC SYR 

2015 

Home ~i ~ ~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Away SYIR CLEM ND DUKE FSU 

i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i:: Ho,’~e P~r U~A LWLLE UVA .C~T 

............ ::: Home NCST VT FSU CLEM UVA 
[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ ~ ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Away SYR PITT WF DUKE BC 

Advantages: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home DUKE LVILLE NCST SYR MIA 

~ ....... ................ AW~ ’: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ’ " 10-Game Schedule - More Weeks for Non-Conf. Play 
[] ~ Away DUKE WF SYR FSU UNC " Equal home/away for all teams 

Home NCST LVILLE BC VT 

@ 
Away ¯ More competitive equity? 
Home 

~ 
i:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii Away 

LVILLE NCST 

BC 

DUKE 

MIA 
Disadvantages: ~ Home ND UNC FSU UVA 

Away , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ° 
~ Home 

Away WF ,~,A P,~ U~A U.O first 5 years) 
Home CLEM VT SYR DUKE ND 

Home SYR LVILLE UVA FSU 

Away 

Away UVA VT FSU LVILLE 

SYR PITT WF BC UNC 

¯ Repeat sites in every year, with increased opportunity in later 
years 



2014 2015 2016 2017 

UNC ND MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC 

VT MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC ND 

BC CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU ND VT UNC 

FSU UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST ND BC VT UNC MIA 

NCST PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE ND FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM 

DUKE WF SYR LVlLLE ND NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA 

LVlLLE SYR ND DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT 

SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF 

WF DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT ND SYR 

PITT NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA ND WF SYR LVlLLE 

UVA FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM ND PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE 

CLEM BC VT UNC MIA ND UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST 

MIA VT UNC ND CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU 

ND UNC LVILLE MIA DUKE CLEM NCST UVA FSU PITT BC WF VT 

2018 2019 2020 2021 

UNC VT ND MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU 

VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC 

BC MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU ND VT 

FSU CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST ND BC VT UNC 

NCST UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE ND FSU BC VT UNC MIA 

DUKE PITT WF SYR LVILLE ND NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM 

LVlLLE WF SYR ND DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA 

SYR ND LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT 

WF LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT ND 

PITT DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA ND WF SYR 

UVA NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM ND PITT WF SYR LVlLLE 

CLEM FSU BC VT UNC MIA ND UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE 

MIA BC VT UNC ND CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST 

ND SYR UNC LVlLLE MIA DUKE CLEM NCST UVA FSU PITT BC WF 

~8 of 13 years shown. 



Number of Games 

=Model 
¯ Divisions? 
¯ Open 

Number of 

otation? 

Weeks 

= 5 weeks for 10 games 

Final Week of Season 

OF 7 weeks fOF 10 games? 



2013 
- 8-team 

- single elimination 

Seeding based on 
point total 
Top 4 seeds host 

overall 

Nov. 3, 8 & 10 (campus sites and Cary, NC) 

Sunday Friday Sunday 

#1 Seed 

#5 Seed 

,~s~ ................... t .............................................. I 
#3 Seed 

#6 Seed 

#7 Seed 

#2 Seed 



Seeding based on overall 
point total 

Seeds #1-#3 host Friday 
games 
Seeds #1-#4 host Sunday 
games 
Top 6 receive byes 
2 additional play dates (1 

weekend) held 

lO-Team Bracket 

.................. Friday .............................. Sunday ............. .............. Friday ............. ........ Sunday ....................................................... 

#:i Seed 

#9 Seed                  1 

#8 Seed 

#5 Seed 

#3 Seed 

#10 Seed 

,Ts~ ....................... I .................................................... 1 .................................................. 
#2 Seed 



Seeding based on overall 
point total 

Seeds #1-#4 host Friday 
and Sunday games 
Top 4 receive byes 
2 additional play dates (1 

weekend) held 

12-Team Bracket 

Friday Sunday Friday Sunday 

#1Seed 

#9 Seed 

#12 Seed 

#4Seed 

#3 Seed 

#11Seed 

#6 Seed 

#10 Seed 

#2 Seed 
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Finals matchups set at 2023 US Youth Soccer Region IV Championships 

HONO£~JIL~J (J~tle 22~ 213J.3)-- ]earns have earned berths in the final matci~es at ti~e 2033333 US Youth Soccer Region IV 

Championships, presented by U’~e Na~ionai Guard, in Honoluiu. The winners of: tomorrow’s games in tile Under-3.3 through 
Under-:tg age groups quali~y for the US Youth Soccer National Championships, the oldest and most prestigious youth soccer 
national championship, :iuly 22-28 at the Overland Park Soccer Complex in Overland Park, Ken. 

Host association Hawaii Youti~ Soccer has landed four teams in finals matches tomorrow. Hawaii has won .lust two Region IV 

Championships in their history; Under-3.9 Boys Honoluiu Bulls in 2004 and Under-3.2 Girls Blitz FC in 20Z:l., with the Under-29 
Boys ~earn winning Hawaii’s only National Championship that year. Large crowds are expected at Waipio Peninsula Soccer 
Complex to cheer on the local teams, including both the Under-~9 Bo’~,s and Girls games which will be played on the stadium 

Field. 

Three defending Region IV Ci~ampions have the opportunity to win back-to-back titles tomorrow, and one team has the 

chance [o advance to [he Nationai Championships and capture back-[o-back National titles. 

Under-13 Boys: Pateadores I..A (CA-S) 
Under-14 Boys: United FC Gold 98 (CA-S) 

Under.-15 Boys: Santa Barbara SC White (CA-.S)* 

*De/ending N~tiona/ C/!~mpion 

The Under-3.8 Boys Boise Nationals Premier (ID) are back in the regional final for the first time since 2033330 after defeating 
Santa Clara Sporting 94 (CA-N)~                scored the oniy 9oai of the game just five minutes in as the game turned into 
a defensive hague to end ~-0. Na[io~als feli in [he semifinals to [he eventual champions ias[ year after being eiirninated on 

tiebreakers in the group stage in 2033331.. Prior to their finals appearance in 20~0, Nationals were eiiminated in the quarterfinais 

on a 3-.0 result by Albion USA (CA.-S)~ theh- opponent in tomorro’~x,’s final~ 

Under.-17 Girls Sparta United (U[) advanced to their first Region IV finai thanks to a 2-0 defeat of hosts Honolulu SC Buils 

(HI). A~ter a scoreless first half,.                 struck the game winner three minu[es after ~he break and then 

followed up with the insurance goal in the 59th to send Sparta into the championship match. 



Cascade FC Boca Juniors (OR) won their third straight game by a i-0 score to advance to their first regionai final, defeating 
the CaI-South state champs Corinthians SC 96 in the Under-16 Boys. Boca Juniors haven% advanced to the knock out rounds 

since 2009 and 2010 when tisey were quarterfinalists and sernifinaiis[s respectively.,                             scored [he ione 

goal of the game for Boca Juniors in the 28th minute as the defense held firm once again [o: a finals appearance. 

Under-:t8 Giris Arsenal (CO) twice came back from a goal down to defeat Piayers SC (NV) 4-2 and advance to the 

championship game after failing in the semis last year~ Players took the eady lead just t’~,o minutes in through 

......... before leveled for Arsenal in ~he 26~h. Players responded by taking the lead again 12 minu~es later 
from t~ heaa into d’:e brea < up 2-1. :t was al Arsena in the second ha d’loug 1~ as t ~ey equa ized again in t 

59th on a " goal and then took their first lead in the 23rd fi-om Witi~ time winding down 
netted the insurance goal to Finish tl-dngs 4-2 for Arsenal. 

After- opening the tournament with just two goals in a 2-0 win, Under-15 Boys FC Goiden State Pbtinum (CA-.S) have rolled off 

four s[raight garnes scoring three goals, s~,~iti~ three of: ~hose cornin9 wi~h a defensive shutou~ like today’s 3-0 win over 
...... ~ 24th Crossfire Premier 92 of Washinqton.                   set the :one for Golden State w~th the first two goa~s m the :u 

rninutes and                 added the third before h~lfhme to set up ~ Cai-South championship rematch agamst the 

defendmg National Champion S~nta Barbara SC. 

Under-13 Boys SC dei Sol 2000 (AZ) moved into ti!e championship raatcis this year after failing to advance from their group in 
2012. This year, Del Sol is proving their metal as they knocked off the defending champs Pateadores (CA-S) in group play, 

and today avenged their- only group loss by taking down Rangers FC 2000 (U[), 1-0~ Rangers had beaten Del Soi by the sarne 
score on Wednesday, but the Arizona side took care of business when it mattered to set up yet another rematch with 

Pa~eadores in the final, was the hero w[~h the game w~nning goal for Del Sol ~n just the 3ra minute and it 
held up for the v~ctory~ 

Eastside FC 98 Red (WA) was not only the first team to beat Pride Predators 99 (CO) this week, they were also the first team 

to score on the Far West Regionai League champions as Eastside advances to the Under-Z4 Girls finai. [he first goal For 

Eastside came jus~ ~hree rninu~es into ~he garne on a s[rike and d’:ey extended the lead before 10 minutes 

throug~ Pride got back in the game with 21tst minute goai, but that was aH the scoring as Eastside 
advance to settle their group stage draw versus i.a Roca (UI ~, 

Under-15 Girls National League champion Cadsbad Elite 97/98 (CA-S) are on a roll at the Regional Championships, winning all 

five games withou~ giving up a goal after defeaUng Albion USA (CA-S), 1~0. Already assured of a berth in the NaUonal 
Championships [hanks to ~heir first piace finish in the National League ~his season, Carlsbad wants the Region IV due as welh 

Keisey Aaknes scored the winner in the 20th minute and the defense kept their form to deliver ti~e trip to the finals. 

The US Youtis Soccer National Cisarnpionships will consist of: US Youth Soccer Regional Charnpions in the Under-Z3 through 

Under-19 Boys and Giris age groups as ,,well as the US Youth Soccer National L.eague qualifiers in the Under<t5 through Under- 
~8 Boys and Girls age groups to compiete the field of 88 teams. 

Daily reports and complete results frorn the tournament are available on 

SD Surf Girls 00-01 White CA-S v Coiorado Rush CO    11.1100 AM Waipio 2 

HSC Buils 01B Ka’uia H: v FC Golden State Academy BUt2 CA-S 8:00 AM Waipio 2 

Legends FC 99 CA-S v Arsenai Colorado Gold 99/00    CO    8:30 AM Waipio 3 

Sc del Sol Leebrook white AZ v Pateadores LA CA-S 11:30 AIM Waipio 3 

Eastside FC G98 Red WA    v La Roca FD UT 12100 PM Waipio 11 

United FC Gold 98 CA-S v PATEADORES CM CA-S 9:00 AM    Waipio 11 

Boise Nationals :taiia :D v Carlsbad Elite 97/98 CA-S 8:00 AM Waipio 7 

Santa Barbara SC White CA-S v FCGoiden State Platinum CA-S ii:00 AM Waipio 7 

CA-S v DMCV Sharks Elite CA-S 12:30 PM Waipio 12 

FC Golden State White CA-S v CFC Boca Juniors OR 9:30 AM    Waipio 12 



U ~er- ~.7 Girls 

Sparta 96 Premier UT v FRAI~I Premier CA-S 1 I:.S0 AM Wa~pio 9 

Crossf:ire Premier 95A-Ccqlings WA v Santa C~ara Sporting 95 CA-N 8:30Ar-I Wa~pio9 

Arsena~ Color, do CO v Leah~ 95 Premier HI 9:00 A~I W~p~o 10 

Boise Nationals Premier ~D v Albion USA CA-S 12:00 P~,l W~p~o 10 

SoC~l Blues- D~do CA-S v ~xpress HI 12:30 PN W~ipioS~adiurn 

HSC Bu~ls 94 Ka’u~a HI v Pateadores ANA CA-S 9:30 AM Waipio S[adium 

Complete scores from today’s action.,. 

~lB#er- 12 Girls 

SD Surf Girls00-01 White CA-S SC 2 SCdel Sol Oi GirlsOrona AZ SC 0 

Colorado Rush CO SC 2 Surf Hawaii 01G HI SC I 

FCGolden State Academy BU12 CA-S SC 4 CCV Stars Ol Boys Biack AZ SC 

HSC BLiils 0IB Ka’Llia bli SC 1 PK’s Real CO National 00/01 CO SC 0 

~ ~er-:~.3 Girls 

SoCal BluesGU13 Rennie!BobakCA-S SC 1. ArsenaICoioradoGold 99/00 CO SC 2 PK’s 

Crossfire 99 Tolstoldtsky A WA SC 0 Legends FC 99 CA-S FWRL 

Sereno Wes~ 2000 AZ SWC 0 Pa[eadores LA CA-S SC 2 

Sc del Sol Leebrook white AZ SC 1 00 Rangers FC UT SC 0 

~l~er- 14 Girls 

Westside limbers .- [S Copa OR SC 0 La Roca FD UT SC 2 

Eastside FC G98 Red WA SWC 2 Pride Predators ’99 CO FWRL :1. 

PATEADORES C.’xl CA-S SC 2 Santa Ciara Sporting 98 Green CA-N SC :I. 

United FCGoid 98 CA-S FWRL 4 Real 98/99 BoysNationa[ CO SC 0 

U#~sr-:tS Girls 

Boise Na[ionals I[aiia ~D SC 1 

Carlsbad Eiite97i98 CA-S FWRL 

WST G97 Copa OR SC 0 

Albion USA G97-98 CA-S SC 0 

PateadoresAcademy CA-S FWRL 1 Santa Barbara SCWhite CA-S SC 2 PK’s 

Crossf:ire Premier 97-]arnes WA SC 0 FC Golden State Platinum CA-S SWC 3 

~J ~er- ~.6 Girls 

Carlsbad Elite CA-S FWRL 2 Legends FC CA-S FWRL 3 

Bay Oaks Botafogo96 CA.-N SC 1 DNCV Sharks Elite CA-.S SC 2 

Corinthiansscb96 CA.-S SC 0 CFC Boca 3uniors OR SC 

Carisbad Elite B96 CA-S FWRL 0 FC Golden State White CA-S FWRL 2 

~l##er- &7 Girls 

Beach FC ]ngrassia CA-S SC 0 FRAM Premier CA-S FWRL 

HSC Buils 96G Ka’ula HI SC 0 Sparta 96 Premier UT SC 2 

Las Vegas Premier 96 Black NV SC 

Fram B1.7 Premier C.A-S FWRL. 2 

Santa Clara Sporting 95 CA-N SC 2 

Crossfire Premier 95A-Collings WA SC 4 



~n~-18 Girls 

Arsenai Colorado CO    SC 4 Piayers SC NV SC 2 

Cen[ral Vailey Chilipeppers CA-N SC 0 Leahi 95 Premier HI SC 2 

Albion USA CA-S SC i Inter FC 95 Premier UT SC 0 

Boise Nationais Premier tD SC 1 Santa Clara Sporting 94 CA-N SC 0 

Play 

SoCal Blues- Dido CA-S SC :1. Rush 94G Nike HI SC 0 

1’4aui United Soccer Club 94G HI SWC 0 Express HI SWC 3 

provides more than :[0,000 teams From US Youth Soccer’s 55 State Associations [he oppor[uniW to showcase their abilities 

against the best in the nation while emphasizing teamwork, discipline and fair play. The yearlong competition begins with over 
"_.’ 85~000 players in the US Youth Soccer State Championships. These ci~arnpions and selected wildcard teams, through US 

Youth Soccer Regionai Leagues, advance ~o corrlpete in one of four the US You[h Soccer Regional Championships. Champions 

(U-:1.3 through U-:1.9) From each regional event advance to the US Youth Soccer National Championships, The Under-15 
through :1.8 Boys and Girls age groups have four teams representative of the US Youth Soccer Nationai League, in which the 

top four teams in each gender age group earn a direct path to the national ci~arnpionships, Overail the US Youth Soccer 

National Charnpionship Series provides the na[ion’s top collegiate coaches witi~ the premier stage [o identify and scout the 

most coveted players in the country, 

M~a ~e~leest; When referring to the US Youth Soccer National Championship Series, the most prestigious event in youth 
sports~ please refer to the event as US Youth Soccer National Championship Series on first reference and National 

Charnpionship Series on anything ti~ereafter. Never refer [o as NCS or USYS NCS. We appreciate your cooperation. 

Aboat t~8 U~its~ States Yoath $8¢~e[ As$eciatio~ (US Yeatl~ Se~¢sr) - US Youth Soccer - "The Game For ALL Kids!?.‘ 
is the largest youth sports organization in the country ane largest member otthe United States Soccer Federation, the 

governing body o~ soccer in the United States. US ¥outi~ Soccer registers more titan 3 rniliion players annually, ages 5 to :[9, 
and over 900,000 administrators, coaci~es and volunteers in 55 member State ~ssociations. US Youth Soccer programs 

provide a fun, safe and heald’ly environment for players at every levei of the game. For rnore information, visit 

~e~tla Reqeest; When referring to the United States Youth Soccer Association, the largest youth sports organization in the 

United States, please refer to the association only as US Youth SocceD and never as USYS or USYSA. We appreciate your 

coopera[ion. 
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Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: US Youth Soccer Region II (Midwest) Championships Kickoff in Des Moines, Iowa 

From: US Youth Soccer [mailto:broadcast@usyouthsoccer.org] 
Sent-" Sunday, June 23, 20:[3 12:29 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; US Youth Soccer Region II (Midwest) Championships Kickoff in Des Moines, Iowa 

DES I~OINES, ~ow~ {JB~e 22~ 20~.3) - The 201.3 US Youth Soccer Region H (Midwest) Championships, 
presented by the Natienai Guard, kicked off Saturday at both 3ames W. Cownie Park and Hidden Valley Soccer 

Complex in Des Nomes, Iowa. Teams comprised o~ Sta~e champions, US Yough Soccer Midwest Regional League 

champions, and selec~ wHdcards, commenced day one with hopes of adwnciag to knockout rounds, and ultimately, 
to the US Youth Soccer National Championships. 

including hos~ iowa Soccer Assodat~on, and Indiana, IIHnois, Kansas, Kentucky, N~ckfigan, Ninneso~a, Nissouri, 

Nebraska, North Dakota, Ohio North, Ohio South, South Dakota and Wisconsia. 
TNs year, six teams From the 20~2 US Youth Soccer Region H Championships are back to defend their title, and 
they’re all cornh-~g back strong~ as all of them started off the tournament with wins. Four Girls teams inciude U-1S 
Girls Ambassadors FC (OH-N), U-17 Gids Cleveland United White (OH-N), U-18 Girls Team Ckfica9o Academy 

Botafogo (i[0 and U-].9 Girls C~nc~nnati Soccer Alliance Elite (OH-S), The Boys’ side ~ncludes kJ-~6 Boys Cup Crew 
]rs Gold (OH-S), and LJ-~8 Boys Raiders FC Premier ([[.)~ 

]hree-time State Cup Champs Cincinnati Soccer Aliiance Elite (OH-S) defeated ]USC/WDM Premier Force (]£) 4-3 

in a U-19 Girls back-and-forth batUe. Although they won the match, Cincinnati Head Coach Alex Rawlings believes 

~hat the first three days are vi~al, and they’re doing all they can to get back to Nationals again. 
"First game . ~ think they iearned the lesson pretty quicl< that they have the target on ~heir back," said Rawlings. 

How you defend your regional championship and go to N~tionais again is step by step, but you have to get out of 

pool play first. All these teams are all looking to compete. ~ ~hink ~hey feel that they didn’~ leave everything on ~he 

field at the last National Championship. For them, I think it wou~d be one of the most exciting things in recent 

years. It would mean closur% getting there and having that opportunity again/’ 
Ohio-South’s U-16 Boys Cup Crew Jrs Gold team is also eager to get back to National% putting in all their efforts to 

advance to the next level. 

"We are very excited to be back at the Region H Championships," said CUP Director of Coaching Bobby Puppione. 
"[he boys and coach Terry have worked very hard the entire year to get back here and defend their Region 1~ 
crown~ ]he road to the final will not be easy. We wdl need to produce top performances the rest of the tournament 

to earn a chance to return to the National Championships next month in Overland Park." 

Cup Crew entered halftime against OFC 96/97 Elite 1. (NE) with a ~.-~ score, but in the 56th minute, CUP tool( over 
of the match~ when               chested the bali down to himself and blasted it in the back of the net. 

~iotted it in the 78 minute mark to secure the 3-i wh-~ 
The U-18 Boys Raiders FC Premier (~L) and Nadison 56ors (W£) match resulted in a 4-0 score, with first hall: 9oals 

by                                  i and a pair of goals by              . 
Ambassadors FC (OH-N) posed a 4-.0 win in their U-15 Girls rnatchup against SLSG 97/98 Premier (NO), and U.-18 
Girlsream Chicago Academy Botafogo (~L) got their first three points, defeating CLIP Crew Jrs Gold 94/95 (OH-S) 

I-0 with a first-half goal by                  . 
Girls team Cleveland United White (OH-N] also accomplished a win, 6-~. against Sporting BV Supersport (NO) in a 

U.-17 Girls matchup. Cleveland United already has a ticket to Overland Park this summer through a National 
League cl-~ampionship, but they will still fight hard to defend their Regional crown. 

Regional winners will earn a berth to the 2013 US Youth Soccer National Championships July 22-28, at Overland 

Park Soccer C.ompiex in Overland Park, Kan. The US Youth Soccer National Championships will consist of US Youth 
Soccer Regional Champions in the Under-13 through Under-19 Boys and Girls age groups, as well as the US Youth 
Soccer National League qualifiers in the Under-15 through Under-18 Boys and Girls age groups to complete the 
field of 8g teams. 

Daily reports and complete results from the tournament are available on 



Home Team Slate Score Away Team 

LFC White 00 KY 0 C~eve~and FC OH.-N 

DASC U13G B~ack SD 0 Iowa Rush N~ke 

SC Waul<esha UI3 B~ue W| 2 LSC EGA Maroon 9900 

FFC Pink Panthers MO $ Carmel United SC 00G Ehte ~N 

Eclipse Select [I.. 3 Minneapolis United Inferno MN 

OP U~3 Green OH-S 0 M~ch~gan Hawks ’00 

Sporbng BV 3r ECNL 99/00 KS 0 Classics Eagles Red OH.-S 

Score 

4 

3 

2 

4 

SPOR[ING BV SK.C Academy KS 2 Fort Wayne Fever 

OP Eagles G:I OH-S 2 Ace Milwaukee U:t3 

Dakota AHiance Black SD ~ M~nnesota Thunder Academy NN 

Des Hoines Menace ~A 2 [oiedo Celbcs UZ3 OH.-N 

V~rdar 00 N[ 8 Rushmore Go~d SD 

SLSG Arsenal NO 2 CSA Academy 

Raiders FC ~L 3 KHA UZ3 Boys Red KY 

2 

0 

0 

0 

SC Waukesha biue-~ 

Futura Academy Forte 

3USC Premier 

CUP Crew 3rs ’,3old 

NSA Rocl<ets 

I<ings Hammer Acaderm 

Alliance 99 Biack 

FC Pride 99 Elite 

Red 

Wi 1. l.ibertyviile FC 5.974 I[. 

510 3 Sporting BV Rowdies KS 

IA 0 ].B~ Marine SC .- Sci~neider 

OH-S 0 Toro Galacticos NK 

IL 2 KS Rusi~ Wolves Academy KS 

KY 2 Minnesota Thunder Academy 99 NN 

M[ 3 Rapid City SWAT SD 

IN 0 Internationals 98 Red OH-N 

0 

0 

3 

0 

2 

0 

0 

SDU Copa SD 1 Phoenix 3uventus NE 

NWC Alhance B98 Black OH-S 1 United FC Red 

Wichita Cyclones KS 0 FC-:I Academy Eiite fL 

Chicago ~,lagic PSG Pre Academy ~L 4 WDN United ~A 

Cm-mel United 99 Elite IN 1 MHw~ukee B~wdans 

Blast FC Red OH-S 0 Internationals OH-N 

SC Academy In~er 99 MN 1 McMahon Ford - Staader MO 

Michigan Wolves 99 N~ 4 Lexington FC 99 White KY 

3 

0 

2 

0 

i 

0 

1 

i 

KF] 98 Premier Red 

Ambassadors FC 

KHA Red 

FC Pride 98 Elite 

Michigan ]aguars 98 Girls Green 

West Kentucky United 

KCU Rangers 97/98 

OFC 97/98 Eiite 1 

KY :1. Minneapolis United Black Premier MN 

OH-N 4 SLSG 97/98 Premier MO 

OH-S 2 RLISh Wisconsin UI5 Nike W~ 

IN :l DASCU:t SGBlack SD 

MI 0 Eclipse Elite USYSA BII< 97-98 IL 

KY 1 Waza FC East 98 Black MI 

KS 4 IPSC98G IN 

NE 6 Alliance Speed IA 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

6 

0 

Vardar 98 

St, Louis Scott Gailagher Premier 

CRSA 97/98 Premier 

Alliance 98 Biack 

OP Eagles Dublin G1 

3avanon 98 Black 

Chicago Magic Preacademy 1 

North Shore United 

M| 2 Grand Rapids Crew Juniors 

MO 0 MN thunder Academy 98 Blue MN 

[A 2 Pacesetter 98 Red OH-N 

MI 5 DASC U1ZB Black SD 

OH-S 2 SPORTING Blue Valley 97/98 NPL KS 

KY :t NFC 97/98 Blue NE 

[L 5 Fort Wayne Fever West Heat Elite 

W~ 6 NN Thunder Academy 98 White 

0 

6 

2 

0 

0 

5 

2’ 

LSC EGA Maroon 

Futura FC 96/97 Academy Premier 

Cleveiand FC 

Ohio Premier 967 Red 

United FC 96/97 Red 

Port Wayne Fever U16 girls 

NE 9 Rushmore Soccer Club Revoiution SD 

MO 0 Cleveland United OH-N 

OH-N 2 NSSA BLAST MN 

OH-N 6 KC Metro Dynamos KS 

Wi 0 .]avanon 97 Black KY 

IN 4 Kings Hammer Academy OH-S 

0 

0 

2’ 

7 

#, 

5 



iowa Rush Nike IA 1 Eclipse Ehte USYSA 96-97 IL 2 

Mich Rush Northville Nike MI 1 NSA .Jaguars [I.. 2 

CRSA 96/97 Premier IA 2 DASC Black SD 

Sporting Blue Valley NPL 96/97 KS 1 SLSG Prernier Green NO 

Grand Rapids Crew Jrs. M[ 1. St. Croix Academy U1.6 MN 

PFC OH-N 6 United FC 

Chicago Fh’e Youth Soccer Ciub U16 IL 1 Challenger Crew :Its Black OH-N 

Lexington FC 97 Boys White KY 3 Fever 97B Black IN 

Alliance 97 Boys Black MI 5 SLSG Premier WMte MO 

CUP Cre’~, ]rs Gold 96/97 OH-S 3 OFC 96/97 Elite 1 NE 

o 

o 

o 

o 

i 

6 

0 

i 

U-17 Girls 

SLSG Premier Navy 

Kansas Rush Wolves Academy 95/96 

iowa City Alliance - Heatwave 

St Croix Academy girls U17 

Cleveland United White 

KHA Red 

Acaderny United 95/96 

M[ Gators FC 96 Orange 

MO 4 DASC Black SD 

KS 2 SW[SA Crush IN 

IA 3 Gretna Prima 95/96 Green NE 

MN 3 Zionsvilie 96 Select i IN 

OH-N 6 Sporting BV Supersport MO 

OH-S 3 OFC 95/96 Elite 1 NE 

IL 2 Lexington FC 96 Premier KY 

M[ 6 Rush Wisconsin U37 Nike Wl 

o 

o 

2 

o 

2 

1 

WAZA FC East 96 Black 

SC Waukesha 95/96 Biue 

Alliance 96 Boys Black 

Ul7 Rovers Academy 

CUP Crew ]r Gold 95 

Everest Black 

St, Croix Red Devils 

Westside United 96 Green Boys 

MI 5 SPORTING Biue Valley 95-96 NPL KS 

Wi 5 Futura FC Academy i MO 

MI 2 CRSA![SC UI7 Boys 

KY 1 OFC Eiite 1 95/96 NE 

OH-S i0 Dakota Alliance U17 Boys SD 

OH-N 2 Pacesetters U17BPR OH-N 

MN 2 Lexington FC Wi~ite KY 

IN 2 Campion United SC IL 

2 

i 

2 

0 

i 

4 

0 

0 

~1-28 Girls 

FC United Select 

Blast FC 

Minnesota Ti~under Academy 95 

LSC EGA Maroon UI_R 

Rushmore 18GG 

CUP Crew ]rs Goid 94,/95 

Michigan Football ¢.lub 95 

Appleton Goal Getters 

IL 1 iowa Rush ulBG Nike IA 

OH-S 4 Sporting BV Sun City KS 

MN 5 Cleveiand FC U18 Girls OH-N 

NE 0 Lou Fusz Wipke [’40 

SD 1 North Shore United Blue 

OH-S 0 Team CMcago Acad. Botafogo IL 

M[ 3 ]avanon 95 Black KY 

Wi 2 Fever 95 Girls Black 

0 

2 

1 

6 

7 

1 

3 

3 

DASC U18 Boys 

LFC 95 White 

Madison 56ers 

Menace 

Sporting BV Sao Paulo 

Omaha FC 94/94 E1 Boys 

Carrnel Urfited 95 Elite 

Everest SC Black 

SD 0 Galaxy 94/95 Blue 

KY 1 Waza FC West 95 Black 

Wl 0 Raiders FC Premier I[. 

IA 0 St. Croix ]uventus MN 

KS 0 SC Waukesha Pumas (WI) 

NE 0 Springfield SC MO 

IN 0 Blast FC OH-S 

OH-N 1 Grand Rapids Crew Juniors 

6 

3 

2 

3 

2 

i 

i 

lll- 19 Girls 

Cincinnati Soccer Alliance Eiite 

St, Croix Scorpions 

Kolping Kicks SC Schmitt 

DASC Black 

Pacesetter Premier 

Eclipse Select 

OH-S 4 .]USCiWDM Premier Force IA 3 

MN 0 L.SC EGA Bravo NE 5 

MO i Grand Rapids Crew ]uniors U-19 Girls MI 0 

SD 0 NSA inferno IL 4 

OH-N 6 Carmei United Ui9 Girls Elite IN 0 

IL 4 KPSL Heat 93/94 KS 

St, Croix Rossoneri 

Waza FC East 94 Biack 

Westside United 94 Finbloom 

SLSG U19 Goid 

Miiwaukee Bavarians 

Chicago Fire Academy U19 

MN 2 ]avanon 94 KY 3 

MI 0 E[LJ Blue [A 2 

IN I Crew ]uniors OH-S 4 

[’40 4 DASC Black SD l 

WI 0 NFC 93/94 Blue NE 0 

IL 4 Kansas City Urfited Magia KS 0 



A~eut the IlJnited Stutes Yeuth So~e~" Asso~iuti~ (~ Y~th ~o~r) - US Youth Soccer - ’"Fhe Gm’ne for 

ALL Kids~6)’’ is ~he largest vodth sports orgarfiza~on in the country and ~arges~ member of: the United States Soccer 
Federation, the governing body o~ soccer in ~he United Sta~es. US Youth Soccer registers more ~han 3 m~lHon 

players annually, ages 5 ~o 1.9, and over 900,000 ~dmin~strator% coaches and volunteers in 55 member State 

Associations. US Youth Soccer programs provide a fl_m~ sale and heslthy environment for pisyers at every level of 

Med~a ~.~uest; When referring to ti!e United States Youth Soccer Association, the larges~ youth sports 

organic:orion in the United States, please refer to the association only as US Youth Soccer, and never as USYS or 
USYSA. We appreciate your cooperation. 

Abeut the US Youth Se¢~er ~ut~o#a~ lghunlp~eBsh~p Series - the US Youth Soccer Nahonal Championship 
Series provides more than 10,000 reams f:rom US Youth Soccer’s 55 State Associations the opportunity ~o 

showcase their abilities agamst the bes[ ~n the nation whi~e emphasizmg teamwork, d~sc~pline and fair play. The 

ye~Hong competition begins with over ~8S,000 p~yers ~n the US Youth Soccer State Championships. These 
champions and selected wildcard teams, through US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues, advance to compete in one 

four ~he US Youth Soccer Regiona~ Championships. Champions (U-13 through U~19) from each regional event 
advance to the US Youth Soccer National Championships. The Under-~S through 18 Boys and Gills age groups 
have Four te~ms representative oF the US Youth Soccer National League, in which the top Four te~ms in each 

gender age group earn a dh-ect path to the national championships. Overall the US Youth Soccer N~tional 

Championship Sedes provides the nation’s top collegiate coaches with the premier stage ~o ~dentH:y and scodt the 

most cove~ed players in ~he country. 

Pledge iRe~est= When referring to the US Youth Soccer National Championship Series, the most prestigious event 

youth sport% please rel:er to ti~e event as US Youth Soccer Nationai Championship Series on first reference and 

National Championship Series on anything thereaf:ter. Never refer ~o as NCS or USYS NCS. We appreciate your 
cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 24, 2013 2:07 PM 

Jean Brooks <jbrooks@premierflrerapyservices.com> 

1),22: ProSoc Showcase 

Got it] 

From; Jean Brooks [mailto:jbrooks@premiertherapyservices.com] 
Sent-" Monday, June 24, 20:[3 :[2:27 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: ProSoc Showcase 

I know that amber was his first wonlan ---he only did the men’s side previously 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent." Monday, June 24, 20:[3 :[2::[8 AM 
To; Jean Brooks 
Subject: Re: ProSoc Showcase 

Jem~, Zach Lloyd. Casey’s husband wants to play in Europe. Can this guy represent him? 

S~:~tt from ~, ~rizon tVireIe~’s ,l(~ L TE DROID 

Jean Brooks <j_b___rig~Lk_~2p_£e___njj__e__r_!!£e_£¢[?..v_5_e__rE:Lc_e_~:__c_9_~!> wrote: 

I highly recommend that you go to d~is showcase next April. 8ilf I know you are the one that does internadonaf recruiting. This is a first of its kind and ~s be~nfi 

started by Sebastian gorst who ~s our Region One ODP Coach and a~so has od~er busb~esses -- he was Amber’s agent over’ ~n Germany and really really knows 

soccer. He was ~ profess~ona~ player Nmself. He works with ~1~ our military families and has extensive connections throughout Europe, He may be I~mit~ng this to 

the first 20 coaches -- so I wanted to get it out to you first -- Iq~ wa~t tN the end of the week to send ~t out to other coaches from Region one, ACC, etc. The g~rls 

be "vetted;~ ~)~’~o~" to the showcase. 

www.prosocshowcase.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 24, 2013 2:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: US Youth Soccer Region II Championships Continue Preliminm7 Games 

From: US Youth Soccer [mailto:broadcast@usyouthsoccer.org] 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 :t2:40 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: US Youth Soccer Region II Championships Continue Preliminary Games 

CONIrAc3r: US Youth Soccer, Je ~n get Rod:- :::~::~::: ~:’: :.: :: U o- 972-786-4883 

X image remc~ed by sender. 
region 2 EMS Event Logo 

{NEW WFYH ANG) (10- 

DES NOINE$, Iowa (]~l~e 23~ 2023) - The 2013 US Youth Soccer Region Ii (Midwest) Championsi~ips, 

presented by the National Guard, continued on Sunday with preliminary games in Des Moines, Iowa. Although ©ay 
2 got off to a rainy start, more than 200 games have been completed, and tomorro’Ws action wil[ determine wi~ich 

Under-13 through Under-19 Boys and Girls teams advance to ~he semifinals. 

Neariy 4,300 piayers par[icipaUng in the [ournarnent not only get U’~e opportunity to play competitive soccer against 
top teams in the Midwest, but also get a chance to expose their talents in front of :tS0 coilege coaches in 

attendance~ 

]he Region ii Championships is hosted by iowa Soccer Association, and includes teams from 14 different US Youth 

Soccer State Associations. 

"The State Association’s main motivation in hosting the Region 1I championships is to showcase to ail Iowans, but 
specifically to youth soccer p ayers, a youth soccer tournament p aved at the highest leveb" said [~xecutive 

Director or" iowa Soccer Association, Harold Kahier. 

Host iowa Soccer¯ Association isas 14 represen~aUves irl the ~ourrlarnent - one Boys and Girls tearn m each age 
group. 

in Under-1.3 Boys play, Des Moines Menace (IA) defeated Dakota Ailiance Black (SD) 4-0. Des Moines kept a good 

pace throughout ti~e match, scoring two goals in the first half, and two in the second~ #Seal scorers for the day 

included 

iowa City Alliance - Heatwave (IA) obtained a 2-0 win against Kansas Rdsh Woives Academy (KS) in a U-17 Girls 

contest. The match saw a scoreiess first half, and then broke the stalemate in the 5~:’: minute. 
US Youth Soccer ODP and iowa Girls Player of the Year player- also added a tally in the 66th 
rgJnute. 

Four-time consecuUve Sta~e Cup champ EIU Blue (IA) achieved a 4-1 win agamst U-19 Boys team Crew ]urliors 

(OH-S). EIU tool< first control, scoring in the 15th minute, but Crew ]unJors retaliated with a 

strike,                         pulled through for EIU, and exceptionally notched a hat trick with goals m the 59~’’, 

iowa tearns lowa Rush and BCRSA,/1SC also got wins~ lhe Under-16 Girls team, iowa Rush Nike, got a 4-.0 win 

against United FC Red (WI), and U’~e BCRSA/ISC U-17 Boys also got four goals irl to set a 4-1 win against Sporting 

Regional winners will earr~ a berth to the 2013 US Youth Soccer National Championships ]Lily 22-.28, at Overland 

Park Soccer Compiex in Overland Park, Kan. [he US Youth Soccer Nationai Charr~pionships wiil consist of US Youti] 
Soccer Regional Charnpions in the Under-13 ti~rougi~ Under-l] Boys and Girls age groups, as well as ~he US Youth 

Soccer National League qualifiers in the Under-~5 through Under-~8 Boys and Girls age groups to complete the 

field of 88 teams. 



Daily reports and corrlplete results from the burnament are available on 

~-13 Girls 

LFC White 00 KY l Sporting BV ]r ECNL 99/00 KS 

Cleveland FC QH-N 0 Ciassics Eagies Red OH-S 

DASC U13G B~ack SD 0 LSC EGA Maroon 9900 NE 

Cm-mei United SC 00G Elite IN 5 iow~ Rush Mike 

FFC Pink Panthers NO 0 SC Waukesha U13 Blue W; 

Ninneapdis United Inferno MN 0 M~chigan Hawks ’% 

Eclipse Select E 2 OP U13 Green OH-S 
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SLSG Arsenal MO 0 Raiders FC iL 

CSA Academy NE 2 KHA U1.3 Boys Red KY 

Dakota Alliance Black SD 0 Des Moines Menace IA 

Minnesota Thunder Academy MN 6 Rushmore Goid SD 

Vardar 00 Mi ~ Toledo Celtics UI3 OH-N 

SPORT[NG BV St<C Academy KS 1 OP Eagles GI OH-S 

Fort Wayne Fever ]N 2 Ace Mdwaukee U13 W1 
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1~-14 Girls 

SC Waukesha bh~e-i WI 1 ]USC Premier IA 

Libertyville FC 1974 IL 2 ].B, Marine SC - Schneider MO 

CUP Crew ks GoW OH-S 0 NSA Rockets IL 

Kings Hammer Academy Red KY 1 FC PrWe 99 Elite IN 

Toro Galact~cos N~ 0 KS Rush Wdves Academy KS 

Minnesota Thunder Academy 99 MN 1 fnternabonals 98 Red OH-.N 

Rapid Oty SWAT SD 3 Sporting BV Rowdies KS 

AH~ance 99 B~ack Mi 1 Futura Academy Forte MO 
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Blast FC Red OH-S 1 Carmel United 99 Eii[e iN 

FC.-1 Academy Elite 1L 2 Phoenix Juventus NE 

internationais OH-N 1 Milwaukee Bavarians WI 

Lexington FC 99 White KY .3 McMahon Ford - Stauder MO 

Michigan Wolves 99 Mi 3 SC Academy inter 99 MN 

Wichita Cyclones KS 3 SDU Copa SD 

WDM United IA ~ Uni[ed FC Red 

Chicago Magic PSG Pro Academy 1L 1 NWC Alliance B% Bbck OH-S 
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I!I- 15 Girls 

SLBG 97/98 Premier MO 3 Alliance Speed 

Arnbassadors FC OH-N 4 OFC 97/98 Elite 1 NE 

KHA Red OHI,S 0 KF] 98 Premier Red KY 

Rush Wisconsin tJl..5 Mike WI ~ Minneapdis United Black Premier MN 

Eclipse ~lite USYSA BIk 97-98 IL 1 DASCUIBGBlacI< SD 

Michigan ]aguars 98 Girls Green Mi 4 FC Pride 98 Elite 

[PSC98G ~N 0 Waza FC East 98 Black M] 

KCU Rangers 97/98 KS 3 West Kentucky United KY 
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Grand Rapids Crew Juniors MI 1 Pacese[ter 98 Red OH-N 

Vardar 98 Ml 5 CRSA 97/98 Premier IA 

Sir Louis Scott Gailagher Premier MO 0 Aliiance 98 Black Mi 

MN Thunder Academy 98 B~ue MN 3 DASC UISB Black SD 

OP E~gles Dublin G1 OHIIS 3 ]avanon 98 Bbck I<Y 

SPORTING Blue Valley 97/% NPL KS 5 NFC 97/% Blue N~ 

Chicago Magic Preacademy i 1L 3 North Shore United W~ 

Fort Wayne Fever West Heat Elite ;N 0 MN Thunder Academy 98 White MN 
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1~-16 Girls 

Cleveland United OH-N 4 Rushmore Soccer Club Revolution SD 

KC Metro Dynamos KS 3 NSSA BLAST MN 

Futura FC 96/97 Academy Premier NO 3 LSC EGA Maroon NE 

Ohio Premier 967 Red OH-N 0 Cleveland FC OH-N 
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United FC 96/97 Red 

3avanon 97 Black KY 

Fort Wayne Fever U16 girls iN 

Kings Hammer Academy OH-S 

0 iowa Rush Nike 
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CRSA 95/97 Premier IA 

St. Croix Acaderrly UI6 

DASC Biack SD 

Grand Rapids Crew 3rs. 

Alliance 97 Boys Black MI 

SLSG Premier White 

Chicago Fire Youth Soccer Ciub U:t6 IL 

Challenger Crew 3rs Black OH-N 

PFC 

SLSG Prernier Green 
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Sporting Biue Vailey NPl. 95/97 
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Kansas Rush Woives Academy 95/96 KS 0 

SW1SA Crush IN 0 

St Croix Academy girls U1.7 MN 2 

Zionsville 96 Select i IN 4 

Acaderny United 95/96 IL 2 

Lexington FC 96 Premier KY 5 

Cleveland United White OH-N 4 

Sporting BV Supersport NO 2 

Iowa City Alliance - Heatwave 

Gretna Prima 95/96 Green 

SLSG Premier Navy 
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N{ Gators FC 96 Orange 
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WAZA FC East 96 Black 

SPORTING Blue Valley 95-96 NPL KS 

U17 Rovers Academy KY 

OFC Elite 1. 95/96 NE 

Dakota Ailiance U17 Boys SD 

Everest Biack OH-N 

Pacesetters U17BPR OH-N 

CUP Crew ]r Gold 95 OH-S 

0 Alliance 96 Boys Black 

1 CRSAiISC U17 Boys 

2 SC Waukesha 95/96 Blue 

2 Futura FC Academy i 

1 Campton United SC 
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Lou Fusz Wipke 

FC United Select 1L 

iowa Rush u~SG Nike 

LBC EGA Maroon U18 

]avanon 95 Black KY 

Fever 95 Girls Black IN 

NUchigan Footbali Club 95 

Appleton Goal Getters WI 

5 Cleveland FC U18 Girls 
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Madison 56ers 

Gaiaxy 94/95 Blue 

DASC U18 Boys 

Grand Rapids Crew iuniors 

Raiders FC Prernier 

Omaha FC 94/94 E1 Boys 

Springfield SC 

Everest SC Black 

WI 3 

IL i 

SD 0 

Mi 4 
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NE 4 

NO 3 

OH-N 2 

Sporting BV Sao Paulo 

Waza FC West 95 Black 
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]USC/WDM Premier Force IA 0 LSC EGA Bravo 

Cincinnati Soccer-Ailiance Elite OH-S 5 SL Croix Scorpions 

Carmel United U19 Girls Elite iN 0 NSA Inferno 

Kolping Kicks SC Schmitt MO 3 Eclipse Select 

Pacesetter Premier OH-N 4 DASC Black 

Grand Rapids Crew ]uniors U-19 Girls    Mi 3 KPSL Heat 93/94 
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Kansas City United P’..agia KS 0 NFC 93/94 Biue NE 4 

Chicago Fire Academy U:[9 ]L. 4 Milwaui,:ee Bavarians WI 0 

Abe~t t~e U~ited ~;t~tes Ye~th SoCcer Asseci~tie~ (US Yei~t~ Se~c~:er) - US Youti~ Soccer -. "]he Game for 

ALL KidsI    Is the largest youth sports organization in the country and largest member o." the United States Soccer 
Federation, the governing body of soccer in the United States. US Youth Soccer registers more than 3 million 

players annuall% ages 5 to :[9, and over 900~000 adrninistrator% coaches and voiunteers in 55 member State 
Associations. US Youth Soccer programs provide a fun, safe and i~ealthy environment r’or players at every levei of 

Media P.~q~e~t: When referring to the United States Youth Soccer Association, the largest youth sports 
organization in the United States, please refer to the association oniy as US Youth Soccer, and never as USYS or 

USYSA. We appreciate your- cooperation. 

Series provides more than I0,000 teams from US Youth Soccer’s 5S S~a~e Associations the oppor~um~y to 

showcase their ~bil~ies against the best ~n ~he nation while emphasizing teamwod,:, d~sc~pline and fair p~y~ The 

yearlong competition begins with over 185,000 players h-~ the US Youth Soccer State Ch~mpionships~ ]hese 

champions and selected wildcard ~eam% through US Youth Soccer Regio~a] Leagues, adva~ce ~o compete in one 

four the US Youth Soccer Regional Championships. Champions (U-~3 ~hrough U-~9) ~rom each regiona~ 
~dvance to ~he US Youth Soccer N~iona~ Ch~mpionships~ The Under-Z5 through ~8 Boys and Girls age groups 

have four teams representative of the US Youth Soccer N~tional Leagu% in which the top four teams in each 

gender age grodp earn a direct path ~o ~he na[ional championships. Overall [he US Yod;h Soccer 

Champio~ship Series provides the nation’s top coliegiate coaches with the premier stage to identify and scout the 

most coveted players in the country~ 

Me~i~ Re,cost; When referring to the US Youth Soccer National Championsi~ip Series, the most prestigious event 
in youth sports, please refer to the event as US Youti~ Soccer Nationai Championship Series on first reference and 
National Ci~arrlpionship Series o[~ anything thereafter. Never refer to as NCS or USYS NCS. We appreciate your 

cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 24, 2013 2:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Champions crowned at the 2013 US Youth Soccer Region IV Championship 

From: US Youth Soccer [mailto:broadcast@usyouthsoccer.org] 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 5:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject: Champions crowned at the 2013 US Youth Soccer Region IV Championship 

iXi hi,age removed by sender 
....... region 4 ~MS Even~ Lo 

go(NEW WFrH ANG) 

HONOLBLIJ (]~ne 23, 20~3) -- Winners were crowned 2013 US Youth Soccer Region £V Champions today and the 

UndeP13 through Under-1.9 champions have earned a berth to the US Youti~ Soccer National Ci~ampionships, 

presented by the N~tionai Guard, :iuly 22-28 in Overi~nd Park, Ken., at the Overland Park Soccer Complex. 

C~lifornia South was the big winner on the day, t~king seven of eight Boys’ LiLies, with Pateadores claiming three 
as a ciub. FC Goiden State took home two crowns and ’~x, ere runners-.up in a ti~ird championship game. CaI-South 

Girls Look five of eight titles, wi~h Legends FC ciahnhsg two. 

As hosts, Hawaii piayed for four LiLies and won their third ever Regional Championship with Leahi 95 Premier 
winning the Under-l.8 Gifts. Hawaii’s only Nationai Championship came from the Under-:L9 Boys HonohAu SC Bulls 

in 

fhree of the four defending champions that advanced to this year’s Regional Championships made it all the way to 

tile championship match, witi~ the Under-:l.3 Boys PaLeadores LA (CA-S) and Under-15 Boys Santa Barbara SC 

(CA-S) repeating as Region [V Champions. The title w~s S~nta Barbara’s third in four years as they move on to 

defend ti~eir 2012 National Championship. 

Under-16 Girls Legends FC (CA-S) were already set to defend their National title thanks to theh- finish in this 

season’s US Youth Soccer Nationai League, but they wiii Lake ~he Region IV trophy witi~ ~hem after this week’s LiLle 

run. 

U-12: Colorado Rush Nike (CO) 
U-13: Legends FC 99 (CA-S) 

U-J.4: ~stside FC 98 Red (WA) 
U-:’[5: Carlsbad Eiite 97/98 (CA-S) 
U.-16: Legends FC (CA.-S) 

U-17: Frarrl Premier (CA-S) 



U-I_P,: Leahi 95 Premier 

U-19: So Col Blues Dido (CA.-S) 

U-12: FC Golden State Academy (CA-S) 

LJ-:t3: Pateadores LA (CA-S) 

IJ.-14: Pateadores CM (CA-S) 

U-15: Santa Barbara SC WMte (CA-S) 
U-16: FC Golden State White (CA-S) 
U-17: Santa Clara Sporting 95 (CA-N) 

U-I_P,; Aibion USA (CA-S) 

U-19: Pateadores ANA (CA-S) 

UB~er<t2 Girls 

Colorado’s only regional title in 2013 carne from the U-12 Oh’Is ’~,here Colorado Rusi] Nike defeated San Diego Surf 

00-01 WMte (CA-S) 3-1. After Rush initialiy took the lead in the It,"+ h rnw,ute" from a Erin Hohnstein goal,.~Surf 
leveled in the 39th through Madison Mercado. Rush regained the lead for need in the 64 
strike and then added an insurance goal in the 7~:’t from Macy Clem to take home the trophy. 

Legends FC (CA-S) claimed two girls’tities in 2013 and the U-13% notched the first of the day, holding on for a 3-.2 

victory over Arsenal Colorado Gold. After a scoreiess first half, Legends ran off: three straight from Taylor Gosselm 

in the 37th, Nia Norris in the 57th and Kaylee Ramirez in the 60th as it [ool<ed Hke ~hey would run away with the 

title, But Ar-senai had some fight left in them and almost pulled ievei thanks to a Madison Williams goal in the 66th 
m-~d then Riley Dietrich five minutes later. But that was as close as Arsenal would get as Legends head off to the 

National Championships. 

[n a rematch from group play, where ~astside FC 98 Red (WA) and i.a Roca FD (UT) drew 0-0, Eastside took the 

championship wi.h a 3-~ win on the final day. Laura Roberts scored .he eventual game winner in d’le 10t rninu.e 

and Joanna Harbor doubled the lead in .he 20~ for a 2-C lead a. d’le breal<. As the ~astside defense sta’~ ed firm 
onceaeain Makaylie Moore added an insurance goal offa beautiful 30 vard direct kickin the 70th minute to send 
Eastsi~e on to Overand Park.                                            " 

Carisbad Elite (CA-S) had already punci~ed their ticket to the National Charnpionsl’fips after winning their National 
League division, but they wanted a regional tiUe ~oo and ~hey put an e:<clamation point on the week wi~h a 3-0 

victory over Boise Nationals Italia ([D)~ Despite the loss, Nationals will advance to the National Championships as 
the Region [V representahve since Carlsbad is going as National League champion. Despite having numerous 

teams make the regional final, no ~daho ~earn has ever been able to t~ke home the title and N~ionais are the first 
team from the slate to qualify for ~he National Championships. U.S. Under-$5 National Tearn pool member Sunny 

Dunphy struck the game winner in the 23rd minute and Nataliie Roche made it 2-.0 at the break with a stoppage 

time strike. Hayiey Mayne put the finishing touches on the scoring in the 50=h minute mqd the Carlsbad defense put 
on an epic performance, shutting ou~ all six opponents during the Regional Championships. 

The championship game featured two Far West Regional League champions and two teams that had already 
qualified for the Nationai Ci]arnplonsi]lps thanks to their ,%nish in this season’s Nationai League: Legends PC (CA-S) 
and DMCV Sharks (CA-S). Both teams wanted to ciaim the regional titie, but a third place game was necessary to 
decide the Region ]:V representative at Nationals. Sharks took the lead on the defending National Champions with 

I<irsten McBeain’s 38th rninute goal, but Peyton Perea showed why she’s a National ]earn cornmodity by netting in 
the 62nd and 78th rninutes to iead Legends back for the championship. 

~r-l~ 6iris (’lr~ir~l P~ace)Bay Oaks Botafogo (CA-N) claimed the Region IV slot at Nationais after winning 

d’le third place game 1-0 over Carlsbad Elite (CA-S). Aerial Chavarin stepped up for Bota~ogo with her strike in rise 

12th minute as the defense kept a clean sheet to move on to Nationals. 

From Premier (CA-S) wili make the club’s first appearance at the National Championships after der’eating Sparta 96 

Premier (UT), 3-1. Sparta took the lead ]ust three minutes into the contest from Madison Lyons, but Frarn 

responded with three unanswered starinq with Samantha .]ames’ 23rd minute coal to head into the break :t-1. 
Victoria Bolden iifted her team to victory witi] a second i]aif double in the 50th and 63rd to compiete the comeback 
and head for a chance to bring home a National title. 

So Cai Blues Dido notched the ciubs second U-19 Girls title in two years with a 2-0 wm over Express (HI). Kodi 

Charnpionships after t[:~e two teams dre’~, ~ ,, prehminary play. Blues ’~,iil look to take home the Ross Ste’~,art 

Cup after failing short in 2012. 

FC Golden State of Col-South claimed its first two Region IV Championships this year and the U-:1.2 Academy team 
officially becarne the first team r’rom the club to ’~,in a regional championship after they defeated HSC Bulls 01 (H~) 
3-i, Facing a Bulls team that brought along a Few hundred Fans, FC Golden State did them best to neutrahze the 

crowd with [we goals in the first 12 minutes. Abraham Gonzalez s[ruck first jus[ five minutes in and Aien Piceno 

followed up seven minutes later, rqat~hew Hoppe made it a three goal lead a minute into ~he second half, but Bulls 

got on the board in the 37th from ~ourdan Furul<awa~ but the score WoLdd stand as the 12% delivered the first 
Region 1V htle for the club. 

[t was a record day for the Pateadores club of Southern California, taking home three championships and sending 
all to the National Championships next month. Jason Paces was the star of the day for the U<t3 Pateadores LA 
team~ leading them to back-to-back Region 1V titles. Paces scored a hatrick to guide Pats past SC del Sol White 

(AZ) 4..-I, a team that had beaten ti~ern during group play. Paces gave Pats ti~e half~ime iead with a stoppage time 

goal and then doubled it 1.4 minutes after the break. Carter Ciemmensen pulled Dei Soi back into the game with a 

60th minute strike, but Paces follo’~,ed up with his thh’d two rninutes later and Kyle Hoicumb put the game out of 

reaci~ with Pats fourth in the 70th, 



Pateadores SC’s first ci~ampionship of ti~e day was dehvered by the U-14 Pateadores C1’4 (CA-S) squad~ unseating 

the defending champs United FC Gold (CA-.S) by a 3.-1 score~ Christopher Lopez ied the way witi~ a brace, giving 

Pats the halftime lead with a 17th minute goal..lhovanv TenoBo made it 2-0 eight minutes after the restart, but 

K.evm Diaz grabbed a goal back for united in the 50th.That was as close as United would get however as Lopez 
netted his second in the 66th to send Pats on to the National Charnpionships~ 

Defending National Champions Santa Barbara SC White (CA-S) won their second consecutive Region [V 

Championship, defeating EC Golden State Platinum (CA.-S)~ giving the team three regionai tities in four years. Like 

last year’s national final, Santa Barbara prevailed in a penalty shootout. FC Golden State took the lead just six 
minutes into the contest from Joseph Ceio and tibet lead held for over an hour until Eric Coniferas leveled in ti!e 

68th for- Santa Barbara. After- 30 rninutes of scoreiess overtime play, Santa Barbara prevailed 4-.2 in tile shootout 
to move on and defend their national crown. 

FC Golden State (CA-S) got its second cisarrlpionsisip o1: the day tisanks to the U-16 Wisite team, wisicis defeated 

Cascade FC Boca 3uniors (OR) 2-i. The Far West Regional League champions struck twice in two minutes just after 

the restart fi’om Edgar Esquivel in the 49:h and Reyes ]aimes in the 51s: to jump in front. Boca Juniors made a late 

push with a Kevin Moranchel strii<e in the 80ti~, but it was not enough as FC Goiden State ciaimed the U-16 crown. 

Santa Clara Sporting 95 grabbed CaFNorth’s only regional title in 2013 with a 4-2, come from behind victory over 
Crossfire Premier 95 (WA). Sporting came out ready to play and dominated the opening 15 minutes, taking the 

lead in the $3~h frorn Bradley Bumgarner. However, Crossfire found theh form as ~he hall: wore on and ~ook the 
lead with goals from Adesev~ Adekova ~n the 34th and £onatan Cohen six m~nutes later. TraHina 2-1 Sporting took 
over the g~me with ~hree g~ls ~n fdur m~nutes of the second half. Bumgarner started things o~f ,,w~t~ his second in 

the 21st before Andros Ochoa Baeza scored the winner in the 73rd and Anthony Tejeda Ledezma put in the 

insurance goal in the 75~h to end the barrage and send Sporing to the national finals. 

Despite having played in two National Championship games, Albion USA (CA-S), winners of three consecutive CaP 
South State Championships, took their first Region [V titie today with a 2~J. victory over Boise Nationals Premier 

(iD). Having adwnced to Nationals m 2010 and 2011 as National League champions, Aibion finished tied atop theh" 

National League division in 2012 bu~ los~ ~he automatic spot on ~iebreal<ers before fallmg in a shootou~ at the 

Regional Championships. They will return ~o the nationa~ stage this year thanks to Ariel Lassiter’s brace~ I..assi~er 

put Albion on top in the ~6~h minute for the halftime le~d, but Nationals leveled in the 56th when Austin Azevedo 

headed in a cross ffom .he lef~ side. Lassi.er stepped up again in the 69~ ~o grab .he winner as Albion searches for 
their firs~ national crown, whde Boise fell in the regional final ~or the second time in three years. 

The scene on the field told the story as the Pateadores ANA (CA-S) let the emotion flow following their 2-i victory 

over hometown HSC Bulis 94 (HI)~ Pats ’~,iil move on to piay for the storied ]ames P. McGuire Cup~ tile oidest 
trophy in youth sports, after a comeback victory in front of 2,000 iocal fans cheering on the Bulls. HSC took the 

lead in the 2t. ’ minute Aaron Goo siotted home a penalty kick. Luke Kadiilak shouldered the responsibility to lead 
Pats back to victory as he grabbed a brace with the gam~ tying goal just before haiftime and then tucking in the 

wmner in the 52nd for Pats third titie of the day as a club. Pats wili now move on to play for a ci]ance at the 
1’4cGuJre CUD, Jn which the final will be televised live on FOX Soccer. 

The US Youti~ Soccer National Ci~ampionships will consist of: US Youth Soccer Regional Charnpions in the Under-Z3 
through i.inder-~9 Boys and Girls age groups as weil as the US Youth Soccer National League quaiifiers in the 

Under-15 through Under.-18 Bo},s and Girls age groups to complete the field of 88 teams. 

Daily reports and corrlplete results from the tournament are available on 

~ ~t~le~’- :I.2 Girls 

SO Surf Girls 00-01 White CA-S 1 Colorado Rush CO    3 

HSC Buils 01B Ka’uia FC Golden State Academy BU12    CA.-S 3 

Legends FC 99 CA-S 3 Arsenal Colorado Gold 99/00 CO    2 

Sc del Sol Leebrook wi]ite AZ 1 Pateadores LA CA.-S 4 

Eastside FC G98 Red WA 3 La Roca ED UT 0 

United FC Gold 98 CA-S I PAT~ADORES Cr’4 CA-S 2 

Boise Nationals Italia ID 0 Carlsbad Elite 97/98 CA-S 3 

Santa Barbara qr- White CA-S 2 ~pV’s~ FC Golden State Platinum CA-S I 

Legends FC CA-S 2 DN]CV Sharks Elite CA-S I 



FC Golden State White CA-S 2 

Sparta 96 Premier UT 

Crossfire Premier 95A - CoHings WA 2 

Boise Nationals Premier ID 

So C~I Blues - D~do CA-S 2 

HSC Bulls 94 t<a’u~ HI 

CFC Boca ]uniors OR 1 

FRAM Premier CA-S 3 

San[a Clara Sporting 95 CA-N 4. 

Leaisi 95 Premier HI 3 

Albion USA CA-S 2 

Express HI     0 

Pateadores ANA CA-S 2 

Series provides more risen I0,000 teams from US YouU’~ Soccer’s 55 State Associations the opportunity to 

showcase their abilities against the best in the nation while emphasixing teamwork, discipline and fair piay. The 
yeariong competition begins with over ~85,000 players in the US Youth Soccer State Championships. These 
champions and selected wildcard tearns~ ti]rough US Youti] Soccer Regional Leagues, advance to compete in one of 

four the US Youth Soccer Regional Cisarnpionships. Champions (U-~3 U’lrough U-].9) ~rom each regionai event 
advance to the US Youth Soccer Nationai Championships. The Under-Z5 through ~8 Boys and Girls age groups 

have four teams representative of tile US Youth Soccer National Leagu% in which the top four teams in each 
gender age group earn a direct path to the national charnpionships~ Overall the US Youth Soccer National 

Championship Series provides the nation’s top coliegiate coaches with U’le premier stage to idenU~y and scout 

most coveted players in the country. 

ALL Kids! _r<)" is U’le larges. ,/outh sports organizaUon in .he coun.ry and iargest member cf U’~e United States ~cccei 
Federation, ti! governing body of soccer in U’le United States. US YouU’~ Soccer registers more U’~an 3 miliion 

players annually, ages 5 to 1.9, and over 900,000 administrators, coaches and volunteers in 5.5 member State 
Associations. US Youth Soccer programs provide a fun, safe and healthy environment for piayers at every level of 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, June 24, 2013 2:13 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: 15 Passenger Van Retninder 

Vehicle U se Policy.docx 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, .tune 24, 2013 8:37 AM 

To: UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
Subject: :t5 Passenger Van Reminder 

Coaches, 

As l’m sure many of you are already planning for next season’s transportation needs, I wanted to take a moment to remind everyone of our new Departmental 

policy that prohibits the rental of 15 passenger vans (outside those the Department owns) for purposes of transporting student-athletes. The relevant language 

from the policy states: 
After the implementation of this Policy on July 1,2013, the Department of Athletics shall not purchase or rent any additional 15 Passenger Vans (except when specifically preapproved by 
the Director of Athletics or his designee)¯ 

l have attached the entire Vehicle Use Policy for your reference. Thank you all for your understanding and cooperation with this important policy. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



I. Vehicle Use Policy 

a. Purpose 

This Policy is intended to work in conjunction with the North Carolina Department of 

Administration’s Motor Fleet Management Regulations and should be construed to provide 

additional protections thereto, not so as to contradict the provisions thcreof in any way. It is 

established to define the acceptable use and safe operation of Vehicles rented or owned 

by the Departmcnt of Athletics, including both 12 and 15 Passenger Vans, by appropriate 

individuals Mille transporting Universfly employees, students, or other individnals on official 

Universi~" business. This Policy is not intended to cover car rentals by Depamnent of Athletics 

employees when the rental car will not be used to transport University sludents. 

This Policy hereby specifically prohibits use of Department-owned Vehicles for camps, camp- 

related purposes, clinics, and other similar activities. 

b. Defi~fitions 

For purposes of this Policy, the definitions below shall apply. 

A "12 Passenger Van" shall be aw motor Vehicle rented by or belonging to the Department of 

Athletics originally designed to car~ 12 passengers (including the driver) which has not been 

converted to a utility Vehicle. 

A "15 Passenger Vaff’ shall be any motor Vehicle rented by or belonging to the Department of 

Athletics originally" designed to can3~ 15 passengers (including the driver) which has not been 

converted to a utility Vehicle. 

"Professional Driver" shall mean an automobile driver hired by the UniversiU from a third party 

engaged in the regtdar business of providing professional transportation services. 

4. "Safe Driving Record" shall mean the driving record of an individual does not include: 

i. Any suspensions or revocations of their driver’s license within the last two years; 

ii. Any accident(s) within the last two years for which the individual was cited for a 

criminal violation; 

iii. Any DUI or DWI violation within the last five years; or 

More than two moving violations within the last 12 months. 

"Van Training Educational Progm~n" shall ~nean annual training mandated by the Department of 

Athletics regarding the operation of Vehicles covered by this Policy. 

"Vehicle" shall mean any 12 Passenger Van, 15 Passenger Van, mini-van, mini-bus, or other 

automobile rented or owned by the Depamnent of Athletics. 

"Vehicle Operator" shall mean an individual approved by the Department of Athletics to drive a 

Vehicle as defined herein. 



c. Phase-Out of 15-Passenger Vans 

One of the intentions of this Policy is to phase out the use of 15 Passenger Vans by the Department of Athletics. 

After the implementation of this Policy on July 1, 2013, the Department of Athletics shall not purchase or rent any 

additional 15 Passenger Vans (except when specifically preapproved by the Director of Athletics or his designee). 

d. Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers 

The designated person within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics shall have the authority to na~ne an 

individnal as a Vehicle Operator under tiffs Policy. For purposes of this Policy, this designated individual wittfn the 

Facilities unit shall be the Fleet Management Coordinator. To be approved as a Vehicle Operator, an individual 

must: 

1. Be at least 21 years of age; 

2. Have a minimum of five years of experience operating automobiles; 

3. Have a Safe Driving Record; 

Be a currem employee of the University or graduate or professional student of the University 

whose educational training requires use of the Vehicle and whose use is permitted by the Fleet 

Management Coordinator; and 

Have cmnpleted the Van Training Educational Program within a time period established by the 

Department of Athletics. 

Vehicle Operators are expected to report all tickets, charges, citations, and traffic offenses received while driving 

any automobile, University-owned or othev~vise, to the driver’s superior and Fleet Management Coordinator within 

ten days. In the event that any offense causes an individual to no longer have a Safe Driving Record or valid 

driver’s license, such individual shall not be permitted to operate any Vehicle until they have a valid driver’s license 

and have not received a traffic violation or citation for a period of one year after "the date of’the last such occurrence. 

Professional Drivers shall be permitted to drive individuals affiliated with the Department of Athletics. Such 

Professional Drivers are expected to abide by the rules, regulations, and policies of their employer, as well as the 

provisions in the "Responsibility of Vehicle Operators" and "Operating Guidelines" sections herein (or similar 

provisions as may be established by their employer). 

Except in emergency situations, only Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers are permitted to drive 

Vehicles governed by this Policy. 

e. Passengers 

Passengers in all Vehicles should be li~nited to persons who are 18 years of age or older and are University 

employees, sludents of the Uuiversity, or other individuals on official University business for which use of the 

Vehicle has been granted. An exception to this minimum age requirement shall exist for students of the University 

who are m~der the age of 18. Family ~nembers who are not University employees are expressly prohibited frmn 

riding in the Vehicles governed by this Policy. 



f. Responsibilil~, of the Department of Athletics 

To help promote the safe use of these Vehicles, the Facilities unit within the Department of Athletics shall be 

responsible for the precautionary measures below. 

Blake available the Van Training Educational Program and retain a record of individuals who have 

completed it. Begi~ming in July, 2014, this Van Training Educational Program must be updated at 

least annually to maintain status as an authorized Vehicle Operator. 

Every. twelve months, attempt to verily that the list of Vehicle Operators does not include anyone 

who no longer has a Safe Driving Record. 

Ensure that only authorized Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers are permitted to drive any 

Vehicle governed by this Policy. 

Have a knowledgeable pa~7 (including, but not limited to, mechanic/auto body shops or car 

dealerships) conduct safety evaluations of all Vehicles at least once annually. Ensure oil changes 

and tire rotations arc performed on each Vehicle every. 4,000 miles. Remove Vehicles with 

idemified safety deficiencies from sel~’ice. 

Ensure that a copy of this Vehicle Use Policy and information regarding tire pressure is available 

in each Vehicle. 

Have a knowledgeable pa~ conduct regular checks of tire wear and pressure on all Vehicles’ 

rites, including spares. 

g. Responsibilily of Vehicle Operators 

It is the responsibility of all Vehicle Operators to drive in a safe manner and comply with all applicable laws and 

regulations. Prior to driving a Vehicle governed by this Policy, a Vehicle Operator must take the following 

precaurions: 

1. Ensure physical possession of a valid driver’s license. 

Limit the total number of passengers to the number of available seatbelts. In 12 and 15 Passenger 

Vans, the number of passengers should not exceed 11 people (including the driver). 

3. Ensure proper loading of passengers and equipment. 

4. Ensure that there is a working cell phone in the Vehicle. 

Make a visual inspection of the Vehicle to attempt to identify issues with lights, tires, windshield 

wipers, gas, and mirrors. Vehicles with deficiencies or mechanical defects that would jeopardize 

safe operation (such as a lealdng gas line or overheating engine) must be repaired prior to future 

operation. Vehicles found to be in an unsafe condition should not be operated until appropriate 

repairs arc made. 

6. Scrape or defrost the windows and mirrors if necessal3~. 



During and after operation of a Vehicle, a Vehicle Operator should: 

1. Obey all traffic regulations and posted speed limits. 

2. Abide by the Operating Guidelines of this Policy. 

Report all accidents, regardless of damage, to the driver’s superior and the Fleet Management 

Coordinator in the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics as soon as possible. Additionally, 

accidents that occur on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus should be reported in~nediately to the 

Department of Public Safe~~. Accidents that occur off of UNC-Chapel Hill’s campus should be 

reported immediately to the appropriate state police. 

Report all tickets, citations, and other traffic-related charges to the driver’s superior and the Fleet 

Management Coordinator in the Facilities refit of the Department of Athletics within ten days. 

Report the onset of any physical or mcmal condition that may impair the ability to drive and 

refrain from driving if such condition(s) become presem. 

Report aw defects, Vehicle damage, maintenance needs, and aw other issues encountered while 

operating a Vehicle under this Policy to the Fleet Managcment Coordinator as soon as practical so 

that appropriate measures may be taken. Vehicle Operators should also immediately report aw 

violations of this Policy of Milch they become aware to the Fleet Management Coordinator. 

Operating Guidelines 

The Vehicle shall not carry more passengers than it has seatbelts. In no case shall a 12 or 15 

Passenger Van ever carly." more than 11 people (including the driver). 

Everyone in the Vehicle should use a seat belt in an appropriate manner at all times while the 

Vehicle is in operation. 

Evaluate weather conditions and attempt to avoid travel if possible when conditions are hazardous 

(including, but not limited to: dense fog, heavy rain, snow, ice, high winds, and flooding). If 

adverse conditions make it unsafe to continue, stop driving and wait for conditions to improve. 

4. Minimize nighttime driving if there are reasonable alternatives which make it possible to do so. 

5. TD~ to avoid high speeds and always obey posted speed limits. 

Do not operate a Vehicle when fatigued. Vehicle Operators should be well-rested and alert: while 

driving. Vehicle Operators should try not to exceed 7 hours of driving in aw 24 hour period. 

When possible, have a second Vehicle Operator available in case of emergency or if the driver 

becomes fatigued. 

Seat passengers from the front to the back so that as much weight as possible is located in 
front of the rear axle. Keep luggage on the floor if at all possible. Do not use the roof for 

storage or overload the Vehicle. 

8. Towing a trailer or aw other object with a 12 or 15 Passenger Van is prohibited. 

9. Drivers may not use cell phones (including "hands free" devices) while the Vehicle is in operation. 



10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

Avoid loud music and other distractions that may prevent the driver from hearing traffic warning 

devices. Noise inside the Vehicle should not drown out sound levels from horus and sirens in the 

immediate area. 

Drive defensively at: all times and be especially careful o:f bicycle and pedestrian traffic. 

Utilize appropriate signals at all times to inform others of file driver’s intentions. 

Ensure the Vehicle is secured when parked by: turning the ignition switch off and removing the 

key, making sure Vehicles equipped with automatic transmissions are placed in park and manual 

transmissions are placed in gear, setting the hand or parking brake, and locking the Vehicle doors. 

Secure all doors Mille the Vehicle is in motion. 

Have the occupant of the front passenger seat serve as the navigator. Let the navigator follow the 

directions or read the map for the driver and assist with lane changes, turns, and backing. 

Always consider the characteristics of the Vehicle and drive conservativeb7. The length, width, 

and weight of some Vehicles, including 12 and 15 Passenger Vans, are greater than Vehicles to 

which most drivers arc accustomed. 

The weight of the Vehicle, particularly when fully occupied, requires additional stopping 

distance. The weight causes the center of gravity to shift rearward and upward, 

increasing the likelihood of rollover. This shift in gravity will also increase the potential 

for loss of control in panic maneuvers. 

The width of the Vehicle allows for less lane romn. Be aware that the shoulder is often 

soft and can give way underneath the Vehicle, sometimes causing the Vehicle to roll. 

The length of the Vehicle increases distances needed for making turns, changing lanes, 

and backing. Use the navigator to assist with these lane changes and turns. As 

appropriate, have the navigator get out of the Vehicle to watch for obstacles when 

backing. 

i. Responsibilit~ of Passengers 

Passengers should immediately report any violations of this Policy of which they become aware to the Fleet 

Management Coordinator. 

All passengers in Vehicles governed by this Policy are expected to abide by the following rules at all times while the 

Vehicle is in use: 

1. All passengers may only be seated in seats equipped with seat belts and must wear seat belts 

appropriately at all times while the Vehicle is in use. 

Allow the Vehicle Operator to drive in an environment free from distractions inside the Vehicle. 

No smoking, alcohol, or illegal drugs are permitted at any time in any Vehicle governed by this 

Policy’. 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA-CHAPEL HILL VEHICLE USE AGREEMENT 

Safe Driving 

I acknowledge that I will operate any Vehicle owned by the Department of Athletics in a safe, 

responsible maturer and in compliance with all applicable laws, rules, regulations, and ordinances. 

I further understand and agree to follow all provisions in the Vehicle Use Policy for the University 

of North Carolina Department of Athletics. I warrant that I will only use any Vehicle governed by 

the Vehicle Use Policy for the specific University business or sanctioned activity for which it was 

granted. 

Physical Condition 

To my knowledge, I have no physical or ~nental condition that may impair my abili~r to drive. If 

my condition changes such that my ability to drive may be affected, I shall notify my superior 

immediately" and refrain from operating aw Vehicle governed by the Vehicle Use Policy. 

Motor Vehicle License 

I possess a valid driver’s license and will promptly notify my supervisor and the Fleet 

Management Coordinator within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics if my license 

expires or is suspended or revoked by a police authori~’. I authorize the University of North 

Carolina-Chapel Hill to obtain a copy of ~W official state motor vehicle record(s), including the 

current status of my license and any traffic convictions, at any time. 

Accidents and Citations 

I shall immediately report any accident, ticket, DUI/DWI charge, or other citation with which I am 

involved in accordance with the requirements of the Department of Athletics Vehicle Use Policy. 

Monitoring of Vehicle Safety 

I agree that I will be cognizant of potential safety issues and operating defects related to any 

Vehicle governed by the Vehicle Use Policy and that I will inunediately notify the Fleet 

Management Coordinator within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics should I find 

any problem(s) with a Vehicle. 

My signature hereunder indicates my consent to all provisions of this Vehicle Use Agreement 

and affirms that I understand and will abide by the terms o]’the University ql’North Carolina 

Department of Athletics Vehicle Use Policy. 

Print Full Name: 

Signature: 

Date: 

Driver’s License Number: 



Tire Pressure Monitoring References 

htt~://www°miche~inman~c~m/tires~1~1/tire-care/tire-mai ntenance/h~w~t~-check-pressure~pa~e 

http:/iwww.ed mu nds.comihow-toihow-to-check-tire-pressure-and-i nflate-tiresohtml 



SUJ’vI3I~dR Y OF THE DEP~dRT_:~IEqVT OF ATHLETICS SE~/~ERE ~/~E..4 THER P{)LICY 

SAFETY SUPERVISORS 

Each intercollegiate competition, practice, and other team-related activity must have a Safety Supervisor 

responsible for monitoring threats of severe weather. The role of Safety Supervisor shall be assumed 

according to the hierarchy below. 

1. The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee if present in a formal capacity and 

assuming the role (usually at an intercollegiate competition); 

2. If the Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee is not the Safety Supervisor, the 

participating team’s designated athletic trainer shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

3. If an athletic trainer from Sports Medicine is not the Safety Supervisor, the head coach or other 

designated member of the coaching staff shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

GENERAL RULE FOR OUTDOOR VENUES WHEN LIGHTNING IS IN THE AREA 

"~*Baseball Competition, Softball Competition, Golf, and Rowing are different.*~ 

When lightuing is projected to come within 15 miles, the Safety Supervisor should notify the appropriate 

individuals, begin consistent monitoring, instruct all personnel to come down from any aerial lifts or filming 

towers (if applicable), and ensure that fans are warned of the severe weather in the area (if applicable). 

ff lightning is 10 miles away, the Safety Supervisor should notify the appropriate individuals and continue 

consistent monitoring, ff applicable, fans should consider making their way to a Safe Structure. 

ff lightning is 8_ miles away, activity should be suspended and all student-athletes, coaches, and UNC Athletics 

personnel should relocate to a Safe Structure. ff applicable, fans should also seek shelter in a Safe Structure. 

GENERAL RULE FOR TORNADO WARNINGS 

When a Tornado Warning is issued, all student-athletes, coaches, and UNC Athletics personnel shouh| 

immediately relocate to a safe structure. If applicable, fans should also seek shelter in a Safe Structure. 

Safety Supervisors can suspend a practice or other team-related non-competition athletic 

activity at any time ~f they believe it is appropriate to protect individuals’ safety. 

Anvon~e can remove himself/herself fbom a situation at any time and without fear of 

repercussion ~f they feel their safety is threatened by the presence of’severe weather. 
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Verlble 

Anderson Softball 

Complex 

PRISIARY SAFE STRUCTURES 

Category of People Severe Weather 

Field Persolmel Lightning 

Safe Structure(s) 

Softball Complex Team 

Room, Bathroom, 

Locker RoonL 

Kitchen Area, 

Offices, 

Basement, and 
Interior Hallway 

Fans Lightning Vehicles 
Drive to Rams’ Head 

Deck or First 
Available Sale 
Structure 

Field Persolmel Tornado Softball Complex 

Basement 

Fans Tornado Get in Vehicle, Drive to 

Rams’ Head 

Deck or First 

Available Sale 

Structure 

Boshamer Stadium Field Persolmel LightningiTonmdo Locker Rooms 

Falls Lightning Vehicles 

Rams’ Head Deck 

Press Box 

Falls Tornado Rams’ Head Deck 
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PRIMARY SAFE STRUCTURES {Continued) 

Category of People Severe Weather Safe Structure(s) 

Carmichael Auditorium Everyone Lightning Inside Carmichael 

Auditorium 

Vehicles 

Floor Personnel Tornado Locker Rooms 

Falls Tornado Carn~ichael Auditorium 

Bathrooms 

and Concourse 

(Away from 

Glass) 

Conc-Kenfield 
Tem~is Center Everyone Lightning Inside the Tennis Center 

Everyone Tornado Telmis Center’s Lower 

Level Locker 

Rooms and 

Bathrooms 

Eddie Smith Fieldhouse Everyone Lightning Inside the Fieldhouse 

Cannichael Auditorium 

Vehicles 

Everyone Tornado Carmichael Auditorium 

Bathrooms 

and Concourse 

(Away from 

Glass) 

Rams’ Head Deck 
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PRIMARY SAFE STRUCTURES {Continued) 

Category of People Severe Weather Safe Structure(s) 

Fetzer Field Field Persolmel Lightning McCaskill Soccer Center 

Carmichael Auditorium 

Eddie Smith Fieldhouse 

Fans Lightning Carmichael Auditorium 

Eddie Smith Fieldhouse 

Vehicles 

Field Persmmel Tornado McCaskill Soccer Center 

Locker Rooms 

Carmichael Auditorium 

Bathrooms 

and Concourse 

(Away from 

Glass) 

Fans Tornado Carmichael Auditorium 

Bathrooms 

and Concourse 

(Away from 

Glass) 

Fetzer Gynmasium Floor Perso~mel Tornado Locker Romns 

Fans Tornado Bathrooms 

Interior Hallways (Away 

from Glass) 
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PRIMARY SAFE STRUCTURES {Continued) 

Category of People Severe Weather Safe Structure(s) 

Finley Fields Everyone Lightning Finley Golf Course 

Clubhouse 

Rams’ Head Deck 

Vehicles 

Tornado Get in Vehicle, Drive to 

Rams’ Head 

Deck or First 

Available Safe 

Structure 

Finley Golf Course Everyone Lightning Course Clubhouse 

Evelyone Tornado Get in Vehicle, Drive to 

Rams’ Head 

Deck or First 

Available Safe 

Structure 

Henry. Stadium Field Personnel 

Fans 

Lightning 

Lightning 

Locker Rooms 

Eddie Smith Fieldhouse 

Vehicles 

Rams’ Head Deck 

Field Persolmel Tornado Locker Rooms 

Falls Tornado Rams’ Head Deck 
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PRIMARY SAFE STRUCTURES {Continued) 

Category of People Severe Weather Safe Structure(s) 

Kenan Stadium Field Persmmel Lightning/Tornado Locker Rooms 

Fans Lightning Vehicles 

Loudermilk Center 

(Blue Zone) 

Kenan Football Center 

Pope Box 

Press Box 

Ram’s Head Deck 

Bell Tower Deck 

Fetzer Gynmasium 

Fans Tornado Ram’s Head Deck 

Bell Tower Deck 

Fetzer Gynmasium 

Kotuy Natatorium Deck/Pool Personnel Lightning/Tornado Locker Rooms 

Fans Lightning In the Stands (Away from 

Water, Glass, and 

the Pool Deck) 

Vehicles 

Fans Tornado Smith Center Lower 

Level Corridors 

or Practice Gym 

(Away from 

Glass) 
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PRIMARY SAFE STRUCTURES {Continued) 

Venue Category o[ People Severe Weather Safe Structure(s) 

Na~T Fields Everyone Lightning Eddie Smith Fieldhouse 

Carn~ichael Auditorium 

Kenan Football Center 

Everyone Tornado Cannichael Auditorium 

Bathrooms 

and Concourse 

(Away from 

Glass) 

Kenan Football Center 

Smith Center Floor Personnel Tornado Locker Rooms 

Practice Gy~n (Away from 

Glass) 

Fans Tornado Conconrse (Away from 

Glass) 

Practice Gy~n (Away from 

Glass) 

Lower Level Corridors 

UniversiU Lake Everyone Lightning Vehicles 

Drive to Rams’ Head 

Deck or Nearest 

Safe Structure 

Everyone Tornado Drive to Rams’ Head 

Deck or Nearest 

Safe Structure 

Woollen Gymnasimn Everyone Tornado Locker Romns 

Bathrooms 
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DEPART~ENT OF A THLETICS SEVERE WEA THER POLICY 

1. Severe Weather, Lightning, and Tornado Safety for Varsity Athletics 

a. Introduction 

This Severe Weather Policy and its accompanying facility-specific guidelines are intended to 

help address the various threats severe weather may present to athletic activities on the campus 

of the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. The nature of these threats often varies 

considerably, however, and individual s should always use their best judgment in determining 

appropriate courses of action. Because of severe weather’s inherently unpredictable nature, no 

structure or precaution can ever be completely guaranteed to provide safety. These provisions, 

though, are intended to minimize risks of this kind by offering guidelines for Safety Supervisors 

and others who may have to make decisions in instances of threatening weather. This Policy and 

the facility-specific guidelines are not intended to be comprehensive or definitive directions on 

proper measures to take in these situations. Rather, they should serve as a frame of reference 

intended to specify precautions that are likely to be appropriate. As always, common sense and 

good judgment by all involved are crucial to ensuring safety. 

b. Definitions 

For purposes of this Policy and the accompanying facility-specific guidelines, the terms below 

shall have these respective ascribed meanings: 

"Field, Court, Pool, and Deck Personnel" shall mean those individuals with authorized access to 

the competition surface during intercollegiate competition (including, but not necessarily limited 

to: student-athletes, coaches, trainers, team-related staff, and official UNC Athletics personnel). 

"Safe Structure" shall mean a facility which may provide additional protection from severe 

weather. While the structures referenced have been identified as reasonable facilities in which to 

seek refuge from severe weather, no structure can ever be fully guaranteed to provide safety. 

Even when specifi c Safe Structures are referenced, individuals should use their best j udgment to 

determine the most appropriate options which provide the best protection from severe weather. 

"Safety Supervisor" shall mean an individual responsible for monitoring the presence of severe 

weather and addressing matters of weather safety. 
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c. An Individual’s Right to Leave a Situation in which He or She Does Not Feel Safe 

Any student-athlete, coach, or UNC Athletics staff member may leave a situation at any 

time if he or she feels weather or other circumstances pose a safety threat. Should any 
individual choose to remove himself or herself from a particular situation for this purpose, 
they shall be free to do so without fear of repercussion, penalty, or retaliation. 

d. Role of the Safety Supervisors 

Each official team-related athletic activity of the University’s varsity sports programs shall have 

a designated "Safety Supervisor." In most cases of intercollegiate competition, the Senior 

Associate Athletic Director or their designee (typically, a member of the Game Operations staff) 

~vill be the Safety Supervisor. When the Senior Associate Athletic Director or their designee is 

not present in a formal capacity and assuming such a role, the team’s athletic trainer shall be the 

Safety Supervisor. In instances when neither the Senior Associate Athletic Director (or their 

designee) or the respective team’s athletic trainer is present in a formal capacity and assuming 

the role of Safety Supervisor, the sport’s head coach or another designated coaching staff 

member shall assume the role of Safety Supervisor. it shall be the responsibility of the Head 

Athletic Trainer or their designee to ensure the appropriate parties know who will assume the 

role of Safety Supervisor at each competition, practice, or other team-related athletic activity. 

Weather conditions have the potential to change quickly; therefore, it is the responsibility of each 

Safety Supervisor to monitor the conditions on an ongoing basis and take appropriate steps to 

protect the safety of student-athletes and UNC Athletics personnel. 

1. Varsity Practice and/or Other Official Non-Competition, Team-Related Athletic 

Activity 

Generally, the Safety Supervisor should communicate weather-related alerts to the head 

coach when they are received. When a tornado warning is issued or lightning comes 

within a distance specified for the particular facility in the sections below, the Safety 

Supervisor should instruct the coach to suspend the practice or other team-related athletic 

activity and have everyone relocate to a Safe Structure. 

Notwithstanding any provisions herein, the Safety Supervisor shall have the 

authority to delay or suspend any practice or other non-competition, team-related 

athletic activity if he or she believes that weather conditions make it unsafe to 

continue. 
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2. Intercollegiate Competition 

In most cases of intercollegiate competition, the Senior Associate Athletic Director or 

their designee (usually a UNC Game Operations staff member) shall be the Safety 

Supervisor and have the responsibility to cancel, delay, or allow the start of competition. 

If the Senior Associate Athletic Director or their designee is not present in a formal 

capacity, the Head Athletic Trainer will assume the role of Safety Supervisor and have 

the responsibility to cancel, delay, or allow the start of competition. Once competition 

has begun, assigned officials from the NCAA, ACC, or other entity typically have the 

discretion to stop, restart, or cancel competition. In these instances, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information as appropriate to assist in their decision. If competition is 

delayed or cancelled, the Safety Supew’isor shall have the responsibility of ensuring the 

information is communicated to the opposing head coach, game officials, media entities, 

and other individuals who may be appropriate. 

Authority to delay or relocate competition in the same city is typically vested in the home 

team’s Director of Athletics or designated senior-level administrator. Authority to 

cancel, postpone, or terminate conference competition is vested only in the ACC 

Commissioner or their designee. 

Coaching staffs shall immediately follow the instructions of the Safety Supervisor and/or 

appropriate official and are expected to suspend any practice, competition, or other team-related 

athletic activity when weather poses a threat. Safety Supew’isors should be in possession of the 

key(s) and/or access code(s) to the appropriate Safe Structure(s) so that they may provide access 

when inclement weather is present. 

e. Accuweather and Alert Carolina 

The University of North Carolina subscribes to Accuweather. Each Safety Supervisor shall 

either receive alerts from Accuweather via text messages to their cell phone or have access to an 

alphanumeric pager which will receive alerts from Accuweather. All members of the Sports 

Medicine Staff and every Safety Supervisor shall also be required to register their cell phone 

numbers annually with Alert Carolina. From time to time, the Head Athletic Trainer will 

provide Safety Supervisors with training regarding these alert mechanisms, this Policy, and the 

accompanying guidelines.. 

1. In the Event There is not a Functional Accuweather Pager or Cell Phone Registered 

with Accuweather 
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If the weather becomes a concern during an event or practice and the Safety Supervisor 

does not have an alphanumeric pager or cell phone specifically registered with 

Accuweather, the Safety Supervisor should use another phone and call the Stallings- 

Evans Sports Medicine Center (919-962-2067), Scott Oliaro (919-428-3582), or Nicole 

Fava (919-428-3574) for weather information. 

f.    Lightning 

Lightning is the most consistent and significant weather hazard that may affect college athletics. 

1. Accuweather Lightning Warnings 

The longitude and latitude of Kenan Stadium is the target point to establish the various 

perimeter alerts or warnings used in the communications from Accuweather. When there 

is lightning within the vicinity of the UNC campus, Accuweather will send a page to the 

Safety Supervisors’ alphanumeric pagers and a text to the registered cell phones to 

provide specific information. Accuweather will send an initial advisor?- notification 

when lightning is projected to come within fifteen miles of campus. This initial advisory 

notification will occur approximately twenty minutes before the lightning is proj ected to 

come within 15 miles. This "lead time" is designed to provide sufficient opportunity for 

individuals far from a safe structure to relocate appropriately. If the lightning continues 

to approach the campus, subsequent warnings will be issued when the lightning reaches a 

ten mile radius. An additional warning will be issued when there is a lightning strike 

within eight miles of the target point. Accuweather will issue a cancellation alert when 

the threat of lightning has passed, at which time games, practices, or other team-related 

athletic activities may resume. 

2. Flash-to-Bang Method 

The Flash-to-Bang Method should only be used in situations when Accuweather 

information or a commercial lightning detector is unavailable. While this process is less 

precise in calculating the distance of severe weather, Safety Supervisors should still be 

familiar with it in case circumstances require its use. 

Thunder always accompanies lightning, even though its audible range can be diminished 

due to background noise in the immediate environment and its distance from the 

observer. To use the Flash-to-Bang Method, count the seconds from the time the 

lightning is seen to when the clap of thunder is heard. Divide this number by five to 
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obtain ho~v far away (in miles) the lightning occurred. For example, if an individual 

counts 15 seconds between seeing the flash of lightning and hearing the bang of thunder, 

the lightning occurred approximately 3 miles away (15/5=3). 

3. General Rule for Lightning for the Safety of Field, Court, Pool, and Deck Personnel 

As a general rule when lightning is in the area, the responsible Safety Supervisor should 

notify the head coach and other appropriate individuals when an alert is received 

indicating lightning may come within a fifteen mile radius of the target point. Upon 

receiving a subsequent alert that lightning has come within a ten mile radius of the target 

point, the Safety Supervisor should provide an update with such information to the head 

coach and other appropriate individuals. When an alert is received indicating lightning is 

within eight miles of the target point, the Safety Supervisor should instruct all University 

personnel to relocate to an appropriate Safe Structure if they have not already done so. 

4. Exceptions for Finley Golf Course, University Lake, Anderson Softball Complex 

Intercollegiate Competition, and Boshamer Stadium Intercollegiate Competition 

Due to the need to place protective tarp on the fields of Anderson Softball Complex and 

Boshamer Stadium during intercollegiate competition and the relocation needs associated 

with Finley Golf Course and University Lake, these four venues have different general 

rules when lightning is in the area. 

When an alert is received indicating lightning may come within fifteen miles of the target 

point during intercollegiate competition at Boshamer Stadium or Anderson Softball 

Complex, the Safety Supervisor should notify the head coach and other appropriate 

individuals. When an alert is issued that lightning is within ten miles, the Safety 

Supervisor should instruct the protective tarp to be put on the field and all University 

personnel to relocate to an appropriate Safe Structure. 

When an alert is received that lightning may come within fifteen miles of the target point 

during varsity practice, intercollegiate competition, or any other team-related athletic 

activity at Finley Golf Course or University Lake, the Safety Supervisor should instruct 

all University personnel to relocate to a Safe Structure as quickly as possible. 

g. Tornado Warnings 

The warnings and alerts issued by Alert Carolina for tornadoes will supersede any warnings 

received from Accuweather. Warning sirens will typically be activated if a tornado threat is 
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imminent for any part of campus. In the event of a tornado warning, all student-athletes and 

UNC Athletics personnel should immediately proceed to a Safe Structure or other safe location. 

h. Safe Structures 

Safe locations for lightning and tornadoes differ. When lightning is present, the safest place is 

indoors and away from electric and water lines. Structural stability is the main requirement of a 

safe location during a tornado warning The facility-specific provisions outlined below identify 

primary Safe Structures available in inclement weather. Individuals should be generally aware 

of other Safe Structures, however, in the event that circumstances necessitate seeking shelter in 

an alternative Safe Structure for some reason. 

1. If Unable to Reach a Safe Structure 

If individuals are unable to reach a safe structure during inclement weather, it is advisable 

to avoid tall structures, tall trees or other objects (such as light poles or flag poles), 

individual trees, standing pools of water, and open fields. Additionally, one should avoid 

being the highest object in a field. Do not take shelter under a single, tall tree. If 

possible, move to a low-lying area. 

If in this situation, assume a crouched position with only the balls of the feet touching the 

ground, wrap the arms around the knees, and lower the head. Minimize contact with the 

ground, as lightning current often enters a victim through the ground rather than through 

a direct overhead strike. Do not lie flat. 

2. Examples of Locations that are NOT Safe Structures 

The following list of locations should NOT be considered safe structures in the event of 

severe weather: baseball/softball dugouts, baseball/softball covered batting cages, 

convertibles or soft-top vehicles, golf carts or similar vehicles, outside storage sheds, 

canopies, awnings, and tents. 
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i. Daily Procedures Used by the Head Athletic Trainer and Safety Supervisors 

The Head Athletic Trainer and Safety Supervisors should abide by the following practices: 

1. Each Safety Supervisor will have access to Accuweather alerts and will also be 

registered with Alert Carolina. 

2. The Head Athletic Trainer or their designee will evaluate weather conditions on a 

daily basi s. For morning varsity athletic activities, the review of the next day’s weather 

forecast will be completed the night before and again prior to the start of the scheduled 

activity. For afternoon varsity athletic activities, this review will take place at the start of 

the business day and again prior to the start of the scheduled activity. 

3. The Head Athletic Trainer or their designee will notify the Safety Supervisors of the 

daily forecast and specify any relevant weather advisories, watches, and/or warnings. If 

there is a threat of severe weather, the Head Athletic Trainer or their designee may also 

remind the Safety Supervisors of the appropriate procedures. Any notifications given by 

the Head Athletic Trainer or their designee may also include the severe weather’s nature 

and projected time of arrival. 

4. Each Safety Supervisor shall monitor the daily weather forecast using information 

received from the Head Athletic Trainer or their designee. Safety Supervisors should be 

particularly cognizant of any advisories, watches, and/or warnings. If a threat of severe 

weather exists, the Safety Supervisor may call the Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine 

Center (919-962-2067) to receive an update before leaving for that particular practice, 

competition, or other team-related athletic activity. In addition, Safety Supervisors 

should ensure functionality of their pager and/or cell phone and that they are in 

possession of the key(s) which provide access to the appropriate Safe Structure(s). 

5. Each respective Safety Supervisor should inform the proper head coach(es) of any 

potential severe weather for that specific day. If severe weather is forecast or present, the 

Safety Supervisor should also remind the appropriate head coach(es) of proper safety 

procedures. 
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6. The Safety Supervisor will be the final authority on any ~veather-related decision to 

suspend or cancel practice or any other non-competition, sport-specific activity. Student- 

athletes, coaches, and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to comply with any 

such decision and the appropriate procedures immediately upon determination by the 

Safety Supervisor. In the case of intercollegiate competition, student-athletes, coaches, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel shall be expected to comply with any decision 

rendered pursuant to Section (d)(2), above, and follow applicable procedures for the 

protection of individuals from severe weather. 

7. Any time a Safety Supervisor encounters difficulty of any kind with a weather-related 

situation, he or she should notify the appropriate Department of Athletics staff member. 

The proper person to notify shall be Paul Pogge, who may be reached at 

ppogge@unc.edu. 

j. Facility-Specific Severe Weather Guidelines 

These facility-specific plans should serve as recommended guidelines to follow in cases of 

inclement weather. In particular circumstances, it may be appropriate for Safety Supervisors to 

take actions other than what is included in these recommended guidelines to best protect the 

safety of individuals. Safety Supervisors should always use their best judgment to make 

decisions that place safety as the foremost priority. 

Anderson Softball Complex Intercollegiate Competition 

Anderson Softball Complex Official Varsity Practice 

Boshamer Stadium Intercollegiate Competition 

Boshamer Stadium Official Varsity Practice 

Carmichael Auditorium Intercollegiate Competition 

Carmichael Auditorium Official Varsity Practice 

Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center Intercollegiate Competition 

Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center Official Varsity Practice 

Eddie Smith Fieldhouse Intercollegiate Competition 

Eddie Smith Fieldhouse Official Varsity Practice 
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Fetzer Field Intercollegiate Competition 

Fetzer Field Official Varsity Practice 

Fetzer Gymnasium Intercollegiate Competition 

Fetzer Gymnasium Official Varsity Practice 

Finley Fields Intercollegiate Competition 

Finley Fields Official Varsity Practice 

Finley Golf Course Intercollegiate Competition 

Finley Golf Course Official Varsity Practice 

Henry Stadium Intercollegiate Competition 

Henry Stadium Official Varsity Practice 

Kenan Stadium Intercollegiate Competition 

Kenan Stadium Official Varsity Practice 

Koury Natatorium Intercollegiate Competition 

Koury Natatorium Official Varsity Practice 

Navy Fields Official Varsity Practice 

Rowing "Home" Intercollegiate Competition 

Smith Center Intercollegiate Competition 

Smith Center Official Varsity Practice 

University Lake Official Varsity Practice 

Woollen Gymnasium Official Varsity Practice 
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Safety Supervisor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

For field personnel, the Anderson Softball Complex team room, kitchen area, bathroom, offices, 

interior hallway, basement, and locker rooms are safe structures when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the Anderson Softball Complex basement is a safe structure for field 

personnel. 

When lightning is present, fans should seek shelter in their vehicles or drive to the Rams’ Head 

Deck or the first available safe structure. In the event of a tornado warning, fans should drive to 

the Rams’ Head Deck or the first available safe structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s game. Game management officials are closely monitoring 

the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advised of changing weather conditions by 

using the stadium public address system. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 
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for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 

umpire has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? May I have your 

attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to inform you that 

today’s game is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please clear the seating area. 

Please leave the stadium and return to your vehicles. The Rams’ Head Deck on campus 

is a safe structure if you desire more adequate shelter than your vehicl e. Please retain 

your ticket stub for re-entry. Once again, the game is temporarily suspended due to 

severe weather in the area. Game management officials are advising fans to exit the 

seating area and seek shelter in your vehicles or in the Rams’ Head Deck. Everyone must 

clear the stadium immediately. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

Instruct the grounds crew to tarp the field then immediately take shelter so the field can 

be clear when the nearest lightning strike occurs within an 8 mile radius of the venue. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 

umpire has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a Tornado 

Warning for the Chapel Hill and Carborro area. The University has activated its 

Emergency Siren Alert System. We encourage you to seek shelter in the Rams’ Head 

Deck on campus or the first available safe structure. Everyone must clear the stadium 

immediately. Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your 

cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

Instruct the grounds crew to tarp the field then immediately take shelter. 
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~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 
are safe enough for competition. 

Notify both head coaches. 
Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 
I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The threat of severe 
weather has passed. Please return to your original seat. Competition will resume in __ 

Thank you for your cooperation." 
As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

For field personnel, the Anderson Softball Complex team room, kitchen area, bathroom, offices, 

interior hallway, basement, and locker room are safe structures when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the Anderson Softball Complex basement is a safe structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 hliles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately inform the head coach of the 

need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone to 

relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity- may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

For field personnel, the locker rooms of Boshamer Stadium are safe structures when lightning is 

present and/or during a tornado warning. 

When lightning is present, fans should seek shelter in the Rams’ Head Deck or in their vehicles. 

Media personnel may also seek shelter in the press box when lightning is present. During a 

tornado warning, fans should seek shelter in the Rams’ Head Deck. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s game. Game management officials are closely monitoring 

the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advised of changing weather conditions by 

using the stadium public address system. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles" 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 
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umpire has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? May I have your 

attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to inform you that 

today’ s game is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please clear the seating area. 

You may seek shelter in your vehicles or in the Rams’ Head Deck. If you leave the 

stadium, please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Once again, the game is temporarily 

suspended due to severe weather in the area. Game management officials are advising 

fans to exit the seating area and seek shelter in your vehicles or in the Rams’ Head Deck. 

Everyone must clear the open seating area and concourse immediately. Thank you for 

your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

Instruct the grounds crew to tarp the field then immediately take shelter so the field can 

be clear when the nearest lightning strike occurs within an 8 mile radius of the venue. 

As necessary,, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 

umpire has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a Tornado 

Warning for the Chapel Hill and Carborro area. The University has activated its 

Emergency Siren Alert System. We encourage you to seek shelter in the Rams’ Head 

Deck. Everyone must clear the stadium immediately. Please retain your ticket stub for 

re-entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

Instruct the grounds crew to tarp the field then immediately take shelter. 
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~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The threat of severe 

weather has passed. Please return to your original seat. Competition will resume in __ 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The locker rooms of Boshamer Stadium are safe structures when lightning is present and/or 

during a tornado warning. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct evel~’one to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity- may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

Carmichael Auditorium is considered a safe structure when lightning is present. Individuals may 

al so take shelter in their vehicles when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the locker rooms are safe structures for floor personnel. The 

bathrooms and concourse (away from glass) of Carmichael Auditorium are safe areas for fans 

during a tornado warning. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the 

Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as 

needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a tornado warning 

for the Chapel Hill and Carborro area. The University has activated its Emergency Siren 

Alert System. You must proceed immediately to the bathrooms or areas on the concourse 

away from glass. Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your 

cooperation." 

Help direct floor personnel to a safe location. 
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~7~en Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When a tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) 

may resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives 

notification that the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The tornado warning 

has expired. Please return to your original seat. Play will resume in 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

Carmichael Auditorium is a safe structure when lightning is present. The locker rooms are safe 

areas during a tornado warning. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall inform the head 

coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As necessary, the 

Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The indoor portion of the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center is a safe structure when lightning is 

present. During a tornado warning, the lower level locker rooms and bathrooms of the indoor 

portion of the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center are safe structures. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for the competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 
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commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When appropriate, work in consultation with the competition officials to move the 

competition inside the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center. 

Once the decision to move play indoors has been made, help direct individuals to a safe 

location. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for the competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Once the decision to suspend play has been made, help direct individuals to a safe 

location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

~Tten Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume outside when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. 

When a tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) 

may resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives 

notification that the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Inform fans. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The indoor portion of the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center is a safe structure when lightning is 

present. During a tornado warning, the lower level locker rooms and bathrooms of the indoor 

portion of the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center are safe structures. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 hliles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supew’isor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supew’isor should immediately inform the head coach of the 

need to suspend the outdoor portion of the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use 

contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity- and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity- may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Eddie Smith Fieldhouse and Carmichael Auditorium are considered safe structures when 

lightning is present. Individuals may also seek shelter in their vehicles when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the Rams’ Head Deck and bathrooms and concourse (away from 

glass) of Carmichael Auditorium are safe structures. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has commenced, 

the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the 

Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as 

needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a tornado warning 

for the Chapel Hill and Carborro area. The University has activated its Emergency Siren 

Alert System. Please proceed to the Rams’ Head Deck or to the concourse inside 

Carmichael Auditorium immediately. Everyone must clear the venue. Please retain your 

ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct competition personnel to a safe location. 
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~7~en Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When a tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) 

may resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives 

notification that the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Inform fans. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Eddie Smith Fieldhouse and Carmichael Auditorium are considered safe structures when 

lightning is present. Individuals may also seek shelter in their vehicles when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the Rams’ Head Deck and bathrooms and concourse (away from 

glass) of Carmichael Auditorium are safe structures. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall inform the head 

coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As necessary, the 

Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

When lightning is present, McCaskill Soccer Center, Carmichael Auditorium, and Eddie Smith 

Fieldhouse are safe structures for field personnel. Fans should seek shelter in Carmichael 

Auditorium, Eddie Smith Fieldhouse, or their vehicles when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the locker rooms of McCaskill Soccer Center and the bathrooms and 

concourse (away from glass) of Carmichael Auditorium are safe structures for field personnel. 

During a tornado warning, the bathrooms and concourse (away from glass) of Carmichael 

Auditorium are safe structures for fans. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s game. Game management officials are closely monitoring 

the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advised of changing weather conditions by 

using the stadium public address system. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The National Weather 
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Service has indicated severe weather in the surrounding area. Game management 

officials suggest fans begin to seek shelter by moving to your vehicles, inside Eddie 

Smith Fieldhouse, or inside Carmichael Auditorium. If you leave the venue, please retain 

your ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend competition is made, instruct the Public Address 

Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? 

May I have your attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to 

inform you that today’s competition is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please 

clear the seating area. You may leave the stadium and return to your vehicles or you may 

take shelter inside Eddie Smith Fieldhouse or Carmichael Auditorium. Please retain your 

ticket stub for re-entry. Once again, the competition is temporarily suspended due to 

severe weather in the area. Game management officials are advising fans to exit the 

seating area and seek shelter in your vehicles, Eddie Smith Fieldhouse, or Carmichael 

Auditorium. Everyone must clear the stadium immediately. Thank you for your 

cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

¯ Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

¯ Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 
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Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend competition is made, instruct the Public Address 

Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, 

please? May I have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a 

Tornado Warning for the Chapel Hill and Carborro area. The University has activated its 

Emergency Siren Alert System. We encourage you to seek shelter on the concourse of 

Carmichael Auditorium away from glass. Everyone must clear the stadium immediately. 

Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

D7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The threat of severe 

weather has passed. Please return to your original seat. Competition will resume in __ 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

When lightning is present, McCaskill Soccer Center, Carmichael Auditorium, and Eddie Smith 

Fieldhouse are safe structures. 

During a tornado warning, the locker rooms of McCaskill Soccer Center and the bathrooms and 

concourse (away from glass) of Carmichael Auditorium are safe structures. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When A ccuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity- may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

Fetzer Gymnasium is a safe structure when lightning is present. During a tornado warning, the 

locker rooms are safe structures for floor personnel. The bathrooms and interior hallways (away 

from glass) are safe structures for fans during a tornado warning. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, help direct competition personnel to a safe 

location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

~Tten Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When a tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) 

may resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives 

notification that the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Inform fans. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

Fetzer Gymnasium is a safe structure when lightning is present. The locker rooms are safe 

structures during a tornado warning. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall inform the head 

coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As necessary, the 

Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Finley Golf Course Clubhouse and Rams’ Head Deck are safe structures when lighting is 

present. Individuals may also seek shelter in their vehicles. 

During a tornado warning, individuals should drive to the Rams’ Head Deck or the first available 

safe structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 ~linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 
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preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Once the decision to suspend play has been made, help direct competition personnel to a 

safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Once the decision to suspend play has been made, help direct competition personnel to a 

safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Inform fans. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Finley Golf Course Clubhouse and Rams’ Head Deck are safe structures when lighting is 

present. Individuals may also seek shelter in their vehicles. 

During a tornado warning, individuals should drive to the Rams’ Head Deck or the first available 

safe structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 ~linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When A ccuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately inform the head coach of the 

need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone to 

relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct evel~’one to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity- may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Finley Golf Course Clubhouse is a safe structure when lightning is present During a 

tornado warning, individuals should drive to the Rams’ Head Deck or the first available safe 

structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for the competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Once the decision to suspend play has been made, work with Finley Golf Course Staff 

and other appropriate parties to help remove golfers from the course and direct them to a 

safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 
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preparation for the competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Once the decision to suspend play has been made, work with Finley Golf Course Staff 

and other appropriate parties to help remove golfers from the course and direct them to a 

safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond a 15 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Inform fans. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Finley Golf Course Clubhouse is a safe structure when lightning is present During a 

tornado warning, individuals should drive to the Rams’ Head Deck or the first available safe 

structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately inform the head coach of the 

need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athleti c activity and direct everyone to 

relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

For field personnel, the Eddie Smith Fieldhouse and Henry Stadium locker rooms are safe 

structures when lightning is present. Fans should seek shelter in the Rams’ Head Deck or their 

vehicles when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the Henry Stadium locker rooms are safe structures for field 

personnel. Fans should seek shelter in the Rams’ Head Deck during a tornado warning. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s game. Game management officials are closely monitoring 

the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advised of changing weather conditions by 

using the stadium public address system. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles" 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The National Weather 

Service has indicated severe ~veather in the surrounding area. Game management 

officials suggest fans begin to seek shelter by moving to their vehicles or the Rams’ Head 
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Deck. If you leave the venue, please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. 

your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

Thank you for 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 

referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? May I have your 

attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to inform you that 

today’ s game is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please clear the seating area. 

You may leave the stadium and return to your vehicles or you may take shelter in the 

Rams’ Head Deck. Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Once again, the game is 

temporarily suspended due to severe weather in the area. Game management officials are 

advising fans to exit the seating area and seek shelter in your vehicles or the Rams’ Head 

Deck. Everyone must clear the stadium immediately. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is IssuedJbr the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 

referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 
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When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a Tornado 

Warning for the Chapel Hill and Carborro area. The University has activated its 

Emergency Siren Alert System. We encourage you to seek shelter in the Rams’ Head 

Deck. Everyone must clear the stadium immediately. Please retain your ticket stub for 

re-entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The threat of severe 

weather has passed. Please return to your original seat. Competition will resume in __ 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

For field personnel, the Eddie Smith Fieldhouse and Henry Stadium locker rooms are safe 

structures when lightning is present. During a tornado warning, the Henry, Stadium locker rooms 

are safe areas. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity- and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity- may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. This individual will work in consultation with the Director of Athletics, the 

Operations Command Center, and the referees to make weather-related decisions. 

Safe Structures 

The locker rooms are safe structures for all field personnel when lightning is present and/or 

during a tornado warning 

When lightning is present, fans can take shelter in the Ram’s Head Deck, Bell Tower Deck, 

Fetzer Gymnasium, or their vehicles. Fans and media personnel with seats in the Loudermilk 

Center (Blue Zone), Pope Box, Press Box, and Kenan Football Center can also take shelter 

indoors in those respective facilities when lightning is present. During a tornado warning, fans 

and media can take shelter in the Ram’ s Head Deck, Bell Tower Deck, or Fetzer Gymnasium. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 ~linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s game. Game management officials are closely monitoring 

the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advised of changing weather conditions by 

using the stadium public address system, video board, WCHL 1360 AM/97.9 FM or 

WRDU 106.1 FM broadcasts, or on Twitter @tarheelfootball. Thank you for your 

cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When A ccuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 
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Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The National Weather 

Service has indicated severe weather in the surrounding area. Game management 

officials suggest fans in open seating areas begin to seek shelter at this time. You are 

permitted to leave the stadium and seek shelter in your vehicles, the Ram’s Head Deck, 

Fetzer Gymnasium, or the Bell Tower Deck. Fans seated in the Blue Zone, Press Box, 

Pope Box, and Kenan Football Center can take shelter indoors in those respective areas. 

If you leave the stadium, please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your 

cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor (working in conjunction with the Director of Athletics 

and the Operations Command Center) has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the 

Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assi st as 

needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? May I have your 

attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to inform you that 

today’ s game is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please clear the seating area. 

You may leave the stadium and take shelter in your vehicles, the Ram’s Head Deck, 

Fetzer Gymnasium, or the Bell Tower Deck. Fans seated in the Blue Zone, Press Box, 

Pope Box, and Kenan Football Center can take shelter indoors. If you leave the stadium, 

please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Once again, the game is temporarily suspended 

due to severe weather in the area. Game management officials are advising fans to exit 
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the open seating areas and either return to your vehicles or seek shelter in the Ram’s 

Head Deck, Fetzer Gymnasium, or the Bell Tower Deck. Fans seated in the Blue Zone, 

Press Box, Pope Box, and Kenan Football Center can take shelter indoors in those 

respective areas. Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Everyone must clear the 

field, concourse, and open seating areas immediately. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is IssuedJbr the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor (working in conjunction with the Director of Athletics 

and the Operations Command Center) has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the 

Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as 

needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a Tornado 

Warning for the Chapel Hill and Carborro area. The University has activated its 

Emergency Siren Alert System. We encourage you to seek shelter in the Ram’s Head 

Deck, Fetzer Gymnasium, or the Bell Tower Deck. Everyone must clear the field, 

concourse, and seating areas immediately. Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 
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resume ~vhen the tornado ~varning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The severe weather has 

passed and Kenan Stadium is ready for re-entry. Please show your ticket stub at the gate 

and return to your original seat. Play will resume in Thank you for your 

cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Super~qsor. 

Safe Structures 

The locker rooms are safe structures for all field personnel when lightning is present and/or 

during a tornado warning 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. The 

Safety Supervisor should also direct the aerial lit%s to be lowered (if in use) and instruct all 

personnel to refrain from using aerial lit%s or elevated filming platforms until the severe weather 

is no longer within a 15 mile radius. As necessary, the Safety Super~,isor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 hliles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Super~,isor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staft; and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity- may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The locker rooms are safe structures for deck/pool personnel when lightning is present and/or 

during a tornado warning. 

When lightning is present, fans can take shelter in their vehicles or stay in the stands away from 

the water, pool deck, and glass. During a tornado warning, fans can take shelter in the lower 

level corridors of the Smith Center or the Smith Center Practice Gym (away from glass). 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s competition. Game management officials are closely 

monitoring the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advised of changing weather 

conditions by using the public address system. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles" 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The National Weather 

Service has indicated severe weather in the surrounding area. Although there is no 

indication of immediate danger, as a precaution, game management officials urge fans to 
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begin to seek shelter by moving to your vehicles or into the stands away from the water, 

pool deck, and glass. If you leave the natatorium, please retain your ticket stub for re- 

entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supelwisor has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend competition is made, instruct the Public Address 

Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? 

May I have your attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to 

inform you that today’s competition is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please 

remain in the stands away from the water, pool deck, and glass or seek shelter in your 

vehicles. Once again, the competition is temporarily suspended due to severe weather in 

the area. Game management officials are advising fans to stay in the stands away from 

the water, pool deck, and glass or seek shelter in their vehicles. If you leave the 

natatorium, please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Everyone must clear the water and 

pool deck immediately. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct pool and deck personnel to a safe location. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 
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commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When competition is suspended, instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the 

following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I have your 

attention, please? The National Weather Sewqce has issued a tornado warning for the 

Chapel Hill and Carborro area. The University has activated its Emergency Siren Alert 

System. Please proceed to the Smith Center lover level corridors or to the Practice 

Gymnasium away from glass immediately. Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct pool and deck personnel to a safe location. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The threat of severe 

weather has passed. Please return to your original seat. Competition will resume in __ 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The locker rooms are safe structures for deck/pool personnel when lightning is present and/or 

during a tornado warning. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 
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direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Super¥isor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The indoor parts &the Eddie Smith Fieldhouse, Kenan Football Center, and Carmichael 

Auditorium are safe structures when lightning is present~ 

During a tornado warning, Kenan Football Center and the bathrooms and concourse (away from 

glass) in Carmichael Auditorium are safe structures. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 ~linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. The 

Safety Supervisor should also direct the aerial lit~s to be lowered (if in use) and instruct all 

personnel to refrain from using aerial lifts or elevated filming platforms until the severe weather 

is no longer within a 15 mile radius. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

~7~en Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity- may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

Absent the presence of a competition official who assumes safety responsibility for the event, the 

Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. Safety 

Supervisors should ensure that there is a reliable means of identifying and monitoring the 

presence of severe weather in the area. 

Safe Structures 

"Home" intercollegiate rowing competitions are held outside of Chapel Hill. Individuals should 

be cognizant of appropriate safe structure(s) in the surrounding area that they may utilize for 

shelter in the event of lightning and/or a tornado warning 

When Lightning is Projected to Come within 15 Miles 

When lightning is within 15 miles of the site, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervi sot shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Help direct individuals to relocate to a safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

¯ Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

¯ Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 
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Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 
competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 
preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 
commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 
either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 
assist as needed. 
Help direct individuals to relocate to a safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

When the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond a 15 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 
are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Smith Center is a safe structure when lightning is present. The locker rooms and practice 

gym (away from glass) are safe areas for floor personnel during a tornado warning. In the event 

of a tornado warning, fans should seek shelter in the lower level corridors, in the practice gym 

(away from glass), or on the concourse (away from glass). 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor (working in conjunction with the Director of Athletics 

and the Operations Command Center) has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the 

Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as 

needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a tornado warning 

for the Chapel Hill and Carborro area. The University has activated its Emergency Siren 

Alert System. Fans in the lower seating areas should proceed to the lower level corridors 

or to the Practice Gymnasium away from glass. Fans in the upper level seating areas 

should proceed to the concourse away from glass. Please retain your ticket stub for re- 

entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct floor personnel to a safe location. 
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~7~en Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When a tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) 

may resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives 

notification that the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The tornado warning 

has expired. Please show your ticket stub and return to your original seat. Play will 

resume in            Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Smith Center is considered a safe structure when lightning is present. During a tornado 

warning, the locker rooms and practice gym (away from glass) are safe areas. The locker rooms 

are the safest option and should be used if available. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall inform the head 

coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As necessary, the 

Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

Vehicles can provide shelter when lightning is present. Individuals can also seek shelter in the 

Rams’ Head Deck or other nearby safe structures. During a tornado warning, individuals should 

drive to the Rams’ Head Deck or first available safe structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 31inures 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Super~,isor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to an appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to an appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or their designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

Woollen Gymnasium is a safe structure when lightning is present. The locker rooms and 

bathrooms are safe structures during a tornado warning. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall inform the head 

coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As necessary, the 

Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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2. Severe Weather Policy for Non-Varsity Athletic Use of UNC Athletics Facilities 

a. Finley Golf Course 

All Finley Golf Course patrons should monitor potential weather threats before and during play. 

Patrons are responsible for making the decision to leave the course and seek shelter when a threat 

of severe weather is present. The Finley Golf Course staff shall monitor severe weather in the 

area using Accuweather. When Accuweather indicates the presence of lightning within 15 miles, 

the Finley Golf Course staff will attempt to notify patrons on the course of the approaching 

threat. Sirens in the area will typically sound in the event of a tornado warning, although the 

Finley Golf Course staff is not responsible in any way for sounding these sirens. Patrons should 

not rely on the Finley Golf Course staff for weather-related information, however, and are 

expected to identify and remove themselves from situations in which severe weather threatens 

their safety. Patrons assume all weather-related risks associated with the use of Finley Golf 

Course. 

b. Koury Natatorium 

Smith Center and/or Koury Natatorium staff will monitor severe weather in the area using 

Accuweather. When Accuweather indicates the presence of lightning within 8 miles, a staff 

member will notify patrons of the need to immediately remove themselves from the pool and 

clear the pool deck. All patrons are expected to comply with the staff members’ instructions. 

c. All Other UNC Athletics Facilities 

Individuals using or occupying UNC Athletics facilities for any reason other than official varsity 

athletics purposes are expected to monitor the weather at all times. UNC staff is not responsible 

for assisting in the protection of any such individuals from weather-related threats. With the 

exception of individuals in attendance at official varsity athletic events, any occupants of UNC 

Athletics facilities are expected to identify and remove themselves from situations in which 

severe weather threatens their safety. Such individuals assume all weather-related risks 

associated with or encountered during the use or occupancy of any and all UNC Athletics 

facilities. 
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FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~!O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday June 25, 2013 9:11 AM 

Lensing, George <lensing@ema~l.unc.edw~ 

Re: Mia 

Will do George! 

Se~t.f!oom my Verizor~ gYlrele,~s 4G LTE DROID 

Lensu g, George" <lensing@ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 
Got your phone message. I know you have one or two other things going on in your life besides being our intermediary with Mia. Like your summer camp 

now in progress! And I know you’d like to have Mia be our speaker on April 11 as much as we would. We’re having a meeting tomorrow afternoon (Wedn.) of the 

committee. If you hear anything from her between now and then, please let me know. Thanks, my friend! 

George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 9:47 AM 

Chad Stoloff <chad@adisciplinedmind.com> 

Re: Would this character assessment recruiting questionnaire help you? 

If the questions are answered honestly, it has value. But that is the issue, isn’t it? 

Sem.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G LT]: L)ROIL) 

Chad Stoloff<cha&~adisciplinedmind.com> wrote: 

Okay. I will attempt to fix that. What do you think overall though of the content and timnat? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Ment~J~ Perfom~ance Expert 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

cha&.2~adisciplinedmind.com 

~x~x~v.adisciplinedmind.com 

www. facebook.comiADisciplinedIvlind 
Tmtter.com/ChadStoloff 

chadstolofllwordpress.com 

On Jun 22, 2013, at 12:30 PM, "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <a~son~b.emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chad, my concern here is this questionnaire would be easy to game. 

Se.u~,/~’om ~r(v ~ ~erizort f~reies’s 4(~ L T/:’ 

Chad Stoloff<cha&.2Zadisciplinedmind.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I have attached the questionnaire again. Plea~ let me know your thoughts, ttow cm~ I improve it to help you identify and assess the right recruits tbr your 

program? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mento1 Performance Expe~nt 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

775-229-5498 

chad~adisciplinedmind.com 

w~-.adisciplinedmind.com 

www. facetx~ok.com/ADisciplinedMind 
Twitter.com/ChadStoloff 

chadstoloflSwordpress.com 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Chad <chad(~adisciplinedmind.com> 

Date: June 12, 2013, 5:34:45 PM MDT 
To: 

Subject: V¢ould this character assessment recruiting questionnaire help you? 

Reply-To: Chad <chad~,~Zadisciplinedmind.com> 

tti Coach, 
I hope your summer is going well! 

Would you u~ this chaxacter assessment recruiting questionnaire k~ evaluate the student-athletes that you are recruiting? Would you make 

any changes or improvements to it to assist you better? 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Mental Performmace Expert 

A Disciplined Mind LLC 

chad(~adisciplinedmind.com 

775-229-5498 



www.adi sciplinedmind.com 

www.thcebook.com/ADisciplinedMind 
Tmt~er.com/ChadStoloff 

chadsmlofllwordpress.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 2:20 PM 

bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Background Check Attes~tion 

Dino, can I assure Paul of this? 

Se~t.~°om my Verizon IVireIess 4G L)"E DROLL) 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: Background Check Attestation 

From: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJJ.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Anson, 

Can you please make sure you have completed all background checks on camp staff, paid and unpaid, as required by the Provost’s memo and complete the form 

for tad Field attestin~ that you have done so as soon as possible? We need to make sure that’s on file. 

Thanks very much, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~;/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, June 25, 2013 11:03 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fall Semes+ter Ee¢ly Move-in 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fall Semester Early Move-in 

From: "Miller, Beth" <betlmfille@unc.edu> 
To: "Sagula, Joseph A" <j~gula@unc.edu>,"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu-~,"Meaders, Hamlis James" <meaders@unc.edtr~,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" 

~anson@email.unc.edu>,"Somoas~o, Carlos M" <c~Jmoano@unc.edu~ 
CC: "G~]lo, Jr., L~mO’ A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Coaches, 

The residence hall early move-in date for student-athletes who are required to be here for pre-season practice is August 11, 2013. if Vou wish for your team 

members to move into their residence hall on Ausust 11, please send me their names, PID # and dorm assignment. I will need to forward these to the housin~ 

office as soon as possible. 

Thank you, 

~Beth 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:32 PM 

Mock, Conrad D Jr <cdmock@unc.edtr~ 

Re: UNC Wrestling - Best of Brand Award Vote - HELP!!! 

"Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock@unc.edu-~ wrote: 

HELP WANTED 
The Carolina Wrestling team, s~aff, and fans need your help in this year’s Best of Brand 

vote We are seeded #7 in the bracket for Pure Enterlainme¢..t against 

Vo~ng ~s already underway so phase go to the ~n~ below, watch our offida~ mascot 

Rameses tra~n for a spot on the team, a~sd vote us past Corneal 

the 2018 Best of B~and 

Each round el voting wili be open ibr one dsy from 8:00am to 8:00pn~ EST, snd we 



must wiP, riga[ day’s vote to adwm.~ [o the nex[ ,,"ou¢.,d..~a.’ tuned aP, d be sure to vote 

ti~e res[ oithe week as [he b~eakdow,,’~ is ~s i~liows - 

Day 1 Quarterfinals, ~.,~e~nesdw, Jun. 26 

Day 2: Semifinals i Tlsul’sday, June 27 

Day 3: Finals i Friday, June 28 

Vote by 8prn Tonight! 

Go HEEL,St 

[ i~i Email Marketing 

....... Powered by 

MailChimp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:35 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@uuc.edu> 

Fwd: NC Vs. Pitt 

Wyudhmn Graud Pittsburgh Spo~ts.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NC Vs. Pitt 

From: "tloruyack, Melis~ - Wyndham Grand Pittsburgh" <MHomyack@~yndham.com> 

To: "Arendas, Dave" <arenda@unc.edu> 
CC: 

G reetings! 
Pittsburgh is excited to have joined the ACC! We look forward to welcoming your team to our beautiful city! Please keep the Wyndham Grand Pittsburgh 
Downtown in mind when booking your hotel accommodations. We have the best location in the city, with breathtaking views of Point State Park, where the Three 
Rivers meet! 
Attached please find a sports promotion and more information on our hotel. I can be reached directly at 412-594-5121 or via email. We are hosting several ACC 
teams and have hosted )rofessional teams as well. 
Thanks in advance for your time and consideration, and I look forward to the possibility of working with you! 
Warm Regards, 

600 Commonwealth Place] Pittsburgh, PA 15222 

(o) 412.594.5121 ] (f) 412.467.3474 I mho~.yack(a)w.~dham.com 

The information in this electronic mail (%-mail") message may contain information that is confidential and/or privileged, or may otherwise be protected by work product 

or other legal rules. It is ,solely for the use of the individual(s) or the entity (ies) originally intended. Access to this electronic mail message by mayone else is unauthorized. 

If you are not the intended recipient, be advised that any unauthorized review, disclosure, cowing, distribution or use of this information, or a~y actiou taken or omitted 

to be takeu in relim~ce on it, is prohibited a~d may be unlawful. Please notify the ~nder immediately if you have received this electronic message by mis~ke, mad 

destroy all copies of the origiual message. 

The sender believes that this e-tnail a~d any attachments were free of any virus, worm, Trojm~ horse, malicious code and/or other coutaminaaats when sent. E-mail 
transmissions cannot be guaraaateed to be secure or error-free, so this message m~d its attachments could have been infected, con-upted or made incomplete during 
transmission. By reading the message a~d opening m~y attachments, the recipient accepts full responsibiliU for any viruses or other de~Ects that mw arise, and for taking 
remedial action relatiug to such viruses and other defects. Neither Wyudham Worldwide Corporation nor any of its affiliated entities is liable for m~y loss or daa~age 
arising in any way- from, or for errors or omissions in the contents o£ this message or its attachinents. 



WYNDHAM GRAND 
~’.~ ~.~: ."~,,,’w.’~ ~: ..................... ~s~~:~.£~: ~:~ ~’ii7":~ ~ ~~ .~ ..... ’:~:~ :’s: : ~,’~ :L~* ~’~ 

Wyndham Grand Pittsburgh Downtown / 600 Commonwealth Drive / Pittsburgh, PA 25222/www,wyndham~randpittsbur~h.com 

We Help You Win 

experience and 

Games by providing an organized arrival and departure 

by supporting and meeting all of your team’s needs! 

Hotei Hi~h/iohts: Guest Room Hiq~hts: 

Conveniently Located Within Minutes of All 

Sporting Venues 

Bus Parking Available 

Discounted Team Menus 

Complimentary Meeting Rooms 

Onsite Restaurant & Room Service serving 

breakfast-late night 

Fitness Center & Indoor pool 

Over 85 Restaurants within walking distance 

Only Hotel in the city with Breathtaking Views 

of the Three Rivers and City Sky Scrape 

712 Renovated guest rooms allow you to work, relax, 

and enjoy a perfect night’s sleep 

Pre Key / Check In Prior to Arrival 

Ability to Turn Off Incidentals 

Complimentary Suite for Coaches (all suites have 

refrigerators and microwaves) 

Free Wi-Fi in all Guest Rooms 

Mini-Fridge & Microwaves available upon request 

(based on availability) 

Rotes 5tordng @ $79°00 per Night/~ 

~Based on Availability. Taxes not included, Rates with breakfast buffet also available 

For More Information or to book your next team stay with us, 

please contact: 

Melissa Hornyack 

Sales Manager 

(412) 594-5121- Direct 

mhornyack@wyndham.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:46 PM 

bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Background Checks 

Dino, can you call Paul aaad tell him what you have done? 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ ~Vire[ess 4G L)"E 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: Background Checks 

From: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@uuc.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: "Field, Jaci" <jfield@unc.edu> 

Anson, 

Can you please call me and let me know if you have any questions on the background check requirement for camps? In order to fulfill University requirements, Jaci 

needs to ~et a form si~ned from you ~uys attestin~ that all background checks have been completed in accordance with the requirements in the Provost’s memo. 

Please let me know if I can be of assistance so we can ~et this done right away. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 12:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: {DlWSOC} 2013 Schedule request~yes 2013~opening weekend~PEPPERDINE, August 23rd. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: {DIWSOC} 2013 Schedule request~yes 2013~opening weekend~PEPPERDINE, August 23rd. 

From: "Ra¥field, Janet Elizabeth" <myfiel@illinois.edtr~ 

To: "Rayfield, Janet El~abeth" <ms~eld@illinois.edtr~ 

CC: "DlWsoc@soccerlists.org" <dl wsoc@soccerlists.org> 

Not sure how it has been attached to the list serve e-inail but thele is a player profile attached to every+ e-mail that is being seut using this list sel~/e. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 6:18 PM 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com> 

Re: Background Checks 

Excellent, then call Paul. 

Sent.~"om my Verizort tl~ireie,~s 4G L)"~ DROLL) 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com> wrote: 

Jaci has everything. 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Jun 26, 2013, at 12:46 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m@email.t~nc.edu> wrote: 

Dino, can you call Panl and tell him what yon have done? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo,~ ~Vireles~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

........ Original Message ........ 

S ubject: Background Checks 

From: "Pogge, Paul" <i?~_~_g)g__e_@__u_!!_c_=_e__d_t_~5, 

To: "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <.a_4~_OR_r_(_a~_e_!_n_.oi.l_: _u_r!._c_:.e_d._u_ > 

CC: "Field, Jaci" <~_l_]__e__I__d_£_a~LLn__c_’_:_e_d__t!> 

Anson, 

Can you please call me and let me know if you have any questions on the background check requirement for camps? In order to fulfill University 

requirements, Jaci needs to ~et a form si~ned from you ~uys attestin~ that all background checks have been completed in accordance with the 

requirements in the Provost’s memo. Please let me know if I can be of assistance so we can ~et this done right away. 

Thanks, 

Paul 

<imageOOl.jpg > 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 6:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: PUMA_ Womeffs Elite Showcase - Please Confirm Your Spot 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: PUMA Womeffs Elite Showcase - Plea~ Confirm Your Spot 

From: Puma Women’s Showcase <PnmaWomensShowcase@gmnnarketing.com> 

To: 

CC: 

Hello! 

We are under 3 weeks away from the third annual PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase and we look forward to the opportunity to host you and your women’s soccer program at 
this great event. 

As mentioned in our last communication, we are very excited that this year’s Showcase will be hosted in partnership with Disney at the ESPN Wide World of Sports 

Complex! The world renown complex provides some of the top training and game facilities in the country and we could not be more thrilled to host our event with Disney. 

With the Showcase quickly approaching we need to ensure you and your program’s spot. We strongly encourage you to secure your place by July 3rd. With a new Showcase 

venue for 2013 we need to provide advanced notice of all Showcase attendees/guests that will be joining us on-site at the Wide World of Sports. Please RSVP at your earliest 
convenience to womensshowcaseCc~puma.com. 
Finally, our athlete list has seen some changes over the past few days and we expect to share a new confirmed athlete last with you next week. Besides the athlete list, 
please be on the lookout for a Showcase schedule and venue map for your convenience. 
We’re looking forward to a great Showcase and should you have any questions in advance of the event, please do not hesitate to let us know at 

womensshowcase~Npuma.com. 

Thank you! 

PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase 

Notice: This email is intended only for the person or enti~ to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidential or otherwise protected 

from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent 

responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error, please immediately not@ us by calling the Help 

Desk at (800) 696-0015. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 6:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: ’][’rio of NarionaJ Cup XII Regionals conclude as 53 teams claim ritles 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Trio of National Cup XII Regionals conclude as 53 teams claim rifles 

From: US Clnb Soccer <irLfb@usclubsoccer.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Trio of National Cup XII Regionals conclude as 53 teams claim titles 
Northwest Regional: Web paqe l Schedules~Res~!!ts I Champions!Photos 
Southeast Regional: .__W__e___b__E_a_g_e_.. I _s___c_b__e__d__~Le__s_L_R___e__s___u_!_t__s_ I _c__[_~__a___m__p__t_o__n___s_L_n_b__o__N_s_ 

West Regional (Girls): Web page I ScheduleslResults I Champions/Photos 
National Cup XII Web page I usclubsoccer.org 

CHARLESTON, S,~, (June 26~ 2013) - The busiest weekend of National Cup )<II Regional play drew to a close Tuesday as a total of 53 teams claimed championships at the 
Northwest Regional, Southeast Regional and West Regional (Girls), which each took place June 22-25. 
A total of 345 teams representing 18 different states competed in the three events, with winners in the U-13 through U-17 age groups qualifying for the National Cup XlI Finals. 
That event will be held July 18-2:1 at Aurora Sports Park in suburban Denver alongside the 20:13 NPL Champions Cup. 
Northwest Regional 
The largest of the three events was the Northwest Regional, which crowned 28 champions at 60 Acres Soccer Complex in Seattle. Among the winners at the event was FC 
Portland ’96 Navy (U-:16 Girls Super Group), which last summer fell just short of winning a national title. At the National Cup XI Finals last July, the team dropped a 2-:1 decision 
in the U-:15 Girls Super Group championship game. 
"We are delighted for the team to repeat as Northwest Regional Champions as it is a testament to their hard work and consistency to win the title two years in a row," said FC 
Portland Program Director Mike dePinna. "It was great to see the strength of our overall program to see so many of our teams do well, and we are equally proud of the style in 
which we perform across all age groups." 
Also earning a Northwest Regional title for the second straight year was Eastside FC ’97 Red, which won the U-:15 Girls Super Group. The team has appeared in a 
championship game at the Northwest Regional in each of the past three years. 
"Eastside FC looks forward every year to competing at the National Cup as it provides an opportunity for our team to compete at the highest level against teams we would not 
normally have an opportunity to see,"said Eastside FC ’97 Red coach Porter Lombard. "The team’s success the past couple of years at these events is due in large part to the 
pool of players we are able to draw in the Pacific Northwest. The EFC administration and coaching staff has created a world-class program promoting and supporting youth 
Soccer." 

West Regional (Girls) 
An additional :13 teams claimed championships at the West Regional (Girls), which was held at Davis Legacy Soccer Complex in Davis, Calif. Leading all clubs with a pair of 
titles was Santa Clara Sporting, which boasted champions in the U-:13 and U-:15 Premier Groups. 
Also among the winners in Davis were two teams that successfully defended their National Cup XI West Regional (Girls) titles, including both Central Cal Alliance ’96/’97 Black 
(U-:16 Super Group) and Lamorinda SC United ’95 (U-:17 Super Group). 
"l’s really a reflection of our club and shows what direction we are trying to go in terms of results and player development," said Angela Holder, coach of Central Cal Alliance 
’96/’97 Black, on the team’s continued success. "The players are very excited and ready to prepare for the next couple weeks and to see how things are going to play out in 
Colorado." 
Southeast Regional 
The remaining :12 titles of the weekend were earned at the Southeast Regional, which took place at Bryan Park Soccer Complex in Greensboro, N.C. Pacing all clubs at the 
event with three championships was Annandale Boys and Girls Club, which claimed championships in the U-:16 Boys Super Group, U-:16 Boys Premier Group and U-:17/:18 Boys 
Super Group. 
Earning a Southeast Regional title for the second consecutive season and a return trip to the National Cup Finals was Northern Steel SC Explosion, which won the U-:14 Premier 
Group. One of two teams from the club to earn a Regional championship this weekend, the Explosion posted a 2-:1-0 record in the U-:13 Premier Group at the National Cup XI 
Finals, narrowly missing a berth in the championship game. 
"We’re really spoiled at our club to have such a hard-working group of girls that are completely committed to each other and the game," said Blair Gerlach, coach of both 
championship-winning teams from Northern Steel SO. "]~’s a really humble group of girls that work really hard and over the years have learned how to win together." 
Adding to the festive environment around the events. Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott welcomed players, parents and fans to its promotional tent for giveaways and a chance 



to win tickets to a World Cup qualifier. The Official Hotel of US Club Soccer, Fairfield Inn & Suites by Marriott will have a presence at many upcoming US Club Soccer events, 
including all seven Regional events and the National Cup ×11 Finals. 
National Cup X11 competition will conclude with the Midwest Regional (June 28 - July 1 in Chicago) and the Mid-Atlantic Regional (June 29 - July 2 in Hammonton, N.J.). 
Full lists of champions and team photos from this weekend’s three National Cup X11 Regionals can be found using the links below: 

Northwest Regional: 
Southeast Regional: Champions/Photos 

West Regional (Girls): Champions!Photos 

A National Association member of the U.S. Soccer Federation, US Club Soccer is an organization committed to the development and support of soccer clubs in the United 
States. 
US Club Soccer offers youth and adult registration, league- and cup-based competition platforms at the recreational and competitive levels, as well as a variety of other 

programming, including the Olympic Development Program-sanctioned id2 Program and Player Development Programs. 

Through US Club Soccer, all of a club’s programs - recreational, competitive and adult - are able to be united under one organizational umbrella, creating a "members for life" 
culture within each club. 

_u__s_c_!_u___b__s__o_c__c__e_._Lg~g I Facebook:/y_s__c__!y__b__s__o_c_f_e__r_. I Twitter: .@__u___s__c_Lu___b__s_q_c__c_e_!: I YouTube: !_ _u_ _s_ _c_ J_ _u_b_ _s_ _o_c_ _c_ _e_ _r_ I KYCK,com: !_ _u_ _s_ _c_ J_ _u_b_ _s_ 9_ _c_ _c_ _e_ ~ 

### 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu by info@usclubsoccer.or~J i 

._U_p__d__a__t_e___~_r_9_f_LL_ej__E__m___a_iL_A__d__d__r__e_s__s. :: Instant removal with ~_a__f.e_.U__n__s._ub_~c__rjb_.e_.TM ~_r_Ly__a__c_¥___P__o_[i_c3~. 

US Club Soccer I 192 E. Bay St., Ste. 301 I Charleston I SC I 29401 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, June 26, 2013 6:43 PM 

geol~[?ey.griltin@wellsl~argoadvi sors.com 

Re: Good Luck 

geoff~ey.griltin@wellsfargoadvisors.com wrote: 

Good luck-bring home another championship. Talk to you Mter you get back t?om San Diego. 

Geoff 

~X~ Schedu[e8 X~ Ar~Y .... X~ Mak~an 

::X:: htt p:#~.~asign at u res.com/geoff rey.griffin/geoffr 
~.griffin 1 04.jpg 

~i https: i~"~ http://www.wfasignat ........ /geoffr 

//saf.        ey.griffin/geoffrey.griffin 1 07.jpg 

argoa 

dvisor 

Visit my webpage 

Add rne toyour Corltacts 

Sincerely, 

Geoffrey T. Griffin, CFP~ 

Senior Vice President - Investments 
Anthony~Berra~Griffin Wealth Nanagement Group of Wells Fargo Advisors 

Weiis Fargo ~%dvisors, LLC i 3102., Glenwood Avenue Sc:ite 20~ :: Raieioh NC 27L:,12 
[el 919-7~32-1.200 I Toil-free 800-671~,-1.’.. 88 I Fax 919-.7~32-3856 

qeoffirey.qdflfin@wellsfarqoadvisors.conq I http:!/www.wfadvisors.comiqeoffrey.qriffin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:19 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Looks good to me too!! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tI~irele,~s 4G L)"E LL~tOIL) 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson? Looks good to me. 

-Toru 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tirrm~ermans, Tom 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 9:17 AM 
To: Sander, 2T~omas J; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: 

Toru, 

See attached. Please ruake sure it is correct. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froru: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Tuesday, June 25, 2013 2:47 PM 
To: Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Form Returned:          information Form pdf 

17OIT11 Retm-ned: Information Form pdf 

The attached file is the filled-out form. Please open it to review the data. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday. June 27, 2013 2:28 PM 

Chris Batchelder ~gmail.com> 

Re: Youth Prograan 

Chris Batchelder @gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

It’s been super busy this week~ are you available Monday morning? I cam give you a call then 

Thank you, 

Chris Batchelder 

On Jun 25, 2013, at 11:04 PM, "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <ansonC~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sure ... call me ......... I am in San Diego all week. 

Se~t~.f!~ortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4(7 LYE DRO~D 

Chris Batchelder, ~gmail.com > wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

How has your summer been going? 

I wanted to shoot you an email to talk about a few things. 

I coach bx~ys varsi~ at Benzie Central which is a division three school here in Michigan. The girls varsity coach roll be retiring soon and I will be ofl~red 

that tx~sition when he retires. For the meantime I will be coaching the tx~ys m~d focu~d on getting the elementary level stronger. 

Here in Benzie we have a youth program in fact it goes from K-6 m~d then we have 7-8th grade middle school wogmm. The problem we have is that it is 

ran by someone who doesn’t really know soccer, so this yem it is my goal to have a bigger presence and tiN to change the way things axe focused on that 

group. It is more of a babysitting/focused on winning rather than teaching the fi~ndamentals. So, what I mn asking is there any advice that you can give me 

to create m~d turn this program around? 

If there are any programs on the Internet that you could point me towards I would appreciate that as well. 

Thank you for your time, 

Christopher Batchelder 

Benzie Central Varsity Soccer 

"When you want to succeed as bad as you wax~t to breathe, then you’ll be successful" 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 3:34 PM 

michelle akers <michelle@michelleakers.org> 

Re: michelle a~cers survey 

"You wm~t me to do what???" 

Ses~f.f!"om my VeHzon II%eie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

michelle aI:ers <michelle@michelleaI:ers.org> wrote: 

how@. can you humor us and pls provide a caption for this picture?? nice isn’t a prerequisite, thank you. 

Michelle Akers 

Michelle Akers Soccer & Training Co. 
POB 814 
Powder Springs, GA 30127 
www.michellea kers.or.q 
www. michellea kershorserescue.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, June 27, 2013 3:36 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: project e~rors 

Good job To~n’. ! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireIe,~s 4@ LJ"E DROLL) 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Doug, 

Attached are photos of the most blatant errors in the graphics we received. Most people coming by to casually browse won’t notice them, and like I said, we’ll be 

replacing them in the near future anyway as we update them with new names and faces. But since we’re not asking them to be reprinted now, I was hoping we 

could negotiate some sort of reduced cost for the next go-around of updated reproductions. Let me know what you think. 

-Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Woinen~s Soccer 

U~fiversi~ ofNortfi C~xolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:12 AM 

@aol.com; Dncar, Chris <ducar@unc.edtv~ 

Re: graduate 

yon have trained and developed the best, we trusl yon so thank you for your candidness. It is so tough to make a good decision on a young player and ruth early 

commitments this is not just huNng ns but the player who then slruggles to get on the field. Last fail fonr walkons st~xted for us because of mistakes we made in 

scholarship recruiting. All the besl and good luck again in the finals’. 

@aol.com wrote: 

Hello Guys, 
This kid is a very smart player, reads the game well. Technically, she’s sound. However 
watch her and see, you can. But, I know you’re all very busy. 

Hope all is well, 

don’t think athletically she can compete at your level. Obviously, if you want to 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: @aol.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, 11:01 pm 
Subject: Fwd: graduate 

what do you think of ? Good luck in Richmond and congrats on your consistent success. 

Seut from my Ve.rizon Wire~e,ss 4G L TE DROiD 

...... Original Message ...... 
Subject: graduate 
From: ~hotmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is 

because of your 

and I am a rising Sophomore at 

program and as well as your Dentist .ry department. 

Ihave a GPAofa . I am interested in attending UNC 

I currently play for the                     team. I I am a          wearing ]erse    During our         season we have only had four goals 

against us. Our team has recently played in the National Play Offs, managing to win all three games with only one goal against us. I was also named in the 

Our [eam will be participating in the ECNL Championship on July 104 5 in Richmond, 

Virginia. 

My coach’s name is His email is @aol.com and can be reached at 

My email is ~:~hotmail.com and my cell phone number is ~ 

Thank you and I hope to see you at the fields. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 11:25 AM 

~aol.com; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edtr~ 

Re: graduate 

Your hones~ will serve your players in ways they might not appreciate right now. I wish more coaches had your philosophy. What is hemlbreaJdng is for a ~e~Jly nice 
young player to sit and watch when she could be playing 90 minutes somewhere else. Is so tough for us to sort out a freshman or sophomore with one or two looks 

when she wants to commit as soon as possible. Thin,ks again! 

~aol.com wrote: 

Appreciate the compliment..J try to be honest always. It’s impressive that you won a National Title with 4 walk-ons (and "mistakes" with recruiting)...speaks volume for you, 
your staff, and the program you’ve built. Keep up the good work! 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: @aol.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 
Sent: Fri, 11:12 am 
Subject: Re: graduate 

you have trained and developed the best, we trust you so thank you for your candidness. It is so tough to make a good decision on a young player and with early 
commitments this is not just hurting us but the player who then struggles to get on the field. Last fall four walkons started for us because of mistakes we made in scholarahip 
recruiting. All the best and good luck again in the finals! 

Sent from rny Vedzon W}reless 4G L TE DRO~D 

~aol.com wrote: 

Hello Guys, 
This kid is a very smart player, reads the game well. Technically, she’s sound. However 
watch her and see, you can. But, I know you’re all very busy. 

Hope all is well. 

don’t think athletically she can compete at your level. Obviously, if you want to 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: ~aol.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu, 11:01 pm 

Subject: Fwd: graduate 

what do you think of ? Good luck in Richmond and congrats on your consistent success. 

Sent #era my Vetfzon IAfire~,ess 4G L TE DROID 

...... Original Message ...... 

Subject: graduate 
From: }hotmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: "Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Arisen Dorrance, 

My name is 

because of your 

and I am a rising Sophomore at 

program and as well as your Dentistry department. 

have a GPA of a I am interested in attending UNC 

I currently play for the                      [eam I I am a center back wearing jersey #5. During our         season we have only had four goals 

against us. Our team has recently played in the National Play Offs, managing to win all three games with only one goal against us. I was also named in the 

Best XI "article for the National Play Offs in Top D[awer Our team will be participating in the ECNL Championship on July 10-I 5 in Richmond, 

Virginia. 

My coach’s name is His email is ~aol.cem and can be reached at 

My email is ~hotmail.com and my cell plqone number is 

Thank you and I hope to see you at the fields. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:33 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Fwd: ESPYs plara~ing 

ESPYs Awards.docx 

can you make this? What a wonderful year for yon!’.! Well done 

Se~t from ~v ~ ~ri.:o~t W~reles’,~" 4G LI~’ DR~?ID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ESPYs plam~ing 

Fro,n: "Steinbacher, Rick" <rick(c)!unc.edu> 
To: "Cu,mingha~, Bubba" <bubbac@e,nail.unc.edu>,"Norto~ Molly" <mbnorton@unc.edu>,"Bates Gra~nger (bgminge@taylorstmtegy.com)" 

<bgrainger@taylors~trategy.com>,"Dorraaace, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edt>-,"Levy, Jennifer S" <:jenny lew@unc edu>."Steinbacher, Rick" 

<rick@unc.edu>,"Timmenna~s, Tom" <ti,nmerma~@unc.edu> 
CC: 

All - 

Lots of moving parts RE: ESPYs travel. Attached is a quick summary of potential travelers and events. Molly Norton has agreed to help coordinate all of this along 

with me and Bates Grainger (representing Capital One). 

Plan right now is for Capital One to cover travel for Bubba and Anson. Athletic Department will cover travel for Jenny, me and Larry if he can go. Student Athlete 

Opportunity fund will cover travel for (ESPN will cover their event access). Bates is working on the event access pieces for Bubba, Anson, Jenny, 

me and Larry. 

Anson and Jenny - do you know for sure that both are going and do you know if they are planning on taking a guest or are they attending by 

themselves? 

Hope to have all the logistics worked out today, or by end of day Monday at the latest. Any questions, please let Molly or I know. 

Thanks, 

Rick 



Attendees: 
Name 

Cunningham, 
Bubba 
Dorrance, 
Anson 
Levy, 
Jenny 

ESPYs Awards - UNC Travel Planning 

RDU - LAX 

Need to book via 
Capital One 
Need to book via 
Capital One 

Delta Flt 1097, 
RDU 7:25am, LAX 
9:29am 

Need to book via 
Anthony Travel 

Need to book via 
Anthony Travel 

LAX - RDU 

Need to book via 
Capital One 
Need to book via 
Capital One 

Delta Flt 1342, 
LAX 4:30pm, RDU 
8:30pm 

Need to book via 
Anthony Travel 

Need to book via 
Anthony Travel 

HOTEL 

Need to book via 
Capital One 
Need to book via 
Capital One 

?? 

Need to book via 
ESPN 

Need to book via 
ESPN 

EVENT 
ACCESS 
Provided by 
Capital One 
Provided by 
Capital One 
Working on via 
Capital One / 
Also has access 
via Dan 
Provided by 
ESPN 

Provided by 
ESPN 

Gallo, Can Larry attend? 
Larry 
Steinbacher,    Need to book via Need to book via Need to book via Working on via 
Rick Anthony Travel Anthony Travel Anthony Travel Capital One 

EXPENSE 
COVERAGE 
Capital One - ALL 

Capital One - ALL 

Athletic Director 
Budget - ALL 

ESPN - Event 
Access 
SAF - Travel 
Expenses 

ESPN - Event 
Access 
SAF - Travel 

Expenses 

Athletic Director 
Budget - ALL 

Athletic Director 
Budget - ALL 

COMMENTS / 
OTHER 

Does Jenny already 
have hotel booked? 

Is bringing a 

guest? 

Is bringing 
a guest? 

Events: 

Tuesday, thru Wednesday, 
l, 12pm - 9pm + 

- The Escape, an exclusive destination for ESPY nominees and presenters 
,11am - 3pm @ JW Marriott 

Tuesday, -"Body at ESPYS" Pre-Party - 9pm - lam @ Lure Nightclub 

Wednesday, - ESPYS Red Carpet Walk - 3pm - 5:45pm @ LA Live Plaza 

Wednesday, - The 2013 ESPYS - 6pm - 8:30pm PT @ Nokia Theatre 

Wednesday, - The Official ESPYS Post Party Celebration - 8:30pm - lam @ JW Marriott 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Friday, June 28, 2013 11:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Womens Soccer Prospects for June 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Womens Soccer Prospects tbr June 

From: National Scouting Report <listreply@nsr-inc.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

June’s Womens Soccer Prospects - updated list 
Because No~ien~I Scouting1 Report has been certified by ~he NCAA, when you ta~k ~e N~R 

on-the-ground sco~ts, you can rest asswed they hove been cleared by the NCAA 

certificotion progrom As the ~otion’s ~argest scouting orgon~zat~on with over 200 scouts 

nationwide, NSR is your premier scotMng service, Ot~r scouts persena~]y scout and 

inte~ew each of our prospects so that yo~ can know thor he or she hos been 

professionally vetted for talent, deske, grades, werk et~c and c~aracteh 

Our prospectoathtetes ronge from highoteVel Dt relent to sofid Dlfl athletes. They are aMe 

to be routinely and conveniently be ewluated through their NSR prefik) en {!~E::[~?.~:.~A~?:L 

where coach’s can find skill information and v~deos~ You can a~ways trust NSR to provide 

yo~ w~th qualRy studenbotMetes, ~ust like coaches have s~f~ce 1980. ~ are NOT 

te~emarketers; we’re on-the-ground scouts, and we #edge to on~y previde you with oNy 

legitimate cellege p~espects 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, June 29, 2013 12:10 AM 

Pete Sadin <PSadin@sportsendeavors.com> 

Re: NC Alliance/TFC College Symposimn - Aug 2nd 

For the man that sent us two walk on s~tarters? Yes!!’. (But let me check with my wife ... I am out of town right now!) 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ Wireless 4G 

Pete Sadin <PSadin@sportsendeavors.com> wrote: 

Anson - 

Hope you are well. Just wanted follow back up with this to see if you might be available for our college recruiting night on August 2nd. Let me know when you can. Thanks. 

Pete Sadin 
Triangle Futbol Club 
North Carolina Alliance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(~)email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Friday-, March 29, 2013 11:53 AM 
To: Pete Sadin 
Subject: RE: NC Alliance/TFC College Symposium - Aug 2nd 

Pete, 

If I am in town I would love to help but please have a back up if I need to steal away (I have been invited to Brazil for the Confederations Cup and ray daughter ruight have a show in Boston 
that ~veekend). 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: psadin@sportsendeavors.com [mailto:psadin@sportsendeavors com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 28, 2013 2:51 P2vl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NC Alliance/TFC College Symposium - Aug 2nd 

Anson - 

Hope you’re ;vell Would like to invite you to be one of the speakers at our annual NC Alliance/Triangle FC College Symposium I know its right near pre-season but wanted to tW and get it 
on ?’our calendar now We also have our Team Camp for our Alliance teams the next day and the opportum~ to watch our teams train Saturday. 

Let me know what you think Thanks. 

August 2nd 
Usually 6:30-8:00 pm 

Pete Sadin 
DOC U15-U18 Gh-ls 
Director of Operations 
Triangle Futbol Club 
North Carolina Alliance 
www.trian~lefc.or; 
www ncalliancesoccer.com 
Adidas, Soccer.corn 
Proud members ofUSYS, NCYSA, US Club, Super Y, NSCAA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 12:11 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Best regards. 

Sincerely yours, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 12:12 AM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino <      ~)aol.com> 

Fwd: -#24 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: #24 
From: ~gmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@ema~l.unc.edw~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Thank for your email inviting me to camp. I just returned from Far West Regionals in Hawaii and will be visiting campuses on the east coast the 2 

weeks after the 4th of July {July 8- July 19). I would love to visit your campus and meet you and your other coaches. Unfortunately, my high school starts 
back on July 22, so I don’t have much time. However, if that works for you, it’d be great. I have your number and that of Chris Ducar, so I’ll be calling next 

week. 
Thank you so much for your interest, 

Coach: ,~asu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,             12:15 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Yes!!’. Offto the semi’s tomorrow! Have tun! (And no one can work as rarely as Dino ... it is just not possible.) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

Hope you guys are dominating. Great visit with 
helped put things in perspective for 

and her morn. They are going to visit in the fall and bring the Dad back. was a superstar and joined us as we’ll and really 

Bird 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 10:52 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino~ ~ar~l.com> 

Fwd: UNC Camp 

Cl~is, cain you follow up with this ldd’? Thank you! 

Se,~t.f!°om my Verizon Wireless 4(5 L)"k L)]~OIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: [INC Camp 

From: @productdesign- biz.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance 

Thank you so much for the opportunity to participate in the UNC camp this past week. I especially enjoyed playing against your 

talented girls team. It gave me great perspective on what to work toward and was an experience I will never forget. 

Receiving the MVP award for             was such an honor and having you present it made it even more special. I will also 

treasure having your signature in my copy of The Vision of a Champion. I promise to keep working hard and apply the tips and 

techniques I learned from the coaching staff. 

Coach       has asked me to provide regular updates on my training this summer. If you have the opportunity, it would be 

great if you could drop him a short note with your feedback on my performance this week. His email address is 

(a;caslnc.com. 

Wishing you all the best. Go Tar Heels!!! 

"Failure happens all the time. 

It happens every day in practice 
What makes you better is how you react to it." 

-MiaHamm 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 10:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: #21 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: #21 

From:’ ~yahoo.com> 

To: 

nvandyke@stanIbrd.edu,heedumk@xavier.edu,Vanessa.Ve~a~va]p~.edu,tasha.bel~@uvu.edu,madsend@uwm.edu,kcms@utep.edu,j~sh.a.gmen@usd.edu,tim.ba~era~ 

Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,necky@gators.ufl.edu~kje4@stmarys- 

ca.edu,michael.coll@unlv.edn,tapsey@boise state.edu,j hyde@sfsu.edu, rdedini@c s us.edu,j e ft~leightman@sj s u.edu, bzwaschka@c sufresno.edu, cah013 @uark.edu,adroff,~ 

CC: 

Dear Coach, 
My name is I am currently attending going in as a Sophomore in I 
made the Junior Varsity team last year and started as a Varsity invited me to two of their 
tournaments and I ended my season on the Varsity team. I plan on trying out again and making Varsity this year. Along 
with high school ball comes my Team in where I also played center mid. Due to an 
unfortunate injury, I have been playing until my teammate is fully recovered. As I go into my 
Sophomore year, I would like to explore my options and I have come upon this school. Not only because of the level of 
athletics but also for my education and what I would like to major in at your school. Thankfully this school has a major for 
Registered Nursing which makes your college even more of an interest to me. I am well aware that there are thousands 
of other student-athletes that would like to attend this college. I would just like to point out that I am ready to work on and 
off the field; also in and out of class to show that I am ready to put everything that I have into making my dreams 
possible. That first step would be to attend your college in hope of increasing my education and especially my athletic 
ability. There is nothing more I could ask for than to have you come and watch me play at my next Club tournament that 
will be held July ~2-~4 at the Davis Legacy College Showcase in Davis, Ca. 

Bracket B 

11:00 AH 

~ 6:30 PH 

Bracket B 

Thank You 
#21 

PS. I will keep you updated on my status, whether if game times, tournament dates, video footage, etc. Here are some 
pictures from last year and some footage from a U-15 tournament game. 
Web Link: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 11:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My name is and I’ve been playing since I was a litt2le girl. I’m a starting for the Junior Varsity a~d V~msi~ 

team. I have kept s~traight so far through all of my educational career. I’ll keep it sho~t I’m sine you have a vely bnsy day. Thmfl( you for even reading this it mea~s a 

lot. 

class of 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 6:33 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Player Recruittnent 

player profile region 1 .doc 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: Player Recruitment 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson.~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Hello, My name is _ and I live in where my . I am interested 

in attending and playing      for North Carolina. I just finished my freshman year at                         with a GPA while a varsi~ s~arter and earning 

:hampionship. I am also a member of the                             and 

have been selected to attend the ODP Region 1 camp at Rhode Island University from              Additionally I play for a local       ci~ t 

woman’s team. If you or your recruiting team are planning to attend the ODP Region 1 camp this July, I would be ve~ privileged and honored to meet you. 

Ve~, Respect[hlly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 6:33 AM 

bill palladino ~ar~l.com> 

Fwd: Player Recruittnent 

godp player profile region 1 .doc 

Sent fro~u my ~’eri.~on t~’ireles,~" 415 LI~’ 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: Player Recruitment 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <anson.~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Hello, My name is and I live in where m? ~. I am interested 

in attending and playing for Norfl~ Carolina. I just finished my freshman year at with a GPA while a varsi~ s~arter and earning 

All E~ .............. ampionship. I am also a member of the and 

have been selected to attend the ODP Region 1 camp at Rhode Island University fi~om Additionally I play for a local ci~ t ) 
woman’s team. If you or your recruiting team are planning to attend the ODP Region 1 camp this July, I would be ve~ privileged and honored to meet you. 

Very Respectthlly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:34 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: I’m Going To Nationals 

Bio    .pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: I’m Going To Nationals 

From: ~yahoo.com~ 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~em~fil.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My team did very well in the Far West Regional Championships in Oahu. We earned a spot in the National Championship in Overland 

Park Kansas,July 23 28. My previous invitation to come and see me plny in Surf Cup, is no longer valid. If you ~vil] be at Nationals then I hope you can come 

and see me play in one of our gnmes. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 9:52 AM 

bill palladino ~ar~l.com> 

Fwd: Hey Coach~ " " " trying to reach You or Bill .... 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ lI~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

........ OriginaJ, Message ........ 

Subject: ttey Coach, CMA National Recording Aritst 

From:                     ~,         cam> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

trying to reach You or Bill .... 

Coach, I doubt you remember me from the past two summers, but my step-daughter has attended your College Bound Players camps these past two years 

The reason tTar my email is that due to all of the mounting medical bills, ~ve were not able to register       in time and now it seems the July camp is full’.! Is there ANY YVAY we can pay 
and get her into the camp? She looks so forward to it each year and dreams of one day playing for UNC! I hope you can and will help. I reference Bill Palladino because year before last, we 
spent a fair amount of time with him on opening night, during the BBQ ~vhen it rained and have spoke with him a few times since including last year during camp. 

will be 15 this July 7 and NOTHING would be a GREAT GIFT to her than to find out she WILL be attending your camp I hope you can find a way to help us out here. Please do not 
get me wrong, we are very VERY blessed considering all that we have been faced with, but for to miss her aunual ~veek at UNC because of the would 
really ~vell, SUCK Again, we can pay for her to go, but there appear to be no openings 

I hope you will help us here. 

Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 4:28 PM 

bill palladino ’~aol.com> 

Fwd: Hey Coach " " " trying to reach You or Bill .... 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Hey Coach, CMANational Recording Aritst 

From:                     ~,         com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emml.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

trying to reach You or Bill .... 

Coach, I doubt you remelnber lne flora the past two sun~’ners, but ray step-daughter has attended your College Bound Players camps these past two years. 

The reason for my email is that due to all of the mounting medical bills, ~ve were not able to register       in time and now it seems the July camp is full’.! Is there ANY WAY we can pay 
and get her into the camp? She looks so forward to it each year and dreams of one day playing for L~,-C! I hope you can and will help. I reference Bill Palladino because year befbre last, we 
spent a fair amount of" time with him on opening night, during the BBQ ~vhen it rained and have spoke with him a few times since including last year during camp. 

will be 15 this July 7 and NOTHING would be a GREAT GWT to her than to find out she WILL be attending your camp I hope you can find a way to help us out here. Please do not 
get me wrong, we are very VERY blessed considering all that we have been faced with, but for       to miss her aunual ~veek at WNC because of the                           would 

really ~vell, SUCK. Again, we can pay for her to go, but there appear to be no openings 

I hope you will help us here. 

Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 11:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Update-- 

Resume pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Update--" 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to update you on my stats and let you know how my high school season went. 

I had a veo~ successful spring season in high school, logging 32 goals and 26 assists. A few of the accolades included All Conference, All Region and All State. I aJso 
received All County Player of the Year, All Region Player o[" the Year, Offensive MVP as well as the Top Drawer       ItS National Player of the Week 

My dedication shows in the classroom as well as the       field - maintaining a        weighted GPA. Attached is a recently updated resume. 

I am attending ODP Region III camp in Alabama in a couple of weeks. I’m also working to get bigger, stronger, and thster this summer. I go to the trainer 4 times a 

week and he works with me based on my spoilt. Along with this, I’m working on my ball skills and endurance on tny own time. 

Thanks for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 11:45 PM 

Tim Bradbu~ t@aol.com> 

Re: Best wishes 

We are open Tim! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tI~irele,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

Tim Bradbury ~aol.com> wrote: 

Anson hope your well and er~ioying life 

Good to see playing and representing well 

I have a young kid vacationing near your manor who wants to see soccer facilities 

Can she drive by and look or is everything locked down ? 

Best wishes 

Th~ 

Sent from my iPhone 



Frolll~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O WNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 11:47 PM 

bill palladino < ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Awsome Camp Experience 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Awsome Cmnp F~xperience 

From: ~eartNink.neV> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe(t A IV" ~anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance~ 
Hello Sir, my name is I am fourteen years old, rising sophomore, class of I play tbr ~ on the 

Team. I attended your Women’s College Bound Players Camp for the very first time and it was a vely great, unique experience. 

I am a, . I was very interested to know that your team played a 3-4-3. Once my group leader, explained that the formation is great for defending at the highest point of the 

field; it made complete sense to me why this formation is so successful. 
The best part about this camp is that it challenged you evely minute you’re on the field. At first I just thought I would meet players all around North Carolina. From the first day I 

attended I knew there ~vere competitive players ~’rom all over the nation. My favorite memory about your camp was that I got to play against the best college players in the 

country, in the exhibition game. I think it is truly amazing that the girls, currently on the team, spend their time teaching players what it takes to play Division 1 
The L2qC players and staff ~vere entertaining at~d great teachers for me. It was a great experience to be a part of your camp and I’ll be happy to be in the camp next year and years to come 



FFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 11:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Top Drawer Combine 

Semi?am my Veri.:o~ Wireless 4G LTE ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Top Drawer Combine 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ4.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I am in the 1 lth grade at , i play for the girls elite team coached by 

I have also played for head coach at                                         I will be attending the Raleigh, NC Top Drawer      Combine and look forward 

to seeing your staff there. I am very interested in going to your University. Please alert yourstaff attending the combine to watch me, I would sincerely appreciate it. I was also 

wondering if there would be staff available to provide a tour of your campus while I am in town on July the 8th? 

Coach Contact information: 

head coach): ~,yahoo.com 

"curt~nt coach): ~aol.com 

(DOC of 

Please put me on the mailing list for your university information: 

@me.corn 

I have also attached a resume as a reference. Thank you again. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 11:53 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Vi~inia ECNL FinaJs 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Virginia ECNL Finals 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I play for and ne:d week I will be at Richmond, Virginia ibr ECNL Nalion~1s. I would like for yon to colne out ~d watch me play. I love your 

school aM program and would like to be able to play for your school in the furore’. I will follow up later ruth gmne time~ field locations, and who we play. 

Thanks, 

#51 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:38 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Surf Tournament 

.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Surf Tournament 

From: ,~gmail.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I am a six foot, left footed in the class of . This past year I played up three years ruth the and helped them to 2nd place in 

States by contributing 20 goals in 16 games along with 12 assis~ts. 

I roll be guest playing in my age group with the team at the upcoming Surf Tournament in early August. I hope you can stop by one of the games 

listed below. 
Clearly, I have interest in attending North Carolina and playing for such an incredible       program. There is an exa~nple of my scoring ability in the video link within 

the attached PDF against at this Springs Vegas Showcase. Thank you tbr taking the time to read nay email. I hope to see NC on the 

sidelines at one of the Surf games. 

S urf Schednle: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:40 AM 

Tim Bradbu~ < @aol.com> 

Re: Best wishes 

Tim Bmdbury < ~aol.com> wrote: 

Thanks 

and young lady incase they bump into you 

Tim 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 

On at 11:45 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son~b~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

We are open Tim! 

Seu~,/~’om ~r~v ~ ~erizort f~reies’s 4(~ L T[:’ 

Tim Bradbu~y ~aol.com> wrote: 

Anson hope your well and enjoying life 

Good to see playing and representing well 

I have a young kid vacationing near your manor who wants to see soccer facilities 

(;an she dr~ve by and look or is everything locked down ? 

Best wishes 

Tim 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 1, 2013 3:09 PM 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

test 

test 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,           4:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~<tucay@unc.edu>; ~aol.com 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edtl 

RE: 

Chris, 

I got back yesterday and am available 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Sunday, 1:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; ~aol.corn 

Subject: 

Guys This woman’s husband played with Larry Fedora in college. Here is a text I got from her today. Maybe one of you can meet with her this week The daughter is a rising freshman: 

Dear Coach Chris, 
Aloha! ! hope you are enjnying rest and relaxation in our grand state of Lucky! I have spent back to back jaunts all over our stateside country-Colorado and V~rginia 

will be playing with        in Richmond July 11-12-14 and hope-fully the 15th. We would love to chat with you about your program Congrats on a most successful year and a title to 
boot![ I am concerned about reaching out at an inconvenient ume given the multiple zones that separate us. There is a date line over the pacific as well[! Please know that we are interested 

~n your program and want to explore farther. Thanks kindly. 
P S My youngest ~s in a Duke TIP this week so I am in the area. If anyone around, would love to see campus facilities Thank you, 

forward the coaches contact info in a second 

Bird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:11 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Hey Coach, CMA National Recording Aritst trying to reach You or Bill .... 

Did you respond to this? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~ ~ 
Sent: Sunday, 9:39 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hey Coach, CMA National Recording Aritst trying to reach You or Bill .... 

Coach, I doubt you remember me from the past two summers, but my step-daughter has attended your College Bound Players camps these past two years. 

The reason Jk~r my email is that due to all of the mounting medical bills, we were not able to register       in time and now it seems the July camp is full!! Is there ANY WAY we can pay 
and get her into the camp? She looks so forward to it each year and dreams of one day playing [’or UNC! I hope you can and will help I re[~erence Bill Pal [adino because year be~k~re last, we 
spent a fair amount of time with him on opening night, during the BBQ when it rained and have spoke with him a few times since including last year during camp 

will be 15 this July 7 and NO’ItIING would be a GREAT GIFT to her than to find out she WILL be attending your camp. I hope you can find a way to help us out here. Please do not 
get me wrong..we are very VERY blessed considering all that we have been faced with, but for to miss her annual week at UNC because of the would 
really well, SUCK Again, we can pay for her to go, but there appear to be no openings. 

I hope you will help us here 

Sincerely 

CMA National Recording Artist 
Gramm¥ Artist 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Hello! 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: ~gmail.com [mailto: 5a)gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hello! 

Dear Coach, 

My name is , and I live in I am interested in learning more about playing for your collegiate program I am currently heading into my junior year ofHS I play 
for the team and the elite i team. 

In my HS career I have set the scoring record for number of goals in a season as a fi-eshman with 25 and as a sophomore with 32. I have received awards for first team as a l~eshman and 
sophomore for all       all corfference, all region, and all district including offensive player of the year for my district as a freshman I was also recognized by my local media in my 
sophomore year as Player of the Week, Athlete of the Week and Best Scorer in the area. I was honored by my HS program as Offensive Player of the Year in my freshman and sophomore 
years 

I am the scoring leader for my club and HS teams and have been honored to be the team captain for both my }iS and club teams. 

As well as my achievements on the :field, I am an honor roll student with a    GPA, am on student council, involved in choir and FCA I also work for my home town recreation program as a 
lifeguard and camp counselor. 

I pride myself on hard work, dedication, and setting my sights on my future goals. 

Please contact me and share more irfformation about your program 

Thanks[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: ECNL FinaJs 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 3:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Virginia ECNL Finals 

~cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I play for and ne~ week I roll be at for ECNL Nalionals. I would like for you to come out and watch me play-. I love your 

school and program and would like to be able to play tbr your ~hool in the future’. I will tbllow up later with game times field location~ and who we play. 

Thanks, 

#51 

i~iilmage 
...... removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ’Fop Drawer Cmnp 

Profile (1).rtf 

From: [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 3:48 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject-" Top Drawer      Camp 
Coach Dorrance, Coach Ducar, and Coach Palladino, 
My name is and I am in the 11th grade at school in I play for the 
team coached by I have also played for head coach at . I will be attending the 
Raleigh, NC Top Drawer Combine and look forward to seeing your staff there. I am very interested in going to your University. Please alert 
your staff attending the combine to watch me, I would sincerely appreciate it. I was also wondering if there would be staff available to provide a tour 
of your campus while I am in town on July the 8th? 
Coach Contact inlbrmation: 

head coach): ,~)~yahoo.com 

(current coaclo: ,2~ao co n 

(I)0(2 of 
Please put me on the mailing list for your university information: 

I have also attached a resume as a reference. Thank you again. 

Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Women’s position 

From: ~gmail.com [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 11:52 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Women’s position 

@gmail.com] 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I mn ve~ interested in your 

and I al~ traJm with 

progran~ and flae University of North Carolina. I’m currently playing lbr team as a in 

com). I mn a Junior at in which I have a GPA and will be graduating in 

My career interest is in Rehabilitation and Therapy wifl~ an emphasis in slyorts medicine, and this would be great because UNC has one of the top medical programs. I 

look forward to visiting UNC sometitne soon and tneeting with you to further discnsss the soccer prograan. I will follow up with you soon. Good look this fall and thank 

yon for your time and consi&ration. 

Sincerely, 

Click [~RE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i [!nailto: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sub~ ect: 

12:36 AM 

Hi coach, my name ~s 
showcases. 

Thank you, 

Sent l?om my iPhone 

~@hotmail.com] 

~nd ! play for , rm very interested in this college. I would like [’or you guys to start come see me play in these upcoming 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ECNL FinaJ~s in Richmond 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, :t2:52 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ECNL Finals in Richmond 

.@cuemail.net] 

Hello, my name is and I roll be a freshman at Class ofl    . I play for the temn as a We finished in 

3rd place in the Conference this year and our defense gave up the 3rd fewest goals per game in the entire country. I have a very strong interest in playing college 
for tim University of North Carolina. I am in advance placement classes and my grades are all A’s. 

My Dad has always loved the Tax Heels because he is a huge basketball thn, but my interest started t?om our friend, He is one of my Dad’s best 

fi-iends and he has told me about [5NC and the women’s program since I was 7. We drove down to College Station to w~atch another 

defender, who I hope ~o emulate as I st~xt high school, win another Tar Heel National Championship. I have pictures of myself with her a~d’          . I 

have been a huge fan ever since and believe that I could help win more championships and hopefully play as tnany games as     did. 

My coach is m~d he can be reached at 
cell phone number is and my email is 

would greatly appreciate the opportuniD’ to visit ruth you further. 

or at        ~g~nail.com. Please feel free to contact hi~n with any questions. My 
~gmail.com. I am very interested in playing      for tke UniversiU of North Carolina 

Go Ta~" tteels, 

Class of 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:35 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: State Representative: Fall 

From-" Strive4College [mailto: mcollits=strive4college.com@mail134.wdc02.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of Strive4College 
Sent: Monday, 4:28 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject;         State Representative:                  Fall 

Graduating: 

SAT Sco~e: 

Position: 

State Representative 

Reading,    ~dVtiting) 

Highlights video: 

Team Rep~esen~a~ion 

Oontact ~n~:o~matior~ 

comprehensive resume can be found at (note that yet.f will need to leg in first to 

view): 

Please contact Matt at _,,’X_~_,:_~__o_’_[[i~:~@;~_!_r_i_~L£__42£_o__[!£ff<#_:_o_’_’_~__.,’__~3 if you are interested in learning more 

about 

More about Strive4Collegeooo 
Strive4Cellege is an Australian recruiting company which has recently begun identifying 

and showeasing tafented athfetes to attract the attention of coftege coaches thro~Nhout 

the United States. We knew that there are p~enty o~ Australian atNetes t~at aren’t a~,are 

of the oppo~lunNes to ~)~ay spar1 wMle studying ~n the US - sometMng that we hope to 

turn around. Subsequently ~,ve hope to uncover mere and more atMetes that can benefit 

your program. 

Webs~te: 

Facebook: h~p:!iwv,s,~.face boo k.co ndst rive4college 

~ma~l: enquiries@strive4 co~lege.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 1, 2013 4:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NCSA Quarterly Update Email 

From: CoachKryger@ncsasports.org [mailto:CoachKryger@ncsasports.org] 
Sent: Monday, 3uly 0:[, 20:[3 5:32 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

i’~ilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Ncsa logo 

remcNed by 

sender¯ 

Facebook 

Image 
removed by 

sender 

Twitter 

i~iilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

Googleplus 

Coach Dorrance, 

At NCSA, we do our homework and analyze the roster needs of every coach in our network. We put in the 

effort to ensure that coaches find the right recruits and that student-athletes fred colleges that are a good 

match. 

By confirming your position needs below we will adjust our search criteria for your program_. 

These are the roster ope~dngs we thi~k you have,.. 

Looks like you may be looking for a 2013 Left Forward Co~1"~m Now! 

Looks like you may be looking for a 2013 Center Midfielder Co~1"~m Now! 

Looks like you may be looking for a 2013 Left I~fidfielder (R~nt’{~ Now ! 

Login and begin posting open roster spots you are 

int~’ested in filling. V i cw "~% ar R o~;lc~ ~ isl i~ ~ ~; 
Nanow or widen yore sereoh t~r student-athletes 

by selecting preferences Your selection will allow 

NCSA to suggest sl~tdent-athletes of interest to 

you. 

No 
GPA: 

1350 

No 
ACT: 

Mi~um 

States: All S~tes 

Senior Positions: 
Positions 

3unior Positions: 
Positions 

Sophomore Positions:                        Positions 

Freshman Positions: 
Positions 



C~O~ i ~GE ATHLETICS                    " " 

AND THE LAW                              ., .. 

shouldn’t protect ESPN, because the judge in the 
other suit had ruled the st,qtements about I~urie 

Fine’s alleged conduct weren’t relevant to that case. 
,Judge Lawrence Kahn first said no such "of and 

concerning the complaint" requirement existed in 
American law. He then stated that, even if there 
were such a requirement, anything that happened 
in a judicial proceeding was "of and concerning the 
complaint" because the con}plaint provided the basis 
for the entire litigation. 

He struck those particular allegations from the suit. [] 

DISMISSAL 

Basketball player sues university 
after dismissal from team 

Case lxa~ne: IIeike v. Guevara, et al., No. 10- t728 
(6th Cir. 03/18/13). 

Rtfliztg: The U.S. Sixth Circult Court of Appeals 
affirmed the trial court’s dismissal of all clai}ris 
against all the defendants, including Head Women’s 
Basketball Coach Sue Guevara. 

What it means: Coaching decisions regarding the 
recruitment or dismissal, of team members are based 
on individu-alized assessments of those athletes. Dis- 
appointment and fi-ustratton with a coactYs decisions 
doesn’t entitle a player to legal relief. 

Stunmary: Brooke Heike accepted an athletics 
scholarship for the 2006-07 academic year to play 
basketball for Central Michigan ,University. 

In her sophomore season, Sue Guevara became 
head coach. Guevara allegedly said tieike wasn’t her 
type and critici~ed her for tanning and wearing tight. 
pants and makeup. Black players purportedly had more 
opportuILtties to play because Guevara had stated she 
wanted a "toup:~l-looking, thug-looking" team. 

Heike played in only six games and scored only 
two points. Her scholarship wasn’t renewed for the 
2008-09 season. 

After her unsuccessful appeal within the uni- 
versity, Heike filed a suit challenging the failure to 
renew her athletics scholarship. 

The trial judge granted summary judgment in 
favor of Central Michigan. 

On appeal, Heike clailned Guevara declined to 
renew her scholarship because Heike was hetero- 
sexual and looked ~too girly." 

However, the appellate court said a coach’s de- 
cisions about how much playing time each player 
had -- and whether a player remained part of the 
team ~ were based on a vast array of subjective, 
individualized assessments. It characterized Heike’s 
suit as an improper attempt to subj ect run-of-theomill 

11 

. coaching decisions to an unprecedented, unjustified 
arid unjustifiable level of judicial oversight. 

The panel said that mcxe disappointment and frustra- 
tion with a coach’s decisions didn’t entitle a player to 
legal relief. I t affwmed thejudgmcaat of the trtalj udgeo [] 

CAMPUS SAFETY 

Track coach not liable 
for failing to report assault 

Case name: Moore v. Murray State University, No. 
5~;.i2-CV-00178 {W.D. Ky. 

’ :’ R,l~ng: The District Court dismissed the plaintifl°s 
Title IX and Jeanne Clery Act claims against Murray 
State University. 

What it means: The Jeanne Clery Act, which 
imposes reqtKvremelxts for reporting criminal acts on 
campus, doesn’t give students a private rig~lt of action. 

Sttrnrnary: Jazmine Moore was a member of the 
women’s track and field team at Murray State Uni- 
versity in the fall of 2011. 

She was sexually assantted by another student 
while on campus in September 201 I. 

Approximately six weeks later, Moore notified her 
head coach about the assault. 

The coach assisted iri setting up a counseling appoint- 
ment, but didn’t report, the matter to campus police, 
and never inquired about Moore’s condition after that. 

Moore reported the se×ual assault to campus 
police in December. 

She then filed a suit against MSU alleging her coach’s 

failure to report the s~X~ta-al assault compromised evi- 
dence, witness statements, andher safetyand security. 

MSU filed a motion to dismiss. 
One of Moore’s ctaims was pursuant to the Jeanne 

Clery Act, a federal statute requiring colleges and 
universities to disclose information about crime on 
and around their campuses.     ¯ 

However, District J udge Thomas Russell observed 
the specific language of the act prohibited individu- 
als from using it in private actions. 

Alternatively, Moore claimed a violation of Title IX. 
Judge Rnssell said Title IX plaintiffsbrought suit 

against any entity receiving federal t~lnds that "re- 
~mained idle in the face of known student-on-student 
harassment." 

However, tile head coach didift have any knowledge 
about the assault until October 2011. Assulning for the 
purposeofargulnentthat the head coachwasindifferent 
thereafter, there were rio allegations the "inditl~rence" 
caused Moore to experience fin-ther or additional ha- 

rassment after reporting the incident, the judge .said. 
He dismissed those claims. [] 

@ 2013 Wiley Periodicals, Inc., A Witey Company 

All rights reserved 
Vol. 10, iss. 3 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:53 PM 

@~ .net> 

@msn.com; ducoa-@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros i          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

From: " [mail~: N[ ,net] 

Sent: Monday, 12:59 PN 

To= Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Co= Ducar, Chris 
Subject= 

Hey ~son - 

Ho~ you are well. 

I jnst wanted to re~h out to you to let you h~ow a~ut Recently in a scmnmage she and needed some medical attention as we were not sme 

the e~ent of the inju~. She has since tb]lowed up wi~ an in NYC. It ap~a~ she has a 

neid]er ol’which am cause [br concern. The specialist has prescribed weadng a protective shi~ (the shoulder eq~dva]ent of an 

ankle brae) and ~ k~ s~engthen the joim. He is yew ~mfident that, given tl~e minor damage, this will ~ sufficient to clear her iN u~’ up and have her ~ck to new. 

Iknow is going to call to chat k~ you about thi~ but I wanted to give you a heads up first. 

Th~ 

Ceil: 

Email: 

Twitter: @. 

WWW 

ne~t 

net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 1, 2013 5:00 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: USA Today Kills Soccer Dreams? (Sto~y Inside) 

Take a look, you ~)ever know 

From: Soccer Coaches [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent-" Monday, July 0:t, 20:t3:1:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" USA Today Kills Soccer Dreams? (Story Inside) 

I recently came across an article posted in the USA Today which 

was written after the Confederation cup victory by Brazil over 

Spain 

The article talks about how amazing Brazil did in dominating 

Spain, and that part of the article I was with. 

However where my hair started to come up, which made 

me read the article in the first place was the following 

words: 

"Soccer will never be America’s Sport". 

Now I do not live under a rock, I realize in America you 

have football, baseball and basketball so soccer is not 

the chosen one for many Americans. 

But what about the soccer players you coach, what about 

the soccer players that are little kids playing right now 

outside as I write this e-mail. 

Is Soccer not THEIR sport? 

Is their playing of soccer just in vain? 

No! 

MLS soccer while it’s not up to the NFL, MLB 

or NFL, it’s still relevant and continues to grow 

even if it’s slow at this point. 

Slow progress is better than NO progress, 

don’t you agree? 

If you want to make sure your soccer players get 

the most of THEIR sport, then check out this 

video on the NEW way to train for soccer: 

Epic Soccer Traininq < - - - 

I have not seen training broken down like this, 

so I was not sure if it was effective, but after 

reading a former all-american soccer player 

put it together, I was convinced it was 

worth sharing with you. 

Let me knowwhat you think, but definitely 

check it out, because I’m not sure how long 

this video will be online for. 

reddk;k b~s.~!ball :: 524 unk)n ~v.~! :: !:ew .e[ov}d.m~.’:e~ !;j 07974 

Manage Your S~beedp~io~ 

removed by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 5:32 PM 

Subjed: Watching this will make you better! 

I played in my 0%0 National Tournament last week out in San Diego (we lost in the semi’s) and because I am an intemet cripple [ did not know how to get you 

guys to turn your TV’s on [:or the Confederations Cup (the dry run for U~e Men’s World Cup in the country that ~s hos~ff~g it the yeaF before they host the event w~th 

aH the champions from a[] of glgA’s confederations {regions basically]}, The Brazil/Spain game for the Championship was to d~e for _.. )Jst Hke the two sem[finaB in 

the Champh:ms Leagae ... this match was a game changer, 

Spa~n was Lota[ly dominated. Brazil won 3-O, I[ anyone of you watched it (and I hope some of you dRY) p~ease write me a short summary of whaL Brazil did Lo make 

Spaff~ (one of the gFeatesL National Teams of sl~ tffne and the Feigning World Champions) bok Hke a buRch of amateuFs. And th~s brings rne to what I wou~d Hke you 

Lo do now: }~.~.~.£)..~Z:~g~.~#..~#.~.[[~.~..~.~..~2.~.~.~..~..~.~.~. Th~s is s U-20 game (basically boys your age) and ~ want you to tefl rne what they are doing Lhat is 

better than us and why, You do not have to write a book. Two paragraphs is enough, ]f you are here without cane ask Tom to get it on for you ~n McCask~L 

Just so you know, I do m~ss you guys when you go home and am very exalted to be back in Chapel HN. I know some of you are here a~ready m~d some are tr~ckHng 

back ff~ soon. Please don"t be sLrangers, come by whet~ you are bored and catch me ap on your hw?s. I saw Sammer and the Samura~ today and [ am thrilled that 

Summer has gotten over her qaad 0ul~ and of coarse with grooke it ~s hlard to tell she is ever hurt, t am convit?ced she would t?ever tell anyone unless you noticed 

Lhat a bone was stick~ng through heF sock and asked her[! Having sa~d that p~ease be pro[:ess~onal in the way you Lreat your health. You do not want to come ~nto 

preseason with ANY kind of hsjury, Summer made a very good derision to skip the U-20 camp to heal properly so tNs quad issue dM not become chronic. 

Remember: your hea~th is your priority OVER your fitness. If you are healthy and not fit we can still get you hs for ].O m~nutes of fury I~ke we did with V~cky ~n the 

ACC spring tournament, 

All the besL![ 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica,com] 
Merit= Monday, July 0~, 20~3 2:2~ PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Soccer On ~: Monday, July l, 20~3 
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~onday, July 1,2013 
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sender, 
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tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The knockout stage of the U-20 World Cup begins on Tuesday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

~4ONDAY~ J~y ~ 
TBA 

~hare Thi 

i::+::ilmage 

removed by 

sender 

TUESDAY, July 2 



ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup SPAIN-MEXICO (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-TURKEY (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U=20 World Cup SPAIN-MEXICO (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup GREECE-UZBEKISTAN (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-TURKEY (live) 1:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup NIGERIA-URUGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

WEDNESDAY, J~ly ,3 

BelN SPORT 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS KANSAS CITY-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pm. 

UNIIW~S 

Friendly CHIVAS-CLUB AMERICA (live) 11 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 

MLS KANSAS CITY-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pro. 

MLS SEATLE-D.C. UNITED (live) 10 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup PORTUGAL-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup COLOMBIA-KOREA REPUBLIC (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup CROATIA-CHILE (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup PORTUGAL-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ-PARAGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup COLOMBIA-KOREA REPUBLIC (live) 1:45 am. 

THURSDY~Y, July 4 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS DALLAS-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-NEW YORK (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-COLUMBUS (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

International Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (live) 11 pm. 

UNITS 

International Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (l~ve) 11 pro. 

SATURDAY, J~y ~ 

ESPN 

International Friendly MESSI ALL STARS-WORLD ALL STARS (live) 7 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

~LS VANCOUVER-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

~LS DIRECT K~CK 

~L$ NEW ENGLAND-SAN JOSE (live) 7:30 pm. 

~LS HOUSTON-PHILADELPHIA (live) 9 pro. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quadeffinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quartefinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 



FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

SUND~Y, J~l~ 7 

ESPN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLUMBUS-PORTLAND (live) 5 pro. 

MLS MONTREAL-CHIVAS USA (live) 7 

MLS COLO~DO-D.C. UNITED (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pro. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Qua~effinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Qua~effinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Qua~effinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quadeffinal (live) 1:45 am. 

~ONDAY, J~ 8 

TBA 

TUESDAY~ Ju~y ~ 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pm. 

Leagues oiferin9 live sireaming of games inok~de: 

Maior Lea.gue Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer Lea.que 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid.qe Mahonev I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,~jle+ : Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, July 1,2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

...... ~movedby 
sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 1, 2013 5:46 PM 

Christopher Citowicki <ckcitowicki@stkate.edu-~ 

@msn.com; duce¢@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Periodizalion - Tactic~J/Fitness 

Chris, 

I loved Verheiien’s stuff and I know it impacted for us even though while we were doing it, I was not really sure it was goh~g to work, 
And honestly, my tactical periodization mode] sucks. I need to get much better. There are so many things my gills can’t do tacticaHy~ 
Ca ~ m e l:h ~s wee k, ~ e ~:’s ch a ~: 
~= Christopher Citowicki [mailto:ckcitowicki@stkate.edu] 
Sent; Monday, July 05, 20~3 2:58 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Periodization - Tactical/Fitness 

I fl~ought I would rcazh out and ho~[hlly get som~ thoughts f~)m you. ~’cr fl~� past year I have ~en rcsc~z~ng fitness ~fiodizafion and spccifizally the work of 

Raymond Vcrhcijen. I studied his work and manned to zomc azross his lczmrc notes from when wc worked with Hiddink and tbe Kore~ m~n’s national t~am. This 

year my DIII program at St Kate’s will be applying a similar model to assure wc pc~¢ at the fight time (sho~ sprints, 3v3s, 1 lvl 1 s etc...). Di~icult to do at our level as 

I o~y hav~ ~ m~y o~ season contacts. Wdll do what w~ zan on a modified version. 

I have been meeting with ~d pushing it lo~ly wifl~ Stef Oolan at ~� U of M but w~ caught by sunrise yesterday whil~ watching the ~play of~� UNC v Pc~ S~t~ 
~h~pionship game. The zommcn~tors mentioned that ~u had applied a Korean men’s nation~ team fimcss program and fl~a~ it worked out quite well. I would haw 

to agmc zonsidcfing ~u peaked a~ the fight time and despite losing fiw games still managed to clam tbe zrown. Bravo. 

My quzs~ions: what did you think of it? Did it workout the way you wanted it to? How in d~pth is it (week by wccL year round)? Tberc arc many zoazhcs I t~y to 

diszuss this idea wi~ but what’s frustrating is I have nobody to guide me. I don’t ~ow cvc~ing and I am looMng for someone to bear mc out and belp guide me. At 

times I Fecl l~k~ a mgmg bull m zh~na shop: fidl of energy and dcs~m but wiflx no dimztion (mcntors~p ~n this zasc). To be~ that flxer~ 

az~vcly applying a fi~mess pcfiodiza~on model got mc ~xzitcd. I am sum you also haw ~� ta~fizal ~fiodiza~on mo&l rolled out too~ benz~ cr~a~ng a maz~ne wberc 

players ~ak owr the zoursc ofibur yca~ and teams pc~ owr tbe cour~ of one year. Brilliant and zu~ing edge. At tbe [~C level you need to keep up to date with 

the latest world sozz~r trends m order to s~y abead of the game and ~t sounds like you arc doing �~zfly fl~at. 

If we lived closer to UNC I would be doing my best ~o schedule a sit down but for the time being I will take any guidaaace that you can oiler. Fact is, I’m hungry for 

knowledge so that one day I could achieve at a simil~x level to you. Like I tell our recruits: why be average when you can be great? 

Thank~ 

Chris 

Christopher Citowicki 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
St, Catherine University 
2004 Randolph Avenue 
St, Paul, MN 55105 
Office: 651-690-6993 

www. stkate, ed u 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 5:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Class of 

From: ~msn.com [rnailto: _~msn.com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: U16 Class of 

Hello Coach Dorrance 

My name is and I am a in the Graduating Class of I currently play lbr Coach at and will be 

starting my U16 season at Surf Cup this yeay. Playing in goal since U8, I have trained tbr ,several years under ) and have 
been invited to US       National temn camp (_         ), ID2 National Camp, Region IV ODP, and US       Training Centers tbr the past tw’o years. I wanted 

to let you know of my upcoming training/game schedule m~d also try to set up time tbr an unofficial visit when I will be in the ayea in September. 

My schedule for July is: July 16-18 Puma Womens Elite Showcase, Orlando Florida, Sm~ Diego SuffCup July 27-29 (27th at 8am v SD Surf, 5:20pm v So Cal Blues, 

28th 3pro v FC United) I hope you or your assistants cm~ make it out to watch me play. 

My Father m~d I have planned a trip to the Raleigh-Durham area for Sept. 5- 8. We plan to visit multiple campuses and would like to set up an unofficial visit to learn 

more about your program, the recruiting process, and the beautiful campus. 

I realize you aye unable to reply to my email, so I roll try to reach you by phone tomorrow (Tuesday July 2) at approximately 10 am your time. I will be calling from 

You can also view my bio from our team page here 

I look forwayd to snaking with you 

Sincerely 

, Class of 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 1, 2013 5:52 PM 

Chris Ducar < @gmail.com> 

ltb2: Take a look at Alaba~m’s swanky new locker room 

Yikes!!!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chris Ducal- [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 4:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Take a look at Alabama’s s~va~- new locker room 

Take a look at Alabama’s swank~’ ne~v locker room 

Photos from the Crimson Tide’s new digs 

http:/iusat, lv/15bxPBa 

There goes your new stadium when Fedora sees this! 

Sent from mY iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:05 PM 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com:~ 

I~E: Hey Coach ( trying to reach You or Bill .... 

Very good!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Bill Palladino [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:03 PM 
To: Dorrunce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Hey Coach, ~ tlying to reach You or Bill .... 

Yes, she’s in as far as I’m concerned I communicated that to 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:10 PIVl. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

> Dino, 
> 

> Did you respond to this? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [!nailto: ~ corm] 
> Sent: Sunday, 9:39 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Hey Coach, 
> 

> Coach, I doubt you remember me from the past two summers, but my step-daughter 

trying to reach You or Bill .... 

has attended your College Bound Players camps these past two years. Un[‘ortunatly, 

> 

> The reason for my email is that due to all of the mounting medical bills, we were not able to register       in time and now it seems the July camp is fulfil Is there ANY WAY we can pay 
and get her into the camp? She looks so foP~,ard to it each year and dreams of one day playing for UNC! I hope you can and will help I re[’erence Bill Pal ladino because year belk~re last, we 
spent a fair amount of time with him on opening night, during the BBQ when it rained and have spoke with him a few times since including last year during camp 
> 

will be 15 this July 7 and NOTHING would be a GREAT GIFT to her than to find out she WILL be attending your camp. I hope you can find a way to help us out here Please do not 
get me wrong...we are very VI{RY blessed considering all that we have been faced with, but :[’or to miss her annual week at UNC because of the would 
really well, SUCK Again, we can pay for her to go, but there appear to be no openings. 
> 

> I hope you will help us here. 
> 

> Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Monday, July 1, 2013 6:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Region II Tea~s Punch Tickets to 2013 US Youth Soccer National Championships 

From: US Youth Soccer [mailto:broadcast@usyouthsoccer.org] 

Sent; Monday, ,~uly 01, 2013 5:34 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject; Region 11 Teams Punch Tickets to 2013 US Youth Soccer National Championships 

To view this messaqe in a browser, please click here 

(:o~tact,° US Youth Soccer, commoflications@usyosthsoccer.or~, %0-4SOCCER 

Image removed by 

se~lder 2013- 

NATIONALS -WI TH- 

ANG10-22- 

300 HEIGHT 

Championships in Ovedan~ Park 

FR~SCO~ ~e~as (J~ly ~ ZOO3) -- US Youth Soccer is proud to announce the 14 champions of the 2013 US Youth 

Soccer Region ~] (Midwest) Championships presented by National Gdard, and commend their success m ~he state 
and regional champ~onsPfips d ~he US Yodth Soccer Na~ionaJ Championship Series, the country’s mos~ prestigious 
nationaJ youth soccer tournament. 

Under-13 

Under-:t 4 

Under-15 

Underq.6 

Under-17 

Under.-18 

Underq.9 

Under.-13 

Under-~.4 

Under-15 

Under.-16 

Under-~.7 

Under-18 

Under.-19 

Girls Michigan Hawks M[ Livonia 

Girls NSA Rockets I[. Napery/lie 

Girls Ambassadors FC OH-N Twinsburg 

Girls NSA Jaguars II.. Naperviile 

Girls Iowa City Aliiance - Heat,,’~ave IA ~owa City 

Girls Team Ci~icago Acad. Botafogo* IL Aurora 

G~rls LSC EGA Bravo NE Omaha 

Boys Raiders FC [L Lemont 

Boys Michigan Wolves MI i.ivonia 

Boys Vardar M/ Roci]ester HiJis 

Boys Aliiance Black Mi Grand Rapids 

Boys CUP Crew 3uniors Gold* OH-S Cincinnati 

Boys Springfield SC MO Springf:ield 

Boys Chicago Fire Academy £L Bridgeview 

* Under-18 Gh/s: FC Un/[ed So!oct ([L) to represe;!t Region [[, Team Ch/cego Aced. Bot~bgo (IL) to represent 
National League 
~ Under-~7 BoVs: SC Waukesha Biue (WZ) to represeot Region Ii~ CUP Crew .Tumors Goid (OH-S) to represent 

Nat/one/League 

Regional Cisampions in the Under-13 through Under-19 age groups now advance ~o the ~hird and final stage o~ ~he 

quest t:or the Nationai Championship. These Region ]~ Champions will join the 32 National League qualifying teams 
and the champions t:rom Region [ (East), Region /][ (South), and Region IV (West) tournaments for the National 

Championships in Overland Park~ Ken., ~uiy 23-28~ 



’..ilinois Youth Soccer was the most represented US Youth Soccer State Association with five championship teams. 
Representing teams from Michigan Youth Soccer took home four LiLies, and Ohio-North, Ohio-South, Missouri, lo’~,a 

and Nebrasi<a wii] eaci! send one team. 

The US Youth Soccer National Championship Series is the country’s oldest and most prestigious national youth 
soccer tournament, providing approximately ~.85,000 players on more than ~.0,000 teams from US Youth Soccer’s 
55 State Associations the opportunity to si~owcase theh- soccer skills against the best competition in ti~e nation 

while empi!asizing tearrl~’,,ork, discipline and fair play. 

The National Championships cap a yearlong series o1: compe[itions, US Youth Soccer Nationai Championship 
Series, for boys and girls teams in multiple age groups as teams earn their way from the top teams in their state 

to the regional championship tournaments. US Youth Soccer- State Champions, US Youth Soccer Regional League 

Champions and selected wfldcard teams are eligible to compete in one o1: four US Youth Soccer Regional 

Championships. The champions in the Under-~.3 through Under-J.9 age groups from each regional event 
converge in the finals in Overland Park, Kan. 

lhe US Youth Soccer National Championships will consist of US Youth Soccer Regional Champions in the Under-’_.’3 

through Under-Z9 Boys and Giris age groups as weft as the US Youth Soccer National League quaiihers in the 
Under-~.5 through Under-LL8 Boys and Giris age groups to complete the field of 88 teams. 

Daily reports and complete resuits From the US Youth Soccer National Championships are available on 
htt P:ii ~h~n~ p~o n~h~lpS,u~yo ~t h~ecc~r,e ~. 

P,l~e~t t~e IJS ll’e~t~ S~e~" ~ati~a! C~ainpie~s~i~ Sol’lea - The US Youth Soccer National Championsi!ip 
Series provides more ~han Z0,000 teams from US Youti! Soccer’s 55 State Associations ~he opportunity to 

showcase their abilities against the best in the nation whiie emphasizing teamwork, discipline and fair play. The 
veariong competition begins with over- "_.’ 85,000 player-s in the US Youth Soccer State Championships. These 
champions and selected wfldcard teams, through US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues, advance to compete in one of: 

~our d’le US Youth Soccer Regionai Championships. Champions (U-Z3 through U-LL9) from each regional event 

advance to the National Championships. The Under-J.5 through 5.8 Boys and Giris age groups ha~e four teams 
representative of ti~e US Youth Soccer National League~ in which the top four teams in each gender age group earn 

a direct path to ~he national championships. Overall ti!e US Youth Soccer National Charnpionship Series provides 
the nation’s top coilegia~e coaches wi~h d’le premier stage to identify and scout the most cove~ed players in d’le 

country. 

~e~ia ~.eq~.ie5t: When referring to the US Youth Soccer National Championship Series~ the most prestigious event 

in youd’l sports, please refer to ti!e event as US Youth Soccer Nationai Championship Series on first re~erence and 

National Championship Series on anyti!ing thereafter. Never re~er to as NCS or USYS NCS. We appreciate your 
cooperation. 

ALL Kids! _r<~" is d’le largos, youth spcrts organizaUon in .he coun.ry and iargest member cf the United States ~cccer 
Federation, ti!e governing body of soccer in d’le United States. US Youth Soccer registers more than 3 miJiion 

players annually, ages 5 to 1.9, and over 900,000 administrators, coaches and vok~nteers in 55 member State 

Associations. US Youth Soccer programs provide 
the game. For more information, visit 

~ed~a l~e~est; When referring to ti!e United States Youth Soccer Association~ the largest youth sports 

organization in the United States, please refer to the association only as US Youth Soccer, and never as USYS or 
USYSA. We appreciate your cooperation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 1, 2013 6:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~L: Flights for the ESPY’s 

I still fit in those seats, I will be t:ine, my friend! 

From= Ducar, Chris 
Sent= Monday, July 01, 2013 5:45 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Flights for the ESPY’s 

That’s a good flight. That was the one I just took. 

I suggest paying a bit more for a legroom seat! 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jul 1, 2013, at 11:40 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Molly, 

Thank you! 

Yes, I will go with Rick (can we get early check in at a hotel?). This will be on Wed July 17th correct? 

And do you mind telling me the departure/arrival/airline the ne×t day directly back to RDLI? 

From= Norton, Molly 
Sent= Monday, July 01, 2013 2:34 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Flights for the ESPY’s 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Unfortunately, the only 2 nonstop outbound flights are the Delta flight that Rick has booked (departing Raleigh at 7:25am and arriving in LA at 9:29am) 

and an American flight that doesn’t depart Raleigh until 5:20pro which wouldn’t get you to LA in time for the ESPY’s. 

Below are some outbound options for flights departing later in the morning on Wednesday, July 17. All of these options have i stop. 

Delta RDU to LAX 

Flight Departs at 9:26am 

i stop in Detroit 

Flight Arrives at 1:53pm 

Flight Departs at 11:00am 

i stop in Atlanta 

Flight Arrives at 3:39pm 

American RDU to LAX 

Flight Departs at 9:00am 

i stop in Dallas 

Flight Arrives at 1:15pro 

United RDU to LAX 

Flight Departs at lO:23arn 

I stop in Washington, DC 

Flight Arrives at 2:49pm 

Southwest RDU to LAX 

Flight Departs at 8:35am 

1 stop in Saint Louis 

Flight Arrives at 12:35pm 

Flight Departs at 9:30am 

1 stop in Denver 

Flight Arrives at 2~35pm 

Please let me know which outbound flight will work best for your schedule. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Anson, My name is and my daughter is going to be a junior this year. Currently she plays for Her 

dream is to come play for UNC. She is a top player in the state scoring 36 goals this year, between their tournaments/Seasons at 

Her seasons have consisted of MRL, State Cup MN. And their current MYSA play. They are in )r regional play this 

weekend. I’m wondering if there are any upcoming camps that you guys sponsor or approve of for her to possibly attend. She would like to know what are some of 

the things she can do to help her achieve her goal. Her Coach is                . Any feedback would be greatly appreciated. Thank You for your time. Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 1, 2013 6:27 PM 

~unc.edu> 

,m; 

Subject: RE: Watching this roll make you better! 

Excellent:!! 

I especially liked your bringing 

I hope all is well with you as 

From: I 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 6:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Watching this will make you better! 

Arl5, 

Thoroughly enjoyed watching both Italy vs Uruguay (my dad is a huge Buffon fan) and Brazil vs Spain. I was so impressed with Brazil and how they 

annihilated Spain. They came out hungry and focused which was even more impressive considering the hype surrounding the protests in Rio about the 

World Cup. Anyway, I felt like Brazil just had an intensity that Spain could not match. They hunted in packs and attacked quickly and aggressively. Spain 

never responded to Brazil’s challenge. Brazil capitalized by using Neymar and Hulk to attack the sides. Neymar went at the back line any time he could-- 

which reminds me of      . Also, I felt like Brazil played very organized and collective defense. Obviously Luiz made a game changing . -esque play 

that was remarkable. Overall, Brazil played with heart and passion that was clear to everyone who watched; Spain played a little timid. 

Hope all is well! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 4:32 PM 

To: 

Subject: Watching this will make you better! 

Ladies, 

I played in my 0%0 National Tournament last week out in San Diego (we lost in the semi’s) and because I am an internet cripple I did not know how to get you guys 

Lo Lure your TV’s on for the Confederations Cup (the dry run h:~r the Men’s World Cup ~t~ the counLry thaL is hosting ~t Lhe year before Lhey host the ew~mt w~th a~ 

the champions from al~ o~ ~:l~:A’s confederath:ms {regions basically}), The Brazi~iSpam game for ~:he Championship was to d~e for ,,. )~st hke the two sem~fir~als 

Lhe Champions League ,_ this match was a game changer, 

Spab~ was totally dominated. Brazil won 3-.0. ][: anyone of you watched iL (and [ hope some of you did} please write me a short summary of what Brazil did to make 

5pa~n (one of the greatest National Teams of al] t~me and the reigning Worm Champions) ~ook Hke a bunch of ~m~teurs. And tMs brings me to what I would Hke you 

to donow: watch ~Mexi¢o~       tamorrewatIO:g~AMo~ ESPNU. Th~s is a U-20 game (basically boys your, age). and ~ want you to te~l me what they are doing that is 

bett:er than us and why, You do not have to write a book Two paragraphs is enough. ~[ you are here without came ask Torn to get it on [or you ~r~ 

Just so you know, I do m~s; you guys when you go home and am very excited to be bad( in Chapel HHL ~ know some of you are here already and some are tddding 

back in soon. P~esse don’t be strangers, come by when you are bored and catch me up on your ]~ves. I saw  and the Samurai today and ~ am thrilled thsL 

Summer has gotten over her quad pu~ and of course w~th  it ~s hard to te]~ she ~s ever hurt, ~ am convh~ced she would never te~ anyone unless you noticed 

that a bone was sticMng through her sock and asked herH Havh~g sa~d that p~ease be professional in the way you treat your health, You do not want to come ~nto 



presea~.~on with ANY kind of injury.  made a w?ry good decision to ~.~ldp the U.-20 camp to heal properly so thb.~ quad issu~-_~ did not b~-_~come chronic. 

RememL~er: your health is your prioriLy OVER your fitness~ If you aFe healthy and not fit we can still get you in fo~ 3_0 minutes of fury like we did with  in the 

ACC sprin~ tournar~ent. 

All the bestH 

Frem; Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Se~t; Monday, 3uly 0t~, 20::[3 2:2t~ PH 

To." Dorrance, Alber~ A ~ 
$~bjeet; Soccer On TV: Nonday, July ~, 20~.3 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 

The knockout stage of the U-20 World Cup begins on Tuesday. 

tweet This 

(All t#nes Eastero unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local fistings. 

Soccer on TV is updated dally throughout the week.) 

~4OND.&Y, JMly t 

TBA 

TUESOAY, Ju~y 2 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup SPAIN-MEXICO (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-TURKEY (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.corn 

FIFA U-20 World Cup SPAIN-MEXICO (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup GREECE-UZBEKISTAN (live) 10:45 am. 

RFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-TURKEY (live) 1:45 am. 

FIFA U=20 World Cup NIGERIA-URUGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

WEONESDA~, July 3 

BelN SPORT 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

MLS KANSAS CITY-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Friendly CHIVAS-CLUB AMERICA (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SEATLE-D.C. UNITED (live) 10 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup PORTUGAL-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup COLOMBIA-KOREA REPUBLIC (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup CROATIA-CHILE (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup PORTUGAL-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ-PARAGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 
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FIFA U-20 World Cup COLOMBIA-KOREA REPUBLIC (live) 1:45 am. 

THURSDAY, J~ly 4 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS DALLAS-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-NEW YORK (live) 9:30 pro. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-COLUMBUS (live) 10:30 pm. 

~RIDAY, July 5 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

International Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (live) 11 pm. 

UNIIVlAS 

International Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (live) 11 pm. 

SATURDAY, JL~ly ~ 

ESPN 

International Friendly MESSI ALL STARS-WORLD ALL STARS (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS VANCOUVER-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-SAN JOSE (live) 7:30 pm. 

ML$ HOUSTON-PHILADELPHIA (live) 9 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Qua~tedinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quadeffinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Qua~effinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Qua~effinal (live) 1:45 am. 

SUND~Y, JM~y 7 

ESPN 

~LS CHICAGO-~NSAS CI~ (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

~LS DIRECT KICK 

~LS COLUMBUS-PORTLAND (live) 5 pm. 

~L$ MONTREAL-CHIVAS USA (live) 7 pm. 

~LS COLO~DO-D.C. UNITED (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Qua~effinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quadeffinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Qua~effinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Qua~effinal (live) 1:45 am. 

~4OND~Y, JM~y 8 

TBA 

TUESOAY, Ju~y 9 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pm. 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 



National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer" America on Twi~ter: 

FoHowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Monday, July 1,2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown¯ 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

¯ 
~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON~ 

Monday, 8:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [rnailto ~ corn] 
Sent: Monday, 7:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Coach Dorrance~ 

My name is and I’m the Academy Director for the team out of the USLPro. I’m writing in regards to a 

young female player who plays in the development Academy at the U16 to be Age level -                        will graduate in      and is one of the best 
female       players I have ever worked with. We currently have many schools that are interested in her including schools such as Penn State, ~WU, South 
Carolina, Virgina Tech, Syracuse, Akron, Rutgers and many many more. This past was called into the Pool in Dallas and 

performed exceptionally well at the camp. 
The reason I’m contacting you is to see if there would be any interest from your end to take a look at She is a special young girl and player and has a keen 

interest in North Carolina. 
I can be reached at              and would love to talk to you regarding         and the Academy pipeline that we have. 
PS -         is a 

Rega rd s, 

Director of Academy Operations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 1, 2013 8:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Rally for ATHLETIC I~ECRUrFING SERVICES INNER CITY PROGILAM with tne! 

From: AJ Hodel via Rally [mailto:team@rally.org] 
Sent: Monday, 3uly 0:[, 20:[3 8:00 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Rally for ATHLEr~c RECRUIglNG SERVICES INNER CITY PROGRAM with me! 

Hi Anson Dorrance, 

I’m leading the Rally for ATHLETIC RECRUITING SERVICES INNER CITY PROGRAM, 

and I think you will be inspired by this campaign. Please take a moment to check it out. 

Join this Rally with me: 

Thanks for helping make a difference, 

AJ Hodel 

Rally.org is a storytelling platform designed to empower users to fundraise and build social awareness on a large scale. 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 8:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar~unc.edu) 

RE: 

Thank you for the heads up and the excellent recol~nmendat~on. I will call you tol~norrow. What t~n~e would be best? 

From: [mailto: @ .corn] 
Sent: Monday, 7:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber[ A 111 
Subject: 
Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I’m the Academy Director for the team out of the USLPro. I’m writing in regards to a 

young female player who plays in the development Academy at the U16 to be Age level -                        will graduate in     and is one of the best 

female       players I have ever worked with. We currently have many schools that are interested in her including schools such as Penn State, WVU, South 

Carolina, Virgina Tech, Syracuse, Akron, Rutgers and many many tnore. This past May was called into the Pool in Dallas and 

performed exceptionally well at the camp. 
The reason I’m contacting you is to see if there would be any interest from your end to take a look at . She is a special young girl and player and has a keen 

interest in North Carolina. 
I can be reached at              and would love to talk to you regarding         and the Academy pipeline that we have. 

PS -         is a 

Regards, 

Director of Academy Operations 

"~riverhounds.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 12:08 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Walk-on 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Walk-on 

From: ~gmail .com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Thank you for your fitne today, it was an honor to speak ruth you on the phone tiffs a~temoon. I look fo~-vvard to applying to UNC this upcotning fall and snaking ruth 

you about a potential walk-on to,out. I roll keep you updated as far as school and games. I rash you the best of luck in your pre- season traiNng! 

All my best, 

Student-Athlete 

Cell: 
En~Jl: 

Game Footage: 

~gtna~l.com 

Player Profile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 12:09 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Davis College Showcase 

Player Card.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: : Davis College Showcase 

From: @yahoo.corn> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~ A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am an incoming sophomore at I am veo~ interested in finding out more information 

about Universih/of North Carolina and yonr      program. 

I cnrrently have a     weighted, cumulative GPA and I plan to take the SAT or ACT somelime during my sophomore year. Ivly current class rank is    out of 755 

students. I have registered ruth the NCAA Clearinghouse and my registration number is 

I am cnrrently on the                 team, which is coached by                 Coach      _ may be reached at              or at 

~yahoo.com. I am playing tbr my team, but have discussed with my coaches that my strengths will probably be best ntilized as a center back or 

a center mid at the next level. 

My team will be playing in the Davis College Showcase, . I am cordially inviting you and your s~tafl" m observe me aJld my temn play. 

Our schedule is as follows: 

Friday (CAN). 9:30 am @ DLSC #7 
Friday CAN). 2:00pro @ DLSC #1 

Saturday : (CAS). 12:30pm @ DLSC #4 

Dne to NCAA recruiting gnidelines, I realize that your contact may be limited. My e-mail address is         @yahoo.com and my home phone nnmber is 

In the meantime, I would be grateful if you could forwaxd allowable Universi~ North Carolina admissions information and information abont yonr progran~ and 

schedule. 
Coach Dorrance, thank you tbr your time and consideration. I look forward to learuing more about your institufion and program. 

Attached you will find my player card containing additional information. 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 5:18 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: FinaJ Settlement for The Rmnmys 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Monday th~-’_~ :J.4th works fl:!r 

-Tom 

Frera= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Senti Thursday, June 27, 20:1.3 7:34 PM 
Te= Cunningham, Bubba; Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 
Sabje~t= Re: Final Settlement for The Rammys 
Bubba, I will have Tom Sander take this to my Leadership Council. Tom? (Tom for some reason I can’t send a Team email out unless I am sitting in front of my computer.) 
.’~entjto.,T,t my V~rizon W~re!ess 45 L TE. DROID 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Early, but our best option. 

Let’s book the 14th. Thanks. 
Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 
WP Eci~cate arid IrL-.pire rl-ma~gh ~,thh’tics 

Frem: <Steinbacher>, Rick <r_! .c_ ls_ . . _@_ . _u_ . .n_ c_ .._ e_ _d_ . .u_ . > 
Date: Wednesday, June 26, 20:13 4:55 PM 

To: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu>, "Cleary, Kenneth Eugene" <kcleary@unc.edu>, "Miller, Beth" 

<bethmiller@unc.edu>, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Co: "Steffen, Mark D." <msteffen@ernail.unc.edu> 

Subjeg[: FW: Final Settlement for The Rammys 

Bubba, Cricket, Ken, Beth, Larry--- 

We need to get Memorial Hall booked for Rammys 
t The ideal date is Monday., April 2:1"; ¯ (one we~-_~k earlier, be[ore e>:ams, after most compet:ition~.;) but: un[ortuna~:e~y Memorial Hall has a~ready bee]~ boo]~ed fl:~r thaL 

date ~:or some 

Exams stm’t on Monday~ April 28th. (Exams: 4/28, 4/’29, 5/% 5/2, 5/5~ 5/6) 

Reading Days are Wednesday, April 30tn and Saturday, May 3’". 

Potential rH:m-.e’,<am Dates that Memoria~ Hall ~s ava~h~Me are: 

Mondsy, Apd~ 14 

Tuesday, Apd~ 15 (maybe) 

Friday, April 25 (maybe) 

Saturday, Apdi 2(~th 

Sunday, April 27th 

Wednesday, April 

ACC Lacrosse Tournaments play through Sunday, April 27th and ~ am guessing, we wH~ have a baseball game, Lhat day as w~f.~ Exams start on Monday, ApH~ 28th. 

Based on aH the above, wh~le certain~y not Meal, ~ think ~R~_#_~z_~_££]J__~_~----.makes the most sense. What do you all th~nk? 

R~ck 

F~m= Steffen, Mark D. 
Sent= Tuesday, June 25, 20~3 3:~3 PN 
To= Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject~ RE: Final Se~lement for The Rammys 

Hi Rick, 

Hope you’re doh~g well. 

Just thought Fd check in Lo see ~[ you had any new thoughts aboL~t schedL~Hng The Rammys in Z0:14. 

All the best, 

Marl< 

F~m= Steffen, Mark D. 
Senti Tuesday, Nay ~4, 20~3 ~:53 AN 
Te= Steinbacher, Rick; Lane, Cricket 
C¢= Clea~, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject= RE: Final Se~lement for The Rammys 
No problem. 

Unfor~:unate~y Apd~ ~s a busy ~:#r~e for us. Here are the dates from April 14 -:~(} tha~: don’t: currently have a confirmed booMng: 

April 14 - Open 

April 15 --.We have a tentatively booked event. There ~s some chance this could be moved or cancelled, so this ~s a "maybe/’ 

Apd~ 18--20 b Easter weekend, so we’d really ]~l<e to avoid dob~g anytNng then. 



April 25 --.We have another tentatively booked event. So some chance of doing an event then, but less likely than April :].Sth. 

April 26 - Open 

~pril 27 - Open 

April 28 --. Noth~R~ booked, but during exams. 

April 29 - Nothh~g booked, but during exams. 

Apr~l gO--. Open (Reading Day). 

E~est, 

Mark 

E~= Steinbacher, Rick 
SeBt= Tuesday, Nay ~4, 2053 ~:4~ AN 
Te= Steffen, Mark D.; Lane, Cricket 
Ce= Clea~, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject; RE: Final Se~lement for The Rammys 

Thanks Mark. 

Sorry about ~1~ the b~ck and forth, but one more question. We w~] d~scuss 4/30/14 and 4/14/:].4 as options. So we are prepared for that d~scuss~on can you go ahead 

and g~ve a Hat of a~l Dates from April 14th through April 30th [hat are possibilities? 

T~anks, 

R~ck 

E~= Steffen, Mark D. 
SeBt= Tuesday, Nay ~4, 20~3 ~:37 AN 
Te; Lane, Cricket; S~inbacher, Rick 
Ce= Clea~, Kenneth Eugene 
Subject= RE: Final Se~lement for The Rammys 

Unfortunately Mernofia~ kla]I ~a unavailable on Monday, April 2:[, 20:[4. 

T~e Hall is available on Monday, ~pri] 28th. But that ~s an exam day acco~dk~ to the Registrar’s calendar. Not sure if that would work for you. ][ might be somewhs[ 

difficuf[ ~:or us to get staff, but ~ can look ~n[o [hat if you’re ~n[erested. 

~ have Wednesday, April 30th as a Read~ng Day. Don’t know if that is a better option for you~ 

Monday, April I4~h is also available, but maybe thai is too early. 

Best, 

Mark 

F~: Lane, Cricket 
S~t: Tuesday, Hay ~, 20~3 ~:~2 AH 

T~: SteJnbacher, RJc~ 
~: C[ea~, Kenneth Eugene; Steffen, Hark D. 
Subject: Re: Final Se~[ement far The Rammys 

All, 

That 3rd Monday had typically been the date ff the All Sports. Totally understand about the Spring sports but I’m sure that’s happens with all the schools who have 

these types of awards~ 

We could do a little research. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 14, 2013, at 10:44 AM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <.r_[.c__k_.s_t_.e__[._@.__e_._m_.a__!]_._..u_ .q _c_ = _e_ .d_ _u_ . > wrote: 

Let’s see w~at Mark tells us the options are and U~en discuss with Bubba. Mark, piease advise for both 4/21 and 4./28. 

P, ick 

Fr~rn: Cleary, Kenneth Eugene 
Sent-" Tuesday, Nay $4, 2053 $0:43 AN 

Te= Steinbacher, R~ck; Lane, Cricket 
Subject= RE: Final Se~lement for The Rammys 
A COLEp]e of notes - Lhe fLErther we back k~to the sprk~g sports seasons, the more of a chalkmge ~[: w~]~ be to determ#~e awards for teams and 

~nd~v~dua]s (got U~at feedback from sports ~n~:o). We also would 

TV [~as made Monday n~hts a possibility ~:or both those sports). 

Ken 

From= Steinbacher, Rick 
Senti Tuesday, Nay 14, 2013 10:37 AN 

To~ Lane, Cricket 
Co= S~ffen, Mark D.; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene; Nars~n, Susan R; Griggs, Kathy 
Subject= RE: Final Se~lement for The Rammys 
Mark- pk~ase le~: us ~mow ~f 4/21/14 is an option ~or Memoda~ 

P,~ck 

F~= Lane, Cricket 
Se~t= Tuesday, Nay $4, 2053 10:36 AN 

Te= Steinbacher, Rick 
C~= Steffen, Mark D.; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene; Narston, Susan R; Griggs, Kathy 
$~bje~t= Re: Final Se~lement for ~e Rammys 
Yes Rick it would be best if we could have the event a week earlier. Although I did get some feedback that during exams it was a nice distraction. 

So hopefully we can do Monday, April 21st. 

Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

On May 14, 2013, at 9:57 AM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <rickstei@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mark --- 

Yo~.~ all did ~ fantas[:ic job and were ~ io¥ to work wi~h, 



We will do this via account adjustment Kathy Griggs will g~-:d: Susan the ~nk~ she need~, 

For Rammys 2014 .-- ~ th#~k the dales we would wa~t to look at are Monday, gprH 2Ist and Monday, Apri~ 28th. Are boLh o~: those options? 

Cricket -thoughts on date? The academic calendar for next year looks to have some date m~stakes ~n ~t. ~ believe the last day of classes ~s 

~:dday, 4/25 and Monday 4/28 ~s a read#~g day but not sure. Based on the strong feedback we got from se~eral coache~ and academk: 

advisors tMs year ~ think the h~ea~ date ~s Monday, 4/2:[/:[4 which ~s the Monday of the last week of classes and a week bek~re exams. 

R~ck 

F~: Steffen, Mark D, 
SeBtl Monday, Nay ~3, 20~3 4:39 PN 
Te= Steinbacher, Rick 
C¢= Narston, Susan R 
Subject: Final Se~lement Br The Rammys 

Hi Rick, 

I’ve attached the invoice for the Rammys event in Memorial Hall. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

If you would like to pay by University account adjustment, Susan Marston from our Bus~ness Office, on copy here, would just need to 

know what account number to use. 

Do you have any interest in using Memorial Hall next year? Looking at available dates on our calendar, I wonder if April 26th, 27th, or 30th 

might work for you. Let me know what you think. 

Best, 

The Pothole BuHdh~ I &34 East Franldh~ Street ~ CB 3233 I Chs~e~ H~l, NC 27599-3233 

P: (9&9) 962~957 ~ F: {919) 843-20~2 ~ 

c~ ro~nape~formm~a~s,o~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:                     - Rising ul 5 / u16 Showcase Event, 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: - Rising ul 5 / ul 6 Showcase Evenl, 

From: ~ corn> 

To: "Ducar, Clms" <ducam@unc.e&l~ 

CC: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edw~,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~nson@email.unc.edw~ 

Coaches 
I wanted to reach out regarding a small showcase event well be hosting next weekend, for our rising Under-15 and Under-16 girls Academy teams. 

With the growing success of our Academy training program and the recent formation of full-time Academy teams, we are prepared to more directly unveil our 

crop of up-and-coming talent, and have been seeking out ways to do so in an enjoyable and professional manner. 
There is a growing list of top universities who are actively pursuing both                (Class of      and                 (Class of     I, who both recently 
attended US Under-15 National Team Camp in Dallas. Having worked with these girls in our system for many years, it is clear that these two are rising stars in US 

Soccer. In addition to those girls, I do genuinely believe we have a potent wave of Division I prospects on our rising Underq6 team (recent ASL Champions) and 

even more potential on the rising Under-15 side. 

Showcase Event Details: 
Saturday,         : 

3 :oopm -4:3opm: Technical to Tactical Progression Training Session for Under-~5 and Under-~6s, Highmark Stadium 
5:oopm- 6:oopm: Dinner Option for Coaches, Hard Rock Care, Station Square (3o second walk from Highmark Stadium) 

7:oopm:                                             (Pro Team Match), Highmark Stadium 

9:3opm: Return to Hotel (DoubleTree by Hilton Pittsburgh Greentree) -a discounted rate has been granted for all coaches ($~og/night) 

Sunday, 
9:ooam-n:ooam: Friendly Match: Under-15s and Under-16s* 

ll:ooam: Event Concludes 
~teams to play one half against each other, followed by one half of mixed group 
We will be looking to host small events like this throughout the upcoming years to spotlight top college prospects, calling upon the resources of our 

professional organization in order to make your trip enjoyable and full of e×citement. We do hope that you’ll join us this coming weekendo 

Please RSVP via email by Wednesday ~2pm to                             ~_            com. We do highly recommend that you contact the DoubleTree by 

Hilton asap if you plan to book a room. Our sales contact is Jessica Stickle, Jessica.Stickle~CamHosp.com 4~2.92o.8o9~- 

I thank you for your interest in The                       and the time you have spent evaluating our players to this point. I firmly believe you will recognize our 

Academy system as the place to find the most technically sound and mentally strong players in . who have been developed to play the game the right 

way and who have learned within a true, professional environment. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 5:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Unc 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you tbr writing to [INC Womeffs Soccer! 

Untbrtunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write yon back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 

2200, Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the Universi~ web site: u~,.nnc.edu for any infom~ation about the University. For teaa~ infom~ation you may go 

to 

http://www.~oheels.con~/SportSelect.dbml?SITE UNC&DB OEM ID 3350&SPID 12982&SPSID 667900 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1 st ofyonrjunior year when we cm~ officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online queslionnai~e so we can track your progress and have all you cnrrent information on file: 

https:/isecnre.assistantcoach.net/college~athlete webtbrm.asp?oid 118&sid 2845 Iftbr some reason the link does not work correctly, just copy and paste it into 

your browser. 

Good lnck and thank you tbr your interest!. 

Since~eb; 

Anson Dolrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducat 

Assistant Coach and Recnfiling Coordinator 

ADicd 

Gid’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:/inc~sc.coini 

Chris Ducar 

ducm,~uncaa.unc.edu 

http://www.goheels.com,’SportSelect.dbml?SITE UNC&DB OEM ID 3350&SPID 12982&SPSID 667900 

Sent from my iPad 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:35 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

FAT5960907GA04.pdf 

SeP, t~rom my Vcrizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:              ~sinclink.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Sports in College ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:29 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Recmiling 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Recruiting 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello coach Dorrance, 

My name is , I play for in I will be a senior in this upcoming school year of I play just about every position on 
the field, including I would be more than thankful to be recruited by your team and play for your program not only to play a sport that I’ve been playing since I was young, 
but to also have the opportunity to further my education at a college I’ve dreamt of going to. If you would like to contact me about more information you can reply to this email. 

Thank You 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: {DIWSOC} Florida Gulf Coast Universi .ty is looldng for coaches to work camp st in Ft Myers, FL 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: {DIWSOC} Florida Gulf Coast UniversiU is looking tbr coaches to work camp 
From: "Switalski, Erin" <eswitalski@t}cu.edu> 
To: DI WSoc@soccerlists.org 
CC: 

stin FtMyers, FL 

Hope summer is going well for everyone : ) 

Due to a couple last minute cancelations Florida Gulf Coast University is looking for 2 coaches to work camp 

Please respond to this e-mail and let us know if you are interested. 

Thanks! 

Erin 

Erin Switalski 

Florida Gulf Coast University 

Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach 

Office: (239) 590-7047 

Fax: (239) 590-7:1.94 

.~.i cid:image005 jpg@ 01CDEESA.924BC870 

in Ft Myers, FL 

Florida has a w~ry broad public records law. As a result, any written communication created or received by Florida Gulf Coast tJniw_~rsity employees is subject to disclosure to the 

public and the media, upon request, unless otherwise exempt, tJnder Florida law e-mail addresses are public records. ~f you do not want your email address released in response to a 

public records request, do not send electronic mail to this entity. Instead, contact this office by phone! or in writing. 



Check out one of rea’s best 

Click ~llow link to view profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday: 10:39 PM 

.corn>; Ducar, Chris ~<tuc~Jc@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Athlete Resume 

image001 .png; image002.png; image003.png 

corn> wrote: 

Good day Coach Dorrance, 

My name is             and am currently the High-Performance Director for the                              . Throughout the year a select group of 

male and female athletes participate in our High-Performance Development Centre. The purpose of this communication is to forward the athlete 

resume of one of our High-Performance female athletes. 

is going into her grade twelve year at Having participated in our youth high- 

performance development programs since she was twelve,     has always desired to compete at the collegiate level. 

At your convenience please feel free to review the two attachments:      cover letter and athletic resume,     can be reached at the following email address 

~sasktel.net or any of the contact numbers provided in her resume. A highlight video of can be found at the following link: 

I sincerely thank-you for your time and wish you all the best. 

BSc. (Kin), MSc. (MSES) 

High Performance Director 

WWW.               ,com ........................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Outstanding Player Looking For A Hotne 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: FW: Outstanding Player Looking For A Home 

From: "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edtr~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son@ema]l.anc.edtr~, 

~ducaJc@unc.edu>, @mac.com, ~aol.com, 

CC: 

~msn.com,"Ducar, Chris" 
@gma54 .com 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo,com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 2:04 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" Outstanding Player Looking For A Home 
Hello Tom Sander, 

My name is         . I am a friend and tbrmer teammate of a deserving      player by the na~ne of She has an immense amount ofpaasion and 

drive in her to succeed. We played on the del~nsive line together for eight yeaJcs and it was a pleasure watching her grow and develop into flae player she is today. As a 

former teammate i mn writing this to prove my loyalty and tiJendship to a temnmate so deax to me. I truly believe has what it takes to play at the highest level 

possible. With her willingness to succeed and athletic build she would be a perfect fit to add to your roster in the faJ1 of Currently, plays for an 

Premiere College Showcase Team called and her team have paxticipated in numerous high level tournaments taking home many championship 

trophies.Some of her competition includes former team), They have just 

recently won their ul 7 league becoming Gold Champs. 

Profile ] 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~kFNC EXCHANGE!OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,           10:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Outstanding Player Lookittg For A Ho~ne 

4(5 L~"k" 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Outstanding Player Looking For A Home 

From:                   ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edt¢> 
CC: 

Hello Coach Do~ance, 

My name is I mn a fi-iend and former teammate of a deserving player by the name of She has an immense oanount of passion and 

drive in her to succeed. We played on the defensive line together for eight yeaacs and it was a pleasure watching her grow and develop into the player she is today. As a 

former teammate i am writing this to prove my loyalty and friendship to a teammate so dear to me. I truly believe has what it takes to play at the highest level 

possible. With her willingness to succeed and athletic build she would be a perfect fit to add to your roster in the fall of Currently, plays for an Elite 

Premiere College Showcase Team called and her team have paxticipated in numerous high level tournaments taI:ing home many championship 

trophies.Some of her competition includes former team), They have just 

recently won lheir ul 7 league becoming Gold Cl~mps. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:41 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: ECNL Finals - Richmond, VA 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ECNL Finals - Richmond, VA 

From:            ~gma]l .com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <duca~-@unc.edu> 

Good Afternoon, Coach Don’ance, 

Hello! I am interes~ted in your program at University of North Caacoli~m and would like to invite you and other members of the UNC Staffto attend a game of 

mine at the ECNL Finals in Richmond. Virginia. My name is I am . and I play as beth a for 

ECNL. I am a rising swphomore at , so I roll be graduating in At the ECNL Playotlg in June in Colorado my team won our bracket, and 

will be 1 of 8 teams battling for the U 15 National Championship in Virginia. The game schedule hasn’t been released yet, and the "Rivah Draw" roll take place July 

10th. The "Rivah Draw" is when ECNL will drink- to determine the placement of tean~s in their respective brackets. Bracket game play will take place July 11th, 12th, 
th and 14th at the West Creek Fields (the 13th will be a "rest" or "otF’ day). The Championship and Consolation games will be on July 15 (Championship matches at 

Striker Park / Consolation matches at West Creek Fields). I wonld appreciate it if yon and/or other members of the I.INC Staffare able to watch any of my games, if 

you attend the event. 

To find mo~e information abom the ECNL Finals you can visit 

Here is my coach contact information as well. His email is ~ net and cell phone is 

Thank you for your time, and I hope you’ll be able to watch me play in Virginia! 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 10:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: PUIVfl~k Women’s Elite Showcase - Unpdated Athlete List 

2013 PWES Athletes 6 28 13.pdf 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase - Unpdated Athlete List 

From: Puma Women’s Showcase <PumaWomensShowcase@gmnnarketing.com> 

CC: 

Hello from PUMA! 
We are now 2 weeks away from the 2013 PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase to be held at Disney’s Wide World of Sports in Kissimmee, FL. We wanted to 
reach out one more time to see if you or your program would be able to join us July 17-18. As previously communicated, with the Showcase quickly 
approaching we need to ensure you and your program’s spot - we strongly encourage you to secure your place ASAP. With a new Showcase venue for 
2013 we need to provide advanced notice of all Showcase attendees/guests that will be joining us on-site at the Wide World of Sports. Please RSVP at 
your earliest convenience to --w----~---n-~-e---n---s---s--h---~----w-c---a---s--e--@~---u----m----a-~--c---~---r[-1. 
We have a great group of athletes confirmed to compete at this year’s Showcase and the most-current list is attached for your review. 
If you are in need of a hotel, here is how to book a room(s) during your Showcase stay: 

¯ Call 1.800.736.6377 
¯ When you call reference the Puma Parent Block for Disney Cup International 
¯ Your hotel choices are: 

o Springhill Suites Marriott Village 
o Disney’s Pop Century Resort 

We’re looking forward to a great Showcase and hope we get the chance to host you and your program. Should you have any questions in advance of 
the event, please do not hesitate to let us know at womensshowcase@puma.com or call us at 262.317.1726 

We hope to see you July 17-18 at Disney and have a great z~th of July Holiday! 
Thank you! 

PUMA Women’s Elite Showcase 

Notice: This email is intended only for the Nrson or entiD, to which it is addressed and may contain information that is privileged, confidentiaJ or otherwise protected 

from disclosure. Dissemination, distribution or copying of this e-mail or the information herein by anyone other than the intended recipient, or an employee or agent 

responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, is prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in e~ror, please immediately not@ us by caJling the Help 

Desk at (800) 696-0015. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

2:43:56 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: : ECNL National Championships, Richmond, VA 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent from my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ECNL National Championships, Richmond, VA 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 

Congratulations on adding another NCAA title to the Tarheel trophy case! My name is             and I am writing to 

express my interest in your school and program. I have a very strong desire to continue competing in college after 

I graduate high school. 

I would like to invite you to my next ECNL event, the National Championships in Richmond, Virginia from 

Hopefully there is room in your schedule and you are able to come watch a game or two. I will send a schedule as 

soon as it’s made available. 

I am also planning on visiting your campus on this trip with two of my teammates, our and 

one of our As soon as the schedules are made available I’II send my game schedule and let you know 

the day I plan on visiting. 

Thank you. 

@gmail.com 

- Parent’s cell phone 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 10:45 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:                i 

Are we interested? Please follow up. 

Ses~f.~°om my Verizou fVire[ess 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re is 

From: .... ~ @yahoo.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I am really looking forwmd to tl~e 2013 North Carolina Gifts Soccer C~anp July 25-28. I would love tl~e opportunity to schedule an unofficial visit ruth you to lea~ 

more abont the Tar Heel soccer program dnring my upcoming visit. Would you be available to meet ruth me either Thursday, July 25th before camp registration or 

Sunday July 28th after camp has concluded? My flight is schednled to leave at 4:40pm on the 28th so I can meet any time before then. I realize you can’t contact me 
directly due to NCAA roles. Please contact either of my coaches listed below to talk about possibly setting np a time to meet in person during my upcoming visit. 

I look forward to fina2lly meeting you in person. Go Tar Heels’. 

From:,    .                               s@yahoo.com> 
To: "anson(i~,uncaa.unc.edu" <anson(i~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; "isneros@.qmail.com" <isneros@.qmail.com>; 
"nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ggg@uncaa.unc.edu" <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
"alex crei.qhton(~,,med.unc.edu" <alex crei,qhton~,med.unc.edu>; "ath.qallo(~,uncaa.unc.edu" <athqallo~,uncaa.unc.edu>; "c.qwaltnev~,uncaa.unc.edu" 

<cgwaltney(~,uncaa.unc.edu>; "sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu" <sbmaloy(~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 7:33 PM 
Subject: Re: Brooklynn Speis 

Coach Dorrance, 
I mn very much looking forward to meeting you and your staff at tlae camp July 24-29. Attached are lists of my upcoming tournaments’games. If yon, or one ofyonr 

stroll; are planning on making the trip to any of these tournaments, I would love if you would stop by to watch me play. My Club number is 14 and I play as a center 
tbrward & winger. I have been invited to play on the ODP Region III 1 st team in Alabama July 12-16 as well. As soon as I get the schedule I will tbrwaxd it on. For 

the summer I am playing indoor soccer on a U- 19 Boys team, I don’t have a number but you cm~’t miss me, the ~hedule is attached, ttope to see you on the tield’. 

From:                                ~.yahoo.com> 
To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino(~,,uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino~,uncaa.unc.edu>; "car~,uncaa.unc.edu" <car(~,uncaa.unc.edu>: "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman~,uncaa.unc.edu>; 
"isneros@.qmail.com" <isneros@.qmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 18, 2013 12:36 PM 



Subject: Re: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My flvshmm~ year has been so memorable and even though you may not have been able to make any of my games I would love to share ruth you highlights from the 

year. Only 3 more years until I become a Tar Heel! See you on the field this summer at the soccer c~np. 

From:                                @yahoo.corn> 
To: "anson(~,uncaa.unc.edu" <anson(~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino(~,uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino(~,uncaa.unc.edu>; "car(~,uncaa.unc.edu" <car(~,uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman~,,uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman(~,uncaa.unc.edu>: 
"isneros@.qrnail.com" <isneros@.qmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 9, 2013 9:41 AM 
Subject: Re: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Another update: Our amazing high school soccer team (Carl Albert) has gone undefeated in playoffs and will play for the Oklahoma 5A State Title this 

Friday, May 10th at Noble High School at 7:30pm. I will be uploading my freshman year highlight video soon after. It has been one amazing year and I am 

excited to share it with you. 

From                                  ).vahoo.com> 
To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino~,uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino~,uncaa.unc.edu>; "car~,uncaa.unc.edu" <car~,uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman(~,uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman~,uncaa.unc.edu>; 
"isneros@.qmail.com" <isneros@.qmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2013 2:44 PM 
Subject: Re:i 

Coach Dorrance, 

Just wanted to update you on my schedule in case you get the opportuuity to come see me in action. 

I am excited to announce that I made the Region III 98 Girls ODP first team. Our schedule is as follows: 

SUB- REGIONAI ~ 



From                                 ~,yahoo.com> 
To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino(~,uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino(~,uncaa.unc.edu>; "car(~,uncaa.unc.edu" <car(~,uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman(~,,uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman(~,uncaa.unc.edu>: 

@.qmail.com" @.qmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:20 AM 
Subject: Re: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: @yahoo.com> 
To: "ansonCb.~ncaaiunc.edu" <£nso~..uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

,,qmail.com" ~,,qmail.com>; "nfava~,uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 11:44 PM 
Subject: Re: 

From:                                @yahoo.corn> 
To: "anson~,~lncaaiunc.edu" <anson~,uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com" @gmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 5:52 PM 

Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 
Good morning, my name is Brooklynn Speis and I am very interested in being a Tar Heel in the women’s soccer program at the 
University of North Carolil~a. I had the pleasure of having Jason Sisneros as my coach at the Exact Soccer Camp in Texas this past 
winter. I was very impressed with his coaching style and desire for the game. I am currently a freslunan gradtuating from Carl Albert 
High School in Midwest City, Oklahoma in the spring of 2016 and have a strong desire to compete in college. I feel that your tmiversity 
and team are ideal matches for my athletic and academic abilities and goals. As a dedicated athlete and student, Uulversity of North 
Carolina would give me the opporttmity to thrive, contribute, and grow in all facets of collegiate life: personal, athletic, and academic. 
I have been competing since I was 6 years old and play year round. I play futsal, indoor soccer, Oklahoma Premier League (Club), 
ODP, and High School Varsity. My coaches tell me they appreciate lny speed, hard-work ethic, technique, and versatility. 

I have included my high school schedule and my club tournament schedule for this season; I would love for you to come see me in 
action. I am #14 on my premier club team, #3 on varsity, and #14 onjuhior varsity. High School home games are played at Carl Albert 
Middle School Football/Soccer fields at 2515 S. Post Rd., Midwest City, OK. 
Find out: more about me at:: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:46 PM 

Ducat. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: .~me.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson, 
My nmne is and I am currently a freshmm~ attending 

women’s      program at UNC. 

I wanted to let you know that I am veu interested in the 

At                              I maintain GPA and take Honors Biology, Algebra II, Spanish II, Honors Social Studies, and English 9. In addition to my 

academic studies this fall, I played on the gifts’ varsity team. We had a successfifl season, making it to the second round of the playoffs. 

Currently, I play for the                      , I am a       and wear number 4.         is part of the Elite Clubs National League (ECNL). We are 

currently ranked 1 st in the northeast cont~rence, a~d 6th nationally. My club coach is           , a~d you ca~ reach him by email at         ~yahoo.com. Next 

week we roll be attending ECNL National Championship in Richmond, Virginia. I am currently unawaxe of the times of our games but i will let you know Maen I tind 

out. 

Thank yon very much for your time 

Sincereb; 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:46 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: -Nationals 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: -Na’6onals 

From: @cuemaJ~l .net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I would like to inform yon that this weekend I will be going to the Region~ ca~p in Rhode Islm~d for ODP. Also, my ODP state temn has made it to Nationals this year 
and we are very excited I hope you or a s~ff member will be able to attend. I look forward to staying in touch ruth you mad moving forward. Here is my coach, 

info~rnalion if you would like to speak mtl~ him. 

Thank you, 

ttead Coach 

edu 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 10:51 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: F~J1 JoMntemship 

Bubba, I like this kid. Smm~, hmd working, loyal, ambitious, intrinsicaJly motivated... I could go on forever. S~les mentality? Yes, especially in that she will co~npete. 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izon tFirele,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <bnbbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I do not know. 

Anson--what do you think’? 

Bubba 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On Jul 2, 2013, at 9:05 AM, "John Montgomery" <iolm(a)ramsclub.com> wrote: 

From~ Cunningharn, Bubba [mailto:bubbac@email.unc.edu] 

5ent~ Monday, July 0~, 20~3 9:0~ PM 

To~ Lowry Caudill 

6c: UNCAA-ExeStaff 

Subject: Re: Fall Job!Internship 

I w~ll check with our staff to see what the options are. Thanks. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: Lowry Caudill <            @}gmail.com> 

Date: Tuesday, June 25, 20~3 9:58 AM 

To: "Cunningham, gubba" <bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, Steve NeBon <steve@wakefieldgroup.com> 

Subje~: Fwd: Fall Job/Internship 

Bubba, 
See the email string below. Any ideas? 

Thanks 
Lowry 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Steve Nelson <steve@wakefieldgroup.com> 

Date:Tue, Jun 25, 2013 at 8:3S AM 

SubJect: Fwd: Fall Job/Internship 

To: Lowry Caudill,            ~gmail.com>, Joe DeSimone <desimone@unc.edu> 

Joe and Lowry, can we pls discuss below and any needs that may be there for a very special person, and or opportunities that may otherwise exist and, if so, can be 

uniquely tailored to the "rare air" life of an extraordinary friend of mine below? 

Thanks for considering~ 

Steve 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                         ~ g__n_?__a_! ! :__c__o___n_ 2 > 

Date: June 24, 2013, 4:49:51 PM [DT 

To: Steve Nelson <steve@wa kefie!dgroup:corn > 

Subject: Fall Job/Internship 

Mr. Nelson, 

rve attacnec~ my resume, v~ease ~et me Know Ir tnere ~s anymmg e~se you nee{~! 

Thanks again, 



This message (and any associated files) is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is confidential, subject to copyright or constitutes a 

trade secret. If you are not the intended recipient you are hereby notified that any dissemination, copying or distribution of this message, or files associated with this message, is strictly prohibited. If you 

have received this message in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your computer. Ivlessages sent to and from us may be monitored. 

Internet communications cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. Therefore, we do not 

accept responsibility for any erroi~ or omissions that are present in this message, or any attachment, that have arisen as a result of e-mail transmission. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy 

version. Any views or opinions presented are solely those of the author and do not necessarily represent those of the company. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Tuesday, July 2, 2013 11:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Upcoming GotSoccer Showcase Events 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Upcoming GotSoccer Showcase Events 

From: GotSoccer <mailer7@emaA12.gotsoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

College Recruiting has never been easier’. 

Did you know you can get all the informafion you want at a showcase 

directly from your IPhone or Android? The GotSoccer Mobile 

College Coach’s account is live and can be used immediately. And 

better yet, there is no charge tbr this service! 

With the GotSoccer Mobile College Coach Account you can: 

Search ~d register for events using GotSoccer so,rare 

Filter schedules by rid& field number and date 

Browse team profiles and mini- biffs for each player 

Rate players you are interes~ted in and see which players have 

been scoping out your college 

iiPasswordiii 

Click Here to be removed from fl~e mailing list. 

And there is so much more! Click the link above and take advmatage 

of this tiee, el~icient mobile feature today! 

PA Classics Mid-Atlautic Cup: Boys Weekeud B U9-U 17 
7/6/2013 -7/7/2013 

ReNster to Attend Mm~heim, PA 

Showcase of Champions - 2013 BiG U13-U17 
8/2/2013 -8/5/2013 

O~awa, CND Re~ster to Attend 

Buffalo Wild Wings Blazin’ 3v3 Series, Memphis. Aug 10, B U9-Ul 2,U14-U15,Ul 8 20~a 
8/10/2013 G U9-U 1 3,U 1 5 ,U 1 8 

Mempbi~ ~ ReNster to Attend 

Arsenal Cup B U 10- U 1 ~ 
8/15/2o13-8/18/2o13 

G UI 0-U14,U16,UI 8 
Fo~I Collins~ CO 

ReNster to Attend 

Long Island Soccer Shootout B U9-U16,U19 
8/17/2013-8/18/2013 

G U10-U16 

ReNster to Attend 
Stony Brook NY 

2013 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic B/G UT-U 14 
8/30/2013,9/1/2013 

Bowie, MD ReNster to Attend 

The Rose Cup, Memphis, TN. Sept 20-22, 2013 B ug-u12,U14-U15,U18 
9/20/2013o/22/2013 

G U9-U 13,U 15,U 18 
Memplfi~ ~ 

ReNster to Attend 

Pinna Christopher Columbus Cup 2013 B UT-U 1 7,U 19 

BrooEy~ NY ReNster to Attend 



2013 Labor Day Recreational Soccer Classic BiG UT-U 14 

Bowie, MD Register to Attend 

2013 Fall Harvest Recreational Soccer Classic 
B/G U7-U 14 

Bowie, MD Register to Attend 

Arlin~on Soccer 9th Annual College Showcase B U 10,U 16-U 17,U 19 
12/13/2013,12/15/2013 G ug-u10,U16-U17,U19 
Arlington Harold Patterson Soccer Complex, TX 

Register to Attend 

Presidents’ Day Tournament 2014 
BiG U12-U17,U19 

2/14/2014-2/17/2014 

Phoenix, AZ Register to Attend 

City of Las Vegas Mayor’s Cup International Youth Soccer 

Showcase 2014 B/G U14-U17,U19 
2/15/2014-2/17/2014 

Register to Attend 
Las Vegas, NV 

Annandale Premier Cup 2014- Boys Weekend B U10-U17,U 19 
3/7/2014-3/9/2014 

Register to Attend Hemdon, VA 

2014 Ocean City Beach Cup 
B/G U7-U14 

Ocean Ci~, MD Register to Attend 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup: Boys Weekend B U9-U17,UI 9 
6/28/2014-6/29/2014 

Maaahefin, PA Register to Attend 

2012 Capital Fall Classic Girls Weekend G U9-U 18 
11/17/2012-11/18/2012,7/6/2013 

Richmond, VA Register to Attend 

2013 AC Milan Continental Cup B U9- U 16,U 1 g 
7/4/2013-7/7/2013 

G U12,UI4,UI 6,U18 
Cleveland. OH 

Register to Attend 

LEHIGH VALLEY 2013 SOCCER STEILMROLL B U9- U 1 2,U 1 4-U 1 5 ,U 1 8 
7/6/2013-7/7/2013 

G U% U 1 1 ,U 1 3 - U 1 5,U 1 7 

Register to Attend 
Allentom~ PA 

N1KE Crossfire Challenge 2013 
BiG U 10-U 17,U 19 

Redmond, WA Register to Attend 

Lehigh Valley Steel City Cup B U9,U12-U15 
7/13/2013-7/14/2013 

G U10-U11,U13 

Register to Attend 
Allentowr~ PA 

The SOUTtt~ILN SIZZLE Soccer Tournament at Rock Hill SC B/G U 12-U 18 

Rock Hill SC / Charlote NC, SC Register to Attend 

CENTRAL.IE1LSEY INArITATIONAL 2013 [GIRLS] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: Intereffted Player 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Interested Player 

From: @gmafil.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi my name is and I will be attending the Exact camp in Conme, Texas. I am a for the state championship and 

regional quarterfinalist team, . I am an up coming sophomore at My current gpa is a and I participate in many school 
activities and volunteer in many areas around my community. I am 5’7 and 130 pounds. I have made it to the junior olympics national tournament three years running in the 
200 meter dash and               with my school team during the summer. I am athletic, have dangerous pace,I will always work hard, and I aspit~ to improve my 
technical abilities every day. In this past regional tournament I was also named top 10 goal scorers in my region. The University of North Carolina has always been my dream 
school and I am willing to work as hard as possible to one day be apart of the Tar heels team. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:15 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

From: profiles@csaprepstar.com [mailto:profiles@csaprepstar.com] 
Sent; Monday, 8:43 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject; CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:24 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneres          ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Warning: Bewaxe of Smnmer Prospect Visits to Cmnpus 

ChrisiDino, 

Re~d this over ..... t ~gree with it, is visiting July 16th afl:er the ECNL ew-_~nt in Richmond ~nd I want us to make sure we have t:his thing thoroughly 

org~nized. She will be our top recruit for (right: Chris?) and we need to m~ke sure she meets EVERYONe! ~:hat is here in ~ddi~:ion to seeing everything we c~m 

show her, Because I agree with Tudor: "the energy" will not be the same, 

Frem: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 9:31 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Warning: Beware of Summer Prospect Visits to Campus 
You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

July 2, 2013 Volume 9, Issue 27 

I’m an optimist by nature...a "glass-is-half-full" kind of guy. 
So when I was asked recently by a coach we are working with for my opinion on having a top recruit visit their 
campus during the Summer, my inclination was to put a positive spin on the possibilities. 
At least the coach is getting the prospect on campus, right? At least the family is going to get a look at the 
buildings...walk around the quad...see the dorms. 
All that’s better than nothing, right? 
Just barely. 
The stark reality is that on-campus visits during the Summer, when there are less students and less energy 
on your campus, are not factoring significantly in a decision by the prospect, according to our research. 
It’s not going to turn out as badly as it did for the Griswold family during their Summer vacation, but it could 
get close when it comes to the end recruiting results... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Coming up later this week for our TRS Clients and Premium Members. we’ll go over the latest strategies 
for getting prospects to commit to a campus visit in the early Fall. Did you know there are two key elements 
to making that happen, and that most coaches fail to address it as they plea for a recruit and his or her 
family to pick their school as one of their visits? 

We’ll make sure our members and clients aren’t making that mistake...Iook for that later this week! 

Not a TRS Client? C,_!i.q,k.__..h_e._r.e__.. 

Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 

Have questions? Email Dan directly at dan@dantudor.com 

CODED COHMITMENT TWEETS BRING PUBLICITY TO RECRUITING 

Coaches are creative, and will find a way to maximize opportunities they have 
under NCAA guidelines. So when it comes to social media, one college coaching 
staff has found a way to alert fans of new commitments without breaking the 
NCAA’s rule against publicizing individual recruits. How? CLICK HERE 

GET THE LATEST RECRUITING NEWS, TIPS AND STORIES 

Summer is here, but that doesn’t mean recruiting news takes a vacation. Want 
to keep up on the latest info, and get exclusive recruiting tips from Dan Tudor? 

Follow us on Twitter! CLICK HERE 

Contributed by Fox Sports 
In James Franklin’s world, it’s never too early to make a recruiting pitch. 

On Monday, the Vanderbilt head football coach admitted that he routinely sells the 
scholarship virtues of Commodore athletics to expecting parents, prior to the birth of their 
son or daughter. 

"If I see a 6-foot-6 man walking in the mall with his wife, and she’s 6-2 and she’s pregnant, 
Iql go up and offer their unborn child," Franklin told The Tennesseean. 

"I’m not exaggerating. I do that all the time. If I go to speak at an elementary school, if f’m 
out at a restaurant, we kind of have fun with it. It’s about developing a relationship with 
people. Tt’s about getting them connected with Vanderbilt. Tt’s about making people laugh and 
telling a story and having fun. ~t’s about having a sense of humor and not being some robot 
coach that I don’t want to be."... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Rush To Ray le The PiRA Changes How Coaches Recruit 

The pitch proffered in living rooms from one corner of the country to the opposite was always 
the same. 
A college coach would waltz in through the front door with the promise of two things: the 
chance to play basketball and the chance to get your degree; the game in exchange for the 
scholarship and the promise of a college education. 

The offer is still on the coffee table, but the sale has been altered. 
"In general terms, you have to be careful at times when you’re talking about getting a 
degree," Arizona’s Sean Niller said. "It could be taken as an insult -- ~’m not good enough or 
my player or my son isn’t good enough to leave early. Is that every situation? Of course not. 
But you have to be careful."... 

.c__ .L_~_._C_ _K__H.~ .R__ .E__TO___ _C_ O__ N__T_ ~__N_u_._~. 
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by Paul Myerberg, USA Today, com 

Promises are often made in recruiting, sometimes kept, sometimes not, but nearly all are 
genuine: Coaches who tell a recruit he can win the Heisman do so with confidence that this 

can, in fact, occur. 
(Coaches are a confident bunch.) 
Some promises are too good to be true, however. 
Take this one, for example, from an unnamed coach in Woodsbridge, Va., defensive end 
Da’Shawn Hand, the nation’s No. 1 recruit, according to Rivals.com. A coach made a unique 
)romise to him, involving a supposed meeting with a deceased pop music legend... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Star 
by Michael Carvell, Atlanta Journal-Constitution 
For a coach who resisted Twitter for the longest time, Georgia Tech’s Paul Johnson sure looks 
like he’s having a lot of fun on social media. 
Even if you’re not a fan of the Yellow Jackets, Johnson is one of college football’s most 



entertaining coaches to follow on Twitter. 
Unlike his counterpart at UGA, Johnson is quick to offer an opinion on an array of different 
topics, mostly sports. He’s opinionated, witty, candid and funny. It’s a side of Johnson that 
doesn’t always come across in press conferences. 

"I don’t think (Twitter) is the other side of me," Johnson said. "I think it’s more of me than 
what people want to paint. People have agendas. When you have an agenda, you can take 
anything that’s said and anything that is written, and spin or twist it any way you want. And 
people do that."... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 11:24 AM 

@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Warning: Bewa~re of Summer Prospect Visits to Cmnpus 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf O~ Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 20:t3 9:31 All 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Warning: Beware of Summer Prospect Visits to Campus 
You’re receiving this small because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

July 2, 2013 Volume 9, Issue 27 

Warning: B war8 of Summer Prsspsct Visits to 
Campus 
i’m an optimist by nature_.a "glass-is-half-fuji" kind of guy, 
So when I was asked recently by a coach we are working with for my opinion on having a top recruit visit their 
campus during the Summer, my inclination was to put a positive spin on the possibilities. 
At least the coach is getting the prospect on campus, right? At least the family is going to get a look at the 
buildings...walk around the quad...see the dorms. 
All that’s better than nothing, right? 
Just ba~ely. 
The stark reality is that on-campus visits during the Summer, when there are less students and less energy 
on your campus, are not factoring significantly in a decision by the prospect, according to our research. 
It’s not going to turn out as badly as it did for the Griswold family during their Summer vacation, but it could 
get close when it comes to the end recruiting results... 
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The Secret of Cettifl!! Kids to Campus Early 
Coming up later this week for our TRS Clients and Premium IVlember~, we’ll go over the latest strategies 



for getting prospects to commit to a campus visit in the early Fall. Did you know there are two key elements 
to making that happen, and that most coaches fail to address it as they plea for a recruit and his or her 
family to pick their school as one of their visits? 

We’ll make sure our members and clients aren’t making that mistake...Iook for that later this week! 

Not a TRS Client? Click here. 

Want to become a Premium Hember? .C_!i.c_k.__l_~_e__r.e__. 

Have questions? Email Dan directly at da~@dantudor.com 

CODED COHHITHENT TWEETS BRING PUBLICITY TO RECRUITING 

Coaches are creative, and will find a way to maximize opportunities they have 
under NCAA guidelines. So when it comes to social media, one college coaching 
staff has found a way to alert fans of new commitments without breaking the 
NCAA’s rule against publicizing individual recruits. How? CLICK HERE 

GET THE LATEST RECRUITING NEWS1 TIPS AND STORIES 

Summer is here, but that doesn’t mean recruiting news takes a vacation. Want 
to keep up on the latest info, and get exclusive recruiting tips from Dan Tudor? 

Follow us on Twitter! CLICK HERE 

Contributed by Fox Sports 
In James Franklin’s world, it’s never too early to make a recruiting pitch, 

On Monday, the Vanderbilt head football coach admitted that he routinely sells the 
scholarship virtues of Commodore athletics to expecting parents, prior to the birth of their 
son or daughter. 

"If I see a 6-foot-6 man walking in the mall with his wife, and she’s 6-2 and she’s pregnant, 
I’II go up and offer their unborn child," Franklin told The Tennesseean. 

"I’m not exaggerating. I do that all the time. If 1 go to speak at an elementary school, if I’m 
out at a restaurant, we kind of have fun with it. It’s about developing a relationship with 
people. It’s about getting them connected with Vanderbilt. It’s about making people laugh and 
telling a story and having fun. It’s about having a sense of humor and not being some robot 
coach that I don’t want to be."... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Rush To Ray Io The PiBA ChenOos How Coaches Recruit 

The pitch proffered in living rooms from one corner of the country to the opposite was always 

the same. 
A college coach would waltz in through the front door with the promise of two things: the 
chance to play basketball and the chance to get your degree; the game in exchange for the 
scholarship and the promise of a college education. 

The offer is still on the coffee table, but the sale has been altered. 
"fn general terms, you have to be careful at times when you’re talking about getting a 
degree," Arizona’s Sean Miller said. "3It could be taken as an insult -- f’m not good enough or 
my player or my son isn’t good enough to leave early. Is that every situation? Of course not. 
But you have to be careful."... 

.c__ .L_~_._C_._K__H.~ .R__ .E__TO___._C_ O__ N__T_ ~__N_u_._~. 
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Moot...Michaol Jackson? 

Promises are often made in recruiting, sometimes kept, sometimes not, but nearly all are 
genuine: Coaches who tell a recruit he can win the Heisman do so with confidence that this 

can, in fact, occur. 
(Coaches are a confident bunch.) 
Some promises are too good to be true, however. 
Take this one, for example, from an unnamed coach in Woodsbridge, Va., defensive end 
Da’Shawn Hand, the nation’s No. 1 recruit, according to Rivals.com. A coach made a unique 
)romise to him, involving a supposed meeting with a deceased pop music legend... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Star 
by Michael Carvell, Atlanta Journal-Constitution 
For a coach who resisted Twitter for the longest time, Georgia Tech’s Paul Johnson sure looks 
like he’s having a lot of fun on social media. 
Even if you’re not a fan of the Yellow Jackets, Johnson is one of college football’s most 
entertaining coaches to follow on Twitter. 
Unlike his counterpart at UGA, Johnson is quick to offer an opinion on an array of different 



topics, mostly sports. He’s opinionated, witty, candid and funny. It’s a side of Johnson that 
doesn’t always come across in press conferences. 

"I don’t think (Twitter) is the other side of me," Johnson said. "I think it’s more of me than 
what people want to paint. People have agendas. When you have an agenda, you can take 
anything that’s said and anything that is written, and spin or twist it any way you want. And 
people do that."... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 11:28 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); @aol.com 

Can or~e of yoL~ follow up with .... I will be ge~ng back from watchir~g Michelle perform at .Jacdl~Pillow (Mass) arid w[l[ not be able to meet w~th her 

before the camp. 

Yha~k you!! 

F~m: ;@yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, Juiy 02f 20~3 ~:$8 AN 

To= Dorrance, Aibe~ A N 
Cc= Pal~adino, George W; Sander, ~omas ~; isneros@gmail.com; Fava, Nicole N; Ducar, Chris; Gatz, Grego~; Creighton, Robe~ A; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; 
Lohse, Dave Clark; Naloy, Susan B 
Subject: Re: Brooklynn Speis 

Coach Dorrance, 

I am really looking forward to the 2013 Noah Carolina (rids Soccer Camp July 25-28. I would love the op~¢tunity to schedule an unoNcial visit wi& you to learn 

th more aN)ut the Tar Heel soccer program during my uNoming visit. Would you ~ available to meet with me either Thur~tay, July 25 betbre camp regis~tration or 
th th p Sun&y July 28 atier camp has concluded’. My fligN is ~heduled to leave at 4:40pm on the 28 so I can meet any time betbre then. I realize you can’t con~ct me 

directly due to NC~ roles. Plebe contact either of my coaches listed ~low to talk about ~ssibly sethng up a dme to meet in ~rson during my upcoming visit. 

From: @,,yahoo.corn> 

Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacrnan@uncaa.unc.edu>; @gmail.com" @grnail.com>; 
"nfava(~,uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.u~c.edu>; "ducar@u~caa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.m~c.edu>; "gg~l@uncaa.unc.edu" <~qqg@uncaa.m~c.edu>; 
"alex crei.qhton@med.unc.edu" <alex crei.qhton@med.unc.edu>; "ath.qallo@uncaa.unc.edu" <athqNIo~.,uncaa.unc.edu>; "c.qwaltneyk’i~,uncaa.unc.edu" 

Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 7:33 PM 
Subject: Re: 
Coach Dorrance, 
I am very much looking forward to meeting you and your staff’at the camp July 24-29. Attached are lists of my upcoming tournaments/games. If you, or one of your 

staff; are planning on making the trip to any of these tournaments, I would love if you would stop by to watch me play. My Club number is 14 m~d I play as a center 
forward & winger. I have been invited to play on the ODP Region III 1 st temn in Alal;~ama July 12-16 as well. As soon as I get the schedule I will tb~-waxd it on. For 

the summer I am playing indoor soccer on a U- 19 Boys team, I don’t have a nmnber but you can’t ~niss me, the schedule is attached. HoN to see you on the field’. 

Coach DolTance, 

My freshmm~ year has been so memorable and even though you may not have been able to make any oftny games I would love to share with you highlights from the 

year. Only 3 more years until I become a Ta~r Heel! See you on the field this smnmer at the soccer camp. 



From:                                 ,)yahoo.corn> 
To: "_a__[!~_o___n_@__u___n_~_a_a__:_u_£_c__~#__q_u_." <_a__[!#__o_n__@__u___n_%a_’_a__&£_c__~&_d_u_.> 

Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "car~6~,uncaa.unc.edu" <car@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacmanOuncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>: 
@.qmail.com" @.qmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, May 9, 2013 9:41 AM 
Subject: F s 

Coach Do ....... , 

Another update: Our amazing high school soccer team (Carl Albert) has gone undefeated in playoffs and will play for the Oldahoma 5A State Title this 

Friday, May 10th at Noble High School at 7:30pm. I will be uploading my freshman year highlight video soon after. It has been one amazing year and I am 

excited to share it with you. 

F r o m:                               ~_’_a_ ~!_q__o_ =£ _o__! ~ > 
To: "snson@uncas.unc.edu" <snson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpal~adino~uncaa.unc.edu" <bpallad~no~uncaa.unc.edu>; "car~uncaa.unc.edu" <car~uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman~uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman~uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@gE)A[!=£Q[D." L~)~J]~_£#_[#.>; "£~#_~A@~mcaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thu~day, May 2, 2013 2:44 PM 
Subject: Re:~ 

Coach Do~auce, 

Just wanted to up&re you on my schedule iu case you get the opportunity to come see me in action. 

Our high school temn (Carl Albe~) is doing exceptionally well as we enter the 2nd rouud of the State Playolt~ Friday May 3rd at Noble High School in Noble, 

ONahoma @7pro. I am #3 ou &e Varsi~ temn and us~lly play ceuter t~¥ard or wiug. 

I am excited m anuounce that I ~nade the Region III 98 Girls ODP fi~st team. Our schedule is as follows: 

From: @_y__a__h___o___o_=_c___o__r_[!> 

To: "srrsorl~,tlrlOaS.u[q¢.edu" <srlsorl~,tlrlCas.u[q¢.edu> 



CC: "bpalladinol~.uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@.uncaa.unc.edu>; "car@.uncaa.unc.edu" <carl~.uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@.uncaa.unc.edu>; 
" @gE)_a__[!=_c__g_r_[!." _s__@g_r_!)#_j!~_£g_!_n_.> ; "._n_!~__~_a__@_tmcaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:20 AM 
Subject: Re: 

You may not have been able to catch the sports highlight last Sunday on OkM~oma’s Fox 25 News Channel of my highschool’s (Carl Albert) win overNorthwest 

Classen. But don’t worry, you haven’t missed it because I have uploaded the soccer portion of the program to nay youtube account. So please check it out. You might 

also want to keep up with my blog on the berecruited website as well. Thank you, hope see you on the tield’. 

The fabulous freslmaa~ 

..... t)nglnal Message ..... 

From: 

To: "anson(~.uncaa.unc.edu" <anson(~.uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "!_)~__a_[!_a___d_j_n___o__@uncaa.unc.edu" <._b_L)/a_JJ__a__d_j£!_o__@__u__n___c_’_a__’_a__&_n_~:_&d___u_.>; ".d___u___c_’_a__r_@_u___n_~#__a__:_u__[?_c__:#__d__u_." <_d___u__c_/a__r_@__u___n__c_’__a_’_a__&_n_~_:&_d__u_.>; "£___a__£ffLa_£!_@_u__[?_c_/a___a_:_u__t!__c_:_e___d__t_!" <#__a___c_ff!’_a___n__@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

s@g[n#il:com" @g[n#~[:coE)>; "[)fa~a@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 11:44 PM 
Subiect: Re: 

bee you on the t~eld, 

From:                                .~,yahoo.com> 

To: "allsotl~"~,utlcaa.uRc.edu" <allson~"~,utlcaa.uRc.edu> 

Cc: 

Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 5:52 PM 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 
Good morning, my name is 2_ ..... ~, ..... ~___ and I am very interested in being a Tar Heel in the women’s soccer program at the 
University of North Carolina. I had the pleasure of having Jason Sisneros as my coach at the Exact Soccer Camp in Texas this past 
winter. I was very impressed with his coaching shale and desire for the game. I am currently a freslunan gradnating from. 

in the spring of 2016 and have a strong desire to compete in college. I feel that your university 
and team are ideal matches for my athletic and academic abilities and goals¯ As a dedicated athlete and student, University of North 
Carolina would give me the oppommi~~ to thrive, contribute, and grow in all facets of collegiate life: personal, atNetic, and academic. 
I have been competing since I was 6 years old and play year round. I play fi~tsal, indoor soccer,                      : (Club), 

¯ My coaches tell me they appreciate lny speed, hard-work ethic, technique, and versatili~~. 

I have included lny high school schedule and my club tournament schedule for this season; I would love for you to come see me in 
action¯ I am #14 on my premier club team, #3 on varsity, and #14 onjuhior varsi~’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 11:31 AM 

Nortou, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

RE: Flight Info for Anson Dorraaace 

Thank you Molly, Lhis looks good. ’,-lnd is there a hotel I can check into when I arrive? And is ~t the same hotel when sl~ the events are taking p~ace? 

F~m= No,on, Molly 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 02, 2013 11:24 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Cc= Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject= ~: Flight Info for Anson Dorrance 

From= Megan Stout [mailto:ms~ut~ylorstra~gy.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 02, 2013 11:10 AM 
To= No,on, Molly 
Subject= RE: Flight ~nfo for Anson Dorrance 

Hi Molly, 

Please see Anson’s t~avef for LA attached. 

Please confirm that the flight information is correct. 

Thai?ks[ 

Megan 



17 JUL 2013 ~ 18 JUL 2013 TR~PToLOS ANGELES, CA 

PREPARED FOR                                               .,,-~C~..~T 

DORRANCEIALBERT ANSON 
Ascot Travel Services 

RESERVATION CODE DGHXGI 

AIRLINE RESERVATION CODE DGHXGI (AA), GHPLEU (DL) 
Travel Arranger Priority Comments 
.... IF YOU HAVE BOOKED A HOTEL IN THIS ITINERARY 
.... YOU MUST SUBMIT THE FINAL FOLIO TO MARTHA LOPEZ 

~ 
# DEPARTURE: WEDNESDAY 17 JUL Pie{-,,.,e 

DEE~A AIR LINES INC ~ RDU AiroraR: 
:: ~ h~ BOEING 737 800 JET 

RALEIGH DURHAM, NC LOS ANGELES, CA 

U~stanoe (~n M~es): 2235 
DepaRlng At: Arriving At: 

7:25am 9:29am Stop(s): 0 

~ Terminal: Terminal: 
:: TERMINAL 2 TERMINAL 5 

.... 

>~ DORRANCEiALBERTANSON Check-in Required    Economy iConfirmed i0067288346405 Food for Purchase 

~ DEPARTURE: THURSDAY 18 JUL Ple~.~,:~e 

Departing At: 

i Terminal: 
TERMINAL 4 

RDU 
RALEIGH DURHAM, NC 

Arriving At: 

4:30pm 

Terminal: 
TERMINAL 2 

Aircraft: 
BOEING 737-800 JET 

Distance (in Miles): 2235 

Stop(s): 0 

~> DORRANCE,ALBERTANSON Checkqn Required Economy iConfirmed i0017288346406 Food for Purchase 

Ascot Travel Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

4:08:17 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: ECNL Championship Richmond, Virginia 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ECNL Championship Richmond, Virginia 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is I currently live in and I am very interested in playing at 

the University of North Carolina. I am fourteen years old and just finished my first year of high school at 

I was also a member on the women’s varsity team. 

Fortunately, I had the opportunity to attend and watch your team play in the semi-finals and finals of the NCAA 

competition. After witnessing your teams unforgettable skill, I developed a deep longing to be a part of the 

program, and play with and against the best players in the United States. I noticed your team has many wonderful 

qualities such as skill, strength, endurance, and speed. I possess each of these qualities plus many more such as the 

willingness to never give up. No matter what kind of game I am playing in whether it is a scrimmage, or a championship 

game, my goal is to win; to put everything I have into the game for it is my passion and my way of life. It would be an 

incredible honor to be a part of the ACC and compete against many of the strongest teams in the country. However it 

would not be the same without a Tar Heel’s jersey on my back. The Chapel Hill campus is a beautiful masterpiece in 

which I would feel more than comfortable living in; and to have family near by, in Virginia, would make me feel even 

more at home. 

Just to tell you a little bit about myself, I play and on my high school varsity team. I was 

one of the top scorers this season, as a varsity starter, and earned second team all-league honors. On my club team, I 

play which is my strongest position. I play for the team and was the 

leading scorer with 29 goals throughout the season. Our team won the Far West Regional Championship and the 

Southern California Developmental League. I also, was recently promoted to their ECNL GU14 roster for the Spring 

Games and ECNL Championship in Richmond, Virginia. It is my hope you will be attending the Showcase and be able to 

come watch me play. 

As a student, I am a hard worker and very focused on my grades. I currently have a GPA. My academic goal is 

to improve to a \4.0 or higher. In college I hope to major in creative writing or journalism and communications; 



however, I am still open minded about other choices. Below are links to my high school highlight video and NCSA online 

profile. In addition, I have attached our team’s ECNL brochure for Virginia. 

Thank you very much for your time. I look forward to hearing back from you, and or meeting you in Virginia. 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 12:10 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Hello and Youmbe video 

From: T F [mailto:         @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 11:26 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hello and Youtube video 

Hi Anson, 

Hope you mad family are well. I l, mow this is "out of the Nue" but if you haven’t aheady seen fl~is, I thought you would appreciate the Youmbe link below. One of my 

ODP parents sent it to me over the weekend. This talented young lady,            (CASL), wrote and performed this original song and orgm~ized the video. It roll 

be t~atured July 7th on on the US Youth Soccer Show on Fox Soccer Channel on July 7th. 

Hope you are having a great summer! 

Sincerely, 

Trade 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON):"~ 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 12:15 PM 

T F~          ~gmail.com> 

RE: Hello and Youmbe video 

AbsolLitely awesome!!! 

From: T F [mailto: Ngmail,com] 

Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 11:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hello and Youtube video 

Hi Anson, 

Hope you and fanfily axe well. I know rids is "out of the blue" but if you haven’t already seen thi~ I thought you would appreciate the Youmbe link below. One of my 

ODP parents sent it to me over the weekend. This talented young lady,            (CASL), wrote and performed this original song and organized the video. It will 

be featured July 7th on on the US Youth Soccer Show on Fox Soccer Channel on July 7th. 

Hope you are having a great summer! 

Sincerely, 

Tracie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 12:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Playing U- 15 ECNL FINALS 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~¢)verizon net [mailto ~verlzon net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:07 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert )k IV 
Subject: Playing U-15 ECNL FINALS 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My            team is playing in the U-15 ECNL National Finals in Richmond, Virginia July 10th - 15th! I would be honored if you could come and see me play. I will send you our schedule 
and :field location as soon as it is posted 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 12:19 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

(U14) - guided tour ~equest 

Not an issue, my friend1! 

C-:ood k~(:k in Virginia H 

From: [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 2:05 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Co= Ducar, Chris; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; RE: (U14) - guided tour request 

Coach Dorrance, 

our ~:eam i~; stil~ it~ Spa~n on a tour and the ~)~ayers are very tired from ~:he last couple of weeks. We are back in California ot~ Sunday arid fig l:o Vkgh~a on Monday. 

NoL an ideal calendar due to the t~ming of the events, buL ~ was wondering ~f you coulc~ he~p us out by postponing our visit to Un~versiW of NorLh Carolina to 

another t~me. Maybe next summer we can t~me it a ~ittle better, 

Apoh:~gies for the ~ru::onvet~iet~ce arid h:~.:?]~ forward to meet you on the fieh~. 

Thank you very much. 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:            @hotmail.com 

CC: ducar@unc.edu.; ~msn.com_; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu.; 

Subject: RE: {U:14) - guided tour request 

Date: Tue, :~9:03:57 +0000 

_~aol.com.; @gmail.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

That will work! 

|:rom= [t#__ajJ~_i f~ ~Lo__t_E~_at Lc___o_E~_] 
Sent-" Monday, 7:04 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: (U14) - guided tour request 

That’s perfect. Would work great! Can you confirm July 10th at lO:OOam, so that we put it in the calendar? 

My cell phone is 

If you want to check out a little bit about the team, see below (a few team and individual player highlights): 

Not sure if our team style of play would fit with your Program player needs, but worth a try :-) 

Talk soon - Take care, 

From: .a__r!s_._o__r3 @..e_ g! #_[j.: g__n_.c_ :.e__£[ ~. 

To: ~__~!._o_.t__r T!a_.[[_.._c_ .o_ .m._. 
Subject: RE: (U14) - guided tour request 

Date: Mort, 22:58:40 +0000 

The ride form Richmond would be 3 hours or so and :~0 am on the :].0th might work ..., What is your cell #? Put 310 South Road, Chapel Hill into your GPS, My ce~ ~s 

~ the bestH 

Sent: Monday, 6:53 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
C¢= Ducar, Chris 
Subject; RE: (U$4) - guided ~ur request 

Thanks for the quick response. 

July $0 in the mornin~ would be perfect, if possible. 

How far is the van ride from Richmond one way 2-3 hours? 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 
To:            @hotmail.com 
CC: ducar@unc.edu 
Subject: RE: ’,U14) - guided tour request 

Date: Mort, 22:44:04 +0000 

What dates? If I am in town I would love to .... 

From; [mailto: @hot ~a co~] 
Sent: Monday, 6:36 PM 



To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: (U:[4) - guided tour request 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am Head Coach for current U14 Girls team. VVe are planning on being in Richmond, VA next summer for the ECNL Finals in the U:14 

Age Group. 

We are getting there a few days earlier and were wondering if you would be open to host our team for a guided tour on your University of North Carolina 

Campus and a short presentation of your College Soccer Program. 

We have quite a talented group of girls and even though they are still quite young, you might be interested in following how they develop over the next 

couple of years. 

Please let me know if this is a possibility. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:07 PM 

Gallo, Jr., La~ A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu-~; Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu-~; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu>; Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu-~; ~gmaJl.com 

l~E: Tin Heels Finalize 13-Member Recruiting Class 

La Fry, 

This is a wonderful class. It has elite talent t i athleticism and it 

also has tremendous depth ( . As recently as three seasons ago, we could not sub past player 71.4 without putting ourse~,es 

serious ~eopardy. 

As the stall and ph~yers kno~v, our goal ~s to be aMe to p~av 19 ~ayers a game, This w~l~ get t~s back to that stamlard. ]Ms c~ass ~,il~ a~so alk)~v us to absorb the loss of 

and     and       a[:ter th~s coming fal~ (three s~gn~fica~ players). 

And academically it is VERY sound w~th          gettk~g admkted on her ow~ and no one e~se screaming ~ am an ~d~ot", {Our APR is sdll r’ecover~ng fr’om 

and dropping otlt of schoo~ w~thotJt warning after the fal~ of 

F~m= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:23 AM 

Te= Lohse, Dave Clark; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, ~omas J; Palladino, George W; @gmail.com 

Subject= RE: Tar Heels Finalize $3-Member Recruiting Class 

Cindy, ~son, Chris, Dino, & Tom ~ 

Con~’atulations on the incomNg recruiting cl~s. Cegainly loo~ like a boatload of~lent ~ good athletes/athletic abilities with good academic backgrounds. 

Let’s keep drivh~g on! Be well, and have "a good 4th celebration!" ~ HgELS! 

La~" 

P.S. CNdy ~-~ hopelM you and Jolm aJ’e well~ ~a~ for eve~hing and ~o~, you played a pa~ N tiffs #’eat recruiting class 

F~m= Lohse, Dave Clark 

Sent: Tuesday, July 02, 2013 5:37 PM 

To= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.;      ~tampabay.rr.com; webintem@theacc.orq; updates@ncaa.com; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; desk@ncaaspo~.com;         ~qma~l.com; 

~P_e_~D_~g_b~_¢~_r:_~g_m; ~[~J_¢~gt)_¢_~:~Eg; ~6~_@_1)_¢~_$~,~_£~); Miller, Beth; ~_g!~_~_e~_¢_~[~_m_¢fl~_:~_gm; 

chnspottsC¢nando~com; obsporN@charlo~eobse~er.com; soccerC~spo~vu.net; Ducat, Chris; editor@soccertimes.com; rayC~southemsoccerscene.com; 
spo~@dailytarheel.com; dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; sphillipsC~theacc.org; sporN@herald-sun.com; Sander, Thomas J; ewarnock(Onando.com; 

college@topdrawersoccer.com; ESPNda~info@espn.com; news@wchl1360.com; ~nfo@Nirqamema~azine.com; sporN@ws]ournal.com; qraham.hays@espn3.com; 

Subject: Tar Heels Finalize 13-Member Recruiting Class 

Tar Heels Finalize %3-Member Re{ruiting Class 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVERSI~ OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR IMMEDIATE REL~SE 

I July 2, 2013) 

Conta{t: Dave kohse, Assodate Athleti~ Communi{at~ons Dire~tog davelohse@un{.edu 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -The University of North Carolina women’s soccer team has finalized a I3-member recruiting class for the 2013 season which begins late next month with games 

against Santa Clara and VCU. The 13 newcomers, which include ~2 freshman class members and a transfer from the University Georgia, join 23 returning letter winners on the Tar 

Heels’ Bd-woman roster for the upcoming campaign. 

Coach Anson Dorrance’s team returns a six-member senior class for 2013 as well as five underclass starters from the 2012 team that made a remarkable run through the NCAA 

Tournament to win the program’s 22nd national collegiate championship since the 1981-82 school year. 

This year’s newcomers in alphabetical order include: 

Marie Bill is a forwardimidfielder from Huntington, N.Y., where she was a multi-sport athlete in soccer, basketball, lacrosse and track. A 2013 alumna of St. Anthony’s High School, 

she is the daughter of Robert and Katie Bill. A member of the Albertson Soccer Club, she was a Top Drawer Soccer four-rated player ranked as the #4 prospect in New York and the #84 

talent in the U.S. A gifted talent in both soccer and lacrosse, she will play for two defending NCAA championship teams in her freshman year at Carolina. She also earned Under Armour 

All-America honors on the lacrosse field. As a senior on the pitch, she captained a state championship team. 

Joanna Boyles is a much decorated club soccer player over the past five years as she has advanced to earn a spot on the U.S. Under-17 and Under-18 Women’s National Teams. A native 

of Raleigh, N.C., Boyles is a midfielder who graduated from 5anderson High School in 2013. The daughter of Scott and Wendy Bogles did not play high school soccer, concentrating on 

her play with her long-time club team, the ’94 CASk Chelsea Ladies, where she has been the teams’ leading scorer each of the past three years. She has earned NSCAA Youth All-America 

honors in multiple years. Bogles began earning caps with the U.S. Under-15 Girls National Team and was promoted to the U17 squad beginning in 2010.5he was a member of the 2010 

Nordic Cup championship team and the 2012 CONCACAF championship team and she also played for the Under-17s at the 2012 World Cup in Azerbaijan. 

Emily Bruder of Sandy Utah, is another veteran of U.5. youth national teams, having been promoted to the U18 squad in 2013. A forward, she is the daughter of Kevin and Susan Bruder 

and she graduated from Juan Diego Catholic High School this past June. Playing her club soccer for the Utah Avalanche ’94 Black, Bruder played in the 2012 U17 World Cup in 

Azerbaijan after it won the CONCACAF title earlier in the year. 5he copped NSCAA Youth All-America honors in 2012. Bruder played three sports in high school and was named first- 

team All-State all four years on the pitch, leading the state in scoring three times. She scored 100 career goals in high school and had game-winning goals in leading her high school 

team to state championships in both 2009 and 2010. 

Cameron Castleberry is another stellar midfielder from Raleigh, N.C. and like Bogles, a member of the ’94 CASk Chelsea Ladies club team. Graduating from Ravenscroft School this past 

spring, Castleberry was a recent call up to the U.S. U18 National Team. She is the daughter of Jeff and 5uzanne Castleberry and a 2012 NSCAA Youth All-America as an attacking 

midfielder and forward. As a member of the Chelsea Ladies, she led her club team to multiple ECNk national championships on the youth level. Elevated to the U17 National Team 

player pool in 2011, Castleberry was a two-sport performer at Ravenscroft and the state’s private school player of the year as a sophomore when she scored 25 goals and had 

assists. 

Jenny Chiu is another addition to Carolina’s midfield corps from El Paso, Texas where she attended School for Educational Enrichment. The daughter of C.Y. and korena Chiu holds dual 

U.S. and Mexican citizenship and has played for youth national teams for both countries, limiting her to one year of high school play. She has earned U.5. national team spots at the 

U14, U15 and U17 level. In 2012, she was a member of the Mexican U17 Team and captain oftheteam which qualified in the CONCACAF Championships and then moved on tothe 

World Cup in Azerbaijan. 

Sarah Ashley Firstenberg is another Texas native who joins the Tar Heels in 2013. A native of Irving, she is the daughter of Barry and Elva Firstenberg and a 2013 alumna of the 

Episcopal School of Dallas where she played volleyball and golf in addition to soccer. She played both forward and midfield on the pitch both with her high school team and the FC 

Dallas ECNk U18 club team. She led her high school team in scoring all four years with 74 career goals, including 36 alone in her senior year. 

Dar{y ~{Farlane is an attacking center midfielder from Mill Valley, Calif., who joins her older sister, Kelly, a rising senior on the UNC team. The daughter of Craig and Marilou 

McFarlane, she graduated from the Branson School in 2013. She played club soccer for Marin FC’95 Blue for five years before switching to the Santa Rosa United U18 ECNk her final 

season. In ODP soccer, she earned multiple honors on state and regional teams while also being a gifted student-athlete at Branson where she played three sports. A two-time All- 

League selection, she earned multiple athletic honors at Branson and was president of the student body as a senior and a cure laurie graduate of the school: 

Amber Munerlyn is one of the most talented youth national team players coming out of the high school class of 2013. A native of Corona, Calif., she is the daughter of Cubby and 

Marian Munerlgn and a 2013 alumna of Santiago High School. Munerlyn played primarily forward in high school but has seen defensive duty for much of her national team career 

where she played with the UI7 National Team as early as 2010. In 20~2, she scored the winning goal to lift the U.S. U17 team to a CONCACAF tournament win over Canada and then 

played for that team in the World Cup in Azerbaijan. She was elevated to the U20 Team beginning with a February 2013 call up. She was the Gatorade State High School Player of the 

Year for California in 20~2-13 and ranked as the #6 recruit in the senior class bvTop Drawer Soccer. 

Alexa Ne~ield of Decatur, Ga., was a late addition to the class after transferring to UNC from the University of Georgia. She was a standout player at St. Pius X High School in Atlanta, 



graduating in 2010. Newfield missed most of the 2012 season at UGA with a nagging knee injury and retains two years of eligibility. As a sophomore, she led the Bulldogs in scoring 

with 15 goals and eight assists, tallying seven game-winning goals and going a perfect 5-for-5 on penalty kicks. Her 40 points were a season school record for the Bulldogs and she 

was named AII-SEC and first-team All-South Region. As a freshman in 2010, she tied for the team lead in goals scored with eight and was named first-team AII-SEC and to the 

Southeastern Conference’s All-Freshman Team. She was also a Soccer America All-Freshman second-team honoree. She is the daughter of Peter and Deidre Newfield. 

Dar~ae O’Hallorar~ is the daughter of Patrick and Donna O’Halloran. She hails from Toms River, N.J. where she recently graduated from Toms River High School North. She played her 

club soccer for the N.J. Wildcats Lady Strikers where she was the team captain of a squad ranked fourth nationally. That team also won a U.S. club national title in 2008 and was a 

two-time state champion under coach Jim Gabarra (now with Sky Blue FC). In high school she played both midfield and forward and was a gifted track performer as well, competing in 

Nike Nationals and the Penn Relays. Her track prowess was in events ranging from the 55 meters through the 400 meters and she was her school’s track MVP four years in a row. 

Niki Romero is a multi-faceted player who joins the Tar Heels from Las Vegas, Nev., where she graduated from the West Career and Technical Academy. She played primarily at forward 

in high school but can play any position on the field. She is the daughter of Jose and Rachelle Romero. Romero saw her earliest youth national team exposure in 2011 as a member of 

the U15 National Team before making the jump the U18s in 2012 and continuing on that squad in 2013. She was the offensive MVP of her high school team which reached the state 

semifinals. 

Amada Roor~ey is a midfielder from Hicksville, N.Y., where she attended Hicksville High School. She is the daughter of Laura Rooney. She played her club soccer for eight years for the 

Albertson Elite Fury on Long Island, making the state ODP team six years and the regional team five years and also serving as team captain. Rooney has been a youth national team 

pool player for two years and she was a member of the Long Island Fury WPSL team since age 15, incl uding a 2009 national championship season. 

Maya Worth of Cary, N.C., closes out the recruiting class for the Tar Heels. The daughter of Leroy and Karen Worth, she graduated from Green Hope High School where she was one of 

the state’s top tracker performers. She is the third member of the ’94 CASL Chelsea Ladies in this year’s recruiting class, having played on ECNL national championship teams for the 

club in 2011 and 2012. She holds six Green Hope High School track records while in her final two years on the pitch she tallied 16 goals and 16 assists for her prep team. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

9:[9-962-7257 

(Cell) 

davelohse@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:20 PM 

.com> 

l~E: Daughters - &     - Northern Va. Coach/Club Recom~nendations? 

Thank you and all the best to your girls!H 

From: .com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:08 AM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Daughters - &     - Northern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 

Chris: 

Thanks for your time and insights re: time spent on ECNL, ODP, high school recruiting efforts. You and the staff hauled in one HEELUVA recruiting class- 

congrats on keeping our Women’s Team dominant! 

I counted 8 ECNL players, 6 National Teamers, and the best player from the SEC and Region player (UGA transfer) 

, Good to see among those grand daughter/ 

sister,               , who is also an top ranked student. 

Your advice for me and my daughters was helpful in picking their coaches and clubs,       u13, got selected to play for Bill Bragg (has won numerous VA 

State C:ups and UNC: greats -                          played for him).     u9, got selected to play for Kurt Gordon and FC: Virginia (Ec:NL-affiliated 

club). Gordon coached the ug-u:~2 girls who now make up EC:NL’s best u:14 team along with top nationally ranked u11, U~L2 teams. 

We’ve got great coaching, so its up to my girls to perform .... 

Again, thanks for advice and congrats on the recruiting effort!! 

Best, 

 

.com 

(Skype) 

From:  

Sent: Thursday, 3:09 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 

Subject: RE: Daughters - &  - Northern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 

Thank you Chris. 
We currently have our ul3g player training with 2 clubs that are ODP focused and :~ club ECNL focused. 
]’11 try you around 12 noon. 
Best, 

 

From: Ducar, Chris [ducar@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:59 PM 
To:  
Subject: RE: Daughters - &  - Northern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 

Please c:all rne 

From: -~-c---~-~-] 

Sent: Thursday, 4:14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Co: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: Daughters - &.  - Northern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 
Thanks Coach. 
Hi Chris: 
Your direction would be appreciated. We live in , Va. and have been playing in the  Soccer Club since the girls started. Tt’s a really big club and it 
generates a lot of $ through fielding as many teams as possible, diluting quality of coaching and subsequently play at certain age groups. A few D:[ players are coming through 
the ranks (i.e. Whitney Church @ Penn State - yes, one of the defenders torched by our girls in the Finals!), but seemingly a low % compared to other clubs. 
It’s an ODP affiliated club vs. US Soccer Dev. Academy, if that makes any difference. 
The girls can continue there, however options are important with a specific focus on the Coach versus the Club per the reasons below. 
Thanks greatly, 

 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:28 PM 
To:  

Co: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: Daughters - &     - Northern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 

f would love to advise you but can’t, [ will copy Chris Ducat on thb He ~s rny point person in recru~:mg and rnight have a d~rect~on for you. 

Yes, ~ love         nose [:or the goal She could be very specislH! 

F~m= .com] 
Sent= Thursday,            10:08 AN 

~aoLcom; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
~gma~l.com~  



Subject: FW: Daughters -      &    - Northern Va. Coach/Club Recommendations? 
Hi Coach Dorrance/Coach Palladino: 
I just got off of the phone with my buddy,         (copied here), and we were talking about my girls and his niece,           and their soccer accomplishments. Sounds 
like       is a special player ..... 

and I plan to bring the family to your Oct. 18 Syracuse game coupled with the Miami football game that evening. I can’t count how many times my girls and twin boys 
(u7 players) have watched all UNC soccer you tube videos and announced that they know the girls! 

(u13) and    (u9) have been playing travel soccer and are in the midst of Northern Va. Travel tryouts. Since UNC is our standard, I’m hoping you guys might have 
recommendations on the best coaches to play for in both age categories? We understand there are no guarantees, however we are highly encouraged by both      and 

accomplishments and view coaching as absolutely critical at this stage of their development. 
Are you guys able to recommend!provide any insight? 

Thanks, 
 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:05 AM 
To:  
Subject: Re: Daughters - &    at-tending Boston College game 

Thanks for the note. Anson has been remarkable and we do not want to take their success for granted. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: .com> 
Date: Saturday,                 11:26 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham < . _b_ .u_ b_ _b_ . .,?__ .c__ ..@._e__._m__a_!!:_.u_n__c_:_e_.d__.u_>, Anson Dorrance <.a__rLs_ .o__rL_@.__u_.n__.c__a_..a.._.u__.n__c_:_e_.d__~> 

Cc: Holden Thorp <holden thor~p_._@_._unc.edu> "Renner Joy J" <Joy__R__e__n_._n_.e_r_.@_m__e_._d_:__u__.n_c_:e__d_.u_.> @_a_._o_l_:c_._o_._m_". _@_.__a_._o_!.._c_._o_.m__.> 
Subject: RE: Daughters - &  attending Boston College game 

Mr. Cunningham: 
 Class of ’90, responding back to you after "our" 22nd National Championship! 

My soccer-playing and Tar Heel-loving daughters,      (11) and    (8) along with their soccer-playing and Tar Heel-loving twin brothers,              (6), watched 
every second of every game possible following our Boston College experience. 
Seeing the team plow through disappointing losses to ultimately win the National Championship was simply spectular! 
Thanks to Coach Dorrance, Coach Palladino, and the girls for being such positive role models for my kids. As parents, Angela (my wife, Boston College alum now converted 
to a Tar Heel), and I appreciate such a display of excellence that our kids strive to replicate on the playing field and in the classroom. 

Best, 
 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [_b___u___b__b___a__c__~__e___m___a__~_LU__L~_C__=_e__c_!_u_.] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:40 PM 
To: Anson Dorrance 
C:c: Thorp, Holden; Renner, 3oy 3;  

Subject: RE: Daughters -      &        attending Boston College game 

Dear Anson, 

Thank you very much for passing on the information from Steve Lilley. What an exceptional way of talking about outstanding individuals who have brought great 

pride to the institution! 

Vm delighted that many people, in fact, most people, see the extreme value in intercollegiate athletics when done the right way, and I truly believe Carolina 

does it the right way. 

Thanks again. 

Bubba 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu_] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:50 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba;  

Subject: RE: Daughters - & attending Boston College game 
 

you are very kind to share and document all this. ] do love these kids and you can understand why. As UNC athletics gets bashed about by our "friends" at the News and 
Obsen/er it is nice to know that there are some things positive to report. 

Thank you for making my day! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 

> > > .com > 11:42 AM > > > 
Coach Dorrance: 

The victory on the field v. Boston College Jas~ Thursday was only a part of the emp.:~wedng experience you made poss~Me for my family .... 

The ~Carolit~a Way" through the eyes of       (11),     (:10), and 

Cea~h Pat~adine auLo~rapbin~ "The k;ian Wstch#~g’~ and engaging each of the ~ds in a d~scuss~oR abouL their interests (and yes ~:or the record,    did 

bare 6 ~oa~s to 3 goals for            daughter in their latest rnatd~up); 

¯ -we~comk~g the ~s Lo McCaski]~ pre-game; seeing the ~r~s on campus the next day and thsnk~n~ them for coming and 

wishing them a safe trip home; 

-autographing Lbe girFs posters post--game and thsnMn~ them for coming; 

-suto~rapbk~g the ~id’s posters post-game and thanking Lbem for 

- spotting the gills and approachin~ them b~ the P~t the next morRin~ between classes, ask~R~ the g~rls abouL their ~nterests and 

s~ar~R~ her ~mpress~ve academic experience g~ U 

- autographing the girFs posters post-game and thaMdng them ~:or com~ng~ 



¯ autograpffing the girl’s posters post-game and thanking them t:or comin~ 

-- we[corn~ng the gir’is to McCaski[[ pr’e-~ame~ 
¯ welcoming ~:he gkis to McCaskil] pre-game and accommodating them during the team pre--game meeting; 

¯ . autographing the girFs posters post-game and spendh~g time asMn~ them about: their" experience; 

- aLEtographh~g the girJ’s pos[ers post--game, sharing her impressive academh:: experience @     & UNC, and spendh~g time asldng 

them about: their" e’,<perkmce; 

-spotl:k~ the g#Fs on campus Lhe ne>:t morning and s~:opping her ~ntense practice roul:k~e to ask ~:he gMs about [he~r experience and 

shaHn~ deLaiis of her practice regiment w~th them; 

- autogr’aph~n~ the girl’s posLers post-~ame and sharing her impressive when/where/how she got irate gill’s soccer in I-fi~h Point 

and ascended to thb pos~t~on, including wiLhsLand~n~ ~njuries to come back and pursue s National Championship with the ’ Tar Heels. 

-- professionally fsdHtsLing this unbelievable experience whi~e juggling his pre-garne duLies. 

Your’ underclassmen exhibited Lhe Carolina Way as Fm sure they see iL repeatedfy practiced by the upperdassmerb ss and ~ot to see._~so 

impressive] 

Thanks Coach. 

 ’~ 

.com 

From:  
Sent: Tuesday, 3:47 PM 
To: ’ 
Cc: bill palladino; Sander, Thomas; Dorrance, Albert 
Subject: RE: Daughters - & attending Boston College game 

Thanks 

Confirmed for that lime. [ haven’t been on campus since McCaskifl was been built, but assume we’li meet somewhere around Lhere or Fe[zer ? 

The girls are stoked! My wife/their mother went to BC, so we are leaving her home._ 

Contact ir~fo~ is here. 

 [;nail:o: ~live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:08 PM 
Tot  
Cc: bill palladino; Sander, Thomas; Dorrance, Albert 
Subject: RE: Daughters - & attending Boston College game 
tlello  
Not sure if anyone has been in contact with you yet but, my name is                  one of the head managers this year, and ! would be more than happy to take you and your family 
on a quick tour of our facilities before the game Generally we like to have people there about 2 hours before the game before things start to get hectic, if you could be there around 5:50- 
6:00 that would be great¯ Please let me know if this works for you and your family and if anything changes please feel free to let me know. That,: you again¯ 
Sincerely, 

From: Anson Dorrance [anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, :L:~: :t6 AM 
To:  
Cc: bill palladino; 
Subject: Re: Daughters - & attending Boston College game 

 

no problem. I will coW our managers and see who can meet you guys¯ 

All the bes~t’. 

Ducar, Christopher; Sander, Thomas 

Arisen Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UN(R Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-%2-4100 

>>> .com> 11:11 AM >>> 

Hi Coach Dorrance: 

This is , U NC Class of ’90, reaching out to you. 

My family’s ties to UNC and Chapel Hill are deep (alum, married in Chapel Hill, lived there for :12 years). We are excited take a trip from our Leesburg, VA. home 

to give our 3 daughters, , a guided tour of campus followed by attending the BC Game this Thursday. 

My daughter, and , are becoming accomplished players. 

¯ an :1:1 year old, is playing "up" a year, exhibiting speed, ball skills, and stamina honed from her previous 4 years of year-around swimming. One of 
technical coaches is               former striker @ Maryland under Shannon Higgins. In my years @ UNC, I had the good fortune to befriend Shannon 

and Donna Rigley. 

is an 8 year old and has played year-around since 5 and is now at the highest development!travel level attainable for which is 

a very well funded, professionally run club focused on being a top club nationally. She plays with UNC/US great, daughter, mentioned to me 

that he recently spoke with you about the upcoming improvements to Fetzer. 

Is it possible for the girls to get a brief introduction to you, Coach Palladino, staff, and the facilities while we are visiting Thursday? I’m sure you receive 

many requests, so I understand if it’s not doable. 

Thanks in advance for your consideration. 

Go Heels! 

 

__9___m__. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 1:25 PM 

Mike Keating ~ ~gmail.com> 

ILE: Lemniug fiom legeuds 

Mike, 

liust read it: SUP[R!H 

[ hop~:_~ things are good wit:h you and your siMir~gs. [ know this has t:o be a d~ficult time, my friendl! 

F~m: Mike KeaUng [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, July 03, 2013 7:36 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Learning from legends 

Anson, 

As you know Cameron led two camps in June on our field for 10-22 year old boys & ~irls. It was ~reat for developin8 her voice and leadership and several of these 

kids were stron~ players. When have a moment, take a look at the post she wrote, http:/iwwwAearnin~fromle~ends~comZ 

I’ll call you in next few days. 

Mike Keatin~ 

(m). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 5:01 PM 

Mike Keating ~gmail.com> 

I~E: Photos & Blog Post- Full Tilt Premier Camp June 17 

You are impacting with Cameron AND your soccer community! Wetl done1! 

From; Mike Keating [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, July 03, 2013 8:34 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject-" Fwd: Photos & Blog Post - Full Tilt Premier Camp June 17 

Below is worth a read... You know, I send these to you in your honor. You started this movement! 

Mike Keating 

(m)  

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Stewart, Bryan {PBC}" <Bryan.Stewart@pepsico.corn> 

Date: July 3, 2013, 7:58:57 AM EDT 

TO: Mike Keating < __@__~__m___a__[!:__c__o____m__>, ’Mike Keating’ <_ ____@._g__m____a_jJ_:_c___o___m__.>, ’Tim & Jen Lawson’ <.T-~~-n-~-Le---n--n-~!-f-.--e-[--@.-~-b-~-e-~[!-s-~-~-~-u--t-~-h-:~-n-~-e--t-.>~ 

"maria.c.stewart@wellsfargo.com" <maria.c.stewart@wellsfargo.com>, ’Alejandro Grundseth’ @triad.rr.com>, 

"John.E.Dickenson@wellsfargo.com" <John.E.Dickenson@wellsfargo.com>, ’John Dickenson’ @gmail.com>, ’Dace Hennessee’ 

<dhennessee@grahamjobs.com>, "soccerock@rne.com" <soccerock@me.com> 

Subject: RE: Photos & glog Post - Full Tilt Premier Camp June 17 

Mike and Cameron, 

First off, thanks for inviting us to your borne to trait h loved every rninute of ~t. From the first second you made us feel so 

welcome, that means a ton. You were absolutely wonderflH to 

The photos are awesome. We are doing the dance in our yard as much as we can (rah~, p~ease s~ow down~ ~)). The p~ctures are great reh~forcement of 

the week and wH~ add to the experience and provide motivation to keep focused on skN development. 

The Mog ~s awesome. ~ read a ~.:~1: of ~t tMs mornk~g. Cameron, you are such a great rok~ rnode~ [()r the kids. By capturk~g your experiences and sharing 

them, you are really g~ving ~:he greatest g~ft of aH back to the kids and the game. You haw~ such a bright future ahead, on and off the 

The group was awesome, A~ex, ~ can’t thank you enough for exposing us to the opportun~W. The Mds have such great atdLudes (and soccer skills 

TNswasthe best soccer week ever.          ,             ,                                     . md Lo aH the o~der pbyers who came out, I saythsnks! 

].et us know about getting the group back together. We wou~d ~ove to do ~t agaim 

Bryan 

F~m= Mike Keat~ng 
Sent= Wednesday, July 03, 2013 7:18 AN 
To= ’Mike Keating’; ’Tim & 3en Lawson’; StewaR, B~an {PBC}; maria.c.stewaR@we~sfarqo.com; ’Alejandro Grundseth’; 

#_£b_t)_:g_:~Jg_~#[t~9_£L~JJ_t[#_tigg_,g£[~; ’John Dickenson’; ’Dace Hennessee’; 
Subje¢t= Phons & Blog Post - Full ~lt Premier Camp June 17 

ParenLs, 

Cameron and ] had a GREAT time with your k~ds. They were just a joy to train. CameroR wrote a posL on her Nog ]earn~ngfrornlegends 

training them. We wouM ~ove to have every one of the 7 p~ayers post comments and Cameron will respond~ It helps keep the group tied to 

the joy of soccer 

Some of the photos are rea~V good, [:oo. To posL you just go to http://www.leamingfrom~egends.com/a~x~ [,x~ d~e bubble ~con at 

the top of the artk:h~ a~xJ c~k:k o~ ~t. 

See you soon. Wew an~: to fred dine to ge~: d~s group ~:oged~er agai~ ~:o ’1.ore d~e Ba~L love the 

Mike & Cameron 

Mike Keat~ng 

(m} +  

F~m~ Mike Keating [ma~ @gmail.com] 
$e~t= Monday, June ~7, 20~3 3:33 PN 
To~ ’Mike Keat~ng’; ’~m & Jen Lawson’; ’.~_[k~9_~_[~[~9~J~_¢~_¢9_E]:; ’ma ria.c.stewa ~¢JJ~_[g~,~_¢E~’; ’Alejandro Grundseth’; 

’John.E.Dickenson~wellsfa[9~[~’; ’John Dickenson’; ’Dace Hennessee’; ’~occ~[ock~#me~om’ 
S~bje~t~ RE: Details for June ~7 - 20 mini-camp ~eathe0 
Folks - My bet those ~n Wrest:on are ~e~ting hit by weather now, but no worries Looks ]~ke i~ wH] be d~re(:~:ly over Oak Rh~ge by about: 4:00, rak~ 

for a ~t and ~.~.~.~.fl~[.~..~19.~ sccordh~g [o radar and hourly ~:orecast. ~}.[2.~.~.~..~.e.~.~.2: We wifl Hkely ~o barefoot tone,hi, do heavy 

techrfique/technica] and work on mastering the drills we’re goin~ to teach thern we want them to work on sl~ summer. I do entire camps 

barefoot so the kids should ~ove 

If ~t takes a little ~onger to clear out, we’H stact :[5 mhlutes ]atec, but p~an to arrive on time, please. 

Can’t war ~o work wRh your k~ds flom what: A]ejandro and John tell me~ 

MH~e k:eal:~ng 

~m~ Mike Keating [ma~l~ @qmail.com] 
Se~t= Monday, June ~7, 20~3 [0:39 AN 
To~ ’Mike Keat~ng’; ’~m & Jen Lawson’; ’B~amStewart(@~epsico.conf; ’maria.c.stewa~wellsfargo~com’; ’Alejandro Grundseth’; 
’John.E.Dickenson@wellsfargo.com’; ’John Dickenson’; ’Dace Hennessee’; ’soccerock@me.com’ 
$~bjeet~ RE: Details for June ~7 - 20 mini-camp ~eatheO 

Parents, 

I’H make a call on weather for today’s 5:00 to 7:00 session by 3:30 latest: [:oday If we postpone, we’H I~ke~y do a k)nger sessh:m tomorrow 

and/or Wednesday. 



Mike Keating 

(m)  

I=r~m-¯ Mike Keating [mailto @qmail.com] 
Sent." Saturday, .lune :[5, 20:[3 8:37 AM 

To." ’mpk355(.~clmail.com’; ’soccerockCOme.com’ 
Subject." Details for .lune :[7 - 20 mini-camp 

Parents, 

We’re very excited to have your kids join for Monday -Thursday Full Tilt mini-camp. 

Following are details for June 17-20: 

3L. l.ocation is 5685 Wolf Ridge Court, Oak Ridge; contact Mike Keating, 336-255-4445 or Maria Keating 336-254-3L42~.; Cameron will be the 

primary trainer. 

2. Times: Monday - Wednesday 5:00 to 7:00; Thursday 5:00-6:30. You can arrive a few minutes early if you like. We will end training each 

day to allow time to put away the equipment and have the kids ask questions. 

3. I~lease park on the road and be careful to avoid parldng on the neighbors grass. If you choose to stay to watch (you are welcome), it is 

best to park on one side of the road as two cars across from each other make a very tight fit for traffic 

4. Balls: We use size 5 balls. If kids are :12 or under and want to use their size 4 ball, please bring it. 

5. Soccer Notebooks: We will provide notebooks in the second or third day that list all the drills we teach. Have the kids bring their own 

pen / pencil. 

6. Make sure they bring: plenty of Gatorade, a healthy snack after training, their own pen/pencil for writing in a soccer notebook that we 

supply. 

7. Entrance to the field is a little tricky from pool construction.., the field is behind the house, so please enter from the very far left of 

the house and walk AROUND the straw driveway and new sod. 

8. Please bring your check made out to Cameron Keating if you have not sent it already 

Tell your kids to be ready for fun and to be challenged! Last week we did an intermediate group and it went extremely well. This week is the 

premier/elite and will be faster, more technical and more mentally demanding. 

Mike Keating 

(m) +  



FI~OlIL" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~!O=I~YNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wedne~tay,           5:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.ed) 

Region III Camp MontewJlo, Alaba~a 

..... Original Message ..... 
Fr(~m: [mailto: ~gmail coral 

Sent.: Wednesday, 10:28 AM 

’Po: Dorrance, A~bert A IV 
Su[~lect: Region III Ca~r~p Montevallo, Alabama 

Hello Coach Anson, . . 
I’ve become very interested in UNC becoming the future college I attend and play 

~t I’ve watched many ~2NC game nn t,~ and I l ~’e the sts’le ol! play ! I will be at the Region III Camp 

in Mnnteva lo, Alabama (Jub~ 12-16) and I would lo~e for you to come watch me play! Hope to see you there! Thanks 

@gmail.com 

Sent l~c~m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9:12:32 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: intro to 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From:     [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: ~hotmail.com 

Subject: intro to 

@hotmail.com] 

11:13 AM 

Coach Dorrance, my daughter is interest in study pharmacy and your program is one she is interested in. She 

has finishing her sophomore year near the top of her class in 

Besides being a good student she is very talented in 

college. 

and loves the game. She is very interested in playing while in 

We are contacting you now with the hope that coaches from the women team might be able to attend some of the 

tourneys her teams are playing in this summer. 

I have attached a brief resume on for your review. 

is also a starting forward on this years team, her first tourney with ODP was at Rider NJ on 

She will also be playing this summer in the District Select Tourney and in the Bay State Games. 

Her remaining summer game schedule is: 

Baystate Games at Vete~ans Fie}d complex, 385 Forest St, Wa}tham Ma 02452. 

Centrat Mass Team plays July 22 and 12th at 12:00 and 3:30 and on the 13th at 10:30 am. 

Old Union Turnpike, Lancastei% HA 02523 

District 6 games are schedules for: at 3pro.., at i1 am.., at 5 pm and at 11am, 

If you have any questions or need any details please let us know. 



Good Luck, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)"CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 5:13 PM 

Jordan Raper <jrape@mka.org> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edtl> 

RE: Interest 

I do not, Chris? 

From-" Jordan Raper [mailto:jraper@mka.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 :t:t:43 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
�2c-" Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" Interest 

Hey, do you guys know someone called 

UPPb~R SCHOOL P.b~ & HEALTH DEPAR’i’Mb~NT CHA1E 
VARSrI’Y BOYS’ HEAD SOCCER COACH 
MIDDLE SCHOOL BOYS’ ASSISTANT BASKETBALL COACH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 5:14 PM 

Jordan Raper <jraper@mka.org>; Dncar, Chris <dncsJr@unc.edu> 

1~: Interest 

That IS possible ._. We usually can recall the names. 

From: Jordan Raper [mailto:jraper@mka,org] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 1:t:45 AM 
Te: Ducar, Chris 
{:c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Interest 
Ok, thanks. 

She is looking to join my team next year, t?om Mmahattan, and mentioned she got some award at your elite camp. Maybe just name dropping ;)- 

UPPER SCHOO," P~ & IIE~III DEPART’MEN~I’ CHAIR 
VARSITY BOYS’ HEAD SOCCER COACH 

MIDDLE SCHOOL BOYS’ ASSISTANT BASKETBALL COACH 

"L,’ ).,~!:4;!,.£:~;~) i mka.or~ 

i::c;Ui:::v., ,Mi’(:~!~ ,:::;~: facebook ,~:::i twitter 

On Jul 3, 2013, at l 1:43 AM, "Ducar, Chns ~-ducar/&unc.edH wrote: 
No 

On Jul 3, 2013, at 5:42 AM, "Jordan Raper" <iraper(~)mka.org> wrote: 

tley, do you guys know someone caJled 

UPPFR SCHOOL P.B 

VARSITY BOYS’ HEAD SOCCER COACH 

MIDDLE SCHOO~ BOYS’ ASSISTANT BASKETBALL COACH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 5:18 PM 

Chris Citowicki <ckcitowicki@s&ate.edu> 

I~E: Periodization - Tactical!Fitness 

Keep trying. If you call in the evening use rmi home #: _. My cell does t~ot work whet~ I am at home. 

From= Chris Citowicki [mailto:ckcitowicki@stkate.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, July 03, 2013 12:02 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Periodization - Tactical/Fitness 

Will c~l ~om cell phone Come up as Connecticut num~r. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jul 1,2013, at 4:45 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(i~emaJl.tmc.edu> wrote: 

I loved Verheijen’s st~ff and I know it impacted for ~s eve~ though while we were doing it, I was ~ot really sure it was going to work. 
And honestly, my t~;ctk:al per~od~zat~on model sucks I t~eed to get much better. There are so many th~ngs my g~r~s c~m’t do t~;ct~ca~ly. 

(;~d~ me th~s week, let’s chat. 
F~m: Chris~pher Citowicki [mailto:ckci~wicki~stka~.edu] 
Sent: Honday, July 01, 2013 2:58 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Periodization - Tactical!Fitness 

I thought I would roach out and hopel~lly get some thoughks them you. ~,er fl~e Nst year I have ~en researching fitness pefiodization m~d specificNly the 

won of Raymond VeNeijen. I studied his won and managed m come across his lecture noms t?om when we worked with ttidNnk and the Korean 

men’s national team. This yea~ my DIII program at St Kate’s roll ~ applying a similar mo&l ~ assure we ~ak at ~e fight time (sho~ sprints, 3v3~ 

11 v 11 s etc...). DiNcult to do at our level as I oNy have so many off5 season con~cts. We’ll do what we can on a moNfied version. 

I have ~en meeting m~ ~d pusNng it locally m~ SmfGol~ at fl~e U of M but was caugN by suofise yester&y wNle watching the replay of~e UNC 

v Penn S~te championsNp game. The co~nmentato~s mentioned that ?~u had applied a Komm~ men’s natio~N team fi~ess program m~d that it worked 

out qNte well. I would have to agree consi&fing you ~ked at the figN time m~d despite losing five gmnes s~ill manned to claim the crown. Bravo. 
My questions: what did you think of it? Did it workout the way you wanted it m? How in &pth is it (week by week year rotmd)? Them are many 

co~hes I t~y to discuss this idea with but what’s ~stmting is I have hobo@ to gNde me. I don’t ~ow eve~Nng and I am loo~ng for someone m hear 

me out and help guide me. At times I feel like a raging bull in cNna shop: full of ener~~ and desire but with no direction (mentorship in tNs c~e). To hear 

that them is ~meone el~ at the college level actively applying a fi~ess ~fioNzation model got me excited. I am sure you also have the ~cticN 

pefiod~ation model rolled out too; hence creating a machine where players ~ak over the coupe of four years m~d roams ~ak over the coupe of one 

year. Brilliant and cutting edge. At fl~e [~C level you need to keep up m date ruth the lamst world ~ccer trends in oNer to s~y ahead of the gmne and 

it ~tmds like you are doing e~ctly that. 

If we lived closer to UNC I would be doing my bes~ to schedule a sit down but for the time being I will take az~y guidance that you cm~ offer. Fact is, I’m 

hungry for kmoMedge so ~at one day I could acNeve at a similar level to you. Like I tell our recruits: why be average when you ca~ ~ great? 

Thm~ 

Clms 

Christopher Citowicki 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
St. Catherine University 
2004 Randolph Avenue 
St. Paul, NN 55105 
Office: 651-690-6993 

www. st kate. ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:25 PM 

@aol.com>; Duca~, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

,~)gm~Jl.com 

Dino, let’s bring this player ir~ she is one of our committed (a 

I will copy Bill Palladino on this and see what he can do, 

BTW, I enioyed chatting with her today, At last, the NCAA will let me call you guys once a week!!! 

From: [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:40 pivl 

To: Ducat, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: ~gmail.com 
Subject: camp at the end of july 

Dear Chris and Anson, 
I guess I goofed. I tried to sign up for the 

Thanks, 

camp the last week of Julu and it is full. Can we be added to a waitlist? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Your Ne:a Player from         ECNL 

ECNL U16.pdf 

From: [rnailto: ~grnail.corn] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3:56 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject-" Your Next Player from : ECNL 
Coach Dorrance, 
You may not l, mow me, but you roll. I’m            a    , who recently joined              ECNL. I play        mad      but I can more than hold my 

own at any position. I’ve read "Vision of a Champion" and "TraJming Soccer Champions", I ta~e them beyond reading, I apply a lot the training, principles and titness 

into my routine. I train 6 days a week, 1 session a day on my own (coerver, juggling etc) a~d a second ~ssion focused on technique and fitness. 

I’ve w~atched all your team’s Utube videos (training sessions in Germany, roaxt trips, camping etc) and I dream of being around such elite athletes who are also great 

friends mad teammates. I may not be good enough m plW on your teanl now, but I’ll be ready when I get my chance. 

I am super excited to attend your camp sIarting 25 July. You need to see me plw, and evaluate me for consideration tbr your program. 

Please see my profile, it’s attached. 

I look forvvaxd to meeting you and your amazing players, I hope I’ll fit right in. 

player 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 5:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Your Ne:a Player from         ECNL 

ECNL U16.pdf 

From: [rnailto @grnail.corn] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3:56 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject-" Your Next Player from ECNL 
Coach Dorrance, 
You may not l, mow me, but you roll. I’m            a     ~-ho recently joined              ECNL. I play        mad      but I can more than hold my 

own at any position. I’ve read "Vision of a Champion" and "TraJming Soccer Champions", I taI:e them beyond reading, I apply a lot the training, principles and titness 

into my routine. I train 6 days a week, 1 session a day on my own (coerver, juggling etc) a~d a second ~ssion focused on technique and fitness. 

I’ve w~atched all your team’s Utube videos (training sessions in Germany, road trips, camping etc) and I dream of being around such elite athletes who are also great 

friends mad teammates. I may not be good enough m plW on your teanl now, but I’ll be ready when I get my chance. 

I am super excited to attend your camp sIarting 25 July. You need to see me plw, and evaluate me for consideration tbr your program. 

Please see my profile, it’s attached. 

I look forvvaxd to meeting you and your amazing players, I hope I’ll fit right in. 

ECNL 

soccer player 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); ~aol.com 

EW: Note for Anson 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~ com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubJect: Note for Anson 

Eli Anson: 

I hope that you are doing well, enjoying the after-glow of the season and taking in the recent Italy-Spain and Brazil-Spain matches! 

Well, my 14 year old daughter        still insists on chasing the Holy Grail -- i.e playing for you and Coach Palladino as a walk-on -- and will be returning yet again, a fourth time, to your 
CBPA camp later this month. She has improved a lot in the last year, thanks largely to expert training, but she still has a way to go before her dream can be a realistic one. Still, 
the chase is half the funJvalue and I am sure she’ll love your camp as always! 

What might interest you more is that one of          teammates,           , is on the U-14 national team and one of the three captains. This is the second year that she has been named to 
the national team A forward-turned-defender, she has amazing poise under pressure. Her dad said that the?" were thinking about FSU As a 2-time UNC alum, I told him that they should 
really lonk at Chapel Hill and he said " well, of course, that would be an amazing option". Not much selling was needed but I guess you know that already. 

I hope to make it up there to visit my friends in Chapel Hill If so, I hope to chat with you again as well. 

Best Regards, 

UNC (BA-1984; MBA-1988) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9:33:31 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: -ODP Region II Showcase and College Tournament 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: [mailto: @yahoo.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fw: -ODP Region II Showcase and College Tournament 

Dear Coach Dorance, 

My name is            I contacted you in mid-June about my interest in your school and 

program and about my playing in the Kalamazoo Invitational       Showcase Tournament in Kalamazoo, 

Michigan. I wanted to let you know that I am playing in two other tournaments in the next two weekends. 

I am playing in the ODP Region II Showcase and College Tournament in Rockford, Illinois, this 

weekend, 

. Friday, 

o Saturday, 

¯ Saturday, 

° Sunday, 

I am playing with the 

- 4:00 pm, Field #202 

-8:00 am, Field #218 

- 4:00 pm, Field #201 

-8:00 am, Field #218 

Our schedule is: 

I am also playing in the Central FC College Showcase in Stevens Point, Wisconsin,            I am playing 

for the team. My coach’s name is His email address 
is ,~.,new.rr.com; his phone number is I do not have our game times or field 

numbers at this time. Maps and information can be found at www.pcys.net/collecjeshowcase 

I have attached my updated resume in the event you have an opportunity to watch me play. 

Thankyou, 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 

From: @yahoo.com> 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:25 PM 
Subject: -Kalamazoo Invitational Showcase Tournament 



Dear Coach Dorance, 

My name is               and I am a junior at 

interested in learning more about North Carolina and its Health Behavior program as well as your 

program. 

¯ lam 

I am a member of the team. My coach’s name is His email address 
is @new.rr.com; his phone number is Because of my interest in your 
program, I wanted to let you know that our team will be playing at the Kalamazoo Invitational Showcase 

Tournament in Michigan this weekend. Our team will be playing in the U17 Black Division on Saturday 
at 12:30 and 5:45 on field number K08. We will play again on Sunday       . at 9:00 and possibly 

12:30. Maps and information on the fields can be found at http://www.kisstoumament.com/. 

I look forward to the time I am able to visit North Carolina, tour the campus, and speak to you about your 

program. I have also attached my soccer resume for your review. 

Thankyou. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 5:50 PM 

Maya Hamilton <hami0146@umn.edu> 

Williams, Roy A <willia:r@mnail.unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C < kcs@unc.edtP,; Galvin, Derek P <derekg@nnc.edu> 

RE: Coach nomination 

Roy Williams ._. Men’s Basketball; I(aren Shelton ..... Women’s Field Hockey; Derek Galvin ~,_ Women’s Gymnastics. 

From: Naya Hamilton [mailto:hamiO146@umn.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 5:32 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Coach nomination 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
One of your coaching colleagues at the Universi~ of North Carolina has been suggested by otlaer coaches amand tl~e country as a moral "exemplar" in collegiate 

coaching tbr research being conducted at tire University of Minnesota. You may recall receiving a similar email this spring, but as a reminder, this study looks at Division 

I coaches of great character and integri~ at a time when negative media attention has put ethics in college athletics, and specificaJly among coaches, under a spotlight. 

To be chosen as a moral "exetnplar" by one’s peers is a great honor, so to fi~rther validate the current selection of your colleague, we are seeking addilional 

notninations. In order to prevent bias, I can not share his/her name, but if yon were to pick a male or female head coach in 5’our depmtment who you consider a moral 

leader and who best fits the criteria below, who would it be? 
¯ Has high ethical slma~da:rds and conducts him/herself ruth professionalism 

¯ Follows inslimtional and organizational roles’policies 

¯ Honors the game by demonstrating sIx~rtsmanship and showing respect for the roles, opponents, officials, athletes, and self 

¯ Demonstrates a mllingness to put the well-being of his or her athletes ahead of self-interesl and/or running 

¯ Teaches and inspires good character and sportsmanship in his or her athletes and others 

Please "take a second to hit "reply" and provide his or her name and sport (you can nominate more titan one coach). All nominations are strictly confidential. 

If you have any questions about this study, please feel fi-ee to contact me. Thank you in advance! 

Regards, 

Maya 

Maya ][ tamilton 

Doctoral Candidate, School of I, Lmesiology 

University of Mhmesota--Twin Cities 

hamiO 146,~t~mn.edu 

Co-Head Coach, Men’s and Women’s Swimming & Diving 

St. Olaf College, Northfield MN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 5:53 PM 

nlynch@unc.edu. 

EW: Coach uomiuation 

I]ust nomi~ated Roy for this and blind copied him on the emaiL First Coach Smith a~d now Roy are my models for how a~l o1: us should coach at North Caro~na~!! 
MV respect for h~m are w~thout ~im~ts, 
A~ the bes~: from the women"s soccer o~fk:e 

E~m= Naya Hamilton [mail~:hamiO~@umn,edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 5:32 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Coach nomination 
Dear Coach Dorrauce, 
One of your coaching colleagues at the Uuiversi~ of Noah Camliua has been suggested by other coaches around the counto’ ~ a moral "exemplar" iu collegiate 
coacNng for mseamh ~ing conducted at ~e Universi~ of Mi~esom. You may recNl receiving a similar email tNs spring, but ~ a reminder, tNs study looks at Division 
I coaches of groat character ~d integfib~ at a time when negative media a~ention has put etNcs in college atNe~c~ and specificN]y among coaches, under a spotlight. 
To ~ chosen as a moral "exemplar" by one’s ~ers is a great honor, so to ~her validate the cu~nt ~]ection of your colleague, we are seeing addifionaJ 
nominations. In order to prevent bi~, I can not share hWher n~e, but if you were to pick a male or female head coach in your depa~ment who you consider a moral 

leader and who best fits the criteria below, who would it be? 
¯ llas high ethicaJ s~n~zds and conducLs him/her~lfwith professionalism 
¯ Follows institutional and orga~izationaJ m]es’g~licies 
¯ llonors the game by demonstrating s~sma~ship and showiug res~ct Ibr the ru]e~ opponents, o~icials, atNe~& and self 
¯ De~nous1:ates a williugness to put tim we]]-~iug of Ns or her afldetes ahead of self-interest ~d/or wi~ug 
¯ Teaches a~d iuspims good chazacter and spo~smanship iu his or her athletes and others 

Please rake a secoud to hit "reply" and provide Ns or her u~e aud spo~ (you cau uominate ~nom fl~an oue coach). All uomina~ons aze strictly co~deutial. 
If you have any ques~ons about this study, piece ~e] ~ee to contact me. Thank you in advance~ 
Regards, 
Maya 

Maya Hamilton 

Doctoral Candidate, School of I~-dnesiology 

University of Minnesota--’I\vm Cities 

Co-Head Coach, Men’s and XXZomen’s Swimming & Diving 
St. Olaf College, Nor’~hfield MN 
mhamilt(?~istola f.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Prospect - 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From: ~gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Prospect- 

Hi Coach Anson, 

I hope you are having a wonderful summer! I wanted to keep you updated on my summer touma~nent schedule. We just won the 

last weekend and plan to play in the                      in a couple weeks: 

3umament 

We will also be playing inUS Club 

We roll also play in Surf Cup 

National Cup XII Finals in Aurora, CO 

IVly schedule is listed below: 

I will send the schedule along as soon as I receive it. 

I hope you will consider coming out and watching me plw’. 

On Mon, at 10:33 AM, ??gmail.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and Universi~~ of North Caxolian Chapel Hill is one of my top College prospects both academically and athletically. I began ,ny junior year 

at . this September and am at the beginning stages of contacting my prospective college coaching programs. I have 

been a competitive player since I was 5 and have worked my way all over the field playing many positions.I am s~rting for my club team, 

mad have several years’ experience as a and feel that I am very strong in both positions. Dne to an injnry with our current , I have 

been asked to step out of my staxting position and focus on Our record since the move is 8-0-1, and I have 36 saves with a .55% goal against 

average. As a 5’ 10, 175 lb. starting : and . I believe nay speed, size, leadership skills, composure and experience is critical to my tea~n’s success 

this past year. 

Our team "took the cha~npionship in the USCS West Regionals in late June then we were offto Sweden, where we played in the     Gothia Cup and of 88 teams 

in the GI7 Bracket, we finished up strong as quarterfinalists in the final rounds of 8. The tbllowing week we captured the championship at Football 

Festival U17 girls Elite Cup! 

I have registered as an NCAA athlete and am very interested in coming to your campus to tour the school and to meet you in hopes of playing tbr you in the fall of 
If you have any ques~tions you can reach the Technical Director of                    and my High School      Coach: 

My Coach: 

(?~gmail.com 

Tha~k you so much tbr your time, I look forward to your response! 

Have a wonderthl day, 

Note* 



My team will be competing in the November Nights Girls College Showca~ in Carlsbad, Ca. this November, I would love ti)r you 1,) come see me play. I have 

added our schedules below: 

~Girls U17 Elite 

ADIPURE 

6:50 PM ~:.~:: Avmm Commumt3 Park 

11/24/2012 

~Girls U17 Elite 

ADIPURE 

10:45 AM ~:. ~:: Aviam Communit)~ Park #1 

6:50 PM ~~ :~ Aviam Comrnuuitv Park ~,q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 3, 2013 8:06 PM 

Christopher Citowicki <ckcitowicki@stkate.edu-~ 

Re: Periodization - Tactical/Fitness 

I enjoyed it!!! 

Senf f!"om my VeHzon II~ireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

Christopher Citowicki <ckcitowicki@stkate.edtr~ wrote: 

Thanks again for taking the time to talk. I will discuss the camp with the boss (wit;e) and let you know a~p. A little hayd work ~mnds like a good time 

Jose Mourinho’s definition of an ideal team (one of the first pupils of Victor Frade - founding father of ~act-per~od): 
"One where in a cena#~ moment, Nced u~t~ a certain situation, all of the players thit~k in the same way. Tt#s is my Men of a team. This is only possible with time, ha~J- 
wof£ and composure. " 

What I enjoy aN~ut what you aze doing: by turning yonr fitness into small sided’large sided games you have the ability to constantly teach and hammer home ~tics. 

Not oNy should you be the most soccer fit but al~ &e ~nost intelligent and system savvy by end of season. 

Coaching at ifs finest. 

Chris 

On Wed, Jul 3, 2013 at 4:18 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Keep trying, if you cali in the eveni~g use rny home !t: ., My (:ell doe~.; not work when f am at home. 

From: Chris Citowicki [mailto:ckdtowicki@, stkate.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 20:[3 :[2:02 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Periodization - Tactical/Fitness 

Will call frown cell phone Come up as Connecticut number. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On Jul 1, 2013, at 4:45 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ans~n(~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

t Iow-:~d Verheijet~’s st:uff ~md I know it imps;trod ~or us even thoagh while we were doir~g it:, f was not: really sate it was goit~g to work. 

And honestly, nW tactical periodization model sucks. I need to get much better~ There are so rnany things my girls can’t do tactically. 

Calf me this week, let’s chsL 

From: Christopher Citowicki [mailto:ckcitowicki@stkate.edu] 
Sent." Monday, July 0:[, 20:[3 2:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A TV 
S,,bject: Periodization - Tactical!Fitness 

I thought I would reach out and hopefully get ~me thoughts t?om you. Over the pas~t yeax I have been re~arehing fitness periodization and specifically 

the work of Raymond Verheijen. I studied his work and managed to come across his lecture notes from M~en we worked with Hiddink and the 

Korean men’s national reran. This year my DIII program at St Kate’s will be applying a similax model to assure we peaJa at the right time (short sprints, 

3v3s, 1 lvl I s etc...). Difficult to do at our level as I only have so many oil-season contacts. We’ll do what we can on a modified version. 

I have been meeting with and pushing it locally with Stef Golan at the U of M but was caught by surprise yesterday while watching the replay of the 

UNC v Penn State championship game. The commentators mentioned that you had applied a Korean men’s national team fitness progrmn and that it 

worked out quite well. I would have to agree considering you peaked at the right time and despite losing five games still tnanaged ~ claim the crown. 

Bravo. 



My questions: what did you think of it? Did it workout the way you wanted it to? How in depth is it (week by week, year round)? There are many 

coaches I tU to discuss this idea with but what’s frustrating is I have hobo@ to guide me. I don’t know everything and I am looking for someone to hear 

me out and help guide me. At times I t~el like a raging bull in china shop: full of energy and desire but with no direction (mentorship in this case). To 

hear that "there is someone else at the college level actively applying a titness periodization model got me excited. I am sure you also have the tacticaJ 

period~ation model rolled out too; hence creating a machine where players peak over the course of four years and teams peak over the course of one 

year. Brilliant and cutting edge. At the UNC level you need to keep up to date with the latest world soccer trends in order to stay ahead of the game 

and it sounds like you are doing exactly that. 

If we lived closer to UNC I would be doing my best to ,schedule a sit down but for the time being I roll take any guidance that you can offer. Fact is, 
I’m hungU for knowledge so that one day I could achieve at a similaac level to you. Like I tell our recruits: why be average when you can be great? 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Christopher Citowicki 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
St, Catherine University 
2004 Randolph Avenue 

St. Paul, MN 55105 
Office: 651-690-6993 

www.stkate.edu 

I<~WRD212.jpg>I 

Christopher Citowicki 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
St. Catherine University 
2004 Randolph Avenue 

St. Paul, MN 55105 
Office: 651-690-6993 

www.stkate, edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 3:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

kW: Exact College I.D. Camp 

From: [mailto: _~att.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9::!.9 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Exact College I.D. Camp 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I am going into my Senior year at and I am ve~ interested in being apar[ of your program at North 

Caxolina. My current rank i s out of 812 stadents with a GPA of I am 5’9 and my jersey number is 99. I am going into my 5’~1 year of being a fnlltime 

but I have been playing since I was 11 yems old. I currently play for , the team that I am playing with is the team. I 

have been on the Varsi~ team at since my sophomore year. Within those two years, I have carried tny teazn to playoffs both times. This pas~t 

season, I am proud to say I earned Honorable Mention. 

I a:m going to be attending the EXACT SI©RTS College I.D. camp this coming weekend July 6-7, I saw that your volunteer assistant coach, Coach Sisneros 
will be attending the camp as well. 

trainer’s information: 

Name: 

Phone Numbers: (Otfice)- (Direct)- 

En~Jl: ~ R_~:4. 

I would love to get the optx~rtunity to visit North Carolina sometime this summer. 

Best Regards, 

Class of: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 3:13 PM 

.la~)n Sisnems, ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: Exact College I.D. Camp 

From: [mailto: ~att.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Exact College I.D. Camp 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I am going into my Senior year at and I am ve~ interested in being apart of your program at North 

Ca~-olina. My current rank i s out of 812 stadents with a GPA of I am 5’9 and my jer~y number is am going into my 5" year of being a fnlltime 

, but I have been playing since I was 11 yems old. I currently play for the team that I am playing with is the team. I 

have been on the Varsi~ team at since my sophomore year. Within those two years, [ have carded my team to playoffs both times. This pagt 

season, I am proud to say I earned Honorable Mention. 

I a:m going to be attending the EXACT SPORTS College I.D. camp this coming weekend July 6-7, I saw that your volunteer assistant coach, Coach Sisneros 
will be attending the camp as well. 

trainer’s infonnalion: 

Name: 

Phone Numbers: (Otfice)- (Direct)- 

I would love to get the optx~rtunity to visit North Carolina sometime this summer. 

Best Regards, 

Class of: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:14 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: 

Thank you for taking the time to help us evaluate your talent! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:36 PM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject: 

~)yahoo.com] 

Coach McAlister, 

I am the Director for Girls       for              a smaller club in               I am also the coach of a young lady            I am sending several You Tube links that are from our 
State (;up Championship run this past Spring. The links are of     scoring all goals from quarter finals to the championship game in which she scored Jk~ur times. 

is currently being recruited by USF, Sacramento State and received an offer for a :gull scholarship to CSU Stanislaus will be entering her junior year in high school graduating 

I feel is worthy of a Division I school opportunity. Please take a moment to look at the clips and feel free to contact me at any time. 

All four goals scored in championship match The fourth goal was voted the #2 best overall by NorCal fi-om all the semi and final matches both boys and girls in the U14-UI 9 age 

groups. 

Championship 

Quarter Final 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

7:17:01 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Header goal 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Chris, 

I just spent the morning and early afternoon with 
friend. Can her daughter        play? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Header goal 

@gmail.com] 

10:39 PM 

I think we made a 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 3:44 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Tin Heels Finalize 13-Member Recruiting Class 

Thank you Larry!! 

From-¯ Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent; Thursday, July 04, 2013 7:21 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Tar Heels Finalize :t3-Member Recruiting Class 
Anson: 

Great news, a~d I appreciate your excite*nent in a~ssessing this inco*ning class. No question these young ladies, as well as all a~ssociate with Carolina Women’s Soccer want 
to be associated with something ve~’ special -~ THE HEELS ! 
Enjoy the Fourth Holiday and please give my regards to M’Liss -~ hopeful she continues to feel better each a~qd ever?/’ day! 
Be well my friend! 
Larry 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent-" Wednesday, July 03, 20:~3 :t:07 PM 

To-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Lohse, Dave Clark; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Palladino, George W; ~clmail.com 

Subject: RE: Tar Heels Finalize 13-Member Recruiting Class 

Larrf, 
This is a wonderful class. It has elite talent ,, ............. ,. ............. , ............. , ................. ,.....,...., athleticism ( ) and it 

also has tremendous depth ( As recently as three seasons ago, we could not sub past player :[4 without putting ourselves in 

serious jeopardy 

As the s~afi: and players know, our goal is to be able ~.o play :19 players a game. This will get us back to that standard. This class wilt also allow us ~o absorb the loss 

Dunn and Ohai and Morris after d~is corning fall {d~ree significant players). 

And academically it is VERY sound with          getting admitted on her own and no one else screaming "I am an idiot". (Our APR is still recovering from s 

dropping out of school without warning after the fall of 2009.) 

From; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 20~.3 6:23 AM 

To; Lohse, Dave Clark; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Palladino, George W @gmail.com 

S,,bject; RE: Tar Heels Finalize 13-Member Recruiting Class 

Cindy, Anson, Chris, Dino, & Tom-~ 
Congratulations on the incoming recruiting class. Certainly looks like a boatload of talent ,-, good athletes/athletic abilities with good acade~nic backgrounds. 

Let’s keep driving on! Be well, m~d have "a good 4th celebration!" GO HEELS! 

Larry 

P.S. Ch~dy ~- hopefifl you m~d John are well! Thanks for everfiJaing and kmow you played a part h~ this great recruiting class 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 

Sent; Tuesday, July 02, 2013 5:37 PM 

To-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Iconfer@tampabay.rr.com; webintern@theacc.org; updates@ncaa~com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; desk@ncaasports.com; artchansky@qmail.com; 

chnsports@Dando~com; obspo!ts~charlotteobserver~com~ soccer@spo!tsvu.net~ Ducar, Chris; editor~socce!times~com; ray@southernsoccerscene.com; 

sports@dailytarheel.com; dbaddour@uncaa.unc.edu; sphillips@theacc.org; sports@herald-sun.corn; Sander, Thomas J; ewarnock@nando.com; 

colleqe@topdrawersoccer.com; ESPNdatainfo@espn.com; news@wch12360.com; info@faircjamemaqazine.com; sports@wsiournal.com; qraham.hays@espn3.com; 

_s_p___o__~_s_~_n___e___w___s__-__r__e__c___o__r__d__&o____m_3 _h__!~_!£s__c___lj~:1a__D__@t__h___e__a___c__c_=o__r_g~ jj_~_~_@t_~Le___lj_e_.__a__v___n__e_.__r_s__&o__!33 Gwaltney, Clint; Cunningham, Bubba; _a__u__f__n___o___w___s__k_!_@__t~Le___a__c__c_=o__r_g 

Subject; Tar Heels Finalize 13-Member Recruiting Class 

Tar Heels Finalize 23-Member Recruiting Class 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

I July 2, 2013) 

Contact: Dave Lobse, Associate Athletic Communications Director, davelohse@unc.edu 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -The University of North Carolina women’s soccer team has finalized a 13-member recruiting class for the 20!.3 season which begins late next month with games 

against Santa Clara and VCU. The 1-3 newcomers, which include 1-2 freshman class members and a transfer from the University Georgia, join 23 returning letter winners on the Tar 

Heels’ 36-woman roster for the upcoming campaign. 

Coach Anson Dorrance’s team returns a six-member senior class for 201-3 as well as five underclass starters from the 201-2 team that made a remarkable run through the NCAA 

Tournament to win the program’s 22rid national collegiate championship since the 1-981--82 school year. 

This year’s newcomers in alphabetical order include: 

Maggie Bill is a forward/midfielder from Huntington, N.Y., where she was a multi-sport athlete in soccer, basketball, lacrosse and track. A 201-3 alumna of St. Anthony’s High School, 

she is the daughter of Robert and Katie Bill. A member of the Albertson Soccer Club, she was a Top Drawer Soccer four-rated player ranked as the #4 prospect in New York and the #84 

talent in the U.S. A gifted talent in both soccer and lacrosse, she will play for two defending NCAA championship teams in her freshman year at Carolina. She also earned Under Armour 

All-America honors on the lacrosse field. As a senior on the pitch, she captained a state championship team. 

Joanna Boyles is a much decorated club soccer player over the past five years as she has advanced to earn a spot on the U.S. Under-1-7 and Under-1-g Women’s National Teams. A native 

of Raleigh, N.C., Boyles is a midfielder who graduated from Sanderson High School in 201-3. The daughter of Scott and Wendy Boyles did not play high school soccer, concentrating on 

her play with her long-time club team, the ’94 CASL Chelsea Ladies, where she has been the teams’ leading scorer each of the past three years. She has earned NSCAA Youth All-America 

honors in multiple years. Boyles began earning caps with the U.S. Under-1-5 Girls National Team and was promoted to the U1-7 squad beginning in 201-0. She was a member of the 201-0 

Nordic Cup championship team and the 201-2 CONCACAF championship team and she also played for the Under-1-7s at the 2012 World Cup in Azerbaijan. 

Emily Bruder of Sandy Utah, is another veteran of U.S. youth national teams, having been promoted to the u1-g squad in 201-3. A forward, she is the daughter of Kevin and Susan Bruder 

and she graduated from Juan Diego Catholic High School this past June. Playing her club soccer for the Utah Avalanche ~94 Black, Bruder played in the 2012 U17 World Cup in 

Azerbaijan after it won the CONCACAF title earlier in the year. She copped NSCAA Youth All-America honors in 201-2. Bruder played three sports in high school and was named first- 

team All-State all four years on the pitch, leading the state in scoring three times. She scored 1-00 career goals in high school and had game-winning goals in leading her high school 

team to state championships in both 2009 and 201-0. 

Cameron Castleberry is another stellar midfielder from Raleigh, N.C. and like Boyles, a member of the ’94 CASL Chelsea Ladies club team. Graduating from Ravenscroft School this past 

spring, Castleberry was a recent call up to the U.S. U1-B National Team. She is the daughter of Jeff and Suzanne Castleberry and a 201-2 NSCAA Youth All-America as an attacking 

midfielder and forward. As a member of the Chelsea Ladies, she led her club team to multiple ECNL national championships on the youth level. Elevated to the U17 National Team 

player pool in 201-1-, Castleberry was a two-sport performer at Ravenscroft and the state’s private school player of the year as a sophomore when she scored 25 goals and had 1-5 

assists. 

Jenny Chiu is another addition to Carolina’s midfield corps from El Paso, Texas where she attended School for Educational Enrichment. The daughter of C.Y. and Lorena Chiu holds dual 



U.S. and Mexican citizenship and has played for youth national teams for both countries, limiting her to one year of high school play. She has earned U.S. national team spots at the 

U14, U15 and U17 level. In 2012, she was a member of the Mexican U17 Team and captain of the team which qualified in the CONCACAF Championships and then moved on to the 

World Cup in Azerbaijan. 

Sarah Ashley Firstenberl~ is another Texas native who joins the Tar Heels in 2013. A native of Irving, she is the daughter of Barry and Elva Firstenberg and a 2013 alumna of the 

Episcopal School of Dallas where she played volleyball and golf in addition to soccer. She played both forward and midfield on the pitch both with her high school team and the FC 

Dallas ECNL U18 club team. She led her high school team in scoring all four years with 74 career goals, including 36 alone in her senior year. 

Darcy McEarlane is an attacking center midfielder from Mill Valley, Calif., who joins her older sister, Kelly, a rising senior on the UNC team. The daughter of Craig and Marilou 

McFarlane, she graduated from the Branson School in 2013. She played club soccer for Marin FC’95 Blue for five years before switching to the Santa Rosa United U18 ECNL her final 

season. In ODP soccer, she earned multiple honors on state and regional teams while also being a gifted student-athlete at Branson where she played three sports. A two-time All- 

League selection, she earned multiple athletic honors at Branson and was president of the student body as a senior and a cum laude graduate of the school. 

Amber Munerlyn is one of the most talented youth national team players coming out of the high school class of 2013. A native of Corona, Calif., she is the daughter of Cubby and 

Marian Munerlyn and a 2013 alumna of Santiago High School. Munerlyn played primarily forward in high school but has seen defensive duty for much of her national team career 

where she played with the U17 National Team as early as 2010. In 2012, she scored the winning goal to lift the U.S. U17 team to a CONCACAF tournament win over Canada and then 

played for that team in the World Cup in Azerbaijan. She was elevated to the U20 Team beginning with a February 2013 call up. She was the Gatorade State High School Player of the 

Year for California in 2012-13 and ranked as the #6 recruit in the senior class by Top Drawer Soccer. 

Alexa Newfield of Decatur, Ga., was a late addition to the class after transferring to UNC from the University of Georgia. She was a standout player at St. Plus X High School in Atlanta, 

graduating in 2010. Newfield missed most of the 2012 season at UGA with a nagging knee injury and retains two years of eligibility. As a sophomore, she led the Bulldogs in scoring 

with 16 goals and eight assists, tallying seven game-winning goals and going a perfect 5-for-5 on penalty kicks. Her 40 points were a season school record for the Bulldogs and she 

was named AII-SEC and first-team All-South Region. As a freshman in 2010, she tied for the team lead in goals scored with eight and was named first-team AII-SEC and to the 

Southeastern Conference’s All-Freshman Team. She was also a Soccer America All-Freshman second-team honoree. She is the daughter of Peter and Deidre Newfield. 

Danae O’Halloran is the daughter of Patrick and Donna O’Halloran. She hails from Toms River, N.J. where she recently graduated from Toms River High School North. She played her 

club soccer for the N.J. Wildcats Lady Strikers where she was the team captain of a squad ranked fourth nationally. That team also won a U.S. club national title in 2008 and was a 

two-time state champion under coach Jim Gabarra (now with Sky Blue FC). In high school she played both midfield and forward and was a gifted track performer as well, competing in 

Nike Nationals and the Penn Relays. Her track prowess was in events ranging from the 55 meters through the 400 meters and she was her school’s track MVP four years in a row. 

Niki Romero is a multi-faceted player who joins the Tar Heels from Las Vegas, Nev., where she graduated from the West Career and Technical Academy. She played primarily at forward 

in high school but can play any position on the field. She is the daughter of Jose and Rachelle Romero. Romero saw her earliest youth national team exposure in 2011 as a member of 

the U15 National Team before making the jump the U18s in 2012 and continuing on that squad in 2013. She was the offensive MVP of her high school team which reached the state 

semifinals. 

Amada Rooney is a midfielder from Hicksville, N.Y., where she attended Hicksville High School. She is the daughter of Laura Rooney. She played her club soccer for eight years for the 

Albertson Elite Fury on Long Island, making the state ODP team six years and the regional team five years and also serving as team captain. Rooney has been a youth national team 

pool player for two years and she was a member of the Long Island Fury WPSLteam since age 15, including a 2009 national championship season. 

Maya Worth of Cary, N.C., closes out the recruiting class for the Tar Heels. The daughter of Leroy and Karen Worth, she graduated from Green Hope High School where she was one of 

the state’s top tracker performers. She is the third member of the ’94 CASL Chelsea Ladies in this year’s recruiting class, having played on ECNL national championship teams for the 

club in 2011 and 2012. She holds six Green Hope High School track records while in her final two years on the pitch she tallied 16 goals and 16 assists for her prep team. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 
(Cell) 

davelohse@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 3:58 PM 

Gaw~ B urns <gary@mmsclub.com> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Touching Base 

I win be there ~,.. CaN at 8AM _., Make sure I arn up! Thank you! 

Frem: Gary Burns [mailto:gary@ramsdub.com] 
Sent; Thursday, July 04, 20:t3 8:26 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: Touching Base 
Breadmens at 8:30 am on Tuesday, July 16. 

Thanks. 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jul 3, 2013, at 5:10 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Break[ast Tuesday July _q_(4th wr_)uld work for me ,,, 8:30 am ,,, ph::k the spolf! 

F~m: Ga~ Burns [~_~JJ~g_~g~zY_~E~JJ_b~_g~] 
Sent= Wednesday, July 03, 20~3 9:39 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: Touching Base 

~ am out of town the rest of tNs week and then on the road next week. 

Can Vou do lunch .:)n either Monday, July 15 or Tuesday, luly 167 

Gary Bums 
Majo~ Gift I:)~ctor i UNC Rams Ckd) 

O: (919) 843~405 I ~’~:               F: (919} 843-5777 
ga~@ramsclub.com ~ v~v.ramsclub.com 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, July 02, 20~3 1~:05 PN 

Te~ Ga~ Burns 
Subje~t~ ~e: Touching Base 

Sure, IWs meet~ I ~] free this week. 

Se~t.fi~om n6, V’eri:o~ ~f’ireles~’ 4G L72"DRO1D 

Bums <gary~{ram~hib.com> wrote: 

I am starting to come across a lot of soccer supporters in the Rams Club data base~ I would love to get together with you to tall< about prospects, Let 

me know if you are available for lunch, co[fee, etc sometime ~n the next Jew weeks, f am on the road next week but arn fairly [lex~Me beyond ~:hat, 

Let me know. 

Thanks--Gary 

Ga~" Bums 
Majo~ Gift Director i UNC Rams Club 

P,O. Box 2446, C~ape~ H~L NC 27515 

O: ~919} 843-6405 ~ M:.           ~ F: (919) 843-5777 
#at~ramsclub.com ~ t~.ramsclub.com 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [[#_~JJ~9_;~_t)~_£#_@~_~_~JL~_~G_¢#_#] 
Sent= Friday, Nay ~7, 20~3 3:48 PN 

Te= Ga~ Burns 
Subject= RE: Touching Base 
Gary, 

~ ~ove havh~g you work for the Foundat~om These is a lot of money in the ~ax commun~tv, They can help Joe and the rest of us (me, CaHos and Jenny). If 

they wan~: men’s N~x to wm the recruil:k~g battles in the ACC, ~1: is th~e to open up their waHets![ 

F~m= Ga~ Burns 
Sent= Friday, Nay ~7, 2053 9:24 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Touching Base 

Anson, 

Good to see you at the baseball game last night. Too bad ~t turned out the way it 

I wanted to touch base so you wouM have my contact information. If there is anything I can do to support you and your program (donors that need 

attention etc.) please let me know. ~ am in the early stages of developing my "network" here at the Rams Club and am anxious to get involved and 

help in any way possible. 

Thanks - Ga~ 

Major Gift Director ~ UNC R;~ms Chub 
P,O. Box 24~6, Chape~ H~]L NC 27515 

O: (919) 843~405 ] M: ~ ~: (919) 843-5777 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: CoachKryger@ncsasports.org [mailto:CoachKryger@ncsasports.org] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:22 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

High School: 

Height: 5’7" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih @aim.corn 

Notes: is a from 

View Prefile 

Interested Athletes 

re~ ~ 

Views: Views: 16                             Views: Views: 9                             Views: Views: 4 
Views: Views: 3 

Last Viewed                  Last Viewed                  Last Viewed 
Last Viewed 

Date; Last Date; Last Date: Last 
Date= Last 

Viewed : Viewed : Viewed : 
Viewed : 

View Profile View Profile View Profile 
View Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a match? Update your email pre[erences here, 

David Kryger 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Cell:              I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachKryger@ncsasports.org I ht~p:!!www.ncsasports.or~ 

NCSA 81og: http:iiblog.ncsasports.or~ 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 



This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and!or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any use, 

copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

removed by 
sender. 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, July 4, 2013 4:04 PM 

michelle akers <michelle(~a)michelleakers.org> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Michelle Ake~s SURVEY WINNER! 

We all love you Michetle! 1! Welcome back to this game you master’ed[!!!! We have missed you!! 

From; michelle akers [ma[lto:michelle@michelleakers.org] 
Sent; Thursday, July 04, 20~3 ~:58 AN 
To= michelle akers 
Oct Mike Wilson 
S~je~t~ Michelle Akers SURVEY WINNER~ 
CLICK ON PHOTO TO SEE THE WINNERS~’.~’. 

::x:: 

Michelle Akers 

Michelle Akers Soccer & Training Co. 
POB 814 
Powder Springs, GA 30127 
www.michellea kers.org 
www. michellea kershorserescue.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:08 PM 

.~gmaJ~l.com> 

@aol.com; Duca~; Chris (duc~x@unc.edu) 

RE: Camp 21-24 

I will copy Dino on this, he runs my camp Trust me, if there is aW room we will get her in!!! Dino? This is my World Cup Can we help her??? 

..... Original Messa~ze ..... 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Thursday, 2:37 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Camp 21-24 

~mail.com] 

Hi Anson, 

Happy 4th of July! I hope this email finds you and yours welk I reaching out to see if you have an?’ cancelations or room for one more in your July 21 st-24th? I have a real gem for you if you 
do tier name is        and she’s my third child. LOL She really is a great kid and a tea[ player. She has two teammates who are attending camp this week and is driving me nuts to find out 
if you can squeeze her in with this group I intended on signing her up but wanted to make sure I could swing the cost, (Sad but true) An?" way I would [ore for you to meet and I 
know you would love her If there’s no way we wil[ try again next year. 

Thanks 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LEqC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 11:06 AM 

Joshua <             ~gmail.com~ 

I~E: Short vi&o ibr fl~e gifts’. 

Joshua, excellent!P. Thank you 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Joshua [mailto ))gmail~ 

Sent: Friday, July 05, 2013 10:58 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Short video for the girls! 

think your girls will love this http:/ivoutube/KaTL880KiZs 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 2:26 PM 

Subject: FW: Watching this roll make you better! 

This is excellent, well done[ The more we can get you guys to watch and become fans of the game at the highest level, the better we are al~ going to be. 

C~Wt w~it to see you in Chapel H~H! 

l~aol.com] 
Sent~ Friday, July 05, 2013 11:49 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Re: Watching this will make you be~er[ 

Hi ~son’. 

U~o~natdy I couldn’t catch the game live but I watched a recording. Of course it wasn’t as exciting ~owing t~at B~il dominated S~in; but it was still a pleasure to 

watch, Them is notNng more inspiring than watcNng a ~am win because of tenacity aJ]d fitness. Personally I fl]ought Spain would win becau~ of their ~ticaJ ability, 

However, as soon as the game s~a~ed, Broil played wid] intensity. I was impressed to see that "this intensity s~yed persi’~nt tlgoughout the entire game. This intensity 

combined wi~ Neymais a~acking and Fred’s finishing m~te it im~ssible tbr SpaJn to con~in B~il. Lug’s goaline ~ve really reminded me o ¢. Ho~ all is well 

in Chapel Hill. Ca~’t wait to be there in a monfl~ 

On Jul l, 2013, at 5:32 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~em~fil.unc.edu > wrote: 

Ladies, 

I played in my 0%0 National Tournament last week out in San Diego (we lost in the semi’s) and because I arn an internet cr~pp~e ~ d~d not know how to 

get you Buys to turn your TV’s on for the Confederations Cup (the dry run for the Men’s World Cup ~n the country that ~s hosth~g ~t the year before they 

host the event w~th a~l the champions from aH of F~FA’s confederations {regions bas~cally})~ The graz~l/Spa~n game for the Championship was to d~e 

for ,,. just ~ike the two semifinals in Lhe Champions League ... this match was a game changer, 

Spa~n was totally dominated, grazi~ won 3-0 If anyone of you watched ~t (and ~ hope sorne o~ you dh~) ph~ase wril:e me a shorl: summary of what Brazil 

did [o make Spa~n {one of the greatest Nat~ona~ Teams of a~ dine and the reigning World Champions) look Hke a bunch of amateurs. And th~s brings 

me to what ~ wou~d I~ke you to do now: ~.~.~..~g.~Z~g~.~..~.~.~?.~.(.(.~.~..~..~.~.~..~B.~.~. Th~s ~s s U-20 game (basically boys your age} and ~want 

you to te]~ me what they are doing that is better than us and why~ You do [?ot have to wdte a book, Two paragraphs ~s e[?ough. ~f Vou are here w~thout 

cable ask Tom to get it on for you in McCask~lL 

Jus[: s.;? you know,, ~ do miss you guys when you go home and am very excited to be bad~ ~n Chapel H~IL ~ know some of you are here already and some 

are tdck~k~g back in soon. P~esse don’t be strangers, come by when you are bored and catch me up on your Jives. I saw  and the Samurai today 

and I am thrilled that  has gotten over her quad pull and of course with  it is hard to te]~ she is ever hurt. I am convinced she would 

never tel~ anyone unless you noticed that a bone was st~ckh~g through her sock and asked herH Having sa~d that please be professional h~ the way you 

treat your hea~th. You do not want to come ~nto preseason with ANY kh~d of ~njury. Summer made a very good derision to amp the U-20 camp to heal 

properly so ~:h~s quad issue d~d not become chronic Remember: your heah:h ~s your prk~dtv OVE£ your fitness. If you are heah:hy and no~: fit we can 

st~l] get you in for 10 m~nutes of fury I~ke we did with  m the ACC spring tournament, 

All the best~ 

~m~ Soccer America [mafl~:news@socceramedca,com] 
Sent~ Monday, July 01, 2013 2:21 PM 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Soccer On ~: Monday, July l, 2013 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 
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I<.~WRD000.jpgq The knockout stage of the U-20 World Cup begins on Tuesday. 

(A# t#nes Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listing& Soccer on TV is 

updated daily throughout the week.) 



~,~ONDAY, July "~ 

TBA 

TUESDAY, July 2 

ESPNU 

FiFA U-20 World Cup SPAIN-MEXICO (live) 10:45 am. 

FiFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-TURKEY (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3,com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup SPAIN-MEXICO (live) 10:45 am. 

FiFA U-20 World Cup GREECE-UZBEKISTAN (live) 10:45 am. 

FiFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-TURKEY (live) 1:45 am. 

FiFA U-20 World Cup NIGERIA-URUGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pm. 

BeIN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 
MLS KANSAS CITY-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pm. 

UN~MAS 

Friendly CHIVAS-CLUB AMERICA (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SEATLE-D.C. UNITED (live) 10 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup PORTUGAL-GHANA (live) 10:45 am= 

FIFA U-20 World Cup COLOMBIA-KOREA REPUBLIC (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup CROATIA-CHILE (live) 10:45 am, 

FIFA U-20 World Cup PORTUGAL=GHANA (live) 10:45 am= 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ=PARAGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup COLOMBIA-KOREA REPUBLIC (live) 1:45 am. 

TNURSD.c~Y; JL~y 4 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS DALLAS-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-NEW YORK (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-COLUMBUS (live) 10:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

International Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (live) 11 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (live) 11 pm. 

SATLIRD~Y, J~l~," ~ 

ESPN 

International Friendly MESSI ALL STARS-WORLD ALL STARS (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS VANCOUVER-SEATTLE (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-SAN JOSE (live) 7:30 

MLS HOUSTON-PHILADELPHIA (live) 9 pm. 

ESPNU 



FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, QuartedinN (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FWA U-20 WoHd Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

SUNDAY, J~ly 7 

ESPN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOXSOGGER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLUMBUS-PORTLAND (live) 5 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-CHIVAS USA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-D.C. UNITED (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FWA U-20 WoHd Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

[~©NDAY, J~ly 8 

TBA 

TUESDAY, J~ly 9 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pm. 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google-~ : Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Monday, July 1, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution 
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Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, July 5, 2013 2:41 PM 

pacmaaa@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~msn.com; duca~r,~)uncaa.unc.edu; _ . ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); 

matt jones 

@gmail.com; sean patton (          @gmail.com); 

, nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FW: Watching this will make you better! 

~&VRD000 jpg; image001 .jpg 

Very good analysis .,,. what: ~.;eem~.; to have ca~@~t on acro~;s the worm at the h~ghest level ~; what: the Tar Heels have beth?red in skate day 1: maxim~m~ h~gh 

pressure for 90 m~nutes]~ F~rst, we saw the German teams "pressing" k~ the Champions League Sern~ F~nals and now we see Brazil doing the same tffing at a 

National Team Jevel against Spain. And of course, what excited me the most was watchh~g the US Women’s Team under the new and aggressive coach Tom 

Sermann~ pressing w~th a back Jh~e made up of three "h~gh I~ne"Tar HeNs (Dunn, Engen, g~ingenberg) starth~g for him against South Korem 

Th~s is so cool [or ~s who have be~k~ved in this "pressing" game Forever H~ 

Sent~ Thursday, July 04, 2013 5:08 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: WaShing this will make you be~er[ 

An~ 

So~ I didn’t get back ~ you sooner. What a~ arising game~ The key tNng B~il did ~ make the ~igning world cha~pions look like a a~a~res was they cons~ntly 

put S~in under immense pressure, even in SNiffs defensive third, ibr the ~1190 ~ninutes so that Spafin w~ never able to orgmfize ~eir a~c~ng, comNnationaJ sha~ 

and es~blish a rh~km. That relentless pressure and level of enemy Nong with ~eir brilliantly angled and timed runs in the final tNN won Broil the cup. 

Hope all is well ~d hapw 4th~ 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Jul 1, 2013, at 5:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aa~son@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

kadiea, 

I played in my O-60 National Tournm~nent last week o~Jt i~3 San Diego (we lost in the semi’s) and because I am m~ internet cripple I did not know how to 

ge~: you guys to t~rn your TV’s on for the Confederatkms Cup (the dry r~n for the Men’s World Cup in ~:he country that ~s hosting ~t the year before they 

host the event w~th aH the champh:ms from all of HFA’s confedera~:~ons {regions basically}), The Brazil/Spain game for the Champkmship was to 

for ._, just ~ike the two semifinafs in Lhe Champbns League ._ this match was a game changer, 

Spa~n was totally domk~ated, graz~f won 3-0. If anyone of you watched ~t (and ~ hope some of you d~d) p~esse write me a short summary of what Brazil 

d~d to make Spa~n (one of the greatest Nat~onaJ Teams of aJ~ t~me and the reigning World Champions) look Hke a bunch of amateurs~ And tNs brings 

me to what ~ wou~d Hke you to do now: ~_~g~_~z~££__{£~_g_{_{~N__~_~_~_~_~ Th~s ~s a U-20 game (basically boys your age} and ~want 

y(m to tell me what: ~:hey are doing tha~: is better ~:han us and why You do not have ~:o write a book. Two paragraphs ~s enough. ~f Vo~ are here w~thout 

cable ask [om to get it on for you in McE:asMIL 

JusL so you know, [ do rniss you guys when you go home and am very excited to be bad( ~n ChapN Hill [ know some of you are here already and some 

are tr~ck[h~g back h~ soon. Please don’t be strangers, come by when you are bored and catch me up on your iives. I saw  and the Samura~ today 

and I am thriiled that  has gotten over her quad pul] and of course with  it is hard to teil she [s ever hurl I am convh~ced she would 

newer l:el~ anyone ~mless you notk:ed that a bone was sth::Mng through her sock and asked her~ Havh~g sakJ [:hat please be pro[ess~onal h~ the way you 

treat your heaML You do no~: want to come ~nto preseason w~:h ANY Mnd of ~njury. Summer made a w~ry good derision ~:o skip the U-.20 camp ~:o heal 

properly so [his quad issue did not becorne chronic. Remember: your health ~s your priority OVER your fitness. If you are healthy and not fit we can 

stil~ get you in for 10 mkmtes of fury I~ke we did with  ~n the ACC spring tournamenL 

All the best!! 

F~m~ Soccer America [maflto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent~ Monday, July 01, 20~3 2:21 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Soccer On W: Monday, July l, 2013 

I<.~WRD000.jpg~q 
donday, July 1, 2013 
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TODAY’S GUIDE 



The knockout stage of the U-20 World Cup begins on Tuesday. 
I i :~t~-WRD000.jpg. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. Soccer on TV is 

updat~ daily throughout the week.) 

~,~ONDAY, du~y ~ 
TBA 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup SPAIN-MEXIC~ (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup F~NCE-TURKEY (liw) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup SPAIN-MEXIC~ (live) 10:45 

FIFA U-20 World Cup GREECE-UZBEKISTAN (live) 10:45 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-TURKEY (live) 1:45 am. 

FIFA U=20 World Cup NIGeRIA-URUGUAY (live) 1:45 

WEDNE~DAY~ Ju~y 3 

BelN SPORT 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPONTES 

MLS ~NSAS CI~-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pro. 

UNIMAS 

Friendly CHIVAS-CLUB AMERICA (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm. 

MLS CHICAGO-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-VANCOUVER (live) 9 pm. 

MLS SEATLE-D.C. UNITED (live) 10 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup PORTUGAL-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup COLOMBIA-KOREA REPUBLIC (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3,com 

FiFA U-20 World Cup CROATIA-CHILE (live) 10:45 am. 

FiFA U-20 World Cup PORTUGAL-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup IRAQ-PARAGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

FiFA U-20 World Cup COLOMBIA-KOREA REPUBLIC (live) 1:45 am. 

THUF~SDAY, July 4 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS DALLAS-CHIVAS USA (live) 9 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-NEW YORK (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-COLUMBUS (live) 10:30 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

International Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (live) 11 pm. 

UNIMAS 

International Friendly USA-GUATEMALA (live) 11 pm. 

SATURDAY, July ~ 

ESPN 

International Friendly MESSI ALL STARS-WORLD ALL STARS (live) 7 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS VANCOUVER-SEATTLE (live) 



MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-SAN JOSE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS HOUSTON-PHILADELPHIA (live) 9 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

SUNDAY, J~ly 7 

ESPN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLUMBUS-PORTLAND (live) 5 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-CHIVAS USA (live) 7 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-D.C. UNITED (live) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPNU 

FIFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FiFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FiFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

FiFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

~ONDAY, J~ly 8 

TBA 

TUESDAY, J~ly 9 

FOX SOCCER 

Concacaf Gold Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pm. 

Major Leaque Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USL 

Socce[ A~T~erica on Twirler: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Monday, July 1, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

[<imageO01 :iPg>] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~/O LFIqC EXCHANGE!OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,           3:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ECNL National Event 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, 2::~7 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ECNL National Event 

.~gmail.com] 

Coach Anson Dorr~nce 

My nmr~e is                        ~nd I iust finished my f~es’mn,an at                          ~d cut~enlly play fo~                  , I hope you had the chance to watch one of ou~ ~ames at 

~C~L 2~1~o ~ ~/To ~ ~ a~ e ~t (]~me 21 2~). We were successfifl m advancing to lhe ~CI>?L ~r~t~o ~ ~/F~ a?s /hat wi~ be held in ~chmond, VA. "it~e toummnent will t~ke place J~y 11 15. 

"N,~ile the dr~w wofft take place ~mfil J*fly ] 0 I ca*~ tell you we will be playing at 10:30 am each d~y at x~zest Creek. I will em~il you with our final schedule when it is finalized 

My jersey number is and I would really enjoy being evaluated by you to see if you be~eve I may cont~bute to your pro~am 

I hope to see you a~d you~ staffin attendance 
RespectfidI% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:23 PM 

Ducar, Clms (ducay@unc.edu); Streett, Shelly <~igreen@email.unc.edu>; mvanveld@email.unc.edu 

So for this kid we can only send that bone dry thing about contact admissions? Surel 

From: _. [mailto: ’@cuemail,net] 
Sent: Friday, 3:47 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject:        _. 

~we can do bet[er than that? 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My gut says you get 100s maybe 1000s ofe mails from all hype to the top prospects in the nation. I would love to learn more about you your coaching style and 

philosophy. I would also like to introduce myself to you aad leayn what you aye looking for in a student athelete. 

Heres a little about me 

1 .) gpa tbr 6th and 7th grade pre ap classes 

2.) Named athelete if the year 7th grade a~d student of the year for 6th. 

3.) 2 year captla~ for my              team ranked top 20 in so cal 

4.) Pulled up to premier team for us western region~s to play wing ~d attacking ad a utility player. We won the western us regionals. 

Atn I there yet.., no.. you never get there you just keep improving. So what do you need to see so that I c~ play for you’? 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:26 PM 

~sympatico.ca> 

@msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UNC - NCGSC - College Bound Academy - Follow-up 

Here is what Dino said to get around the fact we are fulh Have them down load an application and send it to the camp office directly. If they try to register online 

they’ll get rejected. Be sure to have them write on the app "approved" by you or me. 

Go get ’em! 

From: [mailto: @sympatico,ca] 
Sent: Friday, ~:13 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Palladino, George W; ncgscadmin@gmail,com 
Subject; UNC - NCGSC - College Bound Academy - Follow-up 
Tmportance: High 

Hello Coach Anson and Coach Palladino, 
It is               from               I am following up with this email with regards to your camp at the end of this month. 

I hope that there may be a spot available for me to show you what I am capable of. 

I look forward to hearing from you at your earliest convenience. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:30 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Camp 21-24 

Here is what Dino said to get around the fact we are full: "tJave them down load an application and send it to the camp office directly. If the?’ try to register online they’ll get r~iected. Be sure 
to have them write on the app "approved" by you or me". 

Go get ’era we would love to train her[![ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto O~vmail com] 
Sent: ~Ihursday, 2:37 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Camp 21-24 

Hi Anson, 

Happy 4th of July! I hope this email finds you and yours welh I reaching out to see if you have any cancelations or room for one more in your July 21st-24th? I have a real gem ~k~r you if you 
do. Her name is        and she’s my third child LOL She really is a great kid and a real player. She has two teammates who are attending camp this week and is driving me nuts to find out 
if you can squeeze her in with this group. I intended on signing her up but wanted to make sure I could swing the cost, (Sad but true) Any way I would love lk~r you to meet and I 
know you would love her. If there’s no way we will try again next year 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:31 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

FW: FW: 

This did not work. Find her address and 5end it to her again .... Thank 

From: Microsoft Outlook 
Sent-" Friday, 4:23 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Al6ert A IV 
subject-" Undeliverable: VW: 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

mvanveld@email.unc.edu (mvanveld(~email.unc.edu) 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e-mail address and try to resend the message. If the problem continues, please contact your 
helpdesk. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 9:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Thanks for taking a moment to check out       video clips. I apologize for the mix tap on the email        does not have paid coaches this way it keeps the cost of play way down for 
players that can’t afford club       so I find myself doing contact ~vork for players in ~vhat free time I have 

is an amazing player and the video clips are great but still don’t fully show her ball handling skills. She is a ve~’ humble al’~d grounded player ~vho also strives to make her teammates 
better players as well. 

If there is any interest I will continue to assist in sending more video clips 

--- On Thu, Dol~cance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> From: Don-ance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
> SubJect: R~: 
> To:’ @)yahoo.corn> 

> Cc: "Ducat, Cl~-is" <ducar@unc edu> 
> Date: Thursday, 12:14 PM 
> Brad, 
> 

> Thank you for taking the time to help us evaluate 
> your talent[ 

Original Message ..... 
> From: [mailto ~’¢ahou cum] 
> 

> Sent: Wednesday, P:36 PM 
> To: Durrance, Albert A IV 
> Cc: Ducar, Chris; Palladinu, Geurge W 
> Subject: 
> 

> Cuach McAlister, 

> l am the Directur [’or Girls [’or a 
> smaller club in I am also the cuach uf 
> a young la@ I am sending several Yuu Tube links 
> that are l~;um our State Cup Championship run this past 
> Spring. The links are of     scuring all goals from 
> quarter finals to the champiunship game in which she scored 
> :[’our times. 

>      is currently being recruited by USF, Sacramento State 
> and recmved an offer for a full scholarship to CSU 
> Stanislaus.      will be entering her junior year in 
> high schoul graduating 

> I fee[     is worthy of a Division l schuul 
> opport~xi~’. Please take a moment to look at the clips 
> and feel free to contact me at any time. 

> All four goals scored in championship match. The fomth goal 
> was voted the #2 best overall by NorCal Soccer from all the 
> semi and final matches both boy-s and girls in the U14-U19 
> age groups. 
> 

> Championship 

> Quarter Final 

> Semi Final 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ,~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I’m sending you this em~l to let you know that I’m very intereffted in the UNC women’s program along with the academics at the University,. I’m cunenfly on 

the                              team, and we’re heading to Richmon& Virginia to play for the Nation~2l Championship on July 11-15. At this time a schedule is 

not yet available because the drawing for the brackets takes place next Wednesday evening. I hope to see you at some of onr games and look forward to talking with 

you further about the UNC women’s program. 

Thanks for your time, 

#7 

P.S. My dad,     says hello and hopes you’re doing well. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 8:47 AM 

~mindspring.com> 

Re: photos 

Yes, the two horsemen of the Apocalypse!!~. 

Sem.f!oom my Verizon tVireiess 4(5 L)’~ L)ROIL) 

~mindspdng.com> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 8:48 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: - UNC 

,Sent ~?om my Verizon WirEless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: . UNC 

From: ~hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: Dad 2 <              @comcast.net>,Mom ¯ 

Coach Oorrance., 

@hotmail.com> 

just wanted to reaci] out to you again and update you on when my games will be for this upcoming showcase, 

Beiow is our current game scheduie for the Pieasanton Rage, I wouid appreciate the opportunibi to show you what I can accornplish on the [ield! 

#29 

From:          @hotmail.com 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

CC: _~comcast.net; 

Subject: - UNC 

Date: Tue, 13:08:24 -0700 

~hotmail.com 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am entering my senior year at this year. I am interested in pursuing a 

degree in the fields of medicine or science, ~md I am very impressed by the programs the University of North Carolina oilers. 

I currently play tbr                                       at    or I am beginning my search for a college       program where I can make an 

immediate impac~ as well as further develop my skills a~d strength. Would you mind sending me intbnnation atx~ut UNC and a queslionnaire? 

My team will pa~icipate in the Pleasanton Rage in Pleasanton, CA this July 18-21 st. If you axe planning on attending this would allow me an opporttmity to show you 
my cal~bilities. I will forw~:rd our final game schedule prior to the tournament. 

Attached is my Player l?rofile (note that I am a stazrter on the high school te~:m during the fall, so I cm~’t participate in high school 

More infom~ation is available at the follomng links: 

beRecmited.com: 
YouTnbe Highlight Video: 

Got .com: 
My home number is             my cell number is 

I look tbrward to continuing the recruitment process with UNC. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

a~d my emaJl is ;;~hotmail.com. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCttANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,             9:35 AM 

@gmail.com> 

Fvwt: Invitation for 

Soccer Conf~rence.pdf 

Original Message - 

Subject: Invitation f-or 

From: Stanislao Pugliese <Stanislao.G.Pugliese@hofstra.edlt> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, Georg~~ W" <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

CC: Stanislao Pugliese <Stanislao.G.Pugliese@hofstra.edu> 

Hi coaches l)orrance and Palladino, 

Hope you are enjoying the Fourth of.Jltly weekend. 

I an writing because, along with my colleague Brenda Elsey, I am the director of a three day, internalionN conference on soccer to be held 
in collaboration with FIFA m~d the N¥ Cosmos. 

We wo~fld like to invite          to be a speaker at the conference, especially becm~se she was a local soccer player at 
and my daughter is at the Middle School; both are travel soccer players and needless to say,       is one of their heroes.) 

Attached is a postcard/flyer we hope to print soon. 

If          can attend, we will of course add her name irrwnedlalely. 

I expect Hofstra will have funds to defray cost of her travel. 

Thanks and best wishes for the sum*net, 

Stun Pugli es e 

St:anislao G. Pugliese. Ph.D. 

Profbssor of Histoty- 

Queensboro Unico Distingtfished Professor of 

Italian and Italian American Studies 

307 Ne~v Academic Building 

Ho [-stra University 

Hernpstead, NY 11549 USA 

516.463.5611 

stanislao .pugliese@ho fstra.edu 

http:i ipeople.ho fstra.edu / stanislao ,pu¢liese/ 

at Hofstra University 

(wbere my son is presently a student 





Save the Dates: ThursdayoSaturday, April 1042, 2014 
hay ted Speakers (part ai ist): George Ve~sey,,’,*~, 

and Ita~}fi D~’o Sur~}l Guiana, pres den1:, U~ ted Stat:es 

and d=~ ~a~3~ oRhe dccumenl:ar~ Pefi~d,~; John Foot, Unk, ersk~ 

David Ki~patrick, Mercy College, NY Cosmos 

USA Women% NatJor@ Team; 5~mon Kupe~, a@:hor c:.f 

¢- f ~.> "-e - >r~ c:~. Chris Ar~as, I SA Men% Natbr~,:d Team; Fan Hong. 

............................................................. and Emmy Award ~ec p ent, C’Wi i News at T, gn; and forme~ NY 

cod rectors: D~. Brenda E~sey, associate professor of history 

and aut:hor of C)*/zens argo’ Spc:.,tsmer,: F6’~bc:.~ .~r,d Poi/tics 

T,,ve~ t ~ ~--C~ ~ u y 0 e (brend~ e sey@~ o{str~ edu) o 

Dr. Stan~s~ao Pug~iese, orofessor of history and Queensboro 

dNICC} D:stir~quished Professor oF ~ta~h~n Studies 

~stan~sJao.pu~iese(@ho~s~a.ed~} Youth teams 

outreach c:oord~natOh al: 

For more ~n’forrnat~or~ please cont~c~ @~e Hofs~r~ C~]~ral Ce~ter: 

113 Hofstra U 

Rhone: 516.463.5669 

t~o~strmedufsoccer 

’~acebook,¢orni~o~u~tr 

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY. 
Hempstead, NY 11549-1000 

Non-Profit Org. 

U.S, Poslage 
PAID 

Hofstra University 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, July 6, 2013 10:28 AM 

Jeff Jansen ~ ~, corn> 

Re: Culture Books and Kentuclu Reference 

No problem Jeff! Good luck! 

Ses~t.f!"om my V{~rizor~ tl~irege,~s 4(5 L)"k L)ROIL) 

Jeff Janssen < ~ corn> wrote: 

Anson, 

Hope you are having a great summert 

Here are some more notes on some cultme books I thought you might enjoy... 

Kentucky- has asked me to submit a proposal and some references for a 
Leadership Academy they are looking to develop. Let me know if it 
would be okay to list yot~ as a reference... 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-7"21 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the countu to make 
a difference around the ~vorldt Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http ://w~vw salsc, org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 2:55 PM 

Ducar. Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Showcase 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Alberi A IV" <anson@emal.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi my name is             and I will be attending the 
for 

I really hope to see you there’. 

Chicago Inter Tournament on July 12-14. Our first game is Friday at 12 and Saturday is at 8. I ara a number 22 playing 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,           2:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 
From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@email.unc.eda> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance, 

~Mv name is          I play- for               in                       and I attend                   I finished my sophomore year with a GPA 

and m£de AAAA All-Region. I was excited to see that you would be at the Top Drawer Combine this weekend in Raleigh and I hope to see you there! Below is my 

coach’s contact iaformation. 

Coach) 

Phone: 

EmaAl: @hom~ail.com 

Thank you for you time, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 2:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ECNL 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
This is again. Good news - my team won in Colorado so we are playing in the ECNL national championships this coming week in Richmond. So far, we only 
know that we will be playing at 10:30 on Thursday through Monday with an off day on Saturday. All of the games will be at West Creek Complex. Hopefully I’ll see you there! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:03 PM 

~gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edtr~ 

Re: 

very cool’.!! My camp ends on Sunday at 12 noon. If you guys make it to Monday at 8:30 am, I will be there!! Good luck!! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson! I found out that all of the 
u-17 games are at 8:30 a.m. Hopefully you can make onet 

Sent frora ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:07 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris -<tucaJc@unc.edtr~; bill palladino 

@aol.com>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com>; @msn.com> 

Fwd: 

Tom, this is one of my Can you put her emaJl in ruth that class? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~ org> 

To: "Dorr~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi coach Dorrance, 

This is the email address that you may reach me at. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:07 PM 

@ org>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Thank you I will cow To~n on this! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ II~ire[e,~s 4G 

~    org> wrote: 

Hi coach DolTance, 

This is the eraail address that you may reach me at. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 9:08 PM 

Ducal Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros < 

Fwd:                            - Elite ID Camp 

@gmail.com> 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subj ect: . Elite ID Camp 

From: ~aol.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 

CC: "Dncar, Chris" <ducax@unc.edu>,           @aol.com 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 
As a member of the and a Varsity starting at I am in the process of searching for 

a college      program-where I can make an immediate impact to the team. 
My goal academically is to pursue a degree in Communications. I am currently in the Mass Media program at my school and have taken an 

interest in the courses University of North Carolina has to offer. 
I noticed your assistant coach, Jason Sisneros, will be attending the Elite ID Camp in Lancaster with Exact      this upcoming week, July 9- 

10. I hope I get the opportunity to meet him and possibly train with him. As a           I will have individual training sessions. However, he will be 
able to see me compete during our game play as I will be attending both days of the ID Camp. 

In addition, I will be playing with my team at the Surf Cup in San Diego, July 27-29. Will you be attending? Please let me 
know. 
Here is my player profile video for your review: 

I look forward to meeting Jason next week. 
Sincerely, 

~aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 9:09 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Interested in your program 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Interested in your program 

From: @yahi~o.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance~ 

My name is             and I am currently a sophomore at                                       . I play for the 

Team. I have played at the premier level since U- 10. My team won the V~ ashington State Challeuge Cup this past year and is advancing 

to the Region IV Presidents Cup in Boise, ID. Also, we were the RCL League Champions and advanced to Division I. My coach, 

said she would be glad to speak with you on my behaltl 

This past year was my freshman year in high school; I was the starting       for the varsity tean~. I mn ranked 7th in district for scoring and assists, 

and led my team in scoring. I was nmned honorable mention all-district this past year as well. I balance my school work and sports effectively and 

have a GPA. 

I have researched what colleges would be a good tnatch for me academically and athletically. I am interested in Physical therapy, Business or 

Psychology. I mn veW interested in your University and 5’our      ’ progrmn and would appreciate receiving information from you. 

My club team will be playing in many showcases this summer other than the President’s Cup that are still undecided. I would really enjoy being 

evaluated by you to see if you believe I may contribute to your program. I have attached my player profile for you to look at. 

Thank you for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you in the near fi~ture. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:12 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From:         ~hotmail .corn 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My nmne is                  and I roll be graduating high school next yem. I currently play vmsity      for                       and a]so play for the 

club in           . I play           and/or       I am extremely dedicated and hard working I would very much like the opportuN~ to play 

in college. If you cm~, please take a couple minutes and review my profile to see ifI would be a good fit for your school. Also if you could provide an5, feedback about 

my profile I would greatly appreciate it. I roll be updating it over the next couple ofmonfl~s ruth new video footage. Are you still recruiting? 

Sincerely, 

Click HEI~E to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:42 AM 

bill palladino ~aol.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu-~ 

k\vd: 

4. 

PS: Listed under 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:            ~me.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hk 

I have revised my NCSA profile to include: 

1. s squad & training details for 

2. U17’s Fixtures List for season. 

s da~ly training ~hedule. 

s Fixture List. 

season. 

heMings although my season 

Video to follow once season gets underway or there is an international match opportani .ty to film. 

Click tIERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, July 7, 2013 8:46 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Virtu~J Help - Andrew Keiser 

Resume.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: VirtuaJ Help - 

From: ~aol .com> 
To: UNC Athletics Director <bubba.curmingh~an@unc.edu>,"Nort~n, Molly" <tnbnorton,~)unc.edu>,"Creech, Karlton W" 

<kcreech,~)unc.edu>,lgallo@uncaa.unc.eduYMille~; Beth" <5ethmille@unc.edu>,"Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu>,"Griggs, Kathy" <kgriggs@unc.edu>,"King, J. 

Angela" <~Jdng@unc.edu>,"Kirschner, Steve" < steveldrschne@unc.edu>,"Best, Kevin S." <kbest@nnc.edu>,"Bowers, MattJ~ew B" <mattbowers@unc.edu>,"Gelin, 

D~J~a E" <dgelin@unc.edu>,"Hundley, Bobby" <hundley@etnail.unc.edu>,"Lohse, Dave Clmk" <davelohse@unc.edu>,"Schmidt, Dave" 
~<lhschmid(~email.unc.edn>,"Bnchmmn, Helen" <helenb@unc.edu>,"Doran, Abigail Joy" <abbeyjoy@email.nnc.edu~,"Brewer, Rick" ~qbrewe@unc.edu>,"Ballen, 

Martina K" <mballen@unc.edu>,"Perkins, Michael" <mperkins@unc.edu>,boyd@uncaa.unc.edu,"Duffy~, Clare E" <dnffyce@email.unc.edn>,"York, Aaron" 

<ayor~email.unc.edu~,"Zmeflein, Chad Nicholas" <zmeflein@unc.edu~,"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>,"Miller, Steven L" 

<smiler21@email.tmc.edu;,,kcrowde@email.unc.edu,"Hipps, Travis" <jthipp@email.unc.edu;,,"Scmggs, William E" <williescroggs@unc.edu>,"Bunling, Mike" 

<mbunting@unc.edu-~,jfield@email.unc.edu,"Grimsley, Richie" <vgfimsley@unc.edu>,"Hams, S "tacey Elaine" <shaJris@unc.edu>,"Pamell, Trey" 

<tpamell@unc.edw~,"Pero; Clara A" <caperry@unc.edu>,kroh~email.unc.edu,"Young, Randall P" <Randall.Young@facilities.unc.edw~,"Gwaltney, Clint" 

<cgwaltney@~mc.edu>,"Culler, Ellen B" <eculler@unc.edu>,"Brunner, John F" <John Brunne@unc.edu-~,"Lancaster, Elizabeth" 

<lizlan@email.unc.edtr~,jcake@uncaa.unc.edu,"Dalgleish, Joyce L" <joyced@unc.edu>,"Steinbacber, Rick" <rick@unc.edu-~,"Beale, Michael" 

<tnichaelbeale@unc.edu>,"Humpbaies, Sarah" <shumpl~ie@unc.edu>,"Penny, Rachel" <rfpenny~)etnail.unc.edu>,"Theby, David C" 

<theby@e~nail.unc.edu:>,"Cleary, Kenneth Eugene" <kcleary,~)unc.edu>,"Andrews, Jason" <jm~drews@unc.edt~-,"Angell, Jones" <jaaagell@unc.edu>,"Crowe, 

Michael" <mcrowe@unc.edtc,,"Ellis, Bobby Joe" <bellis@unc.edtc,,"Lm~g, Kyle" <ldm~g@unc.edu>,"Watldns, Cian-a" <ci~:rrajw,~)email.unc.edu:>,"Montgome~y, 

John R" @nont,~)unc.edtc,,"Aldridge, Diane ScoNe" <d~Jdridge@unc.edu:>,"Smith, Tim Dillon" <tdsmith@unc.edtc,,"Terrell, Matt" <mterrell@unc.edu>,"Agnilar, 

Alain J" --~alaguila@email.unc.edu>,"Bingham, MaJy Ellen" <binghmnm@email.unc.edu~,"Hirfl~, Clwistopher J" --~chirtJ~@email.unc.edu~,"Hooke~: Daniel" 

<dhooker@email.unc.edtc,,"Trulock, Scott" <truloc~email.unc.edu>,"Galz, (2hego~" <ggg@tmc.edu~,"Sahratian, Jonas R" <jonasrs@email.nnc.edu~,"Beaulieu, 

Jason Wilfred" <jbeaulie@unc.edu>,"Sabo, Tim" ¢:tsabo@email.unc.edu>,"Parrish, Shane" <sparrish@nnc.edu~,"Steinberg, Jason" 

~ steinberg@unc.edu;,,"Tonlonpas, Ma~ Alyson" <matouloupas@unc.edu~,"Jackson, Scott C" <scjackso@email.unc.edu>,"Gaines, B~ant Anthony" 

<bagaJnes@email.unc.edu>,"Holt, Joan M" <jhol@unc.edu~,"Arendas, Dave" <arendas@unc.edu>,"Chase, Kaye Watts" <cha~k@unc.edu-~,"Davis, tlubert Ira Jr" 

<hidavis@unc.edu>,"Friend, Cynthia Stone" ~cstone@unc.edu~,jholladay@email.unc.edu,"Hoots, Eric M" <ehoot@email.unc.edu>,"McGmth, Colin B" 

<mcgrathc@email.~mc.edw~,"Robinson, Steve A" <coachrob@unc.edu>,"tlatchell, Sylvia R" <shatchell@unc.edu>,"AdaJns, ClaJ-issa" 

<clarissa.adam@~mc.edw~,"Calder, Andrew G" ~-acaJde@unc.edu>,"Law, Greg A" <greglaw@unc.edw~,tsodom@uncaa.unc.edu,"Williams-Johnson, Tracey D" 

<tracey willi~an@unc.edu>,"Shelton, Kaxen C" <kcs@unc.edu>,"Fultor~ Grant" <gfulton@unc.edu>,"Catbao, Guy" <guycathro@unc.edu>,"An&rso~ Robert 

Blake" <blake.anderson@unc.edu>,ddadams@uncaa.unc.edu,"Bell, Walter A IV" <wbell@e~n~il.unc.edu>,~nbeny@email.unc.edu,gbrew@uncaa.unc.edu,"Disch, 

D~J~" <daaa.disch@unc.edu>,dtduggan,~)uncaa.unc.edu,"Haydo~ Joe" <haydon@unc.edu>,"Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu>,"Jo~dm~, Randy Lmnont" 

<rljordan@unc.edu>, Kapilovic, Cl~istopher G" <ckap@email.unc.edu>, Koenning, VictorEtn~J~uel Jr <koenmng~@emall.unc.edu>, Morelh, David Donnrac 

~<lmorelli@email.unc.edu~,"Sanders, Danyl J" <danyl@email.unc.edu>,"Spurling, James" <jspuding@unc.edu>,"Williams. Andre" 

<willia46@emaila~nc.edu~,"Breschi, Joe" ¢:breschi@nnc.edu~,"IVlyers, Patrick Jacob" <patmyers@unc.edu>,"Feifs, Chris" <cfeifs@unc.edu>,"Holman, Brian" 

<bdholman@email.unc.edu~,"Levy, Jennifer S" ~enny.levy@unc.edu>,"Ba~nes, Philip E" <pebames@unc.edu;,,"Dowd, Katrina M" 

<kmdowd@email.unc.edu~."Haney. SaJcah K" <shaney@email.unc.edn>,"Pemberton, Chelsea Anne" <chelsea.pemberton@unc.edu>,"Tyler, Brie Farley" 

<brie.~ler@unc.edu~,"Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edw~,"Negalha, Jell" <jnegalha@~mc.edu-~,"Porter, Grant" <~porter@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, AlbertA 

IV" <anson@email.unc.edu~,"Ducar, Chris" ~’ducar@unc.edw~,"PaJladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu-~,"Papa, 

Donna J" <djp@unc.edw~,"Gillette, Boo [,aura Michelle" <boogillette@~mc.edu>,"Baldwin, Richard Anthony" 

<tonybaldwin@unc.edu>,cemitch@uncaa.unc.edu,"Sagula, Joseph A" <jsagula@unc.edu>,tadams@email.~mc.edu, rackham <rackham@unc.edu>,"Mock, Conrad D 

Jr" <cdmock@unc.edu:,,"Kolat, Ca~ J" <kolat@email.unc.edu>,"Chinn, Trevor Jacob" <tjclfinn@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi my name is              I am interested in helping the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill virtually in any way possible. I am in my junior year at the University of 
and will receive a Bachelor of Science degree in Sport Management and Marketing with a minor in Legal Studies in May 2015. My interest in the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill is based on my extreme passion for sport and my knowledge of business. 
I have much experience with using the Intemet for work related activities, and I am very knowledgeable when it comes to using programs like Microsoft Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint, and Access. I am also very good at researching, and communicating with people through many channels of communication. I am looking to just gain some 
experience working virtually with you in whatever is needed. 
My enclosed resume will provide further details about my experiences, skills, and accomplishments. I am confident that my academic background, qualifications, as well as 
my past experiences will prove to be mutually beneficial for the both of us. 
I look fonNard to hearing from you. Thank you for your consideration. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12:46:44 PM 

Ducal Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)]; Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE 

ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducar)] 

Fwd: ECNL National Finals Richmond, VA 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent.from my Verizon Wireiess 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ECNL National Finals Richmond, VA 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi Coach Anson and Coach Ducar, 

My name is and I will be a Junior in High School at I pla~v 
club for My coach is 

~gmail.com or ~ corn) I am #19, and I can play anywhere in the or 
positions. I am fast, have outstanding foot skills, and can finish with accuracy and power with both feet. I 

am determined to succeed both on and off the field. My goal is to play division 1       in college at a high level and 
to obtain an excellent education while playing the sport I love. I play      not only with my club team, but also on 
the varsity team at my high school and for the             team. At 5’9", I am good at winning the balls out of 
the air and I have an outstanding vision of the game. At age 13, I was awarded a Golden Boot Award for the most 

outstanding player between the U14-U18 age group. I am contacting you today because I am interested in 
attending the University of North Carolina and playing      for you. I would like to study either biology or 
microbiology and then go on to medical school. My team and I will be playing in the ECNL National Finals 

If by any chance you will be attending, I would love it if you would be able to see me play and hopefully you 
will see something in my play that will fit with your style of play.                is not until       , so I do not 
know what field we will be on yet or our opponent, but I do know the time and the complex, whicl~ I will post 

below. I will forward my schedule ~vhen it is posted. I am going to attach my resume and a link to my ECNL 
Player Profile also. Thank you for your time and I hope to see you at the field. 

Thanks, Class 

GAME SCHEDULE AND FIELD LOCATION 

Game Schedule: 



Date 

Thurs 

Fri 

Sat 

Sun 

Mon 

Time Field Opponent Color 

2:30pm #5-8 TBD TBD 

2:30pm #5-8 TBD TBD 

OFF 

2:30pm #5-8 TBD TBD 

2:30pm #5-8 TBD TBD 

Field Location: 

West Creek Complex I 12575 West Creek Pk~y I Richmond, VA 23238 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

7/7/2013 12:49:33 PM 

Sander, Thomas J [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Tjsander]; bill palladino _~aol.com]; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com]; Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)]; @msn.com] 

Fwd: Donation Request for Persiani Benefit 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Tom, let’s help! 

Sent j:rom my Verizon Wire/ess 46 LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Donation Request for Persiani Benefit 

From: Jessica Jackson <jacksonjl@email.appstate.edu> 

To: "Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hello! My name is Jessica Jackson. I am writing to request a donation from UNC Soccer to a silent auction that is part of 
a benefit called Picnic for the Persiani’s (see attached flyer) for Monica Persiani from Thomasville, NC. If you are not the 

person whom I should contact for an inquiry such as this, could you please point me in the right direction? We have 
many, many Carolina Soccer fans in our community and I know a donation of merchandise, signed team gear, tickets, or 

something of the like would be sure to bring top dollar in our silent auction! We are thankful for however you can help! 

Monica is a 32 year old wife and mother of 2 who was hit head-on while headed to pick her son up from preschool on May 

21st. Monica was airlifted to Wake Forest Baptist Medical Center where she was treated for 

were involved. After several surgeries, and many weeks in the hospital Monica has been released to begin therapy, but 

her enormous medical bills remain. The 19 year old boy who hit her had no driver’s license, no insurance, and was issued 

a DUI. On August 3rd, 2013, Mount Zion Wesleyan Church is sponsoring a Benefit called Picnic for the Persiani’s to help 

defer medical costs for the Persiani’s. Monica and her husband, Adam, are hard working people who would do anything 
for anyone, but have found themselves in need as a result of an unfortunate situation that was beyond their control! 

Please consider making a donation for our silent auction. All donations are tax deductible, and 100% of the proceeds will 

go straight to the Persiani’s for Medical Expenses. 

Please send donations to: 

Jessica Jackson 

My contact number is 

Thank you in advance for considering a donation! 



Jessica Jackson 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Snnday, 9:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.e&~> 

Fwd: Richmond, VA Finals 

college recruiling letter doc 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Richmond, VA Finals 

From: @cuemaJl.net> 

To: "Donance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,g~em~il.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I roll be playing in the ECNL Finals this week in Richmond, Virginia. According to the schedule my team plays                at 8:30 in the morning. I hope that 

yon can come watch me play becm~se I am veqy’ interested in UNC. In fact, my morn and I are staying in the area after the tournament in order to visit schools. We 

be visiting Chapel Hill in the morning on Thursday, 

Sincerely, 

Coach: 

#21 

HS grad yr 

Click this to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, ?:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hey Coach, 

This is from the . team coached by My team is currently ranked 2nd in ECNL and 5th 
in the nation overall. I am a Top 150 recruit as rated by TopDrawer I will be playing at the ECNL Nationals this week. I would really 
love it if you could come see me play at some point this weekend because I am very interested in your school and      program. We 
do not yet have a schedule, but I do know that all of ours games will be at 10:30 every morning. As I have just finished my freshmen year 
of high school, I know that you cannot contact me directly. However, if you would like more information, my coach       number is I    ~ 

Thanks! 

(#43) 



FI~Olll~" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Snnday, 9:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu~> 

Fwd: 

docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @wi.rr.com~ 
To: "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <~J~son@email.unc.edtp-,"Palladino, George W" <bp~Jladino@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hello, 
I was not able to attend your CBPA camp this year, as I was competing in Denver with ECNL National playoffs. 
I am interested in your school, and would like to be on your list for future college/ camps that are available to attend. 
Please see attached. Maybe we can connect this upcoming season. 
I currently play a year up, so I will be playing with the U17 group this coming year. 
Thank you, 

.~,wi.rr.com 
p.s. see this fun video clip: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: I 
Hi Ooach Dorrance, 

11:50 AM 
~@yahoo.com] 

My name is I was born in. and I came to the US when I was 
-Club Team: 
=Guest Player on 

-Varsity soccer on high school team since freshman year 

¯ Here’s some info about myself: 

This past month, I got invited to go with the                                                          We won all three of our 
games and in the last game I scored the first goal¯ Since we won all of our games the team moves on to Nationals in        I was invited back 
to go to        with the team and help fight for the Championship. because it is a big event, many coaches go to this to watch players. I was 
wondering if you were going. If so I would love for you to come watch me play. Please let me know! 

More about me: 

-; 

-; 

-I 
-I 

I am very interested in going to University of North Carolina because it is a very good school and I am very amazed by the women’s soccer 
program that you have created¯ It would be an honor to play on your soccer team. I would love if you could email me back and check out my soccer 
video that I have made¯ Here is the link: 

Thanks, 



Minutes of the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Women’s Soccer Committee 

Conference Call 
June 18, 2013 

Those in attendance: 

Boston College - Alison Foley, Matt Conway (Chair) 
Clemson University - Eddie Radwanski 
Duke University - Robbie Church 
Florida State University -Monk Bonasorte, Vanessa Fuchs (Ex-Officio) 

North Carolina State University - Tim Santoro 
University of Miami - Mary-Frances Monroe 
Syracuse University - Phil Wheddon 
University of Pittsburgh - Greg Miller, Kirk Bruce (~?ce-Chair) 

University of Virginia- Steve Swanson 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Charles "Chugger" Adair 

Atlantic Coast Conference - Lee Butler, Marra Hvozdovic, Donald Moore, Kris Pierce 

Those not in attendance: 
University of North Carolina - Anson Dorrance 
University of Notre Dame - Randy Waldrum 
Wake Forest University - Tony da Luz 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted upon at various times throughout 
the meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in 
order of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal 
votes or "sense of meeting") that occurred] 

Welcome: Ms. Kris Pierce welcomed everyone to the meeting and reminded the group 
that the purpose of the conference call was to discuss a regular season scheduling and 
championship format recommendation for 2014 and beyond. She introduced the new 

committee members and noted that each institution will be allowed to vote should a 
recommendation be made. Ms. Pierce reminded the group that the 2013 season will 
include a 13-game single round robin regular season played over 8 weeks, and an 8-team 
championship. 

Regular Season Discussion: Ms. Pierce reviewed the scheduling models for a 14-team 
regular season. She went on to outline various scheduling models including divisions, 
pods, primary partners, and permanent opponents. Ms. Pierce reminded the group that no 
schedule will be competitively equitable unless a full single round robin is played. She 
noted that the group had previously expressed interest in 10-game models, and therefore 
all models included in the presentation reflected that assumption. 

Divisions - Ms. Pierce reviewed the projected divisional matchups and the 
proj ected opponents for a schedule without a permanent partner. She noted this 
schedule is a 7-year rotation with repeat sites only in the first year. Ms. Pierce 
discussed the advantages of each and noted that with the divisional structure, 



divisional champions would be awarded. Ms. Pierce explained how permanent 
opponents from the opposite division could be added into the schedule. Ms. Fuchs 
asked if thi s concept was beneficial to other sports and Ms. Pierce responded that 
it was used in baseball to protect rivalries. There was much discussion about the 
importance of preserving non-divisional rivalries. The group agreed that 
establishing a permanent opponent from the other division ~vould help maintain 
rivalries but also stated that rivals could be played as "non-conference" 
opponents. The coaches discussed considering travel budget impact, and effect on 
non-conference scheduling opportunities in future regular-season scheduling 
proposals. Ms. Pierce noted that the schedule for divisions with permanent 
partners is a 4-year rotation. 
Open Rotation - Ms. Pierce reviewed an "open" rotation schedule with all teams 
rotating through a cycle. She noted this would be a 13-year full rotation that 
would involve repeat sites. 

The group expressed a desire for 10-games in divisions, but desired further time for 
discussion. Mr. Tim Santoro noted that divisions could be easier for fans to understand, 
and Mr. Greg Miller and Mr. Robbie Church expressed their approval for divisions based 
on their experiences in the Big East and SEC, respectively. Ms. Alison Foley noted the 
advantages of being able to plan non-conference opponents in the future, and Mr. Eddie 
Radwanski agreed. The committee agreed the significance of having all committee 
members present was important and decided to make a formal recommendation on a call 
scheduled for July 10th in order to allow time for discussions on campus and with one 
another. 

Number of Weeks - The group discussed the advantages and disadvantages of 
playing 10 games over 5-and 7-week periods. It was agreed that for planning 
purposes, the group would hold 7 weeks for the ACC schedule and projected start 
dates would be sent to the group by Ms. Pierce. 

Championship Format Discussion: Ms. Pierce reviewed the potential championship 
formats for a 14-team conference and noted the championship recommendation from the 
men’s soccer committee. There was discussion about a tournament with less than 8-teams 
and the potential of eliminating the championship. Ms. Fuchs, Mr. Matt Conway, and Mr. 
Kirk Bruce discussed the historical favoring of conference championships based on the 
student-athlete experience. They all noted that sound and thorough rationale would be 
needed to propose the elimination of a championship. Ms. Pierce also noted that the TV 
contract included the Women’s Soccer Championship so any plans to eliminate would 
have to meet their approval. Through a straw vote, the group showed favor for an 8-team 
championship by a vote of 8 for 8-teams, 2 for 8 or more teams, 1 for 10 teams and 3 
being absent. 

Closing: The group agreed to meet again via conference call on July 10, 2013 at 
10:00 a.m ET to continue the discussion of future regular season scheduling models and 
championship formats and to make a final recommendation. Ms. Pierce thanked everyone 
for their time and the meeting was adjourned. 



ACC Women’s Soccer 

Sc~,edul~ng and Championship Formats 



lO-Game Models 

= Divisions 
¯ No permanent partners 

¯ With permanent partners 

= Open Rotation 



Om C ZZ Z 



Modified Home/Away- Divisional Matchups - 2014 

............................................. Home                Away 

............... DUKE .............. V~ ND UNC MIA UVA PITT 

................. M IA ................ v~ UMA DUKE U N C PITT N D 

................ UN� ................ MIA VT PI~T D U KE UVA N D 

................... ND .................. UVA MIA UNC DUKE PITT VT 

PITT ND MIA DUKE UNC UVA VT 

U VA PIT~ UNC DUKE M IA VT N D 

VT PIT~ ND UVA M IA U N C D U K E 

.................... B� .................. NCS~ CLEM FSU W F SY R LVI L L E 

............... CLEM .............. LVIEEE S~R NCS~ WF BC FSU 

.................. ES U ................. SYR WF CEEM B C N C ST LVI L L E 

.............. LVI LLE ............. wE Fsu BC C L E M N C ST SY R 

N CST WE EVlEEE ESU C L E M SY R B C 

SYR LVlELE NCS~ BC W F FS U C L E M 

W F SYR BC CEEM FS U LVI L L E N C ST 

indicates repeat site. 



2015 

2017 20’18 

...................................... Away ......... ........ Home .................. Away .................. Home ................. Away .................. Home ........ ......... Away .................. Home ........ 
DUKE WF BC FSU CLEM NCST SYR LVILLE WF 

MIA LVlLLE SYR NCST WF BC FSU CLEM LVlLLE 

UNC BC NCST LVILLE FSU CLEM WF SYR BC 

ND SYR FSU WF NCST LVILLE CLEM BC SYR 

PI’FT CLEM WF BC LVILLE SYR NCST FSU CLEM 

UVA FSU CLEM SYR BC WF LVILLE NCST FSU 

VT NCST LVlLLE CLEM SYR FSU BC WF NCST 

...................................... Home ......... ......... Away ................... Home .................. Away .................. Home .................. Away ......... ......... Home .................. Away ......... 

BC UNC DUKE PITr UVA MIA VT ND UNC 

CLEM PITr UVA VT DUKE UNC ND MIA PFFr 

FSU UVA ND DUKE UNC VT MIA PITt UVA 

LVILLE MIA VT UNC PITt ND UVA DUKE MIA 

NCST VT UNC MIA ND DUKE PFFF UVA VT 

SYR ND MIA UVA VT PITF DUKE UNC ND 

WF DUKE PITF ND MIA UVA UNC VT DUKE 

Advantages: 
¯ 10-Game Schedule - More Weeks for Non-Conf. Play 
¯ No repeat sites except for year I in division 
¯ Equal home/away for teams each year 

Disadvantages: 
¯ Missed opponent cycle is 7 years with opponents played 4 

times - 2h/2a (at least once every 2 years) 
¯ Competitive Equity? !::; 
¯ Travel Equity? 



Permanent partners can provide opportunities to play a consistent out of division 
opponent each year which could help with travel costs and missed class time. 

Could provide a natural schedulinl~ option for final week of season 

Permanent partners can be used with any divisional model, or with 9 or 11 game 
options for all models. 

PERMANENT 

PERMANENT 



2014 2015 2016 2017 

PERMANENT Away Home Away 
~ 

Home Away Home . Away Home Away 
. 

Home Away Home 

DUKE FSU CLEM NCST ~ BC SYR FSU . LVILLE CLEM NCST . BC SYR LVILLE 

MIA FSU ........... ~I_EM .......... ............. ~vF ............................. BC ............................ SYR ............. .......... LV!LLE ......... ........... CLEM ....................... N~ST ........................ WE ............................ BC ............................ SYR ............. .......... ~!~LE .......... ........... N~S~ ......... 

UNC N~ST LVILLE FSU CLEM .    WF BC LVILLE . SYR FSU CLEM .    WF BC SYR 

ND LVlEEE SYR NCST WF . CLEM FSU SYR . BC NCST WF . CLEM FSU BC 

Pl~ S~R .............. BC .............. .......... L~I~E .......... ............. ESU ........................ NCS~ ........... ........... CLEM .......... .............. B~ ............................ WE ........................ ~I~E ........................ ESU ........................ N~ST ........... ........... C~EM ........... ............. WE ............ 

UVA 8~ ........... NCS~ ........... ............. SYR ............. .......... ~IL~E ........................ FSU ............ ............. 

~ CEEM WF BC SYR LVILLE NCST WF FSU BC SYR LVILLE NCST FSU 

PERMANENT Home Away Home . Away Home Away . Home Away Home . Away Home Away 

BC U~A P I~ VT M IA . DUKE UN C PI~ . N D VT M IA . DUKE UN C N D 

CLEM ............. MIA ............ ........... DUKE ........... ............. UNC .......................... ND .............. ............. pl~ ........... ............. M!A ......................... U~A ....................... DUK~ ....................... UNC .......................... ND ............. ............ P!~ ............ ............. u~A ........... 

FSU MIA    DUKE UNC PI~ . UVA ND DUKE . VT UNC PI~ . UVA ND VT 

[VILLE ND    UNC PI~ UVA VT MIA UNC DUKE PI~ UVA VT MIA DUKE 

~CST ............ U~ ............ .............. ND .............. ........... DU~ ....................... PI~ ............ .............. ~ ............. ............ U~ ......................... M~ ........................... ND ......................... DU"E ....................... ~ ........................... W .............. ............. M~ ........... 
SYR PI~    ND UVA VT MIA DUKE ND UNC UVA VT MIA DUKE UNC 

WF DUKE VT MIA ND UNC UVA VT PI~ MIA ND UNC UVA 

Advantal~es: 
¯ :~O-Game Schedule - More Weeks for Non-Conf. Play 
¯ No repeat sites except for year :~ in division 
¯ Equal home/away for all teams 
¯ 4 year rotation-all opponents played twice (:~ h/:~ a) over 4 

years 

Disadvantal~es: 
¯ Competitive Equity? 
¯ Travel Equity? 



2013 2014 

~ Away 

~ 

Home 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: Away NCST VT MD BC CLEM SYR ND :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home SYR VT ND BC CLEM 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home FSU MIA UNC UVA DUKE PITF :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Away PITT MIA UNC UVA LVILLE 

~L~[~‘a~ 
Away 

I~:~~ 
Home 

Home Away 

~ ~::~::::~:: ~::~ Away FSU MIA BC WF VT PI~ ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home FSU VT BC WF PI~ 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home DUKE MD NCST UVA CLEM SYR ND :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Away DUKE LVlLLE NCST UVA SYR 

Home Away 

Away         DUKE     WF     ~A          VT          FSU    SYR~                                         Home        DUKE                       WF     UVA     FSU    SYR 

~ Home NCST UNC BC MD CLEM PI~ ND 
~ Away NCST LVlLLE BC CLEM PI~ 

Away Home 

Home Away 

=:=:=:=:= ............. Away MD UMA BC DUKE NCST PI~ 
~ ~ ........................ 

Home LVILLE PI~ BC DUKE NCST 

~[~[~[~ ~[~[~[~[~[~[~[~[~[~ Home WE MIA FSU CLEM UNO SYR ND Away WF SYR FSU ND UNC 

..... Away .... 
.~ 

Home 

.o~e Awa7 
Away FSU MIA CLEM UVA UNC SYR ND Home WF MIA PITT UMA UNC 

Home Away CLEM NCST VT BC FSU 

Away Home ~ ~ ~ LV)(~ N~ ~ , 
~ 

Home 
~ 

Away 

~ Away DUKE WF FSU MIA MD CLEM ND ~ 
Home DUNE WF ND MIA CLEM 

Home UNC NCST ~A VT BC SYR ~ Away SYR UNC UVA VT LVlLLE 

Away ~ ~ ~A ~ ~@ ~ ~ Home 

.............. Away NCST UNC FSU MIA VT UVA CLEM 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii 

Home MD PITT WF DUKE BC SYR 

2015 

Home ~i ~ ~ 
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Away SYIR CLEM ND DUKE FSU 

i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i::i:: Ho,’~e P~r U~A LWLLE UVA .C~T 

............ ::: Home NCST VT FSU CLEM UVA 
[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ii[ ~ ~ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii Away SYR PITT WF DUKE BC 

Advantages: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: Home DUKE LVILLE NCST SYR MIA 

~ ....... ................ AW~ ’: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ’ " 10-Game Schedule - More Weeks for Non-Conf. Play 
[] ~ Away DUKE WF SYR FSU UNC " Equal home/away for all teams 

Home NCST LVILLE BC VT 

@ 
Away ¯ More competitive equity? 
Home 

~ 
i:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii:ii Away 

LVILLE NCST 

BC 

DUKE 

MIA 
Disadvantages: ~ Home ND UNC FSU UVA 

Away , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ , ° 
~ Home 

Away WF ,~,A P,~ U~A U.O first 5 years) 
Home CLEM VT SYR DUKE ND 

Home SYR LVILLE UVA FSU 

Away 

Away UVA VT FSU LVILLE 

SYR PITT WF BC UNC 

¯ Repeat sites in every year, with increased opportunity in later 
years 



2014 2015 2016 2017 

UNC ND MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC 

VT MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC ND 

BC CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU ND VT UNC 

FSU UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST ND BC VT UNC MIA 

NCST PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE ND FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM 

DUKE WF SYR LVlLLE ND NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA 

LVlLLE SYR ND DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT 

SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF 

WF DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT ND SYR 

PITT NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA ND WF SYR LVlLLE 

UVA FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM ND PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE 

CLEM BC VT UNC MIA ND UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST 

MIA VT UNC ND CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU 

ND UNC LVILLE MIA DUKE CLEM NCST UVA FSU PITT BC WF VT 

2018 2019 2020 2021 

UNC VT ND MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU 

VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC 

BC MIA CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU ND VT 

FSU CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST ND BC VT UNC 

NCST UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE ND FSU BC VT UNC MIA 

DUKE PITT WF SYR LVILLE ND NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM 

LVlLLE WF SYR ND DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA 

SYR ND LVILLE DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT 

WF LVlLLE DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA PITT ND 

PITT DUKE NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM UVA ND WF SYR 

UVA NCST FSU BC VT UNC MIA CLEM ND PITT WF SYR LVlLLE 

CLEM FSU BC VT UNC MIA ND UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE 

MIA BC VT UNC ND CLEM UVA PITT WF SYR LVlLLE DUKE NCST 

ND SYR UNC LVlLLE MIA DUKE CLEM NCST UVA FSU PITT BC WF 

~8 of 13 years shown. 



Number of Games 

=Model 
¯ Divisions? 
¯ Open 

Number of 

otation? 

Weeks 

= 5 weeks for 10 games 

Final Week of Season 

OF 7 weeks fOF 10 games? 



2013 
- 8-team 

- single elimination 

Seeding based on 
point total 
Top 4 seeds host 

overall 

Nov. 3, 8 & 10 (campus sites and Cary, NC) 

Sunday Friday Sunday 

#1 Seed 

#5 Seed 

,~s~ ................... t .............................................. I 
#3 Seed 

#6 Seed 

#7 Seed 

#2 Seed 



Seeding based on overall 
point total 

Seeds #1-#3 host Friday 
games 
Seeds #1-#4 host Sunday 
games 
Top 6 receive byes 
2 additional play dates (1 

weekend) held 

lO-Team Bracket 

.................. Friday .............................. Sunday ............. .............. Friday ............. ........ Sunday ....................................................... 

#:i Seed 

#9 Seed                  1 

#8 Seed 

#5 Seed 

#3 Seed 

#10 Seed 

,Ts~ ....................... I .................................................... 1 .................................................. 
#2 Seed 



Seeding based on overall 
point total 

Seeds #1-#4 host Friday 
and Sunday games 
Top 4 receive byes 
2 additional play dates (1 

weekend) held 

12-Team Bracket 

Friday Sunday Friday Sunday 

#1Seed 

#9 Seed 

#12 Seed 

#4Seed 

#3 Seed 

#11Seed 

#6 Seed 

#10 Seed 

#2 Seed 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: I 
Sent: Sunday,. 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

3:46 PM 
@comcast.net] 

My name is                    and I play for 
mid-fielder and forward. As an incoming           , I will graduate 
current GPA is a . I have competed in all the major tournaments and 
have my focus on ECNL competitions and college. 

I am currently an attacking, 

M5 
throughout the years, but currentl 

I am emailing you because The University of North Carolina is currently in my top five colleges. I would like to attend this school because I 
extremely interested in playing soccer on your team. I have heard that the team dynamic is great, and your coaching is phenomenal. Also 
reputation of the academics is considered superior including the undergraduate law program, which is my area of interest. 

The Our Schedule is as follows; 

Thank you for your consideration and please contact my coach ) for a complete evalu 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ,@icloud.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:40 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ,@footballproper.com 
Subject: 
Dear Chris Ducar and Anson Dormnce, 
This is             md I am ext~e~nely interested in your school! One of~ny coaches told me that you were thinking about coming to watch me play during my 

camp and I just wanted to let you know how it went. Overall, I performed pret~" well scoring 5 goals in 4 gmnes, with 2 of those games being all stax games. I also had 

2 assists. My club temn is now heading to                                                                     I know this is the same time as 

which is a bummer, but I would love for you to come out and watch me play’. I will let you know the schedule as soon as it comes out’. If this is to hard for you to come 

watch, I will also be playing in the ID2 camp coming up in I hope you can come watch me play soon and you are my top school that I am looking into’. 
Thank you for your time, 

;.COIl1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 12:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Tarhed Womens Soccer 

From: ~ ,corn] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A TV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas 3; Palladino, George W; Fava, Nicole M 

.kl2.in.us 
Subject: Tarheel Womens Soccer 

Ladies and Gentlemen, 

We have that is very interested in player soccer 

At the college level upon graduating from high school. We have a tour of the campus on Thursday, 

Was curious if we could see the soccer team practice or talk to a soccer coach to find out more information about the team. 

Thank you in advance for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Invite: " 

RE: 

Midfielder. Fom-a~k Win~ 

5:52 PM 

~cuemail.net] 

I am coming offof Region I camp ready for the 

includes teams in the top 12 of the 

My schedule for this weekend follows. 

and I hope you roll accept this invitation to see me play. Our bracket 

so co~npetition should be red@ fie~ee. 

The fields: 

Upcoming: 

Respeclfully, 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 12:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: UNC Wo~nen’s Soccer- 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:05 PM 
To: Dorrance. Alb~rt A IV 

@gmail.com; 
Subject; UNC Women’s Soccer - 

Hi Coach Dorrance! I wanted to give you an update since I am very interested in playing for you at UNC. 

I just competed in the and what a great experience it was. We were one goal from winning 

our group but tiec We didn’t make the next round, however, I am really excited about and already looking forward to next year’s 

Championships. 

Right after that I attended the . It was awesome. The goalie work was very challenging and I learned a lot. One of the best parts of 

this camp was that they needed field players for the last part during the 11v11 games. So I volunteered and got play my old position of fullback. I had a blast! I 

forgot how much fun it was to slide tackle and push up for shots on goal and assists. All in all was a great experience with great coaching, athletes, and 

facilities. 

Here are some more updates - 

1) I now have my NCAA ID # - 

2) Here is my current schedule 

Camps (confirmed) 

Tourney 

Volunteerin~ 

3~ Notes 

I) I will post a link to my club teams’ schedules when I have them in a few weeks. 

2) We will have more video soon and I will give you an update with that as well. 

Thank you again for your interest. I really want to play for you, your team, and UNC! 

Thank you, 

Emaih ~mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Women’s Soccer 

From~ 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Alb~rt A Iv 
Subject: Women’s Soccer 

6:21 PM 

@yahoo.corn] 

Anson Dorrance 

University of North Cacolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

May I take a mo~nent of your time to introduce myselt~? My nane is and I an currently a 

During the last few weeks I have been focusing on which college would be a good match for me both acade~nicaJly and athlelicaJly. I a~n veu interes~ted in your college 

and would appreciate receiving i~ffonnation about your school, and the soccer program. 

I have played varsi~ soccer for . I have been the starting left wing for the past two years and have played in eve~ game; I also 

was put as forwa~l for some of the games. I was the leading scorer for my team my          year with 17 goals. My high school has a ve~ strong ,schedule and has 

won the the past two years. 
I play tbr the ~am. Our team has won a number ofditt~rent tournaments. I play center midfield on my club lean but aJso have experience as a 

forward. We will be playing atthe and my club number is I have 

inclnded a link to the tournanlent schedules below. 
Both nay high school coach would be more than happy to visit with you abx) ut what I may offer your team. 

There contact intb can be tbund on my profile page that I have attached. 

Academically, I am a slang student with an average and have no trouble baJancing school and athletics. 

I am currently working on making a highlight video, if you would be interested in seeing it please email me at ~¢~yahoo.com and I will send it to you as 

soon as it’s finished. 

Thank you for your time, and I look forward to hearing back frown you. 

Go Tax Heels, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Wo~nen’s Soccer (forgot my profile) 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 5:23 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Women’s Soccer (forgot my profile) 

~@yahoo.com] 

An~m Dormnce 

Unive~si~ of NortJa Carolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

May I take a moment of your time to introduce ~nysell~? My nan~e is and I aan currently a 

During the last few weeks I have been focusing on which college would be a good match for ~ne both academically and athlelically. I am very interes~ted in your college 

and would appreciate receiving information about your school, and the soccer program. 

I have played varsity soccer fo~ I have been the starting left wing for the pas~t two years and have played in eyed~ game; I also 

was put as forward for some of the games. I was the leading scorer for my team my           year with 17 goals. My high school has a very strong schedule and has 

won the the past two years. 

I play for the team. Our team has won a n umber of different tournaments. I play center midfield on my club teach but aJ so hm~e experience as a 

forward. We roll be playing at the , and my club number is I have 

included a link to the tournament schedules below. 

Both my high school coach would be more than happy to visit ruth you about what I may oiler your team. 

There contact inlb can be fo~md on my profile page that I have attached. 

Acadetnically, I am a strong student with an average and have no trouble balancing school and athletics. 

I am cmrently working on maldng a highlight video, if you would be interested in seeing it please email me at ~)yahoo.corn and I will send it to you as 

soon as it’s finished. 

Thank you for your time, m~d I look fora,ard to hearing back from you. 

Go Tar Heels, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kgi’,lC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:3:t PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Chris, 
I hope all is ;vell xvith you and The University of North Carolina! I don’t know if you plan to attend the 

ECNL National Championships in However, I wanted to let you know that I will be 
attending the ECNL National Championships in After playing very. good competition at a high 
level my original          team did not make it through to         Coach ~                has invited 
me to compete/play with his         team for the Championships. Although I will be playing up two 
years, I am looking fo~vard to this experience and the competitive atmosphere. I hope you are having a 
good summer and I hope to stay in contact. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, ;2:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: UNC Wo~nen’s Soccer 

From ~hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 9:45 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC Women’s Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: I want to be a Tarheel. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, i0:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: I want to be a Tarheel. 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I will be a ~ and I play for team. I am 
number and my positions are forward and ~ttacking mid. I am very ir~tere£ted in going to UNC Gh£pel Hill. We are competing in in the North American League 
Championship, . All of my games are at 8:30 a.m. If you are attending this competition I would appreciate it if you came and watched me play. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 8, 2013 2:17 PM 

@aol.com 

l~g: Sunday Free Play WOW 

Gary~ 

I know how you feel! I now play on an 0-60 team and I love it]!! is it slow? Yes!!] And that is the point, I can catch up with the ball on occasion]!! 

From:       @aol.com [mailto:       #aol.com] 
Sent: S~nda), July 07, 20~3 10:56 PM 

To: lance.o~@us.af.mil;       ~gmail.com;            @gmail.com; jbelin@gulf.kI2.fl.us;      @comcast.net; bill@reidonreid.com; dannyblain@andrewcollege.edu; 
~yahoo.com; brent.harshbarger.2@us.af.mil; bullobe@bay.kl2.fl.us;       @gmail.com; ~           Nyahoo.com; rchisolm@~sa.com;         ~aol.com; 

co~y~lark@mail.usf.edu; dkurnitsky@gulf.kI2.fl.us;         @gmail.com;               ~yahoo.com; ~cmosquito@gtcom.net; csteenkamp@thebackbaymission.org; 

@aol.com; . __ @gmail.com; @gmail.com; joed@teampsc.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; @yahoo.corn; _ _ ~comcast.net; 
~gmail.com; ~msn.com; machine32@optonline.net; _ @yahoo.corn; 3ustinG@VisitFIoridaBeaches.com;. ~hotmail.com; 

@gmail.com; ~ _~aol.com; ,~aol.com; ~@yahoo.com; 
Larry@prosoccer.kscoxmail.com;         @gmail.com; jack@kerigan.com; mjarosz@gulf.K:t2.fl.us; 
jhaynes@myl00bank.com; john.babuia@msdkl2.net;        @yahoo.corn; jp@capehurricanes.com; 

~gmaii.com; " " #me.corn; kmaggio@franklin.k$2.fi.us; @comcast.net; 
SLt~soc~o~tonline.net; @yahoo.com; . ~bellsouth.net; ,~gmail.com; 

@gmail.com; mbugliad@pingry.org; ~yahoo.com; _~yahoo.com; 
’ ’- - 3comcast net; scottmu r@kno ogy net; @aol.com; #yahoo.corn; ~ 

@gmail.com; Perone@ndnj.org; theport@gtcom.net; ~gm~il.com; pkrd@gtcom.net; 

_~cox.net;           ~bellsouth.net; 
@aol.com; J EFFREY.W.TROM BLY@saic.com; 

~embarqmail.com;         _~aol.com; 
@comcast.net; mlacour@psj.fl.gov; lacour6@gtcom.net; 

~comcast.net;          _~hotmail.com; 
@yahoo.corn; grantgang@knology.net; 
~gmail.com; parroj@bay.k12.fl.us;. _    ~gmail.com; 

@yahoo.corn; steve@c2cpdnting.com; 
~gmail.com; richard.keurajian@kingsmill.com; #yahoo.com; . #hotmail.com; rr0se@summithealthcare.com; #hotmail.com; 

_~yahoo.com; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; swall2@utk.edu; _~gmail.com; wshoaf@theappliancesolution.co; showey@sjnceltics.org; 
stan.lembryk@parsippanysoccerclub.org; mstrickler@fysa.com;       @comcast.net;         @aol.com; tcondone@tnsoccer.org; thelewisfamily@knology.net; 
todd@airtechfl.com; TRIGGS@energysolutions.com; Tromblyj@saic.com;          @yahoo.corn; mpvitale@optimum.net;         ~char~er.net;      ~comcast.net; 

_~gmail.com; JWhitlock@my.t00bank.com; winchr:I@dtadel.edu; @gmail.com 
Co: aaron.farnsley@farnsley.com; #hotmaiLcom; abaum@majmb.com; ~yahoo.com; ~aol.com; bill@pineappleplantation.net; 

@yahoo.corn; brent.harshbarger@tyndall.af.mil; ~earthlink.net; ~comcast.net; cwk@thesportsource.com; ~gmail.com; 
~aol.com; bclough@scrippsnetworks.com; @hotmail.com; ~gmail.com; _~gmail.com; ~gmail.com; 

ron@flbeaches.net; dane.caldwell@joe.com; bnddavison@knology.net; depoggi@sewanee.edu; michael.dooleyOnavy.mil; eli@floddabeachdream.com; eli@capesanblas.net; 

@yahoo.corn;       #bellsouth.net; afay@wasi.net; gene@lenderscommercial.com; erichgeyer@roadrunner.com; sgolliher@hilliard.com; 
grant.allard@furman.edu;      _~comcast.net; h.marinaro@scherba.com; hallmdm@bay.kJ.2.fl.us; Kathy.Hallmon@regions.com;         ~gmail.com; 
holleman@esper.com; hsharma@utk.edu; info@jefftipping.com; @cox.net; itebbett@ufl.edu; daved@torchlake.com; james@greasepro.com; @gmail.com; 
jbartlinski@uwf.edu; jimpcd@optimum.net; @aol.com; John.Bodnarchuk@msdk:I2.net; Bradandamy@mchsi.com; jonesp@preble-dsh.com; - - #gmail.com; 
jp@terrasimedia.com; jshepard@mycarpetone.com; jwhitlock@my:t00bank.com;         #ymail.com;         @uscellular.blackberry.com; khallmon@visionbankfl.com; 

~gmail.com; lacour6@fairpoint.net;              @yahoo.corn; lewiskm@bay.k:[2.fl.us;     _~comcast.net;            ~live.com;     ~msn.com; 
dmcf~a-rland@gulf.kl2.fl.us; bridgessouth@gtcom.net; sandymeans@knology.net;       ~tampabay.rr.com;     @aol.com; mmedina@crestenterprises.com; 

_~yahoo.com; mraffield@fairpoint.net;          #gmail.com;         #Comcast.net;         @yahoo.corn;             ~yahoo.com; 
natalie@mexicobeachfl.net;           @gmail.com;           @yahoo.com; peffers@knology.net; pehr:I@knology.net; posipankor@winthrop.edu;         @aol.com; 

~@yahoo.com; ~cfl.rr.com; ~comcast.net; posipankor@exchange.winthrop.edu; ~comcast.net; rodney.king@taylor.k:I2.fl.us; 
rpickett@gtcom.net; rusb/.swarts@starleasing.com; ssnow@usyouthsoccer.org; andy@soccerspecialists.com;      --@gmail.com;             ~gmail.com; 
scott.paul@keysschools.com; ~hotmail.com; ~gmail.com; _~aol.com; stanlembryk@lembryksocceracademy.com; vstringfield@fysa.com; 
sylvefr@ bay. k:I2.fl, us; . ~gmail.com; _~yahoo.com; @charger.net; soccer@tnsportscomplex.com; @cox.net; @hotmail.com; 
vucinic@sxu.edu; @gmail.com; whitlocks@knology.net; delores@windolfconst.com; @gmail.com 
Subject: Sunday Free Play WOW 
Lee, Mike, Phil, Carla and whom eevr you might want to share this with I have just come back from our usual Sunday Free Play and it was one of the things in coaching that I 
will always have towards the top of my highlights of my soccer career- 
* We had 22 players show up. We had enough to have an 11 a side game. In little PSd, in the middle of the summer. Not mandatory for anyone. 

* We had HS players from PSJ, Franklin, Rutherrford, Mosley, and Bay Haven (and not a ref in sight). 
* We had p[layers from 13 to 55 years of age .HS Cp[tains and reserves alike. Star HS players and some just graduating out of Rec soce rand even some recent graduatse. 
*We had at least 8 nationalities represented. 
AND, all went fine. A good soccer time was had by all. Never in my wildest dreams, four years agoi jn moving over here to take over the HS team, did I think this was even 
possible. At some time or other, I had coached (with Coach Ells’and Coach Don’s help, with most ) all but 5 players on the field tonight (and the soccer was quite good). 
Just thought you’d want to know, 
Coach Gary Hindley 
Port St Joe HS soccer 
FYSA Staff Coach 
NSCAA Associate Staff Coach- Region V 

Cell 

,@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:20 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~.~bemail.unc.edu; . ~live.unc.edu; 
@email.unc.edu; )!live.unc.edu 

RE: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

;@gmail.com ,~!comcast.net; ~gmaJl.com; 

@email.unc.edu; ’@hotmail.com 

Exc~-:~llent !!! And then join us in ~md tight to pl~y for us in the 

How does the recovery feel? When can you again? 

And obviously, good k~ck from al~ your coaches and teammates! 

F~m: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Sunday, : $$:~7 PN 
To: Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Anon, 

I hoN eve~Nng is going groat. I Ned going to ~ur office ~fore leaving but you were not in town. Finally they figured out what I had in m? 

my     a~ut Bvo weeks ago. I will sma playing again in ~         if eve~hing goes good, and I have alma@ ~lked to 

will play with the club te~. 

Thank you and I ho~ you are having a great Summer. 

in 

and as soon as I get back playing I 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansonf;email.~mc.edu> 
Thank you!!! 

From: .................................. ~_g__n__~_a__[[=_c___o_E~_] 
Sent: Thursday, t1:05 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Anson, 

This is the machine fliey use to traJn. Its amazing! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 8, 2013 2:25 PM 

Ya~mi Galanis <Yanni.Galanis@haJleybury.vic.edu.au> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu: ~aol.com; ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Hello from Australia 

Ya mli, 

The best thing to do is to attend our Team Camp (www.ncgsc.com) where we instruct coaches and their teams in our methodology over 5 days~ The next best thing 

is to corne to ~rese~son in August 7th ..... We never dose ~ractice, so you are a~way~ wek:ome. 

Good luck to you and your ~:eams. 

From= Yanni 6alanis [mailto:Yanni.Galanis@haileybu~.vic.edu.au] 
Sent~ Monday, July 08, 2013 1:16 AM 
To= DorFance, Albe~ A N 
Subje¢t= Hello from Australia 
Dear Anson, 
I hope you are well ~ have been a big admire of you from afar. 
~ first came across your work when we had a 
I have since read your three books and have used many of the philosophies in my coaching. 
I am emailing to ask if you ever have coaches come across and visit you to spend some time with you to leaFn and gain insight into your programs. 
I am not sure, how it could work but I would love to come over and spend some time with you to improve my knowledge. 
I am currently completing my AFC B Licence in AustFaNa and have been coaching for about 16 years both at High School and club ~evel. I have attached my Soccer 
resume and some thoughts on philosophy of the game as I coach over here at high school for you to get an overall picture of me. 
~ am not sure if I will have any luck but I thought ~ would give it a try. 
Regards 

HA~EY~URV 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

7/8/2013 6:24:52 PM 

_~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.eduj @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Hello from Australia 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

@gmail.com) 

From: Yanni Galanis [mailto:Yanni.Galanis@haileybury.vic.edu.au] 
Sent: Monday, 3uly 08, 2013 1:16 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hello from Australia 

Dear Anson, 

hope you are well. I have been a big admire of you from afar. 

first came across your work when we had a 

have since read your three books and have used many of the philosophies in my coaching. 

am emailing to ask if you ever have coaches come across and visit you to spend some time with you to learn and gain 

insight into your programs. 

I am not sure, how it could work but would love to come over and spend some time with you to improve my 

knowledge. 

I am currently completing my AFC B Licence in Australia and have been coaching for about 16 years both at High School 

and club level. I have attached my soccer resume and some thoughts on philosophy of the game as I coach over here at 

high school for you to get an overall picture of me. 

I am not sure if I will have any luck but I thought I would give it a try. 

Regards 



Direct l:fi~: .+61 3 8599 2.462 

Yanni,Galanis@haileybury.vic.edmau 

www. haile~bury.vic.ed u.a u 

gUSTRAL~A 

9213 2295 

120 fic,<~ti~ ,Road 

F: +51 3 9521 05SI 

Please consider the environment before print[n8 this e--mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: Surf Cup 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

2:25 AM 

I am a incoming 

The ~hedule is below; 

L@cuemail.netl 

at left winger mad striker. I roll be playing with my new team 

I wanted to let you know I was selected to the                                        which has also ~esulted in an invitation to 

My interest in the UniversiD" of North C~xolina and playing for your program remains high and I hope to see the T~xheels on the sidelines at a Surf game this comiug 

season. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: 

Very good! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 3:59 Alv~ 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: 

This is one girl I want you to watch. 

Sent farm my iPad 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: 

Date: ~ 5:30:46 PM MDT 

To: "&~car~unco~a~unc.edu" <ducar~uncaa~unc.edu> 

Cc: "anson({~uncaa.unc.edu" <m~son(~)unco~a.unc.edu> 
Subject: 

Reply-To: i                          ~(?.~yahoo.cora> 

Dear Coach Chris, 
I hope all is well with you and The University of North Carolina! I don’t know if you plan to 

attend the                                                       . However, I wanted to let you 
kmow that I will be attending the ECNL National Championships in         After playing very 
good competition at a high level my oriNnal          team did not make it through to 

has invited me to compete/play xvith his team for the 
Championships. Although I will be playing up txvo years, I am looking for~vard to this experience 
and the competitive atmosphere. I hope you are having a good summer and I hope to stay in 
contact. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From,, .~waddell.com] 
Sent: Monday,. 9:12 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢-" 
Subject: 

Anson 

Good morning. Hope all is well with you and yours in Chapel Hill. said that you guys had a nice conversation last week. That is very good. You probably get 

more out of her than I do. You know how teenagers can be! Anyway...she said that you would like her schedule for later this week. 

All we have at this time is game times for the matches. Her team will play at 8:30 AM, and then 

8:30 on the There is going to be a blind draw conducted by at 5PM on that will determine opponents and game locations. I believe that 

all matches will be played at the                   I will try to contact you with more concrete information when it is available. Your best bet may be to access 

the ECNL website on Wednesday evening after the results of the draw. Hope you can make it out. I know the most I can do in these situations is just a quick 

"Hello". NCAA._you have to love all of the rules and regs! Take care. 

Bryan 

"This email is intended to be reviewed by only tile intended recipient and rn a~ contain in~hrmation fl~at is privileged and/or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, disclosure or 
copying of this email arid its attachments, if any, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in ei~or, please immediately notify the sender by return email and delete this email fiom your system." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Very. Iuterested In Your Universi~ of North Carolina’s Soccer Program ! 

Universi .ty of North Cmolina.docx 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: M<~nday,, 11:02 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Very Interested In Your University of North Carolina’s Soccer Program ! 
My name is and I play for the on the rising ui 6 EGNL team. I am interested in your soccer program and ask that you could please look over 

the attachment. 

respectfully 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 3:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ECNL Finals in 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ECNL Finals in 

11:02 AM 
@cuemail.net] 

Hello, my name is                                                                I play for the                 team as a defender. We finished in 

: this year and our defense gave np the    fewest goals per game in the entire country. I have a very strong interest in playing college 

soccer for tim University of North Carolina. I am in advance placemeut classes and my grades are all 

My    has always loved the Tax Heels because he is a huge basketball thn, but my interest started ti-om our friend,               He is one of my     ; best 
fi-iends and he has told me about [INC and the women’s soccer program since I was 7. We drove down to 

t defender, who I hope to emulate as I star high school, win another Tar Heel National Championship. I have pictures of myself with her a~d           t. I 
have been a huge fan ever since and believe that I could help win more championships and hopefully play as many games as     did. 

My m~d he can be reached at 
cell phone nnmber is and my email is 
would greatly appreciate the opportuni~’ to visit with you further. 

~@gtnail.com. Please feel free to contact hitn with any questions. My 
@gmail.com. I am veu interested in playing soccer for tke Universi~ of North Carolina 

My Coach invited me to play up ruth the            team in the Regional Qualifier in           last week a~d we advanced to the National Finals i: 
next week. I hope you are able to attend and have tim opportunity to see me play. We will not know our schedule until we arrive, but please note that I will be wearing 

#21 tbr the tournament. 

Go Ta" Heels, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 3:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ECNL Finals in 

From~ 

Sent: Monday 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ECNL Finals in 

11:04 AM 
_~cuernail.net] 

Hello, my name is              and I will be a                                     . I play for the                 team as a defender. We finished in 

this year and our defense gave np the    fewest goals per game in the entire counter-. I have a veer- strong interest in playing college 

soccer for the University of North Carolina. I am in advance placemeut classes a~d my grades are all 

My    has always loved the Tax Heels because he is a huge basketball thn, but my interest started ti-om our friend, He is one of m.v , best 
fi-iends and he has told me about [INC and the women’s soccer program since I was 7. We drove down to another 

defender, who I hope to emulate as I stast high school, win another Tar Heel National Championship. I have pictures of myself with her a~d’          . I 
have been a huge fan ever since and believe that I could help win more championships and hopefully play as many games as     did. 

My coach is : m~d he can be reached at 
cell phone nnmber is and my email is 
would greatly appreciate the opportunity’ to visit with you further. 

@gtnail.com. Please feel free to contact hitn with any questions. My 
@gmail.com. I am veu interested in playing soccer for tke Universi~ of North Carolina 

My Coach invited me to play up ruth the            team in the Regional Qualifier in           last week a~d we advanced to the National Finals in 
next week. I hope you are able to attend a~d have the opportunity to see me play. We will not know our schedule until we arrive, but please note that I will be wearing 

tbr the toumament. 

Go Ta" Heels, 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:30 PM 

_ _ ~aol.com 

Ducar, Chris (ducar~unc.edu) 

I~: Introduction 

Dino, 

Wh~t do you do with this email? 
From: @yahoo.corn 
Sent; Monday, If: 14 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject; Introduction 

@yahoo.corn] 

Hi! My name is                have been looking for colleges/universities that offer soccer scholarships and a ma~ine biology program. From what i have read on 
yonr website your college fits my criteria. While reading about the women soccer program I noticed that you avg. about 17 shots per game and overall had 55 goals. I 

was wondering what yonr team lacked in becau~ i am an offensive player, bnt i can be put in defense if needed. I also see that your school offers a wonderfnl Biology, 

and Marine Biology t~rooram. I was also wonderin~ what you look for in a soccer player that helps them stand out form the crowd. So, I’m currently going to be a 
[ have played soccer sino :. Although that doesn’t sound like a long time, which it isn’t, i have grasped the 

game ve~ quick. I made the Vaacsity teach my year, there was only one other t to make it, although i did not start i did play. That ?’ear we won states. 

I learned a lot that year and tried out nay year and made it as a starter. I was one ot the leading scorers this year tbr my reran. We ended up second in 

conference, and third in state. I’m a very coachable athlete, and i take to criticism well. i will always give you mY 100%. ; far as my academics go I have always been 

in honors classes. This year i roll be in two AP classes, as well as honors. I’m playing lbr a premiere clnb temn and if you have any questions i will be hapw to answer 

them. I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Sincerly, 

email- ~{~yahoo,com 

number - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Schedule Update for 

From: @verizon.net] 
Sent: Monday, :!.1:39 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alb~rt A IV 
Subject: Schedule Update for, 
Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 
I wmated to update you on my club teams results mad my upcoming schedule. 

My team won our group in the Champions League Playoffs in 

Championships in i this week. 

I was the starting center midfielder for all games this season and I am number 

I hope you will be able to come and see me play. Here is my schedule in 

and will now be playing in the ECNL National 

I’m very interested in playing for you and I hope that after seeing me play, you’ll be convinced that I’m a good fit for your team. 

Thanks so much for your time. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, k07 PM 

@s- sm.org); @gmail.com); 

@gmaJl.com); @gmaJl .corn; 
@gmafil.com); @msn.com; ducax@uncaa.unc.edu; "’@aol.com; Jason Sisneros "" 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~@email.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com); 

~gmail.com: 

@live.unc.edu); 
’@yahoo.com); 

@aol.com); 
~yaJnoo.com 

@mindspring.comI 

~rocketmaJl.com 

~live. unc.edu 

~email.unc.edu: " " 

@gmail.com; 

~yahoo.com; 

FW: Hello ’. 

~gmail.com) 

@gmail.com); 

~@gmail.com); 

.... @live.unc.edu) 

~live.unc.edu) 

@live.unc.edu>; 
~gmail.com); 

@uncaa.unc.edu); 

~icloud.com) 

@live.unc.edu); 
@earfl~link.net); 

~yal~oo.com); 

@gmail.com ~live.unc.edt 

@emaJl. unc.edu; @gmail.com; 

~em~fil.unc.edu; 
O!gmail.com; 

.@gm~fil.com 

@live.unc.edu); 

)!live.unc.edu); 1 

@live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu) 
~uga.edu); 

@aol.com); 

~comcast.net); 
,@gmail.com)i 

@live u ~c edu); @gmail.com; 

" - @yahoo.com;       @ymail.com; 

@comcasl.net;         ,~gma~l.com; 

’@hotmaJl.co~n; ~live.unc.edu; O!live.unc.edu; 

@aol.co~n; @gmail.co~n; ~@hotmail.com; 

I love it1!! Thanks for shar’i~g. You and ~           look VERY fiL and ready to go!! 
The T-shirts are wonderful!    , possible practice gear? 

From: _~sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Monday, :1.1:45 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anson Dorrance; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Hello ! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: ECNL 

From:                               ~gmail.com] 

PM Sent= Monday, 1:23 

To= Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 

Subject: ECNL 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I play for I am a starter at left wing, my primary position, but during play I 

also switch to center forward, right wing, and left back. I have been competitively playing club soccer for over                       Please see the ECNL website for additional 

information. 

I am emailinq you because UNC is one of my top colleges that I would like to attend I am very interested in playing college soccer and would be very appreciative of you coming to watch 

me play on                      ECNL team at Nationals in                  Our schedule is as follows: 

Due to the draw on Wednesday, we will not know our opponents or the fields we play on. We are set up however to play at the 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Thank you for your consideration and please contact my coach ~sbcg!lobal.net) for a complete evaluation. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 8, 2013 4:15 PM 

~rocketmail.com> 

adeline lust (adeline.lus~t,~s- sm.org); 

~ ~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; i~aol.com: Jason Sisneros t @gmail.com); 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 
matt jones 

_ ~        ~gmail.com); 
@gmail.com; sean patton ( ~(}gmail.com); 

I; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

Subject: RE: Watching this all make you better! 

Fmm~ @rocketmail.com] 
Sent= Nonday, July 08, 2013 3:16 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Watching this will make you be~er~ 

Hey Anson, 

I think the key difference in the Brazil Spain gable was tile intensi .ty that Brazil played with and the p~essme that they put Spain under all over the field. They didn’t 

only do it for certain periods in tile game, but for the whole 90 minutes which is the way that we fftrive to be able to play. I also really admired the way that Neyma 

went at Spain’s back line whenever he could because not only does it put the defense under the pressure of making a decision but it also opens up spaces for other 

players as well. The three goals that Brazil scored also reminded me of a lot of the aspects of shooting and attacking we work on. ’][’heir first goal cane from an 

accurately placed cross across the six yard box, bnt that wasn’t the only good thing abont it. The other good part about the goal was that two players were sprinting to 

get to the correct places in the box to finish which is something we always work on; getting more people int~) the box to finish in the games. The ,second goal seemed to 

come from a lot of power in the player’s shot which is something I have been working on for my own shot since freshman year to get rid of my "pea shooter" which has 

been progressively gotten better and better, and the third goal Brazil scored canoe from a beautifully placed shot that was low, bent, and across the frame which are a 

few of the things we axe reminded of the most when we shoot. 

tlope all is well! 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~Ln___s_’_o_t~@_e_t_n_’_a_jJ_&r_Lc__:~__d_u_.> 

To: 

’;Ducar, Chris" <ducar@uncledu>; ’ @aol.com" , @aol.com>; "Jason Sisneros @gmail_com)" ~ 
<pacma~@unc.edu>; 

"matt jones ~. 

. o        ~,gmaiLcom)" ~           @gmail.com>: 
<fava@email.unc.edu>; @ucla.edu)" <aknS@u.qa.edu>; ’ 

~_r_L~Ar_L__c_’_O_Ln_." ~         @_r_!_~__s_t_~_:_c_’__o_E~_>; 
,~,gmaiLcom>; "Sander, Thomas J" 

~._clmail~com)", ~._clmail~com>; 
_@g_t_n_~_j!~__c_’9_t_n_." , _ _ _@g_t_n__’_a_j!~__c_’_o__t_n_.>; "sean patton 

"Fava, Nicole M" 

Sent: Monday, July 1,2013 5:32 PM 
Subject: Watching this will make you better! 
Ladies, 
I pla3 ed m my O-60 National Toamamen~ i~st week out h~ Sa~a D~ego (we ~o~;t m the ~emi’~) ;rod becau~;e I am a~ in~crac~ cripple I d~d not know how to gc~ yoa g~ys to 
turn yo~r TV’s c~ 5)r ~he Cc~ti:der~Iions (.up (the dry rtm 5)r ~he Men~s World C~g~ i~ ~he ceutm~’ tha~ ~s l~ost~ng ~t ~he 3,ea~r l~eR~rc they host l]~e event w~th al~ the 

Spain was totalls: dominated. Br:~il wo~ 3-0. K m~yone of you watched it (a~d I hope :,ome of 3:ou did) please write me a sho~ smrmaa~;,~ of what Brazi~ did to ma2e Spain 



(one of the great,s1 Nat{ona]i ’I’~m~s of all iime ~md the r~igning World Ch~m~p{ons) ~ook l{k~ a bunch of ammeurs, A~d ll~s brh~gs m~ to wh~t I ~ou~d l{ke you ~o do now: 

us at~d why. You do not bare to wd~e a hook. Tuo paragraphs is e~ough. If yo ~ ~xe here uifl~out cane :~sk Tom ~o ge~ i~ on fl~" yo~ i~ McCasldlL 

Just so you l~ow, I do miss you guys when you go home and am very exci~ed ~o be back in Chapel Hill. I k~ow some of you ~J;e here already and some are ~’ickling back 

~n soon~ Please don~ be strange~, come by when ?’o~ are bored and catch me up on you~ 1~ yes. I saw  :rod fl~e S:~m urai today and I am ~hr~l~ed ihat  has 

gotten over her quad pull at*d of course wi*~  it is hard to tell she is ever hurt. I am convinced she would never tell at*yot*e tmless you noticed tt*a~ a bot*e was 

sdckit~g through her sock and asked heal’, Havit~g said Iha* please be prot?ssiona~ ~t~ ~he way yo~ tre;~t ?’our health. ~’ou do not ~ant to come into {~reseason with ANS:’ kind 

of it~i~ry. Su~rm~er made a very good decision to skip *~e U-20 camp *o ~eal properly so this quad iaa~e did not become ct~’ot~ic. Remember: your heal*~ is your priori*y 

OVER 3our fitness. Ifyo~ are heaN~y at~d no~ fi~ we carl still get you it~ fbr 10 m~nutes ofIi~ry l~ke we did with t~ the ACC ~pdng toumamet~t. 

A~I ~he besd~ 

From: Soccer >~nerica [mailto:news@soccerarnerica.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 2:21 PM 
To: Do~ance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: Soccer On TV: Monday, July 1, 2013 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 
sender¯ 

Monday, Jltly 1, 2013 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The knockout stage of the U-20 World Cup begins on Tuesday. 

removed by 

sender. 

Tweet This 

(_All times East~v:’n unless noted. TV pro,~ramming is always subject to change. Check your local lisnngs. .S__,_2_c_:c_-e_Sr_. 

on ;I’V is u])dated daily throughout the *4,eeL) 

ESPNU 

~YFA U-20 World Cup SPAIN-MEXICO (live) 10:45 am 

FIFA U-20 World Cup FRANCE-TLrRKEY (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.eom 

FIFAU-20 World Cup SPAIN-MEXICO (live) 10:45 aru. 

[~’IFA U-20 ~,¥’orld (2up GR~’~E-UZBEKISTAN (live) 10:45 am 

FIFA U-2!/World (~’up FRANCE-TURK~;Y (live) 1:45 am. 

FIFA U-20 World Cup NIGERLA_-LrRUGLLA_Y (live) 1:45 am 

BeIN SPORT 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pm 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Do Brazil BOTAFOGO-FIQUEIRENSE (live) 8:40 pro. 

UNTvT SION DEPORTES 

MLS KANSAS C1TY-\LA_NCOI~v’ER (live) 9 pm. 

UN~vIAS 

Friendly CHIVAS-CLUB ~MERICA (live) 11 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-MONTREAL (live) 7 pm 

MLS CHId’AGO-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS IC~_NSAS CITY-VANCOLWER (live) 9 pro. 

MLS SF, A~[I~E-D.C. UNITED (live) 10 pm 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PHILADELPHIA (live) 10 pm 

ESPNU 

FIFAU-20 World Cup PORTUGAL-GHANA (live) 10:45 am. 

removed by 

sender. 

Share This 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



NFAU-20 World (?up COLOMBIA-KOREA R3[+;PUBL[C (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFAU-20 World Cup CROAT~-C~H~E (live) 10:45 am. 

~AU-2O World Cup POR~G~-G~NA (live) 10:45 am. 

NFAU-20 W~rld Cup [RAQ-PARAGUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

~FA U-2@ World Cup COLOM[3IA-KO[~EA ~E~UBLIC 0ive) 1:45 am 

N~S D~CT 

MLS DALLAS-CH[VAS USA 0lye) 9 pm. 

MLS COLOR~)O-NF?&; YO~K (live) 9:30 pm 

3~S LOS ~NGELES-COLk2~US (1Ne) 10:30 pm 

~ SPORTS NETWORK 

In~rnational Friendly USA-GUA~A (live) 11 pm 

I~S 

International Friendly USA-GUA~A (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN 

International Friendly ~SSI ~L ST~S-WO~D ~L ST~S (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWO~ 

~S ~L~’CO~R-S~T~E Owe) 11 pm. 

N~S D~CT 

3~S ~V ENGL~@-SAN JOSE Owe) 7:30 pro. 

MLS HOU STON-Pt I[LADELPH~ (live) 9 pro. 

ESPY; 

~AU-20 World Cup ~D-~D, Quarterf~aal (lwe) 10:45 am. 

~AU-20 World Cup ~D-~D, Quarmffinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.c~m 

~AU-20 World Cup ~D-~D, Qualteffhaal (lwe) 10:45 am 

~AU-20 World Cup ~D-~D, Q~rte~inal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN 

~S CHICA~)-KANSAS CITY (live) 3 pm 

~X SOCCER 

C~m~caf Cmld Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pro. 

Coneacaf O}ld Cup ?g[~;XICO-PANAMA (live) 7:30 pm 

~XSOCCE~.com 

Coneacaf ~ld Cup CAN~A-~T~2Q~ (lwe) 5 pro. 

C~m~caf Cmld Cup MEXE;O-PANAMA (hve) 7:30 pro. 

~S D~CT 

3~S COL~US-POR~A~ (hve) 5 pm. 

N~S MO~-CHIVAS USA (1we) 7 pro. 

3~S COLO~O-D.C. L~D ONe) 9:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES2)ALLAS 0lye) 10:30 pm 

ESPY; 

~AU-20 World Cup ~D-~D, Quarterf~aal (lwe) 10:45 am. 

~AU-20 World Cup ~D-~D, Quarmffinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.c~m 

~AU-20 World Cup ~D-~D, Qualteffhaal (lwe) 10:45 am 

~AU-20 World Cup ~D-~D, Q~rte~inal (live) 1:45 am. 

TBA 

~X SOCCER 



Conc’acaf Cold (;up 13~[~1 .]ZE4JSA (live) 11 pro. 

Maior League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer [.eague 

National Women’s Soccer Leagme 

US~L 

Soccer America o~ T~,vJtter: 

FollowSoccet Araetica Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahonev IMike Woitalla 

Goo~:[e~ : Soccer America 

Faceb~ok : Soccer America 

Soccer on T~_~9_9.~ 

Soccer on TV fbr Monday, J~dy 1, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Se~d comments to lel~e*sli~,socce~-mnenca.com Please include yore- first and last nmne and hometown. 

You are receiving tiffs newsletter at anson~a)tmcaa unc.edu as parl of yore- membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive t!ds newsletter in the fntm-e .c_’_l_i.c_’~_[)g_~i~ 

Please do not reply to tiffs email 

Editorial Contact: mike(a~socceramefica.com 

Membership Cow,tact: circxtlatio~(~;soccemmefica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fox.yarding of o m newslette~ in ~heir enlirel?, or in part with proper attribution. 

~) 2013 Soccer Amefica, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

X:: Image 

...... removed 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

VW: Excellent 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Excellent 

4:27 PM 

i.~.i image 

removed by 
serldeL 

Hi Coach, 

I hope you are well? 

We contacted you a few weeks back about this player but thought it was worth sending you the info 

again as things in the recruitment period changes all the time, with commitments pulling out etc. 

is an attacking midfielder/striker we have signed who is looking for a entry. 

very talented and hard workinq forward who is currently playin~q for 

She has previously played for her county" 

(state} at all levels and the academy of a She has 

also had try out’s for the 

We believe that she would be an excellent additional to any program as she stands out above everyone 

we have ever watched in the girls game in Her determination and skill would make her a hit 

in the US college system. 

Her academics showthat she is an able student. She gained a in his SAT, 

Her video and information can be found at !                                        Pledge]be] 

aware t h e~id e O t h at i~bein ~ ed wa ~ not d ~neb u s;h~nce t h e~ e a!i~ O f ~wea ~l~o k i~ ~t O~e 

Please do let me know if you believe can make a difference for your women’s soccer program 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me on my cell ( or email me. 

I am based ir 

Thank you for your time and we hope to hear from you soon. 

Regards, 

Oliver Gage 

Director of Player Relations 

~:: ~mage remc~,,ad ~y sender. 

Mobile (US): 

Email: oii’,er@sportsrecruitiF:.q_usa corn, I Website: \,v,~,~¢~ Soo~tsRecr:JitingUSA corn 

Facebook: www facebook com/SportsRecruitingUSA I Twitter:~[z~Spo~tRecr~itLiS~. I Skype: oliver.srusa 

Disclaimer: This message (including any attachments) is confidential and may be legally privileged. 



If you are not the intended recipient, you should not disclose, copy or use any part of it. The 

information, statements or opinions contained in this message (including any attachments) are 

given by the author. They are not given on behalf of Sports Recruiting USA Ltd unless subsequently 

confirmed by an individual other than the author who is duly authorised to represent Sports 

Recruiting USA Ltd. Sports Recruiting USA Ltd is a company registered in England and Wales 

Dc:e I-?i~.~ $17 3C, U 

unS~olbScribe from this Iistl upd~te subscription pl-efel-el°=ces 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: ECNL FinaJs in 

From-" 

Sent-" Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Alb~rt A IV 
Subject; ECNL Finals in 

Hey Coach Dorrance: 

4:45 PM 
@yahoo.corn] 

This is                                ECNL. We will be competing in the ECNL Finals in                  and I would love if you came out and saw 

me play! We don’t know our opponents yet, but I do know that we will be playing on Thursday, Friday, Sunday, and Monday and that all our games will be 

held at 8:30 A.M. If you happen be there, please stop by! Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: ECNL FinaJs in 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; ECNL Finals in 

Hey Coach Dorrance: 

4:45 PM 
@yahoo.corn] 

This is                                ECNL. We will be competing in the ECNL Finals in                  and I would love if you came out and saw 

me play! We don’t know our opponents yet, but I do know that we will be playing on Thursday, Friday, Sunday, and Monday and that all our games will be 

held at 8:30 A.M. If you happen be there, please stop by! Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:13 PM 

@verizon.net 

Ducar, Chris (ducar.~)unc.edu) 

Thank yo{~      Yo{~ are a VERY LOYAL frkmd!![ You ~re l:he fin~-:~st of men to still s{~pport us and our rmssion~H Please th~nk the family for sending such ~ 
consideraLe erna~l. Please tell them unl:or’L~mately we cannot r’espond as per NCAg r’u~es. I do ~ook forward to seeb~g her play!~ 
A]~ the bestH 

F~m~ ~yahoo.com] 
$eBt~ Monday, ~:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: 
Hi Coach Do~ance~ 

I ~a writing to introduce nay fmnily, but s~cifically my ~nghter to ~vu. gVe have he~d some reaJly groat things about you fiom one of your ex-players: 

We live in cu~ently plays foJ and h~ played for tbr mmay yeaxs. ’ is a left-footed 

player who cu~nfly plays a~cking center-mid, but h~s played other positions( Nstofically spea~ng)to g~m pers~ctive and unde~mnding of the ga~ne,      has 

played 3v3 extensively a~d her team h~ wor                md one ~i~hl          :)      ~lso loves fnksal and ~ing creative with fire ball. Most recently, 

was invited, and attended the ghe will grad~ in 

School, in 
wears jersey    and roll be playing at fl~e _ if you ~xe going to ~ ~ere and would like to watch ~y of her 

games. I have a~ched the Schedule which is not sNcific, however, they have s~fid that all will be played at 12:30pm or 2:30pm on the 

July My hus~n& a~d my youngeJ roll ~ there. 

I wish I conld be there, but I am a 

Thank you for taJdng the time to read this! 
Sincerely, 

with no seniority, so I couldn’t get the time of£ ; ) 

:.rr.com 

iT.coin 

EmaJl 

~vahoo.com 

Cell:. 
There is a photo ot attached to this email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, ’, 5:05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject: 
Coach Anson, 

I wanted to give you an update on my play last week. Here’s my recap ot ~ its a little formal but its easier for me to keep it straight this way. I played 

very well. 

We, my                       ; team, had the toughest dra~v you could have. We played the                                               teams in the 

country and tied both 1-1. We won our third game, and ended up 1-2-0 but unfortunately did not move on. 

I played attacking mid and forward m~d created a lot of opporttmities. I thought I played very well. In one game, I curved in a comer kick. It was sweet m~d pretty 

exciting. The ball went right over the goalie’s hands. I also had 2 assists. Overall, despite not moving on, the weekend was very good tbr me and 

About 20 coaches were watching, which is exciting for me as a rising 
Before the games, I decided to use some of my experiences, good and bad, from ;to grow and play better or smartec that’s what 

my,        With this performm~ce, I know that I caaa play with the bes~t teams and players in the country and I won’t be hapw raN1 we play for the nation~l 

championship. 

Again, I learned a lot m~d had a lot offi~n. Looking forward to seeing you this year. 

Thanks 

~mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday,          ; 5:55 PM 

Jenny Levy (uncMax@ uncaa.unc.edu) 

Cunninghaa~, Bubba <bubbac@etnail.unc.edu>; Larry. Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Clint GwaJtney (cgu,altney@uncaa.unc.edu) 

(cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu);        )@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.nnc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (        @g~nafil.com); 

pacman,@~nncaa.nnc.edu;       ,@emaJl.unc.edu;       ,~blive.unc.edu:       @gtnail.com;        ~-}comcast.net; 

~gmail.com; @email.unc.edu; @live.unc.edu; @emaJl.unc.edu; @hotmafil.com 

Thank you! 

Jenny, 
Just a short note to thank you for al~ the kind things you have shared about me and my program. Here you win this incredible NATIONAL CHAMPIONSIHP and you 

keep mentioning our program. I pick up this month’s Carolina Blue and again your sweet and thoughtful reference to us is there and it is so heartfelt. 

I want you to know I am on cloud nine that we have collectively won the Capital One Cup! I love BEING THE #1 Women’s Athletic Department in the country!!! 

Please know I am a great fan of yours as well. I have liked you from the first day you were hired here. And it is clear to me all the hard work you have done to fight 

to get where you are. I have always felt winning is about grinding and despite having to raise a young family (and I know how much of this responsibility ALWAYS 

falls on the women), your teams have more and more elements of greatness in them EVERY year I watch them. Heck, we can’t catch you guys in the weight room 

anymore!!! (Of course, I personally could never catch you either, so maybe this is perfectly appropriate!!) 
So congratulations on a brilliant year and the most amazing championship final I have EVER witnessed. I also enjoy the fact that we won in the same year AND that 

we both won against the grain, against the odds, against and through #1 seeds. You and your girls are wonderful champions and I am proud to call you my 

colleague. 

Let’s do this again sometime. What do you say? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:24 PM 

verizon.net> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE:’ 

Thanks is a good one and tough to recruit againsL!!! And we do love here!![ 

From: @verizon. net] 
Sent; Monday, 5:58 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: 
My pleasnre ... I’ll le| ,now. is a very special player with a coveted She is highly skilled both technically / tactically, high aptitude with 

beyond her >,ears in maturity, veo~ strong desire and commitment to excel at the highest level. She is the leader of               , team mad rising ]         As she 

continues to excel, roll definetely want to keep slrong tabs on this one... Early in the process.... She will come offthe board easily by the end of her 

year... A 

is one of three kids that waiTant Carolina Blue in their future in this age group from the upcoming r prospects... 

**                                                                ... Ridiculously athletic ... Olympian frame and WOW atNeticism ... 

... She wanted UNC, but brother       closed quick :) 

I’ll always be Carolina Blue @ heart, especially ruth you at helm. 

But, I have to admit... Angle is a close second ’. Burnt orange is getting some traction with my little ladies and the fact we expanded to 

All the best - 

Sent from my iPad 

O11 at 4:12 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV --ansoniaemml.unc.edt wrote 

Thank you     ! You are a VERY LOYAL friend!!! You are the t:inest of rnen Lo stilf support us and our mission1!! Please thank the t:amily for sending 
such a considerate email. Please tell them unfortunately we cannot respond as per NCAA ru~es. ~ do ~ook forward to seeing her 
AI~ the best~ 

F~m’, ~yahoo corn] 
Sent~ Honday, 4:30 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= 
Hi Coach DoiTance~ 
I ~ writing to intmdnce my family, but s~cifically my                   to you. We have he~d some really groat things a[~nt you ~om one of your 

We live in_                     cn~ently plays for               and has played for            for many years. 
is a le~-footed player who cn~enfly plays a~c~ng center-mid, but h~ played other position~ Nstofically s~aNng) to gain pers~ctive and 

unde~t~ding of the game. h~s played 3v3 e~ensively and her team has won and one pa~n~l : ) al~ loves fuNal 
and ~ing creative with the bali. Most recently, was invited, and a~ended the May 

She will graduate in _ 
and will ~ playing at th~ if you aze going to be them and would like to 

wa’mh any of her games. I have at~ched the Schedule which is not s~cific, however, they have said that all ganges will be played at 12:30pm or 

2:30pro on the . My and my will be there. 

I wish I could be there, but I am a 

Thank yon for taldng the time to read this! 

Since~vly, 

with no seniori~, so I couldn’t get the ti~ne pill ; ) 

IT.COn! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)fCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 8, 2013 6:28 PM 

@aol.com 

@hotmail.com);                       @duke.edu); 

@aol.com;             (        @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Team camp Sat 7/13’? 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

I would love to have you come in, especially 1:o~ one o[: the tectu~’es (Sat night lecture on player development ?) so you can talk about the elements of your book 

that will help these coaches get better!!        tells me eve~y coach will have your book in thei~ coaches bag. 

From: ~aol.com .@aol.com] 
Sent= Monday, July 08, 2013 6:04 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Team camp Sat 7/13? 
t tello Anson! 

How are you? Long time, no see/talk, and that is completely my fault-- so sorry! Due to scheduling with our ~ 

work team camp this summer-- I apologize, as I feel bad since I always want to try to give back. 

Alas, I was thinking about coming up to team camp for a day, specifically this Satm’day, July 13 (Day 4 of team camp). I could be awaflable to talk with coaches if you’d 

like, and obviously I would love to see you and the staff. 

I am very appreciative of your continued support, and I also thank you for carrying the book at camp for the team coaches. The book has done well, and I just wish I 

could take more time to promote it! In any case, please let me know if you think a trip up to camp would be okay-- I understand either way. 

All the best to you 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

SOCCER-- Strate,gies for Sustained Coachiny~ Success (Meqer & Me,leg Sport, 2012) 

and my career change, I was not able to sign on to 

Cell: Email: ~aol.com 

Web: w ww. [ets~:;~o, et ern-a s hu s.com 

Join the ONE Cang~a~gn[ www one.org 

NOTE: TNIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed. 

If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be 

free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its 

unauthorized modification or use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday 6:30 PM 

@comcast.net- @aol.com @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Ja~n Sisneros 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

l(~sbcglobal.net> 

RE: 

Chris and I will be scouting at the ECNI. Finals in that Monday Can you take this group around campus and chat with them ? 

(;an you co-ordinate this with her cell # is down below? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc 
Subject: 

(&)comcast.net] 
6:06 PM 

Dear Coach Anson, 
It *w~s a pleasure speaking *vith you today. As per our conversation we are delighted to travel to UNC on to visit your school. 
All our games are scheduled for 8:30 am, fields have not been assigned, however we are playing at either 5,6,7,8. I estimate an arrival time of 3:00 on 

Thanks for taking my call and let me know if this timing works for you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:38 AM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Chris, which email address should I use’? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ II~ire[e,~s 4G 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: touman~ent 

From: ~cuemail .net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I’m not snre if you had time to watch us play in         but we won our bracket and are now headed to              to play in the ECNL Finals. We are ve~ 

excited and I am hoping that you plan to go and can get a chance to see me play. I am a outside defender and since this is not a show-case, I expect to stay in for most 

of the game. 

Hope to see you there, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 10:42 AM 

Kim Be~enser @mindspring.com> 

Re: Veterans Cup wrap-up - if you can read more than headings then ready below 

Ignore it. It is a" tetnpest in a teapot". If you respond it will become a "he said she saJd".Those never result in anytJfing positive. 

Se~t f!"om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Kim Be~enser @mindspring.com> wrote: 

It is thnny the two only players who complained were two players I never saw playing, and had I they would not had been part of the Vet-Cup team. 

Dick was recommended by Joel Ross and Mike by Jonathan Young, and I would have thought bought would have some idea of the quaJity of players we were looking 

tbr. 

Both were invited to show their skills in Wilmington, but both declined - maybe for a good reason, but maybe also because they knew their skill level. 

When we both saw- them at the scrimmage in Escondido witNn 2 min. we knew they would have to be subs and see limited playing time. 

This would not had happened had you and I seen them play. 

How do you answer to their complaints, or do you just not answer at all? 

Kinl 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

Begin forwa~:ded message: 

From: Richaxd Coleman <: ~gmail.com> 

Date: July 8, 2013, 10:45:56 AM EDT 

To: Kim Be~genser~        ,:~mindsprin~.com> 

Cc: Watts Cl~is <Chris.Watts(~atlasconveflin~.co~n>, San~my Nasmllahi ~ ~t)embarqmail.com>, Alan Nicol~ ~t)vahoo.com >, Brian 
Groner < ~nc.rr.com>, Cary Saul < ~aol.com>, ~iuno.com, Chriss Watts <! ~aol.com>, Dan Menedez 

<dan~pianoiuggler.com>, Danny Scott <scotts nc~norths~ate.net~% Dave Morris <dave.c.morris(~gsk.com>, Dave Winters 

<dl.mnters,@~nf.~’mpatico.ca>, David Scott <dscot~charlotteobserver.com>,         ~yahoo.com, "Gates, Steve - GSO" <SGATES~unifi.com>, 

George Tasedan <George.Tasedan~,%forces.gc.ca~,           (~aol.com, Jalal Mapar <         ,~gmail.com>, Jalal Mapar 
< (~a)verizon.net>, Jean Michel ~iean.coughlin@nax-c.mil>, i~aol.com, John ttalbur < ~bellsouth.net>, Keith Vanderpoel 

< )b~gmafil.com>, ~aol.com, Mike Southard < ~)aol.com>, -- ~b~gmafil.com, rhadgratt(a)sh~unrockl .com, "Smith, 

David" <DSmith(~howdenbuffalo.com>, ~aol.com, i (a)aol.com, Anselmo Vicioso Aragones < ~hotmail.com>, Anson 
Dorrance <anson(~uncaa.unc.edu>, Antoni o Prospect         ~bell south.nel>, waltenpohl(~norths~ate.net, Charles Chuck Coan 

< ~aol.com>, Chuck.kennedy(~mba.wfi~.edu. dcpedm(~us.ibm.com ~ec.mcom. Jackie Blackinore < ~cha:rter.net>, 

Ji~n Turner <iatumerco(~deiazzd.com>, Jo.Fisher(~sas.com, iohn.bvforck~)villanova.edu, Jose Boyarizo < ~)triad.rr.com>, 

leonidas.tsantifis~uconn.edu, - - - @netscape.net, Peter Mellor <peter.mello~uslsoccer.co~n>, Ralston Moore < @aol.co~n>, 

(~)aol.co~n, Richard Fenimore < &~ne.co~n>, shem~an mehl(~)vfc.com, Tom <i ~ec.mcom>, Vince Bartolotta 
<Bartolotta~tbmlawyers.com>, Vince Bartolotta <vauglm(~tbmla~wers.com>, Alex Honarvar ~ ~aol.com>, Bernard Hendrikse 
< ~att.net~, Boris Hilkin < ~gmaJl.com>, Elmar and Sandy Habermas < a~bellsouth.net>, George Ostan 

~aol.com>, Gemt Borg <        ~hotmail.com>, Ian Robertson <irobert(~warren-mlson.edu>, ierryt~wrightlabels.com, 

jlmoore5(~sbcglobal.net, Jonathan Young <youngjonc~)sbcglobal.net~%       ~hotma~l.com. Mike Sharp <soccersharpe~)sbeglobal.net>, Nils 

Padilla < ~)yahoo.com>, Peter Herriman Socalad < ~)yahoo.com>, Ran@ McClain < ~gmail.com>, "Robert Dianati@aol. 

com" < ~aol.com>, Roger Treese <roger(~insight2salez.com>, ~aol.com, Udo Helferich~ ~aol.com>, "Mary R. Coleman" 

,~gmail.com>, Michael J Byme <             ~comcast.net> 

Subject: Re: Veterans Cup ~,rap-up - if you can read more than headings then ready below 

VVnile I know that post-game critiques are not much fun to get, a healthy discussion is a good thing. I applaud the call for comments, 
and Mike for his courage in responding. I would not like for him to stand alone, so I will comment as well. I trust these critiques will be 
taken in the spirit they are intended, and in the spirit of the invitation to comment. I run two teams myself, one 0-30 and one 0-50, so I’rn 
speaking from some experience. I agree with all that Mike has said, and I can tell you that there are a number of others who agree, 
because I heard it from them, so these comments need to be taken seriously. 

From my perspective: 

Almost every rnatch is determined in midfield. Regardless of how weak the defense, possession in midfield will yield fewer shots on 
our goal and thus fewer goals against, while at the same time it will produce more shots on their goal and thus rnore goals for. Beyond 
possession, a stronger midfield will result in "numbers up" in attack and defense which further tips the odds our way. The key to 
midfield is fitness and energy. In a tournament, fitness and energy erode rapidly, especially at (how shall I put this?) a "more elevated 
age". The only answer is substitution, but we reduced substitutions as the tournament wore on and our energy wore down. The result 
was dear from the sidelines and from on the field in the last two games ... we were attacking with one or two, we were outnumbered on 
defense. 

Supposing that you can wear out a sweeper misses the point of a sweeper. The sweeper should not have to mark anyone, he is 
supposed to be in reserve, which is why his other name is "libero". If you want to wear him out, you have to flood the defense with 



players and attacks, causing him to run to augment and to pick up loose players. To flood the defense, you must to have dominance in 
midfield - as noted above, we did not have dominance in midfield, quite the opposite. Therefore, we didn’t wear out the sweeper. 

Gerrit had every right to play symbolically in at least one game. That said, he perhaps shouldn’t have played so much when he clearly 
was not able to run. His play was commendable, and his skills evident, but lacking mobility, his impact was understandably reduced. It 
takes nothing frorn his obvious courage and heart to say that he couldn’t help rnuch when injured. Kim realized that, and stayed out until 
he was match fit It must also be said that Gerrit’s desire to play shows that he understood the plight of those players he didn’t put in. 

Even Kenny Rodgers knows that "You never count your money when you’re sittin’ at the table There’ll be time enough for countin’ when 

the dealin’s done." Gerrit’s absence from the sideline (with Kim on the field) the last 20-30 minutes of the penultimate game left the 

team without his considerable sideline leadership. Subs weren’t sent in and the aheady exhausted players were left to shift for 
themselves. Their confusion and consternation was evident; they were looking to the sidelines for subs and guidance, and grumbling 
about it at the end VVnatever answer he obtained in his absence, his presence on the sideline might have ensured a better position, 
and perhaps an easier opponent. 

Kim’s admonition to not yell or criticize was well taken, but was more honored in the breach than in the observance. Nobody plays well 
with negativity afoot. Players begin to ’look over their shoulder’ instead of playing naturally and comfortably. This hurt us in the last two 
games, no doubt about it. 

In closing, I enjoyed the tournament and San Diego. I am glad for the opportunity to play on and to observe a different team; the lessons 
learned will be put to good use. 

Very respectfully, 
Dick Coleman 

On Thu, Jul 4, 2013 at 9:23 PM, Michael J Byme < @COll!c&st.neL> wrote: 

Well, you ask~-_~d for it. Here is my complainL Call it "sour grapes" if you lille, but: reality is reality, f am trying to be as diplomatic as possible but do 

no~: subscribe to being "politically correct:", t am also not one of the "Silent Majori~:y". 

tnlagine, if before Lhe tournanl~-’_mt you had sent th~-’_~ following message to prospectiw-:~ players for the Over.-(-;5 team for the San Diego Tournament: 

Need to travel approximately 3,000 miles and be away from home or’ job for about a week 

2. Need to spend SI,200+ for’ air-fare, car rental, hotel, food etc. 

3. No guarantee of playing dine. 

HOW MANY TAKERS WOUI.D YOU HAVE HAD? NONE, except your friends. Sadly, many of the designated substitutes got little playing time even 

though our team had no superstars like Z of Vancouver and only about 3 players were supremely fit for the event, led by Jonathon. The talents of 

the rest: were pretty ew?n so substi~:utions shouh:~ haste be~-_m frequent ~-_~specially when evidence was there that many starl:ers needed a break 

becaus~-_~ of the e’.<trem~-_~ heat and obvious tiredness. Even the vaunted Z from Vancouw-:~r was substitut~-_~d for frequently. 

I know that Lhe easi~-_~st thing in th~-_~ world ix to b~-_~ a critic but my comments here reflecL noL only my view but also Lhose of otl’u-_~rs who w~-_~re 

confined Lo the sideline. 

To me there are 2 main elements involved in taking a team to a tournament (I have done it many dines so Fm notjust"Whistling Dixie) namely: 

I. Organization--which in our team’s case gets an 

Management of personnel and adapting a workable game strategy. This deserves an F in our case except for the first 2 games where even the 

"substitutes~’ had the chance to participate and contribute and we won both games convincingly. 

M a na gem e n [: se em ed to b e i n a we o f Va n cou v ,-_~ r, "p rofessi o n a I s" etc a n d a da p t ,-_~d a d e fensive stra Legy right from Lh e begin ni ng. tn th e fi rs [: ga m e 

(including all the substitutes), we k)st 2-0 and were 0.-0 aL half-.time. Vancouw-:~r then got a good goal early in the second half; we were 

subsequently denied a legitimate penaky, which, if scored, would have made the game very interesting; shortly thereafter Lhey scored another 

goal after a defensive error but no blame as such things happen, even in the pro-.leagues. Not a bad game by us so plenty of hope when we play 

them again tomorrow. 

Before the second game I heard coach’s comments that "these guys are tired, we can run them into the ground etc". If we couldn’t do it in the first 

game why did we naively th~nktha~:we couh~ do ~t in the second game? Even though we had the w~nd and sun at our backs h~ the first half as well as 

the field sk)pe in our favor, ~nstructions were for Randy to stay upfronL alone, and the others were to boot the bal~ up.-fie[d for h~m to run on to. 

Vancouver kept 3 people back so how could Randy outmusc~e and outrun sl~ three? Udo and someone else were Lo afLernsLe w~th Randy, 

periodically, in Lhe breakawsy attempts. Needless to say it never worked then or h~ the second half as we never scored. 

We made no substitutions in the first half except Gerrit (who started after not playing in the first 3 games) 3 times who alternated with Mike? 

While Gerrit deserved to try and play, it should have been evident after his first stint that he was in no condition to p~ay and he should have stuck 

to coaching as he dk~ ~t~ the first 3 games .---phvsicM~y, he couldn’t run, hustle or cause interference. At half t~me, someone suggested Lo h~m that 

some changes shouh~ be made and he said he wouh~ it~[roduce some ’ffresh legs" None were made to start the second half and he hobMed on 

again. Vancouver made their substitutions frequently and Lhe only t~red ~egs on the fie~d were ours. We finally made our first change midway in 



not want to corne ot:f, not even when dred, but nevertheless should be given a 10-15 minute break to re-hydrate and rejuvenate especially in 

extreme heat, 

If we wanted to exhaust the "tired" Vancouver players, why didn’t we substitute frequently in the first half and then let our best players (on the 

day) finish the game? Overall, I have to admit that Vm~couver were the better team but our second game strategy was fatally flawed as evidenced 

by the facL that they beat us 3-0 in Lhe second game compared Lo 2.-0 in Lhe first game. 

Obviously, many people were disenchanted by the way they were treated in [he second Vancouver game as I was the only substitute thai Lurned 

up for the Japan game~ Many o1: the stars were also missing. Fewer’ still aLtended the Sat evening festivities. 

You’ll never go anywhere with 1I stars and no supporting casL Michael Jordan was not able to do it on his own in his first three years in Chicago 

until they goL Scotty Pippen, Dennis Rodman etc and a strong bench~ Give the guys on Lhe bench a chance, they rnighL surprise you! 

Luckily, I won’t have to go through the ignominy ] and others suffered this year when the tournament goes to Virginia Beach next year as I will be 

overseas~ After these comments, Frn sure I wouldn’t be invited back anyway. 

Also, I’m sure that a Io~: of players would appreciaLe a k)L h-:~ss sarcasm and negaLivK:y which seemed quite pervasive at times -.-replace it wi~h 

encouragement. Nobody makes a bad pass or an own--goal because they want 

Please send my Player’s Card to nly home address 

Thank you, 

Mike Byrne 

From:        @mindspring.com [mailto        @mindsprincl.coml 
Sent-" Wednesday, July 03, 2013 7:47 PH 
To-" ’Watts Chris’ 
C¢-" ’Sammy Nasrollahi’; ’Alan Nicol’; ’Brian Groner’; ’Cary Saul’;          @iuno.com; ’Chriss Watts’; ’Dan Menedez’; ’Danny Scott’; ’Dave Norris’; ’Dave 
Winters’; ’David Scott’;        @yahoo.corn; ’Gates, Steve - GSO’; ’George Tasedan’;          @aol.com; ’Jalal Hapar’; ’Jalal IVlapar’; ’Jean Hichel’; 

#aol.com; ’John Halbur’; ’Keith Vanderpoel’; @aol.com; ’Mike Southard’; ,~gmail.com; rhadgraft@shamrockLcom; ’Smith, 
David’;      @aol.com; @aol.com; ’Anselmo Vicioso Aragones’; ’Anson Dorrance’; ’Antonio Prospect’; waltenpohl@northstate.net; ’Charles Chuck 
Coan’; Chuck.kennedy@mba.wfu.edu; dcpalm@usJbm.com; "        @ec.rr.com; ’Jackie Blackmore’; ’Jim Turner’; Jo.Fisher@sas.com; 
john.byford@villanova.edu; ’Jose Boyarizo’; leonidas.tsantiris@uconn.edu;        @netscape.net; ’Peter Mellor’; ’Ralston Noore’;    _ ~aol.com; 
’Richard Fenimore’; sherman mehl@vfc.com; ’Tom’; ’Vince Bartolotta’; ’Vince Bartolotta’; ’Alex Honarvar’; ’Bernard Hendrikse’; ’Boris Hilkin’; ’Elmar and Sandy 
Habermas’; ’George Ostan’; ’Gerrit Borg’; ’:[an Robertson’; ierryt@wricjhtlabels.com; ilmoore5@sbcqlobal.net; ’Jonathan Young’;       @hotmail.com; 

,~comcast.net; ’Mike Sharp’; ’Nils Padilla’; ’Peter Herriman Socalad’; ’Randy HcClain’; ’Richard Coleman’; _~aol. corn’; ’Roger 
Treese’;     @aol.com; ’Udo Helferich’ 
Subje¢t-" RE: Veterans Cup wrap-up - if you can read more than headings then ready below 

()55/60/~5 NC United. 

Here are sorrH:_~ of the pictures f prorr~ised: 

1) If you have any complaints ot: the quality of play, general organization and pictures send them to the below gentleman who played in 5 and sat 

through other8 ot:your :14 United games played and endured all the fun, joy, happiness and I guess a bit of sadness when none of our 3 semifinal 

teams made the final.. I thought we had collected a strong squad of 55 players~ But even then no wonder he is still smiling as we shall conquer next 

year~ 

<imageO01 .j pg> 

Your captain, manger, coach, treasurer, councilor, debt collector, party arranger, secretary and honorary plaver~ 

055 NC United. No official picture taken, but this is the one I got after their 4.-4 match against St. Louis: 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

It was so serious that both captains forgot to get a proper team picture at the semifinal garne~ 

3,) 060 NC United: 

<imageOO3.jpg> 

60 NC United Veterans Cup team 20:13 - semifinalist: Standing [.!R: .Jose Boyarizo, .Joel Ross, Anson Dorrance (captain) John Bvford, David Palmer, 

5tew:m Prospect, Anthony Prospect:, Ricky Francois LiR kneeling: Stew~ Dawson, Rh::hard Fenimore, 5herman MeM, Jackie B~ackrnore, Sammy 

NasroJlah~, Bi~J AltenpoN & lying down A~ {::astilk~ 

4.) 065 NC United: 

<imageOO5,jpg~ 

065 NC Unil:ed 20:13 Ve~:cup semifinalist team: 



Sta~ding L/R: Boris Hiking, Alfredo Carbarsal, Gerrit Borg (coach), Roger Tr~-_~ese, Rick Coleman, Mille Sharpe, Peter Harriman, Udo Helfer~ch 

L/R KneNing: K~rn £ergenser (Manager/captain), Mike gyrne, Randy ’"T--bone" McC[ain, Sam Karay, Mike Chapas, Jonatha~ Young, and ~irnmy Lee- 

what happened to George OsLa~, Robert Dianat~ & A~ex Hornavar?? 

5) Friendly m~tch ~ga~nst J~panese Veterans Cup tearn between 060/65 United and NEOTHLS: 

<image006.png> 

44 United and N~OTHL 0~0-.65 P~ayer~ in their Sund~ 6/30/~3 ~:rie~d~y 2-4 g~me ~g~n~t Ja~anese 060 Veterans. 0~0/65 U~ted participant~’ 

L!R standing: .Jonathan Yo~JRg, ~im Bergenser (capt~k~, manager) David Palmer, Roger Treese, Ty Park, Henry Ke~, M~ke £grne, Randy McC~ah~, M~ke 

Chapas, goris H~k~n 

L!R ~ront: .Jose Boy~r~zo, A~ Cast~o, Sherman MehL (Japanese m~nager!c~pta~n TArA right off Jose)~ Results: United 

6) At~d a lot of praise and prices were give~ ou~: dur~g ~:his i:ourt~ament, but my chok:e of tMlest and streakiest award goes to: 

<imageOOT.jpg> 

John Byford and David Smith at the Lourn~me[~L party - co[~firms that soccer is p~aged by a~l co~ors (just look at Joh[~’s leg), shaoes and sizes. 

Till next year ~.-~.3th .Jk~ly ~tl V~rg~nia [~each. 

From: Kim Bergenser [mailto: @mindsl~rin~.com] 
Sent-" Monday, July 01, 2013 6:38 PM 
Subject-" Veterans Cup wrapup - if you can read more than headings then ready below 

055 60 65 United. 

I hope you all had a safe passage home. All 55 players who had signed up to play showed up, which when talking to other captains, is great, as many 

reruns had a bunch of no shows. And we came from as far North as Goose Bay Labrador and as fax South as Miami and all in bet~veen. 

Tean~ Dinner 

We had tnore than 70 persons attending our team dirmer at the Elephant Bar & Restaurant for what I think was a nice a~d alt’ordable all:air, rather noisy 

too, so not really the place to discuss our adventures on the field. But our Japanese friends enjoyed it. 

Tourna~nent Party: 
Next year we will suggest to the committee that players buy tickets to the tournament paW - this year in down town Escondido when you could jufft 

show up - did not bring more than our 500 people out of 2000 to the paW, It was a pi~ as it was a nice location for this regular celebration since this is 

the way to meet up with old friends mad foes and to reminiscence about soccer. 

Now tbr the soccer part (and tbr you gays who don’t read e-mails you can skip teach comments which don’t belong to your temn): 

O~ NC United. 
Out of 19 players - I saw only 1 with a hams~tring injury" - which based on past year’s experience was a gmat teat. It was a strong team I thought and 

consisted of several pockets of good soccer i.e. the Triad, the Triangle, North VA and as stated above from Goose Bay Labrador which may have 

worked against us in the end, as players from the various aaceas wanted to play with their buddies, even if they wem hurt or did not fit into the lineup. 

I think that and the fact we did not have a team manager for the Saturday semi final to mn the subs (since the 065 NC United played at the same time - 

I could not be them) that this created not only confusion but also our down fall. 

We could however have avoided that in the exciting game on Friday against St.Louis when we took a 4-3 lead with 10 min to go, but instead of 

defending this lead tbr a straight passage to the final, we tried to score more goals and left our right side totally open tbr St Louis to equalize with 2 min 
to play and they got the straight passage to the final which they won over Ambrose 2-0. 

This was definitely the O55’s chance for gol& but we shot ourselves in the foot on Friday. What a pi.ty as we really had put a strong team together. 

For the statistical minded here are the msults and goal scorers: 

1) Denver - 3-0 with Dave Winthers getting 2 and Mike Southhard 1 goal - in a match agafinst ateam we dominated and shonld have scored more. 

2) UFC MA - 5-1 - another easy opponent and a fair result: 

1 st goal Ty 2nd George Tasedma on a pass from Ty 3rd Brian Groner good loop/shot over the goal keeper 4th Ty on a somewhat luclcy loop and 5th a 

George T tap in. 

3) St Louis MO - the best match from a spectators point of view 

0-1 

1-0 own goal by St Louis 

1-2 

2-2 Good kick by Ty through traffic 

2-3 

3-3 Mike Southaard’s great shot on goal 



4-3 1 also have Mike scoring this one. 

Both captains Sammy N and John H - whom I thank tbr their hard and dedicated work - will be graduating up into the 060 United team, so we shall 

look for new management of the team on the lid& and I know that Ed Poyo who has played with us tbr years is willing to step up. 

060 NC United 

The 060 boys had 19 players and 3 double rostered helpers, when their regular goal keeper Chuck injured hitnself 10 days before the tournamenL and 
unfortunately our back up keeper Mike Cobrda injured himself in his first match. Before this he treated us to the slowes~t run a£ter a ball with an 

opponent - a 25 yard sprint which seemed to las~ in slow motion for 1 minute, and Mike got their first. 

John Byford agreed to take over the main responsibilities in goal (aided by Joel Ross) and bought himself a neon yellow goal keeper shirt and except 

for a penalty kick - kept the goal clean in 2 matches. 

Guess the O60’s had a too easy opening game against a Denver team they totally outplayed and won 8-0. 

Jose’s new Spanish signing Ansehno started out with a great hat trick as did A1 Cas~tillo who played one of the best games I have seen. Steve Prospect 

added 1 goal as did Sir Richard on a nm~,elous shot from 30 yards out. 

Next game against a much better Golden State team - we looked totally toothless (teeth-less?) team, and with Anselmo out of the tournament with 

some rib inju~ did not help our attack. We lost 1-0 and I did not record a good United shot on goal during this match. 

We had to win our 3rd game againfft NEOTHSL from MA who had lost both their earlier matches with 11 goals, and they went up when John Byford 

scored one of the best recorded headers ever seen in soccer, which nearly knocked Joel Ross in goal out of his boots. The NEOTHSL celebrated this 

their only goal in a touruament as they had won the game. But this woke up the United team and AI "tapped a ball in tbr 1 - 1, while Steve P added a 2 

goal and All took a good shot for a 3-1 win and a spot in the semis. 

Without Anselmo, goalkeeper Mike and too busy lav~Ter to play soccer Vince in the semi final game and again John in goal against last years winner 
from Oklahoma we were a bit short of legs, and this game was a bit similar game to our 0-1 loss to Golden State. We could not play the ball through to 
our attackers to create any chances and our only chance to win the gmne was a penal .ty on A1, w-hich uatbrtunately A1 also missed. 

Instead the gmne went into overtime and nothing happened on either side, so the referee decided to take over and called a mundane shoulder to 
shoulder push when both players fell inside the penal~ area and awarded a penal~’ to Oklalaoma with 1 min left on which they scored. 

What a md way to end an important game like this, and I have pointed this out to the referee coordinator to avoid in futam, as the game should be won 

on the field, not by the referees. 

Oklahoma went on to win the final 4-1 against FITCHE Ram ficom Chicago - which again proved we should/could/would if all had worked out right 
been the best reran. 

Thanks to Anson for leading the troops into battle. The best mo,nent was when Anson as the game s~arted handed his strategic plans in handwritten 

code to a s~rtled Mrs Joel Ross who was told which players to sub in at 11 min then at 15 22 and at 30min. etc. various players recorded on this 

spread sheet. He handed her friend the clock to control the timing, but Mrs. Ross quickly passed this down the line. 

For my money the player of the tournament was super fast RickT Francois, who was one day too young to play for the 065 NC United. He has about 
the double acceleration and speed of most 60+ players. Most improved player for my money was Joel Ross who worked hard and volunteered for 
goal keeper du~ when required. The rest of our sturdy and well played together team did not dissapoiut. 

The lack of Anselmo as a holding central striker - took the sting out of our attack when it was needed. 

Still a good perIimnance by all players, and I saw very few weaJ~ slyots in our current set up, so hopefully next year in Virginia Beach we can get back 
the gold. 

065 NC United 

The brand new 065 team consisting of 8 players from last years 060 team (Kim, Mike C, Gemt B, Randy T-bone, Udo H, Boris H & Jonathan 

Young) and added 10 new players, several which Gemt (our manager) and I had not seen in action, so it was a bit of a grab-bag. But we had 13-14 

solid players (Gerrit included who did play in the semi final - but otherwise did an excellent job leading the new troops into battle.) 

We were placed in by far the haacdest division of 4 teams with Texas Legends and semi-pro Alamania ftom Vancouver BC as our top opponents. 

Still we were thster out of the starting blocks than Texas (who still had players not arrived tbr the early 8.30am kick oil) and we beat them soundly 4-1 
(they scored on a penalty). 

Alfredo Cambarsal M~o was an excellent midfield addition strutted the scoring. Udo Helferich our German monster-man in the middle added a 2, while 

Boris (our Russian KGB guy) who was hurt last yeaac got his left foot back and added two excellent goals. 

Next day’ we faced the NEOTHSL (New England Other The Hill Soccer League) and again the opposition did not score a proper goal against us, but 

Mike Sharpe oflEred them an own goal. 

Otherwise it was again Alfredo who scored on a groat pass from Boris, and Alex our most of the time baace-chested and flamboyant left midfielder was 



lucky with a shot from distance which rolled over the goal keeper. Randy then got taken down in the penalty area mid Sam Karay converted tbr a 3-1 

win. 

This put us even on poims (18) with the other undetEated Alamania ti-om BC which lEatured the thmous and teared Br~ilian Iutemational "Z" and their 
British 1 division striker of Colin and a othecwise strong team paid to plw by their German multi millionaire Wagner. 

We faced them on Friday and no matter the msulk we would still play them the next &y in the semifinal, the convoluted way the schedule worked out, 

even when they beat us in a well played match 2-0. The other two group winners Conejo (last years runners up) got 13 and Chama got 23, and these 

were teams we could beat had the draw been made better. 

Instead we played Alamania in the semi final with about the sane result, except we added Peter Harriman who helped out well in our midfield, and 
while they went up 2-0, George OsIan our hard working and skillfifl stopper scored what we all incl. the mfwas a good goal for a 2-1 scorn. But the 
linesman had his llag up calling T- bxme offside although lie was not involved in the plW. 

So we pushed tbrwacd to ~om another goal, but left "Z" open tbr a very well left tboted shot tbr a 3-0 loss. 

Alamania went on to beat Charua 6-1 in the fined, so our two ganges against them were the moral finals. 

Mike Chapas in goal did a good job and as a goal keeper you can always blame him for all the goals against us, but I only saw 1 where he tared. 

Roger Treese kept on running and working hard to 4 fall matches, and Jonathan on the left full back had an excellent outing. 

As mentioned George Ostan was a solid sweeper and while Mike Sharpe was involved in two of the goals against us, he worked hard and played well 
as usual. Sam K, Peter H added quality to our midfield, while Boris was always lurking up front when he did not guard "Z" who went goal less under 
Boris’ watch. 

Ran@ up ti-out did not have his best tournament - lie did scorn one goal against the Japanese in our friendly game on Sunday which the Japanese won 

4-2. (We had two teams showing up the NEOTttSL team who lost 3-0 and the combined O60/65 United who won 2-1 (each team played a half 

against a good Japanese team)). But Randy himself admitted this was the first time he had not scored in regulation and will maJ~e up tbr this next year. 

Udo as usual added strength and quality to our team, and Alex gave us more good minutes than we had expected. 

Also thanks to Irish Mike, Robert D, Dick Coleman and Jimmy M for helping out when needed, and sorry, that we could not give you as much playing 
time as the s*arters. 

What is morn remarkable none of the 18 065 gws got injured and most played in all 4 games and even some on Sunday against the Japanese - well 
done boys. 

With a few adj ushnents to the team tbr next year in Virginia Beach aM if we can avoid the Vancouver BC team till the final, we shall surprise them. 

CONCLUSION 

All 3 teams reached the semi finals - no other clubs did fliat. Of 55 players who all showed up only 2 got injuries which prevented them for 

playing in all matches. We had 75 people for our team dinner and the Japanese whom we hosted had a great tinle mid are inviting 

interested O60/65 players to a tournainent in Tokyo in December/13. This is something for your bucket list to participate in. 

Fell free to send me your constructive thoughts for next year when we will meet up in hot ai~d hmnid no doubt Virginia Beach, where 

however the grass fields are better than the Frances Ryan fields which we a bit on the bumpy side. 

I will also ensure that no more odd divisions like the 055 ended up in with 2 gaines Wednesday and Saturday and no game Thursday. 

Also in case a team forfeit (as happened in the 055 division where we got only credited for 1 goal of 8 points, while the other opponents in 

our bracket got 7 or 4 goals and 10 points - next year any team which forfeit ~ives 10 points to the opponents. 

Team pictures of the 060 and 65 will follow (so,nehow captains Sammy and John did not organize any team picture in their Saturday loss - so they 
remain undocumented). 

Tournanlents: 

Since the next year’s Vet-Cup will be hdd in Virginia Beach next year froln 15-20th July I believe to avoid dashes with the World Cup 

there is two VA Beach tournaments this year 1) 10-11 Aug Neptune Classic 

2) Colum bus Weekend 

otherwise over the saine weekend there is also a O55/60 tournament in AZ. 

3) I am sending 2 teams to the Beer Ci~ Cup (8a side) in AshevilleiNC 8/31-9/1 (Labor Day). 

We end up our soccer year with the NC State Cup normally first weekend (7-8) of December. 

Let me know if you are interested but: 

More to follow on this. 



R~s Kim Bergenser 

Richard L. Coleman, @qmail.co~m (h); 703-922-5423 (H); (cell); fax 630-982-0793 



Subje~t~ 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGE!OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN = RECIPIENTS!CN =ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON) > 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 10:48 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc,edu>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc,edu> 

Fwd: 2013 US Youth Soccer National Championships schedule announced 

........ Originai Message 

Subiect: 2013 US Yout}] Soccer Nationai Championships schedule announced 

From: US Youth Soccer <broadcast@usyouthsoccer.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A ]V" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

To view ti~is message in a browser, piease click 

>~ 20 !3 -1"4ATIO NALS z,?,,TIH -A NG 10- 

..... 22-300 HEIGHT 

Top boys and girls tea~s in seven age groups to be crowned in Over~an~ 
Park, Kan, 

I=P,~$CO, Texas (July 8, 20~3) -- US Youth Soccer is proud to announce the 
schedule for the :?.f.:;::i:::ii::!ii=: ::::.:i::~=.:.ii;il :Y~i::~,~:.¢:::::iiii ::.i!iii:.~i::~:~::::~::::~iiii~ir :b~::i.ii:¢:::::ii.~i::m.ii:i~ii Cii:i~ii!ii~mi::::i~io~rii~:iiii:ii:i~iii::::i% presented 
by National Guard, to be played July 23~28 at Overland Park Soccer Complex in 
Overland Park, Kan. The 88 qualifying teams will play matches Tuesday, July 
23 through Friday, July 26 to determine who will advance to vie for the 
national titles. Those title games will be played Saturday, July 27 or Sunday, 
July 28. 

the National Championships via success through the first two legs of the 
annual US Youth Soccer National Championship Series, where more than 
10,000 teams began their journey at the US Youth Soccer State 
Championships. 

;=.!!iil;====::i~:~ii=,i::=~:~!~ ~::::i==i:~i~==~i~==~i~ii::~=i===~::~.~,i~==~i~i~; advanced to their respective US Youth Soccer Regional 
Championship, four in all, where over 850 teams competed from all corners of 
the country. In addition to these 56 regional champions, 32 teams have 
punched their tickets to the National Championships via success in the 
National League. 

88, alongside the regional qualifiers. US Youth Soccer National League 
qualifiers finished the highly competitive league among the top two in their 
respective divisions~ 



The National League consists of teams, Under-:[5 through Under-:[8 Boys and 
Girls, who qualified for league play through their respective US Youth Soccer 
Regional League. Established in 2007, National League teams have captured a 
combined 20 of a possible 30 US Youth Soccer National Championships in the 
first five years, 

For all teams competing in the National Championships, the annual Player 
Luncheon will be held at the Overland Park Convention Center in Overland 
Park, Kan. The luncheon serves as the kickoff to the weeklong event 
highlighting the achievements of these national qualifiers. 

Round robin match times are scheduled for 7:30, 9:30, :[:[:30 a.m. and 7:30 
p.m. on the opening day of play with preliminary games continuing through 
Friday. Teams will earn three points for a win, one point for a tie and no points 
for a loss. The teams with the most points at the conclusion of Friday’s play 
will advance to play for the National Championship on Saturday, July 27 or 
Sunday, July 28. 

Each year brings about new challenges and highlights the motivation and 
commitment of these youth as they continue pursuing their dreams of being 
one of the best youth soccer teams in the United States. The National 
Championships are the final leg of the US Youth Soccer National Championship 
Series and open to any US Youth Soccer member. The U.S. Soccer Federation 
initiated the open youth championships with the ]ames P. r, lcGuire Cup, the 
oldest trophy in youth sport, (Under-:[9 Boys) in :[935. Since its creation in 
:[974, US Youth Soccer has added :[3 divisions to the national championship 
tournament, most recently with the Under-:J3 Boys and Girls divisions this year 
to create the current format. 

### 

About the US Youth Soccer National Char~pionship Series - The US Youth 
Soccer National Championship Series provides more than :[0,000 teams from 
US Youth Soccer’s 55 State Associations the opportunity to showcase their 
abilities against the best in the nation while emphasizing teamwork, discipline 
and fair play. The yearlong competition begins with over :[85,000 players in 
the US Youth Soccer State Championships. These champions and selected 
wildcard teams, through US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues, advance to 
compete in one of four the US Youth Soccer Regional Championships. 
Champions (U-:[3 through U-:J9) from each regional event advance to the 
National Championships. The Under-:[5 through :[8 Boys and Girls age groups 
have four teams representative of the US Youth Soccer National League, in 
which the top four teams in each gender age group earn a direct path to the 
National Championships. Overall the US Youth Soccer National Championship 
Series provides the nation’s top collegiate coaches with the premier stage to 
identify and scout the most coveted players in the country. 

Youth Soccer - "The Game for ALL Kids!®’’ is the largest youth sports 
organization in the country and largest member of the United States Soccer 
Federation., the governing body of soccer in the United States. US Youth Soccer 
registers more than 3 million players annually, ages 5 to :[9, and over 900,000 
administrators, coaches and volunteers in 55 member State Associations. US 
Youth Soccer programs provide a fun, safe and healthy environment for players 
at every level of the game. For more information, visit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:48 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Right Defender - - Universi .ty of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill Women’s 

Soccer 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Right DetEnder 
From: org 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd .unc.edu> 
CC: 

- Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes/coaches. 

Eight Defender, Right Midfielder, Center Defender 

High School: 

Heig ht: INeig ht: NCSA Rating : 

GPA: 3, ACT: NA SAT: ~A 

Email: ~hotmail.com 

Note~ , Right Defender frorr 

View Profile 

Check ou{ the Recnlith~g Search Et}gh~e 

David Kryger 
Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor[ Chicago, IL 60642 

Oltice: 877-845-6272I Cell:            i Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachKrvger~)ncsasports.orgI http:i/wvwv.nc sasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:/iblog.ncsasports.or~ 
COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain informalion that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in error, please notil}’ the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 2:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

I~W: College visit 

From: @grnail.com] 
Se~t: IVlOi’Iday~ ~:bb lalVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:.      @hotmail.com 
Subject: College visit 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is 

scheduled tbr Thursday, 

playing ECNL soccer tbr the                        as a right det~nder. My coach is 

Caroliua touriug the UNC cmnpus or during camp. Thanks for your titne, aud I hope to see you at camp! 

and I will be attending your ~ccer camp.             I am so looking forward to it! Also, I have a tour of the [INC campus 

at 10am. I am interested iu attending school at your University as well as playiug soccer for the Tar t teels in college. This will be my 

I would love to meet you while I am in North 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV </O L~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday,           2:24 PM 

@aol.com 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~NV: Watch 

From: ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, J.0:57 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Watch 

School: 

Year: Upcoming 

Intbnnafion: She was rewarded All tournament her_    v             ts a varsity player, tie1 
player. Her        ~’ear she received All Conference as well as All State. 

year she received All Couference as well as All State as a varsiV 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 2:31 PM 

Levy, Je~mitbr S ~enny.lewy@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: ’I’haNc you! 

Jenny, 

I was coming back from Greensboro yesterday (my middle child lives there) and saw it (the Championship billboard). Like you I LOVE IT!! I think our marketing 

people are l:ry~ng to counter the NC Stab:e: "Our State" billboards across ~:he s~:ate. I Hke the statement ours makesH 

A~so I would love to hang out with you and            a~: ~:he ESPY’s. 

Yes, s very n~ce p~ece on who’s career b blow~ng up r~hL 

We worked out with ~ Lh~s mornk~g~ ~ am trying to ~eL stronger but ~t was more fur with you ~n the room~ I am not one o~:these men that feels 

emasculated when a wom~n does things better. I always credit the extraordinary woman. Come back, you wH~ not regret it. As you know, Steve ~s V~RY 

From: Levy, Jennifer S 
Sent: Mlonday, July 08, 2013 11:19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: Thankyou! 

Anson, 

Thanks for your e-mail, You have always been generous with your time and I am very grateful to be able to learn from you. 

Did you see the National Champions billboard on 1-407 It is great, very un-Carolina- not humble at all- but I love it! 

Just what we need. 

and I are heading to LA next week for the Espy’s and look forward to spending time with you. thought 

there, I think he is checking. 

Great article on your daughter in the N&O, what a gift she has! 

See you soon, keep working in the weight room, I’m getting older! 

Best, 

Jenny 

might want to go since you are going to be 

Sent from my iPhone 

Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com @uncwlax 

On Jul 8, 2013, at 5:55 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.a_ .n_ _s_ 9_ n_ _ .@._ .e__ .m__a_!!_:._u_..n_c_.:@_.u_.> wrote: 

Jenny, 

Just a short note to thank you for all the kind things you have shared about me and my program. Here you win this incredible NATIONAL 

CHAMPIONSIHP and you keep mentioning our program. I pick up this month’s Carolina Blue and again your sweet and thoughtful reference to us is 

there and it is so heartfelt. 

I want you to know I am on cloud nine that we have collectively won the Capital One Cup! I love BEING THE #1Women’s Athletic Department in the 

country!!! 

Please know I am a great fan of yours as well. I have liked you from the first day you were hired here. And it is clear to me all the hard work you have 

done to fight to get where you are. I have always felt winning is about grinding and despite having to raise a young family (and I know how much of 

this responsibility ALWAYS falls on the women), your teams have more and more elements of greatness in them EVERY year I watch them. Heck, we 

can’t catch you guys in the weight room anymore!!! (Of course, I personally could never catch you either, so maybe this is perfectly appropriate!!) 

So congratulations on a brilliant year and the most amazing championship final I have EVER witnessed. I also enjoy the fact that we won in the same 

year AND that we both won against the grain, against the odds, against and through #1 seeds. You and your girls are wonderful champions and I am 

proud to call you my colleague. 

Let’s do this again sometime. What do you say? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesda? 2:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~)verizon net 
Sent: Monday, 11:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

[~verizon nell 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My team,                 will be playing in the ECNL National Championshit: 
play[ The exact :field assigmnent has not been made yet but it will be on ~ 

Thursday st 8:30 ~LM Friday At 8:30 AM 

Our schedule is: 

Sunday 

I£you are going to be there, I would really like :[’or you to come see me 

at 8:30 AM Monday at 8:30 AM ~ 

The address for the fields is: 

hope to see you there! 

(;enter £{id 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 2:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From @cox.net] 
Sent: Tuesday 12:25 AM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance. 

We have arrived in for the ECNL National Championships. It was a long trip to get here, but I am very excited about playing for 
Unfortunately, we still do not have our exact schedule yet. We know that we will be playing at 12:30 pm on Thursday,                       Sunc 
Please come see me play if you are at the ECNL Championships. My           iersey number is 

If you want me to contact you, please remember that you may let either of the following people know: our recruiting coordinator, 
Go Tarheels[ 

Position - Forward/Midfield - 
Club Team - 
ECNL Bio 

~cox.net 

Circular 230 Notice: In accordance with Treasury Regulations we notify you that any tax advice given herein (or in any attachments) is not intended or 

written to be used, and cannot be used by any taxpayer, for the purpose of {i) avoiding tax penalties or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to 

another party any transaction or matter addressed herein {or in any attachments). 

Attention: This message is sent by a law firm and may contain information that is privileged or confidential. If you received this transmission in error, 

please notify the sender by reply e-mail and delete the message and any attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday,. 2:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Interest in No~th Carolina Soccer Program 

From: }gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, : :1:42 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
I:::¢; Ducar, Chris; palladina@uncaa.unc.edu; 
Subject; Interest in North Carolina Soccer Program 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coac~’~ - Women’s Soccer 

URiversity of North Carolina 

Dear Coacl-: Anson, 

My name is and K am a Center Back and MJdfJelder for the 

Team. i am interested in attending and playing soccer for the University of N~rth Carolina. 

My team will be at the ECNL National Finals in . Our 

first game is cn , ~ at 2:30 PM on I h~pe you are a~ie t~ attend this 

ew~nt,     if not, I will also be playing at the following tournaments this; summer: 

i will send cut ray schedule for my gar@~s as it ccr@~s out. in the meantime, here are a few vlieo 

clips : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 2:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW 

Sent: Tuesday~ 3:19 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Girls Soccer Player from 

@vojvodic.com] 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I play for . I am mostly a defensive player, however I play midfielder as 

well. I am enterin£ year and will graduate from the class of . My current GPA is a I have competed in major 
tournaments and several different programs throughout the years, but I currently have my focus on ECNL competitions and college. I am jersey number 10. 

I am emailing you because UNC is currently in my top two colleges that I would like attend. I would like to attend this school because I am extremely interested in playing 
soccer on your team. I have heard that the team dynamic is great, and your coaching is excellent. Also, the academics of the school interest me. 

The Our Schedule is as follows; 

2. 

3. 

4. 

I will keep yon nlxtated when the field number becomes clear and if there are any schedule cha~ges. 

Thm~k you for your consideration mid please contact my coach J; 

Sincerely, 

~i_~_[?__c_~!__o__~__!A)__e__t.) for a complete evaluation. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)fCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:17 PM 

@aol.com 
~@hotmail.com         ,~!duke.edu;        @~nsn.com; Duc~x, C1Kis <~tucm@unc.edu>; 

~gtn~Jl.com; Stander, Thomas J <pacmaa~@unc.edu> 

RE: Team cmnp Sat 

ll@aol.com; 

Great Ashu ,,_ Ot: course these lectures are slurred buL I will try to give you a platforrn {some time I0 minutes) on Sat night, Your input will really help these 

coaches!! 

From:     @aol.com [mailtc      ~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday,. 8:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc..           @hotmail.com;        _~duke.edu;        @msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      _~aol.con~         @gmail.com; Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subjecl~: Re: Team camp Sa 

Sounds great, Anson! I will plan to drive up early in the morning and stay through the night lecture on Saturday. [:eel free to put me to use throughout the day in 

whatever way you see fit Otherwise, I will just enjoy seeing all of you and walking around to see the camp in action. 

I will check in with someone on Friday re: Saturday’s schedule. Another thank you to you and    for getting the book to the team camp coaches. 

give their greetings to you too! Look forward to seeing you soon, and all the best! 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

SOCCER-- Strategies [br Sustained Coachi~N Success (Me~ler & Meqer Sport~ 

Cell: Email: @aol.corn ................................... 

Web: w w w .letsgc?~etem-ashus.com 

Join 1he ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed 

If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be 

free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its 

unauthorized modification or use. 

In a message dated 

6:27:35 
P.M Eastern Daylight Time, .a_J?2~_~L~_~!F~_g_iLu___n__c_:~_,_hu- writes: 

I would love to have you come in, especially for one of the lectures (Sat night lecture on player development?) so you can talk about the elements of your 

book that will help these coaches get better!! I       tells me every coach will have your book in their coaches bag. 

From: ~aol.com I @aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:04 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Team camp Sat 

Hello Anson! 

How are you? Long time, no see/talk, and thal is completely my fault-- so sorry! Due to scheduling with out" newborn and my career change, I was not able to 

sign on to work team camp this summer-- I apologize, as ! feel bad since I always want to try to give back. 

Alas, I was thinking about coming up to team camp for a day, specifically this Saturday, july 13 (Day 4 of team camp) I could be available to talk with coaches if 

you’d like, and obviously I would love to see you and the staff. 

I am very appreciative of your continued support, and I also thank you for carrying the book at camp for the team coaches. The book has done well, and I just 

wish I could take more time to promote it! In any case, please let me know if you think a trip up to camp would be okay-- I understand eifl~er way. 

All the best to 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

Ceil: Ernail ’~aol.com 

Web: www [etsgogetern-ashus.com 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: FHIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICA’IION. Do not for~vard this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is 

addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this o-mail and any attachments 

are believed to be free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in 

any way from its unauthorized modification or use. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 3:18 PM 

@aol.com 
ILE: PS Another HP article .... 

FUNNYH 

From: ~ol.com [mailto @aol.com] 
Sent-" I uesday, 8:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc;           @hotmail.com;        @duke.edu 
Subject: PS Another HP article .... 

Ans, 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com; @gmail.com; Sander, Thomas J 

FYI: another ttelicopter Parent article: http:/iwww cnn.com/          qiving!cnn-parents-helicopter-parenting-job-searchiinde×.html?iid article sidebar 

Nothing too surprising here. I have a friend who says he’s had a job applicant actually bring his mother into an interview! (He did not get the job.) 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

SOCCER-- Strate,gies fi)r Sustai~*t’.d Coachi%g Success (Me~er & Meqt.,r Sport~ : 

Cell: ~ : Email: ~aol.com W 
e b: __u__z___w____w__ :_[__e__t_ ~ g _o_~g__e_!__e_!__n_ 2 _a_:}_[__~__ch}_£ _o__!__n- 

loin the ONE Campatgt’d www one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed. 

If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be 

free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its 

unauthorized modification or use 

In a message dated 6:27:35 PM. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@emaiI unc.edu writes: 

~ would ~ove to have you come ~n, especially for one of the ~ectures (Sat night lecture on player development?) so you can ta~k about the elements of your 

book that wi~ he~p these coaches get better!~        te~s me every coach will have your book ~n their coaches bag. 

From: ~aol.com @aol.com] 
Sent~ Monday, 6:04 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subjeet~ Team camp Sat 

Hello A~onI 

How are you? Long time, no see/talk, and that is completely my fault-- so sorryI Due to scheduling with our newborn and my career change, I was not able to 

sign on to work team camp this summer-- I apologize, as I feel bad since I always want to try to give back. 

;~as, I was thinking about coming up to team camp for a day, specifically this Saturday, ~,Day 4 of team camp). I could be available to talk ~vith coaches if 

you’d like, and obviously I would love to see you and the staff. 

I am veD" appreciative of your continued support, and I also thank you for carrying the book at camp for the team coaches. The book has done well, and I just 

wish I could take more time to promote itI In any case, please let me know if you think a trip up to camp would be okay-- I understand either way. 

All the best to you[ 

Take care, 

~hu 

SOCCER-- StraleNies (r~ Suslai~d Coachi~ Success (Me~er & Me~er Spogl, 

Cell EmaiL ~aol ,corn 

Join the ONE Can~tpaign! www one.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 3:21 PM 

k.koestue@campusoutreach~rvices.com; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

thompson@ca~pusoutreachservices.com 

RE: Hello frotn Katie Koestner and Poteutial Policy Iuslitute at UNC 

Katie, 

It is great to hear froltl you again! Thank you for this opportunity. Since this is out of my purview, I will leave this in Cricket’s capable hands~ 

All of us hope to see you back!! 

Frera: Katie Koestner [mailto:k.koestner@campusoutreachservices.com] 

Sent-" Tuesday, July 09, 2013 9:20 AM 

To-" Lane, Cricket; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc; thompson@campusoutreachservices.com 
Subject; Hello from Katie Koestner and Potential Policy Institute at UNC 

Hi Cricket and Anson, 

I hope you are having a fantastic summer! 

I wanted to find out if you would be enthusiastic about hosting a 1-day Policy Institute on Sexual Misconduct Risk Management, Prevention, and Protocol Issues for 

Schools this coming school year on Thursday, January 30th. We are running 25 events throughout the country. We have already confirmed most of our host schools, 

like Stanford in San Francisco and Riverdale Country School in NYC. Also interested are Cornell, University of Redlands, Penn, and Yale! 

We are having "special focus" institutes as well. For example: all boys’ schools, all girls’ schools, HBCU’s, Military Schools, Catholic Schools, etc. 

We thought you might host the one to have the "special focus" on what are special needs for athletic programs. We would love to partner with you on this 

important cause. 

The nutshell version of the benefits and costs to you for hosting are: 

Benefits: 

1. Unlimited attendance by School’s faculty and staff at no charge. (value of ~2000-~;4000) 

2. One set of Event Resources and Materials for School’s use. (value of ~lO00) 

3. One additional performance of the "He Said-She Said" alcohol and relationships case study program for its own students. (value of ~;4500 plus travel (5750)) 

4. An additional training by Katie Koestner for 51750 instead of Ms. Koestner’s usual fee of 56000. (value of ~;4250) 

5. Positive national recognition for leadership amongst peer institutions and many other agencies. 

6. Total potential immediate benefit to School: ~;15,000 

Responsibilities: 

1. Provide space for up to 120 to meet and have lunch from 9:30am to 4pm 

2. Provide simple lunch and coffee for up to 120 

3. Provide overnight housing on campus or nearby for 4 people 

Brittany will call you and send additional details shortly. 

Best regards, 

Katie 
Katherine Koestner 
cos i coo 
(P) 866-966-90t3 I (F) 866-966-9923 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 9, 2013 3:23 PM 

@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneres ! ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Why Your Confidence is Key in Recruiting 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf O~ Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 10:31 AM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Why Your Confidence is Key in Recruiting 
You’re receiving this email because of your relationship with Tudor Collegiate Strategies. Please confirm your continued interest in receiving email from us. 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

July 9, 2013 Volume 9, Issue 28 

Ever been to a restaurant where you’ve asked your waiter or waitress for a recommendation? 
Think about why you’re doing that: Is it because you just absolutely have no idea what to order? 
Or, is it because you see that the restaurant is a great place for a meal, and you want to know what they 
think is good because they’ve had a chance to experience the place on a long term basis? 
If you’re like me, it’s the second example. 
(Full disclosure: As the dad of three - the youngest of whom is just turning seven next week - most of my 
restaurant theme choices involve something with a clown, a mouse, era small Roman pizza take-out 

character named Caesar). 
Why do we seek out a recommendation at a restaurant? We’re looking for reassurance that we’ve chosen the 
right place to get a great meal, and we’re looking for someone else to help us make our decision. 
In short, we’re seeking some confidence from someone we deem as credible as we attempt to make a smart 

choice. 
The same driving forces behind that scenario are at play with your prospect... 

.c__ .I,_l_._c_._K__H.g R__~_T .o___._c_ O__NT_ !_N_u_.g. 
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Image removed by sender. NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

Your Pru!lrS  
Retention is such an important thing these days, in business and in college athletics. 
Everyone is talking about it. You know, keeping athletes on the team and in school...your 
school and your team. 
Here at Front Rush we have a very similar focus, which is client renewals. We want coaches 
to renew and not leave our team. As a result, we thought we would provide some insight into 
our best practices that are applicable to coaching. (Note: we have a 90% renewal 
percentage with our one year contract clients) 
Retention starts when recruiting starts and recruiting starts with setting expectations... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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NEW AGE RECRUITING ENGULFS COLLEGE FOOTBALL 

In the past half-century the game of college football has changed so much and 
in so many different capacities that coaches of yesteryear might not even 
recognize the sport they helped revolutionize. As money in the game has 
skyrocketed, the pressure to win, and win often, has become almost 
overwhelming. CLICK HERE 

GET THE LATEST RECRUITING NEWS, TIPS AND STORIES 

It’s the middle of Summer, but that doesn’t mean recruiting news takes a 
vacation. Want to keep up on the latest info, and get exclusive recruiting tips 
from Dan Tudor? Follow us on Twitter! CLICK HERE 

VIDEO: Sheqoille O’lteel On Coach Bale Brown- And Why 
He Chose LSiJ 
Shaquille O’Neal met Dale Brown from LSU when he was 13 years old and living in Germany 
with his father. 
Shaq asked Brown for some exercises to help him become a better basketball player, Brown 
did just that and then sent Shaq a letter every week for years hoping to recruit him. 
O’Neal says that Brown was the reason he chose LSU and that Brown believed in his talent 
when no one else did... 
CLICK HERE TO WATCH VIDEO 
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All-American Chooses To Become Walk-On, Gives 
Scholarship to Teammate 
by Scott G/eeson, USA Today Sports 
Creighton’s Doug McDermott has always been a team player. 
The two-time first-team All-American averaged 23.2 points and 7.7 rebounds a game last 
season, and his do-everything-for-the-team style of play always earned the respect of his 
teammates. 
"He’s all about the team, he makes us all better," guard Grant Gibbs told USA TODAY Sports 
last spring. 
Now, McDermott is sacrificing something much more than he ever had before. He’s sacrificing 
a scholarship. 
Creighton Sports Information Director Rob Anderson confirmed to USA TODAY Sports that 
McDermott will be a walk-on next season to make room for Gibbs, who was granted a sixth 
year of eligibility by the NCAA on Tuesday... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Image removed by sender. On-Campus Workshop 

Students C Athletes 
By Susanna Kim, ABC News 
The Oregon state legislature unanimously approved a plan to provide free tuition to students 
while they attend community colleges and public universities. 

fn return, they’ll pay back the state with a percentage of their incomes after graduation. 
Called "Pay it Forward, Pay it Back," the plan passed unanimously in Oregon’s Senate on 
Monday and in the House the previous week. 

The state’s Higher Education Coordinating Commission will next develop a pilot program and in 
2015 lawmakers will decide whether to implement the program. 

The bill was approved on the same day that interest rates on federally subsidized Stafford 
loans doubled to 6.8 percent after Congress failed to pass legislation preventing the 
automatic rate hike... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Want To Transfer and Play At Another Cefle!le? OK, But 
Hot Thare...er There 
by Greg Bishop, The New York Times 
When a quarterback decided last month to transfer to another football program after one 

season at Oklahoma State, he thanked the coach, who thanked him back. Here were two 
~arties seemingly in mutual agreement, on good terms, headed for an amicable divorce. 

Then the transfer process started, producing the latest and perhaps an extreme example of 
what is occurring throughout the country this time of year as many college athletes try to 
move to different universities, 

The Oklahoma State coach, Mike Gundy, ruled out nearly 40 universities as transfer options 
for quarterback Wes Lunt, an apparent show of gamesmanship and punishment toward a 
college athlete who wanted to take his skills elsewhere... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Image removed by sender. Client Insider Preview 

Coming up later this week for our TRS Clients and Premium Member~, we’ll go over the latest strategies 
for getting prospects to commit to a campus visit in the early Fall. Did you know ther~ are two key elements 
to making that happen, and that most coaches fail to address it as they plea for a recruit and his or her 
family to pick their school as one of their visits? 

We’ll make sure our members and clients aren’t making that mistake...look for that later this week! 

Not a TRS Client? Click here. 

Want to become a Premium t4ember? Click here. 

Have questions? Email Dan directly at dan@dantudor.com 

by Pete Thamel, SI.com 

On a perfect June afternoon, the Boston College football staff huddled in rectangular 
formation in its windowless staff recruiting room. White boxed lunches sat in front of the 15 
staff members -- who has time to eat elsewhere? -- and five separate whiteboards dedicated 
solely to BC’s 20:[4 recruiting class surrounded the group. 

The whiteboards contained the DNA of a modern college football program, intricately coded 
recruiting information ranging from assistant coach responsibilities to geographic areas to the 
all-important #beadude board. 

When Steve Addazio took over as Boston College’s head coach in December, he recognized 
that the program lacked depth and speed, an expected situation considering the Eagles 
combined to win a mere six games over the past two seasons. So he appointed the best 
recruiter he knew -- himself-- to the recruiting coordinator spot, an unusual move for a BCS 
head coach... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Forward this email to other coaches! 
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Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REC1PIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, ~     3:25 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: ECNL 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To= Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject: ECNL 

11:26 AN 

@cuemail.net] 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I hope all is well at Universit.3~ of North Carolina and thaJ~k you tbr you lbr attending ~me of my past ECNL games. My name is                  aJ~d I play for the 

¯ I am numbe~ a~d play center midIield and center back for my temn. I will be graduating 

School in The rea~n ti~r my emaJd is that I wanted to tell you hi~w interested I am in your school and its women’s soccer program. 

I understa3~d by NCAA rules you are not allowed to reply to this email but I wanted you to know that your school, is on nay list of potential colleges ti~r my future. I will 

be playing in the in and if you me available for the week, I would greatly appreciate it if you came to 

watch me play. My coaches na~n~e is and his email is ,, . You can also reach him at 1 

I will be playing my games ON                   at 2:30pro at the                          I’he field info has not been posted yet but will either be at 5,6,7 

or 8. I’m sorry for the inconvenience, but I hope to see you out there! Thank you for your time and consideration¯ Have a great week! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: ECN[ 

From: @optonline.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:43 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; ECNLI 

Coach Dorrance: 

I realize this reminder is a bit late, but I just wanted to inform you that my team c~ualified to compete at nationals and if you are able to make one of my games that 

would be great. My games are at 10:30 a~                                                                  3. Tomorrow is the"              for the 

complete schedule and all are welcome to come. My games will be taking place on either fields #5,6,7, and~lot 8. I hope to see you there! 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance. Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,           3:30 PM 

~)live unc.edtr~ 

I~E: Aa~ interes~ng article 

Awesome l?iece ..- Thank Vot~ l;or sharing it! 

Wh~t is happening? H,~w about James Madison? 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, :12:21 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: An interesting article 
~ found this interesting 

Thank you, 

@live.unc.edu 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday            3:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: Ngrnail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 3::t5 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach l)orrance, 
Hello, my name is : and I play forward for "the I was able to play 

in your state during one of my National pool camps and visit youx campus. I am also coming om this fall with my to watch you 

play UCLA. I am very interested in your program and I am hopeful you will be able to see me play in the future. Of course, I realize that 
hundreds of girls feel the same as me. I wanted to let you know that I will be in               at the       Women’s Elite Showcase 

We will be playing at the ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex. I know you trove many athletes who hope to play for you, so 
I’d-be honored if you could see me play. I have attached my soccer resume so you can see some of my past camps and teams. My goal is 
to play for an elite program that can and just did win a National championship and get a great education. I hope to see you in 

Yours truly, 



The University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer Team’s Core Values 2013 

People who make a living from studying what makes organizations excellent usually boil their 
consi stent success down to the group living a powerful set of core values. So if you were to read "In 
Search of Excellence: Lessons from America’s Best Run Companies" (by Tom Peters et. Al) or 
"Built to Last: Successful Habits of Visionary Companies" (by Collins & Porras) or "Good to 
Great: Why Some Companies Make the Leap... and Others Don’t (Collins) or even "The Seven 
Habits of Highly Successful People (Covey) or "The 10 Natural Laws of Successful Time and Life 
Management" (Smith), and these might be the best of the books by the brightest minds,.., what these 
people are trying to teach us is this: there are certain principles &behavior that produce extraordinary 
results. 

Every year when I meet with the rising seniors each week in the spring our discussions center 
around our core values and what they can do to live them and how they can help drive everyone within 
the culture to live them as well. Human nature being what it is, some leaders embrace the personal and 
public challenge of our discussions and some don’t; just like some people within the culture live the 
core values and some just don’t have the strength. 

What we are trying to do now is collect our core values under an umbrella of quotes that are 
meaningful to us (coaches and rising seniors). Obviously, since I have been reflecting on this longer 
and with a better understanding of what kind of behavior will positively effect our culture (because I 
have seen quite a bit in coaching the past 36 years) much of what you are going to digest are ideas that 
have inspired me. Still, every rising senior has made contributions or is sold on these ideas because we 
ask them to review them in the spring. We need them to embrace and live what we have collected 
below because our culture and core values are only as strong as our leaders and what they endorse and 
drive as acceptable behavior. 

So over the past 34 years, since our program began in 1979, what are the best elements of 
our tradition? What are our core values? 

The Core Values 

Let’s begin with this, we don’t whine. This tough individual can handle any situation and never 
complains about anything on or offthe field. ("The true joy m life is to be a force offortune 

instead of a feverish, selfish #ttle clod of ailments and grievances complaining that the world 
will not devote itself to making you happy. " George Bernard Shaw). 

TOUGH - from Nordic wheel cross signifying thunder, power, and energy 

II. The truly extraordina~ do something. This individual has remarkable self-discipline, 
does the summer workout sheets from beginning to end without omission or substitution, and 
every day has a plan to do something to get better. ("Roosevelt, more than any other man #ving 

within the t~nge of notoriety showed the singular primitive qua#O, that belongs to ultimate 
matter, the qua#O, that medieval theolog-y assigned to God." ’he was pure act’. " HenO, Adams 

Theodore Rex - Desmond Morris). 

DISCIPLINED - from "careful" cycle on washing machine 



III. And vve want these four years of college to be rich, valuable and deep. This is that focused 
individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads her life here with the 
proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest public 
standards and most noble universal ideals, she makes good choices to best represent herself, her 
team, and her university. ("College is about books. And by the word books’, the proposition 
means this: College is about the best available tools" books’, computers, lab equipment for 

broadening your mastery of one or more important subjects" that will go on deepening your 

understanding of the world, yourself and the people around you. 

This" will almost certainly be the last time in your life when other people bear the expense 
of cm, arding you four years of financially unburdened time. If you use the years primarily for 

mastering the skills of social life as though those skills" shouldn ’t already have been acquired 
by the end of middle schoo~or if you use lhese years for testing the degree to which your 
vulnerable brain and body can bear the strains of the alcoholism with which a number of 
students depart campus, or the sexual excess" that can seem so rewarding (to name only two of 

the lurking maelstroms), then you may ultimately leave this vast table of nutriment as the one 

more prematurely burnt-out case." Reynolds Price). 

- from camera focus button 

IV. We work hard. This individual embodies the "indefatigable human spirit" and never stops 
pushing herself. She is absolutely relentless in training and in the match. ("2he difference 

between one person and another, between the weak and the powerful, the great and the 

insignificant, is energy invisible determination... This quafity will do anything that has" to be 
done in the world, and no talents’, no circumstances, no opportunities will makeyou a great 
person without it." Thomas Buxton - Philanthropist). 

RELENTLESS - from the symbol for Saturn: god of"relentless natural forces" 

We don’t freak out over ridiculous issues or live in fragile states of emotional catharsis or create 
crises where none should exist. The best example is the even-keeled stoic that is forever 
unflappable and resilient. The worst example is the "over-bred dog," that high maintenance, 
overly sensitive "flower" that becomes unstable or volatile over nothing significant. ("What an 
extraordinary place of liberties the l~’est really is... exempt from many oft he relentless 
physical and social obligations necessary for a traditional l{fe for survival, they become spoiled 
and fi’agile #ke over bred dogs; neurotic andprone to a host of emotional crises elsewhere. " 
Jason Elliot An Unexpected Light: Travels" in Afghanistan). 

RESILIENT - nautical buoy symbol which rises and falls with the water, 
always staying upright. 



VI. We choose to be positive. Nothing can depress or upset this powerful and positive life force - 
no mood swings, not even negative circumstances can affect this "rock". ("... everything can 

be taken from a man but one thing: the last of the humanjO’eedoms to choose one’s attitude in 
any given set of circumstances, to choose one’s own way. And there were always choices to 
make. Every day, every hour, offered the oppormnily Io make a decision, a decision which 
delermined whelher you would or wouM not submit to those powers which threatened to rob you 

of your very se./~," your inner.f!~eedom; which determined whether or not you would become the 
plaything of c#’cumstance . . . in the final analysis it becomes clear that the sort of person (you 

are is) the resu# of an inner decision ... therefore, an): man can.., decide.., that (this) last 
inner freedom cannot be lost." Viktor E. Frankl Alan’s Search ~’or Meaning). 

POSITIVE 

VII. We treat eve~’one with respect. This is that classy angel that goes out of her way to never 
separate herself from anyone or make anyone feel beneath her. "Class is the graceful wayyou 
treat someone even when they cart do nolhing for you. "Doug Smith, Mgr (’86)) 

CLASSY - British hobo symbol for "here live generous people" 

VIII. 

~ 
thee." John Donne 

’V" CARING 

We care about each other as teammates and as human beings. This is that non-judgmental, 
caring and inclusive friend that never says a negative thing about anyone and embraces 
everyone because of their humanity, with no elitist separation by academic class, social class, 
race, religious preference, or sexual orientation. ("No man is an island, entire of itself, every 
man is apiece of lhe continent, apart of the main.., any man’s death diminishes me, because I 

am involved in mankind, and therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for 

For Whom the Bell Tolls). 

IX. When we don’tp!gy as much as we would like we are noble and still support the team and its 
mission. This remarkably noble, self sacrificing, generous human being always places the team 
before herself. ("[[ there is a meaning in life at all, then there must be a meaning in suffering. 

Suffering is art ineradicable part of life, even as fate and death. 14/Tthout suffering and death 
human life cannot be complete. 7he way in which a man accepts his fate and all the suffering it 

entails’, the way in which he takes up his cross, gives hint ample opportunity even under the 
most d~fficu# circumstances to add a deeper meaning to his lijo. It may remain brave, 

dignified and unse~sh. Or in the bitter fight for self-preservation he may forget his human 
digni(y and become no more than an animal Here #es the chance for a man either to make use 

of or to f!)rgo the opportunities of attaining the moral values lhat a difficult situation may afford 
him. And this decides whether he is worthy of his sufferings or nol. " Viktor E. Frankl Man’s 

Search for Meaning). 

NOBLE - Hittite sign for king 



We play for each other. This is the kind of player that works herself to death covering for all of 
her teammates in the toughest games. Her effort and care (her verbal encouragement) make her a 
pleasure to play with and her selflessness on and off the field helps everyone around her. 
("People don’t care how much you know until they know how much you care." Note given to 
me by Rakel Karvelsson (UNC ’98)) 

SELFLESS - from combination of ancient symbols for "not" and "relating to self" 

XI. We are well led. This is the verbal leader on the field that is less concerned about her popularity 
and more concerned about holding everyone to their highest standards and driving her 
teammates to their potential. This galvanizing person competes all the time and demands that 

everyone else do as well! ("Not long ago, to ’befieve in yourself’ meant taking aprincipled, and 
often lonely, stand when it appeared difficu# or dangerous to do so. Now it means accepting 

one’s own desires and mcfinations, whatever the), may be, and taking whatever steps that may 
be necessary to advance them. " William Damon Greater Expectations). 

("Not often in the story of mankind does a man arrive on earth who is both steel and velvet, who 
is as hard as" rock and soft as" dr(fiingfog, who holds in his heart and mind the paradox of 

terrible storm and peace unspeakable and perfect. " Carl Sandburg about Abraham Lincoln) 

GALVANIZING - international symbol for pushbutton or switch 

XII. We want our lives (and not iust in soccer’} to be never ending ascensions but for that to happen 
properly our fundamental attitude about life and our appreciation for it is critical. This is that 
humble, gracious high-achiever that is grateful for everything that she has been given in life, 
and has a contagious generosity and optimism that lights up a room just by walking into it. 
("Finally there is the question of whether we have a duly to joel grateful. Hundreds of 
generations who came before us fived dire, short fives, in deprivation or hunger, in ignorance or 
under oppression or during war, and did so partly motivated by the dream that someday there 

would be men and women who fired long fives in fiberty with plenty to eat and without fear of an 
approaching storm. 

Suffering through privation, those who came bejbre us accumulated the knowledge that makes 
our fives.favored;fought the battles that made out" fives.free; physically built much of what we 

rely on for our prosperiO~; and, most important, shaped the ideals" of fiberty. For all the myriad 
problems of modern society, we now five in the world our forebears would have wished for us 

in many ways, a better place than they dared imagine. For us not to feel grateful is treacherous 

selfishness. 
Faifing to feel gratgful to those who came bejbre is such a corrosive notion, it must account at 
some leveljbr part of our bad feefings about the present. The solution~ reb#’th of 

thankfuhtess is in our self-interest". Gregg Easterbrook, The Pro tess Paradox.) 

GRATEFUL - Gordian knot indicating person is "bound" by debt of thanks 

At our annual athletic banquet, the highest award you can win is not team MX,&; it is the Kelly 
Muldron Award, an award for character. These symbols on the left are sewn into a Nike fleece 
that is awarded to you if you finish in the top three in any "core value". They are all displayed up 
the right side of your fleece if you have earned more than one. 



The University of North Carolina 
Women’s Soccer 

Self/Peer Evaluation 

So with these things in mind let’s look at where we stand and our teammates stand with our core 
values. First, measure yourselves against all twelve of them: "how many of them do you live and to 
what extent?". Then measure your teammates against them. (Obviously the freshmen just do a self- 
evaluation for now.) The grading scale is "0" to "5" with "0" being the worst example of this core 
value on the team and "5" being the best example of this core value on the team. And "4" being "an 
extraordinary example of this core value," "3" being "embodies thi s core value most of the time," "2" 
being "embodies this core value some of the time" and "1 .... means this person rarely embodies this 
core value" or is the embodiment of an "over-bred dog" or whatever the negative opposite extreme of 
that core value is... 

1. We don’t whine: this tough individual can handle any situation and never complains about 
anything on or offthe field. 

2. The truly extraordinary_ do something every_ day: this individual has remarkable self- 
discipline, does the summer workout sheets from beginning to the end without omission or 
substitution and every day has a plan to do something to get better. 

3. And we want these four "~,ears of college to be rich, valuable and deep: this is that focused 
individual that is here for the "right reason" to get an education. She leads her life here with 
the proper balance and an orientation towards her intellectual growth, and against the highest 
public standards and most noble universal ideals, she makes good choices to best represent 
herself, her team, and her university. 

4. We work hard: this individual is the "indefatigable human spirit" and never stops pushing 
herself. She is absolutely relentless in training and in the match. 

5. We don’t freak out over ridiculous issues or live in fragile states of emotional catharsis or 
create crises where none should exist: best example is the even-keeled stoic that is forever 
unflappable and resilient. The worst example of this is the "over-bred dog" that high 
maintenance, overly sensitive "flower" that becomes unstable or volatile over nothing 
significant. 

6. We choose to be positive: nothing can depress or upset this powerful and positive life force, 
no mood swings, not even negative circumstances affect this "rock". 

7. We treat everyone with respect: this is that classy angel that goes out of her way to never 
separate herself from anyone or make anyone feel beneath her. 

8. We care about each other as teammates and as human beings: this is that non-judgmental 
caring and inclusive friend that never says a negative thing about anyone and embraces 
everyone because of their humanity, with no elitist separation by academic class, social class, 
race, religious preference or sexual orientation. 

9. When we don’t play as much or we would like we are noble and still support the team and its 
mission: this remarkably noble self sacrificing generous human being always places the team 
before herself. 

10. We play for each other: this is the kind of player that works herself to death covering for all 
her teammates in the toughest games. Her effort and care (her verbal encouragement) make 
her a pleasure to play with and her selflessness on and off the field helps everyone around her. 

11. We are well led: this is a verbal leader on the field that is less concerned about her popularity 
and more concerned about holding everyone to their highest standards and driving her 
teammates to their potential. This inspirational person competes all the time and demands 
that everyone else do as well! 



12. We want our lives (and not just in soccer) to be never endin~ ascensions but for that to happen 
properly our fundamental attitude about life and our appreciation for it is critical: this is that 
humble, gracious high achiever that is grateful for everything she has been given in life, and 
has a contagious generosity and optimism lights up a room just by walking into it. 

Right after you email your Peer / Self Evaluation back, begin memorizing the three core value 

quotes (from pages 1-3) assigned to your class below. They are listed in order of class. 

I: freshmen 
II: freshmen 

III: freshmen 
IV: so ~homores 

V: so~homores 
VI: so ~homores 

VII: jumors 
VIII: jumors 

IX: jumors 
X~ seniors 

XI: semors 
XII: semors 

You will be tested in front of the team in preseason, and then tested in every player conference 
that you have (three a year). Not only do you have to memorize them, but you have to understand 
them, so reflect on them as well. Anson Dorrance, the law school dropout, will be cross-examining 

you, and these have to be "performed" in front of your teammates.., these are wonderful insights into 
how we should lead our lives so present them with some drama and passion! Be prepared! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:38 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

..... Ori¢ina[ Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ducat, Chris 
Subject: 

7:17 PM 
(@cox net] 

Hello Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, 

My name ~s                   I am entering my ¯        year of high school at I researched your school on the Internet and was very interested in what 
UNC has to offer in regards to academics and the soccer program. I want to continue playing soccer in college It is my hope to do so as a member of the Tar Heels soccer team. 

I ~lav for the              ~CNL team and my jersey number is 1. The positions I play are forward and defender. Our team will be playing in the 
and the Blues (;up Tournament on                                                         I would really like for you to watch me play 

have included my profile which includes contact information, ~pcoming tournaments and soccer honors. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 10:39 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

..... Ori¢ina[ Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Tuesday 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Su~iect: 

Coach Dorrance, 

9:25 PM 

My name is ~                    and I play Jk~r th~                            . We will be playing in        this week for the National Championship and I hope to see you there I 
would love to attend the University of North Carolina. If you are considering me lk~r your program could you email my coach your cell phone number so I could set up a time to contact you? 
To conclude my         gear, academically I was apart of AP as well as Pre-AP classes with all    My GPA was a     and I was ranked                             class. I attached 
my resume again, and I hope to see you in 

Thank You, 

Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:39 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday. 9:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: 
HI UNC COACHES .... I AM EHAILING YOU TO LET YOTJ KNOW THAT I AM GUEST PLAYING FOR THE FCV 

ECNL NATIONALS IN THIS WEEK. IF YOU HAPPEN TO BE ATTENDING - PLEASE COME 
AND SEE ME PLAY. I A~ AND I AM A GRAD. I REALLY WANT TO ATTEND UNC! I LEFT MY 
OTHER MESSAGES TO YOU BELOW SO YOU HAVE ALL OF MY CONTACT INFORMATION AND MY COACHES AS 
WELL. PLEASE REACH OUT TO -MY COACH- IF YOU CAXq MAKE IT. HIS EMAIL IS 

HIGHLIGHTED BELOW. 

..... t’orwamea Message ..... 

From: ~vahoo.com> 

To: "&N~N@~_NG~:~_N_G:_~_~" <&N~N@~_NG~:~_N_G:_~_~.>; "BPALLADINQ@.UNCAA.UNC.EDU" <BPALLADINQ@.UNCAA.UNC.EDU>; 
"DUCAR@UNCAA,UNC.E DU" <DUCAR~UNCAA.UNC.EDU> 
Sent: Thumdav, 11:10 AM 

SuNect: 

Hello UNC Coaches! 
This is again. I am emailing today to send you the schedule for Nationals in 
CO for the next few days. We just got the schedule so I apologize for the late notice. My 
schedule is below and I also will recap who I am so you remember me, I really want to come 
to UNC!!!!! 
Recap: I am a Graduate. I am VERY serious about UNC! I have emailed you for the Disney 
Tournament last the tournament and now this one. I also attended a college ID camp 
at UNC last year. I also filled out your prospect recruit form. I am and I am a 
defender. I am ranked     as a defender in the                       I play for the_                  - 
ECNL         . We have been written up as the BEST DEFENSE IN THE ECNL, I am fast - I have 

never lost a foot race! I am a starting Varsity and I 

am a ~ I play every second ~f every game. I am 
and I have a       GPA. I am extremely serious about soccer and my academics. I know 

that UNC will be a great fit for me. 
I would love for you to come and see me play again. Below is my schedule for the 
Championships in Denver. I know for NCAA rules you cannot respond to me - but please reach 
out to my coach                                     or email him at 

Below is a link to my ECNL profile. I look forward to meeting you. My contact information 
for my parents is below my link, Thanks for coming to see me play, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 10:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Mt Hood Challenge - 500 texans and counting!! 

From: Mike Morris-Mr Hood Challenge 
Sent: Tuesday, July 09, 2013 i0:36 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Mt Hood Challenge - 500 teams and counting!! 

@comcast.net] 

The current temn list is posted at the bottom of this email, including age group, gender, club, state/province and team name ...... OOPS ........... the dang list is so long 

our email server would not send it out ......... SO ........ you will hm~e to click on this link to get to the team list. 

w~’.mthoodchallenge.com/teamlist 

As of midnight on July 7th, we had more than 500 teams registered tbr this year’s Nike Mt t tood Challenge. It is anybody’s guess what our final team count will be this 

year, but it is exciting to know the Challenge will be HUGE ! 

The tournament formats ~2[low for a ma?dmum of twelve or sixteen texans per age group/division, depending on the age group. Today I closed the U 13 Girls Silver 

group at sixteen teatns. Other age groups/divisions that could close at anytime are Boys U10 Silver, Boys U11 Silver, Girls U10 Silver, Girls U12 Bronze, Girls U12 
Silver, Girls U13 Gold. Girls U13 Premier. Girls U14 Premier. Girls U14 Silver and Girls U1, -U19 Silver. With the tournament more than a month away and 

registration open until August 1 st, there will probably be many changes in the teatn list~ teatns moving to a different division, dropping out, etc. I would strongly 

recommend, however, that if your team is in one of the age groups listed above, you register as soon as possible. ])’or the U13 Girls Silver group, I do expect some 

change as teams play in other events, so I will accept three additional teams to the waiting list. If a spot opens, teams will be remov ed off the waiting list in the order 

they registered, OR, your team can choose to move to gold or bronze. 

th th Tournament dates are August 9 - 11 for the UI 5-UI 9 teams and August 16th- 18th tbr the U9-U14 teams. Ever?~hing else you need to know is m~ailable on the 

tournament website ~wwv.mthoodchallenge.com, or you can call me (503-317-7576) to discuss the details of the tournament. 

Once again this yea~, every team that enters is guaJcanteed four games AND every team will a&zance to the playoIt;. In my view, that is the reason the Mt Hood 
Challenge has grown to be one of the l~:rgest youth soccer tournatnents in the country in just five ye~:rs, but I could be wrong. Maybe it is my humorous ema~ls and 

good looks. And maybe pigs fly. Whatever the reason for our grov~th, we me confident your tean~ will have a great experience at this year’s event. 

We are looking forward to seeing you in August!’. 

Mike Morris 

Tournament Director 
Nike Mt Hood Challenge 

I(a~con] ca st.net 

503-317-7576 

Valorie Westlund 

Tournament/Travel Coordinator 
Nike Mt Hood Challenge 

i [ ,~)~wuse.net 

503-740-6734 

If you do not wish to receive any further emaiis from Tournament Services, Click Here 

.C._[i.c_ .k__ .H__e_r_g: to read our opt out policy. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:41 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); - .~aol.com 

l~W: All fl~e way frown 

From: . . @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:08 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: All the way from 
Dear Coaches, 

My name is            and I am an American teenager who is currently living in           As my position overseas makes it difficult to reach out to colleges and 

coaches. I would appreciate it if you would check out my s~ats and game film on my online p~ofile here - It is a 
compilation from my latest high school sea.son, my As I have played soccer in .... my entire lit~, I have no 

idea how I stack up to players who have been in the American system for years, but please take a look and let me know. It has come to my attention that t?om 

you will be some of the coaches at the Premier Soccer College ID Camp, to which I am in attendance. I look forward to hea~ing t~om you. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:41 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @verizon.net] 

Sent: Wednesday,. ’2:33 AlVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I safely made it to today! I’m looking forward to the festivities tomorrow and then on to the games! My first game is on Thursday,. at 12:30prr 

Field #2. 

If you are attending, hopefully there is room in your schedule and you are able to come watch a game or two. My and I are still planning to come by the North Carolina campus so 

perhaps I can meet up with you there. 

Thank you and I wish you the best as you prepare for the upcoming season 

Sincerely 

~(~,verizon rlet 

).s bcq[o ba I. net 

On ~(~,w., rizorl, n et> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My team , qualified for the ECNL finals in We are so excited to play against the best of the best! While we are in ’ 
drive to North Carolina and take a look around the campus. I’d love to meet with you and any of the team, if you are available. 

If you plan on coming to watch any games at the event, please come by and watch me play. Once the schedules are posted, I’ll email a copy to you. 

Thanks! 

and I are going to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:55 AM 

@y~hoo.com> 
~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

Great.,., I witl be up fate (Sunday) but Chris wilt be there earlier in the week! ’gnd good luck       I hope you guys clean every one out. 

From: ;@yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:2:~ AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject: 

Good Morning Anson, 
team. 

We don’t have our schedule yet, but as soon as I get it I will shoot you another email. 
I missed all but one game because I went back to       for a bit and then straight to Nationals in 

This will basically be my first game with the team, but            has been to all the games and has done great! 
I’ll send the game schedule as soon as I get it, if you’d like to come watch! 
Hope all is well Coach! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:46 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ll::.t0 AlVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Anson, 

My name is ] I go to 

defense and my jersey number is 2. 

Last month my team and I went to to play in the ECNL Nationals Playoffs and we won our bracket so now this week we ~:re playing for the 

and I would love it if you could come out to one of my games! Here is my schedule: 

and I am in the graduating class of . I play 

I reaJly hope you can make it out to one! Your school is my number l choice and I mn excited to see what the future will hold for us. Here is a li~k to my ECNL bio: 

Als~ attached is my resume. 

Thank you and hope to hear t?om you soon! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3:46:48 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 

From: ~me,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:18 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

As promised, below is the schedule for my team, for the US Youth Soccer National 

Championships in ~ If you or someone on your staff are planning to attend this event, I would really 

appreciate it if you would take some time out of your schedule to watch me compete. 

Can’t Wait! 

Thank you, 

On , at 11:48 AM, wrote: 



Good afternoon Coach Dorrance 

My name is and am an upcoming The University 

of North Carolina is at the very top on my list of most desired schools to attend after I graduate in I am very 

interested in attending UNC for your undergraduate program in exercise and sport science as well as your highly 

competitive women’s soccer program. In doing my research, I discovered that you will be heading down this way to play 

this fall. I am looking forward to taking a road trip to to watch the Tar Heels take on the 

onS 

Currently I play for under the direction of coach . We had a successful 

season, qualifying for through a second place finish in the east. We also qualified for the US 

Youth Soccer National Championships by tying for first place in our division in the National League. We have been 

training hard and are prepared to achieve our goals of winning later this month and then being 

crowned 

If you or someone on your staff are planning to attend either of these events, I would greatly appreciate it if you would 

schedule some time to watch me compete. Our game schedule for is below. I will forward our 

schedule for Nationals as soon as it becomes available. 

Your time and consideration are greatly appreciated. 

Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 4:38 PM 

bill palladino @aol.com> 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: . 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

My name is                      I am a student athlete from 

I am interested in competing in college for the         . semester. 

As a prospect of the Colleffe Prospects of America program, I am well 
informed and assisted in the steps and requirements to compete in the 
United States. 

If my academic and athletic results below are a fit for your program, you 
can contact me directly by responding to this e-mail or at: 

Questions About This 

Prospect? 

Sport: Women’s Soccer 

Position: 

Graduation Date 

Available: 

View Olfline Video 

General 

Nalne: 

Address Line 1: 
Address Line 2: * 

City: , State: 

Country: - ° 

Phone 1: 

Phone 2: 

Email: 

Date of Birth: 

Zip: 

Academics 

GPA Estimate: 

SATM: SATCR: SAT Total: 

TOEFL: 
Career Ambition: Mathematics 

High School Information 

High School: 

Coach: 

Coaches Call, 

For ,411 Your Recruiting Needs E-mail 

Stats/Additional Info 



Phone: 
Height: 

E-m all: N~A Weight: 
Addifion~ Coach: 

Dominant Hand: Right 
Phone: Dominant Leg: Right 
E-mail:        ~hottnail.com 

Profile Updated: 

::i::ilTeam at the I 
(played it 3 times) and 

Goalkeeper selected to represent the 
Has international Experience competing in such events as the 

reaching the Finals at the 

Selection 

She has already played in two different teams that compete in the 1st Division of the 
was the youngest player in her team to play in the and 

was amongst the youngest goalies competing in the 

~ii~ii In    she played the where only two goals were scored against her, hal ping her team tc 

~lr~ ~ e h Other Information: 

Forward email 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: {DlWSOC} Annual Region IV Gifts ODP Pool Cmnp information 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {D1WSOC} Annual Region IV Gifts ODP Pool Camp information 

From: Jerry Smith <jsmith@~u.edu> 

To: DI WSOC@soccerlists.org 

CC: 

Good afternoon coaches, 

Region IV Girls ODP will hold it’s annual Regional Pool Training Camp July 29-August 2 on pristine fields at Pleasant Valley Soccer Park in Camarillo, CA. We are being 
hosted by the Eagles Soccer Club and we would like to invite you to attend. These pools will be the best 36-48 players in Region IV from the 96, 97, 98, 99, and 00 birth 
years. These dates are the weekdays in between the two Surf Cup weekends if you’re looking to get a little extra bang for your recruiting dollar. There are several good hotel 
options right next to the fie~ds. 

Training on the evening of July 29 will be light and we will not be going to the field on August 2~ We will be playing matches in the evenings on Tuesday, Wednesday, and 
Thursday of that week. Exact match times are currently being determined. Our pools will be training in the mornings on those same days. All matches and trainings will be at 
the Pleasant Valley Fields which is located at 152 W. Park Ct., Camarillo, CA 93012. 

Additional information regarding rosters will be forthcoming. We are in the final stages of selecting our pools for all our age groups and will have it up on the Region IV website 
early next week at http://wwv¢.regioniv.com/odp/girlspools.htm. Also, I’m happy to email the rosters to you once we have them finalized with numbers which will not be until 
the week prior to our camp. 

We hope you’re available to come see some of the best players in Region IV! 

Thank you, 

Jerry Smith 

USYS Region IV Girls ODP Head Coach 

N SCAA Staff" Coach 

Women’s Soccer, Head Coach 
Santa Clma University 

i smith,@.scu.edu 

Check ont one of 

Click lbllow link to view profile http:~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~gmaJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I received your qnefftiolmaire yesteMay ~d I will fill it out this week. I wanted to let you know that laser night I was invited back to the next 
Team training cmnp in ~                      . If yon or anyone from yonr s~ff is in the area I’d love to have you see me play. 

Yours lruly, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 4:47 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2013 NSCAA/TDS College Scoreboard 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: 2013 NSCAAiTDS College Scoreboard 

From: "TopDrawerSoccer.com" <scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi ,~nson, 

* *Please disregard if you have alrea@ done this for 2013. Th ank),out * * 

The 2013 college season is just around the comer, and now is the time to begin updating the NSCAA College Soccer Scoreboard. 

If you already have access to the scoreboard interface, please Si~,n In and input your 2013 schedule and update your roster. If you do not know your password, click here 
to retrieve it. 

1. We have automatically advanced all players from the 2012 roster one year except seniors, they were not touched. 

2. Do not input e.,dlibition games, they will be deleted. 

If you are a new coach or SID and need access, please do the following: 

1. Register on TopDrawerSoccer.com (click this link, or register at the top right corner of our home page.) 

2. Once registered, email us at scoreboard~)topdrawersoccer.com and we will give you access to yore" college program (or programs if affiliated with both men and 

3. Once you have access, simply "Sign In" in the top right corner of TopDrawerSoccer.com, and then click on "Profile" in the top right corner. On the next screen 

you will see a tab with your college’s name (or tabs if you have access to men and women) for the scoreboard interface. 

Please have both your roster and sd~edule updated by July 19, 2013. Changes can be made prior to the begimfing of the season, but all initial updates should be completed by 

that time. REMEMBER: In order to qualify for NSCAA post-season awards, all information must be accurate and complete. 

Stay tuned for more updates in the coming weeks’. 

Regards, 

TopDrawerSoccer.com and the National Soccer Coaches Association of America 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; bill paJladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Origina] Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: FW: 

From: "Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.anc.edu-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Shelly .... 

Unfortunately, we can only provide her with Camp/Clinic Brochures, Questionnaires, Non-Athletics Institutional Publications that are available to all students at 

any ~:im~-’_~ (e.g., offi(:h~ academic, adrmssions amt student-.serv~ces pubfi(:at~ons) or NCAA ~?duc~;~:~onal Materh~ ~X~bl~shed by the NCAA 

gecat~se of her age, there are no other recm~ting m~;~:erials that can be provided to her troth ~ ~n high school 

Please let us know ~[: you have any add~tiona~ questions. 

MarieHe 

MarieHe A, vanGe~der 

Associate Athletic Director 

University o[ North 

Phone: (919~ 962-7853 

Fax: (9~9) 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

~ Street, Shelly 
$eBt~ ~riday, :7:42 PM 
Te~ Vangelder, Marielle A 

¢~ ansonC~unc~edu 
S~bjeCt~ ~: I 
From Anson - 

So for this kid we can only send thai bone dry thing about contact admissions? Surely we can do better than that? 

From: ~cuema![~net] 
Sent: Friday, 3:47 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My gut says you get 100s maybe 1000s ofe mails from all hype to the top prospects in the nation. I would love to learn more about you your coaching style and 

philosophy. I would als~ like to introduce myself to you and learn what you are looking for in a student athelete. 

tteres a little atx)ut me 

l .)    gpa for         ~ grade pre ap classes 

2.) Named athelete if the year ~x~d student of the year for, 

3.) 2 year captian for tny 

4.) Pulled up to premier team for us western regionals to play wing and attacking ad a utility player. We won the 

Am I there yet.., no.. you never get there you just keep improving. So what do you need to see so that I can play for you? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 4:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 96 Michigan Hawks 

august.pdf; October.pdf; September.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 96 Michigan Hawks 

From: Doug Lmadefeld ~sbcglobal.neL~ 

To: Anthony DaJuz <d~Juz@wfu.edtC,,Tom Saxton < saxtont@ath.msu.edu>,Taamny Anderson ~nder505@ath.msu.edu>,Robbie Church 

<church@duaa.duke.edu>,lindsay Basaly <lbasaJy@bgsu.edu>,paula mlkins <plw@athletics.wisc.edu>,greg .ryan <gregryan@umich.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" 

<anson@email.unc.edt~-,"Ducar, Chris" <duca@unc.edu>,Nate norman ~athan.norman@wmich.edu>,Evans Brad <brad.evan@utoledo.edu>,Michael Moynihan 

~gm~il.com>,Michael ~noynihan <michael.moynihan(c))northwestem.edtC,~Nicky Adaa~s 

<thrasher@rice.edu-;,wsoccer~jndiana.edu, dmn@georgetown.edu 

CC: adil salmoni                @gmail.com>,Michelle Brach         "_c}earthlink.net~,Derek Williford            ~aol.com> 

Coaches, 

wanted to touch base about my players that are coming to you in 2014. ’]’here has been a bit of "senioritis" with the last couple of U18 teams in our club. 
Although, I don’t see this being a problem with this team and these players, I would like to take a positive proactive approach to avoid any ~ssues. 

To ensure that the girls are able to come to you and contribute next year, I would like to lind out from you, if there is anything in particular yo u would like to see them improve on over this 
next year Please call or email me with your thoughts I will then encourage each of them to make contact with you in the next month to get this same information, directly from you I think 
that if we are all on the same page, we have a better chance of helping them get ready 

Everything we do this year will be required. ’l’here are extenuating circumstances that will be considered but I hope to get each player to commit fully to getting ready With this in mind, I 
have attached our schedule for the fall. I hope that their official visits can take place without missing any of our games. 

Lastly, we have struggled to get players to a high level of fitness. I hope that you would be willing to send me something that has worked for you, both preseason and during season 
activities. We plan on trying some things but would appreciate anything that has been successful for you. 

Good luck this fall and thartks in advance for all of your help. 

Doug Landefeld 
96 Michigan Hawks 



Google Calendar 7/10/13 9:52 AM 

Calendar 

Sun Mols Tue Wed Thu Fri              Sat 

28 29 30 31 Aug 1 2 3 

5:S0p U17 Practi~ [~g~i-i6} .................... ] [~g~[X6} ..................... 
7p U18 Practice 10 UI7 Practice 

11 :S0 UI 8 Practk 

2p U17 Practice 

3:30~ UI8 Practk 

ill 12 13 14 15 16 17 
8p U18 Practice 6:30p U18 Practk 6:S0p U17 Practk 

8p U17 Practice 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 
~p u.~ s Practice ....u..!...7....~.~..t.!..o..~L.C..~.’ -.u4..7.~..N..~.t.!~.~..~e~£..c..~[~..u4..7..~..N..~.t.!~.~..~£..c..~£~[~..u4~..N..~.t.L~.~.~L.c..£ 

6:30p U18 Practk 6:30p UI 7 Practk 

8~ U17 Practice 

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

[...U4..7......N...~.t.!...o..~.~L.C..£I[...U4..7._..N...~.t.!..o..~£..C...d L...u4..7.._..N..£t!...o..~.~L.C...d[...u4.7....~.~!.~?.£~.~......U4..7.......N..~£o..~£..C...~J[....D..£~::: ............................. ][....D..£~X£.’: ............................. ] 
~:SOp Ul 7 Practi~ 8~ Ul 8 Practice ~:S0p Ul 8 Practk [...U....l....7......N....a...t.]..o....n_a..!.....C_a...] 

8# U17 Practice 

? o 



Google Calendar 7/10/13 9:52 AM 



Google Calendar 7/10/13 9:53 AM 

Calendar 

Sun            Men Tue Wed            Thu             Fd Sat 

29 30 Oct 1 2 3 4 5 

[~,~~~ ............................. ] ~ u~ s p~-~oti,~e ~:so~ u-t ~ ~aoti, ~:so~ u~ 7 
8~ U17 Practice 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

[U17NationaICaI[U17NationalCa]lU17NationalCa][U17NationalCa [U17NationalCa][U17NationalCa 9Ut7@JayCee 
8p U18 Practice 6:30p U18 Practk 6:30p U17 P~actk 10:30 U18@ Jay( 

8p U17 Practice 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

8£ U18 Practice 6:30p UI 8 Practk 6:30p U17 Practk [...F_C......M...!.!...w....a...u....k...e....e......E..L 

8# U17 Practice 

27 28 29 30 31 Nov 1 2 

[_.M..Z.~ .................................... ] ~ uo~ ~aot~o~ ~:SO~ U~ ~ot~, ~:~0~ U~ 7 ~,~ot~ L¢..._s....o_.o_k..~:::~ .................. 
8~ U17 Practice 

"2 o 
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Google Calendar 7110/13 11:58 AM 

Sun Mo~ T(~e Wed            Thu            Fri Sat 

)Sep 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

[Denver ][DENVER l 8pU18Pracflce ~;:30pU18Practi, ~;:30pU17Practi, 

8p U17 Practice 

5:30p U18 @ Ja~ 8p U17 Practice 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

8p U17 Practice 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

"~~i~i~i~ii.1 
8p U18 Practice ~;:30p U18 Practi, ~;:30p U17 Practi~ 

8p UI7 Practice 

)29 30 Oct 1 2 3 4 5 

[ Vardar ] 8p U18 Practice 6:SOp U18 Practi, 6:SOp U17 Practi~ 

8p UI 7 Practice 

? o 



Google Calendar 7110/13 11:58 AM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dormnce! 

My nmne is . I mn m~d going into my yem at I mn a 
defeMer/center midfielder. I have ben starting varsity since my year and finished m? year ruth second team all state. I am veD, interested in UNC and 

was hoping you conld send me ,some information about the team, like a schedule or camp information. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd 

........ OrLoinal Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @cuemaJl.neV> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My name is      a~d I’tn a soccer enthusiast. I am a                   and have played my whole life. I come from a smaJl cotnmunity, ~a~d have grown up playing 

with friends and family. That is why I have come to love this sport. I play Defense, mainly stopper, and have been on Varsity since the . This year has been a 

great honor because I have been voted Captain of our team. 

I am a hard worker, excellent student, and team player. I understand that them is a lot oftaJent mad competition out there, but you will not find a morn dedicated and 
team player. 

Please "take this introduction inl,~ consideration. 
Thank You, 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Save the Dates: ThursdayoSaturday, April 10o12, 2014 

Ur~vers~ty; Ca~ Brorn~ey, jo~r~aHst a~d editor 

z~,:~ams~ th~ br,erny, S~ M~rc~iano ~ormer 

New Yo~k Cosmos goalie; Johr~ Nauright, 

HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY. 
Hempstead, NY 11549-1000 

~or mo~e i~:ormation please contact the ~do’~’stra C~tt~al Center at 

516-463-5669 or visit ho’~stra.edu!soc<eraoi~. Follow ~s ~3t twitter, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 10, 2013 11:43 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

From: Mike Connerley ~<surtinike@surfcup.com~ 

To: Troy Dayak <doc@westcoastsoccerclub.com> 

CC: "Ducax, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu-~,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sorry no 

Sent from ~ ~ k’r~zon Igireless 4( ~ L TE DROID 

Troy Dayak ~<loc@westcoastsoccerclnb.com> wrote: 

Mike, 

Yes both teams won State Cup here in Northern California. Any new news on us getting in for Surf Summer? At least the upcoming U16 Wild axe ready to roll! a~d 

have many colleges wresting to ~e them play. 

Upcoming U 18 (K~yptonite) could play in either bracket as we are sending many to college that week bat we have solid replacetnents eager to please. 

’][’roy Day~£ 

West Coast Soccer 

Sent farm my iPad 

On Jun 25, 2013, at 3:26 PM, Mike <surfinike,~;snrfcup.com> wrote: 

Yes for cal north reruns 

Troy Dayak <_d__~_?__c_~)__~__e_~_t__c_£~_t__s~?__c_£_ej2c__l__t_L~?_:_c_£_~~, wrote: 

Oh, I thought you said since both teams won Nor Cal State Cup in their age groups that we would be on the top of your list? 

Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

West Coast Soccer DOC 

For the love of the gmne .... 

www.westcoastsoccerclub.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 25, 2013, at 3:03 PM, Mike <surfinike@su~fcnp.com > wrote: 

There are some teams maybe ahead of you. 

Troy Dayak <doc@westcoastsoccerclub.com> wrote: 
Thanks Mike let me know if something changes, both teams are ready to go! 

Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

Director of Coaching 

For the love of the game._ 



w.westcoa 

stsoccercl 

ub.com/im 

agesA@’CS 

C-Iogo.png 

From: Mike Connerley [mailto:surfmike@surfcup.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 8:29 PM 
To: ’Troy Dayak’ 
Subject: RE: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

Sorry not yet. 

Thank you, 

San Diego Surf Cup 

Mike Connerley, President 

Find us at www.surfcup.com 

760-944-7176 

From: Troy Dayak [rnailto:doc@westcoastsoccerclub.corn] 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 11:49 AM 
To: Mike Connerley 
Subject: Re: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

Hi Mike, 

Any word yet on our teams getting in? 

Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

West Coast Soccer DOC 

For the love of the game .... 

www.westcoastsoccerdu b.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 14, 2013, at 4:52 PM, "Mike Connerley" <surrrnike@surfcup.com> wrote: 

No need to apply a[ this tkne. I will notify our selection commit[ee it:a team drops. 

Thank you, 

San Diego Surf Cup 

Mike Connerley, President 

Find us at www~surfcup.corn 

760-944-7176 

From: Troy Dayak [--m---a-[~-t-9-:-d---~--c--(~---w--e---s-t--c---~--a--s--t--s-9--c--c--e--r--c-j-@--&--~--[~] 
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 3:31 PM 
To: ’Mike Connerley’ 
Cc: ’Jason Drury’; adn~in~a)westcoastsoccerclub.com; ’Karen Dayak’ 



Subject: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

Hi Mike, 

It was nice talking with you today, good luck in the renovation at the polo fields I’m excited to see what they are? will 

you be adding more gravel to the parking lot? every year in November we are amazed at how muddy the parking lot 

gets out there (the parking attendants do a great job of moving people & cars around though ©) I have included a link 

to the two teams that I would like to be considered for this summer’s Surf Cup. Both West Coast Soccer teams won 

Norcal State Cup in their age group. Here is a link to Norcal’s home page where the State Cup champions are listed. Over 
600 boys and 8iris teams of all levels took part in the 2012/13 U14 U19 NorCal State Cup and West Coast Soccer led the way with 2 State 

Champions --h--t--t-~--~[/-/~n~rca~remier~c~m/-~-h-~-~-~--m-~-e-/--Z~-1---4---5--4---9--~-h-~-t~-n--1-! I have included our Norcal Scheduler Jason Drury on this 

email if you need further verification of our team and club.. 

West Coast Wild UlS girls are the current State Cup Champions and have been ranked #1 in Norcal since August of last 

year (over 10 months) they also made it to the US Club Final of Nationals last year (2012) and will be heading back again 

this year June 17-22-2013 in Colorado. 

http://home.gotsoccer.com/rankings/team,aspx?tearnid=429192 

West Coast Kryptonite U17 girls have been one of the most prominent girls team in a decade of youth soccer. 

Kryptonite have three peat as State Cup champions and have been in the past two US Club National Championship 

winning it in 2011 and we will be traveling to Colorado again this year. 

http:!!home.gotsoccer.com!ra nkings!tea m.aspx?tea mid=438896 

here is our link to our website for more information about our club: 

http:!!westcoastsoccerd ub.com! 

Sorry for the late request to join Surf Cup but for the past three years the National Finals and Surf Cup have been on 

the exact same weekend. We were delighted to hear that the weekends are no longer conflicting and respectfully 

request to participate in the mighty Surf Cup summer event. 

Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

Director of Coaching 

For the love of the game... 

<imageOOl.png> 

http://www,youtube.com/watch?v=RNdJWSnXoOY&feature=player embedded 

Sent from my Android phone with K-9 Mail. Please excuse my brevib~. 

Sent from my Android phone with K-9 Mail. Please excuse my brevity. 



FI~Olll~" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:    "" @oplimum.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducm; Cbais" <ducaJ2~)unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am writing to let you know that after attending the Region 1 Camp in this week l was chosen for the following: 

-Regional Team-Region 1 
-Interregional event-to take place 
-International events- 

I will continue to update you with my achievements as well as any upcoming events. I have attached an updated copy of my player profile for your 
review and if you have any questions or feedback please contact any of my coaches. Thank you very much! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @cuema]l.neV> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My name is      a~d I’tn a soccer enthusiast. I am a                   and have played my whole life. I come from a smaJl cotnmunity, ~a~d have grown up playing 

with friends and family. That is why I have come to love this sport. I play Defense, mainly stopper, and have been on Varsity since the This year has been a 

great honor because I have been voted Captain of our team. 

I am a hard worker, excellent student, and team player. I understand that them is a lot oftaJent mad competition out there, but you will not find a morn dedicated and 
team player. 

Please "take this introduction inl,~ consideration. 
Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,. 8:20 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject 

From: :@cuemail.neV> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

Hi, tny na~e is.         . I aa~ cunently going to be a          in high school at 
soccer, and I would lov~ to be able to play in college. I am veU interested in attending and playing soccer for your college. 

I have always had passion for plwing 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:21 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @cuema]l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I will be a      this coming school year al                                              am looking to pmsue my talent at the college level once I graduate in 

and I am interested in your school and making improvements on your team. As a student athlete my grades are important to me so I mmaage a and I am 

for higher this school year. I hope you will take interefft in me and I hope to hear back from you soon! Thank you. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:24 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ECNL 

From: @rocketmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-* 

CC: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@anc.edu> 

Hi Coach Donance, 

Hope a]l is well. I have attempted to ca]l and em~l you several times but I have been unable to reach you. As you may know, I have not yet committed and I’m really 
interested in the UniversiU of North Carolina. If yon still have roster spots open for    , I hope you would consider me. 

I’m sending you onr team schedule for the ECNL_      _                  _                                        (just released late yesterday afternoon). Our team is currently rm~ked 

in the countD~ and I’m excited that we have a shot at a nationa] championship. If you are attending, please stop by at one of my games,     had me s~rting at 

various positions throughout playofl?~ at        playing center hokting mid, wide mid and stopper. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 3:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccefloco San Diego Surf Cup 2013 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccerloco San Diego Surf Cup 2013 

From: GotSoccer <mailer2@ema]12.gotsoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

July 2013 

Dear Coach: 

It is our pleasure to invite you to attend the soccerloco San Diego Surf Cup, to be held J 

29, 2013 at the San Diego Polo Club in Del Hat, California, 

The soccerloco San Diego Surf Cup is for Boys and Girls ages U-16 through U-18 and is played 

on eighteen perfectly groomed fields in a single location. 

All teams will play three games in their bracket over Saturday, Sunday & Monday with Semi- 

Finals and Finals on Monday. ~n addition to the State, Regional and National Champions that 

compete each year we will also have USSF ACADEMY TEAM friendly games starting on 

Friday afternoon July 26th, U16 & U18 boys from San Diego Surf, Crossfire, Arsenal, San 

Juan SC, Pateadores, Real So Cal. We also have about 30 ECNL girls’ teams playing in the 

tournament. For accepted teams & schedules http://events.qotsport.com/events/Default.aspx? 

EventTD=30462 

There will be an EXPRESS CHECK-IN ATTHE FIELDS. To be eligible for this time saving service 

at the fields you must pre-register on-line through our website at http://events.gotsport.com/ 

( S(i5nhsqbifhwpblfb3gxx114 5) )/events/collegecoachlogin.aspx?EventID= 30462 

College Coaches who pre-register will receive the following: 

- A booklet of player rosters for all teams competing in the age groups U16, U17, and 
U18; 

- A private buffet lunch both Saturday and Sunday, to be served on the field in the 

coach’s tent compound; and 

You are also invited to the tournament registration functions at the Del Mar Marriott Hotel, 

111966 El Camino Real, San Diego, on Friday, July 26th 6:30 pm to 9:30 pm. This reception will 

include buffet and drinks. 

If you have pre-registered, you may pick up your materials either at the Friday evening 

registration or at the coach’s tent located on the fields. We will be on the fields the entire 

weekend and will assist you with any needs you may have. 

FOR OFFICIAL COLLEGE COACHES HOTEL RATES for the coming Surf Cup Tournament, 

please email Rob Haskell rob@surfcup.com We have many hotels at discounted rates 

throughout San Diego. 

If you have any questions or need more information, you may contact the Surf Cup office by e- 

mail at scoffice@surfcup.com . The Surf Cup office phone number is (760) 944-7176. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Dusek 

College Program Coordinators 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,. 11:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd:] 

Se,~t.f!°om my Eerizou Wireless 4(5 L)"k" L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From: @gnmJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" ~<tucaac@unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi, I just wanted to let you know of a change in the schedule for tomorrow     in case you might be able to make my 
game. Due to field conditions and the expected rain, they moved all games for tomorrow only to 
The address is:                                     My game will either be on field # 3 or 4 at 2:30pm. They 
currently have us scheduled for #3, but it is against CASL who we played today so when they correct it, it might change 
us to #4 since that is the field they have             scheduled for. I hope you will be able to make my game. On 
Sunday the game as of right now will be played at 2:30pm at 

Thanks and hope to see you there, 

On at 11:02 PM, @gmafil.com> wrote: 

Hi, I just wanted to forward my schedule for the ECNL National Finals. I hope you will be able to make a 
game. 

Thanks, 

Field Location: 

On , at 10:35 PM, .~gnm~l.com> wrote: 

On at 9:30 PM, ~!gmafil.co,n> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, 

My name is m~d I will be a ~ . I play club soccer Ibr 

My coach is                            ?~gmail.com or 
[ am    . and I can play an3~a,here in the midfield or forward positions. I mn fask have outstanding 

foot skills, and can finish with accuracy aaad power with both feet. I am determined to succeed both on aaad off’the field. My goal 
is to play division 1 soccer in college at a high level a~ad to obtain an excellent education while playing the sport I love. I play 
soccer not only with my club teaJn, but also on the varsity team at my high school amd for the I am 
good at wirming the balls out of the air and I have an outstanding vision of the game. At age I was awarded a 

Award for the most outstanding player between the             group. I am contacting you today because I am interested in 
attending the University of Nor~2q Carolina amd playing soccer for you. I would like to study either biology or microbiology a~ad 



then go on to medical school. My teaan amd I will be playing in the ECNL                       . If by amy chance you will be 
attending I would love it if you would be able to see me play amd hopefully you will see something in my play that will fit with 
your style of play. The           is not until July 10, so I do not know what field we will be on yet or our opponent, but I do 
know the time and the complex, which I will post below. I will forward my schedule when it is posted. I am going to attach my 
soccer resnme and a link to my ECNL Player Profile also. Thax~k you for your time and I hope to see you at the field. 

’Ihanks, 

Game Schedule: 

Date Time Field Opponent Color 

Field Location: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 11:43 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 
From: CoachSteveMoore@ncsasports.org 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
Hello, my name is and ~ am part of the class of 
! am currently playing for the Team and ~ 
am      We will be playing in the upcoming 
Showcase, [f your are coming to the tournament, [ hope you will 
be able to watch one of my games, 

Right Forward, Center 1’4idfielder, Left Forward 

High School: 

Heig ht: Weig ht: NCSA Rating : 

GPA: ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: _~gmail.corn 

Notes: 

View Profile 

Check ou: the Recmkmg Seatvh Engine 

Not a match? l Jl×tate your email pre~i:rences here. 

Steve Moore 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Otfice: 877-845-6272 ] Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachSteveMoore~ncsasports.org ] http:/iwww.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: l 
COMMVI 

This e-mail transmission may contain infbnnation that is proprietau, privileged and/or confidential aJad is intended exclusively tbr the person(s) to whom it is axtdressed. 
Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in rotor, please notify the sender i~nmediately by return e-~nail and delete all copies.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -o’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thnrsday, July 11, 2013 11:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris <dncar@unc.edw* 

Fwd: ECNL Richmond Rosters Available on SportsBoo~rd - Meet U s There! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ECNL Richmond Rosters Available on Stx~rtsBoard - Meet Us There! 

From: Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kiraly@stx)rtsboard-mn.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" (anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Try Soccer Scout at ECNL Richmond! 

3portsBoard has revolutionized the \,~,ay 

II~ke otanford, San D~ego State, Ma~’land, Duke and others to ~treamHne 

~R or 3G, and you’ve got the edge you need to be as efficient as 
with your time ~n R~ohrnond. 

team w~H pre-~oad your iPad w~th ECNL. After you take notes on potential 

recruib using soccer-specific metncs as well as v~deo, voice memos, 

photos, sync your data back to the sewer where you ~n analyze and 

~t with other coaches on your 

demonstrating Spo,~Board. She’d bye to meet you and g~ve 

you 

~ egards, 

The Spo~sBoard Team 

We~ Shore Technologies, 

530 323 0202 

v~,~w.spo~sboard-win.com 

~’~here Sco~t~n9 and Technology Converge" 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, July 11,2013 11:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccefloco San Diego Surf Cup 2013 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccerloco San Diego Surf Cup 2013 

From: GotSoccer <mailer2@ema]12.gotsoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

July 2013 

Dear Coach: 

It is our pleasure to invite you to attend the soccerloco San Diego Surf Cup, to be held July 26- 

29, 2013 at the San Diego Polo Club in Del Nat, California. 

The soccerloco San Diego Surf Cup is for Boys and Girls ages U-16 through U-18 and is played 

on eighteen perfectly groomed fields in a single location. 

All teams will play three games in their bracket over Saturday, Sunday & Monday with Semi- 

Finals and Finals on Monday. ~n addition to the State, Regional and National Champions that 

compete each year we will also have USSF ACADEMY TEAM friendly games starting on 

Friday afternoon July 26th, U16 & U18 boys from San Diego Surf, Crossfire, Arsenal, San 

Juan SC, Pateadores, Real So Cal. We also have about 30 ECNL girls’ teams playing in the 

tournament. For accepted teams & schedules http://events.qotsport.com/events/Default.aspx? 

EventID=30462 

There will be an EXPRESS CHECK-IN ATTHE FIELDS. To be eligible for this time saving service 

at the fields you must pre-register on-line through our website at http://events.gotsport.com/ 

( S(i5nhsqbifhwpblfb3gxx114 5) )/events/collegecoachlogin.aspx?EventID= 30462 

College Coaches who pre-register will receive the following: 

- A booklet of player rosters for all teams competing in the age groups U16, U17, and 
U18; 

- A private buffet lunch both Saturday and Sunday, to be served on the field in the 

coach’s tent compound; and 

You are also invited to the tournament registration functions at the Del Mar Marriott Hotel, 

111966 El Camino Real, San Diego, on Friday, July 26th 6:30 pm to 9:30 pm. This reception will 

include buffet and drinks. 

If you have pre-registered, you may pick up your materials either at the Friday evening 

registration or at the coach’s tent located on the fields. We will be on the fields the entire 

weekend and will assist you with any needs you may have. 

FOR OFFICIAL COLLEGE COACHES HOTEL RATES for the coming Surf Cup Tournament, 

please email Rob Haskell rob@surfcup.com We have many hotels at discounted rates 

throughout San Diego. 

If you have any questions or need more information, you may contact the Surf Cup office by e- 

mail at scoffice@surfcup.com . The Surf Cup office phone number is (760) 944-7176. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Dusek 

College Program Coordinators 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, July 11,2013 11:56 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ;@gmaJd.com> 

Fwd: Soccer App 

Please follow up for me ..... thank you! 

Ses~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L2~ LLI~OIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer App 

From: Jacqueline Rouquet @yakoo.com.br> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Anson, how am you? 

Let me introduce myself first. I’m Jaclde Rouquet, a fresh Sports Management graduate from Mars Hill College, NC. I’m current living in Brazil and doing the marketing 

for a company that developed an App for soccer. 

The App is called TacticalPad. It’s basically a soccer coach’s clipboard. It’s the perfect app for you to discuss and demonstrate plays anywhere. Many Brazilian 
professional soccer teams a~d America~ universities are already using it. They say the players can understand fl~e "tactics more easily. It works tbr iOS, Android, and 
Windows (this includes 3D visualization and video edition). 

I’m ~nding you our website (http://www.tacticalpad.com/) and a video (http://www.youtube.conv’watch% ezlmF-NYJrE) "that explains how the App works. If you 

are interested in purchase it or have any question, please let me know. 

I appreciate your attention! 

Jaclde Rouquet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday: 11:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @rocketmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-* 

CC: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Hi Coach Donance, 

We tied’ this morning. I started and played at center holding tnid throughout the gaa~e marldng up against VSI’s bes~t players 

I. Field conditions not good due to rain - puddles of water throughout. My ne~ game will be against 
this morning 3-2. 

Sincerely, 

who beat 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Thursday, July 11, 2013 11:59 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducax@ unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros <jmsisneros@gmail.com> 

Fwd: A highly interaclive way to build your br~d 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: A highly interactive way to build your brand 

From: Melyssa Jaskiewicz <mjaskiemcz@sportsbingoinc.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.unc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Anson, 
Good afternoon. I wanted to introduce you to a new digital product that will allow you to 
expand your fan base and raise interest in the sport of Soccer. 
A number of prominent universities are planning to introduce the product this 
September. If there’s interest in joining them, please let us know. 
The product is a digital App, and it turns a fan’s Smartphone into a Soccer Bingo 
Playing Card - keeping fans engaged and helping them learn more about the game. 
We’d love to show you the App. Might you have time this week for a quick demo? 

Than k you, 
Melyssa 
Melyssa Jaskiewicz 

Vice President, Sales & Marketing 

Sports Bingo Inc. 

843.367.9542 

mja skiewicz@spo rtsbingoin c.com 

www spertsN n~!oirlc.co m 

University Clients 
Air Force Academy 

Auburn University 

Baylor University 

Belmont University 

Big 12 Conference 

Bryant University 

Bucknell University 

Central Florida 

Colgate University 

College of Charleston 

College of Saint Rose 

East Tennessee State University 

Eastern Illinois University 

Eastern New Mexico University 

Georgia Southwestern State University 

Indiana University of PA 

JMU 

Kennesaw State 

Kent State 

Le Moyne College 

Liberty University 

Marquette University 

Missouri State 

Morgan State 

NCA&T 

NJIT 
Princeton University 

Rogers State University 



Rutgers 

Saint Louis University 

Samford University 

Seattle Pacific University 

TCU 

University of Akron 

University of Alabama 

University of Central Arkansas 

University of Colorado 

University of Las Vegas 

University of Michigan 

University of Minnesota 

University of Mississippi 

University of Nevada-Reno 

University of Nonth Dakota 

University of Pittsburgh 

University of Tampa 

University of Texas at El Paso 

University of Washington 

USC 

Wake Forest University 

Western Athletic Conference 

Western Washington University 

footer updated 061412 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@e,m~il.unc.edu by miasldewicz@sportsbinqoinc.com 
._U_#_d___a_t__e___ELo__fj]_e_LE_[~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E_Lb_A‘’’ !~__rj_v__a__C_~L_E_o_[Lc_Y., 

Sports Bingo [no i 225 Seven Farms Drive :: Suite 201 :: Charleston SC i 29492 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 3:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: i 

From: ~aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I am currently playing for My coach is ~. This weekend my team will be 
playing in the in If you are going to the tournament, I would .qreatly appreciate it, ify~u have time, to watch me and my team play. 

My jersey number is and I am a rising ’ , and looking forward to graduating I hope you can make it to the tournament, here is 
a link to our schedule: 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 8:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuema]l.net-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

I wanted to infom~ you that my texan,_                              and I roll be playing in the 

We are so excited to play in this tournament because we worked ve~ hard to qualify and win our bracket. 

If you or any of your staff’were planning on going, it would be an honor if you came to watch me play. If not. I hope you cm~ see my team and I in the fi~mre! I have so 

much respect for your uNversi~ as well as your women’s soccer program. 

Here is nay team’s schedule for the 

Here is my teaa~’s upcotning gener~2l schedule: 

My player profile: 

https:// 

Sincerely~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,. 8:09 PM 

~live.~mc.edtr~ 

Re: Position 

I am so solD’. Rest assured the soccer coach there supported you. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

I wanted to thank you for going above and beyond in trying to help me get 

for an in-person interview, they are not going to. Not with their time table. 

Thank you, 

@live.unc.edu 

job. That being said, It’s fair to say since they have yet to call back to bring me in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 12, 2013 8:28 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtv~ 

Re: f~EMINDER: EPA Performance Review Ti~ne 

What?!? OK ... so you want me to sit down with Dino, Clms and Tom and copy you on their job review? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Dalgleish, Joyce L" <joyced@unc.edu> wrote: 

Plea~.;e be reminded th~[: per[orrnar~ce reviews.; for EPA employees were due in rny office today (July :12th). 

Thank you to those who have already subrnitted your reviews. I[: you have not turned your reviews 

b~ as of ~oday, please do so ASAP. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Tuesday, June :11, 20:13 12:20 PM 

To: ’bubbac@unc.edu’; Norton, Molly; Creech, Karlton W; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Ille, Vince; Ballen, Martina K; Gwaltney, Clint; Kirschner, Steve; Steinbacher, Rick; 

McPherson, Dawn D; Montgomery, John R; Holliday, Corey L; Miller, Beth; Vangelder, Marielle A; UNCAA-Head Coaches 

Co: Dutton, Kathy B.; Harris, Tracy U; Snyder, Lee; Holland, Janine W; Chase, Kaye Watts; Parker, Andrew F; Joines, Melinda A; Best, Kevin S.; Morelli, David Dominic; 

Harris, Stacey Elaine 

Subject: EPA Performance Review Time 

It is time for supervisors to complete Performance Reviews for all permanent EPA Non-Faculty employees for the review period July :1, 20:12 -June 30, 20:13. If an 

employee’s start date was after July :1, 20:12 the review period should be reflected appropriately on the performance review form. The Board of Trustees has 

established the requirement that a written evaluation be conducted annually. 

Below are the guidelines for this process: 

:1. EPA non-faculty performance evaluations should be prepared and delivered in the late June timeframe of each year. 

2. Employees who have had a supervisory change in their present position during the evaluation year should have the prior supervisor consulted and 

contribute to the year-end evaluation whenever possible. If this is not possible for whatever reason, the present supervisor should note this in the 

evaluation and undertake their best effort to consult a next-level supervisor within the work unit who would best be in a position to assess or comment on 

the performance of the employee prior to the present supervisor assuming supervision. Ultimately, the present supervisor is responsible for assuring 

completion and delivery of the annual performance evaluation under these circumstances. 

3. Employees in their present position less than 3 months as of the end of the annual performance evaluation period should at minimum be provided a 

document which outlines the position’s duties and performance expectations and any initial observations on performance the supervisor believes would 

be relevant to assist the employee in understanding expectations moving forward. 

4. Although not required, supervisors may also implement a mid-year written performance review to help provide an opportunity for assessment and 

performance correction prior to the formal review each July :1st. This is not a requirement of this policy. 

5. FORMAT: The specific format of the annual performance evaluation is at the discretion of the individual supervisor. There is no standard, prescribed format 

in recognition of how different the University’s EPA non-faculty positions are and the varying criteria that would be employed to evaluate these 

employees. ATTACHED ARE THREE FORMATS THAT YOU MAY USE OR YOU MAY USE A WRITTEN FORMAT OF YOUR CHOICE. 

Whatever performance evaluation format is used, it must be written and provide a general description of the position duties and expectations and a 

written assessment of performance against these standards during the performance period. 

The annual performance evaluation is also a good opportunity to clarify professional development goals and note progress during the performance period 

towards achieving these goals. 

6. COPIES AND RECORDKEEPING: A copy of the annual written performance evaluation must be provided to the employee. 

The original must be submitted to be placed in the employee’s departmental personnel file. 

7. Please have the employee sign the completed review only as an acknowledgement that the review was completed. This signature is not intended to 

stipulate their agreement or disagreement with the content of the evaluation itself. 

8. It is also suggested, but not required, that the next level-supervisor be copied on the performance evaluation and acknowledge its receipt by signature. 

9. The above procedures are intentionally left discretionary to allow individual Department Chairs/Heads to design a performance management workflow 

that functions most effectively within their particular work unit. 

:10. EMPLOYEE COMMENTS: The employee should be provided an opportunity to comment on the annual evaluation in writing and any such comments should 

be attached to the original copy of the evaluation placed in the departmental personnel file at the employee’s request. 

Please note the following NON-NEGOTIABLE deadlines: 
~UINE 30, 20~3: Deadline for Performance Reviews to be completed on each permanent EPA employee. 

.~Uk¥ &2, 20&~: Deadline for completed, original forms to be received in the Athletics HR Office. Forms must have all required signatures when received in our 

office. 

Keep a copy for your files and give a copy to each employee for their file. 

We thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. If you have questions, please contact me7~Sl~ or Kathy Dutton at 2-:1030. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,. 8:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: CoachK~ge@ncsasports.org 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes/coaches. 

Interested Athletes 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a match? U[~ale your email preR:~ences here~ 

David Kryger 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 



1415 N Da.vton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Cell:            Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachK .ryger~b~ncsasports.org ] ht~I?:/iwww.nc saspor ts.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.ora 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

’][’his e-mail transmission may cont~fin itffo~mation that is proprietm?; privileged and/or confidenti~J and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by ~emm e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, July 12, 20~[3 :t:t:53 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CHARLOTTE INVITATIONAL 

,Sent ffom my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CHARLOTTE INVITATIONAL 

From: CHARLINSC.director@e.sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

[ 
ii.~.iI sincSFort ...... 1 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturda?~ 12:05 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~verizon.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dotmance, 

Great news! We won our first game. I played well and had a lot of great runs. 

If you didn’t have a chance to see today’s game, my next game is tomorrow at 2:30pm. The field was changed to 

Thnnk vc, n 

Hope to see you there. 

~verizon net 

Other Points of Contact: 

@msn.com 

~sbcglobal.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:00 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Hello Coach 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Hello Coach 

From: @cuemail.net> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is 

colleges on my list. 

I’ve put together a liszt of colleges for which I’m interested in attending an elite camp in the fi~ture. LINC-Chapel Hill is one of the top 

I am a 

big games. 

¯ My club team is coached by ¯ I mn a midIielder and have played center back in several 

My , so they axe often "in my ear" abont what it takes to pertbrm at a high level¯ 

My club temn has had a lot of success this season including tournament championships at 

recent l 

and 

It’s short notice, but I would love for you or a member of your staff’to see me play at the npcoming 

and 

Thank you for taldng time out of your busy schedule to read my message! 

Sincere Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 9:22 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Ok 

Ses~t.f!"om my Verizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L2~ L)?tOIL) 

"Ducat, Chris" ~ducaac@unc.edu> wrote: 

In case you have time..:just watch this girl for a bit... 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwaarded message: 

From: ’~gma~l.com> 
Date:. ,8:36:47 PM EDT 

To: <anson~uncaa.unc.edu>, Chris Ducar <ducar~uncaa.unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Hi, I just wanted to let you know of a change in the schedule for tomorrow 
make my game. My game will be at                   . The address is: 

My game will be on field #4 at 2:30pro. i~ hop~ you will be able to make my game. 

Thanks and hope to see you there, 

in case you might be able to 

On , at 10:44 PM, ’(~glnafil.com > wrote: 

Hi, I just wanted to let you M~ow of a change in the schedule for tomorrow     in case you might be 
able to make my game. Due to field conditions and the expected rain, they moved all games for 
tomorrow only to                    The address is: 
My game will either be on fiel~l # 3 -or 4 at 2:30pm. They currently have u~ scheduled for #3, but it is 
against CASL who we played today so when they correct it, it might change us to #4 since that is the 
field they have             scheduled for. I hope you will be able to make my game. On Sunday the 
game as of right now will be pla~ved at 2:30pm at 

Thanks and hope to see you them, 

On , at 11:02 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi, I just wanted to forward my schedule for the ECNL 
able to make a game. 

Thanks, 

I hope you will be 



2:30pro 

Field Location: 

On , at 10:35 PM, ~@gm~l.cotn> wrote: 

On at 9:30 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducaac, 

My name is and I will be a 

I play’ club soccer fi~r ........................... My coach is 

.......... (c~gmail.com or                       t I am ~ , and I can play 

an~vhere in the midfield or forwm’d positions. I am fast, have outstanding foot skills, and can finish 

with accuracy and power with both feet. I an~ dete~anined to succeed both on and offthe field. My 

goal is to play division 1 soccer in college at a hi~ level and to obtain an excellent education while 

playing the sport I love. I play soccer not only" ~,ith my club team, but also on the wrsi~ team at my 

hi~ school and for the                         , I am good at wirming the balls out of the air and 

I have a~n outsta~nding vision &the game. At age I wa~s awaxded a ~                 i for the 

most outstanding player between the         age group. I am contacting you today because I am 

interested in attending the University of North Carolina and playing soccer for you. I would like to 

study- either biology~ or microbiology aaad then go on to medical school. My team and I will be playing in 

the ECNL ~                       If by any chance you will be attending, I would love it if you 

would be able to see me play ~nd hopefully you will see something in my play that will fit with your 

style of play. The          ~ is not until, so I do not ~know ~,hat field we will be on yet or our 
opponent, but I do know the time and the co~plex, which I will post below. I will fopa, axd my schedule 

when it is posted. I am going to attach my soccer resu~ne and a li~ik to ~ny ECNL Player Profile also. 

Th~xik you for your time and I hope to see you at the field. 

GAME SCHEDULE AND FIELD LOCATION 

Game Sch edule: 

Date Time Field Opponent Color 

Field Location: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Snnday 9:24 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From: ,~verizon.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I drove over to North Carolina today to look at the campus WOW! The buildings were beautiful and the soccer stadium awesome! What a place to play soccer! 

Are you planning to see any games tomorrow? If so my next game is Sunday, at 2:30pro at i Please stop by and watch me play. Should be an exciting 

game! 

Sincerely 

~,verizon net 

~,sbcqlobal.net 

On @verizon. net> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My team We are so excited to play against the best of the best! While we are in 

drive to North Carolina and take a look around the campus. I’d love to meet with you and any of the team, if you are available. 

If you plan on coming to watch any games at the event, please come by and watch me play. Once the schedules are posted, I’ll email a copy to you. 

Thanks! 

my and I are going to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 3:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Dedicated Student-Athlete Recruit- 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: l 

From: ’@yahoo.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~l A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I and am an incoming sophomore at The . I play for 

My coach is 
I am interested in tlne University of North Carolina for several reasons. First, I know UNC offers a highly-respected education. In addition, I have 
learned through my research and former classmates of mine who now attend UNC the many different clubs and student-run organizations that 
provide opportunities for leadership and community service. I believe a UNC education will help me lead a balanced life because the university 
offers strong academics, sports, and community engagement. 
I want to give you some information on me as a student - athlete and why I believe I have lhe potential to play for you at UNC. I am confident I can 
be a valuable addition to the student body and my future teammates. I am currently an incoming sophomore and have maintained a GPA 
during my        year at the                                   I have been a high honor student every year and I am a member of the 
National Honor Society. Academically, continually ranks amongst the best high schools in the country. In addition, also 
produces one of highest number of National Merit Scholars each year. 
I am a member of , and my coach is (~b~mail.com, Further, I am a 
natural left-footed mid-fielder/forward who was selected to the leam for the last four years, and just attended camp 
last week. Our team colors are blue, grey and white with orange accents. I wear jersey number 
Over the summer, I not only continue to work on a reading list to prepare me for the SAT, but I also train 3-4 times week. Next week I will be 
attending the No. 1 Soccer Striker Camp for a week, followed by 
I hope to see you at If not, please have a great summer and I will be sure to keep in touch. 
For quick reference: 
GPA: 
Height: 
Weight: 
Natural Foot: Left 
Position: Forward/Attacking Mid 
Jersey #: 
Coach .~,gmail.com Mobile: 
Reference Coach: 
Reference Coach 
Sincerely, 

@yahoo.corn 
I know you cannot contact me directly, so if you need any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact my coach or either of my 
reference coaches. In addition, my father’s contact information is as follows:                                     and his mobile is 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, ):00 PM 

~cuemail.net; Ducar, Clms ~ducaJc@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edtr~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edw~; @msn.com> 

Re: Taking A Chance 

~gmail.com>; 

thank you for your wonderful review of our camp. I can tell you have resolved to get better. We want to rash you luck! Unfortunately, the nature of recruiting 

now is that everyone makes decisions very early, so we have finished our recruiting all the way through th~            So I am s~ sorry but we roll not be able to 

encourage you at the University of North Cm~olina. This does not mean you will not have some wonderful opportunities to play at a collegiate-level, there are many 

outs~nding schools and coaches out there that would love to have a player ruth your commitment competing for them. All of us on the UNC women’s soccer camp 
staff want to wish you all fl~e success in the world. 

@cuemail.net~, wrote: 

Dear Coach Anson, 

I wanted to start off by letting you know that UNC camp was one of the best experiences I have had. I learned so many new tactical skills and ways to imp~ove my 

play. I appreciate you and your stafl~s dedication to helping us learn new things and grow as players. 

Spending the week away from home, playing 7 and a half hours a day has shown me how much i really love the game. Yes, it was one of the most tiring things ever, but 

I grew from it. Before this week, I was unsure ifi wanted to play soccer in college or not. But as we are riding home on the bus ( ), all i can 

think about is how I want to do everything in my power to be a champion and play college ball. 

It sounds kind of cliche, but ever since fomnth grade, UNC has been my dream school. (Props to           of course) I ki~ow you are very bus?" as the tnost 

sucessful women’s soccer coach, but I just wanted to let you ki~ow how much I gained from your camp and how I would love to be a paint of the team sotneday. 

I am a soon to be      in high school, attendinf.~                                    . I play Centrg~ Midfield, central defense and ~J~so wing defense. I would 
love to send you some video to watch, or have you watch me play sometime in the future, when you have time of course. I have some stuff to work on, but I’m going to 

do everything in my power to become the best I can. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this. I hope to hear from you someday! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 9:00 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:+                  @verizon.nel~~ 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi, Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are enjoying your summer. I am having a great summer. First, I spent two weeks in on a mission trip to a small village near 

Then I went to the which just finished last week. Region Camp went very well. I made the Team for the Thanksgiving 

Interregional Tournament in I also was one of ten players invited early for the ODP Region I Team international trip to 

I am sorry that my schedule did not work with your ID camp schedule this summer, but I hope that we will have a chance to see each other in the 

upcoming year. 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, ; 9:04 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

F wd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:           @hotmM.com 

To: "Dorrance, A~r’t A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance, 

My name is ~ and I ~:m a Last year I was a Starting on my high schools Varsi~ 
temn as well have been playing for for the past 5 years as a Starting R BACK. My eam just won the ] 

,. Coach Dorrance, I mn very interested in UNC and its Education Program as well as your soccer program. I roll 
be attending the ( I am able to invite college coaches if you are 

up in the [ would like for you to see me on the field in a highly competitive atmosphere. I have filled out your recruit ques~tio~maire. Please keep me 
updated on any upcoming ID’s. Thank you tbr your time and consideration. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 9:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Playing Soccer for the Universi .ty of North Cmolina 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Playing Soccer tbr the University of North Carolina 

From:                                    @1 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I am very interested in your university and soccer program. I am going to be a sophomore this year at 

High School in and graduate in the class of Currently, I am playing soccer for Coach . I am 

captain of my team and usually start as a center or outside midfielder. We play in the                                            and play games in 

the 

I also play soccer for                     As a         I was a starter on the junior varsity team and also played up on varsity for a game, and 

this upcoming year I may be either on the varsity or junior varsity team as a , I also run track and cross country for ~s secondary 

sports. I am in the top :10 percent of my class and have a weighted GPA of 

During the upcoming year, my team will be playing in the following tournaments: 

® 

I really appreciate you taking time to read this, and I am aware you cannot respond until my 
for your program in the future. 

year, but I hope you will take the time to consider me 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 9:14 PM 

Ducar. Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Messaae ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~@yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emal.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I play center back for I’ll be at the sho~vcase in 

If you’re there, watch out for me. If not, please come watch my team at Surf Cup in 

number Please keep me in mind for the graduation year. Here is our schedule for Surf Cup: 

Thar~ks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 9:20 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From: 1 ~gmail.com:~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello Coach Anson, 
Hope your summer has not been too hot. 

I wanted to let you know 

I am playing on the only at the 

and then I have to leave for our NPL finals in 

We are having a gmne at Snrf Cup 

on the          at 1 pm on 

so if you are down there I hope you can come by. 

tha~k~ 

On Tue, at 7:27 AM ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
My name is My graduating year is This is my first time writing you. Congrats on your 
year!!! I wanted to let you krmw I am very interested in your program. I wanted to let you know when I will be playing. Right 
now I am going to the ODP regional championships, region IV in i . I play on plus team. It 
is the weekend of . I don’t know if you will make it out there. I play friday the at 1 pm and 5:30 and 
then Sunday the at 10, if we win. I will also be coming for some tournaments I will let you know about. I made the 

and I am looking forward to visiting you some day, if not this year, next year. I play on 
PREMIER, my coach is                 and I am number I am the discovery player on the I              for 

, but unfortunately I’ve had a lot of conflicts and only been able to play a couple of games with them so far. I dont 
know what number I am going to be on my ODP team yet, but I’m kinda easy to spot. Ha!!! I was born and lived in 

~ until I was years old. So I am the out there. 
Good luck in : 
thanks and hope to see you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:13 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: _ 
From: @cuemaS~l .net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-* 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Hi, I hope all is well I would just like to let you kmow that I recently ~emmed from my regional camp. I made my regional teaa~ for region 1. I felt I had a good week 

and I roll be attending the tournament in           this upcoming year! Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: , Right Back, GPA,~ 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gm~il.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <auson,~)em~il.uuc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name i~             and I will be a      INs next school year at"                                             Watching your soccer program achieve so much 
success over the years has been amazing, and I would love to attend UNC to be a part of that success and also participate in the university’s engineering program. 

I currently play as a right back on the 
Showcase in 

I team that just returned from the 
Showcase next March. 

We will be attending the Surf Cup in, , the CASL Girls’ 

I’ve attached my player profile listing my academic and soccer information as well as my team’s schedule for the Surf Cup in the event that you are available to come and 
watch. I would love to hear from you and answer any questions you might have. 

Sincerely, 

,(~,,q mail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 10:59 PM 

@juno .coi]1 

@gma]l.com 

Re: any meeetings this week 

I am recruiting or om of town (LA) most of the week..., we roll tD~ to meet early next week. 

Se.ut fro~n ~v ~ ~r~zo~t g/ #vles’,v 4G LTk’ DROID 

j uno.coll! WFOI~ ~ 

Any meetings tiffs co~ning week or pec meetings we need to attend ? Is sunday’s class assigned ? 

~ Odd spioe that F~GHTS diabetes 

Can this unusual "super spice" control your blood sugar and fight diabetes? 
diabetesreversed.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 15, 2013 11:02 PM 

Tessa Trepels (WFA) <tessa.trepels@worldfootballacademy.com> 

Re: WFA Periodisation Mentorship Feedback 

Tessa, I did it must have messed up the delivery. I will try again at the end of the week! 

Sent from my Veri:.:on Wire.les,~ 4G t.TE D,~O!D 

"Tessa Trepels (WFA)" <tessa.trepels@worldfootballacademy.com> wrote: 

Dear Anson, 
This is a friendly reminder that we did not received your feedback on the Periodisation Mentorship yet. 
Please go to www.worldfootballacademv.com/pms13-survey and complete the shod survey to help us improve our services. (link expires at 19 July) 

Thank you in advance. 
Regards, 
Tessa Trepels 

Van: World Football Academy [mailto:tessa.trepels@worldfootballacademy.com] 
Verzonden-" donderdag 4juli 20~.3 1~.:08 

Aan: anson@uncaa.unc,edu 
Onderwerp," WFA Periodisation Mentorship Feedback 

Dear Anson, 

We would like to thank you for your participation in the WFA Periodisation Mentorship 2013 in Amsterdam. 
Thanka to you the event was a great succesa! 

To improve our services we would like to ask you for feedback by filling out a short survey: 

If you have any additional questions or comments please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Thank you in advance. 

Best regards, 

World Football Academy 

Tessa Trepels 

lesr~ ]r~peis 

P.O. Box 48~ J.Z% AA~ Ouderkerk a/d A[]Iste~, Th~ N~thedands 
Bu[9, Stramanwqg ~021-, ~20[/2,2,, Amsterdam, -[hq Nq[herlands 
T +31 20 472 Z992 
F +3~ 20 472 2993 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 3L3L:04 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @msn.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Anson, 

Yo yo yo! Still a 1%er. Hey, this 1%er thing is catching on in our whole,             . My dad coaches a couple of the younger teams & they’re doing it 
too. He got some :[%er bracelets that they get after 3 months of doing their soccer homework everyday. I’ll be the :[st to get a bracelet. I’m only about a 
week away. 3 months after you were here. I guess Jo likes it so much she’s opening it up to the rest of the teams. If I miss a single day my 
bracelet’s gone & I have to work another 3 months to get it back. 

I’m heading out to on Tuesday for the , I know you won’t be there so maybe next time. 

I just narrowed my college dream list down to :20 tonight. UNC is #:[ of course. Hello!!!~ I went on my first college visit on Wednesday. My    said it would 

be good for me togo to as many as possible. I went and visited I . It was cool. You may know them as the team you knocked out of the tournament last 

year! Ha!! Hope you win it again this year. 

I’ll call you next week and let you know how went. See ya! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subje~: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~anson@email.unc.edtr; 

Monday,            11:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Taking A Chance 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subiect: Re: Taking A Chance 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.nnc.edu-~ 
CC: 

thmaks for your lime!’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From:’ ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

I am               and I have been playing soccer ever since I was little. Soccer is my passion. I work hmd at eve~hing I do and practice until I get eve~hing 
perfect. It would be a honor for me to play with the TAR HEELS ! Thank you for your lime. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:37 PM 

@live.unc.e&t> 

adeliue lust (adeline.lusl,~)s- sm.org); ..... 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.uuc.edu; ’,~aol.com: Jasou Sisneros ( i~gmail.com); 

pacmm~@uncaa.uuc.edu; 

< , matt jones 

~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; scan patton (_ ~}gmail.com); 

, nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

Subject: RE: Watching this roll make you better! 

OK, it looks like we are gett:ing more brain power into our roster {l~ke the in~ection we got when your sbter ardved}~ f~ike what you wrote {especk~i~y 

"genu~:~ecth~g to nobody"}~ 

Good job with your analysisH 

Sent: Thursday, July ~, 2013 2:~6 PM 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Watching this will make you beger[ 

Hi Anson, 

Sorw it’s taken me so Iongto get back to you. I did watch the game and in an effort not to be too repetitive of what other girls said about the intensity of 

Brazil’s defense, something else I noticed in addition to that was Brazil’s ability to stay composed at such a high level of pressure. When they won the ball 

the~ kept it and connected and created chances from it -- as was apparent in their 3 goals. That is something that is important for me to work on because 

it’s one thing to work hard to win the ball back, but another to maintain possession, counterattack and make things happen once you win it. Brazil totally 

took Spain out of their game bg forcing Spain to adjust to their play rather than adjusting their style of play to defend Spain. I think Spain is used to playing 

teams that tailor their game when they play Spain, and it allows them to get comfortable in their rhythm. Brazil was not intimidated and made Spain 

defend them instead which seemed like a surprise to Spain[ That is something I’ve noticed UNC is really good at doing -- making other teams adjust to 

their system and pressure while taking the opponent out of their rhythm {and genuflecting to nobody). Negmar is so crafW it will be fun to see how he fits 

into the Barca team. 

I’m finally in Chapel Hill and have been training and playing pick up every night which is a lot of fun and really helping to improve mg touch and speed of 

play[ Hope you’re having a good summer. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ernail,unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 1:14:57 PM 

To: 

Cc: adeline lust (_a___d___e_]_Ln___e__:Lu__s__t__@___s_:__s__m_:__o___rg); 

@msn.com; Ducat, Chris; 

sean patton ( ¯ ~gmail:com); 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

matt jones ~grnail.com); 

Fava, Nicole; ~M~:~clM); 

@grnail.com& 

Subject: RE: Watching this will make you better! 

Excellent game analysis AND self-analvsisH! Thank you. 

From: ~rocketmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 08, 2013 3:16 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: Re: Watching this will make you better! 

Hey Anson, 

I "think the key difference iu the Broil Spain game was the intensi~ that Broil played with and the pressure that they put Spain under all over the field. They didn’t 

only do it for certain periods in the game, but tbr the whole 90 minutes which is the way that we strive to be able to play. I aJso really admired the way that Neymay 

went at Spain’s back line whenever he could because not only does it put the defeuse under the pressure of making a decisiou but it aJso opeus up spaces for other 



players as well. The three goals "that Brazil scored al so reminded me of a lot of the aspects of shooting and attacking we work on. Their fira goaJ came t?om an 
accurately placed cross across the six yard box, but that wasn’t the only good thing about it. The other good part atx~ut the goal was that two players were sprinting to 
get to the correct places in the tx~x to finish which is something we always work on; getting more people into the tx~x to finish in the games. The ,second goaJ ~emed to 

come from a lot of power in the player’s shot which is something I have been working on for my own shi~t since freshma~ year to get rid of my "pea shooter" which has 

been progressively gotten better mad better, m~d the third goal Brazil scored came from a beautifully placed shot that was low, bent, and across the frame which are a 
few of the things we axe reminded of the most when we shoot. 

Hope aJl is well! 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaEunc.edu> 
To: 

( ,e,, m s n .com" @msn .corn>; 
"Ducal Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>; ’ ,~,aol.com" < @aol.com>; "Jason Sisneros ~lmail.com)" @,qmail.com>; "Sander, Thomas J" 
< p___a__c____m___a__n__@_~ _n___c_ ~__e__d___u_ >; 

. _ matt jones, 
@gmail.com" ,              @gmail.com>; "sean patton 

(~lmail.com)"            @.qmail.com>;                                                    . .                               ; "Fava, NicNe M" 
<.f_’_a_~_&@#_r_!)__a_iLu__[)£:#__d__u_.>; u_ff_a__&_d__u_)" <._a__k__n___8__@_u_.g__a_=__e__d__t_!>; .............................................................................................. 

Sent: Monday, July 1,2013 5:32 PM 
Subject: Watching this will make you better! 

I adios,, 

I played in nU 0-60 National ’I’oumame~t last week oN in S~m Diego (we ~ost in fl~e semi’s) and because I am ~m intemet cripple I did ~ot ~ow how to get you guys to 

turn y(mr TV’s oE~ tbr the CoE~i)dcrafioas C~p (the dry ruE~ tbr the Men’s World Cap in the co~mi~’ that is hosting i1 the year befbre ihey hosi fine eye,at wiih NI Ne 

champions li’om all of FIFA’s con~)deratio~is {region,s basically}), [Se Br~a:iliSpai~l game lbr the Championship wa~ to die lbr .... just like the two semifinals N fine 

Chartp%~s League ,,, tMs m~tc~ ~¥as a ga~e cl~anger. 

Spare ~as lotally domhaated, Bradl ~ o~ 3-0. K a~yo~e of yol~ walched k (and I hope some of you did) please write me a shoal slmm~a~3~ ofwhal Brazil did to make Spare 

(one office greates~ NationN Teams of all tNae and fine rei~i~g World Champions) look like a btmct~ of amateurs, ~d d~is bri~gs me to what I would ~ike you to do ~ow: 

L£~{J~{~i~:~L~f~t2~1(~{~{~}~f~/~}J~}~{~i ISis is a U-20 game (basically bo?s ?ore: age) a~d I wa~t you to tell me what fl~ey ~u’c doing fl~at is better 

Just so ?ou know, I do miss ?ou gays whc~ you go home ~md am ve~) excited to be back N Chape] Hill. I k~ow some of?ou are here akcady a~d some are trickling b;mk 

ia soon. Please do~Ft be slrangers, come by when y(m are bored a~d catch me ap o~ yoar l~ves, I saw  a~d the Samurai today ;rod I xm [brilled thai  has 

gottc~ over her quad p~l~ m~d of course wifl3  it is h~’d to tell she is ever hm~, I tort convi~ced she would ~evcr tel~ a~? o~e u~ess you ~oticed dmt a bo~e wax 

OVER yot~r l~t~ess, Ify(m are }~eaNV and E~ 1i~ ~e can stY1] get you m i~>r 10 mmt~tcs of lhr} like we did wi~h m the ACC spring toamamen~, 

Frem: Soccer ~nerica [rnaiko:news(fi~socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Monday, July 01, 2013 2:21 PM 
Te: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Sebjeet: Soccer On TV: Monday, July 1, 2013 

removed by 

sender. 
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sender¯ 

Monday, J~fly 1, 2013 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The knockout stage of the U-20 World (;up begins on Tuesday. 

(All tzmes F::stern unless noted. TV programming zs always subject to change. Check your local lis#ngs. 5_’_2~ic_,’__e_!~ 

_o__n____Y___V_. is updated dai~v throughout the week) 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Share This 

removed by 

sender. 



TBA 

TU’g,~DA Y, J~ly 

ESPNU 

]~IFAU-2!/World Cup SPAIN-MEXICO (hve) 10:45 am. 

~IFA U-2~ World Cup },~NCE-’~KEY (live) 1:45 am 

ESPNa.com 

~AU-2O World Cup SPA~--~XICO @ve) 10:45 am. 

~A U-20 W~rld Cup G~E-UZ~EK~TAN (lwe) 10:45 am. 

~FA U-20 World Cup b~NCE-’~EY Owe) 1:45 am 

~FAU-2O World Cup NIGER.-URUGUAY @re) ] :45 am. 

WEDNESDAY~ 

~IN SPORT 

Copa I)o Broil BOTAFOGO-FIQUE~NSE (hve) 8:40 pro. 

~IN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Do Broil BOT~O~)-FIQL~NSE (live) 8:40 pro. 

UNRX~ SION I)EI~RTES 

N~S ~NSAS C~Y-VANCO~R (hve) 9 pro. 

l~S 

Friendly CHWAS-CL~ ~¢~(2A (live) 11 pm. 

MLS DIRECT 

~S TORO~O-MO~ (1Ne) 7 pro. 

N~S CHICA~-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

N~S ~NSAS C~Y-VANCO~R (live) 9 pro. 

3~S SEA.E-D.C. ~D (1Ne) 10 pm. 

MLS RE~. SALT LAKE-NIILADE] ,PIIIA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPY7 

~AU-2O World Cup POR~G~-G~NA (live) 10:45 am. 

~AU-20 World Cup COLO~-KO~A ~P~LIC’ 0ive) 1:45 am. 

ESPN3.e~m 

~AU-20 Wgrld Cup CROAT~-CH~E (live) 10:45 am. 

~AU-20 W~rld Cup POR~fG~-G~NA (live) 10:45 am 

~AU-20 World Cup ~Q-P~GUAY (live) 1:45 am. 

~IFA U-2~ W~rld Cup COLOM[31A-KO[ZEA REPUBLIC 0ive) 1:45 am 

N~S D~CT ~CK 

N~S D~LAS-CHIVAS USA 0ire) 9 pm. 

MLS COLOR~)O-NF~A~ YO~K (lWe) 9:30 pm 

MLS LOS ANGELES-COLUMBUS (live) ] 0:30 pm 

~2 SPORTS NETWORK 

International Friendly USA-GUA’~;MALA (live) 11 pm 

~S 

International Friendly USA-GUA~A (live) 11 pm. 

SATURDA Y. 3~y 6 

ESPN 

International Friendly ~SSI ~L ST~S-WO~D ~L ST~S (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWO~ 

MLS VANC(XJVER-SEAT~ILE (live) 11 pro. 

~S D~CT 

3~S ~gV ENGL@-SAN JOSE Owe) 7:30 pro. 

N~S HOUSTON-PH~ELPH~ (live) 9 pm. 

ESPY7 

~AU-2O World Cup ~D-~D, Quarte~al (lwe) 10:45 ana. 

~AU-20 World Cup ~D-~D, Quarmffinal (live) 1:45 am. 



ESPN3.com 

~’IFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBI), Quarterfinal (hve) 10:45 am 

FIFAU-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 1:45 am. 

ESPN 

MLS CHICAC~)-KANSAS CITY (live) 3 pm 

FOX SOCCER 

Coneacaf Gold Cup CANADA-MARTINIQUE (live) 5 pro. 

Coneacaf ()fld Cup i’,/fEXICO-PANAM~ (live) 7:30 pm 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup CANADA-ivIARTIN2QLrE (live) 5 pro. 

Coneacaf Gold Cup MEXICO-PANAb{A (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS I)IRI~;CT KR2K 

MLS COLUMBUS-PORTLAND (hve) 5 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-CHIVAS USA (live) 7 pm 

MLS COLORADO-D.C. L2NITED (live) 9:30 prn. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-DALLAS (live) 10:30 prn. 

ESPNU 

FI~AU-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Quarterfinal (live) 10:45 am. 

lqIFAU-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, Qunrterfinal (live) 1:45 am 

ESPN3.com 

~’IFA U-20 World Cup TBD-TBI), Quarterfinal (hve) 10:45 am 

FIFAU-20 World Cup TBD-TBD, QuarterIinal (live) 1:45 am. 

TBA 

FOX SOCCER 

Coneacaf GOld Cup BELIZE-USA (live) 11 pro. 

~ ff_a_.Lo__r_ 2:_e_~_ g~t _e___@_c_ ~__e_v (fee) 
North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

USI~ 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccet Araetica Paul Kennedy I RidRc Mahoney IMike Woitalh 

(ioog[c’~ : Soccer America 

Facebook : Soccer America 

Soccer on TVR SS l~ed 

Soccer on TV fbr Monday, Jiffy 1, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@soccerame~{ca.com Please include yore- first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving ff~is newsletter at anson/~/mcaa unc.edu as part of yore- memberstfip with Soccm America. 

If you’d rather not receive tiffs newsletter in the futm-e .c_’_]_j.c_’~__D.g_ti~ 

Please do not reply to this email 

Editorial Contact: ~_%_’_c_’__m_’_d_!_9_~j__c_~_~_:_c_9__g_t 

Membership Contact: circ~tlation(£soccemmefica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fox.yarding of out- newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

~) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Youtl~ Soccer Reporter: ECNL Champions League winners crowned; U- 17s sweep Japanese tournament 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 3:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Youth Soccer Reporter: ECNL Champions League winners crowned; U-17s sweep Japanese tournament 

removed by 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Foday"s N~WSTuesday, Jiffy 16, 2013 

removed by 

sender 

Champions League winners crowned in Richmond 
by Soccer America 

tweet This 

[ECNL FINALS] PDA (U-17s), Sereno SC (U-16s), Eclipse Select (U-15s) and De Anza Force (U-14s) 

took titles in the Champions League at the Elite Clubs National League finals that wrapped up Monday in 

Richmond, Va. = Read the whole story 

U.S. U-17s complete sweep 
by Soccer America 

[NliGATA TOURNAMENTj The U.S. under-17 national team defeated the Niigata All-Stars, 2-0, to win the 

Niigata International Tournament Monday in Japan with its third win in three days. Newcomer Andrija 

Novakovich scored in his third straight match and Rubio Rubin, who is expected to move to Dutch club 

FC Uhecht, added a late goal. - Read the whole story 

U.S. under-17 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi~ 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

[OHIO STATE CAMP] The U.S. under-17 women’s national team will hold an 11-day camp, beginning Sunday, at Ohio State 

University. - Read the whole story 

Fire kicks off title defense on Thursday 
by Soccer America 

[SUPE R-20 LEAGUE] The defending champion Chicago Fire heads the 16-team field at the 2013 Super-20 League 

Championship that kicks off Thursday at IMG Academy in Bradenton, Fla. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, July 16, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~.socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution¯ 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 4:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Youtl~ Soccer Reporter: ECNL Champions League winners crowned; U- 17s sweep Japanese tournament 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 3:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Youth Soccer Reporter: ECNL Champions League winners crowned; U-17s sweep Japanese tournament 

removed by 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Foday"s N~WSTuesday, Jiffy 16, 2013 

removed by 

sender 

Champions League winners crowned in Richmond 
by Soccer America 

tweet This 

[ECNL FINALS] PDA (U-17s), Sereno SC (U-16s), Eclipse Select (U-15s) and De Anza Force (U-14s) 

took titles in the Champions League at the Elite Clubs National League finals that wrapped up Monday in 

Richmond, Va. = Read the whole story 

U.S. U-17s complete sweep 
by Soccer America 

[NliGATA TOURNAMENTj The U.S. under-17 national team defeated the Niigata All-Stars, 2-0, to win the 

Niigata International Tournament Monday in Japan with its third win in three days. Newcomer Andrija 

Novakovich scored in his third straight match and Rubio Rubin, who is expected to move to Dutch club 

FC Uhecht, added a late goal. - Read the whole story 

U.S. under-17 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi~ 

iNilmage 

removed by 
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iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

[OHIO STATE CAMP] The U.S. under-17 women’s national team will hold an 11-day camp, beginning Sunday, at Ohio State 

University. - Read the whole story 

Fire kicks off title defense on Thursday 
by Soccer America 

[SUPE R-20 LEAGUE] The defending champion Chicago Fire heads the 16-team field at the 2013 Super-20 League 

Championship that kicks off Thursday at IMG Academy in Bradenton, Fla. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, July 16, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~.socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution¯ 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, ;:03 PM 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

RE: UNC Kenan-FlaglerAlumni 

~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.cotn); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thank you for this very thoughtful email message. We look forward to working with 

Frora= NCGSC Administrator [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 16, 2013 1:50 plVl 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; bill palladino 
Subject= Fwd: UNC Kenan-Flagler Alumni 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: 

Date: Tue, Jul 16, 2013 at 9:28 AM 
Subject: [INC Kenan-Flagler Alanmi 

To: "         (i~gmail.com" 

North Carolina Girls Soccer Camp Team, 

I just wanted to shoot a quick note out to thank you (as a Kenan-Flagler Alum, and father of a camp attendee later this month), for running such an exciting and 

effective program for young girls. 

I ~nd my sincere thanks for running such a great program, that is the inspiration tbr so many of our yonng children! 

Best Regards, Go Carolina! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:05 PM 

Chris Ducar ~gmail.com> 

RE 

Call me about this ._. I have a plan 

From: Chris Ducar @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:4-3 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: , , 
Date: Tue. at 10:00 AM 

Subject: 

To: Chris Ducar ~);gmail.com> 

Cl~is, 

Quick update on1 

Looks like we are moving to We are t~ying to decide whether ] is the best fit. While is the better texan 

overall, they did so well at Nationals they may not need    and, fl~erefore, she may not get a g~eat deal of playing time.    had a successful soccer season (All 

. but she is probably not a . We feel is still a step up from CSA. The coaches are 

and                            . Just flaought I’d run it by you in the event you had any "wisdom" to share. (It also gives me fl~e opportunity to blame you for a 

poor choice!). Ha’. I wish I could wait until after camp for your opinion, but we are already overdue to make a decision. No problem if you can’t help. Just thought I’d 

check. Not sure how this will att~ct ’marketabili~" wifl~ [INC eiflaer... 
Thanks for your time... 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: SOCCER 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 12:12 PM 

To; Dorrance, AiDerl: A J.v 
Subject: SOCCER 

My are coming up to do a tour of UNC on. and we would love the opportunity to meet you or someone from your Women’s 

Soccer Staff. She is starting her and has been playing soccer for the past 11 or so years......she has especially honed in on 

training and excelling as a goalie for the past 5-6 years. She is especially interested in UNC for the location, academic options but most of all for the Women’s 

Soccer Organization. 

Please let me know as soon as possible if we would be able to meet with someone possibly even bring videos and photos and a resume of her soccer career thus 

far. 

I thank you for your time and look forward to your response] 

Sincerely, 

Office Administrator/Sales Assistant 

(cell) 

(office) 

(fax) 

PLEASE NOTE N EW ADDRESS: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Showcase Invitations 

From @aim.corn] 
Sent: Monday, 11:45 AM 
To: Dorrance, AIb£rt A’IV; Palladino, George W 

Subject: Showcase Invitations 

Ooach Anson Dorrance & Staff, 
My name is                ]nd I am a      at                                          I am interested in attending University of North Oarolina because of your 
fine health management and nursing programs as well as your elite soccer program. 
I currently play for                             team which will be playing Division 1 this coming fall. My club coach’s name is             and my trainers name is 

~ email is @optonline.net and phone number is email is .~.aol.com and phone number is . A 
few of the girls on the team, including myself, will be participating in the Showcase Game. This game will be held at, 

in . I would greatly appreciate it if you would attend the game to evaluate my play¯ Hopefully this will make you interested in the 

type of player I am. 
I also play with the team¯ We will be playing in the It would be wonderful if you were 
able to attend to see me play. All the information you will need to know about this tournament, Iocatio~i, times, brackets, etc., will [~e located on this webpage under Girl’s 

Showcase¯ 
I have attached documents listincl my GPA . other academic and athletic accomplishments and a schedule of my games for the 

¯ My home number is               My cell phone number is:              My email is:        _@_a__[t_n__:#£E~_. 

Thank you for your time and I will be looking forward to your response. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday ’, J.2:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alberi: A IV 
Subject: ~ 

Hi Coach Anson, 

My name is and I would like to introduce myself. I will be attending the upcoming and I also would like to be 

considered for your recruiting class of 

I moved to , for several years and being born in . I started playing soccer in ~nd was not 

initially selected for a club team. However, after much work and determination, attending clinics and listening to my coaches l have risen to play on ar 

elite club team in my state. Our team,                              finished this year as ~                               and was State Cup 

Champion in ~     It is my passion to grow and improve each year! 

I am blessed with height      and weight {:    that allow me to play very physically at the Midfield or Forward positions. My favorite position is 

attacking Center Mid, but I play Outside Mid and Forward as my coaches need me/In always timed as one of the very fastest members of my club and 

high school teams. I was called up to play Varsity at the end of my year in high school. I should also let you know I love to play balls out of the 

air and have been told I’m really good with headers. 

I pride myself on being a team player, but my family also keeps track of my statistics. Outof goals my club team scored this season, I scored 9 of 

them. I also assisted on approximately 20% of the other goals. My favorite memory of the season was during our State Cup Semi-Final. We were trailing 

O-:l with 5 minutes to go in the game and I scored with a header goal to tie. We eventually lost in PN, but I was happy to tie for my team! 

l am also proud of my academics and work very hard at getting good grades. My currentGPAis,    in high school. My favorite subjects are science and 

math, and I’m looking forward to choosing a school and major that will let me use what I’m learning. 

I’m really excited to be coming to camp and learning from all the great coaches! I have begun reading the book AVision of a Champion and I am very 

excited to meet and learn from such a great coach. I will also stay in touch for the future and let you know where I’m playing with my club team again. 

My Profile resume is attached for your records. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 5:58 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros L @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

l~g: ~ - ESPYS 

I am so 

And please know, we do not make these rules but breaking them will not only cause a national scandal (like what has happened to our football team) but will 

cause Vou to possibly become inel~g~bh~ (ph~n~se don’t g~ve ANYONE a reason ~eopard~ze th~s poten~:~a~lv fabuk~us year). You are our dr~vh~g force don’t ~et the 

temptation of a good time ruk~ an k~cred~bh~ semester. 

A~ the besL my I~tt~e 

F~m: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, ~uly 25, 20~3 ~2:~2 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas 3 
~c: Timmermans, Tom; Gallo, 3r., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M; Dressler, Carly 
Subject: - ESPYS 
Good Afternoon - 

There are severa~ evenl:~ assodated wRh the ESPY’s that wou~d be considered abow~ actua~ and necessary e>’4~enses and therefore are ~mperm~s~ble for to 

at[end. The ESPY"s generai~y do s poor job of comnmrficst~ng what is and is not permissible for a nominee with collegiate e%ibil~ty remaining to participate ~n. 

As you know, Bylaw ~6.~.7.2 ~t~biished Ra’giona/, Nagionoi or inten}otional Aw~ds a~ows an outside organization to provide actua~ and necessary expenses for a 

student-atMete to trave~ to a banquet designed to recognize the ~nd~v~dua]’s accomplishments as an athlete h~ order for the student-atMete to receive an 

established national The outside organization a~so may provide actual and necessary expenses for the student-atMete’s spouse, parents or other relatives to 

attend the recognition event. 

Howew?r, the Pre-Partv on Ju~y 16th and Pos~: Party Ce~ebratkm af[:er [he event wouk~ be considered above actua~ a]]d necessary ex~)enses, which means [:hat 

may not a[[end. Rece~p[ of any[h~ng of vaiue above [he actua~ ESPY trophy wouid be considered 

these parties inasmuch as they are not part of the actua~ ESPY awards ceremony. Previously, we have seen the ESPY’s open hospitality/gifting suites to any 

individual who has been nominated which is also h~permiss~ble. 

Please make sure       unders~:ands these guh]e~ines ~:o ensure that her e~g~bii~tv ~s ~)rotected. If you or she has any further ques[iot~s ph~n;se h~d: me know. ~"m 

happy to meetis~)eak w~th her if necessary. Bes~: of luck to her Wednesday mght~ Thank you 

MarieHe 

Msriel~e A. vanGe~der 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolh~a 

Phone: {9].9) 962- 7853 

Fa’,c (9:[9) 

F~m= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent~ Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:59 PN 
Te~ Ste~nbacher, Rick; Timmermans, Tom 
~¢~ Vangelder, Narielle A 
Su~ject~ RE: - ESPYS 
The E S PY’ s ? ....... Don’t coyer t~avel, tr~spo~ation, lodging... ? Absolutely br~al [ [ 

I would be in faYor of using the SAOF ifpe~issible ~       is a returning S-A, 

experience with l~is happening with UCONN Women’s b~sketball S-A’s~ 

~m~, Steiny m~d Tom~ 

F~m~ Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent~ Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:25 PN 
Te~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject~ N:              - ESPYS 

See below. I think it is a ~itt~e lame that they ~nv~te to attend but won’t cover [rave~ / hotel. ~s this sometNng SAF could be used for (airfsre to and 

from LA / Ho[el for 2 nights) for 

R~ck 

F~m= Jennifer Aiello [mailto:jenniferaiello@maggievision.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, ~une 27, 2013 2:20 PN 
Te~ Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re:              - ESPYS 

~h~ ~api~ On~ tNn~ is ~omp~tdy s~pamt~. P~as~ work tho~ d~tn~s out w~th who ~on~t~d 3~u. 

flint out with th~ logistics ~on~t. already ~on~d a~d sh~ wi~ now d~l with ou~ 

Thmfl~s 

Jemfi fer Ai ello 
Sr. Talent Producer 
ESPYS -Jiffy 17, 2013 
Los Angeles, CA 
917-886-8818 cell 

j ~mnJ femiello(ahn ag~_ievi si on corn 

just graduated), and I would ~sk Maxielle her thoughts since she may haYe had a little 

On Jan 27, 2013, at 1:41 PM, Steinbacher, Rick" :rick~]unc.eda> 

wrote: 



,Jemlifer, 

My name is Rick Steinbacher and I work at Carolina Athletics. ] am discussion UNC atLendees with our Athletic Director Bubba Cunnb~ghsm at 4 pm today~ Does the 
inv~Le ~:or               include re#~bursement for trave~ (a~r~:a~e) Lo and f~om L.A.? 
Also, we were contacted earlier this week by Bates Gra~nger, Wce President with Taylor. He advised us that travel for one admh~istrator and one student athlete 
wouM be provided for ~s to accept our trophy for winnh~g the Cap~ta~ One CUp ~11 ~emale sports. I am assuming that tNs is ~ncremental to the ~nv~tes for 

Please advise if that b correct. 
Thanks, 
R~ck 
R~ck Ste~nbacher 
Sen~or Assodate Athletic D~rector 
University o[ North Carolina 
450 SMpper Bow[e~ 
Chapel H~[[, NC 275~5 
rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 
mobHe: 
www.~oheels.com 

F~: Steinbacher, Rick 
$eBt: Thursday, June 27, 20~3 [0:59 AM 
Te: Cannizzaro, Kara 
~: Levy, Jennifer S; Barnes, Philip E; Steinbacher, Rick 
8ubje¢t~ Re:              - ESPYS 

cougm~iations[ That is awesome. ] am wor~ug with bubba to~y to ~uaJize the uuc travel pa~, a~d will follow up with you a~d Je~y later ~da7 or tomo~w. 
Agaiu~ CONO~TUSAT]ONS [ 

Rick 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Jun 27, 2013, at 10:39 AM, ~,-t]ive. unc .edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bowers, Matthew" <mattbowers(a~unc.edu> 

Date: June 27, 2013, 10:28:29 AM EDT 
To: ’ t_~live.unc.edu > "Le~% Jemfifer S" ~_&r_~s:_l__e_£:L~)mc.eda> 
Subject: F~vd: - ESPYS 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ESPY Nominations <espynoms@maggievision,com> 
Subject: RE:                - ESPYS 
Date: June 27, 2013 8:21:01 AM EDT 
To: ".__m____a_~__b__9____w____e___r__s__@___q__n____c__:__e____d___u__" <___m___a__~__b___o_____w____e___r__s__@unc.edu> 
Cc: Jennifer Aiello <ienniferaiello@mag,qievision,com> 

We are thrilled to armounce that you have been selected as an ESt Y nominee for Best Female College Athlete. 

A lot happened in the world of sports this past year aaad we are excited to honor you as one of the best at The 2013 ESPYS. This year’s 
show is LIVE with host Jan Harem on Wednesday, July 17th at the Nokia Theater in downtown Los Angeles. It’s the one night of the year 

where we come together as a communib~ of fans to celebrate and relive the best sports performances that have happened. 

ESPY week highlights include: 

-Tuesday, July 16~ + Wednesday, July 17th The Escape, ~n exclusive deslination for ESPY noufinees ~lld presenters - July 16~h, 12pm - 9pm + July 17~, 11 am - 3pm @ JW M~rriott 

-Tuesday, July 16th "Bo@ at ESPYS" Pre-Party 9pm - 1 am @ Lure Nightclub 
-Wednesday, July 17th ESPYS Red Carpet Walk 3pro - 5:45pm @ IA Live Plaza 
-Wednesday, July 17th-The2013ESPYS 6pro- 8:30pmPT@NokJa~[heatre 

-Wednesday, July 17th The Official ESPYS Post Party Celebration 8:30pm - I am @ JW Man-iott 
Faa~s will have the chance to select the winners by voting oNine at ESPYS.com. Tweet about your nomination a]]d The ESPYS leading up to 

and during the live show. When you tweet, please be sure to tag @ESPYS each time you mention The °°ESPYS" so that your status updates 

will be connected to the show. 
is a graduating Senior, CO~Tect? 

We will provide 2 complimenta~ Red Carpet, Live Show and Party tickets. Please RSVP immediately to our Vice President ofAtlflete & 
Talent 

Relations, Jennifer Aiello at: .j__e__r~i~2_r_&a_~gi__e_y_i:_si£~:_c:~?_Lr_~" 

See you in LA! 
Jemaifer Aiello VP of Talent 
It Happened. Now it Happens at The ESPYS. 

The ESPYS and relaled events benefit file V Foundation for Cancel’ Research in nlelnory of the la|e Jim Valvano. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Serlt: ivlorIQay~. ].Zl#Z FlVl 

TO: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hello Coach Dorrance, 
I am writing to you to see if either you or your staff can come see me play in person at any upcoming games of mine. I am participating in the MPS Showcase this following 
weekend,, at the . Below I will post the exact schedule for the tournament. I’d love it if you could come and watch me. 
MPS Showcase: 

Thank you ven/much for your time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 
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GAME MANAGER 
Amy Lampe 

Assistant Director, Athletic Operations 
Office: 617.552.2186 
Cell: 
Fax: 617.552.4335 

amy_!ampe@bc.edu 

ADMINISTRATION 
Tom Peters 
Senior Associate Athletic Director 
Office: 617.552.4682 
peterste@bc.edu 

Jade Prickett 
Administration Intern 
Office:617.552.6456 
jade.prickett@bc.edu 

WOMEN’S SOCCER COACHING STAFF 
Alison Foley 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Office: 617.552.3214 
Cell: 
Fax: 617.552.4930 
foleyae@bc.edu 

Maren Rojas 
Assistant Coach 
Office: 617.552.0982 
roiasmd@bc.edu 

EQUIPMENT 
Stephen Remick 
Assistant Equipment Manager 
Office: 617.552.3013 
remicks@bc.edu 

FACILITIES 
TBA 
Assistant AD, Facilities 
Office: 617.552.0601 
TBA@bc.edu 

Billy Flutie 
Assistant Director, Facilities, Camps & Clinics 
Office: 617.552.0196 
flutiew@bc.edu 

MARKETING 
Mike McKenzie 
Assistant Director, Sports Marketing 
Office: 617.552.0787 
mckenzme@bc.edu 

MEDIA RELATIONS 
Stephanie Tunnera 
Assistant Director, Media Relations 
Office: 617.552.0524 
stephanie.tunnera, l@bc.edu 

OPERATIONS 
Matthew Conway 
Assistant AD, Operations 
Office: 6t 7.552.6672 
Cell: 
Fax: 617.552.4335 
conwayml@bc.edu 

Mike Morris 
Operations Intern (Visiting Team Liaison 
Office: 617.552.2628 
Cell: 
Fax: 617.552.4335 
athletic.operations@bc.edu 

SPORTS MEDICINE 
Donna Bennett 
Senior Associate Director, Sports Medicine 
Office: 617.552.4540 
bennett@bc.edu 

BOSTON COLLEGE POLICE 
Emergency: 617.552.4444 

From a campus phone: 2.4444 
Non-Emergency: 617.552.4440 

From a campus phone: 2.4440 





Logan International Airport 
Telephone: 800.23. LOGAN 
Boston, MA 
Miles to Boston College: 10 

Manchester-Boston Regional Airport 
Telephone: 603.624.6556 
Manchester, NH 
Miles to Boston: 60 

Airports: 
T.F. Green Airport 
Telephone: 401.737.8222 
Providence, RI 
Miles to Boston College: 55 

Hanscom Air Force Base 
Telephone: 781.274.0010 
Bedford, MA 
Miles to Boston College: 20 
No Commercial Service 

Peter Pan 
Telephone: 800.343.9999 
Contact: Lenny Rottenberg 
Cell: 

Alamo 
Telephone: 800.462.5266 

Avis 
Telephone: 800.331.1212 

Budget 
Telephone: 800.527.0700 

Bus Company: 

Car Rental: 
Enterprise 
Telephone: 800.261.7331 

Hertz 
Telephone: 800.654.3131 

National 
Telephone: 800.227.7368 

Concessions: 
Concessions will NOT be available at the Newton Campus Sports Complex. 

Driving Directions: 
Please refer to Appendix A for directions to the Newton Campus Sports Complex and Appendix B 
for directions to the Boston College Main Campus. 

Facility Information: 
Located behind the law school on Boston College’s Newton Campus is one of the nation’s elite 
soccer facilities. Completely updated in 2008, the Newton Campus Sports Complex features a 
newly installed Polytan artificial playing surface. Polytan surfaces are used at The World Cup 
Stadium in Stuttgart, Germany, the Olympic Stadium in Munich, and on many fields at both the 
collegiate and international level. With the addition of the Polytan artificial playing surface, coupled 
with offseason updates that include permanent team benches and a 30-seat, enclosed press box, 
Boston College is proud to boast a state-of-the-art facility. 



The Westin Waltham-Boston 
70 Third Avenue 
Waltham, MA 02451 
Contact: Secil Kaufman 
Direct Line: 781-290-5661 
Email: secil, kaufman@westin.com 

Hotel Information: 
Crowne Plaza Hotel Boston-Newton 
320 Washington St. 
Newton, MA 02458 
Contact: Jennifer Rose 
Direct Line: 617-630-2923 
Email: jrose@cpbostonnewton.com 

Newton Marriott Hotel 
2345 Commonwealth Avenue 
Newton, MA 02466 
Contact: Stephanie Gibson 
Direct Line: 617-630-3511 
E m a i I: ste~ha nie~ g!bson@m a rriott, co m 

Holiday Inn Brookline 
1200 Beacon St. 
Brookline, MA 02466 
Contact: Amy Ordway 
Direct Line: 617-598-7649 
Email: aordway@brooklineinn.com 

Courtyard by Marriott Boston/Brookline 
40 Webster St., Coolidge Corner 
Brookline, MA 02446 
Contact: Marc Krueger 
Direct Line: 617-396-2015 
Email: marc.krueqer@brooklinecourtyard.com 

Sheraton Needham Hotel 
100 Cabot St. 
Needham, MA 02494 
Contact: Ann Lei 
Direct Line: 781-292-3870 
Email: ann.iei@sheraton.com 

Locker Room Facilities: 
Boston College’s Newton Campus Sports Complex does not have locker room facilities on site. 
All locker room facilities are located within the Conte Forum on the Main Campus. If your team 
will need pre-game use of a locker room please plan for an additional 30 minutes in your travel 
itinerary. All visiting teams that would like the use of a locker room should contact Mike Morris in 
the Athletic Operation’s office at 617.552.2628. The Newton Campus Sports Complex does have 
a designated area that is available to visiting teams. The space serves as a meeting area and can 
accommodate 25-30 people equipped with a white board, electricity, heat, and air conditioning. 

Parking: 
Team Parking: 
Visiting Women’s Soccer teams must direct their bus driver to park their bus/vans inside the 
designated lot on the North side of the Newton Campus Sports Complex. Access to this area is 
achieved by entering Newton campus via Centre St. Signs will be posted to identify the visiting 
team parking location. 

Fan Parking 
For visiting fans, parking is available at the Newton Campus Sports Complex. Campus parking 
lots open for event attendees 1.5 hours prior to the start of the event. Parking is free for all 
athletic events at the Newton Campus Sports Complex. Signs will be posted to identify event 
parking areas. Tailgating is prohibited. 



Points of Local Interest: 

Faneuil Hall/Quincy Market: 
An easy drive from Boston College, Faneuil Hall has long been regarded as one of the finest 
attractions in the city of Boston. Cobblestone streets and a variety of performers populate this 
famous shopping area. Sample the food from the dozens of vendors inside Quincy Market or shop 
at the plethora of stores in the area. 

The North End: 
Located across Route 93 from Faneuil Hall, the North End is famous for its small streets and 
Italian restaurants. A small close knit community with an overflow of history awaits any visitor. 

Harvard Square, Cambridge: 
Harvard University as well as numerous shops and restaurants lie within the Harvard Square area. 
The beautiful landscape of the college is nestled against a maze of street performers and 
shopping areas. 

Fenway Park: 877.733.7699 
Located in Kenmore Square, the home of the Boston Red Sox is the oldest park in Major League 
Baseball. This historic site has seen many of baseball’s famous moments since opening in 1912. 

The Museum of Science: 617.723.2500 
MOS is an interactive museum that explores the wonders of science through activities, exhibits, 
and programs located in downtown Boston. The Museum of Science also includes the Omni 
Theatre, an IMAX theatre. For more information please visit www.mos.org. 

The Museum of Fine Arts: 617.267.9300 
Located a short distance from Boston College on Route 9 (Huntington Ave.), the Museum of Fine 
Arts is one of the leading fine arts museums in the country. For more information please visit 
www.mfa.org. 

The New England Aquarium: 617.973.5200 
Located right on the water in downtown Boston, the aquarium is a nationally recognized learning 
resource for people of all ages. Please visit www.neaq.org for more information. 

Movie Theatres: 
Kendall Square Cinema - Cambridge 
1 Kendall Square 
Cambridge, MA 
617.499.1996 



Post-game Meal Information: 
Post-game food deliveries should be directed to the Newton Campus (Field Location) or to the 
Main Campus (Visiting Team Locker Room Location). 

Newton Campus: This area is accessed on the North side of the Newton Campus Sports 
Complex via the entrance on Centre St. Signs will be posted to identify team parking areas (See 
map in Appendix E). 
GPS Address: 885 Centre St. Newton, MA 02459 

Main Campus: This area is accessed through the Southside of Conte Forum (maroon awn=ng 
Gate B) accessible from the Beacon Street entrance to campus (See map in Appendix F). 
A list of preferred vendors can be found below. 
GPS Address: 2601 Beacon St. Chestnut Hill, MA 0246 

at 

BC Dining Services 
(Boxed Lunches) 
Contact: David Early 
617.552.0311 

Moogy’s Restaurant (sandwiches) 
154 Chestnut Hill Ave. 
Brighton, MA 02135 
617.254.8114 

Kelly’s Roast Beef 
2 Under Price Way 
Natick, MA 01760 
508.872.4900 

Chick-FiI-A 
75 Middlesex Turnpike Suite 2110 
Burlington, MA 01803 
781.272.2110 

Bill’s Pizzeria 
753 Beacon Street 
Newton Centre. MA 
617.964.1116 

UFood Grill 
222 Arsenal Street 
Watertown, MA 02472 
617.923.7676 

Practice Times: 
Please complete and return the attached "Visiting Team Questionnaire" with your practice 
requests as soon as possible to: 

Contact: Mike Morris 
Office: 617.552.2628 
Cell: 
Fax: 617.552.4335 
Email: athletic.operations@bc.edu 

Pre-Game and Timing: 
Please refer to Appendix C for a sample pre-game timeline. 



MBTA 
Telephone: 617.222.3200 

Public Transportation: 

Website: www. m bta. com 

Radio: 
Visiting Team radio requests must be submitted to the Boston College Media Relations office prior 
to your visit. Please contact Stephanie Tunnera at 617.552.0524 with your radio request. 

Sports Medicine: 
Location: The Athletic Training Room is located on main campus in room 124 on the North side 
of Conte Forum and will open two (2) hours prior to the start of the game. Donna Bennett, Senior 
Associate Director, Sports Medicine will contact each school’s athletic trainer prior to their game to 
discuss specific athletic training needs. Please contact Donna Bennett at 617.552.4540 with any 
medical questions. 

Tailgating: 
Please note that tailgating is NOT permitted at the Newton Campus Sports Complex. 

Newton Taxi 
Telephone: 617.244.6600 

Red Cab 
Telephone: 617.789.3800 

Taxis: 
Veteran’s Taxi 
Telephone: 617.527.0300 

Yellow Cab 
Telephone: 617.536.3600 

Tickets: 
There is no admission charged at the Newton Campus Sports Complex. 

Visiting Team Bench: 
When entering the facility, the visiting team bench area is located on the right side. 





Emergency Phone Numbers: 

Boston College Campus Police Emergency: 617.552.4444 
From a campus phone dial: 2. 4444 

Boston College Campus Police Non-Emergency: 617.552.4440 
From a campus phone dial: 2.4440 

Sports Medicine Emergency Number: 617.552.6666 
From a campus phone dial: 2. 6666 

Emergency Phone Locations: 

Newton Fields (Soccer, Field Hockey, Lacrosse): Phone is located on the south end of the 
Quonset Hut (building with curved metal roof) located between the soccer field and the field 
hockey field. 

Address: 885 Centre St. Newton, MA 02459 

Conte Forum: Phones are located in the Boston College Athletic Training Room, the hallway 
outside of the Athletic Training Room, directly beside the north elevator and in the Skate Lobby. 

Address: 2601 Beacon St. Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

AED Locations: 

Visiting Team Bench: BC Sports Medicine will supply an AED, contact information, and water for 
each visiting team practice. 

Conte Forum North Entrance: Inside the Sports Medicine Door in the North Lobby. 

Conte Forum South Entrance: In the Visiting Team locker room hallway near locker room D. 

*If a student-athlete is injured and needs medical assistance/transportation, please call the Boston 
College Police Department at 617.552.4444 or on campus at 2.4444. 



First responder: Sports Medicine Team Athletic Trainer 

If additional care is needed, the trainer signals an operations staff member to call BCPD 
(2.4444) 

BCPD requests the ambulance and guides it to the proper location 

Student-athletes will be transported to: 
o St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center 
o Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center (Level 1 Trauma Center) 

Home Team Injury: 

A representative from Boston College (Assistant Coach) will go with the student-athlete to the 
hospital 

Parents may ride in the ambulance with the student-athlete at the discretion of the ambulance 
driver 

The Boston College athletic trainer will contact Bert Lenz, Director of Sports Medicine. 

Bert Lenz will contact Brad Bates, Director of Athletics, if needed. 

Visiting Team Injury: 

If a visiting team student-athlete is injured, the visiting team determines what representative, if 
any, will go with the student-athlete to the hospital 

Parents may ride in the ambulance with the student-athlete at the discretion of the ambulance 
driver 

The Boston College athletic trainer will contact Bert Lenz, Director of Sports Medicine. 

Bert Lenz will contact Brad Bates, Director of Athletics, if needed. 



St. Elizabeth’s Medical Center: 

736 Cambridge St. Brighton, MA 02135 

Hospital Main Number: 617.789,3000 

From Main Cam~140 Commonwealth Ave. Chestnut Hill, MA 02467) 

Exit the North side of campus and proceed directly across Commonwealth Avenue (Rte. 30) onto 
Lake Street. Follow Lake Street to the bottom of the hill and at the first traffic light turn right onto 
Washington Street. Follow Washington Street, going straight through two traffic lights. 
Approaching the third light, you will see the Medical Center in front of you on the right. 

For the Emergency Room, go straight at the third light, drive past the Medical Center (on your 
right), turn right at the next light (Warren St.), and follow signs for the Emergency Room. 

To reach the main entrance of the Medical Center, go straight at the third light, drive past the 
Medical Center (on your right), turn right at the next light (Warren St.) and the main drive will be 
your first right. 

From Newton Cam us 885 Centre St. Newton MA 02459 

Take a left out of campus onto Centre St. 
Turn Right onto Sargent St. 
Sargent St. becomes Kenrick St. 
Turn Left onto Lake St. 
Follow Lake Street to the bottom of the hill and at the first traffic light turn right onto Washington 
Street. Follow Washington Street, going straight through two traffic lights. Approaching the third 
light, you will see the Medical Center in front of you on the right. 

For the Emergency Room, go straight at the third light, drive past the Medical Center (on your 
right), turn right at the next light (Warren St.), and follow signs for the Emergency Room. 

To reach the main entrance of the Medical Center, go straight at the third light, drive past the 
Medical Center (on your right), turn right at the next light (Warren St.) and the main drive will be 
your first right. 



Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center: 

185 Pilgrim Rd., Boston, MA 02215 

Hospital Main Number: 617n667.7000 

From Main Campus (140 Commonwealth Ave, Chestnut Hill, MA 02467) 

Go east on Commonwealth Ave. (Rt. 30) towards Boston 
Turn right onto Chestnut Hill Ave. 
Turn left onto Beacon St. 
Turn right onto Washington St. 
Take a slight left onto School St. 
School St. turns into Aspinwall Ave. (continue to follow Aspinwall for .5 miles) 
Turn left at Brookline Ave. 
Turn left at Francis St. 
Go right onto Pilgrim Rd. 
Emergency Room will be on the right. 

From Newton Cam us 885 Centre St. Newton MA 02459 

Head Southwest on Centre St. (Towards Cotton St.) 
Turn left onto Commonwealth Ave. (Rt. 30) 
Turn right onto Chestnut Hill Ave. 
Turn left onto Beacon St. 
Turn right onto Washington St. 
Take a slight left onto School St. 
School St. turns into Aspinwall Ave. (continue to follow Aspinwall for .5 miles) 
Turn left at Brookline Ave. 
Turn left at Francis St. 
Go right onto Pilgrim Rd. 
Emergency Room will be on the right. 



Boston College has several services that act as early warning systems for severe weather which include: 
~ Meteorlogix Weather Sentry Reporting System/Text Messaging 
~ Thorgurd Lightning Prediction Device 

PRIOR TO THE EVENT: 
Event weather forecasts will be monitored throughout the day by the event manager and sport 
administrator via the internet and through the use of a weather service. 

Ninety (90) minutes prior to the start of the event Sports Medicine will begin to monitor for severe 
weather via an electronic lightning detector at the field level. The Game Manager will monitor lightning 
via PDA and the Internet through the Meteorlogix/DTN weather service. 

The game officials, home coaches and visiting coaches will be made aware of the Boston College 
severe weather policy both prior to the game and when they arrive on site day of game. 

ONCE SEVERE WEATHER IS DETECTED: 
Once it has been determined that lightning is within 30 miles of the event, the Game Manager will 
notify the game officials, both head coaches and any on site administrators from both teams that 
Boston College administration is tracking severe weather in the area. 

ONCE LIGHTNING IS WITHIN FIFTEEN (15) MILES OF THE STADIUM: 
The Game Manager will notify the game officials, both head coaches, and any on site administrators from 
both teams at the next stoppage of play that lightning is within 15 miles of the playing field and 
postponement due to weather might be possible. When lightning is detected within 15 miles of the 
stadium, the public address announcer will make the following announcement to inform those in 
attendance that inclement weather including lightning is within 15 miles. 

LADIES AND GENTLEMAN, MAY I HA VE YOUR A TTENTION PLEASE? MAY I HA VE YOUR A TTENTION 

PLEASE? BOSTON COLLEGE HAS RECEIVED NOTIFICATION FROM THE NATIONAL WEATHER 

SERVICE THAT SEVERE WEATHER INCLUDING LIGHTNING IS WITHIN 15 MILES QF THE NEWTON 

CAMPUS SPORTS COMPLEX. DUE TO THE IMPENDING WEATHER, IT IS RECOMMENDED FOR YOUR 

SAFETY THAT YOU TEMPORARILY EXIT THE STADIUM AND SEEK SHELTER. WE ARE SORRY FOR 

THE INCONVENIENCE AND THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION. 



WHEN LIGHTNING IS DIETECTED WITHIN S IX (6) MILES OF THE S TADIUIM: 
The Game Manager will notify the game officials, both head coaches and any on site administrators from 
both teams at the next stoppage of play that lightning is within 6 miles of the playing field and we are 
required to halt the game due to weather. When lightning is detected within 6 miles of the playing field, the 
public address announcer will make the following announcement to inform those in attendance that 
inclement weather including lightning is within 6 miles. 

LADIES AND GENTLEMAN, MA Y I HA VE YOUR A TTENTIQN PLEASE? MA Y I HA VE YOUR 

ATTENTION PLEASE? BOSTON COLLEGE GAME MANAGEMENT HAS RECEIVED NOTIFICATION 

FROM THE NA TIQNAL WEA THER SERVICE THA T SEVERE WEA THER INCLUDING LIGHTNING IS 

WITHIN 6 MILES OF THE NEWTON CAMPUS SPORTS COMPLEX. DUE TO THE IMPENDING 

WEA THER PLA Y IN TQDA Y’S GAME HAS BEEN TEMPQRARIL Y SUSPENDED AND TEAMS HA VE 

BEEN DIRECTED TQ THEIR LOCKER ROOM AREAS. FOR YOUR SAFETY PLEASE EXIT YOUR 

SEA T AND SEEK SHELTER. WE ARE SORRY FOR THE INCONVENIENCE AND THANK YOU FOR 

YOUR CQQPERA TIQN. 

EVACUATION LOCATIONS - Single Competition @ Newton Campus Sports Complex: 
Game Officials - The Quonset Hut - Officials Locker Room 
Visiting Team -Visiting Trailer/Locker Room 
Home Team - Home Trailer/Locker Room 
Spectators - Personal Vehicles or Quonset Hut Gymnasium 

EVACUATION LOCATIONS - Multiple Competitions @ Newton Campus Sports Complex 
Game Officials - The Quonset Hut - Officials Locker Room 
Field Hockey Visiting Team - Visiting Trailer/Locker Room 
Field Hockey Home Team - Home Trailer/Locker Room 
Soccer Visiting Team - Charter Bus 
Soccer Home Team - Quonset Hut Fitness Area 
Spectators - Personal Vehicles or Quonset Hut Gymnasium 

All ushers and event management staff should know where the weather shelters are located and make sure that 
these shelters are unlocked and ready. 

All athletes, coaches and officials should be made aware of their evacuation location prior to the competition. 

All spectators should be directed to seek shelter immediately. 

EEASSESS[NG THE S[[’UA33ON: 
Once severe weather is at least six (6) miles from the venue and it is safe to return to the facility, an "all 
clear" will be sounded. An "all clear" is indicated by 3 short horn blasts on the game scoreboard. 

There will be a 5 tolO minute evaluation/warm up period after the all-clear signal has been given before 
competition is resumed. The length of time will be determined by the game officials and game manager. 





Directions to Newton Campus Sports Complex 
(Game Field) 

GPS Address: 885 Centre St. Newton, MA 02459 

From Main Campus (Locker Rooms) 

1. Drive West on Commonwealth Avenue for approximately 2.5 miles. 
2. Upon reaching Centre St. take a right. 
3. Follow Centre St. for approximately 1 mile and turn left into the Main entrance. 
4. Signs will be posted to direct the bus to the visiting team parking location. 

From the Massachusetts Turnpike (Heading East) 

1. Take Exit 17. 
2. Take the first right onto Centre St. and follow for approximately 1 mile. 
3. Turn right into the Main entrance. 
4. Signs will be posted to direct the bus to the visiting team parking location. 

From the Massachusetts Turnpike (Heading West) 

1. Take Exit 17. 
2. Take a left over the bridge after passing the Sheraton Tara Hotel. 
3. Take the first right onto Centre St. and follow for approximately 1 mile. 
4. Turn right into the Main entrance. 
5. Signs will be posted to direct the bus to the visiting team parking location. 

From Logan Airport 

1. Follow signs to the Massachusetts Turnpike (Interstate 90) Toll 
2. Take the Massachusetts Turnpike - 90 West to Exit 17 
3. Take a left over the bridge after passing the Sheraton Tara Hotel. 
4. Take the first right onto Centre St. and follow for approximately 1 mile. 
5. Turn right into the Main entrance. 
6. Signs will be posted to direct the bus to the visiting team parking location. 
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Directions to Main Campus 
(Locker Rooms) 

Address: 2601 Beacon St. Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Points North and South: 
Take Interstate 95 (Route 128) to Exit 24 (Route 30). 
Proceed east on Route 30, also known as Commonwealth Avenue, and follow for about 
five miles to Boston College. 
Enter BC at the second entrance on the right, at St. Ignatius Church, and then bear left 
down St. Thomas More Drive. 
Follow St. Thomas More Drive until you reach Beacon Street and go right. 
Traveling on Beacon Street, take your first right and proceed to the Conte Loop area. 

Points West: 
Take the Massachusetts Turnpike (Interstate 90) to Exit 17. 
At the first set of lights off the exit ramp, take a right onto Centre Street. 
Follow Centre Street to the fourth set of lights, and turn left onto Commonwealth Avenue. 
Follow Commonwealth Avenue 1-1/2 miles to Boston College. 
Enter BC at the second entrance on the right, at St. Ignatius Church, and then bear left 
down St. Thomas More Drive. 
Follow St. Thomas More Drive until you reach Beacon Street and go right. 
Traveling on Beacon Street, take your first right and proceed to the Conte Loop area. 

Downtown Boston: 
Take the Massachusetts Turnpike (Interstate 90 West) to Exit 17. 
Take a left over the bridge after passing the Sheraton Tara Hotel. 
Take the first right onto Centre Street. 
Follow Centre Street to the fourth set of lights, and turn left onto Commonwealth Avenue. 
Follow Commonwealth Avenue 1-1/2 miles to Boston College. 
Enter BC at the second entrance on the right, at St. Ignatius Church, and then bear left 
down St. Thomas More Drive. 
Follow St. Thomas More Drive until you reach Beacon Street and go right. 
Traveling on Beacon Street, take your first right and proceed to the Conte Loop area. 

Newton Campus: 
Take a right onto Centre St. 
Take a left onto Commonwealth Ave. 
Follow Commonwealth Ave. 1 ½ miles to Boston College. 
Enter BC at the second entrance to campus on the right, at St. Ignatius Church, and then 
bear left down St. Thomas More Drive. 
Follow St. Thomas More Drive until you reach Beacon St. and go right. 
Traveling on Beacon St., take your first right and proceed to the Conte Loop area. 



7:00 PM 
SCOREBOARD 

REAL TI M E                                     ACTIVITY 
CLOCK 

60:00 6:00 PM Clock Starts - Field Available for Warm Ups 

15:00 6:45 PM Captains & Officials Meet 

Rosters exchanged. Game balls returned to table 

10:00 6:50 PM Horn Sounds - Teams Clear the Field 

8:00 6:52 PM Final Team Huddles 

7:00 6:53 PM Welcome: Officials and starting line-ups 

6:30 6:53:30 PM Officials Introduced 

Visiting Team Starters & Coaches Introduced 

Boston College Starters & Coaches Introduced 

3:00 6:57 PM National Anthem 

0:00 7:00 PM First Touch 

NOTES: 
¯ Regulation playing time is 90 minutes (two 45 minute halves). 

¯ Halftime: will be 15 minutes, but may be 10 minutes if agreed upon by both coaches prior to the start of 

the game due to extenuating circumstances. 

, Halftime clock should begin when teams leave the field. 

, Clock is to be stopped on the whistle for the following: after each goal; on every ’X’ the official makes 

with his/her hands; when a card is given; in the event of a penalty kick; and on every substitution made by 

the winning team in the last S minutes of the game. 

¯ Overtime: a S-minute intermission will follow the conclusion of regular play. The first sudden victory 

overtime period will be 10 minutes in length. A 2-minute intermission will follow the first overtime. The 

second sudden victory overtime period will be 10 minutes in length. 

GAME OPERATIONS PHONE NUMBERS: 

BCPD Emergency : 617-552-4444 

BCPD Non-emergency : 617-552-4440 

Soccer press box: 617-552-1899 

Matt Conway : 857-233-3557 

Leah DeCosta : 781-375-6105 

Officia Is: 

Head Official N/A 

Assistant Official N/A 

Assistant Official N/A 

4th Official N/A 



Map of Chestnut Hill, MA 



Map of Newton Campus Sports Complex 
Working Personnel 

Entrance Only 

Spectator 
Entrance 



Map of Main Campus 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: College 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ’, 5:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: College 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is          a and I am ~     graduate at                     in                    and I am beginning my search for a college. I have played 

soccer at a highly competitive level for the past four years and would like to continue to play at the college level. I am veu interested in the University of North 

Carolina as the powerhouse of women’s college soccer and academics. 

Academically, I am a strong sVadent and have been successful at balancing school and athletics. I am enrolled in the honors’AP program and just completed my 

freshman year with a    and currently rank 1 st in my class. I am also involved in in where I was a state finalist. 

I am currently the goalkeeper for the 

number of lhll and spring league titles, as well as winning our l 

This upcoming weekend I roll be guest playing with 

You cam also find videos of me training at 

Premier team in We have won the 

league this spring. I am also the s~rling va~si~ goalkeeper fbr my high school. 

?re~nier team, in tl~e US Club Soccer National Championships in 

I look forward to meeting you and talking about your program. Thank you for considering me as an addition to your team. Enclosed you roll find a coW of my 

transcript and my resume that has additional information and contact numbers for my coaches and trainers. 

Sincerely, 

titles and a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday,. 11:15 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Cc: 
Subject: 
Hi Coach Dorrauce, 

Iu m,o weekeuds my team roll be attendiug 

¯ Our team 
Use the follomng address to find every field.¯ 

Below is my schedule for the weekend.. 

. If you a~v attending, I hope you will be able to watch me. The touma~ment is being held from 

Semi Fiuals and Fiuals based on whether or not we get through. 

Thanks A~ain. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:44 PM 

@comcast.net 

@hot,nail.corn); adeline lust (adeline.lust@s- sm.org); 

Sisueros ~!gmail.com); pac~nan@uncaa.unc.edu; 
@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; _ 

I; matt jones ( ~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton, ~gmail.com); 
nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

_ @aol.com; Jason 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Lany A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

RE: [INC Teach Camp 2013 

David, 
I hop~:, w~:, do recruit your ~)layers because I can te~] [rom [:heir coach they are goir~g to be young women of charac[:er. 
Thank you for writing such a posi[ive review of our camp, I am going to share this with rny team because e~ghL of them worked Lhat week!H 
A~I the best Davk~ to you and your team. We wish you al~ the success ~n the world. 

From: @comcast.net [mailto: ~comcast.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3uly 16, 2013 8:10 AN 
To: Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
~c: Brian Fisher; Dave Reed 
Subject: UNC Team Camp 2013 
Coach, 
~ had the privilege of aRending the UNC team camp this summer and I wanted to thank you and your entire s~ff. The technical and ~ctical training 
received was fantastic. However, I am writing this leRer to thank you for something far more valuable. Your team of coaches and players has 
inspired a group of young ladies from Waynesboro PA. You have given them a view of what it takes to be successful not just on the athletic field, 
but in life. You have been a great influence and inspiration to them. After several of our training sessions, your players took the time to share their 
personal life stories and what it takes to be excellent. I have no doubt UNG team camp will be an experience they will look back on as a defining 
moment in their lives. You have done a tremendous job in recruiting not only talented athletes and coaches, but athletes and coaches with 
character. 
I also wanted to thank you for the coaching sessions. Not only have you been an influen~ on our players, but your sphere of influence has touched 
the coaching staff as well. I had an oppoRuni~ on our drive home to reflect on the experiences of the past week. ~at do I do well? ~at areas do 
need to improve on - as a coach and as a person. Do I accept mediocri~ from myself or from my players? Do I personally strive for excellence in 
eve~ aspect of my life and demand the same from my players? As you know, coaching provides wonde~ul oppoRunities to be positive role 
models both on and off the field. The question is do we take advan~ge of them. It is ve~ apparent that your team reflec~ trai~ of of their coach- 
selflessness, hard work, determination, heaR, respect, love of the game and a genuine love for each other. As our coaching s~ff implements what 
we learned last week, it is my hope and desire you will be calling us to recruit talented players with character from a small town in South Central 
Pennsylvania. They may ultimately decide to a~end Penn State or PiR, but at least you will know when they beat you, it was bemuse of the 
tremendous positive influence you had on their lives. 
Thank you for challenging us to be excellent~ 
David Churchman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:46 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

M’Liss Dorrance (mdorraaac@duke.edu);         ~gmail.com 

RE: NOTE: - ESPYS 

Larry, 

Thank you! 

Yes, ]s a rocket and has gone to tile top of her profession H! 

Frem: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2013 6:05 AM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: RE: NOTE:           - ESPYS 
I am sure Marielle will )et back with you ~ I’ll see her first thing this morning and ask’. ~lJaank you coach! 

BTW, a superb article about in the N&O a couple of weeks ago! WOW!!!! ...... she is terrific, and I ~know you and M’Liss are so very proud of he!! 

Be well my friend. 

Lanj~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 10:49 PM 

To: Gal]o, Jr., karry A. 
t2c: VangeMer, Marielle A; Steinbacher, Rick; Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J; Cunningham, Bubba; Timmermans, Tom; Markos, kance M; Dressier, 

early; kevy, Jennifer S; 
Subject: Re: NOTE:           - [SPYS 

Is there a way for the dad to pay for everything and have her go? (This is the dad asking.) He knows this is once in a lifetime thing and does not want, to miss out. 

What say you complia~ce? 

Sen@’om my I~:rizo~ Wireles,~’ zig LTE DRO/D 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <atl~qal!o(i~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks to all! Great communication! 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2013 3:45 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J; Cunningham, Bubba 
¢c: Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance M; Dressier, Carly; Levy, Jennifer S 
Subject: RE: NOTE: - ESPYS 
Hi Rick- 

You interpretation is correct. 

And as Larry mentioned, the restrictions do noL apply to     s~nce she has exhausted her efigib~l~ty. 

Please let me know ~f any additional clarification ~s needed. Thank you for evervone’s attention to th~s matter. 

Marie~le 

Mariel~e A. vanGeMer 

Associate AtMet~c Direc[or 

University o~: North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19} 962-785~ 

Fax: (919) 962-6~2 

mvangelder@unc.edu 

~m= Steinbacher, Rick 
Se~t~ Monday, July ~5, 20~3 3:42 PM 
Te~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, Narielle A; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris~ Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas ~; Cunningham, Bubba 
~¢~ Timmermans, Tom; Narkos, Lance M; Dressier, Cady; Le~, Jennifer S 
Subject~ RE: NO~: - ESPYS 

Msrie~le, 

The events ESPN I~st are as follows: 

Events: 
th Tuesday, July 16 tl~ Wednesday, Ju~y 17th The Escape~ an exclusive des~na~on £br ESPY nominees and presenteB 

July ]6th, 12pm - 9pm ~ July 17t~, ] Jam - 3pm @ JW Ma~o~ 

Tuesda}~ July 16th "Body at ESPYS" Pre-Pa~ 9pro - ]a~ @ Lure Nightclub 

Wednes~y, July 17th ESPYS Red Ca~et Walk 3pm - 5:45pm @ LA Live Plea 

Wednes~y, July lTth - The 2013 ESPYS 6pro - 8:30pm PT @ No~a Theat~ 

Wednes~y~ July 17th The Officia] ESPYS Post Pa~ Celebration 8:30pm - ]a~ @ .~ Ma~io~ 

ff I arn readin~ your erna~l correctly~ CAN attend the ESPYS Red Carpet Walk and the 2013 ESPYS~ and CANNOT attend anything Nse ~bted. 

~s that correct? 

R~ck 

~m= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Se~t~ Monday, July ~5, 20~3 3:35 PM 
Te~ Vangelder, Marielle A; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris; PallaNno, George W; Sander, Thomas ~; Steinbacher, Rick; Cunningham, Bubba 
¢¢= Timmermans, Tom; Markos, Lance N; Dressier, Carly; Le~, Jennifer S 
Subject~ NO~: - ESPYS 
Impe~aBee~ High 
M~elle: 

’~ank you for this impo~a~t info~ation’. (~’eat ~ation to protect        -~ undeB~nd ~at     is free to do whatever since her eligibility has been exhansted. 



Steiny a~ad Bubba -- FYI ~- saw you did not receive this email -~ I wmtted you to be aware of this since you will be attending the ESPY’s. 

’I]aax~ks, 

Larry 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent~ Monday, July 15, 20~3 12:~2 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas 3 
Cc~ Timmermans, Tom; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.~ Markos, Lance M; Dressler, early 
Subject: - ESPYS 
Good Afternoon --- 

f war, ted to follow-up regarding attendat~ce at the ESPY’s the5; week, F~rst at~d ~oremost, congratu]ath:~]~s to her on her nomination, 

There are sew~ra~ events assodated w~th the ESPY’s that wou~d be considered abow~ actua~ and necessary e>:penses and therefore are ~mperm~ss~ble for to 

stLend. The ESPY’s generally do s poor’ job of commurficst~ng what is and is not £erm~ssibfe [:or a nominee with collegiate e~igibH~ty remaining to 

As you know, Bylaw 15.1.7.2 ~t~blished Regional, NaHonoi or h~ten~otional Aw~rds a~fows an outside organization to provide actua~ and necessary expenses ~:or a 

student-athlete to travel to a banquet designed to recognize the ~nd~v~dua]’s accomplishments as an athlete h~ order for the student-athlete to receive an 

established national The outside organization also may provide actual and necessary expenses for the student-athlete’s spouse, parents or other relatives to 

attend the recognition event. 

Howew~r, the Pre-Partv on Ju~y 16th 8~d Post: Party Ce~ebratRm af[:er ~he event wouR] be considered above actuM a]ld necessary expenses, which means [:hat 

rnay not attend. Receipt o~: anything of value above the actua~ ESPY trophy would be considered an extra benefit ---including the exclusive admission 

these parties inasmuch as they are not part of the actua~ ESPY awards ceremony. Previously, we have seen the ESPWs open hospitality/gifting suites to 

individual who has been nominated which is also h~permiss~ble. 

Please make sure       unders~:ands d~ese guh~e~ines ~:o ensure ~hat her e~g~bil~tv ~s protected. If you or she has a~y further question,s p~ease ~et me know. ~"m 

happy to meet/speak w~th her if necessary. Bes~: of luck to her Wednesday n~ght~ Thank you 

MarieHe 

MsrieHe A. vanGe~der 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolh~a 

Phone: (93.9) 962- 7853 

Fax: (9~9) 

~= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
SeBt~ Thursday, June 27, 20~3 2:59 PN 
Te~ Ste~nbacher, Rick; Timmermans, Tom 
¢¢~ Vangelder, Marielle A 
S~bject~ RE: - ESPYS 
The g S P~ s ? ....... Do~t coyer t~ve]~ t~spo~atio~ lodging... ? Absolutely b~a] ~ ~ 

I would be in favor of using the SAOF ifpe~issible (       is a returning S-A, 

experience with l~is happening with UCONN Women’s basketball S-A’s~ 

~aaa~, Steiny mad Tom~ 

F~m~ Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent~ Thursdag, June 27, 20~3 2:2~ PN 

T~ GM]o, Jr., kar~ A.; Timmermans, Tom 
Subject: ~:              - ESPYS 

See below. I th~nk ~t ~s a ~tt~e lame that they ~nv~te to attend but won’t cover [rave~ / hotek ~s this sometNng SAF could be used for (a~rfsre to and 

from LA / Hotel for 2 n~ghts) for= 

R~ck 

F~m: Jennifer Aiello [mailto:~enn~feraieHo@maggievis~on.com] 
Sent: Thursday, ~une 27, 20~3 2:20 PM 
To: Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject: Re:              - ESPYS 

The Capi~] O~e tNug is completely separate. Please work tho~ details out with who cou~cted ~u. 

The L~C girls who are nominees will not be reimbur~d for flights. ~Ve only provide 2 tickets to show and p~ies. If t~ey’d like to purchase hotel room they c~ work 

that out ruth the logistics contact, already confi~ed and she will now deal with our logistics coordinator. 

Thmfl~s 

JenIfi fer Ai ello 
Sr. Talent Producer 
ESPYS -Jiffy 17, 2013 
Los Angeles, CA 
917-886-8818 cell 

j ~mnJ femiello(a~m aggievi si on corn 

On Jun 27, 2013, at 1:41 PM, "Steinbacher, Rick" <r.i__c_’.!!2;~2..u_n__c_:_e_..d_U_> 
wrote: 

just graduated), m~d I would ~sk Maxielle her thoughts since she may have had a little 

Jennifer~ 

My name is Rick SLeinbacher and I work at Carolina Athletics. I am discussion UNC attendees wiLh our ALMetic Director Bubba Cunn~ngham at 4 pm today. Does the 

invite for               include reimbursement for trave~ (Nrfare) to and from LA.? 

A~so, we were contacted eaHier this week by Bates G~a~nger, V~ce President with Taylor. He advised us that travel for one administrator m~d one student athlete 

wou~d be prow ded for u s to a ccept ou r troph y h:~r winning th e Ca p~tai C}n e Cu p ~n Female sports I a m a ssuming t ha ~: ~:h~s is ~ncr em ental to the ~nv~tes for 

Please advise if that ~s correct. 

Thanks, 

R~ck 

R~ck Steh~bacher 

Senk)r Assodate Athletic: D~rector 

UniversH:y of Nor~:h {::arolk~a 

450 Skipper Bow~es Dr~ve 

Chapel H~H~ NC 27515 

rsteinbacher@uncaa.unc.edu 



__w____w____w__:g_o_h___e___e__!_s_:__c__o__m__. 

From-" Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 10:59 AM 
To; 
Cc-" Levy, Jennifer S; Barnes, Philip E; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject-" Re:              - ESPYS 

congratulations! That is awesome. I am working with bnbba today to finaJize the unc travel pa~y and will follow up with yon a~d Jenny later today or tomorrow. 

Again, CONGRATULATIONS! 

Rick 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On Jun 27, 2013, at 10:39 AM, " ~livexmc~e&~> wrote: 

Sent ti~na my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Bowers, Matthew" <maribowersla)unc~edu~ 

Date: June 27, 2013, 10:28:29 AM EDT 

To: ’ @live.unc.edu>, "Le~, Je~mifer S" <ie~mv.le~’~unc.e&~> 
Subject: Fwd: - ESPYS 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ESPY Nominations <espynoms@mag.qievision.com> 
Subject: RE:                - ESPYS 
Date: June 27, 2013 8:21:01 AM EDT 
To: "mattbowers@unc.edu" <mattbowers@unc.edu> 
Cc: Jennifer Aiello <ienniferaiello@maggievision.com> 

We are thrilled to announce that you have been ~lected as an ESPY nominee for Bes~t Female College Athlete. 

A lot happened in the world of sports this past year m~d we are excited to honor you as one of the best at The 2013 ESPYS. This year’s 

show is LIVE with host Jon tlamm on Wednesday, July 17th at the Nokia Theater in downtown Los Angeles. It’s the one night of the year 

where we come together as a community of t:ans to celebrate aaad relive the best sports performances that have happened. 

ESPY week highlights include: 
-Tuesday, 3ulyl6~h+Wednesday, Julyl7th TheEscape, anexclusivedes~inationforESPYnomineesandpresenters- Julyl6th, 12pm-gpm÷JulylT~h, llam-3pm@JWM~rriott 

-Tuesday, July 16th "Body at ESPYS" Pre-Par~ 9pro - 1am @ Lure Nightclub 
-Wednesday, July 17th ESPYS Red Carpet Walk 3pm - 5:45pm @ LA Live Plaza 
-Wednesday, July 17th - The 2013 ESPYS 6pm - 8:30pm PT @ Nokia Theatre 
-Wednesday, July 17th The Official ESPYS Post Pal-~l Celebration 8:30pm - 1 am @ ~ MalTiott 
Fmas roll have the chance to select the winners by voting online at ESPYS.com. Tweet about your nomination and The ESPYS leading np to 

and during the live show. When you tweet, please be sure to tag @ESPYS each time you mention The "ESPYS" so that yonr status npdates 

will be connected to the show. 

is a graduating Senioc correct? 

We will provide 2 complimentary Red Carpet, Live Show and Part)’ "tickets. Please RSVP immediately to our Vice President of Athlete & 

Talent Relation~ Jennifer Aiello at: ienni~eraiello(i~maggievision.com 
See you in £A! 
Jennifer Aiello VP of Talent 
It Happened. Now it Happens at The ESPYS. 

The ESPYS and rela~ed events benelit ~he V Foundation for Cancer Research in meillory or the late Jhll Valvano. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:23 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edw~ 

Fwd: FORiVLAL NOTICE: External Professional Activities for Pay (EPAP) 2012-2013 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FORMAL NOTICE: External ProIbssiouaJ Activities for Pay (EPAP) 2012-2013 

From: epap~unc.edu 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Ju~ 16,2013 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Deans, Directors, and Department Chairs 
School/Division HR Officers 
All EPA Facul~z and Non-Faculty employees 

FROM: Chancellor Carol Folt 

SUBJECT: External Professional Activities for Pay (EPAP) 2012-2013 

All External Professional Activities tbr Pay (EPAP) requests for FY 
2012-2013 should have alrea@ been submitted into the online AIR system 
pursuant to the Board of Governors’ Policy on External Professional 
Activities. 

’]?he L’niversity, through the Ol!fice of Umversity Counsel, collects and 
reports External Professional Activities for Pay as required in the 
Board of Governors’ Policy on Conflict of Commitment 
(http://www northcarolina.edu/research spunc/index.php?p~ vb&node id 176), Regulations on External Professional Activities :[’or Pay by Facul~ and Non-Faculty EPA Employees 
~http~//intranet.n~rthcar~ina.edu/d~cs/~e~a~/p~icymanual/30~.2.2.~%5BR%5D.pdd~), and UNC Chapel Hill Policy on In&vidual Conflicts of Interest and Commitment 
(http : // www unc edu/campus/poli cies/Ind~vidualsCO IPolicy. pd~ 

Please continue to use the online AIR system (http://air.unc edu) to 
submit your EPAP requests [’or FY 2013-2014 

Please direct any questions to Roberto Cofi-esi, Office of L’niversity 
Counsel, at 843-9953, or email epap@unc edu 

’]?his email is sponsored by: Ol!fice of University Counsel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 6:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccefloco San Diego Surf Cup 2013 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccerloco San Diego Surf Cup 2013 

From: GotSoccer <mailer2@ema]12.gotsoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

July 2013 

Dear Coach: 

It is our pleasure to invite you to attend the soccerloco San Diego Surf Cup, to be held July 26- 

29, 2013 at the San Diego Polo Club in Del Nat, California. 

The soccerloco San Diego Surf Cup is for Boys and Girls ages U-16 through U-18 and is played 

on eighteen perfectly groomed fields in a single location. 

All teams will play three games in their bracket over Saturday, Sunday & Monday with Semi- 

Finals and Finals on Monday. ~n addition to the State, Regional and National Champions that 

compete each year we will also have USSF ACADEMY TEAM friendly games starting on 

Friday afternoon July 26th, U16 & U18 boys from San Diego Surf, Crossfire, Arsenal, San 

Juan SC, Pateadores, Real So Cal. We also have about 30 ECNL girls’ teams playing in the 

tournament. For accepted teams & schedules http://events.qotsport.com/events/Default.aspx? 

EventID=30462 

There will be an EXPRESS CHECK-IN ATTHE FIELDS. To be eligible for this time saving service 

at the fields you must pre-register on-line through our website at http://events.gotsport.com/ 

( S(i5nhsqbifhwpblfb3gxx114 5) )/events/collegecoachlogin.aspx?EventID= 30462 

College Coaches who pre-register will receive the following: 

- A booklet of player rosters for all teams competing in the age groups U16, U17, and 
U18; 

- A private buffet lunch both Saturday and Sunday, to be served on the field in the 

coach’s tent compound; and 

You are also invited to the tournament registration functions at the Del Mar Marriott Hotel, 

111966 El Camino Real, San Diego, on Friday, July 26th 6:30 pm to 9:30 pm. This reception will 

include buffet and drinks. 

If you have pre-registered, you may pick up your materials either at the Friday evening 

registration or at the coach’s tent located on the fields. We will be on the fields the entire 

weekend and will assist you with any needs you may have. 

FOR OFFICIAL COLLEGE COACHES HOTEL RATES for the coming Surf Cup Tournament, 

please email Rob Haskell rob@surfcup.com We have many hotels at discounted rates 

throughout San Diego. 

If you have any questions or need more information, you may contact the Surf Cup office by e- 

mail at scoffice@surfcup.com . The Surf Cup office phone number is (760) 944-7176. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Dusek 

College Program Coordinators 





S~nt: 

To~ 

Subject** 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGE!OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN = RECIPIENTS!CN =ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON) > 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:21 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc,edu> 

Fwd: Team Previews - 2013 US Youth Soccer National Championships 

........ Originai Message 

Subject: Team Previews .- 202’3 US Youth Soccer National Championships 

From: US Youth SocceF <broadcast@usyouthsoccer.oFg> 

To: "DorFance, Albert A ]V" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

To view this messaqe in a browser~ piease clici< here 

Xi Fop^’ard to a friend 

Contact; US Youth Soccer Communications 
comm unications@usyouthsocceroorg, 800-4SOCCER 

2013-NATIONALS..WITH-ANG 10-22 - 
300 HEIGHT 

July 22-28, 2013 
Overland Park Soccer Complex 

Overland Park, Kan, 

Get to know the teams competing for the National Championship in Overland 
~ark, 

IJncler-13 Gir~s - US Youth 
Soccer Cup 
~nder=~.4 Gills ~ Elmer Eh~ers 

Under-~5 Gills - US Youth 
Soccer Cup 
Under-~6 G~r~s - ~avis 
Derflinger Cup 
Under-&7 Gir~s = US Youth 
Soccer Cup 
~nder-Z8 Girls = Frank Kelly 

~nder=~9 Girls - Ross Stewart 

Under-%3 Boys - US Youth Soccer 
Cup 
Under=%4 Boys = Wiilian~ :~, "Billy" 
Goaziou Cup 
Under=:&5 Boys = US Youth Soccer 

Under-%6 Boys - Larry Harmon Cup 
~nder=~7 Boys = Don Greet Cup 
Under-&8 Boys - ~S Youth Soccer 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 17, 2013 7:36 PM 

Jeff Jaus~n <j ett~j e~ ~ ssen.com> 

Re: Tribal Leadership 

Jeff Janssen <jeff@je~]unssen.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Thought I would send you my notes on Tribal Leadership - I thip2K you 
might enjoy it. 

Also got a contact from Kaccy YVhite Burke - I see she is coaching at 
Oklahoma now. Fan to get a blast from the past... 

Jeff 

The Leader in Leadership Development for Captains and Coaches 
http:i/www.ianssensportsleadershmcom 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the countcy to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :/i~vw~v.salsc org 



ww w.~a t,he elbtt~e. C om 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Head Coaches 

FROM: Compliance 

DATE: May 7, 2013 

RE: Declaration of Playing Season 

Per NCAA Bylaw 17.1.3, Declaration of Playing Season, declaration of an institution’s playing 

season in each sport must be on file in writing and maintained in the office of the director of 
athletics prior to the beginning of the institution’s playing season in each sport. Any changes 
made to a declared playing season must also be filed in writing in the office of the director of 

athletics. 

Please complete the enclosed Declaration of Playing Season form as it applies to your sport 
and the enclosed calendar. Each day on your submitted calendar must be labeled with one of 

the following codes: 

P - Practice 
C - Competition 

O- Off 

On the calendar, I have noted institutional dates such as first and last day of classes, holidays, 

etc. Please remember that if you practice during a vacation period, those days must count 
toward your maximum. However, if you do not practice, those days need not count toward your 

total. If you are unsure of whether or not a date counts as you are filling out the calendar, 
please give me a call. 

Also remember that you are required to take one day off each week. Your "week" for each 
segment can be designated however you wish. If you do not note on the calendar or form 
how you wish your week to run (e.g., Sunday through Saturday, Monday through Sunday, 

etc.), I will assume that you wish for it to run from Sunday through Saturday. Please call 

us if you have any questions about this. 



Please return your completed Declaration of Playing Season form, a copy of your 2013-14 
schedule (even if it is still tentative), and your completed calendar to lance or Tom in the 

Compliance Office no later than Friday/, June 28, 2013. If you have any questions about this 

process, please do not hesitate to call Marielle vanGelder at 962-7853, Lance at 843-7259 or 
Tom Timmermans at 962-7851. Thank you! 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Declaration of Playing Season (Team Sports) 

Sport: Head Coach: Date: 

Declaration of Playing Season 
Please refer to NCAA Bylaw 17.1, GeneralP[aying-Season Regulations, and Figures 17-1 and 17-2. Also, 
please refer to the sport-specific sections of NCAA Bylaw 17 regarding length of playing season, first 
practice, first contest/date of competition, number of contests/dates of competition, number of 
scrimmages/exhibition games, and exemptions. 
Two segments may be conducted within a playing season. Each of the segments, which consist of 
consecutive days, may exclude only required days off per NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.4, Required Day Off- 
Playmg~ Season, and official vacation, holiday, and final examination periods during which no practice and 
competition occur. 
Changes in a declared playing season must be filed in writing in the office of the director of athletics. 

Team Sports 
A playing season may consist of a maximum of the following number of days: 

Baseball, Field Hockey, Lacrosse, Soccer, Softball, Volleyball 
Rowing 

132 days 

156 days 

Segment I From: To: 

Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Sun-Sat) 

Number of days utilized: 

Please list all days excluded from the counting: 

Number of contests/dates of competition: 

Number of scrimmages/exhibition games: 

Please list all exemptions: 

Segment II From: To: 

Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Sun-Sat) 

Number of days utilized: 

Please list all days excluded from the counting: 

Number of contests/dates of competition: 

Number of scrimmages/exhibition games: 

Please list all exemptions: 

Total number of days utilized: 

Total number of contests/dates of competition: 

First Practice 
First practice (8 hours per week): 
First practice (20 hours per week): 

First Contest/Date of Competition 
First contest/date of competition--Fall: 
First contest/date of competition--Spring: 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Declaration of Playing Season (Individual Sports) 

Sport: Head Coach: Date: 

Declaration of Playing Season 
Please refer to NCAA Bylaw 17. l, GeneralPlaying-Season Regulations, and Figures 17-1 and 17-2. A1 so, 
please refer to the sport-specific sections of NCAA Bylaw 17 regarding length of playing season, first 
practice, first contest/date of competition, number of contests/dates of competition, number of 
scrimmages/exhibition games, and exemptions. 
Two segments may be conducted within a playing season. Each of the segments, which consist of 
consecutive days, may exclude only required days off per NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.4, Required Day Off- 
Playing Season, and official vacation, holiday, and final examination periods during which no practice and 
competition occur. 
Changes in a declared playing season must be filed in writing in the office of the director of athletics. 

Individual Sports 
A playing season may consist of a maximum of the following number of days: 

Fencing, Golf, Gymnastics, Swimming, Tennis, Wrestling 
Cross CounmyiIndoor and Outdoor Track and Field 

144 days 
156 days 

Segment I From: To: 

Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Sun-Sat) 

Number of days utilized: 

Please list all days excluded from the counting: 

Number of contests/dates of competition: 

Number of scrimmages/exhibition games: 

Please list all exemptions: 

Segment II From: To: 

Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Sun-Sat) 

Number of days utilized: 

Please list all days excluded from the counting: 

Number of contests/dates of competition: 

Number of scrimmages/exhibition games: 

Please list all exemptions: 

Total number of days utilized: 

Total number of contests/dates of competition: 

First Practice 
First practice (8 hours per week): 
First practice (20 hours per week): 

First Contest/Date of Competition 
First contest/date of competition--Fall: 
First contest/date of competition--Spring: 



August 2013 

1! 

1S 

25 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 



September 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

15 

22 

29 



October 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

13 

20 

Fall Break 

27 



November 2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

10 

17 

24 



December 2013 
Sun 

1 

7~anksgiving tIoliday 

15 

Winter Holiday 

22 
~Vinter Holiday 

29 

~Vinter Holiday 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

Exam Day 

10 

Exam Day 

Last Day q[ Class 

Reading Day 

5 

Reading Day 

12 

Exam Day 

6 

Exam Day 

13 

Exam Day 

7 

Exam Day 

14 

J~in ter Holiday 

i 16 !7 i !8 19 20 i 21 

Winter Itoliday Winter Holiday 

24 

Winter Iloliday lVinter Holiday 

26 

14Zinter Iloliday 

27 

14Zinter Iloliday 

28 
~Vinter Holiday 

~Vinter Holiday 

Vf:inter Holiday 

3! 

Winter Holiday 

Winter Holidqv Winter Holiday Winter Holiday Winter Holiday 



January 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

5 

~Vinter Holiday 

Residence Halls Open 

12 

19 

26 

i ~Vinter Holiday 

7 

Winter Holiday 

1 

Winter Iloliday 

First Day of Classes 

2 

lVinter Holiday 

3 

Winter tIoliday 

10 

Sat 

l~inter Iloliday 

11 



February 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

16 

23 



M arch 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

9 

Spring Break 

16 

Spring Break 

23 

3O 

3 

10 

Spring Break 

17 

4 

11 

Spring Break 

18 

5 

12 

Spring Break 

19 

6 

13 

Spring Break 

2O 

7 

Spring Break 

14 

Spring Break 

21 

8 

Spring Break 

15 

Spring Break 

22 



April 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

13 

20 

Spring Holiday 

27 



May 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1! 

1S 

25 



June 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

15 

22 

29 



July 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

13 

2O 

27 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 

Thursday, July 18, 2013 8:26 PM 

April Wallace <awaJlace@leadstrat.com> 

Re: IU:;QU EST 

No time, I am sony. 

Se~tt.~°om my Verizou IVireless 4G L2’E DROLL) 

April Wallace <awallace@leadstrat.com> wrote: 

Hello Coach, 
It would be beneficial for us to spend 20-30 minutes, via telephone, for a high level exploratory discussion centered around leadership and 
communication skills. Please let me know what day and time next week, July 22 - 26 is best for such a phone call. 

My company, Leadership Strategies helps leadership teams communicate more effectively in all aspects of running a program. Leadership 
Strategies provides dynamic facilitation solutions to helping team reach better results, often faster, with much higher levels of buy-in and 
commitment. Other groups leverage these solutions to: 

¯ Improve productivity, moral, and effectiveness of teams 
¯ Reduce conflict and distractions to achieve desired goals quickly and efficiently 
¯ Increase focused participation and follow through 

What our clients are saying: 
"! highly recommend this course to anyone who has to deal with groups of people and needs to motivate~ inspire and focus them to reach a stated 
goat..." 

Mario Busacca 

Environmental Program 
-Office, NASA 

’q lear~ed both from the #~structor.. as wel! as through obse~ation. I ie# with so much infonr~adon and I know, IF I ~pp~y it (which i wi#O, it wifl a~iow 
me to develop the conscious competence that I need." 

Dorcas Cox - Scofiabank, 
Nassau, Bahamas 

If I would have had facilitation skills as a former Coach and Recruiter, my leadership among staff members, players, and recrui~ would have been 
more INPACTFUL and EFFECTIVE. 
~en we speak we will dive deeper into how Leadership Strategies can help you drive greater efficiencies while improving pedormance with your 
program. In the meantime, you can learn more by viewing our company brochure at: 
www.leadstrat.com/compa ny-brochure 
Sincerely, 

Business Development Manager 

P: (770) 454-$440 x23 

F: (770) 454-1450 

::~:~;;:: Description: L.eadStrat Io~o pros 

$6 Perimeter Center East, Suite ~.03 At]ar~La, GA 30345 

Creators of FindAFacilitator.corn 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

Re~ister to attend one of our upcornin~, f7ee etreininqs. 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 19, 2013 11:25 AM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine.lu st@ s - sm. org ); 

~,~bmsn.com; ducax,~uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (        @gmail.com); 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~; matt jones 

( @gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; scan patton ( @gmail.com); 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

Subject: Facundo Ferreyra knows how to play futsal! 

You goL Lo look at the "t:utsaf" clip aL the bottom. Not only will you like the skill but the rnusic is fun as well! 

Hey, did anyone check out CrysLal at the ESPY’s Lwo n~ghts ago? WOWS[ Was that a designer dress? 

F~= Soccer America Daily [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent= Thursday, July 18, 2013 7:09 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Section ~: Klinsmann recalls three s~ers for Gold Cup knockout stage 

removed by 

sender. 

iXiilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

Nhat They’re Saying today’s News --Thursday, July 18,201~ Image 

this happens again, we 

/ 

removed by 

)ave to question whether 
sender. 

qe made the wrong 

Jecision awarding the 

~osting rights." Tweet 

This 
- FI FA President Sepp 
~latter says Brazil might 
)ave been the wrong choice 
~s host of the 2014 World 
Cup if the tournament is 
~ffected by more social 
)rotests like those as at the 
;onfederations Cup. 
~,ngered citizens protested 
he billions of dollars spent 
)n the tournaments while 
hey endure underfunded 
;chools and hospitals. 
3razil is also hosting the 
7016 Olympics (DPAvia 
~P) 

Klinsmann recalls three starters 
by Paul Kennedy 

[USA MEN] U.S. national team coach Jurgen Klinsmann took advantage of 

the Concacaf rule implemented for the 2013 Gold Cup that allows teams to 

make up to four changes for the knockout stage of the competition. He 

brought in Omar Gonzalez, Matt Besler and Eddie Johnson, who all 

started the last two qualifiers, as well as Alan Gordon, and dropped Gory 

removed by 
sender. 

Share 

This 

removed by 

sender. 

Ashe, Herculez Gomez, Jack Mclnerney and Oguchi Onyewu. - Read the whole story 

Big Salvadoran crowd expected for U.S. game 
by Soccer America 

[GOLD CUP: Quarterfinals] Attention turns Baltimore’s M&T Bank Stadium, where the USA faces 

El Salvador Sunday in the first game of a doubleheader that also pits Honduras against Costa 

RiGa. Thanks to the presence of El Salvador and Honduras, both countries with a high 

concentration of immigrants on the East Coast, organizers are hoping the doubleheader will sell 

out the 71,000-seat stadium that is the home of the NFL Ravens, which could mean a partisan El 

Salvador crowd for La Selecta’s match against the USA. - Read the whole stoW 

Tortes ends Chivas USA’s Ionq winless streak 
by Soccer America 

[MLS REWIND: Week 21] Young Mexican star Erick Torres scored in his MLS debut to give 

short-handed Chivas USA a 1-0 win over Toronto FC that ended its 14-game winless streak dating 



FEEDBACK: Send comments 

back more than three and a half months. The Colorado Rapids scored on an own goal to earn a 2- 

1 comeback win over New England and move into a fifth-place tie on points with the LA Galaxy in 

the Western Conference. - Read the whole story 

FC Dallas lands Argentine Diaz 
by Soccer America 

[MLS TRANSACTIONS] FC Dallas continued to load up in midfield for its Western Conference 

playoff run with the acquisition of 22-year-old Argentine playmaker Mauro Diaz from River Plate. 

Real Salt Lake acquired center back Brandon McDonald from D.C. United, and the San Jose 

Earthquakes picked up El Salvador national team midfielder Jairne Alas on loan from NoPc~ay’s 

Rosenborg. - Read the whole story 

Sounders’ Alonso cleared of red card 
by Soccer America 

[MLS DISCIPLINE] The Seattle Sounders, a team in need of good news with Michael 

Gspurning, Brad Evans and Djimi Traore all hurt in Saturday’s 1-0 loss to San Jose and Eddie 

Johnson recalled to the U.S. national team for the Gold Cup quarterfinals, got it as a one-cjame 

suspension for a red card issued to Osvaldo Alonso in second-half stoppage time of the Quakes’ 

match was rescinded on appeal. - Read the whole story 

Norway hands Germany shock defeat 
by Soccer America 

[EURO 2013]lngvild Isaksen’s goal gave Nowvay a 1-0 win over Germany to end the Germans’ 

unbeaten streak of 59 games in the European Women’s Championships (qualifying and finals) 

dating back more than 17 years. In the other Group B match, Florida State’s Dagny 

Brynjarsdttir header was the winner in Iceland’s 1-0 victory over the Netherlands - its first win 

ever at the European Women’s Championships and good enough for third place behind Now~ay 

and Germany and a berth in the quarterfinals. - Read the whole story 

Kempin earns first-place Orlando point in Pittsburgh 
by Soccer America 

[USL PRO REWIND: Week 18] Orlando City added to its lead at the top of the USL PRO 

standings but had to settle for a 0-0 tie at the Pittsburgh Riverhounds on Wednesday night. 

Orlando, which leads second-place Richmond by two points but has played two more games, has 

one win in its last seven games in all competitions. - Read the whole story 

Facundo Ferreyra knows how to play futsal 
by Samuel Charles 

[VIDEO PICK: Magic Feet] Shakhtar Donetsk just snagged 22-year-old Argentine striker 

Facundo Ferreyra for $9 million, easing the blow of losing leading scorer Henrikh Mkhitaryan 

to Borussia Dortmund for $36 million, and Ferreyra knows howto play futsal. - Read the whole 

story 

to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

SoccerAmericaDaily is produced by editors of Soccer America: 

Paul Kennedy, Managing Editor 

Mike Woitalla, Executive Editor 

Ridge Mahoney, Senior Editor 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 19, 2013 12:30 PM 

Zwierlei~, Chad Nicholas <zwierlein@unc.edu> 

ILS: Peer Analysis 

Chad, 

Your list looks good, The only school I would add would be LIVA. 

ihe only thing w~? look s[: when we compsre ourselw:_~s to our peers is ~’who we struggle against ~n recruiting" [hat I~sl: ~s basicsl~y ~n th~s order the last 10 years: 

#1 Stanford (we struggle b:? out recruit them; we are 7 for 34 aga#~st them, sh~s is a~l [:~me, no$ jus[: ~sst I0 years) 

#2 Notre Dame (we are about 60/40 with them ~n recruiting, they get the majority) 

#3 Duke (head to head last four years Duke has actually beaten us out in four out of five recruits but in the past {before that} we have out recruited them) 

#4 UVA (we are about 50/50 with them) 

#5 Florida State (we generally out recruit them against US players but they do a much better job than us with foreign athletes) 

#6 Penn State (we generally out recruit them) 

F~m: Zwierlein, Chad Nicholas 
Sent: Thursday, 3uly $8, 2053 $2:05 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~c= Ballen, Ha~lna K; Gallo, 3r., Lar~ A.; CunNngham, Bubba 
Subject: Peer Analysis 

Coach Dorrance, 

This summer we are working on a project that identifies where we stand compared to other peer institutions financially. There are three groups we are looking at 

as part of this exercise. The first group is the other ACC institutions. The second group is made up of institutions that the University as a whole compares itself to. 

Finally, the last group will be comprised of five competitive peers for your specific sport. We would like your input on which five schools should be included in this 

section. We took a stab at identifying five schools we thought would make your list, however, you are welcome to add and subtract schools to tailor the group to 

your liking. 

~. Florida State 

2. Duke 

3. Stanford 

4. Notre Dame 

5. Penn State 

Additionally, we also want to look at how we measure up against our peers competitively. We are already looking at Directors’ Cup points and ACC standings, but 

we wanted your input on what ranking system you use to compare yourself to your peers. This could be a coaches poll, media poll, RPI ranking, or other metric that 

your specific sport uses. We feel that it is imperative that we are looking at our peer institutions in the same manner as you do. 

Please reply with your five peer institutions and your ranking metric by the end of the day on Wednesday, July 24. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Chad N. Zwierlein 
Assistant D~rector of ~usiness Operations 
Universi~ of North Caro]hta Athletics 
£0 Box 2~26 
Chapel Hfl], NC 275~5 
£hone: 9~9-843-6450 
Fax: 9~9-962-0~25 
www,~pheels.c£m 

GO HEELS[ 



Sport: v= ......... ¯ 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Declaration of Playing Season (Team Sports) 

..... : ~:,~ ................ ~ ..... Date: 

Declaration of Plalging Season 
Please refer to NCAA Bylaw 17.1, General Playing-Season Regulations, and Figures 17-1 and 17-2. Also, 
pleaserefer to the sport-specific sections of NCAA Bylaw 17 regarding length of playing season, first 
practice, first Contest/date o£ competition, number of contests/dates of competition, nmnber of 
scrinm-tagesiexhibition games, and exemptions. 

,, Two segments may be conducted within a playing season. Each of the segments, which consist of 
consecutive days, may exclude only required days off per NCAA Bylaw 17.1.6.4, Required Day Off- 
Playing Seaso~a, and official vacation, holiday, and finai examination periods during which no practice and 
competition occur. 

, Changes in a declared playing season must be filed in writing in the office of the director of athletics. 

Team S..ports 
A playing season may consist of a maximttm of the following number of days: 

Basebal!, Field Hockey, Lacrosse, Soccer, SoftbaIl, Volleyball 
Rowing 156 days 

Segment I From:      ~    ~         To: 
Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Stm-Sat) 
Number of days utilized:     ~" ~’~ � 

Please list all days excluded from the counting: 
Number of contests/dates of competition: 
Number of scrimmages/exhibition games: 

Please list all exemptions:       ~ ~" ~ 

SeCment II From:    Zi@!!iI~’<o-,~ 
Preferred "Week" Declaration (e.g., Sun-Sat) 
Number of days utilized: 
Please list al! days excluded from the counting: 

Nmnber of contests/dates of competition: __ 

Total number of days utilized:         ~ ~ "~i":,i5!i ..... 

Total number of contests/dates of competition: 

Nmnber of scrirrmmges/exhibition games: 
Please list all exemptions: ................ 

First Practice 
First practice (8 hours per week): 
First practice (20 hours per week): 

First Cm~testillate of Competition 
First contest/date of competition--Fal!: 
First contest/date of competition- Spring’ 



Augus t2013 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

t ~2 3 

18 

25 

I2 

19 

26 

20 

First Day ~/’Classes 

27 

I4 

28 

t5 

22 

29 

23 

i tO 

t7 

Residence Hails Open 



S ber 2013 

]5 

22 

29 

S un Mon Tue Thu Fri 

5 2 

]~’otiday Labor Day 

No Classes 

9 

16 

23 

3O 

3 

10 

17 

24 

Wed 

i1 

18 

25 26 

Sat 

2O 

27 

7 

I4 

21 

28 



October 2013 

6 

2O 

Fall Break 

7 

I4 

21 

28 

8 

!5 

22 

29 

Tue Wed Thu 

2 3 

9 

I6 

Fall Break 

23 

10 

t7 

Fall Break 

No Classes 

24 

31 

Fri 

4 

1) 

I8 

Fall Break 

No Classes 

Sat 

t2 

t9 
FaIt Break 



November 2013 
Sun 

1o 

24 

tl 

18 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

8 

Sat 

12 

19 

13 

2O 

14 

21 

15 

29 

Zhan’~giving Holiday 

No Classes 

27 

Tha~ksgiving Holiday 

No Classes 

28 

Thanksgivi~g Ho/id~ty 

No Classes 

22 23 

30 

T~anksgiving Ho!iday 



December 2013 

15 

Winter Holiday 

22 

Winter HolidcO, 

29 

Winter Holiday 

]9 

Exam Day 

-i6 

Winter Holiday 

23 

Winter Holiday 

30 

Winter Holiday 

IO 

No:am Day 

17 

Winter Holiday 

24 

Winter Holiday 

3] 

WinterHoliday 

Last Day qf Class 

ll 

Reading Day 

18 

Winter Holiday 

25 

Winte~~ ltoliday 

t2 

Exam Day 

19. 

Winter Holiday 

26 

Winter Holiday 

Exam Day 

2O 

Winter Holiday 

27 

j Winter Holiday 

Winter lloliday 

21 

Winter Holiday 

28 



January 2014 
Sun Mon Tue Wed Th u Fri 

5 
Wit~ter Holiday 

Residence Halls Open 

12 

19 

6 

Winter Holiday 

13 

1 

Winter Holiday 

2 

Winter Holiday 

20 

Holidak~- MLK Day 

27 

7 

Winter Holiday 

14 

28 

8 

First Day of Classes 

15 

22 

t6 

23 

3O 

~qnter HOliday 

t0 

17 

131 

Sat 

Winter Holiday 

25 



February 2014 

9 

23 

Sun Non Tue Wed Thu 

24 

II 

18 

25 

5 

12 

19 

26 

t3 

2O 

27 

i 7 

28 

Fri Sat 

22 



March 2014 
Sun 

2 

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri 

9 

Spring Break 

10 

Spring Break 

4 

II 

Spring Bi’eak 

5 

I2 

Spring Break 

6 

t3 

Spring Break 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, July 19, 2013 12:33 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: OU Job 

Send it out to the ahm~nae!! 

From: Chauncey Hitchcock [mailto:chitchcock@rainbowccc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, July :18, 20:t3:1.2:27 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: OU Job 

Hi Coach, 

We have an opening for a new Women’s head coach at Oakland University. Nick O’Shea resigned on Monday. Do you know any coaches looking for a head coaching 

gig in the Midwest? 

It’s a great school and Nick really established the program, so there is a lot of upshoL And they have some nice athletic facilities, particularly the game field. It 

would be great to keep building on what Nick accomplished and bring in another good coach to lead the program going forward. 

Best- 

Chauncey 

Channcey Hitchcock 

Corporate Counsel 

Rainbow- Child Caxe Center 

1732 Crooks Rd 

Troy, MI 48084 

248-519-1928 Direct 

248- 569-2100 Fax 

Follow Us! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 19, 2013 12:49 PM 

Tom Byer (tom@tom~n.com) 

Nike 

Tom, 

I am sorry how long this took but I do have the right person for you to connect with: it is Joe Elsmore~ He is a really good guy and I briefed him on all your success. 

Track him through joe.elsmore@nike.corn. 

Go get ’em brother!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

7/19/2013 6:52:11 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Women’s Soccer Bid Results FBB 676046 (Requisition 675720) 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: Eubanks, Joseph M 

Sent: Friday, July 19, 2013 9:34 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: York, Aaron 

Subject: Women’s Soccer Bid Results FBB 676046 (Requisition 675720) 

We forwarded Bids to the Following: 

Horizon Coach Lines 

Harrison Global 

Champion Coach 

Southern Express 

Holiday Tours 

Elite Coach 

Carolina Livery 

($7,058.00) 

($5,595.00) 

($10,140.00) 

(S6,140.00) 

No Reponse 

No Response 

No Response 

Please see attached and respond. 

Joe 

Joseph Eubanks 

Purchasing Agent 

UNC-CH Purchasing Services 

104 Airport Dr. 

Suite 2500 CB# 1100 

Chapel Hill ,NC 27599-1100 

Phone:919 962 9783 

Fax: 919 962 6271 





Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV o</O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}; 

Friday, July 19, 2013 6:10 PM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Crothers, Timothy W <tcrothe@email.unc.edu> 

publisher 

MatL 
I am going to connect you to Tim Lrothers {he wrote The ’.,%1an Watching}, He said if }/ou cot~ld se~ad the hook 
tlae best position to ~dvise us. A~J of the hooks that have been connected to ~s have had great runs, The M~n WatcMng ~s st~J se~ng (so is V~s~on of a Champion}, 

And Training Soccer (:hampb:?ns (ot~t o[ ~rint) w ~s go~ng on Ebony for 5150 a cot~ple of },ears ago, 

A~so ~:a~I ~e whet~ yo~ are bored, I read ~ gre~t ~rtide in ~he rqg Tittles M~g thi~t w~s very ~rtl:eresting for 

A~ the besd! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, July 20, 2013 9:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NEW FRC WEB Site Sneak Peek 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NEW FRC WEB Site Sneak Peek 

From: ’Don Williams’ -~dmlliams@fi~c.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

If you cannot see the images properly; please click here. 

Hi Anson, 

We are almost ready to release our brand new web site...here is a sneak peek for you: 

This will help a lot in promoting our school and promoting our athletes going lbrward. 

http://fic.sideam~sports.com/index.aspx 

Hope you enjoy and for you 4 year college coaches....we will have more video of our players coming out very soon, 

we have an outs~nding class of players for you to look at and our freshman class includes one intemalional from 

Ghana (read sto~y on our new web site) and a keeper just on the verge of the Aus~tralian national team....more to 

come soon. 

Don 

Don Williams 

Head Soccer Coach 

Men’s and Women’s Soccer 

Feather River College 

Please don’t include me in future emails. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 3:57 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

From: Mike Connerley ~<surtinike@surfcup.com> 

To: Troy Dayak <doc@westcoastsoccerclub.com> 

CC: "Ducax, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu-~,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

No drops so I think not. 

Sent from ~ ~ 2,r~zon Igireless 4( ~ LTE DR()ID 

Troy Dayak ~<loc@westcoastsoccerclnb.com> wrote: 

Hi Mike, 

We are here in Aurora Colorado and both my U15 Wild & U 17 K~ptonite teams are in the National Championship ga~ne again. Both played in the Super Group tinal 

in 2012 & this is the Kryptonite’s 3rd year in a row running it in 2011. 

http://soccer.sincsports.com?FTSchedules.aspx?tid~JSCLUBI&¥eax 2013&stid~JSCLUBI&sveaJ; 2013&div U15F01 

Is there any chance that the U 15 Wild will get accepted into Surf ne~ weekend? Yon had s~d that you were checking ruth the committee. 

Regards in Soccer. 

Troy Dayak 

West Coast Soccer DOC 
For the love of the game .... 

www.westcoastsoccerclub.com 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Jul 10, 2013, at 9:24 PM, Mike Connefley <snrfmike~surfcup.com> wrote: 

Sorry no 

Sem~.f!~or~t t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

Troy Dayak <doc~westcoastsoccerclub.com > wrote: 

Mike, 

Yes both teams won State Cup here in Northern California. Any new news on us getling in for Surf Summer? At least the upcoming U16 Wild are ready 

to roll! and have many colleges wanting to see them play. 

Upcoming U18 (K~ptonite) conld play in either bracket as we me sending many to college that week but we have solid replacements eager to please. 

Troy DayaJa 

West Coast Soccer 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jun 25, 2013, at 3:26 PM, Mike <snrfmike~surfcup.com> wrote: 



Yes for cal north teams 

Troy Dayak <doc@westcoastsoccerclub.com> wrote: 

Oh, I thought you said since tx~th teams won Nor Cal State Cup in their age groups that we would be on the top of your list? 

Regards in Soccer~ 

Troy Dayak 

West Coast Soccer DOC 

For the love of the game .... 

w~¥.westcoastsoccerclub.com 

Sent t~om my iPhone 

On Jun 25, 2013, at 3:03 PM, Mike <surtinike(~:surfcup.com> wrote: 

’][’here are some teams maybe ahead of you. 

’][’roy Dayak <doc(~westcoastsoccerclub.cotn> wrote: 
Thanks Mike let me know if something changes, both teams are ready to go! 

Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

Director of Coaching 

For the love of the game... 

%i htt p://ww 

w.westcoa 

stsoccercl 

ub.com/im 
ages/WCS 

C-Iogo.png 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNdJWSnXoOY&feature=player embedded 

From: Mike Connerley [mailto:surfmike@surfcup.com] 

Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 8:29 PM 

To: ’Troy Dayak’ 

Subje~t: RE: West Coast Soccer- Su rf Cu p 

Sorry not yeL 

Thank you, 

San Diego Surf Cup 

Mike Connedey, President 

Find us at www.surfcup.com 

760-944-7:176 

From: Troy Dayak [mailto:doc@westcoastsoccerclub.com] 

Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 11:49 AM 

To: Mike Connerley 

Subje~t: Re: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

Hi Mike, 

Any word yet on our teams getting in? 



Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

West Coast Soccer DOC 

For the love of the game .... 

www.westcoastsoccerd u b.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 14, 2013, at 4:52 PM, "Mike Connerley" <surfmike@surfcup.com> wrote: 

No ~eed I:o apply at this tim~-_~. I will notify our s~-_~h-_~ction committee if a ~:eam dro~s. 

Thank you, 

San Diego Surf Cup 

Mike Connerley, President 

Find us at www.surfcup.com 

760-944-7176 

From: Troy Dayak [mailto:doc@westcoastsoccerclub.com] 

Sent: Thursday, June 3.3, 203.3 3:33. PM 

To: ’Mike Connerley’ 

C~:: ’Jason Drury’; admin@westcoastsoccerclub.com; ’Karen Dayak’ 

Subje~:t: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

Hi Mike, 

It was nice talking with you today, good luck in the renovation at the polo fields I[3m excited to see what 

they are? will you be adding more gravel to the parking lot? every year in November we are amazed at 

how muddy the parking lot gets out there (the parking attendants do a great job of moving people & cars 

around though ©) I have included a link to the two teams that I would like to be considered for this 

summerE3s Surf Cup. Both West Coast Soccer teams won Norcal State Cup in their age group. Here is a link 

to Norcal~s home page where the State Cup champions are listed. Over 600 boys and girls teams of all levels 
took part in the 2052/13 U14 U19 NorCal State Cup and West Coast Soccer led the way with 2 State Champions 

hit ~om home 714549.html I have included our Norcal Scheduler Jason Drury on 

this email if you need further verification of our team and club.. 

West Coast Wild U15 girls are the current State Cup Champions and have been ranked #i in Norcal since 

August of last year (over 10 months) they also made it to the US Club Final of Nationals last year (2012) 

and will be heading back again this year June 17-22-2013 in Colorado. 

http:!/home.gotsoccer.com/ran kings/tea m.aspx?t ea mid=429192 

West Coast Kryptonite U17 girls have been one of the most prominent girls team in a decade of youth 

soccer. Kryptonite have three peat as State Cup champions and have been in the past two US Club 

National Championship winning it in 2011 and we will be traveling to Colorado again this year. 

http:!!home.gotsoccer.com!ran kings!tea m.aspx?t ea mid=438896 

here is our link to our website for more information about our club: 

http:iiwestcoastsoccerclub.comi 

Sorry for the late request to join Surf Cup but for the past three years the National Finals and Surf Cup 

have been on the exact same weekend. We were delighted to hear that the weekends are no longer 

conflicting and respectfully request to participate in the mighty Surf Cup summer event. 

Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

Director of Coaching 

For the love of the game... 

<imageOOl.png> 



<ima~eO02 pns> 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNdlWSnXoOY&feature=player embedded 

Sent from my Android phone with K-9 Mail. Please excuse my brevib~. 

Sent from my Android phone with K-9 Mail. Please excuse my brevity. 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, July 21, 2013 3:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

From: Troy Dayak <doc@westcoastsoccerclub.com> 

To: Mike Connerley <~surtinike@surtEup.com> 

CC: "Ducax, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu-~,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Hi Mike, 

We am hem in Aurora Colorado and both my U 15 Wild & U 17 Kuptonite teams axe in the National Championship gmne again. Both played in the Super Group final 

in 2012 & this is tfie Kryptonite’s 3rd year in a row running it in 2011. 

http://soccer.sincsports.com/TTSchedules.aspx~tid USCLUBI&veax 2013&stid USCLUBI&syeax 2013&div U15F01 

Is there any chm~ce that the U 15 Wild will get accepted into Surf next weekend? You had said that yon were checking ruth the committee. 

Regards in Soccer; 

’][’roy Day~£ 

West Coast Soccer DOC 

For the love of the game .... 

www.westcoastsoccerclnb.com 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jul 10, 2013, at 9:24 PM, Mike Connefley <surfinike(a)surfcup.com> wrote: 

Sony no 

Sen~ fi~om my I/erizo~ ~,Vire~e.~s 4(3 ~ 7~2 DROll) 

Troy Dayak <doc~,%westcoastsoccerclub.com> wrote: 

Mike, 

Yes both teams won State Cup here in Northern California. Any new news on us getting in lbr Surf Summer? At least the upcoming UI 6 Wild are ready 

to roll! and have many colleges wa~afing to ~e them play. 

Upcoming UI 8 (Koptonite) could play in either bracket as we are sending many to college that week but we have solid replacements eager to please. 

Troy Day~k 

West Coast Soccer 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jun 25, 2013, at 3:26 PM, Mike <surtinike@surfcup.com> wrote: 

Yes tbr cal north teams 

Troy Dayak <doc,@~westcoastsoccerclub.com > wrote: 

Oh, I thought you said since both teams won Nor Cal State Cup in their age groups that we would be on tfie top of your list’? 

Regards in Soccer, 



Troy Dayak 

West Coast Soccer DOC 

For the love of the game .... 

www.westcoastsoccerclnb.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 25, 2013, at 3:03 PM, Mike <su~fmike~surfcup.com> wrote: 

There are some teams maybe ahead of you. 

Troy Dayak <doc(~westcoastsoccerclub.com> wrote: 

Thanks Mike let me know if something changes, both teams are ready to go! 

Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

Director of Coaching 

For the love of the game... 

;Nil htt p://ww 

w.westcoa 

stsoccercl 
ub.com/im 
agesAA/CS 

C-logo png 

http://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=RNdJWSnXoOY&feature=player embedded 

From: Mike Connerley [mailto:surfmike@surfcup.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 8:29 PM 
To: ’Troy Dayak’ 
Subject: RE: West Coast Soccer- Su rf Cu p 

Sorry ~.:_~t vet, 

Thank you, 

San Diego Surf Cup 

Mike Connedey, President 

Find us at www.surfcup.com 

760-944-7:176 

I:rom: Troy Dayak [mailto:doc@westcoastsoccerclub.com] 
Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 11:49 AM 
To: Mike Connerley 
Subject: Re: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

Hi Mike, 

Any word yet on our teams getting in? 

Regardsin Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

West Coast Soccer DOC 

Forthelove ofthe game .... 



www.westcoastsoccerclu b.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun :14, 20:13, at 4:52 PM, "Mike Connerley" <surfmike surfcu .com> wrote: 

No need to apply at this time~ I will ~otify our selectio~ committee if a team drops. 

Thank you, 

San Diego Surf Cup 

Mike Connerley, President 

Find us at www.surfcup.com 

760-944-7:176 

From: Troy Dayak [mailto:docC~westcoastsoccerclub.coml 
Set,t: Thursday, June 13, 2013 3:31 PM 
To: ’Mike Connerley’ 
C¢: ’Jason Drury’; admin@westcoastsoccerclub.com; ’Karen Dayak’ 
Subject: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

Hi Mike, 

It was nice talking with you today, good luck in the renovation at the polo fields IF3m excited to see what 

they are? will you be adding more gravel to the parking lot? every year in November we are amazed at 

how muddy the parking lot gets out there (the parking attendants do a great job of moving people & cars 

around though ©) I have included a link to the two teams that I would like to be considered for this 

summer[qs Surf Cup. Both West Coast Soccer teams won Norcal State Cup in their age group. Here is a link 

to Norcal~s home page where the State Cup champions are listed. Over 600 boys and girls teams of all levels 
took part in the 2012/13 U14 U19 NorCal State Cup and West Coast Soccer led the way with 2 State Champions 

http:iiwww.norcalpremier.com/home/7:14549.html I have included our Norcal Scheduler Jason Drury on 

this email if you need further verification of our team and club.. 

West Coast Wild U:15 girls are the current State Cup Champions and have been ranked #:1 in Norcal since 

August of last year (over :10 months) they also made it to the US Club Final of Nationals last year (20:12) 

and will be heading back again this year June :17-22-20:13 in Colorado. 

http:iihome.gotsoccer.comiran kings/tea m.aspx?t ea mid=429:192 

West Coast I(ryptonite U:17 girls have been one of the most prominent girls team in a decade of youth 

soccer. Kryptonite have three peat as State Cup champions and have been in the past two US Club 

National Championship winning it in 20:1:1 and we will be traveling to Colorado again this year. 

htt ~m.as x?teamid=438896 

here is our link to our website for more information about our club: 

http:!/westcoastsoccerclub.com! 

Sorry for the late request to join Surf Cup but for the past three years the National Finals and Surf Cup 

have been on the exact same weekend. We were delighted to hear that the weekends are no longer 

conflicting and respectfully request to participate in the mighty Surf Cup summer event. 

Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

Director of Coaching 

For the love of the game... 

<imageOOl.png> 

<imageO02 png> 

http://www.¥outube.com/watch?v=RNdJWSnXoOY&feature=player embedded 

Sent from my AMroid phone with K-9 Mail. Please excnse my brevi~. 



Sent ti~om my Android phone with K-9 Mail. Please excuse my brevit.3,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, July 22, 2013 3:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

From: Troy Dayak [mailto:doc@westcoastsoccerclub.com] 
Sent: Sunday, July 21, 2013 1:06 AM 
To; Mike Connerley 

Cc-" Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

Hi Mike, 

We are here in Aurora Colorado and both my U15 Wild & U17 Kryptonite teams are in the National Championship game again. Both played in the Super Group final 

in 2012 & this is the Kryptonite’s 3rd year in a row winning it in 2011. 

htl.p://soccer.~;inc~,T~oru~.c~m/TT%chedlfles.aspx’?tid=USCLI JBI&~ar=2013&~;iid=~. %CI~.UBI&,svear=2013&div=U15F01 
Is there any chance that the U1S Wild will get accepted into Surf next weekend? You had said that you were checking with the committee. 

Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

West Coast Soccer DOC 

For the love of the game .... 

www.westcoastsoccerck,b.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jul 10, 2013, at 9:24 PM, Mike Connerley <sur[rnike@surfcup.com> wrote: 

Sorry no 

Sent from my Verizon !ivTre!ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

Troy Dayak <doc@westcoastsoccerdub.com> wrote: 

Mike, 

Yes both teams won State Cup here in Northern California. Any new news on us getting in for Surf Summer? At least the upcoming U16 Wild are ready 

to roll! and have many colleges wanting to see them play. 

Upcoming U18 (Kryptonite) could play in either bracket as we are sending many to college that week but we have solid replacements eager to please. 

Troy Dayak 

West Coast Soccer 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jun 25, 2013, at 3:26 PM, Mike <surfmike@surfcup.com> wrote: 

Yes for caJ north teams 

Troy Dayak <doc(a)westcoastsoccerclub.com> wrote: 

Oh, I thought you said since tx~th teams won Nor Cal State Cup in their age groups that we would be on the top of your list? 

Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

West Coast Soccer DOC 

For the love of the game .... 

www.westcoastsoccerclub.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 25, 2013, at 3:03 PM, Mike <sudh~ike~surfcuFcom> wrote: 

There are ~me teams maybe ahead of you. 

Troy Dayak <doc~)westcoastsoccerclub.com> wrote: 
Thanks Mike let me know if something changes, both teams are ready to go! 

Regardsin Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

Director of Coaching 

Forthelove ofthe game... 



w westcoa 

stsoccercl 

ht~://www.youtube~comiwatch ?v=SNdJWSnXoO¥&feature=~layer embedded 

From: Mike Connerley [mailto:surfmike@surfcup.com] 

Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 8:29 PM 

To: ’Troy Dayak’ 

Subject: RE: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

Sorry not yet. 

Thankyou, 

San Diego Surf Cup 

Mike Connerley, President 

Find us at www.surfcup.com 

760-944-7176 

From: Troy Dayak [mailto:doc@westcoastsoccerdub.com] 

Sent: Monday, June 24, 2013 11:49 AM 

To: Mike Connerley 

Subject: Re: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

Hi Mike, 

Any word yet on our teams getting in? 

Regardsin Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

West Coast Soccer DOC 

Forthelove ofthe game .... 

www.westcoastsoccerclub.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jun 14, 2013, at 4:52 PM, "Mike Connerley" <surfmike@surrcup.corn> wrote: 

No need [:o a~)ply al: this Lime. I will notify our selec[ion c.:_~mrnitl:ee if a team drops. 

Thank you, 

San Diego Surf Cup 

Mike Connerley, President 

Find us at www.surfcup.com 

760-944-7176 

From: Troy Dayak [mailto:doc@westcoastsoccerdub.com] 

Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2013 3:31 PM 

To: ’Mike Connerley’ 

Cc: ’Jason Drury’; .-a---d---m--j~-n-~--@-~-w--~-e--s--t--c-~-~-~-a--s--t--s---~--c-~-c--e-~-r~-c-L-u--b---~-c-~-~-~-n-~; ’Karen Dayak’ 

Subject: West Coast Soccer- Surf Cup 

Hi Mike, 

It was nice talking with you today, good luck in the renovation at the polo fields Fm excited to see what they 

are? will you be adding more gravel to the parking lot? every year in November we are amazed at how muddy 

the parking lot gets out there (the parking attendants do a great job of moving people & cars around though ©) 

I have included a link to the two teams that I would like to be considered for this summer’s Surf Cup. Both 

West Coast Soccer teams won Norcal State Cup in their age group. Here is a link to Norcal’s home page where 

the State Cup champions are listed. Over 600 boys and girls teams of all levels took part in the 2012/13 U14-U19 

NorCal State Cup and West Coast Soccer led the way with 2 State Champions 

http:~iwww.norcalpremier.comihome/714549.htm! I have included our Norcal Scheduler Jason Drury on this 

email if you need further verification of our team and club.. 

West Coast Wild U15 girls are the current State Cup Champions and have been ranked #1 in Norcal since August 

of last year (over 10 months) they also made it to the US Club Final of Nationals last year (2012) and will be 



heading back again this year June 17-22-2013 in Colorado. 

bgp.UL~.~.~m~:~.~.~.~.~.c~r.:~..~.~c~..~r.~.k~.~.t~:~.~.~?~mLc~3~7~ 
West Coast Kryptonite U17 girls have been one of the most prominent girls team in a decade of youth soccer. 

Kryptonite have three peat as State Cup champions and have been in the past two US Club National 

Championship winning it in 2011 and we will be traveling to Colorado again this year. 

http://home.gotsoccer.com/rankings/team,aspx?teamid=438896 

here is our link to our website for more information about our club: 

h__t_ta:_LZ~__o_~_~__o_~_gc~!~_b__._~__o__m_L 
Sorry for the late request to join Surf Cup but for the past three years the National Finals and Surf Cup have 

been on the exact same weekend. We were delighted to hear that the weekends are no longer conflicting and 

respectfully request to participate in the mighty Surf Cup summer event. 

Regards in Soccer, 

Troy Dayak 

Director of Coaching 

For the love of the game... 

<imageOOl.png> 

<imageOO2.png> 
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Sent from my Android phone with K-9 Mail. Please excnse my brevi~. 

Sent from my Android phone witJ~ K-9 Mail. Please excuse my brevi~. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)c, 

Tuesday, July 23, 2013 3:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: GSI Summer College Showcase - College Coach invitation 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: GSI Summer College Showcase - College Coach invitation 

From: GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edu~> 
CC: 

2013 GSI Summer College Showcase 
POLO GROUNDS, l~NSAS CITY, MO. 
July 27th - 28fl~, 2o13 
Dear Anson, 

We look tbrward to welcoming you to Overland Park tbr the 2o13 
Summer College Showcase tournament where we have 50 great teams 
from across the Midwest attending. We hope you can join us at the end 
of the month! 
College coaches who have not signed up yet please dick bereft 
SCHEDULE NOW POSTEDI! 
http:/iwww.htgsports.netiseoring/sehedulet.aspx?EventlD= 1398 links 
to team schedule, directions, field layout etc. 
SCHEDULE of EVENTS 
We have a hospitality tent set for you where you can sign in and pick up 
player profile books. 
SATURDAY - dULY 27 
7:45am - 9:ooam College Coaches breakfast (coffee, juice, bagels 
provided) - player profiles, tournament schedules and fidd maps will be 
provided 
8:ooam GSI Summer College Showcase matches begin. 
19:oopm - ~:oopm College Coaches lunch provided. 
5:45pm - Last Game Kick oft’!! 
SUNDAY- JULY 98 
8:ooam GSI College Showcase matches begin 
ll:3oanl - 9:oopm College Coaches lunch provided 
4:3opm GSI College Showcase matches end. 
"*:qtinerary sub.jeer to change 
If you have any questions please email me at hsavage@geitravel.net 
See you at the end of the month. 
Huw 
We are glad you will be joining us and if there is an~hing else vve can do 
to help you please let us know! 

GSI SPORTS 
536o College Blvd 

Overland Park, Kansas 66211 

Forward this ernail 

This email was sent [o anson@emaiLunc.edu by hsavacze@qcitrave[~rlet 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Policy. 

GSI SPORTS 5360 College Bird :: Overland Park KS 66211 



Minutes of the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Women’s Soccer Committee 

Conference Call 
July 10, 2013 

Those in attendance: 

Boston College - Alison Foley, Matt Conway (Chair) 
Clemson University - Eddie Radwanski 
Duke University - Robbie Church 
Florida State University -Monk Bonasorte, Vanessa Fuchs (Ex-Officio) 

University of Louisville -Karen Ferguson-Daye 
University of Miami - Mary-Frances Monroe 
University of North Carolina - Anson Dorrance 
North Carolina State University - Tim Santoro 
University of Notre Dame - Randy Waldrum 
Syracuse University - Phil Wheddon 
University of Pittsburgh - Greg Miller, Kirk Bruce (Vice-Chair) 
University of Virginia- Steve Swanson 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Charles "Chugger" Adair 
Wake Forest University - Tony da Luz 
Atlantic Coast Conference - Kfis Pierce, Georgia Davis 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted upon at various times throughout 
the meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in 
order of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal 
votes or "sense of meeting") that occurred]. 

Welcome: Ms. Kris Pierce welcomed everyone to the meeting and reminded the group 
that the purpose &the conference call was to discuss a regular season scheduling and 
championship format recommendation for 2014 and beyond. 

Regular Season Discussion: Ms. Pierce briefly reviewed the consensus of the group from 
the June 18th conference call which was to play 10-games in divisions over six (6) weeks. 

Mr. Mark Krikorian asked for clarification on divisions and how- they were determined. 
Ms. Pierce responded that in order for sports to play in divisions (Atlantic and Coastal) 

the same divisions used in football must be used. She said that since Notre Dame is not a 
football divisional member, they have been able to float on either the Atlantic or Coastal 
division in Olympic Sports in order to even out the numbers in each division. 

Mr. Krikorian requested that the group consider two scheduling pods that were 
determined based on an average RPI. He stated that he was still in favor of 10-games 
over 6 weeks, but would like to see alternatives on teams in each pod. Mr. Anson 
Dorrance and Mr. Robbie Church agreed with Mr. Krikorian. Mr. Eddie Radwanski 
reminded the group that no matter which method is used to divide teams in pods, there 
will be changes in a school’s RPI over the course of the schedule. 



Mr. Radwanski went on to discuss the advantages of playing in divisions including the 
ability to brand and promote the league. Mr. Matt Conway asked the group to consider 
the full range of advantages and disadvantages as using historic RPI may not be the best 
indicator of future competitiveness. 

Mr. Chugger Adair asked to see a model that divides the conference into two pods, based 
on traditional seeding, using a 3-year average of RPI. The group requested models with 
and without permanent partners in order to see the differences in the length of the cycle. 

It was requested that the coaches that had experience playing in divisions give their 
feedback. Mr. Greg Miller stated that he only had one year in divisions. Mr. Phil 
Wheddon stated that he did not feel that divisions were equal. Mr. Randy Waldrum said 
he spent 14 years playing in divisions, but had concerns over equitability. Ms. Karen 
Ferguson-Daye stated that she preferred divisions for the continuity and branding 
abilities. Ms. All son Foley noted that the proj ected divisions will be close to averaging 
out RPIs. 

It was MOVED to: 
Play l0 games during the regular season. 
(Vote: Unanimous -PASSED; Louisville Support; NC State and Syracuse Absent) 

Championship Format Discussion: Ms. Pierce reviewed the consensus of the group from 
the June 18t~ conference call which was to play an 8-team championship in the current 
format with quarterfinals being played at higher seeds on Sunday, and the semifinals and 
finals being played on the following Friday and Sunday at a neutral site. The group 
discussed at length the advantages and disadvantages of including additional teams in the 
Championship. Ms. Pierce clarified from the last call that a 10-game regular season will 
take six (6) weeks, NOT seven (7) as was originally indicated. Some of the group felt 
that since the schedule would take one less week, the cost of adding an additional 
championship date was worth adding additional teams. 

It was MOVED to: 
Host an 8-team Championship. 
(Vote: 5-6; Louisville Against; NC State and Syracuse Absent) 

It was MOVED to: 
Host a 10-team Championship. 
(Vote: 6-5; Louisville Support; NC State and Syracuse Absent) 

There was a motion to eliminate the Championship, but it was not seconded. 

Closing: The group agreed to meet again via conference call in August to review regular 
season models with RPI based pods and to make a final recommendation. Ms. Pierce 
thanked eve~Tone for their time and the meeting was adj ourned. 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

As part of the University’s comprehensive security efforts and to ensure a safer environment for our students, staff and visitors, 
University policy requires that a background check be conducted for all staff and faculty, unpaid volunteers, interns, visiting scholars and 

as well as any other individuals engaged by campus departments in programs that serve or involve contact with minors. 

Background checks related to the protection of minors served by University programs must be accomplished at least annually for those 

University staff, faculty, or volunteers who have ongoing involvement in such programs regardless of any previous background checks 

that may have been conducted. 

Your social security number is required for the background check consistent with University policy. If you choose not to disclose your 
social security number, you will not be considered for employment. 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE MAIDEN LAST 

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (SSN) DATE OF BIRTH SEX RACE 

Check here if you are an international 
applicant and do not have a SSN: { 
FORMCHECKBOX } 

CURRENT ADDRESS (street, city, state, zip): 

PERMANENT ADDRESS (if different from current address) 
if address is not in the U.S. address, include country): 

PRIMARY PHONE NUMBER (XXX-XXX-XXXX) ( ) 

>. Please list all names by which you have been known, along with the dates each name was used (if more space is needed 

~ 
attach additional pages): 

~ NAME DATES (FROM/TO) NAME DATES (FROM/TO) 

z 

If you have lived or worked outside of North Carolina, please list all locations within the United States and the dates you 
lived or worked there since the age of 18 (if more space is needed attach additional pages): 

DATES (FROM/TO) CITY COUNTY STATE 

Please indicate your highest level of education completed: 

DATES (MM/YY) SCHOOL NAME, CITY AND STATE MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY DEGREE TYPE 

Please indicate the ~rofessional licensure that you possess: 

DATE ISSUED LICENSE/CERTIFICATION ISSUED BY EXPIRATION DATE 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Page { PAGE } of{ NUMPAGES } Rev (7/1/2013) 

Equal Opportunity Employer 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

Continued on next page 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE MAIDEN LAST 

NORTH CAROLINA 
DRIVERS LICENSE # 
(if required for position) 

I have held an out-of-State driver’s license that has been 
valid within the last 12 months. If the answer is yes, provide 
the information below. 

OUT OF STATE DRIVERS 
LICENSE # 

ISSUING 
STATE 

FORMCH 

ECKBOX 

YES 

FORMCH 
ECKBOX 

NO 

If the position for which you are applying involves driving duties, please list any driving infractions, Prayers for Judgment 
Continued and non-contested charges (if more space is needed attach additional pages). 

DATE             LOCATION (county and state)        TRAFFIC VIOLATION 

{ { 
FORMCH FORM 

ECKBOX CHEC 

} Yes KBOX 

} No 

Have you ever been convicted of an unlawful offense other than a minor driving infraction? If yes, list 
below the county, state, and date of the conviction and crime/offense for which you were convicted. 
Prayers for Judgment Continued and non-contested charges must be included, unless you have 
acted to expunge your record (if more space is needed attach additional pages). 

DATE LOCATION (county and state) CRIME/OFFENSE 

CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE AUTHORIZATION 

I hereby certify that all information I have provided on this Authorization is true and complete to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. I understand that electronic submission of my Authorization indicates my consent to the University’s verification of any 
information contained in this Authorization, including by obtaining a consumer report for employment purposes from a 
Consumer Reporting Agency. I understand that by admitting to a conviction for any unlawful offense, I will not be automatically 
disqualified from consideration for employment, unpaid appointment or for other opportunities where I might have contact with 
minors. I understand that false or misleading information or documentation, or an omission or failure to include all relevant 
information, may result in action up to and including not being employed, appointed, affiliated or terminated if hired, and/or 
criminal prosecution. I understand the University complies with State law and is required to terminate me if false or misleading 
information is given in order to meet the requirements for the position for which I am hired. 

Candidate/Appointee Signature Date 

FOR INTERNAL OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES USE ONLY 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Equal Opportunity Employer 

Rev (7/1/2013) Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

OTHER NAMES AND ADDRESSES DISCOVERED IN COURT SEARCH: 

NAME DATES NAME DATES 

STATE DATES CITY COUNTY LAST NAME(s) USED 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 
TO BE COMPLETED BY HIRING/APPOINTING DEPARTMENT 

THE HIRING/APPOiNTING DEPARTMENT MUST ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS ARE COMPLETELY FILLED BEFORE 
SUBMITTING TO BACKGROUND iNVESTIGATOR, iNCOMPLETE FORMS WiLL BE RETURNED TO THE REQUESTING 
DEPARTMENT’S CONTACT TO BE COMPLETED. 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE LAST SSN (Last 4 Digits Only) 

XXX-XX- 

MOTOR VEHICLE HISTORY 
Driving a motor vehicle (State-owned or personal/other) is required by hiring department to perform assigned 
duties. If answer is yes, a driver’s license check is required. 

*If a driver’s license check is required, please send or fax a legible copy of the candidate’s driver’s license to Background Specialist. 

If answer to above is yes, please indicate type of vehicle (choose all that apply). 

CREDENTIALS VERIFICATION 
Please indicate if verification is required for education/professional licensure. Reminder: If 
degree has been previously verified and is on file, the degree does not need to be re-verified. 

POSITION/APPOINTMENT TYPE 

(please indicate all that apply): 

POSITIONiAPPT. TITLE: 

POS# (SPA and EPA Non-Faculty ONLY): 

CONTACT NAME: 

DEPT./SCHOOL NAME: 

DEPT. #: 

CONTACT PHONE #: 

CAMPUS BOX #: 

ACCOUNT # FOR FEES: 

OHR EMPLOYMENT CONSULTANT: 

FORM SUBMISSION: 

Rev (7/1/2013) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 

FAC U LTY 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 

EPA NON-FACULTY 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 

EPA TEMP 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 

SPA PERMANENT 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 

SPA TEMP 

N/A 

Joyce Dalgleish 

Athletics 

9801 

919-962-7850 

8500 

{ 
FORMCH 
ECKBOX 
} YES* 

{ 
FORMCH 
ECKBOX 
} NO 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
STATE-OWNED 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
PERSONAL/OTHER 

DEGREE { 
FORMCHECKBOX } YES 
FORMCHECKBOX } NO 
LICENSE { 
FORMCHECKBOX } YES 
FORMCHECKBOX } NO 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } POST DOC          { 

FORMCHECKBOX } CONTACT WITH MINORS 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } POST UOC (ABD) { 

FORMCHECKBOX } CDC SELECT AGENT 

X VOLUNTEER { FORMCHECKBOX } ANNUAL RE- 

CHECK (IF REQ’D) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } INTERN         { 

FORMCHECKBOX } CREDENTIALS CHECK ONLY 

{ FORMCHECKBOX}VISITING SCHOLAR { 

FORMCHECKBOX } DRIVING CHECK ONLY 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } OTHER 

UNC-Chapel Hill Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 
Equal Opportunity Employer 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

For SPA Permanent employees, Unpaid Volunteers, Interns, and Visiting Scholars, send this form to your Employment 
Consultant in the Office of Human Resources. 
For Faculty, send this form to your Dean’s Office. 
For EPA Non-Faculty, SPA/EPA Temps and all other persons, send this form to: 

Background Specialist/UNC Office of Human Resources 
CB#1045, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-9768 or 919-843-4413 
Fax: 919-962-4279 

FOR INTERNAL OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES USE ONLY 

Criminal Convictions 
DATE RECEIVED: 

DATE RETURNED: 

PID # 
REVIEW: 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } 
No 

CHECKS COMPLETED: 

{ { { 
FO FO FO 
RM RM RM 
CH COURTSEARCH CH CASTLE BRANCH CH AOC 
EC EC EC 
KB KB KB 
OX OX OX 
} } 

FO FO                    FO 
RM RM RM 
CH NC DLCHECK CH OUT OFSTATE DL CH EPLS/OIG 
EC EC EC 
KB KB KB 
OX OX OX 
} } } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX} { FORMCHECKBOX} SEX 
NO CS RESULTS OFFENDER 
AMOUNT DUE: INITIALS: FILE #: 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Charge made to the listed account 
Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No    { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No { 
FORMCHECKBOX } Possible Match 
Reported on Background Authorization? 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Valid Driver’s License 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 
Drivincj Convictions 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No { 
FI*.~RIVI!=,’I’-IF---.I.,.,,I’~DUA ,j’ I"U~IL)I~ IVli:;ILL;II 

Reported on Background Authorization? 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

De.qree(s) Verified Licensure Verified 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } No 
{FORMCHECKBOX} 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Page { PAGE } of{ NUMPAGES } Rev (7/1/2013) 

Equal Opportunity Employer 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Office of Human Resources - Employment and Staffing Department 

RELEASE OF LIABILITY FOR UNPAID VOLUNTEERS AND UNPAID INTERNS 

Volunteer/Intern Name { FORMTEXT } 
Proposed Activity: { FORMCHECKBOX } Volunteer { 

Department Name { FORMTEXT } 

Department Number { FORMTEXT } 

FORMCHECKBOX } Unpaid Intern 

Is Volunteer/Intern under the age of 18? (If yes, parent or 
guardian must sign below.) 

(THIS DESCRIPTION MUST MATCH THAT ON THE VOLUNTEER REQUEST FORM) 
Description of Volunteer’s/ { FORMTEXT } 
Intern’s Activity or Service 

{ 
FORMCHE 
CKBOX} 
YES 

{ 
FORMCHE 
CKBOX} 
NO 

INSTRUCTIONS: UNC-CH’s mission involves a variety of teaching, research, and pubfic service activities. As an unpaid volunteer or 
unpaid intern, you play an important role in supporting our mission while at the same time gaining experience which will be personally 
rewarding. For insurance and risk management purposes, UNC-CH requires that you carefully read and agree to the following terms. 
The term "UNC-CH" means The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (along with its directors, officers, employees and agents 
acting within the course and scope of their duties). "1", "Volunteer/Intem" or "me" means you, the intended unpaid volunteer or unpaid 
intern. We appreciate your interest in serving The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and welcome you as a member of our 
community! 

I, Volunteedlntern, hereby freely, voluntarily and without duress, execute this Release of Liability under the following terms: 

1. I am providing service to UNC-CH voluntarily, without pressure of coercion, for educational, civic, charitable or humanitarian 
reasons and without expectation of payment, reimbursement, or future paid employment of any kind= 

2. I understand that UNC-CH will not cover me by any insurance including, but not limited to, medical, property, health, liability 
insurance or workers’ compensation benefits, nor will any financial or other assistance be provided in the event of injury or illness. 

3. I agree that my service may be terminated at any time and for any reason by UNC-CH or by me. 

4. In consideration of the opportunity to provide unpaid service to UNC-CH, I do hereby release and forever discharge and hold 
harmless UNC-CH from any and all liability, claims, and demands of whatever kind or nature which arise or may hereafter arise 
from my service. I understand that this Release discharges UNC-CH from any liability or claim that I may have against it with 
respect to any bodily injury, personal injury, illness, death, property loss or property damage that may result from my service. 

5. I understand and acknowledge that potential risks to my health and personal property may be associated with my service to 
UNC-CH and I voluntarily assume those risks. I release and forever discharge UNC-CH from any claim whatsoever that arises or 
may hereafter arise on account of any first aid, treatment or service I receive in connection with my service to UNC-CH. 

6. I have consulted with my health care provider regarding my pre-existing health conditions (such as insect, food or medication 
allergies) and will provide myself with any appropriate medication to treat these health problems. I hereby release and forever 
discharge UNC-CH from any claim whatsoever arising from any complication or exacerbation of any such health condition. 

7. I grant UNC-CH permission to reproduce my name, likeness, identity, voice, image, and oral or recorded statement in any 
publication or media intended for research, educational, promotional, fundraising or similar purposes without compensation of any 
kind= I hereby waive and release UNC-CH from any claim or liability relating to any such use. 

8. I agree to comply with all UNC-CH policies (e.g., the Patent and Invention, Copyright and Acceptable Use Policies) while using 
UNC-CH facilities or resources, and I acknowledge that all UNC-CH policies apply to my activities at and service to UNC-CH. 

9. This Release of Liability shall be binding and enforceable against me and my successors, assignees, heirs, guardians and legal 
representatives. I expressly agree that this Release is intended to be as broad and inclusive as permitted by the laws of the State 
of North Carolina and that this Release shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with the laws of the State of North 
Carolina. I agree that, in the event that any clause or provision of this Release shall be held to be invalid, the invalidity of such 
clause or provision shall not otherwise affect the remaining provisions of this Release which shall continue to be enforceable. 

I have carefully read this Release. I understand that in signing this document, I am giving up significant legal rights in 
exchange for being able to serve UNC-CH as an Unpaid Volunteer or Unpaid Intern. 

Name of Volunteer/Intern 

Revised 8/15/2011 

Signature of Volunteer/Intern Date 

Equal Opportunity Employer Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 

** DEPARTMENTS MUST MAINTAIN THIS RELEASE ON FILE FOR THREE (3) YEARS 
FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF UNPAID ASSIGNMENTS ** 



Name of Parent or Guardian Signature of Parent or Guardian Date 
(If Volunteer/Intern is under age of 18) (If Volunteer/Intern is under age of 18) 

Name of Volunteer’s!Intern’s Supervisor Signature of Volunteer’s!Intern’s Supervisor Date 

Revised 8/15/2011 Equal Opportunity Employer Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 

** DEPARTMENTS MUST MAINTAIN THIS RELEASE ON FILE FOR THREE (3) YEARS 
FOLLOWING COMPLETION OF UNPAID ASSIGNMENTS ** 



Office of Human Resources - Employment and Staffing 

/ v, sm.  / 
Approval by OHR required prior to start of activities 

For { HYPERLINK \1 "Exclusions" }, 
this form may not be applicable; see { HYPERLINK \L "DEFS" } on pg 2 for details. 

Dept. is Requesting (Check One): 

Dept. Name 

Dept. Contact 

Describe Activities and Specify 
Environment Setting 

Describe any risks in the setting in 
which this assignment will occur 

Involves Unsupervised Activities with 

{HYPERLINK \I 
"se nsitivepopulations" \o 

"Sensitive populations are 

those including individuals 

under 18 years of age, patients 

receiving care in any clinical 

setting, or other individuals 

deemed to require enhanced 

supervision or protection 

based on university practice or 

state or federal law."} 
Description of Sensitive 
Populations/Facilities (if applicable) 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } {HYPERLINK \L "VOLS" \O "VOLUNTEERS ARE 

INDIVIDUALS WHO OFFER THEIR SERVICES WITHOUT COST TO THE 

UNIVERSITY FOR CiViC REASONS AND WHICH ARE NOT TYPICALLY 

PERFORMED BY PERMANENT UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES. "} { 

FORMCHECKBOX } {HYPERLINK \L "INTS" \O "INTERNS ARE INDIVIDUALS 
OBTAINING TRAINING IN THE WORKPLACE FOR ACADEMIC OR COURSE 

CREDIT, WORK EXPERIENCE THAT IS REQUIRED FOR PROFESSIONAL 

LICENSURE OR CERTIFICATION, OR EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING IN A 

PROFESSION UNDER APPROPRIATE SUPERVISION"} { FORMCHECKBOX } 

{HYPERLINK \L "VSS" \O "VISITING SCHOLARS HOLD APPOINTMENTS AT 

OTHER ACADEMIC OR RESEARCH INSTITUTIONS AND ARE VISITING TO 

WORK WITH A PARTICULAR FACULTY MEMBER OR PRINCIPAL 

INVESTIGATOR ON A RESEARCH PROJECT, BUT DO NOT RECEIVE A 

PAID APPOINTMENT AT UNC-CH"} 

{ FORMTEXT } Dept. Number { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } Telephone Number { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

(For example, exposures such as: thermal, chemical, or electrical hazards, lab animals, etc.) 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
Yes { 

FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Either of the Following: (if either are involved, include specifics in description below) 

{HYPERLINK \1 

"sensitivefacilities" \o "Sensitive 
facilities are university facilities 

that require special clearance 

or background checks for 

access or that permit 

unsupervised access to records 

that are confidential or 
otherwise have special 

protections under state or 

federal law."} 
(Example: students, patients, study participants, biosafety level 3 facilities (BSL-3) etc.) 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 

Yes { FORMCHECKBOX 

}No 

Beginning Date    { FORMTEXT } Ending Date { FORMTEXT } { FORMCHECKBOX } or Ongoing 

(volunteers only) 

Supervisor Name { FORMTEXT } Phone Number { FORMTEXT } 

Name [ { FORMTEXT } [ Birth Date    j { FORMTEXT } 

Revision 08/15/2011 Equal Opportunity Employer Page Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources - Employment and Staffing 

UNPAID VOLUNTEER, INTERN AND VISITING SCHOLAR REQUEST FORM 

Appointing/Supervising University Official is 
"Closely Related" (per {HYPERLINK \1 
"Nepotism"}): 

Student or Educational 

Professional Status 

{ 
FORMCHECK 

BOX } Yes { 

FORMCHECK 

BOX } No 

Student 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } UNC- 
CH Student 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Other 

Student 

If Yes, 
explain: 

Home Institution 
(non-UNC) 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Please attach a {HYPERLINK ~1 "bgck" \o "Not required for high school students or those under 18. Not required for 
permanent employees or UNC-CH Students, unless activity involves unsupervised access to sensitive populations or 
facilities. "} form and submit to: 
Employment and Staffing, Office of Human Resources, 104 Airport Drive, CB#1045 

Name and Title of Authorized Department Official Name of Human Resources Facilitator 

Signature of Authorized Department Official Signature of Human Resources Facilitator 

Date Date 

{ 
Date Received FORMTEX Date Approved FORMTEX Employment Consultant { FORMTEXT } 

T} T} 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Volunteer { 
Approved as FORMCHECKBOX } Intern { Approved as Exception { FORMCHECKBOX } 

FORMCHECKBOX } Visiting Scholar 
(include in justification below) 

Comments { FORMTEXT } Background Check Received 

Background check Submitted by OHR 
{ 

Date FORMTEX 
T} 

{ 
FORMCHECKB 

OX}Yes ( 
FORMCHECKB 

OX } NA 

Result { FORMTEXT } 

Revision 08/15/2011 Equal Opportunity Employer Page Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



Office of Human Resources - Employment and Staffing 

UNPAID VOLUNTEER, INTERN AND VISITING SCHOLAR REQUEST FORM 

Approval by OHR required prior to start of Volunteer/Intern/Visiting Scholar activities 
J 

Revision 08/15/2011 Equal Opportunity Employer Page Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources - Employment and Staffing 

UNPAID VOLUNTEER, INTERN AND VISITING SCHOLAR REQUEST FORM 

Volunteers are individuals who offer their services without cost to the university for civic reasons and which are not 

typically performed by permanent university employees. Examples include serving as a docent at a university museum or 
educational facility, serving as an usher at a university special event, or otherwise performing duties that are of benefit to 

the university’s teaching, research, and/or public service mission. 

Unpaid interns are individuals who meet one of the following circumstances: 

¯ Are currently enrolled at UNC-Chapel Hill or other accredited colleges, universities, community colleges or high 

schools and who are engaged in experiential learning in the workplace in return for academic or course credit. 

¯ Are obtaining work experience that is required for professional licensure or certification under the supervision of a 

licensed or certified professional (e.g., Social Workers, Engineers, Nurses, and Accountants) for a period not to 

exceed 18 months in duration. 
¯ Are engaging in experiential learning in a profession under the supervision of an appropriate University supervisor 

or manager for a period not to exceed 18 months in duration. 

Unpaid visiting scholars are individuals who hold appointments at other academic or research institutions and are 

visiting to work with a particular faculty member or principal investigator on a research project but do not receive a paid 
appointment at UNC-Chapel Hill. 

Exclusions: UNC-Chapel Hill Students, SPA permanent employees and unpaid activities that will not exceed seven (7) 

consecutive days in duration are generally excluded from this policy, meaning that a background check, request form and 
release will not need to be completed unless the volunteer or unpaid intern position will have unsupervised activity with 

sensitive populations or sensitive facilities 

Sensitive populations are those including individuals under 18 years of age, patients receiving care in any clinical 

setting, or other individuals deemed to require enhanced supervision or protection based on university practice or state or 

federal law. 

Sensitive facilities are university facilities that require special clearance or background checks for access or that permit 

unsupervised access to records that are confidential or otherwise have special protections under state or federal law. 

Background checks are required for all volunteers, unpaid interns and unpaid visiting scholars with the following 

exceptions: 

¯ Permanent employees and UNC-Chapel Hill Students who do not have unsupervised activity with sensitive 

populations or sensitive facilities 

¯ High school students 
° Those under 18 years of age 

All others must have a Request for Background Check appropriately filled out and attached to this form, ready for OHR 

submission. 

Nepotism: For the nepotism policy relating to SPA permanent employment, see the following page: 

{ HYPERLINK ’’http://hr~unc~edu/p~~icies-pr~cedures-guide~ines/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/recruitment-and- 

selection/N EPOTISM" } 
For the nepotism policy relating to EPA employment, see the following page: 

{ HYPERLINK "http://hr.unc.edu/ccm/groups/public/@hr/@facultypl/documents/policy/ccml_017543.pdf" } 

Affiliate Registration Process: If the Volunteer/Unpaid Intern/Unpaid Visiting Scholar will need a One Card, PID or 
Onyen to perform the activity for which they are engaged, information on this can be found on the UNC PID Office website 

at the following link: 
{ HYPERLINK "http://www.pid.unc.edu/Home/CreateReactivatePID/OtherAffiliates.aspx" } 

Revision 08/15/2011 Equal Opportunity Employer Page Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
RECOMMENDATION FOR EPA PERSONNEL ACTION 

(Please type. See instructions on reverse side.) 
{ FORMCHECKBOX} INITIAL APPOINTMENT { FORMCHECKBOX} REAPPOINTMENT { FORMCHECKBOX} PROMOTION 
FORMCHECKBOX } OTHER (specify): { FORMTEXT } 

CURRENT INFORMATION TO BE COMPLETED BY NOMINEE 

Name: { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 
Last First 

Address: { FORMTEXT } 

{ 
FORMTEXT 

} 

{ 
FORMTEXT 

} 
Middle 

Telephone No. 

Date of Birth: Birthplace: { FORMTEXT } Citizenship: { FORMTEXT } 
country 

Are you related by blood or marriage to any person now employed by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill? 

If yes, give the relative’s name, relationship and department name: (See back of form.) 
{ FORMTEXT } 

{ 
FORMCHECKBO 
X}Yes { 
FORMCHECKBO 
X}No 

EDUCATION 

Baccalaureate 

Graduate or 
Professional 

Other 

EXPERIENCE 

Current 

Previous 

Name and Location of College or University 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Name of Employer 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Degree, Diploma, 
or Certificate 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Rank or Title 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Date Conferred 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Major 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Employment Dates 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ 
FORMT 

Race: EXT } 
Code 

{ 
FORMTE 

Sex: XT } 
Code 

Attach curriculum vita including: (a) other professional experience and activities, (b) memberships in scholarly and professional organizations, 
(c) publications, and (d) contracts and grants received. (See back of form.) CV attached: { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } 
No 

hereby certify that all information above is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. 

Signature: Date: 

TO BE COMPLETED BY INITIATING UNIT 

Is this position contingent on the availability of funds? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Date of nominee’s first UNC-CH EPA appointment: { FORMTEXT } Rank: { FORMTEXT } Department: { FORMTEXT } 

Position Title: { FORMTEXT } 

Base Unit 

Rank 

Date Action Effective 

Joint Unit 

Joint Rank 

Date Action Effective 

TO BE COMPLETED FOR EPA NON-FACULTY NOMINEE ONLY 

Date Action Effective -- Beginning: { FORMTEXT } 

TO BE COMPLETED FOR FACULTY NOMINEE ONLY 

Ending: { FORMTEXT } 

Present Appointment (if applicable) 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } Ending { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Proposed Appointment 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } 

If the nominee is currently holding tenure to retirement, indicate the initial date tenured: { FORMTEXT } 

{ 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } { FORMCHECKBOX } FORMT 

Term Proposed: Tenure to Retirement Probationary term of EXT } years 

If initial appointment (including initial tenure track), interviewed by: { FORMTEXT } 

Letters of recommendation by: { FORMTEXT } 

RECOMMENDED BY 

This recommendation meets the University’s requirements as follows: Nepotism Policy: 
Affirmative Action Plan: { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 
Verification: { FORMCHECKBOX} 

Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Fixed term of { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } No { FORMCHECKBOX } Not Applicable     Credentials 



Signature: 

{ FORMTEXT } Title: { FORMTEXT } Date: 

Form AP2, Revised 05/01/07    Submit four (4) copies for: Chancellor, Employee Records, Dean/Director’s Office, Departmental Confirmation 



Form AP-2 Instructions 

An AP-2 form is to be completed for a new appointee who is Exempt for the Personnel Act (EPA) and to effect any subsequent changes in 
appointment, reappointment, or promotion. 

Line 3 RACE and SEX. Enter the appropriate numerical Race Code and the Sex Code as follows: 
Race Code 
1 = White (not of Hispanic origin). Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of 

Europe, North Africa, or Middle East. 
2 = Black (not of Hispanic origin). Persons having origins in any of the black racial groups. 
3 = American Indian or Alaskan Native. Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of 

North America. 
4 = Asian or Pacific Islander. Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far 

East, Southeast Asia, Pacific Islands (China, Japan, Philippines, Korea, American Samoa, 
etc.), or Indian subcontinent. 

5 = Hispanic. Persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South American, or other 
Spanish origin or culture, regardless of race. 

Sex Code 
M = Male 
F = Female 

Line 4 A relative, in general, includes the following: 
Brother, Brother-in-law 
Daughter, Daughter-in-law 
Father, Father-in-law 
First Cousin 
Grandfather, Grandmother 
Grandson, Granddaughter 

Guardian or Ward 
Half-Brother, Half-Sister 
Husband, Wife 
Mother, Mother-in-law 
Nephew, Niece 

Sister, Sister-in-law 
Son, Son-in-law 
Stepdaughter, Stepson 
Stepfather, Stepmother 
Uncle, Aunt 

Line 7 a. List all post-degree training and/or experience 
c. Categorize publications under the following headings and list the inclusive page numbers, authors (in actual order), and 

publication (or in press) dates. 
Book Monograph 
Book Chapter Refereed* Article 
Book Review Other Article 
Dissertation Published Note or Abstract 

* Refereed Article: If in press, in addition to the above information, list the target publication date. Also, if the article has been 
submitted and/or accepted for publication, list the number of manuscript pages and date submitted and/or accepted. 

d. Provide titles or topics of contracts and grants for which you were Principal Investigator or Co-Principal Investigator, and 
identify funding agencies, beginning and ending dates, and total amount of awards. 

Line 10 Date of nominee’s first UNC-CH EPA appointment is the date of most recent continuous permanent or temporary appointment. 

Line 12 Complete the PRESENT APPOINTMENT section only if nominee is currently employed by the University and is recommended 
for reappointment, promotion, and/or an additional title as follows: 

Base Unit: Enter the name of the nominee’s present primary department, institute, or school. 
Rank: Enter the present rank held in the base unit. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of present appointment in base unit. 
Joint Unit and Joint Rank: Enter the name of each additional unit in which faculty rank is presently held and the 

corresponding rank. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of present joint appointment. 

Complete the PROPOSED APPOINTMENT section as follows: 
Base Unit: Enter the name of the nominee’s proposed primary department, institute, or school. 
Rank: Enter the proposed rank held in the base unit. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of proposed appointment in base unit. 
Joint Unit and Joint Rank: Enter the name of each additional unit in which faculty rank is proposed and the 

corresponding rank. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of proposed joint appointment. 

Term Proposed: Check the appropriate block. If a probationary term at the rank of instructor, assistant professor or associate 
professor, or if a fixed term appointment, enter the duration of appointment. 

Line 14 Letters of recommendation as required by divisional review procedures (Academic Affairs or Health Affairs). 

Line 15 Recommendation is initiated by the Department Chairman or Dean, as appropriate, and submitted to the appropriate 
Administrative Office for review and approval= 



The University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

EPA NON-FACULTY APPOINTEE CERTIFICATIONS AND 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT (PAGE 1 OF 3 PAGES) 

Appointee’s Full Name: 

Primary Rank Title: 

Base Department / Name: 

in order to receive an appointment with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, you must agree to the following 
conditions of employment: 

6= 

Federal law requires each new employee to complete the "Employee Information and Verification" section of the Federal 
Immigration Service Form I-9 and to submit certain original documents for examination in order to verify and certify 
identification and employment eligibility. The University requires the completion of these requirements no later than three (3) 
business days of the employee’s first day of work counting the first day. 

In compliance with North Carolina law, the University verifies each employee’s legal status or authorization to work in the 
United States after hiring using the Department of Homeland Security’s E-Verify Program. Your employment will be 
terminated if you fail to comply with the employment authorization requirements or if it is determined that you are not 
authorized to work in the United States. 

North Carolina law requires notice to every applicant for state employment that willfully providing false or misleading 
information or failing to disclose relevant information shall be grounds for rejection of an application or later disciplinary 
action or criminal prosecution. Dismissal from employment shall be mandatory in any case in which a false or misleading 
representation is made in order to meet position qualifications. The employer is required by law to verify an applicant’s 
representations about credentials and other qualifications relevant to employment. By executing this document, you 
authorize the release to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill of any document or information within the 
possession of a third party, such as an educational institution or licensure board, that may serve to verify any 
representations made by you on this Form AP2a and on the University’s "Recommendation for EPA Personnel Action" 
(Form AP-2) which must also be completed prior to employment. 

The University will complete a criminal conviction check prior to the candidate’s first scheduled day of work. A criminal 
conviction does not in and of itself prevent an applicant from being employed by the University. The nature of some 
convictions, however, may cause certain positions to be unavailable to you. Failure to completely disclose information about 
a criminal conviction or plea on an employment application is considered falsification of the employment application and will 
result in the applicant not being eligible for employment at the University. All permanent and temporary faculty and staff of 
the University including post-doctoral scholars, medical fellows and adjunct faculty are required to report any criminal 
conviction(s) within five business days of the conviction or other covered criminal disposition or at the first possible 
opportunity if the employee is incarcerated. The employee is required to report this information to the Employee and 
Management Relations Department of the Office of Human Resources or, at the employee’s option, to his/her 
Supervisor or Department Head. A willful failure to report a criminal conviction or to cooperate with University 
authorities in regards to a reportable matter under this policy may subject the employee to appropriate disciplinary 
action, up to and including termination of University employment. The full text of this policy may be viewed at 
http ://hr. unc. edu/p~~icies-pr~cedures-guide~ines/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/emp~~yment/CC M3-~25868. 

The University requires all of its employees hired on or after July 1, 1999 to be paid by "direct deposit" into a bank or credit 
union account. In order to satisfy this requirement, you understand you must submit the direct payroll deposit authorization 
(Form PR-8) to the University Payroll Department by the end of your first workweek. Your signature below certifies that you 
understand you will not receive a paycheck from the University until the appropriate payroll forms have been completed and 
submitted. 

You understand that you are required to provide your U.S. Social Security Number (if one has been issued to you) so the 
University can satisfy its income-reporting and withholding obligations under North Carolina and federal laws. Unless this 
sentence is marked through and initialed by you, you voluntarily permit the use of your social security number for internal 
record keeping and information management operations. However, you understand you will be randomly assigned a 
University-generated personal identification number (PID) which the University will instead use whenever possible. 

Appointee Initials: Date: 

Revised 04/04/11 Form AP-2a (EPA Non-Faculty) 



The University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

EPA NON-FACULTY APPOINTEE CERTIFICATIONS AND 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT (PAGE 2 OF 3 PAGES) 

I Appointee’s Full Name: 

7= 

9= 

Consistent with any applicable wage-hour laws, you authorize the University to withhold from your final paycheck the cost of 
any State-owned property you fail to return when your appointment ends. You also authorize the University to withhold from 
your final paycheck the amount of any other debt you owe to the University. 

You understand that you are required to comply with the University’s Department of Environment, Health and Safety 
(EH&S) policies and procedures regarding vaccines, medical surveillance or other required safety training within the first 10 
days of your employment. Information regarding these policies and procedures is available on the web at: 
http:iiwww.ehs.unc.eduimanualsiehsmanualidocsi5appendixb.pdf or may be obtained by either asking your supervisor, 
your departmental Human Resources Facilitator or Manager, or contacting EH&S at telephone 919-962-5507. You further 
understand that if your position places you in a healthcare environment or your duties involve healthcare, you must also 
complete the items outlined in the "EHS Conditions of Employment" document in accordance to the time frames and 
frequency specified. This document will be provided to you by your appointing department. If you do not receive this 
document and your position places you in a healthcare environment or your duties involve healthcare, you may also obtain 
a copy on the web at: http://www.ehs.unc.edu/manuals/ehsmanual/docs/5appendixb.pdf or by contacting EH&S at 919-962- 
5507. 

You understand that to comply with University policy if your position’s duties include engaging in University healthcare 
activities you must disclose to your Department Head, Dean, Division Chief, the Office of Human Resources Employee & 
Management Relations Division or the Chair of the University’s AIDS Task Force if you are currently, or later become, 
infected with either the HIV or the Hepatitis B viruses. 

10. State law requires each permanent employee regularly scheduled to work 30 hours or more each workweek to participate in 
either the Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System (TSERS) or the Optional Retirement Plan (ORP). The 
appointee makes an irrevocable election of one of these retirement plan options within 60 days of his/her hire effective 
date. Each employee presently is required to contribute six percent of his/her gross salary by payroll deduction, and that the 
State retains the right to amend the contribution rate. 

11. North Carolina law requires certification that you are in compliance with the registration requirements of the Military 
Selective Service Act (http:!/www.sss.gov/must.htm) prior to appointment. The University is required by law to verify such 
compliance. If you do not answer affirmatively to either Question A, B or C listed below, you will be notified that a proposed 
finding of ineligibility for employment will be finalized, unless, within 30 days, you provide information which establishes 
compliance with the registration requirements of the Military Selective Service Act. 

(Select A, B, or C) 

certify that I am registered with Selective Service. 

certify that I am not required to be registered with the Selective Service because (select one): 

__ I am a female. __ I am under the age of eighteen years. 
__ I was born before 1960. __ I am a non-immigrant alien. 
__ I am in the armed services on active duty (Reserves and National Guard are not considered on 

active duty.) 

__ I am a permanent resident ofthe Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands or Northern Mariana Islands. 

C= certify that my requirement to be registered with the Selective Service has expired or is inapplicable, 
and (select one): 
__ I was registered when the requirement was applicable to me. 
__ I was not registered when the requirement was applicable to me, but my failure to register was 

not a knowing and willful failure to register. Please explain on attached signed and dated sheet. 

Appointee Initials: Date: 

Revised 04/04/11 Form AP-2a (EPA Non-Faculty) 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

EPA NON-FACULTY APPOINTEE CERTIFICATIONS AND 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT (PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES) 

Important Benefits Notifications: For your information, you should also note the following time-sensitive enrollment 
deadlines regarding certain benefits for eligible appointees following your hire effective date: 

If you are eligible for employee health insurance, election to participate in the State’s employee health 
insurance plan must be received within 30 days of your hire effective date. The employee has the option of 
choosing this health insurance coverage to begin on the first day of either the first or second month followin.q 
employment. Health insurance coverage for hire effective dates prior to the selected coverage effective date 
is the appointee’s responsibility. 

If you are eligible for retirement benefits, you are required within sixty (60) days of your hire effective date to 
elect participation in either the North Carolina Teacher’s and State Employees’ Retirement System (TSERS) 
or the University of North Carolina Optional Retirement Plan (ORP). Your failure to make this election within 
this period on the required forms irrevocably results in the automatic election of TSERS as your retirement 
plan. Please ensure you take timely action following your hire to exercise this important option. 

Appointee’s Signature: 

Appointing Department 
Representative Signature: 

Date: 

Date: 

Revised 04/04/11 Form AP-2a (EPA Non-Faculty) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 9:59 AM 

Scott Leber <scott.lebe@isoccer.org> 

Re: De Anza Force 

Scott, I loved fl~em. No surprise they do isoccer. 

Ses~f.~"om my V~r’izor~ tYireie,~s 4(5 L)"k L)]~OIL) 

Scott Leber <scott.lebe@isoccer.org> wrote: 

Hey Anson - 

I just caught up with Andres Deza, the head coach of the U14 De Anza Force, a~d he mentioned speaking ruth after the U14 ECNL finals. 

Ive ki~own him for three years now. Andres m~d The Force were a super eaxly adopter adopters ofiSoccer. Both Luca and the team have been featured on iSoccer 

[all the way back in 2011 ] 

LUCA: http:/iinside.isoccer.orgifeatured- players- or- teamsluca- fi~s~t- even- featured- player/ 

TEAM: htlp://inside.isoccer.org/featured-playe~-or-teams’de-anza- force-ul3-gifls-log- 1245-scores-and-raise-their-level- 18- 85/ 

Andres does an incredible coaching these girls [and does a lot more than just iSoccer], but he went all in ruth iSoccer for the past three years... Coincidence that they 

are all very comfortable on the ball ~md building out of the back as 13 yea~- olds? 

On m~other note, we have a~ npdated web and mobile product coming out in the next few weeks. Ill shoot it over to you when it is ready. I think you will like it... We 

have been working on it since December and it takes iSoccer to an even higher level! 

Have a good summer! 

Scott 

www.iSoccer.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 10:37 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: Wenger: Japanese footbaJl is ’world-class’ - News - FourFouffwo Mobile Edition 

Your impact is significant Tom. It is pla]n to see!! 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsa~.com> wrote: 

http ://rn.442. c ore. au/News/Ar ticle, aspx?CIID 351025 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:44 AM 

Gfiggs, Kathy <kgfigg@unc.edu-* 

Re: Evaluation Review of 

11 am on the ? 

Ses~t f!"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

"Griggs, Kathy" <kgriggs@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Coa ch- 

Jus[ a r’erninder’ to let n~e know tiRles between 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Thursday, ll:31 AN 
T~ Gri~s, Kathy; Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Ducat, Chris; Sander, ~omas J; 
Subjeet~ Re: Evaluatbn Review of : 

Will do~ 

SentjFom ~v ~ ~rmo~t W~vles’,v 4G LIE’ DROID 

to rneet with Larry, thanks. 

"Gfigg~ Kathy" <kgriggs,~lunc.edu> wrote: 

Coach- 

Plei~.;e k~t me know i~ few [:imes thi~t s;r’e good for ¥ota betweet} , thanks. 

Ks~d:}~5 

F~m~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Nentl Thursday, 9:08 AN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~e~ Grig~s, Kathy; Gwaltney, Clint 
Subjeet~ Evaluation Review of 

~son: 

Good moming~ I trust you ~ doing well and are ~njoying fl~ sum~r, iftk~ is such a thing Ny longer wi~ your spo~ beNg 2¢7/365. I app~ciat~ all you do~ 

I have a~ached a document which contains both your Pro~am’s Goals and (ko~h Pla~ for . As you recall, these were developed by you during the Fall of 

as pa~ of the strategic plamfing process. 

I would like for you to review this document m~d be prepazed to discuss bo~ the Prog~’s Goals ~md @ou~th Plum with me during your ~valuatio~frevi~w. I will have 

Kathy ~ggs contact you to schedule our meeting. I will be out of the o~ce/town begim]ing fl~ou~ . ~erefore, Kathy will be scheduling your meeting 

betwixt tl~ou~. . I mn hopeful we can meet during these dates -~ if not, w~ ca~ adjust, no worlds. 

~15~ evaluation/review process this yea~ will be sli~tly diflbrent than in the p~st. ~er you amd I meet, I shall then give a repo~ to Bubba. Another meeting will then be 

scheduled with you, Bubba, amd me so A~bba may have the opportunity to discuss ~d review wilh you th~ Prog~N’s Goals mid Growth Plum. It is my 

understamdNg ~at Clot Gwaltney will also be ~vited to a~end our m~et~g wi~ Bubba. 

~]a~ you for your cooperation, amd please do not heskate to contact me ifI may be of any ~sis~nce. Kalhy @iggs will soon be in contaG with you to schedule our 

meeting. 

B~ wall, and take c~e[ 

La~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:52 AM 

Gfiggs, Kathy <kgfigg@unc.edu-~ 

Re: Evaluation Review of 

I roll be there. 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izon IYireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

"Griggs, Kathy" <kgriggs@unc.edw~ wrote: 

:1.1AM on in Mr Galkis office, thanks. 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Wednesday, ,10:44 AN 
T~ Gfiggs, Kathy 
SubjeCt~ Re: Evaluation Review of 
11 am on the ? 

Se~tt from ~r~?, }%rizon tVireIess ~K~ L TE DROID 

"Griggs, Kathy" <__k_g_o)gg_._d_,~)__ujLc_:__e__d_t_q- wrote: 

Hey Coach-- 

Just a reminder to let me know times between 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
$ent~ Thursday, ll:31 AN 
Te~ Griggs, Kathy; Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Ducat, Chris; Sander, ~omas J; 
Su~ject~ Re: Evaluation Review d 

Will do~ 

SenL/?om my Verizou ~2reless 4G LT?: I)ROID 

to meet with Larry, thanks, 

"Griggs. Kathy" <~ri~gs(~amc.edu> wrote: 

Please let me know a few times that are good t:or you between , thanks. 

8ent~ Thursday, : 9:08 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
¢¢= Griggs, Kathy; Gwaltney, Clint 
$ubject~ Evaluation Review d 
Impo~ance: High 

Good morning’. I trust you ~ do~g w~H ~d ~’e ~njoying th~ summ~r~ ffth~re is such a th~g ~y longer w~ your spo~ ~ing 24/~/36~. ~ appreciat~ aH you do~ 
I hav~ a~ach~d a document which contah~s ~oth your Pro~am’s Goals ~d ~o~h Nan ~Br       . As you ~calL th~s~ w~r~ d~v~]op~d By you during th~ Fall of 

I would ]iL~ for you to ~vi~w this document znd ~ pr~pz~d to discuss ~o~ th~ Pro~’~m’s ~oa]s ~d ~’o~h P]~ with m~ during your ~valuafio~r~vi~w. I will hav~ 

Kathy (~;iggs contact you to schedule our meeting. I will be out of the o~ce/~own beginning . ~l~erefore, Kathy will be scheduling your meeting 

between . I am hopefifl we can *neet during these dates -~ if not, we caa~ adjust, no worries. 

~e evaluation/review process this ye~ will be slightly di~Erent tham in the past. ~er you amd I meet, I shall then give a repo~ to Bubba..~other meeting will then be 

scheduled with you, Bubba, a~d me so Bubba may have the oppomtnity to discuss and review with you the Progam’s Goals and (~ow~h Plan. It is my 

understamdNg ~at Clh~t Gwaltney will also be Nvited to atteM our meetNg wifla Bubba. 

’Ihank you for your cooperation, amd please do not hesitate to contact me ifI may be of any assis~nce. Kathy (kiggs will soon be in contact wifl~ you to schedule our 

meet~g. 

Be well, a~d take caxe[ 

Lan3~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, July 24, 2013 12:40 PM 

Jacobs, Mike <mj36@evansville.edu>; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu-~ 

Re: KICK IT FOR THE CUf~E 

"Jacobs, Mike" <mj36@evansville.edu> wrote: 

Anson: 

I hope you’re doing well, and that you have enjoyed your summer. 

You’ve always been so generous with assisting in our benefit towards breast cancer research - KICK IT FOR THE CU RE -and i wanted to see if you would be able to 

once again submit something that we could use in our raffle. Previously autographed items like copies of your books and posters have always been very popular in 

our auction. Any continued support in our efforts for our Fall 2013 event would be appreciated. 

Thanks in advance for any continued assistance and support you might be able to provide. 

Yours in soccer, 

Mike 

MIKE JACOI£S 
UNIVERSITY OF EVANSVILLE 

HEAD SOCCER COACtt 
1800 Lincoln Ave/ Evansville, IN/47722 

Office: 812.488.2294 / Fz.x: 812.488.2199 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 04, 2012 22:59 PM 

T~: Jacobs, Mike 
Subject: Re: KICK IT FOR THE CURE 

Mike, 
there are so many good people in our game and ] have always felt you were one of them, ] had tremendous respect for you as a player and have similar respect for you as 

a coach. 

The older you get, the more you appreciate that we are all in this together and the insane lines of rivalries dissolve under the more benign connections of mutual respect, if 

your daughter is anywhere near your ability she will be a priority recruit here. And thank you for your graciousness. R is appreciated by me. 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9:[9 962 4:[00 

> > > "Jacobs, Mike" < mi36@evansville.edu > :[0/4/20:[2 :[:[:54 AM > > > 

Anson: 

I wanted to thank you again for all of your help with our KICK IT FOR THE CURE benefiL You’ve been such an integral part of our event in the past, and I can’t thank 

you enough for continuing to support. This is a tremendous cause that hits home to me personally with my mother as a 10+ year breast cancer survivor, and we 

always appreciate the gifts you send. 

Thanks again, and I look forward to seeing you again at some point in the near future. At some point soon, I’ll have to send you the PowerPoint presentation that my 

daughter (high school freshman) put together, where she outlines her dream of playing soccer at UNC for Anson Dorrance...Robbie Church didn’t appreciate her 

attending the Duke Soccer Camp years ago in a UNC kit, and we still laugh about that... 

Yours in soccer, 

Mike 

1800 Lincoln Ave / Evansville, IN 147722 
Office: 812.488.2294 / Fax: 812.48&2199 
Ema~l: mi36~evansv~lle.edu / Web: www.qopurpleaces.com 
Camp: www acessoccercam p.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, July 25, 2013 9:47 AM 

Gisselma~, Stephen <gis@~mc.edtv~ 

Stander, Thomas J <pac~nan@unc.edu>; Palladino, Bill (Bill.Palladino@espn.com); Ducm, Chris <ducav~)unc.edu> 

Re: fit forever! 

Hear, hear!!!! Now, if only my life would stop interfering with my workouts! 

Se~tj’rom ~v ~ ~rizo~t W~reles’,~" 4G LI~’ DR(?ID 

Steve Gisselman <giss@unc.edu> wrote: 

I fully expect to be training all of you into your 100s! I aa~ quite sure Anson will still be playing soccer, so he’ll need someone to keep him strong! 

On 7/24/2013 3:37 PM, Sm~de~; Thomas J wrote: 

Only 40 more years for some of you guys Steve is training! 

http:!/wwwmbcnews.com/video/nbc-news/52553585/#52553585 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 4:02 PM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine.lu st@ s - sm. org ); 

( @msn.com; ducax,~uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com); 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 
matt jones 

@gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; scan patton ~gmail.com); 

; nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

Subject: Time with the 

h~ps://~.youtu be.corn/waSh ?feature= player., embedded&v =vOVQN hlBf~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, July 26, 2013 4:27 PM 

heidi.store@fotball.no 

Please congratulate Even for me. 

Heidi, 

Just a short note for Even Pellerud of congratulations for all his success in the European Championships from Anson Dorrance, his old coaching rival from the 

United States. I can’t seem to get his current email address but am very impressed what you all have done with this team. 

And Heidi, please understand I know who you are as one of the "all time international soccer stars" with extraordinary strength and presence as the center back of 

those fearsome Norwegian teams of the late 80’s and early 90’s!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:57 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Athletic Field Schedules for 

Schedule by Facili .ty for .pdf; EXCEL SCHEDULE for 

pdf; Hooker Field Schedule , ;.pdf 

pdf; Ehaus Field Schedule 

From: Conway, Connie Morgan 

Sent: Friday,           :3:16 PM 
To: Aguilar, Alain J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Battaglini, Rebecca L; Klomparens, Bonnie Ledford; Miller, Beth; Breschi, Joe; Cathro, Guy; 
clanigan@townofchapelhill.org; Creech, Karlton W; Somoano, Carlos M; Suits, Christy H.; Arendas, Dave; deborah@psafety.unc.edu; Papa, Donna J; fiona@bridge2sports.org; 
Fulton, Grant; Grimsley, Richie; Porter, Grant;.     @aol.com; Field, Jaci; Fuchs, Jeffrey W; Halsey, Jason; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Negalha, Jeff; Brunner, John F; Cleary, 
Kenneth Eugene; Shelton, Karen C; Duffy, Kathy B.; Robinson, Kevin T; Creech, Karlton W; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Bunting, Mike; Crowe, Michael; Headers, HaNs James; 

Terrell, Matt; Fava, Nicole M; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Walker, Nina; Sander, Thomas J; Plunkett, Mary Rob; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Pogge, Paul; Halverson, 
Doug; Oliaro, Scott M; ~; Levy, Jennifer S; VanAIstyne, Mark; Scroggs, William E 

Co: Robinson, Kevin T 
Subject: Athletic Field Schedules for 

Hi All, 

Field Calendars for Fetzer and Belk, Finley, Navy and Henry are now available for viewing on the Department’s Outlook Calendars. To access these 

calendars: In outlook go to your calendar, then on the home menu choose open calendar..., click on Open Calendar, next click on Room List in the drop down 

menu, type UNCAA in the Search Box, and calendars will be in the drop down menu. Henry, Navy, Finley and Fetzer have all been updated based on Fall 

Reservations received. 

Attached is the Athletic Fields Schedule for next week. {Week of . Updates for E-haus and Hooker may be found 

online at http://campusrec.unc.edu/facilities-schedules-reservations 

Have a Great Weekend! 

GO HEELS! 



6:00p (8:30~) 
LACROSSE 

NAVY & 
HENRY 

6:009 (8:30p) ~IENS 
LACROSSE 
OA~P on 
NAVY & 
HENRY 

.(11 ;00p) 
FOOT~ALL 

OAY @ 
PIOTURE DAY 

4:05p 
FOOTBALL 

@ ~’\IAVY 

................................................................. 7:00p (9:00p} 8LUB 
~H 
on HENRY 



Aug 3 Sat 2:t5p 
Aug 3 Sat 2:30p 
Aug 3 Sat 4:00p 
Aug 3 Sat 6:t5p 

J~y 29., 2013 o August 4, 201 ~} 
NAVY, HENRY, KENAN 

(2:30p) FOOTBALL ORiENTATiON FOR ~ED~A DAY & ~EET THE HEELS @ KENAN 
(4:00p) FOOTBALL ~ED~A DAY @ KENAN 
(6:00p} FOOTBALL ~EET THE HEELS @ KENAN 
(7:15p) FOOTBALL F~SH FRY @ KENAN CONCOURSE 

~%~ Y~; I~ENRY, KENAN 
Prmted.Jul.y 26, 2013 



8:0Os (1 l:00a’~ 8:00a (11:00~)        9:00a (1t:00p} 

L&O~:~OSSE LACROSSE LACROSSE 

F~NLEY F~ MLEY 

........................................................................................................................................................................................................ ,__.., , , .................................... ~ ..................................... ....................................................... 

1:80p (4;00p~ ~ENS 1::00~ (4:0Op) ~/~ENS 
~-A~.R.L ~$E LA CROSSE 

OA~IP o~’s CAtnaP on ................... : 
~qNLEY F~NLEY 

LACROSSE 

FINLEY 
FIELDS 

LACROSSE 
CAMP on 
F}NLEY 









Tuesday, 
July 30, 2013 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 
7/29/13- 8/4/13 

TUESDAY 



Wednesday, 
July 31,2013 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 

7/29/13- 8/4/13 

+++++i+++i;+++i+++++++++++++++++++++ ........................ ! ......................... ! ........................... +o~o~o+ ............................. ! .......................... 

~ ! ! ! ! ’,TmACKCA M P ! ! 

IEDDIE SMITH I I I I I I I I IIIIIIIIIII IIIIII I 

m ! ! ! ! ! ! !! ! !!!!!!!!!!! !!!!!!! 



Thursday, 
August 1, 201 3 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 
7/29/13 - 8/4/13 



Friday, 
August 2, 201 3 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 

7/29/13- 8/4/13 

~i~ii~i ................. ! ................................. ! ............................ ! ......................................................... 

! ......................................................... 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

.......................................................................... ! ................................. ! ............................ ! ........................................................................................................................ ! ................................... ! ................................. ! ..................................................................................................... ! ................................. ! ........................... ! ........................... ! .......................................................................................... ! .............................. ! .............................. 



Saturday, 
August 3, 2013 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 7/29/13 - 8/4/13 



Sunday, 
August 4, 2013 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 
7/29/13- 8/4/13 

.~!~ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
i~!~l~i..,.,.,,, ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Daily Agenda Schedule 

29 July 2013 

Mon Jul 29 
8:00AM - 11:00AM Ehringhaus Field Booking: EVENT - Joe Breschi Tar Heel Lacrosse Camps/Clinics 

I:00PM - 4:00PM Ehringhaus Field Booking: EVENT - Joe Breschi Tar Heel Lacrosse Camps/Clinics 

6:00PM - 10:00PM Ehringhaus Field Booking: EVENT - Joe Breschi Tar Heel Lacrosse Camps/Clinics 

Tue Jul 30 
8:00AM - 11:00AM Ehringhaus Field Booking: EVENT - Joe Breschi Tar Heel Lacrosse Camps/Clinics 

I:00PM - 4:00PM Ehringhaus Field Booking: EVENT - Joe Breschi Tar Heel Lacrosse Camps/Clinics 

Fri Aug 2 
6:00PM - 8:00PM Ehringhaus Field Booking: SC - Cricket Club Practice 

July 25, 2013 4:56 PM Page: 1/1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 11:43 AM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine. k|st@ s - sm. org ); 

I @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~: matt jones 

_ o        @gmail.com); 
@gmail.com; sean patton ~gmail.com); 

, nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

Subject: 

Lohse, Dave Clark (davelohse@unc.edu); Lari~’ Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Clint Gwaltney (cgwalmey@uucaa.unc.edu) 

(cgwaltney@uucaa.unc.edu); Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu~; Thom McDonald 

<thom.mcdonald~championshipproductions.comv; Graham.Hays@espn.com; Bruce Lawrence (bruce@bogaertconstruction.com); 

Chantal@tdesignsource.com; 

(_                                @gmail.com; 

pete@chapelhillre staura~tgroup.com 

final salute to her beloved Carolina upon her official graduation 

Ladies, 

I was just alerted to blog by her mother Please read it when you have time. My heart was filled when I finished it. 

What is clear when you read it; is that we (players, coaches and staff) care about each other beyond the game. "¢,qaat is also clear is that you are all Tar Heels for life, with another caring 
family that you can call your own 

finishes her post with this from., dad(.    {for those ofyou who don’t know} was the sweet transt?r from Yale who walked on for us and ~von a starting spot in goal for the 
2012 National Champions): 

"It is rare, indeed, when you are doing exactly ~vhat you ~vant to do, with exactly the people you want to do it ~vith, in exactly the place you want to be. In life, most people are happy when 
they just get one right, and two is like Heaven. (And getting all three right could only happen in Chapel Hill)"-               dad) 

Here check this out: http:/i 22.blogspot de/ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 11:48 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Try. Spo~lsBoard at Surf Cup’. 

From: noreply@salesforce.com [mailto:noreply@salesforce.com] On Behalf Of Stephen Kiraly 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 20:t3 5:49 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Try SportsBoard at Surf Cup! 

i ............................................................................................. ~ii ....................................................................................... 

i Streamline Recruiting with an iPad/iPhone at 
Surf this Weekend! 

oportsBoard has revolutionized ttne way ttnat you can assess players at events likel ~ I 

c~,p this,,eekend. ~oin Spo,~oard o~sto,~ers ~i~ S~n ~o 
IMary~and, Duke UNC, and others to streamline your recruNng process All you 

I nl 
~ ,.portsBoard i;~ offering tHaL~ at ourf OUp this ~eekend. Our team wll~ pre-load 

~ d 

~your iPad with rosters and game schedule. Af[er you take notes on potential 

~he ,,portsBoard Team 

~323 0202 

’V~llere Scouting and Technology Conve[ge" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 11:51 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: NASA Classic-Gifts Toummnent 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Friday, July 26, 20:~3 6:57 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; NASA Classic-Girls Tournament 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, July 27, 2013 1:16 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Soccer On TV: Saturday, July 27, 2013 

Do we get GOL TV? If we do record Loday at 2:30 pm Bayern vs Dortmund. 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, July 27, 20:13 4:06 AN 

To: Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Subject-" Soccer On TV: Saturday, July 27, 20:t3 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 

sender¯ 

~aturday, July 27, 2013 
Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

MLS Week 22 kicks off on Saturday .... The USA=Panama Gold Cup final is on Sunday. 

(All t#nes Eastero unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

Share Thi: 

i’Nilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

SATURDAY, July 27 

ESPN2 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NE’rWORK 

MLS HOUSTON-CHICAGO (live) 9 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

International Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

U-19 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (live) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

International Club Friendly LEICESTER CITY-MONACO (live) 11 am. 

International Club Friendly REAL MADRID-PSG (live) 2 pm. 

International Club Friendly VALERENGA-BARCELONA (delay) 4 pm. 

International Club Friendly HAMBURG-INTER MILAN (delay) 6 pro. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

International Club Friendly HAMBURG-INTER MILAN (live) 9:30 am. 

International Club Friendly VALERENGA-BARCELONA (live) 1 pm. 

international Club Friendly LEICESTER CITY-MONACO (delay) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Guiness International Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

GOLTV 

DFL Supercup BORUSSIA DORTMUND-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MERIDA-UDG (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico AMERICA-TIJUANA (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PACHUCA-TIGRES (live) 8 pm. 



Mexico CHIPAS-CHIVAS (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES DOS 

Mexico ATLANTE-VERACRUZ (live) 8 pm. 

UNIMAS 

Mexico MONTERREY-PUEBLA (live) 8 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

Mexico ATLAS-LEON (live) 10 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-COLUBUS (live) 2 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7 pro. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pro. 

MLS MONTREAL-KANSAS CITY (live) 7 pm. 

MLS NEW YORK-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 7 pm. 

MLS SAN JOSE-PORTLAND (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

International Champions Cup VALENCIA-AC MILAN (live) 2 pm. 

U-19 Boys National Championship TBA-TBA (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS COLORADO-LOS ANGELES (live) 7 pm. 

ONE World Sports 

EAFF Women’s Cup NORTH KOREA-CHINA (delay) 5 pm. 

International Friendly INDONESIA ALL STARS-CHELSEA (delay) 5 pm. 

EAFF Women’s Cup SOUTH KOREA-JAPAN (live) 7 pm= 

SUNDAY, Ju~," 28 

FOX 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-PANAMA, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (live) 7 pm. 

Concacaf Gold Cup, Final (delay) 9 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Russia LOKOMOTIV-CSKA (delay) 10 am. 

International Club Friendly THAILAND-LIVERPOOL (delay) Neon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

International Club Friendly THAILAND-LIVERPOOL (delay) 10 am. 

GOLTV 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-SAO PAULO (live) 3 pm. 

Brazil FLAMENGO-BOTAFOGO (live) 5:30 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico PUMAS-QUERETARO (live) 1 pm= 

Concacaf Gold Cup USA-PANAMA, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS SEATTLE-CHIVAS USA (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCGER2GO.com 

Concacaf Gold Cup, Final (live) 3:30 pm. 

NWSL PORTLAND-CHICAGO (On Demand) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Women’s Euro GERMANY-NORWAY, Final (live) 9:45 am. 

Brazil TBA-TBA (live) 5 pro. 

ONE World Sports 

EAFF Men’s Cup AUSTRALIA-CHINA (delay) 5 pm. 

EAFF Men’s Cup KOREA REPUBLIC-JAPAN (live) 7 pro. 

~’~ON~AY, Ju~y 28 

GOLTV 

UEFA U-t9 Euro TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 11 am. 

UEFA U-19 Euro TBD-TBD, Semifinal (live) 2:30 am. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Women’s Euro GERMANY-NORWAY, Final (live) Noon. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Women’s Euro GERMANY-NORWAY, Final (live) Noon. 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

USLPro 

USL W-20 League Championship 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Googie÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Saturday, July 27,2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown¯ 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

¯ 
~movedby 

sender¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Ady 29, 2013 3:07 PM 

Fwd: WE’RE THE MILLERS- Free Advance Screening Tickets 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: WE’RE THE MILLERS- Free Advance Screening Tickets 

From: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> 

To: {INCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Sent frown my iPad 

Begin fom-arded message: 

From: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvanael&~?~)enmil.unc.edu> 
Date: July 29, 2013, 9:08:53 AM PDT 
To: "Lane, Cricket" <crickek2{unc.edu> 
Cc: "Markos, Lance M" <markos(&email.nnc.edu>, "Timmermans, Tonf’ <timmemmns@unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: WE’RE TIlE MILLERS- Free Advance Screening Tickets 

Hi Cricket .... 

I have no issue with you forwarding this out to the staff, 

Th~mk yoa for checking, 

Marietle 

Marie[le A, ranGe[tier 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: {919) 962- 7852~ 
}tax: (919) 962.-6C4?2 
~_~_gg~J~[~_9_9_~:_9_~_~ 

F~m: Lane, Cricket 
Se.t= Thursday, July 25, 2013 2:59 PH 
Te= Vangelder, Harielle A 
Subject= ~d: WE’RE THE MILLERS- Free Advance Screening Tickets 

Madelle, 
One of our [b~er student- atMetes is working for ~lied Integm’md Ma~eting and is working with a]] ottice intern to promote their latest movie. 

concerns? Can I email out to sta]t’? 

Tha~ 

Cricket 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ttannah Weaver ~a)~gmail.com> 

Date: Jnly 19, 2013, 11:47:16 AM PDT 

To: <cricketf;unc.edu> 
Subject: WE’RE THE MILLERS- Free Advance Screening Tickets 

Hi them, 

Warner Bros. Pictures is having a special advance screening of their new action comedy, WE’RE THE MILLERS, starring Jennifer Aniston and 
Jason Sudeikis. The advance screening is on Thursday, August 1 at 10:00PM at AMC Southpoint Cinema= 

We would love to invite anyone from the UNC Chapel Hill Athletic Dept. to attend[ Please feel free to share with your friends and members. 

To attend, each member MUST download a screening pass from Gofobo.com. (Please see download instructions below.) 

TO DOWNLOAD A SCREENING PASS 

1) Go to: http:/Nwvw..qofobo.com/rsvp/ 



2) Enter RSVP Code: ~JNCCH4"I HP 

3) Print pass and attend screening (Each person will be allowed to print out a maximum of TWO admit-one passes) Please arrive early! Seating is 
first come, first served, and is not guaranteed. The theater is overbooked to ensure a full house. 

From New Line Cinema comes the action comedy ’~Ne’re The Millers," starring Jennifer Aniston ("Horrible Bosses’) and Jason Sudeikis 

("The Campaign’). The film is directed by Rawson Marshall Thurber ("Dodgeball: A True Underdog Sto~y’). 

David Burke (Sudeikis) is a small-time pot dealer whose clientele includes chefs and soccer moms, but no kids--after all, he has his 

scruples. So what could go wrong? Plenty. Preferring to keep a low profile for obvious reasons, he learns the hard way that no good deed goes 

unpunished when he tries to help out some local teens and winds up getting jumped by a trio of gutter punks. Stealing his stash and his cash, 

they leave him in major debt to his supplier, Brad (Ed Helms). 

In order to wipe the slate clean---and maintain a clean bill of health--David must now become a big4ime drug smuggler by bringing Brad’s 

latest shipment in from Mexico. Twisting the arms of his neighbors, cynical stripper Rose (Aniston) and wannabe customer Kenny (Will Poulter), 

and the tatted-and-pierced streetwise teen Casey (Emma Roberts), he devises a foolproof plan. One fake wife, two pretend kids and a huge, shiny 

RV later, the "Millers" ar~ headed south of the border for a Fourth of July weekend that is sur~ to end with a bang. 

Thurber directs ’~Ne’re The Millers" from a screenplay by Bob Fisher & Steve Faber (’~Nedding Crashers’) and Sean Anders & John Morris 

("Hot Tub Time Machine’), story by Bob Fisher & Steve Faber. The film also stars Emma Roberts ("The Art of Getting By’), Nick Offerman ("21 

Jump Street’), Kathryn Hahn ("The Dictator’), Will Poulter ("The Chronicles of Narnia: The Voyage of the Dawn Treader’) and Ed Helms (the 

"Hangover" films). 

Vincent Newman, Tucker Tooley, Happy Waiters and Chris Bender are the producers, with David Heyman, J.C. Spink, Marcus Viscidi, 

Toby Emmerich, Richard Brenner and David Neustadter serving as executive producers. 

Thurber’s behind-the-scenes creative team includes director of photography Barry Peterson ("21 Jump Street’); production designer 

Clayton Hartley ("The Other Guys’); editor Mike Sale (’q-he Hangover Part I1’); and costume designer Shay Cunliffe ("The Bourne Legacy"). 

New Line Cinema’s ’~Ne’re The Millers" opens nationwide on August 7, 2013, and will be distributed worldwide by Warner Bros. Pictures, 

a Warner Bros. Entertainment Company. 

’"#Ve’re the Millers" is ~ted R for "crude sexual content, pervasive language, drug material and brief graphic nudity." 

werethemillers.com 

Hannah Weaver I Allied Intesrated Marketin8 I 678,779,1254 I Conrlect with me orl L~nkedlll I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, July 29, 2013 4:16 PM 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com 

1~: NC Allim~ce - Preseason Scmnmages - Recruiting Opportunity 

Thanks Pete’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: psadin@sportsendeavors.com [mailto:psadin@sportsendeavors com] 
Sent: Sunday, July 28, 2013 4:30 ~A2,A 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: NC Alliance - Preseason Scrimmages - Recruiting Opportunity 

Guys - 

Hope you’re ;vell. All of our NC Alliance teams will be playing this coming Sunday, August 4th at WakeMed Soccer Park as part of our team camp ;veekend Could be a good opportum~ to 
watch the recruiting classes in the ’14s, ’15s, and even ’16s. 

Field 6 

12:00 - 95 NCA vs 95 PGSA 

1:00 - 96 NCA vs 99 Boys 

2:00 - 95 PGSA vs 99 Boys 

3:00 - 95 PGSA vs 97 NCA 

4:00 - 95 NCA vs 96 NCA 

5:00 - 97 NCA vs 96 NCA 

Field 7 

12:00 - 98 NCA vs 99 PGSA 

1:00 - 97 NCA vs 97 PGSA 

2:00 - 98 NCA vs 99 NCA 

3:00 - 99 PGSA vs 99 NCA 

4:00 - 98 NCA vs 97 PGSA 

5:00 - 95 NCA vs 97 PGSA 

Pete Sadin 
NC Alliance 
Triangle FC 
919-696-2026 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from ray BlackBerq-® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, July 29, 2013 5:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: {DlWSOC} Region IV Pool Camp, July 29-Aug 2 

From: Jerry Smith [mailto:jsmith@scu.edu] 

Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 11:40 AM 

To: Robert Kehoe 
Cc: D1; NCAAD-II@soccerlists.org; DIIWSOC@soccerlists.org; ncaad-i@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {DIWSOC} Region IV Pool Camp, July 29-Aug 2 

All games for "the Region IV Pool Camp will be Tuesday - Thnrsday attemoons and evenings. A more detailed schedule will be posted later today. Also, I will be able 
to email out rosters with numbers later toNght alter they have been assigned to anyone M~o request them. 

Thank you, 

Jerry. Smith 

Please excuse my brevi~ and typos as this was sent from my phone. 

On May 29, 2013 11:22 AM, "Robert Kehoe" <rkehoe(~)nscaa.com> wrote: 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DIWSOC Ii~r News, Spring Results 

Good Day Coaches. 

As a service to our members we are pleased to announce the launch of__N__~:_A_,_A__i_[_’_g_a_2LeJ_:_c_~2_Lr!.. A full description of services ofl’ered for team, recruiting, and personal 

travel will be distributed in the near future. However prior to tha~ the tbllowing link provides access to an Upcomin~ Events page for sumtner recruiting showcases 

through which on-line hotel rese~wations are available for your convenience, comfort m~d cost savings. Included in the events lis~ed are USYS Regional and National 

Finals, US Club National Finals. USSDA Academy Showcase and Finals, ECNL Finals, Surf Cup, and others. Select your event and then click on Check Hotel 

Availabili~’ for a menu of hotel options to consider. 

NSCAATravel.com 

All the best for a terrific summer on the recruiting tra~l and with your camps. 

Rob 
Rob K~ho~ 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of Arnerica 

800 Ann Aw!, Kansas City, KS 663-0~ 193-3 362 3-747 x ~03-5 i 93_3 362 3439 {f) 

Wisconsir~ Office: 920 674 4393_ I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Join us in Orlando for the inaugural Summer Symposium August 1-3! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5: 58 PM 

Gfiggs, Kathy <kgfigg@unc.edu-> 

1~: Ev~Juafion Review of 

Thank you Kathy!! 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Monday, 4:16 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe’r~ A’IV 
Subject= RE: Evaluation Review of 

’~nson- 

Yentatbely, Larry can do 2PM 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent= Wednesday, 10:52 AN 
To= Gr~ggs, Kathy 
Subject= Re: Evaluatbn Review of 

I roll ~ them, 

SentjFom ~v ~ ~rmo~t Whvles’,~" 4G LIE’ DROID 

, he mav need to take " and should know for’ sure tomorrow, I will confirm wid~ you in the morning. 

"Gfigg~ Kathy" <kgriggs,~hmc.edu-> wrote: 

on in Mr. Gallo’s offk:e, thanks 

9.-k~4.3- 3334 

Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Wednesday, 10:44 AN 

Gdggs, Kathy 
Subject= Re: Evaluatbn Review of 

mn on the ? 

SenL/kom my Verizou }f~reless 4G L72: I)ROID 

"Gfigg~ Kathy" <.l__<&~g~g.~unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Coach- 

Just a reminder to let me know times between 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent= Thursday, ~:3~ AN 
To= Griggs, Kathy; ~ucar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Ducar, Chris; Sander, ~omas 3; 
Subject; Re: Evaluatbn Review d 

Will do~ 

Sentjkom ~v ~ gri:o;t Wh’eiesx 4G ZT~’ DROID 

to meet with Larry, thanks. 

"Gfiggs, Kathy" <kgriggs.~?~)unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach- 

Ple~se let me know ~ few t:imes theft ~fe good for you betweet~ 

F~m~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent~ Thursday,. 9:08 AN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
¢¢~ Griggs, Kathy; Gwaltney, Clink 
Su~jeCt~ Evaluation Review of : 
Im~anee= High 

, thanks. 



Anson: 
Good mornin!! I trust you are doing well mid axe enjoying the summer, if there is such a thing amy longer with your sport being 24/7/365. I appreciate all you do! 
I have attached a document which contains both your Program’s Goals and Gro;vth Plan for . As you recall, these were developed by you during the Fall of 
as paxt of the strategic plarming process. 
I would like for you to review- this document amd be prepared to discuss both the Progrmn’s Goals and Growth Plan with me during your evaluation/review. I will have 

Kathy Crriggs contact you to schedule our meeting. I will be out of the office/town begimling. . Therefore, Kathy will be scheduling your meeting 

between I aJn hopeful we can meet during these dates ~ if not, we ca~q adjust, no won’ies. 
The evaluation/review process this year will be slightly dit~[~rent tham in the past. After yon aa~d I tneet, I shall then give a report to Bubba. Another meeting will then be 
scheduled with you, Bubba, aaad me so Bubba may have the opportunity to discuss and review with you the Program’s Goals a~nd Growth Plan. It is my 
understaa~ding that Clint Gwaltney will also be invited to attend our meeting with Bnbba. 
Thank you for your cooperation, aaad please do not hesitate to contact me ifI may be of any assistance. Kathy Griggs will soon be in contact with you to schedule our 
meeting. 
Be well, aaad take care! 
Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, July 30, 2013 1:05 PM 

Bnmner, John F qlohn Bmnne@unc.edtr~ 

1~I:;: With New Book Seeking Troth in Statistics of Soccer 

Thank you John, I am trying Lo order it right now!! 

From: Brunner, John F 
Sent; Tuesday, July 30, 20:~3 7:39 AN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; PaNadino, George W; Somoano, Carlos M; Sander, Thomas J; Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" With New Book, Seeking Truth in Statistics of Soccer 

I’m certain you’ve read about this, but thought of you all when I did. 

.b..t..t.~..;~.w..~.w..<..n.y..t.~.m..~.s.:~.c...~...m..~.2.~.~.~.~.j...~...7.L.2.Z~.s.~.~.~.r..t..s.~.s.~.~..c.~.c.~r~..w.~.t~.n.~.w..~.b...~...~..k..~..s~.e.~!~.n.~.tr.y.t.~b.~!~.n.~.s..t..a.~.t.Ls..t.}~.c.~.~...f.~..s~.~.~.c..c.~.r.:~b.t...m..~Ls~.n.~!~.~.5.t..w..~.n.~..t..s.~...~.~r..t.s~..~..s.~!~.d.5.a.~y.t...~.~.~.-r~.,....~. 
Take care, 

John 



L~inderpokal / State Tournament 
Once a year the selection teams of the 16 states in Germany participate in a tournament in Duisburg. 
The teams are usually playing on four fields which are close together. The games are open for the 
public. As far as we know there is no entrance fee. 
You will see younger girls playing in the different U xx teams. It’s not unusual that U15 girls are playing 
in a U16 or U17 team. 

Schedule 

DFB State - Cup U17 girls 
October 2. - 6, 2013 U 17 L~inderpokal in Duisburg 

U 15 National team participates 

There are games of the Bundesliga scheduled for October 3rd and 6th 

DFB State - Cup U16 girls 
April 11 - 15, 2014 U 16 L~nderpokal in Duisburg 

DFB State - Cup U14 girls 
May 28 -June 1,2014 U 15 L~inderpokal in Duisburg 

The tournaments takes place in the DFB soccer school in Duisburg-Wedau 
h~p___~!__L~:_d__~_:_d____e__Li_n_d____e_x_:_p__h_p_2_i_d____=___~_!_!9___;_. 
Sportschule ~Vedau 
Friedrich-Alfred-Str. 15 
47055 Duisburg 

Tel.: +49(0)203-77 80-0, Fax: +49(0)203-77 80-2 53, E-Mail: info@fvn.de 

Distance to neighboring airports 

Frankfurt 250 km 

Krln (Cologne)70 km 

Dfisseldorf 30 km 

Hamburg 375 km 

Brfissel (Belgium) 220 km 

Amsterdam (Netherlands) 200 km 

Please let us know if you are interested to make a visit. 
You will see about 400 of the best U17 soccer-girls of 
Germany. 
Don’t hesitate to contact us for each type of support. 

Werner Mueller 
werner.mueller@ww-sports.com 

World - Wide - Sports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:42 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Fail Compliance Team Meetings m~d Policy Meetings 

Can you handle this for us? 

From: 
Sent: Tuesdayl :10:37 AM 

C¢." Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; Vangelder, IVlarielle A; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Fall Compliance Team Meetings and Policy Meetings 

Coaches: 

Please click the link below to schedule your team Fall Compliance Meeting. In the document you will find a chart with all dates and times available. I know you and 

your student-athletes are busy, so I tried to give you as many options as possible. You may edit the document with your team name and the location where you 

would like to have your meeting. If you DO NOT include an alternate location, we will meet in I.oudermilk 230~. Please make all edits in red so I know what has 

been added. If you have already scheduled a meeting with us, your date and time are already on the chart (with the exception of track and field because they are 

later in the day) 

In addition, the big student-athlete policy meetings have been scheduled for Wed. and Thurs. at 7:00pro in the Smith Center. If you scroll 

past the team Fall Compliance Meetings calendar, there is a sign-up for the policy meeting as well. Please be sure to sign up for one of these two policy meetings 

in addition to your individual team meeting! 

For those coaches that have already signed up for both meetings, please check the link when you have a second to make sure we have the correct date and time. 

LINK: hI:~:~s:~!d~c~ g~g~e°c~m/~‘e,~heet/cc~:::,~e~Avu~9~C~L!~9AdE:~Y~k~:~k~mhi~L!~’~eid~IWt~WHc&~q~h~i~ (hold CTRL & click OR copy and paste 

into browser) 

Thank vouHH Please let me know if you have any difficulty with the link or need a time outside of what is on the schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:36 PM 

Gfiggs, Kathy <kgfigg@unc.edu-> 

l~E: EvaJualion Review of 

Thank you Kathy!! 

From: Griggs, Kathy 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:06 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Evaluation Review of 

Hey- 

Larry hasn’t heard abouL potential doctor’s appointrnent, wilt check back when I hear t:rorn him buL let’s stH~ plan for 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ 
Sent: Monday, 5:58 PH 
To= Gr~ggs, Kathy 
Subject; RE: Evaluation Review of 
Thank you KaLhy~! 

F~= Griggs, Kathy 
$e~t= Nonday, 4:$6 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
$ubjeCt= RE: Evaluation Review of 

Tentat~vNy, Larry can do 2PM . he may need to take his 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:52 AN 
Te~ Gr~ggs, Kathy 
Subject~ ~e: Evaluation Review 

I will ~ 

Sent.~"~om #6’ VeHzon tYire/e,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

at2. 

and should know t:or sure tomorrow, I wWI confirm with you in the morning. 

"Gfigg~ Kathy" <kgriggd~unc.edu~ wrote: 

in Mr. Gallo’s office, thanks. :I.:].A M on 

!~1~ 9-84.:; GS"~"~ 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:44 AM 
Te~ Griggs, Kathy 
Su~ject~ Re: Evaluation Review of 

11 am ou the                     ’ 

Sentjkom ~ff~ ~ 2rizon IVire[ess 4( ~ L~W DROID 

"Griggs, Kathy" <kgriggs,?-6uuc.edu> wrote: 

H ~:_~y Coach-- 

Just a reminder to let me know times between 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Thursday ll:31 AM 
Te~ Griggs, Kathy; Ducar, Chris; bill paHadino; Jason Sisneros; Ducar, Chris; Sander, ~omas J; 
Subject= Re: Evaluation Review d 

Will do~ 

Sent.~"~om #6’ VeHzon tYire/e,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

to meet with Larry, thanks, 



"Grigg~ Kathy" <kgrigg~unc.edu> wrote: 

Co,eta- 

Please let m~:, I<f~o~, a h-_~w tirm_~s l:hat ~r~:, good ~or 

F~m= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent: Thursday, 9:08 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
¢~= Gdggs, Kathy; Gwaltney, Clint 
Subject= Evaluation Review of 
Impedance: High 

Good morning’. I trust you ~e doh~g well ~d ~e e~ioying ~e sumner, if there is such a thing ~y longer wid~ your sport berg 24,"7/365. I appreciate all you do~ 
I have a, ached a document M~ich contains both your Pro#’am’s Goals and (~ouCh Plan for As you recall, these were developed by you during the Fall of 
as pa~ ofd~e strategic pla~ing process. 
I would like tbr you to review this document a~d be prepared to discuss both the Pro~am’s GoNs and (ko~h Plan with me during your evaluation/review. I will have 

Kathy Gfiggs contact you to schedule our meeting. I will be om of the o~ceitown begim~ing ~erefore, Kathy will be scheduling your meeting 

between I mn hopeful we can meet during these dates ~ if not, we cam adjust, no wo~ies. 
~e evaluation/review process this yeaJ" will be slightly diS~rent th~ in the p~t. ,~er you and I meet, I shall then give a report to Bubba. ~other meeting will then be 
scheduled with you, Bubba, amd me so Bubba may have the oppo~unity to discuss ~d review with you the Pro~’s Goals a~d @o~¢h PI~. It is my 
understandNg ~Aat C1Nt Gwaltney will also be Nvited to a~end our tneetNg wid~ Bubba. 
~a~ you for your cooperation, amd ple~e do not hesitate to contact me ifI may be of any assistance. Kathy @iggs will soon be in contact with you to schedule our 
meetNg. 
Be well, amd take c~e~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 4:40 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Wins ACC’s Ma~" Garber Award 

Bubba, 

Jf there was a beating it was you showing the rest of us how to play. Boy, you hit it a long wayH! 

Vup,      will be the top player returning ~:o college aoccer ~:his year but regardless oF how well she plays th~s [a~l for us at atta@ing cen~:er half she will no~: 

any MVP award in the ACC because we do not have an award for the ph~yer that p~ays her poskion, The beat back on the ~:eam that has the k)west goMa against 

average will get Lbe ACC Defensive Player o[: Lbe Year’. The ~esding scorer will gel Lhe ACC O[:fens~ve Player of the Year. Both Lbose players will Rlake [st LeS~T~ AI~ 
American. ]f we get back to the final four then      has a shot at everything again esoeda~ly ~f we 

5o, yes, ~et’s get back there to the National Championship and make the ~ack of ACC Midfielder of the Year a moot issue for . Because the Honda, the Herman, 

~:he ESPY’s, the Mary Garber Award are not a bad haul 

A~ the beat and le(a ~)Jay agakt H 

F~= Cunningham, Bubba 
Se~t~ Tuesday, July 30, 20~3 9:39 PM 

Tel Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ ~:     Wins ACC’s Ma~ Garber Award 
Fun day today--thanks for the beating. 

May not be a mid-fielder award but at least she is recognized for what she deserves. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Lohse>, Dave Clark <~2~_~)_9_~.~g_@~_~.~:.�~> 

Date: Tuesday, July 30, 20~3 2:36 PM 

To: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athBallo@unc.edu>, ’ @tampabav.rr.com", @tampabay.rr.com>, "web~ntern@theacc.org" <webintern@theacc.org>, 

"updates@ncaa.com" <updates@ncaa.com>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~l.unc.edu>, ’          $9Bma~l.com" <          @gmail.com>, 

"sports@newsobserver.com" <sports@newsobserver.com>, "apraleigh@ap.org" <apraleigh@ap.org> "spor[s@news24.com" <sports@news~4.com> "Miller, 

Beth" <be[hm~ller@unc.edu>, "paul@socceramerica~com" <paul@socceramerica.com>, "      @aol.com" <      @aoLcorn>, "rstu[ts@2360wchl~com" 

"soccer@sportswJ.net" <soccer~portsvu.net>, "Ducar, Chris" <~E~B~>, "~[~oc~E~m~m" <editor¢gsoccertimes.com>, 

"rav@southernsoccerscene.com" <ray@southernsoccerscene.com>, "sports@dailytarheel.com" <sports@dailytarheel.com>, "sphill~ps@theacc.org" 

<sph~ll~ps~theacc.org>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc~edu>, "ewarnock@nando.com" <ewarnack@nanda~com>, "college~tapdrawersoccer.com" 

<college@topdrawersoccer.com>, "ESPNdata~n [o@espn.com" <ESPNdatainfo@espn~com>, "news@wchl1360.com" <news@wch12360.com>, 

<~[~_~_~:~_~_~_~B_B_~:_~2~.>, "~B_9_[~_~_B_¢~:[~[~_:~_9_~_" <~9_E~_~_B_~z[~[~:~_9_BI>, "hh~rschman@theacc.or~" <hhirschman@theacc.o[g> 
"j~m@theheavners.com" <j~m@theheavners.com>, "Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltnev@unc.edu>, "Durham Herald-Sun (sports@heraldsun.com)" 

<sports@heraldsun.com>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@ema~l.unc.edu>, "aufnowski@theacc.org" <aufnowski@theacc.org> 

Subje~:     Wins ACC’s Mary Garber Award 

GREENSBORO, N.C. (theACC.com) - North Carolina women’s soccer s~r Crys~l Dunn and Virginia men’s tennis standout 3armere Jenkins and have earned the ~p honors 
bes~wed upon ACC athletes for 20~2-~3 in voting by the Atlantic Coast Spots Media Association (ACSMA). ~ey have won the Ma~ Garber and Anthony 3. McKevlin Awards, 
respectively. 

North Carolina’s Dunn was the consensus collegiate women’s soccer player of the year, claiming both the Hermann Trophy and the Honda Award for soccer in addition to 
national player of the year honors from Soccer America and Soccer News Net. In addition to being named a consensus first-team All-American, the Rockville Centre, N.Y., 
junior was named the ACC Defensive Player of the Year for the second time in her three years at North Carolina. 

"It is tremendous honor to win the Mary Garber Award for 2012-13," Dunn said. "I know the competition for the award must have been fierce, given the great year the ACC 
had in women’s sports." 

An AII-ACC selection for the third straight year, Dunn scored five goals and had five assists during the 2012 season, with all five goals coming in NCAA play. Dunn, who earned 
AII-NCAA Championship honors, started :tl straight games on defense because of injuries to UNC’s starting defenders, then moved to attacking center midfielder at the start of 
the NCAA Championship. Her efforts helped the Tar Heels beat No. :t seeds in each of the final three rounds of the tournament to claim the national title. 

Seven UNC women’s soccer student-athletes have combined to win eight Garber Awards since the conference initiated the honor in 1990. Dunn noted that she wears the No. 
:t9 - the same number two-time winner Mia Hamm (1993 and 1994) wore during her playing days at UNC. Cindy Parlow Cone, the 1999 recipient, coached Dunn as a UNC 
assistant before being named Portland Thorns FC head coach last December. 

"It is humbling to know that I am the eighth recipient from UNC and follow in the footsteps of players like Mia Hamm, Cindy Parlow and the other Tar Heel soccer players who 
have won the award," Dunn said. "It is an honor to wear Mia’s collegiate number when I take the field for the Tar Heels and a privilege to have had Cindy on our coaching staff 
my first three years here." 

In addition to her banner junior season at UNC, Dunn starred on the U.S. Under 20 National Team that won the World Cup in Japan last summer. Dunn played every minute for 
Team USA in pool play and the medal round as a wing defender, and she assisted on the game-winning goal in the 1-0 gold medal game win over Germany. 

Jenkins, who helped lead the Cavaliers to the ACC’s first-ever national title in men’s tennis, is the winner of the 60th Anthony J. McKevlin Award as the conference’s premier 

male athlete. 
Dunn claimed the 24th Mary Garber Award as the conference’s finest female athlete after keying the Tar Heels’ to their 22st NCAA women’s soccer championship and the 
program’s 22nd national title overall. 

The awards are given in memory of distinguished journalists from the region. McKevlin was a sports editor in Raleigh, N.C., and Garber, of the Winston-Salem (N.C.) Journal, 
was a pioneer as one of the first female sports journalists in the nation. 

Jenkins, a native of College Park, Ga., ended the 2013 season ranked No. :~ nationally in singles and No. 2 nationally in doubles. In addition to earning NCAA Tournament Most 



Valuable Player honors as he led the Cavaliers to the national title, .lenkins was part of a national championship doubles team and was the 2013 NCAA singles runner-up, 

The 2013 :EIA National Player of the Year, 3enkins admitted to being a bit awe-struck as he scanned the names of past award recipients, which includes the likes of Michael 
Jordan, Tim Duncan and Charlie Ward. 3enkins became the first student-athlete to capture the McKevlin Award based solely for his accomplishments in men’s tennis; 
Maryland’s 3ohn Lucas (1976) exceled on both the tennis and basketball courts. 

"Receiving the McKevlin Award is a little overwhelming at first when you look at the list of previous winners,"_lenkins said. "To join a group that includes so many great names, 
especially the ones that went on to become stars in the NFL and NBA, is a tremendous honor. 

"I am going to share the prestigious award with my family, teammates and coaches who have helped me have an unbelievable four years at the University of Virginia." 

.lenkins’ postseason recognition included I-IA All-America honors in both singles and doubles. The four-time AII-ACC selection also claimed the IIA Tndoor ]~ntercollegiate 
Singles Championship~ Jenkins ended the season with a 42-6 record in singles and a 29-7 mark in doubles play. He ended his career ranked third in career singles wins at 
Virginia with 140. 
Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~#JO=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 5:50 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Your mailbox is full 

Can you t~efp me wit~ this? 

From~ Carina Perez [mailto:Carina.Perez@stjoe,org] 

Sent; Wednesday, July 3.t, 2013 7:10 AM 

To: info@notice.com 
Subject-" Your mailbox is full 
Your mailbox has exceeded is storage limit click here: h_ttp://upddateaccnt:t304.buqsJ.com/_ to update your e-mail. 
Thanks 
System Administrator. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 6:04 PM 

FCElite 16@aoLcom 

I~E: Pofft-Workout Recover}, Driuk......IvlNS Max3 

Th~nk you MicI~ael!! 

From: FCElite16@aol.com [mailto:FCElite16@aol.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, July 31, 2013 11:46 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Fwd: Post-Workout Recovery Drink ...... MNS Max3 
Hi Anson, 
Abbie just emailed me back and I have her # for you if that works better then emailing her. Her number is: 919-962-2574 1 am assuming that is her work number at UNG. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 

From: ._F___C___E__[[t__e___l___6_@_a___o_k_c__o__Ln_. 
To: ansor!~’~_.u ncaa .u nc.ed u 
Sent: 7/30/2013 9:23:49 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time 
Subj: Post-Workout Recovery Ddnk......MNS Max3 
Hi Anson, 
I just ordered for your team 6 boxes of the Post-Workout Recovery Drink for your players to use and try out during Pre--Season. I also gave Amanda Rooney enough 
of my business cards for each of your players and coaches to have. 
On the card is: * Some background info on me 

¯ My cell (if they have any questions) 
¯ My email (if they have any questions) 
¯ My web site (to order the Post-Workout Recover drink from if the program is not able to order it for the whole team because of the gatorade contract). 

I also sent you, for yourself, a box of the MNS Max3. This is an amazing Pur~ Nutritional Product. I take it myself for the Nutritional Benefits. I have players that take 
it for its Nutritional Benefits. It is totally 100% safe to take as you can see from the contents. I am attaching for you to this email a sheet that explains the MNS 
Max3, what is in it and what it does for your body Health wise and Nutritionally wise. Anyone I come across whether they are in shape or out of shape, over weight or 
under weight or just right, I always tell them about this amazing product. I take it for all the Health and Nutritional Benefits it gives me. Some of my players take it for 
the same reason (Amanda just started it, I just gave her a box for herself to star’[ with). The females take it for that but also because it helps keep there metabolism 
high (since everyone metabolism drops as you get older), because it burns your Fat Stores in your body for energy so your %Body Fat decreases and it gives you 
energy and supports total body nutrition all day long. It is a Multi-vitamin/omega3/calcium all in it. Try it out yourself and check out the attached info I sent you about 
it. ’When you get it in the mail, give me a call and I will quickly explain everything to you. In any case, if you can give me a quick call regardless because I want to 
make sur~ you received the 6 boxes of the Recovery Drink and the 1 box of MNS Max3. 
I sent Abbie Smith an email with your email on it and explained to her that you are hoping to get a hold of her to talk to her so hopefully we might be able to get your 
women’s soccer program to be able to order the Recovery Drink through myself for your players to use and take advantage of the benefits from using it. I mentioned 
to her that right now it is hard to do that because of the Gatorade Contract the school has with Gatorade, but we are trying to see what we can do. In any case 
Abbie’s contact info is below (her name, department and email). 

Abbie E. Smith, PhD, 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 

209 Fetzer Hall, CB# 8700 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Office: 303A Woolen 
Emaik a bbsmit h @,email.u nc.ed u 

hope this will hopefully workout even with the Gatorade contract, so we can get your program on the Recovery Drink. 
Are you still using it for yourself and your workouts? 
My web site for the products to order is: www.MichaelDemakis.com it is on the business cards I gave Amanda. 
I am always glad to help you and your players and program out any way I can. Hope to talk with you soon and look out for the products I just sent you, you should 
get them in a couple of days. 

All the best, 
Michael Demakis 
Director of Strength & Conditioning 

FC Elite/LI FuryNVPS/Albertson SC 
Advocare Sports/Active Nutrition 
Web: www.MichaelDema kis.com 
516-551-3053 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 6:08 PM 

@aol.com 

l~W: C~anp Next Sum~ner 

From: Andrew Downing [mailto:andrew.downing=campnetwork.com@maill0.wdc01.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of Andrew Downing 
Sent: Wednesday, July 3:1, 20:13:1:47 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Camp Next Summer 

Hi Anson, 

I hope you are having a nice summer! 

I know we reached out to you last year so this is more just to check in. We sign camps up starting in August (for next summer) so let us know if you would like 

to see how it works. ]ust in 2013, Camp Network added over 50 new college camps because coaches love the cost savings, camp registration system, and 

optional website services: 

Here are a few examples that you can look at: 

Georqia Tech Swimminq Camp 

N_gr_o_p__t#__s____F___o__o__L_b___aJLC__:a__r_##. 

_F_ J_9_r_ j__d_a____S___L:a__t_ £ _/_r__a___c___k____C__:a__r_ ##. 

Oklahoma W rest Ii n q__~_a__E]£ 

Virqinia Lacrosse Camp 

Pacific Soccer Camp 

Best Pricinq in the Industry 

Only $2.99/registration and 2.9%+.30 cents on the credit card rates. 

Case Study 

Camp with 500 registrations (cost $400 to attend) 

$200,000 in Camp Revenue 

Our competition typically has credit card rates around 3.95% and per camper rates of $4.99. This camp would be paying $10,395 with them, as opposed to 

only $7,445 with Camp Network. That’s a savings of roughly 30% annually...money that could be going to you or assistant coaches. 

Contact us today to see if this would be a good fit for you! 

Sincerely, 

Andrew Downing 

~amp iVetwork 

and rew.downing@campnetwork.com 

__w_ ~_v_!_q_:__c_’_a____r [_] [4__n__ 9__[___W__Q _r___k_:__c__o____r [_] 

t,_’_&~t__d_&’LLg_e__t___t~Ls_Z .~_Ln__s__u___b_s__c__cLb__e__£_o___m___t_L~_Ls__[Ls_t_ .u_£_d__a__t__e___s__u__b__s__c__r_i£tLo__n__£r_e_L_e__r_e__LLc__e__s_ 
Cam9 NsLwo~k 2401 Ha,/e~sham Close Viigff3#a Beach; VA 23454 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, July 31, 2013 10:30 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bnbbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Wins ACC’s Maxy Gaxber Award 

You axe the finest of men. Thank you. 

Sent.~"om my Verizon IYireie,~s 4G L2~ LLDtOIL) 

"Cunningham, Bubba" <bnbbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I’ll work on the award and save up tbr another match. 

Bubba 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Jul 31, 2013, at 4:39 PM, "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bubba, 

If there was a beating it was you showing the rest of us how to play. Boy, you hit it a tong way!I! 

Yup,      will be the top player returning to college soccer this ’tear but regardless of how well she plays this fall for us at attacking center half, she 

will not win any MVP award in the ACC because we do not have an award for the p~a‘ler that p~avs her position. The best back on the team that has the 

h:~west goals against average wi~I get the ACC Defensive P~aver of the Year The leading scorer wi~I get the ACC Offensive ~ta‘ler o[ ~:he Year. Both 

those p~ayers w~l] nlake 1st team AI~ American. ff we get back to the l:ina] four then has a shot at everything again especially ~]: we win. 

So, yes, Jet’s get back there to the Nationa~ Championship and make the lack of ACC M~dfie~der of the Year a moot ~ssue for . Because the Honda, 

the Herman, the [SPY’s, the Mary Gather Award are not a bad haul 

All the best, and ~et’s p~ay aga~n~ 

~m= Cunningham, Bubba 
$entl Tuesday, July 30, 20~3 9:39 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= ~:     Wins ACC’s Mary Garber Award 
Fun day today--thanks for the beating. 

May not be a mid-fielder award but at least she is recognized for what she deserves. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 
University of North Carolina 

From: <Lohse>, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, July 30, 20~3 2:36 PM 

To: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <~_~_[~_@ME~:_9_~_M.>, ~_~_~_~.rr.com’ :~_~_~_Y:££:_~>, "~_~_g~EB_~_~_~_~_~_:~E~" 

<webiptern @theacc.org>, "~Ddates@ncaa=con~" <uDdates@ncaa~com>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~)email.unc.edu>,"          @~ma~.com" 

~gma~l.com>, "sports@newsobserver.com" <sports@newsobserver.com>, "aprale~gh@ap.org" <apraleigh@ap.org>, 

"sports@newsl4.com" <sports@news14.com>, "Miller, Beth" <bethmil~er@unc.edu>, "paul@socceramer~ca.corn" <pau~@socceramericmcom>, 

@aol.com".     "" @aoLcom>, "rstutts@1360wchLcom" <rstutts@1360wchl.com>, "chnsports@nando.com" <chnsports@nando.com>, 

"£~PRE~_~_~#_[[£~_~_£_~_~[~_~_[:_~£~." < £~P2[~_£~#_[[2~[~_9_~_~[~_~:_~2~.>, "~R~_~[_@~PR[~_~:_B_~." < ~_9~_£ #_[ ~_~ Eg_[~_~ 9_:_Q ~ ~>, "Ducar, Chris" 

<~9_~#_[@_#_Q_£:~_9.>, "#_~_[~9_£@_&9_££~[~_~_&~_:££_~." <.&~L£/_@~_£££#_[[[~:_£R~.>, "[_~@_&9_g~_~[£~R~_#_g_~_£#_£_~:_£R~." <[#_~@south ernsoccerscen e.com>, 
"sports@dailytarheeLcom" <sports@dailytarheeLcom>, "sphi~lips@theacc.org" <sphillips@theacc.org>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman @unc.edu>, 

"ewarnock@nando.com" <ewarnock@nando.com>, "college@topdrawersoccer.com" <college@topdrawersoccer.com>, "ESPNdatainfo@espn.com" 

<ESPNdatah~ro@espn.com>, "news@wch~1360.com" <news@wchl1360.corn>, "~nfo@ fairgamemagazine.corn" <h~ fo@fairgarnemagazine.com>, 

"sports~wsjou rna~.com" <sports~wsjourna[:com>, "graham_hays~espn3.com" <Araham.hays@ espn3:com>, "sports@news-record.corn" 

<}££[~f!_@E#_~_&:_£#~_gLO:_~R~.>, "~_))_[_&~b_~AE@_~_~_¢g_~:_9_[g" <~_[[f!~_)_~_~£_@~_9_~_£:£[~>, "J~_B!_@~b_#_~_#g_EE¢[#:_~£~." <L[~_@~_)A~A&~£#_[[:~_9_£!>, "Gwaltn ey, 
Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu>, "Durham Herald-Sun (sports@heraldsun.com)" <sports@heraldsun.com>, "Cunningham, Bubba" 

<bubbac@emaiLunc.edu>, "aufnowsk~@theacc.org" <aufnowski@theacc.org> 

Subje~:      Wins ACC’s Mary Garber Award 

GREENSBORO, N.C. (theACC.com) - North Carolina women’s soccer s~r Crystal Dunn and Virginia men’s tennis standout Jarmere Jenkins and have earned the 
top honors bestowed upon ACC athletes for 20~2-~3 in voting by the Atlantic Coast Spots Media Assodation (ACSNA). They have won the Na~ Garber and 
Anthony J. NcKevlin Awards, respectively. 

North Carolina’s Dunn was the consensus collegiate women’s soccer player of the year, claiming both the Hermann Trophy and the Honda Award for soccer in 
addition to national player of the year honors from Soccer America and Soccer News Net. In addition to being named a consensus first-team All-American, the 
Rockville Centre, N.Y., junior was named the ACC Defensive Player of the Year for the second time in her three years at North Carolina. 

"It is tremendous honor to win the Mary Garber Award for 20:12-:13," Dunn said. "I know the competition for the award must have been fierce, given the great 
year the ACC had in women’s sports." 

An AII-ACC selection for the third straight year, Dunn scored five goals and had five assists during the 2012 season, with all five goals coming in NCAA play. 
Dunn, who earned AII-NCAA Championship honors, started l:t straight games on defense because of injuries to UNC’s starting defenders, then moved to 
attacking center midfielder at the start of the NCAA Championship. Her efforts helped the Tar Heels beat No. :1 seeds in each of the final three rounds of the 
tournament to claim the national title. 



Seven UNC women’s soccer student-athletes have combined to win eight Garber Awards since the conference initiated the honor in 1990. Dunn noted that she 
wears the No. 19 - the same number two-time winner Mia Hamm (1993 and 1994) wore during her playing days at UNC. Cindy Parlow Cone, the 1999 recipient, 
coached Dunn as a UNC assistant before being named Portland Thorns FC head coach last December. 

"It is humbling to know that I am the eighth recipient from UNC and follow in the footsteps of players like Mia Hamm, Cindy Parlow and the other Tar Heel soccer 

players who have won the award," Dunn said. "Tt is an honor to wear Mia’s collegiate number when I take the field for the Tar Heels and a privilege to have had 
Cindy on our coaching staff my first three years here." 

Tn addition to her banner junior season at UNC, Dunn starred on the U.S. Under 20 National Team that won the World Cup in ~lapan last summer. Dunn played 
every minute for Team USA in pool play and the medal round as a wing defender, and she assisted on the game-winning goal in the 1-0 gold medal game win 
over Germany. 

~lenkins, who helped lead the Cavaliers to the ACC’s first-ever national title in men’s tennis, is the winner of the 60th Anthony ,1~ McKevlin Award as the 
conference’s premier male athlete. 
Dunn claimed the 24th Mary Garber Award as the conference’s finest female athlete after keying the Tar Heels’ to their 21st NCAA women’s soccer championship 
and the program’s 22nd national title overall. 

The awards are given in memory of distinguished journalists from the region. McKevlin was a sports editor in Raleigh, N.C., and Garber, of the Winston-Salem 
(N.C.) .lournal, was a pioneer as one of the first female sports journalists in the nation. 

_lenkins, a native of College Park, Ga., ended the 2013 season ranked No. 1 nationally in singles and No. 2 nationally in doubles, in addition to earning NCAA 
Tournament Most Valuable Player honors as he led the Cavaliers to the national title, .lenkins was part of a national championship doubles team and was the 
2013 NCAA singles runner-up. 

The 2013 3[FA National Player of the Year, _lenkins admitted to being a bit awe-struck as he scanned the names of past award recipients, which includes the likes 
of Michael .~ordan, Tim Duncan and Charlie Ward. 3enkins became the first student-athlete to capture the McKevlin Award based solely for his accomplishments in 
men’s tennis; Maryland’s .1ohn Lucas (1976) e×celed on both the tennis and basketball courts~ 

"Receiving the McKevlin Award is a little overwhelming at first when you look at the list of previous winners,".lenkins said. ’q-o join a group that includes so many 
great names, especially the ones that went on to become stars in the NFL and NBA, is a tremendous honor. 

"1 am going to share the prestigious award with my family, teammates and coaches who have helped me have an unbelievable four years at the University of 
Virginia." 

_lenkins’ postseason recognition included I[A All-America honors in both singles and doubles. The four-time AII-ACC selection also claimed the IIA Indoor 

Intercollegiate Singles Championship. 3enkins ended the season with a 42-6 record in singles and a 29-7 mark in doubles play. He ended his career ranked third 
in career singles wins at Virginia with 140. 
Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse~.Ounc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 9:14 AM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

IfW: ASPSA for the faJ1 

Can you handle this? 

P~om: Brown, klichelle 
Sent; Thursday, August 0:[, 20:t3 7:59 AM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Subject-" ASPSA for the fall 

Hello, 

It was a pleasure meeting most of you back when I started in May. The ASPSA has had a busy summer working to fill open positions on the staff; servicing the 

student-athletes who were here in the summer and guiding those coming in the fall; and taking a fresh look at how we provide some of our services. The summer 

has passed quickly and I would like to have an opportunity to meet with you individually to discuss your team and some of the changes within the ASPSA. It would 

be best to have our individual meeting before your beginning of the year team meeting with the academic counselor and student-athletes. Please let me know if 

you are available to meet during any of the following times: 

Monday, August 5 from 2:00-6:00 

Tuesday, August 6 from 8:00-6:00 

Wednesday, August 7 from :10:00-2:00 

Thursday, August 8 from 8:00 - :l:l:00 and :12:00-5:00 

Friday, August 9 from 8:00-9:00, 3:00-5:00 

Week of August 12 (I don’t have much availability but let me know a time if there are no other options for you) 

Please disregard if we already have a time set. Thank you and I look forward to our meeting. 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown @unc.edu 

office: (9:19) 962-9533 

fax: (9:19)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3:107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 9:20 AM 

Kinton, Stefli Whitfield <stefli kinton@unc.edtr~ 

Can’t make the "welcome" events ... preseason!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 10:51 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

RJE: Your m~filbox is full 

Thank you! 

From= Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2023 9:22 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Your mailbox is full 

Ignore, it’s a trap~ 

From= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent= Wednesday, July 32, 2023 5:50 PM 

To= Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= FW: Your mailbox is full 

Can you help me with 

From= Carina Perez 
Sent= Wednesday, July 31, 2013 7:~0 AN 

T~= info@not~ce.com 
Subject= Your mailbox is full 

Your mailbox has exceeded is s~rage limit dick here: h~p:/jupdda~accnt~304.bugsJ.comj to update your e-mail. 

Than~ 
Sys~m AdmiNstrator. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

2:52:55 PM 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

@gmail.com) [ 

FW: Poster Proof 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

_~gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

From: Humphries, Sarah 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Poster Proof 

9:44 AM 

Anson, 

Know you guys are slammed getting ready for pre-season to start but wanted to check and see if you’d had a chance to 

take a look at the poster proof I sent over last week?(I attached it to this email as well). I really like the concept and 

look of it but wanted to make sure you all were comfortable with player placement/locations within the poster. Let me 

know if I can provide any additional information. 

Thanks! 

Sarah 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 3:58 PM 

Nigro, Kat <knigro@unc.edu> 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu;      ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Servant-leadership/happiness research from an academic near you 

msn.com; 

Thanks , I liked it too! 
I think at our best we have that sense of community while trying to grow on the field and off. And many of us when we can serve others, within the team certainly 
and also within our community~ 

Sent: Thursday, August 0:l, 20:1.3 :t2::t5 PM 
To." Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Servant-leadership / happiness research from an academic near you 
I like this! I watched a documentary last night titled "Happy." It went around the world and studied what made people truly happy, it was amazing that 
people in remote places with very little material belongings were happier then the average American. They found that a sense of community, personal 
growth, and serving others {compassion) were some traits that made people happy. Anyway I thought that was interesting. Thanks for sharing 

removed by 
sender. E- 

Hmnan cells respond in healthy, mthealthy ways to different kinds of happiness                                                           mail 

MONDAY, JULY 29, 2013 

Human bodies recognize at the molecular level that not all happiness is created equal, responding in ways that can help or hinder physical health, according to new 

research led by Barbara L. Fredrickson, Kenan Distinguished Professor of psychology in the College of Arts and Sciences at the UniversiF of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill. 

The sense of well-being derived from "a noble purpose" may provide cellular health benefits, whereas "simple self-gratification" may have negative effects, despite an 

overall perceived sense of happiness, researchers found. "A fi~nctional ganomic perspective on hnman well-being" was pnblished Jnly 29 in Proceedings of the 

National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America. 

"Philosophers have long distinguished two basic terms of well-being: a ’hedonic’ [hee-DON-ic] tbrm representing an indivi&tal’s pleasurable experiences, and a 

deeper ’eudaimoNc,’ [u-DY-moh-nick] term that results l:rom striving toward meaning and a noble purpose beyond simple self-gratification," wrote Fredrickson and 

her colleagues. 

It’s the difference, tbr example, between enjoying a good meal and tbeling com]ected to a larger community through a service project, she said. Both give us a sense of 

happiness, but each is experienced ve~ differently in the body’s cells. 

"We know from many stadies that both forms of well-being are associated with improved physical and mental health, beyond the effects of reduced stress and 

depression," Fredrickson said. "But we have had less information on the biological bases for these relationships." 

Collaborating with a team from the Universi~~ of California at Los Angeles led by Steven W. Cole, professor of medicine, psTchiatly and behavioral sciences, 

Fredrickson and her colleagues looked at the biological influence of hedonic and eudaimoNc well-being throngh the human genome. They were interested in the 

pattern ofgene expression mthin people’s immune cells. 

Past work by Cole and colleagues had discovered a systematic shift in gene expression associated ruth chronic stress, a shift "characterized by increased expression 

of genes involved in inflammation" that are implicated in a wide varie~ of human ills, including arthritis and heart disease, and "decreased expression of genes involved 
in... antiviral responses," the study noted. Cole and colleagues coined the phrase "conserved transcriptional response to adversity" or CTRA to describe this shift. In 

short, the ftmctional genomic fingerprint of chronic stress sets us up for illness, Fredrickson said. 

But if all happiness is created equal, and equally opposite to ill-being, then patterns ofgene expression should be the same regardless of hedonic or eudaimonic well- 

being. Not so, found the researchers. 

Eudaimonic well-being was, indeed, associated with a significant decrease in the stress-related CTRA gene expression profile. In contrast, hedonic well-being was 

associated with a significant increase in the CTI~J\ profile. Their genomics-based analyses, the authors reported, reveal the hidden costs of purely hedonic well-being. 

Fredrickson found the results initially surprising, because sta@ paxticipants themselves reported overall ibelings of well-being. One possibili~; she suggested, is that 

people who experience more hedonic than eudaimonic well-being consume the emotional eqnivalent of empty calories. ’q’heir daily activities provide short-term 
happiness yet result in negative physical consequences long-term," she said. 

’%Ve can make onrselves happy throngh simple pleasnres, but those ’empU calories’ don’t help us broaden our awareness or bnild our capaci~- in ways that benefit us 

physically," she said. "At the cellular level, our bodies appear to respond better to a different kind of well-being, one based on a sense of connectedness and 

purpose." 

The results bolster Fredrickson’s previous work on the eff~ck~ of positive emotions, as well as research linking a sense of connectedness with longevity. 

’~Understa]]ding the cascade to gene expression will help inform fnrther work in these areas," she added. 

Fredrickson collaborated with Karen M. Grewen, associate professor of psychiatry in [INC’s School of Medicine; and Kimbefly A. Coflby, research assistant 

protbssor, and Sara B. Algoe, assistant protbssor, both of psychology, in [INC’s College of Arts and Sciences. 

Note: Fredrickson Inay be reached at blI~anc.edu. 

Ne~vs Set,rices contact: Kathy Neal, interim health and science editor, (             (celliwnail) or _k_c_!£e_~!:~)__u_n__c_’_:_e_d___u_: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 1,2013 4:00 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: Soccer video 

From: VidSwap [mailto:alex@vidswap.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 02, 2023 22:46 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Soccer video 

Image removed by sender 

Hi Coach, 
I wanted to check back in and provide some expert recommendations on great tripods 
for your camcorder. Tripods can make a big difference in the quality of video you shoot. 
Here is our blog post that includes 2 great options: 
Tripods 
Sign up for a 14 day trial or Check out our video demo of how we break down your 
soccer video: 
Demo video 

Alex Neist 

alex@vidswap.com 

(cell) 

Record. Share. Analyze. 

Image 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, August 1,2013 4:28 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

1~I:;: Can we support 

I agree!! Thank you! 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 4:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Can we support 
Ans, 

I fully support    on going to her brothers wedding. Ifs a Ng day for him as we’ll as their family. Those are the kind of things that don’t happen more than once 

(usually)and I know how much family means to    We would def miss her on Sunday but I am happy to support her in going to her brothers big day! 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Aug 1, 2013, at 3:59 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m(tbemail.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Can we support    in this? 

Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 12:31 PM 

"1"~: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject: Wedding 

Anson/Tom, 

My brother’s wedding is on August 24th in         . I know we will be in Virginia playing Santa Clara on Friday and VCU on Sunday. I wanted 

to ask if I could go to the wedding on Saturday; I know this means I will miss the game on Sunday as I will fly from         back to Chapel 

Hill. Could you please forward this to the leadership council and see what they say? Of course my first priority is the team, and I won’t go if ~ 

am needed on Sunday. However, it’s my brother’s big day, and I owe it to him to try my best to make it. 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 4:55 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

I~E: Can we support 

I agree with you completely!! 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 4:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Can we support 

I think we should support    and let her go. I can’t imagine missing any of my sisters’ weddings. We 811 l, mow how much positivity she brings to the team and I think 

we owe it to her to let her go’. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Aug 1, 2013, at 3:59 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m(tbemail.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Can we supOort    in this? 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 12:31 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Wedding 

Anson/Tom, 

My brother’s wedding is on August 24th in         . I know we will be in Virginia playing Santa Clara on Friday and VCU on Sunday. I wanted 

to ask if I could go to the wedding on Saturday; I know this means I will miss the game on Sunday as I will fly from         back to Chapel 
Hill. Could you please forward this to the leadership council and see what they say? Of course my first priority is the team, and I won’t go if I 
am needed on Sunday. However, it’s my brother’s big day, and I owe it to him to try my best to make it. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 4:57 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

I~E: Poster Proof 

Thank you is such a sweet kid I am glad you guys feel that way. She is absok~tely without ego or personal vanity. 

From:                          ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, A~gust 01, 2013 4:50 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: Re: Poster Proof 

Thank you Anson! I don’t think anyone has an issue with where is at. She felt like some of the seniors may be annoyed that she is close to the middle but 

none of us have any problem with it! And thank you for the compliment:) 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 1, 2013, at 4:02 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, they can switch it now. t b~;ve ~;sked them to .. let’s get you the pk;ture you deserve[! ~ was concerned that she was too far forward ,.. Do 

you thk~k that ~s an ~ssue?} 

And just so you know, no one could take a p~cLure of you that wou~d scare anyone. 

@hotmafl.com] 
Sent= Thursday, August 01, 20~3 ~2:58 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Poster Proof 

Hi Arts I’m concerned with the photo they used for me. I have six chins. I understand if they can’t switch it now but i’m just worried it might scare the 

fans. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Aug 1, 2013, at 10:52 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will run this by the I_e~;dership Council 

Ladies, ~ wi~ follow this up with the attachment P~ease respond on what you th~nk. Thank you. 

F~: Humphries, Sarah 
Sent: Thursday, August 0~, 2053 9:~ AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A [V 
Subject: Poster Proof 

Anson, 

Know you guys are slammed getting ready for pre-season to start but wanted to check and see if you’d had a chance to take a Jook at the 

poster proof I sent over last week?(I attached it to this emaiJ as well). ~ really like the concept and look of it but wanted to make sure you 

all were comfortable with player placement!locations within the poster. Let me know if I can provide any additional information. 

Thanks~ 

Sarah 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 6:13 PM 

~li ve.unc.edu> 

Re: Can we support 

Anson, 
Absolutely. 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

is always needed but I think this is a huge day for her and her thmily. I’d say we should support her! 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Aug 1 2013. at 3:59 PM, "Dorrance, Albel~ A IV" <ml,_~n(?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Can we support    in this? 

From: 
Sent= Thursday, August 0J., 2013 12:31 PP1 

To= Sander, Thomas .l; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Wedding 

Anson!1-om, 

My brother’s wedding is on August 24th in          I know we will be in Virginia playing Santa Clara on Friday and VCU on Sunday. I wanted 

to ask if I could go to the wedding on Saturday; I know this means I will miss the game on Sunday as I will fly from         back to Chapel 

Hill. Could you please forward this to the leadership council and see what they say? Of course my first priority is the team, and ~ won’t go if I 

am needed on Sunday. However, it’s my brother’s big day, and I owe it to him to try my best to make it. 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 1, 2013 6:16 PM 

@live. unc.edu> 

Re: Cm~ we support 

Agreed!! 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izon II~ireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

~live.unc.edw~ wrote: 

I think we have enough people "that I support    going to "the wedding, especially since it’s her close thmily. I appreciate that she’s trying to put the teach first though. 

Thanks~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A iV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 3:59:23 PM 

To: 

Subject: Can we support 

Ladies, 

Can we support    in this? 

Frem: 
Sent-" Thursday, August 01, 2013 12:31 PM 

To-" Sander, Thomas _l; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject-" Wedding 

Anson/Tom, 

~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

My brother’s wedding is on August 24th in          I know we will be in Virginia playing Santa Clara on Friday and VCU on Sunday. I wanted to ask if I 

could go to the wedding on Saturday; I know this means I will miss the game on Sunday as I will fly from         back to Chapel Hill. Could you please 

forward this to the leadership council and see what they say? Of course my first priority is the team, and I won’t go if I am needed on Sunday. However, 

it’s my brother’s big day, and I owe it to him to try my best to make it. 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 2, 2013 11:23 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

l~L: Meeling with Bubba ~d Lmry 

Monday (Aug igt~), Wed (Aug 21st) or Fri (Aug 23rd) at 10:30 am? 

From: Norton, Molly 

Sent; Thursday, August 0:t, 20:t3 5:24 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(::¢: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject; Meeting with Bubba and Larry 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Please let me know of your availability to meet with Bubba and Larry during the week of August 12 and/or the week of August 19. The purpose of the meeting is to 

review last year’s season and look ahead to this year’s season. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 2, 2013 11:55 AM 

@live.unc.e&~> 

ILE: Can we support 

Agreed1!! 

From: 
Sent; Thursday, August 01, 2013:11:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Can we support 

Ansor~ 

As important as the team is I think    should be at her brothers wedding. In high school I missed my sister’s graduation events for soccer and regret it to this day 

because i know it was hard on our relationship. So I fully support    Family comes first. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Aug 1, 2013, at 3:59 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_)_~_Ln__"~i__e__r__n_~i!_:_~_Ln__9’_:_@___q> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Can we support    in this? 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, August 01, 20.t3 12:3.t PM 
To." Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sabject: Wedding 

Ansonfrom, 

My brother’s wedding is on August 24th in         . I know we will be in Virginia playing Santa Clara on Friday and VCU on Sunday. I wanted 

to ask if I could go to the wedding on Saturday; I know this means I will miss the game on Sunday as I will fly from         back to Chapel 

Hill. Could you please forward this to the leadership council and see what they say? Of course my first priority is the team, and I won’t go if I 

am needed on Sunday. However, it’s my brother’s big day, and I owe it to him to try my best to make it. 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, August 2, 2013 11:59 AM 

~gma~l.com> 

I~E: Cau we support 

Agreed1! 

From: 
Sent: Friday, August 02, 2013 2:55 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Can we support 

~gmail.com] 

Absoulutely. I do uot question    comtnitmeut to the team! She should be there 

On Aug 1, 2013 3:59 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansou~ema, il.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

Can we s~pport    in this? 

Sent: Thursday, August 01, 2013 12:31 plVl 

To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Wedding 

Anson/Tom, 

My brother’s wedding is on August 24th in I know we will be in Virginia playing Santa Clara on Friday and VCU on Sunday. I wanted to ask if I 

could go to the wedding on Saturday; I know this means I will miss the game on Sunday as I will fly from         back to Chapel Hill. Could you please 

forward this to the leadership council and see what they say? Of course my first priority is the team, and I won’t go if I am needed on Sunday. However, 

it’s my brother’s big day, and I owe it to him to try my best to make it. 

Thankyou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 2, 2013 3:05 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

l~E: Meeling with Bubba a~d Loary 

Molly, 

I am so sorry, we will be up in Charlottesville that day how about one of the other two days? 

F~m: Norton, Molly 
Sent; Friday, August 02, 20:[3 :[:29 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A ~ 
Cc: Gallo, 3r., Lar~ A. 
Subject: RE: Meeting with Bubba and Lar~ 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

~ am confirm#~g thsL Friday, AugusL 23 at $0:30am works well for gubba and Larry. The meeting wH~ take place ~n gubba’s office. See you 

Thanks, 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent= Friday, August 02, 2013 11:23 AN 

To= No,on, Nolly 

Subject= RE: Neet~ng with Bubba and Lar~ 

Monday (Aug igth), Wed (Aug 21st) or gr~ (Aug 23rd) at 10:30 am? 

F~m= No,on, Molly 
~ent= Thursday, August 0~, 20~3 5:24 PN 

Te; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Ce= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Subje~t= Neeting with Bubba and Lar~ 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Please let me know of your availability to meet with Bubba and Larry during the week of August ~2 and/or the week of August ~9. The purpose of the meeting is to 

review last year’s season and look ahead to this year’s season. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2~26 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9~9-962-8200 (phone) 

9~9-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



2013 - 2014 Atlantic Coast Conference OI my~3j~ports Under Armour Long Sleeve T-Shirt Sizes 

Institution’s Name: 

Championship         Reimbursement Women’s Men’s Women’s Men’s Women’s Men’s Women’s Men’s    Men’s    Men’s 
Limit       Small     Small    Medium Medium    Large     Large      XL       XL      2-XL     3-XL 

Baseball 35 
Cross Country - Men’s 11 
Cross Country - 11 
Women’s 
Field Hockey 30 
Golf- Men’s 7 
Golf - Women’s 7 
Lacrosse - Men’s 40 
Lacrosse - Women’s 34 
Rowing - Women’s 38 
Soccer - Men’s 27 
Soccer - Women’s 29 
Softball 28 
Swimming - Men’s 27 
Swimming - Women’s 27 
Tennis - Men’s 13 
Tennis - Women’s 13 
Track -Indoor - Men’s 36 
Track -Indoor - 36 
Women’s 
Track - Outdoor - Men’s 36 
Track - Outdoor - 36 
Women’s 
Wrestling 16 

Please fax completed form to Donald Moore at (336) 369.1203 by Friday, August 15, 2013. 
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WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 

ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT STAFF 

Ron Wellman 

Mike Buddie 

Corey Jenkins 

Orville Jennings 

Blake Edmunds 

Bethany Davoll 

Roxann Moody 

Alex Botoman 

Director of Athletics 

Associate AD-Administration 

Assistant AD-Event Management 

Director-Event Management 

Asst. Dir., Marketing 

Director-Ticket Operations 

Assistant AD-Equipment Services 

Assistant Director, Media Relations 

336.758.5616 

336.758.3766 

336.758.6166 

336.758.6994 

336.758.5010 

336.758.3322 

336.758.4306 

336.758.4196 

Women’s Soccer 

Tony da Luz 

Mike Calabretta 

Megan Jessee 

Heather Wong 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach 

Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach 

Assistant Athletic Trainer 

336.758.4375 

336.758.4201 

336.758.4291 

336.758.3062 



WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 

SOCCER OPERATIONS INFORMATION 

W. Dennie Spry Soccer Stadium 
Seating Capacity-2,850 

Visiting Team Locker Room 
A locker room with shower facilities will be provided. Towels will be provided for the visiting 
team at the request of visiting coaches at least one day prior to the game. Please call Orville 
Jennings, Director of Event Management and Facilities, at 336.758.6994 to make the appropriate 
arrangements. 

Women’s visiting teams will use the team room at the South end of the stadium. A member of the 
Wake Forest Operations staff will meet your team upon arrival to Spry Stadium and escort you to 
the locker room. 

Team Benches 
The visiting women’s team bench and warm up area is located on the South end of Spry Soccer 
Stadium. 

Pre-game Procedures 
All visiting teams will be allowed 60 minutes on the game field for warm up. All other warm up 
will be conducted on the adjoining practice fields. Teams are requested to refrain from warming 
up in the penalty box area until 20 minutes remain on the pre-game clock. Wake Forest will 
provide a game ball for the visiting goalkeeper during pre-game warm ups. 

Team/Official Entrance 
Teams and officials will enter through the South gate. 

Filming Location 
A designated location on the roof of the press box is available for visiting teams for filming 
purposes. Please speak with an Operations staff member upon arrival for specific information. 

Spectator Information 
Entrances are located on either end of Spry Stadium. The North entrance is located on Polo Road 
and the South entrance can be reached from Carroll Weathers Drive. Handicapped parking spaces 
are located immediately outside the South entrance. The stadium is equipped with restroom 
facilities and a concession stand. Spectators are not permitted to bring food, drinks, or pets into the 
stadium. The hill overlooking the North goal is the designated Wake Forest student section. 



WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 

SOCCER OPERATIONS INFORMATION 

Parking 
Spaces will be reserved for team vans/buses in the parking lot just outside the South entrance of 
the stadium (Refer to Appendix C). Spectators can park in Lot Q (south of the stadium), Lot W1, 
Lot W2 or in the Assembly of God Church lot across Polo Road. There is no fee for parking. 

Practice Times 
The Spry Soccer Stadium field will be available 60 minutes prior to the start of the match for 
practice. If earlier practice times are desired, please pre-arrange a scheduled practice time with 
Orville Jennings at 336.758.6994 to coordinate times. Requests will be accommodated if possible. 

Admission 
Admission to Demon Deacon soccer games is $6 for the general public. Season passes are also 
available for $45 for adults and $25 for youth. Wake Forest faculty,, staff and students are admitted 
free with a current WFU identification card. Promotions and group discounts are available; 
contact the Wake Forest Marketing Department at 336.758.5010 for information. 

Supplies 
One case of cold fruit juice or Gatorade, 30 towels (upon request), and soap will be supplied after 
the match. If medical supplies are needed, please contact: 

Women’s Soccer: Heather Wong, Assistant Athletic Trainer, 336.758.3062 

Press Box 
Spry Stadium has a sixteen-seat working press box with a roof-top observation deck and 
capabilities for VaTo radio crews and a television crew. 

Visiting Team Player Pass List 
Visiting teams will need to provide a player pass list for parents and guests whom they wish to 
allow into the game. Each dressed member of the team is allowed four guests on the list. Please 
use pages 9-13 as the player pass list. Please fax your pass list to Orville Jennings at 336.758.4704 
prior to the game or bring your pass list with you and hand it to Orville Jennings upon your 
arrival. 



WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 

GAME DAY TIMING SHEET (EXAMPLE) 

PRE-GAME 

Game Clock 

60:00 

20:00 

WAKE FOREST vs. Visiting Team 
7:00 pm Gametirne 

Pre-game clock begins counting down. 

18 yard-box open for warm-ups 

Actual Time 

5:55 PM 

6:35 PM 

0:00 

45:00 

Field cleared. 
Captains/officials meet. 
Player introductions. 
National Anthem. 

Game clock begins for first half 

6:55 PM 
6:55 PM 
6:56 PM 
6:58 PM 

7:00 PM 

HALFTIME 

Game Clock 

15:00 

5:00 

0:00 

45:00 

Intermission clock begins counting down. 
Halftime promotions. 

Field cleared and available for warm-up. 

Teams line up for second half. 

Game clock begins for second half. 

COACHES: PLEASE REFRAIN FROM WARMING UP INSIDETHE 18 YARD-BOX 
UNTIL 20 MINUTES REMAIN ON THE PRE-GAME CLOCK. 



WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 

TRAVEL TIPS 
(If flying or driving into Winston-Salem or Greensboro) 

Hotel Information 

*Clarion Sundance Plaza Hotel 
3050 University Parkway Winston-Salem, NC 27105 
336-723-2911 

Hawthrone Inn and Conference Center 
420 High Street Winston-Salem, NC 27101 
877-777-3099 OR 336-777-3000 

Winston-Salem Downtown Marriott 
425 N. Cherry Street Winston-Salem, NC 27101 
877-888-8762 OR 336-725-3500 

Embassy Suites 
460 N. Cherry Street Winston-Salem, NC 27101 
336-724-2300 

Holiday Inn 
5790 University Parkway Winston-Salem, NC 27105 
336-767-9595 

*Special Offer from Wake Forest/IMG Premier hotel partner, the Sundance Clarion Hotel and Spa: Receive 
one (1) free room for every three (3) rooms purchased. Competitive rates, quality accommodations, all hotel 
brand rewards/points applicable. Contact Julia Heelan at IMG 

for more details. 

Movie Theatres 

The Grand 18 Theatre 
5601 University Parkway 

336.767.1310 

Carmike Ten Cinema 
3608 Reynolda Road 

336.922.1301 

Laundry Information 

Laundrabrite 
5924 University Parkway 

336.377.2024 



WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 

................. (336) 668-7657~ ................... 

TRAVEL TIPS AND INFORMATION 

.................. (336) 668:797!~ ................... ................... (336) 668-7657~ ................ 

**LOCATED AT PIEDMONT TRIAD AIRPORT (GSO) 

US Coachways: 
1-855-287-2427 

Brothers Bus 
Line, LLC: 

404-903-3333 

Holiday Companies: 
336-274-5749 

DAPTCO Motor 
Coach Services: 

336-375-7748 



WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 
RESTAURANT GUIDE 

7’815 bka’t~ P~dm ~ 

934 Hanes MaR ~ 

Phone Number 



WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 
VISITING TEAM PASS LIST 
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WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 
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WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 
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WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 
VISITING TEAM PASS LIST 
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WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 
VISITING TEAM PASS LIST 
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WAKE FOREST SOCCER 2013 

Directions 

Traveling on 1-40 East: 

Take Silas Creek Parkway exit North, toward~ Wake Forest University. Exit off Silas Creek 
Parkway onto Reynolda/Wake Forest Road; follow Wake Forest Road into campus. Take a 
left onto Allen Easley St and continue on until you reach Carroll Weathers Drive where you 

will turn right. Continue on Carroll Weathers Drive and Spry Soccer Stadium will be on your 
left. 

Travelinq on 1-40 West (from Greensboro}: 

The University of Wake Forest is approximately 30 minutes driving time from the city of 
Greensboro. Take Cherry Street exit; follow Cherry and it will become University Parkway. 
Follow University (approx. 5 miles) and the campus entrance will be on your left. Enter on 
Wake Forest Road; follow until you reach Carroll Weathers Drive where you will turn right. 

Carroll Weathers Drive will loop you around a parking lot on your left and continue past 
Farrell Hall. Continue through the intersection and Spry Stadium will be on your right. 

Traveling on Highway 52 North: 

Take 1-40 West. Take Cherry Street exit; follow Cherry and it will become University 
Parkway. Follow University (approx. 5 miles) and the campus entrance will be on your left. 
Enter on Wake Forest Road; follow until you reach Carroll Weathers Drive where you will 
turn right. Carroll Weathers Drive will loop you around a parking lot (Wl) on your left and 
continue past Farrell Hall. Continue through the intersection and Spry Stadium will be on 

your right. 

Traveling on Highway 52 South: 

Take University Parkway exit. Turn right off exit ramp and drive south toward campus 
(about 8 minutes). Turn right into campus on Wake Forest Road; Enter on Wake Forest 

Road; follow until you reach Carroll Weathers Drive where you will turn right. Carroll 
Weathers Drive will loop you around a parking lot on your left and continue past Farrell Hall. 

Continue through the intersection and Spry Stadium will be on your right. 

Appendix A 



Winston-Salem Area Map 

Appendix A 



Appendix B 



Stadium Entrance (North gate) 

Ticket I~ I 
Booth 

El 

W. Denn|e 81~ry Soccer 8tad|um 

ker 
3m 

C) 

Visiting 
Roo~ 

Ticket--~ 
Booth I 

Field ~ 
access 

Field ~ 
access 

Main Stadium Entrance (South gate) 

Bus/Van Parking 

~ Appendix C 



Wake Forest Inclement 
Weather Procedures 

An inclement weather watch will go into effect when lightning is 
detected within 12 miles and moving toward the Soccer stadium. At this 
time we will suggest that people exit the stands and seek shelter in their 
vehicles. Play will continue during an inclement weather watch, but the 
officials and teams will be informed of the weather situation. Spectators 
will be allowed to re-enter the stadium at no cost. 

When lightning is detected within 8 miles and moving toward the 
stadium, play will be stopped, and the field will be cleared. Play will not 
resume until the lighming has left a 8 mile radius around the stadium. 

A mandatory evacuation of the stands will occur when lightning 
is detected within 8 miles and moving toward the stadium. 

If an approaching weather system has a history of lightning 
associated with it and reaches us without a lightning strike within 8 miles, 
we will still clear the field and stands since lightning could strike at any 
time. 

Wake Forest Athletics subscribes to the WxSentry weather 
service (also used by the PGA Tour). We receive lightning alerts via cell 
phone, and we also have access to a lightning/rain/severe weather radar. 
With this comes a "future" radar feature which is helpful in predicting the 
path and timing of a storm. We do not subscribe to the "call in" service 
that allows you to call 24 hours a day and speak with a meteorologist. We 
are able to call the NWS regional hub in Raleigh if the need arises. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Friday, August 2, 2013 3:15 PM 

verizon .net> 

,~!hommil.co~n); ~,@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
@gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

,~@gm~fil.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton, ?}gmail.com); 
; nicole fava (nfava@hncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

matt jones 

Subject: FW: Thm~k you!! 

Dear Staff at NCGSC, 

Thm~k you so much for a wonderful week of soccer for my daughter and her friend!!’. You were incredibly well-or~zed ~d prol~ssional (~reat commanica~on sldlls 
and i~’onnation) a~d I ~vas in, pressed with eve .rythin~ tl~e ~ifls seen~ed to lea~. Ve~., ve~ p~-ofessional. No wonder kids con~e frown so l’a~ a~,a51!    was thrilled to 

meet C~xla Overbeck and to listen to Anson Do~ance’s inspifin~ speech, m~d she liked the 4 x 4s and the ju~lin~ with  (sp) too. She also really liked her 

coaches. 

Anb~vay, thank you a~ain for a ~reat several days. I l~ow at the end the ~ifls were tired and the coaches must have been tired, too. :-) Well done!’. 

Best re~ards, 

Karen Yoon 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Saturday, Angust 3, 2013 12:22 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edtr~; Gallo, Jr., Laxry A. ~uthgallo@anc.edu>; Lohse, Dave Claxk <davelohse@~mc.edu-~ 

N&O 

Bubba, if you have time grab the Saturday News & Observer and check out the John Dressler colmnn in Section B. John is the editor, and I would love to get one of 

our people on this N&O reader panel. I have never appreciated their vicious and seemingly vindictive attacks on my university and my athletic depaxtment. I would love 
to get an ally in that room. I would love to serve on it but tragically I am too transparent (aggressive) and I lack political correctness. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, August 3, 2013 12:36 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Pre-season schedule from Tom 

We will be ~ewriting "Training Soccer Chaa~pions"! 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ ~Fireless 4G L)"E 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Pre-season schedule fi’om Tom 

From: Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Anson, could you ask Tom to send me you daily pre-season schedule? 

Tim Nash 

General Manaser 
Greensboro United Soccer Association 

336 358 8030 
www,sreensborounited.or8 



2013 Women’s Soccer Proposed Preseason Calendar w.0 8/2~t~ 
SUN 

4 

I 
9 00 ~,n 

Indoor FacilW 
Beep / Agti~y 

iiiiiiiiiiii~!iii~i~i~iiiiiiiiiiiiii 

9:00 AM 
selected players 

testi ng 

TUES WED 

8 .~50 arn . noo~ 
fresio=mF.ln 

physicals 
at stLident health 

8:30 am - 11 
Upperclassmen 

screenings 
training room 

8:00 - 9:30 am 
UNC Systems 
Presentation 
Loudermilk 

9:30 
Athletic Testing 
Sprints f Verlcal 

Weight Room 
I0:30 AM 

Practice at Finley 

THURS                     FRI SAT 

8 9 10 

Technical Testing: 
Fig 8s 

Power Shooting 
Long .Sewiee at Target 

training room 

12:45 PM 

selected players 

training room 

12 13 

4C,0 pm pt:~ct 
F-/nley 

4.30 pm Fintey 
Starters / Reserves 

Game + practice 

Team cookout 
at Dorrances 

7:00 PM 

14 

OFF 

15 16 17 

2:30 pm weights 
Weight f~OOtT? 

3:30 pm practice 
Finley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, August 3, 2013 1:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: Football and Soccer Event on Performance Analysis and State Of World and US Soccer. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Football and Soccer Event on PerIbrmance Analysis m~d State Of World and US Soccer. 

From: MaJmel Fayadjev <mmmel@instatIbotbaJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,ducar@uncaa.nnc.eu 

CC: 

We would like to invite you to Football/Soccer Event on Performance Analysis and State of US and World Soccer If you have any question or would like to be in forum or discussion itself 

we are happy to talk about it. 

If you would like to get more information please visit http:flvvwweventbritecom/eventJ7720894403#. 

Currently InstatFootball is participating in following projects, wv~’wi~diegogo.cor~iprojects£~wr>footbaliciub&i4230899 or 

Full Timeline of an Event. 

1 SI:ate of US Soccer and ~ecR~itment ~or 
2 Future of Soccer (h~stat Footba~ Presentation based on re~atb~sh~p w~th 300 c~ubs) 

3 Coaches tactics arid what is poputar arid usefu~ ~r~ coaching 

4 Ma~’~y Coaches h’~p~t and experiences h~ ddfererfl: aspects eP the 

5 Disoussh~{~ the seasor~ ahead a~"~(:~ char~ges 

6 FCamsterdam Youth Academy presentatbn and State of Youth football 

7 Decision making h~ footbal~ h~ nowdays 

8~ Latest: Seasor; and tNerfi:s ~r; 2013-.2014 h~ Wo~k£ US, ar;d NCAA ~n a (H~gh 8ohooL.) part~o~ar. 

9. Survey or~ coaches eP NCAA results arid overal~ or~ tact~cs~ best playe~s~ what they see ~n l~d:ure 

10. Manchester U~ted of US representative on fans supper and US Socce~ oNc~als on hew to he~p players and 
followers. 

1 I~ pro~eo~: from b~sta~: to urfite the R)otba~ p~ayers arot~nd ~:he wodd, those that p~ay ManageriN games arid have a ~ea~ chance 
to manage a team now together, w,a~", {nd~egogo.comipro.~ectsiowmfootbal~c{ob/xi4230899 or 
www.OWNFOOTBALLCLU B.com 

Manuel Faradjev 
FCAmsterdam Assistant Coach in Youth Academy 
Agent, US Manager, Representative Instat Football 

E mail 
MeetUp.com/Manchester-United-US/ 
Forex Trader 
MBA Finance, Mathematics 
w~vw Own FootballClu b,com 

http:ilwww, indiegogo,comlprojectsiown-footballclublx14230899 
Owner 
Phone 347 5492407 

Our survey will be used to structure best the conference and forum for attendees 

What do you look to most from soccer world tactics, analysis(video and reports with statistics), opponents, your own player, recruiting, finance, othser fitness skills 

1. 

Do you like to be a speaker? 



2. Y/N 

Do you expect this season to be harder or eas er? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 1:32 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Athletic Fields Schedule for 

Schedule by Facili~ for .pdf; EXCEL SCHEDULE for 

.pdf; Hooker Fields Schedule ~          (2).pdf 

pdf; Ehaus Field Schedule 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Athletic Fields Schedule for 

Frown: "Conway, Connie Morgan" <connie@unc.edu> 

To: "Aguilar~ Alain J" <~J~aguila@email.unc.edu:>,"Dowance, Albe~t A IV" <anson@e~nail.unc.edu>,"Gallo, Jr., Lany A." <athg~llo@unc.edu>,"Battaglini, Rebecca L" 

<bbatt@email.unc.edu>,"Klomparens~ Bonnie Ledford" <blc@psafety.unc.edu>,"Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu>,"Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu>,"Cathro, 

Guy" <guycathm@unc.edu>,clanigan@townofchapelhill.org,"Creech, Kaflton W" <kcreech@unc.edu>,"Somoaaao, C~rlos M" ~ccsomom~o@unc.edu:>,"Suits, C1wisty 

H." <chris~@unc.edu.;,"Arendas, Dave" <arenda@unc.edtr;,deborah@psafe~.unc.edu,"Papa, Donna J" <djp@nnc.edu>,fion@bridge2sports.org,"Fnlton, Grant" 

<gfiflton@unc.edu>,"Gmnsley, Richie" <qrimsleF~@unc.edu>,"Porter, Grant" <gtporte@unc.edu>      @aol.com,"Field, Jaci" <jfield(@unc.edtr;,"Fuchs, Jefl’~ey 

W" <jfuchs@email.tmc.edu%"Halsey, Jason" <jjhalseF~@email.tmc.edu;~,"Lm~gley, Raymond Joshua" ~langley@unc.edu>,"Negalha, Jeff’ 

<jnegalh@unc.edu>,"Brunner, John F" <John Bn~nne@unc.edu%"Cleao,, Kenneth Eugene" <kcleaD,@unc.edn>,"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edn>,"Duffy, 

Kathy B." <kdufl},@unc.edtr~,"Robinson, Kevin T" <krob@nnc.edu-*,"Creech, Karlt( n W -.kcreech,~unc.edtr~, I,ancas~ter, Ehzabeth 

<l~la~@email.unc.edu~,"Bunting, Mike" <mbunting@unc.edu~,"Crowe, Michael" <mcrowe@unc.edtr~,"Meaders, tIarlis James" 

<meaders@nnc.edtr~,                   "Terrell, Matt" <mterrell@unc.edu>,"Fava, Nicole M" <l?av@email.unc.edu>,"Hilmn, Nathan Scott" 
<nhilton@email.unc.edu~,"Walker, Nina" <walkem@email.unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacm~m@unc.edu>, @unc.edu-*,"Myers, 

Patrick Jacob" <patmyers@unc.edu>,"Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu>,"Ha]ve~son, Doug" <halverso@email.unc.edu>,"Oliaro, Scott M" 

<oliaro@email.unc.edt~-,                              ~email.unc.edu>,"Levy, Jennifer S" <jenny.levy@unc.edu:>,"VanAls .tyne, Mark" 

<coachn~va@unc.edu>,"Scmggs, Willia~ E" <williescroggs@unc.edu> 

CC: "Robinson, Kevin T" <h~b@unc.edu> 

Hi All, 
Attached are the Athletic Field Schedules for next week (Week of ). 
Updated scheduled for Navy, Henry, Fetzer and Finley Fields may also be viewed on Outlook by clicking on calendar, Open Calendar (top menu), From Room List, 
search for UNCAA.. 
Ehaus and Hooker facility schedules are attached or online at ..h..t..t~L/./..c...a.~..m..p...u...s.r..e.~.c.~&n...c..&.d...u.~./~.f..a...c.[!j.t.Le...s...-~.s...c...h...e...d...u.Le.~.s.~r..e.~.s.~.e.~.a...t~..~...n...s.~ 
Campus Recreation facilities will operate according to their break hours through . http:/icampusrec.unc.eduihours-of-operation. 
Have a Great Weekend! 
Connie 



August 5 ..... 1 I, 2013 
NAVY, HE~RY~ KENAN 

9:50a (I2:00#} 8:2On (10:35a) 
FOOTBALL FOOTBALL 
PRAOT~CE #5 PRACTICE #6 
@ NAVY @ Navy 

4:20p (4:50p) 4:50p (6:50p) 

FOOTBALL FOOTBALL 

Offe[~se iPRAOT]OE #7 

WALK~THRU @ Navy 

9:50a (12:50p) 8:20a (10:35a) 
FOOTBALL FOOTBALL 

PRACT}IC£ #8 PRAOTI©E 
@ Navy @., NAVY 

4:20p (4.:50p}         4:50p (6:50p) 

FOOTBALL           FOOTBALL 
PRACTICE Often se 

WALK-THRU 
#~t 0 @ Navy 

9:50a (12:05p} 
FOOTBALL 
Prac[ice #11 
@ Navy 

4:40p (5:20p) 

(10:40a} 
FOOTBALL 
Scrimmage, 
Practice #~2 

Navy 

FOOTBALL 
WALK-oTHRU 
@ KENAN 

5:20p (5:50p) 
FOOTBALL 
Off vs Oef 

{ 1 l:S0a (t2:45p) 
LETTER[r~AN~S 
DAY LUNCH 
@ BLUE ZONE 



Sat 4:00p 

NAVY, HENRY, KENAN 
(6:00p) FH ALLSTARS on HENRY 

NAVY, fIE_NRY, K_t~NAN 

Printed August 1~ 201.~ 



F~HLEY A.T~4LET~ F~ELDS 

4::OOp (6:00p} 
WOI~ENS 
SOCCER: 

Field 2 





9:50a (12:00p) 
FOOTBALL 
PRACTICE #5 

:S~) 

4~20p (4:50p) F~ 
DEF WALK- 
TNRU RAIN 
S~TE 

8:20a (t0:35a)FB 9:50a (12:00p) 
PRACTICE #6 FOOTBALL 
(:RAIN S~TE 1~) PRAC]]OE #8 
ESF) (RAIN 

4:50p (6:50p) 
FOOTBALL 
PRACTICE #7 
(RAIN SiTE in 
ESF) 

5:50p (6:20p) FB 
OFF WALK~ 
THRU RAI N 
SKE 

4:20p (4:50p) FB 
OFFENSE 
WALK-THRU 
RAIN S~TE 

5:50p (6:20p} }:B 
DEF WALK~ 
THRU RAiN 

8:20a (10::35a) FB 
PRACTICE #9 
(RAIN S}TE in 

4:50p (6:50p) FB 
PRACTICE 
#!0 (RAIN 
SITE ir~ ESF) 

9:50a (12:00p) 8:25a (I0:40a)FB 

FOOTBALL PRACTICE 

PRACTICE #12 (Rain Site 

#11 (RA~N in ESF) 

4:40p (5:20p) :B wAu<q’.~u [ 
RAiN SITE 

5:20p (5:50p) OFF 
vs D~F Wa~k- 



Monday 
August 5, 2013 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 

8/5/1 3- 8/11/13 
Printed 8/1/201 3 ~ 



Tuesday, 
August 6, 2013 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 
8/5/1 3- 8/1 1/13 



Wednesday, 

August 7, 201 3 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 

8/S/13- 8/11/13 



Thursday, 
August 8, 201 3 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 
8/5/13-8/11/13 

~i:::ii~i ............................... ! ............................. ! ............................. ! ............................. 
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Saturday, 
August 10, 2013 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 8/5/1 3 - 8/1 1,/1 3 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

ii~ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 

II 



Sunday, 
August 11, 201 3 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 
8/5/’13- 8/11/13 

SUNDAY 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Daily Agenda Schedule 

05 August 2013 

Wed Aug 7 
6:00PM - 8:00PM Ehringhaus Field Booking: SC - Cricket Club Practice 

Fri Aug 9 
6:00PM - 8:00PM Ehringhaus Field Booking: SC - Cricket Club Practice 

Sat Aug 10 
3:00PM - 8:00PM Ehringhaus Field Booking: ATH - Volleyballl Practice 

August 01, 2013 9:55 AM Page: 1/1 



Daily Agenda Schedule 

05 August 2013 

Sat Aug 10 
9:00AM - 2:00PM Hooker Field 1 Booking: SC - Cricket Match 

9:00AM - 2:00PM Hooker Field 2 Booking: SC - Cricket Match 

August 01, 2013 9:55 AM Page: 1/1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, August 3, 2013 1:48 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < ~gmaJ, l.com> 

Re: Football and Soccer Event on Performance Analysis mid State Of World and US Soccer. 

Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

ttonesfly, this looks like total j~mk. Has the tbel era sca~n to it. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Di~ector of Match Analysis [ Volnnteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Sat, Aug 3, 2013 at 1:31 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What i s thi s? 

Senti’rein my ~k’r~zon Igireless 4(~ LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Snbject: Football and Soccer Event on Performance Analysis and State Of World and US Soccer. 

From: Manuel Faradjev <manuel~instatfootball.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino~unc.edu>,ducar~uncaa.unc.eu 

CC: 

We would like to invite you to Football/Soccer Event on Performance Analysis and State of US and World Soccer. If you have any question or would like to be in forum or discussion 

itself we are happy to talk about it. 

If you would like to get more information please visit http:flw, aw.eventbrite.comlevent17720894403#. 

Currently InstatFootball is participating in following projects. ~:¢,,,’~q;’,’,ir~diego{~e com,"proiecgslowm~’oe’.::baliciLib.,’:<i4230899 or 

Full Timeline of an Event. 

I State of US Soccer a~d recruitment fo~ college 

2 ~=~tt~.lre of Soccer (Instat Football Presentatiorl based on rel~-~tionship w~th 300 c~bs) 

3 ~,,(,aohes tactics a~d what ~s pop~a~ a~d ~sef~ ~ 

4 Many Coaches ~nput and experiences ~n different aspects of the gameo 

5 D~,-,~x~..s~n~ the.. season ahead and changes 

6 Fa~amsterdam Yo~th Academy preser~tat~or~ and State of Yo~th footba~ 

7 Dec~s[o~ making ~ footba~ ~ nowdays 

8. Latest Season ants talents in 2013.-20I 4 ~n Wodd, US, and NC,%¢ ~ a (H[(gh SchooL..} 

9~ Survey on coaches of NC~%~X reseats and ove~N~ on tactics, best p~ayers, what they see ~? future ~nadd~t~on. 

10. Manchester United of US represer~tati~e or~ fans support and US Soccer officials or~ hew to hetp p~ayers and main 

followers. 

1 i. prelect from [nstat to ~.~nite the footbNJ p~ayers aro~lnd the worJd, those that pJay Ma~?ager~aJ games and have a reaJ 

char~ce to manage a team r~ow together, ;,vww, ~ndiegogo,comiprojectsiowrv.footbai~c~bixi4230899 or 

t~ss,,i.OWN FOOTBALLC LU B,co m 



Manuel Fatadjev 

FCAmsterdam Assistant Coach in Youth Academy 

Agent, US Manager, Representative, Instat Football 

Email          ~mail can; 

MeetUp.com/Manchester-United-US/ 

Forex Trader 

MBA Finance, Mathematics 

www Own FootballClu b.com 

http :ilwww. indiegogo, com/projectsiown-footballclub/x14 230899 

Phone 347 5492407 

Our survey will be used to structure best the conference and forum for attendees 

What do you look to most from soccer world tactics, analysis(video and reports with statistics), opponents, your own player, recruiting, finance, othser fitness skills 

1. 

Do you like to be a speaker? 

2. Y/N 

Do you expect tiffs season to be harder or easier? 

3. 



TEAM 









:"The tealn :decid.sd to matte m:e :an a:s:sL@ant due to the: 

Sio/y-i.(:~iiin~:! i:!::,o a t@lri[i:c 1~-.(~c hn:::q.tle (tan:didat@t :thoutd 

use ~n inIervtewing. Being able ~o: answ:e~ each 







Career Center 









Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=L~C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 11:34 AM 

dlinke@uscaa.com 

RE: NSCAA College Review Show Tuesday, August 13 - Deau Do,ne 

Dean, 

Would have loved to, but unfortunately we have a preseason game that day vs Wofford near Ocean Isle - perhaps I could do another show? Send me some dates and we’ll find one that 

works’. 

Anson 

From dlinke@nscaa.com [dlinke@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 05 2013 9:05 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NSCAA College Review- Show Tuesday August 13 - Dean Dome 

Anson - need you on this first sho~v to talk reigning champs and ~vomen’s soccer natiomvide - can’t think of a better first guest for the debut. 

Can you call me please at ¯ rI1qanks so much 

Dean Linke 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 5, 2013 11:41 AM 

DeaJ~ Linke <dlinke@nscaa.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: NSCAA College Review Show Tuesday, August 13 - Dean Dome 

Tom, 

Send Dean our preseason schedule!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dean Linke [mailto:dlinke(~nscaa com] 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 11:39 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~ject: Re: NSCAA College Review Show Tuesday, August 13 - I)ean I)ome 

Okay - so what we need to do is record a segment with you - when do u leave [’or Ocean Isle - we can come to your office - Dean 

Sent l~om my iPhone 

On Aug 5, 2013. at 11:34 AM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc edu> wrobe: 

> Dean, 
> 

> Would have loved to, but uN2~rtunately we have a preseason game that day vs Wofford near Ocean Isle - perhaps I could do another show? Send me some dates and we’l[ find one that 
works! 
> 

> From: dIinke@nscaa.com [dlinke@nscaa.com] 
> Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 9:05 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: NSCAA College Review Show Tuesday, August 13 - Dean Dome 

> Anson - need you on this first show to talk reigning champs and ~vomen’s soccer natiomvide - can’t thirtk of a better first guest for the debut. 

> Can you call me please at . Thanks so much. 

> Dean Linke 



FFOIIL" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 5, 2013 1:53 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Laro’ A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.anc.edu> 

Kirschner, Steve <slevekirschne@unc.edu> 

RE: N&O 

Larry, 

Yes, that’s it! I think we have to do everything we can to promote ourselves positively, So yes, let’s "infiltrate" the reader’s panel, Raleigh is a NC soccer hotbed, 

let’s win every battle there. 

Frera: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Sunday, August 04, 2013 7:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Cunningham, Bubba 

Cc: Kirschner, Steve 
Subject: RE: N&O 
Anson ~- 

I believe this is the link to tJ~e stoD" you are refe~Ting to. Understand your ’°recorr~]endation" ~- Bubba and Kksch what do you think? 

ThaJaks, 

Larry 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Saturday, August 03, 2013 12:31 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Lohse, Dave Clark 
Subject: N&O 

Bubba, if you have time grab the Saturday News & Observer and check out the John Dressier column in Section B~ John is the editor, and I would love to get one of 

our people on this N&O reader panel. I have never appreciated their vicions and seemingly vindictive attacks on my university and my athletic department. I would love 

to get an ally in that room. I would love to serve on it but tragically I am too transpaxent (aggressive) and I lack political correctness. 

Se~tt from ~, ~rizon tVirele~’s ,i( ; L TE DROID 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, _ 4:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

I~W: Texas Summer Classic Showcase 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Mlonday, 3:50 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Texas Summer Classic Showcase 

Hi, my name is             and I would like to invite you to the Texas Summer Classic Showcase             . I am    gears old and I play soccer in the 

in           . I play for            . I maiNy play center midfield ,but I can als~ play outside midfield and defense. My 

schedule is below, 

Saturday 

12:50 PM 

Saturda? 

8:50 PM 

Sunday 

8:50 AM 

Again, I would really like for you to watch me play. I’m very interested in attending North Carolina University. I hope to see you this weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, August 5, 2013 4:40 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

ILE: meeting tomon~w Loudmmilk 2406 

I wift not be there! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 4:09 PM 
Subject: meeting tomorrow Loudermilk 2406 

Team, 

Tomorrows meeting at 3 pm will be in Loudermilk 2406 

-Tom 

Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 12:58 AM 

.la~n Sisneros < .~gmaJd.com> 

EW: HI-POD Coverage of ECNL Seasou ! Need feedback. 

From: Enrique Morales [info@hi-pod.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 05, 2013 7:45 PM 
To-" hipodtv@gmail.com 
Subject-" HI-POD Coverage of ECNL Season ! Need feedback. 

Dear Coaches, 

HI-POD (the manufacturer of the Telescoping camera system) is preparing to shoot the entire ECNL season and make it available as an online VOD subscription for 

college coaches. 

We have built 76 HI-PODS and created a team of 76 operators to shoot all home locations. 

This first year we want to play it safe. 

Of the 4 age groups (15, 16, 17, 18) which are the most important for you? Your answers will help us determine which two groups to focus on. 

sincerely, 

Enrique Morales 

HI-POD Inc. President 

.h___t__t_p__ "_. /_Z_w____w____w___:_h__j_z p__o___d__:_c___o____m__ 
hipodtv@gmail,com 

info@hi-pod.com 

cel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 6, 2013 10:21 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

l~W: UNC Athletic Depaxtment has invited you to Depa~nent of Atlfletics Welcome Reception 

CouM you forward this on to the players and their families/mangers m~d everyone too using the "send ~ link instead" option in the lower right h~nd corner ~long 
with the fo~h:~w~ng message from 

Hello, 
Please join us Jbr the Department of Athletics Welcome Reception on Saturd~, Au~st 1 Z 2013 J?om 3: OOpm to 5: OOpm in the Loude~ilk Center 

Jbr Excellence at Kenan Staaqum. We hope you are able to take a breakJ?om moving in to join ma~o~ of our coaches and a~inistrators fi)r some light 

refreshments in the Student-Athlete Lounge on the secon~floor ~fithe beautiful Louden~ilk Center for E~cellence. Please ~ by August 12th us#~ the 

link below. Hope to see you there] 
Thank you 

F~= UNC Athletic Depa~ment [mailto:host@invite.pingg.com] 
$e~t~ Tuesday, August 06, 20~3 9:~ AM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
8~bject~ UNC Athletic Depa~ment has invi~d you ~ Depa~ment of Athletics Welcome Receptbn 

You have been invited by UNC Athletic Department to Department of Athletics 

Welcome Reception, 

Wiii you be a~ending? 

ii.~ Email shadowline 



~i Depa rt ment of Athletics Welcome Reception 

Please join UNC Athletic Adminis-trators and Coaches as we kick off the 2013-2014 school-year with a 

Welcome Reception at the Student-Athlete Lounge in the Loudermilk Center for Excellence at Kenan Stadium. 

"We educate and inspire through athletics" 

DATE 

LOCATION 

ADDRES~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, Aug ust 6, 2013 9:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Caxnpus Tours 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Campus Tours 

From: "Johnson, Shelley H" <shelljo@unc.edu> 

To: I, INCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~ 

CC: 

Reminder: tomorrow is the Admissioi~s Tour {8/7, 9am at Jackson Hall}. Still plei~ty of space available. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, July 30, 2013 2:45 PM 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches~ UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Subject: Campus Tours 

Coaches, 

Based upon your feedback, we have arranged for a variety of campus tours to be offered throughout August and into September. This is available for new as well 

as old coaches, staff and administration. For our convenience, each tour group will be comprised solely of Athletics Department personnel. One tour provides a 

look at the student experience on campus, a second at the school’s rich history as the oldest public university in the country and a third at the various venues on 

our Athletics Campus. 

The objective is to help provide geographic bearing as well as alignment for those in our department with the campus and university as a whole. There is a more 

detailed description of each tour below as well as the day, date, time and starting location. _S_!g__n__:_u__p_____H___e_£__e_ for one, two or all three of the tours. Please sign-up as 

soon as possible, so we can plan for an appropriate number of tour guides to be present, especially for the Admissions tour scheduled for next Wednesday (August 

7). 

For those new to campus - or for those geographically challenged (no judgment), we have included a map of the various starting points for the tours below in 

addition to a link for an interactive version of the map. 

Shelley & Cricket 

Admissions Tour 

Undergraduate Admissions 

This tour is based out of Undergraduate Admissions in Jackson Hall. Current Carolina students serve as the tour guides. They speak to the student experience on 

campus, namely academics, student life, campus traditions and what makes the community of learners on campus great. From this, you will get a sense of where 

your student-athletes eat, buy their books, attend class, study in the stacks, meet with their professors during office hours, etc.., during those precious few hours 

when they aren’t in our company and under our watchful eye. 

Date: Wednesday, August 7 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Jackson Hall (174 Country Club Road) 

Historical Tour 

Visitors Center 

UNC-Chapel Hill’s 729-acre central campus, once called ’qhe Noble Grove," is among the most beautiful in the nation. Brick walkways 

stretch under ancient trees and past flowering shrubs throughout campus. Follow the pathways into the University’s early years by taking 

a walking tour of its oldest and most historic sites. This tour will guide us from the Visitors’ Center through the heart of campus as we step into the history of the 

nation’s first public university. With a wealth of knowledge of all things Carolina, our enthusiastic tour guide will lead the way sharing history, stories, legends, 

lore and landmarks along the way. 

Date: Wednesday, August J.4 (9:00-10:30am) 

Start: Visitors Center (250 East Franklin Street) 

Athletics Campus Tour 

Athletics Department Facilities Staff and/or Rams Club Personnel 

Staff members from Facilities and!or the Rams Club will guide us around to various locations throughout our immediate Athletics Campus and possibly to venues 

slightly more removed from campus. Tour stops will include competition and practice locations, locker rooms, weight rooms, team rooms, academic support 

facilities, sports medicine facilities, museums and memorabilia. They will share information about the construction & renovation, design, (multi-)use, financing, 

history, significant athletic achievements, and possibly some behind-the-scenes insights and access to the assorted venues. 

Date: Wednesday, September 4 

Start: Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Sign-up Here 
Click on the hyperlink above and sign-up on a Google Doc under the appropriate tab (lower left-hand corner of the page) for the tour(s) you would like to attend. 

Click on the hyperlink above to access an interactive version of the map below which contains the starting points of the various campus tours. 



i.~.i cid:image001.png@01CE8AOE 102309B0 



~’0~ 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)ICN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 6,2013 10:35 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

FVV: University’ Of North Carolina Soccer t-shirt order 

From: todd_cooper@mytprint.com [todd_cooper@m,/tprint,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 06, 2013 6:45 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: University Of Notch Carolina Soccer t-shir~ order 

Ans~n - We me offering free shipping to Chapel Hill, flee axtwork, and free set-up for t-shills, sweatshirts, or other gear - on top of our awesome prices. Can we get 
yon a qnote? We have some Soccer !:i::..:!: .:.:::. :! if you need help coming up with a design, or our art department can help you create your design. 

I’m confident you’ll find we’re easy to work with, attentive, and provide a quick turnaroun! *(10 - 15 days). 

We have white t-shirts with a I color print are $2.75 @ 500+ pieces, $3.25 @ 144+ pieces, $3.50 @ 72+, and ,~;4.50 @ 36+. *p~;ase note: ~rov s~rts are ,~0 more. and 
colored sMrts $! more Additional pFint colors and ,olus sizes cost more. See more ::::::::.i: i ::.:: we oilbr a~ld ::.:ii::. i :::~ :.:: i::::~ :. :::. 

]fSest Price PoI~cy: Have a lower price? Let us know, we’ll do our best to beat it. 

Patg;ages: We oiler a va~ety of ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: for your te~n, and we can put a custom package together for you. 

Please let us know how we can help - Todd Cooper & the My T Print staff. 

503,548,7216 

0950 S~",# Fitti’, S~reet, Suit8 260 

Beaver?on, OR 970’05 

If you don’1 ever want us to email you again: i:: :: :....:.. ::::::::::::::::::::: ::ii ::.::: ::: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 9:38 PM 

~cuemaJl.net 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women?s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
\*~te,*zta rheelblue.com 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:45 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I am an entering grade student in I play club soccer and will be playing 

your expectations for student athletes. I am a member of the 

this spring. I would like to leazn more about 

£[i..c_k__thi..sji__n.._k._.t_0.___s_._e__e___t_n_> Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:40 PM 

~gma:il.com> 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: www.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net!colleges!athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sial =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women?s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:39 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Player Interest 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

My name is. and I am writing to express interest in the University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer program. After attending the UNCGSC team camp as a rising 
grader I wanted to pursue playing on the UNC Women’s Soccer team. Last week, I attended the UNCGSC College Bound Players 

Academy as an                 in high school. It was a challenging experience and I loved every minute of it. 
As an it was an amazing opportunity to challenge a current UNC player to play along side and 

and in front of you as well as other UNC coaches. While at camp, my team 
. In the I-soccer drills, I consistently ranked in each of the drills. 

I currently play for I played several years for 

I challenge myself inside the classroom as well. As an I am taking the most challenging academic schedule that is available. I have already completed 

I look forward to camp next summer as well as watching the UNC Women’s Soccer team play this fall. 

Sincerely, 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

EW: Player Interest 

I emailed her the "can’t write email" already. 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t:t:39 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" RE: Player Interest 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

My name is and I am writing to express interest in the University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer program. After attending the UNCGSC team camp as a rising 
I wanted to pursue playing on the UNC Women’s Soccer team. Last week, I attended the UNCGSC College Bound Players 

Academy as an                 in high school. It was a challenging experience and I loved every minute of it. 
As an it was an amazing opportunity to challenge a current UNC player and to play along side ~ and 

and in front of you as well as other UNC coaches. While at camp, my team 
In the I-soccer drills, I consistently ranked in each of the drills. 

I currently play for I played several years for 

I challenge myself inside the classroom as well. As an I am taking the most challenging academic schedule that is available. I have already completed 

I look fonNard to camp next summer as well as watching the UNC Women’s Soccer team play this fall. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:44 PM 

~verizon.net:~ 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: www.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv,com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body,html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach,net!colleges!athlete_webform,as p?oid =118&sial =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women?s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: @verizon,net] 
Sent; Wednesday, :t:28 PH 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject; Interest in your program 

Hello Coach, 

My name is and I’m currently a Starting in 

I am very interested in playing college soccer and I think that your program fits me. 

I will be a 

I want to tell you a little bit about myself 

who will finish with AP and honor classes. 

I am a very driven and hard working athlete who is hoping for th~ opportunity to play collegiate soccer. I am also a top student, 

I am attaching two things. First, is my soccer resume giving you the history of my career. Second, is a short video of game highlights. 

I m hoping you can give me a chance because I know l won’t disappoint you. I will try and call you in the next week in order to ask you questions regarding your program. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

EW: Interes~t in your program 

Soccer Resmne..docx 

emailed her the "can’t write" letter as well. 

From; @verizon.net] 
Sent-" Wednesday, :t: 28 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Interest in your program 

Hello Coach, 
My name is and I’m currently a 

I am very interested in playing college soccer and I think that your program fits me. 

I want to tell you a little bit about myself. 

who will finish with AP and honor classes 

I am a very driven and hard working athlete who is hoping for the opportunity to play collegiate soccer. I am also a top student, 

I am attaching two things First, is my soccer resume giving you the history of my career Second, is a short video of game highlights 

I m hoping you can give me a chance because I know l won’t disappoint you I will try and call you in the next week in order to ask you questions regarding your program. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 7, 2013 9:50 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women?s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:47 PM 
To: Dorrance, AlbeCc A ~V 

Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I am a rising In addition to playing ttigh School soccer in the spring, I 

compete in the 

’][’his seasou, our team will be playing numerous league gaanes as well as toumaanents~ including upco~ning tournaments in                         m~d 

Once each schedule is posted, I will forward along in the event that you will be able to attend. 

While early in the process, I am ve~ interested in Universib" of North Carolina for both the academics and athletics and look fora,ard to learning more over the next 

few yeaxs. If you are able to attend a~ay of my ga~es, please let the know as I would enjoy meeling you. 
Thank you, 

@gmaJ4 .corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 12:30 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

FW: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

Tom, 

What do you think - day before the Notre Dame game. Can you let her know if this works? 

Thank you! 

Jason 

From: Mangili, Lauren M 

Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 10:27 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Campus Rec Kids ROCK 

Good morning, 
I am working on putting together the dates for the fall 2013 Kids ROCK (Recreational Opportunities for Carolina Kids) program and I was wondering if your team would be 

available lOAM- 12PM, Saturday, September 14th (location: Hooker Fields), 
The following is a description of the past event== 
"Strap on those cleats for our always spectacular Women’s Varsity Soccer Team and a fun morning of drills, skills, thrills and probably some spills. Great opportunity for 
autograph collectors!" 
Please let me know at your earliest convenience. If this date does not work, we would be happy to go with another Saturday. It is best if this is not on a home football 
Saturday. 
Thank you in advance, 
Lauren Mangili 

Lauren Mangili, Associate Direc[or 

Campus Recrea[ion, CB 8610 
201 Stude~t Recreation Ce~[er 
UNC-Chape~ H~I 
Chape~ Hi~ NC 27599-8610 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, ~_2:32 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

FW: 

T did not respond. Not sure what grad year she is and thought you may already have her in acs? 

Jason 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:39 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello Mr. Dorrance 

I know an important pa~t of being recruited is having coaches watch you play. Untbrtunately, I wasn’t able to attend many summer camps. Below is my club season 

schedule. My temn will also be participating in other tournaments listed below that do not have a~ otticial schedule oat yet. I hope you cm~ l~nd the time to watch me 

play. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~kYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday,              3:08 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

check me out! 

Thank you for your interest in UNC. Unfortunately we have allocated all our scholarship money for your class and wanted to let you know as soon as possible so that you may 

take advantage of all the other opportunities that are out there for you. 
Good luck in your collegiate career! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Women?s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducat 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

From: ~yahoo.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 2:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: check me out! 

Dear coach Dorrance, 

Hello, my name is I play but i can play as well. 

am and i think i would make a good fit to your team! i am highly interested in becoming a Tar Heel, for academics and for soccer. I 

attached my player profile and here is the link to my highlight reel: 

I hope you can watch it and tell me what you think! Thanks so much and if you have any questions or 
need an email from my coach, just ask! I think you will like me and i really want this so bad! 
Thanks again. 

class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 4:07 PM 

@~mc.edu 

Van Sai’e .ty Video 

I watched the van safety video. Thanks for staying on top ofthat! 

Have a good day, 

Anson 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar(a)unc.edu> 

I was assuming you’ve been in contact with her. I did not respond yet, but will if you’d like. Interesting email flair!? 

Jason 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:02 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi my Coach of the Year Dorrance, 

Yes, that’s right! 

It was an EPIC weekend of DOMINANCE at OMG! Our team came together like never before! It was true TEAM effort! Everybody stepped up; 

everybo@ gave 110%; and everybody delivered! As for my pefl’ormance, yon know I’m my own ha:rshefft critic, and I’m NEVER satisfied with my play. But I LOVE 

to play on the biggest stage! Once again, I felt like I was in the %one". I liked how dangerous I was all weekend! It aJl seemed to be in slow motion. It was like I was 1 

step faster than those °’orange cone" defenders. Lol’. I’m just kidding’. The competition was amazing! 

You know I’ve been working EXTREMELY ha~l on consistent play at the highest level and I feel like I achieved that this weekend. I kept the defense offbaJance and 

honefft by mixing Distribution (hi efficiency with over 94% of my passes completed), with IndividuaJ l-v- 1 Threats (I had several very good tries; 

, and eqnaJ doses of Left & Right Directional Exploits. 

I’ve worked soooo hard to use my "superior" (haha) quickness, breakaway speed and Soccer IQ, at being a @nmnic attacker, and creating/setting up lvl’s on the 

flank. I was ve~ aggressive ruth the ball at my t~et. I patiently (kinda, haha!), yet relentlessly stretched, pressed and probed the detbnse, and combined very well ruth 

my teammates to advance into the        I’m very pleased with my movement off the bail, as well. I was all aIx~ut consent movement! I made run aIler run, and 

stayed open and available as an ofl~nsive threat. And on detbnse, I was "in the jer~y" of my Mark with physicality. I know I perform well when I have thn, and I had 

BIG thn on the Pitch this weekend! 

OMG there were literally dozens of Coaches at Surf, and yes rm receiving a high volume of attention from Universities across the country. But again, I want to make it 

absolutely cle~y, I’d love to play soccer for you, and bring             flava to the Heels Pitch and your Futbol family! It’s time to COMMrF’. ;-) 

Thank yon soooo much for ~eading my emails and making lil’ole me your #1 2014 recruit! ;-) 

GAME ON! 

Go Heels! 

My complete Match schedule is: 



Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:33 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

FW: Player Interest 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, .11:39 AlVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Player Interest 
Dear Coach Dorrance: 
My name is,         and I am writing to express interest in the University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer program. After attending the UNCGSC team camp as a rising 

I wanted to pursue playing on the UNC Women’s Soccer team. Last week, I attended the 
Academy as an                 in high school. It was a challenging experience and I loved every minute of it. 

As an it was an amazing opportunity to challenge a current UNC player and to play along side and 
and in front of you as well as other UNC coaches. While at camp, my team 

In the I-soccer drills, I consistently ranked in each of the drills. 

currently play for I played several years for 

I challenge myself inside the classroom as well. As an I am taking the most challenging academic schedule that is available. I have already completed 

I look forward to camp next summer as well as watching the UNC Women’s Soccer team play this fall. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:35 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

~nsn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~)gmail.com) 

I~NV: UNC Student-Athlete Travel Release Policy 

Student-Athlete Travel Release.doc 

Make sure we t:oflow this!! Thank 

I=rom: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, ~     ,     2::12 PM 
To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc-" Pogge, Paul; Ille, Vince; Cunningham, Bubba; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Kirschner, Steve; Gwaltney, Clint; Montgomery, John R; IVlarkos, Lance M; Timmermans, 
Tom; 
Subject: UNC Student-Athlete Travel Release Policy 

As you all begin the new academic year, we wanted to make you aware of an updated Department of Athletics policy regarding student-athlete travel from away 

competition, 

(~enerally, all team members must travel to and from each away event or compet}tmn with their teammaLes and must stay w}Lh Lhe team at a~;signed b:)dgings. Any 

student--athlete w~shing Lo make transportation or lodging arrangements separate from the rest of the Learn during any team trave~ must subnl~L to the head coach 

in advance Lhe appropriate form signed By both the student-.athfete and their parent. If the head coach approves of the separate arrangemenL(s), the form wflf be 

sent to the Primary Sport Admh~strator for approval The completed form must then be sent to the Department of Athletics Compliance Office. All approvals 

be granted ~n wrkh~g prior to any student-atMete travelh~g or ~odgh~g separate from the rest of the team during team travel. 

The form has been attached for your use. Such [orms, once completed, wfl~ be retah~ed ~n the studef}L-ath~ete’s [~e in Lhe AtMeL~cs Compliance Office. As ~s stated 

above, no student-atMete shouh~ be a~lowed to utilize separsLe k)dg~ng or travel arrangements w~thouL your receipt of wdLLen approva~ wMch will be provided 

emaik If a student-athlete’s travel request is an emergency or t~me sensitive, please contact your sport program administrator directly and they w~fl work 

cooperat{vely with Compliance to make a~y necessary arrangements. 

We will communicate this pol{cg to your student-athletes at o~Jr anm~a~ squad meetings which are scheduled to occur over the next two weeks. ~t will a~so be 

included ~n the UNC Student.-Athlete Handboo~ which wfl~ be d~stfibuted to your sLudent-.athletes prior to the start of the semester. 

Please ~et me know if you have any questi.:)[)s or cof}cerns. 

Thank you~ 

Mariefle 

Mariel~e A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University o[ North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (959) 962--6~32 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



University of North Carolina 

Student-Athlete Travel Release 

Spot: Event/Opponent: Date(s) of travel: 

I, (Print Name) 

intercollegiate (Print Sport Name) 

Travel). 

(Print Date of Departure) 

, am a member of the University, of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

team, which is scheduled to travel from (Print Starting Point of 

to (Priut End Destination of Travel). on 

making the following stops: (Print any Stopping Points) 

The team is scheduled to leave (Print Final Departure Location) 

and return to (Print Final Destination Name) on (Priut Return Date). 

I will not be (Circle One or Both: Traveling/Lodging) with the team on (date) due to 

Instead of accompanying the team, I intend to have the :following (Circle One or Both: Traveling/Lodging) arrangemeuts: (Please 
Describe) 

I understand that when I am not traveling or lodging with the team, I am not covered by any University" of North Carolina at 

Chapel Hill’s travel insurance. I understand the risks of traveling domestically and internationally without such coverage and I 

agree to assume such risks. I therefore release the Board of Trustees of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill including its Department of Athletics, and officers, agents, representatives and 

employees of these entities from any and all claims, costs, or expenses of any kind arising out of, or in any way connected with, 

lny travel or lodging separate from the team. 

Signature of Student-Athlete Date 

Parent Signature Date 

Coach Date 

Primary Sport Administrator Approval Date 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 4:40 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Your Suggestion ,- Follow-Up 

Thank 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A, 
Sent: Wednesday, August 07, 2013 4:39 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Your Suggestion ~ Follow-Up 
Anson ~- just a FYI ~ Steve Kirsclmer has spoken to some of the people in the University about your idea regarding representation on the readers’ pa~ael. 

Tha~ks, 

La~’y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:41 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

5:45 PM 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I am aJ~ entering 

your expectations for student athletes. 

@cuemail.net] 

I play club soccer and roll be playing this spring. I would like to learn more about 

:": removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my_. Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:43 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

FW: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

From: Coachboland@ncsasports.org [mailto:Coachboland@ncsasports.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:25 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

Not a match? Update your email preferences .h_e__r_.e_., 

Mike Boland 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

$455 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 8883336846 I Cell:              I Fax: 352-624-7405 
._C__o___a__@__b__9_j__a__n___d__@___n__c__s__a_s_#___q_r__t_s_~_~ I b_t__t_#_z~/Z__w____w___w__=_n__c___s__a__s_#____o__r_t__s_:__o__r£r 

NCSA Blog: _h__t__t£j]_£_b_[_o_A:__n__c__s__a__s_I2__o__r__t__s_:_o__r_g~ 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any use, 

copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

removed by 
sender. 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 4:58 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gma~l.com> 

l~W: check ~ne out! 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:20 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Re: check me out! 

Thin,ks for responding ~d letting me know! I just have one question: do you tl~ink I cm~ get recruited so late in the process like this? 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On at 12:08 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Thank you for your interest in UNC. Unfortunately we have allocated all our scholarship money for your class and wanted to let you know as soon as possible so 
that you may take advantage of all the other opportunities that are out there for you. 
Good luck in your collegiate career! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Women?s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducat 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

From: @yahoo.coml 
Sent-" Thursday, 2:22 PM 
To." Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: check me out! 

Dear coach Dorrance, 

Hello, my name is I play but i can play 
as well. i am and i think i would make a good fit to your team! i am highly interested in becoming a Tar Heel, for 

academics and for soccer. I attached my player profile and here is the link to my highlight reel: 

I hope you can watch it and tell me what you lhink! Thanks so much and if you have any 
questions or need an email from my coach, just ask! I think you will like me and i really 
want this so bad! 
Thanks again. 

class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 5:03 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Youtl~ Soccer Insider: Nature vs. Nm~re: ’The Sports Gene’ search mostly sldps soccer 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 3:34 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Insider: Nature vs. Nurture: ’The Sports Gene’ search mostly skips soccer 

removed by 

remov’ed by 

thursday, Aug. 8, 2013 >~:~ Image 
removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

Nature vs. Nurture" ’The Sports Gene’ search 
mostly skips soccer 

~hare Thi: 

By Mike Woitalla 

David Epstein’s book, ’q’he Sports Gene: Inside the Science of Extraordinary Athletic Performance "is a 

fascinating look into scientific attempts to gauge "nature vs. nurture" in sports. 

its Malcolm Gladwell-esque approach makes it entertaining while thought-provoking = and on the way 

does a nice job exposing the "10,000 Hours Rule" myth, which was born from a study of 30 violinists but 

"has become embedded in the world of athlete development and an impetus for starting children early in 

hard training." 

’q’he broad truth is that nature and nurture are so interlaced in any realm of athletic performance that the 

answer is always: it’s both," writes Epstein. "But that is not a satisfactory endpoint in science. Science 

must ask, ’How, specifically, might nature and nurture be at work here?’ and ’How much does each 

contribute?’ 

removed by 

sender. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

The 352-page book mentions soccer mostly in passing, eg: middle-distance runner Andrew Wheating was discovered on the 

soccer field. 

Only two of the many studies Epstein cites include soccer players. 

Danish physiologist and muscle-fiber expert Jesper Anderson was ’%~exed" by soccer, because Danish pros have fewer fast- 

twitch fibers than an average person on the street. 

The University of Groningen in the Netherlands tested youth players, tracked who made it to the pros, and concluded from 

shuttle-sprint tests that, ’"fou need a minimum speed." 

I’m not surprised that soccer doesn’t play a bigger role in the book, because the sport requires such a complex combination of 

skills. 

The Dutch study prompted the notion that some of the traits that help predict the future pros are behavioral, such as taking 

responsibility for practicing better. 

"We see already when we first test them at the age of 12," says Groningen’s Marije Elferink-Gemser, "that they are the 

players who will go up and ask the trainer, ’Why should I do this?’ if they don’t agree with the training/’ 

(David Epstein’s Interview (NPR’s Fresh Air): "Talent Or Skill?: Hom#~.q la On "The Elusive Sports Gene") 

(Mike Woitatia, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Ttian Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youti~ soccer articles are at~tiived at Youti~SoccerFun.com.) 



Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
Thursday, Aug. 6, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 5:07 PM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

B.J. Snow <bsnow@ATHLETICS.UCLA.EDU >; damon.nahas@caslnc.com 

I~NV: Youth Soccer Insider: Nature vs. Nurture: ’The Sports Gene’ search mostly skips soccer 

Matt, 

What do you think? 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 

Sent; Thursday, August 08, 2013 3:34 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" Youth Soccer Insider: Nature vs. Nurture: ’The Sports Gene’ search mostly skips soccer 

removed by 
sender¯ 

removed by 
sender¯ 
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tweet This 

Nature vs. Nurture" ’The Sports Gene’ search 
mostly skips soccer 

~hare Thi 

By Mike Woitalla 

David Epstein’s book, ’q’he Sports Gene: Inside the Science of Extraordinary Athletic Performance "is a 

fascinating look into scientific attempts to gauge "nature vs. nurture" in sports. 

Its Malcolm Gladwell-esque approach makes it entertaining while thought-provoking - and on the way 

does a nice job exposing the "10,000 Hours Rule" myth, which was born from a study of 30 violinists but 

"has become embedded in the world of athlete development and an impetus for starting children early in 

hard training." 

’q’he broad truth is that nature and nurture are so interlaced in any t~alm of athletic performance that the 

answer is always: it’s both," writes Epstein. "But that is not a satisfactory endpoint in science. Science 

must ask, ’How, specifically, might nature and nurture be at work here?’ and ’How much does each 

contribute?’ 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

....... removed by 
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The 352-page book mentions soccer mostly in passing, eg: middle-distance runner Andrew Wheating was discovered on the 

soccer field. 

Only two of the many studies Epstein cites include soccer players. 

Danish physiologist and muscle-fiber expert Jesper Anderson was %’exed" by soccer, because Danish pros have fewer fast- 

twitch fibers than an average person on the street. 

The University of Groningen in the Netherlands tested youth players, tracked who made it to the pros, and concluded from 

shuttle-sprint tests that, ’"fou need a minimum speed." 

I’m not surprised that soccer doesn’t play a bigger role in the book, because the sport requires such a complex combination of 

skills. 

The Dutch study prompted the notion that some of the traits that help predict the future pros are behavioral, such as taking 

responsibility for practicing better. 

"We see already when we first test them at the age of 12," says Groningen’s Marije Elferink-Gemser, "that they are the 

players who will go up and ask the trainer, ’Why should I do this?’ if they don’t agree with the training." 

(David Epstein’s Inten/iew (NPR’s Fresh Air): "Talent Or Skill?: Homing In On "The Elusive Sports Gene") 



(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.cj. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Thursday, Aug. 8, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

i~i Image 

...... ~moved by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 5:08 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

EW: Confimfing your subscription to the Be~mettR~k e~nafil list 

Jason, 

Can you do all this for me? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: BelmettRank [mailto:Editor@BermettRank.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 4:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ConfttTaing your subscription to the BennettRank email hst 

Thanks for joining the BennettRank email list! 

To confirm your subscription, please click this link or paste it into your browser: 

https://youra~encg e2ma.net/app2/audience/opt in/confirm/1731392/1720063/3 59422719i?v a 

To ensure proper deliver,), of our future emails, take a moment now and add our emai[ address - Editor@BennettRank corn - to your address book, trusted sender list, or compaW white list 

And if you’d like to update your email preferences, use this link: 

https:/ /v oura~encv, e2ma net/app2/audienceisignupi1731392/1720063/3 59422719i?v a 

If you do not wish to receive our emails, or this email has reached you in error, please click or copy and paste this link in your browser window to remove yourself from our list: 
http://e2.ma/signup/optout/th5 ab/pmy97f/i 8dbb? 
r a~[~[l~()c}]~/I61~y95b3 V,~Y~dlb~nNSI~ml~;r’~’hWI~ub~n’VOI~21;~’cI)I~’¥XVka~Wu¥2J~’b3B0~91 d(;8×N~l~\@~’~,zE3 Mi~k~’Ni~d~’MzUSNI)Iy N~5~,~2P~; 

Thanks, and welcome! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 8, 2013 5:21 PM 

.la~n Sisneros .~gma~l.com> 

ILS: I:~,V: Confirming your subscription to the BennettRank email list 

From-" Jason Sisneros               @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 08, 2013 5:16 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Re: FW: Confirming your subscription to the BennettRank email list 

Did it :) Sons~, now that we will use the "fi~rward a~d delete method" 

we shouldn’t have too many cross ups. 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Thu, Aug 8~ 2013 at 5:08 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV < ~a~son(a)emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Jason, 

you do all this for me? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: BennettRank [mailto:Editor~BennettRank.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 4:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Confirming your sub~ription to the BennettRank email list 

Thanks lbr joining the BennettRank email liszt! 

To confirm your subscription, please click this link or paste it into your browser: 

To ensure proper delive~ of our furore emails, take a moment now and add our email address - Edito~r-~Bera~ettRank.com - to your address book, trusted sender list, 

or company white lis¢. 

And if you’d like to update your email preferences, use this link: 

hltps://youragency.e2ma.ne~’app2iaudience/signup/1731392i1720063i3 59422719/?w=a 

If you do not rash to receive our emails, or this email has reached you in error, please click or coW and paste this link in your browser window to remove yourself 
frown our list 

_r:____a__t_i!__R__0__c_’_t_i!__l}_~___6__I__~:9__5__b__=3____V_~:Z~ 
~__d__!__b_ Ln_N_ _5__I_ ~ _r_~3 _[- J__.~:_b_W__!~_u_b__g~__Z!!_I_~_2__!:i~:c__[__)__I__2~~_ _X_ __V_ _k__~_~)~___V_~_~_ .~.~.2..I..~J5~..b.)!3.(.!~)..~.~.d.~.C..‘~.8.:.x~N..~.N..~.~.z.~.k.~:I.~.I.~3.~.N..~ A S~Ni N~:~ ~ _J_5_N__!_ 2!?/N zE 5~ z92ParE 

Thanks, and welcome! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: 

Hello coach, I’m ~eally glad to share ruth you this new~ I’m selected to                      camp from 

I’m really excited and I’tn worldng so haiti because I wanna be a north Caroline player the next year 

Thank you I sent to you sotne videos of the camp 

Click this link to see my Profile ~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 11:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: 

No doubt. 

Jason 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Let’s talk to 

011 

5:25 plVl 

abom this gift 

at 5:21 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aJl~n@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:18 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello coach, I’m really glad to share with you this news, I’m selected to                      camp from 
I’m really excited and I’m working ~ haxd because I wanna be a north Caroline player the next year 
Thank you I sent to you some videos of the cmnp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:31 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

FW: Your     UNC Goal Keeper -            Update 

From @gmail.com] 
Sent," Friday, August 09, 2013 9:41 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: ~gmail.com; 
Subject; Your UNC Goal Keeper - : Update 

Hello Coach Dorrance! Iwanted to give you a quick update as we near the end of summer and I begin my 

My summer recap 

and get full into club season. 

Camps Attending 

Tourney 

Volunteering 

Notes 

1. I will post a link to my club teams’ schedules when I have them in a few weeks. 

2. We will have more video soon and I will give you an update with that as well. 

It has been a GREAT summer thus far!! 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 10:33 AM 

@gmail.com> 

l~E: My Trip to NCU 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
~vw.ta rheelblue.com 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: MyTrip to NCU 

11:38 PM 

@gmail.com] 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I am a I scored a on my ACT and am striving for that perfect 

before I graduate (although a would be nice) ! I aspire to be a collegiate athlete and hope to play soccer once I graduate. I play club soccer tbr, 

I am an player mostly sometimes depending "the tbrmafion we run. I am interested in your university and 
wanted to get in touch and let you know a lirtle bit about my~lfbecau~ I will be touring your campus sometime between                Hopefully we can schedule 
an infonna2l meeting so I can introduce myself and learn morn about your program, rm not familiar with the regulations of your universi~ for contacling high school 
students (everyone’s different), so I understand completely if you can’t provide me with a direct reply. I’ll be calling the Women’s Soccer Depa~ment soon to get morn 
information. Hope to hear from you! 

Thanks, 

Go Heel!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:44 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJl.com> 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Friday, 12:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Co: Ducar, Chris; @art.net 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance. 
I just wanted to share with you some good news and provide you an update with my soccer progress. I will be attending the 

again this upcoming weekend in 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 9, 2013 6:47 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Student-Athlete Development Pmgra~ming 

SA Workshop Schedule Fall 13.docx 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Thursday, August 08, 2013 7:25 PM 

To: UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
�::¢: UNCAA-Senior Staff 
Subject: Student-Athlete Development Programming 

Coaches, 

Attached you will find a schedule of Student Athlete Development activities for the Fall 2013. Please mark Monday, August 21,th on your calendars our annual 

Welcome Back Picnic will begin at 6prn in ti~e Eddie Smith Field House k)ilowed by the first Carolina CREED (first y~:ars only) Meeting of the year. 

We will star~ a mandatory sophomore Financial Education Program in cor;unction with Wells Fargo this Fall. There will be three meetings (once a month) in the Fall 

one hour each sesslOq. 

Please ~eel free to contact me and let me know ifyou have any questions. 

1 hanks, 

Cricket 



STUDENT-ATHLETE DEVELOPMENT 
Workshop Schedule for Fall 2013 

Date Day Group Time Location Comments 

g141~ Wednesday Carolina Outreach 7:00-8:00pro Concourse Club, Loudermilk 
9/0gi~B Monday Financial Education Introduc~ion TBD Concourse Club, Loudermilk Sophomores 

9/~8/~3 Wednesday SAAC 7:00-8:30pm Concourse Club, Loudermilk 

9/23/~3 blonday Financial Education #~ (Sophomores) 6:00-8:00pm Concourse Club, Loudermilk    Wells Fargo Bank 

11/4/3.3 Monday CREED 7:00-8:00pm Concourse Club, Loudermilk 

11/6/13 Wednesday Carolina Outreach 7:00-8:00pm Concourse Club, Loudermilk 

11/18/13 Monday Financial Education #3 (Sophomores) 6:00-8:00pm Concourse Club, Loudermilk Wells Fargo Bank 

11/20/13 Wednesday SAAC 7:00-8:30pm Concourse Club, Loudermilk 

11/2:14’13 Thursday CREED Mentors 7:00-8:00pm Concourse Club, Loudermilk 

Additional Sessions 

Season Session Topic Complete Target 

Fall OneACT Bystander Intervention Training By End of Semester All teams 

* 3-ophomorm win be target oft:)7?anc/L~l Educat/bn howewr sessvbn opened to a//student at/7/etes, http.?~’youcanplay, oroj~ckorg/http.?~’heedoms-ounds-.ofgl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:47 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJl.com> 

F~om: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach, 
My name is We’re currently ranked the 

club in the country. This upcoming season we will be attending many events such as . I 
am a rising and I’m personally ranked in the nation (all positions), in the nation in the region and in 
the state of I attended I recently attended the 

this past    . I’m very interested in coming to University of North Carolina and would greatly appreciate if you 
could attend some of my games this upcoming season~ 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:48 PM 

@aol.com> 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: www.unc,edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http:!/tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secure.assistantcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.asp?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:!!ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
vwwv.tarheelblue.com 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 4:38 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach, 

My name is We’re currently ranked the 

club in the country. This upcoming season we will be attending many events such as I 
am a rising and I’m personally ranked in the nation (all positions), in the nation in the region and in 
the state of I attended I recently attended the 

this past I’m very interested in coming to University of North Carolina and would greatly appreciate if you 
could attend some of my games this upcoming season. 

Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

From: @roadrunner.com] 
Sent: Friday, 2::1:~ PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I would like to keep you updated on my soccer schedule and results. Attached is a link to the 
that my club team                 played in and finished as champions. We only allowed 1 goal against us for the 

tournament. I will keep you posted on the results of our tournaments and season. The weekend of               I will be 
participating in the                                         My schedule is below. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 6:50 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyoun@unc.edu~ ;        @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~)gmail.com); pacman@) uncaa.unc.edu 

I:W: Activib" 

Sept 2013.doc 

What do you think? 

From: .mailto: FFmanager@nzfootball.co.nz] 

Sent: Friday, August 09, 20:t3:12::t:t AN 

T~-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Hc-" Sander, Thomas .1; Intl - KB - UNC A¢ - Bill Palladino - ~aol.com 

Subject-" NZ Football Ferns 20:1.3 Activity 

Hi, 
Please find attached a letter outlining the NZ Football Ferns activity for September and October 2013. 

Kind Regards, 

www.nzfootbalLco.nz f www.tw~tter.comiNZ Footbal[ I www.facebook.comifootbaUferns 

This email has been scrubbed for your protection by SMX. For more information visit smxemail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 6:59 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: US Youth Top 10, WNT Player Ratings, College Conference Previews 

Sign me up to be a premier member.., thm~k you!!! 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:news@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent-" Friday, August 09, 2013 8:34 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: US Youth Top 10, WNT Player Ratings, College Conference Previews 

US Youth Fop 100, WNT Player P, atings, College Conference Previews 

iiiiiiiiii ii~n Thursday, there 
i~i~i i were a handful of players that ha~e 

Premier 

:::::: ,’~ Image removed by sender, boys and girls club soccer :: 

~ iiiii ....... players college soccer recruiting guide i showings for the U.S. U20 WNT. 

US YOUTH TOP :[0 BOYS 

iiiii ~ from around the country competed in the US 

~ 

~~r National Championships. 

~ 
outh Nationals Top ~0 G~rls 

B:/:G ::[2 BA"FTU   

regular season championship last year. Who 
will take them down? Previewing the 
upcoming Big 12 season. 



You know what time it is. Top 5 goals of the 
__w____e__e____k_:______W_J3_j__c__h____Ls____y_9_~ Lr____L_q p___p_j__c____k_Z 

Ronaldo vs, Ronaldinho in a free kick battle 
~-8T-~-~i-~---:~-~-~-;T-i-i~-%---~i-~-~--~-g---~-i~-~;~;-~---:~---~-i-~i-~-:- ........... 









F~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, August 9, 2013 7:16 PM 

~gmaJl.com 

S~eett, Shelly ~sj green@email.unc.edu> 

I was ve~" impressed!’. 

You and        should write a book about what you eat and how you train and sell it. You will make millions. 

You guys are VERY impressive!!! 

Come by my office sometime. I have something for you. 

All the best!! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 9, 2013 7:20 PM 

Streetl, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

@gmail.com 

I~NV: Met coach Donance 

Shelly, 

I want to give this girl a book (The Man Watching) .. please have me sign it for her!t 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 

Sent: Friday, August 09, 2013 2:50 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: FW: Met coach Dorrance 

FYI. 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 office 

cell 

On 8/9/13 2:45 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

>Good afternoon Mr Lohse, 
> 
>I just had the forttme to meet Coach Dorrance at krNCs track outside the 
>soccer offices. He was extremely complimentaly of myself and my 
>girlfriend as we were working out in the heat. He asked us what our 
>bo@ fat percentages were. Pretty funny. 
> 

> 

>I realize he is a very busy rnan but if he could find the tirne to 
>possibly shoot her an email it would mean the world to her. Her email 
>address is @gmail.corn. Thanks. Go Heels 
> 

>Sent fiorn tW iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

IfW: REQUEST A SPOT ON YOUR TEAM 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

HELLO COACH IM 

IM PLAYING WITH 

@hotmail.com] 
10:59 PM 

REQUESTA SPOT ON YOUR TEAM 

MY DREAMS ALWAYS BE ATHAR HELL, IM PLAY SOCCER SINCE 5 YEAR AGO, 

AND IM IN THE POOL FOR THE 

I PLAYED THE 

IMPLAY THE 

IM PLAYING RIGTH NOW WITH 

RIGHT FOOTER, BUT WITH A DECENT LEFT FOOT 

AND IM VERY INTERISTING IN PLAY WITH THE NORTH CAROLINE UNIVERSITY 

I HAVE A REALLY GOOD IN MY G.P.A. AND GOOD SCORES ON SAT 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 8:35 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Lany A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Duke Tournament 

"Gallo, Jr., I,a~., A." -mthgall~(@unc edu> wrote: 

!M~son & Tom: 
Just double checking....just received the schedule change form for the two games in the Duke Toumm’nent ....... 

1. Both games will be played at Duke (UCLA & W.VA), and the W. VA game will not be at Fetzer, con’ect? 

2. Changes were just in kick-ofttimes for both games, con’ect? 
~ank you, m~d have a good day[ 

Lxccutive Associam I)i~ector of AthJefics 
U~fis e~siU of North Caro]ina a* Cha~[ t ~fl] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 9:32 PM 

Laug, Kyle <klang@unc.edu> 

Re: 2013 Home Broadcast Schedule 

"Laug, Kyle" <klang@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Coach, 

I hope this email finds you well. 

With the release of the ACC’s fall TV schedule yesterday, I want to give you a breakdown of your home broadcasts this season. In addition to the video coverage 

provided as part of the GoHeels.com package, we will be adding a Play-by-Play announcer to the broadcasts this year to enhance our coverage. To that end, if you 

have any former players!managers!etc, that might be interested in providing color analysis for these games, please have them contact me. 

I will be your point of contact for any broadcast-related issues this season, so if you have any questions, please let me know how I can be of any help. 

Thanks, 

Kyle 

Thursday, October 24, 20:13 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 

Sunday, September 0:1, 20:13 

Sunday, October 06, 20:13 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 

Friday, August 30, 20:13 

Sunday, September :15, 20:13 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 

Sunday, October 20, 20:13 

WSOC vs. Clemson 7:00 PM GoHeels.com 

WSOC vs. Duke 7:00 PM ESPN3 

WSOC vs. Kennesaw St. 3:00 PM GoHeels.com 

WSOC vs. Maryland :1:00 PM RSN 

WSOC vs. NC State 7:00 PM ESPN3 

WSOC vs. New Mexico 5:00 PM GoHeels.com 

WSOC vs. Notre Dame J.:O0 PM ESPN3 

WSOC vs. Syracuse 2:00 PM GoHeels.com 

WSOC vs. Virginia :1:00 PM GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, August 10, 2013 10:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: 2013 Home Broadcast Schedule 

Great idea!! 

Ses~f.~"om my VeHzon tl~ireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Is still around? 

On Aug 10, 2013, at 9:30 PM, "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <&!~9.n_~).e__rn_~_i_!_.._t_Ln__c_:_e_..d_ ._a> wrote: 

Ideas? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~l:’ireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2013 Home Broadcast Schedule 

From. La~g, Kyle <klang~ia+uuc.edu~- 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <an~m(a)~email.uuc.edu> 

CC: "Stei ~bacher Rick" <fick(tbu ac edu> "Cleary Kennefl~ Eugene" <kcleary(a)unc.edu> "Palladiuo Geo~. e W" ~Lpallad~no,&mac.edt~; Ducat, Chris 

<ducar(~unc.edu> "Sander Thomas J" <~N.c_.~__r.a_!~_@_u__r_Lc,:.e__d_._t_~- 

Hi Coach, 

I hope this email finds you well. 

With the release of the ACC’s fall TV schedule yesterday, I want to give you a breakdown of your home broadcasts this season. In addition to the video 

coverage provided as part of the GoHeels.com package, we will be adding a Play-by-Play announcer to the broadcasts this year to enhance our 

coverage. To that end, if you have any former players/managers/etc, that might be interested in providing color analysis for these games, please have 

them contact me. 

I will be your point of contact for any broadcast-related issues this season, so if you have any questions, please let me know how I can be of any help. 

Thanks, 

Kyle 

Thursday, October 24, 20:13 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 

Sunday, September 0:2, 2013 

Sunday, October 06, 20:13 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 

Friday, August 30, 2013 

Sunday, September :[5, 20~3 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 

Sunday, October 20, 20:[3 

WSOC vs. Clemson 

WSOC vs. Duke 

WSOC vs. Kennesaw St. 

WSOC vs. Maryland 

WSOC vs. NC State 

WSOC vs. New Mexico 

WSOC vs. Notre Dame 

WSOC vs. Syracuse 

WSOC vs. Virginia 

7:00 PM 

7:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

:l:O0 PM 

7:00 PM 

5:00 PM 

:l:O0 PM 

2:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

GoHeels.com 

ESPN3 

GoHeels.com 

RSN 

ESPN3 

GoHeels.com 

ESPN3 

GoHeels.com 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 12:23 PM 

@gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr~; ~msn.com> 

Re: Determination 

you are working hard and you m~e so much more committed than last fail. You have put yourself in a position to compete to play. Preseason is about competing 

to play. Let the games begin!!! 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Ans, 

I just wanted to let you know that, although I didn’t make the standard for fitness today, I can’t not be proud 
of how much I’ve improved since last f~all. With that said, I want to prove to you that I can make x araount of 120s, cones, or whatever it is you need to see in order for me to get more 
minutes. I’d love your input on what I can be doing between now and the start of the season and even throughout the season. If 1 on 1 sessions with Greg is what I need to do to improve 
my stamina, I will do it. All I know is that I was not at all fit last year but I still gave you 10 qualib" minutes of each half against             and I’d love to do that for you again this fall. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 6:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

docx 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:            @comcast.net 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <auson,~)em~il.uuc.edu> 
CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is            and I am a member of the                soccer club and a varsity starter and captain at 
I am interested in the University of North Carolina because of its academic reputation throughout America and your soccer program. I 

consider myself a very good athlete and a very tactical and technical defender. 

Currently, I plav for the I play, for mv team, and have experience at playing 
I also 

play          for my high school team. 

I have attached my soccer resume listing my GPA       and my other academic and athletic accomplishments. My home phone number is: 
and my cell number is:             My email is:            ~comcast.net 

I am in the process of putting together a video, and I will send you a link to my video as soon as it is prepared. 
As a heads up, I will be at                          and the                                                  so hopefully you will 
be able to see me play. In the meantime, please let me know if you have any questions. 

Because of where I live it is hard to come see a game. I listen to your games via the internet or watch on ESPN. I hope to see you play when I come 
down to play in the                   while I am at 

I look forward to continuing the recruitment process with University of North Carolina. 

Best of luck in your current season! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, August 11, 2013 6:20 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Duke Tournament 

Thank you, my fiiend! 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tlqreIe,~s 4G L)"5 DROLL) 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~fl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Safe travels to the beach today and enjoy the time together-, train well and have fun ..... BE SAFE! 

Lxecutive Associate Director of Athletics 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Saturday, August 10, 2013 8:35 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject: Re: Duke Tournament 

Yes!!’. 

Sen~ from ~ ~ ~’r~zon I~;iire/ess 4( ~ L?~’ DROID 

"Gallo, Jr., Lany A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson & Tom: 
Just double checking....just received the schedule change fown for the two games in the Duke Tournament ....... 

1. Both games will be played at Duke (UCLA & W.VA), and the W. VA game will not be at Fetzer, con’ect? 
2. Changes were just in kick-ofttimes for both games, correct? 

Thank you, and have a good day! 

~Larry Ga~ 

ExecutNe Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 
Unive~i~y ofNoN~ Car~lina at Chat~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC Soccer 

........ Original Message ........ 

S ubject: {YNC Soccer 

From: ,~cuemM.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I hope preseason is going well for you and the team. 

Although I know yon me busy, I was hoping that yon roll have a chance to watch the latest highlight fihn that I made. Attached is the youtube link for the fihn and I have 

also uploaded it to CaptainU. 

I hope we will have a chance to speak this fall and you will get a chance to watch me play in person. 

I mn excited to tbllow your season this Fall and I plan on going to the UNC v. Pittsburgh game on 

Go UNC! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:39 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My naane is and I an~ interested in attending and playing soccer at the UniversiU of North Caxolina. I am a rising 

This is a top private school in       for academics and athletics. Currently, my weighted GPA is 

Currently I play                                                     We are one of the top club temns in the state and the region. We recently won the Region 

1 Premier League and participated in our second Region 1 Championship tournament. 
This thll we will be competing in the                              as well as the                We axe also scheduled to play in the 

I also have been a Inember of my age group’s State team for 4 years. 

I am veu interested in your school because of the combination of acadetnics and athletics. I mn also interested in learning about any upcoming cmnps or ID clinics you 

have scheduled. Would you please send me information about your soccer program’? 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 8:15 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Recruit your college goalkeeper here! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Recruit your college goalkeeper here’. 

From: Eric Wiberg <eandb@charter.net~ 

To: Eric Wiberg <eandb@charter.nel> 

CC: 

And just like that, our 2013 class o] goalkeepers (16 total) is o~ to college. We have placed 60 goalkeepers into college, with 30 

placements at the D1 level...we have keepers placed in the PAC 10, Big 10, Big East, Big Twelve, Horizon League, Mountain 

West, etc. 

In several weeks, we will have completely updated the videos [or almost all o[ the goalkeepers currently on the WWGS website 

at www. wiberqwgs.com, and we will have added many new goalkeepers to the College Prospects page. We will have at least 30 

male and [emale goalkeepers [or the 2014 class alone! What makes these goalkeepers unique is that they are not content just to 

attend numerous great camps/clinics like those under the Camp Shutout umbrella o[ Ston Anderson (Chicago Fire/Wisconsin 

Asst), but almost all o~ these goalkeepers receive consistent, quafity GK training throughout the year. 

We strive to develop quality keepers, and we believe that there are three keys to being a quality keeper.... 1) make every save 

that you should, 2) occasionally be brilliant, and 3) don’t screw up! 

Eric Wiberg 715-340-7643 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 8:16 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:             @sinclink.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

i.~.i Sports in Coll~ge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:53 AM 

Lancaster, Elizabeth <lizlan@emaJd.unc.edu-~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Wotneffs Soccer - Gmne Day Meeling 

Elizabeth, I roll copy To~n and have him set it up. 

Se~tt.~"om my Ver’izort IFire[e,~s 4G L)"E 

"Lancaster, Elizabeth" <lizlan@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I hope the team is having a great time at the beach’. We’re all looking forward to the hotne opener on Friday, August 30th against New Mexico. I hope they’re ready 

for our humidly! 

In the next couple of weeks, could you, Dino, Chris, Tom and I sit down to discuss the 2013 Season? If possible, we’d like a team captain or student-athlete 

representative to join us in our meeting. Once we set a day and time, I’ll invite Lohse, Kevin Robinson, Kyle Lang and Nicole Fava ~o join us. 

Please send me any days and times that work for yon. 

Thanks, 

Elizabeth 
Elizabeth Lancaster 
Assistant Director of Event IVlanagement 

The University of North Carolina 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 9:59 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: LNSC Eclipse at 15-18 at CSA Showcase August 17tlv’l 8th 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: LNSC Eclipse at 15-18 at CSA Showcase August 17th/l 8th 

From: Adam Denton ~yahoo.com> 

To: Adam Denton ~ ~yahoo.com> 

CC: Phillip Poole <ppoole@lakenormansoccer.com>,Jeremy Weeks <jweeks@D~enonnansoccer.com> 

College Coaches 

I hope this email find you well and each of your pre season games are off to a good start. Each of our LNSC U18, U17, U16, and U15 teams will 
be participating in the CSA College Showcase in Charlotte NC on August 17th-18th. All games will be played at Ramblewood Complex, 10200 
Nations Ford Rd, Charlotte, NC. 

All of you should be receiving letters of interest, resumes and schedules from our LNSC players that are interested in your college programs. 
Below is a master schedule for each of our LNSC U15-U18 teams and I hope to see you at the games this upcoming weekend. 

Saturday August 17th 

8:00 
U17 LNSC Eclipse vs CSA ECNL Field 2 
U16 LNSC Eclipse vs CSA ECNL Field 1 

9:30 
U15 LNSC Eclipse vs Concord Fire ECNL Field 8 

12:30 
U18 LNSC Eclipse vs CSA ECNL Field 1 

2:00 
U15 LNSC Eclipse vs CSA Predator Field 2 
U17 LNSC Eclipse vs Concord ECNL Field 1 

3:30 
U16 LNSC Eclipse vs Tophat Field 8 

6:30 
U18 LNSC Eclipse vs SSA Field 1 

Sunday August 18th 

8:00 
U17 LNSC Eclipse vs CSA Predator Field 3 

9:30 
U15 LNSC Eclipse vs CSA ECNL Field 8 
U18 LNSC Eclipse vs Augusta Arsenal Field 1 

1:00 
U16 LNSC Eclipse vs CSA Predator Field 7 

If you have any questions about any player in the LNSC Girls program please be sure to contact me directly at 
adenton@iakenormansoccer,com 

Our team managers will also have team profiles at all the events. 

I hope to see you in Charlotte and safe travels. 
Take Care 
Adam Denton 

Girls Director 
Lake Norman Soccer Club 

Cell 

or at 



704 662 3330- Office 
adenton@lakenormansoccer.com 

www.la kenormansoccer.com 
128 Speedway Lane 
Mooresville, NC 28117 
www.twitter.comila kenormansc 

NOTICE: All information in and attached to the e-mail(s) below may be proprietary, confidential, privileged and otherwise protected from improper 
or erroneous disclosure. If you are not the sender’s intended recipient, you are not authorized to intercept, read, print, retain, copy, forward, or 
disseminate this message. If you have erroneously received this communication, please notify the sender immediately by phone (704-662-3330) 
or by e-mail and destroy all copies of this message (electronic, paper, or otherwise). If you wish to be removed from this E mail database please 
notify the sender immediately by phone (704-662-3330) or by e-mail.Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 9:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My name is .I would love to play collage soccer for your team one day! I have been playing soccer since I was six years old; I love the 

game with all my heaxt. I am years old and I go to I play soccer for and for I generally play 

hn always looking for ways to take the game to the next level. I look forward to meeting or hearing from you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 10:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~ymail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I am very interested in attending the University of North Carolina. I’m going to be entering 

my                                                              In my    high school season last year 
I was Selected and started for the varsity team scoring goals. I Wear shirt number on the 

team. I can play many positions including 
Next season I will be playing on and team. 

I have 
been playing soccer since I was 6 years old and for the past 3 years I have participated in the 
program. I’m sure my past       coaches would place me as one of their top 5 best players on their team. If you 
accepted me to be on your team I would bring vision, strength, explosiveness, technical skills and speed. My 
team is going to be participating in the this weekend, The kick 
off for my games are 9:30am and 2:00pro on and TBD on the I would appreciate it if you would 
consider coming to watch me play and give me some feedback on how you think I played and what kind of player you 
think I am and what kind of player I could be. We will be playing at the 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:06 PM 

Ducar. Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @cuemal.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emal.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I’m writing to let you know that I am veu interested in playing collegiate soccer at UNC. 

I an currently on the                      team. This past summer, as paxt of the     team, my       teammates and I won both the      and 

Right now I an the only person on the team who plays all field positions-                             My jersey number is 

invited to participate in the camp in in . I am currently ra~ked among 

I was also 

I mn interested in studying and I tmderstand that [INC’s 

getlJmg ready to begin nay year at 

I hope you can make it to some of my games tiffs season. 

Sincerely, 

School is among the best in the count~. Currently my GPA is    I am 

Click this link to see my Profile 



FI~Olll~" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris qtucar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: premier league games this weekend 

college showcase 2013 college coaches mesa.xlsx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fw: premier league gaJnes this weekend 

From: @yahoo.com> 

To: Abby Crumpton @yahoo.corn >,Abby Minihan <Aminihm~@uscupstate.edu:>,Amy Kiah <ldahab@woflbrd.edu:>,Andrew Bun 

<Andrew.Bun@furman.edt~g’Domance, Albe~ A IV" <~anson@email.unc.edu>,Ashley Kirk         @yahoo.com>,Ben Sohrabi <bsohmbi@radford.edtC,,Billy 

Lesesne <lesesne@duaa.duke.edu>,Bob Winch <winchrl@citadel.edu>,Bob Winch <Bob.Winch@citadel.edu:>,Brian Purcell <bpurcell@presby.edu>,Brian 

Copham <bcopham@ju.edu>,B .ryan Willie:ms <willimnsgb@rni.edu>,Chad Miller <millerc@email.wcu.edtc,,Chris Ne~J <cne~J3@elon.edu>,C1Eisti Rostin 

<cros~in@csuniv.edu>,Dmren Ambrose ~<lvambros@pobox.upenn.edn>,Domenic Maztelli <athdam@langate.gsu.e&~>,Eddie Radwanski 

<eradwan@clemson.edu~.Eric Tenill <etemll@csuniv.edu>,Greg Ashton <grashton@davidson.edu>,Hallie Brigg <briggslun@appstate.edu>,Heather Henson 

<hensonha@mail.etsn.edu;gAMES SMITH <SMITHJR5@mailbox.sc.edu>,Jamie Smith <SmithJR5@gwm.sc.edu>,Jamie Stewart <stewartj4@citadel.e&~>,Jamie 

Stewart --gmnie.Stewa~citadel.edu~ ~iefe~@clemson.edu, Jefe~ Robbins <jefery@clemson.edu>,Jessica Celi <wsocce@liberb,.edu>,Jodie Smifl~ 

<jodiesmith@alasn.edu>,Joel Person <jper~n@fmaion.edu>,John Cullen <jcullen@uncc.edu>,John Lipsi~ <jonlipsi~z@uky.edu%Julie OrlowskJ 

<jodowsk@stetson.edn%Kevin Ke~medy <kkennedy@georgiasouthem.edu%Kevin Mounce <kmJonnce@gardner-webb.edu%Linda Hamilton 

<linda.hamilton@unl:edu>,MARCIE KLEBANOW <MKLEBANOW@USCUPSTATE.EDU%Marty Beall <mbeall@highvfint.edu>,Mat~ Cosgriff 

<cosgfifl~:gwm.sc.edu%MATTHEW COSGRIFF <COSGRIFF@mailbox.sc.edw~,Melissa Barnes <Bamesm@uncw.e&~%Michelle Demko 

<rndemko@unca.edu>,Paul Caimey <cam~eyp@uncw.edu>,Paul Hoga~ <phogan@coastal.edu>,Renee Lopez <rlopez@uscupsmte.edu>,Rob King 

<rking@kennesaw.edtp, Robbie Church <church@duaa.duke.edu>,Sarah A Currie < scume@gardner-webb.edtc,,Shelley Smith <smithsa7@rn~ilbox.sc.edu>,Siri 

Mulli~fix <sirim@clemson.edtp, Spensor Srnith <smithsl@mnthrop.edtp, Steve Springthorpe <s~even springthorpe@ncsu.edu:>,Sue Patberg 

<spatbe@emory.edu>,Tatum Clowney <TClowney@Ia.Ua.Edu>,Todd Bramble <BamaSocce@ia.ua.edu>,Todd Yelton <~a~elton(~)samford.edu>,Tony Da Luz 

<a:laJuz@~vfu.edu> 

CC: Andrew Hyslop <andrew@carolinaelitesc.com%Pearse Tormey        ~aol.com>,Carlos j Osorio          @yahoo.com> 

Coaches, hope all is well with you and your team during your pre season .... CESA would llke to 

invite yob~ to t~’_e b~pcomiRg premier league games at our MeSA soccer" complex... Attac~’_ed is the 

schedule for all games... There will be a coac]-:es hospitality area on the deck behind the main 

building, please stop by for something to eat and a drink... We hope you and or one of your staff 

members ~ill be ak]e tD attend this event... Please feel free to contact Andrew Hyslop, Pearse 

Tormey, and cr myself if we can be of any help... We are lo~klng for~ari t~ h~sting you and this 

event... ThaRk you for" your support, CJ0 

Carlos J. Osorio 

Carolina Elite Soccer Academy 

Program Director tbr CESA Spartm~burg 

cell 

..... Fo~-warded Message ..... 

From: @aol.com" @aol.com> 
To: ~yahoo.com; @small.corn 

Cc: a nd rew@ca rolinaelitesc.com; @yahoo.corn 
Sent: Tuesday, August 13, 2013 11:08 AM 
Subject: premier league games this weekend 

Can u send out a reminder to college coaches about premier league showcase at mesa this weekend 

U15 - 18 boys and girls from FL GA NC AND SC 
We will have hospitality food and drinks available for all college coaches at back deck of main building 
THANKS 
Pearse Tormey 

CO Executive Director 
Carolina Elite Soccer Academy 

18 Boland CT 
Greenville, SC 29615 
Office - 864 329 1113 
Fax - 864 329 1103 
Cell - 



A B 

1 Date Start 

2 8/17/13 4:00 PM 

2, 8/17/13 4:00 PM 

4 8/17/13 6:00PM 

5 8/17/13 6:00 PM 

6 

7 8/18/13 10:15 AM 

8 8/18/13 8:30 AM 

9 8/18/13 10:15 AM 

10 8/18/13 8:30 AM 

12 8/17/13 12:00 PM 

12, 8/17/13 6:00 PM 

14 8/17/13 12:00 PM 

1.5 8/17/13 6:00 PM 

16 

17 8/18/13 8:30 AM 

18 8/18/13 12:00PM 

19 8/18/13 8:30 AM 

20 8/18/13 12:00PM 

21 

22 8/17/13 4:00 PM 

22, 8/17/13 12:00PM 

24 8/17/13 12:00 PM 

2.5 8/17/13 4:00 PM 

26 

27 8/18/13 10:15AM 

28 8/18/13 12:15PM 

29 8/18/13 10:15AM 

2,0 8/18/13 12:15 PM 

2,2 

2,4 

2,.5 Date Start 

2,6 8/17/13 2:00 PM 

2,7 8/17/13 2:00 PM 

2,8 8/17/13 2:00 PM 

2,9 8/17/13 2:00 PM 

40 

41 8/18/13 2:00 PM 

42 8/18/13 12:15 PM 

42, 8/18/13 2:00 PM 

44 8/18/13 12:15 PM 

45 

46 

C 
Home Team 

CESA 98B Premier 

SCUFC 98 Elite 

SAA REAL MADRID 

98 RUSH Boys 

SSA Chelsea 99B Elite 

98 NCA Alliance 

99 Premier 

98 Elite Black 

SCU/MP 97 Elite 

97 CSA Charlotte SA Predator 

CESA 97B Premier 

CUFC 97 Gold 

97 RUSH Boys 

98 Elite 

Rangers 

98 Fury Premier 

96 HFC Red 

97 Norcross Fury Premier 

GSA 97 Phoenix Red 

96 Carolina Rapids Burgundy 

96/97 Wave White 

SCUFC 96 Boys Elite 

Boca United 96/97M Gold 

Coast 96 Red 

Home Team 

SCUFC 95 Boys Elite 

CESA 95 Premier 

95 CASL Elite 

95 NC Alliance 

UFA 96 Elite 

SCU/MP 95 Elite 

SSA Chelsea West 96B Elite 

HHSA Storm 95 

D 
State 

SC 

SC 

FL 

FL 

GA 

NC 

GA 

NC 

SC 

NC 

SC 

NC 

FL 

GA 

FL 

GA 

NC 

GA 

GA 

NC 

FL 

SC 

FL 

SC 

State 

SC 

SC 

NC 

NC 

GA 

SC 

GA 

SC 

E 
Away Team 

SSA Chelsea 99B Elite 

99 Premier 

98 NCA Alliance 

98 Elite Black 

SCUFC 98 Elite 

98 RUSH Boys 

CESA 98B Premier 

SAA REAL MADRID 

98 Fury Premier 

97 RUSH Boys 

98 Elite 

Rangers 

CUFC 97 Gold 

SCU/MP 97 Elite 

97 CSA Charlotte SA Predator 

CESA 97B Premier 

Boca United 96/97M Gold 

Coast 96 Red 

SCUFC 96 Boys Elite 

96/97 Wave White 

96 HFC Red 

97 Norcross Fury Premier 

96 Carolina Rapids Burgundy 

GSA 97 Phoenix Red 

Away Team 

SSA Chelsea West 96B Elite 

UFA 96 Elite 

HHSA Storm 95 

SCU/MP 95 Elite 

SCUFC 95 Boys Elite 

95 CASL Elite 

CESA 95 Premier 

95 NC Alliance 

F 
State 

GA 

GA 

NC 

NC 

SC 

FL 

SC 

FL 

GA 

FL 

GA 

FL 

NC 

SC 

NC 

SC 

FL 

SC 

SC 

FL 

NC 

GA 

NC 

GA 

State 

GA 

GA 

SC 

SC 

SC 

NC 

SC 

NC 



G H I 

1 Age Gender Field Name (full) 

~_ U 15 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ##1 

3 U 15 Boys MeSA Soccer Complex ##6 

4 U 15 Boys MeSA Soccer Complex ##6 

.5 U 15 Boys MESA Soccer Complex #5 

6 

7 U15 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 2 

8 U15 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 3 

9 U 15 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ##1 

10 U15 Boys MESA Soccer Complex #5 

1~_ U16 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 2 

13 U16 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 2 

14 U16 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ##1 

1.5 U 16 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ##1 

16 

17 U16 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 2 

18 U16 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 2 

19 U 16 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ##1 

~_0 U16 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ##1 

21 

~_~_ U17 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 2 

?_3 U 17 Boys MeSA Soccer Complex ##6 

~_4 U17 Boys MESA Soccer Complex #5 

~_5 U 17 Boys MESA Soccer Complex #5 

26 

~_7 U17 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 3 

?_8 U17 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 3 

?_9 U 17 Boys MESA Soccer Complex #5 

30 U17 Boys MESA Soccer Complex #5 

35 Age Gender Field Name (full) 

36 U18 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 2 

37 U 18 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ##1 

38 U 18 Boys MeSA Soccer Complex ##6 

39 U 18 Boys MESA Soccer Complex #5 

4O 

41 U18 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 2 

4~_ U18 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ## 7 

43 U 18 Boys MESA Soccer Complex ##1 

44 u18 Boys MeSA Soccer Complex ##6 

45 

46 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 

A 
8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

Date 

8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/17/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

8/18/13 

B 

1:00 PM 

5:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

5:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

12:00 PM 

12:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

8:15 AM 

8:15 AM 

8:15 AM 

8:15 AM 

Start 

5:00 PM 

5:00 PM 

5:00 PM 

5:00 PM 

10:00 AM 

10:00 AM 

10:15AM 

10:15AM 

1:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

3:00 PM 

11:45 AM 

11:45 AM 

8:15 AM 

8:15 AM 

C 

98 Girls Premier 

CUFC 98 Gold G 

SCU/MP 98 Elite 

98 PGSA Stars G 

PREMIER GIRLS 98 

98 Nike Girls 

UFA 99G Elite 

Chelsea 99G Elite 

CUFC 97Gold 

NMSC 97 Red/Carolina Rapids 97 Burgundy 

PREMIER GIRLS 97 

97/98 Storm Girls Gold 

97/98G Orange 

97 Girls Rage Maroon 

SSA Chelsea 98G Elite 

’98 Elite 

Home Team 

Carolina Rapids 96 Girls Burgundy 

PREMIER GIRLS 96 

Fusion 96/97 Elite Blue 

’96 NC Alliance 

SSA Chelsea 97G Elite 

Sting 96/97 

SSA Chelsea 97 Girls Premier Blue 1 

Boca United 96/97F Gold 

SCUFC 95 Girls Elite 

SCU/MP 95 Elite 

TUSA 95 Gold 

95G JASA Coastal Surge 

United FA 96 Elite 

NASA ’14 Elite 

Creeks Clash 95/96 Blue 

95 Sol Black 

D 

SC 

NC 

SC 

NC 

FL 

FL 

GA 

GA 

NC 

NC 

FL 

FL 

FL 

FL 

GA 

GA 

State 

NC 

FL 

FL 

NC 

GA 

FL 

GA 

FL 

SC 

SC 

NC 

NC 

GA 

GA 

FL 

FL 

E 

UFA 99G Elite 

98 Nike Girls 

Chelsea 99G Elite 

PREMIER GIRLS 98 

CUFC 98 Gold G 

98 PGSA Stars G 

SCU/MP 98 Elite 

98 Girls Premier 

97 Girls Rage Maroon 

97/98G Orange 

SSA Chelsea 98G Elite 

’98 Elite 

CUFC 97Gold 

NMSC 97 Red/Carolina Rapids 97 Burgundy 

97/98 Storm Girls Gold 

PREMIER GIRLS 97 

Away Team 

Boca United 96/97F Gold 

SSA Chelsea 97 Girls Premier Blue 1 

SSA Chelsea 97G Elite 

Sting 96/97 

PREMIER GIRLS 96 

Carolina Rapids 96 Girls Burgundy 

Fusion 96/97 Elite Blue 

’96 NC Alliance 

United FA 96 Elite 

NASA ’14 Elite 

95 Sol Black 

Creeks Clash 95/96 Blue 

SCU/MP 95 Elite 

SCUFC 95 Girls Elite 

TUSA 95 Gold 

95G JASA Coastal Surge 

F 

GA 

FL 

GA 

FL 

NC 

NC 

SC 

SC 

FL 

FL 

GA 

GA 

NC 

NC 

FL 

FL 

State 

FL 

GA 

GA 

FL 

FL 

NC 

FL 

NC 

GA 

GA 

FL 

FL 

SC 

SC 

NC 

NC 



G H I 

47 u15 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 11 

48 u15 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 11 

49 u15 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 12 

50 U15 Girls MESA Soccer Complex## 3 

51 

.52 U15 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 11 

.53 U 15 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 13 

.54 U15 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 13 

5.5 U 15 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 19 

56 

.57 U 16 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 11 

.58 U 16 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 12 

.59 U 16 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 13 

60 U16 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 19 

61 

62 

63 U 16 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 11 

64 u16 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 12 

6.5 U 16 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 13 

66 u16 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 19 

67 

68 

69 Age Gender Field Name (full) 

70 u17 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 12 

71 U17 Girls MESA Soccer Complex## 13 

72 u17 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 19 

73 U17 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 7 

74 

7.5 U 17 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 12 

76 u17 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 19 

77 U17 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 7 

78 U 17 Girls MeSA Soccer Complex ##6 

79 

80 U18 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 13 

81 U18 Girls MESA Soccer Complex## 19 

82 U18 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 3 

83 U18 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 7 

84 

8.5 U 18 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 11 

86 U 18 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 12 

87 U18 Girls MESA Soccer Complex ## 7 

88 U 18 Girls MeSA Soccer Complex ##6 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

I am emailing you because I am an upcoming High School Fmshinm~ a~d starting the process of looking at colleges. I wish to continue to play Soccer at the Collegiate 

level. UNC meets many of my academic and athletic goals m~d am considering this as one of the colleges I would like to attend. Academically I have a GPA while 

taking honors classes. AtNeticalb; I have been playing club soccer for the at the elite level for the last 5 years primarily as a Soccer has 

been such a big part of my life and I really want to continue playing as I pursue my post-High School Academic goals. I look forward to talking to yon more as I get 

closer to applying for colleges. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 13, 2013 10:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Potential 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Potent6 al 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dotmance, 
My name is I play for the I’m still velT interested in L,~’C You saw me and my team play last year at the 
hope you saw me as someone who would be a good fit at UNC We will be playing in the            event again this year and the 
day recruit clinic as ~vell as the summer camp next year I will be registering this year for the clearing house My GPA right now is at a 

Good luck to you and the team as you start out the fall season. Hopefully another national championship! 

Thanks: 

Sent from my iPhone 

event against               I 
event. I also would like to attend a one 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:39 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer 

Call me about this .... we tnight uot be able to do anything. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer 

From: @yaJ~oo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Mr. Dorrance, 

Hello, My name is             and I am reaching out to you for some advice f,ar my daughter My             is a current         soccer player in the state of         and has her 
mind set on attending college at UNC and playing soccer. Not only does she have her mind set on it she is working hard to achieve that goal. She currently trains year round and has 
dedicated 100% of herself to soccer. I have been told by man?’ coaches all of the state that she is by far the best          player that they have ever seen. She has a great skill set and is 
continually working to perfect them, and me and her father are wiling to do what ever we can to help her achieve her dreams. This stammer we drove her to          to attend the 

soccer camp. We began looking into the UNC stanmer camp to attend in the stammer of I wanted to reach out to you and see if there are specific things that she could be 
working on, things that ~vould give her an edge to be 
considered Ibr D~’~’C. I kno~v that we have several years before we really have to start thinking about colleges but she knows what she wants and has the drive to obtain her goals so I just 
want to help along the right track. 

Thank you Ibr your time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:24 PM 

bill palladino @aol.com>; Ducar, Chris -<tuca~@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Letter to USA.docx 

........ Origina] Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Anson, 

I was wonderin~ if you could possibly pass on some advice in relation to my daughter’s dream of studyin~ and playin~ soccer in the US. I appreciate it is an 

extensive process and much to consider. 

I am in the preliminary phase of contactin~ select universities and 

I was wonderin~ if you could have a read of the attached letter and possibly direct me to the appropriate person/coach to see if there was any advice or further 

avenue in an application at UNC? 

Thankin~ you for your time. 

Kindest re~ards 

Intbnnation from ESET NOD32 Antivirus, version of virus signature database 8689 (20130814) 

The message was checked by ESET NOD32 Antivims. 

http://’www.eset.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: i ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducm, Chris" <duca~!unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I remain interested in attending UNC and being a part of your progrmn. I hope you get a chance to see me play during the upcoming      season. I did very well at 

yonr camp scoring goals and playing hard, I know was impressed. I’m going to work even harder, I led my group in ahnost every skill, but I’ll lead the camp in 

some events by next year. 

My sehedule is located at: 

We will play in the events in 

I will be sure to keep you updated. 

Respectfully, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:29 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject 

From: ~yal~oo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance, 

Just following up from my other email I sent about a month ago, I have the 

the area or would like to see me play, I’d love for you to come and watch a game. I am number 

If you have may questions feel free to email me. 

Hope to see you there, 

coining up on 

Heie is the link to my ~hedule 

If you roll be in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From: @yahoo.corn> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd.unc.edw~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance - Jufft wanted to let yon know that I have joined the and roll be playing with them this yem. 

Thanks - 

My Cell: 

My Dad’s cell: 

From: @yahoo.corn> 
To: anson@email.unc.edu 
Sent: Sunday, 8:59 PM 
Subject: 
Dear Coach l)orrance - Plea~ con’tact            if you want to reach me or need additional int~rmation. 

This season with [ finished with 

assists and goals in 22 games played. Last yeax with 

assists and goals in 25 games played.Also, I play competitive outside of school.Here are some of my YouTube videos but my dad has a lot more: 

I had 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:36 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu-~; @duke.edu> 

Fwd: IMPORTANT: State HeaJth Plan Chm~ges for 2014 

Shelly, Inake sure I do this. Thaaak you! 

Se~tt.~om my VeHzon IFireless 4G L2’E LL~tOIL) 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: IMPORTANT: State Health Plan Changes lbr 2014 

From: "Dalgleish, Joyce L" ~oyced@unc.edu-~ 

To: UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 
CC: 

The following information has been distributed from the Office of Human Resources concerning the State Health Plan. If you have any questions 

please let me know. 

J oyce 

Bel O~ a~ei report a~ ~mmu~i~atio~s ~ega~ding~heSt at e Hea!~h P! a~shealthi ~su~a~ overage 

1) V~i~ifig dbp~fid~fi~ ~dd~d ~ ~b~g~i If you have added or removed dependents from your coverage since last year’s annual enrollment, 

please make sure that you also electronically uploaded documents to verify the change. Otherwise your dependent health coverage could be 

canceled. See below for instructions and information. 

Information about these changes is listed below. Additional 

communications will be sent to employee homes, and OHR will launch a website about these changes in early September. In addition, the Athletics-HR 

Office is working with the UNC Benefits Office to arrange an informational session on these changes to be held sometime in September. Information on 

the date, time and location will be sent when available. 

Verifying dependents when status changes 
The State Health Plan has begun working with universities to verify that proper documentation for dependents is being requested and validated. This is not 

required during annual enrollment, but only when an employee has a life event that qualifies for a status change between annual enrollment periods. If an 

employee does not provide the necessary documents to support a life event, the spouse and!or dependents will be removed from coverage. Examples of a life 

event that might require documentation include a birth or adoption, marriage or court order. Benefits has updated the online enrollment site 

(~unc.hrintoLich.com) with instructions on how to upload the required documentation. All documents must be uploaded by the employee. The Benefits 

Office does not have access to the documentation. Please contact the Benefits Office with any questions at 919-962-3071 or call BenefitFocus at 855-859-0966 for 

assistance with uploading documentation. 

Description of Upcoming Health Plan Changes: 

The State Health Plan will introduce a new health plan option -a consumer directed health plan with a state-funded health reimbursement account-and make 

significant changes to the current PPO 80/20 Standard plan. The Basic 70/30 plan will change only its name (to the Traditional 70/30 plan); no plan features or 

benefits will change. 

For the 80/20 plan - which will now be called the Enhanced 80/20 plan -- changes include new and enhanced plan options, as well as surcharges on monthly 

premiums. The surcharges can be offset by wellness credits -- surcharges will be added to employee-only monthly premiums, and any wellness credits you earn 

can be used to reduce your monthly premium. Surcharges will not be added and credits cannot be earned for dependent coverage. 

There are three ways to earn wellness credits towards your premium: 

¯ attest to not smoking or participating in a cessation program 

designate a Primary Care Physician in the enrollment portal 

¯ complete a Health Assessment prior to Oct. 31 

The State Health Plan will credit the employee-only monthly premium for each of the above items. For example, if an employee completes the Health Assessment 

-but does not designate a Primary Care Physician and continues to smoke -they will still receive a partial wellness credit. To receive the full credit -a ~50 

reduction in your monthly premiums -you must complete all three wellness credit opportunities. 

The Consumer Directed Health Plan (CDHP) is a high-deductible medical plan that includes a health reimbursement account (HRA) to help offset the deductible. 

After the deductible is met, the plan will pay 85 percent of in-network costs. The surcharges and wellness credits noted above will also apply to employee-only 

CDHP premiums. 

What Can Employees Do Now? 

::~:: Health Assessment 

Employees can take the health assessment now and it will apply to their enrollment in October. The assessment can be completed online (at : 

~/.~/.~/.:~.y~.~!.~L.e...Iz.e.~.!~.13:.~9.!?3/.~).£!?..e.~.!~.13:~.~?.~.[~) or by phone at 800-817-7044 (press option 2). NOTE: You will need to set up an account before you complete the 

assessment. 

To take the assessment, you will need your current State Health Plan Subscriber ID. The assessment is a five-minute questionnaire about your medical history, 

lifestyle and preventive health. As part of the questionnaire, you will be asked your waist measurement, so you may want to have a tape measure handy. 

By completing the assessment, you will learn about your risk for developing a chronic health condition, and receive personalized action items to improve overall 

health and well-being. As an added benefit, if you complete the assessment early, you increase their chances of winning a free iPad~. Now through October 2013, 



monthly drawings for an iPad~’ will be held for all eligible State Health Plan members who have completed their health assessment. 

Employees can also designate a primary care physician for each covered member before enrollment begins. To do this, log in to .13"~.~?.~//.~.D.~.:.13[!.~9.c....13:.c...9.!~ and 

click on the Benefits icon, then click the View/Edit Information link under Section 1 Medical. The primary care provider edit link is listed under the Medical icon. 

Click the edit link and follow the prompts from there. You can change your primary care provider at any time. A primary care physician can also be set by calling 

BenefitFocus at 855-859-0966. In addition to the wellness credits, the State Health Plan will be introducing incentives to reduce copays and other costs for healthy 

choices.....more details to come. 

Employee Communications 

The State Health Plan will send information directly to employees’ homes about the coming enrollment. This is expected to arrive in mid-September. In addition, 

both the August and September issues of HR Headlines will contain additional employee-focused information about the coming State Health Plan enrollment. We 

also plan to publish a special HR Headlines issue at the beginning of the enrollment period, which should help you get the word out to employees. We will, as 

always, send Formal Notice emails as well. 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

Ernie Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #8500 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7003 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuemaJl.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My name is                I am on the                                                I love your UniversiU ~s~d ve~ much hope to have the 
opportuniU to come there m~d especia]ly hope to play on your soccer team. I am only going into the grade so it may be a little while. I currently get in school 

and have been playing soccer since I was 3 yeaxs old. I have been playing Comp soccer since I was 8 and have played for 

Once this group broke up I went to the team where we went from a team that was barely ranked to State The 

past two years I have been playing for                      and we are currently ranked          I really hope to visit the university next year in a s~ccer 

academy camp so hopefully I will see you then. lhank you so much for reading this a~d I will hopefully see you out on the soccer field 

Click this link to see my Profile 



LAKE NORMAN SOCCER CLUB BOYS AND GIRLS COLLEGE ID CAMP 

WHEN: Monday, February 17th 

WHERE: Mazeppa Park, Mooresville NC 

PURPOSE: Lake Norman is delighted to offer our players our first annual college combine in 2014. This 

college-prep experience directly introduces and exposing players to college coaches in a practice and 

game environment. The format will allow players to be trained directly by college coaches providing the 

college coaches an opportunity to work up close with the players to assess their training habits and 

performances in games. The camp will also include a College Q&A Session with College Coaches. 

WHO: The clinic is open to any and all participants graduating in 2014, 2015, 2016 or 2017. LNSC and 

non-LNSC players are welcome and encouraged to attend. 

WHERE: All sessions and games will be held at Mazeppa Park, Mooresvile, NC 28115. Our College 

Recruiting Q&A Seminar will be located at the LNSC Office- 128 Speedway Blvd, Mooresville, NC, 28117 

WHEN: Monday, February 17th, 2014 

COST: $105 per player. Fee includes Camp ID T-Shirt (with number for identification for college coaches) 

REGISTRATION: Click here to begin online registration. Registration will close February 1st or earlier if 

program reaches capacity. Registration will close immediately when program is full. 

NOTE: Payment must be made online by credit card at the time of registration. Applications are not 

considered complete until payment is made. 

DALLY SCHEDULE 

8:00am Registration/Check-in (Mazeppa Park) 

8:30-11:00am Training Sessions with College Coaches (Mazeppa Park) 

12:30pm College Recruiting Q&A Seminar (?) 

2:30pm Training & Showcase Games with College Coaches (?) 

QUESTIONS ABOUT THE COLLEGE ID CAMP: adenton@lakenormansoccer.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Anson, 
My name is and I play for 

Over winter break, my team came in    place in the 
happen to be there, I’d love for you to see me play at one of my games. 

My email is 

ven/inspired by you’re players. 
Here is my schedule: 

and my number is I am an upcoming 
This coming weekend my team will be playing in the If you 

and my number is This past I attended you’re I.D camp and I was 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, Augnst 14, 2013 9:04 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@nnc.edu->; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. -~thgallo@unc.edu> 

Re: IMPORTANT: Volunteers and Unpaid Interns Policy Reminders 

Joyce, what do I need to do to accelerate tny situation? 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Dalgleish, Joyce L" <joyced@unc.edu> wrote: 

In addi[Jon to the fornls sen[: previously to reques[: volun[:eers, all w:~lunteers; are a~so required [:o comple[:e [:he attached forms and submit [:hem to my office, 

you have not yet submitted your requests, please ~nclude these for’ms w~th the ones no~ed below. If you have a~ready submitted your requests, or if 

your volunteers are returning from ~sst year, p~ease have them complete these two forrns attached and send them to my office ASAP. 

Thank Vou for your prompt a~en~on to this ma~er. If you have questions, p~ease contact me 

or ~athy Dutton. 

Joyce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Tuesday, July 23, 20~3 ~0:45 AM 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA-Compliance; UNCAA-Equipment Managers 

¢¢: Norton, Molly; Griggs, Kathy; Wilkinson, Michael H; elements, Brittany Renn; Duffy, Kathy B.; Snyder, Lee; Oeary, Kenneth Eugene; Brossman, Curt Alan; 

Morelli, David Dominic; Holliday, Corey L; Luke, Christopher Joseph; Chase, Kage Watts; Holt, Joan M; Arendas, Dave; Parker, Andrew F; Harris, Stacey Elaine; 

Streett, Shelly; Domina, Julie; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth; Harris, Tracy U; Dutton, Kathy B. 

Subject: IMPORTANT: Volunteers and Unpaid Interns Poficy Reminders 

Importance: High 

As we near the start of the new academic year, please be reminded that ALL volunteers must be approved by the University’s Office of Human Resources, in 

addition to our departmental approvals. Until all credentials are verified and final approval is received from c~mpus, volunteers ~ay not besin work. ff you wish to 

utilize the services of ~ volunteer for any reason, please contact my office first before entering into an agreement with prospective volunteers. 

To request ~ volunteer to work with your sport or work unit, please complete all forms ~s noted below: 

Attached are the current revisions of ~ll forms that ~ch volunteer will ~ed to complet~ : 

~. Ap2 (Recommendation for Personnel Action): A resume will be required to be submitted with this form. 

2. AP-2a.nf (~onditions of Employment Form): Write on the top "Non-salaried"...this form is primarily for their permission to check their background and will be 

used until we devise another form. 

3. Authorization for Background ~heck. Be sure all pages ~re complete. On p~ge three, please include the ~ccount number that the background check is to be 

charged to. 

Also attached are forms that each hiring supewi~or will ~e~d to complete: 

~. "Unpaid Volunteer, Intern and Visiting Scholar Request Form": All sections must be completed and the for~ signed by the hiring supervisor. 

2. "Release of Liability for Unpaid Volunteers, Interns and Visiting Scholars Form": The hiring supervisor AND the proposed volunteer must sign this form. 

E~ch head coach requesting volunteers should submit a written request to their primary Sport Administrator for their approval. ~11 work units should submit their 

requests to the appropriate Executive Staff member for approval. The memo with the approval signature should be sent to my office along with the packet of 

forms, ff the proposed volunteer is related to any member of the department of Athletics, that will ~eed to be i~cluded in the memo because we will also be 

required to complete ~ Nepotism certification. PLEASE SEND ALL FOR~S TOGETHER---do not send the forms without the approved request form ]U~ 

NOTE: Be reminded that you must also get approval from our Compliance Office. Requests to hire volunteers will not be forwarded to campus without that 

approval. 

All original forms should be sent to my o~ce for further processing. Again, please be advised that ~11 volunteers require ~pproval by the Office of Human 

Resources, and until we ~re ~otified of approval, volunteers m~y not begin work. This policy is mandated by campus and is nomnegotiable. We will work ~s 

diligently as we can to f~cilitate this process. As with all campus policies a~d procedures, we thank you in advance for your assistance, cooperation and patience as 

we continue to navigate this policy. If you have any questions, please contact me, Kathy Dutton or Tracy Harris. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:43 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson, 
My name is and I play as our temn likes to attack with our 

am reaching out to colleges that I ~an interested in to advise them of my              upcoming soccer schedule in             I will be playing gaanes at 
My team’s schedule is below. I hope you can get by one of my games even though I know that yonr season is just getting going. 

I have heard a lot of great things about UniversiU of North Caxolina and I look forward to seeing the campns soon. 

If you should have any questions regarding myselfancFor our team please don’t hesitate to contact nay coach: 

.I 

Thank you for your time, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 14, 2013 11:43 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson, 
My name is and I play as our temn likes to attack with our 

am reaching out to colleges that I ~an interested in to advise them of my              upcoming soccer schedule in             I will be playing gaanes at 
My team’s schedule is below. I hope you can get by one of my games even though I know that your season is just getting going. 

I have heard a lot of great things about UniversiU of North Caxolina and I look forward to seeing the campus soon. 

If you should have any questions regarding myselfancFor our team please don’t hesitate to contact nay coach: 

Thank you for your time, 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, :[.:[.:43 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent~rom my Vcrizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:             @sindink.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Sports in College ] 



2o13 Schedule 

November ;12 
Conference 
Quarterfinals 

Conference Semi-finals 

November 
Conference 
Chsmpionship 

December ~3 
NCAA National 
Semifinals 

Online Camp 
Registrations! 
Soccer sea’;on is nearly upon why not consider 

providing a premium online registration service 

to your customers and save time and money 

for your next camp operation, 

Cheek o~t a few o~¯ Ioos of clients: 
Univ of Washington W Soccer CamE& 

SNHU M Soccer CamEs~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 9:05 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Charlotte Invitational College Coach Communication 2013 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Charlotte Invitational College Coach Communication 2013 

From: Dan Dudley <ddudley@charlottesocceracademy.com> 

To: ddudley@charlottesocceracademy.com 

CC: 

CHARLOTTe=  NV|TAT|ONAL 20’ 3 
College Coaches, 

On behalf of the Charlotte Soccer Academy members and staff, we would like to invite you to the 20:13 Charlotte Invitational August :17- 

:18th. For all our college coaches, we hope your trip to our tournament and city will be a pleasant and prosperous visit. The CSA 

Tournament Series wants to remind you and your staff members we will again be hosting Showcase Brackets comprising of teams U:15 

thru U:18 Boys & Girls, as well as regular tournament format brackets. Accepted team lists, brackets, and schedules can be found on our 

tournament website at: http:iisoccer.sincsports.com/TTIntro7.aspx?tid=CHARLIN 

College Coach Registration and information can be found at: .h...t.t..p.;//.s..9.c-c..e..r....s..[.n..c-s.p.~..r.t..s.....c..9.n..1~-.c..~..~.[~.g.~.~!~.E~R~.~.~.~.~.~!.~.b:~.~.~.~.~ 

Online profiles and player profile books for college coaches are provided by Soccer in College. Please make sure to print these off prior to 

arriving at the fields 

Itinerary 

U:15-U:18 Games begin at 8:00am and run throughout the day on both Saturday and Sunday @ Ramblewood Park. 

Please remember to print out profile books and schedules from Soccer in College. 

Coffee for college coaches will be provided at the Ramblewood HQ. Lunch will also be provided for college coaches. Please be sure to 

stop by the Ramblewood HQ for coupons. 

Good luck with your recruiting during the tournament weekend! If at any time the CSA Soccer staff can be of assistance for directions, 

restaurant suggestions or any other matters, please do not hesitate in contacting us! 

Yours in Sport, 

CSA Soccer Staff & CHARLOTTE INVITATIONAL 20:13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Thursday, August 15, 2013 9:10 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Fwd: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 15s move into Copa Mexico de Naciones semifinals 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 15s move into Copa Mexico de Naciones ~mitinals 

From: Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" (anson@emml.unc.edu:~ 
CC: 

~.~.~ 

"I"OCI~y’s NeWSThursday, Aug. 15, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

U.$, O=lSs move into semifinals 
by Soccer America 

[COPA MEXICO DE NACIONES] The U.S. under-15 boys national team moved into the semifinals of the Copa 

Mexico de Naciones with a 1-0 win over Costa Rica on Wednesday. Joe Gallardo Jr. had his fifth goal of the 

tournament for the USA, which will face Uruguay in Friday’s semifinals. - Read the whole story 

National C h a mp..!.9....n...s...h..~!p.~.s..~..h-e-a...d..~.e...d..~..t-~.-.M-.a-.~x~.~-~.[.P.[~ 
by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCERl The 2014 U.S. Youth Soccer National Championships will be held July 22-27, 2014, at the Maryland 

SoccerPlex in Germantown, Md. - Read the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[SUPERo20 LEAGUE] TFC is first in the Super-20 League First 11 rankings for the 2013 season. The Piano, Texas-based club 

posted a perfect 8-0-0 regular season record and advanced to the Super-20 League championships. TFC finished ahead of 

second-place IMG Academy in the rankings, with Reading United AC placing third for the second consecutive year. - Read the 

whole story 

Venues named for New Zealand tournament 
by Soccer America 

[2015 UNDER-20 \,’V©RLD CUP] FIFA announced the host cities for 2015 Under-20 World Cup in New Zealand at ceremonies 

held at the Maritime Museum in Auckland. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Thursday, Aug 15, 2013 

Send comments to letters~,,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Thnrsday, August 15, 2013 9:27 AM 

Jason Sisneros ~gmml.com> 

Fwd: New Indoor Format for Winter - Clinicimas Needed!’. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: New Indoor Format for Winter - Clinicians Needed!! 

From: Premier College Combines <info@premiercollegecombine.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

New This Year! 
Each event will begin with a 40 minute training session b~/a College 

Coach ! 

We are looking for Clinicians for most of the events. Please emaii us if 

you are interested. 



The winter indoor Premier College Combines are a great way to be seen by college coaches 

during the winter months. The Premier College Combines are indoor events that will allow 

high school players to showcase their talents in a 7 v 7 format in front of college coaches at 

indoor facilities, These events are specifically for individua~ players. Players are assigned to 

teams by position. 

Each indoor Combine Clinic will begin with a 40 minute Clinic Session and will conclude with 

each player participating in at least 3 - :15 minute small sided games. The Clinic will be 

conducted by college soccer coaches, The college coach to player ratio is :1::18 / :1:22 depending 

on the number of participants per session. 

Based on the number of participants per sessions, adjustments may be made, however a 

typical Combine Clinic will include the following: 

:1/40-minute College-Style Training session with a College Coach 

3 7v7 games observed by College Coaches 

Player profiles will be provided to all College coaches in attendance. 

Please continue to check back with us. 
We will be announcing other dates and locations shortly. 

Cleveland Combine Clinic = For Junior & Senior Boys and Girls 

December 8, 2013    The GaREAT - Geneva, Ohio (east of Cleveland) 

Detroit Area Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

December 14, 2013     Ultimate Soccer Arenas, Pontiac, MI 

Louisville College Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

December 15, 2013 Mockingbird Valley Sports Complex, Louisville, KY 

Buffalo Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

December 22, 2013     Sahlen’s Sports Park, Buffalo, NY 

Grand Rapids College Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

January 4, 2014    Woodland Sportsplex, Grand Rapids, MI. 

Chicagoland College Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

January 5, 2015    Westmont Yard, Westmont, III. 

Cleveland College Combine Clinic & Seminar - All High School Ages 

Boys- Jan. 11,2014 The GaREAT- Geneva, Ohio (east of Cleveland) 

Girls - Jan. 12, 2014 The GaREAT - Geneva, Ohio (east of Cleveland) 

Albany NY. College Combine Clinic- All High School Ages 

January 25, 2014 Sportsplex of Halfmoon, Halfmoon, NY 

Long Island NY Combine Clinic - All Ages 

January 26, 2014 Long Island Indoor Sports Complex, Freeport, NY 

Cincinnati Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

February 1,2014 River"s Edge Indoor Sports, Cleves, OH 

Detroit Area Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

February 8, 2014     Oakland Yard, Waterford, MI 

Milwaukee Area Combine Clinio - All High School Ages 

February 9, 2014    Brookfield Indoor Soccer Complex, Bookfleld, VV~ 

Philadelphia Area College Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

February 15, 2014 United Sports, Downingtown, PA. 

Pittsburgh PA. Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

February 16, 2014     PISA Complex, Cheswick, PA 

Maryland College Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

February 16, 2014 Indoor Sports Arena, Stevensville, M D 



Binghampton College Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

February 23, 2014 Greater Binghampton Sports Complex, Binghampton, NY 

Niagara Falls CA. College Combine Clinic- All High School Ages 

March 2, 2014 Welland Sports Complex, Welland, Ont. 

~f you have not yet RSVP’d and wou~d ~ike to attend, p~ease emai~ 
at info@premierco~legecombine.com ot click here and we 

add you to the 

We traditionally draw players from Connecticut, Kentucky, illinois, 
~ndiana, Maryland, Massachusetts; Michigan, NewYork; New Jersey, 

Ohio, Pennsylvania~ West Virginia, and Ontario, Canada, 

.~ ~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.~.e.~.~ ~.~.~.L~.e.~.~.~ 

Fo~ard e~ail 

J 

[his email was sent to anson@uncaa~unc.ed~ by Ln__f__o__@~__r_e___m_j_e__r__c__oJj~g__e__c_o___n_~__b_iLLe_:_c__o__r_n_. 
Update ProfiJe/EmaiJ Addres~s Instant r~movalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 

Premier Ilarketing Group, Inc. :: 2530 Superior Avenue #201 Cleveland :: OH :: 44114 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuema]l.neV> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My names       and I have been playing soccer for 9 years now. I wanted to let you know that I am applying to Chapel Hill soon and am also VERY interested in 
playing soccer for the school as well. I would love to learn more about soccer there and I would love to tell you more about myself. I’d love to hear back from you. 

Thm~l~s! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~qC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday,               4:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu~ 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: 

To: "Ducar, Clms" ~<tucay@unc.e&~> 

CC: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducat, 

My      team,               . will be playing next month against                     on Saturday       and against 
on Sunday          I’d love it if you could come to watch us play. I will send you the game times as soon as they provide them. 

I attended the 
time at all three events. I was selected to the Team again this year. 

If there is any opporiunity for me to make an unofficial campus visit sometime around that weekend I would really love to come. 

Sincere{y, 

over the summer and had a great 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: A Hopethl Addition To Your Summer Roster 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: A Hopef’ul Addition To Your Summer Roster 

From:                       ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I recently attended your College Bound Playeds Camp. During the camp I had the great experience of playing in the All-Star 

Game bot]~ days as a This was my tlfird year attending a Chapel Hill soccer camp, but my first at a College Bound one~ I enjoyed the chance 

of competing against players at snch a high skill level and playing games at a sprint pace. 

n umber 

years! 

I am beginning my veaac plavina for 

I also play {br I was the highest goal scorer this year as a I have a GPA and I am 

in my graduating class oI      I love visiting the beatltiful Chapel Hill campus, but I hope to be more tha~ just a visitor as a student athlete there in a t~w 

Go Heels’. 

~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 9:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @art.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

My name is 

and I weigh 

I play                      but can play anywhere you need. I attend high school in 
My GPA is a right now, m~d I’m taking the ACT in 

and will graduate in 

I was selected 
school histoU this year. My club team competed in 

team. 

My high ,school team went to the        for the first time in 

I also was selected for the 

I’m still trying to find the right school lbr both academics and soccer. I would really appreciate if you would give me a call at 
@att.net so we can tall< and maybe schedule a visit. Thank you! 

or email me back at 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:24 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ztucar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @att.net-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

My name is I play but can play anywhere you need. I attend high school 

and I weigh lbs. My GPA is a right now, a~d I’m taking the ACT in 

and will graduate in 

I was selected 

school histo~ this year. My club team competed in 

team. 

My high ,school team went to the        for the first time in 

I also was selected for the 

I’m still tD’ing to find the right school lbr both academics and soccer. I would really appreciate if you would give me a call at 

~)att.net so we can talk, and maybe schedule a visit. Thank you! 

or email me back at 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 7:36 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: 

From: "Stander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edw~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~son@ema]l.cmc.edw~, 

<ducaJc@unc.edu~:    @mac.com @aol.com, 

CC: 

@msn.com,"Ducar, Chris" 
@gma~l .com 

From: @art. net] 
Sent: Thursday, 6::13 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: 
5/Iy name is I play 

graduate in and I weigh 

I was selected 

but can play anywhere you need. I attend high school in and will 

My GPA is a right now, and I’m taking the ACT in 

My high school team went to 

the for- the first time in school history this year. My club team competed in 

I also was selected for the team. 

I’m still trying to find the right school for both academics and soccer. I would really appreciate if you would give me a call at 

or email me back at @art.net so we can talk, and maybe schedule a visit. Thank you! 

Sent from tny iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:11 PM 

bill palladino ~aol.com>; Ducar, Chris -<tuca~c@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Dino, do you want to follow up on this or should I give it to someone else? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu> 
CC: 

My name is               I am a student athlete from 
interested in competing in college for the 

semester. 

As a prospect of the College Prospects of America program, I am well 
informed and assisted in the steps and requirements to compete in the 
United States. 

If my academic and athletic t~sults below at~ a fit for your program, you 
can contact me directly by responding to this e-mail or at: 

Questions About This 
Prospect? 



Este mensaje de correo electr6nico rue enviado a anson@uncaa.unc.edu, pot 

Eliminaci6n instant~nea con _8_’_a__f_e__U__r_Ls_’_u__b__s__c_r!_b__e.TM _P__o_L~_t_i_c_’_a___c_~__e_2[!_v__a__c_~_d__’_a_d_.~ 

College Prospects of America I 12682 College Prospects Drive I Logan I OH I 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Friday, August 16, 2013 5:16 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL National Soccer Series Qualifier 

Semi?ore my VerL:o~ Wireless 4G LTE ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL National Soccer Series Qualifier 

From: no- reply@e.sincstx~rts.com 

To: "Dorrance, Alert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Friday, August 16, 2013 5:22 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL National Soccer Series Qualifier 

Semjkom my VerL:o~ Wireless 4G LTh ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL National Soccer Series Qualifier 

From: no- reply@e.sincstx~rts.com 

To: "Dorrance, Alert A IV" <anson@ema?,l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

"    1 i.~.i sincSports corn 

i:~i sincSports.com 



lh’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@e~nail.unc.edu> 

Friday, August 16, 2013 5:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
<pacman@unc.edu~; @msn.com> 

Fwd: EXACT Sports eJoumed: August 2013 

@gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: EXACT Sports eJouma1: August 2013 

From: EXACT Sports <directo@exactsports.com~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~aBson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

exact logo 2009 small.jpg 

As we reach the middle of August, college coaches across the 

country are getting ready for the fall season. You finally get 

to reap the rewards of the last 9 nlonths of hard work. 

Inconling Freshman get a chance to contribute, while newly 

crowned Seniors are challenged to lead. Most importantly, 

competition is right around the corner, and for nlost of the 

coaches I know, that’s the best reward of all 

Here at EXACT, we[~re excited to announce the release of 

our Online Mental Training Program on PrepHero. Now, in 

addition to the Mental Achievement Program (EXACT~s 

behavioral assessment), you can sign your athletes up for 

mental training. We cover everything from Goal Setting to 

Visualization, Self-Talk to Self-Study. 

The program starts by you setting an overall goal for the new 

season Athletes then complete short training courses 

introducing them to mental concepts and applying those 

concepts to your teanls ultimate goal. It, s an exciting and 

engaging progranl that will give your team direction and 

provide thenl with a framework to GO MENTAL! 

Effective "~Vays to Build ConBdence 

Have you ever witnessed an athlete with tremendous talent 

that somehow cou]dn[~t manage to fully perform at thei~ 

best? 

The Ef[ects of Over-Thinldng in Sports 

Athletes today spend a vast nunlber of hours honing their 

craft, working on various physical techniques hoping it pays 

performance dividends at future conlpetitions 



Mental Skills an~l Toughness 

A major tenet of sport and performance psychology is that 

mental skills are important determinants of performance 

involving cognitive (thinking) abilities perfected through 

mental skills training 

Where Do I Sign Up for a Full Ride Scholarship? 

Prospective student-athletes embark on a treasure hunt for 

this elusive jackpot known as a full-ride. Unlike Captain 

Jack Sparrow with his compass or the Goonies with their 

map, there is no specific road map for athletes to find their 

[Ills l~tsss~ ge because yot~ ale subscl; bed lo ’Ci{eli~ ;, Par~ers & (:~mp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 7:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer- 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer- 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi I am from I will be a 

I am very interested in playing college soccer. I play on 

Thanks ! 

This past spring, I started on varsiU as an 

and will be playing in the          if yon would like to see me play. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From: ~gmaS~l .corn> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

I’m so~v if this is an inconvenience but the game scheduled for ~omorrow has been cancelled. 

Thanka 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 9:56 PM, ?b~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I just wanted to update you on my known schedule to date. If anything else comes up or as I know more, I will keep you updated. 

Thank you and I look forward to seeing you if you can make it. 

Have a great day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello my name is             I have attended UNC coa~p for 2 years now. Unfortunately I could not attend this yeast becanse I was in the 

was really upset that I couldn’t m~ke it. Hopefully you get to see me play in upcoming showcase tournaments. Ill keep in touch. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Al[-ert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-- 

Saturday, 12:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Being apart of your team 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Being apart of your team 

From: @cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is I’m a in high school, trying to take Iny play to the next level. I’In really interested in your team and becolning apa(t of it. 

I have always been interested in UNC and have worked hard in school to be able to get into that college. I traveled to North Carolina back in i 
love with yonr campus. 

and fell in 

As an athlete and s~dent. I always set goals for myself to roach, so I can better myself as a player and s~dent. I have worked my whole life to go further in soccer than 
just the normal athlete. I an currently playing tbr my high school,                         I received                                I also an~ apa~ of the 

club. I’ve been playing club soccer since I was ten. 

I want to continue to play in college and compete against other players who have the rome mnbition as I do. I want to take my play to the next level. Playing college 

ball is my goal in soccer and I would really love to achieve it. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Click this link to see mv Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 1:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@uuc.edu>; Jasou Sisneros .~gmail.com> 

Fwd: Academic Elite NCAA Women Soccer Programs 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Academic Elite NCAA Women Soccer Programs 

From: Elite College Sports <info@leagueunited.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
EliteCollegeSports.com is a new service for 
girls seeking to play soccer at high 
academic colleges and universities. Your 
school is on the fist of the top 100+ most 
selective programs in the U.S. 
The goal of Elite College Sports is to shift 
the prevailing emphasis from chasing 
athletic scholarship and pursuiting DZ as the 
only objective; and instead focus on getting 
the right match and using soccer as a path 
into a great academic and playing 
environment. 
What’s in it ~or you as a college coach? 
1. View high academic profiles. Profiles are 
of a self-selected group of strong student 
athletes who are looking for a school like 
yours. 
2. Sort prospects and access contact info. 
Sorting geographically end by age can 
provide you with a targeted list of players 
for your camps and clinics (you get emails 
and addresses). 
3. Expand and target players for your 
program. Exposure to a wider geographical 
group of players who are interested in high 
academic schools plays to your strength - 
great soccer and great academics. 
You can log into the system using your 
email and the password provided below. 
We have just recently started building the 
list of player profiles, and those will be 
made available to you in the near future. 
We’ll send another email as soon as the 
)rallies are live. 
Thanks and enjoy viewing the new site/ 

User Name:anson®uncaa.unc.edu 

Password: 

What are the ~oo ~,Iost 
~ Academ, icall9 Sdectiue 
Wome~ Soccer ~’ograms 

~ (;lick here to see the list, 
::::~~~;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;: .......................... 

wwwo E[iteCo[[e~Sportsocom 

[.~,’~gtm" Umted inc. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~gmaJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hey Coach Dorrance 

My name is and I live in I have been playing for 

for four years. 

team for six years and competing in Division I of the 

I was on the Universitv website and I really like the academic programs there, and I also saw that you had a good soccer program as well. I am going into grade 
this year             and I live to play soccer. If you are down by             this weekend, I would really appreciate it if you could come out and watch me 

and my team do what we love. I appreciate your time reading this email and here is the schedule if by any chance you are around. 

P.S. You will find me in the and wearing number 

Thank you for your time, 

Schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV %/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCFLA.NGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORI~\NCE IV (ANSONy> 

Saturday, August 17, 2013 1:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino @aol,com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc.edu~; @msn.com> 

Fwd: EXACT Sports eJoumed: August 2013 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: EXACT Sports eJouma1: August 2013 

From: EXACT Sports ~directo@exactsports.com:~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~aBson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

exact logo 2009 small.jpg 

SPORTS #GOMI!;N’I’AL I!;0N)[ RNAI ~: 
9" 

As we reach the middle of August, college coaches across the 

country are getting ready for the fall season. You finally get 

to reap the rewards of the last 9 months of hard work. 

Incoming Freshman get a chance to contribute, while newly 

crowned Seniors are challenged to lead. Most importantly, 

competition is right around the corner, and for most of the 

coaches I know, that’s the best reward of all 

Here at EXACT, we’re excited to announce the release of 

our Online Mental Training Progranl on PrepHero. Now, in 

addition to the Mental Achievement Program (EXACT’s 

behavioral assessment), you can sign your athletes up for 

nlental training. We cover everything fi-om Goal Setting to 

Visualization, Self-Talk to Self-Study. 

The progranl starts by you setting an overall goal for the new 

season Athletes then complete short training courses 

introducing them to mental concepts and applying those 

concepts to your teanls ultimate goal. It’s an exciting and 

engaging progranl that will give your team direction and 

provide thenl with a framework to GO MENTAL! 

Effective "~Vays to Build ConBdence 

Have you ever witnessed an athlete with tremendous talent 

that somehow coMdn’t manage to fully perform at their 

best? 

The Ef[ects of Over-Thinldng in Sports 

i~3, ~.~: W~’b~’r, ai.Ed 

Athletes today spend a vast nunlber of hours honing their 

craft, working on various physical techniques hoping it pays 

performance dividends at future conlpetitions 



Mental Skills and Toughness 

A major tenet of sport and performance psychology is that 

mental skills are important determinants of performance 

involving cognitive (thinking) abilities perfected through 

mental skills training. 

Where Do I Sign Up for a Full Ride Scholarship? 

Prospective student-athletes embark on a treasure hunt for 

this elusive jackpot known as a full-ride. Unlike Captain 

Jack Sparrow with his cornpass or the Goonies with their 

map, there is no specific road map for athletes to find their 

treasure. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 10:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: - Recruitment 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Recruitment 

Froru: @aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am a and will graduate in I play for 

My jeraey number is    for both teams. I have followed North Carolina’s team for years and am vet?/impressed with your history of dominance. I have read your 
book, Vision of a Champion, and have already learned so much from your coaching strategies. I know that North Carolina is a respected program with unlimited potential and I 
would love to be a part of it, I plan on attended one of your Elite camps next summer. I will be attaching my upcoming high school schedule in this email. I hope you will take 
the opportunity to come see me play. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 19, 2013 1:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com) 

EW: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 15s take third place at Copa Me:rico de Naciones 

Check out the roster _,. We have 2 of them .,., Let’s get visits from 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Monday, August :19, 20:13:10:02 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A rg 
Subject: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U-:15s take third place at Copa Mexico de Naciones 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

today’s NeWSMoIlday, Aug. 19, 2013 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

U.S. U-15s take third place 
by Soccer America 

[COPA MEXICO DE NACIONES] The U.S. under-15 boys national team took third at the 2013 Copa 

Mexico de Naciones when it beat Paraguay 7-6 in a shootout after their match Sunday at Azteca 

Stadium ended 3-3. Paraguay was up 3-2 for much of the second half until sub Joshua Perez, who plays 

in Fiorentina’s youth system, tied the score at 3-3 two minutes into second-half stoppage time. - Read 

the whole story 

USA’s Gallardo finishes as top scorer 
by Soccer America 

[COPA MEXICO DE NACIONES] American Joe Gallardo finished as the top scorer at the 2013 Copa 

Mexico de Naciones with five goals. - Read the whole story 

Argentina defeats Uruguay in final 
by Soccer America 

i.’~i Image 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi: 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender 

[COPA MEXICO DE NACIONES] Argentina won the 2013 Copa Mexico de Naciones with a 1-0 win over neighbor Uruguay in 

the final of the under-15 tournament at Mexico City’s Azteca Stadium. - Read the whole story 

U.S. under-17 women’s national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[ENGLAND TRIP] The U.S. under-17 women’s national team will be training in England for 10 days and play two matches 

against the England U-17s Aug. 25 and Aug. 28. For the 20 players called up for the trip ... - Read the whole stow 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Monday, Aug. 19, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

Image 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 19, 2013 1:34 PM 

@duke.edu) 

FW: Head Coaches’ Celebration 

Do you want to go to this? I will be out of town. 

From-" Bubba and Cunningham [mailto:paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com] 
Sent-" Monday, August :~2, 2013 3:37 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Head Coaches’ Celebration 

[i~i imag ....... ’ed by sender. Click 

View invitalion: 

www.papeflesspost.comievents/4742404- 

cc51 dTd5ireplies/88921854- ee251~ca 

View on map 

Add to Google Calendar. OuflooL iCal, Yahoo 

Calendar 
Access event on the move: Get the iPhone app now 

Head Coaches Celebration 
Friday, August 23rd at 7:00 PM 

Block this seader fl-o:,n yore Paperless Post maiI 

Add pap#zle~pgst@~@,oeE[@~,oost:c,e,m to your address book to eqsu=’e you receive sii tutu=’e emsiis from Papal!ass Post 

View the Pai;ade.~.~ Pc:4~i privacy policy 



~emoved by 

sender, pixel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 19, 2013 1:36 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu       ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 15s win Copa Mexico group; Japan sweeps U-20 women 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Monday, August :t2, 20:~3 6::t7 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject; Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U-ISs win Copa Mexico group; Japan ~ Image 
sweeps U-20 women 

I 
removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 

sender. 

Foday"s N~WSMonday, Aug. 12, 2013 

removed by 

sender 

tweet This 

U.S. U-15s win group with 3-1 win over Uruguay 
by Soccer America 

[COPA MEXICO DE NACIONES] Joe Gallardo Jr. scored two goals and assisted on a Haji Wright goal 

to give the U.S. under-15 boys national team a 3-1 victory over Uruguay that moved it into the quarterfinals 

at the 2013 Copa Mexico de Naciones in Mexico City. - Read the whole story 

U.S. under-14 boys national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[NTC CAMP] Coach Hugo Perez has called in 31 players for the U.S. under-14 boys national team’s 

training camp Aug. 17-25 at U.S. Soccer’s National Training Center in Carson, Calif. It is the third training 

camp of the year for the 1999 age group. Eight players hail from California, and five from Texas. - Read 

the whole story 

French: ’Playing Japan was a whole new experience’ 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi~ 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

[USA UNDER-20 WOMEN] Japan beat the USA, 3-0, for its second win in two games in U.S. under-20 under-20 women’s 

friendlies at the U.S. Soccer National Training Center. - Read the whole story 

Real So Cal ECNL girls take two titles 
by Soccer America 

[SOCCERLOCO SURF CUP] Real So Cal ECNL teams won under-18 and under-16 girls titles at the annual Soccerloco Surf 

Cup in Del Mar, Calif. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Monday, Aug. 12, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~.socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 19, 2013 1:39 PM 

ttill Carrow <hcarrow@spor~tsproperfies.com> 

@duke.edn);         ~msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu;      ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: NC Sports Summit panelist: 9,/20/13’? 

Hill, 

Tragically I will be out of town. I am sorry, my t:riend!! 

From: Hill Carrow [mailto:hcarrow@sportsproperties.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August :~3, 20:1.3 :~0:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" NC Sports Summit panelist: 9/20/:~37 

Anson: Hope all is going well with you and UNC Women’s Soccer. Congratulations on the #I pre-season ranking! 

Hopefully when you received your copy of the Triangle Sports Commission 2012 Annual Report you saw my handwritten note requesting your participation 

in the 20:L3 North Carolina Sports Summit. The Summit is an informative and entertaining half day conference that focuses on the business of sports in 

North Carolina. It is hosted by the Triangle Sports Commission, a non-profit, charitable organization that fosters sports tourism and promotes Olympic and 

amateur sports in our region. 

We are hoping the date of this year’s Sport Summit, Friday, September 20, will work for your schedule. The Summit will be held at the Embassy Suites in 

Cary (just off 1-40 at Harrison Blvd)~ 

We would like to have you participate on a panel sharing your NCAA naUonal championship experiences. This panel is currently scheduled during or near 

the lunch hour (exact time tbd as we flesh out the final schedule)~ 

Reg Jones, Director for the 20~L4 US Open, is slated to start the morning filling everyone in on what to expect with next year’s US Open events in Pinehurst, 

and Mark Lewis, new head of all Championships at the NCAA, will finish off the Summit (which concludes at 2pro) as our featured lunchtime speaker. 

I have attached materials from last year’s event to give you an idea of the high quality of the panels and participants. In its first year last year, we had 

over 250 attendees including many industry professionals, interested members of the public, and even a significant number of students from our local 

colleges and universities. 

Please let me know if you can participate. We will cover all out-of-pocket expenses and, of course, treat you to lunch (and even breakfast) if you would 

like. 

I believe you will really enjoy it and your participation will make a very good event even better. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thank you. Hill 

Hill Carrow 

Chairman, 2013 NC Sports Summit 

Volunteer CEO, Triangle Sports Commission 

40~ Harrison Oaks BIvd, Ste 215 

Cary, NC 27513 

hca rrow@trianglesportscommission.com 

919-678-1651w,             c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 19, 2013 5:02 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emM.unc.edu> 

ILE: Emie Willi~anson Aweafl 

Women’s Soccer nominates Torn Sande~ ._ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 

Sent; Monday, August .tg, 2013 12:48 PM 
To; UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Ernie Williamson Award 

Nominations are currently being accepted for the Ernie Williamson Award, an annual award that is presented to deserving staff members of the Department of 

Athletics and Rams Club. 

The award is given annually to the employee(s) who best exemplifies the spirit of the late Ernie Williamson. Ernie played football at Carolina in the :1940s, was the 

executive director of the Rams Club for 30 years and a beloved member of our Tar Heel family for generations. 

The award’s criteria states: "A winner of the Ernie Williamson Award will have an unquestioned love and loyalty for the university, the athletics department, and 

our student-athletes. This love and loyalty will be demonstrated by an inspirational work ethic, an encouraging demeanor, and the respect and admiration of 

his/her co-workers." 

If you would like to nominate a fellow co-worker, please provide your co-worker’s name and the reason you believe this person is deserving of the Williamson 

Award to Karlton Creech (kcreech@unc.ed~.{) by this Thursday, August 22, at S p.m. You may nominate any staff member for the award -it does not have to be 

someone in your unit. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV {ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:23 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

FW: 

From: 

Sent; Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A lV 
Subject: 

6:16 PM 
@hotmail.com] 

Coach Dorrance, 

I san and I am interested in attending the Universi~ ofNo~th Ca~roli~m. I am a 

an online school that is based out of                  I play on 

I would love it if you conld come watch me play in the this weekend, 

in high school and cmrently attending 

My schedule is: 

I hope to see you there. 

Go Taxheels! 
Sincerely, 

~hotmail.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV {ANSON)> 

Monday, ,6:33 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

FW: 

From; _~msn.com] 
Sent; Monday, 5:30 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A [V; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas 3; Palladino, George W 
Subject: 

Anson, 

Hope you enjoyed your break from me. Still a l%er!! Uh huh!!! 

I got back from the                           in       & then 

Here’s an article ruth my pic. Not the prettiest, but whateva! 

Both of them were fun. I just started High School. We’re 2-0 so far. 





STAD IUM ADDIRESS 

Cobb Stadium 

5821 San Amaro Dr. 

Coral Gables, FL 331146 

ADMINISTRATION 

Tim Wise 
5’t: Assoda# Alhlelic Director- oCpo~/ S,pe,:isor 

Jennifer Strawley 
St. Associa# A~hlelic Dinctor! oC~-A 

GAME OPERATIONS OFFICE 

Nick Searles 305.284.4611 
Assistant Din, c/or oj’E~e,l;/ Ga~ve Da)’ Ma,ager 

CELL EMAIL 
n.searles@miami.edu 

SPORTS MEDIA RELATIONS 
Cameron Ghorbi 305.284.3230 
Assistant ~po~t; Media Relatiovs Director 

ATHLETIC T[RAINING 

Lesley-Anne King 305.284.4131 
Ass#ta~t Athletic Tra&r- Women’s 5"occer 

c.ghorbi@miami.edu 

1.king2@miami.edu 

COACHING STAFF 

Mary-Frances Monroe 
Head C~oach 

Kate Dylag 
Assistavt C’oach 

Chris White 
A;sistaat C~oach 

Gabi Rivera 

(botZvator ( 5"occer O~,eratioas 

305.284.3640 

305.284.5079 

305.284.4179 

305.284.3460 

m.monroe@miami.edu 

k.dylag@miami.edu 

chris.white@miami.edu 

g.rivera4@miami.edu 



J® TM 

DUL  

Date 

Friday, August 23r~ 

Friday, September 6th 

Thursday, September 19th 

Sunday, September 21st 

Sunday, October 6th 

Thursday, October 10th 

Thursday, October 17th 

Sunday, October 20th 

Thursday, October 31St 

Cleveland State^ 

North Carolina State~ 

Notre Dame* 

7:00 PM 

.00 PM 

7:00 PM 

1:00 PIV! 

12:00 PM 

.00 PM Pittsburgh* 7" 

7:00 PM 

1:00 PM 

7:00 PM 

^ = nonconference match 
* = ACC match 



TRAINING!WALK-THROUGH 
Please contact Nick Searles (contact information above) to schedule your practice time for Friday. 

The game field will be available for your practice. 

PARKING 
Parking for you team bus or vans will be available in the parking lot next to Cobb Stadium (please see 

attached map). A member of the University of Miami staffwill meet you upon arrival to escort your team to 

your locker room or to the field. Fans can also park in the lot next to Cobb Stadium. There is parking along 

the street next to Cobb Stadium as well. These spots are monitored by the City of Coral Gables and will 

have to be paid for through the pay station near the stadium or the parking meters near the spots. The 

University of Miami does not ticket cars within the parking lots on the weekends or after 4pm on the 

weekdays. 

LOCKER ROOM 
The visiting re.am locke.r rooms are located in the Hecht Athle.tic Cente.r which is located ne.xt to Cobb 

Stadium (please see attached map). The UniversilT of Miami will provide 30 towels for showers. Also, a 

locker room will be available, upon request, if the coaches would like a separate’, one’. from the team. 

PRE-GAME 
Attached you will find a sample pregame timing sheet for the 2013 season. The playing field will be available 
for warm up 70 minutes before game time. At this time~ the 60 minme game clock will start and will 
end 10 minutes before game thne. Once: the game clock hits 0:00, the teams will be asked to clear the 
field so player introductions and the National z~mthem can take place. Please note that the attached 
timing sheet is only a sample and is subject to change. 

TICKETS 
Tickets prices for the 2013 season are: 

Adult - $5.00 

Senior/Youth - $3.00 

If you have a player pass list, please hand it to a University of Miami staff member upon your arrival to 

Cobb Stadium. Gates will be open to the public one hour before game time. 



ITALIAN 
The Big Cheese 
Bugatti 

Buca Di Beppo 
Miami’s Best Pizza 

8080 Southwest 67/h Avenue, Miami 
2504 Ponce De Leon Blvd, Coral Gables 
15251 NW 67t,~ Avenue:, Hialeah 
1514 S Dixie ttighway, Coral Gables 

305.662.6855 
305.441.2545 
305.231.3100 
305.666.5931 

v The Charthouse 3371 Pan American Drive, Coconut Grove 
v Dan Marino’s 5701 Sunset Drive, South Miami 
Joe’s Stone: Crab 227 Biscayne Street, Miami Beach 
v Monty’s Bayshore 2550 S. Bayshore Drive, Coconut Grove 
Morton’s Steak House 17399 Biscayne Blvd, Avenmra 
Outback Steak House 7841 Pines Blvd, Pembroke Pines 
Shula’s Steak ttouse 7601 NW 154t,~ Street, Miami Lakes 

305.856.9741 
305.665.1315 
305.673.0365 
305.856.3992 
305.400.9990 
954.981.5300 
305.820.8102 

SNACK FOOD /CHICKEN/HAMBURGERS !SE. BS 
~ Beverly Hills Card 
Cheesecake Factory 
Chili’s 

~ Qdoba 5748 
v Quiznos 6907 

ShoW’s BBQ 2255 
v Smoke’t BBQ 1450 
vStop & Shop Subs 5885 
~ Subway 1552 
v TGI Friday’s 1200 
v Titanic 5813 

7321 Miami Lakes Drive, Hialeah 
19501 Biscayne Blvd, Miami 
8815 SW 72,~dPlace, Miami 

Sunset Drive, South Miami 
SW 5%~ Avenue, South Miami 
NW 87,h Avenue, Miami 
S Dixie Highww, Coral Gables 
Ponce De Leon Blvd, Coral Gables 
S Dixie ttighway, Coral Gables 
S Dixie Highway, Coral Gables 
Ponce De Leon Blvd, Coral Gables 

Tony Roma’s        6601 S Dixie ttighvvay, Miami 
University Chicken Grill 1232 S Dixie tiighway, Coral Gables 

305.558.8201 
305.792.9696 
305.670.0727 
305.668.3770 
305.661.8868 
305.471.5554 
305.669.8338 
305.668.4642 
305.661.0919 
305.668.7808 
305.668.1742 
305.667.4806 
786.621.7300 

NEW .AMERICAN 
~ Mayfair Grill 3000 Florida Avenue, Coconut Grove 305.441.0000 

CUBAN 
v Havana Harry’s 
La Carreta Restaurant 
Larios on the: Beach 
,~ Las Culebrinas 
Versailles Restaurant 
Yuca Restaurant 

4612 S Le Jeune Road, Coral Gables 
3632 SW 8th Street, Miami 
820 Ocean Drive, Miami Beach 
2890 SW 2Zh Avenue, Coconut Grove 
3555 SW 8~h Street, Miami 
501 Lincoln Road, South Beach 

305.661.2622 
305.444.7501 
305.532.9577 
305.448.4090 
305.445.0240 
305.532.9822 

Near Campers 



AIRPORT 
ttilton Miami Airport 

Miami/~rport Marriott 

Springhill Suites Airport 

Doubletree Miami Airport 

5101 Blue Lagoon Dr. 

1201 NW Le Jeune Rd 
6700 NW Th St 

711 NW 72*~d Ave 

305.262.1000 

305.649.5000 

305.265.0144 

305.261.3800 

CORAL GABLES/COCONUT 
The Biltmore Hotel 

Courtyard Marriott Coconut Grove 

Courtyard Marriott Coral Gables 

Holiday Inn 2 Universi~T of Miami 

Hampton Inn ~ Coconut Grove 
Mayfair Hotel & Spa 

Sonesta Bayfront tIotel 

GROVE 
1200 Anastasia Ave 

2649 South Bayshore Dr 

2051 South Le Jeune Rd 
1350 South Dixie HighwW 

2800 SW 28~ Terrace 

3000 Florida Ave 

2889 McFarland Rd 

305.445.1926 

786.866.8215 

30.~.443.2301 

305.667.5611 

305.448.2800 

305.441.0000 

305.447.8200 

DADELA.ND 

BUS 

Courtyard Miami Dadeland 

Hampton Inn Miami Dadeland 

Miami Marriott Dadeland 

9075 South Dadeland B1vd 
8200 SW 70th Ave 

9090 South Dadeland Blvd 

305.670.1220 

305.269.0072 

305.670.1035 

American Coach Contact: Barbara Blake McLean 305.796.6308 

SHOPPING 
@ Dadeland Mall ..... 7535 N Kendall Dr, Miami, FL 33156 

o 5 minutes south of campus 
Cocowalk - 3015 Grand Ave, Coconut Grove, FL 33133 

o 10 minutes NE of campus 
Bayside -401 Biscayne Blvd Ste R106, Miami, FL 33132 

o 15-20 minutes NE of campus located in downtoxvn 

BOWLING 
Splitsville 5701 Sunnier Dr, Miami, FL 

o 1 mile south of campus 

MOVIE THEATERS 
AMC Theatres Sunset Place - 5701 Sunset Dr Suite 300, Miami, FL 33143 

, Paragon Grove 13 - 3015 Grand Ave, Suite 322, Coconut Grove, FL 33133 
, AMC Theatres Mall of Americas 14 - 7796 W. Flager Space 1, Miami, FL 33144 



FROM MIAMI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
Take Exit marked Coral Gables/Le Jeune Road. Exit onto Le Jeune and head south and turn right onto 
Ponce de Leon Blvd (just before the Metrorail). Go 1.7 miles and turn right onto San Amaro Drive, 
(ttulTicane, Drive). Cobb Stadium is located about a quarter of a mile’, down on San Amaro Drive 

FROM THE NORTH 
Take US-1 (South Dixie Hwy) south and take a right on Alhambra Drive (under the metro rail). At the light, 
take a left onto Ponce de Leon Blvd. At the following light, turn right onto San Amaro Drive (Hurricane 
Drive). Cobb Stadium is locate, d about a quarter of a mile down on San Amaro Drive 

FROM THE SOUTH 
Take US-1 (South Dixie Hwy) north and take a left of Alhambra Drive, (under the metro rail). At the light, 

take a left onto Ponce de Leon Blvd. At the following light, turn right onto San Amaro Drive (Hurricane 

Drive). Cobb Stadium is located about a quarter of a mile: down on San Amaro Drive. 

Key 
1. Bus !Vain_ parking 

2. Visiting team locker room 

3. Visiting team bench 

4. Cobb Stadium entrance 



(Please note this is onl~le and is subject to change) 



U niversity of Miami Hu~rkanes ~si U niv:e~sity :of Cincinn a~ iBearcats 

d ii u m .................. 

Ac tu a I Ti ~ ~ a ~1 

Pt-eg~ ................... 

Field ilable fol wa i p 

6" 20pro ~(. O0 
officia I~ 

Uona I AnU-~m 
6"55pm 0:O00fficia Is IntroducU:)ns 

Team in~oductions 

Half Time 15:00 ..... Half time enterk, i,~mer, t begins 
............................. 

Ha If ti me e nterk~in me nt ends 

u p 

Pregame Procedures Officials 
...... ....... R e f 

........... 1’4 at d~ Order 
I ndividual Introdu cti ons AR2 

Introduction Order 
Referees 
Cincinnati Starters 
Miami Starters 

- Alex Sorondo 
- Jonathan Weiner 
- Klan Attai 
- Carlos Sandoval 

Niami Uniforms: WH ITE 

Cincinnati Uniforms’ P, LACK 



INCLEMENT WEATHER POLICY 

IN THE EVENT OF HEAVY RAIN... 

If heavy rain prevents competition on the field, the head umpire will call for a delay in game. NOTE: A 

delay to the start of the game will be made by the home coach. 

Should heavy rains continue with little sign of letup, it is up to the discretion of the head umpire to wait to 

resume, reschedule, or cancel the game. 

A decision will be made by the head umpire, coaches, and game manager of a date and time that the game 

will be rescheduled. 

4. A PA announcement will then be read informing fans of the decision to continue play or reschedule the 

contest. 

IN THE EVENT OF LIGHTNING... 

1. Any weather issues will be monitored from the track using the Thor Guard Lightning Prediction and Warning 

System, contracted by the University of Miami. 

2. Activity within a five mile radius of Cobb Stadium is detected by Thor Guard. Once detected, one loud horn 

blast, lasting approximately 15 seconds, will be heard throughout the stadium. Play will be stopped 

immediately and all athletes, coaches, officials, and staff will exit the field. 

a. Home team will be escorted to home locker room. 

b. Visiting team will exit to team dugout or be escorted to team bus. 

c. Umpires will exit to locker room behind home dugout. 

d. Via a PA announcement, fans will be directed to leave their seats and find shelter under the stadium 

or in their cars. 

3. When activity is no longer within a five mile radius of Cobb Stadium, Thor Guard will send out an "all clear" 

signal. The "all clear" consists of three back-to-back-to-back loud horn blasts, lasting approximately 5 

seconds each. 

4. The head umpire, both head coaches, and game manager will determine when to resume play. A PA 

announcement will then be read telling fans they may return to their seats and the time that competition 

will resume. 



School: 

Date of Event: 

Visiting Team Complimentary Pass List 
Opponent: University of Miami Hurricanes 

Location: Coral Gables, FL 

TM 

STUDENT ATHLETE GUEST 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

SIGNATURE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Monday, 6:37 PM 

Jason Sisneros ~gmml.com> 

Ducal; Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

FW: College Prospect 

From: Rodrigo Guerra [rguerra@csaprepstar.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: College Prospect 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

How have you been? 
I wanted to give you an update on She is a now, and she just 
participated in a couple of DI soccer camps during the summer; and, even 
though she was a        , she excelled at both. Before that, she played in the 

As you know,      would love to join your program; she knows it is early in the process, 
but also knows the importance of being first! As always, het~ is a brief summary, as well as 
her profile and video links. Please let me know what you think Coach[ 
Regards, Rodrigo 



CSA-PREPSTAR Regional Scouting Director: 
Rodrgio Guerra: 01t-,525557031656 

E-Mail: 

For complete player profile information click here: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:40 PM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
~vw.ta rheelblue.com 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, :[2:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am very interested in your soccer program and The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I currently play for 

I am a                                    maintain an unweighted     GPA and a weighted    GPA, and stand at     (still growing). I hope to 
visit UNC sometime and would look forward to meeting with you further to discuss the soccer program. I have always dreamed of playing soccer for 
the Tar Heels ever since I was a little girl. 

Here’s my fall schedule: 

Best of luck this fall and thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Graduation: 
Email: ,~. qmail.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:41 PM 

.la~n Sisneros .~gma~l.com> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am very interested in your soccer program and The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, I currently play for 

I am a                                   r maintain an unweighted     GPA and a weighted    GPA, and stand at     (still growing). I hope to 
visit UNC sometime and would look forward to meeting with you further to discuss the soccer program. I have always dreamed of playing soccer for 
the Tar Heels ever since I was a little girl. 

Here’s my fall schedule: 

Best of luck this fall and thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Graduation: 
Email: @gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Monday, 6:42 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmml.com> 

From: Simon Statzel [simon@oerman-athletes.ccsend.com] on behalf of Simon St~itzel [team@scholarbook.net] 
Sent: Monday, 11:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 
We know that University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill has 
very high expectations on soccer players, that’s why we 

who can play on both 
wings with her biggest strength to provide assists to the 
target forwards. With her great anticipation and her 
understanding of the game she also wins many balls and is 
able to score frequently, as well. Furthermore she is a very 
bright student. 
With our assistance the recruiting process will be very 
quick and easy for you. 

Sincerely, 
Simon Stuetzel 
2 times All-American (NCAA Division 2) 
202-657-5720 
team@scholarbook.net 

::~,,~ Scholarsoccer English 



Videos: 



Forward email 

This email was sent to mlscm@uncaa,unc.edu by team@scho[aibook.net 
_U_p_d_a_t_e__!~_[_o_~[[_e.~__m__@_[LA_d_d_r_9_s_s. {nstar, t l-emoval with .S_a_f~I.U_n_s_u_b_s_c_r_[_b_e_ ~’ [_~_[Lv_a_c_~_[_~gJj_c_y_. 

German-Athletes,corn i Am Hang la Neuhaeusel i 56335 Germany 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:47 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Player Letter of Interesl 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, 7:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, AlbeCc A ~V 
Subject= Player Letter of Interest 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am a I am currently a 

and beginning to contact coaches atthe ,schools I a~n interested in. [INC’s ,soccer reputation speaks [br itself, and I, aJong with any other girl looking to play soccer in 

college, would be honored to be considered tbr your school. 

Since [INC is not too l~r from M~ere I am, I hope you or another s~tafl’member might have the opportunity to watch me play. I am attaching the links to my t~Jl 

and     season. In addition, my temn has been accepted into the                      where we will be playing at the,                       and the 
Both of these will be this coming 

I have researched your current temn and noticed you have 4 or 5 players                                                that will be graduating as I would 

be entering as a         Those girls mentioned play positions I feel I mn able to play well. 

I would make a good fit in the Tinheel comtnunib" because of my academic determination a~d my dedication to elite athletic standards. 

Please refer to my player profile attached to this email for further i~ffonnation on myself m~d ways to contact my coach. 
Thank you for your time. 



Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDlBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS!CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 

Monday, 6:47 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ,@gmaS~l.com~’- 

Ducar, Chris ~-~ducar@unc.e&v" 

Player Letter of Interest 

From: @gmafl.com] 

Sent: Sunday, 7:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Player Letter of Interest 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is i and I am a . I am currently’ a 

and begriming to contact coaches at the schools I am interested m. UNC’s soccer reputalion speaks £br itsell; and I0 along with any other girl looking to play- soccer in 

college, would be honored to be considered for ?,our school. 
Since UNC is not too thr t?om where I am, I hope you or another staffmember might have the opportm~ity, to watch me play. I am attaching the links to my fall 

and season. In addition, my team has been accepted into the where we will be playing at the and the 

Both of these will be this coming 
I have researched your current team and noticed you have 4 or 5 players ~                                               that will be graduating as I would 

be entering as a         Those girls mentioned play" positions I ~el I am able to play well. 
I would ~n~ke a good fit in the Taxheel co~nmnni~ because of my academic determination and my &dication to elite athletic standards. 

Please refer to my player profile attached to this email for further infom~ation on myself and ways t~ contact my coach. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:47 PM 

@cuemaJl.net 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: #cuemail.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:41 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is and I am a 

is participating in the 

on Saturday at 8 am on field 2 pm on field 

Thank you, 

and Sunday at 8 am on field 

I would like you to know that I am very interested in your soccer team. IVly club team, 
I am playing in the 

I’m    aa~d I play 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:47 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:4:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is and I a~ a 

is participating in the 

on Saturday at 8 am on field 2 pm on field 
Thank you, 

and Sunday at 8 am on field 

Click this link to see my Profile 

I would like you to know that I mn very interested in your soccer team. My club team, 

I mn playing in the 

I’m    a~d I play 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:48 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.eda> 

I~W: Toama~ent Information 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 12:51 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tournament Information 

Dear Coach Anson, 

Hi this is I recently contacted you that I am very interested in playing at file University of North Carolina. I am follomng up with my gmne times and 

field numbers for the tournament. I play for My jersey number is m~d I play 

Also, my unifom~ colors are You can contact 

I hope you have the time to watch me play, thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:49 PM 

~sbcglobal.net> 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re,assista ntcoach,net/colleges/athlete_webforrn,as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
~vw.ta rheelblue.com 

From: @sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                and I am entering my 
University of North Carolina because of your program as well as your soccer program. 

I am interested in attending 

Currently, I play for team. I also play for where I maintam a GPA. 

I am VERY interested in playing soccer for University of North Carolina. My season is getting ready to be#n and I will be sending 

you my schedule to invite you to watch me play at various games/tournaments. 

Thank you so much for your 6me and best of luck in the upcoming season! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:49 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

From: ~sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                and I am entering my 
University of North Carolina because of your program as well as your soccer program. 

I am interested in attending 

Currently, I play for team. I also play for where I maintain a GPA. 

I am VERY interested in playing soccer for University of North Carolina. My season is getting ready to begin and I will be sending 

you my schedule to invite you to watch me play at various games/tournaments. 

Thank you so much for your time and best of luck in the upcoming season! 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:50 PM 

.la~m Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:27 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

I connected with the and they turned me on to I have had a great summer of soccer with 

close to breaking into the 60’s on power shooting, too. I can’t wait to see your girls *Jain in the fall. 

Take a look at my soccer blog to see how I use training I learned from your book and watching yonr team in Chapel Hill 

Click this link to see my Profile~, 

I am veu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:15 AM 

.la~n Sisneros @gma~l.com> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Prospective Scholar-Atlflete 

From; ~optonline.net] 
Sent; Monday, ’, 8:48 PM 
To; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re:                 Prospective Scholar-Athlete 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
As the starting for the soccer team, I am beginning my search for a college with a soccer program where I 
can make an impact, as well as further develop my skills and strength. 

I have attached my profile for your review. 

Below are tournaments that I will be attending if you should have the opportunity to attend: 

Thankyou. 

To: bpallad~no@,uncaa.unc.edu ; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu ; anson@email.unc.edu 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:28 PM 
Subject: Fw: Prospective Scholar-Athlete 

Hello Coaches, 
On I will be playing in the below I hope that you are able to come to one of my games. 

Thankyou, 

--- Original Message .... 

To: bpalladino(~.uncaa.unc.edu ; pacman(~.uncaa.unc.edu ; ansonCg.email.unc.edu 
Sent: Sunday, 11:21 PM 
Subject: Fw: - Prospective Scholar-Athlete 

Hello Coaches, 
Below is my schedule for the 
jersey number 

For this event, I am playing with and I will be wearing 

Thankyou, 

--- Original Message .... 

To: anson ¢~.email.u nc.ed u 
Sent: Monday, 8:48 PM 
Subject: Prospective Scholar-Athlete 

Coach Dorrance, 



As the starting                      for the                soccer team, I am beginning my search for a college with a soccer program where 
can make an impact, as well as further develop my skills and strength. 

have attached my profile for your review. 
Below are tournaments that I will be attending if you should have the opportunity to attend: 

I will email you the remaining schedules once they become available. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:35 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu:~ 

1),22: IMPORTANT: REQUIRED Training GlobaJJy Hamonized System - HazCom 2012 

I assume I do not need to do anything with this 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent-" Wednesday, August 14, 2013 8:54 AlVl 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject-" IMPORTANT: REC~UIRED Training Globally Hamonized System - HazCom 2012 
Importance-" High 

TO ALL DEP~£iMENT OF ATHU!TK;S ~!~ PI_OYE~}S: 

~er [he in[ormation below~ ALL ~!N~ PLOY~!E5 are required t.:_~ complete any training module~ requhed 

by OSHA {Occupational Safety and Health Administration) and as managed by Lhe University’s Environrnent, Health and Safety Office {EHS}. Employees hired on 

August 7th, 2013 and goh~g forward w~l take th~s 

Orientation traink~g. ~f you have not yet comp~e~:ed the Orkmtation ~:rainh~g, ~;ek~ct the new hke Hnk below. A~I employees hked prior to ~:hat date and who have 

not had a break ~r~ service AND have aheady completed the EHS safety orkmtation should take the shor~:ened traink~g at ~:he ~in]~ below. 

NOTE: ~LL employees are required to complete this by the deadline noted below. Be rem~nded that completin~ EHS required training 

employment you s~gned when you began your employment. 

Thanks ~n advance for your prompt a~en~on to this important ma~er. If you have any q~esfions please let me. 

.Joyce Dalgle~sh 

NEW REQUIRED TI~J~INING: OSHA recently adopted the Globally Harmonized System o[ Classification and Labeling o[ ChemicaLs (G HS) into the Hazard 

Communication Standard. The Hazard Communication Standard requires that all University employees be informed of the hazards of chemicals that they work with 

or are present in their work area. As a result of this update all em Io ees must be trained on the new GHS elements by December 1, 2013. 

Existing University Employees who have taken the required EHS safety orientation prior to August 7th, 20:13 must take a short GHS training to meet this new 

regulatory requirement. 

~ For new hires, we have integrated GHS into the EHS Safety Orientation so they need only take the orientation training to meet the GHS requirement. 

To complete the training, please select the appropriate hyperlink above. Thanks 

...... Lmc ehs bold logo bl 

ue.9~f 

Mary C.rubtree, MESt t 

WorkpDce Saint?, Massager 

UNC-CH gnvm~ment. [ te~dth ~md Sa[~ty 

1120 gstes ]:)~i,,e Ext; CBi/1650 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-- 1650 

919-.962-.5719 ONce 

91%962-0227 Fax 

TNs erna~ and any transm~t[ed documen[s contain privs[e, privileged and confident~a~ information belonging to the sender. The information there~n b so~e~y for 

the use of the addressee. ~f your receipt of tNs trm~smission has occurred as the result of m~ error, p~ease immediately notify us so we can arrange for the return of 

the documents. ~n such circumstm~ces, you are ~dqised that you may not disclose copy, d~stribute, or take ~ny other ~ct~on in reliance on the information 

transm~[:[ed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:06 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Good Luck 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Good Luck 

12:46 AM 
~cuernail.net] 

Coach Dorrance-- 

I just wa~ted to tbllow up with you and say that I saw you at our games in I just wanted to write you a quick 

note and wish you the best of luck this upcoming seasou. I mn hopethl that we will get to see a game this ~a~n and meet you and your stafl~ 

Best, 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 10:07 AM 

.lennit~r Sovacool- Smith @gmail .com> 

ILE: Hey Anson...advice?’? 

How do I get to yoL~r website? 
From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @gmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, August :t8, 20:t3 4:07 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Hey Anson...advice?? 
Hope you are well!! :) Just wrested to let you know that my business is really starting to take off:..I have acquired 15 new players to train in the l~st two weeks and 

more are coming my way. :) I have been putting together tny website and have a logo now...I was wondering what you thought of it. Do you think tiffs is legible m~d do 

you think it is eye catching and would mm heads of people unfamiliar ruth my business?? Any advice you can offer would be greatly appreciated. Thank you so much 

and I look forward to hearing from you soon. :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:27 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~NV: FEMALE Players 

From: francisco ruiz casares @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 20, 2013 12:12 PM 
Subject: FEMALE Players 

Hello, I aJn contracting you becau~ my agency is hosting a football Trials in Spain female aged 16-19 years. 

Our intention is to oiler a scholarship in his school but we need your help. 

We cm~ do a collaboration contract for your college gra~ts a scholarship to the best player of course you come to choose tl~e best player. 

Can you tell me if yon are interested in t]~is project? 

’Fha~9~ you very much, best regards. 

Francisco Ruiz Casares 

Live Sports Director Football 

~ gmail.com 

@ hotmail.com 
+34 630 974 035 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:05 PM 

@~nsn.com; ducar@uucaa.unc.edu; 

@uga.edu); 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros @g~naiLcom); pacmaaa@uncaa.unc.edu; 

. matt jones ( ~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com; sean patton t @gtnail.com); 
. nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu);  

Subject: FW: Soccer On TV: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 

From-" Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 4:08 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Soccer On TV: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 

image 
removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

Fuesday, Aug. 20,2013 

removed by 
sender 

image 
removed by 
sender¯ 

tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

The LA Galaxy and Houston Dynamo kick off their play in the 2013-14 edition of the Concacaf Champions 

League on Tuesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is ahYays subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

~hare Thi~ 

removed by 

sender. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League PSV=AC MILAN (live) 2:30 

Concacaf Champions League DIRECTV W CONNECTION-HOUSTON DYNAMO (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR KARAGANDY-CELTIC (live) 11 am. 

UEFA Champions League PACOS DE FERREIRA-ZENIT (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSV-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LYON-REAL SOCIEDAD (delay) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-CARTAGINES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League SHAKHTAR KARAGANDY-CELTIC (live) 11 am. 

UEFA Champions League LYON-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSV-AC MILAN (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana U. CATOLICA-EMELEC (live) 7 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-CORRECAMINOS (live) 7:55 pm. 



Concacaf Champions League VICTORIA-CLUB TIJUANA (live) 10 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 2 

Concacaf Champions League LA GALAXY-CARTAGINES (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ESTUDIANTES TECOS-MORELIA (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SPORTS t 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pro. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAZGRAD-BASEL (delay) 7:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENCO (live) 8:45 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA=DALLAS (live) 10:30 pro. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TUGRES (live) 10 pm. 

THL~RSOAY, A{L~ust 2~ 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

FRIOAY~ A~g~st 23 

NBC SPORTS NE’RNORK 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 



ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

NGAA Women DELAWARE~T JOHNS (live) 7 pm= 

~ATU~DAY, Au~’~u~t 24. 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Neon, 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C, UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm. 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pm. 

SUNDA’(, A~g~st 25 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL TBD-TBD, Semifinal (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL TBD-TBD, Semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) 1 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEWYORK (live) 5 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

NCAA Women AUBURN-FLORIDA ST (live) 1 pm. 

NCAA Women FORDHAM-ST JOHNS (live) 1 pm. 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

~onday, August 2~ 

TBA 

Major League Soccer (fee) 



North American Soccer Lea.que 

National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

FollowSoccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TVRSS feed 
Soccer on TV for Tuesday, Aug 20, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

Image 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:28 PM 

~nsn.com; ducar@uucaa.unc.edu; 

@u~a.edu)i~ 

@sol.cam; Jason Sisneros ( @g~nail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

matt jones ( _    _               @gmail.com); 
@gmail.com; sean patton ( @gtnail.com); 

/; nicole lava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu);  

Subject: l~’W: new core value 

Ladies, 

For everyone who did not make 10:120’s on SaLurday you are required to rnemorize this and be prepared to recite iL. {This is the "Core Value" that  

 brilliantly redted for a~l of us last week~} ~f you were ~njured and were not aMe to run you are also required to memorize it {you ca~ memorize it wMle 

you are rehabbing}~ This w~l~ eliminate the classic weaving and bobMng dodge of "1 should not have to memorize it because ] was (pick one) in)Jred, unaware, 

"fa~fing ~n ~ow?"*, "~ haw~ Nk:o~e’s perm~sskm not to do this", "my morn does not want me do~ng this", "1 ~m so 

ov erw h e~ m e d/st r ease did e p r e sse d/p r eg n a r~t/w h ~ t eve r", 

~"Fa~fing ~n ~ove" was the bes~ dodge in UNC history for trying to get out of a fitness requirement. It was used by Amy Machin back in 198I or 1982. This ~s closely 

fo~lowed by the answer to a question a freshman recruit from Charlotte gave one year when we asked her what she d~d ~n preparation for the season after 

watching her demonstrate the worst fitness test res~J~ts ~n [JNC Women’s Soccer history: "1 went on ~ong walks w~th my mother". 

Hi, re tMs done by Thursdav. 

F~m= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 20~3 2:~0 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= new core value 

"The common denominator of success. . . [is forming] the habit of doing things that [aflures don’t like to do... Failures are influenced by the desire[or 

pleasing methods.., successful [people]_ ore influenced by the desire for pleasing results... We’ve got to realize fight [rom the start that success is something 

which is achieved by the minority..., end is therefore unnatural and not to be achieved by foflowing your natural likes end disfikes nor by being guided by 

our natural preferences end prejudices.., you won’t have to be told how to find your purpose or how to identify it or how to surrender to it. If it’s a big 

purpose you will be big in its accomplishment. !fit’s an unselfish purpose, you will be unselfish in accomplishing it. And if it’s on honest purpose you wifl be 

honest end honorable in the accomplishment of it. But as long as you live, don’t ever [orget that while you may succeed beyond your [ondest hopes and your 

greatest expectations, you will never succeed beyond the purpose to which you ore willing to surrender. Furthermore your surrender will not be complete 

until you have formed the habit of doing the things that failures don’t like to do." 

Albert E. :~( Gray, The Common Denomin~or qf Suecess) 

Tom Sander 
Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

UniversiU of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 4:31 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

I~E: IMPORTANT: REQUIRED Training Globally Hamonized System - HazCom 2012 

Very good!! 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent; Tuesday, August 20, 20:t3 9:39 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: IMPORTANT: REQUIRED Training Globally Hamonized System - HazCom 20:t2 

You need to take the training t:or existing UniversiLy employees as noted below. 

Joyce 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:35 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject; RE: IMPORTANT: REQUIRED Training Globally Hamonized System - HazCom 20:12 

I assume I do not need to do anything ~vith this ...... 

Frora: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Wednesday, August :t4, 2053 8:54-AM 
Te-" UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject; IMPORTANT: REQUIRED Training Globally Hamonized System - HazCom 2012 
Tmportance: High 
TO ALL DEPARTMENT O~ ATHLETICS EMPLOYEES: 

Per the information below, ALL EMPLOYEES are required to complete any training modules required 

by OSHA (Occupational Safety and Health Administration) and as managed by the University’s Environment, Health and Safety Office (EHS}. Employees hired on 

Aug~.lst 7th, 20:[3 and goi~lg forward will take this in their 

Orientation training. If you have not yet compteLed the Orientation Lrainins, select the new hire link bNow. All employees hired prior to Lhat date and who have 

not had ~ break ~n service AND have a~ready completed the ENS safety orientation should take the shortened t~ain~n8 at the fi~k bebw. 

NOTE: ALl empbvees are required to complete this by the deadline noted below. 8e remh~ded that completinA ENS requi~ed trah~n8 ~s part of the conditions of 

Thanks ~n advance ~or your promp[ a~entkm ~:o this important rna[ter. I~ you have any questions please let me. 

Joyce Dsl~le~sh 

NEW REQUIRED TRAINING: OSHA recently adopted the Globally Harmonized System of Classification and Labeling o~ Chemicals (G HS) into the Hazard 

Communication Standard. The Hazard Communication Standard requires that all University employees be informed of the hazards of chemicals that they work with 

or are present in their work area. As a result of this update all employees must be trained on the new GHS elements by December 1, 2013. 

Existing University Employees who have taken the required EHS safety orientation prior to August 7th, 20:13 must take a short GNS trainin~ to meet this new 

regulatory requirement. 

For new hires, we have integrated GNS into the _E__H_S___S___a_t_e_t_y___O_[L_e_n___t__a_t_!_9___n__so they need only take the orientation training to meet the GHS requirement. 

To complete the training, please select the appropriate hyperlink above. Thanks 

uric ehs bold io9o bl 

ue.gif 

Mary Crabtree, M.J’~S~ t 

Workp]ace Sa~bty Malinger 

1120 Estes Drive Ext, C.B~ 1650 

Chapd Hill NC. 275. ~. - 1 

919-962-5719 Ottice 

919-962-0227 Fax 

Confidentiality Notice: 

Th~s ema~l and any transmRted documents contain private, privileged and confident:~a~ informath:m bekmging to the sender. The infornlatk)n there~n 

the use of the addressee, t[ your receipt of th~s [:ransrmsskm has occurred as the resu~[ o[ an erro[, please immediately notify us so we can arrange for the re[:urr~ of 

Lhe documents, b~ such circumsLances, you are advised that you may not disclose copy, distribuLe, or take any other sct~on in refiance on Lhe ~n[:ormat~on 

trs nsm~Lted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 4:36 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

ILE: IMtK)RTANT: REQUIRED Training GlobaJly Hamonized System - HazCom 2012 

I ;m~ corffuso~k which o[~(~ do I t:ako ... [he NEW EMPLOYEE one, ev(~ though I hav(~ bee[~ workh~g here sh~c:e ~.976; or [he "Existing University Employees who have taken the 

required EHS safety orientation pdor to August 7th, 2013’’, even though I have not taken the nequ&ped EHS safety or&entat&on? 

F~m: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2053 9:39 AN 

To: Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject: RE: INPORTANT: REQUIRED Training Globally Humanized System - HazCom 20~2 
You need to take the tra~nm~ k)( existing Univers~:y ernpk)yee~ as noted bek~w. 

Joyce 

Frem: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 20~3 9:35 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

5ubje¢t: RE: IMPORTANT: REQUIRED Training Globally Hamonized System - HazCom 20~2 

~ assume ~ do not need to do anything with this 

F~m= Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Se~t= Wednesday, August ~4, 20~3 8:54 AN 

Te= UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject= ZNPORTA~: REQUIRED Training Globally Hamonized System - HazCom 20~2 
Impedance: High 

~O ALL DEP~R~MENT O~ A~HL£T~CS £MPLOYEES: 

Per the ~nfornlat~o~ De~ow, ALL £MPLOY£ES sr£ r£qLdred to complete any Sra#~in8 modu~s requir~ 

by OSHA (Occu~atK3na~ SafeLy and H~th Admhl~str~Lion~ a~d as managed by the U~vers~ty’s E~vh-on[~ent, Nea~th a~d Safety Offic~ (EHS}, E[~loyees h~red on 

~ot had s break ~ s£rvice AND have Nready completed the EHS safety odentation shou~ take the shorL£ned trsin~ at Lh£ ~ink bNow~ 

NOTE: ALl empK%~e~s ~re requh-e~ to comp~et~ th~s by Lh~ d~d~e note~ below. 8~ r~mk~ed that comp~eLin~ ENS required tr~hl~ ~s part of the conditions of 

,Joyce 

NEW REQUIRED TRAINING: OSHA recently adopted the Globally Harmonized System o[ Classification and Lobefing of Chemicals (G HS) into the Hazard 

Communication Standard. The Hazard Communication Standard requires that all University employees be informed of the hazards of chemicals that they work with 

or are present in their work area. As a result of this update all employees must be trained on the new GHS elements by December 1, 2013. 

Existing University Employees who have taken the required EHS safety orientation prior to August 7th, 2013 must take a short GHS training, to meet this new 

regulatory requirement. 

For new hires, we have integrated GHS into t he __E___H___S___S___a__f__e___t_y____O___r_Le__n___t__a__t_!_9___q_so th ey n eed only take the orientation training to meet the GHS requirement. 

To complete the training, please select the appropriate hyperlink above. Thanks 

unc ehs bold logo bl 
ue.gif 

Mary C rabtree, 

Workplace Satbt?, Massager 

l JNC-Ct [ [~;~wm~nme~t, 

1 I20 [~;sms Drive ExL C.Bii 1650 

Chape~ Hill NC. 2759% 1650 

919-.962-.5719 ONce 

919-.962-.0227 

Confidentiality Notice: 

Th~s ema~ and any transmitted documents contain private, pdqi~eged and confident~a~ information belonging to the sender. The information there~n ~s so~e~y for 

the use of the Bddffess~e. ~f your rece~p[: o[ th~s transmission has occurred i;s the result of an error, pk?ase ~mmediateIv notify us so we ci)n arranse for the tel:urn of 

[:he documen[s, h~ such circurns~:ances, you are sdvised thi~t you may r~ot disck~se copy, distribuLe, or take shy other s(:~:~.:}~l ir~ reliance on ~:he #fforrnatkm 

trs nsm~Lted. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 4:39 PM 

Jennit~r Sovacool- Smith ~gmail .com> 

ILE: Hey Anson...advice?’? 

BTN, I tried to pull tip your website and all I could get was: "this site is ur~der construction", 

From-’ Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @gmail.com] 
Sent-’ Tuesday, August 20, 2013 ~L0:34 AN 

To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Its still very rough draft like not cotnplete other tha~a a few pa~Cs ... 5~-Sy___~y__:R_r__e__r!~i__ej2e_~_c_2c__e_!J__v_qi!)_i__n_g:_c_’9_~__r_~.... we just cha~ged hosting sites and the logo is different but I 

worked on it a31 day yesterday m~d am working on it today hoping to have it up and m~ming asap ... 

On Aug 20, 2013 9:06 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansou(~-~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 
How do I get to your website? 
From-’ Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @gmail,cor~] 
Sent-’ Sunday, August 18, 2013 4:07 PlY1 
To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A TV 
Subject-’ Hey Anson...advice?? 
Hope yon are well’~ ! :) Just wanted to let you know that my bnsiness is really starting to take of[~..I have acquired 15 new players to train in the past two weeks and 

more are coming my way. :) I have been putting together my website and have a logo now...I was wondering what you thought of it. Do you think this is legible and do 

you think it is eye catching a~d would tam heads of people unfi~niliar with my business?? Any advice you ca~ otter would tye greatly appreciated. Tha~k you so much 

and I look forward to hearing fi-om you soon. :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, _ 4:53 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

~nsn.co~n; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      O!aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: "A Word to the Wise is Sufficient" --, Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 

I love it[! I arn sharing this with rny staff!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 1V " 

_~msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: "A Word to the Wise is Sufficient" ~ Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 
Thauk you ~br your kind words, Coach. Not really tryh~g to anything but just be myself It is really a pleasure to be able to work with you and your entire stat~[~ I have a 

blast doing so, and enjoy the fact that we are in this thing together ..... and as Will Sonnett would say..."no brag, just fact." 

http:i/www.vontube.com/watch%=9i lqkorFszY 
Tmke care and ’all the best! 

Larry 

~Larry Ga~k~, Jro 

F, xecutive Associate Dhvctor of Athletics 

Umversity of North C~olina at Chapel }51l 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:04 AlVl 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

~msn.com~ Ducar, Chris;      ~aol~com; Jason Sisneros _        ~gma!!.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: "A Word to the Wise is Sufficient" ~ Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 

Thank you Larry! 

Just wanted you to know how much I vah~e your’ example and ~eadership. You are a warm and caring man and everything about you screams integr~W, gubba and ~ 

had a chance to cha[ last n~ght and ~ told h~m how much I loved having you as my knmed~ate supervisor. We ~oth agreed that you are the "gold standard’~ ~n adflet~c 

admin~strat~om Whenever we meet (l~ke yesterday morning) ~ feel no stress, only the desire to get better. ~ know you are always go~ng to do everything in your 

power to he~p us succeed~ 

F~= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Se~t~ Saturday,              7:37 AM 

Te~ UNC~-Head Coaches; UNC~-Asst Head Coaches 
~¢~ UNC~-ExeS~ff; UNC~-Senior Staff 
Subject: "A Word to the Wise is Sufficient" ~ Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 
l~o~aBee: High 

CoHe~ues: 
As we are all wall aware~ our stude~B are back ~ Chapel ~ill for t~e begi~g ofthe academic year. ] know that our student-athletes are well retarded each 

year by our coaches regarding many do~s and do~ts. 

Please rem~d your students about one a~ual initiative which occurs each and eveW year dur~g "move-in weekend," and most l~ely will occur for a few weekends into 

the new academic year. 

Law e~brcement will be out in tbrce to ad&ess substance abuse issues and behavior associated with such. UNC Public Sat;ety, Chapel Hill, Cmrboro, and the ALE 

(Ncoho] Law E~fforcement) e~brcement o~cials will be patrolling the are~ tN’ou~out fl~e smrounding con~unity/residential are~ and on our c~pus. We ~ow they 

will look for underage possession, fa~e ID’s, open contaNer, purch~Ng alcohol for a minor, DUI’s, etc. Not all of these e~orcement officials will be N unifo~ or h~ 

~n~ked law enforcement vehicles ~ fl~ey will be undercover, in "plan clothes," in m~arked veNcles, "in the bars on Frm~in Street," etc. 

I do not mean to insult your intelligence. I do ~mw you are fully aware of &is happening each and eveo’ year~ Just a reminder to our young men and women can at times 

assist ~em with ~eir decision ma~ing. 

As the sergeant would say at the end of each roll call on the ~eat television show, tlill Street Blues, ’let’s be careful out there." 

htlp:/7~,~,ww<youtube.com/watch?v Jmg86CRBBtw 

Thank you and be well! 

~LarD~ G-a~o~ 

Lxccutive Associmc Director of Athletics 

l Jnivemit3 ofNorN C.aroliua a~ (;haw[ Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 4:57 PM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine.lu st@ s - sin. ors ); ...... 

( @msn.com; duca~r.~uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 
; matt jones 

@gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton ( ~ @gmail.com); ............ 

; nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

Subject: FW: The 99ers ESPN Film, Nine for IX Series Tonight! 

A show for all of ’¢ou to watch i t: you have the time. And FYk half ol: the 99ers were North Carolina Tar Heels (and so were two out of the three 

And just so you know: l love the way you guys are go~ng a[:ter it ~n tra#~ing every day. We are getting better. 

F~m= division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coachesOgooglegroups.com] On Behalf ~ ~ffany Robe~ Sahaydak 
Sent~ Tuesday, August 20, 2013 12:~ PM 
To= division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject= {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} ~e 99ers ESPN Film, Nine for IX Series Tonight[ 

Hey 

Spread the word! Hopefully you and your piayers can watch tonightl 

Nh~e for iX, ESPN F~ms wH[ premier The 99ers 8pro ET, tonight on ESPN ! 

Here ~s a press release ESPN sent out ~ast week promoth~g the film, 

Tiffany Roberts Sahaydak 

Head Coach, Women’s Soccer 
Unive~ity of Central Florida 
4000 Central Florida Blvd. 
P.O. Box 163555 Orlando, FL 32816 
O: 407-823-6345 

www,ucfathletics.com 

Find out ~nore about NSCAA College Services at ~,_~,_~,_:!!~£~:_££_r!~,_/__c_R!!__e_~_e_.. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscfibe floln this group and stop receiving emails from ik send an email to ~ii:sJ~?!1~i~5~£g1.e..r.1~£.c.~£.e..r.:~c..£~.~.~£~.1e..:s.~!:~u.J~u..~£!j~(~g9~?g!~gE£~£~:£9~1~. 

To post to this group, send email to divis~ion-i-womens-soccer-coaches.~{~googlegrot~ps.com. 

Visit this group at hNx/igtr)ups.google.com/~roup:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://~mups.google.com/groups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 5:09 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emal.unc.edu> 

@duke.edu) 

How much are these guys making? 

Bubba, 

I enjoyed hanging out with you and Fedora as well. 

starts to win. 

We don’t stand a chance in hell if he 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 1:56 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Re: "A Word to the Wise is Sufficient" ~ Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 
Great to be with you last night. 

Thanks for sending this to Larry. 

Bubba Cunnin~ham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, August 20, 203_3 10:04 AM 

To: "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Cc:          @msn.com"          ~rnsn.corn>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,       ~aol.com"       @aol.corn>, "Jason Sisneros 

._@_g_m___a_!J_:_c___o___n_!)" ~_g__m___a__[!:__c_o__m_.>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: "A Word to the Wise is Sufficient" ~ Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 

Thank you Larry! 

Just wanted you to know how much I vak~e your example and leadership. You are a warm and caring man and everything about you screams integrity. Bubba and I 

had a chance to cha~: last night and f told him how much I loved havir~g you as my immediate supervisor. We both agre~-_~d that you are the "gold standard" ~n a~:Met~c 

adn~in~stratb:?n. Whenever we meet (l~ke yesterday morning) [ feel no stress, only the desire to get better. ~ Mmw you are always g@ng to do everything in your 

power to help us succeed. 

F~m: Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent: Saturday, August 17, 2013 7:37 AN 

Te~ UNtO-Head Coaches; UNC~-Asst Head Coaches 
¢¢: UNC~-ExeS~ff; UNtO-Senior Staff 
Subject: "A Word to the Wise is Sufficient" ~ Please Remind Your Student-Athletes 
Impo~ance: High 

~s w~ a~e a]] ~d] awm’e~ ou~ studen~ ~e b~ck ~ ~hapd H~H ~o~ the begh~g o~the 20]~-]4 a~adem]~ ~ea~. ~ ~ow that ou~ studm~t-a~]etes a~e wd] ~e~d~d each 

year b~ our ~oaches ~egard]ng ma~y do~s and don~ts. 

Please rem~d your stndents abont one a~ual initiative which occurs each and eve~ yea~ dur~g "move-in weekend," and ~nost l~ely will occnr for a few weekends into 

the new academic year. 

Law e~brcement will be out in tbrce to ad&ess substance abnse issues a~d behavior associated with such. ~C Public Sat~ty, Chapel Hill, Ca~boro, and the z~E 

(.Ncohol Law E~orcemem) e~orcemem o~cials will be pa’~olling the a~eas tl~ou~out the su~ounding co--unity/residential a~eas and on our c~pus. We brow fl~ey 

will look for underage possession, l:@e ID’s, open contaNer, pnrch~h~g alcohol lbr a minor, DUFs, etc. Not all ofd~ese e~orcement officials will be N unilb~m or N 

m~ked law enforcement vehicles ~ ~ey will be undercover, in "plan clo~es," in u~m’ked veNcles, "in the ba~s on Frm~in Street," etc. 

I do not meam to insult your intelligence. I do ~ow you are ~lly awa~e of~is happening each a~d eve~, yea~ Just a reminder to our young men a~d women cam at times 

assist ~em with fl~eir decision ma~ng. 

As the sergeamt would say at the end of each roll call on the ~’eat television show, Hill Street Blues, "let’s be careful out there." 

http://wvwv#’outube.com/watch?v Jmg86CRBBtw 

’Eha_nk you and be well[ 

~Larry Ga~h~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 5:17 PM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine.lu st@ s - sm. org ); _ 

@msn.com; duca~r@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); 
pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 
< matt jones 

~gmail.com); 
@gmail.com; sean patton, @gmail.com); 

nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

Subject: FW: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 20, 2013 2:00 PN 
To-" UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject; Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

UNlVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2013 

CONTACTS: 

Rick Steinbacher, University of North Carolina, (919) 962-5498, _r_[__c___k_@__u___n___c__=__e___d___u__ 

,Josh Dunn, Wells Fargo, (704) 374-4835, iosh.dunn@wellsfar~o.com 

University of North Carolina Athletics Extends Longstanding Partnership with Wells Fargo 

Focus will be on supporting student-athlete achievement and development, both on the field and off 

CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham announced today the university has extended its sponsorship agreement with Wells Fargo With 
the renewal, Wells Fargo will continue as a proud sponsor and the exclusive financial services partner of Carolina Athletics. 

"At Carolina our mission is to educate and inspire through athletics, and we are thrilled to have the continued support of Wells Fargo in helping us achieve that mission," said 

Cun ningham. "Wells Fargo has been a wonderful partner for many years, and this new extended agreement further enhances our collaborative efforts to recognize the outstanding 

academic and athletic accomplishments of our students, while also helping us enhance the athletics experience for all students at Carolina." 

Through the sponsorship, Wells Fargo will annually provide two post-graduate scholarships to support UNC student athletes who are pursuing an advanced degree, starting this year 

and continuing for the next five years. The scholarship recognizes a student athlete who has shown leadership and excelled on the field, in the classroom and in the community. Pete 

Mangum, a member of the Tar Heel football team, received the first scholarship. He is pursuing a PhD in biomedical engineering. 

"At Wells Fargo, we share a commitment to supporting student athlete achievement and development, both on and off the field," noted Jack Clayton, regional president of Triangle East 

Community Banking for Wells Fargo. "Many of our team members and customers in this region are alumni of UNC, or are huge fans of the Tar Heels. This agreement will continue to 

link us as we work together to make North Carolina a better place for everyone. Our goal is to help build strong and vibrant communities, improve the quality of life, and make a positive 

difference." 

Wells Fargo will also collaborate with the athletic department to deliver financial education to student athletes through the Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy. The program will help 

better prepare student athletes to be financially successful now and for life after leaving the University of North Carolina Additionally, through support of the Carolina Fever student 

rewards program, Wells Fargo will help generate enthusiasm and higher student attendance at athletic events beyond football and basketball games. 

"The success of students and young adults is a critical step in keeping our communities strong and prosperous," said Jamie Moldafsky, Wells Fargo Chief Marketing Officer "Wells 

Fargo is proud to support the students of UNC as they pursue their secondary education." 

Wells Fargo customers are also now able to carry their Tar Heel pride with them on their Wells Fargo debit cards through one of four new UNC images available through the Card 

Design Studio. Customers are encouraged to visit wellsfargo com for additional details. 

The university and Wells Fargo will jointly market their brands throughout the region. The agreement was handled directly by Wells Fargo and Learfield Sports’ Tar Heel Sports 

Properties, UNC Athletics’ multimedia rights holder. 

Wells Fargo operates 316 stores in North Carolina, as well as 668 ATMs. In 2012, Wells Fargo invested more than $15.6 million in communities across the state, while Wells Fargo 

team members logged more than 167,600 volunteer hours with schools and nonprofit organizations. 

### 
About Wells Fargo 
Wells Fargo & Company (NYSE: WFC) is a nationwide, diversified, community-based financial services company with $1 4 trillion in assets. Founded in 1852 and headquartered in San 
Francisco, Wells Fargo provides banking, insurance, investments, mortgage, and consumer and commercial finance through more than 9,000 stores, 12,000 ATMs, and the Internet 
(we!!sfarq%com), and has offices in more than 35 countries to support the bank’s customers who conduct business in the global economy. With more than 270,000 team members, 



Wells Fargo serves one in three households in the United States. Wells Fargo & Company was ranked No. 25 on Fortune’s 2013 rankings of America’s largest corporations. Wells 

Fargo’s vision is to satisfy all our customers’ financial needs and help them succeed financially. Wells Fargo perspectives are also available at bio~].wellsfarqa corn. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

st:evekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 20, 2013 5:26 PM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine.lu st@ s - sm. org ); 

I ~bmsn.com; duca~r.~uncaa.unc.edu; -@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

matt jones 

@gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton t _ 
__ t ~gmail.com); .... 

, nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); uga.edu); 

Subject: FW: Named To Hermann Trophy Watch List 

congr~:~lations!!! We ~re obviously very proud of 

I(ANSAS (::ITY, I(a~. (A~g. :20, 20~3) - Thkty-four men and 3:[ women, including North Carolina’s Kealia Ohai and Crystal Dunn, have been identified as potential candidates 
for the 20:[3 Missouri Athletic Club’s (MAC) Hermann Trophy. 

The MAC Hermann Trophy is the highest individual award in college soccer presented annually to one male and one female athlete. The winners will be announced Friday, Jan. 
:[0, 20:[4, at the trophy presentation banquet at the Missouri Athletic Club in St. Louis. 

The 20:[3 Watch Lists were announced earlier Tuesday on the "NSCAA Weekly College Highlights and Review Show" on NSCAATV.com, with last season’s highlights and 
interviews with previous winners. A recording of that broadcast can be found here. 

This year’s selections include many familiar faces, including last year’s semifinalists and winners. 20:[2 MAC Hermann winners Patrick Mullins (New Orleans) from Maryland 
and Crystal Dunn (Rockville Centre, N.Y.) from North Carolina both return for their senior season and start their bid for back-to-back trophies. 

On the men’s side, three other 20:[2 semifinalists are on this Watch List, including Connecticut’s Mamadou Diouf (Dakar, Senegal), Saint Louis’s Robbie Kristo (St. Louis) and 
Georgetown’s Steve Neumann (New Hope, Pa.). 

There are five women’s players who were named 20:[2 semifinalists that are also on this season’s list. Duke’s Natasha Anasi (Arlington, Texas), Georgetown’s Daphne Corboz 
(Greenbrook, N.J.), Penn State’s Maya Hayes 0/Vest Orange, N.J.), Santa Clara’s Julie Johnston (Mesa, Ariz.) and North Carolina’s __K__e__a__!La_____O__h___a_!. (Draper, Utah) all vie for the 
opportunity to win the award. 

Near the end of the collegiate regular season, NCAA Division I coaches that are NSCAA members will vote on their top choices and the lists will be narrowed down to the top 
:[5. College soccer fans will also have the opportunity to participate in the selection process, as they will be able to vote for their favorite semifinalist starting in November at 
the MAC Hermann Trophy website. 

From that pool of 30, six finalists (three men, three women) will be chosen for the award. The winners will be announced in January. 

For more information about the history of the MAC Hermann Trophy and a list of past winners, visit http://www.nscaa.com!awards!college/mac-hermann-trophy. 

For news and highlight reels from previous MAC Hermann presentations, visit ~_v_=g~__a___c__-_[_Le__r___m___a__n__LP__t_E_o_p__!~_g_=9__rg. 
Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

9:[9-962-7257 
(Cell) 

davelohse@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Ms. Anson Dorrance 

][lead Coach, Womens Soccer Program 
University of North Carolina 

@yahoo.corn] 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance: 

My name is and I am a I an~ w~Jfing to intbrm you of my interest in attending 
University of North Carolina and pla.~4ng on its soccer team. 

I have enclosed my "soccer resun~e" along with other information in hopes to show you, not only my athletic accomplishinents, but my academic 

accomplishments as wall. I have also provided my game schednles for my high school soccer team, which plays from August through November, and my 

club team               which plays year round. I will keep you informed about my Club season as well for 

Thank you for considering me as a student athlete. 

Sincerely, 



Attach: 

August 20 231’3 ~:43 PM 

Schedub: AI-L& Soccer Girls Varsity 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

5:45 PM 
@cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is I attend 

Currently, I am playing li)r their This is my secoud yeay playing tbr 

in the coaches selecting me to play for the 

Iu addition to playing on the tea~i, I play 

recently won the 

Other achievements that I have received are as follows: 

Last year I played tbr the M~ich resulted 

We are a traveling team that attend mm~y college showcases. We 

Thank you for t~kiug the time to review my profile. 

Sincerely, 

removed by 
sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:02 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gma~l.com> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~NV: Interes~ in your Women’s Soccer program 

F~om: @yahoo,corn] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 6:13 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Interest in your Women’s Soccer program 

Coach Dorrance, 

Here is my schedule for the 

Sincerely, 

From:                              .@yahoo.com> 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday,              8:46 PM 
Subject: Interest in your Women’s Soccer program 

Coach Dorrance, 

Hello, my name is              and rm very interested in the University of North Carolina’s                          program. I’ve always wanted to m~d would 

like to go to yonr ~hool. I wonld also love to play soccer under yon as an Tar tteel. I would love it if you were able to come to one of my college showcases that I 

have throughout the year. The next one coming up is the I don’t know what my schedule is yet bnt I 

will ema~l it to you as soon as possible.We’ll also be playing in flae I don’t know flae schedule tbr this 
tournament as well, but I will emafil them to you as soon as I receive it. You cain look me up on my account if you need m~ymore infom~alion. 

I play for I look forward to seeing you in the near future. 

Sincereb; 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, ~ 9:19 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

Toumameut Informatiou 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB#: 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit time University web site: www.unc,edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http:!/tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:!!ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
vwwv.tarheelblue.com 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:51 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tournament Information 

Dear Coach Anson, 
Iii "this is I recently contacted you that I am very interested iu playing at the University of North Carolina. I am tbllowing up with my game times and 

field numbers tbr the tournament. I play tbr My jersey number is and I play 

AI so, my unitbrm colors are 

I hope you have the time to watch me play, thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:25 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Player Letter of Interesl 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: www.unc,edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http:!/tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:!!ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
vwwv.tarheelblue.com 

From= @gmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, 7:08 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Subject= Player Letter of Interest 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am a I am cnrrently a 

and begim~ing to contact coaches at the ~hools I aJn interested in. UNC’s ~)ccer reputation speaks for itselt; and I, aJong with any other girl looking to play soccer in 

college, would be honored to be considered for your school. 

Since UNC is not too thr t?om where I am, I hope you or another slaff member might have the opportunity to watch me play. I mn attaching the links to my 
and    season. In addition, my team has been accepted into the                    where we will be playing at the                      and the 

Both of these will be this coming 

I have researched your canent team and noticed you have 4 or 5 players                                                that will be graduating as I would 

be entering as a         Those girls mentioned play positions I t~el I am able to play well. 

I would make a good fit in fl~e Tarheel community because of my academic determination m~d my dedication to elite athletic standards. 

Please refer to my player profile attached to this email for fi~rther information on myself and ways to contact my coach. 
Thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:28 PM 

~gmail.com> 

PJL: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: www.unc,edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http:!/tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:!!ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
vwwv.tarheelblue.com 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am very interested in your soccer program and The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill~ I currently play 

I am a                                    maintain an unweighted     GPA and a weighted    GPA, and stand at     (still growing). I hope to 
visit UNC sometime and would look forward to meeting with you further to discuss the soccer program, I have always dreamed of playing soccer for 
the Tar Heels ever since I was a little girl. 

Here’s my fall schedule: 

Best of luck this fall and thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

Graduation: 
Email: ~qmail.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 9:32 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

RE: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: 

6:16 PM 

@hotmail.com] 

Coach Dorrance, 

I mn and I am iuterested in atteudiug the University- of North Carolina¯ I an~ a 

an online school that is based out of                  I play on 
in hiah school and cunenthl attendina 

I would love it if you could come watch me play in the this weekeud, ¯ My schedule is: 

I hope to see you there¯ 

Go Tarheels! 

Sincerely, 

~hottna~l.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:37 PM 

@cuemaJl.net 

ILE: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: www.unc,edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http:!/tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:!!ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
vwwv.tarheelblue.com 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:4:t PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 
My name is and I am a 

is participating in the 

on Saturday at 8 am on field 2 pm on field 

Thank you, 

and Sunday at 8 am on field 

I would like you ~) know that I am ve~ interested in your soccer team. My club team, 

I am playing in the 

I’m    a~d I play 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:03 AM 

Thank you for your interest in UNC. Unfortunately we have allocated all our scholarship money for your class and wanted to let you know as soon as possible so that you may 
take advantage of all the other opportunities that are out there for you, 
Good luck in your collegiate career! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: 

11:32 PM 

Hello Coach 
I would love to talk to you about playing for you one day. I have really taken the time to research about you and your program and I am very, interested in what your 

school has to oflbr! I hope you get a chance to view my profile and my videos (the youmbe video at the bottom is the most recent) and let me know what you think. 

Thank you for your time. 

Click t~RE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



ACC Women’s Soccer 

Sc~,edul~ng and Championship Formats 



Schedule Model 

Divisions 

Options: 

¯ Pods 

= With permanent partners 

= Without permanent partners 

(by RPI) 

= With permanent partners 

= Without permanent partners 



Om C ZZ Z 



2012 2011 2010 AVERAGE RANK 

UNC 2 7 3 4.00 1 

FSU 4 4 11 6.33 2 

UVA 8 5 9 ?.33 3 

DUKE 11 1 24 12.00 4 

WFU 19 3 17 13.00 5 

BC 23 13 5 13.67 6 

N D 12 42 2 18.67 7 

VT 32 21 44 32.33 8 

MIA 46 29 50 41.67 9 

LOU 40 28 65 44.33 10 

SYR 86 106 103 98.33 11 

N CST 187 41 101 109.67 12 

C L E MS 0 N 109 143 170 140.67 13 

PITT 116 228 149 164.33 14 

UNC 

UVA 

DUKE 

ND 

VT 

MIA 

PITT 

2 

8 

11 

12 

32 

46 

116 

7 3 4.00 1 

5 9 7.33 3 

1 24 12.00 4 

42 2 18.67 7 

21 44 32.33 8 

29 50 41.67 9 

228 149 164.33 14 

FSU 

WFU 

BC 

LOU 

SYR 

NCST 

CLEMSON 

4 

19 

23 

4O 

86 

187 

109 

4 11 6.33 2 

3 17 13.00 S 

13 S 13.67 6 

28 65 44.33 10 

106 103 98.33 11 

41 101 109.67 12 

143 170 140.67 13 

....................................................................... I ......................... ........................ I ................. I ............ 
UNC 2 7 3 4.00 1 

DUKE 11 1 24 12.00 4 

WFU 19 3 17 13.00 5 

VT 32 21 44 32.33 8 

MIA 46 29 50 41.67 9 

N CST 187 41 101 109.67 12 

CLEMSON 109 143 170 140.67 13 

FSU 4 4 11 6.33 2 

UVA 8 5 9 ?.33 3 

N D 12 42 2 18.6? 7 

BC 23 13 5 13.67 6 

LOU 40 28 65 44.33 10 

SYR 86 106 103 98.33 11 

PITT 116 228 149 164.33 14 



2012    2011    2010 2009 2008    2007 AVERAGE RANK 

UNC 2 7 3 1 1 2 2.67 1 

FSU 4 4 11 6 6 5 6.00 2 

UVA 8 5 9 25 12 12 11.83 3 

N D 14 42 2 5 2 8 12.17 4 

WF U 19 3 17 8 24 16 14.50 5 

BC 23 13 5 7 7 33 14.67 6 

DUKE 11 1 24 43 9 29 19.50 7 

VT 32 21 44 10 29 53 31.50 8 

MIA 46 29 50 48 35 47 42.50 9 

LOU 4(3 28 65 153 69 30 64.17 10 

NCST 187 41 101 80 132 132 112.17 11 

CLEM 109 143 170 184 133 23 127.00 12 

SYR 86 106 103 183 190 134 133.67 13 

PITT 116 228 149 69 147 193 150.33 14 

2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 WEIGHT RANK 

UNC 2 7 3 1 1 2i 3.25 1 

FSU 4 4 11 6 6 5i 5.42 2 

UVA 8 5 9 25 12 12i 9.00 3 

WFU 19 3 17 8 24 16i 12.50 4 

BC 23 13 5 7 7 33i 13.92 5 

DUKE 11 1 24 43 9 29i 13.92 6 

ND 14 42 2 5 2 8i 15.75 7 

VT 32 21 44 10 29 53i 28.42 8 

MIA 46 29 50 48 35 47i 38.08 9 

LOU 40 28 65 153 69 30i 49.00 10 

NCST 187 41 101 80 132 132 102.67 11 

SYR 86 106 103 183 190 134 107.58 12 

CLEM 109 143 170 184 133 23i 119.83 13 

PITT 116 228 149 69 147 193 145.08 14 

"2011-2012 weighted at 3, 09-10 at 2,07-08 at 1 

2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 HI/LOW RANK 

UNC 2i 7 3 1 1 2 2.00 1 

FSU 4i 4 11 6 6 5 5.25 2 

ND 14i 42 2 5 2 8 7,25 3 

UVA 8i 5 9 25 12 12 10.25 4 

BC 23i 13 5 7 7 33 12.50 5 

WFU 19i 3 17 8 24 1~ 15.00 6 

DUKE 11i 1 24 43 9 29 18.25 7 

VT 32i 21 44 10 29 53 31.50 8 

MIA 46i 29 50 48 35 4? 44,00 9 

LOU 40i 28 65 153 69 3C 51.00 10 

NCST 187 41 101 80 132 132 111.25 11 

SYR 86i 106 103 183 190 134 131.50 12 

CLEM 109i 143 170 184 133 23 138.75 13 

PITT 116 228 149 69 147 193 151,25 14 

*High RPI and Low RPI taken out, average of remaining 4 years. 

2012 2011 2010     2009 2008 2007 MEDIAN RANK 

UNC 2 7i 3 :] 1 2 2.00 1 

FSU 4 4i 11 (~ 6 5 5.50 2 

ND 14 42i 2 5 2 8 6.50 3 

BC 23 13i 5 7 33 10.00 4 

UVA 8 5i 9 25 12 12 10.50 5 

WFU 19 3i 17 ~ 24 16 16.50 6 

DUKE 11 li 24 43 9 29 17.50 7 

VT 32 21i 44 1~ 29 53 30.50 8 

MIA 46 29i 50 4~ 35 47 49.00 9 

LOU 40 28i 65 153 69 30 52.50 10 

NCST 187 41i 101 8C 132 132 106.00 11 

SYR 86 106i 103 183 190 134 120.00 12 

CLEM 109 143i 170 18zl 133 23 138.00 13 

PITT 116 22~ 149 69 147 193 148.00 14 

*average of two "middle" numbers 





6-YEAR RPI-BASED PODS 
DlVlSIONS 



~ ..... : ...................................................... :: .......... ¢ ........................ ~ ........................ ~ ........................ ~ ......................................................................... 

~,~ 116 2~ =49 , 147 ~ 193     150.33 

NCST I£7 41 !01 ~0 132 ~ 132 112 27 

133 23 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
UNC 2 7 3 1 1 2 2.67 

N D          14       42        2         5         2         8       12.17 

WFU 19 3 17 8 24 16 14.50 
O 

VT 32 21 44 10 29 53 31.50 

MIA 46 29 50 48 35 47 42.50 

~ CLEM 109 143 170 184 133 23 127.00 
LLI 

SYR 86 106 103 183 190 134 133.67 

1 

4 

5 

8 

9 

12 

13 

~ 
FSU 4 4 11 6 6 5 6,00 2 

UVA 8 5 9 25 12 12 11.83 3 

BC 23 13 5 7 7 33 14,67 6 

DUKE 11 1 24 43 9 29 19,50 7 

LOU 40 28 65 153 69 30 64.17 10 

NCST 187 41 101 80 132 132 112.17 11 

PITT 116 228 149 69 147 193 150.33 14 

................................................................. ! ....................... ..................... ........... 
UNC 2 7 3 4,00 

UVA 8 5 9 7.33 3 

DUKE ii 1 24 12.00 4 

N D 12 42 2 18.67 7 

VT 32 21 ~ 32.33 8 

MIA 46 29 S0 41.67 9 

PI~ 116 228 149 16433 14 

COASTA 

FSU 4 4 11 8.~ 2 

~FU ~9 ~ ~7 i~.00 S 

BC 2~ I~ S i~,87 8 

LOU 40 28 8S ~.~ 

SYR 88 ~08 I0~ 98.~ 

NCST 187 41 I01 i09.87 

CLE~SON i09 14~ 170 140.87 

.............................................................. ! ...................... .................... .......... 
UNC 2 7 3 4,00 1 

DUKE II 1 24 12.~ 4 

WFU 19 3 17 13.~ 5 

VT 32 21 ~ 32.33 8 

M IA 46 29 50 41.67 9 

N CST 187 41 101 1~. 67 12 

CLEMSON 1~ 143 170 1~.67 13 

FSU 4 4 11 6.33 2 

UVA 8 5 9 7.33 3 

N D 12 42 2 18.67 7 

BC 23 13 5 13.67 6 

LO U ~ 28 65 ~. 33 10 

SYR 86 106 103 98, 33 11 

PI~ 116 228 149 164.33 14 



DIVISIONS PODS 

Advantages 
¯ Branding and Perception 

¯ 3rd place in division or 7th overall? 

¯ Easyto understand? 
¯ No change of division teams 

Advantages 
¯ Competitive Equity? 

Disadvantages 
¯ Competitive Equity? 
¯ Travel Equity? 

Disadvantages 
¯ Confusion on teams played? 
¯ Travel Equity? 
¯ Branding and Perception 

o 3rd place in division or 7th overall? 

¯ Have to change pods after cycle? 



10-GAMES 
¯ 5 weeks (2-2-2-2-2) 
¯ 6 weeks (2-2-1-2-2-1) 

PERMANENT PARTNERS? 
¯ If used, 4-year rotation (play everyone lh/la over 4 years) 
¯ If not used, 7-year rotation (play everyone 2h/2a over 7 years) 



DIVISIONS PODS* 

PERMANENT 

PERMAN ENT 

PERMANENT PERMANENT 

................. UNC ............... i ................ uNC ................ 

WF SYR WF 

VT UVA VT ND 

M IA FSU M IA 

NCST PI~ NCST 
CLEM £~1££E CLEM PiT 

PERMANENT PERMANENT 

................. FSU ................. MIA FSU 

UVA UVA DUKE 
BC DUKE :: BC 
ND UN~ ND 

SYR WF SYR N~S~ 

PERMANENT; 

PERMANENT~ 

"LOGICAL" SIMILAR RPI GEOGRAPHY 

*Based on 3-year average RPI                       :;-;-- 



8-Team Bracket ~LO-Team Bracket 12*Team Bracket 

#1 Seed #1 Seed 

.SSeed l ................................... I ................................. ............................. ......... : . ~ ............. ! .............. 
#8 Seed; 

#5 Seed 

.............................................................................................................. #4Seed 

#3 Seed 

#3Seed 

#6 Se~dj 

#6Seed 

#7 Seed     ,           . #10 Seed 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .................................................... 
#4 Se ed    J 

#3 Seed 

#i1 Seed 

#6Seed 

#iOSeed 

#2 

JULY 10 VOTE: 
To host a lO-team Championship. (6-5) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 21,2013 11:49 AM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Tar Heels~ Wells Fargo extend part~nership 

I don’t know Lhe process yet. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 20, 20:[3 5:52 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 
Anson, 

This would be A~SOME! ! ! ! Absolntely awesome. I can’t stop smiling abont the possibility. 

Thanks for blind copying me on this.., keep us posted. 

Now, I’m so happy we’re Wells Fargo customers too. :-) 

Does     know about this yet? What’s the process frown here? 

On Aug 20, 2013, at 5:42 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

f am with you ... that girl is going to hang ~:he moon afl:er graduation. 

And today, she was anbe~k~vab~e ~t~ pra(:[:iceH 

Sent~ Tuesday, Augus~ 20, 201} s:19 PM 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~jeet~ Re: Tar Heels, Wells ~argo e~end pa~nership 

An~ 

Sounds like mmetNng     might ~ interested in’. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On Aug 20, 2013, at 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~’~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

How cool is this? 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 20, 20:[3 2:00 PM 
To-" UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC:: COMMUNICATION8 

TUESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2013 
CONTACTS: 
Riok Steinbaoher, University of North Garolina, (919)962-~498, riok@uno.edu 
dosh Dunn, Wells Fargo, (704) 374-4835, josh.dunn@wellsfargo.oom 
University of North Carolina Athletics Extends Longstanding Partnership with Wells Fargo 

Focus will be on supporting student-athlete achievement and development, both on the field and off 

CHAPEL HILL - University of North Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham announced today the university has extended its sponsorship agreement with Wells 

Fargo. With the renewal, Wells Fargo will continue as a proud sponsor and the exclusive financial services partner of Carolina Athletics. 

"At Carolina our mission is to educate and inspire through athletics, and we are thrilled to have the continued support of Wells Fargo in helping us achieve that mission," 

said Cu nningham. "Wells Fargo has been a wonderful partner for many years, and this new extended agreement further enhances our collaborative efforts to recognize 

the outstanding academic and athletic accomplishments of our students, while also helping us enhance the athletics experience for all students at Carolina." 

Through the sponsorship, Wells Fargo will annually provide two post-graduate scholarships to support UNC student athletes who are pursuing an advanced degree, 

starting this year and continuing for the next five years. The scholarship recognizes a student athlete who has shown leadership and excelled on the field, in the 

classroom and in the community. Pete Mangum, a member of the Tar Heel football team, received the first scholarship. He is pursuing a PhD in biomedical engineering. 

"At Wells Fargo, we share a commitment to supporting student athlete achievement and development, both on and off the field," noted Jack Clayton, regional president of 

Triangle East Community Banking for Wells Fargo. "Many of our team members and customers in this region are alumni of UNC, or are huge fans of the Tar Heels. This 

agreement will continue to link us as we work together to make North Carolina a better place for everyone Our goal is to help build strong and vibrant communities, 

improve the quality of life, and make a positive difference." 

Wells Fargo will also collaborate with the athletic department to deliver financial education to student athletes through the Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy The 

program will help better prepare student athletes to be financially successful nowand for life after leaving the University of North Carolina Additionally, through support of 



the Carolina Fever student rewards program, Wells Fargo will help generate enthusiasm and higher student attendance at athletic events beyond football and basketball 

games 

"The success of students and young adults is a critical step in keeping our communities strong and prosperous," said Jamie Moldafsky, Wells Fargo Chief Marketing 

Officer "Wells Fargo is proud to support the students of UNC as they pursue their secondary education" 

Wells Fargo customers are also now able to carry their Tar Heel pride with them on their Wells Fargo debit cards through one of four new UNC images available through 

the Card Design Studio. Customers are encouraged to visit wellsfaroo.com for additional details. 

The university and Wells Fargo will jointly market their brands throughout the region. The agreement was handled directly by Wells Fargo and Learfield Sports’ Tar Heel 

Sports Properties, UNC Athletics’ multimedia rights holder. 

Wells Fargo operates 316 stores in North Carolina, as well as 668 ATMs. In 2012, Wells Fargo invested more than $156 million in communities across the state, while 

Wells Fargo team members logged more than 167,600 volunteer hours with schools and nonprofit organizations. 

### 

About Wells Fargo 

Wells Fargo & Company (NYSE: WFC) is a nationwide, diversified, community-based financial services company with $1.4 trillion in assets. Founded in 1852 and 

headquartered in San Francisco, Wells Fargo provides banking, insurance, investments, mortgage, and consumer and commercial finance through more than 9,000 

stores, 12,000 ATMs, and the Internet (wellsfargo corn), and has offices in more than 35 countries to support the bank’s customers who conduct business in the global 

economy. With more than 270,000 team members, Wells Fargo serves one in three households in the United States. Wells Fargo & Company was ranked No. 25 on 

Fortune’s 2013 rankings of America’s largest corporations. Wells Fargo’s vision is to satisfy all our customers’ financial needs and help them succeed financially. Wells 

Fargo perspectives are also available at bloq.wellsfarqo.com. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of: North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 21,2013 11 : 52 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

FW: Your Recent NSCAA Order 

What is this for? 

From: NSCAA [mailto:info@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 7:31 PN 

To; Dorrance, AlbeCc A 1V 
Subject; Your Recent NSCAA Order 

remc~¢ed by 

sender. National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave, 

Kansas City, KS 66101 

I.OGO 

NATIONAL SOCCER COACHES 

ASSOCIATION OF A~ERICA 

800 Ann Ave, 

Kansas City~ KS 66101 

Phone: 913-362-1747 Fax: 913-362°3439 

RECEIPT 

MEMBERSHIP # 

DAI E: 8/20f2013 12:00:00 AM 

To: Ship To: 

coftege_sel-,dce University Of North college_service University Of North 

PC Box 2126 PC Box 2126 

Chapel HiIl, NC 27515-.2126 C~apel Hill, NC 27515.-2126 

COMMENTS OR SPECIAL ~NSTRUCTIONS: 

Account Nmnber P.O. Number Order Date Shipped Via Order Number TERMS 

8/20/2013 12:00:00 AM                           PA1D 

QUANTITY DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE TOTAL 

1 
NCAA1 College Service Dries - NCAA Division I $390.00 $390.00 

College Sen, ice Dues - NCAA Division I 

SUBTOTAL $390.00 

AMOUNT RECEIVED $390.00 

TOTALDUE $0~00 

If you have any questions concerning [his receipt, contact 91311362-1747 or inie~nscaa~cen~ 

Thank you for your business! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 21,2013 11 : 52 AM 

~msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.uuc.edu> 

FW: Your Receut NSCAA Order 

And this? 

From: NSCAA [mailto:info@nscaa,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 20:13 7:3:1 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Your Recent NSCAA Order 

removed by 

sender. National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City, KS 66101 

I.OGO 

NATIONAL SOCCER COACHES 

ASSOCIATION OF AN~ERICA 

800 Ann Ave, 

Kansas City, KS 66101 

Phone: 913-362-1747 Fax: 913-362o3439 

RECEIPT 

MEMBERSHIP ~ 

DATE: 8/2012013 12:00:00 AM 

To: Sh~p 

Dolr~C~ A~3SO~ Dorr~co A~sol3 

PO Box 2126 PO Bax 2126 

Chape~ H~L NC 2Y515-.2126Ch~pe~ Hil~, NO 2?515-2126 

COMMENTS OR SPECIAL ~NSTRUCT~ONS: 

Accost Nmnber P.O. N~ber Order Date S~pp~ Via Order N~ber TERMS 

...... 8/20/2013 12:00:00 ~ 186483 P~D 

QU~TITY DESCRIPTION UNIT PRICE TOT~M~ 

1 
ST~D~D Membership Dues $85.00    $85.00 

Mem~rship Dues 

SUBTOTAL $85.00 

AMOUNT RECEIVED $85.00 

TOTAL DUE $0.00 

If you have any questions concerning [his receJp[, contact 913-.362-1747 or 

Thank you for your businesM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, August 21,2013 11 : 54 AM 

@live. unc.edu> 

~)unc.edu>; ,~)live.unc.edu> 

RE: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend parh~e~ship 

Very good And yes, let’s get YOU this scholarshipH 

Sent; Tuesday, August 20, 2013 9:18 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; RE: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 
Thanks Anson! I thought we had a great practice today, I really liked everything we did. 
This Wells Fargo thing is awesome! It would be awesome to get a scholarship like that, and the financial education stuff is a really good idea. Cool of 
Wells Fargo and UNCto do that! 
rll tell them myself but            are awesome teammates, they’ve both sacrificed a lot already for us and it’s pretty cool they’re still more than 
willing to take on the clinics and things, rll try to help them out with it as well. 
See you tomorrow, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 5:42 PM 

To: 

Cc: ~msn.conqj Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

Subject: RE: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend partnership 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

f am with you ... theft girl is going to hang ~:he moon aft:or graduation. 

And today, she was unbelievable ~n practiceH 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 2013 5:19 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
SuBject= Re: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo extend pa~nership 

An~m, 

Sounds like ~)mefl-dng      might 1~ inleresled 

Seut flora my il~hone 

On Aug 20, 2013, at 5:17 PM, "DotTm~ce. Algvrt A IV" <anson~email.unc.edv> wrote: 

How cool is 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Tuesday, August 20, 20~3 2:00 PN 

To: UNC~-Eve~one 

S~bject: Tar Heels, Wells Fargo e~end partnership 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
TUESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2013 
CONTACTS: 
Rick Steinbacher, Universi~ of Noah Carolina, (919) 962-5498, [j£~@_#_B£:#_#_#_ 
Josh Dunn, Wells Fargo, (704) 374-4835, Dsh, dunn~we!lsfa~qo.com 
U~iversity of North Carolina Athletics Extends Longstanding Partnership ~th Wells Fargo 

Focus will be on supposing student-a~lete achievement and development, bo~ on the field and o# 

CHAPEL HILL - University of Noah Carolina Director of Athletics Bubba Cunningham announced today the university has extended its sponsorship agreement with Wells 

Fargo, With the renewal, Wells Fargo will continue as a proud sponsor and the exclusive financial so.ices pa~ner of Carolina Athletics, 

"At Carolina our mission is to educate and inspire through athletics, and we are thrilled to have the continued suppo~ of Wells Fargo in helping us achieve that mission," 

said Cu nningham, "Wells Fargo has been a wonderful pa~ner for many years, and this new extended agreement fu~her enhances our collaborative effo~s to recognize 

the outstanding academic and athletic accomplishments of our students, while also helping us enhance the athletics experience for all students at Carolina" 

Through the sponsorship, Wells Fargo will annually provide two post-graduate scholarships to support UNC student athletes who are pursuing an advanced degree, 

sta~ing this year and continuing for the next five years, The scholarship recognizes a student athlete who has shown leadership and excelled on the field, in the 

classroom and in the community, Pete Mangum, a member of the Tar Heel football team, received the first scholarship, He is pursuing a PhD in biomedical engineering, 

"At Wells Fargo, we share a commitment to supposing student athlete achievement and development, both on and off the field," noted Jack Clayton, regional president of 

Triangle East Community Banking for Wells Fargo, "Many of our team members and customers in this region are alumni of UNC, or are huge fans of the Tar Heels, This 

agreement will continue to link us as we work together to make Noah Carolina a better place for everyone Our goal is to help build strong and vibrant communities 

improve the quality of life, and make a positive difference," 

Wells Fargo will also collaborate with the athletic depa~ment to deliver financial education to student athletes through the Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy The 



program will help better prepare student athletes to be financially successful nowand for life after leaving the University of North Carolina Additionally, through support of 

the Carolina Fever student rewards program, Wells Fargo will help generate enthusiasm and higher student attendance at athletic events beyond football and basketball 

games 

"The success of students and young adults is a critical step in keeping our communities strong and prosperous," said Jamie Moldafsky, Wells Fargo Chief Marketing 

Officer "Wells Fargo is proud to support the students of UNC as they pursue their secondary education" 

Wells Fargo customers are also now able to carry their Tar Heel pride with them on their Wells Fargo debit cards through one of four new UNC images available through 

the Card Design Studio. Customers are encouraged to visit !~_e__[Ls__f_~_r_q_o__:_c___o___m_. for additional details. 

The university and Wells Fargo will jointly market their brands throughout the region. The agreement yeas handled directly by Wells Fargo and Learfield Sports’ Tar Heel 

Sports Properties, UNC Athletics’ multimedia rights holder. 

Wells Fargo operates 316 stores in North Carolina, as well as 668 ATMs. In 2012, Wells Fargo invested more than $156 million in communities across the state, while 

Wells Fargo team members logged more than 167,600 volunteer hours with schools and nonprofit organizations. 

### 

About Wells Fargo 

Wells Fargo & Company (NYSE: WFC) is a nationwide, diversified, community-based financial services company with $1.4 trillion in assets. Founded in 1852 and 

headquartered in San Francisco, Wells Fargo provides banking, insurance, investments, mortgage, and consumer and commercial finance through more than 9,000 

stores, 12,000 ATMs, and the Internet (wejjsfar_qo=com), and has offices in more than 35 countries to support the bank’s customers who conduct business in the global 

economy. With more than 270,000 team members, Wells Fargo serves one in three households in the United States. Wells Fargo & Company was ranked No. 25 on 

Fortune’s 2013 rankings of America’s largest corporations. Wells Fargo’s vision is to satisfy all our customers’ financial needs and help them succeed financially. Wells 

Fargo perspectives are also available at blo_~.we[[sfaLqo~com. 

Steve Kirschner 

University of: North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

stevekirsch net (.@ u nc.ed u 

Got-~eels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 21,2013 11 : 55 AM 

Tom Sander <pacman@uncaa.unc.e&~> 

FW: Playing FSU 2013 

From: Leslie Lindley [leslie.lindley@fourpointstallahasseedowntown.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 20:t3 :t0:2:t AM 
To: Leslie Lindley 
Subject: Playing FSU 20:t3 

Good Morning, 

My name is Leslie Lindley with the Four Points by Sheraton in Tallahassee Florida downtown, I did my research on your schedule and I see you and your 

team may be visiting Tallahassee and playing Florida State Women’s Soccer in 2013. I’m contacting you to see if we can accommodate your team here 

with us. ~Ve are a full se~ice hotel and a have full capability to cater your team here, we have an executive chef, resort style pool and a state of the art 

work out facility. Also we are located 1 mile away from the Leon County civic where you would be playing against FSU. 

Please let me kno~v if we can accommodate your team here mid I would be more tile happy to assist you with any questions you may have for me. 

Hope to speak with you soon. 

Sal(,~ Manager 

]~our Points by Sheraton Tal]ahassee Downtown 

3 ] 6 Wes~ Tennessee Street, ’I’alhh~xseeo Florida 3230101: mired ~ta~es 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:55 AM 

Jennitbr Sovacool- Smith @gmail .com> 

ILS: Hey Anson...advice?’? 

When it is up send it again ... I am in pr’eseason, dine is scarce. 

From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1t0:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Ugh I lmow its in the works unfortanately I had it up and mrming but me being the perfectionist I decided to change the hosling se~wice and the logo and some media 
yada yada yada                                          so now I’m back working on it again _. I hope to have it up and running tomorrow. I bought a new 

template for it so it should start falling into place from here_, so please keep checking back as I’d love to hear your thoughts on it :) 

On 3:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

BTW, I [tied to pail up your websi[e and all I could get was: "this site is under constraction", 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith :@gmail.com] 
Se~t: Tuesday, 10:3~ AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Its still ve~ rough draft like not complete other than a few parts ... w~v.premieresoccertmining.com ... we just changed hosting sites and the logo is different but I 
worked on it a]l day yesterday and mn working on it today hoping to have it up and running asap ... its taJaen longer than expected 

On            9:06 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)~email.anc.edu> wrote: 
How do 1 get to yoar website? 
From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith .@qmai!~com] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:07 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hey Anson...advice?? 
Hope you are well’.! :) Just wanted to let you know that my business is really starting to take o[ti..I have acquired 15 new players to train in the past two weeks and 

more are coming my way. :) I have been putting together tny website and have a logo now...I was wondering what yon thought of it. Do you think this is legible and do 

yon think it is eye catching aaad would tam heads of people unfanfiliax with my business?? Any advice you caaa oiler would be greatly appreciated. Thaaak you so tnuch 

and I look forward to hearing from yon soon. :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)’- 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 4:30 PM 

@gmail.com> 

adeline lust (adeline.lusl,~)s- sm.org); 

I @msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com: Jason Sisneros ( ~;gmail.com); 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 
, matt jones 

@gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton i           ~}gmail.com) 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

Subject: RE: Check in fi~om Munich 

It is so good to hear frora you. I knew this would be a great fit for you. I am so glad you are happy AND that you are getting better. That US holding mid position is screaming out for you 
and there is no better place for you to polish your game than where you are right now. (Although, I am sure Cindy would give her eye teeth to have you in Portland right now!! t) 

If you can arrange it, I would love to come to Bayern during our spring break in 2014, visit you and study your brilliant men’s coach (watch practice) and team. I am sute Dino would love to 
corue as well (and if the endowment can afford it Chris and Jason). Who should I try to approach? I am sure that since their amazing season last year, it is a zoo with everyone and their 
mother wanting a pass to training. But if you don’t ruind, please tell me what I can do to get invited. I do not need tickets to a game or any kind of VIP treatment, I just want to watch theru 
train. I ara very low maintenance as you know. I will also go ttnough Jurgen Klinsmann so please don’t do anything that makes you unconffortable. And trust me I know the power 
differential between the ruen and the women’s game in Europe (I do not expect you to be successful). 

Your Tar Heels have great potential but you know what that means. You are missed in more ways than one but we are all incredibly- proud of you and what you are doing. Please tell your 
coach about the kinds of kids we are graduating this year and have him contact me if he is interested in any of them. 

Thap, ks again I ahvays love hearing from you!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21, 2013 8:01 AM 
To: Dotxance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Check in from Mmfich 

Hey Anson, 

Thought I would ~vrite you a quick email to catch up before your season starts in a couple days! Still can’t belicve I’ru not in preseason or starting the school semester, but I’ve really settled 
in nicely here in Munich since returning seven weeks ago. We are in out seventh week of preseason with two more to go before we open out season against the Treble winners, Wolfsburg. 
We train 8-10 times a week with plenty of running and lifting and scrimmage a boys team on the weekend. \~z coach continues to tell me the improvement I’ve made already since last season 
especially- in terms of fitness and my dominance. There’s even medical records that show I placed top five on my team during our lactate and heart rate treadmill test a couple ~veeks ago. And 
I have to say it feels awesome to not have to WOl~V about conserving my energs£ and being able to chase German boys around the field for 90 minutes! We have switched to a 4-1-4-1 or 4-3- 
3 formation and I am the lone dmid which has been great for me. I am able to be my dominant self defensively and also am getting much more involved offensively- with knocking and 
moving. I feel good on the ball, fit, and look forward to trainings, even the double days. So right now I am in a good place and getting better which makes up for how much I miss being in 
Chapel Hill ~vith my Tarheels! Best of luck against Santa Clara on Friday... I hope you mn them to the ground and apply so much pressure that they can’t play the "beautiful" game the)’ like 
to..I ~vill be tuning into as many games online as I can over here...send my best to your family, the staff; and team for me please! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Augnst 21, 2013 4:31 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr~ 

EW: Football Season Tickets 

Witl you get these for me? 

From: Steinberg, Jason 
Sent: Wednesday, August 2:1, 20:13 8:.t7 AN 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject-" Football Season Tickets 

Dear Staff, 
Your complimentm~ season football tickets are ready to be picked up at the UNC Ticket Office. The Ticket Office is located on the street level of the Ernie Williamson 

Athletic Center (EVVAC) and will be open each day from 8am to 5pm. Staff are allowed to pick up other employees tickets, as long as they are signed for and that employee 

has turned in a signed copy of the complimentan/season ticket form. 

Thanks, and as always, GO HEELS!! 

Jason Steinberg 

Assistant Director of Ticket Operations 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

800.722.4335 

jsteinberg@unc.edu 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:33 PM 

@yal~oo.com> 

IL!:;: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: www.unc,edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http:!/tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:!!ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
a~vw.tarheelblue.com 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 
Hi, my name is 

I am very interested in playing soccer tbr the best womeffs college soccer program in the country, Universi~ of North Cazolina. I know my college ti~eshman year of 

is a long way ott; b/I am committed to slarfing the process of exposing myself to colleges eaxly. 

It would really be an honor if you ceane to the               tonrneanent in         to u,atch me & tny teem play. You wont ~egret it! 

Attached is my profile sheet. Also, my coaclfs contact informalion is: 

Thank you for taking t]~e time to ~ead my e-mail. Please consider coming to watch me play. It would be awesome!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:33 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ,@gma~l.com> 

From: C~yahoo.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 
Hi, my name is [ am a 

I am very interested in playing s~ccer for the best women’s college ,soccer program in the countiy, Unive~i~ of North Carolina. I know my college freshman year of 

is a long way ofl; b/I am committed to s~rting the process of exposing myself to colleges early. 

It would reo~ly be an honor if you came to the               tournament in         to watch me & my team play. You wont regret it! 

Attached is my profile sheet. Al~, my coach’s contact infonnalion is: 

Thank you for taJaing the time to read my e-mail. Please consider coming to watch me play. It would be awe~me! ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:35 PM 

,@rocketmail .corn> 

1~: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB#: 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit time University web site: www.unc,edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http:!/tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:!!ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
vwwv.tarheelblue.com 

From: @rocketmail.com] 
Sent: wednesday, 4:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I play for I have been watching UNC Chapel 
Hill play for a few years now, and have dreamed of playing there since I started watching your team when I was 9 years 
old. My favorite player to watch used to be              because of the skill and craftiness that she played with. 
I would absolutely love to play at the University of North Carolina because of the college experience as a whole, and to 
grow even more as a player. I have been invited to multiple US National Training Centers and one of my favorite things 
about going to the training centers is playing against great competition. Playing at UNC would provide great competition 
at every game and training session. 
My team will be competing in the                               this season. We will play at 

this for the National League. I would really appreciate it if you, Coach Palladino, or Coach 
Ducat could come watch me play sometime this season. I have attached my player profile along with my schedule for 
this season. I will keep you updated with more specific times and dates when I receive that information. Thank you very 
much for your time. 

Go Tar Heels!, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

8/21/2013 8:34:52 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com] 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: @rocketmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I play for I 
have been watching UNG Ghapel Hill play for a few years now, and have dreamed of 
playing there since I started watching your team when I was 9 years old. My favorite 
player to watch used to be because of the skill and craftiness that she 
played with. 
I would absolutely love to play at the University of North Carolina because of the 
college experience as a whole, and to grow even more as a player. I have been 
invited to multiple US National Training Centers and one of my favorite things about 
going to the training centers is playing against great competition. Playing at UNG 
would provide great competition at every game and training session. 
My team will be competing in the this season. 
We will play at this for the 

I would really appreciate it if you, Coach Palladino, or Coach Ducat could 
come watch me play sometime this season. I have attached my player profile along 
with my schedule for this season. I will keep you updated with more specific times 
and dates when I receive that information. Thank you very much for your time. 

Go Tar Heels!, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 4:37 PM 

@cuemaJ4.net 

ILl2: Introduction 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: .@cuemail.net] 
Sent= Wednesday, 4:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject= Introduction 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I have been playing soccer since the grade. My position is forwaM and I have been playing this position since I’ve 
started soccer. I am extremely interested in playing with your teaJn. 

First oil; I have always wanted to go to school on the East Coast. I have a lot of lhmily who live out there and this would give them an opportunity to come out to 

watch me play and support the team. 

I am a ve~ dedicated team player. I take soccer ve~ seriously on the field yet have thn playing and building relationships with nay teammates. As a tbrward, the teaJn 
usually looks to me to tnake a big play and I love to do it’. Notlfing is better than having a good play cotne full circle for the team. I am m~ above average s~denL with 

GPA and I do take my school work and studies seriously. 

As fa as my goals for college, in no particular order, play soccer; get good grades and prepare for a good future in a career of tRy choice, build friendships and enjoy 

these years, as they are going by veu fast. Looking forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 4:37 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gma~l.com> 

FW: Introduction 

From: .@cuernail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:15 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Introduction 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I have been playing soccer since the grade. My position is forward and I have been playing this position since I’ve 

started soccer. I am extremely interested in playing with your tean~. 

First of£ I have always wanted to go to school on the Eas~t Coast. I have a lot of family who live out there and this would give fl~em an opportunity to come out to 

watch me play and support the team. 

I am a vmy dedicated team player. I take soccer very. seriously on the field yet have fi~n playing and building relationships with my teammates. As a forward, the team 

usually looks to me to make a big play and I love to do it’. Nothing is better than having a good play come fifll circle for the temn. I am an above average s~dent, with 

GPA and I do take my school work and studies seriously. 

As thr as my goals tbr college, in no particular order, play ~)ccer, get good grades and prepare for a good fntnre in a career of my choice, build friendships and enjoy 

the~ year~ as they are going by veU thst. Looking lbrward to heamg farm you. 

Sincerely, 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Jason Sisneros @gmaJd.com) 

RE: OlfciaJ Visit Stuff" 

Thanks Chris for taking the helm on this. Now I know this will be done. 

From; Chris Ducat [mailto:ducar@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, :t0:33 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Official Visit Stuff 

This Fmail Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

removed by 

sender 

X Imageremozed bysender. 

I can’t believe it is time to start planning your official visit! Please check our schedule and pick a date 
this fall that works best for you. 

In order for you to be eligible to visit, you need to send me (email is preferred) a copy of your most 

recent (unofficial) transcript and a copy of your SAT or ACT score. If you have not taken one of these 

but have taken the PSAT, that will do for now. 

In the past most of the girls have tried to organize coming in on the same weekend in order to get to 
know one another better but it does not have to work that way. 3ust get back with me when you have 
some dates in mind and we’ll go from there. 

Also, please fill this out as fully as you can. Thanks! 

https:i/secure.assistantcoach,net!colleges/athlete webform.asp?oid=l].S&sid=2845 Enter    in the "CODE" field. If for some reason the link 

does not work correctly, just copy and paste it into your browser. 

BTW preseason is ROCKING and we cannot wait to jump on the bus Thmsday m~d kick off’m~other amazing season! 

Talk to yon soon’. 

Bird 



you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: 

Wh~t ye~’ is she? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: FW: 

From i ~ _s___b__c_ g [_o___b__a_ J_=_n___e__t. ] 
Sent: Wednesday, :tO: 17 AM 

To: Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Re: 

and is looking good. 

Hopefully, Denver goes well. 

cell 

From: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc,edu> 
To:             ~sbc,qlobal.net"             @sbc.qlobal.net> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a nson @gj_n_ia_i!=u___n_%~_d_u_.> 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:56 AM 
Subject: 
Hi 
Congrats on being selected to go over to with the ! I saw her at the camp and she was excellent. 

Will you please have her give me or Anson a call when she gets home’? Anson and mine is 

We would love to set up a visit to our beautiful campus for a ga~e sometime this faJ1 if it works into her schedule. 

BTW, is ROCKING! 

How are doing? 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 4:49 PM 

.letmit~r Sovacool- Smith ~gmail .com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Yes, we love the kid: ass kicker with a great attitude!!! 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Hey ps have you ever heard ofa ldd named 

Interesting stoo~ ... she actually plays for 

and will start training with me Satarday. 

?? Sbes one of the players I’m starting to personal train and mom saJd you were interested in her?? 

team but lives out of state ... however she is now living with a teammate in state fifll time as of monday the 

Pss I plml to password protect a page where you and other coaches can view highlighted players on my site like video, soccer resumes etc, even personal intep~iews so 
you cml leaarn about them outside of ~ccer. 

Psss I just talked to the hosting site and they m’e going to help *he with some html code etc tomon’ow so fingers crossed it roll be up a~d running soon!! :) 

Jen 

On            10:55 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <amon@email,unc~edu> wrote: 

When it is up send it again ... I am in preseason, dine is scarce. 

F~m= Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~0:~ PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Ugh I know its in the works unforttmately I had it up and running but me being the perfectionist I decided to change the hosling service and the logo and s~me media 

yada yada yada                                        ... so now I’m back working on it agaJn ... I hope to have it up and running tomorrow. I bought a new 

template tbr it so it should start fidling into place from here.., so please keep checking back as I’d love to hear your thoughts on it :) 

O11 3:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

BTW, I [:ded to {roll up yot~r websi[:e and MI I cot~ld get wi~s: "this site is tmct*-’_~r construction". 

From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :1.0:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Its still very rough draft like not complete other tha~l a few parLs ... w~a~’.premiem.~)ccertraining.com ... we just changed hosting sites and the logo is different but I 

worked on it a]l day yesterday and mn working on it today hoping to have it up and running asap ... its taJaen longer than expected 

On            9:06 AM, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <_a4~R_r!(_a~.ejf_t_ai[:._ur_t_c_:_e_.~t_u_> wrote: 
How do 1 get to your website? 
From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith ~_g__n_DLc_9___n_!] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hey Anson...advice?? 
Hope you are well!! :) Just wrested to let you know that my business is really’ starting to take ofl:..I have acquired 15 new players to train in the trust two weeks and 

more are coming my way. :) I have been putting together ,ny website and have a logo now...I was wondering what you thought of it. Do you think this is legible mid do 

you think it is eye catching a~d would turn heads of people unfa~rilia~r with my business?? Any advice you ca~ offer would be greatly appreciated. Thank you so ,nuch 
and I look forward to hearing from yon soon. :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 5:12 PM 

@gmadil.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar.~)unc.edu) 

RE: Cool : photo 

We are excited abo~t you as welk 

We have heard from two of your coaches so far (all good), I have a call into one more 

Fmm= @gmail,com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 4:04 PN 
Tot Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: Cool photo 

Alfight, tell him I ~id thank you... I a~n ~ excited to come up ~br summer~ Talk ~ you soon~ 

On Wed, at 11:10 AM, Donance, Albert A IV <:a__r!~?_n~L_e__r__n_~!:__kLn__cL:_e_d__~!> wrote: 

and Chis is still grinding for us, 

I has’e Ci~ris Dncar ou this pmiect ~:or you. Don’t worD’, l~e is a good detective. We :~ill a}rt it on{ soon aud gaen I will call yon. 

Al~ Ne k~st. my wonderftd fl~ture 

Sent: Tuesday, 10:36 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Cool      photo 

They a~e some funny pictures, but thm~k you! And I honestly couldn’t tell you the coaches first as~d last haines. The coaches there were all from different club tea]ns like 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On at 5:15 PM, "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <_~_Ln__s_~2!£~_e_Er_d_~_l_:__uj!_c_:__e__c_l__u_.> wrote: 

Just so yoa know: WE I.OVE Tills PICTURE OF YOU!t! 

B ].’\V, we are {~’ing ~o sot~ o~:t who {he co~ches were at your recen{ exposure ~md w~: h~}~re ]aOt l:ad m~:cl: kick. Tell me who saw you play the most so 

we can get a~: acc~mle read lbr you. And plea:~ know we could care less what m~yone else fl~ings alx?m you: Chris a~M I like you a~d soon eve~),o~e e~se 

wil~ as wc~l. Actually "~ikc" might not be fl~e figh[ w{)at: ’%at" migh~ ~ better es~ciN]3 when we am talking about opponen[s. 

F~m~ Ducat, Chris 
Sent~ Tuesday, 2:00 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Cool      photo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:14 PM 

.letmit~r Sovacool- Smith ~gmail .com> 

Duca~; Chris (ducax@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gtnail.com) 

RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Nope, she is a stud and you will know what to do!![ 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:5:t plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Very cool’.! I start training her on saturday ... anything yon want me to target for you skilhvise while she’s with me?? :) 

On            3:48 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(?~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Yes, we love ~:he kid: ~s~ kicker with a great at~:itude[!! 

From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:12 PM 
"re; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Hey ps have yon ever heard of a kid nan~ed 

Interesting story ... she actually plays l’or 

and will start training with me Saturday. 

?? Shes one of the players I’m sta~ing to personal train and morn said you were interested in her?? 

bnt lives out of state ... however she is now living with a teammate in state full time as of monday the 

Pss I plan to password protect a page where you and other coaches can view highlighted players on my site like video, soccer resumes etc, even personal interviews so 

yon can leaa’n about them outside of soccer. 

Psss I just talked to the hosting site and they axe going to help me with some html code etc tomorrow so fingers crossed it will be up and running soon!! :) 

Jen 

On            l 0:55 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansond~email.unc.edn> wrote: 
W~le~ it is up s~-’_~ld it agai~ .., [ i~T~ ~t~ preseaso~l, [:~Tu~ is ~carce, 

F~m: Jenni%r Sovacool-Smith @qmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, ~0:~ PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Ugh I know its in the works unlbrtunately I had it up and running but me being "the perl~ctionist I decided to change the hosting service and the logo and some media 

yada yada yada and then my daughter had her little accident.., so now I’m back working on it again ... I hope to have it up and running tomorrow. I bought a new 

template tbr it so it should start fidling into place from here.., so please keep checking back as I’d love to hear your thoughts on it :) 

On 3:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~a_)_~_~n_2L~i__e__r__n_~i!_:_t!__n__c_’_:_e___d___q> wrote: 

BTW, I tried to pull up your website and all I could get was: "this site is under construction". 

From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @_g__n_~__a__[[,__c__o___n_~_] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t0:34 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Its slill very rough draft like not complete other than a few parts ... _w_~_:~__3:y_:pj_e__g~__Le__N_~?_c__c_e__r__tj:_a_i_n__~[)g=~R[!~ ... we just changed hosting sites and the logo is different but I 

worked on it aJ1 day yesterday and am working on it today hoping to have it up and running asap ... its taken longer thaa~ expected 

On            9:06 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~)emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 
How do I get to your website? 
Froro: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Sunday, ~-:07 PP1 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Hey Anson...advice?? 
Hope you are well!! :) Just wanted to let you know that my business is really starting to take of£..I have acquired 15 new players to train in the past two weeks and 

more are coming my way. :) I have been pntting together my website and have a logo now...I was wondering what yon thought of it. Do you think this is legible and do 

yon think it is eye catching and would turn heads of people unfamiliar ruth my bnsiness?? Any advice you can offer would be greatly appreciated. Thank you so much 

and I look forward to hearing from yon soon. :) 

Jen 



Frolic: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:28 PM 

@live.com> 

RE: Soccer Recruitment 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: Nive.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:27 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: Soccer Recruitment 

Mr. Dorranco, 

I was tuing to get in contact with you to ask about the recruitment process for the women’s soccer team. I am currently a     in high school I attend 

school in        and an VERY interested in going to school at the University of North Carolina’. I play soccer and have played since I was in the 

grade. Soccer isn’t really a big sport down here but my love lbr the game is phenomenal! I would really like to look forward to heazing back from you and 

getting to ka~ow ,nore about how the recruitment process goes like I said I am very interested in going to UNC! 

Best of luck this season! Go HEELS!, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDlBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:28 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

FW: Soccer Recruitment 

From: @live.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer Recruitment 

Mr. Dorrance, 

I was tL~ing to get in contact with you to ask about the recruitment process for the women’s soccer reran. I am currently a     in high school I attend 

school in       and am VERY interested in going to school at the University of North Carolina! I play soccer and have played since I was in the 

grade. Soccer isn’t really a big sport down here but my love for the game is phenomenal’. I would really like to look forward to hearing back from you and 

getting to know more about how the recruitment process goes like I said I am ve~~ interested in going to UNC! 

Best of luck this season! Go HEELS!, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:18 PM 

Jennit~r Sovacool- Smith @gmail .com> 

Re: Hey Anson...advice?? 

See! You know all ready! 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)’~ LLDtOIL) 

Je~mit~r Sovacool-Smith ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Yeah like teach her how to u~ her right tbot lol I’ve ~en her play a bunch and she’s all left tbot but I got this :) ill do my best tbr you!! :) 

On 4:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Nope, she is ~ stad m~d you will know what to do1!! 

From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:5J. PM 
T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Ve~ cool!! I start training her on saturday ... anything you want me to target ~br you skillwise while she’s with me?? :) 

On 3:48 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, we k)~-_~ the Idd: ass kicker wit:h a gr~-:~at attituch:,!!! 

I:r~m; Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @qmail.com] 
Nenl:-" Wednesday, 2::t2 PM 
T~-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Hey ps have you ever heard of a kid named ?? Shes one of the players I’m starting to personal train and morn sa~id you were interested in her?? 

Interesting story ... she actually plays tbr team but lives out of state _. however she is now living with a teammate in s~ate full time as of monday tbe 

and will start training with me Saturday. 

Pss I plan to password protect a page whe~ you and other coaches can view highlighted players on my site like video, soccer resumes etc, even personal interviews 

so you can lem]~ about them outside of soccer. 

Psss I just talked to the hosting site and they are going to help me with some html code etc tomorrow so fingers crossed it will be up and running soon!! :) 

Jen 

On 10:55 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

When i~: is ap send it ag~in .. I am in pr~-:~season, time is scarce. 

Fr~ra: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @qmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, :t0:48 PM 

T~-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sul~ject-" RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Ugh I know its in the works unfi)rtunately I had it up and rmming but me being the peflbctionist I decided to change the hosting service and the logo and some media 

yada yada yada 

3:39 PM, "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <anson,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

BTW, I [tied to pail up your websi[e and all I could get was: "this site is under constraction", 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:34 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

@qmail.com] 

Its still ve~ rough draft like not complete other than a few parts ... ww~-.premievesoccertmining.com ... we just changed hosting sites and the logo is dift’event but I 

worked on it all day yesterday and am working on it today hoping to have it up and running asap ._ its taken longer than expected 



On 9:06 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~a)emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

How do I get to ’,,’our website? 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @gmail,com] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hey Anson_,advice?? 

Hope you are well’.! :) Just wanted to let you la~ow that my business is really starting to take ofl]..I have acquired 15 new players to train in the past m,o weeks and 

more are coming my way. :) I have been putting ~ogether my website and have a logo now...I was wondering what you thought of it. Do you think this is legible and 

do you think it is eye catching and would turn heads of people unfmniliar ruth my business?? Any advice you can of I~r would be greatly appreciated. Thank you so 

much and I look forward to hearing from you soon. :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),,CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, ~ 10:30 PM 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

Re: and visit. 

Any home game works for us. 

with your kids. 

just ca2lled. In the evening works best.., my cell does not get good reception at home. Thank you for your suppo~l 

Gary Ireland @yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hello Anson and Chris. 
I hope all is well with you both. 

asked us last night asking if she could visit UNC this fall. She has a strong interest in UNC. 
We are trying to make sure we dont miss the players for our league games and came up with some dates (see below). 

needs to visit also. We suggested they both visit together. 
What are your thoughts on timeframe? 
Best Wishes 
Gary 
650-7997984 

only good day for us in weekend of O~ 

12 06 PM 8/2 ]/20!3 

Gh!s ,vhy not go L fiC io.qe leio 

We ca!;t have you robs 2ames ~ilis Fall 

spoke to       and she/we suggest you ,/isi~ for ~hese 2 games We need yes back for the Sab_l;dav 

Suggestion 

Fly out Satuidsy and 

Sunday ! pm game vs Maiyland 8~ C ~apei Hill & This night ~ame on vs NC State at Y pm~ return Friday. 

pis advisa assp im oF: pbol-:e today with Anson and Chris and already sug’gestad these dstas to titans 

Best Wishes 

Gary 

Gary Ireland 

(650) 387 4128 

PAW Union FC 

Find me on Pass2Me. corn 

Join MF Personal Blog "The Teehnician" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, August 21, 2013 10:31 PM 

~aol.com> 

Re: Please pick your team and mnail me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

You are fi~nny 

Se,;t.f!°om my VeHzou IFirele,~s 4(5 L)"k" L)ROIL) 

~aol.com> wrote: 

LETS GO MAN CITY!!!! 

Silva is one of the most creative players in the league .... 
He has great vision, he had to have balled it up on the court when he was younger 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: @msn.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

; matt jones ( 

@gmail.com>; _ 
~gmail.com>; sean patton ~. , " "" @g~ail.com), @gmail.com>; 

¯. _ : Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu>; @uga.edu) <aknS@uga.edu>; 

~.qmail.com) < ~gmail.com>; 

@gmail.com) 

Cc: Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 
Sent: Wed, Aug 21,2013 2:12 pm 
Subject: Please pick your team and email me back (with your selection) before Th practice! 

Ladies, 
This is the beginning of my never ending desire to encourage all of you to become fans of the game. My motivation is entirely selfish: it will help you become 
better soccer players (and then of course we will have a better team). 
Everyone has to select from among these five teams in the EPL: 
Arsenal 
Man U 
Chelsea 
Man City 
Tottenham 

Once you have picked your team, EVERY WEEKEND I would like you to watch at least one half of their game. If they are not playing (on TV) then you have 
to watch 45 minutes of the EPL Review show. Perhaps each house should decide on a team and then watch it together (any suggestions/solutions would 
be appreciated). Tom will record the EPL games so all the freshmen can watch them in McCaskill. 

From: Soccer America [~socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, August 21,2013 4:07 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer On rv: Wednesday, August 21,2013 

removed by 
sender¯ 

removed by 
sender. 



Nednesday, Aug. 21,2013 

removed by 

sender. 

l’weet This 

Today’s Guide 

UEFA Champions League playoffs continue on Wednesday.... Also on Wednesday: Chelsea hosts 

Aston Villa; Atletico Madrid faces Barcelona in the first leg of the Spanish Supercopa; MLS Week 26 

kicks off. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV p~gramming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TV is updated daily throughout the week.) 

WEDNESDAY, August 21 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE-PAOK (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Champions League LUDOGORETS RAT.GRAD=BASEL (delay) 7:30 pro= 

UEFA Champions League DINAMO-AUSTRIA WIEN (delay) 9:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League STEAU BUCHAREST-LEGIA WARSZAWA (delay) 11:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League FENERBAHCE-ARSENAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League SCHALKE=PAOK (delay) 5 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana LIBERTAD-MINEROS (live) 7 pm. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ASTON VILLA (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN2 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Supercopa ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 5 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-LOBOS BUAP (live) 8 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-ALTAMIRA (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Copa do Brasil CRUZEIRO-FLAMENGO (live) 8:45 pm= 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS CHIVAS USA-DALLAS (live) 10:30 pm. 

MLS PORTLAND-REAL SALT LAKE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Copa Mexico OAXACA-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico ZACATEPEC-TIGRES (live) 10 pm, 

THURSDAY, August 22 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana LIGA DE LOJA-NACIONAL (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana DEPORTIVO PASTO-COLO COLO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League SPORTING SAN MIGUELITO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Santiago Bernabeau Trophy REAL MADRID-AL SAAD (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa do Brasil BOTAFOGO-ATLETICO MG (live) 8:45 pm. 

FRIDAY, August 23 

NBCSN 

MLS CHICAGO-KANSAS CITY (live) 8:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

FranceMONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pm. 
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UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France MONACO-TOULOUSE (live) 2:30 pro. 

Mexico MURCIELAGOS-UNIVERSIDAD DE COLIMA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-TORREON (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BORUSSIA DORTMUND-WERDER BREMEN (live) 2 pm. 

Netherlnads HERENVEEN-AJAX (live) 4:30 pm. 

AZ’FECA AMERICA 

Mexico QUERETARO-GUADALAJARA (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-SANTOS (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Mexico QUERETARO-CHIVAS (live) 8:30 pm= 

SATURDAY, Augur24 

NBC 

England ASTON VILLA-LIVERPOOL (live) Noon. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL Playoffs FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal (live), 2 pro. 

NWSL Playoffs WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (live), 8 pm 

NBCSN 

England FULHAM-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

Mun2 

England FULHAIVI-ARSENAL (live) 7:45 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy HELLAS VERONA-AC MILAN (live) 11:30 am. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (live) 2:30 pm. 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain ELCHE-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 12:30 pro. 

Spain ESPANYOL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain VILLAREAL-VALLADOLID (livE) 5 pm. 

Italy SAMPDORIA-JUVENTUS (delay) 9 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-NORWICH CITY (live) 10 am. 

England STOKE CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-WEST HAM (live) 10 am= 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-NUREMBERG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany HERTHA BERLIN-HAMBURG (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay RENTISTAS-NACIONAL (live) 2:30 pm. 

Germany HANNOVER-SCHALKE (live) 4:30 pro. 

Mexico MERIDA-ZACATEPEC (live) 7 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France VALENCIENNES-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 

France LYON-STADE DE REIMS (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico ATLANTE-PACHUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-UNAM (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSION 

Mexico AMERICA-MONARCAS (live) 6 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KiCK 

MLS MONTREAL-HOUSTON (live) 7 pm. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-TORONTO (live) 7 pm. 

MLS VANCOUVER-LOS ANGELES (live) 9 pm. 

MLS DALLAS-SAN JOSE (live) 9 pm, 

MLS REAL SALT LAKE-COLUMBUS (live) 9:30 pro. 



SUNDAY, August 25 

ESPN2 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

NBGSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

Mun2 

England TOTTENHAM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

BelN SPORT 

italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

France NANTES-PSG (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Italy LIVORNO-ROMA (delay) 7:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy INTER MILAN-GENOA (live) 11:30 am. 

Spain MALAGA-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pro. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-RAYO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-SEVILLA (delay) 9 pm. 

NBC SPORT LIVE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 11 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL FC KANSAS CITY-PORTLAND, semifinal, (delay) 8 pm. 

NWSL WESTERN NEWYORK-SKY BLUE FC, semifinal (delay) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL HIDALGO-ALTAMIRA (live) 1 pm. 

Brazil VASCO-CORINTHIANS (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-PENAROL (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina ESTUDIANTES-BOCA JUNIORS (live) 8:15 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico TOLUCA-VERACRUZ (live) I pro. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHIVAS USA-NEW YORK (live) 5 pm. 

AZTECA AMERICA 

Mexico PUEBLA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 1 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-PHILADELPHIA (live) 7:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

MLS SEATTLE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

Monday, August 25 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm= 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain GRANADA-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, August 26 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup LIVERPOOL-NOTTS COUNTY (live) 2:40 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG=BAYERN MUNICH (live) 12:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offedng live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 



National Women’s Soccer Leaque 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Goo,_qle+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Wednesday, Aug 21, 2013 

Feedback: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson(~,uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

@ 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:33 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Start a file!! 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ IFireie,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: ttey Anson...advice?? 

From: Jennifer Sovacool- Smith ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Lol yea sir but its an easy fix cause as you say the kid is indeed a work horse! ’. You got~ check out a teammate of hers I’ve been training for years ... her name is 

’.! Shes a        this year..    , strong, fasL great first toucl~ confident and composed, strong footskills, can hit 35-40 frame, aggressive, consifftent, 

plays center back but was my top goal scorer a few years ago, great attitude, trains with me a few times a week and wants to!! Ill send you footage when I get her tape 

together..,                                   and will support you thorough and through ...... just a great family 

but    is one hell of a kid and player and I endorse her fully! ’~ Would love the chance to talk to you about her! ’~ :) 

On            8:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
See! You know all ready! 

Se~tt from ~ }~rizon tVireless 4G LFE DROI1) 

Jennifer Sovacool- Smith ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Yeah like teach her how to use her right foot 1ol I’ve seen her play a bunch and she’s all left foot but I got this :) ill do my best for you!! :) 

On 4:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Jennifer SovacooPSmith @qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:5:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson.,.advice?? 

Very cool!! I start training her on saturday.., anything you want me to target lbr you skilh¥ise while she’s with me?? :) 

On 3:48 PM, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" < anson@mail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, we love the kid: ass kicker with a great attitude!!! 

From: Jennifer SovacoN-Smith @gmail.com] 
Senti Wednesday, 2:J.2 PM 
T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bjeet: RE: Hey Anson,..advice?? 

Hey ps have you ever heard of a kid named 
Interesting story_, she actually plays for 
the    and will s*art training with me Saturday. 

Pss I plan to passwoixt protect a page where you and other coaches can view highlighted players on my site like video, soccer resumes etc, even personal 
interJews so you can learn about them otuside of soccer. 

Pass I j ust talked 1~) the hosting site and they are going to help me with some html code etc tomom)w so fingers crossed it will be up and running soon!! :) 

?? Shes one of the players I’m starting to personal train and mom said you were interested in her?? 
team but lives out of state ... however she is now living ruth a temnmate in state full time as of monday 

Jen 

On 10:55 AM, "Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson,@,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

When it is up send i~ again ._ I am in preseasorb time is scarce~ 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @qmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :10:48 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 



Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Ugh I know its in the works unfortunately I had it up and running but tne being tl~e perfectionist I decided to change the hoffdng service and the logo and some 

media yada yada yada                                        ... so now I’m back working on it again... I hope to have it up and running tomon~w. I bought 

a new template for it so it should sta~ falling into place from here ... so please keep checking back as I’d love to hear your thoughts on it :) 

On 3:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

tried to pull up your website and all I could get was: "this site is under construction~°. 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:34 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson_.advice?? 

@clmail.com] 

Its still very ~ough draft like not complete other than a few parts.., wYx~v.premieresoccertraining.com ... we just changed hosting sites and the logo is different but I 

worked on it all day yes~terday and am working on it today hoping to have it up and running asap ._ its taken longer than expected 

On 9:06 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~b~ema~l.anc.edu> wrote: 

How do I get to your website? 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Hope you are well!! :) Just wanted to let you know that my business is really staxting to take of E..I have acquired 15 new plwers to tredn in the past two weeks 
and morn am coming my way. :) I have been putting together my website and have a logo now...I was wondeting what you thought of it. Do you think tiffs is 
legible and do you think it is eye catching and would turn heads of people unfamiliar with my business?? kmy advice you can offer would be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you so much and I look folward to heating from you soon. :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 12:15 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

FW: Soccer Scout 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, l:t: 1:~ PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer Scout 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
I roll be playing at the this weekend. 

Soccer is fun and exciting to play and playing at UNC one day would be cool. 

My strength is       with quick passing, getting open and play making. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 12:15 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

11:50 PM 
@cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

Hello, my nmne is and I have been playing soccer for ten years now. I plan to continue to strive in the sport and one day be able to play soccer 

for a Universi~. I know that you train your players hard m~d tn~ke them work to eaxn their spot on the team, and that is the challenge that I like. Cmrently I play on a 

club texan m~d play soccer for my high school. I look forwmd to one day being a starting forward for your wonderful team, but I san aJso capable of playing 
position of        Thank yon. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

4:15:44 AM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com] 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

F rom: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

@yahoo.corn] 
12:12 AM 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:40 AM 

Jeanit~r Sovacool- Smith @gmail .com> 

Duca~; Chris (duca(~bunc.edu); Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Chris is my recruiter. "Start a file" means let’s get this kid on our recruiting 
From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:34 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Who’s cl~is?? Lol :) 

On Aug 21, 2013 9:32 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sold!!! Start a file Chris!! 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Je~mit~r Sovacool- Smith ,2~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Lol yea sir but its an easy fix cause as you say the kid is indeed a work horse! ’. You gotta check out a teammate of hers I’ve been training for years ... her name is 

!! Shes a         this year..,     strong, fast great first touc~ coat]dent and composed, strong footsldlls, can hit 35-40 frame, aggressive, consistent, 

plays but was my top goal scorer a few years ago, great attitude, trains with me a few times a week and wants to!! Ill send you footage when I get her tape 

together.., and roll support you through and thiough ...... a~l 3 of the kids are adopted.., just a g~eat thtnily 

but    is one hell of a kid and player and I endorse her fully! ’~ Would love the chance to ta]k to you about her! ’~ :) 

On            8:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(?~)email.unc.edt~> wrote: 
See! You know all ready! 

Sen@’om my I~rizo~ Wireles,~’ 4G LTE DRO/D 

Jennifer Sovacool- Smith @gmail.com> wrote: 

Yeah like teach her how to use her right foot lol I’ve seen her play a bunch and she’s all left foot but I got this :) ill do tny best for you!! :) 

On             4:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Nope, she is a stud and you will know what to do!H 

From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:51 PP1 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: P,E: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Very. cool!! I start training her on satmday ... an~1hing you want me to target for you skillmse while she’s with me?? :) 

On            3:48 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, we k)~-’_~ the Idd: ass kicker wi~:h a great attRude~ 

F~= Jennifer SovacooI-Smith (@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:~2 PH 
To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Hey ps have you ever heard of a kid na~ned 

Interesting story.., she actually plays tbr, 

and roll start traiNng with me Saturday. 

?? Shes one of the players I’m starting to personal train and morn safid you were interested in her?? 

team but lives out of state ... however she is now living with a teammate in state full time as of monday the 

Pss I plan to passwoM protect a page where you and other coaches can view highlighted players on my site like vMeo, soccer resmnes etc, even personal interviews so 

you can learn about them outside of soccer. 

Psss I just talked to the hosting site and they axe going to help me with some html code etc tomorrow so fingers crossed it will be up and running soon!! :) 

Jen 

On            10:55 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

When it: is up send it again .. I arn in pr~-’_~season, tirne is scarce. 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:48 PP1 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 



Ugh I know its in the works untbrtanately I had it up and rmming but me being the pert~ctionist I decided to change the hosting service and "the logo and ~me media 

yada yada yada                                        .. so now I’m back working on it again _. I hope to have it up and running tomorrow. I lyought a new 

template for it so it should start falling into place ti-om here.., so please keep checking back as I’d love to hear your thoughts on it :) 

On 3:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <g__n_}_t_2!)_@_e_~r_a_i_l_:__u_!)__c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

BTW, I tried to pull up your website and all I could get was: "~bis si~e is ur~der construction". 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @clmail.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Its s~ill ~Tery rough draft like not complete other than a t~w parts ... www:premiere~)ccertminin~:com ... we just changed hosting sites and the logo is different but I 

worked on it a]l day yesterday and am working on it ~oday hoping to have it up and rmming asap ... its taken longer than expected 

On            9:06 AM, "Dorrance, Albelnt A IV" <anson¢~)em~dl.uuc.edu> wrote: 
How do I get to your website? 
From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @gmail,com] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hey Anson...advice?? 
Hope yon are well’.! :) Just wanted to let you know that my bnsiness is really starting to take of[~..I have acquired 15 new players to train in the past two weeks and 

more are coming my way. :) I have been putting together my website and have a logo now...I was wondering what you thought of it. Do you think this is legible and do 

you think it is eye catching and would turn heads of people unfamiliar witla my business?? Any advice you can oflEr would be greatly appreciated. Thank you so much 

and I look forwmd to hearing fiom you soon. :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 9:41 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: Hey Anson...advice?’? 

You ~sve seen ? 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Seat: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Hey Anson...advice?? 
Done a long time ago_.~years 

10:50 PM 

On at 10:32 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an,~)n(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Staxt a fil!!’. 

Sen~ fi~om my I/eH,:o~ ~¢’irelc’..~s 4G Z 7~’2 DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Hey Anson...advice?? 

From: Jennifer Sovacool- Smith (c-4£mail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@~email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Lol yea sir but its an easy fix cause as you say the kid is indeed a work hor~’. ! You gotta check out a teammate of hers I’ve been training tbr yeaxs ... her 

name is            !! Shes a        this yeaac..,    strong, fast, great first touch, confident and composed, strong footsldlls, can hit 35-40 fiame, 

aggressive, consistent, plays center back but was my top goal scorer a few years ago, great attitude, trains with me a t~w times a week and wants to’.! Ill 

send you footage when I get her tape together..,                                     and will support you through and through ... 

... just a great family but    is one hell ofa ldd and player and I endorse her tully!! Would love the chance to talk 
to you about her!! :) 

On            8:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~T~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 
See! You know all ready! 
Sen~j?om ,~ry lq~ri.zon ~irele.~;~’ 4G {.T~ DROID 

Jennifer Sovacool- Smith ,~;gmail.com> wrote: 

Yeah like teach her how to use her right foot lol I’ve seen her play a bunch and she’s all left foot but I got this :) ill do my best ~br you’.! :) 

On            4:14 t M, Donance, Albert A IV <{_q:_t_s.£_~)_~e__n_!a_j_l_:._uj)_c_:_e_.d_ _t.g- wrote: 

Nope, she is a stud and you wit[ know what to 

I=rom: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @gmail.com] 
Se~t-" Wednesday, 4: 5:[ PH 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Very cool!! I start training her on saturday, ... an~hing you want me to target for yon skillwise while she’s with me?? :) 

On             3:48 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Y~--~-b we love tll~:_~ kid: ass kicl~er with a gre~t attitude~ 
F~m= Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @gma~Lcom] 
Se~t= Wednesday, 2:$2 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Hey ps have you ever heard era kid named ?? Shes one of the players I’m starting to personal train mad morn said you were interested in 

her?? Interesting story ... she actually plays for team but lives out of state ... however she is now living with a teammate in state full time as 

of monday the     and roll sta~ct training with me Sat urday. 

Pss I plan to passwoM protect a page where you and other coaches can view highlighted players on my site like video, soccer resumes etc, even personal 
inte~wiews so you can learn about them outside of soccer. 

Psss I just talked to the hosling site and they are going to help me with some html co& etc to,no~row so fingers crossed it will be up and rnnning soon!’. :) 

Jen 

On             10:5 5 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(r-~email.unc .edu> wrote: 

When it is u~ send it ~gain .. I am in ~res~-:~son, time is sc~rce. 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith             #gmail.com] 



Sent-" Tuesday, I0:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-¯ RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Ugh I know its in the works unfortunately I had it up and running but me being the perfectionist I decided to change the hos~ting sen,ice and the logo and 

some media yada yada yada                                       ... so now I’m back working on it again... I hi)pe to have it up aa~d running 

tomorrow. I bought a new template for it so it should sta~ct thlling into place from here ... so please keep checking back as I’d love to heax your thoughts 

on it :) 

On 3:39 PM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <anson~b~email.unc.edt~- wrote: 

g’]’W, I tried to g~.EII U~) your w*-’_!t]sit*-’_! ia[]{:l all f could g~:’t was: "this site is u]]de~" construction" 

From; Jennifer Sovacool-Smith @cjmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, :t0:34 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Its still very rough draft like not complete other than a t~w parts ... www.premiere~ccertmining.com ... we just changed hosting sites aa~d the logo is 
different but I worked on it all day yesterday and mn worldng on it today hoping to have it up m~d running asap ... its taken longer than expected 

On            9:06 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~:~u,~{~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 
How do I get ~o your website? 
From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 4:07 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Hey Anson...advice?? 
Hope yon are well’.! :) Just wanted to let you know that my bnsiness is really starting to take off’...I have acquired 15 new- players to train in the past two 

weeks and more are coming my way. :) I have been putting together my website and have a logo now...I was wondering what you thought of it. Do you 

think this is legible and do you thiak it is eye catching and would turn heads of people tmfamiliar ruth my business?? Any advice you can offer would be 

greatly appreciated. Thank you so much and I look forward to hearing fi~om you soon. :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 9:57 AM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

EW: USA anaJysis courses, LN~k partnership and client news 

From: Prozone Sports Ltd [mailto:Prozone_Sports_Ltd@mail.vresp.com] 
Sent; Thursday, August 22, 20:[3 8:53 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject; USA analysis courses, LMA partnership and client news 

i.~.i Image removed by sender. Prozone 

Imag ........ d by send .... 

Image removed by sender Prozone - In the Zone 

image removed by sender.. 

Prozone to take analysis courses to the USA 

image removed by sender. Prozone to take 

analysis courses to the UoA We are very happy to announce that Prozone’s popular performance 
analysis courses will be held in the United States for the first time this 
winter. 

Prozone extends partnership with LMA until 2015 

::X:: image removed by sender Prozone extends 
....... partnership with LMA until 2015 We’re pleased to announce that Prozone will continue as an official 

commercial and technical partner of the League Nanagers Association until 

2015. 

[~ Imag ...... 

Features 

Performance analysis in women’s football 

::::*;;:: image remow~.d by sender¯ Performance 

...... analysis in women’s football As UEFA Women’s Euro 2013 takes place in Sweden, we’ve taken a look at 
the role of performance analysis in the women’s game. 

[ ~ Imag ...... 



Analysing the College Game 2013 

i~i 
Image rernoved by sender. Analys#lg the 

College Game 2013 
As the 2013 college soccer season draws near, teams across the United 

States are gearing up for another exciting and competitive campaign 

Image removed 

Client News 

Four Premier League clubs renew deals with Prozone 

i~i Irnage rernoved by sender Four Premier We are pleased to announce that four Premier- League clubs have recently 
League clubs renew deals with Prozone 

extended their agreements to use Prozone performance analysis services. 

l~ Imag ...... d1 

Germany claims sixth consecutive Women’s European Championship title 

i~i Image removed by sender¯ Germany claims Congratulations to the German Women’s National Team on winning their 
sixth consecutive Women’s European sixth consecutive European Championship title in Sweden. 
Championship title 

l )~ imag ......... dI 

AI-Arabi becomes first Kuwaiti club to use Prozone 

::~:: Imagerel’~Oved bysender. AI-Arabibecomes AI-Arabi Sports Club has recently become the first Kuwaiti dLib to use 
....... first Kuwaiti club to use Prozone 

Prozone performance analysis solutions, 

Events 

Prozone representatives to speak at 2013 FIFPro Tournament 

::X:: Image removed by sender. Prozone For the second year in succession, Prozone will be speaking about 
....... representatives to speak at 2013 FIFPro performance analysis and player recruitment at the FI FPro Tourna ment in 

Tournament 
Rijnsburg, The Netherlands, this weekend. 

l )~ Imag ......... d1 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 10:19 AM 

~duke.edu) 

Women’s Pro Soccer this weekend! 

Can you make sure we are recording the women’s pro league semi’s an~ fh3als? 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, August 22, 2013 10:07 AN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Soccer On ~ News: NBCSN adds Altidore’s EPL ma~h on Saturday 

::~:: Image 

removed by 

sender. 

iXiilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

Fhursday, Aug 22, 2013 
:Nil Image 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

By Paul Kennedy 

NBCSN has added the Southampton-Sunderland match featuring the Black Cats’ American star, Jozy 

Altidore, to its Saturday coverage of the English Premier League with the kickoff at 10 a.m. ET. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

(Click here for complete Soccer on TV listings.) 

Altidore made his Sunderland debut last Saturday in its 1-0 loss to Fulham. 

NBCSN will air four other games over the weekend, and NBC will carry Saturday’s Aston Villa-Liverpool game at noon ET. The 

four additional games in the Saturday 10 a.m. time slot will be available on Premier League Extra Time. 

VIDEO PICKS OF THE W’EEK: 

MLSSoccer.com:Agudelo shows off genius 

Ligue 1 : Le match exceptionnel d’Ochoa 

MLS Insider: Homecomin.q: Clint Dempsey’s return to MLS 

Fox$occer.com:Antoine Griezmann’s overhead kick 

NWSL PLAYOFFS ON FS2. The inaugural NWSL playoffs are set to be carried live on the new Fox Sports 2, starting with the 

semifinals on Saturday. Lauren Holiday, the regular-season scoring champion, leads FC Kansas City in the first semifinal 

against Canadian star Christine Sinclair and Portland Thorns FC at 2:00 p.m. ET in Overland Park, Kan. In the other 

semifinal, FIFA Women’s Player of the Year Abby Wambach leads top-seed Western New York Flash against Sky Blue FC 

at 8 p.m. ET at SaMen’s Stadium in Rochester, N.Y. 

MLS INSIDER PROFILES VALERI. A profile of Portland Timbers midfielder Diego Valeri will be one of the segments on the 

eighth episode of MLS Insider that premieres Friday on NBCSN (7:30 p.m. ET). Other segments include a look back at the 

2010 friendly match in which the then-Kansas City Wizards defeated Manchester United, 2-1, and the impact of MLS players 

on the U.S. men’s national team. 

USL PRO PLAYOFFS STREAMED. USL PRO moves into the quarterfinals, and all four games will be streamed through the 

league’s free online streaming service, USLNation.com. Saturday’s matches: Harrisburg-Charlotte 2 p.m. ET, Richmond- 

Dayton, Orlando-Pittsburgh, Charleston-Los Angeles at 7:30 p.m. ET. 

NAIA GAME OF THE WEEK. NAIA men’s soccer will be in the spotlight this season with its own game of the week. The 

NSCAA has partnered with Tourbeau Sports Group for a 12-game package of live stream broadcasts on NSCAATV.com, 

beginning with nine-time champion Lindsey Wilson in action Thursday against Spring Arbor (kickoff: 7 pm ET). 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Aug. 22, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 



You are receiving this nev~sletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 3:26 PM 

Boyd, Stephen I, <sboyd@unc.edu> 

l~L: Simple question about Camp 2012 

Women’s Soccer: Yes 

From: Boyd, Stephen L 
Sent: Thursday, August 22, 2013 12:51 PM 

To: Breschi, Joe 
Subject: Simple question about Camp 2012 

Camp Directors, 

I am completing a survey of athletics camps and clinics for the university, I need to know if your sold any merchandise at your summer camp/clinic in 2012. Please 

reply simply with a YES or NO. Thanks, you may contact me via email or telephone if you have any additional questions or concerns. 

Stephen Boyd 

Assistant Director of Business Operations 

Athletic Business Office 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-5225 

Fax: 919-962-0125 

919-96243125 

www,tarheelblue.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:15 PM 

@gmail.com>; Dncar, Clms <ducay@~mc.edu->; bill palladino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

@msn.com> 

Re:     class 

I love it !’. And you are jufft the one to serve as catalyst! A~e 811 you gnys follomng Britt on Trotter? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

hey coach Anson ! I didn’t know if you knew this but me and the girls from the 
the same tirue so get ready to be arubushed ! just though I’d let you know 

Sent from my iPhone 

class have started a group chat with each other and it’s going aruazing plus were all tlying to do visits at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 22, 2013 6:31 PM 

~nsr-inc.com 

- Soccer Prospect 

Thank you for ~vriting to UNC Women’s Soccer[ 

Unfoltunately, the NCAA does not permit us to ~vrite you back with an?’ information about our program Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, Jackson Hall, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the Universi~ ~veb site: www.unc.edu for any information about the Umversity. For team information you may go to http:/itarheelbluecstv.col~’sports/w- 
so cc er/unc-w-soc cer-body html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again aRer September 1 st of your junior year when we can officially ~vrite you back. 

Please fill out the online questiormaire so we can track your progress and have all you CUl~ent information on file: 

https://secure.assistantcoachnet/colle~es/athlete webformasp?oid 118&sid 2845 

Guod luck and thank you fur yuur interest[ 

Sincerely, 

Ansun Dorrance 
Head Women’s Succer Cuach 

Chris Ducar 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Courdinator 

AD/cd 

G~rl’s Succer Camp In]2~rmatiun 

http:i/nc~sc.cum/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

Frora: ~nsr-inc. corn 
Sent: Thursday, 5:26 PM 
Subject: - Soccer Prospect 

@nsr-inc.com] 

Dear Coach, 

Hello my name is I’ra years old. I was born in 
and I’ve been living in                     I’m currently 

attending and this upcoming fall I’ll be entering 
my year. While in high school I’ve been inducted into the 

participated in the program for two 
years, and I’ve been part of the varsity soccer program at      for two 
years now. My soccer career began when I was eight and I’ve now played 
soccer for eight years. I’m CUl~ently playing for                 and I 
am on the           team. Throughout these years tW passion to learn, play 
and excel in this sport has grown. I’m looking forward to continuing ray 
progress academically and as a collegiate socccr player. Once I start 
college I plan on pursing a degree in 

Please view ray wcbsite at: 

Thank you for your time. 

~)nsr-mc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 6:31 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmal.com> 

FW: - Soccer Prospect 

From: @nsr-inc. corn 
Sent: Thursday, 5:26 PM 
Sul~iect: - Soccer Prospect 

@nsr-inc.com] 

Dear Coach, 

Hello my name is I’m years old. I was born ~n 
and Fve been living in for years I’m currently 

attending and this upcoming fall Fll be entering 
my year While in high school I’ve been inducted into the 

participated in the program for two 
years, and I’ve been part of the varsity soccer program at      ~r two 
years now. My soccer career began when I was eight and I’ve now played 
soccer for eight years I’m currently playing %r                 and I 
am on the            team Throughout these years my passion to learn, play 
and excel in this sport has grown I’m looking forward to continmng my 
progress academically and as a collegiate soccer player Once I start 
college I plan on pursing a degree in 

Please view my website at: 

Thank you J2~r your ume 

@nsr-inc.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:33 PM 

@hotma~l.com> 

Thank you for your interest in UNC. Unfortunately we have allocated all our scholarship money for your class and wanted to let you know as soon as possible so that you may take 
advantage of all the other opportunities that are out there for you. 

Good luck in your collegiate career! 

Anson Dorrance 
tIead Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:35 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Do~ance, 

My name is             I plat’ soccer at 
and I am interested in learning more about the Soccer program at the Universi~ of North Carolina. 

and would like to continue at the college level. I graduate from high school in 

Please take a moment to look at my student-athlete profile, which contains my athletic accomplishments, academic accomplishments, high school coach’s contact information and my contact 
iN2~rmation. A direct link is provided for you below After reviewing my information and game film, please send me a questionnaire and/or any other pertinent information about your school 
and athletic program 

Coach I am also interested in the possibilib" of visiting your campus and, after you’ve evaluated my game film, any camp information you might be able to share with me. As I said, it is my 
desire to play Soccer in college. I am lonking for the right academic, athletic and social fit. I appreciate any assistance you are able to provide me in my college search process. 

My profile can be seen at: 

Thank you for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:33 PM 

.la~n Sisneros .~gmaJd.com> 

From: @hotmail coral 
Sent: Thursday, 4:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name ~s             I play soccer at                                                          and would like to continue at the college leveh I graduate from high school in 
and I am interested in learning more about the Soccer program at the University of North Carolina. 

Please take a moment to look at my student-athlete profile, which contains my athletic accomplishments, academic accomplishments, high school coach’s contact information and my contact 
irfformation A direct link is provided for you below. Aider reviewing my information and game film, please send me a questionnmre and/or any other pertinent information about your school 
and athletic program. 

Coach, I am also interested in the possibility of visiting your campus and, after you’ve evaluated my game film, any camp information you might be able to share with me As I said, it ~s my 
desire to play Soccer in college. I am looking for the right academic, athletic and social fit I appreciate any assistance you are able to provide me in my college search process 

My profile can be seen at: 

Thank you for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:34 PM 

~nsr-inc.com 

Soccer Prospect 

Thank you tbr ~vriting to UNC Women’s Soccer[ 

UnIbltunately, the NCAA does not permit us to ~vrite you back with ant’ information about our program Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, Jackson Hall, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the Universi~ ~veb site: www.nnc.edu for any information about the Umversity. For team information you may go to http:/itarheelblue cstv.col~’sports/w- 
so cc er/unc-w-soc cer-body html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1 st of your junior year when we can officially ~vrite you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you CUl~ent information on file: 

https://secure.assistantcoachnet/colle~es/athlete webformasp?oid 118&sid 2845 

Guod luck and thank you fur yuur interest[ 

Sincerely, 

Ansun Dorrance 
Head Women’s Succer Cuach 

Chris Ducar 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Courdinator 

AD/cd 

G~rl’s Succer Camp In]2~rmatiun 

http:i/ncgsc.cum/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

Frum: ~!nsr-inc.com 
Sent: Thursday, 4:30 PM 
Subject: - Soccer Prospect 

@nsr-inc.com] 

Dear Coach, 

Hello, my name is and I am currently a 
I have been playing soccer since the age of 

five and been in love with the sport cver since. 

In        grade, I made my school’s varsi~ team and became a starter in 
the beginning of my grade year. Ever since, I have been either a 
starting Even though I was only 
playing against year olds, I had the mindset that age didn’t 
matter. It was all about skill and passion. My coach constantly rerainds us 
that even if your opponent is more skillful, that at the end of the match 
it coraes down to heart; whoever wants it raore, will win. 

When I step on the field all of my worries vanish and I get to do what I 
truly love. When I play, I play with tenacity, and constantly reraind my 
tearamates that we play for each other. The game isn’t over until the 
whistle is blown. 

I’ve been the captain of my           team for the last five years and am 
so grateful to lead such incredible people. Not only ara I a leader on the 
field but offthe field as well. In      grade I was recognized for ray 
leadership in the classroom and was presented an award. The award was for 
personifying the characteristics of a leader by word and action; having 
positive energy and direction; and for often being the "take charge" 
individual who personifies the honor code I take my academics very 
seriously and my accumulative GPA is 

I always strive to be the best I can be in anything I do. I truly believe 
that you can accomplish anything with hard work, dedication, and unfailing 
hope. I wouldn’t be ~vho I am without God; he’s the one who gave me the 
ability on the field and in the classroom. He gave his lil? for me on the 
cross and blesses me evely’ single day. He gives me my strength, desire, 
and drive and I owe it all to him 

Please view my website at: 

I look forward to evewthing that lies ahead in my future and I hope you 
consider me to be a part of your     recruiting class. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:35 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gma~l.com> 

EW: - Soccer Prospect 

From: @nsr-inc.com 
Sent: Thursday, 4:30 PM 
Su~iect: - Soccer Prospect 

@nsr-mc com] 

Dear Coach, 

Hello, my name is and I am cun-ently a 
I have been playing soccer since the age of 

five and been in love with the sport ever since. 

In seventh grade, I made my school’s varsity team and became a starter in 
the beginning of my eighth grade year. Ever since, I have been either a 
starting Even though I was only 
playing against year olds, I had the mindset that age didn’t 
matter. It was all about skill and passion. 2{y coach constantly reminds us 
that even if your opponent ~s more skillful, that at the end of the match 
it comes down to heart; whoever wants it more, will win. 

When I step on the field all of my worries vanish and I get to do what I 
truly love When I play, I play with tenacity, and constantly remind my 
teammates that we play for each other. ’]’he game isn’t over until the 
whistle is blown. 

Fve been the captain of my           team for the last five years and am 
so grateful to lead such incredible people. Not only am I a leader on the 
field but off the field as well. In      grade I was recognized for my 
leadership in the classroom and was presented an award. The award was for 
personi~ing the characteristics of a leader by word and action; having 
positive energy and direction; and for often being the "take charge" 
individual who personifies the honor code I take my academics very 
seriously and my accunaulative GPA is 

I always strive to be the best I can be in anything I do. I truly believe 
that you can accomplish anything with hard work, dedication, and unfailing 
hope. I wouldn’t be who I am without God; he’s the one who gave me the 
abili~ on the field and in the classroom. He gave his life for rae on the 
cross and blesses me every single day. He gives me my strength, desire, 
and drive and I owe it all to him. 

Please view- my website at: 

I look fol~vard to evewthing that lies ahead in my- future and I hope you 
consider me to be a part of your     recruiting class. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:10 PM 

@gmail.com 

1~:;: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: @gmail.com @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 2:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, Coach Ducar, and Coach Palladino 

I am sending this email to you to keep you up to date on what has been going on with me and my temn this summer and to follow up on my p~evious emails to you. 
A quick recap of who I am, my name is and I live in I a~n a year graduate and I am a a~d captain tbr my club m~d 

tligh School teams, m~d . As you will see in my athletic and academic profile I have maintained over 

a     weighted GPA through my first 2 yeaxs of high school. I mn proud of what I have accomplished on and off the field receiving mm~y awards including academic, 

team, and league honors. I am expecting my junior year to be very busy with a heavy class load of AP class and playing in the 

Our last 3 tourna~ents have gone great we won 2 of them with aaa overall record of 7 wins, 2 ties, and l loss. Our last tournament that we won we played up an age 

group and played as      In the 10 games my team and I only allowed 4 goals against with 6 shutouts and we scored 14 goals on our opponents. We are looking to 

play in several high level showcase tournaments this t:all and I will send you my schedule once I have it. 
This summer I have been working on my game a lot, both on and offthe field. Along with my regular temn training and personal keeper training I have attended several 

training camps and I have begun training with He calls himself a mental 

toughness coach. He is the mental toughness coach for the m~d many other p~ofessional soccer players. He also works with youth 

players around the country to help pvepaxe us mentally for the next level compelition. 

Attached to this email is a link to my video a~d NCSA player profile page or you ca~ find the link in my signature below as well. 

Link for my NCSA player profile is below 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 23, 2013 10:10 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

FW: 

From: @gmail.com @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 2:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, Coach Duca~; and Coach Palladino 

I am sending this email to you to keep you up to date on what has been going on with me and my team this summer and to follow up on my previous emails to you. 

A quick recap of who I am, my name is and I live in I am a year graduate and I am a and captain for my club and 

High School teams, and As you will see in my athletic and acade~nic profile I have maintained over 

a weighted GPA through my first 2 yeaxs of Ngh school. I am proud of what I have accomplished on and off the field receiving many awards including academic, 

team, and leagne honors. I am expecting my juNor year to be ve~ busy with a heavy class load of AP class and playing in the 

Our last 3 tournaments have gone great we won 2 of them with an overall record of 7 wins, 2 ties, and 1 loss. Onr last tournament that we won we played np an age 

group and played as      In the 10 games my team and I only aJlowed 4 goals against with 6 shutouts and we scored 14 goals on our opponents. We aye looking to 

play in scveral high level showcase tournaments this thJl and I will send you my ~hedule once I have it. 

This summer I have been working on my game a lot. both on and offthe field. Along with nay regular team training mad personal keeper training I have attended several 

training camps and I have begun training with He caJls himself a mentaJ 

toughness coach. He is the mental toughness coach tbr the league and many other professionaJ soccer players. He also works with youth 

players mound the country to help prepaye us mentaJly for tl~e next level competition. 

Attached to this e~nail is a link to my video and NCSA player profile page or you can find the link in my signature below as well. 

Link for my NCSA player profile is below 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 12:05 AM 

Jennit~r Sovacool-Smith ~gmaJd.com>; Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

Re: Hey Anson...advice?? 

~gmail.com> 

Jen, thank you! 

Se~tt f!’om my Verizort IFirele,~s 4G L2’E 

Jennit~r Sovacool-Smith ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, j ust a hems up... I’m traJming         tomorrow along with       (the player I just l,~ld you about).., but I’m also training tw’o other players from their 

team _. Ill let you know how it goes and keep you posted on the other two players skills _. one of them is a true    but plays up on        and    team!! 

An~vay, just wanted to keep you in the loop ... I plan to have video tape some footage so ill see about sending some your way if interested. Hope you 

have an awesome weekend!! :) Talk to you soon!! 

Jen 

On 10:29 AM, "Jennifer Sovacool-Smitlf’ ~gma~l.com> wrote: 

Well I knew that part but heck yeah start a file a Chris!! :) 

On 8:40 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Jennifer, 

Chris is my recruiter, "Start a file" m:_~ms let’s get this Idd .:_~n our recruiting I~st. 

F~m~ Jennifer SovacooI-Smith ~qmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 10:34 PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: Hey Anson..,adv~ce?? 

Who’s ohds?? Lo] :) 

9:32 PM, "Do~oe, Albe~ A W" <~so~m~aiLnno.Mu> wrote: 

Sold~ Sm~ a file Chfis~ ’. 

Jennit~r Sovacool- Smith, a)gmail.com> wrote: 

Lol yea sir but its an caw fix cause as you say the kid is indeed a work horse!! You gotta check out a teammate of hers I’ve been training tbr years ... her name is 
!’. Shes a        this year..,    strong, fasL groat first touch, confident and composed, strong footskills, can hit 35-40 fimne, aggressive, 

consistent, plws center back but was my top goal scorer a few years ago, groat attitude, trains with me a t}w times a week m~d wants to’.! Ill send you footage 
when I get her tape together..,                                   and will support you through and through... 

... just a groat family but    is one hell of a ldd and player and I endorse her fully!! Would love the chance to talk to you about her!! :) 

On 8:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~,~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

See! You know all read!! 

,qentj?om my Verizo~ I4"ireles.~, 4G L TE DRO{D 

Jennifer Sovacool-Smith < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Yeah like teach her how to use her right foot lol I’ve seen her play a bunch and she’s all left foot but I got this :) ill do my best for you!! :) 

On 4:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <amon~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

No~e, ~.;he is a stud and you will Imow what to 

F~m: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith ~qmail.com] 



Sent: Wednesday, 4:51 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Very cool!! I staxt training her on saturday_, anything you want me to target for you skillwise while she’s ruth me?? :) 

On Aug 21, 2013 3:48 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, we love the kid: ass kicker with a great attitude!!! 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson_.advice?? 

2:12 PM 

,~, gmail.com] 

Hey ps have you ever heard of a kid named 

Interesting story.., she actually plays for 

the    and roll staxt training with me Salmday. 

?? Shes one of the players I’m stating to personaJ train and mom said you were interested in her?? 

team but lives out of state ... however she is now living with a teammate in state full titne as of monday 

Pss I plan to passwoKl protect a page where you and other coaches can view highlighted players on my site like video, soccer resumes etc, even personal 
interviews so you can learn about them outside of soccer. 

Psss I just talked to the hosting site and they are going to help me with some html code etc tomorrow so fingers crossed it roll be up and running soon!! :) 

Jen 

On 10:55 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

When it is up send it ag~,in ... 1 am in preseason, time is scarce. 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 131 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson_.advice?? 

@gmail.com] 

Ugh I know its in the works unfoltunately I had it up and running but ,ne being the perfectionisl I decided to change the hosting service and the logo and some 

media yada yada yada                                     ... so now I’m back working on it again... I hope to have it up and running tomorrow. I bought 

a new template for it so it should start falling into place from here ... so please keep checking back as I’d love to hear your thoughts on it :) 

On 3:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

BTW, t tried to pull up your website and all I o:_~uld get was: "this site is under construction". 

From: Jennifer SovacooI-Smith 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A re 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson...advice?? 

@qmail,com] 

Its still very rough draft like not complete other than a t~w parts.., www.premieresoccertraining.com ... we just changed hosting sites and the logo is different but I 

worked on it 811 day yesterday and am working on it today hoping to have it up and running asap ... its taJ~en longer than expected 

On 9:06 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How do I get to your’ website? 

From: Jennifer Sovacool-Smith ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A 131 
Subject: Hey Anson...advice?? 

Hope you are well!! :) Just wanted to let you know that my business is really starting to take ofl:..I have acquired 15 new players to train in the past two weeks 

and more are coming my way. :) I have been putting together my website and have a logo now...I was wondering what you thought of it. Do you think this is 

legible and do you think it is eye catching and would turn heads of people unfamiliar ruth my business?? Any advice you can offer would be greatly appreciated. 

Thank you so much and I look forward to hearing from you soon. :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 12:07 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: College Intbrmation 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College Informafion 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Anson Dormnce 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is 

I am the staxfing 

exemplaxy academic achievetnent during the girls varsity soccer season. 

I play for the ’I’ean~ in the 

Team in the level of 

and I am currently a 

on my vaxsi~ high school soccer team. During my ficeshman year I received the 

I have played at the level since the fall of I also play ~br the 

From I have participated in the North Carolina Oly~npic Development Program. Please see my attached resume for further derails. 

I have spent time doing research on what nniversifies wonld be a good match for me academically and athletically. Academically, I am a strong student ruth an 

and have no trouble balancing school and athletics. I mn interested in the ~nedical as well as the engineering field but, have not yet decided on 

which I wish to pnrsue. I an~ veD~ interested in your universib~ and your program and would appreciate receiving information from you. Attached is my fall club season 

schedule, if possible I would love for you to attend a game and see me play. 

Thank you for yonr fime, and I look forwmd to hearing from yon in the near fi~ture. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, August 24, 2013 9:41 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Congrats! 

Thank you LIND’. Yes, very good and iruportant win for us. This gives us west coast cred in recruiting. They were good and will beat a lot of good tearus. This will help 

our RPI. 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain., A." -~flagallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Congratulations on file 2-0 win over Santa Clm’a. Reading the recap it certainly appem’s we dominated play ~- hope you felt that we did. 
Get some rest today and have some fun. Good luck tomorrow vs. VCU. Remain humble, passionate about the ga~ne, and let’s continue to get it done one game at a time’. 
Take care, and be well .-. GO HEELS! 
Larry 

~Larry GaR~o 

E-xec~tive Assocm~e Dic~ctor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 10:03 AM 

; DucaJc, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Ol]{iciaJ, 

your idea is a good one. I roll find out when the other girls in your recruiting class are coming in, and I would recommend you join them. This will help us create a 

positive tean chemistly for the     class before aJl of you get here. 

wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I apologize for the late response to your phone call. I tried to leave you a message today but was unable to. I received the email from Coach Ducar about plamiing the 

oft]cal. I was jus~t wondering when a good time to visit would be, axed when some of the other girls were visiting? Hope the season is going well and I look forwa~t to 

hem’ing from you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 8:22 AM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

FW: Update- 

From: @outlook.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Update - 

Hi Coach Do~rance, 

Fm~ther to the athletic portfolio I tnailed to you this past March, I am sending this email to update you on exciting events in my soccer season and upcoming 

school year. 

My team               is playing in the                          the highes~t level of competitive play in the province. We me currently in    place with a 
record of 10-1-2 and have three ganles left in our season. Additionally, we are in the mn for a as we recently won our game in the 

The finals are to be played on Saturday The will advance to the 

held in from 

Thioughout summer, I have been training three times a week at                      with my athletic trainer both one on one and in group sessions with NCAA 

StaNng this of my year, I am taking sixNCAA eligible courses including 

My other two courses are As well, teachers selected me in nay 

be a part of the so I will be helping out the last week of summer with the 

orientation and then further throughout the yeax with other various activities/events. 

I want to wish you the best of luck in your soccer season. I will be visiting your website frequently to see your team’s results. 

Go Heels! 

Thanks~ 

year to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 8:24 AM 

Jason Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

EW: I’m interested in your soccer program 

Froml 

Sent: Saturday, 1J.:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject-" T’m interested in your soccer program 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Hi! My name is and I’m a sophomore al _ _ _ I mn interested in not only joining your exceptional soccer 

progran~, but also in attending the University of North Carolina because ofvour pre-med program. I am very interested in your soccer program and the Universib~ of 

No~th Carolina as a whole. 
I am a 5’8 forward/midfielder. I currently play for the~                                                                 , but I have also had ECNL experience 

while playing with teams including Birmingham United Soccer Association 

I have also been invited to various U.S. Soccer Training Centers for the U.S. Soccer Federation. I also run 

track. As a freshinan, I qualified for the state championships in the 400, and my best times include the 200 meter: 26.4 and the 400 meter: 58.1. 

While attendin~                   , I have been able to maintain a 4.4 GPA, and plan to graduate in      I am interested in Psychology as a major and understand 

that the University of North Carolina has a top rated program of studies in this area. I have followed the [INC’s soccer program tbr a while now, and I hope m hear 

from you soon. 

I play competitive soccer in the fall, ~md I am currently playign on my high school vaxsity soccer team. You can find my ttigh School ~hedule here: 

I’ll be sure to send you my competitive soccer schedule this spring. I will possibly be participating in the Disney Showcase and another showcase in Las Vegas as well. 

I hope to visit The Universib" of North Carolina so~netime this year and would love to meet with you and learn more about your soccer program. Best of luck this fall 

and thank you for your time and patience. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, .8:26 AM 

.la~n Sisneros <jmsisneros@gmaJd.com> 

FW: interes~t in the University of Nofft~ Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:58 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; interest in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

hello coach Ducal my name is            I am a sophomore at                                          I play goalkeeper for 
interested in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I will soon send you an email with my ECNL schedule closer to the start of the season. 

Thank You, 

ECNL. I am very 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:30 AM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr~ 

EW: Reminders From Yesterday’s Coaches’ Meeting (8/21/13) 

APR Workflow.pdf 

Shelly, 
Please send our "Core Values" to gubba, Vince, {arty and Clii~t .... Please copy me. Thai~k 

From: Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
~ent: Thursday, August 22, 20~3 $:49 PM 
To: UNC~-Head Coaches 
Ce: Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Hoo~, Eric M; Broome, Lissa L; UNC~-ExeStaff; UNC~-Senior S~ff 
~bje~t: Reminders From Yesterday’s Coaches’ Meeting (8/2~/$3) 
Impo~ance: High 
Head Coaches: 
I believe if one were to equate a weather forecast to yesterday’s coaches’ meeting agenda, it would be one of complete drea~ness ...... just flat out 5a~cky~ Altlaou~ so 
impo~amt and necessary, fl~e topics weren’t the most exciting, but it is what it is. "Ihe sun is out today," so let’s drive on’. 
I would like to briefly recap some offlae i~o~ation discussed during yesterday’s meetNg to se~’e ~ reminders for you: 

1. If you have a wri~en team substance abuse policy/document, please fonvard it to Bubba, Vince Ille, and La~3z Gallo. 
2. If you have a document of written temn roles, please fo~vaxd it to Bubba and to your spo(t’s adminis~’ators (both pfimaw and seconda~9. 
3. Ifa student-athlete is a~ested for any oflbnse (not cited), he or she will be ~mediately suspended from practice amd competition until ~her notice; both Bubba 

and the head coach will discuss the nam~ of the offense and its circumst~ces, and then decide iffl~e suspension should be lifted or re~nain. 
4. Please continue to co~unicate with your student-athletes the impo~a~ce offl~em immediately notifying you if~ey get ~volved in a~y ~pe of~ouble or di~culty, 

e.g., an’ested, received amy ~pe of a citation, a possible violation of the honor code, etc. You should then noti~v Bubba and your spo~ adtnNista’ator of this 
d~culty#trouble and its details. Our hatent is for no one to get bliMsided, and timely ~md direct communication will help prevent this. 

5. Depa~mentofAthleticsSubsta~ceAbusePolicy the~vised/editedp~icyreviewedbyAss~ciateUnive~ityC~unse~Joa~aC~eve~a~ddu~ng~emee~ngwi~be 
discussed with your student-athletes during their teaan’s policy meeting (either on 8/21 or 8/22); ha the ne~ future, ple~e note that each one of your student- 
athletes will be receiving ~e revised policy document via am ACS email Nong with a Consent Fo~ (appendix A office policy) to si~. 

6. Document provided by ~. Michelle Brown, Director of Academic Suppo~ attached for your convenience is the Academic Pro~’ess Rate Wor~ow document 
Michelle discussed during fl~e meeting. 

~a~ you tbr your a~ention to these remNde~. I wish you, your stY; amd your student-athletes the yew best as you once again begin your journeys to continuNg 
SUCCESS. 

Take caxe, aa~d ~a~ you tBr all you continue to do fbr our Depa~ment aa~d University ~- it is veW tnuch appreciated. 
Be well, ~md ~ ttEELS ~ 
Lans~ 

~Larry Ga~ 

ExecutNe Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 
U~iversity ofNorJ~ C~’olina at Chapel Hill 



APR Work/low 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:37 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

FW: Sugar Ray Leonaxd’s Insights on Recruiting 

From: NCSA Athletic Recruiting [mailto:recruiting@ncsasports.org] 

Sent-" Thursday, August 22, 2013 4:5! PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject; Sugar Ray Leonard’s Insights on Recruiting 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

I mag ...... ’ed by sender 

SUGAR RAY LEONARD SUCCESS iNSiGHTS THAT CAN HELP 

YOU IN RECRUITING 

VVhile I often write here on tile actual recruiting process, I also write about motivation 

because of how critical it is to recruiting and athletic success. I encourage you to dedicate 

time to reading about champions in sports and life... 

THE TRANSITION EPISODE 3: 

FINDING THE RIGHT FIT 

Image removed by sender. 
/\thlete [-~ecruitil q Checkiist 

NCA,’~ G=.~ide 

"It’s not about where you go to school 

its about what you do with that 

education when you get there." 

Bob Chimel, NCSA Speaker 

"WE" PARENTS AND YOUR CHILD’S RECRUITING PROCESS 

"It isn’t unusual to drop a prospect from the recruiting board because the parents are a 

problem" says Coach Randy Taylor, former recruiting coordinator for UCLA. A serious red 

flag in athletic recruiting is a ’we" parent. "We" parents talk about their child’s recruiting 

process like this, "We are applying to.. We had a great game last week.." These parents 

can be a threat to their children’s recruiting experience. College coaches are looking for.. 

BELIEVE IN BALANCE 

Have you ever felt ovePwhelmed and 

exhausted from sports? Has there ever 

been a day where it feels like sports are 

suffocating, or consuming,,, 

.~.i Image removed by sender 

removed by removed by removed by 

sender sender, sender. 



removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 26, 2013 10:45 AM 

Lauterbom, Robert F <laute@live.unc.edu-~ 

ILE: The Dally Tar Heel: Women’s soccer temn rm~ked No. 1 in nation 

Thank you Bob’.! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: The Daily Tar Heel [mailto :webmaster@statenews. com] 
Sent: Friday, August 23, 2013 5:13 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: The Daily Tar Heel: Women’s soccer team ranked No. 1 in nation 

Bob Lauterborn thinks you might be interested in Women&#039;s soccer team ranked No 1 in nation: 

After safely tucking away the 2012 national championship trophy next to 21 others just like it, the North Carolina women’s soccer team had to look for~vard. Despite the program’s perennial 
dominance, a new season means a new start. 

http://www.dailytar heel corn/article/2013/08/wosoc8 -23 

Message from Bob Lauterborn: 

Ah, the expectationst But you sound as enthusiastic as ever. Have another great year, and I don&#039;t just mean w~nning another championship. The journey matters more than the 
destination. All best, Bob L 

Sent by lauter@unc.edu on Fri, 23 Aug 2013 05:13:41 -(MOO 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 10:48 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

I~NV: UNC Goalkeeping 

CCF080520130000.j pg 

W~-’AI? is she admissibl~:_~? 

Frem-" Ducar, Chris 
Sent," Friday, 7:34 AM 

To: Markos, Lance IVl 
C¢-" Dorrance, Alber[ A 11/ 
Subject-" Fwd: UNC Goalkeeping 

How his ldd looldng academically? 

Begin forwarded message: 

Fresh: (i~vahoo.com> 

To: "Ducat, Chris" <duca~ebunc.edu> 
Subject: Re: UNC Goalkeeping 

Chris, 

So I just finished the qnestionnaire and attached is an unofficial coW of my Transcript. I’m not quite sure how to send my SAT scores to you without 

sending it to the acttral school ,so they are Reading: 

From: "Ducal Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 
To: ~ y f~__h___o___o_,__c__o__r__~).> 
Sent: Monday, 3:50 PM 
Subject: RE: UNC Goalkeeping 

F.xcel]euff 

Will you please seud me a coW of your most rcceu~ ~r~mscrip~ and SA’I}’ACT 

Also, plea~ f~]~ ou~ this onliuc qucstiou~ah~ wheu you ge~ a chm~ce? 

h~tps://secute.assistantcoach.ne~,’colle~es/athlete webgom~.asgi~oid I 18&sid 2945 Please enter 001 in the CODE field, g for some reason the link does not work coEectly, 
just copy and paste it into your browser. 
Chris 

From: ~F~h~:cem] 
Sent: Monday, 3:42 PM 
To: Ducar, CNis 
C~: Do~ance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros, .~mail com) ~gmail.com) 
Subject: Re: UNC Goalkeepmg 

Hey chris ~ 

is truly ~ing. I woNd ab~lntely love m come for a visif! ~?~ime is good ruth my family. Than~ for m~ng ~e time to look~ 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On , at 3:36 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <ducm(t~unc.edn> wrote: 

~ is a big fan of yours. He thinks you have huge upside as a goalkeeper and wanted me to take a look at you. I watched your 

video of a high school game and was imp~esscd ruth a number of things in your game. 

We like to carry fonr ~oalkee~ers each year and they all compete for playing time. Last scas~n we played all fonr during the season until we 

settled on 

ttaving sa~d that, do you hm~e an)’ interest in the University of North CaJ:olina? Unfortunatelv, our scholaJ:ship money is spent for you class 

but when you balance the fact that the education you get roll be offthe charts as well as the soccer experience is the most uNque on the 

planet, I hope you at least talk with your parents about the possibility. 

If you tlfink it is a possibility,, we caa~ set up a time for you to visit us and meet the teaan and watch a training session. 

Have a great week. 

Cl~is Ducar 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, _ 11:02 AM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducoa-@uncaa.unc.edn: ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Good luck! 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:30 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Good luck! 

Saw the espnw article last night and thought it was great! Made me miss the craziness. Good luck tonight and hope to see you soon! 

Go heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:04 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar.~)unc.edu) 

RE: UNC Goalkeeping 

Thanks!! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday,_ i0:19 AM 
To; Ducar, Chris 
C:c-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: UNC Goalkeeping 
,Just eyeballing iL she’d be fine for a slot - probably Level 3~ Will need a 4th Math i~ her senior year for U NC. Send rne a prospect form and her SAT score report and 

f’1I do the official ew~lua~:iom 

From; Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Friday, 7:34 AM 
To-" Markos, Lance IVl 
C¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: UNC Goalkeeping 

How his kid looking academically? 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: i~va~oo.com> 

To: "Ducar, Chris" <d__u_.c_’a_!_@._uj)_c_:_e_.d_~j~, 

Subject: Re: UNC Goalkeeping 

Chris, 

So I just finished the qnestionnaire and attached is an unolticial coW of my Transcript. I’m not quite sure how to send my SAT scores to you without 

sending it to the actual schi~ol so they are Reactin~                                                   Thanks ! 

From: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.ed_u_.> 
To: ~yahoo.corn> 
Sent:Mon~ay, 3~-50 PM 
Subject: RE: UNC Goalkeeping 

ExcelJent’. 

Wi]] you p~ease send me a copy ofy,)~r mo~t ~ecent tr~msc~ipt m~d SAI/AC’F scorn? 

~R}-~[~-~-¢~9~-}-}1~1~P-~-~[~P-~]-~b~1~1-~f-¢~9~g1A~?~id 118&sid 2845 Please enter 001 in the CODR field g for some reason the link does not work correctly, 
just copy and paste it into your browser 
Chris 

From: ~)yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:42 PM 
To: [Ncar, C~is 
Ce: Do~ance, A]be~ A IV; Jason Sisneros( ~gmail com) ~bgmai].com) 
Subject: Re: UNC Goalkeepmg 

tley clms ~ 

is truly a~n~ing. I woNd ab~lumly love m come for a visif! Aw’dme is good with my ~amily. Thm~ for taxing the time m look~ 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 3:36 t M, D uc ar, C hri s" <~_t_ .u_c_’.~_~2@ u__r_Lc_: .e_d_._t~> wrote: 

is a big fan of yours. He thinks you have huge upside as a goalkeeper and wanted me to take a look at you. I watched your 

video of a high ~hool game and was impres~d with a nnmber of things in your game. 

We like to carry four goalkeepers each year and they a]l compete for playing time. Last season we played all four during the season until we 

settled on 

Having said that, do you have any interesl in the University of North Caxolina? Urffo~lunately, our scholaxship money is spent for you class 

but when you balance tl~e fact that tl~e education you get will be off the charts as well as the soccer experience is the mosl mfique on the 

planet, I hope you at least ta]k witl~ your parents about the possibility. 

If you tlfink it is a possibiliU, we ca~ set up a time for you to visit us and meet the tea~ and watch a training session. 
Have a great week. 

Chris Ducar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 4:37 PM 

~gmail .coin> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

iIisn.coIll 

RE:    ~ class 

ms our twitter’ accoun,t she keeps all the Tar Heel t:aithful kept up with insider inl:o on what’s up with the Heels!! Do you follow her? 

Ducat, how shmdd our recruits follow    - 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, 2~:3~ AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Re:     class 

no to sure who - " "s ? is she a player in our cl~s ? 

Sent from my 

On at 4:15 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son(~email,unc,edu~> wrote: 

I love it     [! And you axe just the one to serve as catalyst! Are a]l you guys follomn~ 

Set~l fi~om my Veri:o~ ~,Vire/e~s 4(3 ~ 7~2 DROll) 

on Twitter? 

~gma~l.com> wrote: 

hey coach Anson ! I didn’t know if you knexv this but me and the girls from the     class have started a group chat with each other and it’s going araazing plus were all trying 
to do visits at the same time so get rea@ to be arnbushed t just though I’d let you know 

Sent from my 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <)’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday _           4:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Soccer- 

From ~grnail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 2:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, All~ert A IV 
Subject: Soccer - 
lVly daughter, would like to get a look from your University. She jus~t started her jur~or year at ~ ~ She was 

the varsity- team captain last year and had second most goals on the team. She plays foi                        and duel rosters for the back team and the premier 
teain~ Her soccer coaches name is          and has been her head coach for the last 6 years~ He was a ~ ..... " ’ ~ " ""     ’/. He has talked to my 

wife m~d I over the last couple ofyeaJcs m~d has said that      is the only girl that he has coached that has national team talent. She is currently this weekend in a 

tourna~nent in Shaumberg, IL which is t~ight out side of Chicago. I could send her player profile. She is 5’ 8" and weighs 135. She plays lbrward and outside midfield 

but played sweeper for many years because of her speed, strength, m~d ball skill. Her 120 yard run has been timed at sub 14 but that has only been taken after 

practice. I would like you to take a look at her if at all possible. She lives and breaths soccer and has talked about North Carolina since she was 8. She is a very good 

student with a 3.5 gpa. 

Thank you, 



Atlantic Coast Conference Head Women’s Soccer Coaches as of 8/2112013 

Ms. Alison Foley Boston College 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: Conte Forum 412 140 Commonwealth Avenue Chestnut Hill, MA 
02467 
Shipping: Conte Forum 412 2609 Beacon Street Chestnut Hill, MA 
02467 
Office: (617) 552-3214 Mobile: Fax: (617) 552-4930 
E-mail: foleyae@bc.edu 
Assistant(s): Mark McDevitt, mark.mcdevitt@bc.edu (617) 552-0982, Kia 
McNeill, Michael LaVigne 

Mr. Eddie Radwanski Clemson University 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: P.O. Box 31 Clemson, SC 29633 
Shipping: 100 Perimeter Road Clemson, SC 29634 
Office: (864) 656-1944 Mobile: (336) 209-7437 Fax: (864) 656-7324 
E-mail: eradwan@clemson=edu 
Assistant(s): Kate Dylag (kdylag@clemson.edu), Roberta Balliett (Sec.) 
rballie@clemson.edu (864) 656-1940 

Mr. Robbie Church Duke University 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: Box 90543 Cameron Indoor Stadium Durham, NC 27708-0543 
Shipping: 118 Cameron Indoor Stadium Whitford Drive Durham, NC 
27708 
Office: (919) 668-5749 Mobile: (919) 971-4182 Fax: (919) 681-2378 
E-mail: robbie.church@duke=edu 
Assistant(s): 

Mr. Mark Krikorian Florida State University 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: 1119 Spirit Way Soccer Complex Tallahassee, FL 32306 
Shipping: 1119 Spirit Way Soccer Complex Tallahassee, FL 32306 
Office: (850) 644-7724 Mobile: (850) 544-1758 Fax: (850) 645-8978 
E-mail: mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu 
Assistant(s): Asst Coaches: Mike Bristol mbristol@fsu.edu (850) 644- 
7725 & Wes Hart wjhart@fsu=edu (850) 644-7920; Nathan Minion 
(Dir./Soccer Operations) nminion@fsu=edu (850-645-3200) 

Mr. Tim Santoro North Carolina State University 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: Campus Box 8502 Raleigh, NC 27695-8502 
Shipping: Weiseger-Brown Athletics Building 2500 Warren Carroll Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27695-8502 
Office: (919) 515-3476 Mobile: (919) 215-5869 Fax: (919) 515-3624 
E-mail: tfsantor@ncsu.edu 
Assistant(s): Assoc Head Coach: Mike Barroqueiro; Asst Coaches: Justin 
Bryant, Kim Kern; Dir~ of Ops: Taylor Wilson 

Mr. Phil Wheddon Syracuse University 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: Manley Field House 1301 E. Colvin Street Syracuse, NY 13244- 
5020 
Shipping: Manley Field House 1301 E. Colvin Street Syracuse, NY 
13244-5020 
Office: (315) 443-5859 Mobile: (315) 372-6084 Fax: (315) 443-1534 
E-mail: pswheddo@syr.edu 
Assistant(s): Asst Coaches: Adam Reekie, Neel Bhattacharjee; Jean 
Donegan, Office Coordinator (315) 443-2385 

Mr. Jonathan Morgan University of Maryland 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: 1724 Comcast Center Terrapin Trail College Park, MD 20742 
Shipping: 1724 Comcast Center Terrapin Trail College Park, MD 20742 
Office: (301) 314-7034 Mobile: Fax: (301) 405-0955 
E-mail: jmol 119@umd.edu 
Assistant(s): Kim Bianchini (314-7003), Jonathan Morgan (405-0657), 
Laurie Pells George (314-0330) (301) 314-7003 

Mr. Anson Dorrance University of North Carolina 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: P.O= Box 2126 Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Shipping: Carmichael Auditorium South Road Chapel Hill, NC 27514 
Office: (919) 962-4100 Mobile: (919) 616-5679 Fax: (919) 962-4038 
E-mail: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Assistant(s): Shelly Streett (Sec.) (919) 962-5220 

Mr. Randy Waldrum University of Notre Dame 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: 107 Joyce Center Notre Dame, IN 46556 
Shipping: 107 Joyce Center Notre Dame, IN 46556 
Office: (574) 631-3376 Mobile: (574) 532-0410 Fax: (574) 631-9690 
E-mail: Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu 
Assistant(s): Dawn Greathouse, Ken Nuber 

Mr. Greg Miller University of Pittsburgh 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: P.O. Box 7436 Pittsburgh, PA 15213-0346 
Shipping: Fitzgerald Field House Allequippa/Darragh Street Pittsburgh, 
PA 15261 
Office: (412) 648-8701 Mobile: (614) 537-5320 Fax: (412) 648-8940 
E-mail: gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu 
Assistant(s): Asst Coaches: Michael Baker (mbaker@athletics.pitt.edu) & 
Ileana Moschos (imoschos@athletics.pitt.edu); Amy Rhodes, Admin 
Coordinator (arhodes@athletics.pitt.edu) (412) 648-8334 

Mr. Steve Swanson University of Virginia 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: P.O. Box 400847 Charlottesville, VA 22904-4824 
Shipping: 3rd Floor McCue Center 290 Massie Road Charlottesville, VA 
22903 
Office: (434) 982-5711 Mobile: (434) 981-6657 Fax: (434) 982-4926 
E-mail: sswanson@virginia.edu 
Assistant(s): Assts: Ron Raab (434) 982-5710, Kerry Dzickaniec (434) 
982-5576; Gloria Casella (Sec.) (434) 982-5125 

Mr. Charles Adair Virginia Tech 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: 309H Cassell Coliseum (0502) Blacksburg, VA 24060 
Shipping: 309H Cassell Coliseum (0502) Blacksburg, VA 24060 
Office: (540) 231-6660 Mobile: (540) 641-0536 Fax: (540) 231-6686 
E-rnaii: adair@vt.edu 
Assistant(s): Asst. Coaches: Drew Kopp, drewk@vt.edu (540) 239-2990, 
Erin Lycan, Lycan@vt.edu (540) 641-0243 

Mr. Tony da Luz Wake Forest University 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: P.O. Box 7346 Winston-Salem, NC 27109 
Shipping: 211 Manchester Athletic Center Wingate Road Winston- 
Salem, NC 27106 
Office: (336) 758-4375 Mobile: (336) 926-6552 Fax: (336) 758-4565 
E-mail: daluz@wfu.edu 
Assistant(s): Betty Shronts (Admin. Sec.) (336) 758-5751 

Conference Membership Effective 2014o15 Season 
Ms. Karen Ferguson-Dayes              University of Louisville 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Mailing: 2100 South Floyd Street SAC 201 E Louisville, KY40292 
Shipping: 2100 South Floyd Street SAC 201 E Louisville, KY40292 
Office: (502) 852-0104 Mobile: (502) 417-8681 Fax: (502) 852-0815 
E-mail: karen@gocards.com 
Assistant(s): Natalie Cocchi, Andrew Quinn 

Ms. Mary-Frances Monroe University of Miami 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Mailing: P.O. Box 248167 Coral Gables, FL 33124-0820 
Shipping: 5821 San Amaro Drive Coral Gables, FL 33146 
Office: (305) 284-3640 Mobile: (786) 566-1572 Fax: (305) 284-5158 
E-mail: m.monroe@miami.edu 
Assistant(s): Asst. Coaches: Kathryn Dylag, k.dylag@miami.edu (305) 
968-9740, cell 786-510-7360 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 26, 2013 4:47 PM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine.lu st@ s - sm. org ); _ _ _ 

( ~,~bmsn.com; ducax,~)uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; matt jones 

_ @gmail.com); 
~ @gmail.com; sean patton t @gmail.com); - 

; nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); @uga.edu); 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FW: Powers Tar Heels Past #9 Broncos 

Santa Clara vs UNC PDF.pdf 

From-" Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent; Friday, August 23, 2013 7:19 PM 
To-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A.;      @tampabay.rr.com; webintern@theacc.org; updates@ncaa.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV;         @gmail.com; sports@newsobserver.com; 
apraleigh@ap.org; sports@news14.com; Miller, Beth; paul@socceramerica.com;      @aoLcom; rstutts@1360wchl.com; chnsports@nando.com; 
obsports@charlotteobserver.com; soccer@sportsvu.net; Ducar, Chris; editor@soccertimes.com; ray@southernsoccerscene.com; sports@dailytarheel.com; 
sphillips@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; ewarnock@nando.com; college@topdrawersoccer.com; ESPNdatainfo@espn.com; news@wchl1360.com; 
info@fairgamemagazine.com; sports@wsjoumal.com; graham.hays@espn3.com; sports@news-record.corn; hhirschman@theacc.org; jim@theheavners.com; Gwaltney, Clint; 
Durham Herald-Sun (sports@heraldsun.com); Heather Hirschman (hhirschman@theacc.org); Cunningham, Bubba; aufnowski@theacc.org; fbssports@visionsportsnews.com; 
Ihumbert@theacc.org; production@theaccdn.com 
Subject:     Powers Tar Heels Past #9 Broncos 
OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
(August 23, 2013) 
Contact: Dave Lohse, 919-641-4128, dlohse@uncaa.unc.edu 
Dunn Powers Tar Heels Past #9 Broncos 
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA. - Senior midfielder Crystal Dunn picked up where she left off last year, scoring a pair of second half goals to power top-ranked 
North Carolina to a 2-0 win over ninth-ranked Santa Clara as part of the Klockner Classic in Charlottesville, Va. 
Dunn’s goals came off assists by Kealia Ohai and Summer Green, respectively, in th 59th and 89th minutes. Bryane Heaberlin came offthe bench at 
halftime and made three big second saves to finish offthe combined shutout with starter Anna Sieloff= 
Dunn put the Tar Heels ahead at 58:27 as she finished inside the near left post from 12 yards out after taking a pass from Kealia Ohai. Offa throw in, Ohai 
gathered in the ball and dribbled past a defender, feeding Dunn inside the left side of the box for a strong finish by Dunn. The Tar Heels added the insurance 
goal with 4:07 to play when Dunn took a pass from Summer Green and scored from 15 yards out. Green got behind the Santa Clara defense on the right 
side and fed the ball to Dunn whose shot was knocked down by Santa Clam goalkeeper AnN Tostanoski but she was unable to keep it from going into the 
back of the net as the spinning ball handcuffed her. 
Heaberlin made three saves in the second half for the Tar Heels, the most crucial on a header by Sofia Huerta from in close with 32:57 to play. The 
sophomore goalkeeper also made a save on a shot by Huerta with 8:30 to play off a direct kick after the Tar Heels were called for a foul in a dangerous 
area. Tostanoski made six saves for Santa Clara, none bigger than the one on a close in shot by Paige Nielsen with 13 minutes to play that kept Santa 
Clara’s deficit at a single goal. 
Despite outshooting Santa Clam 9-1 in the first half and enjoying a 5-0 edge in corner kicks, the Tar Heels had to settle for a scoreless tie with the Broncos 
at halftime. Carolina had several good chances to score in the half, the first coming from Kealia Ohai in the 1 lth minute but her shot from 12 yards out went 
wide left. With 28:11 left in the half, Crystal Dunn had a shot from 22 yards out in the center of the pitch but Andi Tostanoski went to her knees to make the 
save for SCU. 
The only shot of the first half for Santa Clara came with 24:10 when Brittany Ambrose’s strike from the top of the box went high. UNC would get two more 
excellent looks before halftime. Summer Green had the best chance of the half but from 25 yards her shot sailed high over the bar. Caitlin Ball then had an 
18-yard shot with 3:05 left go high as most of UNC’s first half opportunities came from distance. 
Carolina outshot the Broncos 17-5 on the game and finished with a 9-0 edge in corner kicks. 
The Tar Heels will return to action on Sunday at 12 noon to play the VCU Rams in the second day of action at the 2013 Klockner Classic. 
North Carolina will open its home season against the New Mexico Lobos next Friday at 5 p.m. as part of the Nike Carolina Classic at Fetzer Field. The 
game will be webcast live on GoHeelsTV. 
Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:00 PM 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: TeamXStremn Account Update 

What is this? 

From: news@teamxstream-mail.com [mailto:news@teamxstream-mail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, August 24, 2013 6:19 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: TeamXStream Account Update 

i~ image removed bysender. l-eamXStream 

New Video is available (08/24/2013 07:10 AM EST) 

New Game Film is available on TeamXStream. 

Event: Nort2t~ Ca, olina versus Santa Clara (Aug 23, 2013) 

To Access Video: [ _c_ !_i_ _@_ _ _ _h_ _e_ _ _r_ _e_ ] 

**Ij),ou have a lgatch Folder setup, the file tranafer will start intmediatley. 



Image removed by sender. 

Follow us at ... 

I~.~ ,mag I~ Imag I~ ,r0og I 
e        e        e 

Image removed by sender. 

Copyright 2010 Film Exchange Nehrork. All Rights Reserved 

Click here to unsubscribe 

Film Exchange Network, Colorado Springs, CO. 80921 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:04 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Congrats! 

Yes, but of course I am getting everything on Monday because my cell (on which I get email on the weekend was busted}. 

Frem: Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
$ent= Saturday, August 24, 20~3 9:42 AN 
Te; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ RE: Congra~ 
Agree, Coach ~-- BTW...did you get my email about Tom???? 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Executive Aasociate Dhvctor of Aft-clerics 

Univeraity of Norfl~ Carolina at Cha~x:l 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Saturday, August 24, 2013 9:41 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: Congrats! 
Thank you Lany. Yes, very good and imtx~rtant win for us. This gives us west coast cred in recruiting. They were good and will beat a lot of good teams. This will help 

our RPI. 

S~:*tt.flrom ~’ ~%rizo~ tVireIe~’s 4G L TE DROID 

"Gallo, Jr., Lany A." <g_th_g’.a_]l_9(~_g.n_c_:e_._d_ .u_> wrote: 

Congratulations on the 2-0 win over Santa Clara. Reading the recap it certainly appears we dominated play-~ hope you felt that we did. 
Get some rest today and have some fun. Good luck tomorrow vs. VCU. Remain hnmble, passionate about the game, and let’s continue to get it done one game at a time! 
Take care, and be well ~-~ GO ItEELS! 
LanT 

~Larry Ga~k~, 

Executive Associate lNmctor of AtNetics 

Umversity ofNorJ~ Caolina at Chapel }51l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:39 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~)gma~l.com 

RE:2 

likes He is Iobbvin~ to have her brought in for one of the Nat’l Youth Teams. She did some fine things in Portland!! I spoke to four coaches!! 
From:                        @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 25, 2013 7:36 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber{ A IV 
Subject:, 

Frora: "Michelle L Co~ Region III GODP" <~egion3godp~gmail.com> 

3:18:58 PM EDT 

To: <region3god~)gma~l.com> 
Subject: 96 Thanksgiving Interregional Event 

1996 PLAYER 

Congratulations you have been :invited l:o the r]’hanksg:iving Inlerregional Event to be held :in Boca Ral:on, Florida 

November 2 3-2 9 
Please read all the attached documents and then confirm your attendance, 
*a~/ pl~y~rs mus~ be re~s~red [br ~]k~ 2013-2014 ODP year to conHnue e/~ibil~y ~br ~]~s ~vent 

Thank you and I look forw~d to hearing from you soon. 

Michelle L. Cox 
Region III ~DP 

501-626-3602 .................................. 

http://re~ioniii:usy~~iprograms/OD!~ Gifts.asp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, August 26, 2013 5:41 PM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine.lu st@ s - sm. org ); _ _ _ 

( ..... ~,@msn.com; ducax,~)uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

~-~ matt jones 

@gmail.com; sean patton (          @gmail.com); 

; nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); uga.edu); 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FW: Leads Heels Past Rams 

UNC-VCU Box Score.pdf 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent: Sunday, August 25, 2013 2:12 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.;      @tampabay.rr.com; webintern@theacc.org; updates@ncaa.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV;         @gmail.com; sports@newsobserver.com; 
apraleigh@ap.org; sports@news14.com; Miller, Beth; paul@socceramerica.com;      ~aol.com; rstutts@1360wchl.com; chnsports@nando.com; 
obsports@charlotteobserver.com; soccer@sportsvu.net; Ducar, Chris; editor@soccertimes.com; ray@southernsoccerscene.com; sports@dailytarheel.com; 
sphillips@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; ewarnock@nando.com; college@topdrawersoccer.com; ESPNdatainfo@espn.com; news@wchl1360.com; 
info@fairgamemagazine.com; sports@wsjournal.com; graham.hays@espn3.com; sports@news-record.corn; hhirschman@theacc.org; jim@theheavners.com; Gwaltney, Clint; 
Durham Herald-Sun (sports@heraldsun.com); Heather Hirschman (hhirschman@theacc.org); Cunningham, Bubba; aufnowski@theacc.org; fbssports@visionsportsnews.com; 
Ihumbert@theacc.org; production@theaccdn.com 
Subject:    Leads Heels Past Rams 
C;HARLOTTE~VlLLE, VA. - Kaalia Ohai scored a pair of goals and Crystal Dunn added her third goal of the weekend as #1 North Carolina defeated VCU 
4-0 before 919 fans at the Klockner Classic. 
Ohai, the senior forward from Draper, Utah, had the game-winner in the 23rd minute and then added an insurance goal in the 69th minute of action. Paige 
Nielsen also scored for the Tar Heels and Crystal Dunn had her third goal of the weekend as she dribbled through several defenders to score unassisted in 
the 73rd minute. 
Sophomore midfielder Caroline Lindquist and freshman midfielder Cameron Castleberry each posted their first career points with assists in the match. 
UNC outshot the Rams 30-4 and had a 14-1 edge in corner kicks. Coach Anson Dorrance played all 26 players who dressed for the game and all 26 played 
at least 10 minutes. Emma Kruse played the whole way in goal for VCU and made nine saves while allowing four goals. Three different Tar Heels shared 
the shutout and each of them made one save apiece. Bryane Heaberlin started and played 45 minutes followed by Anna Sieloffwith 35:25 of action and 
freshman Lindsey Harris seeing her first action with 9::35 of play. 
UNC improved to 2-0 on the weekend coming off its 2-0 win over #9 Santa Clara on Friday. VCU fell to 0-2 on the campaign. 
The first good scoring chance of the match came with 25:21 left in the first half as Sharon Wojcik corralled a ball after a corner kick and had an excellent 
chance from about 12 yards out on the left side of the box. But her hard shot was gobbled up by UNC goalkeeper Bryane Heaberlin. 
After the missed chance by the Rams the Tar Heels capitalized less than three minutes later as Kealia Ohai scored her first goal of the season. Ohai 
finished off her chance from 10 yards, slotting it inside the right post past VCU goalkeeper Emma Kruse. Alexa Newfield had the first assist on the goal with 
a nifty through ball, and Katie Bowen had the second assist. 
The Tar Heels nearly made it 2-0 with 7::30 left in the first half when Brooke Elby’s shot from a difficult angle in the left side of the box clanged offthe cross 
bar. But UNC did strike less than three minutes later as Paige Nielsen notched her third career goal with 4:40 left in the first half. Sophomore midfielder 
Caroline Lindquist earned her first career point as she fed a ball from the midfield to Nielsen at the six-yard line. The Nebraska native fought offa VCU 
defender on a 50-50 ball and finished with a toe poke into the right side of the goal. The Tar Heels finished the half with a 13-:3 edge in shots. 
Midway through the second half it was VCU goalkeeper Emma Kruse who shone brightly as she made three saves from close range on a pair of shots by 
Nielsen and one by Ohai in a span of three minutes. But a couple of minutes later, UNC upped the lead to S-0 as Kealia Ohai notched her second goal of 
the game off an assist by freshman Cameron Castleberry, her first career point. Castleberry made a nifty run past a defender and into the right side of the 
box where she found Ohai all alone on the far post for the putaway into the open net. The goal came with 21:36 left in the second half. 
VV~th 17:30 left, Crystal Dunn notched her third goal of the weekend as she claimed a ball in the midfield, dribbled through several defenders and finished 
from the top of 1 &yard box into the upper left corner. 
The Tar Heels return to the pitch next Friday when they play host to the Carolina Nike Classic at Fetzer Field. Duke will meet Kennesaw State at 2:30 p.m. 
followed by a match between Carolina and New Mexico at 5 p.m. The UNC-UNM match will be webcast live on GoHeelsTV. 
Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 
.c_l_ _a_ _ _v_ _e_ Lo_ _h_ _ _s_ _e_ _~ u n c. e d u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:24 PM 

.la~n Sisnero~ ?~omail.com> 

From: Coachboland@ncsaspor~s.org [Coachboland@ncsasports.org] 
Sent: Monday, 5:06 PM 
To: Dorran~-~ ,qh~rk ~ ~/ 

Subject: 

Daily Recr ait Update 

Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches. 

Not a match? U[date your eumil preR:~vnces here~ 

Mike Boland 

Head Recruifing Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Da.vton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 88833368461 Cell:            I Fax: 312-624-7401 
Coachboland(~:ncsasports.orgi http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http://blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprieta~’, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively, for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by, any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by ~vturn e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, ~ 7:31 PM 

.la~n Sisnero: ~gma~l.com> 

From: ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, :t:t:35 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello, 
I had contacted you about my daughter. We just returned fiom Chicago fiotn the toum~anent this weekend and I wanted to share with you 

Hope to here back ti~om you. 

Thm~k you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:14 AM 

~gmail.com> 

l~E: college recruit 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:12 AlVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject= college recruit 

Coach Dorranoe, 
My name is I am a freshman at t. I am interested in continuing my academic and athletic career as a Tar Heel. 
My club team is U-15 based out of I and I play center’back. I have put a link below to our team web page on the roster page you can see 

my accomplishments. My club coach is               ~ if you have any questions about me please feel free to contact him at             or at 
.~.hotmail.com. I have also listed the tournaments we are playing in below and any information you can give me about your school would be ven/helpful in my 

decision making process. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:14 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

EW: college recruit 

From= @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday 8:12 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; college recruit 

Coach Dorranee- 

My name is I am a freshman at I am interested in continuing my academic and athletic career as a Tar Heel. 
My club team is U-15 Girls and I play center back. I have put a link below to our team web page on the roster page you can see 
my accomplishments. My club coach is               if you have any questions about me please feel free to contact him at            or at 

@hotmail.com. I have also listed the tournaments we are playing in below and any information you can give me about your school would be very helpful in my 
decision making process. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:15 AM 

.la~n Sisneros <jmsisneros@gmaJd.com> 

FW: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

From: profiles@csaDreDstar.com [profiles@csaprepstar.com] 
Sent; Monday, 8:26 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject-" CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 9:40 AM 

Bill SteIt~u ~yahoo.com> 

l~J:;: 

Yes~ it was! 

From: Bill Steffen ,~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, August 25, 2013 2:57 PM 
To: bill steffen 
Subject: 
Interesting reading: 
_h_ ~9_; Ji~__n_~j__n_! __e_ _%__C_Q m L _2__Q !_3_/_ 99_/_ __2_ _5_/_ _s_p_9_~ _sin_ _c___a_ _a__f_ 9_ Q _t_ _b___a_ !! L _c_ 9_[[_e_g_e_: f _o_ __o_ _t__b_ _a__[[ _s_ :___m__Q _s__t_ :__d___o_ __m__ i D__a_ D_t_:p_[_a_ ~__e__r_ :_[ ~: __e__s_p__n_,_h _t_m__[ ~ D_[ :=_=_ _t_ Q _d___a_~_s_h_ __e_ _a_ __d_ !iD__e_ _s_ ~__e_ __re_c_ :-:-~__e_ _d_ j_t_____t_b_____2_ 9_ ~ __3_ O __8_ _2___5_ ~___[_:=_=_ Q. 
Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 
336-707-8960 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday 9:44 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Sent: Sunday, 9:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:           schedule 

~yahoo.com] 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I just received my schedule tbr labor day weekend in Colorado in case you can come m~d watch me play. 

Schedule: 

Opponent 

Tm~lwinds 13500 Holly Street Thornton, CO 

Aurora Sports Park 19300 E Collhx Ave Aurora, CO 80011 

Also I am hoping to call you around 3:00 tomorrow (Monday, 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:19 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Class of 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Class of 

11:34 PM 

_~gmail.com] 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My nmne is            t?om             md I’m interested in your soccer progrmn at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I play on my ttigh School’s 

Varsity team and I cnrrently play club on the U17 team tbr I would consider myself a good technical player with a strong physica] 

presence. I have the desire to play m~d win through my contribution to my team. 

Just to say a little abom myself, I play Forward a~nd Midfielder for tny Club team m~d Forwmd for my High School. I’ve had much success at my High school in the 

past veto: we ax~     Regional Champions m~d we advanced to Sectionals’. In club last season I played on the U 17 team (I was playing up a year at the time) for The 

this spring we won the               m~d placed second in the Region II tournament. We also 
placed fifth in US Youth Soccer National League. I believe my work rote is above and beyond what they ask and I think I contribnte life to the field when I play. 

As a student, I am a hard worker that strives for perfection. I cnrrently have ~      GPA and I will be taking my the ACT this fall. I participate in Chores and I also 
participate in the cross country, running program at my schi~ol. My academic strengths are HistoD, m~d Science. 

My goals for this yeax are to continue to develop my skills and help my new club team win the Illinois State Cup and beyond. In high school, I plm~ on repeating the 
Regional win a~nd then wimfing Sectionals and State as well. 

For this upeoming season ~ny club team will be playing in the IWSL open division as well as at severa] toumaznents. Below is the link to the IWSL schedule and I will 

forward you the tournament schedules as soon as they are avalable. 

I have a]so included a link to my NCSA profile tbr yon to view because it contains nay athletic and academic intbrmation. 

I would love the optx~rtuniU to meet you m~d talk atx~ut the possibility of being a pa~t of your team i~      If there is anything I cm~ do to help convince you I would 

be right for your program, don’t hesitate to ask’. I will follow up with you soon and if you have any questions I look forwaxd to answering them for you. 

Thm~k you for your time and I look for’a,ard to hearing l~ack from you very soon! 

Sincereb; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 10:33 AM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine.lu st@ s - sm. org ); 

( @msn.com; ducax@uncaa.unc.edu~ ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

( @aol.corn); 
matt jones ( _    ~               @gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton @gmail.com); 

....... nicole lava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu) @live.unc,edu); 

~gmail.com); 
; clay weaver 

Subject: FW: College Soccer Reporter: combine for throe goals 

I am so proud of you .,.. wher~ you gu,/s ar~-:~ "ON" we are unbeatabh:, {LIKE lAST YEARS ncaa RUN)!! Also f am very proud or the four Tar He,-:~ls that 

made the Aft Tournament team: We strangled two very good teams1! 

Frem: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Monday, August 26, 2013 8:03 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" College Soccer Reporter: Ohai and Dunn combine for three goals 

i.~.i Image 
removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

MEWS for Monday, Aug. 26, 2013 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

Ohai and Dunn combine for three goals 
by Soccer America 

[COLLEGE VqOMEN: Sunday] Kealia Ohai and Crystal Dunn showed why they are the best 1-2 

combination in the women’s game, combining for three goals in No. 1 North Carolina’s 4-0 win over VCU 

at the KIoeckner Classic won by host Virginia. South Carolina shocked No. 8 Duke, while freshman 

Savannah Jordan is offto a record start at Florida. - Read the whole story 

College Soccer on the Air 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

[2013 oCHEDULEl The NCAA Division I men’s season starts Friday. For men’s and women’s games available on television 
and online ... - Read the whole stoW 

Heels knock off Indiana in Ft. Wayne 
by Soccer America 

[SHINDIGZ NATIONAL SOCCER FESTIVAL] North Carolina beat Michigan State, 2-1, and defending national champion 

Indiana, 1-0, in a men’s exhibition match that drew a crowd estimated at around 5,000 as part of the Shindigz National Soccer 

Festival at Hefner Field on the IUPUI Fort Wayne campus. - Read the whole story 

UCLA picked to win title for fourth year in a row 
by Soccer America 

[PAC-12: Men] For the fourth consecutive year, the UCLA has been selected as the preseason favorite to win the Pac-12 

men’s title. - Read the whole story 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 11:03 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Lain., A <at ~ga lo@unc edu>; Ille, 

Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Gwaltney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu-~ 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros, @gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

_ _ ~; clay weaver @aol.com); 

I ; matt jones 

( @gmail.com); 

;@gmail.com; scan patton ;@gmaiLcom); 

..... nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

Subject: If you have a document of written team rules, please forward it to Bubba and to your sport’s administrators (both primaD, and seconda~). 

We do not believe in living under a set of team rules (as Texas A&M is seeing this causes more problems than it solves and it "teaches" nothing except who can 

successfu~ Hve ~n s totalitarian state w~thout getting caught). We believe ~t~ prindp~e centered Hv~ng~ L~ving by pr~ndp~e tries to teach character. Does it 

work? No, and then what we try to do is ei~mh~ate that person from our culture. How do we see who accepts our cu~tura~ norms and who does not? W~th a "peer 

eva~uation" where everyone on our roster evah~ates everyone else in each %7ore 

Last year"s chem~s~:ry was a[TK)ng the best we have had here ~r~ the Mstory of our program. ~ tMnk R ~s your c.:Jlect~w~ "(:harac[:er" that crea~:es wonderful chemistry. 

So at every opportt~nity we are trying to eliminate "whiners", ~q~Nas", "overbred dogs", "witch hunEers", "gossip mongers", and ~’sad 

F~m= Street, Shelly 
Sent~ Monday, August 26, 2013 10:~ AN 
Te~ Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; 1lie, Vince; Gwaltney, Clint 

~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje¢t= RE: Reminders From Yesterday’s Coaches’ Meeting (8/21/~3) 

Gentlemen, 

Please see the attached document of the W Soccer core 

Shelly 

i~i EmailSignatu re.Sheily 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Senti Monday, August 26, 2013 10:30 AM 
To: Street:l:, Shelly 
Subject: FVV: Reminders From Yesterday’s Coaches’ Meeting (8/21/13) 
Importance: High 
Shelly, 
Please send our "Core Values" to 8ubba, Vince, Larry and Clint ._. Please copy me~ Thank you!! 

I=rem~ Gallo, 3r., Larw A. 
Senti Thursday, August 22, 2013 1:49 PM 
Te: UNCAA-Head Coaches 
(:e: Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Hoots, Eric M; Broome, Lissa L; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
Sabjeet: Reminders From Yesterday’s Coaches’ Meeting (8/21/13) 
l~portanee: High 
Bead Coaches: 
I believe if one were to equate a weather tbrecast to yesterday’s coaches’ meeting agenda, it would be one of complete dreariness ...... just flat out yucky! Although so 
important and necessaq,, the topics weren’t the most exciting, but it is what it is. ’°’Ihe sun is out today," so let’s drive on’. 
I would like to briefly recap sotne of the intbrmation discussed during yesterday’s meeting to serve as retninders for you: 

1. If you have a written team substance abuse policy/document, please forward it to Bubba, Vince Ille, and La~ Gallo. 
2. If you have a document of written team rules, please forward it to Bubba and to your sport’s administrators (both pritnary and secondary). 
3. If a student-athlete is arrested for any offense (not cited), he or she will be immediately suspended from practice and competition until further notice; both Bubba 

and the head coach will discuss the nature of the offense and its circumstances, and then decide if the suspension should be lifted or re~nain. 
4. Please continue to con~nunicate with your student-alhletes the importance of them immediately notifying you ifthey get involved in any type oftrouble or difficulty, 

e.g., m-rested, received any type of a citation, a possible violation of the honor code, etc. You should then notify Bubba and your spo~t administrator of this 
difficulty?trouble and its details. Our intent is for no one to get blindsided, and timely and direct communication will help prevent this. 

5. Depar~anent of Athletics Substance Abuse Policy the revised/edited policy reviewed by Associate University Counsel Joanna Cleveland during the meeting will be 
discussed with your student-athletes during their teaan’s policy meeting (either on 8/21 or 8/22); in the nea~" thture, please note that each one of your student- 
athletes will be receiving the revised policy document via am ACS email along with a Consent Form (appendix A of the policy) to sign. 

6. Document provided by Dr. Michelle Brown, Director of Academic Support attached for your convenience is the Academic Progress Rate Wor’kflow docu~nent 
Michelle discussed during the meeting. 



Thank you for your attention to these reminders. I wish you, your st~a’l; and your student-athletes the very" best as you once again begin your joumeys to continuing 
SUCCESS. 

Take caxe, a~ad thm~k you for "all you continue to do for our Depaxtment a~ad University ~ it is very much appreciated. 
Be well, and GO HEELS! 
Lan3~ 

~l[..arry GaEo~ Jr~ 

;[",xecuti~e Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 

University ofNoN~ Car~lina at Chapel Hill 



2013 Carolina Women’s Soccer Nike Classic 

Friday, 8/30 vs. New Mexico 5:00pm 

Sunday, 9/1 vs. Kennsaw State 3:00pm 

Marketing Efforts 

II. 

Advertising initiatives (both games 8/30 and 9/1) 

a. Campus Residence Halls Digital Infocaster Slide 

i. Began running move-in weekend (8/16) 

b. Daily Tar Heel 

i. ¼ page ad to run Thursday (sports menu) 

c. "Carolina" Weekly digital publication 

i. New, online weekly publication (replacement of Tar Heels Today); 

received by all Rams Club members and accessible via GoHeels.com 

ii. Full page ad promoting men’s and women’s soccer home openers 

d. GoHeels.com web bannerad 

i. Rotation between promoting season tickets and home opening 

weekend 

e. Schedule coasters 

i. Coasters with home schedules and ticket information distributed 

around campus/town week of 8/26 

f. Pit presence 

i. Distribution of schedule t-shirts in the Pit on Friday, 8/30 along with 

debut of giant soccer ball for halftime promotions 

g. New signboards 

i. Placement just outside of student union and on South Road 

ii. Soccer specific, "Game Tonight", with ticket information 

Targeted Groups 

a. Carolina Fever Kick Off event (8/30) 

i. Free food and drinks for first 500-600 students 

ii. Recognition of top Fever member (highest number of points) at halftime 

with presentation of grand prize from Wells Fargo representatives 

iii. Fever Kick Off programming component following conclusion of game, 

prior to start of men’s game 

iv. First time the Fever kickoff event has been held in conjunction with 

athletic contest, historically they have drawn between 2,000-2,200 

students for this event 

v. Wells Fargo will have a presence pre-game to distribute additional 

Carolina branded giveaway items to students as they enter Fetzer 

b. CASL National Soccer Series Qualifier (8/30 and 9/1) 

i. 96+ participating teams 



III. 

IV. 

ii. Special ticket promotion set up for all participants ($2 tickets for players 

and families) 

iii. Emailed pdf flyer to all participating team coaches and information 

posted on tournament homepage 

(http://soccer.sincsports.com/TTIntro6.aspx?tid=TZ5777) 

c. Season Ticket Holders (8/30 and 9/:1) 

i. First chance to pick up new season ticket holder gifts for 2013 season 

1. Seat cushion and commemorative stadium cup with concessions 

vouchers for each game 

In-game Promotional Efforts (8/30 and 9/1) 

a. Pep band/Rameses (8/30) 

b. Distribution of 20~L3 Schedule t-shirts (sponsored by Soccer.com)-Pre game 

c. Wells Fargo giveaway display table outside front gates-Pre game (8/30) 

d. Eurosport/Soccer.com table with giveaways-Pre game 

e. Omega Sports Halftime Giant Soccer ball contest-use of 6 ft. inflatable soccer 

ball 

f. Johnny T-shirt prize drawing (raffle box set up on concourse with winner 

selected during 2nd half of the game) 

g. Recognition of Top earning Fever member from 2012-~L013 year with on-field 

presentation with Wells Fargo leadership (8/30) 

h. Post-game: Carolina Fever Kickoff event with Fever directors on track to teach 

cheers, fight songs, provide additional organization information prior to the 

start of the men’s game (8/30) 

Promotional Giveaways (8/30 and 9/1) 

a. 2013 Women’s Soccer posters and schedule cards 

b. 2013 Schedule t-shirts (300 on 8/30 and 200 on 9/1) 

c. Food and drinks for first 500-600 students (8/30) 

d. Wells Fargo giveaways-Carolina co-branded items (8/30) 

e. Soccer.com/Eurosport giveaways 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:09 PM 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

l~L: Book 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 20:~3 2::~0 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject: Book 

Hey Anson, congrats on the wins. I have a big Labor Day tournament coming up this weekend (300 teams at 9 venues in Greensboro). After that is over, I will have a 

chance to check your schedule against mine and see when I can get to Chapel Hill for some more work on the book. Things I have been thinking about: 
I. Competitive level of girls entering your program. Is it still as necessary and it used to be to find ways to bring out competitiveness in them? 

yes 

2. 

yes 

3, 

4. 

Evolution of coaching at youth levels as it pertains to college. Have girls entering who come into your program now been exposed to better 

development/coaching? If so, how has that affected your approach? 

One of my favorites from the last book was the chapter on the balance between "furious competition and a light-heartedness." How has that evolved? 

Leading Women Athletes. Has that evolved, changed? 

We now haw? mor~-_~ r~-_~fereru::ed books like: "Lean IN" bv Sh~-_~rry Sandberg 

5. We had a chapter called "The Value of a Three-Front." What about "The Enduring Value of a Three-Front" where we talk about any tweaks, changes or 

different areas of emphasis in your approach or implementation of it. Or even that the three-front is still as effective as it used to be with very few 

changes. I imagine it might be more difficult now simply because more people are playing it. By the way, we recommend every team in our club play a 4-3- 

3 

The sem~ flat back 1-3-4-3 stil~ works but now we have added the 1-~2-3-:1. to serve as an additional weapon for all kinds of good reasons so th~s chapter will be r~ch 

with in[ormation and anecdotes. 
Tim Nash 
General Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 
336 358 8030 



Minutes of the Atlantic Coast Conference 

Women’s Soccer Committee 

Conference Call 

August 21, 2013 

Those in attendance: 

Boston College - Alison Foley, Matt Conway (Chair) 

Clemson University- Eddie Radwanski 

Duke University- Robbie Church 

Florida State University- Mark Krikorian, Vanessa Fuchs (Ex-officio) 

University of Louisville- Karen Ferguson-Dayes 

University of Miami- Mary-Frances Monroe 

University of North Carolina - Anson Dorrance 

North Carolina State University- Tim Santoro 

University of Notre Dame - Randy Waldrum 

University of Pittsburgh - Greg Miller, Kirk Bruce (Vice-Chair) 

Syracuse University- Phil Wheddon 

University of Virginia- Steve Swanson 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Charles "Chugger" Adair 

Atlantic Coast Conference - Kris Pierce, Alex Fraser (Recording Secretary) 

Not in attendance: 

Wake Forest- Tony Da Luz 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted upon at various times throughout the 

meeting, afl J:inal actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in order of the 

agenda for convenience o.f reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal votes or "sense of 

meeting") that occurred.] 

Welcome: Kris Pierce welcomed the coaches and administrators to the conference call. She 

reviewed the scheduling PowerPoint, reminding the group that they had already voted on a ten- 

game conference schedule and that today’s call was to determine whether to use divisions or 

pods for that ten- game conference schedule. 

I. Ms. Pierce reviewed the three-year average RPI rankings of the teams. She noted the 

comparison charts on divisions and pods based on traditional seeding using three-year 

RPIs for each team. She relayed that all RPIs were based on final RPIs for each season. 

II. Ms. Pierce also reviewed the six-year average RPI rankings of the teams. She noted the 

comparisons charts of weighted RPI, high/low RPI and median RPI average. 

III. The group was directed to the comparison charts for both the three-year and six-year 

RPI averages. 



2. Pods versus Divisions 

It was MOVED to: Use pods instead of divisions. 

VOTE: 6-5-1-1, PASSED 

*Louisville opposed 

I. The group discussed whether to use the three- year RPI or six- year RPI average 

for those pods and which statistical grouping (median, average, weighted) to 

accompany the three-or six-year breakdown. 

II. Mr. Krikorian suggested using the six-year average RPI mark. 

III. Ms. Pierce suggested using pods for four years if permanent partners were 

added and seven years if not so that a complete rotation of schedules could be 

created. She also said permanent partners would have to be in the opposite 

pods. 

It was MOVED to: Use six-year RPI to determine pods and permanent partners. 

VOTE: 10-3-1, PASSED 
~Louisville supported 

Pod "A" would be North Carolina, Notre Dame, Wake Forest, Virginia Tech, 

Miami, Clemson, and Syracuse. 

Pod "B" would be Florida State, Virginia, Boston College, Duke, Louisville, NC 

State, and Pittsburgh. 

The permanent partners, based on RPI and pod breakdown, would be: 

Pod A Pod B 

UNC FSU 

Notre Dame UVA 

Wake Forest Boston College 

Virginia Tech Duke 

Miami Louisvil le 

Clemson NC State 

Syracuse Pittsbu rgh 

It was MOVED to: Use a six-week model for regular season (2-2-1-2-2-i) 

VOTE: 13-0-1, PASSED 

~Louisville supported 

IV. The coaches discussed how this would be beneficial to have needed rest 
midway through the season and at the end of the season right before the ACC 

championship. 

3. Ms. Pierce reported that these proposals will be sent to the Senior Woman Administrators in 

October. She suggested that the coaches contact their Senior Woman Administrator to explain 

the voting results of this conference call. 



4. Contact Information: The group was asked to send any further questions or concerns to Ms. 

Pierce via email at kpierce@theacc.org. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:44 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Did you see us on ESPN The Word? 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of Lindsey Wilson 
Sent-" Monday, August 26, 20:~3 6::~4 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject; Did you see us on ESPN The Word? 

Coach Dorrance, 

As you may know, here at Positive Performance we are on a mission to bring mental training to 

400,000 athletes in the next few years. It’s a lofty goal, but we see the momentum building with 

coaches and athletes across the country getting great results from mental training. Never is that more 

evident that when we get a shout out on ESPN for our work in this field (start watching at 2:00 mark) 

Check out our latest ~ below- a response to this video with specific insight into how meditation can 

help your program gain a competitive edge. 

Meditation? 3 way the Seattle Seahawks are using it to 
gain a competitive edge (and how you can too!). 

Teday, ESPN pui?iished an inl:~!Yi,~!w ~-.’nd ~:4!~icie en hew Pete Carrell and the Seattle Seahawks are 

using rnental training te gain a competitive edge (Kate Fagan mentions us at 2:15). Pete’s philesephy 

matches ours: I[ yeu have happier and rnore balanced players, they will be better able te rnanage their 

emotions, deal with stress, and ultimately perform at their peak when the pressure is on. 

After all, sports don’t happen in a vacuum and athletes are human beings capable of unproductive 

thoughts, excess emotions, and vulnerability to stress just like the rest of us. 

Expect to see more and more teams doing this. as the results speak for themselves and the cost is 

relatively low. As the article points out, meditation is a key component of their mental training plan. So 

let’s take a closer look at how meditation can help athletes perform better. 

Here are 3 specifics ways meditation can help your athletes: 

1, Stress management: 

Athletes are under an enormous amount of pressure and stress fairly consistently and yet we expect 

that they will somehow figure out howto deal with it appropriately If professional athletes can’t figure it 

out, how do we expect a young athlete to figure it out? In some ways, we even want athletes to be 

stressed, especially in high level sports, because it will give them the appropriate ’edge’, the mental 

focus necessary and even the drive that can fuel them. But not all stress is helpful so differentiating 

between ’good’ and ’bad’ stress is key There are two types of stress: 

Distress-the ’typicaF type of stress: This is usually negative and has huge repercussions on 

the body This type ef stress if ofl:en chrenic and causes a person te feel powerless or 

evelwhelmed. This can affect their irnmune systems ameng ether things This is a dangerous 

stress that can seriously affect perfermance if not dealt with We see this in "perfectienist’= 

athletes They are censtantly R)cused en being perfect Everything filters through an extrerne 

lens ef perfectien and anything less than that creates distress. 

£ustress= the positive stress that comes from confronting a challenge: This is a motivating 

stress that causes growth and improvement. We want athletes to feel this because it keeps 

them excited and engaged with the task at hand. An example would be an athlete that ~s so 

excited for the first game of the season [here is a lot of pressure on them but they find that fun 

and exciting and therefore have a great week of practice 

Click here to read the rest of this article 

Interested in Mental Training for your team? 

Please join us for a 30-minute webinar on how our Mental Training Zone can help your program. 

Register for one of the following free events by clicking 

¯ Wednesday, August 28th, 9 am PST 

¯ Thursday, Sept. 5th, 9 am PST 

¯ Tuesday, Sept 10th, 9 am PST 

Thanks! 

Lindsey Wilson 
lindsey@positiveperform.com 



twitter.com/lindseywilson ::[3 

removed by 
sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

Va~gelder, MarMle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; @msn.com; duca:r@nncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, 

RE: Daily Compliance Item. - 17.1.6.5 - Required Day(s) Off 

~gmail.com) 

0t( .,, Torn? 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent-" Monday, 9::14 PM 

To; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc-" Cunningharn, Bubba; Markos, Lance M; llle, Vince; ~mmerrnans, Torn; 

Rick 
Subject; Daily Compliance Item - - 17.:t.6.5 - Required Day(s) Off 

All .-- 

Please see today’s Daily Compliance ltern. Make sure your play and practice logs reflect any differences between individual and team workouts which result in 

dif[eren~: days off amongst: your s~:udenl:-athietes, 

Let us know if you haw? any questRms or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Msrie~le 

Mariel~e A. 

Associat~ AtMet~c Director 

Universh:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (919} 962--7853 

Fax: {9~9) 962-5L~2 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 

; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, Clint; Creech, Karlton W; Steinbacher, 

The softball coaches at Ocean State University are scheduling the out of season workouts for the team. Because 
of varying class schedules, the student-athletes will be serving the required days off on different days. Is this 
permissible? 
Yes. NCAA Staff Interpretation- 8/25/04- Required Days Off Apply Individually (I)- states that the 
required day or days off per week (i.e., one per week during the playing season and two per week outside the playing 
season during the academic year) may apply individually to each student-athlete (as opposed to requiring the entire 
team to take the same day or days off per week). 
[References: Division I Bylaws 17.1.5.4 (required days off-- playing season) and 17.1.5.5 (required days off -- 
outside of the playing season) and a 3/24/93 staff interpretation, item b, which has been archived.] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 4:59 PM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine.lu st@ s - sm. org ); _ _ _ 

_                           ~,@msn.com; duca~r@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com); 
matt jones,                ~gmail.com);                      _ 

~gmail.com; sean patton (      @gmail-.;om); 

; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); @live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com); 

.; clay wem~er 

Subject: FW: Chalupny & Fuss Earn End of Season Team Awaxds 

Lori Chatupny, former Tar" Heel and National Team great, is still getdng it done at a pro ievek This AMAZING player would still be starting at left back for the US Full 
Team it: not t:or concussion issues. She is probably the greatest left bad( in US Soccer History. 
Obviously, I am very proL~d of betH! 
~=rera: Chicago Red Stars [mailto:info@chicagoredstars.com] 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 20:t3 9:20 PM 
To: Dorrance, Aibed: A A/ 
Subject: Chalupny & Fuss Earn End of Season Team Awards 

Trouble viewing this e~nafl? View it here: 

I 

X Image removed bysender 

Image removed by sender. 

LORI CHALUPHY EARHS RED STARS GOLDEH BOOT & 
MVP AWARDS 



Image removed by sender. 

SOHJA FUSS VOTED RED STARS DEFEHDER OF THE 
YEAR 
As voted on by media, players, stajf and coaches. 
Read about Chalupnv ~ Fuss here. 

RED STARS EHD SEASOH OH A HIGH WITH LATE 
GAME VICTORY IH KC 
The Red Stars went out in style to end the 2013, by beating 
then first-place FC Kansas Cib7 on August 18 in KC. Jen ttoy 
notched 2 goals for the Red Stars, each coming in stoppage 
time. __C__’_]__i_£_k.__h__£_r_£__!~__o_~:_~Lh____e__~!~__u__l__l_y__c_’__c_’~tL 

Image removed by sender. 

ROOKIE JEH HOY EARHS HWSL PLAYER OF THE WEEK 
HOHORS 

voted POW by national media. She was only the second rookie 
to earn this honor during the 2013 NWSL season. Read it here. 

Image removed by sender. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:35 PM 

~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducar@uucaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

r~mnaJl.com 

Yes, every coach Nked her (how could they not?) trot the one with the most ~nfluence for her to get her a lookis       , (~ trust hbjudgment). StH~, ~ will never let 

get too caught up ~n Youth Nationa~ Team po~dcs. Everyone has their own opirfion on player potential ~ know where      can go. I don’t need anyone’s 

opinion or he]p ~n this arem It will aN come down to how much she loves the game and her wHNngness to put the work in ... her pieces (qualities) are exalting for 

me~ What cracks aN of us up here h~ the UNC soccer office [s where she ~s "ranked" h~ Top Drawer. Are they nuts?t? CrazyH[ 

And pk~ase don’t worry      , we will protect your daughter from the %haoa of the aoccer tm~verae". 

A~I the besl:~ ~ am a~so kinking forward to meeting Vot~ 

~entl Monday, ll:17 PN 
T~ Dorrance, AIb~ A N 
Subje~t~ Re: 

Hi Anmn, 
Thanks for that good news~ was ve~ excited about the prospect. 

Did you get some posi~dve [bedNck t?om the other [bur coaches? 

I am looking [bn~ard to meeting you on the official visit. I know ~id they were working on a date. 

On Moil, it 5:39 PM, DolTance, Albert A IV <~m~nS~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

¯ likes . He is Iobbvin~ to have her brought in for one of the Nat’l Youth Teams. She did some fine things 

From: _ }_ g Ln___ajJ_:_c_o_m_ ] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:36 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

FFOr~; 

Date:               3:18:58 PM EDT 

To: < -     " - maAl.com> 

Subject: 96 Thanksgiving Interregional Event 

~gmail.com> 

spoke to four coaches!! 

1996 PLAYER 
Congratulations you have been :invited l:o the [’hanksg:iving In l:erregional Event to be held :in Boca Ral:on, Horida 
November 23-29, 
Please read all the attached documents and then confirm your attendance, 
>~’a~/ pl,<~ye.rs musr be regfs~c~red [br ~h~           ODP year to condnue eifgibiT~O~ fbr ~hfs eve~-~t 

Thank you and I look forw~d to hearing from you soon. 
Michelle L. Cox 
Region III GODP 
501-626-3602 .................................. 

http:/i regio!~iii: usyouthsoccer.o _rgipmgrams’ ODP (~ids.asp 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW 

From: Simon St~itzel [mailto:simon@german-athletes.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Simon Statzel 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Having 
trouDle viewing t~qlS emall r’ _k_=L_l_r___~__[’!#_L’__e- 

Coach Dorrance, 
We know that University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill has 
very high expectations on soccer players, that’s why we 

who scored 16 goals and 
20 assists at the junior level and hence became the 
youngest starter in his senior team. He is a central 
midfielder with the understanding of the game and the 
soccer IQ to become a real game changer. 
With our assistance the recruiting process will be very 
quick and easy for you. 

Sincerely, 
Simon Stuetzel 
2 times All-American (NCAA Division 2) 
202-657-5720 
team@scholarbook.net 

i~ Imag ...... ’ed bysender. Schol ....... English 





Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Forward email 

removed by 

sender. 

This emsil wss sent to an:~-~n@unca&unc.edu by team@scholarbook.net 
U~d~te Prof[lej~ma[[Add£~ Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy PoJjc~, 
German-Athletes.corn :: Am Hang la Neuhaeusel :: 56335 Germany 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 5:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Soccer Prospect Roster 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of Student-Athlete Showcase 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 8:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Soccer Prospect Roster 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Below is the link to our soccer recruiting page, containing profile & video listings of our entire pool of soccer prospects. Feel free to review/contact 
any one of these players if you have interest recruiting them. We also encourage you to bookmark the link and check back regularly, as we’re always 

adding new prospects to the list (most recently enrolled players will show up in red at the top of the list) 

www.sasprospects.com / roster/ womens-soccer 

Here are some basic instructions to aid in your recruiting efforts: 

View each prospect’s individual BIO and VIDEO by clicking the VIEW button next to their name. 

Sort prospects based on specific data by clicking the column name at the top of the page (i.e. Grad year, Position, State, etc). 

Name specific search criteria by selecting from any of the drop down filters at the top of the table. 

On behalf of the entire SAS Team, thank you for your loyal support and for your interest in our outstanding student-athletes. We value the 
opportunity to assist you and your program, and we look forward to working with you in the near future. 

Best of luck on the recruiting trail! 

Student-Athlete Showcase 
6210 E. Thomas Rd, Ste 209 
Scottsdale, AZ 85251 
(800) 919-0902 

Soccer Recruiting Page: www.sasprospects.com/roster/wornens-soccer 

PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EHAIL 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click fl~e link below: 

Unsubscribe 

Student-Athlete Showcase (SAS) 

6210 E. Thomas Rd., Suite 209 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

United States 

(800) 919-0902 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

PJL: UNC Women’s Soccer 

Thank you Chris!! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday,, 
To:          _~gmail.com 

Cc; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC Women’s Soccer 

i0:09 AM 

Thank you for your interest in UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: www.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http]!wwwgohee[s:co[r~/SporLSelect.dbrnl?SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&SPID=12982&SPSID=667900 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

[~-Lt-p---s~L//---s~-e--c---u~-a-~-s~-s~s--t--a-~-tLc~-~-~Lc--k-L[~&t-~c--~--[[-e--g--e--s-/ath~ete webform,asp_]__o__[_d___--_--__$___Z___8_A_s_Ld___--_--__2___8___4__5_-. Please enter 001 in the "CODE" field, If for some reason the link does not work 

correctly, just copy and paste it into your browser. 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa,unc.edu 

http:!/www.qoheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&SPID=12982&SPSID=667900 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~<tuc~Jc@unc.edtr~ 5@gmail.com> 

~gmail.com); 
;@gmail.com): ~gmail.com 

RE:     class 

~gmail.com); 

O!gmail.com) 

Get the whole d~ss on these, I think you will en~o¥ them!!! 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, I 10:17 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject: RE:     class 
(a~? U NCw.:_~mensSocc~-:~r is [:he accot~nt run by 

@ncwomenssoccer ~s run by our sports info guy 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Monday,              4:37 PN 

C~: Ducat, Chris 
Subiect: RE: class 

runs our twitter accotmt ..., she ke~-:~ps all the 7~r Heel fait:hfl.d k~-:~pt up with insider info on whi~t’s up with the Hee~sH Do you follow her? 

Du~:ar, how should our recruits follow 

F~m ~Qmail.coml 
Sent~ Friday, i~:3~ AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: class 

no to sure who is ? is she a player in our class ? 

Sent fiom m5 

On, , at 4:15 PM, "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <_~_Ln_}~!£~_e_E!~_l_:__uj!_c_:__e__kl__u_.> wrote: 

I love it And you axe just the one to serve as catalyst! Are all you guys follomng on Twitter? 

(a;gmail.com> wrote: 

hey coach Anson ! I didn’t kno~v if you knew- this but me and the girls from the      class have started a group chat with each other and it’s going amazing plus were all tlying 
to do visits at the same time so get ready to be ambushed ! just though I’d let you know 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

EW: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U- 17 women get goaJ from 14-yem-old in rout 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 :~0:03 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. U-17 women get goal from 14-year-old in rout 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Foday’s N~WSTuesday, Aug. 27, 2013 

removed by 

sender 

U.S. U-17 women get goal from 14-year-old in rout 
by Soccer America 

tweet This 

[ENGLAND TRIP[ The U.S. U-17 women’s national team thumped England, 6-0, on Sunday. Mallory 

Pugh scored the first of her two goals in the third minute and the team’s youngest player delivered the 

final goal. - Read the whole story 

U.S. U-14 boys tested by older Galaxy, Tijuana 
by Soccer America 

[NTC CAMP] The squad of 31 players brought in by Coach Hugo Perez for the U.S. under-14 boys 

national team’s training camp Aug. 17-25 in Carson, Calif., finished with losses to the LA Galaxy U-15/16 

Academy team and Club Tijuana’s U-16 Academy on Sunday. - Read the whole stow 

Keith Tozer named USYF Technical Director 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi~ 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

[FUTSAL] U.S. men’s national futsal team head coach Keith Tozer has been appointed US Youth Futsars first Technical 

Director. He’ll be charged with developing a Coaching Education program and will oversee the recently established FUTSAL 

I.D. program. - Read the whole story 

Draw conducted for UAE finals 
by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WORLD CUP] Honduras, which knocked the USA out of the Under-17 World Cup finals for the first time, was 

drawn with the host United Arab Emirates, Brazil and Slovakia in Group A at the 2013 Under-17 World Cup, which will be 

played Oct. 17-Nov. 8. Concacaf champion Mexico will start its title defense in a group that includes Nigeria, Iraq and Sweden. 

- Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Tuesday, Aug 27, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(@,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown¯ 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America¯ 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(@,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:32 PM 

ttunter, CaJflin R ~Jchunte@c~mpbell.edu> 

Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

RE: C~npbell Universi~ - VCU Scouting Report 

Bill Patladir~o does that t:or us .._ I will atlow him to send you the best number’ to use. And good tuck, they were a very fine arid cornpetkive side. 

~=r~m: Hunter, Caitlin R [mail~:chunter@campbell.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, August 27, 2013 l:l~ PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
¢¢~ Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Subjectl Campbell UNversi~ - VCU Scouting Report 

Anson & Staff, 

Congrats on your recent win agNnst VCU. We have a game coming up against them and were wondering if you would be willing to share some notes or a scouting 

report on the game? Good luck with the rest of your season and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks, 

C~ll H~mter 

~.~.~ Ca mel 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:35 PM 

Olich, Jacqudine M ~molich@email.unc.edu> 

l~Jg: Gold-me&2~ winning Russiam Olympic swimmer at Duke 

Thank you for thinking of me, 

From: Olich, Jacqueline M 
Sent; Tuesday, August 27, 2013 2:05 PM 
To; andrea.carska-sheppard@hblaw.eu; Tomaskova, Silvia; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Gold-medal winning Russian Olympic swimmer at Duke 
Jacqueline M. Olich, Ph.D. 
Associate Director, Center for Slavic, Eurasian and East European Studies 
Director of Graduate Studies, Curriculum in Russian and East European Studies 
Adjunct Assistant Professor of History 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
The FedEx Global Education Center, CB 5125 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-5125 

Skype: olich_unc 

From: "<Michael Newcity>", "J.D." <mnewcit~,@duke.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 12:50 PM 

Subject: FW: Gold-medal winning Russian Olympic swimmer at Duke 

The Center fbr Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies is pleased to sponsor the visit to Duke of two prominent athletes fi’om E~stern Europe: 
--Dmitrii I,epikov, winner of a gold medal in swimming at the 1992 Olympic Games in Barcelona. Mr. Lepikov was a member of the Russian 4x200 relay team in 
1992 and is currently a highly-regarded swi~nming coach in Russia; 
--Artsiom Za~-ubin, am international swimming competitor and swimming coach from. 
The public is invited to attend two events while Mr. Lepikov and Mr. Zarubin are at Duke: 
--A talk by Mr. Lepikov and Mr. Za~abin on "Sports in Post-Communist Russia" on Tuesday, Sept. 3, at 6 pro. in Room 320 Languages Building, Duke West 
Campus; 
--A swhnming clinic conducted by Mr. Lepikov and Mr. Zaa~ubin in which they will discuss swimming techniques and strategies on Thursday, Sept. 5, at 4:30 p.m. 
in Room 114B Languages Building, Duke West Campus. 
_All are invited to attend and refreshments will be served at both events. 

Center for Slavic, Eurasian, and East European Studies 
Duke University 

BOX 90260 

Room 303, Languages Building 

Durham, NC 27708-0260 
Tel: 919-660-3150 

Fax: 919-660-3188 

~:: Slavic 

Iogo-2.tif 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 6:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

(1).docx 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hey Co~;ch Dominoe. My t~ar~le i5; I ct~m-:~ntJy play for Nell: wee~end we ~re partR:ipating in the Greensboro I_abor D~y 

Shooto~lt, C)n Ss[urdsy we hsve s I2:30 and s 6:2~0 game ~t Bry~n Park on fie~d mm~ber 3 And on Sunday we have a 12:30 game at £rvan Psrk on field number I2 ~ 

wot~d kwe for you to come ot~[: and watch me pk;y, ~ am higMy interested ~n play~ng for you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:41 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; b:aol.com; pacm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Service am~ouucement 

Check this out t:or me .._ Tipping is a friend. 

Frora: ProConnect Sports [mailto:info@proconnectsports.net] 
Sent; Tuesday, August 27, 20:13 4::t9 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Service announcement 

removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender. 
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removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 



i%ilmage 
rernoved by 
sender 

Forward this entail 

removed by 
sender 

This email was sent to sn~n@uncaa.imc,e.d~i by info@proconnectsports.net :: 
._U_#_d___a_t__e___r!7-_o__fjj_e_LE_L~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with S_’.a_f_.e_U_._n_s_~_Lb__s_c_lsjb_A" !~__rj_v__a__c_~L_E_o_[Lc~, 

ProConnect Sports :: PO Box 741 :: Gilbertsville :: PA 19525 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, August 27, 2013 6:58 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Course Information 

Is this a scare? 

From: Blackboard Alerts [mailto:alertsC_c~now.eloqua.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 20:L3 6:32 PM 
To: 5 
Subject: Course Information 

Good Afternoon, 

Your school has posted an important information regarding a course for you. 

You are required to immediately sign in to Blackboard Learn. 

..c.~U~.c..k.~h~.e.r.~.e.~.t~.~.~.s.~g.n.~Ln.~.t~.~.~La.~.c.~.k...b.~.a.~t~.k..e...a..~ ~. 

Thank you. 

Blackboard Notifications. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: 

From @aol.com [mailt .~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:47 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C:¢; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: 
Hello Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I play Goalkeeper for ECNL team. My coach is (his email 
address i,~           ~cs.com). I am a     Grad. I just wanted to follow up after my initial letter before Surf Cup and hope you were able to 
come out and evaluate my performance. 
I also participated in the NiLiG GKid program where there were quite a few college coaches watching our work out. 
I wish you the best of luck in your season and look forward to hearing from you when NCAA rules allow. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 7:58 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

Re:     class 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

half of us already follow Britt’s account on twitter but I have to tbllow Dave I will surely get on that a~d don’t wonT ill get the girls tbllowing too ’. 

Sent from m? 

On at 6:05 PM, "Dorrance, Albe~l A IV" <~!!~9.n_~)ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Get the whole class on these, I think you will enjoy them!!! 

From." Ducar, Chris 
Sent." Tuesday, I :t0:17 AM 

Te,, Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject: RE:     class 

@UNCwomensSoccer is the account run by 

@ncwornenssoccer is run by our sports info 

From." Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent." Monday,              4:37 PM 

Cc-" Ducar, Chris 
Subject." RE: class 

runs our twit~:er acco~mt ,,. she k~-:~eps ~;11 the ]i~[ He~:_~l faRhful kept up with insider info on what’s ~p w~:h ~:he I-tee~sH Do you fo~k~w her? 

Ducat, how shotdd our recru~Ls follow 

F~m: ~qmail,com] 
Sent= Friday, li:31 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: class 

uo to sure who ’ is she a player in our class ? 

Sent from my 

Ou , at 4:15 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a__~?L(~2Lej..n_~il_:_t_Ln_ .c_:e_._d_.._~ wrote: 

I love it       And you are just the one to serve as catalyst’. Are all you guys following 

Sentj)’m** my l/erizm~ W#’e~ess 4G L’]~" DRO1D 

Twitter? 

,~;gmail.com> wrote: 

hey coach Anson ! I didn’t know ifyou kne~v this but me and the girls from the     ¯ class have started a group chat with each other and it’s going amazing 
plus ~vere all trying to do visits at the same time so get ready to be ambushed ! just though I’d let you know 

Sent from my 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 8:58 PM 

@sinclink.com 

RE: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB#: 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: ~vwwo~<:,edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

. / m! 

Chris Ducar 

Flora: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Subject: 

~@sinclink.com] 
&:30 PM 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 8:59 PM 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail,com> 

FW: 

,pdf 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday,, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

~:30 PM 
}sindink.com] 

i.~.i Sports irl CollecJe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 9:02 PM 

.la~n Sisnero~ ~gmaJl.com> 

FW: Prospective Player- 

F~om: @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday ~:23 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert: A ~ 
Subject-" Prosped:ive Player- 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am one of the starling defenders for 
your school and soccer program¯ I would like to recap the previous year and update you on the upcoming year¯ 

¯ I have contacted you in the past regarding my interest in 

National League 

December 4-8 (CASL Showcase, Raleigh, NC) 

December 30- Januar¢ 3 (Disney Showcase, Orlando, FL) 

As dates become closer and schedules are set, I will contact you with more detailed information¯ 

I would love for you to watch me play! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:02 PM 

?b~aol.com> 

PJL: Prospective Player- 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: www.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http:!/tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:!!ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
vwwv.tarheelblue.com 

From: _~aol.com] 
Sent; Tuesday 7:23 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~/ 
Subject-" Prospective Player-- 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am one of the starting defenders for . I have contacted you in tile past regarding my interest in 
your school and soccer program. I would like to recap the previous year and update you on the upcoming year. 
I am now entering my sophomore year at I with a class rank of Last year as a freshman, I was awarded the 

"Principal’s Award" for academics and " All District 5-5A 1 Team" for high school soccer. 
Last season my club team finished first in league play, outscoring our opponents 66-4 in 19 games. We also won State Cup, advancing to the semifinals at Regionals in 

At tile      98G Region Ill ODP camp, I was selected for the regional pool. 

As dates become closer and schedules are set, I will contact you with more detailed information. 

I woukt love for you to watch me playl 
Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, 9:02 PM 

@cuemail.net 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I am very interested in your soccer program, as well as the academics at UNC Chapel Hill. 

I mn ve~ positive I have what it takes to be a Division I Soccer Player and look tbrwaxd to accomplishing my goal not only in sports, but also iu my academics. 

I look forwaxd to getting to know more about your program and you as a coach. I will be attending your camp this coming year and look tbrwaxd to showing you my 

skills. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, _ 9:03 PM 

Jason Sisneros ~gmaJd.com> 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:23 PM 
To: Dorrance Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I am veD" interested in your soccer program, as well as the acadetnics at UNC Chapel Hill. 

I am ve~ positive I have what it takes to be a Division 1 Soccer Player and look forwmd to accomplishing my goal not only in sports, but also in tny acadetnics. 

I look fo~-waxd to getting to know more about your program and you as a coach. I roll be attending your camp this coming yeax and look forwmd to showing you my 
skills. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, ~ 9:36 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

ILE: ECNL Showcase Events 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re,assista ntcoach,net/colleges/athlete_webforrn,as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.corn/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
~vw.ta rheelblue.com 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: TueSday, 9:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, A~oer-L ~ ~v 
Subject: RE: ECNL Showcase Events: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I am a forward on the U16 FC team. My coach is I am going to be a Junior this year 
at . I will be playing in several National Showcase Events this year. My jersey 
number is . I am very interested in playing at the University of North Carolina and would appreciate it if you would be able to watch me play. 
Below is my schedule: 
Denver, Colorado (Trailwinds Soccer Park on Sat/Sun. and Dove Valley on Mon.) 
Sat. 8/31 10:15 A.M. field #2 
Sun. 9/1 10:15A.M. field #5 
Mon. 9/2 8:50A.M. TBA 
I will contact you with my schedule as soon as it comes available for the following events. 
Phoenix, Arizona 
Fri. 11/15 to Sun. 11/17 
Game times TBA 
Sanford, Florida 
Sat. 12/28 to Mon. 12/30 
Game times TBA 

Dallas, Texas 
Fri. 2/21 to Sun. 2/23 
Game times TBA 
Here is a little more about myself. I was recently named First Team All Conference and All Area Conference. I was the Rookie of the Year on 
Varsity my freshman year. I had the most goals scored on my high school team my sophomore year. I am looking forward to learning more about 
your women’s soccer program at the University of North Carolina and about the academic offerings at your school. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:36 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

EW: ECNL Showcase Events: 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 9:25 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: ECNL Showcase Events: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My n~m~. i.~ I am ~ f~rward ~n the. L]16 FC My coach is I am going to be a Junior this year 
at I will be playing in several National Showcase Events this year. My jersey 
number is . I am very interested in playing at the University ofNorth Carolina and would appreciate it if you would be able to watch me play. 
Below is my schedule: 
Denver, Colorado (Trailwinds Soccer Park on Sat/Sun. and Dove Valley on Mon.) 
Sat. 8/31 10:15 A.M. field #2 
Sun. 9/1 10:15A.M. field #5 
Mon. 9i2 8:50A.M. TBA 
I will contact you with my schedule as soon as it comes available for the following events. 
Phoenix, Arizona 
Fri. 11/15 to Sun. 11/17 
Game times TBA 
Sanford, Florida 
Sat. 12/28 to Mon. 12/30 
Game times TBA 

Dallas, Texas 
Fri. 2/21 to Sun. 2/23 
Game times TBA 
Here is a little more about myself. I was recently named First Team All Conference and All Area Conference. I was the Rookie of the Year on 
Varsity my freshman year. I had the most goals scored on my high school team my sophomore year. I am looking forward to learning more about 
your women’s soccer program at the University of North Carolina and about the academic offerings at your school. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, ,10:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2014 Goalkeeper 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2014 Goalkeeper 

From:            ~yahoo.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Need a 2014 goalkeeper? 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday ..... = ............ 10:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

........ O6~inal Mes~ue ........ 
Subject: 
From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <auson,~)em~il.uuc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am in 8th grade al I know I am young to be contacting you, but since my club 

team is made up of 9th and 10th graders and we are playing National League this season, I wanted to contact some of my top school choices, 

Currently, I play for NASA,                             and my club coach’s name is             , She can be reached at 

I am very interested in attending the University of North Carolina. A school located in the South with a winning soccer program and a dedicated coach is 

exactly what I am looking for. Congratulations on winning your first two games this season! I am hoping to see the Tar Heels play this gear. I have loved 

watching            play for the USWNT and am looking forward to watching her in the game against Mexico on September 3rd, 

I have attached my soccer resume. Good luck in your next game against New Mexico on the 30th! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: Yo~ffube Service qaoreply@youtube.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

has shared a video with 

UNC 

Thank you Iot watching Your feedback is much apptecia{ed. 

Best. 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday,. 11:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

I’ve not responded to this in anyway. Didn’t see you cc’d on it etc.., so figured I should email it to you. 

Jason 

From: l@grnail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :I:t:02 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello, Anson! 

How are you! 

Hope this message finds you well. 

I wanted to let you know     has returned to her Ecnl age group 98, after playing up for three years, 

as the 97s are done with recruiting. 

, returning to her beloved team since she ~vas 8 years old. 

Her 

We are very interested in your program and hope to hear from you. 

Thank you again for the autographed books. "Raising champions. " 

I treasure my time with you. 

Give Larry out best when you see him. 

Take care! 

Best regards. 

Sincerely yoms, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 11 : 52 AM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine.lu st@ s - sm. org ); 

( @msn.com; ducax@uncaa.unc.edu: @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

, @aol.co~n); " ~ " ) ..... _~ 

matt jones, ~)gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton ;@gmail.com); 

, nicole fava (nfava:~uncaa.uuc.edu); (~live.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com); 

; clay wem~er 

Subject: 

Bruce Lawrence (bruce@bogaertcoustruction.com); Chantal@tdesignsource.com; 

, pete@chapelhillre s~urantgroup.com 

A New Carolina Magazine! 

@gmaikcom; 

Ladies, 

This is kind of cool. Check it out: http://www.goheels.comiViewArticle.dbml?D80EM ID=3350&ATCLID=209227878 

It will keep you up to date on all things athletic going on in Chapel Hill!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Anson, see what your contacts have been up to this sum~ner 

From= Tanner Highlen [mailto:tanner@captainu.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, August 28, 20:t3:1:32 plVl 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Anson, see what your contacts have been up to this summer 

Dear Ans~n, 

I noticed you’ve impoYted contact lists previously into CaptainU - with summer rending down, now is "the best time to re-sync your contacts with CaptainU to get the 

most up-to-date intbnnation on your prospects. 

It only takes one minute - j ust click "impoYt contacts" fiom your CUC account homepage. 

Let ~ne know ifI ca~ m~swer a:ay ques~dons, 

Trainer 

P.S. If you have a FrontRush, Scoutware, or other recruiting management account, we can schedule automatic syncing with your CUC account which is even easier. 

Just let me know mid I’ll get you set up. 

Ta~mer Highlen - Business Development Manager CaptainU College - 415.625.9116 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 2:15 PM 

Davis Whifl]eld <davis@nchsaa.org> 

Streett, Shelly < sjgreen@emaJl.unc.edu>; pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Info~nation 

Davis, 

I think the most important thing you can do is develop character This is how we do it, through our "Core Values". Shelly, can you send this to him (but include the colorful peer evaluation 
that was missing on what you sent to Bubba)? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Davis Whitfield [mailto:davis(a)nchsaa oral 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28,2013 2:12 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Irfformation 

Anson 

Davis Whitfield here, good to see you today and best wishes on a great year. 

Sounds like you huve your usual dominant group of players ready to go ~2~r 2013. I have always admired how you huve been so successful at motivating the elite players year in and year 
out I am interested in learning more about this topic You mentioned some in~k~rmation you may be willing to share, I would love to receive this at your convenience. 

Thanks in advance. Take care. 

Davis Whitfield 
Commissioner, N(;i tSAA 
Sent fi-om my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:39 PM 

Streelt, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edw~ 

I~E: Friday 

Can you send our "Core Values" to the Davis Whitfield {I think I sent it earlier today}. Please copy rne. Thank you! 

Frem: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 20.t3 4:24 PM 
To: Negalha, ,1elf; Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, Bill; Sander, Thomas ,1; Hudson, Nicole; Langley, Raymond ,1oshua; 
Meaders, HaNs ,1ames; Morgenthal, ,1essica M; Reckart, Angela; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; VanAlstyne, Mark; Paul, Sampson L; Phillips, Tripp; Anundsen, Sara; Kalbas, Brian 
Subject: Friday 

Coaches, 

Just a reminder that I will be out of the office on Friday. We are starting out Labor Day weekend fun a bit early. 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @yahoo.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Do~Tance - Attached please find my updated resume and the assist leader liszt for the U 16 ECNL Texas Conference. Thanks’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 6:34 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Friday 

Very good!! 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tYireIe,~s 4G L)"E LL~tOIL) 

"Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I was waiting to send until we made your modifications. I can do it first thing in the morning. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:39 PM 
To: Street’t, Shelly 
Subject: RE: Friday 

Can yot~ send our "Core Values" to the Davis Whitfield (I think 1 sent it earlier today). Please copy me. Thank you! 

Frora: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:24 PM 
To: Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos H; Dorrance, Albert A [V; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, Bill; Sander, Thomas J; Hudson, Nicole; Langley, Raymond Joshua; 

Headers, HaNs James; Horgenthal, Jessica IVl; Reckart, Angela; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; VanAIstyne, Hark; Paul, Sampson L; Phillips, Tripp; Anundsen, Sara; Kalbas, Brian 
Subject: Friday 

Coaches, 

Just a reminder that I will be out of the office on Friday. We are starting out Labor Day weekend fun a bit early. 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Ath|etics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:34 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Recmiling 

PLAYER PROFILE- 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: Recruiting 
Fro~r @sbcglobal.neL"~ 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <m~son,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hi, my name is and I arn very interested in at:tending ~lhe University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and playing soccer [~r your team. 

summer, I was able to attend ’ ~. I am attaching their reviews, nay transcripts, 

video link and player pro{ile. 

I hope to study physics, or engineering but I also have an interest in the classics. 

be a great {it, in f’act I love everything about: it! 

ACT. I think UNC Chapel ttill would 

I would like to discuss how you could evaluate my game and see if there is a position on your     roster as soon as possible. Several Divisio~a III schools and 

some Division I coaches have stated that they wvill support my application and h’ave expressed interest. 

But, I would vetF~ m~mh like to talk with you. I an looking into my application process noxv and hope to be s~tbmitting early September. 

My bornernade video is on a private sett:ing so please copy t:be following link into your window. 

Thank you l-or your t:ime and consideration, and I bope to bear back from you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesda,~ 6:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:               @cll.rr.com> 

To: "Dorrance. Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu-~ 
CC:                   ’@gmail.com> 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is 

soccer program. My current GPA is a 

I am writing to express my interest in UNC and the women’s 

a very dedicated individual with a passion for soccer who is always striving for perfection. I play club soccer at 

coached b~ You can contact them through their emails at ~gmail.com or by phone 

at I am number 10, I am a Forward/Attacking Midfielder who enjoys putting the ball in the back of the net. 

Soccer has played a large part of my life growing up and I would love for it to continue to play a large part in my collegiate experience. I also play high 

school soccer for ,who can be reached at .during seventh and eighth grade I also played Junior 

and have since been brought up to the Varsity team. Outside of school and soccer I enjoy participating in track and lacrosse. I am very determined 

to become the best player I can possibly be and play throughout my college years. My team will be participating in the Disney Soccer Showcase Qualifier 

on l at ESPN World Wide Sports Complex at Walt Disney World. I am contacting you because I would love for you, coach 

Anson Dorrance, or one of your assistants to come see me play and see if I could work in your system. I am very impressed with opportunities that would 

be available to me at UNC and with the soccer program and its successes. I look forward to hearing from you soon; I have attached my teamDs schedule, 

a head shot and a link to my profile. 

3-hank you for your consideration in advance. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 8:12 PM 

~cfl.rr.com> 
I~E: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: w~v, unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: ~cfl.rr.com] 
Sent== @ednesda~ 
To== Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Cc-" 
Subject: 

~:53 PM 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name i_~ , I’m a freshmen at . I am writing to express my interest in UNC and the women’s 

soccer program. My current GPA is a I am currently in the International Baccalaureate program at school, which is an advanced select program to 

help develop the intellectual, personal, emotional and social skills necessary to succeed. I am also a member of NJHS (National Junior Honor Society}. I am 

a very dedicated individual with a passion for soccer who is always striving for perfection. I play club soccer at 

coached by You can contact them through their emails at ,@gmail.com or by phone 

at I am number 10, I am a Forward/Attacking Midfielder who enjoys putting the ball in the back of the net. 

Soccer has played a large part of my life growing up and I would love for it to continue to play a large part in my collegiate experience. I also play high 

school soccer for who can be reached at ~@dcma.mil ,during seventh and eighth grade I also played Junior Varsity at ~ 

and have since been brought up to the Varsity team. Outside of school and soccer I enjoy participating in track and lacrosse. I am very determined 

to become the best player I can possibly be and play throughout my college years. My team will be participating in the Disney Soccer Showcase Qualifier 

on at ESPN World Wide Sports Complex at Walt Disney World. I am contacting you because I would love for you, coach 

Anson Dorrance, or one of your assistants to come see me play and see if I could work in your system. I am very impressed with opportunities that would 

be available to me at UNC and with the soccer program and its successes. I look forward to hearing from you soon; I have attached my team’s schedule, a 

head shot and a link to my profile. 

3-hank you for your consideration in advance. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:12 PM 

Ja~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com> 

Sent: Wednesday 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ 

Subject: 

6:53 PN 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is I’m a freshmen al . I am writing to express my interest in UNC and the women’s 

soccer program. My current GPA is a am currently in the International Baccalaureate program at school, which is an advanced select program to 

help develop the intellectual, personal, emotional and social skills necessary to succeed. I am also a member of NJHS (National Junior Honor Society). I am 

a very dedicated individual with a passion for soccer who is always striving for perfection. I play club soccer al 

coached by . You can contact them through their emails at pl~mail.com or by phone 

at I am number ~_0, I am a Forward/Attacking Midfielder who enjoys putting the ball in the back of the net. 

Soccer has played a large part of my life growing up and I would love for it to continue to play a large part in my collegiate experience. I also play high 

school soccer for ,who can be reached at ,during seventh and eighth grade I also played Junior Varsity at 

and have since been brought up to the Varsity team. Outside of school and soccer I enjoy participating in track and lacrosse. I am very determined 

to become the best player I can possibly be and play throughout my college years. My team will be participating in the Disney Soccer Showcase Qualifier 

on at ESPN World Wide Sports Complex at Walt Disney World. I am contacting you because I would love for you, coach 

Anson Dorrance, or one of your assistants to come see me play and see if I could work in your system. I am very impressed with opportunities that would 

be available to me at UNC and with the soccer program and its successes. I look forward to hearing from you soon; I have attached my team’s schedule, a 

head shot and a link to my profile. 

3-hank you for your consideration in advance. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, August 28, 2013 9:55 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Friday 

"Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I was waiting to send until we made your modifications. I can do it first thing in the morning. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:39 PM 
To: Street’t, Shelly 
Subject: RE: Friday 

Can yot~ send our "Core Values" to the Davis Whitfield (I think 1 sent it earlier today). Please copy me. Thank you! 

Frora: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 4:24 PM 
To: Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos H; Dorrance, Albert A [V; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, Bill; Sander, Thomas J; Hudson, Nicole; Langley, Raymond Joshua; 

Headers, HaNs James; Horgenthal, Jessica IVl; Reckart, Angela; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; VanAIstyne, Hark; Paul, Sampson L; Phillips, Tripp; Anundsen, Sara; Kalbas, Brian 
Subject: Friday 

Coaches, 

Just a reminder that I will be out of the office on Friday. We are starting out Labor Day weekend fun a bit early. 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Ath|etics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:55 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Addidas Labor Day Shoot Out 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Addidas Labor Day Shoot Out 

From:                            !@gmail.coin> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is 

As a freshman at 

m~d I am a sophmore at 
was a starter forward on the varsity team where I scored 38 goals with at least 10 assists. 

was All-State, All-Region and named Region 4 Player of the Year. 

was awarded team MVP for my high school 

play with the 

received the leadership award 2 yeams in a row for nay club team 

These axe s~me of the things that I have accomplished in my 1 st year of high school. I currently hold a GPA of a 

I will be playing in the Addidas Labor Day Shootout this weekend from the 30th of August throngh the 1 st of September and would g~eatly appreciate your attendance 

if possible. Our first game will be on Saturday (31 st) at 8:00 a.m. at Bryan Park feild 3 and at 3:30 p.m. at B~m~ Park feild 9, I al~ play Sunday (1 st) at 11:00 a.m. at 

BD’an Park tEild 9. 
I have really admired [INC Chapel Hill"s tEma]e soccer progra~n a~d am thlly aware of the work needed to play at the next level. 

I am very excited about nay future in soccer and I plan on putting tbrth everything in order to accomplish my goa]s. 
Thank yon for you time m~d I hope to see you this weekend! 

Go ’Far Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:05 PM 

@aol .cam 

ILE: Atlaaata Cup 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
~vw.ta rheelblue.com 

From: #aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :10:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:             .~yahoo.com 
Subject: Atlanta Cup 

Hello Coach Dorrance, my name is                                             on the U16 RPL girls team. I play center back or defensive mid. My 
number is 58. I would like to invite you to come and watch me play this Saturday and/or Sunday. I play Saturday 8 am and 12:30 pm 

and Sunday 9:30 am at Allen Creek field number 3. I know that you are busy with your college training and practices, but I would 
really appreciate it if you could find some time to come and watch me play. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Augnst 28, 2013 10:05 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

EW: Atlanta Cup 

F~om: @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesda~ 10:02 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co’,             _~yahoo.com 
Subject: Atlanta Cup 

Hello Coach Dorrance, my name is             . I play for                     . on the U16 RPL girls team. I play center back or defensive mid. My 
number is 58. I would like to invite you to come and watch me play this Saturday and/or Sunday. I play Saturday 8 am and 12:30 pm 
and Sunday 9:30 am at Allen Creek field number 3. I know that you are busy with your college training and practices, but I would 
really appreciate it if you could find some time to come and watch me play. 

Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12:41:09 PM 

Jason Sisnero,. @gmail.com] 

FW: Season Schedules 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From 

Sent: Thursday, 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: 

Subject: Season Schedules 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

i@me.com] 
7:54 AM 

I just wanted to let you know that my team’s schedules are out for the R3PL and R3PL East. National League schedules 

will be out soon, but I do know that our NL games will be at CASL in Wilson, NC on December 5-8 and Disney on 

December 30-January 2. Links for the league schedules are below. We are also playing in WAGS in Virginia on October 

12-14. Schedules will be out soon. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday~ 3:45 AM 

[@me.com> 

ILE: Season Schedules 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: www.unc,edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http:!/tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:!!ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
vwwv.tarheelblue.com 

From= @me.com] 
Sent; Thu~sda 7:54 AM 
To: Dorrance,/~iDerl: A Lv 
C¢; 
Subject: Season Schedules 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I just wanted to let you know that my team’s schedules are out for the fL31?L and R3PL East. National League schedules will be out soon, but I do know that our NL 

gmnes will be at CASL in Wilson, NC on December 5-8 m~d Disney on December 30-Jmmary 2. Links for the league schedules axe below. We are also playing in 

WAGS in Virginia on October 12-14. Schedules will be out soon. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:46 AM 

@gmail.com> 

1~: Soccer 

Thank you tbr ~vriting to UNC Women’s Soccer[ 

UnIbltunately, the NCAA does not permit us to ~vrite you back with an?’ information about our program Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, Jackson Hall, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the Universi~ ~veb site: www.unc.edu for any information about the Umversity. For team information you may go to http:/itarheelblue cstv.col~’sports/w- 
so cc er/unc-w-soc cer-bodv html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1 st of your junior year when we can officially ~vrite you back. 

Please fill out the online questiounaire so we can track your progress and have all you CUlTent information on file: 

https://secure.assistantcuachneticuHe~es/athlete web]2mn asp?oid=118&sid=2845 

Guod luck and thank you fur yuur interest[ 

Sincerely, 

Ansun Dorrance 
Head Women’s Succer Cuach 

Chris Ducar 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Courdinator 

AD/cd 

G~rl’s Succer Camp In]2~rmatiun 

http:i/nc~sc.cum/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

Frorrl: 

Sent: Wednesday-, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer 

the CCS game. If you type in " 
come watch nre play soraetime[ 

~gmail.com] 
10:43 

~.~t ~ ~, i-to,-ested in playing soccer at your school. I am a goalkeeper for and have won a CCS Chanrpionship with the varsity soccer team 
I am CUl~ently a Sophraore at_               and so I made Varsity as a freshman. There are sorae videos on youtube of some of tW saves at 

’ in the search bar it will come up with the videos. I also have a CaptainU account that is open for coaches. I would love if you guys could 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:46 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gmaJd.com> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

FW: Soccer 

I emailed the template back - but she’s a GK so I figured I’d forward to you too! 

Sent: Wednesday, _ 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Soccer 

:43 PM 

~!gmail.com] 

Eli, my" name is 

at 
the CCS game. If you type in ’ 
come watch me play sometime[ 

and I am interested in playing soccer at your school I am a goalkeeper for and have won a CCS Championship with the varsity soccer team 
I am currently a Sophmore at               and so I made Varsity as a freshman There are some videos on youtube of some of my saves at 

’ in the search bar it will come up with the videos. I also have a CaptainU account that is open ~2~r coaches. I would love if you guys could 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:28 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Soccer On TV: Thursday, August 29, 2013 

See if we can record the Chelsea/Bayern game (Friday) as well! 

Frera-" Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica,com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:08 AN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Soccer On -IV: Thursday, August 29, 2013 

::X:: Image 
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Fhursday, Aug 29, 2013 
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tweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

A buW Thursday includes Europa League, Copa Sudamericana, Spanish and French action - and the 

UEFA Champions League draw.... Bayern Munich faces Chelsea in the UEFA Supercopa on Friday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV ptoqrammin~l is always subject to chan~le. Check your local listinqs. 

Soccer on TVis updated dai~v thtouqhout the week.) 

THURSOAY, A~9~st 2~ 

BelN SPORT 

Teresa Herrera Trophy DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

France BORDEAUX-BASTIA (delay) 3 pm. 

Capital One Cup MORECAMBE-NEWCASTLE (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Teresa Herrera Trophy DEPORTIVO LA CORUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League GROUP STAGE DRAW (live) 11:30 am. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League SLASK-SEVILLA (live) 2:40 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Sudamericana INDE. DEL VALLE-U DE CHILE (live) 4 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana COBRELOA-LA EQUIDAD (live) 6:30 pm. 

Copa Sudamericana VELEZ SARSFIELD-BELGRANO (live) 8:30 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League CALEDONIA-COMUNICACIONES (live) 8 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUENSE-CLUB AMERICA (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-DYNAMO TBILISI (live) 3 pro, 

FRIDAY, Au~’~ust 30 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

Image 
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MLS REAL SALT LAKE-PORTLAND (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Supercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Supercopa BAYERN MUNICH-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Bein SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain RAYO-LEVANTE (delay) 5 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-LEON (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-PACHUCA (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS TORONTO-NEW ENGLAND (live) 7 pm. 

NBC 

England CRYSTAL PALACE-SUNDERLAND (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-HULL (live) 7:45 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-EVERTON (live) 10 am. 

MLS D.C. UNITED-NEW YORK (live) 8 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England NEWCASTLE-FULHAM (live) 10 am= 

England WEST HAM-STOKE CITY (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:40 am. 
Scotland MOTHERWELL-KILMARNOCK (live) 12:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

NWSL NEW YORK-PORTLAND, Final (live) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France PSG-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 
Italy JUVENTUS-LAZIO (live) 2:40 pm. 

Italy CHIEVO-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

France EVIAN-LYON (delay) 7 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy CHIEVO-NAPOLI (live) Noon. 

Italy JUVENTUS-LAZIO (live) 2:40 

Spain OSASUNA-VlLLAREAL (live) 5 pm. 

UNIWSION 

Mexico CRUZ AZUL-QUERETARO (live) 6 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

France PSG-GUINGAMP (live) 11 am. 

France SOCHAUX-AJACCIO (live) 2 pm. 

Mexico VERACRUZ-TIGRES (live) 6 pm. 

Mexico MONTERREY-ATLAS (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico CHIAPAS-TIJUANA (live) 10 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany MOENCHENGLADBACH-WERDER BREMEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany SCHALKE 04-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay PENAROL-RENTISTAS (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Women’s U-19 Final TBD-TBD (live) 4:30 pm. 

MLS DIRECT KICK 

MLS COLUMBUS-SEATTLE (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-MONTREAL (live) 7:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-COLORADO (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SAN JOSE (live) 10:30 pm. 

ESPN3.com 



Netherlands PSV-CAMBUUR (live) 2:40 pm. 

Brazil GREMIO-PONTE PRETA (live) 5:30 pm. 

SUNDAY, 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England LIVERPOOL-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-TOTTENHAM (live) 11 am. 

NBC LIVE EXTRA 

England WEST BROM-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

NWSL WESTERN NY-PORTLAND (delay) 8 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 6 am. 

France SAINT ETIENNE-BORDEAUX (live) 8 am. 

Italy ROMA-HELLAS VERONA (live) Noon. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (delay) 5:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Spain REAL MADRID-ATHLETIC (live) 6 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALENCIA-BARCELONA (live) 3 pm. 

Spain SEVlLLA-MALAGA (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-ATLANTE (live) 12:50 pm. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-AMERICA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 

France MARSEILLE-MONACO (live) 3 pm. 

UNIMAS 

MLS CHICAGO-HOUSTON (live) 3 pm. 

Mexico GUADALAJARA-TOLUCA (live) 6 pm. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands GRONINGEN-AJAX (live) 9:30 am. 
Germany FRANKFURT-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil CORINTHIANS-FLAMENGO (live) 3 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-SUDAMERICA (live) 5 pm. 

Argentina SAN LORENZO-RIVER PLATE (live) 8:15 pm. 

MONDAY, Sep~embe[ 2 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England TBA-TBA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-CAGLIARI (delaY) 12:30 pm. 

Italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanyol 

Italy CATANIA-INTER (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain VALLDOLID-GETAFE (delay) 3 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues olfet’ing live s~reamin9 of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

North American Soccer League 

National Women’s Soccer League 

Soccer Americ,3 on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 



Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Aug. 29, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation£’~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:28 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Womeus Soccer Prospects for August 

From: National Scouting Report [mailto:listreply=nsr-inc.com@mai162.wdc0:t.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of National Scouting Report 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 20:t3 7:02 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Womens Soccer Prospects for August 

~ern~,ed by 
sender¯ 

August’s Womens Soccer Prospects - updated list 
Because Nationef Scouting Report has been certilied by the NC,%,-~, when you ~a~k to NSR 

on-the-ground scouts, you can rest assu[ed they have been cle~led by the NCAA 

cer[ificat~e~ program. As the nation’s fergest scouting organization ~,vi[h over 200 scouts 

nationwide, NSR is your premier scouting service. Our scouts persona~y sco~t and 

~nte~v~ew each of ou~ prospects so that you can knew that he or she has been 

p~efessionatly vetted ~er talenL desire, grades, work etMc and cha~ecter~ 

Our prospect-athletes range frem highqeve] DI talent to solid Dflf athletes. They are 

to be routinely and conveniently be evaluated ~hrough their NSR pro~i~e on ns~.-inc.com, 

where coach’s can find ski~ ~nfermat~on and vkJeo$. You can a~ways truest NSR to provide 

yo~ ~,v~h quality student-a~Metes, lust ~ike coaches here s~ce 1980. We e~e 

te~emarketers; we"re on-the-ground scouts, and we p~edge to on~y p~ovide you witl3 

~eg~timate college prospects. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:33 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~L: Laser Prospect form 

Thank you Chri!! 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent; Thursday, August 29, 2013 8:20 AN 

To: Markos, Lance M 
~:c; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Last Prospect form 

Here you go bro... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:39 AM 

Kendall Fletcher ~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

I @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

< - clay weaver i @aol.co~n); 
; matt jones ( 

~gmail.com; sean patton 

. nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~g~mail.co~n); 

i@gmail.com); 

Subject: RE: Vicki Linton 

So Whir goes there after Liverpool ? t do love my ra~ H~-:~els!!! Please give them rny best~ 
~m~ Kendall Fletcher [mailto: @gmail.com] 
SeBt~ Thursday, August 29, 2013 9:08 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~bje~t~ Re: Vicki Linton 
An~ 
I ce~aiNy roll’. 

Ken~ll 

P S. My team plays T~eso ne~ weeL which is where all the Ame~cm~s (and tbm~er mrheels) are playing~ Kling, Ashly~ Whir (I tNnk), and I roll all ~ on the field 

mgether...well they’ll ~ on one side and I’ll ~ on the other (feeling a Nt out numbered), but it will s~ill ~ thn m be out them wi~ all of them : ) 

On Wed, Aug 28, 2013 at 4:36 PM, Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV <.’_a__r_[~?__n_@_e___r!L~__U_L__u__&£.__e__d___W, wrote: 

Kendall, 

Thanks for the update and good luck down under. 

If you can please do me a favor down there, My starting and top goalkeeper (           I wants to play pro and I am trying to encourage her to look overseas. 

With the depth it~ US goalk~-:~:’ping our I~:’agu~:" will only baw:_~ r.:>:_~m ~or "backups" i~ my opiniorL Pl~:’ase le~: m~-’_~ know which teams in tb~:, Australian [.eague have 

"wealg" goalkeepir~g. I wouM love to try t:o get her on somewhere where she can start at~d devek)p aml t:hen come back and challenge for a spot in the U5 Pro 

League. 

A]I the best, my world traveler. And ~lease keep in touch, ~ love hearing from 

F~m: Kendall Fletcher [mailto: 
Sent; Wednesday, August 28, 2013 10:27 AN 

To: Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Vicki Linton 

Thanks Anson’. 

I am doing well. As always I am eNoying lit~. The ~cond haJfofthe Swedish ~ason is in lull swing. The team is doing well, but we arefft quite getting fine results we 

need which caaa be frustrating but I am enjoying deaJing with file challenges that presents. I have aJso decided to go back down to Australia again for their W-League 

season, so I will be heading down there at the end of October a£er the Swedish seasons ends. I will be playing for Canbena United and I am really looking forwa:rd to 

being in Aus~traJJa again’. I love it down there! I’ll be down there until late Febmmy when I will hopefully head back to the States to play in the NWSL next season. Life 

as a pro...hn lovin it! 

Looks like the you and the tar heads have gotten offto a great start! I’ll be back for a week in October before I head down to Australia, so hopefully I will be able to 

stop by say hey and catch a game! All my best to you and the far!! 

Kendall 

On Wed, Aug 21,2013 at 10:04 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(i~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 
Not an iss~e Kendall as you know! 
How are you doing? 
Fmm~ Kendall ~letcher [mailto: ~qmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, August 21, 2013 7:29 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Vicki Linton 
An~]~ 
Ho~ this email finds you doing well and re~ty to get anofl~er ~ason sm~ed~ 

I wmated to touch ~se with you as one of my co~hes t?om Australia, Vicki Linto~ will be in town to wash some gaines around fine ACC in mid Septem~r. She is 

now the cunent Head Coach of the Bay Area Breeze and h~ worked along side To~n Sennmani with the you~ m~d fifll AustraJian national teams over the past few 

yea~. She w~ hoping to ~ able m catch a training wNle she is in town. She roll ~ around fl~e a~ea on September 9th and will be a~enNng ~e Notre Dame game. I 

believe Tom roll make ~ introduction as well, but wa~ted m ~ow ifI could put her in much wN~ Tom San&~ a~ut being able m co~ne out and u,atch a tmiNng 

session Mille she is in town. 

Like I stud hoN you and the girls ~e doing well~ Loo~ng fox,yard to keeping up ruth you guys tiffs season’. 

Ken~ll 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Featuring Video :: Defensive Closing Drill - Doug Elder - Midweslem St. Univ. 

From: The Soccer Coaches Insider [mailto:tci@coachesdirectory.com] 

Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:22 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Featuring Video :: Defensive Closing Drill - Doug Elder - Midwestern St. Univ. 

i"~i Image removed bysender. The 

Coaches Insider sender. 

1 ¯877386¯4840 

~ 
[ ii.~.iI Imag ........ 

d by sender. S .... Newsletter 

Irnage removed by sender. Defensive closing drill - Watch it 

Here! 

~:i Image ~:i Image ~:i Image 
...... rernoved by ...... rernoved by ..... rernoved by 

sencJer sender sender. 
Fa cebook Twitter More¯¯¯ 

Watch as Coach l~lder runs his squad through technical warm-up 

defensive closing drill. 

Provided by Championship Prod~ctions 

Coach Ryan Hodgson 

i]~i Image 
...... removed by 

sender¯ 

Facebook 

Nationa! Soccer Coaches Association of America 

removed by removed by 

sender, sender. 

"[witter Mere¯¯¯ 

Or.qanization: 7 v 4 with the following restrictions. Player A is only 

allowed to defend the goals on either side of the field and is not allowed 

to cross the half way line. Ball statts with the keeper who plays it out to 

either center back. CB then plays the ball into the highlighted area 

where the 5 midfielders play against the 3 defenders. Objective is to 

dribble through the flags for a point... ~.~::-:,:::d ~::ik.,:.:..: ::,.-:. 

::X:: Image removed by 

sender. Sign Up a 

Colleague! 

iN Image removed 

by sender Get 

the game-winning 

edge next season 

with 

www.HumanKinet 

i~.com 



~i Irnage removed by sender. 2 Touch Firlish Drill - Watch it Here! 

Image ~i Image ~:i Im~ge 

rernoved by rernoved by rernoved by 

sender sender sender. 

Fa cebook Twitter More... 

Watch as Alan Kirkup explains and demos the touch finishing drill in 

this shooting exercise. 

Provided by Championship P~od~ctior~s 

5th Maine ~,~est High School student alleqes hazin~q b’,,, soccer team 

Shakh~er Kara~’~and,¢ face sanctions over animal s~augMe~ 

Men’s college nafiona~ title conlenders 

NSC~ Top Ranking Women’s Co~]e~es 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



Manager Regulations 

accordance ~vith NCAA rules and regulations, a manager must meet the following criteria: 

In Baseball, a manager shall forfeit any remaining eligibility in the sport of baseball at UNC. Thus, no 
baseball manager will be subsequently eligible to become a student-athlete on the UNC Baseball team. 

A manager must be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student. The sole exception to this regulation is 
that during a manager’s final semester of his/her degree program, he/she may be in a course underload, 
provided he/she is enrolled in all courses necessary to graduate at the end of that semester. 

A manager must perform traditional managerial duties (e.g., equipment, laundry, hydration) in addition to 
any other responsibilities he/she assumes as permitted below. 

A manager may participate on a regular basis in limited on-court or on-field activities with student-athletes 
during practice (e.g., assist with drills, thro~v batting practice). 

A manager may participate on a regular basis in limited activities associated with competition (eg, assist 
with warm-up activities, serve as bullpen catcheQ 

A manager is prohibited from providing any instruction to student-athletes. 

A manager cannot participate in countable athletically-related activities during practice or competition 
beyond the limited scope described above; therefore, a manager cannot serve as a practice player. 

I confirm that I meet the above requirements and am aware of the limitations in place regarding my involvement 
with the team named below. I certify that I will contact the Department of Athletics if I have any questions 
regarding these regulations. 

Print Name: 

Signature: 

Head Coach Signature:i 

Compliance Approval: 

Date: 

Date: 

Date: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:01 AM 

Yount, Tony <ton~youn+~unc.edu-~ 

1722:2 things 

No problem!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 10:29 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 2 things 

Anson, 

Very sorry I won’t be able to be there. I’ll be on a bus with Field Hockey. We’re stopping at Get~zsburg and I get to teach history on the battlefield for an hour. Vely excited about that 

I agree we have the potential for an excellent year academically were in the Academic Center last night stu@ing So proud 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 10:23 A]VI, "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Ladies, 
> 

> Let’s have a brief meeting today in the corfference room after the training session on Fetzer. I think we have the potential to have an excellent academic year and I will be relying on you 
guys to set the standard and be my watch dogs. Let’s try to anticipate the "weavers and bobbers" (the players who have no personal accountability and protect themselves with excuses to 
basically protect bad or weak character). Tony, you are welcome to join us (our meeting will take place after practice at about 3:30 pro) 
> 

> All the best. And thank you for being willing to do this "thankless" job. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Yount, Tony 
> Sent: Wednesda’~’, August 28, 2013 10:43 PM 
> To: 

> Cc: Dowd, Katrina M; Adams, Tyler G; Cathro, Guy; Mann, Jan M. ; }:ulton, Grant; Sagula, Joseph A; rackham; Sander, "I]nomas J; Levy, Jennifer S; Wigger, Leah Marie; Dorrance, Albert 

A IV; Shelton, Karen C; Barnes, Philip E; Tony Yount 

> Subject: 2 things 

> 

> Ladies, 

> 

> The Acaderaic Center will be closed Sunday evening and all day Monday, Labor Day. Tutoring sessions will not be held on those two evenings. Tutoring and open study will resume 

Tuesday, Sept 3. 

> 

> I will be out of tW office fiom 10:30 Trmrsday, August 29 cmtil Tuesdday morning, Sept 3. I will be traveling with field hockey to PA and DE for weekend garaes. Call, text or email if you 

need me. 

> 

> Have a good weekend. 

> 

> Tony 

> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRAT[VE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REC[PIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE [V (ANSON)> 

Thursday,               4:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com> 

This girl was a camp standout. 

3ason 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursday, 1:19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~:c: Palladino, George W; @aol.com 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorance, 

I just wanted to follow up with you, as I get ready for the fall season. Please note that UNC is re1?~ high on my liszt of universities a~d I mn hopeful that you roll be able 
to come watch me play this season. 

When I sIx~ke with you at your camp this past summer. I told you I Naved for ISA; however, I have since moved to                 My coach is          if you 

would like to contact him, he can be reached at {-~aol.com. 

My schedule is as follows: 

Once the event schedules are posted I will send you a note with my team’s game times. I look forwaxd to speaking with you in the future. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Angust 29, 2013 4:43 PM 

Tom Sander <pacman@nncaa.unc.edn> 

I~W: Hi Coach Donance 

Do we need to do such fundraisers? 

Jason 

From: Kristin Loving [klovmg@xtramanfundraising.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 12:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Hi Coach Dorrance 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you have a wonderful start to the new- school year! It’s Kristin again and I look for;vard to seeing your Soccer program at University of North Carolina have a fantastic season this 
upcoming year. ADs continue to be excited about me getting this reformation out to you and wanting me to follow up as we start the new year. I have been assisting a number of Soccer 
programs like yuurs raise more funds than in their previous years - and with uur Summer prumutiun still in effect, nuw is a perfect time tu start 

Particularly to you, Umversity uf North Carulina Soccer Platinum MVP Cards are nuw available tu help you raise lhnds as suon as yuu would like, and with zero upfront custs. Perfect 
fundraiser tu start at anytime. We are the Natiun’s premier fundraising discuunt cards provider. Our cards are extremely easy to sell and you will soun see why thousands of Soccer programs 
use uur cards as their main fundraiser ever?" year - and cuntinue to come back to us each year 

Here are a few details. 

*Our cards come loaded with amazing discount fur yuur suppurters. We have thousands of lucations in and aruund yuur area that uffer great discounts. ~I1qis is why organizatiuns sell mure 
and raise inure with our cards. Discounts are tu thuusands uf local and national places like yuur favurite restaurants, entertaimnent, recreatiun, muvies, gulf and much more. See the 
discounts in your area: http://www.×tramarffundraisin~.com 

*Bunus: Free $25 Restaurant Gift Certificate with each card. This is in additiun to the thuusands uf other discounts that cume with the cards As if uur cards weren’t already easy enough to 
sell (Some fundraisers unly sell this - With us, it’s just added on as a bunus tu yuu and your supporters) 

*Yuu pay nothing up frunt. Basically, it’s a risk-free way of raising thuusands of dullars ~2~r your Soccer program in a vet,), short period of time - and, you can begin as soon as yuu want 

*We do All ufthe wurk so you can :Focus on cuaching. Nuw, we even help yuu sell the cards tuo. 

*We custum design your card with yuur culors, logu, schedule, etc., giving your program first class exposure. See what your card cuuld [uok like: http://www.xtramunfundraisin~cum 

*Yuur supporters will be receiving sumething of great value for their suppurt and will be happy tu cume back each year for their new Universi~ ofNurth Carulina Soccer Platinum card. 
Supporters will easily save what they spent on the cards in just a cuuple uses with most guing un to save hundreds over the year, which is very refreshing in today’s economy and a perfect 
fundraiser tu start at anytime - with our cards, fundraising gets easier each year 

*New - We can (your option) create a customized website for yo~tr Soccer program so that friends and family can buy a card directly. Because our cards work all over the state and country, 
fiiends and family can no~v purchase cards from any~vhere - and actually benefit frora the card. This increases sales greatly. 

*We ~vork with you every step of the way, provide marketing raaterials to help you organize and run your campaign - again, I make this extremely simple and easy for you. 

Here are sorae average campaign profit examples (Now, up to 80% profi!!): 

20 Participants selling 10 cards each - $2,200 

60 Participants selling 10 cards each - $7,800 

150 Participants selling 10 cards each - $22,500 

It is really that simple, and you will be able to see why thousands of programs continue to come back to us each year - you will not be disappointed. 

Is there a good tirae that we could talk for a few minutes about your fundraising goals? Also, would you like to see the discounts in your area’.’ You will be very impressed. 

Thanks you so much for your time, I really do appreciate it. Talk to you soon, 

Kristin Loving 
NC Team 
Toll Free: 1.800.405.6020 
Ott]ce: 602404.6480 
"The Nation’s #1 Fundraising Cards - for a reason" 
http://www.xtramanI~draisin~ corn 

What our customers are saying. 

Belo;v are a handl’ul of comments that were taken from letters and emails sent into our corporate ofihce. 

Steve Ybarra - Centennial HS Head Track and Soccer Coach 
"I have used many fundraising discount cards in the past and not one 
of them compares to your fundraising cards The discounts that came 
with your fundraising cards made them extremely easy for our players 
to sell. Because of the huge amount of discounts and the quality, our 
kids were able sell to friends and family all over the state and 
countD-. We saw a huge increase in sales because of this’. See you all 
next year." 



Mike Welnick - Head Fundraising Coordinator - Booster Club 
"You all take great pride in offering an outstanding product for our 
supporters. There ~vere so many discounts that came with your 
fundraising cards, that they appealed to everyone. As you could tell 
with our additional orders for more of your timdraising cards, they 
were extremely easy to sell. ’]?his was the first discount card 
fundraiser that our players and parents eNoyed being a part of Keep 
up the quality of work, it does not go unnoticed!" 

Lisa Bracht - Vistancia Elementary School 
"Thank you so much, again, for providing our elementary school with a 
high quality fundraising discount cards. Each year the parents look 
forward to doing this fundraiser and seeing the new fundraising 
cards This year was our most profitable 15ndraiser ever since using 
your company over the past few years. As ahvays, we look forward to 
working with you again next year. Thanks again!" 

Tony Vining - CHS Head Basketball Coach 
"I just had to write your company after being an extremely satisfied 
customer for two years now. We tried every product under the sun when 
it came to fundraising and it always seemed to be like pulling teeth 
to get our supporters to buy anything Whether it was cookie dough, 
candles, candy, magazines, catalog sales, donations, you name it our 
supporters did not like over-paying for products. Fortunately, a 
friend recon-anended you all to me a couple years ago and we have never 
been happier. Our discount card fundraiser is a huge hit with our 
supporters and each year just keeps getting better! Fundraising 
doesn’t get an?’ easier than that" 

Linsday Dugovich - Head Softball Coach Towson HS 
"What a great experience, easiest and most profitable fundraiser we 
have ever done[" 

Denick - L. Sports Ccnter 
"You guy-s really know what you’re talking about in regards to 
supporter loyalty. I didn’t thitik the fundraising cards could do 
any better than last year, but this year’s discount card fundraiser 
was even better." 

Dino - Jonathon Dayton HS 
"Your company was great, yottr sales rep Shana was prompt and 
efficient. She did xvhat she said, follow up was great. She was the 
main reason we did the promo with the fundraising cards and xve will 
do it again for sure ...thanks" 

Jill Mertens Lake Oswcfo HS 
"I feel like this discomxt card fundraiser was a great success and I 
sold fundraising cards to our soccer coach xvhile recommending your 
c ompany." 

Lisa Soars Head Soccer Club Ftmdraising Coordinator (Lou Fusz) 
"I wanted to let you know what a GREAT experience I had working with 
Liana. Our fundraising cards order did not end up being large, but 
her dedication to making sttre we were satisfied and happy never 
stopped Her follo~v-up ~vas amazing, and she bent over backwards to be 
stare every one of my questions, and needs were met in a timely 
manner. She was also very pleasant and ~vas never frustrated at the 
eft,art it took to reach me at times She was wonderful to work with[" 

Jean Nishi - Nanakuli HS 
"Thanks so much for all your help with my fundraising discount cards! 
I will definitely pass along your company name to others looking for 
a fundraising opportunity" 

Sherry Richardson - Fellowship for Christian Athletes 
"Your company helped us in a very crucial time and was very flexible 
to our needs. Your company helped us raise a great deal of money in a 
very short period of time The product is perfect and very easy to 
sell. Your design team was very good especially because I was very 
picky as to what I wanted. The fundraising cards are very 
professionally done! I am very happy that I chose to work ~vith you!" 

Brian LaSusa - RCK Varsity Coach 
"Everything was great’. Tim Vining was attentive, enthusiastic, and 
flexible. I will definitely use your company- again for our discount 
card fundraiser! Thanks!" 

This message ~vas sent to anson@emaihunc.edu from: 
Xtraman Fundraising i 3240 E Union Hills Dr 

Suite 161 

I Phoenix, Arizona 85050 

l.Jnsubscribe: 

http:i/app.icontact.com/icp/mmail-mproflle.pl?r 50247127&1 2244&s NP9C&m 538248&c 560050 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, Angust 29, 2013 4:44 PM 

Tom Sander <pacman@nncaa.unc.edu> 

FW: Utfiversi .ty Of No~th Carolina soccer 

T-Shirts?? 

Jason 

From: Scott Moore [Scott Moore<ebiz@creativedesigntees.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:29 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: University Of North Carolina soccer 

Hi Anson 
I wanted to touch base with yon about Llniversity Of North Carolina soccer t-shirts. I hope yon hmTe not done an,vthing yet. I issued a couple of codes tbr yon to use 

on the site that will give you a di~ount not listed on the site. (They CAN be used on "the $4.40 printed t-shirt, but codes expire Sept 7fl~, so use fl~em betbre then) 

Printing, artwork, and In most cases, the shipping are included. 

c~ Co, de : 17a~i25 ($25 offorderof50 shirts) 

c~ C<~de : ?’ali5 0 - ($50 offor&r over 99 shirts) 

c~ C<~de : 8 8 9C<~mb<~ (100 mesh shorts/printed t-shirt sets for $8.89 per set) 
Are you planning on putting a t-shirt together this season? Keep in mind that we can turn these around in 7-10 days for you. Let me know if you have any questions 
and take a look at all of the soccer designs on our site: www.creativedesigntees.com 
Thanks. 
-Scott Moore 
Creative Design Tees 

316-681-2931 

1-877-265-1596 

3835 N. Hillcrest Ste. 2 

Wichita, KS 67220 

Please let me know if my checking in on you int~eqnently is a nuisance by clicking here and I will make sure not to contact you in the thture 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 4:58 PM 

adeline lust (adeline.lust@s- sm.org); 

~.@gmail.com); 

; clay weaver 

Subject: 

Attach: 

I%V: Tar Heels Host Carolina Nike Classic This Weekend 

2013GameNotes.pdf 

Her~ w~ g.:_~ otlr ~irst weeket~,’t at 

From= Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent= Thursday, August 29, 2013 11:04 AN 
To= Ga~o, Jr., Lar~ A.;      @tampabay.rr.com; webintern@theacc.org; updates@ncaa.com; Dorrance, A~be~ A IV;         @gmaiLcom; spo~s@newsobse~er.com; 
aprale~gh@ap.org; spo~s@newsl4.com; Ni~er, Beth; pau~@socceramer~ca.com;      #aol.com; rstu~@I360wchLcom; chnspo~s@nando.com; 
obspo~s@charlo~eobserver.com; soccer@spo~svu.net; Ducar, Chris; editor@socce~mes.com; ray@southernsoccerscene.com; spo~s@da~arheeLcom; 
sphi~ips@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas 3; ewarnock@nando.com; college@topdrawersoccer.com; ESPNdatainfo@espn.com; news@wcNI360.com; 
info@fairgamemagazine.com; spo~s@wsjournal.com; graham.hays@espn3.com; spots@news-record.corn; hhirschman@theacc.org; jim@theheavners.com; Gwaltney, Clint; 
Durham Herald-Bun (spo~s@heraldsun.com); Heather Hirschman (hhirschman@theacc.org); Cunningham, Bubba; aufnowsk~@theacc.org; fbssporN@visionsporNnews.com; 
Ihumbe~@theacc.org; productbn@theaccdn.com 
Subject= Tar Heels Host Carolina Nike C~assic ~s Weekend 

Complete game notes attached as PDF File 

2013 CAROLINA NIKE C~SSIC PREVIEW 
Friday, August 30, 2013 
#12 Duke (1-1) vs. Kennesaw State (1-1), 2:30 p.m. 
#1 Nodh Carolina (2-0) vs. New Mexico (1-1), 5 p.m. 
Fetzer Field 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Duke-Kennesaw orate Live Stats 
UNC-New Mexico Live Stats 

Purchase Season Tickets 

Purchase Individual Game Tickets 

E.~[!~.~_.~__I~A~.~ 
Sunday, September 1,2013 

#12 Duke vs. New Mexico, 12 Noon 
#1 Nodh Carolina vs. Kennesaw State, 3 p.m. 

Fetzer Field 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 

Duke-Kennesaw State Live Stats 

UNC-New Mexico Webcas~ 

Purchase Season Tickets 

Purchase Individual Game Tickets 

E~!J£~_@r~_ 
CAROLINA KICKS OFF NONE CANPAIGN FRIDAY: Defending NC~ champion Nodh Carolina returns to the friendly confines of Fetzer F~eld for the first time since a 2012 

NC~ third round victo~ over Baylor last November 18 when it plays host to the Carolina N~ke Classic Friday and Sunday. Tobacco Road neighbor Duke, Kennesaw State 

and New Mexico join the Tar Heels in this weekend’s field, which consists of a pair of doubleheaders. 

Friday’s slate includes a meeting between 12th-ranked Duke and Kennesaw State at 2:30 p.m. followed by the home opener of the top-ranked Tar Hee~s against New 

Mexico at 5 p.m. 

The ACG rivals then swap opponents for Sunday’s session w~th Duke meeting the Lobos at 12 Noon and the Tar Heels taking on the KSU ~ls at 3 p.m. 

LIVE COVE~GE TH~$ WEEKEND: Both Tar Heel games in the Carolina N~ke Classic w~l be webcast ~ve on ~9~#.~#~ and live stats will also be available through the 

UNvem~ty of Nodh Carolina webs~te at GoHeels.com. 

The l~ve stats link for Friday aftemoon’s Noah Carolina versus New Mexico game can be found here and fans can watch the game live on GoHeelsW here. 

The I~ve stats link for Sunday a~ernoon’s Noah GarN~na vemus Kennesaw State game can be found her~ and fans can watch the game I~ve on GoHeelsW here. 
Twitter updates during the weekend games will also be available through @_[?#_~tRtA#_£&&9_££A[ (Officia~ Athletic Dept. account) and through @_~#_£A£[[)AE~#£#_£#! (Players & 

Team account). 
TICKETS FOR THIS WEEKEND: Season tickets for the 2013 Carolina women’s soccer campaign are priced at $27 for the nineName schedule which ~nclude the two 

Carolina N~ke Classic games and seven ACG contests, including games against Notre Dame, Virginia and Duke. Season ticket holders also receive a stadium seat cushion 

and a commemorative cup w~th free refills. Order your season tickets here. 

Individual game tickets can also be ordered ~n advance for the doubleheaders on Friday and Sunday. Tickets are $5 general admission and are good for both games each 



day. Individual tickets can be ordered here. 
A reminder that all Carolina students, faculty and staff are admitted free of charge to every home ~gular-season Carolina women’s soccer game with the presentation of their 

UNC One Cards. 
PARKING, PARKING, PARKING: If there is one refrain any observer familiar with the Chapel Hill campus hears on a regular basis, it’s the difficulty involved in finding 

convenient parking. But here are some tips fans can pursue in helping to find parking this weekend, particularly on Friday, a school day. 
For soccer this weekend, parking should be available after 5 p~m. on Friday in the Bell Tower Parking Deck and the Boshamer Stadium Lot, as well as other lots in the 

general area of Fetzer Field on a first-come-first serve basis. The Boshamer Stadium lot and Bell Tower deck rarely fill up for soccer games, so those are highly suggested. 
The Raleigh Road visitor lot and Ramshead Parking Deck are available for $1.50 per hour prior to 5 p.m. on Friday, with Ramshead being available throughout the weekend for 
the same rate. 

GAME PROI~OTIONS FOR FRIDAY: Friday’s game marks the 2013 Carolina Fever Kickoff Event. Free food and drink will be available to the first 500 students to enter the 
gates for the UNC-New Mexico match. Representatives from Wells Fargo will be present at the match to distribute Carolina branded giveaway items to students as they enter 
the stadium. The UNC pep band will be on hand and Rameses is also scheduled to make an appearance. 

Eurosport/Soccer.com and Johnny T-Shirt will also be on hand for promotions and giveaways and 300 schedule T-shirts will also be distributed to fans as they arrive at 
Fetzer Field. 
Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
Universib/of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) _d___a__v___e_Lo___h__s__e_.__@__u__r_~_~_~_e_~_u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 2013 GSI College Showcase - November 15-17 

From: GSI SPORTS [mailto:hsavage@gdtravel.net] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 12:45 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 2013 GSI Colleqe Showcase - November 15-17 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 

~iI Irnag ........ d bysender 

COLLEGE COACHES - SIGN UP HERE TO ATTEND! .................................. 

Forward this email 

~iI Image 

..... removed by 

sender. 

...... removed by 
sender. 

This email was sent to anson@eraaiLunc.edu by hsavaqe@qcitraveLnet 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instan[ removalwith SafeUnsubscribef" Privacy Policy, 
GSI SPORTS 5360 College Nvd :: Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:25 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

EW: 2014 Convention Registjation and Housing Open’. 

Can you do this for me? 

From: NSCAA [mailto:list@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Thursday, August 29, 20:t3 .t:02 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" 20:t4 Convention Registration and Housing Open! 

Image removed by sender. 

Having trouble viewing this email? 

Click here to view the web version. 

Registration for Soccer’s Biggest Party is now open! Join us January 15-19 in 
Philadelphia for the 2014 NSCAA Convention! Development of the program schedule 
and other exciting elements of the show are underway and will be announced in the 
coming weeks. Check this off your to-do list and save money by getting in your 
registration early! Make sure to continue to check NSCAA.comiconvention for 
announcements and details! 

[+] Get a ..s...n...e...a....k..p...e...a...k.....~..f...t...h...e....e...a..r.~y...c.!.[..nj..cj..a...n...~j..~..e....qp.. (more to come)! 

[+] Take a look at the most di~olomas and certificates we have ever offere!! 

[:: 
i~i Image removed bysender. 

IMPORTANT HOUSING INFORMATION 

Registration comes first this year! The NSCAA Housing block is only open to registered 
attendees, exhibitors, All-America athletes and their families. Access to Housing 
Information can be found in your registration receipt and other information you will 
receive following completion of your registration. For further assistance in your hotel 
booking please contact us at info@nscaa.com. 

Soccer’s Biggest Party is coming...are you ready? Get pumped by watching and 
sharing this video! Help us make this the biggest party we have ever hosted in 2014! 
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National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 
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To unsubscrJbe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Anson, you have 679 atlfletes interes~ted in your program! 

From= Tanner Highlen [mailto:tanner@captainu.com] 
Sent= Thursday, August 29, 20:t3 :t:32 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Anson, you have 679 athletes interested in your program! 

Hey Anson, 

CaptainU College has recently launched some great new tools for college coaches: you ca~ now find new recruits, co~mect with interested athletes, promote your 

program, and mintage your camps -- all fi’om the CaptainU account your temn a]ready has. 

You already have 679 athletes interested in your program - discover more by ~arching our network of over 100,000 high school soccer players to find the best new 

prospects for your program. 

Looking forwaxd to hea~ing from you~ 

Tanner 

Ta~mer ttigltlen- Business Development- 415.625.9116 - tanne@captainu.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:49 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
C:c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: _ . 
Dear Ducat, 
My name is and T’m the Goalkeeper for . I recently played in the West Coast Classic kicking off the 
preseason for the Fall season. 3[ ended the weekend with three shutouts in a row, two wins and one tie. Sadly, we did not make it to the finals 
because of a goal differential. However, I felt it was a great way to start off the season. I am very excited for this upcoming season in Premier and 
cannot wait to show you what T have to offer. I look forward to speaking with you soon. Best of luck against New Mexico! 
Thank you for your time Coach Ducat. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Aug ust 29, 2013 5:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Recruiting Opportunities at the WAGS Tournament 

From: Elite Tournaments [mailto: mlibber@elitetournaments.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Elite Tournaments 
Sent-" Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:41 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Recruiting Opportunities at the WAGS Tournament 
Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest youth soccer. Don’t forget to add infa@elitetournaments.com to your address book 
so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Image removed by sender. 

Regis~÷r Now~ 
www.waqstourna ment.com 
www.elitetou rna ments.com 

Michael Libber, Tournament Director 
Elite Tournaments 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Forward this email 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@unca&unc.edu by mlibber@, elitetournaments.com 

Update Prof[lej~rna[[~dd£~ ~nstan[ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy PeJjc~, 
Elite Tournaments :: 9160 Rumsey Rd :: Suite B3 :: Columbia :: ND :: 21045 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 5:40 PM 

~optonline.net> 

ILE: Season Follow Up. 

Thank you for ;vriting to UNC Women’s Soccer[ 

Unfoltunately, the NCAA does not permit us to ;vrite you back with an?’ information about our program Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, Jackson Hall, 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the Universi~ ;veb site: www.unc.edu for any information about the Umversity. For team information you may go to http:/itarheelbluecstv.cor~’sports/w- 
so cc er/unc-w-soc cer-bodv html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1 st of your junior year when we can officially ;vrite you back. 

Please fill out the online questiomaaire so we can track your progress and have all you CUlTent information on file: 

https://secure.assistantcuachnet/culle~es/athlete web]kmn asp?oid 118&sid 2845 

Guod luck and thank you fur yuur interest[ 

Sincerely, 

Ansun Dorrance 
Head Women’s Succer Cuach 

Chris Ducar 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Courdinator 

AD/cd 

O~rl’s Succer Camp In~2~rmatiun 

http:i/nc~sc.cum/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: ¯ ~optonline.net] 
Sent: Thursday 5:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc:           @hotmail.c~ 
Subject: Season Follow Up- 

Hi Coach Dorance, 

As tW GU15 season comes to a close, I just wanted to show you some small 
bits of my season before I high school soccer season officially begins. 
Here is a link for a video featuring sorae goals and almost goals out of 
41 that I scored this season in 59 games: 

I will be competing with the ODP Region 1 team ir              , this 
coraing Novenrbcr, and I will let you know- of tW schedule when that comes 
out. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:40 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

EW: Season Follow Up- 

Fron _ ~,optonline net] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:           l@hotmail.com 
Subject: Season Follow Up- 

Hi Coach I)urance, 

As my GU15 seasun cumes tu a close, I just wanted tu shuw you some small 

bits of my season befure I high schuu[ succer seasun ufficially begins. 

Here is a link for a video featuring some goals and almust guals uut of 

41 that I scured this seasun in 59 -~ames: 

I will be cumpeting with the ODP Regiun 1 team in             i~ this 
coming November, and I will let you know of my schedule when that cumes 

Thank yuu for yuur time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 8:13 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: www.unc,edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http:!/tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer/unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: Type 001 in the "Prospect Code" 

https://secure.assistantcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.asp?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest! 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:!!ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
vwwv.tarheelblue.com 

From .@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday 8:00 PM 
To: Dorrance. Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello Coach Anson, I was on my way home from playing with the U17 team in        nd I watched a video about your program on Top Drawer soccer called 
Behind the Scenes and it made me waist to play tbr you even more than I did before. I told my mom this and she told me to write you an email, so I a~n. 

I have started the recruiting process and a~n doing some unofficial visits this thll, but have not had an opportunity to talk with anyone in your program. I know that eve~ 

gift in the countD’ wants to play tbr yo~ but when I saw how your team competes on a daily basis I knew that this program was lbr me mad that I had to reach out to 

you again.                 ’ and have g~awn up cotnpeting at just about anyihing you can think of and I love it! 

I know that you cannot write me lmck so I was hoping that if you have any interest in me playing for your team that you would coutact my coach. I have attached my 

most current resume for you to look at. 

I hope I get a chance to talk with you or one of your assistant coaches. 

Good-luck with your season this year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 8:16 PM 

Jason Sisneros ~@gmaJd.com> 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I emailed her and asked her to write O0:t in the Prospect Code. T know one of her coaches, 
soccer together. This kid can play! 

She plays for .I used to coach there and and I played club 

Jason 

From ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 8:00 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert-A IV 
Subject ........ 

Hello Coach Anson, I was on my way hotne from playing with the U 17 team in       m~d I watched a video about your program on Top Drawer soccer called 
Behind the Scenes and it made me wa~t to play for you even more than I did before. I told my mom this m~d she told me to write you an email, so I am. 

I have started the recruiting p~ocess and am doing some unolficial visits this fall, bnt have not had an oppormni~ to talk with m~yone in your program. I know flint eve~ 

gift in the countD~ wants to play for you, but when I saw how your team competes on a daily basis I knew that this program was for me and that I had to reach out to 

you again,                  and have grown np competing at jnst about anything yon can think of and I love it! 

I know that you cannot write me back so I was hoping flaat if you have any interest m me playing for your team that you would contact my coach. I have mttached my 

most current resume for you to look at. 

I hope I get a chance to talk with you or one of your assistant coaches. 

Good-luck with your season this 5ear. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday ; 8:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Shall I have let her know we are interested in her and have her give you a call at a palticular time? 

Jason 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Re: 

S:28 PM 

She is vely good 

On , at 8:16 P’~{, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

> I emailed her and asked her to write 001 in the th-ospect Cude. I knuw une ufher coaches, . She plays for I used to cuach there an~ and I played club soccer 
together. ’]’his kid can play! 
> 

> Jasun 
> 

> Frum ~@)gmaih com] 
> Sent: Thursda, ~:00 PM 
> To: Durr,qnce Albert A IV 

> Sut~iect: 
> 

> Hello Coach Anson, ! was un my way hume frum playing with the U17 team in i nd I watched a video about your prugram on Top I~-awer succer called Behind the Scenes and it 
made me want tu play ~2~r you even inure than I did before. I told my mum this and she tuld me to write you an email, su ! am. 
> 

> I have started the recruiting process and am duing some unufficial visits this fall, but have nut had an upportunity tu talk with anyune ~n yuur program. I knuw that every" girl in the 
country wants to play fur yuu, but when I saw how yuur team competes un a daily basis I knew that this program was for me and that ! had tu reach out to you again. 
and have grown up competing at just abuut anything yuu can think of and I love it! 
> 

> I know that you cannot write me back so I was huping that if you have any interest ~n me playing for your team that yuu would contact my cuach. I have attached my must current resume 
for you tu luok at. 
> 

> I hope I get a chance to talk with you or une uf yuur assistant coaches. 
> 

> Goud-luck with yuur seasun this year. 

Coach: (~hom~ail.com> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 8:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: 

Shit I hope so[ Ok - talk with you tomorrow 

Jason 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday 
To: Dorrance. Albeit A IV 
Subject 

8:50 PM 

Let’s talk tomorrow¯ We have to look at $$$ unless you find out her dad is a Microsoft founder 

Or at 8:31 P’~{, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

> Shall I have 
> 

> Jason 
> 

> Sent: Thursday, 8:28 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: 
> 

> She is very good 
> 

> On at 8:16 PM, "Do~ance, Albert A IV" <anson@email ~c edu> wrote: 
> 

>> I emailed her and asked her to write 001 in the Prospect Code. I know one of her coaches, 
together. This kid can playt 
>> 

>> Jason 
>> 

>> Fron @gmail.com] 
>> Sent: Thursda? 8:00 PM 
>> To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: 
>> 

let her know we are interested in her and have her give you a call at a particular time? 

¯ She plays lb ~ - I used to coach there and and I played club soccer 

>> Hello Coach Anson, I was on my way home :[’rom playing with the U17 team ir ~d I watched a video about your program on Top Drawer soccer called Behind the Scenes and it 
made me want to play :[’or you even more than I did before I told my morn this and she told me to write you an email, so I am. 
>> 

>> I have started the recruiting process and am doing some unofficial visits this fall, but have not had an opportunity to talk with anyone in your program. I know that every girl in the 
country wants to play for you, but when I sa~v how your team competes on a daily basis I knew that this program ~vas for me and that I had to reach out to you again. 
and have gro~vn up competing at just about anything you can think of and I love it! 
>> 

>> I know-that you cannot write me back so I was hoping that if you have any interest in me playing for your team that you would contact my coach¯ I have attached ray most current resume 
for you to look at. 
>> 

>> I hope I get a chance to talk with you or one of your assistant coaches¯ 
>> 

>> Good-luck with your season this year¯ 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 9:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re 

Chris, what did she see on ’Fop Drawer? 

Se,~t.f!°om my Verizon I~ireIe.ss 4(5 L)"k DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaac@unc.edu> wrote: 

Let’s talk tomorrow. We have to look at $$$ unless you find out her dad is a Microsoft fomxder 

On ~, at 8:31 P_’v~ "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Shall I ha’,a 
> 

> Jason 
> 

> From: Ducar, Ctnis 
> Sent: Th~sday, 8:28 PM 
> To: Dorrance. Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: 
> 

> She is veW good 
> 

> On at 8:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> I emailed her and asked her to xvrite 001 in the Prospect Code. I know one of her coaches, 
together. This kid can play-! 
>> 

>> Jason 
>> 

>> From @gmail.com] 
>> Sent: Thursday, 8:00 PM 
>> To: Dorrance. Albert A IV 
>> Subject: 
>> 

let her know- we are interested in her and have her give you a call at a particular time? 

She plays for - I used to coach there and and I played club soccer 

>> Hello Coach Anson, I was on my way home from playing with the U17 team in London and I watched a video about your program on Top Drawer soccer called Behind the Scenes and it 
made me want to play for you even more than I did before I told my mom this and she told me to write you an email, so I am. 
>> 

>> I have started the recruiting process and am doing some unofficial visits this fall, but have not had an opportunity to talk ;vith anyone in your program. I know that ever,v girl in the 
com~try wants to play for you, but when I saw- how your team competes on a daily basis I kne~v that this program was for me and that I had to reach out to you again 
and have grown tap competing at just about anything you can think of and I love it’. 
>> 

>> I know that you calmot write me back so I was hoping that if you have any interest in me playing for your team that you would contact my coach. I have attached my most current resume 
for you to look at 
>> 

>> I hope I get a chance to talk with you or one of your assistant coaches. 
>> 

>> Good-luck with your season this year. 
>> 

>> 

>> Coach: }hotmail.com> 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:59 PM 

~gma5,1 .com> 

l~Jb;: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest! 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: ......... }gmail.com] 
Sent: Tl~ursday 10:50 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A ~V 
Subject: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I would love for you to stop by at one of my games this weekend, if you happen to be at the Disney Tournament. IVly schedule is below. Thank you, I hope to see you 

there! 

Sincerely in Soccer, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:59 PM 

.la~n Sisnero~ @gma~l.com> 

Fron @gmail,com] 
Sent: Thursda5 20:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I would love for you to stop by at one of my games tl~is weekeud, if you happen to be at the Disuey Touma~ent. My schedule is below. Thm~k you, I hope to see you 

there! 

Sincerely in Soccer, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, ~J_:O0 PM 

@live.corn> 

RE 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest! 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
~vw.ta rheelblue.com 

From: _~live.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alb:.~ ~, ~v 
Subject: 

Coach ARson Dorrance, 

My name is               : and I’m a junior at 
Hill because of your fine nutrition program as well as your soccer p}ogram. 

I am interested in attending University of North Carolina, Chapel 

Currently, I DlaY for His e-mail is: 

~ @hotmail.com and he can be reached at Ou~ team will be playing in the Disney Showcase Qualifier from August 30- 

September 2 in Orlando, Florida, and will also be playing in WAGS tournament from October 12-13 in Virginia, Washington. 

I have attached my soccer resume listing my GPA       and my other academic and athletic accomplishments. My cell number is:               My 

email is:           @live.corn 

Below is the Disney showcase qualifier schedule: 

Position: Goalkeeper #1 

Saturday, August 31: 

11:30am at Disney Field #24 
6:30pro at Disney field #30 

Sunday, September 1: 

9:45am at ATRP field #7 

Monday, September 2: 
8:00am Semifinal at Disney field #30 
l:00pm Final at Disney field #19 

Best of luck in your current season. Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 11:00 PM 

Jason Sisneros ¯ @gmail.com> 

FW: 

Soccer Resume.docx 

From @live.corn] 
Sent-" Thursday, 10:25 PM 

To-" Dorrance, AlbertA IV 
Subjecl 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is                 and I’m a junior at 
Hill because ot your fine nutrition program as well as your soccer program. 

¯ I am interested in attending University of North Carolina, Chapel 

Currently, I play for My club coach’s name is ~ . His e-mail is: 
@hotmail.com and he can be reached at Our team will be playing in the Disney Showcase Qualifier from August 30- 

~eptember 2 in Orlando, Florida, and will also be playing in WAGS tournament from October 12-13 in Virginia, Washington. 

I have attached my soccer resume listing my GP~       and my other academic and athletic accomplishments¯ My cell number is:               My 

email is:            ~@live.com 

Below is the Disney showcase qualifier schedule: 

Position: Goalkeeper #1 

Saturday, August 31: 

11:30am at Disney Field #24 
6:30pm at Disney field #30 

Sunday, September 1: 

9:45am at ATRP field #7 

Monday, September 2: 
8:00am Semifinal at Disney field #30 

l:00pm Final at Disney field #19 

Best of luck in your current season. Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:32 AM 

~gmail.com> 

- Schedule 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: ww~v, uncedu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer bodv.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re.assista ntcoach.net/colleges/athlete_webform.as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest! 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.uncedu 
www.tarheelblue.com 

From: ......... ......... , ..... z@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, .t2:04 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject             - Schedule 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I can’t believe summer is over and we are back to school. I am excited about my junior year and have a great class schedule aJthough I’m aJready finding out how 
much work my AP classes are going to be! 

Fall club season is in full swing and we have aJready played tbur Region III games so [~Jr. As a reminder, I will continue playing with ~,now the 

). Our temn is "the Our coach this year i,, and he can be reached at or 

As always, I will continue to keep you up to date via email a~d phone, but you are always welconre to call Coach 

I reaJize you are in the midst of your college season aJready, but in case you have a chm~ce to get out and see some club matches this fall, I have attached a schedule in 

hopes you might be able to see me play’. 

Just a quick note, our team is playing in the Greensboro Labor Day Shootout. If you axe coming to the tournaanent, my temn’s schedule is as follows 

Bryan Park Soccer Complex 

6275 Bryan Park Road 

Greensboro, NC 27214 
I am looking forward to a great school year and a fantastic club season’. Cm£t wait to surf your web page to see how your team is doing. Have a great season’. 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:32 AM 

.la~n Sisneros~ s@gma~l.com> 

From; 

Sent-" Friday 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; 

12:04 AM 
@gmail.com] 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I can’t believe summer is over and we are back to school. I am excited about tny junior yeax and have a great class schedule aJthough I’m aJready finding out how 

much work tny AP classes are going to be! 

Fall club season is in full swing and we have aJready played four Region Ill games so fed. As a reminder, I will continue playing with (now the 

~ Our team is the .... . Our coach this year is and he can be reached at or 

As always, I will continue to keep you up to date via email and phone, but you are always welcome to call 

I reaJize you are in the midst of your college season aJready, but in case you have a chance to get out and see some club matches this fall, I have attached a schedule in 

hopes you might be able to see me play. 
Just a quick note, our team is playing in the Greensboro Labor Day Shootout. If you are coming to fl~e tournament, my team’s schedule is as lbllows 

Bryan Park Soccer Co~nplex 

6275 Bryan Park Road 

Greensboro, NC 27214 
I am looking forward to a great school year and a fantastic club season’. Can’t wait to surf your web page to see how your teedn is doing. Have a great ~ason’. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Augnst 30, 2013 9:51 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

RE: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Very good! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent; Thursday, August 29, 2013 7:04 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Yes 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 5:23 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edtv~ wrote: 

Chris~ 

Since Din.:_~ l’u;s retired, do you want to do this for us? I r,-_~ally like ~t. ~t is se~)L to the ak~r]]~)ae a~]d do~)ors ~md g)are~]ts. I love getting 

What do you say? 

F~m= Grant Por~r 
Sent= Thursday, August 29, 20~3 ~2:~5 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ UNC Men’s S~cer Update 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

TNs mes~ge includes the following a~chments: 

[Download A~chment: 12thman 2866Zdoc [ 

[Download A~achment: C~OLINACENTERCIRCLE2013 28663.docl 

~image002.jpg~ 

Deax Alumni and FrieMs, 

After a successthl pre- ~a~n of training and exhibition 

runs over Elon, Michigan State, and Indiana, the 2013 regnlar season officially 

kicks off this weekend. 

Your Tax Heels will host Monmouth and Coastal Carolina as 

p~xt of the Nike Carolina Classic. Friday night’s g~ane v s Monmouth is set to 

ldckoffat 7:30 and Sunday’s game vs Coastal Caxolina will start at 7pm. Both 

games will take place here at Fetzer Field. For those unable to make the matches, 

live video and commentary roll be available at ~vw.goheels.conv~ 

A reminder alumni weekend is approaching. ~Ve hope you are 
th making plans to come to Chapel ttill on October 4 tbr onr game 

against rival Duke that will include a pre-game tailgate. On Saturday, October 

5th, we will have a big BBQ feas~t planned after the alumni game and the current 

UNC practice. Plea~ bring &s many thmily members and fiiends as you would 

like. However, plea~ shoot me an email al gtporter~i~unc,edu 

indicating your attendance and number of people so we can plan accordingly. 

That evening we roll also have a social gathering downtown. Should be a great 

weekend and hope we can 

have ~nany alumni in attendance. 

It is not too late to join onr "12thMan’’ and "Center 
Circle" fundmising campaigns. Attached are complete details on ways you can 

give back to the program. You can also donate at a level you are comfortable 

wifl~. 

If you have any questions, t~el free to shoot me an email. 

You can always follow us at: 

UNC Athletics Website: .h__t__t_p__?/_,_)_:~__a_:~__a_:y_:gRl_!e_e_l__&_c_9E!! 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/carolinasoccer 

Twitter: @uncmenssoccer 

Go Heels! 

Grant Porter 

Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Frida5               9:54 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Ch~’is, 

Follow u~? witl" .,.. Find out how ~ood this kid ix 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Thursda 8:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject 
Hello Coach Anson, 1 was on my way home from playing with the U 17 team in ~d I watched a video about your program on Top Drawer soccer called 

BeNnd the Scenes and it tnade me want to play for you even tnore than I did before. I told my mom tNs and she told tne ~ write you an emAl, so I ~m. 

I have started the recruiting process and am doing some nnofficial visits this fall, but have not had an opportunity to talk with anyone in your program. I know that every- 

girl in the country wants to play tbr yot~ but when I saw how your team competes on a daily basis I knew that this program was lbr me and that I had to reach out to 

you again,                   and have grown up competing at just about anything you can think of and I love it! 

I know that you cannot write me lmck so I was hoping that if you have any interest in me playing for your team that you would contact my coach. I have attached my 

most cmTent resume for you to look at. 

I hope I get a chance to talk with you or one of your assistant coaches. 
Good-luck with your season this yea~-. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 9:55 AM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Shells~ please sta~ a file 

OK ... let’s get her on the recruiting list Shelly? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

8:29 PM 

Sheisve~ good 

On , at 8:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 

> I emailed her and asked her to ~vrite 001 in the Prospect Code I know one of her coaches: She plays for ~ - I used to coach there and and I played club soccer 
together. This kid can play! 
> 

> Jason 
> 

> t~’r om: i~gmaih c om] 

> Sent: Thursday, 8:00 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A [V 
> Subject: 
> 

> Hello Coach Anson, I was on my way home from playing with the U 17 team in and I watched a video about your program on Top Drawer soccer called Behind the Scenes and it 
made me want to play :[’or you even more than I did before I told my morn this and she told me to write you an email, so I am. 
> 

> I have started the recruiting process and am doing some unofficial visits this fall, but have not had an opportunity to talk with anyone in your program. ! know that eveW girl in the 
country wants to play for you, but when I saw how your team competes on a daily basis ! knew that this program was for me and that I had to reach out to you again 
and have grown up competing at just about anything you can think of and I love it! 
> 

> I know tha~ you cannot write me back so I was hoping that if you have any ~nterest in me playing for your team that you would contact my coach I have attached my mos~ current resume 
for you to look at 
> 

> I hope I get a chance to talk with you or one of your assistant coaches 
> 

> Good-luck with your season this year. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, ~:56 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW 

From: igmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday. 8:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert-A IV 
Subject: 

Hello Coach Anson, I was on my way home from playing with the U17 team in        and I watched a video abont 5,our program on Top Drawer soccer called 

Behind the Scenes and it made me want to play for you even more than I did before. I told my morn this and she told me to write you an email, so I am. 

I have started the recruiting process and aan doing some unofficial visits this fall, but have not had an oppo~nity to talk with anyone in your progrmn. I know that eve~ 

girl in the country wants to play for you, but when I saw how your team competes on a daily basis I knew tl~at this program was for me and that I had to reach out to 

you again,                   and have grown up cotnpeting at just about anything yon can think of and I love it! 

I know that you cannot write me back so I was hoping that if you have any interest in me playing for your team that you would contact my coach. I have attached my 

most current resume for you to look at. 

I hope I get a chance to talk wifl~ you or one of your assistant coaches. 

Good-luck with your season this ye~:r. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, Augnst 30, 2013 9:57 AM 

Mike Woitalla <mike@soccemmerica.com> 

ILE: Favor request ? HOF Colin Jose Award 

I agree .... I will do iL 

From: Mike Woitalla [mailto:mike@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Friday, August 30, 2013 2:3:t AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Favor request ? HOF Colin Jose Award 

Hi Anson, 

I hope you and yonrs are doing well! 

I’m wondering if yon might be interested in nominating ly tbr this award. 

I truly believe he’s the most deserving person for this award. I’d say that even if he wasn’t my boss and a dear friend. 

Thanks for considering. 

Yours, 

Mike 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: National Soccer Hall of Fame <ha~lolthme_@email.ussoccer.com > 
Date: Wed, Aug 28, 2013 at 2:01 PM 

Subject: 2013 Colin Jose Media Award Nominations 

To: mike@soccemmefica.com 

-to view th~ email as a web page, go here. 

Image removed by sender. U.S. Soccer 

Colin Jose Media Award 
2013 Nomination Emafl 

The National Soccer Hall of Fame is soliciting nominations for the 2013 Colin Jose Media Award. 
This award was created in 2003 to honor the contributions of members of the print and electronic 
media, including reporters, columnists, authors, broadcasters, editors, public/media relations 
professionals and others who specialize in communications with respect to soccer in the United 
States. 

The award winner should have been involved with the game at multiple levels for an extended 

period of years (suggested minimum is 25 years). 

The body of work/coverage of should include the U.S. National Teams, including matches 
outside the United States rather than limited solely to local leagues. In order to separate 
quality candidates the selection committee would rate, in order, FIFA World Cup 
work/coverage, FIFA World Cup qualifying work/coverage, other FIFA competition 
work/coverage, domestic league 0VILS, NASL, etc.) work/coverage, and college 
work/coverage. While it would not be necessary for any award winner to have worked at all of 
these levels, the checklist will be used to attempt to quantify the level of work across the 
spectrum of the game. 

In the case of writers/editors/broadcasters, the body of work should have appeared in 

publications/networks with impact. In assessing a body of work, the selection committee will 
give precedence (in order) to national publications/broadcasts, local professional league 
coverage, national college and youth coverage, local college and youth coverage. The work 
should be the result of original journalism, not simply "press release" journalism, and it 
should have enjoyed regularity of placement. 

In the case of candidates whose discipline was public relations/media services or editorial, 

the same criteria as above should be followed with the obvious concept that the work is 
different in nature. Nevertheless, the same "’ladder" of evaluation can be utilized with quite 
simple modifications. 

5. In cases where there is a potential winner who is retired, or significantly near the end of a 



career, the award should go to that individual ahead of a comparable candidate who likely 
can be honored at a later date. 

The National Soccer Hall of Fame will be honoring the Colin Jose Media Award recipient during the 
Induction 2013 ceremony on Oct. 11 in Kansas City. The Colin Jose Media Award Committee will 
consider nominations from past years along with the new nominations received in 2013. 

Committee membership include selected past winners, a representative from U.S. Soccer, a 
representative from Major League Soccer, an At-Large representative, and a Ha~ of Fame 
representative selected by the National Soccer Hall of Fame Board of Directors. 

We look fow~ard to receiving your nominations by the deadline date of Wednesday, Sept. 11. The 
nomination form can be downloaded from the following link: Download 

For more information or for submitting your nomination, please don’t hesitate to contact me at 

nbqe!heOussoccer,org ~ 

Take care. 

Sincerely, 

The National Soccer Hall of Fame 

Lo plivs,,,, - view our policy 

Manage Subscriptions I Update Profile i One-Click Unsubscribe 

Mike Woitalla 

Executive Editor, Soccer America 

http:i/~a~w.~cceramerica.com/ 

http:i/ww~Lyoud~ccerfim ~comi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, Augnst 30, 2013 10:01 AM 

Mike Woitalla <mike@soccemmerica.com> 

RE: Favor request ? HOF Colin Jose Award 

Mike, 

I just looked at the nomination form. Can you please send me Isis address and a short review (two paragraphs) of his achievements. 1 will send it in when you get it 

~:o m~-:~. rh~nk you. I think the de~dlk~e is Sept 3.1th. Don’t deh~y. 

A~ the best[! 

E~= Nike Woi~lla [mailto:mike@socceramerica.com] 
Seat= Friday, August 30, 2053 2:35 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Favor requesL ? HOF Colin 3ose Award 

Hi Anon, 

I hope you and yonrs are doing well! 

I’m wondering if you might be interested in norninaling 

I truly believe he’s the most deserving person tbr this award. I’d say that even if he wasn’t my boss a~d a dear friend. 

Thanks tbr considering. 

Yours, 

Mike 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 
From: National Soccer Hall of Fame <halloffame(g~)email.nssoccer.com> 

Date: Wed, Aug 28, 2013 at 2:01 PM 

Snbject: 2013 Colin Jose Media Award Nominations 

To: mikc@soccemmerica.com 

Te view ~.l’~is email as a web page, ge !.~__e__l:~_: 

Image removed by sender. U.S. Soccer 

Colin Jose Media Award 
2013 Nomination Email 

The National Soccer Hall of Fame is soliciting nominations for the 2013 Colin Jose Media Award. 
This award was created in 2003 to honor the contributions of members of the print and electronic 
media, including reporters, columnists, authors, broadcasters, editors, public/media relations 
professionals and others who specialize in communications with respect to soccer in the United 

States. 

The award winner should have been involved with the game at multiple levels for an extended 

period of years (suggested minimum is 25 years). 

The body of work/coverage of should include the U.S. National Teams, including matches 

outside the United States rather than limited solely to local leagues. In order to separate 
quality candidates the selection committee would rate, in order, FIFA World Cup 
work/coverage, FIFA World Cup qualifying work/coverage, other FIFA competition 
work/coverage, domestic league (MLS, NASL, etc.) work/coverage, and college 
work/coverage. While it would not be necessary for any award winner to have worked at all of 
these levels, the checklist will be used to attempt to quantify the level of work across the 
spectrum of the game. 

In the case of writers/editors/broadcasters, the body of work should have appeared in 

publications/networks with impact. In assessing a body of work, the selection committee will 

give precedence (in order) to national publications/broadcasts, local professional league 
coverage, national college and youth coverage, local college and youth coverage. The work 
should be the result of original journalism, not simply "press release" journalism, and it 
should have enjoyed regularity of placement. 

In the case of candidates whose discipline was public relations/media services or editorial, 

the same criteria as above should be followed with the obvious concept that the work is 
different in nature. Nevertheless, the same "’ladder" of evaluation can be utilized with quite 



simple modifications. 

In cases where there is a potential winner who is retired, or significantly near the end of a 

career, the award should go to that individual ahead of a comparable candidate who likely 
can be honored at a later date. 

The National Soccer Hall of Fame will be honoring the Colin Jose Media Award recipient during the 
Induction 2013 ceremony on Oct. 11 in Kansas City. The Colin Jose Media Award Committee will 
consider nominations from past years along with the new nominations received in 2013. 

Committee membership include selected past winners, a representative from U.S. Soccer, a 
[~presentative from Major League Soccer, an At-Large representative, and a Hall of Fame 
representative selected by the National Soccer Hall of Fame Board of Directors. 

We look forward to receiving your nominations by the deadline date of Wednesday, Sept. 11. The 
nomination form can be downloaded from the following link: Download 

For more information or for submitting your nomination, please don’t hesitate to contact me at 

n buet he@ussoccer.or.q. 

Take care. 

Sincerely, 

The National Soccer Hall of Fame 

Mike Woitalla 

Executive Editor; Soccer America 

http://~-w,,<~ufhsocce~t~n.com/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday. 10:15 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Very good! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Dorrance. A~’bert A IV 
Subject: RE: 

10:09 AM 

She’s been on it for a while. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dol~cance, Albeit A IV 
Sent: Friday: -):55 AM 
To: Ducal Chris 
Sublect: RE: .... Shelly, please start a file 

OK ... let’s get her on the recruiting list Shelly? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sublect: R~ 

8:29 PM 

She is vep)~ good 

On , at 8:16 PM; "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> I emailed her and asked her to write 001 in the Prospect (;ode I know one of her coaches, ~. She plays for - I used to coach there and and I played club soccer 
together. This kid can play! 
> 

> Jason 
> 

> t"r om @gmail.com] 
> Sent: Thursday 8:00 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Sublect: 
> 
> Hello Coach Anson, I was on my way home from playing with the U17 team in and I watched a video about your program on Top Drawer soccer called Behind the Scenes and it 
made me want to play for you even more than I did before. I told ray morn this and she told nre to write you an email, so I arrl. 
> 

> I have started the recruiting process and am doing some tmofficial visits this fall, but have not had an opporturlity to talk with anyone in your program. I kmow that every girl in the 
co~xtry wants to play for you, but when I saxv how your teanr competes on a daily basis I knew that this program xvas for me and that I had to reach out to you again. 
and have groxvn up competing at just about anything you can think of and I love it! 
> 

> I know that you camxot write me back so I was hoping that if you have any interest in nre playing for your team that you would contact nry coach. I have attached my- nrost CUlwent resume 
for you to look at. 
> 

> I hope I get a chance to talk with you or one of your assistant coaches. 
> 

> Good-luck with your season this year. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Augnst 30, 2013 10:15 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: United Cup of Champions 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 20:t3 :I0::t:t AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; United Cup of Champions 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, August 30, 2013 10:19 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: C~:rolina Cup 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Friday, August 30, 20:t3 10::t7 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Carolina Cui Image 

I 
removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

! ’~’~4= ~’~ ~ ~ I .................................................... 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday. 10:50 AM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Should we send Dino? 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Friday, 10:35 AM 
To: Dorrance, AlbeCc A TV; Jason Sisneros ~@gmail.com) 
Subject: FW: Soccer Bio 
From: @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday 9:17 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: Soccer Bio 

Hi Coach Oucar, 

_~gmail.com) 

After club practice tonight, tny club coach, 2, mentioned that it would be a good idea to let you know that I’ll be playing in the Labor Day Shootout 
tournament in (heensboro this weekend with my 

On Saturday (8/31), we’ll be playing at 8ran and 5pm at the B~an Park Complex. The 8am game will be on Field # 15, and the 5pm game will be on Field #2 

On Sunday (9/1), we’ll be playing at 8am on Field #12¯ My jersey number is #8~ 

Also, re-sending my soccer bio, as well. 

Thanks! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From Ffgmail.com> 

Date: Mon, at 10:04 PM 

Subject 

To: ducar(a~ancaa.unc.edu 

Hi Coach Ducar, 

My name is             and I’m a rising junior in high school at 

my list of ~hools that I’m very interested in attending. 

¯ I’m beginning my college search and UNC Chapel Hill is high on 

I’d like to pursue a career in physical therapy, and UNC Chapel Hill oilers a number of majors that would prepare tne for a graduate physica~ therapy progr~an. And, 

UNC Chapel Hill has incredible masters and doctorate 1~I’ programs! 

As well, I plan to continue my soccer career at the collegiate level¯ I play on the 

that you would be the best person to reach out to regarding the UNC womens soccer program. 

and my club coach ) told me 

So, I wanted to introduce myself and pass on my mccer bio. I will send you both my 95 and 96 fiall schedules once they become finalized¯ I do know that I will be 

playing in the Labor Day Shootout in Greensboro at the end of August. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:58 AM 

~aol.com 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

Dino, 
Please follow tip (copy me), 

Chris, c~,ll on this kid, if he blows her tip we will not be encouraging an unofficial. 

Fron" @comcast.net] 
Sent-" Friday, ~ . ].J.:36 Aid 
To; Dorrance, Albert A I~/ 

Subject: Re: I 
Mr Dorrance, My daughter      went to your July camp exhausted as she was. We pulled her out of a          gMGA camp. She was 
disappointed she never had a chance to talk to you. She felt she was with a group of poor ~Nayers the first day. Then the last day when her team 
was in the championship game, she had to leave at half to get ~ .~hH~l~. to the airport,       is probably the best kept secret in soccer, as we 
made the decision to have her play in      this year for the         ~ and her uniform hasn’t even come in yet. So she is wearing someone 
else’s number. Last year due to a personality conflict wit[" he sat her on the bench. This past Monday the played a 
friendly game against ~. This is first game in months, other than your camp. She ran down the left side 
of the field, so she was left wing. As everyone thought she was going to do a left footed cross, she faked the cross and swiveled a 180 degrees to 
loose the opponent. The whole boys soccer team let out noise in awe ~ learned that from a retired pro at age 9-10 
prior to her 5 years with the ,. The crowd doesn’t lie. that was the only player that got a cheer from the boys soccer team 
in the stands,      is a JR this year in high school,      would like to do an unofficial visit to UNC, to get a chance to talk to you. She just needs 
to keep working on her conditioning, as she has had all the right training till now as I have included in previous emails. I just contacted 
college as I am trying to see if they know who video recorded the game from the announcers box. Also as far as the camp goes, I paid by check for 
the shuttle service, and the college kids chargec      an additional $75 for shuttle cash, so we paid twice. I have contacted by phone messages 
and email UNC. Never getting a $75 refund or explanation. Sincerely, 

From        @comcast.net 
To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Sent: Friday 8:44:33 AM 
Subject: 

MR Dorrance, Again it was a pleasure speaking with you a few weeks ago. I am glad I was able to get a YMCA leadership camp to release 
for a few days in July to fly out to come play at your ID camp. The latest in the soccer politics and drama as of last night. ~              was 
yelling at l            _ 

I dread this time of ~/ea’r, b~tl have always seeked oui the best opportunities for    . H~ve a goo~ 
summer. Sincerely, 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O LFt,IC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,               11:58 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@mac.edu) 
I;W:           i has shal~d a file with you on Sk)~Drive 

Frmm: r@gmail.com] 

Senti Friday, 11:47 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:          , has shared a file with you on SkyDrive 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, , 11:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

96GP1 Schedule.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~ A IV" <anson,~)emafil.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, 

My name is               and I would love the chance to get: to play for the UNC Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer Team. Currcutlv. 
I attend and play for                                                        ) and 

~, Not only ~m I receiving quality training at the club and high school level, but my 
club team also trains with                            . I am now a sophomore and by the end of next school year will be 
graduating eaxly as a senior. My main goal, right now, is to play college soccer, but I am a believer in accomplishing the small goals 
before reaching the biggest ones. 

My strengths are defense, goalie, and forward - center defense being n\v main position. Many coaches in the past have expressed 
that versatili~" on the field is very crucial, and I plan to live up to that, however, I will continue to hone lny skills at the defensive 
position. I have heard so much about Chapel Hill and what it has to offer. It is one of my top choices, academically and athletically, for 
schools to attend. I’m sure you are busy as a coach with your own team, but if time permits this weekend, my club team is playing in 
the Adidas Labor Day tournament in Greensboro, North Carolina. I would love to get the chance for you to see what our skills have to 
offer as a team and how well we play together. (If this weekend does not permit than attached is a schedule of the rest of the season.) 
Thank you so much for this opportunity and for your time. I look forward to what the future might bring. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd 

Check it out m~d let me know. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

........ Ori_oinal Message ........ 

Subject 

From: ~cox.net> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I saw your team win the National Championship last season, and ~vould love to play for you and go to UNC My team is currently rated fifth in the nation. My 
coach’s name is             a. His number is              . Also, I was invited to the U15 National Team camp in Dallas this past spring and play for               I am attaching my fall 
schedule. Please let me know if you are having an ID camp I could attend. Good luck with your season I see it is offto a good start! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re 

Fron ~gmail.com> 

To: "Ducar, Clms" ~<tuca,@unc.e&t>,"Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Good evening. 

My ,nom and I are plm~ning to visit UNC in 

Thank you, 

l to watch a game. Is there a possibility we could stop by to meet the staff? 

On at 9:44 PM, 
Good evening! 

I will be playing in the 2013 Challenge Cup, in 

8/9 2:30 F- 13 

8/10 10:30 F-turf 

8/10 4:30 F-13 

8/11 TBD 

I just returned from fl~e 2013 id2 national Selection Training Camp in Portland. 

I hope to see you at my ga~es this season. I will send my schedule. 

Thank you, 

~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

this weekend. My schedule is: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 9:09 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

Re: A Good Test = A Good Win’. 

Thank you Larry. Yes, we passed a test. Let’s hope we can keep getting better. 

Se~t f!°om my Verizor~ ~Vire[ess 4G L2’E ]D?tOID 

¯ 
~ 

~ ¯ " ~ )te" "Gallo, Jr., Lain~ A. <athga lo~unc.edu~- wr~ . 

A good grind it out win yesterday over a team that plays ’just a difl’erent style," but we have seen this style before m~d it is good prepm’ation because we will probably see 

it again before the yeax is over. 
Adjustments at halffime &mh~ation in the second half~ well done, amother "W," a~d let’s &ive on to tomo~’ow vs. Ke~esaw Stale. 
Have a good day today[ 
Be well, m~d see you at Fetzer. GO HEELS[ 

Executive Associam Dhec~or of.Athletics 

ljnivemib~ of NorO~ Cam[ins at Cha~x:l Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, August 31, 2013 11:20 AM 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Re: Best of luck 

Thanks Joe! One down, one to Ho!! 

5ent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L72 DROID 

"Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson 

Best of luck to you and the team this weekend! 

Go Heels! 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 11:47 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Interested in playing tbr the Univeristy of North Carolina 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Interested in Navin~ fbr the UniverisF of North Carolina 

From:                                 ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is               . I am fourteen years old and in the ninth grade. I am writing to you because I would love to play soccer at the UniversiD" of North 
Carolina. I started playing soccer when I was four years old and since that time I have dreamed of playing soccer in college¯ 

I currently play for the 

coached by 

Cup tinalists ii 

¯ I have played for            for the last five years¯ I have also been 

t taking over the temn this year. During my time witk            we have been the 
we were the State cup chmnpions. 

In addition to playing tb~ , I have also been on "the ODP state team for the last lbur years and a Region IV ODP pool player the last two yeaacs. This 

yea~" I began playing tbr Even though I am just a freshman, I an1 a varsity team starter. At the ODP combine which was held in 
I had the second l~ighest ve~tica2l and long jumps. I was also timed as the second fas~test in the sprints and was given the second highest overall 

score lbr the combine in the     age division¯ 

I am also a veW versatile player¯ For my club and high school teams I play rang, attacking center ,nid and center forward. For the              ’ and Region IV pool 
teams I play both attacking and holding center mid. I love to be on the field and I am hapw to play any position that helps my team be more successful. 

Thank you for taking the time to mad my email. Please let me know if you would ever be interested in watching me play. I look forward to hopefully hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 2:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Hello Coach Do~rance 

From: ~aol.corn] 
Sent: Sunday :L0:S0 AM 

To; Dorrance, AIDer1: A IV 
Subject; Hello Coach Dorrance 

My name is and I wa~ted to introduce my~lf. I am a . I play for xhich is ECNL. The 

positions I play is center midfielder and foward. I went to the UNC girls soccer cmnp this summer which was a great experience, also I was picked to be on the all star 

team. This December I will be having a tournament in Sm~ford, FL through the 28-30 which would be lovely if you can maJ~e it! 

I have been researching a lot, and I am really interes~ted in the Women Soccer program. Universib~ of North Caxolina has the major that I want to do. I also wish you 

luck this co~ning season! 

Will you be recruiting a center midfielder or forwaM in Also, I would love to lea~n more informalion about the school if you have an5, available. 

Thanks for your time, 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 2:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:36 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director: satchell@uncaa.unc.edu: Dorrance. Albert A IV; Meaders, Harlis James 
Subject: FW: 

Good dayto all: 

Please be advised that my is currently entering her Junior year at ~ and is 

considered a top athlete is this area. Although college is still two years away for her,    is currently considering ~ a as one of her 

top choices,    is captain of the varsity basketball team and also absolute star in track (pic attached) and soccer. She will consider any of these sports in 

college. 

aas speed and quickness that is rarely seen in women’s sports. If you were to perform even a cursory search on her, or call any of her coaches, you will 

quickly learn about her exceptional abilities. She is also a very good student. She is                                                      In addition 

If you are doing any scouting in this area over the next year, I highly encourage you to come watch her play in any of these sports. : has already seen a 

number of colleges (12 so far) express interest in her, but having been to the Carolina area several times she seems to have her heart set on that general 

area. 

This information only barely touches the surface as to the extent of intensive past and ongoing training and her amazing athletic abilities. If you have 

any interest or have any questions/comments, please feel free to contact us at any of the following: 

We would also be glad to have anyone meet with her at any location or even at our home, if interested. I hope you have interest. Thanks for your time. 

Just as a side note footsteps. 
Take care, and best wishes to your teams this year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 2:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Interest In Your Prograan 

Soccer Resmne..docx 

From: @verizon. net] 

Sent: Sunday, 12:07 PM 

To: Dorrance, AIDER: A J.V 

Subject: Interest In Your Program 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is ~ and I currently play fol 

coach is ; former coach of 

junior this fall, I will have played all three years varsity at 

career at the collegiate level¯~amattachingsomeinformationaboutmyselfandacoupleofvideosdemonstratingsomeskills Do you thinkl might be someone you would consider?l 

would love to talk to you more about what I may offer your program¯ 

Sincerely 

¯ I am really interested in University of North Carolina and hope you might consider me for your program. My current 

As a 

¯ I am a very dedicated and a hard worker and would like the opportunity to continue my soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 2:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Hot Spots for Top JUCO Transfer Recruits 

From: Steve Moore [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent: Sunday, September 0:t, 20:t3 :!.:t:0S AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject; Hot Spots for Top JU¢O Transfer Recruits 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

i ii~;ill Imag ........ d by sender. 

You’re Not Just Recruiting a Player, 
You’re Recruiting a Farnily 

Image removed by sender. 

Image removed by sender. 

Although The Blind Side might not have been the 

most factual representation of Michael Oher’s life, it 

did present a very interesting recruiting perspective. 

For those of you who haven’t seen the movie, once 

Michael was discovered as a football player, top 

football coaches from across the country were 

coming to the Touhey’s (his adoptive family’s 

household). The coaches all talk with Michael, but 

pitch offers to SJ (Michael’s adopted little brother) 

These coaches knew how much his adoptive family 

meant to him, and therefore knew they not just 

recruiting Michael but the entire Touhey family. 

Recruiting Educatio..’~ OnDema..’~d: 

Fail Recruiting 

Hot Spots for Top JUCO 
Transfer Recruits by Sport 

Ni Image removed by sender. 

Convention Season Is 
Soon! 

Image removed by sender. 

Convention season will be here before you 

know it! Stay on top of all the latest information 

for the 2014 NSCAA Annual Convention as it’s 

released. NCSA is excited to see you there! 

Between injuries, transfers and gaps in 

recruiting classes, college coaches always 

have a need to keep an eye out for Junior 

College transfer recruits. Knowing where you 

should focus your recruiting efforts as we 

move into the fall playing season can help 

save your recruiting staff time and money. So 

today, we’re going to break down the areas of 

the country that hold the highest potential for 

top talent JUCO recruits by sport and explain 

howthey can benefit your program 



Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire 

network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 

nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 

removed by 
sender. 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe from similar emails, click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruitii~g@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 2:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Hot Spots for Top JUCO Transfer Recruits 

From: Steve Moore [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent: Sunday, September 0:t, 20:t3 :!.:t:0S AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject; Hot Spots for Top JU¢O Transfer Recruits 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

i ii~;ill Imag ........ d by sender. 

You’re Not Just Recruiting a Player, 
You’re Recruiting a Farnily 

Image removed by sender. 

Image removed by sender. 

Although The Blind Side might not have been the 

most factual representation of Michael Oher’s life, it 

did present a very interesting recruiting perspective. 

For those of you who haven’t seen the movie, once 

Michael was discovered as a football player, top 

football coaches from across the country were 

coming to the Touhey’s (his adoptive family’s 

household). The coaches all talk with Michael, but 

pitch offers to SJ (Michael’s adopted little brother) 

These coaches knew how much his adoptive family 

meant to him, and therefore knew they not just 

recruiting Michael but the entire Touhey family. 
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have a need to keep an eye out for Junior 

College transfer recruits. Knowing where you 

should focus your recruiting efforts as we 

move into the fall playing season can help 

save your recruiting staff time and money. So 

today, we’re going to break down the areas of 

the country that hold the highest potential for 

top talent JUCO recruits by sport and explain 

howthey can benefit your program 
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network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 

nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:25 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

Fron: @cuemaJ~l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-* 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to continue to let you know that I am ve~ interested in your school and playing for your team, especially now that I have started my junior yeax. I conti~me to 
play for          , we are 

many players do you think you will be recruiting tbr my      raduation year? What lyositions are you in need ot’? I am from California but a~n hoping to go to the east 

coa st this san~mer to attend an ID camp. If you would like, you can call my club coach,              , at ! 

Thank You For Your Time, 

My upcoming toummnents include: Dublin Fall Classic, Placer Prestige Cup, and either SuffCup San Diego or November Nights Cmlsbad. I will keep you posted on 

my schedule and hope you have the chance to see me play. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 8:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From @cuema]l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to continue to let you know that I am very. interested in your school and playing for your team, especially now that I have started my junior yeax. I conti~me to 
play for           we are                                                                                                        year. I start 

aad an unweighted 
GPA eveu year of my high school career. I am interested in your school for many masons, one mason is for your exemise and sports science major. Also, you have 
led many players and teams to success. You have one 12 NCAA Championships in the past 20 years and I would like to be apart of that. I wanted to know, how 
many plwers do you think you will be recruiting tbr my     graduation year? What Iyositions are you in need ot’? I am 17tom California but an~ hoping to go "to the east 
coa st this summer to attend an ID camp. If you would like, you can call my club coach, 

Thank You For Your Time, 

My upcoming toummnents inclu&: Dublin Fall Classic, Placer Prestige Cup, and either SuffCup San Diego or November Nights Cmlsbad. I will keep you posted on 
my schedule and hope you have the chance to see me play. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, September 1, 2013 8:27 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Alcohol!Drag Education for First- Years 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Alcohol/Drug E&lcation for First-Years 

From: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <c ncaa asstheadcoaches@groups unc e&>,UNCAA-Sen or Staff<uncaa seniorstal][~_Dgroups.unc.edu> 

Coaches (except Baseball and Football) 

We r~eed to schedule Alcohol Education Workshop lor your first years (and ar~y other student athletes on your team). Ti~e workshops will be preser~ted by me and 

2 } members of SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) Peer Educators. We can work with your schedule (please g~ve me a couple of options) or you can have them 

attend one of the two open sessions (let rTe know wi~ich session riley will attend): 

Monday, September 9~h 7Ur~ 7:45pm or 5prn 5:45pm 

Monday, Septe~ber ]6th 7pro :7:45pm or 5prn 5:45pm 

location to be determined by ~umbers. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~qC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Sunday, 11:13 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJ, l.com> 

soccer showcase schedule 

123college ~ recruiting schedule.doc 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, St0:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: soccer showcase schedule 

Coach Anson Dorrauce, 
My nmne is : and I’m a junior at ....... I aan 

Interested in attending fl~e University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill because of the outstanding school and competitive soccer program¯ 
Currentlv~ I play for                                   My club coach’s name is           His e-mail is:                  .corn he can be reached at: 

¯ I have attached a document ruth my ~hedule of showcases up till December 1st. I hope to see you there, and will provide you ruth an additional 

schedule as the showcases approach and my- gmne schedule information becomes available. My home phone number is:             and my cell number is: 

my email is: @yaktoo.com 

Bes~t of luck in your current sea,u, I’ll be keeping up. 

Sincerely, 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 2, 2013 9:38 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

1~9;: Amazing Article on ESPNW 

Excellent Chris! 

From: Chris Ducat [mailto:ducar@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, September 02, 20:t3 9:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Amazing Article on ESPNW 

This Fmail Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If zou cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL.]:CK HERE. 

i~ Imag ...... d bysender. 

Happy Labor Day! 

It’s a gorgeous day in Chapel Hill following a solid win over Kennesaw State yesterday on Fetzer Field! 
We had 3 goals and a clean sheet and 2 out of the three goals were SPECTACULAR! Keep checking 
back on http://www.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml? 
SITE=UNC&DB_OEM_ID=3350&SPID=12982&SPSID=667900 I’m sure they will have the goals up later 
today or tomorrow. 

I wanted you to check out this article written by Graham Hayes. He spent about a week with us in 
preseason this year. We spend the first five days here in Chapel Hill and then the next five at Ocean 
Isle Beach, NC. I think the article did a great job articulating how competitive this environment is, but 
how it is balanced out by how casual and fun it is off the field. 

http ://espn .go.com/espnw/athletes-life/article/9587807!total-access-north-ca rolina-tar-h eels- 
competitive-culture-leads-success 

Enjoy the holiday! 

Chris 



you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

5:25:12 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: _~gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, 12:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 

Subject:          ..,update/new youtube link 

Hi Anson & Coach Ducar. 

This is ; u17 ECNL. I just wanted to touch base with you about a possible visit and send 

you my newest youtube link. I realize that this is an extremely bust time for all of you as you have another championship 

to win! 

My soccer season is off to a great start. I have been seeing most of my action at center attacking mid. With a few goals 

and a few assists, as well as being named Captain for the season, our team is currently 2-1-0, recently winning 

our first league game with a 12-0 shut-out. I also continue to work with my personal trainer, as well as on my own, on 

such things as speed of play/quick touches, aggressiveness, and general strength-building. 

I have attached my newest youtbe link with updated information and a few new clips. 

My coaches contact information is: 



I will, as well, be playing in the Sanford, Florida games with my ECNL team, I have 

continued to strive to be the caliber of player that UNC is seeking, and I hope that my dedication and commitment 

proves that you aren’t going to find a kid that outworks me on the field or in the classroom. 

Sincerelv. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, l:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: info@studentathleteworld.com [mailto:info@studentathleteworld.com] 
Sent: Monday, 11:43 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

If you cannot see the images properly, please click here~ 

removed by 

sender. 

Hi Coach Do~rance, 

We’d like to introduce to you                ~vas All-State as a Junior and is a 3x 1st Team All-League and 3x Team 
MVP. She’s scored :tl0 goals in 3 years and he} coaches rave of her dedication and work ethic. She’s a high level 

)rospect and     SAT. Click on her name for more information and video. 



,Iso, please check out our other athletes including unsigned Seniors and quality underclassmen. 

WE CAN H ELP YOU- Want us to blast your camp info to our clients? Want us to blast generic 

information about your school to our cfients? Have specific recruiting needs or looking for a unqiue 
type of recruit? Simply send us your information and we can pass it along to our database of 
potential prospects. This can save you the time of weeding through them al!. We can do the 
weeding out for you. Just reply to this e-mai! and let us know how we can assist. We are here to 
make your job easier! 

CAREERS FOR FORMER COLLEGE COACHESIATHLETES- At SaW, we are founded and ran 
by former college coaches. We are always looking for talented and knowledgeable professionals 
for your team. Please let us know if you know anyone. More info at 

Mtp:iiwww.studentathleteworld.comicontac~icareersi 

Plea~ d( n t include me m fi~ture emails. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 2, 2013 5:15 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Mandatory Financial Education 

Financial Educalion.pplx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: Mandatory Financial Education 

From: "Lane, Cricket" <cricke@unc.edu> 
To: UNC,A~\-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Senior Staff<uncaa se~fio~staff,~)groups.unc.edu>,"Hoots, Eric M" 

<ehoots@email.unc.edu>,"Sande~; Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu>,"Adams, Cla~issa" <clarissa.adams@unc.edu> 

F~m: Cricket Lane [mallto:paperlesspost@paperlesspost.com] 
Sent= Nonday, September 02, 20~3 4:57 PN 

To= Lane, Cricket 
Subject= Handato~ Financial Education - 3rd and 5th floors 

~ 
For: Cricket Lane 

iXi Write Sender 

Enable images to vie’,.,, Mandaton! Financiai Education - 5th 

Mandato~7 Financial Edncation - 5tJa 

Click the image or the following link to view 

your save the date and reply to Cricket 

Lane. 

View save the date: 

~ww.papeflesspost.comievents/4857503- 

Save The Date 

Monday, September 23rd, 7pm-8pm 

(Check-in begins at 6:45pm) 

Loudemfilk Center 5th Floor 

Gronps 3 and 4 

You will receive a working budget and a 



a.4d35a 16/replies/preview 

Add to Google Cale~ldar, Outlook, iCal , 

Yahoo Calendar 

money joumaJ 

**Mandatory tbr ALL Sophomores** 

(this is the I sl of 3 in a series of monthly 

sessions) 

,,,’ie,~’ [ile .~ap~Fless .~ost privacy policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Monday, September 2, 2013 7:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: STRIKEZONE and CELTIC FC PLAYER ID CAMP IN MJONDALEN, NORWAY 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: STRIKEZONE and CELTIC FC PLAYER ID CAMP IN MJONDALEN, NORWAY 

From: Strikezone Soccer <info@strikezonesoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in 
Strikezone Soccer. Don’t forget to add to your address book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

Forward email 



This emai[ was sent Lo an~n@uncaa.unc.edu by irlf:o@strikezonesoccer.com 

Update ProfiJe/EmaiJ Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’~ Privacy, Policy, 

Strikezone Soccer 1619 Pheasant Lane :: Southlake :: TX :: 76092 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, ;9:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: My GoaJ 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: My Goal 
From: ~aol.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emal .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Finally September 1 st has arrived and i can officially start to email you I want to stalt off by saying that the email you wrote back, you suggested i fill out the online questionnaire, which i 

did fill out. 
I would like to inform you about my upcoming soccer seasons and how i progress during my club and high school season My club season started Saturday the 24th of August, we ~von 4- 
3. I scored 3 goals, and assisted one. My next game is Saturday the 14th of September. I hope to keep being in contact with you, also please keep me posted on UNC women’s soccer 
program. 

Sincerely. 



FI~Olll~" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, ):57 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <m~son,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I really hope that you can come see me play at some point. I really would love to go to UNC. Check out my video at 

My bio is also attached. 

Thanks so much, 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, ~:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

Froi @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is, and I am currently a sophomore (10th grade -class of 2016) at 

I drive to succeed in everything that I do and be better than I was the previous year. My objective is to receive an outstanding college 
education and also play soccer at a highly competitive level. I believe both of these things are possible if l were to attend University of 
North Carolina It would be a dream come true to play for the Ramses. I am confident that my abilities and my desire to win will transfer to 
the college level. 

If you have any questions for my coaches, my club coach is 
contacted at                          :@yahoo.com, and my high school coach is 

~aol.com . 

) and he can be 
and he can be reached at 

Below you can find my high school schedule for the fall 2013 season. I will forward my club schedule when I receive it. I hope you might 
be able to watch me play. If you cannot come watch me play I will send you some video. I am really looking forward to getting to know both 
you and your program better. 

Go Rameses! 

hope to hear from you soon. 



Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 3, 2013 10:50 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

adeline lust (adeline.lusl,~)s- sm.org); 

( , Brace Lawrence (bruce@bogae~lconstruction.com); Chantal@tdesignsource.com; 
< 

pete@chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com; 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

.............. ; clay weaver ~aol.com); 
; matt jones 

@gmaJl.com); 

@gmail.com; sem~ parton ," ~- "~gmail.com); ....... 

; nicole lhva (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

@g~n~fil.com; 

I@msn.com; 

Subject: RE: Dia~a Nyad Quote 

Yes, this is incredible! If this does not t:ell us we can all i~chieve our dreams ~f we jt~st: hang in there I~ke gdm death f don’t know what e[se there is to say. I read t:h~s 
in ~:he ~)aper this rm)r’nmg I ~hink ~he ordde sold she win; 54 yeors old, Heck, i am h~spired ..... f ~m heodmg to ~he weigh~ room right now for my one hour ~es~ion witt~ 
Gisselman. This Hme when he says i0 pul!-ups I am no~ going to do my cus~omarv 8 or 6 as o concession to my age~!! 

Sent~ Tuesday, September 03, 2013 ~0:~8 AN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Diana Nyad Quote 
Hello Anson, 
I hope all is well~ In my seNor year I have the growing anxie~ about the years slipping away a li~le to quickly, so I found tNs a~cle extremely 
interesting. I am sure you have heard of Diana Nyad, age 60, who on her fi~h try in tN~ five years swam from Cuba to the United States. I’ve 
a~ached the sto~ in case you haven’t, but I just wanted to pay special a~ention to her a~itude towards chasing dreams.., she states "tell me what 
your dreams are. ~at are you chasing? It’s not impossible. Name if’. I love this aNtude and just thought this sto~ was interesting example of 

perseverance. "1 do ~?ot tNnk there ~s any other quaN~ so essentiN to st~ceess of any kind as the quality of perseverance." 
A~yway, sort of a a~m~ess email Thank you again for everyth#~g I am hav~ng the th~e of my ~fe! 
A~I the best, 

http~//www.cnn.c~m/2~3/~9/~2/w~r~d/americas/diana~nyad-cuba-~rida-swim/index.htm~?hpt=hp...c2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday: 11:03 AM 

@gmail.com 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisnero b:gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

The players name is 

I just got your text. Unfortunately the NCAA does not let me text you. I hope you understand that I must follow all these rules. 

The player you are asking about is a player off a younger team in                          . She is a brilliant left sided flank player that is superb on the dribble 

and excellent in the air (even though she is quite short). In my opinion, even as a freshman (and she gets here in the fall of     ) she will start and be one of the 

best flank players at the college level, will love having her on her left (as would anyone). 

I will call you around 12:30 .... What # should I use? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:44 AM 

.la~n Sisnero~ ~gma~l.com> 

FW: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

From: profiles@csaprepstar.com [profiles@csaprepstar.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 4:35 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albe~t A iV 
Subject-" CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 





THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 
Department Of Athletics 

Confidentiality Statement 
To be reviewed and signed by a new employee upon hire in the Department of Athletics. 

By completing and signing this Statement, I understand that I have certain access to student, 
employee, and financial information solely for the performance of my official duties as a 
University and Department of Athletics employee. Most of this information is protected by State 
and/or federal law. As such, I affirm that I will protect the privacy and confidentiality of 
student, employee, and financial information to which I have access and will use it solely for the 
performance of official duties, while on or off site. 

UNC-Chapel Hill has separately adopted policies that require users (i.e., employees, 
administrative staff, medical staff, students, volunteers, vendors and other outside affiliates) to 
respect and preserve the privacy, confidentiality and security of confidential information. 
Violations of these obligations include, but are not limited to: 

Accessing confidential information that is not within the scope of your duties; 

Misusing, disclosing without proper authorization, or altering confidential 

information; 

Disclosing to another person your sign- on code and/or password for accessing 
electronic confidential information or of physical access to restricted areas; 

Using another person’s sign-on code and/or password for accessing electronic 
confidential information or of physical access to restricted areas; 

Posting/discussing confidential information via text messages, electronic mail, and/or 
any electronic social network sites (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc.): 

I understand that my failure to comply with this Statement may result in disciplinary action, up 
to and including my termination from employment in the Department of Athletics and the 
University. I affirm that I will comply with all University and Department policies and standards 
relative to confidentiality and information security. I confirm that I have read, understand and 
agree to comply with the terms stated herein. 

Print Full Name 

Signature Date 

Athletic Department Area of Assignment Department # 

(HRiCompliance Office 12/2010) 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

Certification of Ethical Conduct (per NCAA Bylaw 10.1) 

To be completed and signed by new employees upon hire, and all other Department of Athletics sta.f.f membeT~’ 

on an annual basis (due August 15th each yearJbr continuing employees)~ 

By completing and signing this form, I certify that, prior to my employment at UNC or in the past year 
(whichever is applicable), I have not engaged in any activity defined as "Unethical Conduct" by NCAA Bylaw 
10.1. 

Specifically, I affirm that I have not: 

1) Refused to furnish information relevant to an investigation into possible NCAA violations when requested 
to do so by UNC, the ACC, or the NCAA; 

2) Knowingly furnished or influenced others to furnish to the NCAA, ACC, or UNC false or misleading 
information concerning involvement in or knowledge of matters related to a possible NCAA violation; 

3) Knowingly been involved in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or 
enrolled student-athlete; 

4) Knowingly been involved in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an improper 
inducement, an extra benefit, or improper financial aid; 

5) Received benefits for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student-athlete and an agent, financial 
advisor or a representative of an agent or advisor (e.g., "runner"); 

6) Permitted one or more student-athletes to engage in athletics competition under an assumed name or with 
intent to otherwise deceive; 

7) Knowingly been involved in the provision of banned substances or impernfissible supplements to student- 
athletes, or knowingly provided medication to stndent-athletes contrary to medical licensure, commonly 
accepted standards of care in sports medicine practice, or state and federal law; 

8) Participated in fraudulence or misconduct in connection ~vith the entrance or placement exams of a 
prospective or enrolled student-athlete; or 

9) Failed to provide complete and accurate information to the NCAA, the NCAA Eligibility Center, the ACC, 
UNC’s Office of Undergraduate Admissions, or UNC’s Department of Athletics regarding an individual’s 
academic record or amateur status, if required. 

Additionally, I certi~ that the information I provide below is accurate with regard to my past and current 
involvement with any agent, agency, financial advisor, business manager, marketing manager, other 
professional representative or professional representation firm of any kind, or representative thereof (including, 
but not limited to runners): 

1) Have you ever received benefits for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student-athlete and any of 
the above-referenced individuals? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

2) Have you ever been involved in any relationship or arrangement with any of the above-referenced 
individuals, even if no benefits were received? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

3) Are you in regular contact with any of the above-referenced individuals? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

4) Do you have direct knowledge of a relative that serves in any of these roles? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } No 

If the answer to any of the above questions is "Yes," you are required to submit a written statement 
explaining the extent and timing of the relationship in question as well as the date, location, involved 
parties, and subject matter of each interaction with such individuals. Additionally, should any 
occurrence or action take place in the future ~vhile you are employed by UNC which would result in 
answering "Yes" to any of the above questions, you are required to immediately disclose such information 
to the Compliance Office. 

By signing below, I confirm that I have appropriately and timely reported to the Compliance Office any 
kno~vledge I have of potential violation(s) of NCAA rule(s). My signature below also indicates my consent 

(HRiCompliance Office 12/2010; revised 7/2011; revised 8/2013) 



to immediately disclose to the Compliance Office any future knowledge I acquire involving any potential 
NCAA rule(s) violation(s). 

I understand that if I am found either to have violated NCAA Bylaw 10.1 or to have failed to accurately 
complete this form, the Department of Athletics may take disciplinalT action against me, up to and including 
dismissal. 

Printed Nmne of Employee 

Signature Date 

Department Unit 

TO BE COMPLETED BY ATHLETICS HR SERVICES (ff necessary) 

Date forwarded to Compliance Office 

Printed Name Signature 

TO BE COMPLETED BY COMPLIANCE OFFICE 

Certification of Review by Colnpliance Office: 

Printed Name 

Date 

Signature 

COMMENT SECTON 

(HRiCompliance Office 12/2010; revised 7/2011; revised 8/2013) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN REC1PIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday. 2:14 PM 

~gmail.com 

~gmail.com; @msn.com; duca ,~)uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I am sorry we were cut ofP. ! 

b:g~nail.com); 

I am so sorry that      ~as to endure this but please let her know she will be back 100%. There will be days when she will think she will never be the same player 

but trust me she will overcome this and come back with a vengeance. As I said, I tore mine 4 years ago and even at my advanced age (62) I am still playing and 

dominating my age group. 

The best story is             Tore hers in her junior year of HS and is now considered one of the best players in the world!!! 

you will be back. All the best from your Tar Heel friends in Chapel Hill!!! 



UNCAA RECRUITING TICKET REQUEST FORM (FOOTBALL GAMES) 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 
6 

7 

8il. 
9 i:2. 
10 i3. 

11 il. 
12 i2. 

14 il. 
15i2. 

17 il. 
18i2. 
19 i3. 

20 il. 
21 i2. 
22 i3, 

23 il. 
24 i2 
25 i3. 

26 il. 
27 i2. 
28 i3. 

29 il. 
30 i2. 
31 i3. 

32 il. 
33 i2. 
34 i3. 

35 il. 
36 i2. 
37 i3, 

38 il. 
39 i2 
40 i3. 

41 il. 
42 i2. 
43 i3. 

SIP ORT: 

EVENT: 

A 

i DATE OF EVENT: 

B D 

NCAA regulations prohibit the sale or exchange of complimenta~-tickets for any item of value. By signing below, you 

E 

RELATIONSHIP 
I 

SEATING (CIRCLE ONE)* 

PROSPECT/RECIPIENT S TO RESERVED or i NUMBER OF U~ 

NAME PROSPECT ! RECIPIENTS SIGNATURE GENERAL ADMISSION i TICKETS I OFFICLAL VISIT 
RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

RES GA 
RES GA 
RES GA 

44 

45! 
46 iHEAD COACH’S SIGNATURE" 

48 i. IF SEATING PREFERENCE NOT CIRCLED, YOU ’WILL AUTOMATICALLY RECEIVE AND BE CHARGED FOR RESERVED SEATS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kE’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:44 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Duca~; Chris (ducax@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros i ~gtnail.com) 

RE: Old Boyz Favor 

Congrats on passing the bar and your jobt[ 

Love to meet up with him Have him call my cell 

..... Original Message ..... 

From ~)~rn ail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:29 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: Old Boyz Favor 

sometime 

Anson, 

It’s been a while, I hope you are doing well{ 

I miss practicing with you guys and cook-outs at your house and all Good times! 

> But I wanted to reach out to you about a family friend who is applying to UNC ]k~r the upcoming year. Her grades and SAT’s and everything are right on the borderline of UNC 
acceptance. (I had sent Tom an email to forward to you, but I figured I would just send this right to you instead) 
> 

> Her father is a graduate of UNC, 

> 

> Needless to say I am trying to get him in contact with someone who could put in a good word with admissions for his daughter or anything to make him feel a little better! He would most 
certainly be able to set-up some International First-Class for you and your family or make a donation to support the women’s soccer team. 
> 

> He is coming to the football game this Saturday and I didn’t know if you would be able to just meet him and his daughter briefly o1 if any other time is possible. 
> 

> I don’t know if you would be able to help them out or not but I at least wanted to reach out to you and see if there is any possibili~t 
> 

> I am going to try and make it to a game this season so hopefully i’ll see you soon! 
> 

> Best of luck this season, 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 5:48 PM 

@aol.com 

@msn.com; duca@uucaa.unc.edu;      ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros,          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~NV: Special Request From Kutztowu, PA 

Sharif, 

Apparently I am not allowed to help you, I am sorry, my friend!! (See compliance response below,} 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Subject: RE: Special Request From Kutztown, PA 

Vm having a tough time getdng there on th~s one. Wh~e ~t’s no~ created for recruiting purposes, it’s also ~ot of ~nteres~ ~o d~e gene~a~ public so not sure we can get 

Lhere on 13.4.1.5.2. We’d a~so run ~t~ Lo Lhe Mds who aren’t yet juniors ~ssue which we can’t c#cumvent by sendh~g to the coach, even ~[: ~t was a perrniss~Ne 

material 

Is nee 

13.4.1.5.2 Material Not Created for Recruiting Purposes. 

An institution may produce video or audio material to show to, play for or provide to a prospective student-athlete, provided such material includes only general 

information related to an institution or its athletics programs and is not created for recruiting purposes. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:54 AM 

To: Narkos, Lance N 
Subject: FW: Special Request From Kutztown, PA 

Can t SEND a video mes~.~g~-_~ to a H5 team? 

From: "@aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:29 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

@hotmail.com; ~ , o,~aol.com 
Subject: Re: Special Request From Kutztown, PA 

Coach Dormnce, 
Unfortunately, as much as we would love to bring our girls to UNC for your camp (I have heard nothing, but fantastic things by the way) we are in no financial position to do so. 
I have read your books and we installed a small-school version of the Competitive Cauldron here as well. The level of competitiveness, and team chemistry, has greatly 
improved over the seasons due in large part to your, and Coach Diciccos, books/dvds. 
Thank you for taking the time to ~ply to my note. Good luck this season. 
Sharif 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: ~ao!.com> 
Cc:~ 
Sent: Thu, 5:20 pm 
Subject: RE: Special Request From Kutztown, PA 

~,aol.com> 

Coach Saber, 
A personalized message on video will not do it for them but what I am going to suggest will: bring them all down to my Team Camp next summer. 
What we do in this camp is train all the teams to be winners. We teach them our systems (the semi flat back 1-3-4-3 and the 1-4-2-3-1). We train them in our practices (you 
get to watch every practice we run coached by one of our experts). This expert (and some of them are my national championship players) trains your player while you watch 
and take notes. We teach you (and tt~e staff you bring) in our mett~odology in EVERYTHING we do: fitness, ball possession, technical training, the psychology of winning (the 
"Competitive Caldron’). We give you books we have written, videos we have appeared in, coaches manuals. I personally give six out of the seven lectures we have for you and 
the other coaches. The amount of information we share is so much, teams usually come back year after year because it is detailed and dense. The teams we train improve 
dramatically. Even with just one camp. 
We have trained national club champions, high school state ct~ampions, teams like yours that went from last place in their leagues to first in just one camp experience. 
Please check it out: w~v.ncgsc.com and then call me sometime ...            ©. 
From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Thursdayl 11:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Special Request From Kutztown, PA 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am writing you this letter as a coach in seamh of something special for his high school girls team. This is my fourth season as the Kutztown High School girls soccer head 
coach. We are the second smallest school in Berks County (PA). I have the privilege this season of working with a fantastic group of twenty-seven young ladies. Since the 
girls soccer program began over twenty-five years ago we have only ever won one district match (my first season in ). This year my girls want to achieve more; they want 
to go to states. 
To do this we first need to overcome the inferiority complex our team (and to be honest our school) has ingrsined in its collective psyche. This mind-set has dug its vicious 
roots into the heart of the school and it will take a truly unique tool to get rid of it. For years we have tried team talks, motivational videos, team building nights, goal setting, 
community service, etc. These activities have been very successful in helping us become closer as a team, but there is still this lingering doubt that is holding us back from 
fearlessly pursuing our goals. About three days ago, I asked a few of the girls on the team why it is we still fear going after our goals. One of my players pulled me aside 
toward the end of practice and said, "Coach this is Kutztown, nothing special happens to us." This response devastated me because these young ladies have worked too hard 
to give up on their dreams. When they have even a little belief in them they play with a competitive fire, a desperate relentlessness that is amazing to watch. Ever since that 
conversation I have lost sleep racking my brain trying to think of ways to help my girls realize how much potential tt~ey t~ave as a unit if they believe tt~ey can do it. To be 
t~onest, my biggest fear as their coach has nothing to do with soccer. Instead it has to do with life. I am afraid ft~at unless something unique happens for them the vast 
majority will go through life always clinging on to the notion of "nothing special happens to me". 
That is why you are receiving this letter today. This is my attempt to show my girls that special things can happen to them in spite of the odds. What I truly believe they need 
now is a personalized message (ex: a video message) of support from people who have reached the Mghest levels of our beautiful game. Fearless coaches, players, and 
teams who regardless of the challenges laid before them believed that they could conquer any obstacle in their way; stories about having the internal fortitude to pursue one’s 
dreams. My hope is that a personalized message of inspiration from you (and/or your team) may help us coaches show the girls that dreams do happen. That you never know 



what amazing things may transpire in life unless you reach out and believe that it can. 
I am not going to pretend what I am asking for is a simple thing, especially given how hectic and busy your schedule must be. However, these are my girls; my family. I would 
go to the end of the world and back for them if it meant they finally believed in themselves and their dreams. That is why if you find the time to do this I would be eternally 

grateful. Thank you very much for taking the time to read this. 
Sharif Saber 
Kutztown HS Girls Varsity Head Coach 

E mail: ~_a___o__[,_c_’_o__[A; Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:51 PM 

Reckart, Angela <reckart@nnc.edu> 

Jason Sisneros I        ~gmaJl.com) 

RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Can we go at 9:30am? 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Jsson~ 

I just wanted to double check that we are still on for Anson to meet 2 of our recruits Friday morning. Now does [O:OOam look? 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Monday, 7:~9 PN 
T~: Reckart, Angels 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 
rd imagine he’d be good to ~lk for 20-30minutes easy. Is that enough time? 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Monday, 12:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Do you have any ides how long Anson would chat with them? Just a tirne frame so we can continue to edit their itinerary. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, 10:49 AM 
To: Reckart, Angels 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 
Angels, 

If she’ll be on campus early that’s great! Our pregame meal is at lpm - I am thinking anytime between 9 and llam would be best to stop by. Shoot us a reminder, with a time 
you’d stop in, and I’ll make sure Anson is there to meet. 

Have a good day! 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Friday, :t0:15 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Track & Field Meeting 

Anson/Jason, 

How’s it going? I spoke with Anson in the weight room yesterday about possibly meeting one of our recruits, Her dad is a UNC alumni and she is one 

of our top recruits. She plays soccer while competing in track & field and is a huge fan of Carolina Soccer and Mia Hamm, of course. We would love for her to have 

the opportunity to meet you while she is on campus. She will be here early Friday and leaving Sunday morning . I know that you are 

heading over to Duke that afternoon, so I understand if it will not fit in your schedule. Just let me know what works. Thanks again! 

Angela Reckart 

Assistant XC!Track & Field Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

coachreck@unc.edu 

Fax: 9’19.962.4903 

Office: 9’19-962-5234 

Cell: 

Go Heeis! 

::N:: unc20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 6:21 PM 

Reckart, Angela <reckart@nnc.edu> 

Duca~; Chris (ducax@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros i ~gtnaiLcom) 

RE: Track & Field Meeting 

OK I0 a~’R it is! 

From; Reckart, Angola 
Sent; Tuesday 6:08 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Track ~ Field Meeting 
They are attending class 9-10 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Tuesday, 5:51 PN 
Te~ Reckart, Angola 

~¢~ Jason Sisneros (        ~qmail.com) 
Nu~ject= RE: Track ~ Field Meeting 

Can we go st 9:30 amp 

F~m: Reckart, An0ela 
Sent: Tuesday, S: 12 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Track ~ Field Meeting 

I jusL wanted to double check Lhat we are sLill on t:or Anson to meet 2 of our recruits Friday morning. How does i0:00am look? 

From; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Sent= Monday, 7:19 PN 
To: Reckart, Angola 
Subject= RE: Track & Field Meeting 
rd imagine he’d be good to ~Ik for 20-30minutes easy. Is that enough time? 

Jason 

From; Reckart, Angela 
Sent; Monday, 12:22 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Do you have any idea how long Anson would chat with them? Just a time frame so we can continue to edit their itinerary. 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Friday, :1.0:49 AM 
To~ Reckart, AngOla 

Subject= RE: Track & Field Meeting 
Angola, 

If she’ll be on campus early that’s great! Our pregame meal is at ipm - I am thinking anytime between 9 and ilam would be best to stop by. Shoot us a reminder, with a time 
you’d stop in, and rll make sure Anson is there to meet. 

Have a good day! 

Jason 

From; Reckart, Angola 
Sent; Friday, i0:25 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Track & Field Meeting 

Anson/Jason, 
How’s it ~oin~? I spoke with Anson in the weight room yesterday about possibly meetin~ one of our recruits, Her dad is a UNC alumni and she is one 
of our top recruits. She plays soccer while competin~ in track & field and is a huge fan of Carolina Soccer and Mia Harem, of course. We would love for her to have 

the opportunity to meet you while she is on campus. She will be here early Friday and leaving Sunday mornin~ . I know that you are 
headin~ over to Duke that afternoon, so I understand if it will not fit in your schedule. Just let me know what works. Thanks a~ain! 

Angola Reckart 

Assistant X¢iTrack & Field Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

coacl~reck@unc.edu 

Fax: 9J.9,962.4903 

Office: 9~9-962-5234 

Cell: 

Go Heels! 



i.~.i unc20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:21 PM 

;gma~l.com> 

I~E: Old Boyz Favor 

No problem! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ?~gmail corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Old Boyz Favor 

Thanks so much Anson 

Looking forward to coming to a game this season. 

Best of luck. 

at 5:43 PN{ "Dorrance, Albert A FV" <anson@emaibunc.edu> wrote: 

Congrats on passing the bar and your job!! 

Love to meet up with him. Have him call my cell sometime. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~nail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Old Boyz Favor 

>> It’s been a while, I hope you are doing wellt 

>> I miss practicing with you guys and cook-outs at your house and all. Good times t 

>> 

>> But, I wanted to reach out to you about a family fi-iend who is applying to UNC for the upcoming year. tier grades and SAT’s and everything are right on the borderline of UNC 
acceptance (I had sent Tom an email to forward to you, but I figured I would just send this right to you instead) 
>> 

>> Her father is a graduate of UNC, 

>> 

>> Needless to say I am trying to get him in contact with someone who could put in a good word with admissions for his daughter or anything to make him feel a little better! He would most 
certainly be able to set-up some International First-Class for you and yore family o1 make a donation to support the women’s soccer team. 
>> 

>> He is coming to the football garae this Saturday and I didn’t know- if you would be able to just meet him and his daughter briefly o1 if any other time is possible. 
>> 

>> I don’t know if you would be able to help them out o1 not but I at least wanted to reach out to you and see if there is any possibili~’t 
>> 

>> I am going to try and make it to a garae this season so hopefully i’ll see you soont 
>> 

>> Best of luck this season, 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 6:38 PM 

Reckart, Angela <reckart@nnc.edu> 

I~E: Track & Field Meeting 

No problemH 

From: Reckart, Anqela 

Sent: Tuesday, 6:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Thanks again[ It shoukt be quick, they just would love to have the time to say a quick 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, : 6:21 PM 
To: Reckart, Angela 

�::¢: Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros (~ 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

O~( IOam it is! 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

They are attending class 9-10 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:5:1 PM 
To: Reckart, Angela 

Co: Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Can we go at 9:30 am? 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:J.2 PM 
T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

.Jason; 

@qmail.com) 

iiust wanted to double check that we are still on for Anson to meet 2 of our recruits Friday morning. How does IO:OOam look? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 7:19 PM 

To: Reckart, Angela 
S,,bject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 
I’d imagine he’d be good to talk for 20-30minutes easy. Is that enough time? 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Monday, ~2:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Do you have any idea how king Anson woukt chat wi[:h Lhem? Just ~1 time ~:r~ime so we C~;t? contir~ue to edit their itiner~;ry. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, 10:49 AM 
T~: Reckart, Angela 
S,,bject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 
Angela, 

If she’ll be on campus early that, s great! Our pregame meal is at :~pm - I am thinking anytime between 9 and l:[am would be best to stop by. Shoot us a reminder, with a time 
you’d stop in, and I’ll make sure Anson is there to meet. 

Have a good day! 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Friday, 10:25 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Track & Field Meeting 

Anson!Jason, 

How’s it ~oin~? I spoke with Anson in the weight room yesterday about possibly meetin~ one of our recruits, Her dad is a UNC alumni and she is one 

of our top recruits. She plays soccer while competin~ in track & field and is a huge fan of Carolina Soccer and Mia Hamm, of course. We would love for her to have 

the opportunity to meet you while she is on campus. She will be here early Friday ~nd leavin~ Sunday mornin~ I know that you are 

headin~ over to Duke that afternoon, so I understand if it will not fit in your schedule. Just let me know what works. Thanks a~ain! 

An~ela Re~kart 

Assistant X¢/Traek & Field ¢oaeh 

University of North C:arolina at Chapel Hill 



coachreck@unc,edu 

Fax: 919,962.4903 

Office: 919-962-5234 

Cell: 

Go Heeis! 

::~:: unc20 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, 11:46 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros,~ ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: More info needed for 

Larry, 

You are correct, he is not s vokmteer assistant coach. He wants to help out in some kind of ma[~agerial capacity. 

Frem,, Gallo, 3r., Lar~ A. 
Sent-’ Wednesday,                 5:06 AN 
Te; Dalgleish, 3oyce L;’ Dorrance, ~lbe~ A IV 

Ce= Narkos, Lance N 
Subject= RE: Note lnfo needed for 

~son: 

I believe that will not be a volunteer assistamt coach, co~ect? What will he/she be do~g ~ a volunteer capacity? 

~ you, 

La~ 

~Larr~’ Ga~o, ~ r~ 

E-x~:c~tive Associate Director of AtNedcs 

Unive~i~~ ofNodh Caroli~a ~t Chala:~ Hill 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Co-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M 
Subject-" More info needed for 

Anson, 

I have the packet requesting as a volunteer for Women soccer, 

but I still need the following: 

1. A memo requesting this volunteer, approved by Mr. Gallo and forwarded to me. 

2. The Confidentiality Statement and the Certification of Ethical Conduct form, both of 

which are attached for you. 

Once I receive the items noted above we can proceed with processing this request. 

Also, have you touched base with compliance on this? 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



Sent: 

To: 

Don’ance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SI?DLT)/CN RECII?IENTSiCN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONy> 

Wednesday, 4:47 PM 

Tim Crothers         ~aol.com:~;         @msn.com; ducax@ uncaa.unc.edu; 
@gmml.com); pacmma@ uncaa.unc.edu 

Subject: l~E: GeoffGrifl]n Quote 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Thank you for this very thoughtful message~ You are very encouraging. Maybe there is hope for me. 

I must say I do love this and want to keep doing it as long as I can. These kids are fun to be with and       got it done in the summer and is stealing some time 

matches (very tough for ~ freshman). ~ce k~d ~4th some t~lent .... can’t w~t to see where ~he ~s going to go. 

Fl~m: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Geoff Griffin Quote 

7:57 AM 

Trust this finds yon well. I have just finished ’The Man VTatching" and my signed copy is now all dog eared and underlined and basically witbout value to 
anyone but lnyself..!! There is so much to talk about in there and I found the story jnst a fascinating read from end to end. I believe I have the answer to the 
question posed by Bill Griffin on page 324. 
Q) "Will eighteen year old females connect with a sixty-five-year-old guy- ?...Nobody in this sport has really tested that yet " 
A) " Yes tbey will because I have ’tested it yet’..." (althongh not admittedly at your level) 
I am 65, (                ) and I deal with young WOlnen, ages 14-18 throughout the school year and I do indeed ’connect’ with them on an almost daily basis. They 
definitely keep me ’young at heart’ and on my toes but rim biggest thing for me is that these girls KNOW, withont a shadow of a doubt, that I care about them...not 
just as soccer players but also as yormg people tying to figure it all out. We, like you, are an acadewSc institution and I care about the girls grades, their emotional 
well-being and how they are doing socially. Their parents also know that I care deeply about their daughters, this school and this sport. I know (from reading the 
book) that you feel exactly the same way about tile salne things. 
So...keep doing what you are doing for as long as you can.._you will find out that yes, you can and will connect with these girls when you reach 65 ..... 
Anyway, take care and please stay in touch. I know      is absolutely loving the whole experience and feeling (in a small way as of yet) like a TARHEEL...’.! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 4:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

EW: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under- 17 residency rosler 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 8:02 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under-17 residency roster 

removed by 
sender. 

remov’ed by 

sender. 

roday"s NeWSWednesday, Sept¯ 4, 2013 

removed by 

sender 

tweet This 

U.S. under-17 residency roster 
Soccer America 

[FALL SEMESTER[ U.S. under-17 national team coach Richie Williams has named the 28-player roster 

for the 2013 fall semester of the U-17 Residency Program in Bradenton, Fla., that began on Monday. The 

fall semester starts the new cycle for the players who will be vying to make the team that will attempt to 

qualify for the 2015 U-17 World Cup in Chile. The previous group was the first in residency history not to 

qualify. - Read the whole story 

Tony Lepore: A collective effort is crucial 
by Soccer America 

[SPOTLIGHT: Scouting] As U.S. Soccer’s Director of Scouting, Tony Lepore oversees the talent search 

for the boys national team program. Lepore, who also serves as U-15 boys head coach, provides insight 

on the Federation’s scouting department ... - Read the whole story 

Pugh adds to scoring haul 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi~ 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

[USA UNDER-17 WOMEN]Mallory Pugh scored her third goal in two games and added two assists as the U.S. under-17 

women’s national team followed up on its 6-0 win over England with a 5-0 win to wrap up its summer trip to England. - Read 

the whole story 

QPR romps in eight-team Newark tournament 
by Soccer America 

[iNTERNATIONAL SOCCER SUMMIT] Queens Park Rangers won the 2013 Capelli Sport/Newark Liberty International Soccer 

Summit with a 5-1 win over English rival Liverpool in the final. U.S. teams PDA, St. Benedict’s Prep and FC Bolts Celtic 

finished 5-6-7 in the eight-team tournament held in Newark, N.J. - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Wednesday, Sept. 4, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters(~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation~,socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

removedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 5:08 PM 

adeli ne 1 ust (adel ine.ln st@ s - sm. org ); _ _ 

( @msn.com; ducax@uncaa.unc.edu; -~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; ; clay weaver 

I ~aol.co~n); 
matt jones ,, _    ~                ~gmail.com); 

~ ~ @gmail.com; sean patton @gmail.com); 

i; nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: 

Bruce Lawrence (bruce@bogaertconstruction.com); Chantal@tdesignsource.com; 

pete@chapelhillre sIaurantgronp.com 

FW: self belief 

@gmail.com; 

TNs is mh]d bendh]g!!! Yes, Tom talk about self belief!! 

Frem: Sander, Thomas J 
Seat: Wednesday, September 04, 20:[3 9:36 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: self belief 

Self beliefi Mind over pain] 

http://Www.nbcneWs.c~m/hea~th/diana-nvads-success-a~-her-head-experts-say-8~11~69~93 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Umve~ity ofNoO~ Caxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 5:10 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr-~ 

1~9;: This Afternoon 

I am always with 

From; Streett, Shelly 
Sent; Wednesday, September 04, 2013 :t0:4.t AM 

To; Miller, Beth 
(:c; Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, Bill; Sander, Thomas J; Hudson, Nicole; Langley, Raymond Joshua; 
Meaders, Harlis James; Morgenthal, Jessica M; Reckart, Angela; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; VanAIstyne, Mark 
Subject; This Afternoon 

Dr Miller, 

My apologies for the short notice regarding this afternoon. I need to leave work at 

Again, i’m sorry for the late notice but it is important she sees these doctors as soon as possible. Please call me if there is a problem. 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:18 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: More info needed for 

Thank you Larry!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert ~ 1V 
.~msn.com; Ducat, Chris; 

Subject: More info needed for 
Importance: High 

OK, Coach. 

:t2:24 PM 

_~aol.com; Jason Sisneros _~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Vangelder, Marielle A 

If he is to be a manager, he has to be a full-time undergraduate or graduate student (further details in bylaw 11.01.06 in 2012-13 NCAA Manual). 

If he is not a student, and my thi~ldng is he is not, he camaot be called a manager....maybe titled an "admin. asst.," or "quaJity control," or "asst. to the director of 

women’s soccer operations" (asst. to Tom Saaader). 

Get him tlm’ough the tIR process per Joyce’s requests. Thanks, Coach! 

Be well, 

Larry 

Lxecutive Associmc Director of Athletics 

l Jnive~sib of NorM Carolina a~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, :t1:46 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
~2c: ~!~!%’...:~!??j Ducar, Chris; .@~.~!={;~£~.’..~ Jason Sisneros ~’.’.9.!??.~!iJ.:~!P.,); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: More info needed for 

Larry, 

Yo~ are correct, he is not a vokmteer as~iJtant coach. He wants to help o~t in some kind of managerial capacity. 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent: Wednesday,                 5:06 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Co: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: More info needed for 

Anson: 

I believe that will not be a volunteer assistant coach, correct? What will heNhe be doing in a volunteer capacib~? 

Th~aak you, 
Larry 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Exec~ti~ e Associate Direct, zr ~fAthletics 

U~fis e~sity of North Carolina at Cha~[ 

From: Dalgleish, Jovce L 
Sent: Tuesday, :t2:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C:c: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: More info needed for 

Anson, 

I have the packet requesting as a volunteer for Women soccer, 

but I still need the following: 

:1. A memo requesting this volunteer, approved by Mr. Gallo and forwarded to me. 

2. The Confidentiality Statement and the Certification of Ethical Conduct form, both of 

which are attached for you. 

Once I receive the items noted above we can proceed with processing this request. 

Also, have you touched base with compliance on this? 

Thanks, 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 5:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

FW: Recruiting From A ProfessionaJ l?erspective 

From: Randy Taylor [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 20:[3 :[:03 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject; Recruiting From A Professional Perspective 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

Recruiting From A Professional Perspective 

I mag ...... ’ed by sender This week on Recruiting Education OnDemand, 

Matt I_ittlefield discusses Recruiting From A 

Professional Perspective. As a scout for 14 years at 

the professional level, Matt talks about how the pro 

scouting process works so you can take away tips to 

implement at the college level. 

Watch today’s all new episode of Recruiting 

Education OnDemand, and learn how recruiting for 

the pros is similar to college recruiting for any sport 

.~i Irr,age rernoved by sender 
Want to upgrade your current recruiting process? 

Log in to your NCSA account her_....~e to recruit with 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting today! 

removed by 

sender 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa unc edu. To unsubscribe from similar emails, click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us. click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St, 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 





From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

Sent: l 9:26:37 PM 

To: ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Sample Jerseys other sports 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

From= John Montanez [mailto:sportsfoto@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,                ;1:38 PM 
To= Shelton, Karen C; Fulton, Grant; Cathro, Guy; Breschi, Joe; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Fells, Chris; Holman, Brian; Levy, 
3ennifer S; Barnes, Philip E; Dowd, Katrina M; Somoano, Carlos M; Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Sample 3erseys other sports 

Coach I just wanted to give you Heads up on what we are doing for some of the other sports at North Carolina, we 
already work with Softball, Baseball, Volleyball, Football. we would love to be a part of your Senior Day this 
year. Thanks John 

Please consider our Services, We do Excellent Work Fast and Affordable 

We Provide Quality First Class Work, Great Prices (usually less than what you are paying because of our Volume), Quick 

Turnaround time, Great Delivery and customer Service. 

We Frame over 7000 Jersey’s each year and work with over 125 Universities, 

We Would love to have the opportunity to work with you, Please let me know if we can be of any service to you 

I am Available on my cell 24/7 to answer any questions 

Thanks for your consideration. 

www.uniquejerseyframe.com 



Follow us on Twitter @stadiumframe 

John Montanez 

Stadium Frame 

304-529-0655 

Cel 

800-236-0648 





NCAA Student Assistance Fund Application 

Student-Athlete name: 

Male: Female: 

PID~ 

.. Is the student-Athlete a U.S. Citizen. Yes No 

If "Yes", is the student-athlete a Pell Grant recipient? 

Is the Student-Athlete a GIA recipient? Full GIA 

Yes No 

Partial GIA 

Sport:i 

No GIA 

Student-Athlete’s Permanent iHome Address: 

Street 

City State Zip Code Count,T 

PURPOSE OF FUNDS (check one) 

Clothing and Essential Expenses - FIRST CYCLE ($250 limit) 
Clothing and Essential Expenses - SECOND CYCLE ($250 limit) 
Cost Associated with Student-Athlete or Family Emergency 
Counseling Sen,ices 
Dental Expenses (not covered by another insurance policy) 
Health Insurance (Must attach completed Insurance Application Form) 
International Student Fees 
Educational Testing 
Legal Fees (Associated with a NCAA Matter) 
Medical Expenses (not covered by another insurance policy) 
Parking Permit 
Purchase of Rental of Required Expendable or Non-Expendable Course Supplies 

~iiii} Other (Please explain) 

Amount Requested: $ii (Attach bill, if applicable) 

Check Payable To: 

Address: 

Street 

City- State Zip Code Country 

Student-Athlete Signature: 

Compliance Approval: ~ 

Date: 

Date:i 



The Student Assistance Fund (SAF) is intended to provide direct benefits to student-.atMetes, it is used to assist student--atMetes in 

meeting financial needs that arise in conjunction with participation in intercollegiate athletics or enrollment in an academic curriculum, 

as well as to recognize academic achievement. Monies from this fund do not affect financial aid awarded to student-athletes, and 

all student.-atMetes are eligible to receive SAF benefits. 

The fo~owing uses of the fund are permissible: 

Cost of clothing and other essentia~ expenses 
athletes. 

a. Cover for student-athbtes on a Pell Grant 
b, Cover for international student.-athbtes 

(not entertainment) up to $500 ($250/semester) for student- 

Cost of expendable academic course supplies (e.g., art supplies) and rental of nomexpendabb supplies 
(e,g., computer equipment and cameras) that are required for the course. 

a. Cover for any student~athlete on #...~#..o..!£.#.£h£!.’#.!:&h!# 

Medical and denta~ costs not covered by another insurance program (e.g., premiums for optional 

medical insurance, hearing aids, vision therapy, and off-campus psychological counseling). 
a. Cover emergency dental/medical costs for alf student-athletes 
b. Cover nor~emergency dental/medical costs that are non-sports related for .l~..e...!!...~.E.’#.!:!:~ recipient student-athbtes as well 

as internationaf student-athletes 

Any costs associated with student-athlete or family emergencies. 
a, Cover for all student-.athbtes 

Health Insurance 
Determine who will be covered after discussion with spolts reed staff. Based on risk for injury, current insurarlce and 
deductible costs. 

Internatio~a~ Student Taxes 
Cover for all international student~athletes 

Testing 
a Cover learning disability testing and treatment, as needed, for all student-athletes 

Counseling 
Cover counseling costs as approved by Compliance office and team staff 

Parking Permits 
Will cover appro×imately 40% of parking permit for any student--atMete that purchases one. 
between semesters 

10, Legal Fees Associated with a NCAA matter 
a Cover for afl student-athletes 

Miscellaneous Expense Account 
Provide MEA eligible student--athletes with $1000 allotment each 

Reimbursement is split 



NCAA Student Assistance Fund Application 

Student-Athlete name: 

Male: Female: 

PID~ 

.. Is the student-Athlete a U.S. Citizen. Yes No 

If "Yes", is the student-athlete a Pell Grant recipient? 

Is the Student-Athlete a GIA recipient? Full GIA 

Yes No 

Partial GIA 

Sport:i 

No GIA 

Student-Athlete’s Permanent iHome Address: 

Street 

City State Zip Code Count,T 

PURPOSE OF FUNDS (check one) 

Clothing and Essential Expenses - FIRST CYCLE ($250 limit) 
Clothing and Essential Expenses - SECOND CYCLE ($250 limit) 
Cost Associated with Student-Athlete or Family Emergency 
Counseling Sen,ices 
Dental Expenses (not covered by another insurance policy) 
Health Insurance (Must attach completed Insurance Application Form) 
International Student Fees 
Educational Testing 
Legal Fees (Associated with a NCAA Matter) 
Medical Expenses (not covered by another insurance policy) 
Parking Permit 
Purchase of Rental of Required Expendable or Non-Expendable Course Supplies 

~iiii} Other (Please explain) 

Amount Requested: $ii (Attach bill, if applicable) 

Check Payable To: 

Address: 

Street 

City- State Zip Code Country 

Student-Athlete Signature: 

Compliance Approval: ~ 

Date: 

Date:i 



The Student Assistance Fund (SAF) is intended to provide direct benefits to student-.atMetes, it is used to assist student--atMetes in 

meeting financial needs that arise in conjunction with participation in intercollegiate athletics or enrollment in an academic curriculum, 

as well as to recognize academic achievement. Monies from this fund do not affect financial aid awarded to student-athletes, and 

all student.-atMetes are eligible to receive SAF benefits. 

The fo~owing uses of the fund are permissible: 

Cost of clothing and other essentia~ expenses 
athletes. 

a. Cover for student-athbtes on a Pell Grant 
b, Cover for international student.-athbtes 

(not entertainment) up to $500 ($250/semester) for student- 

Cost of expendable academic course supplies (e.g., art supplies) and rental of nomexpendabb supplies 
(e,g., computer equipment and cameras) that are required for the course. 

a. Cover for any student~athlete on #...~#..o..!£.#.£h£!.’#.!:&h!# 

Medical and denta~ costs not covered by another insurance program (e.g., premiums for optional 

medical insurance, hearing aids, vision therapy, and off-campus psychological counseling). 
a. Cover emergency dental/medical costs for alf student-athletes 
b. Cover nor~emergency dental/medical costs that are non-sports related for .l~..e...!!...~.E.’#.!:!:~ recipient student-athbtes as well 

as internationaf student-athletes 

Any costs associated with student-athlete or family emergencies. 
a, Cover for all student-.athbtes 

Health Insurance 
Determine who will be covered after discussion with spolts reed staff. Based on risk for injury, current insurarlce and 
deductible costs. 

Internatio~a~ Student Taxes 
Cover for all international student~athletes 

Testing 
a Cover learning disability testing and treatment, as needed, for all student-athletes 

Counseling 
Cover counseling costs as approved by Compliance office and team staff 

Parking Permits 
Will cover appro×imately 40% of parking permit for any student--atMete that purchases one. 
between semesters 

10, Legal Fees Associated with a NCAA matter 
a Cover for afl student-athletes 

Miscellaneous Expense Account 
Provide MEA eligible student--athletes with $1000 allotment each 

Reimbursement is split 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 5:39 PM 

I~W: Bob Hope comments 

From: Bill Steffen [               _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:02 PM 
To: bill steffen 
Subject; Bob Hope comments 





Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 4, 2013 5:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 2013 Soccer Showcase, London, UK 

From: Adelle Weir I Firstpoint USA [mailto:Adelle.Weir@firstpointusa.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 3:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: 2013 Soccer Showcase, London, UK 

Univer_~itV o[ North Carolina Soccer 

Hi Anson, 

The 2013 Fi~tPoh~,t USA Women’s Soccer Showcase takes p~ace at the London Soccer Dome in London, United Kingdom on 13th December~ We wou~d love to have 

you in attendance and to cast an eye over some of our top 20:].4 recruits. 

The event w~l~ consist of 50 college hopefuls from across the United Kh~gdom, Canada and Europe; competing ~n a tournament format duMng the course of the day. 

F~rst:Pomt: USA wH[ have complete cow, rage from London including the latest eligibility statuses, academic details, player b~os., mat:oh highlights & recaps, player 

interviews, coach k~terv~ews and more. 

For more information and to confirm your attendaRce, please emaH me dkectly at ade~le.weir@firstpo~ntusa.com. ~ would ~e more Lhan happy to he~p wkh aRy 

Iogbt~cal requirements thaL you may require assistance wJth~ 

2013 promises to be our best Showcase yet m~d ~ hope you w~l~ be a part of ~t~ 

Yours sk~cere]y, 

AdeHe We~r 

FksLPob~t USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday,                 6:12 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

nicole thva (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); ~)msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ))aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com); pacman(~ uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: IR 

So from what I am reading 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 

Subject: IR 

Coaches, 

are out: "no participation". Is that what I am reading? 

6:09 PM 
.~aol.com; Ducat, Chris; .~gmail.com; Gatz, Gregory; Sander, Thomas J; Fava, Nicole M; 

Here is the IR from today. Please contact us with any questions, 

Confidentiality Notice: This emaii message, includin~ any attac% l~ents, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and l~ay contain confidential and pzivileged information. Any unauthozized z crier, r, use, 
disclosuze, o~ distribution is proLibited. If you a~e not the ntended recisient, please , ontact the sender by reply e mail and destroy all o,pies of the o~isinal message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Wednesday, 8:16 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

Re: IR 

Very good! 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ LLDtOIL) 

"Fava, Nicole M" <fava@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I apologize thta the status update was not changed, should have been under limited for today and the appropriate adjustment made tomorrow. 

Nicole M. Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Staff Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer/Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 

919-962-2067 (office) 
9:1.9-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 
unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 6: :tl PM 
To= 
Cc: Fava, Nicole M; ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: RE: IR 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

So from what I am reading 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; 

su~ect: IR 
Coaches, 

are out: "no participation". Is that what I am reading? 

6:09 PM 
~aol.com; Ducar, Chris; .~gmail.com; Gatz, Gregory; Sander, Thomas J; Fava, Nicole M;. 

Here is the IR from today. Please contact us with any questions. 

Confidentiality No~ice: This emaii message, includin~ any at~achl~ents, is fo~ ~he sole use of intended recipient(s) and l~ay contain confidential and pzivileged information. Any unauthozized zewew, use, 
disclosure, or distribution is pro£ibi%ed. If you are no% %he in%ended recipient please con%act the sender by reply e mail and destroy all copies of %he original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,                 8:53 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: 

Never ~oo busy for you or your fmnily. Call 

Se~t.~oom my Verizou IVire[ess 4G L)"E 

now if you waut. 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson hope you are well.               have kept me up to date with your communicatious with them. I would like to call you sometime tomorrow a~d chat 

with you. Please let me know wha~ would be a good lime as I know you are yew busy this time of year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 5, 2013 7:11 PM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@nnc.edw~ 

Re: Facul~ Atlfletics Com~nittee Liaison 

Fit is a great quality.., please join us! 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izor~ IFireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Mosley, Layna" <mosley@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tha~ks, Anson. (And I may be fit to run, bnt my core strength is another sto~....) 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Dept. of Political Science 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

moslev~unc.edu 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 5:32 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son(a)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Very coolH! I will copy Tom on this to share with you our schedule .... we are not that formal come to anything and everything we do. You are always 

welcom e H 

And of course the work outs are in the same place Tues/Thurs mornings at I1 AM. And I remember how fit you were, so please come ~[: you are ever 

boredH 

~= Nosley, Layna 
Se~t= Wednesday, Sep~mber 0% 20~3 2:35 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
¢¢= Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Facul~ Athletics Commi~ee Liaison 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

R looks li~e your season is off to ~; good s~:art. Vm writing to k~t you know that Vm once again serv~r~g on the R~culty AtMetk:s Comm~:tee i~t U NC, and 

th~;~: ~’w~ ~gak~ been ~ssigned to work with the women’s soccer team. 

Vd really like Lhe opportunity to ~nLroduce mysN[: Lo Lhe members of the team agab~, and to hear from them about any concerns they have thsL rNate 

to the ~aculty AtMetic Committee’s chsrge~ And, of course, Iql look forward to watcMng you p~ay again tMs season. 

Could Vou le[: m,-_~ know what ~ good [:in’~,-_~ to meet the team might be? ~ could say a few quick words before/~f[er a practh::e or [e~m meeting if that 

works best, but ~’m open ~:o whatever wor~s for you. Tuesdays are usualiy a iittle tough [or me schedule-w~se, w~th ten, thing, but other d~ys work 

well {And perhaps Iq~ manage to make iL Lo work out with you coaches again sometime, 

AI~ the best, 

Layna Mosley 

~rofessor 

Depsr[men[ o[: Po]~t~ca~ Sdence 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3265 

ChapN Hill, NC 27599-3265 

mos]ey@unc.edu 

F~m~ Nosley, Layna 
Sent~ Wednesday, September 05, 2012 10:25 AN 

Te= anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
¢¢= Nosley, Layna 
Su~ject~ Introductbn -- Facul~ Athletics Commi~ee liaison 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I’m writing to introduce myself, in my capacity as a member of UNC’s Faculty Athletics Committee. This year, the Faculty Athletics Committee is trying 

something new, in hopes of creating a stronger bond between the athletic and the academic sides of campus: each faculty member of the committee 

~s assigned as a liaison for specific sports. 

VII be the liaison for Women’s Soccer (as well as for Track and Field). As liaison, I can be a resource person for you for any questions or issues that 

might fall under the FAC’s purview, such as student-athletes’ academic experiences and faculty-athletics interactions. If ever there is any issue that 

you or a member of your staff would like me to bring before the committee (or if you wonder if it’s something that might be addressed by the 

committee), please let me know. 

The other part of my liaison role is to get to know your team and your sport a little better. At an aggregate level, whenever the FAC discusses an issue 

(such as exit surveys of student-athletes or academic performance of student athletes), Iql be responsible for looking closely at the data related to 

Women’s Soccer. But I’d also like to be able to complement this aggregate information with a feel for your team. To that end, I’d be happy to chat 



with you and/or your coaching staff over coffee or lunch, attend a practice, or do whatever else would be useful to you and your team members. 

realize that you’re busy (and I am too), but I hope that we can fit something in. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon and to working with you. 

All the best, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Professor and Director of Graduate Admissions 

Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

www.u nc.edu!~lrnosleyi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 8:17 AM 

Reckart, Angela <reckart@nnc.edu> 

Re: Track & Field Meeting 

"Recka~t, Angela" <reckart@unc.edu> wrote: 

We still on tbr 10? 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On at 6:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_r_Lsg_~2~_e___n_La__i_[:__u__~Lc_:__e__d_t!> wrote: 

No problem![ 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 
"l"l’umks agam! [1: should be quk:k~ they )~st would love to have the t~me to say a quick helk~ 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:21 PN 
To= Recka~, Angela 

~= Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros }qmail.com) 
Subject= RE: Track & Field Meeting 

OK :].0 am ~t 

From= Reckart, Angela 
Sent; Tuesday, 6:08 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject= RE: Track & Field Meeting 

They are attending class 9-~0 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Sent~ Tuesday, 5:51 PN 
T~: Recka~, Angela 

~e: Jason Sisneros          ~gma[[.com) 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Can we go at 9:30 

F~mt Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Tuesday, " 5:~2 PN 
T~[ Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: RE: Track N Field Meeting 

J~gon~ 

I just wanted to double check that we are still on for Anson to meet 2 of our recruits Friday morning. How does IO:OOam 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 7:19 PM 
To: Reckart, Angela 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 
i’d imagine he’d be good to talk for 20-30minutes easy. Is that enough time? 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Monday, 12:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Do you have any idea how long Anson would chat with them? .lust a time frame so we ca~ continue to edit their itinerary, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, :!.0:49 AM 
To: Reckart, Angela 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 
Angela, 

If she’ll be on campus early that’s great! Our pregame meal is at lpm - I am thinking anytime between 9 and l~.am would be best to stop by. Shoot us a 
reminder, with a time you’d stop in, and I’ll make sure Anson is there to meet. 

Have a good day! 

Jason 



From-" Reckart, Angela 
Sent-" Friday, 10:15 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Track & Field Meeting 

Anson!Jason, 

How’s it going? I spoke with Anson in the weight room yesterday about possibly meeting one of our recruits, . Her dad is a UNC alumni 

and she is one of our top recruits. She plays soccer while competing in track & field and is a huge fan of Carolina Soccer and Mia Hamm, of course. We 

would love for her to have the opportunity to meet you while she is on campus. She will be here early Friday and leaving Sunday 

morning I know that you are heading over to Duke that afternoon, so I understand if it will not fit in your schedule. Just let me know 

what works. Thanks again] 

Angela Reckart 

Assistant XC/Track & Field Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

coachreck@unc.edu 

Fax: 9~.9.962.4903 

Office: 9’19-962-5234 

Cell: 

Go Heels! 

<imageOO:[..jp~> 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REC[PIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE [V (ANSON)> 

Friday,                 10:47 AM 

Reckart, Angela <reckart@unc.edu> 

RE: Track & Field Meeting 

No problem! Glad it all worked out :) 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent= Friday, 10:38 AM 

To: Dorrance, AIl~ert A IV 
Subject= Re: Track & Field Meeting 

Tha~k you so much for having an~)n taJ~e the time to meet wifl~ us! They were sta~-struc!! 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 8:16 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < _~._m_N!)@_e_g_~l_:u__r_kc_: _e_£t._u_> wrote: 

Yes 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~t ~Fireies~’ 4G LT~’DRL)ID 

"Reckad, Angela" <reckart@unc.edn> wrote: 

We still on tbr 10? 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On at 6:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~_r!E£__n_@__e__r_&&i_Lu___n_£:_e___d__~_~~, wrote: 

No problem1! 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Senti Tuesday, 6:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Thanks again! It should be quicl~, they just w.:_~uld low? to haw? the time to say a quick helk~! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Reckart, Angela 

Cc: Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros ( 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

OK :1.0 am it is! 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Tuesday, : 6:08 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

They are attending class 9-10 

Fro~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Senti Tuesday, : 5:51 PM 
To: Reckart, Angela 

¢c: Jason Sisneros (        @qmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Can we go at 9:30 am? 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Jason, 

6:21 PM 

~qmail.com) 

I just wanted to double check that we are still on for Anson to meet 2 of our recruits Friday morning. How does :].0:00am look? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, 7:19 PM 
To: Reckart, Angela 
Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 
I’d imagine he’d be good to talk for 20-30minutes easy. Is that enough time? 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent-" Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

12:22 PM 



Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 

Do you have any idea how long Anson would chat with them? .Just a time frame so we ca~l continue to edit their itinerary~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Seat: Friday, 10:49 AM 
To: Reckart, AngOla 

Subject: RE: Track & Field Meeting 
Angela, 

If she’ll be on campus early that’s great! Our pregame meal is at lpm - T am thinking anytime between 9 and 11am would be best to stop by. 
Shoot us a reminder, with a time you’d stop in, and I’ll make sure Anson is there to meet. 

Have a good day! 

Jason 

From: Reckart, Angela 
Sent: Friday, " ....... 10:15 AM 

To: Dorrance, All~ert A IV 
Subject: Track & Field Meeting 

Anson/Jason, 

How’s it going? I spoke with Anson in the weight room yesterday about possibly meeting one of our recruits, Her dad is a 

UNC alumni and she is one of our top recruits. She plays soccer while competing in track & field and is a huge fan of Carolina Soccer and 

Mia Hamm, of course. We would love for her to have the opportunity to meet you while she is on campus. She will be here early Friday 

and leaving Sunday morning I know that you are heading over to Duke that afternoon, so I understand if it 

will not fit in your schedule. Just let me know what works. Thanks again! 

Angela Reckart 

Assistant XCiTrack & Field Coach 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

coachreck@unc.edu .................................................. 

Fax: 919.962.4903 

Office: 919-962-5234 

Cell: 

Go Heels! 

<imasteOOl.jpst> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 6, 2013 11:44 AM 

Bill SteIt~n ;yahoo.com> 

l~J~,: 

Very interesting Bitl .,.. Thank you for sharing. 

From: Bill Steffen ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 20:t3 11:57 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
b-YI - an article on business competition: 

Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:03 PM 

Tim Crothers ~aol.com> 

1),22: GeoffGrifl]n Quote 

I just finished noon soccer ..... it might occur there as well. 

From: ~m Crothers .~aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday. ~ 3:13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: Geoff Griffin Quote 

I guess he skipped "the part when you suggested your retirement would occur when you keeled over on the sideline. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 4:46 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.’_a_r_Lsg_~3~L~_e___n!_a_i_Lu_~!c_=_e_d_t!> wrote: 

Thank you for this very thoughtful message. You are very encouraging, Maybe there is ho~e for 

I must say I do ~ove th~s and want to keep do~ng ~t as ~ong as ~ cam These Mds are tim [o be w~th and       got ~t done h~ the summer and is stealing 

some t~me ~n matches (very tough for a freshman), Nice Md w~th some talent .,., can’t wa~t to see where she ~s going to go. 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert ~ IV 
Subject: Geoff Griffin Quote 

7:57 AM 

Anson, 
Trust this finds you well. I have just finished ’The Man Watching" and l~ny signed copy is now all dog eared and underlined and basically wifl~out 

value to anyone but myself..!’. There is so much to talk about in there and I found tile story just a fascinating read frorn end to end. I believe I have the 
answer" to the qnestion posed by Bill Griffin on page 324. 
Q) "Will eighteen year old females connect with a sixty--five-year-old guy ?...Nobody in this sport has really tested that yet " 
A) " Yes they will because I have ’tested it yet’..." (although not admittedly at your level) 
I am 65,,                ) and I deal with yom~g wornen, ages 14-18 throughout the school year and I do indeed ’connect’ with them on an almost 
daily basis. ] hey ctetmlte]y keep me ’yom~g at heart’ and on my toes but the biggest thing for me is that these girls KNOW, withont a shadow of a 
doubt, that I care about them...not just as soccer players but also as yom~g people tying to figure it all out. We, like you, are an acadernic institution 
and I care about the girls grades, their emotional well-being and how they are doing socially. Their parents also know that I care deeply about their 
daughters, this school and this sport. I know (from reading the book) that you feel exactly the same way about the same things. 
So...keep doing what you are doing for as long as you can....you will find out that yes, you can and will connect with these girls when you reach 65 ..... 
Anyway, take care and please stay- in touch. I know is absolutely loving the whole experience and feeling (in a small way as of yet) like a 
TARHRF:I,...!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 6, 2013 2:05 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

l~g: Faculty. AtNefics Committee Liaison 

Than ks Tom !! 

Frem: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 3:30 PM 
To; Mosley, Layna 
Subject: RE: Faculty Athletics Committee Liaison 

Lynn, 

We’re on the road for the next three weeks so we won’t have many practices here. The next one will be next Wed at 1:30 at Finley Fields. Then Tues the t7~-h at 

:[1:30 am. If you can’t make e~ther of those, p~ease check back as ~ can’t project any further out than that r~ght now~ Thm~ks~ 

--Tom 

F~m= Nosley, Layna 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 2013 2:36 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
C¢= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subje¢t; Re: Facul~ Athletics Commi~ee Liaison 

Thanks. Anson. (~d I may ~ fitto ran, but my core strengfl~ is another sto~y....) 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Dept. of Political Science 

lhfive~ity ofNo~ Caxolina at Cha~I Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

moslev(~unc.edu 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 5:32 PM, "Dorrance, Mbert A IV" <anson(a)email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Layna, 

Very coo1!!! I will copy Tom on this to share with you our schedule ._. we are not that formal come to anything and everything we do~ You are always welcome!! 

And of course the work outs are in the same place Tues!Thurs mornings at I:[ AM. And I remember how fit you were, so please come if you are ever bored!! 

From: Nosley, Layna 
Sent: Wednesday, September 04, 2013 2:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Faculty Athletics Committee Liaison 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

It looks like your season is off: to a good start. I’m writing to let you know that I’m once again serving on the Faculty Athletics Committee at UNC, and that I’ve again 

been assigned to work with the women’s soccer team. 

Vd really like the opportunity to introduce myself to the members of the team again, and to hear from them about any concerns they have that relate to the 

FaculW Athletic Committ~:_~e’s charge. And, i)[ course, VII h:~1_~k forward 1:i) wat:ching you play again this season 

Could you let me know what a good time to meet the team might be? I could say a few quick words bet:ore/at:ter a practice or team meeting, it: d~at works besL but 

Vm open to whatever works for you. Tuesdays are usually a Httle tough for me schedule-w~se, w~th teaching, but other days work well. (And perhaps ~’l~ manage to 

make ~t to work out with you coaches again sometime, too~) 

All the best, 

Layrla 

L~yn~ Mosley 

Professor 

Department of Political Science 

Univers~W of North Carolh~a 

(:B 3265 

Chapel khan, NC 27599-3265 

mos~ey@unc.edu 

F~m= Nosley, Layna 
Sent= Wednesday, Sep~mber 05, 2012 ~0:25 AN 

Te; anson@uncaa~unc~edu 
C¢= Nosley, Layna 
Subject= Introdu~ion -- Facul~ Athletics Commi~ee liaison 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I’m writing to introduce myself, in my capacity as a member of UNC’s Faculty Athletics Committee. This year, the Faculty Athletics Committee is trying something 

new, in hopes of creating a stronger bond between the athletic and the academic sMes of campus: each faculty member of the committee is assigned as a liaison 

for specific sports. 

VII be the liaison for Women’s Soccer (as well as for Track and Field). As liaison, I can be a resource person for you for any questions or issues that might fall under 

the FAC’s purview, such as student-athletes’ academic experiences and faculty-athletics interactions. If ever there is any issue that you or a member of your staff 

would like me to bring before the committee (or ff you wonder if ~t’s something that might be addressed by the committee), please let me know. 

The other part of my liaison role is to get to know your team and your sport a little better. At an aggregate level, whenever the FAC discusses an issue (such as exit 

surveys of student-athletes or academic performance of student athletes), VII be responsible for looking closely at the data related to Women’s Soccer. But I’d also 

like to be able to complement thB aggregate information with a feel for your team. To that end, I’d be happy to chat with you and/or your coaching staff over 

coffee or lunch, attend a practice, or do whatever else would be useful to you and your team members. I realize that you’re busy (and I am too), but I hope that we 

can fit something in. 

I look forward to hearing from you soon and to worMng w~th you. 



All the best, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Professor and Director of Graduate Admissions 

Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

www.unc,edu/~lmosleyi 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 6, 2013 4:48 PM 

Amber Brooks ~gmail.com> 

adeline hlst (adeline.lusl,~)s- sm.org); 

( ~aqmsn com ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

( @aol.com); 
matt jones, ~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sem~ patton (          ?~gmail.com); 

); nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu);. 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); 
clay weaver 

Subject: RE: Good Luck and link tbr game vs. Wolt?~burg Saturday 

Thank you Amber! Good k~ck to you guys as 

[ don’t [:hink t have been upat 7 am on a Saturdayin my Hfe but ~ w~H try t:o catch the second haft I wouid k~ve to see where your game b dght now and see where 

the e~ite teams ~r~ the women’s s~de are r~ght: now. 

nothk~g mo~e satis[:y~ng for me than watcNng you guys gel better. SpeaMng of Lhat, has moved to Chapel Hill and I get Lo play "noon soccer" w~th 

her M/WiF, 

And Amber we miss you too!l A]~ the best from al~ your former staff and the 20:1.3 Tar Hee~sl Go Bavem Mun~chHl 

F~m= Amber Broo~ [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 20~3 3:53 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Good Luck and link for game vs. Wolfsburg Saturday 

Hey ~s, 

Bes~ of luck tomom~w against UCLA_.my room is down t~em visiting my brother and will be in a~endance so you may see her...we sta~ our se~on Sunday against 

Wolfsburg_.who won the Treble las~ year_.so we are in for a fight but ready to go a~er 9 wee~ of prese~on_. 

If you ~e up at 7am on Samr&y then you can watch online here: h~p:,V%’.dfb.de/ 

Just scroll down and look tbr this on the figN hm~d side of the website: 

Frauen-Bundes~iga VfL WolNburg - FC Bayern Manchen ab 13 Uhr 

I’ve followed your games and agree that the Nam ce~inly has a lot of potential...as always, ~ miss Chapel Hil~ and playing for the Tarheels but am 
exciNd to star my second season and dominate over here~ 
My best to you, your Nmily, and the 

-Amber 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 6, 2013 4:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Upcolning GotSoccer Showcase Events 

From-" GotSoccer [mailto:mailer:t@email2.gotsoccer.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 05, 20:t3 4:22 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Upcoming GotSoccer Showcase Events 
Importance: Low 

College Recruiting has never ~en easiefi 

Did you know you can get all the intb~ation you ~vant at a showc~e 
directly from your IPhone or Android? The GotSoccer Mobile 

College Coach’s account is live and can be used immedimely. ~d 

better yet, there is no charge tbr this service’. 

With the OotSoccer Mobile College Coach Account you can: 

~ Se~ych a~d register for events using GotSoccer so~vaye 

a Filter schedules ~hv field, field number ~d ~te Click t lere to 

i Browse te~ profiles and raiN- bio’s for each player 

irate playe~ yon are interested in and see wNch players have 

been scoping out your college 
And there is so much morel Click the link above and ~m~e advantage 

of this flee, efficient mobile l~atum today~ 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++Ra+~+++i++++~++++~+@+se+++~5+~+++++i~+~++++s+~++++++++;+++++~+r 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 8:06 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

~nsn.com; ducm(~uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros 

~bgm~fil.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton @gmaiLcom); 

,; nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.unc.edu); 

@gmafil.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

; clay weaver I. ~aol.com); 
. matt jones 

Subject: RE: Sufl~cating, Relentless. Passion! 

Tha r~k ¥ot~ [.~; r’r’y ! f a n~ I:~ro u d o f ~:h es~ k~ ds too i~ n d yot~ a r~ r igh t n~a y f~; w~ fo ut~d h er h on~ e ~n th e mi d d ~e o f m~ dfi e~ d. H ~r h ea rt i s i~ ~; b~g i~ ~; tf~e fi el d ~ ! 

F~m: Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
~ent= Saturday, September 07, 20~3 6:26 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~V;        @rash.corn’; Ducar, Chris; ’_ . ~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 3 
Subject: Suffocating, Relentless, Passion~ 
Impo~ance: High 
I really enjoyed watching us play last night vs. UCLA. ~Vow~ I am sure the Bruins have never seen pressure l~e ~,e displayed last evening. We defended a~d challenged 
eve~’ possession they had. 
A gear team eflb~, bm I have to give you one opinion of mine -~ I thought        w~s possessed the way she played. Not because she w~s the creating force of the goal 
by_      " butbecauseshew~re~ent~ess~neveG~p~ssessi~nne~her.Shew~te~Ncandherm~t~rwasru~ingatNghspeeda~nightt 
Get some rest, and let’s get it done again tomo~ow vs. West Virginia. All ~e best, a~d proud ofyou~ 
La~ 

Lxccutive Associmc I)irect~)r of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, ~ 7::10 PM 

Aaran Lines .~ hotmail.com> 

Re: Duke Classic 

Aaran, call me let’s chat. (h) my cell does not work at home. I am up till :1:1pm. 

,Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

Aaran Lines ~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Any chance we could connect after this mornings game? 

Good luck. 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 
716-655-7529 
www.sahlensportspark.corn 
www.wnyflash.com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: @hotmail.com 

CC: @ msn.com; ducar@unc.edu; i 

Subject: RE: Duke Classic 

Date: Thu,           :18:00:37 +0000 

.~aol.com; @gmail.com; pacman@unc.edu 

f always have time for yo~.L Call or come by arwtime .. (~>. The only thin~ rmssin~ from your t:eam t:h~s year was a Tar Heel (; 

Congr~ ~:s on ~ trem endo~.~s season ~ ~ 

F~= Aaran Lines [mailto: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 9:~9 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, ~omas 3; 
Subject: RE: Duke Classic 

A~so~ 

Hope all is well mate. 

I plan on being at the Duke Nike Classic both days this weekend. 

Please let me know if you have a moment to catch up. 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
General Manager / Head Coach 
716-655-7529 

www.sahlensportspark.com 
www.wnyflash.com 

From: anson(~email.unc.edu 

To:          _~hotmail.com; ducar@unc.edu 

Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Fri, 00:22:4:1 +0000 

Excellent Aaran! 

.Sent from my V~rizon Wi~e!ess 4G L TE DROiD 

@aol.com; @~:mail.com; pacman@unc.edu; @msn.com 

Aaran Lines photmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 
I wouldn’t expect it any other way! I look forward to watching you piece it all together again this year. 
I am very interested in several of your players and look forward to catching up and hearing more about them both on and offthe field. 
Thank you for the well wishes for the play-offs and please know that I appreciate the kind words. 
I will look to connect with you once our season is over. 

Best, 



Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 
716-655-7529 
www,sahlensportspark.com 

www.wnyflash.com 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To:         @hotmail.comj       ~aol.cor~;          @gmail.com; ducar@unc.edu; pacman@unc.edu;         @msn.com 

Subject: Re: All the best this season. 

Date: Thu,            14:45:08 +0000 

Aoron, thonk you, We should hove o good squod this yec~r ond i~ does hove the potentio! to win o lot o~ g~mes, We wif~ see i~ it comes ~o~e~her /ike ~st 

Sen t [rom my Verizon Wire/ess 4G L TE DROfD 

Aaran Lines ~ @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Just a quick note to wish you and Bill the very best of luck this season in your quest for back to back national championships. Im completely confident you 

I~uys:) 

Best, 

Aaran Lines 
Western New York Flash 
Head Coach 
716-655-7529 
www.sahlensportspark.com 

www.wnyflash,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 8:14 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Well Done ! 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~fl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Congrats on the solid win today over West Virginia. A great quick start and you had thegn down 3-0 at half" befbre fiaey could get an.’O~aing going! 
Now it’s on to the ACC schedule -~ get some rest as we go to a crazy place on ’lhursday that is always a tough place to play ~ Blacksburg/Virginia Tech. 
All the best, m~d proud of you! 
Earrv 

~Larrv Ga~, 2r~ 

Executive Associate Dic~ctor of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 10:19 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-* 

Re: Congrats on the two big runs 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <daniel.bradii)rd@duke.edu> wrote: 

Your depth this year is incredible! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 10:26 PM 

Mat~t~hew HarlotS[ ~me.com> 

Re: Ca~roli~m Crown 

Call tne and we cam chat 919-962-4100 (w) and CONGRATULATIONS!!! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Matthew Harloff~ ~me.com> wrote: 

Hello Mr. Dorrance ... I ara not sure/[’you reraeraber me, but my name is Matt Harloff and we had traded emails last s~mamer. I am in charge of a marching band brass section frora Ft. Mill, 
South Carolina and I had asked you some advice in coaching a team that has never won. You might remember because I am sure it was a odd conversation for you. 

This past summer, actually about a month ago, Carolina Crown won the World Championship for the velt first time. We finally got the mop, key off our back and ~von our veW first 
championship. The s~mamer ~vas incredible and the final weekend was soraething I will never forget. Our brass section ~vas awarded a perfect score .,. the first time in histo~ that a brass 
section had received a perfect score on the veW last competition. 

http:/iv~vw.youtube.comJwatch?v raiadtT78NsY 

The reason for this eraail is to get your thoughts on approach to success. IfI reraember correctly, you have had a number of perfect seasons. How do your approach a year following a 
championship? OR how- do you approach the year with your players following a perfect season? My ~vorld does not have scholarships, so I will need to recruit kids to come back. Some 
might want to go out on top and they would be satisfied ... what do you during the off season to generate excitement for the year follo~ving a championships and/or a perfect season’.’ 

Hope you are off to a great start to your school year. Again, I ara not the biggest soccer fan, but I do follow you and your team. I hope your team is off to a good start ... I know the record is 
good and you only have allowed 1 goal so far ... but I also l~mw that the score doesn’t tell the entire stoU. I look fol~vard to ~vatching your season and will ~vatch when you are on ESPN. 
Good luck and thanks you for your advice. 

Matt 



Hi Anson Dorrance, 

then 10 points for any referral that enrolls in a custom membership. Points are redeemable 

Identify the teammates you think have what it takes and earn rewards, it’s that easy. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 10:38 PM 

_~hotmail,com> 

Re: Hello from 

would love to help! 

Sent ~;.om my Vedzon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Arisen, 

f ~.;ee the team is .:)ff to another ~antastic start thi~.; sea,.;.:)n. Congrats on ~:he wm ow~r UCLA last rfighl:. I read Lhe ESPN piece about pre.-sea~;.:)n, and it really took me 

back #~ dine. Those were some grue~k~g training sessions, which I woufdn’~ trade for the world. They hefped make me the woman I sm todsy. 

~ a~so see that you and Lhe team will be up here in Boston on and I p~an to come watch, hopes to make the drive up from NY. We can’t 

wa~t. 

As you may remembec our daushter p~ans to apply to UNC th~s fa~L ~ don’t know preGse~y how college admissions work, but I do know that it ~s 

an extrernely competitive process, ff a pos~L[ve word [rom you about our daushLer could be he~p[ul, wou~d ~reatly appredate it. 

~ haw~ ~:~ached s most recen~ schoo~ evaluatkms. You cer~:ainly do not need to spend ~:~me re~dm8 ~hroush them; they are qtdte leng~:hy. ~ just: wanted to 

you know that she ~s no sbuch. She hss received Honors in every academic class. She would sure~y represent UNC well 

As usual, I’1~ be fo~.:)w~ng the tearn’s prosress, and I look forw~rd to seem8 you k~ Oc~:ober. 

Warmly, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 10:39 PM 

Stewart Flaherty <sflahert@bates.edu-~ 

Re: Hello 

I love tile book.., thank you! 

Se~t.#"om my V~r’izor~ tI%e[e,~s 4(5 L)"k 

Stewaxt Flaherty <sfla]~er~bates.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anon 

I am writing to wish you well in preseason. I flew to England in August and s~nt a week with Accfington mmmger J~mes Beanie, a friend of mine. See a~ache dpic of 

hi~n looldng ~autiful in a Bates je~ey~ 

PDL fiifished OK. We made plav~fl~ but lost in first round at O~wa. 

Bates won home o~ner, higNigNs am here; 

h~p:i/w~v.youmbe.com/watch?v HWOG7CQPmV8 

I hope you enjoyed the Venables book (if you got time m reM it yet). 

Glad ~ ~e your ~am is off~ a groat s~mxt. I tbllow your progress and will be rooting lbr o5~. AI~ exciting move with Ozil coming to Arsenal. 

Stewart Flahe~y 

Ilead Coach 

Bates Bobcats 

Facebook: h~p://w~-.facebook.co~BatesColle~eMensSoccer 
Twi~or: ( 

sflahert~bates.edu 



University of North Carolina 

Student-Athlete Travel Release - Full Season Release 

I, (Prim Name) 

intercollegiate (Print Sport Name) 

, am a parenfflegal guardian of (Print Student-Athlete Name) 

who is a member of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

team. 

For the academic year, I hereby anthorize the above named student-athlete to be transported by the 

family me~nbers listed below from time to ti~ne when such family member(s) may desire to provide transportation for the above 

named student-athlete in lieu of official team travel at aw time after the team has commenced official team travel: 

Family Member: Relationship "to Student-Athlete: 

Family Member: Relationship to Student-Athlete: 

Family Member: Relationship to Student-Athlete: 

Family Member: Relationship to Student-Athlete: 

We, the undersigned, understand fl~at the UniversiU has provided an option for the student-aflflete to travel to/from the 

competition site and that by voluntarily electing to have the student-athlete not travel with his/her team, we assume the risks of 

providing altcrna/tc travel. We therelbre release and forever discharge the State of North Carolina, he University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill, its Department of Athletics, and all current and former trustees, officers, agents, representatives and 

employees of "the above named entities (in both their official and individual capacities), from any and all claims, actions, costs, 

damages or expenses of a~r kind whatsoever at law, in equip’, or otherwise arising out of, or in a~\v way connected with, the 

above named student-athlete’s volnntmT travel in lieu of the official team travel. 

Signature of Parent/Legal Guardian Date Signature of Student-Athlete Date 

Approved: 

Head Coach Date Primary Sport Administrator Dale 

{00069094.DOCX 2} 
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Family Member: Relationship to Student-Athlete: 
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We, the undersigned, understand fl~at the UniversiU has provided an option for the student-aflflete to travel to/from the 

competition site and that by voluntarily electing to have the student-athlete not travel with his/her team, we assume the risks of 

providing altcrna/tc travel. We therelbre release and forever discharge the State of North Carolina, he University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hill, its Department of Athletics, and all current and former trustees, officers, agents, representatives and 

employees of "the above named entities (in both their official and individual capacities), from any and all claims, actions, costs, 

damages or expenses of a~r kind whatsoever at law, in equip’, or otherwise arising out of, or in a~\v way connected with, the 

above named student-athlete’s volnntmT travel in lieu of the official team travel. 
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Head Coach Date Primary Sport Administrator Dale 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 10:48 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

Fwd: College Scoreboard: 5 Reminders 

Jason, cm~ you do all this for ine? 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izon II~ireie,~s 4G L2~ LLDtOIL) 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: College Scoreboard: 5 Reminders 

From: "TopDrawerSoccer.com" <scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi ,amson, 

The 2013 season has started (for most of you)! Here are a few reminders: 

1. Scoreboard Access If you still need access, please register on TopDrawerSoccer.com and then email us and we’ll get you set-up. 

2. Scores Entry Watch this :47 second video for a quick tutorial (by the way, the enth’e scores entry process only takes 30 seconds). If you do not have a StatCrew XN/[L 

file, you can simply click on the Manual Scores tab withh~ the h~t~’face and entcr yore" score and stats manually. Be sure to mark the game "Finished". 

Scoreboard XML Upload Video 

3. Stats NEW for this year are division stats pages showing the leaders in major statistical categories (goals, assists, shots, etc.). These stats based on the submitted20/lL 

jlles or manuallF entered stats’, and we do not take an), responsibility.for ~heir accuracy as it is" impossible.for us" to manually update 2500+ programs’ stats" on a dady 

4. News/Recaps You can submit your news, game recaps, and press releases directly into our system through the "Recaps & News" tab within the scoreboard interface. 

If it is a game recap and you select the game, it will appear in the box score. These stories will also automatically appear in out" archives and on your team’s profile. ~Ve 

hNhly recommend doing this because it helps bring added attentmn and publicity to your program/ 

5. Player/Team of the Week Nominations - Do you have a player who you think should be on our weekly team of the week? Please send nominations to 

college@topdrawersoccer.com by Monday 3pro ET. 

We look forward to a fantastic season and please contact us with any questions. 

See you on the field, 

Seth Burleigh 

VP Operations 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 8, 2013 11:01 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fu, d: Alcohol!D~-dg Education for First- Years 

Alcohol Presentation.xls 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: Alcohol/Drug Education for Firs~t-Years 

From: "Lane, Cricket" <cricke@unc.edu> 
To: UNC,A~\-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu~>,UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu~- 

CC: 

~hanks, 

(rcke 

F~m~ Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Saturday, August 31, 2013 ~:50 PN 
To: UNtO-Head Coaches 
~c: UNC~-Asst Head Coaches; UNtO-Senior Staff 
Subject: Alcohol!Druo Education for First-Years 

CoacHes (except Baseball a~d Football) 

We need to schedule Alcohol Educatior/Workshop for your tirst years (and any other student athletes on your tearT). 1 he workshops will be presented by rT/e and 

2 3 members of SWAG (Something We Athletes Got) Peer Educators. We can work with your schedule (please g~ve me a couple o£ options) or you can have them 

a~end one of the two open sessions (let me know which session they will attend): 

Monday, Septer~ber gth 7pro 7:45pm or 8pro 8:45pm 

Monday, September ~6th 7pr~ :7:45pm or 8pro 8:45pm 

Location to be determined by numbers. 

Thanks, 

Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:22 AM 

Bnmner, John F qlohn Brunne@unc.edu> 

RE: The Brains 

Thank you John, I am going to share this wi[h my team. Yes, we have some nice kids. 

From: Brunner, John F 
Sent: Monday, September 0% 20:t3 9:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J; Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W 
C:c: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Culler, Ellen B 
Subject: The Bruins 

Anson, et al., 

Firstly - Congratulations again on the great weekend dominating to very good teams this past weekend. Your success is inspiring to so many. 

Relatedly, I received some feedback from our friends at Duke on what a pain UCLA Women’s Soccer was to deal with -thought you would appreciate (all in 

reference to UCLA Women’s Soccer): 

"Worst team ever." 

"Don’t ever schedule them" 

"Uda has a police escort. One of our staff traveling with the turn in rental vehicles and furthest distance they will walk from vans 100 ft. Parked illegally yesterday 

and refused to move inside stadium. Claiming 100 yd walk was too far. " 

"1 haven’t dealt with a fb or mbb team even remotely that bad." 

"They have two ops directors for the team though - internal and external. Seems necessary for wsoc." 

"They r awful. Hopefully the escort got them to their plane on time. I would hate for them to miss another day of school. Missing 12 days at the start of the year 

seems like smart planning." 

And in reference to "y’all: 

"Ur guys r the best team we get to deal with every year." 

You are all class on and off and we appreciate you, but so do others. 

Very proud of you all. 
GO HEELS! 
John 
John Brunner 

Director of Event Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel ][]ill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-4736 

Fax: 919-843-5972 
_w___3?__a_?_::gRl_!e___e_]__~:_c_~?~! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 10:50 AM 

@msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gm~Jl.com); 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; ~ ...... ; clay weaver 

( @aol.com); 
matt jones ( ~gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton (          ~gmail.com); 

nicole thva (nthv~r@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: 

Caroline Boneparth <cboneparth@welshcarson.com>; Peter Boneparth <         @gmail.com>; LanT Gallo (athgallo@nncaa.unc.edu); 

Va~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@email.~mc.edtr>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac(a)email.unc.edu>; Bruce Lawrence 

(bruce@bogaertconstruction.com); Chantal@tdesignsource.com; 

@gmail.com; 

pete@chapelhillrestaumntgroup.com 

I~W: The Bruins 

Ladies, 

.Just a short note to congratulate you on the weekend and to thank you for the way you conduct yourselves. You can see below that every team (and plsger for that 

matter) ~s ak~’ays under scrutiny. And ~ ~m so proud that we don’t act ~k~ over bred dogs ~nd d~vas. ~ ~ove our classy and humble leadership (thank you my four 

gre~t captah~s and my %eadership Coundl"). In the fina~ ana~ys~s it ~s your char~cl:er [ am most proud of. [h~s past weekend one o[ our o~,n got married m {::hape~ 

t-ffl~ (Sl:erl~ng Smith). t w~s ~nvil:ed a~ong ~,H:h ~:he rest of the staff to a droner on S~:urdav ew~ning, sponsored by Peter Boneparth the father of one of our gre~:est 

leaders ever (Caroline). As ~ was ~ooking around the room seek~g this extraordk~ary collection of confide~t and powerfu~ young women ~ fe~t so grateful 

was seeing: docLors, ~awyers, profess~onN soccer p~syers, rich you~g women working for private equity firms and consulting firms dr~pp~g w~th the ambition 

they are going to make a d~fference h~ the 

~ want l:h~s to be you one day; coming back to Ch~;pel H~, your second home; to see people you have I~ved ~vith ~n a four year cornpet~t~w~ cauldron; hardened 

the sweat of s[:and~;rds and the fear of seared h~ngs and physR:al ~njury. But cot~[ident now that you can do anything because you, as ~; college ]dd, Mre~;dy 

F~m= Brunner, John F 
Sent; Monday, September 0% 20~3 9:56 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas ~; Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W 
C¢= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, Marielle A; Culler, Ellen B 
Subject; The Bruins 

Anson, et al., 

Firstly - Congratulations again on the great weekend dominating to very good teams this past weekend. Your success is inspiring to so many. 

Relatedly, I received some feedback from our friends at Duke on what a pain UCLA Women’s Soccer was to deal with -thought you would appreciate (all in 

reference to UCLA Women’s Soccer): 

"Worst team ever." 

"Don’t ever schedule them" 

"Ucla has a police escort. One of our staff traveling with the turn in rental vehicles and furthest distance they will walk from vans ~00 ft. Parked illegally yesterday 

and refused to move inside stadium. Claiming ~00 yd walk was too far. " 

"1 haven’t dealt with a fb or mbb team even remotely that bad." 

"They have two ops directors for the team though - internal and external. Seems necessary for wsoc." 

"They r awful. Hopefully the escort got them to their plane on time. I would hate for them to miss another day of school. Missing 12 days at the start of the year 

seems like smart planning." 

And in reference to "y’all: 

"Ur guys r the best team we get to deal w~th every year." 

You are all class on and off and we appredate you, but so do others. 

Very proud of you all. 
GO HEELS! 
John 
John Bruimer 

Director of Event Ma~agement 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-4736 



Fax: 919-843-5972 

www,goheels,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 12:02 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@dnke.edu-~ 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros I 

,~bgm~fil.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton i "_c}gmail.com); 

; nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.nnc.edu); 

@gmafil.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu; 
; clay weaver ( ~aol.com); 

. matt jones 

Subject: RE: Congrats on the big win 

Thanks Dan. 

From: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, September 07, 2013 12:50 plvl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Congrats on the big win 

22 players saw action in 1-0 victor?, agains~t the #2 team...that’s depth’. is phenomenal. have brught futures. All the bes~, dan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: A coach from Universi .ty of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill sent you an email! 

Soccer Resume pdf; Soccer Schedule.lxtf 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 1:I:53 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C:c; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: Fwd: A coach from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill sent you an email! 

Hi Coach Anson, 

I am not able to read the email that you sent to me via Captain U. Are yon able to ~nd it to this emaJd ? 

Thanks, 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Captah~U <uo-reply(Fgcaptaiuu~com> 

Date: Thu,           at 2:43 PM 

Subject: A coach from University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill sent you an email! 

To: -~ ,~)gmail.com> 

Cc: ~ (~b~maiLcom> 

Nice work 

A coach from University of North Cmolina at Chapel Hill sent you ~ email on CaptainU click here to check it out. 

Solid work! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 5:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Anson Don~nce <~J~son@nncaa.unc.edu> 

Chris, check out all the Tar Heel Names in this and send it out to the rercuits 

~" "~ °’~ouay’s News = Monday, Sept. 9, 2013 
Tymrak debuts for Bayem 
by S ..... America                            ii.~.iI http://ad ........ dtech ...... /adservl3 0152 
[AMERICANS AgROADIErika Tymrak, the NWSL 

Rookie of the Year who debuted for the USA last 

week, make her first appearance for German club 

Bayern Munich Saturday in its 1-1 tie with 

defending German and European champion 

Wolfsburg before 8,249 fans in Wolfsburg, Read 

the whole stow 

[~]Tweet This[~Share Thi., 

971152007910101ADTEcH;key=key1+key2+ke 
y3+key4;grp= 1234;cookie= no;guid=zVU RAc 
AOPqjRam Cmz -3FWq6H U8;uid= no;misc= 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 5:42 PM 

Culler, Ellen B ~ecnller@~mc.edu> 

1~: Okay... 

Thanks Ellen!! 

From: Culler, Ellen B 
Sent; Monday, September 09, 20:1.3 9:57 AM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Shelton, Karen C; Sapp, Andrew; Sagula, Joseph A 
C¢: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Okay... 

A decent (Ha) start to the fail thus far!!! 

Congrats soccer programs, field hockey, volleyball and men’s golf (iNDiViDUAL CHAMPION)!!! If you’re looking for goals, perhaps Karen has a 

few to share - if you’re looking for a tight game, you can always count on Carlos; if you’re looking for team championship trophies; Joe now has 

a couple to spare; and Andrew, how about some more hardware THIS weekend??? 

Now is the time to continue dominating at home - we’re juggling a lot of bails at the moment...inc[uding a beautifully time office move, but we 

do have your backs!!!! Highlights for this coming weekend include: six volleyball games, two field hockey games (including a non-Beth Ander 

coached ODU team), one men’s soccer game against a pretty good team, one women’s soccer game against the evil Irish and 54-holes of 

collegiate men’s golf (you wanna see some guys looking BEAT, pop out [ate Saturday afternoon as they finish their first 36 - the back tee box on 

17 seems to be the idea[ location for passing out). 

Again, we’re thrilled for y’a[[!!! It may be early, but November is looking like the zoo we’ve a[[ come to count on!!! The Carolina Way also lives 

on!!! 

GO HEELS!!! 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 9, 2013 5:59 PM 

Street~ Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr> 

1~9;: McCasldll Blinds 

Thank ~’ou ShellY[[ 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent; Monday, September 09, 20:1.3 11:19 AM 
To: Bunting, Mike 
1~¢; Gales, Bobby H. 
Subject: McCaskill Blinds 

Mike, 

The blinds at McCaskill are in sad shape. The main areas needing to be addressed are the conference room and the team mee~ng room. Is this something that 

could get replaced using the building operating budget? 

Thanks, 
Shelly Streett 
Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Departrnent of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANOE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)> 

Monday, September 9, 2013 6:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris *~ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: Recruiting letter 

Superb ... send it outi[ 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Senti Monday, September 09, 2013 11:48 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Recruiting letter 

Draft 1... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, September 9, 2013 6:04 PM 

~gmail.com 

M’Liss Do~rance (mdorranc@duke.edu) 

RE: The Brains 

I love people with character! Just like you my sweet, strong, asskicking kid!H 

From: :@gmail.com [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, September 09, 20:[3 :[2:0:[ PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Re: The Bruins 

I love this my dad! 

Sent via BlackBe~v frown T-Mobile 

From: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <an~:~n((-~email.unc.edu> 
Date: Mon, 9 Sep 2013 14:50:11 +0000 

To: 

~i__r_&s_’_~:_c_’~?__r[!_~:~       .~_a)__n___s__n_:__c_f?__n_)_>; Ducar~ 

@aol.com>; Jason Sisneros (         ;(~)zmail:co!n)-         ~2~)a~!nai!.corn >; Sander~ Thomas 

>; clay weaver (~aolucom) 

,; matt jones 

~gmail.com>; ~, 
i(~gmail.com>; sean patton ( i(?~gmail.com) (?~mnail.com>; 

>; Fava, Nicole M<thva¢~email.mac.edu>; 

Subject: EW: The Bruins 

[adi 

Jus[ a short note to congratulate you on the weekend and to thank you for the way you conduc[: yourselves. You can see bek)w that every team (and player h:~r thaL 

matter) ~s a~wsys under scrutkW. And ~ am so proud Lhat we don’t act ~ke over’ bred dogs and divas. ~ Mve our classy and hurnMe leadersMp (thank you my four 

great captah~s and my %eadership CoundP’). In the fina~ ana~ys~s it ~s your character ~ am most proud oL Th~s past weekend one o[: our own got married ir~ Chape~ 

HN (Sterling Smith). ~ was ~nvited a~ong w~th the rest of the staff to a dh~ner on Saturday evening, sponsored by Peter goneparth the father of one of our greatest 

leaders ever (Caro~ine)~ As ~ was ~ooking around the room seeh~g this extraordh~ary collection of confident and powerfu~ young women ~ fe~t so grateful for what ~ 

was seeing: doctors, ~awyers, profess~ona~ soccer piayers, rich young women working for private equ~W firms and tonsuring firms dripping wRh the ambition ~:hat 

they are going to ma]~e a di[ference ~r~ the world. 

~ want th~s to be you one day; conlb~g back to Chspe~ Hi]~, your second home; to see people you have I~ved with ~n a four year cornpetkive cauldron; hardened h~ 

the sweat of standards and the fear of seared kings and phys~ca~ ~njury. But confident now that you can do anything because you, as a co~ege k~d, akeadv have. 

F~m= Brunner, John F 
Sent= Monday, Sep~mber 09, 2013 9:56 AM 
Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas ~; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
C¢= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, Narielle A; Culler, Ellen B 
Subject= The Bruins 

Anson, et 

Firstly - Congratulations again on the great weekend dominating to very good teams tNs past weekend. Your success is inspiring to so many. 

Relatedly, I received some feedback from our friends at Duke on what a pain UCLA Women’s Soccer was to deal with -thought you would appreciate (all in 

reference to UCLA Women’s Soccer): 

"Worst team ever." 

"Don’t ever schedule them" 

"Uda has a police escort. One of our staff traveling with the turn in rental vehicles and furthest distance they will walk from vans ~00 ft. Parked illegally yesterday 

and refused to move inside stadium. Claiming lO0 yd wall{ was too far. " 

"1 haven’t dealt with a fb or mbb team even remotely that bad." 

"They have two ops directors for the team though - internal and external. Seems necessary for wsoc." 

"They r awful. Hopefully the escort got them to their plane on time. I would hate for them to miss another day of school. Missing 12 days at the start of the year 



seems like smart planning." 

And in reference to 

"Ur guys r the best team we get to deal with every year." 

You are all class on and off and we appreciate you, but so do others. 

Very proud of you all. 
GO HEELS! 
John 
Jolm Brunner 

Director of Eveut Mm~agemeut 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

P.O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-4736 

Fax: 919-843-5972 

w~’.goheels.com 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, September 9, 2013 8:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Updated videos... FEMALE goalkeeper prospects 

Semi?ore my VerL:o~ Wireless 4G LTE ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Updated videos... FEMALE goalkeeper prospects 

Fro~ ~charter.net> 

To: @charter.net> 

CC: 

Almost every one of our goalkeepers had their video package updated in the last 2 months, primarily at Stan Anderson’s Camp Shutout in 

late July~we will continue to update video and film new keepers until the snow flies. 

We strive to develop qualit.- keepers, and believe that there are three keys to being a quality keeperU. 1) make every save that you 
should, 2) occasionally be brilliant, and 3) don~t screw up! To date, we have placed 60+ goalkeepers into college, with 30+ placements 
at the D1 level. 

Eric Wiberg (ceil) 

ii~iI Goalkeeper Jill Barrette :~ Goalkeeper Anna 
Benvenuto 

~i Goalkeeper McKenna 
...... Crossen 

~i Goalkeeper Sarah 
...... Dobrowolski 

% Goalkeeper Rebecca 

..... Harmata 

.~iI Goa Ikeeper Evelina 

Hellgren 

Goalkeeper Megan Marsh ~i Goalkeeper Haley 

Paulson 
.~i Goalkeeper Mollie Rosen Goalkeeper Kathryn 

Stutesman 

% Goalkeeper Josee 

Waitrovich 

iNil GoalkeeperAnna Briscoe Goalkeeper Megan 

Jones 

i’~ Goalkeeper H ..... 
Luedtke 

Goalkeeper Haley Lydon Goalkeeper Megan Moll Goalkeeper Drew Moulton 



Goalkeeper Kelsey .~i Goalkeeper Amelia 
Christian Heusuk 

~iii Goalkeeper Jessica Ojala 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 8:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: SCHEDULE 

College Resume.docx 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject:                                    SCHEDULE 

From:_             _                           @gmail.com~ 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson@em~il.unc.edu> 

CC: "Palladino, George W" <5paJladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I jns~t wanted to bring yon up to speed on what is happening ruth me. Last year was an awesome year. We s~rted the year by winning the 

We then went on to play We also played and finished in the We won the 

and had one loss at to the eventual national runner up. I aJso played last year in High School on the Varsity temn where we won the Class A State 

Championship. 

Last year when we were down there tbr our I had a chance to watch you play. I also had the chance to see you play against the year 

before. I really eNoyed watching your high level of play and the speed you V~ssessed. I am excited to learn more about your school and yonr soccer program. 

This year has aJready started offwith a bang as we won the                    , in        last month, and have started onr     premier leagne. We axe plaJming 
on playing in the     ¯ in                        along ruth the                        Showcase in         As our schedule gets more solid I will keep 

you iatb~med. I hope you have a chaaace to see me play this year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 10, 2013 10:09 AM 

Ja~n Sisneros ~ @gma~l.com> 

From: Kyle Franke [KFranke@chathamschools.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 220, 20223 9:54 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Co: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: 

My name is Kyle Franke and I am the assistant boys and girls soccer coach at Glenwood High School located in Central Illinois. Last year our girls program won the IHSA State 
Tournament for the first time in school history. Two years ago the boys program reached the title game for the second time (2005) but lost to a tough Chicago Hather 
program. Glenwood High School is ranked among the elite academic and athletic high schools in Illinois every year, (225th in 20220). With our average ACT at 24 for our school 
population of 22500+. 
A big part of our programs success is that we spend a lot of time focused on the collegiate style with our technique and video. On the bus up to Chicago last spring for the 
state tournament we watched a video on North Carolina Soccer. We also decorate our rooms with posters and programs so that our kids can surround themselves with those 
images. If you have an updated team poster, program, t-shirts, flags, ect.., that would be greatly appreciated. If you need for us to purchase these items then we can do that 
as well. 
I also teach 5th and 6th grade Physical Education here at Chatham Glenwood and was wanting to decorate our bulletin boards and walls with soccer material so anything you 
have would be great. 
We are also on the lookout for a new team camp in the summer, so I would appreciate any information you can send us on that as well. The high schools shipping address is 
listed below. Thank you and best of luck this season. 
Kyle Franke 
GHS Assistant Boys!Girls Soccer 
Glenwood Intermediate School 
4-65 Chatham Road Chatham, IL 62629 
2227.7422.6906 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:31 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

EW: Prospective Student Athlete 

From: @bellsouth.net] 
Sent-" Monday, :t0:0J. PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Prospective Student Athlete 

Coach Dorrance, 

Hi, my name is              from               I’m writing to you to express my interest in playing soccer for the University of North 

Carolina. I am excited about UNC outstanding academic reputation and the Lady Tar Heels Soccer program. I would also like to continue my 
soccer career at the collegiate level playing for a winning coach and team. 

I currently play for coached by , and I am also playing as a 

Player for coached by Below are the showcase events I will be playing at and hopefully you 

may be attending: 

I would also like to share with you some good news I recently received. I have been invited to the training camp in 

. In addition, I was also invited to the upcoming 

, at I was just ranked the in the US in 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Lastly, I made the State of A team and was selected into the pool for the past two 
years. 

I am planning on attending one of your soccer camps this summer depending if we qualify for any of the above summer events. If 

you are at any of the above events, perhaps I could stop by to meet you in person and introduce myself. I look forward to 

talking to you again and good luck with your soccer season. Below is all of my contact information and I hope to hear from you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O kgi’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}- 

Wednesday                   10:34 AM 

;@gmaJd .corn> 

I~’W: ECNL Games 

Screen shot at 8.31.24 AM.prig 

From: @gmail,com] 

Sent= Tuesday, : 8:36 AM 

To= Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject= ECNL Games 

Good morning Coach Anson, 

I just wanted to let you know that on                        that I will be playing games in North Carolina that are uot too fay from you. I know that you have a 

game in Florida on the     so I ~know you yourself could not attend my games, but if you had any coaches that are not traveling with you I’d love if oue of them could 

catch a game. If not i completely understand.I attached my schedule just in case. Good Luck in all of your games I hope you guys are having a great start to your 

season. Go Heels’. 



FFOIII~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 10:56 AM 

Ray Alley <ray@soufl~emsoccerscene.com> 

1~: Hey Anson 

Thankyou Ray ... yes, this is appreciated ... all the best!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ray Alley [mailto:rayCJ)southernsoccerscene.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 10, 2013 12:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Bob Kepner 
Subject: He?’ Anson 

Good to talk with you yesterday. To followup, I Ihiled to mention that the banquet is scheduled tbr January 25, 2014 and will be held at the North Raleigh Hilton The AGMs for youth and 

adults are moved to Raleigh, so we are tagging along because of the attendance we draw from those groups. 

You will get a letter from Bob Kepner regarding details, buying tables, comp tickets, etc., and I ~vill be your contact for details even though I know you are familiar with the drill. I assume that 

I will also be the une to intruduce the award at the banquet 

I will send you a cupy of the release I am doing I will send it to Dave Lohse, and hope he can get it tu his media list and perhaps add it as a news item on the website. I also plan tu contact 
Doug Dilbert and ask that he make the Wake alumni association aware of this honor and get the message out to ~hose who might want to attend the banquet As a courtesy, I will also send 

a letter with the release to Bubba Curmingham tu make him aware of the hunor. 

If there are others you think I need to contact ~et me knnw Happy to do that. You probab ly have a database of all former players [’or yuur alumni weekend festivities 

I am excited abuut this Everyone knows just huw uutstanding the teams have been ~ver the years. Some folks may not realize how difficult it is to win just une championship, much less 

what Carolina soccer has done 

Ray 

PS t]~ow about the jub that 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:59 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Prig: Academic Info 

Thanks Chris! 

From; Ducat, Chris 
Sent; Tuesday, 1:47 PP1 
To; Markos, Lance M 
Cc; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Academic Info 

Emaiis haw:_~ b~-:~en a~-:mt. I’il pass the info akmg aa soo~ as I get it back 

From; Markos, Lance N 
Sent; Tuesday, 10:55 AM 
To; Ducar, Chris 
Subject; Academic Info 

Here is what we need on each kid: 

- Transcripts and Test Scores 

Updated Transcript (reviewed last during her junior year) and any updated Test Score_~ 

- Updated Transcript (reviewed last during her junior year) and SAT scores 

- Updated Transcript (reviewed last during her junior year) and any updated Test Score.~ 

- Transcripts and Test Scores 

are all set. Let me know if you have any questions. 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

on file for her). 

on file for her). 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@email,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 11:36 AM 

.la~n Sisneros @gma?,l.com> 

EW: Talented Soccer Player, Excellent Student, gpa 

From: Athletic Resource - Recruiting Advantage [prospects@athleticresource.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, September l:~, 20:t3 3:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject:                                                    gpa 

Trouble viewing this email? Read it online 

by Pro~fid~g 

Hi Ceach Dorrance, 

Athletic Resource woufd like to plesent the following talented 
student athlete for your review and consideration for 
University of Ne~1h Carofina ~,,\~omen’s Soccer program. Please 
click, oil the Student Athletes name below to be directed to their 
profile. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. Below is mere 
infotma~ien regardin~ our prolifes and company. 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

This e-marl message is intended solely for the named recipient(s) above and may contain information that is proprietary, confidential and/or 

privrleged information, if you have received this message in erro~ or are not a named recipient(s), you are hereby" notified that any 

unauthorized use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this e-marl and any attachments, is prohibited, tf you are not the intended recipient, 

please immediately notify t,~e sender by return e-mail and destroy aft copies of t,~is e-mail message. 

This email is intended for anson@em~Jl.unc.edu. 
Update ,/onr preferences or Unsub~fibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:37 AM 

@cuemail.net 

1~:;: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 

Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the University web site: vvww.unc.edu for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 

http://tarheelblue.cstv.com/sports/w soccer!unc w soccer body.html 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 

https://secu re,assista ntcoach,net/colleges/athlete_webforrn,as p?oid =118&sid =2845 

Good luck and thank you for your interest! 

Sincerely, 

ARSOn Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgsc.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
~vw.ta rheelblue.com 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, :4:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~t A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I am a high school and select soccer player who would like more information about your program and abont UNC. I have played select travel soccer since playing as a 

on a    teaJn. I look forward to heazing t?om you. I wonld love the optx~rtunity to attend [INC a~d to play for snch a prestigious program. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:57 PM 

Woody Durham < @gmail.com> 

Re: 

Thank you Woody! 

Sem f!"om my Verizor~ tI%eIe,~s 4G L2’l~ DROLL) 

Woody Durham @gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I know absolutely nothing about the young won3an mentioned in this e-mail, ttowever, Herbert Ames is a personal fi-iend of mine in Florence, S.C., and he mentioned 

her to me when we were together in Columbia for the football gmne on August 29th. I didn’t ask him to send me the enclosed lettec but he did, and I thought it best to 

just to send it on to you to do with as you see fit. 

Congratulations on the start to another season, and good luck the rest of the way! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Fvt~m: hfames <       &bellsouth.net> 

Date: Wed, Sep 11, 2013 at 9:53 AM 

Subject: Fwd: 

To: Woody Durham <            @gmail.com> 

Here is the young lady soccer player I told you about that loved UNC. Would please forward her info to the ladies soccer coach. Really enjoyed being with you two. 

Herbert 

........ OriRinaJ messaRe ........ 

From: 

Date: 09/10/2013 7:50 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To:       ~b~bell~uth.net 
Subject: Fwd: 

.edu> 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: 

Date: Tue, Aug 27, 2013 at 4:55 PM 

Subject: 

To:       ~bellsouth.net 

.edu> 

Hello Mr.Ames 
This is I had the pleasure of staving you and the Cannon’s at Burlingame a few weeks back. I do apologize for the lateness of my reply. I have j 
finished up my season at Burligame and now I am back in school. Hem is my contact information in case you need to roach me. I am also including my soccer coach’s 
cell phone number and the athletic director of School in case you have some questions for them. 
Varsity Soccer Coach- 
Phone Number: 828-421-2047 
Athlelic Director- - 
Phone Number: 828-421 - 3585 
My Contact Intbm3ation 

Cell Phone: 

Address 
Thank you for kindness and consideration in helping ,ne to pursue a collegiate career in soccer. 

Sincemb; 



~n~il.com 
919 942 9564 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:57 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: 

From: Woody Durham _ @gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Anson,~ 

I know absolutely nothing about the young woman mentioned in this e-mail. However, Herbert Ames is a personal friend of mine in Florence, S.C., mid lie mentioned 

her to me when we were together in Columbia for the football g~ane on August 29th. I didn’t ask him to send me the enclosed lette~; but he did, and I thought it best to 
just to send it on to you to do with as yon see fit. 

Congratulations on the start to another season, and good luck the rest of the way! 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: hfames ~      (b)bell~ uth.ne~ 

Date: Wed, Sep 11, 2013 at 9:53 AM 

Subject: Fwd: 

To: Woody Durham <            ~mail.com> 

Here is the young lad5’ soccer player I told you about that loved UNC. Would please forward her info to the ladies soccer coach. Really enjoyed being with you two. 

Herbert 

........ Original message ........ 

From: 

Date: 09/10/2013 7:50 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To:      ~bellsouth.net 
Subject: Fwd: 

edu> 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: 

Date: Tue, Aug 27, 2013 at 4:55 PM 

Subject: 

To:      ~)bellsouth.net 

.edu> 

Hello Mr.Ames 

This is I had the pleasure of serving you and the Cannon’s at Buflingame a few weeks back. I do apologize for the lateness of my reply. I have just 

finished up my season at Bnrligame mad now I am back in school. Here is my contact i~ffonnation in case you need to reach me. I am also including my soccer coach’s 

cell phone number m~d the athletic director of School in case you have some questions for them. 

Varsity Soccer Coach- 

Phone Number: 828-421-2047 

Athletic Director- 

Phone Number: 828-421 - 3585 

My Co,f tact Intbnnation 

CellPhone: 

Address 

Thm~kyouforldndness m~d considerationinhelpingtnetopursue acollegiate careerinsoccer. 
Sincerely; 



,@gn,’aZcom 
919 942 9564 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

10:11:04 PM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent j~rom my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ¯ Senior, Graduating Class- 

From: @yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 6:20 PM 

Nofioll, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu>; Ga~’ Loveman <glovem~m@harrahs.com> 

Re: Co~tfirming the meeting on Sunday, Septe~nber 15 

That,s Molly... we are pushing it to 9:30 ... same place (upstairs at Spanky’s). Can you share this with Bubba? 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

No(ton, Mc lly <mbnc rk n@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I just spoke with Bubba and he’s very much looking forward to meeting with you and Mr. Loveman on Sunday, September 15 at 9:00am. 

Good luck against Notre Dame! 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The UniveFsity of North CaFolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 6:35 PM 

Gary Loveman <GLOVEMAN@Caesars.com> 

Re: Co~dirming the meeting on Sunday, Septe~nber 15 

Excellent! 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ IYireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Gary. Lovemm~ <GLOVEMAN@Caesars.com> wrote: 

I will see you at 9:30 am Sunday at Spa~ky’s 

Sent with Good (v~vw.good.com) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Norton, Molly [mbnorton(~)unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 03:21 PM Pacific Standard Time 

To: Dorra~ce, Albert A IV; Ga~. Loveman 
Subject: RE: Confirming the meeting on Sunday, September 15 

Coach Dorrance, 

9:30am on Sunday morning works for BuM_~a. Thanks for confirming the location. 

~’a~e Ca 

Mo~y 

~= Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
$e~t~ Wednesday, September ~, 20~3 6:20 P~ 
To~ ~o~on, ~olly; Ga~ Loveman 
8~jeCt~ Re: Confirming the meeting on Sunday, Sep~mber ~5 

ThaWs ~oHx ... we a~ pushJu~ it to ~:30 ... ~e p~ace (ups~Jrs at 5~n~’s). Ca~ you sha~ this with 

"Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I just spoke with gubba and he’s very much looking forward to meeting with you and Mr. koveman on Sunday, September :15 at 9:00am. 

Good luck against Notre Dame! 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2:126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 275:15 

9:19-962-8200 (phone) 

9:19-962-7490 (fax) 

mbnorton@unc.edu 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 8:05 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Prospective Player - 

.pdf 

SeP, t~rom my Vcrizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Prospective Player- 

From:            @sinclink.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Sports in College ] 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 11, 2013 8:57 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

Re: Don’t Even Let Them Think ...... 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~thgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

.... that they can play with ns. I tmow it ~,ill be a tough game, bnt we will be relentless with passion and get it done~ 
Hope your travels today were sat~ to Blacksburg. Have a good day tomorrow, and all the best ~ BEAT THE HOKIES[ 
LET THE ACC BEGIN ~-GO HEELS[ 
Be well, 
La~ 

Lxccutive Associate Director of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 10:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: North Carolina has been featured. 

Check this out..., who is tiffs gift ti~at has cotnmitted to us? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: North Carolina has been featured. 

From: "TopDrawerSoccer.com" <support@topdrawersoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hk 

North Carolina has been featured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read fl~e article. 

Send tiffs etn~l to teammates, ~Jumni, a~d fancily to shaye the news. 

If yon have any questions, please contact us at suppo~t~topdrawersoccer.com. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:16 AM 

~unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edtr~; Jason Sisneros 

Re: 

@gmail.com> 

thank you for taking fl~e time to recomInend 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

We like her too’. 

@lli!c.ed~ wrote: 

Dear Anson, 

I work here on campus and I have met you on occasion so I hope you will not mind if I send you a note about a Soccer Player interested in your program. Now I cannot vouch 
for her soccer skills as I am an IT guy with a daughter who plays Baseball and Softball. What I can tell you is that          is a class kid, tough as nails. My family spent 
:t:t days with her playing baseball in     and she was a class act all the time we were there. 

We just spent another 3 days in    playing Baseball with her at the          and again she was class and all heart. What most people do not know is that right before that 

event, coming from the airport, she slammed her hand shut in a door and hurt it pretty bad. Well.     played outstanding ball with a hurt swollen hand. Imagine how hard it 
is to swing a bat with a swollen hand. I told her she was a soccer player and did not need her hands, but she played and played well. 

If you are considering her and you want a reference to character and toughness she is it. 
I wish you the best in your endeavors and I thank you for your time. 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 10:24 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From           ;@comcast.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance 

My video 

My name is               I am a sophomore,     grad, at                in            My grade point average is     out of 5.0. I have attached 
a video in hopes that you could view my video and let me know if you would like me to attend any camps or showcases that you might be at so I could play 
in front of you or your staff and have you asses me in person. I will be playing throughout the year in the other tournaments, games, 
showcases and winter leagues. I will be happy to provide you with those schedules and dates if you wanted them. 

My present club team is the                       I play on two teams for the        because I want to be able to play as much as possible and also 

to become a better player in more than one position. Playing for two teams allows me to do this. I am the captain on one of the club teams where I play 

center midfield. On the other team I play center midfield, outside midfield and forward. 

Club Soccer 

High School Soccer 

Accomplishments 

Coaches email: 

I am very interested in attending University of North Carolina as a student athlete. Please let me know if I could provide any further information. Thank you 
for your time. 

Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 12, 2013 11:04 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: North Carolina has been featured. 

You are probably conect. 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)"I~ DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

I Saw that and I have no idea. It’s probably a mixup with her committing to [INC Charlotte or ~mething like that. 

Sent frown my iPad 

On Sep 12, 2013, at 10:03 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Check this ont..., who is this gift that has committed to us? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~l:’ireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

........ Original Message ........ 

S ubject: North Carolina has been featured. 

From: "TopDrawerSoccer.com" <support,@.topdrawersoccer.com> 

To: "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <anson~e~nail.unc.edu > 

CC: 

H~ 

North Carolina has been featured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the # 1 Destination tbr College & Clnb Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read the article. 

Send this ema~l to teammates, aJlumni, aaad faa~fily to shaxe the news. 

If yon have any questions, please contact us at snpport~topdrawersoccer.com. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 11:07 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: schedule 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: schedule 

From: ~ zom~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello, Coach Dorrance! 
My daughter, attended your soccer camp. She certainly enjoyed the camp & the campus quite a bit. She said that you’d 
asked for her schedule to be emailed once we had it. She’s playing on a         league this fall out of           & then will be playing with a 

league with             out of          starting in late October. I’ve included both schedules below: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Congrats fiom 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Congrats ti~m 

From: ,@ya~hoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema54.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hey Coach Dorrance - 

Congrats on the great start to the season and your win! I love watching the girls play! As of right now my team is involved in and will be 
playing in the semi-final this Sunday. I have scored two goals in the tournament so far and have had two assists. We have also started our league play in Division 1. The 
following link will show video highlights of my goals from the tournament so far and my two assists - . In the video 
Game-2 First Half" you will see all the goals my team scored in the first half. I wear number i (white) and score the first goal. In Game-2 Second Half" 
you will see the goals my team scored in the second half of our game. I have two assists and a goal. Tell to keep scoring because it seems whenever she 
scores I also score in my game! Keep up the great work! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 11 : 13 AM 

Va~gelder, Maridle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

ILE: Good aflemoon.....UNC Women’s Soccer 

Thank you Marielle .. see you soon! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 4:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Good afternoon...UNC Women’s Soccer 

Anson - 

Just a quick note of congratulations on the team honor. It’s a great testament to the achievement of your program and the quality of individuals who have been associated with it 

Again, congratulations. 

Marielle 

Marielle A vanGelder 
Associate Athletic I)irector 
University’ of North Carolina 
Phone: (919) 962-7853 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
mvangelder@unc, edu 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC Athletics Director 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 3:22 PM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Gall<), Jr., LarU A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sutzject: FW: Good afternoon....UNC Women’s Soccer 

From: Ray Alley [ray@southernsoccerscene.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 2:47 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Sutzject: Good afternoon ...UNC Women’s Soccer 

Please forgive the informality of contacting you by email, but wanted to get a copy of the attached news release in your hands as quickly as possible as it is being released to the news 
media. 

Last Stmday the North Carolina Soccer Hall of Fame executive corrmrittee met to select individual nominees for the 2014 induction, and at that tinre selected the UNC Chapel Hill Wonren’s 
Soccer Progranr to be honored at the 
2014 Hall of Fame Banquet. 

The UNC program will be inducted into the N.C. Soccer Hall of Fame National Champions Hall of Honor. The two previous inductees were individual teams, but how- do you select one front 
all those many UNC national championship tearas. We will honor thenr all on Saturday evening, January 25, at the North Raleigh Hilton. 

I spoke xvith Anson earlier and notified him of this recognition, and have also sent the release to Dave Lohse. I xvill also make the release available to Doug Dibbert in the alunmi office and 
hope that he will pass that along to the local alunmi chapters. 

You would be interested to note that Anson and three of his framer players have already been inducted into the NCSHOF, as has coaches Dr. Mai",qn Allen and Elmar Bolowich and fornrer 
Tar Heel players Eddie Pope, Tony Johnson, Eddie Robinson and Lee Horton. 

We hope that a number of former L~x,-C players will be able to attend the event, which usually- attracts about 250, and that the University will share in our recognition of this program’s 
unparallel success. 

Sincerely, 

Ray Alley, Vice-Chair 
N.C. Soccer Hall Of Fame 
www.ncsoccerhalloffame.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 1:45 PM 

Amy Steadma~ <Amy.Steadman@carlyle.com> 

Re: Article on Ferguson 

I always look forwm’d to seeing you! 

Se~t f!’om my Verizor~ tFire[e,~s 4G LT’E 

Amy Steadnmn <Amy.Steadma~@carlyle.com> wrote: 

Anson -t am d.:_~ing greaL..Vm about 7 weeks into the iob a~d I love ~t: here ~t~ NYC Ors no chag~el hill, but ~t wH[ have t:o do ~or now..). ~ am hoph~g t:o make ~t back 
NC though sometime th~s fall and w~H certa~t~y le~: you know if Ido. 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, September 12, 20~3 9:52 AM 
T~= Amy Steadman 
Subject: Re: Article on Ferguson 
Thank you Amy for fl~inking of us. I loved ~e piece. I will lb~’a~t it to the team when I get to my office. How are you doing? 

Sen@~om my Verizou }I~reless 4G LT~: I)ROID 

Amy Stea&na~ <Arnv.Steadnm~!cadyle:com> wrote: 

Anson & team - congrats on the great start to the season and good luck tonight! Also, I thought you might find this article interesting (just came out in the Harvard 
Business Review). 
~t..t.p.2j...h.~b.~:.~..r.gL7.~..L3.~..~#~s~.u..~.~...n.~:.f~..~r.~.m..~.u.~t~a..r.L~ 
Amy Steadman 
THE CARLYLE GROUP 

520 Madison Avenue, 42nd Floor 
New York, NY, 10022 

Tel: (212) 813.4920 
amy.steadman@carlyle.com 

< CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE > 

The information contained in this transInission is intended only for the person or entib~ to which it is addressed and may contain co,tfidenlial, trade secret and/or 

privileged material. If you are not the intended recipient of this infom~ation, do not review, retmnsmiL disclose, disseminate, use, or take a~y action in relim~ce upon, this 

information. If you received this transmission in error, please contact the sender and destroy all printed copies and delete tke materiaJ from all computers. 

< CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE > 
The information contained in this transmission is intended only for the person or entity to which it is addressed and may contain contidential, trade secret and/or 
privileged material. If you axe not the intended recipient of this inlbnnation, do not review, retmnsmit, disclose, disseminate, use, or take may action in mliaa~ce upon, this 
intbnnation. If you received this transmission in error, please contact the sender and destroy all printed copies and delete the material from all compnters. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 13, 2013 5:06 PM 

DucaT, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: September 2014 

From: Albright, Peter [mailto:palbrigh@richmond.edu] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 12:47 PM 

To: Manoj Khettry; D1WSOC@soccerlists.org 
Subject: {DIWSOC} RE: September 2014 

How did thi~ advert keep g~-_d:ting ot~ the listserve? Can someone pleas~-_~ e>:plam, and should I be recruiting h~-’_~r? 

Check out one of Chica~o Area’s best 2015’s 

Click follow li~k to view profile iattp:/A~’w.youtul~.com 

Go figure?? 

:: ::.;; :: palbright 

From: Manoj Khettry [mailto:mkhettry@stetson.edu] 

Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 12:35 PM 

To: D 1WSOC@soccerlists.orcl 
Subject: {D1WSOC} September 2014 

Stetson University is looking for a HOME game on Sunday September 14, 2014 or an away game within a reasonable distance. 

Guarantees, hotels and or a return can be discussed. 

Thanks and good luck to everyone this weekend. 

Go Hatters! 

Manoj Khettry 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

(386) 822-8139 (o) 

. (m) 

(386) 738-6536 (f) 

mkhettw@stetsonoedu 

Help promote our game with Twitter use #DlWSOC]or News, Spring Results 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 13, 2013 5:22 PM 

Chris Ducar @gmail.com> 

I~E: 

Vew good!! 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: Chris Ducal ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 9:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

http:/?nvti.ms/lc SE92W 

NYTimes: The Value of Suffering 

Calamity cracks you open, moves you to change your ways Sometimes 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 13, 2013 5:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Elite 120 College Showcase 

From: GSI SPORTS [mailto:hsavage@gdtravel.net] 

Sent: Thursday, September 12, 20:13:1:1:33 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Elite :120 College Showcase 

removed by removed by 

sender, sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

Dear Anson, 

GSI Sports is proud to announce our newest tournament, the Elite 12o College Showcase! 

This tournament will be part of our College Showcase series, this ~2o team showcase promises 

to bring the finest Boys and GMs U15-U19 teams fi’om all over the Midwest. 

This inaugural Elite 12o College Showcase will be played at one of the Nation’s finest soccer 

facilities, the Overland Park Soccer Complex, home of the 2o13 USYSA National 

Championships. 

We hope your team can join us to kick off the Spring Season! 

Thanks, 
ttuw Savage 

GSI Sports 

i i~i Imag ....... d bysender. 



remov~dby 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@email,unc,edu by hsavac]e@gci~ravel.net 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant ren~ovalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 
GS[ SPORTS 5360 College Bird :: Overland Park KS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 5:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

l~g: Holds 

Thanks Chris 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 5:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Holds 

Camp paperwork 

On Sep 13, 2013, at 5:26 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What is up boys’.," 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, September 12, 2013 11:47 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Holds 

If you are receiving this email, your sport is delinquent with compliance documentation (contact/evaluation logs, official visits, camp forms, etc.) and now have 

a hold placed with the Business Office on your sport’s account. 

To address outstanding paperwork and to have the holds removed, please contact             at       or       ~_gr_[]2t[]:_L_Ln___c_:_e___d__L_[. 

Thanks, 
Lance 

Lance M~rkos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@emafl,unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Update - Mid/Stk- 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of i 
Sent: Thursday, 3:38 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Update -     Mid!Stk- 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

This is              (     Midfield/Striker) from the                    and                  in        I’m just checking in again to say hello and 
to reiterate my interest in the University of North Carolina soccer program. I also wanted to to let you know that I’ve recently added new player 
video to my recruiting bio below: 

Some of the other key updates you’ll find: 

Coach Dorrance, I want nothing more than the opportunity to continue playing soccer in college. Please contact me if you have any questions, or, if 
you need additional information let me know and 1’II send it right away. Thanks again for your ongoing consideration and 3[ hope to hear from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

If you no longer wish to receive our ema~ls, click the link below: 

Unsub~fibe ............................ 

Student-Athlete Showcase (SAS) 

6210 E. Thomas Rd., Suite 209 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

United States 

(800) 919-0902 





Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: UNC Soccer Program 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 

Subject: UNC Soccer Program 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

5:53 PN 
@gmail.com] 

I am writing to express my interest in playing soccer for The University of North Carolina. I play on the 
team, coached by            , and I will graduate in     . My primary position is center back and I wear number 

I have had the opportunity to go to 2 Regional Events: 

¯ While in           I earned MVP. Also, I attended 

over Thanksgiving and in 

Serving as a captain of my team I have enjoyed experiencing the growth and success of my team along with my own 
growth as a player and a leader¯ I feel my greatest strength is that I give 100% effort at all times in training and in 
games. 

I am a sophomore at where I have maintained all A’s while on the International Baccalaureate 
track. With my GPA I am in the top of my class. I participate in varsity basketball and soccer at 

I have had the opportunity to take a tour of the UNC campus once before with my sister who is looking at it. It was a 
beautiful campus and I really enjoyed being there. I look forward to sometime meeting you in person! 

Sincerely, 

’ Athlete 

Sophmore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday 5:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, : 6:05 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance: 

I just wanted to write you again and send you my schedule for this year. I hope you can find time to come and watch me play. I’ve been a UNC fan for a long time and would 
love a chance to talk to you about your soccer program and the school. I’m a 5’11" midfielder/forward who plays for .. I wear number on my club 
team and my Varsity high school team, For my high school I was voted , was listed by the as one of the top 

5 scorers in the I am the captain of my club team. I was recently listed by Top Drawer as one of the Top 150 Players to Watch. I attended the 
camp in as well as the held by US Soccer. My club team is off to a really great start.., we were in last weekend and beat 

and The ECNL events we a~ attending this year are: 

Also below is my regular league schedule in case you’re ever in the area and can catch a game. I really hope I can have the chance to speak with you sometime abouL 
Thanks! 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday 5:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: . Letter Response 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:43 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Letter Response 
Hi Coach Dorance, 
Thank yon very much for the letter and all the information about UNC. Congrats on a strong start to another great season! 

I wanted to get back to you and let you know that I completely agree with what you said abont UNC’s enviorment. Attending UNC would be the perfect oppurtuN~ 

tbr me to continue challenging myself, bofl~ academicaJly and ~ccer-wise, in the thture. I can’t imagine anything better than being surronded by committed athletes that 

work j ust as hard as I do. 

I also wanted to give you a heads up about a few events I’ll be playing in soon. My team,                      , will actually be in        next weekend for 

games, and then again at fl~e                 in          A tbw weeks after      I’ll also be playing in the 

I would love to speak with you more when you get a chance. I’m planning on taldng the SAT within the next few months. You tnentioned ACT scores as well, so I was 

wondering ifI should sign up for those tests as well? 

Thanks again, 

PS. I was at the , game laser week and had a good time watching tear it np tarheel seyle :) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 13, 2013 5:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 2013 Soccer Showcase, London, UK 

From: Adelle Weir I Firstpoint USA [mailto:Adelle.Weir@firstpointusa.com] 

Sent; Thursday, September :[2, 20:t3 7:17 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; 20~.3 Soccer Showcase, London, UK 

The 2013 F/rsi:Po/nt USA Women’s Soccer Showcase takes place at the London Soccer Dome in London, United Kingdom on I3th December. We would love to have 

you in attendance and Lo casL an eye over’ some of our top 20~4 ~ecruits. 

The event w~ consist of 60 college hopefuls from across the United g~ngdom, Canada and E~rope; competing ~n a tournament format during the course of the day. 

F~rstPoh~t USA w~]l have complete coverage from London ~nduding the ~atest eligibility statuses, academic details, player b~os, match MgMights & recaps, p~ayer 

interviews, coach ~n~:erv~ews and more. 

For more mh:~rrnatkm ~lease see http:i!www.firstpointusa.com/themesifirstpointi~magesiCOACH2013.pdf and to confirm your at~:endance, please ema~l me 

directly at g_~_~_[~:_~_¢~_[_~_[_~_pointusa.com. ~ would be more than happy ~o he~p w~th any ~ogistical requirements tha~ you may require assistance with. 

2013 prornises to be our best Showcase yet and ~ hope you w~ll be a part of it~ 

Yours s~ncere~y, 

Ade~le We~r 

F~rstP.Nnt [JSA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 13, 2013 5:52 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FW: Tar Heels Capture ACC Opener 

UNC-VT Final Box.pdf 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent: Thursday, September 22, 2013 9:27 PM 
To-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A.;      @tampabay.rr.com; webintern@theacc.org; updates@ncaa.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV;,        @gmail.com; sports@newsobserver.com; 
apraleigh@ap.org; sports@news:t4.com; Miller, Beth; paul@socceramedca.com;      ~aol.com; rstutts@:t360wchl.com; chnsports@nando.com; 
obsports@charlotteobserver.com; soccer@sportsvu.net; Ducat, Chris; editor@soccertimes.com; ray@southernsoccerscene.com; sports@dailytarheel.com; 
sphillips@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; ewarnock@nando.com; college@topdrawersoccer.com; ESPNdatainfo@espn.com; news@wchl:t360.com; 
info@fairgamemagazine.com; sports@wsjournal.com; graham.hays@espn3.com; sports@news-record.corn; hhirschman@theacc.org; jim@theheavners.com; Durham Herald- 
Sun (sports@heraldsun.com); Heather Hirschman (hhirschman@theacc.org); Cunningham, Bubba; aufnowski@theacc.org; fbssports@visionsportsnews.com; 
Ihumbert@theacc.org; production@theaccdn.com 
Subject: Tar Heels Capture ACC Opener 
BLAC;KSBURG, VA. - Top-ranked North Carolina got goals from Paige Nielsen and Kealia Ohai to ease past 22nd-ranked Virginia Tech 2-1 Thursday 
night before 1,406 fans at Thompson Field. 
Carolina opens its ACC season with the victory and improves to 7-0 overall heading into a 1 p.m. matchup Sunday against #8 Notre Dame at Fetzer Field. 
Virginia Tech fell to 5-1-1 on the season and 0-1 in the ACC. 
The victory was the 750th of UNC head coach Anson Dorrance’s coaching career as he improved to 750-49-29 in 35 seasons at the helm. 
Carolina got a first half goal by Paige Nielsen and a second half goal by Kealia Ohai and held offa late Virginia Tech rally to preserve the win. Jazmine 
Reeves scored off a corner kick for the Hokies in the 87th minute and then UNC goalkeeper Bryane Heaberlin made a save on a header in the box by 
Murielle Tiernan with just 18 seconds left in the game. 
The Tar Heels outshot the Hokies 8-4 in the first half and took a 1-0 lead into the locker room at intermission. Dayle Colpitts had four first half saves for the 
Hokies, stopping a pair of shots by Crystal Dunn and one each by Cameron Castleberry and Kealia Ohai. 
The Hokies had two good early chances to score in the first half before the Tar Heels began to take a possession advatage late in the half and eventually got 
a goal by forward Paige Nielsen in the 35th minute. After Colpitts saved a shot by Dunn at :32:15, Virginia Tech almost scored a little less than two minutes 
later on a bicycle kick by Ashley Meier that went high. 
VV~th 25:5:3 left in the half, the Tar Heel defensive back line came up big as it blocked shots by 3azmine Reeves and Meier in the penalty area, keeping the 
game tied at 0-0. Colpitts made saves on shots by Dunn at 20:46 and by Kealia Ohai at 14:12 before Nielsen put the Tar Heels ahead 1-0 with 10:40 left in 
the first half. 
Nielsen picked up a loose ball at the top of the 18-yard box, dribbled to her right and found some space. Nielsen sent a 15-yard arcing shot to the far post 
that curled over Colpitts into the upper left 90. It was the Nebraska sophomore’s third goal of the season. 
Virginia Tech had the run of play in the early moments of the second half before the Tar Heels struck with :30:28 to play against the run of play. Ohai fed a 
ball to Crystal Dunn who carried into the top of the box before returning it to Ohai on the right side of the penalty area. The Utah native deked a defender and 
then buried a shot from 10 yards out to the far post for a 2-0 lead. 
Carolina twice almost pushed the lead to three goals only to have Dayle Colpitts make tremendous saves. She stopped Amber Munedyn on the doorstep 
with 27:09 to play and then she made a critical save on a bullet of a shot by Ohai with 10 minutes left. 
Virginia Tech would persevere, making things uncomfortable for UNC at the end. Reeves scored her fourth goal of the season with 3:48 to play after a 
scramble in the goal mouth offa corner kick. The Hokies had another corner kick with 42 seconds left and eventually got the header in the box by Tiernan. 
But Heaberlin held her line, making the save and earning the Tar Heels the win. 
UNC outshot the Hokies 14-7 and had edge in corner kicks 11-5. Colpitts had a season-high seven saves for Virginia Tech. 
Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
9:t9-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:54 PM 

noreply@unc.edu; @aol.com; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Maykos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@~mc.edtr~; Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu> 

Fall Soccer - W 

Vi~lCe, 

If possible we would like a mid year admit for I.et me know if there are any issues, We would still be within our admit #’s for the year~ 

From: noreply@unc.edu [mail~o:noreply@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, : 5:03 AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; ’@aol.com; Ducat, Chris; Harkos, Lance M; Sander, Thomas ~; 1lle, Vince 
Subject:     Fall Soccer - W 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 13, 2013 6:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: We have featured 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:support@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 20:~3 8:05 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" We have featured 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

has been t~atured on TopDrawerSoccer.com, the #1 Destination for College & Club Soccer in America. 

Please click here to read the m-~icle. 

Send tiffs emafil to friends, teammates, fmnily a~d club me~nbers to give them the news. 

Is _~!!_~a2~:_e_!_~_i_I_i£__~__&t_£_h_i!i~__p__r_£_t_i_l__e_. updated? Please keep this profile up-to-date at all ti~nes by becoming a Premier Member. 

As a Premier Member, playe~ can keep their Players To WatchTM profile updated and take advantage of our exciting new features. Click hem fi:~r morn information 

ou our Premier Membership. 

If yon have any questions, please contact ns at support~topdrawersoccer.com. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Temn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 13, 2013 6:07 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

l~L: Congratulations 

Thank you Paul[! 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Friday, September :t3, 2023 8:51 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Congratulations 

Anson, 

Just wanted to drop you a quick note to say congratulations on your 750th win. What an impressive accomplishment! 

Best of luck this weekend against Notre Dame. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, September 13, 2013 6:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Youth Soccer Reporter: USA, Mexico coaches to share bench 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 9:02 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Youth Soccer Reporter: USA, Mexico coaches to share bench 

removed by 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

roday"s NeWSFfiday, Sept¯ 13, 2013 

removed by 

sender 

tweet This 

USA, Mexico coaches to share bench 
by Mike Woitalla 

[7UP SUENO ALIANZA1 Coaches from archrivals USA and Mexico will work together at the 7Up Sueno 

Alianza National Finals, the crowning event of the Hispanic player identification program. U.S. U-14 coach 

Hugo Perez and Mexico’s U-20 coach Sergio Almaguer will share the bench to guide the Alianza U-15 

and U-19 finalists in a total of six games at the HubStub Center in Carson, Calif., Sept. 19-22. - Read the 

whole story 

Thirteen states represented on Alianza teams 
by Soccer America 

[7UP SUENO ALIANZA] After tryouts in 11 cities across the USA, Alianza de Futbol has announced 56 

finalists for U-15 and U-19 teams that will compete at the 7Up Sueno Alianza National Finals, presented 

by Verizon Sept. 19-22 in Carson, Calif. The finalists hail from 13 states. - Read the whole story 

NSCAA Hiqh School Fall Boys Top 25 
by Soccer America 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi~ 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

iNilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

[qVEEKLY RANKINGS] St. Benedict’s Prep, two-time defending national champion, remained No. 1 in the NSCAA High 

School Fall Boys Top 25. DeMatha Catholic of Hyattsville, Md., and Jesuit of Carmichael, Calif., switched places with 

DeMatha at No. 2 and Jesuit at No. 3. For the complete Top 25 rankings ... - Read the whole story 

NSCAA High School Fall Girls Top 25 
by Soccer America 

[~ANKINGS] Carmel (Ind.) High School took over the top spot in the NSCAA High School Fall Girls Top 25 rankings from idle 

South Side of Rockville Centre, N.Y. For the complete Top 25 rankings ... - Read the whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Friday, Sept. 13, 2013 

FEEDBAOK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O L~’,!C EXCHANGE!OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 6:11 PM 

Bill Santbrd <bill.santbrd@bellleadership.com> 

1~:;: Conglamlations, Anson’. 

Thank you Bill!! 

From: Bill Sanford [mailto:bill.sanford@bellleadership.com] 
Sent-" Friday, September 13, 2013 9:41 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Congratulations, Anson! 

Milestone victory. Proud of you and your team’s achievements. 

Good luck on Sunday. 

Go Heels! 

Bill 

Bell Leadership Institute 

t: (919} 967 7904 h/919) :’?67 2,~B4 

www.bellleadership.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, September 13, 2013 6:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 2013 GSI College Showcase - November 15-17 

From: GSI SPORTS [mailto:hsavage@gdtravel.net] 

Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 11:20 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 

Subject: 2013 GSI Colleqe Showcase - November 15-17 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 
sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 

~iI Irnag ........ d bysender 

COLLEGE COACHES - SIGN UP HERE TO ATTEND! .................................. 

Forward this email 

~iI Image 

..... removed by 

sender. 

...... removed by 
sender. 

This email was sent to anson@eraaiLunc.edu by hsavaqe@qcitraveLnet 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instan[ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy, 
GSI SPORTS 5360 College Blvd :: Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday: 6:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: 

I like this11! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Friday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~/ 
Subject: Fwd: 

11:38 AlVl 

Begin tbrwa~-ded message: 

From: Terry Foley 

Date: 11:27:22 AM EDT 

To: "Ducar, Chris" ~ucar(?~)unc.edu> 
Subject: Re: 

Big Bird, 

I have sent a message to fill out the paperwork, I will give you a call about her later, she does have the potentiaJ to be a [INC player. She is one of 

the fastest players in the ECNL at this age group,                                                         She does have some technical 

On at 11:11 AM, Ducar, Chris wrote: 

Brotherman, please let       know that we got her email a~d I just sent her a profile tbm~ to fill out. Give me or An~)n a call when you can and give us 

your evaluation this player. Talk to you soon! 

Bird 

Seut fiom my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, September 13, 2013 6:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

1~:;: CAROLINA - The Magazine 

Very good!! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Friday, September 13, 2013 6:14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: CAROLINA - The Magazine 

I downloaded the app today and it looks pretty cool. I’ll send it out the next time I’m in the office. 

On Sep 13, 2013, at 6:09 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~.{).~.q.{).~.~!]).~!.!:~!~q£:~.~!~.> wrote: 

For recruits and alumnae? What do you think? 

From: Matt Terrell [~amscklb,com 

Sent: Friday, September 13, 2013 9:13 AM 

To-" Matt Terrell 

Subject-" CAROLINA - The Magazine 

To: Athletics Staff 

Re: CAROLINA - The Magazine 

A few weeks ago, The Rams Club and Carolina Athletics launched a new weekly digital magazine -CAROLINA. ~nitial numbers are good for online views. We expect to see 

a significant climb in readership in the coming days as we finally received approval of our Apple store app (the best way to view it) this week. Along with our Google 

Play app for Droid tablets, these apps will bring great stories to Tar Heel fans in an innovative way. With the pieces fully in place, we will greatly pick up promotion of 

the magazine (including a press release Friday through 

I encourage each of you to go to the Apple Store or the Droid Market, and download the free app for the new magazine ... just search CAROLINA or CAROLINA MAGAZINE, 

or click the links below. Once you have downloaded the app, be sure to click on the "Click Here for Free Subscription" button to ensure future issues are automatically 

pushed each week. You can view the first three issues in the app or online. 

The direct link for the Apple App Store is 

The direct link for the Google Play Store is 

If you don’t use a tablet, you can always find issues online at 

Enjoy! Go Heels[ 

- Ma~ 

Matt Terrell 

Associate Executive Director I The Rams Club 

The University of North Carolina 

Please note a new emai~ address: 

We educote and inspire through Athletics. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 3:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fall Season Update 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fall Season Update 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance, 

I just wanted to keep you posted oil my team [] s plans for this season. We will be attending: 

Since I have been playing club soccer for . We placed second in , first at the 

We ave staNn8 next week, and will be playing some games too. 

. and first in the 

My primary position is goalkeeper. I am looking forward to making the improvemems in my game, to help me to achieve my goal of playing collegiate soccer. 

I am very interested in University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and would like tbr you or a representative to come see me play. I play 

, and I am    the goalkeeper. The schedule and more information axe below. 

In addition to soccer, I also play volleyball at . I have been a High Honor Roll studem with a , GPA, while taking all honors 

courses. I am involved in ; I also am a greeter at Inass. I will be taking tile ACT 

within the next month, and my college major interes~ts ave Nursing, Physical Therapy, or solnething in a related field. 

Thank you for taking the time to read this, and I look fo~vard to receiving more information about UNC and your soccer program. Good luck in your season, Go 

Tarheels! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 3:15 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: checking in 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: checking in 

From: @cuemml.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe(t A IV" <anson@emaAl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I have noticed that you opened Iny last e- mail and viewed my profile and my video. My club team has just s~rted the fall season, and I mn looking fom’axd to a good 

season and on improving myself as a player. Will yon be attending any tournaments or canips that I can schedule Inyself to attend’? Looking forward to the oppoi~nily 
to speak ruth you or meet ruth yon at an event. 

Sincerely, 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, September :[4, 2013 4:09 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Adidas Savannah Senior Cup College Showcase 20:1_3 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Adidas Savannah Senior Cup College Showcase 2013 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

[ 
ii.~.iI sincSFort ...... 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 4:09 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ¯ Class of - Center Midfielder - GPA - "Perfectionist" - 

Unofficial Transcript- .pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: - Class of ; - Center Midfielder - 

From: @gmail.com~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <anson.~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

~GPA - "PertSctionist" - 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

Hello Coach Anson Dorrance. My name is              and I am currently a sophomore (10th grade -class of    ) at                   in            . I 

am also       and all of us love soccer and play soccer. I am writing you because I have a strong interest in the women’s soccer program at the University of North 

Carolina. I am a dedicated student-athlete currently maintaining a grade point average of ,. on an accelerated academic schedule. I am interested in the University of 

North Carolina because of its strong academics and soccer program. I believe the UniversiW of North Carolina would be an excellent fit tbr my athletic m~d academic 

abilities. 

As a player and a student I mn a perfectionist, I will work at something until it is perfect m~d that mindset is present both with my acadetnics m~d improving my soccer 

skills. My majors strengths of my game would be ~ny abiliW to see the field, act as a leader for my team, make the correct l~sses, and kick the free kicks (from 35 

yards m~d forward) m~d corner kicks. I play for the                           reran. Last year as a freshman we won                              ,. I also play 

for the                  team coached by             , and I ~an one of the captains. For both teams I play center midfield and wear jersey nranber 

My main goal for college is to receive a quality education and play the game I’ve loved all my life, soccer. I have never been forced to play soccer, I truly love the game 

and my passion to be the best drives me to succeed in life. I know I can play competitively at the highest collegiate level. I know I roll be an impact player where ever I 

play. The UniversiW of North Cm~olina looks like a place I wonld enjoy being at for fonr years. The school’s soccer program is exquisite and on top of that the 

education is top notch a~d has the majors I would like to pursue. I hope to be the Wpe of player who helps lead the University of North Carolina to a National 

Championship. 

If you have any questions my coach, emaJ~l is (a)yahoo.com and his phone number is, . My 

coach, em~il is (~aol.com and his phone number is 

As soon as I receive tny schedules for club I will send thetn to you and below is my high school schedule for                        . I hope that yon might be 

able to catch one or more of tny games. I truly look fo~w-ard to the oppo~nity to speak with you m~d learn more about the UniversiW ofNo~th C~olina and the soccer 

program. 

Yours Truly, 

P.S. My email is               ~mail.com a~d my cell phone number is I will also attached games that I am playing in club when I receive them 

but below is my high school schedule. Underneath my high school soccer schedule I have attached tny unofficial transcript. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 4:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Women’s Soccer 

Who is this? 

Seniti’ore my Ver’izor~ tFireIe,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" <dncmc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~z)y~hoo.corn> 

Date: ,8:56:59 PM EDT 

To: "Ducar, Chris" <duca(~unc.edu> 

Cc:          @        ~.com"         ~        .com> 
Subject: Re: UNC Women’s Soccer 
Reply-To: @yahoo.com> 

Hi Coach Ducat - 
I just wanted to 
questionnaire. 
Thanks 

let you know I just finished filling out the UNC online 

From: "Ducat, Ohris" <ducar(~,unc.edu> 
To: ,~,ya hoo.com" ’ 
Sent: Thursday, 11:09 AM 
Subject: UNC Women’s Soccer 

(~,va hoo.com> 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back ruth any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate 

Admissions, CB# 2200, Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the Universily web site: http:iA~vw.unc.edu/ for any information about fl~e 

Universi~. For team information you may go to 

http://www.goheels.com/SportSelectdbml?SITE UNC&DB OEM ID 3350&SPID 12982&SPSID 667900 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again a/ter September I st of your junior yeax when we can officially write you back. 

Plea~ fill out the online questiom~aire so we can track your progress and have a]l you current information on file: 

Please enter 00l in the "code" field. 
https://secure.assistantcoach.net/collegesiathlete webfo~m.asp?oid l18&sid~845 Ifforsomereasonthelinkdoesnotworkcorrectly, just copy and 

paste it into your browser. 

Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

SinceMy, 

Anson Dorrance 

Ileal Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

http://ncgs~com/ 

Chris Ducar 



duca~@uncaa.unc.edu 
http:,/www.goheels.com, SportSelect.dbml?SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&SPID=12982&SPSID=667900 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 4:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Women’s Soccer 

Yes, the fast one ... defender. What year? 

Sent.f!°om my Verizou fVire[ess 4(5 L2’E DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" <dncax@unc.edu> wrote: 

player 

On , at 4:10 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Who is this? 

Se~,,t.fi°om my verizo,,~ ~Vireies~’ 4G LIk’DRO1D 

"Duca*, Chris" <dncar(&unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ,~yahoo.com> 
Date: 8:56:59 PM EDT 
To: "Duc~r, Chris" <dncar(&unc.edu> 
Cc:          (~        .com’’~         ~       ~.com> 
Subject: Re: UNC Women’s Soccer 
Reply-To: ~yahoo.com> 

Hi Coach Ducar - 
I just wanted to 
questionnaire. 
Thanks 

let you know I just finished filling out the UNC online 

From: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 
To: @yahoo.com" , 
Sent: Thursday, 11:09 AM 
Subject: UNC Wor~en’s Soccer 

g~,vahoo.com> 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer’. 

Unfortunately~ the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with a~y information about our program. Please write the Office of 

Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, Jackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 27515 or visit the Universi~ web site: http://~v.unc.edu/for any 

information about the Univm~ity. For team information you may go to 

http:i/www.goheels.comiSportSelect.dbml?SITEUNC&DB OEM ID 3350&SPID 12982&SPSID 667900 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September I st of your j unior year when we can officially write you 

back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current intbmmtion on file: 

Please enter 001 in the "code" field. 

https://secure.assistantcoach.net/colleges/athlete webfonn.asp?oi&118&sid~845 If for some mason the link does not work correctly, 

just copy and pas~te it into your browser. 

Good lnck and thank you for yonr interest!. 

Sincemly, 

Anson Dorrance 



Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Clm s Ducar 

Assi sta~t Coach aJ~d Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp lntbrmafion 
http://nc~s~com/ 

Chris Dncar 

ducar(a) uncaa, unc.edn 

http:/iwww.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?SITEMJNC&DB OEM ID 3350&SPID 12982&SPSID 667900 

Sent tiom my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 9:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: College Recruits 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College Recruits 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson, 
My nmne is I am currently a freshin~ at , which is in I am very interested in both your academic 

and soccer programs. 

I have played travel s~ccer for                since I was nine years old. This past summer we went to Europe and played with the Europeans for ten days. As a 

freshman, I am a starting forwamd on my school Varsity team. However, I a]so feel comfortable at the attack/midfield position. 

My grade point average in 8th grade was a I mn taking all honors courses as a freshman in high school. IVly goal is to achieve at least a gpa. I would like to 

pul~ue a degl~ee in the medical field. 

My time in the 40 yard run-4.9 sec. My time in the 100 yard run- 12.3 sec. These times were manually timed with a stop watch. They were not professionally clocked, 

so my times are approximations. 

Laslly, the following are some words that best describes who I am : 

1. ttard worker 

2. Leader 

3. Winner 

4. Organized 

5. Goal- oriented 

6. Positive Attitude 

7. Determined 

I would appreciate an~hing you can send me with regard to your school, soccer programs, and soccer camps. I want to thax~k you for your time. I hope you are having 

a successthl season! 

Warmest Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:49 PM 

Ducar, Clms <ducar@ unc.edu>; Va~gelder, MaaJelle A <mvangel&~emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd: / class 

How do we follow up on this wifl~out brealdng a role or insulting a player? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: / class 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Anson, 

I would like to visit UNC in October. Would it be possible to meet ruth you while I am on campus’? If so, please let me know what weekend works best for you. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 7:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My names            I’m a sophomore from                   . I’ve been playing club soccer for                          for 4 years and have played a 
single high school season. I’m a central midfielder and have done some research and found interest in your team. Thank you for your time. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 7:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducax@unc.edu>; Streett. Shelly <sjgreen@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Fwd:                Grad - 2013 ECNL/ODP Season Recap 

I like this kid..., start a file. 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: Grad - 2013 ECNL/ODP Season Recap 

From:         ~mindsp6ng.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I hope this e-mail finds you and your family doing well. I have been watching your home games on my computer and thought I should send you an e-mail. 

I wanted to take a minute and let you know how my 2013          ECNL and     ODP seasons turned out. I play for the 98’          and 97"     ODP 

teams. I finished the ECNL season with 6 goals and 9 assists. During the season I played center back for 6 games, center/attacking mid for 6 games and forward for 3 
games.           Head Coach            recently stated that "she can play me anywhere on the field and I will do well". 

ECNL: I finished my 2013 ECNL season wit the ECNL National Play-Olt~ in Aurora, CO where my U15 Team went 2-1-0. I played center/attacking 

mid, out of the 9 goals scored I was responsible for 3 goals and 3 assists in fl~e 3 gmnes. 

I have been playing,                 for the last 4 years. This year I was promoted to          for 6 games during ECNL Events for my ability to organize the 

defense, provide leadership on the back line, ability to see the field, control the ball and to play the ~11 out of the back ’~to feet". 

I played           in the San Diego ECNL Event where I was task ruth the responsibility of sh~tting down and controlling 2 National Team pool players and I 

accomplished my task. 

ODP: I also play center mid on the 97’ State ODP team where Head Coach          recently stated that "I have the strongest left foot and the strongest technicaJ 
player on the field". I attended fl~e Region IV ODP camp on July 1 4 at Cal Poly, Pomona, CA. 

I am very interested in [INC and your program. I would like to give you a call in the near future and visit you this 

I have also just added my 2012 ECNL highlight video to my NCSA web-page, I would like to invite you to watch it. 

If you axe inte~este& you can review my player profile on the follomng Recruiting Websites or contract my club and high school coaches: 

http://www.topdmwersoccer.comMub- player- profile, 

http:i/~x~vw.eliteclubsnalionalleague.comiteams’ 

http:i/recruit- match.nc~sports.org/clientrms/profile/profilesummaw 

(WON) 

HS Coach’s Name: 

HS Coach’s E-Mail: 

HS Coach’s Phone: 

Club Coach’s Name: 

Club Coach’s E-Mail: ~mac.com (Home) 

Club Coach’s Phone: (Cell) 

I am looking forward to talking with you very soon. 

Respectfully, 

; Grad 

(Cell) 



(Dad’s Cell) 

~mindspfing.com 

Click HEIU:; to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 8:00 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

Re: Bummer! 

We are better but sometilnes the most difficult challenge is the gmne not the opponent. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain., A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tough game vs. a good team. I believe that ~,e are better than ND. This ga~ne is so unforgiving ,-, we dominate most of the ga~ne and the entire second half: fl~ey get away 
with marking us with their hands and o’abbing us; we fought ~ best as we could. 
We now &ive on and have to get rea@ tbr the Noles on Wednesday. Get some rest ~ to~no~row’s a new day ~- we’ll be OK~ 
Proud of you. 
La~ 

Lxccutive Associmc Director of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 8:00 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-* 

Re: Nice game 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <daniel.bradii)rd@duke.edu> wrote: 

Unc looks like the better team...you’ll beat them in December. I am not a thn of the head referee. #19 and #7 got clobbered eve~ "time they touched the ball with very 

few calls. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Introduction 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Introduction 

From:_      _                     _ ~    .net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ4.unc.edw~ 

CC:        ~       .com 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is 

North Carolina. 

and I am very interested in learning more about the outstanding women’s soccer program that you’ve developed at University of 

Given the success you’ve had with the women’s soccer team, I am sure that you have many girls who share my interest in your program. I hope that the success 

that I have had so far would be enough to warrant your time and a potential visit to your school. Several of my accomplishments are: 

If possible, I would like to visit the University of North Carolina campus over the next few months. If this is a possibility, please let my 

know. Thank you for your consideration and I hope to be able to meet you soon. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 8:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: The Deadine is today for the ’Fop Gifts Showcase in the Midwest 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: The Deadine is today tbr the Top (~ifls Showcase in the Midwes~t 

From: "St. Louis Scott Gallagher" <mtx)hnak@slsgmccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 



Forward this email 

rh~s ernsiI wss sent to ar~sor~@uncss,m~c.ed~ by ._n_~__b__o__h__n__a___k_@_s_[_s.g__-~_c__c__e__r_:_c__o_[~ :: 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removaIwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy, 

St. Louis Scott Gallagher i PO Box :!.5 i Haryville ]:L 62062 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE!OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday,                  8:14 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: _ 

From:             ,@aol .com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-* 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

It’s exciting to be a Junior in High School no~v and finally get to talk to coaches. I can’t wait to play college soccer! I hope you had a chance to see me play at your college i.d. camp in July. I 

achieved all 4’s on my evaluation and really wish to talk with you about the players you will need for 

If you remember, I have a lot of speed and play attacking defense, out-side mid and for~vard. My passion is forward and I am pretty good at taking on the goalie lvl to score! 

Please let me kno~v if you have a one day college id. clinic coming tap this fall or ~vinter and I will come visit and you can see me play again 

Also, I will be at the college showcase in and in Hope you can see me play and really hope to play for you at UNC{! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:33 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Counter Attack Goal by 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Counter Attack Goa] by 

From:_                .     _                                      @gmail .com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I want to share a short video clip of a counter attack goal against              t so that you can see my speed and composure. What do you thinlc, could you use 

someone like me on your team in    ? I sure hope so because I really want to play for you’. 

Hope to here ficom you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 8:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @ya]~oo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" ~ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Co~ch Dorrance, 

Thank )~m so much for your response. I did ho~vever man~ge to lose t:he email )~m sent: ~nd I was hoping you coukt send it once more. It was the email with 

the link to create an account on your school website. 

Thank you so much, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);~ 

Sunday,                  10:58 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: 

Me too ! 

~gmadl.com> wrote: 

Thought it was pretty cool when i opened top drawer and [’ace was apart of the home page haha 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 11:01 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-~ 

Re: Nice game 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <daniel.bradIi)rd@duke.edu> wrote: 

Unc got a raw deal in that game yet you and the two players who got most beaten up still gave gracious interviews...and seemed to really mean it. That’s pure class 
that is fl~e Cayolina tradition. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: 09/15/2013 8:00 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Daniel Bradford, M.D." <daniel.bradford@dm.duke.edw~ 
Subject: Re: Nice ga~ne 

I agree! 

Sent from ~ ~ t,r~zon Igireless 4( ~ L7;/£ DROID 

"Daniel Bradford. M.D." <daniel.bradford@duke.edu> wrote: 

Unc looks like the better team...you’ll beat them in December. I am not a fan of tJae head referee. # 19 and #7 got clobbered eve~ time they touched the ball ruth veo, 

t~w calls. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, September 15, 2013 11:01 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Bummer! 

Hear, hear. 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ tlqreIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~thgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Understand and great point ~ many years ago I had coach say to me, "concentrate on playing the game." 

Lxecutive Associate Director of Athletics 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 2013 8:00 PM 
To; Gallo, _lr., Larry A. 
Subject-" Re: Bummer! 

We are better but sometimes the most difficult chaJlenge is the game not the optx~nent. 

Sen~ from ~ ~ ~’r~zon I~;iire/ess 4( ~ L?;{~’ DROID 

"Gallo, Jr., Lany A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tough game vs. a good team. I believe that we are better thaws ND. This g~me is so unforgiving ~-we dominate most of the g~me and the entire second half; they get away 
wkh maxking us with their hands and grabbing us; we fought as best as we could. 
We now drive on and have to get read?" for the Noles on Wednesday’. Get some rest ~ tomorrow’s a new day ~ we’ll be OK! 
Proud of you. 
Lans~ 

~Larry Ga~ Jr. 

;[",xecutNe Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 
University ofNoN~ Car~lina at Chat~l }till 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 11:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Women’s Soccer Prospect 

Player Profile.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Women’s Soccer Prospect 

From: @vefizon.net 

To: "Do~ance, Albe~l A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I am writing to you to express my interest in playing soccer at the University of North Carolina. I am a sophomore this year, and I am anxious to begin the college recruiting process I 

have attached a copy of my current player profile for you. Please let me know if you would like any further information or more references. It’s been a dream of mine to play for UNC since 

before I can remember I would be honored to play on your team when I graduate from                          I have played varsity soccer since my freshman year, and I play for 

I would like to invite you to see me play any time in the future. I have a State Cup match Saturday             , at            We are ranked in this state tournament. I will also be 

playing in       for the       Tournament the weekend of             I will be playing in the ........ in           i in November, and I will be in       for the 

I can send you a more complete schedule if you’d like to see it. 

Thank you for taking your time to read my profile. I will continue to work hard on the field and in my Honors classes at school. I am very active in SCA, and was elected to office this year. I 

hope that my play and accomplishments impress you, and that I can speak with you or meet you in the near future. 

Thank you, 

Go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 10:39 AM 

~welshcarson.com> (cboneparth@welshcarson.com) 

I~W: Hm-vmd Business School 

~-ley! It worked1!! 

From: Harvard Business School [mailto:admissions@hbs.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, September :t6, 20:t3 8:58 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Harvard Business School 

Dear Mr. Dorrance: 

We have successIhlly received your letter of recommendation for ( to tlarvavd Business School. Thm~k you tbr yonr time m~d consideration. 

--Harvard Business School 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 10:47 AM 

.la~n Sisneros~ @gma~l.com> 

From: ~ .org] 
Se~t: Monday~ - " : 3:43 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: 

To Whom It May Concern: 

My name is             and I am currently a senior at the                       in the    . I was born and raised in            , but originally from 
I am a tough soccer player and would really like to play for UNC starting in the Fall of     should I get admitted to the university. I am a 5.3’, 

strong central attacking mid-fielder who primarily plays a passing game and tries to create plays and opportunities for my teammates. I have been playing 
soccer since I was 10 years old and received a scholarship to play at             in      in             where I was captain, but opted to give that up for 
an American school system. Since then, I have played Varsity soccer (for the last three years), and have also played Division 1 in the 

league since my freshman year in high school. I train every other day with a personal trainer to work on my strength and explosiveness on the field, 
and I also hold a cumulative , GPA. I also have my FIFA level 1 Coaching certificate, and coach a young team twice a week. Unfortunately, living in 
there are no recruiting options or club teams. I have spent the last three summers playing at , and 
have also been to a soccer camp at                 . I was wondering if you had a recruiting team in the          , or have another way of seeing me 
play, even if that means I come out to North Carolina. I would love to play seriously for your school and show you my soccer skills. 
Thank you for your consideration and time. 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:46 PM 

dcrocker@uncaa.unc.edu 

Coming’. 

I will be there for my flu shot between 9 am and 12 noon on Wed Oct 16th at the Loudermilk Center 

Anson Dorrance 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 2:51 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: GPS vs ND 9.15.13 

Team Report vs Notre Dame 9.15.13.pdf; C SV Team Report vs Notre Dame.csv 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros; 
Subject: GPS vs ND 9.15.13 

Match data attached from Sunday’s match 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:56 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

@msn.com; duce¢@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

See you in 

No problern      ! Thank you for the notice and we look forward to seeing you in 

talk to you. Only smile and wave. I hope you understand. All the best!H 

From: ~@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, :L0:53 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 

¯ Please remember all these NCAA rules we have to follow: we can’t even 

Head Traveling Soccer Coach: 

Cell: 

Head ttigh School Soccer Coach: 

Cell: 

Cell: 

Dear Coach Anson, 
I am unable to attend the game at this Wednesday. Howeven I will be sure to watch it on EPSN, since it will be broadcasted. 

I will be in attendace of the gmne on Sunday. 

Besl of luck to your team for these upcoming games. 

Talk to you soon. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:38 PM 

Cyprian McFaylane ~gmail.com> 

[@aol.com; natalie dorrance ( @hotmaJl.com); Ducar, Chris (ducm@unc.edn) 

RE: 

Cyp, 

And Cyp I do remember you and I would love to see this kid (send us her resume and we will start a file) 

especially if her dad still lives in North Carolina (because she would get instate tuition ... saves a fortune). Have her check out www.ncgsc.com and one of these 

days bring s team back to 1t?AM Camp. f hope you stud your kids en~oved the last one. At~d t~ow Lhe curdcuh~ ~s even better: we tesch the I-4-.2.-3-1 AND Raymond 

Verhe~jen"s perk)d~zath:m player deveh:~pment platform 

Thank you, my friend AND a~ Lhe best!~ 

~= Cyprian NcFarlane [mailto: @gmail.com] 
$e~t= Monday, ~:~ PN 
To= Ducar, Chris; Ducar, Chris 
C¢= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

In any case, I’m at the ....... )w and I have a kid on my team - lives in but she is from 
and her Mom married 
This year I’m coaching the U16s ( or ) but this kid is born in but she is only in Grade 8 so she is a 
good for a goal a game. 
If a kid is or might be interested in UNC - is it best that they attend the individual player camp? 
Let me know. 
Thanks, 
Cyp 

Oakville SC : cmcfarlane@oakvil~esoccer.ca 

Personal:        ~@~mail.corn 

Her parents are divorced 

She is magic and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: soccer filture ruth UNC Chapel Hill. 

Save me!! V’,‘ho is this kid? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: @shaw.ca [mailto @shaw.ca] 
Sent: Monday,                  1:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:            soccer future with L~,-C Chapel Hill. 

Good morning Anson, 

I tried calling you as requested. Unfortunately I am in and out of meetings today and ~vould like to be able to discuss your thoughts on my daughter 
course her abili~z to be able to play for you and your team. 

Please let me know what would be a better time to call you. ’]’hank you for your time and attention 

Sincerely, 

attending your school and of 

Sent from my BlackBerry device on the Rogers Wireless Network 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 5:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: SLSG Metro - Hot offthe Presses 

From-" St. Louis Scott Gallagher [mailto:mbohnak@slsgsoccer.com] 
Sent: Monday, September :16, 20:13 3:03 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; SLSG Metro - Hot off the Presses 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 



This newsletter (our 25th edition) is for our alumni, current SLSG Metro girls 

striving to realize their dreams in soccer and our nations college coaches, 

SLSG ivietro Produces NCAA Division ][ Stars 
The p~’esent... 
Let’s sta~ vdth whaFs happening now. Two time High School All-American, ~’o t~me St. Louis Post 

Dispatch P~ayer of the Year & the a~l time leading goa~ scorer in Southern 3]ino~s history, Hogan "Paz" 

Pawloski (pictured above) is fresh off of scoring ~vo goals ~n the Vighting Illings win over ~IO th~s 

weekend. Paz ~s currently the #3 goa~ scorer for the UniversiW of Illinois. 

Rachel Tejada, Illinois Sta~ Oniversibl, wen the M~sseuri Valley Conference Player of the Year as a 

freshman and sophornore, finished in the top 10 for all DI goal scorers in both seasons and won the 

HVC P~ayer of the Week last week. To ~p that, ISU beat #22 Harque~ Universi~ this weekend as 

Y~ada scored 4 goa~s ~n two weekend games. 

The dub doesn’~ just develop goal scorers as Har~ah K~enke, Oniversi~ of Tennessee ~la~n, can 

a~est to. All Klenke has done is break the school record in wins the last ~o years and ~n her 

sophomore campaign ~ast yea~, she became just the second player ever to be named the Ohio Valley 

Conference Tournament Player of the Year along with being tabbed to the a~l-OVC first team and 

OVC Tournament 
Kelsey Dioges, a h~gh schoo~ Mam mate of Pawlosk~ and a dub ma~ of Tejada, has made a name 

for herself at Hiam~ of Ohio, leading them to the ~CAA Tournament in 2012 where she scored and 

assisted in M~ami’s upset victory of #20 Tennessee. Dinges had 11 goals and 7 ass~s~ ~ast year as a 

sophomore. She was also first team al~ HAC. 

And by the way, Tejada, Klenke and Dh~ges a~] woo an Under 23 Nationa~ Tit~e th~s summer with the 

St. Louis Sco~ Ga~agher 

These four are but a sampling._we have players impacting Hissouri State, SEHO, 5IUE,~ Stetson, 

Lipscornb, ~lodda Gulf Coast, Western Kentucky, Wyoming, Eastern Illinois and many, many more~ 

The past... 
Jesse Crabtree was a three year contributor at the Universi~ of Missouri where she was a pa~ of 

the 2008 and 2009 Big 12 Championship squads. She levi ~or SEMO before her senior yea~ and 

she did there was w~n the Ohio Valley Conference Offensive Player of the year, make the first team 

alI-OVC and OVC Newcemer ef the Yead 

Let’s head [o Sweden. Yes, Sweden. That’s where Tessa Gavilsky is currently plying her trade as 
she plays fer IK Sirius FK. Gavils~, has 3 goals in 5 games as her team is in 3rd place in the 
Elitettan Table. Before that she was a Gatorade All American in High School and is the all time 
leading goal scorer for Stetson University where she leads in both goals and assists and was the 
Atlantic Sun Offensive Player of the year in consecutive years as she lead the league in points. 

April Eilering is from our very, first graduating class ten years ago. April is the all time leading 
shutouts (29) and goals against leader (1.03) for ,Stetson University. She owns four of the top five 
GAA years in school history. Eilering was elected inte their Athletic Hall of Fame in 2012. 

SLSG Metro is in our second year in the ECNL And with all due respect to every’ player mentioned 
above, we think the next group of players will be special as well and the ECNL will allow them 
exposure that their predecessors did not experience. College coaches need to get out and see 
these teams in action in our upcoming ECNL games. 



i.~.i image removed 
by sender 
ECNL Logo 

SLSG Metro hosts the Colorado teams next Friday, Saturday and Sunday at the SLSG 
Collinsville Complex, 1046 McDonough Lake Road, Collinsville, Illinois. 

Friday vs. Real Colorado 
GLI16 11:00am, GU17 1:00pro, GU18 3:00pra, GU14 3:00pro & GU15 4:45 

S~r~day vs, Colorado R~sh 

GU14 8:00am, GUI~ 8:00ar~, GUI5 10:00am~ GU17 Noo~ & GU18 Noo~ 

Don’t miss out on this next crop of stars. We still have some uncommitted 2014’s and 
have unlimited potential in our classes of 2015 and beyond! 

The Showcase.o. 

.~i Imagererr, oved by 

sender 2013 Girls 

Fail Classic 

College coaches, 

Come to our SLSG Girls College Showcase November 1-3, 2013. We anticipate 150+ GUI6- 
GuIa’s teams at this years event. We’ll use 24 fields to allow coaches to see every player in these 
age groups without having to travel distances to scout. 

Sign up ~o Attend the Showcase 

Our SLaG Metro and SLSG MO ECNL teams will also be playing in the Showcase. Don’t miss out 
on the next group ol super stars that we develop. Email me with questions on any of our players. 

Sincerely, 

Mitch Bohnak 
St. Louis Scott Gallagher Metro Soccer Club 
ECNL Director 

..................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

..... removed ~ ...... removed by 
sender, sender. 

[his email was sent to ar~sor~@uncaa,unc.ed~J by mbohnak@slsgsoccer,com :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address £nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 
St. Louis Scott Gallagher :: PO Box 15 :: l’4aryville :[L 62062 



F]T~IH~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, September 16, 2013 6:01 PM 

@msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros t 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com); 
matt jones (               @gmail.com); 

@g~nail.~om; sean patton (         @gmail.com); 

.... ; nicole thva (nthv@~ncaa.unc.edu); 

@g~n~fil.com); 
; clay wem~er 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Bruce Lawrence (bruce@bogaertconstruction.com); Chantal@tdesignsource.com; 

pete@chapel hillre s~urantgroup.com 

FW: Still tiame tir~m Notre Dame game 

~ shot not caJded goal:ipg 

~gmail.com; 

Ladies, 

Here is 

VeW proud of how we played in the second half Now our challenge without 

All the best, from your proud coach!! 

Anson Dorrance 

Subject: Still li’ame li’om Notre Dame game 

All - 
We pulled the attached stil[ frame li’om our ESPN3 broadcast of yesterday’s game. Thought you might find it interesting 

Ken 

Ken (;lear?, 
Assistant Athletic Director New Media 
Umversity of North Carolina Athletics 
Dean Smith (;enter 
919-843-2076 

; goal that ;vas not awarded to us vs Notre Dame yesterday. The ;vay I look at this is ;ve will get some break in our favor later. 

is to attack our Florida schedule (FSU and Miami). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: sent you a video: Highlights" 

From: YouTube Service [mailto:noreply@youtube.com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alb~rt A IV 
Subject: sent you a video: 

removed by 
sender. 

Highlights" 

~ YouTube 

has shared a video with you on 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is I am a sophomore a~ 

I have emailed and written you before saying how interested 

you[ soccer p[ogram and how much ~ wou~d bye to p~ay soccer there. R~ght now, I 

currently taking a break from my norton club team, [o p~ay 

varsity soccer for my school 

~ have attached one of my most recent higN~ght videos on YouTube for you if you have 

time to watch it. ~ you like JL ~ have a few other Nghligh[ videos oR ~he same channel 

for the purpose of co~ege coaches 1o watch. I know you ca~ ~ot reply back to me due 

to NC~ rules, but ~ just wanted to keep you updated by sending you this v~deo. 

Image removed by sender. 

Highlights 

Some highlights from club, ODP and high school. Hat trick in stale tournament game. 

missed most of the spring season due to a severe ankle injury. 

Heip center ¯ Ernail op¢ions .- Report spa~l; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 16, 2013 7:17 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re:, 

Wow’.!! What a player!!! I wish we had her. One of the best young defensive talents I have EVER seen! (heat job developing her!!! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4(3 L)~ L)ROIL) 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi ... yes, that was her - she started for       on June 2 vs the USA - looks like she will continue to start at             The girl from 
NC who lives in       , her name is           . I told her Mom to make contact and check out one of your individual player camps. 1 will 
see what I can do about bringing another team down there - the last camp was amazing - especially the nightly coaches sessions. 

All the best. 

On Mon, Sep 16, 2013 at 5:38 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Was          the bh~cl~ c~-_mter back? She w~s brillk~nl:!!! And    f do remember you and f would love ~:o see d~is Idd (send us her resume and we will s~:art ~ 

fife) especially if her dad stifl lives in North Carolina (because she would get instate tuition ._ saves a fortune). Have her check out www.ncgsc.com and one ot: 

these days brin8 a team back to TEAM Camp. I hope you and your’ kids enjoyed the last one. And now the curricula is even better’: we teach the :~-4.-2--3-:~ AND 

Raymond Verheijen’s pedodization playe~ development platform. 

Thank you, my friend AND all the best!! 

From:                             .@. gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 16, 2013 1:48 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris; Ducar, Chris 
¢c: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Chris: 

I hope all is well. I hope you remember me - I brought my team down to your camp in 2010. 

Rebecca Quinn (Duke) showed well at your camp. Ashley Lawrence (WVU) and Kadeisha Buchanan (WVU) both also played on that same 
Erin Mills club team. At the time Ashley was at a National Team Camp and Kadeisha didn’t join my team until the U16 year. I had reached 

out to you guys at the time to try to get them down there that you could see them, but alas, it didn’t work out and they chose VWU. I read 
recently that Anson had said good things about Buchanan. 

In any case, I’m at the Oakville SC now and I have a kid on my team - lives in, 
and her Mom married a 

but she is from Charlotte. Her parents are divorced 

This year I’m coaching the U16s (1998s or 2016s) but this kid is born in 1999 but she is only in Grade 8 so she is a, 
and good for a goal a game. 

. She is magic 

If a kid is or might be interested in UNC - is it best that they attend the individual player camp? 

Let me know. 

Thanks, 

Oakville SC ,@oakvillesoccer.ca 

Personal: @gmail.com 

CPOA : ~cpoarecruit.com 

http://ww~v q~oarecmit.com/ 



CPOA : ~cpoarecruit.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Monday, September 16, 2013 7:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Resume & Toumaments.txlf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From:_     _                     _    _ @yahoo.com> 

To: "Donance. Albert A IV" <~anson@email.unc.edtc,,"Do~rance, Albert A IV" <anson@em~il.unc.edt~- 
CC: "Palladino, George W" < bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <~tuca~@unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> @gmail.corn 

Coach Dorrance, 
Congratulations on your distingnished honor of being added to the N.C. Soccer Hall of Fame & on yonr 750th win. The Heels played a hard game last night against 

Notre Dame and it was a nail biter. Your Defense had great passing, the forwards were quick and I think if the team held their shape they definitely wonld have been 

the champions. Watching the game really brought home the type oftemn I am looking for. I can’t wait to become a TarHeel! I have attached my resume and a 2nd 

page of tournament information. I hope you can come see one of my games soon. I roll keep you updated on my schedules as soon as I get them. 

~yahoo.com 
VIDEO: 

htlp:/ /www. voutabe.com/user, 

Club Team: 

Club Coach & Private Trainer: 

Club Coach Phone Number 

Clnb Coach Email: 
High School Coach: 
High School Coach Phon£: , 

High School Coach EmaJl: 

, USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 

~gmail.cora 

@)~yahoo.com 

From:                                ~yahoo.com> 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; "anson@email.unc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’ ~@gmail.com". ~gmail.com>; 
"nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ggg@uncaa.unc.edu" <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; "sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu" <sbrnaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

"ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 1:28 PM 
Subject: Re:  

Coach Dorrance, 

I would like to invite you to come see me play at fl~e Labor Day Invitational Tournament fl~is weekend with 

my updated resnme with all fl~e tournaments I am planning to attend this yemc. Hope to see you on the field’. 

TIME 

12:00pm 

7:30pm 

9:00am 

4:30pro 

4: 30pro 

lO:OOam 

lO:OOam 

4:00pm 

HOME 

Andromeda 98 Gold 

Baton Rouge 98 Black 

Austin Texans 98 

Bracket I ffl 

Bracket ~ #2 

QF A Winner 

QF B Winner 

SF A W;nner 

AWAY 

Wiidcard #2 

Bracket :1. #2 

QF D Winner 

QF �: Winner 

SF B Win her 

FIELD 

FC Dallas Soccer Complex #11 

FC Dallas Soccer Complex #12 

Russell Creek Park P 

Russei:: Creek Psrk E 

Russe:::: Creek Park H 

Russeii Creek Park E 

Russeil Creek Park F 

Russeil Creek Park F 

. My schedule is below. I have also attached 

DATE 

08/31 

08/31 

09/01 

09/01. 

09101 

09102 

09102 

o9/o2 

ff valaoo.corn 

VIDEO: 

htl~p://www.voutube.comiuser/ 

Club Team: 

Club Coach & Private Trainer: , USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 



Club Coach Phone Number: 
Club Coach EmaJl: 
High School Coach: 
High School Coach Phone: . 

High School Coach Email: 

@gmail.com 

,D)<yaboo.com 

From:                                @yahoo.corn> 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; "anson@email.unc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’ ~gmail.com" @gmail.com>; 
"nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ggg@uncaa.unc.edu" <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; "sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

"ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 12:25 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Coach Dorrance, 
Thank you very much for meeting with me and my father yesterday and going over your requirements for an athlete at The 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill. I was grateful for your honesty and encouragement for continued growth. I am confident 

will continue to impress you with my coachability and progress and hope to display those techniques at the Disney Soccer 

Showcase as you suggested. The coaching ambitions for the upcoming seasons are awesome -- we were swept up in victory fever 

just walking the grounds of UNC. Needless to say, the trip was more than I could have asked for. I’m not surprised The University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill soccer program enjoys such a widely recognized reputation. 

Although you seemed familiar with my credentials, I have enclosed a brief r~sum6 outlining my academic and athletic 

accomplishments to date as well as my club team scheduled tournaments for the year. Thank you again, Coach Dorrance, for the 

opportunity to meet with you and Coach Ducat. Go Tar Heels! 

:rl~tp://www.~¢outube,com/~ser,; 

and 

i~ttp:iinew,berecruited.com/ati~ietesi 

High School Coach: 

High School Coach Phone: 

High School Coach Email: 

Club Team: 

Club Coach & Private Trainer: 

Club Coach Phone Number: 

Club Coach Email: 

@Vai~oo,com 

USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 

:~gma l,com 

From:                                ~yahoo.com> 

To: "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; @gmail.com" @gmail.com>; 
"nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ggg@uncaa.unc.edu" <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; "sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

"anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; "anson@email.unc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 1:03 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Coach Ducar, 

It was great speaJdng with you yesterday about an meeting you for an unofficial visit on July 28th at 11:00 a~er the cmnp concludes. Thank you for taldng my call. I’m 

so~" I was a bit nervous but this is rny dreaJn come true to speak with you and find out that The Universib" of North Cazolina was interested in me and I have a real 

chance of becoming a Tar Heel. I an~ so eager to attend the caJnp this summer and meet you all in person. 

Thanks again for the time you spent to talk to me. You have no idea how much it meant. 

Can’t wait to see you on the fiel!! 

http:i/’new,berecruited,com/athlete~ 
and 

High School Coach: 
High School Coach Phon~: 
High School Coach EmaJl: 
Club Team: 
Club Coach & t rivate Trainer: 
Club Coach Phone Number: 
Club Coach Email: 

, USSF A License, USSF OK License, NSCAA 1~ remier Diploma 

From:                                @yahoo.corn> 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; ’ @gmail.com". 
"nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ggg@uncaa.unc.edu" <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
"alex_creighton@med.unc.edu" <Nex_creighton@med.unc.edu>; "athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu" <athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu>; "cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu" 
<cgwaltney@uncaa.unc.edu>; "davelohse@unc.edu" <davelohse@unc.edu>; "sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 7:33 PM 

@gmail.com>; 



Subject: Re: 
Coach Dorrance, 
I ~n very. much looking forward to meeting you m~d your stalt’at the c~mp July 24-29. Attached are lists of my upcoming touma~ents/games. If you, or one of your 

stafI~ are Nam~ina on making the trip to any of these tournaments, I would love ifyou would stop by to watch me play. My Club number is and I play as a 

I have been invited to play on the ODP          1 s~t team in         July 12-16 as well. As soon as I get the schedule I will forwmd it on. For 

the summer I am playing indoor soccer on a U- 19 Boys team, I don’t have a number but you can’t miss me, the schedule is attached. Hope to see you on the field! 

http:iinew.berecmited.com/athletes 

and 

tIigh School Coach: 

tIigh School Coach Phone: 

High School Coach EmaJl: 

Club Team: 

Club Coach & Private Trainer: 

Club Coach Phone Number: 

Club Coach Email: 

USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSC?u~. Premier Diploma 

From:                                 ~yahoo.com> 
To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "car@uncaa.unc.edu" <car@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com",       @gmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 18, 2013 12:36 PM 
Subject: Re: 
Coach Dorrance, 
My freshman year has been ~) memorable and even though you may not have been able to make any of my games I would love to share with you highlights from the 

year. Only 3 more years unlil I become a Tar Heel! See you on the field this summer at the soccer camp. 

~l?;.22~5~Z~.:~.L~),~)~.:~5~?~L?’.~:~.~!~I;~: ..................................... 
FRESHMAN YEAR ACCOMPLISHMENTS 

2013: All-District Player 

2013: Vazsi~ Letterman 
2013: 5A Region Champions 

2013: 5A State Runner-Ups 

2013: Varsity Starter 

2013: ODP - i 

2013: Club - 

The Fabulous Freshman, 

%~’a]~oo.com 

Find out morn about me at: 

http:/inew.bemcmited.com/athletes 

High School Coach: 

High School Coach Phone: 

High School Coach Ema~l: 

Club Team: 

Club Coach & Private Trainer: 

Club Coach Phone Number: ( 

Club Coach Em~l:    " " 

~i~yahoo.com; 

USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 

(~my.okcu.edu; ?~gm~dl.corn 

From:                                @yahoo.corn> 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "car@uncaa.unc.edu" <car@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com"        @gmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 9, 2013 9:41 AM 
Subject: Re: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Another update: Our amazing high school soccer team            has gone undefeated in playoffs and will play for the ~         5A State Title this 

Friday, May ::[0th at      High School at 7:30pm. I will be uploading my freshman year highlight video soon after. It has been one amazing year and I am 

excited to share it with you. 

The Fabulous Freshman, 

(_qpyahoo.com 

Find out more about me at: 

http://new.berecruited.com/athlete: 

and 

http://www.youtube.com/user, 



High School Coach: 
High School Coach Phone: 
High School Coach Email: 

Club Team: 
Club Coach & Private Trainer: 
Club Coach Phone Number: 
Club Coach Email: 

@yahoo.com; 

USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 

@my.okcu.edu; @gmail.com 

From:                                 ~yahoo.com> 
To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "car@uncaa.unc.edu" <car@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com",       ~gmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2013 2:44 PM 
Subject: Re: 
Coach Dorrance, 

Just wanted to update you on my schedule in case you get the opportunity to come see me in actiou. 

Our high school teach (         ) is doiug exceptionally well as we enter the 2nd round of the State Playott; Friday May 3rd at      ttigh School in 

@7pm. I am #3 on the Varsity team and usually play center tbrward or wing. 

I arn excited to announce that I made the 98 Girls ODt first team. Our schedule is as follows: 

SUB- I~EGIONAL 

JUNE 7-9 

Fields: Russell Creek ParL Plano, TX 
REGIONAL 

JULY 12-16 

Montevallo, AL 

The Fabulous Freshman, 

From:                                @yahoo.corn> 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "car@uncaa.unc.edu" <car@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com",        ~gmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:20 AM 
Subject: Re: 

You may not have beeu able to catch the sports highlight last Sunday ou Fox 25 News Channel of my highschool’s ( , win over Northwest 

Classen. But don’t worry., you haven’t missed it because I have uploaded the soccer po~tion of the program to rny youtube account. So please check it out. You might 

also want to keep up with my blog on the berecruited website as well. Thank you, hope see you on the field’. 

The fabulous fieshmaJa, 

..... Original Message ..... From:                              @yahoo.com> 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com" @gmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 11:44 PM 
Subject: Re: 

If you haven’t had a chance to come see me play recently you can catch highlights fi~om our ~ High School game vs Northwest Classen this Sunday, April 
14th, at 10:30pm on Fox25 News on the" Highschool Sports Express" or you can catch the highlights now ouline at: http:i/ohsse.conv’ 

See you on the field, 

From:                                @yahoo.com> 
To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com", @gmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 5:52 PM 
Subject: 
Coach Dorr~nce, 
Good morning, my name is and I am very interested in being a Tar Heel in the women’s soccer program at the 
University of North Carolina. I had the pleasure of having Jason Sisncms as my coach at the Exact Soccer Camp in Texas this past 
winter. I was very impressed with his coaching style and desire for the game. I am currently a freshman graduating from 
High School in                     in the spring of     and have a strong desire to compete in college. I feel that your tmiversity 
and team are ideal matches for my athletic and academic abilities and goals. As a dedicated athlete and student, University of North 
Carolina would give me the opporttmity to thrive, contribute, and grow in all facets of collegiate life: personal, athletic, and academic. 
I have been competing since I was 6 years old and play year rotund. I play futsal, indoor soccer, (Club), 
ODP, and High School Varsity. My coaches tell me they appreciate my speed, hard-work ethic, teclmique, and versatility. 

I have included my high school schedule and my club tournament schedule for this season; I would love for you to come see me in 
action. I am 4 on my premier club team, on varsity, and ~ on ju~fior varsity. High School home games are played at 
Middle School Football/Soccer fields at 
Find out more about me at: 
http://new.berecndted.com/athletes/ 
and 
htlp:iiwww.youtube.comiuser~ 



Thank you, 

Current Teams & Coach lntbrmation 

High School Coach: 

High School Coach Phone: 

High School Coach Em~il: 

Club Team: 

Club Coach & Private Trainer: 

Club Coach Phone Number: 

Club Coach Em~Jl: 

Private Tr~Jmer: 

Private Trainer Phone Number: 

Private Coach Email: ((~live.uet 

~)vahoo.com 

, USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 

i~my.okcn.edu; ~bgma~l.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 7:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Letter of Interest 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Lerter of Interest 
From: ~gmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson Do~rance, 

I am veu interested in the Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and playing in a soccer program like yours. Your team’s success is something that I would like to 

be a part of and I believe that your program can help me succeed as both a student and an athlete. 

I am very interested in UNC because of the soccer program as well as the education that I may receive to help me in the future with a career. I plan 
to study nutrition and exercise physiology!science. 

I am sophomore at _ in Part of the International Baccalanreate Program. I have a weighted GPA of    and an 

unweighted GPA of 

Not only does the education offered at UNC interest me, but the soccer program as well. I believe that I could contribute to this program and make 
me a better student and athlete. I am a part of .. I have listed my coach, information below, as well as our 
College Advisory Program (CAP) coordinator 

On the field I wear jersey number and play forward or outside mid. Our team’s colors are 

The weekend of , our team will be traveling to for games. Below is the schedule: 



Attached is my resume. 

ThankYou. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 9:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd:           schedule update, Keeper 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: schedule update, Keeper 
From: @gmail .corn 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance 

In your previous email to me you asked me to write back after        Below you will find my upcoming schedule. For tournaments we will be playing in 

and I know my High School Team will be playing in       cup. If you or an5, ofyonr coaches will be out on the west coast I would love to have you come and see 

me play. i know you don’t remember but several years ago I watched yonr team play in         and I got to meet you after the game. I said to you that one day I 

would play for you and you said to my that you would be retired by then well I am happy to see that yon are not relired yet. 

A qnick recap of who I am, my name is and I live in I am a year graduate and I am a 5’ 11 goal keeper a~d captain tbr my clnb and 

High School teams, and . As you will see in my athletic and academic profile I have maintained over 

a 4.00 weighted GPA through my first 2 years of high ~hool and I have won many athletic a~d academic awards. 

Our fall season in the top tier of the 
league website is 

has started off great with 2, 1-0 wins against solid opponents. The link to the 

we are in 

Here is my upcoming league schedule. Our next tournament will be over the Thanksgiving break where we hope to be playing at 

Attached to this email is a link to my video a~d NCSA player profile page or you ca~ find the link in my signature below as well. 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recrniting t rofile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 3:49 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tallahassee Jimmy John’s Gourmet Sandmches 

Sem.f!°om my Eerizou ~Yirele,~s 4(5 L)"k" L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Tallakassee Jimmy John’s Gourmet Sandwiches 

From: 850jimmyjohns <850jimms~johns@gmaJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

NEED CATERING FOR’fOUR T -FJ’,M? 

INVITE JIMMY! 
JIM MY JOHN’S GOURM EF 8AN[)~NICHES 

TALLAHASSEE, FLORIDA 

Party Platters 

15 or 30 piece platters. \fix and match. Pick any sub *nix and we wi11 do the rest. 

Your choice, any sub or c]ub, choice of chips, giant cookie & pick]e spear in a pe~[?ct box, easy to carry, easy to use (;iub box lunch is a buck extra. 

Pickle Bucket 

A qum~ of ~eal Koshe* deli styie pickles, just like New Yo~k. 

S~f{ Drinks 

Tell as how many ofwhat kind and we’ll bring it ~o ya 

Gourmet Chips 

By the bundle ot by the bag, you pick Ketde cooked m 100% peanut oi] We have Reg~iar, Sa]t & VioegaL [3}3Q~ Jaiapeno, a~d Reduced Fa~ R egular 

Gourmet CoMdes 

Chocolate Chip or Oatmeal Raisin by 

Please contact David [Iu .dgins at ~g~l.:.~.~.{~:.~{~2{ or ~}~2~.~.mm.~,J.~.g~2~f:gg~.~J:.,~3.~-! to set up an order that ~’[11 be delivered for you! No wotrie.s! For your convenience, Jimmy John’s also has 

online ordering and a menu at 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:34 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 2013 Norcross Nike Cup - Registration Now O~n! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2013 Norcross Nike Cup - Registration Now Open! 

From: "TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner" <news@topdrawersoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema54.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

If you are having trouble viewing this email, click here to view it online. 

If you no longer wish to receive email from TopDrawerSoccer.com Partners, click here to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:34 PM 

goodie@bimaingham united.corn 

Re: Coaching the Competitive Cauldron at Vayious Age Levels 

I am too old to do the clinics outside of the Team Camp .... 

Se~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tVireie,~s 4G L)~ DROLL) 

goodie@bimaingham united.com wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Thar~ks so much for the quick response! I will definitely look and see if bringing ray high school team and u14 ECNL team to your team camp is something I can make work for us logistically-. 

If it cammt be w-orked out, are you ever available to come do clinics or coaching education seminars? 

Any thoughts on how to create the Competitive Cauldron with ray younger ones (ul 0s, ul 1 s). I’ve been doing some stuff I’ve seen your team do on YouTube and have been keeping score. 

It has helped a ton, however, I didn’t know if you raight have any other ideas or suggestions on how to increase the effects of the Competitive Cauldron with these age groups. 

Thanks again 

Andrew Goodwin 

Birmingham United SA 

South A cademy Director of Coaching 

(205) 613-8250 
goodie(iifl)irmingh amunited, corn 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 6:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Anson, 718 new athletes are interested in playing tbr you’. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Anson, 718 new athletes are interested in playing for you! 

From: Tanner ttighlen <taJme@captainu.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Anson, 

There axe 718 new soccer players interested in your progrmn. 

Summer camp season has just ended, but connecting with these athletes is a great chance to begin marketing for your ne~ camp. 

Start using CaptmnU’s flee camp management tools today to engage these athletes and get a jump on marketing your camps. 

Let me know about your plans tbr camp next year and I can suggest the best way to get started. 

Looking tbrward to hearing from you, 

Trainer 

Tanner Highlen - Business Development - 415.625.9116 - tanner@captainu.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:09 PM 

pmcbrandm~eartNink.net 

Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul Connell <pmcbraa~dmg@earthlink.net> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 
Hoping the squad can shake off the disappointing loss to ND. Certainly the no-call on the goal was stunning; however, a couple of strong finishes would have made 

it a non-issue. The scratch/claw effort from the Irish is a pretty good harbinger of the strategy that’ll be employed by opponents the rest of the way. 

Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me about my intense interest in working with you to drive the legacy campaign for UNC Soccer. l’ve not stopped 

thinking about the infrastructure necessary to pre-sell seats, and the outside-the-box partnership concepts that can only be created in this environment. 

With three straight ACC games on the road, l’m sure your dance card is punched for the next week; however, I look forward to continuing our discussion at your 

earliest convenience. 

All the best, 

Paul 

Managin~ P~rtner 

PMC grand Management 

Direct: 704.995.21] 0 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
0~YDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Tuesday, September 17, 2013 7:12 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.e&~ 

Re: Safe Travels to Tallalmssee ~- GOOD LUCK 

Thm~k you LinTy, we will do our best! 

Gallo, Jr., I,am.., A <athga lo~unc edu~- wr~ te. 

Sale travels to Florida this a~ernnon a~d all the best vs. The Semh~oles totnorrow evening. We’ll be watching on ESEPN~U! 
This will be a good game for us ~ play ~e game and be relentless, like we always a~e~ I ~ow we will get the result. 
Take care, amd GO HEELS~ I’ll check in during ~e week. 
Be well, 
La~ 

~Lar~w Ga~o~ 

Lxccutive Associam Director of AthJefics 

U~fis e~si~y of North Carolina a* Cha~[ 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September :18, 20:13 2:29 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL Girl’s College Showcase-Colleges 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL Girl’s College Showcase-Colleges 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

[ 
ii.~.iI sincSFort ...... 1 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 4:04 PM 

Chomskis, Erick <Erick.Chomski@PeoAvn.Army.Mil>; Sander, Thomas J <pacma~@unc.edu> 

Re: Bleep Tes~t 

Coach, the beep test? 1600 on the level II is good. On level I our highest score was 2100. 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Chomskis, Erick" <Erick.Chomskis@PeoAvn.Army.Mil> wrote: 

Coach, 
I have my u~i4 girls taking the Bleep Test so we can measure their fitness. A couple of my girls went to your summer camp and would be interested to know what 
level the girls are required to reach. 
Thank you for your time, 
Erick Chomskis 
Business Mgmt Div 
Cargo Helicopters PM, PEO Aviation 
Ph: (256) 313-5107; DSN 897-5107 

Fax: (256) 313-4726 

E ~ J..c k. C horn s k:i. s(q~u s oarmy.mJ.l. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: - Goalie uncommitted 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: - Goalie tmcommitted 
From: @gmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson, 
Please see my highlight video 
Do you need a last, strong and fearless goalie who: 

® 

® 

® 

I really want to talk with you before committing to a~ay school. 
Hopefully you are interested 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Upcoming GotSoccer Showcase Events 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Upcoming GotSoccer Showca~ Events 

From: GotSoccer <mailer5@ema]12.gotsoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

College Recruiting has never been easier’. 

Did you know you can get all the informafion you want at a showcase 

directly t?om your IPhone or Android? The GokSoccer Mobile 

College Coach’s account is live and can be used immediately. And 

better yet, there is no charge tbr this service! 

With the GotSoccer Mobile College Coach Account you can: 

Search a~d register for events using GotSoccer so,rare 

Filter schedules by field, field number and date 

Browse team profiles and mini- bio’s for each player 

Rate players you are interes~ted in and see which players have 

been scoping out your college 

And them is so much mor!! Click the link above and take advantage 

of this five, efficient mobile feature today! 

The Rose Cup, Memphis, TN. Sept 20-22, 2013 B U9-U16 
9/21/2013-9/22/2013 

G U 1 0-U 1 5 
MempN~ TN 

ReNster to Attend 

Puma Christopher Columbus Cup 201a B U7-U17,U19 

BrooMy~ NY ReNster to Attend 

2~13 Labor Day Recreational S~ccer Classic BiG U7-U 14 

Bowie, MD ReNster to Attend 

2~la Fall ~est Recreational Soccer Classic B/G U7-U14 

Re~ster to Attend Bowie, MD 

~mapo Valley SC Fall College Showcase - Girls G H 16-H 1 g 

Sufi~m, NY Re~ster to Attend 

~mapo Valley SC Fall College Showcase - Bovs B U16-U18 

ReNster to Attend Sufi~m, NY 

2013 Lonesmr Boys College Showcase B UI6-UI 7,UI 9 

Aus%~ TX ReNster to Attend 

Arlin~on Soccer ~h Annual College Showcase B U 10,U 16-U 17,U 19 
~2/~ 3/z013,~2/~ s/z013 

G U8-U10,U16-U17,U19 
~lington Harold Pa~er~3n Soccer Comple~ TX 

ReNster to Attend 

Disney Soccer Showcase (Girls) - 2013 G U15-U19 



ESPN Wide World of Sports, FL Register to Attend 

Cit-¢ of Las Vegas Mayor’s Cup International Youth Soccer 

Showcase 2014 B/G U14-U17,U19 
2/14/2014-2/17/2014 

Register to Attend 
Las Vegas, NV 

Presidents’ Day Tournament 2014 B/G U 12- U 1 7,U 1 9 
2/14/2014-2/17/2014 

Phoenix, AZ Register to Attend 

2014 Northern California Spring Showcase B U12-U17,U19 
3/7/2014-3/9/2014 

G U12,U14-U17,U19 
Redwood City, CA 

Register to Attend 

Annandale Premier Cup 2014- Boys Weekend B U10-U17,U1 9 

ttemdon, VA Register to Attend 

2014 Ocean City Beach Cup B/G U7-U14 
3/15/2014-3/16/2014 

Ocean Ci~, MD Register to Attend 

Avalanche Invitational Showcase 2014 
G U~-U 18 

6/6/2014-6/8/2014 

Park City., UT Register to Attend 

PA Classics Mid-Atlantic Cup: Boys Weekend B U9-U17,UI 9 
6/28/2014-6/29/2014 

Manheim, PA Register to Attend 

35TII ANNrUAL TSA SOCCER TOUI~NAMENT B UN-U18 
9/27/2013-9/29/2013 

G U9-UI 6,U1 8-U19 
Tucson, AZ 

Register to Attend 

2013 CI~tdtLESTON SELECT SHOOTOIrr - Womeu G U 10-U 18 
9/27/2013 -9/29/2013 

Charleston, SC Register to Attend 

Trebol Colorado Shootout - 2013 B U 11 -U 14 
10/4/2013-10/6/2013 

G UI I-UI 8 
Denver, CO 

Re~ister to Attend 

EFC/Rush Wichita Fall Iuvitatioua12013 B ug-u 14 
10/4/2(113-10/6/2(!13 

G U8-U13,U15,U17-U19 
Wichita, KS 

Register to Attend 

Rush Wisconsin Octoberfest 2013 B U9- U14 
10/11/2013-10/13/2013 

G U10-U14,U19 
Verona / Middleton /Waunakee, V~q 

Register to Attend 

Sockets Nike Classic Cup Fall B U9-U14 
10/11/2013-10/13/2013 

G U9-U16,U18 
Chicago, IL 

Register to Attend 

SAC United Premier Columbus Day Tournament B U9-U 16,U 18 
10/11/2013-10/13/2013 

G U9-U1 5,UI 7-UI 8 
Columbia, MD 

Register to Attend 

2013 (~J.~kRLESTON SELECT SHOOTOUT - Meu B U8- U 1 9 

Charleston, SC Register to Attend 

2nd Annual Predator Cup B U9-U14 
10/12/2013-10/13/2013 

G U]0 
Downingk~wn, PA 

Register to Attend 

EDP CUP 2013 FALL lull 45141 B,G UI 1 -UI 4 

Haanmonton, NJ Register to Attend 

Girls Premier Frederick Cup 2013 G U9-U19 

New Castle, DE Register to Attend 



2013 WAGS Tournament Presented by the NSCAA G UI I-UI 7,U 19 
10/12/2013-10/14/2013 

FaJrfhx, VA Register to Attend 

St. Louis Scott Galla~her Girls Fall Classic & College 

Showcase G Ug-U 18 

Register to Attend 
Collinsville, II~ 

Wallkill Premier Girls ColleRe Showcase G U 16-U 18 

Cilcleville, NY Register to Attend 

Wallkill Premier Boys College Shmvcase 
B U 16-U 18 

Circleville, NY Register to Attend 

2013 Capital Fall Classic Boys Weekend B U~-UI 8 

Pdchmond, VA Register to Attend 

2013 AFC adidas Fall ChallenNe 
B/G U7- U 17,U 19 

Lewisville~ TX Register to Attend 

Colnmbia Fall Classic (Boys Weekend) 13 U9-U18 

Ellicott City, MD Register to Attend 

2013 Capital Fall Classic Girls Weekend G U9-U 18 

Richmond, VA Register to Attend 

MAPS 2013 FALL CItALLENGE 13 Ug-U18 

G U8-UI 6,U 1 8 
Joint Base McGuire-DLx-Lakehurst, NJ 

Register to Attend 

New Jersey Colleg~e Bound Showcase Bo~ B U 15-U 19 

Brick, NJ Register to Attend 

Columbia Fall Classic (Girls Weekend) G U~-U 18 

Ellicott City, MD Register to Attend 

5th Annual Lower Merion SC Thanksgiving Classic t3 U9,UI 2-UI 5 

GUI0-UI I,U13 

Register to Attend 
Downingtowr~ PA 

EDP CL~P 2013 / MSSL 2013 V~ INTER COLLEGE 

SHOWCASE [GIRLS] G U 15- U 17,U 19 
11/23/2013-11/24/2013 

Register to Attend 
Hmnlnonton, N J 

Disney Junior Soccer Shmvcase - 2013 B/G U11-U14 

ESPN Wide World of Sports, FL Register to Attend 

NSCAA Baltimore College Showcase Powered by Under B U 15-U 17,U 19 
Armour 
11/29/2013-12/1/2013 G U15-U19 

Ellicott City, MD Register to Attend 

Charlotte Moran ONE DAY Girls Showcase 2013 
G U 16- U 17.U 19 

New Castle, DE Register to Attend 

GPS Thanksgiving Showcase 13 U11-U12,U14-U18 
11/29/2013-12/1/2013 

(~- U10-U18 

Register to Attend 
Waltham, 

EDP CI?P 2013 /MSSL 2013 WINTER COLLEGE 

SHOWCASE [BOYS] B UI 5-UI 7,U19 

Register to Attend 
Hmnmonton, NJ 

NEWSS -- National Elite Womens Soccer Showcase (copy) 
G U 13-U 18 

Roc~’ille Centre, NY Register to Attend 

Charlotte Moran Girls 2-Day College Showcase 2013 G U 15-U 18 

New Castle, DE Register to Attend 



MAPS /MSSI. 21113 WLNTER CLASSIC [U14-UI7 BOYS & 

GIrLSl B,G U 14-U 1 7 
12/7/2o13-12/8/2o13 

Register to Attend 
West Windsor, NJ 

2013 PA Classics Winter College Showcase - Boys B U15-U17,U19 
12/7/2I) 13-12/8/2013 

Mmlheim, PA Register to Attend 

PA Classics Winter Showcase - Girls G U15-U17,U19 

Manhiem, PA Register to Attend 

Disney Soccer Showcase (Boys) - 2013 B OPEN,UI 5-UI 8 
12/27/2013-12/30/2013 

ESPN Wide World of Sports, FL Register to Attend 

Orange Classic International Girls Soccer Tournament G U 10- U 1 7.U 19 
12/28/2013-12/30/2013 

Plantation, FL. FL Register to Attend 

CDL Showcase 2014 
B/G U13-U17,UI 9 

2/14/2014-2/17/2014 

Talnpa, FL Register to Attend 

Disney Presidents Day Soccer Festival 2014 B/G U9-U 18 
2/14/2014-2/17/2014 

ESPN Wide World of Spo(ts, FL Register to Attend 

2014 w eston Cup & Showcase B U9- U 17,U 1 9 
2/14/2014-2/17/2014 

G U9-U16,U19 
Weston & Plantation, FL 

Register to Attend 

21114 CSA adidas? Blues City, Blowout B U9-UI4,UI 6,U18 
2/28/2014-3/2/2014 

G U9-UI 5,U17-U18 
Memphis, TN 

~ster to Attend 

Sereno Showcase 2014 B UT-U 14 
2/28/2014-3/2/2014 

G U7-U8,U10-U 14 
Phoenix. 

Register to Attend 

Sereno College Showcase 2014 B U15-U17,U19 
2/28/2014-3/2/2014 

G U 15-U 16,U 18-U 19 
PhoeniN AZ 

Register to Attend 

FC EUROPA TURF (qJP - Boys Weekend g U9- U 16 
3/1/2014-3/2/2014 

Downingtowr~ PA Register to Attend 

2014 Jefferson Cup Boys Showcase 
B UI0-UI8 

3/7/2014-3/9/2014 

Ricl~mond, VA Register to Attend 

Las Vegas Invitational B U9- U 15,U ] 7,U 19 
3,’7/2014-3/9/2014 

G UI 0-UI 7,U19 
Las Vegas, NV 

Register to Attend 

MAPS 2014 SPRING CHALLENGE [GIRLS] G U8-U 17.U 19 
3/8/2014-3/9/2014 

Hmnmonton, NJ Register to Attend 

FC EUROPA TURF CUP - Girls Weekend G U9-U 16 
3/8/2014-3/9/2014 

Downingtown, PA Register to Attend 

21tl 4 Jefferson C up (;iris Showcase 
G U 10-U 18 

3/14/2014-3/16/2014 

Richmond. VA Register to Attend 

Players Showcase 2014 - Boys B U13-U19 
3/14/2014-3/16/2014 

Las Vegas, NV Register to Attend 

MAPS 2014 SPRLNG CHALLENGE [BOYS] B U8- U 17,U 1 9 
3/15/2014-3/16/2014 

Hammonton, NJ Register to Attend 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:03 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Good fit for your Prograan: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Good fit for your Program: 

From: @cuemail .net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

The purpose of this email is to introduce tnyselfto you.. Hi I’m 

Ca~rolina. 

and to let you know I aan very interested in playing for you, and University of North 

At the recommendation of my I am writing to yon directly.. Because this is my dream to play for you 

and UNC and why not give it a shot..I’ve trained ruth and am well aware of the talent pool that you are able to pick from.. I would not be contacting 

you ifI felt that I could not compete ruth them as well.. ~. 

Fnrtbermore, I want to play at a ~hool which I have to ability to compete for playing time from the start and work hard to improve each and eve~ day. And of course 

get a great education to prepare me tbr what life has to offer. Put that all together Carolina would be a dream come tre!! 

I currently play in the middle of the field from Center Back to At’tacking Midfield depending on the match-ups. My Coaches tell me I have excellent field vision mad 

technical skills. Also, that I’m calm under pressure, make other people better, outstanding head ball game and that I am a true competitor and good leader. I’m working 

hard to improve my overall speed, agility and strength. I won Player of The Match in the prestigious                                  and was selected to the 

All Conference Team as well. My height is 5’8 and weigh 1381bs. I am a very good student with a i GPA. In addition, I also serve on the Student Leadership 

Council and Atltletic Leadership Council. I am a Starter on Varsi~ Basketball and Varsity Golf too. Therefore, I have chosen not to paxficipate in the Regional ODP 

Prograan. Offthe field I enjoy Music, Singing and being ruth my friends. 

My Morn played College soccer at 

he says.. I have a younger Brother and Sister. 

and they won a National Championship. My Dad played baseball at , hind he didn’t win an~hing 

For my College experience I am looking for a place which I can help my teach exceed the Goals set by the Coaching Staff’and tean~.Compete each year for a 

Cont~rence Tire mad to make the NCAA Tournament. Contribute daily to the success of the team on and offthe field. Study hard in the classroom as I hope to major 

in Education or Business.. And have fun and enjoy the College Experience. 

watch me play? 

is planning on attending the and the too. If yon plan on attending would you please come 

Thank you in advance for coming to watch tne play. We have a veu good team and Coaching Statt~ I would be more than willing to cotne on an Unofficial Visit and 

meet you, the team and Coaching Stafl~. Even work out for yon to see if there is a mutually good fit.. 

Sincerely, 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Pittsbmgh Riverhounds Development Academy - 

Clu-i~ can you follow up’? 

Sent f!"om my Verizor: tFireIe,~s 4G L2’K LL~tOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Pittsburgh Riverhounds Development Academy - 

From: Scott Gib~)n <sgibson@riveflaounds.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emal.unc.edu-~ 
CC: "Duca; Chris" <duc~y@unc.edu> 

Coach Dorrance~ 

I forgot to mention in my last email the possibility of you coming to check out a training session that would involve many top players in our system. We could do 

something early Thursday morning if that would work into your schedule. We have had many top universities do this (Penn State, ~WU, Virginia etc) and would 

like to explore any opportunities that we may have with your school in town. 

Regards, 

Scott Gibson 

Academy Director 

Pittsburgh Riverhounds 

sgibson@riverhounds.eom 

www.riverhounds.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson @email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday,             8:o9pm 

To: "Scott Gibson" <sgibson@riverhounds.eom> 

Co: "Duear, Chris" <ducar@une.edu> 
Subject: RE: Pittsburgh Riverhounds Development Academy - 

Scott, 
Thank you for the he~,ds up and the e×cellent recommendation. I will c~,ll you tomorrow, What time would be best? 

Frem: Scott Gibson [mailto:sgibson@riverhounds.com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alb~rt A IV 
S~bject: Pittsburgh Riverhounds Development Academy - 
Coach Dorrance, 
My name is Scott Gibson and I’m the Academy Director for the Pittsburgh Riverhounds Professional Soccer team out of the USLPro. I’m writing in regards to a 

young female player who plays in the development Academy at the     to be Age level -                        will graduate in :     and is one of the best 

female soccer players I have ever worked with. We currently have many schools that are interested in her including schools such as Penn State, WVU, South 

Carolina, Virgina Tech, Syracuse, Akron, Rutgers and many many more. This past May i was called into the in and 
performed exceptionally well at the camp. 

The reason I’m contacting you is to see if there would be any interest from your end to take a look at She is a special young girl and player and has a keen 

interest in North Carolina. 
I can be reached at            k and would love to talk to you regarding        t and the Academy pipeline that we have. 

PS -         is a center forward. 

Regards, 

Scott Gibson 
Director of Aeademy Operations 

Pittsburgh Riverhounds 

sgibson(~i~ rive vho u a d s.eom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11 : 18 PM 

Scott Gibson <sgibson@riverhounds.com>; Markos, Lance M <nlarkos@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Pittsburgh Riverhounds Development Academy - 

Scott, there might be an NCAA co~npliance issue if I try to get involved in an away venue. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G LI~ L)ROIL) 

Scott Gibson <sgib~n@riverhounds.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorranee, 
I’m just touching base with regards to your trip to Pittsburgh to play the University of Pittsburgh on September 26th. We are planning on a couple of our top 

Academy players coming to watch your girls -                       and                      ) both of which are tremendous players will hope to be in 
attendance at the game. Would it be possible to ensure that the girls get into the venue as it is not often the #1 team in the Country comes to town! We just want to 

make sure that they get to see your team in action as both are extremely interested in the program. 

Regards, 

Scott Gibson 
Academy Director 

Pittsburgh Riverhounds 

412-539-1191 
sgibson@riverhounds.com 

www.riverhounds.com 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson @email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Monday, July 1, 2o13 8:o9pm 

To: "Scott Gibson" <sgibson@riverhounds.eom> 

Co: "Duear, Chris" <ducar@une.edu> 
Subject: RE: Pittsburgh Riverhounds Development Academy -  

Scott, 

T[~a]lk you for the heads u~ and th*:_~ ,-_~xcelle[~[: recomrnend~ti.:_~n. I will call you [:omoffow. Wha[: time would be best? 

I=rera: Scott Gibson [mailto:sgibson@riverhounds.com] 
Sent-" Monday, July 0:1, 2013 7:07 PM 

Te-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$~bject-" Pittsburgh Riverhounds Development Academy -  

Coach Dorranee, 
My name is Scott Gibson and I’m the Academy Director for the Pittsburgh Riverhounds Professional Soccer team out of the USLPro. I’m writing in regards to a 

young female player who plays in the development Academy at the     to be Age level -                        will graduate in      and is one of the best 

female soccer players I have ever worked with. We currently have many schools that are interested in her including schools such as Penn State, WVU, South 

Carolina, Virgina Teeh, Syracuse, Akron, Rutgers and many many more. This past May was called into the Pool in Dallas and 
performed exceptionally well at the camp. 

The reason I’m contacting you is to see if there would be any interest fl’om your end to take a look at She is a special young girl and player and has a keen 

interest in North Carolina. 
I can be reached at 412-539-1191 and would love to talk to you regarding and the Academy pipeline that we have. 

PS- 

Regards, 

Scott Gibson 

Director of Academy Operations 

Pittsburgh Riverhounds 

412-539-1191 
sgibson(d~ rive rho u a d s.eom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:20 PM 

Ducar, Chris -Mucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under- 18 Inen’s national team roster 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Youth Soccer Retx~rter: U.S. under- 18 men’s national team roster 

From: Soccer America <news@socceramerica.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.unc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Today’s NeWSWednesday, Sept. 18, 2013 
~ Tweet This ~ Share This 

U.S, under-18 men’s national team roster 
by Soccer America                                                                                                                   ~ 

[NTC CAMP] U.S. under-18 men’s national team coach Javier Perez has called up 36 players for a week- 

long training camp Sept. 22-29 at U.S. Soccer’s National Training Center in Carson, Calif. The squad includes       ~ 
three players - Justen Glad, Brooks Lennon and Sebastian Saucedo = from Real Salt Lake AZ’s 2013 U- 

15/16 Development Academy championship team, plus Stanford-bound Corey Baird, who joined RSL AZ this 

fall from San Diego Surf via U-17 residency. Chicago Magic PSG also has four players on the team: Tommy 

Redding and Maduabuchi Obinwa, who hail from Florida’s FC America, and David Villegas and Alejandro Vergara, who 

both moved from California to Magic this summer. - Read the whole story 

U.S. under-14 girls national team roster 
by Soccer America 

[NTC CAMP] The second U.S. under-14 girls national team training camp of 2013 will run through Saturday at the U.S. Soccer 

National Training Center in Carson, Calif. - Read the whole story 

Tandir scores twice in debut for Sochaux reserves 
by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD]Izzy Tandir, who starred for the New York Red Bulls’ U-17/18 team in the Development Academy, 

made his debut for French club Sochaux’s reserves on Tuesday, scoring two goals in a 3-3 tie with Colmar in a friendly. - Read 

the whole story 

by Soccer America 

[CAROLINA FLAPID,~] The Carolina Rapids, the former North Mock SC renamed after it signed an alliance with the Colorado 

Rapids, have opened play in the Development Academy’s U-17/18 age group with wins over three Florida teams. - Read the 

whole story 

Youth Soccer Reporter for Wednesday, Sept 18, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:22 PM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu"~ 

Re: Facul~ Atlfletics Connnittee Liaison 

"Mosley, Layna" <mosley@unc.edu> wrote: 

Will do. Good luck on the road! 

On Sep 17, 2013, at 6:34 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Layna, our schedule is a nightmaye for a while but please come by when it returns to normal! 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~l:’ireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

"Mosley, Layna" <mosleg~unc.edu:, wrote: 

PS I j ust bumped into one of your players, so now I know that practice is 12:15 at Finley. I teach at 1, so I’m not going to make that -- but hope to catch 

you all another time! 

On Sep 5, 2013, at 3:30 PM, "Sander, Thotnas J" <pacman(~unc.edu> wrote: 

We’re on the road for the next three weeks so we won’t have many practices here. The next one will be ne×t Wed at :[:30 at Finley 

l-tield~L rher~ [ues the 17th at ~.~:30 am, ~f you ca~’$ make either o~ those p~ease check back as I can’t project any fur~:her out than that 

Hght now. Thanks! 

-.Torn 

E~= Nosley, Layna 
Senti Thursday, Sep~mber 05, 2013 2:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: Facul~ Athletics Commi~ee Liaison 

Thanks, Anson. (And I may ~ fit to ran, but my corn strenNth is another stoD~....) 

Layna 

La~]a Mosley 

Dept. of Politic~ Science 

Universib" of No~ Carolina at Cha~l Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

moslev(~uuc.edu 

On Sep 4, 2013, at 5:32 PM, "Dowance, Albe~ A IV" <anson~emNl.unc.ed~ wrote: 

Very cool!!! I will copy Tom on Lhis to share with you our schedule .._ we are not that formal come to anything and everything we do. You 

are always welcome[! 

And of course the work outs are in the same place Tues!Thurs mornings at ~t AM, And ~ remember how fit you were, so please come ~f 

you are ever boredH 

~ Mosley, Layna 
Sent~ Wednesday, September 04, 20~3 2:35 PH 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Co= Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject= FaculN Athletics Commi~ee Liaison 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

It ~ook~ ~ike your ~eason i~ off to a good s~art. I"m writing to let you know tha~ ~’m once again serving on the Faculty Ad~et~cs Committee 

at UNC, and that Vve again been a~s~gned to work with the women’s ~occer team. 

I’d really I~ke the o~portun~ty to introduce myself to the members of the team aga~n~ and to hear from them about any concerns they 

Could you let me know what a good dine to rneet the team might be? I could say a few quick words bet:ore/at:ter a practice or team 

meeting, if that works best, but Fm open to whatever works for you. Tuesdays are usually a ~tfle tough for me schedu~e-w~se, w~th 

teacNng, but other days work well, (And perhaps ~’~ manage to make it to work out w~th you coaches agah~ sometime, too~) 

AH the best, 

Layna 

Layna Mos~ey 



Professor 

Departmer~t of Political Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

CB 3265 

Chapel H~I[, NC 27599-3265 

mosley@unc.edu 

F~m: Mosley, Layna 
Sent: Wednesday, Sep~mber 05, 20~2 ~0:25 AM 

To: anson(@uncaa.unc.edu 
~¢: Mosley, Layna 
Subject: Introduction -- FaculW Athletics Commi~ee liaison 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I’m writing to introduce myself, in my capacity as a member of UNC’s Faculty Athletics Committee. This year, the Faculty Athletics 

Committee is trying something new, in hopes of creating a stronger bond between the athletic and the academic sides of campus: each 

faculty member of the committee is assigned as a liaison for specific sports. 

I’ll be the liaison for Women’s Soccer (as well as for Track and Field). As liaison, I can be a resource person for you for any questions or 

issues that might fall under the FAC’s purview, such as student-athletes’ academic experiences and faculty-athletics interactions. If ever 

there is any issue that you or a member of your staff would like me to bring before the committee (or if you wonder if it’s something that 

might be addressed by the committee), please let me know. 

The other part of my liaison role is to get to know your team and your sport a little better. At an aggregate level, whenever the FAC 

discusses an issue (such as exit surveys of student-athletes or academic performance of student athletes), I’ll be responsible for looking 

closely at the data related to Women’s Soccer. But I’d also like to be able to complement this aggregate information with a feel for your 

team. To that end, I’d be happy to chat with you and/or your coaching staff over coffee or lunch, attend a practice, or do whatever else 

would be useful to you and your team members. I realize that you’re busy (and I am too), but I hope that we can fit something 

I look forward to hearing from you soon and to working with you. 

All the best, 

Layna 

Layna Mosley 

Professor and Director of Graduate Admissions 

Department of Political Science 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

www.u nc.ed ui~q mosley/ 



From." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, ,11:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaAl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

Ny name is            and I am writing to you to express my interest in attending the University of North Carolina and 
playing for your program. Currently I am a freshman at and will graduate in IVly current 
club team is the . I wrote to you in July inviting you to my games in for I 

, I heard you were at my first game against which I was very excited to hear! That field had a lot of 
talented players. 

Ny team will be playing . games in if you are attending I would appreciate any time that 
you may have to come and watch me play. I will be wearing jersey    and our team colors are blue and gray. Attached 
is the current schedule of our games. 

I have also attached my current resume. Please take a moment to review it and if you have any questions please feel 
free to contact me or my coach                                      or at         ~             .corn 

would greatly appreciate a chance to learn more about the institution and your soccer program. 

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 

E-mail: @clmail.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:28 PM 

pmcbrandmgt@eartNink.net 

Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, let’s get you in the spring com~ected to our maxketing group. We will be building a new stadium soon and a pea~t of my ambilion is to sell it out. 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

"Pard M. Connell" <pmcbrandmg@ea(thlink.net> wrote: 

I’ll accommodate your schedule; please set the meeting. 

Paul M. Connell 
Managing Paxtner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

pmcbmndmgt@earthlink.net 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son@email.unc.edu-~ 
Date: Tue, 17 Sep2013 23:08:36 +0000 

To: pmcbrandmg@earthlink .net<pmcbrandmg~earthli nk.neV> 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Ve~me Can~paign 

Yes, let’s chat 

Paul Connell <pmcbrandmg@earthlink.net> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hoping the squad can shake off the disappointing loss to ND. Certainly the no-call on the goal was stunning; however, a couple of strong finishes would have made 

it a non-issue. The scratch/claw effort from the Irish is a pretty good harbinger of the strategy that’ll be employed by opponents the rest of the way. 

Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me about my intense interest in working with you to drive the legacy campaign for UNC Soccer. I’ve not stopped 

thinking about the infrastructure necessary to pre-sell seats, and the outside-the-box partnership concepts that can only be created in this environment. 

With three straight ACC games on the road, I’m sure your dance card is punched for the next week; however, I look forward to continuing our discussion at your 

earliest convenience. 

All the best, 

Paul 

Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:28 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

Hi, I aa~               . I mn a junior at                            in                I have a GPA with honors and A.P. classes, ~nd I am interested in 

continuing to play soccer when I enter college. I have been playing club soccer since the age of 9 and I currently play for in the 

division. I am interested in your school. Feel free to contact me for more information. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 8:16 AM 

GaD’ Loveman <GLOVEMAN@Caesars.com> 

Re: I guess we shouldn’t have pre-game brea~hsts any more! 

I loved that brea21hst. This game is so fickle. You are securing our future. That makes tolerating the vagaries of the present bearable. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Gary, Lovemm~ <GLOVEN4_AN@Caesars.com> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 9:10 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Relax a~nd Travel S~t"ely 

Thank you Lany ... this g~me is ficlde. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ g%e[e,~s 4(3 L)’~ DROID 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning friends! Hopeful you are well and ~know you are just about on your way to Miami. 
I’ll be brief~ 
~know it is frustrating 
~ow it is not a good feelNg 
~ow we are a ve~y, very good team 
~ow we will bounce back 
~ow we have been here betbre 
~ow we will respond 
~ow we are So Proud of You[ 
NO BRAG, ~ST FACT~ 
Be well, and travel safely. 
Lans~ 

~Larry Ga~ Jr, 

ExecutNe Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 
Unive~i~y ofNoN~ (;ar~lina at Chat~l }till 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:35 PM 

Ille, Vince <ille@unc.edu>; Ducay, Chris ~ducar@unc.e&~>; bill paJladino @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Admission of Student-Athletes for Spring Semeste~ 

@gmail.com>; 

Thank you Vince! Can we proceed with a Jan admit for her? 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ ~VireIess 4G L)"E 

Ille, Vmce -flle~ia~unc.edu> wrote. 

Please note I am aware of . Thanks. 

From: Ille, Vince 
Sent; Thursday, 1:42 PM 
To: Fedora, H. Larry; Anderson; Melinda; Holliday, Corey L; Haydon, Joe; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Somoano, Carlos H; Headers, Harlis James; Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; 
DeSelm, Rich L; Galvin, Derek P; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Fox, Hike; ’rmiller@uncaa.unc.edu’; Sapp, Andrew; Harm, Jan H.; Haney, Sarah K; Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sampson L; 
Kalbas, Brian J; ’jsagula@uncaa.unc.edu’; Hock, Conrad D Jr; Shelton, Karen C; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Hoots, Eric M 
C:e; Vangelder, Marielle A; Harkos, Lance H; Timmermans, Tom; Polk, Barbara Jo; Brown, Michelle 
Subject: Admission of Student-Athletes for Spring Semester 
Head Coaches, 

I understated that you complete forms and provide documents to a number of individuals and offices to facilitate the evaluation and admission of your incoming student- 

athletes. However, I ask that you please forward me the name(s) of any incoming student-athlete(s) you expect to initiate their full-time enrollment here 

to participate in your program beginning the Spring     semester. 
It is imIyortaa~t that I have a definitive list ofthe~ incoming strident-athletes to ensure timely review and admission decisions. 

If you need additional information or have any questions, plea~ j ast let me know. Thaa~ks liar your help. 

Vince Ille 

Senior Associate Athletic Director 

U niversiB, of North Cmolina 

(919) 962-4631 

::N:: cid:JLSGB 
XVlEMKZ.I 

MAGE 27,j 

Pg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:45 PM 

Justin Moon <jmoon@sanjuanschools.org> 

Re: Tough one laser night 

Buy Training Soccer Champions ... study the "competitive cauldron" .... the principles axe more valuable than the perfom~a~ce. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Justin Moon Qmoon@sanj uanschools.o~> wrote: 

Coach, 
Was able to watch yo~tr match your match vs FSU last night on ESPN. We don’t get a lot of them here in Utah. I loved watching your girls attack the ball. The fight and competitiveness in 
your girls was a pleasure to watch. They never seemed to give up, I kept waiting for the ball to find the back of the net there at the end. I ara t~’ing to get my girls basketball team to adopt 
the sarue culture. I was wondering if there is a place I can get game film of a past game or two that I can show your teams fighting to the end like they do. 

Justin Moon 
San Juan GBB 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:45 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NC USYS Fall State Cup 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NC USYS Fall State Cup 

From: STATENC2SC.director@e,sincsports,com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

[ 
ii.~.iI sincSFort ...... 1 

i.~.i sklcSports ~3m 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, September 1.9, 20~L3 3:45 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: President’s Kepner StaLe Cup 

.Sent ~;,om my Verizon WirEless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Odginal Message ........ 

Subject: President’s Kepner State Cup 

From: NCPRESFSC.director@e.sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

[ 
ii.~.iI sincSFort ...... 1 

i.~.i sklcSports ~3m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 19, 2013 5:55 PM 

GwaJtney, Clint <cgwaltney@unc.edu> 

Re: 2014-15 Nike Allotment 

"GwaJtney, Clint" ~cgwaJtney@unc.edu> wrote: 

f forgot: to include the Soccer Classic money 

My apob:?gies, 

Ciint 

Please see the fNIowing dollar allotments for Nike product for ordering for the 20~4-15 season. 

Base Allotment which includes Camp Allotment - S3~,0~.00 

Carryover from last year - 

Total Retail Allotment - S3~,0~.00 

Total in Wholesale Dollars - 5~50,0~.00 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 

Clint 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent: Thursday, September ~9, 20~3 3:55 PM 
To: 6waltney, Clint; bill palladJno; Ducat, Chris; 3ason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Re: 20~5 Nike Allotment 

Th~ ClinL I will sh~e tiffs wi~ the 

"Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Please see the following dollar allotments for Nike product for ordering for the 2014-15 season. 

Base Allotment which includes Camp Allotment - $287,000.00 

Carry_over from last year - $~).00 

Total Retail Allotment - $287,000.00 

Total in ;Vholesale Dollars - $143,500.00 

Please let me know if you have an?’ questions 

Thanks, 
Clint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, ; 9:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @cuemail.net> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~J,l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is.           and I am a sophomore on the                     Recently, my team won the 

through. We are guaranteed a spot in the top bracket of the                in 

Next month we roll be attending the and if you are available, I would enjoy it if you could maJ~e it to watch a game. 

Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill interests me because of the great academics aJ~d the size of the school not to mention its good soccer program. 

The positions I play are outside midfield, forwaxd, and outside defense. My jersey number is    I have included a player profile for your review. 

My schedule for is as follows: 

going undefeated all the way 

Sincerely, 

._C__l_.i_ .c_k_____t.h_i_ s__!_i-._n_.k_ .t_0___._s_._e_ .r_ .o__ 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Games in North Carolina 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Games in North Carolina 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach, 

My name is . I am interested in UNC and wanted to let you know that my , team is playing this weekend in North Carolina. I understand that your 

team is playing on Sunday and probably roll not be around this weekend for the games. I did just wmat to let you know my schedule in case any coach will still 

be around to watch. My team,                 ’ team, is playing on Saturday,                      at                                   and Sunday, 

Good luck agaJ nst 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Friday, September 20, 2013 9:28 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: REMINDER: Financial Education Session 9/23 

Financial Education.gif 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subj ect: REMINDER: Financial Education Session 9/23 

From: ’                        @~unc.edu> 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
<uncaa_asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> 

Coaches, 

Please remind your student-athletes about the Financial Education Session for sophomores on Monday (9/23), 7:00PM, 

3rd and 5th floors of Loudermilk. This session will be on Budgeting & Saving. 

Please see the attached flyer for more information. 

Thanks, and have a great weekend! 

Graduate Intern 

Student-Athlete Development 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

919-843-2306 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Schedule 

Screen Shot at 8.48.16 AM.png 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Schedule 

From: @yahoo.corn> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach, 
Hello, my name is . Currently I am attending in .. I play for girls team, as a 

goaJkeeper, and would like to give you my schedule in advance for the season. As of now this is the most updated schedule and if any games change or a~e added I will 

send you the new information. IVly graduation year is and I am interested in your school not only academically but also for soccer. Attached is my ,schedule along 

with my Email (best way to reach me) and the website. If you have any further questions or interest please ask! Hope to see you at some of my games! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:36 PM 

Vangelder, Mafielle A <mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Ducar, Clms ~ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros, 

Re: 

@gmail.com> 

Thank you.., boys, lefs design something and mn it by Marielle. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4(3 L)~ L)ROIL) 

"VangeMer, Marielle A" <mvangel&~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

W~-_~ are permitted to respond to a PSA’s letter or email requestit~g ~[~[ormatior~ prior to the permissible date on which we may begin to provide recruh:mg 

materials, provided the wdt~:en response does not ~ndude ~nforma~:ion that wouid h]~tial:e the recruitment of the PSA or informa[~on related to the W. Soccer or 

athletics program. This doesn’t he~p you schedule an unof~:~da~ v~s~t, but ~ does ai~ you to reply with sn explanation of Lhe i~m~tat~ons of the current NCAA 

legislation and a sLatement that says you ARE permitted ~o RECEIVE phone ca~s if’ore PSA’s~ 

Unfortunately, the rule requires o~Jr response to avoid any information that wouM trigger "recruitment", we wou~d not be able to have an discussion about an 

~noffida~ v~s~t or arrangement of a time to meet w~th her. The only permissible way to do that ~s for her to actually cal~ the W. Soccer office. 

Please let me know if you need additional informatkm. 

Thank you ~:or checking. 

MarieHe 

MarieHe A. vanGe~der 

Associate Athletic Director 

UnNers~tv o[ North CarolkH~ 

Phone: (9].9) 962- 7853 

Fax: (919) 962--[~32 

~N~_gNN[JNE~_9_B_~:_9_~M 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
$ent: Saturday,                 9:49 PM 
Te: Ducar, Chris; Vangelder, Marielle A 
SubjeCt~ Fwd: 

How do we follow up on tNs without brea~ng a role or insul~ng a player? 
Se~tt.from ~, ~%rizon ~VireIess 4( ; L TE DR()ID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: .............................. :~ig Lr_La_i_l_:_c:~E _r~ > 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m~i~:,email unc eda> 

CC: 

Coach Anson, 
I would like to visit [INC in October. Would it be tx)ssible to meet with you while I am on campus? If so, please let me know what weekend works best tbr you. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 2:04 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

Re: fitness 

WOW!!!! That is not easy. Congratulations 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ LL~tOIL) 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

inthe champions almanac in week 11 I cannow run all 10 sprints in the time written in the papers, just thought that I would update you on tW process. 

Sent frora ray iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday 3:26 PM 

@gmail.com>; Ducar, Clms <ducay@~mc.edu-~; bill palladino~ @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com>; Stander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: power shot 

I am enjoying everything you are sending me. This is so cool that you’ve contimfing to work on your fitness and your game. You have phenomenal potential, 

keep investing in yourself, it will pay both of us back when you get to Chapel Hill. 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

I thought this was something that had to be shared to you during ore practice with our team an the younger age group I shot a ball so hard I broke the 
about it even though i shouldn’t be I think it’s pretty cool ! 

Sent from nay- iPhone 

keepers finger. I’m pretty excited 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 3:51 PM 

@gmail.com>; Ducar, Clms <ducay@~mc.edu-~; bill palladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

~gmaJd.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edtr~; @msn.com> 

Re: power shot 

Hey, I like your attitude! ! ! 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

that’s the plan I’m hoping to show you nay progress whenever you come down or I come up ! cause when I get there were running championships all 4 years 

Sent from my iPhone 

On . at 3:25 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,@.email.unc.edu> wrote: 

. I am enjoying eveD~thing you are sending me. This is so cool that yoffre continuing to work on your fitness mad your game. You have phenomenal 

potential, keep investing in yom~elf, it will pay both of us back when you get to Chapel Hill. 

Se~t~.f!~ortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

;(~mail.com> wrote: 

I thought this was something that had to be shared to you during our practice with our team an the younger age group I shot a ball so hard I broke the 

pret~ excited about it even though i shouldn’t be I think it’s pret~ cool ! 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

keepers finger. I’m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 3:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: toummnent 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: toummnent 

From: @cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach, 
My nmne is 

team in assists. I play 

toumament in 

for 

and I am a sophomore at in I currently have a GPA oa~d play Atgacldng Midfield and lead the 

for . currently rated - " nationdtly on Got Soccer. On I will be playing in the 

. On Saturday I play at 11:10an~ vs. , Sunday at 5:45pm vs _ . (both games at 

) and Monday at 7:45 am, vs . I wear number 

Thank you and I hope to see you there! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 3:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

???? 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizon II%eie,~s 4G L2~ L)?tOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:                 ~shaw.ca> 
To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" ~<tucay@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Dorrance and Ducar 

Our daughter      has set some high goals for herself both academically and athletically. As parents we are attempting to assist her with the 
process of planning her future. She is currently a Student at in and is playing Soccer under the 
direction of (formerly of and It is through this relationship that we 
have been encouraged to look closely at your school and program. As we do so we wish to provide you with some information about ’ in 
hopes that you could put her on your radar. Please find attached a copy of her Player Profile. We will be sure to update you on tournament 
schedules as soon as they are confirmed. 

Many Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 5:38 PM 

@yahoo.corn>; DucaJc, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Game today 

~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hit 

I just wanted to wish you guys good luck in your game today! Good luckt 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9:37:58 PM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent from my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @comcast.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" 

<bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hello North Carolina Coaches, 

My name is             and I play for      in 
North Carolina and hope you can watch me play in 

class of I am very interested in 
or at the games. 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 5:39 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

Re: power shot 

You ~xe my filture .... we need each other. My success is based on your evolution. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

g@gmail.com> wrote: 

if you’re not confident what cm~ you be ! I appreciate you taking the time to respond to me 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 3:50 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, I like your attitud!! ! ! 

Se~,t.fi°om my verizo,~ ~Vireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

(~gmail.com> wrote: 

that’s the pla~ I’m hoping to show you my progress M~enever you come down or I come up ~ cau~ when I get there were wi~ing championsNps all 4 

years 

Sent from ~ny iPhone 

On , at 3:25 PM, "Do~ance, Albe~ A IV" <an~n~em~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

. I am eNoying eve~Nng you am ~nding me. This is so cool that yoffre continuing to work on your fitness and your game. You have 

phenomenN ~tentiaJ, keep investing in yoursel£ it roll Ny ~th of us b~k when you get ~ Cha~l Hill. 

@gm~fil.co~n> wrote: 

I thought this was something that had to be shared to you during our practice with our team an the youaager age group I shot a ball so hard I broke the 
keepers finger rm pretty’ excited about it even though i shouldn’t be I think it’s pretty cool t 

Sent from my : iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 6:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Interes~t in your program 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Interest in your program 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance 

I would like to introduce myself to you and your program. I am very interested in attending UNC and would like the 

chance to find out more about your program and school. 

My name is and I am 5’8" tall and weigh approximately 140 Ibs. I play for 

and for the in 

Midfield for both teams. 

in 

. I play Center 

started for 

is part of the 

. the 

since my first game as a Freshman. 

which includes great competitors such as 

, whom we recently beat 4- O. I have 

My Club team will start playing again after the High School season ends and we are scheduled to play in the 

Showcase on               through              in                         I would like to 

forward you our schedule once the tournament releases it. We are also scheduled to participate in the 

in early             . the                                  in          .. and the 

in late May. I hope that you may be able to see me play at one of these events. 

Thank you for your time and your attention to this email. 

You can reach my 

club team coach, 

interested in seeing me play. 

at or 

or 

.org and/or my 
@e.mail.com if you would be 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 



Fro~: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 5:24 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

FN D1960727FLOS.pdf 

Sent~rom my Vcrizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:          @sinclink.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Sports in College ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 6:30 PM 

Mark Paysons <mparson@washingtonspirit.com> 

Re: Catch Up - Spirit 

Thanks Mark. 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izon tl~ireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

Mark Parsons <mparsons@washin~onspirit.com> wrote: 

Thanks again for last weekend, it was a pleasure to see you guys train and play. I am very grateful for your time and insight in to players and the game. You really have 

such a special team like always and rushing you all the best for tomo~w. 

Hope to catch up again, 

All the best 

Mark 

We train at 2:30 f"M unless we have a game the day before (like on a Friday Sunday weekend will not train Saturday) and we train for home 

games on our stadium field (Fetzer)~ Tom Sander will get you a ~arki~g ~ass. All the best!! 

From= mparsons@washingtonspirit.com [mailto:mparsons@washingtonspirit.com] 
Sent= Thursday, August 29, 2013 5:47 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 



Subject-" Re: Catch Up - Spirit 

Anson 

Do you practice the day before game and what time would that session be on both dates? 

Many thanks 

Kind Regards, 

Mark Parsons 

~x~x~v~washingtonspirit.com 

540 729 9938 

On Aug 29, 2013, at 5:30 PM, D( rrance, Albert A IV Can~ nlc~emafl.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Mark, 

Either one works for me a~d you are welcome to watch pregame anc~ 

From: Mark Parsons [mailto:mparsons.@, washingtonspirit.com] 
Sent: Thursday, August 29, 2013 l:~ PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject; Catch Up - Spirit 

Hi ~son, 

don’t have any plans after the games, 

Thank you very much for your time last weekend at UVA and this moming on the phone about the players. It was a real pleasure watching your 
talented team play and wish you all the best for the sea~m. 

I would love to come down as di~ussed and potentially watch aW pre game staff’or normal training that may take place as well as the game. I 
have listed a couple of dates below that may work and wanted to see what you would be doing before and after the games that would help me 

justify" the best time to visit, t lease let ,ne know your thoughts. 

1. Amve Thmsday September 5th moming and leave Saturday morning. (at NC, Durham) 

2. Arrive Saturday 14th September morning and leave Sunday night or Monday lunchlime 

Thanks in advanced for even considering letting me head down and see your team practice and play. I look forward to hearing from you 

Kind Regards, 

Mark Parsons 

Head Coach 

Washington Spirit 

540 729 9938 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 6:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ,/       ~t- 2017 Right Forward, CA 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject:.          2017 Right Forward, CA 

From: Coachbolm~d@ncsastx)rts.org 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes/coaches. 

Interested 

Not a match? Up~tate yottr email preii:~ences here. 

Mike Boland 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 



Ott~ce: 88833368461 Cell:            I Fax: 312-624-7401 
Coachboland(~:ncsasports.orgi http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: ht’tp:i/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

’][’his e-mail transmission may cont~fin i~ffo~mation that is proprietm?; privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by ~eturn e-mail and delete all copies.~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 6:39 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Recruitment Information 

College Player Profile.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Recruitment Intbrmation 

From: @gmail.com~ 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <m~son.~)email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Anson Dormnce, 

After researching colleges that would interest me both academically and athletically, University- of North Carolina, offers the academic and athlelic combination I wish to 

pursue after high school; therefore, I have enclosed my player profile that details my academic standing, soccer experience and my upcoming soccer touman~ents. 

I a*n currently a j unior with a GPA of in the International Bachelorette Program at 

varsity soccer since my freshman yeaz; In addition, I play club soccer tbr the 

season. The team was a                 semi- finaJist the last two years. 

in . I have been a staxter for 

¯ My team is currently tbr the fall season and spring 

Your school and soccer program is of high interest to me and I would very much like to one day represem the Tar Heel tea,n, while developing my soccer ability within 

the progra*n. 

AW information you can provide on crealing opportunities for you to see me play would be greatly appreciated; in addition, any information on financial aid would also 
be veU helpful. I believe my academic standing could quali~ me for scholaacship assistance. 

Additionally I have enclosed the link to our tea*n website; 

My team will be playing in the upcoming tournament in the weekend of and I have enclosed our schedule; 

Thank you for considering me as a furore member of the Tar Heels tea,n. Please send ,ne information on your progra*n, and suggestions for how I can bes~t prepare for 
consideration with the Universi~ of North Carolina in the : 

If you are unable to contact me directly, I have included my coach’s contact infomlation below: 

~cox.net 

Sincerely. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 6:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: (Graduation Date: ) 

Player Profile Resume.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: (Graduation Date: ) 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Donance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <duca~r@unc.edu> 

CC: @g~nail.com>, @g~n~l.com> 

Anson Dorrance and Chris Ducar, 

My name is and I am interested in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. I am currently a defender on the 

soccer team, and would like to extend an invitation for you to come and observe me play. My team will be playing in the Charlotte, NC 

area on Saturday,              ~ and the Greer, SC area on Sunday,              . The times, locations, and opponents are provided below. I appreciate 

your time and hope you are able to attend. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday_ 7:46 PM 

;@gmail .corn> 

Re: power shot 

we are in this together. Let’s have some tun. And trust me it will be more fun for you, if you are on the field DOMINATING!!! .... as opposed to on the bench 
watching fitter, harder working, more disciplined players stealing your position mad your playing time. This of course is directly related to what you do eyed~ day 

between now and Angust. 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

jeez that was amazingly inspirations] ! I’m going have to steal that one thanks for the boost of confidence 

Sent froIn my iPhone 

On . at 5:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,~,ema]l.unc.edu> wrote: 

You are my filture .... we need each other. My success is based on your evolntion. 

Se~t~.f!~ortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4(7 LYE DRO~D 

(~mail.com> wrote: 

if you’re not confident what cm~ you be ! I appreciate you taking the time to respond to me 

Sent from ~ny iPhone 

On ;, at 3:50 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaAl.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, I like your attitude’.!! 

@gm~il.cotn> wrote: 

thaws tl~e plan I’m hoping to show you tny progress whenever you come down or I come up ! cause when I get tl~ere were winning 

championships all 4 years 

Sent fw~m my iPhone 

On , at 3:25 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am enjoying eve .rything you axe sending me. This is so cool that you’re continuing to work on your fitness a~d your 

ga~ne. You have phenomenal potential, keep investing in yourselt; it will pay both of us back when you get to Chapel Hill. 

Sen@’om m~’ Pk.’.~4~ou }f~rele~:~" 4G LTE DRO[D 

(~)~m~fil.com> wrote: 

I thought this was something that had to be shared to you during our practice with our team an the younger age group I shot a ball so hard I 
broke the    keepers finger rm pretty excited about it even though i shouldn’t be I think it’s pretty cool ! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 7:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:                  College Showcase 

docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College Showcase 

From: @verizon.net> 
To: "Dorrance, Albe~t A IV" <anson(gz~em~dl.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to introduce myself again. My name is           and I am a sophomore at 

(last year’s Cup Finalist) and the (for the 

convenience, I have re-attached my soccer resume. I just received my schedule for the 

schedule allows you to come to the tournament and watch me play. My schedule is as follows: 

, I play for the 

and the 

,oiq 

). For your 

, I hope that your 

I hope to see you there. Good luck in the rest of your season! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 7:47 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Updated Video 

Sent ~;,om my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: Updated Video 

From: ~@hotmail.ca> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

@gmail.com 

Dear Coaches, 

I hope that you were able to successfully access the video I sent you. If so, I hope you liked what you saw. I would greatly appreciate any feedback that 
you could provide to me. 

Thankyou, 

From: @hotmail.ca 

To: ducar@unc.edu 

Subject: Updated Video 

Date: Wed, 20:52:59 -0400 

Hi Mr Ducac 

figured out ~ow to use pointers to help identify me in d~e video. 

and the youtube link: 

Thank you [or your consider~Lion, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 7:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Interes~ted in playing for UNC 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Interested in playing {br {INC 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

My name is                I play for                       in                  , I’m number I’ve been playing since I was 4 and I love the sport. I have a 
GPA. The tournaments I will be playing in are 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, September 22, 2013 8:37 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

Re: power shot 

Excellent!!’. 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

you’re exactly right. I don’t want to be on the bench watching other players play over me that’s why I have been working so hard to make you proud and to show you I 

should start and get playing time when I head up. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 22, 2013, at 7:46 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,@.email.unc.edu> wrote: 

we are in this together. Let’s have some fun. And trust me it will be more fun for you, if you are on the field DOMINATING!!! .... as opposed to 

on the bench watching fitter, ha~ler working, more disciplined playe~ stealing your position mad your playing time. This of course is directly related to 

what you do every day between now and August, 2014. 

Se~t~.f!~ortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

,@gma~l.com> wrote: 

jeez that was amazingly inspirational ! I’m going have to steal that one thanks for the boost of confidence 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 22, 2013, at 5:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You are my furore .... we need each other. My success is based on your evolution. 

~)gm~l.com> wrote: 

if you’re not confident what cm~ you be ’. I appreciate you taking the time to respond to me 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 22, 2013, at 3:50 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, I like your attitud!!’!! 

Se~t fi’om nO: Ve~zo~t l, Virelex~. 4G LTE DR~)ID 

@gm~fil.com> wrote: 

that’s the plan I’m hoping to show you my progress whenever you come down or I come up cause when I get there were 

running championships all 4 years 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Sep 22, 2013, at 3:25 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I mn enjoying eveLything you axe sending me. This is so cool that you’re continuing to work on your titness 

and your game. You have phenomenal potential, keep investing in yoursel£ it will pay both of us back when you 

get to Chapel Hill. 

Se~tt.fi°om my Ve~;~zo.~ ~Vireles~’ 4G LIr]Z DRO~D 



;(~a)gmail.com> wrote: 

I thought this was something that had to be shared to you during our practice with our team an the younger age group I shot a 
ball so hard I broke the ul 7 keepers finger, rra pret~ excited about it even though i shouldn’t be I think it’s pretty cool ! 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 8:37 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @ hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 
My name is ¯ and I’m a Junior at . I play for I am interested in attending 
U NC because of the great previous seasons and your team being one of the top schools in the nation.I have visited No~lh Carolina multiple times for soccer 
tournaments and     games, i visited UNC Chapelhill and fell in love with the school. 

My club coach’s name is She can be reached at:             We are currently in the     . We 4-0 in this league. I will keep 
you updated on our matches. If you are attending any showcases or tournaments please inform me. 

aM’i ndedtte 
team just placed place in State Cur,z I am a Varsity starter Soccer player and a Varsity Cross Country, Track runner I 

States~ast year for Cross uountry and Track. Hopefully this year f witl attend statds for all three of my Varsity sports. 
f would love to attend any ID camps so I can meet you, the players, and see the campus. 
My cell phone number is:             ~ and my emait is:           @hotmail.com. My video is pubfished on youtube 

or unde~ t would love to talk to you on the 

phone regarding          and your athletidacademic program, 
Best of fuck in your upcoming season~ 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edt> 

Sunday,                  8:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:                     Graduating Class 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Graduating Class 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emoJd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is a~d I am a Jnnior at in . Cmrently, I am playing on the 

and am veD, interesteA to play soccer at the collegiate level. UNC is one of the schools I am plaa~ning on visiting. I’m interested in the acadmnic offerings as well as the 

athletic opportunities. My teaa~ will be participating in the       tournament in       on            While I realize you are in season an veu busy, I have 

attached my tournament schedule and player profile incase you are able to attend and see me play. Good luck for the rest of your season. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 11:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @yahoo.corn> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is                  but I go by 

your program at University of North Carolina. 
. I live in and attend I am interested in perusing a collegiate soccer career in 

I am currently a sophomore and start for the                     team as a left fullback/wingback. As a freshman starter last year, I was awarded an honorable mention 

"All District" certificate and will continue to pursue my development into a "1st Team All District" player this coming year. I also play for                    here in 
and have been a member of the        ~ team for 4 years. I play as a left side defender and have just started playing in the midfield this season. My trainedcoach, 

, is glad to answer any questions that you may have. Please contact him at: ~              or (                @yahoo.com.uk). 

Academically, I am just as interested in the engineering program at North Carolina. My academic strengths and interests are dominantly in math and art. Currently I hold a 

GPA and attend all pre-AP or AP classes. I am ranked out of 600 plus students and working hard to move up. I have not taken an ACT or SAT test but plan to this year. 

However, I was commended on all of the as a freshman. 

I hope that you are soon able to see me play. Below I have included a link to IW recruiting page for you to view, as it includes both my athletic and academic information. I 

would love to meet you and talk about the possibility of being a part of your soccer program in . ~f there ~s anything ~ can do to he~p you deride whether ~ might be a good 

fit for your program, please do no~ hesitate to ask. 

Thank you for your time and consideration and I look forward to hearing from you in the future. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, September 23, 2013 1:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Adidas College Womeffs Showcase, December 6 - December 8, 2013 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Thursday, September :[9, 20:[3 5:56 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Adidas College Women’s Showcase, December 6 - December 8, 20:[3 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

sincSports co 

rrl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 23, 2013 1:33 PM 

@live.unc.edu~~ 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros I 

~@gmaJl.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton i ;@gmail.com); 

; nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.nnc.edu); 

~gmaJl.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

clay weaver I @aol.com); 
; matt jones 

Subject: RE: Carolina Sport Business and Fitness Expo 

I will do it! 

From-" 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 2023 22:29 AM 

To; Arendas, Dave; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr; Hatchell, Sylvia R; coachmva@uncaa.unc.edu; Miller, Ron C.; Shelton, Karen C; Anderson, Melinda; Sapp, Andrew; Mann, Jan M.; 
Galvin, Derek P; Breschi, Joe; Levy, Jennifer S; Haney, Sarah K; Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Papa, Donna .1; DeSelm, Rich L; Paul, Sampson L; Kalbas, Brian 
Meaders, Harlis James; Sagula, Joseph A; Mock, Conrad D Jr 
Subject; Carolina Sport Business and Fitness Expo 

Good Morning, 

My name is           ., and I am the                     t for the inaugural.                                .                                          .. This event is a great 
way for students, who are interested in pursuing a career in the sport business or fitness industry, to get their foot in th~ door. The event will be held on 

October 5th in the Blue Zone of Kenan Stadium from 9:45-4:00. We will be having a keynote speaker, Phil Ford, three panels (collegiate sports, 

professional sports, and fitness), and a Career Fair. 

I have attached a word document of a letter explaining the event in a little more detail, as well as a flier, with a picture of most of the companies that will 

be attending the Career Fair. The staff of the Carolina Sport Business and Fitness Expo would be very appreciative if you would send an email, with the 

word document as the body of the email, and the flier attached, to your student-athletes to inform them of this great opportunity. 

In advance, I appreciate your time and consideration. If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to ask. 

Kind Regards, 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Class of 

B.A. in Exercise and Sport Science with a concentration in Sports Administration 

Email: ~live.unc.edu 

Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 23, 2013 1:34 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: SLSG Metro Revised ECNL matches 

From-" St. Louis Scott Gallagher [mailto:mbohnak@slsgsoccer.com] 
Sent: Friday, September 20, 20:t3 :t:[:06 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; SLSG Metro Revised ECNL matches 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 



Great sunset at the under 18 ECL match vs. Rea~ CO 

Saturday, Sept "~1 Update... 
Due to a large amount of rain today at our faci[it,¢, we’ve had to tweak some game times tomerrow. I 
knew several of you were t~dng to make games, Below ~s the revised schedule. 

by sender. 

EONL Logo 

SLSG Metro hosts the Colorado Saturday and Sunday at the SLSG Collinsville Complex, 
1046 McDonough Lake Road, Collinsville, 

Saturday vs, Colorado Storm 

Sunday vs, Colorado P, ush 

GU14 8:00am; GU16 8:00am, GU15 10:00am~ GU17 Noon & GU18 Noon 
Today’s results vso Real Colorado 
GU14 1:1 
GLI15 0:1 

GU16 0:4 
GU17 0:1 
GU18 1:1 

Don’t miss out on this next crop of stars. We still have some uncommitted 2014’s and 
have unlimited potential in our classes of2015 and beyond! 

removed by 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@uncsa,unc.edu by ._n)__b__o__h__n__a___k_@_s_hs.g__-~_c__c__e__r_:_c__o_[~ :: 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privao/Policy, 
St. Louis Scott Gallagher :: PO Box 15 :: Maryville :[L 62062 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:19 PM 

Gregg Bennett <gregg@BennettRank.com:~ 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: I love your stuff" 

From: greggzbennett@gmail.com [mailto: ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of Gregg Bennett 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 20:~3 5:05 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: I love your stuff 

The overall BennettRank. is a week to week., measure.., that builds on previous week rankings., etc.., the other measures_ strength of schedule, offense, defense, are 

season to date averages. When we update the weekly rankings., only current rankings axe nsed (not season averages).. 

Florida State tbr example., earlier in the season., had a 4-1 game v. Auburn (then BR 14) and a 3-0 gan~e v. Florida (then BR 8)... since that time., they havn’t been as 

prodnctive..., having scored.. 7 goals over the past 7 games ... and allowing 3.. still pretty good. but they "only" scored 1 v. Oklahoma (BR59) and NC State (BR71). 
.... but the "average".. for the season.., gives them a 1. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 1:30 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~__n_}!2!!@_e_E!’_a_j_l_:__uj!_c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Gregg, 

Got it!! And I do love the fact that you guys do count the goals and use that as a measure beyond just the W,I., T ... home or away~ BUT, how do you reconcile the fact 

~:hat in aH Voter meast~res FSU ~s be~:ter that~ us { ~3R 5oS, BR off, ~3R def) and yet we are st~H abow? them? What Ndden measures are there that "rSkeW~ [he rank~t~gs 

beyond those three measures? 

~gmail.com [mailto:            ~gmail.com] On Behalf Of Gregg Benne~ 
Sent~ Monday, September 23, 2013 3:06 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: I love your stuff 

Anson.. thanks for writing., appreciate the interest and the suppo~.. 

Yes.. Florida State.. did beat you.., in a 1 goal game., and you both are very close in rank .... Goal differential is itnportant (to a point)., and as this was a very close 

gmne., neither team was going to move much up or down in a one goa~ game.. Left on i~s own FSU would have stayed above you... 

but then., they went to NC State.. a much worse ranked team (71).. and had a narrow win..., our spread on that game for them was.. 3 ~ .. and they didn’t cover.. (the 

quali~ of the win wasn’t good) .... 

You also had a much higher quali~ win on Stmday v. Miami.... a BR43.. and beat them 4 nil.. a -2 spread., that you well covered.. 

Hope this helps.. 

I enjoy the discussion., as it keeps us honest...and ideas always pop up for fine tuning and other stats.. 

On Mon, Sep 23, 2013 at 8:55 AM, Dorrance, Albe~nt A IV <.’_a__r_~_~?__n_~L~_e___r_~£~__U_Lu__~£c_’_.__e__d___~_~~, wrote: 

Gregg, 

First offI love what you are doing. I think your rankings are the best. But help me ruth this (even though I agree with where we are ranked) how can FSU women be 

ranked ahead of us in eve~ category you list (SOS, O&D) and be ranked behind us and drop after winning two this past week (including beating us) and have us 
ascend when splitting? 

I am a big data guy; the Competitive Cauldron has been driving performance here atUNC from the beginning of my collegiate coaching career, so I stu@ your 

rankings in earnest and youB are absolutely the best. So I am curions about how the mnkings are arrived at when the "input" indicates a difi~vent rank’? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, September 23, 2013 5:26 PM 

Ed Leon @aol.com> 

,~!hotmail.com);        ~bmsn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.eda; 

~gmail.com); pacman@ancaa.anc.edu 

RE: Questions 

.~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

No Ed .. carry on. There are not enough mavericks out there. Hey, bring a team to T][~;AM CAMP this summer and we will continue this discussion. Check it out www ncgsc.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ed Leon [rnailto: ~aoh coral 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 12:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; anson@mail.uncaa uric edu 
Subject: Questmns 

Hi Coach I)orrance, 

Hope you’re doing well We have several u15 players that you’ll be very interested in. Do you or your sta:ffplan to scout the CASL or Disney Showcase this year’? We will be pamcipating in 
the National I,eague and were hoping you’d get a chance to see some of them 

I’ve always been o:[’the opinion that your players help identify the strategy and tactics used in games. We have an extremely athletic team and most of them are I vl duelers. Awesome 
technical skills with instincts to go forward fast and aggressively. We get a lot of grief from conventional coaches for not playing 4~4-2, especially because that’s what ODP is telling the kids 
the?" should be playing. I don’t agree with a cookie cutter, one size fits all approach. I’m more of the Bruce Lee school of thought whereby we take the bits and pieces from many systems and 
adopt what we think will best suit our needs and make our own style of having no style. 

I’m turning to you because I respect who you are and what you’ve done J2~r women’s soccer. I came across an old intep¢iew of yours wherein you mention that your peers thought it was 
"sacrilegious" to not play 4-4-2. In my interpretation, you basically said that your players determine how your team will play because of their attributes We feel this way too and I suppose 
it’s no fluke why our team consistently performs welh Do you think we are short changing the kids by not playing in a conventional manner? 

Thanks, 

Ed Leon 

NSA Premier 

630-222-9372 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:09 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; _ . @ael.com; Jason Sisneros (_ 

@gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sean patton t _ @gmail.com); 

.,; nicole fava (athva,~)uncaa.unc.edu); 

~gmaJl.com); pacman@ uncaa.unc.edu; ~ 

; clay weaver ( @aol.com); 
; matt jones 

Subject: FW: Soccer On TV: Monday, September 23, 2013 

Ladies, 

Plug your TIVO’s in !!!! 

Frem: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 23, 2013 6:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer On ~V: Monday, September 23, 2013 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed by 
sender¯ 

vlonday, Sept. 23, 2013 

remo~zed by 

sender. 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

The USA will close out play at the FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup on Monday night. Tuesday action 

includes the Montreal Impact in Concacaf Champions League play, plus league and cup play in England, 

Germany and Spain. The big midweek match will be Manchester United-Liverpool in the Capital One Cup 

on Wednesday. 

(All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Check your local listings. 

Soccer on TVis updated daily throughout the week.) 

~4ONDAY, Septembe~ 23 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup UAE-USA (live) 9:48 

FiFA Beach Soccer World Cup SOLOMON ISLANDS-EL SALVADOR (live) 11:18 pro. 

TUESDAY, Septembe~ 24 

BelN SPORT 

Capital One Cup SVVINDON-CHELSEA (live) 2:40 pro. 

Capital One Cup ASTON VlLLA-TOTTENHAM (delay) 4:45 pm. 

France MARSEILLE-SAINT ETIENNE (delay) 6;45 pm. 

Spain BARCELONA-REAL SOCIEDAD (delay) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BARCELONA-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-VALLADOLID (delay) 6 pm. 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 
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Spain MALAGA-ALMERIA (delay) 9 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico Copa MX LOBOS BUAP=OAXACA (live) 8 pro. 

Mexico Copa MX SANTOS-TIGRES (live) 10 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-VALENCIA (live), 8 pm. 

Mexico Copa MX UNAM-QUERETARO (live), 9:55 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup USA-UAE (delay), 11:30 am. 

German Cup 1860 MUNCH-BOR. DORTMUND (live), 12:55 

German Cup ARMINIA BIELEFELD-BAYER LEVERKUSEN (live), 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League MONTREAL IMPACT-HEREDIA (live), 8 pm. 

Mexico Copa MX CORRECAMINOS UAT-ALTAMIRA (live), 9:55 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FiFA Beach Soccer World Cup TAHITI-SPAIN (live) 12:48 am. 

FiFA Beach Soccer World Cup NETHERLANDS-ARGENTINA (live) 2:18 am= 

German Cup TSV MUNCHEN-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 1 pro. 

WEDNESDAY, Se~tembe~ 25 

BelN SPORT 

France VALENCIENNES-PSG (live) 1 pm. 

Capital One Cup MANCHESTER UNITED-LIVERPOOL (live) 2:50 pm. 

Spain ELCHE-REAL MADRID (live) 4:45 pm. 

Italy CHIEVO-JUVENTUS (delay) 6 pm. 

France MONACO-BASTIA (delay) 10 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-VALENCIA (live) 2 prn. 

Spain ELCHE-REAL MADRID (live) 4 pm. 

Spain SEVILLA-RAYO VALLECANO (delay) 6 pm. 

Italy BOLOGNA-AC MILAN (delay) 9 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

Concacaf Champions League HOUSTON-W CONNECTION (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Concacaf Champions League CARTAGINES-LA GALAXY (live) 10 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico Copa MX ZACATEPEC-CRUZ AZUL (live) 8 pm. 

Mexico Copa MX VERACRUZ-PACHUCA (live) 10 pro. 

GALAVISION 

Mexico Copa MX GUADALAJARA-LEON (live), 9:55 pm. 

UNIVISlON DEPORTES 

Mexico Copa MX LEONES NEGROS-ATL. SAN LUIS (delay), 11 am. 

FiFA Beach Soccer World Cup NETHERLANDS-ARGENTINA (delay), 1 pro. 

German Cup BAYERN MUNICH-HANNOVER 96 (live), 2:25 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League OLIMPIA-REAL ESTELI (live), 4:30 pro. 

Mexico Copa MX DORADOS-NECAXA (live), 7:55 pro. 

Mexico Copa MX MONTERREY-PUEBLA (live), 9:55 pm. 

UNIVlSION DEPORTES 2 

Concacaf Champions League HOUSTON DYNAMO-DIRECTV W CONNECTION (live), 8 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

Valais Women’s Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place (live) 8:30 am. 

Valais Women’s Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 11:30 am. 

Copa Mexico CELAYA-ESTUDIANTES TECOS (live) 10 pm. 

German Cup BAYERN MUNICH-HANNOVER 96 (live) 2:30 pro. 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup BRAZIL-JAPAN (live) 9:48 pro. 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup ARGENTINA-TBD (live) 11:18 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

italy INTER MILAN-FIORENTINA (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain ATHLETIC BILBAO-BETIS (live) 2 pm. 



Spain VILLARREAL-ESPANYOL (live) 4 pm. 

Spain GETAFE-CELTA (delay) 6 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-FIORENTINA (delay) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MORELIA-ATLAS (live) Noon. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup TBD-TBD (live) 12:48 am. 

FIFA Beach Soccer World Cup RUSSIA=IRAN (live) 2:18 am. 

~RIDAY, Sep~r~ 27 

BelN SPORT 

England HUDDERSFIELD TOV~,I-BLACKPOOL (live) 2:40 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VALLADOLID-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

MLS PHILADELPHIA-KANSAS CITY (live) 8 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

MexicoQUERETARO-TIGRES (live) 8:30 pm. 

Colleqe Soccer on TV 

Leagues offering live streaming of games include: 

Major League Soccer (fee) 

Nodh American Soccer Lea.que 

Soccer A[~qerica on Twitter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, Sept. 23, 2013 

FEEDBAOK: Send comments to letters(@,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:37 PM 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com 

FW: Good day 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: George Tasedan@forces.gc ca [mailto:Geor~e Tasedan~forces.gc.ca] 

Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:01 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Good day 

Anson ,my wife and I are at the point that are contemplating moving back to the stats as the ministry here is coming to a halt .Wondered if you may be aware of any soccer coaching 
positions open that I could pursue Hope you and your family is well, and the season is going well also. Looking forward to next summer playing in Virginia Beach. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:40 PM 

George.Tasedm~@Ibrces.gc.ca 

l~L: Good day 

I sent something to Pete Sadin. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: George Tasedan@forces.gc ca [mailto:George Tasedan@forces.gc.ca] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:01 P2vl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Good day 

Anson ,my wife and I are at the point that are contemplating moving back to the stats as the minist~z here is coming to a halt .Wondered if you may be aware of any soccer coaching 
positions open that I could pursue Hope you and your family is well, and the season is going well also. Looking for~vard to next summer playing in Virginia Beach. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Video Release: 2013 Video Highlights! 

From: Berkshire Soccer Academy for Girls [mailto:eric@berkshiresocceracademy.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, September 24, 2013 9:4-2 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Video Release: 2013 Video Highlights! Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._!i~_[<___!3_~_[’__e- 

i~i Im~g ....... d by se.nder. 



~’-’i Image removed by sender. 
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This email was sent ~o an~n@urlcaa.unc,edu by eric@berkshiresocceracademy.com 
U#dat~ r:’r£fi]~/~maj]Address 1,nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Po[icy~ 
Berkshire Soccer Academy i P,O. Box 1323 :: East Otis i NA i 01029 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros (jmsisneros@gmail.com) 

EW: 4 VitaJ Recruiting Strategy Questions for Your Coaching Staff" 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf O~ Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 20:t3 9:46 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; 4 Vital Recruiting Strategy Questions for Your Coaching Staff 

Image removed bysender Newsletter Banner 

4 Vital Recruiting Strategy Questions 
for Your Coaching Staff 
They aren’t optional - you have to answerthem. 
And, they aren’t multiple choice (not if you want to be successful in an increasingly challenging 
recruiting environment). 
These four questions I’m going to ask you are going to need to be answered in detail, and 
specifically for your program. Your answers aren’t going to be the same as the college down the 
street. 
They are questions that revolve around your central approach to your recruiting message. Most 
college staffs haven’t answered them before, which gives you an automatic advantage if you take a 

few minutes to answer them for your program. VVhy? Because it’s hard to recruit coherently and 
effectively without any kind of philosophical guidelines you’ve established - no matter if you’re a 
major college staff, or a one-man show. 
That’s what we’re aiming to fix today. Here are the questions that I’d love to see you develop answers 
for as you head into the meat of your recruiting season... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Cool New Video Technology Proving to be 
Great Way To Show Recruiting Creativity 
by Sean l~vlin, Front Rush 
We here at Front Rush have recently been playing around with GoPro cameras. 
These are the devices that a lot of extreme sports athletes wear on their helmets to record videos 
from their point of view. Let me tell you, they are very impressive. To start off, they are inexpensive, 
$200 to $330 depending on the model. The only add-on that is required is an SD card (the thing that 
stor~s all the video) and they are approximately $40-$80. After that, it just gets better. 

First off, they are built to get beat up. The default casing is waterproof so you don’t have to worry 
about weather conditions. Secondly, they are mountable to almost anything: helmets, tripods, your 
wrist, your jacket, your body, whatever. No doubt you have seen some antics with these things 
where you are watching from the perspective of a dirt bike rider doing back flips or a skateboarder 
clearing a set of stairs. And this is just the beginning of the creativity... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

DAD SUBHYTS ;Z-YEAR OLD SONS STATS 
Sullivan Busser cannot brush his own teeth, but he’s already had a brush with big-time college 
football recruiting. His dad recently had a chance to take pictures of 2-year-old Sullivan on the field 
at Ohio Stadium. Busser said that when he got home with the pictures, he was struck with an idea. 

"Him throwing a spiral, eating popcorn. Looks like a super Buckeye recruit. Wonder what would 
happen if I sent it to Urban Meyer, could I get a response? So I put all the pictures in a little 
collage," Busser said. 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Every day, Dan Tudor and the staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies scours the world of college 
athletics for the best recruiting news for our followers on Twitter. 
Don’t miss out on the news, views and advice you need to know about this Fall as you kick-offthe 
new year of recruiting the best prospects you can! Follow us on Twitter! 
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE AND FOLLOW DAN TUDOR ON TWITTER 
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NEW V~rDEO WEB~rNAR: 
Why Consistency Works 



If you follow our advice and answer the four big questions we posed at the beginning of today’s 
edition of College Recruiting Weekly, you’re going to have a solid foundation that you can build on. 
The next step? Develop a messa~le that is consistent. 
As we continue our series of educational webinars, courtesy of ~J___O____S___A_____A__t__h__!__e__t_i__c_____R___e__c___r__u__i__t_i_[_~_g., we 
wanted to focus on how smart coaches build a consistent, compelling recruiting message to win 
recruits. 
Done correctly, it can mean the difference between a great recruiting class and a mediocre one. 
Take a few minutes out of your day to hear what we have to say, Coach_. 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Committed Players Are Turning Into 
Committed Recruiters 
by Jeremy Crabtree, ESPN 
It was simply called "The List." 

As nine Ohio State pledges made the trip to Oregon this summer for The Opening, a showcase of 
the nation’s top high school football recruits, each had in his possession a list of top targets given to 
him by Buckeyes coaches. 
Some of the OSU recruits said they wrote "The List," as they called it, on paper and did research 
into what other schools were after the names on it. Others went the extra mile and added each 
target’s name, cell phone number and Twitter handle to their contacts. 

Social media - especially Twitter - has erased geographic boundaries that in the past would prevent 
recruits from building relationships with each other. Now, a player in California can be as close to a 
recruit in Florida as he would be with someone in his own city_. 
CLICK HERE FOR STORY AND VIDEO 
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Persistent Coach Never Lost Sight Of 
Prized Recruit .... And It Paid Off 
by Ivan Maisel, ESPN 
It’s not as if David Shaw needed something to go his way. The Stanford head coach went 23-4 in his 
first two seasons. He took the Cardinals to the Fiesta Bowl and followed that with a Pac-12 
championship and a Rose Bowl win. He came into this season with one of the best defenses in the 
nation. 
But no. Coach Rabbit’s Foot acquired a fifth-year, bell-cow running back this season just by 
answering a text. A year ago, Tyler Gaffney left the Cardinals to pursue a professional baseball 
career. After one successful season in the Pittsburgh Pirates organization, and one offseason of 
watching his former teammates win the Rose Bowl, Gaffney asked to come back... 
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What Are Successful Recruiters Doing 
to Consistently Succeed? 
Coming up later this week for our TRS Clients and Premium Members, we’ll give you the most 
popular answer to the questions we posed today. Not every program develops the same kind of 
recruiting foundation, but there are some common threads that successful staffs seem to have 
defined and established. 
We’ll share our insights and the lessons you can learn from the most successful recruiting 
operations in college sports. 
Not a TRS Client? .C__!_i_c_._k__.t_~..e_r_.e_.. 
Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 
Have questions? Email Dan directly at dan@dantudor,com 
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Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:05 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

EW: 4 VitaJ Recruiting Strategy Questions for Your Coaching Staff" 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf O~ Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 20:t3 9:46 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; 4 Vital Recruiting Strategy Questions for Your Coaching Staff 
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4 Vital Recruiting Strategy Questions 
for Your Coaching Staff 
They aren’t optional - you have to answerthem. 
And, they aren’t multiple choice (not if you want to be successful in an increasingly challenging 
recruiting environment). 
These four questions I’m going to ask you are going to need to be answered in detail, and 
specifically for your program. Your answers aren’t going to be the same as the college down the 
street. 
They are questions that revolve around your central approach to your recruiting message. Most 
college staffs haven’t answered them before, which gives you an automatic advantage if you take a 

few minutes to answer them for your program. VVhy? Because it’s hard to recruit coherently and 
effectively without any kind of philosophical guidelines you’ve established - no matter if you’re a 
major college staff, or a one-man show. 
That’s what we’re aiming to fix today. Here are the questions that I’d love to see you develop answers 
for as you head into the meat of your recruiting season... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Cool New Video Technology Proving to be 
Great Way To Show Recruiting Creativity 
by Sean l~vlin, Front Rush 
We here at Front Rush have recently been playing around with GoPro cameras. 
These are the devices that a lot of extreme sports athletes wear on their helmets to record videos 
from their point of view. Let me tell you, they are very impressive. To start off, they are inexpensive, 
$200 to $330 depending on the model. The only add-on that is required is an SD card (the thing that 
stor~s all the video) and they are approximately $40-$80. After that, it just gets better. 

First off, they are built to get beat up. The default casing is waterproof so you don’t have to worry 
about weather conditions. Secondly, they are mountable to almost anything: helmets, tripods, your 
wrist, your jacket, your body, whatever. No doubt you have seen some antics with these things 
where you are watching from the perspective of a dirt bike rider doing back flips or a skateboarder 
clearing a set of stairs. And this is just the beginning of the creativity... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

DAD SUBHYTS ;Z-YEAR OLD SONS STATS 
Sullivan Busser cannot brush his own teeth, but he’s already had a brush with big-time college 
football recruiting. His dad recently had a chance to take pictures of 2-year-old Sullivan on the field 
at Ohio Stadium. Busser said that when he got home with the pictures, he was struck with an idea. 

"Him throwing a spiral, eating popcorn. Looks like a super Buckeye recruit. Wonder what would 
happen if I sent it to Urban Meyer, could I get a response? So I put all the pictures in a little 
collage," Busser said. 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Every day, Dan Tudor and the staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies scours the world of college 
athletics for the best recruiting news for our followers on Twitter. 
Don’t miss out on the news, views and advice you need to know about this Fall as you kick-offthe 
new year of recruiting the best prospects you can! Follow us on Twitter! 
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE AND FOLLOW DAN TUDOR ON TWITTER 
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NEW V~rDEO WEB~rNAR: 
Why Consistency Works 



If you follow our advice and answer the four big questions we posed at the beginning of today’s 
edition of College Recruiting Weekly, you’re going to have a solid foundation that you can build on. 
The next step? Develop a messa~le that is consistent. 
As we continue our series of educational webinars, courtesy of ~J___O____S___A_____A__t__h__!__e__t_i__c_____R___e__c___r__u__i__t_i_[_~_g., we 
wanted to focus on how smart coaches build a consistent, compelling recruiting message to win 
recruits. 
Done correctly, it can mean the difference between a great recruiting class and a mediocre one. 
Take a few minutes out of your day to hear what we have to say, Coach_. 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Committed Players Are Turning Into 
Committed Recruiters 
by Jeremy Crabtree, ESPN 
It was simply called "The List." 

As nine Ohio State pledges made the trip to Oregon this summer for The Opening, a showcase of 
the nation’s top high school football recruits, each had in his possession a list of top targets given to 
him by Buckeyes coaches. 
Some of the OSU recruits said they wrote "The List," as they called it, on paper and did research 
into what other schools were after the names on it. Others went the extra mile and added each 
target’s name, cell phone number and Twitter handle to their contacts. 

Social media - especially Twitter - has erased geographic boundaries that in the past would prevent 
recruits from building relationships with each other. Now, a player in California can be as close to a 
recruit in Florida as he would be with someone in his own city_. 
CLICK HERE FOR STORY AND VIDEO 
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Persistent Coach Never Lost Sight Of 
Prized Recruit .... And It Paid Off 
by Ivan Maisel, ESPN 
It’s not as if David Shaw needed something to go his way. The Stanford head coach went 23-4 in his 
first two seasons. He took the Cardinals to the Fiesta Bowl and followed that with a Pac-12 
championship and a Rose Bowl win. He came into this season with one of the best defenses in the 
nation. 
But no. Coach Rabbit’s Foot acquired a fifth-year, bell-cow running back this season just by 
answering a text. A year ago, Tyler Gaffney left the Cardinals to pursue a professional baseball 
career. After one successful season in the Pittsburgh Pirates organization, and one offseason of 
watching his former teammates win the Rose Bowl, Gaffney asked to come back... 
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What Are Successful Recruiters Doing 
to Consistently Succeed? 
Coming up later this week for our TRS Clients and Premium Members, we’ll give you the most 
popular answer to the questions we posed today. Not every program develops the same kind of 
recruiting foundation, but there are some common threads that successful staffs seem to have 
defined and established. 
We’ll share our insights and the lessons you can learn from the most successful recruiting 
operations in college sports. 
Not a TRS Client? .C__!_i_c_._k__.t_~..e_r_.e_.. 
Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 
Have questions? Email Dan directly at dan@dantudor,com 
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Sent: 
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Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Coach, ever had this happen to you? 

From: Soccer Coaches [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 20J.3 2:27 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Coach, ever had this happen to you? 

Let’s rewind very quickly. 
It was 9/11,4pm down at Lafayette Education 
Complex field. 
Had you been there with me, you would have witnessed 
the soccer performance of a lifetime. 
That day we won 9-2. No that’s no misprint, 9-2! 
Now I know what you’re thinking... 
The other team must be really bad. 
Thus far they are 0-5 so in some retrospect you’re right. 
However, have you ever played a team you were suppose 
to beat, and only win by one goal or sometimes even lose??? 
Do you wonder why does that happen? 
Well one of the secrets to dominating against the bad teams 
and the good ones is having your top talent always prepared 
to play their best. 
We didn’t know how to do this and quite frankly it frustrated 
the heck out of us. 
So how did we fix it? 
__E__p_i__c_____S___o___c___c___e__[___T__[_a_j__n__[_n__g~ 
You’re probably wondering what is that. 
Here’s a video that tells you all about it: 
Epic Soccer Training (Video) < - - - 
We’ve found this training to be the ’secret sauce’ that has 
turned our soccer performances through the roof. 
Oh and by the way we have a confession. 
On 9/13 we didn’t win 9-2... 
We actually won 10-3. 
This stuff works, and we know it will work 
for you. 
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To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:43 PM 

CHRIS ENGEN < @mac.com> 

I @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.tmc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

I @aol.com); 
matt jones I ~gmail.com); ~ .. _ 

@gmail.com; sean patton _ @gmail.com); 

nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); 

@gmaJl.com); 

; clay weaver 

Subject: West Coast Hello (fi~om the proud father of Whitney Engen, US Women’s National Team Star and Liverpool Star!!) 

Chris, 

We loved coaching your kid. And whatever we gave her, she paid us back in spades. 

We are also thrilled ~vith her oppoltunity to play for the US FL2L TEAM in the next World Cup. I know sending her to us all the ~vay from California was such a leap of faith with UC’LA and 
Stanford so close (and Kiru being a tennis star at UCLA to boot). Please know I am copying my team on this and our recruiting classes. It is players like your daughter and parents like you 
and Kim that keep me at this with such satisfaction. 

There is nothing I am more excited by than watching a young player improve and evolve into a woman of character Please give my best to Kim and "¢,qaitney. I could not be prouder, and 
yes, just so everyone knows: I added the stuff in brackets on the subject line!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: CHRIS ENGEN I @mac corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 2:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: West Coast Hello 

Hi Anson. 

Hope you are doing well. 

Kim and I just got back from visiting V~itney in Liverpool and she head s off to Sweden on September 30th, and will be playing soccer there for a month or so. 

While we were visiting with her it got me to thinking about how playing professional soccer has been such a great adventure for her. And that got me to thinking about the role you and the 
Tar Heel experience had in prolonging her excitement with soccer 

I want to thank you again for recruiting Whitney and exposing her to what Tar Heel Women’s Soccer is all about[’. 

I don’t know she would be as successful a soccer player as she is if she had not been at UNC for 4 years 

Good luck and hello to all 

Chris 
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Sent: 
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@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.tmc.edu; 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@aol.com); 
matt jones (                @gmail.com); 

@gmail.com; sem~ patton           @gmail.com); 

_ !; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

"@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com); 
clay weaver 

Subject: Khnsmann s Ad ~ce. It s driven by you, coaches axe just helpers’ 

~.adies, 

realiy iiked this from a man I h~v~-’_~ HUGE resp~-’_~ct for as a player, coach and person~ 

you w~mt ~:o know wh~: ~:h~s ~m~z~ng man h~s done, Goog~e him. 
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Klinsmann’s Advice: 
are just helpers’ 
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’It’s driven by you, coaches 

By Mike Woitalla 

Last Sunday, U.S. coach Jurgen Klinsmann showed up at a breakfast for the 46 finalists of the 7Up 

Sueno Alianza National Finals presented by Verizon in Southern California. 

The surprised boys, ages 14 through 19, dropped their forks to listen to the man who had won a World 

Cup as a player and 10 days earlier celebrated the USA’s qualification for the 2014 World Cup. 

Here are excerpts from Klinsmann’s advice to aspiring young soccer players: 

DECIDE YOUR PATH. "It’s always difficult at this age, when you’re 17 or 18 or you’re 14 or 15, to 

imagine, where’s my road leading? Where’s my next level? 
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"It’s all down to you guys what you’re going to do with your opportunities. Whenever someone opens a 

door for you and gives you a chance to show and prove how good you are, take that chance. Hopefully coaches will show you 

that level. But you’re going to have to decide your own path. You are your own driving force. " 

PRACTICE DAILY. " What does that mean in reality? How often do you train a week? Everyday? How do you think you can 

get better if you don’t train everyday? 



"How can you do that if you’re not with your team? In the park. Kick the ball against the wall. Meet your buddies somewhere in 

the neighborhood. Make an opportunity. 

"Every time you kick the ball in some way, you’r~ going to make yourself better." 

GOOD MOVES. "How does a Kobe Bryant become a Kobe Bryant? He’s not learning all those moves because a coach tells 

him to make those move. He learned them himself, by fooling around with the ball." 

COACHES ARE JUST HELPERS. ’"Fake your path in your own hands. Ask questions all the time when you can to coaches 

and to other people. 

"But you are the driving force. We can tell you certain things, but you have to do it .... Maybe you’re tired after 70 minutes and 

if you lose the ball we expect you to chase the ball back. But I can’t do that run for you. 

"It’s you who makes the decision. That’s the beauty of soccer. That it’s all driven by you, not by us coaches. We’re just 

helpers." 

DON’T LOOK FOR EXCUSES. "From professionals, and not only American professionals, professionals everywhere -- 

because I played in four different leagues in Europe -- I often heard, ’The coach doesn’t play me ... This is wrong ... The media 

doesn’t like me ...’ 

’q-hey’re really good at finding excuses. But every coach wants to win. At the end of the day, every coach will play the best 

team he can. If you belong to those best, you’re going to play. 

"If for whatever reason he doesn’t play you, then go up and ask him, and he will tell you. Maybe you don’t show the right spirit. 

Maybe right now you’r~ more a taker than a giver. 

’"Taking’ meaning you think about yourself too much. Maybe you’re not thinking about the team at that moment." 

AVOID DISTRACTIONS. "Maybe some players are too busy with their haircut, and how they look. Or how many followers 

they have on Twitter and Facebook. 

’We coaches, we see that. We tell them, ’You know it would be nice if you start to focus more on soccer than on your cell 

phone.’" 

COPING WITH SETBACKS: ’%¥hen you get an opportunity, give it all you have, and things will develop. Even it doesn’t work 

out fight away, it doesn’t matter. 

"Even if the reward doesn’t come right away, keep going. Keep going and it will be the next time, at the next opportunity. 

There are many opportunities coming up but you’re the one who drives it. 

"Drive yourself. Your dream is yours." 

When the floor opened for questions, one boy asked Klinsmann about his pro playin~l career, to which the man who played for 
VtB Stuttgart, Inter Milan, Monaco, Tottenham Hotspur; Bayem Munich and Sampdotia said: 

’Most importantly I learned a lot off the field. I learned a couple languages. I understood I have to take the people the way they 

are. People are different in different countries. 

’When I went from Germany to Italy ... The Italians are different. We Germans we’re very precise. We’re always on time. 

"In Italy I had my own apartment and I was all kind of hyper .... So my washing machine broke. I called and I said I need 

someone to come and fix iL They said, no problem. We’re there tomorrow at 10 o’clock. 

"Nobody showed up. Another day, nobody showed up. Three days later someone showed up and fixed my washing machine. 

And I was furious. I was a German. So I told the story to my teammates. 

’My teammates at the time included Walter Zenga, Giuseppe Bergomi, Giuseppe Baresi. World Cup winners. They told 

me, ’Jurgen, if you don’t learn the way we live the life. If you don’t adjust to it, you’r~ in big trouble.’ 

’You better adjust yourself to the way people are, or you go crazy. So I made that decision, wherever I go, and I went from 

Italy to France, to England, now here - I learned to take people the way they are and respect who they are. 

’Wherever you go, you will find different people. You will find different coaches. But it’s down to you to adjust to them. Don’t 

expect them to adjust to you." 

Klinsmann ended his talk with: "1 wish you lots of luck. Enjoy it. And have a smile on your face whenever you kick the ball 

around." 

(Mtke Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and c~>author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles are archived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 



Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 
Tuesday, Sept 24, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate fo~/arding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Upcotning GotSoccer Showcase Events 

From-" GotSoccer [mailto:mailer3@email2.gotsoccer.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 4:21 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Upcoming GotSoccer Showcase Events 
Importance: Low 

College Recruiting has never ~en easiefi 

Did you know you can get all the intb~ation you ~vant at a showc~e 
directly t~om your IPhone or Android? The GotSoccer Mobile 

College Coach’s account is live and can be used immedimely. ~d 

better yet, there is no charge tbr this service’. 

With the OotSoccer Mobile College Coach Account you can: 

~ Se~ych a~d register for events using GotSoccer so~vaye 

i Filter schedules by field, field number ~d ~te Clink t lere to 

i Browse te~ profiles and raiN- bio’s for each player 

irate playe~ yon are interested in and see wNch players have 

been scoping out your college 
And there is so much morel Click the link above and ~m~e advantage 

of this t~ee, efficient mobile l~atum today~ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: New Coach RMS Feature: The Recruit Map 

From: NCSA Athletic Recruiting [mailto:recruitinghelp@ncsasports.org] 

Sent-" Tuesday, September 24, 20:~3 5:39 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject; New Coach RMS Feature: The Recruit Map 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online¯ 

:: ::*:; :: Image 
...... removed by 

sender 

i.~ Image 
removed by 
sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

Hi Coach, 

We’re excited to announce the recent launch of a brand 

new tool in your Coach RMS called the Recruit Map! 

The Recruit Map allows you identify your competitors’ 

recruiting patterns and find which high schools across 

the nation are producing college talent by school, 

division, conference and morel 

I_oq!B ~o yo# [ R[vlS to give it a try or £[[~}2 hA[A to learn 

more. 

If you have any questions or would like to schedule a 

demo, please give us a call at 8~6495-7089 

Best, 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

Image removed by sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe from similar emaiis, click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 7:00 PM 

John Montgomery <john@mmsclub.com:~ 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Kenan distribution 

OK I will ... Tom, find out (or estimate) what we will need. thank you! Check with ALL our endowment return. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: John Montgomery [mailto:john(@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, September 24, 2013 5:39 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Kenan distribution 

$55,300 ]2)r this year. Let me know how much you want to put to the scholarship 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



Week 6 September 24, 2013 

Florida State 

Virginia 

Notre Dame 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

North Carolina 

Clemson 

Maryland 

Duke 

Miami 

NC State 

Boston College 

Syracuse 

Pittsburgh 

Col~fereilee 

W L T Pts Pct. 

3 0 1 10 .875 

3 0 0 9 1.000 

3 0 0 9 1.000 

3 1 0 9 .750 

2 1 1 7 .625 

2 2 0 6 .500 

2 1 0 6 .667 

2 1 0 6 .667 

1 2 1 4 .375 

1 3 0 3 .250 

1 3 0 3 .250 

1 3 0 3 .250 

0 3 1 1 .125 

0 4 0 0 .000 

Overall 

For Opp Hm Rd W L T Pct For Opp Hm Rd Neu Streak 

4 1 2-0-0 1-0-1 8 0 2 .900 15 3 6-0-1 2-0ol 0-0o0 W3 

8 2 1-0-0 2-0-0 9 0 0 1.000 33 5 7-0-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 W9 

5 1 1-0-0 2-0-0 7 1 0 .875 21 4 5-1-0 2-0-0 0-0-0 W4 

7 2 1-1o0 2o0-0 8 1 1 ,850 26 7 4-1-0 3-0°0 1-0-1 W3 

7 2 2-0-1 0-1-0 7 1 1 .833 19 6 5-0-1 1-1-0 1-0-0 L1 

6 3 0-1-0 2-1-0 8 2 0 .800 22 6 2-1-0 2-1-0 4-0-0 W1 

5 3 2-1o0 0o0-0 5 2 2 ,667 24 6 5-2-0 0-0o2 0-0-0 W3 

3 3 1-1-0 1-0-0 6 3 0 .667 21 9 5-1-0 1-2-0 0-0-0 W1 

7 7 1-1-0 0-1-1 4 4 2 .500 12 11 1-2-1 1-2-1 2-0-0 T1 

2 12 1-1o0 0°2-0 6 3 0 .667 17 17 3-1-0 3-2°0 0-0-0 L1 

3 6 0-1-0 1-2-0 6 4 0 .600 18 13 4-2-0 2-2-0 0-0-0 L2 

5 5 0-2-0 1-1-0 4 5 0 .444 14 13 2-4-0 2-1-0 0-0-0 L3 

2 9 0-0ol 0°3-0 4 5 1 .450 13 15 3-0-1 0-4°0 1-1-0 T1 

1 9 0-3-0 0-1-0 4 5 1 .450 8 12 3-3-0 1-2-1 0-0-0 L4 

QuickKicks 
Virginia is consensus No. 1 team in the 
nation this week for the second straight 
week, while four other ACC teams are 
ranked in the Top 10 of the NSOAA 
and Soccer America polls ._ At 9-0-0 
Virginia is the only unbeaten and untied 
team in NCAA Division I ... All 14 teams 
will be in action on Thursday, Sept. 26, 
including one Top-25 match-up ... No. 
21/22 Maryland travels to No. 5/3 Notre 
Dame ... Four ACC squads account for 
the top four spots (1. Florida State, 2. 
Wake Forest, 3. Virginia, 4. North Caroli- 
na}, while six are in the top 10 (8. Notre 
Dame, 10. Virginia Tech)in the first 
NOAA RPI released on Sept. 23 ...Virgin- 
ia head coach Steve Swanson earned 
his 300th career win on Sept. 19 when 
his Cavaliers won at Boston College, 
2-1 ... Notre Dame and Virginia are the 
only unbeaten and untied teams in the 
league at 3-0, while Florida State sits 
atop the standings with 10 points on a 
3-0-1 AOC mark ... Florida State senior 
goalkeeper Kelsey Wys is the ACO’s 
Player of the Week announced on Sept. 
24 ... North Carolina head coach Anson 
Dorrance earned his 750th career win 
on Sept. 12 when his Tar Heels topped 
Virginia Tech, 2-1. 

UPCOMING GAMES 

Thursday, Sept. 26 
No. i/1 Virginia at RV/’- Duke .................. 7 p.m. (ACCDN) 
No. 6/6 North Carolina at Pittsburgh ......... 7 p,m, (ESPN3) 

Miami at No. 3/5 Fiorida State .................................. 7 p.m. 
Clemson at Syracuse ............................................... 7 p.m. 
No. 16/I 3 Virginia Tech at NC State ........................ 7 p.m. 
No. 9/10 Wake Forest at Boston College ................. 7 p.m~ 
No. 2122 Maryland at No. 5/3 Notre Dame ............. 7 p.m. 

Sunday, Sept. 29 
Boston College at NC State ...................... I p.m. (ESPN3) 
No. 3/5 Florida State at Clemson ............. I p,m, (ESPN3) 
Pitlsburgh at No, 5/3 Notre Dame ............................ 1 p.m~ 
No. i 6/13 Virginia Tech at RV!- Duke ...................... 1 p.m. 
No. 9/I0 Wake Forest at Syracuse ........................... 1 p.m. 
No. 21/22 Map!iand at ,No. 1/I Virginia ..................... 2 p.m. 

Thursdsy, Oct. 3 
NC State at Masdand ............................................... 7 p.m, 
Boston College at Florida Stae ................ 7 p.m. (ESPN3) 
Clemson at Virginia Tech ......................................... 7 p.m. 
Wake Forest at Notre Dame ..................................... 7 p.m, 

Sundsy, Oct. 6 
Man/iand at North Carolina ................ 1 p,m,(RSNiESPN3) 
Syracuse at Pittsburgh ............................................. 1 p.m. 
Duke at Boston College ............................................ 1 p.m. 
Notre Dame at Miami ................................................ 1 p.m. 
Clemson at Virginia .................................................. 2 p.m. 

Thursday, Oct. 10 
NO State at Noah Caroiina ....................... 7 p.m. (ESPN3) 
Notre Dame at Virginia ............................ 7 p.m, (ACCDN) 
Pitlsburgh at Miami .................................................. 7 p.m. 
Florida State at Syracuse ......................................... 7 p.m. 

ACC VS. NONCONFERENCE 
(62-12-6, .810) 

Conference ........................................................... 2013 
America East ....................................................... 1-0-0 
American Athletic ................................................ 3-2-2 
Atlantic Sun ......................................................... 3-0-0 
Atlantic 10 ........................................................... 6-0-0 
Big East ............................................................... 2-1-0 
Big South ............................................................ 2-0-0 
Big Ten ................................................................ 4-1-0 
Big 12 .................................................................. 2-1-2 
Big West .............................................................. 0-0-0 
Colonial ............................................................... 4-0-0 
Conference USA ................................................. 4-0-0 
Great West .......................................................... 0-0-0 
Horizon ................................................................ 4-0-0 
Independent ........................................................ 0-0-0 
Ivy ...................................................................... 0-0-0 
Metro Atlantic ...................................................... 0-0-0 
Mid-American ...................................................... 2-0-0 
Mid-Continent ...................................................... 0-0-0 
Missouri Valley .................................................... 0-0-0 
Mountain West .................................................... 2-0-0 
Northeast ............................................................ 2-0-1 
Ohio Valley .......................................................... 0-0-0 
Pacific-12 ............................................................ 4-4-0 
Patriot .................................................................. 4-0-0 
SEC ..................................................................... 5-2-1 
Southern ............................................................. 3-0-0 
Southland ............................................................ 0-0-0 
Summit ................................................................ 0-0-0 
Sun Belt .............................................................. 1-0-0 
SWAC ................................................................. 1-0-0 
West Coast .......................................................... 3-1-0 
Western Athletic .................................................. 0-0-0 
Others ................................................................. 0-0-0 

Vs. Non-ACC NSCAA Ranked ........................ 10-4-1 
Vs. Non-ACC Soccer America Ranked .......... 10-7-1 
Home ................................................................ 43-6-2 
Road ................................................................. 10-5-3 
Neutral ................................................................ 9-1-1 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 
Women’s Soccer Contact: Amy Ufnowski 

Phone: 336-369-1003 aufnowski@theacc,org 

ACC COACHES 
BOSTON COLLEGE ............................. Alison Foley 
CLEMSON ..................................... Eddie Radwanski 
DUKE ................................................ Robbie Church 
FLORIDA STATE ............................... Mark Krikorian 
MARYLAND .................................. Jonathan Morgan 
MIAMI ..................................... Mary-Frances Monroe 
NORTH CAROLINA ........................... Anson Dorrance 
NO STATE .............................................. Tim Santoro 
NOTRE DAME ................................. Randy Waldrum 
PITTSBURGH .......................................... Greg Miller 
SYRACUSE ......................................... Phil Wheddon 
VIRGINIA .......................................... Steve Swanson 
VIRGINIA TEOM ................. Charles "Chugger" Adair 
WAKE FOREST ..................................... Tony da Luz 

ACC WOMEN’S SOCCER CONTACTS 
BOSTON COLLEGE .................. Stephanie Tunnera 
617-552-3004 .................................. [unnera @ bc,edu 
Twitter: @BC_WSOC 
CLEMSON ............................................... Libby Kehn 
864-656-4218 ......................... elizabk @ clemson,edu 
Twitter: @clemsonwsoccer 
DUKE ..................................................... Lindy Brown 
919-684-2664 ...................... Ibrown @ duaa.duke.edu 
Twitten @Duke.__WSOC 
FLORIDA STATE ............................... Jason Leturmy 
850-644-1403 ................................ jleturmy @ fsu.edu 
Twitter: @FSU_Soccer 
MARYLAND ....................................... Patrick Fischer 
301-314-7062 .............................. pfischer@umd.edu 
Twitter: MarylandWSoccer 
MIAMI ................................................ Camron Ghorbi 
305-284-3231 ........................... c,ghorbi @ miami.edu 
Twitter: @CanesFutbol 
NORTH CAROLINA ............................... Dave Lohse 
919-962-7257 ....................... dlohse @ uncaa, unc.edu 
Twitter: @ncwomenssoccer 
NO STATE .......................................... Brett Compton 
919-740-8714 ......................... bacompto @ ncsu.edu 
Twitter: @PackWSoccer 
NOTRE DAME .................................... Chris Masters 
574-631-8032 .............................. masters,5 @ nd,edu 
Twitter: @NDSoccer 
PITTSBURGH .................................. Greg Hotchkiss 
412-491-5296 ............ ghotchkiss @ athletics,pitt,edu 
Twitter: @PittWSoccer 
SYRACUSE ..................................... Susie Mehringer 
315-443-2608 .............................. skmehrin @ syr,edu 
Twitter: @suwomenssoccer 
VIRGINIA ............................................ Steve Kirkland 
434-982-5535 ........................ skirkland @virginia,edu 
Twitter: @UVaWSoccer 
VIRGINIA TECH .................................... Jason Krech 
540-231-1494 ..................................... jkrech @vt.edu 
Twitter: @VT_WSoccer 
WAKE FOREST .................................. Alex Botoman 
336-758-5842 ........................... botomaam@wfu.edu 
Twitter: @WakeWSoccer 

theACC.eom 
The ACC official web site can be accessed by visiting 

theACC.com. The updated ACC Women’s Soccer 
release can be found on theACC.com every Tuesday 

and Friday, with other material updated daily. 

Florida State senior goalkeeper Keisey VVys has 
been named the ACC Women’s Soccer Player of 
the Week, It is her third player of the week honor of 
her career as she earned it twice during the 2012 
season, 

Kelsey Wys was a stalemate beb,~,een the posts 
last week in leading the Seminoles to 1o0 victories 
over No, 5 North Carolina and NO State to stay 
undefeated in ACC action, Wys was credited with a 
pair of shutouts to push her league leading total to 
seven on the season. 

The Coral Springs, Fla., native played all 90 minutes 
in both matches, She faced 20 shots and totaled 
11 saves, including a season-high nine in FSU’s win 
over North Carolina. 

The win over the Tar Heels on SepL 18 was [he 
Seminoles’ third straight in the series, becoming just 
the third program to perform such feat in against 
UNC in the program’s storied history. Florida Statds 
five all-time wins versus UNC are [he second most 
of any other school in its history, 

Against NC State on Sept. 22, Wys stopped two 
shots, including a diving save on a 1-v-1 opportunity 
midway through the second half with the game still 
knotted at zero, Florida State’s Kelsey Wys 

NSCAA/Continental Tire (Sept. 24) 
1, Virginia 
2, Stanford 
3, Florida State 
4, UCLA 
5, Notre Dame 
8, North Carolina 
7, Florida 
8, Penn Stale 
9, Wake Forest 
10, Georgetown 
11, California 
12, Bayior 
13, Michigan 
14, Portiand 
15, Texas Tech 
16, Virginia Tech 
17, BYU 
18, Wisconsin 
19, Denver 
20, San~ Clara 
21, Maryland 
22, South Carolina 
23, West Virginia 
24, Mississippi 
25, Kentuc,~ 

Soccer America (Sept. 24) 
1, Virginia 
2, Stanford 
3, Notre Dame 
4, UCLA 
5, Florida State 
6, North Carolina 
7, Portland 
8, Georgetown 
9, Penn State 
10, Wake Forest 
11, Florida 
12 Baylor 
13, Virginia Tech 
14. Kentucky 
15. California 
16, Texas Tech 
17, Michigan 
18, West Virginia 
19, Georgia 
20, Soulh Carolina 
21, Santa Clara 
22, Maryland 
23. BYU 
24. indiana 
25 Butler 

PS 
BC RVi- RVi- 
DU 7/8 12,/12 
FS 3/6 3/5 
N1D 17/17 15/17 
NO 1/1 1/1 
ND 10/5 7/4 
VA 8/7 5/6 
VT RVi- RV/- 
WF 15/10 10/8 

ACC Teams in the National Polls 
Aug, 27 Sept, 3 Sept, 10 Sept, 17 Sept= 24 

RV/- RV/- -/- 
12J12 15/12 18/16 RVi- 

2,/3 4~ 3/7 3/5 
16/17 21/24 21/23 21/22 

1/1 1/1 5/5 6/6 
8/8 8/8 7/4 5/3 
5/4 2/2 1/1 1/1 
RVi- RVi22 23/25 ld13 
7/6 7/4 6/3 9/10 



Preseason Favorite: North Carolina 
North Carolina, which returns eight starters from 
last season’s NCAA Championship team, has been 
seJected firs[ in [he Atlantic Coast Conference 
Women’s Soccer Preseason Poll. 

Coach Anson Dorrance’s Tar Heels received 13 
first-place votes in balloting among the ACC’s 14 
head coaches. Defending regular-season confer- 
ence champion Florida State received the other 
first-place vote. 

North Carolina collected a total of 119 total poin[s 
(14 points Ior each first-place vo[e, 13 points for 
each second-place vo[e, etc.). FSU, which joined 
the Tar Heels in the 2012 NCAA College Cup, and 
2012 ACC Champion Virginia were selected second 
and third, respectively. The Seminoles amassed 171 
total points to the Cavaliers’ 161. Duke (153 points), 
new ACC member Notre Dame (143) and Wake 
Forest (140) were selected to finish fourth, fifth and 
sixth, respectively. 

Maryland (110 points) placed seventh in the AOC’s 
coaches’ poll, while Boston College (102) placed 
eighth. Virginia Tech, one of a record nine ACC 
teams to compete in the 2012 NCAA Championship, 
collected 85 points in the coaches’ voting, followed 
by Clemson and Miami, which share a tie for lOth 
with 56 points each. 

2013 ACC Preseason Coaches Poll 
1, North Carolina (194 points, 13 first place votes) 
2, Florida State (171, 1 first place vote) 
3, Virginia (161) 
4, Duke (153) 
5, Notre Dame (143) 
6, Wake Forest (140) 
7, Maryland (110) 
8. Bosbn College (102) 
9. Virginia Tech (85) 
T10. Clemson (56) 
TI0. Miami (56) 
12. Syracuse (45) 
13. NC State (36) 
14, Pittsburgh (18) 

BY THE NUMBERS 

1 - Notre Dame’s Morgan Andrews’ golden goal in the 
Fighting Irish’s 1-0 defeat of top-ranked North Carolina 
on Sept, 15 gave ND its first win over a No. 1 team since 
Dec, 5, 2010 (1-0 vs, Stanford in the NCAA Champion- 
ship game) and its first regular-season win over a No. 1 

team since Oct. 4, 1996 (2-1 in overtime vs North Caro- 

lina in Durham, N.C,). 

2- The number of teams that remain undefeated in over- 
all play. Florida State (8-0-2) and Virginia (9-0-0). The 

Seminoles (3-0-1), Cavaliers (3-0-0) and Notre Dame 
(3-0-0) are the only three teams that are undefeated in 
ACC play. 

3 - Florida State’s 1-0 win over North Carolina on Sept, 

18 marked the Seminoles’ third straight victory over the 
Tar Heels. FSU is just the third school to perform such 
a feat matching a record previously set by Santa Clara 
(1999, 2001, 2002) and Maryland (2010-12). 

4 - Virginia’s Makenzy Doniak owns a four-game goal 
scoring streak, which ties for the seventh-longest in Vir- 
ginia history, Doniak owns a league-high 21 points on 
eight goals and five assists. 

7 - The number of players who have scored a hat trick 
this season. Qemson’s Donna Sherry and North Caro- 
lina’s Crystal Dunn are the latest to achieve the feat as 

Sherry put away three goals in the Tigers’ 14-0 win over 
Alabama A&M on Sept, 22 and Dunn struck three times 
in the Tar Heels’ 4-0 win at Miami on that same day’, 

Dunn’s hat trick is the first of her career and the first in 
ACC play this season, It is also the first hat trick by a Tar 

Heel since the 2010 season, 

8 - Boston College forward Stephanie McCaffrey regis- 
tered an ACC-high and BC program-record tying eight 
3oinls in BO’s 6-5 overtime win against Hofstra (Sept. 1). 
McCaffrey scored two goals and four assists- matching 
a school single-game record, The last time a player re- 
corded eight points in a single game was in 1995, 

9- At 9-0-0 overall, Virginia is the only unbeaten and un- 

tied team in the nation, The 9-0-0 mark matches UVa’s 
best starl to lhe season since 2004. 

14- The number of goals Clemson scored in its win over 
Alabama A&M, which also set an ACC record for goals 
in a single game. The previous record was 12 goals. 

25 - Florida State owns a school record 25-game home 

unbeaten streak, Prior to the Seminoles’ 1-1 draw 
against Oklahoma State, they owned a school record 21 
consecutive wins at home dating back to 2011. 

300 - Virginia. head coach Steve Swanson earned his 
300th career victory on Sept. 18 when his Cavaliers won 
at Boston College, 2-1. With a 301-134-45 mark, Swan- 

son one of 15 active Division I women’ soccer coaches 
with at least 300 career victories. 

750 - North Carolina head coach Anson Dorrance 
earned his 750th career win when his Tar Heels topped 
Virginia Tech, 2-1, on Sept, 12. Dorrance is the NCAA 
women’s soccer all-time winningest coach with a 751- 
51-29 career record. 

1990 - Virginia’s No. 1 national ranking (NSCAA and 
Soccer America) achieved last week marked the first 
time since the 1990 season (Oct. 15-21) the Cavaliers 
were the top-ranked team in the nation. 

Call Ups 
North Carolina’s Crystal Dunn and Virginia’s Morgan 
Brian both earned caps with the U.S. Women’s National 
Team in its 7-0 win over Mexico on Sept, 3, Brian scored 
her first goal as part of the national team in the 72rid 
minute. It was her second appearance with the national 
team, while Dunn earned her seventh USWNT cap and 
her fifth start, Including Dunn and Brian, a total of 6 cur- 
rent and former ACC players were on the roster (Kristie 
Mewis, Boston College; Yael Averbuch, North Carolina; 
Heather O’Reilly, North Carolina; Beck}’ Sauerbrunn, 
Virginia). There are 11 currenl and former ACC players 
in the U.S, National Team Player Pool, 



MAC Hermann Trophy 
Preseason Watch List 

Natasha AnasL D, Sr ........................................... Duke 
Kelsey Wys, GK, Sr .................................. Florida. State 
Dagny Brynjarsdottir, M, Jr ....................... Florida State 
Crystal Dunn, M, Sr ................................ North Carolina 

Kealia Ohai, F, Sr ................................... North Carolina 

Cad Roccaro, M, So .................................. Notre Dame 
Morgan Brian, M, Jr ........................................... Virginia 
Audrey Bledsoe, GK, Sr ........................... Wake Forest 
Katie Stengel, F, Sr .................................. Wake Forest 

Soccer America Preseason All-America 
Team 

Natasha Anasi, D, Sr ........................................... Duke 
Laura Weinberg, F~ Sr .......................................... Duke 
Kelsey Wys, GK, Sr .................................. Florida State 
Dagny Brynjarsdottir, M, Jr ....................... Florida State 
Crystal Dunn, M, Sr ................................ North Carolina 

Kealia Ohai, F, Sr ................................... North Carolina 

Cad Roccaro, M, So .................................. Notre Dame 
Morgan Brian, M, Jr ........................................... Virginia 

Aubrey Bledsoe, GK, Sr ........................... Wake Forest 
Katie Stengel, F, Sr .................................. Wake Forest 

Senior CLASS Award Candidates 
Laura Weinberg, F, Sr .......................................... Duke 
Kassey Kallman, D, Sr .............................. Florida. State 

Kealia Ohai, F, Sr ................................... North Carolina 
Brittany Anghel, GK, Sr .................................. Syracuse 
Aubrey Bledsoe, GK, Sr ........................... Wake Forest 
Katie Stengel, F, Sr .................................. Wake Forest 

ACC Player of the Week 
Week 1 
Crystal Dunn, M, Sr ................................ North Carolina 

Morgan Brian, M, Jr ........................................... Virginia 

Week 2 
Kristen Crowley, D, Fr .............................. Florida State 
Hayley Brock, F, Sr ......................................... Maryland 

Week 3 
Crystal Dunn, M, Sr ................................ North Carolina 

Week 4 
Morgan Andrews, M, Fr ............................. Notre Dame 

Week 5 
Kelsey Wys, GK, Sr .................................. Florida State 

NSCAA Player of the Week 
Week 3 
Crystal Dunn, M, Sr ................................ North Carolina 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team of the Week 
Week 1 
Megan Brigman, D, Sr ............................ North Carolina 
Laura Bohaboy, F, Jr ................................ Nolre Dame 
Katie Stengel, F, Sr .................................. Wake Forest 
Morgan Brian, M, Jr ........................................... Virginia 

Week 2 

Natasha Anasi, D, Sr ............................................ Duke 
Kristen Crowley, D, Fr .............................. Florida State 
Dagny Brynjarsdotlir, M, Jr ....................... Florida State 
Hayley Brock, F, Sr ......................................... Maryland 

Molly Menchel, D, Sr ......................................... Virginia 

Week 3 
Morgan Brian, M, Jr ........................................... Virginia 
Crystal Dunn, M, Sr ................................ North Carolina 
Morgan Andrews, M, Fr ............................. Nolre Dame 

Week 4 

Kristin Grubka, D, Jr ................................. Florida State 
Morgan Andrews, M, Fr ............................ Notre Dame 

Week 5 
Kelsey Wys, GK, Sr .................................. Florida Slale 
Jodie Zelenky, D, Jr .................................. Virginia Tech 
Makenzy Doniak, F, So ..................................... Virginia 

AOC Teams in the NCAA RPI (Sept. 23) 

1. Florida State 
2. Wake Forest 
3. Virginia 

4. North Carolina 

8. Notre Dame 
10. Virginia Tech 

14. Maryland 
26. Boston College 

44. Duke 
47. NO State 

55. Miami 
62. Clemson 
69. Syracuse 
141. Pittsburgh 



Aug. 23 
Aug. 25 
Aug. 28 
Sept. 1 
Sept. 5 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 15 
Sept. 19 
Sept. 22 
Sept. 26 
Sept. 29 

Oct. 3 
Oct. 6 
Oct. 13 
Oct. 16 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 27 
Oct. 31 

BOSTON COLLEGE 

4-5-0, 1-3-0 ACC 

Stanford (No. 2/4) ....................... L, 1-2 (2OT) 
Boston University ............................... W, 1-0 
Connecticut .......................................... L, 0-1 
at Hofstra .................................... W, 6-5 (OT) 
Ohio State (21/-) ................................ W, 1-0 
at Pittsburgh *. ...................................... W 
at Clemson *. ......................................... 
Virginia * (1/1) ....................................... 
Virginia Tech * (23/25) ......................... 

Wake Forest * (9/10) ........................... 7 
at NC State *. ....................................... 1 
at Florida State *. ................................. 7 
Duke * .................................................. 1 
North Carolina * ................................. 1 
at CCSU ................................................ 7 
at Miami *. ............................................ 1 
at Notre Dame *. ................................. 7 
at Maryland *. ....................................... 1 
Syracuse *. ......................................... 4 

3-0 
1-2 
1-2 
0-1 

3.m. 

3.m. 

3.m. 

3.m. 

Nov 3 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

*Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 

FLORIDA STATE 

8-0-2, 2-0-1 ACC 

Aug. 23 
Aug. 25 
Aug. 30 
Sept. 1 
Sept. 8 
Sept. 8 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 15 
Sept. 18 
Sept. 22 
Sept. 26 
Sept. 29 

Oct. 3 
Oct. 10 
Oct. 13 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 27 
Oct. 31 

Oregon State ...................................... W 1-0 
Auburn ................................................ W 4-0 
at Florida (No. 8/19) ............................. W 3-0 

UOF (No. 17/21) ......................... W, 1-0 (OT) 
Oklahoma State (RV/-) ........................ 1-1 
Oklahoma .......................................... W 1-0 

at Wake Forest * (7/4) ................. T, 0-0 (2OT) 
at Duke * (15/12) .................................. W 2-1 
North Carolina* (5/5) .......................... W 1-0 
NC State*. ........................................... W 1-0 
Miami*. ................................................ p.m. 
at Clemson* ......................................... ~.m. 
Boston College*. ................................ 3.m. 
at Syracuse* ........................................ 3.m. 
Pittsburgh*. ........................................ 3.m. 
Maryland*. ........................................... 3.m. 
at Virginia Tech*. ................................. 3.m. 
at Virginia*. .......................................... ~.m. 
Notre Dame*. ...................................... 8 3.m. 

Nov 3 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

* Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 

CLE~’ISON 

5-2-2, 2-1-0 ACC 

Aug. 23 at Auburn ......................................... T, 0-0 (2OT) 
Aug. 25 Furman ................................................... W, 1-0 
Aug. 30 at Sout.,h Florida .............................. T, 1-I (2OT) 
Sept. 6 South Carolina (RVt11) ........................... L, I-2 
Sept 8 Davidson ................................................. W, 2-0 
Sept.12 Mas, land * (21f24} .......................... L, 1-2 (OT) 
Sept. 15 Boston College *. ................................... W, 2-I 
Sept. 19 Pittsburgh *. ........................................... W, 2-0 
Sept. 22 Alabama A&M ....................................... W, 14-0 
Sept. 26 at Syracuse *. .......................................... 7 Fm= 
Sept. 29 Florida State* (3/5) .................................. 1 Fm= 
Oct. 3 at VirginiaTech*. .................................... 7 
Oct. 6 at Virginia*. .............................................. 2 
Oct. 13 at NC State *. ............................................ I 
Oct. 17 Duke*. ..................................................... 7 
Oct. 20 Wake Forest *. ......................................... 2 
Oct. 24 at North Caroiina*. .................................. 7 
Oct.27 Notre Dame*. .......................................... 1 p.m. 
Oct. 31 at Miami*. ................................................ 7 p.m. 
Nov 3 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

*Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 

MARYLAND 

6-3-0, 2-1-0 ACC 

Aug. 23 The Citadel ......................................... W, 9-0 
Aug. 26 Villanova ............................................. W, 4-2 
Aug. 30 George Mason .................................... W, 3-0 
Sept. 1 Navy ................................................... W, 2-0 
Sept. 8 at Santa Clara (RV,22) ......................... L, 0-1 
Sept. 8 at Stanford (4/5) .................................... L, 0-3 
Sept. 12 at Clemson *. ............................... W, 2-1 (OT) 
Sept. 19 V~rglmaTech (23.25) ........................ L, 0-2 
Sept. 22 Wake Forest * (6/3) ............................. W, 1-0 
Sept. 26 at Notre Dame * (5/3) ............................ 7 p.m. 
Sept. 29 at Virginia * (1/1) ................................... 1 p.m. 
Oct. 3 NO State *. ........................................... 7 p.m. 
Oct. 6 at North Carolina *. ............................... 1 p.m. 
Oct. 13 Duke*. .................................................. 1 p.m. 
Oct. 17 at Miami *. ............................................. 7 p.m. 
Oct. 20 at Florida State *. .................................. 1 p.m. 
Oct. 24 at Syracuse *. ....................................... 7 p.m. 
Oct. 27 Boston College *. ................................ 1 p.m. 
Oct. 31 Pitt *. ...................................................... 7 p.m 
Nov 8 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

* Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 

~ DUKE 

4-4-2, 1-2-1 ACC 

Aug. 23 at Texas A&M (No. 12/16) .................... W, 1-0 
Aug. 25 at South Carolina ................................... L, 0-1 
Aug. 30 vs. Kennesaw State (at Chapel Hill, N C)......W, 1-0 

Sept. 1 vs. New Mexico (at Chapel Hill, N.C) ............ W, 1-0 
Sept. 6 West Virginia (19/9) .............................. T, 1-1 
Sept. 8 UCLA (3/2) ............................................ L, 1-2 
Sept. 12 Miami *. ................................................ W, 8-0 
Sept. 15 Florida State * (4/7) .............................. L, 1-2 
Sept. 19 at Wake Forest* (6/3) ............................. L, 1-3 
Sept. 22 at Syracuse*. .............................. T, 2-2 (2OT) 
Sept. 26 Virginia * (1/1) ...................................... 7 p.m= 
Sept. 29 Virginia Tech * (16/13) ........................ 2 p.m. 
Oct. 6 at Boston College*. ............................... 1 p.m. 
Oct. 13 at Maryland*. ......................................... 2 p.m. 
Oct. 17 at Clemson*. ......................................... 7 p.m. 
Oct. 20 at Notre Dame*. .................................... 1 p.m. 
Oct. 24 N.C. State*. ......................................... 7p.m. 
Oct. 27 Pittsburgh *. ........................................ 1 p.m. 
Oct. 31 at North Carolina*. ................................ 7 p.m. 
Nov 8 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

*Denotes ACC games 
Homes games in bold 

6-3-0, 1-3-0 ACC 

Aug 23 Cincinnati ............................................ W, 2-0 
Aug 25 at Jacksonville ............................. W, 3-2 (OT) 
Sept. 1 at Wis.-Milwaukee ....................... W, 3-2 (OT) 
Sept. 6 Cleveland State ................................... W, 6-1 
Sept. 8 at FAU ................................................... W, 2-1 
Sept. 12 at Duke* (15/12) ..................................... L, 0-3 
Sept. 15 at Wake Forest* (7/4) ............................. L, 0-4 
Sept. 19 NO State *. ........................................... W, 2-1 
Sept. 22 North Carolina * (5/5) ........................... L, 0-4 
Sept. 26 at Florida State* (3/5) ............................ 7 p.m. 
Oct. 6 Notre Dame *. ...................................... 1 p.m. 
Oct. 10 Pittsburgh *. ........................................ 7 p.m. 
Oct. 13 at Syracuse*. .......................................... Noon 
Oct. 17 Maryland *. ........................................... 7 p.m. 
Oct. 20 Boston College *. ................................ 1 p.m. 
Oct. 24 at Virginia*. ........................................... 7 p.m. 
Oct. 27 at Virginia Tech*. .................................... Noon 
Oct. 31 Clemson *. ........................................... 7 p.m. 
Nov 3 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 
Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

* Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 



Aug. 23 
Aug. 25 
Aug. 30 
Sept. 1 
Sept. 6 
Sept. 8 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 15 
Sept. 18 
Sept. 22 
Sept. 26 

Oct. 6 
Oct. 10 
Oct. 13 
Oct. 17 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 27 
Oct. 31 

NORTH CAROLINA 

8-2-0, 2-1-0 ACC 

vs. Santa Clara (No. 18/9) ................... W, 2-0 
vs. VCU (at Charlottesville, Va.) ............. W, 4-0 
New Mexico ...................................... W, 2-1 
Kennesaw State ............................... W, 3-0 
vs. UCLA (3/2) (at Durham, N.C.) ......... W, 1-0 
vs. West Virginia (19/9) (at Durham, N.C.)W, 4-2 
at Virginia Tech* (RVi22) ................... W, 2-1 
Notre Dame* (8/8) ............................... L, 0-1 
at Florida State* (3/7) ........................... L, 0-1 
at Miami*. ........................................... W, 4-0 
at Pittsburgh *. .................................... 7 
Maryland *. ......................................... 1 p,m. 
NC State * .......................................... 7 p,m, 
at Boston College*. ............................ 1 p.m. 
Syracuse*. ......................................... 2 p.m. 
Virginia *. ........................................... 1 p.m. 
Clemson * . ........................................ 7 p.m. 
at Wake Forest *. ................................ 1 p.m. 
Duke *. ................................................ 7 p.m. 

Aug. 23 
Aug. 25 
Aug. 30 
Sept. 1 
Sept. 4 
Sept. 9 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 15 
Sept. 19 
Sept. 22 
Sept. 26 
Sept. 29 

Oct. 3 
Oct. 10 
Oct. 13 
Oct. 17 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 31 

N C STATE 

6-4-0, :I-3-0 ACC 

at Navy ................................................. W, 3-2 
Longwood ........................................... W, 3-2 
Georgia Southern .............................. W, 4-0 
East Tennessee State ........................ W, 3-0 
Georgetown (13/14) ............................ L, 0-2 
UNC Wilmington ................................ W, 2-1 
Notre Dame * (8/8) ............................... L, 1-3 
at Pittsburgh *. ..................................... W, 1-0 
at Miami *. ............................................ W, 1-2 
at Florida State * (3/7) ........................... L, 0-1 
Virginia Tech * (16/13) ........................ 7 
Boston College *. ................................ 1 
at Maryland *. ........................................ 7 
at North Carolina *. ............................... 7 xm. 
Clemson * ............................................ 1 xm. 
Virginia*. ............................................. 7 ).m. 
Syracuse * ........................................... 1 ).m. 
at Duke *. .............................................. 7 ).m. 
Wake Forest *. ..................................... 7 ).m. 

Aug. 23 
Aug. 25 
Aug. 30 
Sept. 1 
Sept. 8 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 15 
Sept. 19 
Sept. 26 
Sept. 29 
Oct. 3 
Oct. 6 
Oct.10 
Oct.13 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 27 
Oct. 31 
Nov 3 - 10 

NOTRE DAME 

7-1-0, 3-0-0 ACC 

Illinois (No. RV/25) ........................... W, 4-1 
Northwestern ................................... W, 4-1 
Oakland ............................................ W, 4-0 
UCLA (No. 4/2) ................................... L, 0-1 
Detroit .............................................. W, 4-0 
at North Carolina State *. .................. W, 3-1 
at North Carolina * (1/1 ) ..................... W, 1-0 
Syracuse * . ...................................... W, 1-0 
Maryland * (21/22) ........................... 7 p.m. 
Pittsburgh * . ................................... 1 p.m. 
Wake Forest *. ................................ 7 p.m. 
at Miami (Fla.) * . .............................. 1 p.m. 
at Virginia * . ...................................... 7 p.m. 
at Virginia Tech * . ............................... Noon 
Duke *. .............................................. 1 p.m. 
Boston College *. ............................ 7 p.m. 
at Clemson *. .................................... 1 p.m. 
at Florida State *. .............................. 8 p.m. 
ACC Championship 

Nov 3 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

* Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 

PITTSBURGH 

4-5-~L, 0-4-0 ACC 

Aug. 25 
Aug. 28 
Aug. 30 
Sept. 1 
Sept. 4 
Sept. 6 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 15 
Sept. 19 
Sept. 22 
Sept. 28 
Sept. 29 

Oct. 8 
Oct. 10 
Oct. 13 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 27 
Oct. 31 
Nov 3 - 10 

at Duquesne ........................................ W, 1-0 
at Ohio State ......................................... L, 0-2 
Bucknell .............................................. W, 3-0 
Central Michigan .................................. W, 1-0 
at Robert Morris .................................... T, 1-1 
Toledo ................................................. W, 1-0 
Boston College *: ................................ L, 0-3 
NC State *. ........................................... L, 0-1 
at *Clemson *. ....................................... L, 0-2 
Virginia * (1/1) ...................................... L, 1-3 
North Carolina * (6/6) .......................... 7 p.m. 
at Notre Dame * (5/3) ............................ 1 p.m. 
Syracuse *. .......................................... 1 p.m. 
at Miami *. ............................................. 7 p.m. 
at Florida State *. .................................. 1 
Virginia Tech *. ................................... 1 
at Wake Forest *. .................................. 7 
at Duke *. .............................................. 1 p.m. 
at Maryland *. ........................................ 7 p.m. 
ACC Championship 

(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

* Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 

Nov 3 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

* Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 

SYRACUSE 

4-5-I, 0-3-I ACC 

Aug. 23 
Aug. 25 
Aug. 30 
Sept. 1 
Sept. 5 
Sept. 8 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 15 
Sept. 19 
Sept. 22 
Sept. 26 
Sept. 29 

Oct. 6 
Oct. 10 
Oct. 13 
Oct. 17 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 31 

vs. Hofstra (at University Park, Pa) ............ W, 3-2 
vs. West Virginia (No. RV!19) ................. L, 1-2 
at Albany ................................................. W, 4-0 
Colgate ................................................... W, 1-0 
Fairieigh Dickinson ............................... W, 2-1 
at Connecticut .......................................... L, 0-1 
at Virginia (2/2) ......................................... L, 0-3 
at Virginia Tech (RVi22) .......................... L, 0-3 
at Notre Dame (7/4) ................................. L, 0-1 
Duke* (18/16) ................................ T, 2-2 (20T) 
Clemson*. ............................................... 7 p.m. 
Wake Forest* (9/1 O) ................................. Noon 
at Pittsburgh*. .......................................... 1 p.m. 
Florida State*. ......................................... 7 p.m. 
Miami *. .................................................... Noon 
at North Carolina*. ................................... 2 p,m, 
at NC State*. ............................................. Noon 
Maryland *. .............................................. 7 p.m. 
at Boston College .................................... 4 p.m. 

Nov 3 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

* Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 

(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

* Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 

’~ ~.~/" . VIRGINIA 

~’~.~,~, V ........ ~ 9-0-0, 3-0-0 ACC 

Aug. 23 VCU ................................................... W, 4-2 
Aug. 25 Santa Clara (No. I Blg) ...................... W, 4-0 
Aug. 30 Penn State (No. 719) ......................... W, 5-I 
Sept. 1 Richmond ......................................... W, 3-0 
Sept. 8 Rutgers (RV/-) ................................... W, 6-0 
Sept. 8 Seton Hall ......................................... W, 3-0 
Sept. 12 Syracuse *. ....................................... W, 3-0 
Sept. 19 at Boston College *~ ........................... W, 2-1 
Sept. 22 at Pittsburgh *. ................................... W, 3-1 
Sept. 28 at Duke * (RV/-) .................................. 7 p.m. 
Sept. 29 Maryland * (21/22) ............................. 2 p.m. 
Oct. 6 Clemson *. ......................................... 2 p.m. 
Oct. 10 Notre Dame *. .................................... 7 p.m. 
Oct. 13 at Wake Forest *. ................................ 1 p.m. 
Oct. 17 at NC State *. ...................................... 7p.m. 
Oct. 20 at North Carolina *. ............................. 1 p.m. 
Oct. 24 Miami *. .............................................. 7 p.m. 
Oct. 27 Florida State *. ................................... 2 p.m. 
Oct. 31 Virginia Tech *. .................................. 7 p.m. 
Nov 3 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

* Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 



Aug. 23 
Aug. 25 
Aug. 30 
Sep. 1 
Sep. 6 
Sep. 8 
Sep. 12 
Sep. 15 
Sep. 19 
Sep. 22 
Sop. 26 
Sop. 29 

Oct. 3 
Oct.13 
Oct.17 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 27 
Oct. 31 

High Point ........................................... W, 7-1 
East Tennessee State ........................ W, 2-0 
vs. Louisville (at Winston-Salem) .............. T, 1-1 
vs. North Texas (at Winston-Salem) ........ W, 4-2 
Charlotte ............................................. W, 2-0 
at James Madison ................................ W, 3-1 
North Carolina * (1/1) .......................... L, 1-2 
Syracuse *. ......................................... W, 3-0 
at Maryland * (21/23) ........................... W, 2-0 
at Boston College *. ............................. W, 1-0 
at NC State *. ....................................... 7 p.m. 
at Duke * (RV/-) ................................... 2 p.m. 
Clemson *. .......................................... 7 p.m. 
Notre Dame *. ....................................... Noon 
Wake Forest *. .................................... 7 p.m. 
at Pittsburgh *. ..................................... 1 p.m. 
Florida State *. .................................... 7 
Miami *. ................................................. Noon 
at Virginia *. ......................................... 7 

Nov 3 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 3; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

* Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 

WAKE FOREST 

7-1-I, 2-1-I ACC 

Aug. 23 
Aug. 25 
Aug. 30 
Sept. 1 
Sept. 6 
Sept. 8 
Sept. 12 
Sept. 15 
Sept. 19 
Sept. 22 
Sept. 26 
Sept. 29 

Oct. 3 
Oct. 13 
Oct. 17 
Oct. 20 
Oct. 24 
Oct. 27 
Oct. 31 

Kentucky .............................................. W, 3-1 
Alabama ............................................... W, 3-0 
North Texas ............................... W, 2-1 (2OT) 
Louisville ......................................... Cancelled 
vs. Washington (Portland, Ore.) .......... W, 1-0 
at Portland ........................................... W, 3-2 
Florida State * (4;7) ................... T, 0-0 (2OT) 
Miami *. ............................................... W, 4-0 
Duke* (18/16) ..................................... W 3-1 
at Maryland *. ........................................ 
at Boston College *. .............................. 7 
at Syracuse *. ....................................... 1 
at Notre Dame *. ................................... 7 
Virginia *. ............................................. 1 
at Virginia Tech *. ................................. 7 
at Clemson *. ........................................ 1 
Pittsburgh *. ........................................ 7 
North Carolina *. ................................. 1 
at North Carolina State *. ...................... 7 

0-1 

3.m. 
3.m. 
3.m. 

Nov 3 - 10 ACC Championship 
(Quarterfinal games at campus sites at 1 p.m. on Nov. 8; 

Semifinals on Nov. 8 and Finals on Nov. 10 at WakeMed 
Soccer Park- Cary, N.C.) 

* Denotes ACC games 
Home games in bold 



20:[3 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 20:[3 (All games) 

Team Miscellaneous GP Shots Fouls Offside Corners PK=PKA 

Boston College 9 125 72 19 40 1-1 

Clemson 9 188 88 20 61 2-2 

Duke 10 179 82 22 53 2-2 

Florida State 10 171 78 11 55 1-1 

Maryland 9 137 59 24 50 1-0 

Miami 9 129 87 23 54 1-0 

NC State 10 107 82 9 47 1-1 

North Carolina 10 201 76 44 84 2-2 

Notre Dame 8 161 62 21 38 0-0 

Pittsburgh 10 117 66 21 36 0-0 

Syracuse 10 88 99 24 35 0-0 

Virginia 9 220 49 27 65 2-2 

Virginia Tech 10 151 103 30 69 2-1 

Wake Forest 9 122 65 12 45 0-0 

YC-RC 

3-0 

5-0 

5-0 

4-0 

4-0 

2-0 

5-0 

2-0 

4-0 

SHOTS 

1. Virginia 
2. North Carolina 

3. Clemson 

4. Duke 

s. Florida State 

6. Notre Dame 
7. Virginia Tech 

8. Mawland 
9. Miami 

10. Boston College 

11. Wake Forest 

12. Pittsburgh 

13. NC State 

14. Syracuse 

GP No. Avg/G POINTS 

9 220 24.44 1. Virginia 
10 201 20.10 2. Clemson 

9 188 20.89 3. Virginia Tech 

10 179 17.90 4. North Carolina 

10 171 17.10 Maryland 

8 161 20.12 6. Notre Dame 
10 151 15.10 7. Wake Forest 

9 137 15.22 8. NC State 
9 129 14.33 9. Florida State 

9 125 13.89 10. Miami 
9 122 13.56 11. Boston College 

10 117 11.70 12. Syracuse 

10 107 10.70 13. Duke 

10 88 8.80 14. Pittsburgh 

GOALS 
1. Virginia 

2. Virginia Tech 

3. Clemson 

4. North Carolina 

s. Notre Dame 

Mawland 
7. Wake Forest 

8. NC State 

9. Miami 
10. Florida State 

11. Boston College 

12. Syracuse 

13. Duke 
14. Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avg/G GOALS PER GAME 
9 33 3.67 1. Virginia 

10 26 2.60 2. Clemson 

9 24 2.67 3. Notre Dame 
10 22 2.20 4. Virginia Tech 

8 21 2.62 s. Maryland 
9 21 2.33 6. North Carolina 

9 19 2.11 7. Wake Forest 

10 18 1.80 8. Miami 
9 17 1.89 9. NC State 

10 15 1.50 lo. Boston College 

9 14 1.56 11. Florida State 

10 13 1.30 12. Syracuse 

10 12 1.20 13. Duke 
10 8 0.80 14. Pittsburgh 

ASSISTS 
1. Virginia 

2. Clemson 

3. Maryland 

4. North Carolina 

s. Notre Dame 
6. Wake Forest 

Virginia Tech 

8. NC State 

Florida State 

lo. Boston College 
Duke 

12. Syracuse 

13. Miami 

14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avg/G ASSISTS PER GAME 
9 33 3.67 1. Virginia 

9 29 3,22 2. Clemson 

9 25 2.78 3. Maryland 

10 23 2.30 4. Notre Dame 
8 22 2.75 s. Wake Forest 

9 21 2.33 6. North Carolina 

10 21 2.10 7. Virginia Tech 

10 17 1.70 8. Florida State 

10 17 1,70 NC State 

9 12 1.33 10. Boston College 
10 12 1.20 11. Duke 
i0 ii 1.10 12. Miami 
9 10 1.11 13. Syracuse 

10 8 0.80 14. Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avq/G 

9 99 II.00 
9 77 8.56 

i0 73 7.30 
i0 67 6.70 

9 67 7.44 
8 64 8.00 

9 59 6.56 

10 53 5.30 
10 47 4.70 

9 44 4.89 

9 40 4.44 
10 37 3.70 

10 36 3.60 

10 24 2.40 

GP No. Avq/G 
9 33 3.67 

9 24 2.67 

8 21 2.62 

10 26 2.60 

9 21 2.33 
10 22 2.20 

9 19 2.11 
9 17 1.89 

i0 18 1.80 
9 14 1.56 

10 15 1.50 

10 13 1.30 

10 12 1.20 
i0 8 0.80 

GP No, Avg/G 
9 33 3.67 

9 29 3.22 

9 25 2.78 

8 22 2.75 
9 21 2.33 

10 23 2.30 

10 21 2.10 

10 17 1.70 

10 17 1.70 

9 12 1.33 

10 12 1.20 
9 i0 I.ii 

i0 ii I.i0 
10 8 0.80 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (All games) 

GOALS ALLOWED 

1. Florida State 

2. Notre Dame 
3. Virginia 

4. Clemson 
Wake Forest 

North Carolina 

7. Virginia Tech 

8. Maryland 
9. Duke 

lo. Pittsburgh 

11. Boston College 
NC State 

13. Syracuse 

14. Miami 

GP No, Avg/G GOALS AGAINST AVERAGE 

10 3 0.30 1. Florida State 

8 4 0,50 2. Notre Dame 

9 5 0,56 3, Virginia 

9 6 0,67 4, North Carolina 

9 6 0,67 s, Clemson 

10 6 0.60 6, Wake Forest 

10 7 0.70 7. Virginia Tech 

9 9 1.00 8. Maryland 

10 11 1.10 9. Duke 

10 12 1.20 lo. Pittsburgh 

9 13 1.44 11. Boston College 

10 13 1.30 12. NC State 

10 15 1.50 13. Syracuse 

9 17 1.89 14. Miami 

GP GA Minutes GAAvg. 
10 3 945:02 0.29 

8 4 720:00 0.50 

9 5 810:00 0.56 
10 6 900:00 0.60 

9 6 855:02 0,63 

9 6 845:06 0.64 

10 7 920:00 0.68 

9 9 815:02 0.99 

10 11 940:00 1.05 

10 12 920:00 1.17 
9 13 844:53 1.38 

10 13 810:00 1,44 
10 15 920:00 1.47 

9 17 833:55 1.83 

SAVES 
1. Pittsburgh 

2. NC State 
3. Syracuse 

4. Miami 
5. Maryland 

6. Duke 

7. Virginia Tech 

Notre Dame 

9. Florida State 
Clemson 

11. Wake Forest 

12. Boston College 

13. Virginia 

14. North Carolina 

GP No, Avg/G SHUTOUTS 
10 53 5.30 1. Florida State 

10 50 5,00 2, Virginia 
10 38 3,80 Clemson 

9 37 4.11 North Carolina 

9 36 4.00 Virginia Tech 

10 31 3.10 6. Notre Dame 
10 27 2,70 Wake Forest 
8 27 3,38 Maryland 

10 25 2,50 Pittsburgh 
9 25 2,78 Duke 

9 24 2.67 11. Boston College 

9 23 2.56 NC State 

9 18 2.00 13. Syracuse 

10 16 1,60 14, Miami 

GP No, Avq/G 
10 7 0.70 

9 5 0.56 
9 5 0.56 

10 5 0.50 

10 5 0.50 

8 4 0.50 

9 4 0.44 
9 4 0.44 

10 4 0.40 
10 4 0.40 

9 3 0.33 

10 3 0.30 

10 2 0.20 

9 1 0.11 

FOULS 
1. Virginia Tech 

2. Syracuse 

s. Clemson 

4. Miami 
s. Duke 

NC State 

7, Florida State 

8, North Carolina 

9. Boston College 

10. Pittsburgh 

11. Wake Forest 

12, Notre Dame 
13, Maryland 
14, Virginia 

GP No, Avcj/G CORNERS 
10 103 10.30 1. North Carolina 

10 99 9.90 2. Virginia Tech 

9 88 9.78 3. Virginia 

9 87 9.67 4. Clemson 

10 82 8,20 s. Florida State 
10 82 8,20 6. Miami 
10 78 7.80 7. Duke 

10 76 7.60 8. Maryland 

9 72 8.00 9. NC State 

10 66 6.60 lO. Wake Forest 

9 65 7.22 11. Boston College 

8 62 7,75 12. Notre Dame 
9 59 6.56 13. Pittsburgh 
9 49 5.44 14. Syracuse 

GP No, Avq/G 
10 84 8.40 

10 69 6.90 

9 65 7.22 

9 61 6.78 

I0 55 5.50 
9 54 6.00 

10 53 5.30 

9 50 5.56 

10 47 4.70 

9 45 5.00 
9 40 4.44 
8 38 4.75 

10 36 3.60 
10 35 3.50 

OFFSIDES 
1. NOrth Carolina 

2. Virginia Tech 

3. Virginia 

4. Syracuse 

Maryland 

6. Miami 
7. Duke 

8. Notre Dame 
Pittsburgh 

lo. Clemson 

11. Boston College 
12. Wake Forest 

13. Florida State 

14. NC State 

GP No, Avg/G YELLOW CARDS 
10 44 4.40 1. Boston College 

10 30 3,00 Duke 

9 27 3.00 Miami 
10 24 2,40 Syracuse 

9 24 2,67 Maryland 

9 23 2,56 6, NC State 

10 22 2.20 Virginia Tech 

8 21 2.62 North Carolina 

10 21 2.10 9. Notre Dame 
9 20 2,22 Clemson 

9 19 2,11 11, Virginia 
9 12 1,33 Pittsburgh 

10 11 1.10 13. Florida State 

10 9 0.90 14. Wake Forest 

GP No, Avg/G 
9 5 0.56 

10 5 0.50 

9 5 0.56 
10 5 0.50 

9 5 0.56 

10 4 0.40 

10 4 0.40 

10 4 0.40 

8 3 0.38 

9 3 0,33 

9 2 0.22 

10 2 0.20 
10 1 0.10 

9 0 0.00 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STAT]:STICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (All games) 

Team                      Conference Pct. GF GA Overall Pet. GF GA 

Virginia                   3-0-0 1.000 8 2 9-0-0 1.000 33 5 

Notre Dame 3-0-0 1.000 5 1 7-1-0 .875 21 4 

Florida State 3-0-1 .875 4 1 8-0-2 .900 15 3 

Virginia Tech 3-1-0 .750 7 2 8-1-1 .850 26 7 

Clemson 2-1-0 ,667 5 3 5-2-2 .667 24 6 

Maryland 2-1-0 .667 3 3 6-3-0 .667 21 9 

Wake Forest 2-1-1 .625 7 2 7-1-1 .833 19 6 

North Carolina 2-2-0 ,500 6 3 8-2-0 .800 22 6 

Duke 1-2-1 .375 7 7 4-4-2 .500 12 11 

Miami 1-3-0 .250 2 12 6-3-0 .667 17 17 

NC State 1-3-0 ,250 3 6 6-4-0 .600 18 13 

Boston College 1-3-0 .250 5 5 4-5-0 .444 14 13 

Syracuse 0-3-1 .125 2 9 4-5-1 .450 13 15 

Pittsburgh 0-4-0 ,000 1 9 4-5-1 .450 8 12 

Current unbeaten streak 

Florida State -- 8-0-2 

Virginia -- 9-0-0 

Notre Dame -- 4-0-0 

Virginia Tech -- 3-0-0 

Clemson -- 3-0-0 

Maryland -- 1-0-0 

North Carolina -- 1-0-0 

Duke -- 0-0-1 

Syracuse -- 0-0-1 

Team Miscellaneous 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

GP 

9 

9 

I0 

i0 

9 

9 

i0 

i0 

8 

i0 

i0 

9 

i0 

9 

GF-GA 

14-13 

24-6 

12-11 

15-3 

21-9 

17-17 

18-13 

22-6 

21-4 

8-12 

13-15 

33-5 

26-7 

19-6 

Score Avg, Margin PK-Att Shots Saves Save% Corners 

1.56-1.44 +0.11 1-1 125 23 63.9 40 

2.67-0,67 +2.00 2-2 188 25 80,6 61 

1.20-1.10 +0.10 2-2 179 31 73.8 53 

1.50-0.30 +1.20 1-1 171 25 89.3 55 

2.33-1,00 +1.33 0-1 137 36 80,0 50 

1.89-1.89 +0.00 0-1 129 37 68.5 54 

1.80-1.30 +0.50 1-1 107 50 79.4 47 

2.20-0,60 +1.60 2-2 201 16 72,7 84 

2.62-0.50 +2.12 0-0 161 27 87.1 38 

0.80-1.20 -0.40 0-0 117 53 81.5 36 

1.30-1,50 -0.20 0-0 88 38 71,7 35 

3.67-0.56 +3.11 2-2 220 18 78.3 65 

2.60-0.70 +1.90 1-2 151 27 79.4 69 

2.11-0,67 +1.44 0-0 122 24 80,0 45 

Attendance 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home 

6-3640 

7-3410 

4-4652 

7-7667 

6-6861 

4-2094 

6-3875 

3-8248 

6-8269 

6-3209 

4-2199 

7-10897 

5-4564 

6-5211 

77-74796 

Averaqe Away Average Neutral 

607 3-539 180 0-0 

487 2-1852 926 0-0 

1163 4-7975 1994 2-4506 

1095 3-6361 2120 0-0 

1144 3-2095 698 0-0 

524 5-2117 423 0-0 

646 4-2030 508 0-0 

2749 3-3826 1275 4-4429 

1378 2-4349 2174 0-0 

535 4-1521 380 0-0 

550 4-3816 954 2-0 

1557 2-1040 520 0-0 

913 3-1937 646 2-387 

868 2-3451 1726 1-0 

971 44-42909 975 11-9322 

Averaqe 
o 

o 

2253 

o 

o 

o 

o 

11o7 

o 

o 

o 

o 

194 

o 

847 

Total 

9-4179 

9-5262 

10-17133 

10-14028 

9-8956 

9-4211 

10-5905 

10-16503 

8-12618 

10-4730 

10-6015 

9-11937 

10-6888 

9-8662 

132-12702 

Averaqe 

464 

585 

1713 

1403 

995 

468 

59O 

1650 

1577 

473 

602 

1326 

689 

962 

962 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
I N DIVI DUAL SOCC E R STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (All games) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 50.0% of their team’s games, goalies at least 33.0% of their team’s minutes. 

SHOTS GP No, Avg/G SHOTS PER GAHE GP No, Avq/G 

1. Kealia Ohai-NC 10 44 4.40 1. Kealia Ohai-NC 10 44 4.40 

2. Laura Weinberg-DU 10 41 4.10 2. CrystaIDunn-NC 9 39 4.33 

3. CwstaIDunn-NC 9 39 4,33 3. Laura Weinberg-DU 10 41 4.10 

4. Morgan Brian-VA 9 36 4.00 4. Morgan Brian-VA 9 36 4.00 

s. Hayley Brock-MD 9 35 3.89 s. Hayley Brock-MD 9 35 3.89 

Makenzy Doniak-VA 9 35 3.89 Makenzy Doniak-VA 9 35 3.89 

7. Kim DeCesare-DU 10 34 3.40 7. Morgan Andrews-ND 8 29 3.62 

s. Kelly Cobb-DU 10 33 3.30 8. Kim DeCesare-DU 10 34 3.40 

9. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 9 30 3.33 9. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 9 30 3.33 

lo. Morgan Andrews-ND 8 29 3.62 lo. Kelly Cobb-DU 10 33 3.30 

11. Jackie StengeI-ST 10 28 2.80 11. Katie Stengel-WF 9 26 2.89 

Summer Green-NC 10 28 2.80 Vanessa Laxgang-CU 9 26 2.89 

13. Roosa Arvas-UP 10 27 2.70 13. McKenzie Meehan-BC 8 23 2.88 

14. Katie Stengel-WF 9 26 2.89 14. Summer Green-NC 10 28 2.80 

Vanessa Laxgang-CU 9 26 2.89 Jackie StengeI-ST 10 28 2.80 

Jazmine Reeves-VT 10 26 2.60 

POINTS GP G A Pts Avg/G POINTS PER GAME GP G A Pts Avg/G 
1. Makenzy Doniak-VA 9 8 5 21 2.33 1. Makenzy Doniak-VA 9 8 5 21 2.33 

2. Morgan Brian-VA 9 6 8 20 2.22 2. Morgan Brian-VA 9 6 8 20 2.22 

3. Crystal Dunn-NC 9 9 1 19 2.11 3. Hayley Brock-MD 9 8 3 19 2.11 
Hayley Brock-MD 9 8 3 19 2.11 Katie StengeI-WF 9 6 7 19 2.11 

KatieStengeI-WF 9 6 7 19 2.11 CwstaIDunn-NC 9 9 1 19 2.11 

6. Jazmine Reeves-VT 10 7 4 18 1.80 6. Jazmine Reeves-VT 10 7 4 18 1.80 

7. Jackie StengeI-ST 10 7 1 15 1.50 7. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 9 4 6 14 1.56 

s. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 9 4 6 14 1,56 s. Jackie StengeI-ST 10 7 1 15 1,50 

MurielleTieman-VT 10 5 4 14 1.40 Lauren Bohaboy-ND 8 5 2 12 1.50 

10. Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 9 6 1 13 1.44 McKenzie Meehan-BC 8 6 0 12 1.50 
Kealia Ohai-NC 10 5 3 13 1.30 11. Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 9 6 1 13 1.44 

12. Lauren Bohaboy-ND 8 5 2 12 1.50 12. MurielleTieman-VT 10 5 4 14 1.40 

McKenzie Meehan-BC 8 6 0 12 1.50 13. Ashley Flinn-UM 9 6 0 12 1.33 

Riley Ridgik-WF 9 5 2 12 1.33 Riley Ridgik-WF 9 5 2 12 1.33 

AshleyFlinn-UM 9 6 0 12 1,33 is. KealiaOhai-NC 10 5 3 13 1,30 

Ashley Meier-VT 10 5 2 12 1.20 

GOALS GP No, Avg/G GOALS PER GAHE GP No, Avq/G 
1. Crystal Dunn-NC 9 9 1.00 1. Crystal Dunn-NC 9 9 1.00 

2. Hayley Brock-MD 9 8 0.89 2. Hayley Brock-MD 9 8 0.89 

Makenzy Doniak-VA 9 8 0.89 Makenzy Doniak-VA 9 8 0.89 

4. Jazmine Reeves-VT 10 7 0.70 4. McKenzie Meehan-BC 8 6 0.75 

Jackie StengeI-ST 10 7 0.70 s. Jackie StengeI-ST 10 7 0.70 

6. McKenzie Meehan-BC 8 6 0.75 Jazmine Reeves-VT 10 7 0.70 
Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 9 6 0.67 7. Morgan Brian-VA 9 6 0.67 
Katie Stengel-WF 9 6 0.67 Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 9 6 0.67 

Ashley Flinn-UM 9 6 0.67 Katie StengeI-WF 9 6 0.67 

Morgan Brian-VA 9 6 0.67 Ashley Flinn-UM 9 6 0.67 

11. Lauren Bohaboy-ND 8 5 0.62 11. Lauren Bohaboy-ND 8 5 0.62 

Riley Ridgik-WF 9 5 0.56 12. Riley Ridgik-WF 9 5 0.56 

Kealia Ohai-NC 10 5 0,50 13. Murielle Tiernan-VT 10 5 0.50 

Murielle Tieman-VT 10 5 0.50 Kealia Ohai-NC 10 5 0.50 

Ashley Meier-VT 10 5 0.50 Ashley Meier-VT 10 5 0.50 

Catrina Atanda-CU 8 4 0.50 

Morgan Andrews-ND 8 4 0.50 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (All games) 

ASSISTS 

1. Morgan Brian-VA 

2. Crystal Thomas-ND 
Katie Stengel-WF 

4. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 
s. Makenzy Doniak-VA 

Shannon Collins-MD 

7. Brittany Von Rueden-ND 

Tori Andreski-CU 

Meagan Proper-ST 
Cory Ryan-MD 

Danielle Colaprico-VA 

Lauren Berman-MD 
Murielle Tiernan-VT 

3azmine Reeves-VT 

is. Haley Hunt-CU 

Alexa Newfield-NC 
Mandy Laddish-ND 

Abby 30nes-CU 
Tabitha Padgett-CU 

Megan Gibbons-MD 

Caroline Wootten-WF 

Hayley Brock-MD 

Gabby Byorth-CU 
Nickolette Driesse-FS 

Laura Weinberg-DU 

Roosa Arvas-UP 
Kealia Ohai-NC 

Toni Payne-DU 

Megan Brigman-NC 

Katie Yensen-VT 
Katie Bowen-NC 

Erin Simon-SU 

GP 
9 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 

i0 
I0 
2 
5 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 

I0 
i0 
i0 
i0 
I0 
I0 
I0 
I0 
i0 

No, Avg/G 

8 0.89 

7 0.88 

7 0.78 

6 0.67 
5 0.56 

5 0.56 

4 0.50 

4 0.50 

4 0.50 

4 0.44 

4 0.44 

4 0.44 

4 0.40 

4 0.40 

3 1.50 

3 0.60 
3 0.38 

3 0.33 
3 0.33 

3 0.33 

3 0.33 

3 0.33 

3 0.33 
3 0.30 

3 0.30 

3 0.30 

3 0.30 

3 0.30 

3 0.30 

3 0.30 
3 0.30 

3 0.30 

ASSISTS PER GAME 
1. Morgan Brian-VA 

2. Crystal Thomas-ND 

3. Katie Stengel-WF 
4. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 

s. Alexa Newfield-NC 

6. Makenzy Doniak-VA 

Shannon Collins-MD 

8. Brittany Von Rueden-ND 
Tori Andreski-CU 

Meagan Proper-ST 

11. Lauren Berman-MD 
Cory Ryan-MD 

Danielle Colaprico-VA 

14. Jazmine Reeves-VT 

Murielle Tiernan-VT 
Kaleigh Olmsted-ND 

GP 
9 
8 
9 
9 
5 
9 
9 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 

i0 
I0 
5 

No. Avq/G 
8 0.89 

7 0.88 

7 0.78 
6 0.67 

3 0.60 

5 0.56 

5 0.56 

4 0.50 

4 0.50 

4 0.50 

4 0.44 

4 0.44 

4 0.44 

4 0.40 

4 0.40 
2 0.40 

GAME-WlrNNING GOALS 
1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 

Makenzy Doniak-VA 

Katie Stengel-WF 

4. Ashley Flinn-UM 

Crystal Dunn-NC 
Molly Menchel-VA 

GP 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
9 

No, Avg/G 
4 0.50 

4 0.44 

4 0.44 

3 0.33 

3 0.33 
3 0.33 

GOALS AGAI NST AVG 
1. Kelsey Wys-FS 

2. Morgan Stearns-VA 

3. Kaela Little-ND 
4. Bryane Heaberlin-NC 

s. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

6. Anna Sieloff-NC 

7. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

8. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

9. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

10. Ali Kershner-DU 
11. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

12. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

13. Brittany AngheI-SU 

14. 3essica Mickelson-BC 

GP 
IO 
6 
8 

io 
io 
io 
9 
9 
9 
9 
8 

io 
io 
7 

GA Minutes 
3 945:02 
2 495:00 
4 711:45 
3 450:00 
6 892:47 
3 431:02 
6 845:06 
6 785:23 
9 770:02 

I0 805:00 
9 720:00 

12 879:52 
15 920:00 
12 645:44 

GAavq 
0.29 

0.36 

0.51 
0.60 

0.60 

0.63 

0.64 

0,69 

1.05 
1.12 
1.12 
1.23 
1.47 
1.67 

SAVE PERCENTAGE 
1. Kelsey Wys-FS 

2. Morgan Stearns-VA 

3. Kaela Little-ND 
4. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

s. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

6. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

7. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

Kailen Sheridan-CU 

Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

10. Bryane Heaberlin-NC 

11. Ali Kershner-DU 

12. Brittany Anghel-SU 

13. Emily Lillard-UM 

14. Anna Sieloff-NC 

GP Saves GA Pet. 
I0 24 3 ,889 

6 14 2 .875 

8 26 4 .867 
8 42 9 .824 

10 26 6 .812 

10 50 12 .806 

9 24 6 ,800 

9 24 6 .800 

9 36 9 .800 

10 10 3 .769 
9 29 10 .744 

10 34 15 .694 

9 28 15 .651 

10 5 3 ,625 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (All games) 

SAVES 

1. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

2. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

3. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

4. Brittany Anghel-SU 
s. All Kershner-DU 

6. Emily Lillard-UM 

7. Kaela Little-ND 
Dayle Colpitts-VT 

9, Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 
Kailen Sheridan-CU 

Kelsey Wys-FS 

12, Jessica Mickelson-BC 

13. Morgan Stearns-VA 

14. Bryane Heaberlin-NC 

GP No, Avg/G SAVES PER GAHE 

10 50 5.00 1. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

8 42 5.25 2. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

9 36 4.00 3. RachelleBeanlands-MD 

10 34 3.40 4. Brittany AngheI-SU 

9 29 3.22 s. Kaela Little-ND 

9 28 3.11 6. All Kershner-DU 

8 26 3.25 7. Emily Lillard-UM 

10 26 2.60 8. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

9 24 2.67 Kailen Sheridan-CU 

9 24 2.67 lO. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

10 24 2.40 11. Jessica Mickelson-BC 

7 18 2.57 12. Kelsey Wys-FS 

6 14 2.33 13. Morgan Stearns-VA 

10 10 1.00 14. Bryane Heaberlin-NC 

GP No, Avg/G 
8 42 5.25 

10 50 5.00 

9 36 4.00 
10 34 3.40 

8 26 3.25 

9 29 3.22 

9 28 3.11 

9 24 2.67 
9 24 2.67 

10 26 2.60 

7 18 2.57 

10 24 2.40 

6 14 2.33 

10 10 1.00 

SHUTOUTS 
1. Kelsey Wys-FS 
2. Dayle Colpitts-VT 
3. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

Kaela Little-ND 
Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

6. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 
Nicole D’Agostino-UP 
Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
Morgan Stearns-VA 
Ali Kershner-DU 

11. Brittany AngheI-SU 
12. Alex Johnson-BC 

Jessica Mickelson-BC 
Meghan Thomas-DU 
Emily Lillard-UM 

GP No. Avg/G SHUTOUTS PER GAHE 
10 7 0.70 1. Kelsey Wys-FS 

10 5 0.50 2. Kaela Little-ND 
9 4 0.44 Dayle Colpitts-VT 

8 4 0.50 Morgan Stearns-VA 

9 4 0.44 s. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

8 3 0.38 Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

10 3 0.30 7. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 
9 3 0.33 8. All Kershner-DU 

6 3 0.50 Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
9 3 0.33 lO. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

10 2 0.20 11. Brittany AngheI-SU 

3 1 0.33 12. Jessica Mickelson-BC 

7 1 0,14 13. Emily Lillard-UM 

2 1 0.50 
9 1 0. Ii 

GP No. Avg/G 
i0 7 0.70 
8 4 0.50 

i0 5 0.50 
6 3 0.50 
9 4 0.44 
9 4 0.44 
8 3 0.38 
9 3 0.33 
9 3 0.33 

10 3 0.30 
10 2 0.20 

7 1 0.14 
9 1 0,11 

Team Identification Team 
Boston College BC 

Clemson CU 

Duke DU 
Florida State FS 
Maryland MD 

Miami UM 
NC State ST 

North Carolina NC 

Notre Dame ND 
Pittsburgh UP 
Syracuse SU 
Virginia VA 
Virginia Tech VT 

Wake Forest WF 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (All games) 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

POINTS 

SAVES 

14 Clemson vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

9 Maryland vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

20 Clemson vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

10 Maryland vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

37 Virginia at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

36 Notre Dame vs Northwestern (Aug 25, 2013) 

36 Virginia vs Seton Hall (Sep 08, 2013) 

48 Clemson vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

28 Maryland vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

11 Pittsburgh vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 

10 Pittsburgh at Clemson (Sep 19, 2013) 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (All games) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

POINTS 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

SAVES 

8 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) at HOFSTRA (Sep 01, 2013) 

7 Ashley Spivey (Maryland) vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

7 Deana Sherry (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Ashley Spivey (Maryland) vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

3 Hayley Brock (Maryland) vs Villanova (Aug 26, 2013) 

3 McKenzie Meehan (Boston College) at HOFSTRA (Sep 01, 2013) 

3 Erin Simon (Syracuse) vs ALBANY (Aug 30, 2013) 

3 Ashley Flinn (Miami) vs Cleveland State (Sep 06, 2013) 

3 Deana Sherry (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Crystal Dunn (North Carolina) at Miami (Sep 22, 2013) 

4 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) at HOFSTRA (Sep 01, 2013) 

3 Katie Stengel (Wake Forest) vs Kentucky (Aug 23, 2013) 

3 Tori Andreski (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Haley Hunt (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

10 Nickolette Driesse (Florida State) vs NC State (Sep 22, 2013) 

9 Kealia Ohai (North Carolina) at Florida State (Sep 18, 2013) 

9 Morgan Brian (Virginia) at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) at Clemson (Sep 19, 2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (Conference games only) 

Team Miscellaneous GP Shots Fouls Offside Corners PK=PKA 

Boston College 4 50 28 11 18 0-0 

Clemson 3 50 36 7 21 1-1 

Duke 4 62 32 11 21 0-0 

Florida State 4 68 26 4 20 0-0 

Mawland 3 26 20 6 9 1-0 

Miami 4 37 35 9 18 1-0 

NC State 4 33 33 2 13 0-0 

North Carolina 4 71 29 12 27 1-1 

Notre Dame 3 46 20 4 18 0-0 

Pittsburgh 4 17 29 12 4 0-0 

Syracuse 4 24 40 12 11 0-0 

Virginia 3 66 21 6 26 0-0 

Virginia Tech 4 40 41 15 23 1-1 

Wake Forest 4 51 28 7 17 0-0 

YC-RC 
3-0 

0-0 

2-0 

0-0 

0-0 

2-0 

2-0 

3-0 

2-0 

0-0 

2-0 

2-0 

1-0 

0-0 

SHOTS 
1. North Carolina 
2. Florida State 
3. Virginia 
4. Duke 
5. Wake Forest 
6. Boston College 

Clemson 
8. Notre Dame 
9. Virginia Tech 

10. Miami 
11. NC State 
12. Maryland 
13. Syracuse 
14. Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avg/G POINTS 

4 71 17.75 1. Virginia 

4 68 17.00 2. Duke 

3 66 22.00 Wake Forest 

4 62 15.50 4. Virginia Tech 

4 51 12.75 5. North Carolina 

4 50 12.50 6. Clemson 

3 50 16.67 Notre Dame 
3 46 15.33 8. Boston College 

4 40 10.00 9. Florida State 

4 37 9.25 lO. Mawland 
4 33 8.25 11. NCState 

3 26 8.67 12. Syracuse 

4 24 6.00 13. Miami 

4 17 4.25 14. Pittsburgh 

GOALS 
1. Virginia 

2. Wake Forest 

Virginia Tech 

Duke 

s. North Carolina 

6. Notre Dame 
Clemson 

Boston College 

9. Florida State 

10. Maryland 

NC State 

12. Miami 
Syracuse 

14. Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avg/G GOALS PER GAME 
3 8 2.67 1. Virginia 

4 7 1.75 2. Wake Forest 

4 7 1.75 Virginia Tech 

4 7 1.75 Duke 

4 6 1.50 s. Notre Dame 
3 5 1.67 Clemson 

3 5 1.67 7. North Carolina 

4 5 1.25 8. Boston College 

4 4 1.00 9. Florida State 

3 3 1.00 Maryland 

4 3 0.75 11. NC State 

4 2 0.50 12. Syracuse 

4 2 0.50 Miami 

4 1 0.25 14. Pittsburgh 

ASSISTS 
1. Duke 

Wake Forest 

3. Virginia 

4. Virginia Tech 
Clemson 

Notre Dame 
7. Maryland 

Florida State 

North Carolina 

Boston College 

11. Syracuse 
NC State 

13. Pittsburgh 

Miami 

GP No, Avg/G ASSISTS PER GAME 
4 10 2.50 1. Virginia 

4 10 2.50 2. Wake Forest 

3 9 3.00 Duke 

4 5 1.25 4. Clemson 
3 5 1.67 Notre Dame 
3 5 1.67 6. Maryland 

3 4 1.33 7. Virginia Tech 

4 4 1.00 8. Boston College 

4 4 1.00 North Carolina 

4 4 1.00 Florida State 

4 2 0.50 11. NC State 

4 2 0.50 Syracuse 

4 1 0.25 13. Miami 

4 1 0.25 Pittsburgh 

GP 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 
3 

3 

4 
4 
3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

GP 
3 

4 

4 

4 
3 
3 

4 

4 

4 
3 

4 

4 
4 

4 

GP 
3 

4 

4 
3 
3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 
4 

4 

4 

No. 

25 
24 
24 
19 
16 
15 
15 
14 
12 
i0 
8 
6 
5 
3 

No, 

8 
7 
7 
7 
5 
5 
6 
5 
4 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 

No, 

9 

10 

10 

5 
5 

4 
5 

4 

4 

4 
2 
2 

1 

1 

Avq/G 

8.33 
6.00 

6.00 

4.75 

4.00 

5.00 

5.00 

3.50 
3.00 

3.33 

2.00 

1.50 

1.25 

0.75 

Avq/G 
2.67 
1.75 
1.75 
1.75 
1.67 
1.67 
1.50 
1.25 
1.00 
1.00 
0.75 
0.50 
0.50 
0.25 

Avq/G 
3.00 
2.50 
2.50 
1.67 
1.67 
1.33 
1.25 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
0.50 
0.50 
0.25 
0.25 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (Conference games only) 

GOALS ALLOWED 

1. Notre Dame 
Florida State 

3. Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 
Virginia 

6. Clemson 

Maryland 

North Carolina 

9. Boston College 

10. NC State 

11. Duke 
12. Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

14. Miami 

GP No, Avg/G 

3 1 0,33 

4 1 0.25 

4 2 0.50 

4 2 0.50 
3 2 0.67 

3 3 1.00 

3 3 1.00 

4 3 0,75 

4 5 1.25 
4 6 1.50 

4 7 1.75 

4 9 2.25 

4 9 2.25 

4 12 3.00 

GOALS AGAINST AVERAGE GP GA Minutes GA Avg. 
1. Florida State 4 1 380:00 0.24 

2. Notre Dame 3 1 270:00 0.33 

3. Wake Forest 4 2 380:00 0.47 
4. Virginia Tech 4 2 360:00 0.50 

5. Virginia 3 2 270:00 0.67 

6. North Carolina 4 3 360:00 0.75 

7. Maryland 3 3 275:02 0.98 

Clemson 3 3 275:02 0.98 

9. Boston College 4 5 360:00 1.25 

10. NC State 4 6 360:00 1.50 
11. Duke 4 7 380:00 1,66 

12. Syracuse 4 9 380:00 2,13 

13. Pittsburgh 4 9 360:00 2.25 

14. Miami 4 12 360:00 3.00 

SAVES 
1. Pittsburgh 

2. NC State 
3. Syracuse 

4. Maryland 

5. Miami 
Duke 

7. Virginia Tech 
Clemson 

Florida State 

lO. Wake Forest 

11. Notre Dame 
12. Virginia 

Boston College 

14. North Carolina 

GP No, Avg/G 
4 29 7.25 
4 23 5.75 
4 20 5.00 
3 19 6.33 
4 17 4.25 
4 17 4,25 
4 14 3,50 
3 14 4,67 
4 14 3.50 
4 13 3.25 
3 ii 3,67 
3 I0 3.33 
4 10 2,50 
4 5 1,25 

SHUTOUTS GP No. Avg/G 
1. Florida State 4 3 0.75 

Virginia Tech 4 3 0.75 

3. Notre Dame 3 2 0.67 

Wake Forest 4 2 0.50 

s. Virginia 3 1 0.33 

Clemson 3 1 0.33 

Maryland 3 1 0,33 
Duke 4 1 0,25 

Boston College 4 1 0.25 

NC State 4 1 0.25 

North Carolina 4 1 0.25 

12. Syracuse 4 0 0.00 

Miami 4 0 0.00 

Pittsburgh 4 0 0,00 

FOULS 
1. Virginia Tech 

2. Syracuse 

3. Clemson 

4. Miami 
5. NC State 

6, Duke 
7, North Carolina 

Pittsburgh 

9. Boston College 

Wake Forest 

11. Florida State 

12. Virginia 

13. Maryland 

Notre Dame 

GP No, Av~J/G 
4 41 10.25 

4 40 10.00 

3 36 12.00 

4 35 8.75 

4 33 8,25 

4 32 8.00 

4 29 7.25 

4 29 7.25 

4 28 7.00 

4 28 7.00 

4 26 6,50 

3 21 7,00 

3 20 6.67 

3 20 6.67 

CORNERS GP No, Avq/G 
1. North Carolina 4 27 6.75 

2. Virginia 3 26 8.67 

3. Virginia Tech 4 23 5.75 

4. Duke 4 21 5.25 

Clemson 3 21 7.00 

6. Florida State 4 20 5.00 
7. Boston College 4 18 4.50 

Miami 4 18 4.50 

Notre Dame 3 18 6.00 

lo. Wake Forest 4 17 4.25 

11. NC State 4 13 3.25 

12. Syracuse 4 11 2.75 

13. Maryland 3 9 3.00 
14, Pittsburgh 4 4 1,00 

OFFSIDES 
1. Virginia Tech 

2. Syracuse 

Pittsburgh 
North Carolina 

s. Duke 

Boston College 

7. Miami 

8. Wake Forest 

Clemson 

10. Maryland 
Virginia 

12. Florida State 

Notre Dame 
14. NC State 

GP No, Avg/G 
4 15 3.75 
4 12 3.00 
4 12 3.00 
4 12 3.00 
4 11 2.75 
4 11 2.75 
4 9 2.25 
4 7 1.75 
3 7 2.33 
3 6 2.00 
3 6 2,00 
4 4 1.00 
3 4 1.33 
4 2 0.50 

YELLOW CARDS GP No, Avg/G 
1. Boston College 4 3 0.75 

North Carolina 4 3 0.75 

3. Notre Dame 3 2 0.67 
Duke 4 2 0.50 

Miami 4 2 0.50 

NC State 4 2 0.50 

Syracuse 4 2 0.50 

Virginia 3 2 0.67 

9. Virginia Tech 4 1 0.25 

lO. Maryland 3 0 0.00 
Clemson 3 0 0.00 

Florida State 4 0 0.00 

Pittsburgh 4 0 0.00 

Wake Forest 4 0 0.00 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (Conference games only) 

Team 

Virginia 

Notre Dame 

Florida State 

Virginia Tech 

Clemson 

Maryland 

Wake Forest 

North Carolina 

Duke 

Boston College 

NC State 

Miami 

Syracuse 

Pittsburgh 

Conference Pct. GF GA Overall Pet, GF GA Current unbeaten streak 

3-0-0 1.000 8 2 3-0-0 1.000 8 2 Florida State-- 3-0-1 

3-0-0 1.000 5 1 3-0-0 1.000 5 1 Notre Dame -- 3-0-0 

3-0-1 .875 4 1 3-0-1 .875 4 1 Virginia Tech -- 3-0-0 

3-1-0 .750 7 2 3-1-0 .750 7 2 Virginia -- 3-0-0 

2-1-0 ,667 5 3 2-1-0 .667 5 3 Clemson -- 2-0-0 

2-1-0 .667 3 3 2-1-0 .667 3 3 Maryland -- 1-0-0 

2-1-1 .625 7 2 2-1-1 .625 7 2 North Carolina -- 1-0-0 

2-2-0 ,500 6 3 2-2-0 .500 6 3 Duke -- 0-0-1 

1-2-1 .375 7 7 1-2-1 .375 7 7 Syracuse -- 0-0-1 

1-3-0 .250 5 5 1-3-0 .250 S 5 

1-3-0 ,250 3 6 1-3-0 .250 3 6 

1-3-0 .250 2 12 1-3-0 .250 2 12 

0-3-1 .125 2 9 0-3-1 .125 2 9 

0-4-0 ,000 1 9 0-4-0 .000 1 9 

Team Hiscellaneous 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

GP GF-GA Score Av~I, Hargin PK-Att Shots Saves Save% Corners 

4 5-5 1.25-1.25 +0.00 0-0 50 10 66.7 18 

3 5-3 1.67-1,00 +0.67 1-1 50 14 82,4 21 

4 7-7 1.75-1.75 +0.00 0-0 62 17 70.8 21 

4 4-1 1.00-0.25 +0.75 0-0 68 14 93.3 20 

3 3-3 1.00-1,00 +0.00 0-1 26 19 86,4 9 

4 2-12 0.50-3.00 -2.50 0-1 37 17 58.6 18 

4 3-6 0.75-1.50 -0.75 0-0 33 23 79.3 13 

4 6-3 1.50-0,75 +0.75 1-1 71 5 62,5 27 

3 5-1 1.67-0.33 +1.33 0-0 46 11 91.7 18 

4 1-9 0.25-2.25 -2.00 0-0 17 29 76.3 4 

4 2-9 0.50-2,25 -1.75 0-0 24 20 69,0 11 

3 8-2 2.67-0.67 +2.00 0-0 66 10 83.3 26 

4 7-2 1.75-0.50 +1.25 1-1 40 14 87.5 23 

4 7-2 1.75-0,50 +1.25 0-0 51 13 86,7 17 

Attendance 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 
NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home Averaqe Away Average Neutral Averaqe Total 

2-575 288 2-539 270 0-0 0 4-1114 

3-803 268 0-0 0 0-0 0 3-803 

2-1358 679 2-1350 675 0-0 0 4-2708 

2-2508 1254 2-2082 1041 0-0 0 4-4590 

2-2514 1257 1-422 422 0-0 0 3-2936 

2-960 480 2-1011 506 0-0 0 4-1971 

1-607 607 3-1316 439 0-0 0 4-1923 

1-3742 3742 3-3826 1275 0-0 0 4-7568 

1-1607 1607 2-4349 2174 0-0 0 3-5956 

3-1069 356 1-178 178 0-0 0 4-1247 

1-437 437 3-3245 1082 0-0 0 4-3682 

1-1055 1055 2-1040 520 0-0 0 3-2095 

2-1989 994 2-1334 667 0-0 0 4-3323 

3-2648 883 1-1180 1180 0-0 0 4-3828 

26-21872 841 26-21872 841 0-0 0 52-43744 

Averaqe 

278 

268 

677 

1148 

979 

493 

481 

1892 

1985 

312 

920 

698 

831 

957 

841 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
I N DIVI DUAL SOCC E R STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (Conference games only) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 50.0% of their team’s games, goalies at least 33.0% of their team’s minutes. 

SHOTS GP No, Avg/G SHOTS PER GAME GP No, Avq/G 

1. Kealia Ohai-NC 4 22 5.50 1. Kealia Ohai-NC 4 22 5.50 

2. Cwstal Dunn-NC 4 19 4.75 2. Crystal Dunn-NC 4 19 4.75 

3. Kelly Cobb-DU 4 15 3.75 3. Makenzy Doniak-VA 3 14 4.67 

4. Makenzy Doniak-VA 3 14 4.67 4. Morgan Brian-VA 3 12 4.00 

Laura Weinberg-DU 4 14 3.50 s. Kelly Cobb-DU 4 15 3.75 

Katie Stengel-WF 4 14 3.50 6. Hayley Brock-MD 3 11 3.67 

7. Nickolette Driesse-FS 4 13 3.25 7. Laura Weinberg-DU 4 14 3.50 

8. Morgan Brian-VA 3 12 4.00 Katie Stengel-WF 4 14 3.50 

Kim DeCesare-DU 4 12 3.00 9. Nickolette Driesse-FS 4 13 3.25 

Jasmine Paterson-UM 4 12 3.00 10. Jackie StengeI-ST 4 12 3.00 

Jackie StengeI-ST 4 12 3.00 Kim DeCesare-DU 4 12 3.00 

12. Hayley Brock-MD 3 11 3.67 Jasmine Paterson-UM 4 12 3,00 

Riley Ridgik-WF 4 11 2.75 Vanessa Laxgang-CU 3 9 3.00 

14. Jazmine Reeves-VT 4 10 2.50 Morgan Andrews-ND 3 9 3.00 

Hayley Dowd-BC 4 10 2.50 is. Riley Ridgik-WF 4 11 2.75 

B. Thorvaldsdottir-FS 4 10 2.50 

Summer Green-NC 4 10 2.50 

POINTS 
1. Makenzy Doniak-VA 

2. Jazmine Reeves-VT 
3. Riley Ridgik-WF 

11. 

15. 

Crystal Dunn-NC 

Katie Stengel-WF 

Laura Weinberg-DU 

Hayley Brock-MD 

Morgan Brian-VA 

Kim DeCesare-DU 
Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 

Sammy Scofield-ND 

Caroline Wootten-WF 

Jackie StengeI-ST 

Toni Payne-DU 

Crystal Thomas-ND 

Britta ny Ratcl iffe-VA 
Tabitha Padgett-CU 

Kaitlyn Kerr-DU 

Paige Nielsen-NC 

Kelsey Loupee-VT 

Jasmine Paterson-UM 
Ally Berry-WF 

GP G A Pts Avg/G POINTS PER GAME GP G A Pts Avg/G 
3 4 2 10 3.33 1. Makenzy Doniak-VA 3 4 2 10 3.33 

4 4 1 9 2.25 2. Jazmine Reeves-VT 4 4 1 9 2.25 

4 3 1 7 1.75 3. Crystal Dunn-NC 4 3 1 7 1.75 

4 3 1 7 1.75 Laura Weinberg-DU 4 2 3 7 1.75 

4 2 3 7 1.75 Riley Ridgik-WF 4 3 1 7 1.75 

4 2 3 7 1.75 Katie Stengel-WF 4 2 3 7 1.75 

3 2 1 5 1.67 7. Morgan Brian-VA 3 1 3 5 1.67 

3 1 3 5 1.67 Hayley Brock-MD 3 2 1 5 1.67 

4 2 1 5 1.25 9. SammyScofield-ND 3 2 0 4 1.33 

4 2 1 5 1.25 lo. Kim DeCesare-DU 4 2 1 5 1.25 
3 2 0 4 1.33 Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 4 2 1 5 1.25 

4 1 2 4 1.00 12. Caroline Wootten-WF 4 1 2 4 1.00 

4 2 0 4 1.00 Toni Payne-DU 4 1 2 4 1.00 

4 1 2 4 1.00 Jackie StengeI-ST 4 2 0 4 1.00 

3 1 1 3 1.00 Crystal Thomas-ND 3 1 1 3 1.00 

3 1 1 3 1.00 Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 3 1 1 3 1.00 
3 0 3 3 1.00 Tabitha Padgett-CU 3 0 3 3 1.00 

4 1 1 3 0.75 Tori Andreski-CU 2 1 0 2 1.00 

4 1 1 3 0.75 M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 2 1 0 2 1.00 

4 1 1 3 0.75 

4 1 1 3 0.75 

4 1 1 3 0.75 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (Conference games only) 

12. 

GOALS GP No. Avg/G 

Makenzy Doniak-VA 3 4 1.33 

Jazmine Reeves-~/F 4 4 1.00 

Riley Ridgik-WF 4 3 0.75 
Crystal Dunn-NC 4 3 0.75 
Hayley Brock-MD 3 2 0.67 

SammyScofield-ND 3 2 0.67 

Jackie StengeI-ST 4 2 0.50 

Laura Weinberg-DU 4 2 0.50 

Kim DeCesare-DU 4 2 0.50 
Katie StengeI-WF 4 2 0.50 

Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 4 2 0.50 

M, Bakowska-Mathews-FS 2 1 0.50 

Tori Andreski-CU 2 1 0.50 

Vanessa Laxgang-CU 3 1 0.33 

Ashley SpNey-MD 3 1 0.33 

Paige Reckert-CU 3 1 0.33 
McKenzie Meehan-BC 3 1 0.33 

Jenna Polonsky-CU 3 1 0.33 

Morgan Andrews-ND 3 1 0.33 

Alexis Shaffer-VA 3 1 0.33 

Catrina Atanda-CU 3 1 0.33 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 3 1 0.33 

Crystal Thomas-ND 3 1 0.33 
KarinSimonian-ND 3 1 0.33 

Molly Menchel-VA 3 1 0.33 

Morgan Brian-VA 3 1 0.33 

Jackie Firenze-SU 4 1 0.25 

Dana DelleFemine-UP 4 1 0.25 

Shelli Spamer-ST 4 1 0.25 

Jamia Fields-FS 4 1 0.25 
Kristin Grubka-FS 4 1 0.25 

Stephanie Skilton-SU 4 1 0.25 

Katie DeTuro-VT 4 1 0.25 

Kelly Cobb-DU 4 1 0.25 

Kealia Ohai-NC 4 1 0.25 

Hayley Dowd-BC 4 1 0.25 

B. Thorvaldsdottir-FS 4 1 0.25 
Erin McGovem-UM 4 1 0.25 

Katie Yensen-VT 4 1 0.25 

Caroline Wootten-WF 4 1 0.25 

Toni Payne-DU 4 1 0.25 

Kelsey Loupee-VT 4 1 0.25 

Ally Berry-WF 4 1 0.25 

Jasmine Paterson-UM 4 1 0.25 
Kaitlyn Kerr-DU 4 1 0.25 

PaigeNielsen=NC 4 1 0.25 

SummerGreen-NC 4 1 0.25 

GOALS PER GAHE GP No, Avq/G 
1. Makenzy Doniak-VA 3 4 1.33 

2. Jazmine Reeves-VT 4 4 1.00 

3, Crystal Dunn-NC 4 3 0,75 
Riley Ridgik-WF 4 3 0,75 

s, Hayley Brock-MD 3 2 0,67 

Sammy Scofield-ND 3 2 0,67 

7. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 4 2 0.50 

Jackie StengeI-ST 4 2 0.50 
Laura Weinberg-DU 4 2 0.50 

Kim DeCesare-DU 4 2 0,50 
Katie StengeI-WF 4 2 0,50 

M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 2 1 0,50 

Tori Andreski-CU 2 1 0,50 

14. Alexis Shaffer-VA 3 1 0.33 

Catrina Atanda-CU 3 1 0.33 
Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 3 1 0.33 

Crystal Thomas-ND 3 1 0,33 
Morgan Andrews-ND 3 1 0,33 

Jenna Polonsky-CU 3 1 0,33 

McKenzieMeehan-BC 3 1 0.33 

Paige Reckert-CU 3 1 0.33 

Ashley Spivey-MD 3 1 0.33 
Vanessa Laxgang-CU 3 1 0.33 

Morgan Brian-VA 3 1 0.33 

Molly Menchel-VA 3 1 0,33 

KarinSimonian-ND 3 1 0.33 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (Conference games only) 

ASSISTS 

1. Tabitha Padgett-CU 

Morgan Brian-VA 
Katie StengeI-WF 

Laura Weinberg-DU 
s. Brittany Von Rueden-ND 

Makenzy Doniak-VA 

Casey Morrison-BC 

Toni Payne-DU 

Mollie Pathman-DU 
Caroline Wootten-WF 

Meagan Proper-ST 

Murielle Tiernan-VT 

13. Megan CampbelI-FS 
Crystal Thomas-ND 

Hayley Brock-MD 

Britta ny Ratcl iffe-VA 
Mandy Laddish-ND 

Lauren Bohaboy-ND 

Megan Gibbons-MD 

Danielle Colaprico-VA 

Gabby Byorth-CU 

Lauren Berman-MD 
Taylor Waters-WF 
Cory Ryan-MD 

Kristen McNabb-VA 

Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 

Kylie Tawney-CU 

Annie Steinlage-VA 

Kelsey Loupee-VT 

Ally Berry-WF 

Jasmine Paterson-UM 

Jazmine Reeves-VT 
Crystal Dunn-NC 

Paige Nielsen-NC 

Kaitlyn Kerr-DU 

Riley Pidgik-WF 

Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 
Kelsey Wys-FS 

Kim DeCesare-DU 

Erin Simon-SU 

Patrice Vettori-BC 

Jordan Coburn-VT 
Maddie Iozzi-SU 

Jackie McSally-WF 
Avery Rape-DU 

Michaela Hahn-FS 

Katie Bowen-NC 

Roosa Arvas-UP 
Satara Murray-NC 

Sarah Teegarden-WF 

GP No, Avg/G 

3 3 1.00 

3 3 1.00 

4 3 0.75 

4 3 0.75 
3 2 0.67 

3 2 0.67 

4 2 0,50 

4 2 0.50 

4 2 0,50 

4 2 0,50 

4 2 0.50 

4 2 0.50 

2 1 0.50 

3 1 0,33 

3 1 0.33 

3 1 0,33 
3 1 0,33 

3 1 0.33 

3 1 0.33 

3 1 0.33 

3 1 0,33 

3 1 0.33 

3 1 0,33 
3 1 0,33 

3 1 0.33 

3 1 0.33 

3 1 0.33 

3 1 0,33 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0,25 

4 1 0,25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0,25 

4 1 0,25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0,25 

4 1 0,25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

4 1 0.25 

3. 

5. 

7. 

14. 

ASSISTS PER GAME GP No, Avq/G 
Morgan Brian-VA 3 3 1.00 
Tabitha Padgett-CU 3 3 1.00 

Katie Stengel-WF 4 3 0.75 
Laura Weinberg-DU 4 3 0.75 

Brittany Yon Rueden-ND 3 2 0.67 

Makenzy Doniak-VA 3 2 0,67 

Casey Morrison-BC 4 2 0.50 

Murielle Tiernan-VT 4 2 0.50 
Meagan Proper-ST 4 2 0.50 

Caroline Wootten-WF 4 2 0,50 
Mollie Pathman-DU 4 2 0,50 

Toni Payne-DU 4 2 0,50 

Megan CampbelI-FS 2 1 0,50 

Annie Steinlage-VA 3 1 0.33 

Kylie Tawney-CU 3 1 0.33 
Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 3 1 0.33 

Kristen McNabb-VA 3 1 0,33 
Cory Ryan-MD 3 1 0,33 

Taylor Waters-WF 3 1 0,33 

Lauren Berman-MD 3 1 0,33 

Gabby Byorth-CU 3 1 0.33 

Danielle Colaprico-VA 3 1 0.33 
MeganGibbons-MD 3 1 0.33 

Lauren Bohaboy-ND 3 1 0.33 

MandyLaddish-ND 3 1 0,33 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 3 1 0,33 

Hayley Brock-MD 3 1 0,33 

Crystal Thomas-ND 3 1 0.33 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (Conference games only) 

GAME-WlrNNING GOALS GP No. Avg/G 

1. Makenzy Doniak-VA 3 2 0.67 

2, M, Bakowska-Mathews-FS 2 1 0,50 
Morgan Andrews-ND 3 1 0,33 

Jenna Polonsky-CU 3 1 0,33 

McKenzie Meehan-BC 3 1 0,33 

Sammy Scofield-ND 3 1 0.33 

Ashley Spivey-MD 3 1 0.33 

Molly Menchel-VA 3 1 0.33 

KarinSimonian-ND 3 1 0,33 
Hayley Brock-MD 3 1 0,33 

Paige Reckert-CU 3 1 0.33 

Katie Stengel-WF 4 1 0.25 

Toni Payne-DU 4 1 0.25 

Caroline Wootten-WF 4 1 0.25 
Crystal Dunn-NC 4 1 0.25 

Jazmine Reeves-VT 4 1 0.25 

Jasmine Paterson-UM 4 1 0.25 

Jackie StengeI-ST 4 1 0.25 

Jamia Fields-FS 4 1 0.25 

Kristin Grubka-FS 4 1 0.25 

Katie DeTuro-VT 4 1 0.25 

Kealia Ohai-NC 4 1 0.25 

Katie Yensen-VT 4 1 0.25 

GOALS AGAI NST AVG 
1. Anna Sieloff-NC 

2. Kelsey Wys-FS 

3. Kaela Little-ND 

4. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

s, Dayle Colpitts-VT 
Morgan Stearns-VA 

7, Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
Kailen Sheridan-CU 

9. Danielle DeLisle-VA 

10. Jessica Mickelson-BC 

11. Bryane Heaberlin-NC 

Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

13, Ali Kershner-DU 
14, Brittany AngheI-SU 

GP GA Minutes GAavq 
4 0 180 : O0 Ol O0 

4 1 380:00 0.24 
3 1 270:00 0,33 

4 2 380:00 0.47 

4 2 360:00 0.50 
2 1 180:00 0.50 

3 3 275:02 0.98 
3 3 275:02 0.98 

1 1 90:00 1.00 

3 4 250:51 1.44 

4 3 180:00 1.50 

4 6 360:00 1,50 

4 7 380:00 1.66 

4 9 380:00 2.13 

SAVE PERCENTAGE 
1. Anna Sieloff-NC 
2. Kelsey Wys-FS 
3. Kaela Little-ND 
4. Morgan Stearns-VA 
s, Dayle Colpitts-VT 
6, Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 
7, Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
8, Kailen Sheridan-CU 
9. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

10. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 
11. Ali Kershner-DU 
12, Brittany AngheI-SU 
13. ]essica Mickelson-BC 
14. Emily Lillard-UM 

GP Saves GA Pct. 
4 3 0 1.000 
4 14 1 .933 
3 10 1 .909 
2 9 1 ,900 
4 14 2 .875 
4 13 2 .867 
3 19 3 ,864 
3 14 3 ,824 
4 22 6 ,786 
4 27 9 ,750 
4 16 7 ,696 
4 17 9 .654 
3 7 4 .636 
4 15 ii .577 

SAVES 
1. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

2. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

3. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

4. Brittany AngheI-SU 
s. Ali Kershner-DU 

6. Emily Lillard-UM 

7. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

Dayle Colpitts-VT 

Kelsey Wys-FS 

10. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

11. Kaela Little-ND 
12. Morgan Stearns-VA 

13. Jessica Mickelson-BC 

14. Anna Sieloff-NC 

GP No, Avg/G 
4 27 6.75 
4 22 5.50 
3 19 6.33 
4 17 4.25 
4 16 4.00 
4 15 3.75 
3 14 4,67 
4 14 3.50 
4 14 3.50 
4 13 3.25 
3 i0 3.33 
2 9 4.50 
3 7 2.33 
4 3 0.75 

SAVES PER GAME 
1. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

2. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

3. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

4. Kailen Sheridan-CU 
s. Morgan Stearns-VA 

6. Brittany AngheI-SU 

7. Ali Kershner-DU 

8. Emily Lillard-UM 

9. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

Kelsey Wys-FS 

11. Kaela Little-ND 
12. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

13. Jessica Mickelson-BC 

14. Danielle DeLisle-VA 

GP No, Avg/G 
4 27 6.75 
3 19 6.33 
4 22 5.50 
3 14 4.67 
2 9 4.50 
4 17 4.25 
4 16 4.00 
4 15 3.75 
4 14 3.50 
4 14 3.50 
3 i0 3.33 
4 13 3.25 
3 7 2.33 
1 1 1.00 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (Conference games only) 

SHUTOUTS 

1. Kelsey Wys-FS 
Dayle Colpitts-VT 

3. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

Kaela Little-ND 
s. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

All Kershner-DU 
Morgan Stearns-VA 

Kailen Sheridan-CU 

Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

GP No, Avg/G SHUTOUTS PER GAME GP No, Avq/G 

4 3 0.75 1. Dayle Colpitts-VT 4 3 0.75 

4 3 0,75 Kelsey Wys-FS 4 3 0,75 

4 2 0.50 3. Kaela Little-ND 3 2 0,67 

3 2 0.67 4. Morgan Stearns-VA 2 1 0,50 

3 1 0.33 Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 4 2 0.50 

4 1 0,25 6. Kailen Sheridan-CU 3 1 0.33 

2 1 0,50 RachelleBeanlands-MD 3 1 0,33 

3 1 0.33 8. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 4 1 0,25 

4 1 0,25 All Kershner-DU 4 1 0,25 

Team Identification Team 
Boston College BC 

Clemson CU 

Duke DU 
Florida State FS 

Maryland MD 
Miami UM 
NC State ST 

North Carolina NC 

Notre Dame ND 
Pittsburgh UP 
Syracuse SU 

Virginia VA 
Virginia Tech VT 

Wake Forest WF 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (Conference games only) 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

POINTS 

SAVES 

4 Wake Forest vs Miami (Sep 15, 2013) 

4 North Carolina at Miami (Sep 22, 2013) 

6 Duke vs Miami (Sep 12, 2013) 

6 Wake Forest vs Miami (Sep 15, 2013) 

37 Virginia at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

29 Florida State vs NC State (Sep 22, 2013) 

14 Wake Forest vs Miami (Sep 15, 2013) 

12 Duke vs Miami (Sep 12, 2013) 

11 Pittsburgh vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 

10 Pittsburgh at Clemson (Sep 19, 2013) 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Sep 24, 2013 (Conference games only) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

POINTS 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

SAVES 

6 Crystal Dunn (North Carolina) at Miami (Sep 22, 2013) 

5 ]azmine Reeves (Virginia Tech) vs Syracuse (Sep 15, 2013) 

3 Crystal Dunn (North Carolina) at Miami (Sep 22, 2013) 

2 Jazmine Reeves (Virginia Tech) vs Syracuse (Sep 15, 2013) 

2 Riley Ridgik (Wake Forest) vs Miami (Sep 15, 2013) 

2 Makenzy Doniak (Virginia) at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

2 Casey Morrison (Boston College) at Pittsburgh (Sept.12,2013) 

2 Mollie Pathman (Duke) vs Miami (Sep 12, 2013) 

2 Laura Weinberg (Duke) vs Miami (Sep 12, 2013) 

2 Morgan Brian (Virginia) vs Syracuse (Sep 12, 2013) 

2 Katie Stengel (Wake Forest) vs Miami (Sep 15, 2013) 

2 Tabitha Padgett (Clemson) vs Pittsburgh (Sep 19, 2013) 

10 Nickolette Driesse (Florida State) vs NC State (Sep 22, 2013) 

9 Kealia Ohai (North Carolina) at Florida State (Sep 18, 2013) 

9 Morgan Brian (Virginia) at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) at Clemson (Sep 19, 2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, September 24, 2013 8:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Anson, it’s been a big tnonth for soccer. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Anson, it’s been a big month tbr soccer. 

From: Anne Sweet-’anne@captainn.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

~’=~’=1’~""~=~=*- ~,~,~,~==. ~ 
olr Ivllt . iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ~ ooa~h~ %~ttm% ~h~ word 

out ~sbou~ ~Sess =:~sm~sA 

Questions/commend/concerns? Get 

in touch with me at 

anne@capta~nu.com. I look fo~ard 

to hearing from you[ 

Beat, 



it: additio.q to high-quality talent on the professional-grade IMG £cademy fields, rise 

2013 IMG Cup foitow’..~ tt’,e Deveiopme..’~[ Acedem.y 8i~owcase toca{ed .tust m.irsutes 



Academy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:13 AM 

bill palladino < ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Soccer Camp Contact Intb? 

Invoice Girls’ Soccer Camp 2013 Facili~ty Rental.pdf 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: FW: Soccer Camp Contact Intb? 

From: "Field, Jaci" ~tield@unc.edu> 
To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"PaJladino, George W" <bl~lladino@unc.edu>, 

CC: 

~aol.com,"Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

From: Hinton, Reggie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:21 PM 
To: Field, Jaci 
Subject: Soccer Camp Contact Info? 
3ackie: 
Hello! I hope this email finds you well. 
I have not received payment for the attached invoice. I have sent emails to the following email addresses - ncgscadminO_~gmail.com and Bill Palladino’s 
UNC email account. Do you have an alternative way of contacting him? 
Have a great day! 

Reginald S. Hinton ,Jr. 
Director, Facilities & Operations 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel Hill 
PH: 919.962.3301 EMAIL: reggie.hintonC~_.unc.edu 



StayA~tive ........ ~ 

Campus Recreation 
101 Student Recreation Center 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8610 
www.campusrec.unc.edu 

TEL: 919.962.3301 FAX: 919.962.3621 

FACILITY RENTAL INVOICE 

[ Invoice #: SUM13020 

Invoice Date: July 29, 2013 Due Date: August 29, 2013 

Event: Girls’ Soccer Camp Organization: NC Girls’ Soccer Camp, Inc. 

Primary Contact: Bill Palladino Contact Info: bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu 

Reservation Details 
Date Time Facility / Item 
June 21 3 - 5pm, 6 - 8:30pm Hooker Field 1 

3 - 5pm, 6 - 8:30pm Hooker Field 2 
3 - 5pm, 6 - 8:30pm Hooker Field 3 
3 - 5pm, 6 - 8:30pm Hooker Field 4 
3 - 5pm, 6 - 8:30pm Ehaus Field 

June22 8:30am-11:15am 1-3:30)m, 6-8:30)m Hooker Field l 

June 23 

8:30am - 
8:30am - 
8:30am - 
8:30am - 
8:30am - 
8:30am - 
8:30am - 
8:30am - 

11:15am 
11:15am 
11:15am 
11:15am 
11:15am 
11:15am 
11:15am 
11:15am 

June 24 

1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 

)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 8:30am-11:15am 1-3:30 

8:30 - 10:30am Hooker 

)m Hooker Field 2 
)m Hooker Field 3 
)m Hooker Field 4 
)m Ehaus Field 
)m Hooker Field 1 
)m Hooker Field 2 
)m Hooker Field 3 
)m Hooker Field 4 
)m Ehaus Field 

Field 1 

July 20 

8:30 - 10:30am 
8:30 - 10:30am 
8:30 - 10:30am 
8:30 - 10:30am 
3- 5pm, 6- 8:30pm 

Hooker Field 2 
Hooker Field 3 
Hooker Field 4 
Ehaus Field 
Hooker Field 1 

July 21 

July 22 

3 - 5pm, 
3 - 5pm, 
3 - 5pm, 
3 - 5pm, 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 

6 - 8:30pm 
6 - 8:30pm 
6 - 8:30pm 
6 - 8:30pm 

:15am 1 
:15am 1 
:15am 1 
:15am 1 
:15am 1 
:15am 1 
:15am 1 
:15am 1 

- 3:30 
- 3:30 
- 3:30 
- 3:30 
- 3:30 
- 3:30 
- 3:30 
- 3:30 

)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 

)m 
)m 
)m 
)m 
)m 
)m 
)m 
)m 

Hooker Field 2 
Hooker Field 3 
Hooker Field 4 
Ehaus Field 
Hooker Field 1 
Hooker Field 2 
Hooker Field 3 
Hooker Field 4 
Ehaus Field 
Hooker Field 1 
Hooker Field 2 
Hooker Field 3 

Cost 
$200.00 
$2oo.oo 
$2oo.oo 
$2oo.oo 
$250.00 
$200.00 
$2oo.oo 
$2oo.oo 
$200.00 
$250.00 
$135.00 
$135.00 
$135.00 
$135.00 
$180.00 
$9o.oo 
$90.00 
$go.oo 
$9o.oo 
$9o.oo 
$2oo.oo 
$2oo.oo 
$200.00 
$200.00 
$250.00 
$157.50 
$157.50 
$157.50 
$157.50 
$210.00 
$135.00 
$135.00 
$135.00 



July 23 

July 25 

July 26 

July 27 

July 28 

8:30am- 11:15am, 1 -3:30pm, 6- 8:30pm 
8:30am- 11:15am, 1 -3:30pm, 6- 8:30pm 
8:30 - lO:30am 
8:30 - lO:30am 
8:30 - lO:30am 
8:30 - lO:30am 
3- 5pm, 6- 8:30pm 
3- 5pm, 6- 8:30pm 
3- 5pm, 6- 8:30pm 
3- 5pm, 6- 8:30pm 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30am - 11 
8:30 - 
8:30 - 
8:30 - 
8:30 - 
8:30 - 

:15am 
:15am 
:15am 
:15am 
:15am 
:15am 
:15am 
:15am 

lO:30am 
lO:30am 
lO:30am 
lO:30am 
lO:30am 

1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 
1 - 3:30 

)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 
)m, 6 - 8:30 

)m 
)m 
)m 
)m 
)m 
)m 
)m 
)m 

Hooker Field 4 
Ehaus Field 
Hooker Field 1 
Hooker Field 2 
Hooker Field 3 
Hooker Field 4 
Hooker Field 1 
Hooker Field 2 
Hooker Field 3 
Hooker Field 4 
Hooker Field 1 
Hooker Field 2 
Hooker Field 3 
Hooker Field 4 
Hooker Field 1 
Hooker Field 2 
Hooker Field 3 
Hooker Field 4 
Ehaus Field 
Hooker Field 1 
Hooker Field 2 
Hooker Field 3 
Hooker Field 4 

$135.00 
$18o.oo 
$90.00 
$9o.oo 
$90.00 
$go.oo 
$200.00 
$200.00 
$200.00 
$2oo.oo 
$2oo.oo 
$200.00 
$2oo.oo 
$200.00 
$2oo.oo 
$2oo.oo 
$200.00 
$200.00 
$120.00 
$90.00 
$90.00 
$90.00 
$90.00 

Total Charges $9120.00 

The following rates were applied for your reservations: 
¯ Hooker Fields (per field): $45/hour (less than 5 hours) or $200/day (5 or more hours) 
o Ehaus Field: $60/hour (less than 5 hours) or $250day (5 or more hours) 

Full payment is due within thirty (30) days of your last reservation date. Overdue accounts will lose all 
scheduling privileges and accrue interest at 1% per day. 

Campus Recreation accepts the following payment methods: 
o Cash 
° Checks: made payable to: UNC EXSSDepa~ment 
o SAFO Account Transfer: to account 01-141. 
NOTE: Credit and debit payments are not accepted. 

You can mail/deliver cash, checks, or SAFO transfer receipts, including the invoice for the reservation 
or event to: 

Reggie Hinton, Director for Facilities and Operations 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel Hill 
101 Student Recreation Center, CB #8610 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8610 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:16 AM 

Field, Jaci ~tield@unc.edu> 

Re: Soccer Camp Contact hffo? 

Dino, have you taken care of this? Are we really going to pay am additional 1% a day since July/Aug? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Field, Jaci" ~field@unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Hinton, Reggie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 11, 20:t3 5:21 PM 
To: Field, Jaci 
Subject: Soccer Camp Contact Info? 
Jackie: 
Hello! I hope this email finds you well. 
I have not received payment for the attached invoice. I have sent emails to the following email addresses - ncgscadmin@gmail.com and Bill PNladino’s 
UNC email account. Do you have an alternative way of contacting him? 
Have a great day! 

Reginald S. Hinton Jr. 
Director, Facilities & Operations 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel Hill 
PH: 919~962.3301 EMAIL: _r__e__,.qgLe__=__hj__n__t__o___n__@_u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:27 AM 

Field, Jaci ~ifield@unc.edu>; bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Re: Soccer Camp Contact hffo? 

Jaci, I am sitting next to Dino and he claims he has pa~d it. 

Se~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Field, Jaci" ~field@unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Hinton, Reggie 
Sent; Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:21 PM 
To: Field, Jaci 
Subject; Soccer Camp Contact Info? 
,Jackie: 
Hello! I hope this email finds you well. 
I have not received payment for the attached invoice. I have sent emails to the following email addresses - nc~scadmin@~mail.com and Bill Palladino’s 
UNC email account. Do you have an alternative way of contacting him"? 
Have a great day! 

Reginald S. Hinton Jr. 
Director, Facilities & Operations 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel Hill 
PH: 919.962.3301 EMAIL: _r__e_..CLgLe__:__hj__n__t__o__D_~{~_u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 9:27 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: BEAT PITI". 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~thgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Sale travels today to Pittsburgh -~ enjoy the day and all the best totnorrow vs. the Pamthers ! We’ll be watching on ESPN3! 
Be sa~’e a~qd relax. Proud of yo!! 
Take care, 

~Larrv Ga~, 2r~ 

Executive Assocm~e Dw~ctor of Atlflefics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:49 AM 

Field, Jaci ~tield@unc.edu> 

Re: Soccer Camp Contact hffo? 

"Field, Jaci" ~field@unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks - I will check back witl’~ £eggie and let you kr~ow what I t~ear bacl~ 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 20~3 9:27 AM 
To: Field, 3aci; bill palladino 
Subject: Re: Soccer Camp Con~ct Info? 

Jaci, I am sitting ne~ to Dine ~d he claims he has p~d it. 
Sen@~om my Verizou ~reless 4G L)’~: 

"Field, Jaci" <jfiek~i~m~c.edu> wrote: 

From-" Hinton, Reggie 
Sent; Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:21 PM 
To: Field, Jaci 
Subject; Soccer Camp Contact Info? 
Jackie: 
Hello! I hope this email finds you well. 
I have not received payment for the attached invoice. I have sent emails to the following email addresses - nc~scadmin@~mail.cem and Bill PNladino’s 
UNC email account. Do you have an alternative way of contacting him? 
Have a great day! 

Reginald S, Hinton dr. 
Director, Facilities 8, Operations 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel Hill 
PH: 919.962.3301 EMAIL: _r__e_..CLgLe__:__hj__n__t__o__D_l~_u nc.ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 10:50 AM 

bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Soccer Camp Contact Intb? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Soccer Camp Contact Intb? 

From: "Field, Jaci" <jfield@cmc.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@email.uuc.edu>,bill palladino < 

CC: 

Thanks --I will check back with Reggie and let you know what I hear b~ck 
jaci 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, September 2~, 20J.3 9:27 AN 
T~: Field, Jaci; bill palladino 
S,,bjeet; Re: Soccer Camp Contact Info? 
Jaci, I aan sittin~ next to Diuo m~d he claims he has paid it. 
Sen@~om my Verizou I4%eless 4G LT’h 

"Field, Jaci" <ifieldSF~ut~c.edu> wrote: 

From-¯ Hinton, Reggie 
Sent; Wednesday, September 11, 2013 5:2:t PM 
To: Field, Jaci 
Subject; Soccer Camp Contact Info? 
Jackie: 
Hello! I hope this email finds you well. 
I have not received payment for the attached invoice. I have sent emails to the following email addresses - nc,clscadmin@,clmail.com and Bill Palladino’s 
UNC email account. Do you have an alternative way of contacting him? 
Have a great day! 

Reginald S. Hinton Jr, 
Director, Facilities & Operations 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel Hill 
PH: 919.962.3301 EMAIL: reggie~h!nton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, September 25, 2013 7:08 PM 

bill palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Soccer Camp Contact Intb? 

Dine, do you think it is possible you did not send a check? 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ ~Yire[ess 4G L)"E ]~)ROI~) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: Soccer Cmnp Contact Info? 

From: "Field, Jaci" <jfield@~mc.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu> 
CC: 

FYI 

From: Hinton, Reggie 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 2013 11:34 AM 
To: Field, Jaci 
Subject: RE: Soccer Camp Contact Info? 
Jaci: 
Thanks for checking on this, I have not received a check for this one. 
Have a great day! 

Regi~a~d S, Hinton 
Direc[or, Facilities & Operations 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel 
PH: 9199623301 EMA~L: 

From: Field, Jad 
Sent: Wednesday, September 25, 20 ~3 ~0:26 AN 
To: Hinton, Reggie 
Subject: RE: Soccer Camp Con~ct Info? 
Dine ju~d: sahJ he tMnk~ he has paid th~s .. can you advh;e? 

From= Hin~n, Reggie 
Sent~ Tuesday, September 24, 2013 6:04 PM 
To~ Field, Jaci 
Subject: ~: Soccer Camp Contact Info? 
Jack 
He~o~ ~’m just mak~n9 ~ure you saw tN~ emaH. 
Haw a great day~ 

Director, Facilities & Operations 
Campus Recreation, UNC Ghape~ Hi~ 
PH: 919.9~2.3301 EMA~L: 

Emm= Hinton, Reggie 
SeBt= Wednesday, Sep~mber $$, 2053 5:25 PM 
To; Field, ]aci 
S~bjeCt; Soccer Camp Contact Info? 
Jackie: 
Hellol I hope this email finds you well. 
I have not received payment for the attached invoice. I have sent emails to the following email addresses - D_#g_#_£~_[£@g_~J~_,£~. and Bill Palladino’s 
UNC email account. Do you have an alternative way of contacting him? 
Have a great day~ 

Reginald S, Hinton Jr. 
Director, Facilities & Operations 
Campus Recreation, UNC Chapel Hill 
PH: 919.962.3301 EMAIL: reggie.hinton@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, 8:05 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: BEAT PITT! 

We will do our bes+t! 

Sem.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Have a great day today ~ all the besl tonight mad letL;s get it done vs. PITT! 

GO ttEELS! 

Y, xecu@e Associate lNmc~or of AtNedcs 

Unive~ib’ ofNoN~ (;ar~lina at Chat~l Hill 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:17 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; ~msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; _~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: BEAT PITF! 
Importance: High 

Safe travels today to Pittsburgh ~-. eujoy the day aud all the best tomorrow vs. the Pauthers! We ~ll be watching ou ESPN3! 

Be safe and relax. Proud of yo!! 

Take care, 

Larry 

~Larry Ga~ 

Executi~ e Associate I)i~ec~or ~fAthletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 4:52 PM 

Fomeris, Catherine A <CatherineFomeris@med.unc.edu-~ 

Re: Donation to 2014 UNC Hospitals Event 

Cafl~y, we ca~ go with that again. 

Se~t.#"om my Ver’izor~ IFire[e,~s 4G 

"Fomeris, Catherine A" <CatherineFomeris@med.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
I hope you had a happy, safe, and fun summer, and that so far, fall has been nice for you too. 
I am writing to ask if you would be willing to make a donation of a piece of jewelry to the Silent (No More.t) Auction to benefit the UNC Hospitals’ Beacon Child and 

Family Program. Once again I am chairing the planning committee for this year’s auction - our 9th - which will take place from S:30-8 pm on Thursday February 6, 
20%4 at the Carolina Club. Please mark your calendar and plan to join us. 
The signed books and lunch for 4 with you that you have donated over the past few years always bid very well, and we would love to offer that or something 
similar again. Dr. Brian Goldstein, Executive VP and COO of UNC Hospitals, and his wife, Lisa, are our honorary co-hosts. 

If you are able to make a donation, that would be fantastic. Just let me know what other information you would need from me. 

Thank you again for considering my donation request. 

Cathy 

Catherine A. Forneris, Ph.D., ABPP 

Professor 

Licensed Psychologist 

UNC Department of Psychiatry 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7160 

"This electronic message may contain information that is confidential and/or legally privileged. It is intended only for the use of the individual(s) and entity named 

as recipients in the message. If you are not an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender immediately and delete the material from any 

computer. Do not deliver, distribute or copy this message, and do not disclose its contents. Thank you." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:01 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: BEAT PITI". 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~thgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Congrats on the victory over Pitt! 
We go on the road for three straight games and win two! 
We have six of our last eight games at home! 
Best thing about what’s ahead is that you get to sleep in your own bed ~ get some rest’. 
GO HEELS! Proud of yo!! 
Larry 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Executive A~sociate Dh~ctor of Aft-clerics 

Univeraily of Norfl~ Carolina at Chr~x:l 



Dorrance, AlbertA IV -o’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
From: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)c~ 

Sent: Friday, September 27, 2013 7:50 AM 

To: Jason Sisneros <jmsisneros@gm~]l.com> 

Subject: Fwd: NSCAA partnership, Leaders in Perfonnm~ce and transfer m~alysis 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NSCAA partnership, Leaders in Performaaace aa~d transI~r maalysis 

From: Prozone Sports Ltd <ProzoneSports l,td@mail.vresp.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@ema]l.tmc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Prozone 

.g~. 

In the Zone 

NSCAA Agreement 

Prozone becomes preferred performance analysis provider of the NSCAA 

.~.iI Read [vlore >> Prozone has reached an agreement to become a preferred provider of 
performance analysis to the National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
(N SCAA). 

:~ Read More 

Leaders 

Leaders in Performance 2013 just a fortnight away 

~i: Read More >> 
With the 2013 Leaders in Performance conference just two weeks away, 
Prozone is marking five consecutive years as a main partner of the event. 

i~-~ Read More 

Analysis 

Analysing the 2013 summer transfer window 



Read More >> The recent summer transfer window saw Premier League clubs spend 
£630m on new players, a figure that far exceeded the previous record of 
£500m and underlined the division’s unparalleled financial strength. 

Designed To Win 

Designed To Win opens in South Korea 

%i Read More >> Designed To Win, the Design Museum exhibition which celebrates the way in 

which design and sport combine to push the limits of human endeavour, has 

continued its world tour in the South Korean city of Gwangju. 

l~ Read MOre 1 

You can also follow Prozone on: 

Prozone - In the Zone 

........................................................................... 

Click to view this email in a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the follov¢ing link: Unsubscribe 

Prozone Sports Ltd 

3 Craven Court 

Millshaw 

Leeds, England LS11 8BN i~i T~, Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... 
UK 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 7:51 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: BEAT PITI". 

Thin,ks LanT ... croft wait to get home. 

Se~t.f!"om my Verizor~ IfffreIe,~s 4G L2’A 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~thgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

All the best ~-hopethl continues to do well -~ my regards to her! 

Lxecutive Associmc Director of Athletics 

l Jnivemib of North Carolina a~ (;Bawl Hill 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 10:01 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: BEAT PITT! 
I am with you 
Sera from ~rO~ ~ g’r~zon I~;/ire/ess 4G LTI( I)ROID 

"Gallo, Jr., Lany A." <athgallo@nnc.edu> wrote: 

Congcats on the victoW over Pitt! 
We go on the road for three straight games and win two! 
We have six of our last eight games at home! 
Best thing about what’s ahead is that you get to sleep in your own bed ~ get some rest! 
GO HEELS! Proud of yo!! 
Larry 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

Executive Associate Dicector of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Friday, September 27, 2013 8:10 AM 

Jason Sisneros <jmsisneros@gmml.com> 

Fwd: PCC @ Indianapolis College Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: PCC @ Indianapolis College Showcase 

From: Premier College Combines <info@premiercollegecombine.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.tmc.edu:~ 
CC: 

We are looking for Clinicians for this event. 

Please e_m___a_i_!_~:_s_ if you are interested. 

This is eur Pr~i~r Celleg~ Cem~ine @ Th~ In~i~pe~is 

i~er~ste~ please c~ct us at bern@premiercollegecombine.com 

indianapolis College Combine & Clinic 
All High School Ages 

@ 2013 Indianapolis College Showcase 
Gir~s - Friday November 8, 20~3 

Boys - Friday November ~5, 20~3 
Combine & Clinic: 

6:00 PM to 9:00 PM 
Lawrence Soccer Complex, Indianapolis, Indiana 

We are pleased to announce we will be conducting a Premier College Combine 

It Clinic at the 2013 Indianapolis College Showcase this coming fall. 

2013 Indianapolis College Showcase is presented by The Indiana Champions 

League at the Lawrence Soccer Complex, Lawrence, IN (Indianapolis, Indiana). 

Lawrence, Indiana, a suburb of Indianapolis is proud to call itself "Home of 

Youth Soccer" and has become a destination point for major soccer events. 

This event is for individuals. 

For players and teams registering to participate in the 2013 Indianapolis 

College Showcase, we encourage you to register for the Indianapolis Combine 

~t Clinic portion of the event as well. 



The Clinic Session will include a "warm-up", training session, small sided games and 

concludes with a full sided game. The Clinic will be conducted bv college soccer 

coaches. The college coach to p~ayer ratio is 1:18 / 1:22 depending on the number of 
participants per session. Throughout the process, the college coaches participating 
will tall< to the players about the importance of academics and the need to balance 
various aspects of college ~ife to be successful in the classroom and on the ~ield. 
Based on the number of participants per sessions, the coach may make adjustments, 
however a typical session will include the following: 

2 / 4S-minute Coi~ege-Sty~e Training sessions with a College Coach 
8v8 games coached by college coaches and observed by other coi~ege coaches 
11v11 game coached by a college coach and observed by other college coaches 

Player profiles will be provided to aH College coaches in attendance. 

advised by college coaches. 

The Premier Combine & C~inic combines education and athletics to help 

players plan and prepare for the right collegiate program, 

Click to R~gister 
for more information 



[i~!i ICLCollegeSh ...... 

Fort,yard email 

] 

This email was sent to an:~-~n@uncaa,unc.edu by info@premiercolleqecombine.com 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ Privacy Policy, 

Premier Marketing Group, In�. :: 2530 Superior Avenue #201 Cleveland :: OH :: 4411zt 



boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 

recruiting guide 

We take a look at the U13-U15 Boys in our 
monthly Grande Sports Academy TeamRank 
update. Follow us throughout the season as 
we track the best teams in the country. 

Who of the top women’s players are currently 
contending for the Hermann Trophy? A look 
back at how the last week impacted the race 

! ::~ Premier Content 1 
for the top individual award. : 

SCHOOL RAN (L[H(  S 
The Mason boys captured the new No. 1 for 
Region V, but the other seven No. is stayed 
put. 
MOIRE: Girls High School Rankings 

DID YOU SEE? 

Michigan State’s "Join the 
Chain" movement produced 
~ awesome video. 
They are Sparta. 

~Hudson: what are oyou 
saying and why is it 
amazinq? Double Barry 
White Disco, what? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:13 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: October Life Skill Seminars 

What does she mean? 

Se~t.f!°om my Verizon IFire[e,~s 4(5 L)’E" L)ROIL) 

........ Original Mesmge ........ 
Subject: October Life Skill Seminars 
From: "Lane, Cricket" <cricket@unc.edu> 
To: (INCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@gronps.unc.edu> 
CC: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Senior Staff<uncaa seniorstm°F(c)!groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-ExeStaff 
<uncaa exestaff@gmups.unc.eda>,UNCAA Academics <uncaa academics@groups.unc.edu>,"Willia~ls, Andre" <willia46@email.anc.edu>,"Webb, Josh" 
<jdwebb@emafil.unc.edu>,"Hoots, Eric M" <ehoots@emafil.unc.edu>,"Davis, Hubert lea Jr" <hidavis@unc.edu>,"Adams, Clarissa" 
<clarissa.adams@unc.edu>,                       ~unc.edu>,’                 ~email.unc.edu> 

T/’e mon~ of October we/’~ve ~wo sp@~l<@rs on campus (o~r ~h@m@ ~his year is RESPE(,T) ! ~r-~, ~sking ~/~ you c/~oose one or bo> ~c:r your s~uaen~ ~l-ie~es 
,o ~@nc~ ~s >@it ~l~nd~*ory Li~ Skills s@mi~_~r. L@~ m@ know ~s soon ,% you ,:-~n. I~ will b@ firs~ corn@, fi~s* s@rw ~s ~o ke@r~, ~s @v@n ~s possir~i@. H@r@ at@ your 

choices: 

Tuesday, ,7pro 
"Champions o~ Respect: LGBTQ Inclusion in Sport" 
University o~ North Carolina, intercollegiate Athletics 
Student-Athletes: Programming includes a brief facilitator introduction and breakouts to engage teams 
in relevant, intimate discussion, addressing topics specific to LG BTC). inclusion and championing respect 
within the team 

AND/OR 
Wed nesd ay, 7p m 

Janet wil~ ~ocus on socia~ med~a and the undedyh-~9 behaviors students m-~d student-.ath~etes share onhne LJsb~g pictures m-~d stories tN<en i’nost~y from the athletics ~l’e~, this 
:~resentatiot~ ~1 challenge st~.~dents at~d student-athletes to thit~k abo~.~t their online brand, their participation h’~ and documentation o1: risky behaviors t~nd the real implications 
for their educational and employment opportunities. 

::~:: http://media.pres 

...... sherald.¢~m/ima 

ges/300*399/20 

120614 judge 2 

.jPg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, September 27, 2013 5:27 PM 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Re: Oct 24 - Gaa~e vs Clemson - Idea 

Sure Pete .... love the idea! Tom Stander will contact you to coordinate eve ~rything. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com wrote: 

Guys - 

Hope you’re well I’d like to throw out an idea to you. On October 24th you’re hosting Clemson and we’d like to bring all 5 NC Alliance Girls teams to the game. What we’d like to be able to do 
before kickoffthough is train at the LIWC fields (even for an hour) and then have the girls all sit together and ~vatch. 

Would it be possible to help me set this up to train at 

Would it also be possible for tickets for me to ~vork with someone to get a group discount (our club ~vill pay the entry fee for the players and coaches)?? 

Let me know yo~tr thoughts and this would be a great experience for our players. Thankst ! 

Pete Sadin 
NC Alliance 
Triangle FC 
919-696-2026 

Sent on the Sprint® No;v Network from my BlackBeny® 





Official visits are an extremely important part of the recruiting process. It’s the moment a student- 

athlete can walk around campus and get a real feeling if it’s the right fit or not. If gives student- 

athletes the opportunity to meet future coaches and teammates as well as see what it would be 

like to be a student-athlete at that school. 

The most valuable source for recruiting advice is someone who has been through the process. 

NCSA’s new website, myrecruitingstory.com, is the place where athletes and parents talk about 

their recruiting experiences and what they had to do to achieve their goals. Hear the stories of 

professional athlete, former division 1 players and other high school athletes like you. Or, if you 

want to share you’re your story, this is the place to do it! Tell Your Stow~ 

y p nt ,n 

college athletics happened 40 

years ago. It didn’t have to do with 

basketball, football or anything that 

I interviewed literally’ thousands over the years, including many happened during competition 

who had graduated who shared with me their "if l had recruiting to 
............................................................................................................................................................ What was it‘> do over again here is how I would do it" stories As the parent of a ~ it?~ 

current NCAA cross country’ runner that went through the 

recruiting process the last few years, I have seen first hand what 

goes into finding the "right fit." 

Whatdoesit~ke? ~ 



The Fall is a great time for student athletes to take unofficial visits, 

seeing a campus in the beginning of the school year and during/ / 

football season will give athletes a good feel for what the campus 

and social environment is like. Plus rnore than likely’ the coach will be 

Read More ~ | 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::i: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :i:::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, September 30, 2013 10:41 AM 

~Insn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.coIn; Jason Sisneros 

@gm~]l.com); .......... 

@gmail.com; sean patton ?}gmail.com); 

I; nicole fava (nfava@nncaa.nnc.edu); 

~gma]l.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; clay weaver I 

; matt jones 

Subject: F~V: Thm~k Yon’. 

Ladies, 

Just a short note to thank all of you who represented us so well. We are all members of this community and it is veW kind to give of your time and knowledge. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mangili, Lauren M 
Sent: ~llqursday, September 26, 2013 10:10 PM 
To: 
Cc: I)on-ance, Albert A IV 
Sutziect: Thank You! 

;)ear Women’s Soccer, 

Kid’s ROCK day on September 14th was a huge success and it’s all thanks to your You were so kind to share some ofyo~ weekend to make aftm day for many kids. We know- they had a 
blast getting to play soccer with Carolina’s very own! 
We really appreciate you working with us again this year. We enjoy being able to ofl;er such a great opportunity to the families of those who work hard here at Carolina, and we couldn’t do it 
without you! 

Thank you and have a great day! 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science Exercise Physiology Master’s Student - cio 

Laden Mangili, Associate Director 
Campus Recreation, CB 8610 
201 Student Recreation Center 
UNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8610 
(T) 919-%2-7348, (F) 919-%2-3621 

From: Mangili, Lattrcn M 
Sent: Tuesday. Auaust 27. 2013 9:20 PM 

To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Lee, Jordan Talmadge; Cunningham, Karen; Wingfield, Hailee 
Subject: RE: Campus kids rock confirmation 

Hi, 
Thank£ so much for getting back to me We are looking for;vard to it’. I will be in touch the week before the program to let you know about #’s and to confirm the details. 

Thanks again, 
Lam-en 
Lauren Mangili, Associate Director 
Campus Recreation, CB 8610 
201 Student Recreation Center 
LrNC-Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8610 
(T) 919-%2-7348, ~) 919-%2-3621 

Sent: Tuesday,_. 6:53 PM 
To: Mangili, Lauren M 
Cc: DolTance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Campus kids rock confirmation 

Lauren, 
My name is on the 
My email is @live unc.edu and number is 

team. I simply wanted to email you and confirm that we will do that event My teammate 
is cun-ently at work so I will have her contact you later Thank you so much[ We are excited’. 

and I will be your contacts. 

Looking forward to it, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:41 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: September’s Top Womens Soccer Prospects 

From: National Scouting Report [mailto:listreply=nsr-inc.com@mai159.at13:l.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of National Scouting Report 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 6:29 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A BI 
Subject; September’s Top Womens Soccer Prospects 

September’s Womens Soccer Prospects co~, 
When yot~ talk to NSR on4t~e-ground scouts, meet ~hem ~n person, or commu@cate via ema~ or 

~ext, yot~ can be assured [hat ~hey ~a~e been c~eared by the NCAA cerfifisa~ien pt~:~fam. As the 

nat~on% largest scouting o~ganization wN1 over 200 scorers nationwide, NSR is 

scouting 

::N:: image 

" " removed 

Our prospects range ftorn hi@~olevef DI lalerfl Io solid Dtll atMe~es~ They are able to be rot~inely 

anal conw;rdently eva~uated throu@~ their NSR webpage, w~ete ceash% can find sk~ kffem~al:km 

and d~gita~ v~deos, Yo~ ca~ always trust NSR to provide you wN~ q~ality st~@ent-atMetes, ~Jst 

~ike coaches have s~nce 1980. We aten2 te~ematketers, WE ~RE ON-~qE~GROUHD SCOUTS, 

anal ~t~e ph~dge k~ on~y pmvkh~ yeu wi[~ ~egNmate college prospects. 

removed 

ssnder NSR 

is 100% 

coaches 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 30, 2013 11:42 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT Schedule. 

ATT00001 .c; ATT00002.htm; USWYNT Schedule - September 2013.pdf 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent; Monday, September 30, 20:t3 7:55 AM 
To; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT Schedule. 
Good day coaches. 
Attached is the most recent schedule tbr upcoming USVvWNT events. 

All the bes~t. 

Rob 



U.S. Soccer Federation 

Women’s Youth National Teams Schedule 

2013 Planning 

ii~i7/2013 

UPCOMING SCHEDULE 
Start Date End Date Team City State/Country Trip Type 

September 14 September 21 U-14 GNT Carson Calif. Domestic Training 

September 15 September 22 U-17 WNT Lakewood Ranch Fla. Domestic Training 

Oct. 5 - TBD Oct. 12 - TBD U-15 GNT Carson Calif. Domestic Training 

October 12 October 19 U-18 WNT Lakewood Ranch Fla. Domestic Training 

October 13 October 19 U-17 WNT Lakewood Ranch Fla. Domestic Training 
Oct. 26 - TBD Nov. 10 - TBD U-17 WNT Montego Bay Jamaica World Cup Qualifying 

Event Detail 

Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 

Domestic training camp at Premier Sports 
Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 

Domestic training camp at PSC (w/U-17s) 

Domestic training camp at PSC (w/U-18s) 

U-17 WWC Qualifying (Oct= 30=Nov. 9) 

FUTURE PLANNING 

Start Date End Date Team City State/Country Trip Type Event Detail 

N~ve~be~ 23 N~ve~be~ 30 U-14 GNT Carson Calif. Domestic Training Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 

N~ve~be~ 24 De#e~ 1 u-20 WNT Domestic Training D#~ii~ t~ai~i#g #~# at USSE N~ 

De~be~ ~4 De~ 2~ U-23 WNT Domestic Training D~eSti# t~ai~i~g #a~# at S~!~e ~i~ U 2OS 
December 14 December 21 U-20 WNT S~R~i~ Ei~ Domestic Training De~esti~ t~aia!ag #a~ a~ s~a~i~e with U 23S 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, September 30, 2013 6:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Nov 23-24 - NPL College Showcase 

From-" Ron Benjamin [mailto:        ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, September 30, 2013 4:15 PM 
To:        @yahoo.corn 
Subject; Nov 23-24- NPL College Showcase 

Hello Col]ege Coaches, 

On behalf of NorCal Premier we invite you to participate in our November 23-24 Northern California Men’s and Women’s NPL Divisions College Showcase. 

The NPL consolidates the top talent in Northern California. Our Showcase events offer: 

.Top 25+ soccer clubs in Northern California - Age groups U15-U18 

.Boys College Showcase (November 23/24)- hosted at Turlock Soccer Complex 

.Girls College Showcase (November 23/24)- hosted at Davis Soccer Complex 

¯ Meaningful and Quality games - Each team will play one full-length game per day. Games will count towards League standings. 

College Coaches Activities 

¯ All pre-registered College Coaches provided free hotel room(*) by NorCal Premier Soccer - if allowed by your institution (Registration deadline, October 23rd.) 
.College Coaches Dinner/Social hosted on Saturday night. 
.College Coaches hosted tents at each event site with snacks provided all day 
.Players’ information books 

Please register for our Showcase by following the link below: 

Once you register, we wiii add you to our Woql!=,r!s Pro.qrams page h]£[}i~{£@Stf:G]££{i~JJ212J__{i~b21[£[~i}R2![]£{2S22_Z~_~£:, You will alsobe added to our This Week m College Soccer 
hl:t~si/;zA~/~.~xsrcs~q~)~ ccmick~bsil:ei~2~_Z_J_~Z~, and your game information is bls~s[ed to our NPL Weel4y Newsle[ter lis[ of over 2.000 erns~ils arid {}rOWir~g 

(*) Coaches who register before October 23rd qualify for free bed/hotel room - please express your interest and nights desired by emailing: raladmin@nomalpremier.com 

For morn information about the NorCal NPL Program please visit the website: 
http://www.norcalpremier.com/re.qacalea/index E.html 

Thank you, 
NorCal Premier 
raladmin norcal remier.com 

Image removed by sender 

Pl~cer United Soccer Club 
Director of Coachiug - Girls 

916-300-8884 

CoacM~on(~rAacerunited. corn 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

~c’ ~o£ the Jntendcd rcc~pJen~ ~)[ea ;e contract ~]’~e scnds~ and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 2:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducax@unc.edu>; bill paJladino < @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu-~; Brittani Bartok ~msn.com> 

Fwd: The Post-Season and all the other FUN Stufl~ !! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: The Post-Season and all the other FUN Stuff! !! 

From: "Culler, Ellen B" <eculle@unc.edtr~ 
To: "Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Smader, Thomas J" <pacmma@unc.edu>,"Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edu>,"Negalha, Jeff’ 
<jneg~]ha@unc.edu>,"Po~ter, Giant" <gtporte@unc.edu>,"Bunting, Mike" <mbunting@unc.edt~-,"Robinson, Kevin T" <l~ob@unc.edu>,"Duffy, Kathy B." 

<kduffy@unc.edu>YHawkins, Deborah Lynn" <dlhawldn@ps~l’e~,.unc.edu>        ~gmail.com,"Sarah Seely I      ’@gma~l.coin)" 

@gmail.com>,"M~:rsh, Patrick" <pInarsh(cT!eIn~]l.unc.edu>,"Hams, Stacey El~J<ne" <shamris@unc.edu>,"Miller, Beth" <bethmille@unc.edu>,"Ga]lo, Jr., LaiD" 

A." <athg~Zllo@unc.edu>,"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu>,Beros-Adriax~@amameak.com,"Lal~ar, Daniel P. (Labar-Daniel@aramark.com)(Labar- 

Daniel@a~:amark.com)" <~Labar-Daniel@aramark.com>,"Steinbacher, Rick" <riclm@unc.edu>,"Fulton, Grant" <gfulton@unc.edu>,"Cathl~o, Guy" 

<guycathro@unc.edu~,"Olim~o, Scott M" <oliaro@email.unc.edu~,"Fava, Nicole M" <fav@email.unc.edu~;,"Mays, Sally D" <smays@ema]l.unc.edu>,"Waicus, 

Kelly M" <~waicu@email.unc.edu~,"Bfickner. Thomas E" <~tom brickner@unc.edu~;,"Ciocca. Mario F" <ciocc@email.unc.edu;,"Steinberg, Jason" 

~ steinberg@unc.edtc,," Sabo, Tim" <tsabo@email .unc .edu>, "Touloupas, MaD, Alyson" <~matouloupas@unc .edu>," Sagul& Joseph A" 

<jsagul@unc.edu>,"Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwa]tney@unc.edw~,"Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edw~,"Kimmel, Mark D" 

<mdkJmmel@emaJl.unc.edu~,"Kirschner, Steve" qstevekirschner@unc.edw~,"Doran, Abbey Joy" <adoran@unc.edu>,"Gelin, Das~a E" <dgelin@unc.edu>,"Johnson, 

Shelley It" <shelljo@unc.edu~,"Brmmer, John F" q!ohn Brunne@unc.edu>,"Plunkett, Mary, Rob" <maxyrobp@unc.edw~,"Lancaster, El~abeth" 

<lizlan@emaJl.unc.edu~,"Stewamt, Robert House" <rhstewaJc@email.unc.edu-~,"Conway, Connie Morgan" <connie@unc.edu>,"Norton, Molly" 

<mbno~ton@unc.edw,,"Palanjim~, Scott" <scottp@unc.edu>,"Beale, Michael" <Inichaelbea]e@unc.edu>,"Creech, Karlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu>,"Paul, Saxnpson 

L" <spaul@unc.edw,,"Kall~as, Bri~ J" <bkalbas@unc.edu>,"Law, Greg A" <greg law@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Greetings: 
While it’s only the first of October, it’s still time to start juggling everything related to event management in advance of what we hope will be our 
busiest post-season in years. I’ve presented this schedule in a number of formats in the past, but this year, given our ever-present likelihood of 
overlapping events, I’m simply going to go day-by-day. There are a couple of sport programs with whom we have yet to confirm their desired 
preliminary game days/times, so I’m basing this on past history and my gut feeling. We’ll come back with a more comprehensive schedule later 
with selection show dates and times, ticket prices, etc., but at least this allows you a little early planning leeway, or in the case of the Ticket Office... 
cloning (a Dr. Waicus specialty). 
The following individuals will serve as NCAA Tournament Directors: 
Field Hockey - Mary Rob Plunkett 
Women’s Soccer- Elizabeth Lancaster 
Men’s Soccer - John Brunner 
Volleyball- Ellen Culler and Stacey Harris 
...and maybe a John Isner / Andy Roddick charity match - Mary Rob Plunkett and Ellen Culler 
But before, I delve into the post-season, how about a little regular season: 
Friday, November 8 

All day Women’s Tennis- Kitty Harrison Invitational 
4:30 pm Women’s Basketball vs. Air Force - home opener and a considerable parking challenge 
7:00 pm Men’s Soccer vs. NC State - HUGE 
8:00 pm Volleyball vs. Clemson 
9:00 pm Men’s Basketball vs. Oakland 
¥1KES! 

9:00 pm Women’s Basketball vs. Tennessee (no pressure here!) 

Friday, November 15 
TBD 4 NCAA Field Hockey team practices and coaches meeting 
TBD 2 NCAA Women’ Soccer team practices 
7:00 pm Volleyball vs. Virginia Tech 
8:00 pm Men’s Basketball vs. Holy Cross 
Saturday, November 16 
11:30 am NCAA Field Hockey First Round - Game #1 
2:00 pm NCAA Field Hockey First Round - Game #2 

NCAA Women’s Soccer First Round 
5:00 pm Volleyball vs. Virginia 
Sunday, November 17 
2:00 pm NCAA Field Hockey Second Round 
4:00 pm Men’s Basketball vs. Belmont 

Thursday, November 21 



TBD 4 NCAA Women’s Soccer team practices 
NO NCAA Men’s Soccer First Round - BYE - bye 
6:00 pm Women’s Basketball vs. Coastal Carolina 
Friday, November 22 
4:30 pm NCAA Women’s Soccer Second Round - Game #1 (we’re still confirming whether or not North Carolina can play in the first game - if 
so, this game may move to 5:00 pm) 
7:00 pm NCAA Women’s Soccer Second Round - Game #2 
Saturday, November 23 
TBD Football vs. ODU 
TBD 2 NCAA Men’s Soccer team practices 
Sunday, November 24 - another fun day! 
1:00 pm NCAA Women’s Soccer Third Round 
2:00 pm Women’s Basketball vs. Coppin State 
5:00 pm NCAA Men’s Soccer Second Round 

Thursday, November 28 
~--~A PPY TU RKEY 
Friday, November 29 
TBD 2 NCAA Women’s Soccer team practices 
Saturday, November ~0 

TBD Football vs. Duke 
TBD 2 NCAA Men’ Soccer team practices 
??? NCAA Women’s Soccer Quarterfinals 
Sunday, December 1 
TBD NCAA Men’s Soccer Third Round 

Wednesday, December 4 
6:00 pm Women’s Basketball vs. Nebraska 
Thursday, December 5 

TBD 4 NCAA Volleyball team practices 
TBD 2 NCAA Men’s Soccer team practices 
Friday, December 6 
3:00 pm NCAA Volleyball First Round - Game #1 
5:30 pm NCAA Volleyball First Round - Game #2 
7:00 pm NCAA Men’s Soccer Quarterfinals 
Saturday, December 7 - Pearl Harbor Day 
4:00 pm NCAA Volleyball Second Round 
7:00 pm Men’s Basketball vs. UNCG 
Saturday or Sunday, December 7 or 8 
TBD - TBA - TENTATIVE - John lsner ~ Andy Roddick - Cone-Kenfield 

There could easily be some errors, so I encourage to check your respective times, days and opponents closely. CONTINUED good luck to Anson, 
Carlos, Karen and Joe - our dream is a record-setting NCAA post-season!!!! 

Ellen B. Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

919.962.7855 
eculleF@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:12 PM 

Jeff Janssen <j ett~j effj an ssen.com> 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

matt jones I ;@gmail.com); 

. . ,@gmail.com; sean patton ( .~!gmail.com); 

.... ); nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

>; clay weaver 

Subject: RE: Leadership Academy Follow Up 

Good st~ff Jeff!! 

From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jeff@jeffjanssen.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 0:t, 20:t3 :t0:42 AM 
To-" jeff@jeff-janssen.com 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian .1; Breschi, Joe; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Mann, Jan M.; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, 
Karen C; Fox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Haney, Sarah K; Paul, Sampson L; Levy, Jennifer S; Johnson, Shelley H; Ille, Vince 
Subject-" Leadership Academy Follow Up 
Carolina Coaches, 
As always, thanks for the privilege of worldng with your leaders! Here is a quick synopsis of the workshops last night and how you can follow up with them to reinforce 

and extend the ~na~n messages. 

RISING STARS 

The primary focus for the RS was on building their confidence - both as atl~etes and emerging leaders. We discussed the four ways to build confidence including 1. 

Focus on their Strengths, 2. Focus on Past Successes, 3. Focus on Quality Preparation, 4. Praise - remembering that others believe in tbem. Each of your athletes 

personalized these four areas to themselves as an athlete and potential leader. I also s~tressed that the same four confidence-building areas can be applied to teammates 

and the team in general to build confidence when it is lacking. 

I did have several SAs either speak with me afterwards or message me about how the confidence workshop really hit home ruth them. So definitely check in ruth your 
Rising Stars as they look to build and sustain their confidence as athletes and emerging leaders. 

VETERAN LEADERS (FALL SPORTS ONLY) 

Since they are in season, we met only with the Fall sports leaders mad had them anaJyze a recent competi’don t?om a leadership standpoint. Like an After Action Review 

(AAR) in the military or medicine, the goal was to take an objective, 30,000 lbot view of the competition to see where leadership was and could have been better 

demonstrated. Your leaders did a fabulous job of finding some key areas where they could step up and improve. They also identified some key action items to focus on 

this week so please check in with them to see what they identified to focus on. I was veW proud of the work they put in! 

If you have any questions, please let me ki~ow... 

Thmflcs and GO HEELS ! 
.left" 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721-TEAM 

Temn up with student-athlete leaders from across the count~, to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change (SALSC) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ARSON); 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros (jmsisneros@gmail.com) 

VW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} U 15 Camp Information/Roster 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 

Sent: Tuesday, October 0:[, 20:[3 :[0:3:[ AM 

To; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 

Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} U :[5 Camp Information!Roster 

UoSo Uo15 GNT Reports to National Training Center for Fina  Camp 
of 2013 
The U~So Under-15 Gir~s’ National Team wil~ ho~d its fourth and final event of the year 
from Oct. 5-12 at the U.S. Soccer National Team Training Center in Carson, Calif., as 
UoSo Soccer Development Director Jill E~is has ca~ed in 26 players, 
Print 

Subscribe to RSS 

Email This 

CHICAGO (SepL 30, 2013) -- The US. Urlder.-15 Girls’ National Team ,.qiii hold its ~ourl:h and final everlt of the year hom Oct 5-12 at the U.S. S:)cc.~!r Nati:)nal Team [r~;irfin:g C.~!!~ter i!~ 

Carson, Calif, as US Soccer Development Director Jill Ellis has caiied in 26 players 

ii~e U.-15 GNT will play t,.,~i; maichee during the camp, on W.~dr~esday. Oct 9 (lil<eiy a!~aine~ a (:::ai-Sou[i~ ODP~ t.~!u~m) arid o!~ Frida!/, Oci. ! I (likely an :nh-a-sql;ad] wi[h times 1:o 

determined 

U.S. U-15 GNT Noster By 

GOALKEEPERS {4): Dameiie Greerfiee (8c~ar Chelsea Ehte; Rcck~’,,all, ge~as), Ka[herir~e Hess (So Cal {~see: Ne~’,,pert Beach. CaliI’ ), Meiissa I..e’wder (DM(::V Sharks: Sa~ Die{c 

Calif } E,/ar:ge~e Soucie (PD£: Milford N J) 

~.~E~:~.~.~..l~.[i.~,very Batscrl (Birmingh~rY} United SC: Ma(fison, Ale.), Ma~a Berkely (Fa~field Optimist Club; Liberty Tewnship, Ohio), Saman[[}a Brdder (Real Se Ca~: Bell Canye~}, 

OaliL), Kaitii~ Higgir~s (PDA; l\mJreas, Pa.), Kate Morris (MicM:~an Hawks: Plymot~l:h, Mich) 

~!J.~]EL~.L~.~:~.J.J.2L)I Msrissa Bosco (Eclipse 8]elect; St Charles, d[} Savannar{ DeMelo (Beach FC: Bellflower Celif } A~exs Ferre~ra (PDA; Warree, N J} .Jordsn Herr (Dallss Sting; 

Sachse Te>:as) &~de King {E 1~ G s Ac d rr y; Apple V~lley, M~rlrl ), A~a blar[i~s (Carme~ U~s~ted SC:: Carmel, }r~d ), Me{ ~r~ Massey (Rea~ Celorado; Highl~nds Ranch. Cek: ), Shea Mcyer 

IFC Revolul:ion; WyorYfiss~ng, Pa ), Ceurl:r~ev O’Brien {qe~l Se Cal; Pacific Pa~sades, Ca~f ), A ~ev Sanchez {So Cal B~ues; IVlonrevia. Ca~ff ). T~ryn Temps (o. :a.-k.,hels ,~ ...... Frisce, 

~.[=~}~}~J:{~.{~)i ~sabella Bdede (Tophat 8C Alphare~a Ca} .Julie Doyle (West Coast FC; Lsguna N~gel Ca~ff} Catadna Macar~o (See D~e9o Su~ff: San Diego, Calif Kadie Paschall 

(Tennessee 8C; Brer~tweed. Tervs ), Emma Thcmson 8cckers FC; Park Rid{ e I~ ), Semen[tea Tran (DeAnza Ferce SC: Tracy C~I~.) 

- See more at http://~ww.usseacer.cominews/u-.15-q~rlsi2013/09/u15..qnt-reports-to-ntc-.for-fmal-aamp.-of-2013.aspx#sthash.YuNzZQOAdpuf 

Rob Kehoe 
DirectoF of College PFO~Far~S I N~]tional Soccer Coaches Assock~tio~ of Ar~leF~Ca 
800 Ann Ave, Kansas C~t~,, KS 66~0]. ~ 9J.3 362 J.747 x J.015 19~3 362 3439 
VVisconsh~ Office; ~20 674 4391 1Celk 
~.~.~:~9!.~ I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Find out ~nore about NSCAA College Services at ~,_~,_~,_:!)_~_c_’~:__c_R_r_~,_/__c_R[!__e_~_e_.. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} U 15 Camp Information/Roster 

Should we be chasing any of these? 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 

Sent: Tuesday, October 0:t, 2013 :t0:3:t AM 

To: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 

Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} U :~5 Camp Information!Roster 

UpS, Uo15 GNT Reports to National Training Center for Fina  Camp 
of 2013 
The U,S~ Undero15 Gir~s’ National Team will ho~d its fourth and final event of the year 
from Oct, 5-12 at the UpS, Soccer National Team Training Center in Carson, CaVil,, as 
U,S, Soccer Development Director Jill E~lis has called in 26 p~ayers. 
Pri~t 

Subscribe to RSS 

Email This 

Sep 30,2073 

CF C~aGO (Sept S0 20131 Tile U.S Li!}der-15 GirLie hiefior!u,i T~!arn Will hokJ it.~ four[i} and fir!u’l ev~!nt of [I~e y~!ar frc~rr! Oct. 

LI S L haler-?? Womer=’s National [earn riced coach B.J Snow’~vi~ be at the event to watch this age group for potential call-ups h’: the near feature and for trle next cycle 

The U- 15 GNT will ph,’y two rr!atche.~ during the cemp, en Wedneaday Oct. 9 (likely a.qainst e Cei-South ODP teem) end isrl Friday, Oct 1 ! (likely an irltra-sqtiad) with times te be 

.-.;-O,,’~LKEEPERS {4): [)ar¢:e~ Greelqee {Soiar Che~se~ Elite; Rockwsll T~:<~s Katherh~e ~- ~ss ~So Ca~ FY:u~s; Newpod: Be~ch C~IiL), Mehssa [.owd~r (D[vICV Sharks Sar~ I:):~go 

Calif ), Evangeline Seucie (PDA M ford. ~ J ) 

E~Rg.b!Eg.E£1.L~ay..Avery Batso~ (Birmingham United SC: Madison, AIs), Ma~a Berkely (Fa~¢ield Optimist Club; Libe£y Township, Ohio), Sarnsntha Bruder (Real 8o Ca~: Bell Canyon 

Calif), Kail:~rl Higgins (PDA; Andreas, Pa ), Kete Merria (N1ks~an Hawka; Plyrneu~h, M~ch.) 

MIDF~EE.DERS (~ 91~rissa Bosco (Eah;)se Selec[; St. Charles ill). Sa~’am~ah DeMelo (B~ach FC Bellflo,,~er. Cslif ). A~x~ F~rre:ra pDA; Warrer~, N.J). Jord~r~ Herr (Dalh~s Sting; 

Sschse Texas} Jede King (Elite Girls Academy; Apple Valley, Mmn), A~a Maltin (Carrne~ Unfed SC: Carmel, I~d), Megan Massey (Rea~ Colorado; Highlands RancrL Co~o ), Shea Moyer 

(FC Reveh;~ien: ~Tyernissing, Pc.), Co r ev O:B e 4Re~ So C~ Pacigk~ Pe~sades. Ce~f.}. ,~ahk~y 8anc~ea (8e Cal Bk~ea; blenrovia, C:a~f.) T~;bn Tor~<~:, (..~o.a:-.,I.<~h,ea o,.. Frisao. 

Texas) 

g}:;:[ %t’~t:5 ~1~ ~.~ ?~. L~ ).:. ~sabella 

(Tennessee SC; Bre~Nvood. ]e~n ), Ernrna Tr~ornson {Sockets FC; Park Ridge, I~ ), SsrnaF:tha Yran {DeAnza Force SC: ]racy: Ca f ) 

~R~ ~:~::~,::’::i Ir~::~ k:s : U-.15 G}rla; Jill EHis. National Train}ng Center 

-. See rnere a[: ~ttp:i!w~-~’. ussoccer.com!news!u-1 5-qirls!201 3i09/u 15-qBt-reports-to-ntc-for-final-cam~-of-2~] }:~px#sthash Yu NzZQOA.d~ 
Rob gehoe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66~0~ ~ 9~3 362 ~747 x ~0J.S 191.3 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 ,~391 I Cell: 
N_~&~=gR~. I Twitter: ~NSCAA I 

Find out more about NSCzL& College Services at 2v_yv_!~k_n___s__c__a__:a_:_cL~_?_Lr_~:{_c:£?!_l__e_g__e_. 

You received tiffs message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
To unsub~ribe fromthis groupand stop receiving emailsfi~omit, send anemailto division-i-womeus-soccer-coaches unsubscribe~Sgooglegroupscom 
To post to this group, send email to divis~on-i-womeus-soccer-coaches~google~roups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i,’groups.google.conr’groupidivisiou-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 
For more options, visit https:/igmups.goo~le~com/groups,’opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under- 14 boys and under- 15 gifts nalional team rosters 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 0:[, 20:[3 9:03 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subiect; Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under-:[4 boys and under-:[5 girls national team rosters 

i.~.i Image removed by sender¯ Youth Soccer Reporter 

[uesday, Oct. 1, 20!3 



by Soccer America 

[HTC CAMP] U.S. under-14 boys national team head coach Tony 
Lepore called up 48 players for the first training camp of the 2013- 
14 cycle that began Saturday at the U.S. Soccer Hational Training 

Center in Carson, Calif....r~ea~ the wha~e stray 

by Soccer America 

[NTC CAAP] U.S. Soccer development director 
26 players for the U.S. under-15 8iris national team’s rough and 

final event of the year Oct. 5-12 at the U.S. Soccer National Team 

Training Center in Carson~ Calif....Read the 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. NATIONAL FOUNDATION] The U.S. Soccer Foundation 
received S2.6 million in funding from the Corpora~on for Ha~ona[ 

and Community Se~ce’s Serial Innova~on Fund to suppo~ U.S. 

Soccer Foundation’s afterschoot youth development program~ 

Soccer for Success .... Read the who~e 

by Soccer America 

[NORTHWEST LEAGUE CHAMPIONS CUP] Washington Youth Soccer 

and BC Soccer Premier League will hold the inaugural Northwest 
League Champions Cup competition Dec. 14-15 at Cash Park in 

Everett~ Wash.~ for boys and ~rls teams in the under-13 to under- 

16 di~sions....~¢ead ~he wb(~e 

Around the 

The great benefit of the MLS academy setup is that young players 

~et a chance to play alongside and against pros, somethin~ 

Po~tand Timbers head coach Caleb Po~er~ who grew up near 
Kaiamazoo~ Mich, didn’t experience until he was drafted out of 

Indiana by the San Jose Ea~hquakes. "That’s a problem in this 

count~, because most kids in other countries, they taste 

professional soccer at a much earlier age/’ Porter said. "They rub 

elbows with professional ptayers~ they see them every week~ there 

is a connection there." ...Read the ~,’ho~e story 

by Dev Mishra 

If you’ve had any kind of significant injury that’s 
caused you to miss playing time you probably know 
that you need to be healed from your injury and 

then you need to regain fitness ...... Mo~e 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would like to be81n 

receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - www,seccelamer=ca.com - and become a complimentary member. 

R3S Fee~Js are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Get early access to the WAGS player book 

From: CaptainU [mailto: no-reply@captainu.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 0:t, 20:[3 8:30 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Get early access to the WAGS player book 

Hey Anson, 

CaptainU is providing the official player book Ii~r the upcoming WAGS in Fairfax, VA mad is maJaing the intbrmation available free lbr coaches with a 
CaptainU College account. 

~_i_g__n__i__n_. now to review pm~ticipating player profiles, upload your recruit list to see if they’ll be attending, and com~ect with athletes befbre the event. 

Let me know if you have any questions! 

Tip: To help ensm-e deliveD, of yotn- Captai~U emails, add "help@captainn corn" to yo~- address book. 

Click here to opt out ~i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 1, 2013 4:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NCSA Quarterly Update Email 

From: Coachboland@ncsasports.org [mailto:Coachboland@ncsasports.org] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 0:t, 20:[3 4::[4 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 

i’~ilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Ncsa logo 

remcNed by 

sender¯ 

Facebook 

Image 
removed by 

sender 

Twitter 

i~<iilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

Googleplus 

Coach Dorrance, 

At NCSA, we do our homework and analyze the roster needs of every coach in our network. We put in the 

effort to ensure that coaches find the right recruits and that student-athletes fred colleges that are a good 

match. 

By confirming your position needs below we will adjust our search criteria for your program_. 

These are the roster ope~ings we thi~k you have,.. 

Looks like you may be looking for a 2014 Goalkeeper Co~1"~m Now! 

Looks like you may be looking for a 2014 Outside Back Co~1"~m Now! 

Looks like you may be looking for a 2014 Forward Conf{~e Now! 

Login and begin posting open roster spots you are 

int~’ested in filling. V i cw "~% ar R o~;lc~ ~ isl i~ ~ ~; 
Nauo~v or widen yore sereoh t~r student-athletes 

by selecting preferences Your selection will allow 

NCSA to suggest sl~tdent-athletes of interest to 

you. 

No 
GPA: 

1350 

No 
ACT: 

Mi~um 

States: All S~tes 

Senior Positions: 
Positions 

3unior Positions: 
Positions 

Sophomore Positions:                        Positions 

Freshman Positions: 
Positions 





Evaluatinq Your Recruiting Calls 

New to Recruiting Education OnDemand this week, 

Garland Cooper discusses Evaluating Your 

Recruiting Calls¯ As a top recruit and Hall of Fame 

softball player, Garland is providing you I0 ways to 

make your recruiting calls more effective and help 

you land your top prospects¯ 

Watch today’s all new episode of Recruiting 

Education OnDemand to learn what student-athletes 

need to hear on your recruiting calls. 

Want to upgrade your current recruiting process ? 

Log in to your NCSA account here to recruit with 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting today! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON):, 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<]ucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Recruiting Needs 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Recruiting Needs 

From: CSA PrepStar <jett~csaprepstar.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.~mc.edtv~ 
CC: 

"Serving High School & Intercollegiate 
Athletics Since 1981" 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, We are checking with you to see what your current recruiting needs are and how we may help you with those needs. 
If you could please email us the following information regarding your recruiting needs we would greatly appreciate iL 

Position needs: 

Minimum GPA,’SAT,’ACT: 

States you recruit: 

Other information we should know: 

Thanks Coach and best of luck to you and your program! 

JeffDuva 
National Scouting Director 

CSA-PrepStar 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, October 3, 2013 10:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2014 NPL Finals to be held July 10-14 at Brym~ Park Soccer Complex in Greensboro, N.C. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 2014 NPL Finals to be held July 10-14 at Bryan Park Soccer Complex in Greensboro, N.C. 
From: US Club Soccer <communication@usclubsoccer.org> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email .unc.edu> 
CC: 

2014 NPL Finals to be held July 10-14 
at Bryan Park Soccer Complex in Greensboro, N.C. 

2014 NPL Finals Web pac~e I NationalPremierLeacNes.com 
CHARLESTON, S.C. (Oct. 3, 2013) - US Club Soccer has announced that the 2014 NPL Finals will be held ,luly 10-14 at Bryan Park Soccer Complex in Greensboro, 

The NPL Finals - formerly known as the NPL Champions Cup - features the champions of all 18 NPLs across the United States in the U-13 through U-18 boys and girls age 

groups. Teams will play several group games before advancing to knock-out rounds to determine the NPL national champion in every age group. 
One of the most prestigious championships in the country, the NPL Finals is the targeted destination for all NPL teams throughout the year-long, league-based competition each 
season. 
Bryan Park Soccer Complex is an impressive competition venue featuring 17 Bermudagrass fields and the 2,000-seat MacPherson Stadium. 
"Playing at Bryan Park Soccer Complex is an excellent reward to those teams who competed so well over the course of the year during the NPL season," said NPL General 
Manager Chris Baer. 
For the first time, the NPL Finals will be a stand-alone event in 2014. The 2012 and 2013 events were held alongside the National Cup Finals, the culminating event of US Club 
Soccer’s cup-based national championship competition. The National Cup XIII dates and locations will be announced in the coming weeks. 
The inaugural NPL Champions Cup took place in July 2012 at Waukegan Sports Park outside Chicago, where five boys teams were crowned champions. Twelve teams - six 
boys and six girls - earned national championships at the 2013 event, held July 18-22 at Aurora Sports Park in suburban Denver. 

¯ Recap and video from the 2013 NPL Champions Cup 

Recap and video from 2012 NPL Champions Cup 

The NPL was created to elevate and change the competitive youth soccer landscape by extending developmental principles espoused by U.S. Soccer into more age groups and 

clubs, by linking competition with player development and identification platforms, and by providing meaningful weekly competition culminating in the NPL Finals. 
The NPL consists of 18 independent leagues (_~__a_~_), unified under one national competition platform, and based on a common technical framework designed to improve long- 
term player development. 

A National Association member of the U.S. Soccer Federation, US Club Soccer is an organization committed to the development and support of soccer clubs in the United 

States. 
US Club Soccer offers youth and adult registration, league- and cup-based competition platforms at the recreational and competitive levels, as well as a variety of other 

programming, including the Olympic Development Program-sanctioned id2 Program and Player Development Programs. 

Through US Club Soccer, all of a club’s programs - recreational, competitive and adult - are able to be united under one organizational umbrella, creating a "members for life" 
culture within each club. 

usclubsoccer.org I Facebook: !usclubsoccer I Twitter; Cc~usclubsoccer I YouTube;/usclubsoccer I l(YCK.com;/usclubsoccer 

### 

J 

This emaJl was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu by Col~nl~nunications@usclubsoccel-.Orq 

Update Profile/Email Address :: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

US Club Soccer I 192 E. Bay St., Ste. 301 I Charleston I SC I 29401 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 12:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PCC @ In@ College Showcase - Times Announced 

From: Premier College Combines [mailto:ed@collegecombine.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Premier College Combines 
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 7:36 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; PCC @ Indy College Showcase - Times Announced 

We are looking for Clinicians for this event. 

Please email us if you are interested. 

i.~.i Image removed bysender. POC 

Indianapolis College Combine & Clinic 
All High School Ages 

@ 2013 Indianapolis College Showcase 

Gills = Friday November 8,2013 
Boys - Friday November 15, 2013 

Combine & Clinic: 
6:00 PM to 9:00 PM 

Lawrence Soccer Complex, Indianapolis, Indiana 

We are pleased to announce we will be conducting a Premier College Combine 

& Clinic at the 2013 Indianapolis College Showcase this coming fall. 

2013 Indianapolis College Showcase is presented by The Indiana Champions 

League at the Lawrence Soccer Complex, Lawrence, IN (Indianapolis, Indiana). 

Lawrence, Indiana, a suburb of Indianapolis is proud to call itself "Home of 

Youth Soccer" and has become a destination point for major soccer events. 

This event is for individuals. 

For players and teams registering to participate in the 2013 Indianapolis 

College Showcase, we encourage you to register for the Indianapolis Combine 

& Clinic portion of the event as well. 

The Clinic Session will include a "warm-up", training session, small sided games and 

concludes with a full sided game. The Clinic will be conducted by college soccer 

coaches. The college coach to player ratio is l:lg / 1:22 depending on the number of 

participants per session° Throughout the process, the college coaches participating 

will talk to the players about the importance of academics and the need to balance 

various aspects of college life to be successful in the classroom and on the field. 

Based on the number of participants per sessions, the coach may make adjustments, 

however a typical session will include the following: 



2 / 4S-minute College-Style Training sessions with a Co]lege Coach 

8v8 games coached by college coaches and observed by other college coaches 

11vll game coached by a college coach and observed by other college coaches 

Player profiles will be provided to all College coaches in attendance. 

Players will be trained by college coaches seen by college coaches and 

advised by college coaches. 

The Premier Combine & C~inic combines education and athletics to help 

players plan and prepare for the right collegiate program, 

Click to Register 

or for more information 

X I mag ....... d W sender. ICL College Sh ...... 

Xi Image 
..... removed 

sender. 

Forward ernail 

...... removed by 

sender. 

this email was sent to anson@uncaa,unc.edu by info@prerniercolleqecombine.com 
Update Prof:ile/Email AddFess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ PFivacy Policy, 
Premier IVlarketing Group, inc. :: 2530 Superior Avenue #20:[ Cleveland :: OH :: 44:[:114 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 5:28 PM 

~@workproducks.com> 

Duca~; Chris (ducaJ:@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gtnail.com) 

RE: DaughteB -                  - Family Coming to Syracuse Game on Oct. 17 

I am sure we can work something ouL ._. I will copy Chris Ducat on this, he might turn it over’ to Jason Sisneros, 

We look forward to seeing you guys again. 

From: :                   . @workproducts.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 6:59 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Ce:      ~aol.com 
SubjeCt: FW: Daughters -                - Family Coming to Syracuse Game on Oct. 17 

Coach Dorrance - I sent thi~ email to you on Sept. 26, the day of the Pitt away game, so you probably didn’t catch it. 

The girls are excited about the Syracuse game...we hope to hear back tkom you as to whether its possible to provide them with a similar experience to last year. If not, 

I do understand. 

Thanks! 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:44 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: Daughters - : - Family Coming to Syracuse Game on Oct. 17 

Coach Dorrance: 

Strong start to the season....terrible luck vs. the Irish and a real tough one @ FSU. Attached is a pic of the girls with one of our own, Robyn Gayle, after a 

Washington Spirit training session here in Leesburg, VA. 

Our family is coming to the Syracuse Game on Oct. 17 and we are hoping we might be able to get the experience we had last year, quick tour of McCaskill 

and sit-in the team’s pre-game locker room session? The kids talk about it often, so I hope the request isn’t to big!? Hopefully we’ll have            with 

us, as we are coming to the game with Cliff & Linda Butler {             ). 

Best to the girls today vs. Pitt! 

Thanks Coach .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_._qs__o__q ._@__e_ .m__~_!]_._u__n_.c_._e_d__u_.> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 1:20 PM 
To: 
Subject: RE: Daughters - - Northern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 

Thank you and all the best to your girls!!! 

From: .@ _w_o_r__k p_r__o_d_ M _c__t__%c___o_ ~ ] 
Sent." Wednesday, July 03, 20:13 7:08 AN 
To: Ducar, Chris 
¢¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Daughters - - Northern Va. Coach/Club Recommendations? 
Chris: 

Thanks for your time and insights re: time spent on ECNL, ODP, high school recruiting efforts. You and the staff hauled in one HEELUVA recruiting class- 

congrats on keeping our Women’s Team dominant! 

I counted 8 ECNL players, 6 National Teamers, and the best player from the SEC and Region player {UGA transfer) 

http://www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=208570963. Good to see among those Jim Heavner’s _ 

,who is also an top ranked student. 

Your advice for me and my daughters was helpful in picking their coaches and clubs,       u:13, got selected to play for 

State Cups and UNC greats - Staci Wilson, Laurie Schwoy played for him).    , u9, got selected to play for            and 

club). Gordon coached the u9-u12 girls who now make up ECNL’s best u:14 team along with top nationally ranked u11, u:!.2 teams. 

We’ve got great coaching, so its up to my girls to perform .... 

Again, thanks for advice and congrats on the recruiting efforts! 

Best, 

(has won numerous VA 
(ECNL-affiliated 

@workproducts,com 

" (Skype) 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:09 PM 

To: Ducal Chris 



Subject: RE: Daughters - ! - Northern Va. Coach/Club Recommendations? 
Thank you Chris. 
We currently have our u139 player training with 2 clubs that are ODP focused and 1 club ECNL focused. 
I’ll try you around 12 noon. 
Best, 

From: Ducar, Chris [ducar@unc~edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 2:59 PM 
To:: 
Subject: RE: Daughters - - Northern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 

Please call me sometk~e tomorrow and we can chaL 

From:                    @workproducts.coml 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: Daughters - . Northern Va. Coach/Club Recommendations? 
Thanks Coach. 
Hi Chris: 
Your direction would be appreciated. We live in . and have been playing in the since the girls started. It’s a really big club and it 
generates a lot of $ through fielding as many teams as possible, diluting quality of coaching and subsequently play at certain age groups. A few D1 players are coming through 
the ranks (i.e. Whitney Church @ Penn State - yes, one of the defenders torched by our girls in the Finals!), but seemingly a low % compared to other clubs. 
It’s an ODP affiliated club vs. US Soccer Dev. Academy, if that makes any difference. 
The girls can continue there, however options are important with a specific focus on the Coach versus the Club per the reasons below. 
Thanks greatly, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 3:28 PM 
To: 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: Daughters -                - Northern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 

I would love to advise you but can’L I will copy Chris Ducat on [his. He is my poin[ person in recruiting and might have a d~rect~on for you~ 

Yes, ~ ~ove nose for the goal She could be very speciaHH 

From: @workproducts.com] 
Sent= Thursday, May ~6, 20~3 ~0:08 AM 

To:      @aol,com; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 

Subject: ~: Daughters - - No~hern Va. Coach/Club Recommendations? 
Hi Coach Dorrance/Coach Palladino: 
I just got off of the phone with my buddy, Cliff Butler (copied here), and we were talking about my girls and his                and their soccer accomplishment. Sounds 
like       is a special player ..... 

and I plan to bring the family to your Oct. ~8 Syracuse game coupled with the Miami football game that evening. I can’t count how many times my girls and ~in boys 
(u] players) have watched all UNC soccer you tube videos and announced that they know the girls~ 

(ui3) and    (ug) have been playing travel soccer and are in the midst of No~hern Va. Travel tryout. Since UNC is our standard, I’m hoping you guys might have 
recommendations on the best coaches to play for in both age categories? We understand there are no guarantees, however we are highly encouraged by both      and 

accomplishmen~ and view coaching as absolutely critical at this s~ge of their development. 
Are you guys able to recommend!provide any insight? 

Than~, 

~workproducts.com 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 17, 2013 4:05 AM 

To: 
Subject: Re: Daughters -:               attending Boston College game 

Thanks for the note. Anson has been remarkable and we do not want to take their success for granted. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: ~workproducts.corn", @workproducts.com> 

Date: Saturday, December 8, 2012 11:26 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Anson Dorrance <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Cc: Holden Thorp <holden thorp@unc.edu>, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy...Renner@med.unc.edu>, ’ 

Subject: RE: Daughters - attending Boston College game 

Mr. Cunningham: 
Class of ’90, responding back to you after "our" 22nd National Championship! 

My soccer-playing and Tar Heel-loving daughters, (11) and    (8) along with their soccer-playing and Tar Heel-loving twin brothers, (6), watched 
every second of every game possible following our Boston College experience. 
Seeing the team plow through disappointing losses to ultimately win the National Championship was simply spectular! 
Thanks to Coach Dorrance, Coach Palladino, and the girls for being such positive role models for my kids. As parents, (my wife, Boston College alum now converted 
to a Tar Heel), and 1 appreciate such a display of excellence that our kids strive to replicate on the playing field and in the classroom. 

Best, 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [bubbac@email.unc.edu] 



Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Anson Dorrance 
1::c: Thorp, Holden; Renner, 3oy 3; 
Subject: RE: Daughters - attending Boston College game 

Dear Anson, 

Thank you very much for passing on the information from . What an exceptional way of talking about outstanding individuals who have brought great 

pride to the institution! 

I’m delighted that many people, in fact, most people, see the extreme value in intercollegiate athletics when done the right way, and I truly believe Carolina 

does it the right way. 

Thanks again. 

Bubba 

Froth: Anson Dorrance [.L’0__ajLt#___:__a3)__s__9__n__@__u___n__c__a___a_:__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 10, 2012 11:50 AM 
To; Cunningham, Bubba; 
(;c; m’liss dorrance; Barreto, Anabela; Pressley, Cameron; Godbout, Lauren; robert jones; Michaelson, Pj 
S,,bject: RE: Daughters -                attending Boston College game 

you are very kind to share and document all this. ] do love these kids and you can understand why. As UNC athletics gets bashed about by our "friends" at the News and 
Observer it is nice to know that there are some things positive to report. 

Thank you for making my day! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
> > > ~workproducts.com > 10/10/2012 11:42 AM > > > 

Coach Dorrance: 

The victory on the field v. Boston College last Thursday was on]’~ a part of the empowering experience you made possible t:or my t:amily ..... 

The "C~Tali~ WET" through the eyes of.       (~1),     (I0), and, 

Coach PaJ~ad~lo autosra~hi~8 ¢~The Man Watch~ns" and enAa~inA each of the 8~r~s in a d~scuss~on about their interests (and yes for the record,    did 

have 6 goals to 3 8oals for daushter in [hek ~a[est matchup); 

Freshman - -welcomk~g the ~Ms ~:o McCaskH~ pre-same; see~n8 [he ~Ms on campus the next day arid thanMn~ them for cotton8 arid 

wishing them a safe tr~p home; 

Freshman - - autosraphin8 ~:he girFs ~x)s[ers post--same and thanMn~ them for 

Freshman - -au[ogra~hk~g the ~ir]’s posters post-same and thankin8 ~:hern for coming; 

Jur]ior -- ~ spotting the gills and approaching them ~n the P~t the next morning between classes, asMng the g~rls about their h~terests and 

shar~n~ her ~rnpressh~e academk: e’,<perience @ U 

Junior - -au~ogra~)hing the girFs posters post-game and l:harddng ~hem ~or (:om~ng; 

Junior - ~utograph~ng the girFs posters post-game and thin, king them for coming; 

Sen~or ..... we~comh~g the g~ds to Mcgaski]J pre-game; 

Sen~or - ~ - welcoming the g~Hs to McC~sRH] pre-gm~e m~d accommodating them during the team pre-game meeting; 

Sen~or .... ~utograph~ng the girFs posters post-game and spendh~g time asMng them about their experience; 

Senior- .... suto~raphk~g the gM’s posters post-game, sharing her impressive academic experience @ Yale & UNC, and spendk~g time asMng 

them about their experience; 

Sen~or ..... spotth~g the gM’s on campus the next morning and stopping her ~ntense practice routh~e to ~sk the g~rls ~bout their experience and 

sharh~g details of her practice regiment w~th them; 

Sen~or .... autograpNng the g~rFs posters post-game ~nd sharh~g her ~mpressive when/where!how she got ~nto gill’s soccer in H~gh Point 

and ascended to tNs pos~t~on, including w~thstm~dh~g ~njur~es to come back and pursue ~ National Championship with the ’12 Tar Heels. 

Sen~or ...... professionally f~dHt~fing this unbelievable experience while juggling his pre-game duties. 

Your underclassmen exhibited the Carolina Way as Fm sure they see ~t repeatedly practiced by the upperclassmen, ~s ~ got to see..,.so 

im~)ress~ve~ 

Thanks Coach. 

~workproducts.corn 

Sent: Tuesday, (~ctober 02, 2012 3:47 PM 

To; ’Pressley, Cameron’ 
l::c-" bill palladino; Sander, Thomas; Dorrance, Albert 
Subject; RE: Daughters - attending Boston College game 
Thanks Cameron: 

Confirmed for that [:im~-L I haven’t been on campus since McCaskill was been built, but assume we’ll meet sornewhere around [:here or Fe[:zer? 

The gkls are s~:oked~ My wife/their mother were: to BC, so we are leaving her home... 

Contact kffo. is here. 

Best, 

@workproducts.corn 

From-"                            .@_[ Lv_ _e_:_u_ ! _~_ _c_ : _e_ ._ _d_ _u_ ] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 12:08 PM 
To-" 
¢:c-" bill palladino; Sander, Thomas; Dorrance, Albert 
Subject-" RE: Daughters - attending Boston College game 
Hello 
Not sure if anyone has been in contact with you yet but, my name is ( one of the head managers this year, and I would be more than happy to take you and your family 



on a quick tour of our facilities before the game Generally we like to have people there about 2 hours befi)re the game before things start to get hectic, if you could be there around 5:50- 
6:00 that would be great Please let me know if this works for you and your family and if anything changes please feel free to let me know. Thank you again 
Sincerely’, 

From: Anson Dorrance [ _a_ D_ _s_ _o_ _ _n_ ~ _ _q _n_ _ _c_ _a_ _a_ _ : _U_ _ E~_ _c_ : _e_ ._c_ ! _u_ ] 
Sent: Monday, October 01, 2012 11:16 AM 
To: 
Cc: bill palladino; Barreto, Anabela; cameron pressley; lauren godbout; cindy cone; robert jones; Michaelson, Pj; Ducar, Christopher; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Re: Daughters -                attending Boston College game 

no problem. I will copy our managers and see who can meet you guys. 

All the bes~t’. 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919-%2-4100 

>>> i~)/~i~_~!L_k_[?___rR_d__LLc__t__s:__c_o__r__n_ > 10/’ 1/’2012 11:11 AM >>> 

Hi Coach Dorrance: 

This is U NC Class of ’90, reaching out to you. 

My family’s ties to UNC and Chapel Hill are deep (alum, married in Chapel Hill, lived there for :12 years). We are excited take a trip from our            . home 

to give our 3 daughters, , a guided tour of campus followed by attending the BC Game this Thursday. 

My daughter,.       U-13 ..                   Travel Soccer and U-8 are becoming accomplished players. 

an 1:1 year old, is playing "up" a year, exhibiting speed, ball skills, and stamina honed from her previous 4 years of year-around swimming. One of 

;technical coaches is Sara Gustafson, former striker @ Maryland under Shannon Higgins. In my years @ UNC, I had the good fortune to befriend Shannon 

and Donna Rigley. 

is an 8 year old and has played year-around soccer since 5 and is now at the highest development/travel level attainable for Soccer which is 

a very well funded, professionally run club focused on being a top club nationally. She plays with UNC/US great, Eddie mentioned to me 

that he recently spoke with you about the upcoming improvements to Fetzer. 

Is it possible for the girls to get a brief introduction to you, Coach Palladino, staff, and the soccer facilities while we are visiting Thursday? I’m sure you receive 

many requests, so I understand if it’s not doable. 

Thanks in advance for your consideration. 

Go Heels! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 5:36 PM 

Brown, Sharon Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edu> 

@aol.com; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

RE: Status update 

Sure ._ what time? 

Frora: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent; Friday, October 0% 20:[3 :[0:33 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject-" RE: Status update 
Anson - Good - If it’s open on Monday, want to meet over at the Carolina Club for a beer? I’ll check if that’s an option. If not, have any suggestions? 
Also, Bill &Tom, this includes an invitation to you both, too! 
Sharon 

Dr. Sharon P. Brown, MPH., MN 

East,-:~rn Regional Chik~ Care HealLh Consultant Coach 

NorLheastern NC Transforrnation Zone 

NC Child Care Health and Sat:ety Resource Center 

UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

sharon brown@unc.edu 

www.healthychildca renc.or~q 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Sent; Friday, October 04, 20:[3 :[0:24 AM 

To; Brown, Sharon Pratt 
~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject-" RE: Status update 

SharotL 

Yes, I will be free on Monday afternoon Oct 7th. ~.ove to catch 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent; Tuesday, October 0:[, 20:[3 7:57 Plvl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Subject; RE: Status update 
Anson- 
Glad to hear that your "team" [Dino & Tom] are still around - a well oiled machine, right? Please send my regards to both! 
Will be coming to Triangle area Monday for a lunchtime meeting in Raleigh on Tuesday. Are you available for coffee!wine!beer anytime late afternoon!early PM Monday, or 
Tuesday AM before :[0a [no wine or beer prior to :[2n!] for a catch up chat? 
Sharon 

Dr. Sharon ~L Brown, M~EI, MN 

East:ern Regional Child C:ar~-:~ HeMth Co]lskEItar~[: Coach 

Northeastern NC Transformation Zone 

NC Child Care Heakh and SafeW Resource Center 

UNC GiHh~gs Schoo~ of G~oba~ PuMic Hea~th 

University of North Caro~h~a - Chape~ 

sharon brown@unc.edu 

www.health~childcarenc.or~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 13/ 
Sent: Tuesday, October 0:[, 20:[3 2:22 PM 
To-" Brown, Sharon Pratt; bill palladino; Sander, Thomas .] 
Subject; Re: Status update 

Sha~ron, love to meet! Yes, Tom and Dino me still here! 

Sen@~orn my V~.’.rizou 14~rH~,s 4G L)"h 

"Brown, Sharon Pratt" <spbrownl(?~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Hey, Anson! 
How are you? Don’t know if you remember or not, but I’m Kdsten Brown’s mom [she played for you back in ’96]. We lived in So. CA, and you & Dino and the 
players came to Dana Point to go out on our sailboat at the harbor. 
I wanted to touch base with you and let you know that I’ve taken a position with the School of Public Health working on research to improve child care health 
strategies in the state. Currently living in Edenton [gotta live near water!], and am working on a concentrated effort toward improving the health care of the 
children in the NE corridor of NC. 
As part of the job, I do travel to meetings in CH & Raleigh, and would love to have a cup of coffee with you some day! 
Is Dino still working with you? Didn’t see any contact info. listed in the UNC directory for him. And Tom? 
Hope to talk with you soon! 
Sharon Brown 
Dr. Sharon P. Brown, MPH, MN 
Eastern Regional Child Care Health Consultant Coach 
Northeastern NC rrar~sf.:_~rmati.:_~n Zone 



UNC Giflings School of G[obat Public Health 

Liniver’sity ot: North Car’oti~a -Chapel Hill 

sharon brown@~,nc.edu 

www.healthychildcarenc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [rnailto: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Friday, :ll::t6 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is and I am from I am a forward and a midfielder. I am 

currently a sophomore at i am ex~xemely interested in UNC and your women’s soccer program and would love the opportunity to 

be a Tar Heel’. I will be at many ECNL events throughout the rest of the year. 

Thank you! 

iXiilmage 

removed by 

sender. 



Form 

(nev. october 20°7) ! dentifi cation 
Depa~tmerl~ of ti~e Treasury 
IP, ternai Revenue Service 

Name (as shown on your income tax return) 

Request for Taxpayer 
Number and Certification 

Business name, if different from above 

Give form to the 
requester, Do not 
send to the lRS, 

Check appropriate box: [] Individual/Sole proprietor    [] Corporation    [] Partnership 
Exemr)t 

h_J Limited liability company. Enter the tax classification (D:::disregarded entity, C=corporation, P=partnership) ~ ....... L__J paye~ 

~ Other (see instructions) t~ 

Address {number, street, and apL or suite no.) Requester’s name and address (optional) 

City, state, and ZIP code 

List account number(s) here (optional) 

Taxpayer identification N~rnber (TIN} 

Enter your TIN in the appropriate box. The TIN provided must match the name given on Line 1 to avoid 
backup withholding. For individuals, this is your social security number (SSN). However, for a resident 
alien, sole proprietor, or disregarded entity, see the Part I instructions on page 3. For other entities, it is 
your employer identification number (EIN). If you do not have a number, see How to get a TIN on page 3. 

Social security number 

l Employer identification number Note, If the account is in more than one name, see the chart on page 4 for guidelines on whose 
number to enter. 

~ Certification 

Under penalties of perjury, I certify that: 

1. The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am waiting for a number to be issued to me), and 

2. I am not subject to backup withholding because: (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been notified by the Internal 
Revenue Service (IRS) that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has 
notified me that I am no longer subject to backup withholding, and 

3. I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person (defined below). 

Certification instructions. You must cross out item 2 above if you have been notified by the IRS that you are currently subject to backup 
withholding because you have failed to report all interest and dividends on your tax return. For real estate transactions, item 2 does not apply. 
For mortgage interest paid, acquisition or abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, contributions to an individual retirement 
arrangement (IRA), and generally, payments other than interest and dividends, you are not required to sign the Certification, but you must 
provide your correct TIN. See the instructions on page 4. 

Si~3 Signature of 
Here u.s, person ~ Date 

General Instructions 
Section references are to the Internal Revenue Code unless 
otherwise noted. 

Purpose of Form 
A person who is required to file an information return with the 
IRS must obtain your correct taxpayer identification number (TIN) 
to report, for example, income paid to you, real estate 
transactions, mortgage interest you paid, acquisition or 
abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, or 
contributions you made to an IRA. 

Use Form W=9 only if you are a U.S. person (including a 
resident alien), to provide your correct TIN to the person 
requesting it (the requester) and, when applicable, to: 

1. Certify, that the TIN you are giving is correct (or you are 
waiting for a number to be issued), 

2. Certify that you are not subject to backup withholding, or 

3. Claim exemption from backup withholding if you are a U.S. 
exempt payee. If applicable, you are also certifying that as a 
U.S. person, your allocable share of any partnership income from 
a U.S. trade or business is not subject to the withholding tax on 
foreign partners’ share of effectively connected income. 

Note, If a requester gives you a form other than Form W-9 to 
request your TIN, you must use the requester’s form if it is 
substantially similar to this Form W=9. 

Definition of a U.S. person. For federal tax purposes, you are 
considered a U.S. person if you are: 

¯ An individual who is a U.S. citizen or U.S. resident alien, 

¯ A partnership, corporation, company, or association created or 
organized in the United States or under the laws of the United 
States, 

¯ An estate (other than a foreign estate), or 

¯ A domestic trust (as defined in Regulations section 
301.7701-7}. 

Special rules for partnerships, Partnerships that conduct a 
trade or business in the United States are generally required to 
pay a withholding tax on any foreign partners’ share of income 
from such business. Further, in certain cases where a Form W-9 
has not been received, a partnership is required to presume that 
a partner is a foreign person, and pay the withholding tax. 
Therefore, if you are a U.S. person that is a partner in a 
partnership conducting a trade or business in the United States, 
provide Form W-9 to the partnership to establish your U.S. 
status and avoid withholding on your share of partnership 
income. 

The person who gives Form W-9 to the partnership for 
purposes of establishing its U.S. status and avoiding withholding 
on its allocable share of net income from the partnership 
conducting a trade or business in the United States is in the 
following cases: 

¯ The U.S. owner of a disregarded entity and not the entity, 

Cat. No= 10231X Form W=~ (Rev. 10-2007) 



Form W-9 (Rev. 10-2007) Page 2 

¯ The U.S. grantor or other owner of a grantor trust and not the 
trust, and 

¯ The U.S. trust (other than a grantor trust) and not the 
beneficiaries of the trust. 

Foreign person, If you are a foreign person, do not use Form 
W-9. Instead, use the appropriate Form W-8 (see Publication 
515, Withholding of Tax on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign 
Entities). 

Nonresident alien who becomes a resident alien. Generally, 
only a nonresident alien individual may use the terms of a tax 
treaty to reduce or eliminate U.S. tax on certain types of income. 
However, most tax treaties contain a provision known as a 
"saving clause." Exceptions specified in the saving clause may 
permit an exemption from tax to continue for certain types of 
income even after the payee has otherwise become a U.S. 
resident alien for tax purposes. 

If you are a U.S. resident alien who is relying on an exception 
contained in the saving clause of a tax treaty to claim an 
exemption from U.S. tax on certain types of income, you must 
attach a statement to Form W-9 that specifies the following five 
items: 

1. The treaty country. Generally, this must be the same treaty 
under which you claimed exemption from tax as a nonresident 
alien. 

2. The treaty article addressing the income~ 

3. The article number (or location} in the tax treaty that 
contains the saving clause and its exceptions. 

4. The type and amount of income that qualifies for the 
exemption from tax. 

5. Sufficient facts to justify the exemption from tax under the 
terms of the treaty article. 

Exam,aleo Article 20 of the U.S.-China income tax treaty allows 
an exemption from tax for scholarship income received by a 
Chinese student temporarily present in the United States. Under 
U~S. law, this student will become a resident alien for tax 
purposes if his or her stay in the United States exceeds 5 
calendar years. However, paragraph 2 of the first Protocol to the 
U.S.-China treaty (dated April 30, 1984} allows the provisions of 
Article 20 to continue to apply even after the Chinese student 
becomes a resident alien of the United States. A Chinese 
student who qualifies for this exception (under paragraph 2 of 
the first protocol) and is relying on this exception to claim an 
exemption from tax on his or her scholarship or fellowship 
income would attach to Form W-9 a statement that includes the 
information described above to support that exemption. 

If you are a nonresident alien or a foreign entity not subject to 
backup withholding, give the requester the appropriate 
completed Form 

What is backup withholding? Persons making certain payments 
to you must under certain conditions withhold and pay to the 
IRS 28% of such payments. This is called "backup withholding/’ 
Payments that may be subject to backup withholding include 
interest, tax-exempt interest, dividends, broker and barter 
exchange transactions, rents, royalties, nonemployee pay, and 
certain payments from fishing boat operators. Real estate 
transactions are not subject to backup withholding. 

You will not be subject to backup withholding on payments 
you receive if you give the requester your correct TIN, make the 
proper certifications, and report all your taxable interest and 
dividends on your tax return. 

Payments you receive wil~ be subject to backup 
withholding if: 

1. You do not furnish your TIN to the requester, 

2. You do not certify your TIN when required (see the Part II 
instructions on page 3 for details), 

3. The IRS tells the requester that you furnished an incorrect 
TIN, 

4. The IRS tells you that you are subject to backup 
withholding because you did not report all your interest and 
dividends on your tax return (for reportable interest and 
dividends only), or 

5. You do not certify to the requester that you are not subiect 
to backup withholding under 4 above (for reportable interest and 
dividend accounts opened after 1983 only). 

Certain payees and payments are exempt from backup 
withholding. See the instructions below and the separate 
Instructions for the Requester of Form W-9= 

Also see Special rules for partnerships on page 1. 

Penalties 
Failure to furnish TiN= If you fail to furnish your correct TiN to a 
requester, you are subject to a penalty of $50 for each such 
failure unless your failure is due to reasonable cause and not to 
willful neglect. 

Civil penalty for false information with respect to 
withholding. If you make a false statement with no reasonable 
basis that results in no backup withholding, you are subject to a 
$500 penalty. 

Criminal penalty for falsifying information, Willfully falsifying 
certifications or affirmations may subject you to criminal 
penalties including fines and/or imprisonment. 

Misuse of T~Ns, If the requester discloses or uses TINs in 
violation of federal law, the requester may be subject to cMI and 
criminal penalties. 

Specific instructions 
Name 
If you are an individual, you must generally enter the name 
shown on your income tax return. However, if you have changed 
your last name, for instance, due to marriage without informing 
the Social Security Administration of the name change, enter 
your first name, the last name shown on your social security 
card, and your new last name. 

If the account is in joint names, list first, and then circle, the 
name of the person or entity whose number you entered in Part I 
of the form. 

Sole proprietor. Enter your individual name as shown on your 
income tax return on the "Name" line. You may enter your 
business, trade, or "doing business as (DBA)" name on the 
"Business name" line. 

Limited liability company (LLC}. Check the "Limited liability 
company" box only and enter the appropriate code for the tax 
classification ("D" for disregarded entity, "C" for corporation, "P" 
for partnership) in the space provided. 

For a single-member LLC (including a foreign LLC with a 
domestic owner) that is disregarded as an entity separate from 
its owner under Regulations section 301.7701-3, enter the 
owner’s name on the "Name" line. Enter the LLC’s name on the 
"Business name" line. 

For an LLC classified as a partnership or a corporation, enter 
the LLC’s name on the "Name" line and any business, trade, or 
DBA name on the "Business name" line. 

Other entities, Enter your business name as shown on required 
federal tax documents on the "Name" line. This name should 
match the name shown on the charter or other legal document 
creating the entity. You may enter any business, trade, or DBA 
name on the "Business name" line. 

Note, You are requested to check the appropriate box for your 
status (individual/sole proprietor, corporation, etc.). 

Exempt Payee 
If you are exempt from backup withholding, enter your name as 
described above and check the appropriate box for your status, 
¯ then check the "Exempt payee" box in the line following the 
business name, sign and date the form. 
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Generally, individuals (including sole proprietors) are not exempt 
from backup withholding. Corporations are exempt from backup 
withholding for certain payments, such as interest and dividends. 

Note. If you are exempt from backup withholding, you should 
still complete this form to avoid possible erroneous backup 
withholding. 

The following payees are exempt from backup withholding: 

1. An organization exempt from tax under section 501(a), any 
IRA, or a custodial account under section 403(b)(7) if the account 
satisfies the requirements of section 401(~(2), 

2. The United States or any of its agencies or 
instrumentalities, 

3. A state, the District of Columbia, a possession of the United 
States, or any of their political subdivisions or instrumentalities, 

4. A foreign government or any of its political subdivisions, 
agencies, or instrumentalities, or 

5. An international organization or any of its agencies or 
instrumentalities. 

Other payees that may be exempt from backup withholding 
include: 

6. A corporation, 

7. A foreign central bank of issue, 

8. A dealer in securities or commodities required to register in 
the United States, the District of Columbia, or a possession of 
the United States, 

9. A futures commission merchant registered with the 
Commodity Futures Trading Commission, 

10. A real estate investment trust, 

11. An entity registered at all times during the tax year under 
the Investment Company Act of 1940, 

12. A common trust fund operated by a bank under section 
584(a), 

13. A financial institution, 

14. A middleman known in the investment community as a 
nominee or custodian, or 

15. A trust exempt from tax under section 664 or described in 
section 4947. 

The chart below shows types of payments that may be 
exempt from backup withholding. The chart applies to the 
exempt payees listed above, 1 through 15. 

IF the payment is for... 

interest and dividend payments 

Broker transactions 

THEN the payment is exempt 
let... 

All exempt payees except 
for 9 

Exempt payees 1 through 13. 
Also, a person registered under 
the Investment Advisers Act of 
1940 who regularly acts as a 
broker 

Barter exchange transactions Exempt payees 1 through 5 
and patronage dividends 

Payments over $600 required Generally, e~xempt payees 
to be reported and direct 1 through 7 
sales over $o,000 

’See Form 1099--MISC, Miscellaneous Income, and its instructions. 
:;However, the following payments made to a corporation (including gross 
proceeds paid to an attorney under section 6045(f), even if the attorney is a 
corporation) and repoRable on Form 1099-MISC are not exempt from 
backup withholding: !~nedical and health care payments, attorneys’ fees, and 
payments for" serv’ices paid by a federal executive agency. 

Part !, Taxpayer Identification 
Number (TIN) 
Enter your TIN in the appropriate box. If you are a resident 
alien and you do not have and are not eligible to get an SSN, 
your TIN is your IRS individual taxpayer identification number 
(ITIN}. Enter it in the social security number box. If you do not 
have an ITIN, see How to get a TIN below. 

If you are a sole proprietor and you have an EIN, you may 
enter either your SSN or EIN. However, the IRS prefers that you 
use your SSN. 

If you are a single-member LLC that is disregarded as an 
entity separate from its owner (see Limited fiabilit~v company 
(LLC) on page 2}, enter the owner’s SSN (or EIN, if the owner 
has one). Do not enter the disregarded entity’s EIN. If the LLC is 
classified as a corporation or partnership, enter the entity’s EIN. 

Note. See the chart on page 4 for further clarification of name 
and TIN combinations. 

How to get a TIN. If you do not have a TIN, apply for one 
immediately. To apply for an SSN, get Form SS-5, Application 
for a Social Security Card, from your local Social Security 
Administration office or get this form online at www.ssa.gov. You 
may also get this form by calling 1-800-772-1213. Use Form 
W-7, Application for IRS Individual Taxpayer Identification 
Number, to apply for an ITIN, or Form SS-4, Application for 
Employer Identification Number, to apply for an EIN. You can 
apply for an EIN online by accessing the IRS website at 
www.irs.gov/businesses and clicking on Employer Identification 
Number (EIN) under StaRing a Business~ You can get Forms W-7 
and SS-4 from the IRS by visiting www.irs.gov or by calling 
1-800-TAX-FORM (1-800-829-3676). 

If you are asked to complete Form W-9 but do not have a TIN, 
write "Applied For" in the space for the TIN, sign and date the 
form, and give it to the requester. For interest and dividend 
payments, and certain payments made with respect to readily 
tradable instruments, generally you will have 60 days to get a 
TIN and give it to the requester before you are subject to backup 
withholding on payments. The 60-day rule does not apply to 
other types of payments. You will be subject to backup 
withholding on all such payments until you provide your TIN to 
the requester~ 

Note. Entering "Applied For" means that you have already 
applied for a TIN or that you intend to apply for one soon. 

Caution: A disregarded domestic entity that has a foreign owner 
must use the appropriate Form W-8, 

Part !!. Certification 
To establish to the withholding agent that you are a U.S. person, 
or resident alien, sign Form W-9. You may be requested to sign 
by the withholding agent even if items 1, 4, and 5 below indicate 
otherwise. 

For a joint account, only the person whose TIN is shown in 
Part I should sign (when required). Exempt payees, see Exempt 
Payee on page 2. 

Signature requirements. Complete the certification as indicated 
in 1 through 5 below. 

1. interest, dividend, and barter exchange accounts 
opened before 1984 and broker accounts considered active 
during 1983, You must give your correct TIN, but you do not 
have to sign the certification, 

2, Interest, dividend, broker, and barter exchange 
accounts opened after 1983 and broker accounts considered 
inactive during 198:3. You must sign the certification or backup 
withholding will apply. If you are subject to backup withholding 
and you are merely providing your correct TIN to the requester, 
you must cross out item 2 in the certification before signing the 
form. 
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:3. Rea~ estate transactions. You must sign the certification. 
You may cross out item 2 of the certification. 

4. Other payments. You must give your correct TIN, but you 
do not have to sign the certification unless you have been 
notified that you have previously given an incorrect TIN. "Other 
payments" include payments made in the course of the 
requester’s trade or business for rents, royalties, goods (other 
than bills for merchandise), medical and health care services 
(including payments to corporations), payments to a 
nonemployee for services, payments to certain fishing boat crew 
members and fishermen, and gross proceeds paid to attorneys 
(including payments to corporations). 

5. Mortgage interest paid by you, acquisition or 
abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, 
qualified tuition program payments (under section 529}, ~RA, 
Coverdell ESA, Archer MSA or NSA contributions or 
distributions, and pension distributions. You must give your 
correct TIN, but you do not have to sign the certification. 

What Name and Number To Give the Requester 

Give name and SSN of: For this type of account: 

1. Individual 

2. Two or more individuals (ioint 
account) 

3. Custodian account of a minor 
(Uniform Gift to Minors Act) 

4. a. The usual revocable savings 
trust (grantor is also trustee) 
b. So-called trust account that is 
not a legal or valid trust under 
state law 

5. Sole proprietorship or disregarded 
entity owned by an individual 

For this type of account: 

-[he individual 

The actual owner of the account 

if combined funds, the first 

’ individual on the account’ 

The minor ~ 

The grantor.-trustee 

The actual owner 

Give name and EJN of: 

6. Disregarded entity not owned by an i The owner 
individual 

7. A valid trust, estate, or pension trust Legal entity ’ 

8. Corporate or LLC electing The corporation 
corpordte status on Form 8832 

9. Association, club, religious, -I-he organization 
charitable, educational, or other 
tax-exempt organization 

10. Partnership or multi-member LLC The partnership 

11. A broker or registered nominee The broker or norninee 

12. Account with the Department of The public entity 
Agriculture in the name of a public i 
entity (such as a state or local 
government, school district, or 
prison) that receives agricultural 
program payments 

~L_ist fh’st and circle the name of the person whose number you furnish, if oniy one person 
on a joist account has as SSN, that persos’s sumber must be furnished. 

2Ch’cle the minor’s name and furnish the minor’s SSN. 

3You must show your individual name and you may also enter your business or "DBA" 
narne on the second rlame line. You may use eiti~er your SSN or EIN {if you have one), 
but the Ins encourages you to use your SSN. 

4 List first and circle the name of the trust, estate, or pension trust. (Do not furnisi~ ti~e -rlN 
of the personai representative or trustee uniess the legal entity itseif is not designated in 
the account title.) Also see Special Pules for par~T~erships on page 1. 

Note, If no name is circled when more than one name is listed, 
the number will be considered to be that of the first name listed. 

Secure Your Tax Records from identity Theft 
Identity theft occurs when someone uses your personal 
information such as your name, social security number (SSN), or 
other identifying information, without your permission, to commit 
¯ fraud or other crimes. An identity thief may use your SSN to get 
a job or may file a tax return using your SSN to receive a refund. 

To reduce your risk: 

¯ Protect your SSN, 

® Ensure your employer is protecting your SSN, and 

¯ Be careful when choosing a tax preparer. 

Call the IRS at 1-800-829-1040 if you think your identity has 
been used inappropriately for tax purposes. 

Victims of identity theft who are experiencing economic harm 
or a system problem, or are seeking help in resolving tax 
problems that have not been resolved through normal channels, 
may be eligible for Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) assistance. 
You can reach TAS by calling the TAS toll-free case intake line 
at 1-877~777-4778 or TTY/q-DD 1-800-829~4059. 

Protect yourseff from suspicious emails or phishing 
schemes. Phishing is the creation and use of email and 
websites designed to mimic legitimate business emails and 
websites. The most common act is sending an email to a user 
falsely claiming to be an established legitimate enterprise in an 
attempt to scam the user into surrendering private information 
that will be used for identity theft. 

The IRS does not initiate contacts with taxpayers via emails. 
Also, the IRS does not request personal detailed information 
through email or ask taxpayers for the PIN numbers, passwords, 
or similar secret access information for their credit card, bank, or 
other financial accounts. 

If you receive an unsolicited email claiming to be from the IRS, 
forward this message to phishing@irs.gov. You may also report 
misuse of the IRS name, logo, or other IRS personal property to 
the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration at 
1-800-366-4484. You can forward suspicious emails to the 
Federal Trade Commission at: spam@uce.gov or contact them at 
www.consumer.goviidtheft or 1-877-1DTHEFT(438-4338). 

Visit the IRS website at wwwJrs.gov to learn more about 
identity theft and how to reduce your risk. 

Privacy Act Notice 
Section 6109 of the Internal Revenue Code requires you to provide your correct TIN to persons who must file information returns with the Ins to report interest, 
dividends, and certain other income paid to you, mortgage interest you paid, the acquisition or abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, or 
contributions you made to an IRA, or Archer MSA or HSA. The IRS uses the numbers for identification purposes and to help verify the accuracy of your tax return. 
The Ins may also provide this information to the Department of Justice for civil and criminal litigation, and to cities, states, the District of Columbia, and U.S. 
possessions to car,~y out their tax Jaws. We may also disclose this information to other countries under a tax treaty, to federal and state agencies to enforce federal 
nontax criminal laws, or to federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies to combat terrorism. 

You must provide your -[IN whether" or not you are required to file a tax return. Payers must generally withhold 28% of taxable interest, dividend, and certain other" 
payments to a payee who does not give a TIN to a payer. Certain perlaRies may also apply. 



ROYALTY PAYMENT INFORMATION 

Please print and fill out this form so that we can be assured that your royalty payment information is 
correct. Please mail, fax, or email this completed form to: 

Championship Productions, Attn: Dana Logan, 2730 Graham Street, Ames, IA 50010 
(Fax): 515-232-3739, Attn: Dana Logan OR Dana.Logan@championshipproductions.com 

Is royalty check made payable to you personally OR to your business? Please (X) below-. 

Personal (complete Section A & C ONLY) __Business (complete Section B & C ONLY) 

Section A - Complete as shown on your income tax return. 

Legal Name: (last) (first) (middle) 

Social Security Number: __ (continue m: Section C below) 

Section B - Complete as shown on your W-9 form. 

Legal Name of Business: 

Business Tax ID Number: - (continue to: Section C below) 

Type of Business: __ Individual/Sole proprietor __ Corporation __ Partnership LLC 

Section C: Royalty Mailing Address 

Individual Name or Business: 

Attn: (optional) 

Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Office phone: __ Home/cell: __ 

Email: Fax: - 

We will send complimentary copies to the above address unless an alternative address is given below. 

Alternate Address: Name: 
(Complete only if necessau) 

Address: 

City, State, Zip: 

Signature: 

Additional Comments: 

Date: 

Please noti~" Chanlpionship Productions immediately of any address changes (1-800-873-2730). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 6:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

..... ©ri~inal Message ..... 

From: [mailto (a)verizon net] 
Sent: Friday, 1 : 12 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject: i 

Hi Coach I)orrance - 

I just put some pictures and a short video on line from my last high school game. Please j ust click on link below to view it. Also my NCAA eligibili~ # is 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 4, 2013 6:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: North Carolina Prospects [STUDENTathleteWofld] 

From: info@studentathleteworld.corn [mailto:info@studentathleteworld.com] 
Sent; Friday, October 04, 2013 1:53 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; North Carolina Prospects [STUDENTathleteWorld] 

If you cannot see the images properly, please click lrere~ 

removed by 

sender. 

Hi Coach Do~rance, 
Hello from STUDENTatNeteWofld. We are a Raleigh, NC based company and many of our atlfletes are interested 

in schools in State. Witl~ there being so many D l’s in NC, we find many of our clients don’t know much about 

D2/D3/NAIA schools. We try to educate thegn as much as we can and help our clients find the school that is the 

fight fit for them. We have a rode range of athletic abili~ in our athletes, but most are great kids from great families. 

To view our prospects, simply click below. You don’t need to create a user name or anything. Just click and view. 
Please let us know how we can help you and thanks for taking a look at our prospects! 

VIEW OUR NORTH CAROLINA PROSPECTS HERE 

WE CAN H ELP YOU- Want us to blast your camp info to our clients? Want us to blast generic 

information about your school to our cfients? Have specific recruiting needs or looking for a unqiue 
type of recruit? Simply send us your information and we can pass it along to our database of 
potential prospects. This can save you the time of weeding through them all. We can do the 
weeding out for you. Just reply to this e-mail and let us know how we can assist. We are here to 
make your job easier! 

CAREERS FOR FORMER COLLEGE COACHES/ATHLETES-At SaW, we are founded and ran 
by former college coaches. We are always looking for talented and knowledgeable professionals 
for our team. Please let us know if you know anyone. More info at 

._h__t_t_#://www.studentath/eteworld.com/contact/careers/ 

The ._$_ .’[_U_D_[_N_._T_~t_~.l_e_._~__W__~r_.l_�!_:c__o_._m_ Team 
919.526.3597 or i#fo@st~d~tathletewor~docom 
View Our College Prospects> hi~:p:/ivwvwstudental:hleteworld.com/clients 

Please don’t include me m ffaure emails. ........................................................................................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 6:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Midfield, Forward, Defense 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, 2:01 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Midfield, Forward, Defense 

Dear Coach Dorral~ce, 

I am sendin~ this a~ain to shoxv you ho much I am interested in attendin~ your school. My name is , I am 16 years old and a Junior at 

be more thma happy to send it to you. The link to my youtube video is 

CaptainU pro£ile that you can check out if you ~vant to see more about me. The link is 

Sincerely, 

also have a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 10:43 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class of      5’10" Goalkeeper- 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Class of; 5’10" Goalkeeper- 

From: ~gnm]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Tel: 

GPA: 

DOB: 

Height: 5’ 10" 

Weight: 1481bs. 

High School: 

Class of 

Position: Goalkeeper 

High School Jer~y: #1 

Coach 

Club Soccer Team 

Coach: 

Goalkeeper coach: 

Club Jersey #11 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

My name is 

,@.~mail.com 

a~d I am very interested in attending University of North Carolina and being a part of the soccer program. I am currently a sophomore 

~dea oflhn. I am a goalkeeper that is committed to not letting the other temn score. While playing goalkeeper I am extremely t[~cused, determined, and aggressive. I 

never wmat to let my team down and I succeed ~mder pressure. I know I would be a great tit with your program given the opportunity. 

you were able to watch me in action. I look to~wc-axd to heanng trom you and I would love to speak to you and learn more about your program. 

Yours truly, 

t would be great if 



HEAD COACH: 

Home 
Home 
Away 

Home 

Home 

Away 

Home 

5-O(w) 
8-0 (w) 
2-1 

(T) 
4-0 

(w) 
2-1 

(w) 
1-3 

(L) 
Away 6-1 

(L) 
Away 3-0 

Home 

Away 
Home 

Away 

Home 
Home 
Away 
Home 
Home 

(w) 
2-:1. 

(w) 
o-~ 
5-0 

(w) 
1-0 

(w) 
4:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 

7:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 10:48 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ALL-DIST 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: "TEAM ALL-DIST 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~,"Palladino, George W" <bpa]ladino@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance & Coach Palladino, 
is a standout young center midfielderfforward from Her production on the field 

earned her 1st Team All-District honors as only a freshman in the highly competitive 27-5A district. She was the team captain and MVP for 
her S.A. United ’97 Girls Gold club team before recently moving to the New Braunfels Ajax club. Furthermore,    was impressively named to the 
ODP ~in March. 

profile & video: 

~ombines her speed and aggression with her tireless work effort to create many scoring opportunities in the attacking third of the field, and 
has become one of the top players in all of the San Antonio region. In her freshman season, she was credited with 16 assists and 6 goals, 
leading her to an All-District selection. 
In addition to being a leader on the field, also shows she is a model student-athlete with her studies. She carries a strong GPA, including 
10 honors classes, ranking her in the 1 

Feel free to check out     profile/game film and contact her personally or through us here at College Promoters. She is very interested in your 
program and would love to hear back from you! 

3rofile & video: 

Thankyou ~ryourtime, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Trm~script Reviews - Women’s Soccer 

Good question... 

Sem.f!"om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ LLDtOIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

What is her plan to get her last half credit of English in order to enroll in ]anuary? Can she even graduate then 
with only 3.5 English credits? 

When would her HS allow her to graduate? When does their first semester end? 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Wednesday,              4:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; @aol.com 
C¢: Ille, Vince; Polk, Barbara Jo; Yount, Tony 
Subject: Transcript Reviews - Women’s Soccer 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Anson DorranceiChris Ducar/Bill Palladino 

FROM: Lance Markos 

DATE: 

RE:    NCAA Core Course Evaluation of Prospective Student Athlete’s High School Transcript 

Attached is my evaluation of the prospective student athlete transcripts that you sent to me. If you have any questions feel free to give me a call at 843 7259. 

These documents have now been sent to Admissions for review. 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter for your prospective student athletes. 

Level 3 

cc: Vince Ille 

Barbara Polk 

Tony Yount 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 12:19 PM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith @gmail.com> 

I~JE: Heb~yy 

Tell        _ not to worry about the National Team. Just to keep working on her game. it is her technical mastery that wilt get her on the team {working w~th you). 

Have her ca~ me, I w~l ta~k to her. (~) NI the best JenH 

~: ]en SovacoobSmith [mailto: @gmail.com] 
$eBt= Saturday, October 05, 20~3 8:~4 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: He~ 

Hey sorry I haven’t gotten back to yon with the letter yet I havefft gotten around to writing it. I’ve been so busy with my business I’m getting more and more players 

plus I’~n coaching club and rm going to school for my Masters in speciaJ education so I’m alittle busy sorry lol ... 

But I want yon to l, mow that I’ve had fonr training sessions witk         now and she Ms improved gmatJy in those ... the kid is tke real deal!! She works hard eveD~ 
session and never quits she’s a go getter she wants to improve she wants to be the best she’s got a lot of heart ... 

Her dream is to make it on the national team she wants to be called up her coach has not giving her the chance yet... I am not sum about why that is but I know her 

current coach well and there’s a lot of dissension on that team right now ... I’m training a lot of those players... Anyway, any advice I can give her on what she might be 

able to do tbr a chance to be called up?? I know the process is a lot difl[~rent now then when I went through it 

P.S. we talk about you a lot she’s jazzed about [INC ... that’s her number one choice so thr!! ;) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 5, 2013 12:21 PM 

.la~)n Sisnems ! ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: New Indoor Format tbr Winter - Clinicians Needed!! 

From: Premier College Combines [mailto:ed@collegecombine.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Premier College Combines 
Sent: Saturday, October 0S, 2013 I0:$6 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; New Indoor Format for Winter - Clinicians Needed!! 

New This Year! 
Each event wi~l begin with a 40 minute training session bV a Co~lege Coach! 

We are looking for Clinicians for most of the events. Please email us if you are 

interested. 

Image removt:d bysender PCC 

The winter indoor Premier College Combines are a great way to be seen by college coaches during 

the winter months. The Premier College Combines are indoor events that will allow high school 

players to showcase their talents in a 7 v 7 format in front of college coaches at indoor facilities. 

These events are specifically for individual players. Players are assigned to teams by position. 

Each indoor Combine Clinic will begin with a 40 minute Clinic Session and will conclude with each 

player participating in at least 3 - 15 minute small sided games. The Clinic will be conducted by 

college soccer coaches. The college coach to player ratio is 1:18 / 1:22 depending on the number of 

participants per session. 

Based on the number of participants per sessions, adjustments may be made, however a typical 



Combine Clinic will include the following: 

1/40-minute College-Style Training session with a College Coach 

3 7v7 games observed by College Coaches 

Player profiles wil~ be provided to a~l College coaches in attendance. 

We wil~ be announcing other dates and locations shortly. 

Indianapolis Co|lege Co~nbine & Clinic - A|I Iligh School Ages (Outdoors) 

Gh’ls - Friday Nov. 8, 2013 Ind. College Showcase - La~rcnce Park Indkmap~l~s ~N 

Boys : Friday Nov. 15~ 2013 h~d. Cohere Shmvcase : La~vre~ce Park h~dianapoEs IN 

NEW!! H~dson Val|ey Combine Clkfic -For Jurfior & Senh~r Boys and Gh’~s 

December 1, 2013 Hudson Valley Spor~sdome, .~Bon~ N Y 

Clew4and Confl~ine - For d~nfior & Senior Bnys and Gh’ls 

December 8, 2013    The GaREAT - Geneva, Otfio (east of Cleveland) 

Detroit Area Combhw - All High Schoo! Ages 

December 14~ 2013      Ultimate Soccer Arenas, Po~fac, MI 

Lnuisv~lle College Cn~nlfine - All High Sdmol Ages 
Decemher 15, 2013 Mockingbird Valley Sports Complex, I~o~isvi~le, KY 

Buffalo Combine - A|I High School Ages 
December 22, 2013      Sahlen’s Sports Park, Buffalo, NY 

Grand Rapids College Combhm - AAI High Schoo| Ages 
danua~T 4, 2014    Woodia~d Sportsplex, Grand Rapids, ML 

Chicagoland College Combine - ,AAI ]{tigh Sc|~oo| Ages 
danuary 5, 2014     WesRnont Yard, Wesunon< 

Cleveland College Combhm & Seminar - Al~ High School Ages 
Boys - Jan. 11, 2014 The GaREAT - Genm~a, ONo @ast of CIevda~d) 
G~Os - Jan. 12, 2014 The GaREAT - Geneva, Ohio (east of Clevdm~d) 

?albany NY. College Combh~e - AR Hi#~ School Ages 
Jamiary 25, 2014 Spor~sp|ex of Halfmoon, Halfmonn, NY 

L~ng island NY Combine - Adl Ages 
3amiary 26, 2014 Long Island Indoor Sports Complex, Freeport, NY 

Chachmafi Combine -M! High School Ages 
FebruaD~ 1, 2014 River’s Edge Indoor Sports, Cleves, OH 

Area Combhw - All IIigh School Ages 
Februal~’ 8, 2014      Oakland Yard, Wa~erford, 

Milwmakee Area Combine - All High Sdmnl Ages 
Februa~3, 9, 2014    Brookfidd Indoor Soccer Com#ex, 

Cohnnbus College Combh~e - All High School Ages 

February 1~ 2014 Reso|uie Aihiefic Complex, C!okim bus~ O1 ~ 

Piasburgh PA. Combine - All High School Ages 
Februa~3, 16, 2014     P[SA Complex, Cheswick~ PA 

Maryland Col|ege Combi~e - All High School Ages 
February 16, 2014    h~door Spor~s Arena, S~evensvil~e, MD 

Plliladdpifia Area College Combine - All High Sehoo~ Ages 
Februa~ 17, 2014    ’[’lie 422 SportsP]ex, Po~*sm~vn, PAo 

Bosto~l Area College Corn bine - All High School Ages 
February 22, 2014 North Shore Arena~ Topsfidd, Mass. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 8:41 AM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ~gmail.com> 

Re: Heyyyy 

is allowed to call us we are just not allowed to call her, that is the NC?dk role. And we will not be sending anyone to the showcase. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Jen Sovacool- Smith @gmad.com> wrote: 

Ps there’s aa~ eclipse college showcase tomorrow ... several players I’~n training are in it         being one of them) so ill be there to watch ... I know word is several 

college coaches will be there ._ are you sending m~yone?? If not ... can I help you from al~ in any way?? 

Thanks so much for the advice Coach!! Ill talk to you s~on!! :) 

Jen 

On Oct 5, 2013 11:18 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aa~son~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tell         not to worry about the National Team, Just to keep working on her game. It is her technical mastery that will get her on the team (working with 

yOLE). I-law? her call m% I will talk to her,             ~> All ~:he best Jen!! 

From: Jen Sovacool-Smith [mailto ~1 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 2013 8:14 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Heyyyy 

Hey sorD’ I havefft gotten back to you with "the letter yet I haven’t gotten around to writing it. I’ve been so busy with my business I’m getting more and more players 

plus I’m coaching club and I’~n going to school for my Masters in special education so I’m alittle busy sorry lol ... 

But I want you to know that I’ve had tour training sessions with         now m~d she has improved greatly in those ... the kid is the real deal!! She works hard 

every session and never quits she’s a go getter she wants to improve she wants to be the best she’s got a lot of hea~nt ... 

Her dream is to make it on the national team she wants to be called up her coach has not giving her the chance yet... I am not sure about why that is but I know her 

current coach well and there’s a lot of dissension on that team right now... I’m training a lot of those players... Anuway, any advice I can give her on what she might 

be able to do for a chm~ce to be called up?? I know the process is a lot different now then when I went through it 

P.S. we talk about you a lot she’s j~zed about UNC ... that’s her number one choice so far!! ;) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 3:45 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My name is            I am very interested in playing on your soccer team. I staxted playing soccer when I was 4 years old and have been playing on a travel team 

for 6 years. I mn playing up one age level on my travel team m~d have been for two years. Last summer I was selected to play on an elite travel team with high school 

and college players. I was the youngest player on the team. I was a three 5,ear s~rter on my middle school team and was selected to be captain my final year. I am 

excited to play in high school and roll be Wing out for the varsiU team this spring as a ninth grader. I look forward to hearing back from you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 11:10 AM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ~gmail.com> 

Re: Heyy~. 

Should we be? Has she committed an?~vhere? 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ tYireIe,~s 4G L)"E LL~tOIL) 

Jen Sovacool- Smith @gmad.com> wrote: 

Hey are you looking at at all?? 

On Oct 6, 2013 7:41 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~)e~nad.unc.edu> wrote: 
is allowed to call us we are just not allowed to call her, that is the NC?dk role. And we will not be sending anyone to the showcase. 

Sen@~om m~: Verizou 14~reless 4G L77: 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ~gmad.com> wrote: 

Ps there’s an eclipse college showcase tomorrow ... several players I’~n training are in it,        being one of them) so ill be there to watch ... I know word is 

several college coaches will be there ... ~:re you sending anyone?? If not ... can I help you from af~x in any way?? 

Thanks so much for the advice Coach!! Ill talk to you s~on!! :) 

Jen 

On Oct 5, 2013 11:18 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tell         not to worry about the National [earn. Just to keep working on her ganl,:_~, [1: is her t:echnical mastery t:hat will get her on the t,-_~a m (working with 

yot~), Have her (:ail rne, I will ~:alk to h~-_~r.             ~) Ali the best Jen]! 

From: Jen Sovacool-Smith [mailto: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 20:t3 8::t4 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hep/yy 

Hey sorry I haven’t gotten back to you with the letter yet I haven’t gotten around to wfiting it. I’ve been so busy with my business I’m getting more and more 

players plus I’m coaching club and I’m going b school for my Maslers in special education so I’m alitfle buw ~rry lol ... 

But I waaat you to know that I’ve had four training sessions with         now and she has improved greatly in those ... the ldd is the real deal!! She works hard 

every, session and never quits she’s a go getter she wants to improve she wants to be the best she’s got a lot of heart ... 

Her dream is to make it on the national team she wants to be called up her coach has not giving her the chance yet... I ~an not sure about why that is but I know 

her current coach well and there’s a lot of dissension on that team fight now... I’m traiNng a lot of those players... An~vay, any advice I can give her on what she 

might be able to do for a chance to be called up?? I know the process is a lot different now then when I went through it 

P.S. we talk about you a lot she’s jazzed about UNC ._ that’s her number one choice so far!’. ;) 

~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 4:38 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com; sean patton, ~gmail.co~n); 

; nicole fava 0~thva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com); pacman@ uncaa.unc.edu; 

. clay weaver ! @aol.com); 
; matt jones 

Subje~t: I~NV: Daily hnpact Journey for Sunday, October 6, 2013 

Ladies, 

Congrats on the excellent win. For those who played in d-~e first half but not the second take hear’t from the wonderful quote below. Change the word ’l~ve" to 

"play", 

For those fighl:~r~g to play or tr~ve~ or dress: keep getting better. We have the p.:)l:entia~ to be f.:)r]~l~dab~e, And every one of you have poter~t~al to £:otl[:f’~bklte ~ 

some way. 

See you Tuesday. 

P~aye~’ confe~’ences this week: rememoHze the "Core Vak~e" quotes, 

E~= dailyimpac~ourney@humane~entures.com [mailto:dailyimpac~ourney@humane~entures.com] 
Seat= Sunday, October 06, 20~3 9:05 AN 
Te; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sabject= Daily [mpact Journey for Sunday, October 6, 20~3 



This message has been scanned for 

tnalware by Websense. 

~vw.websense.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 4:39 PM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ~gmail.com> 

I~E: Heb~yy 

The NCAA does not permit me to recruit you to scout for 

Frera: Jen SovacooI-Smith [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 2013 9:15 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Heyyyy 

Oh duh I lmew that lol wow sony..., do you know other kids in attendance?’? I’m hapw to help if you need it :) 

On Oct 6, 2013 7:41 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaJLunc.edu> wrote: 
is allowed to caAl us we am just not allowed to call her, that is the NCAA rule. And we will not be sending anyone to the showcase. 

Sent f!"om my Verizort tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Jen Sovacool- Smith i&gmail.com> wrote: 

Ps there’s ma eclipse college showcase tomorrow ... several players I’m tmfining are in it I         being one of them) so ill be them to watch ... I know word is several 
college coaches will be them ... are you sending anyone?? If not ... can I help you from afar in any way?? 

Thanks so much for the advice Coach!! Ill "talk to you soon!! :) 

Jen 

On Oct 5, 2013 11:18 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~}£!!@_e_~!’_a_j_l_:__uj!_c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Tell         not to worry about the National Team..lust to keep working on her game, It is her technical mastery that will get her on the team (working with you). 

Have her call me, 1 will talk to her, @ All the best.len!! 

From: Jen SovacooI-Smith [mailto: ~qma[!,com] 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 20:t3 8:14 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Heyyyy 

Hey sorry I haven’t gotten back to you with the letter yet I havefft gotten around to writing it. I’ve been so busy with my business I’m getting morn and morn players 

plus I’,n coaching club and rm going to school for my Masters in speciaJ education so I’m alittle busy sorry lol ... 

But I want you to know that I’ve had four training sessions with         now mad she has improved greatly in those ... the kid is the real deaJ! ! She works hard every 
session and never quits she’s a go getter she wants to improve she wants to be the best she’s got a lot of heart _. 

Her dream is to make it on the national team she wants to be called up her coach has not giving her the chance yet... I am not sum about why that is but I know her 

currant coach well and there’s a lot of dissension on that team right now _. I’m training a lot of those players... Anyway, any advice I can give her on what she might be 

able to do tbr a chance to be called up?? I know the process is a lot difl~mnt now then when I went through it 

P.S. we talk about you a lot she’s jazzed about [INC ... that’s her number one choice so thr!! ;) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 4:41 PM 

Brown, Sharon Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Status update 

How about the Carolina Inn? 4:30 pro? 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 2013 9:19 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Status update 
Carolina Club closes @ 2p on Mondays - have any other suggestions? 
I have to get my computer checked out @ SPH sometime in the afternoon; but should be finished by 4 - so, anytime after that would work. 
Let me know where and when! 
Sharon 

Eastern Reg~ona~ Child Care HeaM~ Consultant Coach 

NorLheastern NC Trsnsforrnation Zone 

NC CNId Care Hea~th and Sa~:ety Resource Center 

UNC Gi~l~ngs Schoo~ of G~obal Public Hea~th 

University of North Carolina - Chape~ H~I~ 

sharon brown@unc.edu 

www.healthycNIdcarenc.or~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 5:35 PM 
To: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Cc:      @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
subject: RE: Status update 

Sure ._ what time? 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:33 AM 

T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co:      @aol.com; Sander, Thomas ] 
Subject: RE: Status update 
Anson - Good - If i~s open on Honday, want to meet over at the Carolina Club for a beer? I’ll check if thaws an option. If not, have any suggestions? 
Also, Bill &Tom, this includes an inviNtion to you both, bo~ 
Sharon 

Dr. ShaFotl P. BF.:)Wtl, MPH., MN 

Eastern Regbna~ CNId Care Hea~d~ Consultant Coach 

Northeastern NC Transformation Zone 

NC CNId Care Health and Safety Resource Center 

UNC Gi~l~ngs Schoo~ of G~obal PuMic Hea~th 

U~)ivers~Ly of North Carohna .- Chape~ I-{~1~ 

sharon brown@unc.edu 

~_~_~_:_bA#_[~b_2 c N I d ca r e n c. o rA 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:24 AM 
To: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Cc:      ~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Status update 

Sharon, 

Yes~ I will be free on Monday afternoon Oct 7th. !ove to catch up. 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent: Tuesday, October 01, 2013 7:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Status update 
Anson- 
Glad to hear that your "team" [Dino & Tom] are still around - a well oiled machine, right? Please send my regards to both! 
Will be coming to Triangle area Monday for a lunchtime meeting in Raleigh on Tuesday, Are you available for coffee!wine!beer anytime late afternoon!early PM Monday, or 
Tuesday AM before 10a [no wine or beer prior to 12n!] for a catch up chat? 
Sharon 

Dr. Sharon K Brown, MM-I, MN 

Eastern Regional Child Care Health ConsLdtan~ Coach 

Northeastern NC Transformation Zone 

NC Child Care Hea~th and Safety Resource Center 

UNC Gi~lh~gs School of G[oba~ PuMic Health 

University o[ North Caro~h~a -Chag)el 

sharon brown@unc.edu 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 



Sent: Tuesday, October 0:~, 2013 2:22 PM 
To: Brown, Sharon Pratt; bill palladino; Sander, Thomas 
Subject-" Re: Status update 

Shaxon, love to meet! Yes, Tom and Dino are still here! 

"Brown, Sharon Pratt" <N?__b_r_£/~Ln__l__@_e___n_)__~__U_!:__tLn__c_’_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

Hey, Anson! 
How are you? Don’t know if you remember or not, but I’m We lived in So. CA, and you & Dino and the 
players came to Dana Point to go out on our sailboat at the harbor. 
I wanted to touch base with you and let you know that I’ve taken a position with the School of Public Health working on research to improve child care health 
strategies in the state. Currently living in Edenton [gotta live near water!], and am working on a concentrated effort toward improving the health care of the 
children in the NE corridor of NC. 
As part of the job, I do travel to meetings in CH & Raleigh, and would love to have a cup of coffee with you some day! 
Is Dino still working with you? Didn’t see any contact info. listed in the UNC directory for him. And Tom? 
Hope to talk with you soon! 
Sharon Brown 
Dr~ Sharon P~ Brown, MPH, MN 
E~st~-_~rn R~:,gion~ll Child Q~re H~:’al~:h Const~ltant Coi~ch 
NorLhei~sl:ern NC Tr~nsforrnation Zorn:, 
NC Child Csre Heatth and Ss[:ety Resource Center 
UNC Gill~ngs School of Globs~ Pt~blic Health 
University of North Csro~ins - Chapel H~I~ 
sharon brown@unc.edu 
www.healthycNIdcarenc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 4:42 PM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ~ ~gmail.com> 

1~3:;: Heb~yy 

Very good            ~) 

From: Jen Sovacool-Smith [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 2013 9:38 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Heyyyy 

(h) my cetl does not work at home 
_~gmail.com] 

Ps said she will call you tiffs afternoon.., she’s vmy excited you caace to talk to her’.! That~ you :) 

On Oct 6, 2013 7:41 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 
is allowed to ca]l us we am just not allowed to call her, that is the NCAA rule. And we will not be sending anyone to the showcase. 

Se~t f!"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Ps there’s ma eclipse college showcase tomorrow ... several players I’m tmfining are in it I         being one of them) so ill be them to watch ... I know word is several 
college coaches will be them ... are you sending anyone?? If not ... can I help you from atar in any way?? 

Thanks so much for the advice Coach!! Ill "talk to you soon!! :) 

Jen 

On Oct 5, 2013 11:18 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~__n_}~211@_e_~!’_a_j_l_:__uj!_c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Tell         not to worry about the National Team..lust to keep working on her game, It is her technical mastery that will get her on the team (working with you). 

Have her call me, 1 will talk to her, ¢~) All the best .len!! 

Frem: .]en SovacooI-Smith [mailto:: ~qmai!,com] 
Sent: Saturday, October 0~, 20:t3 8:14 AN 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Heyyyy 

Hey sorry I haven’t gotten back to you with the letter yet I havefft gotten around to writing it. I’ve been so busy with my business I’m getting morn and morn players 

plus I’,n coaching club and rm going to school for my Masters in speciaJ education so I’m alittie busy sorry lol ... 

But I want you to know that I’ve had four training sessions with,         now mad she has improved greatly in those ... tile kid is the real deaJ! ! She works hard every 
session and never quits she’s a go getter she wants to improve she wants to be the best she’s got a lot of heart _. 

Her dream is to make it on the national team she wants to be called up her coach has not giving her the chance yet... I am not sum about why that is but I know her 

currant coach well and there’s a lot of dissension on that team right now _. I’m training a lot of those players... Anyway, any advice I can give her on what she might be 

able to do tbr a chance to be called up?? I know the process is a lot diflbmnt now then when I went through it 

P.S. we talk about you a lot she’s jazzed about [INC ... that’s her number one choice so thr!! ;) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 4:42 PM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ~ ~gmail.com> 

1~3~,: Heb~yy 

Tell me about her 

F~om: Jen SovacooI-Smith [mailto_ 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 2013 10:22 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Heyyyy 

~gmail,com] 

Hey am you looking al at all?’? 

On Oct 6, 2013 7:41 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 
is allowed to caJl us we am just not allowed to call her, that is the NCAA rule. And we will not be sending anyone to the showcase. 

Sent f!"om my Verizon tFire/e,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Jen Sovacool- Smith < ’,~gmail.com> wrote: 

Ps there’s ma eclipse college showcase tomorrow ... severa] players I’m trafining are in it          being one of them) so ill be them to watch ... I know word is several 
college coaches will be them ... are you sending anyone?? If not .., can I help you from afar in any way?? 

Thanks so much for the advice Coach!! Ill "talk to you soon!! :) 

Jen 

On Oct 5, 2013 11:18 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~__n_}~211@_e_~!’_a_j_l_=_uj!_c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Tell         not to worry about the National Team..lust to keep working on her game, It is her technical masteW that will get her on the team (working with you). 

Have her call me, I will talk to her, ¢~) All the best .len!! 

From: Jen SovacooI-Smith [mailto: ~qmai!,com] 
Sent: Saturday, October 05, 2013 8:14 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Heyyyy 

Hey sorry I haven’t gotten back to you with the letter yet I havefft gotten ground to writing it. I’ve been so busy with my business rm getting morn and morn players 

plus I’,n coaching club and rm going to school for my Masters in specidl education so I’m alittle busy sorry lol ... 

But I want you to know that I’ve had four training sessions with         now mad she has improved greatly in those ... the kid is the real dedl! ! She works hard every 
session and never quits she’s a go getter she wants to improve she wants to be the best she’s got a lot of heart _. 

Her dream is to make it on the national team she wants to be called up her coach has not giving her the chance yet... I am not sum about why that is but I know her 

currant coach well and there’s a lot of dissension on that team right now ... I’m training a lot of those players... Anyway, any advice I can give her on what she might be 

able to do tbr a chance to be called up?? I know the process is a lot difl~mnt now then when I went through it 

P.S. we talk about you a lot she’s jazzed about [INC ... that’s her number one choice so thr!! ;) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IzW: WAGS 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 12:45 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: WAGS 

@cuemail.net] 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I aJn a sophomore at 

If you were going to come see me play, could you e-mail my coach,                     ~!gmaJl.com and let him know which match you might attend. This way he 

will be sure to manage my playing time to give a good look. Being a sl~owcase, lae Wl|l [~e working on a rotational basis, ruth an eye on players he knows are being 

watched. 

Thank you and I hope to see you there’. 

National Ranking Points 21355 

National Rank 5 (+1) 
Region 1 Rank 3 ( ~ 1) 

Pennsylvania East Rm& 1 

Cunent Rank Calculated: 

Previous Rank Calculated 

Click this link to see my Profile 

iN;~iilmage 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 4:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Resume & Toumaments.pdf 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 20:~3 :L:I7 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; @gmail.com 
Subject: Re: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I would like to invite you to come see me play with the U19 National/International tournament team next weekend in the WAGS Showcase Tourna:ment 

in Virginia. Our s~hedule can be found at fl~is link. Field map~ can be found at this link. 

(//~yahoo.com 
VIDEO: 

http: , /www. youtube.com/useri: 

Club Temn: 

Club Coach & Private Trainer: 

Club Coach Phone Nmnber: 

Club Coach Email: 

High School Head Coach: ...... 

High School Head Coach Phone: 

High School Head Coach Email: 

High School Assisl~t Coach: 

High School Assistant Coach Phone: 

tiigh School Assistant Coach Email: 

USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Pre~nier Diplo~na 

~’~gmail.com 

’~;yahoo.com 

F r o m:                              ~,y_’_a___h__o___o_ =_£ _o__[_n_. > 

To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; "anson@email.unc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com" ~gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, September ]6, 2013 6:]8 PM 

Subject: Re: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Congratulations on your distinguished honor of being added to the N.C. Soccer Hall of Fame & on your 750th win. The Heels played a hard ga3ne last night against 

Notre Dame and it was a nail biter. Your Defense had great passing, the tbrwards were quick a~d I think if the team held their shape they definitely would hmze been 

the champions. Watching the game reaJly brought home the .type of teach I am looking for. I croft wa~t to become a TarHeel! I have attached tny resume and a 2nd 

page of tournament information. I hope you can cotne see one of my games soon. I will keep you updated on tny schedules as soon as I get them. 

..................................... ((~vahooucom 
VIDEO: 

http://~x~x~v.,,~outu be.comiuser,’ 

Club Temn: 

Club Coach & Private @rainer: 

Club Coach Phone Nmnber: 

Club Coach Email: 

High School Coach: 
High School Coach Phon£: . 

. USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 

. My schedule is below. I have also attached 

High School Coach Email: ’(~)vahoo.com 
From: @yahoo.corn> 
To: "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; "anson@emaiLunc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Cc: "._b_p__’_aJJ~__d__[r_)__o_@_u___n__c_’__a__a__:_u__r_~__c__,g_d__uy <_b_#__a__t!’_a___d_i_0__o__@_u__r_)_c__’_a___a_,_U__L~__c_:_e___d___u_>; "ma__c_’_r_ma__0_@__u__0__c:_a__’_a_<__u__n___c_’:__e__d___u_." <~_a__c_’_r_ma_L~_@__u__0__c:_a__’_a_:_t_~_n___c_’:__e__d___u_.>; ~gm__a__[Lc___o_mi’. ~_r_[_~__a_iL_c__o__r__~_~.>; 
"nfava(~,uncaa,unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "gg~l@uncaa.unc.edu" <g~tg@uncaa.unc.edu>; "sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

"ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, August 28, 2013 1:28 PM 
Subject: Re: 
Coach Dorrance, 
I would like to invite you to come see me play at the Labor Day Invitational Tournament this weekend with 

my updated resume ruth all the toummnents I mn planning to attend this year. Hope to see you on the fiel!! 

DATE TIME HOME AWAY FIELD 

08/31 12:00pm Andromeda 98 Gold FC Dallas Soccer Complex #11 

08/31 7:30pm Baton Rouge 98 Black FC Dallas Soccer Complex #12 



09/0:1. Wiidca rd #2 

09/0:1. Bracket :1. #2. 

09/02 QF D Winner 

09/02 QF C Winner 

09/02 5F B Winner 

9:00am 

4: 30pro 

4: 30pro 

lO:OOam 

lO:OOam 

4:00pro 

Austin Texans 98 

Bracket I #:[ 

Bracket ~ ,,#2 

QF A Winner 

QF B Winner 

SF A Winner 

Russell Creek Park P 

Russeii Creek Park E 

Russeil Creek Park F 

Russeil Creek Park F 

(~Lyahoo.cona 
VIDEO: 

!attp:/, ~!.voutube.comiuser/,< ............ 

Club Team: 
Club Coach & Private Trainer: USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 
Club Coach Phone Number 
Club Coach Email: @gmail.com 
tIigh Schoo[ Coach: o 

High School Coach Phone: 

tIigh School Coach Emai]: ...... (a)yahoo.com 

From ~yahoo.com> 

Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa,unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; "       @gmaikcom" <       @gmail.cqm>; 
"nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; ".q.q.g@uncaa.unc.edu" <.q.q.q@uncaa.unc.edu>; "sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu" <sbmaloy@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

"_d___u_o_’_a_!i@__U_!l_C_’_a_’_a_~_tj _n___o_’~__e_d___u_.’ ’ < _d_u___o_’_a__ E@ _u__t!__c_’_a_ ~ bU_!l_C_’, _e_d_tj > 

Sent: Monday, July 29, 2013 12:25 PM 

Subject: Re: 

Coach Dorrance, 
Thank you very much for meeting with me and my father yesterday and going over your requirements for an athlete at The 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill. I was grateful for your honesty and encouragement for continued growth. I am confident 

will continue to impress you with my coachability and progress and hope to display those techniques at the Disney Soccer 

Showcase as you suggested. The coaching ambitions for the upcoming seasons are awesome -- we were swept up in victory fever 

just walking the grounds of UNC. Needless to say, the trip was more than I could have asked for. Fm not surprised The University 

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill soccer program enjoys such a widely recognized reputation. 

Although you seemed familiar with my credentials, I have enclosed a brief r6sum6 outlining my academic and athletic 

accomplishments to date as well as my club team scheduled tournaments for the year. Thank you again, Coach Dorrance, for the 

opportunity to meet with you and Coach Ducar. Go Tar Heels! 

iqttp:ilwww.voutube,com/user/ 

and 

http:: / new.berecrui~ed,comiathietesi 

High School Coach: 

High School Coach Phone: 

High School Coach Email: @yahoo.corn 

Club Team: 

Club Coach & Private Trainer: 

Club Coach Phone Number: 

Club Coach Email: ~_~mail,com 
From: ~,yahoo.com> 
To: "ducar@uncaa,unc,edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu> 

USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 

cc: "._b_p_:_aJJs!_d_i!m~_u__~__a__a__,_u__r_m_,g_d__u_." <_b_~__a_!!:a___d_i!_~__o__@_u__!m_’_a___a_,_u__t!__c_,_e___d___u_>; "ma_~_r_!!__a_!_~_@__u_!_~__c:_a__’_¢_U_n___o:,__e__d___u_." <~___a_~_r_!!__a_t!_@__u_!_~__c:_a__’_a_,~m_o:,__e__d___u_.>; ’ l~_m___a_iLo___o_mi’ < ~_r_!!__a_iL_c__o._r_!_~.>; 
"nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ggg@uncaa.unc.edu" <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; "sbmaloy@uncaa~unc~edu" <sbmaloy@uncaa~unc~edu>; 

"anson(~,uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; "anson(~,email.unc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Sent: Wednesday, July 10, 2013 1:03 PM 
Subject: Re: 
Coach Ducat, 
It was great speaking with you yesterday about an meeting you for an unofficial visit on July 28th at 11:00 after the camp concludes. Thank you for taking my call. I’m 
sori~’ I was a bit nervous but this is my dream come true to speak with you and find out that The University of North Carolina was intel~sted in me and I have a real 
chance of becoming a Tar Heel. I am so eager to attend the camp this summer and meet you all in person. 
Thanks again for the time you spent to talk to me. You have no idea how much it meant. 
Can’t wait ixJ see you on the fiel!! 

bttp:iinew,berecruited,com, a~.hletes, 



and 

High School Coach: 

High School Coach Phone: i 

High School Coach Em~il: 

Club Team: 

Club Coach & Private Trainer: 

Club Coach Phone Number: 

Club Coach Email: ~’~:tn,~ilx on; 
From: .~,yahoo.com> 
To: "anson(’~uncaa.unc.edu" <anson(’~uncaa.unc.edu> 

, USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 

"nfava(d0,uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ggg@uncaa.unc.edu" <ggg@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
"alex crei.qhton@med.unc.edu" <alex crei~hton@med.unc.edu>; "ath~a~o@uncaa.unc.edu" <ath~NIo@uncaa.unc.edu>; "c~waltnev@uncaa.unc.edu" 
<~J!t~_~y_~_U~)_~2~_~_~_U>; "~_~]R[~_~_[~9_~." <~Ng)~_~E~<_~_U.>; "~_~m~_{gY_@_u_~_=~9_=~_~_" <~_~_{Q~@_U£~_=~_[~£=~_~_U> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 19, 2013 7:33 PM 
SuNect: Re:i 
Coach Do~ance, 
I am ve~ much looking lb~’a~t k) meeting you and your s~fl’at the camp July 24-29. ArChed are lists of my upcoming toumament~games. If you, or one of your 

smfl~ am planmng on ma~ing flae trip to any of these tournaments, I would love if you would stop by to watch me play. My Club number is ] and I play as a 

I have been invited ~ play on fl~e              1 s~ temn in        July 12-16 ~ well. As soon as I get the schedule I will tb~vaxd it on. For 

the summer I am playing indoor soccer on a U- 19 Boys team, I don’t have a nmnber but you can’t tniss me, the ~hedule is a~ched. HoN to see you on fl~e field’. 

http:iinew, bcrecruited.co~rdathletes 

and 

High School Coach: 

High School Coach Phone: 

tligh School Coach EmaJl: @)vai~oo.com 

Club Team: 

Club Coach & t mate Trainer: USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA t rernier Diploma 

Club Coach Phone Nmn~r: 

Club Coach Ema~l: 
From: @yahoo.corn> 
To: "anson~uncaa.unc.edu" <anson~uncaa.unc.edu> 

~gmail.com" ,        ~gm~[~:coE]>; "[]Iava~ncaa.unc~edu" <nfava@uncaa~unc.edu> 
Sent: Saturday, May 18, 2013 12:36 PM 
Subject: Re: 
Coach Do~ance, 
My fi~s~an year h~ ~en ~ memorable and even ~ough you may not have ~en able to make ~y oftny games I would love to sham win you higNights fiom the 

year. Only 3 more years until I become a Toe Heel[ See you on Ne field this smnmer at the soccer catnp. 

FRESHMAN YEAR ACCOM~ LISHMENTS 
2013: NI-DisNct Player 

2013: Varsib, Le~erman 

2013: 5A Region Champions 

2013: 5A S~te Runner-Ups 

2013: Varsity S’m6er 

2013: ODP ls"t Team 

2013: Club - 

The Fabulous Freshman, 

@va]aoo.con’~ 

Find out more about me at: 

http:i/new, berecruited.com/athletes 

High School Coach: 

High School Coach Phone: 

High School Coach EmaJl: 

Club Temn: 

Club Coach & Private @rainer: 

Club Coach Phone Number: 

(a)~yahoo.com; i.~mid- del.aet 

_ USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 

Club Coach Email: .~Ln_v_:£__k__c___u_:__e__£l__u_; .............................. _~ig_Lr_~!a_i_[:_c___o__r__n_. 
From: ........ ~_~,ya hoo.corn> 

TO: "anson@unoaa.un¢,edu" <anson@uncaa,un¢,edu> 

Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "car@uncaa.unc.edu" <car@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@g_t_n__’_a_~k[&O__Ln__"      ~ggka__[[=_c___o___r[p; "L~_f_’_a__v__’_a__@_u__r_kc_#__a__=_u__r_kc_’_:&d___u_." <.r_)_f_&v___a_@__u___n__c_’_a__’_a_~__u__n___c_’=__e__d__t_!> 

Sent: Thursday, May 9, 2013 9:41 AM 
Subject: Re: 
Coach Dorrance, 



Another update: Our amazing high school soccer team (         I has gone undefeated in playoffs and will play for the          SA State Title this 

Friday, May 10th at      High School at 7:30pm, I will be uploading my freshman year highlight video soon after, It has been one amazing year and I am 

excited to share it with you, 

The Fabulous Freshman, 

@yahoo.corn 

Find out more about me at: 

http://new.berecruited.com/athletesl 

and 

http:i/www.yout u be.com!useri 

High School Coach: 
High School Coach Phone: 

Club Team: 
Club Coach & Private Trainer: USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA Premier Diploma 
Club Coach Phone Number: 
Club Coach Email: i@my.okcu.edc ~gmail.com 
From: .~,yahoo.com> 
TO: "anson~unoaa.uno.edu" <anson@uncaa.uno.edu> 

Cc: "bpA!!ad!£o@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpa!!AdinR@uncaa.unc.edu>; "caE@uncaa.unc.edu" <car@~ncaa.unc.edu>; "pa£[naB@uncaa.unc.edu" <pa£[naB@uncaa.unc.edu>; 
@gmafl.com" .        ~gmail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, May 2, 2013 2:44 PM 
Subject: Re: 
Coach Dorrance, 

Just wanted to update you on my schedule in case you get the opportuni~ to come see me in action. 

Our high school team (.         ; is doing exceptionally well as we enter the 2nd round of the State Playoffs Friday May 3rd at High School in 

@7pm. I am on the Varsi~ team and usually play 

I am excited to announce that I made the 98 Girls ODP first team. Our schedule is as follows: 

SUB-REGIONAL 

JUNE 7-9 

Fields: Russell Creek Park, Piano, TX 

REGIONAL 

JULY 12-16 

MontevaJlo, AL 

The Fabulous Freshman, 

From:                                 ~,yahoo.com> 
To: "anson~.,uncaa.uno.edu" <anson~unoaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "._b_p__’_a_]J#__d__[D£@~_u___n__c_’__a__a__=_u_£!_c__~#__d__u_." <_b_r2__a__[[’_a___d_i!!g_@_U__D_C__’_a___a_,_u__E_c_=_e___d___u_>; "£_a__[_@_U__D_C__’_a___a_,__u_!!£,__e__d__t_!i’ <.c__’_a__r_@~_u_£!_c_’A_a__=_U__D£=#__d__u__>; "p__a___c_’E)_a__[!_@__u_[!__c_’_a_AALn__£_.__e__d___u_" <p__a___c_’E)_a__[!_@_u__[!__c_’_a_AA!!!£,__e__d___u_>; 

~gmail.com" @gmail.corn>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@unca&unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2013 11:20 AM 
Subject: Re: 

You may not have been able to catch the sports highlight last Sunday on Fox 25 News Channel of my highschool’s ( ) win over Northwest 

Classen. But don’t worry., you haven’t missed it because I have uploaded the soccer poNon of the program to rny youtube account. So please check it out. You might 

also want to keep up ruth my blog on the berecruited website as well. Thank you, hope see you on the field’. 

The fabulous freshman, 

..... Original Message ..... From:                              @,/ahoo.com> 
To: "arlsorl~,urlcaa.u[q¢,edu" <arlson~,urlcaa,u[q¢,edu> 

Cc: "bpNla~[Bo@uncaa.unc.edu" <b#A!!~ino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "d~!carL~.uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@pncaa.unc.edu>; "Dacma£~uncaa.unc.edu" <Dacma£@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 11:44 PM 
Subject: Re: 
If you haven’t h~] a chance to come see me play recently you can catch highlights l~om our, tligh School game vs Nor&west Classen &is Sun&y, April 

14t& at 10:30pm on Fo~5 News on &e ’ Highschool S~s Express" or you c~ catch the highlights now online at: http://ohsse.con~" 

See you on &e field, 

From:                                .~,yahoo.com> 
To: "anson@~ncaaiunc,edu" <anson@uncaa,unc,edu> 
Cc: "._b_p__’_a_!JA_d__[[]£@_u___n__c_’__a__a__:_u_£!_c__~#__d__u_." <_b_r2__a__[[’_a___d_i!!_o__@_u__[]_c_/a___a_,_u__[!__c_=_e___d___u_>; "_d___u__c_’__a_!:@__u_!!_c__a_AALn__£~__e__d___u_" <._d__u___c_’_a__[L@_uncaa.unc.edu>; "pA_c__r_!)A!!@_t_Ln___c_’_a__’_a_=_u___n__c_’=&_d__u_." <pA_c_’_r_!!_a_!!@_t_Ln__£_a_/a_=_u___n__%&_d__u_.>; 

;@grnail.com" ¯ @grnail.com>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu>; "nfava@uncaa.unc.edu" <nfava@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, February 12, 2013 5:52 PM 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Good morning, my name is and I am ve~ interested in being a Tar Heel in the women’s soccer program at the 

Universib~ of North Carolina. I had the p’leasure of having Jason Sisneros as n\v coach at the Exact Soccer Camp in Texas this past 
winter. I was veu~ impressed with his coaching s~’le and desire for the game. I am ctuTently a freshman graduating from 

High School in                     in the spring of    and have a strong desire to compete in college. I feel that your university 
and team are ideal matches for n\v athletic and academic abilities and goals. As a dedicated athlete and student, University of North 

Carolina would give me the opportm~ib~ to thrive, contribute, and grow in all facets of collegiate life: personal, athletic, and academic. 



I have been competing since I was 6 years old and play year round. I play fi~tsal, indoor soccer, (Club), 
ODP, and High School Varsity. My coaches tell me they appreciate my speed, hard-work ethic, teclmique, and versatility. 

I have included lny high school schedule and my club tournament schedule for this season; I would love for you to come see me in 
action. I am: on my premier club team, ~ on varsity, and: on jmfior varsity. High School home games are played at ~ 
Middle School Football/Soccer fields at 
Find out more about me at: 
hltp://new.berecmiled.com/athletes. 
and 
http://ww~v.voutube.com/u se~ 
Thank you, 

High School Coach: 
High School Coach Phon£: . 

High School Coach Email: 

Club Team: 

Club Coach & Private ~i’miner: 

Club Coach Phone Number 

Club Coach Email: 

Private Trainer: i 

Private Trainer Phone Number: ( 

Private Coach Email:         ~i~live.net 

~2)vahoo.(3Orl 1 _~_v ........................ 

) , USSF A License, USSF GK License, NSCAA t re~nier Diplo~na 

~mv.okcu.edu; ~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, October 6, 2013 4:45 PM 

FW: schedule for week of Mon Oct 7 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 2013 4:29 PM 
Subject: schedule for week of Non Oct 7 

Team, 

Here’s this week’s schedule: 

Mon: 

1:30 pm Indoor pool workout 

2:00 pm treatments 

4:00 pm (Make up) pool workout 

7:00 pm MANDATORY CREED meeting for Freshmen - Loudermilk 3rd Floor 

Tues: 

Weights in groups between classes before 1:00 pm 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

Wed: 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Fetzer 

Thurs: 

3:00 pm Panera 

4:00 pm treatments 

5:15 pm pregame 

7:00 pm game vs NC State 

Fri: 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm indoor pool workout 

Sat: 

7:15 am traveling group leaves from Finley for Boston 

11:00 am flight arrives Boston 

12:00 pm lunch 

2:30 pm practice at game field 

4:00 pm check into hotel 

5:00 pm dinner 

Sun: 

1:00 pm game vs BC 

Afternoon: Non-travelers run fitness 

10:45 pm flight lands back at RDU 

-Tom 

Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

WoiIlen~s Soccer 

Unive~si~ ofNorfla Caxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday 8:20 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: WAGS Soccer Tou ma ment 

FGROOOO452FLO6.pdf 

Ser, t~rom my Vcrizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: WAGS Soccer Tournament 

From:               @sindink.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

/ 

L spots in College 

My name is                  and I’m a junior at 

premier and we will be playing in the 

WAGS Tournament I am interested in the soccer program at University of North Carolina and hope you can attend one of 

my games. Below is the my Coach contact information and game schedule for the WAGS Tournament. 

Coach 

Email: 

Cell Number: 

Sincerely, 

Email: @hotmail corn 

Cell Phone: 

/ ~.~.~ Spots in Coll~je 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 8:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~cducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: 

........ Ori_oinal Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

I’d like to take this opportuniU to introduce myself. My name is I am a Sophomore at I have played soccer for 

honorable mention. I was also named Rookie Of the Year by my coach. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 8:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuemaSd.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Good evening Coach Do~rance! 

I’d like to take this opportuni .ty to introduce ,nysel£ My name is          I am a Sopho,nore at                                . I have played soccer for the 

last 7 and a halfyem~ with the                         For the last 5 years I have been the starting forwaa:d for my club team although I have played mid-field and 

defense. During that time, we’ve played in numerous tournaments and I have participated in the Olympic Development Program try-outs in 

I also play on my high school team, as a freshmma, I was the leading scorer with 19 goals and mmay assists. I was aJso named Best Ofl’ense by my coach. I look 

forward to hearing back from you, thank you for your time! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday,               8:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: WAGS Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: WAGS Showcase 

From:                  ~i~)flwaxebum s.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 

CC: 

Sunday, 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am a sophomore 

~ g.~..~?g ]),..c:.o..~.in... 
This coming weekend, my team is playing in the WAGS showcase. If you are going to be there I would love for you to see me play. I am very interested in your college and 
would appreciate receiving information from you. Thanks you for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. This past summer I went to your I.D camp 

and loved it. 
Schedule: 

: 9:35am @ 
10:55am ~ 
12.45pm ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday 9:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Awesome Article on 

Thanks Chris ’. 

Se~t.f!°om my Verizou ~Fireless 4(5 L~"k L)ROIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwa:rded tnessage: 

From: ~)rnndhsx)rg > 

Date: at 7:46:16 PM EDT 

To: Chris Ducar <duca~(E~email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Awesome Article on 

Coach Ducar 

That article was so iespidng._A loved the fast part about how other colleges use UNC’a dominance as a p]oy ~n their recruiting. They said exac[]y that to 

me; "You’H just be anothe~ gill a[ UNC...Why wou~d you want that, ff you can be the one [o s[art that ~egacy here at_~." 

The ]ast part in that article stuck w~th me about ~somewhere a proud little gifts stares at the prized possession hanging on her wall (the sh~rt you 

s~gned after a tar hee] game}’....wow. ] love that. ~ wouldn’t trade that for the world. (: 

Ym so gh~d ~ chose UNC. I’ve never k)oked bad~ for a second. 

T’harfl~s again for sending me that [ 

From: Chris Ducar [mailto:ducar(~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday 6:10 PM 

To: 

Subject: Awesome Article on 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the imaoes in this email, PLEASE CL~CK HEP, E. 

Check it out! 



you did noL wish Lo receive this, please .u___n__s_’_L_Lb__s_’__c__r_~__b__e_.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 9:05 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

Re: 

I agree ... refit assured I a~l doing what I can to get 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

moving. He is my friend. This is not eau. 

Jason Sisneros 

Hey Anson, 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

as much as I cmi within the program while I ca~a. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysi s ] Vol unteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

I really want to j ump in on this m~d do 

On Sun at 8:20 PM, Donance, Albert A IV <m~son~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Sen~ from my ~ ~’r~zo~ I~;~ireless 4(; L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 
From: i~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son~b~email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I’d like to take this opportunity to introduce mysel£ My name is I ama 

I also play on my high school team, as a freshmm~. I was the starting goalie and played over 1,000 minutes. I was named to the 

honorable mention. I was also named Rookie Of the Year by my coach. 

[eam 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 7, 2013 11:50 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Also... 

Chris, are you getting these? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ II~ire[e,~s 4G L)"E 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: AI~... 

From: Jen Sovacool- Smith @gmaJd.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Bem, een you aaad me you might want to keep your eyes 

ears out for this kid ... she’s got gumption and vigor ... she brings life to the game fun to u,atch ... I believe she’s a tree u14 but plays up in age ... her name is 

If you click the usemame she has a handful of highlights on there too ... newer ones too ... smart kid also ... got a lot going tbr her ;) ... just gotta beef her up some lol 



FI~Olll~" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Graduate 

schedual.xlsx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Graduate 

From: ~s- sm.org:~ 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi coach Dorrance, 

My name is I am from                      but this year, I started attendin~                                        am very 

interested in University of North Carolina Chapel Hill because of your incredible soccer programme and academics. Good luck in your upcoming game 

against Boston College. 

I am primarily a holding mid, but I am very diverse and can play anywhere in the middle of the park. I decided to make the move from 
because the soccer would be more challenging and academically the school is fantastic. This is the third time I have lived away from home to play 
soccer, all to achieve my goal of playing for the 

since I’m planning on becoming a doctor or engineer. 

I have included my game schedule and showcase dates so I hope you will take the time to come watch me play. I will also keep you updated on the game 
times for the showcases we will be attending as those become available. 

Can you please tell me where you are regarding your     :lass and what specific needs you might have for that year. I would love to help the Tar Heels 
soccer programme continue with their success in the next year! 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:08 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Sports Team Letter 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Sports Team Letter 

From: Fmtelli’s Italim~ Steakhouse <{batellisnc@gmaJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach, 
Sports Season is in full swing a~d we know your athletes need to fuel up betbre their games! My stab’and I would 

love to help you in plmming tbr your team meals upon yonr amval in Winsam-Salem, NC this season. 

Fmtellis I~lian Stea~ou~ enjoys creating and se~ing delicious meNs to o~aNzafions in the Winston-S~em area. 

We have develoNd a reputation tbr quNiD’, efficiency and excellence. Our tnenu ranges from a rode vafie~ of 

p~a~ ~s~, Italian favorites, ~esh fish and Ce6ified Angus Stea~ 

You c~ download our menu below for your convemence or visit our website fiatellis- stea~ouse.co~n. 

We ~ow that you may al~ have special die~D’ needs that we would be happy to prepaxe for your group. 

We can customize yonr men for your team as yon like. I hope you will think a~ut us when pla~ing yonr trip ~ 

~Vins~on- Salem, NC dnring tl~s spots ~a~n. We roll be loo~ng fo~¥~d ~ heating from you. Thank yon for ~ur 

Res~ctlhlly Youm, 

tIealher Blackley 

General Mmaager m~d Event Coordinator 

Fratellis I~lian Stea~ouse 
2000 Reynolda Road 

Winston Salem, NC 27106 

(336)448-1704 

Em~- i~o~fiatellis- stea~ouse .com 

x~ 

piease add us to your address book or safe Fist. 

Got this as a forward? Sign up to receive our future emails. 

emaii marketing by I Dig it Out 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:19 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Way to Go! 

Yes. We are getting some kids lmck that make a difference. As they get fit so goes the Tax Heels. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~fl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Good stuff’yesterday over Mawlamd. We got the needed result given what occurred in the other games throughout the Conference. 
Get some rest as you get prepared for this ’Ihu~day vs. STATE ~ be well amd all the best~ 
GO HEELS~ Proud of you[ 

~Larrv Ga~, 2r~ 

E-xccutive Associate Dic~ctor of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:22 PM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ~gmail.com> 

Re: Heyy;,u. 

Shoot against a wall, play lv one, head crosses in the goal from the left and fight side, watch one of the top 4 reruns in the EPL on a weeldy basis: Arsenal, Chelsea. 

maaa u, Man Cir. 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ~gma~l.com> wrote: 

snippit for you 

What assig~maents did you give 

On Oct 5, 2013 11:18 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aaason,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tetl          ~ot to worry abot~t the National Team. Jt~st ~o keep wo~king on her gar~e~ ~t is her technical masteW tha~ will get her on the team (working with 

youL ~-~ave ~er ca~] me, I w~H talk to her.             ~ A~ the best 

F~m= Jen SovacoN-Smith [mailto @gmail,com] 
Nentl Saturday, October 05, 20~3 8:~4 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: He~ 

H~y so~~ I hav~fft ~o~n ~ck to you w~th th~ l~r y~t I haven’t ~o~n around to wfitm~ ~t~ I’v~ b~n ~ busy w~th my bus~n~ss I’m ~m~ mor~ and 

players pins Fm coachm~ club ~d Fm ~o~n~ to ~hool ~or my Mas~rs h~ sp~ci~ ~dncafion so I’m ~ bu~ ~ lol _. 

But I want you to ~ow that I’v~ had ~our tr~in~n~ ~ss~ons w~th         now and sh~ has ~mpmv~d ~atly h~ thos~ ._ th~ ~d ~s th~ ~al d~al~ ~ Sh~ wor~ hard 

~v~ s~ss~on and n~v~r quits sh~s a ~o ~r sh~ waats to ~mwov~ sh~ waats to b~ th~ b~st she’s ~ot a lot of h~a~ ... 

H~r dream ~s to mak~ ~t on th~ national t~am sh~ wants to b~ called up h~r coach has not ~v~n~ h~r th~ chanc~ y~t ... I u~ not snr~ about why that ~s but I know 

h~r cu~nt coach w~ll and th~’s a lot ofd~s~ns~on on that ~am ~ht now ... ~m t~a~n~ a lot oftho~ players_. An~¥ay, aay ~tv~c~ ~ can ~v~ h~r on what sh~ 

m~ht b~ abl~ to do ~or a chanc~ to b~ c~l~d up?? I ~ow th~ process ~s a lot different now th~n when I w~nt through ~t 

P.S. w~ talk about you a lot she’s j~z~d about UNC ... that’s h~r number on~ cho~c~ so ~ar~ ;~ 

~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:25 PM 

Dana Logan <~na.logan@championshipprodnctions.com> 

Re: Roya2lty Payment Fomas -- Cha~pionship Produclions 

Jason, have I forwarded them to you? 

Se~tt.~°om my VeHzou Wireless 4G L2’K 

Dana Logan <dana.logan@championshipproductions.com> wrote: 

ttello Coach Dorrance, 

Thank yon for nolifying me of who your payments should go to. Could you please forward the documents on to Jason so that he can complete them and we have his 
tax info as well as his address for ~na~ling the check? 

Thank you, 

www.ChampionshipProductions.com 

World Leader in Sports Instruction - Since 1976! 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individu al or entity to which it is Mdressed and may contain infom~ation that is privileged, confidential aid exempt from disclosure undo applicable law. If you 

a’e not/he intended recipient, ~y dissemin~/ion, dislribution or copying of this communic~/ion is stridly prohibited Please noti~" the sender by e-mail ~/fl~e ad~hess ~own a~d delete or destroy fi~e original message a~d any a//achments. 

you. 

On Fri, Oct 4, 2013 at 4:50 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~,%email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I waist thi~ ~ to go to Jason Sis~er.:_~b what should t do? 

From= Dana Logan [mailto:dana.loqan@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent; Friday, October 04, 2053 ~1:59 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Royal~ Payment ~rms -- Championship Productions 

Coach Do~ance, 

I a~ following up wi~ you regarding your agreement with Championship Productions. To ensure you receive a myalb~ ~5~nent as s~ted in ~ur ~e~nent, please 

complete and sign the a~ched fo~s. We roll process your fom~s itnmeNately upon receipt. 

Attachments: 

1. W-9 Fo~rn (fill out) 
2. Royalb~ Payment Form (fill out) 

Please return your documents via mal, emaJl or fw{ to 515-232-3739. If yon have any queaions, please don’t hesitate to give Thom or myself a caJl’. 

Championship t roductions 

2730 Graham Street 

A~nes, IA 50023 

Thank you, 

Da~a 

removed by 
sender logo 

800-873-2730 

www.Cham~Productions.com 



removed by 
sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

Image 

i 

Image 
removed by removed by 
sender, sender. 

World Leader in Spor~s Instruction -Since 1976! 

CONI-’IDENT[ALI TY NOT[CE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is adch-essed and may contain infbm~ation that is privileged, confidential and exempt fiom disclosure under applicable law. If 

you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. Please noti@ the sender by e-mail at the adch-ess shown and delete or deshoy the original message and m~y attachments. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:35 PM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith @gmail.com> 

Re: Heyy~. 

You are fight 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tVireie,~s 4G LT~ DROLL) 

Jen Sovacool- Smith @gmail.com> wrote: 

Awesome!’. I have told her become a student of the game watch soccer!’. Its an~ing how many kids don’t!’. 

On Oct 7, 2013 11:22 AM, "Dorrance, Albelnt A IV" <anson~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Shoot against a wall, play lv one, head crosses in the goal from the left and fight side, watch one of the top 4 reruns in the EPL on a weeldy basis: Arsenal, Chelsea. 

man u, Man Cir. 

Se~t.~"om n~v Verizor~ tVireie,~s 4G LT~ L)ROIL) 

Jen Sovacool- Smifl~ ~gmail.com> wrote: 

snippit for you 

What assig~maents did you give 

On Oct 5, 2013 11:18 AM, "Dormnce, Albe~ A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tell         not to worry about the National Team, Just [o keep working on her game. It is her technical mastery that will get her on the [eam (working 

with you), Have her ca~l me, I win ta~k to her+             Cq) All the best .len!! 

F~m= ]en SovacooI-Smith [mailto: ~gmail,com] 
Sent= Saturday, October 05, 20~3 8:~4 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: He~ 

H~y sold~ I hav~fft ~o~n ~ck to you w~ th~ l~r y~t I haven’t ~o~n around to w~n~ ~t. I’w b~n ~ busy w~fl~ my business I’m ~m~ mor~ and mor~ 

pla~ plus Fm coachm~ club and I’m ~oh~ to ~hool ~or my Masters ~n s~ci~ ~ducation so I~m ~ bus~ ~ lo~ ... 

But I want you to ~ow that I’v~ had ~our train~n~ ~ss~ons w~th         now and sh~ has ~mpmv~d ~r~afly h~ thos~ ._ th~ ~d ~s th~ ~al d~al~ ~ Sh~ wor~ hard 

~v~y s~ss~on and n~v~r quits she’s a ~o ~r sh~ wants to ~mprov~ sh~ wants to b~ th~ b~st sh~s ~ot a lot o~h~a~ ._ 

H~r dream ~s to mak~ ~t on th~ national t~am sh~ wants to b~ called up h~r coach has not ~v~n~ h~r th~ chanc~ y~t ... I u~ not sn~ about why that ~s but I know 

h~r cu~nt coach w~ll and th~r~’s a lot of d~ss~ns~on on that t~an~ ~ht now ... rm t~ainm~ a lot of thos~ players... ~yway~ any adv~c~ I can ~w h~r on what 

sh~ m~ht b~ ab]~ to do fi~r a chanc~ to b~ called np?? I know th~ process ~s a lot d~fl~rant now th~n when I w~nt thron~h ~t 

P.S. w~ talk about you a lot shds j~z~d about UNC ... that’s h~r number on~ cho~c~ so ~ar~ ;~ 

~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Also... 

So how did you ki~ow to reply if you are not getting them? 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izor~ IFireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Frem: Dorrance, Albert A ~’ 
Seat: IVlonday, October 07, 2013 $:[:50 AN 
"ro; Ducat, Chris 
S~bject: I=wd: Also... 
Chris, are you getting these? 

Senti’tom ~ ~ ~’r~zo~ IVireless 4(; LgT~’ DR()ID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Snbject: Also... 

From: Jen Sovacool- Smith, ~;gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(tbemail.unc.e&~> 

CC: 

Between you m~d me you might want to keep your eyes 

ears out for tl~is kid.., she’s got gumption a~d vigor.., she brings life to the game fun to watch ... I believe she’s a true u14 but plays up in age ... her name is 

If you click the nsemame she Ms a handful of highlights on there too ... newer ones too ... smart kid a]so ... got a lot going for her ;) ... jnst gotta beef her up some 1ol 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Also... 

No, I wanted to make sure you were getting my forwards. It seems like you are. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

You must h~w:_~ f.:_~rw~f’ded it to me. I ~:hought you wef’e asking ~f ~ w~s getting the em~]s dkectly from her 

E~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Seat= Monday, October 07, 2053 $2:39 PN 

To= Ducar, Chris 
$~bje~t= Re: Also... 

So how did you ~ow to reply if you are not geeing ~em? 

SenU?om ~ ~ ~’r~zo~ IVireless 4( ~ LgW DROID 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducar~unc.edu> wrote: 

No 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Monday, October 07, 2013 11:50 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" Fwd: Also... 
Chris, are you getting these’? 

Sen@~om my Verizou 14~reless 4G LT’h I)ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Also... 

From: Jen Sovacool- Smith ~?~gmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~;email.~mc.edu> 

CC: 

Between you and me you might want to keep yonr eyes 

ears out for this kid.., she’s got gumption m~d vigor.., she brings life to the game fun to watch ... I believe she’s a true u14 but plays up in age ... her name is 

If you click the username she has a handful of highlights on there too ._ newer ones too ._ smart kid also ... got a lot going for her ;) ... just gotta beef her up some 1ol 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Updated videos... FEMALE goalkeeper prospects 

image003 .j pg; image001 .j pg; image004 .j pg; image002.j pg 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: Updated videos... FEMALE goalkeeper prospects 

From: Eric Wiberg ~cha~er.net-~ 
To: Eric Wiberg ~charter.net> 

CC: 

We have added two new goalkeepers                             and updated two goalkeepers                 We will continue 

to film until the snow flies. Click on the picture of a keeper and it will take you to their videos on __W_W___w_._w_!__b___e_r_g_w_g_s_._c_o___m_. 

We strive to develop quality keepers; we believe there are three keys to being a quality keeper.... 1) make every save that you should, 2) 

occasionally be brilliant, and 3) don’t screw up! We have placed 70+ goalkeepers into college, with 33 placements at the D1 level. 

Eric Wiberg              (cell) 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, :[.2:47 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: #:13 TBU :16G WAGS Showcase Events 

FDGO98:1204FLO6.pdf 

Sent~rom my Vcrizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: #1.3 TBU 16G WAGS Showcase Events 

From:             @sindink.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Sports in College ] 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, :[2:5:[ PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: .class 

FAPO9708:[5FLOg.pdf 

Sent~rom my Vcrizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: class 

From: ~sindink.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Sports in College ] 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 7, 2013 12:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Also... 

What luck!! 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Y.:)u s;re doir~g it right Mr. r~:_~chn.:)h:~gy! 

Fmra: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Monday, October 07, 2013 12:46 PN 

T~ Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Re: Also... 

No, I wanted to m~]~e sure you were geeing my ~-ards. It ~e~ns like you are. 

Senti?ore ~ ~ ~’r~zo~ IVireless 4(; LgW DR()ID 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducar~unc.edu> wrote: 

YOU ~TH.ESt [~ve forw~rch:’d it ~:o m~-’_~, t th.:)ught yOLE wer~-:~ asking if t w~s g~:~tir~g th~-’_~ ern~ils di~ectl¥ ifore her 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 1!/ 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 12:39 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" Re: Also,., 

So how did you know to reply if you are not getting them? 

Sen@~om my Verizou 14~reless 4G LT’h 

"DucaJ:, Chris" <ducar(f~unc.edu~ wrote: 

Frem: Dorrance, Albert A ~’ 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 11:50 AM 
"ro: Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: Also... 
Chris, are you getting these? 
Ser~t fmm ~;~?,~ ~ ~’r~zo~ IVireless 4(; LgW 

........ Original Message ........ 

Snbject: Also... 

From: Jen Sovacool- Smith ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~)n(tbemail.unc.e&~> 

CC: 

Between yon aa~d me you might want to keep your eyes 

ears out for tl~is kid.., she’s got gumption aaad vigor.., she brings life to the game fun to watch ... I believe she’s a true u14 but plays up in age ... her name is 

If you click the nsername she Ms a handful of highlights on there too ... newer ones too ... smart kid aJso ... got a lot going for her ;) ... jnst gotta beef her up some 1ol 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I’BU Player Profile U 16g-as of 

From: [mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 

Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am interested in attending UNC, Chapel Hill. 

I am a HS freshman at We currently axe ranked 

Our game schedule is: 

I hope you caaa make to one of our games and hope to meet yon personally in the future. 

Thanks so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 7, 2013 4:16 PM 

Brown, Sharon Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edn> 

~aol.com; pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Status update 

See you then! 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2023 4:23 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Status update 

RaJeigh traffic sucks’. 

ttope to be there @4:45 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Oct 6, 2013, at 4:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A I V" ~r_!~£_n__@_e__r_!~_~_~!:_u_n_c_:_e_d__p_5, wrote: 

How about the Carolina Inn? 4:30 pro? 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent: Sunday, October 06, 2023 9:29 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Status update 
Carolina Club doses @ 2p on Mondays - have any other suggestions? 
I have to get my computer checked out @ SPH sometime in the afternoon; but should be finished by 4, - so, anytime after that would work. 
Let me know where and when! 
Sharon 
Dr. ,Shar.:_~n P. grown, MPH, MN 

~?aster~ Reg~ot~al (::h~hJ Care Health Cot~sull:arR Coach 

Northeaster~ NC Trans]:o~mat~on Zone 

NC Ch~k~ Care Heslth snd Safety Resource Cen[er 

UNC Gi]Hngs Schoo~ of G~obal PuM~c Hea~th 

University of North Carolina - Chapel HN 

sharon brown@unc.edu 

wwwJ~eal[hychildcarenc.org 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 5:35 PM 

To: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Cc      ~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Status update 

Sure._ what dine? 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 10:33 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Status update 
Anson - Good - If it’s open on Monday, want to meet over at the Carolina Club for a beer? I’ll check if that’s an option. If not, have any suggestions? 
Also, Bill &.Tom, this includes an invitation to you both, too! 
Sharon 
Dr. ,Shar.:_~n P. grown, MPH, MN 

~?aster~ Reg~ot~al (::h~hJ Care Health Cot~sull:arR Coach 

Northeaster[~ NC Transformation Zone 

NC Ch~k~ Care Heslth snd Safety Resource CenLer 

UNC Gi]Hngs Schoo~ of G~obal PuM~c Hea~th 

University of Nor~:h Carolina- {::hape] 

sharon brown@unc.edu 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, October 04,, 2013 20:24 AM 

To: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Cc:     @aol,com; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: RE: Status update 

Sharon, 

Yes, I will be free on Monday afternoon Oct 7th. Love to catch up. 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2023 7:57 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Status update 
Anson- 
Glad to hear that your "team" [Dino &Tom] are still around - a well oiled machine, right? Please send my regards to both! 



Will be coming to Triangle area Monday for a lunchtime meeting in Raleigh on Tuesday. Are you available for coffee/wine/beer anytime late afternoon/early PM 
Monday, or Tuesday AM before :[0a [no wine or beer prior to :[2n!] for a catch up chat? 
Sharon 

Dr. Sharon P. Brown, MPH, MN 

Eastern Regional Child Care Health Consultant Coach 

Northeastern NC Transformation Zone 

NC Child Care Health ~nd Safety Resource Center 

U NC (Si~ings Schoo~ of Gk~bal PuMk: HeMth 

Un~w~rsRy of North Carolina -. Chape~ 

www,h ealth~childca renc.or~ 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 02, 2013 2:22 plVl 
To; Brown, Sharon Pratt; bill palladino; Sander, Thomas 
$..bject-" Re: Status update 

"Brown, Sharon Pratt" <_s_R_~?!:_o3:_~:!zl__,(_~2__ej__~_t_’_a_~_l_:__ujzc_:__e__d_t_t.> wrote: 

Hey, Anson! 
How are you? Don’t know if you remember or not, but I’m Kristen Brown’s mom [she played for you back in ’96]. We lived in So. CA, and you & 
Dino and the players came to Dana Point to go out on our sailboat at the harbor. 
I wanted to touch base with you and let you know that I’ve taken a position with the School of Public Health working on research to improve child 
care health strategies in the state. Currently living in Edenton [gotta live near water!], and am working on a concentrated effort toward improving 
the health care of the children in the NE corridor of NC. 
As part of the job, I do travel to meetings in CH & Raleigh, and would love to have a cup of coffee with you some day! 
Is Dino still working with you? Didn’t see any contact info. listed in the UNC directory for him. And Tom? 
Hope to talk with you soon! 
Sharon Brown 
Dr, Sharon P, Brown, MPH, MN 
Eastern Regkmal Chiid C:are Health Consultant Coach 
Northeastern NC Transformation Zone 
NC Ch~id Care Health and Safety Resource Center 
UNC GNinss School of Global Public Health 
L.ln~versitv of North Carolina - Chapel 
sharon brownd~unc.edu 
www.health~childcarenc.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Ori~oinal Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

This is 
~nd I’m writing to learn more about the opportunity to play soccer at University of North Carolina. 

Below is a link to my online profile, which includes player video & academic transcripts: 

Some of the key information you’ll find on my profile: 

Coach Dorrance, please contact me at your earliest convenience if you feel I can be an asset to the University of North Carolina soccer program. 
Thank you in advance for your consideration and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

Profile 8= Video Link: 

If you no longer wish to receive our em~Jls, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:06 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

,~!live.nnc.edu); ~)live.unc.edu); ,~!msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edn; 
~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~z)gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thanks Coach 

I know I wilt LOVE coaching you. You ar’e a dream player: remar’kable self-discipline, sterling academics, tremendous ambition. I am going to kN myself to try to 

make th~s happen. You have Tar Heel written a~ over gou~ ~ wi~ copy                    on th~s~! 

F~’, [mailto ~gmail.com] 
Sent~ Monday, 7:31 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Thanks Coach 

Dear Coach Anson, 

On behalf of my parents and myselt; I would like to say thank you for this past weekend. You and the team welcomed me and made even the large campus feel like 

home. Congratulations on the ran. It was a good game agaJnfft Ma@and and I’m glad the team pulled together proving their capabili~. 

You asked me if I have any questions. I trust yon and know that yonr coaching slyle will bring out the best in me. 

Plea~ thank for me again [br their hospitality and ~nd a thanks to Coach Chris tbr the tour of the campus. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~:/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIP1ENTSiCN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,               8:4l PM 

Ducar, Chris *~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: WAGS Tomament 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: WAGS Tomament 

From:                 @aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Do~rance, 

My name is and I am currently playing for 
This weekend my team will be 

playing in the WAGS tournament in the girls U16 college showcase III division. II you are going to the tournament, I wou~d greatly appreciate it, if you have time, to watch me 
and my team play. My jersey number is 8 and I am in 10th grade, and looking forward to graduating I                                I hope you can make it to the 

tournament, our schedule is as follows: 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:44 PM 

@gmail.com>; Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladinc ~aol.com>; Ja~m Sisneros 
~gmM.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edw%                        ~msn.com> 

Re: 

Excellent email message. Do you need $? Can you get admitted without my help? 

Se~t.f!’om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

.~gmail.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 
I hope this email finds you well. Although I have informally introduced myself in the pas~ I would like to reintroduce mysel£ My name is and I am a junior 

senior year, I want to be at the bes~t program in history getting better as a player, learning about Inyself every day, a~d assis~ting others in doing so by being a strong 

practice player or any role that I would have the honor and excitemeut of being given. I a~ rolling to take the steps necessaxy to maJ~ce my goaJ~ happen m~d I hope you 
take coming to watch me play into consideration. 

Have a wonderful day. I look forward to hearing from you, and go Tar Heels! 

Sent from my iPhone 

Sent from nay iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 8:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Spring Showcases 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Spring Showca~s 

From: New Jer~y College Bound Showcase <tom@njcollegeshowcase.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.~mc.edu> 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to anson@emsil.unc,edu by tom@njcolleqeshowcase.com 
lnstant removal with .S_a_f__e_U_n_.s_u__b__s_.c_r_[b__e_"~ EL]_v__a__c_y____[!’__o_[i_c_~, 

NJCBS Spiral Dr Brick i NJ :: 08724 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 9:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: HAZLET GIRLS COLLEGE BOUND SHOWCASE 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: tlAZLET GIRLS COLLEGE BOUND SttOWCASE 

From: College Bound America <tom@njcollegeshowcase.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Play Dat~..~ N(.)\~EM~ ER 16 - 17, 20iB 
AppIicat:io~ Deadl:i~e exte:aded ! Register sow as spots 

are limited! 
The Hazier Gids ColJege Bo~.~nd Showcase 
has been providing isigh school players 

opportunity to be see,~, by coliege coaches for 
20 years. 

Over 300 college coaches from Fiorida to 
Maine, representing NC~dA DI,II,III, NAiA and 
Junior colleges, have been invited. 
Ail ievel teams are welcome to compete ~n the 
U16 to U19 age gro~sps. Teams w~J be 
gro~sped sccord~sgJy~ to bes~ expose your 
pJayers’ 
Nestled ~n the Bayshore Region of New 
Jersey~ a~ games are p~ayed at one complex 
s~ow~ng college coaches easy v~ewing 
The venue containing man~cured natural grass 

fie~ds 
Hazier United Soccer Complex, Haz~et~ NJ~ 
m~nutes off Garden State Pathway exit 117 

F~FA ~aws of the game are used unless noted 
in Showcase ru~es. 

4 game Round Rob~s 
R~ passes accepted 

hsternat~ona~ ss~bst~tut~on ru~es 
College coach exposure 

Player profiles provided k) attending 
college coaches 

3 person ref system 

ADD}T~ONAL ~NFORMAT~ON and to 
REGISTER NOW CL}CK ....................................................................................................... 

Hope you can jo~n us 



Forward this email 

[ ] 
If 

his email ~,~’as sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu by .t__o___m__~__~_j_c__o_J]_e_~_~_._s__h__o__~_~__(__~___s~__~_(__o___R_lI 

:Instant ~emovai ~’~,ith SafeUnsubscribe~’* Privacy Policy. 

College Bound America :: a non profit organization i Brick :: I1~1 :: 0872zt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 9:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:     women’s soccer prospect 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: women’s soccer prospect 

From: ~verizon.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach, 
Below is a list of my WAGS tournament schedule for the weekend of 

@ 9:35 - 

@ 9:20 - 

@ 12:45 

My team also won our State Cup Quarterfinals against Loudoun 97 Red. We will play PWSI in the State Semifinals 

Thank You, 

but we do not have a time or location yet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 9:38 PM 

zorn; Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu>; bill pallaxtino ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 
~gma~l.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@anc.edu~;                        ~msn.com> 

Re: 

look forward to watching her play. Yes, great email. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L2’E L)ROIL) 

;.com wrote: 

Anson - 

Thanks for the follow up on       Definitely a passionate email she wrote. She’s been getting better in our program and over the ne.’~ few months them should be 
some groat opportunities to watch her play. Thanks as always. 

Sent on the Spfint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 

From: ~z~gma]l.com> 

Date: Tue, 21:14:46-0400 

I"o: Dolrance, Albe~t A IV<anson@einail.unc.edu> 
Cc:                ~g> 

Subject: Re: 

Well I’m certainly not one to turn down any money, but I would not need any financial aid. I maJnta~ned solid grades 

my fi’eshman and sophi~more year. IfI finish my j unior and senior year the stone way, my combined GPA should level out to a If I also do well on my standardized 

testing I should be on the fight track. 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On at 8:44 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <;anson~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent email message. Do you need $? Can you get admitted without my help? 

))gmail.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I hope this emaJl tinds you well. Although I have inibrmally introduced myself in the past, I would like to reintroduce mysel£ My name is 

I am a junior at 

and 

day, and assis~ting others in doing so by being a fftrong practice player or any role that I would have the honor and excitement of being given. I an~ willing 
to take the steps necessaU to make my goal happen and I hope you take coming to watch me play into consideration. 
Have a wondeffnl day. I look forward to hearing fiom you, and go Tar Heels’. 



<image.png> 

<image.png> 

Sent frown my iPhone 

Sent frown my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 10:04 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-~ 

Re: Congrats on the strong season so far 

Thanks Dan! 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tI~ire[e,~s 4G LTE DROID 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <daniel.bradli)rd@duke.edu> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 
Congratulations on the big win against Map/land. ~ see that your RPI is #:1 now. That’s a pretty wonderful place to be, especially when this team still seems to be improving 
and you have 2 strong players coming back from injuries. Looking forward to the rest of the season. It sure would be nice to play those 6 NCAA games all in NC! 
All the best, 
Dan 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, September 15, 20:t3 :l:t:00 PN 
To: Daniel Bradford, M.D. 
Subject: Re: Nice game 

Thank you 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <~taniel.bradford@duke.edu> wrote: 

Unc got a raw deal in that game yet you and the two players who got most beaten up still gave gracious interviews...and seemed to really mean it. That’s pure class and 

that is the Carolina tradition. 

........ Original message ........ 

Frown: "Do~rance, Albe~t A IV" <anson.~em~fil.unc.edt~- 

Date: 09/15/2013 8:00 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Daniel Bradford, M.D." <~taniel.bradford@dm.duke.edu> 
Subject: Re: Nice gan~e 

I agree’, 

Se~t(from ~’ k~rizo~ tVireless 4( ~ L TE DROID 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <daniel.bradli~rd@duke.edu> wrote: 

Unc looks like the better teank.you’ll beat thetn in December. I am not a fan of the head referee. # 19 and #7 got clobbered eveu time they touched the ball ruth very 

few calls. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:06 PM 

~gmail.com>; Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladino 

@gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: 

~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

Great .. all that makes you more a~tracfive to us. When can we see yon play ne~? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Well I’m certainly not one to turn down any money, but I wonld not need any financial aid. 1 

my freshman and sophomore year. IfI finish ~ny junior and senior year the same way, ~ny combined GPA should level out to ~ 

testing I should be on the right track. 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

On , at 8:44 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" --~anson(~emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent email message. Do you need $? Can you get admitted without my help? 

Se~t~JFom t~, ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO{D 

I maintained solid grades 

If I also do well on my stanchrdized 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 
I hope this ema~l finds you well. Although I have informally introduced myself in the pask I would like to reintroduce ~nysel£ My name i,, 

I am a junior a 

and 

day, and assis~ting others in doing so by being a strong practice player or any role that I would have the honor and excitement of being given. I am willing 

to take the steps necessary to maJ~e my goal happen and I hope you take coming to watch me play into consideration. 

Have a wonderful day. I look fi~rward to hearing from you, and go Tax Heels’. 



Sent frown my iPhone 

Sent frown my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris <duc~Jc@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: 

........ Odgiu~J Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi 
My name is Gerry Diamond and I work with Dan TonellL We have chosen as our September winner. Congrats to her! 
As the September winner, she will be interviewed by Stephen A Smith or Ryan Ruocco, which will air on ESPN New York 98.7FM on Wednesday 

In preparation, we will need to set up an interview with Stephen or Ryan either Thursday or Friday of this week. Please let me know her availability 
and I’ll work with them to coordinate a time. 
Additionally,       will be highlighted on ESPNNewYork.com. I will need two things: 

C. ~ A headshot phot~ (JPG file) of       Can you please provide? 

C.. Profile write up. 1) You can send over key bullet points that you would like mentioned, 2) You can write it up or 3) I can write this up. I’ve attached a sample 
from last year as a guide. 
Lastly, as a monthly winner,       is guaranteed $1,250 in scholarship money. She will be invited to a dinner with the other monthly winners during the 
winter to compete for the $5,000 award. I will need to compile letters from coaches, high school transcripts and pictures to send to Melrose, who will pick the 
winner. Please start getting these materials together. 
I apologize this is long winded, but I wanted to spell everything out in writing. Please don’t hesitate to reach out should you have any questions. 
Best Regards, 
Gerry Diamond I ESPN New York 

125 West End Ave, 6th Floor I New York, NY 10023 

~!e r ry.dia rno rld(~es prl. co m 

(0) 646-699-6806 I(M) 
Best regards, 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, 5:50 PM 
To: 
Cc: Chris Ducat 
Subject: Re: 

Thanks 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 93_9 962 43_00 
>>> 

CoacB, 

If the Tar Heels are seeking a keeper (Class of 
Jordan Park Field 

~:26 PM > > > 

You can learn more about 

Make it a great day, 

visiting but only visit if you’re seeking the competitive person you’ve ever met © just fair warning 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, October 8, 20:13 ~LO:08 PM 

John Byford <john.byford@villanova.edu> 

Re: {D1WSOC} 2014 Scheduling 

Are you playing any? 

Sent[rom my Verizon Wireless 4G L72 DROID 

John Byford <john.byford@villanova.edu> wrote: 

Villanova is looking for games in 2014. Open dates are August 22nd (has to be home game), September 19th and 21st. 

Any interest, please contact me directly. 

Good luck the remainder of the way. 

,John C t}¥ford 

Head Coa ct’~ 

V~Hanovs University, 

800 Lsncas[er Avenue~ 

VH~anova, PA 

Office: 

C 

Fax: 63.0- ~.9..~87~ 

www.vil~a nova.corn 

NCAA TOU RNAMENT APPEARANCES: ’0], ’02, ’03, ’04, ’06, ’09 

Register for camp at: 

www.villa nova g#lssocceraca dern~.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Tuesday,, 10:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: 

........ Ori~inal Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~nsr-inc.com-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’* 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Hi my name is Currently I am a fl’eshman at (a 

kids, and would love to pursue a field where I can teach or manage young lives. I work 

very hard in school, and on the soccer field. I am always looking for ways to improve, my 

team will be participating in Wags              with Florida Force U17 as well be 
playing in the Disney Showcase. I have attached a link to my club. 
http://’ 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Tuesday, 10:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~nsr-inc.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Determination, hard work, and persistence are words that have always been in my 

vocabulary since I started playing soccer. The phrase, "I can’t," is never said. 
Hi, my name is       and striving to be one of the best in anything I do has always 

been a part of my lifestyle. Ever since I was little, sports have always been a major part 
of my life. I have tried many sports - ballet, gymnastics, even karate and fencing - but 

they always lead me back to the one I truly love, soccer. ~ have played soccer for over 
nine years and have been on a handful of recreational teams as well as travel teams. 

Disney Showcase Qualifier, and the WAGS Tournament 
honored if you took the time to to see me play. 

¯ I would be 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 8, 2013 10:24 PM 

Polk, Barbara Jo <bpolk@admissions.unc.edu> 

Re: ’I’h~a’lks! 

Barhora, we appreciate you and eve@ling you do to make our recruitment on the elite student-athletes possible. The emaJl notice of what tl~ey’re missing m~d what 

they need has been a wonderful improvement from the way business used to be done. Thank you for all you do. 

"Polk, Baxbara Jo" <bpolk@admissions.unc.edtr~ wrote: 

Anson and Chris, 

Thanks for the great national championship jacket!![ I can’t wait for it to get cool enough so I can actually wear it. It was totally unnecessary but very much 

appreciated. Thank you, thank you, thank you. 

Hope all is well. 

Barbara 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 9:42 AM 

Amber Brooks ~gmail.com> 

( ~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; .... 

( @aol.com); 
matt jones ~gmail.com); 

~gmail.com; sean patton, _        ,~gmail.com); 

; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros,         @gma~l.com); 

>; clay weaver 

Subject: RE: highlights and photos 

Amber, 

Congratt~lations!!! 

You are doing it: yot~ a r~-_~ I~ving on a "never ending ascension’* .... ’?"re finafl~s m~nr~g~d ~o ge~ abov~ ~he b(~/l ot~d head ~t down~’. And this ~s so coo[, please keep 

sending us the I~nks we need Lo look at to see you and the Frauen--Bundesligs. The pdndptes we keep nagging our players to death w~th, once d~ey become a part 

of their playing personali[y, they go to another fevel. We have been aggressively working on our finishing, our 

getting to the next level R~ght now we are "dominant" in every game and that ~s the first step ~n trying to win every game. BUT a poor team can w~n with finishing 

and a great team can Jose without ~t, so we are grinding a way to see if this can get better before the ACC and NCAA Tournament where a loss ends o~r season. 

And th~s ~s w~ry coo[: ir~ this week"s 

F~m= Amber Broo~ [mailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Nonday, October 07, 2013 8:16 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= higNighN and photos 
Hey Anst 

Congrats on the win against Ma171and..always a tough team to play against... 
So we won our third ganre this week...5-2 against a solid tearu...I scored our first two goals...both headers off of corner kicks (go figure)...we have a huge game against Frankfurt this Saturday 
that will be on Eurosport TV and strearaed online...right now we’re in second place with 3 wins and a tie due to goal differential...best start Bayern has had to the season... 

Here is the lir~ to the goal highlights froru the week...ifyou want to skip ahead you can see our team’s goals start about 4 ruinutes in... _b_t_t_:~z:_/_/_t_% ~!~_At.9]j_n_.d_¢z~p_))_p ?view=6523 

And I also attached some photos of my two header goals..I’ve finally managed to get above the ball and head it down! 

Send my ve~7 best to all my Tarheels’.! 

-Amber 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)v 

Wednesday, 9:54 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Please review the information for Student Athlete - Forward, Attached Bio, Letter and link to YouTube soccer 

vi&o 

Soccer Document for Recruiting Mailer.doc; Soccer Schedule remaining.doc; Deax Coach letter.doc 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~,aol cam] 
Sent: Monday, 4:40 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: Please review the information for Student Athlete - Forward, Attached Bio, Letter and link to YouTube soccer video 

There is a reason that you are receiwng this email- may be a fit for your soccer program. Forward, 

She is a high perforruance, 2 sport student athlete who has competed at the highest levels in Travel Soccer and AAU Basketball in strong programs, and is a Varsi~ startcr for each sport 
(Varsity as Frestm~an in soccer). 

Her story is important for you to be aware of - she was heavily recruited going into her junior year. i was unseen 
during her junior year. She received a 
D1 soccer scholarship offer in            but the program was not froru a school she had set as one of her top schools. Since coming back in June she has accoraplished the following: 

is a corapetitive athlete that is well-respected by ruany D1 commits, and she will be an asset to your program. Coruing back froru the injury has reignited a passion for proving 
herself showing the hard work in rehab has paid offt 

I have attached : 
Her bio 
Brief description sheet 
Game Schedule 
8 minute Video footage 

There is a link in her Bio for you to view about 8 minutes of game footage, highlighting strengths and general play during the Illinois State Cup 

Please g~ve consideration to all opportunities fo~          to play for your soccer program Her interests are in contributing to a competitive program with a strong coaching staff and a 
University that oilers the degrees/programs to meet her uaadergraduate interests. Your program was one that has been identified that offers all of those opportunities. Although she did 
receive a D1 soccer scholarship offer, she is most interested in your school environment, and will bring a veW competitive and ~vinning game to your team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:11 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

~cuemail.net] 
6:14 PM 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is 

North Carolina. 

I’m a junior in high school and I’ve been playing soccer tbr 12 years now and I am interested in playing college soccer at the University of 

:": removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my_. Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Tournaments 

From: mailto: .~aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:57 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tournaments 

Hollo Mr.Dormnco, 
I am               from                          and I would like to 
tell you we are attending NEW$$, GASL and Dis’ney showcase this year... Once I get the 

schedule I will send it to you. I hope you can watch the team play,thanks for reading this messago. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 10:26 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: {DlWSOC} Graduate Assistant GK 

From= Brian Dunleavy [mailto:bdunleavy@georgiasouthern.edu] 
Sent= Monday, October 07, 20:t3 6:30 PM 
To= DlWsoc@soccerlists.org 
Subject= {D1WSOC} Graduate Assistant GK 
Hello, 

Georgia Southern roll have an opening for a Goal Keeping Coach/Graduate Assistant Position starting as early as Spring 2014. If you have a current or former GK that 

is ready to take on a coaching position and Graduate School, please let me know. It’s a great oppommity to get a masters degree while staxting a career in coaching. I 

can provide fu(ther details if you have a~yone who may be interested. 

All tbe best, 

Bria~ Dunlea~5~ 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Georgia Southern Unive~si~ 

Office: (912) 478-1146 

[ -~mage removed by sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:27 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: @live.corn] 
Sent-" Monday, 7:34 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 

Hi, my name is md I am highly interested in playing college soccer at University of North Carolina. I am currently a sophomore in high 

school and will be graduating in I play soccer for my club team which I have been on for now 7 years which is ~Ve are 

currently number :1 in WAGS division 2 I also play for my high school team 

some upcoming tournaments although I do not know where and when yet but I can send you that information when I receive it. Thank you so much for your 

time and I ho~)e to hear from you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:27 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Soccer Resume [oc; ATT00001 .htm 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Fwd: 

7:55 PM 

Begin forwarded tnessage: 

From: 

Date: at 7:43:24 PM EDT 

To: <ducar(a~nnc.edu> 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Ducar, I mn into 
that is what I ~ doing. 

at practice and he told me that he had spoken to yon about me, and that I should follow up in email, so 

I have sent a conple of emails over the last year to show my interest in your program and am so excited to hear that you may be interested in me as well. 

I mn in the process of getting my transcripts t~om school a~d will send fl~ose to you once I get fl~em. I am leaving tbr camp in Florida this Sunday a~d then 

will be leaving liar the qual@ing tournament on the etuming on I would love to come and visit your campus ~me time in November 

if fl~at would work tbr you. 

I have attached my resume for you to review, which also has my cmrent coaches contact itffonna~ion. 

I have been watching as many games as possible online and yon guy’s are offto a great start. 

Good-luck in your game against your local riwl, North Carolina State, this week. 

Hope to talk with you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 10:27 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: 

Do yo~ like this kid? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: 

7:55 PM 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

Date: at 7:43:24 PM EDT 

To: -qzlucm~unc.edt~> 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Ducar, I ran into 
that is what I am doing. 

at practice and he told me that he had spoken to you about me, and that I should follow up in email, so 

I have sent a couple of emafils over the last year to show my interest in your program and am so excited to hear that you may be interested in me as well. 

I am in the process of getting my transcripts from school and roll send those to you once I get them. I am leaving for camp in Florida this Sunday and then 

will be leaving for the qualifying tournament on the returning on I would love to come and visit your campus some time in November 

if that would work for you. 

I have attached my resume lbr you to review, M~ich also has my current coaches contact information. 

I have been watching as many games as possible online and you guy’s are offto a great start. 

Good-luck in your game against your local rival, North Carolina State, this week. 

ttope to talk with you ~on. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:29 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW:               Request for a Recommendation 

Who is this? One of our managers? 

From: The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill [mailto:support@hobsons,com] 
Sent; Nonday 8:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Request for a Recommendation 

Dear Anson Donanco, 

You are receiving this message from The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill because 
Name of Applicant: 

Ema~l of Applicant: 

Program: Exercise and Sport Science 
Degree: Master of Arta 

Tem~: Fall 

Please note thal has waived his/her right to review this Recommendation. 

has chosen you to provide a Recommandation. 

The individual below is applying to The Univm5ity of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and has indicated that you will be providing a recommendation. 

A secure online recommendation site is avafilable for you to upload a letter of recommendation (in either .doc or .pdf format) at your earliest convenience. Maw of our 
programs oiler specific suggestions for recommendation info~raation, s~ please visit the instructional segment of each program’s website for more information: 
http:/igmdschool.sites.unc.edu~’appb/-yourself-pmgmms 

Please note:                         dheres to strict application deadlines. If your recommendation is for an applicant to ~                     rogram all 
applications materials~ i~mluding this letter of recommendation you are being asked to submit, MUST be submitted by tile appropriate &adline. To view deadlines 
._C__I__:_!_~’:__K____!_~!:_,___R__t__~.. If your letter of recommendation has not been received by that date the applicant will NOT be reviewed for admission. We thank you ~br your 
attention to this important date and to helping this applicant submit a complete application by tile deadline. 

We appreciate your eilbrts on behalf of this applicant and hope you will find this process to be convenient. 

Create your password and start your Recommendation 

Your Personal Access Code is 

NOTE: Tile link, above, automatically expires 7 days after it was generated. If you use this link af[er 7 days, you will be prompted to create a new link to access the 
online recommendation. 

If 
you experience any technical difficulties while completing the form, please contact the Hobsons Technical Suppo~l temn at }__u_p__Rg__r_t_,@!3R_b__~?__n_s_:_c_~Lr_~" with a description 

of the issue you have encountered. If you forget your password, please use the "Forgot your access code and/or password?" link found on the login screen. 

Please DO NOT respond to this message ruth your Recommendation as an attachment. Your Recommendation cam~ot be accepted through this email address. 

Thank You, 

The UniversiU of North Ca~colina at Chapel Hill 

This message was sent by Hobsons on behalf of The UniversiU of North Carolina at Chapel Hill atthe request of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:30 AM 

.~aol.com 

EW: UNC Grad School Recommendation 

Resume.docx 

Did this kid work for us in camp? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: [rnailto 

Sent: Monday, 8:01 PM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 

Sut~iect:            UNC Grad School Recommendation 

I wanted to send you an email to thank you ~2~r writing me a recommendation for UNC’s Sports Administration graduate program, as well as ~2~r letting me help with the team next year, 
assuming I get in. I inserted your inlk~rmation on the online application An email from "’]’he University’ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill" from the address 
support@hobsons com<mailto:support~hobsons corn> will be sent to you with the link to the electronic submission I have included below the int’ormation about myself that ! sent Dino a 
few weeks ago, as well as my resume ~n case you need them. ’l’hank you again and please let me know if you need more inlk~rmation or anything else. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Donance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTSiCN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONy> 

Wednesday, 10:30 AM 

Ducat. Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: My Interest in Your Soccer Program 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Monday, 3:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: My Interest in Your Soccer Program 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am writing to you to express an interest in your soccer program at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, I am a currently a 

Junior al 

Here is a list of our upcoming league games should you get a chance to come watch me play: 

Our Team is due to play in the following ECNL showcase events: 

Phoenix 
San ford 
PDA 
Here is my team’s complete schedule: 

Here is the link to my personal player profile. 

I hope to hear from you soon. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:32 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

~tocx; WAGS SCHEDULE.docx 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

9:10 PM 
_~gmail.com] 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is. and I am a 

Attached is my "soccer resume" along with other information in hopes to show you, not only my athletic accomplishments, but my academic 

I will be playi;~g ih the WAGS tournmne~t this upcoming weekend m~d hav~ attacl~ed my team’s schedule. 

Thank you for your consideration and I look forward to following your team this season- best of luck in your upcoming games. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 10:56 AM 

Dana Logan <~na.logan@championshipproductions.com> 

Jason Sisneros I         @gmaJl.com) 

RE: Royalty Payment Forms -- Championship Productions 

WOOl>S[! 

From: Dana Logan [mailto:dana.logan@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 08, 2013 8:~8 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject: Re: Royalty Payment Forms -- Championship Productions 

I think you meant to send this email to Jason, but it only came to me! 

Dana 

On Mort, Oct 7, 2013 at 11:24 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@emal.unc.edu> wrote: 
Jason, have I forwarded them to you? 

Se~L!?om my Verizou Wireless 4G L77: 

Dana Logan <dana:!~gan¢~champion~hipproduclions:~m> wrote: 

tiello Coach Dorrance, 
Thank you for notit)ing me of who your payments shimld go to. Could you please tbrward the documents on to Jason so that he can complete them and we have his 

tax info as well as his address tbr mailing the check’? 

Thank yo~ 

Dana 

Error! Filename not specified,Error! Filename not specified.Error! Fiiename not specified.Erro~! Filename not specified. 
World Leader in Spor~s instruction - Since 1976! 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICF.: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individu al or entity to which it is addressed and may contain infommtion that is privileged, confidential aid exempt from disclosure undo applicable law. If you 

you. 

On Fri, Oct 4, 2013 at 4:50 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~son~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

want this ~� to go to Jason Sisneros what should t do? 

From: Dana Logan [mailto:danaJoqan@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent; Friday, October 04, 2013 J.:t:59 AM 

Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Royalty Payment Forms -- Championship Productions 

Coach Dorrance, 

I am lbllowing up with you regarding your agreement with Championship Productions. To ensure you receive a royalty payment as stated in your agreement, please 
complete and sign the attached forms. We will process your forms itnmediately upon receipt. 

Attachments: 

1. W-9 Fo~rn (fill out) 
2. Royalty Payment Form (fill out) 

Please return your documents via mal, emaJl or fa~x to 515-232-3739. If you have any queaions, please don’t hesitate to give Thom or myself a caJl’. 

Championship Produclions 

2730 Graham Street 

Atnes, IA 50023 

Thank you, 

Dana 
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Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 11:10 AM 

Subject: FW: Please remind your students! Majors Exploration tomorrow night 

From: Gelin, Dana E 

Sent; Tuesday, October 08, 2013 1:15 PM 

To-" UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 

I:::c: Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L; Sander, Thomas J; Barnes, Philip E; Lane, Cricket 

Subject; Please remind your students! Majors Exploration tomorrow night 

Hi coaches, 

I’m hoping you can provide a reminder to your student-athletes about the Majors Exploration program tomorrow night. All freshmen and sophomores who have not yet declared 

majors are STRONGLY ENCOU RAGED to attend. Your students have received an ACS email and also will hear about this through their academic counselors, but if you could add an 

extra reminder and word of encouragement, that would be great! 

Majors Exploration Night 

-- Wed., Oct. 9 at 7 p.m. 

-- Dress is casual 

-- Drop by any time between 7 and 8 -- no need to be there for the whole hour (students will circulate to talk with professors and major/school representatives). 

Among those represented: Business, Entrepreneurship minor, Exercise and Sport Science, History, Information and Library Science, Journalism, Peace, War and Defense, Political 

Science, Psychology, Sociology, Master of Accounting program, University Career Services 

Questions: Dana Gelin (dgelinC@uncaa.unc.edu, 919-962-0083) 

Thank you! 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 11:10 AM 

Subject: I%V: Please remind your students! Majors Exploration tomorrow night 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Tuesday, October 08, 2013 1:17 PM 
To-" UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
Co: Williams, Andre; Holliday, Corey L; Sander, Thomas J; Barnes, Philip E; Lane, Cricket 
Subject; Re: Please remind your students! Majors Exploration tomorrow night 
Follow-up: 
Tomorrow’s program is at Loudermilk on the third floor (thus ultra-convenient for those who are already going to be in the building). My apologies for omitting that important 

detail! 

From: <Gelin>, Dana Gelin <_d_g__e_!j__n__~__u___n___c_:__e___d___u_> 

Date: Tuesday, October 8, 2013 1:14 PM 

To: UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa...headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>, UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

Cc: "Williams, Andre" <willia46@email.unc.edu>, "Holliday, Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu>, "Barnes, Philip E" 

<pbarnes@unc.edu>, "Lane, Cricket" <cricke~@unc.edu> 

Subject: Please remind your students! Majors Exploration tomorrow night 

Hi coaches, 
Vm hoping you can provide a reminder to your student-athletes about the Majors Exploration program tomorrow night. All freshmen and sophomores who have not yet declared 

majors are STRONGLY ENCOU RAGED to attend. Your students have received an ACS email and also will hear about this through their academic counselors, but if you could add an 
extra reminder and word of encouragement, that would be great! 
Majors Exploration Night 

-- Wed., Oct. 9 at 7 p.m. 

-- Dress is casual 
-- Drop by any time between 7 and 8 -- no need to be there for the whole hour (students will circulate to talk with professors and major!school representatives). 

Among those represented: Business, Entrepreneurship minor, Exercise and Sport Science, History, Information and Library Science, Journalism, Peace, War and Defense, Political 
Science, Psychology, Sociology, Master of Accounting program, University Career Services 

Questions: Dana Gelin (_d__g_e__[[!)_~_u__!)_c__a___a__:_u__n___c_:_e___d___u_., 919-962-0083) 
Thank you! 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 11:24 AM 

John Bytbrd <john.byford@villanovaedu> 

l~E: {DlWSOC} 2014 Scheduling 

John, 

Will do my friend!! 

I=rera-¯ John Byford [mailto:john.byford@villanova.edu] 
Sent-. Tuesday, October 08, 2013 $0:11 PN 
To,, Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject,, Re: {DIWSOC} 2014 Scheduling 
Not if I can help it, Makes our record better. Btw I am done with Villanova aAer this season, Can’t work with administration. Keep me in mind if you hear of any 
openings. Even looking at club. 

John C. Byford 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Villanova University, 

800 Lancaster Avenue, 

Vill~nova, PA 19085. 
Office: 610-519-4135 

Cell: 

Fax: 610-519-6875 

www.villanowLedu 
NCAA Tournament Appearances: 2001, 02, 03, 04, 06, 09 

Register for canp at: w~,~,.villanovagirlssoccemcademv.con~ 

On Oct 8, 2013, at 10:07 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(r-~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Are you playing any? 

Sem fi~om my VeHzo~ ~¢’ire£’.~s 4G ~ 7~2 DROll) 

John B~ord ~lohn.b~ord~villanova:edu> wrote: 

Villanova is looking tbr games in 2014. Open dates axe August 22nd (has to be home game), September 19th and 21 st. 

AW interest, please contact me directly. 

Good luck the remainder of the way. 

- - <2B 167708-EC 17-4734-B2D2-1338A20B42BF[33].png> 
Jolm (.. By~brd 
Head Coach Wome~"s Soccer 
Vi~lat~ a U~five~siiy, 
~00 I.N~castcr :’kve~mc, 

ONce: 610-51%4135 
Celk 
Fax: 610-~ ~9-.687~ 
w~,~,.vi]lanova.com 
NCAA TOURNAMENT APPEARANCES: ’01, ’02, ’03, ’04, ’05, ’09 
Register lbr camp 
www.villanow@flssocceracademy.co~n 



FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 4:18 PM 

Kfi stine Welsh- Loveman < @gmaJl.com> 

( (~msn com ducar@uncaa.unc.edu: @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmaJ.com); 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 
¯ 

"    _~ .......... ~ >; clay weaver 

I ~aol .corn); .... 
mattjonesl ~gmail.com); 

. o ~gmail.com; sean patton @gmail.com); _ ~    ~ ~ " _ .... _ " .. 
; nicole l:ava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu);. 

Subject: Great to hear from you, you axe still leMing us from aIhr! ! 

Beany~ 

I loved the talk! As you know all the great emails I get I share with the team. Thank you for this one!!!~ 

And that is my [avori~:e UNC Women’s Soccer poster o~ ALL 1IM~?~ 

We miss your smiling l:ace~ 

F~m= Kristine Welsh-Loveman [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Oc~ber 0% 2013 6: 3~ AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= 

Anso~ 

Just wanted to shoot you a quick note and say that the phrase "I’m not ~yJn~ it’s ~oin~ to [~ easy, I’m sayin~ it’s ~oJn~ ~ be wo~h it" ~ot’s me th~u~h eve~’ day here. 

I appreciate it day a~ter day so tha~ you. 

Al~, ] showed ~is video to my kids dufin~ homeroom yesterday, and ] abso}ute]y love it. It made me reu]ize I’ve been I~cusin~ way too much on teachin~ the 

and not nearly enough tho %~]Y. Hope you enjoy if! 

h~Ip://www.~d.com,’taik,~,’simon smok how ~reat leaders inspire acdon.h~m] 

Best, 

Bea~y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 5:10 PM 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

Jason Sisneros I ~gma~l.com) 

RE: Contract 

Fmm~ Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 

Sent~ Wednesday, October 09, 2013 1:00 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Contract 

Hey Anson, I am mailing my signed contract today. I think I will be at your game tomorrow night. 
Tim Nash 

Genera~ Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 

336 358 8030 

www.~reens borou nited.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Papera, ork Reminder 

From-" Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:08 PM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches; uNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
�2c-" Vangelder, Marielle A; Timmermans, Tom; i 

Subject-" Paperwork Reminder 
Importance: High 

Coaches, 

Markos, Lance M 

Thursday is the deadline for September paperwork. All contacts and evaluations must be logged in to ACS. If you don’t have any contacts or evaluations, you must still 

notify the Compliance Office. 

For those sports that held official visits in September, we must have both post visit forms (Student Host and Guidelines) on file for all visits through the weekend of 

In addition, we also need all countable hours and participation logs for September submitted by tomorrow. 

Contact for ALL SPORTS at or ~ema k nc ed 
Holds will be placed on Friday Thanks. 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

.n_)_ a__rk~?_~. _¢~__e_. _n_ ~__a__%u_.n__c_:_e__d__u_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 5:23 PM 

Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Thank You for your Premier Membership 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:support@topdrawersoccer.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 4:15 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Thank You for your Premier Membership 

Hi Thomas J, 

ThaJ~k you for becoming a TopDrawerSoccer.com Premier Member. If you would like to make changes to your user profile, subscription options, or payment options 

(such as updating your credit card), please Sign In and then click on "Profile" in the upper right comer of aW page on the site. 

We are excited you have chosen to become a Premier Member. With your membership, you have gained exclusive access to exciting new tEatures: 

$33 credit for each year of your membership towards TDS Combines registration (3 years = $99 = free attendance). Click _l_~.e__r.e_ to view tnore intbnnation about 

our combines a~d click ._h_.e__N to register using your credit. 

FREE Recruiting Guide ? Forget what you’ve heard about college recruiting, we tell you how it really is. Get insider tips from college coaches and 

scouts and learn the rules of the recruiting process. ? Click here to dowuload. 
Get unprecedented exposure to college coaches by keeping your Players To V~atch profile updated with all of these features: 

o Immediate updates - update your profile mad see the changes appear immediately. No more wailing. (Note: New profile submissions and player photo 

changes do require verification.) 

o Upload your highlight videos for coaches to see. 

o Add links to videos that showcase your skills and abilities as an elite player without having to upload them to TopDrawerSoccer.com. 

o Add your Academic Honors such as GPA and test scores. 

o College Submissions - Send your direct profile linkto the TopDrawerSoccer.com inbox ofa]l the NCAA coaches. (I~imit of 25 submissions for the life of 
the player. We do not guarantee a response or recruittnent from college coaches or college programs.) 

o Add links to a~ticles in which you have appeared that are not on TopDrawerSoccer.com 

o Event Ca]endar - Let college coaches know where you will be pertbnning by adding all your events for the entire year. 

Exclusive access to club and college player position ra~ldngs - Do you want to see who the top players at each position are for a paxticular graduation class? 
Now you can. 

We are cons~ntly striving to increase the value of your Premier Membership. If tlaere is an~Nng you would like to see on the site, or a new feature you would like 

added, please email us at TopDrawerSoccer.com with your ideas. 

Don’t forget to LIKE us on Facebook and FOI.LOW US on Twitter for the latest news, updates, and givea~vays. 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Team 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 9, 2013 5:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

I~W: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under-18 and under-17 women’s national team rosters 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 20:~3 5:03 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subiect; Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under-:J8 and under-17 women’s national team rosters 

i.~.i Image removed by sender¯ Youth Soccer Reporter 

Wednesday, Oct, 9, 2013 



by Soccer America 

[LAKELAND RANCH CAMP] Florida freshman star Savannah Jordan, 
tied for eighth in the country with 12 goals, is among the players 

called into the U.S. under-18 women’s national team for its 
concurrent camp along with the U.S. under-17 women’s national 

team beginning Monday in Lakeland Ranch, Fla....~,ead ti~e whole 

by Soccer America 

[CONCACAF UNDER-17 WOMEN’S CHAMPIONSHIP] The USA will face 
Trinidad & Tobago, Guatemala and Canada in Group B play at the 

Concacaf Under-17 Women’s Championship to be held Oct. 30-Nov. 
9 at the Catherine Hall Stadium in Montego Bay, Jamaica .... 

by Soccer America 

[GATEWAY SOCCER CLASSIC] Jesuit of Carmichael, Calif., and 
hometown DeSmet won the Bracket A and ~racket ~, respectively, 

at the Gateway City Soccer Classic, the St. Louis area tournament 

that attracted 54 boys teams from 10 states: Illinois, Missouri, 

Kansas, Wisconsin, Kentucky, Colorado, Rhode Island, California, 
Virginia, and Indiana....~ea~ tt:e whole 

by Soccer America 

[GENERATION ADIDAS CUP] Chivas USA will host a Generation adidas 
Cup regional event beginning Friday at UC Irvine with five MLS 
academy teams -- Chivas USA, Seattle Sounders, San Jose 

Earthquakes~ L.A. Galaxy, Portland Timbers -- Mexican club Tijuana 

and a Coast Soccer League select team taking part....~e~ 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Golazo] Our Goal of the Week comes from a high- 

schooler in Delaware who struck with a high-altitude volley. 

by Mike Woitalla 

If you coach at the younger levels, this might be a 

familiar scenario: ...M~ire 

by Mike Woitalla 
"Why is it a goal kick when she kicked it out?" -- is 

what an 8-year-old asked me... 

! en~c~,,ed by 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin 

receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - ww’e~,~eccel amer=ca.com - and become a complimentary member. 

~SS ~:e~’~s are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future c~ck 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)> 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:41 AM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

~msn.com; ducm-@uucaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.tlnc.edu; ~ 

.......... ; clay weaver ( 

; matt jones 

sean pattoll, 

; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc,edu); 

Subject: RE: bayem clip 

Loved it .,. 
ladies, let’s possess like this .... simple one and two touch passing, knocking and moving, combining when appropriate, passing bad< one touch when appropriate, 

ch~.nging the point when appropriate. 

Se~t: Wednesday, October 09, 20:[3 :[:[:30 plVl 

Te; [:)orrance, Albert A ~/ 
S,,l~ject; bayern dip 
saw someone tweet this and with all your bayern talk made me think of you! figured you might enjoy it: 

http://www~yout u be,comiwatch?v=80q F075 h HQ.I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:46 PM 

Christian I,avers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

l~g: Visit to Chapel Hill 

Very good, my friend!! 

From: Christian Lavers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 
Sent: Thursday, October :[0, 20:[3 4:24- plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Visit to Chapel Hill 

Sounds good Anson. Let rne know what works, and no worries if it doesn’t. 

will be in touch with more details regarding the panel as they are known. 

ct. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_lJ_t_o_2_a__t~_s_~__~_e___m___a_l!N_n___c_,_e_d___u_] 
Sent; Wednesday, October 09, 2013 4:07 PM 
To: Christian Lavers 
Co:        ~___m___s__n_,__c__o___n_~_; Ducar, Chris;      ~__a__o__[~_c___o___m__; Jason Sisneros (        @_g__n_~__a__i!,__c__o____m_.); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; RE: Visit to Chapel Hill 

Christian, 

I would love to serve on your panel and see you when you are in town. I might be chewed up Monday but I arn sure we can pull some time together, 

Fr~: Christian Lavers [mailto:davers@usclubsoccer.org] 
~en~: Wednesday, October 09, 20:[3 :[:00 PM 

T~; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Visit to Chapel Hill 

Anson - 

I am coming in to Chapel Hill on Monday night, staying till Wednesday afternoon. 

Are you available for coffee on Monday morning? No worries if not. I am staying somewhere "downtown" I believe. 

Also, I am putting together a panel discussion on female player development from youth through professional for the NSCAA Convention. We are looking for a top 

youth coach, a college coach, a YNT coach, and a pro coach. Would you be interested in participating as a college coach? 

Talk soon. 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 10, 2013 10:11 PM 

Gloria Averbuch <gaverbuch@pointsgmupllc.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

sean patton 

; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

~gmM.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

; clay weaver I 

; matt jones 

Subject: I~E: The UNC womeffs soccer fa~fily 

Gloria, 

You are right about the (oveman’s. At every turn they are helping everyone they can. I don’t have enough time to tell you AI.( the things they have done for just 

~:he ~eop~e ~ KNOW~ ~ remember a Jong time ago there was a p~ece written on Gary comparing him w~:h Donald rrun~p in some national pubJicatb:~n. The p.Mnt of 

the p~ece was tha~: there was no comparison. Everything ~:he Donald does is for self aggrandizement, everything Gary and Ka~:hy do are for ~:heir co~n~ut~ties, thek 

home causes, the people that work for them and their friends. 

One o[: my favorite descriptions of th~s wonderfu~ UnNersity that I work [:or was shared by Charles KurMt at a UNC Commencement where he was asked ~o speak: 

[[ "~at is it that binds us to this place as to no other.’? It is not the well or the bell or the stone 

lwalls. Or the crisp October nights or the memo~ of dogwoods blooming ... No, our love for 
[this place is based on the fact that it is, as it was meant to be, the Universi~ of the people." 

Gary ~s a man of the peop~e~ He fits right ~n wkh us ~.. and e~’en though he could select a crowd of the cerebra~ e~te or the ~ncredib~g wealthy to be w~th, he chooses 

to be with us. Obviously, his Mds couM pick any schocfl in the cou~ltry to attend, they picked our humble state school What he [s doing ~s not a surprise: it is his 

character. 

Gloria, here are their addresses: @aol.com; Gar’y koveman (SLOVEMAN@Caesars.com). 

From: Gloria Averbuch. ~aol.com> 
Subject: The UNC women’s soccer family 
Date: October 10, 2013 7:06:28 AM EDT 
To: anson@mail.uncaa.unc.edu, ~aol.com, ducar@uncaa.unc.edu, pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 
Deaz All, 

Wheu the Loveman’s heard "that Roland Smith is ill wi& a raze Ibm] ofiufecfion in the hea~, Ga~ & Kafl]y Lovema] went into action, called in his chips (so to speak) 

and his position ou BOD of a hospital a~d insisled Roland go to Boston. He was immeNately ~ken care o£ and remains wafing for ~st ~sults. (This is the shoa 

explanation. Duke was O~ but not the experts they have in this area at Ha~’ard and Brigham & Women’s Hospital). 

I am telliug ~gu t~s to shm~ an e~mple of the UNC women’s soccer fa~fily on iS lfighest level, and how this boud has expms~d itsel£ But then, I don’t have to te]l 

yot~: yot~ ~OW. 

The Love~nan’s are the latest rock s~s. Cau I trouble you for fl]eir email mid home address, so our family caa reach out aud express ou~elves. (I’m not Dawn 

Evelm~d, but I pro~bly come in a close 2nd). 

Tha~ and for eve~?tNng....all of it. 

Glo~a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:04 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

l~L: Invitation to speak at UNC ACOG Leadership Institute 

ok 

From= Streett, Shelly 
Sent= Thursday, October 10, 2013 8:14 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~m Crothers 
Subject= RE: Invitation to speak at UNC ACOG Leadership Institute 

We hsve books in Dino’s closet, You will just need to let me know how many you r~eed. 

-SS 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 20~3 4:38 PM 
To: ~m Crothers 
~c: Street, Shelly 
Subject: RE: Invi~tion to speak at UNC ACOG Leadership Institute 

Shell? 

F~m~ ~m Crothers [~ai~to: }ao!.coml 
Sent~ Wednesday, October 09, 2013 ~0:09 AN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Re: Invi~tion to speak at UNC ACOG Leadership Institute 

Let’s sell some books[ Do you have copies to sell them or would you like me to help out with this? 

Thanks. 

Tim 
.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@.email.unc.edu> 
To: Fernandez, Claudia S.P. <claudia femandez(~,unc.edu> 
Cc: Tim Crothers <        .~,aN.com> 
Sent: Wed, Oct 9, 2013 9:53 am 
Subject: RE: Invitation to speak at UNC ACOG Leadership Institute 

Claudia, 
You ate w;ry kind Is l:ha~ date during cur sprm~ br(,~ak? If it is ne~ I will c(;rtainly cons@~.r.iokdn,~l yeu. 

From: Fernandez, Claudia S.P. 
Sent: Monday, October 07, 2013 4:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Invitation to speak at UNC ACOG Leadership Institute 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
You have now three times been a highlight of the ACOG National Leadership Institute--and we want you back (by popular demand!) Your motivational session at the program 
is something our Fellows have contacted me about YEARS afterwards, continuing to remark on your insights into the differences between motivating men and women. I know 
I have personally found your session to be delightful--and very in sync with our teachings in the leadership program. 

We will be holding the ACOG National Leadership Institute again in Chapel Hill, at The Rizzo Center, on Thursday March 27th. We would love for you to once again join our 

faculty. The session is over lunch, 11:30-1:00. We are more than happy to purchase copies of The Man Watchin¢l for our Fellows (please direct us if you’d like us to give them 
a different book). If you would like to end your session with a book signing, the Fellows always appreciate that (if you are weary of those we can also structure the session to 
not burden you). We plan to have between 39-41 participants, who are all women’s health physicians (hence their interest in strategies to motivate women!), and come from 
across the country. 
I do hope your schedule and interest will permit you to join us this year. We offer an honorarium for this session of $450, paid by UNC overload (so benefits are paid in addition 

to the honorarium). 
I look forward to your response and will keep my fingers crossed that we will see you once again at the ACOG progra!! 

All the best, 
Claudia 

Claudia S. P. Fernandez, DrPH, MS, RD, LDN 
Research Assistant Professor, Department of Maternal and Child Health 
PI and Director, MCH-Public Health Leadership Institute (MCHPHLI.ORG) 
Program Director, ACOG Leadership Institute (vwvw.ACOGLeadershiplnstitute.or.q) 
Director, Leadership Core, Food Systems Leadership Institute (.~:__F___S___L_!~__o__r9) 
The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
CB# 7445 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7445 

(919) 843-5560 
(919) 966-0458 (fax) 
for ground deliveries: 
The UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
The Department of Maternal and Child Health 

Room 401 Rosenau Hall, 4th Floor 
421 Pittsbom Street 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8165 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:07 PM 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

’Jason Sisneros’ ~ ~)gm~l.com> 

RE: Contract 

Do ~ need to sig~ something .o,, ~ason? I can sign but ~ want the $ to go to you, 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 
Sent= Thursday, October 20, 2023 9:22 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~= ’Jason Sisneros’ 
Subject: RE: Contract 

Ok, Attached ~s vour contract. They want two s~gned cop~es mNl~d t~ them, Th~ addres~ ~s on the last page near the s~gn~t~r~ se~o~ 

Ger!eral Manag~ 

Gr~ensboro United goccer Association 

336 ~5~ 8030 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson~ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 S:10 PN 

To: T~m Nash 

Co: Jason Sisneros ! ~qmail.com) 
Subject= RE: Contract 

Great ~,. ~ am g~i~g to "give" my share to a wry bright gou~g ¢~ach ~ would ~ow to keep arou~d ~amed Jasan Sisnar~s. 5o sand me what ~ have to sig~ and ~ will 

s~gn a~l the profits owr to him~ (He is tech savw and ~ w~l turn over the process over to him~} 

F~m: Tim Nash [g?~_[[~;~£~}_~_g£~_~_~_g[g_~_[~_:gZg] 

Sent: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 1:00 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Contract 

Hey Anson, I am mailing my signed contract today. I think I will be at your game tomorrow night. 
Tim Nash 

General Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 

336 358 8030 

www~greens boro~J n~ted.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:08 PM 

Yount. Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

I~E: More October things to do 

Thanks Tony for keeping us on the straight and narrow[! 

From: Yount, Tony 

Sent: Thursday, October 10, 2013 9:16 AM 

To: 

Cc; Dowd, Katrina M; Adams, Tyler G; Cathro, Guy; Mann, Jan M.; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Sagula, Joseph A; Levy, Jennifer S; Sander, Thomas J; Wigger, Leah Marie; 
Shelton, Karen C; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Barnes, Philip E; Tony Yount 
Subject: More October things to do 
Ladies, 

1. If you have not met with your University Academic Adviser, please make an appointment and meet before your registration date in November. Ne~ week is a really 

good time to come by for a conversation ruth me about building your shopping carts for spring registration. Your registration date is now up on Connect Carolina. 

Your registration time roll be adjusted when Priori~’ Registration is approved. I roll be in tl~e office for part of the day on Thursday of fall break, Oct 17 for those of 
you who don’t get to go home. 

2. Freshmen - weekly meetings with me next week are optional. If you aren’t going to come in, please update me on new grades via email or text. 

3. Freshmen and Sophs who have not declared a major, please visit this website and take advantage of these resources to learn more about possible majors. 

https://advisiug.nnc.edtifbr-smdent~’advice-N--a~udent-year/first-year-students/pre-registration-work shop grail-2013-workshops/ 
These are not drop in sessions; you must register and guarantee a seat. 

4. Drop Deadline and Pass/D/Fail deadline is Monday, Oct 14. On Friday, Oct 11 and Mon Oct 14, Advisers in Steele Building will be available all day for this 

purpose, and advisers will be available in Loudermilk 10 - 3 for that purpose. Re,nember to get the drop tbnn signed, and then bring the fom~ to me. Remember that 

dropping below 12 horas is not allowed if you would like to remain eligible. 

5. From Academic Center Director Dr. Brown: 

We would like to provide you with the following reminder regarding the 2nd floor of Loudermilk hours of operation and when it is available for student- 
athletes. At all other times, the facilities are closed. In addition, the third and fifth floors of Loudermilk are closed at all times unless it is opened for a scheduled 
function or event. 

The 2nd floor of Loudermilk is open during the following times: 
Monday through Thursday = 8:00am to lO:OOpm 
Friday = 8:00am to 5:00pm 
Sunday = 6:00pm-lO:OOpm 
Please let your counselor know if you have any questions. Thank you. 
Dr. Brown 
Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 3:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: The 23rd Annual Sport Source College Showcase and Clinic 

From: Dee IVlaher [mailto:DLM@TheSportSource.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October :tO, 20:t3 :t:t:35 AM 
To; ’Dee Naher’ 
Subject; The 23rd Annual Sport Source College Showcase and Clinic 

THE OFFICIAL GUIDE TO SPORTS COLLEGES AND SPORTS SCHOLARSHIPS 

~]_t~@~h~_~[~_~[~_~_~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:52 PM 

@email.unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacmm~@unc.edu>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: ACS Paperwork 

From: L     ,    , 
Sent: Thursday,              3:22 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Ducat, Chris 
~:c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ACS Paperwork 
Coaches: 

Any contac~s/evah~afions t:or Septeml~r? I don’~ see an?, in ACS. 

Thanks~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, October 11, 2013 4:42 PM 

Fernandez, Claudia S.P. <claudia t:ernandez@unc.edu-~ 

I~E: ACOG Event 2014 

Claudia, 

I always enjoy it ..,. It was only ,~ question of spring break conflicL I am in. 

Frera-" Fernandez, Claudia S.P. 
Sent= Friday, October ~, 20~3 8:59 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Ce= We~heimer, Alice N 
Subject= RE: ACOG Event 20~4 

Hi Anson, 

~ am keeping my fingers crossed! I can’t te~ you how impressed ~ am with your session. It str~kes such a s~rong cord w~d~ d~ese women’s hea~th phys~dans and 

he~ps ~ive them context for the assessments we use. 

about worMn8 w~th women. ~ can’t te~l you how much I appredate that. ~ don’t th~nk they can ~earn ~t from me--but ~t’s been p~oven that they certain~y ~eam it 

from yOU 

F~ngers crossed, 

A~ the #est, 

Claudia 

F~mt We~heimer, Alice 
S~t: Wednesday, October 09, 2013 1:24 PN 
To: Dorrance, Aibe~ A 
C~t Fernandez, Claudia S.P. 
~u~j~t: ACOG Dent 2014 

Hi Coach, 

i’m responding on behalf of Claudia Fernandez who is teaching today. 

The date she requested for you to address the ACO~ National Leadership Institute, Thursday ~ar~h 27~ 2014 is NOT during U NC Spring Break. The calendar shows 

the break as: March 7-17, 20~4. 

We hope this will work for you -love to have you back] 

-alice 
A ]ioe W er rheim er 
Program 
Dep~rtm~nt o~ M~t~rnal and Child H~alth 
UNC ~illings School o~ ~1o~1 Public H~alth 
422C Ro~n~u Hall - CB #7445 
Th~ Univ~rdt7 o~ North Carolina ~t Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hilg NC 27599-7445 
P: 919-843-9388 
F: 919-966-0458 



BOSTON COLLEGE 
WOMEN’S SOCCER TIMELINE 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 

Boston College 
vs 

North Carolina 
1:00 PM 

SCOREBOARD CLOCK REAL TIME ACTIVITY 

60:00 12:00 PM Clock Starts - Field Available for Warm Ups 

15:00 12:45 PM Captains & Officials Meet 

Rosters Exchanged & Game Balls Returned to Table 

10:00 12:50 PM Horn Sounds - Teams Clear the Field 

Senior Day Presentations 

7:00 12:53 PM Welcome: Officials and starting line-ups 

6:30 12:53:30 PM Officials Introduced 

North Carolina Starters & Coaches Introduced 

Boston College Starters & Coaches Introduced 

3:00 12:57 PM National Anthem 

1:00 12:59 PM ACC Sportsmanship Handshake 

0:00 1:00 PM First Touch 

NOTES: 

¯ Regulation playing time is 90 minutes (two 45 minute halves). 

¯ Halftime: will be 15 minutes, but may be 10 minutes if agreed upon by both coaches prior to the start of the game due 

to extenuating circumstances. 

¯ Halftime clock should begin when teams leave the field. 
° When introducing starters, teams will line up in front of their benches and as each stater is called, they will run out to 

midfield. 
° Clock is to be stopped on the whistle for the following: after each goal; on every ’X’ the official makes with his/her 

hands; when a card is given; in the event of a penalty kick; and on every substitution made by the winning team in the 

last 5 minutes of the game. 

¯ Overtime: a 5-minute intermission will follow the conclusion of regular play. The first sudden victory overtime period 

will be 10 minutes in length. A 2-minute intermission will follow the first overtime. The second sudden victory overtime 

period will be 10 minutes in length. 
° There will be a Senior Day presentation prior to starting lineups 

GAME OPERATIONS PHONE NUMBERS: 

BCPD Emergency : 617-552-4444 

BCPD Non-emergency : 617-552-4440 

Soccer press box: 617-552-1899 

Matt Conway : 857-233-3557 

Amy Lampe : 781-366-4459 ACC 

Officials: 

Head Official Peter Dhima 

Assistant Official Jason Dizek 

Assistant Official Danny Marques 

4th Official Jess Remmes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 4:45 PM 

Ja~)n Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: PCC @ In@ College Showcase - Clinicim~s needed 

From: Premier College Combines [mailto:ed@collegecombine.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Premier College Combines 
Sent: Friday, October :Lt, 20:t3 :t0:4:t AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; PCC @ Indy College Showcase - Clinicians needed 

We are looking for Clinicians for this event. 

Please email us if you are interested. 

i.~.i Image removed bysender. POC 

Indianapolis College Combine & Clinic 
All High School Ages 

@ 2013 Indianapolis College Showcase 

Gills = Friday November 8, 20~ 3 
Boys - Friday November 15, 2013 

Combine & Clinic: 
6:00 PM to 9:00 PM 

Lawrence Soccer Complex, Indianapolis, Indiana 

We are pleased to announce we will be conducting a Premier College Combine 

& Clinic at the 2013 Indianapolis College Showcase this coming fall. 

2013 Indianapolis College Showcase is presented by The Indiana Champions 

League at the Lawrence Soccer Complex, Lawrence, IN (Indianapolis, Indiana). 

Lawrence, Indiana, a suburb of Indianapolis is proud to call itself "Home of 

Youth Soccer" and has become a destination point for major soccer events. 

This event is for individuals. 

For players and teams registering to participate in the 2013 Indianapolis 

College Showcase, we encourage you to register for the Indianapolis Combine 

& Clinic portion of the event as well. 

The Clinic Session will include a "warm-up", training session, small sided games and 

concludes with a full sided game. The Clinic will be conducted by college soccer 

coaches. The college coach to player ratio is ~:Ig / ~:22 depending on the number of 

participants per session° Throughout the process, the college coaches participating 

will talk to the players about the importance of academics and the need to balance 

various aspects of college life to be successful in the classroom and on the field. 

Based on the number of participants per sessions, the coach may make adjustments, 

however a typical session will include the following: 



2 / 4S-minute College-Style Training sessions with a Co]lege Coach 

8v8 games coached by college coaches and observed by other college coaches 

11vll game coached by a college coach and observed by other college coaches 

Player profiles will be provided to all College coaches in attendance. 

Players will be trained by college coaches seen by college coaches and 

advised by college coaches. 

The Premier Combine & C~inic combines education and athletics to help 

players plan and prepare for the right collegiate program, 

Click to Register 

or for more information 

X I mag ....... d W sender. ICL College Sh ...... 

Xi Image 
..... removed 

sender. 

Forward ernail 

...... removed by 

sender. 

this email was sent to anson@uncaa,unc.edu by info@prerniercolleqecombine.com 
Update Prof:ile/Email AddFess Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribef’~ PFivacy Policy, 
Premier IVlarketing Group, inc. :: 2530 Superior Avenue #20:[ Cleveland :: OH :: 44:[:114 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 4:58 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edt~ 

I~JE: 

Thank you Paul 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2023 2:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Anson, 
Congrats on the great win over NC State last night. Best of luck this weekend at Boston College. 
Paul 

:: >:; :: 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From Athletics to Leadership 
il~;~ed ur~ September 26, 2013 t:,?~ Elle~ K~nl~n 

International Monetary Fund head, Christine 

Lagarde, is a former member of France’s synchronized swimming team. As a young girl, 

Condoleezza Rice was a competitive figure skater. Hillary Clinton played baseball, soccer, 

and softball. Brazilian President, Dilma Rousseff, played volleyball. PepsiCo CEO, lndra 

Nooyi, played cricket in India and baseball in the United States. Susan Rice, White House 

National Security Adviser, played point guard in basketball. 

I think they’re on to something. 

So does Ernst & Young (EY). In a recent survey of more than 800 women executives EY 

found that a far greater proportion of C-suite rather than lower-level managers had 

participated in sports at a higher level, especially at university or as a working adult, n fact, 

nearly 67 percent of women now in C-level positions had participated in sports as working 

adults, compared with 55 percent of other female managers.[i] 

The evidence for women athletes taking on leadership is overwhelming. A 2002 survey 

commissioned by Mass-Mutual Financial Group and Oppenheimer Funds of more than 400 

senior women executives found that: 

More than 80 percent played organized team sports growing up. 

86 percent say sports helped them to be more disciplined. 

69 percent ~ote sports assisted in the development of their leadership skills. 

68 percent say sports helped them deal with failure. 

59 percent believe sports gave them a competitive edge. [ii] 



Figures like these inspired EY to link female elite athletes with senior executives across the 

world as part of its sponsorship of the 2016 Olympics in Rio. Their Women Athletes Global 

Leadership Network is a three-part program to: 

Create a first-of-its kind network com~ecting f~male elite athletes with business a~d 

government leaders who can mentor, inspire, and ope~ doors after their competitive sporting 

career. 

Commission research o~ fl~e impact of women’s adwmcement in sport m~d society. 

Highlight stories of inspiration. 

According to EY, "By building a bridge between athletes and top women leaders, we can 

create a support network that will contribute to individual success, inspire the next 

generation, enrich communities, and spur economies around the world." 

Keep in mind, the research shows that behaviors and techniques learned through sport are 

the same critical behaviors and techniques used to motivate teams and improve 

performance in the workplace. So if you haven’t been the athletic type, finding organized 

activities that emulate this environment may also be beneficial. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 5:20 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Good one! 

From:      ~aol.com [mailto:     ~aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, October 22, 2023 3:44 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Good one! 
interesting idea ..... 

http:~/~w~s~cceramerica.c~m/artic]e/5422~/need-a-ne~-g~a]keeper-dri~htm~?editi~n=1~57I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 5:20 PM 

@aol.com 

l~L: Good one! 

Love it[!! 

From-" @aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent; Friday, October 11, 2013 3:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S..bject; Fwd: Good one! 
interesting idea ..... 

http~//www~s~cceramer~ca~c~m/art~c~e/5422~/need-a-new-g~a~keeper-dri~htm~?ed~ti~n=1~571 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 11, 2013 5:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: November Rules Education Meetings 

Very good .... I called 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 5:30 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: November Rules Education Meetings 

On the calendar... 

.... Who else can I call? 

On Oct 11, 2013, at 2:09 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How about Nov I8th at ~.:]. AIV1 in our conference room at IVlcCi~skill? 

Fro~: Vangelder, Narielle A 
Sent: Friday, October 11, 2013 1:35 PN 

To~ Breschi, Joe; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Fedora, H. Lar~; Fox, Mike; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Ha~hell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; Lew, 
~ennifer S; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Mann, 3an M.; Meaders, Harlis 3ames; Miller, Ron C.; Mock, Conrad D 3r; Papa, Donna ~; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, ~oseph A; 
Sapp, Andrew; Shelton, Karen C; Somoano, Carlos M; Williams, Roy A 
Ce= Frederick, Brad; Holliday, Corey L; Law, Greg A 
S~bject= November Rules Education Meetings 

Good Afternoon - 

I would like to schedule our rules education meetin8 for November 2023 to discuss Awards and Benefits lesislation includin8 the recent chanses to 

the lesislation made as a result of the adoption of several NCAA Rules Workin8 Group proposals. We will cover travel for practice and competition, 

equipment, entertainment and other now permissible benefits. We will need approximately 45 minutes of your time and I would ask that all 

members of the coachin~ staff, includin@ Volunteer Assistant coaches (when applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am available 

durin8 the followin~ blocks of time. 

Thursday November 24, 20~3 - 22:OOam to 5:OOpm 

Friday November 25, 20~3 - 8:00am to 

Monday November ~8, 20~3 -8:00am to %2:OOam and 2:00pro to 5:00pro 

Wednesday November 20, 20~3 - %2:OOam to 5:00pro 

Thursday November 2~, 20~3 -8:00am to 5:OOpm 

Friday November 22, 20~2 - 8:00am to 

Monday November 25, 2013 -8:00am to 22:OOam and 2:00pro to 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can 

make space available here in EWAC dependent on the date/time. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9~9) 962-7853 

Fax: (929) 962-6~2 

mvanselderOunc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Sunday, October 13, 2013 12:12 PM 

Meaders, ttarlis James <meaders@unc.edu> 

Re: [SPAM ALERT] Re: Spike Shoe Track Club. Track and Field Booster Club 

We are the last ones you want to model ... we live in chaos and are poorly organized. 

Se~t.~°om my VeHzon Wireless 4G L2’E 

"Meaders, Harlis James" <meader@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Coach, 

I have a few metnbers of our booster club that me helping me to redo the o~ganizational structure of our club. They axe working on the governing structure, advisory 

committee ~d by laws. Your clubs have been very successful. Do you have any documents that you roll be willing to shaxe with us’? We me looking for a great mo&l 

to follow. 

ThmNs 

Ha~rlis 

Sent ti~m my iPad 

Begin forwayded message: 

From: Shelroc M ~       ~Lz:a_[i!££:__c_9__r!~> 

Date: October 13, 2013 10:51:54 AM EDT 

To: "Timothy A. Minor" <tammor(&northcaxolina.edu:> 
Co: "Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders@unc~edu>, "Hudson, Nicole" <coach.huddy,@unc.edu> 

Subject: Re: [SPAM ALERT] Re: Spike Shoe Track Club. 

Thn, 

This is a great start. I agree lets look at the success sports programs. I’m traveling this week but can always do a go to meeting. Once we get the other 

docs let draJ~’t something tbr HMiss. I’ll wait to hear from you. 

Thm~s, 

Shelby M. Scales 

AMAC President & CEO 

ww~,.amac-om.comre 

On Oct 13, 20L, at 9:43 AM, T~mothy A. Minor" <~aminor(i~northcarolina.edu> wrote: 

Good morning, Harlis, Shelby and Nicky! 

I attended Chancellor’s Folt’s insta~b~:~on yesterday and ran m~:o Ken Mack. He and late meek:my for breakfast in a week and w~l~ d~s(:uss 

ways to help T&F Rmdraise. I also asked Nm about Lhe progranls that have good advbory board or comnlitLee structures. He suggested to 

check with wresd~ng (~2M endowmen0; ~acrosse, and women’s soccer. HaHis, can you ask those teams for the#’ organizat~orfs 

governance temp]ates? The reason is that we want to create something that w[]~ be here long after we’re not so we want to build it right. 

By putting the structure (bylaws, charter, m~ss~on, etc.) ~n ~ace on the front end that helps with how we go into strategic planning. 

When f worked at: NC A&T I led the creat:k)n of their Board of V~s[tors. Att:ached are the bylaws, fr~[ssi.:?[), charter and even the job 

description -revised h~ 2012). Let:’s see ~f there’s language we’d want: t:o use ~rom this ad~4sory group’s ~nformatkm, as we~l as the U NC 

sports Learns that you contact. This w~H help us to create a good draft and not re-create the wheel 

Thoughts? 

limothy A Minor 

Associate Vice President 

University .Advancement 

[he Uni,/ersity of Nolth Carolina System 

1,10 Friday Center Drive 

Chapel Hiil, NC 27517 

9198,136018 

taminor@noRhcarolina.edu 

~v no~hcarolina.edu 

The University of North Carolina ~s a mtHt~ campus system composed of all ~6 of North L’arolina’s pubhc hTstitut~ons that grant baccalaureate degrees, as 
well as the NC School of Science snd Mathematics, a pubhc resident~sl high school for gifted students, 



From: Shelroc M [mailto:      ~yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, October 12, 2013 7:51 AM 

To-" Meaders, HaNs James 
(::¢; Timothy A. Minor; Hudson, Nicole 
Subject; [SPAM ALERT] Re: Spike Shoe Track Club. 

Hi Harliss, 

Thanks for the nudge. Tim I will call you Sun afternoon to huddle. 

Shelby M. Scales 

AMAC President & CEO 

www.amac-org.com 

On Oct 11, 2013, at 6:16 PM, "Meaders, Harlis James" <meaders(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Tim and Shelby, 

I hope all is going well. Our scheduled meeting with the council next week is going to be pushed back into December. In the 

fall both of you indicated a desire to help with setting up the club. I would like for you to get together and work on the 

organizational structure and bylaws for the club. I am not looking for anything over the top. They should be simple and 

straight forward. I think the two of you have a strong knowledge base from which to pull. If we can have a draft to review for 

our Dec. meeting that would be great. It looks like Dec.lO or the Dec. 11. Is when we will meet again. 

Tim Minor 

Shelby Morman Scales 

Harlis Meaders 

<imageOO2.jpg> 

<BOV Revised By-Laws 11-2-2012.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 14, 2013 9:37 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: NJCBS Getting Closer 

From: College Bound America [mailto:tom_rafferty@collegeboundamerica.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of College Bound America 
Sent: Saturday, October 12, 20:t3 5:05 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NJCBS Getting Closer 

NOVEMBER 23 - 24~ 2013 



Forward this ernail 
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removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@emaiL~mc.edu by tom@njcolleqeshowca~.com 
instant removal ’~,ith ~;.@__f.e__Uj!s__u_b_.s_c__rjb_._e.’" _F_;_r_i__v__a__c_v__!~__o_jj£~. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 14, 2013 10:29 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: NJCBS Getting Closer 

From: College Bound America [mailto:tom_rafferty@collegeboundamerica.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of College Bound America 
Sent: Monday, October :t4, 20:t3 5:0:t AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NJCBS Getting Closer 

NOVEMBER 23 - 24, 2013 



Forward this ernail 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@emaiL~mc.edu by tom@njcolleqeshowca~.com 
instant removal ’~,ith ~;.@__f.e__Uj!s__u_b_.s_c__rjb_._e.’" _F_;_r_i__v__a__c_v__!~__o_jj£~. 

College Bound America :: 405 Spiral Dr Brick :: N] :: 08724 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 14, 2013 11:23 AM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

l~J:;: 

Thanks Paul ._ yes, very scrappy win up in Boston. BC was Lough. 

From= Pogge, Paul 

Sent= Monday, October 14, 2013 9:07 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Anson, 

It looks like the team is rolling again! Congrats on another win. 

Best, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, October 14, 2013 11:25 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

ILE: team camp stuff" 

Excellent ! Keep following Lip ._. Let’s gel all this 

From: [mailto: _~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, October 14, 2013 10:27 AN 

To: Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: team camp stuff 

Hey Dad & Dino, 

Just to follow up with things we talked about on Friday. I have emailed John Garrison over at Guilford to see if June 28-July 2rid will work for holding our 

team camp. I will let you know when I hear back from him. 

- my camp bonus from last year was $2000 pre tax. So can you cut me a check Dino when you get a chance? With taxes and such taken out? 

- pricing changes for 2014 - TC going from $575 to $595 (but teams who register before end of Jan can lock in old rate), Transportation for teams to and 

from PTI going from $350 to $600 and to and from RDU from ~800 to 

- I am going to get together an excel spreadsheet of our team camp campers/coaches from this past summer for Register me fast to put into the system so 

they can be included on the email blasts. 

- Dino is going to take care of the following items: 

- Call the old/new printers to retrieve electronic files of our brochure and email them to me and David Morris so we can update them a bit. (newer Iogos, 

pictures, more info about each camp, and remove the app section). Also talk to David about putting a link to the brochure on our website once it is 

complete. 

- Look into getting signage at our home field during soccer games. 

- Talk to SAS about getting signage for camp during ACC and NCAA tournaments. 

- Twitter Blast via Bartock about camps once the dates are set. 

~ think this covers everything that we ta~ked about. Dino let me know what you hear back on your items and I will ~et you know once I hear back from 

Guilford and Register me fast. 

Thanks~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 14, 2013 11:51 AM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Host Site Information For 2013 NCAA Tournament Games 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Monday, October :~4, 2013 :~1:27 AM 
To; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Host Site Information For 2013 NCAA Tournament Games 

Good Day Coaches. 

If your schi~ol is interested in hosting NCAA Tournament games this year please see ~md attend to the follomng intbrmafion. 

Women’s Soccer 

¯ October 7: !_3__i__d_____M_a__t__ej~[~. for hosting p~elimin~cy-round competition will be available. 

Deadlh~e-Oclober25: Deadlineto submit bid materiaJs for prelimina~y-round competition. 
¯ ~!re~Chan~pi~nship Manua! is now available. 

All the bes~t. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Program~ I National Soccer Coache!~ A~ociatiorl of America 

800 Ann Ave, I(ansas City, KS 66~0J_ i 9J_3 362 J_747 x J_0LL5 1953 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439J. I Cell: 

~_~C__.A__A_:_c_.o_q~_. I Twitter: @NSCAA I ._g~_c_.e__b__o_.o_~ 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/colle~e. 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~ribe from this group and stop receiving emails fi~om it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccet:coaches ~ unsubscribe(c-~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to divis~on-i-womens-soccer-coaches(~google~roups.com. 

Visit this group at ht~p:/,’groups.google.conr’group/di vi sion- i- womens- soccer- coaches. 

For more options, visit https:/igroups.google.com,’groups,’opl ont. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:25 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: October Life Skill Se~nina:rs 

To m ? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, 3:59 PH 
To: Hiller, Ron C.; Shelton, Karen C; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Paul, Sampson L; Headers, HaNs James 
Cc: Webb, Josh; Sander, Thomas .1; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; : ; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 
Subject: FW: October Life Skill Seminars 

(]oach~s, 

Pleasu ~ct ~r’c know ,~s sccr~ ~s c, ossbie. 

F~ Lane, 
Sent: Friday, 4:34 PN 
To= UNC~-Head Coaches 
Cc= UNC~-Asst Head Coaches; UNtO-Senior Staff; UNC~-ExeStaff; UNC~cademics; Williams, Andre; Webb, Josh; Hoots, Eric N; Davis, Hube~ Ira Jr; Adams, Clarissa; 

Subject: October Life Skill Seminars 

Coati,as, 

The month of October we have two speakers on campus (our theme this year is RESPECT) I am asking that you choose one or both =or your student atl-’ietes 

to attend as their mandatory Li=~ Skills seminar. Let me know as soon as you cars. It will be first corse, first serve as to keep as even as possible. Here are your 

choices: 

1 uesday, 7pm 

"Champions o[ Respect: LGBTQ Inclusion in Sport" 

University o] North Carolina, intercollegiate Athletics 

Student-Athletes: Programming includes a brief facilitator introduction and breakouts to engage teams 

in relevant, intimate discussion, addressing topics specific to LG BTO. inclusion and championing respect 

within the team 

AND/OR 
/~ 7 p rr~ \A ~d nesd ay, 

Janet wil~ focus on socia~ med~a and the undeMyh-~9 behaviors students m-~d student-.eth~etes share onhne LJsh~g pictures m-~d stories taken mostly from the athletics area, this 
9resen~a~ion ~iI challenge students and s~udent-atbletes to think about U’~eir online band, ~he~r par~icipaUon in and documentation of risky behaviors and the real implications 
for their educational and empioyment opportumties. 

:: ~:~;] :: http://media.pres 

...... sherald.c~m/ima 

9es/300"399/20 
120614 judge 2 
.jPg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 14, 2013 5:29 PM 

Nell McGuire <nmcguire@berkeley.edu-~ 

Prig: {DlWSOC} Cal Scheduling 2014 and 2015 

Call me sometime ©.._ ¢ongrats on your great season!! 

From-" Neil McGuire [mailto:nmcguire@berkeley.edu] 
Sent: Monday, October :t4, 20:1.3 5:0:1 PM 
To-" College Soccer (D:tWsoc@soccerlists.org) 
$,,bject-" {DlWSO¢} Cal Scheduling 2014 and 20~B 
Cal is looking for 2 or 3 games in 2014 

2014 - We need games on: 

Snnday August 31 st - Home game needed as we play at home on Friday 

Snnday, Sept 14th 

Friday, Sept 19th home - or possible tournament at one location 

Sunday, Sept 21 st home - or possible tournament at one location 

2015 - We have only 2 games set up in non- conference so are wide open to discuss games. 

Plea~ email me if you would like to di~uss aW gaines. 

’I’ha~c you 

Neil NcGuire 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Simpson Center 

2227 Piedrnen~ Ave, Berkeley, CA 94720 

P: 5&0-643-8~00 C: E: ~m~:gaire!~ber~i~,h,,y.ed~ W: CalBears.com 

Follow us oa ~.9__c..ep_~e_.E T_~!!_lt_2E I YooT~be 

Camp ~nformation www~Calilemi~GirlsSeccerCamps.com 
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The following is a checklist of forms that must be completed and returned to various individuals 
prior to or during the 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship. 

Item 

Complimentary 
Admissions Pass List 
(Pages 114-21) 

Coaches’ Locator 
Form (Page 13) 

Roster (Page 23) 

Championship 
Reimbursement 

Date Due 

Pre-Champio~ship Meeting 
(Sunday, Nov. 3, 11 a~m.) 

Friday, November 1 at 12 

Pre-Championship Meeting 
(Sunday, Nov. 3, 11 a.m.) 

i December l0 

Donald Moore 
dm oore@th eacc. org 
Fax: 336.369.1203 

ACC Liaison 

Jennie Barrett, ACC 
Champio~ships Department 
Fax: 3~6.369.1/,03 

Compl eted 



The ACC Manual shall take precedence over the inf!~rraation contained in this manual should a discrepancy exist° 

ARTIFICIAL NOISEMAKERS 
No artificial noisemakers (i.e., cowbells, whistles, clappers, thundersticks) will be permitted at any Atlantic 
Coast Conference sporting event including regular and postseason events. 

AWARDS 

All-Conference Team. The Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Soccer All-Conference Team will be selected 
by a vote &the head coaches. The thirty-three (33) member team will be derived as follo~vs: the top eleven 

(11) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the top goalkeeper ~vill be designated as the first-team, the next 

eleven (11) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the second goalkeeper will be designated as the second 

team, and the next eleven (11) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the second goalkeeper will be des- 

ignated as the third team. Nomination ballots will be sent 11 days prior to the Championship. A completed 

nomination form should be faxed or emailed to Amy Ufnowski (336.854.8797iaufnowski@theacc.org) by noon 

on Monday, October 23. The voting ballot will be available on-line to the coaches by 5:00 pm on 

Friday, Nov. 1. The form must be completed by Tuesday, Nov. 5. The All-ACC team, All-Freshmen team, Of- 

fensive, Defensive, Freshman and Coach &the Year ~vill be released to the media on Thursday, Nov. 7. Please 

note that each coach must complete the entire voting ballot. 

All-Freshmen Team. The ACC All-Freshmen Team will be selected by a vote of the head coaches and 

coordinated through the ACC Office in the same manner as the All-Conference Team. 

Freshman, Offensive & Defensive Players, and Coach of the Yea~ The ACC Freshman, Offensive & Defensive 

Players, and Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches and coordinated through the ACC 

Office in the same manner as the All-Conference Team. 

All-Tournament Team. An All-Tournament team, consisting of 11 members regardless of position, and the 

tournament MVP will be voted upon by media members and SIDs in attendance at the Championship. SIDs and 

media who are able to attend only the quarte~-final round and/or semifinals may submit all-tournament team 

ballots to Amy Ufnowski at aufnowski@theacc.org The all-tournament team will be announced following the 

Championship game. 

[The All-Conference Team, All-Freshmen Team, and the Freshman, Offensive, Defensive, and Coach of the Year 
will be released to the media on Friday, November 7.] 

BALLS 
Official Game Balls will be provided by the ACC. A minimum of one game ball will be provided to each team 

for pre-game warm-ups. 

BALL PERSONS 
Ball persons will be provided by the host institutions in order to rotate balls in and out of play. The ball persons 

shall ~vear similar clothes so that they may be easily identified. The ball persons shall make sure they are 

wearing the same color shorts/pants each day. 

BANNERS 
The display of banners is subject to the approval of the Conference Office. 
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BENCH LIMIT 

Please see Uniforms and Bench Limits on page 10. 

BRACKET 
Please refer to page 12 for the 2013 bracket. 

CHAMPIONSHIP COMMITTEE 

The Championship Games Committee for the Championship shall include the ACC representative, Committee 

Chair, Committee Vice-Chair, and Head Official. The championship committee will be responsible for ruling 

on and settling any disputes during the course &the Championship. This committee reserves the fight to make 

alterations to the Championship schedule of events due to inclement weather, security threats, team travel issues and 

other emeregency situations. Due to the schedule &the quarterfinal round, the ACC will send one representative to 

each quarterfinal round to represent the Championship Committee. 

CHECKLIST 
Please refer to page 3 for the Championship checklist. 

COACHES LOCATOR FORM 
Please refer to page 13 for the Coaches Locator Form and fax it to Donald Moore at 336.369.1203 by 12 noon on 

Friday, November 1. 

COMPLIMENTARY AD~IISSIONS 
Each institution will be granted six (6) complimentary admissions for the official travel party of twenty-nine 

(29) for each day of the Championship that the institution competes. Coaches should submit the Complimentary 

Admissions List (pages 14-21) at the pre-championship meeting on Sunday, November 3 at 11 a.m 

COMMUNICATIONS INFORMATION 

ACC Contact: Amy Ufnowski, Associate Director of Communications 

Phone: 336.369.1003(w) or (c) 
E-mail: aufnowski@theacc.org 

Fax: 336.854.8797 

Post Game Interviews 
Locations of post game coaches’ interviews will be included in the Host Site Manuals. Sports 

Information Directors from the participating schools will be responsible for directing coaches and student- 

athletes to the interview area. Both teams will have a ten-minute "cooling off" period, at which time the 

winning team’s head coach and selected players will enter the interview area. The losing coach and 

selected players should proceed towards the interview area approximately ten minutes after the winning 

coach begins. 

Please note other interview options may be discussed on the pre-championship meeting. 

CONCESSIONS 
There will be concessions available at the concession stand on competition days throughout the Championship. 



CONTACTS 
Please refer to page 28 for contact information for the ACC. Contact information for the host insitution will be 
forwarded in the Host Site Manual which will be forwarded upon the release of sites. 

CREDENTIALS 

Team Credentials 

There will be no team credentials issued for the quarterfinal round. Your Senior Woman Administrator will be 

contacted regarding the number of administrators from your institution who will be attending the Championship. 

Administrator credentials (All-Access) and parking passes will be distributed to the visiting team administrator at 

the pre-championship meeting. 

Media Credentials 
All requests for working press, radio, and photographer credentials should be made through the host institution’s 
sports information director which will be listed in the Host Site Manual. At the conclusion of each game, the 
results will be posted to www.TheACC.com. Results will also be sent to the Associated Press, national news- 
papers, and media outlets in the ACC footprint. Live stats will be available throughout the Championship on the 
ACC’s official website, www.TheACC.com. If coaches or sports information directors have special requests 
concerning results, please contact Amy at 336.369.1003. 

CROWD CONTROL 
The responsibility for crowd control rests with the game management staff or designated representative of the 

competing institutions and the ACC Championship representative. The directors of athletics of the competing 

institutions are expected to communicate with their student-athletes and fans to encourage enthusiastic support 

within the confines of good sportsmanship. 

DATES AND SITE 
The 2013 Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Soccer Quarterfinal Round will be hosted at the sites of the top 

four seeds on November 3, 2013. All games will be played at 1 p.m. 

DRIVING DIRECTIONS 
Driving directions will be included in the Host Site Manual. 

ELIGIBILITY 
All entrants must be eligible according to Atlantic Coast Conference and NCAA rules and regulations. Twenty- 
four (24) players may be certified and dressed. A list of eligible student-athletes shall be included on the Roster 
on page 23 and submitted to the ACC Liaison at the pre-championship meeting. 

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
All emergency procedures, including the severe weather plan and the emergency evacuation plan, will be 
included in the Host Site Manual. 



GATORADE 
As an Official Corporate Partner &the ACC, Gatorade will provide sport drinks, replenishment items, and side- 

line coolers for the quarterfinal round game. Also, if you are a Gatorade school then we will assume that you 

will travel with your own Gatorade squeeze bottles. If you are not a Gatorade school and therefore do not have 

Gatorade squeeze bottles, we will provide you with the appropriate Gatorade products upon your arrival to the 

host site. No other sports drink, replenishment items, or sideline coolers will be used at ACC 

Championship events. Feel free to contact Kelly McShane at ACC Network (o: 704-378-4400 c: ) 
should any questions arise. 

HALFTII~IE 

All halftimes will be 15 minutes in length. A timing sheet will be distributed to both teams at the 

pre-championship meeting at 11 am. on November 3. 

HOSPITALITY 

Hospitality will be provided for the student-athletes in uniform. Information on the location of this hospitality 

will be included in the Host Site Manual, and will be reviewed at the pre-championship meeting. VIP 

hospitality" will also be provided for those with appropriate credentials (i.e. VIP, Media, All-Access). 

LAUNDRY & SHOWER SERVICES 
Laundry services will not be provided for the quarterfinal round. Showers will be made available if prior 

arrangements have been made by the visiting team. 

LOCKER ROO~IS 
Locker rooms will be provided for the Quarterfinal Round. Please see the Host Site Manual for location at each 

venue. 

LODGING 
Host sites are not required to secure hotel rooms unless the home institutions are expecting local hotel properties 
to be sold out (i.e. Football weekend, special event, smaller market area). If a room block is needed, it is pre- 
ferred that this property is located within a reasonable distance to the game site, and that no additional charges 
(such as a 2-night minimum) is required.’vSsiting teams will be mandated to stay" in the reserved room block. 
Any exceptions to this policy must be approved by the ACC Office. Lodging information for each venue will be 
included in the Host Site Manual. 

I~IAPS 
Venue and area maps for each facility will be included in the Host Site Manual. 



MEDICAL 
All medical information, including athletic trainer and physician contact information, athletic training room 

equipment and nearest hospital will be included in the Host Site Manual~ There will not be a pre-championship 

meeting for the athletic trainers prior to the quarterfinal round 

MEDICAL SERVICES SURVEYS 
A medical services survey link will be sent to the head athletic trainer at each institution following the 

Championship. 

MERCHANDISE 
Official ACC Championship merchandise will be sold at the quarterfinal round of the Championship. For 

questions regarding merchandise, please contact Donald Moore at dmoore@theacc.org 

OFFICIALS 

Game officials will be assigned by the Atlantic Coast Conference Supervisor of Soccer Officials, Mr. Paul 

Tamberino. The Atlantic Coast Conference feels strongly that officials must have the courage to enforce the 

rules set forth by the Conference and covered in this document. When officials enforce the decorum rules, they 

will be supported by the member institutions of the Conference and the Conference Office~ Failure to enforce 

rules may subject officials to reprimand or suspension by the Conference Office. 

PA ANNOUNCEMENTS 
If you are interested in obtaining a copy of the PA Announcements at the Championship, please contact Donald 
Moore at 336.369.4655. 

PARKING 
All parking information, including team and VIP parking, will be included in the Host Site Manual. 

PARTICIPANT GIFTS 

Championship participant gifts (Under Armour long sleeve performance shirt) will be delivered to each member 

institution at the Championship. 

PEP BANDS, CHEERLEADERS, MASCOTS, AND DANCE TEAMS 
Pep bands, cheerleaders, mascots, and dance teams are not allowed to attend Olympic Sport Championships. 
(ACC Manual, General Policies and Procedures, Article VII-2, page 87) 

PLAYERS IN UNIFORM 
Twenty-four (24) players may be certified and dressed. 

POST-CHAMPIONSHIP SURVEYS 
Post-championship surveys (page 22) will be sent out to all coaches following the Championship. These should 

be faxed to Donald Moore at 336.369.1203, within 10 days of the completion of the Championship. A link to 

the student-athlete post-championship survey will be sent to each head coach and sport supervisor and/or SWA 

following the Championship. 



PRACTICE INFORMATION 
Each team will be allowed practice time on the game field, weather permitting. Please see the Host Site Manual 

for practice times and the practice coordinator. 

PRE-CHAMPIONSHIP MEETING 
A mandatory pre-championship meeting will be held on Sunday, November 3 at 11 am. The location of this 

meeting will be provided in the Host Site Manual. 

PRE-GAIVIE TIMING 

Teams are allowed sixty (60) minutes prior to the game for warm-ups. The host shall provide neutral music 

during warm-ups. 

PROTOCOL 
Game protocol will be discussed during the pre-championship meeting on Sunday, November 3. 

ROSTER 
The Roster can be found on page 23. Three copies of this form should be submitted at the pre-championship 

meeting for the ACC Liaison, visiting team and head referee. 

RULES 
The ACC Championship will be conducted under the rules and regulations of this manual and the NCAA. 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
Please refer to page 11 for the ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Schedule of Events. 

SEEDING 
Final pairings will be determined following the completion of conference play on Thursday, October 31. 

SEEDING. Seeding for the Championship will be determined by the regular season Conference standings 
[util~mg a point ~ystem (ran = three points; tie = one point)]. 

Ties for any seeded position will be broken as follows: (Revised: April 2012) 
1. Head to head Conference game results among tied teams. 
(a) If three or more teams are tied, the combined points in conference games among the tied teams involved will be compiled. 
Ties will be broken based on points of the combined conference records, and the highest number of points shall prevail, even if 
the number of games played against the team or group is unequal. 
(b) In the case of a three or more team tie, if procedure (a) reduces the tie by at least one team, procedure (1) will be followed, 
comparing only the remaining tied teams’ records. Procedures (2)-(6) will only be used if the tie cannot be reduced by at least 
one team in procedure (1). 
2. Most wins among tied teams in Conference games only. 
3. Goal differential in overall Conference games (goals for, minus goals against. A maximum of three goals for any one confer- 
ence game will be used). 
4. Goals scored in overall Conference games. Maximum of three for any one Conference game. A maximum of three goals for 
any one conference game will be used. 
5. Goals allowed in overall Conference games. 
6. Best results versus team(s) occupying the higher position in the standings (or in the case of a tie for 1 st place, the next high- 
est position in the regular season standing and then continued down through the standings until one team gains an advantage). 
When arriving at another pair of tied teams while comparing records, use each team’s points against the collective tied teams as 
a group (prior to their own tie-breaking procedures), rather than the performance against the individual tied teams. In the case of 
a three or more team tie, if procedure (6) reduces the tie by at least one team, procedure (1) will be followed, comparing only the 
remaining tied teams’ records. Procedure (7) will only be used if the tie cannot be reduced by at least one temn in procedure (6). 
6. Blind draw. 
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SEVERE WEATHER 
Severe weather procedures will be discussed at the pre-championship meeting. Severe weather plans for each 
site will be included in the Host Site Manual. 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
ACC coaches, student-athletes, media and fans are encouraged to follow @ACCWSoccer on Twitter for up- 

dates regarding the Championship. We also encourage you to tag #ACCWSoccer in your own tweets about the 

Championship. On Facebook, you can RSVP to and check-in at the ACC Women’s Soccer Championship event 

on "theACC" Facebook page. 

SPORTSMANLIKE POLICY AND SPORTSMANSHIP PA 
The ACC Sportsmanlike Policy and Sportsmanship PA can be found on pages 25-27. 

TICKET PRICES 
Ticket prices for all quarterfinal rounds will be as follows: 

Adult- $8 
Child/Student/Senior- $5 
All ACC Students are admitted free with school I.D. 

The definitions of child/student/senior will be based upon each institution’s policies for home games. For more 
information regarding these policies, please contact the host institution’s tournament manager. 

TRAVEL INFORMATION 
Travel information, such as suggested local restaurants and driving directions will be included in the Host Site 
Manual. 

TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT 

The Atlantic Coast Conference will reimburse each school for travel as indicated in Article II, Section 4 of the 
ACC Manual on pages 40-42. The travel reimbursement limit for the ACC Women’s Soccer Championships is 

t~venty-nine (29). Within 30 days following the Championships, your business office should submit the ACC 

Reimbursement Statement for Championships to Jennie Barrett at the ACC. Should your team’s expenses not 

be covered by the total amount reimbursed, please contact the ACC Office to submit a waiver for additional 

reimbursement. 

UNIFORMS & BENCHES 
Twenty-nine (29) individuals will be permitted in each team bench area. Of those twenty-nine (29) 
individual s, only twenty-four (24) may be student-athletes in unifBrm Any person in the bench area not 
included in the 24-student-athlete limit should NOT be dressed in uniform. These limits apply to both the home 
and visiting team. Team bench credentials will not be distributed. 

The higher seeded teams ~vill ~vear white uniforms and will sit on the bench to the right as you face the table 
fi:om the competition field. The lower seeded team will wear dark uniforms and sit on the bench to the left as 
you face the table. 

VIDEO EXCHANGE 
The home team should upload a copy of the game film to Dragonfly, using the guidelines established in the 
Policies and Procedures Guide for Women’s Soccec by noon on Monday following the quarterfinal game. 
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Thursday~ October 31 
All final regular season games are completed, 

Friday, November 1 
Seeds and host sites are announced by the ACCo 

Sunday, November 3 
11:00 aomo 

1:00 p.m. 
Pre-Champ~onship Meeting 
~uarterfinal Round Games at Campus Sites 

Thursday~ November 7 
Practices Scheduled as Needed 

Friday, November 8 

4:00 
5:30 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 

Practices Scheduled as Needed 
Field Open For Wa~ra-Ups 
Semifinal ~¢1 (ESPN3) 
Semifinal #2 (ESPN3) 

Saturday, November 9 
Practices Scheduled as Needed 

Sunday, November 
3:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 

Field Open For Warm-Ups 
Championship Game (ESPNU) 



SU~NDAY 
NOVEMBER, 3 

QUARTERFINALS; 

SUINDAY 
NOVEMBER 10 

.,,!/-- ~:-:. ’t/~--~ ~¢ -~.¢~.,. 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

MATCH 1 
TIME 

MATCH 2 
TIME 

TV TBD 

MATCH 3 
TIME 

TV TBD 

MATCH 5 
TIME 

MATCH 
TIME 

"IV TBD 

ACC CHAMPION 

MATCH 4 
TIME 

TV TBD 

Campus Sites/WakeMed Soccer Park ~ Cary, NoCo ¯ November 3 & November 8 & 10 
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2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship 

November 3, 2013 

Please provide the following information so we can contact each team 
during ate C,~ampionship if necessary. 

Head Coach’s Name: 

**Cell Phone Number: 

**This number must be.for a phone that ~4/7LL BE USED November 2rid d~ 3rd. ** 

Please provide the name of the person using this cell phone, if different than head coach: 

Name: 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Hotel Name: 

Hotel Phone Number: 

*If you have any questions, please call Donald Moore at 336.369.4654. 

_Please return to Donald Moore at 336~369.I203 
or dmoore@theacc.org by Friday, November 1_~. 



ACC WOMEN’S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 
COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 

Procedures for Participating Teams 

[Note: Coaches may not inclnde recruited prospects on team complimentary 
admissions pass list.] 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY, 

Each member of the institution’s official travel party (29) will be granted six 
complimenta~~ admissions for the Championship. 

Coaches should complete the attached complimentary admissions list and submit it to 
the ACC I_.iai son at the Pre-Championship Meeting. 

Participating teams must identify an assistant coach or administrator traveling 
with the team to the Championship as the complimenta~ admissions pass list 
contact. (Please indicate who this individual is on the following form.) This 
individual must be available to answer any questions regarding the team’s pass list. 

After a team is eliminated, the team complimentary admissions list will not be 
accepted for the remainder of the Championship. 

Guests over 18 must present a photo ID. 



ACC CHAMPIONSHIP COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 
WOMEN’S SOCCER 

[ACC Women’s Soccer Official Travel Party: 29 of which 24 may" be student-athletes~ 

Completed pass lists must be submitted to the ACC Liaison at the Pre-Championship 
Meeling. 

Institution Team Contact Name and Title (Asst. CoackiAdmilfistrator) 

GUESTS OVER 18 MUST PRESENT PHOTO I.D. 

MEMBER OF TRAVEL 
SQUAD 

(L~st Student-Athletes 
Alphabetically) G! JESTS 

GUEST SIGNATURE 
(To be completed at 

Championship) 



MEMBER OF TR AVEL 
SQUAD (t,ist Student Athletes 

Alphabetically) Gue st s 

Guest Signat~re 
(To be completed at 

Championship) 

(Stude~t Athlete) 

(Stude~t Atklete) 

ic. 
d. 

(Stude~t Atk~ete) 

(Student A~klete) 



MENg3ER OF TRA\,%L 
i i G~est Sigr~qture 

SQUAD (Cis~ Student Athletes ] ] (T~ be completed at 

A~phabetically) . ] . G~ests . i 
Chmnpionship) 

(Student A tldege) 

d. 

f~ 

II. 

(Student ,~thle~e) b. 

~, .................................................................................... 

i .................................................................................... 

(Student A tldete) 

12. 

(Student ,~thlete) 



14. 

MEMBER OF TRAVEl_, 
SQUAD (List Student Athletes 

Alphabetically) G{lests 

Guest Signature 
(To be completed at 

Championship) 

15. ia. 
(Student A¢hiete) i b. 

.................................................................................................................... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

iC. 
.................................................................................................................... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................. i d. 
....... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

ie. 
.................................................................................................................... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

.................................................................................................................... i ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

.................................................................................................................... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

16. 
.................................................................................................................... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

(&udenl A*hlete)          i b. 
.................................................................................................................... . ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

lC. 
.................................................................................................................... . ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................. ~ d. 
....... . ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

le. 
.................................................................................................................... . ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

i(~tudent Athlete) 

i(~tudent Athlete) 



MEMBER OF TRA~v%L 
SQUAD (List Strident Athletes 

Alphabetically) 

Guest Signature 
(To be completed at 

Championship) 

8_2 ........................................................................................... ~ .................................................................................... 

20. i                     a. 

i .................................................................................... 

i .................................................................................... 

d. 



MEMBER OF TRA\,%L i i Guest Signature 
SQUAD (List Student Athletes 

i 
i (To be completed at 

Alphabetically) ~ Guests i .......................... 5~)~!~2~-~!~2 .......................... 

24. 

ld. 

25. 

d~e~ponsibili&, e.go [lead Coach) d. 

26. 

~v,o~s~b~, ~.g. Asst. ~:o, do 

27. 

d~esponsibi/ity, e.g~. Asst. Coach) 

28. 

(I~esponsibility, e.g. Asst. Coach) 



MENDER OF TRA\rEL~ 
(List Student Athlete,s’ 

A~phabetically) ....... 

~eSponsibili~, e.g. a¢hletic 

t~ai~e ~~ 

Guest Signature 
(To be completed at 

Ct~ampionship) Guests 



2013 ACC POST-CHAMPIONSHIP SURVEY 
Women’s Soccer: Quarterfinals 

Host: Campus Sites 

Institution: 

SCALE: Poor Fair Good Ve~~- Good Excellent 

i Participants Manual 1 2 3 4 5 

Site/Facility 1 2 3 4 5 

Hospitality 1 2 3 4 5 

Coaches Logistics Conference Call 1 2 3 4 5 

Participant Gifts 1 2 3 4 5 

Officials 1 2 3 4 5 

Awards ] 2 3 4 5 

Event Merchandise ] 2 3 4 5 

Championship Pro~ram~ ] 2 3 4 5 

Event Management 1 2 3 4 5 

iMedia Issues/Post Game Interviews 

i Medical Services 

[Overall , Championship 

1 

1 

1 

¸2 3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

Please elaborate on items with a poor or fair rating. 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Suggestions / Comments: 

PLEASE COMPLETE AND FAX BACK TO Donald Moore AT (336) 369-1203 



NCAA Soccer Game Roster 

Opponent 

Division 

Date 

Field 

Note: In accordance with Rule &2.1 from the NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules 
and Interpretations Book, a completed roster form, including the names and numbers of all 
players, coaches and other bench personnel, must be submitted to the referee, official 
scorekeeper and opposing coach not later than 15 minutes before game time. The game 
roster submitted to the official scorekeeper and the opposing coach must include each 
player’s total number of cautions, ejections and suspensions in the columns beside the 
players’ names; however, the copy submitted to the referee should not include each 
player’s total number of cautions and ejections, Suspended players and coaches are 
not permitted in the coaching and team area, 

__J_. _e_ _r_s_?_ .y___. _N_ 0__ .......... !_ b_! S__ .c_ o__n_t_e__s_ t_ ......................................................................... 
.P__ 

._LA_’Y:_E__R- ............................................................................. 
.C_ 

a_L_l.!) 0__ .n_s- ............ E_j .e_ c_!_!.o__ .n_s_ .... Date(s) 

Athletic Administrator 
For Soccer: Name: Phone: E-mail: 

Date(s) Duties this contest BENCH PERSONNEL 

Coach 
Signed 

Cautions Ejections 

....................................... ÷ .............................. 

NCAA 4244 



ALL-TOU R A ’IE T  ALLOT 
ALL BALLOTS MUST BE COMPLETE BY THE 8:00 MINUTE MARK iN THE SECOND HALF OF 

THE CHAMPiONSHiP GAME. THOSE NOT ON S~TE iN CARY MAY SUBMIT THEIR BALLOTS 

TO AMY UFNOWSKI BY EMAIL (AUFNOWSK~@THEACC.ORG) 

Please list the eleven (11) players who you feel are most worthy of: All-Tournament team honors, 

regardless of poskion. On the first line, please list your Most Valuable Player selection. 

1. 

2, 

3, 

5. 

6. 

7, 

9. 

SCHOOL 

(MVP if _____ wins) 

(MVP if ___ wins) 

SIGNATURE: AFFiLiATiON: 



[Note: For ease of reference, changes in the ACC Sport Operation Code for 2013-14 have been under]ined.i 

ARTICLE L SPORTSMANLikE POLICY 

Witt~ regard to tl~e implementation oftl~e provisions of Article I (Sportsmanlike Po[icy) of the By[aws dealing with the Sports- 

manlike Policy, the duties of the member institution, the Commissione~; coaches, student-athletes, band members, cheerlead- 

ers, mascots and officials include, but are not limited to, principles embodied in the following statements. 

Section I-1, Duties of Member Institutions, 

Every reasonable effort shall be made by competing institutions to emphasize the importance of good sportsmanship at 

athletic events. However, in the event crowd control procedures must be initiated, this responsibility rests with each host 

institution, or with the tournament or meet director at off-campus championship events. The athletics directors or their 

designated representatives shall be available at the site of the competition to assist in controlling the crowd. 

Only participants, coaches, officials, and authorized personnel shall be allowed in the competition area before, during and 
at the conclusion of competition. 

No alcoholic beverages shall be sold to the public at the site of a Conference championst~ip. 

Section I-2. Duties of the Commissioner. 

Whenever the Commissioner concludes after a reasonable investigation that there has been a violation of the unsports- 
manlike conduct regulation, the Commissioner shall impose such penalty deemed appropriate by first giving notice to the 
individual and the institution. The Commissioner will provide the institution the time and opportunity that the Commis- 
sioner considers reasonable to take action and may adopt that action as Conference action if he or she deems appropriate. 

In the event the individual or institution believes that the Commissioner’s penalty is inappropriate or excessive in nature, 

an appeal may be initiated with the Executive Committee by filing a notice with the Conference President. The appeal must 

be filed within 48 hours of receipt of notification of the penalty imposed by the Commissioner. 

a. Carrying Penalty Over to Next Season. Whenever a penalty or suspension is imposed, such penalty to the individual 

may be carried over into the next season of competition at the discretion of the Commissioner. 

bo Definition of Suspension. As used in this regulation, "suspension" in the case of a player, means that the player cannot 

participate in the designated number of contests but may practice; in the case of a coach, "suspension" means that the 

coach cannot be present in the playing area for the designated number of contests but may conduct practice sessions; 

in the case of a band member, cheerleader or mascot, "suspension" means that the individual cannot be present in the 

playing area for the designated number of contests. 

Fines. At the discretion of the Commissioner fines can be issued up to $25,000 per occurrence, with such fines being 
put into the Weaver-James-Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship account. (Adopted: January 2010) 



Section I-3. Duties of Coaches, Student-Athletes, Band Members, CheeHeaders and Mascots. 

ao Public Criticism of Officials. Public criticism of officials or public comments evaluating the officiating of particular 

contests is not in the best interest of intercollegiate athletics. Athletics personnel, players, band members, cheerlead- 

ers and mascots are prohibited, therefore, from commenting while acting in official capacity on officiating other than 

directly to the Conference office. Head coaches are responsible for the comments of assistants and other athletic staff 

members associated with their teams. 

Any coach, who violates the prohibitions of public criticism of officials, as stated above, will be suspended from a fu- 

ture scheduled contest. Specifically, the coach will be allowed at the site of the contest up to an hour before the contest 

begins, after which he/she must vacate the playing area. This applies to all sports and includes all conference as well as 

non-conference contests. 

bo Coach and Player Decorum. While the Conference believes that one of the problems confronting intercollegiate 
athletics is the lack of adherence and enforcement of rules of decorum, it is cognizant that the majority of coaches, 
players, band members, cheerleaders, mascots, officials and administrators make a real effort to ensure contests will be 
conducted and played in a sportsmanlike manner. 

Coaches and administrators have the responsibility to set the tone for responsible behavior on the part of their teams 

and followers. It is an infraction of the rules for coaches, squad members, team attendants, band members, cheerleaders 

or mascots to conduct themselves in an unsportsmanlike manner. 

Acts violating coach and player decorum rules shall include, but not be limited to, the following and may subject vio- 

lators to reprimand or suspension from additional contests as the Commissioner deems appropriate. (Note: Person, 

for the purposes of this section, means coaches, squad members, team attendants, band members, cheerleaders or mas- 

cots.): 

1. Any person who strikes or physically abuses an official, opposing coach, player or spectator; 

2. Any person who intenti.ona]]y incites participants or spectators to violent or abusive action; 
3. Any person who uses profanity, vulgarit}5 taunts, ridicules or makes obscene gestures; 

4. Any person who publicly criticizes any game official, conference personnel, a member institution or institutional 
personnel; 

5. Any person who engages in negative recruiting by making statements which are unduly derogatory of another in- 

stitution or its personnel to a prospective student-athlete, parents, high school coach, or other person interested in 
the prospective student-athlete; 

6. Any person who enters the competing area for an unsportsmanlike purpose; 

7. Any other act of unsportsmanlike conduct not specifically prescribed. 



The Atlantic Coast Conference promotes good 

sportsmanshi.p by students-athletes, coaches and 

spectators. We request your cooperation by supporti.ng 

the participants and officials in a positive manner. 

Profanity, racial or sexist commems or other intimidating 

actions directed at officials, student-athletes, coaches, 
or team. representatives will not be tolerated and. are 

grounds for removal from the site of competition. Also, 

consumption or possession of alcoholic beverages and 

tobacco products is prohibited. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

Championships Fax Nttmber - 336° 369.1203 

gaqs Pierce, Senior Associate Commissioner of Championships 
Office Phone: 336.369.4652 Cell Phone: 
Email: kpierce@theacc.org 

Do,laid Moore, Director of Championships 
Office Phone: 336.369.4655 Cell Phone: 
Email: dmoore@theacc.org 

Amy Ufliowski, Communicaions Championshit~ Contact 

Office Phone: 336.369.1003 Cell Phone: 

Fax: 336.854.8797 Email: aufnowski@theacc.org 

ACC WOMEN’S SOCCER COMMITTEE 

Matt Conway, ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Chair 
Boston College 
Office Phone: 6117.552.6672 
Email: matthew.conway@bc.edu 

Kirk Bruce, ACC Wome~’s Soccer Committee Vice-Chair 
University of Pittsburgh 
Office Phone: 4112.648.8297 
Email: kbmce@athletics.pitt.edu 

Vaneesa Fuchs, ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Vice-Chair 
Florida State University 
Office Phone: 850.644.4933 
Email: vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu 
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The following is a checklist of forms that must be completed and returned to various individuals prior to and 
during the semifinals and finals of the 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship. 

Item Date Due To Whom Corn pleted 

Practice Times First Email, First Serve Keith Jenkins or David Crotts 
Email: keith.j enkin s@townofca~5", org 

davi d crotts@townofcary, org 

All-Conference Monday, October 28 Amy Ufi~owski 
Voting Ballot @ 5:00 p.m Phone: 3a6.3(~9.1 ~03 

Fax: 336.854.8797 
aufnowski @theacc.org 

Radio Line Wednesday, October 16 Amy Ufnowski 
Preparati ons Phone: 336.369.1003 

aufnowski@theacc.org 

Complimentary, Wednesday, November 6 Kris Pierce 
Admissions Pass 5:00 p.m. Fax: ~ 36..~69.120.~ 
List (Pages 19-26) kpierce@theacc.org 

Coaches Locator Wednesday, November 6 Kris Pierce 
Form (Page 18) 5:00 p.m. Fax: 336.369.1203 

kpierce@theacc.org 

Roster& Awards Wednesday, November 6 Kris Pierce 
Ceremony List Fax: 3.~6~36~. 1203 
(Page 28) kpierce@theacc.org 

Championship December 6 Jennie Barrett 
Reimbursement Fax: 336.369.1203 

Email: jbarrett@theacc.org 

Logistics Tuesday, November 6 Phone: 1-866-244-8528 
Conference Call @ 9:00 a.m. Pass Code: 527972 



The A(_Z? ?/lanual shall take precedence over the information contab~ed in this manual should a discrepan~T exist. 

ARTIFICIAL NOISEMAKERS 

No artificial noisemakers (i.e., cowbells, whistles, clappers, thundersticks) will be permitted at any Atlantic Coast 

Conference sporting event including regular and postseason events. 

AWARDS 
All-Conference Team. The Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Soccer All-Conference Team will be selected by a vote 

of the head coaches. The thirty-three (33) member team will consist of the top vote recipient field players, the top three 

goalkeepers and at least six defenders (the top 8 field players, 2 defenders and top goalie on the first team, the next 8 field 

players, 2 defenders and other goalie on the second team and the next 8 field players, 2 defenders and other goalie on the 

third team). Nomination ballots will be sent 11 days prior to the Championship (Wednesday, October 23). A completed 

nomination form should be faxed or emailed to Amy Ufimwski (336.369.1003iaufnowski@theacc.org) by noon on 

Monday, October 28. Please note that each coach must complete the entire voting ballot. The voting ballot will be 

available online to the coaches by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, November 1. The form must be completed by 5:00 pm on Tuesday, 

November 5. 

All-Freshmen Team. Head coaches will nominate a maximum of five true freshmen, from their team only, in rank order 

and for only one position. The All-Freshman portion of the voting ballot will be listed in coaches’ rank order by school. 

In voting for the All-Freshmen temn, a coach MAY NOT vote for a player from his!her own team and can vote only for 

the players that have been nominated. 

Freshman, Offensive & Defensive Players, and Coach of the Year. Head coaches will nominate may nominate 

players from their school only and only one per individual honor. Only true freshmen are eligible for Freshman of the 

Year. Coaches MAY NOT vote for their own players for the Offensive, Defensive or Freshman of the Year. All eleven 

(11) head coaches will appear on the Coach of the Year ballot, and each coach must rank the other coaches 1-8, with "1" 

going to his/her top choice. Head coaches MAY NOT rank themselves. Each coach must fully complete their ballot. 

The All-Conference Team, All-Freshmen Team, and the Freshman, Offensive, Defensive, and Coach of the Year 
will be released to the media on Thursday, November 7. 

Awards Announced at the Awards Ceremony 
All lburnament Team/Iburnament MVP. The Women’s Soccer Championship All-Tournament Team and 
Tournament MVP will be selected by a vote of the ACC Sports Information Directors and selected media in 
attendance at the Women’s Soccer Championship. An eleven (11) member All-Tournmnent Team, including a 
Tournament MVP will be named. 

The a~vards ceremony will take place immediately following the Championship game and will involve the 
Championship team and individuals selected as members of the All-Tournament Team. Twenty-nine (29) 
individual awards and the team Championship trophy will be presented in an on-field presentation to the 
Championship team. For the Roster & Awards Ceremony List please refer to page 28. 

BALLS 
Official Wilson Game Balls will be provided by the ACC. A minimum of one game ball will be provided to each team for 

pre-game warm-ups. 

BALL PERSONS 

Ball persons will be provided by CASL in order to rotate balls in and out of play. The ball persons shall wear similar 

clothes so that they may be easily identified. The ball persons shall make sure they are wearing the same color shorts/ 

pants each day. 



BANNERS 
The display of banners is subject to the approval of the Conference Office. 

BENCH LIMIT 
See Uniforms & Benches on page 12. 

BRACKET 

Please refer to page 14 for the 2013 bracket. 

CHAMPIONSHIP COMMITTEE 
The Championship Committee for the Championship shall include the ACC representative, Committee Chair, Committee 

Vice-Chair, and Head Official. The Championship Committee will be responsible for ruling on and settling any disputes 

that arise during the course of the Championship. This committee reserves the right to make alterations to the 

Championship schedule of events due to inclement ~veather, security threats, team travel issues and other emeregency 

situations. 

CHECKLIST 

Please refer to page 3 for the Championship checklist. 

COACHES LOCATOR FORM 
Please refer to page 18 for the Coaches Locator iForm and fax or email it to Kris Pierce at the Conference Office 
336.369.1203/kpierce@theacc.org by 5 p.m. on Wedensday, November 6. 

COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSION S 
Each institution will be granted six (6) complimentary., admissions for the official travel party of twenty-nine (29) for each 
day of the Championship that the institution competes. Coaches should fax or email the attached Complimentary 
Admissions iList on pages 19-26 to Kris Pierce by 5 p.m. on Wednesday, November 6 at 336.369.1203/kpierce@theacc.org. 

For the game on Sunday, teams must submit their complimentary admissions list for that day no later than 45 minutes prior 
to the opening of gates. Should teams not submit new complimentary admissions list by the deadline, Friday’s list will 
be used. [Teams should keep two (2) copies of their completed complementary admissions list (one for each day of the 
Championship) and submit a copy with any necessary changes by the above mentioned deadline on Sunday.] After a team 
is eliminated, the team complimentary admissions list will not be accepted for the remainder of the Championship. 

CONCESSIONS 
There will be concessions available at the concession stand on competition days throughout the Championship. 

CONTACTS 
Please refer to page 37 for contact information for the ACC and the iHost Community Partners. 



CREDENTIALS 
Team credentials 
Credentials will be distributed to teams at their initial practice. These credentials are non-transferable. X~bur 
Senior Woman Administrator will be contacted regarding the number of administrators from your institution who 
will be attending the Championship. Administrator credentials (All-Access) and parking passes will be sent to the 
SWA or other designee for distribution prior to the event. 

Press Credentials 
All requests for working press, radio, and photographer credentials should be made through Amy Ufnowski at 
336.369.1003. At the conclusion of each game, the results will be posted to www.theACC.com. Results will 
also be sent to the Associated Press, national newspapers, and media outlets in the ACC footprint. Live stats will 
be available throughout the Championship on the ACC’s official website, www.theACC.com. If coaches or 
sports information directors have special requests concerning results, please contact Amy at 336.369.1003. 

CROWD CONTROL 
The responsibility for crowd comrol rests with the game management staff or designated representative of the competing 
institutions and the ACC Championship representative. The directors of athletics of the competing institutions are 
expected to communicate with their student-athletes and fans to encourage enthusiastic support within the confines of 
good sportsmanship. 

DATES AND SITE 
The semifinals and finals of the 2013 Atlantic Coast Conference %"omen’s Soccer Championship will be hosted by the 
communiD" partners of WakeMed Soccer Park in Cau’, North Carolina on November 8 and 10, 2013. 

The game times are as Jbllows: 
Friday, November 8 
Game 5: .................................... 5:30 p.m. (ESPN3) 
Game 6: .................................... 8:00 p.m. (ESPN3) 

Sunday, November 10 
Championship Game ..................... 4:00 p.m.* (ESPNU) 

Ha!ftimes will be fifteen (15) minutes. 

*Gmne time is subject to change due to television. 

DRIVING DIRECTIONS 

Please refer to page 29 for driving directions. 

ELIGIBILITY 
All entrants must be eligible according to Atlantic Coast Conference and NCAA rules and regulations. Twenty-four (24) 

players may be certified and dressed. A list of eligible student-athletes shall be included on the Roster & Awards 

Ceremony List on page 28 and emailed or faxed to Kris Pierce at 336.369.1203ikpierce@theacc.org by 5 p.m. on 

Wednesday, November 6. 



EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
In case of an emergency, plans have been provided by iKeith Jenkins, the Facilities Supervisor at WakeMed Soccer Park. 

Please refer to pages 31-33 for the Emergency Evacuation, Emergency Medical and Severe Weather Plans. 

GATORADE 
As an Official Corporate Partner of the ACC, Gatorade will provide the following for each championship event: 

. Coolers (for team bench and locker room) 

. Product (Gatorade in bottles and powder mixes) 

o Squeeze Bottles 
° Towels 

o Energy Bars 

. Energy Chews 

Gatorade will contact the host institution/site prior to each event to determine what of the above items is needed. If you 

are a Gatorade school then we will assume you will travel with your own Gatorade squeeze bottles. If you are not a 

Gatorade School and therefore do not have Gatorade squeeze bottles, we will provide you with the appropriate Gatorade 

products upon your arrival at the host site. No other sports drinks, replenishment items, sideline coolers or squeeze bottles 

are to be used at ACC Championship events. Feel free to contact iKelly McShane at the ACC Network (c: 

w:704-378-4440) should any questions arise. 

HOSPITALITY 

Student-athletes in uniform or with participant credentials may enter and take advantage of the hospitality provided by the 

ACC & ACC Properties. A student-athlete hospitality tent will be provided outside the locker room on the west 

concourse. VIP hospitality will be provided on the east side of the stadium (opposite press box) in Building C’s luxury 

suites. To gain access to this area individuals must provide the appropriate credentials (i.e. VIE Media, All-Access). 

LAUNDRY & SHOWER SERVICES 

With the addition of two additional locker room spaces for the 2013 Championship, teams will be able to shower post- 

game in their respective locker rooms. In order for the locker rooms to be prepared for showers, teams will be asked to 

indicate on the pre-championship conference call if they wish to use showers post-game. 

The availability of laund~" services will be discussed on the pre-chmnpionship conference call. 

LINEUPS 
The lineup for each temn must be submitted to the Committee Chair, Committee Vice-Chair, orACC representative no 
later than twenty ~211) minutes before the scheduled game time. 

LOCKER ROOMS 
Four (4) team locker rooms will be available throughout the Championship in the WakeMed Soccer Park. Teams will be 
assigned a locker room according to seed and game. Teams in the first game will use the east side (opposite press box) 
locker rooms and the teams in the second game will use the west side locker rooms. Locker rooms will contain the 
following: water, Gatorade, towels and ice. Please let us know if you require other equipment and we will do our best to 
accommodate your needs. 



LODGING 

Should you need a hotel for the Semifinals and Finals of the ACC Women’s Soccer Chamoionship in Carv, we 

strongly request that you stay in a Wake County property, as the ACC receives support from the Greater 
Raleigh Convention and Visitors Bureau for the event. All hotels are in or near Carv and are in close oroximity to 

WakeMed Soccer Park. The Town of Carv requests that each oarticioatin~ team stay in Carv area hotels, and the 

ACC supports this request. The Greater Raleigh Sports Alliance, a long-time marketing and funding partner of 
the ACC, also requests that each team stay in Cary so that the host community can benefit from the tournament’s 

economic imoact, iPlease refer to page 30 for a complete listing of Wake Coun~ properties. Please direct your questions 

to Scott Dupree, Vice President for the Greater Raleigh Sports Alliance, at 919.645.2657 or sdupree~b~raleighsports.org. 

LOGISTICS CONFERENCE CALL 

The pre-championship logistics conference call will be held on Tuesday, November 5 at 9:00 a.m. In addition to the 

Women’s Soccer Committee, host personnel and representatives from the ACC will be on the call. 

Conference Call #: 1-866-244-8528 

Conference Entry Code: 527972 

MAP 
Please refer to page 15 for a map of the WakeMed Soccer Park. 

COMMUNICATIONS INFORMATION 

ACC Contact: Amy Ufnowski, Associate Director of Communications 

Phone: 336.369.1003(w) or (c) 

E-mail: aufnowski@theacc.org 

Fax: 336.854.8797 

Origination Rights 
Each school may designate one official radio station. Origination rights will be granted to that station free of charge. 

Additional stations originating broadcasts will be charged $50.00. Those interested in broadcasting the ACC 

Women’s Soccer Championship should contact Amy Ufnowski 336.369.1003. Orders for lines should be completed 

by Wednesday, October 23. 

Post Game Interviews 
Post game inter~¢iews will be conducted in the media room on the east side (opposite press box) of the facility. Sports 
Information Directors from the individual schools will be responsible for directing coaches and student-athletes to 
the intel~qew area. Both teams ~vill have a ten-minute "cooling ofF’ period, at which time the winning team’s head 
coach and selected players will enter the interview area. The losing coach and selected players should proceed 
towards the interview area approximately ten minutes after the winning coach begins. 

Please note other interview options may be discussed on the pre-championship logistics conference call prior 

to the ACC Championship Semifinals and Finals. 



MEDICAL 
The Athletic Training Room is located between the two locker rooms in the main stadium complex. Water, ice bags, 

cups, towels, bio-hazard supplies, EMS, moist heat packs, and emergency equipment will be available in the main stadium 

Athletic Training Room. A Certified Athletic Trainer ~vill be on site during the practice and games. A physician will also 

be on site during the games. Do not hesitate to contact David Mills if you may need specific physician needs. If your team 

will not be traveling with an Athletic Trainer, please notify David Mills, Professional Sports Medicine, at 919.291.5917. 

The Athletic Training room will be open at least two hours prior to the first game, or practice. For additional medical 

information see the Emergency Medical Plan on page 32. 

HOSPITAL INFORMATION 
In case of emergency, athletes will be transported to: 

Rex Hospital 

4420 Lake Boone Trail 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

919.783.3100 

Emergency Contact 

Harry Stafford MD CAQSM 

Assistant Professor Dept. of Orthopedics 

Cary Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Specialists 
Ted Armour, MD 
1120 SE Cars Parkway/Suite 100 
Car5’, NC 27518 
919.467.4992 

Family Medicine Director UNC Sports Medicine Fellowship 
Head Medical Team Physician NCCU 
CB # 7055 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.966.7095 

MEDICAL SERVICES SURVEYS 
A medical services survey link will be sent to the head athletic trainer at each institution following the 
Championship. 

ATHLETIC TRAINERS MEETING/CONFERENCE CALL 
The pre-championship athletic trainers conference call will be held on Tuesday, November 5th at 12:15 p.m. 
David Mills of Professional Sports Medicine will be available to answer any questions. David can also be reached 
at 919.291.5917. Athletic trainers should contact Alex Fraser at 336.369.4656 for more information regarding the 
pre-championship athletic trainers’ conference call. 

Phone: 1.866.244.8528 

Passcode: 527972 

MERCHANDISE 
Official ACC Championship merchandise will be sold throughout the Championship at the WakeMed Soccer Park during 

the Championship. For questions regarding merchandise, please contact Kris Pierce. 

NATIONAL ANTHEM 

The National Anthem will be played once each day. 



OFFICIALS 

Game officials will be assigned by the Atlantic Coast Conference Supervisor of Soccer Officials, Mr. Paul Tamberino. 

The Atlantic Coast Conference feels strongly that officials must have the courage to enforce the rules set forth by the 

Conference and covered in this document. When officials enforce the decorum rules, they will be supported by the 

member institutions of the Conference and the Conference Office. Failure to enforce rules may subject officials to 

reprimand or suspension by the Conference Office. 

OUTREACH 
Each school is invited to send one team me:tuber to participae in the ACC Conmmnity Connections Outreach Event. 
Student-athletes should report to WakeMed Soccer Park at 9:30 a.m. on Friday, November 8 dressed in team warm-ups. 
Transportation will be provided to Kingswood Elementa~ School where the team members will read to a classroom and 
answer questions regarding their schools and our championship. Prepared speaking points as well as a handont for each 
student in the classroom will be provided. Student-athletes will return to V~ikeMed Soccer Park by 11:00 a.m. on Friday. 

PA ANNOUNCIEIMENTS 
If you are interested in obtaining a copy of the PA Announcements at the Championship, please contact Donald Moore at 
336.369.4655. 

PARKING 
VIP Parking will be available for official team vehicles adjacent to WakeMed Soccer Park. All parking related details will 
be covered on the coaches’ pre-championship logistics conference call on Tuesday, November 5 at 9:00 a.m. For a map of 
the complex please refer to page 14. 

PARTICIPANT GIFTS 
All Championship gifts will be delivered to the Quarterfinal Round sites. 

PEP BANDS, CHEERLEADERS, IMASCOTS, AND DANCE TEAMS 

Pep bands, cheerleaders, mascots, and dance teams are not allowed to attend Olympic Sport Championships. (ACC 

Manual, General Policies and Procedures, Article VII-2, page 115.) 

PLAYERS IN UNIFORM 
TwenD’-four (24) players may be certified and dressed. 

PLAYING SURFACE 
Each of the seven (7), FIFA regulation fields are blanketed with Bermuda grass. Fields are protected from water build up 
by a sand-based under soil drainage system that has been designed to meet international competition standards. The field 
dimensions are 120 by 75 yards. The stadium field is lit by ll0 foot candles and the adjacent game fields are lit by 30 foot 
candles. 

POST-CHAMPIONSHIP SURVEYS 
Post-championship surveys (p. 27) will be sent out to all coaches following the Chmnpionship. These should be faxed to 
Kris Pierce 336.369.1203, within 10 days of the completion of the Championship. A link to the student-athlete 
post-championship sm~,ey will be sent to each head coach and sport supervisor and/or SWA following the 
Championship. 



PRACTICE INFORMATION 
Practice times at the WakeMed Soccer Park are available throughout the Championship on Field 3. Teams are not 

permitted to practice on the game field per WakeMed Soccer Park regulations. On Thursday and Saturday, practice times 

will be available on a first-come first-serve basis. Up to (2) two hour practice sessions may be scheduled on Thursday and 

Saturday. Coaches may contact Keith Jenkins (keith.jenkins@townofca~7.org) or David Crotts (david.crotts@townofcary. 

org) from the Town of Ca~ via email to reserve practice times. 

PRE-GAME TIMING 
Teams are allowed sixty (60) minutes prior to the first game of the day for warm-ups and twenty (20) minutes between 

games. 

PROTOCOL 
Game protocol will be discussed during the pre-championship logistics conference call on Tuesday, November 5 at 9:00 

a.m, and posted in each locker room upon arrival. 

ROSTER & AWARDS CEREMONY LIST 
The Roster and Awards Ceremony List cm~ be found on page 28. 

RULES 
The ACC Championship will be conducted under the rules and regulations of this manual and the NCAA. 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
Please refer to page 13 for the ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Schedule of Events. 

SEVERE WEATHER 
Severe weather procedures will be discussed on the pre-championship conference call on Tuesday, November 5 at 9:00 

a.m. The severe weather policy can be found on page 33. 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
ACC coaches, student-athletes, media and fans are encouraged to follow updates on the twitter handle, 
@ACCWSoccer regarding the Championship. Should you discuss the Championship on your own twitter handles, you 
are encouraged to use the hashtag, #ACCWSoccer. 

SPORTSMANLIKE POLICY AND SPORTSMANSHIP PA 
The ACC Sportsmanlike Policy and Sportsmanship PA can be found on pages 34-36. 

TICKET PRICES 
Tickets will be available at the following prices: 

Single Session Prices: Adults: $10 
Youth: $5 
Children Under 3 Years: iFrce 
All ACC students with valid I.D. are admitted free 

*Youth: 3 - high schoo!, and Se~tiors over 65. 

Please continue to check theACC.com for further updates on ticketing. 

TRAVEL INFORMATION 
Please refer to pages 29-30 for area hotels and other travel information such as driving directions. 



TRA~v’EL REIMBURSEMENT 

The Atlantic Coast Conference will reimburse each school for travel as indicated in Article II, Section 4 of the ACC 

Manual on pages 40-42. The travel reimbursement limit for the ACC Women’s Soccer Championships is twenty-nine (29). 

Within 30 days following the Championships, your business office should submit the ACC Reimbursement Statement for 

Championships to Jennie Barrett at the ACC. Should your team’s expenses not be covered by the total amount 

reimbursed~ please contact the ACC Office to submit a waiver for additional reimbursement. 

UNIFORMS & BENCHES 
Each team is allowed a maximum oftwenU-nine (29) persons in the bench area. The higher seeded teams will wear white 

uniforms and sit on the North bench. The North bench is on the right as you face the scorer’s table from midfield. The 

lower seeded team will wear a dark or contrasting color uniform and will sit on the South bench. The South bench is on 

the left as you face the scorer’s table from midfield. 

WARM-UP AREAS 
Field three (3) will be available for warm-up prior to ACC Championship competition and cool down following the 

semifinal games on Friday. 



Tuesday, November 5 
9 a.m. Pre-Championship Conference Call 

Thursday, November 7 

Practices Schedul ed as Needed (Field 3) 

Friday, Novem ber 8 
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m. 

4:30 p.m. 
5.00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 

Practices Schedul ed as Needed (Field 3) 
Team representatives report to WakeMed for 
Commm~ity Commm~ications 
Field Open For Wan:n-Ups 
Semifinal #1 (ESPN3) 
Semifinal #2 (ESPN3) 

Saturday, November 9 
8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. Practices Scheduled as Needed (Field 3) 

Sundav, November 
3:00 p.m. 
4:00 pomo 

Field Open For Wa~ra-Ups 
Championship Game (ESPNU) 



NOVEMBER 3 
Campu.s sites 

QUARTERFINALS 

~:~IDAY 
NOVEMBER 

VV~:~keMed 5occer 

SEMiFiNALS 

NOVEMBER 10 
VVakef,/~ed Soccer 

CHAMPiONSHiP 

MATCH 1 
TIM E 

TV 

MATCH 2 

TIME 

TV TBD 

MATCH 3 

TIM E 

TV TIeD 

MATCH 5 
5:30 pm. 

MATCH 6 

7, 
8 p m. 

ESPN3 

=CHAmPIONSHiP 

4 p.m. 
IESPINU ~CC CHAMPION 

MATCH 

TIME 

TV TBD 





W~akeMed Soccer Park FACT SHEET 

Location: 201 Soccer Park Drive, Cary, North Carolina 27511 

Fields: 
Field dimensions: 
Surface: 
Lighting: 

Drainage system: 

8 
120 yds. x 75 yds. (FIFA Regulation) 
Bermuda grass 
110 foot cm~dles on stadium field, 
30 foot candles on adjacent game fields 
Sand-based under soil drainage to international 
competition standards 

Medical training facility: 
Athletic training facility: 

On-site 
On-site 

Practice fields: FIFA regulation game fields adjacent to stadium field 

Seating Capacity: 
Concession areas: 
Parking on-site: 

10,000 
4 permanent + kiosks 
2,606 spaces 

Items Not Permitted in Stadium: Backpacks & Oversized Bags, Bottles, Cans, 
Coolers, Food, Liquid Containers, Alcoholic Beverages, ~Hlegal Substances, Fire- 

works, Video Equipment, Recording Devices, Concealed I~Veapons, Laser Pointers, 

Aerosol Cans, Pets, Umbrellas, Lawn Chairs 



L_LOT 
ALL BALLOTS MUST BE COMPLETE BY THE 8:00 MINUTE MARK iN THE SECOND HALF OF 

THE CHAMPiONSHiP GAME. THOSE NOT ON SiTE iN CARY MAY SUE~M~T THEIR BALLOTS 

TO AMY UFNOWSKI BY EMAIL (AUFNOWSKI@THEACCoORG) 

Please list the eleven (11) players who you feel are most worthy of All-Tournament team honors, 

regardless of position. On the first line, please list your Most Valuable Player selection. 

FULL NAME SCHOOL 

1, tMvP if ___ wins) 

(MVP if ................... wins) 

10, 

11, 

SIGNATURE: AFFILIATION: 



2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship 
Semifinals and Finals 

iNovember 8 & 10, 2013 

Please provide t,~e following information so we can contac~ each team 

during the Championship if necessar); 

Head Coach~s Name: 

**Cell Pholae Number: 

~’~’This number must be.l~r a phone that F~TLL BE USED November 7-10. 

Please provide the name of the person using this cell phone~ if different than head coach: 

Name: 

Hotel Name: 

Hotel Phone Number: 

*If you have any questions~ please call Kris Pierce at 336.369.4652. 

Please return via fax by Wednesday, November 6t~it to: 
Kris Pierce 

Fax- 336,369,!203 



ACC WOMEN’S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 
COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 

Procedures f~r Participating Teams 

[Note: Coaches may not include recruited prospects on team complimentary 
admissions pass list.] 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. 

Each member of the institution’s official travel party (29) will be granted six 
complimentary admissions for the Championship. 

Coaches should complete the attached complimentary admissions list and submit it to 
the Kris Pierce. 

Participating teams must identify an assistant coach or administrator traveling 
with the team to the Championship as the complimenta~, admissions pass list 
contact. (Please indicate who this individual is on the following form.) This 
individual must be available to answer any questions regarding the team’s pass list. 

After a team is eliminated, the team complimentary admissions list will not be 
accepted for the remainder of the Championship. 

Guests over 18 must present a photo ID. 



ACC CHAMPIONSHIP COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 
WOMEN’S SOCCER 

InstRution Team Contact Name and Title (Asst. Coacl~iAdn~nistrator) 

GUESTS OVER 18 MUST PRESENT PHOTO I.D. 

MEMBER OF TRAVEL 
SQUAD 

(List Sh~dent-Athletes 
Alphabetically) GUESTS 

G[ rEST SIGNATURE 
(To be completed at 

Champiot~ship) 

(5¢uctert¢ AIhlete) 



MEMBER OF TRAVEL Guest Signature 
SQUAD (List Stude*~t Athletes (To be completed at 

Alphabetically) Guests Championship) 

c. 

i e. 

................................................................................................................... i ........... ~: ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

5. ~ a. 

(Stua~ng A thlete) 

~ 
b. 

.................. 1 ................................................................................................. l________[___~:____l .................................................................................... l_______1 ........................................................................................ 

¢S~tu den t A th le re) 

fS~tude~t A g~dete) 

e. 

a. 

i c. 

i d. 

i e. 

i a. 

i b. 
i c. 

i d. 
i e. 

a. 



MEMBER OF TK,-~VEL 
SQUAD (I st Student At ~ e~es 

Alphabetically) 
................ 4- ....................................................................................................... 

9. i 
(Stucler~t A thlete) 

................ + ....................................................................................................... 

................ 

~ 
...................................................................................................... 

(Student A1h[ete) 

................ + ....................................................................................................... 

................ 

~ 
...................................................................................................... 

11. 

¢5’t~dent ,~lhl’ete) ....... 

................ + ....................................................................................................... 

................ 
~ 
...................................................................................................... 

................ ~ ....................................................................................................... 

................ + ....................................................................................................... 

13. 

~S’mde~t ,4th[ete ) 

................ + ....................................................................................................... 

................ ...................................................................................................... 

Gt~est Signature 
(To be completed at 

Championship) 



MEMBER OF T.RAVEL Guest Signalure 
(To be completed at SQUAD (List Student Athletes 

A~phabetically) Guests Championship) 

14. i a. 

................ li ............................ ~:{~_~_{~,_ 7:.--:---. .................... ................................................................................................................................... l ~bl ] ................................................................................... 
C. 

................ ~ ..................................................................................................... -~ ........................................................................................... ~ ................................................................................... 

.__~__< ...................................................................................................... ~_: .......................................................................................... i ................................................................................... ,,,, ~ ................................................................................... 

C, 

d. 

e, 

17. a. 
ggtudent At,~Iet0 b. 

C. 

d. 

e, 

f. 

18. a. 
~S’tudent Athlete) b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 



MEMBER OF TRAVEL Guest Signature 
SQUAD (List Student Athletes (I’o be completed at 

Alphabetically) Guests Champio~ship) 

19. 
~S~udei~ /l~hle~e)           ] b. 

d 

f. 

--7: ................................................................................................... ~--i---<- ................................................................................ i------I ....................................................................................... ..................................................................................................... >----~ .............................................................................................. i .............................................................................................. 

d ................................................................................................................ ............. ................................................................................. ...................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................... ~--i---~:~ ...................................................................................... i ............................................................................................ 
2~, 

22. 

.......................................... :~~.*_~_~_~.~_~’_~.*_~ .......................... ]__~___~:___t ................................................................................. ~__[_ ...................................................................................... 

................. r .............................................................................................. +-------i ............................................................................................... i .............................................................................................. 

d. 



24. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

MEMBER OF TRAVEl. 
SQUAD (I,ist Stude~t Alhletes 

Alphabetically) 

i ....... 

i ....... 

(Othe~o 

(7~e,~;~onsibiliO’, e.g. 

(Re~sT~,onsibi[ity, e.g. A TC) 

(Od~eO 

(Pe~7~,onsibi[itp’, e.g. A TC) 

Guests 

Guest Sig~mtum 
(To be comple*ed at 

Championship) 



29. 

MEMBER OF TRA~v~L 
SQUAD (I~ist Student Athletes 

Alphabetically) 

ia. 

G/Ie st s 

Guest Signature 
(To be completed at 

Champiot~ship) 



2013 ACC POST-(HAMPIONStt[IP SURVEY 
Women’s Soccer Semifinals and Finals 

Host: WakeMed Soccer Park - Cary, NC 

Name: Iastitution: 

S(2 ALE: Poor Fair Good Ve~’ Good Excellent 

Participants Malmal 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Site/Faci~i~7 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Hospitality 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Coaches Logistics Cont~reace (;all ! ~ ~.’~ 4 ~5 NA 

Participam Gi fts ! 2 3 4 5 NA 

Officials l 2 3 4 5 NA 

Awards 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Event Merchandise ! ~~ ~" 4 ~.~ NA 

Championship Program l 2 3 4 5 NA 

Evem Management 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Media Issues/Post Game Interviews ! ~ ~.’~ 4 ~5 NA 

Medical Services 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Overall Championship l 2 3 4 5 NA 

Please elaborate on items with a poor or fair rating. 

Suggestions / Comments: 

PLEASE COMPLETE AND FAX BACK TO KRIS PIERCE AT (336) 369-1203 



Please complete this form and return to Kris Pierce via.fax at 336.369.1203 or email at kpieme@theacc.org 

by Wednesday, November 6. 

WOMEN’ S SOCCER 

SCHOOL: 

List each player in a/phabelical order, lndicate ca~ain or co-captain r~ext ~o name. 

1. 13. 

2. 14. 

3. 15. 

4. 16. 

5. 17. 

6. 18. 

7. 19. 

8. 20. 

10. 22. 

11. 23. 

12. 24. 

25. Head Coach: 

Others (Assistant Coaches_~ SIDs; Athletic Trainers,~ etc_): 

26. 28. 

27. 29. 

Notes: There will be twenty-nine (29) individual awards presented to the championship team. 
Please indicate with ~ those persons to receive a plaque. 

"~ if your team wins the Championship, please list who should receive the award (i.e., team 
captains, entire team, etc.):. 



DRIVING DIRECTIONS 

iFrom 1-40 Eastbound (Chapel Hiill!Durham): 
Take the Cary 54 Exit (Exit 290) off of 1-40. 
Turn right on top of the exit rmnp (towards Cary). 
Turn left on SE Maynard Road° 
Take a left on Chatham Street. 
WakeMed Soccer Park is 1/; mile on the right. 

From 1-40 Westbound (Fayetteville): 
Take Exit 29 l, Cary Towne Boulevard. 
Turn right on Cary Towne Blvd. 
Take a right on SE Maynard Road. 
Turn right on E. Chatham Street. 
WakeMed Soccer Park will be ½ mile on right. 

From Downtown Cary: 
Head East on Chatham Street towards Raleigh. 
WakeMed Soccer Park will be on your right. 

iFrom Raleigh!Belfline: 
From Beltline, take Western Boulevard exit and head west (toward Cary). 
Continue after merge with Hillsborough Street until it becomes E. Chatham Street. 
WakeMed Soccer Park will be on your left, ½ mile betbre Maynard Road 
intersection. 



HOTEL CONTACT MILES TO PARK MINS. TO PARK 
Comfort A’uite~’ - Cary Lauren 13eckwith 6 11 
350 Asheville Average Director of Sales 

Car?: NC 27518 lauren@com[brtsuitescary.com 

Phoae: 919.852.4318 

Caurtyard by Marriott Raleigh/Cary 
102 Edinbur~fl Drive South 
Cary, NC 27518 
Phone: 919.481.9666 

Skip King 

General Manager 

skip.king@man’iott .cam 

10 

Doubletree by Hi#an Ca~.v 
500 Caitboo Avenue 
Car?: NC 27518 
Phoae: 919.239A777 

Laureen ’IYainor 

Sales Manager 

laureen.~r ainor@parkshotels, cam 

Emba*~’y SuRes Hard RDU Airport 

201 Harrison Oaks Blvd. 

Cary, NC 27518 

Phone: 919.677.1840 

Julie Campbell 

Director of Sales 

julie.campbell@jgh.com 

3.75 

Ilampton Inn N Suites’ 

111 Hampton Woods 

Raleigh, NC 2760~ 

Phone: 919.233A798 

Tommy Adkins 
Director of Sales 
tommy.adldns@hilton.com 

0.5 

Hamptan lm~ Cary 
201 Asheville Ave. 
Cary, NC 27518 
Phone: 919.859.5559 

Emily Winfrey 
Director of Sales 
emily.winfi’ey@hilton.com 

5.75 10 

Hi#on Gar&’.n lnn 
23 ] Columbus Ave. 
Car?: NC 27518 
Phone: 919.339A607 

Lmareen ~lYaino r 
Sales Manager 
laureen.~r ainor@parkshotels, cam 

Holiday Irm & A’uite,~ Cary 
5630 Dillard Drive 
Cary, NC 27518 
Phone: 919.851.1220 

Hillary Berkowitz 
Director of Sales 
hillaxy.berkowitz@cmchotels.com 

Homovood gttite~ Car.}, 

100 MacAlyson Court 

Ca~-, NC 27511 
Phone: 919.467A444 

Marie Flytm 
Director of Sales 
marie.flynn@interstatehot els.com 

12 

H)’att Place Raleigh We, st 
701 Corporate Center Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
Phone: 919.233.2205 

Cathy Gilbert 
Director of Sales 
cathy.gilbert@hyatt, cam 

0.75 

La Quinta Inn & Suites Cary 

191 Crescent Commons 

Ca~, NC 27518 

Kar] LaTigue 
General Manager 
lg0966gm@laquinta.com 

10 

Residence hm Cary 
2900 Regency Parkway 
Cary, NC 27518 
Phone: 919.467.4080 

Cindy Crews 
Director of Sales 
cindy, crews@marriott.cam 

7.25 10 

The Umstead Ilotel and,Spa 
100 Woodland Pond 
Ca~-, NC 27513 
Phone: 919.447.4000 

Allison Jenkins 
Director of Sales 
allison.j erd,;ins@theumstead.com 

3.75 

TownePlace Suiw.s 
120 Sage Commons ~qay 
Ca~’, NC 27513 
Phone: 919.678.0005 

Cba’is Jamgochian 
General Manager 
cj amgochiaa@shgltd.com 

5.5 

lg~ingate by lg),ndham 
6115 Corporate Ridge Road 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
Phone: 919.847.7383 

Debbie Batson 
Director of Sales 
debbie@ncralei~hotel.com 

0.75 



EMERGENCY E’~%CUAT~ON ~LAN 

if a stadium-wide emergency becomes apparent e.g. bomb scare, the stadium will be evacuated 
immediately and the proper authorities will be informed of the issue at hand. 

After notifying the Ca~ Police officers on-site of the situation, a public announcement will be made to 
the spectators informing them to leave the stadium immediately. All stadium gates will be unlocked 
and opened so all may exit rapidly and without crowding Security and staff will encourage spectators 
to make their way to their cars. Similarly, all players, coaches, media, and staff will make their way out 
of the stadium towards the parking area until a safe distance has been established. 

Keith Jenkins and an ACC official will keep close contact with the proper authorities to determine the 
proper actions that need to be taken from this point. If will then be determined if there is a need for 
eve~5"one to stay where they are in the parking lot area, if patrons should leave WakeMed Soccer Park, of 
if the problem has been ceased to exist. 

if the stadium is deemed unsafe for anyone to return, ACC officials will discuss how the remainder of 
the championship will be scheduled All spectators will be allowed to use their tickets if and when the 
championship resumes. 

if it has been determined that the WakeMed Soccer Park is safe, ACC officials will determine the 
schedule of play from that point on, including any game that may have been interrupted for a lengthy 
period of time due to the emergency. 



IEMERGENCY MEDICAL PLAN 

Serious injury on the field 

~,~Then a player goes down with what appears to be a serious injury~ on the field, the referee will call the 
team’s respective Athletic Trainer on to the field for immediate evaluation. At this time, the referee will 
indicate to the scoreboard operator that the clock should be stopped. 

If it is determined to be an injury requiring immediate medical attention, staff from Professional Sports 
Medicine (positioned on or near the benches on the field) will be asked to come on to the field to give 
help to the trainer. 

At this time, David Mills, Professional Sports Medicine, will notify Ca~ tEMS of the situation. Cary 
EMS, located at the field level, will respond to the scene. Professional Sports Medicine and Cary EMS 
will then assess which actions are then necessary to ensure the safest transportation of the individual off 
the field and to the proper location for evaluation. 

Cary EMS will have their stretcher and various other medical supplies available from their ambulance 
that is parked at the northwest drive gate. If necessary, the individual will be taken by stretcher off of 
the field to the ambulance for immediate transport to a local hospital. 

If the ambulance is required to leave the premises, Cary EMS will then call their back up ambulance to 
take its place at the stadium. 

~, h~le the player is being treated on the field, the referee will instruct the teams what to do, i.e. not leave 
the field, etc. ~, hen the injured player is taken from the field, the Referee will then resume play and 
indicate the scoreboard operator to start the clock. 

Serious injury to spectators 

If a spectator is injured, on site EMS will be alerted immediately by facilities management staff. 



SEVERE WEATHER PLAN 

Any weather issues will be monitored from the Press Box on the televisions. Time Warner Cable 
Channel 114 should be kept on one of the TV’s at all times as they offer the best up-to-the-minute 
weather coverage. 

All ACC Championship Staff should be alert of lightning fl ashes in the distance that may be heading 
toward the stadium. If a lightning flash is seen, it should immediately be reported to Keith Jenkins on 
the radi o~ 

Once reported, Keith will report this to the 4th referee immediately. The referees will then confer 
amongst themselves and ACC officials and decide upon the best course of action. If the lightning is 
considered threatening to the stadium, play will be stopped immediately and both teams will exit the 
playing surface. The scoreboard clock will be stopped as soon as the referees indicate for the scoreboard 
operator to do so. Fans will then be encouraged to leave their seats and to seek shelter via a PA 
A nnoun cem ent. 

As the lightning passes, the referees and ACC officials will determine when it is again safe to resmne 
play. Fans will then be told they may return to their seats for the remainder of the game. At the 
referee’s signal, the scoreboard will resmne keeping the game time. 



With regard to the implementati on of the provisions of Arti cl e I (Sportsmanlike Poli cy) of the Byl aws 
dealing with the Sportsmanlike Policy, the duties of the member institution, the Commissioner, 
coaches, student-athletes, band members, cheerleaders, mascots and officials include, but are not 
limited to, principles embodied in "~he following statements. 

Section I-lo Duties of Member Institutions. 
Evepr.T reasonable effort shall be made by competing institutions to emphasize the importance of good 
sportsmanshi p at all athletic events. However, in the event crowd control procedures must be initiated, 
this responsibility rests with each host institution, or with the tournament or meet director at off- 
campus championship events. The athletics directors or their designated representatives shall be 
available at the site of the competition to assist in controlling the crowd. Only participants, coaches, 
officials, and authorized personnel shall be allowed in the competition area before, during and at the 
conclusion of competition. No alcoholic beverages shall be sold to the public at the site of a 
Conference championship. 

Section I-2. Dnties oI" the Commissioner. 
Whenever the Commissioner concludes after a reasonable investigation that there has been a violation 
of the unsportsmanlike conduct regulation, the Commissioner shall impose such penalty deemed 
appropriate by first giving notice to the individual and the institution. The Commissioner will provide 
the institution the time and opportunity that the Commissioner considers reasonable to take action and 
may adopt that action as Con*~rence action if he or she deems appropriate. In the event the individual 
or institution believes that the Commissioner’s penalty is inappropriate or excessive in nature, an 
appeal may be initiated with the Executive Committee by filing a notice with the Conference 
President. The appeal nmst be filed within 48 hours of receipt of notification of the penalty imposed 
by the Commissioner. 

a. CARRYING PENALTY OVER TO NEXT SEASON. Whenever a penalty or suspension is 
imposed, such penalty to the individual may be carried over into the next season of competition at the 
di scretion of the Commissioner. 

b. DEFINITION OF SUSPENSION. As used in this regulation, "suspension" in the case of a player, 
means that the player cannot participate in the designated nmnber of contests but ,nay practice; in the 
case of a coach, "suspension" means that the coach cannot be present in the playing area for the 
designated number of contests but may conduct practice sessions; in the case of a band member, 
cheerleader or mascot, "suspension" means that the individual cannot be present in the playing area for 
the designated number of contests. 

co FINES. A, the discretion of the Commissioner fines for public criticism of officials can be issued up 
to $25,000 per occurrence, with such fines being put into the Weaver, James, Corrigan Scholarship 
account. (Adopted: Januaiy" 2010) 
Section I-3. Duties of Coaches, Student-Athletes, Band Members, Cheerleaders and Mascots. 

a. PUBLIC CRITICISM OF OFFICIALS. Public criticism of officials or public comments evaluating 
the officiating of particular contests is not in the best interest of intercollegiate athletics. Athletics 



personnel, players, band members, cheerleaders and mascots are prohibited, therefore, from 
commenting while acting in official capacity on officiating other than directly to the Conference 
OflSce. Head coaches are responsible for the comments of assistants and other athletic staff members 
associated with their teams. 
Any coach, who violates the prohibitions of public criticism of officials, as stated above, will be 
suspended from a future scheduled contest. Specifically, the coach will be allowed at the site of the 
contest up to an hour before the contest begins, after which he/she must vacate the playing area. This 
applies to all sports and includes all conference as well as non-conference contests. 

b. COACH AND PLAYER DECORUM. While the Conference believes that one of the problems 
confronting intercollegiate athletics is the lack of adherence and enforcement of roles of decorum, it is 
cognizant that the majority of coaches, players, band members, cheerleaders, mascots, officials and 
administrators make a real effort to ensure contests will be conducted and played in a sportsmanlike 
manner. Coaches and administrators have the responsibility to set the tone for responsible behavior on 
the part of their teams and followers. It is an infraction of the rules for coaches, squad members, team 
attendants, band members, cheerleaders or mascots to conduct themselves in an unsportsmanlike 
manner~ Acts violating coach and player decorum rules shall include, but not be limited to, the 
following and may subject violators to reprimand or suspension from additional contests as the 
Commissioner deems appropriate. (Note: Person, for the purposes of this section, means coaches, 
squad members, team attendants, band members, cheerleaders or mascots.): 

1. Any person who strikes or physically abuses an official, opposing coach, player or spectator; 
2. Any person who intentionally incites participants or spectators to violent or abusive action; 
3. Any person who uses profanity, vulgarity, taunts, ridicules or makes obscene gestures; 
4. Any person who publicly criticizes any game official, conference personnel, a member institution or 
institutional personnel; 
5. Any person who engages in negative recruiting by making statements which are unduly derogatory" 
of another institution or its personnel to a prospective student-athlete, parents, high school coach, or 
other person interested in the prospective student-athlete; 
6. Any person who enters the competing area *Br an unsportsmanlike purpose; 
7. Any other act of unsportsmanlike conduct not specifically prescribed. 

Section I-4. Duties of Contest Officials. 
The Conference feels strongly that officials must have the courage to enforce the rules set forth by the 
Conference and covered in Section I-3-b (Coach and Player Decorum) of the Sports Operation Code. 
When otiqcials enforce the decormn rules, they will be supported by the member institutions of the 
Conference and the Conference Office. Failure to enforce rules may subject officials to reprimand or 
suspension by the Conference Office. 

Section ~-5. Co~clusiom 
A copy of Article I (Sportsmanlike Policy) of the Sports Operation Code is to be given by the athletics 
director at each member institution to each head coach, assistant coach, band director, and 
cheerleading and mascot coordinator at the beginning of each academic year~ A copy shall also be 
given to each student-athlete, band member, cheerleader and mascot at the squad meeting held at the 
beginning of each year. Acceptance of this document, pursuant to NCAA roles governing the student- 
athlete statement, will constitute agreement to conform to its requirements. 



The Atlantic Coast Conference promotes good 

sportsmanship by students-athletes, coaches and 

spectators. We request your cooperation by supporting 

the participants and officials in a positive manner. 

Profanity, racial or sexist comments or other intimidating 

actions directed at officials, student-athletes, coaches, 
or team representatives wil! not be tolerated and are 

grounds for removal, from the site of competition. Also, 

consumption or possession of alcoholic beverages and. 

tobacco products is prohibited. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

Championships Fax Ntt tuber ~ 336~ 3 69.12 03 

Kris Pierce, Senior Associate Commissioner of Championships 
Office Phone: 336.369.4652 Cell Phone: 
Email: kpierce@theacc.org 

Donald Moore, Director of Championships 
Office Phone: 336.369.4655 Cell Phone: 
Email: dmoore@theacc.org 

Alex Fraser, Championships Intern 
Office Phone: 336.369.4656 
Email: afraser@theacc.org 

Cell Phone: 

Amy Ufl~owski, Communicaions Championship Contact 
Office Phone: 336.369.1003 Cell Phone: 
Fax: 336.854.8797 Email: aufnowski@theacc.org 

ACC WOMEN~S SOCCER COMMITTEE 

Mati Conway, ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Chair 
Boston College 
Office Phone: 617.552.6672 Cell Phone: 
Email: co~wayml@bc.edu 

Kirk Bruce, ACC Womer~’s Soccer Committee Vice-Chair 
Pittsburgh 
Office Phone: 4112.648.8297 Cell Phone: 
gmail: kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu 

Vanessa Fuchs, ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Ex-Officio 
Florida State 
Office Phone: 850.644.4933 Cell Phone: 
Email: vfuchs@fsu.edu 

HOST SITE - WakeMed Soccer Complex 

Keifl~ 
Office 
Fax: 9 

Jenkins, CPRP, Athletic Facility Supervisor; WakeMed Soccer Park 
Phone: 919-858-0464 Cell Phone: 
190858.0521 Email: Keith. Jenkin s@townofca~,, org 

David Eo Crotts, Assistant Athletic Facility Supervisor, WakeMed Soccer Park 
Office Phone: 9119-858-0464 Cell Phone: 
Fax: 919.858.0521 Email: david.crotts@townofcar?/.’.org 

David Mills, LAT, ATC, Professional Sports Medicine and Cary Orthopedics 
Cell Phone: 
Fax: 919~23 I. 6268 Email: !~,b ellsouth.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:46 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Five Steps to Building a Fortress of Leaders 

From: mailer@infusionrnail.corn [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of Lindsey Wilson 
Sent; Monday, October 14, 2013 11:15 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Five Steps to Building a Fortress of Leaders 

Let’s get specific. 

Generic leadership training isn’t specific to the sports arena. Leadership tips are being passed around 

everywhere. They’re iterated from the mouths of retail managers to their employees, from counselors 

to parents in family management clinics, from business consultants to CEOs of huge corporations, 

from military officers to the enlisted. 

Generalities are great., for the average-minded. But, when you’ve tried other avenues for 

strengthening your athletic team and you’re seeing only mild results, it’s time to go even further. 

A chain is only as strong as its weakest link, and a team is only as strong as the fortress it’s built. 

Protect the goal. L3uifd a watt of defense Block their attack. Rule the game with an impenetrable 

offense While a single athlete may be bess on the ~ield, when every player has a leadership mentality 

it puts the game in a whole new light. 

~, The truth about and false promises of generic "leadership training"; 

¯ Howte build a stronger team by following 5 easy and proven guidelinesl and 

¯ Get an upper harld on the game by exercising ene fergotten rnuscle 

Click H~::R;:~ to read our free "Five Steps to Building a Fortress of Leaders" newsletter a nd put some 

new maneuvers in your team’s mental playbook 

Here’s to developing tough Headers in your program,., 

Lindsey Wilson 
Co-Founder Positive Performance 
(206) 276- 4916 
w~¥.positiveperformancetrammg,com 

~:: Image 

...... removed by 

sender 
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The following is a checklist of forms that must be completed and returned to various individuals 
prior to or during the 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship. 

Item 

Complimentary 
Admissions Pass List 
(Pages 114-21) 

Coaches’ Locator 
Form (Page 13) 

Roster (Page 23) 

Championship 
Reimbursement 

Date Due 

Pre-Champio~ship Meeting 
(Sunday, Nov. 3, 11 a~m.) 

Friday, November 1 at 12 

Pre-Championship Meeting 
(Sunday, Nov. 3, 11 a.m.) 

i December l0 

Donald Moore 
dm oore@th eacc. org 
Fax: 336.369.1203 

ACC Liaison 

Jennie Barrett, ACC 
Champio~ships Department 
Fax: 3~6.369.1/,03 

Compl eted 



The ACC Manual shall take precedence over the inf!~rraation contained in this manual should a discrepancy exist° 

ARTIFICIAL NOISEMAKERS 
No artificial noisemakers (i.e., cowbells, whistles, clappers, thundersticks) will be permitted at any Atlantic 
Coast Conference sporting event including regular and postseason events. 

AWARDS 

All-Conference Team. The Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Soccer All-Conference Team will be selected 
by a vote &the head coaches. The thirty-three (33) member team will be derived as follo~vs: the top eleven 

(11) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the top goalkeeper ~vill be designated as the first-team, the next 

eleven (11) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the second goalkeeper will be designated as the second 

team, and the next eleven (11) vote recipients, regardless of position, plus the second goalkeeper will be des- 

ignated as the third team. Nomination ballots will be sent 11 days prior to the Championship. A completed 

nomination form should be faxed or emailed to Amy Ufnowski (336.854.8797iaufnowski@theacc.org) by noon 

on Monday, October 23. The voting ballot will be available on-line to the coaches by 5:00 pm on 

Friday, Nov. 1. The form must be completed by Tuesday, Nov. 5. The All-ACC team, All-Freshmen team, Of- 

fensive, Defensive, Freshman and Coach &the Year ~vill be released to the media on Thursday, Nov. 7. Please 

note that each coach must complete the entire voting ballot. 

All-Freshmen Team. The ACC All-Freshmen Team will be selected by a vote of the head coaches and 

coordinated through the ACC Office in the same manner as the All-Conference Team. 

Freshman, Offensive & Defensive Players, and Coach of the Yea~ The ACC Freshman, Offensive & Defensive 

Players, and Coach of the Year will be selected by a vote of the head coaches and coordinated through the ACC 

Office in the same manner as the All-Conference Team. 

All-Tournament Team. An All-Tournament team, consisting of 11 members regardless of position, and the 

tournament MVP will be voted upon by media members and SIDs in attendance at the Championship. SIDs and 

media who are able to attend only the quarte~-final round and/or semifinals may submit all-tournament team 

ballots to Amy Ufnowski at aufnowski@theacc.org The all-tournament team will be announced following the 

Championship game. 

[The All-Conference Team, All-Freshmen Team, and the Freshman, Offensive, Defensive, and Coach of the Year 
will be released to the media on Friday, November 7.] 

BALLS 
Official Game Balls will be provided by the ACC. A minimum of one game ball will be provided to each team 

for pre-game warm-ups. 

BALL PERSONS 
Ball persons will be provided by the host institutions in order to rotate balls in and out of play. The ball persons 

shall ~vear similar clothes so that they may be easily identified. The ball persons shall make sure they are 

wearing the same color shorts/pants each day. 

BANNERS 
The display of banners is subject to the approval of the Conference Office. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



BENCH LIMIT 

Please see Uniforms and Bench Limits on page 10. 

BRACKET 
Please refer to page 12 for the 2013 bracket. 

CHAMPIONSHIP COMMITTEE 

The Championship Games Committee for the Championship shall include the ACC representative, Committee 

Chair, Committee Vice-Chair, and Head Official. The championship committee will be responsible for ruling 

on and settling any disputes during the course &the Championship. This committee reserves the fight to make 

alterations to the Championship schedule of events due to inclement weather, security threats, team travel issues and 

other emeregency situations. Due to the schedule &the quarterfinal round, the ACC will send one representative to 

each quarterfinal round to represent the Championship Committee. 

CHECKLIST 
Please refer to page 3 for the Championship checklist. 

COACHES LOCATOR FORM 
Please refer to page 13 for the Coaches Locator Form and fax it to Donald Moore at 336.369.1203 by 12 noon on 

Friday, November 1. 

COMPLIMENTARY AD~IISSIONS 
Each institution will be granted six (6) complimentary admissions for the official travel party of twenty-nine 

(29) for each day of the Championship that the institution competes. Coaches should submit the Complimentary 

Admissions List (pages 14-21) at the pre-championship meeting on Sunday, November 3 at 11 a.m 

COMMUNICATIONS INFORMATION 

ACC Contact: Amy Ufnowski, Associate Director of Communications 

Phone: 336.369.1003(w) or c) 
E-mail: aufnowski@theacc.org 

Fax: 336.854.8797 

Post Game Interviews 
Locations of post game coaches’ interviews will be included in the Host Site Manuals. Sports 

Information Directors from the participating schools will be responsible for directing coaches and student- 

athletes to the interview area. Both teams will have a ten-minute "cooling off" period, at which time the 

winning team’s head coach and selected players will enter the interview area. The losing coach and 

selected players should proceed towards the interview area approximately ten minutes after the winning 

coach begins. 

Please note other interview options may be discussed on the pre-championship meeting. 

CONCESSIONS 
There will be concessions available at the concession stand on competition days throughout the Championship. 



CONTACTS 
Please refer to page 28 for contact information for the ACC. Contact information for the host insitution will be 
forwarded in the Host Site Manual which will be forwarded upon the release of sites. 

CREDENTIALS 

Team Credentials 

There will be no team credentials issued for the quarterfinal round. Your Senior Woman Administrator will be 

contacted regarding the number of administrators from your institution who will be attending the Championship. 

Administrator credentials (All-Access) and parking passes will be distributed to the visiting team administrator at 

the pre-championship meeting. 

Media Credentials 
All requests for working press, radio, and photographer credentials should be made through the host institution’s 
sports information director which will be listed in the Host Site Manual. At the conclusion of each game, the 
results will be posted to www.TheACC.com. Results will also be sent to the Associated Press, national news- 
papers, and media outlets in the ACC footprint. Live stats will be available throughout the Championship on the 
ACC’s official website, www.TheACC.com. If coaches or sports information directors have special requests 
concerning results, please contact Amy at 336.369.1003. 

CROWD CONTROL 
The responsibility for crowd control rests with the game management staff or designated representative of the 

competing institutions and the ACC Championship representative. The directors of athletics of the competing 

institutions are expected to communicate with their student-athletes and fans to encourage enthusiastic support 

within the confines of good sportsmanship. 

DATES AND SITE 
The 2013 Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Soccer Quarterfinal Round will be hosted at the sites of the top 

four seeds on November 3, 2013. All games will be played at 1 p.m. 

DRIVING DIRECTIONS 
Driving directions will be included in the Host Site Manual. 

ELIGIBILITY 
All entrants must be eligible according to Atlantic Coast Conference and NCAA rules and regulations. Twenty- 
four (24) players may be certified and dressed. A list of eligible student-athletes shall be included on the Roster 
on page 23 and submitted to the ACC Liaison at the pre-championship meeting. 

EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
All emergency procedures, including the severe weather plan and the emergency evacuation plan, will be 
included in the Host Site Manual. 



GATORADE 
As an Official Corporate Partner &the ACC, Gatorade will provide sport drinks, replenishment items, and side- 

line coolers for the quarterfinal round game. Also, if you are a Gatorade school then we will assume that you 

will travel with your own Gatorade squeeze bottles. If you are not a Gatorade school and therefore do not have 

Gatorade squeeze bottles, we will provide you with the appropriate Gatorade products upon your arrival to the 

host site. No other sports drink, replenishment items, or sideline coolers will be used at ACC 

Championship events. Feel free to contact Kelly McShane at ACC Network (o: 704-378-4400 c: ) 
should any questions arise. 

HALFTII~IE 

All halftimes will be 15 minutes in length. A timing sheet will be distributed to both teams at the 

pre-championship meeting at 11 am. on November 3. 

HOSPITALITY 

Hospitality will be provided for the student-athletes in uniform. Information on the location of this hospitality 

will be included in the Host Site Manual, and will be reviewed at the pre-championship meeting. VIP 

hospitality" will also be provided for those with appropriate credentials (i.e. VIP, Media, All-Access). 

LAUNDRY & SHOWER SERVICES 
Laundry services will not be provided for the quarterfinal round. Showers will be made available if prior 

arrangements have been made by the visiting team. 

LOCKER ROO~IS 
Locker rooms will be provided for the Quarterfinal Round. Please see the Host Site Manual for location at each 

venue. 

LODGING 
Host sites are not required to secure hotel rooms unless the home institutions are expecting local hotel properties 
to be sold out (i.e. Football weekend, special event, smaller market area). If a room block is needed, it is pre- 
ferred that this property is located within a reasonable distance to the game site, and that no additional charges 
(such as a 2-night minimum) is required.’vSsiting teams will be mandated to stay" in the reserved room block. 
Any exceptions to this policy must be approved by the ACC Office. Lodging information for each venue will be 
included in the Host Site Manual. 

I~IAPS 
Venue and area maps for each facility will be included in the Host Site Manual. 



MEDICAL 
All medical information, including athletic trainer and physician contact information, athletic training room 

equipment and nearest hospital will be included in the Host Site Manual~ There will not be a pre-championship 

meeting for the athletic trainers prior to the quarterfinal round 

MEDICAL SERVICES SURVEYS 
A medical services survey link will be sent to the head athletic trainer at each institution following the 

Championship. 

MERCHANDISE 
Official ACC Championship merchandise will be sold at the quarterfinal round of the Championship. For 

questions regarding merchandise, please contact Donald Moore at dmoore@theacc.org 

OFFICIALS 

Game officials will be assigned by the Atlantic Coast Conference Supervisor of Soccer Officials, Mr. Paul 

Tamberino. The Atlantic Coast Conference feels strongly that officials must have the courage to enforce the 

rules set forth by the Conference and covered in this document. When officials enforce the decorum rules, they 

will be supported by the member institutions of the Conference and the Conference Office~ Failure to enforce 

rules may subject officials to reprimand or suspension by the Conference Office. 

PA ANNOUNCEMENTS 
If you are interested in obtaining a copy of the PA Announcements at the Championship, please contact Donald 
Moore at 336.369.4655. 

PARKING 
All parking information, including team and VIP parking, will be included in the Host Site Manual. 

PARTICIPANT GIFTS 

Championship participant gifts (Under Armour long sleeve performance shirt) will be delivered to each member 

institution at the Championship. 

PEP BANDS, CHEERLEADERS, MASCOTS, AND DANCE TEAMS 
Pep bands, cheerleaders, mascots, and dance teams are not allowed to attend Olympic Sport Championships. 
(ACC Manual, General Policies and Procedures, Article VII-2, page 87) 

PLAYERS IN UNIFORM 
Twenty-four (24) players may be certified and dressed. 

POST-CHAMPIONSHIP SURVEYS 
Post-championship surveys (page 22) will be sent out to all coaches following the Championship. These should 

be faxed to Donald Moore at 336.369.1203, within 10 days of the completion of the Championship. A link to 

the student-athlete post-championship survey will be sent to each head coach and sport supervisor and/or SWA 

following the Championship. 



PRACTICE INFORMATION 
Each team will be allowed practice time on the game field, weather permitting. Please see the Host Site Manual 

for practice times and the practice coordinator. 

PRE-CHAMPIONSHIP MEETING 
A mandatory pre-championship meeting will be held on Sunday, November 3 at 11 am. The location of this 

meeting will be provided in the Host Site Manual. 

PRE-GAIVIE TIMING 

Teams are allowed sixty (60) minutes prior to the game for warm-ups. The host shall provide neutral music 

during warm-ups. 

PROTOCOL 
Game protocol will be discussed during the pre-championship meeting on Sunday, November 3. 

ROSTER 
The Roster can be found on page 23. Three copies of this form should be submitted at the pre-championship 

meeting for the ACC Liaison, visiting team and head referee. 

RULES 
The ACC Championship will be conducted under the rules and regulations of this manual and the NCAA. 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
Please refer to page 11 for the ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Schedule of Events. 

SEEDING 
Final pairings will be determined following the completion of conference play on Thursday, October 31. 

SEEDING. Seeding for the Championship will be determined by the regular season Conference standings 
[util~mg a point ~ystem (ran = three points; tie = one point)]. 

Ties for any seeded position will be broken as follows: (Revised: April 2012) 
1. Head to head Conference game results among tied teams. 
(a) If three or more teams are tied, the combined points in conference games among the tied teams involved will be compiled. 
Ties will be broken based on points of the combined conference records, and the highest number of points shall prevail, even if 
the number of games played against the team or group is unequal. 
(b) In the case of a three or more team tie, if procedure (a) reduces the tie by at least one team, procedure (1) will be followed, 
comparing only the remaining tied teams’ records. Procedures (2)-(6) will only be used if the tie cannot be reduced by at least 
one team in procedure (1). 
2. Most wins among tied teams in Conference games only. 
3. Goal differential in overall Conference games (goals for, minus goals against. A maximum of three goals for any one confer- 
ence game will be used). 
4. Goals scored in overall Conference games. Maximum of three for any one Conference game. A maximum of three goals for 
any one conference game will be used. 
5. Goals allowed in overall Conference games. 
6. Best results versus team(s) occupying the higher position in the standings (or in the case of a tie for 1 st place, the next high- 
est position in the regular season standing and then continued down through the standings until one team gains an advantage). 
When arriving at another pair of tied teams while comparing records, use each team’s points against the collective tied teams as 
a group (prior to their own tie-breaking procedures), rather than the performance against the individual tied teams. In the case of 
a three or more team tie, if procedure (6) reduces the tie by at least one team, procedure (1) will be followed, comparing only the 
remaining tied teams’ records. Procedure (7) will only be used if the tie cannot be reduced by at least one temn in procedure (6). 
6. Blind draw. 
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SEVERE WEATHER 
Severe weather procedures will be discussed at the pre-championship meeting. Severe weather plans for each 
site will be included in the Host Site Manual. 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
ACC coaches, student-athletes, media and fans are encouraged to follow @ACCWSoccer on Twitter for up- 

dates regarding the Championship. We also encourage you to tag #ACCWSoccer in your own tweets about the 

Championship. On Facebook, you can RSVP to and check-in at the ACC Women’s Soccer Championship event 

on "theACC" Facebook page. 

SPORTSMANLIKE POLICY AND SPORTSMANSHIP PA 
The ACC Sportsmanlike Policy and Sportsmanship PA can be found on pages 25-27. 

TICKET PRICES 
Ticket prices for all quarterfinal rounds will be as follows: 

Adult- $8 
Child/Student/Senior- $5 
All ACC Students are admitted free with school I.D. 

The definitions of child/student/senior will be based upon each institution’s policies for home games. For more 
information regarding these policies, please contact the host institution’s tournament manager. 

TRAVEL INFORMATION 
Travel information, such as suggested local restaurants and driving directions will be included in the Host Site 
Manual. 

TRAVEL REIMBURSEMENT 

The Atlantic Coast Conference will reimburse each school for travel as indicated in Article II, Section 4 of the 
ACC Manual on pages 40-42. The travel reimbursement limit for the ACC Women’s Soccer Championships is 

t~venty-nine (29). Within 30 days following the Championships, your business office should submit the ACC 

Reimbursement Statement for Championships to Jennie Barrett at the ACC. Should your team’s expenses not 

be covered by the total amount reimbursed, please contact the ACC Office to submit a waiver for additional 

reimbursement. 

UNIFORMS & BENCHES 
Twenty-nine (29) individuals will be permitted in each team bench area. Of those twenty-nine (29) 
individual s, only twenty-four (24) may be student-athletes in unifBrm Any person in the bench area not 
included in the 24-student-athlete limit should NOT be dressed in uniform. These limits apply to both the home 
and visiting team. Team bench credentials will not be distributed. 

The higher seeded teams ~vill ~vear white uniforms and will sit on the bench to the right as you face the table 
fi:om the competition field. The lower seeded team will wear dark uniforms and sit on the bench to the left as 
you face the table. 

VIDEO EXCHANGE 
The home team should upload a copy of the game film to Dragonfly, using the guidelines established in the 
Policies and Procedures Guide for Women’s Soccec by noon on Monday following the quarterfinal game. 
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Thursday~ October 31 
All final regular season games are completed, 

Friday, November 1 
Seeds and host sites are announced by the ACCo 

Sunday, November 3 
11:00 aomo 

1:00 p.m. 
Pre-Champ~onship Meeting 
~uarterfinal Round Games at Campus Sites 

Thursday~ November 7 
Practices Scheduled as Needed 

Friday, November 8 

4:00 
5:30 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 

Practices Scheduled as Needed 
Field Open For Wa~ra-Ups 
Semifinal ~¢1 (ESPN3) 
Semifinal #2 (ESPN3) 

Saturday, November 9 
Practices Scheduled as Needed 

Sunday, November 
3:00 p.m. 
4:00 p.m. 

Field Open For Warm-Ups 
Championship Game (ESPNU) 



SU~NDAY 
NOVEMBER, 3 

QUARTERFINALS; 

SUINDAY 
NOVEMBER 10 

.,,!/-- ~:-:. ’t/~--~ ~¢ -~.¢~.,. 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

MATCH 1 
TIME 

MATCH 2 
TIME 

TV TBD 

MATCH 3 
TIME 

TV TBD 

MATCH 5 
TIME 

MATCH 
TIME 

"IV TBD 

ACC CHAMPION 

MATCH 4 
TIME 

TV TBD 

Campus Sites/WakeMed Soccer Park ~ Cary, NoCo ¯ November 3 & November 8 & 10 
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2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship 

November 3, 2013 

Please provide the following information so we can contact each team 
during ate C,~ampionship if necessary. 

Head Coach’s Name: 

**Cell Phone Number: 

**This number must be.for a phone that ~4/7LL BE USED November 2rid d~ 3rd. ** 

Please provide the name of the person using this cell phone, if different than head coach: 

Name: 
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

Hotel Name: 

Hotel Phone Number: 

*If you have any questions, please call Donald Moore at 336.369.4654. 

_Please return to Donald Moore at 336~369.I203 
or dmoore@theacc.org by Friday, November 1_~. 



ACC WOMEN’S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 
COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 

Procedures for Participating Teams 

[Note: Coaches may not inclnde recruited prospects on team complimentary 
admissions pass list.] 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY, 

Each member of the institution’s official travel party (29) will be granted six 
complimenta~~ admissions for the Championship. 

Coaches should complete the attached complimentary admissions list and submit it to 
the ACC I_.iai son at the Pre-Championship Meeting. 

Participating teams must identify an assistant coach or administrator traveling 
with the team to the Championship as the complimenta~ admissions pass list 
contact. (Please indicate who this individual is on the following form.) This 
individual must be available to answer any questions regarding the team’s pass list. 

After a team is eliminated, the team complimentary admissions list will not be 
accepted for the remainder of the Championship. 

Guests over 18 must present a photo ID. 



ACC CHAMPIONSHIP COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 
WOMEN’S SOCCER 

[ACC Women’s Soccer Official Travel Party: 29 of which 24 may" be student-athletes~ 

Completed pass lists must be submitted to the ACC Liaison at the Pre-Championship 
Meeling. 

Institution Team Contact Name and Title (Asst. CoackiAdmilfistrator) 

GUESTS OVER 18 MUST PRESENT PHOTO I.D. 

MEMBER OF TRAVEL 
SQUAD 

(L~st Student-Athletes 
Alphabetically) G! JESTS 

GUEST SIGNATURE 
(To be completed at 

Championship) 



MEMBER OF TR AVEL 
SQUAD (t,ist Student Athletes 

Alphabetically) Gue st s 

Guest Signat~re 
(To be completed at 

Championship) 

(Stude~t Athlete) 

(Stude~t Atklete) 

ic. 
d. 

(Stude~t Atk~ete) 

(Student A~klete) 



MENg3ER OF TRA\,%L 
i i G~est Sigr~qture 

SQUAD (Cis~ Student Athletes ] ] (T~ be completed at 

A~phabetically) . ] . G~ests . i 
Chmnpionship) 

(Student A tldege) 

d. 

f~ 

II. 

(Student ,~thle~e) b. 

~, .................................................................................... 

i .................................................................................... 

(Student A tldete) 

12. 

(Student ,~thlete) 



14. 

MEMBER OF TRAVEl_, 
SQUAD (List Student Athletes 

Alphabetically) G{lests 

Guest Signature 
(To be completed at 

Championship) 

15. ia. 
(Student A¢hiete) i b. 

.................................................................................................................... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

iC. 
.................................................................................................................... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................. i d. 
....... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

ie. 
.................................................................................................................... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

.................................................................................................................... i ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

.................................................................................................................... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

16. 
.................................................................................................................... ÷ ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

(&udenl A*hlete)          i b. 
.................................................................................................................... . ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

lC. 
.................................................................................................................... . ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

............................................................................................................. ~ d. 
....... . ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

le. 
.................................................................................................................... . ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

i(~tudent Athlete) 

i(~tudent Athlete) 



MEMBER OF TRA~v%L 
SQUAD (List Strident Athletes 

Alphabetically) 

Guest Signature 
(To be completed at 

Championship) 

8_2 ........................................................................................... ~ .................................................................................... 

20. i                     a. 

i .................................................................................... 

i .................................................................................... 

d. 



MEMBER OF TRA\,%L i i Guest Signature 
SQUAD (List Student Athletes 

i 
i (To be completed at 

Alphabetically) ~ Guests i .......................... 5~)~!~2~-~!~2 .......................... 

24. 

ld. 

25. 

d~e~ponsibili&, e.go [lead Coach) d. 

26. 

~v,o~s~b~, ~.g. Asst. ~:o, do 

27. 

d~esponsibi/ity, e.g~. Asst. Coach) 

28. 

(I~esponsibility, e.g. Asst. Coach) 



MENDER OF TRA\rEL~ 
(List Student Athlete,s’ 

A~phabetically) ....... 

~eSponsibili~, e.g. a¢hletic 

t~ai~e ~~ 

Guest Signature 
(To be completed at 

Ct~ampionship) Guests 



2013 ACC POST-CHAMPIONSHIP SURVEY 
Women’s Soccer: Quarterfinals 

Host: Campus Sites 

Institution: 

SCALE: Poor Fair Good Ve~~- Good Excellent 

i Participants Manual 1 2 3 4 5 

Site/Facility 1 2 3 4 5 

Hospitality 1 2 3 4 5 

Coaches Logistics Conference Call 1 2 3 4 5 

Participant Gifts 1 2 3 4 5 

Officials 1 2 3 4 5 

Awards ] 2 3 4 5 

Event Merchandise ] 2 3 4 5 

Championship Pro~ram~ ] 2 3 4 5 

Event Management 1 2 3 4 5 

iMedia Issues/Post Game Interviews 

i Medical Services 

[Overall , Championship 

1 

1 

1 

¸2 3 

3 

3 

4 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

Please elaborate on items with a poor or fair rating. 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

NA 

Suggestions / Comments: 

PLEASE COMPLETE AND FAX BACK TO Donald Moore AT (336) 369-1203 



NCAA Soccer Game Roster 

Opponent 

Division 

Date 

Field 

Note: In accordance with Rule &2.1 from the NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules 
and Interpretations Book, a completed roster form, including the names and numbers of all 
players, coaches and other bench personnel, must be submitted to the referee, official 
scorekeeper and opposing coach not later than 15 minutes before game time. The game 
roster submitted to the official scorekeeper and the opposing coach must include each 
player’s total number of cautions, ejections and suspensions in the columns beside the 
players’ names; however, the copy submitted to the referee should not include each 
player’s total number of cautions and ejections, Suspended players and coaches are 
not permitted in the coaching and team area, 

__J_. _e_ _r_s_?_ .y___. _N_ 0__ .......... !_ b_! S__ .c_ o__n_t_e__s_ t_ ......................................................................... 
.P__ 

._LA_’Y:_E__R- ............................................................................. 
.C_ 

a_L_l.!) 0__ .n_s- ............ E_j .e_ c_!_!.o__ .n_s_ .... Date(s) 

Athletic Administrator 
For Soccer: Name: Phone: E-mail: 

Date(s) Duties this contest BENCH PERSONNEL 

Coach 
Signed 

Cautions Ejections 

....................................... ÷ .............................. 

NCAA 4244 



ALL-TOU R A ’IE T  ALLOT 
ALL BALLOTS MUST BE COMPLETE BY THE 8:00 MINUTE MARK iN THE SECOND HALF OF 

THE CHAMPiONSHiP GAME. THOSE NOT ON S~TE iN CARY MAY SUBMIT THEIR BALLOTS 

TO AMY UFNOWSKI BY EMAIL (AUFNOWSK~@THEACC.ORG) 

Please list the eleven (11) players who you feel are most worthy of: All-Tournament team honors, 

regardless of poskion. On the first line, please list your Most Valuable Player selection. 

1. 

2, 

3, 

5. 

6. 

7, 

9. 

SCHOOL 

(MVP if _____ wins) 

(MVP if ___ wins) 

SIGNATURE: AFFiLiATiON: 



[Note: For ease of reference, changes in the ACC Sport Operation Code for 2013-14 have been under]ined.i 

ARTICLE L SPORTSMANLikE POLICY 

Witt~ regard to tl~e implementation oftl~e provisions of Article I (Sportsmanlike Po[icy) of the By[aws dealing with the Sports- 

manlike Policy, the duties of the member institution, the Commissione~; coaches, student-athletes, band members, cheerlead- 

ers, mascots and officials include, but are not limited to, principles embodied in the following statements. 

Section I-1, Duties of Member Institutions, 

Every reasonable effort shall be made by competing institutions to emphasize the importance of good sportsmanship at 

athletic events. However, in the event crowd control procedures must be initiated, this responsibility rests with each host 

institution, or with the tournament or meet director at off-campus championship events. The athletics directors or their 

designated representatives shall be available at the site of the competition to assist in controlling the crowd. 

Only participants, coaches, officials, and authorized personnel shall be allowed in the competition area before, during and 
at the conclusion of competition. 

No alcoholic beverages shall be sold to the public at the site of a Conference championst~ip. 

Section I-2. Duties of the Commissioner. 

Whenever the Commissioner concludes after a reasonable investigation that there has been a violation of the unsports- 
manlike conduct regulation, the Commissioner shall impose such penalty deemed appropriate by first giving notice to the 
individual and the institution. The Commissioner will provide the institution the time and opportunity that the Commis- 
sioner considers reasonable to take action and may adopt that action as Conference action if he or she deems appropriate. 

In the event the individual or institution believes that the Commissioner’s penalty is inappropriate or excessive in nature, 

an appeal may be initiated with the Executive Committee by filing a notice with the Conference President. The appeal must 

be filed within 48 hours of receipt of notification of the penalty imposed by the Commissioner. 

a. Carrying Penalty Over to Next Season. Whenever a penalty or suspension is imposed, such penalty to the individual 

may be carried over into the next season of competition at the discretion of the Commissioner. 

bo Definition of Suspension. As used in this regulation, "suspension" in the case of a player, means that the player cannot 

participate in the designated number of contests but may practice; in the case of a coach, "suspension" means that the 

coach cannot be present in the playing area for the designated number of contests but may conduct practice sessions; 

in the case of a band member, cheerleader or mascot, "suspension" means that the individual cannot be present in the 

playing area for the designated number of contests. 

Fines. At the discretion of the Commissioner fines can be issued up to $25,000 per occurrence, with such fines being 
put into the Weaver-James-Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship account. (Adopted: January 2010) 



Section I-3. Duties of Coaches, Student-Athletes, Band Members, CheeHeaders and Mascots. 

ao Public Criticism of Officials. Public criticism of officials or public comments evaluating the officiating of particular 

contests is not in the best interest of intercollegiate athletics. Athletics personnel, players, band members, cheerlead- 

ers and mascots are prohibited, therefore, from commenting while acting in official capacity on officiating other than 

directly to the Conference office. Head coaches are responsible for the comments of assistants and other athletic staff 

members associated with their teams. 

Any coach, who violates the prohibitions of public criticism of officials, as stated above, will be suspended from a fu- 

ture scheduled contest. Specifically, the coach will be allowed at the site of the contest up to an hour before the contest 

begins, after which he/she must vacate the playing area. This applies to all sports and includes all conference as well as 

non-conference contests. 

bo Coach and Player Decorum. While the Conference believes that one of the problems confronting intercollegiate 
athletics is the lack of adherence and enforcement of rules of decorum, it is cognizant that the majority of coaches, 
players, band members, cheerleaders, mascots, officials and administrators make a real effort to ensure contests will be 
conducted and played in a sportsmanlike manner. 

Coaches and administrators have the responsibility to set the tone for responsible behavior on the part of their teams 

and followers. It is an infraction of the rules for coaches, squad members, team attendants, band members, cheerleaders 

or mascots to conduct themselves in an unsportsmanlike manner. 

Acts violating coach and player decorum rules shall include, but not be limited to, the following and may subject vio- 

lators to reprimand or suspension from additional contests as the Commissioner deems appropriate. (Note: Person, 

for the purposes of this section, means coaches, squad members, team attendants, band members, cheerleaders or mas- 

cots.): 

1. Any person who strikes or physically abuses an official, opposing coach, player or spectator; 

2. Any person who intenti.ona]]y incites participants or spectators to violent or abusive action; 
3. Any person who uses profanity, vulgarit}5 taunts, ridicules or makes obscene gestures; 

4. Any person who publicly criticizes any game official, conference personnel, a member institution or institutional 
personnel; 

5. Any person who engages in negative recruiting by making statements which are unduly derogatory of another in- 

stitution or its personnel to a prospective student-athlete, parents, high school coach, or other person interested in 
the prospective student-athlete; 

6. Any person who enters the competing area for an unsportsmanlike purpose; 

7. Any other act of unsportsmanlike conduct not specifically prescribed. 



The Atlantic Coast Conference promotes good 

sportsmanshi.p by students-athletes, coaches and 

spectators. We request your cooperation by supporti.ng 

the participants and officials in a positive manner. 

Profanity, racial or sexist commems or other intimidating 

actions directed at officials, student-athletes, coaches, 
or team. representatives will not be tolerated and. are 

grounds for removal from the site of competition. Also, 

consumption or possession of alcoholic beverages and 

tobacco products is prohibited. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

Championships Fax Nttmber - 336° 369.1203 

l@is Pierce, Senior Associate Commissioner of Championships 
Office Phone: 336.369.4652 Cell Phone: 
Email: kpierce@theacc.org 

Do,laid Moore, Director of Championships 
Office Phone: 336.369.4655 Cell Phone: 
Email: dmoore@theacc.org 

Amy Ufliowski, Communicaions Championship Contact 
Office Phone: 336.369.1003 Cell Phone: 
Fax: 336.854.8797               Email: aufnowski@theacc.org 

ACC WOMEN’S SOCCER COMMITTEE 

Matt Conway, ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Chair 
Boston College 
Office Phone: 6117.552.6672 
Email: matthew.conway@bc.edu 

Kirk Bruce, ACC Womer~’s Soccer Committee Vice-Chair 
University of Pittsburgh 
Office Phone: 4112.648.8297 
Email: kbmce@athletics.pitt.edu 

Vaneesa Fuchs, ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Vice-Chair 
Florida State University 
Office Phone: 850.644.4933 
Email: vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu 
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The following is a checklist of forms that must be completed and returned to various individuals prior to and 
during the semifinals and finals of the 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship. 

Item Date Due To Whom Corn pleted 

Practice Times First Email, First Serve Keith Jenkins or David Crotts 
Email: keith.j enkin s@townofca~5", org 

davi d crotts@townofcary, org 

All-Conference Monday, October 28 Amy Ufi~owski 
Voting Ballot @ 5:00 p.m Phone: 3a6.3(~9.1 ~03 

Fax: 336.854.8797 
aufnowski @theacc.org 

Radio Line Wednesday, October 16 Amy Ufnowski 
Preparati ons Phone: 336.369.1003 

aufnowski@theacc.org 

Complimentary, Wednesday, November 6 Kris Pierce 
Admissions Pass 5:00 p.m. Fax: ~ 36..~69.120.~ 
List (Pages 19-26) kpierce@theacc.org 

Coaches Locator Wednesday, November 6 Kris Pierce 
Form (Page 18) 5:00 p.m. Fax: 336.369.1203 

kpierce@theacc.org 

Roster& Awards Wednesday, November 6 Kris Pierce 
Ceremony List Fax: 3.~6~36~. 1203 
(Page 28) kpierce@theacc.org 

Championship December 6 Jennie Barrett 
Reimbursement Fax: 336.369.1203 

Email: jbarrett@theacc.org 

Logistics Tuesday, November 6 Phone: 1-866-244-8528 
Conference Call @ 9:00 a.m. Pass Code: 527972 



The A(_Z? ?/lanual shall take precedence over the information contab~ed in this manual should a discrepan~T exist. 

ARTIFICIAL NOISEMAKERS 

No artificial noisemakers (i.e., cowbells, whistles, clappers, thundersticks) will be permitted at any Atlantic Coast 

Conference sporting event including regular and postseason events. 

AWARDS 
All-Conference Team. The Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Soccer All-Conference Team will be selected by a vote 

of the head coaches. The thirty-three (33) member team will consist of the top vote recipient field players, the top three 

goalkeepers and at least six defenders (the top 8 field players, 2 defenders and top goalie on the first team, the next 8 field 

players, 2 defenders and other goalie on the second team and the next 8 field players, 2 defenders and other goalie on the 

third team). Nomination ballots will be sent 11 days prior to the Championship (Wednesday, October 23). A completed 

nomination form should be faxed or emailed to Amy Ufimwski (336.369.1003iaufnowski@theacc.org) by noon on 

Monday, October 28. Please note that each coach must complete the entire voting ballot. The voting ballot will be 

available online to the coaches by 5:00 p.m. on Friday, November 1. The form must be completed by 5:00 pm on Tuesday, 

November 5. 

All-Freshmen Team. Head coaches will nominate a maximum of five true freshmen, from their team only, in rank order 

and for only one position. The All-Freshman portion of the voting ballot will be listed in coaches’ rank order by school. 

In voting for the All-Freshmen temn, a coach MAY NOT vote for a player from his!her own team and can vote only for 

the players that have been nominated. 

Freshman, Offensive & Defensive Players, and Coach of the Year. Head coaches will nominate may nominate 

players from their school only and only one per individual honor. Only true freshmen are eligible for Freshman of the 

Year. Coaches MAY NOT vote for their own players for the Offensive, Defensive or Freshman of the Year. All eleven 

(11) head coaches will appear on the Coach of the Year ballot, and each coach must rank the other coaches 1-8, with "1" 

going to his/her top choice. Head coaches MAY NOT rank themselves. Each coach must fully complete their ballot. 

The All-Conference Team, All-Freshmen Team, and the Freshman, Offensive, Defensive, and Coach of the Year 
will be released to the media on Thursday, November 7. 

Awards Announced at the Awards Ceremony 
All lburnament Team/Iburnament MVP. The Women’s Soccer Championship All-Tournament Team and 
Tournament MVP will be selected by a vote of the ACC Sports Information Directors and selected media in 
attendance at the Women’s Soccer Championship. An eleven (11) member All-Tournmnent Team, including a 
Tournament MVP will be named. 

The a~vards ceremony will take place immediately following the Championship game and will involve the 
Championship team and individuals selected as members of the All-Tournament Team. Twenty-nine (29) 
individual awards and the team Championship trophy will be presented in an on-field presentation to the 
Championship team. For the Roster & Awards Ceremony List please refer to page 28. 

BALLS 
Official Wilson Game Balls will be provided by the ACC. A minimum of one game ball will be provided to each team for 

pre-game warm-ups. 

BALL PERSONS 

Ball persons will be provided by CASL in order to rotate balls in and out of play. The ball persons shall wear similar 

clothes so that they may be easily identified. The ball persons shall make sure they are wearing the same color shorts/ 

pants each day. 



BANNERS 
The display of banners is subject to the approval of the Conference Office. 

BENCH LIMIT 
See Uniforms & Benches on page 12. 

BRACKET 

Please refer to page 14 for the 2013 bracket. 

CHAMPIONSHIP COMMITTEE 
The Championship Committee for the Championship shall include the ACC representative, Committee Chair, Committee 

Vice-Chair, and Head Official. The Championship Committee will be responsible for ruling on and settling any disputes 

that arise during the course of the Championship. This committee reserves the right to make alterations to the 

Championship schedule of events due to inclement ~veather, security threats, team travel issues and other emeregency 

situations. 

CHECKLIST 

Please refer to page 3 for the Championship checklist. 

COACHES LOCATOR FORM 
Please refer to page 18 for the Coaches Locator iForm and fax or email it to Kris Pierce at the Conference Office 
336.369.1203/kpierce@theacc.org by 5 p.m. on Wedensday, November 6. 

COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSION S 
Each institution will be granted six (6) complimentary., admissions for the official travel party of twenty-nine (29) for each 
day of the Championship that the institution competes. Coaches should fax or email the attached Complimentary 
Admissions iList on pages 19-26 to Kris Pierce by 5 p.m. on Wednesday, November 6 at 336.369.1203/kpierce@theacc.org. 

For the game on Sunday, teams must submit their complimentary admissions list for that day no later than 45 minutes prior 
to the opening of gates. Should teams not submit new complimentary admissions list by the deadline, Friday’s list will 
be used. [Teams should keep two (2) copies of their completed complementary admissions list (one for each day of the 
Championship) and submit a copy with any necessary changes by the above mentioned deadline on Sunday.] After a team 
is eliminated, the team complimentary admissions list will not be accepted for the remainder of the Championship. 

CONCESSIONS 
There will be concessions available at the concession stand on competition days throughout the Championship. 

CONTACTS 
Please refer to page 37 for contact information for the ACC and the iHost Community Partners. 



CREDENTIALS 
Team credentials 
Credentials will be distributed to teams at their initial practice. These credentials are non-transferable. X~bur 
Senior Woman Administrator will be contacted regarding the number of administrators from your institution who 
will be attending the Championship. Administrator credentials (All-Access) and parking passes will be sent to the 
SWA or other designee for distribution prior to the event. 

Press Credentials 
All requests for working press, radio, and photographer credentials should be made through Amy Ufnowski at 
336.369.1003. At the conclusion of each game, the results will be posted to www.theACC.com. Results will 
also be sent to the Associated Press, national newspapers, and media outlets in the ACC footprint. Live stats will 
be available throughout the Championship on the ACC’s official website, www.theACC.com. If coaches or 
sports information directors have special requests concerning results, please contact Amy at 336.369.1003. 

CROWD CONTROL 
The responsibility for crowd comrol rests with the game management staff or designated representative of the competing 
institutions and the ACC Championship representative. The directors of athletics of the competing institutions are 
expected to communicate with their student-athletes and fans to encourage enthusiastic support within the confines of 
good sportsmanship. 

DATES AND SITE 
The semifinals and finals of the 2013 Atlantic Coast Conference %"omen’s Soccer Championship will be hosted by the 
communiD" partners of WakeMed Soccer Park in Cau’, North Carolina on November 8 and 10, 2013. 

The game times are as Jbllows: 
Friday, November 8 
Game 5: .................................... 5:30 p.m. (ESPN3) 
Game 6: .................................... 8:00 p.m. (ESPN3) 

Sunday, November 10 
Championship Game ..................... 4:00 p.m.* (ESPNU) 

Ha!ftimes will be fifteen (15) minutes. 

*Gmne time is subject to change due to television. 

DRIVING DIRECTIONS 

Please refer to page 29 for driving directions. 

ELIGIBILITY 
All entrants must be eligible according to Atlantic Coast Conference and NCAA rules and regulations. Twenty-four (24) 

players may be certified and dressed. A list of eligible student-athletes shall be included on the Roster & Awards 

Ceremony List on page 28 and emailed or faxed to Kris Pierce at 336.369.1203ikpierce@theacc.org by 5 p.m. on 

Wednesday, November 6. 



EMERGENCY PROCEDURES 
In case of an emergency, plans have been provided by iKeith Jenkins, the Facilities Supervisor at WakeMed Soccer Park. 

Please refer to pages 31-33 for the Emergency Evacuation, Emergency Medical and Severe Weather Plans. 

GATORADE 
As an Official Corporate Partner of the ACC, Gatorade will provide the following for each championship event: 

. Coolers (for team bench and locker room) 

. Product (Gatorade in bottles and powder mixes) 

o Squeeze Bottles 
° Towels 

o Energy Bars 

. Energy Chews 

Gatorade will contact the host institution/site prior to each event to determine what of the above items is needed. If you 

are a Gatorade school then we will assume you will travel with your own Gatorade squeeze bottles. If you are not a 

Gatorade School and therefore do not have Gatorade squeeze bottles, we will provide you with the appropriate Gatorade 

products upon your arrival at the host site. No other sports drinks, replenishment items, sideline coolers or squeeze bottles 

are to be used at ACC Championship events. Feel free to contact iKelly McShane at the ACC Network (c: 

w:704-378-4440) should any questions arise. 

HOSPITALITY 

Student-athletes in uniform or with participant credentials may enter and take advantage of the hospitality provided by the 

ACC & ACC Properties. A student-athlete hospitality tent will be provided outside the locker room on the west 

concourse. VIP hospitality will be provided on the east side of the stadium (opposite press box) in Building C’s luxury 

suites. To gain access to this area individuals must provide the appropriate credentials (i.e. VIE Media, All-Access). 

LAUNDRY & SHOWER SERVICES 

With the addition of two additional locker room spaces for the 2013 Championship, teams will be able to shower post- 

game in their respective locker rooms. In order for the locker rooms to be prepared for showers, teams will be asked to 

indicate on the pre-championship conference call if they wish to use showers post-game. 

The availability of laund~" services will be discussed on the pre-chmnpionship conference call. 

LINEUPS 
The lineup for each temn must be submitted to the Committee Chair, Committee Vice-Chair, orACC representative no 
later than twenty ~211) minutes before the scheduled game time. 

LOCKER ROOMS 
Four (4) team locker rooms will be available throughout the Championship in the WakeMed Soccer Park. Teams will be 
assigned a locker room according to seed and game. Teams in the first game will use the east side (opposite press box) 
locker rooms and the teams in the second game will use the west side locker rooms. Locker rooms will contain the 
following: water, Gatorade, towels and ice. Please let us know if you require other equipment and we will do our best to 
accommodate your needs. 



LODGING 

Should you need a hotel for the Semifinals and Finals of the ACC Women’s Soccer Chamoionship in Carv, we 

strongly request that you stay in a Wake County property, as the ACC receives support from the Greater 
Raleigh Convention and Visitors Bureau for the event. All hotels are in or near Carv and are in close oroximity to 

WakeMed Soccer Park. The Town of Carv requests that each oarticioatin~ team stay in Carv area hotels, and the 

ACC supports this request. The Greater Raleigh Sports Alliance, a long-time marketing and funding partner of 

the ACC, also requests that each team stay in Cary so that the host community can benefit from the tournament’s 

economic imoact, iPlease refer to page 30 for a complete listing of Wake Coun~ properties. Please direct your questions 

to Scott Dupree, Vice President for the Greater Raleigh Sports Alliance, at 919.645.2657 or sdupree~b~raleighsports.org. 

LOGISTICS CONFERENCE CALL 

The pre-championship logistics conference call will be held on Tuesday, November 5 at 9:00 a.m. In addition to the 

Women’s Soccer Committee, host personnel and representatives from the ACC will be on the call. 

Conference Call #: 1-866-244-8528 

Conference Entry Code: 527972 

MAP 
Please refer to page 15 for a map of the WakeMed Soccer Park. 

COMMUNICATIONS INFORMATION 

ACC Contact: Amy Ufnowski, Associate Director of Communications 

Phone: 336.369.1003(w) or (c) 

E-mail: aufnowski@theacc.org 

Fax: 336.854.8797 

Origination Rights 
Each school may designate one official radio station. Origination rights will be granted to that station free of charge. 

Additional stations originating broadcasts will be charged $50.00. Those interested in broadcasting the ACC 

Women’s Soccer Championship should contact Amy Ufnowski 336.369.1003. Orders for lines should be completed 

by Wednesday, October 23. 

Post Game Interviews 
Post game inter~¢iews will be conducted in the media room on the east side (opposite press box) of the facility. Sports 
Information Directors from the individual schools will be responsible for directing coaches and student-athletes to 
the intel~qew area. Both teams ~vill have a ten-minute "cooling ofF’ period, at which time the winning team’s head 
coach and selected players will enter the interview area. The losing coach and selected players should proceed 
towards the interview area approximately ten minutes after the winning coach begins. 

Please note other interview options may be discussed on the pre-championship logistics conference call prior 

to the ACC Championship Semifinals and Finals. 



MEDICAL 
The Athletic Training Room is located between the two locker rooms in the main stadium complex. Water, ice bags, 

cups, towels, bio-hazard supplies, EMS, moist heat packs, and emergency equipment will be available in the main stadium 

Athletic Training Room. A Certified Athletic Trainer ~vill be on site during the practice and games. A physician will also 

be on site during the games. Do not hesitate to contact David Mills if you may need specific physician needs. If your team 

will not be traveling with an Athletic Trainer, please notify David Mills, Professional Sports Medicine, at 919.291.5917. 

The Athletic Training room will be open at least two hours prior to the first game, or practice. For additional medical 

information see the Emergency Medical Plan on page 32. 

HOSPITAL INFORMATION 
In case of emergency, athletes will be transported to: 

Rex Hospital 

4420 Lake Boone Trail 

Raleigh, NC 27607 

919.783.3100 

Emergency Contact 

Harry Stafford MD CAQSM 

Assistant Professor Dept. of Orthopedics 

Cary Orthopaedic and Sports Medicine Specialists 
Ted Armour, MD 
1120 SE Cars Parkway/Suite 100 
Car5’, NC 27518 
919.467.4992 

Family Medicine Director UNC Sports Medicine Fellowship 
Head Medical Team Physician NCCU 
CB # 7055 Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
919.966.7095 

MEDICAL SERVICES SURVEYS 
A medical services survey link will be sent to the head athletic trainer at each institution following the 
Championship. 

ATHLETIC TRAINERS MEETING/CONFERENCE CALL 
The pre-championship athletic trainers conference call will be held on Tuesday, November 5th at 12:15 p.m. 
David Mills of Professional Sports Medicine will be available to answer any questions. David can also be reached 
at 919.291.5917. Athletic trainers should contact Alex Fraser at 336.369.4656 for more information regarding the 
pre-championship athletic trainers’ conference call. 

Phone: 1.866.244.8528 

Passcode: 527972 

MERCHANDISE 
Official ACC Championship merchandise will be sold throughout the Championship at the WakeMed Soccer Park during 

the Championship. For questions regarding merchandise, please contact Kris Pierce. 

NATIONAL ANTHEM 

The National Anthem will be played once each day. 



OFFICIALS 

Game officials will be assigned by the Atlantic Coast Conference Supervisor of Soccer Officials, Mr. Paul Tamberino. 

The Atlantic Coast Conference feels strongly that officials must have the courage to enforce the rules set forth by the 

Conference and covered in this document. When officials enforce the decorum rules, they will be supported by the 

member institutions of the Conference and the Conference Office. Failure to enforce rules may subject officials to 

reprimand or suspension by the Conference Office. 

OUTREACH 
Each school is invited to send one team me:tuber to participae in the ACC Conmmnity Connections Outreach Event. 
Student-athletes should report to WakeMed Soccer Park at 9:30 a.m. on Friday, November 8 dressed in team warm-ups. 
Transportation will be provided to Kingswood Elementa~ School where the team members will read to a classroom and 
answer questions regarding their schools and our championship. Prepared speaking points as well as a handont for each 
student in the classroom will be provided. Student-athletes will return to V~ikeMed Soccer Park by 11:00 a.m. on Friday. 

PA ANNOUNCIEIMENTS 
If you are interested in obtaining a copy of the PA Announcements at the Championship, please contact Donald Moore at 
336.369.4655. 

PARKING 
VIP Parking will be available for official team vehicles adjacent to WakeMed Soccer Park. All parking related details will 
be covered on the coaches’ pre-championship logistics conference call on Tuesday, November 5 at 9:00 a.m. For a map of 
the complex please refer to page 14. 

PARTICIPANT GIFTS 
All Championship gifts will be delivered to the Quarterfinal Round sites. 

PEP BANDS, CHEERLEADERS, IMASCOTS, AND DANCE TEAMS 

Pep bands, cheerleaders, mascots, and dance teams are not allowed to attend Olympic Sport Championships. (ACC 

Manual, General Policies and Procedures, Article VII-2, page 115.) 

PLAYERS IN UNIFORM 
TwenD’-four (24) players may be certified and dressed. 

PLAYING SURFACE 
Each of the seven (7), FIFA regulation fields are blanketed with Bermuda grass. Fields are protected from water build up 
by a sand-based under soil drainage system that has been designed to meet international competition standards. The field 
dimensions are 120 by 75 yards. The stadium field is lit by ll0 foot candles and the adjacent game fields are lit by 30 foot 
candles. 

POST-CHAMPIONSHIP SURVEYS 
Post-championship surveys (p. 27) will be sent out to all coaches following the Chmnpionship. These should be faxed to 
Kris Pierce 336.369.1203, within 10 days of the completion of the Championship. A link to the student-athlete 
post-championship sm~,ey will be sent to each head coach and sport supervisor and/or SWA following the 
Championship. 



PRACTICE INFORMATION 
Practice times at the WakeMed Soccer Park are available throughout the Championship on Field 3. Teams are not 

permitted to practice on the game field per WakeMed Soccer Park regulations. On Thursday and Saturday, practice times 

will be available on a first-come first-serve basis. Up to (2) two hour practice sessions may be scheduled on Thursday and 

Saturday. Coaches may contact Keith Jenkins (keith.jenkins@townofca~7.org) or David Crotts (david.crotts@townofcary. 

org) from the Town of Ca~ via email to reserve practice times. 

PRE-GAME TIMING 
Teams are allowed sixty (60) minutes prior to the first game of the day for warm-ups and twenty (20) minutes between 

games. 

PROTOCOL 
Game protocol will be discussed during the pre-championship logistics conference call on Tuesday, November 5 at 9:00 

a.m, and posted in each locker room upon arrival. 

ROSTER & AWARDS CEREMONY LIST 
The Roster and Awards Ceremony List cm~ be found on page 28. 

RULES 
The ACC Championship will be conducted under the rules and regulations of this manual and the NCAA. 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 
Please refer to page 13 for the ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Schedule of Events. 

SEVERE WEATHER 
Severe weather procedures will be discussed on the pre-championship conference call on Tuesday, November 5 at 9:00 

a.m. The severe weather policy can be found on page 33. 

SOCIAL MEDIA 
ACC coaches, student-athletes, media and fans are encouraged to follow updates on the twitter handle, 
@ACCWSoccer regarding the Championship. Should you discuss the Championship on your own twitter handles, you 
are encouraged to use the hashtag, #ACCWSoccer. 

SPORTSMANLIKE POLICY AND SPORTSMANSHIP PA 
The ACC Sportsmanlike Policy and Sportsmanship PA can be found on pages 34-36. 

TICKET PRICES 
Tickets will be available at the following prices: 

Single Session Prices: Adults: $10 
Youth: $5 
Children Under 3 Years: iFrce 
All ACC students with valid I.D. are admitted free 

*Youth: 3 - high schoo!, and Se~tiors over 65. 

Please continue to check theACC.com for further updates on ticketing. 

TRAVEL INFORMATION 
Please refer to pages 29-30 for area hotels and other travel information such as driving directions. 



TRA~v’EL REIMBURSEMENT 

The Atlantic Coast Conference will reimburse each school for travel as indicated in Article II, Section 4 of the ACC 

Manual on pages 40-42. The travel reimbursement limit for the ACC Women’s Soccer Championships is twenty-nine (29). 

Within 30 days following the Championships, your business office should submit the ACC Reimbursement Statement for 

Championships to Jennie Barrett at the ACC. Should your team’s expenses not be covered by the total amount 

reimbursed~ please contact the ACC Office to submit a waiver for additional reimbursement. 

UNIFORMS & BENCHES 
Each team is allowed a maximum oftwenU-nine (29) persons in the bench area. The higher seeded teams will wear white 

uniforms and sit on the North bench. The North bench is on the right as you face the scorer’s table from midfield. The 

lower seeded team will wear a dark or contrasting color uniform and will sit on the South bench. The South bench is on 

the left as you face the scorer’s table from midfield. 

WARM-UP AREAS 
Field three (3) will be available for warm-up prior to ACC Championship competition and cool down following the 

semifinal games on Friday. 



Tuesday, November 5 
9 a.m. Pre-Championship Conference Call 

Thursday, November 7 

Practices Schedul ed as Needed (Field 3) 

Friday, Novem ber 8 
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m. 

4:30 p.m. 
5.00 p.m. 
8:00 p.m. 

Practices Schedul ed as Needed (Field 3) 
Team representatives report to WakeMed for 
Commm~ity Commm~ications 
Field Open For Wan:n-Ups 
Semifinal #1 (ESPN3) 
Semifinal #2 (ESPN3) 

Saturday, November 9 
8:00 a.m.- 5:00 p.m. Practices Scheduled as Needed (Field 3) 

Sundav, November 
3:00 p.m. 
4:00 pomo 

Field Open For Wa~ra-Ups 
Championship Game (ESPNU) 



NOVEMBER 3 
Campu.s sites 

QUARTERFINALS 

~:~IDAY 
NOVEMBER 

VV~:~keMed 5occer 

SEMiFiNALS 

NOVEMBER 10 
VVakef,/~ed Soccer 

CHAMPiONSHiP 

MATCH 1 
TIM E 

TV 

MATCH 2 

TIME 

TV TBD 

MATCH 3 

TIM E 

TV TIeD 

MATCH 5 
5:30 pm. 

MATCH 6 

7, 
8 p m. 

ESPN3 

=CHAmPIONSHiP 

4 p.m. 
IESPINU ~CC CHAMPION 

MATCH 

TIME 

TV TBD 





W~akeMed Soccer Park FACT SHEET 

Location: 201 Soccer Park Drive, Cary, North Carolina 27511 

Fields: 
Field dimensions: 
Surface: 
Lighting: 

Drainage system: 

8 
120 yds. x 75 yds. (FIFA Regulation) 
Bermuda grass 
110 foot cm~dles on stadium field, 
30 foot candles on adjacent game fields 
Sand-based under soil drainage to international 
competition standards 

Medical training facility: 
Athletic training facility: 

On-site 
On-site 

Practice fields: FIFA regulation game fields adjacent to stadium field 

Seating Capacity: 
Concession areas: 
Parking on-site: 

10,000 
4 permanent + kiosks 
2,606 spaces 

Items Not Permitted in Stadium: Backpacks & Oversized Bags, Bottles, Cans, 
Coolers, Food, Liquid Containers, Alcoholic Beverages, ~Hlegal Substances, Fire- 

works, Video Equipment, Recording Devices, Concealed I~Veapons, Laser Pointers, 

Aerosol Cans, Pets, Umbrellas, Lawn Chairs 



L_LOT 
ALL BALLOTS MUST BE COMPLETE BY THE 8:00 MINUTE MARK iN THE SECOND HALF OF 

THE CHAMPiONSHiP GAME. THOSE NOT ON SiTE iN CARY MAY SUE~M~T THEIR BALLOTS 

TO AMY UFNOWSKI BY EMAIL (AUFNOWSKI@THEACCoORG) 

Please list the eleven (11) players who you feel are most worthy of All-Tournament team honors, 

regardless of position. On the first line, please list your Most Valuable Player selection. 

FULL NAME SCHOOL 

1, tMvP if ___ wins) 

(MVP if ................... wins) 

10, 

11, 

SIGNATURE: AFFILIATION: 



2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship 
Semifinals and Finals 

iNovember 8 & 10, 2013 

Please provide t,~e following information so we can contac~ each team 
during the Championship if necessar); 

Head Coach~s Name: 

**Cell Pholae Number: 

~’~’This number must be.l~r a phone that F~TLL BE USED November 7-10. 

Please provide the name of the person using this cell phone~ if different than head coach: 

Name: 

Hotel Name: 

Hotel Phone Number: 

*If you have any questions~ please call Kris Pierce at 336.369.4652. 

Please return via fax by Wednesday, November 6t~it to: 
Kris Pierce 

Fax- 336,369,!203 



ACC WOMEN’S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 
COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 

Procedures f~r Participating Teams 

[Note: Coaches may not include recruited prospects on team complimentary 
admissions pass list.] 

PLEASE READ THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY. 

Each member of the institution’s official travel party (29) will be granted six 
complimentary admissions for the Championship. 

Coaches should complete the attached complimentary admissions list and submit it to 
the Kris Pierce. 

Participating teams must identify an assistant coach or administrator traveling 
with the team to the Championship as the complimenta~, admissions pass list 
contact. (Please indicate who this individual is on the following form.) This 
individual must be available to answer any questions regarding the team’s pass list. 

After a team is eliminated, the team complimentary admissions list will not be 
accepted for the remainder of the Championship. 

Guests over 18 must present a photo ID. 



ACC CHAMPIONSHIP COMPLIMENTARY ADMISSIONS PASS LIST 
WOMEN’S SOCCER 

InstRution Team Contact Name and Title (Asst. Coacl~iAdn~nistrator) 

GUESTS OVER 18 MUST PRESENT PHOTO I.D. 

MEMBER OF TRAVEL 
SQUAD 

(List Sh~dent-Athletes 
Alphabetically) GUESTS 

G[ rEST SIGNATURE 
(To be completed at 

Champiot~ship) 

(5¢uctert¢ AIhlete) 



MEMBER OF TRAVEL Guest Signature 
SQUAD (List Stude*~t Athletes (To be completed at 

Alphabetically) Guests Championship) 

c. 

i e. 

................................................................................................................... i ........... ~: ........................................................................................................................................................................................ 

5. ~ a. 

(Stua~ng A thlete) 

~ 
b. 

.................. 1 ................................................................................................. l________[___~:____l .................................................................................... l_______1 ........................................................................................ 

¢S~tu den t A th le re) 

fS~tude~t A g~dete) 

e. 

a. 

i c. 

i d. 

i e. 

i a. 

i b. 
i c. 

i d. 
i e. 

a. 



MEMBER OF TK,-~VEL 
SQUAD (I st Student At ~ e~es 

Alphabetically) 
................ 4- ....................................................................................................... 

9. i 
(Stucler~t A thlete) 

................ + ....................................................................................................... 

................ 

~ 
...................................................................................................... 

(Student A1h[ete) 

................ + ....................................................................................................... 

................ 

~ 
...................................................................................................... 

11. 

¢5’t~dent ,~lhl’ete) ....... 

................ + ....................................................................................................... 

................ 
~ 
...................................................................................................... 

................ ~ ....................................................................................................... 

................ + ....................................................................................................... 

13. 

~S’mde~t ,4th[ete ) 

................ + ....................................................................................................... 

................ ...................................................................................................... 

Gt~est Signature 
(To be completed at 

Championship) 



MEMBER OF T.RAVEL Guest Signalure 
(To be completed at SQUAD (List Student Athletes 

A~phabetically) Guests Championship) 

14. i a. 

................ li ............................ ~:{~_~_{~,_ 7:.--:---. .................... ................................................................................................................................... l ~bl ] ................................................................................... 
C. 

................ ~ ..................................................................................................... -~ ........................................................................................... ~ ................................................................................... 

.__~__< ...................................................................................................... ~_: .......................................................................................... i ................................................................................... ,,,, ~ ................................................................................... 

C, 

d. 

e, 

17. a. 
ggtudent At,~Iet0 b. 

C. 

d. 

e, 

f. 

18. a. 
~S’tudent Athlete) b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 



MEMBER OF TRAVEL Guest Signature 
SQUAD (List Student Athletes (I’o be completed at 

Alphabetically) Guests Champio~ship) 

19. 
~S~udei~ /l~hle~e)           ] b. 

d 

f. 

--7: ................................................................................................... ~--i---<- ................................................................................ i------I ....................................................................................... ..................................................................................................... >----~ .............................................................................................. i .............................................................................................. 

d ................................................................................................................ ............. ................................................................................. ...................................................................................... 
............................................................................................................... ~--i---~:~ ...................................................................................... i ............................................................................................ 
2~, 

22. 

.......................................... :~~.*_~_~_~.~_~’_~.*_~ .......................... ]__~___~:___t ................................................................................. ~__[_ ...................................................................................... 

................. r .............................................................................................. +-------i ............................................................................................... i .............................................................................................. 

d. 



24. 

26. 

27. 

28. 

MEMBER OF TRAVEl. 
SQUAD (I,ist Stude~t Alhletes 

Alphabetically) 

i ....... 

i ....... 

(Othe~o 

(7~e,~;~onsibiliO’, e.g. 

(Re~sT~,onsibi[ity, e.g. A TC) 

(Od~eO 

(Pe~7~,onsibi[itp’, e.g. A TC) 

Guests 

Guest Sig~mtum 
(To be comple*ed at 

Championship) 



29. 

MEMBER OF TRA~v~L 
SQUAD (I~ist Student Athletes 

Alphabetically) 

ia. 

G/Ie st s 

Guest Signature 
(To be completed at 

Champiot~ship) 



2013 ACC POST-(HAMPIONStt[IP SURVEY 
Women’s Soccer Semifinals and Finals 

Host: WakeMed Soccer Park - Cary, NC 

Name: Iastitution: 

S(2 ALE: Poor Fair Good Ve~’ Good Excellent 

Participants Malmal 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Site/Faci~i~7 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Hospitality 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Coaches Logistics Cont~reace (;all ! ~ ~.’~ 4 ~5 NA 

Participam Gi fts ! 2 3 4 5 NA 

Officials l 2 3 4 5 NA 

Awards 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Event Merchandise ! ~~ ~" 4 ~.~ NA 

Championship Program l 2 3 4 5 NA 

Evem Management 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Media Issues/Post Game Interviews ! ~ ~.’~ 4 ~5 NA 

Medical Services 1 2 3 4 5 NA 

Overall Championship l 2 3 4 5 NA 

Please elaborate on items with a poor or fair rating. 

Suggestions / Comments: 

PLEASE COMPLETE AND FAX BACK TO KRIS PIERCE AT (336) 369-1203 



Please complete this form and return to Kris Pierce via.fax at 336.369.1203 or email at kpieme@theacc.org 

by Wednesday, November 6. 

WOMEN’ S SOCCER 

SCHOOL: 

List each player in a/phabelical order, lndicate ca~ain or co-captain r~ext ~o name. 

1. 13. 

2. 14. 

3. 15. 

4. 16. 

5. 17. 

6. 18. 

7. 19. 

8. 20. 

10. 22. 

11. 23. 

12. 24. 

25. Head Coach: 

Others (Assistant Coaches_~ SIDs; Athletic Trainers,~ etc_): 

26. 28. 

27. 29. 

Notes: There will be twenty-nine (29) individual awards presented to the championship team. 
Please indicate with ~ those persons to receive a plaque. 

"~ if your team wins the Championship, please list who should receive the award (i.e., team 
captains, entire team, etc.):. 



DRIVING DIRECTIONS 

iFrom 1-40 Eastbound (Chapel Hiill!Durham): 
Take the Cary 54 Exit (Exit 290) off of 1-40. 
Turn right on top of the exit rmnp (towards Cary). 
Turn left on SE Maynard Road° 
Take a left on Chatham Street. 
WakeMed Soccer Park is 1/; mile on the right. 

From 1-40 Westbound (Fayetteville): 
Take Exit 29 l, Cary Towne Boulevard. 
Turn right on Cary Towne Blvd. 
Take a right on SE Maynard Road. 
Turn right on E. Chatham Street. 
WakeMed Soccer Park will be ½ mile on right. 

From Downtown Cary: 
Head East on Chatham Street towards Raleigh. 
WakeMed Soccer Park will be on your right. 

iFrom Raleigh!Belfline: 
From Beltline, take Western Boulevard exit and head west (toward Cary). 
Continue after merge with Hillsborough Street until it becomes E. Chatham Street. 
WakeMed Soccer Park will be on your left, ½ mile betbre Maynard Road 
intersection. 



HOTEL CONTACT MILES TO PARK MINS. TO PARK 
Comfort A’uite~’ - Cary Lauren 13eckwith 6 11 
350 Asheville Average Director of Sales 

Car?: NC 27518 lauren@com[brtsuitescary.com 

Phoae: 919.852.4318 

Caurtyard by Marriott Raleigh/Cary 
102 Edinbur~fl Drive South 
Cary, NC 27518 
Phone: 919.481.9666 

Skip King 

General Manager 

skip.king@man’iott .cam 

10 

Doubletree by Hi#an Ca~.v 
500 Caitboo Avenue 
Car?: NC 27518 
Phoae: 919.239A777 

Laureen ’IYainor 

Sales Manager 

laureen.~r ainor@parkshotels, cam 

Emba*~’y SuRes Hard RDU Airport 

201 Harrison Oaks Blvd. 

Cary, NC 27518 

Phone: 919.677.1840 

Julie Campbell 

Director of Sales 

julie.campbell@jgh.com 

3.75 

Ilampton Inn N Suites’ 

111 Hampton Woods 

Raleigh, NC 2760~ 

Phone: 919.233A798 

Tommy Adkins 
Director of Sales 
tommy.adldns@hilton.com 

0.5 

Hamptan lm~ Cary 
201 Asheville Ave. 
Cary, NC 27518 
Phone: 919.859.5559 

Emily Winfrey 
Director of Sales 
emily.winfi’ey@hilton.com 

5.75 10 

Hi#on Gar&’.n lnn 
23 ] Columbus Ave. 
Car?: NC 27518 
Phone: 919.339A607 

Lmareen ~lYaino r 
Sales Manager 
laureen.~r ainor@parkshotels, cam 

Holiday Irm & A’uite,~ Cary 
5630 Dillard Drive 
Cary, NC 27518 
Phone: 919.851.1220 

Hillary Berkowitz 
Director of Sales 
hillaxy.berkowitz@cmchotels.com 

Homovood gttite~ Car.}, 

100 MacAlyson Court 

Ca~-, NC 27511 
Phone: 919.467A444 

Marie Flytm 
Director of Sales 
marie.flynn@interstatehot els.com 

12 

H)’att Place Raleigh We, st 
701 Corporate Center Drive 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
Phone: 919.233.2205 

Cathy Gilbert 
Director of Sales 
cathy.gilbert@hyatt, cam 

0.75 

La Quinta Inn & Suites Cary 

191 Crescent Commons 

Ca~, NC 27518 

Kar] LaTigue 
General Manager 
lg0966gm@laquinta.com 

10 

Residence hm Cary 
2900 Regency Parkway 
Cary, NC 27518 
Phone: 919.467.4080 

Cindy Crews 
Director of Sales 
cindy, crews@marriott.cam 

7.25 10 

The Umstead Ilotel and,Spa 
100 Woodland Pond 
Ca~-, NC 27513 
Phone: 919.447.4000 

Allison Jenkins 
Director of Sales 
allison.j erd,;ins@theumstead.com 

3.75 

TownePlace Suiw.s 
120 Sage Commons ~qay 
Ca~’, NC 27513 
Phone: 919.678.0005 

Cba’is Jamgochian 
General Manager 
cj amgochiaa@shgltd.com 

5.5 

lg~ingate by lg),ndham 
6115 Corporate Ridge Road 
Raleigh, NC 27607 
Phone: 919.847.7383 

Debbie Batson 
Director of Sales 
debbie@ncralei~hotel.com 

0.75 



EMERGENCY E’~%CUAT~ON ~LAN 

if a stadium-wide emergency becomes apparent e.g. bomb scare, the stadium will be evacuated 
immediately and the proper authorities will be informed of the issue at hand. 

After notifying the Ca~ Police officers on-site of the situation, a public announcement will be made to 
the spectators informing them to leave the stadium immediately. All stadium gates will be unlocked 
and opened so all may exit rapidly and without crowding Security and staff will encourage spectators 
to make their way to their cars. Similarly, all players, coaches, media, and staff will make their way out 
of the stadium towards the parking area until a safe distance has been established. 

Keith Jenkins and an ACC official will keep close contact with the proper authorities to determine the 
proper actions that need to be taken from this point. If will then be determined if there is a need for 
eve~5"one to stay where they are in the parking lot area, if patrons should leave WakeMed Soccer Park, of 
if the problem has been ceased to exist. 

if the stadium is deemed unsafe for anyone to return, ACC officials will discuss how the remainder of 
the championship will be scheduled All spectators will be allowed to use their tickets if and when the 
championship resumes. 

if it has been determined that the WakeMed Soccer Park is safe, ACC officials will determine the 
schedule of play from that point on, including any game that may have been interrupted for a lengthy 
period of time due to the emergency. 



IEMERGENCY MEDICAL PLAN 

Serious injury on the field 

~,~Then a player goes down with what appears to be a serious injury~ on the field, the referee will call the 
team’s respective Athletic Trainer on to the field for immediate evaluation. At this time, the referee will 
indicate to the scoreboard operator that the clock should be stopped. 

If it is determined to be an injury requiring immediate medical attention, staff from Professional Sports 
Medicine (positioned on or near the benches on the field) will be asked to come on to the field to give 
help to the trainer. 

At this time, David Mills, Professional Sports Medicine, will notify Ca~ tEMS of the situation. Cary 
EMS, located at the field level, will respond to the scene. Professional Sports Medicine and Cary EMS 
will then assess which actions are then necessary to ensure the safest transportation of the individual off 
the field and to the proper location for evaluation. 

Cary EMS will have their stretcher and various other medical supplies available from their ambulance 
that is parked at the northwest drive gate. If necessary, the individual will be taken by stretcher off of 
the field to the ambulance for immediate transport to a local hospital. 

If the ambulance is required to leave the premises, Cary EMS will then call their back up ambulance to 
take its place at the stadium. 

~, h~le the player is being treated on the field, the referee will instruct the teams what to do, i.e. not leave 
the field, etc. ~, hen the injured player is taken from the field, the Referee will then resume play and 
indicate the scoreboard operator to start the clock. 

Serious injury to spectators 

If a spectator is injured, on site EMS will be alerted immediately by facilities management staff. 



SEVERE WEATHER PLAN 

Any weather issues will be monitored from the Press Box on the televisions. Time Warner Cable 
Channel 114 should be kept on one of the TV’s at all times as they offer the best up-to-the-minute 
weather coverage. 

All ACC Championship Staff should be alert of lightning fl ashes in the distance that may be heading 
toward the stadium. If a lightning flash is seen, it should immediately be reported to Keith Jenkins on 
the radi o~ 

Once reported, Keith will report this to the 4th referee immediately. The referees will then confer 
amongst themselves and ACC officials and decide upon the best course of action. If the lightning is 
considered threatening to the stadium, play will be stopped immediately and both teams will exit the 
playing surface. The scoreboard clock will be stopped as soon as the referees indicate for the scoreboard 
operator to do so. Fans will then be encouraged to leave their seats and to seek shelter via a PA 
A nnoun cem ent. 

As the lightning passes, the referees and ACC officials will determine when it is again safe to resmne 
play. Fans will then be told they may return to their seats for the remainder of the game. At the 
referee’s signal, the scoreboard will resmne keeping the game time. 



With regard to the implementati on of the provisions of Arti cl e I (Sportsmanlike Poli cy) of the Byl aws 
dealing with the Sportsmanlike Policy, the duties of the member institution, the Commissioner, 
coaches, student-athletes, band members, cheerleaders, mascots and officials include, but are not 
limited to, principles embodied in "~he following statements. 

Section I-lo Duties of Member Institutions. 
Evepr.T reasonable effort shall be made by competing institutions to emphasize the importance of good 
sportsmanshi p at all athletic events. However, in the event crowd control procedures must be initiated, 
this responsibility rests with each host institution, or with the tournament or meet director at off- 
campus championship events. The athletics directors or their designated representatives shall be 
available at the site of the competition to assist in controlling the crowd. Only participants, coaches, 
officials, and authorized personnel shall be allowed in the competition area before, during and at the 
conclusion of competition. No alcoholic beverages shall be sold to the public at the site of a 
Conference championship. 

Section I-2. Dnties oI" the Commissioner. 
Whenever the Commissioner concludes after a reasonable investigation that there has been a violation 
of the unsportsmanlike conduct regulation, the Commissioner shall impose such penalty deemed 
appropriate by first giving notice to the individual and the institution. The Commissioner will provide 
the institution the time and opportunity that the Commissioner considers reasonable to take action and 
may adopt that action as Con*~rence action if he or she deems appropriate. In the event the individual 
or institution believes that the Commissioner’s penalty is inappropriate or excessive in nature, an 
appeal may be initiated with the Executive Committee by filing a notice with the Conference 
President. The appeal nmst be filed within 48 hours of receipt of notification of the penalty imposed 
by the Commissioner. 

a. CARRYING PENALTY OVER TO NEXT SEASON. Whenever a penalty or suspension is 
imposed, such penalty to the individual may be carried over into the next season of competition at the 
di scretion of the Commissioner. 

b. DEFINITION OF SUSPENSION. As used in this regulation, "suspension" in the case of a player, 
means that the player cannot participate in the designated nmnber of contests but ,nay practice; in the 
case of a coach, "suspension" means that the coach cannot be present in the playing area for the 
designated number of contests but may conduct practice sessions; in the case of a band member, 
cheerleader or mascot, "suspension" means that the individual cannot be present in the playing area for 
the designated number of contests. 

co FINES. A, the discretion of the Commissioner fines for public criticism of officials can be issued up 
to $25,000 per occurrence, with such fines being put into the Weaver, James, Corrigan Scholarship 
account. (Adopted: Januaiy" 2010) 
Section I-3. Duties of Coaches, Student-Athletes, Band Members, Cheerleaders and Mascots. 

a. PUBLIC CRITICISM OF OFFICIALS. Public criticism of officials or public comments evaluating 
the officiating of particular contests is not in the best interest of intercollegiate athletics. Athletics 



personnel, players, band members, cheerleaders and mascots are prohibited, therefore, from 
commenting while acting in official capacity on officiating other than directly to the Conference 
OflSce. Head coaches are responsible for the comments of assistants and other athletic staff members 
associated with their teams. 
Any coach, who violates the prohibitions of public criticism of officials, as stated above, will be 
suspended from a future scheduled contest. Specifically, the coach will be allowed at the site of the 
contest up to an hour before the contest begins, after which he/she must vacate the playing area. This 
applies to all sports and includes all conference as well as non-conference contests. 

b. COACH AND PLAYER DECORUM. While the Conference believes that one of the problems 
confronting intercollegiate athletics is the lack of adherence and enforcement of roles of decorum, it is 
cognizant that the majority of coaches, players, band members, cheerleaders, mascots, officials and 
administrators make a real effort to ensure contests will be conducted and played in a sportsmanlike 
manner. Coaches and administrators have the responsibility to set the tone for responsible behavior on 
the part of their teams and followers. It is an infraction of the rules for coaches, squad members, team 
attendants, band members, cheerleaders or mascots to conduct themselves in an unsportsmanlike 
manner~ Acts violating coach and player decorum rules shall include, but not be limited to, the 
following and may subject violators to reprimand or suspension from additional contests as the 
Commissioner deems appropriate. (Note: Person, for the purposes of this section, means coaches, 
squad members, team attendants, band members, cheerleaders or mascots.): 

1. Any person who strikes or physically abuses an official, opposing coach, player or spectator; 
2. Any person who intentionally incites participants or spectators to violent or abusive action; 
3. Any person who uses profanity, vulgarity, taunts, ridicules or makes obscene gestures; 
4. Any person who publicly criticizes any game official, conference personnel, a member institution or 
institutional personnel; 
5. Any person who engages in negative recruiting by making statements which are unduly derogatory" 
of another institution or its personnel to a prospective student-athlete, parents, high school coach, or 
other person interested in the prospective student-athlete; 
6. Any person who enters the competing area *Br an unsportsmanlike purpose; 
7. Any other act of unsportsmanlike conduct not specifically prescribed. 

Section I-4. Duties of Contest Officials. 
The Conference feels strongly that officials must have the courage to enforce the rules set forth by the 
Conference and covered in Section I-3-b (Coach and Player Decorum) of the Sports Operation Code. 
When otiqcials enforce the decormn rules, they will be supported by the member institutions of the 
Conference and the Conference Office. Failure to enforce rules may subject officials to reprimand or 
suspension by the Conference Office. 

Section ~-5. Co~clusiom 
A copy of Article I (Sportsmanlike Policy) of the Sports Operation Code is to be given by the athletics 
director at each member institution to each head coach, assistant coach, band director, and 
cheerleading and mascot coordinator at the beginning of each academic year~ A copy shall also be 
given to each student-athlete, band member, cheerleader and mascot at the squad meeting held at the 
beginning of each year. Acceptance of this document, pursuant to NCAA roles governing the student- 
athlete statement, will constitute agreement to conform to its requirements. 



The Atlantic Coast Conference promotes good 

sportsmanship by students-athletes, coaches and 

spectators. We request your cooperation by supporting 

the participants and officials in a positive manner. 

Profanity, racial or sexist comments or other intimidating 

actions directed at officials, student-athletes, coaches, 
or team representatives wil! not be tolerated and are 

grounds for removal, from the site of competition. Also, 

consumption or possession of alcoholic beverages and. 

tobacco products is prohibited. 



ATLANTIC COAST CONFERENCE 

Championships Fax Ntt tuber ~ 336~ 3 69.12 03 

Kris Pierce, Senior Associate Commissioner of Championships 
Office Phone: 336.369.4652 Cell Phone: 
Email: kpierce@theacc.org 

Donald Moore, Director of Championships 
Office Phone: 336.369.4655 Cell Phone: 
Email: dmoore@theacc.org 

Alex Fraser, Championships Intern 
Office Phone: 336.369.4656 
Email: afraser@theacc.org 

Cell Phone: 

Amy Ufl~owski, Communicaions Championship Contact 
Office Phone: 336.369.1003 Cell Phone: 
Fax: 336.854.8797 Email: aufnowski@theacc.org 

ACC WOMEN~S SOCCER COMMITTEE 

Mati Conway, ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Chair 
Boston College 
Office Phone: 617.552.6672 Cell Phone: 
Email: co~wayml@bc.edu 

Kirk Bruce, ACC Womer~’s Soccer Committee Vice-Chair 
Pittsburgh 
Office Phone: 4112.648.8297 Cell Phone: 
gmail: kbruce@athletics.pitt.edu 

Vanessa Fuchs, ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Ex-Officio 
Florida State 
Office Phone: 850.644.4933 Cell Phone: 
Email: vfuchs@fsu.edu 

HOST SITE - WakeMed Soccer Complex 

Keifl~ 
Office 
Fax: 9 

Jenkins, CPRP, Athletic Facility Supervisor; WakeMed Soccer Park 
Phone: 919-858-0464 Cell Phone: 
190858.0521 Email: Keith. Jenkin s@townofca~,, org 

David Eo Crotts, Assistant Athletic Facility Supervisor, WakeMed Soccer Park 
Office Phone: 9119-858-0464 Cell Phone 
Fax: 919.858.0521 Email: david.crotts@townofcar?/.’.org 

David Mills, LAT, ATC, Professional Sports Medicine and Cary Orthopedics 
Cell Phone: 
Fax: 919~23 I. 6268 Email: @bellsouth.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LFNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 10:28 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga~lo@unc.e&i> 

Re: Will Be Out of the Office 

"Gallo, Jr., [,am.’ A." ~afl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

I waJnt to inform you that I will be out of the office as follows: 

From Thursday, October 17th ~ returning on Tuesday, October 22nd in the late afternoon. 
I am sorry that I am going to miss some big gaznes tbr us 

Karen ~ sorry I will miss the B.C. and Davidson games -~ hate missh~g senior day vs. Davidson on Sunday, October 20th. I’ll catch up ~x, ith the seniors! 

:Mason ,-, hate missing the Syracuse game on Thursday afternoon and then the U VA game on Sunday, October 20 ~ a huge game., 

Take care, m~d best of luck to you all ~ Rich, on your trip to Texas; Mike ~ know- your fall season has been completed, so get some rest before the off-season stuff begins 

real soon; C.D. -~ best of luck training as we are not far away from the beginning of our scion! 
All the best, and (.~) HEEI£! If you need an~hing, please call my cell phone ~ I try my best to assist you from a£ar! 

Be well, 
Larry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:38 PM 

sburleigh@adstx~rtsmedia.com; Jason Sisnems < @gma~l.com> 

Re: Limited time Premier Membership offer 

Setk you guys are doing a great job. Your consisntent protnotion of our game and its players and programs benefit us all. Thank you! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

Seth Burleigh <sburleigh@adsporksmedia.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

First, I want to thank you lbr your continued support of TopDrawerSoccer.com and the NSCAA/TDS Official College Soccer Scoreboard. Without you and your staff; we 

would not be able to provide this service to the college soccer community. 

We are also continually striving to strengthen the value of our Premier Membership by offering exclusive content that can only be found on TopDrawerSoccer.com. As a result, 
starting yesterday, October 14, access to the IMG Academy 150 and Regional Player Rankings was made available to Premier Members only. 

To help our users make the transition, now through October 31, everyone who signs-up for a Premier Membership will receive a 15% discount on a 1, 2, or 3-year Premier 

Membership by using the promo code TOP150. 

For those concerned that a discount such as this might violate the NCAA rules regulating recruiting servcies, please know that this promotion is available to all users, and is thus 
permissible under NCAA bylaws (~ee here for more info). 

The majority of our content will continue to remain free to all users. If you have any questions regarding Premier iVlembership feel free to email me directly. 

See you on the field, 

Seth Burleigh 

VP Operations 

Advanced Sports Media ] TopDrawerSoccer.com 

111 West Ocean Blvd., Suite 1750 
Long Beach, California 90802 

Office: (562) 513-3726 
Mobile: 

Fax: (562) 513-3747 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:40 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Londoun Soccer College Showcase 2014: Save the Date 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 2014: Save the Date 
From: ~aol.com 
To: 

CC: 

Coaches, 
A save the date email about our 3rd Annual Loudoun Soccer College Showcase tournament. Please mark your calendar for the event which will take place Feb.28-March 2, 
2014. 
We hosted over 50 college coaches last year with 64 elite teams attending our event. We provided the college coaches with great competition, great food and great hotel rates 
so we look fonNard to seeing you and your school in Leesburg, VA next spring. Below is some information about our event. 
Good luck with the remainder of your college season and with the recruiting process. 

Yours in Soccer 
Randy May 
Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 
Director 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::: :::::: ::::::::: 



Presented by: 

Register Your Team Now! Watch the 2013 Highlight 
Video 

More than 50 College 
Coaches Attended in 2013 

For more information, visit: www.LoudounSoccer.com/MarchShowcase 

Forward this amail 

This email was sent to rlmaycu@aol.com by colleqeshowcar~@loudounsoccer.com 

Update Profije/Emajj Address Instant removal s’ddl SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Po[ic~’. 

LOUDOUN SOCCER :: 19798 Sy¢olin Rd :: PO Box 1358 Leesburg :: VA :: 20177 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, October 15, 2013 11:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NEWSS TOURNAMENT 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: NEWSS TOURNAMENT 
From: Skip Thorp       ~msn.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 
Hope that the University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer season has been a successful one. 
Just wanted to invite you to the National Elite Women’s Soccer Showcase (NEWSS) on November 30th/December 1st in Long Island, New York. Check out 

some of the top talent on the East coast playing on forty beautiful turf fields and ten grass fields. 
Major clubs such as CFC, PDA, Matchfit, NEFC, World Class, Stars of Mass, FC Bucks, Soccerplus, and Albertson Fury are among 300 teams that will take 
part in this year’s Thanksgiving spectacular. 
We look forward to seeing you at the event and if you need any help with hotel reservations or information on the tournament please go to 

www.newsshowcase.com or contact            )aol.com 
Please sign up for the event on www.gotsoccer.com so we can include you on future mailings to the attending teams and players. 
Best Regards, 

Paul Riley 

Director of Coaching ALBERTSON SC 

Head Coach Long Island FURY 

Head Coach Women’s Professional SUPERGROUP 

Web: wwwpa u [r!!eysocceqcom 

5~L6 425 ~869 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:45 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Financial Education Workshop - Monday, October 21 st 7pm 

Finaaacial Educalion.pptx 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent; Tuesday, October 15, 2013 12:02 PM 

To; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
�::¢; UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff; Williams, Andre; Adams, Clarissa; Webb, Josh; Hoots, Eric M 
Subject: Financial Education Workshop - Monday, October 21st 7pm 

Coaches, 

Please remind your student athletes about the Financial Education Session for sophornores or] Monday (lO!2l), 7:00PM, 3rd and 5t/~ floors of 

l oudermilk. This session will be on Credit. 

Please see the attached flyer ~or more inf~,rmation. 

Thanks, ard have a great weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: 3 Ways Your Prospect’s Feedback is Getting Lost in Translation 

Chris, 

This is n~y fear with 

From-" Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, October :iS, 2013 :t:26 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S..bject: 3 Ways Your ProspectUs Feedback is Getting Lost in Translation 

.~i h’na,cje removed bysender Newsletter g3anner 

3 Ways Your Prospect’s Feedback is 
Getting Lost in Translation 
When you think about it, your prospects - and their parents - actually do say quite a bit during the 
recruiting process. 
I mean for all of the complaining that we do when it comes to the non-communication coming from 
the recruits you’re trying to have a conversation with, when you think about it they give you a good 
deal of feedback. They’ll tell you what they’re looking for in a college, or what they like in a coach, or 
what they think about the idea of leaving home. When you ask a question, they’ll do their best to 
give you an answer. 
And that’s where we find the problem occurring. 
Coaches are listening to what they’r~ hearing from prospects and parents (or, many times, from their 
coach) and they’ll take that feedback at face value. In other words, a lot of coaches assume that the 
recruits they’re talking to are actually giving them accurate, truthful information. 
Much of the time, that’s not the case. I’m not suggesting that your prospects are being deceitful on 
purpose, by the way. However, I do think that much of what you’re hearing during certain points in 
the recruiting process needs to be "translated"...their feedback needs to interpreted differently than 
you’re hearing it. Not all the time, but much of the time. 
Here are four main topics or phrases that you may be hearing as a college recruiter that need to be 
"translated" into what they might really be trying to say... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image removed by sender From Rush 

BREAK~rNG NEWS: NCAA Considering Lift 
of Texting Restrictions for Football 
by Jeremy Crabtree, ESPN 
Unlimited texting could be coming back to college football recruiting. 
The NCAA’s Rules Working Group proposed Tuesday lifting restrictions in all sports on the 
frequency and modes of electronic communications coaches can have with recruits. The NCAA 
currently allows basketball coaches to send unlimited texts and other forms of electronic 
communications, but texting has been banned in football recruiting since 2007~ 
"The working group members believe the membership is ready to lift restrictions on frequency and 

modes of communication," the NCAA said in a statement. 
The proposal comes after football r~cruiting deregulation was placed on hold in May_. 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

NEW VIDEO WEBINAR: 
Creating Recruiting Letters That Work! 
In case you haven’t noticed lately, those good old fashioned r~cruiting letters are making a 
comeback in the world of college prospecting. 
To help you develop the right kind of communication with this generation of prospect, we’ve put 
together another one of our popular recruiting education webinars, courtesy of ._N____C___S___A_____A__t___h_Le__t_!£ 

Recruiting. 
If you want to learn the latest research into what kind of messages get the attention of recruits, 
spend 20 minutes today learning about how to do it correctly. 
There’s a specific way to do it, Coach...and we want to teach you how! 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Want More Video Training on 
Translating Your Prospect’s Feedback? 
Coming up later this week for our ._T___R___S_____C__!!__e__0__t__s_ and _P___r__e____m__Lu____m_____M____e___rL~__b___e__r_~, video training is back! 
We’ll outline more possible miscommunication and phrases that might need to be "translated", so 
look for it later this week. 
Now’s the time to become a Premium Member, Coach...don’t miss out on our expanded training 
sessions! Click one of the options below: 
Not a TRS Client? Click here. 
Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 
Have questions? Email Dan directly at ._d__a___n__@_d___a___q_t__u___d___o___r_~_c___o____m__ 

Few College Admissions Departments 
Checking Applicant’s Social Hedia Posts 
by Nanette Asimov, SFGate.com 

To the teenagers who plaster their boredom, distaste for physics and bodily yearnings all over the 
Internet while still hoping to get into a good college, here’s a cheerful message: 
Admissions officers don’t Google you, hunt you down on Twitter, or hack your settings on Facebook 
- usually. 
Fewer than 1 in 3 admissions officers say they check students’ social media postings or Google 
them when evaluating applications, according to a forthcoming 2013 survey from Kaplan, the test 
prep company... 
CLICK HEREA TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image removed by sender OmCampusWorkshop 

RAP STAR’S SON GETS B~G TIllvlE OFFER 
Anytime a famous singer’s children make news, it attracts immediate attention. Such is the case 
with one rap star’s son, who is making a name for himself on the football field - so much so that he 
was recently offered a full ride by Notre Dame. 

Which schools is he serious about, and is he a name to watch? 

.~i Image removed by sender S~ory separator 

Every day, Dan Tudor and the staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies scours the world of college 
athletics for the best recruiting news for our followers on Twitter. 



Don’t miss out on the news, views and advice you need to know about this Fall as you kick-off the 
new year of recruiting the best prospects you can! Follow us on Twitter! 
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE AND FOLLOW DAN TUDOR ON TWITTER 

I~:~ Irnag .......... d by sender. B ........ Client 

Basketball Coaching World Rallies Around 
UNC Coach Diagnosed with Leukemia 
North Carolina women’s basketball coach Sylvia Hatchell has been diagnosed with leukemia. 
In a release from the school Monday, Hatchell said she would temporarily step away from her 
coaching duties to focus on treatment. 
"1 will remain very much involved with my team and day-to-day operations here at UNC and expect to 
return to my sideline responsibilities as soon as possible," Hatchell said in a statement. "My veteran 
staff and team will be well prepared and meet any challenges until my return. Don’t forget I am a Tar 
Heel woman!"... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:13 PM 

~hotmaJl.com>; Dino Palladino < @aoLcom> 

RE: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

Sorry, the Vet Cup keeps me motivated to stay fit!! 

From= Nhotmail.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 15, 2013 7:15 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A ~V; Dino Palladino 
Subject= FW: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

Well it sounds like the later dates won’t work because we would have to end on the 15th (making camp July 11-15) which would conflict with the Veterans 

cup. Unless you wanted to do that? 

So it sounds like the best option may be 7/2-6 or 7/3-7 which both go over the 4th of July. That will probably hurt our numbers, but it looks like we don’t 

have another choice. 

Thoughts? Let me know what you want to go with so we can lock it in! 

Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2013 16:16:07 -0400 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

From: garrisonj@guilford.edu 

To:            ~hotmail.com 

Good afternoon, unfortunately with it ending on the 17th it doesn’t allow us enough time to turn around the dorm space. If you were planning on just 

using Bryan those dates would work. If we use Shore as well the 15th would be the latest. I will check with Mike as well to make sure the fields are 

available. 

Best, 

John 

On Tue, Oct 15, 2013 at 3:06 PM, 

And how abut July 13-177 

~__h_. _o_ Lm_a_.i_[:. _c_ .o_ m_. > wrote: 

Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2013 14:17:15 -0400 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

To: ~ .h__o_t_ ~r! #_[j_._c_’._o_..m_. 

Good afternoon, I hope you’re well. I spoke with Mike Merkal and the 7/-25 or the 7/3-7 are both good as far as the fields are concerned. Either dates 

should give housekeeping enough time to clean Bryan and Shore before you arrive, I know the 3rd will. 

Best, 

John 

On Tue, Oct 15, 2013 at 1:39 PM, ~__h__o_[__m_a_i_[_.._c_ .o_m_.> wrote: 

Hey John, 

I am still waiting to hear back from Dino about what dates he wants to try for next. We are considering July 1-5, July 2-6, July 3-7, and July 13-17. Are 

there any conflicts with any of those dates dorms or field wise? We are working around a soccer tournament that my dad will be playing in July 8-13. 

Normally his tournament is at the end of June, but next summer it is during our normal team camp week. Thus the need to change our normal week. 

Let me know if any of those weeks don’t work (I guess it looks like 7/2-7/6 will work for sure). 

Thanks, 

Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2013 11:37:39 -0400 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

From: garrisonj@guilford.edu 

To:            ~hotmail.com 

Good morning, would 7/2-7/6 or 7/8-7/13 work for 2014. I wish I would have known you were thinking about going earlier before we sign contract with 

Dave Davis, we would have tried to work something out to accommodate everyone. 

Best, 

John 

On Mon, Oct 14, 2013 at 11:11 AM, John A Garrison <garrisonj@guilford.edu> wrote: 



Good morning, unfortunately Dave Davis basketballhas Bryan, shore, south apts. through 6!30. Pleaselet me know ifthere any other weeks. 

Thanks, 

John 

On Monday, October 14, 2013, wrote: 

Hi John, 

I was able to meet with Dino and last week to discuss camp dates for 2014. We are looking at holding our team camp a little bit 

earlier than normal. Can you check on the following dates and let me know if the fields and dorms will be available? We are hoping to do 

June 28 -July 2nd. 

Thanks so much, 

Date: Tue, 10 Sep 2013 09:57:08 -0400 

Subject: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

From: g_a___r__rj__s___o__r?j__@.__g_k~_[[~__o__r__d___.__e___~!__k[ 

To:            ~hotmail.com 

Good morning, I hope you’re well. I wanted to go ahead and touch-base with you about camp next year and to first see if you are still 

planning on coming back and second to see if you have any dates in mind. Please let me know at your convenience as I am trying to work on 

the schedule with the plan that Mary Hobbs will be offline for renovation finally. 

Best, 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 

Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:16 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Lance Mmkos 0narkos@uncaa.unc.edn) 

RE: Hi Tom 

What age group do ,/ou teach? 

Frem: 
Sent: Tuesday,’ 9:58 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; C~aol.com; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Hi Tom 

Hi Tom, Anson, Dino and Ducat, 
I hope you’re all doing well. I’m hoping to make it out to NC again sometime this season to actually see a game this time, but I’ve heard 

you have all been doing amazing so far this season and I loved getting to see everyone again when I was out for        wedding. I was 
wondering if one of you might be able to help me out or if you could point me in the right direction, but 1 was wanted to ask about 
something for my school. 

I teach at a school in inner-city Chicago in a rough neighborhood and our school is getting students excited about going to college. Each 
classroom picked a university to support and to rally around during the year. The classroom that I work with during most of the day had 
originally chosen Duke, and when I started back to work again I decided that I could not, in my right mind, support Duke. So I convinced the 
other teacher in the classroom to switch to UNC. I was wondering if the soccer program or the athletic department at UNC would be willing 
to donate any extra UNC gear (t-shirts or something) or any other UNC paraphernalia that we could give to the students or decorate the 
classroom with. There are 30 students in the classroom and three adults, f’m so excited that I’ll get the chance to tell them about how 
amazing UNC is and to make little Tar Heel fans in the process. Also, most of them are obsessed with soccer, so I know they would be very 
excited to represent UNC. 
I don’t know if any of this is possible or if you could help me get in touch with anyone else at UNC who might be able to help, but I know my 
students would be so grateful to have anything related to UNC (plus 1 don’t have to pretend to convince them that Duke is so amazing). 

Thank you so much for anything you can do or anyone who you might be able to connect me with. I hope everything is going well and I look 
forward to talking with you guys soon. Feel free to email/call/text, whatever works for you guys (            ). Thanks again and take care. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PCC @ In@ College Showcase - Clinicim~s needed 

From: Premier College Combines [mailto:ed@collegecombine.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Premier College Combines 
Sent: Wednesday, October :t6, 20:t3 8:07 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; PCC @ Indy College Showcase - Clinicians needed 

We are looking for Clinicians for this event. 

Please email us if you are interested. 

i.~.i Image removed bysender. POC 

Indianapolis College Combine & Clinic 
All High School Ages 

@ 2013 Indianapolis College Showcase 

Gills = Friday November 8, 20~ 3 
Boys - Friday November 15, 2013 

Combine & Clinic: 
6:00 PM to 9:00 PM 

Lawrence Soccer Complex, Indianapolis, Indiana 

We are pleased to announce we will be conducting a Premier College Combine 

& Clinic at the 2013 Indianapolis College Showcase this coming fall. 

2013 Indianapolis College Showcase is presented by The Indiana Champions 

League at the Lawrence Soccer Complex, Lawrence, IN (Indianapolis, Indiana). 

Lawrence, Indiana, a suburb of Indianapolis is proud to call itself "Home of 

Youth Soccer" and has become a destination point for major soccer events. 

This event is for individuals. 

For players and teams registering to participate in the 2013 Indianapolis 

College Showcase, we encourage you to register for the Indianapolis Combine 

& Clinic portion of the event as well. 

The Clinic Session will include a "warm-up", training session, small sided games and 

concludes with a full sided game. The Clinic will be conducted by college soccer 

coaches. The college coach to player ratio is ~:Ig / ~:22 depending on the number of 

participants per session° Throughout the process, the college coaches participating 

will talk to the players about the importance of academics and the need to balance 

various aspects of college life to be successful in the classroom and on the field. 

Based on the number of participants per sessions, the coach may make adjustments, 

however a typical session will include the following: 



2 / 4S-minute College-Style Training sessions with a Co]lege Coach 

8v8 games coached by college coaches and observed by other college coaches 

11vll game coached by a college coach and observed by other college coaches 

Player profiles will be provided to all College coaches in attendance. 

Players will be trained by college coaches seen by college coaches and 

advised by college coaches. 

The Premier Combine & C~inic combines education and athletics to help 

players plan and prepare for the right collegiate program, 

Click to Register 

or for more information 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 5:20 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

RE: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

yup 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 16, 2013 10:07 AM 

To: Dino Palladino; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

So does July 2-6 work for everyone? If so, I will go ahead and confirm that with John at Guilford. 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

From:       _~aol.com 

Date: Tue, 15 Oct 2013 19:54:15 -0400 

To:            @hotmail.com 

The earlier the better for me. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 14, 2013, at 11:22 AM, @hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hey guys, 

Looks like we can’t have the dorms until after the 30th of June. 

I could ask about the following dates which would run over the 4th of July: July 1-5, July 2-6, July 3-7. Or we could do after my dad’s veteran’s 

cup on July 13-17 and that we give a couple of days before the next camp starts on July 19th. 

What are your thoughts? I worry about doing it over the 4th of July. When we use to do two weeks of camp that week was always really small 

because so many folks have plans on the 4th of July. I would vote for the 13- 17. 

Let me know asap! 

Date: Mon, 14 Oct 2013 11:11:46 -0400 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

From: 

To: ~__~!._o_t__ .m_:a_!_h.._c_p_En_. 

Good morning, unfortunately Dave Davis basketballhas Bryan, shore, south apts. through 6/30. Pleaselet me know ifthere any other weeks. 

Thanks, 

John 

On Monday, October 14, 2013, wrote: 

Hi John, 

I was able to meet with Dino and last week to discuss camp dates for 2014. We are looking at holding our team camp a little bit 

earlier than normal. Can you check on the following dates and let me know if the fields and dorms will be available? We are hoping to do June 

28-July 2nd. 

Thanks so much, 

Date: Tue, 10 Sep 2013 09:57:08 -0400 

Subject: UNC Soccer Camp 2014 

From: 

To: ~__~!._o_t__ .m_:a_!_h.._c_p_En_. 

Good morning, I hope you’re well. I wanted to go ahead and touch-base with you about camp next year and to first see if you are still 

planning on coming back and second to see if you have any dates in mind. Please let me know at your convenience as I am trying to work on 

the schedule with the plan that Mary Hobbs will be offline for renovation finally. 

Best, 

John Garrison 

Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 



Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 

John Garrison 
Guilford College 

Coordinator of Conferences & Events 
Facilities Building 

(336) 316-2109 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 16, 2013 5:29 PM 

Brad Black <bmd.black@humanexvenmres.com> 

ILS: Follow-up 

No worries Brad and yes the off season would cerLainfy be better t:or me. Thank you!I! 

I=rem: Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humanexventures.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, October .t6, 20:13 5:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc; Sue Enquist 
Subject: Follow-up 

Anson, congn~ts on passing your 750th win la~.d: month and continuing your chanlpionship level efforts and impact. 

~ was ta~king with Sue and she mentioned that she would be ~n Chapel HH~ next month, so ~ provided her an updsLe on efforts to support you through our past 

commurficat~on with Cricket. 

With a follow-up shortly following o[Jr meeting h~ May, as well as follow-up notes h~ July and A~[JSt (belOW) We haven’t had s[Jccess ~[~ moving th~ngs forward, but 

~vou~d be ready anyth~e to move tMngs forward w~th 

wonder where we went or ff we were/are readv to support you with the work we d~scussed when the three of us were together in IV~ay. 

~f now works for starting work w~th interviewb~g your ~legends’~ (typically step one) we could do thsL, as we~l as offer a tearn cukure assessrnent anydme thsL 

woLdd work for you. 

~f after your season works better, we can gear th~ngs up ~ater. h~ any event, we want to make sure we keep ~n contact w~th you to support your needs. 

Please ~et us know how we can be most supportive of your "next ~evel" opportunities. 

Thanks for your t~me---and best w~shes for great success tMs season m the tough ACC~ 

Brad Black 

Pre~ddo~t and C~’O 

(-~)2) 486-1 ~ 03 

From= Brad Black 
Sent~ Tuesday, August 13, 2013 7:27 AN 

T~ ’Lane, Cricket’ 
Su~jeet~ Young Leaders Summit 

Cricket, good mort?i[?g I hooe your 5;u[T~nler has bee]l a great one and the new school year brings great things, 

f wanted to stay m contact, as t ]~now m late spring when we met w~th yOLE a[~d Anson he was wanting to get go~ng on our work, and then ~as[: mo]ll:h you met~tioned 

you were talking w~th hh~~ about next 

b~ the mearMrne, [ wanted you to know about a Sumrnit that we have created focused on young leaders. We are holdb~g our second one at the end o[: this month 

and expect at least a dozen ~n the next year, some of which w~H take place w~th otJr Sports Division’s client partners on college campuses. I’ve attached ~nformation 

on the content and this nlot~th’s speakers, a~ot~g w~th kfformation beh:)w on add~tionM spea[~ers. 

As we continue discussions and planning on when you wH] be ready, I will ]~eep you apprised of other developments Hke the one mentioned here, that I fee] you 

may be ~nterested in learning rnore about. 

Please let rne know how we can be most helpful. 

Thanks and make a great rest of your weeM 

P.S. Please tell Anson that we wi]~ be w~th Becky Burleigh at 

re]atio]lsh~p a]ld what I hear as k~ts of nlu[:ua] respect, there may be th~ngs Anson w~] want to learn fiom ~bout their exper~e]lces wi[:h our work. 

Brad Black 

Pre~ddo~t and 

(-~)2) 4.86-1 ] 03 

From= Humanex Ventures [mailto:discove~summit@humane~entures,com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, August 13, 2013 7:02 AN 
T~ Brad Black 
Subjeet~ August Discovery Summit 

Presents: 



introducing Your Speakers; 

Imag ....... d 
by s~nder. 

Dr. Glinda Rawls 
Dr. Rawls, an Associate Professor of Counselor Education 
and Counseling Psychology at Western Michigan University, 
holds the distinction of being a Master Career Counselor. 
Dr. Rawls has taught numerous career related courses and 
is one of the three developing authors of the IMPACTeX 

Navigator. 

Dr. Mark St Martin 
Dr. St Martin serves as an Associate Professor and the 

coordinator of Western Michigan University’s career 
counseling services. He has been working in the career 
counseling field for over 12 years. Dr. St Martin is also a 

certified Master Career Counselor. He is one of the principal 
inventors of the IMPACTeX Navigator. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:20 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: Hi Tom 

Please send a care package with posters and whatever gear you can afford to get rid of ..... 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 8:23 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Hi Tom 

Yep. Do it. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 16, 2013, at l 1:24 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" v4mson(i~email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

Lance, can we send them anytking? 
S~.’ut,~i’om ~r~v ~ "erizon fff ~re/es’~" 4G L T/:’ DROII) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Hi Tom 
From: .......... -t)live.unc.edu> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m(i~emaJl.tmc~e&t> 
CC: 

Hi thero, 
This is for a fourth grade classroom. I’m a special education teacher for students in Kindergarten up to fourth grade, but this 
classroom is the one ~ work with the most. Thanks so much for getting back to me. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:15 PM 

To; 

Cc: Markos, Lance 

Subject: RE: Hi Torn 

What age group do you teach? 

From= 
Sent: Tuesday, October 15, 2013 9:58 PM 
T~: Sander, Thomas J; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~_a___o_J:_£_o____m_; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Hi Tom 

Hi Tom, Anson, Dino and Ducar, 
I hope you’re all doing well. I’m hoping to make it out to NC again sometime this season to actually see a game this time, but 

I’ve heard you have all been doing amazing so far this season and I loved getting to see everyone again when I was out for 
wedding. I was wondering if one of you might be able to help me out or if you could point me in the right direction, but 

][ was wanted to ask about something for my school. 

I teach at a school in inner-city Chicago in a rough neighborhood and our school is getting students excited about going to 
college. Each classroom picked a university to support and to rally around during the year. The classroom that I work with during 
most of the day had originally chosen Duke, and when I started back to work again I decided that I could not, in my right mind, 
support Duke. So I convinced the other teacher in the classroom to switch to UNC. I was wondering if the soccer program or the 
athletic department at UNC would be willing to donate any extra UNC gear (t-shirts or something) or any other UNC paraphernalia 
that we could give to the students or decorate the classroom with. There are 30 students in the classroom and three adults. £m so 
excited that I’ll get the chance to tell them about how amazing UNC is and to make little Tar Heel fans in the process. Also, most 
of them are obsessed with soccer, so I know they would be very excited to represent UNC. 
~ don’t know if any of this is possible or if you could help me get in touch with anyone else at UNC who might be able to help, but 
~ know my students would be so grateful to have anything related to UNC (plus ~ don’t have to pretend to convince them that 
Duke is so amazing). Thank you so much for anything you can do or anyone who you might be able to connect me with. I hope 
everythinq is qoinq well and ][ look forward to talking with you guys soon. Feel free to email/call/text, whatever works for you 
guys (’           ). Thanks again and take care. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:22 AM 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> 

ILE: UNC 

Excellent Chris ..... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chris Andrew [mailto:candre~v@chicago-fire.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 8:44 A2vl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Good morning Anson, 

I al~cive in Chapel Hill this morning and I am veW much looking fOlaVal-d to watching the game this afternoon 

All the best for the game. 

Kind regards, 

Chris 

Sent frum the iPhone of Chris Andrew. 

D. B W. H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 10:24 AM 

Jeff Jansen <j ett~j e~ ~ ssen.com> 

ILS: Com~nittnent Continuum Follow Up 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jef£~)jefI]anssen.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 9:02 AM 
To: j eff(i~j effjanssen corn 
Subject: Commitment Coritiriuurfl Follo~v Up 

Carolina Coaches, 

Just wanted to send a quick follow up note from Monday’s Leadership Academy workshop. Hopefully you had a chance to connect with your SAs and staff about their thoughts on your 
team’s commiWnent using the Con~mitrnent Continuum. 

The primaW goals of the workshop were to: 
- teach and clari~" what commitment really looks like on your team for your Rising Stars 
- get a variety of viewpoints on where your team’s commitment levels are currently 
- identify any SAs who need to improve or raise their commitment onJoffthe playing field 
- work together as a Leadership Team to try to re-engage any less than committed people 

Hopefully the time invested was highly productive for you and your team and we welcome any feedback you might have regarding this special Leadership Team meeting 

If you would like to take the commitment concept further with your team, I have created a six week commitment training program in a new book I wrote called The Commitment Continuum 
System. You can contact me [’or more info if you are interested 

Thanks and Go Heels! 

Jeff 

Jeff Janssen, MS. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :/iwww salsc, or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 5:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ECNL Dates [ Play-Off& Finals 

From: S.Kate Noftsinger [mailto:skate@eliteclubsnationalleague.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 20:t3 4:05 PM 
Subject: ECNL Dates I Play-Off & Finals 

Formal information will go out in the next few weeks, however, wanted to pass these along to you. Feel free to pass these dates on to the coaching list serve! 

The following t-a,o events will take place at the same location: 

¯ June 24-29 - U14 & U18 Finals (16 teams in each age group) 

¯ June 26-29 - U15-U17 Playoffs (64 teams in each age g~onp) 

The Finals will take place Jnly 13-17. It will consist of the U15-U17 age gronps and the U23 age group. There will be 32 teams from each of the following age gronps: 

U15, U16, and U17. In addition, the U23 Finals will include 8 temns. 

Talk soon, 

SK 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

Commissioner 

Elite Clubs National League 

m 

w. www eliteclubsnationalleague.corn I t. @,theECNL I f./eliteclubsnationaiieague 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 5:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Novetnber Nights Girls College Showcase 

From: greg@elitescoutnet.com [mailto:greg@elitescoutnet.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 20:t3 1:27 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: November Nights Girls College Showcase 

College Coaches, 

We are pleased to announce our strongest field of teams ever to paxticipate our 4th Annual November Nights Gift s College Showcase, taJ~ing place over Thanksgiving 

Weekend from Friday, November 29th, to Sunday, December I st, in Carlsbad, CA. We look forward to hosting you this fall in what will be a great weekend of youth 

soccer. 

My na~e is Ada~ Skumawilz, Carlsbad Lightning College Liaison, and I will be comtnmficating with you throughout. My hope is that our tournament will provide you 

a first class experience as you evaluate the incredible soccer talent that visits Southern Calitbmia during the Thm~ksgiving weekend. 

We have concluded our selection of teams fiom a field of over 200 teams applying, our most competitive group to date. We have selected 72 teams representing 9 

Western States and even spam~ing as far as Cmaada. This year’s field is extremely competitive with some exceptional teams and players fi~om Region IV. 

Hem are some key things to consider when choosing to register for our college showcase: 

* We are a short drive from the Del Mar Polo Fields where Surf College Cup is taking place 

* Showcase Games tbr UI 6-UI 8 teams will start at 1:30PM up until 9:30PM atter your attendance at Surf College Cup during the day. 

* All games will be played on lighted state-of the-art turf fields at four (4) venues near each other with two games going on at the same time on fields side by side 

* We will be providing tbod and beverages along with coffee and hot chocolate ti)r a]l college coaches that register to attend 

* We have extended our sa~ctioned Hotels if you want to stay in a central location near both college showcase events 

* We will have a player profile booklet that will list eve:y team in attendance, This booklet will only be available to College Coaches so ID will be necessaL~ 

With your attendance we are planning to have 220 ~ college coaches, tnaking November Nights one of the most attended Showcase events in Region IV. At last 

year’s event we checked in 200 ÷ coaches and we anticipate that nmnber to increase this year. 

If you have not registered, please click here or use the link below to regiffter and sign up ASAP so we can publish to our teams and players: 

https://events.gotsport.conr’(S(rwp3a~v45adjkwc55uezolirf))/events’collegecoachlogin.aspx?EvenflD 31945 

In additio~, if you register m~d check in at the College Coach Booth, you will be given a November Nights Pass that will allow you to get your meal a~d beverages 

quickly, so please make sure you register. 

We thank you for your suptx~rt and look forward to seeing you in November. 

Sincereb; 

Ada~ Skimmwilz 
2013 November Nights College Coach Liason 

Carlsbad Elite Soccer 

email: adam@clsc.us 

w~,.novembernightsshowcase.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 5:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: 2014 CASL Girls College Combine 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Already did 

On Oct 17, 2013, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_a41sR_r!(_a~e_!r_~N_]_:._ur_~_c_:_e_~t_u_ > wrote: 

Chris, 

Please respond!! 

From: Sean Nahas [mailto:sean.nahas@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 12:10 PN 
"ro: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Tony Daluz; robbie.church@duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; Andrew Burr; Donnenwirth, Rob; 

Subject: 2014 CASL Girls College Combine 
All 

PLEASE LET ME KNOW YOUR A VAILABIUTY ASAP 50 THA T WE CAN 5TART TO MAKE THi5 PUBLIC. 

I hope this email finds you doing well. I wanted to send you this letter (please see attached) in regards to our CASL Girls College Combine which we are looking 

to hold on We are looking this year as we did last year break the day into age groups. We want to maximize the amount of players 

we can showcase for you all and are looking to hold 2 different sessions, one being the 16s and 18s in the morning and the other being 15s and 17s in the 
afternoon (or vice versa). I want to be able to make this combine as easy as possible for you all but definitely would like some of your input. This year we have 
opened 2 new tuff fields with lights that are next to Baker Roofing which puts 5 tuff fields within 100 yards of each other. This will allow us to open the combine 
to more players and limit the amount of movement you as coaches will have to endure during the day. Each year we have wanted to improve on this event and 
feel that this is the next step in doing so. We are excited once again about this year’s combine and hope that you will be able to attend. 

I would like to go with the same schedule as last year with age groups broken up and if we follow that plan we will be able to have age groups on certain fields 
so that you do not have to go and search for who you are looking to recruit. Having you all at this combine makes it what it is and we would love your attendance 
again this year. If you could please let me know if your program will be in attendance it would be GREATLY appreciated so that we can start to post college lists 
in the next week or so.. 
Please if you have any suggestions as to how we can improve on last year’s event, please let me know and if we can implement it we definitely will_ 

High Point 

Elon 

UNCG 
William Peace University 

Thanks again and I look forward to hearing from you soon... Should anything change I will of course let you know but wanted you to get this on your schedule 

Sean Nahas I ECNL Director 

Capital Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite l Raleigh NC 27612 

P: 93_9.532.203.4 I F: 93.9.834.4369 

sean.nahas@caslnc.com I www.facebook.com!caslnc 

www.caslnc.corn J www.twitter.com/caslnc 

PLEASE NOTE ~Y NEW E~A~IL ADDRESS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Thursday, October 17, 2013 8:33 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2014 Southern Soccer Showcase 

Semi?ore my Veri.:o~ Wireless 4G LTh ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2014 Southern Soccer Showcase 

From: TWlNSOSC.director@e. sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ, l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

ofteu ~na m eats to gather data onCe!!ege S eece r Prog r a msand College bound secce r p iaye~s Nou may e iick on 

o u dir~l!yloy our he m e p a g We ha ~ e als o in!� u d e our ID a n p a s swo r d~ hi sin fo r m a li on is strict!y fo r ~ o u a n d 
o u ~st affas roy !de s a~ess to c onfia e nIi !ay e~ info~ mat i o neath o u s a n d s o~!!egeb o u na soc~ #!a y e~s 

~ou i D is U N~OHPEO a nd ~ou~ pas~o~ is Don’t ~now~ou~ password-Click he 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, October 18, 2013 3:57 PM 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> 

Re: UNC 

We axe training tomonow at 11 a~m on the game field..., join us and we cam chat afterwards. 

Se~t.f!°om my Verizor~ Wireless 4G L)"k ]DROID 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago- fire.com> wrote: 

Congratulations on the win yesterday, it was a veu interesting game to watch. 

I am meeting xvith Steve Knoteck at noon and then watching the men’s soccer game later. If there is the opporttmity to make an introduction today that would be great, if not I am arotmd 
campus all weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Chris 

Chris Andrew 

Director - Camps & Training 
Chicago Fire Camps & Training 
Powered by "*%S Soccer 

Sent from ray Dad 

D. B. W. H. 

On Oct 17, 2013, at 10:22 AM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Excellent Chris ..... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chris .amdrew [mailto:candrew@chicago-fire com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 8:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC 

Good morning Anson, 

I arrive in Chapel Hill this morning and I am velT much looking forward to watching the game this akernoon. 

All the best for the game. 

Kind regards, 

Chris 

Sent from the iPhone of Chris Andrew 

>D.B.W.H 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, October 18, 20:[.3 5:48 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: FCCA Carolina ShooLouL 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FCCA Carolina Shootout 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, October 3_9, 203_3 9:07 AM 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> 

Re: UNC 

Very good 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DP, OID 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> wrote: 

Sorry Anson, that was an email for someone else. 

See you tomorrow. 

Regards, 

Chris 

D. B.W.H. 

¯ 

" 
E ) candrew@chicago-flre,corn 

i.~.i Chicago Fire Soccer Club CHRIS ANDREW 
DIRECTOR - CAMPS & TRAINING 

P ) 708,496.6768 
F 708.496,6050 

TOYOTA PARK 7000 South Harlem I Bridgeview IL 60455 I 888.MLS.FIRE I chica#o-fire com I [] [] 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Friday, October :[8, 20:[3 2:56 PM 

To: Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> 

Subject; Re: UNC 

We are training tomorrow at 11 am on the game field .._ join us and we can chat afterwards. 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> wrote: 

Congratulations on the win yesterday, it was a very interesting game to watch. 

I am meeting with Steve Knoteck at noon and then watching the men’s soccer game later. If there is the opportunity to make an introduction today that would be great, if not I am 

around campus all weekend. 

Kind regards, 

Chris 

Chris Andrew 

Director - Camps & Training 

Chicago Fire Camps & Training 

Powered by YES Soccer 

Sent from my IPad 

D. B.W.H. 

> On Oct 17, 2013, at 10:22 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> Excellent Chris ..... 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Chris Andrew [mailto:candrew@chicago-fire.com] 

> Sent: Thursday, October 17, 2013 8:44 AM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 

> Subject: UNC 

> 

> Good morning Anson, 

> 

> I arrive in Chapel Hill this morning and I am very much looking forward to watching the game this afternoon. 

> 

> All the best for the game. 



Kind regards, 

Chris 

Sent from the iPhone of Chris Andrew. 

> D. B.W.H 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 9:08 AM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Youth Soccer Reporter: ODP Gifts Thm~ksgiving Intelregional rosters 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Youth Soccer Reporter: ODP Girls Thanksgiving Interregional rostei-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <atlson@email.unc edu> 

CC: 

Youth Soccer Reporter 

Friday, Octo 18, 201? 

by Soccer America 

[U.S. YOUTH SOCCER] U.S. Youth Soccer will hold its annual ODP 
Girls Thankssi~n8 Interresional Nov. 24-29 at Spanish River Athle~c 

Park in Boca Raton, Fla. Par~cipatin8 teams %~[ be compdsed of 

elite players in the 1996-1999 abe 8roups. For all the re~onal 

teams....~s~ the who~e ~to~’~/ 

by Soccer America 

[UNDER-17 WORLD CUP] Honduras, which beat the 
USA in the qua~erfina[s of the Under-17 World Cup 

to keep it out of the Under-17 World Cup for the 

first time, defeated the host United Arab Emirates~ 
2-I ...... 

by Soccer America 



[DEVELOPMEHT ACADEMY: U-17118s] PDA tops all clubs in the 

Development Academy under-17118 age group with a 6-0-0 record. 

The Hew Jersey team, one of five unbeaten and untied U-17/18 

teams, beat the Virginia Rush 3-I, with Brian White scoring the 
equalizer and game-winner. Zach Knudson had the game’s first goal 

in the 24th minute....~ead ti~ whole sto~y 

by Soccer America 

[DEVELOPMEHT ACADEMY: U-I 5/16s] Kendall SC and PDA improved 

to 6-0-0 in the Development Academy U-15116 age group with wins. 
Miarni-based Kendall handed Orlando City its first loss of the season 

with a 4-I win~ while PDA earned a 4-0 victory over Virginia Rush. 

The youth sports landscape has been altered by the proliferation 

of clubs that charge parents thousands of dollars each year~ 

tarnin8 it into playsrounds for the pd~[esed. "Without a doubt~ 

soccer has become a Hch kid’s sport/’ sa~d Ion~time coach Shane 

Kennedy of Mill VaHey~ Calif. And soccer isn’t the spo~ that has 
chan~ed. Parents will spend up to $3,500 a year to play travel 

baseball and that doesn’t include the showcases. Fees and travel 
costs at elite volleyball clubs can total S6,500. And if your club 

doesn’t 8el your money? ...F’ead the ~vhe~e 

Rea}ly? 

by John O’Sullivan 

America is obsessed with rankings. From HCAA 

football and basketball to top high school recruits 

across the sporting spectrum, the American sports 
fan has no shortage of statistics and ratings in every 
professional and college sport ...... t~,~x e 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this 

issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - 

ww’,v,socce.~amarica,¢on: - and become a complimentary member. 

Fe~,,’ls are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future dick here. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 3:04 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

quote book worthy 

’"Good leaders will inspire others to believe in the leader. Great leaders inspire others to believe in themselves,’" Eleanor Roosevelt 



TNOUGN MUCN ~S TAKEN, MUCN ABIDES; AND TNOUGH 

WE ARE NOT NOW THAT STRENGTN WNICN IN OLD DAYS 

~40VED EARTH AND HEAVEN; THAT WHICH WE ARE, WE ARE; 

ONE EQUAL TEMPER OF HEROIC HEARTS, 

MADE WEAK BY T~ME AND FATE, BUT STRONG IN W~LL 

TO STR~VE, TO SEEK, TO F~ND, AND NOT TO Y~ELD~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 19, 2013 8:10 PM 

Christian Layers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

Re: Functioual Roudo V~iations 

Christiaaa, I love your stuff" ... thank you for sharing! I am goiug to use your 7v7 ÷ 3 pre NCiLA~ tournament. 

Se~t.#’om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> wrote: 

Anson - 

Thanks for letting me watch training last week - I enjoyed it. Attached are some of the "rondo" possession games that I was talldng about; you have probably done 

and seen a thousand variations of them. These few have worked very well for me, and I really like the ease at which they translate directly to the game. 

1) Functional Back 7 Shape -training both teams 

a. This game is 7 vs. 7 (+3). In this particular set-up, the system mirrors a 4-2-3-1, so each team has 4 backs, 2 holding mids, and I target. The neutral 

players are the wingers and the attacking midfielder. 

b. In possession, the back four drop out and expand, into an attacking shape. (The red team in the diagram). This pushes the neutral wingers high (and 

maybe eventually inside into an interior space allowing backs to get higher.) 

c. In defense, the back four must step back into the field and win the ball back out of a functional shape. 

d. Scoring is done by number of passes. 

2) Switch Out of Back -training the red team primarily 

a. Similar concept, except the teams are in different shapes now. Red is a back four, 2 CM, and i target. Yellow is 4 midfielders and a target. 

b. Red tries to connect passes in what replicates a back four shape - so the emphasis is on switch of play out of the back (with the ability to play a 

penetrating ball to the target). 

c. When yellow wins the ball, they expand into a more attacking midfield shape, with again the emphasis on keeping possession. The red backs step 

into the field and try to win it back out of a functional defensive shape. 

3) Switch Through Midfield -training both teams 

a. The two center midfielders are neutral "all-time" players, always in the middle. 

b. In possession, the team of four steps out of the grid to expand in an attacking shape ... the two CMS are the "links" from front to back and left to 

right. 

c. In defense, the team of four collapses into a defending midfield diamond and tries to win it back. 

I love all of these games because they are very possession-based, but have a huge functional shape component, and very quickly translate into the game. I have 

played them initially in pretty small spaces for speed of play emphasis, and have expanded gradually into bigger more realistic game spaces for a fitness 

component and to assist in the "translation" to the game. 

Forgive all the detail if you do these and have seen these -but the diagram alone isn’t exactly clear. 

Talk soon, and thanks again for sharing the other stuff. I love it! 

CL 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 10:24 AM 

.la~)n Sisnems ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: New Indoor Format tbr Winter - Clinicians Needed!! 

From: Premier College Combines [mailto:ed@collegecombine.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Premier College Combines 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 9:41 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; New Indoor Format for Winter - Clinicians Needed!! 

New This Year! 
Each event wi~l begin with a 40 minute training session bV a Co~lege Coach! 

We are looking for Clinicians for most of the events. Please email us if you are 

interested. 

Image removt:d bysender PCC 

The winter indoor Premier College Combines are a great way to be seen by college coaches during 

the winter months. The Premier College Combines are indoor events that will allow high school 

players to showcase their talents in a 7 v 7 format in front of college coaches at indoor facilities. 

These events are specifically for individual players. Players are assigned to teams by position. 

Each indoor Combine Clinic will begin with a 40 minute Clinic Session and will conclude with each 

player participating in at least 3 - 15 minute small sided games. The Clinic will be conducted by 

college soccer coaches. The college coach to player ratio is 1:18 / 1:22 depending on the number of 

participants per session. 

Based on the number of participants per sessions, adjustments may be made, however a typical 



Combine Clinic will include the following: 

1/40-minute Coliege-SWle Training session with a College Coach 

3 7v7 games observed by College Coaches 

Player profiles wil~ be provided to a~l College coaches in attendance. 

We wil~ be announcing other dates and locations shortiy. 

Indianapolis Co|lege Co~nNne & (lirfic - A|I High School A~es (O~door~) 

GMs - Friday Nov. 8, 2013 Ind. College Sh~wcase - La~rcnce Park Indkmap~l~s ~N 

Boys : Friday Nov. 15~ 2013 h~d. Cohere Showcase : La~vre~ce Park h~dianapoEs IN 

NEW!! ll~dson Val|ey Combine Clinic -For Junior & Senh~r Boys and GMs 

December 1, 2013 Hudson Valley Spor~sdome, .~kon~ N Y 

Clew4and Confl~ine - For &nfior & Senior Boys and GMs 

December 8, 2013    The GaREAT - Geneva, Otfio (east of Cleveland) 

Detroit Area Combhw - All High School Ages 

December 14~ 2013      Ultimate Soccer Arenas, Ponfac, MI 
NEW!! Florida College Combh~e CErfic - All Hi~ gch~ol Ages 
December 19, 2013 IMG Academy, Bradenton, FL 

Louisville (Mleg~ C!om bine - All High School Ages 

December 15, 2013 M[ocldalgbh’d Valley Sports C~anplex, Lo~fis~ille, KY 

Baffalo Combkie - A|l High School Ages 

December 22~ 2013      Sahlen’s Sports Parl~ Buffalo, NY 

Grand Rapids (Mlege (Smlbine - All High Schoo| Ages 

January 4, 2014     W~odland Spor~splex~ Grand ILapids, ML 

Chicago|and College C~mlbine - ,All High Schoo| Ages 

d~ma~ 5, 2014    Westmom Yard~ Westn~ont, ill, 

Clevel~ad College C, anbi~le & Semhaar - :kill Hi#l Scho*~l Ages 

Boys - Jan. ~ 1,2014 The GaREAT ~ Geneva, Olfio (eas~ of Clevdand) 

GMs- J~. 12~ 2014 The GaREAT - Geneva~ Ohio (eas~ of Cleveland) 

Albm~y NY. College Combine - A|I High School Ages 

January 25, 20:14 Spor~sp|ex oflIa~noon~ Hal~hmon, NY 

Long Island NY Co~n Nne -A~I Ages 

Janua~3, 25~ 2(!14 Long Island Ind(~or Sports Complex~ Freepor*, NY 

Chachmafi Combine -M1 High School Ages 

February 1, 2014 River’s Edge Indoor Sp(~rts, Cleves~ Oil 

Den-oit Area Combhw - All Iligh School Ages 

February 8~ 2(!14      OaMand Yard, Waterfi)rd~ 

Milwm~kee Area Combiae - A]ll tligh Sdmol Ages 

Februa~3, 9, 2(f14    Brookfie[d Indoor Soccer Com#ex, BooMield~ WI 

Cohun bus (Mlege Combhle - ,All Itigh School Ages 

Februa~ lfi~ 2014 Resolute A~hlefic Coinplex, Columbus, OH 

Pittsburgh PA. Comhine - All High Schoo| ARes 

Februa~ 16, 2914     PISA Complex, Cheswick, PA 

Maryland College (Smlbi~le - .Al| Itigh School Ages 

February 16, 2014    indoor Sports Arena, Stevensville, MD 

I~hiEadelphia Area College Combine - AI| Itigh Sehool Ages 

Februa~? 17, 2014    The 422 Spor~sPlex, Pottsto,~n, PAo 

Boston Area C’o~lege Corn bine - All High School Ages 

February 22, 2014 N orfii Shore Arena~ Topsiield, Mass. 

Binghampton Col|ego Combine - AI| Itigh School Ages 



February 23, 2014    Greater Bin~hampma Sports Complex, Binghampma, NY 

Niagara Falls CA. College Combine - All High Scho~d Ages 

March 2, 2014 ~WeRand Sports Complex, We|laad, Ont. 

P~ease continue to check back with 
We wil~ be announcing othe~ dates and locations sho~t~y, 

h~dianapolis College Combine & Cl~fic - A~I kfigh School Ages (O(~tdoors) 

Girls - Friday Nov. 8, 2913 Ind. College Showcase - Lawrence Park Indianapolis IN 

Boys - Friday Nov. 15, 2013 [~d. Cnllege Shnwcase - La~.rence Park Indi~mapolis IN 

NEW!! Hudson Va|ley Combiae Cliaic - For &mior & Senior Boys and Girls 

December ~, 2013 Hudsnn Valley Spor~sdome, Mihori, NY 

Clevdand ComMne - Eor J~fior & Sel~or B~ys and Girls 

December 8~ 2013    The GaREAT - Geneva~ Olfio (east of Cleveland) 

Detroit Area Combh~e - All High School Ages 

December 14, 2013      Ultimate Soccer Arenas, Pontiac, MI 

Louisville College Combhm - All High School Ages 

December ]5, 20~3 Moc~ghird Va~ey SporSs Complex~ L~s~le, KY 

NE~V~ ~orida College Combine Clia~c - All High School A~es 

December 19~ 2913 IMG Academy, Bradenton, FL 

B~ffalo CombMe - :MI Hi~ School Ages 

December 22, 2913     Sahlen’s Sports Parl~ Buffalo, NY 

Gra~d Rapids College C~anbine - AR HiO~ Sdmol Ages 
Januapy 4, 2914    Woodla.~d Sportsplex, Grand Rapids, ML 

Chicagola~d College C~ anb~ne - AR High Sdmol Ages 

2014     Westmont Yard, ~Vestmont, 

Cleveland College C~anbh~e & Semh~ar - All High Scho~d Ages 
Boys - Jan. 11,2014 The GaREAT - Geneva, Ohio @ast of Cleveland) 
Girls - Jan. 12, 2014 The GaREAT - Geneva, Ohio (east of Clevela~d) 

~aJb~my NY. Cnllege Combhm - All High Schonl Ages 

Janua~ 25, 2014 Sportsplex of Haifinoon~ Halfinoon, NY 

Long Island NY C!om bine - All Ages 
Janua~ 2& 2914 Long island h~door Sports Complex, Freeport, NY 

C~ndmmfi Combine - All Iligh School Ages 
Februa~T 1, 2914 River’s Edge hidoor Sports, Cleves, OH 

DeWoit Area Cnmb~ne - All High Schoo| Ages 
February K 2914     Oakla~d Yard, Watertbrd, 

Milwaukee Area Combine - AIi Hig~h School Agvs 
Februa~ 9, 2014    Brook@ld h~door Soccer Complex, BooMidd~ WI 

Chiton bus College Combhm - ~adl High Schonl Ages 

Febl’bla~ 1~ 2914 Resolute Athletic Complex, Columbus, OH 

Pi~tsb~irgh l~g Combhle - ~MI High Sdmol Ages 

February 16, 2914     PISA Complex, Cheswick, PA 

Maryland College C~anbh~e - All High Sdmol Ages 
FebruaD- 16, 2014    Indoor Sports Arena, Stevensville, MD 

P161addplfia _,M’ea College Combhm - AR High Sdmol Ages 

February 17, 2014 The 422 SportsPlex, Pot~stown, 

Boston Area College Corn bh~e - :UI High School Ages 
February 22, 2914 North Shore Arena, Topsfidd, Mass. 

Binghampto~ College Combh~e = Aft High Sdmol Ages 



Felm~ary 23, 2014 Greater Bin~.hampton Spovt.~ Complex, Nngha~npton, NY 

Niagara FNIs CA. College Corn bfl~e - ~’~ High School Ages 

March 2, 2014 ~’~:ella~ad Sports Complex, V~Tella.ad, Ont. 

ff you have not yet RgVP’d and would ~ike to attend, please email us 
at info@premiercolleqecombine.com or click here and we will be happy to 

add you to the ~ist. 

We traditionally draw players from Connecticut, Kentucky; INnois, indiana 
Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New York, New Jersey, Ohio 

Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ontario, Canada. 

Fo~ard email 

Image ~ image 
rernov~ by removed by 
sender sender 

This email was sent to an~n@uncaa.unc,edu by info@premiercolleqecombine,com 

Updat~ Pi~fij~m~jjAddress Ins[ant iemeval wi[il Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Po[icv. 
Premier Narketing Group, Inc. :: 2530 Superior Avenue #201 Cleveland :: OH :: 44114 



From: 

Sent: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 11:42 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducea’@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmafil.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

~ . ~ ; clay weaver ( 

. matt jones 

sean patton 

; nicole fava (nfava@nncaa.nnc.edu); 

Subject: RE: Today’s game 

Yo~ are not dead weight, you are a positive lit:e force and no team can have enough people fike you. I fore that quote, ~t is ff’o~gMy Losing Season" by Pat Conroy 

isn’t ~t? ~ was moved b,/that book and that e~t~re quote. But ~ a~so ~oved what ~’ou wrote below. 
I ha~’e th~s i~ my quote book: 

"Loss is a fiercer, morn uncompromising teacher, coldhea~ed but clear-eyed in its ~ders~nNng t~t life is morn Nlemma titan game, 
and morn trial t~n free pass. My acquain~nce with loss ~s sustained me d~ng the smnny passages of nkv life when the pil$ slips 
came t~ough the door, when the checks bounced at the ba~, when I told hey snmll cNldmn I was leaving their mother, when the 
despair caught up with me, when the ~eams of s~cide began feeling like love songs of release. It sus~ined me when my mother lay 
dying of le~enfia, when nkv sister heard the mtNess voices imide her, and when my brother Tom sailed om into the stow Nght in 
Columbia, Somh Carolina, sailed from a fo~een-stou builNng and plm~ged screaming to Iris death, binNng all of Ns family into iris 
Nght~re forever. Though I learned some tNngs from the games we won that year, I learned muck much morn from loss." 

Sent~ Sunday, October 20, 20~3 4:17 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Today’s oame 
An~ 
As we ~ow today was hard...~d I ~ow we are t~-ing to work on tNng on the field ~d ofi~., and this falls on the shoul&rs of our leademhip. Ijnst wanted to share 

with you my favorite quote which I am sure yon ~ow. 

"Loss is a fiercer, more nncompromising teacher, coldhearted but clear-eyed in its unders~nding that lil} is more dilemma than game, a~d more trial than flee pass," 

Meaning that today is a lesson not a definition ofonr team. 

Also I’d like to take on more academic responsibility or become rum~ing buddies with someone...I just want to do more m~d not be dead weight. 

Any day with this team is better thma a day withont. Thank you mid let’s get back to work our potentiaJ is immeasurable. 

Sent from my iPhone 



JANUARY 24,, 2013, 12:36 AM 

~(J~:nsrn~um E.x, ~ns, m~d Kee~s Exp~a~n~ng~ H~ Use of ’=4/7~ 

TOR~tNCE, Cali£ -- Eartier tMs week I sat do~m. ~ith Jurgen ~insmann, coach of the United 

States men’s soccer team, for a lengthy chat abo~t the coming World Cup qualiI~ez~. 

Early on, I me:ntioned that I noticed he used ~’24/7’* quite a bit whei~ describing players and 
colleagues. I asked him what exactly he meant, by it and. why he placed such value on the trait. 

Klinsmann nodded knowingly and then proceeded to daborate (m the sul~ject for eight 
uninterrupted mirmtes. His response, on its own, was the length of a newspaper feature article 
and does much to illuminate his personaI philosophy. 

Here is his a.~swer in its entirety: 

When yot~. talk about 24/7, it’s t~mt you’re aeeountaNe for what you eat, accountable 

for how you sleep, how you live your life, how serio~s you take your job. You’re 
accountable for what you do with your money, choosing your agent, choosing your 
girlfriend or your wife. All that stuff. Ultimately, it will al1 affect ym, r pedormanee. 
That’s why, big teams around tl~e world, they tW to kind of overcontml, maybe. With 
[a Masia at Barcelona, th.w think about evewthing. The.y hire an amazing chef to 
make sure thW eat all girtten-free [laughs]. Or whatever, I don’t know. 

The stage where we are with soccer in this country, and also the stage with a lot of 

American players that are actually in Europe, is a stage where th.ere’s a lot of 

edl~cation st~l neeessagv. A to~ of them were not introduced -- and it’s not theh" fault 

-- they were not introduced yet to what it memos to pertbrm consistently on tImir 

owa personal highest level. They think: %,~at 7[ do offthe fieId is no big deal. t know 

how to perform on the field." But they can’t read. tl~emselves yet., and say: "You know 

what? Tlaat was only an 8o-pereent performance." The player ti~inks it was a good 

performance. I come as a coach and say, "No that was not good enough." 

They were no{ bez~chmarked, really, i.~. the past, and that’s why I came in and sMd: 
"Your benchmark should be higher. Clint Dempsey, your benchmark should be a 
Ctmmpions League team.. That’s your benchmark, not Fulham." ~l. due respect to 
Fnlham, ~/m:io~sly. Wherever you are right now, that’s not really your benetm~ark. If 
yon really want to become a so-ealled exceptional player, your goal should be: a 
Champions League team. Your goal should be, within a Champions League team, to 
become a leader. Your goal should be wim~i,o~g a competRim~, like that. At the end of 



the day, you want to get to the World Cup and get a couple of rounds further than 

you ever did before. That’s the level of the Champions League. If you want to go to 

the World Cup quarter or semifinal one day, you’ve got to perform with the best out 

there. And the best out there play the Champions League in Europe. 

We’re just trying to give them the message, every time they come into camp, don’t 

look at other people. Don’t look at your coaches. Don’t look at your agent. Don’t look 

at your family. They don’t make you a better player. I try to give you as much as I 

can. But I’m not playing for you. You’ve got to make the decision, ff you shoot, if you 

dribble, if you pass. I can tell you, "This is what we would like to do." But at the end 

of the day, you’re in charge. You’re in the driver’s seat. 

I think, because we do not have the sense of accountability like maybe baseball, 

basketball or football, where they’re constantly in the light of the media, of society, 

they don’t sense being accountable for it. So we talk about it every day, consistency 

and what consistency means. Consistency doesn’t mean to me, give me one good 

game and take three games off and live off that one good game. Messi’s not living off 

one good game. Cristiano Ronaldo isn’t doing it. Xavi is not doing it. The big players 

around the world, they’re not living off one good game, because they are eager to 

perform at exactly the same level the next game. They’re never content. 

The soccer environment within our American system is too easily content. People 

give them too early the feeling of being content. So if it’s: "I make it into M.L.S. I 

made it." I always say, ’~You haven’t made [expletive]." So, go to Europe. Great. We’re 

all happy for you. But, still, playing in Europe, so what? You play in the Premier 

League, you play in Holland, you play inItaly? Yeah, I’m happy for you. But, so? 

There, become a leader, become a better player, move up to a bigger club, become 

their leader, and so on. We’re trying to tell them, "Never ever be content in what 

you’re doing." Then you lose that complete inner hunger. Maybe it’s too much 

money. Maybe it’s too many shoulder clappers around you. Maybe it’s an agent that 

tells you you’re the best player ever. The only one I would kind of agree with is 

Messi’s agent [laughs]. There is no such thing as ever being content. 

So this whole 24/7 thing comes from, think about this 24/7. I’m not there to say 

when they come into camp, these are the rules. You’re an adult. If you think you need 

to have five beers every night, then you think that. But I’m going to see it. And if 

you’re not good enough, [claps his hands] then you go. Think about it and have a 

beer if you want to. Maybe even a second one, if you really have a good time. Maybe 

you should think before having a third one. If that is then the kind of moment where 

you don’t want to deal with that anymore, because life is too good, and you go for the 

third one, then I will see all the time that you’re not made for that. 

It’s a professional sport for the athlete. I call it a "positive grind." It is something 

absolutely fascinating and worth doing. It gives you something every day to look 



froward to. tt gives yo~ something to hold onto, It gives you a high q~lality of life. 
gives you so many upsides. Arethere downsides, too? Y~ah. Absolutely~ A lot of 
travding. Stress. I ttfink there are many dements. 

But I think if you understated your job a~d have a will to give eveKvthi~,~g you have 

your job in that way, you wiL! look back to it or~e d<y and say, "t think t maximized it 
pretty muel~." tt can also be that you look back and. say, "I had a good career, maybe 
won a couple offittes. But, shoot, I could have been a teat good player if I understood 
what i.t takes to be a reai good player?’ Some of them wilt look back at it like that. 
They will look back at their careers and say, "1 did this, did tiffs, did that, you know? 
But at the end of the day, I maybe ~ did 6o to 7o pereent of my potential." They are 
q~it~ a few there that ~dll ask themsdves that question in a couple of years from 

flow. 

That’s ki,~d of the whole ~4/7 topic. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 4:20 PM 

Chris Andrew <candrew@chicago-fire.com> 

I~E: Thoaak You 

Chris, 

You are ve~¢ kind. I also enjoyed meeting ~vith you and love the foundation of what you are t~ing to do Your ideas are the tbture, I am convinced. All the best!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chris Andrew [mailto:candre~v@chicago-fire.com] 
Sent: Sunday, October 20, 2013 8:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thank You 

Anson, 

Thank you tTar making my trip to UNC such a memorable and educational experience. 

You ask me today if there was anything else you could do for me - I had about 100 questions, but the opportunity to meet with you for 40 minutes on Saturday was beyond my expectations 
of this trip 

I would also like to thank you ]k~r adding to my reading list, A Man Watching and ttow Kids Succeed are already on their way from Amazon 

You have a phenomenal program and a great history, to be part of that ]2~r a few days was an honor. 

All the best for the rest of the season, rest assured I will be following it as an avid ]’an. 

Go Tar Heels 

Kind regards, 

Chris 

Chris Andrew 

Director - Camps & Training 
Chicago Fire Camps & ’]’raining 
Powered by YES Soccer 

Sent from my IPad 

D. B. W. H. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <;/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)9 

Monday,               ~ 4:25 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~!gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

I~W: Weekly 

1020soc.pdf 

..... Original Message ..... 
Fr~?m: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Sunday, 10:15 PM 

To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Su~iect: Weekly 

Coaches, 

A different format this week. I did not meet witb all the frosh last week due to break. Instead I have the short grade report :For you on the kids that I am tracking The projected grade is on the 
right side of the form. If there is an asterisk by the grade, it is from a progress report from the professor in that class. If there is no asterisk, then it represents my best guess based on 
mf~rmation self-reported by the student. The GPAs listed below are what it would be if grades were issued today. 

It is important to remember two things when looking at the GPA prolections Midst GPAs rise from this point in the semester until the end, and most of the prqjected grades are based on less 

than half of the reqmre work in the class In other words, the kids have time to get better. ’]?he drop deadline has passed and there will be no more dropped classes. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 4:29 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

ILE: Episode: The Jewel of Southeast Asia Moves Into Grass Roots with T3 Indonesia 

You sr’e very kind!!! 

From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, October 20, 20~.3 10:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Episode: The 3ewel of Southeast Asia Moves Into Grass Roots with T3 Indonesia 

There is a nice discussion in here about your great achievements’~ 

http://~vw, bevoudthepitch.net,’podcastsiedifion,’index.cfm/beyond- the - pitch,’2013/10i 17/tom- byer/ 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 
Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, October 21, 2013 4:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Shattuck St-MinT’s Upcoming Recruiting Events 

From: Joe DeMay [mailto:joe.demay@s-sm.org] 
Sent-" Monday, October 21, 2013 4:53 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Shattuck St-Mary’s Upcoming Recruiting Events 

;~ Image 
removed by 
sender. 

http://ssm.sc 

outware net/ 

mwso/cgi/92 

’]?his email contains pictures To view choose th~s 1ink . 

Ill Anson, 

In the eight yems of the Shattuck St- Mmy’s Girls Soccer Center of Excellence this is definitely one 

of the most exciting we have had to date. Not only do we have our deepest, most talented pool of 

players in program history, but we have also put together a series of events that will draw high quality 
teams to our campus for games throughont the fall and winter. I would like to share our plans and 

schedule with you so that yon can fit sometime into your recruiting calendar to visit with ns soon. 

November 15-17 we roll be hoffdng the Shattuck Fall Friendlies featuring 12 teams from 

Minnesota, Iowa and Wisconsin most of whom are MRI, Premier level teams. I have attached the 

schedule tbr that weekend which begins with our U- 17 and U- 18 teams playing Io~va Rush on that 

Friday night and a full slate of games on Saturday. If you are unable to make it, our ganres will be 

strean~ed live online and we will have DVDs available upon request as well posting those games to 

our YouTube account. 

Severa~ coaches have inquired about coming to Faribault early that week to obvserve our traAning 

sessions then catching the games at the weekend and we welcome tl~ose coaches who wish to do so. 

If you are interested in that opprotunib~ please jnst contact me and rll be happy to help arrange 

everything for you. 

At the start of the new year we will host the SSM Girls Soccer Showcase sponsored by Polar. 

The date lbr this event is February 7-9, 2014 and the field is shaping up to be avery talented one. 

In the U- 16 age group we have two of last year’s regional semi-finalists as well as a Canadian club 

team with several provincial level plaeyrs. The U- 17 age group is also very strong boasting last yea¢’s 

national tinalist as well a severl other regionally ranked reruns. Of course our teams will also be 

playing in the event, both of which contain several European youth nalional team players as well as 

host of other very talented 2015, 2016 and 2017 grads. The schedule for that event will be 

forthcoming in December, but please be sure to marie those February dates on your calendar 

because there will be solne very talented playels here that weekend. 

If there is any information I can provide on either of these events, any of our playm~ or other games 
we have on our schedule please let me know and I will be glad to help in every way possible. In the 
meantime, best of luck as your head toward post-season play and we look forward to seeing you on 
the Shattuck campus in the neaz future! 

removed by 

sender. 
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SSM Soccer 

Logo Trans 

Joe DeMay 

UI6 Girls Head Coach 
Shattuck-St. Mary’s School I Soccer Center of Excellence 

1000 Shumway Ave. Faribault, MN 55021 ] ioe.demav(~s-sm.org 

(Cell) ] 507-333-1747 (Office) 507-333-1727 (Fax) i JCD372 (SKYI?E) 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT US VISIT 

www~s-sm.otg i www~ssmsports.or;a I Take a Virtual ’[’our ofShattuck-St. Malw’s School 

INTERESTED IN OUR RESIDENTIAL SOCCER CENTER OF EXCELLENCE? CLICK HERE TO SUBMIT A SOCCER QUESTIONNAI 
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Joe DeMay 

U17 Girls Soccer Head Coach/Girls GK Coach 
Shauttuck-St, Mary’s School 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 6:07 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: 2013 Power Rankmgs and anew RMS Feature! 

Wh3[ is this? 

From; Mike Boland [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent; Monday, October 21, 2013 10:52 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" 2013 Power Rankings and a New RMS Feature! 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online¯ 

i i~i Image removed bysender. 

2013 NCSA Power Rankings 

~KII Image removed by sender 

The 2013 NCSA Power Rankings have officially 

been released! The Power Rankings are calculated 

for each college/university at the DI, II and III levels 

by averaging the Learfield Sports Directors’ Cup 

ranking, the NCAA student-athlete graduation rate 

and the US. News & World Report ranking. 

View the full pewer rankirlqs list, filter by division or 

compare to previous years. 

___W___h_a___t___T___o_____D_q_____W__!_t_b_____N_9___n__=__R__e_s_pon s ive 

Prospects 

New Coach RMS Feature: 
Recruit Map 

Social Media: The Gift & Curse 
to College Recruiting 

Image removed by 
sender. 

One of the biggest buzz words in college recruiting 

over the past few years has been ’social media’. Due 

to the misuse of social media, student-athletes have 

hurt their team and forgone NCAA eligibility, but as a 

coach, there are ways your staff can use social 

media to your advantage. 

i.~.i Image removed by sender. 

We’re excited to announce the recent launch of a 

brand new tool in your Coach RMS called the 

Recruit Map! The Recruit Map allows you to identify 

your competitors’ recruiting patterns and find 

which high schools across the nation are 

producing college talent by college, conference, 

division and morel 

I_.e!qin 1:o your RMS to give it a try or click here to 

learn morel 



Join the NCSA Network. With a free account you have access to the entire 

network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 

nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 
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This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe from similar emails, click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 6:07 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr~ 

FW: Your Success in Soccer Subscription 

Can you do this for me? 

From: Success in Soccer [mailto:usorder=successinsoccer.com@mail6St.atl3:t.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of Success in Soccer 
Sent-" Monday, October 21, 2013 :t0:57 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Your Success in Soccer Subscription 

Renewa  Opportunity 

%i Image removed by sender. 

Youl Success in Soccer subscription has expired but we have not received your renewal. 

now offers a few Iermat options foi your convenience: prinL digital, oi a print ~ digital 

subscription, The choice is yours! 

Todey we are extending you a limited ~ime offer, renew now at a 20% DISCOUNT. This 

deal wont last long so act now! 

Promo Code: GETBACK20 
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I. Vehicle Use Policy 

a. Purpose 

This Policy is intended to work in conjunction with the North Carolina Department of 

Administration’s Motor Fleet Management Regulations and should be construed to provide 

additional protections thereto, not so as to contradict the provisions thcreof in any way. It is 

established to define the acceptable use and safe operation of Vehicles rented or owned 

by the Departmcnt of Athletics, including both 12 and 15 Passenger Vans, by appropriate 

individuals Mille transporting Universfly employees, students, or other individnals on official 

Universi~" business. This Policy is not intended to cover car rentals by Depamnent of Athletics 

employees when the rental car will not be used to transport University sludents. 

This Policy hereby specifically prohibits use of Department-owned Vehicles for camps, camp- 

related purposes, clinics, and other similar activities. 

b. Defi~fitions 

For purposes of this Policy, the definitions below shall apply. 

A "12 Passenger Van" shall be aw motor Vehicle rented by or belonging to the Department of 

Athletics originally designed to car~ 12 passengers (including the driver) which has not been 

converted to a utility Vehicle. 

A "15 Passenger Vaff’ shall be any motor Vehicle rented by or belonging to the Department of 

Athletics originally" designed to can3~ 15 passengers (including the driver) which has not been 

converted to a utility Vehicle. 

"Professional Driver" shall mean an automobile driver hired by the UniversiU from a third party 

engaged in the regtdar business of providing professional transportation services. 

4. "Safe Driving Record" shall mean the driving record of an individual does not include: 

i. Any suspensions or revocations of their driver’s license within the last two years; 

ii. Any accident(s) within the last two years for which the individual was cited for a 

criminal violation; 

iii. Any DUI or DWI violation within the last five years; or 

More than two moving violations within the last 12 months. 

"Van Training Educational Progm~n" shall ~nean annual training mandated by the Department of 

Athletics regarding the operation of Vehicles covered by this Policy. 

"Vehicle" shall mean any 12 Passenger Van, 15 Passenger Van, mini-van, mini-bus, or other 

automobile rented or owned by the Depamnent of Athletics. 

"Vehicle Operator" shall mean an individual approved by the Department of Athletics to drive a 

Vehicle as defined herein. 



c. Phase-Out of 15-Passenger Vans 

One of the intentions of this Policy is to phase out the use of 15 Passenger Vans by the Department of Athletics. 

After the implementation of this Policy on July 1, 2013, the Department of Athletics shall not purchase or rent any 

additional 15 Passenger Vans (except when specifically preapproved by the Director of Athletics or his designee). 

d. Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers 

The designated person within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics shall have the authority to na~ne an 

individnal as a Vehicle Operator under tiffs Policy. For purposes of this Policy, this designated individual wittfn the 

Facilities trait shall be the Fleet Management Coordinator. To be approved as a Vehicle Operator, an individual 

must: 

1. Be at least 21 years of age; 

2. Have a minimum of five years of experience operating automobiles; 

3. Have a Safe Driving Record; 

Be a currem employee of the University or graduate or professional student of the University 

whose educational training requires use of the Vehicle and whose use is permitted by the Fleet 

Management Coordinator; and 

Have cmnpleted the Van Training Educational Program within a time period established by the 

Department of Athletics. 

An official Volm~teer Coach of a UNC varsity athletic temn may be approved as a Vehicle Operator under this 

Policy if the individual: is at: least 25 years of age; has a minimum of five years of experience operating 

automobiles; demonstrates that their driving histo~ constitutes a Safe Driving Record under this Policy; executes 

the Designation of Agent form and submits the signed form and additional required documentation to the Fleet 

Management Coordinaitor; and completes the Van Training Educational Program within a time period established by 

the Department of Athletics. 

**Individuals wishing to drive a miui-bus must have a Commercial Driver’s License. 

Vehicle Operaitors are expected to report all tickets, charges, citations, and traffic offenses received while driving 

any automobile, Uuiversity-owned or other~vise, to the driver’s superior and Fleet Management Coordinator within 

ten day’s. In the event that any offense causes an individual to no longer have a Safe Driving Record or valid 

driver’s license, such individnal shall not be permitted to operate any Vehicle until they have a valid driver’s license 

and have not received a traffic violation or citation for a period of one year after the date of the last such occurrence. 

Professional Drivers shall be permitted to drive individuals affiliated with the Deparhnent of Athletics. Such 

Professional Drivers are expected to abide by the rules, regulations, and policies of their employer, as well as the 

provisions in the "Responsibility of Vehicle Operators" and "Operating Guidelines" sections herein (or similar 

provisions as may be established by their employer). 

Except in emergency situations, only Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers are permitted to drive 

Vehicles governed by this Policy. 



e. Passengers 

Passengers in all Vehicles should be limited to persons who are University employees, students of the University, or 

other individuals on official Universi~" business for which use of the Vehicle has been granted. 

f. Responsibility of thc Department of Athletics 

To help promote the safe use of these Vehicles, the Facilities unit within the Department of Athlerics shall be 

responsible for the precautionapy measures below. 

Make available the Van Traipsing Educational Program and retain a record of individuals who have 

completed it. Beginning in July, 2014, this Van Training Educarional Progrmn ~nust be updated at 

least animally to maintain status as an authorized Vehicle Operator. 

Every twelve montks, attempt to verif)" that the list of Vehicle Operators does not include anyone 

who no longer has a Safe Driving Record. 

Ensure that only authorized Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers are permitted to drive 

Vehicle governed by this Policy. 

Have a knowledgeable party (including, but not limited to, mecha~iciauto body shops or car 

dealerships) conduct safety evaluations of all Vehicles at least once annnally. Ensure oil changes 

and tire rotations arc performed on each Vehicle every 4,000 miles. Remove Vehicles with 

identified safety deficiencies frown service. 

Ensure that a copy of this Vehicle Use Policy and information regarding tire pressure is available 

in each Vehicle. 

Have a knowledgeable party conduct regular checks of tire wear and pressure on all Vehicles’ 

rites, including spares. 

g. Responsibility of Vehicle Operators 

It is the responsibility of all Vehicle Operators to drive in a safe manner and cmnply with all applicable laws and 

regulations. Prior lo driving a Vehicle governcd by this Policy, a Vehicle Operator must lake the following 

precautions: 

1. 

2. 

Ensure p~sical possession of a valid driver’s license. 

Limit the total number of passengers to the nmnber of available seatbelts. In 12 and 15 Passenger 

Vans, "the ~mmber of passengers should not exceed 11 people (including the driver). 

Ensure proper loading of passengers and equipment. 

Ensure that there is a working cell phone in the Vehicle. 



Make a visual inspection of the Vehicle to attempt to identi~ issues with lights, tires, windshield 

wipers, gas, and mirrors. Vehicles with deficiencies or mechanical defects that would jeopardize 

safe operation (such as a leaking gas line or overheating engine) must be repaired prior to future 

operation. Vehicles found to be in an unsafe condition should not be operated until appropriate 

repairs are made. 

Scrape or defrost the windows and mirrors if necessary. 

During and after operation of a Vehicle, a Vehicle Operator should: 

1. Obey all traffic regulations and posted speed limits. 

2. Abide by the Operating Guidelines of this Policy. 

Report all accidents, regardless of damage, to the driver’s superior and the Fleet Management 

Coordinator in the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics as soon as possible. Additionally, 

accidents that occur on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus should be reported immediately to the 

Department of Public Safety. Accidents that occur off of UNC-Chapel Hill’s campus should be 

reported immediately to the appropriate state police. 

Report all tickets, citations, and other traffic-related charges to the driver’s superior and the Fleet 

Management Coordinaitor in the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics within ten days. 

Report the onset of any physical or mental condition that may impair the ability to drive and 

refrain from driving if such condition(s) become presem. 

Report any defects, Vehicle damage, maintenance needs, and any other issues encountered while 

operating a Vehicle under this Policy to the Fleet Management Coordinator as soon as practical so 

that appropriate measures may be taken. Vehicle Operators should also inunediately report any 

violations of this Policy of which they become aware to the Fleet Management Coordinator. 

Operating Guidelines 

1. The Vehicle shall not can?T more passengers than it has seatbelts. In no case shall a 12 or 15 

Passenger Van ever carry more than 11 people (including the driver). 

2. Everyone in the Vehicle should use a seat belt in an appropriate manner at all times while the 

Vehicle is in operation. 

3. Evaluate weather conditions and attempt to avoid traT~el if possible when conditions are hazardous 

(including, but not limited to: dense fog, heax)T rairk snow, ice, high winds, and flooding). If 

adverse conditions make it unsafe to continue, stop driving and wait for conditions to improve. 

4. Minimize nighttime driving if there are reasonable alternatives which make it possible to do so. 

5. Try to avoid high speeds and always obey posted speed limits. 

6. Do not operate a Vehicle when fatigued. Vehicle Operators should be well-rested and alert while 

driving. Vehicle Operators should try not to exceed 7 hours of driving in aw 24 hour period. 



,7. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

When possible, have a second Vehicle Operator available in case of emergency or ff the driver 

becomes fatigued. 

Seat passengers from the front to the back so that as much weight as possible is located in 
front of the rear axle. Keep luggage on the floor if at all possible. Do not use the roof for 

storage or overload the Vehicle. 

Towing a trailer or any other object with a 12 or 15 Passenger Van is prohibited. 

Drivers may not use cell phones (including "hands free" devices) while the Vehicle is in operation. 

Avoid loud music and other distractions that may prevent the driver from hearing traffic warning 

devices. Noise inside the Vehicle should not drown out sound levels from honzs and sirens in the 

immediate area. 

Drive defensively at: all times and be especially careful of bicycle and pedestrian traffic. 

Utilize appropriate signals at all times to inform others of the driver’s intentions. 

Ensure the Vehicle is secured when parked by: turning the ignition switch off and removing the 

key, making sure Vehicles equipped with auton~atic transmissions are placed in park and manual 

transmissions are placed in gear, setting the hand or parking brake, and locking the Vehicle doors. 

Secure all doors while the Vehicle is in motion. 

Have the occupant of the front passenger seat serve as the navigator. Let the navigator follow the 

directions or read the map for the driver and assist with lane changes, turns, and backing. 

Always consider the characteristics of the Vehicle and drive conservativeb~. The length, width, 

and weight of some Vehicles, including 12 and 15 Passenger Vans, are greater than Vehicles to 

which most drivers are accustomed. 

The weight of the Vehicle, particularly when fully occupied, requires additional stopping 

distance. The weight causes the center of gravity to shift rea~ard and upward, 

increasing the likelihood of rollover. This shift in gravity will also increase the potential 

for loss of control in panic maneuvers. 

The width of the Vehicle allows for less lane room. Be aware that the shoulder is often 

soft and can give way underneath the Vehicle, sometimes causing the Vehicle to roll. 

The length of the Vehicle increases distances needed for making turns, changing lanes, 

and backing. Use the navigator to assist with these lane changes and turns. As 

appropriate, have the navigator get out of the Vehicle to watch for obstacles when 

backing. 

The use of alcohol belbre or during team travel in a Vehicle governed by this policy is strictly 

prohibited. 

i. Responsibili _ty of Passengers 

Passengers should immediately report any violations of this Policy of which they become aware to the Fleet 

Management Coordinator. 



All passengers in Vehicles governed by this Policy are expected to abide by the following rules at all times while the 

Vehicle is in use: 

All passengers may only be seated in seats equipped with seat belts and must wear seat belts 

appropriately at all times while the Vehicle is in use. 

2. Allow fl~e Vehicle Operator to drive in an environment :free from distractions inside the Vehicle. 

No smoking, alcohol, or illegal drugs are permitted at any time in any Vehicle governed by this 

Policy. 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA-CHAPEL HILL VEHICLE USE AGREEMENT 

Safe Driving 

I acknowledge that I will operate any Vehicle owned by the Department of Athletics in a safe, 

responsible maturer and in compliance with all applicable laws, rules, regulations, and ordinances. 

I further understand and agree to follow all provisions in the Vehicle Use Policy for the Universityr 

of North Carolina Department of Athletics. I warrant that I will only use any Vehicle governed by 

the Vehicle Use Policy for the specific University business or sanctioned activity for which it was 

granted. 

Physical Condition 

To my knowledge, I have no physical or ~nental condition that may impair my ability to drive. If 

my condition changes such that my ability to drive may be affected, I shall notify my superior 

immediately" and refrain from operating aw Vehicle governed by the Vehicle Use Policy. 

Motor Vehicle License 

I possess a valid driver’s license and will promptly notify my supervisor and the Fleet 

Management Coordinator within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics if my license 

expires or is suspended or revoked by a police authority. I authorize the University of North 

Carolina-Chapel Hill to obtain a copy of ~W official state motor vehicle record(s), including the 

current status of my license and any traffic convictions, at any time. 

Accidents and Citations 

I shall immediately report any accident, ticket, DUI/DWI charge, or other citation with which I am 

involved in accordance with the requirements of the Department of Athletics Vehicle Use Policy. 

Monitoring of Vehicle Safety 

I agree that I will be cognizant of potential safety issues and operating defects related to any 
Vehicle governed by the Vehicle Use Policy and that I will inunediately notify the Fleet 
Management Coordinator within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics should I find 
any problem(s) with a Vehicle. 

My signature hereunder indicates my consent to all provisions of this Vehicle Use Agreement 

and affirms that I understand and will abide by the terms o]’the University ql’North Carolina 

Department of Athl~ics Vehicle Use Policy. 

Print Full Name: 

Signature: 

Date: 

Driver’s License Number: 



DESIGNATION OF AGENT 

Whereas it is mutually understood that the NCAA Rules & Regulations do not allow compensation or 
other payment of wages to volunteer coaches while in the service to the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill (UNC at Chapel Hill), it is hereby agreed that                               as a 
volunteer coach shall be designated as an agent of the State and UNC at Chapel Hill on behalf of its 
Department of Athletics for the purposes of driving University-owned or leased vehicles on official 
Athletics Department business as described above. 

It is hereby mutually understood that: 

(1) The undersigned volumeer coach shall drive a university - owned or leased vehicle for the 
sole purposes of transporting UNC at Chapel iHill student athletes for play and practice. The 
volunteer coach shall not drive any university-owned or leased vehicle for either personal or 
incidental purposes; 

(2) Prior to driving any university-owned or leased vehicle, the undersigned volunteer coach 
shall provide proof that he/she maintains a valid drivers license as recognized by the Statutes 

of the State of North Carolina; 

The undersigned volunteer coach will obey all applicable motor vehicle laws and UNC at 
Chapel Hill policies, rules and regulations as to the operation of a university-owned or leased 
vehicle; 

(4) The undersigned volunteer coach hereby understands that UNC at Chapel Hill may terminate 
this agreement and authorization at any time in its sole discretion; 

(5) Prior to driving any university-owned or leased vehicle, the undersigned volunteer coach 
shall provide a certified driving record check from the state that issued the volunteer coach’s 
driver’s license. The record check shall be for a period often years; 

(6) The undersigned volunteer coach hereby understands that this agreement shall expire on June 
30th of each year and that a new agreement shall be necessalT for each successive year ending 
June 30th. 

By: Signature, Volunteer Coach By: 

Printed Name 

UNC at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

Date: Date: 

By:                                                        Date: 
UNC at Chapel Hill 



Tire Pressure Monitoring References 

htt~://www°miche~inman~c~m/tires-1~1/tire-care/tire-mai ntenance/h~w-t~-check-~ressure~pa9e 

http:/iwww.ed mu nds.comihow-toihow-to-check-tire-pressure-and-i nflate-tiresoHtml 

Deparhnent of Athletics (March 2013; Revised August 2013; Revised October 2013) 



It’s not the feet, it’s the brain behind the feet. Train the brain and the feet 
will become speedier & more agile 

Winning becomes easier when you have small tangible tasks to complete 
while you compete 

The player who commits to displaying incredible body language for 95 
minutes is one who has the best chance of playing with confidence 

Champions refuse to give in to distraction. They are focus flexible and can 
switch back onto the task at hand instantly 

Confidence on the pitch is mediated by your thinking off of it. To think 
confidently reflect on your best games, your best moments 

It is often in the fog of defeat that self-analysis is forgotten. Clear your 
mind, think objectively & ask yourself what needs to go better 

So often an opponent dictates your mindset when you know that you and 
you alone should dictate your mindset. That is mental toughness 

Giving into emotions such as frustration & despondency is merely a sign 
that something is more important to you than your performance 

Great sports people, champions, own their thoughts while they compete 
rather than their thoughts owning them 

A football match is like an argument. It is more often won through 
intelligence than passion.o.but it’s useful to combine the both 

To win you’ve got to be confident. To be confident you have to think like a 
winner° It starts with thinking 

It’s not the winning that matters. It’s the training days that count. Fall in love 
with these and the winning takes care of itself 

Players who work everyday on their competence AND confidence can 
enjoy consistent high performance under pressure. Mindset & skill entwine! 

Coaches may feel what players feel. Every tackle, every mistake, every 
goal for & against. But they should remain intelligent & objective 



What does winning look like? Work, loud, support, challenge, drive, hold, 
move, control, look, mark, run, leap, will, clever, create, brave 

Footballers’ should have a plan for every match. & they must commit to this 
plan with an unwavering mind, with a confident mind, with belief 

Football is a game of seconds. The brain is a game of milliseconds. 
Footballers must manage their thinking to manage their performance 

Those who are driven by the need to improve, to learn, to get better...will 
find success before those who are simply obsessed by winning 

Coaches should be their own biggest critic & their own biggest 
supporter.o.they should resonate success but learn from failure 

Footballers can use their actions to drive how they feel on the pitch. Every 
motion they take can deliver a dominant, confident performance 

Allow your mind to rest on your best for a few moments every single 
day...this is your blueprint for excellence. It is with you...always 

"The pitch is my playground. It is where I excel. It is where I compete. It is 
my zone of focus. It is where I open my confident mind" 

Dedicate EVERY training session to competing and playing with 
unbelievable confidence. What does that look like? What does that feel 
like? 

I’m a defender. I’m STRONG in the air. I’m DETERMINED in the tackle. My 
script is head, pass, hold, stand up, win, battle. I’m a ROCK 

My new book Soccer Brain introduces the coach to building 4 coaching 
cultures - culture of creativity, confidence, commitment and cohesion - it 
covers psychosocial development from these aspects 

A great coach teaches players how to master their role and their mindset. 
These take care of winning 

A footballer should be a great actor. If you are down then act confidently. If 
u lose focus then act focused. Physiology changes psychology 

A game of football delivers the footballer a thousand problems. To solve 
them you need to think effectively 

More footballers fail to make the grade because of the crippling effects of 
fear than through lack of talent 



Playing without care of outcome is preferable to caring too much 

If u’re playing today do so with confidence. Play to win, play on the front 

foot, play with freedom. Have fun - be on ur toes, alert, alive 

I’m a midfielder & I stay on my toes. I Iooko I think. I move, I check, I move, 

move, I look, I think, I move, l see, I move, I move 

A little stress before a game provides the building blocks for physicalityo A 
few nerves are a sign that the body is ready to compete 

Every minute on the pitch offers u an opportunity to begin again with 
excellence. If u make a mistake start again with relentless confidence 

The potential of any footballer is limited only by that footballer’s mindset, 
work ethic & lifestyle 

A dream backed up by hard work is reality. A dream with little or no work is 
mere fantasy 

A group of individuals with energised & supportive language is no longer 
just a group individuals...it is a team 

Motivation is about ’importance’ & ’confidenceo’ A player must deem 
something important to do it & have the confidence to try 

Fuse the mental & technical sides of the game by insisting players 
complete training using positive body language at all times 

A coach should remember that a training session doesn’t finish the session 
is over. The player carries the session on in his or her mind 

look for behaviours that denote confidence - eg. showing for it, vocals, 
taking players on, quick to pick up on any coaching points etc 

much of development is subject to the creative mindset. But I’d also argue 
that excellence also exacts a look at effective habits repeated time & again 
- it takes a disciplined mind to do that 

How is winning done? By executing the same great habits time and again. 
It may be boring but it’s damn well effective 



A philosophy of team must come before the individual. But for the team to 
shine there must be individual excellence 

A hint of perfectionism on the pitch is fine° But too much will cloud the 
footballer in a fog of doubt & worry 

It is not enough to want it .... great players do more with their want. They 
practice quality over quantity. They preach intelligent play 

Great players dance to the tune of confidence no matter the score, no 
matter the opposition, no matter the momentum of the match... Great 
players combine intensity & intelligence - they harness their emotional 
energy & direct it into their skills and their movement 

Great players impact the game...always. They impact on & off the ball. 
They impact individually & as a team mate. They impact at all times 

My match day mantra of commitment is simple - "Nothing and no-one takes 
me away from playing with incredible confidence - nothing & no-one" 

Intelligent players know their high performance mindset. They know what 
they do when they play at their best & they strive to re-create 

When pressure bears down the intellectual brain can switch off. Switch it 
back on by managing breathing & through incredible body language 

Quite simply the art of any sport is to manage mindset. A competitor must 
manage the momentum of the game and the pressure of such momentum 

I think it’s both & ’Mindset Talent’ is something I address a lot in Soccer 
Brain. Experientially its obvious someare born with a ’better’ mindset than 
others - but mindset is a skill that can be learnt - the questions is how much 

Excellence is merely executing the same high performance habits 
everyday° Repeated, they help you develop quickly & play consistently 

The best coaches coat their players in confidence in every training session 
- their communication has their players sweating confidence 

See how you want to play before you play...then trust your vision 



The essence of football is reacting confidently to the challenges the game 
brings 

it’s the waiting before a match that exacerbates fear, worry & doubt, So 
stop waiting. Have small tasks to complete pre-game that focus you 

When I stride onto the pitch I do so with pride. I showcase my confidence 
with great body language, a loud voice & an excellent warm up 

Under pressure relax, be calm, show patience. Your performance will take 
care of itself, just absorb yourself in fun, freedom and focus 

Don’t just SEE yourself play at your best - allow the FEELING of excellence 
to run through your body. See and feel and touch excellence 

Most allow self-belief to come and go like their weekly fixture list - take 
control of your belief by picturing excellence every single day 

The coach who obsesses about the mindsets underneath the behaviours of 
her players...can become an outstanding coach 

small 1% nudges that helps them FEEL more professional 

it’s about stepping that mindset up so they approach there game and 
training at a higher mind set 

Coaches it is Simple, DO love to learn, DO care the hell out of ur players, 
DO insist on incredible mindsets, DO give them a framework 4 toughness 

How a player plays is determined by how a coach coaches - it is as simple 
as that - that as a coach is your privilege and your burden 

Footballer’s should never let how they play dictate their attitude. Master 
yourself and mastering football will follow 

it’s one thing to read a book, another thing to apply its material. 



When you tell yourself what NOT to do you tighten up and create anxiety. 
Always focus on what you WANT to do... 

Build confidence everyday. Remember your best games in as much detail 
as possible. Every move, every decision, every feeling of dominance 

The image footballers’ have of themselves determine how freely they will 
play; how much belief they will play with; how focused they will be 

Footballers should play with passion but not at the expense of intelligence. 
Thinking correctly in the moment is crucial to performance 

When you cross the white line commit to playing with the utmost 
confidence...be alert, alive, lively and ready at all times 

I trust myself and my team mates. I don’t have absolute control over them, 
but 1 know I can manage myself and help them" 

I’m a winger and I drive with the ball. I take my man on with lightening quick 
feet, I cross the ball with pinpoint accuracy. I fly... 

The football can be a distraction to many young footballers. A young player 

should obsess about ’off the ball’ more so than ’on the ball.’ 

A few confident images in your mind at 1:30pm can make a world of 
difference to how well you play between 3:00pm and 4:45pm 

work your nuts off on your intensity, challenge at 100%, focus ONLY on 
you, rehearse how you want to train in your mind b4 u train 

Steer players in the right ’thinking direction’ by asking great questions at 
end of training "what went really well today?" "What are you gonna do even 

better tomorrow?" 

To an average footballer the game is quick. To a great footballer the game 
is slow. Slow the game down for yourself by working on your mind 

Lightening speed of thought = lightening speed of feet 



An abundance of positive thinking must include a microscopic look at areas 
of your game you need to improve. This is a positive approach 

Every second counts on the pitch° The footballer must be ferociously 
persistent 

How are your player’s talking to themselves after a training session? Help 
them evaluate the session in a pragmatic but up beat way 

Football will beat you to your knees if you can’t manage how you think. 
Teach young players to think helpfully, confidently & constructively 

Just as you give or lend the ball to team mates...give or lend them advice 
through loud and clear communication 

A coach who is wracked with doubt & fear cannot be effective. Your mental 
game is as important as your players 

When the final whistle blows the match hasn’t ended. For me the match 
ends when you have analysed your performance...objectively 

"A lot of football success is in the mind. You must believe you are the best 
and then make sure that you are." Bill Shankly 

Forget talking about winning...that will happen anyway if you prepare 
mentally, physically and technically. Winning takes care of itself 

Have a match script. 2-3 things they can control that they focus on/come 
back to during a game. Quite a few chapters dedicated to 

Midfielders can’t run 12K during a match if they are all consumed by the 
mistakes they’ve made, by refereeing decisions and by the score 

Your brain has the capacity to develop and grow in every training session 
but only if you play with fun, freedom and focus..you MUST focus 

The brain is the genesis of performance - it signals intent, it drives focus. 
Use it wisely by having a match script (from ’Soccer Tough’) 

As a coach every word you communicate counts. Your words can shackle 
a player if you are careless with them 



The brain is hardwired to focus on one thing at a time.o.multi tasking, which 
football requires leads to inevitable mistakes 

Rewards come to those who are relentlessly positive, who strive valiantly in 
the face of pressure, who display a great attitude in adversity 

i’m a defender & 1 let my eyes dictate my focus. Man & ball. l will stay wide 

eyed, alert & on my toes at all times. Ready to anticipate 

A footballer in the zone has to beware of over-confidence. Therein lies 

distraction 

Some nerves before a big game are good. They are there for a reason: to 
supercharge your body, to focus the mind and to improve alertness 

When you go a goal up or down it is the next 5 minutes that is crucial° You 
must manage yourself to manage what is an emotional moment 

When footballers’ step onto the pitch their energy should know no bounds° 
They should be ruthless with their commitment,free with their play 

IMHO taking players through a process of managing pressure against 
during training - helping them experience the thinking & behaviours you’d 
like to see from them when pressure is on. If they don’t EXPERIENCE 
doing it on the training ground they won’t do it under pressure 

Maintain intensity no matter what - nothing an no-one takes you out of this 
intensity 

Soccer is a game of mindset. Technique, tactical understanding and 
physical prowess follow mindset 

Part of a footballer’s checklist before she plays should involve thought & 
feeling checks. "Am I feeling good? Am I thinking correctly?"Thinking is a 
choice. As you compete you get to choose whether you think helpfully or 
unhelpfully. Champions manage their thinking 

Footballers who project confidence not only determines their own feelings 
of confidence but also their team mates. Body language is vital! 

Trying to fix your game as you play will make it worse. Play with trust... 



Young players who play with fear will hide. Their movement will be non 
existent, their technique will be slow and inconsistent 

When footballers stop trying to do things perfectly they will play with greater 
perfection 

When footballers stop trying to do things perfectly they will play with greater 
perfection 

Angry footballers can be dangerous. But they have to channel their 
emotions into their tasks by thinking effectively 

To think effectively footballers’ should be their own biggest fan 

Pressure is the best way to deal with pressure 

Every word you say to yourself deposits confidence or fear.. °toward or 
away from your goals and dream 

A winner, a true champion obsesses over the small details° She can’t 
accept leaving stones unturned 

Practice and you may be half decent. Practice on purpose...and you may 
surprise yourself 

The sweat may happen on matchday - but it’s the training days that count - 
the days that make the match an easier, more skillful 90 minutes 

Football is difficult. No matter how hard you train you will have bad days. 
That is where work on your thinking comes in 

Winning becomes easier when you have small tangible tasks to complete 
while you compete 



Athletes who dominate their own mindset most likely dominate the 
opposition. 



~n Fra~ce~ c°est ~a Technique 
Program emphasizes technical skills for 13- to 15-year-olds 

The following is from a presentation made by Aime 2acquet, former French National Team coach and 

World Cup Champion. _Tacquet oversees the development program for 13- to 15-year-old players in 

France. He is in charge of !28 coaches split into six regions. Players are identified at age 11 

through districts and then regional teams. 

The best French players at age 13 go to the National Training Center in Clairefontaine. At this 

center, the players are educated with these concepts in mind: 

To forget what is at stake 

That results only come from the game 

To respect the principles of playing soccer and play within the structure the coach gives you 

Victory is the only goal 

The first consideration is to be present (to become an impact player) in the game, to free 

yourself from your opponent, and to ask for the ball 

When the coach is preparing his or her training sessions, the emphasis should be on technical 

ability, and his or her own convictions and conception of what soccer should look like. The coach 

must take into account the age of the players and the proper objectives linked to that age. He or 

she must be precise and professional. Every coach has access to many soccer exercises but has to 

know the proper way to proceed and to present them. The advice given to each player is very 

important. The coach must be careful of his or her language in order to help the players understand 

his or her methods. No yelling is tolerated. Objectives and issues in training are made clear to the 

players. The players have the best training conditions and train one time daily, five days a week. 

However, the sessions are very intense. The priorities for the players are: 

To become a professional player with the maximum chance of succeeding (this includes the 

four factors of soccer); 

Keep up with academic studies so they can have a career in the event a soccer career is not 

an option. 

Priorities for the coaches: 

The proper methods necessary to work with youth players. France is the only country in 

Europe to require a youth coaching license. 

To develop a highly qualified technical staff, all licensed and well-trained 

in the training sessions emphasis is given to repeating the quality of soccer movements. These are 

corrected and repeated until they become a regular part of the player’s package of skills. The 

coaches must be quality demonstrators. The coaches will then work on: 

Making the player’s movements faster and better; 

Linking movements efficiently and wisely. Coaches constantly ask the player why he or she 

uses a certain move in a certain situation; 

Using the weakest foot. Coaches will develop specific sessions to work on weaknesses in the 

player’s game; 

Technical exercises with many repetitions; 



Games with the possibility of many choices and follow-up discussion of those choices; 

Simple tactical exercises forcing the player to make a quick decision; 

Realistic activities which make the player feel as if he were in a real game. 

The coaches remind the players that all high-level players keep the game simple. An example of this 

would be not dribbling (unless going to goal) instead of making a 30-yard pass. Dribbling slows the 

game down. Sir Bobby Charlton has said many times that "soccer is a simple game made difficult by 

the players and by the coaches." .]ohan Cruyff, while at Barcelona, stated that the coach who gave 

his player more than two options does not understand the game of soccer. Training therefore is 

done with the following in mind: 

Quantity 

Quality 

Consistency 

Demands of the game 

Simplicity 

Weekly schedule (club) 

U-13 -- Participate in two to three training periods and one match 

Ages 13-15 -- Participate in four to five training periods and one match with a minimum of 

35 matches a year 

Weekly schedule (pros) 

Ages 16-17 -- Five to seven training session each week with one match, 40 matches per 

year and four to five weeks without any training at all 

Ages 17-20 -- Seven to nine trainings, one match, with many competitions against older 

players 

TRAINING PRIORITIES 

Age 13 

The range of the players’ abilities (age specific) 

The choices the player makes. Every player plays with the ball for the first fifteen minutes 

of training. The player decides what to do with the ball. This starts to personalize his or her 

game. 

The game. This is the most important part, in training or actual competition 

Age 14 

The range of the player’s ability 

The situation. Here the coach decides on the activities to bring out the individual’s 

technique 

The choices the player makes. 

The game. 

Age 15 



The situation. The coach plans everything. 

The efficiency of movement on and off the ball. 

The competition (lots of opposition) 

In addition to the soccer aspects, the FFF looks at three aspects of maintaining the balance in their 

young players’ lives. First is ensuring that players are able to maintain a normal study program in 

case their intended professional career does not become reality. The family and original club are 

very important. The player returns to his club each week to play matches. He is expected to become 

a leader on and off the field. Since 1992 the FFF has been tracking graduates of this program. 

Eighty players have played in the first division, 40 in the second division, 15 in the third division, 

and 22 in the amateur leagues. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS 

The players undergo a QPS, or sports personality tests. There are 120 question tests that give the 

players situations that they have to solve, dealing with family matters, peer pressure, etc. The 

players who scored the highest all currently are professional players. All the training centers employ 

consultants to work with the players. In certain situations, outside experts may be brought in. The 

clubs pay strict attention to the special needs that may be associated with being a minority. 

MEDICAL FACTORS 

Players undergo extensive medical testing. These include tests on the treadmill, cybex machines, 

skin fold thickness (body fat), height and weight, vision, dental and suppleness. The FFF followed 40 

players for two years in the areas of sight and dental. None of the players who excelled in this area 

had injuries in qualification games, lead-up games and the World or European Championships. 

Physical tests 

All tests are taken on the soccer field. The players run through a battery of speed detector tests 

over 40 meters with sensors every five yards. The Swedish Beep Test also is used frequently. 

Springing and bounding is tested via the Italian formulated Bosco Test. Another Swedish test 

originated by Lager-Boucher is run over 200 meters. This is the players’ favorite as they can easily 

see their progress. 

Detection of young players 

Morphology - players are tested to determine the age of their bones to help predict adult size. 

Medical Purpose - determining medically-related limitations 

Physical Aspect - determining their athletic potential. Here speed is the most important. 

Technical Skills - the most important aspect! This includes intelligence, adaptability and 

understanding during the games. 

Personality - discussed during QPS and Sports Personality section 

Scholarship - Grades in school. The student’s behavior in and out of school and work is monitored. 

The FFF believes that the player has two real jobs, one to be a soccer player and the second is to be 

a student. 

TRAINING ENVIRONMENT 

All the players have the same equipment. They are taught and expected to take care of their shoes. 

Each is provided with a water bottle and a ball that is required to be well-inflated at all times. The 

training progressions are increased in intensity and difficulty at the proper time. The training time 



depends on the amount of intensity and may possibly be as long as two hours. The weekly training 

schedule: 

Monday 

Skill work 

Aerobic exercises 

Stretching 

Agility training 

Basketball, volleyball or handball games 

Tuesday 

Skill work, repetitive exercises versus opposition 

Games with opponents 

Wednesday 

Skill exercise 

Tactical exercises which are specific in nature 

Applications of the above tactical exercise to the game 

Thursday 

Same training as Tuesday but with more leeway to the players 

Friday 

Physical implications. This is done without intensity, i.e., working for five seconds and 

resting for 20 seconds (work/rest ratio of 1:4). The work is done with the ball whenever 

possible. 

Speed movements 

Strength movements 

Jumping movements 

Principles of Play 

Saturday and Sunday 

Match or break physical training 

PHYSICAL TRAINING 

This aspect is broken down into three areas: endurance, speed and flexibility. Endurance is 

developed through a series of calibrated runs with special attention given to the rhythm of the 

exercise. Speed is developed through races with and without the ball over short distances of 5m, 

IOm, 20m, and 30m, exercises with the ball, and games of 2 v. 2 with special attention paid to the 

rhythm and intensity of the games. The flexible training consists of activities that promote the 

individual’s suppleness, supporting moves, coordination with the ball and agility. 

SKILL TRAINING 



Juggling the ball, running with the ball, dribbling, feints 

Kicking and passing. Ball control. 

Shooti ng 

o To be executed with both the foot and the head 

o To be comfortable in front of the goal 

o The touch (technique) 

o Precision is more important than power 

o To link up the goal scorers and finish with a shot on goal, from in front of the goal 

Crossing and snap shot 

Heading games 

Defensive games with the emphasis on not committing fouls 

PAS$II~i6 THE BALL 

Ball control is the basis of the game (always done while moving). The young French players are 

taught to always feint when receiving or passing which allows them to get in and out of tight 

marking situations. All sessions include lots of shooting and special sessions on how to cross the 

ball. 

TACTICAL POINTS 

These elements are always part of the training games and the system of play: 

To help the ball carrier 

o To get the ball back 

o To offer support 

To demand the ball 

To pass the ball and follow the pass 

Coverage in the defense 

Positioning and the movement into space 

The notion of the attacker defending and the defender attacking 

GAHE TACTICS 

Numeric advantage 

o Always seeking numbers up in tight space, the lower the numbers the more difficult 

Reduce the playing area and reduce the numbers 

Use the lateral space 

Be aware of the changes from zone to zone 

o Changing the zones from large to small and visa versa 

o Incorporating games with four small goals to provide target areas and played on a 

handball field (similar to our basketball courts) 

o Partnering up two forwards and two midfielders, etc. 

Attacking and defending in waves (using the midfielders) 

The French Football Federation very much operates under the principle "This work today is very 

important for the game of tomorrow." The better job they do in the development of quality players 

at the youth level, the more accomplished professional players will develop. The FFF keeps a close 



eye on the professional clubs because they might not always be concerned with the best interests of 

the young players, They believe that, out of all the elements, the development of the technical 

ability is the most important, 
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French Training Scheme 

An interview with Mr. Aime Jacquet, winning coach of the French National team during the 
1998 FIFA World Championships. During this period, Aime approached several topics 
concerning youth development in France. 

The French Federation’s youth development scheme: 

Fernand Sastre National Technical Centre 

In France there are 222 clubs, 40 of which are professional. The National Team Coach/Technical 
Director is at the top of the pecking order. He has an assistant coach who is also in charge of the 
B national squad. There are eleven fulltime coaches for the U-15, 16, 17, and 18 national teams. 
The federation maintains a fulltime National Training Center in Clairefontaine for elite players, 
employing eight coaches for each age group (U-12/I 3, U-13/14, and U-14/15). 

The Federation’s objective is to prepare players early for the national team program. Six sport 
schools nationally are used to prepare them (Zinedine Zidane, Nicolas Anelka, Thierry Henry, 
David Trezequet, Lillian Thurman, and Marcel Desailly all graduated from these schools). The 
structure of French youth development exists because of its own success. So many talented youth 
players go abroad to foreign clubs each year that the clubs must constantly replenish for their 
own teams. 

Aime Jacquet is in charge of 125 coaches within 22 regions and 102 districts. Each region (and 
district) has a technical director and is divided into sub-regions, each with three fulltime coaches. 
Aime considers these three as the most important coaches. These coaches must be very 
intelligent and have a physical education background. Their two obj ectives are 1) to educate the 
coaches in their area, and 2) to scout talent. They go to every club to train and select the best 



players. The best players are then brought to the Paris National Training Center. One hundred 
and twenty 11-year-old players may be invited and then cut do~vn to 20 players by the U-13 age. 
The 20 top players will train for two years, preparing for the first national team level (U-15). The 
players spend their time attending school and soccer training, living on site all week and then 
returning on weekends to their homes. The objective is for the best players to compete and train 
with and against the best~ When the players win a place in the U-15 through U-18 age groups, 
they come into direct contact ~vith Aime Jacquet. 

Thierry Henry 

Thierry Henry began his training at Clairefontaine at age 13. In interviews it is clear that he 
credits much of his development to the training there. Within 8 years he has become a World and 
European Champion. He stressed that he learned much about the technical and tactical aspects of 
soccer. Henry experienced very little physical work as the emphasis was on skill work, practicing 
over and over again until that particular skill was learned. If he performed incorrectly, it did not 
matter. The emphasis was on training, and no matches were played. He feels that in this way, he 
was allowed to develop new skills without pressure, and then was free to try these new things on 
the weekends with his club team. 
At age 15 the Clairefontaine coaching staff increased the pressure by emphasizing that it was 
now important to train harder and to play at a high level in every game with your club or you 
would not be invited back. The result has young French players playing all around the world in 
the highest level leagues and enjoying great success. 

In speaking with Christian Damiano (former French National team sweeper Jean Tigana’s 
assi stant coach at Fulham) talked about Clairefontaine. Henry and Anelka arrived at 
Clairefontaine when they were 13 and already had good balance and co-ordination. They were 
educated before they had bad habits and for three years they did technical work. The way the 
coaches improved them, and the other players, is simple. They concentrated on technique and 
repeat exercises many times" 



In French soccer, work the same as in school. Players go through the alphabet and they have to 
learn each letter because if you put them into a group it can be discouraging. Also, players are 
never left alone; the coach always knows where they have reached with their training. 

Up until they are 16, the French work only on individual technique. The relationship is just the 
ball and the player to improve control touch, and passing. Players need complete control over the 
ball before moving on to tactics and strategies, when to pass and when not to. 
If you do not have a good touch with both feet, you will waste time with your head down, 
worrying about the ball and the moment is lost. This thinking is central to french soccer 
philosophy. The size and strength of potential players is not considered important until they are 
into their late teens when they are built up with specific exercises for muscles used in games. 

This has been the long-standing criticism on English (and American) soccer, where there has 
been too much emphasis on a youngster’s physique, not enough on technique. 

Andre Morelle, the head youth coach at Clairefontaine says that France has a very good structure 
for spotting talented young players and has regional coaches so they are picked up early. This 
feeds into the development system and it works efficiently. 

The National Team: 

The full National Team was together for two years in a very strict environment previous to 
World Cup ’98. Some talented players were dropped from the squad because of team chemistry, 
as it was important to have all 22 players on the same page. They were able to bring several 
players onto the field per position with the same result in performance (Blanc for Leboeuf in the 
defense as an example). If any player was not happy with his role, he was dropped. Aime Jacquet 
deals with all the psychological areas of his national team players. 

The clubs are in charge of the individual technical development of the players. Each club may 
have their own soccer academy and this is mandatory for each of the Division One Professional 
Clubs. These clubs must release their players to the federation when requested. Once a player 
reaches age 15 he is trained for a specific position. Prior to that, there is no positional training. 
The federation feels that the individual must have a lot of freedom to express themselves. The 
player is encouraged to deal with problems in training and in games themselves. The most 
important tactic stressed is the understanding of width and depth. The players are allowed to 
play! 

There is lots of government funding for youth development since the success of World Cup 
France ’98. When Aime was appointed the national team coach in 1994, the French Federation 
was in debt. 

Tracking players and test and measurements: 

The number one element with the tracking of players is in communication with the coaches. The 
players and coaches are constantly educated on what it takes to achieve success throughout the 
U-15 development scheme and what it takes to succeed at the professional level. The first 



selection to the national team takes place at U- 15. In the next year 5 0% of those players will b e 
gone. The players soon learn that it is good to be talented but that is not enough if they are not 
prepared to put in the necessary hard work. 

Testing of a physical and psychological nature begins at the U-15 level. A dossier is prepared on 
each player hoping to show that the player will be a future national team success. Everything is 
computerized and the player does not have access to this information. The coach that starts with 
the players at age 15 stays with them throughout the 18 program, it becomes obvious early that a 
player either has it or he doesn’t. In this way it is easy to predict success. 

The Federation emphasizes excellent communication with their coaches and players. They spend 
much time talking with Michel Platini (former world class superstar), Arsene Wegner (Arsenal 
FC head coach), and Gerard Houllier (Liverpool FC head coach), among others to receive input 
on what makes a player successful. Each day a meeting is held with the new national team coach 
Roger Lemerre. The French feel that it is their responsibility to learn something new each day or 
they will be become rusty. (At the end of our afternoon session, Aime was flying back to France 
and directly into a meeting with the national staff to analyze the previous night’s match against 
Poland. 
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Welcome 
Could we learn some lessons from the French soccer development 
process? Here is some food for thought. This transcends soccer! 
At Clairefontaine - National Training Center for French Football 
Federation 
Emphasis on experimentation and creativity not matches. Access to 
top coaches 
Value on unstructured play 
7 year olds play no format larger than 5V5 
No child slotted into one position until teenage years 
Individual technique emphasized through age 16 over tactics 
Coaches need to be quality demonstrators 
Yelling at players not tolerated 
All training must be fun 



The French Way 

THE FRENCH WAY 
by Gordon Miller, VYSA Technical Director 

It’s still hard to believe that France was knocked out of the 2002 World Cup in the first 

round and without ever scoring a goal. They upset the Brazilians four years ago to win 
their first ever World Championship, then followed up two years later with a victorions 
performance in the Euro 2000 Championships. They were overwhelmingly predicted to be 
one of the favorites. How can they have gone from first to worst in two short years? Should 

we now discount their ways and claim that they have got it all wrong? I don’t think so. 
Soccer pundits will examine, review and dissect everything about what France did and 
didn’t do better than I could ever attempt. Some will point to the injuries they had. Others 
will point to the fact that they haven’t played a meaningful game in four years (previous 
champions get an automatic inclusion into the next World Cup) and haven’t had the luxury 
of toughening up the squad through having to qualify. Yet others may say that too many 
lucrative deals, TV appearances and swollen heads have taken away the collective hunger. 

Even though things went wrong for the defending Champions this time around, we can’t 
discount the fact that their system produces some of the best players in the world. They 

have hugely talented technical players strewn throughout the best leagues in Europe. In 
fact, their current crop reads like a who’s who in the world of elite soccer players. Three of 
France’s finest finished first, or tied for first, in scoring in three separate professional 
leagnes. And these leagues aren’t exactly pushovers on the world stage; David Trezeguet of 
Juventus led the prestigious Italian Serie A. Thierry Henry of Arsenal topped the English 
Premier League, and Djibril Cisse of Auxerre finished first in the French League. Together 

they combined for over 100 goals during the 2001-02 season. Now, throw-in Patrick Vieria 
and Robert Pires of Arsenal, Bixente Lizarazu of Bayern Munich, and mix them with twice 
world footballer of the year Zinedine Zidane of Real Madrid, and you have some of the 
most skillfid players that any nation would be hard pressed to duplicate. 

While the French were not victorious in this particular campaign, we must always take a 
look at successful soccer nations and learn from what they do and how they do it. We are 
still developing successful soccer programs in the US that work and we must be willing to 

learn from any and all countries that can help further that goal. I don’t believe that we can 
take one country’s successful blueprint and implement it, verbatim, here. We must always 
consider our own set of unique circumstances, such as geographical qualities, youth 
structures, political agendas, etc., and then implement what works best for us. But, perhaps 
there are other aspects and details that can be gleaned in order to help propel our country 
and our state forward in the development of youth soccer players. 

The French Federation of Football (Soccer) is structured as follows: 

1. The French National Technical Staff consists of 14 full time people. All the coaches 

are ex-pro players with backgrounds in education and they all maintain the highest 
coaching certification available in France and Europe. 

2. France is divided into 21 regions; each one of these regions has a Technical Director 
who oversees all football programs, mainly youth development. All the Directors 
report directly to the National Technical Director-Mr. Aime Jacquet. 

The FFF has a number of key objectives that define their player development: 

1. Their main objective is coaching development. They believe that without top-level 
edncators, France will not be able to produce quality players. 

2. The second objective is player identification. They believe that they must have 
soccer experts who have been trained to identify the characteristics of youth talent. 

3. The third objective is the youth. From ages 6 to 11, it’s called the "learning stage 
and fun football." At these ages small-sided games are emphasized in order to 
maximize touches on the ball. From ages 12 to 16, it’s called the "technical stage", 



where the best players will train 2 hours a day on technique. Once a player reaches 
15 he is trained for a specific position. Prior to that, there is no positional training. 
The federation feels that the individuals must have a lot of freedom to express 
themselves. 

The absolute, number one requirement in France is good technique. Players must have the 
skills to play quickly and creatively. Ball mastery, the ability to pass and control, is 
stressed. French coaches also look for players with personality: players who think of their 

teammates, and who have a team spirit as well as fighting spirit. Physical play is not 
stressed as the players are maturing at different rates. They also believe that one game a 
week is enough and that the body breaks down by playing too many matches. The French 
believe that the learning takes place through plenty of repetitions in training as well as 
quality feedback from trained coaches. If a player does not have good touch with both feet, 
he will waste time with his head down, worrying about the ball, and the moment is lost. 
This thinking is central to French soccer philosophy. The size and strength of potential 
players is not considered important until they are into their late teens. This has been a long 
standing criticism of American soccer, where there has been too much emphasis on a 
youngster’s physique and not enough on technique. 

There is no focus on goalkeeping training before the age of 13. After this, individual clubs 
begin selective training with the emphasis on the development of foot skills, not the use of 

hands. It is important first that the goalkeepers are good field players. 

The French have had great success in producing winning teams and highly skilled players. 

And, they seem to have a working, well thought-out formula in place to continue to do so in 

the future. Do our country, our state and our clubs have a similar plan or comprehensive 

structure in place? In looking at their structure we realize the challenges that lie ahead of 

us on the Virginia scene. But, by examining successful programs we can continue to learn 

and move forward. 



It’s matchday. I feel strong 8, dominant. I will OWN the opposition, I 

will OWN the pitch, I will OWN the stadium. There is only me & my 

team 

An obsession with responsibilities leads 2 greatness. An obsession 

with role leads to excellence. Glamorous football ain’t glamorous 2 

learn 

Never ever come out of your high performance mindset during a game. 

Let NOTHING & NO-ONE change you mindset. Play with courage, with 

will... 

I LOVE a top class opposition. I LOVE momentum piling on us. I LOVE 

our backs against the wall. I WILL put pressure on pressure 

A footballer should strive to play looser, freer and more confident as 

the game progresses. With every second have more fun 

Sometimes doing the right things over time doesn’t work. This is 

where you need persistence, perseverance and patience..stick at it! 

Playing without fear requires courage. It requires commitment and a 

definiteness of purpose 

The 21st century coach will teach players how to communicate 

effectively. Players who help each other on the pitch make great team 

mates 

Just as you should receive, pass and offer on the pitch so the brain 

receives, passes and offers thoughts. You have to manage these 

thoughts 

A great game of football starts well before kick off. It starts when you 

walk into the changing room, when your world becomes performance! 



When your heart pounds and your body shakes before a match make a 

mental note that this is just a sign that your body is ready to compete 

Mentally commit to having incredible body language & constant never 

ending positive self-talk for 95 minutes. Be relentless! 

Keeping your body language tall, positive 8, upbeat for the whole game 

keeps dopamine & adrenaline flowing .... focus & confidence! 

The footballer who LOVES playing OFF the ball can become a great 

player. The sport of football has very little to do with the ball 

When you step onto the pitch your energy should know no bounds. You 

should be ruthless with your commitment & free with your play 

To dominate the opposition you must dominate your own mindset. You 

must immerse yourself in confident thinking, u must focus in the 

present 

A player who pictures a ’dream game’ just before playing injects the 

natural drug of ’confidence’ into the body. See it, feel it, do it! 

The power to play hard to the end, to play honestly to the end, to play 

with passion to the end...comes from within 

A winner loses .... often... 

You can’t build self-belief if you don’t train effectively. It is deliberate 

focused training that helps players become the best they can be 

Winning the hearts and minds of players requires a coach to care 

about the welfare of the players as much, or more so, than their game 



Every time you play, in your own mind, you should be the 

favourite_.the best player_.the winner! 

A small shift in focus as u play can deliver excellence. It can improve 

anticipation & awareness & it can manage the most stubborn 

emotions 

Young players tend to resonate problems. A coach must help them find 

solutions and focus on them relentlessly 

Champions in waiting look at the best and exercise their mirror 

neurons. They stare, they see, they feel, they do, they re-create 

Coaches should help players OBSESS playing with freedom. Help them 

LOVE fun 8, freedom - alert, alive, lively, always head up. Confident! 

Playing Brazil so mentally demanding. Gotta be confident enough to 

constantly check shoulders, make risky quick decisions.Alert all the 

time 

You can set a team up conservatively but help them to play 

confidently. Conservative tactics, confident play 

I urge you to watch the game with psychology in mind. What are 

players thinking? feeling? How do these EFFECT movement, 

awareness, decisions 

Quick feet may be a physiological phenomenon,but they soon become 

sticky when a footballer isn’t equipped to perform under pressur 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 6:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: GSI College Showcase - College Coach Invitation 

From: GSI SPORTS [mailto:hsavage@gdtravel.net] 
Sent: Monday, October 21, 2013 2:56 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: GSI College Showcase - College Coach Invitation 

2013 GSI College Showcase - Boys 8= Girls 
Overland Park Soccer Complex 

Nov 15-17, 2013 
Dear Coach, 
We hope you can join us for the 2013 GSI College Showcase tournament where we 
have 208 great teams from 14 different states attending. If you haven’t signed up yet 
please sign up, we need to know how many profile books, food and drinks to order! 
CLICK HERE TO ATTEND!! 
BRACKETS NOW POSTED!! 
It’s an impressive lineup of teams; we hope you can join us this year! 

Thanks, 
Huw Savage 
GSI Sports 

.~.i Image 
removed by 
sender. 

Forward this email 

removed by 

sender. 

Irhis email was sent to anson@email.unc.edu by 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removal with SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privacy Policy, 
GSI SPORTS 5360 College Bird :: Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 21, 2013 6:51 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com:~ 

ItS: Episode: The Jewel of Southeast Asia Moves Into Grass Roots with T3 Indonesia 

March 7th through ti~e I6th 2014 .._ And all I want to be able to do is watch 

do not need VfP ~:re~tment, t do not need to ew~m talk ~:o ~:he man, f just feel he is the bes~: coach ~n ~:he wodd for player dew~k~prnent, t?w~n elRe professh:mals 

dew, lop under Wenger a~: a rate you see nowhere ebe AND do so quickly (Ra~r~sey ~s Lh~s year"s best ex~mple). ~ (like you) are in the p~aver development bus~ness. 

He is the best ._. ] want to ~earn so ~ can get bet[er at what I 

And thank you [:or even trying .... ~ am not expecting any[h~ng [o happen (so no pressure}. ~ just hope he writes a book or sor~?e[Nng before I die. 

F~m= Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent~ Monday, October 2~, 2013 6:16 PM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: Episode: ~e Jewel of Southeast Asia Moves Into Grass Room with T3 Indonesia 

Anso~ I have s~ken with my good friend who was ABene Wenger’s Agent and still clo~ ~sociate a~ut you visiting ABenal. He will s~ak with him regarding you 

visiting ~e Club ~ we di~ussed, tte wants to know when you could have time tbr a visit? 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 
Director 
T3 Group 
Sent from tny iPhone 

On Oct 22, 2013, at 5:29 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

You ar~-:~ very kind!!! 

F~om= Tom Byer [__r[)_a__[[_t__o_Lt___qLn___@__t__o__r_[)_s___a__n__&___qLr_fl 

Sent= Sunday, October 20, 20:[3 :[0:32 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Episode: The Jewel of Southeast Asia Moves Into Grass Roots with 13 Indonesia 

There is a nice discussion in here about your great achievements! 

._h__t__tp_;~_~:__~_:~2~_?___n___d_~ ~_Le__t:!~?__d__c_’:_¢~_t_~’__e_S!i!i_?_~i!!!~t~&~!)_r~ ’_~.~:{__)__r_Ld_: !_lLe_: p_i!_c_’__h_L2__(_!__l___B_!’__l___Q,_/_LT_:’__t_{_~!:_n_:b2:~r~’_ 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Sent farm my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 4:43 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

I~JE: Vid 

I ar:q wit[~ you1![ 

From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 7:20 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Subject: Vid 

Imagine all American 7yr olds could manipulate a Ball like tJ~is? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I:W: Soccefloco San Diego Surf College Cup 2013 

From-" Surf Cup [mailto:mailer3@email2.gotsoccer.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, October 22, 20:13 2:35 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Soccerloco San Diego Surf College Cup 2013 
Importance-" Low 

removed by 

sender. 

October 2Ol3 

Dear Coach: 

It is our pleasure to invite you to attend the San Diego Surf College Cup, to be held November 29, 

3o & December 1 , 2013 at the San Diego Polo Club in Del Mar, California. 

The San Diego Surf College Cup is for Boys and Girls ages U-16 through U-18 and is played on 

eighteen fields in a single location. 

All teams will play three games in their bracket over Friday and Saturday, with Semi-Finals and 

Finals on Sunday. In addition to the State, Regional and National Champions that compete each 

year we will also have USSF ACADEMY TEAM league games at our venue, U16 & U18 boys. We 

also have ECNL girls’ teams playing in the tournament. For accepted teams & schedules 

http;_l’!events.gotsport~eomievents!?eventid=331T~There will be an EXPRESS CHECK-IN 

AT THE FIELDS. To be eligible for this time saving service at the fields you must pre-register 

on-line through our website at 

http:/ievents.gotsport.eomieventsieollegecoaehlogin.aspx?EventID=33173 

College Coaches who pre-register will receive the following: 

- A booklet of player rosters for all teams competing in the age groups U~6, U~7, and 

U~8; 

- A private buffet for breakfast & lunch both Friday and Saturday, to be served on the 

field in the coach’s tent compound; and 

You are also invited to the tournament registration functions at the Del Mar Marriott Itotel on 

Thursday, November 28, 6:3o pm to 9:oo pm. This party will include drinks. 

If you have pre-registered, you may pick up your materials either at the Thursday evening 

registration or at the coach’s tent located on the fields. We will be on the fields the entire weekend 

and will assist you with any needs you may have. 

THE MARRIOTT DEL MAR WILL BE THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE COACItES ItOTEL 

for the coming Surf College Cup Tournament. The Del Mar Marriott is one of the elite hotels in San 

Diego and their bar, lounge and pool area are exceptional. The hotel also houses one of the top 

ten restaurants in San Diego. They have agreed to lower their room rate to $95.00 per night 

for all College Coaches. This is a very special rate for in San Diego and we worked hard to get it for 

you. 

We understand budget constraints always play a part in your decision making, but trust us, you 

will not be disappointed. The hotel is located about two miles south of the tournament and a little 

more than a mile from the beach. 

To make reservations or if you need any information about the hotel: call 800-228-9290 and 

be sure to tell them you are a College Coach attending Surf Cup or click on this link: 



Book your group rate: the Surf Cup ColleRe Coaches Room Block > > 

Please contact Rob ttaskell at 76o-944-7888 or !_’_(_)_}2_q_*.)_._s__~j_!_’_f__(_’_R~_,_C__o__t__n__for any questions re: tlotels 

for S~rf Cup. 

If you have any questions or need more information, you may contact the Surf Cup office by e- 

mail at scoffice(o)su rfcup.eo*n. The Surf Cup office phone number is (76o) 944-7176. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Dusek 

College Program Coordinators 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:29 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: UNC Athletic Depart~nent Student-Athlete Code of Conduct 

Code of Conduct.docx 

I have that on my desk Torn, Please remind me to have the girls sign it tomorrow. 

From: lvliller, Beth 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:58 PM 
To= UNC~-Head Coaches 
Cc= Adams, Tyler G; Anundsen, Sara; Baldwin, Richard Anthony~ Barnes, Philip E; Calder, Andrew G; Cathro, Guy; Davis, Hubert Ira Jr; DiBite~o, Andrew F; Dowd, Katrina M; 
Ducat, Chris; ~ifs, Chris; Forbes, Sco~; Frederick, Brad; Fulton, Grant; GaSh, Chris~ Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Hoots, Eric M; Hudson, Nicole; 3ac~on, Sco~ C; 3ednak, Ma~; 
Kolat, Ca~ 3; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Lee, William R Jr; Litzinger, Michael B; McGrath, Colin B; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Negalha, Jeff; Palladino, George W; Papadatos, 
Dionisios; Pembe~on, Chelsea Anne; Phillips, Tripp; Po~er, Grant; rackham; Recka~, Angela; Robinson, Steve A; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; 

VanAIs~ne, Mark; Webb, Josh; Wigger, Leah Marie; Williams, Andre; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Workman, Aaron; Gwaltney, Clint; Brown, Michelle; 
Lane, Cricket; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Cunningham, Bubba; Pogge, Paul 
Subject= UNC Athletic Depa~ment Student-Athlete Code of Conduct 

Colleagues, 

It was brought to my attention that the UNC Athletic Department Student-Athlete Code of Conduct Policy that was distributed at today’s coaches’ meetin~ contains 

a typo. I have attached a corrected copy or you can correct the one distributed. The typo is in #4.....first word should be Any. Sorry for the confusion. 

As I mentioned, please review this Code of Conduct Policy with your student-athletes, have them sign and keep the forms in your files. Also, please send me a 

copy of your individual team policies and addi~onal Dru~ Tes~n~ Policy, if you have one. Larry Gallo and I will compile these and make copies for appropriate 

Sport Administrators and Bubba. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 



APPENDIX qq 

THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

STUDENT-ATHLETE CODE OF CONDUCT 

The Department of Athletics wants each student-athlete to have a fulfilling and successful academic and 

athletic experience at Carolina. The department also expects all student-athletes to understand the 

University community’s expectations for student-athletes’ behavior when competing, in academic 

endeavors, and in other contexts. Carolina student-athletes must understand the highly visible nature of 

their role and, accordingly, that their behaviors reflect upon the University. 

The Department of Athletics has established the standards of behavior and conduct below for all 

student-athletes participating in intercollegiate athletics programs at the University. These standards 

emphasize the importance and significance of sportsmanship, appropriate conduct, and the 

responsibilities that each student-athlete must accept when representing the University on an 

intercollegiate athletics team. These standards are intended to supplement the general standards set 

forth in the Instrument of Student Judicial Governance. 

1. By being a member of an intercollegiate athletics team, a student-athlete represents the Department 

of Athletics and the University both during and outside of competition. Therefore, all team members 

are expected to conduct themselves in a responsible and respectful manner at all times. 

2. Each student-athlete will exhibit outstanding sportsmanship and will encourage his or her 

teammates to do likewise. 

3. Each student-athlete will follow UNC, ACC, and NCAA rules and regulations. 

4. Any student-athlete who is arrested is expected to immediately disclose the arrest to his or her head 

coach, who will then inform the Director of Athletics. The Director of Athletics shall have the 

authority and discretion to immediately and indefinitely suspend any arrested student-athlete from 

all athletic and team-related activities. Other disciplinary actions may also be taken as appropriate 

by both the Director of Athletics and the student-athlete’s head coach. Reinstatement for any 

student-athlete suspended due to an arrest will be determined by the Director of Athletics (after 

consultation with other parties as necessary). 

5. A student-athlete will follow all academic procedures established by the University, Department of 

Athletics, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes (ASPSA), his or her athletic academic 

counselor, and his or her coach. 

6. A student-athlete will participate in any student-athlete development program as directed by his or 

her coach and the Department of Athletics. 

7. A student-athlete will consent to participate in the Department of Athletics’ mandatory controlled 

substances testing program. A student-athlete will not be allowed to participate on any 

intercollegiate team unless he or she fully participates in this controlled substances testing program. 

8. While on a team trip or at any team-related function, a student-athlete cannot consume alcohol, use 

tobacco products, or use illegal substances. This prohibition extends to travel to and from and event, 

home games, team gatherings before or after games, and any time the team is together in an official 

capacity. 

9. While on a team trip, every student-athlete must travel with the team unless special permission is 

obtained from the head coach. 

10. If selected to host a prospective student-athlete visiting UNC, current student-athletes must adhere 

to all UNC, ACC, and NCAA policies and guidelines pertaining to hosting. 

REVISED OCTOBER, 2013 



APPENDIX qq 

11. Every student-athlete must respect the dignity of all other persons. A student-athlete must not 

participate in any form of hazing or initiation. Any activity of this nature is strictly prohibited. The 

Department of Athletics will promptly and thoroughly investigate any allegations of hazing or 

initiation. If it is found that the Department of Athletics Policy Against Hazing and Initiation was 

violated, the involved student-athlete(s) will be suspended from the team for a period of time 

determined by the Director of Athletics or his designee. In addition, the Dean of Students will be 

notified if the Department determines that hazing or initiation has occurred. 

12. In accordance with NCAA rules and regulations, student-athletes are prohibited from participation in 

gambling activities. This prohibition includes, but is not limited to: 

o Providing information to individuals involved in organized gambling activities; 

¯ Soliciting or accepting a bet on any intercollegiate team for any item that has tangible value 

(including, but not limited to: cash, clothes, meals, and other material items or services); and 

Participating in any gambling activity that involves intercollegiate athletics or professional 

athletics (including, but not limited to: sport "pools," internet gambling, fantasy leagues, and 

gambling via "800"/toll free numbers). 

FAILURE TO AGREE AND ADHERE TO ALL PROVISIONS IN THIS STUDENT-ATHLETE CODE OF CONDUCT 

MAY RESULT IN ONE OR MORE OF THE FOLLOWING DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS IMPOSED BY THE 

DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS (IN CONSULTATION WITH OTHER ENTITIES AND INDIVIDUALS AS 

APPROPRIATE): 

LOSS OF GRANT-IN-AID 

REPRIMAND 

PROBATION 

SUSPENSION; AND/OR 

CANCELLATION OF ELIGIBILITY AND DISMISSAL FROM THE ATHLETIC PROGRAM 

BY SIGNING BELOW, I ACKNOWLEDGE THAT I HAVE READ THE ABOVE AND, FURTHER, I UNDERSTAND 

AND ACCEPT THE RESPONSIBILITY OF ADHERING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS STUDENT- 

ATHLETE CODE OF CONDUCT. 

STUDENT-ATHLETE’S NAME (PRINTED) INTERCOLLEGIATE TEAM 

STUDENT-ATHLETE’S SIGNATURE DATE 

REVISED OCTOBER, 2013 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)’- 

Wednesday, Oetokyer 23, 2013 6:39 PM 

Lensing, George <lensing@ema~l.unc.edu> 

ILE: Miffs visit 

You guys did a~l the work .,.. Thank you for keeping me in the loop. 

From-" Lensing, George 
gent: Wednesday, October 23, 20~3 3:55 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Nia’s visit 

Anson, 
A~eched is ~he le~lsendin~ ~im Jus~ wan~ [o keep you informed. We’re so ~ra~eful for all your he~p in pe~suadin~ he~ ~o be ou~ spe~ke~ fo~ ~he 

Golden Fleece reunion in April. 

George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:56 AM 

McCarthy, Frank <mccafthy@SHERIDAN.EDU> 

ILE: Tha~nks 

Good stuff Frank .... And good luck, my friend[!! 

From: McCarthy, Frank [mailto:mccarthy@SHERIDAN.EDU] 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 2:59 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thanks 

Anson, 

I can’t thanks you enough for allowing me to observe your team and ask you questions. I really learned a great deal about working with a team and the questions 

you let me ask you...will help me become a better person and coach. 

Good luck...I hope to stay in touch with you. 

Sincerely, 

Frank- 

Frank McCarthy 

Head Basketball Coach 

Sheridan College 

(307) 674 6446 ext 400:1 

mccarthy@sheridan.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:05 AM 

Randy Waldrum <Ra~dy.Waldrum. l@nd.edu> 

l~L: Notre Dame 

Ra~dy, 

Good job, my friend _.. Those are thankless positions and I wanted to thank you. 

I=rem-¯ Randy Waldrum [mailto: Randy.Waldrum. $@nd.edu] 

Se~t= Thursday, October 24, 2053 9:20 AN 

To= D~vision $ Women’s Soccer List; D$ 

S~bjeet; {DSWSOC} Notre Dame 

Coaches, 

My cycle with the U-23’s has ended, so any recommendations for the U-23’s will need to be sent to April He~nrichs. I want to thank Sunil Gulati, J~m Moorhouse, and US Soccer for 

the opportunity to work with some amazin~ players. I also want to thank Rudy Meredith, PNI Wheddon, Kat Mertz, N~kki-lzzo Brown, M~chelle Demko, and Bryan Blitz for their 

help over the years with the U-23’s. Lastly and most importantly I want to thank your players, all of whom represented the USA in an extremely professional manner. Thanks to all 

of you coaches who sent recommendations and supported us so much. We brought in over 30 new players over the past two years to strengthen the player pool, and we won every 

single international tournament we played in. The credit ~oes to your players and the job you all are doin8 in develop~n~ the talent which is the future of our country. I’ve always 

said we have some of the best coaches in the world, and many are coachin~ in the college ranks. So thank you once a~ain to everyone. 

Best of luck in the remainin~ part of the seasoM 

Randy 

~;~ ~~,’~’~ 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrum@nd.edu 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

574-63~-3376 - office 

mobile 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:05 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: Hello 

..... ©ri~inal Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:09 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hello 

Anson, 

(~r!verizon.net] 

I am a coach from Northern VA and would like to get the best number to reach you or your assistant who handles recruitment of players. My sister, 
down there speaks very highly of you and I hope I can meet you in person as well when I come down there next month 
Look forward to hearing from you soon 
Thanks 
Sean Lanigan 

, who runs the sprecial olmpics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:06 AM 

~verizon.net 

Ducar, Chris (ducar~unc.edu) 

RE: Hello 

Sean, 

You arevery kind My recruiter? Chris Ducat. I will copy him on this 

..... Original Message ..... 
From 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 10:09 ANI 
To: I)o~Tance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hello 

~(~verizon.net] 

Anson, 

I am a coach from Northern VA and would like to get the best number to reach you or your assistant who handles recruitment of players My sister, 
down there speaks very highly ~ ~ you and I hope I can meet you in person as well when ! come down there next month. 

Look forward to hearing from you soon 
Thanks 
Sean Lanigan 

who runs the sprecia[ o[mptcs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, October 25, 2013 11:57 AM 

Charlie Slagle <charlie.slagle@caslnc.com> 

I~E: SLAGLE 

OH NO! 1!1!! 1! We will miss you! ’grid what a great job you have dottel! 

From== Charlie Single [mailto:charlie.slagle@caslnc.com] 
Sent== Thursday, October 24, 2013 11:31 AM 
To-" ’kelly_findley@ncsu.edu’; Timothy Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Spear, Natthew; Dorrance, Albert A N; Somoano, Carlos [,1; jkerr@duaa.duke.edu; 
church@duaa.duke.edu; Ashton, Greg; armas@campbell.edu 
Subject: SLAGLE 

Guys, 

As announced on the CASL web site, I will be resigning my CASL position at the end of the calendar year. I have enjoyed working with all of you and wish you 

the utmost of success. I’m not sure what my next venture will be but I am looking forward to a new challenge. 

Charlie 



knows~ it takes a lot of knowl- 
edge to master the play of 
many sports. Often the dif- 
ference between outstand- 
ing play and average play in 
a sport is the result of keen 
knowledge of the sport-its 
rules, tactics, strategies anc~ 
competitive    ac~vantages- 



more so than mere athletic 
ability. Playing smarter can 
be more important than sim- 
ply playing harder. 

And as every fan knows, it 

takes knowledge of the sport 
to appreciate the play of the 
sport and the skill of the teams 
and players themselves. 

Without that knowledge, a 

spectator can find watching 
a fast-moving and complex 
competitive sport confusing. 
To be a fan, a spectator must 

acquire knowledge about the 
sport in order to enjoy watch- 

ing the playo In fact, a meas- 
ure of the devotion of a fan is 

the depth of knowledge about 
the sports it’s teams, players 
and coaches that the Run has 
learned. 

But important knowledge 
content within o sport can be 
hard to acquire, despite a 

braryof books and fan maga- 
zines. Innovations and chang- 
es in equipment, coaching and 
the rules of play of the sport 

make knowledge of the sport 
a moving target. Coaches, 
players and fans alike need 
to continually update their- 

understandings of the sport. 
In today’s fast moving digi- 
tal world, new ways to man- 

age the knowledge content of 
sport are needed. 

Adding to the challenge of 
sport for the coach, player 

and fan is the rapid change 
in sports data collection and 

distribution° While scoring 
and player performance sta- 
tistics have always been im- 

portant in sports, the growing 
ability to collect data from the 
players and the field of play 
have added new dimensions 

to sports data collection and 

analysis. Radio frequency dig- 
ital data I~nks can instrument 

almost anything from rac- 
ing cars to players’ footwean 
Video surveillance of the area 

of play can capture small 

changes in player movements 
and team positioning in near 
real-time. Wireless networks 

con analyze and distribute 

the data collected during play 
to hand held devices for the 

coaches, players and fans. 

This astonishing ability to col- 
lect data, however, creates 

a new challenge for sport- 
what does the data mean? It 

is more than .just player and 
team statistics° Buried in the 
data are the subtle differenc- 

es between the outstanding 
player and tearn behaviors 
and those that are more ordi 

nary, even for the same player 

or tearno But, to find this in- 

formation lying hidden in the 
vast amount of data that is or 



can be collected will require 
a better tool than player or 
team statistics. 

Fortu nately, the field of 

knowledge engineering may 
hold the key to enhancing 
sport for the players, coach- 
es and fans. The term knowl- 

edge engineering can be de- 
fined as the structured effort 

to organize knowledge so that 
it ~s accessible and usable by 
other entities. The result of 

knowledge engineerin~ is a 
knowledge base of structured 
representations of knowl- 

edge~ To some degree~ famil- 
iar actMties such as wdting 
a book or preparing a course 
of ~nstruction ~nvolve ~nfor- 

real knowledge engineering. 
Knowledge engineering came 
of age as a formal discipline 
with the developrnent of ma- 

chine intelligence. In order to 
structure knowledge so that 
a computer could use it~ our 

understanding of knowledge 
and its formal representa- 

tions tool< a big leap forward° 
In fact, it is just this ability to 

provide sports knowledge in 
a form usable by a computer 
that enables the exploitation 
of sports data which today is 
possible to collect but hard to 
analyze in depth. 

The first impression of knowl- 

edge engineering is that it 
somehow involves rules of 

logic. Can the nuances of a 
sport be reduced to rules in 
this manner? it seems unlike- 

ly that rules could describe a 

good first serve into the wind 
in tennis or a good pass on 
a soggy rugby field, btod- 
ern knowledge engineerin~ 
has ~rown beyond the notion 
of rules, however. An exam- 
p~e of th~s ~s the way ~n which 
the situation of play and the 

strategy, tactics and actions 
of the players are often rep- 
resented separately within a 

knowledge base. Situations 
are used to represent the 
state of play: where the play- 
ers are and the status of their 

resources. The strategy and 
tactics knowledge describes 
what can be done within the 

rules of play to achieve spe- 

cific goals and sub-goals that 
form a network of connected 
tactics~ A third set of knowl- 

edge describes how play- 



ers can perform a sequence 
of movements that carries 
out a tactical step, such as a 
centering pass° When these 
three types of knowledge are 
combined~ a dynamic, contex- 
tual understanding of the play 
of a sport can be achieved~ 
moment by moment, from the 
data that is collected. 

This computer-based under- 

standing of play, however, is 
much easier to rnaintain than 

a boor or video library. Using 
knowledge engineering, new 
situations can be described, 

new strategies and 
tics can be defined and new 

techniques for player actions 

can be created, allowing the 
computer to irnmed~ately 

derstand the changes~ When 
rules or equipment for a sport 

change~ outdated knowl~ 
edge can be easily correct~ 
ed or made obsolete within 

the ~nowledge base~ along 
with any other knowledge 
that is indirectly impacted by 

the changes~ LJnFke a book, a 
new knowledge base can be 
transmitted over the internet 

and immediately put into use 
inside a cornputer. 

Of course, the goal of this 
knowledge is to enhance the 
sport for the benefit of the 

players, coaches and fans. 
Once the knowledge is inside 
a computer, there are many 
roles it can play in a sport. 

During the play of the sport, 
future knowledge-based sys- 
terns rnay be able to analyze 
the playofa team and its com- 
petitors and provide 

tions for changes in strategy 
or tactics based on the actual 

unfolding situation. An exam- 
pie of this role of knowledge is 
the Racing Associate concept 
from Sportronix (www~spor- 

tronix~com), which is intended 

to provide advice to a racing 
tear]] during the conduct of 
a race. The knowledge in the 
system concept uses telem- 
etry data from the race cars 

of ~ team and scoring data 
from the track systems to 

derstand the changing race 

situat~on~ ~nclud~n~ the health 
of the car and the driver’s 

behaviors. It then generates 
strategy and tactics sugges~ 
tions ~n near real time to the 

pit crew chief to enhance the 
race outcomes for the team~ 

For coaches, computer-based 

knowledge of play could allow 
a better analysis of player 

and team behaviors, including 
the refinement of strategies, 
tactics and techniques that 



maximize the employment of 
player individual capabilities. 
This would allow a coach 

to separate out issues that 
are the result of specific 
performance of techniques 
from those issues that are 

related to the player or 

team’s larger understanding 
of strate~qy and tactics in 
play. ]his information has 
the potential to increase the 

effectiveness of coaching and 
player development. 

In the future, combininf] a 
knovvled£]e---based tool with 
an existinf~ video analysis tool, 
such as the ProSu~te software 
offered by Dartfish (vvvvw. 
dartfish.com), may allow the 

analysis of player behaviors 
to move from the practice 
field into the actual playofthe 

~]ame. The knowledge of the 
actual situation and tactical 

play could enable a refined 

analysis of the player flame 
video, leading to more effeo-- 
tire coachin~]~ For example, 
the analysis of a ~]olf swing 
could take into account spe--- 
dfic ir~formation about the lie 

and terrain on the course, Io--- 
cation of hazards, wind condi--- 
tions and the location of oth--- 

er competing players’ current 
scores. 

One of the most important 

uses of sports knowledge en--- 
~]ineering is support For the 
fan. The economics of sport 

depend on the interest and 

excitement of the fan, and 

only throuf~h knowledge about 
the sport does the sspecta- 
tor become the fan. By maR- 

inoo knowled,~qe about a sport 
more accessible to the fans, 
the loyal audience of a sport is 

greatly increased. 

One way that sports knowl--- 

ed£]e can be used to drive fan 
understanding and loyalty is 
through the personalization 
of sports content delivered to 
the individual fan. ~]ajor steps 
~n this direction are already 
underway by companies l~ke 
LiveCFps (www.liveclips~com) 
that offer personalized video 
clips of sport events, deFvered 
to personal video devices eP- 

ther durin9 or after the play of 
the sport. 

Not all fans are equal in their 

understandinf~ of the play or 
of the teams and players in a 
sport. For novice fans, it may 

be challenf~in~] to describe 
what kinds of video clips are 

interesting and how the clips 
should be delivered. In many 

cases, additional text or voice 
commentary may be needed 
to explain the clip content to 
the novice fan. Experienced 
fans however may have less 
need for commentary or an--- 
notations within the clip. 

By cornbinin9 the video clip 
capability with a future sports 



knowledge system that in--- 
cludes knowledse about types 
of spectators ants fans, a per--- 
sonalized commentary at 
the depth needed by the fan 
could be created~ This could 
~ncrease fan connection with 
the sporL and may add siS--- 
n~ficantly to the experience of 
new fans that are still learnin~ 
about the sport. 

A second important use of 

sports knowledge that sup--- 
ports the fan is the devel--- 
oprnent and refinement of 

sports video f~ames. Players 
of sports video £~ames often 

become stronf~ fans of the 
sport later in life. But in order 

to create a realistic settin£] for 
a sport as a v~deo £]ame, all of 
the player and coach models 
must show solid sports strat--- 

e~]y, tactics and performance. 
Underlyin£] the success 
these sports video £]ames is a 
stronf] knowledge en£]ineer--- 
~r]~] effort that must capture 
and represent the nuances 
a sport ~n order to ~mplement 

an interesting and involvin£] 
video game. 

There are many reasons for 

embracing the discipline of 
knowledge engineering with--. 
in the world of sport. Yet this 
topic is new to sport, and will 
require thought leadership to 
adopt the practices of knowl--. 

edge engineering. But for 
those that do, there are s~g--. 
nfficant benefits~ The ability 
to quickly and correctly un--. 
derstand and exploit the 
uation ~n sport, and to allow 
the fan to share in the nuanc--. 

es of the play could elevate a 
sport, a team or a player to 
new levels of fan interest, ex--. 
dtemerTt and devotion. This 

enhanced understand[rill of a 
sport, even by a novice, is the 

f]oa] of sports know]ed£]e en--. 



How Opta altered the Premier League, and soccer, 

Oct2, 2013, 1:30 PM EDT 

forever 

The first in a two-part series on Opta, a company that collects, packages, analyzes and 
distributes live data for the Premier League. 

Hanging in the sky high above Central London in the afternoon sun, Opta’s headquarters offer a 
glorious panoramic view over England’s capital city. 

It’s fitting that the company working to transform England’s national sport is overlooking the 
sprawling heart of the UK around the clock, above the bustling chaos below to crunch the 
numbers that are making people view the world’s game in a completely different manner. 

This season, for the first-time ever, Opta are the P~’emie~ Leagee’s of~eia~ data ~evide~. 
Over time, the English company has helped transform the way in which people analyze, 
objectify and discuss the beautiful game and other sports. But their work in soccer is only just 
beginning. According to some of their top analysts, they’ve merely scratched the surface. 
As we delve into the world of soccer stats, and how they are remodeling the game many 
thought couldn’t be ’Americanized,’ you’ll realize Opta is leading the charge. First in the UK, and 
in Part II we will see how they’ve had a huge impact on US Soccer in MLS. 

A new beginning is on the horizon this season for Opta, after both their acq~isitio~ ~ 
Pe~fo~l i~ #~y (http://www.performgroup.co.uk/) and new Premier League deal (which sees 
them provide live stats for NBC Sports), the only way is up. 

HUMBLE BEGINNINGS 

Given their vast popularity around the globe today, it’s hard to believe Opta has only been in 
operation for 17 years. When they began in 1996, they focused on one league: the Premier 
League. Providing basic ’manager reports’, they helped clubs begin to think about the power of 
analytics. 

But none of their analysis was completed live. PL games from the weekend used to arrive early 
Monday morning: cue the pain staking labor-intensive analysis of six hours per game. Now, with 
their new high-tech computer systems it can be collected live, with up to five analysts working 
on each game. For fans more familiar with US sport, think of Opta as Stats Inc’s British 
equivalent. 

The work of both companies is pretty nifty. 

Rob Bateman, Opta’s Content Director, known around the office as the ’Opta Don,’ explains how 
it all began at Opta and evolved back in the mid-90s. 

"I joined in 1998," Bateman said, looking towards the ceiling nostalgically as he recalled Opta’s 
early beginnings. "There was a cricket rating system used in the 70s and 80s and a few of the 
directors broke away from that company and formed Opta consultants and they were all big 
Rugby fans, so they thought it would be good to use it in Rugby Union. But the Premier League 
had just been formed and football was booming." 

And so, from a group of accountants who wanted to spread a concept used in cricket to rugby 
union, the leading soccer data company in the globe was born. Weird, huh? 



RISE OF ACCEPTANCE 

Despite their current status at the top of soccer statistics, Opta has had to overcome plenty of 
dismissive evaluations from soccer’s older-generation. 

Media outlets, betting companies and pro clubs make up the majority of Opta’s clients. 

Slowly but surely, they’ve turned the screw. 

Now, they pump out plenty of editorial content to massive media outlets. But when they began, 
editors on Fleet Street didn’t want to know. Opta were laughed out of meetings with 
newspapers after suggesting people wanted more stats in soccer. 

The answer they always received... ’stop Americanizing the game.’ 

Undeterred, Bateman and Opta kept burrowing on and realized that small bite-sized stats were 
the way to go. 

"We changed the tact a little bit," Bateman said. "We condensed them into what we now call 
Opta facts, which sum things up for normal football fans. For Opta to succeed we need to go 
beyond pumping out data. It has changed quite a bit in the last 17 years." 

When Opta arrived on the scene they developed the Opta Index, a rating system that ranked 
players across 70 categories to determine who the best in each position was. People began to 
ask... ’How did you work that out?’ It got the average soccer fan in England thinking about stats 
and numbers soccer. 

Now they were on to something. 

Today the Premier League, Bundesliga and La Liga all have centralized contracts with Opta. 
That’s three of the world’s biggest leagues relying on Opta’s live data. The OptaJoe Twitter 
handle, which Bateman, Matt Furniss and their UK editorial team are the brains behind, has 
over 444,000 followers on Twitter and feeds out live stats in tiny chunks, causing great debate 
amongst the Twitterati. And Opta’s live stats have even made it into NBC Sports’ soccer studio, 
as analysts Robbie Earle and Robbie Mustoe use the fancy info to help break things down for 
viewers of NBC’s Premier League coverage. Between you and me, the Opta guys are very 
impressed with NBC’s use of their stats. Lovely stuff. 

Currently, the company has 16 different Twitter handles in multiple languages and the growth 
of media has kept Opta busier than ever. As of 2013, Opta have nine offices across the globe in 
London, Sydney, Bassano, Milan, Madrid, Paris, Munich, New York and now Montevideo. 

MATCHDAY ANALYSIS 



My focus was on the HQ in London, and in every organization there are unsung heroes who 
keep the cogs churning while multimillion dollar deals are signed. Hats off to you, Opta 
Analysts. 

Without the live data collection happening, Opta wouldn’t be around. Known as ’Ops,’ these 
guys are young soccer ’nerds’ that analyze copious amounts of games, have impeccable hand- 
eye co-ordination and come from the ’garner’ generation. 

I met a former Op, Andrew Barafutti, who showed me how a typical game is collected by Opta. 
My word, I’ve never seen a mouse used so ferociously in such a short space time, as Barafutti 
carried out his duties whilst chatting. This seems like a long way from the six or seven hours of 
hand-written analysis in Opta’s early days. 

"On average you can get to 800 or 900 events, per team," Barrafutti said nonchalantly. "It’s 
intense for the whole game, especially if you’re covering teams like Barcelona... you’re always 
putting in passes." 

I was worried about the general welfare of these Ops after a busy day of soccer. Barrafutti laid 
down the usual demands. 

"They only have two or three games in one day, because it fries your brain," he laughed. "We 
need people with a combination of football knowledge and that are quick enough to actually put 
all the events in. So normally, anyone over the age of 30 can’t pick it up. Gamers are good." 

Collecting data on these guys isn’t as easy as you might think... 

At this point in my trip to Opta’s HQ, I’m sitting in the hub of live collection. Computers screens 
are packed into four rows of desks, and after seeing this operation carried out in Opta’s offices 
in New York, it’s quite a sight to see the Ops in full flow. 

"There are three analysts per game, one acts as a checker to make sure the other two are 
inputting the correct information," Barrafutti explains. "And they can shout to him if they want 
something double checked. I did a game a few years ago, with Lars and Sven Bender, twins, 
both playing central midfield together.., checker was doing a lot of work that game." 

Opta’s live matchday analysis really sets them apart from competitors, and every season clubs 
get together to requests new categories that Ops can enter, hence why the ’pull back’ and 
’defending corners’ categories are now included. 

Furniss, Senior UK football editor, brought me in a cup of tea (in an Opta mug with stats from 
OptaJoe emblazoned on the mug) during my Opta Ops lesson, and chimed in about how the 
process is carried out to pick the Ops. 



"Every summer, we get a couple of hundred applicants for Opta Opts, maybe two or three get 
through," Furniss said. "It’s that hard to do, I couldn’t do it. The same person will do the same 
team throughout the season to pick up on player traits and become familiar with each player." 

This represents the average amount of time, per possession, that each PL team has the ball and 
allows their opponents the ball. Notice Southampton’s high-pressure approach. 

SECRETIVE CLUBS GETTING THE HANG OF IT, FAST 

Speaking of clubs, so far, we’ve seen how Opta collects raw data and works with media 
outlets.., but here is the biggest, and perhaps most interesting area of growth in their client 
base; the professional clubs wanted in. 

Hence the birth of OptaPro. 

John Coulson, Opta’s head of professional football services, is a quiet and reserved type of 
character who has overseen the creation of OptaPro in the last 18-months. He spent his 
formative years working as an analyst for both Middlesbrough and Norwich City and currently 
liaises with 14 Premier League teams, six Championship sides and over 100 clubs worldwide. 

Coulson explains that the ’Performance Analyst’ began in the early 2000s, as Premier League 
clubs realized the potential gains of having a fully-fledged analytics team. 

"If you go back to the late 90s only three of four clubs were using data to analyze," Coulson 
said, raising his eyebrows as we both know that’s not the case today. "And software companies 
would send stuff [pointing to OptaPro’s expensive software] to football coaches who don’t know 
how to use a mouse. At most Premier League clubs now you probably have a team of 10-12 
analysts. It has exploded very quickly." 

But what do clubs look for when using this data? Numerical values for each position. E.g. a 
holding midfielder must make x number of forward passes, interceptions per game. Stats are 
now replacing traditional positions. 



Opta have analyzed every single World Cup game since 1966, so now you can analyze Pele vs. 
Maradona.,. for real, 

However, the information Opta provides is often frowned upon by many of the older generation 
of coaches and scouts. 

"Scouts are terrified that we’re trying to replace them," Coulson said. "We’re not. We have got 
all this data on a player in the last five or six years and we can compare him against any other 
player in any league. So it helps with scouting across the globe." 

Yet the secretive nature in which many Premier League clubs are operating is intriguing. For 
this piece, PL teams didn’t want to be interviewed or reveal the way they use data analysis, I 
get that. 

But I wonder.., does that suggest something is working pretty well in their analytical approach? 

"The problem we have is that every club wants to remain anonymous," Coulson said. "They 
want to retain an edge, and most of them would rather us not know what they’re doing. There 
are lots of clubs that are doing things badly, and the clubs that do things well, they have an 
edge. Every year there are two or three more PL teams taking a more active approach to this." 

Rumor has it that Liverpool and Manchester United are building huge stores of data in special 
labs. Given Liverpool’s attempt at recreating ’Moneyball’ with Damien Comolli at the helm and 
signing the likes of Stewart Downing and And¥ Carroll... they’re obviously trying new things 
all the time. 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS 

After almost having my brain fried with information -- I still worry about those young Ops -- I 
posed a wide-ranging and slightly intrusive question to finish with. 

’What next for Opta? What’s the next big thing in soccer analytics?’ 

"I think one of the plans is to see people’s careers," Bateman said, with Furniss nodding in 
agreement. "You can get Stevea 6errard and Fraak Lampard and see where they were at 
the age of 19, 23 and 30, and map out other players with similar careers and say ’these two 



players are very similar to Gerrard’... but they’re playing for Cardiff and Scunthorpe. So let’s pick 
them out. They’re cheap." 
It seems as though the way in which Premier League teams, hell, any team under Opta’s 
umbrella, can use this data best, is to tie it in with player recruitment and reduce the numbers 
of risks they’re taking when signing a player. Opta provides the due diligence for clubs to spend 
money wisely, does that mean the ’Moneyball moment’ will arrive in soccer? 

One of the walls in Opta’s London HQ, which breaks down England’s 4-2 World Cup final win 
over Germany in 1966. 

Certain clubs seems to have reached that point already. What will happen over the next five or 
six years excites me, just look at how far Opta have come in the last 17 years. There’s now a 
need for stats in soccer, they proved all the doubters wrong. Now, more than ever, stats can be 
the key to help stabilize soccer’s future development across the board. 
Remember, Part II of my exclusive inside look at how Opta operates is coming out on Thursday, where we look at how Opta is playing a key role in Major League 

Soccer’s development. 



1. SD1 iim~ert~ SpecL~ ~: ~rc~.-t~ - Oc’L 2, 2013 at 4:33 PM 

I love Opta It is essential for Fantasy. 

This is a great article about something I’d always been curious about, who is Opta and how do they do what they do. 

I also love that using stats and more information was so threatening that it vvas called 

"Americanizing" it in a derogatory ~x~ay 

log in to reply 
2. ~k~.~t - Oct 2, 2013 at 4:35 PM 

Outstanding article. No matter the sport, baseball, soccer, basketball its interesting to see the clashes of the ’old way’ and the ’new ’way’ and how the most 

successful teams blend those approaches and are adaptable in using the information. 

log in to reply 
3. lits, p~td - Oct 3, 2013 at 12:26 AM 

Sam Allardyce ~was a great advocate of these type of statistical analysis when he was at Bolton .. A below average manager at a below average club. It’s been 

almost 15 years and he’s still a below average manager at a below average club.. 

If this develops into a ’NBA style’ with players ’padding up’ their stats, or degenerating a youth system where in the future, players are selected base on athleticism 

alone... It will be the death of the beautiful game .... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, October 25, 2013 12:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: SLSG Metro ECNL MATCHES IN CO THIS WEEKEND 

From-" St. Louis Scott Gallagher [rnailto:mbohnak@slsgsoccer.com] 
Sent: Thursday, October 24, 2013 3:23 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; SLSG Metro ECNL MATCHES IN CO THIS WEEKEND 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 



ECNL ~ATCHE8 FOR 8LS(~ ~ETRO IN CO 
Just a reminder of our games this weekend with Colorado Rush, Real Colorado and Colorado Storm, 

::~:: imsge removed 

...... by sender 

ECNL i_ogo 

Friday vs, Colorado Rush @ Addenbrooke Center Central 
600 South Kipling Lakewood, CO 80226 
GU14 9:00am 
GU16 11:00am 
GU18 l:00pm 
Friday v& Colorado Rush @ Addenbrooke Center East 
GU15 11:00am 
GU17 1:00pm 

Sunday vs, Colorado Storm@ Gates South Soccer Complex 
GUt4 9:00am #2 
GU I ,S 9:00am #3 
GUt8 9:00am #4 
GUt5 11:00am #2 
GUt7 11:00em #3 

Don’t miss out on this next crop of stars. We still have some uncommitted 2014’s and 
have unlimited potential in our classes of 2015 and beyond! 



COLLEGE CO~&CHES DON’T FORGET TO SIGN UP FOR 

THE SI.,SG GIRLS COLLEGE SHOV~rCA~$E 
394 teams will descend on St. Louis November 1-3 including 160 GU16 through GU18 [earns for you to 
scout! We’JJ feed you all weekend and give a professionaJJy bound pJayer profile book. 

CLICK HERE FOR SCHEDULES 
CLICK HERE TO SIGN UP 

]~ilmage 

removed by 

sender 

removed by 

sender 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc,edu by [~_b__o___h_r_!_a__k__@__s]_s_~__s£__£_c__e_r_=_c__o___n). :: 

Update Profile/Email Address fnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 
St. Louis Scott Gallagher i PO Box :!,5 i Nar,/ville ]:L 62062 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGE!OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN = RECIPIENTS!CN =ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON) > 
Saturday, October 26, 2013 £2:03 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 
Fwd: National League rosters and schedule announced 

........ Originai Message ........ 

Subiect: National League rosters and schedule announced 

From: US Youth Soccer <broadcast@usyouthsoccer.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

To view ti~is messaqe in a browser~ piease click here 

!2 national leagu 
e iogo web 

Greetings College Coaches, 

The 2013-2014 US Youth Soccer Nationa~ League event participants have 
been determined for the upcoming season. All teams from each gender will 
gather at the CASL Showcase in late November (Boys) and early December 
(Girls) to kick off the season with four games in four days, Thursday through 
Sunday. Half of the teams from each age group will meet at the Disney Soccer 
Showcase in December with the other half meeting at the Players College 
Showcase in Las Vegas in March. Teams will play three games over three days 
at Disney and Las Vegas. 

A majority of the games at the first event in Wilson, N,C,, will be played at: 

Wilson Gillette Soccer Park Rocky ~ou~t Sports Complex 
3238 Corbett Ave 600 Independence Dr, 
Wilson, N.C. 27893 Rocky Mount, NC 27804 

National League teams have had to earn their place in the league based on 
individual proven success in US Youth Soccer Regional Leagues and the 
National Championship Series. Teams compete for division championships and 
four slots per age group (top two teams per division) to advance to the 2014 
National Championships., in Germantown, Md.., as well as placement in the 
league for the 2014-2015 season. 

The seventh year of National League play looks to be one of the most 
competitive yet. Ten players competing in the 2013-2014 National League have 
been called into U.S. National Team camps in the month of October, and the 
pool of teams includes the following: 

2 National Champions 
4 National Championship 
Finalists 
5 National League Division 
Champions 
15 Regional Champions 
1 Dallas Cup Champion 

6iris 

5 National Champions 
4 National Championship 
Finalists 
5 National League Champions 
15 Regional Champions 



~ 2 Dallas Cup Finalists 

Games for each age group have been spread out throughout each day of play. 
When teams From the same age group are playing at the same time, those 
games have been put on fields next to each other. 

College coaches that have registered in the US Youth Soccer Event 
Management System can access National League rosters online at any time. 
Team managers are instructed to finalize their event rosters two weeks prior to 
each play date. Rosters will also be available in the Event Management System 
via your mobile device and hard copies will be available on-site. 

Please be advised that US Youth Soccer does not release a list of attending 
coaches prior to an event, and at no time will display your email address or 
provide the opportunity For players to email coaches directly. The intent of the 
Event Management System is to provide coaches with team rosters and event 
information, 

College Coach Login; 
http: / /tournarnents, usyouthsoccer.org / ~e~bers /IoginoaSp× 

College Coach Registration; 
http : / / tou rnarnents, usyouth$occer.org / rnern bers / reg ister,aspx ? 
type=COACH 

For any questions about the National League or the Event Management 
System, contact Ryan Loy, Communications Coordinator, at 
rloy@usyouthsoccer,org or 972=334-9300. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 9:04 PM 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com 

Re: Monday - Alliance Gifts ’I’m~fing 

psadin@sportsendeavors.com wrote: 

C~uys - 

Hope you’re well. Not sure what your schedules are Monday night but wanted to make you aware that our U16 and U17 Alliance teams are training at Meredith College Turf and wanted to 
invite you out to watch if you had time. 

Mon, 10/28 
7:45-9:15 pm 
Meredith College, Raleigh 

Let me know if you can make it. Thanks! t 

Pete 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 9:16 PM 

Yount, Tony <ton~.5,oun~,~unc.edu-~ 

Re: Weeldy 

Tony, thankyou! I know how much work this is and I appreciate it. Yes, let’s save these kids! 

Se~t.f!°om my V~r~zor~ g~irele,~s 4G Li~’A 1)ROJD 

"Yount, Tony" <ton~.5~oun@unc.edu:~ wrote: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. I understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 
Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 9:42 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: hnportant: Postseason Awmds Alignment 

Tom. Let’s do this Monday’! 

Se,~t.f!vm my VeHzou IFire[e,~s 4(5 L)"k" L)ROIL) 

........ Original Mesmge ........ 
Subject: Important: Post~a~m Awaacds Alignment 
From: NSCAA <liffgv~:nscaa.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~l .unc.edu> 
CC: 

October 25, 2013 

TO: Division I Women’s Soccer Coaches 

FROM: Steve Veal, Awards Manager 

RE: 2013 Regional Alignment for NSCAA Awards 

Dear Coach, 

The following link contains your 2013 regional alignment for NSCAA awards administration. 

This alignment will be used for the Coach of the Year and All-America awards programs. 

Division I Women’s Postseason Awards Alignment 

IMPORTANT: Access to the awards program is with your NSCAA College Services 

membership number for your institution, If you have not paid this membership for 2013 

membership you must do so immediately to be eligible for awards. You must have a college 

services membership number in order to [ogon through the myNSCAA tab on the top of the 

NSCAA website. 

All-America nominations open on November 4 for both men and women, Regional Coach of 

the Year nominations begin on November 8 for women’s programs and November 13 for 

men’s programs. You will receive an email prior to these dates with a reminder and 

instructions. 

REMINDER: The following college awards are open online for nominations: 

¯ Team Academic Award 

Long-Term Service (Bill Jeffrey) Award 
¯ Women’s Committee Award 

¯ Yeagley Award 
¯ Assistant Coach of the Year 

Good luck to you and your teams the remainder of the 2013 season. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

~.0.’,..a..i! I !,.’~.~Z~2.:~. I ~i.e.~).~..t..o..~..f.~.~#.~.’,.~. 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~ii Informz for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 9:42 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: hnportant: Postseason Awmds Alignment 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Important: Post~a~m Awa, ds Alignment 
From: NSCAA <liffgv~:nscaa.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

October 25, 2013 

TO: Division I Women’s Soccer Coaches 

FROM: Steve Veal, Awards Manager 

RE: 2013 Regional Alignment for NSCAA Awards 

Dear Coach, 

The following link contains your 2013 regional alignment for NSCAA awards administration. 

This alignment will be used for the Coach of the Year and All-America awards programs. 

Division I Women’s Postseason Awards Alignment 

IMPORTANT: Access to the awards program is with your NSCAA College Services 

membership number for your institution. If you have not paid this membership for 2013 

membership you must do so immediately to be eligible for awards. You must have a college 

services membership number in order to Iogon through the myNSCAA tab on the top of the 

NSCAA website. 

All-America nominations open on November 4 for both men and women. Regional Coach of 

the Year nominations begin on November 8 for women’s programs and November 13 for 

men’s programs. You will receive an email prior to these dates with a reminder and 

instructions. 

REMINDER: The following college awards are open online for nominations: 

¯ Team Academic Award 

Long-Term Service (Bill Jeffrey) Award 
¯ Women’s Committee Award 
¯ Yeagley Award 
¯ Assistant Coach of the Year 

Good luck to you and your teams the remainder of the 2013 season. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here¯ 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~(i Informz for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS!CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 9:44 PM 

Steve Scott <sscotV@iimmyv.org> 

Re: Trick comer 

The girls did it on their own. Even told the ~ef beforehand. 

Se~t.~°om my VeHzo~ ~Firele~s 4G LTE LL~tOIL) 

Steve Scott <sscott@jimmyv.org> wrote: 

Ans, 
Loved you guys using the Wayne Rooney corner last night! Almost scored on it... 
Did you call that? Is it something you work on? 

I was sitting in front of a group of TFC girls and they were all saying "what just happened?" 

Congrats on the win! 

Steve 

Steve Scott 
Senior Development Officer 

The V Foundation for Cancer Research 

106 Towerview Court 

Can!, NC 27513 

919.380.9505 I 919.380.0035 (FAX) 
www.ii m mvv..o_£.~ 



Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
From: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Sent: Saturday, October 26, 2013 9:59 PM 

To: Jason Sisneros ~gm~fil.com> 

Subject: Fwd: McCl~xen on analysis, MLS in numbers and client success 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: McClaren on analysis, MLS in numbers a~d client success 

From: Prozone Sports Ltd <ProzoneSports l,td@mail.vresp.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@ema~l.~mc.edu.~ 
CC: 

Prozone 

.g~. 

In the Zone 

Interview 

Steve McClaren on performance analysis 

.~.iI Read [vlore Earlier this year we spoke to Steve NcClaren, former England manager and 
new Derby County Head Coach, about the evolution of performance 
analysis. 

Analysis 

MLS: The playoff race in numbers 

~i Read More As the 2013 MLS season approaches its climax, our Chicago-based analysis 

team has provided some key numbers on the teams scrambling to secure a 

playoff berth. 

Read More 

Client News 

Chinese Super League delegation visits Germany 



Read More A delegation from the Chinese Super League (CSL) recently visited Germany 
as part of a fact-finding exercise. 

Read More 

D.C. United claims U.S. Open Cup title 

......~i Read More D.C. United won the U.S. Open Cup title with a surprise victory over Real Salt 
Lake in a contest between two of Prozone’s MLS clients. 

i~-~ Read More 

Education 

Explore performance analysis with Prozone’s education courses 

~i Read More The latest of Prozone’s performance analysis courses was recently hosted at 
Liverpool John Moores University, an element of the business’ expanding 
educational offering. 

i~-~ Read More 

Book of the Month 

Designed to Win opens in Qatar 

~i Read More Prozone’s book of the month for October is The Manager: Inside the Minds of 
Football’s Leaders by Mike Carson. 

Read More 

Partners 

Prozone takes part in LMA partners 6-a-side tournament 

.~.iI ReadMore On Friday 27th September, the League Managers Association hosted a 
corporate 6-a-side competition for its partners at St George’s Park. 

Read More 

You can also follow Prozone on: 

~i Prozone- In the Zone 

2012 Pr.’)s:one i~ii !i.qists re ~eived 

Click to view this email in a browser 

if you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: Unsubscribe 

Prozone Sports Ltd 



3 Craven Court 

Millshaw 

Leeds, England LS11 88N 

UK 

Read the VerticalResponse marketing policy 

Try Email Marketing with VerticalResp .... ! j 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 10:01 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

Re: Well Done! 

Yesk Lany some good things against Clemson. Wake ... very important!! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." <afl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Congrats on the 2-0 victory over Clemson - thought we played well, aa~d ~,e are looldng good going into our game vs. Wake on Sunday ~- a challenging one! 
Get some rest and ta~ke care of each other’. 
Be well, aa~d GO HEELS ,-, proud of yo!! 

Larry 

~Lar~3~ Ga~o, 
Lxecutive Associate Director of Athletics 
U~fis e~si~y of North Carolina 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, October 26, 2013 10:09 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Beach Soccer Classic 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Beach Soccer Classic 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

[ 
ii.~.iI sincSFort ...... 1 

i.~.i sklcSports ~3m 



2013-14 ACC Fall, Winter and 
Sportsmanship Weeks 

Spring 

Purpose: 

The Atlantic Coast Conference will highlight all of its sports with ACC Sportsmanship Weeks in the fourth year 

of the Sportsmanship Week initiative. The ACC Sportsmanship Weeks are a campaign to emphasize and 

promote sportsmanship as it relates to our teams, conference and fans. Through releases, social media, video 

and web sites, the conference and member schools will showcase their continuous commitment to 

sportsmanship. 

Team Initiatives: 

During tile week of October 28 - November 3 (Fall), Janualy 20 - 26 (Winter) and April 7 - 13 (Spring), each 

team will participate in a pregame handshake. 

Understanding tllat each sport/host institution follows a different pregame routine, an outline of when the 

handshake will occur must be reflected in the timing sheet that is shared with the appropriate coaches, 

administrators, officials and any television partner. The handshake may be incorporated at any time prior to 

the start of the game. 

Sportsmanship Week Messaging (Platforms): 

Press Release: Posted on theACC.com 

Distributed to each institution (SID, Marketing, Coaches and Administrators) 

Media release to master ACC list 

Social Media: 

PSA: 

PA Script: 

Graphics: 

ACC Network/ESPN: 

Miscellaneous: 

Release will be posted on the ACC Facebook page 

Sportsmanship PSA posted on ACC Digital Network YouTube Channel and tlleACC.com 

%veers throughout the week by ACC Twitter accounts (include release, PSA, etc.) 

Sportsmanship PSA available on tlleACC.com and ACCDN YouTube Channel 

Distributed to all schools hosting home events as well as ACC Championship sites 

Web, social media and in-stadium/in-arena graphics provided to each school 

Live mention in any broadcasts (ACC to coordinate) 

NACDA Daily Review 

NCAA platforms (website, news, Champions Magazine) 

Email sent from coach to student-athletes in advance to educate about initiative 



FY 20’12-’13 BUDGET REPORT 

Transactions Through: 9/17/2013 

BUDGET 

Date Printed: 10/23/201 

2012-13 
ACTUALS     % OF BGT 

SPECIAL ACCOUNT 

Revenue N/A $ 38,161.43 NiA N/A $ 85,606.53 

,E..x..,.p.,e.,.n.s...e. ........................................................................................................................ .~ ................... .~. ............ ~.;.~..~.2~. ............... .~.(~ ............................. ~.~ .................. ~ ........... ~,.~.~:.~.~.. ................. 
2011-2012 Net NiA $ 36,233.40 NiA NiA $ 46,172=67 N/A 
Previous Balance NiA $ (18,117.22) NiA NiA $ (2,072~38) N/A 

CURRENT BALANCE NiA I $ 18,116.18 I NiA NiA I $ 44,100=29 I N/A 



1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C479540 14-Sep CAROLYN B’LEVY $487.50 

1991 NON INST SERVICE 48 C519116 4-Dec CAROLYN B’LEVY $490,00 

1991 67 06/30 C643516 P WOLFMAN $4,175,00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 48 K467633 20-Aug CHERRY PHARM $360.00 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 24-Aug WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $212.25 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE $44.23 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE $126.96 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 64 CARD09 28-0ct PCARDO9/WM SUPERCENT ($212.25) 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 21-0ct HARRIS TEETER #0120 $19.22 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 28-0ct FOOD LION #1544 $18.14 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 lO-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0117 $22.97 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 13-Nov WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $70.49 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 lO-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0710 $634.41 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0713 $45.56 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Jul RADIOSHACK COR001233 $10.69 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 25-Jun STRETCHWELL INC $184.90 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 25-Jun CAN*CANONUSA FSCCVI $256.12 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Jul TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 24-Jun ADVANCE AUTO PARTS # $132.22 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 24-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0724 $24.90 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Aug TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Aug TARGET 000206 $110.81 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Aug WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $42.44 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 3-Aug HARRIS TEETER #0120 $44.23 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 30-Jul HARRIS TEETER #0120 $126.96 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 23-Jul WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $136.31 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 28-Jul WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $101.23 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 18-Jul LOWES #00487* $102.80 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 23-Jul TAPEONLINE $148.27 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/RADIOSHACK C 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/STRETCHWELL 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/ADVANCE AUTO                ($132.22) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/CAN*CANONUSA ($256.12) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV*TIVO SER 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT ($136.31) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT ($101.23) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE ($44.23) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/HARRIS TEETE ($126.96) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TAPEONLINE ($148.27) 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TARGET 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 16-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1016 $29.09 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 11-Oct TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 4-Oct WM SUPERCENTER#2137 $28.38 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 15-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $14.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 15-Sep TIV*TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 27-Sep HARRIS TEETER #0120 $33.63 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 29-0ct EPRO-STAPLES-1027 $109.17 

2611 OFFICE SUPPLIES 60 lO-Nov WM SUPERCENTER#5346 $5.81 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES -0713 $29.10 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K450811 24-Jul RISCHARD MARKETING I $379.10 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K458971 9-Aug RISCHARD MARKETING I $33.95 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K456113 9-Aug SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $886.00 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 22-Aug EPRO-STAPLES -0822 $64.21 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S063086 28-Aug FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER S350,00 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/RADIOSHACK C $10.69 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/ADVANCE AUTO $132.22 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 S066228 7-Sep RISCHARD MARKETING I S45.40 

2911 OTHSUPNON-EDUMSC 60 23-Aug RADIO SHACK 001171 S34.16 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT S42.44 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT S101.23 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TARGET Sl10.81 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/WM SUPERCENT $136.31 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TAPEONLINE $148.27 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/LOWES #00487 $102.80 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 16-Oct EPRO-STAPLES -1016 $52.08 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 EPRO01 29-Oct EPRO-STAPLES -1027 $37.19 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 60 6-Nov DMI* DELL BUS ONLINE $1,974.09 

2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 lO-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0710 S297.73 

2921 DATA PRO SUPPLIES 60 EPRO01 13-Jul EPRO-STAPLES-0713 S345.35 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 IO-Nov HARRIS TEETER #0120 S12.83 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 lO-Nov FOOD LION #0848 S13.87 

2923 OTH SUP-AGRIC/ANIMAL 60 lO-Nov LOWE’S FOODS #236 $19.19 

2211 OFFICE FOOD PRODUCTS 60 16-Nov FOOD LION #1544 $10.15 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S060197 26-Jul KWIK GOAL LTD ~549.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/STRETCHWELL g184.90 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S064008 4-Sep SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN $675.70 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S066120 7-Sep SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~351.30 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S066087 7-Sep KWIK GOAL LTD $80.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S069571 8-Oct CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE $223.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S068830 8-Oct SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~449.60 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S070230 9-Oct FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER g723.25 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S072110 2-Nov SPECTRUM SCREEN PRIN ~95.35 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S074913 19-Nov CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE ~275.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S073000 19-Nov FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER ~64.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S076453 14-Dec FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER $189.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S084571 1-Mar KWIK GOAL LTD ~116.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S084726 1-Mar CHAPEL HILL SPORTSWE ~298.50 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD02 19-Mar PCARDO2/CHAPEL HILL ~63.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 64 CARD02 19-Mar PCARDO2/MALL SYSTEM ~375.00 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 S093803 20-May FUZZY FACE EMBROIDER ~140.00 



Object Code Description Vendor 

3:1:12 IN-STATE TRAN-GROUND 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

3:12:1 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 

Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

64 :1 28-Jan 07/:12-:12/:12 IN STATE S:1,029.:18 

60 T:156790 :10-Dec DORRANCE/A S20.00 

60 T156790 lO-Dec DORRANCE/A ~I19.10 

60 T156790 lO-Dec DORRANCE/A $249.60 

60 TXXXXXX 4-Jan DORRANCE/ALBERT $20.00 

60 TXXXXXX 4-Jan DORRANCE/ALBERT ~442.70 

60 TXXXXXX 7-Feb DORRANCE/ALBERT ~i,I01,80 

60 TXXXXXX 7-Feb DORRANCE/ALBERT 



3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 ]_-Aug Diners Club $308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club S308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club S308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5392.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5520.00 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308,40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 5308.40 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 57,670.97 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Aug Diners Club 540.00 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172,80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 55:19.:10 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209,68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5:172.80 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

3:14:1 TEAM TRAVEL 60 :1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 



Object Code ] Description ]_ Vendor 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

314:1 TEAM TRAVEL 

314:1 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

Reference 

64 K471157 

64 K467871 

48 W300128 

48 W300128 

48 W300128 

48 W301796 

48 W301796 

64 K397684 

Date [ Transaction Description [ Amount 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5183.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 57.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5354.10 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 520.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5520.60 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5172.80 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209~68 

1-Sep Diners Club 5600.00 

1-Sep Diners Club 5209.68 

27-Sep WSOC-NOTREDAME 5977.11 

27-Sep WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 53,173.85 

8-Oct COACH AMERICA 51,600.00 

10-Oct COACH AMERICA 51,600.00 

10-Oct COACH AMERICA (5%600.00) 

30-Oct FSCS CORPORATION 51,795.00 

30-Oct FSCS CORPORATION 51,600.00 

31-Au8 774274/PAMELA~WOLFMA 53,975.00 



Object Code ~ Description ~_ Vendor 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3141 TEAM TRAVEL 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 

3143 TEAM OTHER TRAVEL 

Reference     ~ 

64 K409045 

48 K482569 lO-Sep 

48 K489579 27-Sep 

64 K462172 27-Sep 

64 K467871 27-Sep 

64 K471157 27-Sep 

48 K489966 8-Oct 

48 K512217 9-Nov 

64 K484210 16-Nov 

64 K473155 28-Nov 

48 K478809 5-Sep 

64 K467871 27-Sep 

64 K471157 27-Sep 

64 K484210 16-Nov 

64 K473155 28-Nov 

48 K519123 5-Dec 

31 A039 13-Dec 

64 1 28-Jan 

48 K559702 4-Mar 

48W303728 24-Apr 

48W303728 29-Apr 

48 K592263 22-Apt 

48 K592263 22-Apt 

48W303728 2-May 

60 1-May 

60 1-May 

60 1-May 

64 K583383 17-May 

64 K583383 17-May 

Date [ Transaction Description [ Amount 

31-Aug 805546/PAMELA*WOLFMA $3,975.00 

THOMAS*SANDER $504.33 

THOMAS*SANDER $2,016.43 

WSOC-PRESEASON $3,759.46 

WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 $8,197.34 

WSOC-NOTREDAME $6,497.89 

THOMAS*SANDER $647.48 

THOMAS*SANDER $2,712.69 

WSOC-CLEMSN-lO/11-12 $3,360.00 

WSOC-MD/UVA-9/11-16 $6,765.47 

THOMAS*SANDER $556.07 

WSOC-PORT-8/15-19 $628.81 

WSOC-NOTREDAME $1,025.00 

WSOC-CLEMSN-lO/11-12 $140.00 

WSOC-MD/UVA-9/11-16 $234.53 

THOMAS*SANDER $361.57 

ACC WSPC CHAMPIONSHP ($754,00) 

07/12-12/12 TM TRAV $429.70 

ANTHONY TRAVEL INC $1,554.00 

FSCS CORPORATION $2,255.00 

FSCS CORPORATION $830.00 

THOMAS*SANDER $809.96 

THOMAS*SANDER $96.02 

FSCS CORPORATION $4,000.00 

Diners Club $1,550.00 

Diners Club $775.00 

Diners Club $775.00 

WSOC-ROCH-4/5-13 $3,745.71 

WSOC-ROCH-4/5-13 $227.18 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jul TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~II.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Au[~ TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Sep TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Oct TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Nov TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 69 16-Sep TELECOM LONG DISTANC ~3.65 

3222 TELEPHONE LONG DIST 69 16-Nov TELECOM LONG DISTANC ~0.03 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jul BUNDLED VOICE/DATA $58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Au[~ BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Sep BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Oct BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Nov BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jul SUM CORE DATA FEE $121.39 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Au[~ SUM CORE DATA FEE ~121.39 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 28-Sep SUM CORE DATA FEE ~125.40 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Oct SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 30-Nov SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jul CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Au[~ CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD07 31-Aug PCARDO7/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Sep CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV~TIVO SER $14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD08 5-Oct PCARDO8/TIV~TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Oct CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Nov TIV*TIVO SERVICE ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Nov CABLE TV $37.50 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Aug 8/12 CELL PHONE BILL ~438.27 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 5-Oct 9/12 CELL PHONE BILL ~170.83 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 31-Oct 10/12 CELL PHONE BIL ~183.92 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 30-Nov NOV 2012 CELL PHONE ~237.99 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Dec TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Dec BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 21-Dec SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Dec CABLE TV ~37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Dec TIV~TIVO SERVICE ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 60 11-Dec TIV~TIVO SERVICE $19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV~TIVO SER ~19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV~TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDIO 31-Dec PCARDIO/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 2-Jan DEC 2012 CELL PHONE $162.92 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Jan TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Jan BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 31-Jan SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Jan CABLE TV ~37.50 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 30-Jan 1/13 CELL PHONEBILL $162.87 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 16-Feb TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 16-Feb BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 28-Feb SUM CORE DATA FEE ~122.84 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 16-Feb CABLE TV $37.50 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD01 28-Feb PCARDO1/TIV*TIVO SER $19.99 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARDO1 28-Feb PCARDO1/TIV*TIVO SER ~14.99 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 28-Feb FEB 13 CELL PHONE S1,250.27 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

3211 POSTAGE 64 CARD02 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD02 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD02 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD03 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD03 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD04 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD04 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 

3112 IN-STATE TRAN-GROUND 64 

3141 TEAIV] TRAVEL 64 

3221 TELEPHONE LOCAL 69 

3224 BUNDLED VOICE/DATA 69 

3225 CORE DATA SERVICES 60 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 69 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD05 

3231 TELEVISION/CABLE SER 64 CARD05 

3241 CELLULAR PHONE SER 60 

3231 60 06/30 PCARD 

3231 60 06/30 PCARD 

i 

i 

Date 

19-Mar 

16-Mar 

16-Mar 

2g-Mar 

19-Mar 

19-Mar 

16-Mar 

16-A3r 

16-A3r 

30-A3r 

30-A3r 

30-A3r 

16-A3r 

30-A3r 

16-May 

16-May 

8-May 

29-May 

16-May 

31-May 

31-May 

4-Jun 

18-Jun 

18-Jun 

16-Jun 

16-Jun 

28-Jun 

16-Jun 

28-Jun 

28-Jun 

30-Jun 

6 

6 

Transaction Description Amount 

PCARDO2/USPS 3612160 $27.00 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED $11.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA g58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE $122.84 

PCARDO2/TIV*TIVO SER $14.99 

PCARDO2/TIV*TIVO SER $19.99 

CABLE TV $37.50 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED g11.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA S58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE g0.34 

PCARDOg/TIV*TIVO SER $19.99 

PCARDOg/TIV*TIVO SER $14.99 

CABLE TV S37.50 

APRIL 2013 CELL PHON $208.88 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE $122.84 

SUM CORE DATA FEE $122.84 

CABLE TV ~37.50 

PCARD04/TIV*TIVO SER $14.99 

PCARD04/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

MAY 2013 CELL PHONE $205.48 

01/13-05/13 IN STATE $124.81 

01/13-05/13 TM TRAV $154.63 

TELECOM SPECIALIZED ~11.00 

BUNDLED VOICE/DATA ~58.00 

SUM CORE DATA FEE $122.84 

CABLE TV ~37.50 

PCARDO5/TIV*TIVO SER ~19.99 

PCARDO5/TIV*TIVO SER g14.99 

JUNE 2013 CELL PHONE $202.81 

TIVO $14.99 

TIVO S19.99 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

34:~:~ PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 3_8-Feb PRINTING MAIN SHOP $406.68 

34:~:~ PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 :~8-Mar PRINTING MAIN SHOP S~L63.2:~ 

34:~:~ PRINTING AND BINDING 60 PRTO02 ~L6-May PRINTING MAIN SHOP ~L,005.73 



Date    J        Transaction Description 

3~-Aug PCARDO7/CAN*CANONUSA 

Object Code J. Description ! 
Vendor 1 Reference [ J Amount 

35~4 REP & MAINT-OTH EQU 64 CARD07 ~256.3_2 



Object Code i Description ~_ Vendor j Reference ~_ Date i Transaction Description i Amount 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S060197 26-Jul KWIK GOAL LTD $37.00 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S066228 7-Sep RISCHARD MARKETING I SII.15 
3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S066087 7-Sep KWIK GOAL LTD $11.61 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Sep MMD - FEDEX S12.60 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Oct MMD - FEDEX S15.48 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Jan MMD - FEDEX S12,12 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S084571 1-Mar KWIK GOAL LTD $10,61 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S083479 1-Mar MTM RECOGNITION CORP S20.65 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S091209 1-May PARTNERS IN RECOGNIT S8.28 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 48 S093801 20-May PARTNERS IN RECOGNIT $8.28 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3711 ADVERTISING 48 K483053 28-Sep RAYS*ALLEY ~200,00 

3711 ADVERTISING 64 K483048 22-Feb 835792/RAY S’ALLEY $200.00 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 3:1-Jul SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 3:1-Aug SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Sep SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 3:1-Oct SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 30-Nov SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

39:19 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO00:1 :12-Aug CH Sisneros Jason 

39:19 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO00:1 :12-Sep CH Cone Cynthia 

39:19 MISC SERVICES 60 BKGO00:1 :12-Oct CH Cone John 

3929 MISC OBLIGATIONS 64 K462:172 27-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON 

393:1 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z27:1752 5-Jul DESTINATION CAROLINA 

393:1 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z278899 :15-Au~ DESTINATION CAROLINA 

393:1 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z278895 :15-Au~ DESTINATION CAROLINA 

393:1 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 68 :18-Sep DESTINATION C5988295 

393:1 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z284888 24-Sep DESTINATION CAROLINA 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K445439 :13-Jul FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K473533 4-Sep J & E INC 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K476293 6-Sep J & E INC 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 68 :18-Sep FOUR ELEVEN W4454390 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 K462:172 27-Sep WSOC-PRESEASON 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K507375 3:1-Oct THOMAS*SANDER 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 2:1-Dec SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 3:1-Jan SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Feb SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

393:1 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 Z304973 4-Feb DESTINATION CAROLINA 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Mar SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

393:1 MEETINGS & AMENITIES 48 K563900 :15-Mar FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 30-Apr SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 29-May SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

39:19 MISC SERVICES 48 K593558 28-May TOWN OF CARY 

39:19 MISC SERVICES 60 KC058:13 3-Jun UNC WOMENS SOCCER 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K576895 7-May PAGE ROAD GRILL 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K604403 28-May THOMAS*SANDER 

39:14 TRANSIT FEE 60 28-Jun SUM PARK TRANSIT FEE 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 A053 2:1-Jun /WSOC BANQUET 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 766 2:1-Jun /BANQUET 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 A056 2:1-Jun /BANQUET 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 A067 2:1-Jun /BANQUET 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 836 2:1-Jun /BANQUET 

Amount 

$s3.so 
$7:1.00 

$72.00 

$8s.oo 
$:164.10 

$42.00 

$82.so 
($:164.10} 

$26.50 

$33.:15 

$406.45 

$44:1.91 

$4,405.00 

$925.78 

$54.82 

$54.82 

$54.82 

$47.00 

$54.82 

$:1:16130 

$54.82 

$54.82 

$162.50 

$8.oo 
$1,305.91 

$354.93 

$54.82 

($sso.oo) 
$:1:1o.oo} 
$270.00} 

{$9o.oo} 
$:1so.oo} 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

3952 HOME GAME EXPENSE 

Date Transaction Description Amount 

48 K477076 6-Sep FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA 5594.72 

48 K5026:~2 24-0ct THOMAS~SANDER 5:~,065.26 

48 K497440 :~-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

48 K5:~:~402 20-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

48 K5:~2740 20-Nov J & E INC 5780.00 

64 K477076 28-Feb 83:~677/FOUR ELEVEN W t5594.72) 

48 K592258 22-Apr THOMAS~SANDER 5692.82 

69 REC:~:[49 26-Jun ATH BUS OFC 6-:[0 56,957.42 



44~.~. MAINT CONTR-OTH EQU 48 W300432 

Date ~ 
Transaction Description 

~ Amount 

3_3_-Sep KONICA MINOLTA BUSIN $271.80 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 K450532 :10-Jul NSCAA $642.50 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 K456:146 24-Jul CATAPULT SPORTS PTY $4,500.00 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 68 :18-Sep K450532 NSCAA ($642.50) 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 60 30-Oct USA TODAY SUBSCRIPTI $227.59 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 60 3:1-0ct INT L MEDIA SERVICE $83.00 

49:13 LICENSES & PERMITS 48 W300886 24-Aug DRAGONFLY ATHLETICS $382.50 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 64 CARD02 :19-Mar PCARDO2/CAROLINA BLU $49.95 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 64 CARD03 30-Apr PCARDO3/SOCCER AMERI $39.00 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 K456:146 24-Jul CATAPULT SPORTS PTY (~4,500.00) 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 64 CARD04 3:1-May PCARDO4/SUCCESS IN S ~69.99 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 K606400 3-Jun ANSON~DORRANCE 

49:12 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 48 K456:146 28-Jun CATAPULT SPORTS PTY $4,500.00 

49:12 67 06/30 K639:188 CATAPULT S 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $500.60 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T141275 19-Jun DUCAR/C ~690.60 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 19-Jun DUCAR/C ~20,00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C ~20,00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C ~489,90 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 T139451 1-Jun DUCAR/C $10,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~873.20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 15-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T143346 13-Jul DORRANCE/A ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145857 13-Aug DORRANCE/A $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T145857 13-Aug DORRANCE/A ~515.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club ~540.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Oct Diners Club ~20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club ~10,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $20,00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $603,20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Nov Diners Club $I0,00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T138409 9-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $184.17 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T139451 18-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $98.56 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $585.28 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T138409 CHRIS DUCAR (S184,17) 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($585,28) 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 68 18-Sep T139451 CHRIS DUCAR ($98.56) 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $175.38 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($175,38) 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T138409 9-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $108.25 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T139451 18-Jul CHRIS*DUCAR $46.75 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR ~173,45 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR (~173.45) 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T139451 CHRIS DUCAR (~46.75} 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 68 18-Sep T138409 CHRIS DUCAR (S108.25} 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T141275 6-Aug CHRIS*DUCAR $25.00 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 68 18-Sep T141275 C DUCAR ($25.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452866 24-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~61.14 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452854 24-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~90.30 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K452882 26-Jul THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~141.42 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K467352 16-Aug THE*CAROLINA CLUB $18.06 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 180 31-Aug K474365 MEAL REIMB {~40.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K474365 4-Sep THE*CAROLINA CLUB ~178,62 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452882 CARL CLUB ($141.42} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K467352 CARL CLUB 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452866 CARL CLUB (~61,14} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 68 18-Sep K452854 CARL CLUB (~90.30} 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP &SUB 31 A021 28-Sep ATHLETICS ($25.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A021 28-Sep ATHLETICS ($30.00) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K489213 9-Oct THE*CAROLINA CLUB Sl10.28 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K489444 11-Oct THE*CAROLINA CLUB S76.68 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K509636 13-Nov THE*CAROLINA CLUB S160.80 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP &SUB 31 A034 8-Nov REIM CAROLINA CLUB 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102231 9-Oct 06 TIX FTBALL GAME $360.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102253 8-Nov 03 TIX NC STA FTBALL $180.00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR ~136,73 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR ~213,57 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS*DUCAR $38.75 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T153662 5-Dec CHRIS~DUCAR $7.00 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A039 13-Dec REIMBURSE MEAL ($62.97) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K518916 28-Dec THE~CAROLINA CLUB $147.42 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $513.70 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Dec PALLADINO/GEORG $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $10.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 12-Dec DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $217.80 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX lO-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $20~00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX lO-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $393~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 4-Dec ANDERSON/ROBERT $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 19-Dec PALLADINO/GEORG $284.40 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $282.97 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $296.37 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154813 22-Jan ANSON*DORRANCE $331.89 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $136.55 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154813 22-Jan ANSON~DORRANCE $242.95 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T143346 22-Jan ANSON~DORRANCE $57.20 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T154059 7-Jan CHRIS*DUCAR $120.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102293 22-Jan 4 TIX MENS BB $55 EA $220.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102302 31-Jan 3 TIX MEN BB @ 60 EA $180.00 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102305 31-Jan 4 TIX EN BB @ 55 EA $220.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $633.10 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $464.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Feb Diners Club $20.00 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $699.84 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $459.43 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $331.89 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $137.50 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T154811 11-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $242.95 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T161102 13-Feb CHRIS*DUCAR $145.15 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K549817 14-Feb J & E INC $49.80 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K554805 20-Feb FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $85~75 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Feb MMD - FEDEX $127.55 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 25-Jan DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATETRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 25-Jan DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $508.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $541.20 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $527.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $437~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CAB12/DORRANCE/ALBER $527~60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 64 TXXXXXX 19-Mar CABI2/DUCAR/CHRISTOP $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 l-Mar Diners Club $154.40 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $581.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $560.60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club ($560.60) 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $293.90 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 1-Mar Diners Club $305.80 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T164158 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A056 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K566132 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K576525 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K576529 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 865 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 862 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 A067 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102345 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102353 

3919 MISC SERVICES 60 X102326 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K556211 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T165934 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T163035 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T164158 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T165934 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T167039 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T167980 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T163035 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T164158 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T167039 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T163035 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T164158 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T165934 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T167980 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T167039 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T163035 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T164158 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T167039 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T167980 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 947 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K581464 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K580020 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 31 938 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 69 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 48 K573338 

4912 PERIODICALS & SUBSCR 64 CARD03 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 69 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K611525 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K594342 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K592478 

Date 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

1-Mar 

13-Feb 

13-Feb 

13-Feb 

8-Feb 

8-Feb 

1-Mar 

15-Mar 

22-Mar 

22-Mar 

19-Mar 

19-Mar 

27-Mar 

28-Mar 

28-Mar 

28-Mar 

4-Mar 

4-Mar 

4-Mar 

7-Mar 

7-Mar 

4-Mar 

20-Mar 

20-Mar 

8-A ~r 

17-A )r 

17-A ~r 

17-A )r 

24-A )r 

24-A )r 

8-A 3r 

17-A)r 

24-A )r 

8-A 3r 

17-A )r 

17-A )r 

24-A )r 

24-A )r 

8-A ~r 

17-A )r 

24-A)r 

24-A)r 

12-A)r 

17-A )r 

17-A )r 

12-A )r 

30-A )r 

17-A)r 

30-A)r 

20-May 

28-May 

28-May 

28-May 

Transaction Description Amount 

Diners Club $20.00 

Diners Club $20.00 

Diners Club $560.60 

Diners Club $20.00 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

DUCAR/C $329.90 

DUCAR/C $245.30 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

DUCAR/C $379.90 

CAROLINA CLUB UNOFFI ($25,00) 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $73.14 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $130.62 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $110.22 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT MEA ($19.00) 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT MEA ($53.00) 

UNOFFICIAL VISIT ML ($34.74) 

16 TICKETS FOR THE $960.00 

12 TICKETS FOR THE M $1,080.00 

3 TICKETS FOR THE $150.00 

ANSON*DORRANCE $138.83 

DUCAR/C $229.90 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPHER $323.70 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPHER $914.60 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPH $20.00 

DUCAR/CH RISTOPH $20.00 

DU CAR/CH RISTOPH $659.80 

DUCAR/C $20.00 

CH RIS* DU CAR $220.10 

CHRIS*DUCAR $315.37 

CHRIS*DUCAR $645.66 

CHRIS*DUCAR $63.46 

CHRIS*DUCAR $237.40 

CHRIS*DUCAR $300.23 

CHRIS*DUCAR $96.53 

CHRIS*DUCAR $437.31 

CHRIS*DUCAR $223.74 

CHRIS*DUCAR $126.70 

CHRIS*DUCAR $291.55 

CHRIS*DUCAR $155.00 

CHRIS*DUCAR $175.30 

CHRIS*DUCAR $87.95 

CHRIS*DUCAR $70.00 

CHRIS*DUCAR $70.52 

CHRIS*DUCAR $55.36 

CHRIS*DUCAR $35.00 

UNOFFIC VST MEAL REM 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $81.60 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $94.62 

REVERSE ATT693 $36.00 

ATH BUS OFC 4-12 ($36,00} 

] & E INC $203.76 

PCARDO3/SPORTSBOARD- $1,080.00 

ATH BUS OFC A076 ($95.00) 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $21.60 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $162.06 

THE*CAROLINA CLUB $213.48 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K600912 28-May FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $99.05 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K592482 28-May THE~CAROLINA CLUB $131.94 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K600900 30-May THE~CAROLINA CLUB $62.40 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K600906 31-May J & E INC $139.26 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K600902 31-May THE~CAROLINA CLUB $205.02 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 69 4-Jun ATH BUS OFC A080 ($159.80) 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 69 4-Jun ATH BUS OFC A080 (S~00,90) 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 7-May DUCAR/CHRISTOPH $20.00 

3121 OUT/STATE TRANS-AIR 60 TXXXXXX 7-May DUCAR/CHRISTOPHER $575.80 

3122 OUT/STATE TRAN-GROUN 48 T174364 26-Jun CHRIS~DUCAR $412~65 

3124 OUT/STATE SUB-LODGIN 48 T174364 26-Jun CHRIS~DUCAR $469~20 

3125 OUT/STATE SUB-MEALS 48 T174364 26-Jun CHRIS~DUCAR ~126.70 

3126 OUT/STATE OTHER EXP 48 T174364 26-Jun CHRIS~DUCAR $50.00 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K592490 3-Jun THE~CAROLINA CLUB $88.56 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K605928 28-Jun FOUR ELEVEN WEST ITA $220.30 

3144 RECRUITTRANSP & SUB 48 K633949 28-Jun $418.67 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0554 24-Aug (~500,00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0554 24-Aug ($500.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0759 lO-Sep ($250.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-0759 lO-Sep tS50.O0) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1:1:10 4-Oct (~40,000.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1274 :17-Oct {$50.00} 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1274 :17-Oct 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-:1556 8-Nov (~J.,500.O0) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 :175 3:1-Aug CAMP, BALLS,POSTERS {$685,00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 :175 3:1-Aug CAMP, BALLS,POSTERS (~845.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A0:15 7-Sep ATHLETICS (~20.00} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A0:17 24-Sep ATHLETICS (~558,00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A023 9-Oct WSOC BALLS (~250,00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A027 12-Oct BOOKS {~70.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A028 19-Oct BOOKS, POSTERS {~67.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A028 19-Oct BALLS (S50.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A03:1 3:1-Oct BALLS 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 474 30-Nov A037 {$50.00} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A040 :19-Dec BALLS ($320.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A040 :19-Dec POSTERS ($10,00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan (~200,00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan (~200,00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan (~J.O0,O0} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan ($100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan ($200.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan ($100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (550.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2321 7-Jan                                    (S25,000.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~50,00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~J.O0,O0) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan (~J.O0,O0) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~100.001 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~100.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5100.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5100.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2276 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~J.O0,O0) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~J.O0,O0) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~100.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (~100.00) 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (S:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (550.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (550.00} 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan ($I00.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2277 3-Jan (5:100.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2887 31-Jan , ($1,000.00) 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-2939 S-Feb (5300.00} 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3287 2S-Feb (5500.00} 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3287 2S-Feb ($500.00) 

794 IVlISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 A047 3:1-Jan BALLS SCARVES 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-3530 :1:1-Mar (~200.001 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 836 :15-Mar BOOKS t520.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 3:1 836 :15-Mar POSTERS t555.00t 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 31 A067 27-Mar BOOKS (520.00} 

582 FACILITY USE CHARGE 69 30-Apr BUS OFC 4-30 A075                   (56,700.00) 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 30-Apr BUS OFC 4-30 A075 {5629.03} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 20-May ATH BUS OFC A076 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 3:1-May ATH OFC BUS 5/9 

26:1 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-4899 4-Jun 

261 RESTR PRIVATE GIFT 69 D-4899 4-Jun (~50.00} 

794 MISCELLANEOUS INCOME 69 30-Jun ATHBUSOFC6/25A083 (~202.50} 



Object Code Description Vendor Reference Date Transaction Description Amount 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 48 K447385 11-Jul REEDSWAIN, INC $549.44 

2911 OTH SUP NON-EDU MSC 68 18-Sep REEDSWAIN, IN4473850 ($549.44} 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Jul MMD - FEDEX S15.72 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 31 A053 19-Feb WSOC BANQUET (~550,00} 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 31 766 22-Feb BANQUET (~110.00} 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 31 A056 1-Mar BANQUET ($270.00} 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 31 836 15-Mar BANQUET ($150.00} 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 31 A067 27-Mar BANQUET (~90.00} 

2711 PURCHASES FOR RESALE 48 K615779 6-Jun IMAGEMARK BUSINESS S ~422.25 

2919 ATHLETIC SUPPLIES 48 K616674 5-Jun CATAPULT SPORTS LLC ~585.00 

3142 TEAM SUBSISTENCE 64 K516287 27-Jun 0278425/WSOC-NCAAQRT ~6,800.00 

3611 FREIGHT AND EXPRESS 69 20-Jun MMD - FEDEX S10.89 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 766 21-Jun /BANQUET ~110.00 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 836 21-Jun /BANQUET S150.00 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 A067 21-Jun /BANQUET S90.00 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 A056 21-Jun /BANQUET ~270.00 

3956 MEALS, BANQUETS 64 A053 21-Jun /WSOC BANQUET $550.00 

3511 67 W301753 06/30 RAINIER INDUS78192 $31,600.00 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 28, 2013 11:18 AM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@dnke.edu-~ 

I~E: Your players are kind and gracious 

~-Iow cool is that? 

From= Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent= Monday, October 28, 2013 8:37 AM 
To= Dorrance, Nbert A IV 
Subject= Your players are kind and gracious 
This pic is my daughter getting her b~Jl signed by her hero. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Monday, October 28, 2013 2:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: 2013 GSI COLLEGE SHOWCASE - college coach invitatiou 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2013 GSI COLLEGE SHOWCASE - college coach invitatiou 

From: Huw Savage <h~vage@gcitravel.nek"~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" (anson@emml.~mc.edtv’~ 
CC: 

GSI College Showcase - November ~5-~7 
Overland Park Soccer Complex & I~ne Elm Soccer Complex 

:I_:~_~LS__.~T Z__E___N___L)_LN__LV_~_~2__H_b_’___D__U__L~ 
Have you signed up to attend yet? _CJ_i__@___t_Lc_’_r_’__c_LJ-o recieve player profiles etc 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent [o anson@emaiLunc.edu by hsavaqe@qcitravel,net 

Update ProfilejEmailAddress £nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

GS[ SPORTS 5360 College Bird :: Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, October 28, 2013 5:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Peppe~dine looking tbr futme matches 2014 and 2015 

From: Ward, Tim [mailto:Tim.Ward@pepperdine.edu] 

Sent-" Monday, October 28, 2013 4:45 PN 
To; D1 
Subject; {D1WSOC} Pepperdine looking for future matches 2014 and 2015 
Hey everyone, 

First of all, best of luck to all in your respective "run ins"...may the soccer gods smile on you and your teams:) 

Looking for matches in both 2014 and 2015: 

2014 

FPiday, August 29th (in MMibu, Southern Cal, or driving distance)... 

Sunday, September 21st (in Malibu, Southern Cal, or driving distance) 

2015 

Sunday, August 23rd (in Malibu, Southern Cal or driving distance) 

Sunday, August 30th (same as above) 

Friday, Sept 4th (same as above) 

Sunday, Sept 13._ROAD GAME NEEDED...anywhere within driving distance of Auburn...team with TOP 100 RPI (average of last few years) and has quality guarantee 

OR would want to return to Malibu in 20:16. 

Sunday, Sept 20...Southern Cal..or Malibu 

Friday Sept 25 and Sept 27...We’ll consider anything:) 

As always, guarantees and returns are always an option:) 

Peace be with you! 

Tim 

TIM WARD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:16 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: News from Vokkero Referee Com~nunication Syste~n 

From: Vokkero by Adeunis NA [mailto:b.dostilio@adeunis-na.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, October 29, 20:[3 8:45 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; News from Vokkero Referee Communication System 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 

ACC + Big 10 
adopt Vokketo 
Field Hockey 

removed by 

sender 

Last November the 
NCAA Coordinators for 
Field Hockey allowed 
for the tournament 
umpires to use 
Vokkero in all D1 
regional and Final Four 
games. In doing so, it 
showed the top 
college coaches in the 
sport, what USA Field 
Hockey and the 
International 
Federation already 

knew. Vokkero, with 
its open mic system, 
greatly aided the game 



officials in game 
management and 
working with the 
coaches. It wasn’t long 

after the tournament, 
in which coaches and 
conference 
administrators began 

contacting us. In May, 
both the ACC and Big 
Ten conference 
coaches voted in favor 
of adopting the system 
for all of their games 
this fall. With the top 
two perennial 
conferences using the 
system, it has 
provided us with much 
further usage in all of 
the college game. A 

number of Ivy League 
schools have brought 
in the system, and the 

Division 2, PSAC is 
trialing the system. 

Quick Links,,, 

www.vokkero,com 

US Ofi.~ce 

85 Pondfieid Rd. 

Brorixviite, NY 10708 

Bob D’Ostiiio 

NA Sales and 

Business 

Deveiopment 

b.ciostitio@sdeunis- 
~te,coc~q 

203~27 t -2885 

Mark Au.qana 

Customer 8e~",/ice/ 

Office Manager 

9i 4-337~2167 

i~ilmage 
~rnoved by 
sender 

Forward this entail 

removed by 

sender 

This email was sent to an~n@uncaa.unc,edu by b.dostilio@adeunis-na,com 
._U_#_d___a_t__e___r_~_Lo__fj]_e_LE_[~_a_jLA___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with _S_’_a__f__e__U___n__s_~_Lb__s__c_E_Lb_A‘’’ !~__rj_v__a__C_~L_E_o_[Lc_y.., 

Adeunis NA :: Pondfield Road :: Bronxville :: NY :: 10708 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:41 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: Article on Clemson and Wake Forest Wins 

Chris, 

Wh~t yoL~ are sending our recruits is 

From= Chris Ducat [mailto:ducar@email,unc,edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 29, 20:13 $0:31 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Article on Clemson and Wake Forest Wins 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this emai], PLEASE C[_i(CK HERE. 

~ Imageremc~zed bysender. 

Here is the article aYter our win versus Clemson. The gan~e highlights are in the second link. Two FANTASTIC Goals! 

http :/%~v .dailyta~:he el.com/article/2013/10/unc- womens- soccer-trounces-ligers 

http://www.goheel s.com, mediaJPortaFplayer.dbml? 

SPSID=667900&SPID=I2982&DB LANG=C&SITE=[INC&DB OEM ID=3350&id=3087320&db oem id=3350 

Here’s the Wake Forest write up: 

http:/iw,~v.goheels.comiViewArticle.dbtnl?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209292902 

I posted the goals video on Facebook... 

HUGE game ve~us Duke on Thnrsday at 7pm. If you are in town and want to attend the game, jns~t send me an email with the two (max) 

members ofyonr family that want to attend with you. If yon can’t see it in person, you can catch it on ESPN 3! 

http://espn.go.com/watchespn, index/ffid/1125708/NCAA- Soccer- D uke- vs-North- Carolina 

ttave a spooky tialloween! Go tteels! 

Bi~d 



you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

10/30/2013 2:11:11 AM 

elizabeth guess ~gmail.com] 

Fwd: ATTENTION - REGISTRATION REQUIRED - LIMITED SPACES - PRO "B" COURSE for WOMEN 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subj ect: ATTENTION - REGISTRATION REQUIRED - LIMITED SPACES - PRO "B" COURSE for 

WOMEN 

From: April Heinrichs <AHeinrichs@ussoccer.org> 

To: April Heinrichs <AHeinfichs@ussoccer.org> 

CC: 

Coach~ 

Here are the details on US Soccer’s first-ever Women’s Pro "B’* License Course in February 20~4o 

PJease forward to any former WNT pJayers, AND, current and former Professional women*s players, 

Check the ’Pro Waiver- Flyer’ attached for eligibility requirements, 

When: FebrL~ary 15-23, 20Z4 

Where: NTC Carson California 

What: National "g" License 

/ Resist:ration Link: ht~~n"..i r~’..t~ evt: sere Detail ,~ id=aOvUOOOOOO.l.~dhdO 

This course wi}l NOT be advertised on ussoccer,com, 

Any questions can be directed to Stephanie Patton (~assoccer,or~} in our coaching education department, or, 

myself, 

Very exciting news for o(~r former players want:in£ to become a professionally licensed coach! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:15 PM 

April Heinfichs <AHeinrich@us~ccer.org> 

Re: ATTENTION - REGISTRATION REQUIRED - LIMITED SPACES - PRO "B" COURSE for WOMEN 

image003.jpg 

April, this is awesome! ’~ I will forward it to all the former Tar Heels that are former Nat’l Team and pros. 

April tteinrichs <Atteinrichs@ussoccer.org> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:26 PM 

April Heinfichs <AHeinrich@us~ccer.org> 

Re: ATTENTION - REGISTRATION REQUIRED - LIMITED SPACES - PRO "B" COURSE for WOMEN 

is wonied she will not fidfill the requirements. She is my fi~st reply! 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ Wireless 4G 

April Heinrichs <AHeinrichs@ussoccer.org> wrote: 

That would be great ...t’m sure they will appreciate K:. And hopefully thevql s~gn up and attend. ]’hanks~ 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, October 29, 20~3 9:$5 PM 
To= April Heinrichs 
Subject; Re: A~N~ON - REGI~A~ON REQUIRED - LIM~D SPACES - PRO "B" COURSE for WOMEN 

April, tNs is awesomd ’. I will fox,yard k to all ~e foyer Tar Heels ~at are fo~er Nat’l Team and pros. 

SenU?om ~ ~ ~’r~zo~ IVireless 4( ~ LTW DROH) 

April Heinfichs <Al:Ieinfichs(@ussoccer.org> wrote: 

?lease forward ,:o any former W.."4T piayers, AND, curre,~t arid Former Professior~sl women’s pbWers~ 

Check the ’Pro Wsiver F~yer’ attached ~or eHgib~Hty requirer~ems, 

WiseR: February :1.5-23, 20:1.d 

Where: NTC, Cm~sol% California 

Whs~:: Nationa~ "B" Li(:(mse 

Registrat~or~ k~,~". ,,, ht~z£:ss’/zas’;"r’c’~’t, ~ ...... s~,,"ar,~, ........ f,x’c,~ ,’omhx~,txi~~’’~£ :: , _~. sere Deta~FP~d~aOvUOOOOOOIHh80 

Thb course wiJi NOT be advertised o~ ussoccer.corm 

A~y questions can be directed to Stephmsie PattoR (SPatto~l@ussoccer.ot[) hl ou~" coacMn[ educst[on department, or, myself. 

Very exc t ng sews for our former p~syers wanting to become a professionally Hcensed cosch~ 

~.~.~ Apd~Hein dchsS~gnatu re 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)o 

Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:51 PM 

April Heinfichs <AHeinrich@us,~ccer.org> 

Re: ATTENTION - REGISTRATION REQUIRED - LIMITED SPACES - PRO "B" COURSE for WOMEN 

She fell iuto the "gap" yeasts and cau’t get to five yeays pro. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

April Heinrichs <AHeinrichs@ussoccer.org> wrote: 

We tried to reduce to requirements but to no avail. 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 3:25 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV" <anson(q~email.anc.edu > wrote: 

is womed she will not fulfill the requirements. She is my first ~eply! 

Sentj’rom ~v ~ ~rizo~t Wb’eles’,~" 4G LI~’ DROID 

April Heinrichs <AHeinfichs(c-D,,ussoccer.org> wrote: 

That would be great.,,,Vm sure ~:hey will appreciate it, And hopeR~lIV they’ll sign up and i~t~:end, Thanks! 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_)!_t__o__:__a__t)_s_£_n__~_e____m___a_)!~__u__n___c_~__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:15 PM 
To: April Heinrichs 
Subject-" Re: ATTENTION - REGISTRATION REQUIRED - LIIVlITED SPACES - PRO "B" COURSE for WOMIEN 

April, this is awesome!! I will forw~:rd it to all the former Tar Heels that are fom~er Nat’l Team and pros. 

SenL/?om my Verizou 14~reles, s 4G LT’h 

April Heinrichs <AHeiurichs/~)uss:~ccer.or?_~ wrote: 

O:!?, 

Please forward to any ~ermer WNT p~syers, AND, cu~’~’ent and fobmet I>roFess~onal women’s p~aye~’s. 

Check the ’Pro Waiver g~yer’ attached for e~igib~ty requirements. 

When: FebruaW :[5-23~ 20:[4 

Where: N[C, 

W[~t: Nal:k:~nN "B" Lk:ense 

rl~s course w~ll NOT be advertised on ussoccer.com ............................... 

;kn’~ questions can be d~rected to Stephanie Patton (SPatton@ussoccer.org) k~ our coaching education department, or, myself. 

VeW exdtk~g news for our former p~ayers wantk~g to become a professionally ~icensed coach~ 

i mage001 j pg~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)o 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 10:36 AM 

April Heinfichs <AHeinrich@us~)ccer.org> 

Elizabefl~ Guess < ~)gmaJJ.com> 

ecom~nends to go for the "C" ... then jump iuto the Pro "B" 

Will do I will copy her on d~is. 

From: April Heinrichs [mailto:AHeinrichs@ussoccer.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 201.3 1.2:1.6 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: ATTENTION - REGISTRATION REQUIRED - LIMITED SPACES - PRO "B" COURSE for WOMEN 
This is or ~reat concern rot us ,.bur: apparently we can’[: J.:)wer the s[:andard, 

--5 years of coaching experience. 

-5 years ot: play~ng ~n a FIFA recognized Prot:ess~onaf League or, 3 years with the WNT. 

-If a p~ayer has 50 CAPS for the WNT, the %[,:[50 fee is waived, 

Encourage her to get her "C" Ucense tMs year and apply next year for the Pro B~ 

E~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
$eBt= Tuesday, October 29, 2053 9:5~ PN 
To= April Heinrichs 
Subject: Re: A~N~ON - REGI~ON REQUIRED - LIM~ED SPACES - PRO "B" COURSE for WOMEN 
She fell into the "gap" years and can’t get to five years pro. 

.%ent ~rom mv VeHzon Wireless 4G L TE DROiD 

A pril H ei n ri chs < _A____H___e_!__n___r!_£ _h___s____@___u___s__s___o__c__£ _e___r:__o___r_~ > wrote: 

We tried to reduce to requirements but to no avail. 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 3:25 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

is womed she will not fulfill the requirements. She is my first reply! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

April tleinrichs <AI teiurichs(i~us~ccer.org> wrote: 

That would be great...J’m sure they will appreciate it, And hopefully thevql sign up and attend, Thanks! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 201.3 9:1.5 PM 
T~: April Heinrichs 
Subject: Re: ATTENTION - REGISTRATION REQUIRED - LIMITED SPACES - PRO "B" COURSE for WOMEN 

April, this is awesome!’. I will forward it to all fl~e former Tar Heels that are former Nat’l Team and pros. 

Sentj’rom ~v ~ ~rizo~t W~reles’,~" 4G LI~’ DROID 

April Heindchs <AIteinrichs@~us~ccer.org> wrote: 

He.~e ~He l:t;e detP, iis on {iS Soccer’s [irsbever Won~en’s Pro ’~{~;~ Ucer~se Cour~;e 

PkPase [orws~rd ~:o ar~y former WNT p~ayers, AN[}, ~:urrent and Former Profe~:~ons~J v,,orner~’~ p~avers. 

Check the ’Pro WsJver F~yer’ st[ached {or eHfiJbHity requirements. 

When: February 15--23, 2014 

Where: NTC, Carson, 

What: Nations[ "B" UceRse 

Regis~r~ith:m {.ink: htq)s:iiussoccer.se~:ure.force.~:omipmt>:iev~: sere 

Th~s course will NOT be advertised on ussoccer.com. 

Any questions can be d~rected to S[ephsn~e Pa[ton (~//f]J;f£f~g~_k~!~:2~_9ib/¢_[’#) in our coacMn[ education department, or, myseff. 

Very exalting news for our former p~aye~s wanting to become a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:49 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, I0:55 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance. 

Hello! My name is . I am a fast. 5’ 6, straight A freshmen, Attacking Mid from 

By the way, I will be playing in the CaJlti)mla Regional League Showcase on Nov 9-1 lth ~n Del Mar, CA. ltyou are going, please watch me play (11/9 at lpm, 11i10 

at lpm and 11/11 at 7:30am at the Polo grounds located 14555 El Camino Real Rancho Santa Fe, CA 92067) 

Sincerely; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 t 1:49 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: PAWS College ID Camp 

From-" Douglas Cardosi [mailto:pawsgk@pawsgkacademy.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, October 30, 2013 :Ek09 Alvl 

Subiect-" PAWS Colle e TD Cam 

Image removed by sender. Inline image 1 

Dear Coaches, 

removed 

by 
sender. 

Inline 

image2 

It’s coming to that time of year again as your season starts to wind down and you start to look towards the 

future. Well, hopefully PAWS Goalkeeper Academy can help you with the search for your next goalkeeper. 

On December 21st we will host the 3rd Annual PAWS College ID Camp at the Schaumburg Sports Center in Schaumburg, IL 

from 4:00-9:00pm. (Boys4:00-6:30pm and Girls 6:30-9:00pm) 

Why should you attend the PAWS College ID Camp? We found that too often when coaches attend matches to recruit 

goalkeepers, they may only see the keeper take a few goal kicks and scoop the ball up a few times. 

At the PAWS College ID Camp, you will see goalkeepers in a training environment, so you can evaluate them in all aspects 

of goalkeeping like cross management, breakaways, shot-stopping, distribution, game-play, and much more. You will have 

ample time to watch keepers from freshmen to seniors in high school and after seeing them here; you can decide which 

keepers you want to spend your time watching in a match. 

Each year we have grown in both the number of goalkeepers as well as the number of college coaches in attendance. Last 

year we upgraded the size of facility and added a distribution component. 

This year, we have booked a very central location in Schaumburg, IL (only 20 rain from O’Hare Airport), and we will be 

adding a game-play component. We will have field players coming in, so you will be able to watch how keepers perform in 

a small-sided game with lots of action in front of them. 

If you plan to attend the PAWS College ID Camp, please fill out the registration form here: 

http://www.pawsgkacade~ny.com/idcamp / coachregis tra tion 

We hope to see as many of you there as possible, and, as always, if you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at 
the information below. 

i~ Image removed by sender. Inline image 3 

Douglas Cardosi 
Owner/Director 
847-830-0329 
doug.pawsgkacademy(a~gmail.com 
w~¥~pa~!~ka~ demy.com 

% Image 

..... removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:57 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~B: A hello from PSU 

Very good!! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:29 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: A hello from PSU 

Let’s do it and dispel some myths[ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 11:10 AM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: A hello from PSU 

f agree with Vou .., so b~ing hin’~ down? 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 11:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: A hello from PSU 

I’ve got some ideas how we cm~ spin this In our favor... 

On Oct 29, 2013, at 5:22 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son@emaiLunc.edu > wrote: 

I will bounce it off my staff and Leadership Coundk Boys/gMs? 
From: Shane McGregor @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:40 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: A hello from PSU 
Hope tNs finds you well, Coach. ~d ho~ resuwecfing this old thread jogs your memo~-, too -- rm the ~d from PSU who emailed you a~er ~e College 

Cup, wanting to ~lk writing and ~ccer. 

Let me a~log~e for N~ng on that ~d never follomng through -- BUT I have reason to believe it was for the be,er, as I come back now ruth a be~er 

idea and increa~d vigor. In a beautifid stroke of coinci&nce, earlier this t~ll Malcolm Gl~twdl released fl~e book version of the "David and Goliath" 

a~icle fl~at I mentioned back in December. tte didn’t tell the s¢o~ of the [~C women’s ~ccer dynasty, but he ve~ well could have. It’s a golden 

example office "David" sCra~gy at work, m~d I want to tell the sto~ of it. 

Yes, I know thousands of stories have been written aNmt your program over the years, but I highly douN there’s ever ~en one as unique as what I’m 

envisioning. Now I dotft lmow what your t~elings toward spots writers am so go ahead m~d shoot this down if you feel the need, but Id love the chm~ce 

m come down a~d sNnd so~ne time a~ound your stuff; players and program and write a solid t~amre (or longer) on not jus¢ the program’s success but 

science beNnd HOW that success w~/is engineered (something ma~y of the a~icles I’ve seen a~ut you guys fail m adeq~tely add~=ss). 

I’m not gonna say I’m a furore tNli~er wi~er or a~Nng, but I’m not some joe ~lm~o writer, either (I’m cu~nfly freelance writing, fi~fisNng my fi~t book 

and volnnteer coacNng some HS futbol ameficano as well). Pln~ I’ve got ~me exNfience with womeffs college soccer as wall, ~ the reason I was in 

S~ Diego in the firs� pl~e w~ a novella-length feature I en&d up writing aN~ut our PSU WSoc team’s 2012 season (a g~Non of which I will a~ch, 

should yon want to check it out). Plus plus, your mgnlar sea~n is winding down and ~e most dramatic time of the ~=ar (Tourney Time) is right around tJ~e 

corner. The timing would be golden ifi could venture down m Chapel Hill or wNchever playoff site at wNch you guys were playing to get a feel for how 

you guys operate and how I could best tell the skids. Id rake ~ much access as youd allow, and rll be neifl~er a distraction nor in the way, I promise’. ~ 

Thoughts? If you can’t do it for some mason or simply don’t like the ide~ j ust say so -- it’s not a big &al. I j ust had ins vision [br a killer sto~ and had m 

throw it out there, rd be glad to ~Jk more m ya on the phone (for reaJ tNs time) if you wm~t a better sense of my vision tbr this -- didn’t wmmajust caJl ya 

up out of the blue so I opted to email. Talk to ya soon a~d good luck wi~ your upcoming matches~ ~ 

Shane 

On Friday, January. 25, 2013, Anson Dorrance wrote: 

no problem 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 
>>> Shane McGregor }gmail.com> 1/24/2013 5:01 PM > >> 

The busy ness of the holidays and some other things kept me from calling a while back, sorry about that. [’11 give you a ring over the next few days if that’s 

cool. 

On Sat, Dec 22, 2012 at 9:03 PM, Shane McGregor 

Will do. Thanks 

@qmail.com> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 20, 2012, at 10:36 PM, "Anson Dorrance" <anson@uncaa.unc,edu> wrote: 

Excellent email and analysis. Call me next week let’s chat. in the evenings and 
C~ent ~orn my t/erizon Wireless 4G LTE D,qOID 

.during the day. 



"Shane McGregor @gmail.com> @gmail.com> wrote: 

>>> "Shane McGregor" 2012 12 20T16:00:10.163118 >>> 

Hey Coach, 

Hope this message finds you well. As you can see, my name is Shane McGregor. I’m a senior journalism and English major at Penn State, and 

part of my recent writing endeavors had me following our women’s soccer team this season. [ made the trip to San Diego and had the 

unfortunate opportunity to watch those pesky Tar Heels win yet another national title. 

All joking aside, what [ saw in that game really struck a chord with me. Aside from writing, I’m also an athlete (though with the American version 

of "football"), and I love the artistry of sport almost as much as playing it. That’s why I got so interested in soccer once I started spending time 

with Coach Walsh and the gang, 

Anyways, [ knew about the decades long dynasty that was UNC Women’s Soccer, but [ never knew how you did it. It wasn’t until a conversation 

on the Saturday afternoon before the title game that I heard of the style of play you guys employ. Immediately [ thought of one of my favorite 

articles of all time. It’s a piece Malcolm Gladwell wrote for The New Yorker called "How David Beats Goliath." Perhaps you’ve heard of it. 

http:!/www,newyorker.comireporting/2009/OS/11/ogo511fa fact gladwell 

Your passion for your team and your ability to speak eloquently about the game (thought that story about how that old wise friend of yours 

illuminated you to the goals of actual college soccer was pretty cool) got me thinking that maybe you’d enjoy checkin9 the article out, It’s all 

about time science behind the underdog, Gladwell touches on things like "Goliath only wins because we play Goliath’s game" and "in a society 

where innate talent is worshiped, we should actually cherish relentless effort even more, because relentless effort is actually rarer than innate 

talent," And many more cool points and insights, 

Sure enough, Iwatched on that bright Sunday afternoon as the UNC style of play proved to be too much for my beloved Nittany Lions, and I 

couldn’t help but draw the connection between what Gladwell wrote about how Davids can upset Goliaths by changing the way the game is 

played. [t’s not that you guys were a heavy underdog by any means, it’s just that you played like you were. "Goliath" teams aren’t used to facing 

the atypical, non traditional style of play therefore, making them vulnerable, and allowing the "David" team to unexpectedly win a game..., or 

in a special case, 21 national championships. 

I’m not sure if you’ll ever get this email (this is the address I found online), but here’s hoping that you do, If you’d be up for it, I’d love to talk 

soccer with you sometime, maybe even write a little feature about the connection between you guys and Gladwell’s article (if you wouldn’t 

mind). But I know you’re a busy guy, so don’t sweat it if you can’t, 

Hope to hear from you soon. Until then, have a Merry Christmas and congrats on another great season. 

Shane 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:58 AM 

ttue Me~ies @gmail.com> 

l~L: Florida Idd-ush 

Yes, she is a great kid!!! 

From: Hue Menzies 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Co: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: Florida Krush 

l@gmail.com] 
ii:42 AM 

She going to Carolina back then. 

Hue 

O11 

Yes, I think r will do it if 

From: Hue Menzies 
Sent: Wednesday 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: Florida Krush 

Following up... any word I~om 

CASL??? 

Thanks 

Hue 

11:33 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~)n(~emailamc,edu~> wrote: 

,viii let her. Casl? I have not made the call yet. I will try now. 

5:07 AM 

On~       ~               at 10:15 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~)n({gemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will foliow up with for your dub chat in November and with for better placement at the (:as~ rot~rnaments. Yes, I aiso enjoy chatting with 

you and I am exalted your Mds ) a~’e kicking ass. 

From: I@gmail.com] 
Sent~ Thursday 10:~ PN 
To~ Dorrance, Nbert A IV; Dorrance, A~be~ A IV 
Subject~ 

It was good to talk to you as usual. Always ~sitive vibes when we talk. I see you aze on a roll with your team. I am snre is hasn’t been easy, but you proNbly would 

want it to ~. 

Here am my favors... 

1) The national team will be coming to Orlando to play Broil onNov 10th. 

I would like to have one or two of your [~C players come out to our club. Not sum what their schedule is for flxe week, but if they come in early during the week I 

would like them to come out at 6:30 on Thurs~y Nov 7th to speak with our kids. 

Let me know. 
2) All ~W teams have been accepted to the CASL tournaments. They have place all of them in the lower brackets. You are faamliar with our reruns. 
15s - U18s all should be in the top flights... 
15s just beat Paul Riley’s Albertson team last weekend in DC. They are in the top bracket at CASL. 
16s Have gotten 10 times better this year. Have a player for you on that team.~            l. Extremely athletic. Still needs to be more tactical. 
17s is s team. We have beaten most of those teams in the top bracket including the CASL team. 
18s ~ team. We beat CASL twice last year. 

Spoke to      ..but he doesn’t know our groups. 

Thm~k you tbr your support. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:08 PM 

ttue Me~ies ~gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (dacar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Florida Krush 

Thank you for your thoughtful offer. The NCAA has issues with us "using" scouts so I will have to decline. Still, thank you for your support ~n recruith~g your 

outstandk~g Idds. 

Have h.E]~ dow]~ there. 

Fmm~ Hue Nenzies @~mail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 12:01 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Florida Krush 

Heading to Jmnaica to the U17 CONCACAF qualifier. Will be back Tuesday¯ Need me to watch a~ay one? 

On            11:58 AM~ "Dorrance~ Albert A IV" <_~Ln_~!).(~_e_.g_~.~.!:UlLC_=_e_kt._u.> wrote: 

Yes, she is a gre~t kid!!! 

From: Hue Menzies [mailto ~_~g___m___a_j!:__c_9___m_.] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:42 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber[ A IV 
Co: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: Florida Krush 

¯ She going to Carolina back then. 

Hue 

O11 

Yes, I think will do it i[ 
From: Hue Menzies 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: Florida Krush 
Following up... any word fiom 

CASL??? 
Thanks 

Hue 

11:33 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~)n(~emailamc.edu~~ wrote: 

will I~-:d: her. Casl? t have not made the call yet. I will try now. 

@qmail.com] 
5:07 AN 

On Fri, ~ at 10:15 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~:~n({femail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will follow up with ~ for your club chat in November a~d with Rusty for better placement at the Cas~ Tea ¯ rnaments. Yes, I also enjoy chatting with 

you and I am exalted your Mds are kicking ass. 

F~= Hue Menzies ~ ~gmalLcomJ 
Sent~ Thursday, ~0:~ PH 
Te~ Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: Florida Krush 

It was good to ~lk to you as usual. Always ~sJtive vibes when we talk. ] see you aze on a roll with your team. ] m~ sure is hasn’t beeu e~y, but you pro~bly would 

want it to ~. 

Here a~ my favors¯¯. 

1) The national team roll be coming to Orlando to play Broil onNov l~h. 

I would like to have one or m-o of your ~C players come out to our club. Not sure what their schedule is for the week but if they come in early during the week I 

would like them to come out at 6:30 on Thurs~y Nov 7th to speak with our kids¯ 

Let me know. 

2) All my temns have been accepted to the CASL tourna~nents. They have place all of them in the lower brackets. You are thmiliar with our teams¯ 

15s - U18s all should be in the top flights... 

15s just beat Paul Riley’s Albertson team last weekend in DC. They are in the top bracket at CASL. 

16s Have gotten 10 titnes better this year¯ Have a player for you on that team.              Extremely athletic¯ Still needs to be more tactical. 

17~ We have beaten most of those teams in the top bracket including the CASL team. 

18~ . We beat CASL twice last year¯ 

Spoke to RusbL.but he doesn’t know our groups¯ 

Thank you for your support. 

Hue Me~ies 

Executive Director 

Florida Kr~e Krush 



ttue Me~ies 
Executive Director 

Florida Kr~e Krush 



Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
From: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:31 PM 

To: .~hotmail.com> 

Cc: 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: RE: What do you think? 
,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros (. 

~msn.com; 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I am with you. How can any o1: us sit ir~ judgrnen~ o1: anyone else? 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: What do you think? 

I think we should support it! l’m in! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Oct 30, 2013, at 11:01 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Very good! 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 7:13 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: What do you think? 

Hm in! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 9:45 AM 

To: 

@msn.comj Ducar, Chris; 

@aol.com_; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: What do you think? 

Ladies, 

It is easy to be a "leader" if the issues are simple and universally accepted. What if they are not? What would you do? 

Here is what UCONN women’s basketball is doing: http://www.btstourc¢:k ~]rr p~or s.orqipor lcq~cJucorsni 

Would yoc, guy~ like ko sug, g, ork 

(~%’ot brig ag6 to ~be/ieve in yourse{f" meant taking a princip@d, and @en /onei~5 ,stand w,~en it appeared di£ficu/t or dangerous to do so. Now it means 

accepting one’s own desires and inclh~ations, whatever they may be, and taking whatever steps that may be necessary to advm~ce them," Wifliam 

Damon Greater 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: 6th A~mual Lynchburg College Women’s Showcase 

From: Olsen, Todd [mailto:olsen.t@lynchburg.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 20:t3 :t2:2:t PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; 6th Annual Lynchburg College Women’s Showcase 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Greetings from the Lynchburg College Women’s Soccer office! Our program will be hosting our 6th annual Lynchburg College Women’s Soccer Showcase on 
Shellenberger Field the weekend of January 4-5, 2013. Elite female club and high school soccer teams and players will be invited to participate in a showcase that 

features games of 7 vs. 7 plus goalkeepers on half of our game field. Games will be 50 minutes in length and each player will be guaranteed three games. Last 

year’s event featured over thirty teams and over 400 female soccer players from the entire east coast as well as a few players from the Midwest and Texas. All the 

games will take place on our campus, which will eliminate travel time between fields and sites. 

Our coaching staff would like to invite you or someone from your staff to attend our showcase for recruiting. Because games will be played on half a field, 

players will experience a smaller playing environment which will increase the pace of the game and give them more opportunities to get more touches on the ball 

than an 11 vs. 11 game. This is a great opportunity and environment for players to demonstrate their playing abilities and for coaches to evaluate them. Players will 

be assigned jersey colors and numbers that will correspond with information printed in player profile books. We will also provide you with a meal and warm drinks 

throughout the day. 

If you have any questions or plan on attending the showcase, please contact my assistant and the showcase director, Tony Dulak at _d___u__[_a__[£__@__!_y__n___c___h___b_9_[~_.__e___d___u_.. 

We hope that you will consider attending our 6th annual Lynchburg College Women’s Soccer Showcase. 

All the best, 

Todd Olsen 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Lynchburg College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:36 PM 

@buryinc.com> 

@msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: keeps getting better! 

I just chatted with her and told her I would await your approval ... OK, now full steam ahead!!! 

This spring I will start contacting the English Clubs to present them with their next starting right back!! 

From:                        @buryinc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 3~, 2013 12:S2 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: ~ keeps getting better! 
Thank you Anson !! 
She & I have a great relationship and we talk constantly about how she can improve herself. I’ve been encouraging her to watch some film on DaN Alves - the Brazillian right 
back who thinks that’s the best position to play on any team~ 
Anson, no I don’t have any issues with that plan at all. I trust you with my daughter and I know that you will always have her best interests at hearl. 

Thanks again, and I hope to see you all very soon, 

I BURY I 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [_m__aj_[t__o_La_n___s_o___n_~__e__m__ajJ_:_u__t~_c__:_e_~!M] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013:10:57 AN 

To:l 
Cc: ~@msn~com; Ducar, Chris; @ao!.com; Jason Sisneros I :@clmail~com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: ~ keeps getting better! 

I agree with you about       It isjust so sad!! When we met she wanted to remain with us in an undergraduate coaching capacity, like            , so we are 

excited she will still be with us, iust not on the field during games. 

And ¥ot~r daughter is improving every ye~;r ~md ~:his fall we have seen the biggest jump a]id w~? love it. If she I~e~-_~i:~s improving at this rate sh~-_~ can play for ~}ngla]id. 

am going to lobby for her to sign with ~m ~?ng]~sh Chub in .Ja]luaW of bet set~ior year a[)d then come b~d~ to finish her degree the following fall Do Vot~ have any 

issues wi[h [hat? She is s force out [here and brimming w~th confidence. It will be eas~er for her to p~ay pro abroad and I will larger Er@and for obvious reasons. 

A]~ the best , I love your kid!H 

F~m: @bury~nc.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, October 30, 2013 ~:22 AN 

To= Dorrance, Nbe~ A ~ 
Subje~t~ re: Great Article - 
Good Morning Anson, 
Just heard the news about,          from       and I can only imagine how upset the girls are. I know for a fact that :      was just besMe herself when she texted me 
with the news about her. I plan on reaching out to her parents sho~ly to offer my suppo~. 
I’m attaching a great a~icle that coincidentally I found yesterday in a Technology/Engineering magazine called SXSWodd. It talks about how Technology could provide better 
solutions to the "Concussion problems" so often related to contact spots. 

has a ve~ good friend - Allie Mettzer who played for the Houston Challenge team. This kid sustained multiple Concussions during Club play, that her sho~ term 
memo~ is completely gone. She can’t remember whether or not she ate Brea~ast this morning and has to be monitored constantly. She went onto make it onto the Texas 
roster, but Angle not Chris would play her. The danger was too great. The irony of it all is that Allies’ lifelong dream was to play Collegiate Soccer. 
I just got back from Chapel Hill this past Saturday, and was able to spend a ve~ pleasant week with my daughter. I am so ve~ proud of her, and I can see the improvements 
as time goes on. Thank you so much for believing ~n her. 
I would love to see her don the English uniform and play for Good Olde England - my bi~h count~ ~ That’s just a selfish hope Anson. 
All the best to M’Liss and the rest of the Ta~heel Family, 

Warmest wishes from Austin, 

RECEPTIONIST 

221 West 6th Street 
P 512.3280011 

Suite 600 
F 512328.0325 

Austin, TX 78701 

,,@buryinc corn 

BURYINC.COM 

Let’s solve it. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 4:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Update -- 

From: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Du~ar, Chris; Palladino, George W; Bill Palladino 
Subject: Update -- 
Coaches Dorrance, Ducar, & Palladino, 

I wanted to give you an update on my plans for this fa]l. My club team, has been very successful and beginning the first games in the NC USYS State 

Cup this weekend in Mooresville, NC. We have also been accepted to "the CASL Showcase in December. I am also participating in the ECNL showcase in Santbrd 

FL at the end of the year. 

I invite you to attend any of the events to view my play. 

State Cup Schedule: 

I will fom,ard schedules for future events when released. 
You can ~21so visit my rec~-diting profile website for up to date information, schedule and showcases planned. Game footage and training clips coming soon: 

lm_gg://wwv 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Profile from College Prospects of A~nerica, Inc. 

From: College Prospects of America, Inc. [mailto:athletes@cpoa.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 20:t3 3:36 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Profile from College Prospects of America, Inc. Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._[i_c___~__[~_~_[’__e- 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT iNFORMATiON MADE EASIER 



Fo~vard email 

removed by removed by 
sender, sender. 

If his email was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu by .a__t__h_J_e__t__e__s__@c_#9_a__~_c__o___m_ 
Update Profile/Ernail Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 
College Prospects of America, inc. i :112682 College Prospects Dr. :: Logan OH 43:[38 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, October 30, 2013 5:15 PM 

)@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; [l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros (~ ~@gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: . keeps getting better! 

From:                         _~buryinc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 3(~,’ 2023 5:20 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE:      keeps getting better! 
Great !!! Thanks again Anson. I too am very excited at the prospect. 
I have tons of relatives living in London and surrounding areas still, so 
Fabulous new~ 
Thanks and good luck to all of you for the upcoming games. 

Warmest wishes, 

will feel very comfortable knowing that family is closeby. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2023 3:36 PM 
To~ 

(::c: ........... ~L~msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      NaoLcom; Jason Sisneros _ 
Subject: RE: ’.     keeps getting better! 

;@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 

I just chatted with her’ and told her I would await your approval ._ O1<, now full steam ahead!I! 

This spring I will start contacting the English Clubs to present them wkh their next starting right back[! 

From: ~@buryinc.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 30, 20~3 ~2:52 PN 

T~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: keeps geeing be~er~ 
Thank you Anson ~ 
She & I have a great relationship and we talk constantly about how she can improve herselfl I’ve been encouraging her to watch some film on DaN Alves - the Brazillian right 
back who thinks that’s the best position to play on any team. 
Anson, no I don’t have any issues with that plan at all. I trust you with my daughter and I know that you will always have her best interests at hea~. 
Thanks again, and I hope to see you all ve~ soon, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2023 20:57 AM 

To: 
Cc: ............. i___L@_m__s_0_=c__o_t~ Ducar, Chris; !_[~_a___o_Lc_9___m_~ Jason Sisneros 
Subject: keeps getting better! 

._s_@_gt_n__ajJ_&__o__m_); Sander, Thomas 

I agree with you about t      It is just so sad![ When we met she wanted to remain with us in an undergraduate coaching capacity, like            . so we are 

excited she will st~H be with us,~ust not on the fie~d during games. 

And your daughter ~s ~mprov~ng euerv year and this fail we haue seen the biggest jump and we iove it. If she keeps ~mprou~ng at tNs rate she can p~av for Engiand. 

am going to lobby for her to sign with an English Club in January of her senior year and then come bad~ to finish her degree the fo~lowk~g fall Do you have any 

issues w~:h ~:hat? She is a force out ~:here and brimrnh~g w~l:h confidence. I1: w~H be eas~er for her to piny pro abroad and I will ~:arget England for obvk~us reasons. 

All the best b I love your kidH! 

F~m :@buryinc.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, Oc~ber 30, 20~3 ~$:22 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= re: Great Article. ~11 
Good Morning Anson, 
Just heard the news about I from md I can only imagine how upset the girls are. I know for a fact that ~ was just beside herself when she texted me 
with the news about her. I plan on reaching out to her parents sho~ly to offer my suppod. 
I’m attaching a great a~icle that coincidentally I found yesterday in a Technology/Engineering magazine called SXSWorld. It talks about how Technology could provide better 
solutions to the "Concussion problems" so often related to contact spots. 
Satara has a yen good friend - Allie Mettzer who played for the Houston Challenge team. This kid sustained multiple Concussions during Club play, that her sho~ term 
memo~ is completely gone. She can’t remember whether or not she ate BreaMast this morning and has to be monitored constantly. She went onto make it onto the Texas 
roster, but Angie not Chris would play her. The danger was too great. The irony of it all is that Allies’ lifelong dream was to play Collegiate Soccer. 
I just got back from Chapel Hill this past Saturday, and was able to spend a very pleasant week with my daughter. I am so very proud of her, and I can see the improvements 
as time goes on. Thank you so much for believing in her. 
I would love to see her don the English uniform and play for Good Olde England - my bi~h count~ ~[ That’s just a selfish hope Anson. 
All the best to M’Liss and the t~st of the Tarheel Family, 

Warmest wishes from Austin, 



BbR’rlNC.COM 

Let’s solve it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, l 0:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Fro~ corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:0:1. PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance~ 

My name is ~ m~d I am a freshman at I am interested in the Universi~ of North Carolina because of its strong 
academics and its competitive soccer program. 

I play center back m~d am captain of the which is recognized as one of the top soccer teams in the country.. Over the next tbw months 

we will be continuing our regulate ECNL league games a~d roll also be playing in the         ~, Sanford, Florida national event December 28-30th. I would really 

appreciate if you came out to watch me play sometime. I have included the link to our team homepage and schedule below: 

!~t__~_r~2_ 
I have a2lso attached ~ny resume listing my soccer, academic, and ex~acurricular accomplishments and activities. My cell number is m~d my ema~l is 

I am very interested in playing soccer for the Universi~ of North Carolina aaad would appreciate the opportunity to visit with you further to learn more about your 
program and how I can contribute to it. 

Please feel free to contact my                                                     ~))~n~ai].com if you have any- questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: October’s ’Fop Womeus Soccer Prospects 

From: National Scouting Report [mailto:listreply=nsr-inc.com@mai1282.us2.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of National Scouting Report 
Sent: Thursday, October 3:t, 2013 8:00 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; October’s Top Womens Soccer Prospects 

Octo~ber’s Womens Soccer Prospects Coaoh 
When yot~ talk to NSR on4t~e-ground scouts, meet ~hem ~n person, or commu@cate via ema~ or 

~ext, yot~ can be assured [hat ~hey ~ave been c~eared by the NCAA cerfifisa~ion pt~:~fam. As the 

nat~on% largest scouting o~ganization wN1 over 200 scouts nationwide, NSR is 

scouting 

::N:: image 

" " removed 

Our prospects range ftorn hi@~olevef DI talerfl to solid Dtll atMe~es~ They are able to be rot~inely 

anal conw;niet~tly eva~uated throu@~ their NSR webpage, w~ete coash% can find sk~ kffom~al:km 

and d~gita~ v~deos, You ca~ always trust NSR to provide you wN~ q~ality student-atMetes, ~Jst 

~ike coaches have s~nce 1980. We aren’t te~ematketers, WE ~RE ON-~qE~GROUHD SCOUTS, 

anal ~t~e ph~dge k~ only provkh~ you with ~egNmate college prospects. 

Imag~, 

removed 

ssnder NSR 

is 100% 

coaches 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:07 PM 

Ducar. Chris (ducar~a)unc.edu) 

EW 

Froml 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ 
Subject: 

3:45 PN 
.~cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach, 

We play 

be a great game. Last I looked 

on Saturday in the Ohio State Women’s Soccer Tonmey. The gaJne will be played up on the lake in Rocky River. This is destine to 

was ranked in the Country. 

I hope I get to etnail you again next week with updates on the ne:~ g~ane location tbr the 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:08 PM 

pacma~@uncaa.nnc.edu; Yount, Tony <ton~o~m@unc.edu> 

EW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Award Form 

Have we done this yet’? 

Fr~ra: division-i-womens-soccer<oaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Rober~ Kehoe 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:29 PM 
To: division-i-mens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Award Form 
If you need a Team Academic Award nomination form here is a link - http://~.nscaa.com/aw’a~ds/collegeiteam-academk; 
Rob Kehoe 
DirectoF of Coilege PrograRqs I National Soccer Coaches Association of ArneFica 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 6~01. i 9J.3 362 J.747 × J.01519:[3 362 3439 (f) 

W’iscorlsin Office: 920 ~74 4395 1 Cell: 

. _N_ _S_ _C_ _ _A_ _ _A_ : _c_ _o_ j_ _n_ I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

_A___r___e___Y_£_q__Ee___a___d__Y__f_£E__S_~£ £_e__~_s_____g__~gg__e___s__t____P__~ r_~_y_? 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~,.nscma.com/colleo_e. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Crroups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" gronp. 

To unsubscfibe ficom fl~is group and stop receiving emails ti-om i~ ~nd a~ email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+tmsubscribe(a~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coache~googJegroups.com. 

For more options, visit !Lt_t_R~?!,(g_~i£__u_p_~:g£gjg_l__e_:__c_£_r__n_:ig__r£__qpA(£p__t__RL~. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance0 Albert A IV ~#’O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT),’CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)"~ 

Thursday,                10:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Sent= Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:10 PN 

To; 
Subject= 

! am ;from ! play FORWARD & MID Field. 

! have ~    GPA thus far in High School, 

! want to play 5occer in College and I am open minded to leave for my College 5occer experience. 

I will have video ;footage soon to send to you in the mean time please see my website profile, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:09 PM 

pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; Yount, Tony <ton~oun@unc.edu> 

EW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Nomination Deadline: Team Academic Awayd 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 3:08 PM 
To; division-i-wornens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn 
Subject; {Division 3[ Wornens Soccer Coaches} Nomination Deadline: Team Academic Award 
Hello Coaches. 
Tomorrow, November 1, is the deadline for submitting Team Academic Awa~-d nomination tbrms. If your team achieved a 3.0 or better GPA in the 2012-13 calendar 

year (fa]l and spring semesters), please submit a nomination tbr the following reasons. 

1. So your players can be rewarded for the academic performance and have this information to include on their resumes. 

2. To have the team academic distinction added to your professional profile indicating the prioriU placed on acadetnics in your program. 

3. In order to advance the spoilt of soccer in the college environment having academic perfonnm~ce data is very itnportant. 

Below is a list of teams whose nomination fom~s 14~\VE BEEN received. If you have questions please contact me. 

All the bes~t. 

Rob 

UniversiU of Alabama at Bim~ingham 

Alabama State University 

Appalachian State University 

University of Arizona 

Arizona State University 

University of Arkansas 

University of Arkansas- Little Rock 

Arkansas State University 

Austin Peay State University 

Behnont UniversiF 
Binghamton University 

Boston University 

B~ym~t University 

Bucknell University 

University of Calitbmia Davis 

Ca~isius College 

University of Central Florida 

Central Michigm~ University 

College of Chafles~ton 

Clemson University 

Colorado College 

D~xhnouth College 

Davidson College 

University of Da?~n 

Drexel University 

Duke UniveNty 

Ea,s~t Carolina University 

East Te~messee State University 

Eastern Kentucky University 

Ea,s~tern Michigan University 

Eastern Washington UnNersity 

Elon University 

University of Ev~as~ille 

Fairfield University 

Faifleigh Dickinson University 

Florida State University 

Gardner- Webb University 

George Washington University 
Go~aga University 

ttarvard Universib~ 

University of t tawaii 

ttouston Baptist University 

Universi~ of Illinois 
Illinois State University 

Indimm University 

IPFW 

IUPUI 

Iowa State University 

Kent State University 

La Salle University 



L1U Brooklyn 

Louisiana Tech Universi~, 
University of Maine 

ManhatmJ~ College 

M~uette Univmsi~ 
University of Massachusetts 

UniversW of Memphis 

Mercer U niversi~ 

Middle Tennessee State Universi~ 
University- of Minne~ta 

University- of Minne~ta-Dulult~ 

Missouri State University’ 
Monmouth University 

University of Montana 

Mount St. Mau’s University 

M urray State University 
Universi .ty of Nebraska 

Universi .ty of Nebraska-Omalm 

Nicholls State University 

Univm~i~ ofNort~ Caacolina 

Universi~ of North Carohna- 

Greensboro 

North Dakota State University 

Northern Illinois Universi~ 
Northern Kentucky University 

Norl~hwestem Universi~ 
Northwestern State University 

University, of Notre Dame 

OaI:land Univemi~ 

Ohio State UniversiW 
Old Dominion UniversW 

UniversiW of the Pacific 
University- of Pittsburgh 

University of Portland 

Portland State University 

Prairie View A&M University 

Quinnpiac University 

Radford University 

Rice Universi~ 

Rutgers Universi~ 

St. Bonaventure Univmsi~ 

Saint Francis UniversiW 

St. John’s UniversiW 
Sam Houston State Universi .ty 

Seton Hall Universily 

Siena College 

South Carolina State Univm~ity- 

Southeast Mismuri State University 

Universib~ of Southern Calitbmia 
Stanlbrd UNversity 

Stephen F. Auslin University 

UniversiW of Temrcssee 
Tennessee Tech University~ 

U nivemib, of Texas 

U nivemib, of Texas- Sawn Antonio 

Texas ChiiNan Universi~ 

Texas State Universi~ 

University of Toledo 

University- of Utal~ 

Utah State UNversity 

Valparaiso Universib~ 

Vanderbilt University, 

University of Vermont 

Villa~ova University 
Universib, of Virginia 

Wagner College 

Universib~ of Washington 

Wes~t Virginia University~ 

Western Kentaclcy University 

University ofWiseonsin-Green Bay 

University of Wyoming 
Rob Kehoe 



Directol of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of Arnelica 

800 Ann Ave, Karl~a~ City, I<S 6610i i 913 362 1747 x 10i5 I 913 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 

NSCAA.com ~ ]twitter: (cDNSCAA ~ Facebook 

Are you ready for Soccer’s Biggest Party? 

Find out ~nore about NSCAA College Services at ~,_~,_~,_:!)_&c_’~:_££_r_~[__c_R!!__e_~_e_.. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send m~ email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches~ u~subscribe~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to divis~ion-i-womens-soccer-coaches.~/~googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at hN~:iigmups.google.com/~roup/division-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://~mups.google.com/groups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: SoccerNews Today on SoccerNatiou News 

From: SoccerNation.com [mailto:news=soccernation.com.com@mai130.at171.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of SoccerNation.com 

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 20:t3 6:08 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject; SoccerNews Today on SoccerNation News 

N Image removed by sender¯ SoccerNation 
News - Best soccer news for youth, 
college and pro 

We want to thank our readers~ 

Piore than 1,2 ,~1i!#on Readers have wsited SoccerNation f~ews in the last 12 months 

 Mbion SC GU 6 Train in Sweden 

San Diego’s Albion SC and Puma Send Girls Team [o Sweden 

Player Development is more than a trendy term for top quality youth soccer clubs, Albion 

SC -. Coach Noah Kooiman’s GU:[6 USA team exemplify successful player developmenL 

The eli[e team re[urned from competing internationally in Sweden ear~Jer this month= 

Ea~hquakes’s Jon Busch 

NoccerNatio~ News" Soccer Locker Review." 

Who Better [o Design Goalie Gloves than NLS San lose Earthquake’s Pro Goalie ]on 

Busch? 

A Difficult Decision 
removed by 

sender. 

Did a Terrible Thing Last Week .... Last week during a match with my BUI~ team ] did 

something thai many might consider a ~errible U~ing for a coach_, 

More Soccer News 



i~i Irnage rernoved by sender. 

Soccer Lovers’ Book Guide 
i:~i Image removed by sender. 

Soccer Lovers’ Best Ever Soccer Book Guide: 100 Years of Soccer h~ America 

Don’t Miss 6~9 Futsa| 

Pele, Ronaldo and Nessi all play Futsal - shouldn’t you? 

1-i~is emsii wss sent to a___n__s__o__[!~_u__n__c__a__a__=_u__n__c_~_e_:d___u_ 

whydid / get thia? unsubscribe from this lis~ update subscription p[efe[ences 

SoccerNatior=.com 10531 43 4S Commoms Drive #!66 Ssq Diego. Califomis g2127 ¯ USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:17 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Duke Unive~si~ Recmi~ng Interes~ 

This is great!! I cai~’t wait to share this with the staff, And your timing is perfect!!! We just beat 

From: @~mail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday 6::[0 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Ducar, Chris 
Subject; Fwd: Duke University Recruiting Interest 

Too fmmy! Can’t wait to look down on them from the top office library! 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: )_~[~9__o_:£1_?~!> 

Date: ~t 5:59:53 PM EDT 

To ~gmail.com> 

Subject: Fwd: Duke Universi~ Recruiting Interest 

Sent frown my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

F~om: ~gmail.com> 

Date: at 5:40:38 PM EDT 

To: ~yahoo~com> 

Subject: F~,d: Duke University Recruiting Interest 

The beat goes on. 

Begin forwmded message: 

From: 
Date 12:55:21 PM EDT 
To: ’ ~_gm__a_i_!_._.c_0_ .m_)’" @~q___m___a__!!_.__c_o____m__> 
Subject: I-w: Duke University Recruiting Interest 

From: Will Feldman [mailto:wl=eldman@duaa.duke.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday,               :[2:50 PP1 

Subject; Duke University Recruiting Interest 

My name is Will Feldman and I am the Assistant Women’s Cross Country Coach at Duke University. I am very excited to write you and 

express our interest in                is quickly proving to be one of the top young runners in the nation, and we at Duke would love 

have built an elite program, and we see 
Thank you for your help, 

Will Feldman 
Assistant Women’s XC/T&F Coach 
Duke University 

(Mobile) 
919.681.6181 (Fax) 
VWWV.GoDuke.com 

being a part of a National Championship team here at Duke. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar(-a)uuc.edu) 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I have attended your college soccer camp Ii)r past few years and really enjoy your school. Got to play in the staJ~t’game this year in left back. WaJated to say thank you 

tbr taken the time to talk to me after the game and I am interested in your school. 

:": removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my_. Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Upcoming events 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 9:26 PM 
To-" 
Subject-" Upcoming events 

Coach, 

I will be participating in 2 upcoming events. If you are available I’d love for you to come see me play. Our colors ave red (home) and blue (away). I’m Jersey # 29 on 

both teams. I have attached an updated player profile for your records. 

November 1-3 ; I roll be at the Scott Gallagher Tournament in St Louis 

I’ll be playing with my CF.VW U16 Team 

November 9-10 ; I will be playing at the Columbus Crew MLSiMRL Showcase in Columbus, OH 

I’ll be playing these games with the 

U 16 Generation Red Game V Riverhounds 

They ave worldng on scheduling 2 more games in Columbns, but I wmated to get you this i~fformation. I will forward those gmne schedtfles if they come through. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursda? 10:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Wednesday: 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ( 

10:12 PM 

Hello Coach Anson, 

My name 1~                   and I am verb’ interested in the University of North Carolina. Living in                                                I am currently a junior and play 
on the high school team. I can play any position but on this specific team I mostly play holding mid. I have also been a captain since my sophomore year and have been a starting varsity 
player since my 8th grade year. I am also a captain on my club team, which is ~Ihis is my first season with the team and I have played 
multiple positions from de:tender forward to midfield. 
The                                            will be our last showcase of the season. It is from November 23-24 It would be great if you can attend this I am number 2. 

have received a defensive MVP reward from my high school team my sophomore year and was selected as one of th~ 

Me being a junior I realize it may be a little late to show my interests in UNC. Knowing this, do you have your     high school graduating class picked out? If not, what do you look ]k~r in a 
student-athlete? I am an                   student and currently have a    GPA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday,                10:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

Uuiversity etter.docx 

From: Yahoo! Safety _~sbcglobal.net] 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:13 PM 

To: Dorrance. Albedc A IV 
Subject: 

Dear College Coaches, 

Plearse hake a minute and read my attached ~ccer resume and consider seeing me play at the tournaments listed. 

I appreciate your time becoming familim with ~ny resume. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 10:20 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Article on Clemson m~d Wake Forest Wins 

What year’ is this kid? 

From-" ~yahoo.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, 11:34 PM 
To-" Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Article on Clemson and Wake Forest Wins 
Hi’. 
Congrats on your win over Clemson and the comeback win over Wake Forest’. I tried to watch the videos, but I couldn’t get them to completely load. I’ll try, again 
tomorrow! Good luck taJaing on Duke tomorrow! It would be such m~ a~vesome game to come to, but I can’t get out of school tbr it. But, I will definitely be watching 

online! Good luck! 

Sincerely, 

On , at 10:30 AM, "Chris Ducar" <ducar~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

i’~ Imag ...... ’ed bysender. 

Here is the article a2[ter our win versus Clemson. The game highlights are in the ~cond link. Two FANTASTIC Goals! 

http://www.dailvt~uheel.con~"ard cle/2013/10/~mc- womens- soccer- trounces-tigers 

SPSID 667900&SPII) 12982&DB LANG C&SITE UNC&DB OEM II) 3350Aid 3087320&db oem id 3350 

Here’s the Wake Forest write up: 

h~p:iiw~5~,~oheels.comiViewANcle~dbml?DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID~09292902 

I posted the goals video on Facebook... 

HUGE game versus Duke on Thursday at 7pm. If you are in town and wa~t to a~end the game, j us~ send me an emml with fl~e two (max) 

mem~rs of your thmily that want to attend ruth you. If you can’t see it in perso~ you can catch it on ESPN 3~ 

]!~i~)~_~_~[?_O:g£:~9_g!~(_~!~_~p~"index/ /id/1125708/NCAA-Soccer-Duke-vs-NoN~-Cm~lma 

Have a spoolu Halloween’. Go Heels’. 

BiN 



i’~ Imag ...... ’ed bysender. 

you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 







Subject: 

Dorrance, ~Nbert A IV </O k~qC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Thursday, October 31,2013 10:24 PM 

_ _ ~2@gmail.com 

_ _ )@~nsn.com; ducoa-@uncaa.unc.edu; _ . "’@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ( 
s@gma~l.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

caflvlew~)e~naJl.unc.edu; i@live.unc.edu; " @gmail.com; da~cy mcto~rlane 
o . @ive.unc.edu): @comcast.net; 

"~gmail.com; lnnc£~email.unc.edu; ~live.unc.edu; mbfgman@email.unc.edu; ’ ’ "~hom~ail.com 

Sha~e, you are in 

Shane, 
No problem ... come whenever you like. Stay as Ion~ as you like. You will have full access, under the condition that you will write somethin~ positive. 

Bill Palladino is hostin~ a cookout Saturday evenin8/he is a brilliant outdoor ~rill cook) .... you can meet everyone there, if you can ~et down that quickly. 

All the best!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:27 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

Check with me on this 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Thursday, October 3:1., 20:t3 8:25 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: 

Need a check for $5.50 bic there was a glass ot: wine on ~he Carolina Ck~b 

Fmm~ Du~, Clare E 
Sent~ Tuesday, Oc~ber 29, 2013 4:04 PN 

To: Street, Shelly 
Subjeet~ 

Hey Shelly 

On this check req to the Carolina Club, it indicated that the prospect and her parents paid, but I don’t see a check. Were they billed separately? Also, there’s an 

alcohol charge for $5.50 so we’ll need a check for that as well. 

Thanks, 

Clare Duffy 

Assistant Director of Business Operations 

U NC Athletics 

919 962 0011 (O) 

919 962 012S (F) 

duffyce~@uncaa.unc.edu 

~.~oheels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:40 PM 

Charlie Slagle <charlie.slagle@caslnc.com> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Slagle show 

Call my cell .... I will be on my way to play some golf 

Frem: Charlie Slagle [mailto:chadie.slagle@caslnc.com] 
Seat: Thursday, October 3:[, 2013 :[0:36 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Slagle show 

Anson, 

Can you be on at 8:45 am on Saturday. Talking about ACC first round game at home and semis and finals in Cary. Thanks! 

Good luck tonight! 

Charlie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:43 PM 

Charlie Slagle <charlie.slagle@caslnc.com> 

ILE: Slagle show 

And Charlie, I need some "quid pro quo" for this .... I t~eed to get an elite team into the CASL top flight tourney ... cat~ you help me? 

From: Charlie Slagle [mailto:charlie.slagle@caslnc.com] 

Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:38 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Slagle show 

Anson~ 

Can you be on at 8:45 am on Saturday, Talking about ACC first round game at home and semis and finals in Cary. Thanks! 

Good luck tonight! 

Charlie 



Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday~                10:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @aol.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 12:18 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I play goalkeeper for :. My head coach is (his 

email address i~, ~;,cs.cQ~n) and my keeper coach is I know that this is a busy time of year 

for you, but I j ust wanted to touch l~ase and let you know my schedule for the upcotning November 15-17 ECNL Phoenix Showcase in case you a~ planning on 

attending. I hope you will have time in your schedule to stop by and see me play. 
Sincerely. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursda? 10:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar(~a)unc.edu) 

From: s@cuemail.net] 
Sent-" Thursday 12: 55-P-M 
To-" Dorrance, A~Den: A iv 
Subject-" Upcoming schedule 

Coach Dorrance, 

I play for 

I play centerback, holding mid mad forward for the various teams. I mn ve~ interested in I~INC - academically and the soccer program I currently carry a. 

I thought I would send you a lisl of upcoming games and hope you can make one! 

ECNL Games: 

GPA. 

tIopefidly you can maJae a game! 

I am aJso interesled in hearing about any ID camps you may be conducting. 

My coaches contact info is: 



Thanks, 

...... removed by 
sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:48 PM 

Yount. Tony <ton~youn~unc.edu-~ 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Acade~nic Award Fo~m 

Tha~ks Tony! Tom? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Award Form 

Paperwork completed and le[~ with Tom about a week ago on the chair in his office, awaiting your signature. It was the day 

Tony 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 10:08 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

was here. 

Have we do~e Lhis yet? 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@~Ioogle~qrou£s,com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@goo~t!egroups,com] On Behaff ~ Robe~ Kehoe 
Sent: Thursday, October 35, 2053 3:29 PN 
To= div~siomFmens-soccer-coaches@qooo~eqmups.com; dMs~onq-womens-soccer-coaches@qoogleqroups.com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Award Form 
If you need a Te~ Academic Award no~nination fo~m here is a li~ - ~i~!2!_:[!~£#r&9_£_~_~9~?~[~A~’_~A[~2~_~]i£!£ 
Rob Kehoe 
Director of College PFOgrar~S I Ni~tional Soccer Coaches Associi~tion of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66~01. ~ 9J.3 362 J.747 x J.015 I 9~3 362 3439 (f) 

W~sconsin O~Fice: 920 674 439~ I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

~[~__Y_£u__[#_#_~_~#_[_~#££#_~#__N~_#_~L_P_~_r_~_Y_? 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~v.nscaa.com&olleo_e. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Crroups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe ficom fl~is group m~d stop receiving emails from it, send a~ email "to division-i-women,s-soccer-coaches+tmsubscribc@;~googlegroups.com. 

To post m this group, send email to division-i-womcns-soccer-coache~&googlegroups.com. 

Visit fl~is group at ht~p:i,’groups.google.con~,’group/di vi sion- i- womens- soccer- coaches. 

For more options, visit httpsli/g,~)ups.google.com,groups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Prig: Article on Clemson and Wake Forest Wins 

Thanks ._ so I can email her? 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 10:35 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Article on Clernson and Wake Forest Wins 

She’s the one with the from cmnp 

, at 10:19 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

What year is this kid? 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:34 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Article on Clemson and Wake Forest Wins 
Hi~ 
Congrats on your win over Clemson and the comeback win over Wake Forest! I tried to watch the videos, bat I couldn’t get them to completely load. I’ll 

try’ again tomorrow! Good luck taking on Duke tomorrow! It would be such an awesome game to come to, but I can’t get out of school for it. But, I will 

definitely be watching oNine! Good luck’. 

Sincerely, 

O[ at 10.30 AM, Chris Ducar ._d___u_c_’_a_!2@_e___n_)__Lu_!=_u___n_£:_e_d__~! w~ote. 

This F,mail Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

if you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASF_ CL.]:CK HF-RE. 

tlere is the article utter our win versus Clemson. The game highlights are in the second link. Two FANTASTIC Goals’. 

SPSID 667900&SPID 12982&DB tANG C&SITE UNC&DB OEM ID 3350&id 3087320&db oem id 3350 

Here’s the ~rake Forest write up: 

http://wx~a¥.goheels.com/ViewA~licle.dbml?DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID~09292902 

I posted the goals video on Facebook... 

WLJGE game versus Duke on Thursday at 7pm. If you are in town and want m attend fl~e game, just send me an email wifl~ 

the two (max) members of?our thmily that want to attend with you. If you can’t see it in person, you can catch it on ESI~N 

3~ 

_[_,_t__t~:; :{ L_e_ _s:p_!:::g.~:~ ~_~ :’_,~-:_a__Lc__V:__e_ ~p__r~{j_r:st _e__x__, ’___::,_Ld__/_ LI_ __2___5_ __7_ _0__~:’_ __N__ __C_’_ _~ :_A__: ~ _9___c_ _c:__e_ _,__-_ ~ _)___u__k_ _e_ :__,:_.5:_Eg___r_t_!~ :___C_’_~J_:~_ _)_1_ i__n__~ 

Have a spooky Halloween! Go Heels! 

BiN 

[<image003.j pg>] 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: University of North Carolina 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, :t0:36 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; University of North Carolina 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hello, my name i~,             I am currently in my j unior year at                          Soccer has been a big pan of my liIb for over 10 years playing at 

various levels, and now I am looking to taJ~e the next step tbr a good fit for me to continue my soccer cayeer after high school. 
I play competilive club soccer in                                                        Previously I have played for 

This fall we have been playing competitive IYSA league and roll be playing in several college showcases. The follomng is a list of what we currently have plam~ed: 

If you would like I can send you the tournament schedule for any of the above showcases so that you ca~ come out and see me in action. Please t~el free to contact my 

coach. :bgmafl.com if you have a~y questions. You ca~ a] so check out my profile on collegesportsusa.com. 

Thank you for your time a~d consideration. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~qC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:51 PM 

Subject: I~: ACC Championship Bracket is attached 

Attach: 13 Championship Bracket.pdf 

Ladies, 

I could not be prouder of your performance today!!! Now, te[’s keep getting be[ter!!! 

From: Ufnowski, Amy [mailto:aufnowski@theacc.org] 
Sent; Thursday, October 3J., 2013 :t0:40 PM 

To; Alex Botoman; Brett Compton (bacompto@ncsu.edu); Camron Ghorbi; Chris Masters; Lohse, Dave Clark; Greg Hotchkiss; Jason Krech; Jason Leturmy; Libby Kehn; Lindy 
Brown; Patrick Fischer; Stephanie Tunnera; Steve Kirkland; Susie Mehringer; Alison Foley; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski; Greg Miller; 
Jonathan Morgan; Mark Krikorian; Mary-Frances Monroe; Phil Wheddon; Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church; Steve Swanson; Tim Santoro; Tony da Luz 
C¢; Pierce, Kris; Moore, Donald 
Subject: ACC Championship Bracket is attached 

All, 

Please find the 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Bracket attached. 

Have a great night. 

Amy 

AMY U[:NOW$ KI 
Associate Director, Communications 

©: 336369.1003 IC 336337.1249 
_a_u_f_[!_o_v_v_s_k_ j ~_ ._t})__e_a_c_c_ ~__o_ [~ 
theA(’:(’: corn ¯ ~heAO0 



SUNDAY 
~OVEM~E~ 3 

Campus sites 

QUARTERFINALS 

NOVEMBER 8 
WakeMed Soccer Park 

SEMIFINALS 

SUtNIDAY 
NOVEMBER 10 

WakeMed Soccer Park 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

MATCH 
I p.m. 

MARYLAND 

V~RG~NIA TECH 

MATCH 2 
I p,m, 

5o NOTRE DAME 

3, NORTH CAROLINA 

MATCH 3 
I p.m. 

MATCH 5 
5:30 p. rr,,~ 
ESPN3 

5. IBOSTON COLLEGE 

MATCH 6 

7, DUKE 
8 p.m~ 
ESPN3 

CHAMPiONSHiP 

4 p.m. 
ESPNU ACC CHAMPION 

MATCH 4 
I p.m, 

FLORIDA STATE 

Campus Sites/WakeMed Soccer Park ~ Cary, N,C. ¯ November 3 & November 8 & 10 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:54 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FW: Tar Heels Blank Duke 3-0 In Regular- Season Finale 

UNC-Duke Box Score.pdt:, [INC-Duke Play-by-Play.lxtf 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent: Thursday, October 31, 2013 10:49 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr, Larry A.; Iconfer@tampabay.rr.com; webintern@theacc.org; updates@ncaa.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; artchansky@gmail.com; sports@newsobserver.com; 
apraleigh@ap.org; sports@news14.com; Miller, Beth; paul@socceramerica.com; gwpall@aol.com; rstutts@1360wchl.com; chnsports@nando.com; 
obsports@charlotteobserver.com; soccer@sportsvu.net; Ducar, Chris; editor@soccertimes.com; ray@southernsoccerscene.com; sports@dailytarheel.com; 
sphillips@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; ewarnock@nando.com; college@topdrawersoccer.com; ESPNdatainfo@espn.com; news@wchl1360.com; 
info@fairgamemagazine.com; sports@wsjournal.com; graham.hays@espn3.com; sports@news-record.corn; hhirschman@theacc.org; jim@theheavners.com; Durham Herald- 
Sun (sports@heraldsun.com); Heather Hirschman (hhirschman@theacc.org); _lenn Hildreth (jhildreth@foxsports.net); Cunningham, Bubba; aufnowski@theacc.org; 
fbssports@visionsportsnews.com; Ihumbert@theacc.org; pmc@logocapital.com; production@theaccdn.com; stanleyj@lenovo.com 
Subject: Tar Heels Blank Duke 3-0 In Regular-Season Finale 
OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
(October 31, 2013) 
Contact: Dave Lohse, 919 -641 =4128, ._d__!__o___h___s_e__@__u___n___c_a_a_=__u___n_c__;__e___d___u__ 
Tar Heels Blank Duke 3-0 In Regular-Season Finale 
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - Freshman Cameron Castleberry and junior Brooke Elby scored their first goals of the season Thursday night as fourth-ranked 
North Carolina defeated 25th-ranked Duke in women’s soccer action at Fetzer Field. 
A Halloween night crowd of 1,222 was on hand to watch the Tar Heels improve to 16-3 overall on the season and 10-3 in the ACC. Duke fell to 8-7-4 on the 
season and the Blue Devils finish the regular season with a 5-5-3 record in the Atlantic Coast Conference. 
The Tar Heels, who finished the regular-season with three straight wins, have now exceeded their win total from last year when they won the NCAA 
championship with a record of 15-5-3. 
In a season where the Tar Heels have consistently relied on their stellar senior duo of Crystal Dunn and Kealia Ohai to provide the bulk of the scoring, the 
Tar Heels got a boost from different sources in their win over the Blue Devils, the ninth straight time Carolina has won over Duke dating back to 2005. 
Freshman Cameron Castleberry scored the first goal of her Tar Heel career just 33 seconds after she entered the game in the first half and Brooke EIby, 
who started on the front line in the second half, tallied less than two minutes into the second half for her first goal since August 2012. Summer Green added 
a goal on a penalty kick later in the second half for UNC as she improved to four-for-four on attempts from the 12-yard mark this season. 
The Tar Heels came out strong against a Duke side that came into the match on a roll, having won three in a row and going 4-0-1 in its last five games. 
UNC finished the match with a 19-2 margin in shots and a 7-2 advantage in corner kicks. The Tar Heels had a terdtoriN edge throughout most of the match 
and the only negative in their game resume was the fact just seven of 19 shots were on goal. 
The Tar Heels had 14 of the first 15 shots of the game but up until the 37th minute were unable to get a goal past Duke goalkeeper Meghan Thomas. The 
Duke keeper made four first-half saves, the best of which was a diving stop on a Kealia Ohai shot in the 26th minute. 
Carolina got on the board, however, in the 37th minute on Castleberry’s first goal of her career. She actually had entered the match at 35:29 after the Tar 
Heels had earned a throw in deep in Duke territory. On the restart, the Tar Heels struck for the opening goal of the game. Sophomore Hanna Gardner’s 
throw in found the head of senior midfielder Kelly McFarlane on the end line. McFarlane redirected the back across the frame to Castleberry out front about 
10 yards from goal. Castleberry took a touch to settle the ball and then sent the ball over the head of Thomas into the upper right corner for the tally at 36:02 
of the match. Castleberry actually almost had a second goal just four minutes later as she had an open chance again in the box but sent her shot over the 
bar on her second good look. 
After outshooting the Blue Devils 16-1 in the first half, the second half was a far calmer affair with both teams combining for only four shots. But the Tar 
Heels were opportunistic, putting two goals in the back of the net in the second 45 minutes. 
Coach Anson Dorrance chose to start Brooke Elby at a forward spot in the second half and it paid off at 46:31 when she scored her first goal of the year to 
finish off a nifty passing combination. It was Elby’s first goal since August 31,2012 when she tallied against Connecticut. EIby’s goal was assisted by both 
Summer Green and Megan Brigman. The senior defender fed a short pass back to EIby who finished into the left side from 20 yards out. 
Duke’s best chance of the game came at 60:45 when Laura Weinberg’s shot from the left sign was gobbled up by UNC keeper Bryane Heaberlin. Anna 
Sieloff started in the goal for U NC and played the first 45 minutes. Heaberlin played the second 45 minutes to finish off Carolina’s 1 lth shutout in 19 games 
this year. 
U NC then finished off the scoring at 71:11 after Crystal Dunn was taken down in the box by a pair of Duke defenders. Summer Green stepped to the 12- 
yard mark and drove her penalty kick into the left side for her seventh goal of the year. 



North Carolina finished the ACC regular season in third place in the ACC standings behind Virginia and Florida State. The Tar Heels will host Boston 

College Sunday at 1 p.m. at Fetzer Field in the ACC Tournament quarterfinals. Gates will open at 12 noon as will the Carmichael Arena Ticket Office. The 
game will also be nationally televised on ESPN3. 
Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

i (Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 



Soccer Box Score (Final) 
The Automated ScoreBook For Soccer 

#25 Duke vs #4 North Carolina (Oct 31, 2013 at Chapel Hill, 

Duke (8-7-4, ACC 5-5-3) vs. 
North Carolina (16-3-0, ACC 10-3-0) 
Date: Oct 31, 2013 . Attendance: 1222 
Weather: High 60s 

Duke 
Po # 
gk 17 

d 4 

mf 5 

d 6 

f 9 

mf 10 

mf 15 
f 16 

f 19 

d 24 

d 31 

2 

7 
13 

14 
18 

22 

23 

30 

Player Sh SO G A Fo Hin 
Meghan Thomas 90 
Natasha Anasi 1 90 
Kaitlyn Kerr 86 
Lizzy Raben 85 
Kelly Cobb 74 
Toni Payne 74 
Kara Wilson 71 
Laura Weinberg 1 1 71 
Kim DeCesare 85 
Mollie Pathman 90 
Christina Gibbons - 82 
-- Substitutes -- 
Audrey Gibson 14 
Katie Trees 16 
Avery Rape 8 
Katy Colas 5 
Krysia Sikora 16 
Malinda Allen 19 
Danielle Duhl 4 
Catherine Blair 10 
Totals 2 1 0 0 6 

Goals by period 1 2 Total 
Duke 0 0 0 
North Carolina 1 2 3 

North Carolina 
Po # Player Sh SO 
gk 18 Anna Sieloff 
d 3 Megan Brigman 2 
f 6 Summer Green 2 1 
f 7 Kealia Ohai 3 1 
mf 11 Kelly McFarlane 
mf 15 Katie Bowen 2 
mf 19 Crystal Dunn 2 1 
mf 32 Meg Morris 1 1 
d 44 Satara Murray 
f 54 S.A. Firstenberg 
d 71 Hanna Gardner 

-- Substitutes -- 
1 Bryane Heaberlin 
4 Bianca Gray 
8 Amber Munerlyn 3 
10 Joanna Boyles 
20 Emily Bruder 
21 Cameron Castleberry 2 1 
24 Paige Nielsen 
26 Caroline Lindquist 
28 Maggie Bill 
88 Alexa Newfield 1 1 
93 Brooke Elby 1 1 

Totals 19 7 

G A Fo Hin 
45 

1 90 
1 1 41 

67 
1 86 

9O 
77 
37 
9O 

6 
1 90 

45 
3 

48 
26 

5 
1 27 

13 
4 

10 
46 

1 43 
3 4 4 

# Goalkeepers Hin GA Saves 
17 Meghan Thomas 90:00 3 4 

Shots by period 1 2 Total 

Duke 1 1 2 

North Carolina 16 3 19 

# Goalkeepers 
18 Anna Sieloff 
1 Bryane Heaberlin 

Min GA Saves 
45:00 0 0 
45:00 0 1 

Saves by period 
Duke 

North Carolina 

Total 

4 

1 

Corner kicks 1 2 Total 

Duke 1 1 2 

North Carolina 3 4 7 

Fouls 

Duke 

North Carolina 

1 2 Total 

3 3 6 

2 2 4 

Scorin9 summary: 
No, T=me Team Goal scorer Assist 

1. 36:02 NC Cameron Castleberry (1) Kelly McFarlane 
Hanna Gardner 

2. 46:31 NC Brooke EIby (1) Megan Brigman 
Summer Green 

3. 71:11 NC Summer Green (7) Penalty kick 

Description 
throw in, flick on, Castleberry on second t 

finishes left side from 20 yards out 

Cautions and ejections: 

Win-Anna Sieloff (8-0). Loss-Meghan Thomas (5-2-1). 
Stadium: Fetzer Field 
Officials: Referee: John McKIoskey; Asst. Referee: Ben Meyer; Alex Rhinehart; 
AlL. Official: Katherine Dziedzic; Timekeeper: Connie Conway; Scorer: Lena Welch; 
Offsides: Duke 1, North Carolina 1. 

Official’s signaLure 



Play-by-Play Summary (1st period) 
#25 Duke vs #4 North Carolina (Oct 31, 2013 at Chapel Hill, N,C,) 

Duke Starters: North Carolina Starters: 
D 4 Natasha Anasi D 3 Megan Brigman 
MF 5 Kaitlyn Kerr F 6 Summer Green 
D 6 Lizzy Raben F 7 Kealia Ohai 
F 9 Kelly Cobb MF 11 Kelly McFarlane 
MF 10 Toni Payne MF 15 Katie Bowen 
MF 15 Kara Wilson GK 18 Anna Sieloff 
F 16 Laura Weinberg MF 19 Crystal Dunn 
GK 17 MeghanThomas MF 32 Meg Morris 
F 19 Kim DeCesare D 44 Satara Murray 
D 24 Mollie Pathman F 54 S.A. Firstenberg 
D 31 Christina Gibbons D 71 Hanna Gardner 

00:00 
00:00 
00:36 
05:09 
05:18 
05:31 
06:59 
09:36 
10:21 
13:43 

14:33 
17:33 
19:14 
19:47 
20:47 
21:32 
22:01 
24:06 

25:31 
25:54 
26:47 
27:44 
29:04 
30:40 

33:18 
35:29 
36:02 

Meghan Thomas at goalie for Duke. 
Anna Sieloff at goalie for North Carolina. 
Shot by NC Meg Morris, SAVE Meghan Thomas. 
Corner kick by DUKE Mollie Pathman [05:09]. 
Header Shot by DUKE Natasha Anasi HIGH. 
NC substitution: Amber Munerlyn for S.A. Firstenberg. 
Shot by NC Amber Munerlyn WIDE. 
Shot by NC Amber Munerlyn WIDE. 
Shot by NC Katie Bowen WIDE. 
Shot by NC Megan Brigman BLOCKED. 
Foul on Duke. 
Shot by NC Katie Bowen HIGH. 
Shot by NC Summer Green WIDE. 
Shot by NC Crystal Dunn, SAVE Meghan Thomas. 
NC substitution: Brooke Elby for Meg Morris. 
NC substitution: Alexa Newfield for Summer Green. 
Shot by NC Amber Munerlyn BLOCKED. 
Corner kick by NC Alexa Newfield [22:01]. 
Corner kick by NC Alexa Newfield [24:06]. 
Foul on North Carolina. 
DUKE substitution: Malinda Allen for Lizzy Raben. 
Shot by NC Kealia Ohai, SAVE Meghan Thomas. 
Shot by NC Alexa Newfield, SAVE Meghan Thomas. 
Shot by NC Crystal Dunn WIDE. 
Shot by NC Megan Brigman HIGH. 
DUKE substitution: Lizzy Raben for Kara Wilson. 
Foul on Duke. 
Shot by NC Kealia Ohai BLOCKED. 
NC substitution: Cameron Castleberry for Amber Munerlyn. 
GOAL by NC Cameron Castleberry (FIRST GOAL), Assist by Kelly McFarlane and 
Hanna Gardner, goal number 1 for season. 

DUKE 0, NORTH CAROLINA 1 

36:02 
36:02 
36:02 

40:17 

*throw in, flick on, Castleberry on second touch 
NC substitution: Joanna Boyles for Brooke Elby. 
NC substitution: Paige Nielsen for Kealia Ohai. 
DUKE substitution: Audrey Gibson for Laura Weinberg. 
Foul on Duke. 
Foul on North Carolina. 
Shot by NC Cameron Castleberry HIGH. 



Play-by-Play Summary (1st period) 
#25 Duke vs #4 North Carolina (Oct 31, 2013 at Chapel Hill, N,C,) 

42:56 Corner kick by NC Alexa Newfield [42:56]. 
45:00 End of period [45:00]. 



Play-by-Play Summary (2nd period) 
#25 Duke vs #4 North Carolina (Oct 31, 2013 at Chapel Hill, N,C,) 

45:00 
45:00 
45:00 

45:00 

46:31 

Start of 2nd period [45:00]. 
Bryane Heaberlin at goalie for North Carolina. 
ForNC: #1 Bryane Heaberlin, #3 Megan Brigman, #6 Summer Green, #7 Kealia 
Ohai, #11 Kelly McFarlane, #15 Katie Bowen, #19 Crystal Dunn, #32 Meg Morris, 
#44 Satara Murray, #71 Hanna Gardner, #93 Brooke EIby. 
For DUKE: #17 MeghanThomas, #4 NatashaAnasi,#5 Kaitlyn Kerr, #6 Lizzy 
Raben, #9 Kelly Cobb, #10 Toni Payne, #15 Kara Wilson, #16 Laura Weinberg, #19 
Kim DeCesare, #24 Mollie Pathman, #31 Christina Gibbons. 
GOAL by NC Brooke Elby, Assist by Megan Brigman and Summer Green, goal number 1 
for season. 

DUKE 0, NORTH CAROLINA 2 

49:03 

55:03 
55:03 
55:03 
58:51 
60:45 
63:11 
65:19 
66:32 
68:30 
69: 29 
69: 29 
69:52 
70:59 

71:11 

*finishes left side from 20 yards out 
Offside against North Carolina. 
Foul on Duke. 
NC substitution: Alexa Newfield for Summer Green. 
NC substitution: Amber Munerlyn for Meg Morris. 
NC substitution: Joanna Boyles for Brooke EIby. 
NC substitution: Caroline Lindquist for Joanna Boyles. 
Shot by DUKE Laura Weinberg, SAVE Bryane Heaberlin. 
NC substitution: Maggie Bill for Caroline Lindquist. 
NC substitution: Cameron Castleberry for Kealia Ohai. 
Corner kick by NC Alexa Newfield [66:32]. 
Corner kick by DUKE Mollie Pathman [68:30]. 
NC substitution: Summer Green for Alexa Newfield. 
NC substitution: Brooke EIby for Maggie Bill. 
Corner kick by NC Summer Green [69:52]. 
Corner kick by NC Summer Green [70:59]. 
Foul on Duke. 
NC Summer Green PENALTY KICK GOAL, goal number 7 for season. 

DUKE 0, NORTH CAROLINA 3 

73:32 
73:32 
73:32 
75:28 
77:02 

79:33 
79:33 
80:56 
81:48 
83:16 
84:07 
84:40 
85:06 
85:06 
85:57 
85:57 
85:57 

87:18 

Foul on North Carolina. 
DUKE substitution: Krysia Sikora for Toni Payne. 
DUKE substitution: Katie Trees for Kelly Cobb. 
NC substitution: Kealia Ohai for Amber Munerlyn. 
Offside against Duke. 
NC substitution: Joanna Boyles for Crystal Dunn. 
Foul on Duke. 
NC substitution: Alexa Newfield for Summer Green. 
DUKE substitution: Catherine Blair for Laura Weinberg. 
Corner kick by NC Alexa Newfield [80:56]. 
DUKE substitution: Avery Rape for Christina Gibbons. 
NC substitution: Meg Morris for Cameron Castleberry. 
Shot by NC Kealia Ohai WIDE. 
NC substitution: Emily Bruder for Kealia Ohai. 
DUKE substitution: Katy Colas for Kim DeCesare. 
DUKE substitution: Audrey Gibson for Kara Wilson. 
DUKE substitution: Danielle Duhl for Kaitlyn Kerr. 
NC substitution: Maggie Bill for Kelly McFarlane. 
NC substitution: Paige Nielsen for Brooke EIby. 
Foul on North Carolina. 
NC substitution: Bianca Gray for Alexa Newfield. 



Play-by-Play Summary (2nd period) 
#25 Duke vs #4 North Carolina (Oct 31, 2013 at Chapel Hill, N,C,) 

90:00 End of period [90:00]. 

DUKE 0, NORTH CAROLTNA 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 11:44 PM 

@yahoo.corn> 

Re: Article on Clemson and Wake Forest Wins 

Thmik you What a great win over Duke’. 

Se~t.f!"om my Verizor~ tI%e[e,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi’. 

Congrats on your win over Clemson and the comeback win over Wake Forest! I tried to watch the videos, but I couldn’t get them to co,npletely load. I’ll t~y again 

tomorrow! Good luck taking on Duke to,no~row’. It would be such an aweso,ne game to come to, but I can’t get out of school for it. But, I will definitely be watching 

online! Good luck! 

Sincerely, 

On ,, at 10:30 AM, "Chris Ducar" <ducar~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

Hem is the article after onr win versus Clemson. The game highlights are in the second link. Two FANTASTIC Goals’. 

http://x~v.dailvtarheel.com/article/2013/10iunc- womens- soccer- trounces-tigers 

http://www.goheels.com/medim°ortal/plaver.dbml? 
SPSID 667900&SPID 12982&DB LANG C&SITE [INC&DB OEM ID 3350&id 3087320&db oem id 3350 

Here’s the Wake Forest write up: 
http:i/www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID~09292902 

I posted the goals video on Facebook... 

HUGE game versus Duke on Thursday at 7pro. If you are in town and wmat to attend the game, just send me an emafil with the two (max) 
members of your family that want to attend with you. If you can’t see it in person, you can catch it on ESPN 3’. 

http:/iespn.go.com/vmtchespr~index/ /id/1125708/NCAA- Soccer- Duke- vs-North- Carolina 

Have a spooky Halloween’. Go Heels’. 

Bird 



you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, October 31, 2013 11:45 PM 

Yount, Tony <tonyyount@~mc.edu-~; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Awa:rd Form 

"Yount. Tony" <tonxs<xm@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

The second email that you sent has a lis~ of teams whose nominations, it says~ EL~kVE BEEN received. It looks to me like they have the nomination aheady. 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 10:47 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson,@~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

]’h~mk~.; Tony! Tom? 

From: Yount, Tony 
Sent: Thursday, October 3:1, 2013 10:17 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Award Form 

Paperwork completed and left with Tom about a week ago on the chair in his office, awaiting your signature. It was the day 

Tony 

On Oct 31, 2013, at 10:08 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <9__rEs_~_?_~_e___n_?__a_i!=_u__~Lc_=_e__d___t_~- wrote: 

was here, 

~OyS~ 

Have we ,done ~his Vet? 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups,com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Thursday, October 3:t, 2013 3:29 PM 
To: ..d.Lv.~.s.j~.~..D.-.j.-.~.r.~.~.e..D~.s.~..s..~.~.c~£.e..r.~!#~g~g~g~[~£~J division-i-womens-soccer-coaches_@_g__o___o_g_[_e_g__r__o__u_Rs__&o____m_. 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Link To Team Academic Award Form 
If you need a Team Academic Awazd nomination form here is a link - http:/’,’w~,.nscaa.comiawards,’colleo_c/team-academic 
Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

g00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 661.03. 193.3 3G2 ~747 x ~03-5 I 9J.3 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4393_ I Celi: 

_D_J__S___C__,__~__,._:_c_9_f_~3. I Twitter: @NSCAA I .~_~_~__b__~_o__~ 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.confcollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe fi~om this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+uasubscribe,~;googlegroups.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Thursdav, 11:46 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

Re: Duke Universi~ Recruiting Interest 

Thank you!’.! 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tFire[e,~s 4G L)"E DPtOI£) 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Yes! I watched the gmne! Duke could not even ha~g with you guys! So happy that it wasn’t just 1 or 2 goaJs, but 3! Way to bury them! 

On . at 10:17 PM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <~!~_~9._r_(_a~._e_!._n_.@_:_~!_r_Lc_:.e__d_._u_ > wrote: 

This is great!! I can’t wait to ~hare this with the ~taff. And your timing is perfect!!! We just beat DUKE!!! 

From: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday.. 6:[0 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Ducat, Chris; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: ~d: Duke Universi~ Recruiting Interest 

Too funny~ Can’t wait to look down on tl~em from the top of~e library~ 

Begin forwarded message: 

Date: at 5:59:53 PM EDT 

To: ~maiLcom> 
Subject: Fwd: Duke University Recruiting Interest 

Sere t~om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~?~?_mail.coln> 

Date: at 5:40:38 PM EDT 

To: ~;yahoo.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Duke University Recruiting Interest 

The beat goes on. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Date: ,12:55:21 PM EDT 
To: ’" ~fl___m____a__!!_:__c____q___m__)’" ~gLn____a__![.___c__9____m_.> 
Subject: FW: Duke Univers,ty Necruiting Interest 

From: Will Feldman [mailto:wfeldman~Nduaa.duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 12:50 PN 
To: 
Subieet." Duke University Recruiting Interest 



My name is Will Feldman and I am the Assistant Women’s Cross Country Coach at Duke University. I am very excited to write 

you and express our interest in.                is quickly proving to be one of the top young runners in the nation, and we 

at Duke would love to see her running for us in the future. At this point in time we have not reached out to     due to lack 

Championship team here at Duke. 

Thank you for your help, 

Will Feldman 

Assistant Women’s XC/T&,F Coach 

Duke University 

(Mobile) 

919.681.6181 (Fax) 

~ :~_.o__ .D_ u__k_._e_.:_c_..o__..m__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3:46:06 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent from my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi, Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar. 

This is team. Much like the spirit of the soccer player you 

create, I am not willing to give up on my dream of playing with the best soccer team in the nation. Although I realize the 

competitiveness of a coveted spot on the Tar Heel team, I truly believe that I am that player who has something extra. I 

think I have been sending you emails, hand written letters, and attending your residential camp for the past three years. 

Now, as a junior, I know that decisions are nearing. I wanted to give you an update about my high school season and let 

you know about my upcoming ECNL games. I also wanted to see if it would be possible to arrange an unofficial visit. 

Although I have received offers from other universities, something inside of me just won’t commit until I have exhausted 

all measures with UNC. 

My high school team did pretty well, ending the season with a 13-3-1 record. We also earned Co-League Champions, 

which is something that no girls soccer team at my high school had ever done. I also broke the school record for most 

assists in a season (19) and received the local media Athlete of the Week award. In addition, I was named to the All- 
League team, All-District Team, and All-Academic team. I am looking forward to my ECNL club season training beginning 

on November 3rd with our first games on November 23rd and 24th. Academically, I am still ranked in my class, carry 

a on the ACT. 

I am including my upcoming Nov. & Dec. ECNL schedule for your convenience and hope that you can make it to a game 

or two. 



I realize this is a very busy time in your season and hope that you can make time to talk with me about a future with the 

UNC program. I do feel that I can have a positive impact on the program, athletically and academically. Whatever 

decision that the staff of UNC makes, please know that you and your program have played an important role in developing 
me as a player, because it is the dream of playing for UNC that wakes me at 4:00am to do my morning ball workout, to 

train with a personal trainer three days a week, to drive three and a half hours to play on an ECNL team, and to inspire 

others to do the same through coaching. I hope to hear from you soon. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Thursday, 11:47 PM 

~gma~l.com> 

Re: Duke Universi~ Recruiting Interest 

That kid is going to be a player! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ IFire[e,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

I also thought it was awe~me how non starting players made such an impact tonight! Especially 

watch’. 

On at 10:17 PM, "Donance, Albert A IV" <~!~_~9._r_(_a~._e_!._n_.@_:_~!_r_Lc_:.e__d_._u_ > wrote: 

goal immediately after she got into the game! So exciting to 

This is great!! I can’t wait to ~hare this with the ~taff. And your timing is perfect!!! We just beat DUKE!!! 

From: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6::t0 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: F~d: Duke University Recruiting Interest 

Too funny! Can’t wait to look down on tl~em from the top of the librmy! 

Begin forwarded message: 

Erom: ~.~!_a_~ Rg_:_c_!2!Ln_.> 

Date: at 5:59:53 PM EDT 

To: ~)gE!~_l_:_c_’gm> 
Subject: Fwd: Duke University Recruiting Interest 

Sent t~om my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~?_mail.com> 

Date: at 5:40:38 PM EDT 

To: ~¥OllO0 .COIII> 

Subje~t: Fwd: Duke University Recruiting Interest 

The beat goes on. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Date: 12:55:21 PM EDT 
To: ’" .@fl___m____a__!!_:__c____q___m__)’", ~gLn____a__![.___c__9____m_.> 
Subjec[; rvv; Duke University Recruiting Interest 

From: Will Feldman [mailto:wfeldman~Nduaa.duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 20:t3 :t2:50 PN 

To: 
Subject: Duke University Recruiting Interest 

Director 

My name is Will Feldman and I am the Assistant Women’s Cross Country Coach at Duke University, I am very excited to write 

you and express our interest in                is quickly proving to be one of the top young runners in the nation, and we 



at Duke would love to see her running for us in the future. At this point in time we have not reached out to 
of contact information. I was hoping that you could put me in touch with     or the cross country coach al 
help would be greatly appreciated. We have built an elite program, and we see being a part of a National 
Championship team here at Duke. 
Thank you for your help, 

Will Feldman 
Assistant Women’s XC/T&F Coach 
Duke University 

(Mobile) 
919.681.6181 (Fax) 
~.:G_q_D_.y_.k_ q:_ c__o__m_ 

due to lack 

Any 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:07 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From 

Sent: Friday~ 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A ~V 
Subject: 

7:5-0 AM 
_ r@cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I’m                                                                  I mn very interested in playing for the University of North Carolina. I wonld love to 

contribute to "this already am~ing team. I am a det~nder and I play stopper m~d onkside back. This season I played with my school’s Varsity temn. For the majority of 

the season I played outside back. I have dreamed about becoming a Tar Heel tbr as long as I can remember. I would be proud to wear the Carolina blue and white 

one day and be able to represent the UNversity of North Carolina. 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:07 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From-" 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hello Coach Anson, 

7:51 AM " 
~yahoo.com] 

My name is                  and I am ve~ interested in 

the University of North Caxoliua. Living in_                 I attend 

I aan currently a junior and play on the high school team. I can 

play any position but on this specific team I mostly play holding mid. I have also 

beeu a captain since my sophomore year and have been a staxfing varsi~, player 
since my 8th made year. I am also a captain on mv club team, which 

is                                         This is my first season with 

the team and I have played multiple positions from defender forwaxd to midfield. 

The                                         will be our last showcase of 
the season. It is from November 23-24. It would be great if you cm~ atteud 

this. I am number 2. 

I have received a det~nsive MVP reward ficom my high school 

team my sophomore yeax aaad was selected as one of the 

Me being ajuuior I realize it ~nay be a little late to show 

my interests in UNC. Knowing thi~ do you have your high school graduating 

class picked out? If not, what do you look for in a student-athlete? I am an A 

and B honor roll student and currently have a    GPA. 

Thank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 1, 2013 11:08 AM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-> 

Subject: RE: Peaking at the best time again! 

f am with you Di~n![ 

From: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 20:t3 7:53 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Peaking at the best time again! 

Congratulations on dominating Duke AND ~ofing throe goals and getting the shuout. We were thrilled to see cas~le~ score and 

goal. Looking ~rward ~ fl~e ne~ rune home games[ Best time of the year~ ~ 

also get a much-deserved 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:09 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Article on Clemson m~d Wake Forest Wins 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 8:38 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
�::c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Article on Clemson and Wake Forest Wins 

Congrats on the big win against duke lastnight! Unfortunately I was unable to attend due to practice. We’re s~rting s~ate cup play this weekend in Concord a~d if any 

of the staB’is avafilable to come watch me play I would be glad to send more information. 

Saturday- 3pro 

Sunday- 11 mn 

Have a great weekend! 

On at 10:30 AM, "Chris Ducar" <ducar(a)email.unc.edn> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

i~ Ima9 ....... d bysender. 

Here is the article after our win versus Clemson. The game highlights are in the second link. Two FANTASTIC Goals! 

http:/ /~v~de~4arh~e~. c~m~e~ic~e/2~ ~ 3/ ~ ~/unc- w~mens- s~ccer- tr~t~nces-~gers 

http:/Twww.gohcels.com/mediaPorta]L,’player.dbml? 

SPSID:::667900&SPID:::12982&DB I,ANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID:::3350&id:::3087320&db oem id=3350 

Here’s the Wake Forest write up: 
._h__t__tp_: :! :?~_~: ~::._a.~_ ?__~_Le__e_ ! ~:__c__~?__n_ :~_:2V__i_%V___4__r_t_i__c_!__e_:__d_h_r:~ !_~ !_ _)_ ~ k__(_ _)_ !~k4_____[_!; _)____)=3___5_ _(_ !~ A~! 2C_’_ _[_ _~ _[_ _)______2___0_ 2 _22 __2_ 2_O___2_. 

I posted the goals video on Facebook... 

HUGE game versus Duke on Thursday at 7pm. If you axe in town and want to attend the game, jufft send me an email with the two (max) 

members of your family that want to attend ruth you. If you can’t see it in person, you cma catch it on ESPN 3! 

http:/iespn.go.com/watchespn,’index/ /id/1125708/NC~Ad\- Soccer- Duke-vs-N orth- Carolina 

Have a spooky Halloween! Go Heels! 

Bird 



i’~ Imag ...... ’ed bysender. 

you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:34 AM 

Charlie Slagle <charlie.slagle@caslnc.com> 

~msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisnero,~ @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Hue Menzies <cthsced@g~nail.com> 

The club I would love to get into higher brackets is the Florida Kraze Krush 

Thanks (;harlie ... here is what Hue Menzies (the coach of the Florida Kraze Krush, a coach ~ respect), sent me: 

A11 n~’ teams have been accepted to the CASL tom~aments. Th~ have placed all of them in the lower brackets’. You are familiar with our teams. 

15s - U18s a# should be in the topflights... 

15s just beat Paul Ril<v’s Albertson team last weekend in DC. They are in the top bracket at CASL. 

l 6s Hm,e gotten 10 times better this year. Have a pl~verJbr you on that team.               Extremely athle#c. Still needs’ to be more mc#caL 

l 7s is team. We have beaten most (~’those teams in the top bracket including the CASL team. 

les team. l~ beat CASL ~ice last yeat: 

Spoke to Rusty... but he doesn’t kno w our groups. 

Thank you ,for your support. 

Hue Menzies 

Executive Director 

Florida Kraze Krush 

Whatever you ca~ do to help is appreciated. This means I will continue to drag my ass out of bed on a Saturday to do your show. 

All the best!! 

From: Charlie Slaqle [mailto:charlie.slagle@caslnc.com] 
Sent; Friday, :t0:2:t AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Slagle show 
Tell me who it is and I witl try. Ale they already in and need a good group or are they not in and we need to add them? Also, did Lhey apply and get Lurned down, 

Let me know! 

Chadie 

f ~eed age and team hi, me.. [:haill~s! 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [_m__a_([t_o_La_n___s_o___n_~__e__m__a_(l_=_u__t~_c__=_e_~!_u_] 
Sent; Thursday, - ........ :t0:43 PM 
To: Charlie Slagle 
S~bject: RE: Slagle show 
And Charlie, I need some "quid pro quo" for this .... I need to get an elite team into the CASL top flight touree¥ ._ can you help me? 

From; Charlie Slagle [mailto:charlie.slagle@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :t0:36 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; Slagle show 
Anson, 

Can you be on at 8:45 am on Saturday. Talking about ACC first round game at home and semis and finals in Caw. Thanks! 
Good luck tonight! 

Charlie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:44 AM 

Charlie Slagle <charlie.slagle@caslnc.com> 

ILE: The club I would love to get into higher brackets is the Florida Kraze Kmsh 

Thanks Charlie[! 

From: Charlie Slagle [mailto:charlie.slagle@caslnc.com] 
Sent-" Friday, :t:t:42 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: The club T would love to get into higher brackets is the Florida Kraze Krush 

I have passed it on and we will see what happens. Talk to yoL~ tomorrow. Hit em straight! 

Chadie 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, 11:34 AM 
To; Charlie Slagle 

~_0@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ;@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" The club I would love to get into higher brackets is the Florida Kraze Krush 
Thanks Charlie .,_ here is what Hue Menzies (the coach of the Florida Kraze Krush; a coach I respect}, sent me: 

All my teams have been accepted to the CASL lounu~ments. They have placed all (g’them in the lower brackets. You are familiar with our learns. 

15s - Ul8s all should be in the topflights... 

Spoke to Rusty... but he doesn’t know our g~)ups. 

Thank you for your support. 

Hue Menzies 

Executive Director 

Florida Kraze Krush 

Whatever you cm~ do to help is appreciated. This tneans I will continue to drag my ass out of bed on a Saturday to do your show. 

All the best!! 

From-" Charlie qladl~ rmail~n"rh~rlie.slagle@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Friday, tO: 21 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Slagle show 

~’ell me who i~: is and f will try. Are they already in and need a good group or are they not in and we need to add them? Also, did they apply ~nd get turned down 

Let me know! 

Charfie 

I need age and team name...thanks! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, : 10:43 PM 
To: Charlie Slagle 
Subject; RE: Slagle show 

And Charlie, I need some ~’quid pro quo’~ for this ...~ I need to ge~ an elite team into the CASLtop l:ligh~ tourney.., can you help me? 

Fro~; Charlie Slagle [mailto:charlie.slagle@caslnc.com] 
Sent; Thursday, :~0:36 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Slagle show 

Anson, 

Can you be on at 8:45 am on Saturday, Talkin8 about ACC first round ~ame at home and semis and finals in Cary. Thanks! 

Good luck tonisht] 

Charlie 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STAT]:ST]:CS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

Team Miscellaneous GP Shots Fouls Offside Corners PK=PKA 

Boston College 19 286 132 36 83 3-3 

Clemson 19 289 199 37 95 4-3 

Duke 19 303 142 39 91 2-2 

Florida State 19 299 156 24 107 3-3 

Maryland 19 261 132 44 87 1-0 

Miami 18 211 140 43 92 1-0 

NC State 19 177 139 27 68 2-1 

North Carolina 19 379 142 72 167 4-4 

Notre Dame 18 340 143 49 87 0-0 

Pittsburgh 19 154 108 27 50 0-0 

Syracuse 19 165 179 40 56 2-2 

Virginia 19 403 127 59 121 2-2 

Virginia Tech 19 277 216 50 125 3-2 

Wake Forest 18 212 135 22 86 0-0 

YC-RC 

10-1 

10-0 

10-0 

4-0 

7-0 

12-0 

8-0 

9-0 

8-0 

4-0 

10-1 

5-0 

8-0 

4-0 

SHOTS 

1. Virginia 
2. North Carolina 

3. Notre Dame 
4. Duke 

5. Florida State 

6. Clemson 

7. Boston College 

8. Virginia Tech 
9. Maryland 

lO. Wake Forest 

11. Miami 
12. NC State 

13. Syracuse 

14. Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avg/G POINTS 

19 403 21.21 1. Virginia 
19 379 19.95 2. North Carolina 

18 340 18.89 3. Virginia Tech 

19 303 15.95 4. Notre Dame 
19 299 15.74 s. Boston College 

19 289 15.21 Florida State 

19 286 15.05 7. Maryland 

19 277 14.58 8. Clemson 
19 261 13.74 9. Wake Forest 

18 212 11.78 lO. Duke 

18 211 11.72 11. NC State 

19 177 9.32 12. Syracuse 

19 165 8.68 Miami 
19 154 8.11 14. Pittsburgh 

GOALS 
1. Virginia 

2. Virginia Tech 

3. Notre Dame 
Boston College 

s. North Carolina 
6. Florida State 

7. Maryland 

3. Wake Forest 

Clemson 

10. Duke 

11. Miami 

12. NC State 
Syracuse 

14. Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avg/G GOALS PER GAME 
19 59 3.11 1. Virginia 

19 41 2.16 2. Notre Dame 
18 39 2.17 3. Virginia Tech 

19 39 2.05 4. Boston College 

19 38 2.00 s. North Carolina 
19 35 1.84 6. Florida State 

19 34 1.79 7. Maryland 

18 28 1.56 8. Wake Forest 

19 28 1.47 9. Clemson 

19 27 1.42 lO. Duke 

18 25 1.39 11. Miami 
19 24 1.26 12. Syracuse 
19 24 1.26 NC State 

19 13 0.68 14. Pittsburgh 

ASSISTS 
1. Virginia 

2. North Carolina 

3. Notre Dame 
Florida State 

s. Virginia Tech 

Maryland 

7. Clemson 

8. Boston College 

Wake Forest 

lo. Duke 

11. NC State 
12. Syracuse 

13. Miami 
14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avg/G ASSISTS PER GAME 
19 61 3.21 1. Virginia 

19 42 2.21 2. North Carolina 

18 38 2.11 3. Notre Dame 
19 38 2.00 4. Florida State 
19 35 1.84 s. Maryland 

19 35 1.84 Virginia Tech 

19 32 1.68 7. Clemson 

19 30 1.58 8. Wake Forest 

18 30 1.67 9. Boston College 

19 29 1.53 lO. Duke 

19 23 1.21 11. NC State 
19 18 0.95 12. Syracuse 

18 16 0.89 13. Miami 
19 11 0.58 14. Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avq/G 

19 179 9.42 
19 118 6.21 

19 117 6.16 

18 116 6.44 

19 108 5.68 

19 108 5.68 

19 103 5,42 

19 88 4.63 
18 86 4.78 

19 83 4.37 

19 71 3.74 

19 66 3.47 

18 66 3.67 

19 37 1.95 

GP No. Avq/G 
19 59 3.11 

18 39 2.17 

19 41 2.16 

19 39 2.05 

19 38 2,00 
19 35 1,84 

19 34 1.79 

18 28 1.56 

19 28 1.47 
19 27 1.42 

18 25 1.39 

19 24 1,26 
19 24 1,26 

19 13 0.68 

GP No, Avq/G 
19 61 3.21 
19 42 2.21 
18 38 2.11 
19 38 2.00 
19 35 1.84 
19 35 1.84 
19 32 1,68 
18 30 1.67 
19 30 1.58 
19 29 1,53 
19 23 1.21 
19 18 0.95 
18 16 0.89 
19 11 0.58 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

GOALS ALLOWED 

1. Virginia 

2. North Carolina 
3. Florida State 

4. Virginia Tech 

s. Notre Dame 
6. Wake Forest 

7. Clemson 

8. Syracuse 

Maryland 

10. Duke 

11. Boston College 

12. Miami 
13. NC State 

14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avg/G GOALS AGAINST AVERAGE 

19 9 0.47 1. Virginia 

19 10 0.53 2. North Carolina 

19 11 0.58 3. Florida State 

19 14 0.74 4. Virginia Tech 

18 16 0.89 s. Notre Dame 

18 17 0.94 6. Clemson 

19 18 0.95 7. Wake Forest 

19 25 1.32 8. Syracuse 

19 25 1.32 9. Maryland 

19 27 1.42 lO. Duke 

19 28 1.47 11. Boston College 

18 34 1.89 12. Miami 

19 36 1.89 13. NC State 

19 41 2.16 14. Pittsburgh 

GP GA Minutes GAAvg. 
19 9 1721:54 0.47 

19 10 1717:14 0.52 

19 11 1794:37 0.55 
19 14 1759:33 0.72 

18 16 1683:41 0,86 

19 18 1795:46 0,90 

18 17 1691:09 0.90 

19 25 1767:17 1.27 

19 25 1719:13 1.31 

19 27 1808:17 1.34 
19 28 1782:04 1.41 
18 34 1663:55 1.84 
19 36 1640:00 1,98 
19 41 1730:00 2.13 

SAVES 
1. Pittsburgh 

2. NC State 

3. Miami 
4. Syracuse 

5. Duke 

6. Clemson 

7. Wake Forest 

8. Notre Dame 
9. Maryland 

lo, Boston College 

11. Virginia Tech 

12. Florida State 

13. Virginia 

14. North Carolina 

GP No. Avg/G SHUTOUTS 
19 117 6.16 1. Virginia 

19 106 5.58 2. North Carolina 
18 83 4.61 3. Florida State 

19 82 4.32 4. Virginia Tech 

19 75 3.95 s. Clemson 

19 69 3.63 6. Notre Dame 
18 68 3,78 7, Wake Forest 

18 64 3,56 Maryland 

19 63 3,32 Boston College 

19 60 3,16 Duke 

19 56 2.95 11. Pittsburgh 

19 50 2.63 Syracuse 

19 36 1.89 13. Miami 
19 33 1,74 NC State 

GP No. Avg/G 
19 13 0.68 
19 ii 0.58 
19 i0 0.53 
19 9 0.47 
19 8 0.42 
18 7 0,39 
18 6 0.33 
19 6 0.32 
19 6 0.32 
19 6 0.32 
19 4 0.21 
19 4 0.21 
18 3 0,17 
19 3 0,16 

FOULS 
1. Virginia Tech 

2. Clemson 

3. Syracuse 

4. Florida State 

s. Notre Dame 
6. Duke 

North Carolina 

8. Miami 
9. NC State 

10. Wake Forest 

11. Boston College 

Maryland 

13. Virginia 
14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avcj/G CORNERS 
19 216 11.37 1. North Carolina 

19 199 10.47 2. Virginia Tech 

19 179 9.42 3. Virginia 

19 156 8.21 4. Florida State 

18 143 7,94 s, Clemson 

19 142 7,47 6, Miami 
19 142 7,47 7, Duke 

18 140 7,78 8, Notre Dame 
19 139 7.32 Maryland 

18 135 7.50 lo. Wake Forest 

19 132 6.95 11. Boston College 

19 132 6,95 12, NC State 

19 127 6,68 13, Syracuse 
19 108 5,68 14, Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avq/G 
19 167 8.79 
19 125 6.58 
19 121 6.37 
19 107 5.63 
19 95 5.00 
18 92 5.11 
19 91 4.79 
18 87 4.83 
19 87 4,58 
18 86 4.78 
19 83 4.37 
19 68 3,58 
19 56 2.95 
19 50 2.63 

OFFSIDES 
1. NOrth Carolina 

2. Virginia 

3. Virginia Tech 

4. Notre Dame 
s. Maryland 

6. Miami 
7. Syracuse 

8. Duke 

9. Clemson 

lo. Boston College 

11. NC State 

Pittsburgh 
13. Florida State 

14. Wake Forest 

GP No, Avg/G YELLOW CARDS 
19 72 3.79 1. Miami 
19 59 3.11 2. Boston College 

19 50 2,63 Duke 

18 49 2,72 Syracuse 

19 44 2,32 Clemson 
18 43 2,39 6, North Carolina 

19 40 2.11 7. Notre Dame 
19 39 2.05 NC State 

19 37 1.95 Virginia Tech 

19 36 1,89 lO, Maryland 

19 27 1.42 11. Virginia 

19 27 1.42 12. Pittsburgh 

19 24 1.26 Wake Forest 

18 22 1.22 Florida State 

GP No, Avq/G 
18 12 0.67 
19 I0 0.53 
19 I0 0.53 
19 I0 0.53 
19 i0 0.53 
19 9 0.47 
18 8 0.44 
19 8 0.42 
19 8 0,42 
19 7 0.37 
19 5 0.26 
19 4 0.21 
18 4 0.22 
19 4 0.21 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

Team 

Virginia 

Florida State 

North Carolina 

Virginia Tech 

Notre Dame 

Boston College 

Duke 

Wake Forest 

Maryland 

Clemson 

Miami 

Syracuse 

NC State 

Pittsburgh 

Conference Pct. GF GA Overall Pet. GF GA 
13-0-0 1.000 34 6 19-0-0 1.000 59 9 
10-1-2 .846 24 9 15-i-3 .868 35 Ii 
10-3-0 ,769 22 7 16-3-0 .842 38 10 
9-3-1 .731 22 9 14-3-2 ,789 41 14 
7-5-1 ,577 23 13 11-6-i .639 39 16 
6-6-1 ,500 23 20 10-8-1 .553 39 28 
5-5-3 .500 22 23 8-7-4 ,526 27 27 
5-6-2 ,462 16 13 10-6-2 .611 28 17 
6-7-0 ,462 16 19 10-9-0 .526 34 25 
4-7-2 .385 9 15 7-8-4 ,474 28 18 
4-8-1 ,346 I0 29 9-8-1 .528 25 34 
3-9-1 ,269 13 19 7-11-1 .395 24 25 
2-11-0 .154 9 29 7-12-0 ,368 24 36 
0-13-0 ,000 6 38 4-14-i .237 13 41 

Current unbeaten streak 

Virginia -- 19-0-0 

North Carolina -- 3-0-0 

Boston College -- 2-0-0 
Maryland -- I-0-0 

NC State -- 1-0-0 

Miami-- 1-0-0 

Florida State -- i-0-0 

Team Miscellaneous 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 
NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

GP 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

18 

19 

19 

18 

19 

19 

19 

19 

18 

GF-GA 
39-28 
28-18 

27-27 

35-11 
34-25 
25-34 
24-36 
38-10 
39-16 
13-41 
24-25 
59-9 
41-14 
28-17 

Score Avg, Margin PK-Att Shots Saves Save% Corners 
2.05-1.47 +0.58 3-3 286 60 68.2 83 
1.47-0.95 +0.53 3-4 289 69 79.3 95 
1.42-1.42 +0.00 2-2 303 75 73.5 91 
1.84-0.58 +1.26 3-3 299 50 82.0 107 
1.79-1.32 +0.47 0-i 261 63 71.6 87 
1.39-1.89 -0.50 0-I 211 83 70.9 92 
1.26-1.89 -0.63 1-2 177 106 74.6 68 
2.00-0.53 +1.47 4-4 379 33 76.7 167 
2.17-0.89 +1.28 0-0 340 64 80.0 87 
0.68-2.16 -1.47 0-0 154 117 74.1 50 
1.26-1.32 -0.05 2-2 165 82 76.6 56 
3.11-0.47 +2.63 2-2 403 36 80.0 121 
2.16-0.74 +1.42 2-3 277 56 80.0 125 
1.56-0.94 +0.61 0-0 212 68 80.0 86 

Attendance 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home 

10-6702 
11-5300 
8-8137 

12-12758 
10-11245 
9-3668 
12-6986 
9-15369 
11-13727 

9-5423 
9-4377 

13-25812 
10-8851 
9-7503 

142-13585 

Averaqe Away Average Neutral 
670 9-4271 475 0-0 
482 8-6115 764 0-0 
1017 9-13271 1475 2-4506 
1063 7-12386 1769 0-0 
1124 9-8553 950 0-0 
408 9-6259 695 0-0 

582 7-5264 752 0-0 
1708 6-7900 1317 4-4429 
1248 7-10937 1562 0-0 
603 10-5970 597 0-0 
486 8-5451 681 2-0 
1986 6-5001 834 0-0 
885 7-6205 886 2-387 
834 8-6684 836 i-0 
957 110-10426 948 11-9322 

Averaqe 
o 
o 

2253 
o 
o 
o 
o 

11o7 
o 
o 
o 
o 

194 
o 

847 

Total 
19-10973 
19-11415 
19-25914 
19-25144 
19-19798 
18-9927 

19-12250 
19-27698 
18-24664 
19-11393 
19-9828 

19-30813 
19-15443 
18-14187 

263-24944 

Averaqe 
578 
601 
1364 
1323 
1042 
552 
645 
1458 
1370 
600 
517 
1622 
813 
788 
948 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
I N DIVI DUAL SOCC E R STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 50.0% of their team’s games, goalies at least 33.0% of their team’s minutes. 

SHOTS GP No, Avg/G SHOTS PER GAME GP No, Avq/G 

1. Morgan Brian-VA 18 79 4.39 1. Morgan Brian-VA 18 79 4.39 

2. Kealia Ohai-NC 19 75 3.95 2. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 70 4.12 

3. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 71 3.74 3. Kealia Ohai-NC 19 75 3.95 

4. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 70 4.12 4. Hayley Brock-MD 17 65 3.82 

s. Laura Weinberg-DU 19 67 3.53 s. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 71 3.74 

6. Hayley Brock-MD 17 65 3.82 6. Laura Weinberg-DU 19 67 3.53 

7. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 60 3.33 7. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 60 3.33 

s. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 59 3.11 8. Morgan Andrews-ND 18 57 3.17 

9. Morgan Andrews-ND 18 57 3.17 9. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 59 3.11 

lo. Kelly Cobb-DU 19 55 2.89 lo. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 16 47 2.94 

11. MurielleTiernan-VT 19 54 2.84 11. Kelly Cobb-DU 19 55 2.89 

12. Vanessa Laxgang-CU 19 52 2.74 12. Murielle Tiernan-VT 19 54 2.84 

13. Kim DeCesare-DU 19 50 2.63 13. Vanessa Laxgang-CU 19 52 2.74 

Summer Green-NC 19 50 2.63 14. Riley Ridgik-WF 18 48 2.67 

is. Riley Ridgik-WF 18 48 2.67 Katie Stengel-WF 12 32 2.67 

POINTS GP G A Pts Avq/G POINTS PER GAME GP G A Pts Avg/G 
1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 17 1 35 1.94 1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 17 1 35 1.94 

2. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 14 5 33 1.74 2. Morgan Brian-VA 18 10 12 32 1.78 

3. Morgan Brian-VA 18 10 12 32 1.78 3. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 14 5 33 1.74 
Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 12 8 32 1.68 4. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 12 5 29 1.71 

s. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 12 5 29 1.71 s. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 12 8 32 1.68 
6. HayleyBrock-MD 17 11 5 27 1.59 6. KatieStengeI-WF 12 6 8 20 1.67 

7. Riley Ridgik-WF 18 10 3 23 1.28 7. Hayley Brock-MD 17 11 5 27 1.59 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 19 11 1 23 1.21 8. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 16 9 3 21 1.31 

9. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 16 9 3 21 1.31 9. Riley Ridgik-WF 18 10 3 23 1.28 

Kealia Ohai-NC 19 8 5 21 1.11 lo. Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 19 11 1 23 1.21 

11. Katie StengeI-WF 12 6 8 20 1.67 11. Ashley Flinn-UM 18 10 0 20 1.11 
Ashley Flinn-UM 18 10 0 20 1.11 12. Kealia Ohai-NC 19 8 5 21 1.11 
MurielleTieman-VT 19 8 4 20 1.05 13. Stephanie Skilton-SU 18 9 1 19 1.06 

14. Stephanie Skilton-SU 18 9 1 19 1.06 Jackie StengeI-ST 18 9 1 19 1.06 

Jackie StengeI-ST 18 9 1 19 1.06 is. MurielleTiernan-VT 19 8 4 20 1.05 

Jazmine Reeves-V1- 19 7 5 19 1.00 

GOALS GP No. Avg/G GOALS PER GAME GP No. Avq/G 
1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 17 0.94 1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 17 0.94 
2. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 14 0.74 2. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 14 0.74 

3. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 12 0.71 3. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 12 0.71 

Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 12 0.63 4. Hayley Brock-MD 17 11 0.65 

s. Hayley Brock-MD 17 11 0.65 s. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 12 0.63 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 19 11 0.58 6. Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 19 11 0.58 

7. Morgan Brian-VA 18 10 0.56 7. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 16 9 0.56 
Riley Ridgik-WF 18 10 0.56 s. Morgan Brian-VA 18 10 0.56 
Ashley Flinn-UM 18 10 0.56 Ashley Flinn-UM 18 10 0.56 

lo. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 16 9 0.56 Riley Ridgik-WF 18 10 0.56 

Jackie StengeI-ST 18 9 0.50 11. Jackie StengeI-ST 18 9 0.50 

Stephanie Skilton-SU 18 9 0.50 Stephanie Skilton-SU 18 9 0.50 

13. Ashley Meier-VT 18 8 0.44 Katie StengeI-WF 12 6 0.50 

Murielle Tiernan-VT 19 8 0.42 14. Ashley Meier-VT 18 8 0.44 
Kealia Ohai-NC 19 8 0.42 is. M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 14 6 0.43 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

ASSISTS 

1. Morgan Brian-VA 

2. Danielle Colaprico-VA 

3. Katie Stengel-WF 

Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 
s. Megan CampbelI-FS 

Crystal Thomas-ND 

7. Megan Gibbons-MD 

Alexis Shaffer-VA 

Shannon Collins-MD 
Kelsey Loupee-VT 

11. Brittany Von Rueden-ND 
Hayley Brock-MD 

Crystal Dunn-NC 

Meagan Proper-ST 

Mandy Laddish-ND 

Ally Berry-WF 
Molly Menchel-VA 

Makenzy Doniak-VA 

Kealia Ohai-NC 

Lauren Bernard-BC 

Michaela Hahn-FS 

]azmine Reeves-VT 
Katie Bowen-NC 
Nickolette Driesse-FS 

Emily Sonnett-VA 

Toni Payne-DU 

Lauren Berman-MD 
]amia Fields-FS 

GP No, Avg/G 
18 12 0,67 
19 9 0.47 
12 8 0.67 
19 8 0.42 
16 7 0.44 
18 7 0.39 
19 6 0.32 
19 6 0,32 
19 6 0.32 
19 6 0.32 
16 5 0.31 
17 5 0.29 
17 5 0.29 
17 5 0.29 
18 5 0,28 
18 5 0.28 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0,26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 

ASSISTS PER GAME 
1. Morgan Brian-VA 

Katie Stengel-WF 

3. Danielle Colaprico-VA 
4. Megan CampbelI-FS 

s. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 

6. Crystal Thomas-ND 

7. Alexis Shaffer-VA 

Kelsey Loupee-VT 
Shannon Collins-MD 

Megan Gibbons-MD 
11. Brittany Von Rueden-ND 

12. Hayley Brock-MD 

Meagan Proper-ST 

Crystal Dunn-NC 

15. Ally Berry-WF 
Mandy Laddish-ND 

GP 
18 
12 
19 
16 
19 
18 
19 
19 
19 
19 
16 
17 
17 
17 
18 
18 

No, Avq/G 
12 0.67 
8 0.67 
9 0.47 
7 0.44 
8 0.42 
7 0.39 
6 0.32 
6 0.32 
6 0.32 
6 0.32 
5 0.31 
5 0,29 
5 0.29 
5 0.29 
5 0.28 
5 0.28 

GAME-WINNING GOALS 

1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 
2, Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 

Ashley Flinn-UM 
4. Katie StengeI-WF 

Hayley Brock-MD 
Crystal Dunn-NC 
Morgan Brian-VA 
Katie Yensen-VT 
Kealia Ohai-NC 
Britta ny Ratcl iffe-VA 
Makenzy Doniak-VA 

GP No. Avg/G 
18 7 0.39 
16 5 0.31 
18 5 0.28 
12 4 0.33 
17 4 0.24 
17 4 0,24 
18 4 0.22 
18 4 0.22 
19 4 0,21 
19 4 0.21 
19 4 0.21 

GOALS AGAI NST AVG 
1. Anna Sieloff-NC 
2, Morgan Stearns-VA 
3, Kelsey Wys-FS 
4, Bryane Heaberlin-NC 
s. Dayle Colpitts-VT 
6. Meghan Thomas-DU 
7. Kaela Little-ND 
8, Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 
9, Kailen Sheridan-CU 

lo. Alex ]ohnson-BC 
11, Brittany AngheI-SU 
12. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
13. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 
14. ]essica Mickelson-BC 

GP GA Minutes GAavq 

19 4 843:16 0.43 
14 6 1171:4 0,46 
19 Ii 1794:3 0,55 
19 6 855:00 0.63 
19 13 1687:2 0.69 
8 6 683:21 0.79 

18 16 1641:4 0,88 
18 17 1691:0 0.90 
19 18 1723:1 0,94 
12 13 968:57 1,21 
19 25 1767:1 1.27 
19 24 1647:3 1.31 
13 20 1142:3 1.58 
I0 15 813:07 1,66 

SAVE PERCENTAGE 
1. Meghan Thomas-DU 

Morgan Stearns-VA 
3. Kelsey Wys-FS 
4. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 
s. Dayle Colpitts-VT 
6. Kaela Little-ND 
7. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 
8, Kailen Sheridan-CU 
9, Anna Sieloff-NC 

10, Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 
11, Bryane Heaberlin-NC 
12. Brittany AngheI-SU 
13. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
14. Alex ]ohnson-BC 

GP Saves GA Pet. 
8 27 6 .818 

14 27 6 .818 
19 49 ii .817 
18 68 17 ,800 
19 51 13 .797 
18 62 16 ,795 
13 77 20 .794 
19 66 18 .786 
19 13 4 .765 
16 83 26 .761 
19 19 6 ,760 
19 78 25 .757 
19 59 24 ,711 
12 31 13 ,705 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

SAVES 

1. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

2. Brittany AngheI-SU 

3. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

4. Emily Lillard-UM 
s. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

6. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

7, Kaela Little-ND 

8. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

9. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

10. Kelsey Wys-FS 

11. All Kershner-DU 
12. Taylor Francis-UP 

13. Alex ]ohnson-BC 

14, Meghan Thomas-DU 

Jessica Mickelson-BC 

Morgan Stearns-VA 

GP No, Avg/G SAVES PER GAME 

16 83 5.19 1. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

19 78 4.11 2. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

13 77 5.92 3. Taylor Francis-UP 

18 70 3.89 4. Brittany AngheI-SU 

18 68 3.78 s. Emily Lillard-UM 

19 66 3.47 6. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

18 62 3,44 7. All Kershner-DU 

19 59 3,11 8, Kailen Sheridan-CU 

19 51 2,68 9. Kaela Little-ND 

19 49 2.58 10. Meghan Thomas-DU 

13 47 3.62 11. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

9 38 4.22 12. Jessica Mickelson-BC 

12 31 2.58 13. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

8 27 3.38 14. Alex ]ohnson-BC 

10 27 2,70 

14 27 1.93 

GP No, Avg/G 
13 77 5.92 
16 83 5,19 
9 38 4.22 

19 78 4.11 
18 70 3.89 
18 68 3.78 
13 47 3.62 
19 66 3,47 
18 62 3,44 
8 27 3.38 

19 59 3.11 
i0 27 2.70 
19 51 2.68 
12 31 2.58 

SHUTOUTS 
1. Kelsey Wys-F$ 

2. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

3. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

Morgan Stearns-VA 

s. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

6. Kaela Little-ND 

7. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
Brittany AngheI-SU 

9. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

Meghan Thomas-DU 

Alex ]ohnson-BC 

Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 
Emily Lillard-UM 

All Kershner-DU 

GP No. Avg/G SHUTOUTS PER GAME 
19 10 0.53 1. Kelsey Wys-F$ 

19 8 0.42 2. Morgan Stearns-VA 

19 7 0,37 3, Dayle Colpitts-VT 

14 7 0,50 4. MeghanThomas-DU 

18 6 0.33 5. KailenSheridan-CU 

18 5 0.28 6. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

19 4 0.21 7. Kaela Little-ND 
19 4 0.21 8. Alex Johnson-BC 

13 3 0.23 9. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

8 3 0.38 All Kershner-DU 

12 3 0.25 11. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

16 3 0,19 Brittany AngheI-SU 
18 3 0,17 13, Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 
13 3 0,23 14, Emily Lillard-UM 

GP No. Avq/G 
19 i0 0.53 
14 7 0.50 
19 8 0.42 

8 3 0.38 
19 7 0,37 
18 6 0,33 
18 5 0.28 
12 3 0.25 
13 3 0.23 
13 3 0,23 
19 4 0,21 
19 4 0,21 
16 3 0.19 
18 3 0.17 

Team Identification Team ID 
Boston College BC 

Clemson CU 

Duke DU 
Florida State FS 

Maryland MD 

Miami UM 
NC State ST 

North Carolina NC 

Notre Dame ND 
Pittsburgh UP 
Syracuse SU 

Virginia VA 
Virginia Tech VT 

Wake Forest WF 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

POINTS 

SAVES 

14 Clemson vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

9 Maryland vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

20 Clemson vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

10 Maryland vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

37 Virginia at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

36 Notre Dame vs Northwestern (Aug 25, 2013) 

36 Virginia vs Seton Hall (Sep 08, 2013) 

48 Clemson vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

28 Maryland vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

11 Pittsburgh vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 

11 NC State at Maryland (Oct 03, 2013) 

11 NC State vs Syracuse (Oct 20, 2013) 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

POINTS 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

SAVES 

8 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) at HOFSTRA (Sep 01, 2013) 

7 Ashley Spivey (Maryland) vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

7 Deana Sherry (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Ashley Spivey (Maryland) vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

3 Hayley Brock (Maryland) vs Villanova (Aug 26, 2013) 

3 McKenzie Meehan (Boston College) at HOFSTRA (Sep 01, 2013) 

3 Erin Simon (Syracuse) vs ALBANY (Aug 30, 2013) 

3 Ashley Flinn (Miami) vs Cleveland State (Sep 06, 2013) 

3 Deana Sherry (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Crystal Dunn (North Carolina) at Miami (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Carl Roccaro (Notre Dame) vs Maryland (Sep 26, 2013) 

3 McKenzie Meehan (Boston College) at NC State (Sep 29, 2013) 

3 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) vs Duke (Oct 06, 2013) 

3 Stephanie Skilton (Syracuse) at Pittsburgh (Oct. 6,2013) 

3 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) at Central Connecticut (Oct 16, 2013) 

4 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) at HOFSTRA (Sep 01, 2013) 

3 Katie Stengel (Wake Forest) vs Kentucky (Aug 23, 2013) 

3 Haley Hunt (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Tori Andreski (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Morgan Brian (Virginia) at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

10 Nickolette Driesse (Florida State) vs NC State (Sep 22, 2013) 

9 Kealia Ohai (North Carolina) at Florida State (Sep 18, 2013) 

9 Morgan Brian (Virginia) at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

9 Summer Green (North Carolina) at Pittsburgh (Sept.26,2013) 

11 Mackenzie Stelljes (NC State) vs Syracuse (Oct 20, 2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) at Clemson (Sep 19, 2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) vs North Carolina (Sept.26,2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) at Notre Dame (Sep 29, 2013) 

10 Karly Gustafson (NC State) at Maryland (Oct 03, 2013) 

10 Emily Lillard (Miami) at Virginia (Oct 24, 2013) 



20:[3 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

Team Miscellaneous GP Shots Fouls Offside Corners PK=PKA 

Boston College 13 177 81 27 55 2-2 

Clemson 13 151 147 24 55 3-2 
Duke 13 186 92 28 59 0-0 

Florida State 13 196 104 17 72 2-2 

Maryland 13 150 93 26 46 1-0 

Miami 13 119 88 29 56 1-0 

NC State 13 103 90 20 34 1=0 

North Carolina 13 249 95 40 110 3-3 

Notre Dame 13 225 101 32 67 0-0 

Pittsburgh 13 54 71 18 18 0-0 

Syracuse 13 101 120 28 32 2-2 

Virginia 13 249 99 38 82 0-0 

Virginia Tech 13 166 154 35 79 2-2 

Wake Forest 13 141 98 17 58 0-0 

YC-RC 
8-1 

7-0 

7-0 

3-0 

2-0 

9-0 

6=0 

8-0 

7-0 

2-0 

7-1 

5-0 

5=0 

4-0 

SHOTS 

1. North Carolina 
Virginia 

3, Notre Dame 
4. Florida State 

s. Duke 

6. Boston College 

7. Virginia Tech 

8. Clemson 
9. Maryland 

lo. Wake Forest 

11. Miami 
12. NC State 

13. Syracuse 
14, Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avg/G POINTS 

13 249 19.15 1. Virginia 
13 249 19,15 2, Florida State 

13 225 17,31 3, Duke 

13 196 15.08 4. Notre Dame 
13 186 14.31 North Carolina 

13 177 13.62 6. Boston College 

13 166 12.77 7. Virginia Tech 

13 151 11.62 ~. Wake Forest 
13 150 11.54 9. Maryland 

13 141 10.85 lo. Syracuse 

13 119 9.15 11. Miami 
13 103 7.92 12. NC State 

13 101 7.77 Clemson 

13 54 4.15 14. Pittsburgh 

GOALS 
1. Virginia 

2. Florida State 

3. Boston College 

Notre Dame 
5. Duke 

North Carolina 

Virginia Tech 

8. Maryland 

Wake Forest 

lo. Syracuse 

11. Miami 
12. Clemson 

NC State 

14, Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avg/G GOALS PER GAME 
13 34 2.62 1. Virginia 

13 24 1.85 2. Florida State 

13 23 1.77 3. Boston College 

13 23 1.77 Notre Dame 
13 22 1.69 5. North Carolina 
13 22 1.69 Duke 

13 22 1.69 Virginia Tech 

13 16 1.23 8. Wake Forest 

13 16 1.23 Maryland 

13 13 1.00 lO. Syracuse 

13 10 0.77 11. Miami 
13 9 0,69 12. NC State 
13 9 0,69 Clemson 

13 6 0.46 14. Pittsburgh 

ASS~[STS 
1. Virginia 

2. Duke 

3. Florida State 

4. North Carolina 

5. Notre Dame 
6. Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

8. Boston College 

9. Maryland 

lo. Syracuse 

11. NC State 
Clemson 

13. Miami 
14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avg/G ASS~[STS PER GAME 
13 37 2.85 1. Virginia 

13 27 2.08 2. Duke 

13 25 1.92 3. Florida State 

13 23 1,77 4, North Carolina 
13 21 1,62 s, Notre Dame 
13 19 1,46 6, Virginia Tech 

13 19 1.46 Wake Forest 

13 18 1.38 8. Boston College 

13 14 1.08 9. Maryland 

13 9 0,69 10, Syracuse 

13 8 0,62 11, NC State 
13 8 0,62 Clemson 

13 7 0.54 13. Miami 
13 4 0.31 14. Pittsburgh 

GP 

13 
13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 
13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

GP 
13 

13 

13 

13 

13 
13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 
13 

13 

GP 
13 

13 

13 

13 
13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 
13 

13 

13 

No. 

105 
73 

71 
67 

67 

64 

63 

51 
46 

35 

27 

26 

26 

16 

NO, 

34 

24 

23 

23 

22 
22 

22 

16 

16 

13 

10 

9 
9 

6 

No, 

37 

27 

25 

23 
21 

19 

19 

18 

14 
9 

8 
8 

7 

4 

Avq/G 

8.08 
5.62 

5.46 

5.15 

5.15 

4.92 

4.85 

3.92 
3.54 

2.69 

2.08 

2.00 

2.00 

1,23 

Avq/G 
2.62 

1.85 

1.77 

1.77 
1.69 
1.69 

1.69 

1.23 

1.23 

1.00 

0.77 

0,69 
0,69 

0.46 

Avq/G 
2.85 
2.08 
1.92 
1.77 
1.62 
1.46 
1.46 
1.38 
1.08 
0.69 
0.62 
0.62 
0.54 
0.31 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

GOALS ALLOWED 

1. Virginia 

2. North Carolina 

3. Florida State 

Virginia Tech 

s. Notre Dame 
Wake Forest 

7. Clemson 

8. Maryland 
Syracuse 

lo. Boston College 

11. Duke 

12. Miami 
NC State 

14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avg/G GOALS AGAINST AVERAGE 

13 6 0.46 1. Virginia 

13 7 0.54 2. North Carolina 

13 9 0.69 3. Florida State 

13 9 0.69 4. Virginia Tech 

13 13 1.00 s. Notre Dame 

13 13 1.00 6. Wake Forest 

13 15 1.15 7. Clemson 

13 19 1,46 8. Syracuse 

13 19 1,46 9. Maryland 

13 20 1.54 10. Boston College 

13 23 1.77 11. Duke 

13 29 2.23 12. NC State 

13 29 2.23 Miami 

13 38 2.92 14. Pittsburgh 

GP GA Minutes GAAvg. 
13 6 1181:54 0.46 

13 7 1177:14 0.54 

13 9 1229:35 0.66 
13 9 1199:33 0.68 

13 13 1233:41 0,95 

13 13 1226:03 0,95 

13 15 1215:46 1.11 
13 19 1227:17 1.39 

13 19 1179:13 1.45 

13 20 1207:11 1.49 
13 23 1248:17 1.66 

13 29 1190:00 2,19 

13 29 1190:00 2,19 

13 38 1170:00 2.92 

SAVES 
1. Pittsburgh 
2. NC State 
3. Syracuse 

4. Miami 
5. Duke 

6. Clemson 

7. Wake Forest 

8. Notre Dame 
9. Boston College 

Maryland 

11. Virginia Tech 

12. Florida State 

13. Virginia 
14. North Carolina 

GP No. Avg/G SHUTOUTS 
13 93 7.15 1. Virginia 

13 79 6.08 2. Virginia Tech 
13 64 4.92 North Carolina 

13 63 4.85 4. Florida State 

13 61 4.69 5. Notre Dame 
13 58 4,46 6. Clemson 

13 57 4,38 Wake Forest 

13 48 3.69 8. Boston College 

13 46 3.54 Duke 
13 46 3.54 Maryland 

13 43 3.31 11. Miami 
13 39 3.00 Syracuse 

13 28 2,15 13. NC State 

13 22 1,69 14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avq/G 
13 9 0.69 

13 7 0.54 
13 7 0.54 

13 6 0.46 

13 5 0.38 

13 4 0,31 

13 4 0,31 

13 3 0.23 

13 3 0.23 
13 3 0.23 

13 2 0.15 

13 2 0.15 

13 1 0,08 

13 0 0.00 

FOULS 
1. Virginia Tech 

2. Clemson 

3. Syracuse 

4. Florida State 

s. Notre Dame 
6. Virginia 
7. Wake Forest 

8. North Carolina 

9. Maryland 

10. Duke 

11. NC State 

12. Miami 
13. Boston College 
14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avcj/G CORNERS 
13 154 11.85 1. North Carolina 

13 147 11.31 2. Virginia 

13 120 9.23 3. Virginia Tech 

13 104 8.00 4. Florida State 

13 101 7,77 s. Notre Dame 
13 99 7.62 6. Duke 
13 98 7.54 7. Wake Forest 

13 95 7.31 8. Miami 
13 93 7.15 9. Clemson 

13 92 7.08 Boston College 

13 90 6.92 11. Maryland 

13 88 6,77 12. NC State 

13 81 6.23 13. Syracuse 
13 71 5.46 14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avq/G 
13 110 8.46 

13 82 6.31 

13 79 6.08 

13 72 5.54 

13 67 5,15 

13 59 4.54 
13 58 4.46 

13 56 4.31 

13 55 4.23 

13 55 4.23 
13 46 3~54 
13 34 2,62 
13 32 2.46 
13 18 1.38 

OFFSIDES 
1. NOrth Carolina 

2. Virginia 

3. Virginia Tech 

4. Notre Dame 
5. Miami 
6. Duke 

Syracuse 

8. Boston College 

9. Maryland 

lo. Clemson 

11. NC State 
12. Pittsburgh 

13. Florida State 

Wake Forest 

GP No, Avg/G YELLOW CARDS 
13 40 3.08 1. Miami 
13 38 2.92 2. Boston College 

13 35 2,69 North Carolina 

13 32 2.46 4. Clemson 
13 29 2.23 Notre Dame 
13 28 2.15 Duke 

13 28 2.15 Syracuse 

13 27 2.08 8. NC State 

13 26 2.00 9. Virginia 

13 24 1,85 Virginia Tech 

13 20 1.54 11. Wake Forest 
13 18 1.38 12. Florida State 

13 17 1.31 13. Pittsburgh 

13 17 1.31 Maryland 

GP No, Avq/G 
13 9 0.69 
13 8 0.62 
13 8 0.62 
13 7 0.54 
13 7 0.54 
13 7 0.54 
13 7 0,54 
13 6 0.46 
13 5 0.38 
13 5 0.38 
13 4 0.31 
13 3 0.23 
13 2 0.15 
13 2 0.15 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STAT]:ST]:CS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

Team                      Conference Pct. GF GA Overall Pet. GF GA 

Virginia 13-0-0 1.000 34 6 13-0-0 1.000 34 6 

Florida State 10-1-2 ,846 24 9 10-1-2 .846 24 9 

North Carolina 10-3-0 .769 22 7 10-3-0 .769 22 7 

VirginiaTech 9-3-1 .731 22 9 9-3-1 .731 22 9 

Notre Dame 7-5-1 .577 23 13 7-5-1 .577 23 13 

Boston College 6-6-1 .500 23 20 6-6-1 .500 23 20 

Duke 5-5-3 .500 22 23 5-5-3 .500 22 23 

Wake Forest 5-6-2 .462 16 13 5-6-2 .462 16 13 

Maryland 6-7-0 .462 16 19 6-7-0 .462 16 19 

Clemson 4-7-2 .385 9 15 4-7-2 .385 9 15 

Miami 4-8-1 .346 10 29 4-8-1 .346 10 29 

Syracuse 3-9-1 .269 13 19 3-9-1 .269 13 19 

NCState 2-11-0 .154 9 29 2-11-0 .154 9 29 

Pittsburgh 0-13-0 .000 6 38 0-13-0 .000 6 38 

Current unbeaten streak 

Virginia -- 13-0-0 

North Carolina -- 3-0-0 

Boston College -- 2-0-0 

Maryland -- 1-0-0 

NC State -- 1-0-0 

Miami-- 1-0-0 

Florida State -- 1-0-0 

Team Miscellaneous 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

GP GF=GA Score Avg. Margin PK=Att Shots 

13 23-20 1.77-1.54 +0.23 2-2 177 

13 9-15 0.69-1.15 -0.46 2-3 151 

13 22-23 1,69-1.77 -0,08 0-0 186 

13 24-9 1.85-0.69 +1.15 2-2 196 

13 16-19 1.23-1.46 -0.23 0-1 150 

13 10-29 0.77-2.23 -1.46 0-1 119 

13 9-29 0.69-2.23 -1.54 0-1 103 

13 22-7 1.69-0.54 +1.15 3-3 249 

13 23-13 1.77-1.00 +0.77 0-0 225 

13 6-38 0.46-2.92 -2.46 0-0 54 

13 13-19 1.00-1.46 -0.46 2-2 101 

13 34-6 2,62-0.46 +2,15 0-0 249 

13 22-9 1.69-0.69 +1.00 2-2 166 

13 16-13 1.23-1.00 +0.23 0-0 141 

Saves Save% Corners 

46 69.7 55 

58 79.5 55 

61 72.6 59 

39 81.2 72 

46 70.8 46 

63 68.5 56 

79 73.1 34 

22 75.9 ii0 

48 78.7 67 

93 71.0 18 

64 77.1 32 

28 82.4 82 

43 82.7 79 

57 81.4 58 

Attendance 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home Average Away Average Neutral 

6-3637 606 7-3975 568 0-0 

7-2693 385 6-4263 710 0-0 

6-4843 807 7-6646 949 0-0 

7-7599 1086 6-8107 1351 0-0 

6-6898 1150 7-6880 983 0-0 

7-2534 362 6-5153 859 0-0 

7-3718 531 6-4550 758 0-0 

7-10863 1552 6-7900 1317 0-0 

6-7065 1178 7-10937 1562 0-0 

6-3283 547 7-4627 661 0-0 

6-2615 436 7-4880 697 0-0 

7-15970 2281 6-5001 834 0-0 

7-6276 897 6-5602 934 0-0 

6-4940 823 7-4413 630 0-0 

91-82934 911 91-82934 911 0-0 

Average 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Total 

13-7612 

13-6956 

13-11489 

13-15706 

13-13778 

13-7687 

13-8268 

13-18763 

13-18002 

13-7910 

13-7495 

13-20971 

13-11878 

13-9353 

182-16586 

Average 
586 
535 
884 
1208 
1060 
591 
636 
1443 
1385 
608 
577 
1613 
914 
719 
911 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
I N DIVI DUAL SOCC E R STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 50.0% of their team’s games, goalies at least 33.0% of their team’s minutes. 

SHOTS GP No, Avg/G SHOTS PER GAME GP No, Avq/G 

1. Morgan Brian-VA 12 55 4.58 1. Morgan Brian-VA 12 55 4.58 

2. Kealia Ohai-NC 13 53 4.08 2. Crystal Dunn-NC 12 50 4.17 

3. Crystal Dunn-NC 12 50 4.17 3. Kealia Ohai-NC 13 53 4.08 

4. Hayley Brock-MD 11 41 3.73 4. Hayley Brock-MD 11 41 3.73 

Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 41 3.15 s. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 33 3.30 

6. Laura Weinberg-DU 13 40 3.08 6. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 41 3.15 

7. Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 38 2.92 7. Laura Weinberg-DU 13 40 3.08 

s. Morgan Andrews-ND 13 37 2.85 8. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 36 3.00 

Murielle Tiernan-VT 13 37 2.85 9. Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 38 2.92 

Riley Ridgik-WF 13 37 2.85 10. Katie Stengel-WF 7 20 2.86 

Kelly Cobb-DU 13 37 2.85 11. Morgan Andrews-ND 13 37 2.85 

12. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 36 3.00 Kelly Cobb-DU 13 37 2.85 

13. Vanessa Laxgang-CU 13 35 2.69 Murielle Tiernan-VT 13 37 2.85 

14. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 33 3.30 Riley Ridgik-WF 13 37 2.85 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 33 2.54 is. Vanessa Laxgang-CU 13 35 2.69 

POINTS GP G A Pts Avq/G POINTS PER GAME GP G A Pts Avg/G 
1. Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 10 2 22 1.69 1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 10 1 21 1.75 

2. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 10 1 21 1.75 2. Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 10 2 22 1.69 

3. Riley Ridgik-WF 13 8 2 18 1.38 3. Morgan Brian-VA 12 5 7 17 1.42 

4. Morgan Brian-VA 12 5 7 17 1.42 Crystal Dunn-NC 12 6 5 17 1.42 
Crystal Dunn-NC 12 6 5 17 1.42 s. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 6 2 14 1.40 
Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 7 3 17 1.31 6. Riley Ridgik-WF 13 8 2 18 1.38 

7. Kelly Cobb-DU 13 6 3 15 1.15 7. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 7 3 17 1.31 

s. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 6 2 14 1.40 & Hayley Brock-MD 11 5 3 13 1.18 

Laura Weinberg-DU 13 5 4 14 1.08 9. Kelly Cobb-DU 13 6 3 15 1.15 

10. Hayley Brock-MD 11 5 3 13 1.18 10. Katie Stengel-WF 7 2 4 8 1.14 
Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 6 1 13 1.00 11. M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 11 6 0 12 1.09 

12. M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 11 6 0 12 1.09 12. Laura Weinberg-DU 13 5 4 14 1.08 
Stephanie Skilton-SU 12 6 0 12 1.00 13. Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 6 1 13 1.00 

Summer Green-NC 13 5 2 12 0.92 Stephanie Skilton-SU 12 6 0 12 1.00 

is. Katie Yensen-VT 12 5 1 11 0.92 is. Summer Green-NC 13 5 2 12 0.92 

Kaitlyn Kerr-DU 13 4 3 11 0.85 

GOALS GP No. Avg/G GOALS PER GAME GP No. Avq/G 
1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 10 0.83 1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 10 0.83 

Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 10 0.77 2. Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 10 0.77 

3. Riley Ridgik-WF 13 8 0.62 3. Riley Ridgik-WF 13 8 0.62 

4. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 7 0.54 4. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 6 0.60 

s. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 6 0.60 s.M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 11 6 0.55 

M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 11 6 0.55 6. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 7 0.54 

Stephanie Skilton-SU 12 6 0.50 7. Crystal Dunn-NC 12 6 0.50 
Crystal Dunn-NC 12 6 0.50 Stephanie Skilton-SU 12 6 0.50 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 6 0.46 9. Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 6 0.46 

Kelly Cobb-DU 13 6 0.46 Kelly Cobb-DU 13 6 0.46 

11. B. Thorvaldsdottir-FS 11 5 0.45 11. Hayley Brock-MD 11 5 0.45 

Hayley Brock-MD 11 5 0.45 B. Thorvaldsdottir-FS 11 5 0.45 

Morgan Brian-VA 12 5 0.42 13. Katie Yensen-VT 12 5 0.42 

Katie Yensen-VT 12 5 0.42 Morgan Brian-VA 12 5 0.42 
Laura Weinberg-DU 13 5 0.38 is. Summer Green-NC 13 5 0.38 
Summer Green-NC 13 5 0.38 Laura Weinberg-DU 13 5 0.38 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

ASSISTS 

1. Morgan Brian-VA 
2. Megan CampbelI-FS 

Danielle Colaprico-VA 
4. Crystal Dunn-NC 

Molly Menchel-VA 
Kelsey Loupee-VT 

7. Katie Stengel-WF 
Laura Weinberg-DU 
Lauren Bernard-BC 
Michaela Hahn-FS 
Kim DeCesare-DU 
Toni Payne-DU 
Alexis Shaffer-VA 
Carson Pickett-FS 
Ally Berry-WF 
Megan Gibbons-MD 
Emily Sonnett-VA 
]amia Fields-FS 
Mollie Pathman-DU 

GP No, Avg/G ASSISTS PER GAME GP No, Avq/G 

12 7 0.58 1. Megan CampbelI-FS 10 6 0.60 

10 6 0.60 2. Morgan Brian-VA 12 7 0,58 

13 6 0.46 3. Katie Stengel-WF 7 4 0.57 

12 5 0.42 4. Danielle Colaprico-VA 13 6 0.46 

13 5 0.38 s. Crystal Dunn-NC 12 5 0.42 

13 5 0.38 6. Kelsey Loupee-VT 13 5 0.38 

7 4 0.57 Molly Menchel-VA 13 5 0.38 

13 4 0.31 8. Kim DeCesare-DU 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 MichaelaHahn-FS 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Lauren Bernard-BC 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 MeganGibbons-MD 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Toni Payne-DU 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Alexis Shaffer-VA 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Carson Pickett-FS 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Ally Berry-WF 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Emily Sonnett-VA 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Jamia Fields-FS 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 MolliePathman-DU 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Laura Weinberg-DU 13 4 0.31 

GAME-WINNING GOALS GP No, Avg/G 
1. Katie Yensen-VT 12 4 0.33 

McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 4 0.33 

3. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 3 0.30 

M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 11 3 0.27 
Hayley Brock-MD 11 3 0.27 

Morgan Brian-VA 12 3 0.25 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 3 0.23 

Kealia Ohai-NC 13 3 0.23 

GOALS AGAI NST AVG 
1. Anna Sieloff-NC 
2. Morgan Stearns-VA 

3. Kelsey Wys-FS 

4. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

s. Meghan Thomas-DU 

6. Bryane Heaberlin-NC 

7. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 
8. Kaela Little-ND 

9. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

10. Brittany AngheI-SU 

11. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

12. Alex ]ohnson-BC 

13. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

14. Emily Lillard-UM 

GP GA Minutes GAavq 
13 1 592:14 0.15 
10 5 856:40 0.53 

13 9 1229:3 0.66 

13 9 1154:3 0.70 

6 5 548:21 0,82 

13 6 585:00 0.92 

13 13 1226:0 0.95 
13 13 1199:5 0.98 

13 15 1212:5 1.11 
13 19 1227:1 1.39 

13 18 1152:3 1.41 
10 13 823:47 1,42 

12 23 1025:1 2.02 

13 27 1108:0 2.19 

SAVE PERCENTAGE GP Saves GA Pet, 
1. Anna Sieloff-NC 13 11 1 .917 
2. MeghanThomas-DU 6 26 5 .839 

3. Morgan Stearns-VA 10 22 5 .815 

4. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 13 57 13 .814 

s. Kelsey Wys-FS 13 39 9 .812 
Dayle Colpitts-VT 13 39 9 .812 

7. Kailen Sheridan-CU 13 56 15 .789 
8. Kaela Little-ND 13 46 13 .780 

9. Brittany AngheI-SU 13 61 19 .762 

lO. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 7 54 17 .761 

11. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 12 63 23 .733 

12. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 13 42 18 .700 

13. Alex Johnson-BC 10 29 13 .690 

14. Emily Lillard-UM 13 57 27 .679 

SAVES 
1. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

2. Brittany AngheI-SU 

3. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

Emily Lillard-UM 

s. Kailen Sheridan-CU 
6. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

7. Kaela Little-ND 

8. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

9. Kelsey Wys-FS 

Dayle Colpitts-VT 

11. Taylor Francis-UP 

12. All Kershner-DU 
13. Alex Johnson-BC 

14. Meghan Thomas-DU 

GP No. Avg/G 
12 63 5.25 

13 61 4.69 

13 57 4.38 

13 57 4.38 

13 56 4.31 

7 54 7.71 
13 46 3.54 

13 42 3.23 

13 39 3.00 

13 39 3.00 

8 37 4,62 

8 34 4.25 
10 29 2.90 

6 26 4.33 

SAVES PER GAME GP No. Avg/G 
1. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 7 54 7,71 
2. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 12 63 5.25 

3. BrittanyAngheI-SU 13 61 4,69 

4. Taylor Francis-UP 8 37 4.62 

s. Emily Lillard-UM 13 57 4.38 

Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 13 57 4.38 
7. MeghanThomas-DU 6 26 4.33 

8. Kailen Sheridan-CU 13 56 4.31 

9. All Kershner-DU 8 34 4.25 

lO. Kaela Little-ND 13 46 3.54 

11. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 13 42 3,23 

12. Kelsey Wys-FS 13 39 3.00 
Dayle Colpitts-VT 13 39 3.00 

14. Alex Johnson-BC 10 29 2.90 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

SHUTOUTS 
1. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

Kelsey Wys-FS 
3. Morgan Stearns-VA 
4. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 
6. Kaela Little-ND 
7. Alex ]ohnson-BC 

Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
Meghan Thomas-DU 
Emily Lillard-UM 
Brittany AngheI-SU 

12, Danielle DeLisle-VA 
All Kershner-DU 
Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

GP No, Avg/G SHUTOUTS PER GAME GP No, Avcj/G 

13 6 0.46 1. Morgan Stearns-VA 10 5 0.50 

13 6 0.46 2. Kelsey Wys-FS 13 6 0.46 

10 5 0.50 Dayle Colpitts-VT 13 6 0.46 

13 4 0.31 4. MeghanThomas-DU 6 2 0.33 

13 4 0.31 s. KailenSheridan-CU 13 4 0.31 

13 3 0.23 Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 13 4 0.31 

10 2 0.20 7. Kaela Little-ND 13 3 0.23 

13 2 0.15 8. Alex Johnson-BC 10 2 0.20 

6 2 0.33 9. RachelleBeanlands-MD 13 2 0.15 

13 2 0.15 Emily Lillard-UM 13 2 0.15 

13 2 0.15 BrittanyAngheI-SU 13 2 0.15 

5 1 0.20 12. All Kershner-DU 8 1 0.12 

8 1 0.12 13. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 12 1 0.08 

12 1 0.08 

Team Identification Team 
Boston College BC 

Clemson CU 
Duke DU 
Florida State FS 

Maryland MD 

Miami UM 
NC State ST 
North Carolina NC 

Notre Dame ND 
Pittsburgh UP 
Syracuse SU 

Virginia VA 
Virginia Tech VT 

Wake Forest WF 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

POINTS 

SAVES 

6 Duke vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

5 Notre Dame vs Maryland (Sep 26, 2013) 

5 Virginia at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

7 Duke vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

6 Duke vs Miami (Sep 12, 2013) 

6 Wake Forest vs Miami (Sep 15, 2013) 

6 Virginia at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

37 Virginia at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

34 North Carolina at Pittsburgh (Sept.26,2013) 

19 Duke vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

16 Virginia at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

11 Pittsburgh vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 

11 NC State at Maryland (Oct 03, 2013) 

11 NC State vs Syracuse (Oct 20, 2013) 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

POINTS 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

SAVES 

6 Crystal Dunn (North Carolina) at Miami (Sep 22, 2013) 

6 Carl Roccaro (Notre Dame) vs Maryland (Sep 26, 2013) 

6 McKenzie Meehan (Boston College) at NC State (Sep 29, 2013) 

6 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) vs Duke (Oct 06, 2013) 

6 Stephanie Skilton (Syracuse) at Pittsburgh (Oct. 6,2013) 

6 Kelly Cobb (Duke) vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

3 Crystal Dunn (North Carolina) at Miami (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Carl Roccaro (Notre Dame) vs Maryland (Sep 26, 2013) 

3 McKenzie Meehan (Boston College) at NC State (Sep 29, 2013) 

3 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) vs Duke (Oct 06, 2013) 

3 Stephanie Skilton (Syracuse) at Pittsburgh (Oct. 6,2013) 

3 Morgan Brian (Virginia) at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

2 Casey Morrison (Boston College) at Pittsburgh (Sept.12,2013) 

2 Laura Weinberg (Duke) vs Miami (Sep 12, 2013) 

2 Mollie Pathman (Duke) vs Miami (Sep 12, 2013) 

2 Morgan Brian (Virginia) vs Syracuse (Sep 12, 2013) 

2 Katie Stengel (Wake Forest) vs Miami (Sep 15, 2013) 

2 Tabitha Padgett (Clemson) vs Pittsburgh (Sep 19, 2013) 

2 Molly Menchel (Virginia) at Duke (Sep 26, 2013) 

2 Carson Pickett (Florida State) vs Miami (Sep 26, 2013) 

2 ]amia Fields (Florida State) vs Miami (Sep 26, 2013) 

2 Carl Roccaro (Notre Dame) vs Pittsburgh (Sep 29, 2013) 

2 Shelli Spamer (NC State) vs Boston College (Sep 29, 2013) 

2 Megan Gibbons (Maryland) vs NC State (Oct 03, 2013) 

2 Jackie Firenze (Syracuse) at Pittsburgh (Oct. 6,2013) 

2 Danielle Colaprico (Virginia) vs Notre Dame (Oct 10, 2013) 

2 Alexis Shaffer (Virginia) at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

2 Kelsey Loupee (Virginia Tech) at Pittsburgh (Oct. 20,2013) 

2 Crystal Dunn (North Carolina) vs Clemson (Oct 24, 2013) 

2 Morgan Andrews (Notre Dame) vs Boston College (Oct 24, 2013) 

2 Emily Sonnett (Virginia) vs Miami (Oct 24, 2013) 

2 Alexis Shaffer (Virginia) vs Miami (Oct 24, 2013) 

2 Taylor Waters (Wake Forest) vs Pittsburgh (Oct 24, 2013) 

2 Kelly Cobb (Duke) vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

2 Kim DeCesare (Duke) vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

2 Toni Payne (Duke) vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

2 Annie Steinlage (Virginia) vs Virginia Tech (Oct 31, 2013) 

10 Nickolette Driesse (Florida State) vs NC State (Sep 22, 2013) 

9 Kealia Ohai (North Carolina) at Florida State (Sep 18, 2013) 

9 Morgan Brian (Virginia) at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

9 Summer Green (North Carolina) at Pittsburgh (Sept.26,2013) 

11 Mackenzie Stelljes (NC State) vs Syracuse (Oct 20, 2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) at Clemson (Sep 19, 2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) vs North Carolina (Sept.26,2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) at Notre Dame (Sep 29, 2013) 

10 Karly Gustafson (NC State) at Maryland (Oct 03, 2013) 

10 Emily Lillard (Miami) at Virginia (Oct 24, 2013) 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STAT]:ST]:CS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

Team Miscellaneous GP Shots Fouls Offside Corners PK=PKA 

Boston College 19 286 132 36 83 3-3 

Clemson 19 289 199 37 95 4-3 

Duke 19 303 142 39 91 2-2 

Florida State 19 299 156 24 107 3-3 

Maryland 19 261 132 44 87 1-0 

Miami 18 211 140 43 92 1-0 

NC State 19 177 139 27 68 2-1 

North Carolina 19 379 142 72 167 4-4 

Notre Dame 18 340 143 49 87 0-0 

Pittsburgh 19 154 108 27 50 0-0 

Syracuse 19 165 179 40 56 2-2 

Virginia 19 403 127 59 121 2-2 

Virginia Tech 19 277 216 50 125 3-2 

Wake Forest 18 212 135 22 86 0-0 

YC-RC 

10-1 

10-0 

10-0 

4-0 

7-0 

12-0 

8-0 

9-0 

8-0 

4-0 

10-1 

5-0 

8-0 

4-0 

SHOTS 

1. Virginia 
2. North Carolina 

3. Notre Dame 
4. Duke 

5. Florida State 

6. Clemson 

7. Boston College 

8. Virginia Tech 
9. Maryland 

lO. Wake Forest 

11. Miami 
12. NC State 

13. Syracuse 

14. Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avg/G POINTS 

19 403 21.21 1. Virginia 
19 379 19.95 2. North Carolina 

18 340 18.89 3. Virginia Tech 

19 303 15.95 4. Notre Dame 
19 299 15.74 s. Boston College 

19 289 15.21 Florida State 

19 286 15.05 7. Maryland 

19 277 14.58 8. Clemson 
19 261 13.74 9. Wake Forest 

18 212 11.78 lO. Duke 

18 211 11.72 11. NC State 

19 177 9.32 12. Syracuse 

19 165 8.68 Miami 
19 154 8.11 14. Pittsburgh 

GOALS 
1. Virginia 

2. Virginia Tech 

3. Notre Dame 
Boston College 

s. North Carolina 
6. Florida State 

7. Maryland 

3. Wake Forest 

Clemson 

10. Duke 

11. Miami 

12. NC State 
Syracuse 

14. Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avg/G GOALS PER GAME 
19 59 3.11 1. Virginia 

19 41 2.16 2. Notre Dame 
18 39 2.17 3. Virginia Tech 

19 39 2.05 4. Boston College 

19 38 2.00 s. North Carolina 
19 35 1.84 6. Florida State 

19 34 1.79 7. Maryland 

18 28 1.56 8. Wake Forest 

19 28 1.47 9. Clemson 

19 27 1.42 lO. Duke 

18 25 1.39 11. Miami 
19 24 1.26 12. Syracuse 
19 24 1.26 NC State 

19 13 0.68 14. Pittsburgh 

ASSISTS 
1. Virginia 

2. North Carolina 

3. Notre Dame 
Florida State 

s. Virginia Tech 

Maryland 

7. Clemson 

8. Boston College 

Wake Forest 

lo. Duke 

11. NC State 
12. Syracuse 

13. Miami 
14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avg/G ASSISTS PER GAME 
19 61 3.21 1. Virginia 

19 42 2.21 2. North Carolina 

18 38 2.11 3. Notre Dame 
19 38 2.00 4. Florida State 
19 35 1.84 s. Maryland 

19 35 1.84 Virginia Tech 

19 32 1.68 7. Clemson 

19 30 1.58 8. Wake Forest 

18 30 1.67 9. Boston College 

19 29 1.53 lO. Duke 

19 23 1.21 11. NC State 
19 18 0.95 12. Syracuse 

18 16 0.89 13. Miami 
19 11 0.58 14. Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avq/G 

19 179 9.42 
19 118 6.21 

19 117 6.16 

18 116 6.44 

19 108 5.68 

19 108 5.68 

19 103 5,42 

19 88 4.63 
18 86 4.78 

19 83 4.37 

19 71 3.74 

19 66 3.47 

18 66 3.67 

19 37 1.95 

GP No. Avq/G 
19 59 3.11 

18 39 2.17 

19 41 2.16 

19 39 2.05 

19 38 2,00 
19 35 1,84 

19 34 1.79 

18 28 1.56 

19 28 1.47 
19 27 1.42 

18 25 1.39 

19 24 1,26 
19 24 1,26 

19 13 0.68 

GP No, Avq/G 
19 61 3.21 
19 42 2.21 
18 38 2.11 
19 38 2.00 
19 35 1.84 
19 35 1.84 
19 32 1,68 
18 30 1.67 
19 30 1.58 
19 29 1,53 
19 23 1.21 
19 18 0.95 
18 16 0.89 
19 11 0.58 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

GOALS ALLOWED 

1. Virginia 

2. North Carolina 
3. Florida State 

4. Virginia Tech 

s. Notre Dame 
6. Wake Forest 

7. Clemson 

8. Syracuse 

Maryland 

10. Duke 

11. Boston College 

12. Miami 
13. NC State 

14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avg/G GOALS AGAINST AVERAGE 

19 9 0.47 1. Virginia 

19 10 0.53 2. North Carolina 

19 11 0.58 3. Florida State 

19 14 0.74 4. Virginia Tech 

18 16 0.89 s. Notre Dame 

18 17 0.94 6. Clemson 

19 18 0.95 7. Wake Forest 

19 25 1.32 8. Syracuse 

19 25 1.32 9. Maryland 

19 27 1.42 lO. Duke 

19 28 1.47 11. Boston College 

18 34 1.89 12. Miami 

19 36 1.89 13. NC State 

19 41 2.16 14. Pittsburgh 

GP GA Minutes GAAvg. 
19 9 1721:54 0.47 

19 10 1717:14 0.52 

19 11 1794:37 0.55 
19 14 1759:33 0.72 

18 16 1683:41 0,86 

19 18 1795:46 0,90 

18 17 1691:09 0.90 

19 25 1767:17 1.27 

19 25 1719:13 1.31 

19 27 1808:17 1.34 
19 28 1782:04 1.41 
18 34 1663:55 1.84 
19 36 1640:00 1,98 
19 41 1730:00 2.13 

SAVES 
1. Pittsburgh 

2. NC State 

3. Miami 
4. Syracuse 

5. Duke 

6. Clemson 

7. Wake Forest 

8. Notre Dame 
9. Maryland 

lo, Boston College 

11. Virginia Tech 

12. Florida State 

13. Virginia 

14. North Carolina 

GP No. Avg/G SHUTOUTS 
19 117 6.16 1. Virginia 

19 106 5.58 2. North Carolina 
18 83 4.61 3. Florida State 

19 82 4.32 4. Virginia Tech 

19 75 3.95 s. Clemson 

19 69 3.63 6. Notre Dame 
18 68 3,78 7, Wake Forest 

18 64 3,56 Maryland 

19 63 3,32 Boston College 

19 60 3,16 Duke 

19 56 2.95 11. Pittsburgh 

19 50 2.63 Syracuse 

19 36 1.89 13. Miami 
19 33 1,74 NC State 

GP No. Avg/G 
19 13 0.68 
19 ii 0.58 
19 i0 0.53 
19 9 0.47 
19 8 0.42 
18 7 0,39 
18 6 0.33 
19 6 0.32 
19 6 0.32 
19 6 0.32 
19 4 0.21 
19 4 0.21 
18 3 0,17 
19 3 0,16 

FOULS 
1. Virginia Tech 

2. Clemson 

3. Syracuse 

4. Florida State 

s. Notre Dame 
6. Duke 

North Carolina 

8. Miami 
9. NC State 

10. Wake Forest 

11. Boston College 

Maryland 

13. Virginia 
14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avcj/G CORNERS 
19 216 11.37 1. North Carolina 

19 199 10.47 2. Virginia Tech 

19 179 9.42 3. Virginia 

19 156 8.21 4. Florida State 

18 143 7,94 s, Clemson 

19 142 7,47 6, Miami 
19 142 7,47 7, Duke 

18 140 7,78 8, Notre Dame 
19 139 7.32 Maryland 

18 135 7.50 lo. Wake Forest 

19 132 6.95 11. Boston College 

19 132 6,95 12, NC State 

19 127 6,68 13, Syracuse 
19 108 5,68 14, Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avq/G 
19 167 8.79 
19 125 6.58 
19 121 6.37 
19 107 5.63 
19 95 5.00 
18 92 5.11 
19 91 4.79 
18 87 4.83 
19 87 4,58 
18 86 4.78 
19 83 4.37 
19 68 3,58 
19 56 2.95 
19 50 2.63 

OFFSIDES 
1. NOrth Carolina 

2. Virginia 

3. Virginia Tech 

4. Notre Dame 
s. Maryland 

6. Miami 
7. Syracuse 

8. Duke 

9. Clemson 

lo. Boston College 

11. NC State 

Pittsburgh 
13. Florida State 

14. Wake Forest 

GP No, Avg/G YELLOW CARDS 
19 72 3.79 1. Miami 
19 59 3.11 2. Boston College 

19 50 2,63 Duke 

18 49 2,72 Syracuse 

19 44 2,32 Clemson 
18 43 2,39 6, North Carolina 

19 40 2.11 7. Notre Dame 
19 39 2.05 NC State 

19 37 1.95 Virginia Tech 

19 36 1,89 lO, Maryland 

19 27 1.42 11. Virginia 

19 27 1.42 12. Pittsburgh 

19 24 1.26 Wake Forest 

18 22 1.22 Florida State 

GP No, Avq/G 
18 12 0.67 
19 I0 0.53 
19 I0 0.53 
19 I0 0.53 
19 i0 0.53 
19 9 0.47 
18 8 0.44 
19 8 0.42 
19 8 0,42 
19 7 0.37 
19 5 0.26 
19 4 0.21 
18 4 0.22 
19 4 0.21 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

Team 

Virginia 

Florida State 

North Carolina 

Virginia Tech 

Notre Dame 

Boston College 

Duke 

Wake Forest 

Maryland 

Clemson 

Miami 

Syracuse 

NC State 

Pittsburgh 

Conference Pct. GF GA Overall Pet. GF GA 
13-0-0 1.000 34 6 19-0-0 1.000 59 9 
10-1-2 .846 24 9 15-i-3 .868 35 Ii 
10-3-0 ,769 22 7 16-3-0 .842 38 10 
9-3-1 .731 22 9 14-3-2 ,789 41 14 
7-5-1 ,577 23 13 11-6-i .639 39 16 
6-6-1 ,500 23 20 10-8-1 .553 39 28 
5-5-3 .500 22 23 8-7-4 ,526 27 27 
5-6-2 ,462 16 13 10-6-2 .611 28 17 
6-7-0 ,462 16 19 10-9-0 .526 34 25 
4-7-2 .385 9 15 7-8-4 ,474 28 18 
4-8-1 ,346 I0 29 9-8-1 .528 25 34 
3-9-1 ,269 13 19 7-11-1 .395 24 25 
2-11-0 .154 9 29 7-12-0 ,368 24 36 
0-13-0 ,000 6 38 4-14-i .237 13 41 

Current unbeaten streak 

Virginia -- 19-0-0 

North Carolina -- 3-0-0 

Boston College -- 2-0-0 
Maryland -- I-0-0 

NC State -- 1-0-0 

Miami-- 1-0-0 

Florida State -- i-0-0 

Team Miscellaneous 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 
NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

GP 

19 

19 

19 

19 

19 

18 

19 

19 

18 

19 

19 

19 

19 

18 

GF-GA 
39-28 
28-18 

27-27 

35-11 
34-25 
25-34 
24-36 
38-10 
39-16 
13-41 
24-25 
59-9 
41-14 
28-17 

Score Avg, Margin PK-Att Shots Saves Save% Corners 
2.05-1.47 +0.58 3-3 286 60 68.2 83 
1.47-0.95 +0.53 3-4 289 69 79.3 95 
1.42-1.42 +0.00 2-2 303 75 73.5 91 
1.84-0.58 +1.26 3-3 299 50 82.0 107 
1.79-1.32 +0.47 0-i 261 63 71.6 87 
1.39-1.89 -0.50 0-I 211 83 70.9 92 
1.26-1.89 -0.63 1-2 177 106 74.6 68 
2.00-0.53 +1.47 4-4 379 33 76.7 167 
2.17-0.89 +1.28 0-0 340 64 80.0 87 
0.68-2.16 -1.47 0-0 154 117 74.1 50 
1.26-1.32 -0.05 2-2 165 82 76.6 56 
3.11-0.47 +2.63 2-2 403 36 80.0 121 
2.16-0.74 +1.42 2-3 277 56 80.0 125 
1.56-0.94 +0.61 0-0 212 68 80.0 86 

Attendance 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home 

10-6702 
11-5300 
8-8137 

12-12758 
10-11245 
9-3668 
12-6986 
9-15369 
11-13727 

9-5423 
9-4377 

13-25812 
10-8851 
9-7503 

142-13585 

Averaqe Away Average Neutral 
670 9-4271 475 0-0 
482 8-6115 764 0-0 
1017 9-13271 1475 2-4506 
1063 7-12386 1769 0-0 
1124 9-8553 950 0-0 
408 9-6259 695 0-0 

582 7-5264 752 0-0 
1708 6-7900 1317 4-4429 
1248 7-10937 1562 0-0 
603 10-5970 597 0-0 
486 8-5451 681 2-0 
1986 6-5001 834 0-0 
885 7-6205 886 2-387 
834 8-6684 836 i-0 
957 110-10426 948 11-9322 

Averaqe 
o 
o 

2253 
o 
o 
o 
o 

11o7 
o 
o 
o 
o 

194 
o 

847 

Total 
19-10973 
19-11415 
19-25914 
19-25144 
19-19798 
18-9927 

19-12250 
19-27698 
18-24664 
19-11393 
19-9828 

19-30813 
19-15443 
18-14187 

263-24944 

Averaqe 
578 
601 
1364 
1323 
1042 
552 
645 
1458 
1370 
600 
517 
1622 
813 
788 
948 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
I N DIVI DUAL SOCC E R STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 50.0% of their team’s games, goalies at least 33.0% of their team’s minutes. 

SHOTS GP No, Avg/G SHOTS PER GAME GP No, Avq/G 

1. Morgan Brian-VA 18 79 4.39 1. Morgan Brian-VA 18 79 4.39 

2. Kealia Ohai-NC 19 75 3.95 2. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 70 4.12 

3. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 71 3.74 3. Kealia Ohai-NC 19 75 3.95 

4. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 70 4.12 4. Hayley Brock-MD 17 65 3.82 

s. Laura Weinberg-DU 19 67 3.53 s. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 71 3.74 

6. Hayley Brock-MD 17 65 3.82 6. Laura Weinberg-DU 19 67 3.53 

7. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 60 3.33 7. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 60 3.33 

s. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 59 3.11 8. Morgan Andrews-ND 18 57 3.17 

9. Morgan Andrews-ND 18 57 3.17 9. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 59 3.11 

lo. Kelly Cobb-DU 19 55 2.89 lo. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 16 47 2.94 

11. MurielleTiernan-VT 19 54 2.84 11. Kelly Cobb-DU 19 55 2.89 

12. Vanessa Laxgang-CU 19 52 2.74 12. Murielle Tiernan-VT 19 54 2.84 

13. Kim DeCesare-DU 19 50 2.63 13. Vanessa Laxgang-CU 19 52 2.74 

Summer Green-NC 19 50 2.63 14. Riley Ridgik-WF 18 48 2.67 

is. Riley Ridgik-WF 18 48 2.67 Katie Stengel-WF 12 32 2.67 

POINTS GP G A Pts Avq/G POINTS PER GAME GP G A Pts Avg/G 
1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 17 1 35 1.94 1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 17 1 35 1.94 

2. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 14 5 33 1.74 2. Morgan Brian-VA 18 10 12 32 1.78 

3. Morgan Brian-VA 18 10 12 32 1.78 3. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 14 5 33 1.74 
Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 12 8 32 1.68 4. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 12 5 29 1.71 

s. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 12 5 29 1.71 s. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 12 8 32 1.68 
6. HayleyBrock-MD 17 11 5 27 1.59 6. KatieStengeI-WF 12 6 8 20 1.67 

7. Riley Ridgik-WF 18 10 3 23 1.28 7. Hayley Brock-MD 17 11 5 27 1.59 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 19 11 1 23 1.21 8. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 16 9 3 21 1.31 

9. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 16 9 3 21 1.31 9. Riley Ridgik-WF 18 10 3 23 1.28 

Kealia Ohai-NC 19 8 5 21 1.11 lo. Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 19 11 1 23 1.21 

11. Katie StengeI-WF 12 6 8 20 1.67 11. Ashley Flinn-UM 18 10 0 20 1.11 
Ashley Flinn-UM 18 10 0 20 1.11 12. Kealia Ohai-NC 19 8 5 21 1.11 
MurielleTieman-VT 19 8 4 20 1.05 13. Stephanie Skilton-SU 18 9 1 19 1.06 

14. Stephanie Skilton-SU 18 9 1 19 1.06 Jackie StengeI-ST 18 9 1 19 1.06 

Jackie StengeI-ST 18 9 1 19 1.06 is. MurielleTiernan-VT 19 8 4 20 1.05 

Jazmine Reeves-V1- 19 7 5 19 1.00 

GOALS GP No. Avg/G GOALS PER GAME GP No. Avq/G 
1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 17 0.94 1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 18 17 0.94 
2. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 14 0.74 2. Makenzy Doniak-VA 19 14 0.74 

3. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 12 0.71 3. Crystal Dunn-NC 17 12 0.71 

Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 12 0.63 4. Hayley Brock-MD 17 11 0.65 

s. Hayley Brock-MD 17 11 0.65 s. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 19 12 0.63 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 19 11 0.58 6. Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 19 11 0.58 

7. Morgan Brian-VA 18 10 0.56 7. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 16 9 0.56 
Riley Ridgik-WF 18 10 0.56 s. Morgan Brian-VA 18 10 0.56 
Ashley Flinn-UM 18 10 0.56 Ashley Flinn-UM 18 10 0.56 

lo. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 16 9 0.56 Riley Ridgik-WF 18 10 0.56 

Jackie StengeI-ST 18 9 0.50 11. Jackie StengeI-ST 18 9 0.50 

Stephanie Skilton-SU 18 9 0.50 Stephanie Skilton-SU 18 9 0.50 

13. Ashley Meier-VT 18 8 0.44 Katie StengeI-WF 12 6 0.50 

Murielle Tiernan-VT 19 8 0.42 14. Ashley Meier-VT 18 8 0.44 
Kealia Ohai-NC 19 8 0.42 is. M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 14 6 0.43 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

ASSISTS 

1. Morgan Brian-VA 

2. Danielle Colaprico-VA 

3. Katie Stengel-WF 

Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 
s. Megan CampbelI-FS 

Crystal Thomas-ND 

7. Megan Gibbons-MD 

Alexis Shaffer-VA 

Shannon Collins-MD 
Kelsey Loupee-VT 

11. Brittany Von Rueden-ND 
Hayley Brock-MD 

Crystal Dunn-NC 

Meagan Proper-ST 

Mandy Laddish-ND 

Ally Berry-WF 
Molly Menchel-VA 

Makenzy Doniak-VA 

Kealia Ohai-NC 

Lauren Bernard-BC 

Michaela Hahn-FS 

]azmine Reeves-VT 
Katie Bowen-NC 
Nickolette Driesse-FS 

Emily Sonnett-VA 

Toni Payne-DU 

Lauren Berman-MD 
]amia Fields-FS 

GP No, Avg/G 
18 12 0,67 
19 9 0.47 
12 8 0.67 
19 8 0.42 
16 7 0.44 
18 7 0.39 
19 6 0.32 
19 6 0,32 
19 6 0.32 
19 6 0.32 
16 5 0.31 
17 5 0.29 
17 5 0.29 
17 5 0.29 
18 5 0,28 
18 5 0.28 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0,26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 
19 5 0.26 

ASSISTS PER GAME 
1. Morgan Brian-VA 

Katie Stengel-WF 

3. Danielle Colaprico-VA 
4. Megan CampbelI-FS 

s. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 

6. Crystal Thomas-ND 

7. Alexis Shaffer-VA 

Kelsey Loupee-VT 
Shannon Collins-MD 

Megan Gibbons-MD 
11. Brittany Von Rueden-ND 

12. Hayley Brock-MD 

Meagan Proper-ST 

Crystal Dunn-NC 

15. Ally Berry-WF 
Mandy Laddish-ND 

GP 
18 
12 
19 
16 
19 
18 
19 
19 
19 
19 
16 
17 
17 
17 
18 
18 

No, Avq/G 
12 0.67 
8 0.67 
9 0.47 
7 0.44 
8 0.42 
7 0.39 
6 0.32 
6 0.32 
6 0.32 
6 0.32 
5 0.31 
5 0,29 
5 0.29 
5 0.29 
5 0.28 
5 0.28 

GAME-WINNING GOALS 

1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 
2, Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 

Ashley Flinn-UM 
4. Katie StengeI-WF 

Hayley Brock-MD 
Crystal Dunn-NC 
Morgan Brian-VA 
Katie Yensen-VT 
Kealia Ohai-NC 
Britta ny Ratcl iffe-VA 
Makenzy Doniak-VA 

GP No. Avg/G 
18 7 0.39 
16 5 0.31 
18 5 0.28 
12 4 0.33 
17 4 0.24 
17 4 0,24 
18 4 0.22 
18 4 0.22 
19 4 0,21 
19 4 0.21 
19 4 0.21 

GOALS AGAI NST AVG 
1. Anna Sieloff-NC 
2, Morgan Stearns-VA 
3, Kelsey Wys-FS 
4, Bryane Heaberlin-NC 
s. Dayle Colpitts-VT 
6. Meghan Thomas-DU 
7. Kaela Little-ND 
8, Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 
9, Kailen Sheridan-CU 

lo. Alex ]ohnson-BC 
11, Brittany AngheI-SU 
12. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
13. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 
14. ]essica Mickelson-BC 

GP GA Minutes GAavq 

19 4 843:16 0.43 
14 6 1171:4 0,46 
19 Ii 1794:3 0,55 
19 6 855:00 0.63 
19 13 1687:2 0.69 
8 6 683:21 0.79 

18 16 1641:4 0,88 
18 17 1691:0 0.90 
19 18 1723:1 0,94 
12 13 968:57 1,21 
19 25 1767:1 1.27 
19 24 1647:3 1.31 
13 20 1142:3 1.58 
I0 15 813:07 1,66 

SAVE PERCENTAGE 
1. Meghan Thomas-DU 

Morgan Stearns-VA 
3. Kelsey Wys-FS 
4. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 
s. Dayle Colpitts-VT 
6. Kaela Little-ND 
7. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 
8, Kailen Sheridan-CU 
9, Anna Sieloff-NC 

10, Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 
11, Bryane Heaberlin-NC 
12. Brittany AngheI-SU 
13. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
14. Alex ]ohnson-BC 

GP Saves GA Pet. 
8 27 6 .818 

14 27 6 .818 
19 49 ii .817 
18 68 17 ,800 
19 51 13 .797 
18 62 16 ,795 
13 77 20 .794 
19 66 18 .786 
19 13 4 .765 
16 83 26 .761 
19 19 6 ,760 
19 78 25 .757 
19 59 24 ,711 
12 31 13 ,705 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

SAVES 

1. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

2. Brittany AngheI-SU 

3. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

4. Emily Lillard-UM 
s. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

6. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

7, Kaela Little-ND 

8. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

9. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

10. Kelsey Wys-FS 

11. All Kershner-DU 
12. Taylor Francis-UP 

13. Alex ]ohnson-BC 

14, Meghan Thomas-DU 

Jessica Mickelson-BC 

Morgan Stearns-VA 

GP No, Avg/G SAVES PER GAME 

16 83 5.19 1. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

19 78 4.11 2. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

13 77 5.92 3. Taylor Francis-UP 

18 70 3.89 4. Brittany AngheI-SU 

18 68 3.78 s. Emily Lillard-UM 

19 66 3.47 6. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

18 62 3,44 7. All Kershner-DU 

19 59 3,11 8, Kailen Sheridan-CU 

19 51 2,68 9. Kaela Little-ND 

19 49 2.58 10. Meghan Thomas-DU 

13 47 3.62 11. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

9 38 4.22 12. Jessica Mickelson-BC 

12 31 2.58 13. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

8 27 3.38 14. Alex ]ohnson-BC 

10 27 2,70 

14 27 1.93 

GP No, Avg/G 
13 77 5.92 
16 83 5,19 
9 38 4.22 

19 78 4.11 
18 70 3.89 
18 68 3.78 
13 47 3.62 
19 66 3,47 
18 62 3,44 
8 27 3.38 

19 59 3.11 
i0 27 2.70 
19 51 2.68 
12 31 2.58 

SHUTOUTS 
1. Kelsey Wys-F$ 

2. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

3. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

Morgan Stearns-VA 

s. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

6. Kaela Little-ND 

7. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
Brittany AngheI-SU 

9. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

Meghan Thomas-DU 

Alex ]ohnson-BC 

Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 
Emily Lillard-UM 

All Kershner-DU 

GP No. Avg/G SHUTOUTS PER GAME 
19 10 0.53 1. Kelsey Wys-F$ 

19 8 0.42 2. Morgan Stearns-VA 

19 7 0,37 3, Dayle Colpitts-VT 

14 7 0,50 4. MeghanThomas-DU 

18 6 0.33 5. KailenSheridan-CU 

18 5 0.28 6. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

19 4 0.21 7. Kaela Little-ND 
19 4 0.21 8. Alex Johnson-BC 

13 3 0.23 9. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

8 3 0.38 All Kershner-DU 

12 3 0.25 11. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

16 3 0,19 Brittany AngheI-SU 
18 3 0,17 13, Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 
13 3 0,23 14, Emily Lillard-UM 

GP No. Avq/G 
19 i0 0.53 
14 7 0.50 
19 8 0.42 

8 3 0.38 
19 7 0,37 
18 6 0,33 
18 5 0.28 
12 3 0.25 
13 3 0.23 
13 3 0,23 
19 4 0,21 
19 4 0,21 
16 3 0.19 
18 3 0.17 

Team Identification Team ID 
Boston College BC 

Clemson CU 

Duke DU 
Florida State FS 

Maryland MD 

Miami UM 
NC State ST 

North Carolina NC 

Notre Dame ND 
Pittsburgh UP 
Syracuse SU 

Virginia VA 
Virginia Tech VT 

Wake Forest WF 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

POINTS 

SAVES 

14 Clemson vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

9 Maryland vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

20 Clemson vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

10 Maryland vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

37 Virginia at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

36 Notre Dame vs Northwestern (Aug 25, 2013) 

36 Virginia vs Seton Hall (Sep 08, 2013) 

48 Clemson vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

28 Maryland vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

11 Pittsburgh vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 

11 NC State at Maryland (Oct 03, 2013) 

11 NC State vs Syracuse (Oct 20, 2013) 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (All games) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

POINTS 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

SAVES 

8 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) at HOFSTRA (Sep 01, 2013) 

7 Ashley Spivey (Maryland) vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

7 Deana Sherry (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Ashley Spivey (Maryland) vs The Citadel (Aug 23, 2013) 

3 Hayley Brock (Maryland) vs Villanova (Aug 26, 2013) 

3 McKenzie Meehan (Boston College) at HOFSTRA (Sep 01, 2013) 

3 Erin Simon (Syracuse) vs ALBANY (Aug 30, 2013) 

3 Ashley Flinn (Miami) vs Cleveland State (Sep 06, 2013) 

3 Deana Sherry (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Crystal Dunn (North Carolina) at Miami (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Carl Roccaro (Notre Dame) vs Maryland (Sep 26, 2013) 

3 McKenzie Meehan (Boston College) at NC State (Sep 29, 2013) 

3 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) vs Duke (Oct 06, 2013) 

3 Stephanie Skilton (Syracuse) at Pittsburgh (Oct. 6,2013) 

3 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) at Central Connecticut (Oct 16, 2013) 

4 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) at HOFSTRA (Sep 01, 2013) 

3 Katie Stengel (Wake Forest) vs Kentucky (Aug 23, 2013) 

3 Haley Hunt (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Tori Andreski (Clemson) vs Alabama A&M (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Morgan Brian (Virginia) at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

10 Nickolette Driesse (Florida State) vs NC State (Sep 22, 2013) 

9 Kealia Ohai (North Carolina) at Florida State (Sep 18, 2013) 

9 Morgan Brian (Virginia) at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

9 Summer Green (North Carolina) at Pittsburgh (Sept.26,2013) 

11 Mackenzie Stelljes (NC State) vs Syracuse (Oct 20, 2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) at Clemson (Sep 19, 2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) vs North Carolina (Sept.26,2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) at Notre Dame (Sep 29, 2013) 

10 Karly Gustafson (NC State) at Maryland (Oct 03, 2013) 

10 Emily Lillard (Miami) at Virginia (Oct 24, 2013) 



20:[3 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

Team Miscellaneous GP Shots Fouls Offside Corners PK=PKA 

Boston College 13 177 81 27 55 2-2 

Clemson 13 151 147 24 55 3-2 
Duke 13 186 92 28 59 0-0 

Florida State 13 196 104 17 72 2-2 

Maryland 13 150 93 26 46 1-0 

Miami 13 119 88 29 56 1-0 

NC State 13 103 90 20 34 1=0 

North Carolina 13 249 95 40 110 3-3 

Notre Dame 13 225 101 32 67 0-0 

Pittsburgh 13 54 71 18 18 0-0 

Syracuse 13 101 120 28 32 2-2 

Virginia 13 249 99 38 82 0-0 

Virginia Tech 13 166 154 35 79 2-2 

Wake Forest 13 141 98 17 58 0-0 

YC-RC 
8-1 

7-0 

7-0 

3-0 

2-0 

9-0 

6=0 

8-0 

7-0 

2-0 

7-1 

5-0 

5=0 

4-0 

SHOTS 

1. North Carolina 
Virginia 

3, Notre Dame 
4. Florida State 

s. Duke 

6. Boston College 

7. Virginia Tech 

8. Clemson 
9. Maryland 

lo. Wake Forest 

11. Miami 
12. NC State 

13. Syracuse 
14, Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avg/G POINTS 

13 249 19.15 1. Virginia 
13 249 19,15 2, Florida State 

13 225 17,31 3, Duke 

13 196 15.08 4. Notre Dame 
13 186 14.31 North Carolina 

13 177 13.62 6. Boston College 

13 166 12.77 7. Virginia Tech 

13 151 11.62 ~. Wake Forest 
13 150 11.54 9. Maryland 

13 141 10.85 lo. Syracuse 

13 119 9.15 11. Miami 
13 103 7.92 12. NC State 

13 101 7.77 Clemson 

13 54 4.15 14. Pittsburgh 

GOALS 
1. Virginia 

2. Florida State 

3. Boston College 

Notre Dame 
5. Duke 

North Carolina 

Virginia Tech 

8. Maryland 

Wake Forest 

lo. Syracuse 

11. Miami 
12. Clemson 

NC State 

14, Pittsburgh 

GP No. Avg/G GOALS PER GAME 
13 34 2.62 1. Virginia 

13 24 1.85 2. Florida State 

13 23 1.77 3. Boston College 

13 23 1.77 Notre Dame 
13 22 1.69 5. North Carolina 
13 22 1.69 Duke 

13 22 1.69 Virginia Tech 

13 16 1.23 8. Wake Forest 

13 16 1.23 Maryland 

13 13 1.00 lO. Syracuse 

13 10 0.77 11. Miami 
13 9 0,69 12. NC State 
13 9 0,69 Clemson 

13 6 0.46 14. Pittsburgh 

ASS~[STS 
1. Virginia 

2. Duke 

3. Florida State 

4. North Carolina 

5. Notre Dame 
6. Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

8. Boston College 

9. Maryland 

lo. Syracuse 

11. NC State 
Clemson 

13. Miami 
14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avg/G ASS~[STS PER GAME 
13 37 2.85 1. Virginia 

13 27 2.08 2. Duke 

13 25 1.92 3. Florida State 

13 23 1,77 4, North Carolina 
13 21 1,62 s, Notre Dame 
13 19 1,46 6, Virginia Tech 

13 19 1.46 Wake Forest 

13 18 1.38 8. Boston College 

13 14 1.08 9. Maryland 

13 9 0,69 10, Syracuse 

13 8 0,62 11, NC State 
13 8 0,62 Clemson 

13 7 0.54 13. Miami 
13 4 0.31 14. Pittsburgh 

GP 

13 
13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 
13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

GP 
13 

13 

13 

13 

13 
13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 
13 

13 

GP 
13 

13 

13 

13 
13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 

13 
13 

13 

13 

No. 

105 
73 

71 
67 

67 

64 

63 

51 
46 

35 

27 

26 

26 

16 

NO, 

34 

24 

23 

23 

22 
22 

22 

16 

16 

13 

10 

9 
9 

6 

No, 

37 

27 

25 

23 
21 

19 

19 

18 

14 
9 

8 
8 

7 

4 

Avq/G 

8.08 
5.62 

5.46 

5.15 

5.15 

4.92 

4.85 

3.92 
3.54 

2.69 

2.08 

2.00 

2.00 

1,23 

Avq/G 
2.62 

1.85 

1.77 

1.77 
1.69 
1.69 

1.69 

1.23 

1.23 

1.00 

0.77 

0,69 
0,69 

0.46 

Avq/G 
2.85 
2.08 
1.92 
1.77 
1.62 
1.46 
1.46 
1.38 
1.08 
0.69 
0.62 
0.62 
0.54 
0.31 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

GOALS ALLOWED 

1. Virginia 

2. North Carolina 

3. Florida State 

Virginia Tech 

s. Notre Dame 
Wake Forest 

7. Clemson 

8. Maryland 
Syracuse 

lo. Boston College 

11. Duke 

12. Miami 
NC State 

14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avg/G GOALS AGAINST AVERAGE 

13 6 0.46 1. Virginia 

13 7 0.54 2. North Carolina 

13 9 0.69 3. Florida State 

13 9 0.69 4. Virginia Tech 

13 13 1.00 s. Notre Dame 

13 13 1.00 6. Wake Forest 

13 15 1.15 7. Clemson 

13 19 1,46 8. Syracuse 

13 19 1,46 9. Maryland 

13 20 1.54 10. Boston College 

13 23 1.77 11. Duke 

13 29 2.23 12. NC State 

13 29 2.23 Miami 

13 38 2.92 14. Pittsburgh 

GP GA Minutes GAAvg. 
13 6 1181:54 0.46 

13 7 1177:14 0.54 

13 9 1229:35 0.66 
13 9 1199:33 0.68 

13 13 1233:41 0,95 

13 13 1226:03 0,95 

13 15 1215:46 1.11 
13 19 1227:17 1.39 

13 19 1179:13 1.45 

13 20 1207:11 1.49 
13 23 1248:17 1.66 

13 29 1190:00 2,19 

13 29 1190:00 2,19 

13 38 1170:00 2.92 

SAVES 
1. Pittsburgh 
2. NC State 
3. Syracuse 

4. Miami 
5. Duke 

6. Clemson 

7. Wake Forest 

8. Notre Dame 
9. Boston College 

Maryland 

11. Virginia Tech 

12. Florida State 

13. Virginia 
14. North Carolina 

GP No. Avg/G SHUTOUTS 
13 93 7.15 1. Virginia 

13 79 6.08 2. Virginia Tech 
13 64 4.92 North Carolina 

13 63 4.85 4. Florida State 

13 61 4.69 5. Notre Dame 
13 58 4,46 6. Clemson 

13 57 4,38 Wake Forest 

13 48 3.69 8. Boston College 

13 46 3.54 Duke 
13 46 3.54 Maryland 

13 43 3.31 11. Miami 
13 39 3.00 Syracuse 

13 28 2,15 13. NC State 

13 22 1,69 14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avq/G 
13 9 0.69 

13 7 0.54 
13 7 0.54 

13 6 0.46 

13 5 0.38 

13 4 0,31 

13 4 0,31 

13 3 0.23 

13 3 0.23 
13 3 0.23 

13 2 0.15 

13 2 0.15 

13 1 0,08 

13 0 0.00 

FOULS 
1. Virginia Tech 

2. Clemson 

3. Syracuse 

4. Florida State 

s. Notre Dame 
6. Virginia 
7. Wake Forest 

8. North Carolina 

9. Maryland 

10. Duke 

11. NC State 

12. Miami 
13. Boston College 
14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avcj/G CORNERS 
13 154 11.85 1. North Carolina 

13 147 11.31 2. Virginia 

13 120 9.23 3. Virginia Tech 

13 104 8.00 4. Florida State 

13 101 7,77 s. Notre Dame 
13 99 7.62 6. Duke 
13 98 7.54 7. Wake Forest 

13 95 7.31 8. Miami 
13 93 7.15 9. Clemson 

13 92 7.08 Boston College 

13 90 6.92 11. Maryland 

13 88 6,77 12. NC State 

13 81 6.23 13. Syracuse 
13 71 5.46 14. Pittsburgh 

GP No, Avq/G 
13 110 8.46 

13 82 6.31 

13 79 6.08 

13 72 5.54 

13 67 5,15 

13 59 4.54 
13 58 4.46 

13 56 4.31 

13 55 4.23 

13 55 4.23 
13 46 3~54 
13 34 2,62 
13 32 2.46 
13 18 1.38 

OFFSIDES 
1. NOrth Carolina 

2. Virginia 

3. Virginia Tech 

4. Notre Dame 
5. Miami 
6. Duke 

Syracuse 

8. Boston College 

9. Maryland 

lo. Clemson 

11. NC State 
12. Pittsburgh 

13. Florida State 

Wake Forest 

GP No, Avg/G YELLOW CARDS 
13 40 3.08 1. Miami 
13 38 2.92 2. Boston College 

13 35 2,69 North Carolina 

13 32 2.46 4. Clemson 
13 29 2.23 Notre Dame 
13 28 2.15 Duke 

13 28 2.15 Syracuse 

13 27 2.08 8. NC State 

13 26 2.00 9. Virginia 

13 24 1,85 Virginia Tech 

13 20 1.54 11. Wake Forest 
13 18 1.38 12. Florida State 

13 17 1.31 13. Pittsburgh 

13 17 1.31 Maryland 

GP No, Avq/G 
13 9 0.69 
13 8 0.62 
13 8 0.62 
13 7 0.54 
13 7 0.54 
13 7 0.54 
13 7 0,54 
13 6 0.46 
13 5 0.38 
13 5 0.38 
13 4 0.31 
13 3 0.23 
13 2 0.15 
13 2 0.15 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
CONFERENCE SOCCER STAT]:ST]:CS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

Team                      Conference Pct. GF GA Overall Pet. GF GA 

Virginia 13-0-0 1.000 34 6 13-0-0 1.000 34 6 

Florida State 10-1-2 ,846 24 9 10-1-2 .846 24 9 

North Carolina 10-3-0 .769 22 7 10-3-0 .769 22 7 

VirginiaTech 9-3-1 .731 22 9 9-3-1 .731 22 9 

Notre Dame 7-5-1 .577 23 13 7-5-1 .577 23 13 

Boston College 6-6-1 .500 23 20 6-6-1 .500 23 20 

Duke 5-5-3 .500 22 23 5-5-3 .500 22 23 

Wake Forest 5-6-2 .462 16 13 5-6-2 .462 16 13 

Maryland 6-7-0 .462 16 19 6-7-0 .462 16 19 

Clemson 4-7-2 .385 9 15 4-7-2 .385 9 15 

Miami 4-8-1 .346 10 29 4-8-1 .346 10 29 

Syracuse 3-9-1 .269 13 19 3-9-1 .269 13 19 

NCState 2-11-0 .154 9 29 2-11-0 .154 9 29 

Pittsburgh 0-13-0 .000 6 38 0-13-0 .000 6 38 

Current unbeaten streak 

Virginia -- 13-0-0 

North Carolina -- 3-0-0 

Boston College -- 2-0-0 

Maryland -- 1-0-0 

NC State -- 1-0-0 

Miami-- 1-0-0 

Florida State -- 1-0-0 

Team Miscellaneous 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

GP GF=GA Score Avg. Margin PK=Att Shots 

13 23-20 1.77-1.54 +0.23 2-2 177 

13 9-15 0.69-1.15 -0.46 2-3 151 

13 22-23 1,69-1.77 -0,08 0-0 186 

13 24-9 1.85-0.69 +1.15 2-2 196 

13 16-19 1.23-1.46 -0.23 0-1 150 

13 10-29 0.77-2.23 -1.46 0-1 119 

13 9-29 0.69-2.23 -1.54 0-1 103 

13 22-7 1.69-0.54 +1.15 3-3 249 

13 23-13 1.77-1.00 +0.77 0-0 225 

13 6-38 0.46-2.92 -2.46 0-0 54 

13 13-19 1.00-1.46 -0.46 2-2 101 

13 34-6 2,62-0.46 +2,15 0-0 249 

13 22-9 1.69-0.69 +1.00 2-2 166 

13 16-13 1.23-1.00 +0.23 0-0 141 

Saves Save% Corners 

46 69.7 55 

58 79.5 55 

61 72.6 59 

39 81.2 72 

46 70.8 46 

63 68.5 56 

79 73.1 34 

22 75.9 ii0 

48 78.7 67 

93 71.0 18 

64 77.1 32 

28 82.4 82 

43 82.7 79 

57 81.4 58 

Attendance 

Boston College 

Clemson 

Duke 

Florida State 

Maryland 

Miami 

NC State 

North Carolina 

Notre Dame 

Pittsburgh 

Syracuse 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

Wake Forest 

Totals 

Home Average Away Average Neutral 

6-3637 606 7-3975 568 0-0 

7-2693 385 6-4263 710 0-0 

6-4843 807 7-6646 949 0-0 

7-7599 1086 6-8107 1351 0-0 

6-6898 1150 7-6880 983 0-0 

7-2534 362 6-5153 859 0-0 

7-3718 531 6-4550 758 0-0 

7-10863 1552 6-7900 1317 0-0 

6-7065 1178 7-10937 1562 0-0 

6-3283 547 7-4627 661 0-0 

6-2615 436 7-4880 697 0-0 

7-15970 2281 6-5001 834 0-0 

7-6276 897 6-5602 934 0-0 

6-4940 823 7-4413 630 0-0 

91-82934 911 91-82934 911 0-0 

Average 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Total 

13-7612 

13-6956 

13-11489 

13-15706 

13-13778 

13-7687 

13-8268 

13-18763 

13-18002 

13-7910 

13-7495 

13-20971 

13-11878 

13-9353 

182-16586 

Average 
586 
535 
884 
1208 
1060 
591 
636 
1443 
1385 
608 
577 
1613 
914 
719 
911 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
I N DIVI DUAL SOCC E R STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

To be ranked, a player must appear in at least 50.0% of their team’s games, goalies at least 33.0% of their team’s minutes. 

SHOTS GP No, Avg/G SHOTS PER GAME GP No, Avq/G 

1. Morgan Brian-VA 12 55 4.58 1. Morgan Brian-VA 12 55 4.58 

2. Kealia Ohai-NC 13 53 4.08 2. Crystal Dunn-NC 12 50 4.17 

3. Crystal Dunn-NC 12 50 4.17 3. Kealia Ohai-NC 13 53 4.08 

4. Hayley Brock-MD 11 41 3.73 4. Hayley Brock-MD 11 41 3.73 

Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 41 3.15 s. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 33 3.30 

6. Laura Weinberg-DU 13 40 3.08 6. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 41 3.15 

7. Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 38 2.92 7. Laura Weinberg-DU 13 40 3.08 

s. Morgan Andrews-ND 13 37 2.85 8. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 36 3.00 

Murielle Tiernan-VT 13 37 2.85 9. Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 38 2.92 

Riley Ridgik-WF 13 37 2.85 10. Katie Stengel-WF 7 20 2.86 

Kelly Cobb-DU 13 37 2.85 11. Morgan Andrews-ND 13 37 2.85 

12. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 36 3.00 Kelly Cobb-DU 13 37 2.85 

13. Vanessa Laxgang-CU 13 35 2.69 Murielle Tiernan-VT 13 37 2.85 

14. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 33 3.30 Riley Ridgik-WF 13 37 2.85 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 33 2.54 is. Vanessa Laxgang-CU 13 35 2.69 

POINTS GP G A Pts Avq/G POINTS PER GAME GP G A Pts Avg/G 
1. Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 10 2 22 1.69 1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 10 1 21 1.75 

2. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 10 1 21 1.75 2. Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 10 2 22 1.69 

3. Riley Ridgik-WF 13 8 2 18 1.38 3. Morgan Brian-VA 12 5 7 17 1.42 

4. Morgan Brian-VA 12 5 7 17 1.42 Crystal Dunn-NC 12 6 5 17 1.42 
Crystal Dunn-NC 12 6 5 17 1.42 s. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 6 2 14 1.40 
Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 7 3 17 1.31 6. Riley Ridgik-WF 13 8 2 18 1.38 

7. Kelly Cobb-DU 13 6 3 15 1.15 7. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 7 3 17 1.31 

s. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 6 2 14 1.40 & Hayley Brock-MD 11 5 3 13 1.18 

Laura Weinberg-DU 13 5 4 14 1.08 9. Kelly Cobb-DU 13 6 3 15 1.15 

10. Hayley Brock-MD 11 5 3 13 1.18 10. Katie Stengel-WF 7 2 4 8 1.14 
Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 6 1 13 1.00 11. M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 11 6 0 12 1.09 

12. M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 11 6 0 12 1.09 12. Laura Weinberg-DU 13 5 4 14 1.08 
Stephanie Skilton-SU 12 6 0 12 1.00 13. Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 6 1 13 1.00 

Summer Green-NC 13 5 2 12 0.92 Stephanie Skilton-SU 12 6 0 12 1.00 

is. Katie Yensen-VT 12 5 1 11 0.92 is. Summer Green-NC 13 5 2 12 0.92 

Kaitlyn Kerr-DU 13 4 3 11 0.85 

GOALS GP No. Avg/G GOALS PER GAME GP No. Avq/G 
1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 10 0.83 1. McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 10 0.83 

Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 10 0.77 2. Makenzy Doniak-VA 13 10 0.77 

3. Riley Ridgik-WF 13 8 0.62 3. Riley Ridgik-WF 13 8 0.62 

4. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 7 0.54 4. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 6 0.60 

s. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 6 0.60 s.M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 11 6 0.55 

M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 11 6 0.55 6. Stephanie McCaffrey-BC 13 7 0.54 

Stephanie Skilton-SU 12 6 0.50 7. Crystal Dunn-NC 12 6 0.50 
Crystal Dunn-NC 12 6 0.50 Stephanie Skilton-SU 12 6 0.50 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 6 0.46 9. Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 6 0.46 

Kelly Cobb-DU 13 6 0.46 Kelly Cobb-DU 13 6 0.46 

11. B. Thorvaldsdottir-FS 11 5 0.45 11. Hayley Brock-MD 11 5 0.45 

Hayley Brock-MD 11 5 0.45 B. Thorvaldsdottir-FS 11 5 0.45 

Morgan Brian-VA 12 5 0.42 13. Katie Yensen-VT 12 5 0.42 

Katie Yensen-VT 12 5 0.42 Morgan Brian-VA 12 5 0.42 
Laura Weinberg-DU 13 5 0.38 is. Summer Green-NC 13 5 0.38 
Summer Green-NC 13 5 0.38 Laura Weinberg-DU 13 5 0.38 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

ASSISTS 

1. Morgan Brian-VA 
2. Megan CampbelI-FS 

Danielle Colaprico-VA 
4. Crystal Dunn-NC 

Molly Menchel-VA 
Kelsey Loupee-VT 

7. Katie Stengel-WF 
Laura Weinberg-DU 
Lauren Bernard-BC 
Michaela Hahn-FS 
Kim DeCesare-DU 
Toni Payne-DU 
Alexis Shaffer-VA 
Carson Pickett-FS 
Ally Berry-WF 
Megan Gibbons-MD 
Emily Sonnett-VA 
]amia Fields-FS 
Mollie Pathman-DU 

GP No, Avg/G ASSISTS PER GAME GP No, Avq/G 

12 7 0.58 1. Megan CampbelI-FS 10 6 0.60 

10 6 0.60 2. Morgan Brian-VA 12 7 0,58 

13 6 0.46 3. Katie Stengel-WF 7 4 0.57 

12 5 0.42 4. Danielle Colaprico-VA 13 6 0.46 

13 5 0.38 s. Crystal Dunn-NC 12 5 0.42 

13 5 0.38 6. Kelsey Loupee-VT 13 5 0.38 

7 4 0.57 Molly Menchel-VA 13 5 0.38 

13 4 0.31 8. Kim DeCesare-DU 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 MichaelaHahn-FS 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Lauren Bernard-BC 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 MeganGibbons-MD 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Toni Payne-DU 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Alexis Shaffer-VA 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Carson Pickett-FS 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Ally Berry-WF 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Emily Sonnett-VA 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Jamia Fields-FS 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 MolliePathman-DU 13 4 0.31 

13 4 0.31 Laura Weinberg-DU 13 4 0.31 

GAME-WINNING GOALS GP No, Avg/G 
1. Katie Yensen-VT 12 4 0.33 

McKenzie Meehan-BC 12 4 0.33 

3. Dagny Brynjarsdottir-FS 10 3 0.30 

M. Bakowska-Mathews-FS 11 3 0.27 
Hayley Brock-MD 11 3 0.27 

Morgan Brian-VA 12 3 0.25 

Brittany Ratcliffe-VA 13 3 0.23 

Kealia Ohai-NC 13 3 0.23 

GOALS AGAI NST AVG 
1. Anna Sieloff-NC 
2. Morgan Stearns-VA 

3. Kelsey Wys-FS 

4. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

s. Meghan Thomas-DU 

6. Bryane Heaberlin-NC 

7. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 
8. Kaela Little-ND 

9. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

10. Brittany AngheI-SU 

11. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

12. Alex ]ohnson-BC 

13. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

14. Emily Lillard-UM 

GP GA Minutes GAavq 
13 1 592:14 0.15 
10 5 856:40 0.53 

13 9 1229:3 0.66 

13 9 1154:3 0.70 

6 5 548:21 0,82 

13 6 585:00 0.92 

13 13 1226:0 0.95 
13 13 1199:5 0.98 

13 15 1212:5 1.11 
13 19 1227:1 1.39 

13 18 1152:3 1.41 
10 13 823:47 1,42 

12 23 1025:1 2.02 

13 27 1108:0 2.19 

SAVE PERCENTAGE GP Saves GA Pet, 
1. Anna Sieloff-NC 13 11 1 .917 
2. MeghanThomas-DU 6 26 5 .839 

3. Morgan Stearns-VA 10 22 5 .815 

4. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 13 57 13 .814 

s. Kelsey Wys-FS 13 39 9 .812 
Dayle Colpitts-VT 13 39 9 .812 

7. Kailen Sheridan-CU 13 56 15 .789 
8. Kaela Little-ND 13 46 13 .780 

9. Brittany AngheI-SU 13 61 19 .762 

lO. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 7 54 17 .761 

11. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 12 63 23 .733 

12. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 13 42 18 .700 

13. Alex Johnson-BC 10 29 13 .690 

14. Emily Lillard-UM 13 57 27 .679 

SAVES 
1. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

2. Brittany AngheI-SU 

3. Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 

Emily Lillard-UM 

s. Kailen Sheridan-CU 
6. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 

7. Kaela Little-ND 

8. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 

9. Kelsey Wys-FS 

Dayle Colpitts-VT 

11. Taylor Francis-UP 

12. All Kershner-DU 
13. Alex Johnson-BC 

14. Meghan Thomas-DU 

GP No. Avg/G 
12 63 5.25 

13 61 4.69 

13 57 4.38 

13 57 4.38 

13 56 4.31 

7 54 7.71 
13 46 3.54 

13 42 3.23 

13 39 3.00 

13 39 3.00 

8 37 4,62 

8 34 4.25 
10 29 2.90 

6 26 4.33 

SAVES PER GAME GP No. Avg/G 
1. Nicole D’Agostino-UP 7 54 7,71 
2. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 12 63 5.25 

3. BrittanyAngheI-SU 13 61 4,69 

4. Taylor Francis-UP 8 37 4.62 

s. Emily Lillard-UM 13 57 4.38 

Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 13 57 4.38 
7. MeghanThomas-DU 6 26 4.33 

8. Kailen Sheridan-CU 13 56 4.31 

9. All Kershner-DU 8 34 4.25 

lO. Kaela Little-ND 13 46 3.54 

11. Rachelle Beanlands-MD 13 42 3,23 

12. Kelsey Wys-FS 13 39 3.00 
Dayle Colpitts-VT 13 39 3.00 

14. Alex Johnson-BC 10 29 2.90 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
INDIVIDUAL SOCCER STATISTICS 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

SHUTOUTS 
1. Dayle Colpitts-VT 

Kelsey Wys-FS 
3. Morgan Stearns-VA 
4. Kailen Sheridan-CU 

Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 
6. Kaela Little-ND 
7. Alex ]ohnson-BC 

Rachelle Beanlands-MD 
Meghan Thomas-DU 
Emily Lillard-UM 
Brittany AngheI-SU 

12, Danielle DeLisle-VA 
All Kershner-DU 
Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 

GP No, Avg/G SHUTOUTS PER GAME GP No, Avcj/G 

13 6 0.46 1. Morgan Stearns-VA 10 5 0.50 

13 6 0.46 2. Kelsey Wys-FS 13 6 0.46 

10 5 0.50 Dayle Colpitts-VT 13 6 0.46 

13 4 0.31 4. MeghanThomas-DU 6 2 0.33 

13 4 0.31 s. KailenSheridan-CU 13 4 0.31 

13 3 0.23 Aubrey Bledsoe-WF 13 4 0.31 

10 2 0.20 7. Kaela Little-ND 13 3 0.23 

13 2 0.15 8. Alex Johnson-BC 10 2 0.20 

6 2 0.33 9. RachelleBeanlands-MD 13 2 0.15 

13 2 0.15 Emily Lillard-UM 13 2 0.15 

13 2 0.15 BrittanyAngheI-SU 13 2 0.15 

5 1 0.20 12. All Kershner-DU 8 1 0.12 

8 1 0.12 13. Mackenzie Stelljes-ST 12 1 0.08 

12 1 0.08 

Team Identification Team 
Boston College BC 

Clemson CU 
Duke DU 
Florida State FS 

Maryland MD 

Miami UM 
NC State ST 
North Carolina NC 

Notre Dame ND 
Pittsburgh UP 
Syracuse SU 

Virginia VA 
Virginia Tech VT 

Wake Forest WF 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Team Highs 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

TEAM HIGHS (highest totals made by) 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

POINTS 

SAVES 

6 Duke vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

5 Notre Dame vs Maryland (Sep 26, 2013) 

5 Virginia at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

7 Duke vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

6 Duke vs Miami (Sep 12, 2013) 

6 Wake Forest vs Miami (Sep 15, 2013) 

6 Virginia at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

37 Virginia at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

34 North Carolina at Pittsburgh (Sept.26,2013) 

19 Duke vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

16 Virginia at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

11 Pittsburgh vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 

11 NC State at Maryland (Oct 03, 2013) 

11 NC State vs Syracuse (Oct 20, 2013) 



2013 Atlantic Coast Conference 
Conference Individual Highs 

Through games of Nov 01, 2013 (Conference games only) 

INDIVIDUAL PLAYER GAME HIGHS 

POINTS 

GOALS 

ASSISTS 

SHOTS 

SAVES 

6 Crystal Dunn (North Carolina) at Miami (Sep 22, 2013) 

6 Carl Roccaro (Notre Dame) vs Maryland (Sep 26, 2013) 

6 McKenzie Meehan (Boston College) at NC State (Sep 29, 2013) 

6 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) vs Duke (Oct 06, 2013) 

6 Stephanie Skilton (Syracuse) at Pittsburgh (Oct. 6,2013) 

6 Kelly Cobb (Duke) vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

3 Crystal Dunn (North Carolina) at Miami (Sep 22, 2013) 

3 Carl Roccaro (Notre Dame) vs Maryland (Sep 26, 2013) 

3 McKenzie Meehan (Boston College) at NC State (Sep 29, 2013) 

3 Stephanie McCaffrey (Boston College) vs Duke (Oct 06, 2013) 

3 Stephanie Skilton (Syracuse) at Pittsburgh (Oct. 6,2013) 

3 Morgan Brian (Virginia) at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

2 Casey Morrison (Boston College) at Pittsburgh (Sept.12,2013) 

2 Laura Weinberg (Duke) vs Miami (Sep 12, 2013) 

2 Mollie Pathman (Duke) vs Miami (Sep 12, 2013) 

2 Morgan Brian (Virginia) vs Syracuse (Sep 12, 2013) 

2 Katie Stengel (Wake Forest) vs Miami (Sep 15, 2013) 

2 Tabitha Padgett (Clemson) vs Pittsburgh (Sep 19, 2013) 

2 Molly Menchel (Virginia) at Duke (Sep 26, 2013) 

2 Carson Pickett (Florida State) vs Miami (Sep 26, 2013) 

2 ]amia Fields (Florida State) vs Miami (Sep 26, 2013) 

2 Carl Roccaro (Notre Dame) vs Pittsburgh (Sep 29, 2013) 

2 Shelli Spamer (NC State) vs Boston College (Sep 29, 2013) 

2 Megan Gibbons (Maryland) vs NC State (Oct 03, 2013) 

2 Jackie Firenze (Syracuse) at Pittsburgh (Oct. 6,2013) 

2 Danielle Colaprico (Virginia) vs Notre Dame (Oct 10, 2013) 

2 Alexis Shaffer (Virginia) at NC State (Oct 17, 2013) 

2 Kelsey Loupee (Virginia Tech) at Pittsburgh (Oct. 20,2013) 

2 Crystal Dunn (North Carolina) vs Clemson (Oct 24, 2013) 

2 Morgan Andrews (Notre Dame) vs Boston College (Oct 24, 2013) 

2 Emily Sonnett (Virginia) vs Miami (Oct 24, 2013) 

2 Alexis Shaffer (Virginia) vs Miami (Oct 24, 2013) 

2 Taylor Waters (Wake Forest) vs Pittsburgh (Oct 24, 2013) 

2 Kelly Cobb (Duke) vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

2 Kim DeCesare (Duke) vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

2 Toni Payne (Duke) vs Pittsburgh (Oct 27, 2013) 

2 Annie Steinlage (Virginia) vs Virginia Tech (Oct 31, 2013) 

10 Nickolette Driesse (Florida State) vs NC State (Sep 22, 2013) 

9 Kealia Ohai (North Carolina) at Florida State (Sep 18, 2013) 

9 Morgan Brian (Virginia) at Pittsburgh (Sept.22,2013) 

9 Summer Green (North Carolina) at Pittsburgh (Sept.26,2013) 

11 Mackenzie Stelljes (NC State) vs Syracuse (Oct 20, 2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) at Clemson (Sep 19, 2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) vs Virginia (Sept.22,2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) vs North Carolina (Sept.26,2013) 

10 Nicole D’Agostino (Pittsburgh) at Notre Dame (Sep 29, 2013) 

10 Karly Gustafson (NC State) at Maryland (Oct 03, 2013) 

10 Emily Lillard (Miami) at Virginia (Oct 24, 2013) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 1, 2013 2:58 PM 

Steven E. MacIntyre < ~mac.com:~ 

l~g: A Yellow Croft, Then Unfathomable Violence, in B~azil - NhYl’imes.com 

Yes, I saw this .... Horrible!!! 

Frera-" Steven E, MacTntyre #mac,com] 
$ent: Friday, November 01, 20:[3 :[:21 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
$,,bject-" A Yellow Card, Then Unfathomable Violence, in Brazil - NYTimes.com 
http:i,’~vw.nsirime s.com,/2013/l ~/~3/sp~rts/s~r/a-Y~w-~ard-f~n-uathth~mab~-vi~n~e-~-b~azi~.htm~?pag~want~a~ 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,                 3:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc,edu) 

EW:               Goalkeeper 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 3::t:I PM 
To: Dorrance, All~ert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject              Goalkeeper 
Dear coach Anson Dorrance and Chris Ducar, 

My name is                and I am the Sports Education Academic Advisor. 
I’m attaching m this emaJl a candidale’s profile which I hope you could be interested in; her name is 

be graduated ficom high school on November     and is getting read5, m start tmdergraduate school next spring. 
I would really appreciate if you could take a look at his profile and video and let me know if you could consider whether 

receive an athletic and/or academic scholaxship. 

You may tim a video linked to the profile at the vi&o camera icon, 
Thank you for your time, feedback would be greatly appreciated; don’t hesitate if there me any questions or comments. 

Best regards, 

she is a student atfilete t?om she will 

could be part of your soccer team and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 1, 2013 4:16 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: stats 

Very good Tom .... You handled this like the "pro" you are 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent; Friday, November 01, 2013 3:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, Bill (BilI.Palladino@espn.com); Ducar, Chris; @gmail.com 
Subject-" FW: stats 

From ~_g__m___aj_Lc__Q__m__] 

Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 3:47 PN 

To: Sander, Thomas .1 
Co: 
Subje¢~ Re: stats 

’][’ha~ks, Tom, really appreciate your time to provide some background for us. 

So so proud o[~      and the last 2 lines of your email below. Knowing her as we do, it’s not a surprise to us, and certainly a huge joy to ,see her playing the best 

soccer of her life and contribufing as she does to the team. 

Knowin8      ~s we do, we are confident, as is she, that her own willpower, eflbrt and learning will lead her to great success as well.            are so incredibly 

close, it’s an adjustment for all of ns to not see z ~et much of’an opportuni~ on tJ~e field this season so far... 

We are all so deeply bummed for are both jus~t really happy they can play, spend so much time together and love their teammates as 

they do. 

VeD~ deep and healthy tean~ this yeaJ~, extraordinarily so, don’t you thi~? Hoping we keep wimfing games [br many weeks to come’. 

See you Sunday, thanks I~r eve~thing. 

L 

On Nov 1, 2013, at 2:51 PM, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman(r-~unc.edu> wrote: 

:l.v:l."s are included in the .st~:s I serR. We call them Top Gun. Amt ~:hose and the other s~:ats t ~nduded do reveal ~:o us the ~:hk~gs ~:hat ~fe intangible and no~: directly 

me~su~able ~n dr~Hs where we record things ~ike shots, goMs, assis[:s, passer, g, e[c. Those are lust technica~ sld~s that dor~’t necess~%, t~ans~ate to success on the 

field. We have some very good technical players that get very [~m~ted or no minuLes because they lack e~ther aUfletic sk~fls (vertical, agHiW, speed, acceleration) or 

the mentality (taMng physical r~sks, pushing through fatigue, resNence, will to wh~} to p]ay at our level And you are correct, despite      shortcomings h~ some 

key physical and techn[ca] categories, she’s been successful. Anson claims she’s an anomaly though. An Outlier ~f you will. She’s made herself hwak~able to the 

team on the fieM through shee~ w~l~power, e~fort, and ~earn~ng from four years o[ experience, it’s an amazing story and one that Anson te~s ~eop~e about: aH the 

--Tom 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, November 01, 20~3 2:30 PN 
To= Sander, Thomas 3 
~= t@ea~hlink.net) 
Subje~: Re: staN 

Thank ~u for sharing, Tom. I guess we’re also wondering about ~ings that a~e measured in pmcfice that am directly relevant ~ccer s~ll~ ie. passing accuracy, 

shooting and fi~fishing, assisCs, lvls, all ~e other things I hear about that a~e ~vcorded eve~ day. Ha~d to ~vcoN things like leadership, work rote, etc. 

We ~ow that pure atlflefic s~lls None are one piece of what ~son is constantly evaJ~fing in Ns players. Don’t ~nean to di~ninish them, of court, but what o~er 

quNifies help Anson dete~ine a playets value to the team and to the puzzle pieces put together to win games? 

For instance,    ’ wouldn’t be playing ve~ much at all if these stats were an indication of her overall value/wo~h to the team. 
Does this make sense? Please keep this be~een us if you would. 
Gratefully, 

On Nov 1, 2013, at 12:15 PM, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

We generally don’t share the stats with parents during the season, but post them on the TEAM website for viewing after the season is over. We do this because 

while some of the stats have a lot of value for us in evaluating a player, some have little value. When we do the final evaluation of the players at the end of the 

season, we "weight" each stat with its value to us and this fleshes out to a great degree the value of that player to the team that season. 

Attached are the stats that Anson feels have the highest value to us in evaluating a player. 

-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 



U~iversity ofNor¢~ Ca~-olma 
w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 1, 2013 4:52 PM 

:s@live.unc.edu> 

blittani20@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; l@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

damon.nahas@caslnc.com 

I liked our tape review as well! ’~ 

f beli~:_~ve in you. And f think the more often we do th~s the better you are going to understand how good you can be. 

~ LOVE that you do your own analysis (and ~ know right now ~t is to ~1obby" for t~me .... and Lhat is OK[). Soon, as you learn about the game aL an elite ~evel, you 

take as much pride in your defend~ngm~d your abHkyto domh~ate a game asweH as your consummate sMH on the baH. dominates a game and 

defends ~ike there is no tomorrow BUT even as a freshman you are better on the baH. 

~t ~s funny, Chelsea is being coached now by .Jose Moudnho and he benched the top player on h~s roster from last year, Juan Mats. Everyone ~s incredulousH Not 

rne Jose, who ~s in a w~ry small category of the bes~: of ~:he best (along w~th S~r A~e>’, {ManU}, and Pep {formeHy garca, now gayern}) ~mows what it ~:akes to win at 

the highest ~evel. Mat~, as a midfielder HASTO DEFEND (sometimes he does not but ~ bet he wH~ to get on the field)!l! And even though my beloved Arsenal is 

currendy at the top o~the EPLtaMe I just saw Chelsea/Man City and ~ am afraid at ~:he end of the year Arsena~ wH~ be third behind ~:hose two teams. And what ~ am 

seeing in Che~ses s~resdy is their collective "hardness" defensively (already betLer than last year) w~th thek’ obvious brilliance on the ball For aH of ~rsena~’s 

what seems to desert them when ~: ~s cdtk:aL ~s their sacrifice of defense to play ~ust one s~de o~ ~:he beau~:ifu~ game. Don’t make ~:hat rmstake. As a m~dSelder your 

job ~s to DOMINATE ... on the grouRd, in the ak’, ~ possession and on the scoreboard. 

You are going ~:o get thereH~ And ~ am enjoying ~:he journey aheadyl 

Sent= ~riday, November 0&, 20~3 4:05 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 
Hey 

I thought I cancelled it?? I had a chiropractor appointment. It won’t happen again. SorryH And thanks again for watching film with me today. It meant a lot. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 1, 20:13, at 3:22 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <#.E,,~.9.!?,.@.?:2f!!~.!!:.~!.r}£:~!f4!~.> wrote: 

???? 

From: ASPSA Tutoring 

Sent: Friday, November 0:1, 20:13 3:20 PM 
To:                 ; 
Cc: Do~rance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 

Subject: Weekly Infraction Notice 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your 

documented infraction and shall be considered your warning. 

tutoring session on 10/29/~0i3 at giVeN. This is your 

All infractions will be recorded cumulatively for the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history of in[factions may lose their 

tutoring privileges. 

1st infraction = Warning 

2nd infraction = Strike one 

3rd infraction = Strike two 

4th infraction = Strike three 

WRh Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate 

director of academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been ._H_ .E_L_._B_: 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have 5 business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see Appeal 

form) to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor 

Coordinator. The appeal must state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling and know you cannot keep your appointment, 

it is your responsibility to inform your tutor during your session prior to traveling and email the tutor coordinators (~~’ ~rK .e~,~u) within 

the timeline listed below. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 9:19-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben %heu 
Assistant Tutorial Coordinator 

UNC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9:19-843-2328 

Cell: 9:19-903-0801 

<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Frida~ 9:17 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Duke mn 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tI~ire[e,~s 4G L2’E L)ROID 

~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Awesome win over Duke yesterday[ Congrats, it was great to watch! I hope yon all had a Happy Halloween[ 

Sincerely, 

On at 11:44 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you What a great win over Duke’. 

Se~t~.f!~ortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

(~va~hoo.com> wrote: 

Congrats on your win over Clems~n and the comeback win over Wake Forest’. I tried to watch the videos, but I couldn’t get them to completely load. I’ll 

t~y again tomorrow’. Good luck taking on Duke tomorrow! It would be such au awesome game to come to, but I croft get out of school for it. But, I will 
definitely be watching online! Good luck! 

Sincerely, 

On at 10:30 AM, "Chris Ducar" <ducar~)etn~fil.unc.edu> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL:[CK HERE. 

ttere is the article slier our win versus Clemson. The game highlights are in the second link. Two FANTASTIC Goals’. 

http:i/wv~w.dailvt~xheel.com/article/2013/10/uuc- womens- soccer- trounces-ti~ers 



http:i/www.goheels.com/mediaPorkaliplaver.dbml? 

SPSID 667900&SPID 12982&DB LANG C&SITE UNC&DB OEM ID 3350&id 3087320&db oem id 3350 

ttere’s the Wake Forest write up: 

~oheels.com/ViewANcle.dbml?DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID~09292902 

I posted the goals video on Facebook... 

HUGE game versus Duke on Thursday at 7pm. If you are in town and want to attend the gmne, just send me an emaJl ruth the two (max) 

members of your family fl~at want to attend ruth you. If you can’t see it in person, you can catch it on ESPN 3! 

http://espn.go.com/watchesp~/inde~ /id/1125708/NCAA- S occer- Duke-vs-North- Carolina 

Have a spooky ttalloween! Go Heels! 

Bird 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday~ 9:3~_ PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is.             and I am a junior at                                                                             I am very interested 

in attending University of North Carolina due to the physchology program, my family’s residence, and importantly, the strong women soccer team. I 

currently play for                                                          My trainers name is           and his contact information is: Emaih 

I would love to meet you and discuss the possibility of playing on your team in 

please contact me any time 

My home phone number is: 

Good luck on your upcoming game against Boston College. 

Thank you, 

Sincerely, 

Thank you so much for your time and if there are any questions 

and my email is: @hotmail.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 5:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Articles on Duke Win 

I love this Cl~is ... thank you 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tI~ireIe,~s 4G L2’E LL~tOIL) 

Chris Ducar <ducay@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

http ://www. n ewsobserver, com/2013/10/31/3330214/north -ca rolin a-wo m e ns-soccer-tea m. htm l 

http ://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2013/10/wosocgam e_l 1-01 

http://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2013/10/wosocside_11-01 

We play Boston College in the ACC quarterfinals on Sunday at lpm ESPN3! 

Go Heels! 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, November 2, 2013 11:06 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACC Women’s Soccer 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: ACC Women’s Soccer 

From: "Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> 

To: "’Moore, Donald’" <dmoore@theacc.org> 

CC: "Brunner, John F" <John Brunne@cmc.edu%"Lancaster, El~abeth" <lizlan@email.unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacmma@unc.edu>,"Lohse, Dave ClaJck" 

<davelohse@unc.edu>,"Donance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu%"Pierce, Kris" <kpierce.~theacc.org> 

’Ihank you, Donald! Appreciate your response’. 

l~;xec~ti~ e Associate I)i~ect,)r of AtNetics 

[hfis e~sity of North Carolina at Cha~[ } ~fl] 

From; Moore, Donald [mailto:dmoore@theacc.org] 
Sent; Saturday, November 02, 2013 4:41 PM 
To; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
l::c; Brunner, John F; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Sander, Thomas 3; Lohse, Dave Clark; Dorrance, Albert A EV; Pierce, Kris 
Subject; Re: ACC Women’s Soccer 

Larry, 

The only people required to attend are the ACC rep (Kris Pierce), both head coaches, host tournament manager, host tourney media liaison, and the center 

referee. Others are welcome to join however these are the only required to attend. 

Donald Moore 

On Nov 2, 2013, at 4:27 PM, "Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <.a___t__h__g_a__!]__o____@____u___n__c__._e__d___u_.> wrote: 

There is am l 1:00 AM Pre-Toumaanent Meeting for women’s soccer tomon’ow. Reading the mamual, it is not very clea~r who is to attend. 
WHO IS REQUIRED TO ATTEND? Did I miss reading it in the mammal? 
The person who lmows who should attend fl~is meetNg, ple~e reply all to flats email aaad let us ~aow. 
~[he one point I a~ sure which will be discussed is the bench limit: 

UNIFORMS & BENCHES 
Twenty-nine (29) individua]s will be pe~itted in each team bench axe& Offl~ose twenty-rune (29) 

individ~l~ only twenty-Ibur (24) may ~ student-atNems in uniIb~. AW person in flae ~nch axea not 

included in the 24-smdent-aNlete limit should NOT be dressed in mfifom~. The~ limi~ apply to ~fl~ ~e home 

and visiting te~m. Te~m bench cm&ntials roll not ~ distributed. 

The Ngher ~eded tea~s roll we~x white mfifom~s and roll sit on the ~nch to the fight as you thce the table 

from the comNtition field. The lower seeded team roll wear dark unitbnns and sit on the ~nch to ~e le~ as 
you face the table. 

La~ 

<imageOOl.png> Larry (~a~h~ 
Exec~N~re As~:~ciate Director of A~hl¢fics 

~Jnivcmily of North Carolina at Cha~xd Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LFi’,!C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday 2013 3:51 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa unc.edu; i @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.co*n); pacman@uncaa unc edu 

RE: beating BC 

Congrats on being given a Level II for admission to the University of North Carolina (level II gets you in)’.!! 

Now obvio~tsly KEEP STUDYING hard and get fi!!! You have 9 months left before preseason!! ! 

..... Original Messaae ..... 

From: 

Sent: Sunday ~:32 PM 

To: Dt?rrance, Albert A [V 

Sutzject: beating BC 

congrats on beating Boston College great start to the to~trnament ! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 4:45 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FNV: 2013 Regular Season Catapult Report 

UNC WSoc 2013 Catapult thin Duke.pdf 

Ladies, 

By next year we are going to have EVERYONE that plays wearing a GPS unit so we can sort out what is the best balance of p~ayb~g time. Th~s GPS s~uff wou~d be 

measured against your production and ability to defend ~n some a~chemy (which right now occurs ~n my m~nd) that determines your ~mpact and va~ue. 

Please know you do not have to Jook at this. ~f it motivates you to grind harder, then bg a~ means take a ~ook. ~f you are a bit fragile emotionally or volatile ("this 

sucks") then de~ete immediately. Remember this is but one measure AND not the most important one and every position has d~fferent phys~ca~ demands, The 

rni~l~onmres measure, the fu~ team nal:b:~na~ team p~avers measure ~s PRODUCTION (and that w~l~ be sent the second after th~s goes 

F~m= Hoover, 3orian 
Sent; Friday, November 0~, 20~3 9:29 PM 
To= Ga~, Grego~; Dorrance, Albe~ A N;     @aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Sander, ~omas ~; Jason Sisneros 
Subject:     Regular Season Catapult Repo~ 

Attached is the updated Catapult report for the entire 2023 resular season (thru Duke). i’ve made the namin8 chanses ("effort & ensa~ement") that Anson 

requested. As a~ways, let me know if you have any questions. 

Best~ 

Jorian 
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Average Ground Covered (meters/rain) 

60.0 --[ ...... 

40.0 

20.0 
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Average Effort & Engagement (player load/meter) 
14-0 
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Average Hybrid Score (combines ground covered & effort) 

2 50,0 

200.0 --i ...... 

150.0 -i ...... 

50.0 .-i ...... 
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Ground Covered Rankings 

Meters per Minute (ground covered) 

P laye r        (3 a me s Low High Ave rage Ra n k 

Dunn 13 116.3 132.4 125.3 2 

N e wfi e I d 11 101.8 119.7 113.7 4 

Mu ne rlyn 12 103.8 122.8 112.4 6 

G re e n 17 74.4 126.8 110.5 8 

.... ......................................................................... ! ...................................................... ~ .................................................. ! .................................... ~i~ ......................................................................... ~i~ ......................................................................... ~i~ .......................................................................................... ~ 
Mo rri s 18 93.4 123.8 106.8 10 

I 

Castl e be rry      4         95.6       110.2       102.0        12 
I 

g ri g m a n 18 78.3 103.7 95.2 14 

Murray 14 77,1 97,8 87,2 16 
I I 

.... ~:~::i~:::~:~:::i ....................................... .............................................. ~ ............................................ ......................................... ~:i:~ ............................................................................. ~:i::~ ............................................................................. ~:i:::~ .......................................................................................... ~ .............................................. 
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Player        Games Low High Ave rage Rank 

Bruder 2 0.106 0.129 0.118 2 

Gard ne r 10 O. 102 O. 131 O. 114 4 

Ohai 17 0.099 O. 140 O. 111 6 

Elby 1 0.110 0.110 0.110 8 

Nielsen 5 0.096 0.121 0.103 10 

Mu ne d~/n 12 0.082 O. 119 O. 100 12 

| | 

Gree n          17        0.085       O. 135       0.096        14 

Fi rste n be rg 1 0.092 0.092 0.092 16 
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Hybrid Score (combines ground covered & effort) 

Player Games Low High Average Rank 

| 

K McFarlane 19 260.3 297.6 279.7 2 

| | 

Fi rste n be rg      1         278.2       278.2       278.2         4 

| | 

4 Castleberry 

Ball 13 

261.7 293.8 273.8 6 

253.4 308.4 271.0 8 

Mu ne rlyn 12 227.3 290.8 262.9 10 

N~i~id 
| | 

N i else n          5         237.7       269.2       258.4        12 

| | 

G re e n          17        233.2       276.9       254.6        14 

Mu rray 14 229.1 264.4 246.6 16 
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A{I Rankings 

Meters per Minute {ground covered}           Player Load per Meter (effort & engagement}      Hybrid Score (combines ground covered & effort} 

Player         Games       Low    High Average      Rank        Low    High      Average Rank        Low    High      Average Rank 

Bowen 10 78.8 133.2 111.4 7 0.084 0.109 0.093 15 229.5 275.7 250.3 15 

8ruder 2 110,5 131,5 121.0 3 0,i06 0.129 0.118 2 290,5 304.0 297.3 1 

Dunn 16 116.3 132.4 125.3 2 0.095 0.118 0,102 11 266.7 294.5 278,8 3 

Firstenberg 1 140.2 140,2 140.2 1 0,092 0.092 0.092 16 278,2 278.2 278.2 4 

Green 17 74.4 126.8 110.5 g 0.085 0.135 0.096 14 233.2 276.9 254.6 14 

Morris 18 93.4 123,8 106.8 10 0,i00 0.124 0.112 5 252,4 291.8 274.6 5 

Murray 14 77.1 97.8 87.2 16 0.097 0.117 0.106 9 229.1 264.4 246.6 16 

Nielsen 5 87.7 119,6 103.6 11 0.096 0.121 0.103 10 237,7 269.2 258.4 12 
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Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/min) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Ohai 73.7 0.:1.4 283.7 

Dunn 123.4 0.099 271.9 4 

Gard ne r          74.8 0.’121 256.3 t5 

Bowen 96 0.089 229.5 8 

..... ............................................... ! ...................................................................... ~ ............................................................................................................................................................... ~ ................................................................................................................................. ~ ................................... ! ........................................................... ~ ........................................................ 
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Wake Forest 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/min) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Morris 108 0.113 277.5 2 

Ohai 104.4 0.107 264.9 4 

Newfield         122             0.098           259         6 
| 

gowen :1_03 0.094 244 8 

grigman 99.7 0.08 2:1.9.7 :!.0 
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Virginia 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player load/turf) Score Rank 

Morris 105.7 0.115 278.2 2 

Bowen          122.1            0.093           261.6        4 
| 

Green           115.5            0.092          253.5       6 
| 

Mu ne rlyn        103.8            0.095           246.3        8 
I                            ’ 

Murray 82 0.109 245.5 :!.0 
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Syracuse 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain)    (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

K McFarlane 

Munerlyn 

105.4 0.114 276.4 

117.8 0.096 261.8 

2 

4 

Green           117.5            0.086           246.5 
| | 

Bowen 113.6 0.084 239.6 
. I 

Murray 80.6 0.099 229.1 
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8oston Co  ege 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player load/turf) Score Rank 

K McFarlane 111.2 0.112 279.2 2 

Dunn 121.8 0.104 277.8 4 

Mu ne rlyn 110.5 0.097 256 6 
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C State 
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Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player load/turf) Score 

Newfield 107.7 0.108 269.7 

Ohai 101 0.108 263 

..... ~~ ................................. I ................................. ~i~ ............................................................................. ~i~ 
Ball 75.3 0.125 262.8 

II 

N ie Ise n          103.8            0.104           259.8 

Green 104.2 0.086 233.2 

Hybrid 

Rank 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Pitts 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Dunn 129.9 0.108 291.9 :~ 

Bowen 133.2 0.095 275.7 4 

Nielsen          119.6            0.098          266.6        6 
I I 

Ohai 

Murray 

97.4 0.11 262.4 

95.5 0.099 244 

8 

10 
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Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Elby 107.2 0.11 272.2 2 

K McFarlane 105.8 0.103 260.3 4 

Green           107.5            0.091           244         6 
I 

Ohai 90 0.099 238.5 8 

Brigman 85.9 0.082 208.9 10 
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Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rnin)    (player Ioad/rntr) Score Rank 

Dunn 

Morris 

Ohai 

Gardner 

130.8 0.096 274.8 

104.8 0.111 271.3 

101.3 0.108 263.3 

99.8 0.105 257.3 

2 

4 

6 

8 

Brigman 101.1 0.092 239.1 10 
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otre Dame 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

gruder 131.5 0.106 290.5 2 

Dunn 116.3 0.104 272.3 4 

95.6 0.113 265.1 Castle be rry 

Ohai 98.8 0.104 254.8 

6 

8 

Brigman 99,3 0,083 223.8 10 
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Virginia Tech 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

~ McFarlane :1_:1_3.4 0.12:1. 294.9 :~ 

Dunn :1.30.3 0.098 277.3 4 

Morris 102.3 0.109 265.8 6 

Ohai             98.8             0.104          254.8        8 
I                            ~ 

Gree n 94.8 0.105 252.3 10 
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West Virginia 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

~ McFarlane "1"12.9 0.’!"14 283.9 

Dunn 126.6 0.101 278.1 4 

Castl e be rry       110.2             O. 101           261.7        6 
| 

Ohai 101 0.1 251 8 

grigma n 91.1 O. 083 2:1.5.6 10 
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UCLA 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Dunn :1.28.4 0.’!04 284.4 

Munerlyn 112:1. 0.:!_03 275.5 4 

Ball 98.2 0.111 264.7 6 

Murray           97.8             0.103           252.3        8 
I                                              I 

grigman :1.00.8 0.09:1. 237.3 10 
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Kennesaw State 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player       (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Green 74.4 0.135 276.9 2 

Ga rd ne r 69 0.131 265.5 4 

Ohai 93.7 0.104 249.7 7 

Bowen 78.8 0.109 242.3 9 
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ew Mexico 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (rneters/rnin}    (player Ioad/rntr) Score Rank 

K McFarlane 

Dunn 

Morris 

111.7 0.108 273.7 

124.2 0.095 266.7 

97.6 0.11 262.6 

2 

4 

6 

Green 112.8 0.089 246.3 8 

grigman 85 0.087 215.5 20 
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VC 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Morris 114.7 0.117 290.2 2 

K McFarlane 119.3 0.104 275.3 4 

Ball             80.5             0.129           274        6 
| 

Ne wfie I d 119.1 O. 097 264.6 8 

B rigma n 103.7 O. 092 241.7 10 
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Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rnin)    (player Ioad/rntr) Score Rank 

Morris 

Newfield 

K McFarlane 

Green 

108.9 0.112 276.9 

119.7 0.101 271.2 

112.8 0.1 262.8 

116.2 0.09 251.2 

2 

4 

6 

8 

Brigman 94,3 0.09 229.3 10 
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6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 



U 



6 Player 

7 Worth 

8 Parker 

9 Thompson 

10 O’Halloran 

11 Williamson 

12 Rooney 

13 Chiu 

14 Romero 

15 Dunn 

16 Ohai 

17 Green 

18 Newfield 

19 Nielsen                                                                                                                                           s 
20 Munerlyn     1        13         T~       6        1    1 ~    0    ;1    0    io    io    0    ~2         ~5        ~     818                   25.61    0.15 

22 ,~.~.~t.!.~....b..~..[~)~ .................. ~: ................................... .I.~ ........................................... 112 7 ,1 0 12 0    1 0    i o    ~ 0 0 ~4~ T 749 
...................... i .............................................. ~ ........................ l ....................... ~ ....................... ~ ............................................. ,~ .......................................... ,~ ................ 

23 ~ ..................... ~_,. ~ .Z~, 

27 Undquist 1 0 ~1 0 0 ~0 ~0     ~0 ;0 ,0 ~3 ~ 299 

36 Nigro 0 ~0 ~0 0 0 0 ~0 0 0 0 ~0    ~0 0 ~0 7~ .......... 7 4 

39 Sieloff 0 ~0 ~0 0 0 0 ~0 0 0 0 ~ ....... ~5" 0 ~0 ~0 ~ 843 

41 Bill 0 ~ m ~ 0 ~0 0 0 0 ~- " [6 0 ~0 ~0 ~ 9& 

~ ~l~ ~ "~~{- Ti~ 15 10 6 ~5    ~4 2 ~5 ~1~1 ~ 18898 

8.241 

5.15! 

12.48 18.481 0.06 

6.11 10.11i 0.04 

H I J K L M N 0 I P I Q R I S T U V I W 

Goals ]Assists LS,.hots S.O.G 1 2 L3, 4 5 6 j7 ~L.8. 8 Jl0 plus ]Totals ] Minutes Total Production / GF % Attack Index ]Production G _P_r_.o...d_u_c..t...i...0...,n_~ 

0 I0 I0 0 0 0 I0 0 0 I0 iO I #DIViOI 

o Io ~1o o o o 40 o .................... 
6 .............. ~ ................... ~ ............... E ........... 6 6~ ~ .................. 5 ................................... 

0 2 ........ 0 0 0 0 

8 /~X~ 25 2 6 I1 3 27.321 0.15 

0 13 120 12 2 0 II 3    0 1    il    !0 0    il !9 ! 527 42.08 0.26 9.26i 17.08 ....................... 

4 "~- ]%T 9 3 3 I1 0    0 0    !1 -2~ 0    I0 ~k~ 641 37.98 0.24 

4.121           5.34 7.341 0.03 

~i~[ i 9.33 12.33[ 0.05 

7.23 12.23[ 0.08 

3.091 7.50 8.501 0.02 

8.24i, 4.85 7.85i 0.0~ 

3.09i 10.03 12.03[ 0.02 

4.121 .................. Z2£ ................ ,...I...,0...’,..0.,.7.i ................. P’~ 
7.21[ 5.28 7281 
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~’~ 8.40 9.40i 
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~6-~[ 0.89 0.89i 0.01 

1.03[ 1.17 1.171 0.01 
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0.05 
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Cell: R6 

Comment: Index of how powerful a player is a creating attack - Danger Meter of sorts -includes shots, shots on goal, all sequences and weighted for goals and assists 

Cell: $6 

Comment: % of goal scoring sequences a player is involved in 

Cell:T6 

Comment: How involved a player is in goal scoring sequences taking into account their involvement in GA sequences as well. 

Cell: U6 

Comment: General Production 

Cell: V6 

Comment: Weighted production -adds points for goals and assists 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 
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Goals 
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0 
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0 
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0 
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o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 
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Minutes 

0 
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6 Production W 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 #DIV/0! 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 #DIV/0! 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 #DIV/0! 

17 #DIV/0! 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 #DIV/0! 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 #DIV/0! 

27 #DIV/0! 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 #DIV/0! 

37 #DIV/0! 

38 #DIV/0! 

39 #DIV/0! 

40 #DIV/0! 

41 #DIV/0! 

42 #DIV/O! 

43 
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A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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t o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

20.04385965 

35.26923077 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

30.22222222 

#DIV/0! 

2 

#DIV/0! 

GF 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack index 

S 

% 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
66 0 0 
90 0 0 
5 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

57 1.5 17.54385965 

65 3 30.76923077 

51 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

13 0 0 
77 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

61 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

90 3 22.22222222 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

30 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

35 I 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

34 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

77 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

60 0 0 0 
53 39.73584906 3 37.73584906 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

38 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 0 #DIV/0! 

992 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 oi oi 
lO oi 
11 #DIV/O! 0i 

12 18.54385965i 0.142857143 

13 31.76923077i 0.285714286 

14 0i 

15 #DIV/O! 0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/O! Oi 

19 #DIV/O! Oi 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 24.222222221 0.285714286 

26 #DIV/O[ 
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27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 O[ Ol 

30 #DIV/0! 0i 

31 #DIV/O! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 #DIV/O! 0i 

36 #DIV/0! 0i 

37 O[ 0l 

38 37.73584906i 0.285714286 

39 #DIV/0! 0i 

40 O[ 0i 

41 #DIV/O! Oi 

42 #DIV/0! 0l 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

10 Gray 

11 Worth 

12 Green 

13 Ohai 

14 Munerlyn 

15 Nigro 

16 Boyles 

17 K. McFarlane 

18 D. McFarlane 

19 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

21 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

31 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

41 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 
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0 
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0 
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0 
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0 
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o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

C~ 

Minutes 

45 

80 

85 

20 
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48 

57 

46 

0 

32 

52 

10 

0 

10 

60 

0 

0 

35 

57 

0 

35 

10 

32 

23 

10 

27 

0 

53 

10 

21 

66 

39 

0 

28 

0 

0 
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Total Production 

0 

12,5 

4 

1,5 

#DIV/0! 

2 

42,5877193 

1,5 

#DiV/0! 

32.25 
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iAttack Index 
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Production G 
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35.0877193 
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V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 
7 0i Oi 

8 12.5i 0.071428571 

9 oi oi 
lO oi 
11 #DIV/O! Oi 

12 0i Oi 

13 37.0877193i 0.142857143 

14 Oi 

15 #DIV/O! Oi 

16 31.25i 0.071428571 

17 0i Oi 

18 Oi 

19 #DIV/O! Oi 

20 O[ Oi 

21 34.333333331 O. 142857143 

22 #DIV/0[ Ol 

23 #DIV/0!    [ Ol 

24 O[ Ol 

25 36.08771931 O. 142857143 

26 #DIV/O[ 
i 

Ol 

27 29.57142857 [ 0.071428571 

28 O[ Oi 

29 32.251 0.071428571 

30 44.47826087 [ 0.071428571 

31 O[ Ol 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ Ol 

34 18.86792453i 0.071428571 

35 o[ oi 
36 O[ Ol 

37 15.151515151 0.071428571 

38 26.641025641 0.071428571 

39 #DIV/O[ Ol 

40 o[ oi 
41 #DIV/O! Oi 

42 #DIV/O! Oi 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o il iI o io 11 o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 io io 1io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o il io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i~ io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
4 i211 i9 2 i2 2 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

13.98701299 

0 

#DIV/0! 

3.5 

17.69863014 

0 

#DiV/0! 

1.5 

2 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 

21.83333333 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 

0 

20.33333333 

#DiV/0! 

0 

#DiV/0! 

0 

27.5 

#DiV/0! 

34.33333333 

#DiV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 0 

0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack index 

45 0 
80 0 
77 1.5 
7 0 
0 0 
55 0 
73 1.5 
39 0 
0 0 
31 0 
66 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
48 1.5 
0 0 
0 0 
45 0 
75 1.5 
0 0 
36 0 
0 0 
17 0 0 
40 1.5 25 
0 0 #D~V/0! 

30 1.5 33.33333333 
0 0 #D~V/0! 
80 0.5 0 0 
0 #DiV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
0 #DiV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

49 0 0 0 
59 0 0 0 
0 #DiV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

38 1.5 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

99O 

U 
Production G 

0 
0 

12.98701299 
0 

#DIV/O! 

0 

13.69863014 

0 

#DIV/O! 

0 

0 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

20.83333333 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

0 

13.33333333 

#DIV/O! 

0 

#DIV/O! 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 13.98701299i 0.166666667 

lO oi 
11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 0i 0i 

13 14.69863014i 0.166666667 

14 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 21.83333333i 0.166666667 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0!    i 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 14.333333331 0.166666667 

26 #DIV/0! 
i 

0i 

27 0[ 0l 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 O[ Ol 

30 261 0.166666667 

31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 34.33333333i 0.166666667 

33 #DIV/0! 0i 

34 0i 0i 

35 #DIV/0! 0i 

36 #DIV/0! 0i 

37 O[ 0l 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/0[ 0l 

40 O[ Ol 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0l 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io 11 io o o io o o io o 

o i11 i11 o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i11 i11 o io 11 o io 
o 1io o 

o io io 1io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io 11 o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i2 iI o iI o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
11 il io o iI o 

o io 
o o io o 

o il io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
11 io io o io o 1il o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
4 i2o i~ ~ i~ ~ ~ i~ 11 11 io o 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

c~ 
Minutes 

45 
61 
90 
15 
0 
39 
52 
49 
0 
31 
45 
29 
0 
15 
90 
0 
0 
36 
0 
0 
36 
9 
23 
26 
15 
52 
0 
75 
15 
28 
78 
0 
0 
36 
0 
0 

990 

R 

Total Production 

22.22222222 

0 

23.72222222 

0 

#DIV/0! 

54.28205128 

64.69230769 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

34.25806452 

1.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

1.5 

0 

89.45652174 

38.46153846 

0 

19.23076923 

#DIV/0! 

15.33333333 

0 

37.21428571 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

56.55555556 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 

GF % 

0.333333333 
o 

0.666666667 

0 

0 

0.666666667 

0 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.666666667 

0.333333333 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0.666666667 

0 

0 

T 

Attacklndex 

1.333333333 

0 

2.666666667 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

4 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

1.333333333 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

0 

0 



6 

7 

V 

Production W 

U 

Production G 

22.22222222 

0 

22.22222222 

0 

#DIVI0! 
51.28205128 
57.69230769 

0 

#DIVI0! 
32.25806452 

0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 
0 

86.95652174 
38.46153846 

0 
19.23076923 

#DIVI0! 
13.33333333 

0 
35.71428571 

0 

#DIVI0! 
#DIV/0! 
55.55555556 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

w 
1% of Potency 

0.058823529 
o 

0.117647059 
o 
o 

0.117647059 
0.176470588 

o 
o 

0.058823529 

22.22222222 
8 0 
9 23.22222222 
10 0 
11 #DIV/0! 

12 52.28205128 

13 59.69230769 

14 0 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 32.25806452 

17 0 0 

18 0 0 

19 #DIV/0! 0 

20 0 0 
21 0 0 
22 #DIV/O! 0 

23 #DIV/0! 0 

24 0 0 

25 #DIV/O! 0 

26 #DIV/0! 0 

27 0 0 

28 0 0 

29 87.95652174 0.117647059 

30 38.46153846 0.058823529 

31 0 0 
32 19.23076923 0.058823529 
33 #DIV/0! 0 

34 13.33333333 0.058823529 

35 0 0 

36 36.71428571 0.058823529 

37 0 0 

38 #DIV/0! 0 

39 #DIV/0! 0 

40 56.55555556 0.117647059 

41 #DIV/0! 0 

42 #DIV/0! 0 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i11 io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i’~ i2 o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
11 i11 io 11io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i23 i8 11 i11 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

2.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

2 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

3 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

19.34567901 

#DIV/0! 

0 

GF 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
63 0 0 
83 0 0 
3 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

39 0 0 

69 0 0 

49 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

30 0 0 
60 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

72 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

81 2 12.34567901 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

41 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

26 0.5 0 0 

9 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/O! 0 #DIV/O! 

18 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

68 0.5 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

10 0 0 0 
81 0 0 0 
53 4 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

47 22,77659574 2 21.27659574 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

992 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 oi oi 
lO oi 
11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 0i 0i 

13 0i 0i 

14 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 13.345679011 0.5 

26 #DIV/O[ 
i 

Ol 

27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 O[ Ol 

30 o[ oi 
31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 #DIV/0! Oi 

36 O[ Ol 

37 O[ Ol 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/O[ Ol 

40 22.27659574 i 0.5 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/O! Ol 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i2 i11 o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
11 i11 i0 0 i0 11 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i11 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
2 i0 i0 11i0 0 11i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
B i118 i8 B i2 11 11 i11 0 0 i0 o 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

c~ 
Minutes 

45 
75 
90 
6 
0 
55 
69 
61 
0 
29 
65 
0 
0 
0 
50 
0 
0 
45 
61 
21 
52 
0 
34 
15 
13 
27 
0 
63 
0 
0 
65 
19 
0 
29 
0 
0 

989 

R 

Total Production 

0 

0 

11.11111111 

0 

#DIV/0! 

4 

17.49275362 

2 

#DIV/0! 

37.48275862 

15.38461538 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

18.89344262 

1 

2 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

0 

38.53703704 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 
o 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

o 
0.333333333 

0 

0 

0.333333333 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 
0.333333333 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0 0 

#DIVI0! 0 

#DIVI0! 0 

0.5 0 

107.2631579 0.666666667 

#DIVI0! 0 

0 0 

#DIVI0! 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

T 

Attack Index 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

0 

0 

0 

0 



6 

7 

V 

Production W 

U 

Production G 

0 

0 

11.11111111 

0 

#DIVI0! 
0 

14.49275362 
0 

#DIV/0! 
34.48275862 

15.38461538 

#DIVI0! 
#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 
16.39344262 

0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
0 
0 
0 

37.03703704 

#DIV/0! 
0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 
105.2631579 

#DIV/0! 
o 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 

8 0 

9 11.11111111 

10 0 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 0 

13 15.49275362 

14 0 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 35.48275862 

17 15.38461538 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 0 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 0 

25 17.39344262 

26 0 

27 0 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 0 

3O 0 

31 0 

32 38.03703704 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 0 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 #DIV/0! 

37 0 

38 107.2631579 

39 #DIV/0! 

4O 0 

41 #DIV/0! 

42 #DIV/0! 

43 

W 

i% of Potency 

0 

0 

0.125 

0 

0 

0 

0.125 

0 

0 

0.125 

0.125 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.125 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.125 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.25 

0 

0 

0 

0 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

:~0 Gray 

:~1 Worth 

:~2 Green 

13 Ohai 

14 Munerlyn 

15 Nigro 

16 Boyles 

17 K. McFarlane 

18 D. McFarlane 

19 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

21 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

31 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

41 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i~ i~ o io o o lo o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i~ i~ 1io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io 1io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

11.11111111 

0 

#DIV/0! 

21.33333333 

35.16901408 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

0 

14.92537313 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

14.70588235 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

19.51351351 

0 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

45.97826087 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

22.22222222 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

o 
0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack index 

45 0 
75 0 
90 1.5 
7 0 
0 0 
48 1.5 
71 3 
67 0 
0 0 
29 0 
67 1.5 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
68 1.5 
0 0 
0 0 
45 0 
74 1.5 
16 0 
53 0 
0 0 
23 1.5 
13 0 
o o 
34 0 0 
o o #D~V/0! 

45 1.5 22.22222222 

o o #D~V/0! 
11 0 0 0 
90 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

20 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

991 

U 
Production G 

0 
0 

11.11111111 

0 

#DIV/O! 

20.83333333 

28.16901408 

0 

#DIV/O! 

0 

14.92537313 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

14.70588235 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

0 

13.51351351 

0 

0 

#DIV/O! 

43.47826087 

0 

#DIV/O! 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 
7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 11.11111111i 0.111111111 

10 0i 

11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 20.83333333i 0.111111111 

13 29.16901408i 0.222222222 

14 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 14.92537313 i 0.111111111 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0!    i 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 14.70588235i 0.111111111 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0!    i 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 14.51351351[ 0.111111111 

26 0i 0i 

27 0[ 0l 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 44.47826087i 0.111111111 

30 o[ oi 
31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 22.22222222i 0.111111111 

35 #DIV/0! 0i 

36 O[ 0l 

37 O[ 0l 

38 #DIV/0! 0i 

39 #DIV/0! 0i 

40 O[ 0i 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0l 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o o io o o io o 



0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iO/A~(]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/A~(]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/A~(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/AK]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/AK]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

~) uo!~3npoJd 

i0/Al(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 

i i0/Ai~# 

i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIAiO~ 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIAiO~ 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 

i0/AI~# i i0/AI~# 

xaPUl ~ellVi % aO 

± S 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 
io 
io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

[66 

0 

0 

SE 

0 

0 

9/ 

0 

06 

0 

0 

9 

0 

OE 

Sl~ 

0 

0 

9/ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

O6 

08 

uo!l:)npoJd lelOl 

oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi SlelOli 



6 

7 

V 

Production W 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 0i 
13 0i 
~4 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 0i 
17 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 0i 

22 #DIV/O! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 0i 
25 0i 
26 0i 
27 0i 

28 #DIV/O! 

29 0i 

30 0i 
31 #DIV/0! 

32 0i 
33 #DIV/O! 

34 O[ 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 0i 

37 0i 

38 #DIV/0! 

39 #DIV/0! 

40 O[ 

41 #DIV/0! 

42 #DIV/O! 

43 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o o io o o io o 



U 

Production G 

O 
6 I0 plus 

7 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Q 

Minutes 

45 
57 
90 
11 

0 
49 
84 
0 
0 
12 

70 
0 
0 
0 
85 
0 
0 
45 
78 
19 

43 
0 
55 
33 
4 
47 
0 
69 
0 
0 
75 
0 
0 
20 
0 
0 

99~ 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

T 

iAttack Index 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

i 
#DIV/O! 

i 
#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIVIO! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIVIO! 

#DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 
#DIVIO! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 

oi o 
8 0i 0 

9 0i 0 

10 0 0 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 0i 0 
13 0 0 
14 #DIV/0! 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 0i 0 
17 0 0 
18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

2_0 #DIV/O! 

21 0 0 
22 #DIV/O! 
23 #DIV/O! 
24 O[ 0 

25 0i 0 
26 0i 0 
27 0i 0 

28 #DIV/O! 

29 0i 0 

30 0i 0 
31 0i 0 
32 0i 0 
33 #DIVI0! #DIV/0! 

34 0i 0 
35 #DIVI0! #DIV/0! 

36 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 

37 0i 0 

38 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 

39 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 

40 0i 0 

41 #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

42 #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

43 



6 

7 

V 

Production W 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 0i 
13 0i 

14 #DIV/0! 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 0i 
17 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 0i 

22 #DIV/O! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 0i 
25 0i 
26 0i 
27 0i 

28 #DIV/O! 

29 0i 

30 0i 
31 0i 
32 0i 
33 #DIV/O! 
34 0i 
35 #DIV/0! 

36 #DIV/0! 

37 0i 

38 #DIV/0! 

39 #DIV/0! 

40 O[ 

41 #DIV/0! 

42 #DIV/O! 

43 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i11 io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i4 i2 o il o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
11 io io 11io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

3 i211 i9 3 i2 2 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 

Minutes 

45 

90 

76 

24 

0 

61 

78 

0 

0 

26 

76 

0 

0 

0 

67 

0 

0 

45 

64 

0 

40 

0 

62 

23 

21 

0 

0 

76 

0 

0 

58 

0 

0 

59 

0 

0 

991 

R 

Total Production 

0 

0 

13.65789474 

0 

#DIV/0! 

4.5 

3 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

17.42537313 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

55.375 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

21.12903226 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

14.15789474 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 
o 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 
0.333333333 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0.333333333 

0 
0 

0 0 

#DIVI0! 0 

#DIVI0! 0 

0 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

T 

Attack Index 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 



6 

7 

V 

Production W 

0 

0 

13.15789474 

U 

Production G 

0 

0 

13.15789474 

0 

#DIVl0! 
0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 
14.92537313 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 
46.875 

#DIVI0! 
o 

#DIV/0! 
16.12903226 

0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 
13.15789474 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

W 
i% of Potency 

0 

0 

0.142857143 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

8 

9 

10 0 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 0 

13 0 

14 #DIV/0! 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 0 

17 0 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 15.92537313 0.142857143 

22 #DIV/O! 0 

23 #DIV/0! 0 

24 0 0 

25 49.875 0.428571429 

26 #DIV/0! 0 

27 0 0 

28 #DIV/0! 0 

29 17.12903226 0.142857143 

30 0 0 

31 0 0 

32 #DIV/O! 0 

33 #DIV/O! 0 

34 14.15789474 0.142857143 

35 #DIV/0! 0 

36 #DIV/0! 0 

37 0 0 

38 #DIV/0! 0 

39 #DIV/0! 0 

40 0 0 

41 #DIV/0! 0 

42 #DIV/0! 0 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i7 i2 o i11 o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 i11 o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i2 i11 o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i34 i1111 11 i11 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

6.5 

2.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

1.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

16.01351351 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

2.5 

4 

0 

#DIV/0! 

GF 

0 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
i o 
i o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
90 0 0 
90 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

70 0 0 

74 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

16 0 0 
70 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

74 2 13.51351351 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

74 0 0 

25 0 0 

39 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

65 21.88461538 2 15.38461538 

20 1,5 0 0 

14 0 0 0 
51 2 0 0 
0 #DIV/O! 0 #DIV/0! 

53 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 
53 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/O! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

991 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 oi oi 
10 #DIV/0! 0i 

11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 0i 0i 

13 0i 0i 

14 #DIV/0! 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 14.51351351i 0.5 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! i 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 O[ Oi 

26 O[ Ol 

27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 16.38461538i 0.5 

30 o[ oi 
31 O[ Ol 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 o[ oi 
36 O[ 0l 

37 O[ 0i 

38 #DIV/0! 0i 

39 #DIV/0! 0i 

40 #DIV/O! 0i 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0i 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
11 i0 i0 11i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i11 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i11 i11 0 i11 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i11 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i2 i11 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
2 i118 i8 2 i2 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

23.12903226 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

0 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

18.83333333 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

22.73913043 

0 

0 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

15.83333333 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 
o 
0 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

o 
0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
90 0 0 
90 0 0 
o o #D~V/0! 
0 0 #D~V/0! 

41 0 0 

62 1.5 16.12903226 

35 0 0 

o o #D~V/0! 
9 0 0 

86 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

60 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

75 1.5 13.33333333 

9 0 0 

36 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

46 1.5 21.73913043 

30 0 0 

4 0 0 

48 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

75 1.5 13.33333333 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

62 0.5 0 0 
43 2 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

991 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 oi oi 
10 #DIV/O! 0i 

11 #DIV/O! Oi 

12 0i 0i 

13 17.12903226i 0.25 

14 0i 

15 #DIV/O! Oi 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/O! Oi 

19 #DIV/O! Oi 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 14.33333333[ 0.25 

26 0[ 0l 

27 01 0l 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 22.73913043i 0.25 

30 o[ oi 
31 O[ Ol 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 14.33333333i 0.25 

35 #DIV/0! 0l 

36 #DIV/0! 0l 

37 0i 0i 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/0[ 0l 

40 #DIV/O! 0i 

41 #DIV/O! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0i 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i11 i11 11 io o o i11 o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
11 i2 iI 1io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o il io o iI o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io 11 o io 
o o io o 

o i~ iI o io o 1io 11 1io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
s i2~ i~ ~ i~ 2 ~ i11 2 2 i2 2 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 2 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 1 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 1 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 1 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 5 

c~ 
Minutes 

45 
0 
90 
5 
0 
46 
69 
50 
4 
17 
67 
7 
0 
0 
78 
0 
0 
45 
74 
11 
40 
0 
35 
27 
0 
50 
0 
90 
0 
6 
90 
45 
0 
0 
0 
0 

991 

R 

Total Production 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

1 

33.48550725 

44.5 

0 

0.5 

76.12686567 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

39.96153846 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

47.54054054 

0.5 

51.5 

S 
GF% 

0 
0 
o 
0 

0 

o 
0.666666667 

0.666666667 

o 
o 

1.666666667 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 
o 

0.666666667 

#DIV/0! 0 

0 0 

0 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

43 0.666666667 

#DIV/0! 0 

11.61111111 0.333333333 

#DIV/0! 0 

0 0 

11.11111111 0.333333333 

91.38888889 1.333333333 

#DIV/0! 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

T 

Attack Index 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

2.666666667 

0 

0 

6.666666667 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

2.666666667 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

5.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 



6 

7 

U 

Production G 

V 

Production W 

W 

i% of Potency 

0 

0 

0 0 

8 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

9 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

11 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

12 0 0 0 

13 28.98550725 29.98550725 0.08 

14 40 42 0.08 

15 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 
17 74.62686567 75.62686567 0.2 

18 0 0 0 

19 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

20 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

21 38.46153846 39.46153846 0.12 

22 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

23 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

24 0 0 0 

25 40.54054054 42.54054054 0.12 

26 0 0 0 

27 50 50 0.08 

28 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

29 0 0 0 

30 0 0 0 

31 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

32 40 41 0.08 

33 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

34 11.11111111 11.11111111 0.04 

35 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

36 0 0 0 

37 11.11111111 11.11111111 0.04 

38 88.88888889 88.88888889 0.16 

39 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

40 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

41 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

42 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io 11io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 i11 o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i11~ is 11 i11 11 o io o o io o 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0.5 

2 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

14.11111111 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

15.61111111 

1.5 

0 

GF 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

i o 
i o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
i o 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

32 0 0 

67 0 0 

74 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

90 2 11.11111111 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

90 2 11.11111111 

8 0 0 

26 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

50 20 2 20 

12 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

1 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 0 

29 1.5 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

60 0.5 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

989 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 
7 

8 #DIVI0! 0i 

9 oi oi 
10 #DIV/0! 0i 

11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 0i 0i 

13 0i 0i 

14 0i 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 #DIV/0! 0i 

17 12.11111111i 0.333333333 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! i 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 12.11111111[ 0.333333333 

26 O[ Ol 

27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 20i 0.333333333 

30 o[ oi 
31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 #DIV/0! 0i 

36 #DIV/0! 0i 

37 O[ 0l 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/0[ 0l 

40 O[ Ol 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0l 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i2 i11 o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i11 io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i2 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i11 io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i2 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i22 i~ 11 i11 o o io o o io o 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

20 

18.01351351 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

2 

2 

2 

#DIV/0! 

GF 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
i o 
i o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

50 2 20 

74 2 13.51351351 
52 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

85 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

58 0 0 

20 0 0 

53 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

46 0.5 0 0 

0 #DIV/O! 0 #DIV/O! 

0 #DIV/O! 0 #DIV/O! 

52 1 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0.5 0 0 

5 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0.5 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

45 1 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

99O 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 
7 

8 #DIVI0! 0i 

9 oi oi 
10 #DIV/0! 0i 

11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 20i 0.5 

13 14.51351351i 0,5 

14 0i 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 #DIV/0! 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 O[ Oi 

26 O[ Ol 

27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 O[ Ol 

30 #DIV/0! 0i 

31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 o[ oi 
36 #DIV/0[ 0l 

37 O[ 0l 

38 #DIV/0! 0i 

39 #DIV/0! 0i 

40 O[ Ol 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0l 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 
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o o io o 
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o io 
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o io io o io o o io o o io o 



0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iO/A~(]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/A~(]# 

iO/A~(]# 

iO/AK]# 

iO/AK]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/AK]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/AK]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/AK]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/AK]# 

~) uo!~3npoJd 

i0/Al(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 
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i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 

i i0/Ai~# 

i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIAiO~ 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
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i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 

i0/AI~# i i0/AI~# 

xaPUl ~ellVi % aO 

± S 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 
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i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

~66 

0 

0 

EE 

0 

~S 

06 

S 

0 

06 

0 

E~ 

0 

0 

0 

ES 

S 

0 

S~ 

0 

0 

~S 

0 

0 

0 

06 

L 

0 

/L 

9E 

0 

0 

~9 

O6 

uo!l:)npoJd lelOl 

0i 
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oi 
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oi SlelOli 

0 Ei~ 

0 2i~ 

0 ~i~ 

00i~ 

0 617 
0 gE 

0 /E 

0 917 

0 SE 

0 bE 

0 1717 

0 2E 

0 ~E 

00E 

0 62 

0 172 

0 /2 

0 92 

0 ~2 

0 Iz2 

0 E2 

0 22 

0 ~2 

0 02 

0 6~ 
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0 9~ 
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6 

7 

V 

Production W 

8 

9 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 

13 

14 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 0i 
17 Oi 
18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 0i 
27 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 0i 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 0i 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 0i 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 0i 

37 0i 

38 0i 

39 #DIV/O! 

40 0i 

41 #DIV/0! 

42 #DIV/O! 

43 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 
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o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io 11io o 
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o o io o 
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o io 
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o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 
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o io 
o o io o 

~ i22 i1111 2 i2 11 11 i11 11 o io o 



t o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

23.83333333 

33.66901408 

35.98275862 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

32.14102564 

1.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 
o 
o 
0 

0 

0.5 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 
o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
90 0 0 
90 0 0 
17 0 0 
o o #D~V/0! 

48 1.5 20.83333333 

71 3 28.16901408 

58 3 34.48275862 

o o #D~V/0! 
12 0 0 
80 0 0 
o o #D~V/0! 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

78 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

78 3 25.64102564 

2 0 0 

31 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

10 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

39 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

74 13.51351351 1.5 13.51351351 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

6 0 0 0 
61 0 0 0 
42 6 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

12 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

989 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 oi oi 
lO oi 
11 #DIV/O! 0i 

12 21.83333333i 0.125 

13 29.16901408 i 0.25 

14 35.482758621 0.25 

15 #DIV/0! 
i 

0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/O! 0i 

19 #DIV/O! Oi 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 27.64102564 [ O. 25 

26 O[ Ol 

27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 #DIV/0! 0l 

30 o[ oi 
31 #DIV/O! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 13.51351351i 0.125 

35 #DIV/O! Oi 

36 O[ Ol 

37 O[ Ol 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/O[ Ol 

40 O[ Ol 

41 #DIV/O! Oi 

42 #DIV/O! Ol 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i~ i11 o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

2 i119 i8 2 i2 11 11 i0 0 0 i0 0 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

10.30927835 

0 

#DIV/0! 

23.40816327 

17.83333333 

19.89344262 

#DIV/0! 

1.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

10.30927835 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

16.73595506 

#DIV/0! 

0 

iAttack Index 

45 0 
33 0 
97 1.5 
10 0 
0 0 
49 1.5 
75 1.5 
61 1.5 
0 0 
46 0 
89 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
97 1.5 
0 0 
0 0 
52 0 
89 1.5 
0 0 
37 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
8 0.5 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

37 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
66 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
5 0 0 0 

97 0 0 0 
48 2.5 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

27 0,5 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

1068 

S 
GF% 

o 0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

U 

Production G 

0 

0 

10.30927835 

0 

#DIV/O! 

20.40816327 

13.33333333 

16.39344262 

#DIV/O! 

0 

0 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

10.30927835 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

0 

11.23595506 

#DIV/O! 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 10.30927835i 0.166666667 

lO oi 
11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 21.40816327i 0.166666667 

13 14.33333333 i 0.166666667 

14 17.39344262i 0.166666667 

15 #DIV/0! 
i 

0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 10.30927835i 0.166666667 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0!    i 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 12.235955061 0.166666667 

26 #DIV/0! 
i 

0i 

27 0[ 0l 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 #DIV/0! 0l 

30 o[ oi 
31 #DIV/0! 0l 

32 O[ Oi 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 #DIV/0! 0l 

36 O[ Ol 

37 O[ 0i 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/O[ Ol 

40 O[ Ol 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/O! Ol 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

2 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 
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t o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
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26 

27 #DIV/O! 

28 #DIV/O! 

29 #DIV/O! 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 
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7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 
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11 0 
12 0 
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14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
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26 0 
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28 0 
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31 0 
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33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
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iAttack index 
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% GF 
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0 
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o 
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o 
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o 
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6 Production W 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 #DIV/0! 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 #DIV/0! 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 #DIV/0! 
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19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 
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27 #DIV/0! 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 #DIV/0! 
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12 UCLA 
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15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 
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19 Maryland 

20 NC State 
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24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 
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30 Natl Champ 1 
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34 Natl Champ 5 
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6 10 plus 

7 0 

8 0 

9 0 

10 0 

11 0 

12 0 

13 0 

14 0 

15 0 

16 0 

17 0 

18 0 

19 0 

20 0 

21 0 

22 0 

23 0 

24 0 

25 0 

26 0 

27 0 

28 0 

29 0 

3O 0 

31 0 

32 0 

33 0 

34 0 

35 0 

36 0 

P 

i Totals 
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io i2 
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io 
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io 
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io 
io 
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io io 
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io 
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io 
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io 

Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

20.04385965 

2 

3.5 

54.28205128 

0.5 

4 

21.33333333 

0 

0 

4.5 

6.5 

0 

1 

0 

2O 

0 

23.83333333 

23.40816327 

0.5 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 
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0.5 
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0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack Index 
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i39 3 
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i33 0 
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7 #DIV/0! 0i 

8 18.54385965i 0.142857143 

9 0i 0i 

lO oi oi 
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23 0 
24 0 
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26 0 
27 0 
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31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
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i57 

i73 
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i69 

i69 

i71 

i72 

i84 
i78 

i74 

i62 
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i67 

i74 

i78 
i71 

i7s 
i67 
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io 
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lAttack Index 

0 
2.25 
2.25 

1.125 
3.375 
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1.125 
2.25 

0 
0 
0 
0 

1.125 
2.25 

0 
1.125 

0 
2.25 

1.125 
1.125 

0 
0 
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Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

35.26923077 

42.5877193 

17.69863014 

64.69230769 
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17.49275362 

35.16901408 

0 

0 

3 

2.5 

23.12903226 

33.48550725 

0.5 
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0 
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7 #DIV/0! 0i 
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12 0i Oi 
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15 0i Oi 
16 0i Oi 
17 0i 0i 
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25 Wake Forest 
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6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 2 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 2 
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Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

0 

1.5 

0 

0.5 

0 

2 

1.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

44.5 

2 

0.5 

0 

35.98275862 

19.89344262 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 
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#DIV/O! iO 0 

i51 0 0 

i46 0 0 

i39 0 0 

i49 0 0 

i49 0 0 

i61 0 0 

i67 0 0 

il 0 0 

iO 0 #DIV/O! 

iO 0 #DIV/O! 

iO 0 #DIV/O! 

i35 0 0 

50 4 40 

74 0 0 

52 0 0 

77 0 0 

58 4 34.48275862 

61 2 16.39344262 

48 0 0 

[0 0 #DIV/O! 

[0 0 #DIV/O! 

[0 0 #DIV/O! 

[0 0 #DIV/O! 

[0 0 #DIV/O! 

[0 0 #DIV/O! 

[0 0 #DIV/O! 

[0 0 #DIV/O! 

[0 0 #DIV/O! 

[818 
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6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 #DIV/O! Oi 

8 oi oi 
9 0i Oi 

lO oi oi 
11 oi oi 
12 0i Oi 

~3 oi oi 
14 O[ Oi 

15 oi oi 
16 #DIV/0! Oi 

17 #DIV/0! Ol 

18 #DIV/0! Oi 

19 O[ Oi 

20 42i 0.4 

21 O[ Oi 

22 O[ Ol 

23 O[ Ol 

24 35.48275862[ 0.4 

25 17.39344262i 0.2 

26 Oi Oi 

27 #DIV/O! Ol 

28 #DIV/O! Oi 

29 #DIV/0! 0i 

30 #DIV/0! 0i 

31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 #DIV/0! 0i 

33 #DIV/0! 0i 

34 #DIV/0! 0i 

35 #DIV/0! 0i 

36 
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9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 

Assists 

D 

Shots 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals 

Q 
Minutes 

i0 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 

GF% 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

0 #DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

T 

iAttack Index 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

i 4 0 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

i4 



V 

6 Production W 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 #DIV/0! 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 #DIV/0! 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 #DIV/0! 

17 #DIV/0! 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

2O 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 #DIV/0! 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 #DIV/0! 

27 #DIV/0! 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 

i% of 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 

Assists 

D 
Shots 
0 
0 
2 
1 
4 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
13 

E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 il 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 il 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
4 il 1 0 il 0 0 iO 0 0 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

0 

32.25 

1.5 

34.25806452 

0 

37.48275862 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.5 

0 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0.5 

1.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

GF 
o 
o 

o 

o 

i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 

o 

o 

o 

i o 
i o 
i o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

o 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

0 

31.25 

0 

32.25806452 

0 

34.48275862 

io 0 

i13 0 

i32 2 

i31 0 

i31 2 

i30 0 

i29 2 

i29 0 0 

i34 0 0 

i12 0 0 

i26 0 0 

i16 0 0 

i9 0 0 

i17 0 0 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i7 0 0 

i12 0 0 

i46 0 0 

i26 0 0 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

[400 



V W 

6 1% of Potency 

7 #DIV/0! 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 31.25i 0.333333333 

~o oi oi 
ii 32.25806452i 0.333333333 

12 oi oi 

13 35.48275862i 0.333333333 

14 0i Oi 

15 oi oi 
16 0i Oi 

17 0i Oi 

18 0i Oi 

19 0i Oi 

2o oi oi 
21 #DIV/0! Oi 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 0i Oi 

24 O[ Ol 

25 O[ Oi 

26 0l 0l 

27 #DIV/0! 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0i 

29 #DIV/0! 0i 

30 #DIV/0! 0i 

31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 #DIV/0! 0i 

33 #DIV/0! 0i 

34 #DIV/0! 0i 

35 #DIV/0! 0i 

36 

Production W 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 

Assists 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

D 

Shots 

0 

0 

1 

2 

1 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

2 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

12 

E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

2 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 il 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 1 1 iO 0 1 iO 1 1 
1 iO 0 1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 1 1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
o 
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o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
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o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
7 il 3 3 io o 1 io 1 1 



R S o 
6 10 plus 

7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0.5 

2 

1.5 

3 

15.38461538 

14.92537313 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.5 

76.12686567 

14.11111111 

0.5 

0 

1.5 

0 

24.25581395 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

GF 

0 

i o 
i o 
i o 

o 0 

i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 

i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! io 0 

i77 0 0 

i52 0 0 

i66 0 0 

i45 0 0 

i60 0 0 

i65 2 15.38461538 

i67 2 14.92537313 

i72 0 0 

i70 0 0 

i76 0 0 

i70 0 0 

i86 0 0 

i67 10 74.62686567 

i90 2 11.11111111 

i90 0 0 

i90 0 0 

i80 0 0 

i89 0 0 

i86 4 23.25581395 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i1398 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 #DIV/0! 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 0i Oi 

lO oi oi 
11 oi oi 
12 0i Oi 

13 15.38461538i 0.1 

14 14.92537313i 0.1 

15 oi oi 
~6 oi oi 
17 0i Oi 

18 oi oi 
19 0i Oi 

20 75.62686567i 0.5 

22 0i Oi 

23 0i Oi 

24 O[ Ol 

25 O[ Oi 

26 24.255813951 0.2 

27 #DIV/0[ , 0l 

28 #DIV/O! Oi 

29 #DIV/0! 0i 

30 #DIV/0! 0i 

31 #DIV/O! 0i 

32 #DIV/0! 0i 

33 #DIV/0! 0i 

34 #DIV/0! 0i 

35 #DIV/O! 0i 

36 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 

Assists 

D 

Shots 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals 

Q 
Minutes 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 

GF% 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

T 

iAttack Index 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

i 
#DW/O! 

i 
#DIV/0! 

i 
#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

ii 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

i 0 

ilO 0 0 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i29 0 0 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i7 0 0 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i0 #DIV/0! 

i46 



V 

6 Production W 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 #DIV/0! 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 #DIV/0! 

17 #DIV/0! 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

2O 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 #DIV/0! 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 #DIV/0! 

27 #DIV/0! 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 

i% of 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 
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o io o o io o o io o o 
3 i~ o 1 io o o io o o 



R S o 
6 10 plus 

7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

46.47826087 

27.5 

38.46153846 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.5 

0 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

GF 

0 
0 

i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
i o 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

43.47826087 

25 

38.461.53846 

iO 0 

i23 2 

i40 2 

i26 2 

i9 0 0 

i15 0 0 

i13 0 0 

i6 0 0 

i33 0 0 

i23 0 0 

i20 0 0 

i30 0 0 

i27 0 0 

i12 0 0 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

ilO 0 0 

i8 0 0 

i4 0 0 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i299 



V W 

6 1% of Potency 

7 #DIV/0! 0i 

8 #DIV/0! 0i 

9 44.47826087i 0.333333333 

10 26i 0.333333333 

11 38.46153846i 0.333333333 

12 oi oi 
13 oi oi 
14 0i 0i 

15 oi oi 
16 0i Oi 
17 0i 0i 

18 0i 0i 

19 0i Oi 
20 O[ Oi 

21 O[ O[ 

22 #DIV/O[ O[ 

23 #DIV/O[ Oi 

24 O[ O[ 

25 O[ Oi 

26 Oi Oi 

27 #DIV/0[ 0l 

28 #DIV/0! Ol 

29 #DIV/0[ 0l 

30 #DIV/0! 0i 

31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 #DIV/0! 0i 

33 #DIV/0! 0i 

34 #DIV/0! 0i 

35 #DIV/0! 0l 

36 

Production W 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 

Assists 

D 

Shots 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 



Q s o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals Minutes GF% 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

T 

index 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

~D,v/o! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

i$0 0 #DIV/O! 0 

iO #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

i15 0 #DIV/O! 0 

iO #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

i13 0 #DIV/O! 0 

iO #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

i4 oi ~D,V/O! o 

i~ oi ~D,V/O, o 
i~4 0i ~D,V/O! o 
i4 o #DIV/O! o 
io #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i~0 0 #D~V/0! 0 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i91 



V 

6 Production W i% of 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 0i 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 0i 
17 0i 
18 0i 
19 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 #DIV/0! 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 0i 

27 #DIV/0! 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 
Assists 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

B 

D 

Shots 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

1 

2 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

9 

E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 il 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 il 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 il 0 0 il 0 0 iO 0 0 
o 

io 
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o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
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o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
3 i3 o ~ il o o io o o 



o 
6 10 plus 

7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 1 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 1 

P 

i Totals 

Q 
Minutes 

i0 

i34 
i27 
i3o 
i52 

i27 
i34 
i34 

i51 

i5o 
i9o 
i52 

i39 

i750 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

34.33333333 

19.23076923 

0 

38.53703704 

0 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

2 

0.5 

43 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

55.55405405 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 

GF% 

#DIV/O! 

DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

T 

Index 

#DIV/O! 

#DIVIO! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

0 

0 

33.33333333 

19.23076923 

0 

37.03703704 

0 

0 

0 

#DIV/O! 

0 

0 

40 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

54.05405405 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 



V 

Production W 

#DIV/0! 

6 

7 

i% of 

9 0i 
10 34.33333333i 
ii 19.23076923i 
12 0i 
13 38.03703704i 
14 0i 
15 0i 
16 
17 #DIV/0! 

18 0i 
19 0i 
20 41i 
21 0i 
22 0i 
23 O[ 
24 O[ 
25 O[ 
26 54.05405405[ 

27 #DIV/0[ , 
28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 

Assists 

D 

Shots 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals 

Q 
Minutes 

i0 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 

GF% 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

T 

iAttack Index 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 



V 

6 Production W 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 #DIV/0! 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 #DIV/0! 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 #DIV/0! 

17 #DIV/0! 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 #DIV/0! 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 #DIV/0! 

27 #DIV/0! 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 

i% of 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 
Assists 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

D 

Shots 

0 

0 
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1 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 
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0 

0 
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0 
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0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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4 [0 0 0 [0 0 0 [0 0 0 

1 [0 0 0 [0 0 0 [0 0 0 
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6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 1 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 1 

P 
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Q 
Minutes 

i0 

io 

io 
io 
io 
io 
io 

io 

io 
io 
io 
io 
io 
io 
io 
io 
io 
i527 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

39.73584906 

26.64102564 

0 

#DIV/0! 

4 

107.2631579 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

2 

91.38888889 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 
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6 
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1.5 
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GF% 
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U 

Production G 
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#DIV/0! 
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Production W i% of 

#DIV/0! 

8 37.73584906i 
9 26.64102564i 
10 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 0i 
13 107.2631579i 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 #DIV/0! 

17 #DIV/0! 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 0i 
20 88.88888889i 
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24 O[ 
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26 Oi 
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6 Production W 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 #DIV/0! 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 #DIV/0! 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 #DIV/0! 

17 #DIV/0! 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 #DIV/0! 
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9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 
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30 Natl Champ 1 
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32 Natl Champ 3 
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R S o 
6 10 plus 

7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0.5 

1.5 

56.55555556 

22.77659574 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

1 

0 

0 

0.5 
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% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! io 0 

i38 0 0 

i28 0 0 

i38 0 0 

i36 4 55.55555556 

i47 2 21.27659574 

i29 0 0 

i20 0 0 

i31 0 0 

i20 0 0 

i59 0 0 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i60 0 0 

i45 0 0 
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V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 #DIV/0! 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 0i Oi 

lO oi oi 
11 56.55555556i 0.5 

12 22.27659574i 0.25 

~3 oi oi 
14 oi 
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V 

6 Production W 
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A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 
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0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 
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o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
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11 0 
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13 0 
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16 0 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 4:48 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Prig: update 

I could not agree more ..., let me grind a bit. Right now my real job is taking too much time. I see the light at the end of the tunnel ._. I will have more time soon!! 

From-" Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 0:t, 20:13 :t:t:2:t AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Fwd: update 

Ansor~ 

FYI__.I’ve tried my best to engage the U.S.. Most don’t understand Youth Dev at either US Soccer or Nike._..TB 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Sent from tny iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Elsmore, Joe" <Joe.Elsmore@nike.com> 

Date: November 1, 2013 at 11:15:43 PM GMT+8 
To: Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 

Subject: RE: update 

Ton3, 

Thanks for the note, 

I still believe it is key for you to get some Nike Traction in a Market where you have already been successful 

t l:hird~ your goal should be to convince Michael ~:hat N~ke should ma~e a bus~ness ~r~vestment in your ~rogram. 

~ have spoken to several people at US Soccer and at th~s time they are not committing ~o worMng w~th s 3rd party to manage their Grassroots 

Programming~ 

Good ~uck and ~et me know how ~t goes ~n Ch~na. 

S~[~cere~y, 

Joe E]snlore 

N~ke Inc. 

D~rector, NH<e Soccer Sports Marketing 

Fmm~ Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 

Sent= Thursday, Oc~ber 31, 2013 4:51 PN 

Te~ Elsmore, Joe 
Subjeet~ update 

Joe, 

Just to let you ~ow I’ll ~ in ShanghN to meet with your Guys mgaNing CNna. Not sure where it’s Ml going but as you’ve stms~d ffs good to get 

sup~)~ t?om fl~e guys hem in Asia. I woNd imagine they will only ~ interested in Nscussing Chine~ FooNM1....Any [pdates on your side would be 

appreciated. 

RegaNs, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: ~9_~_~R~_R:~9~ 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:i!www.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, ~:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 10:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject’, Tournament Schedule 
Dear Coach, 
I am writina to invite you to attend my          college showcase tournaments. I currently play on the                        area club team, 

We are a part of the Atlantic Soccer League (ASL) which enables us to participate in various college showcases throughout 
the Fall, Winter, and Spring seasons. The following, are our upcoming scheduled tournaments: 

Once I learn more details regarding the tournament games I will send you the information. 
I would sincerely enjoy attending the University of North Carolina Chapel Hill and playing on the Varsity Women’s Soccer team because of your 

great Women’s Soccer Program, highly motivated team, and the academic opportunities. I have attached my resume and I hope to see 

you at the tournaments. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:49 PM 

Gary Ireland @yahoo.corn> 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: last one to leave turn the lights out! 

Awesome (does have any eligibiliW 

From: Gary Ireland .~yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 11:43 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; carine ireland; bill palladino; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: last one to leave turn the lights out! 

hi anson bill and chris. 

dont iud~e me here because i was iniured 2 weeks and hadnt touched the ball :) 

the girl below       has unc top of her list- carine and i are going to be working hard to get her headed your way). 
turned 14 yesterday-the kid has great grades and loves to play- isnt too bad herself:) 
when we ended our third session at 8:40 pm, by 9:40 pm ~ was still there and i had to ask her leave which happens 3-4 times a year. 
when this happens we sign the kid right away! 
with us touching the ball. im a bit sore today but love it when the kids stay late- 
and yes, i need a haircut... 
best wishes 
gary 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PS V Union FC: www.#svunion.orct 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 4:50 PM 

Subject: I~NV: Production By the Numbers 

Attach: Chemistry of Production.pdf 

Ladies, 

More jazzed up ways to look at da ta!!! 
Frera: Jason Sisneros [mailto:       .s@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 01, 2013 11:57 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Bill Palladino; Sander, Thomas J; Hoover, Jorian 
Subject; Re: Production By the Numbers 

Slightly more visually appealing version... 

University of North Carolina SVomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysi s I Vol unteer Assistant Coach 

(253) 365-0429 (c) 

On Fri, Nov 1, 2013 at 11:44 PM, Jason Sisneros <j~!~i~!!_e_E?_~.~@g__n_)__a_~_l_=c_’~?_~__r_t.> wrote: 

Guys, 

Attached is a combo of what Jorian m~d I have through various data sets about our goal production up to this tx~int.., presented in a compelling scoreboard. I am 

pla~ming on emailing to the players tomorrow, let me know what you think. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Di~vctor of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



Chemistry of Production 
How we scored goals in numbers this season... 

UNC Women’s Soccer 20’! 3 

Non-Conference + ACC Conference Games 



N U M B E R S @ a glance... 

TOTAL NUMBER OF GOALS SCORED 

2 Goals per Game 

goal 

19.95 Shots per Game 

I:IVG amounf of shots .i.t took to preduce 

for FOU R 

34 Goal Scoring Sequences, which 

Penalty Kicks 

average of 3.85 passes for every time we scored in a given sequence. 

~i{i } :#. ~ ::~:~: . :: total minutes contributed by players involved in a 

least 1 Goal Scoring Sequence in games where we scored at least 1 
Goal... 

THIS MEANS THAT IN THE 16 GAMES WHERE WE REGISTRED AT 

LEAST 1 GOAL... IF YOU ADDED UP ALL THE MINUTES OF THE 
PLAYERS THAT PLAYED IN THE GAME (AND WERE DIRECTLY INVOLVED 
IN THE GOAL) THEN THAT WOULD AVERAGE 

394.56 minutes... 

Considering our total team minutes played is 992 

per game - in the typical game in which we score - 

39% of the minutes involved in the entire game we’re from players 

that ultimately - directly played into a goal scoring sequence... 

ASSISTS 

per 
game 



Out of 34 Goals (PK’s excluded) 

Dunn .......................... 21 

Ohai ........................... 19 

Bowen ........................ 10 

K McFarlane ................ 10 

Newfield ....................... 9 

Nielsen ......................... 8 

Brigman ........................ 8 

Green ............................ 7 

Murray ........................... 7 

Morris ............................ 7 

Munerlyn ....................... 5 

Elby ............................... 4 

Castleberry .................... 4 

Lindquist ........................ 3 

Gardner .......................... 3 

Boyles ............................. 3 

Bruce .............................. 

Bail ................................. 1 

Heaberlin ....................... 1 

Sequences Involved In 

per Minute 

New{ield ..................... 0171 

Dunn ........................... 0165 

Ohai ............................ 0143 

Nielsen ........................ 0125 

Lindquist ..................... 0100 

Morris ......................... 0093 

Bruce .......................... 0084 

Green .......................... 0078 

Boyles ......................... 0075 

Bowen ......................... 0072 

K McFariane ............... 0072 

Elby ............................. 0071 

Team iiiiiii iiiiii iiiiii0069 

Muneriyn ..................... 0061 

Castleberry .................. 0053 

Murray ......................... 0053 

Brigman ....................... 0021 

Gardner ....................... 0021 

Heaberlin ..................... 001 2 

Bali ............................... 0009 

Goals Per Minute (GPM) 

Dunn .0094 

Nielsen .0062 

Ohai .0060 
Lindquist .0033 

Boyles .0025 

Green .0022 
EIby .0018 

Team ~0018 
Castleberry .001 3 

Munerlyn .0012 

Murray. 0008 

McFarlane .0007 

Bruce .0084 

Newfield .0057 

Morris .0040 

Dunn .003? 

Ohai .0038 

Munerly .0037 

Bowen .0036 
EIby .0035 

Lindquist .0033 

Nielsen . 0031 

Green .0022 

Team ~0021 

Brigman .0018 

McFarlane .0014 
Castleberry .0013 

Murray .0008 

Gardner .0007 



S.O.G. % (S.O.G./Shot 
Attempts) 

Gray (100%, 111) 

Lindquist (67%, 4/6) 

K McFarlane (58%, 7/12) 

Castleberry (58%, 7/12) 

Newfield (57%, 1 2/21) 

Dunn (53%, 37/70) 

Bruder (50%, 6/1 2) 

Nielsen (43%, 9/21) 

Team (40%i 136~336) 

Ohai (39%, 29/75) 

Munerlyn (35%, 7/20) 

Boyles (33%, 5/1 5) 

Bowen (33%, 3/9) 

Green (33%, 14/43) 

Morris (30%, 3/10) 

Murray (25%, 2/8) 

Bricjman (25%, 4/16) 

Gardner (11%, 1/9) 

Elby (10%, 1/10) 

Bruce (0%, 0/1) 

Ball (0%, 0/1) 

Goal % (Goals/Shots) 

Nielsen (19%, 4/21) 

Dunn (17%, 1 2/70) 

Lindquist (17%, 1/6) 

Murray (13%, 1/8) 

Ohai (11%, 8/75) 

Elby (10%, 1/10) 

Team 0%; 34/336) 

K McFarlane (8%, 1/1 2) 

Castleberry (8%, 1/1 2) 

Boyles (7%, 1/15) 

Munerlyn (5%, 1/20) 

Green (5%, 2/43) 

Gray (0%, 0/1) 

Newfield (0%, 0/21) 

Bruder (0%, 0/1 2) 

Bowen (0%, 0/9) 

Morris (0%, 0/10) 

Bricjman (0%, 0/16) 

Gardner (0%, 0/9) 

Bruce (0%, 0/1) 

Ball (0%, 0/1) 

the number of people it take to be the margin of victory 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday,                 3:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Tournament 

From: ~vahoo coral 

Sent: Saturday, 1:41 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
SubJect: Tournament 

Hello Mr. Anson 
My name is and I am interested in you women’s soccer team. I’m a freshmen a~ h high school. I am on the girls team, I 

play on a premier level team and I play the goal keeper position. I have been to your soccer camps over the summer and I am interested in Char~e[ Hill college I would like to ask if you would 
be able to come a watch me play at tb.e CASL tournament in NC Raleigh on November 9th and 10th. I will leave a link below of my schedule                   ’]’hanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 5:10 PM 

@hotmaJl.com:~ 

Subject: Resilience. 

I LOVE IT!!! Thank you for thinking of me. BTW, I was bragging about you in today’s pregame. Were your ears burning? 

Now nail down that s~:arting ~eft back spot in the 2015 Wo~fe~odd Cup w~l~ you? 

A~i the best from your Tar Hee~s m Cha~el Hi~ 

F~m: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, November 02, 20~3 2:13 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Resilience. 

hey An~ 

TNs made me ~ink of you. I flfi~ you’ll find ~me v~Jue in it. Mentions b’ra~ld acNJly. 

Talks about what makes ~ople ~silient and how fl~ey overcome obs~cles over and over. 

"Resilient people devise cons~cts about their su~fing to create some so~ of metaling for themselves and others." [~bb.£rg,~.~:]~:~’~:]~,~.£}~c[~ ...... 

Good luck in the ACC and NC~ toumeys~ 

removed by 

sender. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 5:12 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

ILE: act 

Vew good’.!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From @gmail corn] 
Sent: Saturday, 2:47 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: act 

I just got my act scores back from the free one at my school and I got a but I took another act last Saturday and I should get my results during the week of November 12th which I am am 
hoping are higher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Saturday, 5:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: 

My name is           and I am very interested in playing soccer at L~ixlC. I just filled out the auestionnaire 
on your website, but I wanted to introduce my, self more thoroughly. I aJn a sophomore at in 
Indianapolis, where I rank in my class of 759. I will be taking the SAT in the spring. I am interested in 
attendirtg medical school after I fir~sh my undergraduate degree. 
As for my soccer resume, I have started for my ranked t tS tearn both years. (} {ere are my stats this past 
season playhng both forward and attackir~: mid: Games Played: 18 Goals: 14 Assists:9 Shots:58 Minutes: 1025). I 
play my dub soccer for the                           , and I have been a regular on the 
team for the past 4 years and have also attended [~egional Camp each year. I hope you get a chance to watch 
me play when we are in Raleigh on December. I an plannirtq on visiting the LTNC canpus at some point 
our weekend in North Carolina and would love to be able to meet with you while I am on campus. Please let 
me l~now if that would be possible. 
I look forward to hearirtg back from you at your convenience. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Sunday, 5:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Bethesda Soccer Showcase November 15th-17th 

From: ~yahoo,ca] 
Sent: Saturday~ 6:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Bethesda Soccer Showcase November 15th-:17th 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I am a 16 year old high school student in 

Currently I am playing soccer for 

and she can be contacted at 
We finished 211 in 

@hotmaiI.com. 

I am the graduating class of 

in the east division. My coaches name is 

We are travelling to Maryland for the Bethesda soccer showcase on November ] 5t~-17, and I am hoping that if you are available you will 
come watch me play. 

Our games are                at 5:15 pm VS Arizona, 
Virginia. All games will be played at the Maryland soccer plex. 

I play right/left center back and wear jersey #3. 

at 8:00 am VS NY State and at 9:45 am VS 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 5:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @grnail.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, I:08 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Nothing will stop me fi’om playing soccer; not the heat. not the snow, not the rain, and definitely not the competition! But seriously, I have been playing soccer since I 

was 4 years old, and have loved every minute of it. My goal is to continue playing soccer in college and making a significant contribution to your team. 

I play for the                       ¯ team. My team roll be playing in Phoenix for the upcoming ECNL National Event. I mn very excited. I want to invite you to 

come watch my games. My schedule for Phoenix is below. We are also playing in the Texas and San Diego ECNL National Events next Spring. 

Date I    Ti me I Location 

I have an ECNL gmne this weekend. Wish ~ne luck. I look fo~w-ard to connecfing ruth you soon. 

Thank you ve~’ much. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 5:19 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: beating BC 

Good stuff 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 3:58 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: beating BC 

thank you I will t also don’t worry im more of a classroom student than when it comes to standardized testing plus fitness is coming I’m going to start extra training with my coach to start [’or 
pre-season 

Sent from my 

> On at 3:51 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Congrats on being given a Level II for admission to the University of North Carolina (level II gets you 
> 

> NOw obviously KEEP STUDYING hard and get fi!!! You have 9 months left be]2~re preseason!t ! 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From ~mail.com] 
> Sent: Sunday 3:32 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: beating BC 
> 

> congrats on beating Boston College great start to the tournament [ 
> 

> Sent from my 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 5:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edw~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I would like to thank you for the opportunity to introduce myself. 

Fve played on multiple club teams but for the last two years I have been playing for . I am currently on the U18 team 
playing a year up. I just started my junior year in hi.qh school. I have been a varsity starter for the team since 
freshman year.                                    ~ has the reputation of consistently being one of the top schools in the state. 

I am beginning my college search process, and looking for a college where I can be challenged both academically and athletically. 

I am very interested in attending the University of North Carolina. I know it’s early in the process, but I’m hoping to be considered for your 
program. 

plan on coming to the school to visit and would prefer to do so if there was a time in your schedule that we could meet and/or participate 
in an upcoming clinic. Please let me know if this would be possible. 

I w~ll also be attending the        tournament this year on the weekend of November 15th and hope you can find the time to watch me 
play. I will send you my team’s schedule as soon as I get it. 

Thanks so much. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 5:59 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Awards Program Important Information 

Tom, can you do this for us? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon If%eIe,~s 4G L2’E L)?tOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Awards Program Important Intbrmafion 

From: NSCAA <info@nscaa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

A message from NSCAA College Services...Dedicated to 
serving all of your coaching needs! 

Good Day Coaches. 

NSCAA.com/collegeservices ~rmo~ 

in~rmation. 

As the college soccer regular season concludes and the NSCAA college awards 
program opens, we request that you attend to a very important detail that assists the 
NSCAA in supporting and promoting college soccer, and that is to ensure that your 
scores are correct and up to date in the NSCAA Scoreboard managed by 

TopDrawerSoccer.com Please make this a priority as the NSCAA Scoreboard is 
used to populate the nominations and voting process for NSCAA awards. 

If you already have access to the scoreboard interface, please Si.qn In and u palate 
your 2013 schedule. If you do not know your password, click here to retrieve it. 

If you are a new coach, or if your SID is assisting, do the following to gain access: 

1. Register on TopDrawerSoccer.com (click this link, or register at the top right 
corner of our home page.) 

2. Once registered, email scoreboard@topdrawersoccer.com and you will receive 
access to your college program (or programs if affiliated with both men and 
women). 

3. Once you have access, "Sign In" in the top right corner of 
TopDrawerSoccer.com, and click on "Profile" in the top right corner. On the 
next screen you will see a tab with your college’s name (or tabs if you have 
access to men and women) for the scoreboard interface. 

Please have your schedule updated by the end of the day tomorrow, Monday, 
November 4, and thank you for attending to this very important detail. 



National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

.~iI Informz for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 7:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ,~gmail.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~l A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is 

soccer team. 

from the soccer team and I am writing to express my interest in attending University of North Carolina and participating on your women’s 

I am a currently a junior at                    and I have begun to spend time researching colleges that would be a good fit for me academically and athletically. I am very interested 

in the programs you have to offer and would appreciate receiving information about your school and the women’s soccer program 

I have attached a copy of my academic and soccer resume with references Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you and receiving information about your 

programs. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

L2:52:09 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent ]rom my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject 

From: _~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I am just following up on my pervious email to inform you that I will be attending the Bethesda Tournament in 

Maryland on November 15th, 16th, and 17th. I have attached my game schedule along with my updated player profile. I 

hope you can come to see me play. 

Regards, 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, ’:52 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd 

........ CIrloinnl lVfa~noa ........ 

Subject: 

From               ~yal~oo.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I jufft wanted to send yon another email to let you lmow how my high school season went. We finished the season 12-6-0 and lost in our dis~mct setni-final game. I set 

many personal goals that I reached throughout the season. I broke the school record for goals in a game with 9, the record for goals in a career with 73, and the record 

for goals in a season ruth 42. I I roll set higher goals for my senior year and hope to reach them also. 

Also, I attended your residential cmnp in July. I really learned a lot and love the campus. ~Vith that being said, I would love to become a part of your soccer family and 

a student at [INC. If you could give me any indication it would be greatly appreciated as UNC is at the top of my list. Hope to hear from you soon’. 

Sincerely, 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 7:53 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Message from 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

i.~.i Sports in College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 7:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Subject: 

From: ~aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I will be playing up ~vith the                ECNL team in Phoenix, Arizona November 16th and 17th. I am a guest player (number 11) and will most likely be playing defensive center mid. I 
have alrea@ played 3 games with this team as attacking or defending center mid coached by 

Below is my schedule: 

Address for fields: 

2425 E. Deer Valley Rd. 

Phoensx, AZ 85050 

It would mean a lot if you would watch me play! It’you would like to know more about me, and if you have an)’ questions or want more information you can contact one of my coaches 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 7:53 PM 

Fwd: schedule for week of Nov 4-10 2013 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: schedule tbr week of Nov 4-10 2013 

From: "Sas~der, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edtr~ 

To: 

CC: 

This week’s schedule! 

Mon: 

1:30 pm Indoor pool workout 

2:00 pm treatments 

4:00 pm (Make up) pool workout 

7:00 pm Freshman CREED meeting Loudermilk 

Tues: 

Weights in groups between classes before 1:00 pm 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

Wed: 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

Thurs: 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

Fri: 

3:30 pm treatments 

4:30 pm Panera 

5:30 pm pregame 

6:15 pm leave for Cary 

7:00 pm pregame video in locker room at Wakemed 

7:15 pm warm up 

8:00 pm game vs FSU 

Sat: (12:30 pm home football game) 

Treatments TBD 

recovery massages TBD 

Sun: 

9:30 am Spankys 

10:15 am leave from Finley on bus 

10:45 treatments 

11:15 am pregame 

1:00 pm game vs VA or VA Tech 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

WoiIlen~s Soccer 

Universi~ ofNortfi C~xolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=krNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 7:55 PM 

@email.unc.edu> 

Re: Victoly’. 

’l’h~s~ks! 

One down - congrats to the team! 

Sent from my iPhone 

~email.unc.edu-~ wrote: 



NOVEMBER ~ 

CHA.MPIONSH~P 

MATCH 
1 p.m. 

MATCH 2 
1 p,m, 

5o NOTRE DAME 

3. NORTH CAROLINA 

MATCH 3 
1 p.r,’n. 

MATCH 5 
5:30 p.rn~ 
ESPN3 

4, VIRGINIA TECH 

(wo 2.-1 

3, NORTH CAROLINA 

5. BOSTON COLLEGE 

MATCH 6 

7. DUKE 
8 p.m~ 
ESPN3 

CHAmPiONSHiP 

4 p, rn. 
ESPNU 

MATCH 4 
1 p.m, 

FLORIDA STATE 

2. FLORIDA STATE 

(w, 

Campus Sites/WakeMed Soccer Park ~ Cary, N.C. ¯ November 3 & November 8 & 10 



El’ore: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 7:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2014 Striker * Midfielder * Sweeper Prospect 

Semi?ore my Verizo~ Wireless 4G LTE ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: Phil Johustou <phil@proehlificpaxk.com> 

To: ’Phil Jolmston’ <phil@proehlificpark.com> 

CC: 

Video Link: 

SENIOR 

Ricky Proem Recruiting (17 Year NFL Veteran) 

Proehlific Recruiting Services 

Director of Scouting 

Phil Johnston: (336) 501-4271 

E-MaJk phil@proehlificpaxk.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 7:58 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~cox.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu-~ 

CC:    _                    ~msn.com> 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My nmne is              and I am interested in attending UNC and playing soccer there. I will be playing in the Iqo~ida InterRegional Event ibr the 
West Region the week before Thanksgiving. I was hoping someone from yonr stroll"might be able to watch? My other recent soccer accomplislmaents are: 

1. My          U15 team is in first in the ECNL Southwest Confelence right now. 

2. I am the second leading scorer on my team, and leading point gettec with 5 goals and 2 assists. 

3. I attended a u15 National Team Cmnp in May,    ; in Texas. 

4. I am on the ~             u15 reran. 

I would be interested in attending a[JNC ID camp to get feedback as to whether you think I could play there. 

My coach is I have included him in this emaAl to make it easy for yoa to contact him. His number is i 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 7:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Schedule ECNL 

........ OrLoinal Message ........ 

Subject. 
From ,@sbcglobe] .net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu-~,"PaJladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Doirance, 
I am excited to be playing with my reran, , at the upcoming ECNL Naliondl Evem in Phoenix, AZ. Fields are located at the Reach 11 Spol~ Complex- 

2425 E. Deer V~Jlev Rd. Phoenix, AZ 85050. My schedule is: 

( field #’s tmknown at this lime) 
Please see my updated profile I have attached. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 3, 2013 8:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: article 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

http://www.washingtonpost.corrgsf/nationali2013/11/02/her-big~ est-s ave/ 



Fl’olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC- Chaple Hill Soccer 

Upcotning Gozne Schedules.xl~ 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: [INC- Chaple tItll Soccer 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is          and I am a 14 year old freshman in high school at_                                      I play for the U17 

I am emailing you again to let you know how my team is doing, and some of the upcoming events we will be participating in. I 

have been following the UNC- Chapel Hill program, and I am currently interested in exploring your program in the fi~ture. 

On November 22nd, 23rd, and 24th we will be competing in the NSCAA College Showcase at Overland Park in Kansas (I will not be playing on the 24th due 
th th    th to a previous commitment). On December 6 7 and 8 we will be in Raleigh North Carolina for the CASL College Cup Showcase. I am looking forward to 

¯ ¯ ¯ ’ ’ ¯ -’ th    th th    th 
playing in these showcases, and playing some of the best teams in the countD~. We also hm~e games at home on November 9 & 10 and November 15 & 16 and 

December 13 th, 14th, and 15th. I hope vou are able to come and watch some of our games. 

Bes~t of luck in the final few games of your ~ason, and good luck in the NCAA tournament’. 



:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ..... 
three major factors 

1. Athletic Ability. 

2. Academic Success. 

For this particular article I want to focus on number 3, 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

character, and why it matters in your recruiting. 

] 
Episode 8: Outside Looki.g 

Seen O’Neill is in his sophomore year as a swimmer at Ohio Northern 

University. One of my objectives here is to share stories of families as 

they go through the recruiting process and then follow up as their athlete 

is in college, to give you real life views. I asked Sean’s Dad Mike to share 

how being a college athlete has been a positive for his son, and then to 

reveal what they learned about recruiting from when they went through the 

process just a few years ago. 



for the Class of 2013, and more than 16,000     .~:i 

NCSA premium members are now competing 

at the college level, with an average 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

scholarship of $19,332 per year. Over the past 

decade NCSA has helped rnore than 50,000 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

student athletes reach their dreams of playing 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

at the next level. At NCSA all our student 

athletes are members for life and we try to 

keep up with them as much as possible, every 

week we will be recognizing one of our top 

performers. This week we are recognizing 

Ryan Brown- an offensive lineman for the NIU 

Huskies. 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar(a)unc.edu> 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subjec! 

From:      ~optonline.net 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: "Duca~c, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,paJladino@email.unc.edu 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

As the starting forward/center midfielder for the 

as fi~rther develop my skills and strength. 

I have attached my profile tbr your review. 

Below are tournaments flaat I will be attending: 

I am beginning my search for a college ruth a soccer program where I can make an impact, as well 

I hope you can watch me play at one of these events. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 10:54 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subje~" 
From ~hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Dear Coaci~ Dorrance, 

This is from the ECNL soccer team and i’m just writin~ to say hello 

and to iet you know I’li being playing in the ECNL Phoenix Tournament 15-:[7 November. I’m workin~ hard to make myself a competitive applicant both 

from and academic and athletic perspective. I’m a junior at this time so I know the clock is ticking. 

My tournament schedule and the link to my piayer profile are posted below if you or any of your staff are going to be at the tournament or are interested 

in iearning more about me. 

Sincerely, 

Player profile Link: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 10:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: University of Nort~ Carolina Women’s Soccer 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

From                       ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"PaJJadino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu~,"Ducar, Chris" ~ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach, 

Hi, my name is           and I am a junior at                            I am interested in playing in a big time soccer program, such as 
yours. The University of North Carolina has always been my number one dream school and in the past few years, I found a lot of tradition and 
success both on the field and in the classroom. I feel I can contribute to the team’s continued success starting in      I have been a starter each of 
my first two seasons on the varsity team with the                           soccer program. My primary position is Midfield, but I am more 
than adequate as a goalkeeper as well. We ended the past season with a record of 14-2-1. My personal goal has always been to play at a D1 
school with a strong soccer program. I have worked and trained hard both in the classroom and on the field to achieve that goal. Along with my 
athletics, I am a member of the National Honor Society and in the top 5% of my class. I’m a strong believer that it takes hard work on the field and 
in the classroom to be successful. Determination and pushing myself to be the best I can are two of the best qualities and work ethics I have. I 
would like the opportunity to talk to you further about attending a soccer camp and possibly playing at the University of North Carolina. It would be 
an honor to play for your team. 

Thank you for your time, 

P.S. Congratulations on yet again another successful season and I wish the best of luck to you in this year’s NCAA tournament. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 9:49 AM 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

0@rnsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; i ~aol.corn; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.corn); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: last one to leave turn the lights out! 

Tha~ks GaWN 

From: Gary Ireland [mailto ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, z:u2 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

~msn.com; Ducar, Chris;       .~aol.com; Jason Sisneros           ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J; ~ 
Subject-" Re: last one to leave turn the lights out! 
ha ha! yes, she is awesome and playing very well. saw your good result vs boston today- congrats..looks like youve got some real wind 
in your- sails:) 
Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.orq 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <0__n___s_’_o__E@__e_Ln__’_ajJ_&r_Lc__:#__d__u_.> 
To: Gary Ireland @yahoo.corn> 
Cc: ,~,msn.com" )@msn.com>; "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>; 

@.qmail.com>; "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 
Sent: Sunday                 1:49 PM 
Subject: RE: last one to leave turn the lights out[ 
Awesome (does       have anv eligibility left???)!!’. 
From: Gary Ireland [mailtc @yaheo.cond 
Sent: Friday, 11:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; carine ireland; bill palladino; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: last one to leave turn the lights out! 
hi anson bill and chris. 
dont iud~e me here because i ~vas imured 2 weeks and hadnt touched the bail :) 

,~,aN.com" . ~aN.com>; "Jason Sisneros ~,gmail.com)" 

the girl below        has unc top of her list-       and i are going to be working hard to get her headed your way). 
turned ] 4 yesterday- the kid has great grades and loves to play-       isnt too bad herself:) 
when we ended our third session at 8:40 pro, by 9:40 pm "was still there and i had to ask her leave which happens 3-4 times a 
year. 
when this happens we sign the kid right away! 
with us touching the ball. im a bit sore today but love it when the kids stay late- 
and yes, i need a haircut... 
best wishes 
gary 
carine is working hard wiN- 

Gary Ireland 
Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: www_pswmion.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 4, 2013 9:54 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

ILE: update 

Good luck with him! 
And never fl:_~ar, I lobbied For g years I:o g~-_d: rom Sermanni as our Won~en’s Ns;~:’] Coach ... Sunni is ~istenktg stud he is w~se, t tbkd< be w~H rnake the correct decision. 

f am sure it ~s percolating: "how do we get rea~ HRoff for ph~yer development in the US?". Obviously, t l:bkd~ ~t is Tom gyer. And please keep sending me stuff, t 
[:orward the stuff to h~m I th~nk he needs Lo see. 

F~m= Tom Byer [mail~:~m@tomsan.com] 
Sent~ Sunday, November 03, 2013 5:07 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: upda~ 

Got ifi 
O£Cours~ £ocus on th~ 
And in the mea~time hn headed ~ Shanghai via Hong 

Kong to&y to meet the Sports Maykefing Boss of Nike China. Unfo~nately, he’s an AustraJian who probably doestlt cm~ tnuch about Soccer but Rugby. And will 

obviously have no interes~ in discussing whafs happening in the U.SJ 

Yikes~ 

Good luck to both of ns~ ~ ’. 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Cm~up 

Sent l~m my iPhone 

On Nov 4, 2013, at 5:48 AM, "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <~__n_}£!!@_e_~r_a_i_l_=_uj!_c_:__e__d___u_.> wrote: 

Tom, 

] could not agree more .... let rne grind a biL Right now my real job is taking too rnuch time~ I see d~e fight at the end of the turmel 

thee soonH 

F~m~ Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent~ Friday, November 01, 2013 ll:21 AN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ ~d: update 

FYI.....I’ve tried my best to en~a~c the U.S.. Most don’t understand ~outh ~ev at eJthcr US Soccer or ~Jke.... 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

will have more 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Elsmore, Joe" <Joe.glsmore~;nike.com> 

Date: November 1,2013 at 11:15:43 PM GMT+8 
To: Tom Byer <tomff~)tomsan.com> 

Subject: RE: update 

Thanks for the note, 

I still believe it is key for you to get some Nike Traction in a Market where you have already been successful. 

I l:hmk y.:_~ur goal should be to convince Mh::hae~ that N~ke should m~ke a bus~ness investment m your prograrn. 

I have spoken to several people at US Soccer and s[ th~s t]rne [hey are not commi[tk~g to woddng w~[h a 3rd party to manage their 

Grassroots Programming. 

Good hick and ~et me know how it goes in CMna. 

Sincere~v, 

Joe ~]~smore 

Nike b~c. 

D~rec[or, N~ke Soccer Sports Marketing 

F~m= Tom Byer [mail~:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent= Thursday, October 31, 2013 4:51 PN 
Te= Elsmore, Joe 
Subject~ update 

Joe, 



Jus~t to let you know I’ll be iu Shanghai to meet with your Guys regarding China. Not sure where it’s all going but as you’ve stres~d it’s good 

to get suptx~rt l]com the guys here in Asia. I would imagine they will only be interested in di~ussing Chinese Football....Any updates on your 

side would be appreciated. 

Regazds, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: .t___o_____m___@_t__o_____m____s____a___n___.__c____o____m___ 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:/iwww.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 10:00 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Soccer Scholarship 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:58 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: Soccer Scholarship 
Dear SirlMadam, 
My name i~ I am writing to you to enquire about a possible soccer scholarship at your college. I have played soccer from a very young 
age, and I am extremely passionate and enthusiastic about continuing with my studies in your college, which has a fantastic reputation both for 
academia and sport. 

i would be very grateful if you could contact me regarding the possibility of gaining a scholarship place within your college. If you would like any 
further information from myself, the coaches I work with or the Director of the Sports Academy please do not hesitate to get in touch. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Yours Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:04 AM 

~gmail.com 

@msn.com; ,~)live.unc.edu:> 

@orm~gecouutync.gow"- 

Thmak you for all your support over the years!! 

Just a short note to thank you for all your support over the years. I know it is hard for you to get out these days so here is the match report on the BC game Sunday: 

Dunn’s Goal The Difference As Heels Blank Boston College 
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - Crystal Dunn’s goal on a header in the 40th minute lifted third-seeded North Carolina to a 1-0 victory over sixth-seeded Boston 
College Sunday afternoon in the Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament quarterfinals at Fetzer Field. 
Both teams had excellent offensive chances in the game but the goalkeepers for both teams ended with career highs for saves in a game to keep the game 
a low-scoring affair. In the end, UNC was able to convert the one chance that mattered to improve to 17-3 on the season. Boston College falls to 10-9-1 at 
the end of the regular season but the Eagles are expected to receive an at-large bid to the NCAA Tournament even with the loss. 
It was exactly three years to the day since the Tar Heels had won an ACC Tournament game. The victory propels Carolina into the ACC semifinals next 
Friday at 8 p.m. at WakeMed Soccer Park in Gary, N.C. The Tar Heels will meet second-seeded Florida State, which eliminated seventh-seeded Duke 2-0 
Sunday afternoon. Earlier in the year, the Seminoles defeated Carolina 1-0 in Tallahassee, Fla. 
Carolina, ranked fourth nationally, has won 20 of the previous 25 ACC Tournaments but had not won a game in tournament play since beating Virginia Tech 
4-2 in the ACC Tournament quarterfinals on November 3, 2010 in Gary. 
Carolina outshot the Eagles 21-8 on Sunday and had a 10-2 edge in corner kicks. BC goalkeeper Alex Johnson made a career-high 10 saves for the Eagles 
while Carolina goalkeeper Anna Sieloff matched her career high with five saves. She previously had five saves in a match versus Stanford on August 27, 
2010. 
Both goalkeepers needed to play well as the Tar Heels applied constant pressure on the BC goal and in their attacking third and the Eagles found their best 
chances on counterattacks and via set pieces. UNC was called for 15 fouls in the game and they led to several dangerous looks for the Eagles. 
But in the end the only play that mattered was Dunn’s 13th goal of the season. UNC earned a corner kick in the 40th minute and Alexa Newfield’s well- 
placed ball from the right side found the head of Megan Brigman at the far post. Brigman’s shot went off the cross bar but Dunn was unmarked just a yard 
away from the goal line and the 5-2 midfielder headed it just far enough over the line to break the plane before Johnson gobbled it up. The goal came at 
39:10 of the match. 
There were three other balls that found the back of the net in the opening period but Carolina was called offside on two chances and BC was called for a 
foul in the box on a potential own goal that would have tied the game in the closing minutes of the half. 
Amongst Johnson’s 10 saves was a kick save on a penalty kick try by Summer Green in the 18th minute after BC defender Lauren Bernard had taken down 
Katie Bowen in the penalty area. In the 33rd minute, Kealia Ohai had a shot knocked down by Johnson from close range and Dunn sent the rebound just 
wide right of the goal. Sieloff had a pair of saves in the first half on shots where BC defenders had gotten just enough space against UNC defenders to 
make the home fans at Fetzer Field nervous. 
Carolina came out on fire in the second half and almost put the game away in the first five minutes of the second frame. But Johnson continued to deny the 
Tar Heels, making a tremendous two-handed save on a shot by Green at 46:06, knocking the ball over the end line for a corner kick. She also had saves on 
shots by Dunn and Brooke EIby just a minute apart shortly thereafter. 
Both teams kept the pressure on each other’s defenses until the very end. BC’s best chance at the tying tally came at 84:49 when Sieloff had to stop a shot 
by Kate McCarthy set up by a free kick in the attacking third. That came shortly after Sieloff had made a diving save on a header by Hayley Dowd at the 
82:19 mark of the match. 
This game continued the trend of close fought games between the two teams. Although UNC has a 15-1 edge in the series (11-1 since BC joined the ACC), 
nine of the last 10 games between the two teams have been decided by a single goal, with Carolina prevailing in eight of those nine. Each of the last four 
games in the series have been decided by 1-0 margins in favor of the Tar Heels, including the regular-season meeting at Newton, Mass., three weeks ago 
today. 
Carolina improved to 59-2-4 in tournament play with the victory. 
All four top seeds advanced in ACC quarterfinal play on Sunday. The ACC semifinals, which will be televised on ESPN3 on Friday, will feature four of the top 
five teams in the nation in this week’s NSCAA coaches’ poll. 
FRIDAY’S ACC TOURNAMENT SEMIFINAL SCHEDULE 
WakeMed Soccer Park, Gary, N.C. 
No. 1 seed Virginia vs. No. 4 seed Virginia Tech, 5:30 p.m. 
No. 2 seed Florida State vs. No. 3 seed North Carolina, 8 p.m. 
National Rankings: 1. Virginia; 3~ Florida State; 4. North Carolina; 5. Virginia Tech 
ACC Tournament Quarterfinal Scores from Sunday 
Virginia 6, Maryland 1 
Florida State 2, Duke 0 
North Carolina 1, Boston College 0 
Virginia Tech 2, Notre Dame 1 (2OT) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 10:05 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Australian and State Team Rep’s playing in the San Diego Surf Cup 

From: Strive4¢ollege [mailto:mcollits=strive4college.com@mai164.us2.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Strive4¢ollege 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 8:00 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Australian and State Team Rep’s playing in the San Diego Surf Cup 

~ Foik>,~/on Twirl:el 

~i Image removed bysender. 

Matthew Collits 

"1 em ioe~,ting forward to 

meeting and talking to 

coaches about the squad 

a~so l:he~r ongoing recruH:iqg 

te help." 

San Diego Surf Cup: 
The Aussies are coming! 
U18 Girls o "P~lm Be~ch Australia’: Strive4Coftege is 

proud [o announce that we will have a presence a[ this 

years San Diego Surf Cup in November. We will be 

bringing out a squad consisting t7,16 and 15 year ald’s o 

all who have a strong desire to play college soccer, 

The squad consists primarily of s~’~te ~nd nadona,~ team 

~’ep~’ese~?~atNes who will be perfect for NCAA Division 1 

and 2 schoobs as wolf as NAIA schools A half page 

~esume and video links ca~ be found by clicking here: 

Palm Beach Australia Team Profile 

Also, some of the girls are specifi~Nly shown 

Be sure to con~ac~ rne abou~ any of the girls that you may 

be interested in and be sure to come and watcis our girls 

pby. Vbb wift play some realfy nice soccer which will 

surprise a tot of teams, 

Matthew CoIIits 

Tour Recruiting Coordinator 

~i Imageremo~ed bysender. Imag ....... d by 

sender 

Image removed by 

sender. 

National School 
Team Rep 

National School State Team 
Team Rep Rep 



player who atleady has 

~nte~es~ from to~ S 00 

NCAA D~v~s~o~ t 

You wtt be impressed. 

v=~£4~hYu Pu2 b6 U 

Ellie P~palexio~: A 

rnidfie]der q~afJty player 

who alre~dy has interest 

ou~" ~at~onat league 

teams She is a q~afty 

ptayer, 

v,~¢¢¢s.yo ~t u be .co mlwa tc h? 

Nyolw~i Devil~e: Right 

sided defense and 

midfieldel and ~ational 

tea m futsa~ 

rep~esentat~ve, Good 

skl~s a~sd fa~stastic v~s~on 

v=EzSR~K~Nc 

foiiow on [witter i friend on Facebook I foPs;ai-d to a friend 

M ~rfiy. ~’ISW 2095 

unsubscribe fi-om this lst== updste subsci-iption preferences 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 4, 2013 10:10 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Disney Showcase Registration hffonnation 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 20:~3 8:33 AM 
To; division-i-rnens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn; division-i-wornens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn; division-ii-wornens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn; 
division-ii-mens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn; division-iii-rnens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn; division-iii-wornens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.corn 
Subject; {Division I Wornens Soccer Coaches} Disney Showcase Registration Information 

Good morning Coaches. 

Following is infom~alion regarding the college coaches special offer for the Disney Showcase. 

All the best. 

Rob 

::.~.i image removed b/sender. 



i~i: irrlage removed bysender. 



Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of Americs 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, I<S 6610i i 913 362 17,17 x 1015 1913 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsir~ Oftic~: 920 674,1391 I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Are you ready for Soccer’s Biggest Party? 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~vw.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google (2houps "Division I ~Vomens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe l~om this group and stop receiving emaJls from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer- coaches+unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i/groups,google,com/gronpidivision-i-wonrens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit ht~ps://gwmps.google.cona/group~opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:10 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Thank you! Congratulalion on your ranking’. 

Sent: Monday, 8:35 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Thank you! Congratulation on your ranking! 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Today: : received your letter in the mail, where you describe in ve~ clear terms how the success of your team is achieved. The Tar Heels really have earned their 

place as first. ~ was ve~impres~d with the achievement~ but al~ ruth the strategic pla~ behind plashing soccer. Although mnkmgs don’t say eve~thing, they 

also do say something very important about the texan. 

With great appreciation      received your letter, and she continues to be very interested in joining your reran. 

So, picldng up your thrust, we rash yon and all on your tea~m to stay healthy and get productive! 

Wishing you all the best fio~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Monday, 10:36 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc, edu; 

( ~live.unc.edu); 
i ~aol.com); 
( ~live.unc.edu); 
( ~gmail.com); 
, ~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 
(nfava@uncaa.unc. edu); 
( ~live.unc.edu); 
~ @live.unc.edu>; 
1 ~live.unc.edu); 
1 ~live.unc.edu); 
1 ~live.unc.edu); 
1 ~live.unc.edu); 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~gmail. com; ~gmail. com); 
~live.unc.edu); nicole fava 

~live.unc.edu); 
@icloud.com) 
~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 
~live.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com); 
~yahoo.com); 

~live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com; 
@ymail.com; 
@gmail.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 
~live.unc.edu; 

~gmail.com; 
~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; 
~live.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu; 
~comcast.net; 

~email.unc.edu; 
~live.unc.edu; 

~yahoo.com; 

~rocketmail. com; 
~yahoo.com; 

.~email.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; 

~hotmail.com; 
@gmail.com; 

@live.unc.edu); 
~gmail.com 

GPS vs BC       AND the things we are going to work on Tuesday 

Team report vs BC (ACC Toum) 

~aol.com; 

pdf; Team Report CSV vs BC (ACC Toum).csv 

Ladies, 

This is excellent ... if the max velocities are up, it means we are playing the game at a sprint and this will continue to separate 

us from our opponents. Now, we need to continue to work on our finishing (under pressure), our final passing, and our 

decision making. Tuesday’s session to continue to improve this? A 4v4 tournament with our top eight attacking players as the 

captains (and drafters). The rules? Only the captain can score unless the captain assists a first time finish from a teammate. 

This is an incredible game for accountability, playmaking (using your teammates, vision, decision making) and competitive 

fire. 

The 8 captains? 

of the list (this is the production order). So gets last pick etc. 

The draft will be in reverse order 

Captains start thinking of where you want to draft .... 

and 16th and 17th pick or 8th and 9th and 24th pick etc? 

gets Ist pick of where she wants to draft. So does she want Ist 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Monday, 8:35 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; 
Subject: GPS vs BC 

Is attached ........... max velocities up... good numbers 



Catapult Sprint Team Report 

Date 

Session Details Match vs BC (ACC Tourney) 

Session 

Average 

1st Half vs BC (ACC Tourn.) 

Average 

2nd Half vs BC (ACC Tourn.) 

Average 

Start Time: 13:04:00 Duration: 1:56:00.7 

4.60 7.4 76.4 6.4% 0 0 826 0 8.5 0.112 0 0 

2.52 7.1 104.0 5.5% 0 0 441 0 11.3 0.109 0 0 

3.84 7.4 106.5 : 4.8% 0 2 598 0 : 10.3 0.097 0 : 0 

4.02 7.4 104.5 : 10.3% 0 5 653 2 : 10.5 0.101 0 : 0 

5.35 8.1 88.8 : 8.0% 0 0 705 0 : 7.3 0.082 0 : 0 

4.67 7.4 96.4 9.4% 0 0 814 0 10.4 0.108 0 0 

5.81 7.6 96.3 10.4% 0 i 1 928 0 9.6 0.099 0 0 

1.93 7.6 111.1 9.9% : 0 :: 0 357 : 1 12.8 0.115 0 0 

5.72 7.5 95.0 8.8% : 0 :: 1 894 : 0 9.2 0.097 0 0 

7.02 7.3 116.5 6.2% : 0 :: 0 1065 : 0 11.0 0.094 0 0 

6.33 6.9 105.1 5.6% 0 :: 0 1107 0 11.4 0.109 0 0 

4.71 7.4 100.0 7.8% 0.0 :: 0.8 763 0.3 10.2 0.102 0 0 

Start Time: 13:04:00 Duration: 51:00.9 

2.32 7.4 73.2 : 9.1% 0 0 425 0 : 8.3 0.114 0 : 0 

1.47 7.1 107.7 : 4.7% 0 0 241 0 : 11.0 0.102 0 : 0 

1.86 7.4 103.2 3.4% 0 2 279 0 9.6 0.093 0 0 

2.00 7.4 103.9 10.5% 0 2 333 1 10.7 0.103 0 0 

2.68 7.5 84.4 8.8% 0 0 349 0 6.8 0.081 0 0 

2.49 7.4 100.4 8.5% : 0 0 428 : 0 10.7 0.107 0 0 

3.13 7.2 98.9 10.9% : 0 0 510 : 0 10.0 0.101 0 0 

1.35 7.6 114.4 10.8% 0 0 252 1 13.3 0.116 0 0 

3.03 7.5 95.5 10.8% 0 0 482 0 9.5 0.099 0 0 

3.66 7.3 115.5 6.3% 0 0 559 0 11.0 0.095 0 0 

3.31 6.9 104.4 : 7.9% 0 0 583 0 : 11.4 0.110 0 : 0 

2.48 7.3 100.1 : 8.3% 0.0 0.4 404 0.2 : 10.2 0.102 0 : 0 

Start Time: 14:14:00 Duration: 46:00.9 

2.28 7.3 79.9 3.7% 0 0 401 0 8.7 0.109 0 0 

1.05 6.3 99.2 6.6% 0 0 199 0 11.7 0.118 0 0 

1.98 6.6 109.8 6.1% : 0 0 319 : 0 11.0 0.100 0 0 

2.02 7.2 105.1 10.2% : 0 3 320 : 1 10.3 0.098 0 0 

2.67 8.1 93.6 7.1% 0 0 355 0 7.7 0.083 0 0 

2.18 6.9 92.2 10.3% 0 0 385 0 10.1 0.110 0 0 

2.67 7.6 93.5 9.9% 0 , 1 417 0 9.1 0.097 0 0 

0.58 6.8 104.0 : 8.0% 0 i 0 105 0 : 11.7 0.113 0 : 0 

2.70 7.2 94.3 : 6.4% 0 i 1 411 0 : 9.0 0.095 0 : 0 

3.36 6.9 117.6 : 6.1% 0 i 0 505 0 : 11.0 0.094 0 : 0 

3.02 6.8 105.8 3.1% 0 :: 0 524 0 11.4 0.108 0 0 

2.23 7.1 99.5 7.0% 0.0 :: 0.5 358 0.1 10.2 0.102 0 0 

catapultsports.com 

Catapult Sprint 5.1.0 

Generated by ggg on 8:21:26 AM Page 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 4, 2013 10:45 AM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

ILS: this week 

I agree with gou~ I am thir~king of football sprints arid a 4v4 tournament. 

From: Gat:z, Gregory 
Sent-" Monday, November 04, 2013 9:16 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; this week 

Anson, 

Tom mentioned you guys were discussing doing fitness(cone shuttles) this week with the schedule changing, as we move into post season play...._for what it’s 

worth, here’s my professional opinion. 

I think we’re playing with good energy right now, right when we need it the most (post season),and I’ve heard nothing but positive remarks from you guys about 

how we look fit throughout the regular season. That being said, I don’t think we need to change our fitness menu because we have more time to recover and we 

need a "gut check". Just because we have an extra day, doesn’t necessarily mean we need to do more. This time of year I believe it’s about "sharpening the 

sword", fine tuning, and using the extra rest to re-charge from the rigors of the regular season in preparation for bigger and better things to come. The cone 

shuttles requires a ton of mechanical load on the athlete (acceleration followed by a quick deceleration, into another acceleration, in small spaces). I think you can 

appreciate "Player Load" from the GPS reports enough to know this fitness drill is very match-like in its movements and takes a bunch of energy to perform at the 

proper intensity~ We get plenty of stop and start work within practice (short side games) and the matches that I’m not sure we need to load this more during 

practice. Even though you have the extra day, is it worth the effort to "get through" a conditioning drill and start working on mental toughness or spent that energy 

sharpening little things that make the difference this time of year (tactical and technical mental toughness)? 

My suggestion would be to increase the’football "sprints based on recovery time, where they’ll get some fitness value, at the same time perform movements 

that transfer to the game (defense, finishing, and GK play) or, set up some time of straight acceleration runs, based on previous minutes play that is geared 

towards training "in" speed, not training it "out". I would be more than willing to meet with you guys and set the next 4 week plan together. 

Let me get off my soap-box. Sorry for the length. Please give me any thoughts and we can discuss more. 

Thanks, GG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 11:33 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: A keeper that’s a keeper 

From: Scott Mahnken [mailto:Scott.Mahnken@No-key.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~ 10:43 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: A keeper that’s a keeper 

Coach, 
14 wins in a row -finally playing some good competition. Winner of ESPN scholarship and 

Good keeper - G REAT competitor. 

Best regards, 

Scott Mahnken 
VP of Marketing 

Direct: 732-359-1113 

iPhone 

Fax: 732-359-1101 

Web: w~,w.b~o-ke~ 

i~i BIO-key Perfect Logo & Tag 2013 

on the math SAT. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 4, 2013 11:41 AM 

@gm~Jl.com> 

ILE: Thauk you for all your support over the yeaxs’. ! 

I keep forgetting how much we have been on TV or the computer these days!! Thanks for watching!! 
From:                          ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 11:33 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: Re: Thank you for all your support over the years!! 

Thank you so much! I really appreciate the game report. Formuately, I was able to see the game on ESPN3 ou-liue. A great game with some really outstaaading play by 

our women’. 

On Mon, Nov 4, 2013 at 10:04 AM, Dormnce, Albert A IV <ansou({~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Just a short note to thank you tbr all your support over "the years. I kuow it is haxd tbr you to get out these days so here is the match report on the BC game Sunday: 

Dunn’s Goal The Difference As Heels Blank Boston College 
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. - Crystal Dunn’s goal on a header in the 40th minute lifted third=seeded North Carolina to a 1=0 victory over sixth=seeded 
Boston College Sunday afternoon in the Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament quarterfinals at Fetzer Field. 
Both teams had excellent offensive chances in the game but the goalkeepers for both teams ended with career highs for saves in a game to keep 
the game a low-scoring affair. In the end, UNC was able to convert the one chance that mattered to improve to 17-3 on the season. Boston College 
falls to 10-9-1 at the end of the regular season but the Eagles are expected to receive an at-large bid to the NCAA Tournament even with the loss. 
It was exactly three years to the day since the Tar Heels had won an ACC Tournament game. The victory propels Carolina into the ACC semifinals 
next Friday at 8 p.m. at WakeMed Soccer Park in Cary, N.C. The Tar Heels will meet second-seeded Florida State, which eliminated seventh- 
seeded Duke 2-0 Sunday afternoon. Earlier in the year, the Seminoles defeated Carolina 1-0 in Tallahassee, Fla. 
Carolina, ranked fourth nationally, has won 20 of the previous 25 ACC Tournaments but had not won a game in tournament play since beating 
Virginia Tech 4-2 in the ACC Tournament quarterfinals on November 3, 2010 in Cary. 
Carolina outshot the Eagles 21-8 on Sunday and had a 10-2 edge in corner kicks. BC goalkeeper Alex Johnson made a career-high 10 saves for 
the Eagles while Carolina goalkeeper Anna Sieloff matched her career high with five saves. She previously had five saves in a match versus 
Stanford on August 27, 2010. 
Both goalkeepers needed to play well as the Tar Heels applied constant pressure on the BC goal and in their attacking third and the Eagles found 
their best chances on counterattacks and via set pieces. UNC was called for 15 fouls in the game and they led to several dangerous looks for the 
Eagles. 
But in the end the only play that mattered was Dunn’s 13th goal of the season. UNC earned a corner kick in the 40th minute and Alexa Newfield’s 
well-placed ball from the right side found the head of Megan Brigman at the far post. Brigman’s shot went off the cross bar but Dunn was unmarked 
just a yard away from the goal line and the 5-2 midfielder headed it just far enough over the line to break the plane before Johnson gobbled it up. 
The goal came at 39:10 of the match. 
There were three other balls that found the back of the net in the opening period but Carolina was called offside on two chances and BC was called 
for a foul in the box on a potential own goal that would have tied the game in the closing minutes of the half. 
Amongst Johnson’s 10 saves was a kick save on a penalty kick try by Summer Green in the 18th minute after BC defender Lauren Bernard had 
taken down Katie Bowen in the penalty area. In the 33rd minute, Kealia Ohai had a shot knocked down by Johnson from close range and Dunn 
sent the rebound just wide right of the goal. Sieloff had a pair of saves in the first half on shots where BC defenders had gotten just enough space 
against UNC defenders to make the home fans at Fetzer Field nervous. 
Carolina came out on fire in the second half and almost put the game away in the first five minutes of the second frame. But Johnson continued to 
deny the Tar Heels, making a tremendous two-handed save on a shot by Green at 46:06, knocking the ball over the end line for a corner kick. She 
also had saves on shots by Dunn and Brooke Elby just a minute apart shortly thereafter. 
Both teams kept the pressure on each other’s defenses until the very end. BC’s best chance at the tying tally came at 84:49 when Sieloff had to 
stop a shot by Kate McCarthy set up by a free kick in the attacking third. That came shortly after Sieloff had made a diving save on a header by 
Hayley Dowd at the 82:19 mark of the match. 
This game continued the trend of close fought games between the two teams. Although UNC has a 15-1 edge in the series (11-1 since BC joined 
the ACC), nine of the last 10 games between the two teams have been decided by a single goal, with Carolina prevailing in eight of those nine. 
Each of the last four games in the series have been decided by 1-0 margins in favor of the Tar Heels, including the regular-season meeting at 
Newton, Mass., three weeks ago today. 
Carolina improved to 59-2-4 in tournament play with the victory. 
All four top seeds advanced in ACC quarterfinal play on Sunday. The ACC semifinals, which will be televised on ESPN3 on Friday, will feature four 
of the top five teams in the nation in this week’s NSCAA coaches’ poll. 
FRIDAY’S ACC TOURNAMENT SEMIFINAL SCHEDULE 
WakeMed Soccer Park, Cary, N.C. 
No. 1 seed Virginia vs. No. 4 seed Virginia Tech, 5:30 p.m. 
No. 2 seed Florida State vs. No. 3 seed North Carolina, 8 p.m. 
National Rankings: 1. Virginia; 3. Florida State; 4. North Carolina; 5. Virginia Tech 
ACC Tournament Quarterfinal Scores from Sunday 
Virginia 6, Maryland 1 
Florida State 2, Duke 0 
North Carolina 1, Boston College 0 
Virginia Tech 2, Notre Dame 1 (2OT) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

4:51:36 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Indianapolis College Showcase 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday 11:49 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Indianapolis College Showcase 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Our Daughter, , is interested in attending North Carolina University with the hopes of playing soccer with 

your team. We would like to invite you to the Indianapolis College Showcase tournament this weekend, November 8- 

10 so you could watch Lexie play with 

The tournament will be played at Lawrence Soccer Complex at 5301 North Franklin Road. Indianapolis, IN 46226. 

Attached is soccer profile. 

We really hope you can attend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 1:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar(~a)unc.edu) 

l~W 

From: 

Sent: IVlondayl J.:32 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hello Coach Dorrance, 
Hope aJl is well! 

I have emailed you on other occasions but as a 

tbcu~d and be clear with my intentions. 

_~gmail.com] 

graduate, I know how fast time flies. Graduation roll be here before I l~ow it so it is important that I remain 

Coach Dorrance, I have two goals that I determined to accomplish and passionately s~riving towards. The firs"t is a career in law or engineering. The second is playing 

collegiate soccer with mad against the best players in the count~. UNC can help me achieve BOTH! 

This is what I can oiler yon in return. As a student athlete, I am intelligent, hardworking, lhst, physical, coachable, and m~ emerging leader. I a~n an honors student with 

a    ~SPA that roll graduate high school ayear early with 1 year ofcollege credit under my belt. As a player, you can put tne against the fastes~t forwa:rd and I roll mn 

her down. Put me shoulder to shoulder ruth the most physicg~ player and I roll remain unshg~cen with the ball at my feet. Nothing rattles me or ~nakes me lose my 

composure. I am that fftrong, consistent, athlete that continuaJly frustrates my opponents and can shut down the bes~t strikers. I never miss practice and I give 100% 

when I am on the field. That is who I am. 
I know you watch hundreds of players eyed~ year. It would be easy to miss the great player that lives outside the spotlight. Don’t let that to be me. What I do is not 

fancy. It does not need to be. It is just great soccer! Here aye two recent highlight videos that can give you a glimpse of who I am as a player. 

th I really hope you will have an optx~rtunity to attend the ECNI, Sanlbrd, Florida Showcase December 28 , 29th, and 30th. ttere is my schedule tbr that event. Please 

give me an opportunity to show you what I can bring to your team in 

Wishing you success in the ACC toumaanent~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 4, 2013 3:17 PM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

" " " )@msn.com 

RE: Father 

Come by and assemble every poster Shelly has, I wil[ sign them al[ and then drive them over some time to him. And thank you!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Cowie, Indi Armstrong 

Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 3:10 PM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 

Sutziect: Re: Father 

Yeaht No problem! 

On Nov 4, 2013, at 9:58 AM, "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emai[.unc.edu> wrote: 

Can you guys go on a mission of mercy ]2~r me and take some posters and stuff to this guy sometime? 

..... Origina[ Message ..... 

From: Lynn Hecht [mailto:Ithecht@orangecountgnc.gov] 

Sent: Monday, November 04, 2013 6:36 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subiect: RE: Father 

He lives at I have 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: S~mday, November 03, 2013 5:05 PM 

To: Lym~ Hecht 

Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Streett, Shelly 

Subject: RE: Father 

Lynn, we don’t have any shirts but we have some nice posters .... how- do we get them to him? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Lym~ Hecht [mailto:lthecht(~orangecountync.gov] 

Sent: Saturday, November 02, 2013 11:40 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Father 

; so could not go by the office raysel£ 

can do 

> 

> Lynn T. Hecht, MS, Special Projects Coordinator Orange County Department of Environment, Agriculture, Parks and Recreation 306A Revere Road /PO Box 8181 / Hillsborough NC 
272,8 / 919-245-~510 / http://orangec ountync gov/ 
> 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, November 4, 2013 7:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Shattuck-St Mmy’s FaJ1 Friendlies 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Shattuck- St Mary’s Fall Friendlies 

From: Joe DeMay <joe.demay@s-sm.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

[ ii~:~iI http://ssm scoutware.net/rnwso/cgi/51713357631 63313/irnageServegif ] 

This email contains pictures. To view. choose this iirOc .. 

Hi Anson, 

Our weekend of Fall Friendlies here at Shattack is t~st approaching so I wa~ted to "take a minute to 

remind you of the schedule as well as provide a registration link to confirm your attendance if you’re 

plax~ning to make yonr way to Fazibault. 

The weekend stmnts on Friday, November 15 with our Shattuck U- 17 and U- 18 teams taking on the 

Iowa Rush U- 17 and U- 18 teams, both of which recently won the Iowa State Cup. Those games 

kick off at 7:30 and 9:15 respectively. 

Saturday is a day full of games including both of our Shatmck teams &s well as other clubs who have 
all performed well at the State Cup and MRL Premier levels this fall. For the full schedule click hem 
ht~:/"ssm mccer.o~z,’ssm- o~s- soccer- ~all-fiieud~ies/ 

If you plan to attend any or all of the event we ask that you register with us here 

http:,?’ssmsoccer.org/colle~e-coach- registration/. If you would like to keep a low profile tbr the event 

and avoid being inundated with recruit e-mails we can keep your school’s attendm~ce confidential or 

we cm~ pablish it so potential recruits know yoffll be in attendance. Just let me ki~ow which you 

prefer and we’ll be happy to accommodate you. 

We hope that ? ou re able to fit this weekend of gamins into your schedale, however if ? ou m not we 

will have video of our games available on onr YouTube channel with links to them provided upon 

request. 

If you’re interested in coming in a day or two early to observe our team training and goalkeeper 

training sessions just let me know a~d we can help make the necessary arrangements. 

We look tbrwa~-d to seeing you in Faribault soon! 

¯ Joe DeMay 
U16 Girls Head Coach 
Shattuck-St. Mau’s School] Soccer Center of Excellence 
1000 Shumway Ave. i Faribault, MN 55021 i ioe.dema,/@s-sm.ora 

(Cell) i 507-333-1747 (Office) I 507-333-1727 (Fax) I JCD372 (SKYPE) 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT US VISIT 

x~v.s-sin.ore i x~vw.ssmspo~s.org ]Take a Vh~ua[ Tom -~f Shat~ck-St~ Mac~"s Sch 

INTERESTED IN OUR RESIDENTIAL SOCCER CENTER OF EXCELLENCE? CLICK I~RE TO SUBMIT A SOCCER QUESTIONNAIRE 

This email was sent to you by Shattuck-St. MaiN’s, Soccer If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this [ijZl~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 2:22 PM 

Pyecha, Missy <mwecha~admissions.unc.edtr; 

l~g: Admissions - Recom~nendations 

IV]issy, 

I am so sorry they are moving you away from us. Every one of us trusts you (like this quick follow up to my call} but you should be moving up ~n the organization 

and so you i~re~[~ 

Thank you for your d~Hgence and your res~)ed for even ~:he smalk~st requesL You are 

F~= Pyecha, Missy 
5e~t= Tuesday, November 05, 2013 10:~l AM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
8~ject~ Admissions - Recommendations 

Hi Anson. Sorry I missed your call yesterday. I just made note of the two students you recommend for admissions. I will ask that Barbara!Steve review their 

applications before the decisions are released. If I can help with anything else, please let me know. 

Missy Pyecha 

Assistant to the Direder d Undergraduate Admissions 

University d No~Sh Carolina at Chapel H~II 

Camp{~s Box 2200, Jackson Hall 

Chapel Hiil. NC 27599 

(919) 962-5292 

~ 
2-9149 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 5:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Soccer Elite College Showcase - Mike Rose, Memphis Feb 7th-9th 2014 

From: Michael Knowles [mailto: @icloud.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 1:36 PM 
Subject: Soccer Elite College Showcase - Mike Rose, Memphis Feb 7th-gth 2014 

Goaches, 
I was hoping you would be able to sign up for our college showcase we have coming up in February. 
It will be the 7th-gth of Feb and will be held at Mike Rose. 

We already have clubs committed from MO, MI, FL, TN, AL, AR, MS, KY, IL, LA, OK, GA, TXN. 
Please click the links to sign up. 
~h~p~2~//~e~v~e~q~t~s~;g9~t~s~p~;~c~9~m~/~e~v~e~q~t~s~/~c~[!~e~g~e~c~a~c~h~!~n~f~;~a~s~px? Eventl D=33871 

http:i/events.gotsport.com/events/collecjecoachlogin.aspx?Eventl D=33871 
Thanks 
Mike Knowles 
Tournament Director 
Collierville Soccer Association 
LOBOS RUSH SOCCER 
Office 901-854-8724 
Cell 
www.oolsoc.com 
Sign up for CSA NewsLink HERE 

Mike Knowles 
Director of Coaching 
Collierville Soccer Association 
LOBOS RUSH SOCCER 
Office 901-854-8724 
Cell 
www.oolsoc.com 
Sign up for CSA NewsLink _H____E_____R___E__ 
Mike Knowles 
Director of Coaching 
Collierville Soccer Association 
LOBOS RUSH SOCCER 
Office 901-854-8724 
Cell 
www.colsoo.oom 
Sign up for CSA NewsLink HERE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 5:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: You are invited to the Desert Cup, one of the most anticipated showcases for 2014 

From: Michael Rocca, Rated Sports [mailto:mikerocca@ratedsports.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 3:15 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; You are invited to the Desert Cup, one of the most anticipated showcases for 2014 

Dear Coach, 

I am very excited to extend this invitation to you and your program to join our 
championship series for one of our college I.D. events which will run across the country 
in 2014. USSSA College ID Championship Series is a unique approach for both coaches 
and players with regards to recruiting. 
The Desert Cup Showcase will be organized by our newly formed partner Rated Sports 
who runs Canada’s largest college showcase event; The Umbro Cup Showcase event in 
Toronto. To find out more about this great event, please go towww.PhoenixCup.com 
All our tournaments run in conjunction with an educational training camp prior to the 
event; our camp features technical, tactical evaluations from current DI, II and NAIA 
coaches who work with the players in attendance. After the camp all players received a 
review of their weekend and this is attached in their profiles, so you can see a review 
by a trusted colleague. 
USSSA is a member of US Soccer and runs programs for all levels of players. Our 
Championship Series is designed to connect coaches to players through our layout as 
well as our own player profile system. 

Come to Phoenix this Hatch 28-30, 2014 to view teams from Canada and across 
the United States at the Reach 11 Soccer Complex 
As the tournament approaches you will be able to have access to all the reviews of 
players who attended our ID Camp by visiting;www.championshipseries.org and log in on 
the home page under Coach. 
To RSVP for the Desert Cup Showcase event on March 28 - 30, 2014, please register 
your attendance at http://events.gotsport.com/events/collegecoachlogin.aspx? 
EventID=34602 
Sincerely, 
USSSA Soccer and Rated Sports 

rem c~J by 
sendor 

Forward this small 

This email was sent 1o anson@emaiLunc.edu by mikerocca@ratedsports.com 

instant rernovai’~x, ith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 
USSSA Championship Series P,O. BOX 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 6:47 PM 

@aol .corn> 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

RE: Hawaii College Id Camp 

I will copy ,Jason on this and he will follow up~ 

From:                             ~aol.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 05, 2012 5:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Hawaii College Td Camp 

Aloha Anson, 
Could you please fonNard my contact into to Coach Jason. 

¯ My Cell number is 

¯ Email: )aol.com. 

~, Dates for the camp is Feb 28th and Mamh 1st and 2nd. Most coaches comes in on the 27th and leaves red eye or the day after. 

Thanks 

Hawaii Surf Soccer Club 
Hawaii College ID Camp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 6:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Legends FC: Upcoming Events & Schedules 

From: Legends F¢ Staff [mailto:josh@legendsfc.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Legends FC Staff 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 6:0:t PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Legends F¢: Upcoming Events & Schedules 

Dear Dorrance Anson, 

I hope this e-mail finds you doing well. I wanted to get you guys up 
to date on some events where you will be able to see our players 
compete against good competition for your evaluating purposes. We 
have 3 upcoming events listed below with a full schedule of Legends 
FC teams. As always, if you need more information about the event, 
our team, or any players in our program please feel free to contact 
me directly. Good luck to you as you finish your season!!! 

Sincerely, 

Josh Hodges 

Director of Coaching 

(626) 347-2554 

@gmail.com 

California Regional League - November 9 - 11, 2013 ~1 

image removed by sender 

California Regional League (Formerly Far VVest Regional League) 

is hosting a November Showcase with all of the Cal South Participants 
and No,them California Teams Ntending as well, The event will be held 
in San Diego at the Poio Fields (Surf Cup Fields) on November 9 - 11~ 
2013~ For mote information on the Caiifemia Regional League: 

Here is a complete schedule of Legends FC matches for the California 
Regiona~ League weekend: 

Legends FC Game Schedule 



Image 

removed by 

sender 

removed by 

sen~Jer 

"]’his email was sent to anson@uncaaiunc,ed[i by [~o~#£dsfcdo£~’~#£Lcom :: 
]ns~ant removal with SafeUrlsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 
Legends Football Club :: 98[ W. Arrow Highway #39:[ :: San Dimas :: CA 9:[773 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 6:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Legends FC: Upcoming Events & Schedules 

From: Legends F¢ Staff [mailto:josh@legendsfc.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Legends FC Staff 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 6:0:t PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Legends F¢: Upcoming Events & Schedules 

Greetings! 

I hope this e-mail finds you doing well. I wanted to get you guys up 
to date on some events where you will be able to see our players 
compete against good competition for your evaluating purposes. We 
have 3 upcoming events listed below with a full schedule of Legends 
FC teams. As always, if you need more information about the event, 
our team, or any players in our program please feel free to contact 
me directly. Good luck to you as you finish your season!!! 

Sincerely, 

Josh Hodges 

Director of Coaching 

(626) 347-2554 

~gmail.com 

California Regional League - November 9 - 11, 2013 ~1 

image removed by sender 

California Regional League (Formerly Far VVest Regional League) 

is hosting a November Showcase with all of the Cal South Participants 
and No,them California Teams Ntending as well, The event will be held 
in San Diego at the Poio Fields (Surf Cup Fields) on November 9 - 11~ 
2013~ For mote information on the Caiifemia Regional League: 

Here is a complete schedule of Legends FC matches for the California 
Regiona~ League weekend: 

Legends FC Game Schedule 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 7:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Hawaii College Id Ca~p 

From: ........ :@aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 20:t} 7:08 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: Hawaii College Id Camp 
Thank you. Are you going to be in San Diego November for College Surf Cup ? 
Thanks 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: ...... ::@aol.com> 
Cc: Jason Sisneros ..... 
Sent: Tue, Nov 5, 2013 1:46 pm 
Subject: RE: Hawaii College Id Camp 

@gmail.com> 

I will copy Jason on this and he will follow up. 

From: .......................................... @#__o__[=_c___o__r_[_~] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 5:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hawaii College Id Camp 

Aloha Anson, 
Could you please forward my contact into to Coach Jason. 

¯ My Cell number is 

¯ Email: " "" ~aol.com. 

Dates for the camp is Feb 28th and March 1st and 2nd. Most coaches comes in on the 27th and leaves red eye or the day after. 

Thanks 

Hawaii Surf Soccer Club 
Hawaii College ID Camp 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 5, 2013 7:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: 6th Am~u~J Southeast College Showcase Gifts 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 2013 7:10 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; 6th Annual Southeast College Showcase Girls 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

Image 
removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 9:33 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Invitation from Steve Sampson re: A~mual GSI Showcase Janua~ 11, 2014 

From: Steve Sampson [              _ @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 05, 20137:~6 PM 

To; lesleg@u.washington.edu; Garrett Smith; Nell McGuire; pratclif@stanford.edu; jamillinder@usfca.edu; Kai J Edwards; Jerry Smith; Ali Khosroshahin; Trevor Mutch; 
tward@pepperdine.edu; mmyers@lmu.edu; keith.a.west@csun.edu; mfriesen@mail.sdsu.edu; haddang@sandiego.edu; rwaldrum@nd.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, 
Albert A IV; Rich Manning; Alex G. Crozier; Paul Stumpf; Linus Rhode; kmertz@uoregon.edu; jcs@princeton.edu; acromwell@athletics.ucla.edu; Louise Lieberman; 
keidane.mcalpine@wsu.edu 

Subject; Invitation from Steve Sampson re: Annual GSI Showcase January 11, 2014 

DeaF Coach, 
I hope you are doing well as you finish up your regular season. As you probably know I have been running a college showcase for the past 5 years which has been very well 
received by college coaches and players alike. We will be running the girls showcase on January 11,2014 in Oxnard, California at the same location as the Dallas Cowboys 
preseason training camp. 
Last year we attracted over 135 top players from all over the western United States and as far away as Illinois. This year will most likely sell out early (165 players) with most 
of our players coming from ECNL teams. 
I am inviting you (before I ask other coaches to be involved) to be a guest clinician for the showcase. Clinicians will have the ability to train the players and be hands-on in a 
clinic format. And, per CIF high school requirements in southern California we cannot play any 11 a side matches with referees. Therefore, the sessions will be comprised of 
technical assessment, attacking principles, defending principles and specific gk evaluation. 
If you agree to be a clinician you will be asked to do 2 or 3 (1-hour sessions) out of a total of 4 for the day. I will pay you $599 for the day (599 since at 600 I have to file a 
1099), provide a continental breakfast, a full lunch and a hotel room the night before the showcase if you request it. Coaches who bring their assistants will be roomed with 
their assistant/s. Otherwise, coaches requesting a hotel room will be doubled up with another college coach but no more that two to a room. If you have a specific request to 
room with someone just let me know. The hotel is literally adjacent to the training fields and is only a short walk. 
The showcase begins at 9am on Saturday and ends at 4pro that same day. 
This showcase and its format is permissible per the guidelines of the NCAA. 
~f you are interested in being a clinician 1 will need to know your commitment no ~ater than November tSth by emai~ing me at            .~,qmail.com or 
texting me at           with your confirmation, 
Once you commit to being a clinician we will advertise your attendance to every club in the western United States and further. You can use this showcase to encourage 
players to attend so you can evaluate them in a very intimate training environment. Additionally, all attending coaches will receive all the player contact information so that you 
can contact them for recruiting purposes or for your camps. If you would prefer to attend the showcase and not be a clinician you will still receive breakfast and lunch on the 
12th and a hotel room on the 11 th if you request it. You will not receive, of course the clinician fee if you just attend to evaluate the players. 
If you would like more information you can view our website at: 
http:llpdcamps.comlcampslgsi-showcase-clinic 

If you have any questions please don’t hesitate to contact me via email, text or phone. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 

Steve Sampson 

cell 

www,GsiAcademv,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 10:01 AM 

Mark Washo FSE-PMI College <mwasho@fi’eedomsande.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Good luck in the selection show- NWSL NC expression update 

Mark, 

This is excellent and I knew it would be with the three federations with their skin in the game, I wish I could be of greater service by directing investors to you and 

this wonderful project~ This does not mean 1 will not support you in any way I cam We would love for professional women’s soccer to return to the area~! 

Good lucM~ 

F~m= Nark Washo FSE-PNI College [mailto:mwasho@freedomsande.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 06, 2013 12:43 AH 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= ~ood luck in the selection show- NWSL NC expansion upda~ 

Anson 

I hope all is going well, it was nice seeing you at the MD Soccer Plex way back earlier this Spring. Good luck in the upcoming selection show processl I wanted to 

outreach to you to give you a brief update on our efforts to bring an NWSL expansion team to the CaryiRaleigh market. We’ve made some progress, but not 

dramatic progress. 

I’ve partnered with                             , and he is trying to help me mobilize local market support as well as pull together an investor group (the most 

important piece clearly). We’ve pulled together this brief expansion overview document, and included an expansion timeline. The NWSWUS Soccer has decided 

that they won’t expand until 20~5, but are going to review and accept bids in March!April of 2014 from interested ownership groups and markets. 

Please review the attached expansion overview, and let me know your thoughts. Please also let me know if you have any local business owners or other 

g~rls/women’s soccer advocates that you suggest we outreach to. Did you partidpate in the Mia Harem charity golf outing a month or so back by the way>??? We 

already outreached to the Wasserman group as we know they were involved. 

Thank you in advance for the consideration, support and potential referrals overall. I hope all else is well with you, good luck in the tourney once again! 

Sincerely, 

Mark Washo 

Freedom Sports and Entertainment (FSE)/PMI College 

Discovery Spots Center 

18031 Central Park Circle 

Boyds MD 20841 

(201) 669-901~ www.freedomsande.com 

Twi~er: @breakintospo~s 

] CD~4FA.0D~D] F 
0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 10:02 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmma@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Good luck in the selection show- NWSL NC expansion update 

North Carolina 2015 Expansion Overview NWSL.docx 

From: Mark Washo FSE-PMI College [mailto:mwasho@freedomsande.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, November 06, 2013 :t2:43 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Good luck in the selection show- NWSL NC expansion update 

Anson 

I hope all is going well, it was nice seeing you at the MD Soccer Plex way back earlier this Spring. Good luck in the upcoming selection show process! I wanted to 

outreach to you to give you a brief update on our efforts to bring an NWSL expansion team to the Cary/Raleigh market. We’ve made some progress, but not 

dramatic progress. 

l’ve partnered with                              and he is trying to help me mobilize local market support as well as pull together an investor group (the most 

important piece clearly). We’ve pulled together this brief expansion overview document, and included an expansion timeline. The NWSL!US Soccer has decided 

that they won’t expand until 2015, but are going to review and accept bids in March/April of 2014 from interested ownership groups and markets. 

Please review the attached expansion overview, and let me know your thoughts. Please also let me know if you have any local business owners or other 

girls/women’s soccer advocates that you suggest we outreach to. Did you participate in the Mia Harem charity golf outing a month or so back by the way>??? We 

already outreached to the Wasserman group as we know they were involved. 

Thank you in advance for the consideration, support and potential referrals overall. I hope all else is well with you, good luck in the tourney once again! 

Sincerely, 

Mlark Washo 

Freedom Sports and Entertainment (FSE)/PMI College 

Discovery Sports Center 

3.8033. Central Park Circle 

Boyds IVlD 20841 

(203.} 669-903.3, www.~reedomsande.com 

Twitter: @breakintosports 

::~:: Freedom S and 

" E Logo cid:image002.jpg@0 
lCDE4FA.0DEFD1F 
0 
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20"15 RALEIGH NORTH CAROLINA 

EXPANSION OVERVIEW 

Draft overview as of 9.18.13 

Prepared by Freedom Sports and Entertainment/PMI College 

Mark Washo- Founding Partner 

Discovery Sports Complex 

18031 Central Park Circle 

Boyds, MD 20841 

mwasho@ freedomsande.com (201) 669-9013 

***Confidential and Proprietary Expansion Information *** 
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NWSL BACKGROUND 

National Women’s Soccer League (NWSL) - The premier women’s soccer league in the 

world and the global standard by which women’s professional sports is measured. U.S. 

Soccer will subsidize the salaries of up to 24 U.S. Women’s National Team players while 

the Canadian Soccer Association and Federation of Mexican Football will each do the 

same for up to 16 players, 

8 TEAM NATIONAL LEAGUE 

United States Soccer Federation (U.S. Soccer) -The official governing body of the sport 

of soccer in the United States and will play a major role in organizing and administrating 

the NWSL to ensure a business model with a focus on sustainability. US Soccer owns 

55% of the NWSL- current 8 team owners remaining 45% 
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NWSL LEAGUE CONTINUED 

¯ Twenty-two (88)-game Season from April through August 

¯ Average 20:~3 attendance 3500 per game 

National Broadcast partnership with Fox Sports to broadcast 9 NWSL games starting in 

July 

o All home games broadcast online - over 3,000 viewers per game 

NWSL DEBUTS SUNDAY ON FOX SOCCER- League TV Partnership 

Seattle Reign FC Host the Washington Spirit at 8:30 p.m. ET at Starfire Stadium 

CHICAGO (July 8, 2013) - The National Women’s Soccer League (NWSL) will kick off 

its first national television game on FOX Soccer as Seattle Reign FC host the 

Washington Spirit on Sunday, July 14 at 8:30 p.m. ET at the Moda Health Pitch at 

Starfire Stadium in Tukwila, Wash. 

After suffering through a nine-game losing streak, the Reign are unbeaten in their 

last four matches. Seattle has posted a 2-0-2 record since U.S. Women’s National 

Team midfielder Megan Rapinoe joined the team on June 23 after completing her 

European season with Olympique Lyonnais in France. 

Goalkeeper and fellow U.S. international Hope Solo has stopped 39 of 45 shots in six 

games for the Reign since she made her NWSL debut June 9 after returning from 

rehabilitation following wrist surgery. 

The Spirit are in search of their first win under new head coach Mark Parsons, 
Canada international Diana Matheson leads Washington with a team-best five goals 

and two assists on the season as the Spirit look to snap a run of seven games 

without a victory. 

The two teams square-off again in a rematch on August i0 at the Maryland 

SoccerPlex, also live on FOX Soccer, with a kickoff at 7 p.m. ET. 

FOX Sports Media Group will offer exclusive live coverage of nine matches, featuring 

six regular-season matches and all three playoff matches, which include the two 

semifinal games on August 24 and the championship game on August 31. FOX Soccer 

will televise one game per week over the final six weeks of the season with each club 

appearing at least once on national television leading up to the NWSL Playoffs. 
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Team-By-Team National Team Allocations (USA/Mexico/Canada) 

Boston Breakers Chicago Red Stars 

Sydney Leroux (USA) 

Heather Mitts (USA) 
Heather O’Reilly (USA) 

Adriana Leon (CAN) 
Rhian Wilkinson (CAN) 
Anisa Guajardo (MEX) 

Cecilia Santiago (MEX) 

Shannon Boxx (USA) 
Amy LePeilbet (USA) 

Keelin Winters (USA) 
Erin McLeod (CAN) 

Carmelina Moscato (CAN) 
Maribel Dominguez (MEX) 

Dinora Garza (MEX) 

FC Kansas City 

Nicole Barnhart (USA) 
Lauren Cheney (USA) 

Becky Sauerbrunn (USA) 

Desiree Scott (CAN) 

Lauren Sesselmann (CAN) 
Renae Cue~lar (MEX) 
Marylin Diaz (MEX) 

Portland Thorns FC 

Rachel Buehler (USA) 
Tobin Heath (USA) 
Alex Morgan (USA) 

Luz Saucedo (MEX) 

Marlene Sandoval (MEX) 
Karina LeBlanc (CAN) 

Christine Sinclair (CAN) 

Seattle Reign FC 

Megan Rapinoe (USA) 
Amy Rodriguez (USA) 

Hope Solo (USA) 

Kaylyn Kyle (CAN) 

Emily Zurrer (CAN) 
Jenny Ruiz (MEX) 

Teresa Noyola (MEX) 

Sky Blue FC 

Jill Loyden (USA) 

Kelley O’Hara (USA) 

Christie Rampone (USA) 
Sophie Schmidt (CAN) 

Melanie Booth (CAN) 
Monica Ocampo (MEX) 
Lydia Rangel (MEX) 

Washington Spirit 

Ashlyn Harris (USA) 
Ali Krieger (USA) 

Lori Lindsey (USA) 
Robin Gayle (CAN) 

Diana Matheson (CAN) 

Western New York Flash 

Carli Lloyd (USA) 
Abby Wambach (USA) 

Bryanna McCarthy (CAN) 

]odi-Ann Robinson (CAN) 

Veronica Perez (MEX) 
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Alina Garciamendez (MEX) 
Teresa Worbis (MEX) 

Pamela Tajonar (MEX) 

TOP UNE TEAM EXPENSE PROJECTIONS 

Players and coaches*- $550,000 

Staff (including commissions)- ~300,000 

Team Operations (including workman’s compensation and travel): $250,000 

Stadium and game Operations: ~;200,000 

Marketing/PR/CR: ~25,000 

Totals: ~1,375,000 

NWSL teams do NOT pay salaries o/US National Team, Mexican National Team or 

Canadian National Team players on each roster- salaries paid for by each respective 

federation! 

TOP LINE TEAM REVENUE PROJECTIONS 

Tickets Tickets Total    Revenue 

600 240 $144000 

400 75 $30000 

300 180 $54000 

100 550 $55000 

$283000 

Season VIP 

Season Youth 

Season GA 

Field side 

Vouchers 

Single game 2500 20 $50,000 

Ssso, ooo 

Total/Game 3900 $833,000 

Sponsorships 

League 

Local 

SlOO, OOO 

S2so,ooo 

Youth Academy 

Camps 

$100,000 Net 

$50000 Net 

$1,333,000 
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TEAM OWNERSHIP REQUIREMENTS AS STATED BY US SOCCER 

Thank you for your interest in being a part of a women’s professional league. In order to try to 

achieve the objective of creating a viable and sustainable league, all prospective 

teams/ownership groups are subject to vetting based, in part, on the criteria outlined below. In 

addition, all prospective teams/ownership groups must sign the waiver below in order to be 

considered for participation in the league. 

I. Vettinl~ Process 

A. Financial. 

Team/ownership groups will work directly with the independent audit firm of BDO Consulting 

("BDO") in order to demonstrate the financial capacity to operate a team for a minimum of 

three years. As part of the process of demonstrating financial capacity, each prospective 

team/ownership group must provide a detailed financial history and verifiable individual 

financial net worth statements for each member of its ownership group with at least a five 

percent (5%)interest. 

In addition, each prospective team/ownership group must have and designate one principal 

owner with a minimum of a 3S% controlling interest who has the authority to bind the team. 

Such principal owner must have an individual net worth of at least fifteen million US dollars 
(USS:15,000,000) exclusive of the value of his/her interest in the league or team. 

Some of the information required to be disclosed to BDO includes sources of income, assets, 

and liabilities, as requested and described by BDO. Each prospective team/ownership group 

member will be required to provide a signed release authorizing the retrieval of his or her credit 

history, as well as providing authorization for the release of any financial information as set 

forth above. 

BDO may have its own confidentiality guidelines, which would be provided as part of their 

financial audit, but U.S. Soccer and the Professional League Task Force will maintain the 

confidentiality of any financial information received and only share such information within U.S. 

Soccer on a need-to-know basis. 
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B. Operational. 

By March 15, 2014, please provide the following to the Professional League Task Force: 

vi. 

vii. 

Detailed operations budget for team 

Detailed operating plans for team 

Detailed marketing plans for team 

Description of team/front office infrastructure 

Details regarding team’s stadium (including general financial terms for use, 

dimensions and seating capacity) and any improvements planned for the 

stadium over the next 12 to 24 months 

Details regarding team employees/plans to fill positions including general 

manager, PR, ticketing, finance, coaches, and trainers 

Details regarding team’s medical plan, including the name and title of each 

team’s medical personnel, their clinic affiliations (if any) and their licenses and 

accreditations 

II. Waiver. 

In consideration for the opportunity to be considered for participation in a women’s 

professional league, I covenant with the U.S. Soccer Federation, Inc. ("USSF") that I will not sue 

or bring any legal action, claim or proceedings against USSF, or any of the employees, officers, 

representatives, agents or directors of USSF (collectively, "Releasees") for or on account of any 

decisions, results or outcomes in connection with the league vetting process or the 

team/ownership group selection process. 

I further agree that in case of any legal action, claim or proceedings against any of the 

Releasees brought by me or on my behalf, I will be personally responsible to, and agree to 

repay to, USSF and/or the Releasees, and hold each of them harmless against any amounts 

spent in defense of any such action and amounts recovered in connection with any such action 

and all related costs incurred. 
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2025 E×PANS~ON T~MEUNE AND E×PANS~ON FEE 

January -February 2014: new market ownership groups submit expansion proposal 

and minimum requirements 

Late February-early March 2014: expansion committee reviews bids from each 

market, vets each prospective ownership group 

March 2014: top markets invited for in person meetings 

April-June: new 2015 expansion teams awarded based on expansion committee and 

team owner vote, approval by US Soccer 

Expansion fee: there has been no specific minimum fee requirement; however other 

markets are expected to offer an expansion fee of $250,000 to $500,000 depending 

on the market, strength of ownership group and strength of bid. 

o Expansion fee updated as of November 2013:$500,000 

THANK YO U! 
Raleigh North Carolina, AN EXCEPTIONAL NWSO Expansion 

Market! 

For more information please contact Mark Washo 

mwasho@freedomsande.com (201) 669-9013 or Hill Carrow at 
Sport Properties h carrow@sportsproperties.com Cary, North 

Carolina 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 10:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

From: profiles@csaprepstar.com [mailto:profiles@csaprepstar.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 05, 2013 8:01 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject; CSA-PREPSTAR Verified Player Profiles 

iNiilmage 

removed 

bysender. Christina Arce a Center Fullback in San Gabriel, CA 

removed by 

sender. 

removed 

bysender 

Monik Velasco a Center Midfielder in Lake Elsinore, CA 

~omi~at~ foot Right S8i~8 ~efe.~8~ 

sender. 

removed 

Wserldel. 

removed by 

sender. 



removed 

by sender. I 

removed by 

sender. 

[] 

~moved 
bysender. 

removed by 

sender¯ 

removed 

bysender 

Karlee Neer a Left/Outside Back in Tonance, CA 

i~iilmage      
1 

removed by 

sender. 

U 

[ i~:i Ima~ ........ d by sender¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 11:50 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

l~g: thought of you when i read this... 

I love it!! 

Frem: Ducat, Chris 
Seat: Wednesday, November 06, 20:[3 :[0:4-3 AM 

Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" thought of you when i read this... 

http:t’[www:slate.comiarticles/artsibookst’20:I2i:l:[t’kurt vonnegut term pa£er assignment from the !owa writers workshop.htm! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 11:57 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: College All-America No~ninations Are Now Open 

Can you iump on this for us!! 

From: NSCAA [mailto:info@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 11:17 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: College All-America Nominations Are Now Open 

Nominations for the 2013 NSCAA/Continental Tire College All-America program at the 
intercollegiate level are now open. Men’s and women’s coaches at the NCAA Division I, II and 
III levels, as well as coaches at the NAIA and Junior College levels who are members of the 
NSCAA College Services program, may nominate their players only after completion of their 
final regular season game. Nominations close Thursday, Nov. 14 at midnight (CT). 

Questions and concerns regarding nominations, subsequent voting or other details related to 
the College All-America program should be directed to the Regional Chairperson in your 
college division. Click here for a list of the 2013 College All-America Committees. 

You must have your valid 2013 College Services member identification number to Iogin and 
nominate. To begin, Iogin to "myNSCAA College Services." Enter your user ID. The 
password is the same number. There is a link to click if you do not know your number. It will 
be forwarded by return email. 

Once in the system, you will be asked to check and verify your 2013 regular season 
schedule and scores. No preseason or postseason game should be included. The next step 
is to nominate any of your players that you believe warrant recognition for All-Region or All- 
America recognition for 2013. You may not nominate any players until all of your regular 
season games are completed. Players must be entered in rank order according to their 
coach’s evaluation. A maximum of five players may be nominated but only those deserving of 
recognition at the regional and national level should be entered. 

Once all names and required information are entered, you must hit the "submit" button. An 
email will be returned confirming your nomination. Nominations will be populated in the 
system following the closing date on November 14. Voting will open online beginning 
Tuesday, November 19. 

Click here for step-by-step instructions. 

Click here to Iogjn and b~gin now. 

If your institution is not a member of the College Services program, it must join immediately 
in order for your student-athletes, coaches and team to be eligible for any of the college 
awards. -C--~j~-c-~-k-~-h-~-e-~-r--e-~-f--~--r-~-a-~!j--s--t~-~-~-f~-t-~-h---e-~-c-~-u---r-r--e--~-t~--C---~-~[Le-g--e-~-S----e-~--ry~[-c-~-e-~--m--~-e-~--m----b---e--r--s--~ To enroll in College 
Services, please call the NSCAA National Office at 913-362-1747. 

removed by 
sender. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T, 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

Email I Website I S~nd 1:o ~,~ 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 4:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I:W: Soccefloco San Diego Surf College Cup 2013 

From-" Surf Cup [mailto:mailer2@email2.gotsoccer.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 4:11 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Soccerloco San Diego Surf College Cup 2013 
Importance: Low 

removed by 

sender. 

November 2Ol3 

Dear Coach: 

It is our pleasure to invite you to attend the San Diego Surf College Cup, to be held November 29, 

3o & December 1 , 2013 at the San Diego Polo Club in Del Mar, California. 

The San Diego Surf College Cup is for Boys and Girls ages U-16 through U-18 and is played on 

eighteen fields in a single location. 

All teams will play three games in their bracket over Friday and Saturday, with Semi-Finals and 

Finals on Sunday. In addition to the State, Regional and National Champions that compete each 

year we will also have USSF ACADEMY TEAM league games at our venue, U16 & U18 boys. We 

also have ECNL girls’ teams playing in the tournament. For accepted teams & schedules 

http;_l’!events.gotsport~eomievents!?eventid=331T~There will be an EXPRESS CHECK-IN 

AT THE FIELDS. To be eligible for this time saving service at the fields you must pre-register 

on-line through our website at 

http:/ievents.gotsport.eomieventsieollegecoaehlogin.aspx?EventID=33~73 

College Coaches who pre-register will receive the following: 

- A booklet of player rosters for all teams competing in the age groups U~6, U~7, and 

U~8; 

- A private buffet for breakfast & lunch both Friday and Saturday, to be served on the 

field in the coach’s tent compound; and 

You are also invited to the tournament registration functions at the Del Mar Marriott Itotel on 

Thursday, November 28, 6:3o pm to 9:oo pm. This party will include drinks. 

If you have pre-registered, you may pick up your materials either at the Thursday evening 

registration or at the coach’s tent located on the fields. We will be on the fields the entire weekend 

and will assist you with any needs you may have. 

THE MARRIOTT DEL MAR WILL BE THE OFFICIAL COLLEGE COACItES ItOTEL 

for the coming Surf College Cup Tournament. The Del Mar Marriott is one of the elite hotels in San 

Diego and their bar, lounge and pool area are exceptional. The hotel also houses one of the top 

ten restaurants in San Diego. They have agreed to lower their room rate to $95.00 per night 

for all College Coaches. This is a very special rate for in San Diego and we worked hard to get it for 

you. 

We understand budget constraints always play a part in your decision making, but trust us, you 

will not be disappointed. The hotel is located about two miles south of the tournament and a little 

more than a mile from the beach. 

To make reservations or if you need any information about the hotel: call 800-228-9290 and 

be sure to tell them you are a College Coach attending Surf Cup or click on this link: 



Book your group rate: the Surf Cup ColleRe Coaches Room Block > > 

Please contact Rob ttaskell at 76o-944-7888 or !_’_(_)_}2_q_*.)_._s__~j_!_’_f__(_’_R~_,_C__o__t__n__for any questions re: tlotels 

for S~rf Cup. 

If you have any questions or need more information, you may contact the Surf Cup office by e- 

mail at scoffice(o)su rfcup.eo*n. The Surf Cup office phone number is (76o) 944-7176. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Dusek 

College Program Coordinators 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 6, 2013 4:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Profile from College Prospects of A~nerica, Inc. 

From: College Prospects of America, Inc. [mailto:athletes@cpoa.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 20:t3 4:J.5 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Profile from College Prospects of America, Inc. Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._[i_c___~__[~_#_[’__e- 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT INFORMATION MADE EASIER 

Dear Anson~ 

Rebecca Watson, 2016 women’s soccer prospect from 
Upper DubIM HS in Maple Glen, PennsylvanM, wanted 

IN Image 
removed by 

sender.                          2 -S PORT TALENT 
GOOD SPEED/STAMINA 

4.04 GPA ’16 GRAD 

Sport: women’s soccer 

Position: midtiekter 

Name:Rebecca F. 

Watson 

Home Phone: 215-646- 

1986 

Address: 206 Carpenter 

Lane 

City: Maple Glen State: 

PA Zip: 19002 

Email: 

rfw16watson@aol.com 
Year of Birth: 1998 

Year of Grad: 2016 

GPA 4.0+ ACT: SATM: 

SATV: 
Career Ambition: Sports 

Med/Arch 
High School/Jr. College 

High School : Upper 

Dublin 

Coach: John Topper 

Office Phone: 
Additional Coach : Bob 

Connelly 

Office Phone: 215-500- 

7050 
Personal 

Need Based Financial 
Info Available From 

Parents:Yes 

Nmnber In Family: 4 
Nmnber In College: 

General 

Image removed by sender. 

Coaches Call 1 800-235- 

CPOA 

For All Your Recruiting Needs 

Height:5’4" ~Veight: 120 

Dominant Foot:Right 40 yd: 

60 yd: 100yd: 

Add’l Sports:T&F 

Info. Verified:Yes 

Rebecca plays midifield, can control the ba]l well at center, 

and can a~so play wing due to her speed, staa~dna and one- 

on-one ability. Runs track in the winter m~d spring to say in 

shape for soccer in the fall. 

Rebecca was the only sophomore stmter in the first round of 

playoffs. Her team was the Atnericm~ Conference champion 

~]this year. Made varsity track team as a freshman and ea~cned 



l{ 

Full GPA 4.33/4.0 scale. HS coach Topper’s email: 

jtopper@udsd.org; Coach Connelly’s email: 

roconnelly@gmail.com 

remov~d by 

sender 

Forward email 

removed by 

sender 

This email was sent to anson@emaiLurlc.e~Ju by athletes@cpoa.com 
._U_l?_d___a_t__e___[)Z_o__fj!_e_~__E_t~_a_j!__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ instant removal with S_.a_~_.e_U_.n__s_~_tb_s__c_121b__�..’’ [~__rj2_a__c_IcE_o_[[_c_g... 

College Prospects of America, Inc, :: 12682 College Prospects Dr, :: Logan OH 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 1:56 PM 

Jeff Jansen <j ett~j e~ ~ ssen.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Latest Core Values Version 

Thanks Jef!!! Shelly (can you send Jeff our latest version of our core values)? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: J~ffJanssen [mailto:ieff(~!ieffianssen.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 10:44 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: Latest Core Values Version 

Anson, 

Best of luck and leadership vs. FSU tomorrow! 

When you get a chance, could you have someone forward me the latest version of your Core Values? I believe you said there were now 12 and an earlier version I had listed 11 

Thanks! 

Jeff 

The Leader in Leadership Development ~2~r Captains an d Coaches http ://www.ian ssensportsleadership, corn 

Jell" Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721-T[~AM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:i/www.salsc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 2:09 PM 

Subject: VW: ACC Womeffs Soccer: Lead All-ACC Team 

Attach: 2013 WSOC AI1-ACC.pdf 

Ladies, 

Let’s aft congratulate :’~’ for [heir ~’ecognition in the best conference in America!I! 

Fr~ra: Ufnowski, Amy [mailto:aufnowski@theacc.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 1:1:18 AN 
To: Ufnowski, Amy 
Subject: ACC Women’s Soccer: Lead AII-ACC Team 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Thursday’, Nov. 7, 2013 
@ ACCWSuccer 

ACE Women’s Soccer: Dunn, Kallman Lead All-ACE Team 
UNC senior named Offensive Player of the Yeac FSU senior earns Defensive Player honor 

GREENSBORO, N.C. - North Carolina senior midfielder Crystal Dunn has been named the 2013 Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Soccer Player of the Year, while Florida State senior 
Kassey Kallman earthed Defensive Player of the Year honors in a vote of the league’s 14 head coaches. 
Virginia’s Steve Swanson is the ACC Coach of the YeaL while Notre Dame midfielder Morgan Andrews was recognized as the ACE Freshman of the Year. 
Dunn became the first ACC women’s soccer player to win both of the conlbrence’s Player of the Year Awards. The Rockville Centre, N.Y., native was named the ACC Defensive Player of 
the Year in 2010 and 2012. Dunn currently leads the lburth-ranked Tar Heels and ranks fiRh among ACC players in scoring with 29 points (1.71 per game) heading into Friday night’s 

ACC Championship semifinal action. Dunn ranks third anaong ACC players in goals scored (12) and is tied for 11th in assists (5). 

Kallman, of Woodbury, Minn., has played a major role in this year as third-ranked Florida S tare heads into the semifinals of the ACt: Championship with a 16-1-3 record ibllowing a 
second-place regular-season finish in the always competitive ACE. Kallman has started every game in the backiine in 2013 and ranks second on the team in n,Anutes played~ The 
Seminole defense ranks in the top 25 nationally in goals against average (11th) and save percentage (24th), while their 11 shutouts are the third most in the ACC. 

Under Swanson’s guidanee, Virginia (20-0--0) has beer, the natkm’s consensus top-ranked toam R~r the past eight weeks and is the orJy ~emaining unbeaten and untied NCAA Division 1 
squad. The defending ACE ehampkm Cavaliers were the fi~’s t team sinee 2006 to post an unbeaton and untied regular-season eonferenee record at ~ 3.-0. The ~ 3 league wins se~ a new 

ACE record. The ACC Coach of the Year honor is the first for Swanson, who is in his 14th year at Virginia and ov~as a 312-134-5 career record in 24 seasons as a collegiate head coach. 

And[’ews has helped spark Notre Dame to an 1] -7-1 overall reeord, a fillh-place finish in their ~naugu[’a] ACE season and a No. ~ 6 nattonal ranking. Aadrews’ flue assists rank tied 

~3th in the eonferenee. She added five goals to rank seeond on her team in seoring, ~nelud~ng ~he lone goal h~ the FighHng Irish’s 1-0 w~n at then-No. ~ North Calr)~ina on Sepl: 15. 

Andrews was named ~he ACE Player of the Week following tba~ con~st. 

Dunn earned first-team Afi-ACC honors lbr the fourth consecutive season, and Kal]man earned All-ACE accolades for the third time. Virginia and Florida State tied for the highest 
number of student-athletes ean:,ing first-, second- or third-team All-ACC recognition tt:,is year. Twelve schools placed at least one player on the 20~ 3 All-ACE team, and 10 schools are 
represented on the 1~ -member ACE All Freshman Team. 

The 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship continues on Friday, Nov. 8 with a pair of semifinal matches. No. 1 seed Virginia will play No. 4 seed Virginia Tech in the first semifinal 

at 5:30 p.m., while No. 2 seed Florida State and No. 3 seed North Carolina will meet in the second semifinal at 8 p.m. Both matches will be streamed live on ESPN3. Sunday’s 

Championship match will kick off shortly after 4 p.m. and will be televised nationally by ESPNU. 

The complete 2013 AII-ACC Women’s Soccer Team and All-Freshman Team are listed below. 

Offensive Player of the Year: Crystal Dunn, St., M, North Carolina 
Defensive Player of the Year: Kassey Kallman, D, St., Florida State 
Freshman of the Year: Morgan Andrews, Ft., M, Notre Dame 
Coach of the Year: Steve Swanson, Virginia 
All-ACE First Team 
Aubrey Bledsoe, GK, Sr., Wake Forest 
Morgan Brian, Jr., M, Virginia 
Dagny Brynjarsdottir, Jr., M, Florida State 
Makenzy D oniak, So., F, Virginia 
Crystal Dunn, St., M, North Carolina 
Kassey Kallman, St., D, Florkta State 
Stephanie McCaffrey, Jr., F, Boston College 

Kealia Ohai, St., F, North Carolina 
]azmine Reeves, Sr., F, Virginia Tech 
Cari Roccaro, So., M, Notre Dame 
Emily Sonnett, So., D, Virginia 



AII-ACC Second Team 
Natasha Anasi, D, Sr., Duke 
Morgan Andrews, Fr., M, Notre Dame 
Hayley l~rock, Sr., F, Ivlawland 
Megan Campbell, Jr., D, Florida State 
Danielle Colaprico, Jr., M, Virginia 
Kristin Grubka, ]r., D, Florida State 
McKenzie Meehan, So., F, I~oston College 
Ashley Meier, So., M, Virginia Tech 
Riley Ridgik, ]r., M, Wake Forest 
Katie Stengel, F, Sr., Wake Forest 
Kelsey Wys, Sr., GK, Florida State 
AII-ACC Third Team 
)ordan Cohurn, So., D, Virginia Tech 
Kim DeCesare, R-Sr., F, Duke 
Ashley Flinn, )r., F, Miami 
Summer Green, So, F, North Carolina 
Mandy Laddish, Sr., M, Notre Dame 
Vanessa Laxgang, Sr. M, Clemson 
Molly Menchel, Sr., D, Virginia 
Casey Morrison, Jr., D, Boston College 
Kailen Sheridan, Fr., GK, Clemson 
Ashley Spivey, So., F, Mawland 
)ackie Stengel, Fr., Fr., NC State 
ACC All-Freshman Team 
Morgan Andrews, Fr., M, Notre Dame 
Hayley Dowd, Fr., F, Boston College 
Nickole tie Driesse, Fr., M, Florida State 
Christina Gibbous, Ft., D, Duke 
Amber Munerlyn, Fr., F, North Carolina 
Toni Payne, Fr., M, Duke 
Kailen Sheridan, Ft., GK, Clemson 
Morgan Stearns, Ft., GK, Virginia 
]ackie Stengel, Ft., F, NC State 
Sarah Teegarden, Ft., M, Wake Forest 
Murielle Tiernan, Ft., F, Virginta Tech 
About the ACC 
The Atlantic Coast Coni~rence, now in its 61 st year of competition and 15 members strong, has long enjoyed the reputation as one of the strongest and most competitive 
intercollegtate conferences in the nation. ACC members, consisting of Boston College, Clemson, Duke, Florida State, Georgia Tech, Mawland, Miami, North Carolina, NC State, Notre 
Dame, Pitt, Syracuse, Virginia, Virginia Tech and Wake Forest, continue to build upon the cornerstones on which the league was lbunded in 1953 with a consistent balance of 
academics, athletics and integrity. For more information, visit theACC.com and follow @theACC and on facebook.com/theACC. 

AMY UFN,OWS KI 
Associate Director, Communications 

O: 336.369.1003 IC 336.337.1249 
a ufnows ki(~thea cc ol,q 
~ileAOO.,:>:~m ¯ ~ib~l:b.eACC 



FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Thursday, Nov. 7, 2013 
@ACCWSoccer 

ACC Women’s Soccer: Dunn, Kallman Lead AII-ACC Team 
UNC senior named Offensive Player of the Year; FSU senior earns Defensive Player honor 

GREENSBORO, N.C. - North Carolina senior midfielder Crystal Dunn has been named the 2013 Atlantic Coast 
Conference Women’s Soccer Player of the Year, while Florida State senior Kassey Kallman earned Defensive Player of 
the Year honors in a vote of the league’s 14 head coaches. 

Virginia’s Steve Swanson is the ACC Coach of the Year, while Notre Dame midfielder Morgan Andrews was recognized 
as the ACC Freshman of the Year. 

Dunn became the first ACC women’s soccer player to win both of the conference’s Player of the Year Awards. The 

Roclwille Centre, N.Y., native was named the ACC Defensive Player of the Year in 2010 and 2012. Dunn currently leads 

the fourth-ranked Tar Heels and ranks fifth among ACC players in scoring with 29 points (1.71 per game) heading into 

Friday night’s ACC Championship semifinal action. Dunn ranks third among ACC players in goals scored (12) and is tied 

for 11th in assists (5). 

Kallman, of Woodbury, Minn., has played a major role :in this year as third-ranked Florida State heads into the semifinals 
of the ACC Championship with a 16-1-3 record following a second-place regular-season finish in the always competitive 
ACC. Kallman has started every game in the backline in 2013 and ranks second on the team in minutes played. The 
Seminole defense ranks in the top 25 nationally in goals against average (11th) and save percentage (24th), while their 
11 shutouts are the third most in the ACC. 

Under Swanson’s guidance, Virginia (20~0~0) has been the nation’s consensus top-ranked team ff~r the past eight weeks 
and is the only remaining unbeaten and untied NCAA Division I squad. The defending ACC champion Cavaliers were the 
first team since 2006 to post an unbeaten and untied regular-season conference record at 13-0, The 13 league wins set 
a newACC record. The ACC Coach of the Year honor is the first for Swanson, who is in his 14tt, year at Virginia and owns 
a 31.2-1.34-5 career record in 24 seasons as a collegiate head coach, 

Andrews has helped spark Notre Dame to an 11-7-1 overall record, a fifth-place finish in their inaugural ACC season and 
a No. 16 national ranking. Andrews’ five assists rank tied for 13t~’ in the conference. She added five goals to rank second 
on her team in scoring, including the lone goal in the Fighting Dish’s 1-0 win at then-No. I North Carolina on Sept. 15. 
Andrews was named the ACC Player of the Week following that contest. 

Dunn earned first-team All-ACC honors for the fourth consecutive season, and Kallman earned All-ACC accolades for the 
third time. Virginia and Florida State tied for the highest number of student-athletes earning first-, second- or third- 
team All-ACC recognition this year. Twelve schools placed at least one player on the 201.3 All-ACC team, and 10 schools 
are represented on the 11-member ACC All Freshman Team. 

The 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship continues on Friday, Nov. 8 with a pair of semifinal matches. No. 1 seed 
Virginia will play No. 4 seed Virginia Tech in the first semifinal at 5:30 p.m., while No. 2 seed Florida State and No. 3 
seed North Carolina will meet in the second semifinal at 8 p.m. Both matches will be streamed live on ESPN3. Sunday’s 
Championship match will kick off shortly after 4 p.m. and will be televised nationally by ESPNU. 

The complete 2013 All-ACC Women’s Soccer Team and All-Freshman Team are listed below. 

LANE * GREENSBORO, NC * 27407 * PHONE: 336.854,8787 



Offensive Player of the Year: Crystal Dunn, Sr., M, North Carolina 

Defensive Player of the Year: Kassey Kallman, D, St., Florida State 

Freshman of the Year: Morgan Andrews, Fr., M, Notre Dame 

(~oach of the Year: Steve Swanson, Virginia 

AII-ACC First Team 

Aubrey Bledsoe, GK, St., Wake Forest 

Morgan Brian, It., M, Virginia 

Dagny Brynjarsdottir, It, M, Florida State 

Makenzy Doniak, So., F, Virginia 

Crystal Dunn, St., M, North Carolina 

Kassey Kallman, St, D, Florida State 

Stephanie McCaffrey, It., F, Boston College 

Kealia Ohai, St., F, North Carolina 

Jazmine Reeves, St., F, Virginia Tech 

Carl Roccaro, So., M, Notre Dame 

Emily Sonnett, So., D, Virginia 

AII-ACC Second Team 

Natasha Anasi, D, St., Duke 

Morgan Andrews, Ft., M, Notre Dame 

Hayley Brock, St., F, Maryland 

Megan Campbell, Jr., D, Florida State 

Danielle Colaprico, Jr., M, Virginia 

Kristin Grubka, Jr., D, Florida State 
McKenzie Meehan, So., F, Boston College 

Ashley Meier, So., M, Virginia Tech 

Riley Ridgik, Jr., M, Wake Forest 

Katie Stengel, F, St., Wake Forest 

Kelsey Wys, St., GK, Florida State 

AII-ACC Third Team 

Jordan Coburn, So., D, Virginia Tech 

Kim DeCesare, R-St., F, Duke 

Ashley Flinn, Jr., F, Miami 

Summer Green, So, F, North Carolina 

Mandy Laddish, St., M, Notre Dame 

Vanessa Laxgang, St. M, Clemson 

Molly Menchel, Sr., D, Virginia 

Casey Morrison, Jr., D, Boston College 

Kailen Sheridan, Ft, GK, Clemson 

Ashley Spivey, So., F, Maryland 

Jackie Stengel, Fr., Fr., NC State 

A(~(~ All-Freshman Team 
Morgan Andrews, Ft., M, Notre Dame 
Hayley Dowd, Fr., F, Boston College 
Nickolette Driesse, Fr., M, Florida State 
Christina Gibbons, Ft., D, Duke 
Amber Munerlyn, Ft., F, North Carolina 
Toni Payne, Ft., M, Duke 
Kailen Sheridan, Fr., GK, Clemson 
Morgan Stearns, Ft., GK, Virginia 
Jackie Stengel, Ft., F, NC State 

LANE * GREENSBORO, NC ~ 27407 ~ PHONE: 336.854,8787 



Sarah Teegarden, Ft., M, Wake Forest 
Murielle Tiernan, Ft., F, Virginia Tech 

About the ACC 
The Atlantic Coast Conference, now in its 61st year of competition and 15 members strong, has long enjoyed the 
reputation as one of the strongest and most competitive intercollegiate conferences in the nation. ACC members, 
consisting of Boston College, Clemson, Duke, Florida State, Georgia Tech, Maryland, Miami, North Carolina, NC State, 
Notre Dame, Pitt, Syracuse, Virginia, Virginia Tech and Wake Forest, continue to build upon the cornerstones on which 
the league was founded in 1953 with a consistent balance of academics, athletics and integrity. For more information, 
visit theACC.com and follow @theACC and on facebook.com!theACC. 

45~2 WEYBRIDGE LANE * GREENSBORO, NC * 2740? " PHONE: 336.854,8787 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 2:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: A~nanda Morgan - 2015 - 5’ 10" Goalkeeper- Carrollton, TX- University of North Caxo 

From: Coachboland@ncsasports.org [mailto:Coachboland@ncsasports.org] 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 :t:1:33 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Amanda Morgan - 2015 - 5’J~0" Goalkeeper - Carrollton, TX - University of North Caro 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes/coaches. 

Amanda Morgan - 2015 Goalkeeper 
High School: Newman Smith High School, TX 

Height: 5’10" Weight: 160 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3,40/4,00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Emaih atom 97@verizon.net 

Notes: Amanda is a 20:[5 Goalkeeper from Newman Smith High School, TX. Dallas Texans 

View Profile 

Not a ma~ch? UF.late yo~r email prefev~i~ces here. 

Mike Boland 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 88833368461 Cell: 88833368461 Fax: 312-624-7401 
Coachboland(~nc sasports.o~ i http] ,’~a~-w.ncsa sFx~s:org 

NCSA Blog: http://blogncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively lbr the person(s) to M~om it is addressed. 

Any u~, copying, retention or disclosure by any person order thm~ the intended recipient or fl~e i~2te~~’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in e~or, please not@ the ~nder immediately by return e-mail a~d delete all copies.[             I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 4:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Showcase Atlanta 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 07, 20:t3 :t:39 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Showcase Atlanta 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 4:24 PM 

Louise Waxler < @verizon.net> 

@msn.com; duce¢@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Annual Headers For Hope - 2014 

Is this an offer to play the Spirit with our UNC kids on April 5th? 

Frem: Louise Waxier [mailto: _~verizon.net] 
Senti Thursday, November 07, 20:t3 J.:54 PM 
Te: Emily Janss; Laurie Pells George; John Daly; Rob Blanck; Diane Drake; Joseph P. Tedesco; John Byford; Steve Swanson; Erica Walsh; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Marcia 
Mcdermott; David Nolan 
Subject; Annual Headers For Hope - 2014 

Dear Coaches, 
I hope this note finds all of you well! 
We are beginning to plan for the 3rd Armua[ tleaders For tIOPE tournament to be held April 12, 2014. I do hope you will consider joimng us again this year as we continue to raise funds in 
the battle against cancer We will partner, once again, with the Ulman Cancer Fund for Young Adults as the beneficiary. In addition, the NWSL Washington Spirit will host a match to 
benefit HFH on April 5th at the SoccerPlex 
I bok forward to hearing from you and hope you will join us 
Continued success to all of you[ 
Best regards - 

Louise 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 10:47 PM 

Jem/Lynch -<tocj@wayoli:haJnpions.com> 

Re: Anson&UNCSOC 

Excellent Jerry .... thank you!!! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ II~ire[e,~s 4G L)"E 

Jerry Lynch -~ocj@wayot~hampions.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson... sending yon a ton of West Coast CHI for this weekend. You know, fl~e stuffthat was here tbr you last time yon were out here in 2012. It’s all yours... 

go at ’em. 

from ~ny heart to all of yon heaxts~ Je~D" 

x 

Jerry Lynch, Ph.D. 

www.WayofChampions.com 
831-234-5606 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 10:53 PM 

Joshua < @gmail.com> 

Re: Get Off The Rollercoaster ..... 

Excellent as usual Joshua! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tFire[e,~s 4G L2’£ 

Joshua < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I thought you might enjoy the article I wrote today! 

S ow y step away from the 
ro  ercoaster .... 
Growing up in Tuisa OK there was a locai amusement park we went to. One day a 

perso~ %11 ofio¢..e of the roiler coasters and died I was ti~ere that day a¢..d I i~ave ~ever 

gone back, 

in my conversations with many people around the world, I think many of ~s are on the 

perpetual emotionai roliercoaster to prove ourseives, which is potentialiy just as 

dancjerous~ It may not kill you, but I think it could do somethils@ worse. I think it slowly 

eais away at ,:as, if we a~e honest it sucks tI’.,e iife and joy oul el ~s. I really tI’.¢’.,k ii keeps 

~s i?om peris~ming at o[.i~ best, and it offe~ cbims viclims wi~o give up a sport o~ 

activity ail to~etiser, 

When we attach o~i° emotions to our res~Its and our identi~.y to our performance, we 

are the ones that strap ourseives into the rollercoaster ride~ The sad pa~1 is you wiil 

always iose, because [he rollercoaster operates on a sliding scab. Yo~ can alv,/ays do 

be[ter, very good, is never really 9ood enougI’.,, is i[? 

That is the subtle deception, you get better, a~sd then you raise the bar. 



You make yourself miserable.. 

might get a temporal3; high era ,qreat result. ,However, more often than not; a 

ple, yer can score multipie goa~s, go ~ow on the coarse, or put up a Jot of points, but o~en 

st~ not good enough. They know they couid have done more~ 

II you are [ired el tile rollercoaste,,", shif[ your ibcus from your resuits to all [he [hff~gs 

under your con[tel. Some days you are go~r’.,g [o hi[ [he bali reaily well a,,’~d s[ruggle to 

score. At Duke we scored 4 goals on 17 shots against Aiabama A&M one hot Sunday 

afternoon, bat we iost~ because they scored 5 goals on 6 shots, 4 of which went upper 

90. 

if you are working to prove that you are good enough, that ali your work and sacrifice 

has been wortI’., it: your emoiior’.,s wiii aiways be lied Io lhat roiiercoaster of 

performa,,’~ce, i k,,’~ow from expe,,’ience, it wiii never be good er’.,ougI’.,, know realtor 

¯ good yo[.l         .’-.,~.. 

I’m not saying don’t work hard, sacrifice, and become eveivthing you are capable of 

being. Vl,,hat I am saying is .... get off that roller coaster~ God aii°eady unconditionaiiy 

loves you His desire is lbr you [o I’.,ave a life of pe,,"pe[ual rest from p,,"owng yourseif. My 

pas[or, Judah SmitI’.,, put it tMs way, ’If you knew [he rues[ powerful fo,’ce in the 

ur’.,~verse is pieased and ioves you, you couid conquer the world" 

Shift your focus away f,~om performance-based identity and .,~ll in ieve with the process 

of mastery. 

As long as your idenlity and emotions are atiaci~ed to your pe,,"ibrmance, you wiil live o,,’1 

tI~a~ emo~,~a~ roliercoaster. 

Slowly take offthe harness and step away from the roJiercoaster ...... 

"The only life that truiy wins is the one who piaces faith in the hands of the Savior" 

-John Wooden 

-Joshua MedcaJf 

@joshuamedcalf 

www.traintobeclutch.com 

Emafi us for a free copy of "Some Things I’ve Learned So Far" which coaches and 

players I’.,ave reid us is very valuabie 

............................................. 





t---ti Anson Dorrance, 

Hello Anson Dorrance, 

SincSports brings you the Sinc Mobile Site to make your recruiting efferts more organized and efficient. 

¯ Quickly and easily find information on players 

,, Tag playe[s you want to watch 

,, Rate and make comments on players from your smmt phone or taMet 

¯ Wew schedules and create your own custom event schedule 

¯ Wew athletes ~nterested in your program 

¯ Search for atMetes by criteria 

Cl~ck He[e to Read more -> 

We want to make improvements to our system to make your ~ecruifing efforts at our events mot~ successful[ Your 
feedback on these 5 qu~ck questions w~l help make ~t happen: 

Thank you~ 
Jenny 
SincSports 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 7, 2013 10:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris <duca~@unc.edu>; bill paJladino < ~aol.com>; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Annual Headers For Hope - 2014 

Boys, what do you think’? 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)"E L)?tOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Annua] ][leaders For ttope - 2014 

From: Louise Waxler <       @vefizon.net> 

To: "Dorra~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC:         ~msn.com,"Duca~r, Chris" <duca@unc.edu> 
J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

~aol.com,"Jason Sisneros ( ~g~nail.com)" < 5igmail.com>," Stander, Thomas 

Anson, 

If you are available to play Washington on the 5th, please advise and I will reach out to Bill Lynch at fl~e Spirit. 

Best regards to eve~one! 

Louise 

On Nov 7, 2013, at 4:23 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Is ~:his an ofh:_~r t.:> play ~:he Spirit wi~:h ot~r [_iN{:: kids .:>n April 5th? 

From-" Louise Waxier [mailto: ~verizon.net] 
Sent-" Thursday, November 07, 2013 :k54 PM 
To-" Emily _lanss; Laurie Pells George; 3ohn Daly; Rob Blanck; Diane Drake; 3oseph P, Tedesco; 3ohn Byford; Steve Swanson; Erica Walsh; Dorrance, Albert A 11/; 

lvlarcia lvlcdermott; David Nolan 
Subject," Annual Headers For Hope - 20:~4 

Dear Coaches, 
I hope this note finds all of you ~vell! 
We are begilming to plan for the 3rd ~amnual Headers For HOPE tournament to be held April 12, 2014. I do hope you will consider joining us again this year as we continue to 
raise funds in the battle against cancer. We will partner, once again, with the Ulman Cancer Fund for Young Adults as the beneficiary. In addition, the NWSL Washington 
Spirit will host a match to benefit HFH on April 5th at the SoccerPlex. 
I look forward to hearing from you and hope you will join us. 
Continued success to all of yo!! 
Best regards - 

Lonise 

Louise Waxler 
Executive Director 
McLean Youth Soccer 
www.mcleansoccer.or~ 
703-635-4147 
louise.waxler@mcleansoccer.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, November 8, 2013 11:13 AM 

DeaJ~ Linke <dlinke@nscaa.com> 

I~E: Director of Outdoor Facilities 

Excellent! 

From: Dean Linke [mailto:dlinke@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Friday, November 08, 2013 10:01 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Chris Burr; Kyle Lang; Eric Stratman 
Subject-" Fwd: Director of Outdoor Facilities 

Anson - great to tall{ to you - Chris Burr will send you John and Mr Robinson an email today - based on the mens basketball and volleyball schedule we will 

recommend a noon kickoff so it makes it easier to get out of the way and still have a great game at a great venue- thx and good luck tonight. - Dean 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Brunner, John F" <John Brunner@unc.edu> 

Date: November 8, 2013, 9:44:49 AM EST 

To: ".d_! Ln__l.<__e_._@.__n_.s_c_a__.a__._c__o_._m." <.d_J_[._n_~;_e_._@.__n_s_c_._a_.~_:.£o__n_!> 

Subject: Director of Outdoor Facilities 

Kevin Robinson - .k_ _r._o_..b_ ..@__..u_ .n__c_..__e_..d_ .u_ 
John Brenner 

Director of Event Maaaagetnent 

UNC Athletics 

P.O. BOX 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-843-4736 

Fax: 919-843-5972 

ww~ .goheel s.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 11:16 AM 

Them McDonald <thom.mcdonal~chaJnpionshipproductions.com>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; pacm~@uncaa.nnc.edu 

RE: Dorrance Culture title 

I like the first ot~e too 

From: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 i0:43 AM 
To-" Jason Sisneros; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Fwd: Dorrance Culture title 
Which title do you like best? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Lonnie m’agel < ]£g.r1i.e.~:~..<..Zg~g..e.!~..c..~1&r..n.~.is?.~3~]~:i.iI2~].d...L[£A~2..n.~.s.~£~[~ > 

Date: Fri, Nov 8, 2013 at 9:40 AM 
Subject: Dorrm~ce Cnlture title 

To: Them McDonald <fhom.mcdonal&-~championshippmdtmtions.com> 

I like the first one. 

Anson Dorrance: Creating a Champion 

Building the Culture of Champions 

The Culture of a Champion 

Anson Donance: Creating the Culture of a Champion 

Anson Dorrance’s Guide to a Winning Culture 

Them McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fa~-;) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail mes~ge is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addres~d and may contain information fl~at is 

privileged, confidential and exempt ficom di~losure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dis~mination, distribution or copying of this 

commm~ication is s~ricfly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message mad any altachments. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 11:19 AM 

Panl Friedman <Paul~riedma~@ajg.com>; David Friedman <david@dj friedman.corn> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edn; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Developing Corporate/Team Culture 

David, 

Paul mentioned the possibility of you being in Chapel Hill Feb 25th through the 27tn ..., If you have time, I would love the chance to pick your brain. 

From: Paul Friedman [mailto:Paul_Friedman@ajg.com] 

Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 10:47 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; David Friedman 
Subject; Developing Corporate/Team Culture 
Hi Anson and David, 
I’m sending you each other’s contact information so that you can connect. 
Anson Dorrance 

anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
w -919-962-5491 
c- 
David Friedman 
david@difriedman,com 
C- 

I’m sure you’ll have plenty of good information to share with each other. 

Paul Friedman 

Account Executive 

501 Fellowship Road, Suite 2011 Mt Laurel, NJ 08054 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 11:20 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Reminder: College All-America Nominations Are Open 

Make sure I do this ._.Thank you! 

From-" NSCAA [mailto:info@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 1:[:04 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject; Reminder: College All-America Nominations Are Open 

l 
i~ ~mog ....... d bysendor. 

Nominations for the 2013 NSCAA/Continental Tire College All-America program at the 
intercollegiate level are now open. Men’s and women’s coaches at the NCAA Division I, II and 
Ill levels, as well as coaches at the NAIA and Junior College levels who are members of the 
NSCAA College Services program, may nominate their players only after completion of their 
final regular season game. Nominations close Thursday, Nov. 14 at midnight (CT). 

Questions and concerns regarding nominations, subsequent voting or other details related to 
the College All-America program should be directed to the Regional Chairperson in your 
college division. Click here for a list of the 2013 College All-America Committees. 

You must have your valid 2013 College Services member identification number to Iogin and 
nominate. To begin, Iogin to "myN$CAA Celle~le Services." Enter your user ID. The 
password is the same number. There is a link to click if you do not know your number. It will 
be forwarded by return email. 

Once in the system, you will be asked to check and verify your 2013 regular season 
schedule and scores. No preseason or postseason game should be included. The next step 
is to nominate any of your players that you believe warrant recognition for All-Region or All- 
America recognition for 2013. You may not nominate any players until all of your regular 
season games are completed. Players must be entered in rank order according to their 
coach’s evaluation. A maximum of five players may be nominated but only those deserving of 
recognition at the regional and national level should be entered. 

Once all names and required information are entered, you must hit the "submit" button. An 
email will be returned confirming your nomination. Nominations will be populated in the 
system following the closing date on November 14. Voting will open online beginning 
Tuesday, November 19. 

Click here for step-by-step instructions. 

Click here to Iogjn and b~gin now. 

If your institution is not a member of the College Services program, it must join immediately 
in order for your student-athletes, coaches and team to be eligible for any of the college 
awards. -C--~j~-c-~-k-~-h-~-e-~-r--e-~-f--~--r-~-a-~!j--s--t~-~-~-f~-t-~-h---e-~-c-~-u---r-r--e--n-t~--C---~-~[Le-g--e-~-S----e-~--ry~[-c-~-e-~--m--~-e-~--m----b---e--r--s--~ To enroll in College 
Services, please call the NSCAA National Office at 913-362-1747. 

removed by 
sender. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T, 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

Email I Website I S~nd 1:o ~,~ 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

l~:: IFnagfor iMIS ........ 
d 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 11:29 AM 

Thorn McDonald qhom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Dorrance Culture title 

[ am giad you think t~ey have v~Hue .... YoLi guys are the best, I am glad you were so persister~t. 
From: Thom McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 20:13 :t:t:27 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Dorrance Culture title 

Thanks for the help’~ [ [ The videos are fantastic[l! Thanks for worldng witl~ us!!! Good Luck this weekend! 

On Fri, Nov 8, 2013 at 10:16 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu~~ wrote: 
I like t:he first ot~e t:oo .... 
From: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom,mcdonaldCmchampionshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 10:43 AN 
To: Jason Sisneros; Dorrance, Albe~ A ]V 
Subject: Fwd: Dorrance Culture title 
WNch title do you like best? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Lonnie Kragel <lo~mie.l, nagel({~chan~pionshipprodt~ctions.com> 

Date: Fri, Nov 8, 2013 at 9:40 AM 
Subject: Dorrance Culture title 

To: Thom McDonald <thom.mcdonald<~chan~pionshipprodt~ctions.com> 

I like the first one. 
Anson Dorrance: Creating a Champion 

Building the Culture of Champions 

The Culture of a Champion 

Anson Dorrance: Creating the Culture of a Champion 

Anson Dorrance’s Guide to a Winning Culture 

Thom McDonald 
Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

~_0_0__-___~_?__3__-_2___7__~_0__ (Grace) 
(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or enti ,ty to which it is addressed and may contafin information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, dis~tribtNon or copying of this 

communication is strictly p~ohibited. Please notifT’ the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any attachments. Thank 

yOU. 

Thorn McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730(office) 



(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addres~d and may contain information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt l]com di~losure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dis~mination, distribution or copying of this 

com~nunication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the origing~ message and any attachinents. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:13 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhi~m.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com> 

IUL: Dolrance Culture title 

Thank you Thor!!! 

From: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 11:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Re: Dorrance Culture title 

’I’hm~s for the kind woMs! ’. ! We have more projects to do if you and ?’our stafl’~ce up to it?? Youth, camp videos, coaches clinic, and you with past players ~br each 

position. We will talk soon!!! Again Good Luck!’.! 

Thom 

On Fri, Nov 8, 2013 at 10:28 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

f am gk~d you think they have vMue .,.. You guy~ ~re the best, ~ am g~ad you were so persistent. 

F~m: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 11:27 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: Dorrance Culture title 

Thanks tbr the help~ The videos are fanms~ic~ ~ ThaWs for working wi~ us’. ~ ~ Good Luck this weekend’. 

On Fri, Nov 8, 2013 at 10:16 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <_~_Ln_}~!!.~_e_E!~_l_:__u_!!_c_:__e__k{_u_.> wrote: 

I like the first one too .... 
From: Thom McDonald [mai~t~t..~19.~..m.~Ln-c..d.~.~..n.~.a.~.c.~..‘r~.c.~.h..a.~..m.~.~..~.[Ls~.h.~.p.~9~[~£[~:£~] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 10:43 AM 

To: Jason Sisneros; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Fwd: Dorrance Culture title 

Which title do you like best’? 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Lonnie ba’agel <!~2g_r!i_e__:~¢g__e_!~OLc__Ir:a_Ln_p_ig_~!!ip_R~2_d___LLc_~9~_~:_~R[~ > 

Date: Fri, Nov 8, 2013 at 9:40 AM 
Subject: Dorrance Culture title 

To: Thorn McDonald <thom.mcdonaJd@champio~shipprodu~tions:~om> 

I like the first one. 

Anson Do~ance: Creating a Champion 

Building the Culture of Champions 

The Culture of a Champion 

Anson Donance: Creating the Culture of a Champion 

Anson Dorrance’s Guide to a Winning Culture 

Thorn McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (orifice) 

(cell) 
515-232-3739 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail mes~ge is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addres~d and may contain information that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from di~losure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dis~mination, distribution or copying of this 

communication is slrictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any altacbments. Thank 

you. 



Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

~__Q__Q :__~__7_~ :_2_7_~ ~ 
zell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or enti~ to which it is addres~d and may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, dis~mbntion or cowing of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. Please noti~ the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any attachments. Thank 

you. 

Thorn McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (ottice) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addres~d and may contain information that is 
privilege& confidential and exempt fiom disclosure under applicable law-. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, dis~tribution or copying of this 

comtnunication is strictly prohibited. Please notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the originaJ~ message and any attachments. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:17 PM 

David Friedman .corn> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Developing Corporate/Team Culture 

David, 

You are very kind! Yes, we will make an afternoon/evening of this. Thank you for being interested~ 

I would love your book. Give me your address and I will send you one that captures our culture, 

From: David Friedman I corn] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 11:35 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Developing Corporate!Team Culture 
Good morning, Anson. Yes, I will be "somewhere" in the Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill area giving a series of workshops for CEO’s on the mornings of the 25th, 26th, and 27th. 
The program I do is on building high performance cultures and is based on the lessons I figured out while running my company and now helping lots of other leaders do the 
same. 
It would be a thrill to compa[~ notes with you and exchange ideas on the things you’ve learned about leadership in your amazing cm~er. I’ll be flying in from Philadelphia 
sometime on Monday Feb 24th and will be open the afternoon and evenings of the 24th, 25th, and 26th, before I fly home on the 27th. 
Perhaps we could meet one of those afternoons at your office and, if you’re available, I’d love to take you to dinner. Let me know what works best for you. 
Also, if you give me your address, I’d love to send you a copy of my book. 
Looking forward to connecting. 
Warmly, 

David J. Friedman 
Author i Speaker ~ Consultant 

Phone: 609.472.3960 
Email: ,corn 
Facebook: http://www ~ac.ebook. comiFundarnerltallyDifferentBook 

W ebsite: hl~p:ffdjfriedrnarLcom 
Twi~et:        hl~p://twitLe r.co miDavidFr~edm an 4 

On Nov 8, 2013, at 11:18 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(/~email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

David, 

Paul m~-:mtioned ~:he ~)ossib~Hty of you being in Ch~;pel HH~ Feb 25th ~:hrough the 27th ..., If you have [:~[T~e., [ wouR] ~ow~ the cha[lce to pick your brain. 

F~m= Paul Friedman [~JJt~i_~_~[__[~J~_~_~_~jg_,g~] 

Sent= Friday, November 08, 2013 10:~7 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N; David Friedman 
Subject: Developing Corporate~eam Culture 

Hi Anson and David, 
rm sending you each other’s con~ct information so that you can conne~. 

Anson Dorrance 

w -929-962-5~92 

David Friedman 

rm sure you’ll have plenW of good information to share with each other. 

Paul Friedman 

Account Executive 

Gallagher Benefit Services I Vhhfldr~g ~:~h~:,~d 

501 Fellowship Road, Suite 2011 Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054 

Direct: 973.783.43141 Fax: 856.380.4508 I ,~v. ......... :::_fGt~_d~£~2R[i~idL[?::~2~ZS=f:~L~id:!!~Z~_~d~d2£~. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Shattuck-St. Mary’s Webcasts This Weekend 

From: Joe DeMay [mailto:joe.demay@s-sm.org] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 11:37 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Shattuck-St. Mary’s Webcasts This Weekend 

;~ Image 
removed by 
sender. 

http://ssm.sc 

outware net/ 

mwso/cgi/80 

’])his email contains pictures To view c~oose th~s 1ink . 

t ti Anon, 

I know i~s difficult this time of yeax to get out on the recruiting trail to see gaanes so I wanted to let 

you know that we are webcasting our U- 16/17 and U- 18 teams’ gaa~les this weekend. Simply to go 

this link ~J:~21(!’.~!~.e..[~.~i!)g.~££~Z].iy.~.’:5,.~.12£~?~’. and click on Fieldhouse (Dome) above the picture 

frame mad that will take you directly to the webcast. 

The schedule for this weekend is as follows: 

Saturday, November 9 

5:30 PM SSM 17s v West Des Moines 17s 

8:00 PM SSM 18s v Wisconsin Rush 18s 

Sunday, November 10 

12:00 PM SSM 17s v Wisconsin Rush 18s 

2:30 PM SSM 18sv Dakota Rev 17s 

If you are not available to watch the live webcast, we will tx~st video t?om all tbur games to our 

YouTube account eaxly next week. Just send me an e-mail if you’d like the direct link to any one of 

all of those matches. 

The U- 18 team still has very good 2014 plaeyrs available as well as some excellent 2015s. The 

16/17 team is full of outstanding 2015s, 2016s mid 2017s. Both teams feature players who are 

currently involved with their youth national teams in Canada, Belaxus, Finland mid Germany. Rosters 

for both teams and be found here for the U- 16/17s and here for the U- 18s. ......................................................... 

If yon need any other information for the games this weekend, just let me know. 

Joe DeMay 
UI 6 Girls Head Coach 

Shattuck- St. MaD"s School i Soccer Center of Excellence 
1000 Shumway Ave. ] Faribault, MN 55021 ] joe.demay(~:s-sm.o~ 

(Cell) ] 507-333-1747 (Office) ] 507-333-1727 (Fax) ] JCD372 (SKYPE) 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT US VISIT 

INTERESTED IN OUR RESIDENTIAL SOCCER CENTER OF EXCELLENCE? CLICK 

HERE TO SUBMIT A SOCCER QUESTIONNAIRE 

This email was sent to you by Shattuck-St. Mary’s, Soccer. If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this I~nk. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:21 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Now Open: Regional Coach oftl~e Yea] Nominations 

Frera: NSCAA [mailto:info@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 12:01 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: Now Open: Regional Coach of the Year Nominations 

TO: NSCAA Women’s Senior College Coaches in NCAA Division I, II and III 
FROM: John Daly - National Chairperson, NCAA Women’s College COY Committee 
RE: NSCAA Regional Coach of the Year Nominations 
As a member of the National Soccer Coaches Association of America, you are being called 
on to nominate a member colleague for the NSCAA Coach of the Year. 
Please nominate a Coach of the Year: 

¯ In the Division your team declares for post-season play. 
¯ In the Region your team is assiqned for NSCAA postseason awards. (These Regions 

were sent to you in an email) 

Click here for the 2013 Coach of the Year Nomination Form 
IMPORTANT: 

° Send all nominations to John Daly at jbdaly@wm.edu 
° Include your College Services membership number and not your individual 

membership number 

RETURN BALLOT BY THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15 2013 VIA EMAIL OR FAX TO: 
John Daly 

757-221-3387 (Office) 
757-221-2989 (Fax) 
jbdaly@wm,edu 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

Emaii I Website I Scrod to a friend 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:23 PM 

¯ i@live.unc.edu> 

)@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; g ¯ [@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros (         @gmaJl.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

caflylew~)mnaJl.unc.edu     ¯ i@live.unc.edu; @gmail.com; ..... a@live.unc.edu); ( "     @comcast.net; 

",~)gmail.com; lancf@email.unc.edu _ ~@live.unc.edu; @emaJJ.unc.edu; ’@hotma~,l.com 

RE: Tour of Champions 

You area gem ... Do you remember the UCONN video? 

From= Lindquist, Caroline S~nhope Wynne 
Sent~ Friday, November 08, 2013 1:09 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Lane, Cricket 
~c= Sa~er, Korie; Hua, Rong DanDan; Williamson, Carly Rutledge; 

t; @hotmail.com; 
Thomas ~ 
Subjeet~ ~E: Tour of Champions 

Sure, rd love to~ 

3@gmail.com; 
@msn,com; Ducar, Chris; 

/ ~                ,@comcast not: Karn~lelOff@gmail,com; 
I@aol.com; .Jason Sisneros,         @gmail,com); Sander, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent; Friday, November 08, 2013 12:27 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 

Cc: Sawyer, Korie; Hua, Rong DanDan; Williamson, Carly Rutledge; Caroline Stanhope Wynne Lindquis~ _@_g_n_!_a]_[:_£_o___n_!; 

@comcast.net ....................... _f_@g__m____a_L[_._£_o____m__; ~ .. r ;i ._@__h_.o_t__m_a__[J:_c__o__m_~ 

I@aol.com_; Jason Sisneros ( s@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Tour of Champions 

Perfect then I will copy them on this .... Something like what UCONN basketball did? Link, this is up yoL~r alley, can yo~ take the lead? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent; Friday, November 08, 2013 11:24 AM 

To." Dorrance, Nber~ A 1V 
6¢: Sau#’er, Korie; Hua, Rong DanDan 
Subject," Re: Tour of Champions 

z~son 

Just work in a script...I can have my grad assistants get in touch with >’our leadership group I,~ work on, if you want. 

Thanks 

; 
:_@._m_s__q:._c_ .o_m_; Ducar, Chris; 

Sent t’mm my iPhone 

On Nov 8, 2)13 at 11:19 AM, "Do,rance, Albert A IV" <_&n_~!)_(~_e_w.a_~l_:u__r_Lc_: _e_£t._u.> wrote: 

What do we need to do in preparation? 

Frem: Lane, Cricket 
Sent; Friday, November 08, 2013 $0:54 AN 
Te: Levy, Jennifer S; Dorrance, Albeg A IV; C~ea~y, Kenneth Eugene 
Co: Hua, Rong DanDan; Sav~er, Kode 
Su~ject: Fwd: Tour of Champions 

Hi iblks 

Ken s~dd he would be able m vi&o tiffs p~ject m eady December. Does ~al work tbr eveuone? 

) Sent from my iI hor~e 

Begin forwarded mes~ge: 

From: Nevin C@le <nevind~fivedomsounds.org> 

Date: November 8. 2013 at 10:46:05 AM EST 

To: Cricket [,ar~e <_c__~jc__k_.e_~/~_u__r_~c_:e__d_ .u_.> 

Hi Cricket, 

hope all is well. I wanted to fbllow up with "Four of Champions launch dates for women’s lacrosse at~d women’s soccer. 

We would like to lmmch the U]xTC women’s lacrosse video on Mon&y, November 18th: and women’s soccer on either December 2nd or 

9th. Please let me know if these dates are feasible and if not, wha.t da.tes may work best l[br you and the teams. 

We tU to launch our initiatives or~ Mor~day’s, and c~m work around your schedule. Thar~ks for >’our help’. 

All my best, 

Nevin Caple 
Divetsib" Consultant 
C o- fi)uI~der & Executive Director 



Br{ache the Silence Campaign 

ww’,v.fieedom.~)unds.o~g 

herin(a) freedo m som~ds~org 

New York, NY 

"In the end, we will remember not the words ofonr enemies but the siler~ce of our [}iends." -MLK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:24 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Latest Core Values Version 

Tom, 

Explain what we do with the symbols .... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jef£~)jefI~anssen.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 1:10 PM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Cc: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Latest Core Values Version 

Thalzks much! 1 like the symbol addition. 

>Jeff, 

>The core values are attached. Please let me know if you need anything else. 

>Shelly Streett 
>Olympic Sports 
>Un lversity of North Carolina 
>Department of Athletics 
>Office 919962.5220 
>Vax 919.962.4038 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 1:56 PM 
>To: Jeff Janssen 
>Cc: Streett, Shelly 
>Sublect: RE: Latest Core Values Version 
> 

>Thanks Jefft! Shelly (can you send Jeff our latest version of our core 
>values)? 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Jeff Janssen [raailto:ieff~ieffianssen.cora] 
>Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 10:44 AM 
>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>Subiect: Latest Core Values Version 

>Anson, 
> 

>Best of luck and leadership vs. FSU tomorrowt 
> 

>;\~en you get a chance, could you have someone forward me the latest 
>version of your Core Values? I believe you said there were now 12 and 
>an earlier version I had listed 11. 
> 

>Thanks! 
> 

>Jeff 

>The Leader in Leadership Developraent for Captains and Coaches 
>htt~://www.ianssensl~ortsleadership.com 
> 

>Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
>1-888-721 -TEAM 

>Team up ~vith student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a 
>difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>(SALSC) http://w~vw salsc, or~ 
> 

>Content-Type: application/pdf; name "E,~’~’C Core Values 2013.pall~’ 
>Content-Description: UNC Core Values 2013.pdf 
>Content-Disposition: attachment; filename "L~NC Core Values 2013 pdt"; 
>    size 227778; creation-date "Thu, 07 Nov 2013 19:17:46 GMT"; 
> modification-date "Mon, 30 Sep 2013 18:48:55 G2~IT" 
> 
>Attacl~nent converted: Mac HD:L~-C Core Values 2013pdf (PDF i<~IC~,;) 
>(004FSAF6) 

The Leader in Leadership Development for Captains and Coaches http://www.janssensportsleadership.com 



Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721-TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the countD’ to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http:i/www.sal sc or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 2:53 PM 

] ~live.unc.e&~> 

ILL: Tour of Cha~pions 

I love a responsible woman with brains .... How were we so lucky to have you ? Like . you are going to make your mark in this worl!!! Leadership and 

responsibility ooze from your every pore!! 

From: 
Sent: FridaY/, November 08, 20:[3 2:50 PP1 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
S,,bject: RE: Tour of Champions 

Thank you, and yes I do remember it. I’ll start thinking of ideas for our video based on that and try to find ways we can personalize it to our sport and our 

program. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 3:22 PM 

To: 

Cc: ....... @msn.comj Ducar, Chris; "@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( !@gm~!:~m); Sander, Thomas J; Williamson, 

$-)gmail.com; 

’(~)hotmail,com 

Subject: RE: Tour of Champions 

You are a gem .... Do you r~-:m~ember th~-:~ UCONN video? 

Sent: Friday’, November 08, 201~ 1:0~ PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Lane, Cricket 
¢~: Sawyer, Korie; Hun, Rong DanDan; WillJamson, 

Thomas J 
$~bje~t: RE: Tour of Champions 

Sure, I’d love to! 

~@comcast.net; ! f@gmail.com; I 

e; ’,@qmail.com; [ .......... , .... , 2raig; .... :[0@gorn¢~st~et; .... 
~@hotmail.com; ........... (.~msn.com; Ducat, Chris; "~ao corn; Jason Sisneros ( ~gna con); Sander, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_._qs__o__q ._@__e_ .m__~_!]_._u__n_.c_._e_d__u_.> 

Sent= Friday, November 08, 2013 12:27 PM 

To: Lane, Cricket 

Cc: Sawyer, Korie; Hua, Rong DanDan; Williamson, I 

:~comcast.ne~;         @grn~!!:com; ; 

I@aol.com Jason Sisneros          ~&mail.com) Sander, ThomasJ 

Subject: RE: Tour of Champions 

Perfect then I will copy them on this ._. Something like what IJCONN basketball did? Link, this is up your alley, can you take the lead? 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 20:[3 :[:[:24 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢: Sawyer, Korie; Nun, Rong DanDan 

Subject: Re: Tour of Champions 

Anson 

Just work in a script...I can have my grad assislants get in ~ouch with your leadership group to work on, if you want. 

Tharfl~s 

¯ :    23@gmail.com; 

Z@hotmail.com; ...... 3@msE:com; Ducar, Chris; 

On Nov 8, 2013, at 11:19 AM, "Dorrance, Albe~1 A IV" <an~)n((-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What do we ne~?d 1:o do in pr~-:~paral:ion~ 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 20:[3 :[0:54, AN 

To: Le~q,’, Jennifer S; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Clea~, Kenneth Eugene 

Cc~ Hua, Rong DanDan; Sa~wer, Korie 
S~bject= Fwd: Tour of Champions 

t tJ lblks 

Ken sNd he would be able m video fhis ptxiect in early December. Does fl~at work fbr evecvone? 

Sent fi~)rn my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

From: Nevin Caple <._n__e___~2_r_~£q2__l[N__e__d__2__n_!~£_kLn_d_b:£_~g.:, 

Date: November 8, 2013 at 10:46:05 AM EST 

To: Cricket Lane <._c__n__£~__e_K~2__u_n_£:_e_d_u:;- 
SuNect: "[’our of (~SamNons 

Cricket, 



hope all is well. [ wanted to tbllow tip with Tour of Champions launch dates for women’s lacrosse and women’s soccer, 

We would like to hmnch the UNC womeffs lacrosse video on Monday, November 18th: and women’s soccer on either Decem ber 2nd or 

9~-~. Please let me know if ~-~ese dates are feasible and if not, what dales may work best [br yot~ and the teams, 

We *,ry to launch our initiatives or~ Mor~day’s, and can work arouud your sche&~le, Thar~ks for your help’, 

All my best, 

Nevin Caple 

DivetsiD" Const~ltant 

Co-fi:~uuder & Executive Director 
Br{ache fl-~e Silence Campaign 

www,freedom~mnds,org 

nevin~;fmedomsounds.org 

New York, NY 

"In the end, we will remember uot the words of our er~emies but the silence of our il-~ends." -MLK 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 8, 2013 3:12 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: Latest Core V~Jues Version 

Awesome Tom!!’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 3:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; jeff@jeffianssen.com 
Subject: RE: Latest Core Values Version 

Jeff, 

Attached is a photo of what we do ;vith the symbols We put them on a nice jacket or fleece for each player in one of the three colors to indicate 1 st (blue), 2rid (silver) or 3rd (white) place in 
the voting. The?, also get a 30 or 3.5 if they achieve that GPA. 

-Tom 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 2:24 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Sut~ject: FW: Latest Core Values Version 

Tom, 

Explain what ~ve do with the wmbols .... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: JeffJanssen [mailto:jefl’(fr!ieffianssen.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 1:10 PM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sublect: RE: Latest Core Values Version 

Thanks much[ I like the symbol addition. 

>Jeff, 

>~I1ne core values are attached. Please let me know if you need anything else. 

> 

>Shelly Streett 
>Olympic Sports 
>Universi~ of North Carolina 
>Departnrent of Athletics 
>Office 919.962.5220 
>Fax 919.962.4038 

> 

> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 1:56 PM 
>To: Jeff Janssen 
>Cc: Streett, Shelly 
>Subject: RE: Latest Core Values Version 
> 

>Trmnks Jeff!! Shelly (can you send Jeff our latest version of our core 

>values)’.’ 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>Frora: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jeff@jeffjanssen.com] 
>Sent: Thursday, November 07, 2013 10:44 
>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>Subject: Latest Core Values Version 
> 

>Anson, 

> 

>Best of luck and leadership vs. FSU tomon-ow! 
> 

>~en you get a chance, could you have someone forward me the latest 
>version of your Core Values? I believe you said there were now 12 and 
>an earlier version I had listed 11. 
> 

>Thanks’. 
> 

>Jeff 
> 

>The Leader in Leadership Development for Captains and Coaches 
>http :i/www.j anssensportsleadership com 



> 

>Jeff Janssen, M S 
>Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
>1-888-721 
> 

>Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the country to make a 
>difference around the worldt Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
>(SALSC) http://www.salsc org 
> 
>Content-Type: application/pdf; name "L~N’C~ Core Values 2013.pdI~’ 
>Content-Description: UNC Core Values 2013.pdf 
>Content-Disposition: attachment; filename "lJ2qC Core Values 2013.pdI"; 
>    size 227778; creation-date "Thu, 07 No’,~ 2013 19:17:46 GMT"; 
> modification-date "Mon, 30 Sep 2013 18:48:55 
> 

>Attactwaent converted: Mac HD:IJi~NC Core Values 2013.pdf (PDF i~IC>~) 
>(004FSAF6) 

The Leader in Leadership De’,~elopment for Captains and Coaches http://www.ianssensportsleadership.com 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-7"21 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders frora across the countr~" to make a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) httl~ :/iwww.salsc. or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 4:13 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edt~-; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

RE: Permission 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (@~mail corn] 

Sent: Friday, Nnvember 08, 2013 4:07 PM 

Tn: I)orrance, Albert A IV 

Sut~iect: Permission 

Anson, 

Ynu have my permission tn share my name and any nfmy academic infnnnation in response to the article in the Daily Tar Heel. 

Sent fi~om my iPhnne 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 4:14 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

lW: Pe,mission 

Do I need more than this to talk about an Academic All American? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 4:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Permission 

Anson, 

You have nay permission to share my name and any of my academic inIblrnation in response to the alticle in the Daily Tar Heel 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 5:11 PM 

Heal:her O’Reilly               ~gmail.com> 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@unc.edt~-; Brown, Michelle <michellebrow@m~c.edw" 

RE: Response to DTH 

Thank you Heather[! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Heather O’Reilly 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 4:59 PM 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Response to DTH 

i~mail corn] 

tIi Anson, 

Please feel fi-ee to use my name and aW academic awards I have received in response to the the article written in the I)TH I am proud of my academic career at Carolina along with my 

athletic career[ 

All the best, 

IIeather 

(Graduated fi~l12009) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 5:12 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu-~; Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu> 

EW: Response to DTH 

What do you think? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Heather O’Reilly 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 4:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Response to DTH 

~gmail.com] 

Hi Anson, 

Please feel free to use my name and any academic awards I have received in response to the the article ;vritten in the DTH. I am proud of my academic career at Carolina along with my 
athletic career! 

All the best, 
Heather 
(Graduated fall 2009) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 8, 2013 5:20 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@~mc.edu-~ 

I~E: Response to DTH 

Thanks! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 5:14PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Response to DTH 

she graduated in 2009, say what a~vards she won, but that she fell outside of the reporting zone A perfect example of how the numbers don;t tell the full stoW 

Steve Kirschner 
University of Nolth Carolina 
Senior Associate A.D for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 o]Tice 
cell 

stevekirschner@unc.edu 
Gotleels.com 

"We Educate and Inspire Through Athletics" 

On 11/8/13 5:11 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

>What do you think? 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>From: Heather O’ReiHy ........ i~mail com] 
>Sent: Friday, November 08, 2013 4:59 PM 
>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>Subject: Response to I)TH 
> 

> 

> 

>Hi Anson, 
> 

>Please feel free to use my name and any academic awards I have received 
>in response to the the article written in the DTH. I ara proud of my 
>academic career at Carolina along with my athletic career! 
> 

>All the best, 
>Heather 
>(Graduated fall 2009) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, November 8, 2013 5:21 PM 

Subject: FW: UNC’s Amber Brooks Wins Prestigious NCAA Top l0 Award 

From-" Lohse, Dave Clark 

Sent-" Friday, November 08, 2013 5:18 PM 

To-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; @tampabay.rr.com; webintern@theacc.org; updates@ncaa.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; artchansky@gmail.com; sports@newsobserver.com; 

apraleigh@ap.org; sports@news14.com; Miller, Beth; paul@socceramerica.com; gwpall@aol.com; rstutts@1360wchl.com; chnsports@nando.com; 

obsports@charlotteobserver.com; soccer@sportsvu.net; Ducar, Chris; editor@soccertimes.com; ray@southernsoccerscene.com; sports@dailytarheel.com; 

sphillips@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; ewarnock@nando.com; college@topdrawersoccer.com; ESPNdatainfo@espn.com; news@wch11360.com; 

info@fairgamemagazine.com; sports@wsjournal.com; graham.hays@espn3.com; sports@news-record.corn; hhirschman@theacc.org; jim@theheavners.com; Durham Herald- 

Sun (sports@heraldsun.com); Heather Hirschman (hhirschman@theacc.org); Jenn Hildreth (jhildreth@foxsports.net); Cunningham, Bubba; aufnowski@theacc.org; 

fbssports@visionsportsnews.com; lhumbert@theacc.org; pmc@logocapital.com; production@theaccdn.com; stanleyj@lenovo.com 

Subject: UNC’s Amber Brooks Wins Prestigious NCAA Top 10 Award 

UNC’s Amber Brooks Wins Prestigious NCAA Top 10 Award 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

(November 8, 2013) 

Contact: Dave Lohse, Associate Athletic Communications, University of North Carolina, 919-962-7257, ._d__a___v__e_!9__h__s__e__@_u___n__c_:_e___d_~! 

INDIANAPOLIS, IND. --The NCAA has selected 10 extraordinary student-athletes who will be honored in January as the Today’s Top 10 Award winners. Among the winners for the 2012- 

13 school year is University of North Carolina women’s soccer midfielder Amber Brooks. 

The NCAA Today’s Top 10 Award recognizes student-athletes for their successes on the fields and courts, in the classroom and in the community. The award recipients completed their 

athletics eligibility during the 2012-13 academic year and will be recognized at the Honors Celebration during the NCAA Convention in San Diego, Calif. 

Brooks is the fifth University of North Carolina student-athlete to win the award. She is the third UNC women’s soccer player to be so honored. Other winners from UNC have been 

swimmer Sue Walsh in 1985, soccer player Heather O’Reilly in 2007, track and field performer Laura Gerraughty in 2007 and women’s soccer player Yael Averbuch in 2009. 

The NCAA Honors Committee selects the honorees and is comprised of athletics administrators at member schools and conferences, as well as nationally distinguished former 

student-athletes. 

Previously, the award recognized eight student-athletes and was known as Today’s Top VIII. The NCAA Honors Committee expanded the award in 2013 to include 10 honorees in order 

to recognize the increased number of student-athletes, sports and championship opportunities. 

Amber Brooks Brief Biography 

School: University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 

Major: Communication Studies 

GPA:  

Sport: Soccer 

Four-year starter and two-time captain of the women’s soccer team, Amber Brooks graduated from University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill in August 2013 with a bachelor’s degree in 

communication studies. In 2012, the two-time national champion (2009 and 2012) was named to the NCAA all-tournament team. She was selected by Top Drawer Soccer as the 2012 

National Player of the Year and was a finalist for the 2012 Lowe’s Senior CLASS Award. She was a member of the 2009 and 2010 Atlantic Coast Conference championship teams at UNC. 

Brooks was a Capital One All-American in 2011 and 2012, a three-time ACC Honor Roll selection (2009, 2011 and 2012) and ACC Scholar Athlete of the Year in 2012. She also captains 

the United States U23 national women’s soccer team and was named Most Valuable Player of the Four Nations Tournament in Spain. UNC will honor her later this year by retiring her 

soccer jersey number (22). 

The 2014 Today’s Top 10 awardees are: 

Brigetta Barett, Arizona, Women’s Indoor and Outdoor Track and Field 

Amber Brooks, North Carolina, Women’s Soccer 

Raven Chavanne, Tennessee, Softball 

Elena Delle Donne, Delaware, Women’s Basketball and Volleyball 

Ellie Duffy, Concordia University (Minn.), Volleyball 

Barrett Jones, Alabama, Football 

Jocelyne Lamourex, North Dakota, Ice Hockey 

Tim Nelson, University of Wisconsin-Stout, Men’s Cross Country, Indoor and Outdoor Track and Field 

Kayla Shull, Clarion University, Women’s Swimming and Diving 

Mary Weatherholt, Nebraska, Women’s Tennis 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 

University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 

(Cell) 

_d___a__v___e_!9_b__s__e_.__~__u__t~__c__~_e_~_u_. 





Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, November 11, 2013 11:06 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edu: 

EW: Developing Co~porate/TeaJn Culture 

Shelly, 

Please send this guy: "The Man Watching" address below 

From= David Friedman [mailto:david@djfriedman.com] 
Sent= Saturday, November 09, 203.3 3.3.:45 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject= Re: Developing Corporate!Team Culture 
Fantastic. Let me know which of those days works best for you and we’ll make it happen. Really looking forward to it. 
I’m putting my book in the mail to you today. 
My address is: 
Paul has often mentioned to me how much the way in which you’ve created and institutionalized the culture of your program is similar to what I’ve done and taught. I’m eager 
to read and learn more about it and to compare notes. 
Warmly, 

David J. Friedman 
Author i~ Speaker ~ Consultant 

Phone: 609.472.3960 

Email:         david.~_@’ried ma n .corr~ 
Facebook: _h__t_t_ p_: ~!’_~ _u___v2__¢_~ f__a___c__e___b__o__o___k_:_c___o___m_ ~ _F__~_ L0__d__a___m___o__._ ~ ~_~ [[ ~_~ j ~[ ~ £ &0_L~ 9_~ j~ W 

ebsite: _h_~p_i~_~f__rj__e_~_~_~:__c__o___m_- 

On Nov 8, 2013, at 2:17 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson,@,emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

David, 
You are very kind! Yes, we will make an at:ternoonievening of d~s. Thank you for being ~nteres~ed. 

[ would love your book. Give me your address and [ will send you one that captures our cu[Lure. 

From= David Friedman [mailto:david@djfriedman.com] 
Sent= Friday, November 08, 203.3 3.1:35; AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Developing Corporate!Team Culture 
Good morning, Anson. Yes, I will be "somewhere" in the Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill area giving a series of workshops for CEO’s on the mornings of the 25th, 26th, and 27th. 
The program I do is on building high performance cultures and is based on the lessons I figured out while running my company and now helping lots of other leaders do the 
same. 
It would be a thrill to compare notes with you and exchange ideas on the things you’ve learned about leadership in your amazing career. I’ll be flying in from Philadelphia 
sometime on Monday Feb 24th and will be open the afternoon and evenings of the 24th, 25th, and 26th, before I fly home on the 27th. 
Perhaps we could meet one of those afternoons at your office and, if you’re available, I’d love to take you to dinner. Let me know what works best for you. 
Also, if you give me your address, I’d love to send you a copy of my book. 
Looking forward to connecting. 
Warmly, 

<image001 .gif> 

David J. Friedman 
Author i:: Speaker il Consultant 

<image002.png> 



Phone: 609.472.3960 
Email:         d~vid_@_tJ.~!ri~.~d ma n .corn 

W ebsite: h~p~!idjfriedman.com 
Twi~er:        h~p:/itwitter.com/DavidFriedman4 

On Nov 8, 2013, at 11:18 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~K~emaiLunc~edu> wrote: 

David, 

Paul mentioned the possibility of you being in Chapel Hill Feb 25th through the 

F~m= Paul Friedman [maiJto:Paul Friedman@aN.corn] 
Sent= Friday, November 08, 20~3 ~0:~7 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; David FHedman 
Subject= DeveloNng Corpora~eam Culture 
Hi Anson and David, 
I’m sending you each other’s con~ct information so that you can conne~. 
Anson Dorrance 

w -929-962-5492 
c- 

David Friedman 
david@djffiedman.com 
C- 

Tm sure you’ll have plen~ of good information to share with each other. 

Paul Friedman 

Account Executive 

Galla~her Benefit Services J ;~mkmg .~k~d 

502 Fellowship Road, Suite 202J Mt. Laurel, NJ 08054 

Direct: 973,783.43241 Fax: 856.380.4508 I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:30 AM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

~)live.unc.edu) 

RE: gps vs fsu 

P’~etty good effort, how does it compare ? 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Sunday, 5:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; IIC_c~aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; Hoover, Jorian 
Subject: gps vs fsu 

attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 11, 2013 11:53 AM 

Joshua Medcalf~ ~gmail.com> 

l~L: 2 motivational audio clips for your gift!! 

Thank you Joshua, I look l:o~’ward to looking at them[ 
From: Joshua Medcalf [mailto ~gmail,com] 
Sent; Monday, November ii, 2013 3:08 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; 2 motivational audio clips for your girls! 
I hope these ~e helpful! 

Dream Sports Academy 
Executive Director & Founder 

Cell 

Watch our Videos 

www.~m~theratio.com 

T2BC 
President & Head Trainer 

w~vXmintobeclutch.con~ 

Changing the wofld...One person at a time 

Facebook Follow me on Twitter 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 11, 2013 4:49 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@dnke.edu-~ 

ILE: #1 seed- Congratulation!!!! 

Thanks 

Frem: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Seat; Monday, November :[:[, 20:[3 4:28 PM 
Te; Dorrance, Alber~ A 
Subject:= #:[ seed- Congratulations!!! 

Coach Dorrance, 
When the goal is the win it all, it seems like a #:[ seed is equivalent to an undefeated season. Congratulations!!! It seems nice that you have already seen UCLA (and beaten 

them). 
All the best!!! 
Dan 



VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

November 11, 2013 

46202 

TO: Tournament Director of the Host Institution for the 2013 NCAA Division I 
Women’s Soccer Championship. 

FROM: Sharon K. Cessna 
Director, Championships and Alliances 

SUBJECT: Lightning Notification 

The NCAA has made arrangements through Schneider Electric to provide a lightning 
detection and weather monitoring system to all rounds of competition for fall 
championships. This system will assist the event management staff and the NCAA 
representatives in case of inclement weather during the championship. 

The following arrangements will apply: 

[] MxVision WeatherSentw Online® is an Internet based lightning detection and 
weather monitoring system that does not require any equipment to be shipped to the 
host site. 

Each host facility must have access to a computer with Internet access. Also, each 
site may have a maximum of three designated email addresses for instant notification. 
It is preferred that these email addresses are for a cellular phone or pager that can 
receive a text message; however, a standard email address will work. If a standard 
email address is used, this email address must be monitored at all times. 

[] Charges for the use of MxVision WeatherSentry Online will be billed directly to the 
NCAA and will not be charged to the host institution’s approved championship 
budget. 

[] Information about your site-specific subscription, login identification and password 
will be sent to you once you complete the "MxVision WeatherSentry Online 
Registration" form. 

If you have a weather prediction system and/or a lightning detection system that you use 
during the regular season, you still may use that in conjunction with MxVision 
WeatherSentry®. This service is provided so that all sites will have the resources 
available to ensure the safety of our student-athletes, spectators and event management 
staff. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Sharon Cessna 

SKC:lpm 
Attachments 

N a t i o n a t C ~ i ! e g i a t e A t 

An association of over t,200 members 



NCAA LIGHTNING DETECTION PROCEDURES 

MXVISION WEATHERSENTRY ONLINE® 

MxVision WeatherSentry Online is a Web-based subscription to a lightning detection and 
weather monitoring system. Once you are selected as a host institution, you must complete the 
"MxVision WeatherSentry Online Registration" form. This form must be submitted to 

Schneider Electric (Fax: 402/399-2829; or email: steve.tinnell@telventdtn.com)~ Your site 
specific User Name and Password will be emailed 48 hours before the start &your event. 

NOTIFICATION EMAIL AND MONITORING LOCATION 

After you receive your registration confirmation from Schneider Electric, you should confirm 
that the correct monitoring information has been entered. 

Log on to http:iiweather.dtn.com. You will be asked for your user name and password. 
Enter the information that was provided to you from Schneider Electric. All information is 

case sensitive. 

Once you have entered the site, you will see your "Home" screen. On the top left of the 
screen, click on the "Settings" button. Verify that your site information is listed as the 
monitoring site. Please note that any changes in the "Settings" area must be completed by 
clicking on "Save Changes" at the bottom right of the screen. 

Once you have verified your site, you should verify that your notification devices are 
properly identified. Click on the "Alerts" tab and then "assign contact devices." This will 
allow you to view the email addresses that will be used to notify you in the event of 
lightning in your immediate area or inclement weather. 

Once your contact device has been established and verified, click on the "Manage Control 
Devices." This will allow you to designate "Quiet Periods" or times when you will not 
receive any notifications. It is recommended that "Quiet Period 1" be set from midnight 
until the time you would like to begin receiving notification and that "Quiet Period 2" be 

set from the time you would like to stop receiving notification until midnight. 

Once your event is over, return to the "Alerts" tab and the "Assign Contact Devices" 
screen. UNCHECK the enable box for each email address. This will discontinue all email 
notifications to those devices. 

VIEW PERSONAL MAP 

From the "Home" screen, you can click on the radar image. This will enlarge the radar image of 
your area. You will see the warning and the alert rings for the lightning monitoring for your site. 



Here are some helpful tips for using this page: 

On the right side of the screen, you can click on any of the boxes to customize the view of 
your local map with as much or as little information that you would like. The alert ring is a 
30-mile radius from your competition site and the warning ring is an eight mile radius from 
your site. Once lightning enters your alert site, you should begin preparations to protect the 
student-athletes and spectators. Once lightning enters the warning ring, you must stop 
competition and move student-athletes and spectators to safe areas. You may not begin any 
activity until 30 minutes have passed since the last lightning strike inside the warning ring. 
Lightning strikes will disappear from the screen once they are 30 minutes old. 

You can put the radar in motion by clicking on arrow at the bottom of the page. This will 
assist you in tracking rain activity in your area. 

The information in the PrecipTimer® and the Lightning Manager® on the Home page will 
show you current activity in your area. 

Please take some time to become familiar with the features of this product. For example, you 
can obtain direct information from the National Weather Service or an hourly forecast for your 
location by using the tabs on the left side of the Home screen. 

PROGRAM SUPPORT 

In the event that you are having difficulty using this program, please use the Help section located 
on the upper fight side comer of the screen. This will have many answers to questions regarding 
the function of this system. 

If you need technical support, call 1-800-6110-0777 and select option 2 for service. 



MXVISION WEATHERSENTRY ONLINE® REGISTRATION 

The NCAA has made arrangements through Schneider Electric to provide a lightning and 
weather detection system to all rounds of competition for outdoor spring championships. 
This system will assist the event management staff and the NCAA representatives in the 
event of inclement weather during the championship. 

CHAMPIONSHIP NAME: 

HOST SCHOOL 

CH.42¢IPIONSHIP START DATE: 
(Include any practice days in the start date of the championship.) 

CHAMPIONSHIP END DATE: 

CHAMPIONSHIP SITE ADDRES S: 

CITY: STATE: ZIP: 

LATITUDE: LONGITUDE: 

ONSITE CONTACT: PHONE: 

ONSITE CONTACT E-MAIL: 

NCAA STAFF CONTACT: 

NCAA STAFF CONTACT 
E-MAIL 

The MxVision WeatherSentry® system will be able to notify each site of lightning 
activity in the area of competition as well as pre-defined weather conditions. This 
notification may be sent to a standard e-mail address, cellular phone with text message 
capabilities or any other device that is capable of receiving text messages. Each site may 
designate a maximum of three (3) notification addresses for each site. 

Please designate the notification address: NOTE: If cell phone please list carrier 
Email or Cell # 
Email or Cell # 
Email or Cell # 

Please return this information to (Fax: 402/399-2829 or email 
steve.tinnell@telventdtn.com.) as soon as you are notified as a host. Once this 
information is submitted to Schneider Electric, the User Name and Password ~vill be 
emailed to the on-site contact 48 hours before event start date. 



CHAt4PiO liPS 
NCAA ALL SITES 

PUBLIC ADDRESS ANNOUNCER SCRIPT TEMPLATE 
FALL 2013 

NCAA SALUTE 

THE NCAA SALUTES ITS MORE THAN 450,000 STUDENT-ATHLETES PARTICIPATING IN 23 

SPORTS. WE CHEER FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES IN THE GAME AND IN THE CLASSROOM. 

NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS 

THE NCAA SPONSORS 89 NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS EACH YEAR. FOR MORE INFORMATION 

ABOUT NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS, GO TO NCAA.COM (N-C-A-A DOT COM). 

INITIAL ELIGIBILITY 

DO YOU PLAN TO PLAY COLLEGE SPORTS? 

LEARN MORE. 

VISIT 2POINT3.ORG (2-POINT-3 DOT ORG) TO 

NCAA SPORTSMANSHIP 

THE NCAA PROMOTES GOOD SPORTSMANSHIP BY STUDENT-ATHLETES, COACHES AND 

SPECTATORS. WE REQUEST YOUR COOPERATION BY SUPPORTING THE PARTICIPANTS AND 

OFFICIALS IN A POSITIVE MANNER. PROFANITY, DEROGATORY COMMENTS OR OTHER 

INTIMIDATING ACTIONS DIRECTED AT OFFICIALS, STUDENT-ATHLETES, COACHES OR TEAM 

REPRESENTATIVES WILL NOT BE TOLERATED AND ARE GROUNDS FOR REMOVAL FROM THE 

SITE OF COMPETITION. 

NCAA RESPECT CAMPAIGN 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, PLEASE TREAT TODAY’S PLAYERS, COACHES AND OFFICIALS 

WITH RESPECT. AFTER ALL, (UNIVERSITY 

NAMES), HAVE MANY TRADITIONS, BUT BAD SPORTSMANSHIP ISN’T ONE OF THEM. RESPECT, 

IT’ S THE NAME OF THE GAME ...... A MESSAGE BROUGHT TO YOU BY THE NCAA. 



STANDARD CCP RECOGNITION (SEE SPORT SPECIFIC READS BELOW) 

THE NCAA THANKS OUR CORPORATE CHAMPIONS - AT&T, CAPITAL ONE AND COCA-COLA - 

AND OUR CORPORATE PARTNERS - ALLSTATE, BUFFALO WILD WINGS, BUICK, BURGER KING, 

ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR, 1NFINITI, LG, LOWE’S, NABISCO, NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL, 

REESE’S, UNILEVER AND UPS. THEIR SUPPORT HAS ENHANCED NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS AND 

THE EDUCATIONAL AND ATHLETIC EXPERIENCES OF MORE THAN 450,000 NCAA STUDENT- 

ATHLETES. 

CCP RECOGNITION (WOMEN’S 

THE NCAA THANKS OUR CORPORATE CHAMPIONS - AT&T, CAPITAL ONE AND COCA-COLA - 

AND OUR CORPORATE PARTNERS - ALLSTATE, BUFFALO WILD WINGS, BUICK, BURGER KING, 

DEGREE WOMEN, ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR, 1NFINITI, LG, LOWE’S, NABISCO, NORTHWESTERN 

MUTUAL, REESE’S AND UPS. THEIR SUPPORT HAS ENHANCED NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS AND 

THE EDUCATIONAL AND ATHLETIC EXPERIENCES OF MORE THAN 450,000 NCAA STUDENT- 

ATHLETES. 

NCAA All Sites PA Script Template - Fall 2013 



JOINING FORCES 

AT THIS TIME WE PROUDLY REQUEST THAT ANY CURRENT OR FORMER MEMBERS OF OUR 

ARMED FORCES PLEASE STAND TO BE RECOGNIZED ............ LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, LET’S 

HEAR IT FOR THESE MEN AND WOMEN AND THOSE AROUND THE WORLD WHO HAVE AND 

CONTINUE TO GIVE SO MUCH TO SERVE OUR COUNTRY! 

JOINING FORCES - SPECIFIC MILITARY RECOGNITION 

AT THIS TIME WE PROUDLY REQUEST THAT ANY CURRENT OR FORMER MEMBERS OF OUR 

ARMED FORCES PLEASE STAND TO BE RECOGNIZED ............ LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, AS WE 

THANK THESE MEN AND WOMEN AND THOSE AROUND THE WORLD WHO HAVE AND 

CONTINUE TO GIVE SO MUCH TO SERVE OUR COUNTRY, PLEASE WELCOME 

(INSERT MILITARY BRANCH, 

POSITION, NAME). 

NATIONAL ANTHEM 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, PLEASE RISE AND REMOVE YOUR HATS TO HONOR AMERICA AND 

THOSE WHO SUPPORT OUR FREEDOM AT HOME AND ABROAD. PLEASE JOIN THE 

DIRECTION OF 

PLAYING OF OUR NATIONAL ANTHEM. 

(INSTITUTION) BAND, UNDER THE 

(BAND DIRECTOR), IN THE 

PLAYER/TEAM INTRODUCTIONS 

GOOD (AFTERNOON/EVENING), LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, 

NCAA DIVISION (ONE/TWO/THREE) 

AND WELCOME TO THE 2013 

(MEN’S/WOMENS) 

(SPORT) CHAMPIONSHIP, AT 

(VENUE) IN 

(CITY/STATE). (TODAY’ S/TONIGHT’ S) CHAMPIONSHIP 

VS. THE 

GAME    FEATURES    THE 

(INSTITUTION/MASCOT) 

(INSTITUTION/MASCOT). 

LET’S MEET THE STARTING LINEUPS ...... 

(Add sport specific information here) 

NCAA All Sites PA Script Template - Fall 2013 



NCAA TICKETS 

DID YOU KNOW MORE THAN 50,000 STUDENT-ATHLETES COMPETE IN NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS 

AT MORE THAN 800 SITES ACROSS THE COUNTRY ANNUALLY? FIND A CHAMPIONSHIP NEAR 

YOU. VISIT NCAA.COM/TICKETS (N-C-A-A DOT CONI SLASH TICKETS) AND EXPERIENCE IT 

LIVE. 

NCAA EXPERIENCE 

BE A VIP WITH THE NCAA EXPERIENCE! THE NCAA EXPERIENCE OFFERS OFFICIAL FAN 

TICKET, HOSPITALITY AND TRAVEL PACKAGES FOR SELECT NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS. FOR 

MORE INFORMATION, VISIT NCAA.COM/VIP (N-C-A-A DOT CONI SLASH V-I-P). 

NCAA TICKET EXCHANGE 

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR TICKETS TO AN UPCOMING CHAMPIONSHIP? OR DID YOU BUY 

TICKETS AND CAN NO LONGER ATTEND? THE NCAA TICKET EXCHANGE IS THE ONLY NCAA 

APPROVED SECONDARY TICKET MARKETPLACE TO BUY AND SELL TICKETS WITH OTHER 

FANS FOR SELECT NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS. BUY AND SELL WITH CONFIDENCE KNOWING 

TICKETS ARE AUTHENTIC. FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT NCAA.COM/EXCHANGE (N-C-A-A 

DOT COM SLASH EXCHANGE) 

NCAA RESEARCH 

TIME TO GRADE THIS CHAMPIONSHIP, PLEASE VISIT NCAA.COM/RESEARCH (N-C-A-A DOT 

COM SLASH RESEARCH) AND TELL US HOW YOU WOULD RATE THIS EVENT. 

NCAA SOCIAL MEDIA 

ARE YOU A FAN OF NCAA SPORTS? PROVE IT BY LIKING, FOLLOWING AND RETWEETING THE 

NCAA. GAIN AN INSIDE LOOK AND BEHIND THE SCENES ACCESS TO YOUR FAVORITE 

STUDENT-ATHLETES, CHAMPIONSHIPS AND SPORTS. VISIT NCAA.ORG/SOCIALMEDIA (N-C-A- 

A DOT ORG SLASH SOCIAL MEDIA) TO GET ALL OF YOUR NCAA UPDATES. 

NCAA All Sites PA Script Template - Fall 2013 



NCAA MERCHANDISE 
FANS, DON’T FORGET TO PURCHASE CHAMPIONSHIP 

FROM THE NCAA TEAM SHOP(S) LOCATED AT 

MERCHANDISE (TODAY/TONIGHT) 

NCAA GAME PROGRAMS - SELECT CHAMPIONSHIPS ONLY 

WANT TO TAKE HOME A PIECE OF AN NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP? PICK UP YOUR OFFICIAL NCAA 

CHAMPIONSHIP PROGRAM AT THE NCAA TEAM SHOP(S) LOCATED THROUGHOUT THE VENUE. 

NCAA DIGITAL GAME PROGRAM - SELECT CHAMPIONSHIPS ONLY 

BE SURE TO DOWNLOAD YOUR OFFICIAL NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP DIGITAL GAME PROGRAM TO 

YOUR LAPTOP OR MOBILE DEVICE AT NCAA.COM/GAMEPROGRAMS (N-C-A-A DOT COM 

SLASH GAME PROGRAMS). 

NCAA TELEVISION COVERAGE - USED AT SELECT SITES ONLY 

NCAA (INSERT SPORT) FANS, REMEMBER TO TUNE IN TO WATCH THE 

(INSERT NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP/FINAL) LIVE ON 

(INSERT NETWORK) ON (INSERT DAY AND DATE) AT 

(INSERT TIME) EASTERN TIME. 

DON’T BET ON IT 

THE NCAA OPPOSES ALL FORMS OF LEGAL AND ILLEGAL SPORTS WAGERING AS IT HAS THE 

POTENTIAL TO UNDERMINE THE INTEGRITY OF SPORTS CONTESTS AND JEOPARDIZES THE 

WELFARE OF    STUDENT-ATHLETES AND THE INTERCOLLEGIATE ATHLETIC S 

COMMUNITY. FOR MORE INFORMATION, GO TO DONTBETONIT.ORG (DON’T BET ON IT DOT 

ORG). 
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SELECT CHAMPIONSHIP SITES ONLY - NCAA ELITE 89 AWARD 

THE ELITE 89 AWARD RECOGNIZES THE TRUE ESSENCE OF THE STUDENT-ATHLETE BY 

HONORING THE INDIVIDUAL WHO HAS REACHED THE PINNACLE OF COMPETITION AT THE 

NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP LEVEL IN HIS OR HER SPORT, WHILE ALSO ACHIEVING THE 

HIGHEST ACADEMIC STANDARD AMONG PEERS. THE ELITE 89 AWARD IS PRESENTED TO THE 

STUDENT-ATHLETE WITH THE HIGHEST CUMULATIVE GRADE-POINT AVERAGE 

PARTICIPATING AT THE FINALS SITE FOR EACH OF THE NCAA’ S 89 CHAMPIONSHIPS. 

THE RECIPIENT OF THE ELITE 89 AWARD FOR THE 

YEAR/NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP), WITH A CUMULATIVE GRADE-POINT AVERAGE OF 

(INSERT GPA) IN (INSERT MAJOR OF STUDY), IS 

(INSERT WINNER AND SCHOOL). 

(INSERT 

LET’S HAVE A ROUND OF APPLAUSE FOR THIS TREMENDOUS ACCOMPLISHMENT! 

DIVISION I SITES ONLY - SA$~A~RITAN’S FEET 

THE NCAA DIVISION ONE STUDENT-ATHLETE ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEMBERS ARE 

COMMITTED TO A SERVICE BASED RELATIONSHIP WITH SAMARITAN’S FEET, A 

HUMANITARIAN RELIEF ORGANIZATION THAT WORKS TO COMPASSIONATELY WASH THE 

FEET OF IMPOVERISHED CHILDREN AND PROVIDE THEM WITH A NEW PAIR OF SHOES TO 

PREVENT DISEASE AND INFECTION. THIS INITIATIVE IS FOCUSED ON VOLUNTEERING AND 

FUNDRAISING EVENTS AROUND THE COUNTRY. 
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DIVISION II SITES ONLY - AMERICAN AND CANDADIAN NATIONAL ANTHEMS 

(USED ONLY IF SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY IS HOSTING OR COMPETING) 

LADLES AND GENTLEMEN, PLEASE RISE AND REMOVE YOUR HATS FOR THE PLAYING OF THE 

CANADIAN AND UNITED STATES NATIONAL ANTHEMS. WE WILL HONOR SIMON FRASER 

UNIVERSITY, A CANADIAN MEMBER INSTITUTION OF THE NCAA, WITH THE PLAYING OF 

THEIR NATIONAL ANTHEM, "O CANADA" FOLLOWED BY THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

NATIONAL ANTHEM, "THE STAR SPANGLED BANNER." 

(IF PLAYED B Y INSTITUTIONAL BAND, INCLUDE THE FOLLOWING): 

PLEASE JOIN THE 

UNDER THE DIRECTION OF 

DIRECTOR) AS THEY HONOR BOTH COUNTRIES. 

(INSTITUTION) BAND, 

(BAND 

DIVISION II SITES ONLY - I CHOSE 

NCAA DIVISION TWO INSTITUTIONS AND CONFERENCES EMPHASIZE THE STUDENT-ATHLETE 

EXPERIENCE AS A BALANCED PROGRAM OF ACADEMIC AND ATHLETIC DEVELOPMENT IN A 

PERSONAL SETTING. JOIN THE MORE THAN 100,000 NCAA DIVISION TWO STUDENT-ATHLETES 

WHO CHOSE TO COMPETE IN DIVISION TWO. 

DIVISION II SITES ONLY - NCAA LIFE IN BALANCE 

THE NCAA DIVISION TWO APPROACH PROVIDES GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES THROUGH 

ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT, LEARNING IN HIGH-LEVEL ATHLETICS COMPETITION AND 

DEVELOPMENT OF POSITIVE SOCIETAL ATTITUDES IN SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY. THE 

BALANCE AND INTEGRATION OF THESE DIFFERENT AREAS OF LEARNING OPPORTUNITY 

PROVIDE DIVISION TWO STUDENT-ATHLETES A PATH TO GRADUATION WHILE CULTIVATING 

A VARIETY OF SKILLS AND KNOWLEDGE FOR LIFE AHEAD. 
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DIVISION II MAKE-A-WISH SPONSORSHIP 

SINCE 2003, NCAA DIVISION II HAS BEEN A NATIONAL SPONSOR OF MAKE-A-WISH®, RAISING 

OVER $2.4 MILLION TO HELP GRANT THE WISHES OF CHILDREN WITH LIFE-THREATENING 

MEDICAL CONDITIONS. IN THE SPIRIT OF SERVICE, NCAA DIVISION II STUDENT-ATHLETES, 

COACHES, ADMINISTRATORS, PARENTS AND FANS ACROSS THE COUNTRY ARE WORKING 

HARD TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE IN THE LIVES OF MAKE-A-WISH FAMILIES THROUGH THEIR 

HEARTFELT FUNDRAISING EFFORTS. TOGETHER WE HAVE HELPED TO GRANT NEARLY 400 

WISHES, BUT THE GOAL LINE IS STILL AHEAD. TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE SPONSORSHIP 

OR TO DONATE, PLEASE VISIT D2SA.ORG (D-2-S-A DOT ORG). 

DIVISION III SITES ONLY - DISCOVER. DEVELOP. DEDICATE. 

NCAA DIVISION THREE STUDENT-ATHLETES FOLLOW THEIR PASSION AND DISCOVER 

POTENTIAL IN THE PURSUIT OF ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE. THEY ARE ENCOURAGED TO 

ENGAGE IN ALL ASPECTS OF THE COLLEGIATE EXPERIENCE WHILE PARTICIPATING IN 

HIGHLY COMPETITIVE ATHLETIC PROGRAMS. DIVISION THREE STUDENT-ATHLETES 

DEDICATE THEMSELVES TO BECOME SUCCESSFUL CITIZENS AND RESPONSIBLE LEADERS. 

DIVISION THREE ....... DISCOVER. DEVELOP. DEDICATE. 

DIVISION III SITES ONLY - 40TM ANNIVERSARY OF NCAA DIVISION III 

NCAA DIVISION THREE IS CELEBRATING ITS 40TH ANNIVERSARY DURING 2013-2014, 

HONORING COUNTLESS STUDENT-ATHLETES WHO HAVE FOLLOWED THEIR PASSIONS AND 

DEVELOPED THEIR POTENTIAL IN ALL ASPECTS OF THE COLLEGIATE EXPERIENCE. THE 

NCAA WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE ALL OF THE FORMER DIVISION THREE STUDENT- 

ATHLETES IN ATTENDANCE AT TODAY’S EVENT, AND INVITE YOU TO BECOME INVOLVED IN 

THE 40TH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATION AT NCAA.ORG (N-C-A-A DOT ORG), ON THE DIVISION 

THREE FACEBOOK PAGE, OR AT NCAA DIVISION THREE ON TWITTER. 

DIVISION III SITES ONLY - SPECIAL OLYMPICS 

NCAA DIVISION THREE AND SPECIAL OLYMPICS HAVE PARTNERED TO IMPROVE THE LIVES 

OF SPECIAL OLYMPICS ATHLETES. THIS INITIATIVE IS FOCUSED UPON THE INVOLVEMENT OF 

DIVISION THREE STUDENT-ATHLETES THROUGH SERVICE AND SUPPORT OF THE SPECIAL 

OLYMPICS. TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE PARTNERSHIP, GO TO NCAA.ORG (N-C-A-A DOT 

ORG). 
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DIVISION III SITES ONLY - THE LARGEST DIVISION 

THE STUDENT-ATHLETES COMPETING IN TODAY’ S CHAMPIONSHIP ARE AMONG 

APPROXIMATELY 180,000 COLLEGE STUDENTS WHO PLAY VARSITY SPORTS IN THE NCAA’S 

LARGEST DIVISION. LEARN MORE ABOUT DIVISION THREE AT NCAA.ORG (N-C-A-A DOT 

ORG), ON THE DIVISION THREE FACEBOOK PAGE, OR AT NCAA DIVISION THREE ON TWITTER. 

DIVISION III SITES ONLY - LOVE OF THE GAME 

DIVISION III STUDENT-ATHLETES PLAY FOR THE LOVE OF THE GAME, WHILE EXCELLING IN 

THE CLASSROOM AND DEMONSTRATING LEADERSHIP, COMMUNITY SERVICE AND CAMPUS 

INVOLVEMENT. LEARN MORE ON THE DIVISION THREE FACEBOOK PAGE OR AT NCAA 

DIVISION THREE ON TWITTER. 

DIVISION III SITES ONLY - POTENTIAL, PASSIONS AND SUCCESS 

DO YOU WONDER WHY THE NCAA DIVISION III LOGO INCLUDES THE WORDS DISCOVER, 

DEVELOP AND DEDICATE? THE TRUE STUDENT-ATHLETES COMPETING IN TODAY’S 

CHAMPIONSHIP ARE DISCOVERING THEIR POTENTIAL, DEVELOPING THEIR PASSIONS AND 

DEDICATING THEMSELVES TO ACADEMIC SUCCESS WHILE PREPARING FOR GRADUATION 

AND BEYOND. TO LEARN MORE, GO TO NCAA.ORG (N-C-A-A DOT ORG). 

CHAMPIONSHIP ANNIVERSARY 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, THIS YEAR THE NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP(S) 

IS/ARE CELEBRATING ITS ANNIVERSARY. THE NCAA WOULD LIKE TO 

CONGRATULATE ALL OF THE STUDENT-ATHLETES WHO ARE PART OF THIS YEAR’S 

MEMORABLE EVENT, AND THANK THE MORE THAN STUDENT-ATHLETES WHO 

HAVE COMPETED AND CONTRIBUTED TO THE RICH HISTORY OF THIS CHAMPIONSHIP. 

GENERIC PA SCRIPT FOR NCAA CHAMPIONSHIP CROSS PROMOTION 

EXPERIENCE IT LIVE AT THE NCAA DIVISION 

(GENDER) (SPORT) 

(DATE) IN (CITY/STATE). 

(ONE/TWO/THREE) 

(ROUND) ON 

VISIT NCAA.COM!TICKETS (N-C-A-A 

DOT COM, SLASH TICKETS) AND MAKE A DATE WITH CHAMPIONS. 
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POSTEVENT - FAREWELL 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE 

CHAMPION(S), THE 

2013 NCAA (GENDER/SPORT) 

(INSTITUTION). 

NATIONAL 

WE HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL AGAIN NEXT YEAR ON 

(DATE/DATES) IN (CITY/STATE) AT 

(VENUE). FOR MORE INFORMATION, GO TO NCAA.COM (N-C-A-A DOT COM). 

THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING AND FOR YOUR SUPPORT OF NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS. 

GOOD (AFTERNOON/EVENING) AND PLEASE TRAVEL HOME SAFELY. 
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ADDITIONAL VENUE MESSAGING CONSIDERATIONS 

(VENUE/HOST TO PROVIDE PA ANNOUNCEMENTS WHEN APPROPRIATE) 

CONCESSION LOCATIONS 

FANS, DON’T FORGET TO VISIT OUR CONCESSION STANDS, LOCATED AT 

WHERE YOU CAN ENJOY A VARIETY OF MENU OPTIONS TO SATISFY YOUR CRAVINGS. 

RESTROOM LOCATIONS 

RESTROOMS ARE AVAILABLE 

(LOCATIONS). 

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE AT 

SMOKING POLICY 

(SPORT) FANS, 

AND (HOST INSTITUTION) 

(VENUE) IS "SMOKE FREE." THE 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION. 

NCAA 

ATM LOCATIONS 

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE, 

(LOCATIONS). 

ATM MACHINES ARE AVAILABLE IN (VENUE) AT 

EXITS 

IN THE EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY, PLEASE EXIT 

EMERGENCY EXITS LOCATED AT (LOCATIONS). 

(VENUE) THROUGH THE 

TICKET SALES LOCATIONS 

CHAMPIONS WIN HERE! DON’T MISS A SECOND OF THE ACTION, GREAT SEATS ARE STILL 

AVAILABLE FOR THE (CHAMPIONSHIP/SECOND 

ROUND/QUARTERFINAL, ETC GAME). VISIT NCAA.COM (N-C-A-A DOT COM) OR THE TICKET 

WINDOWS LOCATED AT (LOCATIONS) FOR MORE INFORMATION. 

RE-ENTRY POLICY 

FANS, IN THE EVENT YOU NEED TO LEAVE (VENUE), RE-ENTRY __ (IS OR IS 

NOT) PERMITTED. (INSERT VENUE SPECIFIC MESSAGING ABOUT HOW TO RE-ENTER, IF 

APPLICABLE) 
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EXTERIOR VENUE GATE MESSAGING 

WELCOME TO (VENUE). 

CHECKED BY SECURITY. NO OUTSIDE FOOD OR 

FACILITY. THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION 

SMOKE FREE. SHOULD YOU NEED ASSISTANCE 

2013 NCAA 

PLEASE HAVE YOUR BAGS READY AT THE GATE TO BE 

DRINKS ARE PERMITTED INSIDE THE 

IN KEEPING (VENUE) 

DURING THE EVENT, PLEASE VISIT 

(CUSTOMER SERVICE LOCATIONS). ENJOY YOUR EXPERIENCE AT THE 

(DIVISION/SPORT) CHAMPIONSHIP. 
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CHA 0 - PS 
EMERGENCY PA SCRIPTS FOR OUTDOOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 

(VENUE MAY ALSO PROVIDE STANDARD SCRIPTS WHEN APPROPRIATE) 

DEBRIS THROWN ON TO PLAYING SURFACE 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, PLEASE REFRAIN FROM THROWING OBJECTS ONTO THE PLAYING 

SURFACE. IT IS DANGEROUS AND UNFAIR TO THE PARTICIPANTS. SECURITY PERSONNEL 

HAVE BEEN INSTRUCTED TO REMOVE ANY PERSON FROM THE FACILITY THAT THROWS ANY 

OBJECT ONTO THE PLAYING SURFACE. THANK YOU. 

GAME INTERRUPTED BY INTENTIONAL ACTION OF OUTSIDE GROUP 

PLEASE LEAVE THE PLAYING SURFACE IMMEDIATELY. IF YOU CONTINUE TO DISRUPT THIS 

EVENT OR THREATEN THE HEALTH AND SAFETY OF OTHERS, YOU WILL BE SUBJECT TO 

EJECTION OR ARREST. PLEASE BE AWARE THAT YOUR ACTIVITY IS BEING RECORDED. 

PLEASE STOP THIS DISRUPTION AND LEAVE IMMEDIATELY. THANK YOU. 

OFFICIALS REMOVE BOTH TEAMS FROM PLAYING SURFACE 

THE GAME OFFICIALS AND PERSONNEL OF BOTH TEAMS HAVE BEEN DIRECTED TO REMAIN 

OFF THE PLAYING SURFACE UNTIL PLAYING CONDITIONS ARE SAFE FOR THE GAME TO 

CONTINUE. PLEASE AFFORD THE PARTICIPANTS THE SPORTSMANSHIP THEY DESERVE. 

THANK YOU. 

TORNADO WATCH/WARNING 

AT THIS TIME WE ARE UNDER A (TORNADO WATCH OR WARNING), PLEASE SEEK SHELTER 

IMMEDIATELY (OR MOVE TO APPROPRIATE LOCATION) BY FOLLOWING THE INSTRUCTION 

OF USHERS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS. MORE DETAILS WILL BE RELAYED WHEN IT 

IS SAFE TO RETURN TO THE VENUE TO RESUME COMPETITION. THANK YOU. 

LIGHTNING WARNING 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, WE ARE NOW UNDER A LIGHTNING DELAY. PLEASE SEEK SHELTER 

IMMEDIATELY (OR MOVE TO APPROPRIATE LOCATION) BY FOLLOWING THE INSTRUCTION 

OF USHERS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS. MORE DETAILS WILL BE RELAYED WHEN IT 

IS SAFE TO RETURN TO THE VENUE TO RESUME COMPETITION. THANK YOU. 



SEVERE WEATHER WATCH/WARNING (INCLUDES RAIN, HALL, ETC.) 

LADIES AND GENTLEMEN, WE ARE NOW UNDER A SEVERE WEATHER (WATCH/WARNING). 

PLEASE SEEK SHELTER IMMEDIATELY (OR MOVE TO APPROPRIATE LOCATION) BY 

FOLLOWING THE INSTRUCTION OF USHERS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS. MORE 

DETAILS WILL BE RELAYED WHEN IT IS SAFE TO RETURN TO THE VENUE TO RESUME 

COMPETITION. THANK YOU. 

POSTPONEMENT 

THIS (GAME/EVENT) HAS BEEN POSTPONED. WE REGRET AND APOLOGIZE FOR THE 

INCONVENIENCE. THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING AND PLEASE FOLLOW THE INSTRUCTION OF 

THE USHERS AND LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICERS IN EXITING THE BUILDING. MORE DETAILS 

REGARDING RESCHEDULING OR TICKET REFUNDS WILL BE SHARED AS SOON AS POSSIBLE. 

THANK YOU. 



CHAMPIONSHIPS 
NCAA FTP SITE INSTRUCTIONS 

TO DOWNLOAD GENERIC VIDEO BOARD CONTENT 
FALL 2013 

For NCAA championship hosts not receiving video board animation content, run-of-show documents or public 
address announcer scripts sent to them directly from Van Wagner Big Screen Network Productions, please use 
the following information to download the appropriate resources from the NCAA FTP website: 

Web site: http://www.ncaachampionship.info 

Login: 

Password: 

Choose the appropriate file folder that would best match the video board format needs at the venue (i.e., 
1080i, 16x9, 4x3, 720p). 

After selecting the appropriate folder or desired content within each folder (i.e., check the box to the left 
of the content), then select "Mass Actions" and "Download" to gain access to resources. 

Please contact Van Wagner Big Screen Network Productions with any questions: 

Brian Scott 
Senior Producer 
Office: 919-872-6530 
Email: scott@vwbsn.com 



CHAMPIONSHIPS 
NCAA FTP SITE INSTRUCTIONS 

TO DOWNLOAD INSTITUTIONAL INFORMATION 
FALL 2013 

For the 2013-14 NCAA championships season, member institutions have been asked to upload institutional- 
related information to the NCAA FTP website. This includes items such as student-athlete headshots, logos, 
team rosters, school fight songs, etc. Selected NCAA affiliates (i.e., Van Wagner Big Screen Network 
Productions, IMG College, Turner/CBS, ESPN, etc.) will be directed to the site for access to these resources. 
For NCAA championship hosts that would like to download institutional specific content for use at their site, 
please go to the following location: 

Web site: http ://www. ncaachampionship.info 

¯ Login: 

¯ Password: 

¯ Select "Mass Actions" and "Download" in the desired folder to download resources. 

Please contact Van Wagner Big Screen Network Productions with any questions: 

Brian Scott 
Senior Producer 
Office: 919-872-6530 
Email: scott@vwbsn.com 



CHAM    ONSHiPS 
Text/Matrix Board Message Template 

Fall 2013 

Thank you to the Official NCAA Corporate Champions: AT&T, Capital One, Coca-Cola 
and Corporate Partners - Allstate, Buffalo Wild Wings, Buick, Burger King, Enterprise 
Rent-a-Car, Infiniti, LG, Lowe’s, Nabisco, Northwestern Mutual, Reese’s, Unilever and 
UPS for helping to make opportunities available for more than 450,000 NCAA student- 
athletes. 

**** [giSTs;’ ()~’~; t’ A T M~;N’S & ~i()MEN’S CROSS COUNTRY**** 

Thank you to the Official NCAA Corporate Champions: AT&T, Capital One, Coca-Cola 
and Corporate Partners - Allstate, Buffalo Wild Wings, Buick, Burger King, Enterprise 
Rent-a-Car, Infiniti, LG, Lowe’s, Nabisco, Northwestern Mutual, Reese’s, UPS and 
Vaseline for helping to make opportunities available for more than 450,000 NCAA student- 
athletes. 

**** USE ONL YA T FOOTBALL**** 

Thank you to the Official NCAA Corporate Champmns: AT&T, Capital One, Coca-Cola 
and Corporate Partners - Allstate, Buffalo Wild Wings, Buick, Burger King, Dove Men + 
Care, Enterprise Rent-a-Car, Infiniti, LG, Lowe’ s, Nabisco, Northwestern Mutual, Reese’s 
and UPS for helping to make opportunities available for more than 450,000 NCAA 
student-athletes. 

**** USE ONL }~ A T :’ffE:,Y’S SOCCIZ.R**** 

Thank you to the Official NCAA Corporate Champions: AT&T, Capital One, Coca-Cola 
and Corporate Partners - Allstate, Buffalo Wild Wings, Buick, Burger King, Degree, 
Enterprise Rent-a-Car, Infiniti, LG, Lowe’s, Nabisco, Northwestern Mutual, Reese’s and 
UPS for helping to make opportunities available for more than 450,000 NCAA student- 
athletes. 

Thank you to the Official NCAA Corporate Champions: AT&T, Capital One, Coca-Cola 
and Corporate Partners - Allstate, Buffalo Wild Wings, Buick, Burger King, Degree 
Women, Enterprise Rent-a-Car, Infiniti, LG, Lowe’s, Nabisco, Northwestern Mutual, 
Reese’s and UPS for helping to make opportunities available for more than 450,000 NCAA 
student-athletes. 

**** USE ONL YAT FIELD HOCKEY**** 

Thank you to the Official NCAA Corporate Champmns: AT&T, Capital One, Coca-Cola 
and Corporate Partners - Allstate, Buffalo Wild Wings, Buick, Burger King, Dove 
Women, Enterprise Rent-a-Car, Infiniti, LG, Lowe’s, Nabisco, Northwestern Mutual, 
Reese’s and UPS for helping to make opportunities available for more than 450,000 
NCAA student-athletes. 



~"~* USE OA;L Y A T ~f/()M£L’V’S VOLLEYBALL**** 

Thank you to the Official NCAA Corporate Champions: AT&T, Capital One, Coca-Cola 
and Corporate Partners - Allstate, Buffalo Wild Wings, Buick, Burger King, Clear for 
Women, Enterprise Rent-a-Car, Infiniti, LG, Lowe’s, Nabisco, Northwestern Mutual, 
Reese’s and UPS for helping to make opportunities available for more than 450,000 NCAA 
student-athletes. 

~*’~* USE ONL tr A T MEN’S WATER POLO**** 

Thank you to the Official NCAA Corporate Champions: AT&T, Capital One, Coca-Cola 
and Corporate Partners - Allstate, Buffalo Wild Wings, Buick, Burger King, Clear for 
Men, Enterprise Rent-a-Car, Infiniti, LG, Lowe’ s, Nabisco, Northwestern Mutual, Reese’s 
and UPS for helping to make opportunities available for more than 450,000 NCAA 
student-athletes. 

For more exciting championship action, go to NCAA.com, the official online home for all 
89 NCAA championships. 

The NCAA sponsors 89 championships in 23 sports. Go to NCAA.com for more 
information. 

10. 

11 

More than 54,000 student-athletes participate in NCAA championships each year. 

The NCAA Experience offers Official Fan Ticket and Hospitality Packages for selected 
NCAA championships. Visit NCAA.com/hospitality for more information. 

Help build more winning championships. Go to NCAA.com/Feedback to give us feedback 
on your experience at this NCAA Championship. 

The NCAA is committed to academic success. Student-athletes graduate at higher rates 
than the general student body. 

Gain an inside look and behind the scenes access to your favorite student-athletes, 
championships and sports. Visit NCAA.org/socialmedia to get all of your NCAA updates. 

(UNIVERSITY NAMES) have many traditions, but bad sportsmanship isn’t one of them. 
Respect, it’s the name of the game. 

Want to play college sports? Visit 2point3.org to learn more. 

Plan to play? How’s your GPA? Visit 2point3.org for more information on becoming an 
NCAA student-athlete. 

12. [NCAA sport specific logo] We cheer for the student - and the athlete. 

13. 1[DIVISION II SITES ONLY) I Chose Division II. 

14. (DIVISION III SITES ONLY) Division III. Discover. Develop. Dedicate. 



Championship Specific Public Text/Video Board Messages 

Women’s Field Hockey (all NCAA divisions) 
¯    Thank you to the official NCAA equipment supplier, Kookaburra, for helping to make 

opportunities available for NCAA student-athletes. 

Football (all NCAA divisions) 
¯    Thank you to the official NCAA equipment supplier, Wilson, 

opportunities available for NCAA student-athletes. 
for helping to make 

Men’s and Women’s Soccer (all NCAA divisions) 
¯    Thank you to the official NCAA equipment supplier, Wilson, 

opportunities available for NCAA student-athletes. 
for helping to make 

Women’s Volleyball (all NCAA divisions) 
¯    Thank you to the official NCAA equipment suppliers: Molten, Connor SportCourt, Sports 

Imports, Fiskars and Spec Seats, for helping to make opportunities available for NCAA 
student-athletes. 

NC Men’s Water Polo 
¯    Thank you to the official NCAA equipment supplier, 

opportunities available for NCAA student-athletes. 
Kap 7, for helping to make 

SAMPLE MESSAGING TEMPLATES: 
¯ Today’s fan giveaway was made possible by the Official NCAA Corporate Champions and 

Corporate Partners. 
¯ Today’s video board was made possible in part by the Official NCAA Corporate Champions 

and Corporate Partners. (then show the joint recognition Corporate Champion and 
Partner slide on the matrix/text board, if possible) 



VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

November 11, 2013 

TO: Teams Selected to the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship. 

FROM: Sharon K. Cessna 
Director, Championships and Alliances 

SUBJECT: Championship Information. 

Congratulations on your selection to the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer 
Championship. We hope your participation will be a rewarding experience. 

To assist in your planning, please refer to the following items: 

Pre-Championship Manual. The pre-championship manual is available online at 

www.NCAA.org on the sport landing page. 

2. Championship Bracket. The bracket is available online at ~:._~,~:~_:N.__._C_._A__A__._#._o_.m._. 

Site Specific Information. Information specific to your site is in the attached Excel 

document. 

4. Travel Information. 

Air Travel. If you are located more than 400 miles from the host site, please 

contact Short’s Travel Management at 866/655-9215 as soon as possible to 

make your air travel arrangements. Be prepared to provide the names of the 
members of the travel party of 28. 

Ground Travel. If you are within 400 miles from the host site, you will 
travel via bus and must make your arrangements via Shorts Travel and Go 
Ground at 866/386-4951. The ground transportation portal may be accessed 
at www.gochampionships.co:m (same username/password used for Short’s 
Travel expenses). You must advise the host institution of your travel 
arrangements by noon Tuesday, November 12. 

Lodging. Please obtain hotel information from the tournament director. All 
teams must stay at the designated hotel unless you receive a written release 
from the hotel manager. Otherwise, you will be financially responsible for 
the rooms. 

Schedule. The tournament director will also confirm practice time and the 

date and time of the administrative meeting. 



NCAA MEMORANDUM 
November 11, 2012 
Page No. 2 

Preorder Championship Shirts. Please visit http:iiwww.ncaateamwear.com and select your division 
and sport. You will see the T-shirts that are offered for this event. Complete the order form by 
selecting the quantities and sizes needed. Credit card information is mandato .ry to process the order 
immediately. University purchase orders cannot be accepted. 

The deadline for submitting orders is 10 p.m. Central time, Thursday, November 14. Orders 
submitted after this time will not be accepted. 

Please note that orders placed by the deadline will ship the week after competition. Please contact 
Gina Taylor at Event 1 at 888/745-3058 if you have any questions. 

Travel Party Roster. Please submit a completed travel party roster form (attached) during the 
administrative meeting. 

Game Programs. Many NCAA championships have adopted digital game programs which can be 
viewed online or downloaded to a consumer’s mobile device, at no charge. Digital programs will be 
available for download prior to the championship at www.ncaa.com~ameprograms. Following 
each championship, IMG will update the early round digital program to include all institutions 
participating in the final round, update the digital program cover with an appropriate image and 
include a championship recap page with text provided by the NCAA. IMG will establish an on- 
demand printing option and provide this option to any student-athlete or fan ordering this feature 
through www.ncaa.com. IMG and the NCAA will assist the host institution/conference in 
informing fans, ticketholders and participating institutions that digital programs will be available 
instead of printed programs. 

As a reminder, NCAA Championships and Alliances has developed a dedicated website to retain 
key information from every" conference and institution which may participate in an NCAA 
Championship. All sports information administrators, members of the media, the NCAA and our 
partners (i.e., Tumer/CBS, IESPN, IMG College, Big Screen Network Productions) will be required 
to use the site to access logos, fight songs, rosters, photos of student-athletes, teams, coaches, 
administrators and campus for use on NCAA.com, game programs, banquet videos and video 
boards at NCAA championships. Please log on to www.ncaachampionship.info with usemame 
"ncaaschools" and password "ncaaftp" to upload the appropriate information. 

Please contact Sharon Cessna at 317/917-6519 or Laura Peterson at 317/917-6477, if you have any 
questions. Again, congratulations on a great regular season and best of luck to your team throughout the 
championship. 

SKC:lpm 

Attachments 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, November 11, 2013 6:15 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

kW: FinanciaJ Education Final Workshop - Monday, Novetnber 1811~ at 7pm 

Fina~acial Education.pptx 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, November 11, 2013 4:50 PM 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches; Williams, Andre; Webb, Josh; Hoots, Eric M; Adams, Clarissa 
Cc: UNCAA-Senior Staff; UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA_Academics 
Subject: Financial Education Final Workshop - Monday, November 181h at 7pro 

Coaches, 

Please rernind your student athletes about the third and final Financial Education Sessior~ for sophornores or] Monday November k8th at 7:00PM, 3rc and 

5tt ~oofs o~ Loudermi~k. Ibis session vv~ be on [dent ty Eraud. 

Please see the attached flyer ~or more information. 

Thanks, 

Cdcket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 6:15 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisnero~ @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

VW: CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Cha~pionship 

MEMO Participant 1 st round.pdf; FORM Travel Party Roster.pdf; DI W Soccer 1 st Round Preorder .pdf; ATT00001 .c 

From: Peterson, Laura [mailto:IDeterson@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Monday,                5:00 PM 
Cc: Cessna, Sharon; Drew Marrochello; Janet Oberle; Julie Berg; Karen Hancock; Kelly McGrath Noonan (kemnoona@indiana.edu); Kurt Esser; Mick D’Arcy; Shawn Farrel; 
Stephanie Ransom; Todd Yelton 
Subject: CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Championship 
Importance: High 

Good afternoon, 

Congratulations on your selection to the :    NCAA Division Women’s Soccer Championship. We hope your participation will be a rewarding experience. 

To assist in your planning a portfolio that includes the pre-championship manual and travel forms are attached. In addition to the attached portfolio please refer to 

the following items: 

:i. Travel information. 

a. Air Travel. If you are located more than 400 miles from the host site, please contact Short’s Travel Management at 866/655-92:15 as soon as possible to 

make your air travel arrangements. Be prepared to provide the names of the members of the travel party of 28. 

b. Ground Travel. If you are within 400 miles from the host site, you will travel via bus and must make your arrangements via Shorts Travel and Go Ground 

at 866/386-495:1. The ground transportation portal may be accessed at www.gochampionships.com (same username!password used for Short’s Travel 

expenses). You must advise the host institution of your travel arrangements by noon Tuesday~ 

2. Preorder Championship Shirts. Please visit www.ncaateamwear.com and select your division and sport. You will see the T-shirts that are offered for this 

event. Complete the order form by selecting the quantities and sizes needed. Credit card information is mandatory to process the order immediately. 

University purchase orders cannot be accepted. 

The deadline for submitting orders is 10 p.m. Central time, Thursday,             Orders submitted after this time will not be accepted. 

Please note that orders placed by the deadline will ship the week after competition. Please contact Gina Taylor at Event :1 at 888/745-3058 if you have 

any questions. 

3. Game Programs. Many NCAA championships have adopted digital game programs which can be viewed online or downloaded to a consumer’s mobile 

device, at no charge. Digital programs will be available for download prior to the championship at --w----w----w--:--n--c--a---a-:--c---~---m--j--g--a---m----e-p---r--~--~-r.-a---m----s.‘ Following each 

championship, IMG will update the early round digital program to include all institutions participating in the final round, update the digital program cover 

with an appropriate image and include a championship recap page with text provided by the NCAA. IMG will establish an on-demand printing option and 

provide this option to any student-athlete or fan ordering this feature throughwww.ncaa.com. IMG and the NCAA will assist the host 

institution/conference in informing fans, ticketholders and participating institutions that digital programs will be available instead of printed programs. 

4. Other Attachments. 

a. Participant memo. 

b. Site Excel document-coming ASAP. 

c. Travel party roster form. 

Please contact me or Sharon Cessna at 3:17/9:17-65:19, if you have any questions. 

Again, congratulations on a great season and best of luck to your team throughout the championship. 

Laura Peterson-Mlynski 

Assistant Coordinator, Championships and Allimaces 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

(w): 317/917-6477 

(l): 317-917-6210 

lpeterson(~ncaa.org 

~:~ cid:imag 

e002.pn 

g@01C 
D285F.6 
E71371 



VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

November 11, 2013 

TO: Teams Selected to the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship. 

FROM: Sharon K. Cessna 
Director, Championships and Alliances 

SUBJECT: Championship Information. 

Congratulations on your selection to the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer 
Championship. We hope your participation will be a rewarding experience. 

To assist in your planning, please refer to the following items: 

Pre-Championship Manual. The pre-championship manual is available online at 

www.NCAA.org on the sport landing page. 

2. Championship Bracket. The bracket is available online at ~:._~,~:~_:N.__._C_._A__A__._#._o_.m._. 

Site Specific Information. Information specific to your site is in the attached Excel 

document. 

4. Travel Information. 

Air Travel. If you are located more than 400 miles from the host site, please 

contact Short’s Travel Management at 866/655-9215 as soon as possible to 

make your air travel arrangements. Be prepared to provide the names of the 
members of the travel party of 28. 

Ground Travel. If you are within 400 miles from the host site, you will 
travel via bus and must make your arrangements via Shorts Travel and Go 
Ground at 866/386-4951. The ground transportation portal may be accessed 
at www.gochampionships.co:m (same username/password used for Short’s 
Travel expenses). You must advise the host institution of your travel 
arrangements by noon Tuesday, November 12. 

Lodging. Please obtain hotel information from the tournament director. All 
teams must stay at the designated hotel unless you receive a written release 
from the hotel manager. Otherwise, you will be financially responsible for 
the rooms. 

Schedule. The tournament director will also confirm practice time and the 

date and time of the administrative meeting. 



NCAA MEMORANDUM 
November 11, 2012 
Page No. 2 

Preorder Championship Shirts. Please visit http:iiwww.ncaateamwear.com and select your division 
and sport. You will see the T-shirts that are offered for this event. Complete the order form by 
selecting the quantities and sizes needed. Credit card information is mandato .ry to process the order 
immediately. University purchase orders cannot be accepted. 

The deadline for submitting orders is 10 p.m. Central time, Thursday, November 14. Orders 
submitted after this time will not be accepted. 

Please note that orders placed by the deadline will ship the week after competition. Please contact 
Gina Taylor at Event 1 at 888/745-3058 if you have any questions. 

Travel Party Roster. Please submit a completed travel party roster form (attached) during the 
administrative meeting. 

Game Programs. Many NCAA championships have adopted digital game programs which can be 
viewed online or downloaded to a consumer’s mobile device, at no charge. Digital programs will be 
available for download prior to the championship at www.ncaa.com~ameprograms. Following 
each championship, IMG will update the early round digital program to include all institutions 
participating in the final round, update the digital program cover with an appropriate image and 
include a championship recap page with text provided by the NCAA. IMG will establish an on- 
demand printing option and provide this option to any student-athlete or fan ordering this feature 
through www.ncaa.com. IMG and the NCAA will assist the host institution/conference in 
informing fans, ticketholders and participating institutions that digital programs will be available 
instead of printed programs. 

As a reminder, NCAA Championships and Alliances has developed a dedicated website to retain 
key information from every" conference and institution which may participate in an NCAA 
Championship. All sports information administrators, members of the media, the NCAA and our 
partners (i.e., Tumer/CBS, IESPN, IMG College, Big Screen Network Productions) will be required 
to use the site to access logos, fight songs, rosters, photos of student-athletes, teams, coaches, 
administrators and campus for use on NCAA.com, game programs, banquet videos and video 
boards at NCAA championships. Please log on to www.ncaachampionship.info with usemame 
"ncaaschools" and password "ncaaftp" to upload the appropriate information. 

Please contact Sharon Cessna at 317/917-6519 or Laura Peterson at 317/917-6477, if you have any 
questions. Again, congratulations on a great regular season and best of luck to your team throughout the 
championship. 

SKC:lpm 

Attachments 



SOCCER 

NCAA DIVISION I WOMEN’S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 
Travel Party Roster socc   

First-Round Game 
Second-Round Game 
Third-Round Game 
Quarterfinal Game 

Institution: Date: 

Please list each individual from your institution’s travel party (limit of 28). Please indicate eligible 
student-athletes that will be participating in this tournament contest with an asterisk, 

1. 15. 

2. 16. 

3. 17. 

4. 18. 

5. 19 

6. 20 

7. 21. 

8. 22. 

9. 23. 

10. 24. 

11. 25. 

12. 26. 

13. 27. 

14. 28. 

Please list any additional individuals who should be allowed on the sidelines (limit of 2). These 
individuals must have a ticket for entry, but will be given a credential for sideline access. 

1, 2. 

Individuals on this list will enter through the pass gate. Please submit this list to the tournament 
director at the coaches meeting prior to each contest. 



VIA ELECTRONIC MML 

MEMORANDUM 

Nov. llm, 2013 

TO: Teams Selected to the 2013 DI Women’s Soccer 1st Round. 

FROM: Sharon Cessna/Laura Peterson 
Associate Director of Championships. 

SUBJECT: Preorder of lst Round Shirts - READ IMMEDIATELY. 

Event 1, Inc., the official souvenir merchandiser for the NCAA, is offering 
participating teams the opportunity to preorder shirts for the 2013 DI Women’s 
Soccer 1st Round. 

Go to http://ww~v.ncaateamwear.com by copying and pasting that URL into a Web 
browser. Select your division and sport. You will see the shirts that are offered for 
this event. Complete the order form by selecting the quantities and sizes needed. 
Credit card information is mandatol-y to process the order immediately. University 
purchase orders cannot be accepted. 

Please note that institutions placing orders by the deadline will have orders shipped 
directly to their campuses within three weeks after competition is complete. 

The deadline for submitting orders is 10 p.m. Central time, Thursday, Nov. 14th. 

Orders submitted after this time will not be accepted. 

As a point of information, these shirts also will be available for sale at your 
competition site. However, ~ve cannot guarantee that your sizes will be available at 
the event. 

Please contact Gina Taylor at Event 1 at 888/745-3058 if you have any questions. 

SC:lp 

cc: NCAA 2013 DI Women’s Soccer Committee 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

4# asseci~fien o~ more thorn 1,200 members sor@~g the stude~t-~tUete 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 11, 2013 6:19 PM 

Miller, Befl~ <~thmille@unc.edu:~ 

ILS: CONGI~d\TULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Championship 

Thanks Beth!! 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent-" Monday, November :[1, 20:[3 5:04 PM 
To-" Gallo, ,jr., Larry A.; Dorrance, Albert A ZV; Sander, Thomas .] 
Subject-" FW: CONGRATULAT[ONS: DI Women’s Soccer Championship 
Importance-" High 

Congratulations on receiving a #:]. seed ![ ’~ [orw~rding this itfformation t rec~-_~ived [rom the NCAA, in c~se ¥o~ didn’t r~-_~ceiw:~ it 

{:-:o Heels !! 

~Beth 

Frem; Peterson, Laura [maflto:lpeterson@ncaa.orq] 
Sent; Monday, November :[:[, 20:[3 5:00 PM 
¢¢: Cessna, Sharon; Drew Marrochello; ,janet Oberle; ,]ulie Berg; Karen Hancock; Kelly McGrath Noonan (kemnoona@indiana.edu); Kurt Esser; Mick D’Arcy; Shawn Farrel; 
Stephanie Ransom; Todd Yelton 
Subject: CONGRATULATIONS: D] Women’s Soccer Championship 
Importance: High 
6pod afternoon, 

Congratulations on your selection to the 20~ NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship. We hope your participation will be a rewarding experience. 

To assist in your planning a portfolio that includes the pre-championship manual and travel forms are attached. In addition to the attached portfolio please refer to 

the following items: 

~. Travel Information. 

a. Air Travel. if you are located more than 400 miles from the host site, please contact Short’s Travel Management at 866/6SS-92~S as soon as possible to 

make your air travel arrangements. Be prepared to provide the names of the members of the travel party of 28. 

b. Ground Travel. if you are within 400 miles from the host site, you will travel via bus and must make your arrangements via Shorts Travel and Go Ground 

at g66/~86-49S~. The ground transportation portal may be accessed at www.gochampionships.com (same usernameipassword used for Short’s Travel 

expenses). You must advise the host institution of your travel arrangements by noon Tuesda¥~ November 12. 

2. Preorder Championship Shirts. Please visit __w____w____w__:__n__c_~__a_t__e_~___m____w__~__r_:_c__9___m__.and select your division and sport. You will see the T-shirts that areoffered forthis 

event. Complete the order form by selecting the quantities and sizes needed. Credit card information is mandatory to process the order immediately. 

University purchase orders cannot be accepted. 

The deadline for submitting orders is 10 p.m. Central time, Thursday, November 14. Orders submitted after this time will not be accepted. 

Please note that orders placed by the deadline will ship the week after competition. Please contact Gina T~ylor at Event ~ at 88g/74S-~0S8 if you have 

any questions. 

3. 6ame Programs. Many NCAA championships have adopted digital game programs which can be viewed online or downloaded to a consumer’s mobile 

device, at no charge. Digital programs will be available for download prior to the championship at www.ncaa.com!gameprograms. Following each 

championship, IMG will update the early round digital program to include all institutions participating in the final round, update the digital program cover 

with an appropriate image and include a championship recap page with text provided by the NCAA. Irv1G will establish an on-demand printing option and 

provide this option to any student-~thlete or fan ordering this feature throughwww.ncaa.com. IMG ~nd the NCAA will ~ssist the host 

institution/conference in informing fans, ticketholders and participating institutions that digital programs will be available instead of printed programs. 

4. Other Attachments. 

a. Participant memo. 

b. Site Excel document-coming ASAP. 

c. Travel p~rty roster form. 

Please contact me or Sharon Cessna at ~_7/9~7-6S~9, if you have any questions. 

Again, congratulations on a great season and best of luck to your team throughout the championship. 

Laura Peterson-Mlynski 

Assislant Coordinator, Cha~pionships a~d Allim~ces 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, Indimm 46206-6222 

(w): 317/917-6477 

(l): 317-917-6210 

lpeterson(~ncaa org 

~:~ cid:imag 
e002.pn 

g@01c 

I D285F6 I 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 11, 2013 6:36 PM 

Lancaster, El~abefl~ <lizla~@email.unc.edu> 

l~g: NCl’u~k Women’s Soccer First Round 

Thanks Elizabeth! 

From: Lancaster, Elizabeth 
Sent; Monday, November l:t, 20.t3 6:35 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" NCAA Womeffs Soccer First Round 

Guys, 

Congratulations on your #:l Seed in the 2013 NCAA Women’s Soccer Championship. We’re looking forward to hosting Liberty this weekend. 

Yve attached a Participant Manual and Game Day Roster. 

Here’s the schedule for the weekend: 

Friday 

¯ 2:30- 3:30 p.m.- Carolina Practices on Fetzer 

¯ TBD- Liberty Practices on Fetzer 

Saturday 

¯ :12:00 p.m. - Administrative Meeting in the McCaskill Conference Room 

¯ :l:O0 p.m. - Gates Open 

¯ 2:00 p.m. - Liberty vs. Carolina 

We’ll have 15 pizzas, water and Powerade available for the team, postgame. 

If you have any questions or if I can help you in any way, please let me know. 

Thanks, 

Elizabeth 

Elizabeth Eancaster 

Assistant Director of Event Management 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Ge~m~town Gifts Showcase 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November :t2, 20:13 9:24 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Germantown Girls Showcase 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

O N l~g~ s th a tpl ant# a~end and #~n~a#t an~ P i~giam st h a~i 6t~st ~h~m 



removed t.3y 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:27 PM 

.la~)n Sisnero: ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: Soccer 

From: Alex Neist, VidSwap Soccer [mailto:soccer@vidswap.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 12, 2013 10:48 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Soccer 

Discover VldSwap Soccer Video Analysis 

Image removed by sender 

Coach, 
We know you’re busy and have limited time, so we’d like to offer you a free game 
breakdown on us. We’re convinced that once you see how we edit and break 
down your games for you all within 12-24 hours, you’ll choose __V_i__d____S____w___a_9__. 

~,t VidSwap we understand soccer and mark clips 
~n a timeline for all situations, shots, and 
players, allowing you to then instantly watch 
i/our game film for specific highlights and share 
t with your players and coaches online, 
Watch our demo video here 

::X:: Image removed by sender. VidSwap Ipad 

App 

Irnage removed t~ sender. Demo 
Video 

If you have any questions, or to schedule your free 

game breakdown ..¢_~_~_t_..a__~t__U__s._~.o__w.__._. 

Please let me know if there is anything we can do to help your team be more successful. 

Sincerely, 

Coach Alex Neist 
Founder, VidSwap 
www.vidswap.com 
._a__[_e___x__~_vj__d___s___w____a_E&o__m_ 

(cell) 

sender¯ 



removed by 
sender. 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance0 Albert A IV <JO LFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:27 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

F%’: 2013 AANominations 

Let’s do this tomorrow[!! 

Ftem: Steve Veal [mailto:sveal@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 12, 2013:10:52 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" 20:[3 AA Nominations 
Importance; High 

Anson, 
Just a personal reminder that Senior College All-America nominations have been open since November 5 and close at midnight this Thursday, Nov. 14. Make sure 

you are one of your staff gets your nominations in by the deadline. I don’t want to have to make any exceptions like we did last year to get your players on the 

ballot when voting begins on November :19. 

Thanks for your attention to this. 

Steve 

Steve Vea~ 

Awards Manager I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66101 I 9:[3-362-1747 x 1003 ~ 913-362-3439 If) 

NSCAA,com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:35 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Reminder: Regional Coach of the Yeast Nominations 

Let’s do this tornorrow as weft ._ 

From: NSCAA [mailto:info@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 12:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Reminder: Regional Coach of the Year Nominations 

ii"~ Imag ...... ’ed bysender. 

TO: NSCAA Women’s Senior College Coaches in NCAA Division I, II and III 
FROM: John Daly - National Chairperson, NCAA Women’s College COY Committee 
RE: NSCAA Regional Coach of the Year Nominations 
As a member of the National Soccer Coaches Association of America, you are being called 
on to nominate a member colleague for the NSCAA Coach of the Year. 
Please nominate a Coach of the Year: 

In the Division your team declares for post-season play. 

In the Region your team is assicjned for NSCAA postseason awards. (These Regions 
were sent to you in an email) 

C~ick here for the 2013 Coach of the Year Nomination Form 
IMPORTANT: 

¯ Send all nominations to John Daly at ibdaly@wm,edu 
¯ Include your College Services membership number and not your individual 

membership number 

RETURN BALLOT BY THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15 2013 VIA EMAIL OR FAX TO: 

John Daly 

757-221-3387 (Office) 

757-221-2989 (Fax) 

jbdaly@wm.edu 

removed by 
sender. 

..... removed by 

sender 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T, 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

EmailI Website I Send to a friend 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

[::lease s~nd any comm~ms ab~l i.ilis em~il !o ~J)J~LgJ)_@~J~[~=[~J~ 

I~ 
Imagfor iMIS ........ d by sender ,nfo,mzI 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:44 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com> 

ILE: Culture rifle (Dorr~ce) 

#2 

From: Thorn McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonaldC_c~championshipproductions.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, November :t2, 20:L3 :t:35 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 131; Jason Sisneros 
Subject; Fwd: Culture title (Dorrance) 

.......... Fora, arded message .......... 

From: "Lo~mie Kragel" <!ounie.km~z~el~!champioushit~productions.com > 

Date: Nov 12, 2013 12:30 PM 

Subject: Culture title (Dorrance) 

To: "Thom McDonald" <thom.mcdonald~championshippmductions.com> 

Cc: 

Auson Do~ance: Creating the Culture of a Champion 

Auson Dorrance’s Guide to a Wiuniug Culture 

Building the Culture of Champions 

The Culture ofa Cha~pion 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:44 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: NSCAA WOMEN’S COMMITTEE AW,~d),D OF EXCELLENCE AWARD 2014 (TIMELY RESPONSE PLEASE) 

WOMEN S COMMITTEE AWARD OF EXCELLENCE 2014.docx 

And this one ... let’s do everythingH! 

From: Lesle Gallimore [mailto:lesleg@uw.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November :12, 20:13 :t:42 PM 
To: Adele Dolansky; Dorrance, Albert A IV; April Heinrichs (aheinrichs@ussoccer.org); Colleen Hacker; #aol.com; John Daly; Lauren @egg; verizon.net; 
Lynn Berling-Manuel; Michelle Mtorgan; ’Sue Ryan’; Tony DiCicco 
Subject: NSCAA WOMtEN’S COIVllVll I I t:E AWARD OF EXCELLENCE AWARD 2014 Lq-IlVlELY RESPONSE PLEASE) 
Importance: High 

Greetings fellow NSCAA WCAOEA past winners ................... 

Attached is this year’s outstanding list of nominees. 

If you could please have a look at the attachment (probably best to print it off) and email me your top 3 votes (in order of priority 1-3) by tomorrow, November 13th 

at 8pro (PST) that would be great. 

We need to have the winner to the NSCAA office by the iISth at the latest. 

Thanks and sorry for short notice, was waiting for final nominations to come in. 

Thanks for your time and votes1!! 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gallimore 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Washington 

Mobile: 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Camp: __w____w____w__._A_a___s__h__L_q ~Lt__o___n_g!_r_]__s__s__o___c__c___e___r:__c___o___m__ 

Web: www.gohuskies.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.comiU WWomensSoccer 

Twitter: www.twitter.com/CoachGallirnore 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

I~W: Anson Dorrance - A CSR Report about Your Team 

From: Craig Ellenport [mailto:cellenport@collegescoutingreports.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November :t2, 2013 :t::t6 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Anson Dorrance - A CSR Report about Your Team 

Right now, our staff is preparing a profile on your program for college-bound 

high school student-athletes nationwide. 

This is NOT a recruiting service. 

Colle.qeScoutin.qReports.com is a new resource to help high school athletes 

understand more about you, your team and your school, so they can make 

more informed college decisions. 

And they will arrive on campus as freshmen better prepared to meet your 

expectations. 

Image 
..... removed by 

sender 

Ensure we have the best and most accurate information about you and your 

program by replying to this email with answers to the simple and brief 

questions below. It will only take a few minutes, but it might be a real help to 

you. 

1. What are the most important etements of your coaching philosophy? 

2. Describe as specifica[ty as possibte the time commitments you expect of 

your athletes, both in-season and during the offseason: 

3. Describe available academic support and how you help your student- 

athletes to balance academic and athletic demands: 

4. What are your recruiting priorities for the 2014-2015 academic year? 

This an opportunity for high school student-athletes (and their parents) to 

hear about your program in your words. 

Please feel free to contact me directly if you have any questions about 

Co[[eeeScoutineReports.com. 

Craig Ellenport 
Editor-in-Chief 

Co[[eseScoutinsReports.com 

cettenport@collegescoutingreports.com 

(917) 673-7194 

Image 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:46 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Coach oftl~e Year Progr~an 

More stuff 

Ftem: Daly, John B [mailto:jbdaly@wm,edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November :12, 2013 3:00 PM 
To: 
Subject: {DIWSOC} Coach of the Year Program 

Everyone, 

Please read the document that went out to evewone regarding voting for RegionalCoach of the Year, 

YOU NEED TO LIST YOUR COLLEGE SERVICES MEMBERSHIP NUMBER~ NOT YOUR NSCAA PERSONAL MEMBERSHIP NUMBER! 

JD 

dbdaly@wm.edu 
W~.tribeathletics.com; ~johndMysoc~er~amp.~om 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:48 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhl~m.mcdlmald@championshipproductions.com> 

Jason Sisneros "        ~gmail.com) 

RE: Dorrance ~ Durac sleeve designs 

I like them!!! 
From= Thorn McDonald [rnailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 

Sent= Tuesday, November 12, 20:t3 3::t3 PM 

To= Jason Sisneros; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris 
Subject= Fwd: Dorrance + Durac sleeve designs 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Patrick Davison <patrick.davison~;championshipproducfions.com> 

Date: The, Nov 12, 2013 at 2:10 PM 
Subject: Dorrance ~ Durac sleeve designs 

To: Thorn McDonald <.t~.h.£!Ln.~.r.&£.d.£.r1~j£~.~£.I1~!Ln.~.i£..n.~]~i~.p~r£..d~u..c..t.[£.r1~.c.£!~.> 

Hey Thorn, 
AtS-sched is the sleeve designs for the soccer series with Dorrance and Durac. 
Thanks 

Patrick Davison 
Graphic Design 

Championship Production~ Inc. 
800-873-2730 

Voice: 515-232-3687 

Fax: 515-232-3739 

The World’s #1 Source for Quality Coaching h~struction Since 19761 

CONFIDENTIALI~ NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain infomlation fl~at is privileged, confidential ~nd exempt fiom disclosure unde~ ~pplic~ble law. If you 
are not the intended recipient, ~ly dissemination, dis~fibution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited Please noti~’ tile sender by e-mail at the ad&ess ~o~n and delete or dew, roy the original message and any attachments. Thank 
you. 

Thom McDonald 
Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Thi s e-mail mes~ge is intended only tbr the nse of the individual or entib, to which it is addressed and may contain intbrmation that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt [iom disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any disseminations, distribution or cowing of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. Please notit~ the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the origina] message and any attachments. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Aussie Tess Keeley: Attacking Mid Fielder 2014 (Video link now active) 

From: Strive4¢ollege [mailto:mcollits=strive4college.com@mai186.us4.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Strive4¢ollege 
Sent: Tuesday, November :t2, 2013 3::t8 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Aussie Tess Keeley: Attacking Mid Fielder 20:t4 (Video link now active) 

Hi Coach, we ate an Aus[ralian recmitmen[ corr~pany helping out Aussies looking to 

compete in the college system. V,4e woufd like to introduce Tess Kee]ey - she has great 

skills on the ball and she sets up a tot of goals. VVe know you will like hat. 

Tess Keeley: Creative Nidfielder 

Graduated: December 2013 

Position: Centraf Midfiekter 

Highli~lt~ts vMeo: 

http:/,’foutu.beiMUSofpHeoog 

An intelligent player who reads the game well, creating scoring oppottuni[ies and 

plays. 

Technically strong ptayer in a~tack and defence, who can cross and shoo[ w~h 

beth feet. 

Cons[antly provides s[rong and accurate de~vety of corners, [hrough basis and 

crosses. 

Regular goal scorer, solid and asser[~ve Jt~ attack. 

Fast a~sd fit, w~th except~o~sal stamina. 

A m~dfie~der, who ~s a~so confiden~ and experienced #~ p~ay#~g ~n other positions ~e 

assist the team. 

A positive and cheerful attitude wi~h an outgoing personality. 

A team player vdth an excellent work ethic - a coachaMe team member. 

Team Rep~esentatio~) - Club Soccer 

+ 2013: Palm Beach Representative team in the Diamond League, Queensland’s 

Premier ~omen’s Foo~ba]~ League 

+ 2012: GeM Coast Representative team in the Diamond League, Queensla~d’s Premier 

k,~omen’s Footbal~ League 

+ 2012: Identified and selected to ~ra~n at the Queensland Academy of Sport wkh ~he 

QAS Women’s Soccer team Jn 2012 

+ 2013: Represented the North Coast at the NS~2 Open Schoolgirls Socce~ 

Championships ~n 2013, 2012, a~d 201 t 

+ 20t I : IdentiBed and setected ~o a~tend ~he Queensland u~der 16 Girls S~ate training 

camp in 2011, alsd ~lnder 15 GMs State camp in 2009 alsd 2010. 

+ 2010: Selected in the Queensland u15 G~r~s Soccer team to play in the Auska~ian 

Na~iona~ Youth Footbal~ Championships #~ 2010. 

SpoFt~ng Achievements 

+ Selected at Nationa~ leve~ ~n three sports; soccer, touch footba~ and cross country (top 

twelve placing in age groups). 

~ Represented ~FG A~stral~a Under 19’ Girls Team ~n ~.i~ (against F~ji and New Zealand 



youth national squad) 

+ Represented at legional and State tevel in five sports: soccel, cross-count~y (top ttwee 

ptacin.~ in age group at State over sew,~.ral years}, athletics, touch football and tennis 

Oo~tact ~nforr~a~ion 

Ptease contact Matt at mcolli[s~s!£ive4co!!,;££a~cozn if you are interested in findin{j out 

more about Tess. 

l~ore about Strive4College,,, 

St~be4Coftege is an Australian recruiting company which has recently begun identifying 

and showcasing talented athletes ~o attrac~ ~he attention o~ cohere coaches ~hrou~hout 

the United States. V~e know that the~e a~e p~enty of AustraB~n ~thletes that ~ren’t aware 

of the opportum~ies to piay sport wh~le s[udyin9 in the US - something that ~s,e hope to 

tuFn a[ound. Subsequently we hope to uncover mo~e and mole athbtes that can benefit 

your p~ogram 

Webs~e: http://wv,/,#~.st[ive4co[bpe.com 

Tw~tte~: http:iiv¢~vw.~v~tter.comi str~ve4colleae 
~ma~: enq~rbs@strbe4co~bge.com 

Add us to ’~’our addi-ess boo~,t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Tuesday, November 12, 2013 6:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~          ~gmail.com) 

FW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT Events 

ATT00001.c; ATT00002.htm; W-YNT Scedule -Nov 20013.pdf 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer- 
coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Tuesday, November 12, 2013 4:05 PM 
To: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-ii-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; 
Division Ill Women’s Soccer Coaches; naia-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT Events 

Good Afternoon Coaches. 

Below is information for USWYNT events. 

All the best. 

Rob 



U.S. Soccer Federation 
Women’s Youth National Teams Schedule 

UPCOMING SCHEDULE 
Start Date End Date Team City State/Country Trip Type Event Detail 
October 27 November 10 U-17 WNT Montego Bay Jamaica World Cup Qualifying U-17 WWC Qualifying (Oct. 30-Nov. 9) 
November 23 November 30 U-14 GNT Carson Calif. Domestic ] raining Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 
November 24 December 1 U-20 WNT Carson Calif. Domestic Training Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 
December 14 December 21 U-23 WNT Sunrise Fla. Domestic Training Domestic training camp at Sunrise with U-20s 
December 14 December 21 U-20 WNT Sunrise Fla. Domestic Training Domestic training camp at Sunrise with U-23s 
December 14 December 21 U-17 WNT Chula Vista Calif. Domestic Training Domestic training camp at OTC 

2014 SCHEDULE 
Start Date End Date Team City State/Country 

Jan. 2 - TBD Jan. 20 - TBD U-20 WNT Grand Cayman Cayman Islands 
Jan. 4 - TBD Jan. 11 - TBD U-15 GNT Carson Calif. 
Jan. 11 - TBD Jan. 19 - TBD U-17 WNT Carson Calif. 
Feb. 1 - TBD Feb. 9- TBD U-17 WNT Carson Calif. 
Feb. 22 - TBD March 1 - TBD U-20 WNT Carson Calif. 
Feb. 22 - TBD March 2- TBD U-17 WNT Lakewood Ranch Fla. 
Feb. 26 - TBD March 6 - TBD U-23 WNT La Manga Spain 
March 5-TBD March 13-TBD U-18WNT La Manga Spain 

Trip Type          Event Detail 
World Cup Qualifying U-20 WWC Qualifying (Jan. 9-19) 
Domestic Training 
Domestic Training 
Domestic Training 
Domestic Training 
Domestic Training 
Foreign Tournament 
Foreign Tournament 

Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 
Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 
Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 
Domestic fitness training at USSF NTC 
Domestic training camp at Premier Sports 
WU23 La Manga Tournament (March 1-5) 
WU19 La Manga Tournament (March 8-12) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 11:19 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: ECNL Phoenix Rosters/Schedule Available on SportsBoard 

From: noreply@salesforce.com [mailto:noreply@salesforce.com] On Behalf Of Stephen Kiraly 
Sent: Wednesday, November :t3, 20:t3 :t0:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ECNL Phoenix Rosters/Schedule Available on SportsBoard 

Phoenix! 

Call usto subscribe and set up youraccount, we’ll load ECNL rostersand 

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiischedubs into your account, svnc your iPad and you’re ready to go. 

Jse SB app to record text notes or voice memos, &’~ke videos, pool players, 

M( bde Player Assessment ook£~ons - THE FUTURE Io NOW’ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:33 PM 

[INC Athletics Director <bubba.canningh~m@anc.edu>; Jay < ~gma~l.com> 

Lynch, Nadia Suzanne <nlynch@unc.edu>; High Jane St~r <jhigh@unc.edt~-; Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@e~nail.unc.edu> 

RE: Creating a coaching library 

Jay, 

Love to help[ Shelly will send you three books .... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: UNC Athletics Director 
Sent: \Vednesday, November 13, 2013 12:30 PM 
To: Jay 
Cc: Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Dorrance, Albert A IV; High, Jane Starr 
Subject: RE: Creating a coaching library 

Dear Jay, 

Thank you so much for your note I will pass your note along to Coach Williams, Coach HatcheH, and Coach Dorrance for their consideration of sending their coaching books to you. I am 
an avid reader as well and think it’s wonderful that you are developing a collection of books. I use them all the time as resources. 

All the best. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 

From: Jay        .;r)gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 06, 2013 7:40 PM 
To: UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: Creating a coaching library 

Mr. Cunningham- 

My name is jay Blavatt (UNC ’98), I aru a new- athletic director/assistant principal of a high school in Tampa, Florida. I ara reaching out to you because I am interested in putting together a 
coach’s library. It is my goal to accumulate books, practice plans and ideas for coaches to share. As a loyal tarheel and admirer of coaches Williams, Hatchell, and Dot~ance; is there a way to 
contact them or request copies of their books. I would also be interested in ~vhat books you... And they recormnend (~vhat’s on your desk’.’). I recognize you are very bus?’, so no rush on this 
request; an?" guidance or assistance is appreciated. 

Respectfully, 

Jay Blavatt 

Sent from ray iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ARSON); 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 4:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Soccer Elite College Showcase - Mike Rose, Memphis Feb 7th-9th 2014 

From: Mike Knowles [mailto:mikeknowles@colsoc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 20:~3 2:27 PM 
S..bject: Soccer Elite College Showcase - Mike Rose, Memphis Feb 7th-gth 20~4 

Coaches, 
I was hoping you would be able to sign up for our college showcase we have coming up in February. 
It will be the 7th-9th of Feb and will be held at Mike Rose. 
We already have clubs committed from MO, MI, FL, TN, AL, AR, MS, KY, IL, LA, OK, GA, TXN. 
Please click the links to sign up. 
http://events.qotsport,com/events/colleqecoachinfo,aspx?Eventl D=33871 
http:iievents.gotsport.com/eventsicollegecoachlogin,aspx?Eventl D=33871 
Thanks 
Mike Knowles 
Tournament Director 
Collierville Soccer Association 
LOBOS RUSH SOCCER 
Office 901-854-8724 
Cell 
www.colsoc.com 
Sign up for CSA NewsLink ___H____E_____R____E__. 

Mike Knowles 
Director of Coaching 
Collierville Soccer Association 
LOBOS RUSH SOCCER 
Office 901-854-8724 
Cell 
www.colsoc.com 
Sign up for CSA NewsLink HERE 
Mike Knowles 
Director of Coaching 
Collierville Soccer Association 
LOBOS RUSH SOCCER 
Office 901-854-8724 
Cell 
vcww.oolsoo.oom ................................................. 

Sign up for CSA NewsLink HERE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 7:05 PM 

Billy Lesesne <lesesne@duaa.duke.edu> 

Re: NSCAA ALL AMERICA NOMINATION S CLOSES TOMORROW!!! 

Billy, I think we did it but I am never sure. I am a bit ofa Luddite. Please let me know if we screwed something up. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tVireie,~s 4G LYe L)ROIL) 

Billy Lesesne <lesesne@duaa.duke.edu> wrote: 

Greetings Southeast Region Coaches, 

NSCAA ALL AMERICA NOMINATIONS CLOSE TOMORROW!]!! 

Please nominate your players by going to the following link: 

b~pU~-..n..~#~:~.~.~n..U~..s~!~n..:~.a7.#~!~..~n..~....~..~t.e.s~ 
You will need to log into your College Service membership portal to nominate your players. At the College Service membership portal, you will need your college 

service ID# and password. If you do not have your College Service ID, please contact the NSCAA and they can get that information to you. Once you are logged in to 

the College Service Portal, click on <’My nominations and voting" to find the College All-Region/America <’nominate" button. Instructions are also available for 

download before clicking <<nominate". 

NSCAA Southeast Region Chair 

Billy Lesesne 

Associate Coach 

Duke Women’s Soccer 

lesesne@duaa.duke.edu 

C 

F: 97.9.68:[.2378 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 8:19 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: Sat 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsa~.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Good luck ruth your first game on Saturday m~d Title defence! I’m always following the team through the UNC Women’s Soccer Twitter Link’. 

I’m heading to Beijing tomo~w for my last weekend this year there’. It’s cold as heck m~d wishing I were in Chapel Hill instead! 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http://www.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 8:21 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

Fwd: 2014 Smnmer Camp Meeting: Thursday, November; 14 10:00 A.M. 

Appendix B facility use request form.docx; camp calendar 2014.docN Facility Request Schedule - 2014.xlsx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2014 Summer Camp Meeting: Thursday, November, 14 10:00 A.M. 

From: "Field, Jaci" ~tield@unc.edu> 
To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edtp-,"Jenldns, K~en E" <jenkinsc@psa£ety.unc.edu>,"Maxkos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edtP,,"Boyd, Stephen L" 

CC: "Bitting, Angelyn S" <abitling@unc.edtP-,"Grimsley, Richie" <rgrimsley~)unc.edu>,"Bunling, Mike" <rnbunling@unc.edu>,"Miller, Beth" 

<bethmille@unc.edu>,"Hilton, Nathan Scott" <~thilton~)etnail.unc.edu>,"Gallo, Jr., Lany A." <athgaJlo@unc.edtp-,"Scroggs, Williaa~ E" 

<williescroggs@unc.edu>,"Warner. Stacey Hams" <stace~vaxne@unc.edn> 

Please remember that d~e summer camp rneetk~g is tomorrow at :~0 a,m, on the 3rd floor of the Louderm[tk Center. Attached you w~[I find the updated schedute 

requests ~n two formats. We w~l~ take the second port,on of the meeting to d~scuss!reso~ve any scheduling conflicts. 

~ have also attached a copy of the new Faci~kv Request Form. ~ w~l~ need Vou to complete th~s for camp. Please ema~l or ma~ that to me. If you have not sent me 

your requested dates, thx~es, and faci~R~es p~ease do 

Please ~et me know ~[ you ha~e anv ques~:~ons and/or updates. 

Thank You 

.Jaci ~e~d 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS FACILITY USE REQUEST FORM 

All UNC Athletic Department events have priority and all other events are scheduled on a first-come, first-serve 

basis. Special arrangements such as table and chair set-up, must be coordinated with the appropriate Facili~7 

Manager at least one week prior to the event. 

It is the responsibility of the organization reserving the Facility to ensure that all set-up arrangements are made. 

Reservations must be made in advance by completing this form and sending it to the appropriate individual in the 

Department of Athletics Facilities Division. The Facilities staff member will then send the completed form to the 

Compliance Office for their review.. 

Name: Phone #: 

Emaih 

Department/Organization: 

Name of Event: 

Date of Event: 

Brief Description: 

Time of iEvent: 

Approximately Number of People Projected to Attend: 

Number of Minors (Non-UNC Students Under Age 18) Involved: 

Will any NCAA Prospects be Involved? (Please note that in sports other than Men’s Basketball, a 

"Prospect" is defined as any individual enrolled in grade 9 or above. In Men’s Basketball, a 

Prospect is any individual enrolled in grade 7 or above.) YES NO 

If So, How Many? 

Please List All Involved Current or Former UNC Student-Athletes: 

Please List All UNC Staff Members Who Will be Involved: 

Will Any of the Follo~ving Be Involved? (Please Circle): Javelin Hammer 

Shot Discuss 

**Please attach a list of every individual who will be working the event (paid or volunteer). 
**Please attach a list of every agent, financial advisor, or other individual in the business of 
representing athletes (or any individual affiliated therewith) who you anticipate will be in 
attendance or involved in any way with the use of the Facility. 
**iPlease attach a list of every current or former professional or college athlete who you anticipate 
will be in attendance at the event. 

Approvals" 

Compliance (Required for All Bookings Except Official ~NC Varsity Team Activities):. 

Booking Agent: Building Manager: 



January 2014 
S U N DAY M O N DAY TU ES DAY WE DN ESDAY TH U RSDAY FRI DAY SATU R DAY 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 31 



February 2014 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

23 24 25 26 27 28 



March 2014 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

30 31 



April 2014 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 4 5 

6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 

27 28 29 30 



May 2014 
SUNDAY MO~NDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY’ FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

18 19 20 21 22 23 24 

25 26 27 28 29 30 31 

WBK WBK 



June 2014 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

WBK FB 

WBK 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

SW SW TN SW, TN SW, TN FB, TN FB FB 

FB TN MSCR/WSCR MSCR/WSCR MSCR/WSCR SW, MSCR/WSCR MSCR/WSCR 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

MBK FB FB FB FB FB FB 

SW, TN MBK, WLAX MBK, WLAX MBK, WLAX MBK, WLAX CHEER MBK 

SW, TN SW, TN, SB SW, TN, SB SW, TN, SB WSCR, CHEER 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

MBK MBK MBK, WSCR MBK WBK WBK WBK 

SW, TN BB, WLAX, TK BB, WLAX, TK BB, WLAX, TK, WGLF BB, WLAX, TK WRS WRS 

WSCR, SB, TK CHEER SW, TN, WSCR, SB SW, TN, SB, WRS SW, TN, SB, WRS SW, TN, WRS, WGLF WGLF WGLF 

29 30 

WBK WBK 

TN, WRS, WGLF TN, WRS 



July 2014 
SUNDAY MONDAY            TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 4 5 

WBK WBK WBK WBK WBK 

WRS, TN WRS, TN WRS, TN MLAX 

6 7                8 9 10 11 12 

WBK WBK WBK WBK WBK WBK WBK 

MLAX, FH, TN MLAX, FH, SB, TN FH, SB, TN FH, SB, TN FH, SB, TN FH, SB BB, FH 

13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

BB, VB MLAX, VB MLAX MLAX VB VB BB 

MLAX, FH SB VB VB CHEER VB, WSCR, CHEER 

20 21 22 23 24 25 26 
BB BB BB BB BB FB BB 

VB, WSCR, CHEER VB, WSCR VB, WSCR VB VB, WSCR VB, WSCR VB, WSCR 

27 28 29 30 31 

BB, VB, TK MLAX MLAX MLAX VB 

MLAX, WSCR VB, TK VB, TK VB, TK TK 



August 2014 
S U N DAY M O N DAY TU ES DAY WE DN ESDAY TH U RSDAY FRI DAY SATU R DAY 

1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

31 



September 2014 
S U N DAY M O N DAY TU ES DAY WE DN ESDAY TH U RSDAY FRI DAY SATU R DAY 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

28 29 30 



October 2014 
S U N DAY M O N DAY TU ES DAY WE DN ESDAY TH U RSDAY FRI DAY SATU R DAY 

1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30 31 



November 2014 
S U N DAY M O N DAY TU ES DAY WE DN ESDAY TH U RSDAY FRI DAY SATU R DAY 

1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

3O 



December 2014 
SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

28 29 30 31 
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1 2014 UNC SUMMER CAMP FACILITY REQUESTS 
2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

i10 

ill 
i12 

i 13 8 Sun 

i 14 9 Mon ~ .! WSCR/MSCR 

i 15 10 Tues i ~’ WSCR/MSCR 

i 16 11 Wed i ~ WSCR/MSCR 

i17 ~’~T"~’~ t FB FB FB ~ FB WSCF~, MSCR FB 

i 18 --~’~’~’-T---~"~" ............... FB ~ ................................................................................ FB ~ ............................................................................................... FB ~V~ ........... FB 

1 9 

~ 20 15 Sun 

~21 16 Mon ~ FB FB FB ~ FB WLAX FB 

~ 22 17 Tues ~ FB FB FB ~ FB WLAX FB 

~ 23 18 Wed ~ FB FB FB 
~ 

FB WLAX FB 

~ 24 19 Thurs ~ FB FB FB ~ FB WLAX FB ~ FB 

~25 20 Fri ~ FB FB FB ~ FB WSCR FB ~"    ]WSCR 

L M N O P 

~ ~ OUTDOOR FACILITIES 
iNavy Navy Henry ~ Belk Finley Kenan Finley ~ Hooker I Hooker Ehaus Softball ~oshamer Cone-Kenfield 

~ i Grass Turf Stadium 
I’ 

Fetzer Track Soccer Stadium Golf Crse.~ L..F...i...e..~...’.&...2...~_..F.~...’.&_.4_ Field Com~ _..St....a....d...i...u...m.__ Tennis Center 
1 Sun !! l 

~ 

2 Mon i I ~ ~ 

3 Tues i ............................................................................................................ I .................................................................................................................................................... L ............... 4 .................. 
i .......................................................................... 

5Thurs i ~ i ~. 
~-~ i~ ~ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ i ......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

7 Sat ; FB FB FB 
~ 

FB FB 4 
FB FB TEN 

TEN 

.l. ~ . TEN 

iii 
iii iiii 

i 
TEN 

........... 
~ 

I TEN 

FB i FB FB SB TEN 

FB ! FB FB SB TEN 
~ FB FB SB TEN 

i 26 21 Sat ! FB FB FB I FB WSCR FB IWSCR iWSCR WSCR 

i27 ........... 22 Sun "~ 

i 28 .3.#.~.~.2~...i ........................ #,.#~...x_w....s..£~l .......................................................................................... ~.~#~£..R.. .......................................................................................... ! ................................................. ~#.~.~..~.S.&R.. ................................................ I.T...&...E ........................................................................................................... .1~’.~.~ ........... ..[ .......................... 1 .............................. [...%~.X--W..§£.R.~..I~..!~.~..X.~...W..~£~--.I~&..X...k~/.~..C.~..R.~§..B... ................ LB..#.~.L.. ............. 1.~[~ ............................. I .................................... 
’l 

i 29 24 Tues 

i 31 ..~..6....~..h....u.[§ ......................... ..~W_.L.~._..L 

i32 27 Fri i MSCR MSCR ~MSCR MSCR WGLF #MSCR MSCR MSCR 

i 34 29 Sun ! MSCR MSCR ,MSCR MSCR WGLF IMSCR LM..S._C...~R_ iMSCR TEN 

i36 

12:00 AM 11/13/2013 
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......... A I B ~ D ~ F ~ H ! J    ! ~ L M N O P 

i 38 2013 UNC SUMMER CAMP FACILITY REQUESTS 

i 41 t I OUTDOOR FACILITIES 

i 42 ~avy Navy’ Henry ] ~------------------- Belk Finley Kenan Finley "[ Hooker i Hooker ~ Ehaus Softball Bosha Cone-Kenfield Outoor Ed 

Fetzer Track Complex Stadium Tennis Center Sand Courts i 43 i Grass Turf Stadium .i Soccer Stadium Golf Crse i[Field(s) 1&2 .~ Field(s) 3 &4 Field 

44 ~ i I 
.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... i45 qY~~Yi ......................... MCAX MCAX I MCAX :IMCAX ~i# tAX MCAX TE. 

i 47 3 Thurs ! MLAX MLAX I MLAX iMLAX £MLA....X.. 1MLAX TEN 

i~9 "~~T~ ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ~ .............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. ~ .................................................................................... ’ ................................................................................................................................................................................................. ] MSCR 

i 50 6 Sun ! FH FH i ~S~’~ 

MSCR TEN i51 7 Mon ~ FH FH .! 
~52 8Tues ~ FH FH ~ MSCR ~FH ~FH , SB TEN 

~53 9Wed ~ FH FH ~ MSCR ~FH ~FH SB TEN 

~ 56 12 Sat .......................................................... ~...~..~......‘................*,....’...‘..........‘...............‘.‘...............‘...................‘.....................................‘.‘...............‘...............‘.‘...............‘...............‘.‘..............................~......‘...................‘...............‘.‘...............‘...............‘.‘...............‘...................‘............~.......................‘.‘...............‘...............‘.‘...............‘...............‘.‘........................~.~:‘............~...............‘.‘......~.......‘...............‘.‘.~.~...’...~....‘...................‘..~...~...~........................‘.‘ ~s ~L 
~ 57 13 Sun ~ FH/MLAX FH/MLAX "~ MLAX ~FH!MLAX ~FH!MLAX MLAX BSBL 

i58 14Mon ~ MLAX MLAX ~ ~MLAX ~MLAX 

i 59 15 Tues ~ MLAX MLAX ~ MLAX ~&~ ~MLAX MLAX 

~0 ~We~ t ~LAX ~L~X 
~ 

~L~X [~L~X 4~L~X 
~ 61 17 Thurs ~ WSCR WSCR ~ WSCR ~WSCR ~WSCR WSCR 

~62 18 Fri ~ WSCR WSCR ~ WSCR 

~ 63 19 Sat ~ WSCR WSCR ~ WSCR ~WSCR ~WSCR WSCR 

~65 21 Mort ~ WSCR ~WSCR ~ 
~ 66 "~~~f;~’~[ ........................... ~" .............. ~98"~~" ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................... , .............................................................................................................................................. T 

i 67 2s Wed i WSCR ~WSCR Z 

i 69 ........... ~ ............ WSCR WSCR } WSCR £SCR WSCR WSCR BSBL 

i70 ~ ............................................................................................................ WSCR WSCR ~t .................................................................................................................................................... WSCR 

~71 WSCR WSCR , WSCR ~WSCR L~ ~WSCR BSBL 
~ ~ ~ OUTDOOR FACILITIES ~ ~WSCR ~WSCR ~ ~ a~" ~72 

............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ ~ ................................................................................................................................................. ~ ...................................................................................................................................... ~ ................................... ~ ............................ ~ ......................................................................... t ........................................... , .................................................................. I ............................................................................................................................ 
~ 73 ~ WSCR WSCR ~ WSCR ~WSCR ~WSCR WSCR BSBL 

~ 74 ~ WSCR WSCR ~ Fetzer WSCR }WSCR ~WSCR WSCR BSBL 
7~ ~.~.~4 wsc~ wsc~ ~ wsc~ ~7~fi [¢~# ~77~fi ~sa~ 

~ 76 24 Thurs ~ WSCR WSCR ~ WSCR ~WSCR ~WSCR WSCR BSBL 

~ 77 25 Fri ~ FB FB FB ~ FB FB ~ FB ~ FB FB BSBL 

i78 4 26 Sat ~ ~ ~ } ~ BSBL 

~80 ~’~ ~ MLAX MLAX . T&F MLAX ~MLAX ~MLAX }MLAX 

~ 81 29 Tues ~ MLAX MLAX ~ T&F MLAX ~MLAX ~MLAX MLAX 

~ 82 30 Wed ~ MLAX MLAX ~ T&F MLAX ~MLAX ~MLAX MLAX 

~83 31 Thurs ~ ~ ]. 
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A B C 
2014 UNC SUMMER CAMP FACILITY REQUESTS 

¯ 1 Sun WBK iWBK 
2 Mon 

L 
4 Wed 
5 Thurs 

6 Frii 

....................... 7Sa  
8 Sun 

12 Thurs 

14 Sat 

16Mon MBK iMBK 
17Tues MBK i MBK 

¯ 18Wed MBK MBK 
19 Thurs MBK MBK 

21 Sat MBK IMBK 
22 Sun MBK MBK 
23Mon MBK MBK 
24 Tues MBK MBK 

................................ ila~ 

27 Fri WBK iWBK 
28 Sat WBK 
29 Sun WBK iWBK 
30 Mon WBK iWBK 
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C Field Hse 
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37 2014 UNC SUMMER CAMP FACILITY REQUESTS 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 1 Tues WBK WBK 
43 2 Wed WBK WBK 
44 ~hU[§ ~K ........................... 
45 4Fr! W#~ ........................ ~BK 
46 5 Sat WBK WBK 
47 6 Sun WBK iWBK 
48 .................. ~ZMon.. VVBK ........................................................................ [WB.K 
49 8 Tues WBK IWBK 
50 9~e5 ~fi ........................... IWBK 
51 10 Thurs WBK WBK 
52 11 Fri WBK IWBK 
53 12 Sat WBK iWBK 
54 13 Sun VB 
55 14 Mon VB VB 
56 
57 16 Wed VB 
58 17Thurs VB ~VB 
59 18 Fri VB VB 
60 19 Sat VB VB 

62 21 Mon VB ~VB 
63 22 Tues VB VB 
64 23Wed VB VB 
65 24 Thurs VB VB 
66 ....... 
67 26 Sat VB 
68 27 Sun VB 
69 28 Mon VB 
70 29 Tues VB 
71 ~~VB~ ~ 
72 ~ Thurs 
7g 
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FH TEN iWBK , WBK ~WBK 
FH TEN WBK WBK ~WBK 
FH TEN iWBK WBK WBK 
FH 

FH WBK WBK iWBK 
FH iWBK WBK iWBK 

F~ .................................. L .................................. .......................... 
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VB 
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B C 
2 MBK men’s basketball 
3 FB football 

5 WLAX women’s lacrosse 
6 FH field hockey 
7 WSCR women’s soccer 
8 MLAX men’s lacrosse 
9 MSCR men’s soccer 

10 T&F track & field 
11 BSBL baseball 
12 SB softball 
13 VB volleyball 
14 WBK women’s basketball 
15 WRS wrestling 
16 CHEER cheerleading &tumbling 
17 WGLF women’s golf 
18 DV diving 
19 RW rowing 

20 SSA strength 
21 TEN men’s & women’s tennis 
22 MGLF men’s golf 
23 GYM gymnastics 
24 
25 shared facility/date conflict 
26 
27 off-line facility 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 13, 2013 8:21 PM 

bill palladino < aol.com> 

Fwd: 2014 Smnmer Camp Meeting: Thursday, November; 14 10:00 A.M. 

Appendix B facility use request tbrm.docx; camp calendar 2014.docN Facility Request Schedule - 2014.xlsx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2014 Summer Camp Meeting: Thursday, November, 14 10:00 A.M. 

From: "Field, Jaci" ~tield@unc.edu> 
To: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edtp-,"Jenldns, K~en E" <jenkinsc@psa£ety.unc.edu>,"Maxkos, Lance M" <markos@email.unc.edtP,,"Boyd, Stephen L" 

CC: "Bitting, Angelyn S" <abitling@unc.edtP-,"Grimsley, Richie" <rgrimsley~)unc.edu>,"Bunling, Mike" <rnbunling@unc.edu>,"Miller, Beth" 

<bethmille@unc.edu>,"Hilton, Nathan Scott" <~thilton~)etnail.unc.edu>,"Gallo, Jr., Lany A." <athgaJlo@unc.edtp-,"Scroggs, Williaa~ E" 

<williescroggs@unc.edu>,"Warner. Stacey Hams" <stace~vaxne@unc.edn> 

Please remember that d~e summer camp rneetk~g is tomorrow at :~0 a,m, on the 3rd floor of the Louderm[tk Center. Attached you w~[I find the updated schedute 

requests ~n two formats. We w~l~ take the second port,on of the meeting to d~scuss!reso~ve any scheduling conflicts. 

~ have also attached a copy of the new Faci~kv Request Form. ~ w~l~ need Vou to complete th~s for camp. Please ema~l or ma~ that to me. If you have not sent me 

your requested dates, thx~es, and faci~R~es p~ease do 

Please ~et me know ~[ you ha~e anv ques~:~ons and/or updates. 

Thank You 

.Jaci ~e~d 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:17 AM 

Brown, Sharou Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edu> 

Re: Contbreuce 

The best presentation is 35-40 minutes.., the Q&A ca~ fill the balance of the hour. My tee? Normally, $6,000 ... 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Brown, Sharon Pratt" <spbrownl @ema~il.unc.edu-> wrote: 

Hi, Anson! 
That would be h~-:~lpful. Would love ~:o see ~:hose. I checked on the time a~k}tment for the keynote, and they have set it from 8:30--9:30a Is there a way of doing "45-. 

50 nlJn., so that you can have more than 5 rn~n. [:or questions/comments? 

A~so, can we talk about your’ speaker’ fee? The nex~ phone conference Iql have w~th the group ~s 11/26, and I know they"~ want to know if that is set. 

Sharon 

ce~l 

from: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent= Wednesday, November lg, 2013 10:25 AM 

To; Brown, Sharon Pratt 

C¢= Streett, Shelly 

Subject= RE: Conference 

Actually, ~ can send you the presentation ~n ~ts various ~engths: 25 m~nutes, 35 m~nutes, 55 minutes ... Shelly? 

F~: Brown, Sharon Pra~ 
SeBt: Tuesday, November ~2, 20~3 9:~2 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A @ 
Su~jeCt: RE: Conference 

Hi, Anson[ 

Guess you figured out that I wasn’t able to make it to the HH[ today --- my meet~n~ location chan~ed to Elizabeth C~ty. 

[ wH[, however, stN be coming to the Triangle area [Greensboro] on :11/2:[ through :H/22~ W[I~ you be able to meet either of those dates ]ate afternoon or early PM 

to discuss the details of your presentat:~on? ~ can set up something at the Carolina Club, ~[ that works. 

Talk to you soon, 

Sharon 

from: Brown, Sharon Pratt 

Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 10:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

SuNect: Conference 

Anson- 
Thought I would send you the "Save the Date" for the con%fence. ~e keynote [you] is scheduled for the second day’s con%fence sta~ at 8:30a. I would also encourage you 

to come to our sodal hour at the end of the first day, if your schedule permits. 

Re~ardin9 the con~nt of your address, we spoke in ~eneralities previously, and I would like ~ meet with you to discuss the possibilities of how your basic presentation can be 

connected with the work the COHOs are doin9 throughout the s~te. I also need to d~scuss your speakin~ %e with you. 

I may be comin9 back to the Triangle area on ll!12 for a meetin9 and could meet with you late that a~ernoon or early evening. I should 9et that confirmed in the ne~ %w 

days. Another onion would be ll/21 or 11/22 - both late a~ernoon or early evening. I know that tournament play will Nctor into this scheduling, and may be an issue. If you 

can, let me know what might be possible, it would help with my own travel scheduling. 

Forgot to mentbn that when I told the plannin9 commi~ee that you were interested in keynoting, they were in disbelief - you raised my "cred" at least tenfold[ :) 

Talk to you soon, 

Sharon 

Dr. Sharon P. grown, MPH, MN 

East:ern Begk?na~ Child Care Health CO]?SLE]ta[)[: Coach 

Northeastern NC Transformation Zone 

NC Child Care Heakh and gafeW Resource Center 

UNC GiH~ngs Schoof of Gfoba~ Public Heaf[h 

University of North Caro~h~a - Chape~ HH] 

sharon brown@unc.edu 

www.healthycNIdcarenc.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV q’O~JNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORIL~d1CE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:23 AM 

Jason Sisnero~           ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: 2013 - The Year of the K2 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2013 - ’][’he Year of the K2 

From: Match AnaJysis <info@~natchanaJysis.co~n > 

To: "Do~rm~ce, Albert A IV" <anson~!e~naJl.unc.edu~> 
CC: 

20t3: The Year of the K2 View this email in your 
browser 

In 2013, Match Analysis rolled out the K2÷ Panoramic Camera 
System, a state of the art tool designed to capture high resolution full 
pitch video, track players, and create advanced interactive 
visua lizations. 

Within months, deals were struck with Major League Soccer and Liga 
MX to install systems throughout their leagues. The response to the 
system from coaches, managers, players, and clubs has been 
unmatched by any product in our 12 year history (and that’s a pretty high 
bar to clear!) 

The system appears to fulfill an unmet need: the abilib/to see, 
understand, and communicate the sport to players, to officials, to 
the technical staff, and to fans without the limitations of broadcast video. 

We invite you to take a few minutes to learn more and celebrate with us 
"The Year of the K2". 

-- The Match Analysis Team 

Watch the K2 Panoramic Video Demo. 

Liga NX 
Announces 
Strategic A liance 
with Natch 
Analysis 
K2 ~"~, "~"~’"",’*..., ~.. ..... ~" \~~*.’.,,’,~.’.~:~ ..... ".,*,~~.’,.,,’~ 

Liga MX is proud to announce a 

strategic ailiance with Match A~aiysis, 

[he leader in sta[isticai a~,d tecI’,,¢,,icai 

analysis of l~otbafi The a~fiance 

brings Liga MX a ~t of too~s and 

se~aAces that hsdude v~dee, stafistica~ 

ana~ys~s, rea~ time data compilation, 

piayer trackh~g, and pelfformance 

anaiys[s of both its ck~bs and 

’~vo~Idw~de lbotbai~ Read more 



MLS Takes Broad 
Perspective with 
K2 Panoramic 
Video 

Maior League Soccer has extended 

its relationship with Match Analysis to 

utilize the K2 Panoramic Video 

system, player tracking, and 

ana~ys~s tools. VV~[h [Ms move, MLS 

has become {he first 

prefessb~sa~ spo~s ~eague in the 

United States and Canada to track 

and analyze the movement of a~ ~ts 

p~ayers an~ ,.,ff~ ..,a,~ in evepv match. 

Read ~ore 

Embraced by managers, coaches, analysts and even players this ground 

breaking innovation from Match Analysis places rise focus on communication, 

visualization a¢.,d u~de~stan@~g rather tha~~, data fo~ daia’s saRe, Read ~o~e 

Over an 8 week period, Match 

A~salysis i~sstalled K2 Panorartqic 

Camera Systems in almost every 

major professional soccer stadium 

North, America. Check ou{ our gallery 

of ~s~al~ed systems and see how 

ma~y stadiums you can name~ No 

peeking. Read 



o~9aniza~ions infom;e~ ~e,~di~ tools and tech!;olo,~v if yod ,t~’ould like ~o opt out o~ [eceivi~ futdre e-mails, please 

Emer’fviiie, C~ 94608 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:26 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NSCz’u~k ALL-AMERICA NOMINATIONS CLOSE TODAY: THURSDAY 11/14 at Midnight (CT) 

We did this right? 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizor~ Ilqreie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NSCAA ALL-AMERICA NOMINATIONS CLOSE TODAY: THURSDAY 11/14 at Midnight (CT) 

From: Billy Lesesne <lesesne@duaa.duke.edu-~ 

To: li~leyae@bc.edu,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" 
<anson@email.unc.edu>,tim sa~toro@nc su.edu, nd.wsoccer. 1 @~d .edu, actai~bvt.edu, g~nille~bathletics.pitt.edu,.i~no 1119@un~d .edu,~nl~-ikoria~@ ad~nin, fsu .ectu, pswhe, 

- webb.edu,williamsgb@wni.edu 

CC: 

Nominations for the 2013 NSCAA/Continental Tire College All-America program at the 
intercollegiate level are now open. Men’s and women’s coaches at the NCAA Division I, II and 
Ill levels, as well as coaches at the NAIA and Junior College levels who are members of the 
NSCAA College Services program, may nominate their players only after completion of their 
final regular season game. Nominations close Thursday, Nov. 14 at midnight (CT). 

Questions and concerns regarding nominations, subsequent voting or other details related to 
the College All-America program should be directed to the Regional Chairperson in your 
college division. Click here for a list of the 2013 College All-America Committees. 

You must have your valid 2013 College Services member identification number to Iogin and 
nominate. To begin, Iogin to "myNSCAA Colle~le Services." Enter your user ID. The 
password is the same number. There is a link to click if you do not know your number. It will 
be forwarded by return email. 

Once in the system, you will be asked to check and verify your 2013 regular season 
schedule and scores. No preseason or postseason game should be included. The next step 
is to nominate any of your players that you believe warrant recognition for All-Region or All- 
America recognition for 2013. You may not nominate any players until all of your regular 
season games are completed. Players must be entered in rank order according to their 
coach’s evaluation. A maximum of five players may be nominated but only those deserving of 
recognition at the regional and national level should be entered. 

Once all names and required information are entered, you must hit the "submit" button. An 
email will be returned confirming your nomination. Nominations will be populated in the 
system following the closing date on November 14. Voting will open online beginning 
Tuesday, November 19. 

Click here for step-by-step instructions. 

Click here to Iogin and begin now. 

If your institution is not a member of the College Services program, it must join immediately 
in order for your student-athletes, coaches and team to be eligible for any of the college 
awards. ~C~j~c~k~h~e~r~e~f~r~a~!j~s~t~f~t~h-e~c~u-r~r~e-n-t~C-~JLe~g~e~e~Lc-e~m~-~e~m-~b-e~r~s~ To enroll in College 
Services, please call the NSCAA National Office at 913-362-1747. 

ii.~ http://nscaa informz.net/NSCAA/data/images/footer.jpg 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913.-362-3439 

Email I Webs[tel Send to a friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: SLSG Metro MATCHES AT PHOENIX ECNL SHOWCASE 

From: St. Louis Scott Gallagher [mailto:mbohnak@slsgsoccer.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November :t4, 20:t3 :tl:06 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: SLSG Metro MATCHES AT PHOENIX ECNL SHOWCASE 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 



ECNL MATCHES FOR SLSG ~ETRO IN PHOENIX 
College Coaches, 

a reminder of our games this weekend in Phoenix at the first ECNL Showcase event of the 
2013-14 season. Can"t tell you how much we are looking forward to a fantastic weekend of 
competition. See our schedules for our GU16 and GU17 teams below. 

image remaved 
by sender. 
ECNL Logo 

SLSG Metro 96-97 girls U17 Schedule: 
Friday, November 15 vs. De Anza Force - 3:00pm - Reach 11 #10 
Saturday, Nov. 16th vs. Eagles SC -9:15am -Reach 11 #18 
Sunday, Nov. 17th vs. Challenge SC - 7:30am - Reach 11 #03 

And just a reminder about some current SLSG Alumni still in college and making an 
impact. Rachel Tejada led Illinois State in goals and assists with 15 and 12 
respectively. Kelsey Dinges was Ball State’s leading scorer with 7 goals and 6 
helpers. Mariah Klenke broke the Tennessee Martin school record for career 
shutouts a couple of weeks ago. Freshman Kayla Delgado led the SlUE Cougars 
attack with 9 goals. 

Don’t miss out on this next crop of stars. We still have one uncommitted 2014 and 
have unlimited potential in our classes of 2015 and beyond! 

Caii MitcI’., a[ 618-781-0239 or respo~,d to this email if yot~ need a roster o,," have a~,y 
specific questions on our players, 

Forward this email 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender¯ 



[his ernail was sent to ar~sor~C~uncaa~unc.edu by mb~b~akCa~lsqsoc~com :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Addiess I~stant remowlwith SaFeUnsubscribe~" Piivacy Policy, 
St. Louis Scott Gallaghe~ :: PO Box ~5 :: Man/ville ~[L 62062 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:18 PM 

Brown, Sharon Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Conference 

Call anytim               ;) 

F~om: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent; Thursday, November 24, 2013 12:33 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Conference 

OK ---I"tl defer [o your experience from past presentations re: timing. The fee I need to talk with you about ---is there a good time in the next few days thai we can 

talk? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Thursday, November :14, 20:13:10::17 AM 

To= Brown, Sharon Pratt 

Subject: Re: Conference 

The best presentation is 35-40 minutes.., the Q&A can fill the balance of the hour. My fee? Normally, $6,000 ... 

S~:~tt from ~t~, ~rizon tVirele~’s 4(; L TE DROID 

"Brown, Sharon Pratt" <spbrownl(tbemaJLunc.edu> wrote: 

Ni, Anson[ 

That would be helpful. Would love to see those. I checked on the time allotment for the keynote, and they have set it from 8:30-9:30m Is there a way of doing 

50 rain., so that you can have more than S rain. for questions/comments? 

Also, can we t~l~ about your speaker fee? The next: phone conference I’H have w~th the group ~s 1:1/26, and I know they"~ want to ~mow if that ~s set. 

Sharon 

’ce~l 

~rom: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:25 AM 

To: Brown, Sharon Pratt 

Ce: Streett, Shelly 

Subject: RE: Conference 

Actually, ~ can send you the present~:~on ~n H:s varR~us lengths: 25 mh~utes, :35 rn~nutes, 55 minutes .. She~y? 

~= Brown, Sharon Pra~ 
Se~t~ Tuesday, November ~2, 20~3 9:~2 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject~ RE: Conference 

Hi, Anson~ 

Guess you figured out tha~ I wasn’t abh~ to make it to the H~1~ tod~y - my rneet~n~ location changed to ~}l~abeth C~tv. 

~ w~l~, however~ sd~l be comin£ to the Tdan£~e area [Greensboro] on 11/21 through 11/22. W~I~ you be a~e [o meet e~[her of those dates late at:[ernoon or early PM 

[o discuss the details o1: your presen[at~on? ~ can se[ up somethh~g at [he Carolina Club, ~f that works. 

Talk to Vou soos~ 

Sharon 

~rom: Brown, Sharon Pratt 

Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 2013 ~0:31 PM 

Te= Dorrance, Albert A IV 

$ubjeet~ Conference 

Anson- 
Thought ~ would send you the "Save the Date" for the conference. ~e keynote [you] is scheduled for the second day’s conference sta~ at 8:30a. ~ would also encourage you 
to come to our social hour at the end of the first day, if your schedule permits. 
Regarding the content of your address, we spoke in generalities previously, and ~ would like to meet with you to discuss the possibilities of how your basic presentation can be 
connected with the work the CCHCs are doing throughout the s~te. ~ also need to discuss your speaking fee with you. 
~ may be coming back to the Triangle area on ~/~2 for a meeting and could meet with you late that afternoon or early evening. ~ should get that confirmed in the ne~ few 
days. Another option would be ~/2~ or [[/22 - both late afternoon or early evening. Z know that tournament play will facbr into this scheduling, and may be an issue. [f you 
can, let me know what might be possible, it would help with my own travel scheduling. 
Forgot to mention that when ~ ~ld the planning commi~e that you were in,rested in keynoting, they were in disbelief - you raised my "cred" at least tenfold~ :) 
Talk ~ you soon, 
Sharon 

Dr. Sharon P. Brown, MPH~ MN 

Eastern Reg~ona~ CNId Care Nea][h Consultant Coach 

Northeastern NC Transformation Zone 

NC CNId Care Health and Safety Resource Center 

U NC GiHmgs School of Global Public Heal~:h 

UniversH:y of North Carolina .- Chape~ I-~11 

sharon brown@unc.edu 

www.health~childcarenc.or£ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: AC Sandhills 3rd Annual College Combine 

From: Todd Abbey [mailto:todd@acsandhills.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, November :[4, 2013 12:28 PM 

To-" info@acsandhills.com 
Subject: AC Sandhills 3rd Annual College Combine 

Hello, 

AC Sandhills would like to invite you and your staffto attend the 3rd Annual College Combine in Southem Pine~ North Carolina. In it’s third year of existence, ACS 

has seen the event grow to 150 boys players and 60-70 girls players from all over NC attend in hopes of advancing there dreams of playing at the next level. 

On Saturday, December 14 frmn %an- 12pm, we will be playing hos~t to these players once again. We will mn them through a short tmining/wam~-up, small sided 

ga~mes, and full 1 lvl 1 matches. Both genders will be running simultaneously to m~ke it easier on colleges from a time line standpoint. 

The location will once again be our Morganton Fields Soccer Complex. Coaches will be given profile books that will match the players to the profiles through 

numbered jerkys that we give them prior to the combines start time. There is no registration the tbr coaches li)r fl~is event. 

Thank you for your interest, aa~d we hope to hear frotn you soon if you plan on attending. For more information you can visit our website: ~%%,_:_~_LC_~4)__d__~!!_E:_c_’~_Lr~ 

Todd Abbey 

Executive Director 

AC Sandhills 

www.ac~ndhills.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: SportsBoard Chameleon, ECNL Phoenix and Bethesda Rosters 

From: noreply@salesforce.com [mailto:noreply@salesforce.com] On Behalf Of Stephen Kiraly 
Sent: Thursday, November :t4, 20:t3 :ti::t3 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: SportsBoard Chameleon, ECNL Phoenix and Bethesda Rosters 

W ome,~’s Soccer O~,stomers, 

iTwo imporh’~nt items: 

ii. SportsBoard Chameleon: We have just released a new version of our App 

~ w~th the ooccer Scout as wel~ a~ other item~, and ~ be~er, and more staMe and I :1 
the,, Soec~ 

is a completely different App from Soccer Scout, is free, and will sit on your iPad I I 

Scout are (I) the tabs are on the dght s~de of the lower right region of the screen, 
they scro,,, and (2)the re~ Notes, AI, Notes, and ShotsiSta~ ~bs have their I I 

own bu~ons beneath the &~bs, also on the right. 

i I~,,~k~d, p~ ~t ~ know ~f yo~, ,,~’o~,~O Uk~ the rosters uploaded to your I I 
I laccount ~Aaribu ~AcFar~ane, our VP of Sushness Oevebpment, wil~ be ~n Phoenix I I 
~on Fdday and wou~d ~ove to meet you ir~ person. Call or text her at 

Dag~ey ........... 

s p o n~ B o ~ ~d 
415 847 5667 

~oe~sboa~win. com 

}’Mobile Player Assessment Solutions --- THE FUTURE IS NOW~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 4:26 PM 

Livers, Tom <livers@unc.edu> 

EW: VERY IMPORTANT REMINDER 

I need my onyen password reset .,,. Can you help me? 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Thursday, November .t4, 20J.3 3:2:[ PP1 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject-" RE: VERY IMPORTANT RENINDER 

I[: you think that you have completed Lhe process and all sections have been saved, 

you may wahl to go back into the system to make sure, Some employees completed 

the process then went back in to double check and found out that their entries were 

not saved. Be sure to print off your summary when you have completed the open 

enrollment so [hat you will have that veHficath:m in case there a questkms later on, 

Joyce 

~rom: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 2:57 PM 

To: UNCAA-Everyone 

SuNe~t: VERY IMPORTANT REMINDER 

Folks, 

Please be reminded that tomorrow, Nov. 15th is the absolute deadline for the open enrollment 

period for both the State Health Plan and NCFlex. Unlike previous years, you must go in and 

complete the process on-line even if you w~sh to keep the same plan as last year. Failure to do so 

may result in an unplanned change to your current benefit plan election. 

I have been no~fied by the O~ce of Human Resources that approximately 60 Athle~c Department 

employees have not yet completed the enrollment process. You have until 5:00 p.m. tomorrow to 

do so. TNs is the absolute deadline. 

The link to the website is: ~unc.hrintouch.comZ 

The phone number to enroll over the phone is: 1-855-859-0966 

For MetLife, Disability Insurance and Reliastar AD&D, complete a paper application found at: htt ~~enrollment This is 

NOT the NCFlex disability plan. 

If you have questions, please contact me 919-962-7850 or Rob Stevenson at 919-962-6589, 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

Joyce L. Dalgleish 

Director-HR Services 

UNC Department of Athletics 

ErNe Williamson Athletic Center 

CB #85~ 

P. O. Box 2126 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

Phone: 919-962-7850 

Fax: 919-843-7~3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 10:45 PM 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarne@unc.edu~ 

Re: yon haven’t cotnpleted your insurance!!’. 

I tried for three hours today. I want 80/20 and between getting locked out with passwords and you name it i am s~till nowhere. My plan now is jus~t not to get sick. 

"Warner, Stacey Harris" <staceywarner!~unc.edu-~ wrote: 

If you are getting this email, your name is on a list that was sent to Joyce as not completing your insurance information for next year ...... 
tomorrow is the last 

day!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Be sure you print of the summary once you complete it in case there are issues! 



Scouting Report - Liberty University 

Formation: 4-1 2-3 

Defensively - Liberty drops their outside forwards back behind the ball for much of the game. Their backs keep everything in 

front of them and they have a strong goal keeper, which Js why I think they don’t concede a lot of goals. Most impressive, 

however, is their forward pressure and work rate. They are a fit team up top. Not as much on the back-end. Their backs make 

mistakes and don’t track runners through very well. 

Attacking- They rely heavily on the quick counter-attack. I saw a midfielder carrying it up the field with 3 forwards running 

straight up the field and 2 other CM’s Sprinting up for a counterattack as well. We need to stress the importance of stopping 

the counter, but also countering their counter by playing quick once we win it. Most of their build up was directly down the 

middle. The CM #17 and 7 get forward quickly to join the 3 Fwd’s. 

Vulnerabilities - Where I believe they are most vulnerable is out-wide and in front of their Centerbacks. We need to 

encourage Nicole Dennion and Marissa Russo to come back to the ball and get it out wide. Their backs drop pretty deep. I can 

see us building by playing from our backs into center mids, then out wide. If we maintain possession, we can build from our 

two centerbacks and create 2vl situations against their forward. 

They only leave 1 Defensive Center-mid in front of their backs. She is very physical and good on the ball, but we can 1-2 her or 

play into our forwards feet and combine past her. 

Overall Style- This team is an extremely NORTH-SOUTH team. Everything is "get it forward, get it forward", then once they 

turn it over they just "chase and chase and chase" to win it back. They play similarly to our style, although I think they are 

more defensive with their forwards, while we are more defensive with our CM’s. There are opportunities for us to counter 

their counter attacks when the attempt to bomb forward. 

Key players 

GK- Good in the air, Good on punts, Average on Goal kicks. 

#2 Left Centerback- She is the weaker of the 2 Centerbacks and made a few poor decisions and gets herself out of position. 

#3 - Right Back - Decent on the ball they like to get her on the ball a lot. Not an unbelievable defender, but she can play. 

#8 CF - This girl is very GOOD. Works extremely hard and is pretty good on the ball. Fast, strong, smart. I was very impressed 

with her. She is going to be a handful and we cannot let her run at our backs. 

#12 - DCM - Really solid on the ball. She is responsible for sitting in front of the back line, but she will leave that area to get 

forward. 

RF - 24 - Big and works hard and just tries to get in behind. Goal scorer 

Scouting Report Completed By: 

John Pardini 
Elon University 

Asst. Coach Women’s Soccer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 11:35 AM 

Ed Young <ed.young.j@EYSCO.COM> 

l~L: Soccer Sportstnanship! 

Ed, 

I could not pull it up[[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ed Young [mailto:ed.young jr@EYSCO.COM] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 3:43 PM 
Subject: FW: Soccer Sportsmanship! 

THIS SERIOUSLY COOL!!! PLEASE YVATCH. 

http://wv,~v.liveleakcom/view?i 380 1384279346 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 11:37 AM 

Warner, Stacey Harris <staceywarne@unc.edu> 

I~E: you haven’t completed your insuranc!! ’. ! 

Shelly helped me ...... I am done! 

From: Warner, Stacey Harris 
Sent; Thursday, November 1% 2013 4:00 PM 
Subject: you haven’t completed your insurance!!! 
Importance: High 

If you are getting this email, your name is on a list that was sent to Joyce as not completing your insurance information for next year ...... tomorrow is the last 

day!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Be sure you print of the summary once you complete it in case there are issues! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, November 15, 2013 11:49 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu"~ 

I~E: Conference 

Thanks Shelly! 

From= Streett, Shelly 
Sent= Friday, November 15, 2013 7:58 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Subject= RE: Conference 

Sharon, 

The three different presentations are attached, Please let rne know if you need anything else. 

Shelly Strc~tt 

Olympic Sports 

Un~versi[y o[’ North Carolina 

Department ol Athletics 

Office 919.962~5220 

Fax 919~962.4038 

F~m~ Dorrance, AlbeR A 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 13, 2013 10:25 AN 

To~ Brown, Sharon Pra~ 
¢e~ Street, Shelly 

Subjeet~ RE: Con%fence 

Actu~;~y, ~ can send you Lhe presenLatkm h~ ~ts various h~mgths: 25 minutes, 35 ~rdntd:es, 55 nlinutes .,. She~y? 

F~m= Brown, Sharon Pra~ 
Sent; Tuesday, November 12, 2013 9:42 PN 

To= Dorrance, A~beR A 
Subject= RE: Conference 

Hi, ~nson[ 

G u ass you [igured out ~:hat I wasn’t a hie ~:o m~ ke it ~:o ~:he N~I today - mv m ee~:ing Iota tion ch a nged to Eliz~ beth (5 ~:y. 

I wil~, however, st~l be corning ~o ~he Triangle ares [GreensboroJ on 11/21 through 11/22. W~I~ you be aNe to meet e~ther o[: Lhose dates ~ate afternoon or early PM 

to discuss the details of your presentsL~on? I can set up sornethk~g at the Carolina Club, ff that works. 

Ta~k to you soon, 

Sharon 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 

Sent: Tuesday, October 29, 20~3 ~0:3~ PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Conference 

Anson- 
Thought I would send you the "Save the Date" for the conference. ~e keynote [you] is scheduled for the second day’s conference sta~ at 8:30a. I would also encourage you 
to come to our social hour at the end of the first day, if your schedule permits. 
Regarding the content of your address, we spoke in generalities previously, and I would like to meet with you to discuss the possibilities of how your basic presentation can be 
connected with the work the CCHCs are doing throughout the s~te. I also need ~ discuss your speaking fee with you. 
I may be coming back to the Triangle area on If/12 for a meeting and could meet with you la~ that a~rnoon or early evening. I should get that confirmed in the ne~ few 
days. Another option would be i~/2~ or ii/22 - both late a~rnoon or early evening. I know that tournament play will factor into this scheduling, and may be an issue. Zf you 
can, let me know what might be possible, it would help with my own travel scheduling. 
Forgot ~ mention that when I bid the planning commi~ee that you were interested in keynoting, they were in disbelief - you raised my "cred" at least tenfold[ :) 
Talk to you soon, 
Sharon 

Dr. Sharon P. Brown, MPH, MN 

Eastern Regional Child Care Nea~th Constdtan~ Coach 

Northeastern NC Transformation Zone 

NC Child Care Health and Safety Resource Center 

U NC Gill~egs; Schoo~ of ({4obN Pub~k: NeMth 

University o[: North Caroi~na -Chape~ 

sharon brown@unc.edu 

www.healthychildcarenc.org 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 4:26 PM 

Tina Murphy <murph.tina@gmaiLcom> 

Subject: RE: Liberty match 

Tina, 
Thank you for this and your loyalty, I wilt be sending this out to the team. I saw the Liberty/Radt:ord game and I was impressed with Liberty, I can sense they are on 
a mission and I am trying to prepare my Tar Heels for them and yes, with the respect every opponent deserves!! 
All the best Tina and thank you!!! 
From: Tina Murphy [mailto:l       t@gmail,com] 
Se~t: Friday, November :[5, 20£3 ~.0:18 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Liberty match 
Hey Anson, 

Hope you are well, and I’m sure excited for another ncaa touma~nent run. 

A bead’s up on the Liberty squad you face to~norrow. 

These are my friends and fo~mer players, but I am a Tarheel and will forever be grateful for the experience I had in your program and under your leadership and 
teaching. 

Liberty has built an unexplainable amount of confidence and momentum in the later portion of their season and in fl~eir Big South championship. 

I say that to tell you, they are talking as if they have already beaten fl~e Tarheels and are looking past you into who they will face in the second roun& 

No, I’m not joking. That’s their vocabulm7 and that’s how confident they are they’re going to win. 

They made a FB page, "Operation: Storm The Hill". 

Fans are driving to flood the stadium to celebrate the upset. 

One of their kids texted me a couple days ago, and I texted about how she’s coming to play against my school (UNC). Her text back: 

"Your school UNC doesn’t know what’s coming to them". 

Wow. What a level of delusion cotning frotn a team that has never accotnplished an~hing on a national level. They have no clue and no respect for a program that has 

won 21’? national chmnpionships. Because I know these gifts~ I know it’s not intentional arrogance at all. Ifs a concoction of ignorance, delusion and a lot of excitement 

(first ti~ne for any of them in NCA~A2s). But I’m telling you, they are coafident be they sleam rolled their conference tournament and 5-0 win over Radford, which they 

know some ACC teams wouldn’t even do. They are coming out in attack mode. No fear and no respect. 

I love that team, but they need to be shown what it takes to be a champion. Hand it to them. They have no clue what its like to train as a Tarheel day in and day out. 

What it even takes to just get on the field for UNC. What it takes to be the best in the countD~, and still hold the highest level of respect for your opponents, like you 

always taught us to. 

Obviously Liberty’s talent level doesn’t compare to yours. 

But they believe there’s nothing to t~ar. 

It’s coming room their new assistant coach (as of March this year when I chose to leave they had to get a replacement immediately), who has zero respect and zero fear 

of[INC histow or the coaching staff’s success. He apparently in a matter of months has convinced a once respectful bunch of girls, to believe in his ways. Teach them a 

les~n. 

FYI this doesn’t come from head coach Jessica Hain at all whatsoever, she has always held your program on a pedes~l and respects you as much as any person 

possibly can. 

Best to you and your gifts Saturday. Go Heels!! 

Tina Muncphy 

Board Certified Health Coach, AADP 

coachtina~net 

coachtina.mvshakdee.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 4:48 PM 

Na~cy Smith <nancysmifl~@mvaJaw.com> 

Subject: Ladies, a sweet note fi’om one of our alumnae!! 

Ve~y cool1![ Thank you ]:or sharing!! 

From: Nancy Smith [mailto:nancysmith@mvalaw.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 12:23 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Thanks! 

And I fe~-’A c.:_~mp~:_~lled to share this a~d ho~efully it is ~ot too hokey- 

My daughter’s Learn has been atmg~lin~ (at Lhe mere age of 8[) and ~ shared with them the outcome of your ~ast game and what we car ~msgine to have been 

very down night after’wards. And then ~ shared with theR~ your s~bsequent seed and explNned Lhe opportunity to ~T~OVe O~ w~th more experience, R~otivsL~on 

emotiona~ strength, We w~l~ see how 8-year-o~ds react (I svspect they have comp~etNy forgotten about the ~ast games anyhow) but wanted yov to know that there 

are many that watch for more than just the game 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson~#ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent= Friday, November ~5, 20~3 $~:58 AN 
To= Nancy Smith 
$~bject= RE: ThanB~ 

Thanks NancyH 

F~= Nancy Smith [mai[to:nancysmith@mvalaw.com] 
$e~t= Friday, November $5, 2053 9:05 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: Than~[ 

Anson ---good luck this weekend---we w]H be waLcNng and cheeHngH~ Wbh we could be there. 

Nancy 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma[Ito:anson@ema[Lunc.edu] 
SeBt= Sunday, September 05, 2053 9:03 PN 
Te= Nancy Smith; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason S~sneros; Sander, ~omas 3; Bri~ni Batik 
$ubje~t= Re: ~an~[ 

Nancy, loved sed~g you again. Tha~b for coming b~k. Wc 1o~ it whe~ you gWs stay co~mcted to the p~gmm aad the umYe[sib’. Please keep comh~g by we will 

always enjoy ~eing you a~d your kids. 

S~tt from ~’ ~rizon tVirele~’s 4G L TE DROID 

NanW Smith <!£a___n__c:..V_~Ln_Lfl_£~Ln_!:_a_J_:a_3:_~::_c:~?Lr_t?, wrote: 

Congrats on the win - fun to watch, of com-se 

Thank you for letting the girls inside. They are still thrilled to have danced with the team My daughte~ 

Please thank the girls for being so kind as well. 

It was veU emotional k)r me to see you after all of this time and so veW g]ad we were ab]e to connect 

We wi]l be fol]owing the season! 
Nancy 

a is convinced she can make it in there on her own .... 

To comply with certain U.S. 
Treasury regu]ations, we inform you that, unless expressly stated otherwise, any U.S. Federal tax advice contained in this e-mail, including attachments, is not intended or written to be used, 
and cannot be used, by any person for the purpose of avoiding any penalties that may be imposed by the Interna] Revenue Sepdce 



CONFIDI{NTIAL & PRIVIL[gG[gD 

Unless other*vise 
indicated or obvious from the nature of the following commumcauon, the information contained herein is attorney-client privileged and cor~fidential informationJwork product The 
communication is intended :[’or the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of this transmission is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, 
distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited If you have received this communication in error or are not sure whether it is privileged, please 
immediately notify us by return e-mail and destroy any copies, electronic, paper or otherwise, which you may have of this cotmnumcat~on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 15, 2013 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: WATCH LIVE - NorCal NPL College Showcase Nov 23/24 

From: nplcoordinator@norcalpremier.com [mailto:nplcoordinator@norcalpremier.com] 
Sent: Friday, November 15, 2013 4:21 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: WATCH LIVE - NorCal NPL College Showcase Nov 23/24 

NorCal NPL College Showcase 
November 23/24, 2013 

Hello College Coaches, 
We would like to invite you to watch the NorCal NPL Fall College Showcase for FREE on 
November 23rd and 24th. The Showcase features the top clubs from Northern California, 
and for the first time, will include teams from Washington, and Oregon. 
-Boys College Showcase (November 23-24)- hosted at Turlock Soccer Complex. 
-Girls College Showcase (November 23-24)- hosted at Davis Soccer Complex. 
Meaningful and Quality games- Each team will play one full-length game per day. Games 
will count towards League Standings. 
We will be broadcasting games LTVE all day on two fields at both our Men’s and Women’s 
College Showcase. 
Schedule of NorCM NPL Showcase Games Streamed on Coaches Aid 
To get FREE access to the NorCal NPL streamed games please register for our 
event at the following link: 

NorCal NPL College Coaches Reqistration Link 
Once you have registered for the showcase we will provide a link and access 
code to watch our Fall NPL Showcase LIVE. 

If you would like more information on NorCal NPL, see our NPL Webpage. If you are 
interested in attending this event, or have any further questions, please contact 
Andrew Jones at npladmin@norcalpremier.com. 

Thank you, 

Andrew Jones 
NorCal NPL Admin 

i%ilmage 
~rnoved by 
sender 

Forward this entail 

rernoved by 

sender 

This email was sent to anson@email.unc,edu by nplcoordinator@norcalprernier, com :: 
._U_~__d__’_a_t__e____Pj-_o__gjj_e_/__E_tT!_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s_’~ Instant removal with _S__a__f[e__U_jz_s__u__b__s__c_Ej_b__e_~’~’ _P__rj_v__a__c_’~/___P__o_[Lc_~; 
NorCal Premier Soccer PO Box 1139 :: Sebastopol CA :: 95472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: German U19 aJ1-state GK/youngest keeper in German competitive 3rd division 

From: Sys~m Administrator 
Sent: Friday, 4:26 PM 
Su~ect: Undeliverable: German U19 all-s~ GK!younge~ keeper in German comp~itive 3rd division 

Your message did not reach some or all of the intended recipients. 

Subject: FN: German U29 all-state GKiyoungest keeper in German competitive 3rd division 

Sent: 4:22 PN 

The following recipient(s) cannot be reached: 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) on 22/~5/2023 4:26 PN 

This message could not be sent. Try sending the message again later, or contact your network 
administrator. The client operation failed. Error is [Ox80004005-OxOOO469-OxO0050~]. 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 15, 2013 5:39 PM 

Tina Murph~ @gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: Liberty match 

Thank you for your toyalty. I will copy Lhe team on this. I saw the game with Radford and Liberty did play well, In fact so welt I encouraged our girls to watch the 
game to be ready for them. 
And yes, we w~l~ treat them with the respect every opponent deserves. 
All the best Tina i~nd thanks i~ga]n] 
F~m~ TJna Nurphy [maJlto:murph.tJna~gmaJLcom] 
Sent= Friday, November 15, 2013 10:18 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, AlbeR A IV 
Subject= Libe~ match 
Hey Anson, 
Ho~ you are well, and I’m sum excited [br another nc~ tournament ran. 
A head’s up on the Libe~ squad you face tomo~ow. 
These me my friends and fom~er players, but I am a Tarheel and will forever be grateful for the experience I had in your program and under your leadership and 
teacNng. 
Libe~V h~ built a= unexplainable amount of confidence m~d ~no~nenmm in the later potion of their ~on and in &eir Big South chmnpionsNp. 
I say that ~ tell you, they my ~ng as if they have already ~aten the Tarheels ~d are loo~ng p~t you into who they will face in tJ~¢ second round. 
No, I’m not jo~ng. That’s their vocabulaO’ and that’s how confident they are they’re going to win. 
They made a FB page, "Operation: Sto~ The Hill". 
Fans are driving to flood the stadium to celebrate the upset. 
One of fl~eir kids texted me a couple ~ys ago, and I reded aN~ut how she’s coming to play against my school ([~C). Her text ~ck: 
"Your s~hool UNC doesn’t ~ow ~hat’s coming to them". 
Wow. What a level of delusion coming ~?om a team that has never accomplished an?~Nng on a nafional level. They have no clue and no respect tbr a p~gram that has 
won 217 national championships. Because I know these gid~ I know it’s not intentional awogance at all. It’s a concoction of ignorance, delusion and a lot of exci~ment 
(fi~t rime for any of them in NC~’s). But I’m telling yo& they am co,dent ~ fl~ey seeam rolled their conference tournament a~d 5-0 win over Radford, wNch they 
~ow some ACC teams wouldn’t even do. They are coming out in a~ck mode. No t~ar m~d no ~vspect. 
I love that team, but they need to be shown what it ~es to be a champion. Hm~d it ~ them. They have no clue what its like to train as a Tarheel day in and day out. 
What it even ~kes to just get on the field for UNC. What it takes to ~ the best in the counto’, and still hold the }fighest level of ~vsNct for ~ur opponents, like you 
always taugN us ~. 
Obviously Libe~’s ~lent level doesn’t compare to yours. 
But they believe there’s notNng to fear. 
Ifs coming #om their new assis~nt coach (as of March tNs yea~ when I chose to leave they had to get a replacement immediately), who has zero respect and zero fear 
of[~C histo~ or the coaching stuffs success, tle apparently in a matter of months has convinced a once respect~gl bunch of girls, to believe in his ways. Te~h them a 

FYI this doesn’t come t?om head coach Jessica Hain at all whatsoever, she has always held your program on a pedes~l and respects you as much as any person 
possibly can. 
Best to you and your gifts Sa~r&y. Go Heels~[ 
Tina Murphy 

Board Ce~ified Health Coach, ~%DP 
coachfina.nct 
coachdna.myshaNeeucom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 4:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Showcase Atlantu 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Saturday, November :t6, 2013 :t2:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Showcase Atlanta 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, November 16, 2013 4:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Recruiter RESOURCE Update - November 2013 - $7.00 Best Seller STEAL! 

From: Steve Brennan [mailto:steve@peakperformanceconsult.com] 
Sent: Saturday, November 16, 2013 7:32 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Recruiter RESOURCE Update - November 2013 - $7.00 Best Seller STEAL! 

iNi http:i~ww.t hebestcollegerecruiter.com/ima ges/Ema ilU pdateMain Header.gif 

The College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - November 2013 

Note: NEW COACHES. if you have new coaches at your school, please send their e-mail addresses for inclusion in our mailing list. Send to 

steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.com. Thank you. 

A special note from Dr. Steve Brennan 

Hi everybody! 

For the next 36 hours, you can steal the Best-Seller Inside Recruitinq-Vol. 4 book for just ~7.00. That’s a 75% savings off the retail price! 

Take advantage of this phenomenal offer NOW! 

STEAL IT HERE: http:!ithebestcollegerecruiter.com!gook-Details.aspx?lD=13 

MENTAL ME’TRtC5 

The Success Factors Scales -Athletics Edition (www.successfactorsscafes.corn) has been the #1 mental metric online assessment resource for college coaches and 

players for the past 10 years. 

Recruiting Proposal 16-3 went into effect for Division I schools in August. NCAA administration believes the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition, the premier 

self-assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under NCAA Proposal 16-3 guidefines. If your school participates in the 

program, .it ~::~...~,: ,,.v,~ ~:-,~:~./.~,.~: =~..~ ~.:~ ~.:=~ ~o~ t of your Division ! budget to see how your players stack up regarding the Intangibles of Winning. This is the best way to gather some 
mental Analytics data on your team. Contact your Compfiance O~ficer for all the details and to request the funding. 

Special Offer. Since the NCAA is only assisting Division I athletic programs with funding for Proposal 16-3, I am offering Special Discounts to Division II, Division III, 

NAIA, and junior college programs that are interested in utilizing the Success Factors Scales -Athletics Edition with your teams. Call me at 1-800-293-1676 if you’re 

interested in these special discounts. 

Beginning October I , I am offering sport psychology consulting services for college players and coaches via telephone/computer. I’ve been providing mental 
toughness training workshops and other sport psychology services since 1987. If you’re interested in this service or have any questions, call me at 1-800-293-1676. 

[ ii.~.iI http:/A~ww.t hebestcollegerecruiter.com/irnages/EmailU pdatePa geHeader.gif 

TOP RECRUITERS SECRET RESOURCE 

THE RECRUITERS BIBLE, the massive FecFuiting manual (SO0+ pages, 18 tabbed sections), is the most vital FeSOUFCe you will eveF need in youF FeCFuiting libFaFy! 
Transform yourself into a championship recruiter immediately! 

OFdeF heFe: http://[hebestcollegerecrui[er,coFn/Book-Details,aspx?ID=14 

..................................................................................... 

NEW BOOK DIVULGES RECRU~TING SECRETS OF I.EGENDARV COACHES! 

Do you eveF wonder how BaFFy SwitzeF recruited all those gFeat football playeFs to Oklahoma, OF Tom OsboFne to NebFaska, OF Hayden FFy to lowa, OF R.C. Slocum 

to Texas A&M, OF GaFy BaFnett to COloFado? 



Selling Saturdays is a collection of recruiting concepts that these legendary football coaches utilized to build their championship programs. These Hall of Fame 

coaches knew how to sell, and you get all their secrets in this outstanding book. Eve~y coach in every spotS, especially football coaches who recruit, should add this 

valuable resource to their personal library. 

Check out all the details and order your copy now: _h___t__tg_~/___s__e__l_!!__n_g_s__a___t__u___r__d___a_y__s__._c___o____m_~_ 

.................................................................................................................................................................................................................................. 

UPDATE: SPECIALTY FEATURED PRODUCTS 

Check out these Featured Products, good until November 30, 20:13. 

http:i!thebestcollegerecruiter.cornifeatured-products~aspx 

Complete Recruiters ILibraryTM here: http://thebestcollegerecruiter.corn/Recruiters-Librar¥.aspx 

This message is not spam. If you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to ..s..t..e...v..e..~..t..h...e...b...e..s..t..c...~..[!..e.g.e...r..e..c...r..u.!..t..e...r:..c...~...m...~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, November 18, 2013 10:36 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com:~ 

I~E: Info 

Thanks Tom[ 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Sunday, November 17, 2013 12:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Info 

Congrats on the VictoU and keep it going til the Final!!’.! 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 
’]73 Group 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:38 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.e&~> 

~duke.edu) 

RE: IT BEGINS TODAY! 

Tha~ks Larry .... Yes, can be VERY good[! I do love .... Must have been slow ~ews week for the CN Mag! 

From; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent; Sunday, - ........ 5:50 AN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: 13 BEGINS TODAY! 
A~’ee, Coach ~--also,         is quicldy emergh~g as a premier player. She is fun to watch’. 

BTW, a wonderfid a~dcle in the Chapel Hill Mag~ine about you amd ~ always knew- you had a flair for the dramatic....now we all know- you have a flair for the 

romantic [ 

Have a ~eat Sunday[ 

Lan7 

Executive Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 

Univc~ib’ ofNoN~ Car~ina at Chat~l }{il~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Saturday, 
To; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject; RE: IT BEGINS TODAY! 

La 

We f)k~yed well., esf)e(:ii~lly 

From; Gallo, Jr,, Larry A, 
Sent; Saturday, 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject; IT BEGINS TODAY! 
lmportance; High 

4:53 PM 

7:55 AM 
@msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; ’ @aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros @gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 

THE PASSION, RELENTLESS PEAY BEGINS IN EARNEST TODAY -~ GET IT DONE AND BEAT LIBERTY’.! 

"no brag just fact!" 
Be well amd see you this afternoon ~--GO ItEELS’. 

PROUD OF YOU! 
Larry 

Execrative Associmc I)ircct~r of Alldclics 

U~aiversib of North (;a~ina at Chape~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 10:42 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Advancing Teams. 

FORM 2013 Travel Papacy Roster.pdf; PreChamps DI WSoccer 2013.pdf; MEMO 2013 Participant 2nd-3rd round.pdf; 2013 Sites- 
’IM-Site Reps 2nd3rd Rounds.pdf 

From: Peterson, Laura [mailto:IpetersonCc~ncaa.org] 
Sent; Sunday, November :17, 20J.3 8:02 AM 
Cc: Cessna, Sharon 
Subject-" CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Advancing Teams. 
Importance: High 
Congratulations on advancing in the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship. We hope your participation continue to be a rewarding experience. 

To assist in your planning a portfolio that includes the pre-championship manual and travel forms are attached. In addition to the attached portfolio please refer to the 
following items: 

Travel Information. 

a. Air Travel. If you are located more than 400 miles from the host site, please contact Short’s Travel Management at 866/655-92:15 as soon as possible to make 
your air travel arrangements. Be prepared to provide the names of the members of the travel party of 28. 

b. Ground Travel. If you are within 400 miles from the host site, you will travel via bus and must make your arrangements via Shorts Travel and Go Ground at 
866/386-495:t. The ground transportation portal may be accessed at www.qochampionships.com(same username/password used for Shortfs Travel expenses). 
You must advise the host institution of your travel arrangements by noon Tuesday, November :t3. 

2. Game Programs. Many NCAA championships have adopted digital game programs which can be viewed online or downloaded to a consumer’s mobile device, at no 

charge. Digital programs will be available for download prior to the championship at www.ncaa.com/gameproqrams. 
Following each championship, IMG will update the early round digital program to include all institutions participating in the final round, update the digital program cover with an 
appropriate image and include a championship recap page with text provided by the NCAA. IMG will establish an on-demand printing option and provide this option to any 
student-athlete or fan ordering this feature through www.ncaa.com. IMG and the NCAA will assist the host institution!conference in informing fans, ticketholders and 
participating institutions that digital programs will be available instead of printed programs. 

Other Attachments. 

a. Participant memo. 
b. Site Excel document. 
c. Travel party roster form. 
d. Participant manual. 

Please contact me or Sharon Cessna at 3:t7!9:t7-6519, if you have any questions. Again, congratulations on a great season and best of luck to your team throughout the 
championship. 
Laura Peterson-Mlynski 

Assis~nt Coordinator~ Cha~pionships a~d Alliances 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

(w): 317/917-6477 

(f): 317-917-6210 
lpeterson~ncaa.or~ 

This em~l and an?’ attachments may contain NCz~\ confidentM and privileged information. If you ~:re not the intended recipient, please notify the sender im~nediately 

by return email, delete this message and destroy ~:ay copies. Any dissemination or use of this information by a person other than the intended recipient is unauthorized 

and ~nay be illegal. 



SOCCER 

NCAA DIVISION I WOMEN’S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 
Travel Party Roster socc   

First-Round Game 
Second-Round Game 
Third-Round Game 
Quarterfinal Game 

Institution: Date: 

Please list each individual from your institution’s travel party (limit of 28). Please indicate eligible 
student-athletes that will be participating in this tournament contest with an asterisk, 

1. 15. 

2. 16. 

3. 17. 

4. 18. 

5. 19 

6. 20 

7. 21. 

8. 22. 

9. 23. 

10. 24. 

11. 25. 

12. 26. 

13. 27. 

14. 28. 

Please list any additional individuals who should be allowed on the sidelines (limit of 2). These 
individuals must have a ticket for entry, but will be given a credential for sideline access. 

1, 2. 

Individuals on this list will enter through the pass gate. Please submit this list to the tournament 
director at the coaches meeting prior to each contest. 
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NCAA PRE-CHAMPIONSHIP MANUAL 1 



During the 2013-14 academic year, the Association will sponsor 89 national championships -- 42 for men, 44 for women, 
and three for both men and women. Among the men’s championships, three are national collegiate championships, 
13 are Division I championships, 12 are Division II championships and 14 are Division Ill championships. Among the 
women’s championships, five are National Collegiate Championships, 12 are Division I championships, 13 are Division 
II championships and 14 are Division Ill championships. The combined men’s and women’s championships are national 
collegiate championships. 

The Pre-Championships Manual has been revised and will serve as a resource for institutions to prepare for the 
championship(s). This manual is divided into three sections: General Administrative Guidelines, Sport-Specific Information 
and Appendixes. 

The first section applies to policies applicable to all 89 championships, while the other two sections are sport specific. 

Pre=Championship Manual Resource for institutions to prepare for the championship. 

Administrative Meeting. Pre-championship meeting for coaches and administrators. 

Appendixes. Any supplemental documents to be provided and distributed through the various resources. 

Championship Administrator. The NCAA staff member responsible for the operational oversight of the championship. 

NCAA National Committee. The sport committee with direct oversight responsibilities for the championship. 

Playing Rules. The rules under which the competition will be played. 

Predetermined Sites. Those sites that are selected to host prior to the bracket being announced. 

Preliminary Rounds~ The rounds of the championship prior to the final or championship round. 

Regional Alignment. The geographic location of institutions or regional advisoi¥ committees. 

Schedule of Events. Official event schedule -- includes all required activities (e.g., practices, banquets). 

Selection Criteria. Policies and procedures in place to guide the selection process. 

Site Selection. Policies and procedures in place to guide the site selection process. 

Squad Size. Number of student-athletes allowed to participate in competition per team at the championship. 

Tournament Physician. The physician designated by the host institution/conference to serve as the chief medical advisor 
for the championship. 

The Championships and Alliances staff strives to administer competition in a fair, safe, equitable and sportsmanlike manner 
so that the experience of the student-athlete is paramount. 

This is attained by: 

Ensuring student-athletes’ optimal experience. 

Executing championship events reflecting appropriate quality and values to/for stakeholders--student-athletes, administrators, 
member institutions, coaches, sport committees, fans, broadcast partners and corporate champions/partners. 

Coordinating all aspects of championships in an efficient, effective manner through common operating policies and 
practices, using internal and external resources= 

Integrating championships with broadcast and corporate relationships in a manner that maintains the integrity of the championship. 

NCAA PRE-CHAMPIONSHIP MANUAL 



GENERAL ADH~NISTi~AT~VE GUiDELiNES 

Assuring effective management of the business aspects of the operation. 

Enhancing the assets of the NCAA and their value by collaborating with internal and external expe[tise to achieve heightened 
exposure (e.g. community programs, fan events, banquets, anniversaries, etc.) 

The NCAA has adopted legislation that requires all active member institutions to have a concussion management plan for 
their student-athletes. Participating institutions shall follow their concussion management plan while participating in NCAA 
championships. If a participating team lacks appropriate medical staffto activate its concussion management plan, the host 
championship concussion management plan will be activated. 

The legislation notes, in part, that a student-athlete who exhibits signs, symptoms or behaviors consistent with a concussion 
shall be removed from athletics activities (e.g., competition, practice, conditioning sessions) and evaluated by a medical staff 
member (e.g., sports medicine staff, team physician) with experience in the evaluation and management of concussions; 
a student-athlete diagnosed with a concussion is precluded from returning to athletics activity for at least the remainder of 
that calendar day; and medical clearance for return to athletics activity shall be determined by the team physician or the 
physician’s designee from the student-athlete’s institution. In the absence of a team physician or their designee, the NCAA 
tournament physician will examine the student-athlete and will determine medical clearance. Within the rules of the spo[t 
and policies established for the championships, medical staff should have access to the injured student-athlete without 
interference (e.g., coach). 

A concussion is a brain injury that may be caused by a blow to the head, face, neck or elsewhere on the body with an 
"impulsive" force transmitted to the head. Concussions can occur without loss of consciousness or other obvious signs. A 
repeat concussion that occurs before the brain recovers from the previous one (hours, days or weeks) can slow recovery 
or increase the likelihood of having long-term problems. In rare cases, repeat concussions can result in brain swelling, 
permanent brain damage and even death. 

[Reference. Certification of Eligibility/Availability in Bylaws 3.2.4, I2, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
31.2.1.7.1, 31.2.1.7.1.2 and 31.2.2 in the NCAA ManuaL] 

Only student-athletes eligible under Bylaws 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 may compete in NCAA championships. In accordance with 
Bylaw 3.2.4, member institutions are required to certify the eligibility of their student-athletes before the beginning of each 
academic year and to withhold ineligible student-athletes from all intercollegiate competition. 

Member institutions are reminded to notify the NCAA national office before the selection date for each championship of any 
student-athlete who may have participated in regular-season competition but subsequently is determined to be ineligible or 
unavailable for NCAA championship competition. 

If an institution fails to report an ineligible student-athlete and the omission is not discovered until after the institution is 
selected to participate in the championship, necessitating the institution’s withdrawal from the championship, that withdrawal 
shall be considered as one of the years of ineligibility, provided another institution participates in the championship in place of 
the disqualified institution. If the discovery of the ineligible student-athlete occurs so near the beginning of the championship 
that the governing sports committee does not have a reasonable period of time to replace the disqualified institution in the 
bracket, that fact shall be taken into consideration in determining the number of years the disqualified institution shall be 
ineligible to participate. 
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[Reference: Bylaws 18.4.1.5 and 31.2.3 in the NCAA Manual.] 

Student-athletes who compete in NCAA championships may be subjected to drug tests in accordance with Bylaws 18.4.1.5 
and 31.2.3, and may be determined to be ineligible as a result thereof. Only student-athletes who have consented in writing 
to such testing are initially eligible for these championships; and thereafter, student-athletes who are tested shall remain 
eligible only if they test negative. 

Section Honesty and Sportsr anship 

Individuals employed by (or associated with) a member institution to administer, conduct or coach intercollegiate athletics 
and all participating student-athletes shall act with honesty and sportsmanship at all times so that intercollegiate athletics 
as a whole, their institutions and they, as individuals, shall represent the honor and dignity of fair play and the generally 
recognized high standards associated with wholesome competitive sports, 

MISCONDUCT 

Misconduct in an NCAA championship is any act of dishonesty, unsportsmanlike conduct, unprofessional behavior or breach 
of law, occurring from the time the championship field is announced through the end of the championship, that discredits 
the event or intercollegiate athletics. Each games committee shall hold an administrative meeting with the coaches of 
participating institutions to review and explain the policies related to misconduct. 

FAILURE TO ADHERE TO POLiCiES 
A governing sports committee may assess a financial penalty against an institution for failure of any of its representatives 
to adhere to the policies and procedures governing the administration of the competition. This includes, but is not limited 
to, failure to comply with the procedures and deadlines for submitting scores, score sheets, schedules, rosters and entry/ 
march-in forms for qualification and other materials necessary for the efficient administration of the competition. Visit 
h ttp://www.nca~rg/wps/myp~rta~/ncaah~me?WCM-GL~BAL-~NTEXT=/ncaa~ncaaIsp~r~s+and+champi~nship/ 
genera~+informati~n/champi~nships+administrati~n/fai~ure+t~+adhere+t~+p~I~cies+and+pr~cedures to see the full 
misconducttfailure to adhere policy and procedure and fines, 

Section Sports Wagering Policy 

Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or student-athlete’s own behalf or on 
the behalf of others) of any type with any individual or organization on any intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or 
contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited to, the use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports 
wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, individuals or contests; and pools or fantasy leagues in which an entry 
fee is required and there is an opportunity to win a prize. 

The prohibition against sports wagering applies to any institutional practice or any competition (intercollegiate, amateur or 
professional) in a sport in which the Association conducts championship competition, in bowl subdivision football and in 
emerging sports for women. 

A wager is any agreement in which an individual or entity agrees to give up an item of value (e.g., cash, shirt, dinner) in 
exchange for the possibility of gaining another item of value. 

A student-athlete involved in sports wagering on the student-athlete’s institution permanently loses all remaining regular- 
season and postseason eligibility in all sports. A student-athlete who is involved in any sports wagering activity that involves 
college sports or professional athletics, through Internet gambling, a bookmaker, a parlay card or any other method 
employed by organized gambling, will be ineligible for all regular-season and postseason competition for at least one year. 
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GENERAL ADH~NISTi~AT~VE GUiDELiNES 

~OSTSBA$ON 

In championships in which a bracket format is used, student-athletes, coaches and administrators may not participate 
in bracket competitions where there is both a required entry fee and an opportunity to win a prize. Student=athletes and 
administrators may participate under current NCAA rules in bracket contests where there is no entry fee but a possibility of 
winning a prize. Some NCAA member schools, however, have chosen to ban student-athletes from participating in these 
types of bracket contests. 

HOSTING OPPOrTUniTIeS 

No predetermined or non=predetermined session of an NCAA championship may be conducted in a state with legal wagering 
that is based on single-game betting on the outcome of any event (i.e., high school, college or professional) in a sport in 
which the NCAA conducts a championship. 

After each championship, student=athletes will be asked to participate in a post-event survey intended to capture feedback 
on their recent championship experience. Institutional administrators will be copied on the email and asked to ensure 
participation from all student-athletes. 

The Elite 89 award was created to recognize the true essence of the student-athlete by honoring the individual who has 
reached the pinnacle of competition at the national championship level in his or her sport, while also achieving the highest 
academic standard among his or her peers. The award is presented in every sport, every division, and goes to the student- 
athlete who has the highest cumulative grade-point average of all student-athletes on all teams competing at the finals site. 
Each institution which has at least one student=athlete qualify for the final round/site is eligible to nominate a student-athbte 
for the award. One student-athlete per championship will receive the award, and the announcement of the winner will be made 
at the final site. 

institutions that wish to nominate a student-athlete must do so through an online nomination process. To receive more 
information or access the online form and submit a nomination, go to the NCAA website at http:,iwww.ncaa.orgiwps, 
mypo rtalin ca a h o m e?WC M_G LOBAL_C O NTEXT=in ca ain ca aimed i a+a n d +eve ntsiawa rdsielite+ 89+awa rd + p rog ra m~ 

NCAA Travel provides an easy and affordable way for family and fans to follow their favorite student-athletes and team as 
they participate in NCAA championships competition. Travel arrangements completed through NCAA Travel help support 
NCAA student-athletes. Please direct your fans to NCAA.com/travel to search and book online hotel, car and air travel all in 
one easy transaction. 

[Reference: Bylaws 12.5.4 and 31.1.7 in the NCAA Division i, B~vlaw 12.5.4 in the NCAA 
Division ff Manual and Bylaw 12.5.3 in fl~e NCAA Division Ill Manual.] 

A student=athlete may use athletics equipment or wear athletics apparel that bears the trademark or logo of an athletics 
equipment or apparel manufacturer or distributor in athletics competition and pre- and postgame activities (e.g., celebrations 
on the court, pre- or postgame press conferences), provided the following criteria are met: 

(1) Athletics equipment (e.g., shoes, helmets, baseball bats and gloves, batting or golf gloves, hockey and lacrosse 
sticks, goggles and skis) shall bear only the manufacturer’s normal label or trademark, as it is used on all such items 
for sale to the general public; and 
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(2) The student=athlete’s institution’s official uniform (including numbered racing bibs and warm-ups) and all other items 

of apparel (e.g., socks, head bands, T-shirts, wrist bands, visors or hats, swim caps and towels) shall bear only a 

single manufacturer’s or distributor’s normal label or trademark (regardless of the visibilib] of the label or trademark), 

not to exceed 2 1/4 square inches in area (rectangle, square, parallelogram) including any additional material (e.g., 

patch) surrounding the normal trademark or logo. The student-athlete’s institution’s official uniform and all other items 

of apparel shall not bear a design element similar to the manufacturer’s trademark/logo that is in addition to another 

trademark/logo that is contrary to the size restriction. 
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Sharon Cessna 
Director, Championships and Alliances 
P.O. Box 6222 / Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 
3171917-6519 / scessna@ ncaa.org 

Laura Peterson-Mlynski 
Assistant Coordinator, Championships and Alliances 
P.O. Box 6222 f Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 
317/917-6477 1 Ipeterson@ncaa.org 

Current members of the committee are: 

Julie Berg 
Senior Woman Administrator 
Florida International University 

GREAT LAKESREGION 

Kelly McGrath Noonan 
Associate Director of Athletics 
indiana University, Bloomington 

M ID~AT~N ~lC REGION 

Janet Oberle 
Associate Director of Athletics/Compliance & Student 
ServicesiSVVA 
Saint Louis University 

Karen Hancock 
Assistant VVomen’s Soccer Coach 
Oklahoma State University" 

MID~A~AN~I REGION 

Drew Marroche~lo 
Deputy Director of Athletics 
Boston University 

O RT HE A ST REGI ON 

Mick b’Atcy 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Centra~ Connecticut State Universi~ 

Stephanie Ransom 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
University of Georgia 

Todd Yelton Shawn Farrell 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach Associate Director of AtMetics 
Samford University Seattle University 

For additional information about the Division I Women’s Soccer Championship, contact: 

Sharon Cessna 
Director, Championships and Alliances 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
317/917-6519 1 scessna@ncaa.org 
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Chris Petrucelli SMU American Athletic 

Denise Schilte-Brown South Florida American Athletic 

Tom Stone Texas Tech Big 12 

Karen Hancock Oklahoma State Big 12 

Julie Berg, chair FlU Conference USA 

Nicky Adams Rice Conference USA 

Orlando Cervantes Lamar Southland 

Ronald Savoie McNeese State Southland 

Sonia Curvelo Mississippi Valley SWAC 

SWAC 

Kelly McGrath Noonan, chair Indiana Big Ten 

Janet Rayfield Illinois Big Ten 

John Marovich Valparaiso Horizon 

Chadie Gross Milwaukee Horizon 

Nate Norman Western Michigan MAC 

Lindsay Basalyga Bowling Green MAC 

Krista Board Evansville Missouri Valley 

Erika True Indiana State Missouri Valley 

Ted Flogaites Western Illinois Summit 

Chris Johnson IUPUI Summit 

Janet Oberle, co-chair Saint Louis Atlantic 10 

Atlantic 10 

Amanda Braun Northeastern Colonial 

Greg Paynter Towson Colonial 

Jacquie Blackett Columbia Ivy 

Ivy 

Drew Marrochel~o, co-chair Boston University Patriot 

Eric Lambinus LeHigh Patriot 

NOR~HEAS REGION 

~Aick D’Arcy, chair Centra~ Connecticut State Northeast 

Chris Flint Bryant Northeast 

Mary Mulvenna America East America East 

Mary Frances Monroe Albany (New York) America East 

Erin Chastain DePaul Big East 

Big East 

Jim O’Brien Fairfield Metro Atlantic 

Kristine Turner Monmouth Metro Atlantic 
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NAME iNSTiTUTiON CONFERENCE 

Mountain West 

Melissa Price Wyoming Mountain West 

Kevin Boyd Arizona State Pac=l 2 

Pac-i 2 

Laura Shott Portland State Big Sky 

George Hageage Eastern Washington Big Sky 

SOU REGION 

Stephanie Ransom, chair Georgia SEC 

Laura Guerrieri Texas A&M SEC 

Chris Bentley Troy Sun Belt 

Kat Connor Texas State Sun Belt 

Julie Davis Carlson Jacksonville State Ohio Valley 

Warren Lipka Morehead State Ohio Valley 

SO~HEAS REGION 

Todd Yelton, chair Samford Southern 

Greg Ashton Davidson Southern 

Kevin O’Brien Lipscomb Atlantic Sun 

Jim Blankenship FIodda Gulf Coast Atlantic Sun 

Alison Fo~ey Bosto~ College ACC 

Robbie Church Duke ACC 

Matin ~ea~l H~gh Point Big South 

Kevin Mounce Gard~er-Webb Big South 

Shawn Farre~, chair Seattle WAC 

Blair Quinn New Mexico State WAC 

Mauricio Ingrassia Long Beach State Big West 

Maryclaire Robinson UC Davis Big West 

Amy Edwards Gonzaga VVest Coast 

Jennifer Rockwood BYU West Coast 

Monday, September 9 First statistics report due~ Rosters must be completed before each team’s first contesL 

Monday, September 23 First Published RPI (weekly through selections) 

Monday, October 7 Preliminary-round bid materials available on NCAA.org. 

Monday, October 25 Deadline for preliminary-round bid materials to NCAA national office (submitted online). 

Monday, November 11 Selection announcement. 

Sunday, November 17 Deadline for completion of first-round games. 

Friday, November 22 Second-round games. 

Sunday, November 24 Third=round games. 

Saturday, November 30 Deadline for completion of qua~e~na~ games. 

Friday, December 6 Nationa~ semifinals, Ca~, Noah Carolina. 

Sunday, December 8 Nationa~ championship, Ca~, Noah Carolina 
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(Note: If an institution that has a policy against competing on Sunday or another religious day advances to the semifinals, 
pending the outcome of the semifinal games, the championship game may be contested on Monday, December 9. (The 
second and third rounds may also be contested on Thursday and Saturday if institutional policies prohibit Sunday play.) 

First Round November 15, 16 or 17 

SecondlThird Round November 22 and 24 

Quarterfinals November 29 and 30 

Women’s College Cup December 6 and 8 

DATE 
First Rounds (32} Three weeks prior to finals (Friday, Saturday or Sunday) 

SecondlThird Rounds (t6) Two weeks prior to finals (Friday and Sunday) 

Quarterfinals (4) One week prior to finals (Friday or Saturday) 

College Cup First full weekend in December (Friday and Sunday). If December 1 falls on 
Saturday, that will count as the first weekend. 

DATES 

2014 
First Round November 14, 15 or 16 

Second!Third Round November 21 and 23 

Quarterfinals November 28 or 29 

Women’s College Cup December 5 and 7 

2015 
First Round November 13, 14 or 15 

Second!Third Round November 20 and 22 

Quarterfinals November 27 or 28 

Women’s College Cup December 4 and 6 

BALL 
The Wilson FORTE Fybfid soccer ball will be used in all NCAAtournament games. These balls will be sent by the manufacturer 
to the tournament manager at the host institution for each round of competition. The host institution is responsible for 
"breaking in" the game balls before each tournament game. The game balls may be distributed after the games by giving 
them to the participating schools or by donating them to a local youth group. 

BALL IPE~SONS AND ROTATION 
The host institution must arrange for a minimum of four ball persons (preferably six). These ball persons must be at least 10 
years of age. A four-ball rotation will be used for all rounds of the championship. One ball will be in play. One ball will be on 
each sideline of the field and one ball will be at the scorer’s table. 

FIELD D~MENSIONS 

The Division I Women’s Soccer Committee prefers for games to be played on grass fields 75 yards x 120 yards. Grass will be 
required for the Women’s College Cup but will not preclude artifical turn (if approved by FIFA) for preliminary rounds. 

Per NCAA Bylaw 17.29, member institutions shall conduct all of their intercollegiate competition in accordance with the 
playing rules of the Association in all sports for which the NCAA develops playing rules. For those sports in which the 
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Association follows rules that are developed by other governing bodies and modified by the governing sports committee, the 
adopted playing rules shall be used. The governing sports committee will not consider any results for selection purposes that 
are not played in accordance with the NCAA rules books, or those rules adopted by an outside organization. 

The NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules shall be followed to the letter. 

In the case of inclement weather or other factors leading the referee to suspend a game, the officials, games 
committee and coaches shall refer to NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules. If a game is suspended during 
NCAA postseason competition, it will be the decision of the games committee and the referee to determine if the game can 
be continued that day. If conditions dictate that the game cannot be completed, the NCAA representative and tournament 
manager shall contact Sharon Cessna (office: 3171917-6519; cell:            . Please leave a message if Ms. Cessna is 
not available. Only after speaking with Ms. Cessna may a game be suspended until the following day. 

Competing teams shall have both light- and dark-colored jerseys, and light- and dark-colored stockings available. In 
preliminary-round competition, the home team must wear a uniform in clear contrast with the visiting team. In case of 
conflict, the home team must wear white- or light-colored uniforms. For the semifinals and final, the games committee will 
determine the home teams. Student-athletes competing in the championship shall wear the official uniform of their institution 
in competition and related ceremonies. This applies to warm-ups and competitive uniforms. 

The logo restriction on student-athletes’ apparel set forth in 12.5.4 shall apply during NCAA championships to all personnel 
(e.g., coaches, trainers, managers) who are on the team bench or in the competition area for practices and games or 
who participate in news conferences. Please note that those contracts between institutions and apparel manufacturers or 
distributors that include logo specifications may be honored, provided such contracts were in effect before August 11, 1998. 
Also, the logo restriction on student-athletes’ apparel as set forth in 12.5.4 shall apply to commercial Iogos on uniforms worn 
by band members, cheerleaders, dance team members and the institution’s mascot during NCAA championship events. 

COnTrASTinG COLORS 

All players of a team shall wear matching uniforms. The home team (highest seed) shall wear light uniforms and the visitor 
shall wear dark uniforms. It is the responsibility of the home team to wear jerseys and stockings in clear contrast to those 
worn by the visiting team. 

Goalkeepers shall wear jerseys that distinguish them from all field players and socks that distinguish them from their opponents. 

Shorts may differ in color from that of the stockings and jerseys but shall be matching in color and uniform in style. 

It is recommended that any visible garment worn under the jersey or shorts shall be a solid color that matches the dominant 
color of the respective garment. 

it is recommended that players warming up outside the coaching and team areas wear colored jerseys/vests that distinguish 
them from all other field players. 

Numerals at least eight inches (20.32 cm) in height that are easily distinguishable from the predominant background color(s) 
and pattern shall be worn on the back of each player’s (including goalkeeper’s) jersey. 

Numerals at least four inches (10.16 cm) in height that are easily distinguishable from the predominant background color(s) 
and pattern shall be worn on the front of each player’s (including goalkeeper’s) jersey. The same number shall be displayed 
on both the front and back of the jersey, and no two teammates may wear the same number. 

LOGOS 

Refer to General Administrative Guidelines, Section 7. 
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The NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship provides for a 64-team, single-elimination tournament. Thirty-one 
conferences will receive automatic qualification for the 2013 championship. The remaining teams will be selected on an at- 
large basis. A championship bracket can be found in Appendix A. 

The top 16 teams identified by the committee will be seeded in the bracket. The seeded teams will compete at separate first- 
round sites. The committee has been given approval by the NCAA Championships/Sports Management Cabinet to place the 
top 16 seeds in pods of four. There will be four number ones, four number twos, four number threes and four number fours. The 
remaining 48 teams will be paired geographically. First- and second-round conference matchups will be avoided. 

SCHEDULE ©F [~V~NTS 

First Round November 15, 16 or 17 

Second/Third Round November 22 and 24 

Quartedinals November 29 and 30 

Women’s College Cup December 6 and 8 

START TIMES 

All site and game times will be determined by the NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Committee. All rounds ofthe championship 
(except the semifinals and final) will be conducted on the campus of one of the participating institutions~ 

For the preliminary rounds, first-round games may be scheduled from 2 p.m. Friday, November 15 through the weekend with 
a completion time of not later than 4 p.m. Sunday, November 17~ (Saturday and Sunday competition may not start before 
noon local time.) Second-round games shall be played Friday, November 22 (not before 2 p.m.). Third-round games shall 
be played Sunday, November 24 (not before noon). Quarterfinal games may be scheduled from 2 p.m. Friday, November 
29 through the weekend with a completion time of not later than 4 Fm. Saturday, November 30. (Saturday competition may 
not start before noon local time.) The game time shall be established by the host institution (during the bid process) and 
approved by the Women’s Soccer Committee. At the discretion of the games committee, there will be a maximum 30-minute 
break between games of a doubleheader. Institutions without lighted facilities are required to schedule the start time to allow 
a four-hour window for a daylight opportunity to play the game. 

TRAVEL PARTY 

Please refer to the NCAA travel policies for all information regarding transportation and per diem expenses. Travel 
policies can be found online at http:ffwww.ncaa.org/wps/mypo~taYncaahome?WCM_GLOBAL_CONTEXT=/ncaai ncaai 
sports+and+championshipigeneraFinfom~ationttravel/index.html. The official traveling party is 28. 

Squad Size/Bench Size. Each team is limited to a maximum of 22 players in uniform and a maximum of 30 persons in 
the bench area. Each team must comply with the bench limit of 30, and do so 20 minutes before game time. 

Pregame Warm-up. Teams shall warm up with a maximum of 22 players. Nonparticipating players (those above the 
maximum) shall not participate in the pregame warm-up. 

The sports information director of the host institution, or an appointed representative, is responsible for reporting 
tournament results. 

RATING PERC[~NTAGE IND[~X (RP~) 

RPI information will be released on www, NCAA.com weekly beginning September 23 to October 28. In addition, the RPI will 
be released after the conclusion of the championship, 
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$~LBCT~O~ ANNOL~NC~T 

The Division I Women’s Soccer Committee will select teams for the championship. The committee will announce the teams 
selected, first-round pairings and game sites Monday, November 11~ The selection announcement time will be provided at a 
later date. Teams will be notified of their selection as soon as possible thereafter. 

CF~A~IPIONSH~P ~NFO~HATION 

Championship information, including the complete bracket, will be available at NCAA.com subsequent to the official 
announcement. Updates can be found at this site throughout the championship. 

BYLAW 31,:~o3,1 - COUNTABL~ COMPET~TIO~ 

For NCAAteam-championship selection purposes, competition is countable only when the teams played are vaisity intercollegiate 
teams of four-year, degree-granting institutions that conduct a majority of their competition in that team sport against varsity 
intercollegiate teams (see Constitution 3.2.4.5) of United States four-year, degree-granting institutions. Competition against 
seivice teams, professional teams, semiprofessional teams, amateur teams, two-year colleges and clu b teams shall be excluded. 
Regular-season games decided by the penalty-kick tiebreaker procedure shall be considered as ties for selection purposes. The 
scheduling of additional games not listed on the institution’s published schedule as an aid for selection shall not be considered. 

ALLOCATION OF BERTNS 

Thirty-one conferences will receive automatic qualification for the 2013 championship. The remaining teams (33) will be 
selected on an at-large basis. 

AL~TOMAT~C @L~AL~F~CATION 
Conferences granted automatic qualification for the 2013 championship are: 

American Athletic Conference Mid-American Conference 

......... 6~.~.~!£~..~L9.~.~.~.,:~.~£~ .................................................................... ~.!~.~.[!..}£a.!.!.~.~...~£~.[~.[~.~ ...................................................... 
Atlantic Coast Conference Mountain West Conference 
At!antic Sun Conference Northeast Conference 

......... ..At.!.a.~.~!.~.!~.....C.£~.~..r.£n£~ ..................................................................................... 0.~.!.£.V~!!..~Z.~.0...~.~..~.~..n..~ ........................................................................ 

......... ~.!£~.~L~.~.!~.~.~£~ ................................................................................... (’.~ ~d.?..~.£~.!~.~.~ ................................................................................ 

......... ~!.~..~.~Z..~£~t~.~.~ ......................................................................................... ~h~.~.~.~.~....~.£~.~.q£~ ........................................................... 

.......... ~.!.~_~.~h..~.~.~.~.~n.~ ........................................................................................ S.~b.~.[~...~.~.~.~.~.~.~ .................................................................................. 

.......... ~.!.~..T~.~...�.e.~.!~.~.~.~.~ ............................................................................................... S.~b.!.~.n.~..�.~.d~.~.~.~.~. ........................................................................... 

........ #.!.#..!~.. ~£n~[.~.£.£~. ..................................................................................... S.£~!?.~.~.6~h.!~!£..�~£.d~.[~.n.£.~ ........................ 

......... ~.e.n.~e.[~n.~£Y.S6 ...................................................................................................... Xh.e...9~.m.m.!.t.~.~.~.~.~ .................................................................................. 

.......... ..H..o.d~.o.,:L~:.~.~.g.~ .............................................................................................................. ~....c..£.~.!.,.~.£.n.f~.[~.~.~ ..................................................................... 

......... :h~...!.Y’&~.?.:~.SY.~ .................................................................................................................. ~:(~:~:.~..~:~h.!~:~!£.~£:@.:~.~.~? .................................................... 
Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference 

AT~LARGE SBL~CT~ON 

To be considered during the at-large selection process, a team must have an overall won-lost record of .500 or better. 
Thirty-three teams will be selected at large. 

IPART~C~PAT~ON PROC~BL~R~<J 

[Reference: Certification of Efigibifity/Availability in the DMsion I General Section Championships 
lnfor.madon I2 13 and Bylaws 3.2.4, I2, 13, 14, I5 and I6 in the NCAA Division I Manual.] 

Only student-athletes eligible under Bylaws 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 may compete in NCAA championships. In accordance with 
Bylaw 3.2.4, member institutions are required to certify the eligibility" of their student-athletes before the beginning of each 
academic year and to withhold ineligible student-athletes from all intercollegiate competition. 

Member institutions are reminded to notify the NCAA national office before the selection date for each championship of any 
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student-athlete who may have participated in regular-season competition but subsequently is determined to be ineligible or 
unavailable for NCAA championship competition. The championship liaison must be notified before November 10. 

TRAVEL ~NFORMATION 

Air Travel. If you are located more than 400 miles from the host site, please contact Short’s Travel Management at 866/655- 
g215 as soon as possible to arrange your air travel. Be prepared to provide the names of the members of the travel party of 28. 

Ground Travel° If you are within 400 miles from the host site, you will travel via bus and must make your arrangements 
via Go Ground at 8661386-4951. The ground transportation portal may be accessed at www~gochampionships.com 
(same usemamefpassword used for Short’s Travel expenses). 

Transportation expenses and per diem will be provided for an official travel party of 28. Please refer to the NCAA travel 
policies for all information regarding transportation and per diem expenses. Travel policies may be found online at www. 
ncaa~org. Registration with an institutional email address is required to access the information located on www~ncaa.org. 
The NCAA travel department may be reached at 317/917-6757, or by email at travel@ncaa.org. 

[Reference: Misconduct in the Division i General Section, and Bylaws 31.2.3 and 31. I. I0 in the NCAA Division I ManuaL] 

A mandatory meeting of the head coaches of the competing teams and NCAA site representatives shall be held before each 
tournament session to review playing rules, pregame meeting agenda and any other administrative matters that may be necessary. 
The NCAA site representative shall conduct a pregame meeting to acquaint the head coaches of the competing teams with the 
provisions of Bylaw 31.1.10, which prescribes conditions under which a student-athlete or representative of an institution may 
be disqualified from further participation in the competition for reasons of misconduct. At the semifinals and final, attendance by 
the head coach and an institution’s designated administrative representative at the coaches meeting is mandatory, subject to the 
assessment of a financial penalty andlor other sanctions as defined under NCAA misconduct provisions. 

A representative of the host institution (other than a competing coach) must be present at all meetings (including those at 
preliminary-round games); in the absence of a member or representative of the Women’s Soccer Committee, the NCAA site 
representative shall conduct the meetings. The host institution shall advise competing teams of the time and site for each 
meeting in advance by email correspondence. 

The following criteria shall be employed by a governing sports committee in selecting participants for NCAA championships 
co mpetitio n [Bylaw 31.3.3; Criteria for Selection of Participants]: 

Won-lost record; 

Strength of schedule; and 

Eligibility and availability of student-athletes for NCAA championships. 

In addition to Bylaw 31.3.3, the Women’s Soccer Committee has received approval from the NCAA Division I Championships/ 
Sports Management Cabinet to consider the following criteria in the selection of at-large teams for the soccer championship 
(not necessarily in priority order): 

~RI~A~¥ C~T~A 

~ Results of theAdjusted Rating Percentage Index (RPI); 
e Results versus common opponents; and 
~ Head-to-head competition. 

$~CONDA~Y C~T~A 

If the evaluation of the prJma~ oriteria does not result Jn 8 derision, the seoond~ry or~teri~ will be reviewed. All the or~teri~ 
listed will be evaluated. 

~ Results versus te~ms already selected to p~ioipate in the field (inoluding ~utomatio qualifiers with RPI of 1~75) 

~ L~te-se~son pefform~noe ~ defined ~s the I~st eight g~mes inoiuding oonferenoe tournaments (strength ~nd results). 

Recommendations are provided by regional advisory committees for considerat,;on by the Women’s Soccer 
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Committee. Coaches’ polls and/or any other outside polls or rankings are not used as a criterion by the Women’s 
Soccer Committee for selection purposes. 

RPL The committee uses the RPI (Rating Percentage Index), a computer program that calculates the institutions’ 
Division I winning percentage (25 percent), opponents’ success (50 percent), opponents’ strength of schedule (25 
percent) plus a bonus/penalty system. When evaluating the RPI, the committee may consider comparing data of 
individual teams, including, but not limited to, overall record, Division I record, overall RPI rank, non-conference 
record and RPI rank, conference regular-season record and conference tournament results. The RPI shall be used as 
a selection tool. The bonus/penalty structure for the RPI includes a bonus for non-conference wins or ties against the 
top 80 teams in the RPI and a penalty for a non-conference loss against the bottom 80 teams in the RPI. 

Section 

For non-revenue generating championships that seed a quarter of the bracket, sites will be awarded to the seeded teams 
that submit a bid that meets the requirements for hosting. In the event that a seeded team does not submit a bid that meets 
the requirements, the sports committee will maintain the current policy of geographic consideration when assigning those 
host sites. The committees will use the geographic considerations to help maintain the balance and integrity of the bracket. 
The committees will also separate first- and second-round conference opponents when assigning teams to sites. 

Any institution interested in hosting preliminary-round competition ofthe 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship 
must submit a proposed budget, respond to sport-specific questions, and ensure the institution’s key contact and facility 
information are up to date via the Championships Bid and Host Profile portal. To submit a bid, first search for the desired 
championship under "championships available bid" and select "add bid." 

Please note the change in process that allows all member institutions to regularly and easily access their profiles by visiting 
championships.ncaa.org. For profile issues, user access or to reset a password, please email champioshipbid@nca&org or 
contact the respective championship manager. 

CHA~P~ONSN~PS B~ID AND NOST PROF~L~ PORTAL 

The Championships Bid and Host Profile portal can be accessed at championships.ncaa,org. The deadline to submit all bid 
materials for this championship is Monday, October 25, 

As a reminder, prospective hosts’ budgets should include committee/site representative’s lodging expense, game officials’ 
lodging expense, state and city taxes/fees if applicable, and any ticket fees. Committee/site representative’s per diem, 
mileage and luggage will now be paid by the NCAA instead of the host institution. Game officials will be reimbursed via the 
RefPay system for their game gees, per diem, mileage and luggage fees. 

FACILITY 

Institutions interested in hosting preliminary-round competition of the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship must 
add (or ensure accuracy of) facility information for the applicable competition venue. This information is located at championships. 
ncaa.org. Any supporting information -- e.g., facility diagram, pictures -- may be uploaded and attached to that facility’s profile. 
This information will be made available to the sport committee to aid in their deliberations of prospective host sites. 

KEY CONTACTS 

Each institution should list and then maintain its key contacts associated with each sport and the institution, Individuals can 
be added via the Championships Bid and Host Profile portal at championships.ncaa.org. 

SAFETY AND S~CURITY PLAN 

Each facility profile should include the safety and security plan for the facility. This information can be uploaded and attached 
to the profile by visiting championships.ncaa.org. 

F~NAL F~NANC~AL R~PORT 

A final financial report from each championship site must be submitted via the Championship Bid and Host Profile portal 
under the "budget" tab not later than 60 days after the event 
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CO~TACT INFOrmATiON 

If you have any questions regarding the bid process, please contact the championship manager at 3~ 7ig~ 7-~1g or email 
us at championshipbid@ncaa.org. 
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First Round 

November 15, 16 and 17 

4 

3 

SecondlThird Round 

Novmber 22 & 24 

Quarterfinals 

November 

29&30 

2013 NCAA Division I Women’s 
SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 

Semifinals Final Semifinals 

December 6 December 8 December 6 

Quarterfinals 

November 

29 & 30 

Semifinals 

WakeMed Soccer Park 
Cary, North Carolina 

TBD 

Final 

WakeMed Soccer Park 

CaW, North Carolina 

TBD 

NATIONAL 
CHAMPION 

Semifinals 

WakeMed Soccer Park 
Cary, North Carolina 

TBD 

*Host institution for preliminary round games 

Order of semifinal games will be determined after quarterfinal round games are completed. 

Second semifinal game will begin play 45 minutes after the conclusion of the first game. 

Second/Third Round 

November 22 & 24 

First Round 

November 15, 16 and 17 

4 

3 

2 

3 

4 



App÷  i× Spor  Sponsorship 

American Athletic Conference (10) 
University of Central Florida 
University of Cincinnati 

University of Connecticut 
University of Houston 
University of Louisville 

University of Memphis 

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick 
University of South Florida 

Southern Methodist University 
Temple University 

AQ -- Tournament 

Conference USA (16) 
Colorado College 
East Carolina University, 
Florida Atlantic University 
Florida International University 
Louisiana Tech University 
Marshall University 
Middle Tennessee State University 
Old Dominion University 

Rice University, 
University, of Alabama at Birmingham 

University, of Southern Mississippi 
University, of North Carolina, Charlotte 
University, of North Texas 
University, of Texas at El Paso 
University of Texas at San Antonio 
University of Tulsa 

AQ - Tournament 

Big 12 Conference (9) 
Baylor University 
Iowa State University 
University of Kansas 
University of Oklahoma 

Oklahoma State University 

Texas Christian University 
Texas Tech University 
University of Texas at Austin 
West Virginia University 

AQ -Tournament 

Southland Conference (11) 
Houston Baptist University 
Lamar University 
McNeese State University 
Nicholls State University 
Northwestern State University 

Oral Roberts University 

Sam Houston State University 
Southeastern Louisiana University 
Stephen F, Austin State University 
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi 
University of Central Arkansas 

AQ -Tournament 

Southwestern Athletic Conference (10) 
Alabama A&M University 
Alabama State University 
AIcorn State University 
University of Arkansas, Pine Bluff 

Grambling State University 

Jackson State University 
Mississippi Valley State University 
Prairie View A&M University 
Southern University, Baton Rouge 
Texas Southern University 

AQ - Tournament 
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Big Ten Conference (12) 
University of Illinois, Champaign 

Indiana University, Bloomington 
University of Iowa 
University of Michigan 
Michigan State University 
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities 

University of Nebraska, Lincoln 

Northwestern University 
The Ohio State University 
Pennsylvania State University 
Purdue University 
University of Wisconsin, Madison 

AQ - Tournament 

Horizon League (8) 
Cleveland State University 
Oakland University 
University of Detroit Mercy 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 

University of Wisconsin-Green Bay 

Valparaiso University 
Wright State University 
Youngstown State University 

AQ - Tournament 

Mid-American Conference (12) 
Ball State University 
Bowling Green State University 
Central Michigan University 
Eastern Michigan University 
Kent State University 
Miami University (Ohio) 

Northern Illinois University 
Ohio University 
University at Buffalo, the State University of New York 
University of Akron 
University of Toledo 

Western Michigan University 

AQ -To u rn a me nt 

Missouri Valley Conference (7) 
Drake University 
Illinois State University 
Indiana State University 
Loyola University Chicago 

Missouri State University 
University of Evansville 
University of Northern 

AQ -To u rn a me nt 

The Summit League (8) 

Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis 
Indiana University-Purdue University, Fort Wayne 
North Dakota State University 
South Dakota State University 

University of Denver 
University of Nebraska Omaha* 
University of South Dakota 
Western Illinois University 

AQ -To u rn a me nt 

Atlantic 10 Conference (13) 
Duquesne University 
Fordham University 
George Mason University 
George Washington University 
La Salle University 
Saint Joseph’s University 
Saint Louis University 

St, Bonaventure University 
University of Dayton 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
University of Rhode Island 
University of Richmond 

Virginia Commonwealth University 

AQ -Tournament 
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Colonial Athletic Association (9) 
College of Charleston (South Carolina) 
College of William and Mary 
Drexel University 
Hofstra University 
James Madison University 

Northeastern University 

Towson University 
University of Delaware 
University of North Carolina, Wilmington 

AQ -Tournament 

The Ivy League (8) 
Brown University 
Columbia University-Barnard College 
Cornell University 
Dartmouth College 

Harvard University 

Princeton University 
University of Pennsylvania 

Yale University 

AQ -Tournament 

Patriot League (1 O) 

American University 
Boston University 
Bucknell University 
Colgate University 
College of the Holy Cross 

Lafayette College 

Lehigh University 
Loyola University Maryland 
U.S. Military Academy 
U.S. Naval Academy 

AQ - Tournament 

Independent (4) 
Delaware State University 
Francis Marion University 

Howard University 
New Jersey Institute of Technology 

America East Conference (8) 
Binghamton University 
Stony Brook University 
University at Albany 
University of Hartford 

University of Maine, Orono 
University of Maryland, Baltimore County 
University of New Hampshire 
University of Vermont 

AQ - Tournament 

Big East Conference (10) 
Butler University 
Creighton University 
DePaul University 
Georgetown University 
Marquette University 

Providence College 
Seton Hall University 
St, John’s University (New York) 
Villanova University 
Xavier University 

AQ - Tournament 

Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (11) 
Canisius College 
Fairfield University 
Iona College 
Manhattan College 
Marist College 
Monmouth University, 

Niagara University 
Quinnipiac University 
Rider University 
Siena College 
Saint Peter’s University 

AQ - Tournament 
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Northeast Conference (9) 
Bryant University 
Central Connecticut State University 
Fairleigh Dickinson University, Metropolitan Campus 
Long Island University-Brooklyn Campus 
Mount St. Mary’s University 

Robert Morris University 

Sacred Heart University 
Saint Francis University (Pennsylvania) 
Wagner College 

AQ - Tournament 

Big Sky Conference (10) 
California State University, Sacramento 
Eastern Washington University 
Idaho State University 
Northern Arizona University 

Portland State University 

Southern Utah University 
University of Montana 
University of North Dakota 
University of Northern Colorado 
Weber State University 

AQ - Tournament 

Mountain West Conference (11) 
Boise State University 
California State University, Fresno 
Colorado State University 
San Diego State University 
San Jose State University 
U.S. Air Force Academy 

University of Nevada, Reno 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
University of New Mexico 
University of Wyoming 
Utah State University 

AQ -Tournament 

Pat-12 Conference (12) 
Arizona State University 
Oregon State University 
Stanford University 
University of Arizona 
University of California, Berkeley 
University of California, Los Angeles 

University of Colorado, Boulder 
University of Oregon 
University of Southern California 
University of Utah 
University of Washington 
Washington State University 

AQ - Regular Season 

Ohio Valley Conference (11) 
Austin Peay State University 
Belmont University 
Eastern Illinois University 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Jacksonville State University 
Morehead State University 

Murray State University 
Southeast Missouri State University 
Southern illinois University Edwardsville 
Tennessee Technological University 
University of Tennessee at Martin 

AQ - Tournament 

Southeastern Conference (14) 
Auburn University 
Louisiana State University 
Mississippi State University 
Texas A&M University, College Station 
University of Alabama 
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville 
University of Florida 

University of Georgia 
University of Kentucky 
University of Mississippi 
University of Missouri, Coiumbia 
University of South Carolina, Coiumbia 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville 
Vanderbiit University 

AQ -Tournament 
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Sun Belt Conference (9) 

Arkansas State University 
Georgia State University 
Texas State University-San Marcos 
Troy University 
University of Arkansas, Little Rock 

University of Louisiana at Lafayette 
University of Louisiana at Monroe 
University of South Alabama 
Western Kentucky University 

AQ - Tournament 

Independent (1) 
South Carolina State University 

Atlantic Coast Conference (14) 
Boston College 
Clemson University 
Duke University 
Florida State University 
North Carolina State University 
Syracuse University 
University of Maryland, College Park 

University of Miami (Florida) 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
University of Notre Dame 
University of Pittsburgh 
University of Virginia 

Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Wake Forest University 

AQ - Tournament 

Big South Conference (12) 
Campbell University 
Charleston Southern University 
Coastal Carolina University 
Gardner-Webb University 

High Point University 
Liberty University 

Longwood University 
Presbyterian College 
Radford University 
University of North Carolina, Asheville 

Virginia Military Institute 
Winthrop University 

AQ -Tournament 

Atlantic Sun Conference (10) 
East Tennessee State University 
Florida Gulf Coast University 
Jacksonville University 
Kennesaw State University 
Lipscomb University 

Northern Kentucky University* 
Mercer University 
Stetson University 
University of North Florida 
University of South Carolina Upstate 

AQ - Tournament 

Southern Conference (11) 
Appalachian State University 
Davidson College 
Elon University 
Furman University 
Georgia Southern University 
Samford University 

The Citadel 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga 
Western Carolina University 
Wofford College 

AQ -Tournament 
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Big VVest Conference (9) 
California Polytechnic State University 
California State University, Fullerton 
California State University, Northridge 
Long Beach State University 
University of California, Davis 

University of California, Irvine 
University of California, Riverside 
University of California, Santa Barbara 
University of Hawaii, Manoa 

AQ - Tournament 

Western Athletic Conference (7} 
California State University, Bakersfield 
Grand Canyon University* 
New Mexico State University 
Seattle University 

University of Idaho 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
Utah Valley University 

AQ -Tournament 

West Coast Conference (10} 
Brigham Young University 
Gonzaga University 
Loyola Marymount University 
Pepperdine University 
Santa Clara University 

St, Mary’s College of California 
University of Portland 
University of San Diego 
University of San Francisco 
University of the Pacific 

AQ - Regular Season 

* Not eligible for championship, 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

11/18/2013 3:42:06 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Host Institution 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Importance: High 

From: Peterson, Laura [mailto:Ipeterson@ncaa.org] 
Sent: Sunday, November 17, 2013 8:18 AM 

Cc: Cessna, Sharon 
Subject: CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Host Institution 
Importance: High 

Good morning, 

Congratulations on advancing as a host institution for the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship. 

You will receive e-mail notification regarding your proposed budget has been approved. Your institution must 

adhere to the approved budget. If any changes to your proposed budget were necessary, these changes will be 

indicated as "Selected w/modifications." Within 60 days after the completion of competition, the host institution 

shall complete and submit the financial report via the online system. Failure to submit the report within 60 days 

may result in a financial penalty. 

In preparation for the competitions being held November 22 and 24, please review the attached information that 

includes the following documents: 

Tournament Host Memo 

Site Excel Document 

Officials--assignments will be emailed by Laura Peterson not later than Wednesday 

Weather Information 



Officials patches (4)--overnight delivery 

PA Announcements 

FTP Site Instructions 

Digital Program Template and FAQ 

Thank you for agreeing to host NCAA championships. If you have questions regarding these materials or any of the 

other instructions that you have received, please call me or Sharon Cessna at 317/917-6519. 

Laura Peterson-Mlynski 

Assistant Coordinator, Championships and Alliances 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

(w): 317/917-6477 

(f): 317-917-6210 

lpeterson(~)n caa.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 4:49 PM 

Tasha Flynn <tflymd @uca.edw~ 

ILE: observing practice 

We have a game Friday at (5 pm 

From= Tasha Flynn [mailto:tflynn-1@uca.edu] 
Sent= Monday, November .18, 20.13 .10:39 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: observing practice 
Coach Dorrance, 

I will be at practice this Friday and just wanted to confirm what time your team practiced? Also, is the practice field located by McCaskill Soccer Complex? 

Tasha Flynn 

>>> "Dorrance, Alber[ A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 10/30/13 3:40 PM >>> 

No 

From: Tasha Flynn [.Ln___a_!J_t__o_2~!y__n__n___l__@___u__c___a_:__e__d___u_] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 30, 20.13 2:28 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= observing practice 

Coach Dorrance, 

I am currently the graduate assistant for women’s soccer at the University of Central Arkansas. I will be in Chapel Hill for 2 weeks staying with my sister, from Nov. 21-Dec. 2, 
and was wondering if it was possible to observe practice at UNC? I have read a lot about the program and believe there is a lot to be learned and good things that can be seen 
during practice as I look to build my philosophy as a coach. I did not know if practices were open or if it would possible to watch while I was in the area. Please let me know if 
observing would fit into the UNC schedule. Thank you for your time. 

Tasha Flynn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 5:02 PM 

~gm~l.com> 

Subject: RE: G~eat article 

I love it .._ (and you) thank you for comi~g to practice!!! 

From: ~y@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, November :18, 20:t3 :t:t:49 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Great article 

http: ,’/m,hnffpost.con~/us’entry/42(~9161 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 5:19 PM 

Mueller, Frederick O. <muelle@emafil.~mc.edu:~ 

I~E: favor 

Not a problem, my friend .. March 3rd will work Ibr me. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fred Mueller [mailto:mueller@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 1:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: favor 

Anson: I knnw this is a bus?’ time of year Ibr you, but if possible I want to be on your spring calender. I have retired to Carolina Meadows and we have a program called Carolina Meado~vs 
University. We have a spring 2014 session on athletics and ~vas hoping you ~vould be a speaker for one of our sessions, it ~vould be 45 minutes to an hour talk with a 
30 minute question and answer session - 1:00 PM to 2:30 PM. Possible dates are March 3rd or 10th. Kevin Guskiewicz will be one of our speakers and ~ve are trying to get Jan Boxill to speak 
on ethics and sport. 
Appreciate any consideration you can give me and I will understand if you cannot make it 
Best wishes and luck, 
Fred MueHer (your old PE softball teacher) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 5:28 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edu> 

I~E: Good Luck 

Thank you Paul[! 

From: Pogge, Paul 
Sent: Monday, November :t8, 20:~3 2:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" Good Luck 

Guys, 

Congrats on making it to the second round of the tournament. Good luck against indiana this Friday. Iql be out there pulling for you all. 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 18, 2013 6:29 PM 

Mueller, Frederick O. <muelle@emafil.~mc.edu:~ 

I~E: favor 

VeW good! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fred Mueller [mailto:mueller@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 5:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: favor 

Fantastic. I will be in contact in plen~z of time for final details. 
Fred 

On 11/18/2013 5:18 PM. Dorrance, Albert A IV ~vrote: 
> Not a problem, my friend.. March 3rd will work for me. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Fred Mueller [mailto:mueller(@email.unc.edu] 
> Sent: Mi~nday, November 18, 2013 1:31 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: favor 
> 

> Anson: I l~ow this is a busy time of year Jk~r you, but if possible I want to be on your spring calender. I have retired to Carolina Meadows and we have a program called Carolina Meadows 
Universi~ We have a spring 2014 session on athletics and was hoping you would be a speaker for one of our sessions it would be 45 minutes to an hour talk with a 
> 30 minute question and answer session - 1:00 PM to 2:30 PM. Possible dates are March 3rd or 10th. Kevin Guskiewicz will be one of our speakers and we are trying to get Jan Boxill to 
speak on ethics and sport. 
> Appreciate any consideration you can give me and I will understand if you cannot make it 
> Best wishes and luck, 
> Fred Mueller (your old PE softball teacher) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:36 AM 

Pete Sadin <PSadin@sportsendeavors.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

RE: Dec 3rd - U17 Alliance vs U16 Allim~ce - Recruiting Opportuni~ 

Thanks Pete! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pete Sadin [mailto:PSadin(~sportsendeavors com] 
Sent: Monday, November 18, 2013 11:42 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Dec 3rd - U17 Alliance vs U16 Alliance - Recruiting Opportunity 

Guys - 

We’ve set up a game with our U 17 NC Alliance team vs our U 16 NC Alliance team and would like to invite you to attend to watch some of the top 2015 and 2016 players in North Carolina. 

December 3rd 
6:00 pm Kickaff 
Meredith College Tur[’Field 
3800 Hillsborough St, Raleigh 

96 NC Alliance 
2013 NC State (;up Finalists 
2012 NC State Cup Champions 
2011 NC State (;up Champions 

97 NC Alliance 
2013 NC Premier Diviskm Champions 

I hope you’re able to make it out. Thankst ! 

Pete Sadin 
DOC U14-U18 Girls 
North Carolina Alliance 
Triangle Futbol Club 
919-696-2026 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O=LFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:45 AM 

Subject: This is just like our "overbred dog" Core Value’. 

Ladies, 
This is ~ not:e fron and is .:_~bvio~sly a ht~g~:" fan of (mr program. (He k)~ed seek~g ot~ the 

fieR~ roger:her aga~t~s~: Liberty,) R make~ ~[~ exceilem: ~taternent about: a core ek~ment of ~:H~sot~a~ ~l:ret~gth. 

F~m: ..... ~.com] 
Sent: Monday, November ~8, 20~3 ~:24 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: RE: :e 
~HSOH, 

Speaking q[~it: There was an extraordinary presentation last week at the business school by Ping ~u that wou]d have been a real 

inspiration for our ~rls. She ~ew up in China, was separated from her parents, was imprisoned for what she wrote, dropped out ~[schoo], 

made her way to the ~ S., where she went on to get a ~eat education. She struggled with ~ng]ish, but computer code had no "native" 

language and she learned that. 

She may have discovered her genius. Or her passion. It’s hard to tell. She was a pioneer in the development of 3-D printing, started a 

company that she based in the Research Triangle that she sold for many millions. 

http :, ’en. wikipedia, or~ wiki ~inK ~ 
When she spoke, everything she was wearin~shoes, belt, dress, jewelry was all created in a 3-D printer. Remarkable. 

Aider her speech, recalling what we have come to believe about the relationsh& qf early l~e adversiO~ to later success (in 7~e 7~lent Code 

among other place~9, I asked her ~ she believed her own adversi& had contributed to her determination that led to success. What followed 

was a somewhat indirect, but more valuable, answer. 

She said that it is not the adversi& that makes a d~/~rence. It is how one sees adversi&. 
She then said, "Some people experience this much adversity (holding her fnger and thumb about an inch apart) and have this much reaction 

(holding her arms aparO. Others experience just the opposite, having huge adversi& (arms apar0 and this much reaction (thumb and~finger 

close). So, it is not the adversiO,. It’s the person. " 

Pretty good, huh? 

~Iavbe we could get her to ~eak to the team sometime. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:49 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

NSC,AJ~ High School Gift’s All-American Showcase 

La try, 

I am with you let’s shut it down! 

Frora-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Senti Tuesday, 6::t8 AM 
Tol Dorrance, Albert A IV 

NSCAA High School Girl’s All-American Showcase 
Importance: High 
Anson ~- 

Are you still interested in pu~uing this? Know our field will be used a lot especially this week, and hopefiflly next week with you advancing after this weekend’s play. 

Tom Sander and I were talking on Saturday and he said if we advance to the College Cup, this showcase will be during what conld be atbne where we have obligations 

with the College Cup. ’lhere doesn’t seem to be a big push from this NSCAA ~oup to have this. Plus it is just about two weeks away. Our operations and facilities staXT 

will also be fried with all the events we have been hosting ....... 

What do you thin,k? We can discuss a~ter the coaches meeting today? 

Thanks, 

Larry 

Executi vc Associate Di~vcto [" of .Atlflcfi c s 

I h~iversib’ of Norfl~ Carolina at Cha~x~l Hill 

Froml Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Senti Friday, 2:20 PM 
Tol Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Co-" Somoano, Carlos M; Chris Burr; Dean Linke; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kyle Lang; Eric Stratman; Brunner, John F; Robinson, Kevin T; Kristine Mason;        ~s_.n__~.c_ .o__m_; 
Ducar, ChrL~ ............. ~ao co ~; Jason Sisneros ~ma corn); Sander, Thomas 
Subject-" FW: NSCAA High School Girl’s AIkAmerican Showcase 
Larry~ 

I would bye ~or us to host this, what do I need to do? 

Froml Chris Burt [mailto:cburt@nscaa.com] 
Senti Friday~                 11:39 AM 
Tol Dean Linke; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kyle Lang; Eric Stratman; Brunner, John F; Robinson, Kevin T; Kristine Mason 

Cc-" cburt~nscaa.com 
Subjectl     NSCAA High School Girl’s All-American Showcase 

Anson, ~(evin, John, 

Thank you [or considerin8 albwin8 us to use the [adi~tv [or ~h~s 8arne. We haw~ been proud to par~:ner wi~h Eric for ~:he past two years on ~he bovs 8arne and 

exalted to get the 8~rls game ~o~ns. Add~:~onaH% and the reason h:~r this emai~, we’re k~okin~ [orward to broadcasting the 8ames [or ~he first time on N~CAA1V to 

enhance the 8ames v~s~bi~ity and provide promotional benefits fo~ your pros~sm fo~ aHowk~8 us access to the fsdHty for the ~arne. 

The ~arne ~s on S~turday, and ~s Dean has mentioned we can be flexible w~th the ~m~e stm’t time to accommodate other events ~o~n8 on~ The 

broadcast crew would need to be ~n ~ few hours early to set-up for the 

Any expenses assoda~ed w~:h ~:he broadcast set-up wouk~ be the respons~bi~iW of N~CAA so that ~here ~s no cost to UNC [or ~he ~ame. 

For the broadcast, what we’re ~deal~y bokk~8 for b~ terms of facility capa~H~ties: 

~ 4 carnen~ k~cath:ms - 2 h~sh at rnid-Se~d, 1 h~sh near each 18 vard Hne ([~ex~Me on ~he kx:a~:~ons if needed and can rent ~ffts i~ needed} 

~ ~ress box wi~h m~:ernet and eiectrk:ai 

NSCAA wou~d provide UNC w~tMn ~roadcast: 

~ 2+ comrnerc~a~ ~pots ~n the broadcast 

~ Lower third read ~n each 

~ ~nterv~ew Guest wRhin d~e broadcast 

~ A separate feature on N~CAATV h:~r the prosram 

AddRionak 

~ 6 month banner ad run on N~CAAcom h:~r North Carolina G~rls Soccer Camp or s~m~lar prosram 

Please k~t rne know ff you have anv question,s. ~ this ~s pol:en~aHy doable, kd: me know what: else you wouk~ need [rorn us to try and move [orward. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris 

Ch~efMarket~ngOff~cer I Nat~ona~ Soccer Coaches Assodat-ion of America 

800 Ann Ave~ Kansas City, KS 66202 i 923--3~2- 2747 x ~02~ 1923--3~2-3439 (f) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 5:51 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

ILE: Guest Receipt for Online Booking at Philadelphia Marriott Downtown on Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 

Shelly, 

Looks great thank you!!! Yes~ let’s book a flight, Midafternoor~ direct preferabIv .,,, Return mid to late morning direct on Sunday 

From: StreetS, Shelly 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 9:47 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: Guest Receipt for Online Booking at Philadelphia Marriott Downtown on Wednesday, January 15, 2014 
Does this ho~el reservation look okay for the convention? Do the dates need to be changed? Need to book your flight as well 

From: customer service.@__a_!!£_e___s_D___e__~_&o__[~ [mailto:customer service@allresnet.com_] 
Sent: Thursday, November 14, 2013 1:01 PM 
T~: Streets, Shelly 

~ ect: Guest Receipt for Online Booking at Philadelphia Marriots Downtown on Wednesday, January 15, 2014 

Guest Receipt 

Purchase Details: 

Reference Number: ARN654778 

Primary Guest Name: Anson Dorrance 

Property Name: Philadelphia Marriott Downtown 

Property Address: 1201 MARKET ST Philadelphia PA 19107 

Accoinmodafions: 

Check-in: Wednesday, January 15, 2014 

Check-out: Sunday, January 19, 2014 

Rooms: 1 

Property Policies: 

Check-in Time: 16:00:00 

Check-out Time: 12:00:00 

Room Description: NSCAA VlP - Kings - Marriott, Standard NS King Bedded Room. All Reservation REQUESTS must be accompanied by a first night 
room deposit and guaranteed to a major credit card. No breakfast included. Rate based on occupancy of 2 persons per room. 
Additional fees: Hotel & Convention Parking is not included in the hotels room rate.. 

Room Rates Per Night: 

Wednesday, January 15, 2014 : 134.00 ( USD ) 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 : 

Friday, January 17, 2014 : 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 : 

Charges: 

Purchase Date: 

Room Cost: 

Tax Recovery Charges and Service Fees: 

Total: 

Deposit Charged: 

Balance Due: 

Guarantee Policy: 

134.00 ( USD ) 

134.00 ( USD ) 

134.00 ( USD ) 

Thursday, November 14, 2013 

536.00 ( USD ) 

83.08 (USD) 

619,08 (USD) 

0.00 (USD) 

619.08 (USD) 

. N/A 
Deposit Policy: 

¯ No deposit required. TotaJ mnount due at hotel 

Pa3ment Polities: 

¯ Tax is included in tJ~e total. 

¯ All other terms and conditions you agreed to upon making this reservation can be fotmd at Temps and Conditions~ 

Extra Adult Fees: 

¯ All rates, unless stated otherwi~, are based on single or double occupancy. Additional chayges may be required for additional guests. Guest will pay hotel direct 

tbr these chaqes if they exist. 
Cancellations and Changes: 



¯ Cancel Policy is based on hotel time. Yon must change or cancel your reservation before 2:00 pm hotel time at least 2 day(s) prior to check-in or you will be 

charged for one night’s room plns taxes & [~es unless otherwise noted in the room description. 

¯ Your detx~sit guara~atees no additional cancellation t~es will be reqnired tbr cancellations or room reductions outside the terms tbr late cancellations listed above. 

Assistance: Please read carefully 

For changes, modifications or other pre-amval assistance please call: 866.537.4263 

For assistance with check-in on the day of arrival only; or, assistance with problems during your s~tay, please c~211:1-215-625-2900. 

5u[~[~ort I Cancel Reservation I Make a New Reservation 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 5:53 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: Coach Dorrance 

From: Alex Neist, VidSwap Soccer [mailto:soccer@vidswap.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 19, 2013 10:15 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Coach Dorrance 

ii 

~ilm89 ........ d by send ............ lysis soltwal-e 

We Break Down Your Soccer Game Video 

W~e do the work &your Share with your entire The best video analysis 

team gets the rewards, team easily online, tool made for soccer! 

Read Hore >> See It Work Sign Up ~ow 



removed by 
sender. 

i i~ Imag ....... dbysender. Sign up for a personal soccer demo today! 
k.Pc;.~:e!l ,: or, e on one demo appoirlt,~ent ~;=d ’,ve’ll ,~ ~k ~.::,u ~:=:~r.~ }~ }=~:,,~, ~.~r 

Request your personalized live demo                        ,>~ 

................................................. v~ :~% ........ ~ Cm~:N ~ ~,,,,~,~:~ ¢~ ~Sw~om ................................................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:05 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

IfW: ACC Championship Reimbursements 

ACC Reimbursement Statement for Chaanpionships.doc 

To m ? 

I~r~ra: Warner, Stacey Harris 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 19, 2013 12:42 PM 

To," Shelton, Karen C; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Somoano, Carlos M; VanAIstyne, Mark 
(:c-" Street-[, Shelly; Koenig, Sara Elizabeth 
Subject," ACC Championship Reimbursements 

Coach, 

Please complete when you get a chance.... And return to me. 

Thanks! 

Stacey 



INSTITUTION 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

DATE AND SITE 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
REIMBURSEMENT STATEMENT FOR CHAMPIONSHIPS 

(Due 30 days following Championship) 

University of North Carolina 

ITINERARY 

DEPARTURE FROM CAMPUS 
Date/Time 

ARRIVAL AT SITE 
DatelTirne 

DEPARTURE FROM SITE 
DatelTirne 

ARRIVAL ON HOME CAMPUS 
Date/Tirne 

NUMBER OF NIGHTS LODGING (IF REQUIRED) 

FOR ACC OFFICE USE 

mi       x .50 = 

meals × = 

lodging 37.50 x __ x__ = 

TOTAL 

List below those individuals included in your institution’s travel party for the Championship. Maximum allowable 
number per ACC Sports Code, Article II, Section 5 

1. 2. 3. 

4. 5. 6. 

7. 8. 9. 

10. 11. 12. 

13. 14. 15. 

16. 17. 18. 

19. 20. 21. 

22. 23. 24. 

25. 26. 27. 

28. 29. 30. 

31. 32. 33. 

34. 35. 36. 

37. 38. 

Meal Breakdown: 
Date: 
Leave Inst.: 
Breakfast $6.00 

Lunch $8.00 

Dinner $12.00 

Total Meals: 

Total Nights allowable 

FOR ACC OFFICE USE ONLY 
lS~ day         2na day         3ra day         4~n day         5~n day         6~n day 

Atlantic Coast Conference 
4512 Weybridge Lane 
Greensboro, NC 27407 
Attn: Jennie Barrett 

Updated 2/28/! ! 
SIGNATURE 

(Attach additional sheet if necessary) 

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE/TITLE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Assistant Coach - DePaul Universi~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Chastain, Erin [mailto :ECHA STA I(a)depaul.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 4:05 PM 
To: D1Wsoc@soccerlists org 
Subject: {DI WSOC} Assistant Coach - DePaul University’ 

Sadly, I have lost my long-time assistant to the west coast :( We are no*v looking for an assistant coach to join our staff. I would love for the person to have GK experience, but will look at 
all options because in the end, we are just looking for the person that will best fit our program. The job will be posted in the next week but if you have anyone that may be interested, let them 
know the?" can contact me directly 

Thanks and good luck this weekend if you are still playing! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:21 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: Voling tbr the All-America program is open 

Help 

From: NSCAA [mailto:info@nscaa.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 19, 2013 5:46 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Voting for the All-America program is open 

Error! Filename not specified. 

Image removed by sender. 

Voting for the 2013 NSCAA/Continental Tire College All-America program is now open. Men’s 
and women’s coaches at the NCAA Division I, II, and Ill levels who are members of the 
NSCAA College Services program are eligible to vote. Voting remains open until midnight 
(CDT) on Tuesday November 26 2013. 

Important! You should vote regardless if you had a player(s) nominated. Participation by all 
college coaches is critical to a quality selection process. Please participate and support 
recognition of deserving student-athletes. 

Questions or concerns regarding voting and other details related to the College All-America 
program should be directed to the Regional Chairperson in your college division. Click here 
for a list of the 2013 Colleqe All-America Committees. 

You must have your valid 2013 College Services member identification number to Iogin and 
vote~ To begin, Iogin to __m__y__N____S___C__,~____C___o__[!__e_g__e____S____e__r__v_j__c___e_~:. and enter your user ID followed. There 
is a link to click if you do not know your number. It will be forwarded by return email. 

Once in the system, click on the "Nominations and Voting" tab at the top of your page and 
you will be directed to a voting page with step-by-step instructions on completing your ballot. 
First steps include verifying your team and your schedule. You will be voting for an all- 
opponent team which means you will only see players from teams that you played during the 
2013 regular season and who were nominated by their institution. You will not see your own 
players. You may vote for up to 22 players (11 first team, 11 second team) including three 
forwards, three midfielders, three defenders, one goalkeeper and one at-large (any position). 
You do not have to vote for a complete ballot but you must vote for a minimum of 14 players. 

Once all your votes are entered, you must hit the "submit" button. An email will be returned 
confirming your nomination. You may go back and make changes to your ballot any time prior 
to the November 26 deadline. All-Region and All-America teams will be announced by the 
NSCAA in December. 

Click here to Iogin and begin now. 

Reminder: Nominations for Assistant Coach of the Year and Scholar All-America remain 
open. Go to the Nominations and Voting in the College Services area of your myNSCAA 
account to nominate your assistant coach or a deserving student-athlete. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T 913-362-1747 I F, 913-362-3439 

Emaii I Website I Send to a friend 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 



removed by 

sender 

for iMIS I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:25 AM 

Chris Neal <cneal3@elon.edu> 

I~E:           h~b 

OK. I will try again .... 

From: Chris Neal [mailto:cneal3@elon.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November :19, 20:13 7:0S plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re:          Info 
That must be his secretary. I called that number earlier today and she transferred me to his voicemaik His direct # is not posted on the athletics website. 

If you try again tomorrow she may be able to transfer you. Thanks Anson - Chris 

Chris Neal 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Elon University 

2500 Campus Box, Elon, NC 27244 

336-278-6745 

ELON ATHLETICS: www.elonphoenix.com 

CAMP INFO: www.elonsoccercamps.com 

Follow us on FACEBOOK 

Follow us on TWITTER 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:17 PM 

To: Elon University <cneal3~elon.edu> 

Subje~: RE:            Info 

That # did not seem to reach David Roach .... 

From: Chris Neal [mailto:cneal3@elon.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November :19, 20:13 2:09 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject Info 
Hey Anson, 

Thanks for helping John out with this. 

The AD at Fordham is David Roach. Here is his info: 

7:18-8:17-4302 

Thanks and good luck on Friday! 

Chris Neal 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Elon University 

2500 Campus Box, Elon, NC 27244 

336-278-6745 

ELON ATHLETICS: www.elonphoenix.com 

CAMP INFQ: www.elonsoccercamps.com 

Follow us on FACEBOQK ....................... 

Follow us on TWITTER 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:34 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My NaJne is I currently play tbr the travel club 

I mn very interested in your soccer program and would love to speak with you in regards to my college soccer career. 

You may contact me either by email at           ~aol.com or phone              My club is also hosting the 
November 30th a~d my team will aJso be playing in the Orange Classic Tournament in Ft. Lauderdale, FL the weekend of 

see me play and meet in person. 

Look forwaxd to speaking ruth you 

soccer tournament the weekend of 

Would love for you to come 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

New Soccer Recruit 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:09 PM 
To: hassard@elon.edu; msoccer@clemson.edu; halldf@wfu.edu; jamurphy@davidson.edu; cunningham@unc.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; jlabi@wm.edu; 
athleticdirector@athletics.psu.edu; weaverj@vt.edu 
Subject: New Soccer Recruit 

Attached is a letter requesting your presence for College Showcase Soccer Tournament. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: New College ~ecmit 

From: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: l:wd: New College recruit 
> 

> 

> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> Attached is a request for your presence at an up coming College Showcase Tournament. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ECNL Nation~J Event in Phoenix, Arizona 

CASL Profile.pdf 

From @gmail.com] 
Sent-" TueSday, 8:18 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" ECNL National Event in Phoenix, Arizona 

Dear Coach, 

My name is _ and I am a sophomore al 

Currently I play center back for . ECNL out of I His email is 
I and he can be reached at I just became aware that you attended a game in which I played at the ECNL 

national event in Phoenix, Arizona from November 15th to the 17th. 
I will follow up with you during the week of the NCAA final four tournament with my CASL showcase schedule. I will also be attending the ECNL 
Sanford, Florida showcase on December 28-30, 2013 and the ECNL Ft Worth/Arlington, Texas showcase on Friday 21-23, 2014. I will follow up 
with my schedule for these ECNL national events as well. I hope that you will be able to see me play again in the near future. 
I have attached my soccer profile with additional information. I believe I may be able to contribute to your program and would welcome being 
evaluated by you. 

Thank you for your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ’,@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday~ 8:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject’, 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

I’m .... coached by         ~. I am 5’10 and about 140 pounds. I’m in my junior year of HS and have begun to give 

serious consideration on where I would like to go to school. I have had some interest and an offer but haven’t found the right ’fit’ just yet 

I know one thing right now and that is that I want to play soccer at a highly competitive level, other than that, I don’t know too much..So the                  is 

pretty awesome, we have finished in first place two years in a row for the State Cup Championshig       ,. We pulled out in ’ otherwise would have totally 

My freshman year at                       I was captain of the JV team, and the starting keeper, l’m excited to say that this year on varsity I have had 20 pretty 

awesome saves and we made it all the way to states. If you are looking for a Goalie for the class of I would love to chat. l will be at the NEWS tournament 

November 29th-December ist and the CASL showcase December 6th-8th and then a smaller . I am also doing the goalie 

ID clinic at CASL. Thanks and l look forward to chatting, let me know if you have any questions. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3:35:26 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: College showcase invite from ~ 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: @svl:v.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: College showcase invite from 

Dear coach Dorrance, my name is               and I am a freshman at                            I have 

been passionate about soccer for as long as I can remember and I am sta[ting to look at options for college. I am 
interested in possibly attending UNC for academic reasons and also because I would like to pursue soccer at a higher 

level. I have attached my profile and would like to invite you to watch me play at the college showcase that will be held at 

Overland Park Soccer complex in Overland Park, Kansas this weekend. My profile includes my game times and fields 

that I will be playing on. I realize this is a long way from UNC, but thought I would invite anyway. I am not sure how far 
you travel for recruiting, but I would love to play for you in person someday. Hopefully I will be closer to your area in the 

future and will be able to have you out to a showcase then as well. Thanks for you time and I look fonNard to seeing you 

sometime in the future. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:37 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Video Clips 

Thank you Yes, we iust got it. We will look at it soo~!![ Thank you for your continued interest a~d loyalty. 
From ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Video Clips 
Anson, 

Great win over Liberty. 

We watched it on goheels tv. 

Good luck to you and the girls against Indiana. 
I sent you a dvd with some video clips. I hope you guys had a chance to watch it. 

I really want a chance to be a part ofyoul class. 

GO tlEELS!!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday .10:37 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From:                             _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November :tg, 2013 9:12 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach, 
My name is               I. I am currently playing for U-16 / where I play center mid and target forward, but I also still occasionally play center 

everything that I have into making my dreams possible. That first step would be to attend your college in hope of increasing my education and especially my athletic ability. There is 

nothing more I could ask for than to have you come and watch me play at my next Club tournament November Nights Girls College Showcase on November 29- December 1. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesda? 10:37 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Soccer Resume and Upcoming tournament 

resume for soccer (1).docx 

From= 

Sent= Tuesday, 10:07 p~" 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Soccer Resume and Upcoming tournament 

Coach Dorrance, I wanted to send you my soccer resume as well as information for an upcoming soccer tournament I will be in. I hope you have a wonderfifl evening. 

Sincerely, 

Soccer Schedule 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 10:39 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: I’hanksgiving Showcase 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: rI’uesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My team 
see me play! 

Below is my schedule 

~verizon net] 
10:41 PM 

will be playing in the annual - Dec 1st in Dallas. If you are coming to the event, l would love for you to come 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:46 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From: _~aol.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 11:29 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~V; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: 

Hello Coach Dorrance_ 

My name is I play Goalkeeper for ECNL team. My coach is (his email address is 

~.~cs.com). I am a : Grad. 

I just wanted to follow up on my letter about the Phoenix Showcase this past weekend. I hope you were able to get by to see me play. Jus"t to refiesh your memo~, on 

Friday I played the second half, Saturday the first haJf and on Sunday I played the second half again. If you were not able to see me play I j ust wanted to let you know 

that I will be at the Next I,evel Goalkeeper events at S urfCup fiom 2-4 pm on November 29th and at the November Nights NLG event ti~om 7-9 pm also on 
th November 29 . In addition, my soccer team will be playing the            2J16 ECNL team at the 

(formerly the Oaks Polo Field) on field #3 on December 7th at lpm. This will be our lafft ECNL event before the high school break. 

I appreciate your time. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday 10:46 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday~ :t0:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject: 
C20 od el, e!l~J]eoo Coach. ~’~I~, ~]a;~;~ e is           . ~,ith           ’ (I am playing up). I am stdlt~,e~, *~e~’ wi/~ the team avd prohabdy the 

youngest butI can te/lyou thatwe ha~e a/otofve{~, competdtivep/qye*~~. Mostofthe girls in the team a~ g~duatY~g in.    Ia~i//be in the clas; 
I used to p/~y a~ith,            and ECNL foc~’ea~:< 

l~’~ou ar’e /o/a~g /o go to 2~f Cup, my team isp/q),i*~.g i~ a~other/our~ame~t, the NovemberNg h~s, i~ Carts’bad. Y~{f C~/) is o~;, the same 
weekevd and our.fieMs arv not too.fhr.f?om lhe Polo gro~vds. I’d/dke to iuvdte you lo see some of ourgames, l wi//be wearir¢g jers<y #22. 

I am re{7 interested dn alteudit¢g.)’ourschooland,oZ~y soccer: ] hope to seeyou atsome ofourgames. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

11/20/2013 3:47:47 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

)gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com) 

Subject: FW: Team Stats for Liberty 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Ladies, 

Some great stuff in this match!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Nelson, Curran Blair 
Sent: Tuesday, November 191 2013 11:33 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; gwpall@aolocom; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Team Stats for Liberty 

Fantastic defensive effort! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 10:53 AM 

)@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~, , l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros "" ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; am~e 

Subject: 

Attada: 

Updated Catapt~lt Report thin LibelS’ (NCAA) 

UNC WSoc 2013 Catapult thru Liberty (NCAA).pdf 

f_adies, 

The GPS latest collection of data!! 

From-" Hoover, Jorian 
Sent: Tuesday, November :[9, 2013 :~:1.:36 PM 

To; Gatz, GregoP!; Dorrance, Albert A IV; gwpall@aoLcom; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas 3; Jason Sisneros 
S~lbject; Updated Catapult Report thru Liberty (NCAA) 

Hi Coaches, 

Attached is the updated Catapult report through Saturday’s ~ame a~ainst Liberty. As always, let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Jorian 
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Average Ground Covered (meters/rain) 
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Average Effort & Engagement (player load/meter) 
0 ~ 140 ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ 

0,0~0 
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Average Hybrid Score (combines ground covered & effort) 

2 50,0 

200.0 --i ...... 

150.0 -i ...... 

50.0 .-i ...... 
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Ground Covered Rankings 

Meters per Minute (ground covered} 

Playe r Games Low High Ave rage Rank 

Dunn 13 116.3 132.4 124.8 2 

Elby 3 107.2 125.6 116.4 4 

K McFarlane 22 105.1 126.6 113.3 6 

Gree n 20 74.4 126.8 111.0 8 

Morris          21         93.4       123.8       107.5        10 
I 

C a st l e b e r ry 4 95.6 110.2 102.0 12 

Brigman         21         78.3       103.7        95.0         :[4 
I            I 

Murray          17         77.1        97.8        88.1         16 
I           I 
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Effort & Er gagemen  Rar kir gs 

Player Load per lVleter (effort of runs} 

Player        Games Low High Average Rank 

Bruder 2 0.106 0.129 0.118 2 

Castl e be try 4 0.101 0.128 0.115 4 

K McFarlane 22 0.100 0.121 0.111 6 

Mu tray 17 0.097 0.117 0.106 8 

El by 3 0.095 O. ii0 O. 103 10 

Mu ne rlyn        15        0.082       O. 119       O. 100        12 
I            I 

Gree n           20        0.085       0.135       0.097        :[4 
I 

Fi rste n be rg 1 0.092 0.092 0.092 16 
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Hybrid Score (combines ground covered & effort) 

Player Games Low High Average Rank 

K McFarlane 22 260.3 297.6 279.4 2 

Du n n 17 257.5 294.5 277.5 4 

Castlebe rry 4 261.7 293.8 273.8 6 

El by 3 268.1 272.2 270.2 8 

N ewfi e ld 14 245.0 279.0 262.1 10 

Nielsen 5 237.7 269.2 258.4 12 

I I 

Gree n           20        233.2       276.9       255.9        14 

I I 

Mu rray          17        229.1       264.4       246.9        16 
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A{I Rankings 

Meters per Minute {ground covered}           Player Load per Meter (effort & engagement}      Hybrid Score (combines ground covered & effort} 

Player         Games       Low    High Average      Rank        Low    High      Average Rank        Low    High      Average Rank 

Bowen 13 78.8 133.2 108.0 9 0.084 0.111 0.095 15 229.5 275.7 249.7 15 

8ruder 2 110.5 131,5 121.0 3 0,106 0.129 0.118 2 290,5 304.0 297.3 1 

Dunn 17 116.3 132.4 124.8 2 0.094 0.118 0.102 11 257.5 294.5 277.5 4 

Firstenberg 1 140.2 140,2 140.2 1 0,092 0.092 0.092 16 278,2 278.2 278.2 3 

Green 20 74.4 126.8 111.0 g 0.085 0.135 0.097 14 233.2 276.9 255.9 14 

Morris 21 93.4 123,8 107.5 10 0,100 0.124 0.112 5 252,4 291.8 275.7 5 

Murray 17 77.1 97.8 88.1 16 0.097 0.117 0.106 g 229.1 264.4 246.9 16 

Nielsen 5 87.7 119,6 103.6 11 0,096 0.121 0.103 9 237,7 269.2 258.4 12 
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CAA o Libert~f 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/min) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Morris 105.5 0.113 275 2 

Newfield        111.1             0.103           265.6        4 
I 

Ohai 100.1 0.103 254.6 6 

Munerlyn 110.5 0.088 242.5 8 

gowen 106.2 0.09 241.2 :!.0 
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Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player load/turf) Score Rank 

K McFarlane 116.3 0.112 284.3 2 

El by 125.6 O. 095 268.1 4 

Gree n 126.7 O. 093 266,2 6 

Murray 92.8 0,107 253,3 8 

Munerlyn 113.5 0,092 251,5 10 
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ACC o l~osto~ College 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (rnneters/rnin) (player Ioad/rntr) Score Rank 

~ McFarlane :1.05.’! 0.:1.09 268.6 

Ohai 96.4 0.108 258.4 4 

IVlu ne rlyn        104.5            0.101           256         6 
| I 

Murray           96.3             0.099          244.8        8 
I                                              I 

Bowen 95 0.097 240.5 

..... ............................................... ! ...................................................................... ~i~ ............................................................................................................................................................... ~i~ .................................................................................................................................. ~ ................................... ! ...................................................... ~ ................................................... 
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Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/min) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Ohai 73.7 0.:1.4 283.7 

Dunn 123.4 0.099 271.9 4 

Gard ne r          74.8 0.’121 256.3 t5 

Bowen 96 0.089 229.5 8 

..... ............................................... ! ...................................................................... ~ ............................................................................................................................................................... ~ ................................................................................................................................. ~ ................................... ! ........................................................... ~ ........................................................ 
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Wake Forest 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/min) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Morris 108 0.113 277.5 2 

Ohai 104.4 0.107 264.9 4 

Newfield         122             0.098           259         6 
| 

gowen :1_03 0.094 244 8 

grigman 99.7 0.08 2:1.9.7 :!.0 
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Virginia 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player load/turf) Score Rank 

Morris 105.7 0.115 278.2 2 

Bowen          122.1            0.093           261.6        4 
| 

Green           115.5            0.092          253.5       6 
| 

Mu ne rlyn        103.8            0.095           246.3        8 
I                            ’ 

Murray 82 0.109 245.5 :!.0 
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Syracuse 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain)    (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

K McFarlane 

Munerlyn 

105.4 0.114 276.4 

117.8 0.096 261.8 

2 

4 

Green           117.5            0.086           246.5 
| | 

Bowen 113.6 0.084 239.6 
. I 

Murray 80.6 0.099 229.1 
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8oston Co  ege 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player load/turf) Score Rank 

K McFarlane 111.2 0.112 279.2 2 

Dunn 121.8 0.104 277.8 4 

Mu ne rlyn 110.5 0.097 256 6 
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C State 
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Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player load/turf) Score 

Newfield 107.7 0.108 269.7 

Ohai 101 0.108 263 

..... ~~ ................................. I ................................. ~i~ ............................................................................. ~i~ 
Ball 75.3 0.125 262.8 

II 

N ie Ise n          103.8            0.104           259.8 

Green 104.2 0.086 233.2 

Hybrid 

Rank 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
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Pitts 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Dunn 129.9 0.108 291.9 :~ 

Bowen 133.2 0.095 275.7 4 

Nielsen          119.6            0.098          266.6        6 
I I 

Ohai 

Murray 

97.4 0.11 262.4 

95.5 0.099 244 

8 

10 
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Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Elby 107.2 0.11 272.2 2 

K McFarlane 105.8 0.103 260.3 4 

Green           107.5            0.091           244         6 
I 

Ohai 90 0.099 238.5 8 

Brigman 85.9 0.082 208.9 10 
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Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rnin)    (player Ioad/rntr) Score Rank 

Dunn 

Morris 

Ohai 

Gardner 

130.8 0.096 274.8 

104.8 0.111 271.3 

101.3 0.108 263.3 

99.8 0.105 257.3 

2 

4 

6 

8 

Brigman 101.1 0.092 239.1 10 
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otre Dame 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

gruder 131.5 0.106 290.5 2 

Dunn 116.3 0.104 272.3 4 

95.6 0.113 265.1 Castle be rry 

Ohai 98.8 0.104 254.8 

6 

8 

Brigman 99,3 0,083 223.8 10 
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Virginia Tech 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

~ McFarlane :1_:1_3.4 0.12:1. 294.9 :~ 

Dunn :1.30.3 0.098 277.3 4 

Morris 102.3 0.109 265.8 6 

Ohai             98.8             0.104          254.8        8 
I                            ~ 

Gree n 94.8 0.105 252.3 10 
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West Virginia 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

~ McFarlane "1"12.9 0.’!"14 283.9 

Dunn 126.6 0.101 278.1 4 

Castl e be rry       110.2             O. 101           261.7        6 
| 

Ohai 101 0.1 251 8 

grigma n 91.1 O. 083 2:1.5.6 10 
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UCLA 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Dunn :1.28.4 0.’!04 284.4 

Munerlyn 112:1. 0.:!_03 275.5 4 

Ball 98.2 0.111 264.7 6 

Murray           97.8             0.103           252.3        8 
I                                              I 

grigman :1.00.8 0.09:1. 237.3 10 
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Kennesaw State 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player       (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Green 74.4 0.135 276.9 2 

Ga rd ne r 69 0.131 265.5 4 

Ohai 93.7 0.104 249.7 7 

Bowen 78.8 0.109 242.3 9 
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ew Mexico 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (rneters/rnin}    (player Ioad/rntr) Score Rank 

K McFarlane 

Dunn 

Morris 

111.7 0.108 273.7 

124.2 0.095 266.7 

97.6 0.11 262.6 

2 

4 

6 

Green 112.8 0.089 246.3 8 

grigman 85 0.087 215.5 20 
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VC 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

Morris 114.7 0.117 290.2 2 

K McFarlane 119.3 0.104 275.3 4 

Ball             80.5             0.129           274        6 
| 

Ne wfie I d 119.1 O. 097 264.6 8 

B rigma n 103.7 O. 092 241.7 10 
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Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

Player (meters/rnin)    (player Ioad/rntr) Score Rank 

Morris 

Newfield 

K McFarlane 

Green 

108.9 0.112 276.9 

119.7 0.101 271.2 

112.8 0.1 262.8 

116.2 0.09 251.2 

2 

4 

6 

8 

Brigman 94,3 0.09 229.3 10 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 10:53 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Surf Cup - San Diego 

From= ~eliteprospectzone.com] 
Sent-" Tuesda$ 11:51 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:    : Surf Cup - San Diego: 

Hello Coach Don’a~qce, 
I hope you had a great season! 
I am following up from my last email to let you to know- that I’ve been working ve~31 hard in the classroom and on the field. It is my goal is to be recruited by Universib’ of 
North Carolina. 
Position: Defender 

Sh~cerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

social networldng 

Chris, 
See if you can find out what year i~ in school and what ACC team she has committed to ..... thank you, 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 12:23 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A TV; Sander, Thomas J; UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: social networking 
Dear Coaches, 

I’ve been told that plays for central ~ and roll be attending Universi~ ofNo~th C~xolina ne:~ year to play soccer. 

Thought you should know the unspo~tsmanlike attitude she has off field especially towmds other teams she plays and loses to. She started and argument on the field 

with a player and kept it going in the l~rldng lot when the bus was leaving. The girl she argued ruth was obviously scmed of her and backed off; but her she kept it up 

with a few players. Her team lost- faJr and square. Then she took to Twitter and made it worst. 

This is what she had to say .... 

removed by 
sender. 

If this is how players at central                   , and University of North Carolina treat people who don’t play as mnch as them, then I’m glad I don’t play for 

and feel even better that I chose a different ACC school 

Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:04 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 
i ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc, edu; 
, ~live.unc.edu); 
( ~aol.com); 
i ~live.unc.edu); 
( ~gmail.com); 

~live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com); 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~email.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 
~live.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com; 
~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc. edu); nicole lava (nfava@uncaa.unc. edu); 
~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu>; 
~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 
~live.unc.edu); 

@live.unc.edu); 
@live.unc.edu); 

@rocketmail.com; 
~yahoo.com; 

~email.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; 

@hotmail.com; 
~gmail.com; 

~aol.com; 
~gmail.com 

@gmail.com; 
@ymail.com; 

~gmail.com; 
~email.unc.edu; 

@live.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com; 

~gmail.com; 

~live.unc.edu); 
~icloud.com) < 

@live.unc.edu); 
~live.unc.edu); 

~live.unc.edu); 
@gmail.com); 

~yahoo.com); 
~gmail.com; 
~live.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu; 
~comcast.net; 
~email.unc.edu; 

~live.unc.edu; 
~live.unc.edu); 

~yahoo.com; 

FW: Updated Match Analysis thru Liberty (NCAA) 

UNC          Match Analysis thru Liberty (NCAA).xlsx 

Ladies, 

The latest production data!! Production is the birth place of soccer millionaires!! 

F rom: 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:55 AM 
To: Gatz, Gregory; Dorrance, Albert A IV;      ~aol.com; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Updated Match Analysis thru Liberty (NCAA) 

Hi coaches, 

Attached is the updated match analysis spreadsheet with formulas that Jason created last year. Sorry that it’s been a few 

games since I’ve sent this one out. 

As always, let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 
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5 "[i ]]Y ~2 3 4 ~2 0    0 0    ~ -2-    0    ~0 .£10 708 46.621    0.25 

24.02i 0.25 

26.811 0.13 

22.251 0.20 

18.54,,[ 0.25 

18.80 0.08 

22,72 0.28 

16,43 0.08 

17.10 0.10 

14.01j~ 0.20 

I0.50~ 0.00 

9.19~l 0.03 

6.28~. 0.08 

.I_~I~i[I 

0.00 

0.03 

0.030 ° 
0 

o 
o 

o 

o.ooi o.oo o.ooi 
~);~ 7.69 8.69i 

3.08i 1.78 2.781 0.02 

o.oo1 o.oo o.ooi o.oc 
~}~-~1 0.89 o.89i o.o~. 

1.03[ i.i7 i.i71 0.0~ 

ol o oi c 
oi o ol c 
o[ o ol c 
oi o oi c 
ol o ol c 
o[ o oi c 
o[ o oi c 

0.05 

O.OC 

0.01 

10.251 14.12 22.121 0.07 

6.15! 6.14 11.14i 0.04 

10.2.~ 6.02 9.02i 0.07 
5.131 5.81 8.8ii 0.03 

¯ I:~Ii 
9.25 13.251 0.05 

10.28~ 6.04 li.041 0.07 
3.081 6.30 7.301 0.02 

11.28i, 5.72 11.72i 0.0~ 
3.08i 8.93 10.931 0.0~ 

8.20! s.01 7.011 



Cell: R6 

Comment: Index of how powerful a player is a creating attack - Danger Meter of sorts -includes shots, shots on goal, all sequences and weighted for goals and assists 

Cell: $6 

Comment: % of goal scoring sequences a player is involved in 

Cell:T6 

Comment: How involved a player is in goal scoring sequences taking into account their involvement in GA sequences as well. 

Cell: U6 

Comment: General Production 

Cell: V6 

Comment: Weighted production -adds points for goals and assists 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 
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Goals 
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o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 

Minutes 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 

0 
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6 Production W 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 #DIV/0! 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 #DIV/0! 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 #DIV/0! 

17 #DIV/0! 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 #DIV/0! 
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27 #DIV/0! 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 #DIV/0! 
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35 #DIV/0! 

36 #DIV/0! 

37 #DIV/0! 
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42 #DIV/O! 
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A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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t o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

20.04385965 

35.26923077 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

30.22222222 

#DIV/0! 

2 

#DIV/0! 

GF 
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0 

0 
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i o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 
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iAttack index 

S 

% 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
66 0 0 
90 0 0 
5 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

57 1.5 17.54385965 

65 3 30.76923077 

51 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

13 0 0 
77 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

61 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

90 3 22.22222222 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

30 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

35 I 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

34 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

77 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

60 0 0 0 
53 39.73584906 3 37.73584906 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

38 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 0 #DIV/0! 

992 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 oi oi 
lO oi 
11 #DIV/O! 0i 

12 18.54385965i 0.142857143 

13 31.76923077i 0.285714286 

14 0i 

15 #DIV/O! 0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/O! Oi 

19 #DIV/O! Oi 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 24.222222221 0.285714286 

26 #DIV/O[ 
i 

Ol 

27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 O[ Ol 

30 #DIV/0! 0i 

31 #DIV/O! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 #DIV/O! 0i 

36 #DIV/0! 0i 

37 O[ 0l 

38 37.73584906i 0.285714286 

39 #DIV/0! 0i 

40 O[ 0i 

41 #DIV/O! Oi 

42 #DIV/0! 0l 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

10 Gray 

11 Worth 

12 Green 

13 Ohai 

14 Munerlyn 

15 Nigro 

16 Boyles 

17 K. McFarlane 

18 D. McFarlane 

19 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

21 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

31 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

41 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 
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o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

C~ 

Minutes 

45 

80 

85 

20 

0 

48 

57 

46 
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32 

52 

10 

0 

10 
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0 

35 

57 

0 

35 

10 

32 

23 

10 

27 
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53 

10 

21 

66 

39 
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28 

0 

0 
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Total Production 

0 

12,5 

4 

1,5 

#DIV/0! 

2 

42,5877193 

1,5 

#DiV/0! 

32.25 

0,5 

0 
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0 
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iAttack Index 
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Production G 

0 

12.5 

0 

0 
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0 

35.0877193 

0 
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V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 
7 0i Oi 

8 12.5i 0.071428571 

9 oi oi 
lO oi 
11 #DIV/O! Oi 

12 0i Oi 

13 37.0877193i 0.142857143 

14 Oi 
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17 0i Oi 

18 Oi 
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20 O[ Oi 
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24 O[ Ol 
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28 O[ Oi 
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31 O[ Ol 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ Ol 

34 18.86792453i 0.071428571 

35 o[ oi 
36 O[ Ol 

37 15.151515151 0.071428571 

38 26.641025641 0.071428571 

39 #DIV/O[ Ol 

40 o[ oi 
41 #DIV/O! Oi 

42 #DIV/O! Oi 
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6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 
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Goals 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 
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0 
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11 
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o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

13.98701299 

0 

#DIV/0! 

3.5 

17.69863014 

0 

#DiV/0! 

1.5 

2 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 

21.83333333 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 

0 

20.33333333 

#DiV/0! 

0 

#DiV/0! 

0 

27.5 

#DiV/0! 

34.33333333 

#DiV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 0 

0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack index 

45 0 
80 0 
77 1.5 
7 0 
0 0 
55 0 
73 1.5 
39 0 
0 0 
31 0 
66 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
48 1.5 
0 0 
0 0 
45 0 
75 1.5 
0 0 
36 0 
0 0 
17 0 0 
40 1.5 25 
0 0 #D~V/0! 

30 1.5 33.33333333 
0 0 #D~V/0! 
80 0.5 0 0 
0 #DiV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
0 #DiV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

49 0 0 0 
59 0 0 0 
0 #DiV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

38 1.5 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

99O 

U 
Production G 

0 
0 

12.98701299 
0 

#DIV/O! 

0 

13.69863014 

0 

#DIV/O! 

0 

0 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

20.83333333 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

0 

13.33333333 

#DIV/O! 

0 

#DIV/O! 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 13.98701299i 0.166666667 

lO oi 
11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 0i 0i 

13 14.69863014i 0.166666667 

14 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 21.83333333i 0.166666667 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0!    i 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 14.333333331 0.166666667 

26 #DIV/0! 
i 

0i 

27 0[ 0l 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 O[ Ol 

30 261 0.166666667 

31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 34.33333333i 0.166666667 

33 #DIV/0! 0i 

34 0i 0i 

35 #DIV/0! 0i 

36 #DIV/0! 0i 

37 O[ 0l 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/0[ 0l 

40 O[ Ol 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0l 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io 11 io o o io o o io o 

o i11 i11 o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i11 i11 o io 11 o io 
o 1io o 

o io io 1io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io 11 o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i2 iI o iI o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
11 il io o iI o 

o io 
o o io o 

o il io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
11 io io o io o 1il o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
4 i2o i~ ~ i~ ~ ~ i~ 11 11 io o 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

c~ 
Minutes 

45 
61 
90 
15 
0 
39 
52 
49 
0 
31 
45 
29 
0 
15 
90 
0 
0 
36 
0 
0 
36 
9 
23 
26 
15 
52 
0 
75 
15 
28 
78 
0 
0 
36 
0 
0 

990 

R 

Total Production 

22.22222222 

0 

23.72222222 

0 

#DIV/0! 

54.28205128 

64.69230769 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

34.25806452 

1.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

1.5 

0 

89.45652174 

38.46153846 

0 

19.23076923 

#DIV/0! 

15.33333333 

0 

37.21428571 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

56.55555556 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 

GF % 

0.333333333 
o 

0.666666667 

0 

0 

0.666666667 

0 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.666666667 

0.333333333 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0.666666667 

0 

0 

T 

Attacklndex 

1.333333333 

0 

2.666666667 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

4 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

1.333333333 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

0 

0 



6 

7 

V 

Production W 

U 

Production G 

22.22222222 

0 

22.22222222 

0 

#DIVI0! 
51.28205128 
57.69230769 

0 

#DIVI0! 
32.25806452 

0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 
0 

86.95652174 
38.46153846 

0 
19.23076923 

#DIVI0! 
13.33333333 

0 
35.71428571 

0 

#DIVI0! 
#DIV/0! 
55.55555556 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

w 
1% of Potency 

0.058823529 
o 

0.117647059 
o 
o 

0.117647059 
0.176470588 

o 
o 

0.058823529 

22.22222222 
8 0 
9 23.22222222 
10 0 
11 #DIV/0! 

12 52.28205128 

13 59.69230769 

14 0 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 32.25806452 

17 0 0 

18 0 0 

19 #DIV/0! 0 

20 0 0 
21 0 0 
22 #DIV/O! 0 

23 #DIV/0! 0 

24 0 0 

25 #DIV/O! 0 

26 #DIV/0! 0 

27 0 0 

28 0 0 

29 87.95652174 0.117647059 

30 38.46153846 0.058823529 

31 0 0 
32 19.23076923 0.058823529 
33 #DIV/0! 0 

34 13.33333333 0.058823529 

35 0 0 

36 36.71428571 0.058823529 

37 0 0 

38 #DIV/0! 0 

39 #DIV/0! 0 

40 56.55555556 0.117647059 

41 #DIV/0! 0 

42 #DIV/0! 0 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i11 io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i’~ i2 o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
11 i11 io 11io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i23 i8 11 i11 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

2.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

2 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

3 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

19.34567901 

#DIV/0! 

0 

GF 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
63 0 0 
83 0 0 
3 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

39 0 0 

69 0 0 

49 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

30 0 0 
60 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

72 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

81 2 12.34567901 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

41 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

26 0.5 0 0 

9 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/O! 0 #DIV/O! 

18 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

68 0.5 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

10 0 0 0 
81 0 0 0 
53 4 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

47 22,77659574 2 21.27659574 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

992 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 oi oi 
lO oi 
11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 0i 0i 

13 0i 0i 

14 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 13.345679011 0.5 

26 #DIV/O[ 
i 

Ol 

27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 O[ Ol 

30 o[ oi 
31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 #DIV/0! Oi 

36 O[ Ol 

37 O[ Ol 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/O[ Ol 

40 22.27659574 i 0.5 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/O! Ol 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i2 i11 o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
11 i11 i0 0 i0 11 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i11 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
2 i0 i0 11i0 0 11i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
B i118 i8 B i2 11 11 i11 0 0 i0 o 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

c~ 
Minutes 

45 
75 
90 
6 
0 
55 
69 
61 
0 
29 
65 
0 
0 
0 
50 
0 
0 
45 
61 
21 
52 
0 
34 
15 
13 
27 
0 
63 
0 
0 
65 
19 
0 
29 
0 
0 

989 

R 

Total Production 

0 

0 

11.11111111 

0 

#DIV/0! 

4 

17.49275362 

2 

#DIV/0! 

37.48275862 

15.38461538 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

18.89344262 

1 

2 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

0 

38.53703704 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 
o 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

o 
0.333333333 

0 

0 

0.333333333 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 
0.333333333 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0 0 

#DIVI0! 0 

#DIVI0! 0 

0.5 0 

107.2631579 0.666666667 

#DIVI0! 0 

0 0 

#DIVI0! 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

T 

Attack Index 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

0 

0 

0 

0 



6 

7 

V 

Production W 

U 

Production G 

0 

0 

11.11111111 

0 

#DIVI0! 
0 

14.49275362 
0 

#DIV/0! 
34.48275862 

15.38461538 

#DIVI0! 
#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 
16.39344262 

0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
0 
0 
0 

37.03703704 

#DIV/0! 
0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 
105.2631579 

#DIV/0! 
o 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 

8 0 

9 11.11111111 

10 0 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 0 

13 15.49275362 

14 0 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 35.48275862 

17 15.38461538 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 0 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 0 

25 17.39344262 

26 0 

27 0 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 0 

3O 0 

31 0 

32 38.03703704 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 0 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 #DIV/0! 

37 0 

38 107.2631579 

39 #DIV/0! 

4O 0 

41 #DIV/0! 

42 #DIV/0! 

43 

W 

i% of Potency 

0 

0 

0.125 

0 

0 

0 

0.125 

0 

0 

0.125 

0.125 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.125 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.125 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.25 

0 

0 

0 

0 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

:~0 Gray 

:~1 Worth 

:~2 Green 

13 Ohai 

14 Munerlyn 

15 Nigro 

16 Boyles 

17 K. McFarlane 

18 D. McFarlane 

19 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

21 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

31 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

41 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i~ i~ o io o o lo o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i~ i~ 1io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io 1io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

11.11111111 

0 

#DIV/0! 

21.33333333 

35.16901408 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

0 

14.92537313 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

14.70588235 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

19.51351351 

0 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

45.97826087 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

22.22222222 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

o 
0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack index 

45 0 
75 0 
90 1.5 
7 0 
0 0 
48 1.5 
71 3 
67 0 
0 0 
29 0 
67 1.5 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
68 1.5 
0 0 
0 0 
45 0 
74 1.5 
16 0 
53 0 
0 0 
23 1.5 
13 0 
o o 
34 0 0 
o o #D~V/0! 

45 1.5 22.22222222 

o o #D~V/0! 
11 0 0 0 
90 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

20 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

991 

U 
Production G 

0 
0 

11.11111111 

0 

#DIV/O! 

20.83333333 

28.16901408 

0 

#DIV/O! 

0 

14.92537313 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

14.70588235 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

0 

13.51351351 

0 

0 

#DIV/O! 

43.47826087 

0 

#DIV/O! 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 
7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 11.11111111i 0.111111111 

10 0i 

11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 20.83333333i 0.111111111 

13 29.16901408i 0.222222222 

14 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 14.92537313 i 0.111111111 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0!    i 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 14.70588235i 0.111111111 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0!    i 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 14.51351351[ 0.111111111 

26 0i 0i 

27 0[ 0l 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 44.47826087i 0.111111111 

30 o[ oi 
31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 22.22222222i 0.111111111 

35 #DIV/0! 0i 

36 O[ 0l 

37 O[ 0l 

38 #DIV/0! 0i 

39 #DIV/0! 0i 

40 O[ 0i 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0l 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o o io o o io o 



0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iO/A~(]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/A~(]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/A~(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/AK]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/AK]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

~) uo!~3npoJd 

i0/Al(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 

i i0/Ai~# 

i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIAiO~ 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIAiO~ 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 

i0/AI~# i i0/AI~# 

xaPUl ~ellVi % aO 

± S 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 
io 
io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

[66 

0 

0 

SE 

0 

0 

9/ 

0 

06 

0 

0 

9 

0 

OE 

Sl~ 

0 

0 

9/ 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

O6 

08 

uo!l:)npoJd lelOl 

oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi SlelOli 



6 

7 

V 

Production W 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 0i 
13 0i 
~4 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 0i 
17 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 0i 

22 #DIV/O! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 0i 
25 0i 
26 0i 
27 0i 

28 #DIV/O! 

29 0i 

30 0i 
31 #DIV/0! 

32 0i 
33 #DIV/O! 

34 O[ 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 0i 

37 0i 

38 #DIV/0! 

39 #DIV/0! 

40 O[ 

41 #DIV/0! 

42 #DIV/O! 

43 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o o io o o io o 



U 

Production G 

O 
6 I0 plus 

7 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Q 

Minutes 

45 
57 
90 
11 

0 
49 
84 
0 
0 
12 

70 
0 
0 
0 
85 
0 
0 
45 
78 
19 

43 
0 
55 
33 
4 
47 
0 
69 
0 
0 
75 
0 
0 
20 
0 
0 

99~ 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

T 

iAttack Index 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

i 
#DIV/O! 

i 
#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIVIO! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIVIO! 

#DIV/O! 

i #DIV/O! 
#DIVIO! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 
#DIV/O! 

oi o 
8 0i 0 

9 0i 0 

10 0 0 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 0i 0 
13 0 0 
14 #DIV/0! 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 0i 0 
17 0 0 
18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

2_0 #DIV/O! 

21 0 0 
22 #DIV/O! 
23 #DIV/O! 
24 O[ 0 

25 0i 0 
26 0i 0 
27 0i 0 

28 #DIV/O! 

29 0i 0 

30 0i 0 
31 0i 0 
32 0i 0 
33 #DIVI0! #DIV/0! 

34 0i 0 
35 #DIVI0! #DIV/0! 

36 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 

37 0i 0 

38 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 

39 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 

40 0i 0 

41 #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

42 #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

43 



6 

7 

V 

Production W 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 0i 
13 0i 

14 #DIV/0! 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 0i 
17 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 0i 

22 #DIV/O! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 0i 
25 0i 
26 0i 
27 0i 

28 #DIV/O! 

29 0i 

30 0i 
31 0i 
32 0i 
33 #DIV/O! 
34 0i 
35 #DIV/0! 

36 #DIV/0! 

37 0i 

38 #DIV/0! 

39 #DIV/0! 

40 O[ 

41 #DIV/0! 

42 #DIV/O! 

43 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i11 io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i4 i2 o il o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
11 io io 11io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

3 i211 i9 3 i2 2 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 

Minutes 

45 

90 

76 

24 

0 

61 

78 

0 

0 

26 

76 

0 

0 

0 

67 

0 

0 

45 

64 

0 

40 

0 

62 

23 

21 

0 

0 

76 

0 

0 

58 

0 

0 

59 

0 

0 

991 

R 

Total Production 

0 

0 

13.65789474 

0 

#DIV/0! 

4.5 

3 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

17.42537313 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

55.375 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

21.12903226 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

14.15789474 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 
o 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0.333333333 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 
0.333333333 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0.333333333 

0 
0 

0 0 

#DIVI0! 0 

#DIVI0! 0 

0 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

T 

Attack Index 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 



6 

7 

V 

Production W 

0 

0 

13.15789474 

U 

Production G 

0 

0 

13.15789474 

0 

#DIVl0! 
0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 
14.92537313 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 
46.875 

#DIVI0! 
o 

#DIV/0! 
16.12903226 

0 
0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 
13.15789474 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 
#DIV/0! 

W 
i% of Potency 

0 

0 

0.142857143 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

8 

9 

10 0 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 0 

13 0 

14 #DIV/0! 

15 #DIV/0! 

16 0 

17 0 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 15.92537313 0.142857143 

22 #DIV/O! 0 

23 #DIV/0! 0 

24 0 0 

25 49.875 0.428571429 

26 #DIV/0! 0 

27 0 0 

28 #DIV/0! 0 

29 17.12903226 0.142857143 

30 0 0 

31 0 0 

32 #DIV/O! 0 

33 #DIV/O! 0 

34 14.15789474 0.142857143 

35 #DIV/0! 0 

36 #DIV/0! 0 

37 0 0 

38 #DIV/0! 0 

39 #DIV/0! 0 

40 0 0 

41 #DIV/0! 0 

42 #DIV/0! 0 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i7 i2 o i11 o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 i11 o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i2 i11 o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i34 i1111 11 i11 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

6.5 

2.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

1.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

16.01351351 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

2.5 

4 

0 

#DIV/0! 

GF 

0 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
i o 
i o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
90 0 0 
90 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

70 0 0 

74 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

16 0 0 
70 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

74 2 13.51351351 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

74 0 0 

25 0 0 

39 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

65 21.88461538 2 15.38461538 

20 1,5 0 0 

14 0 0 0 
51 2 0 0 
0 #DIV/O! 0 #DIV/0! 

53 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 
53 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/O! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

991 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 oi oi 
10 #DIV/0! 0i 

11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 0i 0i 

13 0i 0i 

14 #DIV/0! 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 14.51351351i 0.5 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! i 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 O[ Oi 

26 O[ Ol 

27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 16.38461538i 0.5 

30 o[ oi 
31 O[ Ol 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 o[ oi 
36 O[ 0l 

37 O[ 0i 

38 #DIV/0! 0i 

39 #DIV/0! 0i 

40 #DIV/O! 0i 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0i 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
11 i0 i0 11i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i11 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i11 i11 0 i11 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i11 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i2 i11 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
0 i0 i0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 
2 i118 i8 2 i2 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

23.12903226 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

0 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

18.83333333 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

22.73913043 

0 

0 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

15.83333333 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 
o 
0 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

o 
0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
90 0 0 
90 0 0 
o o #D~V/0! 
0 0 #D~V/0! 

41 0 0 

62 1.5 16.12903226 

35 0 0 

o o #D~V/0! 
9 0 0 

86 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

60 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

75 1.5 13.33333333 

9 0 0 

36 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

46 1.5 21.73913043 

30 0 0 

4 0 0 

48 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

75 1.5 13.33333333 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

62 0.5 0 0 
43 2 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

991 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 oi oi 
10 #DIV/O! 0i 

11 #DIV/O! Oi 

12 0i 0i 

13 17.12903226i 0.25 

14 0i 

15 #DIV/O! Oi 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/O! Oi 

19 #DIV/O! Oi 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 14.33333333[ 0.25 

26 0[ 0l 

27 01 0l 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 22.73913043i 0.25 

30 o[ oi 
31 O[ Ol 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 14.33333333i 0.25 

35 #DIV/0! 0l 

36 #DIV/0! 0l 

37 0i 0i 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/0[ 0l 

40 #DIV/O! 0i 

41 #DIV/O! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0i 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i11 i11 11 io o o i11 o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
11 i2 iI 1io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o il io o iI o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io 11 o io 
o o io o 

o i~ iI o io o 1io 11 1io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
s i2~ i~ ~ i~ 2 ~ i11 2 2 i2 2 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 2 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 1 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 1 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 1 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 5 

c~ 
Minutes 

45 
0 
90 
5 
0 
46 
69 
50 
4 
17 
67 
7 
0 
0 
78 
0 
0 
45 
74 
11 
40 
0 
35 
27 
0 
50 
0 
90 
0 
6 
90 
45 
0 
0 
0 
0 

991 

R 

Total Production 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

1 

33.48550725 

44.5 

0 

0.5 

76.12686567 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

39.96153846 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

47.54054054 

0.5 

51.5 

S 
GF% 

0 
0 
o 
0 

0 

o 
0.666666667 

0.666666667 

o 
o 

1.666666667 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 
o 

0.666666667 

#DIV/0! 0 

0 0 

0 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

43 0.666666667 

#DIV/0! 0 

11.61111111 0.333333333 

#DIV/0! 0 

0 0 

11.11111111 0.333333333 

91.38888889 1.333333333 

#DIV/0! 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

T 

Attack Index 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

2.666666667 

0 

0 

6.666666667 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

0 

0 

4 

0 

2.666666667 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2.666666667 

0 

1.333333333 

0 

0 

1.333333333 

5.333333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 



6 

7 

U 

Production G 

V 

Production W 

W 

i% of Potency 

0 

0 

0 0 

8 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

9 0 0 

10 0 0 0 

11 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

12 0 0 0 

13 28.98550725 29.98550725 0.08 

14 40 42 0.08 

15 0 0 0 
16 0 0 0 
17 74.62686567 75.62686567 0.2 

18 0 0 0 

19 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

20 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

21 38.46153846 39.46153846 0.12 

22 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

23 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

24 0 0 0 

25 40.54054054 42.54054054 0.12 

26 0 0 0 

27 50 50 0.08 

28 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

29 0 0 0 

30 0 0 0 

31 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

32 40 41 0.08 

33 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

34 11.11111111 11.11111111 0.04 

35 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

36 0 0 0 

37 11.11111111 11.11111111 0.04 

38 88.88888889 88.88888889 0.16 

39 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

40 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

41 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

42 #DIV/0! #DIV/0! 0 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io 11io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 i11 o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i11~ is 11 i11 11 o io o o io o 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0.5 

2 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

14.11111111 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

15.61111111 

1.5 

0 

GF 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

i o 
i o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
i o 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

32 0 0 

67 0 0 

74 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

90 2 11.11111111 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

90 2 11.11111111 

8 0 0 

26 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

50 20 2 20 

12 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

1 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 0 

29 1.5 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

60 0.5 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

989 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 
7 

8 #DIVI0! 0i 

9 oi oi 
10 #DIV/0! 0i 

11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 0i 0i 

13 0i 0i 

14 0i 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 #DIV/0! 0i 

17 12.11111111i 0.333333333 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! i 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 12.11111111[ 0.333333333 

26 O[ Ol 

27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 20i 0.333333333 

30 o[ oi 
31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 #DIV/0! 0i 

36 #DIV/0! 0i 

37 O[ 0l 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/0[ 0l 

40 O[ Ol 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0l 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i2 i11 o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i11 io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i2 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i11 io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i2 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i22 i~ 11 i11 o o io o o io o 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

20 

18.01351351 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

2 

2 

2 

#DIV/0! 

GF 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
i o 
i o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

50 2 20 

74 2 13.51351351 
52 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

85 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

58 0 0 

20 0 0 

53 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

46 0.5 0 0 

0 #DIV/O! 0 #DIV/O! 

0 #DIV/O! 0 #DIV/O! 

52 1 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0.5 0 0 

5 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0.5 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

45 1 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

99O 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 
7 

8 #DIVI0! 0i 

9 oi oi 
10 #DIV/0! 0i 

11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 20i 0.5 

13 14.51351351i 0,5 

14 0i 0i 

15 #DIV/0! 0i 

16 #DIV/0! 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 O[ Oi 

26 O[ Ol 

27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 O[ Ol 

30 #DIV/0! 0i 

31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 o[ oi 
36 #DIV/0[ 0l 

37 O[ 0l 

38 #DIV/0! 0i 

39 #DIV/0! 0i 

40 O[ Ol 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0l 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 
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0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iO/A~(]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/A~(]# 

iO/A~(]# 

iO/AK]# 

iO/AK]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/AK]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/AK]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/AK]# 
iO/AK]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/Al(]# 

iO/AK]# 

~) uo!~3npoJd 

i0/Al(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 
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i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i0/Ai(]# 

i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 
i i0/Ai~# 

i i0/Ai~# 

i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIAiO~ 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIA~O# 
i iOIAiO~ 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 
i iol^io# 

i0/AI~# i i0/AI~# 

xaPUl ~ellVi % aO 

± S 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

io 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

i0/AIO# 

~66 

0 

0 

EE 

0 

~S 

06 

S 

0 

06 

0 

E~ 

0 

0 

0 

ES 

S 

0 

S~ 

0 

0 

~S 

0 

0 

0 

06 

L 

0 

/L 

9E 

0 

0 

~9 

O6 

uo!l:)npoJd lelOl 

0i 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
oi 
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oi 
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oi 
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oi 
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oi 
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oi 
oi 
oi SlelOli 

0 Ei~ 
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0 ~i~ 

00i~ 

0 617 
0 gE 

0 /E 

0 917 

0 SE 

0 bE 

0 1717 

0 2E 

0 ~E 

00E 

0 62 

0 172 

0 /2 

0 92 

0 ~2 

0 Iz2 

0 E2 

0 22 

0 ~2 

0 02 

0 6~ 

0 17~ 
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0 9~ 

0 ~ 
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6 

7 

V 

Production W 

8 

9 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 

13 

14 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 0i 
17 Oi 
18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 0i 
27 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 0i 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 0i 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 0i 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 0i 

37 0i 

38 0i 

39 #DIV/O! 

40 0i 

41 #DIV/0! 

42 #DIV/O! 

43 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 
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o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io 11io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i’~ i’~ o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

~ i22 i1111 2 i2 11 11 i11 11 o io o 



t o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

23.83333333 

33.66901408 

35.98275862 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

32.14102564 

1.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

o 
o 
o 
0 

0 

0.5 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 
o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

45 0 0 
90 0 0 
90 0 0 
17 0 0 
o o #D~V/0! 

48 1.5 20.83333333 

71 3 28.16901408 

58 3 34.48275862 

o o #D~V/0! 
12 0 0 
80 0 0 
o o #D~V/0! 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

78 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

78 3 25.64102564 

2 0 0 

31 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

10 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

39 0 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

74 13.51351351 1.5 13.51351351 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

6 0 0 0 
61 0 0 0 
42 6 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

12 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

989 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 oi oi 
lO oi 
11 #DIV/O! 0i 

12 21.83333333i 0.125 

13 29.16901408 i 0.25 

14 35.482758621 0.25 

15 #DIV/0! 
i 

0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/O! 0i 

19 #DIV/O! Oi 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 27.64102564 [ O. 25 

26 O[ Ol 

27 01 0i 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 #DIV/0! 0l 

30 o[ oi 
31 #DIV/O! 0i 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 13.51351351i 0.125 

35 #DIV/O! Oi 

36 O[ Ol 

37 O[ Ol 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/O[ Ol 

40 O[ Ol 

41 #DIV/O! Oi 

42 #DIV/O! Ol 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 
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o i11 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i~ i11 o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

2 i119 i8 2 i2 11 11 i0 0 0 i0 0 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Minutes Total Production 

0 

0 

10.30927835 

0 

#DIV/0! 

23.40816327 

17.83333333 

19.89344262 

#DIV/0! 

1.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

10.30927835 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

16.73595506 

#DIV/0! 

0 

iAttack Index 

45 0 
33 0 
97 1.5 
10 0 
0 0 
49 1.5 
75 1.5 
61 1.5 
0 0 
46 0 
89 0 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
97 1.5 
0 0 
0 0 
52 0 
89 1.5 
0 0 
37 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
8 0.5 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

37 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
66 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
5 0 0 0 

97 0 0 0 
48 2.5 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

27 0,5 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

1068 

S 
GF% 

o 0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

U 

Production G 

0 

0 

10.30927835 

0 

#DIV/O! 

20.40816327 

13.33333333 

16.39344262 

#DIV/O! 

0 

0 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

10.30927835 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

0 

11.23595506 

#DIV/O! 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 0i 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 10.30927835i 0.166666667 

lO oi 
11 #DIV/0! 0i 

12 21.40816327i 0.166666667 

13 14.33333333 i 0.166666667 

14 17.39344262i 0.166666667 

15 #DIV/0! 
i 

0i 

16 0i 0i 

17 0i 0i 

18 #DIV/0! 0i 

19 #DIV/0! 0i 

20 #DIV/0! 0i 

21 10.30927835i 0.166666667 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0!    i 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 12.235955061 0.166666667 

26 #DIV/0! 
i 

0i 

27 0[ 0l 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 #DIV/0! 0l 

30 o[ oi 
31 #DIV/0! 0l 

32 O[ Oi 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 #DIV/0! 0l 

36 O[ Ol 

37 O[ 0i 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/O[ Ol 

40 O[ Ol 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/O! Ol 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 
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0 

2 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 
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t o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

0 

#DIV/0! 

13.11111111 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

17.42537313 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

0 

24.25581395 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

1 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

27.97402597 

0 

40.03703704 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

0 

55.55405405 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

12.11111111 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

25.75581395 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 
GF% 

0 
0 
0.5 
0 

0 

o 
0.5 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 
o 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

iAttack index 

45 0 
0 0 
90 1.5 
3 0 
0 0 
41 0 
67 1.5 
48 0 
0 0 
26 0 
86 3 
0 0 
0 0 
0 0 
90 0 
0 0 
0 0 
45 0 
77 3 
5 0 
27 1.5 
0 0 
13 0 
4 0 
10 0 
37 3 
0 0 
90 0 
6 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

90 1.5 11.11111111 
46 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

43 1.5 23.25581395 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

989 

U 

Production G 

0 

#DIV/0! 

11.11111111 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

14.92537313 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

23.25581395 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

25.97402597 

0 

37.03703704 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

0 

54.05405405 

#DIV/0! 

0 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 
7 

8 #DIVI0! 0i 

10 0i 

12 0i 0i 

13 14.92537313i 0.090909091 

14 0i 

15 #DIV/O! Oi 

16 0i 0i 

17 24.25581395 i 0.181818182 

18 #DIV/O! Oi 

19 #DIV/O!    i Oi 

20 #DIV/O! 0i 

21 0i 0i 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! 0i 

24 O[ Ol 

25 25.97402597 [ O. 181818182 

26 O[ Ol 

27 38.037037041 0.090909091 

28 #DIV/0! 0l 

29 O[ Ol 

30 o[ oi 
31 O[ Ol 

32 54.05405405 [ O. 181818182 

33 #DIV/0[ 0l 

34 O[ Ol 

35 o[ oi 
36 #DIV/0[ 0l 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/0[ 0l 

40 24.25581395 [ 0.090909091 

41 #DIV/O! Oi 

42 #DIV/0! 0l 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i2 i11 11io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i2 i11 o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i211 i1111 11 i11 11 o io o o io o 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

12.61111111 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

3.5 

3 

2 

#DIV/0! 

1 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

17.61111111 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

GF 

0 
0 
1 
0 
0 

i o 
i o 

0 

0 

o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

o 
o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

11.11111111 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

0 0 
0 0 
90 2 
0 0 
0 0 
38 0 0 
73 0 0 
58 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/O! 

23 0 0 

90 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/O! 

0 0 #DIV/O! 

0 0 #DIV/O! 

90 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/O! 

0 0 #DIV/O! 

90 0 0 

90 2 11.11111111 

5 0 0 

27 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/O! 

9 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

26 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0.5 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

90 0 0 0 

52 21.23076923 2 19.23076923 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

49 2 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 0 #DIV/0! 

990 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 #DIV/0! 0i 

8 #DIV/0! 0i 

9 12.11111111i 0.333333333 

10 #DIV/0! Oi 

11 #DIV/0! i Oi 

12 0i Oi 

13 0i Oi 

14 Oi 

15 #DIV/0! Oi 

16 0i Oi 

17 Oi Oi 

18 #DIV/0! Oi 

19 #DIV/0! Oi 

20 #DIV/0! Oi 

21 Oi Oi 

22 #DIV/O! Oi 

23 #DIV/0! Oi 

24 O[ Ol 

25 12.11111111[ 0.333333333 

26 O[ Ol 

27 O[ Oi 

28 #DIV/O! Oi 

29 O[ Ol 

30 #DIV/O! Oi 

31 #DIV/0! Oi 

32 O[ Ol 

33 #DIV/0[ Ol 

34 O[ Ol 

35 #DIV/0! 0i 

36 #DIV/0! 0i 

37 O[ 0l 

38 19.23076923i 0.333333333 

39 #DIV/0! 0i 

40 O[ Oi 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0i 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i11 i11 o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o i11 i11 o io 11 o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i~ i2 o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o i11 io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
2 i7 i5 11 i11 11 o io o o io o 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

14.26470588 

18.85714286 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

1.5 

GF 

0 
0 
o 
0 

0 

i o 

0 

i o 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

0 0 
0 0 
93 0 0 
8 0 0 
0 0 #DIV/0! 

28 0 0 

85 2 11.76470588 

56 2 17.85714286 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

26 0 0 

93 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

93 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

93 0 0 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

0 0 #DIV/0! 

43 0 0 

0 #DlV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

8 0 0 0 

27 0 0 0 

0 #DIVIO! 0 #DIV/0! 

50 22.5 2 20 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

93 0 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

93 0 0 0 

67 3.5 0 0 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

66 0.5 0 0 
0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

1022 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 #DIV/0! 0i 

8 #DIV/0! 0i 

9 0i 
lO oi 
11 #DIV/0! Oi 

12 oi oi 
13 12.76470588i 0.333333333 
14 18.85714286i 0.333333333 
15 #DIV/0! 

, Oi 

16 0i Oi 

17 Oi Oi 

18 #DIV/0! Oi 

19 #DIV/0! Oi 

20 #DIV/0! Oi 

21 Oi Oi 

22 #DIV/0! 0i 

23 #DIV/0! Oi 

24 Oi Oi 

25 #DIV/0! Oi 

26 #DIV/0! 0i 

27 0i Oi 

28 #DIV/0! 0i 

29 0i 0i 

30 oi oi 
31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 21i 0.333333333 

33 #DIV/0! 0i 

34 O[ 0l 

35 #DIV/0! 0i 

36 #DIV/0! 0i 

37 0i 0i 

38 o[ oi 
39 #DIV/0[ 0l 

40 O[ Oi 

41 #DIV/0! 0i 

42 #DIV/0! 0i 

43 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o o io o o io o 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 

Minutes 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 

GF% 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

T 

iAttack Index 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 



V 

6 Production W 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 #DIV/0! 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 #DIV/0! 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 #DIV/0! 

17 #DIV/0! 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 #DIV/0! 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 #DIV/0! 

27 #DIV/0! 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 #DIV/0! 

37 #DIV/0! 

38 #DIV/0! 

39 #DIV/0! 

40 #DIV/0! 

41 #DIV/0! 

42 #DIV/O! 

43 

i% of 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



A 

6 Player 

7 Heaberlin 

8 Ball 

9 Brigman 

110 Gray 

111 Worth 

112 Green 

113 Ohai 

114 Munerlyn 

115 Nigro 

116 Boyles 

117 K. McFarlane 

118 D. McFarlane 

119 Parker 

20 Ramirez 

211 Bowen 

22 Thompson 

23 O’Halloran 

24 Sieloff 

25 Dunn 

26 Bruder 

27 Castleberry 

28 Harris 

29 Nielsen 

30 Lindquist 

311 Bill 

32 Morris 

33 Williamson 

34 Murray 

35 Firstenberg 

36 Bruce 

37 Gardner 

38 Newfield 

39 Rooney 

40 Elby 

411 Chiu 

42 Romero 

43 Total 

B 

Goals 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

11 

0 

11 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

C D     E FIG H I I J K LIM N 

Assists iShots iS.O.G 1 i2 3 4 i5 6 7 i8 9 
o 

io io o io o o io o o io o 

o i~ i2 o io 11 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

11 i4 i3 o il 11 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o il io 1io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

o io io o io o 
o io 

o o io o 
o io io o io o 

o io 
o o io o 

s i23 i112 4 i4 2 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 



o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
37 0 
38 0 
39 0 
40 0 
41 0 
42 0 
43 0 

Q 

Minutes 

0 

0 

90 

9 

0 

54 

67 

45 

22 

27 

80 

17 

0 

0 

90 

0 

0 

90 

0 

0 

42 

0 

50 

10 

8 

39 

0 

90 

0 

11 

82 

34 

0 

33 

0 

0 

990 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

24.22222222 

0 

#DIV/0! 

43.53703704 

36.35074627 

2 

2 

0 

0.5 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

28.30952381 

#DIV/0! 

47 

0 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

11.61111111 

#DIV/0! 

o 
o 

2.5 
o 
o 

2.5 
2.5 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 

1.25 
o 

2.5 
o 
o 
o 
o 

1.25 
o 

T 

iAttack Index 

S 

GF% 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0.5 

0.5 

o 
o 
o 
o 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.25 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0.25 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

0 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

22.22222222 

0 

#DIV/0! 

37.03703704 

29.85074627 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

23.80952381 

#DIV/0! 

40 

0 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

Ii.iiiiiiii 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 #DIV/O! Oi 

8 #DIV/O! Oi 

9 24.22222222i 0.2 

lO oi 
11 #DIV/O! Oi 

12 39.03703704 i O. 2 

13 31.85074627i 0.2 

14 0i Oi 

15 0i Oi 

16 0i Oi 

17 0i Oi 

18 Oi Oi 

19 #DIV/O! Oi 
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26 0 

27 0 

28 0 

29 0 

3O 0 

31 0 

32 0 

33 0 

34 0 

35 0 

36 0 

P 

i Totals 

io 

io 
io i2 
io 
io 

io 
io 
io 
io 
io 
io 
io 

io 

io io 
io 
io i2 
io 
io 
io 
io 
io 

Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

20.04385965 

2 

3.5 

54.28205128 

0.5 

4 

21.33333333 

0 

0 

4.5 

6.5 

0 

1 

0 

2O 

0 

23.83333333 

23.40816327 

0.5 

3.5 

0 

#DiV/0! 

43.53703704 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 

#DiV/0! 

GF% 

0 
0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack Index 

iO 0 

i57 1.5 

i48 0 

i55 0 

i39 3 

i39 0 

i55 0 

i48 1.5 

i33 0 

i49 0 

i61 0 

i70 0 

i41 0 

i46 0 

32 0 

50 1.5 

i36 0 

48 1.5 

i49 1.5 

i41 0 

38 0 

28 0 

1o o 
54 3 

[o o 
[o o 
[o o 
[o o 
[o o 
[1017 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

17.54385965 

0 

0 

51.28205128 

0 

0 

20.83333333 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

2O 

0 

20.83333333 

20.40816327 

0 

0 

0 

#DIV/O! 

37.03703704 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 #DIV/O! Oi 

8 18.54385965i 0.111111111 

9 0i Oi 

10 0i Oi 

11 52.28205128i 0.222222222 

12 0i Oi 

13 0i Oi 

14 20.83333333i 0.111111111 

15 0i Oi 

16 0i Oi 

17 0i Oi 

18 0i Oi 

19 0i Oi 

20 O[ Oi 

21 O[ Ol 

22 20[ 0.111111111 

23 O[ Ol 

24 21.83333333[ 0.111111111 

25 21.40816327[ 0.111111111 

26 O[ Ol 

27 O[ Oi 

28 O[ Oi 

29 #DIV/0[ 0l 

30 39.037037041 0.222222222 

31 #DIV/O! 0i 

32 #DIV/0! 0i 

33 #DIV/0! 0i 

34 #DIV/0! 0i 

35 #DIV/O! 0i 

36 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 
Assists 

0 

1 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 
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0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

6 

D 

Shots 
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5 

4 

4 

4 

2 

6 

0 

0 

4 

5 

6 

5 
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5 

3 

3 

2 

1 
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3 
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0 

0 

0 
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E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

2 iO 1 0 il 0 0 iO 0 0 
3 iO 0 0 il 1 0 iO 0 0 
1 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
3 il 0 0 il 1 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
3 iO 0 0 iO 0 1 iO 1 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

3 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 il 0 1 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

2 il 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

2 iO 1 1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
2 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
1 iO 0 0 iO 0 I iO 0 0 
~ 

io 
o o io o 

o io 
o o 

1 il o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
3 io ~ o io o 

o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 



t o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals 
Q 

Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

35.26923077 

42.5877193 

17.69863014 

64.69230769 

2 

17.49275362 

35.16901408 

0 

0 

3 

2.5 

23.12903226 

33.48550725 

0.5 

18.01351351 

0 

33.66901408 

17.83333333 

17.42537313 

3 

14.26470588 

#DIV/0! 

36.35074627 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

s 
GF% 

o 
0.2 
0.2 
o.1 
0.3 
o 

0.1 
0.2 
o 
o 
o 
o 

0.1 
0.2 
o 

0.1 
o 
0.2 
0.1 
0.1 
0 

0.1 
0 
0.2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

iAttack Index 

io o 

i65 2.2 

i57 2.2 

i73 I.I 

i52 3.3 

i69 0 

i69 I.I 

i71 2.2 

i72 0 

i84 0 

i78 0 

i74 0 

i62 I.I 

i69 2.2 

i67 0 

i74 1.1 

i78 0 

i71 2.2 

i75 1.1 

i67 1.1 

i73 0 

i85 1.1 

io 
o 

i67 2.2 

io 
o 

io 
o 

io 
o 

io 
o 

io 
o 

i1552 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/0! 

30.76923077 

35.0877193 

13.69863014 

57.69230769 

0 

14.49275362 

28.16901408 

0 

0 

0 

0 

16.12903226 

28.98550725 

0 

13.51351351 

0 

28.16901408 

13.33333333 

14.92537313 

0 

11.76470588 

#DIV/0! 

29.85074627 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



V 

6 Production W i% of 

7 #DIV/O! 

8 31.76923077i 
9 37.0877193i 
10 14.69863014i 
11 59.69230769i 
12 0i 
13 15.49275362i 
14 29.16901408i 
15 0i Oi 
16 0i Oi 
17 0i Oi 

18 0i Oi 

19 17.12903226i 0.045454545 

20 29.98550725i 0.090909091 

2_1 0i Oi 

22 14.51351351i 0.045454545 
23 0i Oi 
24 29.16901408i 0.090909091 

25 14.33333333i 0.045454545 

26 14.92537313i 0.045454545 

27 0i Oi 

28 12.76470588i 0.045454545 

29 #DIV/O! Oi 

30 31.85074627i 0.090909091 

31 #DIV/O! Oi 

32 #DIV/O! Oi 

33 #DIV/O! Oi 

34 #DIV/O! Oi 

35 #DIV/O! Oi 

36 

W 

Potency 

0i 
0.090909091 

0.090909091 

0.045454545 

0.136363636 

oi 
0.045454545 

0.090909091 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 
Assists 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 
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0 

0 

1 

1 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

4 

D 

Shots 
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0 
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0 

1 

0 

2 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

3 

2 
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0 

1 

3 

3 

2 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 

0 iO 1 0 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 
1 il 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 i0 0 0 
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io 

o o io o 
o io 

o o 
o io 1 o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
1 io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
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o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
o io o o io o o io o o 
8 il ~ o io 1 o io o o 



R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 2 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 2 

P 

i Totals 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

0 

1.5 

0 

0.5 

0 

2 

1.5 

0 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0.5 

44.5 

2 

0.5 

0 

35.98275862 

19.89344262 

1.5 

2 

18.85714286 

#DIV/0! 

2 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

GF 

0 

i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
i o 

o 0 

i o 0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! iO 0 

i51 0 0 

i46 0 0 

i39 0 0 

i49 0 0 

i49 0 0 

i61 0 0 

i67 0 0 

il 0 0 

iO 0 #DIV/O! 

iO 0 #DIV/O! 

iO 0 #DIV/O! 

i35 0 0 

50 4 40 

74 0 0 

52 0 0 

77 0 0 

58 4 34.48275862 

61 2 16.39344262 

48 0 0 

58 0 0 

56 2 17.85714286 

[0 0 #DIV/0! 

45 0 0 

[0 0 #DIV/0! 

[0 0 #DIV/0! 

[0 0 #DIV/0! 

[0 0 #DIV/0! 

[0 0 #DIV/0! 

i977 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 #DIV/O! Oi 

8 oi oi 
9 0i Oi 

lO oi oi 
11 oi oi 
12 0i Oi 

13 oi oi 
14 O[ Oi 

15 oi oi 
16 #DIV/0! Oi 

17 #DIV/0! Ol 

18 #DIV/0! Oi 

19 O[ Oi 

20 42i 0.333333333 

21 O[ Ol 

22 O[ Ol 

23 O[ Ol 

24 35.48275862[ 0.333333333 

25 17.39344262[ 0.166666667 

26 0i 0i 

27 O[ Ol 

28 18.85714286i 0.166666667 

29 #DIV/0! 0l 

30 o[ oi 
31 #DIV/0! 0i 

32 #DIV/0! 0i 

33 #DIV/0! 0i 

34 #DIV/0! 0i 

35 #DIV/0! 0i 

36 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 
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D 

Shots 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals 

Q 
Minutes 

i0 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

S 

GF% 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

T 

iAttack Index 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 



V 

6 Production W i% of 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 #DIV/0! 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 #DIV/0! 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 #DIV/0! 

17 #DIV/0! 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

2O 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 #DIV/0! 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 #DIV/0! 

27 #DIV/0! 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 0i 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 

Assists 

D 
Shots 
0 
0 
2 
1 
4 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 il 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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R S o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals 
Q 

Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

0 

32.25 

1.5 

34.25806452 

0 

37.48275862 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1.5 

0 

0.5 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

0 

0.5 

1.5 

0 

1 

0 

GF 

0 
o 

0 

o 

i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 

0 

0 

0 

i o 
i o 
i o 
i o 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

T 

% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

0 

31.25 

0 

32.25806452 

0 

34.48275862 

io 0 

i13 0 

i32 2 

i31 0 

i31 2 

i30 0 

i29 2 

i29 0 0 

i34 0 0 

i12 0 0 

i26 0 0 

i16 0 0 

i9 0 0 

i17 0 0 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i7 0 0 

i12 0 0 

i46 0 0 

i26 0 0 

i23 0 0 

i26 0 0 
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Production W 

#DIV/O! 

i% of 

oi 
9 oi 
10 0i 
11 0i 
12 0i 
13 0i 
14 0i 
15 0i 
16 0i 
17 0i 
18 0i 
19 0i 
20 0i 
21 0i 
22 0i 
22, 0i 
24 0i 
25 0i 
26 0i 
27 0i 

28 0i 

29 #DIV/O! 

30 0i 
31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 

Assists 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

1 

0 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 

5 

D 

Shots 

0 

4 

5 

4 

0 

6 

1 

4 

0 

0 
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3 

5 

4 
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0 

5 

5 

2 
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0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

4 iO 1 0 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 
1 il 0 0 il 0 0 iO 0 0 
4 iO 0 1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

3 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 
3 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 il 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

3 il 0 2 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
2 il 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
3 iO 1 0 il 0 0 iO 0 0 
1 iO 1 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

2 il 0 0 il 0 0 iO 0 0 
2 iO 0 0 il 0 0 iO 0 0 
1 iO 1 0 iO I 0 iO 0 0 
3 1o o 1io o o 1o o o 
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o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 1 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 1 

P 

i Totals Minutes 

io 
i90 
i57 
i7s 

io i8~ 
i61 

i74 

i8~ 
i78 
i64 

i74 

i7s 
i74 

i9o 
is8 

io i78 
i89 
i77 

i9o 

io 

s 
GF% 

o 
0.153846154 
0.153846154 
0.076923077 

o 
0.076923077 
0.076923077 
0.076923077 

o 
o 

0.230769231 
o 

0.076923077 
0.230769231 
0.076923077 

0 
0 

0.153846154 
0.076923077 
0.153846154 
0.076923077 

0 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

30.22222222 

39.5877193 

20.33333333 

#DIV/0! 

19.34567901 

18.89344262 

19.51351351 

0 

0 

55.375 

2.5 

18.83333333 

47.54054054 

15.61111111 

2 

#DIV/0! 

32.14102564 

16.73595506 

27.97402597 

17.61111111 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

io o 

io 
o 

io 
o 

io 
o 

io 
o 

io 
o 

io 
o 

i1366 

T 
Attack Index 

o 
2.153846154 
2.153846154 
1.o76923o77 

o 
1.o76923o77 
1.o76923o77 
1.o76923o77 

o 
o 

3.230769231 
o 

1.o76923o77 
3.230769231 
1.o76923o77 

o 
o 

2.153846154 
1.o76923o77 
2.153846154 
1.o76923o77 

o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
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o 
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7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

U 

Production G 

#DIVI0! 
22.22222222 
35.0877193 

13.33333333 

#DIV/0! 
12.34567901 
16.39344262 
13.51351351 

0 

0 

46.875 

0 

13.33333333 

40.54054054 

11.11111111 

0 

#DIV/0! 
25.64102564 
11.23595506 

25.97402597 

11.11111111 

28 #DIV/0! 0 

29 #DIV/0! 0 

30 #DIV/0! 0 

31 #DIV/0! 0 

32 #DIV/0! 0 

33 #DIV/0! 0 

34 #DIV/0! 0 

35 #DIV/0! 0 

36 

V            W 

Production W     i% of Potency 

#DIV/0! 0 

24.22222222 0.090909091 

36.0877193 0.090909091 

14.33333333 0.045454545 

#DIV/0! 0 

13.34567901 0.045454545 

17.39344262 0.045454545 

14.51351351 0.045454545 

0 0 

0 0 

49,875 0.136363636 

0 0 

14.33333333 0.045454545 

42.54054054 0.136363636 

12.11111111 0.045454545 

0 0 

#DIV/0! 0 

27.64102564 0.090909091 

12.23595506 0.045454545 

25.97402597 0.090909091 

12.11111111 0.045454545 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 
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D 
Shots 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
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2 
0 
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1 
2 
0 
1 
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E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
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6 10 plus 

7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals Minutes GF% 
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Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 
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#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 
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#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

T 

iAttack index 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 
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#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

i 
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i 
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i~ ~i ~D,V/O, o 
i16 oi ~,v/o, o 

i~o oi ~,v/o, o 
i19 o #D~V/0! 0 
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is oi #DIV/0! 0 

io 
#D~V/0! #D~V/0! 

i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
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i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
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i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
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6 Production W i% of 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 #DIV/0! 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 #DIV/0! 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 0i 
14 0i 
15 0i 
16 
17 #DIV/0! 

18 0i 
19 0i 
20 0i 
21 0i 
22 0i 
23 O[ 
24 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 0i 
27 O[ 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 

36 

W 

Potency 

#DIV/0! 
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A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 
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0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
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0 

0 

0 
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Shots 
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0 

0 
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0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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1 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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t o 
6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 

P 

i Totals 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

2 

29.57142857 

0 

1.5 

0 

2 

1.5 

0 

0 

0.5 

0 

0 

51.5 

0 

2 

0 

0 

0 

40.03703704 

0 

1.5 

#DIV/0! 

28.30952381 
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0 
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0.5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

iAttack index 

io 0 

i30 0 

i35 1.5 

i36 0 

i36 0 

i41 0 

i52 0 

i53 0 

i41 0 

i43 0 

i40 0 

i39 0 

i36 0 

i40 3 

i26 0 

i53 0 

i53 0 

i31 0 

i37 0 

i27 1.5 

i27 0 

43 0 

[o o 
42 1.5 
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o 
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o 

io 
o 

io 
o 
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o 
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U 

Production G 

#DIV/0! 

0 

28.57142857 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

5O 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

37.03703704 

0 

0 

#DIV/0! 

23.80952381 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 



V W 

6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 #DIV/O! Oi 

8 oi oi 
9 29.57142857i 0.2 

~o oi oi 
~ oi oi 
12 oi oi 
~3 oi oi 
14 O[ Oi 

15 o[ oi 
16 O[ O[ 

17 O[ Oi 

18 O[ 
19 O[ 
20 50[ 0.4 

21 O[ Ol 

22 O[ Ol 

23 O[ 
24 O[ Ol 

25 O[ Oi 

26 38.03703704[ 0.2 

27 O[ Oi 

28 O[ Oi 

29 #DIV/O[ O[ 

30 24.80952381[ 0.2 

31 #DIV/O! Oi 

32 #DIV/0! 0l 

33 #DIV/0! 0i 

34 #DIV/0! 0i 

35 #DIV/O! 0i 

36 



A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 

C 

Assists 

D 

Shots 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

E ! F G H I I J K ! L M N 
S.O.G il 2 3 i4 5 6 i7 8 9 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 

0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 iO 0 0 
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6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
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i Totals 

Q 
Minutes 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

R 

Total Production 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 
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GF% 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 
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#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

T 

iAttack Index 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

i 
#DW/O! 

i 
#DIV/0! 
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#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 
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i0 #DIV/0! 
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i0 #DIV/0! 
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6 Production W 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 #DIV/0! 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 #DIV/0! 

17 #DIV/0! 

18 #DIV/0! 

19 #DIV/0! 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 #DIV/0! 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 #DIV/0! 

27 #DIV/0! 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 #DIV/0! 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 
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Potency 
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A 

6 Game 

7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 
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6 10 plus 

7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
36 0 
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i Totals 

Q 
Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 
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37.25 

0 

89.45652174 

0.5 

0 

45.97826087 
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21.12903226 

21.88461538 

22.73913043 
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Production G 
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0 

31.25 

0 

86.95652174 

0 

0 

43.47826087 

0 

0 

16.12903226 

15.38461538 

21.73913043 

iO 0 

i35 0 

i32 1.2 

i17 0 

i23 2.4 

i26 0 

i34 0 

i23 1.2 

i41 0 

i55 0 

i62 1.2 

i65 1.2 

i46 1.2 

i35 0 0 

i50 1.2 20 

i46 0 0 

i38 0 0 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i13 0 0 

i9 0 0 

i8 0 0 

i0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

i50 47 2.4 40 

i0 #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/0! 

iO #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/0! 0 #DIV/O! 
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6 Production W i% of Potency 

7 #DIV/0! 0i 

8 oi oi 
9 32.25i 0.i 
~0 oi oi 
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12 oi oi 
~3 oi oi 
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34 #DIV/O! Ol 

35 #DIV/0! Ol 
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12 UCLA 
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15 Notre Dame 
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19 Maryland 

20 NC State 
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23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 
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29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 
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R S o 
6 10 plus 

7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
25 0 
26 0 
27 0 
28 0 
29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
32 0 
33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
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Minutes Total Production 

#DIV/0! 
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27.5 

38.46153846 
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0 

0 

0 

0 
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1.5 

0 

0 
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#DIV/0! 

0 

0.5 

0 
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GF 
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0 

0 

0 
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0 
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0 

0 

0 
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% iAttack Index 

U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

43.47826087 

25 

38.461.53846 

iO 0 

i23 2 

i40 2 

i26 2 

i9 0 0 

i15 0 0 

i13 0 0 

i6 0 0 

i33 0 0 

i23 0 0 

i20 0 0 

i30 0 0 

i27 0 0 

i12 0 0 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

ilO 0 0 

i8 0 0 

i4 0 0 

i0 0 #DIV/0! 

i27 0 0 
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6 1% of Potency 

7 #DIV/O! Oi 

8 #DIV/O! Oi 

9 44.47826087i 0.333333333 

10 26i 0.333333333 

11 38.46153846i 0.333333333 
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31 #DIV/O! 0i 

32 #DIV/0! 0i 

33 #DIV/0! 0i 

34 #DIV/0! 0i 

35 #DIV/O! 0i 
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11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 
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6 10 plus 
7 0 
8 0 
9 0 
10 0 
11 0 
12 0 
13 0 
14 0 
15 0 
16 0 
17 0 
18 0 
19 0 
20 0 
21 0 
22 0 
23 0 
24 0 
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26 0 
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29 0 
30 0 
31 0 
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33 0 
34 0 
35 0 
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Total Production 
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#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 

#DIV/0! 
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U 

Production G 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

T 

index 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 
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#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

~D,v/o! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

#DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! 

i$0 0 #DIV/O! 0 

iO #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

i15 0 #DIV/O! 0 

iO #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

i13 0 #DIV/O! 0 

iO #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

iO #DIV/O! #DIV/O! 

i4 oi ~D,V/O! o 

i~ oi ~D,V/O, o 
i~4 0i ~D,V/O! o 
i4 o #DIV/O! o 
io #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i~0 0 #D~V/0! 0 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 
i0 #D~V/0! #D~V/0! 

i~ oi ~,v/o! o 
io ~o,wo! ~,v/o! #~,v/o! 
io ~o,wo! ~,v/o! #~,v/o! 
io ~o,wo! ~,v/o! #~,v/o! 
io ~o,wo! ~,v/o! #~,v/o! 
io ~o,wo! ~,v/o! #~,v/o! 
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6 Production W i% of 

7 #DIV/0! 

8 #DIV/0! 

9 

10 #DIV/0! 

11 

12 #DIV/0! 

13 0i 

14 #DIV/0! 

1.5 #DIV/0! 

16 0i 
17 0i 
18 0i 
19 

20 #DIV/0! 

21 #DIV/0! 

22 #DIV/0! 

23 #DIV/0! 

24 #DIV/0! 

25 #DIV/0! 

26 0i 

27 #DIV/0! 

28 #DIV/0! 

29 #DIV/0! 

30 0i 

31 #DIV/0! 

32 #DIV/0! 

33 #DIV/0! 

34 #DIV/0! 

35 #DIV/0! 
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W 
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7 Wofford (Scrim) 

8 Santa Clara 

9 VCU 

10 New Mexico 

11 Kennesaw State 

12 UCLA 

13 West Virginia 

14 Virginia Tech 

15 Notre Dame 

16 Florida State 

17 Miami 

18 Pittsburgh 

19 Maryland 

20 NC State 

21 Boston College 

22 Syracuse 

23 Virginia 

24 Clemson 

25 Wake Forest 

26 Duke 

27 ACC Champ 1 

28 ACC Champ 2 

29 ACC Champ 3 

30 Natl Champ 1 

31 Natl Champ 2 

32 Natl Champ 3 

33 Natl Champ 4 

34 Natl Champ 5 

35 Natl Champ 6 

36 Total 
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26 Duke 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday .11:24 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Your UNC 

From .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:34 AM 
To: Dorrance. Albert A IV: Ducar. Chris 
Cc: _~gmail.com 
Subject: Your U~IC     ~oal Keeper- 

Hello Coaches Dorrance and Ducar! I hope you are doing great today. If you are going to the NCAA Women’s Soccer Final Four in Cary, NC then I hope I will see you 

there! I am very excited to tell you that I am going to be at the at the NCAA Women’s Soccer Final Four in Cary, NC 

1. My club teamjFinished unde[eated in our       State league [I allowed only two (2) goals] and has been accepted to play in the CASL Girl’s College 

Showcase Dec 6-8, 2013 right near the NCAA Finals in Raleigh, NC. This will be great training for our run to winning the State cup! 

a. Here is the link to the schedule for my team 

2. Jam ampted to be doing the GoalKeeper Showcaseon Friday Dec6t2013atl:30PMatWRALSoccerCenterStadiumField#14. Here is a link to the field-> 

I hope you are going to be there as I look forward to a great workout and showcase my ability and desire to be your goal keeper! 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:31 AM 

Subject: FW: Coaching the North Caxolina Way With Anson Dorrance 

Remember the video th~-_~y shoL in our preseason Lhis year ,.. here they are promoting it!! 

Fro~a-" mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto: mailer@infusionmail.com] Oa Behalf Of WORLD CLASS COACHING 
SeBt," Wednesday, November 20, 20:[3 6::[3 AM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
$~bject: Coaching the North Carolina Way With Anson Dorrance 

Discover the secrets of how Anson Dorrance, 
one of US soccer’s most legendary coaches, 

achieved a 93.4% winning average, won 20 out 
27 National Championships and led his team to 

win 92 games in a row 
~ow! ff you want to ~earn from the greatest coach in US soccer, you’ve 
come to the right place. Anson Oorrance is one of the biggest names in 
US soccer coaching, with a staggering winning record that is unlikely to 
ever be beaten. ~n this specia~ 21 part video series, Dorrance shows you 

the philosophy, training methods ~nd drills h~’s used to create 
championship w~nning te~ms for more th~n 30 years. 

descriptio 

Dear Coach, 

When talking about the coaching achievements of Anson Dorrance there simply aren’t enough 

superlatives in the dictionary Some of his records include winning 92 games in a row and winning 20 

of the 27 National Championships. In addition, he won the Women’s World Cup at the first attempt and 

has won a prestigious list of coaching awards that cements his place as US soccer’s greatest ever 

coach 

The North Carolina Way is a special series of 21 videos (almost 4 hours of footage) that gives you a 

virtual pitch side seat as Dorrance provides a masterclass in coaching. He details the philosophies, 

coaching experiences and training methods that have made the Tar Heels the most dominant team in 

US college soccer history. Order and ~qet instant access to all 21 videos. 



¯ _.i.~.i Image removed by sender Anson Dorrance 
Videos 

Divided into four sections, the videos cover drills for developing the lvl artist, attacking with speed 

drills inspired by Arsenal FC, German combinations and small-sided games and howto run a 

technical Olympics for quantifying the skills of your players and giving them the competitive fire to excel. 

Along with his outstanding winning record, Dorrance is famed for his ability to coach his players to 

hunger for the competitive edge This comes from what he calls his ’Competitive Cauldron’, a scoring 

system through which players are graded every time they touch the ball in specific drills. That way 

Dorrance can build a report card for the season that holds players accountable for their performance 

Taking such an analytical approach to soccer is something Dorrance has spoken about worldwide, 

including speeches to leading coaches in England. Whether or not you agree that a player’s ability can 

be judged based on a points system, there’s no question that Dorrance’s methods give his players a 

competitive fury in practice sessions and the ability to perform at the optimum level on game day 

Whether you coach recreational teams or players at the highest level, seeing how Dorrance harnesses 

his ’Competitve Cauldron’ to boost performance can provide valuable lessons you can apply to your 

own training sessions to give y( ur players the winnin,q instinct and extra edge on game day 

:,~.~ Imag ...... ’ed bysender. A .... 
Dorrance Videos 

[.~.i I Image r ........ d by sender | 
/ 

Add to Ca rt 

"Gain insights from a coach with a staggering wi~i~g record 



The North Carofina Way video set comprises of 21 videos divided between developing the lvl artist, 

attacking with speed, German combination play and technique Olympics. Filmed in front of a live 

audience, in each video Dorrance explains the philosophies, training methods and drills he utilizes to 

train his UNC teams to gain such a decisive competitive edge over their rivals. 

Developing the 1vl Artist - 5 videos 

Dorrance runs through a series of lvl drills which he considers to be the foundation of the game and 

the best investment of the coach’s time. The drills are designed to develop the skill, mentality and 

competitive fire players will need to beat opponents, one on one, in real game situations. 

The drills include receiving flighted balls before beating the opposition and Dorrance’s patented 

’Bogeys in the Sky’ training drill. This harnesses progressive levels of difficulty and record keeping, and 

is one of Dorrance’s best tools for identifying his most valuable players and developing their ability to 

excel under pressure. 

Attacking with Speed - 6 videos 

Dorrance is a keen admirer of Arsenal’s Arsene Wenger and the attacking playing style he infuses 

into his teams. Many of the drills in these videos are those utilized by Arsenal to keep the ball moving 

up the pitch with speed This includes drills for improving passing and movement, dragging the ball 

laterally around defenders, flick passes into space and how to beat closing defenders 

Along with the technical skills, Dorrance explains how these drills will develop the tactical awareness 

and decision making players need to always keep the ball moving forwards. 



.~iI Imag ....... d bysender. A .... D ...... Videos 

German Combinations and SSG -4 videos 

In this section Dorrance explains the fundamentals of using 5v2 mini games to improve ball control, 

movement off the ball, maintain possession and decision making. In addition, the drills harness 

playmakers to change the focus of attacks and develop the players’ understanding of when to use one 

or two touches on the ball 

A key part of Dorrance’s training philosophy is to develop the competitive edge in his players. He 

achieves this through dividing small games between his front seven and the ’brick masons’ in defense 

who are encouraged to improve so they can play with the superior group. In these videos, Dorrance 

explains his philosophy behind this controversial approach and why coaches should consider 

implementing his ’Competitive Cauldron’ in their own training sessions. 

Technique Olympics - 6 videos 

Dorrance is a passionate believer in the importance of quantifying performance to stimulate 

competition. This includes a fitness test players must pass at the start of the season if they want to be 

deemed worthy to play for the Tar Heels 

In this series of videos, Dorrance explains how to improve and measure technique with drills which 

include receiving the ball in the air, a dribbling drill learned from George Best and two touch passing 

with speed. In addition, Dorrance shares his research into what defines an elite player and explains 

his tests for measuring technique. 

Image removed by sender. 
Add to Cart 

What you will gain from The North Carolina Way 21 Part Video 
Series 

No other coach can boast of a winning percentage of 0.934. His methods and philosophy might be 

controversial, but nobody can deny the results Dorrance has gained on the soccer pitch. His players 

are imbued with a winning mentality that has seen his teams win 92 games in a row, with the Tar 

Heels women’s team winning 21 of 30 championships in the history of collegiate women’s soccer. So 

when Dorrance talks, you listen. 

From The North Carolina Way you will gain: 

A virtual pitch side seat as you watch Dorrance, one of the most legendary coaches in US 

soccer, demonstrate the philosophies, drills and training methods he uses to consistently 

create championship winning teams 

Exercises and guidance on how to develop the 1vl artist and the winning mentality for 

winning the confrontations that arise during a game 

Drills and small sided game for replicating Arsenal’s speed of play and always moving 

fo~vard mentality 

Technical drills for honing and improving the technical abilities of your players 

A guide to how Dorrance utilizes combination play and small sided games modeled on the 

training of German IBundesliga teams to improve the passing and mental agility of his 

players 

How to create a ’Competition Cauldron’ on the training pitch that gives players an 

aggressive edge and will to win 

Insights on what defines an elite player and how to measure technical ability 

Watching Dorrance in action is an education you simply cannot gain from reading a coaching manual. 

You will be able to see his coaching methods performed before your eyes, which have created some of 

the most successful teams in US soccer history. His philosophy on measuring technique, 

encouraging competitiveness between players and molding elite players can offer valuable insights to 



Image removed by sender. 
..... Add to Cart                   I 

I 
And get this complimentary eBook with your 21 videos 

Some coaches prefer books and some prefer videos for their coaching material. We will give you both. 

We have created an eBook showing all the drills and exercises in the videos and it’s your FREE when 

you order the North Carolina Way 21 part video series. So now you can look at a written description 

and easy-to-read diagrams while ou follow alonq_with the videos. 

~i Image removed bysender. Anson 
...... Dorrance Videos 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 21- 

part video series The North Carolina Way With Anson Dorrance unless it achieves our exceptionally 

high standards However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the The North Carolina Way 

after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund 

~i ~mag ....... d bysender. A .... D ...... Videos 

°’Dorrance has amassed a staggering record that may never be 

It’s often said before a big game against superior opposition that it’s still 11 against 11. This is a 

difficult speech to make when your team is about to face one of Dorrance’s sides. Their exceptional 

competitiveness, technical expertise and will to win has helped them to win 93.4% of their games and 

20 out of 30 National Championships. And let’s not forget that Dorrance also won the Women’s World 

Cup at his first attempt. 

In this special series of 21 videos, Dorrance shares the training drills and philosophies that have 

enabled him to become one of the most successful soccer coaches of all time. The North Carolina 

Way enables you to sit back and watch from your virtual seat as one Dorrance reveals the secrets you 

can harness to turn your own players into a championship winning team. 

Best Wishes. ¯ 
removed by 
sender. Mike 

Mike Saif 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. The North Carolina Way is a series of 21 videos featuring live coaching sessions with Anson 

Dorrance, one of the most legendary names in US soccer. His women’s collegiate sides have 

amassed some of the most incredible records in US soccer history, including 92 wins in a row and 



winning 21 or the 30 competitions they have entered. His philosophy and training methods can provide 

valuable insights to any coach on how to develop a championship winning side 

P.P.S If you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in the The North 

Carolina Way series after six months then we will refund ~ase in full, no questions asked 

Anson Dorrance Videos 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:39 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Youtl~ Soccer Reporter: U-20s split in It~Jy; U- 17s sweep Canada; Yanks star in Mexico playoffs 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 20:~3 8:02 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subiect; Youth Soccer Reporter: U-20s split in Italy; U-:t7s sweep Canada; Yanks star in Mexico playoffs 

Image removed by sender. Youth Soccer Reporter 

Wednesday, Nov, 20, 20!3 

by Soccer America 
U.S. UIIDER-20 MEN] In the first camp of the new cycle, the II.S. 

under-20 nafional team split two games against Italian primavera 

teams, winnins, 4-1, asainst Atalanta after Iosin8 to Hellas Verona 
by the same score. Ben Spencer, who debuted this fall for 
Norwegian club Molde, had three of the five U.S. ~oats .... 

by Soccer America 

U.S. UHDER-17 BOYS] The U.S. under-17 nafional team tuned up 
for next month’s Hike International Friendlies with a pair of split- 

squad wins over Canada’s U-17s, 3-0 and 2-0....~d.. ~i~e whole 

by Soccer America 
Have you set dates for your winter ID camps? Your 

2014 camps.7 Register for the Soccer America Camps 

& Academies directory, Soccer America’s popular e- 

letter. For more information ..... 



by Soccer America 

]AMERICANS ABROAD] Paul ArHo~a’s fan campaign v~th T~juana 

over -- the defend~n~ champion Xolos d~dn’t make the p[ayoffs -- 

but he’s helped ~ts under-20 team reach the semifinals of Torneo 
National Juvenal Sub-20 w~th assists ~n both le~s a~a~nst Ch~apa% 

the second before a crowd of almost 10~000 fans at Estad~o 

Cal~ente. Former U.S, U-17 Ste~e RodH~uez added ~oals ~n both 

~ames....~ead ~e who~e 

by Soccer America 

[NTC CAMP] U.S, under-14 girls national team head coach April 

Kater caUed up 36 players ~or the last of three train~n~ camps in 

2013. The week-lon~ event w~U begin Saturday at U.S, Socce~s 

National Tra~n~n~ Center ~n Carson~ Calif....Read 

by Soccer America 

]AWARDS] U.S. Soccer has named the finalists in five categories -- 

Mate, Female, Young Mate, Young Female and Disabled Athletes of 

the Year -- for i~ annual Athlete of the Year awards .... ~kead the 

You are receiwng this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin 

receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - www,s(~c<e~ameri<a corn - and become a complimentary member. 

~$5 Fe~,~ds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future cl~ck l:,~!r~,~. 

We welcome and appredate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer Amedca, 145 Pipers Hilt Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:44 AM 

Steve Semancik <steve.semancik@ccsd.ns> 

IrE: specialization vs. cross trafining for a high school soccer players:::: please advise 

Only the sprint events ~vill be effective cross training for a soccer player: the 400 meters down to the indoor 55 meters. The sholter the sprints the better it will be as a cross trainer. Our game 
is a sprinting game. distance events will actually slow the soccer player down. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Steve Semancik [mailto:steve semancik@ccsd.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 8:45 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: FW: specialization vs cross training for a high school soccer players:::: please advise 

Coach 

I am a high school teacher and coach at a small high school in Ohio. I am trying to give my athletes advise on how that the?, can develop into the best athletes that the?, can be I am hoping 
that your insight wi[] he]p me help my athletes Shou]d a high school athlete specialize in soccer 12 months a year or will running track provide cross training and supplement their soccer 
training? 

Thank you 

Steve Semancik 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:45 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Froml 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 

9:05 AM 

I waJated to thank [INC tbr coming to watch my team play in Arizona. I’m not sure which game/s you were able to w~atch but we won tied out first game, l - 1 (I scored 

on a PK), and won our second two games. Our next showcase will be in Dallas and I will update you as we get closer with my schedule¯ 

As a midfielder, I am continually working on tny gaa~e.      ", am working hard on my strength ~d agili~ as I’m still growing and working hard to be the best I can 

be in p~epa~ing for college soccer¯ I believe tl~at I will bring a lot to your soccer program as tny decision making, technical skills, possession play and power shots axe 

my strongest strengths. 

I am still ve~ interested in UNC and hope that I will be able to have an unofficial visit next year¯ 

You may contact my coach, to contact me or learn more about me as a player. His contact information is and his phone 

number 
Ycm mnv ~l~c~ cMI fl~e~e cc~,qehe~ ~ re~’erence~ ~hcmt my nl,qv ~nd chnmcte~r" 

Thank you for your titne! Have a great day! 

Sincerely~ 

On , at 08:19 PM, > wrote: 

Good Evening Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are doing well! I wanted to give you m~ update on my ECNL sea,son. 

My team finished the ECNL season 1st in the        .3onference and my coach said I had a great season. I started ever}, game and 
olaved all ~ames as well as ret)resented as team captain. I’m also part of the US Soccer Training each month under 

¯ This fall, I’m an apprentice for and look forward to coaching next year. 

VVe are at the ECNL Arizona Showcase this weekend. I know that you are in the NCAA Championships this week but noticed that UNC 
is on the college list. Hopefully, someone from UNC will be attending. I wanted to give you my schedule, just in case. 

My next travel showcase will be in Dallas in February. I will update you again as we get closer to the event. I’ve attended the UNC 
summer camp and wasn’t able to attend last year because of ECNL Nationals and the PUMA event. Hopefully, this summer! 

Good Luck on the against Liberty! Go Heels!! 

Have a great day!! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesda3 11:45 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From ~icloud.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:07 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: 
Coach Dorrance.i..I almost tbrgot... ~JOOD I,uck against Indiana this week! 

Sincerely, 

On , at 07:04 AM, , wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to thank UNC for coming to watch my temn play in         I’m not sure which game/s you were able to watch bnt we won tied out first game, 

1-1 (I ~ored on a PK), and won our ~cond two games. Our next showcase will be in Dallas and I will update you as we get closer with my ~hedule. 

As a midtielder, I am continually working on my game         am working ha~cd on my strength and agility as rm still growing a~d working hard to be 
the best I can be in prepa~ng tbr college soccer. I believe that I will bring a lot to your soccer program as my decision making, technical skills, tx~ssession 

play and lyower shots are my strongest strengths. 

I ~:m still vmy interested in UNC and hope that I will be able to have a~ unoffici~J visit next yeax. 

You may contact my coach, to contact me or learn more about me as a player. His contact information is and 

his phone number is 
You may also call these coaches as references about tnv Nav and character: 

Thank you tbr your time! ttave a great day! 

Sincerely, 

On at 08:19 PM, ~.~i_c_’_l_2__u___d_:_c_’~2Ln_.> wrote: 

Good Evening Coach Dorrance, 
I hope you are doing well! I wanted to give you an ulxtate on my ECNL season. 

My team finished the ECNL season 1st in the        Sonference and my coach said I had a great season, I started every 
game and played all qarnes as well as rel~resented as team captain, I’m also part of the US Soccer Training each month 
under This fall, I’m an apprentice for and look forward to 
coaching next year, 

We are at the ECNL Arizona Showcase this weekend, I know that you are in the NCAA Championships this week but 
noticed that UNC is on the college list, Hopefully, someone from UNC will be attending. I wanted to give you my ~hedule, 
just in case. 

My next travel showcase will be in Dallas in February. I will update you again as we get closer to the event. I’ve attended the 
UNC summer camp and wasn’t able to attend last year because of ECNL Nationals and the PUMA event. Hopefully, this 
summer! 

Good Luck on the against Liberty! Go Heels!! 

Have a great day!! 
Sincerely. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 11:47 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: CAROLINA - The OfficiaJ Magazine of Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club 

Chris, 

So we can send this out? 

From; Nick Fulton [mailto:nick@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 20:t3 9::t5 AM 

To-" UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
Subject: CAROLINA - The Official Magazine of Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club 

Tar Heel Coaches - 

I hope this message finds you well...whether you’re recruiting, just starting your season or at the end of your season, I know that November is an incredibly busy 

month for everyone. 

If you haven’t already had the chance to view CAROLINA (the official digital publication of Carolina Athletics and The Rams Club), I urge you to check it out. Each 

week, The Rams Club is working with Athletic Communications and Tobacco Road Media to produce a media-rich publication offering behind the scenes access and 

timely stories about our department and our student-athletes. New issues are available every Tuesday and can be downloaded in the iTunes and Google Play 

stores for free. While CAROLINA is optimized for viewing on an Android tablet or iPad using the CAROLINA app, every issue is also viewable on the web. 

Not only will this weeldy magazine enable us to show off Carolina Athletics to our donors and fans, it also should hopefully help you all during the recruiting 

process. Below is an official explanation from Marielle: 

in accordance with Bylaw 13.4.1.3 Other Recruiting Materials, general information (e.g., information not created for recruiting purposes) which is posted to 

an institution’s website may be sent to a prospective student-athlete via email as a hyperlink or such information may be printed on plain white paper with 

black ink and provided to a prospective student-athlete as an attachment to general correspondence. Further, general informational video content related to 

the athletics program (which may appear inside Carolina: The Magazine) may also be sent to a prospective student-athlete via email as a hyperlink provided 

it was not created for a recruiting purpose and is accessible to the general public. 

in sports other than Men’s Basketball, this permits you to send a hyperlink to the magazine to your prospective student-athletes via email, provided it is after 

September 1st at the beginning of the prospective student-athlete’s junior year in high school. 

In Men’s Basketball, this material may not be provided via hyperlink until June 15th at the conclusion of the prospective student-athletes sophomore year in 

high school. 

Here are the links to download this week’s issue on your iPad, or Andorid device -also, you can click "viewable online" on your PC or Mac computer to view this 

week’s issue on the web. 

~i http://goheels.com/pics33/200/M i.~ http://goheelscom/picsa3/200/P 
....... V/MVQTGOJGLRKBCGL.201309 A/PASPJGDRSI JDGAE.2013092 

12190023.png i~i http:/,goheels.com/pics33,200/M 6202748 png 

Z/MZFBSXHDRDH HRJX 201309 

Please take a look at this week’s issue and spread the word to your student-athletes. If you have design feedback or suggestions for content, please let your SID 

know. If you have any other questions, please feel free to contact me. 

Nick 

ii’~’i1 75th logo (2)- Nicholas Fulton 
test University of North Carolina - Chapel tIill 

The Rams Club 

(919) 843-5782 

~ramsclub.com 

Celebrating the First 7~ Years o] Supporting Carolina Student-Athletes 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 11:53 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Froml 

Sent: Wednesday 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject: 

Hi Coach, 

My name is 

This is my video 

_~gmail.com] 
11:36 AM 

and I am a from 

I would like to siart college in the I and I am looking for a scholarship and looking for the best possible team. 

I played for                                     ~ and my best results are Florida State Championship 3A Class Florida 

starting five 3A Class Florida; 3th place - rebounder league 3A Class Florida. 

I average 10.2 PPG, 9.8 RPG, 1.4 APG 

My sta~ng sides det}nse and tkst opening. Because of my height and athleticism, I am good ’one on one’ det}nder and rebounder. 

Also 
Coach, you can check and print out my full .[_~_e__~_t_tE!_e- 

Thank you for your ti,ne 

Best Regards, 

Selected to the second best 

This initial ema~l has been pretmred with the help of LZ Sport w~a¥.LZSpo~t.net.The role of LZ Spoilt is to make the initial contact bem~een the coach and the athlete. 

All further communication is to be made directly with the athlete. If you do not wish to receive emails fi’om prospective athletes, send us an ema~l at office@LZSport.net 

with the subject STOP, and we will take you ont of our database. Respectfully LZ Sport. 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:22 PM 

satorsoccer@satorspor~ts.com 

Unsubscribe Anson@Uncaa.Unc.Edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

11/20/2013 9:23:39 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Taco Bell Viking Cup 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: Jamie Brindel [mailto:jbrindel@richland2.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 1:47 PM 

To: Jamie Brindel; Steve Lea 
Subject: Taco Bell Viking Cup 

TO: College Coaches, Women’s Soccer Programs 

FROM: Stephen A. Lea (803) 699-3500 ext. 69261 or slea@richland2.org 

Girls Varsity Soccer Coach 

Director, Taco Bell Viking Cup (www.taco-bell-viking-cup.org) 

Spring Valley High School 

120 Sparkleberry Lane 

Columbia, SC 29229 

RE: 2014 (and 22nd Annual) Taco Bell Viking Cup (~vww~:~!!-v~k~n~-~p~g) 

South Carolina’s Premier Pre-Season High School Girls Soccer Invitational 

DATE: November 19, 2013 

Dear Coaches: 

Spring Valley High School in Columbia, South Carolina will again host the Taco Bell Viking Cup in 2014. The dates for the 

tournament will be Thursday, March 6, through Sunday, March 9. Matches will be played at Spring Valley High School 

and on the South Carolina United FC fields across the street. The field this year will include 32 of the top teams in South 

Carolina. Most all of South Carolina’s best female players will be showcased, and we invite you to attend. 



Teams in this year’s field can be seen on the attached Excel brackets. Match times and locations are located on the 

brackets, and a key is located on each bracket. A campus and field location map is also attached, and the location 

address is shown in the heading above. Additionally, you will find the brackets, schedules, and other information on our 

Taco Bell Viking Cup website found at www.taco-bell-viking-cup.or~. Links to our new Facebook and Twitter accounts 

can be found here as well. 

In past years, many college coaches have requested player profiles at the tournament. This year, we will again compile 

profiles. They will be electronic this year - more information will follow via one of our parents, Mary Ann Herrera. We 

typically also have a limited supply of paper profile booklets available on location. 

Also, please note that any college coach in attendance at Spring Valley on Thursday evening, Friday evening, or Saturday 

around lunchtime will receive free meals compliments of our sponsors (we are expecting to feature Carrabba’s Italian 

Cuisine for the dinner meals and a local BBQ for lunch). These meals will be served from the huge hospitality tent 

behind the main concession stand at the Spring Valley soccer complex. 

Finally, attached is a list of the Spring Valley Seniors, along with a very brief description of talents, skill levels, etc. Some 

junior players with college-level potential are also included. If you have additional questions about Spring Valley players 

or the tournament, please call or e-mail me. I look forward to seeing you at the 2014 Taco Bell Viking Cup. 

Best Wishes, 

Steve 

PS - We will send you a duplicate reminder about the tournament in both January and February. 

Jamie Brindel, MAT, NBCT 

Asst. Coach, Spring Valley Girls Soccer 

8th Grade History 

E.L. Wright Middle School 

2740 Alpine Rd 

Columbia, SC 29223 

(803)736-8740 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 4:25 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

I@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: incident 

Yes, we are concerned ~vith what your t~vitter account is posting. 

..... Original Message ..... 
b~rom ~)~mail.coml 

Sent: Wednesday 2:03 PM 

Tu: I)urrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~j ect: incident 

hey Anson I heard from 
Sent frum m? 

that yuu needed to talk tu me but my phone has been acting up su I’m not sare ify ou tried to get me. I’m n ~t sure if [ shuuld tr>, again later ur anuther da?’ thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: UNC Soccer 

From: ;@cuemail.net] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 2:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: UNC Soccer 

Re: Capital Area Soccer League (CASL) Touruey Women’s Showcase Soccer Series December 6th December 8th 

http://~ccerincollege .com/TTIntro7.aspx?tid CASL3 

Dear Coach DorranceiDucar, 

Raleigh, NC 

Sincerely, 

removed by 
sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:29 PM 

Chris Burt <cbu¢~:nscaa.com> 

ILE: NCHSAA Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 

Chris, 

I wanted to do this but given how overwhelmed our game operations staff is my supervisor Larry Gallo says we cannot take it on. I am so sorry. 

From: Chris Bur~ [mailto:cburt@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 20, 2013 3:10 PM 
To: Conway, Connie Morgan 
(::c: Grimsley, RicNe; Robinson, Kevin T; dlinke@nscaa.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= ~E: ~CHSA Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 

[:o~k)w~ng bad~-up on the a~:~:ached. Sorry ~:o [o~k)w-up so soon bu~: wanting to get ~:h~s confirmed one way or the other g~ven our short time frame that we%e put 

ourselves ~n. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

CNefMarketingOff]cer INationaISoccerCoachesAssodationofAmer~ca 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas C~ty, KS 66101 191g-g62-1747 x 101g 191g-g62-g499 (f) 

E~= Chris Bu~ [mailto:cbu~@nscaa.com] 
Seat; Monday, November ~8, 20~3 5:56 PM 
To= ’Conway, ConNe Morgan’ 
~¢= ’Grimsley, Richie’; ’Robinson, Kevin T 
$~ject= RE: NCHSA Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 

Connie, 

A~tached ~s the completed form. 

Additional inh:~rmation about: the ew~n~ can he found at http:iihighschoolsoccerallarnedcan.com/and http:iiwww~nscaatwcominews/2013/lOi2013-girls--hs--all.- 

american-g~me~ 

Let me know what eise you need from me. 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Butt 

Ch~efMarketingO~cer INaflonMSoccerCoachesAssodaflonofAmer~ca 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas C~ty, KS 66101 191g-g62-1747 x 1013191g-g62-g499 (f) 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Fmm~ Conway, Connie Norman [mailto:connie@unc.edu] 

Sent~ Thursday, November 14, 2013 12:58 PN 

Cc: Grimsley, Richie; Robinson, Kevin T 
Subject: NCHS~ Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Game 

Hi Mr. Burr, 

I have been asked to reserve ~me on Fetzer Field for the 20~3 NCHSAA 

am attaching a Standard Facilities Use Request form. If you will fill this out and return ~t to me, ~ wil~ process your request to reserve time on our schedule for your 

event. 

Thanks for your a~en~on to this ma~er. 

Best, 

Connie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 20, 2013 5:01 PM 

Stillman, [,aura <I ~stillm~@wr~J.com> 

ILE: An invitation to speak at our Capitol Broadcasting Company Salesperson of the Year event on Thursday, 1/’23/’14 

Thank you t:or understanding, 

From= Stillman, Laura [mailto:Lstillman@wral.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, November 20, 20:t3 4:29 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: An invitation to speak at our Capitol Broadcasting Company Salesperson of the Year event on Thursday, :1/23/14 

You’re on! Get to work 

Laura Stillman 
Sales Manager 
WRAb.W 
919¢21-8791 

Istillman@wral.com 
fax 919-821 4554 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, November 20, 2013 4:20 PN 

Te= Stillman, Laura 
Subject= RE: An invi~tion to speak at our Capitol Broadcasting Company Salesperson of the Year event on ~ursday, 1/23/$4 

Whe[~ our sl:~d~um is u[~(~er co[~stru(:t~o[~ ca~ me~] 

F~m= Stillman, Laura 
Sent= Wednesday, November 20, 2013 12:17 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: An invi~tion to speak at our Capitol Broadcasting Company Salesperson of the Year event on ~ursday, 1/23/$4 

I appreciate your quick response. One day, I’ll definitely manage to snag you as a speaker~ Take care and go Heels ..... 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 20, 2013, at 11:54 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a__n_s_o__n_._@__e__m_._a_].[: .u_q_c_.__e_.d__u_.> wrote: 

Thanks Laura for your gracious invitation, I know Jim Goodman is a very generous rnan but I just don’ ~ d~ink he would be ~nterested in our soccer 

stadium with the many charities he already supports. Sd[I, thank you for tNnking of 

And thank you Laura for supporting our 

F~m= Stillman, Laura [maJlto:LstilJman@wral.com] 
Senti Wednesday, November 20, 20~3 9:48 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= An invitation ~ speak at our Capi~l Broadcasting Company Salesperson of the Year event on Thursday, ~/23/~4 

Coach Dorrance, I would like to invite you again to speak to our Capitol Broadcasting Company group for a very special event in January. It is our 

company’s Salesperson of the Year luncheon, and will be held on Thursday, ~/23/~4, at the NC State Club in Raleigh~ (Please don’t hold that choice of 

location against us ........ ). 

The Salesperson of the Year event recognizes salespeople from each division of Capitol Broadcasting (WRAL-TV, WRAZ, WRADFM, WRALCOM, the 

Durham Bulls, American Tobacco Campus, Microspace) who have exceeded individual criteria for being the best on their staffs during the previous 

year. 

You will of course be the featured speaker, and will have In-20 minutes to talk with the winners and sales staffs about your keys to success and what 

you have accomplished with your UNC womens’ soccer teams over these last many years. You obviously have quite a story to tell, and we can all 

benefit from hearing how you’ve done itl There are no doubt many life lessons that will be very valuable for our salespeople to learn from one of the 

most successful coaches in the country~ 

We would be so honored to have you if you’re available and interested. Last year, you mentioned that you would be heavily involved in fundraising 

for a new soccer stadium for the next few years. You have probably already met with Jim Goodmon, the owner of Capitol Broadcasting Company. But, 

if you haven’t, J would highly recommend that you do so. He has the vision and the passion for sports to be a serious prospect for you. J am not 

speaking on his behalf, but simply as one of his long-time employees who knows the history of the company and where Jim likes to direct his 

energies] 

Thanks for your consideration, Coach. And good luck in the NCAA’s this weekend! I do hope is back. I went to last Sunday’s game, and 

hope to be there again this weekend. Wishing you the best .................. 

Take care, and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Laura Stillman 
Sales Manager 
WRAL-W 
919~21-8791 

lsfilhnan@wraLcom 
fax 919~21~554 

Click here to learn more about the power of ~L. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:02 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar(~a)unc.edu) 

From ~@cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:57 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is,              and I just wanted to let you know that I mn ve~ interested in coming to UNC to play ~ccer in "the near thture. I will be attending the 

VCCL toummnent in Virginia this weekend (November 23rd and 24th), and the CASL Showcase (December 6th-Tth and 8th). I would love m meet you and talk 

about my continued interest. 

Thanks- 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursda5 ,10:03 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Fron ~gmail.com] 
Sent: W~dnesday 5:25 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Cc-" Dorrance, Albert A IV ;@gmail.com; Palladino, George W 
Subject’, 

Hi Coach Ducar, 

Hope you’re doing well. I just wanted to reach out to you and thank you for coming to some of my games in Phoenix. Friday’s game ended 

in a tie 1-1 ; I assisted our goal. Saturday’s game ended in a 0-0 tie, and my team and I won our game on Sunday 1-0. 

I am sure you had many games to see, so I really appreciate that you took the time to come watch me[ : ) 

I also wanted to touch base with you re: n)~ transcript to see if the admissions office had aW thoughts/suggestions on it. I am scheduled to 

take the ACT this coming December and the SAT this coming January. I will be sure to make sure that you are sent the results for both. 

Also, I saw that        went from the pranker to the prankee yesterday                     I love that family vibe that the team has. 

Especially since my team and I are so close now, I wouldn’t want it any other way in college. 

Anyways, today I got a new juggling record: 3,020 (100% with my feet). I messed up though while doing a freestyle trick at the end; after 

doing a hop the world, I messed up on the crossover. 

Good luck on your match against Indiana on the 22nd and again, thanks for coming out to my games! 

ttave a good day, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursda5 10:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Transfer student 

[:rOll" 

Sent: Wednesday, S:33 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Transfer student 
Hello, my name is L. I currently study at 

national team experiences in I have played since I’m 5 years old mad I also play here al 

We won our conference last year and I made it to All-conference first team this year¯ 

¯ I have some U16 and U19 

I have played det~nse all my lit~, but also played as a wing this season. 

I’m looking to transfer to another school next semester, because I want to play higher division soccer¯ I would like to ki~ow ifjoining your temn would even be an 

oplion for me’? 

If you want morn information about me as a player, you are morn than welcome to call 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:06 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Desire to Play for UNC Soccer- 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~’:49 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Desire to Play for UNC Soccer - 

Hi, Coach Dorrance[ 

I am Tiffs year, I am a junior. I attend in 

I’m excited about my college 

search and UNC is a definite place of interest for me. I am searching for a place with exceptional educational opportunities and high 

academic standards. But, also, I would like to find somewhere that will allow me the opportunity to play soccer and provide an inviting 

environment to do so. Soccer has always been a passion and an outlet of mine that I would love to carry, over into my college years. I 

believe IYNC can provide me with both the educational and athletic opportunities I am looking for. 

Our season, here at has just ended. We’ve had success in recent years, reaching the state quarter-finals in and the 

state se~ni-finals in , during which I consistently started varsity as a central midfielder. We are coached by 

College. I have experience not only in the central midfield position, bm also as a winger and a forward. I have been recognized for my 

tectmical and tactical abilities and, especially, my ability to anticipate. Ball distribution and field vision are also areas where I excel. 

Additionally, I have been selected, as a junior, to serve as captain this past season and have contributed in more areas, on and off the field. 

This year, we reached the state quarter-finals once again and are excited to begin work in the off-season. Personally, I was selected for the 

~ 2nd Team and plan to return as captain next season. 

I have played club soccer since the age often. Currently, I play for coached by 

University. We are a competitive team, recently having won the MAPs cup and participating in EDP Region 1 soccer. Previously, I played 

for                                 and served as captain for three years under                                   Since joining 

, however, I’ve quicldy gained a starting position in the central midfield. Lastly, I have been forttmate enough to work with 

fitness trainer         on my speed, strength, and agility. 

I am blessed to have been able to be successful in my educational career thus far. My GPA is     and I receive, mostly, A’s. I have no 

issues in balancing school, work, and soccer. Additionally, I am apart of the National ttonors Society (NITS) and have been recognized for 

my volunteer work and academic excellence. In regards to my collegiate education, I would love to pursue a degree in some area of 

architecture. But, I also have interests in the areas of English/writing and history as well. 

I would love to receive more information about your school and your athletic program so that I may further explore my interest in IYNC. 

All of this has just been a quick overview so anything else about ~wself that you would like to know, I would be more than hapw to reply. 

Thank you for your time. I look forward to hearing from you and wish you luck in the coming seasons. 

Below, I’ve enclosed the dates, times, and locations ~br upcoming tournaments that I will be participating in on the chance that you or 

someone representative of your team will be able to attend. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:17 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

From ~mail com] 
Sent: Wednesday 7:49 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas 

~4gmail corn; 

Subject: 

UNC Athletics Director; ~gmail. corn; 

Hello                  and those at the University of North Carolina I would like to first hand apologize for my behavior during the high school soccer game of                . I did not 
mean to come off as a bully I was just veW frustrated at how the outcome of the game turned out This however does not let my actions of the hook so ! would like to apologize to you 

personally ]2~r that. For the stalK" at the L’niversi~ of North Carolina I would like to say that I am truly sorry for making the school look bad that was never my intentions I am a hard 
working student academically and would never in no shape or form try to embarrass the school I do not want to come off as a gamble or as a student athlete who is not worth the trouble 
and hassle I can assure you that this will be the last altercation that you will have from me g~ving the fact that I will be deleting my Twitter and Facebook account. Once again I would like to 
apologize to everyone ! am sending this email to I would like for you guys to realize that this is incident is not a reflection on my true character and the type of person that I am. You can ask 
my Coach                                   he type of person I am. I always try to set an example to the U12 girls team that I mentor in my club and I ~vould not like for them to think 
differently of me. Once again I do sincerely apologize. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:17 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re r 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thank you for your response. I tried to submit the completed survey from the link you provided but it did not go through. 
Is it possible for you to resend me the secure link so that I may attempt the survey again? I apologize for the hassle. 
Also, please know that I will be playing at GASL on Dec. 5-8. I hope you will come watch me play. 
Lastly, I am the most aggressive holding mid. 
Thanks, 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~,email.unc.edu> 
To: ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, l:32 PM 
Subject: RE: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 2200, 
3ackson Hall, Chapel Hill, NC 275.t5 or visit the University web site: http://www.unc.edu/for any information about the University. For team information you may go to 
~[ ~p--; j-/ t a r h e e ~ b ~ u e ~ c stv ~ c ~ m ~--s-~-9-r-~ L-w------s--~--c---c--e--~.~-~u---n-~£ ~-w------s--~---c-~ ~ ~[~ ~ ! 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again after September 1st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all you current information on file: 
https://secure,assistantcoach, net/colleges/athlete webform, asp?oid=i:I8&sid=2845 
Good luck and thank you for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Girl’s Soccer Camp Information 

.h_t_t_p "_.__l_/__n__c_g_s__c___,_c__o___m__!_ 

Chris Ducar 
ducar@uncaa.unc.edu 
http://www.tarheelblue.com/ 

Sent; Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NASA G:[7 Elite Soccer 

@yahoo.com] 
4:24 PM 

Coach Dorrance, 
Hi, my name is I am a midfielder for and play on the 

. I am a freshman at 
I am ve~ interested ~n playing soccer for the best women’s college soccer program in the count~, Universib’ of North Carolina. I know my college freshman year of 

is a long way ott~ b/I am committed to scarfing the process of exposing myself to colleges early. 

It would reaJly be an honor if you came to the CASL Showca~ tournament in December to watch me & my team play. You wont regret it’. 

Attached is my profile sheet. Also, nay coach’s contact intbnnation is: 

Thank you fo~taJdng the time to read my e-mail, t lease consider coming to watch me play. It would be awesome!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 10:17 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From . ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wedn~sday 8:28 PM 
To; Dorrance. Albert A IV: Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: 
Hello Coach Dorrance, 
Here is my upcoming schedule for the next 2 months. I hope that you are able to come and see me play. 
Thanks, 

On Monday, 3:35 PM, ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Mr. Anson Dorrance 
Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of North Carolina 
Chapel Hill, NC 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am a freshman at 
engineering, architecture, or forensics. 

and interested in attending the UNC with interests in studying 

I am very interested in playing soccer at the UNC. I have played predominantly goalkeeper for the past three years for 
and am part of the U15 LNSC Eclipse team that is part of the NPL. In addition to my club soccer play, I am also part of the 
training pool. I will also be playing high school for the             team in the upcoming spring season. 

Enclosed you will find my athletic profile with a brief academic summary and the 
yet applied for clearance from the NCAA Clearing House. 

Thank you for your consideration. I hope you have an opportunity to see me play in the upcoming season. 

team. I have not 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:17 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Sent: Wednesday 
Subiect: 

~hotmail.corn] 
9:05 PM 

Heiio, 

Im reaily sorry to bother you again. 

If you were pianning on watching 

numbers [or our games i~ave been changed. 

~ wift be pfaying on 

We wift also be pfaying on 

this weekend the field 

Final game at 12:00, field depends on how we finish. 

My team is also attending NEVVSS on November 30.-December I in Bafdwin, NY. Schedule is to be determined. ~’Ve are also attending more 

showcases this corrfing up season, 2014, DBA 

My jersey number is 13 and I woufd reafly appreciate you coming to watch. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance0 Albert A IV </O=kFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday 10:21 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I:W: Phoenix Event 

From: .~gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:4.t plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Phoenix Event 

Dear Coach : 

My name is            and I play Forward on the           ’ soccer team. I wanted to thank you for coming to watch our team play in Phoenix this past 

weekend. I am very interested in your school and your soccer program. Our team will be playing this weekend in Maryland against 2 ECNL teams and I hope you 

have the opportunity to come and see me play again. Thank you for your consideration 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:22 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~-W: 

From: _~aol.com] 

Sent: Wednesday~ 9:52 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: 

Hello Mr.Dorrance, 

My name is                I play for                             is the coach. I am in the graduating class of :     ~nd was wondering if you can see me play. The 
tournaments my team are participating in are : NEWSS, CASL, Disney, Jefferson Cup and many more. This is my schedule for NEWSS and CASL : 

CASL: 



Thankyou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:23 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW 

From ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, iO::t4 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello Coach Anson Dorrance’. 

I am going to be attending the CCL Showcase with my club team 

might get to see me play this upcoming weekend. 

in the U15 age gronp and am hoping that you 

I am most excited atx~ut Iyotentia~ly playing at University of North Carolina- Chapel ttill because your school is a large school with a well established women’s soccer 

prograa~ and a universi~ that is of my interest. As a graduate ol      I am beginning to evaluate colleges that fit tny acadetnic and athletic goa~s. 

I believe that my number one strength as a player is being able to keep myself level headed as the goalkeeper and stay focused even in high pressure situations. 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 10:23 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

10:20 PM 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 

image 

removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:23 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

l~W 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday :I0:37 PM 

To’, 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, 

_~aol.corn 
Subject: Re: 

; UN¢ Athletics Director~ @gmail.com; 

I can tell your apology is sincere and I really appreciate it but I think it should be directed to the main target of your frustration and m~eets. 

Her name is          and you can reach her through Coach                                        or Assistant AD 

¯ They aye completely aware what happened mid probably will appreciate your apology too. 

Sincerely; 

On Wednesday, wrote: 

Hello Mrs. and those at the University of North Carolina I wo~dd like to first hand apologize tbr my behavior during the high school soccer game of 

I did not mean to come offas a bully I was just ve~ fi-ustrated at how the outcome of the gmne turned out. This however does not let my actions of 

the hook so I would like m apologize to you            personally for that. For the staff’at the University of North Carolina I would like to say that I am truly sorry 

for making the school look bad that was never my intentions I am a hayd working student academically and would never in no shape or tbrm t~ to embarrass the 

school¯ I do not want to come offas a gamble or as a stadent athlete who is not worth the trouble and hassle I can assure you that this will be the lafft altercation that 

you will have frown me giving the thct that I will be deleting my Twitter and Facebook account¯ Once again I would like to apologize to eveuone I aan sending this email 

to. I would like for you guys to reaJize that this is incident is not a reflection on my tree character and the type of person that I am. You can ask tny Coa& 

and Coac[             lie ~pe of person I anl. I always try to set an example to the U12 girls team that I mentor in my club and I would not like for them to think 
differently of me. Once again I do sincerely apologize. 

Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:26 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: .................... @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:21 PM 
To: Hue Menzies 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A TV; Sander, UNC Athletics Director; 

@aN.corn 
Subject: Re: 

Ok I understated but I recommended she apologize to, because her parents and physical threats in the parking lot very 

serious, schools considers bullying in person a~d online a serious offense that students can get suspended for. Apologizing to allows her aaad the 

school to see didn’t ~eally tnean any harm. 

On Wednesday                             ; wrote: 

is apologizing to you because of your email. I think this is sufficient to the situation. We a]l need to move on and hope lesson is learned to 
Thank you. 

On Wed at 10:36 PM, ’,~gmail.com> wrote: 

I ca~ tell your apology is sincere a~d I really appreciate it but I think it should be directed to the tnain tmget of your fmsta’ation and tweets. 

Her name is          and you can reach her through Coach~ ................................................................ or Assistant AD 

They ~re cotnpletely aware what happened and probably will appreciate your apology too. 

Sincerely, 

On Wednesday, ¯ ¯ wrote: 

Hello Mrs. and those at the University of North Carolina I would like to first hand apologue for my behavior during the high school soccer game of 

I did not mem~ to come offas a bully I was just very frustrated at how the outcome of the game turned out. This however does not let my actions of 

the hook so I would like to apologize to you           personally for that. For the stalt’at the University of N orth Carolina I would like to say that I am truly so~D" 

for tnaking the school look bad that was never tny intentions I am a hard working student academically m~d would never in no shape or tbnn try to embarrass the 

school. I do not want to come offas a gaa~ble or as a student athlete who is not worth the trouble and hassle I can assure you that this will be the last altercation that 

you roll have from me giving the fact that I will be deleling ~ny Twitter m~d Facebook account. Once again I would like to apologize to everyone I a~ sending this e~nail 
to. I would like for you guys to realize that this is incident is not a reflection on my tree character and the type of person that I am. You can ask my Coach 

and                 the type of person I am. I always try to set an example to the U12 gifts team that I mentor in my club and I would not like for them to think 

differently of me. Once again I do sinceMy apologize. 

Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:26 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :I1:23 PM 
To: 
Cc:            . Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, 

@aN.corn 
Subject: 

probabl y could have emailed hersel f if she wasn’t ~l’r aJ d 

UNC Athletics Director; 

On Wednesday,                              wrote: 

is apologizing to you because of your email. I think this is sufficient to the situation. We all need to move on and hope lesson is learned to 
Thank you. 

On Wed, at 10:36 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I can tell your apology is sincere and I really appreciate it but I think it should be directed to the main ta~et of your fi-ustration and tweets. 

Her na~ne is , and you can reach her through or Assistant AD 

I They are cotnpletely aware what happened and probably will appreciate your apology too. 

Sincerely~ 

On Wednesday, wrote: 

Hello Mrs and those at the University of North Carolina I would like to first hand apologue for my behavior during the high school soccer game of 

. I did not mem~ to come offas a bully I was just very frustrated at how the outcome of the game turned out. This however does not let my actions of 

the hook so I would like to apologize to you            personally tbr that. For the staff at the UniversiU of North Carolina I would like to say that I mn truly sorry 

tbr making the school look bad that was never my intentions I am a ha~d working student academically and would never in no shape or form try to embarrass the 
school. I do not want to come offas a ga~ble or as a student athlete who is not worth the trouble and hassle I can assure you that this will be the last altercation that 

you roll have from me giving the fact that I will be deleting ~ny Twitter m~d Facebook account. Once again I would like to apologize to everyone I a~ sending tiffs e~nail 

to. I would like for you guys to realize that this is incident is not a reflection on my tree character and the Upe of person that I am. You ca~ ask my Coach 

and                 the type of person I am. I always try to set an exa~ple to the U12 girls team that I mentor in my club and I would not like for them to think 
differently of me. Once again I do sinceMy apologize. 

Sincerely 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:27 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

kW: CASL showcase in RaJeigh North Carolina 

Finalized College bio.docx 

Sent: Thursday,                :t: :t9 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: CASL showcase in Raleigh North Carolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance and assistants, 

My name is                   and I am to be a graduate of the class of 

¯ I will be attending the CASL tournament in Raleigh North Carolina in December 6th-8th. I will post my schedule below. 

Mv last GPA was a ...... , honor roll, student council, and service club.. I am in the process of looking at colleges and am 

very interested in UNC. The wide array of options for majors is something that I really look forward to explore. Also I am very interested in the southern 

atmosphere of North Carolina and UNC which is why I want to move from ’          to North Carolina. 

My soccer career has consisted of club play from U8-U17. (I play with all juniors though I am a sophomore) My club team won 3 state championships and 

placed 2nd in regionals. I currently play defender, but can alternate y play froward anytime if needed. Two years ago I also made state ODP and the regional pool 

but was not able to attend regional pool training due to injury. 

I had started and played all games on Varsity as a freshman at     . In high school I played center mid. I received ~st team all-conference and was one of the top 

leading scorers in the conference. Last summer I attended the Florida State University Camp and this summer will be attending yours. 

Schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~-/O~LFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday° 10:33 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~. @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday 6:10 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance: 

Elope all is going well with you! 
I wanted to send 5;ou my game sehedule for the upcoming Interregional Event in Boca. All the games will be played at Spanish River Athletic Park at 1370 NW 

Spanish River Bird, Boca Raton, 33431. I am excited about the games and can’t wait to get there! I hope you will have the opportunity to come see some of the 

g~nes. 

I am attaching a copy of tny current profile. Hope to see you there! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, November 21,2013 10:34 AM 

Chris Burt <cbur’V~,,nscaa.com> 

Lmry Gallo (athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu) 

RE: NCHSAA GM’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Ginned 

Thank you for your understanding. 

From: Chris Burr [mailto:cburt@nscaa.com] 
Sent-. Thursday, November 2:[, 20:[3 6:5:[ AM 

To,, Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject-. Re: NCHSAA Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 

Anson, 

Thanks for your support. We knew it was a long shot given the late notice. 

Chris 

Sent from my Phone 

On Nov 20, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

I wanted Lo do this but given how overwhekned our game operations staff: is my supervisor Larry Galfo says we cannot take it orL I am so sorry. 

From: Chris Burt [mailto:cburt@nscaa.com] 
Sent-. Wednesday, November 20, 20:[3 3::[0 PM 
To,, Conway, Connie Morgan 
Co-" Grimsley, Richie; Robinson, Kevin T; dlinke@nscaa.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-. RE: NCHSAA Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 

Following back-up on the attached. Sorry to follow-up so soon but wanting to get th~s confirmed one w~y or the other g~ven our short t~me frame that 

we’ve put ourse~w~s m. 

Chris 

Chris Burt 

CMefMarke~ngO~cer I Na~onal Soccer Coaches Assoda~on of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66t0:~ ~ 9] 3-362-:W47 x ~0]~ 1913-362-3439 (f} 

NSCAA.com I Twi~ter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Are you ready for Soccer’s Biggest Party? 

F~m: Chris Burr [mail~:5_b~_[~[~£~_~:_¢9_~] 
Sent: Monday, November ES, 20E3 5:56 PM 
To: ’Conway, Connie Morgan’ 
Co: ’Grimsley, Richie’; ’RoNnson, Kevin ¯ 
Subject: RE: NCHS~ G~rl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 

Conrfie, AI~, 

Attached is the completed form. 

Add~t~ona~ ~nformat~on about the event can be found at http:i!hishschoolsoccerallamerican.com/and http://www.nscaatv.com/news!20:~/~O!20E3- 

girls-h s-.a II--a mer~ca n-.~a m e. 

Thsnks, 

Chris 

Chris Burt 

ChiefMarkeflngO~cer INaQonMSoccerCoachesAssodaflonofAmer~ca 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66~0Z ~ 913- 362.-Z747 x EO1319~3- 362.-3439 (f} 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: ~NSCAA I Facebook 

Are you ready for Soccer’s Biggest Party? 

F~m: Conway, Connie Morgan [~!~_~e;_~9_D_~_~_g_~5~_¢~_g.] 
Se~t: Thursday, November E4, 20~3 E2:58 PM 

To: ’cbu~@nscaa.com’ 
Co: Grimsley, Richie; Robinson, Kevin T 
Subject: NCHS~ Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Game 

Hi Mr. Burr, 

I have been asked to reserve ~me on Fetzer Field for the 20~3 NCHSAA ~i~ All American Showcase Soccer Game. In accordance with our compliance 

guidelines, I am attaching a Standard Facilities Use Request form. If you will fill this out and return it to me, I will process your request to reserve time 

on our schedule for your event. 

Thanks for your a~en~on to this ma~er. 

Best, 

Connie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:37 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: _@grnail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8::t:t AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, 
Director; @aol.com; 
Subject: Re: 

Thank you very much good luck to you towards the rest of your sea~n. 

Sincerely, 

; UN¢ Athletics 

On Thu. at 7:42 AM, > wrote: 

Thank you for your e-mail. I will show the te~:m a printout of your e-mail. The game last week was very. intense and our game plan centered on you. Both teams were 

playing vmy hard and sometimes emotions are hard to control on both sides of the I-all. We have talked to our players and they understand that our focus should 

always be just about the game. Good luck in the rest of your high school gmnes. 

I wish you the best in your college career at UNC. You are a very talented player and I am looking forward to watch you play soccer in college. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: . ?~ g m_~__U_!=_c_9__n_)_] 
Sent: Wednesday l 0:42 PM 

To: 
Subject: 

Hello coach          my name is              and i was number 20 on        varsity soccer team, i would just like to apologize to you and towaMs 
my actions were unnecessa~’ that night and i would like to sincerely apologize about not only my actions but the things that were said. The mother wants me to 

talk to her daughter however i am not sure how she actually wanks me to do that so i was hoping i could either get her email address or you could send this atx~loD to 
her thank you. 

The information contained in this e-mail message is inten&d solely for 

the recipient(s) and may contaJ, n privileged information. Tampering with 

or altering the contents of this message is prohibited. This information 

is the sanie as any written document and may be subject to all rules 

governing public information according to Florida Statutes. Any message 

that falls under Chapter 119 shall not be altered in a maturer that 

misrepresents the activities of Orange County Public Schools. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Thursday, November 21,2013 10:54 AM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

Cmmingham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edt~-; LaiTy Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); John Montgomery (iohn~!mmsclub.com); Creech, 

Karlton W <kcreech@unc.edu> 

Subject: See "The MLS boom in Numbers" below!! 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

I want us to do the same for our brand that the MI.S is doing by packing the gate and giving everyone that is associated with oLu" program the first class (Disney) 

experience that we a~; a department are striving for .... the future h; ~n OUR game amt ot~r (:red~bi~ity w~l~ begir~ ~v~th what we can atl:rac[: at ok~r 

ihe new st~dium w~l~ be the cal:a~yst for th~s UN([: soccer "boom". Soccer is arriving in America and I w~n~: U NC to be the c.:?~leg~a~:e atl:et~da~lce leader. We used 1:o 

be d~at leader (we are ~ow third behind Texas A&M and Portland}, ~ want ~t bacld[[ 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
8ent~ Thursday, November 21, 2013 ~0:04 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~ject~ Soccer Business Insider: The NLS boom, in numbers 
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The MLS boom, in numbers 
By Paul Kennedy                                                                       . . 
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For those of us who have covered soccer going all the way back to the days of the original NASL, the sender¯ 

report Forbes published Wednesday on MLS club valuations is stunning. 

Pro soccer, once deemed a wasteland, is booming. 

Go back 30 years, 20 years, 15 years, 10 years, even five years - the year of the previous Forbes’ report on MLS - and the 

idea of pro soccer being a solid investment was a pipe dream. 

Thirty years ago? The NASL was on the verge of collapse. 

Twenty years ago? Work on MLS had begun. But it was slow going. Very slow going. As in it would take another three years 

~hare Thi 



to get the league off the ground. 

Fifteen years ago? The sale of the LA Galaxy by Marc Rapaport’s LA Soccer Partners to AEG for $26 million was announced 

at MLS Cup 1998, prompting the biggest toast in the history of soccer. The Galaxy owners were getting out and they were the 

first investors ever to make money on American soccer. 

Ten years ago? Instead of moving fowvard, MLS had fallen backward, going from 12 to 10 teams and hanging on with the 

support of only three owners. 

Five years ago, the Seattle Sounders had not even begun play in MLS. That’s how long ago Forbes published its previous 

report on MLS. 

And MLS had only 14 teams in 2008. It just announced its 21st team, Orlando City SC, on Tuesday, and should announce its 

22nd team, Team Beckham in Miami, by the end of the year. 

Here are a few takeways: 

MLS must have had a winner if giant sports and entertainment companies like AEG and Red Bull had gotten in on 

the proverbial ground floor. 

Much was made of the so-called $250 million the Galaxy was paying David Beckham, but that was money well spent if you 

believe Forbes figures: operating revenues of $7.8 million in 2012 - fourth in MLS behind only Seattle, Portland and Houston - 

and an increased valuation of $70 million in five years from $100 million in 2008 to $170 million in 2013. 

According to Forbes, the Red Bulls were MLS’s least profitable with losses of $6.3 million in 2012, but their value has more 

than tripled over the last five years from $33 million to $114 million. A chunk of that comes from the construction of Red Bull 

Arena= But Red Bull - yes, it’s in the business of selling sports and entertainment as much as it’s in the business of selling 

energy drinks - could sell its MLS club tomorrow and more than make up for the annual losses on the Red Bulls. 

It takes $100 million-plus to sit at the MLS table these days. 

In 2008, the Galaxy was the only MLS team valued at $100 million or mor~. Now, it is one of eight teams valued at $100 

million or more. The average MLS team was worth $37 million in 2008. It’s now worth $103 million, up 178 percent. Nine clubs 

made money in 2012 compared to just three in 2007. 

Earlier this year, Forbes reported the Hunt Sports Group sold the Columbus Crew and Crew Stadium to Anthony Precourt for 

$68 million. That would be considered a bargain price for an MLS club as Columbus is a mid-sized market and Crew Stadium 

is MLS’s oldest and least expensive soccer~specific stadium. 

The Orlando Sentinel reported the expansion fee for Orlando City was $70 million - and that doesn’t include the cost of the 

stadium being built in downtown Orlando. 

By pro sports standards, the revenues of MLS clubs are modest: an average of $26 million. Which means they must 

keep costs -translation: player salaries - down to make money. 

Up until now, MLS has managed to do that thanks to various mechanisms: league approval of all contracts, a salary cap and 

limited free agency, not just the single-entity structure. It also helps that soccer has an open labor market - ie., there is a 

seemingly infinite supply of talent on the international market MLS can import for the same or less money than it currently 

pays its players. 

For better or worse, MLS is the envy of leagues in other sports or soccer leagues around the world as it has contained labor 

costs, but that will get increasingly difficult. 

First of all, the current collective bargaining agreement expires at the end next year. Secondly, MLS’s new owners are on the 

whole more willing to invest in player talent than its original owners and there are more means to do so than in the past 

(multiple DPs, financial incentives from the league with its Providence Equity Partners money). 

The good news is that many clubs have built their own stadiums and are selling out. The bad news is that they are 

selling out. 

The revenues that clubs generate come almost entirely from in-stadium revenue streams, which begs the question, where will 

future growth come from? Most of the soccer-specific stadiums are small facilities with not a lot of room for expansion. 

The first thing, of course, will be to make sure those sellouts are real sellouts. All those empty seats you see at games ar~ 

lost opportunities to make extra revenues with the sale of food and beverage and merchandising. And all those empty seats 

deflate the price at which clubs can sell tickets - or ticket holders can re-sell them. 

(In the excellent Hollywood Reporter profile of Seattle Sounders majority owner Joe Roth, he found no more proof of the club’s 

mega-success than in surveying the crowd outside CenturyLink Field on game day: "Scalpers. This does my heart good.") 

That MLS clubs rely heavily on in=stadium revenue streams is because MLS’s television revenue is so modest. 

If you want to know why the average player salaries at big European clubs match the entire salary budgets of many MLS 

clubs, you just need to see the discrepancy in broadcast revenues. 

The current deal with MLS’s broadcast partners = ESPN, NBC and Univision = expires at the end next season. The bad news 



is that, according to published reports, MLS ratings were down this year on ESPN/ESPN2 (29 percent to an average of 

220,000 viewers per game) and NBCSN (8 percent to 112,000 per game). 

The good news is that networks have such an appetite for live programming, and there’s so little live programming available to 

buy, MLS should still see a healthy increase in its television revenue. 

Finally - and this is worth underscoring - the growth MLS has achieved over the last five years is all the more 

remarkable when you consider it followed the greatest financial collapse of our lifetime. 

For years, pr~ soccer was dubbed the next big thing only to fall flat on its face. In the aftermath of the 2008 financial collapse, 

proponents of MLS cautioned that it was only a matter of time - in this case, the economic r~covery - before pro soccer took 

off. 

Most economists will agree we’re still waiting for the economic recovery. But MLS is booming. 

Soccer America on Twi~ter: 

Follow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridqe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 
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See what others are ~ the Soccer Business Insider blo& 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:57 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

l~g: Compilation of 

Yeah, maybe this kid is not for us 

P~om-¯ Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Thursday, i0:30 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Compilation of 

I know she is deleting her social media accounts but you need to look at this. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, November 21,2013 4:52 PM 

Chris Neal <cneal3@elon.edu> 

I~E:           h~b 

Chris, 

liust finished a great chat with the Fordham AD, He wants me to send him an email about . You guys write it, send it to me, I will edit it and send it to him. I 

have hug~:_~ r~-_~spect for      f want h#r~ to get ~t so write 

F~m: Chris Real [mailto:cneal3@e~on.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:05 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re:          Info 
That must be his secretary. I called that number earlier today and she transferred me to his voicemail. His direct # is not posted on the athletics website. 

If you try again tomorrow she may be able to transfer you. Thanks Anson = Chris 

Chris Neal 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Elon University 

2500 Campus Box, Elon, NC 27244 

336-278-6745 

ELON ATHLETICS: www.elonphoenix.com 

CAMP INFO: __w___w__~y_:_e_J_9___n__s__o___c__c__e__r__c__a____m__p__s_:__c_p___n_? 

Follow us on FACEBOOK 

Follow us on TWITTER 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 6:17 PM 

To: Elon University <cneaL~@elon.edu> 

Subject: RE:            Info 

That # did not se~-_~nl to re~ch David Roach 

Frora: Chris Neal [Ln___a_jJD_:__c__D__e___a_!_3___@__e_J__o__n__:__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 2:09 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Info 
Hey Anson, 

Thanks for helping out with this. Again, he has done a WONDERFU L job 

The AD at Fordham is David Roach. Here is his info: 

718-817-4302 

droachl.@fordham.edu 
Thanks and good luck on Friday! 

Chris Neal 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Elon University 

2500 Campus Box, Elon, NC 27244 

336-278-6745 

ELON ATHLETICS: www.elonphoenix.com 

CAM P IN FO: ._w__~v___w__:__e_!_o___n__s___o__c__c___e_[£_a___m___R_s_:_c___o_!~ 

Follow us on FACEBOOK 

Follow us on FWIT1-E R 

His resume is attached. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 21,2013 5:02 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edn> 

l~E: NCHSAA Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 

You are right Larry and I appreciate your support. I had a greaL meedng wiLh Bubba about the stadium~ I am so excited I am abouL to explode!H 

From: Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
$eat: Thursday, November 2~, 20~3 ~:~7 AM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ RE: NCHS~ Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 
~a~ you coach -~ no bridges burned ~ solid future relationships, m~d also for hosting one of their showc~e ~ the future. 

Take care, 

Ca~v 

~Larry Ga~, Jr, 

E-x~:c~tive Assocm~: Dic~ctor of Athletics 

Unive~ib’ of No~ll~ Car~lina at Chat~l Hill 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Sent: Thursday, November 2:t, 20:t3 i0:34 AM 
To: Chris Bur~ 
Subject: RE: NCHSAA Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 

Thank you [or your understanding. 

From: Chris Bu~ [~JJ_~;_g_~_~_@t~£_~_:~] 

Sent~ ~ursday, November 21, 20~3 6:~1 AN 

To~ Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: NCHSAA Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 

Anson, 

Thanks for your support. We knew it was a ~on8 shot siren the ~ate notice. 

Chris 

Sent from my Phone 

On Nov 20, 2013, at 4:28 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

I wat~[ed to do this bu[ giv~:’[~ how overwhek~l~:_~d our ~arne operations staff ~s rny supervisor Larry GNh:~ says we canno[ [:ake it on. I am so sorry. 

~m= Chris Bu~ [~a_[[#£L£b_M~_@_[)_~_£~#_:£_£~] 
Seat= Wednesday, November 20, 2053 3:$0 PN 
To= Conway, Connie Morgan 
~¢= Grimsley, Richie; Robinson, Kevin T; O_[[D_~_@_[?_~_¢~_,g_g~; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: NCHS~ Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 

Fo]~ow~nfi back-up on the attached. Sorry to ]:oflow-up so soon but wanting to get th~s confirmed one way or the other given our short tirne [:rame 

that we’ve put ourselves 

Thanks, 

Chris 

Chris Bu~ 

Chief MarketingO~cer I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 6610~ ~ 913-362-~747 x $0~31913-362-3439 (f) 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Are you ready for Soeeeffs Biggest Party? 

F~m= Chris Bu~ [mailto:cburt@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Monday, November ~8, 2013 5:56 PM 
Te= ’Conway, Connie Morgan’ 
¢e= ’Grimsley, Richie’; ’Robinson, Kevin T 
Subject= RE: NCHS~ Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Gamed 

Connie, All, 

Additiona~ ~n[:ormation about the evenL can be found at b_~_~#_~ZZ_b~gb}s_b_£_£]_&9_s£¢£g_U_~B_¢£~_~_e:_s£BZ and 

A~rls-hs-all-am edcan-game. 

Let me know what else you need from me~ 

Tha n ks, 

Chris 

Chris 

Chief MarketingO~cer I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66101 ~ 913-~62-1747 x :[0131913-~62-3439 (f) 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Are you ready for Soeeefs Biggest Party? 

F~m= Conway, Connie Morgan [ma~l~:conNe@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November ~% 20~3 ~2:58 PN 

Te= ’cbu~@nscaa.com’ 
C¢= Grimsley, RicNe; Robinson, Kevin T 



Subject: NCHSAA Girl’s Soccer ALL American Showcase Game 

Hi Mr. Burr, 

I have been asked to reserve time on Fetzer Field for the 20:13 NCHSAA Gi~ All American Showcase Soccer Game. In accordance with our 

compliance guidelines, I am attaching a Standard Facilities Use Request form. If you will fill this out and return it to me, I will process your request to 

reserve time on our schedule for your event. 

Thanks for your attention to this matter. 

Best, 

Connie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, November 21, 2013 5:05 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: {DlWSOC} Asst Position-SIUE 

From: Derek Burton [mailto:deburto@siue.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, November 22, 2023 22:33 PM 
To: D2WSoc@soccedists.org 
Subject: {DIWSOC} Asst Position-SIUE 

Coaches, 

We are adding a second full time assistant position to our program. The position is not yet posted as it hasn’t been formalized on the HR side of things yet. That 

may take some time as it is a newly created position. So the official posting will be in the near future. But I was given the go ahead to reach out to the coaching 

community, etc., to let people know. So if you have a coach who is moving on, a quality volunteer that is looking or any recommendations, they are all appreciated. 

Please feel free to pass this email and!or my contact information on to any quality candidates. 

This is a full time position with benefits, etc. 

SIUE is located in the St.Louis Metropolitan area, 20 minutes from downtown St.Louis. ff you have any questions, please let me know and I appreciate your help in 

advance. 

Good luck to all still playing and a Nappy Thanksgiving to everyone! 

Derek 

Derek Burton 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Sour.hem lilinois University Edwardsvilie 

6~_8-650-2868 

www.cougarsoccerca raps.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Froml 

Sent: Thursday, 2:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is I am number 11 on I am the starting striker tbr our 

team, and one of the highest goals scorers li)r the past three years. I also the hold the record for most assists. I often play outside mid as well. 

I have played competitive soccer since U8. I believe I am a tenacious and vibrant player who uses speed and aggressive play on the bail. This, I aan told, has made me 

a valuable asset to our team. My coach believes me to be a veu complelive force on tl~e field. I aa~ efl~clive at finishing and my tenaci~ creates many opportunities for 

teammates and often changes the complexion of tl~e g~ane. My passion for soccer is undeniable. My work ethic is evident in every play and I ~an a dedicated temnmate 

could be very successful at your ~hool. I hi~pe that you will be able to watch me play m~d evaluate whether or not I would be a good fit tbr your program. 

I have attached my Player Profile aJong with my I hope you will have the oppor~tunity to come see me play. I thank you in advance ti~r your 

consideration. Please feel tree to call witl~ any questions or inquiries you may have. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (dncar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Profile- UPDATED 

Thank you 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 3:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Fwd: - UPDATED 

Ansor~ 

Thank you for taking my call last Sunday. As promised pleas~ find attached , resume. This young lady is definitely worth taking a look at. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Profile from College Prospects of A~nerica, Inc. 

From: College Prospects of America, Inc. [mailto:athletes@cpoa.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:3:t PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Profile from College Prospects of America, Inc. Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._[i_c___~__[~_~_[’__e- 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT iNFORMATiON MADE EASIER 



removed by 

sender 

removed by 

sender 

This email was sent [o ansorl@emaiLul~c.edu by _a__t_~_~_[’_e__t_e_b_~[_c~__o__a_=_c_’_o__r3_~_ 
Update Profile/Email Address fnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 
College Prospects of America, inc. :: 12682 College Prospects Dr. i Logan OH 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, November 21,2013 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Spring 2014 A&nits 

From: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent: Thursday, November 22, 2023 3:37 PM 

To: Negalha, Jeff; Workman, Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Thompson, Jennifer C; Grant, Arron .1; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian .1; Adams, Clarissa; Somoano, Carlos M; Kolat, 
Can/.1; Holliday, Corey L; Garth, Christy Lynn; coachmock@uncaa.unc.edu; Ducat, Chris; Hoots, Eric M; Stefanski, Eric Edward; Porter, Grant; Meaders, Harlis James; Haydon, 
Joe; Ille, Vince; Kretchmar, Jen; BrescN, Joe; Townsend, Jenn; Webb, Josh; Markos, Lance M; Jednak, Matt; Fox, Mike; Litzinger, Michael B; Higley, Pamela; Barnes, Philip E; 
Myers, Patrick Jacob; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Forbes, Scott; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Jackson, Scott C; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Levy, Jennifer S 
Subject: Spring 2024 Admits 

Dear All, 

It’s hard to believe but the fall semester is winding down and the spring semester will be starting sooner than we think. If you are NOT planning to bring in 

students for the spring semester, you may delete this email now. If you are planning to bring in new students for the spring, keep reading. 

In order to ensure that our records are in sync, please send me your list of new student-athletes scheduled to begin their UNC careers in January. If these students 

have not previously been admitted, we will move forward with their official admission ASAP. We would like to receive your list no later than Tuesday, November 

26th. 

As a reminder, we must receive official, final high school transcripts (college transcripts for transfers) for spring admits no later than January 6, 2014. Without this 

documentation, the student will not be allowed to enroll and begin classes on January 8th. 

If you have a Group 1 candidate you hope to enroll in January, please talk with Vince immediately. Other questions/concerns may come directly to me or JT. 

Thanks. Have a good weekend. Go Heels!! 

Barbara 
P.m~a ra J. Polk 
Deputy Director 

U~ive~’si~g o{~No~’th Carol[ra at Chapel }tfl~ 
P ~] o~] e: 919 -9 6 6-3 ~ 89 



College Coaches- 

As the National Women’s Soccer League prepares for its second season, the league would 

appreciate x/our assistance to help ensure that everx/plax/er who is interested is able to register 

for the upcoming 2014 NWSL College Draft. 

The draft will be held Fridax/, Jan. 17, 2014 at the National Soccer Coaches Association of 
America (NSCAA) Convention in Philadelphia. 

Your involvement is important in helping to facilitate the process of registering am/plax/er from 

x/our school who would like to be eligible to plax/in the NWSL. 

In order to be eligible for the 2014 NWSL College Draft, a plax/er must: 

¯ Be a college plax/erwho has exhausted her NCAA eligibilitx/, or will graduate during the 

2013-14 academic x/ear 
¯ Register for the draft with the NWSL. 

Plax/ers who register but are not selected during the 2014 NWSL College Draft will qualifx/to be 

acquired as a Discover Plax/er during the 2014 season. 

Plax/ers who do not register will not be eligible to be on the roster of anx/NWSL team until Jan. 

i, 2015. 

Once again, here is the link for x/our plax/ers to register: 
https://www.su rveymonkey.com/s/2014NWSLCollege Playerl nterestSu rvex/ 

Please forward this link to all of your graduating players. Registration for the 2014 NWSL 

College Draft will close Wednesday, Jan. 15, 2014. 

If you or your players have any questions, please contact NWSL Operations Manager, Jacquelyn 

Vanaman at .jvanaman@nwslsoccer.com. 

Thank you, 

Cheryl Bailey 

NWSL Executive Director 

National Women’s Soccer League, 1801 S. Prairie Avenue , Chicago, I L 60616 * 312.808.1300 * fax 312.808.1301 ¯ 
nwslsoccer.com 



College Coaches- 
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nwslsoccer.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:18 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisnero~           ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: rlhursday, 3:58 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subj ect: 

FY[ - I’ll keep you posted on what the plan is when I hear from them .. 

From: 
Sent: r~%ursday, 
To: Markos, Lance M 

Subject: 

polk-fl.net] 
3:56 PM 

Good afternoon, 

My name is           and I’m the Assistant Principal of Curriculam at             ~ Myself and           ~ had a meeting with our district person in reference to         fituauon 
We were given guidance about the process of getting everything handled on our end so       is able to begin classes with you after the break I will be in touch tomorrow with more 
specifics about the timeline but feel confident we will be able to handle everything on our end. Thanks for working with us, and I will be in touch soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW 

From @verizon.net] 
Sent: Thursday 4:18 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject’, 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is            I am 18 years old from                           am contacting you because I am interested in The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and its 
womens soccer program. I have a long history of playing soccer, it is my passion. I would love if I can have the chance to speak with you further about this. Thank you for your time 
My phone number is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From ~verizon. net] 

Sent: Thursday, 4:’18 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is            I am 18 years old from                          I am contacting you because I am interested in The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and its 

womens soccer program. I have a long] history of playing soccer, it is my passion. I would love if I can have the chance to speak with you further about this. Thank you for your time 

My phone number is 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: Thanksgiving Inte~region~J ODP event - Boca Raton 

Game Schedule.docx; Boade Soccer Resume.docx 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 4:55 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Thanksgiving Interregional ODP event - Boca Raton 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Congratulations on your firs~t round victoD’ over the ~. Good luck tomorrow in round 2 a=alnst Flonda~ I would love to have the honor of playing for 

Duke one day driving for the College Cup. 
Next week I will be playing soccer in Boca Rat~n, Florida in the Thanksgiving Interregional ODP event. I will be playing fbr              ODP team. This is the 

first time the     are participating in this event. They will provide me with a jersey which should be #2 but I do not have the jersey yet. I have attached the schedule of 

my games as well as my current soccer resume. If you have any questions, please contact my coach                              or at 

I hope to see you in Horida. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: UNC Soccer 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Thank you for your response, would love to take a tour of your campus and meet the staffand currentplayers. 

I also filled out the player profile as requested, hope to speak with you soon. 

I 
~ Image 
:": removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

11:36:25 PM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: Player Profile 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent j~rom my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Player Profile 

From: .~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" 

<ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coaches, 

My daughter loves UNC. She would love to be a part of the great tradition that is UNC womens soccer. She 

loves the game and eats, drinks and sleeps soccer. I have attached her player profile for your review. 

She will be playing in the tournament in San Diego over the holiday weekend. If any of your staff 

are attending that or Surf, she would love to have you come watch her play. We will be playing in Vegas Cup, Phoenix 

Presidents Cup and Vegas College showcase this winter. If you are attending any of these I can get the schedules out to 

you if you can attend. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS ELECTRONIC MAIL MESSAGE IS PRIVATE AND 

CONFIDENTIAL. IT IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO WHOM IT IS ADDRESSED° THE 

INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY BE PRIVILEGED, PROPRIETARY AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER 

APPLICABLE FEDERAL, STATE OR OTHER LAW. ANY RECIPIENT OF THIS ELECTRONIC MAIL MESSAGE OTHER THAN THE 

INTENDED RECIPIENT IS HEREBY NOTIFIED NOT TO DISCLOSE, DISTRIBUTE OR COPY THIS ELECTRONIC MAIL MESSAGE, 



OR TAKE OR REFRAIN FROM TAKING ANY ACTION IN RELIANCE ON THIS MESSAGE. IF THIS MESSAGE HAS BEEN 

TRANSMITTED IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER IMMEDIATELY. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

2:14:31 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: Player Profile 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent j~rom my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Player Profile 

From: _~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" 

<ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coaches, 

My daughter oves UNC. She would love to be a part of the great tradition that is UNC womens soccer. She 

loves the game and eats, drinks and sleeps soccer. I have attached her player profile for your review. 

She will be playing in the tournament in San Diego over the holiday weekend. If any of your staff 

are attending that or Surf, she would love to have you come watch her play. We will be playing in Vegas Cup, Phoenix 

Presidents Cup and Vegas College showcase this winter. If you are attending any of these I can get the schedules out to 

you if you can attend. 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you, 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS ELECTRONIC MAIL MESSAGE IS PRIVATE AND 

CONFIDENTIAL. IT IS INTENDED ONLY FOR THE USE OF THE INDIVIDUAL OR ENTITY TO WHOM IT IS ADDRESSED° THE 

INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN MAY BE PRIVILEGED, PROPRIETARY AND EXEMPT FROM DISCLOSURE UNDER 

APPLICABLE FEDERAL, STATE OR OTHER LAW. ANY RECIPIENT OF THIS ELECTRONIC MAIL MESSAGE OTHER THAN THE 

INTENDED RECIPIENT IS HEREBY NOTIFIED NOT TO DISCLOSE, DISTRIBUTE OR COPY THIS ELECTRONIC MAIL MESSAGE, 



OR TAKE OR REFRAIN FROM TAKING ANY ACTION IN RELIANCE ON THIS MESSAGE. IF THIS MESSAGE HAS BEEN 

TRANSMITTED IN ERROR, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER IMMEDIATELY. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 9:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subjecl 

From              ~comcast.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Anson, 

I hope all is well with you and the team as you head into the next game against Indiana. Things are going well on my side.              and I am 
feeling strong. It was nice seeing Coach Chris this past weekend in Phoenix. I am really hoping to make it down some time in the near future, and 
in the mean time, if you need a copy of my last quarter transcript or any other information, please let me know. 

Looking forward to talking to you soon and good luck tomorrow! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 9:16 PM 

@gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson! 

Just wanted to let you kmow I’ll be at the garue tomorrow! Looking forward to it. Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, ): 17 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

.~aison Dorrance 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Attention: Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I am a sophomore at                 I and play for the                      , with a graduation year of      My goals and aspirations for college 

coincide with the opportunities University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has to offer, both on and off the field.I have discovered through my soccer 

experiences that I have the drive and ability to be pushed to my full potential at the next level of soccer; as a result, I am very interested in University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill as a soccer program. 

have attached my player profile and my upcoming schedule for the CCL Girls Showcase tournaments. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subjec* 

From: ~cox.neL"~ 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <m~son@em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am writing you this email to let you know that I am very interested in learning more about the University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer Program. Additionally my team 

1 will be playing in Chicago, August 9 - 11 competing in the ~. It would be great if you have an opportunity to be there and watch 
us compete. 
I have attached my resume with details about my academic and soccer experience. I am currently a sophomore at i with a current 
GPA of 
My jersey number is 2. I primarily play defense, but I also play midfield and forward in High School. 
Here is my schedule: 

I want to thank you for this opportunity and I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. I realize that due to NCAA rules you are unable to t~ply to my email. 
is a good friend of the family if you would like to talk with her or if you have any questions, please feel free to contact my club Coach 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 10:32 AM 

~gmail .corn> 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; "" ~aol.com; Jason Sisnero~, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Congrats [ 

Thank you for this thoughtful email message. Congratulations on your selection for the Region Ill team. Good k~ck in Boca! 

Yes, we were very proud of        start for the [JS Full Team and what she did in the game as a rookie, This is what we feel we can offer players like you who 

work so hard to be the best: a chance ~:o p~ay at the highest ~ew~, (:k~r environment has been ~rodudng fulI team p~ayers from ~:he beginning oF ~:he women’s 

collegiate game. You are ~:he Mnd of Voting woman who has the work ethR: to ]~eep getting better We ~ove ~:hat abot~t 

F~m: @gmail.com] 

Sent~ Thursda~ 6:~ PH 
To~ Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject~ 

Dear Coach Anson, 

ThaJ~k you for tfie letter! Glad to hear the hard work is paying of P. Good luck in the NCAA tourn~anent as I will be muting for the team¯ 

On            , my parents and I attended the US vs. Brazil soccer game. It was an anm, zing experience¯ Of course, seeing             out there was very 

exciting¯ I know she has worked hard to get that position on tfie field¯ We were confused when we did not se~ out on the pitch but fmm your letter we 

found out about her iNury¯ 

This Saturday I leave tbr Boca to play in the Interregional tournament¯ I am very excited as I know the games will be intense and there will be a high level of play. 

I will be plwing outside back for the ¯ Hope you or one of your staffmembers will be able to see me on the pitch. 

Talk to you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:00 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Sent: Thursda~ 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A iv 
Subject: Re: 

@gmail.com] 
9:19 PM 

On" at 9:13 PM, (a;gmail.com> wrote: 

.Amson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Attention: Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

Dear Coach Dorrange: 

I am a sophomore at                  and play for the                       with a graduation year of:     My goals and aspirations for college 

coincide with the opportunities University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has to offer, both on and off the field.I have discovered through my soccer 

experiences that I have the drive and ability to be pushed to my full potential at the next level of soccer; as a result, I am very interested in University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill as a soccer program. 

I have attached my player profile and my upcoming schedule for the CCL Girls Showcase tournaments. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

14:00:03 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

F rom: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: E 

9:39 PM 

l@rocketmail.com] 

Coach Dorrance, 
Good luck in the NCAA tournament this year! My team and I are planning on 

touring UNC Chapel Hill on December 6th while we’re in North Carolina for CASL. I’m 
very excited to see the school because I know of its athletic and academic excellence, 
and will soon be able to see its campus firsthand. 

I will be playing in the CASL showcase from December 5th to 8th for National 
League games and would absolutely love to see you there at some of my games 
because it’s a goal of mine to attend the University of North Carolina. I am also 
going to be competing in Boca Raton, FL for the ODP Thanksgiving Interregional 
event. I hope that you will be at this showcase and will be able to see me play with 
the Region     team. My team,              , will also be playing in Disney 
and in Las Vegas, which is in March and for National League. 

I have attached my player profile and a link for the schedule of CASL games 
below. I hope that you will contact my club coach,            , if you have any 
questions. Thank you for your time, and I look forward to seeing you at the fields. 

Go Heels!, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 22, 2013 11:03 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Boca Inte~regiona] Rosters and Schedule 

From: noreply@salesforce.com [mailto:noreply@salesforce.com] On Behalf Of Jack Dagley 
Sent: Thursday, November 2:1, 20:t3 :ti:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Boca Interregional Rosters and Schedule 

Heading to the ]nterregionN in Boca this week? 

SportsBoard has the rosters and schedufe availabfe for this week’s event. Please 

fet us know if you woufd like this information imported to your account. .................. 

................... 

................. 
................... 

,.ack Oagley 

SportsBoard ................... 

415 847 5667 ................... 
....................... 

Mob~fe ~-Iayer Assessment Solutions - )’HE FU [ URE IS N¢ VV 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 11:11 AM 

Felts A~me C. <afelks@uiwtx.edu> 

M’Liss Do~rance (mdo~anc@duke.edu) 

Subjet’t: RE: UIW Needing 2014 Gatnes 

Anne, 

I love it!!! Now you are recommending books to me!’. And you are having your kids read things that will shape their character ..... I can’t tell you how- good that makes me feel. This is the 

best feeling in the world: the "pay it tbrward" impact. 

I also love the fact that one Tar Heel is succeeding another in the coaching profession. Please give my best to Tina and Jenni! ! ! WOW, you guys are a Tar Heel family in San Antonio!!’. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Felts, ~amne C [mailto:afelts@uiwtx.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 12:01 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Sul~iect: RE: UY~V Needing 2014 Games 

Anson’. I’m fantastic! I’ve been thinking about you a lot lately rm just so incredibly thankful that I got to spend four years around you, your family, and the extraordinary people you’ve 
surrounded yourself with I would never have had the chance to find myself in the situation that I am right now- if it weren’t fbr you. Thank you so much for caring so much about your 
players and pushing us to become better human beings - I am forever thankful for everything I learned from you I am going to do my best to do the same for my players. 

It’s been a crazy last 1 1/2 years for us. Wes finished his medical residency at the University of Missouri, and was cormnissioned as an officer into the Air Force. The Air Force moved us to 
San Antonio in July of 2012. I thought the move would be a great time for me to finish my PhD, and get introduced to the world of college coaching. Fast for~vard a bit and I’ve gone 
volunteer assistant to full-time assistant, quit my PhD and am no~v the interim head coach Tina coached her last game this November and will formally step away this Spring. I ~vill take over 
the program when she leaves Crazy It’s been a blast working with Tina and also Branam 

just finished a book you might be interested in - Leading with Honor by Lee Ellis. Wes and I both really enjoyed it; I am going to have my Juniors read it over Winter break. 

really hope you and your family are doing well - please tell M’Liss hello 

Best of luck tomorrow- GO ItEELS[ 

Anne Felts 
Interim Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of the Incarnate Word 
4301 Broadway 
San Antonio, Texas 78209 
(573) 201-7770 
w~,~v.uiw.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:17 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday :t2:10 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; UNC Athletics Director 
Subject: 
Dear Coaches, 
I will be attending the ODP Interregional camp in Boca Raton November 23-29th. I hope you will have a representative there. I played 

recruit, and assisted on most of her goals. 
I loved your campus when I came for a visit last April. I would love to be Tarheel. 
Thank you, 

this fall with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

4:17:19 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: highly interested in women’s soccer program 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: _~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 12:11 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: highly interested in women’s soccer program 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is and I am writing to you to show interest in your outstanding women’s soccer program 

at University North Carolina. I would love to have you attend my games at the upcoming CASL Girl’s College Showcase in 

Wilson, North Carolina. I have a little bit of information about my self not only as a player, but also as a student and 

person. 

I’m currently on I play outside forward. As a winger I attack and defend with great intensity. 

I’m a player who loves to cut in from the left wing and shoot, but can also get to the end line and serve a great ball. As a 

student I attend as a freshman. I have a GPA of a ]-he current 

courses I’m taking are freshman literature and composition, earth science, geometry, and honors world geography. After 

high school I plan on being a nurse, pediatrician, or sports medicine. It has been a dream and goal of mine to attend to 

University of North Carolina since I was 8. I saw the North Carolina soccer team play on TV and instantly wanted to go 

there. I think it would be a great fit for me not only for soccer, but also academically. 

I have attached my schedule to the upcoming CASL Girl’s College Showcase along with my current player profile. I 

would greatly appreciate you to attend my games and watch me play in the showcase. It would be a great honor to have 

you watch me play. I have high interests in your program and have a lot of respect for you as a coach and your 

remarkable women’s program. 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

4:26:01 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Schedule Reminder-- Surf Cup 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: j@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 1:35 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Schedule Reminder-- Surf Cup 

I would like to invite you once again to watch me play at Surf Cup, . My soccer resume is attached again for your 

convenience, and our Surf Cup schedule follows. To refresh your memory, my name is , I will graduate in 

my team’s name is we will play in the U16 Super Group, and I 

wear #15. 

I know you cannot communicate with me yet, but 

is 

my coach, will happily communicate with you. His email 

I hope to see you on the sidelines. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Nov 23-24. Coaches Aid - LIVE G2dVIE BROADCAST AT NORCAL NPL SHOWCASE 

From: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, 3:04 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Nov 23-24. Coaches Aid - LIVE GAME BROADCAST AT NORCAL NPL SHOWCASE 
Dear Coach Anson : 
I will be participating at the NorOal Showcase this weekend in Davis. In case your are not planning to attend it, hopefully you can watch the live broadcast. I touched base with 
you in the pasL I have applied to UNC the for the Fall and I am looking forward to playing for your team. I will also be sending my game schedule for in 
Carlsbad shortly. 

.... Original Message .... 
Fmr-’" 
To:l ~,aolicom> 
Sent: 3:51 pm 
Subject: Coaches Aid - LIVE GAME BROADCAST AT NORCAL NPL SHOWCASE 

Hello NorCal NPL U1B-U19 Teams: 
If you are receiving this message your team will have a 2013 NorCal NPL Fall Showcase broadcast LIVE by Coaches Aid. This game will be available FREE for College 
Coaches nationwide LIVE and ON DEMAND. There are also team packages that may be purchased directly through Coaches Aid. Please read the following from Coaches 

Aid and contact Patrick Childs for more information pchilds@coachesaid.com. 
NorCal NPL College Showcase 

Turlock Regional Sports Complex (Field 6 and 7) - Boys 
Davis Legacy Soccer Complex (Field 1 and 2) - Girls 

November 23rd & 24th 
Purchase DVDs on-site or from the DVD Store at CoachesAid.com and they will be sent to your home 

within 2-4 weeks. 
Individual Highlight Reels will be sold on-site (with optional on-camera interview with player) 

How to watch the LIVE broadcast 

l. To watch the Live Video or On-Demand Video you must first sign Lip for a free membersh!p at CoachesAid.com 

2. Once you are an official Coaches Aid member you will then click on the following link to be taken to the ._N_9_~_a_!___P_Le___m__!_e_r___L__e__a_9__u__e__[~__a_~_e_.. Scroll down and click on either the Live Video 

or Oti-Demal~dschedule Click "Buy" next to the game of your choice! 
NorCal NPL November Showcase Price Guide 

Single 
Live View $9.99 
On-Demand $9.99 
Game DVD $29.99 
Tournament Access Package (30 days of Access) $24.99 
Individual Highlight Reel $149.99 
Annual Player or Coach’s Package $149.99 
Team 
DVD Team Package per game (10 players) $249.99 
+ $19.99 for additional players 
Individual Highlight Reel Team Package per game (up to 10 players) $999.99 
+ $99.99 for additional players 
* NorCal Showcase Special allows players to add personal on-camera interview to Highlight Reel 
Contact Patrick Childs at (336}B01-6478 or pchHds(~_,coachesaid,com for additional questions or concerns. 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 22, 2013 11:46 AM 

Subject: "One [land in my Pocket" ... worth the read! 

tadies, 

This is excellent from Chris~:en Press who is w?ry good i~bout sharit~g ~11 the chi~llenges of mi~kit~g it at ~:he highest lew:,l. I low? this qt~ote it~ the middle of her 

piece: 

"Everyone needs’ to grow, to improve, to adapt, to change, and to absorb. But always stay true to your identity as’ a player. For you (a striker) that means 

staying sharp inside the penalty box. Keep focused on your stre~tgths because #t the end, scor#tg goals is’ your forte and also your job. " 

From: Soccer America Daily [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent-" Friday, November 22, 20:t3 7:06 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subl’ect: Section :I: Kansas City & Houston promise livelier Game 2 

1 
~:: I 

mage 
removed by 

sender 



i~i Image removed bysender. Soccer America Daily 

Friday~ Nov. 22, 2013 



Game 2 will be much livelier, but won’t be a ballet 
by Ridge Mahoney 

[MLS PLAYOFFS: Sporting KC-Houston] Playoff matches tend to be 
tighter and closer than those played in the regular season, yet 
when Houston and Sporting Kansas City meet, they take that 

condition to the extreme .... Read the whole story 

One Hand In My Pocket 

by Christen Press 

~he PITCH; Btog 14] Playing for the U.S. national team or club bait 
in Sweden~ or whether starting or beginning the game on the 

bench, Christen Press has learned that the challenges are still the 

same; Find your core and believe in it. That also applies off the 

field. Maintaining your true self keeps you grounded and provides 
the balance you need to keep progressing .... Read the whole story 

Palencia departs Chivas USA, as do 10 more players 
by Soccer America 

[MLS TRAHSACTIOHS] Changes at Chivas USA continued as Francisco 

Palenda left the club as director of soccer and it parted ways 
with 10 players, including a pair of starters, Mario de Luna and 

Edgar Mejia. The moves bring to 29 the total number of players the 
club has gotten rid of in 2013 .... Read the whole story 

Hartman leaves as one of all-time greats 

by Soccer America 

[MLS SPOTLIGHT] Goalie Kevin Hartman, MLS’s atbtime leader in 
regular-season appearances with 416 and the only player to play in 

more than 400 games, announced his retirement on Thursday. 

...Read the whole story 

U.S. women to open 2014 season against Canada in Frisco 
by Soccer America 

[DATEBOOK] The U.S. and Canada women’s national teams will 
renew their rivalry on Jan. 31 at Toyota Stadium in Frisco, Texas. 
The game~ the first of the year for the U.S. women, should 
showcase the world’s top two active goalscorers in the USA’s Abby 

Wambach with a world record 163 goals and Canada’s Christine 

Sinclair with 146 goals....Read the whole story 

Sky Blue-Red Bull talks off, Houston tests market 

by Soccer America 
[HWSL] Sky Blue FC CEO Thomas Hofstetter confirmed that talks 

between the HWSL and MLS’s Hew York Red Bulls to join forces 

have ended without a deal. Meanwhile, MLS’s Houston Dynamo is 

exploring the possibility of joining the HWSL. It has launched a 
drive for refundable season-ticket deposits .... Read the whole 
story 

Soccer Skills on Ice 
by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] Every once in a while we find some 
impressive soccer skiUs beyond the soccer field we can’t help but 

share. In September, it was a rabona onside kick in Texas college 

football. Today, it’s from a hockey rink in Canada....Read the 

whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"International coaching is very cruel. I lost one 

game in five months, and in the end it wasn’t 

enough. And now rm a failure and I can’t coach and 

I don’t know what rm doing. But you have to listen 
to that. It was very humbling, and it hardened me 

too. To go into a pro environment you have to have 

thick skin and deal with that. I needed that in some 
ways to be ready." 

-- Portland Timbers coach Ca[eb Porter on his stint 
as coach the 2012 U.S. U-23 national team, which 
failed to qualify for the 2012 Olympics Games. 
Porter, who coached Akron to an HCAA Division I 
title, has led the Timbers, who in 20i2 finished 
second-to-last in the Western Conference, to the 
MLS semifinals in his first pro season. (SI.com) 

...... removed by 

sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Trio receives long-term NSCAA service awards 

by Soccer America 

[AWARDS] The Hational Soccer Coaches Association 
of America has recognized the late Layton 

Shoemaker, Gary Avedikian and Dave Carr for their 
contributions to soccer as coaches. They’ll be 

honored at the HSCAA Awards Banquet Jan ... 

...More 

U.S. under-14 girls national team roster 
Orlando takes the fast track 
Fine strikes from Barcelona’s little ones 
Far from home, El Tri finally gets job done 
U.S. Soccer Athlete of the Year nominees 

::~:: Image 

removed by 

sender 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would like to beg~n 

receiving a copy of your own, please visit our site - www.socceramerica.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hilt Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 22, 2013 11:51 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PCC December Events Updated 

From: Premier College Combines [mailto:ed@collegecombine.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Premier College Combines 
Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 10:21 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; PCC December Events Updated 

We are looking for Clinicians for most of the events. 

Please email us if you are interested. 

New This Year! 
Each event wN begin with a 40 minute training session by a College 

Coach ! 

Image removed by sender. PCC 

I [udso~l Valley Corn bine (3~nic - ~l| Itigh Schonl A~es 

December 1, 2013 Hudson Valley Sportsdome, Mihon, NY 

10:00 AM m 1:0~ PM 

Cleveland Combine Clinic ~ For 3unior & Senior Boys and GMs 

Decem bet 8, 2013 The Ga[-~EAT - Geneva, Ohi~ (east of Cleveland) 

9:00 AM to 1:00 PM 



Detroit Area Comhi~c C|inic - Aft tti~h School Ages 

Dece~nber I[4, 2913 Ultimate Soccer Are~as, Pontiac, 

11:90 AM to 3:00 PM 

Lo~tis~ilLJe Co]Liege Corn bhie CN~ic - AII High School Ages 

December 15, 2013 MocM~gbird VN~e3:’ Sports Co~nplex, Lo~fisville, 

19:99 AM 1o 2:09 PM 

NEIN![ F~orida College Combine Clinic -A|l Hi~ School Ages 

December 19~ 2913 IMG Academy, Bradenton, FL 

2:99 PM to 5:99 PM 

BuffMo Conibfme CNfic - All High School Ages 

December 22, 2013 Sahlen’s Sports Park, Buffalo, NY 

3:00 PM to 7:00 PM 

The winter indoor Premier College Combines are a great way to be seen by college coaches 

during the winter months. The Premier College Combines are indoor events that wiii allow 

high school players to showcase their talents in a 7 v 7 format in front of college coaches at 

indoor facilities. These events are specifically for individual players. Players are assigned to 

teams by position. 

Each indoor Combine Clinic will begin with a 40 minute Clinic Session and will conclude with 

each player participating in at least 3- 15 minute small sided games. The Clinic will be 

conducted by college soccer coaches. The college coach to player ratio is 1:18 / 1:22 depending 

on the number of participants per session. 

Based on the number of participants per sessions, adjustments may be made, however a 

typical Combine Clinic will include the following: 

1/40-minute College-Style Training session with a College Coach 

3 7v7 games observed by College Coaches 

Player profiles will be provided to all College coaches in attendance. 

If you have not yet RSVP’d and would lake to attend pMase emai[ us 
at info@premiercolleqecombine.com or click here and we will be happy to 

add you to the list. 

We traditionally draw players from Connecticut; Kentucky, illinois, 

~ndiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New York, 

New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ontario, Canada. 

Fo~ard email 

remov~ ~ ~emoved by 

sender, sender. 

This ernail was sent to anson@uncaa,unc.edu by info@premiercolleqecomNne.com 
_U_2_d__a__t__e__Lr_o__f_LLeZDm___a_LL_&d__d__r=e__s__s. Mstant removal witi~ .S_a__fg..U_n_.s_u_.b_s_.c_r_L_b_e_ ’’ /_{r£v__a_c_~___rLoJj_c_y_. 
Premier Marketing Group, Inc. :: 2530 Superior Avenue #201 Cleveland :: OH :: ~4114 



FFOIll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 22, 2013 11:52 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: UK FemaJe Showcase Invitation - 14th December 2013 

From: Pass4Soccer (Pass4Soccer) [mailto:pass4soccer@tynemet.ac.uk] 

Sent: Friday, November 22, 2013 i0:30 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UK Female Showcase Invitation - 14th December 2013 
Hello Anson 
I hope you are well. 

Our Annual Showcase is being held in England at the London Soccer Dome on Saturday 14th December 2013 featuring students available for recruitment in 2014 or 2015. 

There will be 40 female players in attendance including players who have high level club and international experience. 
If you would like to attend, please confirm via email. We have put together a page on our website to help you plan your trip and any accommodation in the area. The link is 
www~Pass4Soccer.com/Showcase2013. The page includes details on schedules, exact location, travel and parking etc. 
PASS4Soccer have been actively working over the last 12 months finding players who will be of interest to US programs from an athletic and academic perspective. As the 
appointed consultant to the English Schools’ Football Association and League Football Education, we have access to high level players who also have the right types of 
academic background to facilitate academic admission. As you may be aware, we have now been in business for over 10 years. We know the types of players that are 
recruited by coaches and how to fully prepare them for entry into the USA to make recruiting international players as easy as possible. 

Some of the players who will be in attendance are: 
Name                 J Position                   J Height I GPA I SAT J Age J    Personal Highlights    J            Email 

If you let us know the positions you are recruiting this year, we will be able to supply all of the players who may be of interest so you can research them ahead of your trip. If 
you have any further questions regarding our showcase, please let me know and we will be happy to help. 
Best wishes 
Daniel 
Daniel Gray 
Director 

i.~.i cid:fTb416c5-bfa 6-473f-9f64-2fe0bbcb9488 

Consultants to League Football Educatien and the English SchooLs" FA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 22, 2013 12:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

l~g: Send in the clowns 

Priceless!! 

From; Ducat, Chris 
Sent; Friday, November 22, 2013 10:56 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Send in the clowns 

http:[[www:youtube.comiwatch?v=bZql7Th ha HY 

isn’t it rich? 

Are we a pair? 

Me here at last on the ground, 

You in mid-air. 

Send in the clowns. 

Isn’t it bliss? 

Don’t you approve? 

One who keeps tearing around, 

One who can’t move. 

Where are the clowns? 

Send in the clowns. 

Just when I’d stopped opening doors, 

Finally knowing the one that I wanted was yours, 

Making my entrance again with my usual flair, 

Sure of my lines, 

No one is there. 

Don’t you love farce? 

My fault I fear. 

I thought that you’d want what I want. 

Sorry, my dear. 

But where are the clowns? 

Quick, send in the clowns. 

Don’t bother, they’re here. 

Isn’t it rich? 

Isn’t it queer, 

Losing my timing this late 

In my career? 

And where are the clowns? 

There ought to be clowns. 

Well, maybe next year. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From-" 

Sent: Friday, 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

11:48 AM 
~gmail.com] 

My name is             and I am a class of     recruit. I am interested in attending the University of North Carolina. I hope to study business and feel that UNC would be 
a good fit for me both academically and athletically. I am an honors/AP student and class officer with a current GPA of 
You may see my ECNL profile here: 

I currently play center midfield for the 
November 29th-December 1st. 

ECNL team and my jersey number is 9. I would like to invite you to see my games at the Surf College Cup, 

If you have any questions about the level of my play or would like more information you may contact 

_ @ ~_r__~_~__a_iL_c__o__t_n_. 
Thank you for your time. 
Sincerely, 

technical director, or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From-" 

Sent: ~iday, 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" 

@cuernail.net] 
~ 1:04 PN 

Good Morning Coach Dorrance~- 

My name is                                                    I am very interested in [INC-Chapel Hill, it would be an added bonus ifI were able to play 

soccer as well, for the BEST team! I actually took a tour this past summer of the campus...Loved it! 

My high school team went to the state championship last year, we were ki~ocked out the first game but the experience was something I will always remember. Playing 

in front of a large crowd, hearing my name on the loud speaker and my team on the big screen...amazing. 

I have played soccer since the age of five, started out in Recreatior~ advanced to Elite club play by the age of 11 a~d have attended Summer Soccer Program for three 

years. I have leaxned a tremendous atnount fi~m the various s~taff members in club, catnp a~d school, skills that I have taken with me and put to good use in my Varsity 

and club games. 

I Have played Vaxsity soccer since my freshman yeea and in club soccer this yem I am playing U 19, two levels up. 

If you axe still looking for skilled, ~notivated, highly competitive players for your team, I would be very interested in speaking to you about the possibility of 

playing for you. 

Thank you in advance for your time and consideration on my behal£ 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 22, 2013 2:11 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: College Team Ethics Awmd Nominations 

To m ? 

From: NSCAA [mailto:list@nscaa,com] 
Sent-" Friday, November 22, 2013 1:02 Plvl 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" College Team Ethics Award Nominations 

ii"~ Imag ...... ’ed bysender. 

College men’s and women’s teams have the opportunity to be recognized for exemplary 

sportsmanship and fair play with the NSCAA College Team Ethics and Sportsmanship Award. 

For a college team (including all bench personnel) to receive the Team Ethics and Sportsmanship 

Award, the team may not have been given a red card during the entire season (post-season 

games included) and a specified amount of yellow cards (detailed on the nomination form). 

The nomination may be made by any men’s or women’s coach whose institution is a currently 

registered member of the NSCAA’s College Services program. The form must be signed by the 

head coach and the athletics director (or his or her designee). 

Deadline for submission is December 1. 

Coaches may download the form here. If you have any questions, please contact Brian Crossman 

at £_r p___s..s_m._ ~__n_~__c_ .q v_._e_..n_ ~__n_. _t:_#_d___u_.. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T. 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 12:41 PM 

Jem/Lynch ~<tocj@wayoli:haJnpions.com> 

Re: A Good Read... 

wonderful! ! 

Sem.f!"om my Ver’izor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L2~ L)PtOIL) 

Jerry Lynch <docj@wayot~hampions.com> wrote: 

For Buddhists, suffering is the gateway to enlightenment. Taking that to heart, tbr athletes or anyone wanting to achieve something, I a]ways say that 

suffering is the gateway to greatness. And may I add "sacrifice" to the list of how we suffer. I have experienced this for most of my file and at this tx~int, I 

see suffering as an opportunity that knocks at the door of deeper awareness and potential joy., I see much too much whining and drama over the gift of 

suffering. Unfortunately, there semns to be a plethora of young folks out there in an age of"entitlemmff that are looking to skip the suffering and wonder 

why they are not getting anywhere. SUFFERING IS DIFFICULT...BUT IT’S WORTH rI’... I tell this to anyone who is willing to listen to tny 
experience. 

I think this piece of material is spot on. It’s kind of long but maybe you can suffer through it. Much love and chi from me. 

The Most Important Question You Can Ask Yourself Today 

MarkMansonNov 13, 2013 

Everybody wants M~at feels good. Evmyone wants to live a care-free, hapw and easy life, to thll in love ~ld have an~azing sex and 

relationships, to look perfect and make tnoney and be popular and well-respected and admired and a total baller to the point that people 

part like the Red Sea when you walk into the room. 

Everybod,v wants that -- ifs ectsy to want that. 

IfI ask you, "What do you want out of life?" and yon say something like, "I want to be happy and have a great family and a job I like," it’s 

so ubiqnitous that it doesn’t even mean anything. 

Everyone wants that. So what’s the point? 

What’s more interesting to me is what pain do you want? What axe you willing to struggle for? Becau~ that seems to be a greater 
detem~inant of how our lives end up. 

Evmybody wants to have an amazing job and financia] independence -- but not everyone is willing to suffer through 60-hour work weeks, 

long co,nmutes, obno:dous papera, ork, to navigate arbitrmy corporate hierarchies and the blasd confines of an infinite cubicle hell. People 

want to be rich withont the risk, with the delayed gratification necessary, to accumulate wea]th. 

Everybo@ wants to have great sex and an awesome relationship -- but not eveiyone is willing to go through the tough communication, the 

awkward silences, the hi~rt feelings and the emotional psychodrama to get there. And so they settle. They settle and wonder "What its?’’ for 

years and years and until the question morphs t~m "What it?" into "What fi~r?" And when the lawyers go home and the alimony check is in 

the mail they say, "What was it all tbr?" If not for their lowered standards and expectations fi~r themselves 20 years prior, then what tbr? 

Because happiness requires struggle. You can only avoid pain tbr so long betbre it comes roaJdng back to life. 

At the core of all human behavior, the good feelings we all want axe more or less the same. Therefore what we get out of life is not 

determined by the good feelings we desire but by what bad feelings we’re willing to susIain. 

"Nothing good in life comes easy." we’ve been told that a hundred times before. The good things in life we accomplish are defined by where 
we enjoy the suffering, where we enjoy the slruggle. 

People want an amazing physique. But you dofft end up with one unless you legitimately love the pain and physical stress that comes with 
living inside a gym fi~r hour upon hour, maless you love calculating mad calibrating "the tbod you eat, planning your life out in tiW plate-sized 
portions. 

People want to start their own business or become financially independent. B ut you don’t end up a successfnl entrepreneur unless you find a 

way to love the risk, the uncertaAn~’, the repeated fmlure~ and working insane hours on something yon have no idea whether will be 

successful or not. Some people axe wired for that sort of pain, and those are the ones who succeed. 

People want a boyfriend or girlfriend. But you don’t end up attracting mnazing people without loving the emotional turbulence that comes 



with weathering rejections, building the sexua] tension that never gets released, mad s~ring blankly at a phone that never tings. It’s paxt of the 

game of love. You can’t win if you don’t play. 

"vYhat determines your success is "~at pain do you ~,ant to sustain?" 

I wrote in an m~ticle last week that I’ve always loved the idea of being a surfer, yet I’ve never made consistent effort to surf regularly. Troth 

is: I don’t enjoy the pain that comes with paddling until my arms go numb and having water shot up my nose repeatedly. It’s not for me. The 

cost ou~,eighs the benefit. And that’s fine. 

On the other hand, I am rolling to live out of a suitcase for months on end, to s~mmer around in aforeign language for hours ruth people 

who speak no English to t~ and buy a cell phone, to get lost in new cities over and over and over again. Becanse that’s the sort of pain and 

stress I enjoy sus~ining. That’s where my passion lies, not just in the pleasures, but in the stress and pain. 

There’s a lot of self development advice out there that ~y~ "You’ve just got to want it enough!" 

That’s only partly m~e. Everybx~dy wants something. And eveDbo@ wants something badly enough. They just aren’t being honest ruth 

themselves about what they actuaJly want that bad. 

If you want the benefits of something in life, you have to a]so want the costs. If you want the six pac~ you have to want the swea~ the 

soreness, the eaxly mornings, and the hunger pangs. If you want the yacht, you have to also want the late nights, the rislo~ business moves, 

and the possibility of pissing offa person or ten. 

If you find yourself wanting something month a£ter month, year after year, yet nothing happens and you never come any closer to it, then 

maybe what you actually want is a fantasy; an idealization, an image and a false promise. Ma~{~e you don’t actuall,~’ want it at all. 

So I ask you, "How are you rolling to suffer?" 

Because you have to choose something. You can’t have a pain-free life. It can’t all be roses and anicorns. 

Choose how you axe willing to suffer. 

Because that’s the hard question that matters. Pleasure is an easy question. And pretty much all of us have the san~e answer. 

The more interesting question is the pain. I1~hat is the pain that you want to s~¢stain? 

Because that answer will actually get you somewhere. It’s the question that can change your life. It’s what makes me me and you you. It’s 

what defines us and separates us and ultimately brings us together. 

So what’s it going to be? 

Jerry Lynch, Ph.D. 

www.WayofC:hampions.~om 
831-234-5606 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 3L2:42 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: prospective student-athlete from 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @ hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is              , I’m 16 and a senior at the                                 . I am writing to you because of my interest in playing 
soccer at University of North Carolina. I play on my high school team and consider myself a skilled and fully devoted player. I’m particularly good at reading 
other players and thinking ahead in the game. 

Just to tell you a little bit about myself, I play both as a forward and midfield on my school and have been in the varsity soccer team since 8th grade. I have 

I’m particularly interested in the Economics program at University of North Carolina and it would be great to combine its academic excellence with the 

opportunity to be part of your outstanding team, which I have been following for a while. The Tar Heels are an exceptional team and one can feel the 

camaraderie among the players and the support received from coaches, peers, and all the other personnel involved in athletics. 

I would love to talk about the possibility of being a part of your team in     If there is anything I can do to help you decide whether I might be a good fit for 

your program please don’t hesitate to ask. If you have any further questions I look forward to answering them for you. 

Thank you very much for your time and I look forward to hearing back from you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 12:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From ~.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m@ema]l.unc.edw~ 
CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrmlce, 
I will be competing in the Surf Cup tournament in San Diego next week amd wamted to introduce myself in case you were plaxming to attend the tournament. My name is 

~. I play Defender and Forward for the team a~qd Cosumnes 

My’ ulthnate goal is to play soccer at the college level while obtaining a quality education. University of North Cazolina is on the list of ~chools that I am interested in 
possibly- attending. My current ~ade point average is and will be improving this year. 
For more detailed ir~’onnafion, please view my online profile at 
Here is our schedule for the tournament next week: 

Tha~ak you for your time and consideration. Below is my coach’s contact information: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 12:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: National Collegiate Raxfldngs 

How do I pull it up on my phone? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizort tI~ireIe,~s 4G 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

kook this over and see if we want to use it or if we need to look at major specific rankings. 
http://c~~~eges.usnews~rankingsandreviews.c~m/best-c~~~eges/ra~kings/nati~napuniversities/page+ 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)9 

Saturday,                  1:01 PM 

Ducat, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: VCCL Tournament, Williamsburg, VA 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: VCCL Tournament, Williamsburg, VA 

Frem:                          @ael.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Goach Anson, 
My name ia and I will graduate in 2015. I am yen/interested in UNO-Ohapel Hill and your excellent soccer program. I will be playing in the Williamsburg Virginia 

VCCL tournament this weekend with              team. My games are on Saturday - game time 5:15 pm on field 5 and Sunday - game time 4:00 pm on field 6. My jersey 

number is 14. I hope you will have the opportunity to see me play. 
My high school team has had a very successful year, going undefeated until the state semi-final game. I am enrolled in several AP courses and carrying a GPA. I am a 
member of the National Honor Society, the Spanish National Honor Society and am president of my class. I hope to make a visit to your campus after the New Year. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

~esume template- 1 .doc 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subjec 

From @ahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducm; Cbais" <duca:r,~)unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi coach, my name is 
watch me play. 

, and i am interested in your college. I will be attending the San Diego showcase and I would love for you to 

Here is my schedule and all games will be played at San Diego Polo fields in Del mar Ca, And Attached is my player profile. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O k~ixlC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)7 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 1:04 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.e&l> 

Re: WELL DONE! 

"Gallo, Jr., [,am.’ A." ~afl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Congrats on the 4-0 victo~ tonight over Indiana ~ appeared to be a very well balanced offensive attack with a solid defensive effort. 

Also, it is pretty good to have #19 back onthe field. 
Have a great Saturday a~d get some rest .-. see you Sunday tbr the game vs. A&M ~ step tba’ee! 
Be well and GO HEELS’. 
Larr~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, ; 1:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi My nmne is                md I axn just interested in Florida State Women’s Soccer program. I mn the class of     As for right now I play for the       : 

team, which is my club team. Wwe just finished our premeir season off in third, and recently second in State Cup. I will be 

playing in the CASL tournament coming up in December in R~]eigh.My role on the teaxn is a centel~ mid axed my jersey number is #2. I have a     GPA. If you attend 
the CASL Toummnent I would love for you to watch one of my games if at this tonrnament. My game schedule is December 6th- 11:40am and 1:30pm December 7 

th-8:00am and 3:20pmDecember 8th- ll:40am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 1:16 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: I am interested in pla?~ing soccer for you!!!’. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: I am interested in playing soccer tbr you’.!!! 

Fron:                         )@yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear coach Anson Dorrance, 
My name is              I currently play for the E1 paso cheetahs and I have been looking up schools to play collage soccer. I have read up on your school and I am definitely interested in 
your school. I have a tournament coming up the Texas Cup a college showcase tournament I see your having a great season and I would love to be a part of your program. I am still looking 
at some really awesome schools and this ~vhole experience of finding a school has been great I look for~vard to hearing from you soon I will keep in contact. The date of the tournament is 
below- i look folavard to seeing you and maybe hearing from you thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday 3L:29 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subje~f’ 
From: )hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I believe UNC had representation at the vs West Coast game last weekend at 

the ECNL AZ SHOWCASE. ’. was the Center Midfielder (Defensive) for 

logging 90 minutes in the 2- 1win for her team. In the event that you or your staff may be attending 

the ODP Thanksgiving Interregional event in Boca Raton, FL November 22 - 29, 2013, Sami will be representing 

the :~999’s from Region IV. As     is a Center Midfielder for her                    (Defensive & Attacking), 

she was selected to play an Outside Back for her Region IV team. Please find a schedule of her events 

in Boca Raton below if your team would like to have another look at her. 

All the best and enjoy the sun! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, ; 1:30 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Indiana Tonight! 

~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Good luck agafinst Indi~a ~onight’. Cheering you guys on from up here! 

Sincerely, 

On , at 11 : 17 AM, "Chris Ducar" <duca(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

Here’s a good article on the game. I love quote at the end! 

http://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2013/11/wosocpre 1:[-22 



you did noL wish Lo receive this, please .u___n__s_’_L_Lb__s_’__c__r_~__b__e_.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 1:31 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

Re: {Division I Wotnens Soccer Coaches} 1 more spring date 

Tracey Bates!!!!’. Congrats on your wonderful season’.!! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Leone, Tmcey" --~F.Leone@neu.edu-> wrote: 

Hi all, 

Good luck to all of those who are still playing in the NCAA’s and for everyone, I hope you and your families have a wonderful Thanksgiving. 

I am in search of one more spring date on March 22 or 23. I need either a home game or an opponent close by to travel and play. 

Thank you, 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~-w.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer- coaches+tmsubscribe@googlegronps.com. 

To post to this group, ~nd email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit fl3is group at ht~p:/,’groups.google.conr’group/di vi sion- i- womens- soccer- coaches. 

For more options, visit https:/igroups.google.com/groups,’opt ont. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday,                  1:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

l:wd: i    goalkeeper 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: goalkeeper 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" <ducar@t~nc.edu:> 

CC: 

Hello, 

I graduate in i I currently play up a year on tJ~[7. Please take a look at the attachecl. 

I w~l~ be playing t~ex~: in the ENCI_ S~nford FL eve~R (3.2/28 - 12/30), Please come w~tc:h me p~ay~ . 

(p.s, I am using my mom’s h~p~:op, th~s ~sn’t my d~’e(:~: erm~L ~:hat is on the att~(:hed -’l’har~k you) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 1:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: GPS Monthly Newsletter 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: GPS Monthly Newsletter 

From: Mass Premier Soccer <masspremiersocce@mpsbr.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 





Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to anson@emsil.unc.edu by mas,spremiersoccer@mpsbr.com 

]nstan~ removal with SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 

Nass Premier Soccer :: 85 Central Street :: Waltham :: MA :: 02453 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O I_INC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, November 23, 2013 5:14 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: National Collegiate Raxfldngs 

Thanks! 

"Ducar, Chris" <dncaac@unc.edu> wrote: 

You should just dick on the hypedink and it roll take yo u there 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 12:48 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <g_u_.s_~:?!~_@_e_n._~_.a.j.!:.u_!~_.c_:.e._d_.t_r?" wrote: 

How do I pull it up on my phone? 

Se~.t fi°om my Verizo,~ t’Fireles~’ 4G f.7k’DR~)ID 

"Ducat, Chris" <ducar(ikm~c~edu> wrote: 

kook this over and see i~ we want to use it or i~ we need to look at major s~ecific rankings. 
ht~tp://cN~eges.~sr~ews.rar~kingsandreviews.com/best.colleges/rankir~gs/r~ati~na~..universities/page+2 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturda? 5:18 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Texas Cup - 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Texas Cup- 

From 

To: 

CC: 

~gmail.com> 

Hi Coach, 

I’m just following up my em~fil from two weeks ago. If you will be attending te Texas Cup next weekend in Dallas, below is ~ny schedule: 

I will be wearing #80. 

I will also be at the Pacific Northwest Champions League in Portland (December) and Seattle (January) as well as the Orange Cup in Fort Lauderdale in December. 

Plea~ let me kmow if yon have any qnestions and I hope to see you in Dallas or one offlae other touruaments. Thanks Coach. 

Sincerely Emma Cam 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ~g~na~l.com> 

Date: Mon. at 12:15 AM 

Subject: 

Hi Coach, 

My name is           and I play soccer tbr the                                                                                    . I graduate 

from high school in June of next year. I am also playing for 

I hope you have had a good season and saw some solid improvement in your progr~an. I know that mos~t schools axe altnost finished recruiting for next yeax but if yon 

are still looking for one more player and need more ofl’ense, I’m very confident that I can make an immediate impact for your team. 

I am a veD~ good student and an excellent all-around athlete. I play forward and attacking ontside mid for my soccer teams. IVly club team 

won the Cmaadima National Championships in and are one of the top clnbs in 

I roll be at the Texas Cup in Dallas at the end of November. I will also be in the Pacific Northwest Champions League touruament in Portland, Oregon in mid- 
December. It would be great if you could come and see me play. 

I do have two oilers from Division 1 schools right now that I am considering but your school and soccer progra~n axe extremely appealing to me. If you need a proper 

assessment of my abilities, please call . Please let me know if you have any qnestions or need more intbm~ation. Thanks 

Coach. 

Sincereb; 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 9:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From.             +                         ~gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpa]ladino@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach, 

I would like to introduce mysell~ my name is 

I mn a rising sophomore at~ _                                         . I am currently playing tbr the 
University of North Carolina At Chapel Hill and your Women’s Soccer program. 

I will be playing atthe CASL Showcase, from December 6th-8th ruth the 

ECNL. I am interested in attending the 

I have copied my coach ’ on this email. Please feel free to reach out to him if you need any more information, 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 9:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Invitation to ODP interregionals axed National League at CASL 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Invitation to ODP interregionals and Nalional League at CASL 

From:                               ~aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" ~<tucax@unc.edu~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducat, 
I thought I would reach out and give you an update on my Fall season and invite you to my upcoming games as well. I know you have a tournament game tomorrow 

but just thought I’d send along my schedule for this week and for CASL. 
I don’t know if you are planning to be at either the ODP interregional tournament this week or the national league tournament at CASL the week of December 5-8, 

but I wanted to pass you my schedule in hopes that you can see me play. Here is my schedule for Region 1 in Boca Raton. My jersey is #1 and I think we will be splitting 
time as keepers, but I don’t know which halves I will play. 
All games are at Spanish River Athletic Park in Boca Raton (I think our team has light blue uniforms) 

For the National League, my team                      is going to be in the U18 bracket at CASL the same weekend as college cup and I am hoping you might 
already be planning to send someone to check out our games. I know we are going to face some great teams. Here is my schedule at CASL: 

Thanks ven/much and I hope you get a chance to see us play. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 4:28 PM 

Jem.’ Lynch ~<tocj@wayoli:haanpions.com> 

Subject: RE: A Good Read... 

Jerry, 

Very good!!! This has been our motivation for us since the beginning: tH’#lay for each other"; "play for the seniors" ,,.. there is no better motivation than LOVE 
of the people you play for!!! W¢_~ tNl~ about our seniors before EV~?RY NCAA game (i~fter th¢_~¥ leaw:, the room). Our NCAA record blows ew-_~ryon¢_~ else’s out of ~:he 

Frera: Jerry Lynch [mailto:docj@wayofchampions.com] 
Sent; Saturday, November 23, 20:13 2:28 PM 
Te-" Dorrance, Albert A ZV 
Subject-" Re: A Good Read... 
All about suffering/sacrifice tomorrow. May you position ?,ourselves for victory, and joy every moment together. 

Did you know that they did a cat- scan of an Orca in the 1990’s and found that these killer whales have a highly adapted pa(t of their brains that hranans don’t have. 

’][’hey are pack mammaJs that use their thtnily cohesion, love for each other to hunt, comtnunicate and survive together. We might not have that but I believe it can be 

taught... I see mad feel this aJl the time in my blood family AND in tnany teams I have been fortunate to be txart of. I see it more in the national champions and those who 

get the most from their work. 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 10:41 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

wonderful!! 

Sere from ~’ }~rizon tVireless 4( i L TE DROID 

Jerry Lynch <_kl!?_c_j~7_a_Z~2_t_’_c_’__h_La__r!)j?_i!~E~:__cs_?__n_)_> wrote: 

For Buddhists, suffering is the gateway to enlightenment. Taking that to heart, for athletes or anyone wanting to achieve something, I aJways say that 

suffering is the gateway to greatness. And may I add "sacrifice" to the list of how we suffer. I have experienced this for most of my life and at this point, I 

see suffering as an opporttmib, that knocks at the door of deeper awareness mid potential joy., I see much too much whining and drama over the gift of 

suffering. Unfortunately, there seems to be a plethora ofyotmg folks out there in an age of"entitlement’ that are looking to skip the suffering and wonder 

why they axe not getting anywhere. SUFFERING IS DIFFICULT...BUT IT’S WORTH IT... I tell this to anyone Mao is willing to listen to my experience. 

I think this piece of material is spot on. It’s kind of long but maybe you can suffer through it. Much love and chi t~m me. 

The Most Important Question You Can Ask Yourself Today 

Mark Manson Nov 13, 2013 

Everybody wants what feels good. Everyone wants to live a care-free, hapw aa~d easy life, to Fall in love and have amazing sex and relationships, to look 

perfect and tnake money and be popular and well-respected and admired and a total baller to the point that people paxt like the Red Sea when you walk 

into the roo~n. 

EveD,bod~v wants that -- it’s easy to want that. 

IfI ask you, "What do you waut out of life?" and you say something like, "I want to be hapw and have a great fanlily and a job I like," it’s so ubiquitous 



that it doesn’t even mean anything. 

Everyone wants that. So what’s the point? 

What’s more interesling to me is what pain do you want? What me you willing to s~truggle for? Because that seems to be a greater determinant of how 

our lives end up. 

Everybody wants to have an amazing job and financial independence -- but not everyone is rolling to suffer through 60-hour work weeks~ long co,nmutes, 

obno~ous paperwork, to navigate arbitraU corporate hierarchies and the blasd confines of an infinite cubicle hell. People want to be rich without the risk, 

with the delayed gratification necessa~- to accumulate wealth. 

EveD~bod~v wants to have great sex and an awesome relationship -- but not every-one is willing to go through the tough communication, the awkwaacd 

silences, the hurt tEelings and the emotional psychodrama to get there. And so they settle. They settle m~d wonder "What if?" tbr years and years and until 

the question morphs from "What if?" into "What tbr?" And when the lm~Ters go home and the alimony check is in the mail they say, "What wa,s it all tier?" 

If not for "their lowered standards and expectations for themselves 20 years prior, then what tbr? 

Because happiness requires struggle. You can only avoid pain for so long before it comes roaring back to life. 

At the core of all hmnan behavior, the good feelings we all want are more or less the same. Therefore what we get out of life is not determined by the 

good feelings we desire but by M~at bad feelings we’re willing to sustain. 

"Nothing good in life comes ea~’," we’ve been told that a hundred times before. The good things in life we accomplish are defined by where we enjoy the 

suit}ring, where we enjoy the struggle. 

People want an mn~ing physique. But you don’t end up ruth one unless you legitimately love the pain mad physical stress that comes with living inside a 

gym tier hour upon hour, unless you love calcnlating and calibra’dng the food you eat, planning your life out in tiny plate-sized portions. 

People wmat to start their own business or become tinmacially independent. But you don’t end up a successthl e~atrepreneur unless you find a way to love 

the risk, the uncertain~, the repeated t:a~lures, and working insane hours on something you have no idea wbether roll be successfnl or not. Some people 

are wired for that sort of pain, and those are the ones who succeed. 

l?eople want a boyfi-iend or girlfriend. But you don’t end up attracting __ag_t_~j__r_tg_ _tN__~p_!_e_. without loving the e~notional turbulence that comes with weathering 

rejections, building the sexual tension that never gets released, and stating blankly at a phone that never rings. It’s paxt of the game of love. You can’t win if 

you don’t play. 

V~hat determines your success is "~’]lat pain do you want to sustain?" 

I wrote in an article last week that I’ve always loved the idea of being a surfer, yet I’ve never made consistent effort to surf regularly. Truth is: I don’t enjoy 

the pain that comes with paddling until my arms go numb and having water shot up my nose repeatedly. It’s not for me. The cost outw’eighs the benefit. 

And that’s fine. 

On the other hand, I mn willing to live out of a suitcase for months on end, to s*ammer aacound in a_l_i_?!__e_jg_~_]_’_a__r_tgN~_e_ for hours with people who speak no 

English to try and buy a cell phone, to get lost in new cities over and over and over again. Because that’s the so~nt of pain and stress I enjoy sus~taining. 

That’s where my p__~_t__s_~iR_r_t__l__i__e_~, not just in the pleasures, but in the stress and pain. 

There’s a lot of self development advice out there that says, "You’ve just got to want it enough!" 

That’s only partly tree. Eve~y-tx~dy wants something. And everybody wants something badly enough. They just aren’t being honest with themselves about 
what they actually want that bad. 

If you want the benetits of something in life, you have to also want the costs. If you want the six pack, you have to want the sweat, the soreness, the early 

moruings, and the hunger pangs. If you want the yacht, you have to also want the late nights, "the risky business moves, and the tx~ssibili~ of pissing offa 

person or ten. 

If you find yourself wanting something month after ,nontK year after yeaar, yet nothing happens and you never come any closer to it, then ,naybe what you 

actually want is a fantasy, an idealizatior~ an image and a thlse promise. Maybe you don’t actually want it at all. 

So I ask you, "How are you willing to suffer?" 

Because you have to choose something. You can’t have a pain-free life. It can’t all be roses and unicorns. 

Choose how you a~-e willing to suitor. 

Because that’s the haacd question that matters. Pleasure is an easy question. And pretW much all of us have the san~e answer. 

The more interesting queslion is the pain. l!/hat is the pain that you want to sztstain? 

Because tk~at answer will actually get you someM~ere. It’s the queslion that can change your life. It’s what makes me me and you you. It’s what defines us 
and separates us and ultimately brings us together. 

So what’s it going to be? 



<WOC LOGO#3.j pg> 

Jerry Lynch, Ph.D. 

_w___~_:~_a_~__9_Lc_____h__amN_9__~___s__:__c___gm 
831-234-5606 

Jerry Lynch, Ph.D. 

www.WayofC:hampions.~om 
831-234-5606 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, November 24, 2013 4:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NEWSS College Showcase Nov 30 & Dec 1st 

From: Peter Stratigakis [mailto:pstrat@rogers.com] 
Sent: Saturday, November 23, 2013 :t0:21 PM 
To: Peter Stratigakis 
Subject; NEWSS College Showcase Nov 30 & Dec :tst 

Hello Coach, 

The Unionville U15 team (UMSC strikers) will be competing at the NEWSS College Showcase Nov 30 & Dec Ist 

We have been placed in the top bracket competing against top ranked US teams. 

Note schedule. 

Breezy Field Location: 

h_t__t__a :_L/~_o___o__._~!/__m___a__s2__s_J_i_V_~_v_n_. 
IAnionville has to its credit "12 Provincial Players, this is equivalent to LISA state/regional all star players. 

Including Sarah Stratigakis - U17 Canadian National Team Player with 4 caps - 2017 Grad year 

http:llcanadasoccer.com/?t=roster&pid=13052 

We will have media guides outlining player profiles for your review. 

Hope to see you there and if you have any questions please feel free to contact me. 

Regards, 

i~:: Peter 3237-10r.ipg 

PETER ST~ATIGAI(IS 

Linionville Associate Coach 

Cell 

E-mail pstrat@rogers,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Prospect player 

Schedule .doc 

From-" 

Sent: Saturday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: 

Dear Coach Ducat, 

11:09 PM 
@hotmail.com] 

I had sent you an e-mail with my Player Profile, about 10 days ago, indicating my interest in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, Women’s 

Soccer. I wanted to provide you, as I stated in my previous e-mail, with the San Diego, Surf Cup College Showcase schedule that the 

and I will be playing in. My team’s schedule is attached. I hope you get the opportunity to see me play. I would like to remind you that I am very interested 

in attending the University of North Carolina, and would like to discuss possibilities of playing for you, Coach Dorrance and the Tar Heels. Thank you so 

much for your time. If you have any questions feel free to contact me. 

Regards 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar(~a)unc.edu) 

Froml 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: @comcast.net 
Subject: ............. 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

12:47 AM 

@comcast.net] 

I don’t know if you were able to attend the Bethesda Tournament last weekend, but if you saw me play I would love to hear some feedback. I will be at the 
NEWSS Tournament this weekend and my schedule is as follows: 

I play for 

Sincerely, 

and will be wearing #16. I have attached my player profile again for your convenience, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From= 

Sent= Sunday, 

To: Dorrance. Alber~ 
Subject= 

Hi Coach 

My name is I will be a high school graduate and my primary positions are striker and left or right wing. 

I am writing to you because of my interest in playing soccer at North Carolina University. I have spent quite a bit of time on your website and I believe that I would not only be 
a great fit for the Heels, but also as a student at your university. To learn more about me and to watch my highlight video, please click on the link below. 

In      I was called up to play for the                                       that competed at the           I B-Cup Championships where my team won the gold 

medal! Now a permanent starter for that team, we traveled to the Provincial Championships for another 2 consecutive years winning bronze both times. In    ~ I was called up 

My club team is travelling to the AstroTuff showcase in Seattle, Washington from November 29th to December 1st. 

I would be very interested in finding out what your current recruiting needs are for my graduation year. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

1:04 AM 

Hi Coach Durrance 

My name is and I am from Victoria, British Columbia. I will be a high school graduate and my primary positions are striker and left or right wing. 

I am writing to you because of my interest in playing soccer at North Carolina University. I have spent quite a bit of time on your website and I believe that I would not only be 
a great fit for the Heels, but also as a student at your university. To learn more about me and to watch my highlight video, please click on the link below. 

In I was called up to play for the                                     ,, that competed at the BC Provincial B-Cup Championships where my team won the gold 
medal! Now a permanent starter for that team, we traveled to the Provincial Championships for another 2 consecutive years winning bronze both times. In ’, I was called up 
again to play for the where we competed in the BC Provincial B-Cup Championships where my team won the silver medal. In !, I was 
named Vancouver Island Championship Final MVP, and the following year District Cup Final MVP. I am also a well rounded sprinter as my 4x100 relay team placed first 2 
years in a row at the Track and Field City Championships. I am 5’ 5", weighing 130 pounds. I have played club soccer for the past 5 years. Academically, I carry a 4.0 (out of 
4.0) GPA at St. Michaels University School. 

My club team showcase in Seattle, Washington from November 29th to December 1st. 

I would be very interested in finding out what your current recruiting needs are for my graduation year. 

Thank you for your time and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Nove~nber Nights 

From: ~cableone.net] 
Sent; Sunday, 2:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: November Nights 
Hi Coach, 

I am excited to be playing at the November Nights Showcase in Carlsbad next week. I hope you are able to come and watch me play. I have a bit of video of a tbw of 

my games for you to see - it’s ~nostly closeups of me with the ball, and does~ft show the entire field, sorry! But I wrested to give you an idea of how I play a~d move 

with the beJl. 

Here’s the link: 

Also, here are the times I am playing at November Nights: 

I will be heading home with my t:amily after the Saturday gmne so I wofft be playing on Sunday’. 

My team roll be in blue or neon yellow, I am #32.. I think it will be worth your time to co~ne watch. One visiting college coach said I reminded him of his All-Americm~ 
midfielder. 

I work hard, practice hard, study the game, and love the game. I usually play center midfield, but in a scrimmage this week my coach played me in 4 difl’erent positions! 

If there is a high scorer on the opposing team, I am sometimes put in outside defense to mark her. (In high ,school ball I was assigned to mark 3 of the top scorers in the 

area mad none of them scored in those games.) He told me he may even play me at outside mid which is a position I have very little history with, but have played it at 

times when needed. 

I broke my ankle the last week of the high school season m~d was on crutches for 2 weeks and in a boot tbr 3 weeks after that. During that time, as soon as I was off 

crutche~ I began working in a pool a~d on a bike to try to keep me in running shape. One of my strenTths has aJways been my stamina m~d my coach has told me that I 

may be playing the entire gmne in ~veral positions. I waist to be able to show that I can play a thll game at full strength. I have been working hard the past two weeks 

to build back up. 

Hope to see you there. Safe travels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:46 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Get It Done! 

Yeah baby[!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Sunday, 8:12 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; Naol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Get It Done! 
Importance: High 

See you in about 5 hours! It’s our time and our day ~ take it to the Aggies! 

Take care, have fun, and GO HEELS! 

With you! 

Be we||, 

Lan~ 

Execntiw~ Associate Dhvctor of.Atlfl~fics 

@gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunda,~ 1:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:13 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Thank you for coming to watch our game laser Friday. Please keep me updated on camps you’ve having. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9:48:22 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: - UPDATE & Good Luck today! 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: ~yahoo.com] 

Sent: Sunday, 1:04 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris; Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:                      - UPDATE & Good Luck today! 

Hi UNC Coaches! 

I just wanted to email you with a couple of updates. First - I wanted to thank you for 
coming to watch me play in the ECNL Arizona Show case tournament. I had some 
amazing things happen that I wanted to update you on. 

1. I had 3 articles written on me. I have included excerpts from the articles below. 
2. I was named in the Top 11 Players selected at the entire ECNL Tournament - and 
specifically I was the ONLY defender in my age group. 
3. I moved up in my ranking on TDS to #3 in the Mid- Atlantic Region. 

I am EXTREMELY interested in attending UNC. Please reach out to my coach 
,. His cell phone is             I would like to 

schedule an unofficial visit as soon as possible. I will send you my December 

schedule in the near future. I also attached my updated Bio Sheet for your 
review. 

Thanks! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Recruit 

Soccer Resume; 

From: ~@gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, :!.:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
C:c: 
Subject:    , Recruit 
Coach Dorrance, 

My name i~ _ _ I mn number 

10 on the , formerly known as the I when we won the U ~YSA National -championship in !. In 

addition to a demanding soccer schedule, I aan taldng rigorous academic classes and maintaining a 4.0 average (unweighted) GPA. I aan 
hoping to attend a school that oilers challenges in both soccer and academics. 

My team roll be participating in the USYSA National League Tournament. We roll be playing in the CASL National League Tournament in 

Raleigh, NC on December 5th- 8th and then the National League Disney Showcase December 31 to Januap, l 3rd. I really hope to see you 

there’. I would als~ be enthusiastic about attending any ID camps that you are offering. Ivly club coaches are 

can be reached at                             ’,~aol.com. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

Go Tar Heels!!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday 4:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Transfer student 

Froml 

Sent: Sunday. 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Transfer student 

Link to my highlights 

On at 6:33 PM ................................................................. _~- wrote: 
Hello, tny na~e is . I currently study at 

national team experiences in       . I have played since I’m 5 years old aaad I also play here at 

We won our conference last year and I tnade it to All-cotfference fi~3t team this yeaac. 

I’m originally fi~m ¯ I have sotne U16 and U19 

I have played defen~ a]l my life, but al~) played as a wing this sea.son. 

I’m looking to transt}r to another school next ~mester, because I want to play higher division soccer¯ I would like to kmow if joining your team would even be an 

option tbr me? 

If you want more information about me as a player, you are more than welcome to call 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:49 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From 

Sent: Sunday 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

@gmail.com] 
2,:ss PM 

My name is            and I play for the                         team coached by, 

interested in attending University of North Carolina and will graduate from 

am writing to let you know that I am 

where I play on the varsity soccer team. 

I have played competitive soccer at the elite/premier level since the age of 7. After playing most of my soccer seasons with                      I 

recently left and joined Having played at both of these clubs under diverse coaching styles has prepared me for collegiate level 

soccer. 

I primarily play outside defender and impact the game with an attacking style transitioning quickly between offense and defense. During the last high 

school season, I played forward and received the most valuable offensive player award for I have attached my soccer resume listing my academic 

and athletic accomplishments. 

Our team will be competing in November Nights Girls College Showcase (Carlsbad, CA - Nov 29- Dec 1) and US Youth Soccer National League (North 

Carolina - Dec 5- Dec 8). Below I have provided our upcoming schedule and hope you will take the opportunity to watch me play. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @verizon.net] 
Sent: Sunday 3::14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; _~verizon.net 
Subject: Class of : . New Recruits from PDA, 5.2 GPA 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

Our names are ~ and teammates on the . We’re sophomores and two-year 

starters at : , and are beginning the college search process. We are interested in attending the University of North 

Carolina and adding to your soccer program. We believe that UNC is a good fit for us for academics and athletics and have attached our player profiles for your 

review. We plan to visit your campus on Dec 6th, 20:13 during our trip to the CASL Soccer Showcase. 

Our club team is playing in the US Youth Soccer National League this year and we will be playing National League matches at the CASL Showcase in North Carolina 

Dec 5th - 8th. If you or another member of the staff is planning on attending the tournament, we would love for you to watch us play. Our jersey numbers are 

. Our positions are: ~stly outside back (and outside mid) and - mainly center mid (and center back). As of right 

now, this is our team’s schedule for the tournament: 

If there are any changes to the schedule, we’ll email you with any updates. Our attached profiles also include a list of upcoming tournaments. 

We are impressed with the Tar Heel’s soccer program and know that the University of North Carolina is a top academic school. We hope you will consider us in 

your recruiting class. Thank you for your time and we hope you can make the trip to the CASL Showcase to watch us play. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: . Soccer 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

4:10 PM 
_~aol.com] 

My name is                and I will be playing in the Nomads Tournament in San Diego, Ca. on November 29- 31st. I play for 

Soccer Club and I am in my junior year at_                                . I have been playing club soccer since UIO and our team will be getting 

promoted to Premier for the Coast Soccer League season. My club coach is He is the club director and has been coaching since 

. I previously played for for seven years on Canyon PSA now known as, He is currently the Head Men’s soccer coach at 

and has held that position for the past 18 years. I currently have a 3.33 gpa. 

I’ve heard a lot of great things about North Carolina University, and I feel that my style of play is similar to yours and I would be a great fit. Your record for 

this last season 10-3-0 and you have seven seniors graduating this year. Some of the seniors graduating played midfield. I play a variety of positions 

including center mid, outside mid, and forward. 

I will play on the varsity team this season at                       Last year I was placed on the Junior Varsity team where we went undefeated in pre- 

season and season with a record of 23-0-5. We scored 82 goals and only allowed 16 against. I was a starting center midfielder!forward and was the 

second top scorer and had the most assists. I feel like I was a strong contributor to the team and I am expecting to play a major role as a junior this year 

on the Varsity team. 

would love if you came out to see me play, thank you. My schedule is as follows: 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 4:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: An invitation to come see me play in the Surf Cup College Showcase 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 4::18 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" An invitation to come see me play in the Surf Cup College Showcase 

Anson Dorrance, Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of North Carolina 

Coach Dorrance: 

My name is                                                                                         I am in my Sophomore year and rm a starter for my high 
school Varsity te~m an~l my club team. My club team and I won the NM U16 ~3irls Soccer Statd Championship last summer and we have won this Championship 4 years in a 

row. My team and I did very well in the New Mexico State Cup games, with 4 wins and a total of 21 goals scored and no goals against us. I was an integral part of these wins 
and was fortunate to have 3 goals myself. Also, my high school team, the               ~ and I won the State High School Championship in Albuquerque in     . In high 
school, I was the leading season scorer my Freshman year on Varsity, as well as my Sophomore year. This year I scored 10 goals and had 4 assists which put me in the top 
20 scorers in the State of NM. I was also named All District Player 1st team which was a great honor. 
Not only am I a good soccer player, I am also a very good student. I have a 4.04/4.0 GPA currently and my class rank is 18th out of 442 students. I attend the College 
Bound Soccer Academy at UNC last summer in North Carolin&                    were my coaches on the OSU team. I really learned a lot at the camp and enjoyed 
seeing what it takes to play collegiate soccer. I have started researching colleges and universities and have identified UNC as a school that I have a strong interest in based 
on the combination of its academic programs, location, size and your soccer program. I have attached my player profile and upcoming schedule for your review. 
My club team and I, will be starting our club travel next week with our 1st trip to Surf Cup in San Diego. My club team and I are also playing in the NPL league 
this upcoming season. 
On November 29-December 1st, 2013, I will be playing with my club soccer team             in the Surf College Showcase in San Diego. I hope that you will be attending 
this showcase event and can come out and see me play. I play forward, right and left midfielder and attacking midfielder. My club team colors are Navy Blue, White and Gold 
and I am #15. I have included my upcoming schedule and my player profile for your review. 
My game schedule is as follows in San Diego for the Surf College Showcase. 

Image 

removed by 

sender 

I hope that you are able to attend and come out and see me play and the opportunities at UNC-Chapel Hill! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, ~ 8:02 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Surf Cup, 

Sent~rom my Vmrizon Wire,~ess 4G LTE DRO~,D 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Surf Cu~. 

From: Jc @hotmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: bpallidino@uncaa.unc.edu 

Dear Coach Anson, 

My name is               aJ~d I play at_ _                                                                I am ve~ interested in UNC aJ~d the programs it 

has to olt~r. I will be gmduatiug in i    , aJ~d I am interested in colleges that allow me to challenge myself academically and athletically. Attached is my personal protile 

for you to learn tnore about me aud I look forwaxd to leavening more about your soccer program mid University in the furore. 

My team is playing at Thanksgiving Surf this coming week mad if you are planning to attend I hope you can get a chance to see me play. I’ve attached my soccer 

resume mad my schedule tbr the upcoming tournament below. 

UPCOMING TOURNAMENTS 

Please feel free to contact my club coach, if you have any queslious. His e~nail is !~)yahoo.com and phone nmnber is 

Thank you, 



cbhotmail,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 8:02 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:  Soccer Profile 

Soccer and Personal Profile.docx 

Se#~,t ~rom my Vmrizon Wire,~ess 4G L TE DRO~,D 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Soccer Profile 
From @hotmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Mr. Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach Women’s Soccer 

Universib~ of North Carolina 

Dear Coach, 
My nmne is ~, I am writing to you as a student-athlete in hope to one day become apart of your women’s soccer recruiting 

process. The idea of playing university soccer has been a motivating factor of mine for the past 10 years of my life. I mn currently ajnnior at 

with a GPA of  on a 4.0 scale. 

I currently play fo~                           , for the girls Under- 17 team. This roll be my thirteenth (13) yeax playing soccer, ninth (9) year playing competitively. 

For each season I have played I have been the starting center forward with countless goals scored over the past years. For four (4) of those years I served as the team 
captain. Our team competes in the highest level in the province; _ . ). I am 5’3" and weigh 120 pounds. To keep me in shape 

throughout the oil’- season I am being trained by ). I believe in hard work and discipline. I train tbr speed, strength and agility religiously 

and believe I am beginNng to see my hard work pay ot£ I have received numerous athletic honors throughout my school experience including Varsity Soccer Season 

MVP and several regional m~d provincial cross country awards. 

Being a stadent-athlete I ensure that I focus equally on my academics. I have been able to remain on the honor roll thioughout each semester. I plan to talce the SAT 

test in the spring ot    l. I pexticipate in mmay extJacurriculax activities such as Volleyball, Flag Football, Lacrosse, Free the Childien Club, Mentors and French 

Council. I have also completed over 40 hours of volunteer worlc within the co~nmuni~. I am able to manage my time accurately to balance my school, soccer, friends, 

fancily m~d personal filne. 

I have done reseaxch on yonr universily, I am veD, impressed with your reputation for athletics but also jusl as impressed with your high academic achievements. It 
would be a dream of mine ifI got the chance to become a studeN-athlete at your school. It is with great respect that I ask yon to consider me as a recruit for yonr 

program for the    ; freshmen class. I believe that my skills and abilities would fit well into your pw~gram and enable me to contribute to the success of your team, 

while continuing to develop my soccer talents under your s~le of play. 

Our club will be participating in the Orange Classic International Girls Soccer Tournament in Ft. Laterdale Florida December 28th - 30th 2013 at which 

time I hope that you can come watch me play. I have enclosed a player profile. I woald appreciate receiving more infbnnation on your progra~n. Thank you fi~r 

your consideration. I look tbrward to hearing t?om you. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:02 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL schedule 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL schedcde 

From: @cuema]l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I just waaated to keep you informed on tny upcoming tournament schedule. My temn 

our schedule is as follows: 

will be playing at CASL on December 6th,7th m~d 8th, 

I will ~so be playing in PA Classics, Disney, Las Vegas Mayors Showcase, Mmfi~attan Soccer Showcase, JeffCup, Southern Showcase, PDA, Blootnsburg 

Showcase and Rider Cup. I will forward you the schedules once I receive them. 

Hope you roll have a chance to see me play!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:02 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Sm~ Diego Surf College Cu1 

From: @gma]l .corn> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" ~<tucax@unc.edu~ 
CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance and coaching staff, 

I’m               and I am a junior at.           _                                            A couple years ago, I got the chance to visit your beautiful campus. Ever since 

then, I have been in love with UNC’s wonderful academics, especially its great science department, and what your women’s soccer program has to offer as well. With that 
said, I would be more than honored for you and your coaching staff to attend the San Diego Surf College Cup this coming weekend from November 29th to December 1st, 

My team, will be playing in Bracket A for the U17 Super group during the following days/times: 

You can find more information about the tournament and its location at: http://www.surfcup.com/about/Iocation/. Thank you for taking the time to read this email and hopefully 
I will be able to see you guys in San Diego this following weekend. Until then, Happy Thanksgiving and have a great week! 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 8:04 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: November Nights Gifts Soccer Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: November Nights Gift s Soccer Showcase 

From:                          ~gmail.com> 

To: "Ducar, Clms" ~<tucax@unc.edu> 

CC: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edw~ 

Hi Coach Ducar, 

My name is            ind I mn a 15 year old sophomore from=                     . I am emailing you to let you lmow I will be playing at Carlsbad 
November Nights Girls College Showcase on (11/29-12/1 ) I have also emailed you about previous tournaments. I am a ve~ serious soccer player who is also ve~ 

interested in your program. I play for,                  re, coached b?              as a striker wearing number five. This season my team placed t]fird in Coast 

Premier Soccer League with ax~ undefeated record. Below is my schedule ruth venue and player website, I would appreciate if you would attend one of my matches. 

Thank you {br your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday 3 8:05 PM 

@gmail .corn> 

Re: elite 8 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

congrats on going to the elite 8 ! take it all the way again this year 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 8:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:            --Striker profile and intro 

........ Original Message ........ 
S ubject -Striker profile and intro 

From: )~yahoo.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello Coaches Dorrance, Ducm; and Palladino, 

Happy Thmflcsgiving! ’. 

My name is 

at 

tnfly benefit fiom. 

and I am listed with NCSA for ladies soccer¯ I am wrifing to introduce myself and to invite you to review my profile. I am currently ajtmior 

¯ Should you take a look at my video I think you’d find I might be the scoring forward your team would 

I visited your school in July of this year during m~ East Coast trip and loved the cmnpus and locality¯ Looking tbrward to learning more mad becoming a part of the 

University! 

As a brief summary, I’m 5’8" tall and 140 pounds. I have excellent speed, strong shooting and crossing/passing capabili~, and have consistently been the striker and 

game breaker in nearly eveu championship win in tournaments over the pafft 5 seasons. Two of my bes~t assets are pinpoint accurate shooting into the extreme corners 

and long arcing shots. I have played 9 seasons and have 300 goals. The mos~t memorable highlight of mine was t~king a full defensive te~m as a lone forward frotn 54 

teams to the ’final 4’ in Association Cup of No~Cal, and nearly winning it all. There were times with my being guarded ’5 on 1’! I have a packet with recotnmendations, 
further information and a DVD should you like it mailed¯ 

Academically, I have a 4.0 and am taking AP classes. My goal is to connect with the right college and succeed both in the classroom and on the field¯ 

You can aJso quickly find me at youtube if you type in 

my style and play¯ 

There axe a number of clips listed a~ that will allow you to get familia~- wifl~ 

My number is ~yahoo.com should you ca~-e to reach me. 

Thank you for your ti~ne, 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recnfifing Profile¯ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, ~ 8:07 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Travel Reservation to NASHVILLE, ’IN on for 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducax@unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent fro,n my iPad 

Begin forwa:rded ,nessage: 

From: CINDI ATWATER <cindiatwater(&m~thonvtravel.com> 

Date: at 1:30:51 PM EST 

To: -q:lucar~unc.edu>, <cindiatwater~anthon.vlravel.com> 
Subject: Travel Reservation to NASHVILLE, TN on 

~:: :~; ~’:~!I’: ~ ~.’! cindiatwater@anthonvtravel.com 
 ti erarg 

RDtJ ~g*2,LE1G}-I DtJRHAM, NO 

Telmin8i I 



Have A Greet Trip 

View in TripCase 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:40 PM 

~yahoo.com>; DucaJc, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Indiana Tonight! 

@yahoo.com> wrote: 

Awesome’.! HopeIhlly I’ll get to ~e him! My teaJn (region 2) plays at noon tomorrow! Also, congratulations on the 2-0 win today! 

Sincerely, 

On at 4:47 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV" <anson(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris is headed your way!I! 

I~mm: _@_y_@__o_9__,_c_9___m__] 
Sent: Sunday 9:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Re: Indiana Tonight! 

Congrats on the 4-0 win! C~eat win, good luck against Texas A&M tonight’. I’m down in Florida for the ODP Regional Event, so I don’t know if I’ll be 

able to watch the g~ne. But I definitely will be keeping myself up to date with the UNC Womeffs Soccer twitter updates! Good luck! 

Sincerely, 

On at 1:30 PM, ’ ..... -~’ " " . Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson¢~emafl.unc.edt~> wrote. 

Thanks 

Se~@~om ~, ~:rizo~ ~l~ire~es:~’ 4G L FE DRO~D 

~):ahoo.com> wrote: 

Good luck against Indiana tonight! Cheering you guys on from up here! 
Sincerely, 

On Nov 22, 2013, at 11:17 AM, "Chris Ducar" <_d_kLc__a_!~2~_e___r_&&i_!:__kLn__c_’_:_e_d_L!> wrote: 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE, 

Here’s a good article on the game. I love 
the end! 

quote at 

httD ;Z/www. d a i Iv~aEh~# Lgo ml~rtig!#Z20 ~3Z$ kZwos~cp re 
2_.2._ 

[<imageO03 ~iPg~t 
If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, 8:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: College Recruiting 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College Recruiting 

From:      @comcast.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Mr. Dorrance- 

My name is               . I am currently a Freshman at                                                     . My goal is to continue 
playing socce’r at th~ collegiate level and University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill is one of the schoois I am interested i[q attending to meet my 
academic and athletic goals. Attached is my soccer bio. My team ,                          will be playing in the CASL Showcase 

qcluded my schedule below. 

I look forward to future opportunities to correspond (as NCAA rules allow) as I get closer to finalizing my college options. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 8:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd 

........ Ori~inaJ Message ........ 

Subject: 

From ~aol.com:~ 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <auson,~)em~il.uuc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 
My name is ~ writing to you with a great interest in playing soccer at the University of North Carolina. I currently play for my team at St. 

_ _ I consider myself to have the skills needed to succeed in college soccer, some of them including very good 
ball control and speed. 
I want to give you a little bit more information about myself both on and off the field. On my high school team, I play fonNard and outside midfielder and have been starting on 
the Varsity team since mv freshman year. I contribute to the majority of goals. I am proud to say that I was awarded Rookie of the Year as a freshman and have received 
honorsble mention in,       both my freshman and sophomore years. On my club team,               ~, I play outside midfielder as well as a defender~ 
As a student, my grades have always been a huge priority and I have always pushed myself to do the best that I possibly can. I received               all four quarters of 
my freshman and sophomore years. I have challenged mvself with honors classes my junior year--English Ill-Honors, US History-Honors, Anatomy-Honors, Spanish Ill- 
Honors and Physics Honors~and have already received               for this year’s first quarter. I have a 4.17 GPA and plan to take the ACT and SAT in the next couple 
of months. It would be an honor to attend this institution in order to receive an outstanding education as well as play a sport that I have developed a strong love and connection 
toward since the age of four. For as long as I can remember, it has been a dream of mine to attend UNC and be apart of the womens soccer program. 
I was invited to the Casl Women’s Soccer Tournament in Raleigh, North Carolina with my club soccer team from December 5th through the 8th. In the near future, the Orange 
Classic and Disney Showcase are a few other tournaments I will be participating in. 
Below I have included a link to my resume. When looking over my resume, don’t be discouraged by my size. I have been playing with older girls all my life and have 
continuously earned my place on the field as a starter. If there is anything I can do to help you decided whether I am good fit for your program, please don’t hesitate to ask. 
Thank you very much for your time and I look fo~Nard to hearing back from you. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 9:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Ori~inaJ Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: .... ’@gmaJl.com:~ 

To: "Donance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Cbais" <duca:r@unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coaches Dorrance and Ducat 

My name is 
number is #5. 

and I play club soccer for team and my club uniform 

I am currently a freshman at 
team¯ 

and started as a freshman for my varsity high school 

I will graduate in 
interested 

¯ I know that I have started this process early, but I’m hoping to be considered for your program and I’m 

in learning more about what you feel your needs will be in 

Please feel free to contact the CUP Girls Director of Coaching for any additional information you may require about my 

soccer career and or abilities. The contact information is listed below. 

CUP Girl’s DOC emaii: soccrstratl @gmail.com, Cell: 

This is a link to my freshman year highlight video and my profile is attached. 

We will be playing in the CASL Showcase (Dec 6-8) and I hope you will be attending the showcase. 

Here is our schedule for CASL: 

We will also play in the Disney Showcase (Dec 28-Jan 2). My club team will be playing in the MRL Premier Division in spring 
2014. 

Sincerely, 



@gmaii,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 11:57 AM 

Ted Williams <twilliams@Cem~flow.com> 

I~E: MP3 of the             interview this A.M. on STLUNITED FC Soccer Saturday 

We will do our best!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ted ;Vllliams hnailto:twilliams@Cerroflo;v.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:46 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: MP3 of the intelv’iew this A.M on STLUik-ITED FC Soccer Saturday 

Congrats on the win today! Team is playing some of its best soccer of the season. Get healthy this week and give them hell next weekend! 

Ted 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Dorrance, AlbertA IV [mailto:anson(~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:23 PM 
To: Ted Williams 
Subject: RE: MP3 of the r intepdew this A.M un S’~,UNITED FC Soccer Saturday 

Pleasure Ted[! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ted Williams [mai[tu:twilliams(~Cerrufluw.cum] 
Sent: Saturday                    2:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Cc: Aaron Heifetz @Heifet~f&)ussoccer.org) 
Sutzject: MP3 of the              interview this AM. on STLUNFFED FC Soccer Saturday 

Thanks tu all for yuur participatiun and cooperation in making the intervie*v with happen this A.M 

Ted Williams 
St. Luuis 

cell 
CON~F]DENTIALr]TY NOTICE: 

This message may cuntain confidential informatiun and is intended unly for the individual(s) named above. Ifyuu are not a named addressee, yuu should nut disseminate, distribute ur copy 
this e-maik Please nutify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from yuur system E-mail transmission carmut be guaranteed tu be 
secure or errur-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late ur incumplete, ur contain viruses The sender dues not accept liability’ for any errors or 
omissiuns in the contents of this message. If verification is required, please request a hard-cupy version 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 25, 2013 6:33 PM 

Christian Lavers < clavers@u~lnbsoccer.org> 

l~g: New A~licle on Culture 

Christian, 

This is excellent ...~ I could only mess it up!! This is definitely going out to my team!! 

Call me (             som~-:d:ime when you are bored, Charade 31agle w~H be re~:~ring soon. And ~,hen t was ~sked the best person ~r~ the country ~:o replace h~m I 

~= Christian Lavers [mail~:davers@usclubsoccer.org] 
Seat= Monday, November 25, 2053 $2:52 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bje~t= New A~icle on Culture 

Anson - 

I am writing the attached article (probably publish it in Soccer Nation or somewhere similar). I thought I would share it with you, as you are a genius at this kind of 

stuff. Do you have a quote I could put into the article, or any thoughts on improving it? 

No worries if you would rather not have a quote either -just thought I would ask! 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 25, 2013 6:35 PM 

Subject: For those who want to expand fl3ier minds .... 

Attach: Creating Clnb Culture a~d Developing Individual Mentalities.docx 

Ladies, 

This has some great insights from my friend Christian [avers. Congrats on Texas A&M, I am very proud of you guys!!! 



Creating Club Culture and Developing individual Mentality 

One of the most important influences on player development is the culture within the player’s club. 

Fundamentally, club culture is incredibly powerful at encouraging or stifling a variety of behaviors and 

mentalities that help determine the long-term success of individual players. 

So how do you create a culture that helps develop mentally tough and resilient players, and that 

promotes long term development and success? 

The starting point in answering this question is defining exactly what culture is: the actions, attitudes 

and behaviors that characterize a particular group or organization. Almost everyone can describe the 

actions, attitudes and behaviors that they desire to see in their club, and in their players. However, 

creating a group culture where this mentality is tangible and felt every day is a much more difficult and 

long-term process. 

Club culture starts with the philosophies, actions, and communications of the leaders, and their 

determination to set specific standards and expectations for the actions, attitudes and behaviors of 

every player in the club. But this is only the beginning. These desired behaviors must then be accepted 

and internalized by the players; they must define individual mindsets and mentalities. Once individuals 

have embraced these expectations, then these actions, attitudes and behaviors will start to be seen in 

the interaction between the players, and eventually enforced by the players with each other. When that 

occurs, what started as a philosophy and a desire has become cultural. 

Creating a Culture of Mental Toughness 

One of the most important factors in determining the trajectory of a youth player’s career is their 

mental toughness - their determination, resilience and grit. A recent Forbes article 

(http://www.f~rbes.c~m/sites/chery~snappc~nner/2~13/11/18/menta~~y-str~ng-pe~p~e-the.13-things- 

they-avoid/) took an interesting look at mental toughness, not by examining what mental toughness is, 

but by looking at what mental toughness is NOT. The article identified 13 behaviors and mindsets that 

mentally strong people avoid, a few of which strongly resonate in athletics. Mentally strong people do 

NOT: 

1) Waste Time Feeling Sorry For Themselves. "You don’t see mentally strong people feeling sorry 

for their circumstances or dwelling on the way they’ve been mistreated. They have learned to 

take responsibility for their actions and outcomes, and have an inherent understanding of the 

fact that frequently life is not fair." 

2) Waste Energy on Things They Can’t Control. "In a bad situation, they recognize that the one 

thing they can always control is their own response and attitude." 

3) Make the Same Mistakes Over and Over. "A mentally strong person accepts full responsibility 

for past behavior and is willing to learn from mistakes." 

4) Feel the World Owes Them Anything. "Mentally strong people enter the world prepared to 

work and succeed on their merits, at every stage of the game." 



5) Expect Immediate Results. "Mentally strong people ... know better than to expect immediate 

results ... [a]nd they understand that genuine change takes time." 

Identifying behaviors that are not valued and desired is one way of setting standards and expectations 

for athletes. (It is also just as important to identify behaviors that are valued and desired.) When one 

type of behavior is consistently rewarded and its opposite discouraged, and one type of behavior is 

clearly valued while its opposite is criticized, over time individual mindsets and behavior are impacted. 

Eventually, as these behaviors are internalized, they will begin to be enforced by the players become 

part of the program culture. 

While culture begins in individual mindsets, it is ultimately reflected in the way individuals within the 

organization interact with each other. According to a recent UK article 

(www.telegraph.co.uk/men/active/10427619/The-All-Blacks-guide-to-being-successful-off-the- 

field.html), the New Zealand All Blacks Rugby Program, now one of the most successful athletic teams in 

any sport in the world, identified that they had a cultural problem in 2003. In evaluating why they were 

losing games, the club created a new mantra of "Better People Make BetterAII Blacks," which 

summarized a cultural make-over within the organization. It is not hard to see how some of the cultural 

norms they established positively impacted the interactions in the group, and ultimately performance: 

1) Humility Is Reflected By Actions. Personal humility is a common quality of great athletes. The 

best players on the All Blacks, many among the best rugby players in the world, are often found 

doing basic and menial tasks like cleaning their own locker room. 

2) Character Counts. The All Blacks roster is as notable for who is not on it, as much as for who is 

on it. Some of New Zealand’s top players are not on the roster because it is believed they would 

disrupt the family atmosphere. 

3) Champions Do Extra. There is nothing surprising in this statement; top players and teams 

expect to do more work in many different ways than their opposition, and expect continual, 

daily improvement. (Daniel Coyle relates a great story here of how a young Robin Van Persie of 

Holland and Arsenal Football Club learned to train significantly harder and with more focus by 

watching Dennis Bergkamp train one day.) 

4) Calmness and Composure Wins. The All Blacks have identified desirable and undesirable 

mental states with colors. Red is "off task, panicked and ineffective," while blue is "an optimal 

state in which you are on task and performing to the best of your ability." Finding triggers to 

stay "blue" is a key to success in stressful, competitive moments. As any athlete recognizes, 

composure (and panic) is contagious in a group. 

5) Leave the Jersey In a Better Place. Understanding the history they represent, and the legacy 

they will leave for the next generation, creates a higher sense of purpose. A higher purpose can 

have incredible benefits in surviving difficult moments, overcoming adversity, and incentivizing 

good behavior. 

What are you doing to establish mindsets in your players, and build culture in your team? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: VWD/MID From l 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 4:26 PM 
To: n 
Subject: 

Here is my schedule for CASLi !! This is subject to change but it’s a good start 
Player: 

Thank you ! 

I am from I play FORWARD & MID Field. 

! have a 3.5 GPA thus far in High School. 

! want to play 5occer in College and I am open minded to leave 5outh F!oridafor my College 5occer experience. 

! will have video footage soon to send to you in the meantime please see my website profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 6:42 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

ILE: shoe color for next yeast 

The greyor the darker blue 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 20.t3 3:56 PM 
Subject: shoe color for next year 

Staff, 

Here are the color choices for next year’s sneaker. Let me know what you like. Order’s due tomorrow. 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:43 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

RE: Well Done ,- It Will Be Fun! 

Thank you Larry, I can wait to begin training1! 

From= Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Senti Monday, 3:50 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’ _~msn.com’; Ducar, Chris; .~aol.com’; ’Jason Sisneros ~ _~gmail.com)’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= Well Done N It Will Be Fun! 
Importance= High 

The completion of step three yesterday with the victory over Texas A&M. Now we drive on to a great week of training as 
we prepare for the next step - the Elite Eight! 
Take care, and let’s get some rest and some old fashion healing up! Can’t wait until Saturday when UCLA comes to Chapel 
Hill. It will be a tremendous college contest and we will prevail, and that my friends is "no brag, just fact!" 
All the best, and have a very restful and Happy Thanksgiving. 
Let me know if I can be of any assistance throughout the week! 
GO HEELS! 
Larry 

~Larry Ga~(~ Jro 

Executive Associate ]Nmctor of AtNetics 
University of Norfl~ Carolina at Cha~x4 Hill 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Froml 

Sent: Monday, :3:41 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: 
Subject: " CASL Dec. 6-8 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 
My name is ’ and I play for th~ I am the left midfielder 
for the team, uniform #10. We are competing December 6-8 at the CASL Showcase Tournament in Raleigh, North Carolina. 
Our team went 3-1 at this tournament last year concluding our visit with a very exciting finals match. 
I have an interest in attending the University of North Carolina and want to pursue playing college soccer along with majoring 
in medicine and statistics. 

Here is our schedule for the weekend: 
U15 Girls Premier Red Division 

Please co~ntact me if you have any additional questions. 
I am also copying my head coach, :, if you would like to speak with him. 
Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 6:44 PM 

)@nc.rr.com 

Subject: RE: Yesterday 

David, 

I could not agree more!! ’lNank you, I will send this to my Tar Heels!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frun        )@nc rr com [mailto       I(~nc rr com] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 1:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Yesterday 

Anson, 
Not that you need my opinion, but I thought yesterday was a wonderful testament to the girls’ character With players getting knocked around, some feeling ill, some still recovering,I 
thought they showed a "We’re not backing off~’ attitude; a real gut-check win. 
Looking forward to more of the same this Saturday 
D- 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Top National Temn Prospect fall 

From: @iscsports.org] 
Sent: Monday, i:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Top National Team Prospect fall 
Coach Dorrance, 
How are you doing? The reason of this email is because we have been working with the top scorer from the J2~rmer Colombian youth 17 national team; her name is 

Now she is part of the youth 20 that are getting ready for the world cup qualif~,!ing next year. 
This player is probably one of the best prospect we have ever worked with, not only she is a top college player material, but also she got the full package, got a 3.4 GPA over 4.0 and is 
cm~ently attending a US high school here in 
She have taken couple of preSAT sample test and she is in the 1100 range (combine) and have schedule her SAT for the coming January      She will be graduating from school in Jm~e 

has been contacted by several top D1 programs, but she is really interested in exploring the opportmfities with your prograra coach Anson. 
In her video link you will be able to see footage from the World cup that took place at Azerbaijan and frora tl-~e last National tournaracnt where she was part of tl-~e champions, the 
Bogota state team. 
Coach Dorrance let rae know if you are interested in Gaby, we believe that University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill will be the perfect place for her. 

Have a great day and that~ you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 6:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: propective student 

From; 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: propective student 

0:57 PM 

Dear Coach Dorrance; 

My nmne is and I just completed my firfft semester as a freshman at where I received High 

Honors. 

Last year I played for a premier club out o: 

Academy that is run by three current/former female pro players; 

’, but this year I have joined a new program called 

This year, as a t?eshman, I was selected to start and play sweeper on my                                ?nd was later selected as the only freshman to the First 

Team All-Conference. My temn, th~                  , eventually went on to win the Eas"tem Connecticnt Contbrence championship. 

My primary lx~sition is center midfield. I’ve played this position thronghont my soccer career except this year on my high school soccer team MJere I wonld have an 

entirely new experience as sweeper. As a sweeper I was able to use the experience I gained as a tnidfielder and make plays out oftl~e back field as well as keep my 

tean~ in the game. I have been told that one of my bigges~t fftrengths is staying composed, even in high pressure situations. Another one oftny s~trengths is my foot skills 

and my ability to use both feet when passing and shooting. Whether I am playing sweeper or center tnidfield, I am able to carve through players and find the right pass. 

I do have good vision of the field and ki~ow where I am going with the ball, even before receiving it. I am flexible though and can make the changes ifI see that pass or 
play will no longer work out. 

Universi~’ of North Carolina is one of my top choices for school. I became interested when researching schools and saw that UNC is the oldest public university in the 

United States. It is hard to believe how it has grown from one student when it opened its doors, to over 29,000 currently. Of course playing for you would be a dream 

come true. As a committed soccer player, I have researched many DI schools and was most impressed with your program. The l?act that you have over 22 National 

Chmnpionships and more than 50 of your players have earned caps with the national team, says a lot abont you as a coach and a lot about the program as a whole. 

When I came to your soccer camp a couple of years ago, it confirmed what I already thought. This is the school I want to attend and playing with the Tar Heels is 

where I want to play. 

I will be playing at tl~e NEWSS touruament next weekend. I did not see that there will be any coaches from UNC in attendance, but if there are, I have attached my 

team’s schedule. My jersey narnber is 7. 

I have also attached my resume with my school, soccer, and communi~ accomplishments to allow you to see ifI would be a fit for your program academically and 

athletically. 

I would love to get the opportuniU to lea~n more about your school and how to go about the process of being considered for your team. 

Thanks m much for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 



NEWSS --- Na[iona~ EI~ Womens So~¢er Showcase 



Fr~ln: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,                 ~ 6:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~V: Playing For UNC 

Sent= Sunday, 11:27 PM 

To= Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject= Playing For UNC 
Hello, Mr. Anson Dorrance. 
I hope you are well. My Name is                                         , as my first name is a mouthful) and I am a High School Senior. I 
am writing to enquire about playing for the University of North Carolina next year. I am unsure of how to formally make this enquiry or apply to the 

football (soccer) programme you have. I would be most honoured if you could help me out. Thank You, Sir. 

Yours Sincerely (and hopefully), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Soccer Prospect 

From: recruitstaff@recruitzone.com [mailto:recruitstaff@recruitzone.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:04 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Soccer Prospect 

View Entire Profile    Not Interested In This Athlete 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, 6:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: Surf Cup 

Dear Coach Dorrance. 
My name is 

California, I also play fo 
coached by 

.~yahoo.com] 
i:05 AM 

and I am currently a freshman at , 
on their U-15 Blue team which is coached my : . I was previously 

I am not sure if you will be attending this year’s Surf Cup, but if you do I am number 34 on 
~nd would appreciate the opportunity to have you watch one of my games. 

Thank You. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 6:59 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Quayterfinal Teams. 

FORM 2013 Travel Party Roster.pdf; PreChmnps DI WSoccer 2013.pdf; MEMO 2013 Participant Quarters.pdf; 2013 Sites-TM- 

Site Reps Quarters.pdf; ATT00001 .c 

From: Peterson, Laura [mailto:Ipeterson@ncaa.org] 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 20:13 9:45 AM 
Cc: Cessna, Sharon 
Subject-" CONGRATULATIONS: D1 Women’s Soccer Quarterfinal Teams. 
Importance: High 
Congratulations on advancing to the quarterfinal round of the 2013 NCAA Division T Women’s Soccer Championship. We hope your participation continues to be rewarding. 

To assist in your planning a portfolio that includes the pre-championship manual and travel forms are attached. In addition to the attached portfolio please refer to the 
following items: 

1. Travel Information. 
a. Air Travel. If you are located more than 400 miles from the host site, please contact ShoWs Travel Management at 866/655-92:t5 as soon as possible to make 

your air travel arrangements. Be prepared to provide the names of the members of the travel party of 28. 
b. Ground Travel. If you are within 400 miles from the host site, you will travel via bus and must make your arrangements via Shorts Travel and Go Ground at 

866/386-4951. The ground transportation portal may be accessed at ~_=g__o__c___h__a____m_~[o___n___s__h_jp__s__,__c__o___m__(same username/password used for Short’s Travel expenses). 
You must advise the host institution of your travel arrangements by noon Tuesday, November 26. 

2. Game Programs. Many NCAA championships have adopted digital game programs which can be viewed online or downloaded to a consumer’s mobile device, at no 
charge. Digital programs will be available for download prior to the championship at ~_=_n___c__a__a__=_c_,_o___m__!_g_a___m____e_p__r___o_g_r__a____m___s_. 
Following each championship, IMG will update the early round digital program to include all institutions participating in the final round, update the digital program cover 
with an appropriate image and include a championship recap page with text provided by the NCAA. IMG will establish an on-demand printing option and provide this 
option to any student-athlete or fan ordering this feature through www.ncaa.com. IlvlG and the NCAA will assist the host institution/conference in informing fans, 
ticketholders and participating institutions that digital programs will be available instead of printed programs. 

3. Other Attachments. 
a. Participant memo. 

b. Site Excel document. 

c. Travel party roster form. 

d. Prechampionship Manual. 

Please contact me or Sharon Cessna at 3:17/9:t7-65:tg, if you have any questions. Again, congratulations on a great season and best of luck to your team throughout the 
championship. 

Laura Peterson-Mlyr~ski 

Assis~tant Coordinator, Chmnpionships m~d Alliances 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indim~apolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

(w): 317/917-6477 

(f): 317-917-6210 

lpeterso%~ncaa:org 

rn~geO0 
1 3304 
D85A- 
E41B- 



SOCCER 

NCAA DIVISION I WOMEN’S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 
Travel Party Roster socc   

First-Round Game 
Second-Round Game 
Third-Round Game 
Quarterfinal Game 

Institution: Date: 

Please list each individual from your institution’s travel party (limit of 28). Please indicate eligible 
student-athletes that will be participating in this tournament contest with an asterisk, 

1. 15. 

2. 16. 

3. 17. 

4. 18. 

5. 19 

6. 20 

7. 21. 

8. 22. 

9. 23. 

10. 24. 

11. 25. 

12. 26. 

13. 27. 

14. 28. 

Please list any additional individuals who should be allowed on the sidelines (limit of 2). These 
individuals must have a ticket for entry, but will be given a credential for sideline access. 

1, 2. 

Individuals on this list will enter through the pass gate. Please submit this list to the tournament 
director at the coaches meeting prior to each contest. 
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GENERAL ADHINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES 

During the 2013-14 academic year, the Association will sponsor 89 national championships -- 42 for men, 44 for women, 
and three for both men and women. Among the men’s championships, three are national collegiate championships, 
13 are Division I championships, 12 are Division II championships and 14 are Division III championships. Among the 
women’s championships, five are National Collegiate Championships, 12 are Division I championships, 13 are Division 
II championships and 14 are Division III championships. The combined men’s and women’s championships are national 
collegiate championships. 

The Pre-Championships Manual has been revised and will serve as a resource for institutions to prepare for the 
championship(s). This manual is divided into three sections: General Administrative Guidelines, Sport-Specific Information 
and Appendixes. 

The first section applies to policies applicable to all 89 championships, while the other two sections are sport specific. 

Pre-Championship Manual. Resource for institutions to prepare for the championship. 

Administrative Meeting. Pre-championship meeting for coaches and administrators. 

Appendixes. Any supplemental documents to be provided and distributed through the various resources. 

Championship Administrator. The NCAA staff member responsible for the operational oversight of the championship. 

NCAA National Committee. The sport committee with direct oversight responsibilities for the championship. 

P~aying Rules. The rules under which the competition will be played. 

Predetermined Sites. Those sites that are selected to host prior to the bracket being announced. 

Preliminary Rounds. The rounds of the championship prior to the final or championship round. 

Regional Alignment. The geographic location of institutions or regional advisory committees. 

Schedule of Events. Official event schedule --includes all required activities (e.g, practices, banquets). 

Selection Criteria. Policies and procedures in place to guide the selection process. 

Site Selection. Policies and procedures in place to guide the site selection process. 

Squad Size. Number of student-athletes allowed to participate in competition per team at the championship. 

Tournament Physician. The physician designated by the host institution/conference to serve as the chief medical advisor 
for the championship. 

The Championships and Alliances staff strives to administer competition in a fair, safe, equitable and sportsmanlike manner 
so that the experience of the student-athlete is paramount. 

This is attained by: 

Ensuring student-athletes’ optimal experience. 

Executing championship events reflecting appropriate quality and values to/for stakeholders-- student-athletes, administrators, 
member institutions, coaches, sport committees, fans, broadcast partners and corporate champions/partners. 

Coordinating all aspects of championships in an efficient, effective manner through common operating policies and 
practices, using internal and external resources. 

integrating championships with broadcast and corporate relationships in a manner that maintains the integrity ofthe championship. 

2 NCAA PRE-CHAMPIONSHIP MANUAL 



GENERALADHINISTRATIVE GUIDELINES 

Assuring effective management of the business aspects of the operation. 

Enhancing the assets of the NCAA and their value by collaborating with internal and external expertise to achieve heightened 
exposure (e.g. community programs, fan events, banquets, anniversaries, etc.) 

The NCAA has adopted legislation that requires all active member institutions to have a concussion management plan for 
their student-athletes. Participating institutions shall follow their concussion management plan while participating in NCAA 
championships. If a participating team lacks appropriate medical staff to activate its concussion management plan, the host 
championship concussion management plan will be activated. 

The legislation notes, in part, that a student-athlete who exhibits signs, symptoms or behaviors consistent with a concussion 
shall be removed from athletics activities (e.g., competition, practice, conditioning sessions) and evaluated by a medical staff 
member (e.g, sports medicine staff, team physician) with experience in the evaluation and management of concussions; 
a student-athlete diagnosed with a concussion is precluded from returning to athletics activity for at least the remainder of 
that calendar day; and medical clearance for return to athletics activity shall be determined by the team physician or the 
physician’s designee from the student-athlete’s institution. In the absence of a team physician or their designee, the NCAA 
tournament physician will examine the student-athlete and will determine medical clearance. Within the rules of the sport 
and policies established for the championships, medical staff should have access to the injured student-athlete without 
interference (e.g., coach). 

A concussion is a brain injury that may be caused by a blow to the head, face, neck or elsewhere on the body with an 
"impulsive" force transmitted to the head. Concussions can occur without loss of consciousness or other obvious signs. A 
repeat concussion that occurs before the brain recovers from the previous one (hours, days or weeks) can slow recovery 
or increase the likelihood of having long-term problems. In rare cases, repeat concussions can result in brain swelling, 
permanent brain damage and even death. 

[Reference: Certification of Eligibility/Availability in Bylaws 3.2.4, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 
31.2.1.7.1, 31.2.1.7.1.2 and 31.2.2 in the NCAA ManuaL] 

Only student-athletes eligible under Bylaws 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 may compete in NCAA championships. In accordance with 
Bylaw 3.2.4, member institutions are required to certify the eligibility of their student-athletes before the beginning of each 
academic year and to withhold ineligible student-athletes from all intercollegiate competition. 

Member institutions are reminded to notify the NCAA national office before the selection date for each championship of any 
student-athlete who may have participated in regular-season competition but subsequently is determined to be ineligible or 
unavailable for NCAA championship competition. 

DISCOVERY OF INELIGIBILITY OF A STUDENT-ATHLETE AFTER SELECTION 
If an institution fails to report an ineligible student-athlete and the omission is not discovered until after the institution is 
selected to participate in the championship, necessitating the institution’s withdrawal from the championship, that withdrawal 
shall be considered as one of the years of ineligibility, provided another institution participates in the championship in place of 
the disqualified institution. If the discovery of the ineligible student-athlete occurs so near the beginning of the championship 
that the governing sports committee does not have a reasonable period of time to replace the disqualified institution in the 
bracket, that fact shall be taken into consideration in determining the number of years the disqualified institution shall be 
ineligible to participate. 
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D ug Testing 

[Reference: Bylaws 18.4o 1.5 and 31o2.3 h~ the NCAA ManuaL] 

Student-athletes who compete in NCAA championships may be subjected to drug tests in accordance with Bylaws 18.4.1.5 
and 31.2.3, and may be determined to be ineligible as a result thereof. Only student-athletes who have consented in writing 
to such testing are initially eligible for these championships; and thereafter, student-athletes who are tested shall remain 
eligible only if they test negative. 

Hor esty and Sportsmanship 

Individuals employed by (or associated with) a member institution to administer, conduct or coach intercollegiate athletics 
and all participating student-athletes shall act with honesty and sportsmanship at all times so that intercollegiate athletics 
as a whole, their institutions and they, as individuals, shall represent the honor and dignity of fair play and the generally 
recognized high standards associated with wholesome competitive sports. 

4,4 Misconduct/Failure to Adhere to Policies 

MISCONDUCT 
Misconduct in an NCAA championship is any act of dishonesty, unsportsmanlike conduct, unprofessional behavior or breach 
of law, occurring from the time the championship field is announced through the end of the championship, that discredits 
the event or intercollegiate athletics. Each games committee shall hold an administrative meeting with the coaches of 
participatin9 institutions to review and explain the policies related to misconducL 

FAILURE TO ADHERE TO POLICIES 

A governing sports committee may assess a financial penalty against an institution for failure of any of its representatives 
to adhere to the policies and procedures governing the administration of the competition. This includes, but is not limited 
to, failure to comply with the procedures and deadlines for submitting scores, score sheets, schedules, rosters and entry/ 
march-in forms for qualification and other materials necessary for the efficient administration of the competition. Visit 
http:~www~nc~‘~rg/wps~my~..1~i~ncaah~me?WC~‘.~-GL~BAL_C~NTEXT~/nc~nc~sp~1s+and~:~champi~nship/ 
~eneraI+inf~rm~I‘i~n/ci~ampi~nships+admir~sb~atiorWi~ai~u~‘e+~+adhere+t~+poIicies+and+p~cedures to see the full 
misconducb’failure to adhere policy and procedure and fines. 

Sports wagering includes placing, accepting or soliciting a wager (on a staff member’s or student-athlete’s own behalf or on 
the behalf of others) of any type with any individual or organization on any intercollegiate, amateur or professional team or 
contest. Examples of sports wagering include, but are not limited to, the use of a bookmaker or parlay card; Internet sports 
wagering; auctions in which bids are placed on teams, individuals or contests; and pools or fantasy leagues in which an entry 
fee is required and there is an opportunity to win a prize. 

The prohibition against spo~ts wagering applies to any institutional practice or any competition (intercollegiate, amateur or 
professional) in a sport in which the Association conducts championship competition, in bowl subdivision football and in 
emerging sports for women. 

A wager is any agreement in which an individual or entity agrees to give up an item of value (e.g., cash, shirt, dinner) in 
exchange for the possibility of gaining another item of value. 

STUDENT-ATHLETES 
A student-athlete involved in sports wagering on the student-athlete’s institution permanently loses all remaining regular- 
season and postseason eligibility in all sports. Astudent-athlete who is involved in any sports wagering activity that involves 
college sports or professional athletics, through Intemet gambling, a bookmaker, a parlay card or any other method 
employed by organized gambling, will be ineligible for all regular-season and postseason competition for at least one year. 
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POSTSEASON 
In championships in which a bracket format is used, student-athletes, coaches and administrators may not participate 
in bracket competitions where there is both a required entry fee and an opportunity to win a prize. Student-athletes and 
administrators may participate under current NCAA rules in bracket contests where there is no entry fee but a possibility of 
winning a prize. Some NCAA member schools, however, have chosen to ban student-athletes from participating in these 
types of bracket contests. 

HOSTING OPPORTUNITIES 
No predetermined or non-predetermined session of an NCAA championship may be conducted in a state with legal wagering 
that is based on single-game betting on the outcome of any event (i.e., high school, college or professional) in a sport in 
which the NCAA conducts a championship. 

Student-Ath|e e Experience Su ’vey 

After each championship, student-athletes will be asked to participate in a post-event survey intended to capture feedback 
on their recent championship experience. Institutional administrators will be copied on the email and asked to ensure 
participation from all student-athletes. 

The Elite 89 award was created to recognize the true essence of the student-athlete by honoring the individual who has 
reached the pinnacle of competition at the national championship level in his or her sport, while also achieving the highest 
academic standard among his or her peers. The award is presented in every sport, every division, and goes to the student- 
athlete who has the highest cumulative grade-point average of all student-athletes on all teams competing at the finals site. 
Each institution which has at least one student-athlete qualify for the final round/site is eligible to nominate a student-athlete 
for the award. One student-athlete per championship will receive the award, and the announcement of the winner will be made 
at the final site. 

institutions that wish to nominate a student-athlete must do so through an online nomination process. To receive more 
information or access the online form and submit a nomination, go to the NCAA website at h~tp:iiv,~vvw.ncaa.orgiwpsi 
m yp~1aIh‘..caahome?WCM~...GL~BAL...C~NTEXT=/~c~/r~caa/media+and+events/awa~ds/eIite+89+award+pr~gram~ 

NCAA Travel provides an easy and affordable way for family and fans to follow their favorite student-athletes and team as 
they participate in NCAA championships competition. Travel arrangements completed through NCAA Travel help support 
NCAA student-athletes. Please direct your fans to NCAA.com/travel to search and book online hotel, car and air travel all in 
one easy transaction. 

[Reference: Bylaws 12. 5. 4 and 31.1.7 in the NCAA Division I, Bylaw 12. 5. 4 in the NCAA 
Division II Manual and Bylaw 12.5.3 in the NCAA Division Ill Manual.] 

A student-athlete may use athletics equipment or wear athletics apparel that bears the trademark or logo of an athletics 
equipment or apparel manufacturer or distributor in athletics competition and pre- and postgame activities (e.g., celebrations 
on the court, pre- or postgame press conferences), provided the following criteria are met: 

(1) Athletics equipment (e.g, shoes, helmets, baseball bats and gloves, batting or golf gloves, hockey and lacrosse 
sticks, goggles and skis) shall bear only the manufacturer’s normal label or trademark, as it is used on all such items 
for sale to the general public; and 
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(2) The student-athlete’s institution’s official uniform (including numbered racing bibs and warm-ups) and all other items 
of apparel (e.g., socks, head bands, T-shirts, wrist bands, visors or hats, swim caps and towels) shall bear only a 
single manufacturer’s or distributor’s normal label or trademark (regardless of the visibility of the label or trademark), 
not to exceed 2 1f4 square inches in area (rectangle, square, parallelogram) including any additional material (e.g., 
patch) surrounding the normal trademark or logo. The student-athlete’s institution’s official uniform and all other items 
of apparel shall not bear a design element similar to the manufacturer’s trademark/logo that is in addition to another 
trademark/logo that is contrary to the size restriction. 
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NCAA Toumamen  

Sharon Cessna 
Director, Championships and Alliances 
P.O. Box 6222 / Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 
317/917-6519 / scessna@ncaa.org 

Laura Peterson-Mlynski 
Assistant Coordinator, Championships and Alliances 
P.O. Bo× 6222 / indianapolis, indiana 46206 
317/917-6477 / [#eterson@nca~.org 

Current members of the committee are: 

Julie Berg 
Senior Woman Administrator 
Florida International University 

GREATLAK ES R E G IO N 

Kegy McGrath Noonan 
Associate Director of Athletics 
Indiana University, Bloomington 

M I D ~ATLAN TI C R EG I ON 

Janet Oberle 
Associate Director of Athletics/Compliance & Student 
ServicesiSWA 
Saint Louis University 

PACIFIC REGION 

Todd Yelton 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Sarnford University 

Karen Hancock 
Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach 
Oklahoma State University 

IVI I D-AT~N T I C R EG I O N 

Drew r~arroche~o 
Deputy Director of AtMetics 
Boston University 

N ORTHEASTREG~ON 

Mick D’Arcy 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Central Connecticut State University 

Stephanie Ransom 
Assistant Director of Athletics 
University of Georgia 

Shawn Farre~ 
Associate Director of Athletics 
Seattle University 

For additional information about the Division I Women’s Soccer Championship, contact: 

Sharon Cessna 
Director, Championships and Alliances 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
317/917-6519 / scessna@ncaa,erg 
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Regional Advisory 

NAME INSTiTUTiON CONFERENCE 

CENTRAL REGION 

Chris Petrucelli SMU American Athletic 

Denise Schilte-Brown South Florida American Athletic 

Torn Stone Texas Tech Big 12 

Karen Hancock Oklahoma State Big 12 

Julie Berg, chair FILl Conference USA 

Nicky Adams Rice Conference USA 

Orlando Cervantes Lamar Southland 

Ronald Savoie McNeese State Southland 

Sonia Curvelo Mississippi Valley SWAC 

SWAC 

Kelly McGrath Noonan, chair Indiana Big Ten 

Janet Rayfield Illinois Big Ten 

John Marovich Valparaiso Horizon 

Charlie Gross Milwaukee Horizon 

Nate Norman Western Michigan MAC 

Lindsay Basalyga Bowling Green MAC 

Krista Board Evansville Missouri Valley 

Erika True Indiana State Missouri Valley 

Ted FIogaites Western Illinois Summit 

Chris Johnson IUPUI Summit 

Janet Oberle, co-chair Saint Louis Atlantic 10 

Atlantic 10 

Amanda Braun Northeastern Colonial 

Greg Paynter Towson Colonial 

Jacquie Blackett Columbia Ivy 

Ivy 

Drew Marrochel~o, co-chair Boston University Patriot 

Eric Lambinus LeHigh Patriot 

NOR T HEAST REGION 

I~ick D’Arcy, chair Central Connecticut State Northeast 

Chris Flint Bryant Northeast 

Mary Mulvenna America East America East 

Mary Frances Monroe Albany (New York) America East 

Erin Chastain DePaul Big East 

Big East 

Jim O’Brien Fairfield Metro Atlantic 

Kristine Turner Monmouth Metro Atlantic 
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NAME iNSTiTUTiON CONFERENCE 

PACIFIC REGION 

Mountain West 

Melissa Price Wyoming Mountain West 

Kevin Boyd Arizona State Pac-12 

Pac=12 

Laura Shott Portland State Big Sky 

George Hageage Eastern Washington Big Sky 

SOUTH REGION 

Stephanie Ransom, chair Georgia SEC 

Laura Guerrieri Texas A&M SEC 

Chris Bentley Troy Sun Belt 

Kat Connor Texas State Sun Belt 

Julie Davis Carlson Jacksonville State Ohio Valley 

Warren Lipka Morehead State Ohio Valley 

SOUTHEAST REGION 

Todd Yelton, chair Samford Southern 

Greg Ashton Davidson Southern 

Kevin O’Brien Lipscomb Atlantic Sun 

Jim Blankenship Florida Gulf Coast Atlantic Sun 

Alison Foley Boston College ACC 

Robbie Church Duke ACC 

Martin Beall High Point Big South 

Kevin Mounce GardneFWebb Big South 

Shawn Farrell, chair Seattle WAC 

Blair Quinn New Mexico State WAC 

Mauricio Ingrassia Long Beach State Big West 

Maryclaire Robinson UC Davis Big West 

Amy Edwards Gonzaga West Coast 

Jennifer Rockwood BYU West Coast 

IVlonday, September 9 First statistics report due. Rosters must be completed before each team’s first contest. 

Monday, September 23 First Published RPI (weekly through selections) 

~iIonday, October 7 Preliminary-round bid materials available on NCAA.org. 

~iIonday, October 25 Deadline for preliminary-round bid materials to NCAA national office (submitted online). 

Monday, November 11 Selection announcement. 

Sunday, November 17 Deadline for completion of first-round games. 

Friday, November 22 Second-round games. 

Sunday, November 24 Third-round games. 

Saturday, November 30 Deadline for completion of quarterfinal games. 

Friday, December 6 National semifinals, Cary, North Carolina. 

Sunday, December 8 National championship, Cary, North Carolina 
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(Note: If an institution that has a policy against competing on Sunday or another religious day advances to the semifinals, 
pending the outcome of the semifinal games, the championship game may be contested on Monday, December 9. (The 
second and third rounds may also be contested on Thursday and Saturday if institutional policies prohibit Sunday play.) 

CHAHPIONSHIP DATES 
First Round November 15, 16 or 17 

Second/Third Round November 22 and 24 

Quarterfinals November 29 and 30 

Women’s College Cup December 6 and 8 

DATE FORHULA 
First Rounds (32} Three weeks prior to finals (Friday, Saturday or Sunday) 

Second/Third Rounds (16) Two weeks prior to finals (Friday and Sunday) 

Quarterfinals (4} One week prior to finals (Friday or Saturday) 

College Cup First full weekend in December (Friday and Sunday). If December 1 falls on 
Saturday, that will count as the first weekend. 

FUTURE DATES 

2014 
First Round November 14, 15 or 16 

Second/Third Round November 21 and 23 

Quarter[inals November 28 or 29 

Women’s College Cup December 5 and 7 

2015 
First Round November 13, 14 or 15 

Second/Third Round November 20 and 22 

Quarterfinals November 27 or 28 

Women’s College Cup December 4 and 6 

Equipment 

BALL 
The Wilson FORTE Fybrid soccer ball will be used in all NCAAtournament games. These balls will be sent by the manufacturer 
to the tournament manager at the host institution for each round of competition. The host institution is responsible for 
"breaking in" the game balls before each tournament game. The game balls may be distributed after the games by giving 
them to the participating schools or by donating them to a local youth group. 

BALL PERSONS AND ROTATION 
The host institution must arrange for a minimum of four ball persons (preferably six). These ball persons must be at least 10 
years of age. A four-ball rotation will be used for all rounds of the championship. One ball will be in play. One ball will be on 
each sideline of the field and one ball will be at the scorer’s table. 

FIELD DIHENSIONS 
The Division I Women’s Soccer Committee prefers for games to be played on grass fields 75 yards x 120 yards. Grass will be 
required for the Women’s College Cup but will not preclude artifical turn (if approved by FIFA) for preliminary rounds. 

Rules 

Per NCAA Bylaw 17.29, member institutions shall conduct all of their intercollegiate competition in accordance with the 
playing rules of the Association in all sports for which tile NCAA develops playing rules. For those sports in which the 
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Association follows rules that are developed by other governing bodies and modified by the governing sports committee, the 
adopted playing rules shall be used. The governing sports committee will not consider any results for selection purposes that 
are not played in accordance with the NCAA rules books, or those rules adopted by an outside organization. 

The NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules shall be followed to the letter. 

SUSPENDED GAHE 
in the case of inclement weather or other factors leading the referee to suspend a game, the officials, games 
committee and coaches shall refer to NCAA Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules. If a game is suspended during 
NCAA postseason competition, it will be the decision of the games committee and the referee to determine if the game can 
be continued that day. If conditions dictate that the game cannot be completed, the NCAA representative and tournament 
manager shall contact Sharon Cessna (office: 317/917-6519; cell:             ~. Please leave a message if Ms. Cessna is 
not available. Only after speaking with Ms. Cessna may a game be suspended until the following day. 

Competing teams shall have both light- and dark-colored jerseys, and light- and dark-colored stockings available. In 
preliminary-round competition, the home team must wear a uniform in clear contrast with the visiting team. In case of 
conflict, the home team must wear white- or light-colored uniforms. For the semifinals and final, the games committee will 
determine the home teams. Student-athletes competing in the championship shall wear the official uniform of their institution 
in competition and related ceremonies. This applies to warm-ups and competitive uniforms. 

ADDITIONAL REQUIREHENTS 
The logo restriction on student-athletes’ apparel set forth in 12.5.4 shall apply during NCAA championships to all personnel 
(e.g., coaches, trainers, managers) who are on the team bench or in the competition area for practices and games or 
who participate in news conferences. Please note that those contracts between institutions and apparel manufacturers or 
distributors that include logo specifications may be honored, provided such contracts were in effect before August 11, 1998. 
Also, the logo restriction on student-athletes’ apparel as set forth in 12.5.4 shall apply to commercial Iogos on uniforms worn 
by band members, cheerleaders, dance team members and the institution’s mascot during NCAA championship events. 

CONTRASTING COLORS 
All players of a team shall wear matching uniforms. The home team (highest seed) shall wear light uniforms and the visitor 
shall wear dark uniforms. It is the responsibility of the home team to wear jerseys and stockings in clear contrast to those 
worn by the visiting team. 

Goalkeepers shall wear jerseys that distinguish them from all field players and socks that distinguish them from their opponents. 

Shorts may differ in color from that of the stockings and jerseys but shall be matching in color and uniform in style. 

it is recommended that any visible garment worn under the jersey or shorts shall be a solid color that matches the dominant 
color of the respective garment. 

It is recommended that players warming up outside the coaching and team areas wear colored jerseys/vests that distinguish 
them from all other field players. 

NUHBERS 
Numerals at least eight inches (20.32 cm) in height that are easily distinguishable from the predominant background color(s) 
and pattern shall be worn on the back of each player’s (including goalkeeper’s) jersey. 

Numerals at least four inches (10.16 cm) in height that are easily distinguishable from the predominant background color(s) 
and pattern shall be worn on the front of each player’s (including goalkeeper’s) jersey. The same number shall be displayed 
on both the front and back of the jersey, and no two teammates may wear the same number. 

LOGOS 

Rei:er I.o Gene~’ai Administrative Guidelines~ Sectio.:~ 7. 
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Championship Format 

The NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship provides for a 64-team, single-elimination tournament. Thirty-one 
conferences will receive automatic qualification for the 2013 championship. The remaining teams will be selected on an at- 
large basis. A championship bracket can be found in Appendix A. 

The top 16 teams identified by the committee will be seeded in the bracket. The seeded teams will compete at separate first- 
round sites. The committee has been given approval by the NCAA Championships/Sports Management Cabinet to place the 
top 16 seeds in pods of four. There will be four number ones, four number twos, four number threes and four number fours. The 
remaining 48 teams will be paired geographically. First- and second-round conference matchups will be avoided. 

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS 

First Round November 15, 16 or 17 

Second,q-hird Round November 22 and 24 

Quarterfinals November 29 and 30 

Women’s College Cup December 6 and 8 

START TIHES 
All site and game times will be determined by the NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Committee. All rounds of the championship 
(except the semifinals and final) will be conducted on the campus of one of the participating institutions. 

For the preliminary rounds, first-round games may be scheduled from 2 p.m~ Friday, November 15 through the weekend with 
a completion time of not later than 4 p.m. Sunday, November 17. (Saturday and Sunday competition may not start before 
noon local time.) Second-round games shall be played Friday, November 22 (not before 2 p.m.). Third-round games shall 
be played Sunday, November 24 (not before noon). Quarterfinal games may be scheduled from 2 p.m. Friday, November 
29 through the weekend with a completion time of not later than 4 p~m. Saturday, November 30. (Saturday competition may 
not start before noon local time.) The game time shall be established by the host institution (during the bid process) and 
approved by the Women’s Soccer Committee. At the discretion of the games committee, there will be a maximum 30-minute 
break between games of a doubleheader. Institutions without lighted facilities are required to schedule the start time to allow 
a four-hour window for a daylight opportunity to play the game. 

TRAVEL PARTY 
Please refer to the NCAA travel policies for all information regarding transportation and per diem expenses. Travel 
policies can be found online at ’r~t[p:i/wvw,;,nc~.org/wps/n-’..ypo~t~i/ncaahome?WCM...GLOBAL...CONTEXT=inca~i nca~/ 
spoiis+and+ci~ampionshipigeneral+informationitraveliindex,htmi. The official traveling party is 28. 

Squad Size/Bench Size. Each team is limited to a maximum of 22 players in uniform and a maximum of 30 persons in 
the bench area. Each team [must comply with the bench limit of 30, and do so 20 [minutes before game time. 

Pregame Warm-up. Teams shall warm up with a maximum of 22 players. Nonparticipating players (those above the 
maximum) shall not participate in the pregame warm-up. 

Results 

The sports information director of the host institution, or an appointed representative, is responsible for reporting all 
tournament results. 

RATING PERCENTAGE INDEX (RPI) 
RPI information will be released on v,~ww.NCAA.com weekly beginning September 23 to October 28. In addition, the RPI will 
be released after the conclusion of the championship. 
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SELECTION ANNOUNCEHENT 
The Division I Women’s Soccer Committee will select teams for the championship. The committee will announce the teams 
selected, first-round pairings and game sites Monday, November 11. The selection announcement time will be provided at a 
later date. Teams will be notified of their selection as soon as possible thereafter. 

CHAHPIONSHIP INFORHATION 

Championship information, including the complete bracket, will be available at NCAA.com subsequent to the official 
announcement. Updates can be found at this site throughout the championship. 

BYLAW 31.3.3.1 - COUNTABLE COHPETITION 
For NCAAteam-championship selection purposes, competition is countable only when the teams played are varsity intercollegiate 
teams of four-year, degree-granting institutions that conduct a majority of their competition in that team sport against varsity 
intercollegiate teams (see Constitution 3.2.4.5) of United States four-year, degree-granting institutions. Competition against 
service teams, professional teams, semiprofessional teams, amateur teams, two-year colleges and club teams shall be excluded. 
Regular-season games decided by the penalty-kick tiebreaker procedure shall be considered as ties for selection purposes. The 
scheduling of additional games not listed on the institution’s published schedule as an aid for selection shall not be considered. 

ALLOCATION OF BERTHS 
Thirty-one conferences will receive automatic qualification for the 2013 championship. The remaining teams (33) will be 
selected on an at-large basis. 

AUTOHATIC QUALIFICATION 
Conferences granted automatic qualification for the 2013 championship are: 

American Athletic Conference Mid-American Conference 

Atlantic Coast Conference Mountain West Conference 
Atlantic Sun Conference Northeast Conference 

.......... ........................................................................................... ..................................................................................... 

Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference 

AT-LARGE SELECTION 
To be considered during the at-large selection process, a team must have an overall won-lost record of .500 or better. 
Thirty-three teams will be selected at large. 

PARTICIPATION PROCEDURES 
[Reference: Certification of Efigibflity/Avaiiability #~ the Division I General Section Championships 
Information 12 13 and Bylaws 3.2.4, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 in the NCAA Division I Manual.] 

Only student-athletes eligible under Bylaws 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16 may compete in NCAA championships. In accordance with 
Bylaw 3.2.4, member institutions are required to certify the eligibility of their student-athletes before the beginning of each 
academic year and to withhold ineligible student-athletes from all intercollegiate competition. 

Member institutions are reminded to notify the NCAA national office before the selection date for each championship of any 
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student-athlete who may have participated in regular-season competition but subsequently is determined to be ineligible or 
unavailable for NCAA championship competition. The championship liaison must be notified before November i0. 

TRAVEL INFORHATION 
Air Travel If you are located more than 400 miles from the host site, please contact Short’s Travel Management at 866/655- 
9215 as soon as possible to arrange your air travel. Be prepared to provide the names of the members of the travel party of 28. 

Ground Travel. If you are within 400 miles from the host site, you will travel via bus and must make your arrangements 
via Go Ground at 866/386-4951. The ground transportation portal may be accessed at www.gochampionships.com 
(same usernameipassword used for Short’s Travel expenses). 

Transportation expenses and per diem will be provided for an official travel party of 28. Please refer to the NCAA travel 
policies for all information regarding transportation and per diem expenses. Travel policies may be found online at www. 
ncaa.org. Registration with an institutional email address is required to access the information located on www.ncaa.org. 
The NCAA travel department may be reached at 317/917-6757, or by email at I.ravel@ncaa.o~’g. 

HEETINGS 
[Reference: Misconduct in the Division I General Section, and Bylaws 31.2o3 and 31.1.10 in the NCAA Division I Manual.] 

A mandatory meeting of the head coaches of the competing teams and NCAA site representatives shall be held before each 
tournament session to review playing rules, pregame meeting agenda and any other administrative matters that may be necessary. 
The NCAA site representative shall conduct a pregame meeting to acquaint the head coaches of the competing teams with the 
provisions of Bylaw 31.1.10, which prescribes conditions under which a student-athlete or representative of an institution may 
be disqualified from further participation in the competition for reasons of misconduct. At the semifinals and final, attendance by 
the head coach and an institution’s designated administrative representative at the coaches meeting is mandatory, subject to the 
assessment of a financial penalty and/or other sanctions as defined under NCAA misconduct provisions. 

A representative of the host institution (other than a competing coach) must be present at all meetings (including those at 
preliminary-round games); in the absence of a member or representative of the Women’s Soccer Committee, the NCAA site 
representative shall conduct the meetings. The host institution shall advise competing teams of the time and site for each 
meeting in advance by email correspondence. 

Section Selection Criteria 

The following criteria shall be employed by a governing sports committee in selecting participants for NCAA championships 
competition [Bylaw 31.3.3; Criteria for Selection of Participants]: 

Won-lost record; 

Strength of schedule; and 

Eligibility and availability of student-athletes for NCAA championships. 

In addition to Bylaw 31.3.3, the Women’s Soccer Committee has received approval from the NCAA Division I Championships/ 
Sports Management Cabinet to consider the following criteria in the selection of at-large teams for the soccer championship 
(not necessarily in priority order): 

PRIHARY CRITERIA 
® Results of the Adjusted Rating Percentage Index (RPI); 

~ Results versus common opponents; and 

® Head-to-head competition. 

SECONDARY CRITERIA 
If the evaluation of the primary criteria does not result in a decision, the secondary criteria will be reviewed. All the criteria 
listed will be evaluated. 

® Results versus teams already selected to participate in the field (including automatic qualifiers with RPI of 1-75) 

® Late-season performance -- defined as the last eight games including conference tournaments (strength and results). 

Recommendations are prodded by regional advisory committees for consideration by the Women’s Soccer 
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Committee. Coaches’ pofls and/or any other outside pofls or rankings are trot used as a criterion by tire Women’s 
Soccer Committee for selection purposes. 

RPL The committee uses the RPI (Rating Percentage Index), a computer program that calculates the institutions’ 
Division I winning percentage (25 percent), opponents’ success (50 percent), opponents’ strength of schedule (25 
percent) plus a bonustpenalty system. When evaluating the RPI, the committee may consider comparing data of 
individual teams, including, but not limited to, overall record, Division I record, overall RPI rank, non-conference 
record and RPI rank, conference regular-season record and conference tournament results. The RPI shall be used as 
a selection tool. The bonus/penalty structure for the RPI includes a bonus for non-conference wins or ties against the 
top 80 teams in the RPI and a penalty for a non-conference loss against the bottom 80 teams in the RPI. 

For non-revenue generating championships that seed a quarter of the bracket, sites will be awarded to the seeded teams 
that submit a bid that meets the requirements for hosting. In the event that a seeded team does not submit a bid that meets 
the requirements, the spo~ts committee will maintain the current policy of geographic consideration when assigning those 
host sites. The committees will use the geographic considerations to help maintain the balance and integrity of the bracket. 
The committees will also separate first- and second-round conference opponents when assigning teams to sites. 

Any institution interested in hosting preliminary-round competition of the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship 
must submit a proposed budget, respond to sport-specific questions, and ensure the institution’s key contact and facility 
information are up to date via the Championships Bid and Host Profile portal. To submit a bid, first search for the desired 
championship under "championships available bid" and select "add bid." 

Please note the change in process that allows all member institutions to regularly and easily access their profiles by visiting 
championships.ncaa.org. For profile issues, user access or to reset a password, please email d’~ampioshipbid@ncaa.org or 
contact the respective championship manager. 

CHAHPIONSHIPS BID AND HOST PROFILE PORTAL 
The Championships Bid and Host Profile portal can be accessed at championships.ncaa.org. The deadline to submit all bid 
materials for this championship is Monday, October 25. 

As a reminder, prospective hosts’ budgets should include committee/site representative’s lodging expense, game officials’ 
lodging expense, state and city taxes/fees if applicable, and any ticket fees. Committee/site representative’s per diem, 
mileage and luggage will now be paid by the NCAA instead of the host institution. Game officials will be reimbursed via the 
RePay system for their game gees, per diem, mileage and luggage fees. 

FACILITY PROFILE 
institutions interested in hosting preliminary-round competition of the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship must 
add (or ensure accuracy of) facility information for the applicable competition venue. This information is located at championships. 
ncaa.org. Any supporting information -- e.g., facility diagram, pictures -- may be uploaded and attached to that facility’s profile. 
This information will be made available to the sport committee to aid in their deliberations of prospective host sites. 

KEY CONTACTS 
Each institution should list and then maintain its key contacts associated with each sport and the institution. Individuals can 
be added via the Championships Bid and Host Profile portal at championships.ncaa.org. 

SAFETY AND SECURITY PLAN 
Each facility profile should include the safety and security plan for the facility. This irrformation can be uploaded and attached 
to the profile by visiting championships.ncaa.org. 

FINAL FINANCIAL REPORT 
A final financial report from each championship site must be submitted via the Championship Bid and Host Profile portal 
under the "budget" tab not later than 60 days after the event 
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CONTACT INFORHATION 

if you have any questions regarding the bid process, please contact the championship manager at 317/917-6519 or email 
us at championshipbid@!~caa,org. 
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November 
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2013 NCAA Division I Women’s 
SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 

Semifinals Final Semifinals 

December 6 December 8 December 6 

Quarterfinals 

November 

29&30 

Final 

WakeMed Soccer Park 

Cary, North Carolina 

TBD 

Semifinals 

WakeMed Soccer Park 

Cary, North Carolina 

TBD NATIONAL 
CHAMPION 

Semifinals 
WakeMed Soccer Park 

Cary, North Carolina 

TBD 

*Host institution for preliminary round games 

Order of semifinal games will be determined after quarterfinal round games are completed. 

Second semifinal game will begin play 45 minutes after the conclusion of the first game. 
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Sport Sponsorship 

American Athletic Conference (10) 

University of Central Florida 
University of Cincinnati 
University of Connecticut 
University of Houston 
University of Louisville 

University of Memphis 

Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick 
University of South Florida 
Southern Methodist University 
Temple University 

AQ - Tournament 

Conference USA (16) 
Colorado College 
East Carolina University 
Florida Atlantic University 
Florida International University 
Louisiana Tech University 
Marshall University 
Middle Tennessee State University 
Old Dominion University 

Rice University 
University of Alabama at Birmingham 
University of Southern Mississippi 
University of North Carolina, Charlotte 
University of North Texas 
University of Texas at El Paso 
University of Texas at San Antonio 
University of Tulsa 

AQ - Tournament 

Big t2 Conference 

Baylor University 
Iowa State University 
University of Kansas 
University of Oklahoma 

Oklahoma State University 

Texas Christian University 
Texas Tech University 
University of Texas at Austin 
West Virginia University 

AQ -Tournament 

Southland Conference (1 
Houston Baptist University 
Lamar University 
McNeese State University 
Nicholls State University 
Northwestern State University 
Oral Roberts University 

Sam Houston State University 
Southeastern Louisiana University 
Stephen F, Austin State University 
Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi 
University of Central Arkansas 

AQ -Tournament 

Southwestern Athletic Conference (10) 
Alabama A&M University 
Alabama State University 
Alcorn State University 
University of Arkansas, Pine Bluff 
Grambling State University 

Jackson State University 
Mississippi Valley State University 
Prairie View A&M University 
Southern University, Baton Rouge 
Texas Southern University 

AQ - Tournament 
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Big Ten Conference (12) 
University of Illinois, Champaign 

indiana University, Bloomington 
University of Iowa 
University of Michigan 
Michigan State University 
University of Minnesota, Twin Cities 

University of Nebraska, Lincoln 
Northwestern University 
The Ohio State University 
Pennsylvania State University 
Purdue University 
University of Wisconsin, Madison 

AQ - Tournament 

Horizon League (8) 
Cleveland State University 
Oakland University 
University of Detroit Mercy 
University of Wisconsin, Milwaukee 

University of Wisconsin-Green Bay 

Valparaiso University 
Wright State University 
Youngstown State University 

AQ - Tournament 

M id-American Conference (12) 

Ball State University 
Bowling Green State University 
Central Michigan University 
Eastern Michigan University 
Kent State University 
Miami University (Ohio) 

Northern Illinois University 

Ohio University 
University at Buffalo, the State University of New York 
University of Akron 
University of Toledo 
Western Michigan University 

AQ -Tournament 

Missouri Valley Conference (7) 
Drake University 
Illinois State University 
indiana State University 
Loyola University Chicago 

Missouri State University 
University of Evansville 
University of Northern Iowa 

AQ -Tournament 

The Summit League (8) 
indiana University-Purdue University at indianapolis 
indiana University-Purdue University, Fort Wayne 
North Dakota State University 
South Dakota State University 

University of Denver 
University of Nebraska Omaha* 
University of South Dakota 

Western Illinois University 

AQ -Tournament 

Atlantic 10 Conference (13) 
Duquesne University 
Fordham University 
George Mason University 
George Washington University 
La Salle University 
Saint Joseph’s University 
Saint Louis University 

St. Bonaventure University 
University of Dayton 
University of Massachusetts, Amherst 
University of Rhode Island 
University of Richmond 

Virginia Commonwealth University 

AQ -Tournament 
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Colonial Athletic Association (9) 
College of Charleston (South Carolina) 
College of William and Mary 
Drexel University 
Hofstra University 
James Madison University 

Northeastern University 
Towson University 
University of Delaware 
University of North Carolina, Wilmington 

AQ -Tournament 

The Ivy League (8) 

Brown University 
Columbia University-Barnard College 
Cornell University 
Dartmouth College 

Harvard University 
Princeton University 
University of Pennsylvania 

Yale University 

AQ -Tournament 

Patriot League (10) 
American University 
Boston University 
Bucknell University 
Colgate University 
College of the Holy Cross 

Lafayette College 

Lehigh University 
Loyola University Maryland 
U.S. Military Academy 
U.S. Naval Academy 

AQ - Tournament 

Independent (4) 

Delaware State University 
Francis Marion University 

Howard University 
New Jersey Institute of Technology 

America East Conference (8) 
Binghamton University 
Stony Brook University 
University at Albany 
University of Hartford 

University of Maine, Orono 
University of Maryland, Baltimore County 
University of New Hampshire 
University of Vermont 

AQ - Tournament 

Big East Conference (10) 
Butler University 
Creighton University 
DePaul University 
Georgetown University 
Marquette University 

Providence College 
Seton Hall University 
St. John’s University (New York) 
Villanova University 

Xavier University 

AQ - Tournament 

Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference (11) 
Canisius College 
Fairfield University 
Iona College 
Manhattan College 
Marist College 
Monmouth University 

Niagara University 
Quinnipiac University 
Rider University 
Siena College 
Saint Peter’s University 

AQ - Tournament 
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Northeast Conference {9) 

Bryant University 
Central Connecticut State University 
Fairleigh Dickinson University, Metropolitan Campus 
Long Island University-Brooklyn Campus 
Mount St, Mary’s University 

Robert Morris University 

Sacred Heart University 
Saint Francis University (Pennsylvania) 
Wagner College 

AQ - Tournament 

Big Sky Conference (10) 
California State University, Sacramento 
Eastern Washington University 
idaho State University 
Northern Arizona University 
Portland State University 

Southern Utah University 
University of Montana 
University of North Dakota 
University of Northern Colorado 
Weber State University 

AQ - Tournament 

Mountain West Conference (11) 
Boise State University 
California State University, Fresno 
Colorado State University 
San Diego State University 
San Jose State University 
U.S. Air Force Academy 

University of Nevada, Reno 
University of Nevada, Las Vegas 
University of New Mexico 
University of Wyoming 
Utah State University 

AQ -Tournament 

Pac-1:2 Conference (1:2) 
Arizona State University 
Oregon State University 
Stanford University 
University of Arizona 
University of California, Berkeley 
University of California, Los Angeles 

University of Colorado, Boulder 
University of Oregon 
University of Southern California 
University of Utah 
University of Washington 

Washington State University 

AQ - Regular Season 

Ohio Valley Conference (11) 

Austin Peay State University 
Belmont University 
Eastern Illinois University 
Eastern Kentucky University 
Jacksonville State University 
Morehead State University 

Murray State University 
Southeast Missouri State University 
Southern Illinois University Edwardsville 
Tennessee Technological University 
University of Tennessee at Martin 

AQ - Tournament 

Southeastern Conference (14) 
Auburn University 
Louisiana State University 
Mississippi State University 
Texas A&M University, College Station 
University of Alabama 
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville 
University of Florida 

University of Georgia 
University of Kentucky 
University of Mississippi 
University of Missouri, Columbia 
University of South Carolina, Columbia 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville 

Vanderbilt University 

AQ -Tournament 
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Sun Belt Conference (9) 
Arkansas State University 
Georgia State University 
Texas State University-San Marcos 
Troy University 
University of Arkansas, Little Rock 

University of Louisiana at Lafayette 
University of Louisiana at Monroe 
University of South Alabama 
Western Kentucky University 

AQ - Tournament 

Independent (1) 
South Carolina State University 

Atlantic Coast Conference (14) 
Boston College 
Clemson University 
Duke University 
Florida State University 
North Carolina State University 
Syracuse University 
University of Maryland, College Park 

University of Miami (Florida) 
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill 
University of Notre Dame 
University of Pittsburgh 
University of Virginia 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University 
Wake Forest University 

AQ - Tournament 

Big South Conference (12) 
Campbell University 
Charleston Southern University 
Coastal Carolina University 
Gardner-Webb University 
High Point University 
Liberty University 

Longwood University 
Presbyterian College 
Radford University 
University of North Carolina, Asheville 
Virginia Military Institute 
Winthrop University 

AQ -Tournament 

Atlantic Sun Conference (10) 
East Tennessee State University 
Florida Gulf Coast University 
Jacksonville University 
Kennesaw State University 

Lipscomb University 

Northern Kentucky University* 
Mercer University 
Stetson University 
University of North Florida 
University of South Carolina Upstate 

AQ - Tournament 

Southern Conference (11) 
Appalachian State University 
Davidson College 
Elon University 
Furman University 
Georgia Southern University 
Samford University 

The Citadel 
University of North Carolina at Greensboro 
University of Tennessee at Chattanooga 
Western Carolina University 
Wofford College 

AQ -Tournament 
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Big West Conference (9) 

California Polytechnic State University 
California State University, Fullerton 
California State University, Northridge 
Long Beach State University 
University of California, Davis 

University of California, Irvine 
University of California, Riverside 
University of California, Santa Barbara 
University of Hawaii, Manoa 

AQ - Tournament 

Western Athletic Conference (7) 
California State University, Bakersfield 
Grand Canyon University* 
New Mexico State University 
Seattle University 

University of Idaho 
University of Missouri-Kansas City 
Utah Valley University 

AQ -Tournament 

West Coast Conference (10) 
Brigham Young University 
Gonzaga University 
Loyola Marymount University 
Pepperdine University 
Santa Clara University 

St. Mary’s College of California 
University of Portland 
University of San Diego 
University of San Francisco 
University of the Pacific 

AQ - Regular Season 

* Not eligible for championship, 
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Florida State 

North Carolina 

Tallahasse, FL 5    Quarters    Friday, Nov. 29 3:00 PM Florida State 

Chapel Hill, NC 3 Quarters Saturday, Nov. 30 5:00 PM North Carolina 

Charlottesville, VA    3 Quarters    Friday, Nov. 29 7:00 PM Virginia Virginia 

Ryan Zornes 

Boston College rzornes@i:su.edu 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

UCLA elizabethlancaster ~’~u nc.edu 

Kate Martin 

Mighigan I~q 6ga ~,~ vi r gi n ia, e d u 

Cara Waiters 

Duke caraw@vt.edu 

TBD 

Matt Burgemeister 

mburgemeister @ Lheacc,orp~ 

Robert Goodman 

rgoodman~caasports,com 

Carey Harveycutter 

cha rveycutte @salemva.g_ov 4 Virginia Tech Blacksburg, VA 3 Quarters    Friday, Nov. 29 4:00 PM Virginia Tech 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:00 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.e&V 

P,E: Congrats 

Thanks Paul!! 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent; Monday, November 25, 20~.3 10:38 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" Congrats 

Guys, 

Congrats on the big win this weekend. Best of luck in the next round. Have a great Thanksgiving, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, 6:59 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject’, 

Hi Mr. Dorrance, 

My name is , I am a sophomore at 

¯ I am on the 

the number 8. I have recently been named to the ODP Winter Pool for the 

My College profile can be seen at: 

I made varsity as a freshman and won rookie of the year¯ I am a graduate¯ I play soccer at 

¯ I am very interested in playing for your school. I am a starter at either center-mid or forward and wear 

I am playing in the upcoming November Nights tournament over thanksgiving weekend, my schedule is as follows: 

Hope to see you there. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday 7:02 PM 

0@msn.com; ducar~uncaa.unc.edu ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

FW: ~ 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, 1:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Yount, Tony 
Subject: 

See attached - still waiting on Admissions for the transfer credit review... 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Phone: (919) 843-7259 
Fax: (919) 962-6002 
markos@email,nnc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O I_INC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:03 PM 

Brown, Sharon Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edu> 

I~E: Victo*y! 

Witl do!! 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 20:t3 12:56 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A TV; Bill Palladino 

Way to go, gentlemen’. 

Continue the chaxge! !! 

Sharon 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Nov 3, 2013, at 7:55 PM, "Do~ance, Albert A IV" <.’_a__~!~?n_~e_._r_n__~.U_!=.u_!.kc2_e_..d_.t_~2" wrote: 

"Brown, Sharon Pratt" <s~brown 1 (i~email,unc.edu> wrote: 

one down - congrats to the team! 

Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=IYNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYD1BOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:04 PM 

Myer, Randy <Randy~Myer@kenan- tlagler.unc.edu> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

RE: Class 

Randy, 
Thank ~iou for ¥ot~r help tod~’ .... I tlqink we haw covered the academic side [~ow it is up to the salesman in me!~ 

~ Myer, Randy [mailto:Randy_Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Se~t= Monday, November 25, 20~3 ~$:38 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Class 
There is a 2 p.m. Marketing class a~d I happen to ~ow the professor. So I wrote him an email to see if we could a~end. Have not heard backyet but [et~s plan on 

amving at around 1:50 p.m, So I c~ in~oduce you mad the recruit to Nick. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From-" 

Sent: Monday, ~.:t:36 AM" 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hi Coach, 

I’m           , and I play or. . ¯                                                                                . I’m a left tboted, center mid and 

my jersey number is 16. I’ve watched your team play betbre, and they aye absolntely amazing, I’ve visited the school and loved everything about it. I’d be honored to 
have the o~r)o~nitv to ~lav on your texan. I would absolutely love it if yon came to u,atch me ~lav in the Dallas, TX showcase this weekend. Here’s tny schedule 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:11 PM 

Jason Sisneros ! ~gmaJl.com) 

l~W: Mental Training 

From: @gmail.com] On Behalf Of lindsey wilson 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2023 22:23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Mental Training 
Coach Dorrance, 
I j ust spoke on the phone with Tom yonr Director of Ops but wanted to follow up to let you know how our program is helping temns across the countD, masler their 

mental game. 

Let’s l~ace it: The right mental perspective maJ~es all the difference especially in a sport like yours. And mental toughness is critical when your team is in fl~e middle of a 

high-pressure situation, rm sure you work ha;d to prepare yonr athletes for these moments. 

Our training applies the stone discipline a~d structure you expect on the physical side, to the mental side of your sport. Athletes learn HOW to be calm in pressure, they 

PRACTICE controlling their emotions and they learn to DE’v~LOP mental toughness. 

But, as I a coach, I’m sure you want to hear what other coaches are experiencing with our program. 

Take a look at what other 95_?~_cJLe__~__~Ln_d__~_t~!__e__t__e__s_. are saying about Positive Perfonnance’s Training Progra~. 

I know this is a busy titne of yeax for you so I’ll be sure to check back in after the Final Four. I look fox,yard to com~ecting with you and good luck the rest of the 

season. 

WWWlpositiveper fol-rna ncetrainhqr~ .corn 

romped by removed ~ remc~ed by 

sender sender, sender 

"As a coach that has seen the impact that Positive Performance makes, I highly recommend Lindsey’s program for any team looking to 

maximize their players’ potentiaL I knew what Positive Performance offered my team would be valuable, but the positive feedback from my 
players was overwhelming. We2 definitely be working with Lindsey again." 

-Coach Robin Pingeton, University of Missouri Women’s Basketball 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, November 25, 2013 7:13 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Quarterfinal Teams. 

FORM 2013 Travel Party Roster.pdf; PreChamps DI WSoccer 2013.pdf; MEMO 2013 Participant Quarters.pdf; 2013 Sites-TM- 

Site Reps Quarters.pdf; ATT00001 .c 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 2013 11:52 AM 
To; Vangelder, Marielle A; Sander, Thomas .1; Lohse, Dave Clark; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Lancaster, Elizabeth; Fava, Nicole M 
Subject; FW: CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Quarterfinal Teams. 
Importance: High 
FYI ~- wanted to be sure you received this information. 

Thank you mid have a good day! 

LarW 

~Larry Ga~k~ 

Executive Ass~ciatc Dhvctor of AtMetics 

lJniversib~ of Norfl~ Carolina at Cha~x:l 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 2013 10:06 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject; FW: CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Quarterfinal Teams. 
Importance: High 

Larry, F~"f ..... 

"Beth 

From: Peterson, Laura 
Se~t; Monday, November 25, 2013 9:45 AM 

¢¢: Cessna, Sharon 
$~bjeet; CONGRATULATIONS: DI Women’s Soccer Quarterfinal Teams. 
:[rnperta~¢e: High 
Congratulations on advancing to the quarterfinal round of the 2013 NCAA Division I Women’s Soccer Championship. We hope your participation continues to be rewarding. 

To assist in your planning a portfolio that includes the pre-championship manual and travel forms are attached. In addition to the attached portfolio please refer to the 
following items: 

1. Travel Information. 
a. Air Travel. If you are located more than 400 miles from the host site, please contact Short’s Travel Management at 866/655-9215 as soon as possible to make 

your air travel arrangements. Be prepared to provide the names of the members of the travel party of 28. 
b. Ground Travel. If you are within 400 miles from the host site, you will travel via bus and must make your arrangements via Shorts Travel and Go Ground at 

866/386-4951. The ground transportation portal may be accessed at ~,gg__c__h___a___m__p__!_o___n__s__h__!p___s_&__o___m__(same username!password used for Short’s Travel expenses). 
You must advise the host institution of your travel arrangements by noon Tuesday, November 26. 

2. Game Programs. Many NCAA championships have adopted digital game programs which can be viewed online or downloaded to a consumer’s mobile device, at no 
charge. Digital programs will be available for download prior to the championship at www.ncaa.com/qameproorams. 
Following each championship, IMG will update the early round digital program to include all institutions participating in the final round, update the digital program cover 
with an appropriate image and include a championship recap page with text provided by the NCAA. IMG will establish an on-demand printing option and provide this 
option to any student-athlete or fan ordering this feature through www.ncaa.com. IMG and the NCAA will assist the host institution/conference in informing fans, 
ticketholders and participating institutions that digital programs will be available instead of printed programs. 

3. Other Attachments. 

a. Participant memo. 

b. Site Excel document. 

c. Travel party roster form. 

d. Prechampionship Manual. 

Please contact me or Sharon Cessna at 317/917-6519, if you have any questions. Again, congratulations on a great season and best of luck to your team throughout the 
championship. 

Laura Peterson-IVllynsld 

Assistant Coordinator, Championships a~d Alliances 

NCAA 

P.O. Box 6222 

Indianapolis, Indiana 46206-6222 

(w): 317/917-6477 

(f): 317-917-6210 

mageO0 

1 7D45 



SOCCER 

NCAA DIVISION I WOMEN’S SOCCER CHAMPIONSHIP 
Travel Party Roster socc   

First-Round Game 
Second-Round Game 
Third-Round Game 
Quarterfinal Game 

Institution: Date: 

Please list each individual from your institution’s travel party (limit of 28). Please indicate eligible 
student-athletes that will be participating in this tournament contest with an asterisk, 

1. 15. 

2. 16. 

3. 17. 

4. 18. 

5. 19 

6. 20 

7. 21. 

8. 22. 

9. 23. 

10. 24. 

11. 25. 

12. 26. 

13. 27. 

14. 28. 

Please list any additional individuals who should be allowed on the sidelines (limit of 2). These 
individuals must have a ticket for entry, but will be given a credential for sideline access. 

1, 2. 

Individuals on this list will enter through the pass gate. Please submit this list to the tournament 
director at the coaches meeting prior to each contest. 



VIA ELECTRONIC MAIL 

MEMORANDUM 

November 25, 2013 

TO: Teams Advancing to the Quarterfinal Round 2013 NCAA Division I 

Women’s Soccer Championship. 

FROM: Sharon K. Cessna 
Championships and Alliances, Operations. 

SUBJECT: Championship Information. 

Congratulations on advancing to the quarterfinal round of the 2013 NCAA Division I 
Women’s Soccer Championship. 

To assist in your planning, please refer to the following items: 

Pre-Championship Manual. The pre-championship manual is available online at 
www.NCAA.org on the sport landing page. 

2. Championship Bracket. The bracket is available online at www.NCAA.com. 

Site Specific Information. Information specific to your site is in the attached Excel 
document. 

4. Travel Information. 

Air Travel. If you are located more than 400 miles from the host site, please 
contact Short’s Travel Management at 866/655-9215 as soon as possible to 
make your air travel arrangements. Be prepared to provide the names of the 
members of the travel party of 28. 

Ground Travel. If you are within 400 miles from the host site, you will 
travel via bus and must make your arrangements via Shorts Travel and Go 
Ground at 866/386-4951. The ground transportation portal may be accessed 
at Xy__~!_~y__:g__Q__C_’___h___&__m__p__i___o_n___s__l_~_i_l?___s__:__c____Q~! (same usernameipassword used for Short’s 
Travel expenses). You must advise the host institution of your travel 
arrangements by noon Tuesday, November 26. 

Lodging. Please obtain hotel information from the tournmnent director. All 
teams must stay at the designated hotel unless you receive a written release 
from the hotel manager. Otherwise, you will be financially responsible for 
the rooms. 

Schedule. The toummnent director will also confirm practice time and the 

date and time of the administrative meeting. 

N a t i o n a t C o i ! e £ i a t e A t h I e t i c A s s o c: i a t i o n 

An association of over t,200 rnemb:ers servin,q fl~e stuflen~athlote 



NCAA MEMORANDUM 
November 25, 2013 
Page No. 2 

Travel Party_ Roster. Please submit a completed travel party roster form (attached) during the 

administrative meeting. 

Game Programs. Many NCAA championships have adopted digital game programs which can be 
viewed online or downloaded to a consumer’s mobile device, at no charge. Digital programs will be 
available for download prior to the championship at wvvw.ncaa.com/gameprogmms. Following 
each championship, IMG will update the early round digital program to include all institutions 
participating in the final round, update the digital program cover with an appropriate image and 
include a championship recap page with text provided by the NCAA. IMG will establish an on- 
demand printing option and provide this option to any student-athlete or fan ordering this feature 
through www.ncaa.co:m. IMG and the NCAA will assist the host institution/conference in 
informing fans, ticketholders and participating institutions that digital programs will be available 
instead of printed programs. 

As a reminder, NCAA Championships and Alliances has developed a dedicated website to retain 
key information from evel3~ conference and institution which may participate in an NCAA 
Championship. All sports information administrators, members of the media, the NCAA and our 
partners (i.e., Tumer/CBS, ESPN, IMG College, Big Screen Network Productions) will be required 
to use the site to access logos, fight songs, rosters, photos of student-athletes, teams, coaches, 
administrators and campus for use on NCAA.com, game programs, banquet videos and video 
boards at NCAA championships. Please log on to www.ncaachampionship.info with usemame 
"ncaaschools" and password "ncaaftp" to upload the appropriate information. 

Advancement to the Women’s College Cup. 
For teams advancing past the quarterfinal round to the Women’s College Cup, there will be a 
mandatory, conference call at 2 p.m. Eastern time, Monday, December 2. The head coach, 
administrative representative, sports information representative and ticket manager should 
participate on the call. The dial in number is 888/636-3807. Access code is 6929676. 

The Elite 89 award is presented to the student-athlete with the highest cumulative grade-point 
average competing at the final site. Each institution that has at least one student-athlete quali .fy for 
the final round/site is eligible to nominate a student-athlete for the award. More information as well 
as all documents, including deadlines and nomination forms, can be obtained at Elite 89 forms. 

Please contact Sharon Cessna at 317/917-6519 if you have any questions. Again, congratulations on 
advancing and best of luck to your team throughout the championship. 

SKC:lpm 

Attachments 



Site 

Florida State 

North Carolina 

Virginia 

Virginia Tech 

City, State 

Tallahasse, FL 

Chapel Hill, NC 

Charlottesville, VA 

Blacksburg, VA 

Region Round Date Time    Home Team 

5 iQuarters Friday, Nov. 29 3:00 PM Florida State 

3 Quarters Saturday, Nov. 30 5:00 PM North Carolina 

3 Quarters Friday, Nov. 29 7:00 PM Virginia 

3 Quarters Friday, Nov. 29 4:00 PM Virginia Tech 

Visiting Team 

Boston College 

UCLA 

Mighigan 

Duke 

Ryan Zornes 

rzornes@fsu.edu 

850/228-7589 

Elizabeth Lancaster 

_e_=t[~ #_ _b_ _ _e_ ~ _h !g_n__~ #!Le__r__@__t_~__n_~=_e:__d_L~. 

919/428-1153 

Kate Martin 

kim6ga@virginia.edu 

434/238-6390 

Cara Waiters 

caraw@vt.edu 

540/998-5956 

NCAA Site Representative 

TBD 

Matt Burgemeister 

336/337-8729 

Robert Goodman 

rgoodman @caasports.com 

804/833-1859 

Carey Harveycutter 

charveycu tte@salemva.gov 

540/793-0982 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

Froml 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Chelsea Dinapoli 

Coach Anson Dorrance: 

11:53 AM 

Web Star Recruits! 

We rate her an excellent player. 

VIDEO COMING SOON 

Below is a statement from 

Hello my name is               and I will be attending the CASL Girl’s College Showcase. 

in North Carolina on December 6th through 8th and the Disney Showcase in Orlando Florida. It is my hope that you 

will be able to see my ability to play at one of these showcases. I am a strong, fast, aware, solid center midfield that always 

gives 110% and I consider myself a team player. I play center midfield for my club team and my high school team. I have 

played this position for most of my soccer career. My club team has been ranked top ten in the state for the past four years 

(currently ranked 9th). I play on their Varsity team this year which finished #1 for the past three years (coached by 

and is ranked 5th nationally. 

Below is my schedule for the CASL tournament and I will forward you more information on the Disney Showcase once I receive 

it. 

For the CASL tournament: 

Currently, I play for My club coaches’ names are ’ and 

My contact information 

~yahoo.com or via my parents’ at 

Best of luck in your current season. 
Sincerely, 

@yahoo.corn and ~yahoo.com 



Thank You, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 7:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Nalional League 

From: .~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Monday, :t:t:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: National League 

Hi Coach Dorrance: 

My name is            I have been researching colleges, and Duke has maW aspects that interest me. I wonld like to continue to learn more aIx~ut the academics, 

as well as the soccer program. 

Hope to see you out on the soccer field!! 

Thanks, 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:18 PM 

Myer, Randy <Ran@ Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

1~: Class 

Ra~dy, 

I think we are in great shape on the academic side with Our challenge is every school we are competing with want her in January, we do not have the 

money h:~r January. f th~nk we are her tinct choice but perhaps not w~th tMs .January issue ..... 

From-’ Myer, Randy [mailto:Randy_Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Monday, 7:07 PM 
To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Class 

, Hope that was not too disappointing for I did like her, 
By the way I meant to ask - what is the latest on injury? From the far side it looked more like an 
Randy Myer 

Entrepreneurial Professor of the Practice 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

Office Phone 9:19-843-6:124 
Email: randy myer~unc.edu 

From-’ Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Monday, 7:03 PM 
To,, Myer, Randy 

(~c-" Ducar, Chris 
Subject-’ RE: Class 

Randy, 

Thank you for your help today .._ I think we have covered the academic side, now it is up to the salesman in me!! 

From-’ Myer, Randy [mailto:Randy Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Monday, :t:t:38 AM 

To,, Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject~ Class 

There is a 2 p.m~ Marketing class and I happen to ~ow the professor. So I wrote him an email to see if we could a~end. Have not heard back yet bnt let’s plan on 

amving at amnnd 1:50 p.m. So I cm~ introduce you ~d the recruit to 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 7:26 PM 

~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Weekend games 

YoL~ are a stud!! Congrats on VoL~r goal. 

Yes,  is excellent and we have been losing recrL~its to DL~ke regularly (5 out of the p~st 6 head to heads in recruiting we have lost, 

blot we stH~ manage to do pretty well agak~st them on Lhe field; don’t you Lhh~k? Wh~t did 

them this year? 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent= Nonday, 6:47 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject= Weekend games 

Hey ~s’. 

Just wanted to give you a quick update on how my temn did this past weekend up in Mauland! Ive gotten very fond of 

: third< o~ our gam~:_~ with 

Going into the game i ~ored alx~ut 15 minutes into the firs~t half to give us a 1-0 lead. The game was ve~ even with chances [?om both teams and unfi~rtunately our 

outside back wasn’t tracking and Imam tapped in a cross in the middle of the second half to tie it up. It was a very well tbught game tbr both teams and even though i 

was upset with a tie i jus~t wanted to shine the lingering UNC Duke rivalu that is always in tny head! 

Cant wait for the game on Saturday’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd:               ~ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NEWSS Schedule 

From: ;@gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Below is my game schedule for this weekend’s showcase in East Meadow; 

I hope you can come and watch me play. Have a happy Thanksgiving! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 11:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Senf.f!"om my Verizon lFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 
From @gmaJl.com> 
To: "Dorrance_ Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd.unc.edu> 
CC:           i@hotnm~l.com 

I am writing to update you on the conclusion of my high school season and start of my club season. 

This past weekend, I completed my Sophomore season at We won th~ 

My schedule is below, and I hope you will be able to attend a game. If not, I will be sure to update you on our results. 

All games will be played at Field of Dreams #1, Old Sunrise Highway, Massapequa, NY, 

Thank you, 

On Tue, at 10:10 PM, ;@gmaJl.com> wrote: 
Hi Coach Donance, 
I wanted to send you a quick note to follow up on my email below. We won the Championship (top) bracket at two weeks ago and we’re now the #1 
team in the US in GotSoccer! 
I see from the toumaanent website that you might be attending the Dallas International Girls Cup this week a~d weekend and my temn will be playing in the U 15 
bracket of that tournament as well. Hem is our schedule, I hope you can make it to a game. I wear #5. 

Thanks!’. 

On                at 11:17 AM,                         ~glnail.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I wanted to let you know my schedule for J 
bracket. Iwill be wearing number 5 and hope you can make it to one of my games. 

Leam is playing in the U15 Championship (top) 

Thanks, 

Team : 

All games at Striker Park, 5400 Ridgedale Parkway Richmond, VA 23234 



On                at 10:00 AM,                        ~)gmaJl.com > wrote: 
Hi coach Dorrance, 

I just wanted to stay in touch. 

Here is my schedule: 

On Tue,-            at 11:44 PM,                        (~gmail.com> wrote: 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am a rising freshman I am 
interested in attending the University of North Carolina and playing in your Women’s Soccer program. To me, UNC represents an ideal mix of 



I will stay in touch with you about my future tournament schedules as well. In the meantime, I would love to know if there are opportunities to 

attend your camps or visit the campus in the near future. 

I have copied my coach.            on this email, and I have also attached my ’soccer resume’ for your review, Please feel free to reach out to 

Shaun for any additional information. 

Thank vou! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: ~ 

Ses~f f!"om my Verizon lFireie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

........ CIrloinnl lMa~noa ........ 

Subject: 

From ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach, 

It’s me                    just dropping by to say "h~" and [ hope to see you at November Nights this upcoming weekend! Here is 

rny schedule for you again: 

Happy Thanksgiving, 

On Monday 9:20 PM, ,~yahoo.com> wrote: 
Hi Coach, 

My name is              and I wanted to email you to say hi and also send you my soccer highlight video to view. I am participating in the 
November Nights College Showcase over the Thanksgiving weekend November 29th thru December 1st and hope that you will be able to come 
out and see me play. 

I’m not sure how much you know about me but I’d like to tell you a little bit about myself so that you have a better idea of who I am and my desire to 
play soccer in college. 

I pride myself on the game because it is a "thinker’s game" and requires players to be intelligent in their decisions! I love the camaraderie of my 



teammates and am a very enthusiastic and passionate person. 

I’m sending you a couple links to my profiles along with my highlights. I hope to keep an open line of communication with you now and in the future. 

Thank you for taking the time to look at my email and my profile and I look forward to talking to you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd Surf Cup Update 

Nicok 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: . 
From 

To: ~comcast.net 

CC ~comcas~t.net 

.~comcast.neD 

Dear Coach, 

I am pleased to report that my high school team, .... It is very exciting! 

My club team, U-16 ,, is playing in the Super Bracket in the the San Diego Surf College Cup this coming 

weekend. November 11/29- 12/1. 

If you are planning on attending this tournament, please keep your eye out for #3.2~ I play attacking mid and forward. Here is the link to our team’s schedule in the 

tournament 

Also, here is the link to my YouTube highlight video 

Thank you very much for your time. Hope to see you in San Diego! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 11:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: From 

Yes!!’. 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ IYireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

I think you will wmat lx~ be in on this one. 

Begin forw~:rded Inessage: 

Date: 

To: -q:lucar~unc.edn> 
Subject: From 

~p.m~Al.coln> 

at 9:21:20 PM EST 

Coach Ducat- 

Hope a[[ is well My name is 

during his first years back from I am writing to see if you wq[[ be in town the ,week of December 14th? One of rny 

business partners has a ve~, talented daughter who plays top [eve[ soccer here in        ~. They are coming ~qth me to attend 

the Kentucky basketba[[ game on the 14th and were hoping to have a quick unofficial visit. Her name is and I 

be[ieve she has sent you an emai[ a[readyo 

I would great[y appreciate if you could get back to me and let me know if we can carve out 20 minutes of your time for a quick 

visit. Having played for Coach I know how valuable your time is and I wouldn’t be asking for some of it if I didn’t think 

you would want to meet 

On a persona[ [eve[ I am very dose friends with 

played at Carolina. Like always, the Carolina Athletics Family touches every part of life. 

back when they 

appreciate your time and look forward to hearing from you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday 11:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar(a)nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Ori_oinal Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach, 
It’s late in the recruiting for a . graduate but I have still not committed. If you are still looking for graduate please come watch me play at 

Nov Nights. We play all .qames on field #1 at Army Navy fields. Fri 2:50pm, Sat 12:10pm, and Sun 11:40am. 
I am playing with,        . I am a very versatile player at the Premier level. I have played outside back, center back, stopper, central midfield, and 
forward. At 5"11 I win balls in the air, see the field very well and have great ball control. I have also been a team captain since 2006. I am the go to 
person when it comes to PK’s. After coming in 2nd place in the      League this past season, I had the most goals scored on my team with 10 
and 5 assists. I take direction well and work hard on and offthe field. Any questions you can contact my coach, 
I have a GPA and my SAT score is 
Th~nk vnu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday ; 11:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: College Soccer 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: Re: College Soccer 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

On Monday, ~:22 PM, ~yahoo.com> wrote: 
Coach Anson, 
My name is and I’m a freshman at I am interested in attending your school in hopes 
to one day become a Tar Heel. Fm highly interested in your sclnool because of your soccer program. I have watched multiple documentaries on 
your athletic program and have seen the dedication in each player, how you work each training session, and how you deliver each pre game "pep 
talk." I was very inspired and have devoted myself to working as hard as possible can each and every day~ 

and my cell phone number is 
I wish you the best of luck in you upcoming 
Sincerely, 

~eason. 
@yahoo.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 11:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: College Soccer 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: College Soccer 

From: ~yahoo.com~ 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Anson, 
My name is rand I’m a freshman a . I am interested in attending your school in hopes 
to one day become a Tar Heel. I’m highly interested in your school because of your soccer program. I have watched multiple documentaries on 
your athletic program and have seen the dedication in each player, how you work each training session, and how you deliver each pre game "pep 
talk." I was very inspired and have devoted myself to working as hard as possible can each and every day. 

and my cell phone number is, 
I wish you the best of luck in you upcoming 
Sincerely, 

My email is @yahoo.com. 
season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, 11:38 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL tournament 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL tournament 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi my narae is                 I sent an omail a little earlier about my times for the CASL garaes I play for i 
and DecSth-11:40 am, thalmk you for your time and convenience 

nd ray game schedule is Dec 6th-11:40,Dec7th-8:00 

> On , at 8:35 PM. ~)gmail corn> wrote: 
> 

> Hi My name is and I am just interested in Florida State Women’s Soccer program. I am the class of As for right now- I play for the 

if at this tournament. My game schedule is December 6th- 11:40am and 1:30pm December 7th-8:00am arid 3:20pmDecember 8th- 11:40am 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:30 AM 

I~W: Join us for the GAA Holiday Concert 

From: UNC General Alumni Association [mailto:uncsaa@unc.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, November 25, 20:~3 7:32 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; 3oin us for the GAA Holiday Concert 

removed by 

sender 

The Oe~eral Alumrti Associatio~ wo~Id ?ike to i~vite you and 3,o~r fami?y to atte~d out" a~mual G-?~\ 
Holhlay Col~eert as a special g~lest. 

The Holiday Ccmcert takes place cm Mot~day, Dec. 2, at 7 p.m. at the Cleorge Watka Hill Ahmm~ Cent,er 

]rt a £,sfive celebration of the seasort. The Holiday Coneerk is presented by the (Z~Vs Student 
Assoch~hu~. For more iaR~rmation regarding the coneed:, please ~’isit the ew~n ~: page. 

you are able to atlend, we would be &Aighted ko provide you eomp]ime~ata£y dd<e~s and r~,served 
seatirtg. Please I~qVP ko Steffi Kinto~ ’o5 (stef~___.kh~to~@unc~edu or (919) 962--7o53) no laker than 
noo~ on Mo~day~ Dec, ~, with khe mmaber of tickets yon wo~ld like. We wi]] leave the tickets for 
aL Lbe will ca~l b.~ble the aight off the 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 4:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)uuc.edu) 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Monday, 11:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is I mn a j unior at aJ~d play club ~ccer for 

Last year as a sophomore, 

Beiug a junior I am aggressively seeking a college ~t mad have narrowed down my search and ready to maJ~e a commitment. 

NC is one of my top choices theretbre I would like to introduce myself to you as a college player and hope you a~ make some of my games. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Froml 

Sent: Tuesdav. 12:06 AM 

To: _~comcastlnet 
Cc: _~comcast.net 
Subject: 

Dear Coach, 

I am pleased to report that my high school team, 

My club team, 

weekend. 

won the       State Championship title game last week. 

is playing in the Super Bracket in the the San Diego Surf College Cup this coming 

If you are planning on attending this tournament, please keep your eye out for #12, I play attacking mid and forward. Here is the link to our team’s schedule in the 

tournament 

Also, here is the link to my YouTube highlight video: 

Thank you very much for your time. Hope to see you in San Diego! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ,@msn.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:06 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ’ 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is           md I mn a junior al_                                      where I maAntafin a          while taking AP m~d Honors courses. I am 

interested in the science progrmns at the University of No~th Carolina. I have ~esearched the university and have foand that it has a great science department and an 

extxemely successful soccer program. I am p~esently playing travel soccer for              mid am a leading offensive player for the teaJn ~picaJly assisting a~d 

scoring in double digits eve~ year. Curre~Ny I am a sta~ing midfiel&r, sometitnes placed at for~,ard, and tl~e baclmp goalkeeper. As a freshmm~ I earned Most 
Valuable Player on my high ~hool team while scoring over twenty goals. 

Attached to this e-mail is my profile sheet and I appreciate you looking at it. 

I will be playing in the November Nights Girls College Showcase and I would love for you to come watch me play. 

My game times a~d locations axe: 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:44 PM 

Ja~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

l~W: Nice speaking wifl~ you 

From 

Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 8:02 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A ~V 
Subject; Nice speaking with you 

@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of Lindsey Wilson 

Coach Dorrance, 
It was great chatting with you the other day. 

You might be wondering, "The program sounds great, but what kind of difference 
will I actually see in my team?" 

Well here’s your chance to get an inside look at the experiences of some of the 

coaches we’ve worked with. To check out their testimonials, click on the link 
below: 

http ://www. positiveperforma ncetra ining.com/testimonials/ 

When investing in team training, results matter, so we’re sharing some of our 
customer’s results! 

We hope you enjoy! 

Lindsey Wilson 
Co-Founder Positive Performance 

(206) 276-4916 

www. positiveperforma ncet raining.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 5:02 PM 

) 
I~W: Carmichael Parking on Saturday 

From: Culler, Ellen B 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 20.t3 8:4:t AM 
To; Warner, Stacey Harris; Marsh, Patrick; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Lohse, Dave Clark 
Cc-" Lancaster, Elizabeth; Hawkins, Deborah Lynn; Stone, David W 
Subject-" Carmichael Parking on Saturday 
Tmporl:ance: High 

Good morning, 

We wi[[ be issuing special parking for Saturday’s football and NCAA Women’s Soccer games to individuals receiving this 
emai[. 

Anson, we’[[ also include one for 

PLEASE, EVERYONE KEEP IN MIND ONE WAY TRAFFIC ON SOUTH ROAD!!! 

Stacey m~d Patrick, feel free to crunch in on the TV pad. 

Tom, we’re gonna give you a slew of parking passes for SOG (for players, etc.). 

Anyone speaking with parents and friends and family who wi[[ be coming to the soccer game are encouraged to 
encourage those folks to wait until after 4:00 pm to come to the game!!! More parking wi[[ open up after football egress 
concludes! 

Please don’t let Mrs. Loveman beat me up and accuse me of violating Title IX and gender equity because the soccer game 
follows the football game!!!! 

Ellen B~ Culler 

Assistant Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

9:!.9.962.7855 

eculler@uncaa.unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LE’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, November 26, 2013 5:05 PM 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown@unc.edu-* 

Lany Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); brittaaai20@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: RE: got it 

I a g r~-’_~:" Michelle!! 

From: Brown, IVlichelle 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 20:t3 i:J.S PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: got it 

Hi Anson, 

Just letting you know I got the article ...... ,. _, did a very nice job writing it and I particularly like what she wrote at the end...."The GSR was created to encourage 

completion of degrees. Let’s not use it as a means to tell student-athletes they are ’dropping the ball". 

Best of luck against UCLA on Saturday] 

Michelle 

Michelle Brown, Ed.D. 

Director, Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

michellebrown~unc.edu 

office: (9:19) 962-9533 

fax: (9:19)962-8247 

344 Ridge Road CB#3107 

Loudermilk Center for Excellence 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3:107 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:56 AM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

1>,22: NCAA Eligibili~ Center 

Thanks for jumping on all this 

P~om-¯ Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:38 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Fwd: NCAA Eligibility Center 

Begin tbr~vayded message: 

From: "Markos, Lance M" < _r_~!~__r~R~_e___n_!_a__i_!=_u__~Lc_’:__e__d_~_~~, 

Date:                  at 9:35:24 AM EST 

To: "Ducar, Chris" <a:lucar~f~unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: NC~k& Eligibili~ Center 

Sweet: - she should be the last Fall that we neech:_~d to get registered- see attached. Now they need t:o get their academk; info in to get 

reviewed... 

Also, ~s officially e~giMe w~d~ the NCAA -. got d~rough ~ast week. 

Good k~ck this weekend~ 

Lance 

F~m~ Ducar, Chris 
Sent= Monday, 7:08 PM 
To= Markos, Lance M 
S~bject= Fwd: NC~ Eligibili~ Cen~r 

Sent l~om my iPad 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: )i~g__s_ r_a_~ _l_:_c_,!? g_~.> 

Date: at 4:23:25 PM EST 

To: Chris Ducar ~_d__~_Lc_~rL~2__e__r__n_~i!_:_~_Ln_c_:_e_d____~ 
Subject: NCAA Eligibility Center 

Hey Bird, 

All signed up ruth the clearing house’.!! My id number is 

you save me three tickets for the tbotball game against Duke? 

Thanks’. 

So excited "to see the game against this Saturday’. Also could 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:57 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu"~ 

EW: Recommendation request frown 

Yes, let’s do this!! We will use stuff frSorn our other Fees for her’, 

From: Harvard Kennedy School [mailto:mailer@technolutions.net] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:58 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Recommendation request from                for Harvard Kennedy School 

Image removed by sender. 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

has requested that you write a letter of recommendation for admission to the John F. Kennedy School of Government at 
Harvard University on his/her behalf. In an effort to make this process as easy as possible, we encourage you to complete your 
recommendation online through our secure website. To submit your recommendation, please click on the link below or copy and paste the 
URL into your browser. This link is unique to this recommendation and should not be shared or forwarded. 

https://ad missions.hks.harvard .edu/refer 

Please submit your letter of recommendation by Wednesdayr Thank you for your time and consideration. 

For technical questions regarding your recommendation, please e-mail admissions a~b~!~@hks.harvard.edu. 

Regards, 

Harvard Kennedy School 

Office of Admissions 

79 JFK Street 
Box 93 
Cambridge, MA 02138 

Phone: 617-495-1155 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 11: 59 AM 

FW: Schedule for week of Monday Nov 25, 2013 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:00 AM 
Subject: FW: Schedule for week of Monday Nov 25, 2013 

Tea~T~, 

Sorry, this went out Sunday night but everyone’s been asking rne schedule questions so I checked and no[ everyone go[ it for some reason! 

-Tom 

From: Sander, Thomas .1 
Sent: Sunday, November 2~, 2013 5:~ PIvl 
S~bject: Schedule for week of Monday Nov 25, 2013 

This week! 

Mon: 

~.:30 pm pool workout 

2:00 pm treatments 

4:00 pm make-up pool workout for those who can’t make 1:30 

Tues: 

Weights in groups between classes before :1_:00 pm 

~:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

4:30 pm indoor pool workout 

Evening -freshmen out of dorms and into hotel 

Wed: 

(dorms close at ~0 am -last chance to grab forgotten soccer gear until Sat) 

:H_:30 am team lunch 

1:00 pm treatments 

2:30 pm practice Finley 

Thurs: 

8:30 am treatments 

10:00 am practice Finley 

~:00 pm appetizers at 4~_~ 

2:00 pm dinner buffet line opens 

Fri: 

9:00 am treatments 

10:00 am practice Fetzer 

~2:00 pm team lunch 

Sat: (home football game 12:00 noon) 

Morning-freshmen check out of hotel (dorms open at 9:00 am) 

~.:30 pm Panera 

2:00 pm treatments 

3:~5 pm pregame 

5:00 pm game vs Stanford or UCLA 

-Tom 

Tom Saader 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universi~ of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:07 PM 

~duke.edu) 

IfW: Find ’][’he Perfect Quote For Any Situation 

Christmas book? 

From: Leadership Publishing Team [mailto:seasoninwords@leadershippublishingteam.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 20:t3 :t2:04 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Find The Perfect Quote For Any Situation 

A SEASON IN WORDS BY DAN SPAINHOUR 
A Coach’s Guide to !VIotivation From the Preseason to the Postseason 

Coach, 

Now you can find the right quotes for your season instantly[ 
With over 2000 quotes and motivational ideas to help you 
stay competitive, A Season In Words is a valuab]e resource 
for your season. 

%2dY IT’ S NOT JUST ANOTHER QUOTE BOOK 
Easily find quotes that cover an exact moment of your 
seaso~ whether it’s during practice, preparing :For the 
big game or building con:[idence after a loss. 
Brilliantly organized into 14 files according to your 
season not by generic topics¯ 

¯ Compiled by veteran coach Dan Spainhour 
¯ Filled with more than 2000 opinions, insights and wits of 

wisdom to motivate your team and help you stay 
competitive 

It will beyour go-to resource season after season! 

The Files: 
1. The Preseasor~,Indlvidual Improvement 
2 The Beginning & Practice Quotes 
3. Team Formation 
4 Before A Game 
5. After A Win 
6 ?d’ter A Loss/Building Con:[idence 
7. Before A Big Game-~Ihe Rivalry Game 
8 When Your Team Is Favored To Win 
9. When Your Team Is The Underdog 
10. Overcoming Adversity 
11 The Mad-Season Doldrums & Overcoming Slumps 
12. Dealing With Problems 
13 ’]?he Postseason 
14. ~Ihe Season’s End 
A Few Of The Programs ’rhat Purchased A Season In g/ords 

Army Lacrosse 
Universi~ of Oregon Men’s Basketball 
Florida State University Men’s Basketball 
Virginia Corrm~onwealth University Basketball 
University of Miami Men’s Basketball 
University of Oregon Football 
University of Miami Football 
University of Miami Women’s Soccer 
University of Florida Women’s Soccer 

Notre Dame University Men’s Soccer 
Boston College Men’s Soccer 
University of Michigan Volleyball 
Georgia Tech University Volleyball 
University of Texas Women’s Basketba 11 
Purdue University Women’s Basketball 
Michigan State Universi~ Baseball 

And !VIany Others! 

What Coaches Say About Dan Spainhour: 
"it is a privilege to endorse Dan Spainhour’s coaching and 

teaching ability. I have found him to not only be extremely 

knowledgeable about the game but he also has an amazing 

way of communicating with youngsters. It is a great 
combination!"--Mike Krzyzewski, Duke University 

"Dan Spainhour is an excellent coach. He has a 

tremendous understanding of the game. His teaching 

ability makes him one of the finest coaches in the game."- 

-Leonard Hamilton, Florida State University 

New Updated Print Edition Cover Price $19.95 

Buy Now 
Want to easily copy and paste the quotes into your practice 

linked image002 A96BDE4 
0-78E04F5B-B725- 
F5A56BBC5B06.jpg 

The 
Story Behind A Season In~rn 

"A number of years ago I began Ill 
to collect quotes¯ Coactdng Ill 
friends often sent quotes to me Ill 
a11dat every cliNc or camp I Ill 
a~ended, I seemed to come awayl II 
ruth new quotations¯ EveW time 
I woNd read an int~-esting      Ill 
passage or hear one ~ted I wo~fldl II 
iot it down or in some cases try Ill 
to commit it to memory. After a 
l%w yea~s my v~t collection wasl[I 
comp]etely tmo~gaN zed [ fotmd III 
fltat whenev~- I needed a quote 
for a pa~ic~flar situation in the 
season, I w~ted so much time 
searcNng for just the fight one 
All 1he books I had categorized 
quotes by subject but subject 
matter is not what I needed I 
wa~ted seasonal ma~er. [ me~ 
DESIRE a~l~- a loss is r~l’f~r~t 
than DESIRE after amn So I Ill 
derided to go tt~ough my quote 
collection and org~ze th~n as I 
wo~fld a season¯ I lhought of I [ I 
tNngs that nomiNly occur witNi~ ] I 
a season and I placed what I    I I I 
thought to be appropriate quotes[ [ I 
in cou-espondfl~g files. Each [ I I 
section of rids publication I I I 
represents o~e of my files." 

Ill 
Ill 

Coach Dan SpN~om- Ill 

New Updated Print Editio~ 

Cover Price $19¯95 

Buy Now 

MORE ABOUT DAN SPAINHOUR 

More Info 



plan? nick here to Downl ~ad Instantly ~i~r $11.95 

Get Bofl~ The Book & r~Se Dowl~load For ()nix’ $29.95 

Your School’s Parchase Order Is Gnod Witia Us 
C, lick Here To Ordcr by Invoice 

X ~e~s~n In Wor~ is- ~iic~tion o~Th~ Cea~;rshi~ I;u~i~shmg @ ....... ~eat;~s o-f qdalitv publi~’arions 
time-strapped coaching professional. We do not sell yollr infom~ation to ~hird parries. 

more iufo~mafiou visit us at h_tq~:i/leaderslfippublishi~gtesm corn 

The Leadership Publistdng Team 

310 West 4th Street, Suite 409 
Winston-Salem, NC 27101 

Contact U~ 
If you do not wish to receive future e-totals from The Leadership Publishii~g Team, please tulsubscribe here. We 

don’t want to annoy snyone. 

Privac~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:11 PM 

Subject: FW: Caiflin Bail Named Capita~l One First-Team Academic All-America 

Obviously, all of us are incredibly proud of Q~il:lin and not)~st for her academic discipline bu~: ~or her wonch-_~rf{~l contribution on the field and h~-_~r ch:,e~) and 
inspiring character. 

TOWSON, Md. - University of North Carolina junior defender Caitlin Ball of Chapel Hill, N.C., has been named to the 2013 Capital One Academic All- 
America@ Division I women’s soccer team, as selected by the College Sports Information Directors of America (CoSlDA). 

Ball is the 16th Tar Heel to be named to the Capital One Academic All-America Teams since 2005 and the 24th Tar Heel women’s soccer player so 
honored dating back to 1983. 

UNC has had 16 selections for the Capital One Academic All-America first, second and third teams since 2005. Carolina also had seven women’s 
soccer players named Academic All-Americas from 1983-2001 there was no specific teams for soccer and student-athletes were chosen in an at-large 
pool from all Olympic Sports program. 

Altogether, Bali’s selection gives the program 24 selections since the Academic All-America program began in 1983. Following is a summary of the 24 
selections since 1983. 

¯ 1983 - Lauren Gregg, third team. 

¯ 1985 - Beth Huber, second team. 

¯ 1993 - Shelley Finger, second team. 

¯ 1994 - Shelley Finger, first team. 

¯ 1998 - Cindy Parlow, first team. 

¯ 2000 - Lindsay Stoecker, second team. 

¯ 2001 - Kristin DePlatchett, first team. 

¯ 2005 - Heather O’Reilly, second team; Lindsay Tarpley, third team. 

¯ 2006 - Heather O’Reilly, first team (Academic All-America of the Year); Anna Rodenbough, second team; Yael Averbuch, third team. 

¯ 2007 - Yael Averbuch, second team; Anna Rodenbough, second team. 

¯ 2008 - Kristi Eveland, first team; Yael Averbuch, first team (Academic All-America of the Year); Anna Rodenbough, second team. 

¯ 2009 - Kristi Eveland, first team; Whitney Engen, second team; Ashlyn Harris, second team. 

¯ 2011 - Adelaide Gay, first team; Amber Brooks, second team. 

¯ 2012 - Amber Brooks, first team. 

¯ 2013 - Caitlin Ball, first team. 

Five members of the 2013 Capital One Academic All-America@ NCAA I women’s soccer team have a perfect 4.00 G.P.A. and 10 of the members have 
greater than a 3.85 G.P.A. 

Defender Caitlin Ball of North Carolina is the only junior on the women’s first team while senior midfielders Becca Hereby of High Point and Kate 
Reigle of Marquette and senior defender Elizabeth Tucker of Notre Dame are two-time selections. Tucker was a first team choice for the second year 
in a row. 

A three-year starter at North Carolina, Ball is a journalism and political science major with a 3.88 G.P.A. The Chapel Hill, N.C., native was the winner of 



the NCAA Elite 89 Award as part of the 2012 NCAA championship team. She has led top-ranked UNC to an 20-4 record and a berth in the NCAA 
quarterfinals against UCLA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:11 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Enjoy the break! 

From: Pro¢onnect Sports [mailto:info@proconnectsports.net] 

Sent-" Tuesday, November 26, 2013 :~2:38 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject; Enjoy the break! 
Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in ProConnect Sports. Don’t forget to add info@proconnectsports.net to your 
address book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

removed by I removed [.~, removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by rernoved by 
sender. | sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender 

I 



~’~i Image 
...... rernoved by 

sender 

Forward this entail 

..... r~rnoved by 

sender 

"]Ih~s email was sent to anson@uncaaiunc,edu by inFo@proconnectsports.net :: 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:r~stant iemeval witil SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’. 
ProConnect Sports :: PO Box 741 :: Gilbertsville :: PA 1119525 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:12 PM 

Buvgemeister, Matt <mburgemeister@theacc.org> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: NCAA Site Rep 

Tha~ks Matt[! 

From: Burgemeister, Matt [mailto: mburgemeister@theacc.org] 
Sent; Tuesday,                :t2:44 PM 
"re; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: NCAA Site Rep 

Hi all, 
I hope this finds you well. This is simply an introductory email that I will be the NCAA site representative for this weekend’s games. I wanted to briefly touch base and ensure 
that you have my contact information should you need anything (below). Elizabeth will continue to be your primary contact as the tournament manager, but please let me 
know if you have any questions. I look forward to meeting you at Friday’s practice. 

Best, 
~,’IA’I"[" BURGEMEtS’I’ER 
Assistant Commissioner, Compliance & Governance 

O: 336.369.4641 I C: 
m burflemeiste@b, theacc.o r~q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: CASL College Showcase in No~th Carolina 

From: student [mailto @ .org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, :1.2:55 plVl 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL College Showcase in North Carolina 
Dear Mr. Anson Dorrance, 

My name is           I am a freshman at                      in                       I play for 
and I will try out for my high school’s      team in the spring. I am writing to you because I will be traveling to North Carolina fo’r the" 

GASL College Showcase Tournament. After I researched your college and your team, I found absolutely wonderful things about your success as a coach. 

i will be playing in the CASL tournament from                               The first game is Friday at 9:50 am at West 10 SC. The second 
game is Saturday at 1:30 pm at WRAL      Center. The third game is ~unday, at 9:50 am at West 10 SC. As of now there are no field numbers 
available. For the second and third game we will be wearing red jerseys, and for the first aame we will wear white iersevs.I will most likely be wearing the 
number                            hair. For further information visit 

I look forward to meeting you and talk about the possibility of me being apart of your team in I will follow up ~vith you by phone and answer any 
remaining questions that you may have. If you have any questions about me, please contact at @_ .ne~t. 

Thank you very much for your time and I look forward to hearing back from you! 
Sincerely, 

Email: 
Phone: 
Cell: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:13 PM 

ILE: Join us for the G,%~ Holiday Concert 

OK 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 12:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Join us for the GAA Holiday Concert 

I’ll be teaching. ~. 

On Nov 26, 2013, at 10:29 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson;F~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: UNC General Alumni Association [mailto:uncsaa@unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, November 25, 2013 7:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Join us for the GAA Holiday Concert 

i~4VRD061,jpg>] 

The General Alumni Association would like to invite you and your family to attend our annual GAA 
Holiday Concert as a special g~esL 

The Holiday Cbneert takes place on Monday, Dee. 2, at 7 p.m. at the George Wakls Hill Alumni Cenkcr in 
Nuruni Halls~ The c,mee~X will fe~ture several campus a eappella ~Foups and your thvodte holiday m usie 
in a lhsfive ce]ebrat%n of [he season. The H~:flhlay Concert is presented by the GAA’s Strident Almnni 
Assoc~at~o~. 7or more bflbrmat%n regarding the concert, pk~ase visit the eyelet page. 

If you are able ix> attend, we would be delighted t~:~ provide you complbnentary ~iekeLs aad reserved 
seaSng. Please RSVP to Steffi Kin~on ~o5 (stefl’i___ki~ton@m~c,ed~ of (919) 962-7o53) no later 
thannoo~ o~ Mop, day, Dec. x, wi~h the number of kid<eks you wo~fld like. We will leave the tiekeN 
%r you at khe will call table the night of the concert. 

---"~%ur coIleagnes ak khe GAA 
i<~WRD061.jpg:q 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @comcast.net [mailto: ~comcast.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 

My daughter is interested in playing Women’s 

in June of and would like the opportunity to be a part of UNC Women’s 

information, the team she plays for and her upcoming tournaments. She currently plays for 

Sophmore in High School. 

Name: 

Age: 15 

Graduation Year: 

Uniform #: 23 

High School Uniform #: 13 

Position: 

Club: 

School: 

Coach: 

Club: 

Cell #: 

Email:      ~ 

U pcornin.q Tournaments 

NEWSS: 

CASL: 

¯ 1:30pm, Fleming Loop 3 
¯ 9:50am, Fleming Loop 3 
¯ 9:50am, Fleming Loop 3 

Jefferson Cup: 

¯ 

1am, Northport Veterans Park Field 1 
2pm, Northport Veterans Park Field 1 

am, Northport Veterans Park Field 1 

Fuquay-Varina, NC 

Richmond, VA 

at the University of North Carolina¯ She will be graduating 
Below is her information, including her coach’~ 

due to her      age but is a 

@comcast.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:14 PM 

]FORMAL NOTICE] Contact for questions: State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: no reply@email.unc.edu [mailto:no reply(i~!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 1:42 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subj ec t: [FORN~b~L NOTICE] Contact ]2~r questions: State Income Tax W~thholding for 2014 

Should you have questions regarding the memo below sent to each of you earlier today, please email payroll@unc.edu 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: no reply@email.unc.edu 

Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:38 AM 

Subject: [FORMAL NOTICE] State Income Tax \Vithholding for 2014 

November 26, 2013 

To: University Employees 

From: Elizabeth C. (Betsi) Snipes, Director of Payroll Set, rices 
Dennis Press, University Controller and Assistant Vice Chancellor 

Re: Change in Stabe Income Tax Withholding ]2~r 2014 

Last week, the North Carolina Department of Revenue (NCDOR) issued revised state tax withholding ]2~rms for the 2014 calendar year and instructed employers to obtain new state tax 
withholding data for all employees. 

NCZ)OR’s reason for this requirement is the General Assenrbly passed significant changes to the State’s income tax laws effective for taxable years beginning on or after Januacy- 1, 2014. The 
new law sets a single income tax rate and makes substantial changes to the taxable income calculation. Employees’ current state tax withholding allowances may not be appropriate under the 
new law-. As a result, the University is required to have each employee provide a new Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certificate (Form NC-4EZ, 
http://wwa~.dornc.comidownloads/nc4ez.pdf or Form NO’-4, http:i/’~w.dornc.corrgdownloadsh~c4.pdf). To comply with the new rules for witN~olding state inconre tax, krNC-Chapel Hill will 
default all eraployees status to "O" and "Single" effective December 31, 2013. Based on your individual tax allowances after completing Forra NC~ or Form NC4-EZ, you will need to submit 
the new folT£1 to the Payroll Department for the allowances to take effect for any- paynrents received on or after January 1, 2014. Action will be taken within the pay period the folT£1 is 
received; no withholding adjustments will be made retroactive per NCDOR instructions. 

The expectation is that each employee will subrait Fom~ NC-4 EZ or Fol~1 NC-4 to the Payroll Department CB # 1260 by Friday, Deceraber 20, 2013, for biweekly employees and by Friday, 
January 3, 2014, for monthly employees. The NC-4 EZ and Form NC-4 forras can be accessed at http :/ifinance.tmc.eduiformsipayroll-fi~rms/. Thar~ you in advance for your time to this 
sensitive matter. 

This nressage is sponsored by: Payroll Set’,~ices 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:29 PM 

I~E: Book endorse~nent 

This ;veek will not be easy .. next week? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~c.rr.com] 
Sent: Tuesday,~Iovember ~6, 2013 2:05 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:] 
Subject: RE: Book endorsement 

Thanks 1 left the proof copy of our book on the table in your entry way (amongst the poinsettias). Just skim it (the principles are in the back, around p. 200) and give me something to ;vork 
with. 
--Brad 
.... "Dorrance wrote: 

Brad, 

I am excited fc, r yuu guys .. yes, I will call su yuu can put words in my mouth. Heck, I trust you with my life, su a few words wil] be easy for me!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum i~nc rr cum] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 9:05 AM 
Tu: Durrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: 
SubJect: Buok endorsement 

Ansun, 

I know yuu are a busy man these days, but ! was hoping that yuu might have some time this week tu pruvide an endorsement of David’s and my bouk. I sent yuu a PDf u:[’the buok. It is 
basically a story as well as an explanatiun uf David’s principles fur using digital devices and methods in a pruductive way without being su distracted by them that one’s life becumes 
chaotic and reactive tlis principles are presented in the stury and summarized in the back. They are Focus, Cuncentration, and Authenticity, and basica]ly they deal with setting menta], 
special, and temporal buundaries un cell phones, texting, and such since these methods provide nune of their uwn. 

The stop),, which I wrute, presents many of these problems in a workplace and family setting, and purtrays a man and his wife su[ving them thruugh trial and error as ~vell as a number of 
experiences the?" have I interweave it with quutations :[’rum Thoreau and images :[’rum Jub. One of the background themes I attempt tu develup is that "actual realiW is ahvays better than 
virtual reality"--that texting and such can augment face tu face communication but cannut replace it and that facebouk and similar things present a false ur at least incumplete picture of 
people, which much be :[i lied uut with actual experience with that persun 

Anyway, I like the story and think that it prescnts David’s more concrete ideas and suggestions welh Below are a few of the endorsements are including. I arn afraid to put words in your 
mouth since you are so articulate yo~sel£ However, if you want to simply give rue a call and explain what you might say-, I can work it up frorn that. Let rue know. Thanks for your help. 
David has sent me photos of mock-ups. We are close to getting this thing out. 

--Brad 

"This is a xvonderful book. I belicve anyone who reads it will find themselves stopping and rethinking their use of digital tectmology in all aspects of their lives." Nolan D. Archibald, 
Chairman and CEO Black & Decker Corporation for 24 years"This is a wonderful book. I believe anyone who reads it will find themselves stopping and rethinking their use of digital 
tecl’molog," in all aspects of their lives." Nolan D. Archibald, Chairman and CEO Black & Decker Cot?oration for 24 years 

"This is a xvonderful book. I belicve anyone who reads it will find themselves stopping and rethinking their use of digital technology in all aspects of their lives. David Rust and Bradley 
Kramer’s principles of ’Actual reality is better than virtual reality’ and ’Quality of the day’ would make anyone rethink their use of cell phones and iPads. If you are looking to irnprove your 
quality of life, this is a rnust-read book." 
--Nolan D. Archibald, Chairman and CEO, Black & Decker Corporation for 24 years 

"A critical resource for businesspeople across the globe, Sorry, I Have to Take This Call is the ideal blueprint for maintaining focus and achieving maximum effectiveness in today’s fast 
paced, digitally-saturated business world. Between texts, tweets, e-mails, instant messages, rnobile phone calls, and a slew of other sudden distractions, it can be very challenging for 
professionals to manage this tecl’mology efi;ectively and we oken waste huge amounts of time, energ,’, and resources botmcing from one item to another xvhile leaving important tasks 
undone or poorly done. Digital distraction is today’s leading tirne-l~xanagement problem and, within these pages, David Rust and Brad Kramer have outlined, step-by-step, how to address 
this challenge xvith practical solutions to maintain focus and stay on track for success in business and life." 
--Ivan Misner, Ph.D., NY Times Bestselling Author and Founder of BNI® (with over 150,000 members) 

"Sorq-, I Have to Take This Call resonates with issues many working people struggle with~alance in their lives, job pressures, the digital harness they- wear. This book has the potential to 
become the 21 st CentulT Who Ate My Cheese" Paul R. E&vards, award-winning author of 17 books that have sold over 2 million copies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:33 PM 

Sha~e McGregor ~ ~gma~l.com> 

I~E: Sha~e, you me in 

Sure! 
From: Shane McGregor [mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:14 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Re: Shane, you are in 
Update: had a better-thea~-expected playoffrun but, alas, ~ny team’s season has come to an end. I see, however, that you guys are doing well with the whole sundve & 

advance thing. Catft make it down this weekend ruth the holiday and some other work that needs tending to, but should you guys advance once more (not counting 

chickens before they hatch, of conrse ), I’d be interested in perhaps coming midway-ish throngh next week so I could catch a few practices and then the match(es) on 

the weekend -- if that’s cool with you gnys, of course. 

I’ll keep an eye on how it goes this weekend and go from there. In the meantime, Godspeed! 

On Sun, Nov 3, 2013 at 7:55 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 
Ve~ good’. 

Shane McGregor ~g.mail.com> wrote: 

AWESOME, glad to hea~ it. It pains me to miss what im sure will be a delectable cookout, but the HS tbotball team I’m coaching snuck into the playoffs, which start 

this npcoming weekend, so the fnrther we go the later I’d be able to get down. Def planning on coming when our season is over though, so I’ll keep you posted on what 

I’m plam~ing. 

Good luck in the conference tourney in the meantime!! 

On Thursday, October 31, 2013, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Sha~e, 

No proble~n ... come whenever you like. Stay as long as you like. You will have full access, under the condition that yon will write so~nething positive. 

Bill Pa]ladino is hosting a cookout Saturday evening (he is a brilliant outdoor grill cook) .... you ca~ meet everyone there, if you ca~ get down that quickly. 

All the best!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 12:34 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: #22 

State Cha~pionship.j pg 

From: [mailto: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:54 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: #22 

Re: #22 - CASL Schedule for 

Hi Coach, 

AND Ohio GaJa~’ Tourney 

We play Sat. at 7:45 am at Athletes in Action field #2 (ho~ne team - aJl white unitb~m) 

We play Sat at 1:25 pm at Athletes in Action #2 - (home tea~ - aJl white unifom0 

We play Snn at 9:10 am at Athletes in Action Field #2 (visitors - blue/white stripped uniform). 

See link below lbr more information: 

#2 Raleigh, NC (Capital Area League) 

1) Here is the CASL schedule (subject to change): 

2) Friday, 

Saturday, 

Sunday, 

at 11:40 am at WRAL #5 (wearing blue/white strip) 

at 9:50 am at V~,AL #5 (wearing white/white) 

at 11:40 am at ~qLAL #20 (wearing blue/white strip) 

3) Here is the field address: 

Sincerely, 

Student Athlete: 

Parents: 

Director: 

a! .org 

High School Varsi~’ Coach: 

Academic GPA: 

~yahoo.com 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:35 PM 

ILE: Caitlin Ball Named Capital One First-Tea~ Academic All-America 

asked Dave I.oshe about as well .... He said is the standard and the reason got in was the last year, 

From: [mailto @ com] 
Sent; Tuesday~ >-:58 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; FVV: Caitlin Ball Named Capital One First-Team Academic All-America 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark [mailto:davelohse@unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 12:2:~ PM 
To; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.;      ~_t__a____m_Ra___b__a__y=Lr_=__c__o__~_~; _w___e_.__b_!_r_Lt__e__r_L~_@__t~Le___a__c__c__&r_g; _u__p__c_l__a__t__e_.__s_~_n___q_a__a__:_c___o_~_; Dorrance, Albert A IV;         ~g[3_a_!_l_&o____m_; _s_p___o__~_s__,r~newsobserver.corN 
a~raleiqh@al~.orcl; sports@news:L4.com; Miller, Beth; paul@socceramerica.com;      ~aol.com; Ron Stutts; chnsports@nando.com; obsports@charlotteobserver.com; 
soccer@sportsvu.net; Ducar, Chris; editorCc~soccertimes.com; ray@southernsoccerscene.com; sportsCc~dailytarheel.com; sphillips@theacc.orq; Bander, Thomas J; 
._e___w___a_r__n___o__c_k_@__n___a_D__d__o__,_c___o__m__; .c___o_lLe_g__e__@_t__o_~__d_r__a___w__e_r__s__o___c__c__e__r_&o_m_.; _a___S___P_N_d___a__t__aj_a_Lo__@___e__s_p__n_,__c__o____m_; _n___e___w___s_~_~_c_bL:_a__6___0_=_c___o_m; Ln__f__o__@_f__a__trg_a__m__e_m_a__g_a___z_Ln___e_,__c__o__m; _s_p__o__~_s_@__w__sj_o___u__r__n___aJ_&_o__m_j 
graham.[:ays(,~espn3.com; sports@news-record.corn; hhirschman@theacc.org; Heavner, Jim; Durham Herald-Bun (sports@heraldsun.com); Heather Hirschman 
(hhirschman@theacc.org); Jenn Hildreth (jhildreth@foxsports.net); Cunningham, Bubba; aufnowski@theacc.org; fbssports@visionsportsnews.com; Ihumbert@theacc.org; 
pmc@loqocapital.com; production@theaccdn.com; stanleyj@lenovo.com 
Subject; Caitlin Ball Named Capital One First-Team Academic All-America 

TOWSON, Md. - University of North Carolina junior defender Caitlin Ball of Chapel Hill, N.C., has been named to the 2013 Capital One Academic All- 
America@ Division I women’s soccer team, as selected by the College Sports Information Directors of America (CoSlDA). 

Ball is the 16th Tar Heel to be named to the Capital One Academic All-America Teams since 2005 and the 24th Tar Heel women’s soccer player so 
honored dating back to 1983. 

UNC has had 16 selections for the Capital One Academic All-America first, second and third teams since 2005. Carolina also had seven women’s 
soccer players named Academic All-Americas from 1983-2001 there was no specific teams for soccer and student-athletes were chosen in an at-large 
pool from all Olympic Sports program. 

Altogether, Bali’s selection gives the program 24 selections since the Academic All-America program began in 1983. Following is a summary of the 24 
selections since 1983. 

ol 983 - Lauren Gregg, third team. 

ol 985 - Beth Huber, second team. 

ol 993 - Shelley Finger, second team. 

ol 994 - Shelley Finger, first team. 

ol 998 - Cindy Parlow, first team. 

°2000 - Lindsay Stoecker, second team. 

o2001 - Kristin DePlatchett, first team. 

°2005 - Heather O’Reilly, second team; Lindsay Tarpley, third team. 

°2006 - Heather O’Reilly, first team (Academic All-America of the Year); Anna Rodenbough, second team; Yael Averbuch, third team. 

°2007 - Yael Averbuch, second team; Anna Rodenbough, second team. 

°2008 - Kristi Eveland, first team; Yael Averbuch, first team (Academic All-America of the Year); Anna Rodenbough, second team. 

°2009 - Kristi Eveland, first team; Whitney Engen, second team; Ashlyn Harris, second team. 

o2011 - Adelaide Gay, first team; Amber Brooks, second team. 

o2012 - Amber Brooks, first team. 

o2013 - Caitlin Ball, first team. 

Five members of the 2013 Capital One Academic All-America@ NCAA I women’s soccer team have a perfect 4.00 G.P.A. and 10 of the members have 
greater than a 3.85 G.P.A. 

Defender Caitlin Ball of North Carolina is the only junior on the women’s first team while senior midfielders Becca Hernby of High Point and Kate 
Reigle of Marquette and senior defender Elizabeth Tucker of Notre Dame are two-time selections. Tucker was a first team choice for the second year 
in a row. 

A three-year starter at North Carolina, Ball is a journalism and political science major with a 3.88 G.P.A. The Chapel Hill, N.C., native was the winner of 
the NCAA Elite 89 Award as part of the 2012 NCAA championship team. She has led top-ranked UNC to an 20-4 record and a berth in the NCAA 



quarterfinals against UCLA. 

About Capital One 

Capital One Financial Corporation (w~hv.capitalone.com) is a financial holding company whose subsidiaries, which include Capital One, N.A., and 
Capital One Bank (USA), N. A., had $206.9 billion in deposits and $289.9 billion in total assets as of September 30, 2013. Headquartered in McLean, 
Virginia, Capital One offers a broad spectrum of financial products and services to consumers, small businesses and commercial clients through a 
variety of channels. Capital One, N.A. has more than 900 branch locations primarily in New York, New Jersey, Texas, Louisiana, Maryland, Virginia and 
the District of Columbia. A Fortune 500 company, Capital One trades on the New York Stock Exchange under the symbol "COF" and is included in the 
S&P 100 index. 

To be eligible for Academic All-America® consideration, a student-athlete must be a varsity starter or key reserve, maintain a cumulative G.P.A. of 3.30 
on a scale of 4.00, have reached sophomore athletic and academic standings at his/her current institution and be nominated by his/her sports 
information director. 

Since the program’s inception in 1952, CoSIDA has bestowed Academic All-America honors on more than 19,000 student-athletes in Divisions I, II, Ill 
and NAIA, covering all NCAA championship sports. 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 

Universi~ of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 

davelohse@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Surf Thanksgiving Tournament 

- Player l?rofile.lxtf 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 3:04 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Surf Thanksgiving Tournament 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                       , and I am interested in becoming a pan of the University of North Carolina women’s       program. Because I would love to 

be a psycholo~ major, I tbel [INC is the right place for me since your psychology program is outstaJ~ding! Also, the Chapel Hill environment mad your cmnpus are 

breathtaking. Currently, I am a sophomore at My GPA is I am on the team (#21) 
and play" I aJn left foot dominant, but I mn confident using tny right foot. I would appreciate it if you would come out m~d 

watch me play" at the upcoming Surf Thm~sgiving ToumaJnent. I have attached my player profile m~d this is my game schedule: 

#746 Fri 12:00 pm Hickman #2 

#748 Fri 7:50 pm - Hickmm~ #2 

#749 Sat 12:00 pm - Hickman #1 

I look forwaxd to seeing you at one of my games’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:36 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: LATINOiHISPANIC STUDENT-ATHLETES NEEDED FOR I~ESEARCH STUDY 

From: Manuel Silva [mailto:manuel.silva@cgu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 20:1.3 3:05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: LATINO/HISPANIC STUDENT-ATHLEr’Es NEEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDY 
Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 
It would be greatly appreciated if you can forward this research invitation to all your LatinolHispanic soccer players. Thank you for your help. Manuel 
Silva (Doctoral Student, Claremont Graduate University). 

Participants Needed for Research Study 
Online survey about LatinoslHispanics in intercollegiate athletics 

We are recruiting participants to examine the participation of Latino/Hispanic student-athletes in college sports, through an online survey. The 
survey will take about 15 minutes. 

To participate, you must: 
1 ) be a college student (undergraduate/graduate), 18 years or older, 
2) be from LatinoiHispanic background, and 
3) be a student-athlete participating in Division I intercollegiate athletics. 
Participation in this study is completely anonymous and involves answering online survey questions. 
If you are interested in participation, please click on this link 
https:flc.qu.col.qualtrics.comlSE/?SlD=SV d4QtQX4kp7EPTNi 
to take the survey. If you have any questions, please email us: 
Investigators: 

Manuel Silva (Doctoral Student): manuel.silva@cgu~edu 
David Drew, Ph. D (Faculty Advisor): david.drew@__c_g_u.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [rnailto: _~yahoo,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:17 PM 
To; Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hi Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, 
I just wanted to let you know my schedule for the upcoming National League event in Wilson, North Carolina in case you were planning to attend. 

11:00am @ Gilllette Athletic Complex, field #2 
10:00am @ Gillette Athletic Complex, field #3 
1:00pro @ Rocky Mount Sports Complex, field #4 
7:30am @ Fike High School, field #1 

Hope to see you there! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:45 PM 

.la~)n Sisnero~ ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Sign Up For The Agile hnpemtive! 

From: Agility Consulting & Training [mailto:info=agilityconsulting.com@createsend4.com] On Behalf Of Agility Consulting & Training 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Sign Up For The Agile Imperative[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:45 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: camp - hourly schedules 

From: Field, Jaci 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26. 2013 3:38 PM 

To: ~.-r-.]@aol.com; ~ .~hotmail.com; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; MLyczkowski@varsity.com; Parker, Andrew F; Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A 
IV; Palladino, George W; KalDas, IJnan J; ivlOCK, conrad D Jr; McGrath, Colin B; Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Morelli, David Dominic; Papa, Donna 3; Garth, Christy 
Lynn; Gatz, Gregory; Law, Greg A; lvleaders, Harlis .lames; Mann, .lan M.; Levy, .lennifer S; Breschi, .loe; Sagula, .loseph A; Langley, Raymond .loshua; Shelton, Karen C; 
Fulton, Grant; Fox, Mike; Hudson, Nicole; DeSelm, Rich L; Paul, Sampson L; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Wigger, Leah Marie; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Nega~ha, Jeff; Haney, Sarah K; 
Miller, Ron C.; @aol.com; Frederick, Brad; Garth, Christy Lynn 
Subject: camp - hourly schedules 

I would love to get contracts out before the first of the year like we used to!! Please send me your hourly/facility schedules so I can move closer to making that 

happen for you! 

Thanks 

Jaci 

Happy Thanksgiving! Happy Hanukkah! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:46 PM 

Pete Sadin <PSadin@sportsendeavors.com> 

I~E: Good Luck This Weekend 

Thanks Pete!! 

From: Pete Sadin [mailto:PSadin@sportsendeavors.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:47 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Ducat, Chris 

Subject: Good Luck This Weekend 

Guys - 

Just wanted to wish you all the best this coming weekend vs UCLA. Rooting for you guys. Have a great Thanksgiving!! 

Pete Sadin 

DOC U15-U18 Girls 

Triangle Futbol Club 

North Carolina Alliance 

Adidas, Soccer.corn 

Proud members of USYS, NCYSA, US Club, Super Y, NSCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: .SURF COLLEGE CUP 

From: mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:53 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Re: SURF COLLEGE CUP 
Hello Coach Oucar, 

’][’his is              #23          from                        ., again! I know you are not on the college attendance liszt for the Surf College Cup, however 

I wm~t to follow up witl~ you. At the ECNL Phoenix Showcase, we won 2 gaanes and tied 1. I had a great time m~d played well’. I was told that you were at my Friday 

game. Thaaak you so much for cotning, I reaJly appreciate it. I hope you saw what I could offer your program. I mn a hard working, cotnpetitive (sometimes too 

much:) ) play maker who loves to play a dynamic passing gmne. 

Congmts in the so fax shut outs in the NCAA tournament! Props to your defense!! And good luck against UCLA this Saturday! I roll definitely be watching, it is going 

to be a fantastic game!! 

SCHEDULE 
Girls U16 Super, Bracket C 

taappy ~ nant~glvlng, 

On at 4:27 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar~Y~unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you for writing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NC~KA does not permit us to write you back with a~y information about our progra~. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 

~)=__~!_~?E~:[~=__~_[!~!_~=~__~_~_~_~_~0r visit ~e U~fiversi~ web site: ~’_~’_~:_~!~:~_~ for any i~o~afion a~ut the U mve~ib~. For te~ i~ffo~mation you may go to 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you roll contact us again after September 1 st of your junior year when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online queslionnaire so we can track your progress and have aJl you current information on file: 

https:/isecure.assistantcoach.net/colleges,’a~hlete webforn~.asp?oid If for some reason the link does not work correctly, just cow m~d paste it into 
your browser. 

Good luck and thank you for your interes~t’.. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach mad Recrniling Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Gid’s Soccer Camp Information 

http:i/nco~c.com/ 

Chris Ducar 

ducar(~uncaa.unc.edu 
http:/iwww.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?SITE UNC&DB OEM ID 3350&SPID 12982&SPSID 667900 

Sent from my iPad 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 1:06 PM, ~;gmail.com> wrote: 



Hello Coach Dorrance’. 

This is #23 from , writing to you again! Next weekend I roll be playing in the ECNL Phoe~fix Showcase ( ~,. I 
know that you are not on the college attendance list, however I just want to update you. I would absolutely love to go to UNC, and I feel like I have a lot 

to offer your program. Chapel Hill is the befit college town I have ever seen! Two summers ago, I attended the UNC Residential Camp and had a great 

time! Competing against the actt~aJ UNC teaJn during tbe night games is s~till one of my favorite moments to this day. stayed with one of my 

friends over the summer.., she’s quite fi~mly:) Below m~e some key information mad my schedule. 

Stats: 

¯ ~’pically but have experience on wings as well) 

¯ lead team in assists 

¯ #23 

¯ GPA:    not weighted) 

¯ Class of 
¯ link to my player profile page 

Schedule: 

¯ Fri @ 3:00 pm, vs CASL ECNL U16, @ Reach 11- #05 

¯ Sat @ 1:00 pm, vs GSA ECNL U16, @ Reach 11- #04 

¯ Sun @ 7:30 am, vs Vardar ECNL UI 6, @ Reach 11- #10 
I hope to see you at one of my games ~mefime! My team will also be playing in the Surf College Cup Thanksgiving weekend. I am not sure if you will be 
there, but I will send you m~ email later with that schedule as well. We have had a ~lid sea~n ~ t?ar, being in 2nd place as of now. Thank you Coach 

Dona~ce, and I hope to see you in the future. 

Best, 

Coach: 

~ " ~ cOIll 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 2ollege Surf Cup Game Schedule 

From: [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4::t0 PM 
Subject: College Surf Cup Game Schedule 

Aloha Coaches, 
I don’t know if you will be there or will have a coach at the November College Surf Cup this weekend. It would be great if you could stop by and watch some of my games 
and my players play as well. 
We have 17 players on our roster for this tournament and only I is committed so far ! We have 3 Guest Players from 
If you have any questions about any of my players and guest players please feel free to call me. 

- Director of Coaching for 

Cell- 

Email- ~aol.com 

Club Web Site - ; 

Hawaii College ID Camp - vw,)w..<!!Jrfsoccerhawai!=com ; 

I hold a College ID Camp her on md we feature some of the Best un seen and unknown talent her on the Islands. If you would like to attend and watch some talented 
soccer players during the Month of and 
The Camp will he held at Waipio Soccer Complex ( It is the Same Complex that hosted the Far West Regionars ) - Camp runs for about 3 1/2 hour each day. 
This year attending our Hawaii College Id Camp Presented by Soccerloco ! 

University of Oregon 

~, North Carolina 

~, Oregon State 

~, Cal Berkeley 

~, Occidental 

~, Saint Mary’s 

~, Texas Christian University 

~, Whittier 

~, Hawaii, Manoa 

~, Hawaii, Hilo 

~, Hawaii Pacific University 

~, University of Washington 

~, Cal State Los Angeles 

~, Florida Atlantic University 

~, Pacific University (CA) 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:46 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

transfer credit eval 

Thanks Lance! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:18 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Yount, Tony 
Subject-" transfer credit eval 

All, 

See attached for transfer credit evaluation. If you get the syllabi, I can run them through the Business School to see if she wouled receive credit for 

those as well. Think she could be out of here when we want her done but would probably need some decent summer school. Keep me posted if we get syllabi. If 

you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

markos@ emaiLu nc,ed~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:47 PM 

Christian I,avers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

I~E: New A~ticle on Culture 

Thank you, mv friend!! 

From: Christian Lavers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:07 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: New Article on Culture 

Thanks Anson! I really appreciate those kind words. 

I will call you sometime in the next week ---I know you are busy with NCAA preparations, and hopefully you have some time to rest and enioy Thanksgiving with 

your family! 

Chris~:ian 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edul 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 S:33 PM 
To: Christian Lavers 
Subject: RE: New Article on Culture 
Christian, 
This is e>:cellent ,.. t could only mess i~: up]! This is definitely going ou~: to my team]! 

Call me,            } sometime when you are bored, Chadie Slagle will be retiring soon, And when I was asked the best person ~n the country to replace h~rn I 
sa~d: "Christian Layers, H: you can afl:ord him". 

From: Christian Layers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.orq] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 12:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: New A~icle on Culture 
Anson - 

I am writing the attached article (probably publish it in Soccer Nation or somewhere similar). I thought I would share it with you, as you are a genius at this kind of 

stuff. Do you have a quote I could put into the article, or any thoughts on improving it? 

No worries if you would rather not have a quote either -just thought I would ask! 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Pateadores S.C. Commits 5 ~ Teams into the Desert Cup Showcase 

From: Michael Rocca, Rated Sports [mailto:mikerocca@ratedsports.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, November 26, 2013 4:18 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Pateadores S.C. Commits 5+ Teams into the Desert Cup Showcase 

Having trouble viewing this email? _C_[ic_[<___t39_l_’.e_ 

removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

CONNEC-r WI[H US 

i i~ Irrlage removed by sender. Monthly Feature on Clubs Attending the Desert Cup 2014 

] 

The Pateadores Soccer Club commits 5+ 
Teams to the 2014 Desert Cup Showcase. 
Each montl’l, we will highlight great clubs attending our series of 

showcases. This month our profiled club whom is committing 5+ teams 

is the Pafeadores S.C. We invite your club to re,qister, and send us your 

Club Rankings and greal accomplishments for the chance to be 

featured in next month’s "Who’s Coming Profile" that will be sent to 

over 30,000 soccer connections across North America. 



We are excited to announce the Pateadores 
commifmenfo They will be attending the Desert Cup 
Showcase with 5+ teams! 
Featured Accomplishments for the CHub 

¯ BU13/.A AND BU14 CM USYSA NATIONAl_ CHAMPIONS 

¯ BU19 ANA USYSA REGIONAL CHAMPION 

¯ BU13 LA AND BU14 CM USYSA REGIONAL CHAMPIONS 

¯ BU13, BU14, BU15, BU19 FWRL CHAMPIONS 

¯ BU12 IRVINE AND BU15 SAN DIEGO SURF CUP CHAMPIONS 

¯ BU14 DALLAS CUP CHAMPIONS 

¯ BU14SURF CUP CHAMPIONS 

¯ GU15 USYSASTATE CHAMPIQN 

¯ U12 Boys USYSA State and Regional Champion 

¯ U13 Gids USYSA Slate Champion 

¯ U17 Boys USYSA o~ate Champion 

¯ U17/1B Bays US SOCCER Acader’ny Natk)nal Char’npion 

Many of the Pafeadores players are contributing at the highest levels: 
Luis Gil- Real Salt Lake MLS - US MNT 

Jose Villarreal - LA Galaxy MLS - US MNT 

Maurice Edu- Rangers - Scotland SPL 

Danny Califf - Philadelphia Union MLS 

Matt Reis o New England Revolution MLS 

Javan Torte - U20 USMNT 

Oscar Sorfo- U18 USMNTo 

Roberto Escudero- U17 USMNT 

Orlando Lopez- B14 USMHT 

Colleges 
Tommy Padia -Cal Berkley 

Nick Stanley -Cal State Monterey 

Nathan Miramontes-Val Doppenberg, - Point Lama 

Greg Allen-Carnegie Mellon University 

Connor Bew]ns-Gonzaga University 

Mason Case-University of California Berkeley 

Kevin Caskey-Johns Hopkins University 

N.J. Casner-Clemson University 

Kyle Chin-tehigh University 

Connor Gaa-University of San Francisco 

Cole ,=ennrich-Johns Hopkins University 

Jack Gorab- Brown University 

Mike Heckmuller-Merchant Marine Academy 

Angel Maldonado-New Christian College 

Weston Meckes-Long Island University 



Sammy NicanoFVanguard University 

Derek Patersen-Cal State San Mar¢os 

Andrew[aormina-Llniversity California San D~ego 

Brian Vail- Lehigh Univers#y 

Derek VogeI-U.S. Naval Academy 

Daniel Ceates- UC~ 

The Pateadores suppoRs our s#afegy for a f~e showcase where 
feamsicollege coaches will showcase af one location, one game per 

day over3 days. There is no driving between multiple complexes - 

logistically s~mpie for eve~one. Come and play fo get scou~ed. 
There will be over ~0+ registered Co~eges before the ew~nl even beg;Rs. Yeu can see 

from our orgQnized Toronto Showcase how m@qy co~ches dfd register for ~his years event - 

We ~re prep~rfng the m~rkefiRg p~cket ~o Q~ college co~ches aR~ wi~ continue to provide 

the F~fure~ Clubs Att~din~ u~d~fes in our oommunlo~fions~ 

We hope to see your ~pplic~fion come through sooR - ff you have ~ny quesfioRs, pl~s~ ~o 

not hesft~te to rep~y or regMer today. 

Regards, 

Mioh~e~ ~ocoa 

Rated Spots / Sedes DJrector 

mJkerocca~ra~edsports.com 

Direct Cell: 

Copyright © 2013 All Rights Reserved 

Forward this ernail 

Xi Image 
..... removed 

sender. 

this ernsil wss sent to ar~sor~@unca&unc.ed~J by m[kero~£~@rated~[lort~&om :: 
:Ins[ant [emovai with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy’ Policy. 
USSSA Championship Series P.O. Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: CASL Soccer Tournament - UNC 

From: [mailto: @ymail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:15 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; CASL Soccer Tournament - UNC 
Coach Dorrance, 
Hello! My name is I am a my number is #99, and I play with I am a sophomore in high 
school. I have been extremely interested in ~eing a Tar Heel for my whole life. I am planning on attending some of your camps over the summer this 
year, so hopefully we can meet and develop a "player to coach" relationship. Furthermore, I wanted to send you my s~hedule for the CASL 
Tournament. My ~hedule is below. Thank you so much for you time, and I hope I can meet you there in Raleigh as well and talk about my future of 
becoming a future Tar Heel! 

CASL 

For contact information here is my Coach’s information: 
Name : 
Phone (Cell): 
E mail:         ~__a___oJ_=_c___o____m__ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Attending Texans - ’][’he 23rd Annual Sport Source Showcase and Clinic Dec 6th, 7th & 8th 

From: Dee IVlaher [mailto:DLM@TheSportSource.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 5:03 PM 

To; ’Dee Naher’ 
Subject; Attending Teams - The 23rd Annual Sport Source Showcase and Clinic Dec 6th, 7th & 8th 

THE OFFICIAL GUIDE TO SPORTS COLLEGES AND SPORTS SCHOLARSHIPS 

101 W Rennet Road, Suite 100 
Richardson, Texas 75082 
1-866-829-2606/972-509-5707 
www.TheSport Source.corn 

d~m@thesportsource,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL Showcase 

VNW2971021OH09.pdf 

From: ~sinclink.com [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday, 8::t:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Showcase 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 

_~sinclink.com] 

be p! ayi n g in,he U~ 6 e!!te gra y d!vision ! wou!d be h eneredifyeu wou!d be ab!e b attend one of 
m y g a m e sto e~a!uate m y p e ~o ~m a rice fo pessi b!ere cm ~in 8a s !a m ~e ~in te reste d~ a a ~e a din 8 

Image 

removed ~ 

sender. 

Sports ~r~ 

Collie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

8:23 PM 

~cuernail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I attended summer      camp at UNC in Chapel ttill a couple of years ago aJ~d loved it there! I am interested in studying Criminal Justice and wo~dd like to play 

when I a~n in college. Thank you tbr taking the time to consider me tbr your team. 

:": removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my_. Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Class of 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" Class of 
.Hi Coach A~so.~-~. a>.d Cb.ris, 
[~,;ly name ~÷.; class of and a 
~i’..e team 
[Vly team was scheduled to attend rise Final Four coliei]e showcase ~n 
~qo~h Caro~ne but due to an administrative error we were omh’ted and 

}r~stead ~ ~,4~ be p~ay~g ~oca~}y at the Nomads College Showcase 

~t ~s my ambition and passion to be a studem-.ethbte at a 
DMs~or~ I colbge Jeve~       program ~ am very ~i~teres~.ed hi your program 
and b~-~ve~’s~y of Nor~t~ Carolina because of their excei~ence in both athiet~cs and academics, 
~ r~ot}ced that you or a member of yo~Jr ooachir~g s[afF w~J~ be hi at~.endai~ce at the Surf Co~Jege Cup and 
the November Nights College Showcase ~n Cadsbad. 
For your convenience, ~ have copied my schedule over the weekend bebw and 
w~l~ greatly appreciate your attendance and eveh,~at~on, 
Rer NC/~da ruJes J am aware of your communicat~or~ res~.r~ct~or~s. Phase fee~ 
~ree to contact rny head coach w~th a~y 
Happy Thanksg[v[ng, 

Uniform # 16 
Class of GPA 

Emaii: ~,qmaii.com 

removed L~y rs-r~,sved by 

%%% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Class of 

From: mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Class of 

My name ~s class of and a 
~i’..e team 
My teem was schedubd to attend the F~nal Four colle~]e showcase ~n 
No~h Caro~ne but due to an administrative error we were omh’ted and 
h~stead ~ ~,4~ be p~ay~g ~oca~}y at the Nomads Co~ege Showcase 

~t ~s my ambition and passion to be a studem-.ethbte at a 
DMs~or~ I colbge Jeve~       program ~ am very ~i~teresk~d hi your program 
and b~-~ve~’s~y of Nor~t~ Carolina because of their excei~ence in both athiet~cs and academics. 
~ r~ot}ced that you or a member of your ooachir~g s[afF w~J~ be hi atk~ndai~ce at the Surf Co~Jege Cup and 
the November Nights College Showcase ~n Cadsbad. 
For your convenience, ~ have copied my schedule over the weekend bebw and 
w~l~ greatly appreciate your attendance and eveh.~at~on. 
Rer NC/~da ruJes J am aware of your communicat~or~ res~.r~ct~or~s. Phase fee~ 
~ree to contact rny head coach w~th a~y 
Happy Thanksf~[v[ng, 

Uniform # 16 
Class of GPA 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 12:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I:W: News      tournament and massapequa      tournament dec 14& 15 

From: [mailto _~verizon.net] 
Sent: Tuesday,                9:50 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: News      tournament and massapequa      b~umament decl4NJ.5 

Hello my nome is from I am interested in attending college at UniversiV of North Carolina. I am currently playing 

a~d sometime :Jr becau~ I am a natural lefty. I really like the college. I was hoping that you can watch me play the weekend of nov 30& de_~c 

1 or dec. 14&15. Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Video Link Again 

From: [mailto ~cableone.net] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 1 ~.: 58 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Video Link Again 

Hi Coach, 

I recently sent you an email with You Tube link to see some clips of me playing. Apparently the link was accidentally saved as private - sorry! I have changed that and it can 
new be found once again with the link - 
Hope to see you in Carlsbad! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 12:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Surf College Cup 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t:20 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
l:::c: ~yahoo.com; Manager 
Subject: Surf College Cup 

Hello Mr. Dorrance, 

I hope yon are well. My name is sister, m~d I am a sophomore~ I play 

I am playing 3 years np on fl~is team. To read more uncut my club please look at my team page: 

My coaches m’e and 

I am ext~emely interested in fl~e University of No~h Carolina m~d wonld love to find out more about your program. I visited with      m April and loved fl~e school 

and enjoyed talldng with you. I attend                        . and have a    My playing ~md academic irdbrmation cm~ be tbnnd on my Pass2rne player page: 

I’d like to let you know tha I will be playing the SmfCollege Cup Showcase at fl~e end offl~is week in San Diego. This is my 3~d time playing with 

Cup. 

I hoix~ that you will be able to watch me play. I look forwmd to speaking with you fm~(her about your school m~d program~ 

][hank you’~ 

at Surf 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 12:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: recruiting 

From: [rnailto: ~hotmail.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:59 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
@aol.com 

Subject: recruiting 

Coach Anson, 

My name is             , i currently play for the             Im also currently playing on the            and regtoional team, US      Training 
Center Program. I would love to have the oppurunity to train and or see wht it takes to play at a high level for such a good university and for future 
recruiting classes. I have games this weekend at Nomads. I hope you can attend some of the games. I play                   and can also play 
i am #3. Below is our game schedule. My coach               is also copied on this email and is available to answer any question about my ability. 

2:i::(:::? Fri         9:30 am 

2 {~){ Ffi 2:00 pm 

::?:::i :: ::i Sat 9:30 am 

regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 1:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: TMG - The objective and selective muscle function measurement. 

From: TNG USA LLC [mailto:claire.alonzo@tmg.si] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 20:t3 4::t7 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; TMG - The objective and selective muscle function measurement. 

Dear Chris Ducar 
You are invited to attend an informal discussion and case review by 

Used by International experts 
Your success is measurable 

e..~~ai~ ~; to reserve a place for you and your colleagues and receive 
complete event details 

December 10th 
Athletes Performance Cary NC 

TMG USA LLC, P.O. Box 5091, Cary, NC 27511 919 349 1130 
Claire Alonzo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Coach Dorrm~ce - 

From:     @infusionmail.com [mailto:     ~infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:45 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Coach Dorrance - 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

This is                             from the                     and                       I sent you an email a while back, and I thought 
would follow up to see if you had a chance to review my information. If so, I would love to speak with you about an opportunity to play for the 
University of North Carolina       team. 

Below is a link to my recruiting bio, which includes recently updated video highlights: 

finished      season as #1 ranked team in league 

HS: 14 Goals (Team Leader), 12 Assists (Team Leader) 

Woodland Sunrise Classic (17-18): 6 Goals, 4 Assists - Classic Champions 

2nd Team All Conference , 

GPA 

NOTE: Trying out for National Academy International Team in Folsom, CA ( 

If there’s anything else you need from me, please let me know and I’ll send it right away. Thanks in advance for your consideration and I hope to hear 
from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

~_~’a h oo. corn 

Player Profile 8= Video: 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click fl~e link below: 

Unst~bscribe 

Student-Athlete Showcase (SAS) 

6210 E. Thomas Rd., Suite 209 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

United States 

(800) 919-0902 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:00 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: Coach Dorrance 

From: Alex Neist, VidSwap Soccer [mailto:soccer@vidswap.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 10:05 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Coach Dorrance 

I 

Give Thanks For VidSwap’s Game Breakdowns! 

At ~,(.[~1.~-3.1~, we mark clips so you can instantly watch 
specific highlights and situations! 
We are your soccer video assistant! 
Yup, you read that right. We break it down for you. You upload 
video, and we edit and break it down with a base set of tags 
that are specific to your soccer all within 12-24 hours. 
See How ~t Works>> ........................................................ 

Request A Free Live Demo Today! 

We’ll personally walk you through how our socce, r 
coaching software works. One of our soccer video 
experts will contact you and show you the VidSwap 
video sharing and analysis software for your videos 
and your team. 

Have a great Thanksgiving! 
All the best, 
Alex Neist 
VidSwap Soccer Team 
Alex~.com 
860-546-8701 
VidSwa#.co 

I 
I 



Image 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

l~W: Recmiling Sheet & Drills 

From: info@collegesoccer.us [mailto:info@collegesoccer.us] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 20:t3 :t0:38 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Recruiting Sheet & Drills 

If you cannot see the images properly, please click here~ 

Hi Anson, 
We hope this email finds you we. We have a few updates. Recruiting is your bread and buU~er and your 
recruit year-around. Consequently, CollegeSoccer.us designed a Recruiting{ Sheet you might find useful 
Please feel free to check it ouL 

We also added new drills: Learning to Defend. These drills will allow your players to train game like 
situations after turning the ball over and finding themselves unorganized at first. 
On behalf of CollegeSoccer.us, have a pleasant holiday break. 

Sincerely, 

Staff 



434-5593 

Plea~ d( n t include me m fim~re emails, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: Unive~si~" of North Caxolina 

Resmne .pptx 

From-" [mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, !0:42 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Universi~ of North Carolina 
Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I have just finished my junior season at l . This weekend, and 

. I will be playing in fl~e National Elite Women’s’ Showcase in Rockville Centre, New York. I will graduate in June a~d would like to study 

Anatomy a~d Physiology, to become a Physician’s Assistant, and continue my      caxeer. The University of North Carolina interes"ts me [x~th academically and 

athletically; I would be honored if you came to watch me play. Below plea~ find my schedule for fl~e weekend m~d attached is my player resume. I look forward to 

future correspondence. 

12:30p.m. - Hofstra Stadium # 1 

6:30p.m. - Hofstra Stadium # 1- 

12:30p.m. - Hol~tra Stadium # 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: CASL Event 

From: [mailto: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, :tO: 58 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Event 

Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am inte~sted in attending the University of North Cm~olina at Chapel Hill and playing 

m~d I am a Discove~ Player on team. I am a 

player and curre~Ny ra~ked 89 in TDS. I hope to see you at the follomng events: 

for you. I cnrrently play for 
invitee, an ODP Region 3 pool 

I will be playing tbr in the National League at the CASL tournament at the tbllowing date~ times, and fields: 

1:10 PM Game #1 Rocky Mt. Sports Comple:,x Field # 2, 600 Independence Drive, Rocky Mount, NC 27804 

2:00 PM Gmne #2 Gillette Comple:,x Field # 5, 3238 Corbett Avenue, Wilson, NC 27893 

12:00 PM Game 3 Gillette Comple:,x Field # 1, 3238 Corbett Avenue, Wilson, NC 27893 

11:10 AM Game #4 Gillette Complex, Field # 5, 3238 Corbett Avenue, Wilson, NC 27893 

I also roll be playing for in the ECNL December Showcase in Stanford Florida at the follomng dates, times, and fields: 

11:45 AM Game 1, Seminole 
8:00 AM, Game 2, Sylvan Lake 

7:30 AM, Game 3, Sylvan Lake 

Complex, Field #12, 1900 Seminole      Loop, Santbrd, FL 32771 

Complex, Field B, 845 Lake Markham Road, Santbrd, FL 32771 

Complex, Field B, 845 Lake Markham Road, SanIbrd, FL 32771 

Lastb; I will be playing for in the National League at the Disney Showcase at the following date~ times, and fields: 

12:30 PM, Game 1, ESPN Wide World of Sports Cotnplex, Field 20 

9:30 AM, Gmne 2, ESPN Wide World of Sports Cotnplex, Field 27 

8:30 AM, Game 2, ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex, Field 25 

I will continue to provide you my schedule and look forward to speaking with you. 

Thank you, 

i~iilmage 
...... removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:06 PM 

Ja~n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~: Thanld’ul for (heat Recruits This Holiday Weekend 

From: Randy Taylor [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent; Wednesday, November 27, 20:[3 :[:[:07 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Thankful for Great Recruits This Holiday Weekend 

Having trouble seeing this email? ~[Lc_k__~ze_re_ to see the full version online. 

Happy Thanksgiving! 

Best wishes to you and yours this 

Thanksgiving. As always, we’re thankful for the 

opportunity to provide you additional insight to 

assist your recruiting efforts. Look for our next 

edition of Recruiting Education OnDemand, 

resuming December 4th with Dan Tudor 

To catch up on any episodes you may have 

missed, visit the Recruitin~Education 

OnDemand channel for all of our archived 

videos! 

.~i Image removed by sender 
V~ant direct access to student-athletes that fit your needs ? 

Login to you r free NC~A Re~[!ti~g iv1~Ag£m~~ ~yst~m 

to start connecting with recruits today! 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa unc edu. To unsubscribe from similar emails click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:06 PM 

~aol.com 

l~L: Happy TG 

Thank you!! 

From: ~aol.com [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, November 27, 2013 11:36 AM 
To: apronske@nscaa.com; ibarker@nscaa.com; jcummings@nscaa.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV; gregsond@erau.edu; wayneharrison@soccerawareness.com; 
pmarco@Nnghamton.edu; jeff@jefftipping.com;       ~yahoo.com;            _~yahoo.com;       ~aol.com;          ~bellsouth.net;         ~aol.com; 
John.Walsh@aquinas-sta.org;           ~bellsouth.net;           ~gmail.com; medwards@usasa.com;         ~aol.com; info@smia.com; Aleks@Smia.com; 

@aol.com; @aol.com; trongen@torontofc.ca; tleone@ussoccer.org; ~aol.com 
Subject: Happy TG 

HAPPY THANKSGIVING !!! 

MEEROt:;t  CONDOR 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Interested in the program 

From: [mailto: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 21:42 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Interested in the program 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

A email with my profile and information was sent to yon recently. I am still very interested in the       program at yonr school. I just waJated to remind you fl~at, I will 

be at the Texas Cup in Dallas on Nov.29- Dec. 1. I will also be playing in two upcoming tournaments in Austin and Las Vegas. I roll send you more information, when 

it is available. 

I hope that you will come and watch me play in the thture. Thanks tbr your time. 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Surf Cup ~d Texas Cup Rosters and Schedule Available 

From: noreply@salesforce.com [mailto:noreply@salesforce.com] On Behalf Of Stephen Kiraly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 11:48 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Surf (::up and Texas Cup Rosters and Schedule Available 

Heading to Surf Cup or Texas CLip th~s weekend? 

Spot.Board has the rosters and schedule available for both events~ Please ~et 

know if you wou~d ~ke th~ ~nformatbn ~mpo~led to your account .................. 

,Also, p~ease ~et ~s know of any tournamen~ and showcases you w~]l be a~end~ng 

~n the coming weeks so we can work on getting the rosters together 
.................. 

Regards, .................. 

Jack Dag~ey ..................... 

Sports~oard 
415 847 5667 

VA’~A’V.~OO~SbO~-WJR. OOR7 

"Mobile Player Assessment So~utbns --- THE FUTURE IS NOVV~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:09 PM 

~duke.edu) 

EW: Invitation for a Dinner Honoring Cha:rlie Slagle - RSVP by Dec. 9 

From: Katharine Kelley [mailto:katharine.kelley@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 20:t3 :t:t:59 AM 
To; Katharine Kelley; Fran Ange 
Subject; Invitation for a Dinner Honoring Charlie Slagle - RSVP by Dec. 9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: SportsBoard Wishes You A Happy Thanksgiving! 

From: noreply@salesforce.com [mailto:noreply@salesforce.com] On Behalf Of Stephen Kiraly 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 20:t3 :t2:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: SportsBoard Wishes You A Happy Thanksgiving! 

,As we approach the hofidays this year, all of us here at SportsBoard are thankful 

for our good health, and our family and do~ friend~ w~th whom we can ce~ebrate .................. 

OL~r ~V¢S. .................. 

We w~sh a~ of you a ve~ Happy Thanksgiving. HaTe fuf~ and be ~afe~ 

.................. 

Regards, .................. 

The SportsBoard Team ................... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Coach Dorrance 

From: [mailto: _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:00 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Coach Dorrance 
Dear coach Dorrance, 

Thank you for taking the time out of your day to read my letter. I assume you must get hundreds of these letters from players just like me but I 
am hoping that you will keep mine in a memorable place! 

My family and I live in I am currently a freshman at My father and I have always been a huge fan of 
North Carolina athletics. I’m a player at , the I have been playing club at since 
age six. In all my years at I have played many different positions. My coach, wanted to see were my strengths benefit the team 
the most. For the last two years my set positions have been and . I have always challenged myself and been 
challenged to be the best of my ability. I was always challenged on the field but more importantly I was challenged offthe field. Academically, I was 
never the smartest kid in my class so I had to dedicate all the time that I wasn’t playing      to my studies. 

Ever since I was a little girl, my dream has been to go on to the next level and play college I would love to be able to have the 
opportunity to come play for a coach like you with so many years of experience and national championships. I have a real passion for the game 
and could never imagine my life without it. VVith the help of my coach, my team          elite, has earned our spot in the National League and 
multiple other leagues. We play our first national league game December 5 in Raleigh, NC. I would be so fortunate if you could come and watch me 
play. I am aware you can not contact me directly because I am under aged. I also realize it takes lots of dedication and hard work to play college 

but I have the motivation and I am willing to put in the effort. It would be an honor if you would keep my profile in your file and consider 
coming to watch me play if the schedule works out. 
Thank you for your time, 

#15 
Parents: Fathers cell 

Mothers cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

7:10:44 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Thanksgiving Night My Game Schedule 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: _~aol.com [mailto:_ _~aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,                12:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Thanksgiving Night My Game Schedule 

Dear Coach: 
I am applying to UNC Chappel Hill this week. I will send you my application ID. 

Here is my schedule for Thanksgiving Nights Tournament, I hope to see you there. 

Happy Thanksgiving 

Jersey #16 
and 

November Nights Game Schedule 

~ Girls U17 Elite 

SAMBA 



2:50 PM 

Aviara 

Community Park 

#2 

~ Girls U17 Elite 

SAMBA 

1:30 PM 

8:10 PM 

Aviara 

Community Park 

#2 

Aviara 

Community Park 

#1 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

7:10:49 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: CASL Showcase, Class of 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: [mailto: _~gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 12:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas 

Cc: Coach Chris 

Subject: CASL Showcase, Class of 

Good afternoon coach Anson Dorrance, Chris Ducar, Bill Palladino, and Tom Sander, 

My team (                        ! and I will be attending the CASL Showcase this year and I would very 
much appreciate if you could come and watch one of my games. You can find the dates, times, and locations 

for my games under attachments, as well as a short video of my past 
game(                                           ). 

You can also find my player profile under attachments, and if you would like to take a look at some of my 

videos, or a more detailed profile, you can find them on my website ( www.           com ). 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 

#21 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Happy Tha~csgiving - March 2014 No~lhern C~Jifornia Spring Showcase 

From: Juventus Tournament Director [mailto: @comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 1:00 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Happy Thanksgiving - March 2014 Northern California Spring Showcase 

Happy Thanksgiving from duventus Sport Club! 

Please plan on visiting us for our Showcase - March 7-9, 2014. 

In six short years the Northern California Spring Showcase earned the respect of the Northern California and neighboring states Clubs as well as 
the respect of all the College Coaches who attended. The event is now one of the top ranked events in the country. 

Located in the beautiful San Francisco Bay Area the tournament offers you the opportunity to make the trip longer and enjoy the area. 

2013 we hosted over 250 Boys and Girls teams in the U15-U19 divisions. 

The tournament starts on Friday late afternoon and continues with 2 full days of quality soccer played exclusively on very high quality turf fields - 
no rain-outs, no poorly maintained bumpy grass fields. Excellent multi-field lighted venues will be used. 

All the U16-U19 teams will play 4 games over the weekend giving you many opportunities to view your ’targeted’ players more than once. The 
U15s will play Tournament format. 

You’ll be provided with a binder with information about each participant. 
A block of rooms in the highest quality hotel in the area - Sofitel - have been reserved for you. 
In the same hotel we’ll have a Saturday night hospitability ’hour’ for you - an event that, in the past, proved to be very popular .. and much longer 
than one hour ;-) 

Northern California has excellent talent that is consistently under-represented in the Southwest prestigious tournaments. We created this 
tournament in order to provide our Northern California players AND Colleges a local event to benefit both. 

The teams came. We look forward to your participation and we appreciate the continued support you give to this event. 

Please visit our website: 
http://juventussportclub.gotsport.com/clubsite/?p=222 
or register directly following this link: 
.h...~.s..~L/..e...v...e....n..~g.~..~p..~...~..c..~.....m.~.e...v...e...n...t..s../..c...~JLe..g.e...c...~...a...c...hJ..~.~i.n...~.a...s..p..x..?....E....v...e...n..t..LD...~.-...3...3...8...9...3... 

Sofitel - 4.5 stars: 
Website: www.sofitel-sanfrancisco-bay.com 

Reserve at 1-650-598-9000 under Northern California Spring Showcase (NCSS) 

Than k you, 
Teddy Ciupitu 
Tournament Director 
650 796-7830 

%i Image 

...... removed by 

sender 

CCoaches I :,~odii~: Your Subscription I L:~ ~ ,::~b 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: CASL Girl’s College Showcase 

Individuail Pmfile.pdf 

From: [mailto: 
Sent-" Wednesday, 1:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" CASL Girl’s College Showcase 

~cuemail.net] 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is my address is I attend and graduate in and can be reached at, 

or ema~led at ~ net. 

Ever since I was a little ldd, it has been a dream to play      at North Carolina. Not only is the      program outstanding bat the campus is known to be beautifnl. 

I am extretnely looldng forward to touring the campus. Attending North Caxolina would not only be a dream come tree but an experience I would cherish forever. 

Playing at Nort~ Caxolina is the one goal I have always set for myself that has not changed since I was a little ldd and I work hmd everyday to try and attain that 

goal for mysel£ 

In two weekends (December 6th thin the 8tla) I will be attending and playing in fl~e CASL Girl’s College Showcase. I was just curious as to if you would be attending 

this showcase and if you were, watching one or two of my games would be greatly appreciated. 

Attached is my player profile and I reaJly hope to ~e you there! Thanks’. 

Sincerely, 

:": removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my_. Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

1~: UNC 

Flow good? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Fwd: UNC 

1:52 PM 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: 
!.~ 

~__o__r!~_?__n_!_~k_e_d___u- > 

Date: at 1:31:41 PM EST 

To: "ducar~unc.edu" <ducar~f~uuc.edu~ 

Subject: UNC 

Chris, 

I wanted to follow up and thank you tbr your help ruth       She had a great time m [INC and really liked you, Anson and the girls. It euded up being a 
very tough decision for her and aud I let her tnake the final call. We have a lot of respect for you guys and rash you the best in tl~e NC?u~Vs, at 

leas~ until you face UVA : ) ! 

See you on the trails and good luck. 

Thanks. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

~sonoma.edu 

RE: UNC 

Hey, we appreciated a shot1! Thank you .,_ And yes, you have a great kid1![ 

From= Ducat, Chris 
Sent= Wednesday, 1:52 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Fwd: UNC 

Begin forwaxded message: 

From: f~sonoma.edu> 
Date: at 1:31:41 PM EST 

To: "ducar({~unc.edu" <ducar~unc.edu> 

Subject: UNC 

Chris, 

I wrested to follow up and thank you for your help with       She had a great titne at UNC m~d really liked you, Anson and the girls. It ended up being a 

ve~ tough decision for her aaad and I let her make the final call. We have a lot of respect for you guys m~d rash you the best in the NCAA’~ at 

leas~ until you face UVA : ) ’. 

See you on the trails and good luck. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:17 PM 

.~duke.edn> 

ILE: Invitation for a Dinner Honoring Chmlie Slagle - RSVP by Dec. 9 

From:             [mailto:        _~duke.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, November 27, 20.t3 2::t7 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Invitation for a Dinner Honoring Charlie Slagle - RSVP by Dec. 9 

Teaching... nnless it’s important that I go. 

On Nov 27, 2013, at 2:09 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <at~son(~)email.tmc~edu> wrote: 

F~om-¯ Katharine Kelley [mailto:katharine.kelley@caslnc.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, November 27, 20:t3 i:t:59 AM 
To: Katharine Kelley; Fran Ange 
Subject; Invitation for a Dinner Honoring Charlie Slagle - RSVP by Dec. 9 

<imageOOI.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:19 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: UNC 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UNC 

very 

2:21 PM 

Sent farm my iPad 

O11 at 2:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <auson(i~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

How good? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: UNC 

1:52 PM 

Begin tbr~-arded mes~ge: 

From: 
~ 

~__o_!)_9__r_~! ~:_e_~t___u- > 

Date: November at 1:31:41 PM EST 

To: "ducar~anc.edu" <dacar(~)anc~edu> 
Subject: UNC 

Chris, 

I wanted to [bllow up and thank you [br your help ruth She had a great time at [INC aJld really liked you, Anson and the girls. It 

ended up being a very tough decision for her and and I let her make the final call. We have a lot of respect for you guys and rash yoa 

the best in the NCAA’s, at least until you face UVA : ) ! 

See you on the trails and good lack. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 6:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Athens United FinaJ~e 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 20:t3 2:22 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Athens United Finale 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

rn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: California Cha~npionship Weekend- Sophomore Showcase 

From: dwilliams@frc.edu [mailto:dwilliams@frc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: California Championship Weekend - Sophomore Showcase 

If you cannot see the images properly, please click hem. 

Hello Ansor~ 
We wanted to let you know about an outs~nding event here in California. You axe invited to attend the California 

Community College Sophomore Showcase! There will also be a goalkeeper exhiNtion session featuring top 

sophonlore keeper prospects immediately before at 12:15pm. The sophomore showcase will feature over 150 of 

some of the best sophomores in California. There roll be both a men’s game and a women’s game taking place at 

the same time. In case of rain, the men’s game may be delayed until 4pm. The event roll take place Saturday, 

December 7 at lpm at Cosumnes River College in Sacramento, CA. as part of the Championship weekend. The 

Final 4 will taJ~e place on Friday December 6 and the Finals will take place on Sunday, December 8. 

The event has been ve~ well attended in the past, and promises to be again this year. If you haven’t already done 

so, please RS VP at ~_d_:a__!:n___e__r~_?_n__~2_b_~_e__r~t_~_e_!_d_c__~!!e__.g_e_:e___d___u__ If you already have, make sure you take the opportuni~ to 

look at the profiles that the eligible atNetes have submitted. We hope you’ll have the opportuni .ty to come and take 

advantage of this great recruiting oppofluni~’. Also, if you haven’t already done so, take a minute and go to 

www.ccsoccernews.com and click on the link on the home page to sign up for our 4 yeax coach regist .ry, in order to 

receive updates about future California Community College soccer events. 

The rosters haven’t been finalized yet. but all submitted profiles can be viewed at: 

Password- 

Scott Dameron 

Sophomore Showcase Coordinator 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Bakersfield College 

(O) 661.395-4454 

(C), 

Don Williams, MBA 
Feather River College 

Health and Exercise Studies Depe~tment Chair 

Head Coach, Men’s and Women’s Soccer 

Office 1-530-283-0202 Ext 212 

Mobile 

Whatsapp - 

Fax 530-283-9831 

Skype address - 

"The way you train is the way you play." 

Go Eagles’. 

Please don’t include me m fiztare emails. ........................................................................................ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 6:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Our Secret Sauce: Strength of Schedule Matters a lot 

Yes, it is going in my next recruiting letter!! 

Subject-" Fwd: Our Secret Sauce: Strength of Schedule Matters a lot 

Cool a~icle 

Subject: Our Secret Sauce: Strength of Schedule Matters a lot 

fii::~.-~.::i~i~Rank: Our Secret Sauce 
Strength of Schedule matters - a lot. 

one conference to role them all. At least that’s what the Atlm~tic Coast Conference (ACC) must feel 

like as six of their women’s teams advance into the Elite 8 to wrap up the season - with a bow on top, 

nonetheless. Who could have guessed t!ffs wotdd h~ppen? We did 

When the Sweet 16 rolled around, 10 te~s in the RPI top 25 ~dvanced. Soccer America predicted 11 

teams, the NSCAA Coaches Poll predicted 10 at~d Top Drawer Soccer had ~ffne. Cue iii.:.::.:::~.:,,~ :.Rank. 

sta-olling in with 13 teams predicted in the top 25 missing only flu-ee temns in the Sweet 16 

!::.:,’::~:::,~:~Rank improved those numbers in the Elite 8 with all 8 teams in the ill.:. ::.:::w,~ ~Rank top 25 

before the ch-~w Everyone else o~dy h~d six! 

Strengfl~ of schedule matting. A ranking isn’t just about wins or losses, it is about competing against 

other tffgldy ratLked teams. P~rt of i:~,:. ~:::-::~.,:~ ~Rank’s foundation explicitly incorporates strength of 

sche&~le into its weekly rankings of all D1, D2 and D3 men’s and women’s soccer teams. 

The results speak for themselves 

"We me very proud of ore- res~dts so ~ar," Gregg Bennett, foxmder and CE© of i~: ,:a::,:.:: i iRank said 

"Ore- objective fommlas were able to predict better 2013 NCAA soccer tournament results so ~ar in 

compmJ son to other polls in D1, D2 and D3 divisions It has also enabled us to rank all 1,800 teams 

every week rather than just the top 25." 

AI ong with tfi s poaltion as fom~der, Bennett is the creative mastm~nind behind the methodology and 

algorithms that make i~x’~:::a:. ~iRank work. 

The NCAA uses its own ra~dng system, the RPI, to identify tournament teams and to establi sh match 

ups at the begriming of the tournament 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 6:34 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: S6ance entraJnement Jean-Marc KUENTZ 

From: contact@protraining-systems.com [mailto:contact@protraining-systems.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 6::16 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; S6ance entrainement 3ean-Marc KUENTZ 

-t@te 

Jean-Marc KUENTZ - Entraineur adjoint de la s6lection de C6te d’lvoire 

Strssbourg ~ 

N~ ~e ?..h~n ~965 ~ Co~msr, dash Marc Kue~:~ est ~u~: des n:e}iieurs 

((Tout seu! on va plus rite, ensemble on va plus loin. 

d by sender, hrl 

h:~ge reme,,.ec~ by s~nder, l~i~charger ~,xu ~ 

a by sender, hrl 

d bysender hr~ 



Image removed by sender, hrl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: - CASL - #28 

From: [mailto: ,@hotmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc: ~ .corn 
Subject: - CASL - #28 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am currently a high school Sophomore (Class of . I am very interested in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill because of its 
outstanding academic reputation and Division I program. I am hoping that at least one member of your coaching staff will be in attendance at the CASL Girls’ 
Showcase next weekend. 
I play on the team, which is currently ranked #30 in New dersey and #132 in Region 1. I am primarily an outside defender who has experience playing 
on both the right and left side. My uniform number is #28 and the front of my jersey reads’ " I attend the located in 

and hope to pursue a career in the field of environmental science. As a student in the , all of my classes are 
taught at the honors level and I have an unweighted GPA. 

My club coach is copied on this email and if you would like information regarding my 

com. 

performance, he can be t~ached at orvia email at 

My game schedule at the CASL Showcase is as follows: 

CASL 

Friday 9:50 AM Game vs. 
Saturday 5:10 PM Game, 
Sunday 1:30 PM Game w 

Thank you for taking the time to read my email, 

#28 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: (Possible Recruit ~ 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:51 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: (Possible Recruit 

Dear Goach Anson Dorrance; 

Hello my name is                and I play on a very competitive team,                 ’, last year we made it into the semi-finals at 
regionals where we unfortunately lost. However, Congratulations on your season and your recent 2-0 win against Texas, good luck in the 
quarterfinals on Saturday. I am very interested in becoming a UNC Heel because I love the school, the programs it offers, and your 
program. I will definitely keep you updated in the next few months about my upcoming tournaments, CASL and Disney; 
Here is my schedule for NEWWS: 
Saturday        my first game with my team                  is at 8:00 AM at John Burns Park on Field #1 vs. 

Second game is at 2:00 PM at John Burns Park on Field #2 vs. 
Sunday     my game is at 9:30 AM at John Burns Park on Field #1 vs. the 
Hope to see you there, I am jersey #11 and my team is Green and white. Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 6:40 PM 

Subject: EXV: Updated Catapult Report thru Texas A&M (NCAA) 

Attach: UNC WSoc 2013 Catapult thru Texas A&M (NCAA).pdf 

The latest GPS data FYI]! Hey, great pracdce today and yesterday despite the conditions. 

I love coaching you guys. Great attitudes, work ethic, competitive t:ire[!! See you at :10 am on Fetzer! ! 

Hi Coaches, 

Attached is the updated Catapult report through Sunday’s game against Texas A&M. As always, let me know if you have any questions. 

Best, 

Jorian 
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Average Effort & Engagement (player load/meter) 
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Player 

Meters per Minute lground coveredt 

Games Low High Average Rank 

13 116.3 132.4 124.8 2 

5 107.2 125.6 116.4 4 

24 105.1 126.6 113.3 6 

22 74.4 126.8 111.0 8 

23 93.4 123.8 107.5 10 

4 95.6 110.2 102.0 12 

23 78.3 103.7 95.0 14 

74 
~£ 

~8! 
~ 

19 77.1 97.8 88.1 16 
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Player Games Low High Average Rank 

2 0.1 0.1 0.1 2 

4 0.1 0.1 0.1 4 

24 0.1 0.1 0.1 6 

19 0.1 0.1 0.1 8 

5 0.1 0.1 0.1 10 

16 0.1 0.1 0.1 12 

22 0.1 0.1 0.1 14 

1 0.1 0.1 0.1 16 
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Hybrid Rankings 

Hybrid Score (combines ground covered & effort) 

Player Games Low High Average Rank 

24 260.3 297.6 279.4 2 

18 257.5 294.5 277.5 4 

9 8 
| 

4 261.7 293.8 273.8 6 

5 268.1 272.2 270.2 8 

14 245.0 279.0 262.1 10 

5 237.7 269.2 258.4 12 

22 233.2 276.9 255.9 14 

19 229.1 264,4 246,9 16 
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A{I Rankings 

Player 

Meters per Minute {ground covered}           Piayer Load per Meter (effort & engagement}      Hybrid Score (combines ground covered & effort} 

Games       Low    High Average      Rank        Low    High      Average Rank        Low    High      Average Rank 

15 78.8 133.2 108.0 9 0.084 0.111 0.095 15 

2 110.5 131,5 121.0 3 0,106 0.129 0.118 2 

18 116.3 132.4 124.8 2 0.094 0.118 0.102 11 

1 140.2 140,2 140.2 1 0,092 0.092 0.092 16 

22 74.4 126.8 111.0 g 0.085 0.135 0.097 14 

23 93.4 123,8 107.5 10 0,100 0.124 0.112 5 

19 77.1 97.8 88.1 16 0.097 0.117 0.106 g 

5 87.7 119,6 103.6 11 0,096 0.121 0.103 9 

229.5 275.7 249.7 15 

290,5 304.0 297.3 1 

257.5 294.5 277.5 4 

278,2 278.2 278.2 3 

233.2 276.9 255.9 14 

252,4 291.8 275.7 5 

229.1 264.4 246.9 16 

’10 

237,7 269.2 258.4 12 
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CAA o Texas 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

"!06.6 0.’!:1.4 277.6 

"!"!0.3 0.1 260.3                 4 

"!06 0.097 25"!.5 6 
! 

98.9                              0.1                         248.9 

97 0.089 230.5 10 
| 
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Player 

Ground Covered 

(meters/min) 

117.1 

115.6 

92.3 

99.3 

Effort & Engagement 

(player Ioad/mtr) 

0.104 

0.1 

0.105 

0.086 

Hybrid 

Score 

273.1 

265.6 

249.8 

228.3 

Hybrid 

Rank 

2 

4 

6 

8 
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CAA o Libert~f 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player load/turf) Score Rank 

:~05.5 0.:~:~3 275 2 

:~:~:~.1 0.:~03 265.6 4 

100.:1. 0.103 254.6 6 

110.5             0.088           242.5        8 
| 

106.2              0.09            24:1..2        :!.0 
| 
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Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player load/turf) Score Rank 

116.3 0.112 284.3 2 

"!25.6 0.095 268.’! 4 

:1.26.7 0.093 266.2 6 
! 

92.8 0.’107 253.3 8 

113.5 0.092 251.5 10 
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ACC o 8osto~ College 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/min) (player load/turf) Score Rank 

105.1 0.109 268.6 :~ 

96.4 0.108 258.4 4 

104.5 0. i01 256 6 

96.3 0.099 244.8 8 

95                             0.097                       240.5                10 
| 
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Player 

Ground Covered Effort & En~;agement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/min) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

73.7 0.:1.4 283.7 :~ 

123.4 0.099 271.9 4 

74.8 0.:1.2:1. 256.3 t5 

96 0.089 229.5 8 
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Wake Forest 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

:1_08 0.:1.:1.3 277.5 :~ 

:1.04.4 0.:1.07 264.9 4 

112 0.098 259 6 

103 0.094 244 8 

99.7 0.08 219.7 I0 
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Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

117.9 0.113 287.4 2 

109.9 0.11 274.9 4 

128.6             0.092           266.6        6 
| 

115.1                           0.097                       260.6                 8 

108.4             0.099           256.9        :!.0 
| 
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Virginia 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

"!05.7 0.’!:1.5 278.2 :~ 

122.1 0.093 261.6 4 

"!"!5.5 0.092 253.5 6 
| 

"103.8 0.095 246.3 8 

82 0.’109 245.5 :!.0 
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Syracuse 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(rneters/min) (player Ioad/rntr) Score Rank 

105.4 0.114 276.4 2 

:1.:1.7.8 0.096 26"1.8 4 

"!"!7.5 0.086 246.5 t5 

"1"13.6 0.084 239.6 8 

80.6 0.099 229.:1. :!.0 
| 
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8oston Co~ege 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player load/turf) Score Rank 

111.2 0.112 279.2 2 

121.8 0.104 277.8 4 

110.5 0.097 256 6 
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C State 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

"!26.3 0.:1.06 285.3 :~ 

88.4 0.’!:1_8 265.4 4 

117.8 0.093 257.3 7 

97.2 0.101 248.7 9 
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Player 

Hybrid 

Rank 

4 
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Pitts 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

:~29.9 0.:~08 29:~.9 2 

:1.33.2                           0.095                       2-/5.7                 4 
| 

"!"!9.6 0.098 266.6 

97.4 O.ll 262.4 

95.5 0.099 244 10 
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Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

:1.07.2 0.11 272.2 

105.8 0.103 260.3 4 

107.5 0.091 244 6 

90 0.099 238.5 8 

85.9 0.082 208.9 10 
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Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rnin) (player Ioad/rntr) Score Rank 

:1.30.8 0.096 274.8 :~ 

104.8 0.111 271.3 4 

101.3 0.108 263.3 6 

99.8 0.105 257.3 8 

101.1 0.092 239.1 10 
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otre Dame 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Ent~as;ement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

131.5 0.106 290.5 2 

116.3 0.104 272.3 4 

95.6 0.113 265.1 6 

98.8 0.104 254.8 8 

99.3 0.083 223.8 :!.0 
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Virginia Tech 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/min) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

113.4 0.121 294.9 2 

:1.30.3 0.098 277.3 4 

:1.02.3 0.:1.09 265.8 t5 

98.8 0.:1.04 254.8 

94.8 0.:1.05 252.3 10 
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West Virginia 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

"1"12.9 0.’!"14 283.9 :~ 

"126.6 0.101 278.’1 4 

110.2 0.101 261.7 6 

101 0.1 251 8 

91.1 0.083 215.6 10 
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UCLA 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

:1.28.4 0.’!04 284.4 

121 0.103 275.5         4 

98.2 0.111 264.7 t5 

97.8 0.:1.03 252.3 

:1.00.8 0.09:1. 237.3 10 
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Kennesaw State 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player Ioad/mtr) Score Rank 

74.4 0.’!35 276.9 

69 0.’!3"1 265.5 4 

93.7 0.104 249.7 

78.8                            0.109                       242.3                 9 
| 
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ew Mexico 

Player 

Ground Covered 

(rneters/rnin} 

111.7 

124.2 

97.6 

112.8 

85 

Effort & Engagement 

(player Ioad/rntr) 

0.108 

0.095 

0.11 

0.089 

0.087 

Hybrid 

Score 

273.7 

266.7 

262.6 

246.3 

215.5 

Hybrid 

Rank 

2 

4 

6 

8 

10 
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VC 

Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rain) (player load/turf) Score Rank 

114.7 0.117 290.2 2 

"1"19.3 0.’!04 275.3 4 

80.5 0.129 274 6 
! 

119.1 0.097 264.6 8 

103.7 0.092 241.7 10 
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Player 

Ground Covered Effort & Engagement Hybrid Hybrid 

(meters/rnin) (player Ioad/rntr) Score Rank 

108.9 0.112 276.9 2 

:1.’19.7 0.101 27:1..2 4 

112.8 0.1 262.8 6 

116.2 0.09 251.2 8 

94.3 0.09 229.3 :!.0 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 8:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducaJc@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: Round of 8 - Congrats 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Round of 8 - Congrats 

From: "Bailey, Mike" <mbailey@qti.qua]comm.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aaason@email.unc.edu:>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu:> 
CC: 

Hi Anson and Chris, 

Congratulations on the wh~ over the Aggies last week. My wife and I had a great time visiting North Carolina from San Diego. 

Allie was dis~ppointed with the loss but is alre~dy ~ooking forward t:o next year. 

Good ~uc~ th~s weekend and for the rest of the tot~mament. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1:55:29 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: (Class of , Recruiting Info 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent from my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: (Class of t Recruiting Info 

From: @yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I play for team in I attend 

and will be a graduate. Attached is more information about me. 

I am interested in UNC because of your high-level academics, legacy, and gorgeous campus. In October I visited 

UNC and loved the open campus and overall atmosphere of the school. I came to your game against Maryland and had a 

great time. header was great, and I also remember several times being impressed while watching 

get out of tight spaces with her impressive foot skills. 

My team is playing in Surf College Cup this Thanksgiving (Fri - Sun ) and I would appreciate it if you or your 

staff will be there if you could come watch us play. Below is our schedule. The fields are at 3885 Via de la Valle, Del Mar, 

CA 92014. 

0 

0 

0 

Fri 

Sat 

Sat 

at 12:00pm on Field #02 

at 8:00am on Field #02 

at 2:40pm on Field #02 

If we advance, we would play on Sunday     ’ 

O Sun 

Sun 

at :lO:OOam on Field #15 or #16 

at 1:45pm on Field #07 

Thank you for your interest in our team. Have a Happy Thanksgiving. 



#6 - Bio Attached 

Class of 

Club Coach: @hotmail.com, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:56 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class of 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Class of 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                 I am a junior attending 
engineering, science and/or business. I plan to continne to play 

and will be graduating in June      I mn a strong student and have interest in studying 
in college and am veD’ interested in University of North Cm~olina. I am a left-footed 

I currently play for the team, coached by and Their phone numbers and email addresses are 

~b~ultimategk.com and ,%gmaJl.com. I recently participated in the Bethesda Tournament and roll be playing this weekend at the NEWSS 

tournament on Long Island. I wear jersey number 9. I would love for you to come see me play this weekend. I will be playing at the lbllowing times: 

Saturday, 

Game 1:8:00 a.m. vs 

Game 2:3:30 p.m. vs 

Sunday, 

Game 1:8:00 a.m. vs 

I will al~) be participating in the Disney Classic in Florida from December 31 to Jan 3. 

I look tbrward to the oppor~tunity to speak with you. Thank you for your consideration. 

~gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, November 27, 2013 8:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Round of 8 - Congrats 

What position? Did she st~xt? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tYireIe,~s 4G L)"E LL~tOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Round of 8 - Congrats 

From: "Ducat, Chris" <ducay@unc.edu> 

To: "Bailey, Mike" <mbailey@qti.qualcomm.com> 

CC: "Do~rance, Albe~l A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Thanks Mike, 

It’s always a battle between t]~e two teams and Allie played great! A & M roll continue to dominate with her leadership! 

Chris 

Sere ti~m my iPad 

On Nov 27, 2013, at 7:25 PM, "Bailey, Mike" <mbailey¢~qti.qualcomm.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Chris, 

Congratulations on th,-_~ win ow:~r the Aggies las~: week. My w~fe and [ h~d a grei~t th~e v~s~:ing North (:aro~h~a from San Dk~go 

A~He w~s d~sappok~ted wRh the loss but ~s a~readv h:~o~dng forw~rd to next year 

Good k~ck th~s weekend and for’ the r’est of the toumamenL 

Best, 

Mike Bailey 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 8:57 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL Showcase 

FMAO990~LOSMIO7.pdf 

Ser, t~rom my Vcrizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL Showcase 

From:                @sinclink.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Sports in College ] 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 12:02 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: .Surf Cup; graduate 

11 Guest.pdf 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: -SuffCup; graduate 

From: @t?ontier.com 
To: "Donance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu:>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducm@unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

CC:          @ffontier.com       @frontier.com 

Hello Coach Ducar: 

My name is             I will be graduating from 

will be playing in the G98 pool. 

in I understand that you will be attending Surf Cup in warm San Diego! 

I am really interested in UNC’s Department of Exercise and Sport Medicine. I think the Applied Physiology Lab is ground breaking. I am focusing on Honors 

and International Baccalaureate courses so that I am eligible for this UNC school. 

I am also writing to you because I want to play collegiate I am a starting for my dub team, . I also made it onto the 

Player Development team again this year. And, I will be participating in the Region IV ODP Championships in January. Last year, the 

made it to the Region IV ODP Championship finals. I was a starting         for all games. 

will be guest playing with the team from . I will be wearing Jersey #18. Here is our game schedule: 

¯ Game #1 vs. 

Game #2 vs. 

¯ Game #3 vs. 

I am attaching my academic & athletic profile for your reference, also have a highlights video: 

I hope you can make it to my game. I know that you cannot contact me directly. I am including the contact information for my FCA Coach, 

Thank you for your time, 

SURF CUP - NWN, Jersey #18 
-Jersey #11 

@frontier.com (email) 
(cell) 

Coach Contact: ~hotmail.com 
(coaches cell) 

Director of Coaching-Girls 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 29, 2013 5:03 PM 

Becky Burleigh <BeckyB@gators.uIl.edu> 

l~E: cs lewis quotes 

Excellent stuff ._. Thank you Becky1[ 

From= Becky Burleigh [mailto:BeckyB@gators.ufl.edu] 
Sent= Friday, November 29, 2013 3:52 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= cs lewis quotes 

Your quote isn’t on this list, but I thought you might enjoy the others along with the photos. 

.h---t-t--~--~/--~---w--~-w--~-w--~--d-~-e-~s---e-~r-~e---t--n---e---w--~s--~£~n--~-t--~--~--[-8---~7--/--~--/--~T££~:~!~g uot es-. h tml 

 ecky tTurlei h 

becl y b  qaeors" u fl" edu   torohom  
faceboo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NEWSS update- 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~hotmail.com 

Subject; NEWSS update- 

Dear Coach Dorance, 

@optonline.net] 
9:42 plVl 

As I promised here is the schedule for the NEWSS tournament (                ,. I aJn playing 

have a chaaace to come see me play! If you have any questions, yon cm~ contact my coach 

’I’ha~ks! 

#7 

with the t. I hope you will 

who is cc’d on this e-mail. 

[] Girls UI6 Showcase Red 

Bracket A 

[] 8:00 AM Fidd of Dreams #1 

[] 2:00 PM l~i .e_!d__~2_{:.I)_j:e_.’_a4._n_.~_i_~!_I_. 

[] Girls UI6 Showcase Red 

Bracket A 

[] 8:00 AM Field of Dreams #l 

Thankyon’, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: CASL Showcase Tournament 

From: [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, i0:10 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Showcase Tournament 

Coach Dorrance, 
I will be traveling to North Carolina on the 5th-the 9th for the CASL Showcase Tournament. I would like to invite you to 
some of the games. My is schedule: 
Fri- 12:10 PM vs WRAL 02 
Sat- - 8:10 AM vs WRAL 07 
Sun- - 1:30 PM vs WARL 10 
We will be playing in white jerseys with white shorts or blue jerseys with white shorts. My number is 28 and I play 
or sometimes            All games are played at the WRAL Soccer Complex, 7700 Perry Creek Rd, Raleigh, NC 
27616. I hope you can come and see me play! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [rnailto: ,@yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hi Anson Dorrance, 
My name is . I’m very interested in your program and playing tbr you. I play My number is #16. I currently play tbr 

. ranked #1 in . I wonld love for you to get a chance to ~e me play at Surf Collage Cup this weekend. My schedule is 

linked below. Mv coaches name is and her email is ~b~_5!,uhoo.corn and her cellphone number is 

’I’hm~ks 

Sent from my iPad 



F~oln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 29, 2013 5:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~L: Round of 8- Congrats 

Thank you!] 

F~om-¯ Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Thursday, November 28, 2013 12:12 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Round of 8 - Congrats 

More On The flank MF. 

-h---t-t-p:./-~w-~--w-~--w-~~-a-gg!-e-~-a--t---h-!--e--t-Lc--s-:~-c---~---m--/-~ie~Artic~e~dbm~?DB OEM ID=27300&ATCLID=205246833 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 28, 2013, at 12:01 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

So the blond right back? 

Sent from my Verizon V~Tre!ess 4G LTE DROID 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes. k was abusing her if memory serves. 

On Nov 27, 2013, at 8:56 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What position? Did she start? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireie, ss 4G LT~: ORO!O 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Round of 8 - Congrats 

From: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

To: "Bailey Mike" <mbaile~t@gti.gualcomm.com> 

CC: "Dorra nce, AI bert A IV" <.a_j)_s_o__~)_ ..@_.__~_n_!~_[!..__u_.n__c__..e__d_._u_> 

Thanks Mike, 

It’s always a battle between the two teams and Allie played great] A & M will continue to dominate with her leadership! 

Chris 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 27, 2013, at 7:25 PM, "Bailey, Mike" <--m----b---a-!~--e--y----@---r1-t-L..-cj--u---a-!--c--~---n-~--m--..--c---~---m--.> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Chris, 

Congratulations on the win over the Aggies fast week. My wife and I had a great time visiting North Carolina from San 

Diego. 

A~l~e was d~sappoinl:ed w~l:h the k~ss bu~: ~s already looking [orw~rd to ne’.d: year. 

Good luck this weekend and for the rest of the tourt~arnent. 

Best, 

M~ke Bailey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 29, 2013 5:10 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Three Developmenta2l Keys to High Performance 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of Lindsey Wilson 
Sent; Thursday, November 28, 2013 5:01 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Three Developmental Keys to High Performance 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Studies have shown that high performing athletes need to develop three things: 

1. Sport specific skills & techniques. 
2. Physical fitness. 
3. Mental toughness. 

Though the first two on the list are naturally developed as a particular sport is 
played, it may come as no surprise that young athletes don’t naturally develop the 
third: mental toughness. However, we at Positive Performance have the solution: 
V~/e’ve built our training program to specifically address mental readiness and 
toughness. By using proven tools in a user-friendly framework we help teams 
create strong, resilient, and mentally tough athletes. 

How much does this help? Based on a recent analysis of NCt-’~. data from 2008.- 
2013. teams who trained with Positive Performance’s program average 15% 
more wins over their last season. 

Let me know if you are interested in learning more about how we can help your 
athletes develop their mental game, starting TODAY. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 
Lindsey Wilson 
lindsey@ positiveperform.co m 

If you no longer wish to receive our emails, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, November 29, 2013 5:12 PM 

Christian Layers <clavers@fcwisconsineclipse.com> 

Subject: RE: New Player Development Article 

From: Christian Layers [mailto:clavers@fcwisconsinedipse.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2013 9:0B AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: New Player Development Article 

Anson - 

Here is the final version of the culture article sent you a few days aso (alon8 with the teaser I sent my players). Happy Thankssivins! 

Culture is a huse contributor to individual development. Culture is tausht first to individuals, and then is sustained, promoted and enforced by the ~roup. Read 

what Forbes masazine found on mental toushness (and how it relates to culture), what the New Ze~l~nd All Nacks rusby team has done to chan~e their culture, 

and how Dutch soccer star Robi~ Van Persie was chansed by an experience that was fundamentally about a learned aspect of culture at Arse~a~ Football Club. 

"Developing Indiuidu~l I~entality and Creating Club Culture" is available at http://www.fcwisconsineclipse.com/PlayerDevelopment/772~84.html. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

11/29/2013 10:12:28 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: CV 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From:                [mailto:     @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 2013 10:07 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CV 

Good morning, my name is . l’m 27 years old, female and I hold a french passport. For the last 3 

years I have been working as a coach for a private football school in my hometown, I also played for the women’s 

national team of the Dominican Republic for 2 years when I was 17; I have done a ’Basic Training for Football Coaches’ 

program from Valencia CF The Academy and also a ’Football Management Degree’ at the Johan Cruyff Institute for Sport 

Studies (both in Spain). I would like to know if there are any jobs available, or if it’s possible to get involved at any level, 

as coach or part of any staff in this university, I would like to develop my skills and my knowledge. 

Regards, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW / San Diego Surf Cup ( 

From: [mailto: _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:55 AM 

To: Ducar, Chris; Ducar, Chris 
~c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: / San Diego Surf Cup, 

Dear Coach Ducar, 

Happy Thanksgiving! 

My family and I are excited for the upcoming San Diego Surf College Cup, 

well¯ 

¯ My soccer team , and I are looking forward to this event as 

I learned that you might be attending the San Diego Surf College cup so I wanted to reach out to you and provide a quick summary of my game times¯ I wanted to 

personally invite you to come and watch me play¯ 

Thank vou, 

Class of 

Jersey 

Email: @y_& _1)_o._0_: .c__o_._m_ 

From: Ducar, Chris [mailto:ducar@unc.edu] 



Sent: Thursday, 9::17 AM 

To: Kara Bissell 

Subject: Re: Recruit 

’][’hm~ you for wrifing to UNC Women’s Soccer! 

Unfortunately, the NCAA does not permit us to write you back with any information about our program. Please write the Office of Undergraduate Admissions, CB# 

2200, Jackson Hall. Chapel Hill NC 27515 or visit the Universib, web site: www.unc.edu for any’ i~ffo~rnation about the Universib’. For team i~ffo~rnation yon may’ go 

to 

http:/iwww.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?SITE UNC&DB OEM ID 3350&SPID 12982&SPSID 667900 

We do appreciate your interest and hope you will contact us again aIter Seplember 1 sl of yourj unior yea~ when we can officially write you back. 

Please fill out the online questionnaire so we can track your progress and have all yon current intbrmation on file: 

hltps://secure.assistanlcoachnel/colleges,’athlete webfi~rm.asp?oid=’l18&sid=~845 Iffor some reason the link does not work correctly, just cow and paste it into 

your browser. 

Good luck and thank yon for your interest!. 

Sincerely, 

Anson Dormnce 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Chris Dncax 
Assistant Coach and Recruiting Coordinator 

AD/cd 

Gid’s Soccer Camp h~fonnation 

http:i/nc~sc.cnm/ 

Chris Ducar 

duc~uncaa.unc.edu 
hltp:/iwww.goheels.com/SportSelect.dbml?SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&SPID=I2982&SPSID=667900 

Sent farm my iPad 

Sent frown my iPad 

On , at 6:48 PM, !@y__@__o_R:££_Lr_t7, wrote: 

Hi Coach Ducar, 

My name is           and I will be participating this upcoming weekend in the San Diego Surf Cup, July 
27th-28th. I hope you can watch me play. 
I am in the class of     at                          and a        for the 

¯ Last weekend we played in the ECNL National 
Championships in Virginia and made it to the finals, where we lost 1-0. 

I am very interested in learning more about the University of North Carolina and your program. 

My game schedule is fisted below. My coach is            he can be reached on his cell at t 
or by email at    @      , corn please feel free to contact him. 

Thank you, 

Class of 

Jersey # 20 
Email: 



Bracket A 

Bracket A 

removed by 

sender. 

1:40 PN 

Field 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 29, 2013 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Happy Thaxtksgiving 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of Student-Athlete Showcase 
Sent: Thursday, November 28, 20:t3 :t:l::t0 All 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Happy Thanksgiving 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Nomads Tournament: 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject; Nomads Tournament: 

Dear Coach Anson, 

@gmail.com] 
12:43 plVl 

I mn             and I play for                  This weekend I will be playing in the Nomads tournament, and was wondering if you’d be interested in attending 

any of my games. I’m #16 and I am an               . but I also ca~ play           a~d         : (I believe I will be filling in for an injnred player on my team 

at          during most!all of Nomads). My coaches name is               who is copied on this e~nail as well if you have a:ay questions. Thank you. 

2402: Fri     @ 9:30 am; 
Localion: ChaJdenger MS #1 

2404: Fri     @ 2:00 pm; 

Location: UCSD Marshall #1 

2414: Sat     @ 9:30 am; 
Location: Challenger MS #1 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: North Carolina 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: North Carolina 

Hi Coach Anson, 

My name is 

@charter.net] 
1:10 PM 

I will be playing 

Showcase. I have been playing with the same team and coach since it began. Prior to being with 

I’m interested in the possibility of attending University of North Carolina and competing for a spot on your      team. I attend 

I am a junior in high school. I play for             on               team in 

but I have also play anywhere in the back as well as                     My team and I will be playing at North Carolina 

we were with          where we have won several 

I wanted to take this opportunity to let you know my team will be playing in the tournament and when we will be playing in hopes that you will have ~me to 

come and watch us play and/or talk to my coach or myself about the possibility of 

my attending your university. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:14 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

ILE: hapw thmfl~sgiving 

Thank you 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~)gmail corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: happy thanksgiving 

I hope you and eve~z coach and player at unc is having a great thanksgiving and good luck tomorro~v! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday: 5:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: player 

From: ~aol.com [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:18 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:      player 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 
Hi my name is I am currently a freshman attending The purpose of this email is to let you know I am interested in 

meeting you. My hope is that I will some day attend the University of North Carolina to play women’s I am currently a for the 
team, which is an ECNL club team. I am also a center back for the team. I have been invited by the I head 
coach, to play with his team in the CASL tournament in Raleigh, North Carolina. This tournament will be held the weekend of . If 
given the opportunity, I would like to meet you at this tournament. Currently our game schedule is as follows: Friday at 11;40am, (lame number-64396. Saturday at 9:50am, 
game number-       )ur last game is on Sunday at 1:30pm, game numbet~        ’his would be a good chance for you to be able to see me play~ My jersey number is 99. 
I look forward to hearing from you in the near future. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday: 5:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:44 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coaches, 
I am writing this email to express my interest in playing at The University of North Carolina. First let me tell you a little about myself. I am fifteen and a 
freshman at                   I take all honors classes and I am an all studenL In Junior HS I was a part of the NJHS program and was elected the 
organization’s historian. This year I was elected class secretary for Student Council. 

marks my 5th year playing select in In those 5 years I have played on and contributed to many successful teams. Currently I am a on 
the team that is in 1 st place in the ’ league. We recently won the Region 3 Premiere League while going 
undefeated. While on this team, I have lead the team in both goals scored and assists. I am a member of the State team and have attended camp 
the past two summers. I play for and am currently the starting on our freshman team. I in Junior HS and qualified for the 
district meet in and 
As you can see I am interested in being a part of your program. The following is a list of college show cases and national tournaments my team 
will be attending this year. 

Thanks, 

Disney       Show Case - 
The Dallas International Girls Cup- 
Texas Shoutout - 
North Texas State Cup ¯ 

through 

~’i Inline image 2 

Region Three Championships (Regionals) - through 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l:W:            Surf Cup Schedule 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Surf Cup Schedule 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you ave having a great Thanksgiving! My name is           . I am a sophomove at                                      and I roll be graduating in 

June      I currently play for "the                             on both five U16 and UI 9 teams. Our U19 temn will be in Del Mar at the College Surf Cup this 

weekend. I would love to have you see some of our games if possible. 

Our schedule is: 

Friday 8AM vs. 

Friday I:20PM 

Saturday 12PM 

Below is the link to my CaptainU profile. Thank you for your time, I look forward to seeing you fl~eve. I hope you enjoy your holiday! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,                  5:15 PM 

~gmail .com> 

RE: 

Thank you ,,~ You are yew sweet!!! 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 4:10 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Anson, 

Just wishing yot~ your family the coaching staff’and the tean~ a wonderful Thm~ksgiving’. Hope the team is doing well and congratulations on the win against Texas 

A&M. 

Talk to you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Image 
removed by 

sender. 

4:39 PM 

_~gmail.com] 

My name is                I play for                    from                  I’m number 12. I currently play       I’m playing in the CASL 

tournament in Raleigh, North Carolina            . We play Friday at 11:40 AM at Smith Creek Park 3A, Saturday at 8 AM at WlLA_L 12, and Sunday at 9:50 at 

Smith Creek Park 2A. We’re also in the Disney Showcase              We play Tuesday, the 31 st at Anstin Tindall Park on field #7 at 12:30; Wednesday, the 

1 st at Anslin Tindall Park on field # 1 at 1:30; Thnrsday, the 2nd at the Disney Wide ~Vorld of Sports Complex on field ,#26 at 12:30 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

PLAYER PROFILE.docx 

From: _~verizon.net [rnailto: ~verizon.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hello Mr Dorrance, 
My name is My daughter plays for team. She will be playing at the CASL girls Showcase to 
On Saturday     after her game          wants to visit your campus. So we are going to drive to your campus to take a walk around If you have any advice on things to see while we 
are there that would be great I am also attaching a copy of          player profile and here is the link to her schedule for CASL 

Thank you for your time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PotentiaJ Player 

Player Profile9.doc; Disney Schedule.docx 

From: @verizon.net [mailto ~verizon.net] 
Sent: =rNJrsday, 6:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Potential Player 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is being a junior in High school it’s tirue for me to rcview my options for playing in college. I ara very interested in playing for the University of North 
Carolina. I would)ore to go there not only for the outstanding acaderuics, but also to be part of your team. 

My position is and my number is 9. I play for ’ under the coaching of I will be playing in the following tournaments in 
case you will be attending: 

Disney Showcase (Schedule attached) 

Jefferson Cup 

Attached is ray player profile, which will show the conm~itment I have to academics, with ray rap2~zing, in a class of 557 students, being 2, as well as tW GPA being 
weighted. 

If you have any questions about me as a player the following contacts are from my head coach, 
Coach: Coach: 
Cell Phone: Cell Phone: ~ 
Email: ~.~g_r_!?~_j! =c__o__r_!?. Email: ~ ~_r_g 
Thanks again, 

,andmytminer, 

weighted, and    ~m- 

AND GO TAR HEELS!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W:              Highlight Video 

From: [mailto: .~outlook.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:52 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Highlight Video 

Coach Dorrance, 

I am excited to shaye my soccer highlight video with you. I hope you will take a tbw minutes to watch it. 

I have attached "the link below: 

I look forwa~rd to hearing from you soor~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:16 PM 

@csu.thllerton.edu> 

I~E: "l]~aJ~s~ving 

Thanks .... Good to see you!I! 

From: [mailto: .~csu.fullerton.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 7:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Nil Pailadino; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas 

Subject: Thanksgiving 

Happy Thanksgiving everyone!! 
Thank you, 

MA, ATC, TRA~IOR @ 

~_[! v__e_.__u_. _n_c__._~_d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: [mailto: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is          and I play tbr                 Coach             I live iu the                   ayea m~d I am veo~ interested in your program. If 

possible I would love to get more intbrmation on it. I am just getting started on looking at colleges and hope to hear back fl~om you. I will be at the Massapeaqua 

showcase tournament in Long Island,New York 

:": removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my_. Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:16 PM 

~aol.com:~ 

I~E: Happy Thm~ksgiving! ! ’. 

Thanks!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [rnailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Happy Thanksgiving’.!! 

)?aol.com] 
9:36 PM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 5:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

pdf 

From: ~sinclink,com [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, 10:51 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Image 
...... removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 

@sinclink,com] 

removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Prospective Player-- 

From: [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:01 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Prospective Player-. 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am one of the starting for (previously ,. I have contacted you in the past regarding my interest, not only in your program, 
but also North Carolina’s academic pro~lram. 

I am a sophomore at and am a returning player to the varaity team. Along with playing , my education is very important to me. I have a GPA of 
and a class rank of out of approximately    students. 

My club team won Premier League West, advancing us to the 
the CASL Showcase and Florida to play in the Disney Showcase. 

National Lea,que: 
CASL Showcase (Raleigh, North Carolina)- 
Thursday, at 5:00pr 
Friday, at 2:00pm v 
Saturday, at 3:00pn 
Sunday, at 9:20am 
Complex # 4 
Disney Showcase (Orland, 
Tuesday, at 12:30I 
Wednesday, at 1:30 
Thursday, at 8:30an 
I would love for you to con’ 
Sincerely, 

Southern Regionals. We are competing in National League and will be traveling to North Carolina to play in 

Class of GPA: 
You can contact any of my coaches for more information or with any questions. 

Head Coach 
,~,,q mail.corn 

Assistant Coach 

~Sm_a__[L_c__o___m__ 

Head Coach 
~ g_t_n__’_a_~0_=_c_’_o__t_n_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: ¯ Video and November Nights Schedule 

Varsi .ty           pdf;                 Player Profile 

2013.pdf 

pdf; November Nights Schedule 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 1:31 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Video and November Nights Schedule 
Happy Thaulcsgiving Coach Ducar and Coach Dorrance, 

So very excited to see fl~at University of North Cayolina was on the list to be at the November Nights Showcase fl~is weekeud. I would love it if you could drop by oue 

of my games to see if I might be a good tit tbr your      rera!! 

I am including my video, my high ~hool schedule as~d the showcase ~hedule. 

My comp team is ranked #3 in       right now. 

I appreciate your time aud your consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: ~ 
Sent: Friday, 8:49 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Ducar, 
I hope my email finds you well. My name is 

North Carolina (CASL showcase) 
much for your time! 

i ~iI Inline image 1 

org] 

(#28) and I play on the under Coach . We will be playing in 

through the , Below is my schedule, hopefully you will be able to come and see me play! Thank you so 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday: 5:20 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W:      Invitation - Winter ID Camp 

From: [mailto: ,~comcast.net] 
Sent: Friday, 10:20 AM 
To: director@exactsports.com 
Cc: ~gmail.com; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Invitation - Winter ID Camp 

All signed up for the Boston ID camp in February and looking forward to it! Thank you! 

Grad Year 

Nationally Ranked    in US as a 
US Women’s Soccer ID Camp invited!attended 

(Jersey #21 ) 

Starting Varsity player on 
Upcoming Tournaments: 
NEWSS November 30-31 
Sanford, FL December 
ECNL Nationals - Spring 
Coach:: 

com 

player - Sophomore 
Fall Soccer team as Freshman and Sophomore 

@aol.com 

From: "Sam Morgan (EXACT Soccer)" <director@exactsports.com> 

To: ~comcast.net 
Sent: Thursday, 2:33:45 PM 
Subject:      Invitation - Winter ID Camp 

Thanksgiving is here, which means Winter Break is just around the corner! This winter, the EXACT Soccer Boston Girls Underclassmen Soccer ID 
._C____a____m___p__ is coming to MA on                 We have confirmed a large group of college coaches to attend and work with you on the field, 
maximizing your exposure at camp~ At the conclusion of the day, you will get a 1 -on-1 evaluation from a college coach on how you can improve for 

the next level. 
The Colleges Below Are Confirmed to Attend: 

¯ Massachusetts Institute of Technology (NCAA D3) 
¯ Yale University (NCAA D1) 
¯ Nichols College (NCAA D3) 

° ..J...~.-.h.-.n...s...~....q--..&.--...w....a.-t.e....s.--..u.-.n.-Lv...e..r..s..[~--LN.-..c..~--.D..-.3.-). 
° ._S__zr___a___c___u___s___e_____U____q!__v___e_r__s_!~__(__N_____C__~____D__]_) 
° ._S__L_m___~_9___n___s_____C___9_[Le_.g_e____CN__C__~___D____3__) 

¯ Roger Williams University (NCAA D3) 
¯ Dartmouth College (NCAA D1) 
¯ Eastern Connecticut State University (NCAA D3) 
¯ Massachusetts Maritime Academy (NCAA D3) 
° University of North Carolina (NCAA D1 ) 
° Army (NCAA D1) 
° University of Massachusetts-Boston (NCAA D3) 
° Wheaton College (NCAA D3) 
° Universit~L of Massachusetts-Lowell _(__N_C_A_A______D___!_) 

This event has a limited number of roster spots available to ensure each athlete an opportunity to work 1 -on-1 with the coaching staff (7:1 player to 
coach ratio or better). We expect this event to sell out, so please reserve your spot today! 
Click Here for complete details and registration: EXACT Soccer ID Camp 
See you on the field, 
Sam 

Sam Morgan 
EXACT Sports 
Director@EXACTSports.com 
www. EXACTSports.com/Soccer 



here to unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

10:20:23 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: ECNL Player @ NEWSS interested in UNC Chapel Hill 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: The [mailto: @comcast.net] 
Sent: Friday, 11:57 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; bpalladin0@uncaa.unc.edu; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject:          ECNL Player @ NEWSS interested in UNC Chapel Hill 

Hi Coach Ducar, 
I am very interested in University of North Carolina Women’s 
information and my updated      resume is attached: 

Here are some highlights of my 

Grad Year- 

Nationally Ranked 

Ranked 
in the Northeast 

player (Sophomore/Fall 

US Women’s      ID camp (invited and attended) 

Full Resume Attached 

I am playing at NEWSS this weekend and hoped you or someone on your coaching team might be 

attending. If so, my games are: 
Saturday, @ 8:00 AM vs. 
Saturday, @ 2:00 PM vs. 
Sunday, @ 9:30AM vs. 

Jersey #21 (Neon Green and Dark Blue) 

Coach: 

.com 

@aol.com 

Hope you can make it to see me play and that we can keep in touch! 



@comcast.net 

(cell) 

(home) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, November 29, 2013 5:21 PM 

l~W: Booking Flights for Orlando 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Friday, November 29, 2013 12:52 PM 

To: CINDI ATWATER (cindiatwater@anthonytravel.com) 
~:c: Dorrance, Albert A IV;                               ~ 
Subject: Booking Flights for Orlando 

Cindi, 

Please look into a schedule down to Orlando on the evening of December 27th and returning on the evening of January 2nd. 

Anson and I will be going and              ~vants to be on our same schedule. 

Please reserve a car from National and I’ll get back with you on Hotel. 

US would be ideal but let’s see what the best schedule is. 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: - Recruit - CASL Touruament 

Resmne .docx 

From: [mailto: . @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 1.2-13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-"            ¯ Recruit - CASL Tournament 
Dear Goach Dorrance: 
My name is and I am very interested in becoming a student athlete at UNC. I am a sophomore at 

with a current grade point average of    and am graduating in     As well as playing      for school, I also play club      for 
as a       I have attached my Athletic resume for you to get to know me a little better. I was the leading scorer in the state this season with 48 goals! 
My club team will be attending the GASL tournament In Raleigh, NG from Dec. 6-8 as well as the ESPN Disney Showcase in Orlando over New Years. I 
would love to have you or one of your assistant coaches come and observe me play. My current club coach is        and he can be reached at 

_ ~sports-domain.com and cell! 
Here is the schedule for GASL: 

i~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~i~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Sunday 

I would also like to know if you are offering any ID Camps in the near future. I would love to come to UNC to personally meet with you and to practice with 
the team. 
Thank you and I look forward to meeting you! 
Sincerely. 

@grnail,corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday 5:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

resume pages; ATT00001.htm 

From: [rnailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Friday, 1:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Tar tteels Coaches, 

My name is I am a sophomore at I will graduate in I have played multiple sports until this 

year when I decided I would focus only on Because of this, I have made it a personal goal to play college I have grown up ruth a competitive and 

pertbci abxmt [INC~ all you need is me. 

I play tbr the team under Coach I play I am very strong 

at all of these positions. I am new to the team this fhll and have earned a sta(ting position. My goal is to be on the ’98 ECNL team by spring. I run a yaxd-dash 

and my fhstest mile lime is ~      ninute mile. I ranked in the top percentage in almos~t every categou in techifical and physical preseason testing and I am rm~ked in the 

top three best passing stats weekly. I am fas~t, strong, and aggressive on the field with excellent ball control. I have the tnost powerful shot on my team, and have 

accurate passes as well. Come watch me pla~; I roll not disappoint you. 

I roll be attending the CASL Showcase in the Raleigh, North Carolina aJcea. 

My game times axe listed below. 

Friday     ~) 3:20 P.M (Field West 10-SC04) address: 4701 West 10 Rd, Efland, NC 27302 

Saturday (?~ 8A.M (Field ~VRAL 6) address: 7700 Perry Creek Rd~ Raleigh, NC 27616 

Snnday ~ A.M (Field West l 0-SC01 ) address: 4701 ~Vest 10 Rd~ Efland~ NC 27302 
Ifyou will be in this area, I would love tbr you to see me play. I am going to play college and would love to be considered tbr your program. I will see you at 

my games. 

Thank you so much and good luck tomorrow against UCLA, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday 9:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Profile.doc 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ,~, .corn> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albefi A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am a high school freshman at I’m #9 on . Ivly coach is _ I started he season as a 

but I now play . My strengths are my speed, strength, agili~, and work ethic. I represented North Carolina at Region III ODP 

camp this past year. I also attended a Top Drawer Combine and received a good evaluation. I am a level 9 competitive         as well. I’m very interes~ted in your 

program, and I’d like for you to see me play. I roll be at the CASL College Showcase this weekend (             . I have attached my      resume. 

In Christ alone, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Women’s 

1 ).doc 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Women’s 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

11/29/2013 

University of North Carolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance 

My name is 
and/or ACT in the spring of 

I am a currently a sophomore at 

Phone: @gmaiLcom 

and will graduate in May My GPA is a and I will be taking the SAT 

I have begun to select my college and career pursuits and have always dreamed of attending a Division I college. After speaking with my club coach I would like to submit for 
your review my resume and credentials as a potential team member of the Tar Heels. 

I am especially interested in your program and would like to learn more about your camps, scholarship and financial aid packages that might be available. 

I look fo~Nard to hearing from you soon and hope you will be able to watch me in the near future. My Club will be participating in the following tournaments this fall: 

National League Raleigh, NC 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 

Attachment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:57 PM 

~mindspring.com 

Re: Dec 7-8th NC state Cup. 

, I roll jump on it, mn or lose to,no,row. The fiuals are in Ca~’. 

Se~t.#’om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

~miudspring.com wrote: 

Arlsotl. 

I kr~ow your girls wor~ boLh L!qeir games this weekend, and now you face UCLA next Sunday at: home, but without 
So go ahead and register w~th NCASA as a~ready suggested and attached a mug shot [:or the card. 

Anson Dorrance Chapel Hill NC 

All you will need is to have or get a valid Fifa Year USASA player card (see below) 

To apply or renew your Nayer card now please follow these directions- 

27516 anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Choose register with NCASA 
Next screen takes you to a page to select GYSAAL (Greensboro United Soccer Association) as a league for the \A,’interiSpring 
2014. 
Enter their first name, last name, dob, and last 4 digits of their phone number 
Choose the verit~y information option 
Choose the register as a new player op[ion. 
Complete the rest of the form. 
Pay $25 by credit card. 
Keep your e-mail receipt and make note of your player ID# for the roster (and send copy to 
For new players I also need a 1xl -1/2" mug shot Ibr this card, which you can scan to me with NCA~A coni]rmation. 
I can coordinate with NCASA that they mail me the passes, and I can bring them to the tournaments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 10:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL tournament 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL tournament 

From: ~bell~uih.net~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I am currently a sophomore at and I am m the varsity team. I play I will be 
playing in the CASL tournament in North Carolina from December 5th through December 8th, and I ~vould be honored if you could come watch me. My varsity coaches are Coach 
and Coach       and they are also my coaches in my club team                                        which I will be playing for at the CASL tournament. It’you are not able to come 
to North Carolina, it will also be a honor if you could come to one of my va~ity games This is my schedule fbr the regular season: 

On the other hand, the schedule of my games fbr CASL is: 

I am yew interested in your school, since it has an excellent       feminine team, and it also has a great academic level I have been ~vorking very hard in academics and in       Last year 
I had a GPA of     and I am expecting to join the IB program in        next year, my junior year.       has been a big palt of my life since I was very httle, and I am committed to it I ~vill 
keep on working hard on my academics and my career. Every day is a day for improvement. I am looking forward fbr your answer, and hopefully meeting you. 
Thal~ you very much fbr your time, 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 11:36 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: "NO BRAG...JUST FACT’." 

Thank you 

Se~t f!’om my Verizor~ II~ire[e,~s 4G L2’E 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~fl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Here we go - have fi~n mid do so ~,ith your releutless passiou and spirit. BEAT UCLA! 
Know- we axe ready ~ are they ready for us’? 
Be well, amd GO HEELS. 

~ Larry GaR~ 3r~ 

Executive Associate Dic~ctor of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O L~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Saturday, November 30, 2013 11:36 AM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: November’s Top Womens Soccer Prospects 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: November’s Top Womens Soccer Prospects 

From: National Scouting Report <listreply@nsr-inc.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.unc.edu:~ 
CC: 

November’s Womens Soccer Prospects 
Coach Dorrance, 

lext. yo~ can be assured that 1hey have been cleared by the NCAA certification p~ogram. As the 

~at~on’s largest scouting orgaNza~ien w~tl~ over 200 scouts nationwide, NSR is yo~.~r premier 

Our prospects range flora higholevef DI lalen~ Io solid Dtll athfe~es. They are able to be rot~iaely 

anal conw;niet~tly e~alual:(.~d l:hrou{~ their NSR webpage, w~ete coaah’s can find sk~ mfom~al:~on 

and d~gita~ v~deos. Yo~ ca~ always trust NSR to provide you wN~ q~ality st~dent-atMetes, ~Jst 

like coaches have s~nce ’1980. We aren’t te~ematketers. WE NRE ON-N-~E-GROUND SCOUTS, 

~iI NSR is 100% Fr~,e to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:25 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

l~L: G~ane today 

Thanks 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 11:52 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Game today 

Hi! 

I hope you all had a Happy Thanksgiving! Good luck against UCLA tonight! I’m hoping to find a video lil~ online so I can watch! Good luck!! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL showcase - 

CASL letter - UNC Dorrance[1][1].doc 

From: [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 12:45 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL showcase - 

I have attached a letter with my information and a link to my schedule at the CASL showcase December 6th-8th. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: UNC 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Saturday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
@sportsendeavors.com 

Subject: UNC 

~gmail.com] 
12:58 PN 

My nan~e is 

the academics and 

and I am cunently a sophomore at 

progrmn at UNC. I am on the 

I mn contucling you because I would like to learn more about 

team in North Carolina and have been pmnarily playing as a 

My team roll be playing in the CASL showcase and Disney Showcase and I hope you’re able to watch me play. 

Here’s my schedule and I weaJc #68 

CASL- 

I look forward to hearing back from you soon and learning more about your program and school. Thank you. 

I know NCAA recruiting rules prohibit you t?om contacting me back directly but please feel t?ee to contact my club coach 

Director         at ~                     ~om or             to learn more about my abilities on the field. 

and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: ~. Four Year Staxter. 2 Time All League Firs1 Temn 

From: [mailto: ~peoplepc.com] 
Sent-" Saturday, 1:25 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co-" Palladino, George W 
Subject-"          #4. Four Year Starter. 2 Time All League First Team 

Coach Dorrance; 

My name is           and I am sending you my       Video link 

love an opportunity to play for you. I have been a multi-sport Athlete at 

All League as a Junior for both sports and again this year for       I played 

I hope you can watch it My goal is to play College I would 

and have been a starter for and for four years. I was voted First Team 

as a junior and this year a I was team Offensive MVP for the past two years I was also 

I Was the 

Have a nice day 

@peoplepc:com 

for Parks and Rec when I was U13. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Player 

Player Profile Book- docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Player 

From: @aol .corn> 
To: "Do~Tance, Albe~l A IV" <anson@em~il.unc.edu> 

CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacmm~@unc.edu> 

Hello Coach Dorrance! 
My name is and I am a player on the "team. I have very high interest in the University of North Carolina and its 
outstanding       program. I would love to visit the school in the future, in addition to watching the Women’s       team play. 

For your convenience, n~y head coach, , can be reached at 
Thank you so much for your time and consideration! 

#20 

@~lmail.com or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:14 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Player Profile Form pdf; National league Showcase N.C..pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:            ~gmail.com 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~ A IV" <anson.~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I am a high school sophomore and a for the team. I will be competing in 

the National League showcase in Wilson, North Carolina this coming weekend. 

I am very interested in attending The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill as a student athlete, while pursuing a pre-med degree. I toured your 
university last summer while on a family vacation and loved the campus and facilities. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. Hope to meet you next weekend. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Future Recruit, 

pdf 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: Future Recruit I 

From:~ ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Donance. Albert A IV" <anson@eruail.unc.edu>,"P~Jladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" <ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I’m on the premiere team. I have a strong desire to attend and play at UNC. I am a 
freshman National Honor Society student at                and will be a     graduate. I have also taken the time to go on your website and 
complete the questionnaire required by recruit hopefuls like me. I have attached my profile and it includes a few upcoming tournaments I will be 
playing in with both                               . I am dual carded with both clubs. Both teams are ranked in the top 10 in North Carolina. I 
really hope you have the time to come see me play and I hope you have interest in me playing at UNC. 
My coaches are              with      and            at      their contact information is included. 
Thank you again for taking the time to read about me. 

UP(~OMING TOURNAMENTS 

GSA Girls Showcase ’ GA 
Disney Showcase ’ ) 
Jefferson Cup’ , Richmond, VA 
TCYSA ’ Winston Salem 
Donasti Cup’ ~San Sebastian, Spain 



Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 9:57 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: , very interested in the UniversiW of North Carolina 

pdf 

SeP, t~rom my Vcrizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: very interested in the University of North Carolina 

From:             ~sinclinl<.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Sports in College ] 

E~q~a~va~i~a N ~526 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

2:58:13 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: - Good Luck & CASL Schedule 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent from my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: - Good Luck & CASL Schedule 

From: @yahoo.com> 

To: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

HI there. Good luck today! I hope you win. I will be down in Raleigh next weekend for 
the CASL Showcase - but hopefully you will NOT be able to see me play much as you 
will be in the NCAA Finals! My team is planning to come to the finals so I really hope 
you guys are in it! 

Also - I really would like to come and do an unofficial visit soon! Please email 
through          when is good for you guys. 

In the event you can make it to see me play perhaps on one of the days - that would 
be great. Here is my schedule:. 

03:20 PM Friday- 

01:30 PM Saturday - 

01:30 PM Sunday- 

Thanks, 

Coach @ com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

2:58:43 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: - Good Luck & CASL Schedule 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: - Good Luck & CASL Schedule 

From: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: " @yahoo.corn> 

To: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: - Good Luck & CASL Schedule 

HI there. Good luck today! I hope you win. I will be down in Raleigh next weekend for the CASL Showcase - but 

hopefully you will NOT be able to see me play much as you will be in the NCAA Finals! My team is planning to come to 

the finals so I really hope you guys are in it! 

Also - I really would like to come and do an unofficial visit soon! Please email through 

guys. 

when is good for you 

In the event you can make it to see me play perhaps on one of the days - that would be great. Here is my schedule:. 

03:20 PM Friday- :18 Eurosport 

01:30 PM Saturday- NCSU Grass 

01:30 PM Sunday- NCSU Grass 

Thanks, 



Coach .~ ,com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 10:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: for 

imagejpg 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: tbr 

From: ~cuemail .net> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <m~son,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I just set up my profile on Captain U (capta~nu.com) and I wanted you to know. I would LOVE to play at LINC and in the ACC! 

I wanted to let you know my team 

8a~n. 

will be playing in the Challenger Showcase in Overland Park, KS on Dec. 7th at 8am and 3pm, and on the 8th at 

Are you having an ID Camp soon and are you recruiting a in ? 

Hem is the link to ~W highlights on Youmbe. 

Thank~ 

~gm~l.com 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 10:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: for 

imagejpg 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: tbr 

From: ~cuemail .net> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <m~son,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I just set up my profile on Captain U (capta~nu.com) and I wanted you to know. I would LOVE to play at LINC and in the ACC! 

I wanted to let you know my team 

8a~n. 

will be playing in the Challenger Showcase in Overland Park, KS on Dec. 7th at 8am and 3pm, and on the 8th at 

Are you having an ID Camp soon and are you recruiting a in ? 

Hem is the link to ~W highlights on Youmbe. 

Thank~ 

~gm~l.com 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 10:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Disney Tournmnent 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Disney Tourna~nent 

From:                ~EC.RR.COM 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello Coach, I have been interested in this Universi~ for a while, not only for its athletics but for its academics mid curriculum as well. Numerous times have I came to 

watch m~d enjoy the women’s      team play m~d compete against other teams and I have also attended a      camp in the past which was a great experience. I 

am asking you to watch me play at the Disney tournament coming up soon. I have a passion for      and believe that I ca~ compete at the collegiate level. I have 

been invited to guest play with the team but I am not sure what number I will be yet. Our team colors include black, red, m~d white. Here is 

the link to our schedule I hope to see you there! 

Attached to this email is a link to my "highlights" which are al~ included in my profile for this NCSA website. Thank you for time and consideration! 

Click HELLS to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 10:03 PM 

Daly, John B <jbdaly@wm.edu> 

Re: And the winner is... 

Se,;t.f!°om my Eerizou Wireless 4(5 L)"E 

"Daly, Johu B" <jbdaly@wm.edu> wrote: 

I hope and pray is not too seriously injured. It looked pretty, bad. 

Joht~ 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 11:41 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <emson~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

From: Daly, John B [t_n___aj!__D__.~b~_aJy_f~__w__t_n__:__e__6__~] 

Sent: Wednesday, :!.0:57 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iN 
Subject: Re: And the winner is... 

Albert? I prefer Anson, Anson! 

JD 

78?:°22%3387 (<~,)g 7~57~221-~2989 
Jbdallc@wm.edu 
W~.tribeathletics.com; Www.johndatgsoccercamp.com 
f~ OAA To~r~me~ Tides 

~rom: <Dorrance>, Albert A 

Bate: Wednesday, 11:45 AM 

Te: kesle 6allimore <~esleg@uw.edu>, Adele Dolansky @cox.net>, April Heinrichs <aheinrichs@ussoccer.org>, Colleen Hacker 

Subject: RE: And the winner is... 

Lesle, 

I think Mia will WANT to be the speaker [)tat I will certainly ,-:mcourag,-:~ her. It w~H be tough to top ~ast years; but these are t:ruly wonderfu~ ew!mts with 

the entertakm~ent value o[ a roast and the heartstring pu~ of a euh:~gy, 

See you guys 

~m= Lesle Gallimore [mail~:lesleq@uw.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday,                ~: 13 PN 
Te= Adele Dolans~; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; April Heinrichs (aheinrichs@ussoccer.org); Colleen Hacker;           @aoLcom; John Daly; Lauren @egg; 

}verizon.net; Lynn Berling-Nanuel; Nichelle Horgan~ ’Sue Ryan’~ Tony DiCicco ¢ony@soccerplus.org) 
Cc: lisa cole 
Subject: And the winner is... 

Hello Fellow "MaJor Award" Winners (I like to reference Christmas Story because it makes me giggle). 

Thank you all for taking the time to submit your thoughts and votes for this years’ award winner. I am in I00% agreement with all of you, they are all 

deserving and it was a very tough choice. 

(Two thoughts: How the hell did I ever win it and I don’t think we should take more nominations until each one of these people gets it._basically in 

order of when their nomination came in....HONEST[Y, it’s an amazing and deserving group of people). 

Anyway, it was close, but            ~as been selected as this years’ winner and Lisa has informed her of the honor. 

She is scheduled to be at the convention anyway which is great. 

I have been in communication with Mia about introducing her and being the keynote as well (or involvin~ somehow because I know she and 

(ANSON._.thB is where you come in....make Mia come and be the speaker). 

You may not laugh as hard as you did last year, but you may cry : ) 

Anyway...thank you all again. Humble and honored to be amongst you all. 

Lesle 

Lesle D. Gallimore 



Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Washington 

Mobile: 

Office: 206-685-3966 

Camp: www.washin~ton~irlssoccer.com 

Web: www.~ohuskies.com 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/UWWomensSoccer 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 10:04 PM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-~ 

Re: Congratulations on a fine season 

"Daniel Bradford, M.D." <darfiel.bradli)rd@duke.edu> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, My prayers are with 

Best regards, D~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 10:27 PM 

@gma~l.com> 

Re: Toniglffs game 

’I’hatk you Yes, let’s catch up. Tomonow a£emoon? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

(h) 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey coaches 

Tough loss tonight... But this game will be used as fuel to win a national title next year. I hope 
you a call tomorrow to talk about this upcoming xveekend and         Vghat time would be best’.’ 

Thanks 

is healthy and well. I saw that she xvas motionless after she went down. I’ll give 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:49 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: ~. Four Year Staxter. 2 Time All League Firs1 Temn 

From: [mailto: :.corn] 
Sent: Saturday, :t: 1S PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc: Palladino, George W 
Subject:          #4. Four Year Starter. 2 Time All League First Team 

Coach Dorrance; 

My name is           and I am sending you my       Video link 

love an opportunity to play for you. I have been a multi-sport Athlete at 

All League as a Junior for both sports and again this year for      . I played 

¯ I hope you can watch it My goal is to play College       I would 

and have been a starter for         and       for four years. I was voted First Team 

as a junior and this year a I was team Offensive MVP for the past two years I was also 

I was the 

Have a nice day 

for Parks and Rec when I was U13. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:38 AM 

~gmail.com> 

l~g: Letter of reco~nmendation from Anson Donance received 

I am so sorry about ~lease don’t let anyone tell you what you can or cannot do. 1 was rejected at 

~md my Fife l:ook a brilliant turn as soon ~s I enrolk~d at North CaroJ~na. 

You ~r~ a prk:eless gem and you do not need I:o po~ish you. rhek 

F~m: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 4:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: ~: Le~er of recommendation from Anson Dorrance received 

The whole          cl~m was dev~stated "watchm(~ ~he game on twRter ~turday night. I will never forg~t ~he fee~ing oF beh~g knocked o~t on o~ own ~:~, ,~ust 

sucks. What ~ g~eat run a~l seagon tho~Eh~ ~ hope the gMs are keepin~ their heads ~p, ~nd Fm betting everyone who ret~ns n~xt year will be th~ much more fired 

up t~ brin~ it back t~ CH. Ho~e            ~s ~:ee~in~ better too~ 

~ found out last w~k that ~ u~fortunat~y d~d not ~et into                     te~rn has ~ow added to rny rec~nt d~Jta~te for th~ state of 

ACC rivals ~e~t (the kony ~s pah~Kd ~m s~e), l"m going ~o be as neutral an obs~rv~ of the ~:mal 4 as ~ve eve~ been beh:~re, 

Talk 

P~om: Harvard Kennedy School [mailto:admissions_apphelp@hks.harvard.edu] 
Sent-" Monday, 4:11 PM 
To: @gmail.com 
Subject-" Letter of recommendation from Anson Dorrance received 

Image removed by sender. 

Dear 

We have received a letter of recommendation from Anson Dorrance for your application to the John F. Kennedy School of Government at 
Harvard University. 

Regards, 

Harvard Kennedy School 

Office of Admissions 

79 JFK Street 
Box 93 
Cambridge, MA 02138 

Phone: 617-495-1155 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:44 PM 

Daniel Bradtbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-* 

Subject: RE: Congratulations on a fine season 

[hank yot~ D~m! I am sharing this with my team. t k)ve ~:hese Mds as well Yes, it w~s l:ot~gh at the end with five starl:~ng cM~ber kids OLEt. Rest asst~red if tJ(:I_A HAD 
FIVE OUT AND WE WERE I-tEALTHY ~T WOULD NOT HAVE GONE iNTO GOLDEN GOAL. NI the 

From= Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, November 30, 20~3 ~0:26 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject; Re: Congratulations on a fine season 
Seeing the ~am pull together k~ win against "w~nu aAier dunn went out was pm~bly the ~ason highlight tbr me. That ~nior cl~s is ceaaJMy a fine group ofhuma~ 

beings. They ~em so kind a~d humble. SeveM ~niors were supee nice to my daughte~ in auk~gmph sessions. Du~ in pa~icular seems as nice as she is Mented. 

Look tb~va~t m seveM in ~is group playing in flae nwsl. Loom tb~vard as well m seeing Dram bwak kfistine Lilly’s record tbr caps on the us wnt. Thanks again 

another wonderfid year of games m~d an enNess number of &monsmations of fine chayacter by your players. As I have stud to you beIbre, your team is a lreasure in 
mm~y way~ including ~ing a wonde~N1 ins~imfion for fl~e children of chaN1 Nll, 3 of which ~xe my own Mds. Ac~lly, we have a ~yingdoke in our hour, If someone 

does ~metNng really well, s~ related or not, fl~at person sometimes says "I’m C~’s~l Dunn" in a play,l, jos@l, and Numph~t way. Ml fl~e best ~ you, Coach. 

You are your team are pm~ class. 

........ Origina] message ........ 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~:)n,~(-femail.uuc.edu> 

Date: 11/30,/2013 10:03 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Dm~iel Bmdli)rd, M.D." <daniel.bradford(~dm.duke.edu> 
Subject: Re: Congratulations on a line season 

"Daniel Bradlbrd, M.D." <danieLbradforct"~duke.edu> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, My prayers are with Ms. Bowen. 

Best regards, Dan 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 3:51 PM 

.la~)n Sisnems, ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: The Two Most Critical Factors to Your Success 

From: Chad Stoloff [mailto:         ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 0:I, 20:1.3 7:56 AM 
Subject: The Two Most Critical Factors to Your Success 
Hi Coach, 
I thought you would find this 3 minute video valuable to your success as a coach. 

ht~tp://’yo ut u.be/Dt~I ,TS0m2g 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 

Sport Psychology Consultant 

A Di~iplined Mind LLC 

2~) gmail .corn 

775-229-5498 

adi~iplinedmind.com 

twitter.com/ChadStoloff ...................................................... 

linkedin.com/i~ r’chads~olofl" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 3:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Prospective Player 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
�::c: University of North Carolina 
Subject: Prospective Player 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

8:01 AM 
@yahoo.corn] 

My name is             , I attend 

assists. I also play up one birth year on the 

m~d as a freshnm~ I st~xted varsity and was the second leading points getter with 18 goals and 24 

(we were USYSA Region 2 semi-finalist this past summer). 

Here is my CASL Showcase schedule. I hope to see yon at some of my games. 

CASL College Showcase - (Raleigh, NC) 

Fri - - 9:50 am - 

Sat- - 11:50 am 

S~m- - 11:40 am. 

Here is tny winter of m~d spring of club events. Please come check me out when you ~are at one of these events. 

Plea~ contact my high school coach at ~ ~ or my club coach at @ 
me. 

I recently received a few nice honors this thll. 

The first was a goal I scored vs. the former #1 team in 

edu tbr more inlbrmation about 

Hem is the link to the goal. It starts 24 sec into the video. It is less than 20 seconds. 

I also received the Stt~dentSports.com National Player of the Week honor on 

Please send me infonnafion on your camp to_                                                      and keep me posted on your upcoming soccer events. 
Tha~k you for your time and I hope to hea~- ti-om you about your ID camp and a possible visit to campus to check out the university and      tgcilities. 

Sincerely, 

#17 
cell 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

T uesday, 3: 56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Player - 

From: [mailto: @ .org] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:06 All 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc-" Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject-" Fwd: Player - 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
dust a brief follow-up to my email of (attached below) to update my game schedule. 
We have a game this Tuesday, at Meredith College in Raleigh, NC against the 

We aJso now have our game schedule tbr the Disney       Showcase: 
¯ Monday ,12:30 PM - (ATRP #09) 
° Tuesday 11:30 AM - (ATRP #09) 
° Wednesday, 12:30 PM - (EWWS #25) 

team at 7:00 PM. 

I invite you to come see me play at these future events. 
Please feel free to contact my club coach           at ............... ~_l_~?_t~!:_c_gr_~~ and     Director of Coaching          at      ~_~portsende~vors.corn or 

to learn more about my abilities a~d me as a player. I’d like to schedule a visit sometime soon to see the campus, watch training, and meet with you. 
Than k you, 

Begin fon~’axded message: 

From: D .org> 
Su bject: Player - 

Date: November 15, 2013 4:55:53 PM EST 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is 

about the academics and 

mad I am currently aj unior in high school at 

program at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 

I am contacting you becau~ I would like to learn more 

Here are the upcoming game schedules for bx~th "the Club Champions League Fall Showca~se in Williamsburg, VA and "the CASL Gift’s College Showcase in Raleigh, 

NC. I wear #74 for my team. 

Club Champions Leagne Fall Showcasc 

Friday .3:00 PM (WarhilI-TURF #1) 

Saturday , 10:30 AM (Warhill-TURF #2) 

Sunday 4:30 PM (Weahill-TURF #2) 

CASL Gift’s College Showcase 

Friday ,3:20 PM 

Saturday 9:50 AM 

Sunday 9:50 AM 

(Smith Creek Park 3A) 

(~tAL 11 Great Outdoor) 

(Smith Creek Park 3A) 



Our teaa~ will also be cotnpeting in the Disney Showcase this coming , as well as the TFC Ffiendlies College Showcase. 

Please feel t]cee to contact my club coach           at      ~hotmail.com and      Director of Coaching at      @sportscndeavors.com or 

to learn more about my abilities and me as a player. Fd like to ~hedule a visit ~metime soon to see the cmnpu~ watch training, and meet ruth you. 

I look forward to hearing back from you soon and roll send a follow- up email if the schedules chmage. Thm~k you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

T uesday, 3: 56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PROSPECTIVE STUDENT ATHLETE- 

Profile.docx 

From: ~comcast.net [mailto: 
Sent: Sdnday, 11:41 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: PROSPEC-VIVE STUDENT ATHLETE- 

Dear Coach Anson: 

My name is               and I am a junior at 

Carolina Chapel Hill and interested in playing on its 

I am presently playing for 

address is 

~comcast.net] 

I an~ interested in attending University North 

team. 

team in Our team roll be playing in the CASL Gifts Showcase in Raleigh, North Carolina, 

I am a        on onr team and my jersey number is 22. I hope yon can come see me play. My coach’s name is             and his email 
(a)aol.com. Below you will find a coW of our game schedule. 

Under 17 Girls United Orange 
Friday                                                             Under 17 GMs United Orange 

WR_AL 20 Harris Teetcr 
Saturday LM Under 17 Girls United Orange 

"A,N~a_L 06 Pet _Mania 
Sunday Under 17 GMs United Orange 

~&~L 05 Peace Camera and Nikon 

Also, I have attached my      resume for yonr review. My home telephone number is ~ 

is            ;(b) comcast.net. 

Thank you tbr your time and for considering me as a student athlete. 

Sincereb; 

and my cell number is ~ IVly email address 

cc: Coach ~aol.com 

Coach @ org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

8:56:19 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: reminder of games at CASL showcase 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Su nday, 11: 59 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: reminder of games at CASL showcase 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is and I have already written yo~ showing interest in your outstanding women’s 

program at University North Carolina° I wanted to remind you of my games at the upcoming CASL Girl’s 

College Showcase in Wilson, North Carolina, I have a little bit of information about my self not only as a player, but 

also as a student and person, 

I have attached my schedule to the upcoming CASL Girl’s College Showcase along with my current player 

profile, 1 wo~ld greatly appreciate you to attend my games and watch me play in the showcase, It would be a great 

honor to have you watch me play. I have high interests in your program and have a lot of respect for you as a coach 

and your remarkable women’s program, 

Sincerely, 

Class of 

#41, 

.............................................. @.b...o...t..t~.d.!..,~.?..:~. 

I’m just a girl chasing a dream that involves a ball and a net. 



CASIL Showcase 

Wilson, North Carolina 

1:10 p,mo.-.Rocky Mountain Sports Complex Field #2 

2:00 p,mo-Gillette Complex Field 

i0:00 a,mo-.Gillette Complex Field #4. 

9:20 pom,-GilJette Complex Field #:1. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL Showcase 

From: [mailto: ~ .org] 
Sent: Sunday, J.2:37 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Showcase 
Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 
I had previously contacted you expressing my interest in the University of North Carolina. Thank you for the information you sent me. My team will 
be playing in the CASL showcase from December 6-8. Attached please find my schedule. My team is called My jersey 
number is 9. 
Hope to see you there. Thank you for your time. 
Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 4:09 PM 

John Montgomery <john@mmsclub.com:~ 

Prig: NCAA Quarterfinal!! 

Not recently![ 

From: John Montgomery [mailto:john@ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 01, 2013 12:38 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: NCAA Quarterfinal!! 

Sorry about last night._...l"tl try to get that meeting with 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@ernail.unc.edu~] 

Sent; Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:13 PM 

To; John Montgomery 

Cc:         @msn.comj Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Subject: RE: NCAA Quarterfinals! 

From: John Montgomery [t3~J~R;Jg[tE~[~_E?~_g_[M_~:9_~_E?] 
Sent~ Wednesday, November 27, 2013 12:~ PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: NC~ qua~rfinals[ 

~son-- bubba and I will be in NYC dec I0-12. I’]] try b anange a meeting. 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On Nov 26, 2013, at 2:46 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son(~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Thanl~ you, rr~y friet~d![ 

From: Dwight Anderson [__m___a_!J_t_o__:_d___wjg_h_t_~__a___n_d___e_r_s_9__n_~_9_s_pE~j~_=g~] On Behalf Of Dwight A 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:39 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: NCAA Quarterfinal!! 

You are as always too kind. 

[~est of Iu(:k, Anson. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [E~__a__[Lt__o_La__n___s__o__t~__@__e_E~_M:_U__L~__c_~_e_.__d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 10:33 AM 
To: Dwight A 
Subject: RE: NCAA Quarterfinal!! 

Dwight, 

I love it!! You are such a competitor and so loyal I know where your spirit lives!!! 

All the besL my fl’iend !! 

From: Dwight Anderson [~m~a~j~[t~d~w~[g~t~a~!~!~e~r~s~o~n~@~9~s~p~r~a~[~e~c~] On Behalf Of Dwight A 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 7:45 PM 

To:              Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: NCAA Quarterfinal!! 

Anson, 1’~ not torn at alL. While s a good friend and an equally good sporL please look up the 2008 gYU --- UCI.A football game for inspiration... 

(or if you wi~n~: a rivMry gi~m*:-h either the 1929 or the 193C. USCiLiCLA footbNI games...) 

From: Adam Krikorian [mailto:akrikorian#~_M_s__a___w__a___~__e__r£9_!9_=9__rg] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 7:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Dwight A 

Subject: Re: NCAA Quarterfinals! 

Just happy they kicked Stanford’s ass! 

Sere from my iPhone 

On Nov 25, 2013, at 4:27 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son(~emailamc.edn> wrote: 

Hey!!! They are awesome!! 

And Adam, you are very kind! Heck, I recommended 

ream back in ~:he day[!! 

From: Adam Krikodan [mailto:akrikodan@usawaterpolo.orq] 
Senti Monday, November 2~, 2013 6:57 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
~e~ Dwight Anderson 
Subject: NC~ QuaReffinals~ 

Anson....have to ~ honest, rm tom on this one. UCLA @ UNC on Samr~y. Take it easy on my Brains. 

Hope you a~e well m~d wish you the best. 

A~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: In College/CASL Showcase 

Resume docx; CASL Showcase Schedule.docx 

From: [rnailto: @grnail.corn] 
Sent-" Sunday, 12:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C:c; Palladino, George W 
Subject:      In ColIege/CASL Showcase 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I am interested in attending UNC Chapel Hill as well as playing for the UNC Chapel Hill Tarheels University Wome’B 

Team. Currently I am a junior, as well as a               on the varsity      team, at                       . class of 

I wish to continue playing       at the college level and would enjoy ge~ng the opportunity to get to play for you at UNC Chapel Hill. 

This Saturday, ~     and Sunday, (     , I will be guest playing at the CASL Showcase with the                          I. Since I am guest 

playing on another team my jersey number for the weekend will be #98. I have attached the schedule for the games I will be playing in, along with an 

updated resume. 

I appreciate you taking the time to come see me play at the CASL Showcase. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: CASL Girls Showcase (NC) 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:54 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Girls Showcase (NC) 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My Name is , a junior at 

~ team as a 

Far West Regionals and had the opportunity to play in 

I want to play on your Forty-niners team. I am currently playing on the 

My team is the defending     state champion in     . We placed second in the 

National Championships. Although I am playing on a U:16 team, I will be graduating from 

in the class of     ( a year ahead of my teammates). This year my team and I will be playing in the National League. Our first tournament 

will be at CASL Girls Showcase in Raleigh, North Carolina from 

I am very interested in attending University of North Carolina with an emphasis on chemical engineering. I believe I can be a key contributor and a great 

team member on your Forty-niners      team. I look forward to having you see me play in North Carolina. 

My game scheduled is: 

¯ Thursday at 3 Pm at Gillerte 3 

¯ Friday at 12 Pm at Gillette 2 

¯ Saturday at i Pm at RM 4 

¯ Sunday ~t 7:30 Am at Gillette 2 

The following is the link to my NCSA profile: 

I look forward to hearing from you and learning more about University of North Carolina and Forty-niners program. 

Sincerely, 

Telephone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~:c: @ org; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 
First ott~ ~rry about the loss to UCLA last able aa always. 

Tue~tay night my          team mad i will be having a scrimmage against the         team at Meredith College at 6:00 PM. It roll be a competitive gmne like 
setting as always and i I think it wonld be a great oppromnity lbr you and your staffto see me play, as well as some of the      in my clnb. 

We will also be playing in the CASL showcase on Friday flm~ugh Sunday against some ve~ elite teams. Hopethlly you or another staffmember is able to come watch 
me play at one of these times! 

If you have any questions please feel free to ask tne, or at any time. 

I look fo~-vvard to heaying back from you as always. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9:12:00 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Left-footed 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 

To: Dorrance, AlberL A IV 
Subject:          Left-footed 

3:08 PM 

corn] 

Coach Dorrance, 

You don’t know me from Adam, but of course I know who you are and have been a fan for several years, because my 

played      since 

Anyway, my daughter     just finished up her second season at 

closer school with more competitive      Attached is a release from 

will be red-shirred for this past year and will have 3-season left. 

I am writing to see if you would consider looking at 

If you would like, I am providing her Club coach 

@aol.com 

Thanks, 

cell 

and is looking to transfer to a 

and her club profile for your review. 

as a potential transfer to your program? 

contact info: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9:13:47 PM 

Jason Sisneros I @gmail.com) [ 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; 

FW: Left-footed 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

@gmail.com] 

@aol.com; pacman@uncaa,unc,edu 

Jason% 

Check this kid out .... Right now Chris Ducar’s plate is full organizin8 this upcomin£ recruiting weekend For me and Dino 

and himself!! 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 3:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, AlberL A IV 
Subject:          Left-footed Defender 

icom] 

Coach Dorrance, 

You don’t know me from Adam, but of course I know who you are and have been a fan for several years, because my 
two daughter’s both played      since 

Anyway, my daughter     just finished up her second season at 
closer school with more competitive     . Attached is a release from 

will be red-shirred for this past year and will have 3-season left. 

:I am writing to see if you would consider looking at 

If you would like, I am providing her Club coach 

@aol.com 

Thanks, 

and is looking to transfer to a 
and her club profile for your review. 

as a potential transfer to your program? 

contact info: 

cell 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: (Possible Recruit 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: (Possible Recruit 
Dear Goach Anson Dorrance: 

Thank you for attending the NEWSS tournament this weekend and taking time out of your own personal schedule to do so. However, if you did not 
get a chance to attend any of my games, my team, ’ will also be playing in CASL and Disney this month. My schedule for 

CASL in North Carolina is: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:15 PM 

~aol.com 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~duke.edu) 

RE: From one of your many "forever fans" 

Your perspective is appreciated and heartt:elL Thank you! 

From: @aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:51 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: From one of your many "forever fans" 
seems this bounced back; hope you get it this time. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: ~aoLcom> 
To: anson <anson@mail.uncaa.unc.edu>; 
Sent: Sun,           3:07 pm 
Subject: From one of your many "forever fans" 

.~,aol.com>; ducar <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; pacman <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Dear All, 
Our family watched the UCLA game-a proverbial edge-of-our-seats one at that. It was very well played, and worthy of two great teams. Of course, first and foremost we all 
hope for the health and recovery of 
This is absolutely no consolation to the disappointment, but what comes from years of being involved with your program (in one way or another) is the long view of how it 
serves its mission as an educational vehicle for life. It was only a day before this game that I listened as my girls explained to their high school nephew applying to college 
how soccer had prepared them for not making it, for disappointments, for being able to understand how when taking risks, some things just aren’t going to work out. 
And I know where all these young women get that crucial tool for life. In this case, it is UNC women’s soccer. As a parent, I’ve never stopped being grateful for that. 
As always, we remain fans and will continue to follow the team. Just know how much we appreciate the players, you-the staff--and the entire process. 
Sincerely. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                4:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

.doc 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, 5:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W 
Subject: 

De,at Coach Anson Dorrance and Coach Bill Palladino, 

Congratulations on being ACC semi-finalists aJ~d making it’to the NCAA tournament qua(terfinals. 

My name is              I o~m a sophomore at                  in the           area and a ,nember of the 
my      career at the collegiate level. I am interes~ted in the Universi~, of North Carolina and your      program. 

temn. I would like to continue 

I have attached my player profile and contact infommtion. 

Thank you for your consideration, 

~igma 1.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I<W: ECNL Sanford 

From: [mailto: ~me.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:36 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Cc-" Palladino, George W 
Subject-" ECNL Sanford 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is mid I a~ currently a sophomore attending 

women’s      program at the Universi~ of North Carolina. 

I wanted to let you know that I am very interested in the 

At                            I maintain GPA and take Honors Chemistry., Geometry., Spanish 3, AP U.S. HistoD~, and English 10. In addition to my 

academic studies this fall, I played for the girls’ varsity team. 

Currently, I play for the                            , I am a captain and wear number 4, and I play 

the northeast co~brence, and 5th nationally. My club coach is and you can reach him by email at 

Atthe end of the month we roll attending ECNUs National Event in Sa~flbrd Florida, and my schedule is below. 

Saturday, - 9:45 Field #6 

Sunday, 11:45 Field #7 
Monday, 9:15 Field # 1 

Thanks~ 

We finished the          season in 1 st place in 

,~;yahoo.com. or by phone at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 4:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: - Jersey  

From: [rnailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

@sbcglobal.net] 
6:59 PM 

-Jersey  

I would like to thank the University of North Carolina for coming out to watch my team at the ECNL Showcase in Phoenix. I hope you 
enjoyed the event! 

I am very interested in North Carolina’s academic and soccer programs. I would love to talk to you about my potential as a player at North 
Carolina. 

My coaches are available to speak with you. Please do not hesitate to contact them: 

~d?comcast. net 
Ccbcomcast. net 

@gmail.com 
[ will be attending the following showcases: 
USYSA National League/CASL Showcase ( ) @ Wilson, NC (playing with 
Thursday, @ 11:00 am vs. Tenn SC (Gillette Soccer Complex) 

Friday, @ 10:00 am vs. PDA Spurs (Gillette Soccer Complex) 
Saturday, @ 7:30 am vs. Legends FC (397 (Rocky Mount Sports Complex) 

Disney Soccer Showcase ( ) @ Orlando, FL 
ECNL Showcase i , @ San Diego, CA 

ECNL Showcase ( @ Zarephath, NJ 
I hope to see you at some of these events! 
Thanks again, 

-- Jersey  

Cell 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday,                4:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

kW: - Jersey  

Player Profile Template revised.doc 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

~sbcglobal.net] 
7:14 PM 

-Jersey  

I would like to thank the University of North Carolina for coming out to watch my team at the ECNL Showcase in Phoenix. I hope you 
enjoyed the event! 

I am very interested in North Carolina’s academic and soccer programs. I would love to talk to you about my potential as a player at North 

Carolina. 

My coaches are available to speak with you. Please do not hesitate to contact them: 

~cbcomcast. net 
~comcast.net 

,~. gmail .com 
I will be attending the following showcases: 
USYSA National League/CASL Showcase I, . @ Wilson, NC (playing with 

I hope to see you at some of these events! 
Thanks again, 

-- 3ersey  

Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Super Y- League National Finals 

- Player Profile.pdf 

From-" [rnailto: . _~cuernail.net] 
Sent; Sunday, 7:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" -Super Y-League National Finals 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is           and I am a ~)phomore in high school. I play      tbr the                       girls. When I last emailed you, my team was headed to 

the WAGS tournament in Virginia. While in Vi~inia, we won our group, going ~mdet~ated in all of the games we played. Next, my tean~ will be going to flae Super Y- 

League     Finals at the IMG Academy in Bradenton, Florida. 

If you are planning to be at the Super Y Finals, I would love it if you could take the lime to come watch a game. My schedule is as follows: 

Thursday,           : 12:00pm 

Field: IMG Academy ,#4 

VS, 

Friday,           : 12:00pm 

Field: IMG Academy #5 

VS 

Saturda55           : 10:00ran 
Field: IMG Acade~ny #5 

VS. 

Our schedtfle for Sunday and Monday roll depend on group play results. 

My jersey number is 6 and I play My teana will be weafiug white, red, or navy. 

For your convenience, I have attached my current player profile. I will continue to update you on future tournaments. 

Thank you lbr your time, 

iN21ilmage 

..... removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Class of 

Showcase Schedule- DEC.docx 

From: @comcast.net [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 8:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Class of 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

@comcast.net] 

My name is and I a~m a sophomore at I am extretnely interested in your school m~d progra~ 

at the University of North Carolina. I would like the oppo~anity to talk to you to see if you are recnfiting a for my graduating class of I am currently 

playing for the                              team. I have been with fl~is clnb (formerly known as                       i for nine years. My team finished our 

ECNL Spring season in first place, with only one loss all season. Additionally, for three years straight I was on the             team I          ,. I was 
selected for the Region 1 team all three years. Although I was honored and took pride in having a spot on the team, I did not-do ODP this past year, so that I could 

tbcus on my ECNL season. 

For your planning purposes I have attached my team’s upcoming showcase schedule. 

Here is a link to my upcoming ECNL schedule, 

Coach     at 

My ECNL head Coach is If you have any questions, please contact 

I look tbrward to hearing t~om you, 

Sincerely, 

Accomplishments: 

® 

® 

¯ GPA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: Updates 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:            Updates 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
About a week ago, I emailed you my schedule for this weekend’s past tournament. I hope you were able to see some of 
one of the games. My          team had a very successful weekend, coming out of the tournament undefeated. Below I 
have attached the link for the scores of each game. I scored 4 goals in 3 games and assisted 3 out of the remaining 8 
goals that other players scored. 
On Wednesday,     . I will be on my way to Bradenton, Florida, to play in the      Super Y National Tournament. Below 
I have attached the schedule for this tournament. I will update you on the results once the tournament has commenced, 
and I hope you are able to see some of the play one way or another, either through video or in the flesh. 
Thanksgiving Tournament Results: 

Super Y Schedule: 

Regards, 

Class of 

#16 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 4:26 PM 

Matthew J Robinson 0Nrobin@udel.edu); @msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Paul Gaydner: Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaica~ sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaska~ huskies 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 01, 2013 8:52 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies ¯ 

removed by 
sender. 

remov’ed by 

sender¯ 

~unday, Dec. I,2013 
iNii Image 

~a~l Gsl-dl-lel-’s Soccerlalkis a benefitfor SoccerAmerica members " removed by 
sender. 

::N:: Image 

....... removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, 
Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and 
Alaskan huskies 

~hare Thi 

By Paul Gardner 

I left you last time with the vision of the virtually untrained high jumper Donald Thomas winning the world 

championship against Stefan Holm, who had spent the previous 25 years of his life training to perfect his 

jumping technique. 

....... removed by 

sender. 

It is a story related by David Epstein in his wonderful book "The Sports Gene." But Thomas is an 

exception. To become a world champion with so little work is rare. After the Thomas saga, Epstein takes us through the 

fascinating stories of why so many top sprinters come from Jamaica. And why the world’s leading distance runners come from 

East Africa, most of them from one tribe, the Kalenjin. 

These are accounts that bring in the full mixture of genes and training and environment. Body build is important. Narrow hips 

and long legs make for good sprinters, something that links Jamaicans and American blacks - because the ancestors of both 

were from West Africa, where the body type prevails. But there is something else to be considered. Malaria. 

Malatfa? Right. The theory involves a disorder known as sickle cell anemia for which there is a known gene= it is relatively 

common among American blacks and is generally not considered a good thing. It developed back in West Africa as a 

protective response to the malaria parasite, which attacks the hemoglobin in red blood cells. But in carriers of the sickle-cell 

gene, the red blood cells become sickle-shaped, and effectively cease to be of any use to the parasite as a source of 

hemoglobin. 

If the subsequent loss of hemoglobin is high, it will cause anemia in the human. At lower levels it can be lived with, but then 

presents another problem: the lungs are now getting less oxygen. This is where the theory becomes controversial, when it 

claims that the problem of oxygen shortage was solved over the centuries, by a genetic switch in muscular makeup: from 

slow-twitch muscle fibers to fast-twitch muscles. Because fast twitch muscles use less oxygen. And it turns out that fast- 

twitch muscles are "essential for an elite sprinter." 

Sprinters have some 75% of the fast-twitch version, whereas most people have a more or less equal spread of fast and slow 

muscles, something that cannot be changed by training. Says Epstein: "No training study ever conducted has been able to 

produce a substantial switch of slow-twitch to fast-twitch fibers in humans." 

Genes then play a big role. In fact, there is single gene that appears to be much related to sprinting prowess. It has a name, 

ACTN3, and Epstein, as ever, will tell you all about it and its variant form, and its relationship to sprinters. 

But another factor, environment, is important. In Jamaica, sprinting is a big deal. It matters, and youngsters showing promise 

are encouraged to stay with the sport - where similarly gifted athletes in the USA would get switched to basketball or football. 

Usain Bolt wanted to be a soccer player. His second choice was cricket. But once his running talent was suspected, coaches 



made sure he stayed with track. 

From West Africa, Epstein takes us over to East Africa, the powerhouse area for long-distance runners. Mostly from the 

Kalenjin tribe, living in Kenya and Ethiopia. Do they have a genetic advantage from body build? Possibly - they are among 

those classified as Nilotic - slender bodies, narrow hips, long legs. 

A Danish study compared a group of Kalenjin youngsters with a similar group of Danish boys and found almost nothing to 

support theories that the Kalenjins had a high proportion of slow-twitch muscle fibers in their legs, that they had a superior 

aerobic capacity (the amount of oxygen used in strenuous exercise), or that they responded better to endurance training. 

As expected, the Kalenjin had slightly longer legs, which was where a big difference emerged: not so much the length of the 

Kalenjin legs, but the thickness of the lower legs, which was some 15% to 17% less in the Kalenjins. The finding is 

considered key, for extra weight in the lower legs has a big effect on running economy (again, a measure of oxygen 

consumption). ’We have solved the main problem" of the Kenyan super-runners, claimed one of the researchers, who might 

have thought a bit more about his use of the word "problem." 

A genetic advantage then, in body build, those slender ankles, those long, almost spindly legs. 

But nurture plays a big role here. There’s the altitude. All the runners live in the Rift Valley - at a height of between 6,000 to 

9,000 feet. Just right. A height where the body responds by upping its output of red blood cells. And if you’re born there and 

grow up there, you tend to develop larger lungs. 

Even the 10,000-hour mentality can get a word in here. Epstein tells of the young kids - most of them, it seems - who 

regularly tun to and from school, often over distances of several miles. That must be wonderful training. But not, apparently, 

necessarytraining. Epstein, never shirking awkward facts (and the field of genetics bristles with them), blandly mentions two 

Kenyans: Paul Tergat "the greatest cross-country runner in history" (’’My school was very close. I could walk to school.’); and 

Wilson Kipketer "one of the greatest middle-distance runners of all time" whose school was next door to his home. 

Intertwined (you can read that as entangled) with all that is the question of response. Obviously, training helps - but to what 

extent? Studies have been done (that’s yet another surprise in Epstein’s book - the sheer volume of research that has been 

done on the many aspects of athletic performance). 

So we learn about responders, and the now famous HERITAGE study. At four different sites, fit but previously untrained 

volunteers were put through a regular exercise program. From all four sites came remarkably similar results for the effects of 

the program on aerobic capacity: 15% showed little or no improvement, while another 15% showed dramatic improvement (up 

to 50%) with the remainder of the volunteers somewhere between the M,o extremes. 

By 2011 the HERITAGE researchers reported that they had pinned down 21 gene variants from which they could predict 

aerobic response to exercise. Exercise certainly did work - but it worked best when the exerciser already had the genes 

making him a high responder. 

An ideal recipe suggested itself for running success: an athlete with a naturally high aerobic capacity who was also a high 

r~sponder. In Kansas, some 30 years before the HERITAGE r~search, that magic combination had been found, almost 

serendipitously, in a high school athlete named Jim Ryun, who went on to twice break the world one-mile record. 

Just as there appears to be a genetic basis to the response to training, it seems that genes may also be involved in what is 

called will-power. The evidence for this comes from dogs - Alaskan huskies bred to win the famous 1,000-mile Iditarod race for 

dogsleds. Br~d certainly not for speed, and not so much for endurance, as for persistence. Dogs that were ah, vays pulling, 

always wanted to pull. Even after a race was over. A trait that was evidently genetic, because the dogs that have this 

tremendous will-power can be bred. 

Dogs can be bred, just as thoroughbred race horses are. Humans are not bred that way. Not yet, anyway (though Epstein 

gives us the lowdown on the giant Chinese basketball player, the 7-foot-5 Yao Ming, who was conceived as a r~sult of a union 

between extra4all parents engineered by the Chinese basketball federation). 

In the absence of athlete breeding programs, and given the uncertainty and complexity that envelops so much of the gene 

world, is all this new knowledge of any practical use? Is genetic testing, for instance, of any value. 

Yes, says Epstein ... because it can save lives. It can detect the genetic disorder known as HCM - hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy - a leading cause of sudden natural death in young people. For people with the HCM gene, exercise can be 

dangerous, even fatal. 

The NCAA already screens football players for the sickle-cell gene; it adopted that measure after a series of sudden deaths 

involving black players during training were linked to the disease. 

Commercial interests have scented profits, of course. Genetic profiling is now on offer. Whether it is reliable is questionable. 

Just this past week the FDA shut down a company that, for $99.00, was offering profiles (to show how personal genetic codes 

may affect future health). The FDA said the company had failed to supply any of the required proof that its tests were 

accurate. 

On the sports side, most interest, so far, has centered around ACTN3, the sprinting gene. For a fee, parents can establish 

whether their kids (quite possibly still in diapers) have the right versions of the gene and may be therefore potential gold-medal 

winners. The knowledge seems to be of little value. Absence of the correct genes considerably reduces but doesn’t rule out 

success. But their presence is no guarantee of success. 

In fact, there are few, if any, tidy answers to the growing number of questions. Which makes it all the remarkable that Epstein 



has been able to come up with such a riveting book. No one is going to be satisfied - not the 10,000-hour people, nor the 

determined gene-theorists, nor those who see racial superiority or inferiority in athletics, nor the feminists and particularly not 

those looking for a straightfontcard road map to better performances. 

Epstein talks more than once about the complexity of genetics. Noting that, in the heady days following the sequencing of the 

human genome in 2000, scientists were carried away and "underestimated the complexity of genetics." 

Maybe that’s still the case. As more is learned, the more complex things get. And therein lies the fascination. 

Next time: Genes and Sport, Part 3. What Soccer Can Learn from Genetics. 

Genes and Sport, Part 1 : Complexity Nature vs. Nurture and the Holes in the 10,000-hour Theory 

The Sports Gene. Inside the Science of Extraordinary Athletic Performance. By David Epstein. Current, 2013. $26.95. 

Post your response to the public SoccerTalk Nog. 

See what others are saying on the SoccerTalk blog. 
Slmday, Dec 1, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(@~socceramerica corn 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 4:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Recruit a Sockers FC Goalkeeper’. 

From-" Eric Wiberg [mailto:     _~charter.net] 
Sent: Sunday, December 01, 2013 8:58 PM 
To; Eric Wiberg 
Subject; Recruit a Sockers FC Goalkeeper! 
The Sockets FC ChicagoProgram is one of the top youth programs in the country, and has produced players who are playing professionally 

around the world. Wiberg’s Wisconsin Goalkeeper School IWWGS} has filmed Sockets FC Chicago keepers for the fourth consecutive year, 

thanks to David Richardson and Albert Martin. ................................................................................. 

Per Albert Martin (Director of College Player Placement)...."As the Sockets GK staff continues to provide a complete GK program, the recruiting 

process has always been a vital area of importance. It is our goal to be able to place J.O0% of our GK’s into a school that fits them both 

academically and athletically. Player evaluation by college coaches is the most important piece regarding the possibilities of an athletic 

scholarship. Most that are involved in this process understand that the GK position can be difficult to assess based on playing time and the 

amount of action a GK receives in a given game. This is where we feel the videos produced by Eric and his staff can play a huge role in the 

recruiting process. The videos show a true sample of the abilities/qualities in the GK. With the videos we can then discuss the strengths and 

weaknesses that we address for each individual GK. As we move forward, we will continue to encourage our GK’s to take advantage of the 

videos produced by WWGS. 

2oi5       2oi5      2o16 

2014 2015 2016 2016 2017 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 4:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: Invitation 

Lpdf 

From: ~sinclink.com [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 9:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Invitation 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 

~sinclink.com] 

removed 

sender. 

Spots in 

Coll~ge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: ~ CASL SCHEDULE 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Cc: 
Subject:                              ’ CASL SCHEDULE 

Hello’. This is a cop?’ of my schedule for this upcoming week at CASk. I would like for you to come ~,atch me play in my gmnes, if you c~’. Hope to see you there! 

Thanks tbr your time, 

#17 

Graduation Year of 

Friday Under 17 Gifts Premier White 

WRAL 13 Gladwell 

Saturday Under 17 Gifts Premier White 

WRAL 11 Great Outdoor 

Sunday Under 17 Girls Premier White 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 4:27 PM 

Richard Broad <rbroad@american~ccerprograms.com> 

Subject: RE: UCLA 

Dick, 

As usual, you are very kind. It was good to see youH! 

From: Richard Broad [mailto:rbroad@americansoccerprograms.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 0J., 20J.3 9:4-:!. PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; pacman@uncaaa.unc.edu 
Subject: UC~, 

Anson, 

Disappointed for you. 

Thanks for allowing me to sit in on the most thorough, detailed, and informative pre-game preparation I have ever observed. (Letting me do so was probably the 

only thing you got wrong. I feel as if l was some kind of jinx.) Everything you presented about UCLA was spot-on. The ladies could not have been any more ready. 

With a healthy squad the result would have been reversed, and your seniors would be playing two more games in Cary this week-end. 

The Tar Heels won’t be the NCAA Champions this far, but UNC Women’s Soccer are CHAMPIONS in every respect. 

Best, 

Dick 

Richard Broad 

AMERICAN SOCCER PROGRAMS 

:LOS~LO Arrowood Street 

Fairfax, VA 22032 

703 764-0964 w 

703 764-128:[ f 

c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: CASL Tournament 

resume.docx 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: CASL Tournament 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is           and I am a Sophomore at 

UNC School of Medicine cumculum and your amazing 

have a strong interes’t in the Tar Heel experience. In addition, I have attended the North Carofina Gifts       Camp. Currently I play for the 

club coach’s name is                ttis email address is       @                .corn and he can be reached at 

in fl~e CASL Girls Showcase Tournament in Raleigh, NC. We are playing on the Fleming Loop #5 field on Friday 

Fletning Loop #3 field on Saturday t at 3:20 pm and Sunday at 11:40 am. We roll also be in Richmond, VA on 

the Jefl’erson Cup Showcase Toummnent. I will provide our game schedule when it becomes available. 

I have attached my resume listing my GPA * and my academic accomplishments. I can be reached at my home phone number 

number 

IVly email is: ~ ~ 

I am interested in attending the University of North Carolina because of the 

program. I’ve visited the campus several times each with my sister when she attended the school and 
My 

Our team will i~e playing 

at 9:50 am, the 
for 

and my cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: .- CASL Showcase Schedule Update 

Resume pdf 

From: [mailto: Ngmail.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, 10:03 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Bill Palladino 
Subject-"            -- CASL Showcase Schedule Update 

Coaches Ducar & Pallodino, 

I am playing in the CASL Showcase this weekend. I would like to invite you to attend one of my games. I play for the 

My jersey number is #6. Please let me kmow if you need thrther inli)rmation. I hope to see you there! 

CASL Wnmen’s Shnwcase - 

Jersey #6 

Friday 

ll:40AM 

WRAL 16 Newcomb 

Saturday 

ll:40AM 

WRAL 16 Newcomb 

Sunday 

1:30 PM 

WRAL 16 Newcomb 

SCHEDULE LINK: 

Please visit ~ny online profile for up to date information. Game footage and training videos coming soon. 

coin 

Thank you for your time, 

~amcoachedby 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Exciting College Prospect 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Exciting College Prospect 

11:21 PM 
@cuemail.net] 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 

I mn writing to introduce myself to you, my name is High School Graduating Class of 
Club and the Varsity team of 

I will be playing at the CASL Girl’s College Showca~ in Raleigh North Carolina, here is the schedule: 

Friday 

I currently play for a club named 

I understaJ~d that Universib~ of North Cazolina will have a representative at the showcase, if they have time I would love to be able m display my 
you in advance for your consideration. 

High School Graduating Class of 

removed by 

sender. 

C.J_i_._c_._k___ pr o fJ] e 

skills. Thank 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                4:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Team visit 

From: [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:43 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Team visit 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am traveling with the team this week to play in some National League games. Thursday, we 

have a late game and would love to use the morning to bring the team to see your campus and maybe meet you and some of your players. I’ll be 
calling you tomorrow during my planning period to see if we can make anything happen. Thanks for your time and consideration and I’m sorry for 

our late inquiry! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                4:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Team visit 

From: [mailto: _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:43 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Team visit 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am traveling with the team this week to play in some National League games. Thursday, we 

have a late game and would love to use the morning to bring the team to see your campus and maybe meet you and some of your players. I’ll be 
calling you tomorrow during my planning period to see if we can make anything happen. Thanks for your time and consideration and I’m sorry for 

our late inquiry! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 4:51 PM 

@sportsendeavors.com 

@~nsn.com; ducea@uucaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UNC 

Chris is heading out there tonight. I know I will get to see her pl,3y. And thank you ._. You guys do ,3 great job w~th your ta[en~ and we trust you!~ 

F~m: ~spo~endeavors.com [mailto: ~spo~endeavors.com] 
Sent= Monday, 6:~9 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Cc= Ducar, Chris; Bill Palladino 
Subject= Re: UNC 

Au~x~ - 

Sony, to see the result Saturday. Very uufortunate and a great sea.son overall. 

Just a quick follow up on 

She’s oue tbr sure that I’d support at UNC with no question in my mind. 

Tha2~ks agaiu and hopeIhlly you guys can see her (plus 

weekend at casl. 

aud the rest of our class) Tuesday night at Meredith College or this 

Sent on the Sprint® Now Network from my BlackBerry® 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: Satf 12:58:11 -0500 

To: <ansou@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc:      ~sportsendeavors.com<      ~sportsendeavors.com> 

Subject: UNC 

Ansol~ 

My’ name is             and I am currently a ~phomore at 

the academics and soccer program at UNC. I am ou the 

I am contacting you because I would like to learn more about 

team iu North Carolina and have been primarily playing as a 

My team will be playing iu the CASL showcase a23d Disney Showcase and I hope you’re able to watch me play. 

Here’s my schedule and I wear #68 

CASL- 

t 3:20 PM ~mith (?reek Park SA (Wake 

WRAL 1 l Great Outdoors 

I Smith Creek Pa~k 3A ~ Wake 
................................................. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

12:30 PM 

Bracket B 



removed by 

ll:30AM 

4 

Bracket B 

12:30 

;~ Image 

iiii ....... 

d by 
sender. 

PM 

I look forw-ard to hearing back fiom you soon and learning more about yonr program and school. Thank you. 

I know NCAA recruiting rules prohibit you from contacting me back directly but please t~el free to contact my club coach 

Director          at      i,~spo~sendeavors.com or              to learn more about my abilities on the tield. 

and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: CASL schedule 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:27 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL schedule 

Coach Dorrance, 
dust following up with you I hope you had a good holiday. My schedule at GASL is as follows I hope you have a chance to watch me play. 
Thanks, 

#15 
#5 in the country 

Link to team webpage: 

Link to team roster page: 

CASL SCHEDULE: 
11:40 am Fleming Loop #5 
1:30 pm Fleming Loop #2 
11:40 am Fleming Loop #2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 7 goals in 5 GP this season F~J,1 

From: Simon Statzel [mailto:simon@german-athletes.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Simon St(Jtzel 
Sent: Monday, 9::t4 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 7 goals in 5 GP this season Fall 

Coach 
Dorrance 

Simon Stuetzel 
2 times All-American (NCAA Division 2) 
team@scholarbook.net 
202-657-5720 

Image removed by sender. Scholarsoocer English 

You can find all our other Soccer players 



TOEFL: 

Video: 

~Pron~otion video for presented by scholarbookonet 

Position: 
Club: 
Divison " 2. Bundesliga (2nd Senior) 
Sul~esses 

~ p~ay in the USA: 

You can translate all articles with: http://translate.google.com/ 



Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Forward email 

removed by 

sender. 

This emsil wss sent to anson@uncas,unc.edu by team@scholarbook.net 
_U_~__d__a__t__e___P__r_o__f~LL_e, LE__r_L~_’_a_LL_A__d__d_z_e__s__s. Instant removal with ._S_’_a__f_e___U__n_~_u__b__s_’_c_’LL_b__e_f’~ ._P_r-Lv_’_a__c_y___P__o_Jj_c_y__. 
German-AtMetes.com :: Am Hang la Neuhaeusel :: 56335 Germany 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Touma~ent Schedule 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tournament Schedule 

Coach Dorrance, 

9:41 AM 
corn] 

If you had time and were able to come watch the recent         Thanksgiving Showcase Tournament, thank you. However, I know you have been busy with the 

NCAA tournament and may not have had time. During this past weekend I scored two goals, had two assists and we had another goal from a free Idck that was 

awarded from a girl tripping me just outside the :18. 

My next showcase will be and my game information is as follows: 

Sat 11:45 AM Seminole #11 

Sun 8:00 AM Sylvan Lake A 

Non 11:15 AM Seminole #9 ............................. 

I do hope that you will be able to attend the upcoming tournament. ~ will send out a reminder or updates if there are any changes prior to the tournament. Also, 

my coaches, Coach                      and Coach                   , said they would be happy to answer any questions you may have about me. 

Sincerely, 

Click here for video clips from this weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:09 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edw~ 

EW: Ba~rstools tbr McCaskill 

Thanks 

From: [mailto: ~duke.edu] 
Sent; Monday, December 02, 20:~3 10:26 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Barstools for McCaskill 
To share w/appropriate folks: 

Wouldn’t it be nice to have barstools high enough for the VIl?s to see over the balcony railing at McCasldll for viewing Soccer and Lacrosse games better and more 
comtbrtably? 

On Sale: 

bofl~ outdoor: http:/i~’.wayIhir.conr’Patio-Barstools-(5~ 16231 .html?redir:::o utdoor+barstools&rtype=:6&dep~=:5&us~=: 
and indoor:http://www~wm4hir.com/dai~y- sale,~’Best- Sellers%3A-Barstools.-E7727A~tml?refid=:EDF1201137141.268&sm=l &csnid=BAAAC400- 2012-4A22- 

97EC- 843483513164 ................................................... 

Best Deals: .h..~..~.p.i/..~.~.~.~?.~22i~.e2.a.~.c..9.p.~!11.s.:~..e.b/..~!~/.~2~R~g9~L~}3:~.7~}~!. (not ve~’ attractive but stackable) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:09 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

l~W: Nove~nber 4tl~ CREED Workshop Re~ninder 

From; Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 i0:30 AM 
To; UNCAA-I-Iead Coaches 
(:c-" UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Senior Staff; Williams, Andre; Webb, Josh; Adams, Clarissa; UNCAA_Academics 
Subject-" b-W: November 4th CREED Workshop Reminder 

This is tse reminder that I sest to all first },ear studept at/’ietes regarding t’~e D~.:ce ~ur },~d Caroli~a CREED workshop. 
l hanks, 
Cricket 

Greeting 1st Years, 

blonday, Dece~ n bet ~n.’t at 7pro is our third Carolina CREED workshop. The workshop will take place on the }rd floor of Loudermiik~ Our theme is the "E" of 
CREED Excell ng ~r~ i’\o’d’:rr ~.s. Please be farniliar with your CREED rr/entors and group narr/e (trivia). Bring your creativity[![! 
Please contact your inentor or me if you have ary questions. 

Thanks, 
Cricket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Jason Sisneros, @gmaJd.com) 

I~NV: 2014 CASL Girls College Combine 

From: Sean Nahas [mailto:sean.nahas@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 10:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Tony Daluz; robbie.church@duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; Andrew Burr; Donnenwirth, Rob; stgeorges@ecu.edu; 

Subject: 2014 CASL Girls College Combine 

All 

Hope this email finds you doing well and having come off a great holiday with your friends and families.. 

I would like to follow up with you about our girls College combine on February ~.5th, 20:14 here in Raleigh... 

Currently we are over the 200 player mark and are pushing for between 250 and 300 players all within 5 fields of each other which in turn will make recruiting very 

easy for you all.. As the schedule is currently being put together and will be put out to the public soon I once again wanted to let you know where we stood with 

the event and who I have heard from in regards to their attendance. 

I apologize if you have told me you were attending and are not on the list 

(Please let me know again) as we had a computer glitch after the last email which had me lose some emails during a certain period of time. Thanks again 

UNC-CH 

NC STATE 

Furman UniversiW 

App State 

Campbell University 

UniversiW of Miami 

High Point 

Elon UniversiW 

UNCG 

William Peace University 

University of Tennessee Chattanooga 

Queens University of ChaHo~e 

Meredith College 

VCU 

UniversiW of Richmond 

Virginia Wesleyan College 

Thank~ a~ain and I look fo~ard to heafin~ from you ~oon... ~hould anythin~ ~han~ ~ wi~ of ~our~e ~et you know but wanted you to ~et thi~ on your 

Sean Nahas ~ ECNL D~rector 

Capita~ Area Soccer League 

7700 Perry Creek Road, Rah~igh NC 27516 

P: 919.532.2014 I F: 919.834.4369 

sean.naha&@caslnc.com I www.facebook.com/c~slnc 

www.c~slnc.com ~ www.twitter.comicaslnc 
P~EASE NOTE MY NEW [MAIk gDDRESS 

F~m: Sean Nahas 
Sent: Tuesday, November ~9, 2023 2:~ PH 
To: ’Anson Dorrance’; ’Chris Ducar’; ’bill pailadino’; ’Tony Daluz’; ’robbie~church@duke~edu’; ’lesesne@duaa.duke.edu’; ’Andrew Burr’; ’Donnenwirth, Rob’; 



Subject: 2014 CASL Girls College Combine 
All 

~IN JUST 24 HOURS OF REGISTRATION BEING OPEN WE HAD "120 REGISTRANTS and ARE NOW AT 276 

REGISTERED PLAYERS’~ 
PLEASe. LET M~ KNOW YOUR AVAI~BIL~ ASAP 50 THAT W~ CAN 5TART TO MAKE the PROGRAM NAME5 PUBLIC 

I hope this email finds you doing well. I wanted to send you this letter (please see attached) in regards to our CASL Girls College Combine which we are looking to hold on 

We are looking this year as we did last year break the day into age groups. We want to maximize the amount of players we can showcase for you 

all and are looking to hold 2 different sessions, one being the 16s and 18s in the morning and the other being 15s and 17s in the afternoon (or vice versa). I want to be able to 
make this combine as easy as possible for you all but definitely would like some of your input. This year we have opened 2 new tud fields with lights that are next to Baker 
Roofing which puts 5 tuff fields within 100 yards of each other. This will allow us to open the combine to more players and limit the amount of movement you as coaches will 
have to endure during the day. Each year we have wanted to improve on this event and feel that this is the next step in doing so. We are excited once again about this year’s 
combine and hope that you will be able to attend. 

I would like to go with the same schedule as last year with age groups broken up and if we follow that plan we will be able to have age groups on ce~ain fields so that you do 
not have to go and search for who you are looking to recruit. Having you all at this combine makes it what it is and we would love your attendance again this year. If you could 
please let me know if your program will be in attendance it would be GREATLY appreciated so that we can sta~ to post college lists in the next week or 
Please if you have any suggestions as to how we can improve on last year’s event, please let me know and if we can implement it we definitely will.. 

UNC-CH 

NC STATE 

Furman UniversiW 

App State 

Campbell University 

UniversiW of Miami 

High Point 

EIon 

UNCG 

William Peace University 
Thanks again and I look fo~ard to hearing from you soon... Should anything change I will of course let you know but wanted you to get this on your schedule 

Sean Nahas ~ ECNL Director 

Capital Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 Raleigh NC 27612 

P: 9~9.532.20~4 ~ ~: 9~9.834.4369 

sean.nahas@caslnc.com ~ www.facebook.com/ca~lnc 

www.ca~lnc.com ~ www.twi~ter.com/caslnc 

’-~PL£~E ~OT£ ~Y NEW E~A~L ~DDR£SS~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:15 PM 

~verizon.net-~ 

I~E: Letter of Recommendation 

l.et’~ do this. You write the letter. Talk about our chance to se~d time together 3 springs ago, have me (you) ~ell the core of your philosoph,l in the letter..Send it 

[:o m% I wi~ edit ~[: pt~t it on rny statkm~ry and 3end R ok~ I arn 3cr~mbli~g ~or all my se~or3 r~ow trying to get them ~n d~fferent ~?ro ~e~gk~es~ 

~verizon.net] 
Sent: Nonday, December 02, 2023 ~2:20 AN 
To: Dorrance, A~be~ A ~ 
$ubject: Le~er of Recommendation 
Hi ~n, 
So~D" for your loss against UCLA a~d even more so~D" tbr ~e injmN to your player. I hope it isn’t ~dous. 

I am applying for the Head Coach’s ~sition aq                       tnd was wondering if you would give me a le~er of recommen&tion. They require a le~er of 

recommendation to be submiRed with the application, wNch has to be ~ them by the end of this week. I was hoping you could ~an it mid email it to me. 

Below is the devils of the person running the ~arch and I have a~ched my resume for your reference. 

Than~ so much for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 5:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

ILS: 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 11:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Subject: FW: 

This is a kid I need you ~o watch~ 

From: [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:S7 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Cc: @footballproper,com 
Subject: 

Dear Cl~s, 

I wanted to email you rega~dh~ my schedule for national league tNs ul~onfing week in North C~:rolina. I am so~" for your temffs loss a~ns~L UCLA. I thought you 

guys we~ going to win it ~Jl! My schedule for Nation~J League and player profile ar~ attached b~low. 

Thursday : ~:00 PM @ Gillette 2 

Friday 2:00 PM @ Gillette 3 

Saturday l:00 PM @ RM1 

Personal Achievements: 

US National Team Pool 

ODP Events/Selection 

0 Team 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

0 Region IV Team 

[] 

[] 

[] 

[] 

® 

o 

[] US Youth Soccer ID2 Selection 

0 April UC Irvine 

0 August Beaverton, Oregon, Team of 18 

High School Accomplishments 

~,chool year, Freshman 

O Varsity team, 

O CIF Championships, Southern Califoruia 

Region IV Champions [,as Vegas, Nevada. All tournament team honors 

Winter Pool 

Interregional Event in Boca Raton, Florida 

[] All Tournament First Team Honors 

Interregional Event Boca Raton, Florida 

Scheduled to attend Interregional Event Boca Raton Florida 



O All western League 1~ Team as freshman 

O All North county 2~ Team as freshman 

O Union Tribune Prep athlete of the week 

Personal Achievements with club 

Club Team Accomplishments: 

® 

® 

® 

References: 

¯ Head Coach 

¯ , Head Coach 

¯ coaching director thr 

¯ (Coach 

¯ (Coach 

¯ varsity gifts Coach 

Student Information: 

® 

O Class of 

O Clm-ent GPA weighted at 

Address: 

Team, 

Player, 

Phone 

Director of Girls 

~vith AP and tIonors class schedules 

@footballproper~com, 

@earthlink.net 

Phone-, 

e-mail- 

¯ Home Phone: ~ 

¯ Em all: .~vahoo.com 

¯ Date of Birth: 

¯ Parents names: 

Athletic Information: 

¯ Height: 

¯ Weight: 

¯ Positions:: 

¯ Club Name: 

¯ Club jersey Number: 12 

Academic Achievements: 

¯ GPA 

¯ AP Woftd History, Pre Calculus Honors cun-ently as sophomore 

Community Service: 

¯ Inv olved in leading service proj ects Kids Korps chapter 



¯ Volu~tteer coach for younger teams 

¯ member of Kids Koi]~s 

Articles: 

Thank you for your fill/e, 







TRAO.K 

Class ca BELK JOGGING Class on BELK 
TRACK CLASS on BELK TRACK ....... . ....... ..-- - .................................. i ......................................................................................... ! .................................................................................. 

11:00a (12:00p) Jogging 
Class on BELK 
TRACK 

2:0Op (8:00p) Jogging 
Class on BELK 
TRACK 

:2;00p (6:0gp) TRACK 
PRACTICE 

~:O0p (6:50p) 
JOGGING 
CLASS on B~.LK 
TRACK 

2:00p (8:00p) TRACK 
PRACTICE 

1 l:00a (12:O0p) Joggling ....................................................................... L ........ ~ 
Class o~ BELK 
TRACK 



i I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
i8 9 10 tl !2 !3 "14 
i15 "16 17 "18 19 2.0 2"1 
i22 .23 28 25 36 2? 28 
[ 29 50 3~ 

FORCE ROTO PRACTICE FORCE ROTO ~:,~.ffAO~NG DAY 

2:00p ,(6:00p) TRACK 

6:0Op (9:0Op) DANCE 
TEAN 

7:30p (9:30p) BO×~NG 

8:009 (9:00p) 

2:30p 

7:00p 

7:00p (8:00p) DANCE 

?:00p (9:00p) WL 
O.LINtC in ESF 

7:30p (9:30p) BOXING 

PRACTICE 
?(RAIN S~TE) 

6:00p (9:00p} BANCE 
TEA&~ 

7:30p (9:30p) BOXING PRACTICE RAiN 
81T~ 



Monday 

December 2, 2013 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 

12/2/13- 12/8/13 
Printed 1 2/2i201 3 ~i~~- 
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Tuesday, 

December 3, 2013 

ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 
12/2/13- 12/8/13 



Wednesday, 

December 4, 201 3 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 

12/2/13- 12/8/13 

! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 



Thursday, 
December 5, 2013 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 
12/2/13- 12/8/13 



Friday, 

December 6, 201 3 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 

12/2/13- 12/8/13 



Saturday, 

December 7,201 3 

Athletic Facilities Schedule 
12/2/13- 12/8/13 

SATURDAY 



Sunday, 

December 8,201 3 
ATHLETIC FACILITIES SCHEDULE 

12/2/13- 12/8/13 



Daily Agenda Schedule 

02 December 20 L3 

Mon Dec 2 
8:00AM - 9:00AM Hooker Field 1 Booking: 

9:00AM - ~L0:00AM Hooker Field ~ Booking: 

~L0:00AM - :IJ_:00AM Hooker Field 1 Booking: 

~L0:00AM - :IJ_:00AM Hooker Field 2 Booking: 

~L:I:00AM - :12:00PM Hooker Field ~ Booking: 

~L:I:00AM - :12:00PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: 

~L2:00PM - ~:00PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: 

~L:00PM - 2:00PM Hooker Field ~ Booking: 

~L:00PM - 2:00PM Hooker Field 2 Booking: 

~L:00PM - 2:00PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: 

3:00PM - 4:00PM Hooker Field ~ Booking: 

3:00PM - 4:00PM Hooker Field 2 Booking: 

3:00PM - 4:00PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: 

4:00PM - ~L~:00PM Hooker Field 1 Booking: 

4:00PM - ~L~:00PM Hooker Field 2 Booking: 

4:00PM - ~L~:00PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: 

5:30PM - 7:00PM Hooker Field 4 Booking: 

7:00PM - 8:30PM Hooker Field 4 Booking: 

8:30PM - ~L0:00PM Hooker Field 4 Booking: 

LFIT ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT ~L08 - Outdoor Sports 

LFIT ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT ~L90 - Special Topics 

PHYA 230 - Beginning Soccer 

LFIT ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT :L08 - Outdoor Sports 

LFIT :L30 - Soccer 

LFIT :L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT :L08 - Outdoor Sports 

LFIT :L30 - Soccer 

IM - Soccer 

IM - Soccer 

IM - Soccer 

SC - Women’s Soccer Blue 

SC - Men’s Club Soccer Practice 

SC - Women’s Ultimate White Practice 

Tue Dec 3 
9:30AM - ~L0:45AM Hooker Field ~ Booking: LF[T ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

9:30AM - :10:45AM Hooker Field 2 Booking: LFIT ~L90 - Special Topics 

9:30AM - :10:45AM Hooker Field 3 Booking: LF~T ~L08 - Outdoor Sports 

~L:I:00AM - :12::15PM Hooker Field ~ Booking: LF[T ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

:1:1:00AM - :12::15PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: LF~T ~L08 - Outdoor Sports 

2:00PM - 3:~_5PM Hooker Field ~ Booking: LF[T ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

2:00PM - 3:~_5PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: LFIT ~L08 - Outdoor Sports 

4:00PM - ~L~:00PM Hooker Field ~ Booking: [M - Soccer 

4:00PM - ~LI:00PM Hooker Field 2 Booking: [M - Soccer 

4:00PM - ~L~:00PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: [M - Soccer 

5:30PM - 7:00PM Hooker Field 4 Booking: SC - Men’s Ultimate White Practice 

7:00PM - 8:30PM Hooker Field 4 Booking: SC - Women’s Club Rugby Practice 

8:30PM - ~L0:00PM Hooker Field 4 Booking: SC - Men’s Club Rugby Practice 
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Wed Dec 4 
8:00AM - 9:00AM Hooker Field :1 Booking: 

9:00AM - ~L0:00AM Hooker Field :1 Booking: 

~L0:00AM - :1:1:00AM Hooker Field :1 Booking: 

~L0:00AM - :1:1:00AM Hooker Field 2 Booking: 

~L:I:00AM - :12:00PM Hooker Field :1 Booking: 

~L:I:00AM - :12:00PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: 

~L2:00PM - :I:00PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: 

~L:00PM - 2:00PM Hooker Field :1 Booking: 

~L:00PM - 2:00PM Hooker Field 2 Booking: 

~L:00PM - 2:00PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: 

3:00PM - 4:00PM Hooker Field :1 Booking: 

3:00PM - 4:00PM Hooker Field 2 Booking: 

3:00PM - 4:00PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: 

4:00PM - ~L:I:00PM Hooker Field :1 Booking: 

4:00PM - ~L:I:00PM Hooker Field 2 Booking: 

4:00PM - ~L:I:00PM Hooker Field 3 Booking: 

5:30PM - 7:00PM Hooker Field 4 Booking: 

7:00PM - 8:30PM Hooker Field 4 Booking: 

8:30PM - ~L0:00PM Hooker Field 4 Booking: 

LFIT ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT ~L08 - Outdoor Sports 

LFIT ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT ~Lg0 - Special Topics 

PHYA 230 - Beginning Soccer 

LFIT ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT ~L08 - Outdoor Sports 

LFIT ~L30 - Soccer 

LFIT ~L04 - Exercise and Conditioning 

LFIT ~L08 - Outdoor Sports 

LFIT ~L30 - Soccer 

IM - Soccer 

IM - Soccer 

IM - Soccer 

SC - Women’s Soccer Blue 

SC - Men’s Club Soccer Practice 

SC - Club Football Practice 

~L0:00PM - :I:~:50PM Hooker Field 4 Booking: SO - Quidditch Club Practice 

Sat Dec 7 
8:00AM - 5:00PM 

8:00AM - 5:00PM 

8:00AM - 5:00PM 

8:00AM - 5:00PM 

Hooker Field :1 

Hooker Field 2 

Hooker Field 3 

Hooker Field 4 

Booking: EVENT - Holiday Showcase Lacrosse Tournament 

Booking: EVENT - Holiday Showcase Lacrosse Tournament 

Booking: EVENT - Holiday Showcase Lacrosse Tournament 

Booking: EVENT - Holiday Showcase Lacrosse Tournament 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Interested Future Player - Playing this coming week at National League in Wilson 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 12:40 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Co:                     @hotmail.com 
Subject; Interested Future Player - Playing this coming week at National League in Wilson 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is (eve~one calls me ), and I play tbr . I am a freshman in high school but I am aJready stayting to think about 

colleges because nay dream is to play college at a high level. Here is a link to my resume. 

I am veu interested in UNC Chapel Hill because of the incredible reputation and history of the women’s prograan. Also, I was born in and lived in 

until I was 5 yeays old. I have visited .......... We have lots of family and friends in the 

Chapel Hill/Durham area so it is an area of the country I know and love. 

Game #1 Thurs. 3:00pro vs 

Game #2 Fri. 10:00am vs 

Game #3 Sat 10:00am vs 

Game #4 , Sun 7:30am vs 

National League - CASL Showcase Game Schedule - Wilson, North Carolina 

@ Rock,:/Mount HS #1 

@ Wilson Gillette #6 

@ WiL<~on Gillette #6 

@ Wilson Gillette #5 

Again, I just waaated to slart the line of communication with you and look forward to you watching me play. Please let me know of aaay camps or other oppo~lunities if it 

is possible. I am also a discoveo~ player for , so I will keep you posled as to when I am playing with them during the year. I hope to visit the 
LINC campus sometime soon and meet you and your staff: 

Sincerely, 

#12 
#15 

Grad Year 

~i_~z_k___t~__~_~:_! Le__~_~_~m_e_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Interested in UNC Women’s 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 1:38 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: @ .org 
Subject: Interested in UNC Women’s 

Dear Coach Dorrsnce, 
My name is and I currently play for the 
engineering program. 

My team is competing in the ECNL National Event in Sanford, FL from 

member of your coaching staff is able to see me play. My jersey number is 13 and our uniform colors at~ white and red. I play 
My team will play the following schedule in Sanford: 

Saturday, 
Game 1 : 
Time: 1:45 pm 
Location: Seminole #05 

Sunday, 
Game 2: 
Time: 9:45 am 
Location: Sylvan Lake D 

Monday, 
Game 3: 
Time: 1:15 pm 
Location: Seminole #12 
I know that you are not allowed to communicate with me but I have copied this email to my coach, 
welcomes inquiries from coaches to discuss player potential (cell            and email       ~ 
Complete information about the team and my profile can be found at: 
Thank you for your consideration¯ 

I am interested in attending UNC not only for your soccer program, but also for your 

¯ I understand that our contact is limited under NCAA rules, but I hope that you or a 

and 

He is also the Director of Coaching for and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:18 PM 

~aol.com 

FW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Be Connected-NSCAA Division I Listserv 
Group 

ATT00001.c; ATT00002.htm; _ListservGuide-D I Women-Sept. 10 2013.docx 

Dino, 

This will help you schedule games .... Are you on it? 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer- 
coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 2:07 PM 
To: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googleg rou ps.com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Be Connected-NSCAA Division I Listserv Group 

Good Day Coaches. 

As mentioned to you earlier in the fall the NSCAA Division I listserv is in operation to enhance communication 
of the D I coaching community. If you received this note you are subscribed to the listserv group. To add 
assistant coaches to the listserv group, please use the following link to submit email addresses, and select All 
Mail from the subscription options. 

https ://groups. google, com/forum/? fromgroups# ! managemembers/divi sion-i-womens-soccer-coaches/add 

Also, attached is a Listserv Guide that provides information on the service. Please attend to this detail to ensure 
that your coaching staff is connected to important Division I communication. 

All the best. 

Rob 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:20 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Showcase 

From: [rnailto: @grnail.corn] 
Sent: Mlonday, 3:42 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
l:::c: Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; ~sportsendeavors.corn; 
Subject:      Showcase 

Coach Dorrance, 

@hotrnail.corn 

My na~e is              m~d I am currently a freshman at 

more about the academics and program at the UniversiD" of North Carolina. I am on the 

playing as a 

I mn contacting you because I would like to learn 

team in North Carolina and have been primaMy 

My team will be playing in the CASL Shootout and Disney showcase in Florida. I’m hopeful you’re able to watch me play. Here’s my schedule and I wear # 71 

CASL Shootout @3:20 field Smith Creek Park 3A, @9:50 AM field WRAI, #11, @9:50 AM tield Smith Creek Park 3A. Disney 

Showcase @12:30 field ATRP #9, @11:30 AM tiled ATRP #9, @12:30 tiled EWWS #25. I look tbrward to hearing back from you soon 

and learning more about your progra~n and school. 

I know NCAA recruiting rules prohibit you from contacting tne back directly but please feel free to contact my club coach 

Director          at      ~’;;po1~se~deavor~.com or              to learn more about my abilities on the field. 

Thank yo u, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:26 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: National Coach of the Year Voting Now Open 

Make sure I get this done tomorrow!! 

From-" NSCAA [mailto:info@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, December 02, 2013 4:44 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: National Coach of the Year Voting Now Open 

f 
ix ,mog ....... d bysender. 

2013 NCAA Division I - II - III Women’s Coach of the Year Voting is Now Open 

Thank you to everyone that submitted a nomination. All votes for National Coach of the Year 
must be submitted before December 09, 2013 11:59pm CST! 

Please Read Before Votinq 

To begin: Login to your ._C_o__!Le_g__e___~__e_ry__[_c___e_____m__y__N_S___Q_A__A___a_c_c_o_M__n__t. and select the "My Nominations 
and Voting" tab. 

To cast your vote, simply choose the coach you wish to vote for from the radio buttons and 
hit submit. You may only vote once. 

Login Now 

Please contact us if you have any difficulties. Again, all votes must be received by December 
09 at 11:59pm CST. 

removed by 
sender. 

Image 

removed by 

sender 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

[~mail I Website I Send 1:o ~,’ 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Prospective Student Athlete - 

From: [rnailto: ~grnail.corn] 
Sent-" Mtonday, 5:11 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Prospective Student Athlete - 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is            and I am a sophomore at 
North Carolina and would love the opportunity to join your 

This is my second year playing with the 
assists. 

program. 

Varsity 

I am interested in attending the University of 

team and I have scored a total of eight goals and had three 

is my passion and my dream is to play for the National team. I am quick, play multiple positions and a very quick learner. In addition, I am 
academically strong with a GPA, take honors and AP classes, and very much keen on pertaining an A grade level. 

Currently, I play for 
his email is 

out of           . My number is 3 and we wear black or yellow jerseys. My club coach’s name is 
@__s_D___o__~__s__-___d___o____m____a__[__n_=c___o____m__. and he can be reached at 

Our team will be playing in the CASL showcase from                        in Raleigh, North Carolina. And will also be playing in the Disney 
showcase from                       . Below is the schedule for the CASL showcase. 

Friday 11:40AM vs. West 10 SC 02 

Saturday 8:00AM vs. WRAL 15 The Fishroom 

Sunday 8:00AM vs. West 10 SC 03 

Looking forward to hear your feedback. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

I~W: CASL Womeu’s College Showcase 

From: @fuse.net [mailto: ~fuse.net] 
Sent: Monday, 5:38 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; CASL Women’s College Showcase 
Coach Dorrance, 
My name is            and I play tbr the 

at the CASL Women’s Showcase 
game schedule for the weekend is below. 

FRIDAY 
1:30 PM 
Game: 64082 

Temn. My team is competing this upcoming weekend 

Series in Raleigh, North Carolina. I am interested in attending [INC and wmat to pursue playing in college. My 

Old Honeycutt 2 
SATURDAY 
9:50 AM 
Game: 64075 

Old Honeycutt 2 
SUNDAY 
1:30 PM 
Game: 64083 

Old Honeycutt 2 

I am a s~rter and play as well as IVly uniform jersey number is 3. My 

zollege.com site. Please contact me if you have any questions. 

I hope you are able to attend one of my matches. 

Thauk you tbr your consideration, 

profile is listed on the CASL website as well as the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Recruit 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:12 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Recruit 

Dear coach Dorrance, 
I am a sophomore at and I play for I’m very interested in UNC. I hope you can come watch my team at the CASL 

tournament this weekend (see schedule below.) I’ll be playing forward, look for #2, that’s rne! 

Thank you! 

Sunday 

11:40 AM 
Game: 64104 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 3, 2013 5:29 PM 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

ILE: book 

Will 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@9reensborounited.or9] 

Sent: Monday, December 02, 2013 7:57 p[Vl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: book 

Hey Anson, I went to your UCLA game. Tough way to lose. I thought you were the better team on the night. 

If you have some free time coming up, let me know. I am pretty flexible through December and January. 
Tirn Nash 
General Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 
336 358 8030 
www.grc~ens borou nited.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Disney College Showcase 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Disney College Showcase 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is 

@hotrnail.com] 
8:02 PM 

tPom          . I am writing to you becau~ I have an interest in playing      in college. I am currently a sophomore at 

and I have j ust s~rted my college search. I am interested in UNC- Chapel Hill because of fire location and majors that are 

offered. 

My club team, will be playing in fl~e Disney College Showcase in Florida frotn 

My schedule for the Disney showcase is: 

[] Gifts U16 Premier - Blue 

Bracket B 

[] 6:30 PM ATRP #05 

[] Girls UI6 Premier - Blue 

Bracket B 

[] 5:30 EWWS 

[] Gifts U16 Premier - Blue 

Bracket B 

[] 4:30 PM !~i.._W.._5._~_~_i~}_1_._7_. 

I hope you roll be able to attend one of these gmnes. 

Thank you for your time, 

Jersey #14 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: ~rogers.com] 
Sent: Monday, 8:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

currently plays with the                    and is playing in an older age group. She is 14 years old am-] has been playing at a rep/elite 
level since she was 8. She was also apart of the                                  team and trains with 

plays numerous positions which include all the Midfield positions, all Forward positions-and is ~resently 
positioned at Right Back.       current height is 5’7 and weighs 110 lbs.       has a big 1T1otoY, can Fun for days and is fast.       is 
also a very smart player and cairn with the ball. She just started Grade 9 @ ’ and is an excellent student 
What are some of the attributes you look for in a student/player. 
Respectfully 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                5:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

resume template- 1.doc 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 8:24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Ill coach, I will be attending the CASI2 final four showcase from I will be guesting with the 
team, so I laight not play 151y regular position as a            Attatched is my player profile and here is my schedule. I also have a video 
that is on youtube that shows some of my highlights if you would like to check it out on your computer. 
Thursday 
-3pm vs field: Gillette #5 
Friday 
- 2pro vs field: Rocky mountain #1 
Saturday 
-12pro vs Field: Gillette #6 
Sunday 
-7:30 am vs Field: Bartan #1 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: CASL College Showcase 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
,corn 

Subject: CASL College Showcase 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

~ .org] 
8:37 PM 

My naa~e is 

due to its academic and 

Showcase. 

I mn a HS Junior, and mn writing you and your staffbecause Universi~ of North Carolina Chapel Hill is one of my top collegiate choices 

progrm~L I’m hoping that at least one Inember of your coaching st~£f roll be in attendance at the upcoming CASL Gifts College 

I play for the 

my left and right foot. When I play ruth I wear the #32 uniform (the front of the uniform jersey reads ). 

My club coach is copied on this email and if you require information regarding my      performance, he can be reached at 

@      .com. For more information regarding         please visit ~a~-w.       corn 

My game schedule at the NEWSS Gifts College Showcase is as follows: 

GAME SCHEDULE HERE: 

which is cunently ranked #36 in           #148 in Region 1. I attend                                    located in, 

where I just earned my 2nd varsi~ letter. I currently have a GPA. I’m a        but ani capable of playing all positions well. I can use both 

or via email at 

WRAL Soccer Complez 

Raleigh, NC 

Friday 

1:40-3:30 

vs. FC Cary 

Field #17 
Saturday 

11:50-1:20 

vs. HFC Red 
Field #21 
Snnda¥ 

9:50-11:20 

vs, 96 CASL United Ladies 
Field #~9 
Sincerely, 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Class of 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject;           Class of 

Dear Coacl~ Dorrance, 

~yahoo.com] 
8:48 PM 

My name is             and I am very. interested in attending the University of North Carolina in the fall of     I plan to attend college 
in the eastern Ul~ited States and believe the University of North Carolina will be an ideal fit for both my academic and athletic goals. I 
currently have a    out of 4.8 GPA. Although I have yet to visit The University of North Carolina, I enjoyed the online pictures and was 
especially’ interested in your science and math departments. 

I was also very. impressed with your      program; congratulations on your     fall season. I am hopeful that I may be a qualified 
candidate for the Tar Heels     recruiting class. Attached, in the link below, is my resume containing my academic and athletic 
achievements. For additional information about my achievements, please log onto Berecruited.com. 
CASL Girls College Showcase 

I will be participating in the CASL Girls College Showcase in Raleigh, North Carolina             ) with the                 team from 
I wear number 5 and typically play as a . I hope you have the opportunity to see me play. Our schedule is 

linked below under schedule. 

I understand that NCAA rules may prohibit you from communicating with me, however, please send me details on your pro~am when the 
rules allow. My club coach,              has coached collegiately at Boston College and at Harvard University, and he has offered to 
speak on my behalf,      can be reached at    .’~?._~)    ~ or at 

I look forward to learning more about The University of North Carolina and the Tar Heels program. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: CASL Tournament 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto: Y~aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Tournament 

Coach Don-ance, 

, the CASL tournament is taking place in North Carolina, and I would like to irfform you that my team will be attending My club team is . I 
would appreciate it highly if you keep an eye out for me. I play and i’m number 10 

I go to and I graduate in and i have a GPA of a If you would like to contact me, which iI hope you would be interested to, my cell 
number is 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Recruit 

#23.pdf 

From: Noptimum.net [mailto: @optimum.net] 
Sent: Monday, 9:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Recruit 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hope all is well with you[ Just wanted to give you a quick update and my tournament information for this weekend. Last week I attended the 
Thanksgiving Interregional Event in Boca. My coaches thought I did very well and I really learned a lot from them! Our team did well growing 
together and improving as the week went on. It was an awesome      experience! 
My                      team competed at NEWSS this past weekend= We went on to win first place[ It was a nice way to start the season 
and to get ~eady for National League play= 

My team will also be playing this weekend at CASL for the National League Event. V~II you be attending? I have enclosed my profile and game 
schedule for your convenience. 
If you could get back to me to let me know if you are attending CASL that would be great[ 
Thank you very much and I look forward to your response! 
Sincerely, 

- CASL National League Event Schedule - 
Thursday - - 5:00 - Gillette 6 Field 
Friday - - 2:00 - Gillette 2 Field 
Saturday - - 12:00 - Gillette 4 Field 
Sunday- - 11:10- Fike 1 Field 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: North Carolina toumamen~~ come see me play - 

From: [mailto: ~ymail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:23 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: @art.net;         . @us.nestle.corn 
Subject; North Carolina tournament/come see me play - 
llello Coach Dorrance, 
My name is                I am #4 on                                         team. I will be attending the North Carolina 
tournament this weekend, i am very interested in playing at University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill in the future, and would love for 
you to come and see me plaN during my games on                   my schedule is bellow. 

/ game times are: 
Friday - 9:50 am @ Old Honeycutt 1 
Saturday - 3:20 pm @ Old Honeycutt 1 
Sunday - ] 1:40 am @ Old }[onevcutt 2 
*My positions are and 
from 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

10:31:16 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: CASL Girl’s College Showcase 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 9:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Girl’s College Showcase 

@gmail.com] 

Coach Dorance, 

I am on the team from We are competing in the CASL Girl’s College 

Showcase in North Carolina starting on I am interested in your school and am inviting you to come 

watch myself and my team play in this tournament. I have attached a personal player profile if you are interested. Our 

schedule is as follows: 

Field #1 @ West 10 SC; 8:00 a.m. 

WRAL 12 Dunkin Donuts; 3:20 p.m. 

Field #4 @ West 10 SC; 11:40 a.m. 

Thanks so much and I look forward to seeing you there, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l;W: CASL Showcase 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:18 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Showcase 

First I hope you had a great Thanksgiving! I wanted to let you know about the upcoming CASL totrnament in Raleigh NC. I 
am very interested in UNC and I hope you can make it to one of my games. 
H~’e is my schedule: 

- 11:40am Field WP~aI, #16 
- 11:50am Field WP~aI, #17 
- 8:00am Field ~,,’ ’K&L #16 

Additional Information: 
- I’m a Junior at 
- I graduate in 
- I currently play for . #29 
- I mostly play as a 
- I’m a high honor roll student. 
- I train at 
- I had a GPA forthe first ~uarter. 
- I take AP classes 
- I also take honor classes which are not weighted. 

Achievements: 
state team for 4 years. 

- Starting varsity player both 9th,10th,1 lth grade year. 
- Broke the high school most assist record in a season my sophomore year. 
- Broke the high school most goals in a season record my Junior year. 
- Principal’s Scholar Athlete as a freshman, sophmore, and junior year. 
- All south district 2nd team my sophmore and Junior year. 

offensive player of the year both my freshman and sophmore year. 
most vaulable player of the year my junior year. 

- Captain for my high school team my junior year also named captain for my upcoming senior year. 
- Won all league my junior year. 
My coaches Info: 

cell # 
High 8choN - 
cell # 

email @.qmail.com 

email 

cell #             email        ~ 
I hope you can make it to one of my games! 

email 
home 
cell # 

@yahoo.com 

com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: NC National League Games: 

From: [mailto: @comcast.net] 
Sent: Monday, 11:29 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NC National League Games: 

Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, 

I hope you are doing well. 

Below is our team’s schedule for North Carolina. Hope to see you there! 

Schedule for USYSA National League games in NC 

Field Date/Time 

Thursday, 11:00am Gillette #2 

Friday, lO:OOam Gillette #3 

Saturday, 1:00pro RM #4 

Sunday, 7:30am Fike #1 

Talk to you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc¯edu-- 

Tuesday, 11:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Request tbr scholarship optx~rtunity 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: Request for scholarship oppormni~ 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: 

CC: 

Hi again coach, 

This isjns~t a tbllow-up to my email of 

I was wondering if yon had a chance to review the information I sere you (attached). 

JnKt a friendly reminder, I am 16 years old and in my senior year of high school (graduating in June 

Sports Medecine - specifically in the Exercise/Health Science program which your universiU offers. 

¯ The program I’m interested in taking once I graduate is 

I’m a natural lefly but can kick with both t~et. I can play may position but normally play                   . In the video tbotage attached I am in the blue and M~ite 

team (and where either a red or blue headband). My team nnmber is 6 and 24 only in a small tx~rfion of the video which was when I played up with the UI 8 team this 

pas~t summer. 

This coming season I will be playing up with the 

season! 

’ team who won the National Chmnpionship this past summer¯ It should be an interesting a~d exciting 

The last 3 years I’ve played at the National level with my provincial team mad consider myself a veu focussed and diseiplined player with groat technical and tactical 
skills. 

Attached is an additional letter of recommendation from my coach from the National Training Center of 

Lastly, I have taJ~en the SAT and already have my results. 

Should you have may question~ please don’t hesitate to contact me. 

Thankyou! 

Email: (&gmail.com 

Cel: 

Begin forwarded message: 

From:                    @gmail.com> 
Subject: Request for scholarship opportunity 
Date: 

Dear Coach, 

My name is                      and I am an elite       player in the province of               and high school senior involved in an 

elite academic-athletic program. I am currently looking for a scholarship to pursue both my academic and interests at a university or 

college in the United States. The reason I am contacting you is to seek a freshman position on your team for the school year. 

I am 16 years of age (DOB:            ), 5L~5[] and have been playing      since the age of nine. My highest level of play is at the 

provincial i level and I have been part of the National Training Center in for the last 3 years. The Training Center is 

part of the Canadian Association National Training Centres and is one the premier player development centres in Canada. (Thefive 

Notional Training Centres include British Columbio, Prairies, Ontario, Qu ~ bec, ond Atlontic.) 

I have been one of the starting 11 players on the provincial team for the last 3 years and have participated in the All Star National 

Championships in     in Halifax, Canada {U15) where we ranked 2nd and this past summer in                    (U16) where we ranked 



2nd. Along with the provincial team, I also play for the                          in the LSEQ league (Ligue Soccer Elite        ! and have 

been since the age of 14. The LSEQ is one of the most competitive leagues in the country. This past summer, I also had the opportunity to 

play with the U17 AAA team            in the Provincial Cup tournament and helped the team win the silver medal. 

I have been studying in the "Sports-studies" program since the age of twelve. This program is designed to help elite student-athletes achieve 
their educational and athletic goals. "Sports-studies" students are able to maintain their high level of training and competition because 
classes are compressed into a shorter time frame in the morning, leaving the afternoon available for training. This requires excellent 
organizational/time management skills, discipline and drive, as shorter classes for the same material/school curriculum means more 

individual work. This program is offered to students that have high academic grades and have been recommended as being EeliteE by their 
coach. I also have this status at the provincial level and receive a yearly bursary because of it. To maintain my elite status and to be the best 
I can possibly be, I train very hard both on and off the field (16-:18hours/wk). I am very serious in my training and I always do more than is 

asked of me. 

Throughout all of my high school years, as a result of my hard work and dedication I have maintained a GPA of 

received numerous academic recognition awards. 

and have 

FinallY, ~ am a verY focused, determined and intense plaYer and ~ can be aggressive when the situation calls for it. can play any position butl 

normally play My main strengths are my speed when tackling, technical skills, fitness, reading of the game and I play 

with both feet. 

I have included two YouTube video links of me for you to review. One is some footage of me playing this past season {as #6 or #24- blue & 
white team) and the other is footage of me doing some technical/coordination training. My rEsumE and reference letters are also 
attached for your reference. 

I would be more than pleased to forward you my school report cards upon request. Please note that I have recently taken the SAT { 

and should be receiving my results on the 2::[st. 

I look forward to hearing from you and am available to send any further information that you require. 

Best regards, 

Col# 

(~qmail com 

Home # 

Cel # [ (mother) 

~gmuil.com (mother) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:24 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

VW: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaica~ sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaska~ huskies 

Here is a book I would like: Mastery by Robert Green (see below)! Thank you, I love books!! 

From= Robinson, Matthew J [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, December 03, 20:t3 4:33 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

Anson 

I hope you are well. tong time no tall<. Just wanted to let you kllow I [lave the survey ready to go for your former players. I can send you the link for your review. 

I got swamped with international prajects~ I wrapped up before thanksgiving and landed a contract with USOC on performance analysis with their combative 

sports, very interesting what we did For them asing the ELO ratktgs. "l"hst ~s what F~FA uses for the women’s woHd rarddngs. 

~1 the best and th~nks ~or sharing. Great bo.:)~ ~ am worMng on c~Hed Msstery by ~obert Greene, [{xce~lent in terms of the process one mus[ go through to master a 

~ the best.. 

Matt 

~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
$e~t= Tuesday, December 03, 2053 4:26 PN 

To= Robinson, Na~hew 3;        ~; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         @qmaEcom); Sander, Thomas 3 
$~bjeCt; ~: Paul Gardner: Genes and Spo~ (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters~ Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

E~= Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
SeBt= Sunday, December 05, 2053 8:52 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bjeCt= Paul Gardner: Genes and Spo~ (Pa~ 2): Jamaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, Ngh-responders and Alaskan huskies 

" removed by 

sender. 

remc~/ed by 
sender. 
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Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, 
Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and 
Alaskan huskies 

~hare Thi~ 

By Paul Gardner 

I left you last time with the vision of the virtually untrained high jumper Donald Thomas winning the world 

championship against Stefan Holm, who had spent the previous 25 years of his life training to perfect his 

jumping technique. 

...... removed by 

sender 

It is a story related by David Epstein in his wonderful book "The Sports Gene." But Thomas is an 

exception. To become a world champion with so little work is rare. After the Thomas saga, Epstein takes us through the 

fascinating stories of why so many top sprinters come from Jamaica. And why the world’s leading distance runners come from 

East Africa, most of them from one tribe, the Kalenjin. 

These are accounts that bring in the full mixture of genes and training and environment. Body build is important. Narrow hips 

and long legs make for good sprinters, something that links Jamaicans and American blacks - because the ancestors of both 

were from West Africa, where the body type prevails. But there is something else to be considered. Malaria. 

Malaria? Right. The theory involves a disorder known as sickle cell anemia for which there is a known gene. It is relatively 

common among American blacks and is generally not considered a good thing. It developed back in West Africa as a 

protective response to the malaria parasite, which attacks the hemoglobin in red blood cells. But in carriers of the sickle-cell 

gene, the red blood cells become sickle-shaped, and effectively cease to be of any use to the parasite as a source of 

hemoglobin. 



If the subsequent loss of hemoglobin is high, it will cause anemia in the human. At lower levels it can be lived with, but then 

presents another problem: the lungs are now getting less oxygen. This is where the theory becomes controversial, when it 

claims that the problem of oxygen shortage was solved over the centuries, by a genetic switch in muscular makeup: from 

slow-twitch muscle fibers to fast-twitch muscles. Because fast twitch muscles use less oxygen. And it turns out that fast- 

twitch muscles are "essential for an elite sprinter." 

Sprinters have some 75% of the fast-twitch version, whereas most people have a more or less equal spread of fast and slow 

muscles, something that cannot be changed by training. Says Epstein: "No training study ever conducted has been able to 

produce a substantial switch of slow-twitch to fast-twitch fibers in humans." 

Genes then play a big role. In fact, there is single gene that appears to be much related to sprinting prowess. It has a name, 

ACTN3, and Epstein, as ever, will tell you all about it and its variant form, and its relationship to sprinters. 

But another factor, environment, is important. In Jamaica, sprinting is a big deal. It matters, and youngsters showing promise 

are encouraged to stay with the sport - where similarly gifted athletes in the USA would get switched to basketball or football. 

Usain Bolt wanted to be a soccer player. His second choice was cricket. But once his running talent was suspected, coaches 

made sure he stayed with track. 

From West Africa, Epstein takes us over to East Africa, the powerhouse area for long-distance runners. Mostly from the 

Kalenjin tribe, living in Kenya and Ethiopia. Do they have a genetic advantage from body build? Possibly - they are among 

those classified as Nilotic - slender bodies, narrow hips, long legs. 

A Danish study compared a group of Kalenjin youngsters with a similar group of Danish boys and found almost nothing to 

support theories that the Kalenjins had a high proportion of slow-twitch muscle fibers in their legs, that they had a superior 

aerobic capacity (the amount of oxygen used in strenuous exercise), or that they responded better to endurance training. 

As expected, the Kalenjin had slightly longer legs, which was where a big difference emerged: not so much the length of the 

Kalenjin legs, but the thickness of the lower legs, which was some 15% to 17% less in the Kalenjins. The finding is 

considered key, for extra weight in the lower legs has a big effect on running economy (again, a measure of oxygen 

consumption). ’We have solved the main problem" of the Kenyan super-runners, claimed one of the researchers, who might 

have thought a bit more about his use of the word "problem." 

A genetic advantage then, in body build, those slender ankles, those long, almost spindly legs. 

But nurture plays a big role here. There’s the altitude. All the runners live in the Rift Valley - at a height of between 6,000 to 

9,000 feet. Just right. A height where the body responds by upping its output of red blood cells. And if you’re born there and 

grow up there, you tend to develop larger lungs. 

Even the 10,000-hour mentality can get a word in here. Epstein tells of the young kids - most of them, it seems - who 

regularly r~n to and from school, often over distances of several miles. That must be wonderful training. But not, apparently, 

necessarytraining. Epstein, never shirking awkward facts (and the field of genetics bristles with them), blandly mentions two 

Kenyans: Paul Tergat "the greatest cross-country runner in history" (~’My school was very close. I could walk to school."); and 

Wilson Kipketer "one of the greatest middle-distance runners of all time" whose school was next door to his home. 

Intertwined (you can read that as entangled) with all that is the question of response. Obviously, training helps - but to what 

extent? Studies have been done (that’s yet another surprise in Epstein’s book - the sheer volume of research that has been 

done on the many aspects of athletic performance). 

So we learn about responders, and the now famous HERITAGE study. At four different sites, fit but previously untrained 

volunteers were put through a regular exercise program. From all four sites came remarkably similar results for the effects of 

the program on aerobic capacity: 15% showed little or no improvement, while another 15% showed dramatic improvement (up 

to 50%) with the remainder of the volunteers somewhere between the two extremes. 

By 2011 the HERITAGE researchers reported that they had pinned down 21 gene variants from which they could predict 

aer~)bic response to exercise. Exercise certainly did work - but it worked best when the exersiser already had the genes 

making him a high responder. 

An ideal recipe suggested itself for running success: an athlete with a naturally high aerobic capacity who was also a high 

responder. In Kansas, some 30 years before the HERITAGE research, that magic combination had been found, almost 

serendipitously, in a high school athlete named Jim Ryun, who went on to twice break the world one-mile record. 

Just as there appears to be a genetic basis to the response to training, it seems that genes may also be involved in what is 

called will-power. The evidence for this comes from dogs - Alaskan huskies bred to win the famous 1,000-mile Iditarod race for 

dogsleds. Bred certainly not for speed, and not so much for endurance, as for persistence. Dogs that were always pulling, 

always wanted to pull. Even after a race was over. A trait that was evidently genetic, because the dogs that have this 

tremendous will-power can be bred. 

Dogs can be bred, just as thoroughbred race horses are. Humans are not bred that way. Not yet, anyway (though Epstein 

gives us the lowdown on the giant Chinese basketball player, the 7-foot-5 Yao Ming, who was conceived as a result of a union 

between extra4all parents engineered by the Chinese basketball federation). 

In the absence of athlete breeding programs, and given the uncertainty and complexity that envelops so much of the gene 

world, is all this new knowledge of any practical use? Is genetic testing, for instance, of any value. 

Yes, says Epstein ... because it can save lives. It can detect the genetic disorder known as HCM - hypertrophic 



cardiomyopathy - a leading cause of sudden natural death in young people. For people with the HCM gene, exercise can be 

dangerous, even fatal. 

The NCAA already screens football players for the sickle-cell gene; it adopted that measure after a series of sudden deaths 

involving black players during training were linked to the disease. 

Commercial interests have scented profits, of course. Genetic profiling is now on offer. Whether it is reliable is questionable. 

Just this past week the FDA shut down a company that, for $99.00, was offering profiles (to show how personal genetic codes 

may affect future health). The FDA said the company had failed to supply any of the required proof that its tests were 

accurate. 

On the sports side, most interest, so far, has centered around ACTN3, the sprinting gene. For a fee, parents can establish 

whether their kids (quite possibly still in diapers) have the right versions of the gene and may be therefore potential gold-medal 

winners. The knowledge seems to be of little value. Absence of the correct genes considerably reduces but doesn’t rule out 

success. But their p[esence is no guarantee of success. 

In fact, there are few, if any, tidy answers to the growing number of questions. Which makes it all the remarkable that Epstein 

has been able to come up with such a riveting book. No one is going to be satisfied - not the 10,000-hour people, nor the 

determined gene-theodsts, nor those who see racial superiority or inferiority in athletics, nor the feminists and particularly not 

those looking for a straightforward road map to better performances. 

Epstein talks more than once about the complexity of genetics. Noting that, in the heady days following the sequencing of the 

human genome in 2000, scientists were carried away and "underestimated the complexity of genetics." 

Maybe that’s still the case. As more is learned, the more complex things get. And therein lies the fascination. 

Next time: Genes and Sport, Part 3. What Soccer Can Learn from Genetics. 

Genes and Sport, Part 1 : Complexity Nature vs. Nurture and the Holes in the 10,000-hour Theory 

The Sports Gene. Inside the Science of Extraordinary Athletic Performance. By David Epstein. Current, 2013~ $26.95. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV 40 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:25 AM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

l~g: Paul Gardner: Genes m~d Sport (l?art 2): Jmnaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaska~ huskies 

Please send it to me and don’t worw, I understand how busy our lives get. 

Frora: Robinson, Hatthew 3 [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Se~t~ Tuesday, December 0~, 20~ ~:3~ P~ 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
8~ject~ RE: Paul ~ardner: ~enes and Sport (Pa~ 2): 3amaican sprinters, Kenyan dis~nce runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

Anson 

~ hope you a~e we~L Ion8 t~me no tall<, Just wanted to ~et you know J have the survey ready to ~o for your fotn~et players. I c~n send you the Ihk for your re~ew~ 

J ~ot swamped w~th intetnat~ona~ prajects~ I wrapped up before thank%ivY% ~nd I~nded a contract with USOC on performance analys~s with thek combative 

spor~:s, very ~nteresting what we did [or them asing [:he ELO ral:[ngs. rha~: is what F[FA uses for the wome~’s world rankhgs. 

NI the bes~: and ~h~r~ks F()r shadnb Great boo]~ ~ am working or~ c~led Ms~s~:ery by %bert Greene, E>:(:e~ler~: in terms of the process one mus~ go through ~o mas~:er a 

ski~L 

Ai~ the ~esL. 

Matt 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Se~t~ Tuesday, December 03, 20~3 ¢26 PM 

Te~ Robinson, Ma~hew ~;        ~; Ducar, Chris;      ~aol.com; ~ason Sisneros I         ~qmaiJ.com); Sander, Thomas ~ 
S~ject~ ~: Paul Gardner: Genes and Spo~ (Part 2): ~ama~can sprinters~ Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

F~= Soccer America [maiJto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Se~t~ Sunday, December 0~, 20~3 8:52 PM 

Tel Durance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~ject~ Paul Gardner: Genes and Spo~ (Pa~ 2): ~amaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, Ngh-responders and Alaskan huskies 
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Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, 
Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and 
Alaskan huskies 

~hare Thi~ 

By Paul Gardner 

I left you last time with the vision of the virtually untrained high jumper Donald Thomas winning the world 

championship against Stefan Holm, who had spent the previous 25 years of his life training to perfect his 

jumping technique. 

...... removed by 

sender 

It is a story related by David Epstein in his wonderful book "The Sports Gene." But Thomas is an 

exception. To become a world champion with so little work is rare. After the Thomas saga, Epstein takes us through the 

fascinating stories of why so many top sprinters come from Jamaica. And why the world’s leading distance runners come from 

East Africa, most of them fl~m one tribe, the Kalenjin. 

These are accounts that bring in the full mixture of genes and training and environment. Body build is important. Narrow hips 

and long legs make for good sprinters, something that links Jamaicans and American blacks - because the ancestors of both 

were from West Africa, where the body type prevails. But there is something else to be considered. Malaria. 

Malaria? Right. The theory involves a disorder known as sickle cell anemia for which there is a known gene. It is relatively 

common among American blacks and is generally not considered a good thing. It developed back in West Africa as a 

protective response to the malaria parasite, which attacks the hemoglobin in red blood cells. But in carriers of the sickle-cell 

gene, the red blood cells become sickle-shaped, and effectively cease to be of any use to the parasite as a source of 

hemoglobin. 



If the subsequent loss of hemoglobin is high, it will cause anemia in the human. At lower levels it can be lived with, but then 

presents another problem: the lungs are now getting less oxygen. This is where the theory becomes controversial, when it 

claims that the problem of oxygen shortage was solved over the centuries, by a genetic switch in muscular makeup: from 

slow-twitch muscle fibers to fast-twitch muscles. Because fast twitch muscles use less oxygen. And it turns out that fast- 

twitch muscles are "essential for an elite sprinter." 

Sprinters have some 75% of the fast-twitch version, whereas most people have a more or less equal spread of fast and slow 

muscles, something that cannot be changed by training. Says Epstein: "No training study ever conducted has been able to 

produce a substantial switch of slow-twitch to fast-twitch fibers in humans." 

Genes then play a big role. In fact, there is single gene that appears to be much related to sprinting prowess. It has a name, 

ACTN3, and Epstein, as ever, will tell you all about it and its variant form, and its relationship to sprinters. 

But another factor, environment, is important. In Jamaica, sprinting is a big deal. It matters, and youngsters showing promise 

are encouraged to stay with the sport - where similarly gifted athletes in the USA would get switched to basketball or football. 

Usain Bolt wanted to be a soccer player. His second choice was cricket. But once his running talent was suspected, coaches 

made sure he stayed with track. 

From West Africa, Epstein takes us over to East Africa, the powerhouse area for long-distance runners. Mostly from the 

Kalenjin tribe, living in Kenya and Ethiopia. Do they have a genetic advantage from body build? Possibly - they are among 

those classified as Nilotic - slender bodies, narrow hips, long legs. 

A Danish study compared a group of Kalenjin youngsters with a similar group of Danish boys and found almost nothing to 

support theories that the Kalenjins had a high proportion of slow-twitch muscle fibers in their legs, that they had a superior 

aerobic capacity (the amount of oxygen used in strenuous exercise), or that they responded better to endurance training. 

As expected, the Kalenjin had slightly longer legs, which was where a big difference emerged: not so much the length of the 

Kalenjin legs, but the thickness of the lower legs, which was some 15% to 17% less in the Kalenjins. The finding is 

considered key, for extra weight in the lower legs has a big effect on running economy (again, a measure of oxygen 

consumption). ’We have solved the main problem" of the Kenyan super-runners, claimed one of the researchers, who might 

have thought a bit more about his use of the word "problem." 

A genetic advantage then, in body build, those slender ankles, those long, almost spindly legs. 

But nurture plays a big role here. There’s the altitude. All the runners live in the Rift Valley - at a height of between 6,000 to 

9,000 feet. Just right. A height where the body responds by upping its output of red blood cells. And if you’re born there and 

grow up there, you tend to develop larger lungs. 

Even the 10,000-hour mentality can get a word in here. Epstein tells of the young kids - most of them, it seems - who 

regularly r~n to and from school, often over distances of several miles. That must be wonderful training. But not, apparently, 

necessarytraining. Epstein, never shirking awkward facts (and the field of genetics bristles with them), blandly mentions two 

Kenyans: Paul Tergat "the greatest cross-country runner in history" (~’My school was very close. I could walk to school."); and 

Wilson Kipketer "one of the greatest middle-distance runners of all time" whose school was next door to his home. 

Intertwined (you can read that as entangled) with all that is the question of response. Obviously, training helps - but to what 

extent? Studies have been done (that’s yet another surprise in Epstein’s book - the sheer volume of research that has been 

done on the many aspects of athletic performance). 

So we learn about responders, and the now famous HERITAGE study. At four different sites, fit but previously untrained 

volunteers were put through a regular exercise program. From all four sites came remarkably similar results for the effects of 

the program on aerobic capacity: 15% showed little or no improvement, while another 15% showed dramatic improvement (up 

to 50%) with the remainder of the volunteers somewhere between the two extremes. 

By 2011 the HERITAGE researchers reported that they had pinned down 21 gene variants from which they could predict 

aer~)bic response to exercise. Exercise certainly did work - but it worked best when the exersiser already had the genes 

making him a high responder. 

An ideal recipe suggested itself for running success: an athlete with a naturally high aerobic capacity who was also a high 

responder. In Kansas, some 30 years before the HERITAGE research, that magic combination had been found, almost 

serendipitously, in a high school athlete named Jim Ryun, who went on to twice break the world one-mile record. 

Just as there appears to be a genetic basis to the response to training, it seems that genes may also be involved in what is 

called will-power. The evidence for this comes from dogs - Alaskan huskies bred to win the famous 1,000-mile Iditarod race for 

dogsleds. Bred certainly not for speed, and not so much for endurance, as for persistence. Dogs that were always pulling, 

always wanted to pull. Even after a race was over. A trait that was evidently genetic, because the dogs that have this 

tremendous will-power can be bred. 

Dogs can be bred, just as thoroughbred race horses are. Humans are not bred that way. Not yet, anyway (though Epstein 

gives us the lowdown on the giant Chinese basketball player, the 7-foot-5 Yao Ming, who was conceived as a result of a union 

between extra4all parents engineered by the Chinese basketball federation). 

In the absence of athlete breeding programs, and given the uncertainty and complexity that envelops so much of the gene 

world, is all this new knowledge of any practical use? Is genetic testing, for instance, of any value. 

Yes, says Epstein ... because it can save lives. It can detect the genetic disorder known as HCM - hypertrophic 



cardiomyopathy - a leading cause of sudden natural death in young people. For people with the HCM gene, exercise can be 

dangerous, even fatal. 

The NCAA already screens football players for the sickle-cell gene; it adopted that measure after a series of sudden deaths 

involving black players during training were linked to the disease. 

Commercial interests have scented profits, of course. Genetic profiling is now on offer. Whether it is reliable is questionable. 

Just this past week the FDA shut down a company that, for $99.00, was offering profiles (to show how personal genetic codes 

may affect future health). The FDA said the company had failed to supply any of the required proof that its tests were 

accurate. 

On the sports side, most interest, so far, has centered around ACTN3, the sprinting gene. For a fee, parents can establish 

whether their kids (quite possibly still in diapers) have the right versions of the gene and may be therefore potential gold-medal 

winners. The knowledge seems to be of little value. Absence of the correct genes considerably reduces but doesn’t rule out 

success. But their p[esence is no guarantee of success. 

In fact, there are few, if any, tidy answers to the growing number of questions. Which makes it all the remarkable that Epstein 

has been able to come up with such a riveting book. No one is going to be satisfied - not the 10,000-hour people, nor the 

determined gene-theodsts, nor those who see racial superiority or inferiority in athletics, nor the feminists and particularly not 

those looking for a straightforward road map to better performances. 

Epstein talks more than once about the complexity of genetics. Noting that, in the heady days following the sequencing of the 

human genome in 2000, scientists were carried away and "underestimated the complexity of genetics." 

Maybe that’s still the case. As more is learned, the more complex things get. And therein lies the fascination. 

Next time: Genes and Sport, Part 3. What Soccer Can Learn from Genetics. 

Genes and Sport, Part 1 : Complexity Nature vs. Nurture and the Holes in the 10,000-hour Theory 

The Sports Gene. Inside the Science of Extraordinary Athletic Performance. By David Epstein. Current, 2013~ $26.95. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: _~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:26 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I mn I have played ever since I could kick a ball. I play on the varsity team for my high school, i 

I am going to be out this high school sea~n. I aJso play for a select club team, 

My team went to the semi - finaJs and that is when I got injured. I have always wmated to play tbr college a~d possibly for the national reran. I have aJways 

wmated to play at UNC tbr a long lime. Thanks for reading this. 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:28 AM 

Ja~?n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: December 2013: Vemsco acquisition, EDGE collaboration, HMV Extravaganza m~d ASPIRE4SPORT 

From: Prozone Sports [mailto:enquiries=prozonesports.com@mai197.us2.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of Prozone Sports 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 6:16 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; December 2013: Verusco acquisition, EDGE collaboration, HMV Extravaganza and ASPIRE4SPORT 

The Zone, December 2013:Veruso3 Acqtlisition, EDGE collaboration 

V\~th the continued 9row~h of anNytics in sport, this 

is a fascinating time to be invob’ed in performance 

analysis. 

As t.he industry continues its rapid development, at 

Prozone we are committed to driving the industry’s 

data revok~tion and delivering world-class 

performance insights to dubs and o~vanisat~ons at 

at bye]s, 

1he recent acquisition of Vemsco Technologies is a 

significant step towards the consofdation of the 

business’ mufti-sport brand, whife projects such as 

the EDGE collaboration with Google and ECS 

continue to put us at the forefront of development in 

performance analysis, 

Thomas Schmider (CEO) 

[ 
i~ Imag ....... d by sender. 

Prozone, the leader 

j 
:~i Im=g ...... d by sender.] 

the ¢;eb this month 



anatysis~ recently 

acquired Verusoo 

Technologies, a 

s~ec~aHs~ rugby asa~ys~s 

EDGE, an innovative 

product collaboration 

between Prezone, ECS 

and Googfe, was launched 

at Google’s UK office in 

Camden on Thursday 14th 

November 

~nd Out More_ 

On Tuesday 29~h 

October, Prozone 

representatives a~tended 

the HMV Footbalf 

Extra~aganza as guests 

of Sports In[eractive, 

Prozone recently 

showcased its work in the 

Middle East at 

ASPfRE4SPORT in Qatar, 

one of the sports industry’s 

fastestog~owing 

conlerences, 

F-’i~-~d Out Mole.,. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:31 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

EW: Youth Soccer Reporter: Joya runs Mexico’s sub-20 title ruth Santos 

Here is your game being promoted nat~onallyH 

From-" Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 20:~3 8:02 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject; Youth Soccer Reporter: Joya wins Mexico’s sub-20 title with Santos 

remo’,’e~i by 

i.~.i Image removed by sender¯ Youth Soccer Reporter 

Tuesday) Dec. 3, 2013 



by Soccer America 

[AMERICANS ABROAD] Benji Joya, who piayed for the USA at the 

2013 U-20 World Cup, started for Santos in its I-0 win at Leon that 
clinched Mexico’s Apertura title for sub-20 teams, 3-2~ on 

aggregate. Joya, rumored to be on the move during the winter 

transfer window, played for Santos’ first team last season but did 
not play for it in the 2013 Apertura .... Read t:he whole 

by Soccer America 

[LA GALAXY] Former U.S. U-17 national team forward Adonis Amaya 
scored two goals Sunday for the LA Galaxy in its 3-0 win over 

Nomads SC to ~ive him the scoring lead in the Development 
Academy’s U-17/18 age group with 11 goals in nine games. 

by Soccer America 

[TNANKSGIVlNG INTERREGIONAL] Region IV led all regions with 
seven wins in competitions across aU age groups and two division 

titles~ and Sophia Serafin, from the Region IV ’99 team, was the top 

scorer with five goals at the six-day U.S. Youth Soccer ODP Girls 

Thanksgiving Interregional at Spanish River Athletic Park in Boca 

Raton, Fla....~ead i:~e whole 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER ON TNE AIR] The NSCAA wiU broadcast the 2013 Girts and 
Boys Nigh School AU-America games on NSCAATV.com. The 
coverage begins with the Continental Tire Girls Nigh School All- 

America game to be played Saturday at 2 p.m. ET at Cardinal 

Gibbons High School in Raleigh, N.C....Read i:~e whole 

by Tim Mulqueen 

The latest edition of "Keeper Questions" looks at 

how clubs can ensure they have a sufficient corps 
of goalkeepers....Mo re 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson®uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would like to begin 

receiving a copy of your own~ please visit our site - ww~,secce~america.com - and become a complimentary member. 

RSS Feeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future c~k:k here’. 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:32 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: 

[mailto: ~i edu] 
8:46 AM 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I am a junior at in 

I am Jr~ t:he NatiorH~i Honor Society arid have a GPA of 

I am currently playing fo~ team (jersey #32) based out oi The p~og~am di~ecto~ 

is . He~ email address is ~ .o~q. Ou~ team will be playinq in various showcase 

hou:[naments such as WAGS, CASL~ the Disney Showcase, and the PDA Knvitationai throkK~houh the upcomJ[~g season. This weekend, 

my team will be participating in the CASL showcase. Below, I have p~ovided the schedule of my games. 

I hope you can take time off your busy schedule to come see me play. l’m a very hard worker, dedicated, and team oriented 

individual. I will be a g:[eat asset ho you~ program in and out of hhe field. 

Thank Vou~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:33 AM 

~aol.com 

EW: North Carolina Soccer Cmnp 

From: Amye King [mailto:Sales=OasysSports.com@createsend:kcom] On Behalf Of Amye King 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 9::t8 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; North Carolina Soccer Camp 

Earn more, work 
bess at your camps! 
That’s right Coach Dorrance - Oasys 

Sports has an outstanding website and 

registration solution where we do the work 

and you focus on coaching. There are 

also no expenses for you! That’s right o 

I~arn ~,!ore, Work Less! 

Like others, we do charge a nominal fee 

when people register - this fee is less than 

Active/Thriva, My Online Camps, ABC 

Camps, SDI Camps and others! 

Need to be up and running quickly - no 

problem! Oasys Sports can have you 

marketing and accepting registrations in 

days - not weeksl 

Our FREE solution includes: 

Contact Info 

Phone: 312.818.7200 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 10:38 AM 

Bill SteIt~n ~yahoo.com> 

@msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; ~;)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Interesting ~ticle about Sport Psych and Brazil 

Ve~y i~?teresti~?g[! 

From: Bill Steffen [mailto: _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 9:28 AM 

To: bill steffen 
Subject: Interesting article about Spor~ Psych and Brazil 

Bill Steffem Ed.D. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:53 AM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: signing 

is doing well (thank you for your concern). Her whole family is up here from                                        and we will all be having an Indian 

feast before they leave~                                                                     I will call tonight~ We are placing our seniors on professional 

rosters as we speak         just got i~ great offer yesterday). I think everyone o[ them wi~ haw~ ~t~ oiler ~md the amotmt o[ money we will hi, re avai~aMe 

this spring is b~sed on the mm~ber of seniors thi~t w~l~ l:~ke tbeh offers and p~ay professkmi~y immed~al:elv,               seems to be the only ph~yer 

Lhat might graduate th~s spring rather than take the offers (three coaches WANT to drafL her into the NWSL). She is still mulling iL over. 

~ hop~ ~s success[:uily fightin~ through Lhe chai[enging firsL months of post-surgery rehab~ I know it is not easy, but she seems I~ke a Lou~h kid and she w~li 

get there 

F~m: ~gmaiLcom] 
Se~t~ Tuesday,                10:01 AM 
Te~ Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV;      glenn scarpa 
Subject:            signing 

teacher, Please let me know ~f there is anything I need to 

work with early entries? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, 11:10 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Student-Athlete Go~Jkepper 

.pdf 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:51 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Student-Athlete Goalkepper 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is                 and I am the Sports Education Academic Advisor, 

l’m attaching to this email a candidate’s profile which I hope you could be interested in; her name is                  he is a student-athlete from 

she will be graduated from high school on and is getting ready to start undergraduate school next spring. 

I would really appreciate if you could take a look at his profile and video and let me know if you could consider whether could be part of your 

soccer team and receive an athletic and/or academic scholarship. 

We had send you this email two weeks ago, but       is really interested on being part of your team and part of the University, due to the fact that she 

loves the curriculum in this institution and the great soccer team you have. 

You may find a video linked to the profile at the video camera icon, or the link is: 

Thank you for your time, feedback would be greatly appreciated; don’t hesitate if there are any questions or comments. 

Best regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

4:10:30 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: -potential recruit 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: .~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:03 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject:          -potential recruit 

Hi Coach. My name is           and I play for the 

part of the UNC tradition (this is an understatement) : ) 

I have always wanted to play for you and be a 

I have tournaments coming up in the near future(CASL, ECNL SANFORD) and was hoping that if you are there you 

might find some time to see me play. I have attached some general information so you can get to know me as well as 
some recent news articles about my high school season....we won the State Championship! 

Thank you for your consideration .... I hope to meet you in the future. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:16 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Fall central defender: 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:21 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fall     central defender: 

Hello Coach Anson, 

I have a       central defender or central defensive midfielder for you named                        is looking to start her college soccer career in Fall 
she graduates June            is very strong in the duel, has good game overview and is an accurate passer. She plays for              For over 2 years, 

been their starter in the central defense. Last year it was in ist division and this year, she is one of the best central defenders in 
ranked 2nd and will most likely go back up to first division where they belong. 

You can view her video on the following link: 

since 
has 

in 2nd division. The team is currently 

GPA: 3.95 

SAT: math: 630 critical reading: 370 

TOEFL: to be taken on December 20 

NCAA ID: 

If you are interested and have a full scholarship available, you can contact 
transcripts. 

Kind Regards, 

}hotmail.com or get back to us for more questions or his 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONF- 

Wednesday 11:16 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: .~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, "l:l:3:t AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 
My name is           and I play for the              girls teams from                [ am writing to you to let you know that I’m interested 

in the University of North Carolina and tile UNC Tar t teels women’s soccer team. My team is playing in the U.S. National League and the 
Region ~ Premier League. We will be attending tile CASL College Showc~se in Raleigh and the Players Show(~se in Las Vegas 

and will also be attending the PDA College Showcase 
Below is my schedule for this weekends CASL games. For each game I’ve listed the day, date, time and location. 
If you have any questions or would like to pass any information on to me, please contact my coach            by email at 

,~,~vcrizon.net or by cell, I am t~miliar with the NCAA roles and ~mderstand that you cannot email rne back. 

I look forward to keeping in touch over the coming months and [lope to see you in North Carolina this weekend and good luck Saturday vs 
UCLA! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:21 AM 

I~W: teaJn christtnast party sat 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 12:15 PN 

Subject: team christmast party sat 

Team, 

The annual team Christmas party will be Saturday at 6:30 pm at the Palladinos. We’ll be doing a secret santa grab bag for the gifts where we draw numbers and 

then pull gifts out of the bag in that order. In order to draw a number, you need to contribute a gift. Nothing over ~;5. See you there! 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:29 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

~-2:50 PM 

Coach 
Oorrance 

We know that University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill has 
very high expectations on soccer players, that’s why we 

who has been the starting 
keeper on the U17 and U19 all-state teams. 
She is also one of the youngest keeper in the very 

women’s division. 
With our assistance the recruiting process will be very 
quick and easy for you. 

Sincerely, 
Simon Stuetzel 
2 times All-American (NCAA Division 2) 
team@scholarbook.net 
202-657-5720 

Image removed bysender. Scholarsoccer English 

You can find all our other Soccer players here 

Contact in~brmatior~ 
).gmx.de 



Landline: 
Mobile Phone : 

would like to attend University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Fall 
afford to contribute up to $5.000- 6,000 per year for University of North Carolina, 
Chapel Hill to her studies in the United States. 

could 

Video: 

Promotion video for .................................................... .presented b)t scholarbook,net 

presented by 

Scholarbook.net 

Position: Goalkeeper 
C~[~b: 
Highest League P~ayed: 
Foot: Right 
lOOm Sprint: 14,9 sec 
10OOrn: 4 rain 25 sec 
12rain Cooper-Test : 2500 m 

Season Stats: 

presented by Scholarbook.net 

Club: 
GP: 22 
W-L-D: 7-1-14 
GAA: 1.7 
SO: 2 
I st state ~ea~ue 
Club: 
GP: 2z 
W-L-D: 14-5-3 
GAA: 1,2 
SO: 12 



Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Forward email 

removed by 

sender. 

This emsil wss sent to anson@uncas,unc.edu by team@scholarbook.net 
_U_~_d__a__t__e___P__r_o__f~LL_e~_E__r_L~_’_a_LL_A__d__d__L_e__s__s. Instant removal with .S_a__f_e_..U_n_bu_.b_s_’.c_’r_L_b_.e_f’~ ._P_r-L_v_’_a__c_y___P__o_Jj_c_y__, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:35 AM 

DeaJ~ Linke <dlinke@nscaa.com>; ~live.unc.edtv~ 

Broadcas~t Te~:m for Gifts High School All America 

You guys will love her, she is a gre~t kid! 

I also thir~k I     has st~;c power 

From: Dean Linke rmailto:dlinke(~nscaa.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t2:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Fwd:      Broadcast Team for Girls High School All America 

Anson - everyone at Nscaa excited to have        ’.!! Thx Coach - Dean 

Sent fv:~m my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Dean Linke -~dlmke(a;nscaa.com> 

Date: l 1:09:27 AM EST 

T o: 
~ 

!_i_~:_e_:__u__r! _c_:_e__£~__u->, ~jcloud.com" _~)_i_ £1_ ~ _t_L£~_:_c_oj :_n_.>, ~_r_&~__U_!:__c_£~! >, 

@~r_~_~__u_!:__c__~Ln_:~_"      ~2s!:_n_~iLc___o__r__n_ > 
Cc: Robert Kehoe <_L_k__e___h_£__e_@__N__}__C__’_A_~=_(_’:_(__)___l}_~_5,, Chris Burt <._c__b_tLr_tfLb~b_~_c_’:~_Lc_£Lr_~7,, Eric Stratman < .e.!~.~.I1ig.I1~.c.]~?~?!~?..c..c~e..v..a.!!~’.a.4~.n.~.e..r.i.9::a..r1~.c~Ji.n.~-, 

dlinke(i~nscaa.com 
Subject:      Broadcast Te~m for Girls High School All Americ~ 

Our broadcast team tbr Saturday’. 

Delighted to have 

PXP - 

Color - UNC women’s team superstar 

Producer - 

G~e Organizer - 

NSCAA - Rob Kehoe 
NSCAA CMO - Chris Burt 

Notes and Nnmbers: 

- both members of our broadcast team will be calling you to review rosters aa~d attend practice Friday 

Rob Kehoe - if you eae around and cm~ go to gmne that would be great for botl~ members of broadcast temn 

if you could have SO,he highlights of . that will be great - we’ll have also build a graphic that will hit 

~ - u will be great - please send the rosters etc 

Here are telephone numbers for all: 

Thanks to all!!! 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On at 10:36 AM, ~;live.tmc.edu> wrote: 

Hey Dean! 

My address is 

much for this opportunity, I am really excited! 

Let me know the details about Friday and I will be there! Thank you so 



Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 11:36 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW:                offensive midfielder competitive 3rd division 13 go,is/15 assists Fall 

From: Simon St~itzel [mailto:simon@german-athletes.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Simon Statzel 
Sent: Tuesday, :t:06 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: offensive midfielder competitive 3rd division :t3 goals! 15 assists Fall 

Coach 
Dorrance 

We know that University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill has 
very high expectations on soccer players, that’s why we 

scored 13 
goals in 12 games last season and is now playing for a 3rd 
division women’s team, which is a very high level. 
Her grades and English should be so go that she qualifies 
for some academic scholarship, as well. 
With our assistance the recruiting process will be very 
quick and easy for you. 

Sincerely, 
Simon Stuetzel 
2 times All-American (NCAA Division 2) 
team@scholarbook.net 
202-657-5720 

Image removed bysender. Scholarsoccer English 

You can find all our other Soccer players here 

Personae information 

Academic inforraation 
Graduation:: 
GPA: 3.7 
Available in: Fall 



NCAA-ID: 

TOEFL: 96 
SAT: based on her TOEFL the SAT should be really good 
Desired Study in US: Media and Communication Management 
Contact information 
Email: 
Landline: 
Mobile Phone ¯ 
Fi~a[~cia~s 

would like to attend University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill Fall 
per year for University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill to her studies in the United States. 

Video: 

Pro~otio~ video for prese~ted by scho~arbook,net 

pres~rlted by 

Scholsrbook.net 

Position: Offensive Midfield 

Seconda~ Position: Left Back 

Highest Lea£~e Playe~J: : 

Foot: Right 
100m sprint: 14.8 sec 
1000m: 3:31 min 
1O~: 0:54:37 h 

Seaso~ Stats: 

Club: 
3rd devision - 
Games played: 
Goals: 2 
Assists:4 

Club: 
Derision: 
Gamed played: 
Goals: 13 
Assists: 15 

presented by Scholarbook.net 

You can translate all articles with: http:!ltranslate.google,com! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:36 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: ; CASL 

From: .~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:07 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: CASL 

Dear Coach, 

My name is I am 16 yeays old and currently a junior at           High School in 

colleges and saw that your school is definitely one that I would be interested in attending this school. 

I am in the process of reseaacching diflbrent 

My clnb team is                         I’ve been playing with 

State Cup champions as well as semi finalist of the regional championship 

Please come see me play atthe CASL tournament next week. My temn’s schedule is below. I am 

I look forward to seeing you. 

Mr.Dorrance 

My head coach for l His contact information ~optonline.net<rna~lk 

We play Region 1 (finished 2nd) as well as NPL (3rd) we are the reigning 

and play right midfield, center mid and tbrward. 

}optonline.net>. 

This is my game schednle for the games I have dnring CASL: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:37 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar(~a)unc.edu) 

FW: Soccer Prospect 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday~ 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: 

i::t4 PM 

Soccer Prospect 

My name is              . but all my friends call me 

I believe I am doing very well in school, currently ranked #44 out of 315 in my class. In 

middle school I was a member of the National Junior Honor Society. I love playing soccer, 

and if I can continue my soccer career while getting a first-rate education, that would be 
a dream come true for me. I know I want to do something in the medical field but have 

not pin-pointed yet just exactly what I want to do. 

I have been playing soccer for the last 12 years, and have been playing a year up for 

the last 6 years. I have no fear on the soccer field. As I got older and my skills improved, 
I wanted more and more play-time in the goal-box. I have played forward, mid-field, and 

now keeper. I like being the goalie because I control what happens in the net. I was 

invited to be a guest-goalie in the      US Youth Soccer National President’s Cup and 

was awarded the U16 Girls Most Outstanding Goalkeeper award at that tournament in 

I have also played select and Varsity volleyball, select basketball, and track. I am 5’3" 

tall and weigh 145 Ibs. Please don’t let my height or weight fool you. I am muscular and 

can jump. My standing vertical with my arms extended is 8’4" inches. I want the 

opportunity to continually expand my skills in the goal-box and at the same time, earn 
the respect of my coaches and team-mates as a player, a leader, and as a persom 

Outside of school and sports, I enjoy time with my family, and I am really involved with 

my church as my faith is very important to me. I also enjoy spending time with my 
friends. I consider myself easy-going, a loyal friend and teammate, and a quick learner. I 
owe my parents big-time for helping me become the person I am today, and for helping 

guide me in my athletics. 

Thank you for taking the time to get to know me. 

Yl-:is emeii was sent to _a_~_s__o__r)_@__e_L’fl_a_j!:~9_c_:__e__ci__u_ 

whydid I qet this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

Natior~e: Sceuti:~ Repo.’t 128 rota: ~:oRitions !A~a~ Ai~sbester, AL 35007 . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:37 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: CASL and National League Rosters mid Schedule Available 

From: noreply@salesforce.com [mailto:noreply@salesforce.com] On Behalf Of Stephen Kiraly 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 20:t3 :~::t4 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL and National League Rosters and Schedule Available 

Heading to CASL or National League this weekend? 

Spo~lsBoard has the rosters and schedule avaifable for both events. Please fet us 

know if you would fike thi~,~- information ~mpo[ted to your account. .................. 

,Also, p~ease ~et us know of any tournamen~ and showcases yoL~ W~I be a~end~ng 

~n the coming weeks so we can work on getting the rosters together 
.................. 

Regards, .................. 

Jack Dag~ey ..................... 

Sports~oard 
415 847 5667 

"Mobile Player Assessment So~LIt~o~qs --- THE FUTURE IS NOVV’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:38 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Announcing the AvaJanche Invitation~2l, June 6-8, 2014 in Park Ci~, Utah 

From: scott@avalancheinvitational.com [mailto:scott@avalancheinvitational.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, December 03, 2013 :t:44 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Announcing the Avalanche Invitational, 3une 6-8, 20:t4 in Park City, Utah 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender¯ sender, sender, sender, sender¯ sender, sender¯ sender. 

Register for the Avalanche Invitational, June 6-8, Park City, UT 

~i Image removed bysender. 

We’d hke to personalty invite you to re~ister to attend the 4th annual. Avalanche Invitational in Park 

City, Utah, June 6-8, 2014. The Avalanche Invitational hosted by Utah Avalanche Soccer Club. 

provides opportunities for top-performin~ female athletes of art ages to compete and be seen by 

college coaches. 

As an elite, competitive showcase, we expect that the nation’s best Learns wilt join us this year in 

Park City, and we would tore to have your athletes attend. The tournament ~s organized into three 

brackets and is open to teams U9 through U19. 

The El.ire College Showcase [eve[ allows pl.ayers to demonstrate thor talents Lo cot[ego 

coaches and recruiters and is intended fo~ U15-U19 teams. We antidpate more than 75 

coUege coaches to attend. 

Cost: U15-U19:$900 

The Elite Competitive [eve[ chaUeiNes developiiN athletes to compete with the nation’s best. 

This level is intended for U12-U14 teams. As you prepare your youn~{er teams to play at 

higher, more competitive levels, this tournament pro~ddes an opportunity to measure your 

team against the nation’s best. 

~.9~.~ U12-U14:5650 
The EUte Youth [eve[ allows your youngest teams to gain tournament experience and have a 

great time. 

Cost: ug-uIO (8V8): 5500 Ull (11v11): 5650 

To register, visit us online at: Avalanche Invitational Re,,qistration 

We chose Pa~k City to host the Avalanche Invitational for a few ~ easons. Utah is our home, and we 

want to share with you the beauty of the landscape and the magnificence of the mountains here. We 

believe that Park CitT’s spectacular \4ews pro,,dde the perfect backdrop for the nation’s best soccer 

players to come together and compete. 

The charm oi downtown Park City, coupled with endless opportunities for recreation and 

entertainment, wiU ensure your slay in Park City wit[ be a memorable experience for you and your 

family, and we took forward to your participation in this year’s Avalanche Invitational 

Forward email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:41 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Top soccer defende~; Available Fal: 

From: cs0007@cs-srv01.by.onlineskills.nl [mailto:cs0007@cs-srv01.by.onlineskills.nl] On Behalf Of Madescholarships 
Sent: Tuesday, 2::t:t PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Top soccer defender, Available Fall 

i.~.i MADE ScholarshiFs 

Dear Coach, 

We’d like to introduce you to soccer defender                from the                   is a 5’11 ft tall 174 Ibs 
defender that can play the positions 2, 3 or 4. She is physically very strong, a leader in the field, and she has a great 
distance shot. In addition her passing is of a high level and she has a great understandinq of the qame. 

was then selected for full time residency as a member of the 
This is a proqram sponsored by the 

practices 13 hours a week at the team and on Friday she plays her league game in one of the highest 
boys leagues. 

has been selected for several elite teams and in she was selected for the National youth team 
(B) under 17. Unfortunately she Due to the excellent rehabilitation at the 
team she is now almost fully recovered and she is expected to make her comeback on the field on 
Please click on this link to view her full profile 

is currently in her senior year of high school at the highest level in the and she is expected to 
graduate in . She is planning on taking her ACT in and and TOEFL re-st in 
If you’re interested in joining your team for the please contact her directly at 

~hotmail.com or contact me at Dennis~madescholarships.com if you have any additional questions. 

Kind regards, 

Dennis den Boer 

MADE Scholarships 

+1 404 578 1773 

Denni~madescholarships.com 

Unsubscfibe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:41 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: Schedule tbr CASL this weekeud... 

From: _~grnail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:4:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Schedule for CASL this weekend._ 

Dear Coach Dorrance-- 

I just waJated to let you know my schedule for CASL. I will be playing iu the UI 9 Gifts Premier Red Divisiou of the tournament, and my uumber is 

gifl~ wear navy blue and Mfite. My schedule is: 

My team, the 

I would love it if you could come out and watch me play’. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:42 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Legends FC - National League Schedule - U14 - U18 Gifts 

From: Legends F¢ Staff [mailto:josh@legendsfc.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Legends FC Staff 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 20:t3 2:49 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Legends F¢ - National League Schedule - UI4 - U:t8 Girls 

Greetings! 

I hope this e-mail finds you all having had a great thanksgiving!!! I 
wanted to let you know that all of our teams are in route to North 
Carolina for the 1st rounds of the USYSA National League and to 
catch the NCAA D1 Final 4. 
I have attached our Legends FC Girls Club schedule for your 
convenience. Our U14 - U18 Top teams will all compete in 1 game 
per day starting Thursday and concluding on Sunday. 
Our oldest U18 team just recently won College Surf Cup Super 
Group. They still has some very talented players that are not 
committed if you at~ looking for player for your upcoming season. If 
you need 2014 players please contact Jim Wain - 
jwainer1929@yahoo.corn or you can give him a call (512) 560-5222. 
Our U17 team won the National Championship in 2012 and still have 
Juniors available and a very good senior center back who did not get 
the exposure on the team she played for previously. The coach is 
Rick Young and his e-mail is rylegends@aol.com or you can call 

(949) 701-7221. 
Our U16 team finished 3rd in National League last year. They are all 
uncommitted. This team has two Mexico U17 National Team players 
and 1 of them started for the group that just won the qualifying 
tournament to advance to the World Cup= The coach is John King 
and his e-mail is john.king@legendsfc.net or call 909-233-8763. 
Our U15 team is a combination of all of our best players in our club 
at the U15 age gmup= In this age group we have several good teams 
and combined the top talent to come her to compete in National 
League. I am coaching them and my contact info is 
jhlegends@gmail.com or (626) 347-2554. 
Our youngest U14 team is coming off winning the U13 National 
Championship and has some special 1999 & 2000 players including 
a forward who has attended the US National Camp for 99’s and 6 
regional team players. They are playing at the Rocky Mount 
Complex if you want to get an early look. I am coaching them as 
well and my contact info is (626) 347-2554 or jhlegends@gmail.com. 
Please let me know if you have any questions about our teams or 
players. You can contact me directly, our college coordinator Jim 
Wain, or the coaches listed for each team. Thanks again for your 
time and I look forward to seeing you and communicating with you 
about any of our players that you are interested in. 
Best Regards, 
Josh Hodges 
Legends FC Director 

(626) 347-2554 
jhlegends@gmail.com 
www.legendsfc.net 

USYSA National League 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:43 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: Spring 2014 GIA Deferment 

Do we need to do anything? Remember we have kids leaving to play pro 

From: Strassner, Rachel 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 2:56 PM 

To: UNCAA_Academics; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA Football; UNCAA-Head Coaches; Frederick, Brad; Law, Greg A; Sander, Thomas J; Williams, Andre; Hoots, Eric M 

Cc: UNCAA-Compliance 
Sul~ject: FW: Spring 20J.4 GIA Deferment 

Good afternoon- 

The below email was recently sent to our student-athletes and their parent(s)/legal guardian(s) regarding spring semester athletics grant-in-aid (GIA) deferment, 

if applicable. 

.,:’:. .:. : i -:. i: ~ i~ i::. :":::,:. ’i :::,:" :::,’i :" :::":~ I.:l:: ~ 

~.:~ <..~::::. 5):~:::~ 5.<.:::" 

~-’;~ ::: :::"12-:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

From: Rachel Strassner [mailto:rstrass~er@u~c.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 20~3 2:~3 PM 

To: Strassner, Rachel 

Subject: Spring 20~4 GIA Deferment 

THE FOLLO\VING E-MAIL IS ONLY FOR STUDENT-ATHLETES \VllO WILL RECEIVE AN ATHLETICS GRANT-IN-AID FOR THE 2014 

SPRING SEMESTER. IF YOU DO NOT RECEIVE AN ATHLETICS GI~kNT-IN-AID, PLEASE IGNORE THIS EMAIL 

Bills for the 2014 spring semester are dne by Tuesday, December 10, which is prior to the first day of spring semester classes, mid, thus, prior to your scholarship 

funding be applied to your account. Therefore, all s~adent-athletes who are receiving Grant-h-Aid to cover any portion of their funding will need to go through the 

process of defening their charges so that their courses are not dropped. You must reqnest the deferment before the due date on the billing statement. 

This process will only take 2 minutes to complete, tiere axe the instructions to deter: 

Log in to Mv[INC and select ConnectCarolina and go to the Stadent Center. 

Look at the Finances Section and select Request Determent ti-om the drop down box. 

Click/check the box for Financial Aid Deferment AND the Statement of Understanding m~d then click submit. There will be a coafirmation screen after you hit 

submit, click OK. 
Click the Account Inquiry tab to see the updated due date for deferred charges. 

Please note that the due date on the invoice will not change, only the due dates for the individual defened charges, which you can see in the "Details by Due 

Date" seclion. 

Should you need further assistance, contact the Cashier’s Office at 919-962-1368 or by email at cashier~unc~edu. 

Rachel Strassner 
Assistant Director of Compliance 
University of North Carolina Chapel tIill 
EWAC Building 
450 Skipper Bowles Drive 
Chapel Hill, NC 27515 
Phone: 919-962-6000 
Fax: 919-962-6002 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:47 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Temn invites you to State Cup beginning 

FAJ0960923IL04.pdf 

Floral 

Sent: Monday, 3:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Team 

Image 

...... removed by 
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College 

invites you to State Cup beginning 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11 : 51 AM 

Daniel BradIbrd, M.D. <daniel.bradtbrd@duke.edu-* 

3@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~ r ll@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ( s@gmaJl.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: RE: Congratulations on a fine season 

f like what you i~re l:hinking. I i~m doing something similar [ arn root:#~g for Va Tecb and UCLA to meet in the finial (since we beat both o[ t:hem) and then for Va Tech 

~o ~,v~ 6-0 since it ~s eas~er for us to recruit against VA Tech. 

F~= Daniel Bradford, N.D. [mailto:daNel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, December 03, 2013 3:54 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject; RE: Congratulations on a fine season 

Thanks Coach. We u~e having trouble figuring out who to root for "this weekend. We may go wifl~ ucla since the colo~ are closes1 to Carolina Blue’. ~d then it would 

also be clear just how close unc was to the championship. I heard that       is ok. That’s a great Nessing. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~!!~?.n_@ernaS, l.unc.edu> 

Date: 12/03/2013 3:44 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Daniel BradfoN, M.D." <daniel.bmdford(~dm.duke.edu> 

Subject: RE: Congratulations on a fine season 

Thank you Dan! f am sh~ring this with my tei~m, I k)w-_~ these k~ds ~;s well Yes, it was tough at Lhe end with five starting (:nigher kids ot~t Rest ~;ssured if UCLA HAD 

F~VE OUT AND WE WERE HEALTHY ]T WOULD NOT HAVE GONE INTO GOLDEN GOAL. All the best~ 

F~m= Daniel Bradford, N.D. [ma~lto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent; Saturday, November 30, 2053 ~0:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject-" Re: Congratulations on a fine season 

Seeing the team pull together to win against ~mu ~ter dunn went out was pro~bly the season highlight tbr me. That senior cl~s is ce~aJ~y a fine group of human 

beings. They ~em so kind and humble. Several ~niors were supee nice m my daughie~ in autograph sessions, in paflicular seems as nice as she is talented. 

Look ~rwavd to several in this group playing in the nwsl. Loom lb~¥a~t as well to seeing break ecord lbr caps on the us wnt. ThaWs again ~r 

ano~er wonde~l ~ar of ganges and an enNess nmnber of &monstmtions of fine ch~xacter by your players. As I have said m ~u before, your team is a treasure in 

many way~ including ~ing a wonde~l insiimfion for ~e children of chaN1 lfill, 3 of which axe tny own ~ds. Ac~lly, we have a ~ying,~oke in our hour. If sotneone 

does ~metNng really well, s~ related or not, that pe~on sometitnes says "I’m "    tn" in a playfid, jo~ul, and Numph~t way. N1 ~e best ~ you, Coach. 

You are your temn are pure class. 

........ Original message ........ 

From: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <anson(?.~emailamc.edu> 

Date: 11/30/2013 10:03 PM (GMT-05:00) 

To: "Daniel Bradtbrd, M.D." <daniel.bradtbrd(a;dm.duke.edu> 
Subject: Re: Congratulations on a fine season 

"Daniel Bradibrd, M.D." <daniel.bradford~duke.edu> wrote: 

Coach Do~rance, My prayers are witl 

Best regards, Dan 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:53 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~’W: Invitation to Observe 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~att net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J: Palladmo, George W 
Subject: RE: Invitation to Observe 

Attention: UNC soccer coaches: 

My Region 3 team,                  ~’ill be competing in the CASL Showcase tournament this coming weekend m Raleigh, North Carolina. My games are 
10:20 am on Vriday, 10:00 am on Saturday, and 8:00 am on Sunday at the WRAL Soccer (;enter, 7700 PerU Creak Road, Raleigh, NC, 27616. 

I would thrilled if you could drop by and take a look at me. My name is             I am number    Center bacl; is my mare posiuon, but I also play midfield. I am 5’8" and about 130 [bs. I 
have a vet5’ strong kick, and I scored some long goals from defense for my high school team and club teams. I take all the long range kicks for my teams. 

I will graduate from High school in 
haven’t taken the SAT yet. 

I made my high school team as a freshman I am vets" hard wofl;er and a consistent performer. I have a GPA of 3.93 in school, but I 

iX4y coach is Here is his contact information: 

Thanks you [’or your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: National League "Player To Watch" 

From: .~optimum.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject:              - National League "Player To Watch" 

Hello again! Thought you might also enjoy this article I received today from US Soccer with their 
girls. I was excited to be listed as a "Player To Watch" in the article and I am looking forward to a great season! 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am contacting you because I am interested in attending and playing soccer at the University of Virginia, I am a 
freshman at        High School, just 90 minutes north of                            I play center defender for              Youth Club 

We are one of the top club teams in the state and the re.qion. We recently won the Region 1 Premier League and participated in 
our secona ~eg~on 1 Championship tournament. My team is coached by        and his email address is          ~aol.com. This fall we 
competed in the Club Champions League (CCL), and are now preparing to play in the National League. We are scheduled to begin our National 
League play             in Wilson, North Carolina. We will also be at the Disney Showcase in Orlando, Florida from 
I am very interested in the University of North Carolina because of the academics, but mostly because of the soccer program. If there is any 
information that you can send to me about your program or ID camps, I would greatly appreciate it. Thank you for your time and I look forward to 
seeing you. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

10:41:52 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Player request for CASL tournament 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 5:11 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 

Cc: ~gmail.com 

Subject: Player request for CASL tournament 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My team~ and I, will be playing during the National games in the CASL 

tournament in Wilson, NC. I have attached our schedule from December 5th - 8th, along with my player profile. 

I just came back from a week of training and games for the Thanksgiving Interregional event in Boca Raton, and looking 

forward to playing with my team in Wilson, NC. 

I hope to see you. 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:47 PM 

Tern Patraw <1 ~gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~unc.edu) 

RE: Recruiting Tip 

Terri, 
Thank you for taking the time to share this with me~ I just got the ~icest email from Sue Klugel so there must be something in the water up there that produces 

nice peop~e!~ 
~ wi~ copy Ch~is Ducker o~ d~ia ;~d we are VE~~Y interested. ~ know we go ~:o Vegas, [ hope we can see her ~:here~ 

F~m= Terri Patraw [mailto . }gmail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, g:20 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Recruiting ~p 
Hi Anso~ oon~ratulmions on a~ot~r ~at ~ax... altbo~b ~ know yo~ d~sir~d ~br mo~o. ~ wat~ed th~ ~ame online and ~ was ~quaJly desen~ins. 
I have ~en working with ~me really ~lented players in          the las~ two years. There is a team that 1 want you to ~ aware ot~ 

- They will be at the Piayem 8howca~ Mamh 2~-23 (kas Vegas)... and are currently trainin9 and playin9 regularly up 

here. 
EWIW, in there is only one ECNL team, Many of best Navem choose not to play there for a variety of reasons. 

team really struggles at the national ~evel because many of the best U16 playem in          are playing fo 
In pa~icular, there is a player that has a chance to be really special. Her name is              ..and she has a ~in sister 

I hope you get a chance to see this team play. I think you will be very intrigued with 
Let me know if I can be of any assistance. I know the      family very well. 

for sure. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:18 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (dacar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Hey coach 

Thanks 
From; 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hey coach 

.~gmail.com] 
6:36 PM 

Hope you had an awesome thanksgiving’.! 

Just wondering if you’ve heard of a kid named 
hasn’t already ... great kid too 

Just a heads up ... hope you are well’.! :) 

?? She’s u15 plays for the as a forward ... might wanna have ducar check her out if he 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 6:20 PM 

S. Dawson ~mindsprmg.com> 

ILE: Great Season 

Thank you Steve ~,. you are a~ways so kind!! 

From: S, Dawson [mailto:        .~mindspring.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 20:t3 7:27 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Great Season 
While I am certain your 9iris are disappointed in your loss and the end of the season, I think you shewed a real season of class all the way. I watched several games live in 

the stands and enjoyed every minute. Injuries are such an unpredictable and game changing thing not just for the particular talent, but because of the disruption in expected 

movement on the field. Lord knows the guys suffered badly for iniuries this season too. 
I hope you have a strong incoming next year. I’II be cheering you on. Looking forward also to the 3 Horsemen reunion this summer if my knees hold up. I wonder what strategy 

you’ll do this time with the incoming welcomed talented additions. 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: Would Love To Play For UNC! 

Schedules - CASL Girl’s College Showcase.pdf; Resmne. docx 

From: ~comcast.net] 
Sent: Tuesday~ 8::t2 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Would Love To Play For UNC! 
Good evening Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am a junior at High School in I am interested in attending UNC 
because of your fine medical program, as well as your soccer program. It would be a dream come true to play soccer at UNC!! It is a beautiful 
campus and I believe it would be a perfect fit for me. 
Currently I play for team out of . I have attached my soccer resume for your review. 
My club coach’s name is His email address is: ~bellsouth.net and he can be reached at Our team 
will be playing this week at the CASL showcase from , and will be in for the 
Disney Showcase. I am attachinfl my game schedule for CASL to this email and will forward the Disney schedule when it becomes available. 
My cell number is              and my email address is:            #__c___o____m____c___a___s__t_=_n___e___t.. I look forward to hearing from you. 
Hope to see you there! Go HEELS!!! 

p.s: I plan to attend your next I.D camp! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <10 UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 6:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL toummnent 

From: _~aol.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, 8:16 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
1:::¢: Palladino, George W 
Subject: CASL tournament 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I play soccer for and the My team will be participating in the CASL tournament this weekend and I hope 

you can come see me play. Of course I would love the opportunity to play soccer for the Heels in      I play mid field and forward and wear the number Here is my game 

schedule: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: UPDATE- 

From: ~sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:53 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: UPDATE - 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Below is my updated schedule tbr the 

Due to duplicate jersey numbers, I will be wearing 

Showcase event this weekend in Wilson NC. I will be playing ruth 

I hope to see you this weekend! 

Sent from my iPad 

On , at 6:13 PM, :~sl~glol~l .net> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I would like to thank the Universib/of North Carolina for comin9 out to watch my team at the ECNk Showcase in Phoenix. I hooe 

you enjoyed the event! 

I am very interested in North Carolina’s academic and soccer Orograms. I would love to talk to you about my Ootential as a player 
at North Carolina. 

My coaches are available to speak with you. Please do not hesitate to contact them: 

I will be attendinq the followinq showcases: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Player Letter of Interest 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Player Letter of Interest 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
I previously reached out to you showing an interest in UNC. I would like to make you aware of my team’s schedule in the CASL Shootout starting later on this week. 

I would also like to remind you that although I am playing on a u15 team, I graduate a year before more of the girls (I graduate in 
School. 
In case you or another staff member is attending the National League games this week, I hope someone can see me play. 

Thanks for your time, 

I am a sophomore at High 

On Sun, at 2:37 PM, :~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
I am writing this letter to notify yon of my continued interefft in playing soccer at UNC. I am reattaching my updated player profile and online profiles. 

In my player profile you roll find any extra information needed including my coach’s phone ~mmber nnd other contact i~fformation in case you may have nny further 

questions on the provided iat’onnation. 

Since I have written my laser email, I have maintained my 4.0 GPA. From a soccer standpoint, my team just played our last PLE gmne yesterday, ending with a 2-0 win 

againfft Tampa FC. 

Next month, my team will be competing at CASL for National League games. Since that is near you, I hope yon or m~ofl~er s~affmember has the chance to see me 

play’! 
I hope to make a phone call to you soon. I will be emailing you within the next week or so with a date mad time so that you may know when to expect a phone call if 
you see "the email! 
Thank you tbr your time, and I hope to talk to you soon. 

.......... Forwarded messa,oe .......... 

F~om: i-~gmail~com> 

Date: Sun, at 7:08 PM 

Subject: Player Letter of Interest 

To: ansou,~;em ail.uuc.ed u 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am a tbrwaxd tbr I am currently a sophomore at High School 

and beginning to contact coaches atthe schools I am interested in. UNC’s soccer reputation speaks for itself, and I, a2long with any other girl looking to play soccer in 

college, would be honored to be considered for your school. 

Since UNC is not too far from where I am, I hope you or another s~ff tnember might have the opportunity to watch me play. I am attaching the links to my t:a2ll RPL 

and PLE season. In addition, my team has been accepted into the USYS National League where we will be playing at the CASL College Showcase and the Disney 

Soccer Showcase. Both of these will be this coming December. 

I have researched your current team and noticed you have 4 or 5 players, that will be graduating as I would 

be entering as a freshman. Those girls mentioned play’ positions I feel I am able to play’ well. 

I would make a good fit in tl~e Tarheel communi~ because of my academic determination m~d my dedication to elite athletic standards. 
Please refer to my player profile attached to "this email tbr fuN~er information on myself a~d ways to contact my coach. 

Thank you tier your time. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From; 

Sent: Tuesday, ~:56 PM 
To: Dorrance. Albert A IV 

Subject: 

removed by 
sender. 

Sports in 

College 

~sinclink.com] 

removed by 
sender. 
Sports in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

9:37 PM 

I wanted to remind you that I will be playing at the CASL showcase in Raleigh North Carolina this weekend. I am playing on u17 

will be wearing the number I play holding mid and center back. Hopefully you will take the time to come watch me play, 

Thankvou, 

and 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL Showcase 

CASL Profile.pdf 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Showcase 
Dear Coach, 

9:40 PM 

.~gmail.com] 

I wrote to you after the ENCL National Event in Phoenix last month expressing my interest in playing soccer for IYNC. I wanted to write to yon again as my team will 

be playing in the CASL Showcase from in Raleigh, NC. 

As I shared ruth you previously, I a~n a sophomore at where I am an honor student with a 4.0 unweighted GPA 

and 4.6 weighted GPA. I am actively involved in several school based clubs. I serve on the Youth United Steering Co~nmittee for Habitat for Hum~ity and serve as 
) Co-t resident for the Heifer International Club. I am interested in attending UNC because of its distinguished academic reputation and your well-respected soccer 

progrm~. 

Currently I play center back for                                          My club coach is His email is          ~caslnc.com and he can be 

reached at              Our game schedule at the CASL Showcase is as follows and I hope you will have the opportuni~ to watch me play. I believe I may be 

able to contribnte to yonr program and would welcome being evaluated by you. 

I have attached tny soccer profile with addilional information. I hope you can attend a match over the weekend. 

Thank you for yonr consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: - CASL schedule 

Profile.pdf 

From: . ,~optonline.net] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 9:47 plVl 
Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" Re: - CASL schedule 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Below is my schedule for CASL this weekend. I hope you can come to one of my games. 
Thank you, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Date: Mondm~ 9:28 nm 

Subject: Re: 

Cc: anson@email.unc.edu,ducaJc@email.unc.edu, palladino@email.unc.edu, 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Below is a link to my game schedule for I hope you can come to one of my games. 

~ nanK you, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Date: Sunday, 8:05 pm 

Subject: 

To: anson@email.tmc.edu, 

Cc: ducar~email.unc.edu,palladino@email.unc.edu, 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
As the starting forward/center tnidfielder for the 

as further develop my skills m~d strength. 

I have attached my profile tbr your review. 

Below are tournaments that I will be attending: 

I mn beginning my search for a college with a soccer program where I can maJce a~ impact, as well 

I hope yon c~ watch me play at one of these events. 

Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL 

From: ~yahoo,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc:. 
Subject: CASL 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am a startin~ forward for the         Football Club on the          as well as for             ttigh School on the women’s varsity 
team in              , Last season I made All-Conference, All-W_~’C, and was a starting forward Ior the                         team. 
I have a 4.3 GPA as a junior this year. I am greatly interested in the University of North Carolina, it is the medical school of my choice. 
My goal academically is to work towards becomin~ an Anesthesiologist, while playing soccer at UNC. 
I am playing in the CASL tournament in Raleigh. It would bring me great joy if you could attend the tournament to watch 
me play as a future member and asset of your team. 
The           plays on: 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL 

From: _~yahoo,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:57 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Cc-" 
Subject-" CASL 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am a startin~ forward for the                  Club on the          as well as for             High School on the women’s varsity 
team in               Last season I made All-Conference, All-W_~’C, and was a starting forward for the                         team. 
I have a 4.3 GPA as a junior this year. I am greatly interested in the University of North Carolina, it is the medical school of my choice. 
My goal academically is to work towards becomin~ an Anesthesiologist, while playing soccer at 
I am playing in the CASL tournament in Raleigh. It would bring me great joy if you could attend the tournament to watch 
me nlav as a future member and asset of your team. 
The          ~ plays on: 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 6:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: UNC Class ot 

Player Profile.doc 

From: _~aol.com] 
Se~t: Tuesday, ~.0:04 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A TV 
Subject; UNC Class of 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Hello, my name’s . I’m in 8th grade and I play soccer for the team. For my team, I am a starting center back and we made it 

to the State Cup Finals this past fall. Ever since I was 8 years old, I’ve always wanted to play college soccer for the University of North Carolina. Since then I’ve learned how 
great of an academic school UNC is and it has increased my desire to go to the school. My sister’s playing in the CASL tournament in Raleigh this weekend, is there any 
way I could come meet with you or Coach Palladino to discuss what I need to do now to achieve my goal. If you don’t have enough time, I would be happy to meet with any of 
the coaching staff. Attached is my player profile for you to review. 

Go Tarheels, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 6:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL Showcase 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Showcase 

I0:09 PM 
~cuemail.ne~ 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                and I mn a sophomore at                                I currently have a 3.4 GPA and play Attacking Midfield, Holding 

Midfield and Forward, leading the team in assists. I play Attacking Midfield, ttolding Midfield, and Forward tbr_                   (tbnnefly known as 
currently rated 5th nationally on Got Soccer. I would like to have you come watch me play this upcoming weekend atthe CASL showcase. On Friday, 

8 AM, I will be playing the 

If you were going to come see me play, could you e-real my coach,                    )~gmal.com and let him know which match you might attend. This way he 

will be sure to manage my playing time to give a good look. Being a showcase, he will be worldng on a rotational basis, ruth an eye on players he knows are being 

watched. 

Thank you and I hope to see you there’. 

I 
[~ image 

": removed by 

sender. 

Click dais li~ to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, ; 6:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Upcoming Touma~ents 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:23 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Upcoming Tournaments 

I have e-mailed you in the past. My team, will be playing in the CJ\SL Tournament this weekend and 
the              Fournament after Christmas. If you are attending either of these tournaments, I hope you will have an 
opportt~ity to see me play. I have included the schedules below. Thmzk you. 
CASL Tournament 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Soccer Resume- 

soccer resume.docx 

From= student 
Sent= Tuesday, :t0:5:t PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Soccer Resume. 

Coach Dorrance, 

I am very interested in pursuing the opportunity to play college soccer and attend a school that fulfills my academic needs and capabilities. 

Based on my research, I feel that the University of North Carolina would be an excellent program for me both academically and athletically. I had 

the opportunity to visit the campus last year when I was with my soccer team at the CASL tournament in Raleigh. I recognize the outstanding 

reputation that the University of North Carolina has obtained consistently throughout the years, and I look forward to the challenge of meeting the 

prestigious expectations both in the classroom and on the soccer field that the University of North Carolina sets for student athletes. I have 

achieved a strong academic record at            High School in_                   while taking rigorous courses such as Trig/Pre Calc, 

Honors English, Honors Chemistry and AP European History as only a sophomore. My GPA is nearly a 3.9, and is currently a 4.14 this 

semester, placing me in the top 15% in my class. The following resume exemplifies my academic standing as well as my soccer experience. 

The University of North Carolina also has a soccer program that would challenge me to further develop my strengths and improve my 

weaknesses. I play for the                              team, and am primarily a forward and midfielder. My team was a state cup 

finalist in two of the past three years, and I was selected as Most Valuable Player for my high school team. I feel that my skills and abilities would 

compliment your style of play and I would be excited to play for a team and a coach with such an excellent record and reputation. I am interested 

in pursuing financial aid and believe that my academic and athletic accomplishment could qualify me for a scholarship. 

My club team, will be competing in several showcase tournaments this season, noted below. Our uniforms 

are red and white, and I wear on the field. 

Thank you for considering me as a potential student athlete at your university. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: - CASL Showcase 

From: .~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, I:1:22 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: - CASL Showcase 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to take a moment to introduce myself to you. My name is            and I play for                    I have played since I was 4 years old and love the 

game. I played tbr          tbr 6 (maybe 7) years and then went to the older team for 2 years therea£ter. I switched clubs during the summer and now play for 

I also play for the I was fortanate enough to 

attend and play at the at 13 years of age. Overwhelming but really cool. 

We ~:re due to play as a tean~ down I Raleigh at CASL. Please would you stop by and have a look at my games, my schedule is as follows: 

We will go to Sanford Florida this winter too. 

Please let me kmow if there will be any up-coming winter clinics that I may be able to attend. 

In the meantime I roll be in Raleigh and plan to visit UNC on one of the days we have open. Please let me know if yon are available to meet with me or if you are too 

busy recruiting for CASL? I amve on Tlmrsday morning and will be there till Monday morning. If you axe too busy I fully unders~nd but I will still stop by and if my 

schedule works out intend to take a can~pus tour and if not check it out myself. 

Thanks for ever,i, hing, 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 6:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

I~W: Shattuck-St. Mary’s CASL Schedule 

From: Joe DeMay [mailto:joe.demay@s-sm.org] 

Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 11:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Shattuck-St. Mary’s CASL Schedule 

I 
;~ I mage 

removed by 
sender. 
http://ssm.sc 
outware net/ 
mwso/cgi/45 

’]?his email contains pictures To view choose th~s 1ink . 

Hi Anson, 

We are looJdng lbrward to departing lbr RNeigh tomonow to take pa~t in the CASL Showcase. Oar playe[s are exhemely 

excited for 1he challenges and oppo[l~tulties they will #dee tiffs weekend. We hope thal you will have the oppo~,h~ulty to check 

oul oar games, most of which are taking place 1hat main WI~&L site. 

Just to be sure you have it, here is tile schedule for out- two teams: 

U-18s 

Fii., Dec. 6 vs Team Chicago Academy-Santos WRAL 14 8:20 AM 

Sat., Dec ? vs SCU/MP 95G Elite West 10 SC02 9:50 AM 

Sutt, Dec. 8 vs Creeks Rush Black WRAL 18 11:40 AM 

U-17s 

Fri, Dec. 6 vs IMG Academy WRAL ] 5 1 ] :40 AM 

Sat, Dec. 7 vs Albertson SC F~ry 96 NPL WRAL 13 1:40 PM 

grit1., Dec 8 vs UGH Fevemova WEAL 15 8:00 AM 

O~- U-I 8 team is made up of 2014 and 2015 grads while out- [J-17 team has a handfifl of 2015s, but is primarily made up of 

2016 and 2017 grads. If you have any specifc needs, please contact me by e-mail or on my cell phone, Cot 

infomtation on the U-17 team and contact Mika Elovaara at ~ulka.elovaara@s-sm.org or by cell phone at for 

infommtion on our U-18s. Please feel fi-ee to touch base with either of us after otu games as well. 

We hope you have the oppox~mity to catch out- games and eNoy what you see. 

Joe DeMay 
U16 Chris tlead Coach 

Shattuck-St. Mary’s School [ Soccer Center of Excelleuce 

1000 Shumway Ave. I Faribault, MN 55021 [ ioe.dcmay,~a;s-sms~ 

(Cell) i 507-333-1747 (Office) 507-333-1727 (Fax) i JCD372 (SKYPE) 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT US VISIT 

INTERESTED IN OUR RESIDENTIAL SOCCER CENTER OF EXCELLENCE? CLICK HEfL~ TO SUBMIT A SOCCER QUESTIONNAIRE 

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER! 

www.thcebook.com/S SMGidsSoccerI @SSMGirlsSoccer 

This email was sent to you by Shattuck-St. Maiys, Soccer If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this Imk. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O I_INC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON):"~ 

Wednesday 6:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar(~&unc.edu) 

l~-W: *** ~* 

Sent: Tuesday, :t i: 27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; ** 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

As a member of the s.occer club and a freshman varsity starter at High School, I am beginning n~. search for a college soccer 

program where I can make an immecOate impact; as well as further develop n~F skills and strengths. 
My goal academically is to pursue a degree in medicine, andI am impressed by the pre-med program that the University of North Carolina offers. 

I know the process is early, but I ~ hoping to be consideredJbryourprogram. Wouldyou be so kind as to send me information about University of North 

Carolina and a questionnaire? 

As a heads up, I will be at the CASL 57~owcase guest playing with so hopefully you will be able to see me play. 

ht the meantime, please let me know if you have ato/ questions. 

I look forward to continuing the recruitment process with the Universi& of North Caroliua. 

SincerelF, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@~unc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t:I: 54 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: 
Hi Coach, 

My name is           and I am very interested in playing for your program. I am a junior at 

forward and midfield as well as center midfield for 

as well as the National League. 

In the recent years, we hmTe had many great accomplishments: 

High School and roll graduate in 

My team plays in the 

I play outside 

and the 

In the near fum~e we will be playing in CASL, Disney Showcase over New Years, and Vegas in March. 

We roll be playing in CASL this week and I ~eally hope you and your staff’can find time to come watch my team play. Our schedule for this week is below: 

’I’hm~k you for your time and I hope to see you later this week! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: _~aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :12:08 AN 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
This is and I graduate in I have taken an interest in UNC after looking at your website for a while and I plan on visiting this 
weekend while my team is at the CASL Final Four Showcase. I noticed that you have not said you are coming to this showcase, but I wanted to let you know that I am 
number                        and we play in the U17 Premier Black bracket in case you do plan on attending. For some background on my team, we just recently 
finished 4th in the Region Ill Premier League and still have yet to finish our Premier League West season because of some weather cancellations. We will also be attending 
the Disney Showcase later this month. 
In addition to the CASL Showcase, I will also be playing as number 81 with the                    team in their National League games this weekend and I would love to 
give you the schedule in case you were planning on attending the National League games instead of the showcase. Here it is: 

If you have any questions, you can always call my coach Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: meeting at UNC 

11.2.pdf 

From: _~yahoo.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, :~2::t7 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject’, meeting at UNC 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am coming with my team to Wilson, North Carolina to play in the USYS National League Showcase. I would like to invite yon to come and see 

me play. 

On I roll be visiting UNC a~:ound noon. I would love to meet you. Would you please let me know if you are available? 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL Showcase 

From: _~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, :12:30 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Showcase 

Coach Dorrance, 

tlello, this is I wanted to reach out agamj ust in case you are planning on attending fl~e CASL Showcase fl~is coming weekend. I will be guest playing 

with girls team m~d will be wearing Jersey I would love fl~e optx~rtunity to have you come w~atch me play. I primarily play sweeper but at 

times used as tbrwa~-d or any other dei~nsive position because of my speed and aggressiveness. I mn a very coachable a~d determined player, who gives her all to her 

team. I have visited UNC numerous "times and while I walked around "the ca~npus, I really felt at home. I feel as though your school is a pert}ct fit for me bx~th 

academically and athletically and look forwaid to meeting you in the near future. Below is my schedule...Hope you can make it’. 

Thmik You so much, 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see rny Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 6:30 PM 

Tom Bia|ek ~yahoo.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Eastside 98 Red - National Champions - Visiting Saturday Dec 7th 

Unfortunately the NCAA will not allow us to entertain a team on campus during a toumamenL Yes, insane rule, I agree. Still, you can come on your own, we just 
can meet you or ta~k to youth 

F~m: Tom Bialek [mailto ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 20~3 2:24 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
$ubject: Eastside 98 Red - National Champions - Visiting Saturday Dec 7th 
Anson and Staff, 
I coach the Eastside FC U15 girls team who will be competing in the National League this upcoming weekend in conjunction with the final 
four. We won the national title this past summer at U14 and have some very strong players that will be D1 caliber, including a few who 
have been into the national team camps recently. 
We are planning to visit your campus this Saturday the 7th in the late afternon. Is there any chance a member of your staff could meet 
with the girls for a few lainutes during our visit? Thank you for your conisderation. 

Regards, 
Tom 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 6:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Eastside 98 Red - National Champions - Visiting Saturday Dec 7th 

Chris, 
Please follow up!! Thank you! 

From: Tom Bialek [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 20:t3 2:24 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
S..bject: Eastside 98 Red - National Champions - Visiting Saturday Dec 7th 
Anson and Staff, 
I coach the Eastside FC U15 girls team who will be competing in the National League this upcoming weekend in conjunction with the final 
four. We won the national title this past summer at U14 and have some very strong players that will be D1 caliber, including a fe~v who 
have been into the national team camps recently. 
We are planning to visit your campus this Saturday the 7th in the late afternon. Is there any- chance a member of your staff could meet 
with the girls for a few minutes during our visit? Thank you for your conisderation. 

Regards, 
Tom 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 6:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:49 AM 
To: Dorrance. Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 
Hello Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I play for the Academy 1 team. I would like to invite you to watch me play at the US 

Youth Soccer National League tournament that will be taking place on               in North Carolina, if you will be attending. I am a 

5’10 goalkeeper and have set the qoal to attend a division one university since [ was in elementary school. I am currently a fourteen-year-old 
freshman at the where I am a dual sport athlete (I play both competitive soccer and tennis) as 

well as an honor roll student. 

I feel that my strengths as a goalkeeper would include my size, strength, speed, along with the ability to anticipate and react quickly. It would 
be an honor for you to watch me play and I hope that that earning the opportunity to become a part of your program and reaching my goal 
will become a possibility in the future. 
My team’s schedule for the tournament is as follows: 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: CASL Schedule 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:42 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: - CASL Schedule 
Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I realize that it’s down to the final weekend in NCAA Division I soccer m~d it’s hard to believe another year of college soccer is almost done. 

I hope that you will take time to eNoy this weekend and while you are at it, have a chance to come ~e my team and I play in the CASL tournament in Cary, NC. I 

wanted to pass on our schedule for the weekend and remind you that we roll aJso be in Disney at the end oftbe month. 

I hope to see you on the sidelines! Enjoy the holiday season! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:14 PM 

Battaglini, Claudio L uiz ~claudio@emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

Prig: Brazilian Soccer CouBe 

Cfaudio, 

I will send this to my colleagues in the ACC and in the local dubs and the coaches that come to my team camp. 1 think it would be better as a two or a three day 

camp at a Iow~?r price, R~r the average Ame~~can coach time ~s the big ~ssue at ~:h~s tkne of year (pk~s ~:he short ~oti(:e), 

F~m~ Ba~l~ni, Claudio Luiz 

Sent~ Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:56 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Good mornin~ my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you 

could please send this to all o~ your friends and colleagues who you feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be ~reat. I look forward to 

learning more about this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks a~ain for all your support and I look ~orward to a ~reat time han~ing out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: daudio@emaiLunc.edu 

Office Tel: (9~9) 843-6045 

Fax: (9~9) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

8:30 AM 
_~cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I mn currently in the 8th grade, but have already played one year of,W soccer for         High School in                 I have been playing soccer tbr 10 years 

and travel/club soccer                    , for three years where I serve as goalkeeper for my teams (both club m~d high school). I am a honor roll student and in 

7th grade I was selected by the Duke TIP program to take the SAT. In addition to playing goalkeeper, I can also play field positions such as outside mid and defender. 

I have attended summer soccer camps at flae University of NC and Furman Universib~. 

My ultimate goal is to play soccer in college. Thank you for your time! 

iXiilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:20 PM 

pacman@tmcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Fall monogram awards 

Monofo~m.doc 

Th a n ks Tom ! ! 

F~m: Warner, Stacey Harris 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 8:56 AN 

To: Somoano, Carlos N; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas .1; Shell:on, Karen C; Sagula, Joseph A; VanAIstyne, Mark; Williams, Andre 
Cc: Koenig, Sara Elizabeth; Streett, Shelly 

Subject: Fall monogram awards 

Hi! 

Please complete the attached monogram award form and return to me as soon as you can, so that I can get these processed quickly. 

Thanks!! 

Stacey 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

Appendix oo 

MONOGRAM LIST 

SPORT YEAR 

COACH 

(Alphabetical List) FIS/|/Sr #! 
Award Number 

#2 #3 #3 Option #4 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Athletes’ re - injmy, an objective aid to prevention 

From: TNG USA LLC [mailto:claire.alonzo@tmg.si] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 20:t3 9:01 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Athletes’ re - injury, an objective aid to prevention 

Dear Chris Ducar 

You are invited to attend an informal discussion and case review by 

Used by International experts 
Your success is measurable 

~>-~~",,,,~:~ ~,~ to reserve a place for you and your colleagues and receive 
complete event details 

Athletes Performance, Cary NC 
December 10th, Tuesday afternoon 

Northeastern University, Boston MA 
December 13th, Friday afternoon any time from 2pro 

TMG USA LLC, P.O. Box 5091, Cary, NC 27511 919 349 1130 
Claire Alonzo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From: .~cuema il. net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:07 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I mn very interested in playing college soccer tbr your program. All of my coaches and teachers say I am a ve~ hard worker aJ~d aJways give 110% no matter what. I 

am a high honors student. I currently play tbr                     in "the MRL. I am constantly training trying to improve my game. 

Thank you 

:": removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my_. Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From: _~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:54 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I aJn a member of the National Honor’s Society and have played soccer tbr 10 yeaxs. I lead my team in goals and assists this year and play 

several positions. I am 5-8 and 155 lbs. I want to receive a Criminal Jnstice Degree and looking to join several Clmslim~ Gronps while attending school. I am hard 

working a~d looking to improve in all areas of soccer. 

i~iilmage 
...... removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: LNSC U 16 and U 17 CASL Schedules 

From: Adam Denton [mailto @yahoo.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, December 04, 20:[3 :[0:33 AM 
To; Adam Denton 
Subject; LNSC U :[6 and U :[7 CASL Schedules 
College Coaches 

I hope this email finds each of you doing well. Our LNSC U17 and U16, will play at the CASL Event and below is out- schedule of games. 
I hope that you will have opportunity to attend our games and we will have college profiles at the event. Many of you will also be 
receiving letters of interest, resumes and schedules from our LNSC players that are interested in your college programs. 
If you have an?" questions about any of the players, please don’t hesitate to contact me directly. Safe travels to Raleigh 
Schedules: 
U 17 LNSC 
t~iday ] 2/6/13 I:30PM 
Saturday 12/7/13 8:10AM 
Sunday 12/8/13 I:30PM 
U 16 LNSC 
Friday I ~/6/13 3:20PM 
Saturday 19/7/13 I:30PM 
Sunday 12/8/13 I:30PM 
Take Care 
Adam 

U]7 LNSC VS PDA 
U 17 LNSC VS Prior Lake 
U 17 LNSC VS FASA 

U 16 LNSC VS TEYSA SC 
U 16 LNSC VS Real Colordado 
U 16 LNSC VS SC/MPU 

West 10 SC 3 
V2RAL 19 

West 10 SC 2 

Girls Director 
Lake Norman Soccer Club 

- Cell 
704 662 3330- Office 
adenton(~Ial:(enorman soccer, corn 

www.lakenormarlsoccer.corn 
128 Speedway Lane 
Mooresville, NC 28117 
www.twitter.com/lakenormansc 

NOTICE: All information in and attached to the e-mail(s) below may be proprietary, confidential, privileged and otherwise protected 
from improper or erroneous disclosure. If you are not the sender’s intended recipient, you are not authorized to intercept, read, print, 
retain, copy, forward, or disseminate this message. If you have erroneously received this communication, please notify the sender 
immediately by phone (704-662-3330) or by e-mail and destroy all copies of this message (electronic, paper, ol- otherwise). If you wish 
to be removed from this I~2 mail database please notify the sender immediately by phone (704-6(32-3330) or by e-mail. Thank yoLl. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:25 PM 

Brian Oswald ~gmaJl.com> 

...... @,nsn.com; ducar@m~caa.unc.edu; I    "" ~aol.co,n; Jason Sisneros        ~s@gmaJl.com); pacman~!uncaa.unc.edu; ~ 

Subject: Ladies’managers, soccer coach needed 

Thank you .._ you are ver’y kind. Yes, I will send this out to m}, [eam and see i[: anyone is b~terestefl. 
F~m= Brian Oswald [mailtox      ;8@gmail.com] 
Sent~ Wednesday, December 04, 2013 ~0:41 AN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ soccer coach needed 
Hi ~n, 
I hope tNngs are going well for you and your family. So~w to hear that you los~ on Ffi&y, in overtime. Even though I like the David and Goliath s*o~’, I would prefer 

seeing the ~C wom~ mn eve~- ye~. 

An>~-ay, I was wondering if you had any players who were interested in coacNng High School soccer, or if you ~ew of anyone looMng to be a head coach atthe 

High school level I retired from co~hing at~r the Spring gifts ~amn and Ce&r Ridge High is still looking tbr mmeone to replace me. The season s~s in ~e middle 

of Febmau, but they could use someone now to do pre-season workouts. If you know of anyone, "they can con~ct me or our ~, Andy Simmons. His email is 

andv.sim mons(a)orange.kl 2~nc.us and the school phone number i s 919-245- 4000. 

Than~ for your consideration 

I hope you have a hedthy happy holiday season. 

Brian S. Oswald 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:26 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

VW: Voting Open for IViI~kC Hennmm Awa]cd 

Help me with this!! 

From: NSCAA [mailto:list@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 11:04 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Voting Open for MAC Hermann Award 

[ 
iX ,mag ....... d bysendor. 

Voting for the Missouri Athletic Club’s Hermann Trophy honoring the 2013 NCAA 
Division I Men’s and Women’s Collegiate Players of the Year is now open on the 
N SCAA we bsite. 

Each Division I soccer program that is a member of the NSCAA College Services 
Program is eligible to vote. Voting remains open until midnight (CST) on Tuesday, 
Dec. 10, 2013. 

Following this semifinal round of voting, three finalists will be announced on December 
12. The finalists will travel to St. Louis on January 10 where the winners will be 
announced at a press conference prior to the annual Hermann Awards Banquet at the 
historic Missouri Athletic Club. 

Important! Every Division I member should vote. Participation by all college coaches is 

critical to a quality selection process. Please participate and support recognition of 
these deserving student-athletes. 

You must have your College Services member identification number to Iogin and vote. 
To begin: 

Log into ~y___N____S____C__~____C__£![_e__g__e_____S___e__~Lc___e___s_. 

Enter your user ID and password 
Once in the system, click on the "Nominations and Voting" tab at the top of your 
page and then locate the "Hermann Award" voting 
Click on "vote" to begin and vote for your top three choices. Hit submit when 
finished and you will receive an email confirmation 

Click here to Io,qin and begin now. 

Thank you for your participation. 

Image 
removed by 

sender. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

EmailIWebsite I Send to a friend 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

:K[i Image removed b ysender Informz i 
...... for iMIS I 



removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: U 16 CASL Showcase 

From: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday,- 11:50 AlVl 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 

Subject;           UI6 CASL Showcase 

Coach Dorrance Coach Palladino, and Coach Ducat, 

My name is            and I play for the                                       . My team is competing this weekend in the 

CASL Showcase. I have an interest in attending the University to pursue a career in Pharmacy and play college soccer. Our schedule 

for the weekend is: 

We’re in u:~6 Girls United Gray Division. You can view my profile at: 

I am a forward for the team and have uniform    I have trained under           who played on your National Championship 

teams in 2007-2010. Please contact me if you have additional questions. I am also copying my head coach ~ if you have 

questions for him. I hope you are able to attend one of my games. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Highlights: Using SociaJ Media to Recruit Your Prospects 

From: Randy Taylor [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 20:t3 :[2:2:t PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject; Highlights: Using Social Media to Recruit Your Prospects 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

Using Social Media to Recruit Your Prospects 

Image rernoved by ser, der. 

On this brand new edition of Recruiting Education OnDemand Dan Tudor - President of Tudor 

Collegiate Strategies, highlights key findings from a new study ’HowHigh $choolProspects 

Use Social Media in Recruiting’. 

Click here to watch today’s episode, and don’t forget to tune in next week as Dan explains how 

to apply these findings to your program. And don’t forget to .d___o_~_n__]_o_~q__d___y__o__u__r___~_o_£_y_ of the study! 

removed by 

sender 

Image removed by sender. Want direct access to student-athletes ttiat fit your needs? 

Login to your free NCSA Rerujtin_cl Mana_cLement System 

to start connecting with recruits today! 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa unc edu. To unsubscribe from similar emails, click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us. click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St, 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL Showcase 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Showcase 

~cuemail.net] 
:12:27 PM 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

This is again, just letting you know the 

Our game schedule is as tbllows: 

will be participating in the National League (CASL Showcase) 

AS a follow up to my earlier e-mail - I am in lOth grade, high academic honors, and and excited to exllx~m education aud soccer oppom~nities at the Universi~ of 
North Carolina, 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 7:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ,~aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday :!.2:43 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Coach Anson, 
My name i~ I am a Junior at tigh School in 
sports and would like pursue a career in sports management or sports related field. 
I am playing for the club team coached by 
and showcases. 

I am on the varsity soccer team and we had a very successful season. I enjoy all 

tVe are a very competitive team that travels every weekend to tournaments, combines, 

We are playing in the , this weekend. I will forward schedule to you. 
I am a hard working and high performing student with a combination of experiences and skills that have enabled me to excel throughout my high school career and contribute 
to my community. At       High School, I have had the opportunity to distinguish myself through academic and extracurricular endeavors. 
I am a volunteer / counselor in the community working with children with Autism. I teach children with Autism how to exersise and participate in group activities. The program 
is all inclusive where all family members participate for a fun family night out. My experience has been very challenging and rewarding at the same time. I look forward to every 
session. 
This is a very exciting time in my life as I embark on my collegiate endeavor. My goal is to attend a college or university where I can excel with my background and energies, 
opportunities to be involved in the political process and a diverse student body. I have a great appreciation for the power of education and am very excited to continue my 
academic experience. 
Thank you for taking the time to learn a little about me. I am excited and look forward to being accepted and continuing my education and soccer career at UNC Chapel Hill. 
Thanks You and look forward to hearing from you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:37 PM 

Jem/Lynch ~<tocj@wayol~haJnpions.com> 

I~E: A Good Read... 

Thanks Jerry!! 

From: Jerry Lynch [mailto:docj@wayofchampions.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 20.t3 11:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: A Good Read... 
Hi Anson, 

SO sorry for the athletes.., why are you all a better team because of the loss to UCLA? 
Wishing you and your precious thmily a peaceful, beautiful holiday season filled with joy and love and good chi(eers). 

Jerry 

On Nov 24, 2013, at 2:27 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Very good!!! This has been our motivation for us since the beginning: the "play for each other~’; "play for the seniors" ._. there is no better motivation than LOVE of 
the people you play for~[ We ti~l< ~;bot~t our sen~ors be[ore EV~? RY NCAA game (afl:er they ~eaw? the room). Our NCAA record Moors everyone else’s out of the 

From: 3er~ Lynch [mailto:docj@wayofchamNons.com] 
Sent: Saturday, November 23, 20~3 2:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: A Good Read... 
All about su~dng,/s~dfice tomom~w. May you position your~Ives Ibr victo~ and joy eve~ moment together. 
Did you know that they did a cat- ~an of an Orca in the 1990’s and found that the~ killer whales have a highly ~lapted Nn of their brains that hmnans don’t have. 
They are pack mammaJs that use their th~nily cohesion, love for each other to hunt, com~nunicate and su~dve together. We might not have that but I ~]ieve it can ~ 
taught... I see and t~e] tNs all the ti~ne in my blood thmi]y ~D in many teams I have been fo~nate to be pa~ of. I see it more in the national champions and those who 
get the most from their work. 

On Nov 23, 2013, at 10:41 ~, Do~Tance, Albe~ A IV wrote: 

wonderful! ! 

Sea,t from ~, }~rizon tVireless ,IG L TE DR()I1) 

Jerry Lynch <doci~wayotbhampions:cona> wrote: 

For Buddhists, suffering is the gateway to enlightenment. Taking that to heart, for athletes or anyone wanting to achieve something, I aJways say that 

suffering is the gateway to greatness. And may I add "sacrifice" to the list of how we suffer. I have experienced this for most of my life and at this point, I 

see suffering as an opporttmib~ that knocks at the door of deeper awareness and potential joy., I see much too much whining and drama over the gift of 

suffering. Unfortunately, there seems to be a plethora ofyotmg folks out there in an age of"entitlement’ that are looking to skip the suffering and wonder 

why they axe not getting anywhere. SUFFERING IS DIFFICULT...BUT IT’S WORTH IT... I tell this to anyone M~o is willing to listen to my experience. 

I think this piece of material is spot on. It’s kind of long but maybe you can suffer through it. Much love and chi from me. 

The Most Important Question You Can Ask Yourself Today 

Mark Manson Nov 13, 2013 

Everybody wants what feels good. Everyone wants to live a care-free, hapw and easy life, to ~:all in love and have ~znazing sex and relafionships, to look 

perfect and m~ke money and be popular and well-respected and admired and a total baller to the point that people pext like the Red Sea when you walk 

into the roo~n. 

Eveo~bod~v wants that -- it’s eaay to want that. 

IfI ask you, "What do you want out of life?" and you say something like, "I want to be hapw and have a great fancily and a job I like," it’s so ubiquitous 

that it doesn’t even mean an~hing. 

Everyone wants that. So what’s the point? 

What’s more interesling to me is what pain do you want? What axe you willing to slmggle for? Because that seems to be a greater determinant of how 

our lives end up. 

Everybody wants to have an amazing job and finaaacia), indepen&nce -- but not eve .ryone is rolling to sufl}r through 60-hour work weeks, long com,nutes, 
obnoxious paperwork, to navigate arbitrao~ corporate hierarchies and the blase confines of an infinite cubicle hell. People want to be rich mthout the risk, 



with the delayed gratification necessaxy to accumnlate wealth. 

Evetybo@ wants to have great sex and an awesome relationship -- but not eveuone is willing 1,~ go through the tough commufication, the awkwaacd 

silences, the hurt feelings mad the emotional psychodrama to get there. And so they serde. They settle and wonder "What it?" for years mad years and until 

the question morphs from "What itS2" into "What for?" And when the lawyers go ho,ne and the alimony check is in tile mail they say5 "What was it all for?" 

If not for their lowered standards and expectations for themselves 20 years prior, then what for? 

Because happiness requires struggle. You can only avoid train for so long before it co~nes roaring back to life. 

At the core of all hnman behavior, the good feelings we all want are more or less the same. Therefore what we get out of life is not determined by the 

good feelings we desire but by what bad feelings we’re willing to sustain. 

"Nothing good in life comes easy," we’ve been told that a hundred times before. The good things in litE we accomplish axe detined by where we enjoy the 

suttEfing, where we enjoy the struggle. 

People want an amazing physique. But you don’t end up with one unless you legitimately love the pain and physical stress that comes with living inside a 

gytn for hour upon hour, unless you love calculating and calibrating the food you eat, planfing your life out in tiny plate-sized portions. 

People 
want to start their own business or become financially independent. But you don’t end up a ._s__u__c_’__c__e__~_l~_u_!___e_n__t_m__R_r__e__r_Le_u__r" unless you find a way to love 

the risk, the uncertainty, the repeated failures, and working insane hours on something you have no idea whether will be successful or not. Some people 
are wired for that sort of pain, and those are the ones who succeed. 

People want a boyfidend or girlfriend. Bnt you don’t end up attracting anlazing people withont loving the emotional turbulence that comes with weathering 

rejections, building the sexual tension that never gets released, and staring blankly at a phone that never rings. It’s part of the game of love. You cafft win if 

you don’t play. 

~at determines 3,our success is \Vhat pain do you want to sustain. 

I wrote in ~4L_a._r_t_i._c_!._e__!_~s_’t_3_~_~_e_..e_ .k_ that I’ve always loved the idea of being a suffer, yet I’ve never made consistent effort to surf regularly. Truth is: I don’t enjoy 

the pain that comes with paddling until my a~ms go nmnb and having water shot up my nose repeatedly. It’s not for me. The cost outweighs the benefit. 

And that’s fine. 

On the other hand, I am willing to live out of a suitcase for months on en& to s~mmer around in aforeign language for hours with people who speak no 

English to t~ and buy a cell phone, to get lost in new cities over and over and over again. Because that’s the sort of pain and stress I enjoy susIaifing. 

That’s where my pa~ssion lies, not just in the pleasures, but in the stress and pain. 

There’s a lot of self development advice out there that says, "You’ve just got to want it enough!" 

That’s only partly true. Everybody wants something. And everybody wants something badly enough. They just aren’t being honest with themselves about 

what they actually want that bad. 

If you want the benefits of something in life, you have to also want tile costs. If you want the six pacl< you have to want the sweat, the soreness, the early 

mornings, and the hunger pangs. If you want the yachk you have to also want the late fights, the risk3~ business tnoves, and the possibili~" of pissing offa 

person or ten. 

If you find yourself wanting something month after month, year after year, yet nothing happens and you never come any closer to it, then maybe what you 

actually want is a fantasy, an idealization, an image and a false promise. Maybe you dofft actually want it at all. 

So I ask you, "How are you willing to suffer?" 

Because you have to choose something. You can’t hmze a pain-ti-ee life. It can’t all be roses and uficoms. 

Choose how you axe willing to suffer. 

Because that’s the hard question that matters. 1~ leasure is an easy question. And pretly tnuch all of us have the same answer. 

The more interesting question is the pain. ~ hat is dte pain that you want to sustain? 

Because that answer will actually get you s~mewhere. It’s the question that can change your life. It’s what makes me me and yon you. It’s what defines us 

and separates us and nltimately brings us together. 

So what’s it going to be? 

<WOC LOGO#3.j pg> 

Jerry Lynch, Ph.D. 

www.Wayo~Charnpions.corn 
831-234-5606 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:39 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edu"~ 

I~E: Option - Travel Reservation to PHILADELPHD\, PA on January. 15 for ALBERT ANSON DORIUkNCE 

yes 

From: Street~, Shelly 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 1:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; M’Liss Dorrance (mdorranc@duke.edu) 
Subject: FW: Option - Travel Reservation to PHILADELPHIA, PA on January 15 for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 
Importance: High 

Does; this ~]ight work for the coaches; corlvet~tiot~? 

--$5 

Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 11:09 AM 

To: Streett, Shelly 

Subject: Option - Travel Reservation to PHILADELPHIA, PA on January 15 for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Importance: High 

.~275,80 roundtrip non-s~:op US 

C:indi Atwater 
Anthony Travel, 
University of North Carolina 
344 Ridge Road Loudermilk Suite 2201 
Ghapel Hill, N.C. 27~1.5 
Phone: 919-~43-.5076 Fax: 919-~43-.5297 
24 Hour EmeFgen~y ~00-530-2560 V~T code 

Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 20~3 ~:08 AN 
To: Cindi A~ater 
Subject: Travel Rese~ation to PHI~DELPHIA, PA on 3anua~ 25 for ALBERT ANSON DOR~NCE 

 ti erary 

Passe~X~}e!’t)~) A t..{~ERT AN,t’,-O..’~ iX) RRANOE Ai!’iirte Re~ewatior! ()ode: A84OOH 

©pe~’~ted by: US 2,1i-ZWAYS EXP~~,ESS4REF’USL}C 2,1 
(;O,"qFtRMt.::D. (;oniirm~l:ion~ A84OOH 

Depart~,~e: RDtJ ~-~LE1GH DURHAM, NO 
1 



PHL PHILADELPHIA, PA 
2:59pm 

Distance (ir~ Miies) 339 

Distance (ir~ Miies) 339 



Date: December 2, 2013 

JOB DESCRIPTION: ECNL PROGRAM MANAGER 

The Program Manager is a full time position based out of the ECNL office in Richmond, VA. The Program 

Manager performs day-to-day administrative and operational tasks in managing and executing ECNL 

events, competition programs, and other initiatives, and performs additional duties as assigned. The 

Program Manager reports to the Commissioner. Specific iob requirements include: 

Be on-site and act as primary administrator for all ECNL events, including managing the pre- and post- 

event administration, operations, and logistics 

Manage and assist onsite logistics at ECNL events, including team registration/check-in, hotel 

requirements, product and equipment, competition schedules, VIP hospitality, on-site sponsor 

activation, 

Manage and support on-site volunteers, and act as the local community support liaison 

Support ECNL Event Operations team on-site 

Create Event Operations Map and ECNL footprint for each event and support ECNL Operations Team in 

execution 

Monitor and track team-related travel for hotel revenue tracking 

Coordinate all pre- and post-event communication with ECNL Member Clubs attending events to 

ensure information is clearly communicated including but not limited deadlines, event schedules, 

reminders, check-in procedures, and hotel policies 

Manage execution of partner and sponsor activation on-site 

Manage the logistics pertaining to Coaching Development Initiatives, including securing locations and 

equipment, monitoring registration and attendance, and other related duties 

Responsible for creating and activating local sponsorship opportunities including but not limited to 

restaurants, attractions, and other vendor-related opportunities to enhance events 

Provide primary administrative and operational support for ECNL Scouting Program, Player 

Development Program events, and the ECNL / id2 National Training Camp, including management of 

product and equipment, shipping and screening, and budgetary tracking 

Manage equipment inventory, procurement and distribution as it relates to events 

Assist Member Services Manager with website provider 

Assist with website content development and management as it related to the various ECNL programs 

Qualifications: 

¯ Must possess a Bachelor’s Degree from an accredited four-year institution 
¯ Must be able to manage multiple tasks simultaneously and independently 
¯ Must be able to work cooperatively in a team environment in fast-paced and quickly changing 

conditions 
¯ Must have highly refined abilities in time management, organization, and administration 
¯ Must have a working knowledge ofcomputers and computer programs such as Microsoft Office Suite, 

Adobe Creative Suite, etc. 
¯ Must have excellent oral and written communication skills 
¯ Should have both experience and a working knowledge of elite girls youth soccer 

Compensation: 

Salary commensurate with experience 



Date: December 2, 2013 

JOB DESCRIPTION: ECNL MEMBER SERVICES MANAGER 

The Member Services Manager is a full time position based out of the ECNL office in Richmond, VA. 
The Member Services Manager will perform day-to-day operational tasks focused on club 
communications, membership assistance and support, and perform additional duties as assigned by 
the Commissioner. The Member Services Manager will report to the Commissioner. Specific job 
requirements include: 

Act as liaison between the ECNL and administrators and coaches of member clubs 
Respond to general email and phone inquiries to the ECNL and be the point of contact for general 
communications into and out of ECNL 
Communicate and enforce ECNL rules, regulations, and procedures with member clubs 
Provide administrative and support services to member clubs with respect to compliance with 
ECNL rules, regulations and procedures 
Develop, manage, and maintain documents and records required for efficient administration of 
the ECNL 
Develop and distribute quarterly ECNL Member Newsletters 
Act as the primary liaison between US Club Soccer and ECNL regarding player/team registration 
issues 
Act as the primary liaison between ECNL and website provider on website management, 
including but not limited to ensuring regularly updated news and resource items, assisting with 
content development, monitoring team membership, and overseeing development ofwebsite 
updates and improvements 
Manage ECNL product and equipment procurement, distribution and inventory 
Be on-site for all ECNL events, including but not limited to ECNL National Events, U’I4 Cross- 
Conference Events, other selected regular season events, and the ECNL / id2 National Training 
Camp 
Other duties as assigned by Commissioner 

Qualifications: 

¯ Must possess a Bachelor’s Degree from an accredited four-year institution 
° Must be able to manage multiple tasks simultaneously and independently 

¯ Must have highly refined abilities in time management, organization, and administration 
¯ Must have a working knowledge of computers and computer programs such as Microsoft Office 

Suite, Adobe Creative Suite, etc. 
¯ Must have excellent oral and written communication skills 
° Should have experience and a working knowledge of elite girls youth soccer 

Compensation: 

° Salary and benefits commensurate with experience 

To apply, please remit cover letter, resume, and references to jobs@eliteclubsnationalleague.com. 
ECNL is an equal opportunity employer. 

12/2/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ,~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:42 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: *Reminder~ From UNC Cmnp to CASL!!! 

From: ~yahoo.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:19 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: *Reminder* From UNC Camp to CASL!!! 

Dear Coach Anson, 
I hope to see you on the sidelines! 

Here is my CASL Schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: CASL schedule for 

Fr~ml 

Sent-" Wednesday, 2:39-P1~1 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject; FW: CASL schedule for 

Here is schedule [:or this weekend at C’,-15L She is no 

Subject: CASL schedule for 

for Hope you can see a game. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12:45:05 AM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Player Profile-CASL 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

F rom: 

Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" Player Profile-CASL 

2:52 PM 

_~yahoo.com] 

Coach Anson, 

My name is                and I’m a freshman at                                           I am interested in 

attending North Carolina because of your outstanding academic program as well as your soccer program. I am highly 

motivated to play college soccero 

Currently, I play for My club coach’s name is , His e-mail is: 

@sbcglobal.net and he can be reached at: Our team will be playing in the Raleigh, North 

Carolina Showcase from                and will also be at the Disney Showcase from in 

Orlando, Florida. Below is our game schedule ~r ~his ~.eekend m Raleigh. I am hoping that you can see me play. I wear 

the number 

Since I am a freshman I do not yet have a GPA to report. I currently take honors classes, two maths and push myself at all 

times to the highest level of academic succes 

My home phone number is:             and my cell number is:             . My email is: 

~yahoo.com. 
Best of luck in all you do. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ARSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Canada is Coming to the Desert Cup Showcase in March, 2014 

From: Michael Rocca, Rated Sports [mailto:mikerocca@ratedsports.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 3:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Canada is Coming to the Desert Cup Showcase in March, 2014 

Dear College Coach, 

I am very excited to extend this invitation to you and your program to join our 
championship series for one of our college I.D. events which will run across the country 
in 2014. USSSA College ID Championship Series is a unique approach for both coaches 
and players with regards to recruiting. 
The Desert Cup Showcase will be organized by our newly formed partner Rated Sports 
who runs Canada’s largest college showcase event; The Umbro Cup Showcase event in 
Toronto. To find out more about this great event, please go towww.PhoenixCup~com 
All our tournaments run in conjunction with an educational training camp prior to the 
event; our camp features technical, tactical evaluations from current DI, II and NAIA 
coaches who work with the players in attendance. After the camp all players receive a 
review of their weekend and this is attached in their profiles, so you can see a review 
by a trusted colleague. 
USSSA is a member of US Soccer and runs programs for all levels of players. Our 
Championship Series is designed to connect coaches to players through our layout as 
well as our own player profile system. 

Come to Phoenix this March 28-30, 2014 to view teams from Canada and across 
the United States at the Reach 11 Soccer Complex 
As the tournament approaches you will be able to have access to all the reviews of 
players who attended by visiting;www.championshipseries.org and log in on the home 
page under Coach. 
To RSVP for the Desert Cup Showcase event on March 28 - 30, 2014, please register 
your attendance Today at http://events.gotsport.com/events/colleqecoachlogin.aspx? 
EventID=34602 
We are promoting our event to the top elite teams across the USA and Canada. 

If you know of an elite team or Club that may benefit from the Desert Cup 
Showcase, please forward this offer onto them, Click Here 

i i~i Image removed bysender. 

Sincerely, 
USSSA Soccer and Rated Sports 

remov~dby 
sender. 

If his email was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu by ._n_!Lk__e_Lg_C__c__a__@__r_a__Le__d__s_#___o_£Ls_:£_o___m_. 

Instant removai with Sal:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 
USSSA Championship Series P,O, BOX 607 VENTURA CA i 93002 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL Showcase 

From; 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Cc-" 
Subject-" CASL Showcase 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

_~gmail.com] 
3:59 PM 

I have recently contacted you regarding prior showcases mad I mn interested in attending University of North Carolina m~d being a member of your Women’s soccer 

team. I am a rising sophomore at                 RegionaJ High School and I am a member of                        I will be attending CASL Showcase 

this weekendi             . I mn inviting you to come and watch me play. I will attach my schedule to this ema~l 

My team has played and competed at the top level in the Region and the Nation for the last few years. 

I am cnrrently transilioning to play in a forward position, but can aJso play in a left m~d right defensive position. 

My jersey number is 
I have attached my schedule tbr this weekend, and I have copied my coach : in on this emafil. Plea~ t~el free to reach out to him if you need any more 

inibnnafion. 

Thm~ you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Wednesday, 7:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~:00 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance. 
Hello, my name is , and I play for the 

graduate) of 
I am starting to look at schools and am interested in pursuing UNC. 
My team will be competing this weekend in the CASE showcase in Raleigh, NC. I would love if you could come see me play and provide 
me with some feedback about how I might fit into your squad in three years. My jersey number is and I play center back. 
Here is our schedule: 

CASL SIIO\VCASE 

DATE ]TIME ]FIELD I Game ]Team ]Player 

as a center back. I am a sophomore 

IL°°P4 1 
look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From; 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: _~aol.com; 
Subject’, 

~gmail.com] 
4:11 PM 

Coach Dorrance, 
I’d like to introduce myself to you. My name is 

coached by 

I atten~ High School and will graduate iu 

Region 1 regional player. I will be attending the ODP National ca~p in Arizona in the end of Janua~~. 

My team plays in the                     Premier League, m~d National League. You cm~ contact 

Kgaol.com. 

and I play for coached by I also train ruth 

I play mostly attacking midfield, but also forwoxd ~d holding midfield. I ~an a 

~!aol.com or 

This is my upcoming National League Game Schedules: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: _~aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:18 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I watched your last game on the intemet and I hope your defender who was injured is OK. That was difficult to watch and I am sure your team was 
impacted. 

This weekend at CASL my            team is playing in the top bracket. We will compete against some top teams so the games will should be 
fun to watch. Last weekend at the GPS Thanksgiving tournament we also played in the top bracket and won all our games against teams ranked 
higher 1ban us. 

I play all positions depending on the needs of my team in any given game. Last weekend I played holding midfield and our coach 
also a Harvard University coach, felt the defense was excellent throughout the tournament. 

I also play usually as a center back, and we have won all our regional games until the finals this year. 

I also run track and have won the championships in the 100 meters, the hurdles, and third in the long jump. 

My goal is to play at the highest level collegiately and after completing my degree go on to play in this country or abroad. 

I play for and we have made it to the Championship finals twice, winning once. I am currently a sophomore. 

I hope you have the time to catch a NEFC-Elite game this weekend. 

I will be wearing number    jersey and so I am easy to spot. 

I will visit your campus this weekend when not playing or watching the NCAAs. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 7:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

Resmne & Toumaments.lxtf 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
�::c: Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; _~gmail.com 
Subject:  
Coach Dorrance, 
I hope you had a wonderful Thanksgiving weekend. If you were able to come out to see me play this weekend in the Texas Cup or the D’feeters Showcase, I 
wanted to thank you. There were a lot of recruiters there so I am sorry if I missed you guys. If you weren’t able to make it don’t worry, you still have 2 years to 
see me in action and I will be in plenty more tournaments. 
Congratulations on a tremendous season at the helm and making it to the NC~ quarterfinals. I aspire for little virls to one day say, "I want to be like 

’ and I know the University of North Carolina can help me achieve my dreams. With players like , and an amazing coaching staff making 
names for" themselves, I know the woman’s soccer program at UNC is by far" one of the best choices tot me. 
Go Heel:d 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: CASL 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday 4:4:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: .~gmail.com 
Subject: CASL 
Hello Coach Anson Dorrance. My name is             I cunently play for                                          for the U 16 black team. Ivly coaches 

names are . My jersey nmnber is This weekend we roll be up in North Carolina for the CASL tournament. On Friday we play at 

On Sunday we play at 

Hope to see you there. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:51 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr> 

l~W: [FORMAL NOTICE] Emergency Contact Collection 

Remind me to do this ... 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: noreply@email.unc.edu [mailto:noreplv@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 4:47 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: [FORE4AL NOTICE] Emergency Contact Collection 

TO: All Faculty and Staff 

FROM: Brenda Richardson IVIalone, Vice Chancellor for Human Resources 

In the event of an urgent situation on campus such as an individual falling severely and suddenly ill, or even a widespread emergency situation that affects many people it is vital that 
the University has a way to communicate with those individuals designated by employees as their primary points of contact. Currently, man?’ departments collect this information for faculty 
and staff, but best emergency response practices have shown that a central storage and access point with appropriate controls is essential 

Accordingly, the University has designed an online tool to allow facul~ and staff to enter their designated contact person’s information during the Onyen password update process. Due to 
the importance of this effort, you are required to complete the online process (see instructions below). 

Your emergency contact information will be securely held, and will never be made publicly available. It will only be used in the event of a true emergency as determined by senior Umversity 
administration and/or the I)epartment of Public Safety. Decisions to access the information and call the designated emergency contact will be made by senior administrators, the Ol!fice of 
Human Resources or Department of Public Safety’. [n addition, decisions to reach out to the emergency contact will only be made after the initial report of an emergency is confirmed through 
the department head or other similar high-level administration member with knowledge of the specific situation. 

You will be able to enter up to two separate emergency points of contact, including name, relationship, phone number(s) and other optional contact information You can enter this 
information during the Onyen password check or update process, when you can also change or affirm a cell number in the Alert Carolina system. Once you enter the information for a 
specific person, it will remain in the system unless you later update or remove ~t. 

Thank you in advance for your support of the L’niversity’s efforts to enhance safety and ensure that if an emergency does occur appropriate notice can be provided to family or other 
designated individuals I encourage you to add your emergency contact information as soon as possible 

To add or change your emergency contact information: 
Go to https://onyen.unc.edu and click the link for "Manage Password" Enter your Onyen and current password (Note: You will not have to change your Onyen password as part of this 
process.) You will need to complete the following steps: 

-- agree to the information security policy attestation 
-- affirm your Alert Carolina cell number entry 
-- enter your emergency contact information 
-- answer the security questions required by ITS 

When you reach the New- Password screen, click "Logout" on the right side of the screen, and select "Sign me out." You do not need to change your Onyen password. 

You can use the process above to change or update your emergency contact information at any time between scheduled password resets. Each time you change your Onyen password, you 
can simply affirm the current emergency contact inforraation, or update it if needed. 

In fl~e near future, you will also be able to add or change your emergency contact irfformation using the "Update Personal Information" screen in the online campus directory. 

If you do not have an Onyen, or do not have computer access, you can have your emergency contact information added to the system by calling the IT Response Center at 962-HELP. 

This message is sponsored by: Office of Human Resources 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:52 PM 

Steve Molnar <molnar@nvidia.com> 

ILE: Could we move your Friday Forum date to next setnester 

.Jan I0riband remind me of the time again? 

Frem: Steve IVlNnar [mailto:molnar@nvidia.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 5:01 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Could we move your Friday Forum date to next semester 

Hi Anson, 

The Institute folks realized that they had inadvertently scheduled this semester’s last Friday Forum, the one you are scheduled to speak at, at the end of finals 

week, rather than immediately before finals, as they had intended. That is no good because many students will have finished their finals and have departed home 

for the holidays on :12/:13. We want to have a full audience for your presentation, so we were wondering if we could move it to next semester. Would any of the 

(non-red) Fridays below be available for you? 

Spring 

2014 

lO-Jan 

17-Jan 

24-Jan 

31-Jan 

7-Feb 

14-Feb 

2g-Feb 

Thanks again for being willing to do this. I’m sorry to have to request a change in dates. 

-Steve 

This emaJl mes~ge is for the sole u~ of the intended recipieut(s) a~d may contain co~idential intbrmation. Any uuauthorized review, use, disclosure or distributiou is 

prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy aJl copies of the origiual message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LE’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 7:58 PM 

Conway, Connie Morgan <connie@unc.edu> 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~ @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros, @gma~l.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu; ~ 

Subject: RE: Great Season 

Connie, 

You are so thoughtful! I arn going [o share this with my kids becsuse they DID get better! 1! 

And thank you for all you do for usH 

Fmm~ Conway, Connie Morgan 
Sent~ Wednesday, December 04, 2013 5:17 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~e~ Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Great Season 

Hi Anson and all, 

I wanted to tell you 2 things. First I so appreciate working at all of the Women’s Soccer Home Games~ I think it is the high point of all my work at UNC~ The team 

always an amazing inspiration to me. I really take the job of playing music seriously and try to pick things that I think the players will like. So much so that at the 

end of the last game I was in distress because I hadn’t played music at the beginning of that overtime to help them get psyched. (I know they really don’t need any 

help for that, but I like to think that every little thing can contribute to the atmosphere and support for them, so I do try to contribute in this small way). 

The second thing I wanted to say was to congratulate both you, the other coaches and the team, with all the players for a spectacular season~ I really thought this 

was a great team with a wonderful set of players that just kept getting better and better~ I absolutely loved watching them play this year. 

Of course I was upset for them especially the seniors with the end of their season, because like them, I know they are championship players. But the end of the 

last game did not diminish their accomplishments of a spectacular season and the way they played this year. 

So I’m sorry that I was so worried about Katie, that I didn’t play their music when I could have at the beginning of the 2nd OT. But I wanted to congratulate you on 

another outstanding seasom 

Best wishes for the Holidays. 

Connie 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 8:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Recruit Players at the 2014 FC Portland Winter College Showcase 

From: Premier International Tours [mailto:info@premierinternationaltours.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 20:t3 5:51 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Recruit Players at the 20:t4 FC Portland Winter College Showcase 

Recruit Players at the 2014 FC Portland Winter College Showcase 

The Premier College Showcase Tournament in the Northwest 

January 17-20, 2014 

iXi Image 
....... removed by 

sender¯ 

Over 120 high level teams from the Northwest!Western Region and Canada, including top state teams from Alaska, 
Washington, Oregon, Idaho, California, Nevada, Utah, Montana and Colorado. 

All games played on Field Turf/All Weather fields in 4 different locations all within a short driving distance from each 

other (5 minutes). 
All college coaches will receive a team and player information book to track potential recruits by position, gender and 

age group. 
Hospitality Stations & Tents for COLLEGE COACHES ONLY where there will be heat, food and beverages available. 

For more information click here 

Or contact Mike Stebbins to let him know you are attending to receive the college coaches packet: 
mike@premierinternationaltours,com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject: 
Hello, my name is I am a senior at High School and I am very interested in attending UNC Chapel Hill ne~ fall, as well as playing soccer 

for your team. I have applied to the school and I am waiting to hear back hopefully it’s good news. I play club soccer for the 

TypicaJly my position is left or right ontside half back or full back, but I also play up top. My nnmber is and here are my team schedules for the Disney and cas~tl 

tournament if you would like to come see me play! Let me kmow. 

Thank you. 

CASTL tournament: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 8:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List! 

From-" info@collegesportsusa.com [mailto:info@collegesportsusa.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 04, 20:~3 6:32 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List! 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Your college has just been added as a favorite by a College Sports USA recruit. This means a recruit has logged into Colle~eSportsU SA~com and is interested in 
finding out more abx~ ut attending a~d playing ~ccer at your college. 

To find out more infonnation atx~ut this recruit and others, simply login to CollegeSv)rtsUSA.com. Membership is free to all college soccer coaches! 

Log in ~oday at ~!legeSpo~sUSA.com and make sure all the informalion on your profile is accurate and current. 

Once you login you can view this recruit’s complete academic and athletic profile and if interested you can track their high school career by adding them to your recruit 

dashboard. 

If you have any questions please let us know. 

Bestofluck! 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 8:05 PM 

Battaglini, Claudio L uiz ~claudio@emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

1),2;: Brazilian Soccer CouBe 

I think that has a better’ chance![ 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 20.t3 7:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 
Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (TuesdayiWednesday/~rhursday) and drop the price to a .~100-150? If you agree I can revise the 

program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 7::14 PM 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

¢laudio, 

f will ~.;end thi,.; t.:_~ my colh:_~agues in th~-_~ ACC and in [:he local clubs and t h~-_~ coach~-_~s tl’u~[: come to m,/tei~m camp. t think it would be bet:ter i~.; a two .:_~r i~ three dav 

camp at a lower price. For th,-_~ i~zerage Americi~n coi~ch time is [he big is~.;ue at [:[]is time of year (plus [:he short notk:e). 

I:rora: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Sel~l:; Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:56 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$~l~ject-" Brazilian Soccer Course 
Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you 

could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward to 

learning more about this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 
P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@emaikunc.edu 
Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> 

Bay Area Breeze 

Vicld, 

might end up the two fastest players in your league (you will be shocked at the speed of both). I would play 
would not do as well in a central position and I do feel her future is in the back at the next level 

at right back in the 1-4-2-3-1 and at left 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bavareabreeze.com] 
Sent: Wednesda? 7:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 

Anson 

I could be interested _ really has          speed? Wow! I can see that she is a clever type of player It is likely that we will play 1 4-2-3-1. ! am not too sure where she would fit in that 
type of system. ! don’t think she is the winger, as you say it would probably be as an outside back It could even be as the//10 (attacking mid). 

On at 3:17 PS{ "Dorrance, Albert A FV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Vicki. 
> 
> Would you be interested in ? Similar s~eed with could t~lav outside back or flank midfield. Played with the US                         World (2up Has been 

I think this kid is a sleeper tier best soccer is ahead of her. She was a four year starter 

>> 

>> Thanks 
>> 
>> Vicki 
>> 

> 

> is fine, thank you for your concern. I like You will be shocked at how fast she is!!! She also ended up our assist leader going forward out of our 1-4-2-3-1. 
>> 

>> I will copy her on this for her to follow- up!! 
>> 

>> All the best and thank you for your interest in one of our kids. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton(~bayareabreeze. cam] 
>> Sent: Monday, 11:06 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Bay Area Breeze 
>> 

>> Hi Anson 
>> 

>> Tough loss on Saturday. It was a sharae to see the game end as it did. I hope is doing well. 
>> 

>> I just wanted to touch base regarding next suramer. I presume a number of your seniors will nominate for the iXEVSL draft and will be under high consideration. 
>> However, I want to express an interest, particularly in                \~2~at are your thoughts on her? 
>> Would you mind letting her know that I would be interested in having her at the Breeze if that would be an option that ~vould suit her’.’ 
>> 

>> We start training in April and the season ru~s May through to July. 
>> We provide housing (including utilities) in apartments and pay our players (minimum wage last year ;vas $1000 per munth). 
>> Nolthern California is also a great place to hve! 
>> 

>> Son)’ to bother you this ;veek but I am starting to get enquires from others and want to know where I might stand ;vith certain players that I have scouted 
>> 

>> Let me know if you have any other questions Also, I will be over in CaW for the College Cup this weekend. 

for me, mostly at :flank mid field m a 1-34-3. She knows the game and wifl be a coach one day 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilintonfa)bayareabreeze cam] 
> Sent: Tuesday: 6:15 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 
> 

> Thanks Anson 
> 

> Vicki Linton 
> Head Coach 
> Bay Area Breeze 
> 

>> On Dec 3, 2013, at 2:35 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Vicki. 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CASL Tournaanent: 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:57 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
12¢; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 

Subject: CASL Tournament: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to introduce myself, my name is         and I play for 
University of North Carolina, so I wanted to tell you a bit more about myself. 

I am very interested in the soccer program at the 

I was a freshman on the          High School Girls Varsity Soccer Team ~. . last year and am currently in my sophomore year of high school. Last season I was named the 
Girls Soccer Rookie of the Year. I started every game at a midfield position (playing both center mid and outside mid) and scored 3 goals with 5 assists. In the 

newspaper, I received an honorable mention for the Girls Soccer AII-CVC award. As a team, we won the Group 3 state sectional championships and 
overall had one of the most successful seasons in our program’s history with a final record of 16-2-2. This past season, we finished with a final record of 14-4. I added 6 goals 
and 10 assists. 

I was also a starting freshman and the Rookie of the Year for the I        High School Girls Varsity Lacrosse Team     with 14 goals and 8 assists playing in the midfield. 
We made it to the            Group 3 state sectional championships and ended the season with another successful record of 18-4. 

Academically, I finished my freshman year with an unweighted GPA of 3.95 and a Gold Medal Summa Cum Laude in the National Latin Exam. I previously earned CTY High 
Honors in the     Johns Hopkins University Talent Search for my score on the SAT that I took in the eighth grade. My course selection for this school year includes 

advanced Pre-Calculus, accelerated Chemistry, AP U.S. History, English II, accelerated Spanish IIII, AP Macroeconomics, and AP Microeconomics. 

Aside from school and sports, I am actively involved in my school’s yearbook club and newspaper publishing team. in my free time, I volunteer with a community service 
program called Stomp out Stigma that protnotes the education of mental illness to prevent discrimination against those who are affected by iL I also work with the nonprofit 
organization Princeton Special Sports to provide physical education and team sports for local children with special needs. 

My team will be at the CASL tournament this weekend and I would appreciate it if you had the chance to come see me play! My jersey number is and my schedule is listed 
below: 

My team will also be attending the Disney Showcase over winter break and I will send you that game schedule when it is available. 

I have also filled out the UNC Women’s Soccer Questionnaire with more information. Thank you for your time, and I look forward to keeping in touch. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 8:10 PM 

Steve Molnar <molnar@nvidia.com> 

ILE: Could we move your Friday Forum date to next setnester 

Love it[! 

From= Steve Molnar [mailto:molnar@nvidia,com] 
Sent= Wednesday, December 04, 2013 8:07 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albert A 1¥ 
Subject= RE: Could we move your Friday Forum date to next semester 

Jan 10 will be great.----the start ot: the new sernester~ 

Friday Forum goes from 12 {noon}-.12:50. Here"s the advice I go[ from the He~denreichs prior to the one I did earlier ~n the fall 

> I think we would be okay in saying that the Institute isn’t looking for a catchy title or any particular subject in their Friday Forum speakers. You are correct 

-- the real topic each week is about how the person is able to live the gospel in the walk of life they’ve chosen--how to be in the world, but not of it. 

> We or one of the Institute coundl members will introduce the program. The food is usually served first. People will probably still be eating as you begin 

your talk, 10 or 15 minutes into the hour. Unfortunately we usually have latecomers along with a few who may need to leave a bit early because of classes 

or work commitments. You should ask potential speakers to finish their presentations no later than 10 minutes before 1:00 pm, as most students will need 

to get back to campus. 

~f you arrive at noon (or shortly before), you can have hJnch w~th the students and chat wkh them (part of the fun of do~ng [h~s), Then, as the He~denreichs sa~d 

above, at about 12:10 - 12:15, when most people haw~ firdshed ea~:mg, you have ~:he floor, Youql have about 30.-35 rnmu~:es 

be a c:k)sk~g prayer and ew~ryone w~il z~p off to thek next: class 

Thanks ~:or accommodating 

--SLeve 

E~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Seat= Wednesday, December 04, 2053 7:52 PN 
To= Steve Nolnar 
~bje~t= RE: Could we move your Fdday Bruin date ~ n~t semester 

Jan I0ti~ and remind me of the tirne again’.," 

Fro~= Steve Molnar [mailto:mNnar@nvidia.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, December 04, 2013 5:01 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject= Could we move your Friday Forum date to next semester 

Hi Anson, 

The Institute folks realized that they had inadvertently scheduled this semester’s last Friday Forum, the one you are scheduled to speak at, at the end of finals 

week, rather than immediately before finals, as they had intended. That is no good because many students will have finished their finals and have departed home 

for the holidays on 12/13. We want to have a full audience for your presentation, so we were wondering if we could move it to next semester. Would any of the 

(non-red) Fridays below be available for you? 

Spring 

2014 

10-Jan 

17-Jan 

24-Jan 

31-Jan 

7-Feb 

14-Feb 

2g-Feb 

Thanks again for being willing to do this. I’m sorry to have to request a change in dates. 

-Steve 

This emaJl mes~ge is for the sole u~ of the intended recipient(s) a~d may contain co~idential intbrmation. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is 
prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sen&r by reply ema~l and destroy aJl copies of the original tnessage. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Update- Premier Cup Reminder ÷ Info 

From: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject: Update ¯ Premier Cup Reminder + Info 
Hi! This is, again, class of I emailed you a few weeks ago and included information on upcoming tournaments that I will be participating in. This is an 

update to serve as reminder that the Premier Cup is this coming weekend and I would love to have someone from your s~ffcome see me play if there is 

any chance at all that someone could attend. Enclosed are dates, times, and locations of all of my games. I play for in the center mid/outside 
miditbrward position as number    Fhanks so much! 

Premier Cup 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 11:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL Schedule for Interested Soccer Recruit 

Flyer.pdf 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: CASL Schedule for Interested Soccer Recruit 

From: 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~l A IV" <anson,~)email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

This is a follow-up to the introductow email 1 sent earlier for my daughter about her interest in attending the University of North Carolina as a 

student athlet~:_~. 

Listed below is her tearn’s schedule for ~:he CASk Nal:kmsl League Series. There are ~:wo different: fields (one for Thursday and a d~[ferent one for Friday-. 

Sunday) so I included the addresses. Please reach out to her coach, ) or her club DOC, with any 

questions. Thank you for your dine. 

Thursday 

From; 

Sent: Tuesday, 11:02 AM 
To-" ’anson@uncaa.unc.edff 
Subject: Interested Soccer Recruit 

Coach Dorrance, 

rv]y daughter, is interested in attending UNC as a student Athlete. She has attending your soccer camp the past couple summers and feel in love 

with the campus. 

Several coaches and parents whose kids are playing in college recommended we reach out to schools to introduce      and express an interest. In the next five 

weeks there are several showcase events      will be involved in that I would like to alert you about. 

Please feel free to reach out to our club DOC or her Coach, 

All of this information is on attached flyer. Thank you for your time and good luck against Indiana. 

Re~rds. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:17 PM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> 

Re: Bay Area Breeze 

Vicld Linton <vickilimon@bayareabreeze.com> wrote: 

Please pass on my interest to her. 

Thanks 

Vicki Linton 

Head Coach 

Bay Area Breeze 

> On , at 5:08 PM. "Dot*ance, Albert A IV" <anson@cmail.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Vicki, 
> 

> might end up the txvo l:astest players in your league Q~’ou will be shocked at the speed of both). I would play at right back in the 1-4-2-3-1 and at left 
back. would not do as well in a central position and I do feel her future is in the back at the next level. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Vicki Linton [mailto :vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 7:53 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 
> 

> Anson 
> 

> I could be interested, really has speed? Wow! I can see that she is a clever type of player It is likely that we will play 14-2-3-1 I am not too sure where she would fit in that 
type of system I don’t think she is the ~vin~ger, as you say it would probably be as al’~ outside back. It could even be as the #10 (attacking mid) 
> 

> 

> 

>> On , at 3:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Vicki. 
>> 

>> Would you be interested in ? Similar speed ~vith could play outside back or flank midfield. Played with the 

for me, mostly at flank midfield in a 1-34-3. She knows the game and will be a coach one day. 
>> 
>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bavareabreeze com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 6:15 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 
>> 

>> Thanks Anson 
>> 

>> Vicki Linton 
>> Head Cuach 
>> Bay Area Breeze 
>> 

>>> On at 2:35 P£{ "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrute: 

>>> Vicki, 

World Cup Has been 
I think this kid is a sleeper. Her best soccer is ahead of her. She was a four year starter 

>>> is :fine, thank yuu [’or yuur cuncern. 1 like Yuu will be shucked at how fast she is!!! She also ended up our assist leader guing forward uut of uur 1-4-2-3-1. 

>>> ! will cupy her on this for her to folluw up!! 

>>> All the best and thank yuu for your interest in one uf uur kids. 

>>~ ...... Original Message ..... 
>>> Frum: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilintun(~bayareabreeze.com] 
>>> Sent: Monday, I 1:06 PM 
>>> Tu: I)urrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Sutzject: Bay Area Breeze 

>>> Hi Anson 

>>> Tough luss on Saturday It was a shame tu see the game end as it did. 1 hupe is doing well. 

>>> I just xvanted to touch base regarding next sun~’ner. I presume a number of your seniors xvill nominate for the NrVVSL draft and will be under high consideration. 
>>> However, I want to express an interest, particularly in                 \:V2xat are yottr thoughts on her? 
>>> Would you mind letting her know that I would be interested in having her at the Breeze if that would be an option that would suit her? 



>>> We start training in April and the season runs May through to July. 
>>> We provide housing (including utilities) in apartments and pay our players (minimum wage last year was $1000 per month). 
>>> Northern California is also a great place to hve! 

>>> Sorry to bother you this week but I am starting to get enquires fi-om others and want to know where I might stand with certain players that ! have scouted 

>>> Let me know if you have any other questions. Also, I will be over in Cary for the College (;up this weekend. 

>>> Thanks 

>>> Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 4, 2013 11:20 PM 

Battaglini, Claudio L uiz ~claudio@emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

Re: B~azilian Soccer Course 

"B attagl ini, Cla udio L uiz" <claudio@emaJ 1. unc.ed u-~ wrote: 

Awesome! I will work on the new version and will ~nd it to tonight’. 

Thanks for eve~thing nay friend! 

Chat soon, 

CB 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Dec 4, 2013, at 8:04 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(?~email.t~nc.e&~> wrote: 

t think ~:hat has a better chance!! 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Se~t," Wednesday, December 04, 20:!.3 7:22 PN 

Te-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 
Sounds great my friend~ What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday/q-hursday) and drop the price to a .~100-150? If you agree I 

can revise the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

I look forward to hearing from you~ 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 20:13 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio gattaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Cfaudio, 

1 will send this to my colleagues in the ACC and in the local dubs and the coaches that come to my team camp. I think it would be better as a two or a 

three day camp at a lower price. For the average American coach time is the big issue at this time of year (plus the short notice). 

From," Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
~ent-" Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:$6 AN 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject," Brazilian Soccer Course 
Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course information I showed you in your office 

yesterday. If you could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would 

be great. I look forward to learning more about this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December :16th. Please let me 

know if you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 
Claudio 
P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

:125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Office Tel: {919) 843-6045 

Fax: {919) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 11:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL Showcase 

From 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi, my name is               ! I play for                   on the U16 girls premiere team. My number is and I can play anywhere from right 

defender, center midfielder, to forward. But, my main position is right defender. I was chosen for the All District Tournament Team, All Region Tournament 

Team, and Second Team All-Region in      I have a 3.2 GPA as an Honors student at Assumption High School in                   And I am interested 

in your school! My Juniors team is traveling up to Raleigh from to play in the CASL Showcase. Our colors are red and navy 

blue. We play on Friday at 9:50 a.m. against on field ~ wearing red. We play on Saturday 

at J.J.:50 a.m. against                           I J.O wearing blue. And finally, we play on Sunday 

at I        High School on field 1wearing red. I hope you can make it! Thank you for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL College Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FW: CASL College Showcase 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I am a HSJunior, and am writing you and your staff because University of North Carolina Chapel Hill is one of my top 

collegiate choices due to its academic and soccer program. I’m hoping that at least one member of your coaching staff will be in attendance at the 

upcoming CASL Girls College Showcase, 

I play for the which is currently ranked #36 in #148 in I attend High School 

located in, where I just earned my 2rid varsity letter. I currently have a 3.SGPA. I’m a defender but am capable of playing all 

positions well. I can use both my left and right foot. When I play with        I wear the    uniform (the front of the uniform jersey reads 

My club coach is copied on this email and if you require information regarding my soccer performance, he can be reached at 
For more information regarding        please visit 

orvia email at 

My game schedule at the NEWSS Girls College Showcase is as follows: 

GAME SCHEDULE HERE: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, :]_ :]_ :23 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL Girls College Showcase 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL Girls College Showcase 

From                         ~ hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Hi, my name is I’m from . I’m sending this e-mail to you to let you know that Fm interested in your school and to let you 

know that my Club Soccer team will we playing in the CASL Girls College Showcase in Raleigh, NC. My team name is the                 If you are 

planning on attending the tournament I would like to invite you to go watch me play. We play on Friday at 1:30 pm on West 10SC, Field 2, on Saturday at 

8:00 am at WRAL Coccer Ctr, Field 15 and on Sunday at 9:50 am at West 10 SC, Field 2. I play outside midfield and forward primarily. My jersey number is 

and our colors are navy and white and we do have a yellow uniform as well. I play soccer for my high school team as well. We just won the 4A State 

Championship in            two weeks ago. I’m a sophomore at       High School in                         I would really like you to see me play 

if you are able. I would like to continue playing in college and your program is one that I would like :~o ~)lay for because of the winning tradition and the 

diverse fields of study at your school. Thank you and I hope to meet you in person soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ4.unc.edu-* 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I’m number ’ playing with I am very interested in The Universi’~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the soccer program at 
the school. I will be at the CASL [ournarnent this weekend in Nodh Carolina and would love for you to come watch rne play. 

My games are at I 

Thanks fer your time[ 



FI~Olll~" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL National League 

Resmne.pdf 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: CASL National League 

From:_                           ~gmail.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~l A IV" <anson@em~J.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Anson: 
I wanted to reach out to let you know that I have safelv arrived in Smithfield. NC, I am eauer and ready to compete in the National League Division at CASL 
this week with my club team ) - In preparation I have been training with my club team 
three days a week as well as training weekly with ~oth . I am a Varsity starter for my 
high school basketball team which really helps me with my overall fitness and agility. I am confident that I am prepared going into this first round and am 
looking forward to some positive results for our team. 
I hope you can find some time to come watch me play: 

We will finishing our National League play in Disney in December, 

I want#rt tn m#ntinn th~t I nlav tho ?nd half nf ov#rv ~amo qq clcl% nf tho timo Thk i~ a n#r~nnal nr#f#r#nco fnr hnth mv~#lf aq woll a£ tho my cnach ~ 
fh# rn~inrlf\, n~: ~hnt~ ~:nr n, ,r tc~rn come in the 2nd half and simply put "1 love shots" . Also, in the event of PK’s, I am the designated "PK Keeper" for our 
team with only one career PK loss. 
I would like to continue to kee~ the line of communication open as University of North Carolina is definitely one of my top college choices. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer at CASL 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer at CASL 

From: ~gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrauce- 

My name is I am a Freshman at 

in . I am very interested in exploring my opportunities at Universi~ of North Carolina. My interes~t in UNC is due to both my interest in the soccer program 

as well as the academic excellence. 

At I wa.s pulled up to the varsity squad in the 8th grade. Our team 

has appea~-ed in the state tournament both years of vaacsity play. 

Individually, I have been selected as All Region in both All 
Region MVP in     All District in     and THSSCA All State Team in 

I have played travel with the             Club for the past six 

years. I curreutly play for the                Premiere Team. I have 

nmnerous academic and leadership accomplishmeuts and a 4.0 GPA. 

I would like for you to come to one of my games. I am playing in both the 

CASL this weekend as well as the Germantown Invitational next weekend. My 

CASL schedule is below: 

I do not have a schedule for the Germantown Invitational 5,eL but will 
forward a coW as ,soon as it is available. 

Thm~k you so much for taking time to review my infonnalion. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL 

From ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is              and I am a Junior at         High School in 

program and their strong and competitive soccer program. 
. I am interested in attending UNC Chapel Hill because of your academic 

Currently, I play for team out of Our team won the and we are currently ranked #1 in the state of 

My club coach is and our team manager is email address is Our team will be playing at CASL 
and would love for you to come and watch one of our games. We will be playing Friday at 1:40 p.m Vv3RAL field3 Saturday 3:30 p.m WRAI, tield 3 and Sunday 8:40 

a.m WRAL field 2. Our team colors are yellow, black and white. My jersey number is aM my Iyostion is tbrwa~d. My email address is               ~gmail.com 

and my phone number is :             Thank you tbr your time and consideration. 

Sincerely_ 

Click this link to see my Profile 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 11:25 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Raleigh College Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Raleigh College Showcase 

From: ~gmM.com-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
This is . I am very interested in attending school at the University of North Carolina, and would like to inform you that I will be 
play in the Raleigh (CASL} College showcase this weekend. I play for the                                    team, and play forward and 
some midfield. I am number 
Our schedule for this weekend is: 

I really hop~ that you will be able to come out and watch me play. Thanks for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:25 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL College Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL College Showcase 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                 I am a HS Junior, and am writing you and your staff because University of North Carolina Chapel Hill is one of my top 
collegiate choices due to its academic and soccer program. I’m hoping that at least one member of your coaching staff will be in attendance at the 
upcoming CASL Girls College Showcase. 

I play for the which is currently ranked #36 in #148 in I attend High School 

located in, where I just earned my 2rid varsity letter. I currently have a 3.SGPA. I’m a defender but am capable of playing all 
positions well. I can use both my left and right foot. When I play with        I wear the    uniform (the front of the uniform jersey reads 

My club coach is copied on this email and if you require information regarding my soccer performance, he can be reached at 
For more information regarding 

orvia email at 

My game schedule at the NEWSS Girls College Showcase is as follows: 

GAME SCHEDULE HERE: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:16 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: CASL Tournament 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:03 AM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; CASL Tournament 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I play for the . I am currently a sophomore at 

and l~ave emailed you previous times in the past. I know you cannot contact me back, but I would like to let you 
~ow my schedule. This weekend we will be playing in the CASL tournament. I will be wearing     and my team will either 
be in red or white. We are ct~’ently ranked number 13 in the country and 2 in             by GotSoccer.com I am 5’6" 
and weigh 130 potn~ds. My main positions include center or outside midfield. My schedule is listed below. I have a lot of 
interest of going to North Carolina, and if not scholarship worthy I am consider~ walking on. I love the University of North 
Carolina and would love to be a Tarheel during my college soccer experience. Congratulations on a ,~reat season, as you 
guys are always the best teaIn to watch. 
Thank you for your time and have a ~-eat weekend! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursda% 10:17 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisnero~, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thmlks’. 

We got to like thaL![! 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Thu}sday, :~2:36 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; 
Subject; Fwd: Thanks! 

Hi Anion 

FYI:) one of the daughters has immense talent- def. national team potential! 

Begin tbm’axded message: 

From: ~gmaAkcom> 

Date: , at 9:03:15 PM PST 

To: 

Subject: Thanks! 

Hi 

A few weeks ago, I downloaded the presentation ofAnson Dorrance, et al. It was very interesting, and I especially liked their point about not imposing 
techniques used for boys on girls. Anyhow, the presenters cited Dm~iel Coyle’s The Talent Code so I ordered the book. I am a third of the way through 

and am really liking it. I told     to read it after me. I already Fped out some excerpts for                to read m~d follow when they practice for 

piano. Since both gifts are determined to get better at foolball (and other activities), I am going to encourage them to follow the "deep practice" precepts 

in the book. 
Thank you so much tbr ~nding us all these inlbrmative pre~ntations a~d articles! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:17 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: CASL Tournament Appearance 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :~: 23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Tournament Appearance 
Hello, 

My name is            and I am a student-athlete from                       This weekend, I hope you roll consider attending the CASL Showc&se in Raleigh, 

North Carolina. and while there you find the time and opportunity to come see me play. I mn a member of the                          aJ~d I play for the 

team. On the team, I play as a member of the defensive line though I have no specific place within this line. My jersey number is 

I mn interested in attending IYNC for college the year I graduate ficom high school, and there are several things that make the school unique tbr me. Your school makes 

specific eiti~rts to help ensure the success of student-athletes on campus through the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes that is advertised in school tours 

and through the general success rate of student-athletes on campus. It is clear that often times, colleges ca~ lose sight of the academic interests of their athletes and I 

admire the efforts your school has Inade to accommodate for the needs of s~dents. 

Educational success along ruth the abiliF to play soccer in college axe both things I consider veu importaaat for my future. Currently, I attend 

, which is an honors school inside the laxger High a~d I play for the school team in the spring. I am in the top 10% of 

my class m~d s~trive for academic success in all of my classes, constantly challenging mysclfto overcome obstacles a~d difficulties to become a better student. 
I hope to be able to apply this same work ethic towards college soccer in the future, pursuing UNC’s pre-law programs and the soccer program at the same time. 

Again, I hope you will consider coming to see me play this weekend as I am hoping to attend UNC after graduation and to play for your women’s soccer team! 

I roll follow up ruth my schedule before Friday, and thank you for tNdng the time to read my email mad consider me. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:17 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: CASL Tournament Appearance 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, :~: 23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: CASL Tournament Appearance 
Hello, 

My name is            and I am a student-athlete from                       This weekend, I hope you roll consider attending the CASL Showc&se in Raleigh, 

North Carolina. and while there you find the time and opportunity to come see me play. I mn a member of the                          m~d I play for the 

team. On the team, I play as a member of the defensive line though I have no specific place within this line. My jersey number is 

I mn interested in attending IYNC for college the year I graduate ficom high school, and there are several things that make the school unique tbr me. Your school makes 

specific eiti~rts to help ensure the success of student-athletes on campus through the Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes that is advertised in school tours 

and through the general success rate of student-athletes on campus. It is clear that often times, colleges ca~ lose sight of the academic interests of their athletes and I 

admire the efforts your school has Inade to accommodate for the needs of s~dents. 

Educational success along ruth the abiliF to play soccer in college axe both things I consider veu importaaat for my future. Currently, I attend 

~ which is an honors school inside the laxger High a~d I play for the school team in the spring. I am in the top 10% of 

my class m~d s~trive for academic success in all of my classes, constantly challenging mysclfto overcome obstacles a~d difficulties to become a better student. 
I hope to be able to apply this same work ethic towards college soccer in the future, pursuing UNC’s pre-law programs and the soccer program at the same time. 

Again, I hope you will consider coming to see me play this weekend as I am hoping to attend UNC after graduation and to play for your women’s soccer team! 

I roll follow up ruth my schedule before Friday, and thank you for tNdng the time to read my email mad consider me. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:21 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Your UNC Goal Keeper - GK Showcase at NCz’uA_ final 4 Ca~y, NC 

From .~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 4:32 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Cc-" 
Subject-" RE: Your UNC     Goal Keeper -           GK Showcase at NCAA final 4 Cary, NC 
Reminder--I arn doing the GoalKeeper ShoWcase on Friday           at I:30PM at WRAL Soccer Center Stadium Field#14. I hope to see you in Cary, NC this 

thank you, 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:34 AM 

Subject: Your UNC     Goal Keeper -           GK Showcase at NCAA final 4 Cary, NC 

Hello Coaches Dorrance and Ducar] I hope you are doing great today. If you are going to the NCAA Women’s Soccer Final Four in Cary, NC then I hope I will see you 

there~ I am very excited to tell you that I am going to be at the at the NCAA Women’s 5o¢¢er Final Four in Cary, NC 

~. My dub team~inished undefeated in our U~6 State league [I allowed only two (2) goals] and has been accepted to play in the CA5L Girl’s College 

Showcase            ~ right near the NCAA Finals in Raleigh, NC. This will be great training for our run to winning the SC State cup~ 

a. Here isthe ~ink to the schedule for myteam (my team is 

2. I am ampted to be doing the Goal Keeper Showcase on Friday atl:3OPMat WRAL Soccer Center Stadium Field#14. Here is a link to the field -> 

i~i:~p:/!so~:c:er 

a. About the GK Showcase from the website (~/so<cer.~n<s~TTStar~:Re,dstra~:~omasj)~?~d=CASL3&~:ab=4&sub=:~) -> We have created a 

specific GK Training Showcase to give potential athletes the opportunity to showcase their skill set in front of admiring College Coaches. The 

sessions last about 1.5 hrs and involves different stations with specific GK designed training sessions. This is only for graduation year 

and     players. 

I hope you are going to be there as I look forward to a great workout and showcase my ability and desire to be your goal keeper] 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:21 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: CASL Ga~ne Schedule 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 6i45 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
C¢; Palladino, George W; Porter, Grant 
Subject; Re: - CASL Game Schedule 

Good Morning, Coach Dormnce: 

The Interregional Event at Boca was a good learning experience. The               team staxted out slow but we tinished with a strong game against 

was excited to receive my invitation to "the InternationaJ Event in Costa Pdca this week. I can’t wait to go zip lining! 

I wanted to send you nay game schedule for CASL: 

I hope you will be able to come and see some of the games, 

On Thu, at 6:10 AM, ))~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

Hope all is going well with you! 

I wanted ~ send you my game schedule for the upcoming Interregional Event in Boca. All the games will be played at Spanish River Athletic Park at 1370 NW 

Spanish River Blvd, Boca Raton, 33431. I am excited about the games and can’t wait to get there! I hope you will have the opportunity to come see some of the 

games. 

I am attaching a copy oftny current profile. Hope to see you there’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 10:51 AM 

Blackburn, Tem <TBlackburn@vwstores.com> 

RE: Speech to the Troops 

George, 

I would love to BkJT that is UNC spring break and I usually try, to go on some foreign iunket ..... is there any, other week I cat~ do this? 

From: Blackburn, Tern [mailto:~lackbumO~stores.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, December 0S, 2013 9:34 AM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Speech to the Troops 

ARson~ 

Any chance you can speak to our District Managers at their spring meeting any mormng, afternoon or evening March lO, 11 or 127 

I told our Chief Operating Officer, Wilson Sawyer, about your observations as to the different approaches in coaching women vs. men and how this was relevant to 

management! personnel in our stores which are staffed about 72% women and are managed (store managers and assistant managers) 72% women. He was very 

interested and asked if it were possible that you could come educate our District Managers (probably 90% men) about this issue. 

Also, let me know when is good for your schedule for me to come take you and M’Liss to dinner or lunch sometime soon. 

All the best, 

George 

G. Templeton Blackburn, II 

Sr. Vice President, General Counsel 
Variety ~olesalers, Inc. 

(252)430-2020 
Fax (252)430-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:56 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar(~a)uuc.edu) 

IfW: - Future UNC Tar Heel Soccer Player’? 

Resume.pdf 

From: @comcast.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 10:4J. AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Cc: _~comcast.net 
Subject: - Future UNC Tar Heel Soccer Player? 

Hello Coach Dorrance, Coach Palladino, and Coach Ducar! 

here, wannabe Tar Heel, writing to you! I am very interested in attending UNC because it offers my major (Physical Therapy) in a nationally ranked 

school of medicine, appears to have the student atmosphere I desire AND has a competitive nationally ranked women’s soccer program! UNC is on my short list of 

potential universities where I would like to attend! 

I have been playing high-level competitive soccer for many years now and want to continue to do so in college. Attached is my detailed resume for your review of 

qualifications. I am currently a sophomore, class of                                                 . My U:16 ECNL soccer team will be playing in a league 

conference match on Saturday              at 3LO:OO AM in Raleigh, NC and then again on Sunday              at :[O:OO AM in Browns Summit, NC. Both of 
these games are relatively close to you should you be interested in attending. Here is the link to our team page on the ECNL website which has our stats, schedule 

with locations, driving directions, and is promptly kept up to date in the case of changes: 

A short video of my match play is being assembled and should be available via YouTube shortly for review. 

I would like to make an informal campus visit while we are in North Carolina and am wondering if there is some sort of guided tour that possibly includes a review 

of the campus, dorms, athletic facilities, and importantly - what is it like to be a part of the UNC Women’s Soccer program? 

We are arriving at 9:30 AM on Friday ’and would like to spend some time visiting the UNC campus during the day on Friday, Saturday, or Sunday. Our 
flight back is 6:30 PM on Sunday. 

Hope to see you on campus and/or at our game(s)! Go Heels! 

Respectfully, 

Outside Midfielder/Outside Back 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: CASL Soccer Showcase Tournament 

From: _~att.net] 
Sent: Thursday, :tl: 15 All 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 

Subject-" CASL Soccer Showcase Tournament 
Good Morning Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, 

My name is and I am a freshtnan at High School in I currently play tbr a competitive soccer tea~" 

from the area and we will be cotnpeting in the Soccer Showcase Tournament this weekend at the Old Honeycutt complex. I do understand that you are 

not attending this soccer showcase tournament but would like to just introduce myselt~ I am their keeper and have been since I begaaa playing competitive soccer at the 

age of 8. In addition to clnb soccer I just started High School soccer and have a private lesson goal keeper coach. I love the sport and want to continue to play through 

my college years mad beyond Saying that North Carolina is at the top of my list of universities to attend. ~Ve have a ve~/good club team and if you have time it wonld 

be great to have you stop and check out one of our games. I look forward to one day visiting your cmnpus. 
Thank you again and hope yon have a chance to see us play. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Top Talent GK, CASL Toumey/GK Showcase i 

From-" Athletic Resource [mailto:prospects@athleticresource.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 1 .t:29 Alvl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Top Talent GK, CASL Tourney!GK Showcase Trouble 

viewing this email? _R_e___a.d__it__o_.n_[[~2e- 

...... remcwed by ~:: Image removed by sender, image 
sender 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

VVe hope your season is going well, ~ith recruiting season beginning ~o beet up we 

wanted to share with you a talented Goal Keepe< who will be 

participating at the CASL Tournament and GK Showcase this upcornilsg weekend in 

Raleigh, NC       is very athletic, hardworking and a student of the game Not only 

does she excel on the soccer field, she is an excelfent student in the classroom, current 

4,71 GPA, 

will be playing at the CASL Showcase 

she ~,vill be a~tending ~he, the goal showcase on 

plus 

If you are attending the event please take the time to check her out, Also please feel free 

to click on the prolite below to tevie, w film, transcript and addi[ional inlormation about 

Logan ~dor to this weekend. 

removed by 

sender. 

Best Regards~ 

Jeff Neff�nan I Chief ~xecutive Offiee~~ 

~V}obife 

ihoffma n @At hleticResource.com 

This email is intended for anson@emaJl.unc.edu. 
Update yoar preferences or Unsub~fibe 

removed by removed by 

sender sender. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Top Talent GK CASL Toumey/GK Showcase 

From-" Athletic Resource [mailto:prospects@athleticresource.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 1 .t:29 Alvl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Top Talent GK, CASL Tourney!GK Showcase Trouble 

viewing this email? _R_e___a.d__it__o_.n_[[~2e- 

...... remcwed by ~:: Image removed by sender, image 
sender 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

VVe hope your season is going well, ~ith recruiting season beginning ~o heat up we 

wanted to share with you a talented Goal Keepe~ who will be 

participating at the CASL Tournament and GK Showcase this upcornilsg weekend in 

Raleigh, NC.       is very athletic, hardworking and a student of the game Not only 

does she excel on the soccer field, she is an excelfent student in the classroom, current 

4,71 GPA, 

will be playing at the CASL Showcase 

she will be a~tending ~he, the goal showcase on 

plus 

If you are attending the event please take the time to check her out, Also please feel free 

to click on the prolite below to tevie, w film, transcript and addi[ional inlormation about 

~dor to this weekend. 

.~i Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Best Regards~ 

Jeff Neff�nan I Chief ~xecutive Offiee~~ 

ihoffma n @At hleticResource.com 

This email is intended for anson@emaJl.unc.edu. 
Update yoar preferences or Unsub~fibe 

removed by removed by 

sender sender. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:18 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

1~: break workout from Grew 

Was there an attachn~ent?’ 

Frem: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent; Thursday, December 05, 20:~3 12:09 PM 
$,,bject; break workout from 6reg 

Players, 

Here’s the workout for over break. Contact Gre~ with any questions. ~@unc.edu 

-Tom 
Tom Stander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University ofNort~ CaJcolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Fl~olll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:19 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

~msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thmlks’. 

Again l love it!!! 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday                 12:09 PM 
To: Dorrance. Albert A IV 
Cc:         .~msn corn; Ducar, Chris;      ~ao corn; Jason Sisneros,         .$gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J;           ~yahoo.com 
Subject: Re: Thanks! 
:) courtesy of pass2me.com! this is on our club website, the parents get access to this. 

P S V [ r b~I O N P R..~ V.A T ~ G t~ O [ ] P S                           ~z *’ R E. C O M h,’I E N D E D R E A D I N G O ).~ P A S S 2 M E. 
:[it53LU_tf~J:9_!L’_f2_~:~212_L~kk.(we share video, docs, parent & player education documents, only verified members can access these documents) 

¯ Position Specific Qualifies- John Owens-fom~er Liv~pool FC Academy Director & England National youth coach 

¯ Advice for Par~ts- Jotm Owens 

¯ US Youth Development Anson Don-ance- 21 X NCAA Champion Coach 

¯ Xavi Barcelona Powmpoint (From Wayne Hanison) 

¯ Lome FNr Cormn~ts In Her Book On Irel~td F~nily Influence ~ I Ier Career 

¯ Relevar~ce Of Speed In Soccer- Gary Ireland 

¯ Indicalors Of Irmnalau-e Play-By Jotm Owerts For PSV Umon FC 

¯ Nutrition For Yomtg Footb~lers. Jotm Owens 

F}~V i]21~.())1 #.C:)d)}.;[,i~~ (for players ages 4 6 years) 

(?O LL}!;Gg P.E50~ ;Z<;}!; r~P.OE~P (advice for players seeking college placetnent) 

PSV Union FC Founder Gary Ireland Groups on Pass2me.com (suggested reading) 

[’} ~}!; ’~ [L(?} i~ 4[(’~]q (a yo uth develpnlent blog/gro up by Gary Ireland) 

Read how PSV Union 95G uses Pass2me.com to promote player profiles. 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: ~v a boo .c_._o_ .r[_!> 
Cc: ~rnsrLcorn" < ~rnsrLcom>; "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>; ’ 

~gmail.com>; "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 
Sent: Thursday, 7:17 AM 
Subject: RE: Thanks! 
We got to like that’.!! 
From: {)’~ shoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:36 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Carine 
Subject: Fwd: Thanks! 

Hi Anson 
FYI:) one of the daughters has immense talent- def. national team potential! 

}sol.corn" sol.corn>; "Jason Sisneros !grnaiLcom)" 

Begin forwarded message: 

F r o m: ~ [ N kR_a__i_l_,_£_9__r__n_.> 
Date: at 9:03:15 PM PST 
To: 
Subject: Thanks’. 

Hi 
A few weeks ago, I downloaded the presentation of Anson Dorrance, et al. It was very interesting, and I especially liked their 



point about not imposina techniques used for boys on airls. Anyhow, the presenters cited Daniel Coyle’s The Talent Code so 
I ordered the book. ][ am a third of the way throuah and am really likina it. ][ told      to read it after me. I already typed out 
some excerpts for                  to read and follow when they practice for piano. Since both airls are determined to aet 
better at football (and other activities), I am aoina to encouraae them to follow the "deep practice" precepts in the book. 
Thank you so much for sendina us all these informative presentations and articles! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:32 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

You can call me as often as you like. 1 am file one tha~ is restricted from calling you guys (I can only make o~e call a week). I would low to have her here as well but 

~ was counting on               taMng a pro offer to give you guys the Sprh~g Tuition Grant and now I do not tNnk it is go~ng to happen (she had a lot of attention 

early and was consR~edng ~t). She can certam~y ~ay pro BUT she has a great offer akeady m the Pt~Mic Hea~th sector which w~ requhe her May graduation, R~ght 

now she ~s leanh~g that wav~H 

But p~ease DO CALL ME .,,.my cel~: 
g~ the bestU 

F~m: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: 

Hi Anson, 

i, Ja,ua~. I t~i,~ i~ is ~es~ for ~er ~eha~ a,d overall success. 

I jus~ wanted to check on your feeling and also when you might know how 

much of spring would be covered. Would it still be her tuition? 

Also, were you going ~o be able ~o send some pape~o~k for her signing 

pa~y at school on 

you ~al~ed ~o yesterday. 

Than~s. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 5:34 PM 

Barfinger, Tamara Patterson ~!"amara Barfinge@kenan-flagler.anc.edu> 

ILE: Speaking to MAC pmgran~ 

Sorry ._. there should not have been a "?" there 

From== Barringer, Tamara [mailto:Tamara_Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent== Thursday, December 05, 2013 4:57 PM 

To== Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject== Re: Speaking to MAC program 

Indeed. I was only questioning the ? mark after February 7. I’ll keep my fingers crossed that all will go as planned. 

Thank you for your support of UNC MAC 

Tamara 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 5, 2013 4:15 PM 

To: KFBS Admin <tamara barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Speaking to MAC program 

As firm as I can make it. 

From: Barringer, Tamara [mailto:Tamara Barrincler@kenan-flaqler.unc.edu] 
Sent== Thursday, December 05, 2013 11:39 AM 

To== Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject== Re: Speaking to MAC program 

Is that a finn February 7? 

Sent from ,ny iPhone 

On Dec 5, 2013, at 10:19 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Feb 7tt~? 

From== Barringer, Tamara [mailto:Tamara Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent== Thursday, December 05, 2013 1:52 AM 

To== Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c-" Streett, Shelly 
Subject== Re: Speaking to MAC program 

Hello Anson: 

You are undeniably the most interes~ting and thought provoldng speaker that has presented to the UNC Master of Accounting Class. I am hopeful that you 

will return once again and shme your ~flections on the diflbrences in coaching men and wo~nen. Would yon be available any of the following Fridays: 

January 10, 17 

February 7, or 14. 

As last year, the class begins at 8:30 A.M.. Adelaide Gay, my tbrmer student and your former player, may be in the audience that day. :) 

I a~n hopefifl that one of these dates will ~,ork tbr you. If more tha~ one date will work, please let ~ne know-. Since I am ~,orking on the syllabus, I look 
forwaJ’d to hearing from you very soon. 

With wam~ reg~Jcds, 

Taanam Barringer 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 5, 2013 8:39 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: NCz’u~k Honors event - ACTION NEEDED ASAP 

No, unfortunately I aa~ at our soccer convention in Philly! ! 

Sem.~"om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G LTE L)ROIL) 

"Cunningham, Bnbba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are you going to be able to make it? 

Bubba 

Sent frown my iPhone 

Begin fom-arded message: 

From: "Miller, Beth" <be~hmillet,@xmc~edu> 

Date: December 5, 2013 at 5:35:22 PM EST 
To: "Cunningha~n, Bubba" <bubbac(i~emailamc.edu-> 

Cc: "Broome, Lissa L" <lbroome@email.unc.edu>, "Townsend, Jenn" <j town send@unc.edu>, "Kirschner, Steve" <s~evekirschner,~;unc.edu> 
Subject: Fwd: NCAA Honors event.                ACTION NEEDED ASAP 

Bubl~a, 

Per the em~Jl below-, do yon know who will attend the NCAA Honors Celebration mad who will be the official presenter for 

tnentioned tiffs to Anson, but w~ted to see if it has been fina]ized. 

’ I know you 

Thanks. 

~-Beth 

Sent fi~om my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "To wnsend, Jenn ’’-[i_t_~_?5~Ln_E_e_~t__@__u_n__c_’=_e_d____~ 

Date: December 5, 2013 at 4:04:19 PM CST 

To: "Miller. Beth <beflmiillerci~,unc edu> ......... ,___,__,______._.___,___, ......... 

Co: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekir~hne@unc.edu> 

Subject: FV¢: NC3~k Honors event - ACTION NEEDED ASAP 

Hi, Beth: 

I hope you are doing well. Were you ever able to de[ermine who will be the official university representative at the NCAA Honors 

ceremony for             ? We need to provide that information to the NCAA as soon as possible. 

If you read the email below, it appears as though we can a~so have other h~stitutiona~ representatNes seated at s table. So ~t 

m~ght be possible ~:o have more than one representatNe e~en ~[ only one can get a free t~c~et, 

Please let me know i~you w~H be able to respond dkect~y to Becky or ~f you wouM ~ke rne or Steve to do so. 

Thanks[ 

Jenn 

F~m~ Cooper, Becky [maflto: bcooper@ncaa.org] 

Sent; Thursday, December 05, 2013 5:00 PN 

Te{ Townsend, Jenn; Kirschner, S~ve 
Subje¢t~ NC~ Honors event A~ON NEEDED ASAP 
Impo~nce: High 

Hi Jenn and Steve, 

I am hoping you can help me. I am in the process of finalizing details for the Honors Celebration. Attached is the RSVP form that I 

received from Amber regarding the event. However, I do not have any information on who from your university will be presenting her 

the award on stage at the event. I also need to know if anyone else from the school will be attending the event and needs tickets to the 

dinner. 

Here is what I need: Please update the attached form with the institutional rep presenting the award and any other representatives who 

will be attending the dinner and need seated at her table. 

Also, if anyone needs a hotel room (including the individual presenting the award), the deadline to register for hotel rooms is tomorrow, 

December 6. After tomorrow, we are not able to guarantee that we will be able to provide a hotel room at the headquarters hotel. I have 

attached an instruction sheet to help with the registration process and here is the link: 

https~i/vvww.p~ann~nS~o~nt.ne~’V2iRe~str~t~or~j~nde>’,,cfrn?Even~D=20~2~ 

Please let me know if there is any information you need. 



Thanks, 

Becky Cooper 

This emaJl and any altaclmmnts may contain NCAA confidential and privileged infonnation. If you am not the intended recipient. pleas~ 
notify the sender immediately by return email, delete this message and destroy any copies. AW dissemination or use of this information by a 
person other than the intended recipient is nnanthorized and may be illegal. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Recruit Co~nmunication from CollegeSportsUSA.com 

txtf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Recruit Communication t?om CollegeSpoVtsUSA.com 

From                  ~gmail.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~ A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC:                  ~gmail.co~n 

Hi Coach Dorrance! My name is                 currently I am in North Carolina playing in National League games! I play for 

I am number center back! Today we played and won 3-1. I am not sure ifyou were there but 1would like to invite you to our next few ~ames! We play 

tomorrow, at 10 am Then Saturday, at 4 pm ~J~d Sunday, December 8th at 9:20 ~m ~ . Sorry for such 

short notice, but I have been very, interested in playing for you for a long time! I also hoN to come visit the campus this week. Hopefully you are able to come to one of 

the games listed, thank you for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O kFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday                 8:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Recruit Communication from CollegeSportsUSA.com 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Recruit Communication t?om CollegeSpoVtsUSA.com 

From:                 ~gmail.com 

To: "Do~ance. Albe~t A IV" <anson~em~il.unc.edu> 
CC:                  ~gma~l.com 

Hi Coach Dorrance! My name is                 currently I am in North Carolina playing in National League games! I play for 

I am number center back! Today- we played and won 3-1. I am not sure if you were there but I would like to invite you to our next few a~mes! We play 

tomorrow, at 10 am I Then Saturday, at 4 pm t ~aad Sunday, at 9:20 ~m Sorry for such 

short notice, but I have been vev interesXed in playing for you for a long time! I also hope to come visit the campus this week. Hopefully you are able to come to one of 

the games listed, thank you for yonr time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 6, 2013 11:13 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edn; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: FW: Ohai Named 2013 Senior CLASS Award Recipient 

Congratulations a, we are all so proud of 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent-" Friday, December 06, 2013 11:07 AM 
To-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A4 Iconfer@tarnpabay.rr.corn~ webintern@theacc.org~ updates@ncaa.corn~ Dorrance, Albert A IV~ artchansky@grnail.corn~ sports@newsobserver.corn~ 
apraleigh@ap.org~ sports@news14.corn~ Miller, Beth~ paul@soccerarnerica.corn; gwpall@aol.corn~ rstutts@1360wchl.corn; chnsports@nando.corn; 
obsports@charlotteobserver.corn~ soccer@sportsvu.net~ Ducar, Chris~ editor@soccertirnes.corn~ ray@southernsoccerscene.corn~ sports@dailytarheel.corn~ 
sphillips@theacc.org~ Sander, Thornas J; ewarnock@nando.corn; college@topdrawersoccer.corn~ ESPNdatainfo@espn.corn~ news@wchl1360.corn~ 
info@fairgarnernagazine.corn; sports@wsjournal.corn; graharn.hays@espn3.corn~ sports@news-record.corn; hhirschrnan@theacc.org~ jirn@theheavners.corn~ Durharn Herald- 
Sun (sports@heraldsun.corn)~ Heather Hirschrnan (hhirschrnan@theacc.org); Jenn Hildreth (jhildreth@foxsports.net)~ Cunningharn, Bubba~ aufnowski@theacc.org; 
fbssports@visionsportsnews.corn~ lhurnbert@theacc.org; prnc@logocapital.corn; production@theaccdn.corn; stanleyj@lenovo.corn 
Subject: Ohai Named 2013 Senior CLASS Award Recipient 

® OVERLAND PARK, Kan. (December 6, 2013) - North Carolina forward Kealia Ohai has been selected as the 2013 Senior CLASS Award winner in 

NCAA® Division I women’s soccer. 
The award, chosen by a nationwide vote of Division I women’s soccer coaches, national soccer media and fans, is given annually to the most outstanding 
senior student-athlete in Division I women’s soccer. To be eligible for the award, a student-athlete must be classified as an NCAA Division I senior and have 
notable achievements in four areas of excellence - classroom, community, character and competition. 

An acronym for Celebrating Loyalty and Achievement for Staying in School~, the Senior CLASS Award focuses on the total student-athlete and encourages 
students to use their platform in athletics to make a positive impact as leaders in their communities. 
’Tm so honored to receive this award," Ohai said. "1 was grateful to be nominated in the first place and then be named as finalist as well. I’m extremely 
thankful to all the people who voted for me online as well as the coaches and media members who also cast ballots so I could receive this award. 
"Playing at North Carolina has been an incredible experience. I am thankful for the teammates and the coaches I was able to be with the last four years as 
well as for all of Tar Heel soccer nation that has always supported our program. I know the list of UNC players who have been finalists for this award 
includes some of the greatest names in Carolina soccer history. To have been in that company and to join All Hawkins, one of the greatest leaders rve ever 
known, is completely humbling to me." 
A journalism and mass communications major, Ohai is a member of North Carolina’s Women’s Soccer Leadership Council and is an active participant and 
veteran leader in the Carolina Leadership Academy program. She has been named to the Atlantic Coast Conference Honor Roll multiple times, was named 
AII-ACC Academic three times and was on the University of North Carolina Dean’s list as well. She spent time with patients at the UNC Children’s Hospital 
and participated in the Share Your Holiday program. 
"Anyone who has met Kealia is drawn to her extraordinary personality," said North Carolina head coach Arisen Dorrance. "She has a wonderful balance of 
intelligence and humor. Basically she sparkles - on the field and offthe field. I’ve never met anyone who disliked her and usually players of her caliber 
attract all kinds of jealousy. She’s never attracted that because she is a wonderfully classy young woman. She has represented this university and our 
soccer program at a high level for four years and her receiving this award is a tremendous statement about what kind of person she is. On behalf of our 
soccer program, I’d like to thank all the fans, media members and coaches who cast ballots for Kealia." 
The Draper, Utah, native was a four-year starter, a first-team All-America selection and semifinalist for the MAC Hermann trophy for the Tar Heels during 

her career. North Carolina, which finished the year 20-5 and ranked in the top five, won the NCAA Women’s College Cup® during Ohai’s junior season when 
she was named the offensive Most Valuable Player of the NCAA College Cup. 
"Student-athletes put an incredible amount of time and effort into their sports to reach the highest level," said Erik Miner, executive director for the Senior 
CLASS Award. "Kealia was able to participate in community service projects while still winning championships and competing on national teams." 
For more information, visit _s___e___n_j__o___r__C__,__L___A_S__~__a___w_a_r__d__,__c___q__m__.. 

#### 
First-Team All-Americans 
Maya Hayes, Penn State 
Elizabeth Hoerner, Navy 
Kassey Kallman, Florida State 
Kealia Ohai, North Carolina 
Anna Stinson, Illinois State 

Second-Team All-Americans 



Aubrey Bledsoe, VVake Forest 
Vanessa DiBernardo, Illinois 
Jonelle Filigno, Rutgers 
Kristen Hamilton, Denver 
Holly Hein, Michigan 

ABOUT THE AWARD 
An acronym for Celebrating Loyalty and Achievement for Staying in School, the Senior CLASS Award honors the attributes of senior student-athletes in four 
areas: community, classroom, character and competition. The award program is designed exclusively for college seniors who are utilizing their complete 
athletic eligibility, remaining committed to their university and pursuing the many rewards a senior season can bring. Premier Sports Management manages 
the award. 
NCAA and College Cup are trademarks owned or licensed by the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Friday, 10:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~¢comcast.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance 

I wanted to let you know I will be playing at CASL this weekend. I play for                  team. We are a nationally ranked top 10 team. We are playing in the 

top bracket Under 16 Elite Red. My games are F-3:20PM, Sat-8AM& Sun 9:50AM. I also played for the              team and was selected to the 
pool. I also was selected to the Pool. We have great players on our team and hope you can watch us play. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Friday, December 6, 2013 10:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris q:tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Canada’s Top Club’s are comiug to USA for the Desert Cup Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Canada’s Top Club’s are coming to USA tbr the Desert Cup Showcase 

From: "Michael Rocca, Rated Sports" <mikerocc@ratedsports.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" vanson@emml.tmc.edu> 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

CONNECT WITH US 

[i~ Monthly Feat ..... Clubs Attending the Desert Cup 2014 

Canada’s Premiere and Largest Soccer Club 
Register’s to Attend the Desert Cup for 2014 
This week, we will highlight great clubs attending our series of 
showcases from Canada. Our profiled club whom is committing 
teams is the Oakville Soccer Club. We invite your club 1o register, and 
send us your Club Rankings and great accomplishments for the 
chance to be featured in the next "Who’s Coming Profile" fhal will be 

sent to over 30,000 soccer conneclions across North America. Click 

Here to Reqister 

We are excited to announce and introduce the 
Oakville Soccer Club- Canada’s Largest Soccer Club. 
Some of their accomplishments and respected 
value for the USA and to the Desert Cup in Phoenix. 



Featured Accomplishments for the Club 
~ 8 National Titles 
~: 55 Provincial Titles 
Featured Accomplishments for the Club Players 
Diana Matheson- *Canadian Women’s National Team * Washington Spirit National 

Kara Lane - *Former Canadian Women’s National Team Players *UCLA Alumni 

Rebecca Pongetti- ~Canadian Women’s National Team U-17 

~ordyn Listro- ~anadian Women’s National Team U-17 

Kyle Bekker- *MLS player at Toronto FC ~ Canadian Men’s Nationa~ Team 

Evan James- Canadian Men’s National Team 

Russe~ ~eibert- Canadian Men’~ National Team 

Jason de Vos- Canadian Men’s National Team 

Stefa~ie Barcelos *NCAA Eastern M~chigan ~Portugal Women’s National Team 

Meara Johnson- ~NCAA ~Mississ~ppi State University 

C~aud~a Fia~a- ~NCAA ~University of ~o~edo 

Rebecca Pongfetfi *NCAA ~Louisiana State University 

Donika Murray- ~NCAA *U~iversify of Rhode Island 

Maddie Maurice- *NCAA *University of Alabama Huntsville 

Alex Abrahams- ~NCAA *University of Maine 

Lauren Swant - *NCAA *University of Maine 

Kassidy K~dd - *NCAA ~Universify of Buffalo 

Lia Fo~ter- *NCAA *Marshall U~iversffy 

Elysia Masfer~- "NCAA ~Univer~ffy of Memphis 

Crystal Elmers- *NCAA ~Liberfy Universffy 

Braden Culver- ~NCAA ~University of Buffalo 

Veronica Bosco- *NCAA ~Un~versffy of Memphis 

Tori Edgar- *C~S *University of Western Ontario 

Suzan~e Boroumand- *CIS ~Laurier University 

Shay~ea Badovinac- *CIS ~Un~versity of Toronto 

Marlee Maracle- ~IS "University of BritBh Columbia 

Sara Voisin- *CIS ~Universify of Ontario Institute of Technology 

Sarah Bourque- *CIS *McG~ll Universffy 

John Nardo~i- ~2012 CCAC *A~bConference Second ~eam ~O~ivet Nazarene University 

There w~ll be aver 150+ registered Colleges before the event even begins. You can see 

from our organized Toronto Showcase how many coaches did register for this years event - 

Click Here 

We are preparing the marketing packet to all college coaches and vv~ll continue to provide 

the Featured Clubs Attending updates in our communications[ 

SPECIAL OFFER FOR CLUBS GOOD FOR 9 MORE DAYS, 
Save up ~o $150 off per learn registration... 
Please Note: You only need to Regisfe~ before Dec. 15, then ff you~ club 
needs additional ~me, you may pay ~egistmfion dues eady 2014. 
Discount offe~ only good fo~ ~ mo~e days o~ until b~ackets 
RSVP Today fo~ you~ team/club Click Here 

Click Here to Register. 
Regards, 

Michael Rocca 

Rated Sperts / Series Directer 

m ikerecca(~,ratedsports.cem 

Direct Cell 

[ I r 1 

mikerecca(~,ratedsporl:s.c’om I Phoenixcu p corn 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:45 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Ori~oinal Message ........ 

Subject: 

From ~)aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach, 

My name is              and I am presently a sophomore in high school plnvlno ~,w                     . a nationally competitive GU16 p~emier soccer team. 
My primaD’ position is center forward and I played the same position on the          team for several years. 

I mn writing to you because I am s~arfing together information about different colleges and I would like to learn more about your school(academics, soccer, and campus 

lit~). My club coach, is helping each of us get organized in the college process and they want us to let each college coach know that he is 

available by telephone at , at maytime to di~uss my abilities 

as a player. 

I roll be participating in the events below and would love for you to co~ne watch me play. 

My schedule at CASL is as follows: 

Any information you can provide me about your school and your soccer program is greatly appreciated 

Sincerely~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 10:45 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL 

From: ~gmaJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am a junior at I play for and my team recently won 

s~ccer tournament. Also, we have been a finalist in the Invita/ional and the college showcase recently. I wear number and our colors are 

usually orange and white. I have been coached by_            _                                               I won the 5th league player of the year for my high school, 

and was an all-county player. I am writing you this letter because I am interested in seeing about pnrsuing a future at your school. I will be playing at the CASL 
showcase this weekend and I was informed you would be representing your school there. 

Here’s nay .schedule: 

If you want to contact me you can reach me at the showcase, my emai}                ~gmail.com, or           ~aol.com 

The best way to get an answer would b~                ~gmail.com 1 look t6rward to this weekend. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 10:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Soccer 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emal.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Anson Dorvance 
My name is and I’m a sophomore at I am 
interested in attending University of North Carolina because of your good program in physical therapy as 
well as your soccer pro£ram. 
Currently, I play for on the ul 6, u18 and on their u17 team. Also, I play on my high school team as 
a starter since freshman year. 
My club coach’s name is and he 
can be reached at: Our team is playing in the biational Championship right now in 
My home phone number is: and my cell number is: My- email is: 
Best of luck in your current season. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ECNL Showcase - - UNC 

Girls Vaxsity Soccer 1 .pdf 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: ECNL Showcase- 

From: ~gmail .com> 

To: "Do~ance, Albert A IV" <auson@em~il.uuc.edu> 
CC:                     ~gmail.com> 

- UNC 

Hi Anson, 

dust wanted to touch base with you to let you know that this Saturday, our team will be playing our last ECNL game prior to HS break. 

They are considering this game part of a showcase. If you are in town, I hope you can attend. See below for details. 

I also wanted to update you from my previous emails. 

Over the past several months, I have been attending the monthly US Soccer Training sessions and most recently spent a week in 
U-14 Girls’ National Team Cmnp. I had an amazing experience. 

During HS season, I will be playing Varsity for 

I hope to meet you soon. 

I will continue to email you ~th upcoming events. 

Have an awesome holiday season. 

High School. My schedule is attached. 

Schedule for Saturday, 

at the 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: qualib~ Center Midfielder - University of Nort~ Carolina 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: quality Center Midfielder - University of North Carolina 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Daily Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes/coaches. 

Check ou~ the Recmifi~g Search Et~gi~e 

Not a ma~ch? Uvtale your email pre[(~nces here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Orifice: 888-333-68461 Fax: 312-624-7401 
CoachBrown~ncsasports.orgi http://~-w.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain infonnafion that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential a~d is intended exclnsively lbr the person(s) to M~om it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other thm~ the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this ~nessage in error; please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail ~d delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Friday, December 6, 2013 10:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Profile from College Prospects of America Inc. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Profile I?om College Prospects of America, Inc. 

From: "College Prospects of America, Inc." <athletes@cpoa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.unc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT INFORMATION MADE EASIER 

women’s soccer prospect from 
wanted 

I’m a 

coach 
and 

would 
like to 

have the 
Online full-length 

video 

~ Video 
Available senttOme. 

Click (Coach: 
Please 
include 

athlete’s 
name in 

your 
request). 

S port: women’s soccer 

Position: outside mid 

3-YR VARSITY STARTER 

4 YRS CUP EXPERIENCE 

3.54 GPA ’15 GRAD 

Coaches Call 1 800-235- 
CPOA 

For All Your Recruiting 

Needs 



Forward email 

[ ] 
If 

his email was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu by .a__t__h_J_e__t__e__s__@c_P_9_a__~_c__o___m_. 

Update ProfiJe/EmaiJ Address ~nstant mn~ovalwith SafeUnsubscribeT’~ Privacy Policyr 

College Prospects of America, Inc. :: 12682 College Prospects Dr. i Logan OH 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 10:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ....... 
Subject: Re: 
From:            ~comcast.net 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am writing to inform you that my team’s first game at the CASL showcase has changed; it is now Fri       at 5:10pm at the WRAL 14 field. The 
official schedule can be found at,                                              My team is in the Under 16 Girls Elite White bracket. 

Than k you. 

..... Original Message .... 
From:            ~comcast.net 
To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Sent: Mon, 01:22:01 -0000 (UTC) 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is              and I a~n a sophomore at                  High School in                I am extremely interested iu your school and soccer program 

at the University of North Carolina. I would like the opportunib~ to talk to you to ~e if you are recruiting a goalkeeper tbr my graduating class of      I am currently 

pla54ng tbr the                              team. I have been with "this club (tbrmerly known as                        [br niue yea~s. M5~ team fiuished our 

ECNL Spriug season in first place, with only one loss all ~ason. Additionally, for three years straight I was on the          ODP team            i. I was 

selected for the         team all three years. Although I was honored aud took pride in haviug a spot on the team, I did not do ODP this past year, so that I could 

focus on my ECNL season. 

For your plm~niug purposes I have attached my team’s upcoming showcase schedule. 

Here is a link to my upcoming ECNL schedule, 

Coach 

.. IVly ECNL head Coach is If you have any questions, please contact 

I look lbrward to hearing l}om you, 

Sincerely, 

Accomplislunents: 



Honorable Mention Field player/Goalkeeper 

,, GPA 3.8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

4:03:12 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: Soccer Prospect 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent from my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ECNL Soccer Prospect 

From: _~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance - 

My name is I am currently a sophomore at _ 
and I play for My coach this year is 

His phone # is ; Email I have attached 
my player profile for your review. 

High School Women’s Soccer was ranked #1 in the country by Top Drawer midway 
through the season. I started every game (as I did my Freshman year as well) and ended the 
season as leading goal scorer. Even though our season ended much earlier than we had 
hoped, the entire season was definitely a team effort and it was a great experience 
overall. This year I was awarded Second Team All-State, which I was humbled by, as I was 
the only sophomore on the team to receive it. Sad that the season ended so early, though 
moving on to club soccer is something I look forward to every year. 

We have several new players on our club team so we are still working out the kinks, but I love 
the challenge of working as a team and individually, constantly striving to get better in all 
areas. I was recently named Captain along side another teammate. I appreciate this very 
much and look forward to leading my team and working towards becoming the best we can 

be. 



I have always been interested in the University of North Carolina’s women’s soccer program 
knowing that you have had over 20 national championships since 1981 and an amazing work 
ethic just by watching the team play. Plus I love the school colors. I am very impressed by 
your coaching ethic and how well the team plays together. They seem motivated to take 
things to the next level under your direction and very team oriented. I am very much a team 
player and thrive under those circumstances. 

Sorry to hear about the 1-0 loss in double overtime to UCLA. I saw it was a hard-fought game 
and really sad about the injury of           in the first overtime. It was an evenly matched 
game and really showed the great abilities of both schools. Congratulations to a 17-4-0 record 
though. I really enjoyed keeping up with UNC this season. 

My               team has some games coming up that I wanted to make you aware of, 
in hopes that you’ll be able to attend some of them. 



Once again congratulations on an outstanding season and I hope to get in touch again soon! 

Thankyou, 





From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS!CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp- 

Friday,                 11:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Recruit 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Soccer Recruit 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: ~yahoo.com>,"Dorrance, Albert A 1V" ~anson@email.unc.e&~ 

CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Sorry for the late notice but our game tomo~ow got rescheduled for 5:10 pm due to cm~celled flights. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On , at 7:12 PM, ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Dear coach Dorrance, 
Iam a sophomore at High school and I play for 
the CASL tournament this weekend (see schedule below.) I’ll be playing forward, look for 

I’m very interested in UNC. I hope you can come watch my team at 

that’s me! 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

4:04:05 AM 

Ducal Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent ]rom my Verizon Wire/ess 4G LTE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: _~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance. 

My name is and I play both right forward and center midfield positions for the CASL ECNL U16 team 

coached by A few highlights of my soccer career are that I participated in the US Soccer U14 GNT camp 

and the US Soccer id2 camp in Also, as a fieshman, I started fbr my high school Varsity team and was named all- 

conference. 

I am a sophomore at                   High School in            and my final GPA as a freshman was a 4.25. So t?ar 

this semester, I have earned a 4.62 and I am taking mostly honors classes, as well as one AP course. This is also my 

second year as class representative of the Executive Cabinet of our student council. 

I’m ve~ interested in attending yonr University as well as playing for your team. I’m really looking forward to playing at 

the CASL Girls Showcase this upcoming weekend in . Below I have listed my schedule and field in[brmation 

and hope that you are able to see me play this weekend. 

Again. I hope you will come and watch me compete this weekend and consider me as a player for your 

attached below my player profile for your review and I thm~k you for taking the time. 

I have 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 10:54 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Inquiry frown 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Inqui~ 

From: ~gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

DearCoach Dorrance 

My name is                    and I am currently a sophomore at             High School in                  I am interested in University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill both academically and athletically. I am writing to you to learn more about both your soccer program and academic 

requirements. 

I am currently playing soccer for both my high school varsity team, and the U16 Elite Fury of the           Youth Soccer Club. My club team has finished 
in the final four at       STATE Cup, and was a semi-finalist during the     Disney Showcase. This season we will be attending Adidas College 
Women’s Showcase in Atlanta from                             . I play mid-field and will be wearing the number In     we will kick-off the season 
by attending the Disney Soccer Showcase in early January. I will send you my schedule before the actual event. Here is my schedulefor the Atlanta event. 

At             High School I have maintained a GPA of 4.2 while taking part in Honors classes such as Biology, Algebra I, English I, World History, 

Algebra II, Geometry, Chemistry and English I1. Next year I will begin adding AP courses.As University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is known for its 

academic rigor, I would appreciate any guidance regarding areas I should focus upon during high school. 

Below you will find my contact information in addition to my page on soccer in college. I appreciate you taking the time to read this e-mail and I look 
forward to learning more about <Insert School Name>. 

Respectfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=I_INC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 11:03 AM 

Re: Book endorsement 

~nc.rr.com wrote: 

Anson, 

David and I have decided to go with another publisher (the look of the paperback was just not up to snuff for us) and to get this book rea@ for Christmas we need to get cverything in to 
them this ~veekend. I kno~v you have not had a chance to look tl~ough our book, but how about this for an endorsement: 

"The ability- to focus, concentrate, and be authentic is absolutely vital not just to elite athletes but to anyone who wants to succeed at anything. ’Sorry, I Have To Take This Call’ COl~Cectly 
emphasizes the importance of these qualities as well as identifies practical ~vays to iraplement them despite the challenges of today’s digital tecl-mology. I ~vhole-heartily recoramend it. 
--Anson Dot~cance, Women’s Soccer Coach at the Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and witmer of 21 NCAA Women’s Soccer Championships. 

I am very reluctant to put words in your mouth since you are so articulate. This is only a suggestion to get you started. Please enhance it or completely rewrite it as you wish. I scnt you a 
PDF of the book but I could drop the proof of the book by for you to look over today. 

Thanks, Brad 
.... "Corrance wrote: 

This week will not be easy ... next week? 

..... Ori¢inal Message ..... 

From: ~nc rr com] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 2:05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Book endorsement 

Thanks. I left the proof copy of our book on the table in your ently way (amongst the poinsettias). Just skim it (the principles are in the back, around p. 200) and give me something to work 
with 
--Brad 
.... "Con-ance wrote: 

I am excited for you guys .... yes, I will call so you can put ;vords in my- mouth Heck, I trust you with my life, so a few words ;vill be easy- for me!! 

..... Ori~,inal "~essa~e ..... 
From _~iac.rr.com] 
Sent: Monday, November 25, 2013 9:05 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: 
Subject: Book endorsement 

Anson, 

I know you are a busy man these days, but I was hoping that you might have some time this week to provide an endorsement of David’s and my book I sent you a PDf of the book. It is 
basica]ly a story as wel] as an explanation of David’s principles for using digital devices and methods in a productive way without being so distracted by them that one’s life becomes 
chaotic and reactive. His principles are presented in the story and summarized in the back They are Focus, Concentration, and Authenticity, and basically the?’ dea] with setting mental, 
special, and temporal boundaries on cell phones, texting, and such since these methods provide none of their own 

The story, which I wrote, presents many of these problems in a workplace and family setting, and portrays a man and his wife solving them through trial and error as well as a number o:[" 
experiences they have. I interweave it with quotations from Thoreau and images from Job One o:[’the background themes I attempt to develop is that "actual reality is always better than 
virtua] reality"--that texting and such can augment face to face communication but cannot replace it and that facebook and simi]ar things present a false or at least incomplete picture of 
people, which much be fi]led out with actual experience with that person. 

Anyw~u, I like the story and think that it presents David’s more concrete ideas and suggestions well Below are a few of the endorsements are including. I am afraid to put words in your 
mouth since you are so articulate yourse]£ However, if you want to simply give me a call and explain what you might say, I can work it up from that Let me know. Thanks for your help. 
[)avid has sent me photos of mock-ups. We are close to getting this thing out 

--Brad 

"~I]ais is a wonderful book. I believe anyone who reads it wil [ find themselves stopping and rethinking their use of digital technology in all aspects of their lives." Nolan D. Archibald, 
Chairman and CEO Black & Decker Corporation for 24 years"This is a wonderful book I believe anyone who reads it will find themselves stopping and rethinking their use of digital 
technology, in all aspects of their hves." NolanD Archibald, ChairmanandCEOBlack&DeckerCorporationfor24years 

"~Ihis is a wonderful book. I believe anyone who reads it will find themselves stopping and rethinking their use of digital technology in all aspects of their lives. David Rust and Bradley 
Kramer’s principles of ’Actual reality is better than virtual realiW’ and ’QualiW of the day’ would make anyone rethink their use of cell phones and iPads. If you are looking to improve your 
quality of life, this is a must-read book" 
--Nolan D. Archibald, Chairman and CEO, Black & Decker Corporation for 24 years 

"A critical resource for businesspeople across the globe, Sorry, I Have to Take This Call is the ideal blueprint for maintaining focus and achieving maximtan effectiveness in today’s fast 
paced, digitally-saturated business world. Between texts, tweets, e-mails, instant messages, mobile phone calls, and a slew of other sudden distractions, it can be vel~ challenging for 



professionals to manage this technology effectively and we often waste huge amounts of time, energy, and resources bouncing from one item to another while leaving ~mportant tasks 
undone or poorly done. Digital distraction is today’s leading time-management problem and, within these pages, David Rust and Brad Kramer have outlined, step-by-step, how to address 
this challenge with practical solutions to maintain focus and stay on track for success in business and life." 
--Ivan Misner, Phi)., NY Times Bestselling Author and Founder of BNI(~ (w~th over 150,000 members) 

"Sorp),, I tlave to Take ’]’his Call resonates with issues many working people struggle with balance in their lives, job pressures, the digital harness they wear. This book has the potential to 
become the 21 st Century Who Ate My Cheese" Paul R. Edwards, award-winning author of 17 books that have sold over 2 million cop~es 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 11:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuema]l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                    and I am presently a sophomore in high school playing for                      , a nalionally co,npetitive GU16 premier 
soccer team. Ivly primau position for our team is fom-ard wing. I have played the same position on the team since joining and have also played midfield. 
I am writing to you to gather information abont difl}mnt colleges and I wonld like to learn morn about your school(academics, ,soccer and campus life). I plan on 
majoring in Pre- Law. I have already visited your campns and I have really fell in love with UNC Chapel Hill. My club coach, is helping each of us get 
organized in the college process and he wants ns to let each college coach know that he is available by telephone at or email al ~gmail.com 
anytime to discuss my abilities as a player. 
I will be participating in the events below and would love for you to come watch me play. 

Any information you can provide me about your school and your soccer program is greatly appreciated. 

Sincerely, 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 11:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~ya]~oo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <auson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" ~<tucaac@uuc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am here in       NC, playing with my                 team. We are doing very well and I am very much hoping 
you will come to see me play tomorrow. 
I am not looking for scholarship money, I am looking to play for the one of the best teams in the country. I am fast, hard 
working, and ready to be coached by you. 
P~ease do come to see me this weekend. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 11:04 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL Update- 

From: @optonline.nel~~ 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 

CC:            ~hom~a]l.com 

Hi Coach Dorance, 

Due to bad ~veather that is supposed to be coming in on Sunday, nay game 
that was originally scheduled for Sunday has been rescheduled for a 
5:20pm kickoff at NCSU Wolfpack Soccer Training Center Field 4 The 
address for this field is 430 2vlorrill Dr Raleigh NCI 27606 

I hope you can still make it! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 11:20 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NCAA Interpretation: "Friend" or "Follow" Requests 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NCAA Interpretation: "Friend" or "Follow" Reqnests 

From: "Va~gelder, Mamielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu~ 

To: I, INCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches~)~roups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu-~ 

CC: "Markos, La~ce M" <markos@email.unc.edu-~,                       @emaJl.unc.edu>,"Timmermans, Tom" <timmermans@unc.edu>,"Strassner, Rachel" 
<rstrassne@unc.edu>,"Ballen, M~mtina K" <mballen(~unc.edu>,"t3eale, Michael" <inichaelbeale@unc.edu>,"Best, Kevin S." <kbes%~unc.edu>,"Bitting, Angelyn S" 

<abitting@unc.edu>,"Bmnner, John F" ~lohn Bmnne@unc.edw,,"Bnnting, Mike" <mbunting@nnc.edu>,"Cleary, Kenneth Eugene" <kclemy@nnc.edu>,"Creech, 

Kmlton W" <kcreech@unc.edu>,"Culler, Ellen B" <eculle@unc.edu>,"Cunninghain, Bubba" <bubl~ac@ema]l.unc.edu>,"G~2llo, Jr., L~mi?!. A." 

<athgallo@unc.edu>,"Gwaltney, Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edu>,"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edtc,,"Johnson, Shelley H" < shelljo@unc.edu>,"Kirschner, Steve" 

<stevekii~chne@unc.edu>,"Lm~e, Cricket" <cricke@unc.edtc,,"Miller. Beth" <bethmille@unc.edu>,"Perldns, Michael" <mperkins@unc.edn>,"Pogge, Paul" 

<ppogge@unc.edtc,,"Robinson, Kevin T" <krob@unc.edu;,"Sabo, Tim" <tsabo@email.unc.edu>,"Steinbacher. Rick" <rick@unc.edtc, 

Good Morning- 

Please see the NCAA Staff Interpretation below we received yesterday regarding the initiation of acceptance of "friend" or "follow" requests through social 

networking sites. As is noted below, it is now permissible to do so prior to the first date electronic correspondence may be sent provided there is no modification 

of the auto-notification and no additional communication is included. 

Let us know if you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

interpretation: 

The academic and membership affairs staff determined that an institutional staff member is permitted to initiate or accept a "friend" or "follow" request to a 

prospective student-athlete (or his or her parents or legal guardians) through a social networking site at any time, including prior to the first permissible date to 

send electronic correspondence, even if the social networking website sends an automatically-generated electronic notification (e.g., email, text message, push 

notification), provided the staff member does not modify the automatically-generated electronic notification and no additional communication is included. 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 11:27 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

I am                I am a 13 year old 8th grader. I went to your week of Jr. Elite Can~p - Session II. I learned the way you teach the girls how to preforn~ there 
skills. Competition is one of the best parts about soccer and your team strictly forces how to compete. The way you train and show how to compete makes me realize 

how much more the game. I’m veu interes~ted in your school. Thank you. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 11:28 AM 

Barfinger, Tamara Patterson ~ffamara Baninge@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu> 

Re: Speaking to MAC program 

I never know what I should ~pe as well. 

Se~t.~°om my Verizou IVire[ess 4G L)"E DROLL) 

"Barringer, Tamaya" <Tamara Barringe@kenan-flagler.anc.edu-~ wrote: 

I would say 1ol, but my son says no one says that may more. 

Tan~a~a 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Dec 5, 2013, at 5:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an,_~n(?~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Sorry _,. there should not have bee~ a .?. there .... 

From: Barringer, Tamara [maflto:Tamara Barrinqer@kenan41acller,unc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 4:57 PM 
"ro: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Speaking to MAC program 

Indeed. I was only questionin~ the ? mark after February 7. I’ll keep my fin~ers crossed that all will ~o as planned. 

Thank you for your support of U NC MAC 

Tamara 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <.a__n_.s_ .o_n__~_e_._m_._aj_[:..u_n_c_:_e_.d__~).> 

Date: Thursday, December 5, 20:13 4:!5 PM 

To: KFBS Admin <tamara barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Speaking to MAC program 

From: Barringer, Tamara [mailto:Tamara Barring__e__r__@_k___e__n___a__n__:_fJ_a__g!__e_E:_u__[)_c__&(_!_u_] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 11:39 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject," Re: Speaking to MAC program 

Is that a finn February 7? 

Tamara Bazrringer 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 5, 2013, at 10:19 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV ansonqa)emafl a~nc.edu~> wrote. 

From: Barringer, Tamara [mailto:Tamara Barring__e_r_@__k_e_n___a__0_:_f_!_a__gJ__e_r_:_u__t)__c_:_e_.__d_u_] 
Sent: Thursday, December 0S, 2013 1:$2 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: Re: Speaking to MAC program 

Hello Anson: 

You are undeniably the most interes~ting and thought provoking speaker that has presented to the UNC Master of Accounting Class. I am 

hopeful that you will return once again and share your reflections on the differences in coaching men and women. Would you be available any 

of the following Fridays: 



January 10, 17 

Febmary~ 7, or 14. 

As last year, the class begins at 8:30 A.M.. Adelaide Gay, tny former student and your former player~ may be in the audience that day. :) 

I aJn hopeful that one of these dates will work for you. If more than one date will work, please let me know-. Since I am working on the syllabus, 
I look forward to heaa-ing from you very" soon. 

With wam~ regards, 

Tamara Barringer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 11:30 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: - Centerbacl~Forward - Surf Cup Schedule and Video Link 

Soccer Resume 12-2.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Centerback!Forward ¯ Surf Cup Schedule and Video [,ink 

Fm~ ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albe~ A IV" <m~son,~em~fil.unc.edu> 
CC: "Ducax, Chris" <~tucax@unc.edu>,"P~lladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacma~@unc.edu> 

Coach A~son~ 

You might remember me, I am a 5’10", 150 lb. junior Centerback/Fon~ar~t from High School in and will graduate in June 

I I~ave attached my resume and here is my video-~ 

I will be at the CASlL in Raleigh~ NC this week with my team. My jersey is md here is my schedule: 

Thanks, 

On Fri,.          at 10:58 AM,                          ~)gmaJl.co~n> wrote: 
Hi Coach Anson, 

You might remember me, I am a 5’10", 150 lb. rising junior Centerback/Forward from 
graduate in 3une 
I have attached my resume and here is my video-" 

I will be at the Surf Cup Tournament in San Diego next week with my 

High School in 

team. Here is my schedule: 

tnd will 

If you have any questions or would like to get in touch with me, you can contact my FC United Coaches, 



or 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 3L3L:30 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL Girl’s College Showcase 

Sent ~;,om my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL Girl’s College Showcase 

From: _~hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance. My name is 

the t and a starter on 

and I am currently a sophomore at            School in               I am starting center midfield and captain for 
High School’s Varsity team. I am playing this weekend at the CASL Girl’s College Showcase in the Under 16 Girls 

As the daughter of a UNC Alumnus, I am definitely ’q’ar Heel born, Tar Heel bred, and when I die I’ll be Tar Heel dead." I attended the UNC soccer camp as a rising freshman 
and was chosen to play in the exhibition match against the UNC team. It was one of the highlights of my soccer career! 

Although you are not listed as planning on attending this tournament, I would really appreciate you taking the time to come to one of my games this weekend and watching 
me play. Here is my schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 11:35 AM 

Christian Lavers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

Re: NSCAA Panel 

I am excited as well!! 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L2~ LLDtOIL) 

Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> wrote: 

Anson, Randy, andJim: 

Thank you so much for being a part of the panel at the NSCAA Convention this January. I am really excited about getting you all together - it is rare to get people 

with so much experience and accomplishment around one table to share ideas. I think we will have a really great discussion that will be entertaining and 

informative to a lot of people. As you know, the topic of the panel is "Modern Issues in Female Player Development - From Youth to Professional." We may be 

looking to add 1 more person to the panel, and if so I will let you know as soon as identified. 

In my mind, the discussion can range around any or all of the following topics: 

1) The current state of the women’s game in the US (comparisons to the past or to different countries may be relevant) at different ages 

2) Changes in the women’s game over the past 5-10 years ... Tech / Tact / Phys / Psy / Other 

3) Areas where you have seen great progress and improvement in the game 

4) Areas where you see a need for change, improvement or added focus in the future based on what you see in the players at different levels 

5) Attributes that make players successful as they go "up the ladder" from youth, to college, to professional, to national team 

6) Coaching today and tomorrow’s elite female athletes -what does it require? what is different? Pathways for aspiring coaches, etc. 

7) Where do you see the game going in the next 5-10 years 

8) What makes you successful in your own coaching, at the level you are coaching, and looking back what would you do differently or change, if anything? 

These are just preliminary thoughts. If you have thoughts or topics you would like to add to this list, or topics you think should be removed, please send them to 

everyone. If you have questions that you think would be great discussion starters, also send them. After I get all of your thoughts, I will put together a draft list of 

questions to circulate for everyone to look at and suggest additions, changes, etc. I think that will be the best way to allow everyone to be comfortable and able to 

provide great thought and discussion. 

Thanks again for your help and participation in this[ 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 11:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: aational team 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: national team 

From: ~aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A iV" <anson@emaJd.unc.edu-* 
CC: 

Graduation Year: 

Position: Midfielder 

Club Name: 

Region: 

City: Plantation 

State: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV q’O~JNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORIL~d~CE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 11:37 AM 

bill palladino ~      ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Anion, don’t miss out - here’s your camp marketing gnide. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Anson, don’t miss out - here’s your camp marketing guide. 

Frown: ACTIVE Camps & Classes <info@go.activenet-a, ork.com > 

To: "Do~rm~ce, Albert A IV" <anson~!e~naJl.unc.edu:> 
CC: 



spend the same o~’ more on Camps. Th~t:s good 

Here’s what you’ll discover: 

W~ere delivering e×ce~e~ce m~tters most 
Tips ie,~’ geiting socia~ ~’~edia to acluaiiy worl,t ie,~’ you 
\~,~h~IS~ ¢i’itical to do now 

At ACTIVE Hetwork~ we’re p~ssion;~te about suppoding c~mps. O~l- oniine reg~str~t~on & 

~Nan~ to ~ind ot~t more? R~b( ~.~o~..t mere 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 11:38 AM 

.la~n Sisneros ~gma~l.com> 

Fwd: Let’s Celebrate! Get Our Sports Video Analysis App Now for Only $.99! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Let’s Celebrate! Get Onr Sports Video Analysis App Now for Only $.99! 

From: Dardish USA <u~daxttish.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

To CELEBRATE THE HOLIDAY SEASON:DARTFISH EXPRESS FOR JUST $.99!! 

Anson 

Dartfish, which was used by over 40% of the medal winners at the London Olympic Games, has always been providing 
video analysis solutions to the world’s leading sports teams. 

We now have an award winning video analysis app for IOS devices that is perfectly suited for all sports programs. It was 
featured by Apple in their keynote introduction to the ipad 5 and won the Tabby Award for best worldwide tablet app in 
the Sport and Fitness category. 

GET BETTER ON THE SPOT 
by quickly identifying areas of improvement. 

¯ RECORD videos using your iPhone or iPad’s built-in camera. 
¯ IHPORT them from your camera roll or from any app, including email. 
¯ Replay the video FRAME-BY-FRAME or play it in SLOW MOTION. 
¯ ZOOH into the video. 

ADD ¥OIJR EXPERT VIEW 
to your video by using powerful analysis tools. 

Use DRAWINGS, LABELS, ANIHATED ARROWS and ANGLES to underline what the video reveals. 
Ensure that what is learned is not forgotten - share your opinion using VOICE or TEXT NOTES. 
Breakdown your video with STILL SHOTS you can share without sending the whole video. 
LABEL your videos and your still shots using your own Glossary. 



SHARE YOUR ANALYSES 
online with the people you choose. 

Create your FREE dartfish.tv channel straight from the app and PUBLZSH your enriched videos. 
SHARE your analyses via FACEBOOI(, TWTTTER or by EI~IAIL with the people of your choice. 
PRESENT the result of your video analysis work in FULL SCREEN. 
DOWNLOAD content from around the world into the app for presentation and off-line use. 

Get started with Dartfish right now and start using it today. See a demonstration of it hare. 

:’-.::::@:: iContact - Try It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 11:39 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: LATINO/HISP?d1IC STUDENT-ATHLETES NEEDED FOR RESEARCH STUDY 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizon lVireie,~s 4G LT~ DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: LAT1NO/HISPANIC STUDENT-ATHLETES NEEDED FOR RESEARCIt STUDY 

From: Manuel Silva <manuel.silva@cgu.edu-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach, 
I would be grateful if you could forward this research invitation to all your Latino/Hispanic student-athletes. If you have already forwarded this 
invitation, thank you very much for doing this and please accept my apologies for sending this reminder. Manuel Silva, Doctoral Student at 
Claremont Graduate University. 

Participants Needed for Research Study 
Online survey about Latinos/Hispanics in intercollegiate athletics 

We are recruiting participants to examine the participation of Latino/Hispanic student-athletes in college sports, through an online survey. The 
survey will take about 15 minutes. 

To participate, you must: 
1 ) be a college student (undergraduate/graduate), 18 years or older, 
2) be from LatinoiHispanic background, and 
3) be a student-athlete participating in Division I intercollegiate athletic& 
Participation in this study is completely anonymous and involves answering online survey questions. 
If you are interested in participation, please click on this link 
.h--t-1p-~s--:~L-~-g-u-~-~--~---1-~-u--a--~t--r-L~-~s--~-~---~-~-m--L&E--~--?---s--LD---=-~-s--y--d-~4---Q---L-~-----4---k-p--7--~-E-~-P---T--N~ 
to take the survey. If you have any questions, please email us: 
Investigators: 
Manuel Silva (Doctoral Student): manuel.silva@cgu.edu 
David Drew, Ph. D (Faculty Advisor): david.drew@cgu.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 11:39 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Excalibur Girls HS Soccer Tournament-- Dec. 26-28 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Excalibur Girls HS Soccer Tournament-- Dec. 26-28 

From: excali bur~cal@aoL corn 
To: 

CC: 

CAL BUR 
VARSITY GIRLS SOCCER TOURNAN4ENT 2013 

Greetings Coach: 

,Just THREE WEEKS to go before the 24th Annual Excalibur Varsity Girls High School Soccer Tournament. We hope you can attend. (If you have already told us you ar~ 

coming, thanks and sorry for another email!) EXCALIBUR 2013 will be held on December 26-28 at Foothill High School in the heart of Orange County, in Santa Ana, California 

(close to the 5, 55 and 22 freeways). The first of our 61 games will start at 8:00 am on Thursday the 26tga. We are in the process of seeding teams (awaiting results from the firs~ 

week or so of games) bcfore ammuncing the full schedule. 

EXCALIBUR is known to be the best Girls High School Varsity Soccer Tournament in the West. Excalibur is known for offering the highest quality competition, efficient 

management, and high visibility to college scouting. The teams in this year’s 32-team, invitation-only field -- with teams from Orange County, LA County, San Diego 

County, Northern California, Central California, Arizona, and ttawaii -- have been specially selected in order to assure you’ll see extremely competitive, high quality 

soccer. Eight of these premier high school teams will be playing at an?, one time on four nearl~ a4ioining fields: 

Scherzi 
Buena High School 

Canyon High School 

Canyon High School 

Capistrano Valley High School 

Cathedral Catholic High School 

Chaminade College Preparatory School 

Coronado Hi_gh School 

Edison High School 

Esperanza High School 

Foothill High School 

Heritage High School 

Iolani High School 

Liberty Hi_gh School 

Long Beach Poly High School 

Long Beach Wilson High School 

Los Alamitos High School 

Los Osos High School 

Mater Dei High School 

Mission Viejo High School 

Notre Dame High School 

Oran_ge Lutheran High School 

Redondo Union High School 

San Clemente Hi_gh School 

Santa Margarita High School 

Santa Ynez Valley High School 

Stockdale High School 
Temecula Valley High School 

Tesoro High School 

Trabuco Hills High School 

Westview High School 

Xavier College Preparatory School 

Yorba Linda High School 

Ventura, CA 

Anaheim, CA 

Canyon Country, CA 

Mission Viejo, CA 

San Diego, CA 

West Hills, CA 

Coronado, CA 

Huntington Beach, CA 

Anaheim, CA 

Santa Ana, CA 

Brentwood, CA 

Honolulu, HI 

Bakersfield, CA 

Long Beach, CA 

Long Beach, CA 

Los Alamitos, CA 

Rancho Cucamon_ga, CA 

Santa Ana, CA 

Mission Viejo, CA 

Sherman Oaks, CA 

Orange, CA 

Redondo Beach, CA 

San Cleme~e, CA 

Rancho Santa Margarita, CA 

Santa Ynez, CA 

Bakersfield, CA 

Temecula, CA 

Las Flores, CA 

Mission Viejo, CA 

San Diego, CA 

Phoenix, AZ 

Yorba Linda, CA 

If you are planning on attending and did not respond to our prior email (or didn’t receive it), if you have a moment drop us a return email to assist us with planning. ~Vhether or 

not you have a chance to email us, we hope you can make it. When you get to the fields, just check in at the central headquarters tent. 
Sincerely, Rex Recves Excalibur Tournament Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 11:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL showcase 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

My name is           I got to the           school with a GPA of 3.2. I cmrently play on the state team and with the                          We recently 

went to WAGS tournament only tied one game and won the other two. rm veD~ interested in University of North Carolina and its soccer program. Here is my schedule 

for CASL and my jersey number is I play forward and outside mid. 

Sent from Yohoo Moil for iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 11:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CASL Tournaxnent 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CASL Tournament 

From: ~yahoo.corn> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@ernail.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" ~<tucax@unc.edu~ 
CC: 

Hi Coaches Dorrance and Ducar, 
Hope all is well. I just wanted to follow up on my previous email about the CASL Tournament this weekend. I am attending the tournament with my 
team,                     I am a goalkeeper and I am I am one of two goalkeepers on my team, so I will be playing one half of each game. 
I would love it if you or one of your staff members could come see me play. My game times and locations are as follows: 

My coach is also copied on this email. For any questions you ~qay have, you can reach him at 
Thank you so much! Hope to see you there! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 11:42 AM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject 

From: [@ssnmnerical.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-* 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

This is from the and I’m a 5’5" 
I’m writing to learn more about the opportunity to play soccer at University of North Carolina. 

Below is a link to my online profile, which includes player video & academic transcripts," 

Grad) Forward/Outside MidfieldiOutside Back and 

Some of the key information you’ll find on my profile: 

Playoffs & Finals 

Finals A Top 16 ( 

Will be 3x Varsity Starter 

Coach Dorrance, please contact me at your earliest convenience if you feel I can be an asset to your team. Thank you for taking time to view my 
information and I hope to hear from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

If you no longer wish to receive our ema~ls, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe 

Student-Athlete Showcase (SAS) 

6210 E. Thomas Rd., Suite 209 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

United States 

(800) 919-0902 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, December 7, 2013 6:34 PM 

Tony Englund ~yahoo.com> 

Re: Fo~nthcoming 1 vs. 1 Book from World Class Coaching by Tony Englund - Write Foreword? 

Love to ... 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizon tl%eie,~s 4G L2~ L)?tOIL) 

Tony Englund < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 
Mike Saif at World Class Coaching shared your email address with me so that I oould inquire as to whether you might be willing to write a brief 

Foreword to my forthcoming booktitled The Art of the Due!: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training. 
This will be my eighth coaching book and Jeff Tipping, Randy Waldrum and Tony Sanneh have all written Forewords to previous volumes. My last 
book, Style and Domination: A Tactical Analysis of FC Barcelona sold copies in more than thirty countries and was World Class Coaching’s 
best-selling book of 2012. 
I would be honored if you would consider introducing the 1 vs. 1 book for a number of reasons. First, your teaching and writing have dramatically 
influenced my understanding of the game (you were my group instructor at the Premier Diploma in 1999) and the importance of 1 vs. 1 play, and 
your players remain the preeminent duelers in the women’s college game. Second, I think this is an important and timely topic, as American soccer 
continues to define its identity. What balance are we striking (if we are) between sophisticated team organization and nurturing the take-on artist? I 
think your thoughts on this subject would be fascinating and instructive for American coaches. The book essentially argues that amidst all of the 
discussions of systems and our emphasis on evolving our ability to possess the ball, we would do well to also increase our efforts to improve our 
players’ ability to duel, as the take-on artist remains a critical component of successful, well-organized teams. The book provides 50 distinctive 1 
vs. 1 environments, many variations and instruction in key concepts on both sides of the ball. 
I have attached the completed manuscript of the book. I have included you on the title page (and your name would be on the cover as well), in the 
Acknowledgements, and left a space in the Word document for you to add the Foreword if you are willing to contribute. I want to emphasize that I 
was not being presumptuous regarding your willingness to chime in, but wanted you to see the finished copy as it will appear. If you would prefer 
to write in another format, even in the body of an email, that would work just as well. 
I have promised Mike to have the completed manuscript to him by the end of the calendar year, but will work with you on timing if that’s a concern. 
Either way, thank you for the inspiration you have provided me as a coach, writer and person and congrats on all of your achievements at UNC 
and with US Soccer. 
Please let me know that you have received this email with the manuscript attached and whether you are willing to write the Foreword. 
Happy Holidays. 
Tony Englund 
St Croix Soccer Club 
St. Paul, MN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 6:34 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:                     Interested in University of Norfl~ Carolina Soccer 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Interested in University of North Carolina Soccer 

From          ~comcast.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducam@unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I currently play for the Girls ECNL soccer team from I am writing to 

you because of my interest in playing soccer at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. 
I had the opportunity to see your team play games many times this season on the Internet and on TV and I think I would be a good fit for your 

program. Your soccer success and fine academics are what interest me the most in North Carolina. I’ve visited the campus twice and thought that 
it would be a good place to spend my college years. 

My              team will be competing at the ECNL       event in                       My jersey number is ; our team colors are 
red and white, have attached my game schedule for this event below. If you can find time to come and watch me play, that would be great. 

I will graduate in High School in 
major. 

I have added links to my profile pages on ECNL and Top Drawer Soccer below. 

ECNL profile page- 

Top Drawer Soccer. 
Thanks for your consideration. 

At this ;dme I am undecided regarding my intended 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 6:43 PM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com>; ~emaJl.uuc.edu> 

Re: 

Vicki, 
(and strength). In fact I would be veo’ surprised if she and 

I will copy ,ny trainer on this to give you ,nore detail. I think you will be shocked at her speed 
were not # 1 and #2 on most rosters in the NWSL in speed as well. 

Vicld Lintou <vickilimon@bayareabreeze.com~ wrote: 

Au~)n 

Can you tell me what injuries 

Thanks 

Vicki 

battled with a~d where she is at present with them? 

On at 8:17 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <.anson@emml.unc.e& wrote 

Will do! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> wrote: 

Please pass on my interest to her. 

Thanks 

Vicki Linton 
Head Coach 
Bay Area Breeze 

> On at 5:08 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Vicki, 
> 

> might end up the two fastest players in your league (you will be shocked at the speed of both). I would play 
2-3-1 and at left back. would not do as well in a central position and I do feel her future is in the back at the next level. 

> ---Original Message--- 
> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton(~.bayareabreeze.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 7:53 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 
> 

> Anson 
> 

> I could be interested, really has speed? Wow! I can see that she is a clever type of player. It is likely that we will play 1-4-2-3-1. I am not too 
sure where she would fit in that type of system. I don’t think she is the winger, as you say it would probably be as an outside back. It could even be as the 
(attacking mid). 
> 

> 

>> On , at 3:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Vicki, 
>> 

>> Would you be interested in ’ Similar speed with could play outside back or flank midfield. Played with the US U-20’s in the 
20 World Cup. ,. I think this kid is a sleeper. Her 
best soccer is ahead of her. She was a four year starter for me, mostly at flank midfield in a 1-3-4-3. She knows the game and will be a coach one day. 
>> 

>> .... Original Message .... 
>> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton(~,,bayamabreeze.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 6:15 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 

at right back in the 1-4- 



>> Thanks Anson 

>> Vicki Linton 
>> Head Coach 
>> Bay Area Breeze 

>>> On 
>>> 

>>> Vicki, 
>>> 

>>> is fine, thank you for your concern. I like 
our 1-4-2-3-1. 

>>> I will copy her on this for her to follow up!! 
>>> 

>>> All the best and thank you for your interest in one of our kids. 
>>> 

>>> ---Original Message--- 
>>> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
>>> Sent: Monday~ 11:06 PM 
>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: Bay Area Breeze 

>>> Hi Anson 

at 2:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

¯ You will be shocked at how fast she is!!! She also ended up our assist leader going forward out of 

>>> Thanks 
>>> 

>>> Vicki 
> 

> 

>>> Tough loss on Saturday¯ It was a shame to see the game end as it did. I hope 
>>> 

>>> I just wanted to touch base regarding next summer. I presume a number of your seniors will nominate for the NWSL draft and will be under high 
consideration. 
>>> However, I want to express an interest, particularly in                What are your thoughts on her? 
>>> Would you mind letting her know that I would be interested in having her at the Breeze if that would be an option that would suit her¯? 
>>> 

>>> We start training in April and the season runs May through to July. 
>>> We provide housing (including utilities) in apartments and pay our players (minimum wage last year was $1000 per month). 
>>> Northern California is also a great place to live! 
>>> 

>>> Sorry to bother you this week but I am starting to get enquires from others and want to know where I might stand with certain players that I have scouted. 
>>> 

>>> Let me know if you have any other questions. Also, I will be over in Cary for the College Cup this weekend. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 6:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Recruiting Profile.doc 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: .~yahoo.com> 
To: "Dor~ance. Albert A W" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"P~Jladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" <ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Dorance. 
My name is and I am the goalkeeper for High School and I also play midfielder, defense, and 
forward. I am interested in the possibility of attending and playing for North Carolina. I attached my player profile for you. I would love to talk to you 
and the other coaches if possible. Thank you very much for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTSiCN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,               6:47 PM 

Ducat, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

.pdf; ATT00001 .htm 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: 

From: ’ ~gmail.com> 

To: "Do~wance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC:                        ~gmail.com> 

Dear Coach Anson, 

Thaanks for coming to our game. 

I have attached our electronic team roster document. 

~aol.com> 

Best re~ards. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)"CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday,               6:50 PM 

Ducat, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu~ 

Fwd 

U 17.pdf; ATT00001 .ht~n 

........ Original Mes~sa~e ........ 

Subject: Fwd: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Do~rance, Albe~t A IV" <m~son.~em~l.uuc.edu> 
CC:                        ~gm~l.com> 

Dear Coach Anson, 

Thanks for coming to our game. 

I have attached our electronic team roster document. 

~aol.com> 

Best regards, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12/9/2013 4:10:56 PM 

Christian Lavers (clavers@usclubsoccer.org) [clavers@usclubsoccer.org]; Christian Lavers 

(clavers@fcwisconsineclipse.com) [clavers@fcwisconsineclipse.com] 

FW: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Christian, 

We are very big on Futsal here for Player Development. If you think this has vak~e for your ECNL coaches please send 

this out, Claudio played for the Brazillian U-20’s back in the day. He is a professor here and this is one of his contacts in 

Brazil who apparently is one of the best° The three day seminar will show how your investment in FutsaJ will help your 

outdoor 8arne improvement. Since this is next week, if you like it, do not delay in sendin8 it out. 

All the best, my friend° 

(As I told BJ Snow last night: I think you, BJ Snow and Damon Nahas are the future for US girls/women’s player 

development and I will send all three of you anything that strikes me. I am an old man now and you guys are making a 

difference and must carry the flame for US international women’s soccer hegemony.} 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:54 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Ansen, 

Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks again for everything. 

Have a great evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 



Email: daudio@email,unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

think that has a better chance!! 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday) and drop 

the price to a 5100-150? If you agree I can revise the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can 

even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 



I will send this to my colleagues in the ACC and in the local clubs and the coaches that come to my team camp° I think it 

would be better as a two or a three day camp at a lower price. For the average American coach time is the big issue at 

this time of year (plus the short notice). 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Brazilian Soccer Course 

Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course 

information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you 

feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward to learning more about 

this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me know if 

you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the 

course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11 : 14 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;       ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edn 

I~W: Thank you for aJl your updates and news from our side 

Chris, 
Cai~ we get a real lii~e on her? And if we do not want her let’s follow 

I=~om,, 
Sent: Thursday :t2:58 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
S~b~ect: Thank you for all your updates and news from our side 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
With great appreciation      has received your letters with all the great information and the success fftories of your team.      continnes to be very interested in 

joining your team, and we hope that there is an interest on your side as well, as is veD~ impressed not only ruth the achievements, bnt even more so with the 

strategic plan behind playing soccer. 

At this point, has been registered in the NCAA Eligibili~ Center and is working ve~ hard athletically (she is in thll training) and academically, as she is prepaying 

tbr the BIG exam ( , which is coming up, comparable to your SAT exams, only that they are administered at school and are also the high school 

leaving exam and university entrance exam at the ~me time mad a major event in everyone’s lit~ here in parents and students. 

ttowever, there is news concerning the Game Elite Round, where with the team qualified tbr the next 
round. The games will take ~lace from in the will be playing The games for the team 

will be taking place on I will update you once the exact place has been determined. Perhaps yon might have a chance to come and 

watch. This would be really great! 

Wishing yon aJl the best and we very much appreciate your continued interes~t, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 9, 2013 11:48 AM 

Blackburn, Tem <TBlackburn@vwstores.com> 

RE: Speech to the Troops 

George, 

That will workH 

What time is best for you? And where? 

From-" Blackburn, Tern [mailto:TBlackburn@vwstores.com] 
Sent-" Friday, December 06, 2013 10:04 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Speech to the Troops 

Anson, 

How would March 24-26 work? Particularly March 2.5. 

I know you always have a press of things going on, so if this is actually a difficulty for the time being, I hope you know ] will understand and would not want you to 

do this unless it is altogether convenient for you. 

G. Temple[on Blackburn, ]l 

St. Vice; Pr~.’sid~mt, G~.~n~;ral Goun.<;el 

(252)430-.2020 
Fax (252)430-2022 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a__i_[t___o_;__a__n___s__o___n__~__e___m__M=_u__t~__c__=_e_~!_u_.] 
$ent-" Thursday, December 05, 2013 10:51 AN 

Te." Blackburn, Tern 
1::¢: M’Liss Dorrance ( _ _m_ _ _d_ _ _o_ _r_ ca_ _n_ _ _c_ _@_ _d_ _ _u_ _ _k_ _e_ =e_ ~ _u_ ) 
Subje¢t: RE: Speech to the Troops 

George, 

I would love [o BUT that is UNC spring break and I usualIy try to go on some foreign junke[ ..... is ther’e any other week I can do this? 

Froro: Blackburn, Tem [mailto:TBlackbum@vwstores.coml 
Sent-" Thursday, December 05, 2013 9:3~ AP1 

Te-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubjeCt-" Speech to the Troops 

Anson, 

Any chance you can speak to our District Managers at their spring meeting any morning, afternoon or evening March 10, 11 or 127 

I told our Chief Operating Officer, Wilson Sawyer, about your observations as to the different approaches in coaching women vs. men and how this was relevant to 

management! personnel in our stores which are staffed about 72% women and are managed (store managers and assistant managers) 72% women. He was very 

interested and asked if it were possible that you could come educate our District Managers (probably 90% men) about this issue. 

Also, let me know when is good for your schedule for me to come take you and M’Liss to dinner or lunch sometime soon. 

All the best, 

George 

G. Templeton Blackburn, II 

St. Vice President, General Counsel 
Variety Wholesalers, Inc. 

(252)430-2020 
Fax (252)430-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 11:52 AM 

@ .com> 

~live.unc.edt~- 

RE: Wow!, i wins CLASS awmd 

I arn very proud ot: her!! 

From:                    .com] 
Sent-" Friday, December 06, 2013 12:21 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Wow! wins CLASS award 

Anson: 

What’s so great about this is her recognition of her teammate’s character .... 

Thanks for this standard, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_._qs__o__q ._@__e_ .m__~_!]_._u__n_.c_=.e_d__u_.> 

Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 4:46 PM 

To: 

Subject: RE: .......... .y - Family Coming to Syracuse Game on Oct. 17 

Thank you c. a . ,Aew:, you are very kind!} 

From; 5                   ’__@_ _=_.c_p_t_n.] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 30, 2013 3:24 PN 

To; Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject," RE: Daughters - S - Family Coming to Syracuse Game on Oct. 17 

Anson/Chris: 

Thanks so much for having ~ pre-game and for the girls displaying their high character to my kids after the 

game .... 

We’ve all voted for ~ i to win the CLASS award, and I understand from visiting with Jim Heavner during the game, that  has her sights set on 

Stanford Medical School....my kids are very fortunate to have such role models! 

Added benefit this year for my twin boys was spending a few minutes in McCaskill with Coach Somoano and a handful of Men’s players. 

As Chris scours the landscape for future Tar Heels and was helpful in my family’s identifying top notch D.C. area clubs, I’m passing along info. below on 2 

FC Virginia ECNL 98 players that happen to be the daughters of Kurt Gordon, the FC Virginia coach for my Ava. Kurt has coached a majority of the talent 

currently playing on FC Virginia 97-04. 

I’m not the scout, but am always keen to keep ’our’ program at the top 

All the best, 

 



From:  

Sent: Friday, October 04, 2013 5:40 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Daughters  , - Family Coming to Syracuse Game on Oct. 17 

Thanks to both of you....Chris-rll connect with you soon. 

 

 

On Oct 4, 2013, at 5:33 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <._d_ .u_c_.a__r__@._u__n_ .c_: .e_d__u.> wrote: 

 

Calf me a few days before the event and we’ll make it happen. 

Chris 

I~r~m,¯ Dorrance, Albert A 
Sent; Friday, October 04, 2013 5:28 PM 
To-"  

¢c: Ducat, Chris; 3ason S~sneros 
S~bject: RE: Daugh~rs -  Family Coming to Syracuse Game on Oct. 17 

 

~ am sure we can work someth~n~ out .._ I will copy Chris Ducat on this, he might turn ~1 over to Jason Sisneros~ 

We look forward to seeh~g you guys agah~. 

From=  [mailto: ] 
Se~t= Friday, October 04, 20~3 6:59 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A ~’ 
~= @aol.com 
S~bjeet~ FVV: Daughters -  - Family Coming to Syracuse Game on Oct. [7 

Coach Do~anc~ - ] sent ~is emai] to you o~] Sept. 26~ the day o[’the Pitt away game, so you probably didn’t catch 

Th~ girls ar~ excited about the Syracus~ ga~]e...w~ hop~ to h~ar b~k [~om you ~ to wh~th~r iB possible to provid~ them with a simil~z ~xp~fi~c~ ~) last 

year. ll’not, I do understand. 

Tha]l~ 

 

From:  

Sent: Thursday, September 26, 2013 9:44 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: Daughters- 

Coach Dorrance: 

Family Coming to Syracuse Game on Oct. 17 

Strong start to the season....terrible luck vs. the Irish and a real tough one @ FSU. Attached is a pic of the girls with one of our own, Robyn 
Gayle, after a Washington Spirit training session here in Leesburg, VA. 

Our family is coming to the Syracuse Game on Oct. 17 and we are hoping we might be able to get the experience we had last year, quick tour 

of McCaskill and sit-in the team’s pre-game locker room session? The kids talk about it often, so I hope the request isn’t to big!? Hopefully 

we’ll have  with us, as we are coming to the game with  (her uncle/aunt). 

Best to the girls today vs. Pitt! 

Thanks Coach .... 

 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <.a_._q.s__o_._n_.._@_._e_.m__..a_!.[: .u__q.c_:.e__d__u_.> 

Sent: Wednesday, July 03, 2013 1:20 PM 

To:  

Subject: RE: Daughters -  Northern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 

 

Thank you and all the bes~ ~o your girls[! ! 

[: -:~-£-~-E~] 
Sent; Wednesday, July 03, 20:[3 7:08 AN 

To." Ducat, Chris 
Ce; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Daughters - ~ - Northern Va. Coach/Club Recommendations? 

Chris: 

Thanks for your time and insights re: time spent on ECNL, ODP, high school recruiting efforts. You and the staff hauled in one H~EI.UVA 

recruiting class-congrats on keeping our Women’s Team dominant! 

I counted 8 ECNL players, 6 National Teamers, and the best player from the SEC and Region player {UGA transfer) 

http://www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=208570963. Good to see among those 



Virginia (ECNL-affiliated club). Gordon coached the u9-u12 girls who now make up ECNL’s best u14 team along with top nationally ranked u11, 

u12 teams. 

We’ve got great coaching, so its up to my girls to perform .... 

Again, thanks for advice and congrats on the recruiting effort!! 

Best, 

 

 

 

From:  

Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 3:09 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 

Subject: RE: Daughters -  - Northern Va. Coach/Club Recommendations? 

Thank you Chris. 

We currently have our u13g player training with 2 clubs that are ODP focused and 1 club ECNL focused. 
I’ll try you around 12 noon. 
Best, 

 

From: Ducar, Chris [_d___u__c___a__r_~_u__D__c__=_e__c_!_u_] 
Sent: Thursday, May 30, 2013 2:59 PM 
To:  
Subject: RE: Daughters -  - Northern Va. Coach/Club Recommendations? 

Please calf rT~e sometime to~T~orrow a[~d we ca[~ chat. 

From: .com] 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 4:14 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ducat, Chris 
Subject: RE: Daughters -  - Northern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 
Thanks Coach. 
Hi Chris: 
Your direction would be appreciated. We live in , Va. and have been playing in the Loudoun Soccer Club since the girls started. It’s a really big 
club and it generates a lot of $ through fielding as many teams as possible, diluting quality of coaching and subsequently play at certain age groups. A few D1 
players are coming through the ranks (i.e. Whitney Church @ Penn State - yes, one of the defenders torched by our girls in the Finals!), but seemingly a low % 
compared to other clubs. 
It~s an ODP affiliated club vs. US Soccer Dev. Academy, if that makes any difference. 
The girls can continue there, however options are important with a specific focus on the Coach versus the Club per the reasons below. 
Thanks greatly, 

 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, May 16, 2013 3:28 PM 
To:  
Cc: Ducat, Chris 
Subject: RE: Daughters -                - Northern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 

 

I would love to advise you but can’t. I wilt copy Chris Oucar on this. Ne is my point person in recruiting, and might have a d~rect~o~ for you. 

Yes, I love i        nose for the goal. She could be very special~ 

~mm= .com] 
Se~t= Thursday, May ~6, 2053 ~0:08 AM 

To:     !J_@_~[~9_9_~!; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject: ~: Daughter~ No~hern Va. Coach!Club Recommendations? 
Hi Coach Dorrance/Coach Palladino: 
I just got off of the phone with my buddy,  (copied here), and we were ~Iking about my girls and his niec.            and their soccer 
accomplishments. Sounds like       is a special player ..... 
Angela and I plan to bring the family to your Oct. 28 Syracuse game coupled with the Miami football game that evening. ] can’t count how many times my girls 
and ~in boys (u7 players) have watched all UNC soccer you tube videos and announced that they know the girls~ 
Sophia (u~3) and Ava (ug) have been playing travel soccer and are in the midst of Northern Va. Travel tWou~. Since UNC is our standard, I’m hoping you guys 
might have recommendations on the best coaches to play for in both age categories? We unders~nd there are no guarantees, however we are highly 
encouraged by both Sophia and Ava’s accomplishmen~ and view coaching as absolutely critical at this stage of their development. 
Are you guys able ~ recommend!provide any insight? 

Than~, 
 

com 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, ~lanuary 17, 2013 4:05 AM 
To:  
Subject: Re: Daughters -:                Ltending Boston College game 

Thanks for the note. Anson has been remarkable and we do not want to take their success for granted. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 



From: .com> 

Date: Saturday, December 8, 2012 11:26 AM 

To: Bubba Cunningham <bubbac@email.unc.edu> Anson Dorrance <.a_.n__s_..o_.n__@._.u__n_.c_~__a_=_u_.n_.c__..e__d_._u_> 

Cc: Holden Thorp <holden...thorp@unc.edu>, "Renner, Joy J" <Joy Renner@med.unc.edu>, "gwpall@aol.com" <gwpall@aoLcom> 

Subject: RE: Daughters -  attending Boston College game 

Plr. Cunningham: 
, Class of ’90, responding back to you after "our" 22nd National Championship! 

My soccer-playing and Tar Heel-loving daughters ...... , along with their soccer-playing and Tar Heel-loving 
(6), watched every second of every game possible following our Boston College experience. 
Seeing the team plow through disappointing losses to ultimately win the National Championship was simply spectular! 
Thanks to Coach Dorrance, Coach Palladino, and the girls for being such positive role models for my kids. As parents,, 

), and I appreciate such a display of excellence that our kids strive to replicate on the playing field and in the classroom. 

Best, 
 

From: Cunningham, Bubba [bubbac@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, October 11, 2012 3:40 PM 
To: Anson Dorrance 
C:c: Thorp, Holden; Renner, Joy 3:  
Subject: RE: Daughters                . attending Boston College game 

Dear Anson, 

Thank you very much for passing on the information from . What an exceptional way of talking about outstanding individuals who have 

brought great pride to the institution! 

I’m delighted that many people, in fact, most people, see the extreme value in intercollegiate athletics when done the right way, and I truly believe 

Carolina does it the right way. 

Thanks again. 

Bubba 

From: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson@uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 10, 2012 11:50 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba; Steve Lilley 
Cc 
Subject: RE: Daughters - ’ ~ttending B~ston Coll~ge gam~ " ~ 

 

you are very kind to share and document all this. ~ do love these kids and you can understand why. As UNC athletics gets bashed about by our "friends" at 

the News and Obser~,er it is nice to know that there are some things positive to report. 

Thank you for making my day! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 9~9 962 4~00 
> >> .com> 10/10/2012 12:42 AM > > > 

Coach Dorn~nce: 

The vicLory on the field v. BosLon College ~ast Thursday was only a part of the empowering expedence you made g~ossibb~ for my family 

The "C~rotina W~y" through the eyes o~: Sophia {11), De~a (10), and Ava (8) UHey: 

C~ach ~a~[ad[ne autographb~g "The MaR WaLching" and engaging each o[: Lhe ~rls ~n a discussion about their ~nteresLs (and yes for the 

record, Ava did have ~ goals to 3 goals for ~ddie Pope’s daughter h~ thek ~atest matchup); 

Your underclassmen exhibited the Carolina Way as I’m sure they see it repeatedly practiced by the upperclassmen, as 

see._,so impressive! 

Thanks Coach. 

 

 

 

 
Sent: Tuesday, October 02, 2012 3:~7 PM 

got to 



(:::c; bill palladino; Sander, Thomas; Dorrance, Albert 
Subject: RE: Daughters - attending Boston College game 

Thanks ~ 

Confirmed for that time. I haven’t been on campus since McCaskill was been built, but assume we’ll meet somewhere around there or Fetzer? 

The girls are stol~ed! My wifeiLheir mother went to BC, ao we are ~eaving her home,,, 

ConLac[ i~fo. is here. 

Best, 

 

 

 

~ ve unc edu] 
SeBt~ Tuesday, October 02, 20~2 ~2:08 PM 
To=  
¢¢= bill palladino; Sander Th~m~<’ ~r~mn~ Albe~ 
S~ject~ RE: Daughters. a~ending Boston College game 
Hello  
Not sure if anyone has been in contact with you yet but, my name                   ’, one of the head managers this yeah and I would be more than happy to take you 
and your family on a quick tour of ow facilities before the game. G eneral[y we like to have people there about 2 hours beJk~re the game before things sta~ to get hectic, if 
you could be there around 5:50-6:00 that would be great. Please let me know if this works Jk~r you and yow family and if anything changes please feel fi-ee to let me know 
Thank you again. 
Sincerely, 

From: Anson Dorrance [.a__t:1s_9__n___@__u__t:1c___a__a__:_u___n__c_=__e__d___u_] 
Sent; Monday, October 0J., 2012:11:J.6 AM 
To;  

Subject; Re: Daughters attending Boston College game 

, 
no problem. I will copy onr managers a~d see who ca~ meet you guys. 

All the best! 

Anson Dorrance 
Head Coach 
UNC Women’s Soccer 
w) 919-962-4100 

>~> c_9__n_!> 10/1/2012 1 l:l I AM >>> 

Hi Coach Dorrance: 

This is , U NC Class of ’90, reaching out to you. 

My family’s ties to UNC and Chapel Hill are deed lalum, married in Chapel Hill, lived there for :12 years). We are excited take a trip from our 

Leesburg, VA. home to give our 3 daughters,                     a guided tour of campus followed by attending the BC Game this Thursday. 

My daughter,  U-:13 , VA. Travel Soccer and Ava U-8  Development/Travel Soccer, are becoming accomplished 

players. 

Is it;ossible for the girls to get a brief introductio’n ~o you, Coa’ch Palladino, st~ff, and’{he ;occer facilities while we are visiting Thursday? I’m sure 

you receive many requests, so I understand if it’s not doable. 

Thanks in advance for your consideration. 

Go Heels! 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV o</O kFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday                 1:58 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Carlos Somoano (csomoano@uncaa.unc.edu); Somoano, Cmlos M <-~cso~noano@unc.edu> 

RE: Men’s ’I’ea~m 

Tom, 

Awesome! I will copy Carlos on this And, yes~ if you can send ~ bri iant girl over to stwdy English somewhere, we would certainly recruit her to join our women!! 

All the best[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom~tomsan.com] 

Sent: Saturda? 11:56 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sub3ect: Men’s Team 

Anson, 

I encouraged one of my Players to take a y ear off after High School to study English in the U.S. because I knew how good he was. lie more then l~ved up to my expectations and was 
selected NJCAA First Team All American after leading his Team to their first ever Conference Championship. tie has multiple Scholarship offers and I was wondering whether UNC Men’s 
Team would be interested’? tie was named best Athlete of the year for his current College and */;VP of the Conference. And the silly thing is, we have tons of Boys and (}irls this good in 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 
T3 Group 
Http://tomsan.com 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

Bec: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 9, 2013 2:09 PM 

Dolly Huntel @bell~uth.net> 

Pete Dorrance <Pete@chapelhillresmurantgroup.com >; M’Liss Dorrance (mdorranc@duke.edu) 

Subject: RE: UNC Women’s Soccer fan for 34 years 

DolIv, 

I wilt copy the players on this (I saw they did sign the t-shirt for him). I will also write him a note. 

Thank you for’ taking care o[: him. ,And yot~ and Pete afw~ys step l:orw~rd to he~p our tearn a~ every opportut~ity, ~ast n~gh~ was t~ot an except~on~ M’Liss d~d need a~l 

kinds of he~p and you guys stepped ~nto the breach~ Thank go~!~ 

F~m= Dolly Hunter [maJlto: ~bellsouth.net] 
Seat: Sunday, December 08, 2053 2:$2 PN 

Te; Dorrance, A[be~ A N 
Subject: UNC Women’s Soccer fan for 34 years 

Anson~ 

Can you please write a note to him thanking him for being a devoted fan? He is a great admirer of yours. Lowell was a gunner in the Air Force in World War II and 

lost his hearing from that. You can email the note as an attachment to Lynn: Ithecht@orangecountync. 

I’ll tell the team about Lowell tonight when asking for signatures. I just wanted you to be aware of Lowell and maybe you could remind your team how much the 

program they represent has inspired the community of Chapel Hill. 

Thanks, 

Dolly 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monda?                 2:44 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Is this striker? 

..... Original MessaRe ..... 

From: 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ducar, Chris; Ducar, Clwis; i 
Su~iect: 

@~lnail.com] 
4:19 PM 

Hey Anson, 
Thanks for coming out to our game yesterday! I was excited to see you on the sidelines in the Carolina blue. If vou~ have an?’ feedback regarding the way I plaved~ or ~vhat vou~ thought 

would love to hear it Looking forward to hearing back tlcom you 

Sent fi’um my iPhune 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Recruitment Letter 

Personal Data.docx 

From: _~zoominternet.net [mailt( 
Sent: Sunday, 4:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Recruitment Letter 

~zoominternet.net] 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 
My name is i and I am cnnenfly a sophomore at High School in For contact proposes, the school’s phone 

number is . I am in good academic standing, as shown by my being enrolled in honors level classes and currently holding a    3PA. I am also a 

member of the National Junior Honors Society, and plan on being part of the National Honors Society" during my junior and senior ?,ears. My extra curricular activities 

incln& playing the violin in the school omhestr~ playing sand and chumh league volleyball, aad participating in mud runs. 

As previonsly state& I go to      High School and play on the soccer team. Dnring my freshman year, I started eveU game, mainly playing center back but also 
moving up to center midfield and center fora,aM. At the end of my freshman season, I received a varsity, letter and the defensive MVP award. This past season I 
unlbrmnately suffered from a and was not able to play in any of the gmnes, but still attended M1 of the practices and games so that I could help the team in 
anyway that I could. The head coach is and his cell phone nnmber is and his email is ~ymail.com. 

I aJso belong to the U- 16 team at ~occerclubin My main position is center midfield, attacking or defending. The last two years my clnb team has 

As a player, I an~ naturally a right-footed shot. I would say that my greatest asset would be my vision on the field. I have the ability to anticipate and mad plays ahead 
of time, and mn able to nse this to make adjustments to play the ball in a way "that is beneficiaJ to my team. My second greatest asset would be my passing skills. As 
with all5’ soccer player, them is always morn lbr improvement. I mn passionate about the game and eager to learn/improve my skills as one of my goals is to have the 
opportunity to play at a Division I school. 

I did attend a camp at UNC around 3 years ago, but I have been unable to make it back for another one. While attending, I really enjoyed eveD~thing about the camp. 
Like most players, my strong point is not with my foot sldlls, so having the first session of the dab, focusing mos~tly on moves was very, beneficial for me. While I was at 
the camp, I happened to be on a team with                      We were partners tbr the chipping competition and made it to the final round but ended up not 
doing so well. Now that UNC is part of the ACC I finaJly get the chance to watch the team play when they come to I went to the game this year and was 
one of the few who worn Tar Heel colors. Attached is additional information. Thank you for yonr time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: . Recruit - Class of 

University NCLetter.docx 

From: Yahoo! Safety [mailto: _~sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:04 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: - Recruit - Class of 
Dear College Coaches, 

Please take a minute and read my attached ~ccer resume m~d consider seeing me play at the tournaments listed. 

I appreciate your time becoming t:amilim with ~ny resume. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)s’CN=REC1PIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,                2:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W:              Re-CASL showcase 

??? 

..... ©ri~inal Message ..... 

From: ~gmail.com I 

Sent: Sunday, 10:21 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re-CASL showcase 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to thank you lbr coming to watch me play on Saturday, and I’d be open to an?’ feedback you might have As of now I am also still eagerly waiting to hear from a&nissions about my 

application 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 2:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: LNSC U 16 and U 17 CASL Follow Up 

From: Adam Denton I                 ~yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, December 08, 2013 i0:42 PM 
To; Adam Denton 
Subject; LNSC U 16 and U 17 CASL ~ollow Up 
College Coaches, 
I hope each of you had a safe trip back from Raleigh NC. If any of you have arty questions regarding any of our Lb[SC players after his 
weekend, please don’t hesitate to contact me directly via my email or cell phone below-. 
Thanks 
Take Care 
Adam 

Girls Director 
Lake biorman Soccer Club 

- Cell 
704 662 3330- Office 
aden ton@lakenormansoccer.com 

hEp://www.lakenormansoccer.com/ 
12 8 Speedway Lane 
Mooresvi]le, NC 28] 17 
www.twitter.com/lakenormansc 
College Coaches 

I hope this email finds each of you doing well. Our LNSC U]7 and U] 6, will play at the CASL I%~ent and below is our schedule of games. 
I hope that you will have opportunity to attend our games and we will have college profiles at the event. Many of you will also be 
receiving letters of interest, resumes and schedules from our LNSC players that are interested in your college programs. 

If you have any questions about any of the players, please don’t hesitate to contact me directly. Safe travels to Raleigh 
Schedules: 
U 17 LNSC 
Friday 12/6/13 I:30PM 
Saturday 12/7/13 
Sunday ] 2/8/13 I:30PM 
U 16 LNSC 
Friday 12/6/13 3:20PM 
Saturday 12/7/13 1:30PM 
Sunday 12/8/13 I:30PM 
Take Care 
Adam 

U17 LNSC \/S PDA 
U ] 7 Lb[SC VS Prior Lake 

U ] 7 LNSC VS FASA 

U 16 LNSC VS TEYSA SC 
U 16 LNSC VS Neal Colordado 

U 16 LNSC VS SC/MPU 

%~,AL 15 
WRAL ] 3 
WRAL ] 5 

West 10 SC 3 
WRAL 19 

West 10 SC 2 

Girls Director 
Lake Norman Soccer Club 

Cell 
704 662 3330- Office 

http://www .lal<enorrn a nsoccer.com/ 

128 Speedway Lane 
Mooresville, NC 28] 17 
www.twitter.com/lakenormansc 

NOTICE: All information in and attached to the e-mail(s) below may be proprietary, confidential, privileged and otherwise 
protected from improper or erroneous disclosure. If you are not the sender’s intended recipient, you are not authorized to 
intercept, read, print, retain, copy, forward, or disseminate this message. If you have erroneously received this 
communication, please notify the sender immediately by phone (704-662-3330) or by e-mail and destroy all copies of this 
message (electronic, paper, or otherwise). If you wish to be removed from this Fi mail database please notify the sender 
immediately by phone (704-662-3330) or by e-mail. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, December 9, 2013 4:01 PM 

Battaglini, Claudio L uiz ~claudio@emaJl. unc.edu-~ 

FW: Braziliau Soccer Course Revised 

From: Christian Lavers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 
Sent= Monday, December 09, 20:t3 12:32 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

~his looks r~:’all¥ interesting! f will have it sent out to all ~:he ~CNL t~?chnical contacLq today. rhat~ks ~or sharing. 

I appreciate your kind words. I am excited about the future of the fernaie game in this country, and hope that I wilt continue to have opporLuniLies to coach and 

impact the highest youth and profess~ona~ ~evels. Thank you for al~ your ~ns~ght, advice, and he~p. 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, December 09, 20~3 ~0:~ AM 
To: Christian Lavers (£~_~#~_@_E~£_[E~£~[kg_[~; Christian Lavers 

Subject= N: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

ChrisL~arL 

We are very big on Futsa~ here [:or Hayer Developrnent, ~f you tNnk this has value for your ECNL coaches p~ease send LNs out. C~audio p~ayed for Lhe Brazi~ian U- 

20’s back ~ the day. He is a professor here and th~s is one of h~s contacts h~ graz~ who aoparenfly ~s one of the best. The three day semh~ar wil~ show how your 

investment in Futsa~ wH~ he~p your outdoor game ~mprovement. Since this ~s next week, if you IH<e ~t, do not de~av h~ sending ~t 

A~l the bes~:, rny friend. 

(As I to~d gJ Snow ~sst n~ghL: ~ think you, BJ Snow and Damon Nahss are the future [:or US girls/women’s p~syer deve~oprnenL and ~ wil~ send al~ three o[: you 

anytNng that strikes me. ~ am an old man now and you guys are mak#~g a difference and musL carry the flame for US internations~ women’s soccer’ hegemony.) 

F~m= Ba~gl~ni, Claudio Luiz 
Sent= Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:54 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Ansen, 
Attached you w~ll find the revised version of the advertisement mater~al for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks again for everything. 

Have a great evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Ema~l: daudioOemaiLunc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (9~9) 962-0489 

~rem: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio Battagl~ni <daudio@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

~ think that has a better ch~nce~ 

F~m= Ba~glini, Claudio Luiz 
Sent= Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:22 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 
Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday~hursday) and drop the price to a ~100-150? If you agree I can revise the 

program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with tNs iNtiat~ve. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 



From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc~edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <daudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 

I will send this Lo my colleagues in the ACC af~d in the h:~:a~ (:hJb~; and the coaches that come to my team ~:amp, ~ thir~k it would be better as a ~:wo or a three day 

camp at "~ ~e average Amedcar~ coach time ~s the big ~ssue at th~s t~me of veer (plus the short noLice~, 

F~m= Ba~glini, Claudio Luiz 
$e,t= Wednesday, December 04, 20~3 7:56 AM 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A 
S~bje~t= Brazilian Soccer Course 
Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you 

could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward to 

learning more about this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 
Claudio 
P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12/9/2013 9:13:38 PM 

Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Albert A Dorrance IV (anson)]; 

Dorrance, 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Battaglini, Claudio Luiz [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Claudio L Battaglini (claudio)] 

Brazilian Soccer Course 

Stubbed Attachments,him 

To whom it may concern: 

We are hosting a three day course in how Brazilian Fut:sa[ can help you with Player Development for the outdoor game° 

Enrollment is limited and embraced on a first come first serve basis. Dr Battag[ini played with the Brazil U-20’s back in 

the day and the gentleman running the course is a soccer colleague of his and one of the best in the world at coaching 

this uniquely Brazilian player development platform° 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Anson, 

Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you su88ested. 



Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks again for everything. 

Have a great evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio(d)email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

I t:hir~k that has a better char~ce!! 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday) and drop 

the price to a $100-1507 If you agree I can revise the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can 

even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

~L25 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 

t will send this to my colleagues in the ACC and in the local clubs and the coaches that come to my team camp. t think it 

would be better as a two or a three day camp at a lower price, For the average American coach time is the bi[.~ issue at 

this time of year (plus the short notice). 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course 

information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you 

feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward to learning more about 

this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me know if 

you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but l never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the 

course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 



Email: claudio@email,unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 9, 2013 4:17 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr~ 

1~3~,: Hello 

Give it to him! 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent-" Monday, December 09, 2013 7:55; AlVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Hello 
This i~ the Kentucky game arid you~’ tickeLs are avaitabfe~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
gent; Saturday, December 07, 2013 11:27 AM 
To; Streett, Shelly 
Suloject: Fwd: Hello 
Shelly? 
S~:~tt from ~?’ }%rizon tVireIe~’s ,l(~ L TE DR()ID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Hello 

From: ~)gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n~T~email.unc.e&~> 

CC: 

Anson, 

How are you and doing, I hope all is well. We miss Chapel Hill but we are enjoying Chaxlotte. I was wondering if your basketball tickets tbr Saturday 

December 14th ede available?     and I haven’t been back to CH since the move m~d what better way to come back than to see our migh .ty heels play. If that night 

isn’t available what about the 21 st? You ~ways said your tickets were available so I thought I should ask. I heed your soccer team has done well this season, how is it 

going? Look fo~w-edd to hearing from you. 

Cheers, 

Cheers, 





FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 9, 2013 4:54 PM 

Christian I,avers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

Prig: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Thank you bro!! 

And lain excited as well! 

From: Christian Lavers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 

Sent: Monday, December 09, 20:13 12:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

This looks really interesting! I will have it sent out to all the ECNL technical contacLs today. Thanks for sharing. 

I appreciate your kind words, I am excited about the future of the female game in this country~ and hope that I will continue to have opportunities to coach and 

impact the high~:_~st youth and professkma~ ievels. Than~ you for a~i your insight:, advk:e, and he~p. 

Se~t: Monday, December 09, 20~3 ~0:~ AM 

Te~ Christian Layers (davers@usclubsoccer.orq); Christian Layers (davers@fcwisconsineclose.com) 

Subject: ~: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Christian, 

We are very big on Futsa~ here for Nayer Development. ~f you tNnk tMs h~s value for your ECNL coaches p~ease send tNs ouL C~audio p~aved for the Braz~ian 

20’s back m the day. He is a professor here and tMs is one of h~s con~:acts ~n Brazil who apparently ~s one of the best. The three day seminar w~l~ show how your 

investment in Futsa~ wil~ help your outdoor game knprovement. Since th~s is next week, if you like i~, do not de~ay ~n sending i~ 

A~I the besL, rny friend, 

(As I told BJ Snow last n~ght: ~ think Vou, BJ Snow and Damon Nahas are the future for US gMs!women’s player development and ~ w~ll send all three of you 

anytNng that strikes me. ~ am an old man now and you guys are making a difference and must carry the fl~me for US ~nternational women’s soccer hegemony.) 

F~m= Ba~glini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent= Wednesday, December 0% 2013 9:54 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Subject; Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Arisen, 

Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks again for everything. 

Have a great evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Qncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@emaiLunc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

~ th~nk that has a better chance~[ 

F~m= Ba~glini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent= Wednesday, December 0% 2013 7:22 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Subject= Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday!Wednesday~hursday) and drop the price to a ~100-i50? If you agree I can revise the 

program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Qncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@emaiLunc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 



Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subje~L: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 

I will send this ~:o my colleagues in the ACC a~d in the h:~:a~ dub~ and the coaches that come to my team ~:amp, ~ ~hi~k it would be better as a ~:wo or a ~hree day 

camp at a lower price. Fo~ ~ . "[ ~e average Amedcar~ coach time ~s the bi~ ~ssue at th~s t~me of War (pl~s the short 

F~m: Ba~glini, C~audio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2053 7:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, A~be~ A ~ 

Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Good morning my friend, 

Now are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you 

could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. 

learning more about this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Nave a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

C~audio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I n~v~r follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the course with us, that wouM be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

~25 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Office Tel: (9~9) 84~-6045 

Fax: (9~9) 962~0489 



From: 

Sent: 

BCC: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12/9/2013 10:00:50 PM 

!O@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; _ . " ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ........... @gmail.com) 

;@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; ..... 

Subject: FW: Who are you rooting for? 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@duke.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 2:24 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: RE: Who are you rooting for? 

Coach Dorrance, 

After watching the 3 games this weekend, I am even more convinced that a UNC team that even had had SLIGHTLY 
better luck with injuries could have run the table. With two overtime loses to the eventual national finalists in the past 
month, one completely without Dunn and the other with her for 27 minutes at diminished health, it’s clear that by the end 
of the season, this team was playing at a NCAA champion level. There was no one on the field this weekend, in my novice 



opinion, who could hold a candle to Dunn’s or Ohai’s talent. My daughters and I are just a bit sad that we have seen 
Dunn, Ohai, McFarlane, Sieloff, Morris, and Brigman play at Fetzer for the last time. What a great group of people. We 
agreed that we’ll have a greater incentive to follow the NWSL now, in addition obviously continuing to pull for the Heels! 
It would be nice if the Triangle area could get an NWSL team and have all of the former UNC players join it. What an All- 
Star line up that would be! 

Thanks again for another wonderful season for the Tar Heel die hards. The picture shows my daughters with the trophy. 
The picture can’t show that they were saying "Go Heels!" 

All the best to you and your wonderful team... 

Dan 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Monday, December 09, 2013 2:05 PM 

To= Daniel Bradford, M.D. 

Subject= RE: Who are you rooting for? 

YES!!!! 

From: Daniel Bradford, M.D. [mailto:daniel.bradford@dukeoedu] 
Sent= Sunday, December 08, 2013 1:59 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Who are you rooting for? 

We are still thinking ucla, so unc lost to the winner 

Sent from ray Verizon Wireless 4G LTE Smartphone 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: Re-CASL showcase 

She was solid 

..... Original blessage ..... 
From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday: 3:13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Re-CASL showcase 

On at 2:47 PN~ "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

??? 

..... Original Message ..... 
t~’r om: ~mail com] 
Sent: Sunday, 10:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc 
Subject:               Re-CASL showcase 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to thank you for coming to watch me play on Satwday, and I’d be open to any l~edback you might have As of now I am also still eagerly waiting to hear from admissions about 
my application. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Update- Def/Mid- 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Monday, 3:45 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Update-     Def!Mid - 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

This is                       Def/Mid/Fwd) from the              ECNL U:!.6 and           High School. I’m just checking in again to say hello and 
to reiterate my interest in the University of North Carolina soccer program. Also, I wanted to quickly remind you that I’ll be competing in the upcoming 
National ECNL Events, if you plan on attending: 

As always, you can view my recruiting bio below, which I’II update with my latest information as it becomes available: 

Some of the other key items you’ll find on my profile: 

Team Ranked #34 in Region 

2nd Team All League 

4.10 GPA 

: 2 goals, J. assist 

Coach Dorrance, I want nothing more than the opportunity to continue playing soccer in college. Please contact me if you have any questions, or, if 

you need additional information let me know and I’ll send it right away. Thanks again for your consideration and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

If you no longer wish to receive our emmls, click the liuk below: 

Unsub~fibe 

Student-Athlete Showcase (SAS) 

6210 E. Thomas Rd., Suite 209 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 
Uuited States 

(800) 919-0902 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

10:04:19 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: - Coming to North Carolina 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: _~sbcglobal. net] 

Sent: Monday, 4:40 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 

Subject: - Coming to North Carolina 

Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar-- 

My name is . and I am a Sophomore at 

Our high school soccer season is over, and club soccer season has begun. I am a forward/outside midfielder on the 

Team. I have attached a copy of my profile for your files. 

I am very interested in playing soccer for the University of North Carolina. I have for some time so admired your long 

standing record of success. And congratulations on your 20-5 season record and #5 ranking. 

Our team plays this coming weekend in the Raleigh and Greensboro areas. I was hopeful that you or a representative 

from Carolina’s women’s soccer team could attend one of our games. On Saturday, team plays 

CASL at :10:00 a.m. at the field located at WRAL Soccer Center, 7700 Perry Creek Road, Raleigh, NC 276:16. 

And on Sunday, team plays NC Fusion also at :10:00 a.m. at the field located at Bryan Park 

Soccer Complex, 6275 Bryan Park Road, Greensboro, NC 272:14. 

My father and I were planning to visit the Carolina campus at Chapel Hill after our game on Saturday, 

We expect to arrive around :1:30 p.m. I would like to stop in at your athletic office and introduce myself - if you 

are available at that time. 

Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, I look forward to meeting you in person this weekend - if you are able to attend one 

of our games - or if you are available on campus this coming Saturday afternoon. 

Thanks for your consideration. Go Heels! 



All my best, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 9, 2013 5:06 PM 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

l~g: ’][’his week? 

~ might at the end! 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 20:t3 4:55 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: This week? 

Hey Anson, do you have any time this week to work on the book? 
Tim Nash 

General Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 

336 358 8030 

!,_’_~_ _w_ _ _ _w_ =£_r_ _e_ _~_r_~_ ~_ _b_ _ _o_ _r_ _o_ _u_ _ _n_ i ~ _~_ _d_: _o_ _ _rg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:33 AM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Get well soon! 

I want you to master the ball so if you want to get fit, get fit with the ball. (;all me and we can chat about it. Or even better come by .. I love talking to you (you are a trip!!!). 

And BTW, even in that brief window into watching you play over the weekend here are the things I liked: you like to head, you are VERY confident, you are athletic, you are comfortable 
with the ball at your feet AND I think you can contribute in any position. I like you             you have the potential (if you do something every day) to become a significant Tar Heel!!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~mail com] 
Sent: Monday, 5:14 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Get well soont 

Thanks for coming outt My team along with myself included were all feeling a little sluggish and out o shape with not practicing over break. 

If there is any chance I could get the fitness packet that we use? I’m not sure if you can send it to me our my club coach but I would love to start getting a feel for that 

Happy Holidayst 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 

On , at 2:04 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A FV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> You are sweet[ 

> And I loved watching you play- this past weekend. You are an ass kicker. If you work hard between now and August you have the chance to irapact, even as a freshman. 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From ~gmail.cora] 
> Sent: Sunday, 11:15 
> To: ~aol.com 
> Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
> Subject: Get well soon! 
> 

> Hey Dino, 
> Some of the girls told me that your 

can do to hemp just let me know! 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:34 AM 

Tim Nash, ~gmail.com> 

ILS: This week? 

From: ~m Mash [mailto:         _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 6:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(:c: Tim Mash 
Subject: RE: This week? 

I’ll contact you later in the week to check. 

On Dec 9, 2013 5:06 PM, "Dorrance, Alberta IV" <an~m,~;email.~mc.edu> wrote: 
] might at the end~. 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim(~@greensborounited.orq] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 4:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: This week? 
Hey Anson, do you have rely time this week to work on the book? 
Tim Nash 

G encn-al Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 

336-358-8030 

,~w~w. greensborounited org 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IvW: Upcoming Games 

From: .~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:37 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Upcoming Games 
Dear Coach, 

My name is currently I attend tligh School in My club team, 
, ,will be playing a few games this ,weekend in blotch Carolina. I have great interest in your school for academics as well as 

athletics. 
On my team I am one of two goalies. My jersey number is and I generally play the second half of games. Also, my jersey 

colors are generally either orange or green. A little history I played field from age three to UIO. Ull I switched to goalkeeper and have 
played ever since. 

If you have the time to come watch me play, and discuss your school further that would be greatly appreciated’. I have been 
playing soccer since I was a little girl and it would be great to keep playing throughout college if that would be at all possible. Maybe even 
at your school if I should be so lucky! Here is the ECNTT. team website wittn all of our games. 

q[’hese are our upcoming games in North Carolina: 

If you are interested in watching my team play and need directions I would gladly look some up and send them out’. Also, this "weekend I 
will be sending out my soccer resume to you’. 

Thanks’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:37 AM 

Subject: IrW: Sent on behalt ot Kns P~evce - 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Student-Athlete Posit-Championship Evaluation 

Ladies, 

If you have t:inished exams and not done this yet, can you please jump in and do it? If you are in the middle of exams KEEP STIJ DYING and jurnp on this before Lhe 

:[5u~ of December. Thank you and have a great break!H 

F~: Barre~, Jennie [mailto:jbarre~@theacc.org] 
Sent~ Monday, December 09, 2013 6:52 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Steve Swanson (sswansonOvirginia.edu); Miller, Beth; Jane Miller 
0m2yC~virginia.edu); Sharon NcCloskey (smcclosk@~.edu); mbonaso~eC~admin.fsu.edu; Gallo, Jr., Larw A. 

~c= Pierce, Kris 
Subject= RE: Sent on behalf of Kris Pierce - 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Student-Athlete Post-Championship Evaluation 
Impo~ance: High 

From: Barre~, Jennie 
Sent~ Monday, November 1~, 2013 7:2~ PM 
To~ Anson Dorrance (~_~9_E~_~_~_~=~_~:~_~; Charles Adair (~_~£~:_~_~); Mark Krikorian (~fl~fl~_~_~£~)~_~:~_:~_~_~; Steve Swanson (~_~_~_~EgJ~_~_~J~; Beth 

Miller (bethmiller~unc.edu); Jane Miller 0m2yC~v~gi~ia.edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk(#~.edu); ’mbonasor~admin.fsu.edu’; Larw Gallo Jr. (athgalb~#u~c.edu) 

Cc: Pierce, Kris 
Subject~ Sent on behalf of Kris Pierce - 2013 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Student-Athlete Post-Championship Evaluation 
Impo~ance~ High 

MEMORANDUM 
TO: Head Women’s Soccer Coaches 

Senior Woman Administrators 

Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 

FROM: 

DATE: 

Kris Pierce, Senior Associate Commissioner 

November 11, 2013 

RE: 20:[3 ACC Women’s Soccer Championship Student-Athlete Post-Championship Evaluation 

Please forward the following post-championship evaluation link to your student-athletes that participated in the 2013 Atlantic Coast Conference Women’s Soccer 

Championship. 

This link will be active until December 15, 20:[3. 

This feedback is important as we strive to continually make ACC Championships an outstanding experience for our student-athletes. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

KRI$ PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ]C: 336.4204155 

~ ~.~.~ ~ink~d ~ma~001 C5107~:19-.B0%4752-B04A-E~68~0F1345% 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:42 AM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

~msn.com; duca ,~)uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

RE: 

Vicki, 

As soon as Torn gets into work I witl gel you some of her athletic testing results. You will be excited. 

Fr~ra: Vicki Un~n [mailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 

Sent~ Monday, December 09, 2013 ~0:07 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Subject~ Re: 

Hi       "Anson 

Is it ~ssiNe to get ~eir physicaJ testing results? 

ThaNes 

Vicki 

On . at 3:42 PM, "Dorrance AlbertA IV" <anson(c-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vicld, 

(and strength). In t~t I would be very surprised if she and 

S~:~tt from ~, ~%rizon tVireIe~’s 4f, ~ L ?~E DROID 

I will copy my trainer on this to give yon more detail. I thi~k you will be shocked at her speed 
were not # 1 and #2 on most rosters in the NWSL in speed as well. 

Vicld Linton <2ii_cz~i_l_i__n__t_£__n_~Lb_gz~_r__e__a___bj2e__e__&e__:_c_£Ln_.> wrote: 

Anson 

Can you tell me what injuries battled with and where she is at present ruth them? 

Thmtks 

Vicki 

On at 8:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(i~email.unc.edn> wrote: 

Will do! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> wrote: 

Please pass on my interest to her. 

Thanks 

Vicki Linton 
Head Coach 
Bay Area Breeze 

> On , at 5:08 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Vicki, 
> 

> might end up the two fastest players in your league (you will be shocked at the speed of both). I would play at right back in the 1-4-2-3-1 and 

at left back. would not do as well in a central position and I do feel her future is in the back at the next level. 
> 

> ---Original Message--- 

> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 7:53 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 
> 

> Anson 
> 

> I could be interested, really has speed? Wow! I can see that she is a clever type of player. It is likely that we will play 1-4-2-3-1. I am not too sure where she 
would fit in that type of system. I don’t think she is the winger, as you say it would probably be as an outside back. It could even be as the #10 (attacking mid). 

> 

>> On , at 3:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <’_a___n__s_’£_n__@__e_E)_a__[[:_U__L~£:_e___d___u_> wrote: 
>> 

>> Vicki, 



>> Would you be interested in           ~ Similar speed with         could play outside back or flank midfield. Played with the US U-20’s in the         U-20 World Cup. 
I think this kid is a sleeper. Her best soccer is ahead of her. 

She was a four year starter for me, mostly at flank midfield in a 1-3-4-31 She knows the game and will be a coach one day. 
>> 

>> .... Original Message .... 
>> From: Vicki Linton [rnailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday 6:15 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 
>> 

>> Thanks Anson 
>> 

>> Vicki Linton 
>> Head Coach 
>> Bay Area Breeze 
>> 

>>> On , at 2:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> Vicki, 
>>> 

>>> is fine, thank you for your concern. I like You will be shocked at how fast she is!!! She also ended up our assist leader going forward out of our 1-4-2-3-1. 
>>> 

>>> [ will copy her on this for herto follow up[[ 
>>> 

>>> All the best and thank you for your interest in one of our kids. 
>>> 

>>> ---Original Message--- 
>>> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
>>> Sent: Monday, 11:06 PM 
>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: Bay Area Breeze 
>>> 

>>> Hi Anson 
>>> 

>>> Tough loss on Saturday. It was a shame to see the game end as it did. I hope 
>>> 

>>> I just wanted to touch base regarding next summer. I presume a number of your seniors will nominate for the NWSL draft and will be under high consideration. 
>>> However, I want to express an interest, particularly in                What are your thoughts on her? 
>>> Would you mind letting her know that I would be interested in having her at the Breeze if that would be an option that would suit her? 
>>> 

>>> We start training in April and the season runs May through to July. 

>>> We provide housing (including utilities) in apartments and pay our players (minimum wage last year was $1000 per month). 
>>> Northern California is also a great place to live[ 
>>> 

>>> Sorry to bother you this week but I am starting to get enquires from others and want to know where I might stand with certain players that I have scouted. 
>>> 

>>> Let me know if you have any other questions. Also, I will be over in Cary for the College Cup this weekend. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks 
>>> 

>>> Vicki 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:42 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Disney Showcase- 

From: _~verizon.net [mailto: ~verizon.net] 

Sent: Monday, 11:04 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Disney Showcase- 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is class of I am extremely interested in UNC. I remember going to one of the NCAA final fours when I was younger and being completely amazed at the 

team’s talent Ever since then, I have always dreamed about being a Tarheel. With schools starting to show a good amount of interest in me, I really wanted to reach out because UNC 

has always been at the top of my list. 

I play on           coached By             We are ranked number 2 in the state, 4 in the region, and 10 in the nation. We will be playing in the Disney Showcase over the New 

Years Holiday I would appreciate if you came to watch us play. 

Aside from this team, I additionally play for ODP. I am a player on the State team and the Inter regional Team. ODP continues to give me great opportunities to play 

internationally 

Below is a link to my player profile and my game schedule for Disney. 

My coach,            can be contacted at 

I hope to see you at the games, 



Sent: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN REC1PIENTS!CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:44 AM 

There~ Bianca~ti            @y~hoo.com> 

Subject: RE: Volnnteer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed Coach/Former Boston College Head Coach 

Theresa you are w:~ry kind, t:hard~ you!! 

From: Theresa Biancardi [mailb: i@yah~.com] 
Sent~ Monday, December 09, 20~3 ~:45 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Re: Volunteer for Jr. Camp: USSF A Licensed Coach/Former BosUn College Head Coach 
tIi, Anson, 
I’ve been thi~ing aN)ut you and the tough loss you had in the NCAA tournament agains~ UCLA. Congratulations to you and ~e team on a thntastic ~a~n. How 

tough was the ACC to have had m many teatns in the q~e~nals~ ? What a tes~nent to your mmn m have had such a hard tbught season. Once mo~e again that~ 

you for allowing me to have ~en apa~ of the camp this pas~ summer a~d to for meeting mfl~ n October. 

Best rashes for a Peacefal Holiday se~on m~d A Healthy Happy New Year~ 

Sincerely, Theresa Biancadi 

Sent from my iPhone 



On Mon. Dec 9, 2013 at 2 47 PM Dorrance Albert A IV < ~ nso ~(ciern~Jl u ~c edu> wrote 
An~,one w~nt to go? 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 8:58 PN 
To: UNCAA-Evetyone 
Subject; Belk Bowl 
Congratulations to our football team’= We have accepted an invitation to play in tJae Belk Bowl on Saturday, December 28th at 3:20 p.m. This is an excellent 

optx~rtunit.5~ tbr our tbotball program, a~d as a member of the Athletic Depa(tment staJ~t; we would like to otter you tickets. You are eligible tbr the sa~ne number of 

complimentary tickets you received liar the tbotball season. 

Please contact the Ticket Office at 962-2296 (press 4) to request tickets by Friday, December 13th. Additional tickets are available tbr purchase. 

All tickets must be picked up in person in Chaxlotte at the UNC Will Call located at Ba~k of America Stadium. Please note that these ticketa have a direct cost to the 

department and should not be requested and go unused. 

I hope you can join us at the Belk Bowl in Charlotte. Go Heels! 

Sincereb; 
Bubba 
Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 



From-" Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Sunday, December 08, 2013 8:58 PM 
To-" UNCAA-Eve~one 
Subject-" Belk Bowl 
Congratulations to our footb~Jl team! We have accepted an invitation to play in the Belk Bow1 on Saturday, December 28th at 3:20 p.m. This is an excellent 

opportunity for our footbaJ1 program, aJad as a tnember of the Athletic Department stall; we would like to offer you tickets. You are eligible for the saJne number of 

complimentaJy tickets you received for the football season. 

Please contact the Ticket Office at 962-2296 (press 4) to request tickets by Friday, December 13th. Additional tickets are available for purchase. 

All tickets must be picked up in person in Charlotte at the UNC Will Call located at Bank of America Stadium. Please note that these tickets have a direct cost to the 

department and should not be requested and go unused. 

I hope you caaa join us at the Belk Bowl in Charlotte. Go Heels! 
Sincerely, 

Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 10:59 AM 

Blackburn, Tem <TBlackburn@vwstores.com> 

@duke.edu) 

RE: Speech to the Troops 

George, 

:12 noon on the 25th will work at the Perry 

Un~ortunat,:_~ly, t get back from a recruiting t:dp to Florida on Jan 2nd .... ~et’~ pick a d~ferent date. 

F~m= Blackburn, Tern [mail~:~lackburn@~stores.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December i0, 2053 9:09 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Speech ~ the Troops 

Anson, 

How about: lunch/noon on March 25. This is ~enta~vely phmned for the meeting room in ~:he Perry Library which is right behind the buikhng my office ~s located in 

on the nla~R streeL (218 GameLt Street). 

Abo, whsL ~s ]H<e]~hood of gettin~ to@ether New Years Eve for dinner/movie? 

George 

G. Temple[on Blackburn, ~l 

St. Woe President, GenerN Counsel 
(252)430-2020 
Fax (252)430-.2022 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Se~t= Monday, December 09, 20~3 ~:48 AM 

To= Blackburn, Tern 

$~bje~t= RE: Speech to the Troops 

G eorge, 

Tha~ w~ll workH 

What time ~s best for you? And where? 

F~= Blackburn, Tem [ma~lto:TBlackburn@vws~res.com~ 
Seat; Friday, December 06, 20~3 ~0:04 AM 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~bje~t= RE: Speech to the Troops 

A]~son~ 

How wouM March 24-25 work? £ar[:iculady March 

~ know you always have s press of th~ngs go~ng on, so i[: LNs is actually a di[:ficulty for the time beb~g, ~ hope you know ] w~l] understand and would not want you 

do this unless iL ~s altogeLher convenienL for you. 

St, V~ce President, General Counsel 
(252}430-2020 
Fax (252)430-.2022 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc,edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, December 05, 2013 10:51 AM 

Te= Blackburn, Tern 
~duke.edu) 

$~bject: RE: Speech to the Troops 

George~ 

~ would k~ve ~:o BUT l:ha~ ~s UNC spring break and I usually ~ry to go on some foreign )mke~: ..... ~s there any other wee]~ ~ can do 

E~: Blackburn, Tem [~))_~Z_~_£k~#Z#_@~_~#~Z9_~,~£~] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 9:34 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
SabjeCt: Speech to the Troops 

Anson, 

Any chance you can speak to our District Managers at their spring meeting any morning, afternoon or evemng March ~0, ~ or ~27 

I told our Chief Operating Officer, Wilson Sawyer, about your observations as to the different approaches in coaching women vs. men and how this was relevant to 

management/personnel in our stores which are staffed about 72% women and are managed (store managers and assistant managers) 72% women. He was very 

interested and asked if it were possible that you could come educate our District Managers (probably 90% men) about this issue. 

Also, let me know when is good for your schedule for me to come take you and M’Liss to dinner or lunch sometime soon. 

All the best, 

George 

G. Templeton Blackburn, II 

Sr. Wce President, General Counsel 
Vadety ~olesalers, Inc. 

(252)430-2020 
Fax (252)430-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 11:02 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ! ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

EW: received acceptance letter 

Chris, 

Check with I.ance .,, can 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:42 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris;                 Markos, Lance M 
Subject: received acceptance letter 

Hi Guys, 

I just wanted to let you know that 

UNC! Yay! 

So, just wondering next step. 

live off campus to save ~ her spring semester here? We are still trying to make it possible for her to come in .January. 

received her acceptance letter to 

Were you able to find out the minimum classes        can be enrolled in? 

~lso, are there any other areas for scholarship money we can pursue if she 

does not receive any from athletics this first semester?. 

house that would be a more economical option for housing/meals for this 

semester? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 11:03 AM 

~gmail .cam> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: F~V: 

Congratulations!! 

I will be down at Disney with Chris to support you!! 

From ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday 9:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: FVV:, 

He?’ Anson, 

Wow that is such an honor for ( ~he has earned eve~ piece of that award with all the hard work she has put into the game. 

Recently, I received news that I am invited to the Looks like I really did show my skills with "the lime given! 

Here axe my major upcoming tournaments: 

Hope~lis goodand~lktoyou soon, 

On Ffi, at 11:13 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(r-~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 
Cor~gr~utations we ~r’e aft so proud of you!i! 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent~ Friday, December 06, 2013 1~:07 AM 
To~ Calla, Jr., Lar~ A.;       ~tampabav.rr.com; webintern@theacc.or~; u~dates~ncaa.com; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; }qmail,com; sports@ newsobse~,/er,com; 

Subject: Ohai Named 20J.3 Senior CLASS Award Recipient 
® 

OVERLAND PARK, I~n. (December 6, 201:3) - North Carolina forward Kealia Ohai has been selected as the 2013 Senior CLASS Award winner in 

NCAA® Division I women’s soccer. 
The award, chosen by a nationwide vote of Division I women’s soccer coaches, national soccer media and fans, is given annually to the most outstanding 
senior student-athlete in Division I women’s soccer. To be eligible for the award, a student-athlete must be classified as an NCAA Division I senior and have 
notable achievements in four areas of excellence - classroom, community, character and competition. 

An acronym for CelebraUng Loyalty and Achievement for Staying in School~, the Senior CLASS Award focuses on the total student-athlete and encourages 
students to use their platform in athletics to make a positive impact as leaders in their communities. 
"I’m so honored to receive this award," Ohai said. "1 was grateful to be nominated in the first place and then be named as finalist as well. I’m extremely 
thankful to all the people who voted for me online as well as the coaches and media members who also cast ballots so I could receive this award. 
"Playing at North Carolina has been an incredible experience. I am thankful for the teammates and the coaches I was able to be with the last four years as 
well as for all of Tar Heel soccer nation that has always supported our program. I know the list of UNC players who have been finalists for this award 
includes some of the greatest names in Carolina soccer history. To have been in that company and to join All Hawkins, one of the greatest leaders I’ve ever 
known, is completely humbling to me? 
A journalism and mass communications major, Ohai is a member of North Carolina’s Women’s Soccer Leadership Council and is an active participant and 
veteran leader in the Carolina Leadership Academy program. She has been named to the Atlantic Coast Conference Honor Roll multiple times, was named 
AII-ACC Academic three times and was on the University of North Carolina Dean’s list as well. She spent time with patients at the UNC Children’s Hospital 
and participated in the Share Your Holiday program. 
"Anyone who has met Kealia is drawn to her extraordinary personality," said North Carolina head coach Arisen Dorrance. "She has a wonderful balance of 
intelligence and humor. Basically she sparkles - on the field and offthe field. I’ve never met anyone who disliked her and usually players of her caliber 
attract all kinds of jealousy. She’s never attracted that because she is a wonderfully classy young woman. She has represented this university and our 
soccer program at a high level for four years and her receiving this award is a tremendous statement about what kind of person she is. On behalf of our 
soccer program, I’d like to thank all the fans, media members and coaches who cast ballots for Kealia." 
The Draper, Utah, native was a four-year starter, a first-team All-America selection and semifinalist for the MAC Hermann trophy for the Tar Heels during 

her career. North Carolina, which finished the year 20-5 and ranked in the top five, won the NCAA Women’s College Cup® during Ohai’s junior season when 
she was named the offensive Most Valuable Player of the NCAA College Cup. 
"Student-athletes put an incredible amount of time and effort into their sports to reach the highest level," said Erik Miner, executive director for the Senior 
CLASS Award. "Kealia was able to participate in community service projects while still winning championships and competing on national teams." 
For more information, visit seniorCLASSaward.com. 

#### 
First-Team All-Americans 
Maya Hayes, Penn State 
Elizabeth Hoerner, Navy 
Kassey Kallman, Florida State 



Kealia Ohai, North Carolina 
Anna Stinson, illinois State 

Second-Team All-Americans 
Aubrey Bledsoe, VVake Forest 
Vanessa DiBernardo, Illinois 
Jonelle Filigno, Rutgers 
Kristen Hamilton, Denver 
Holly Hein, Michigan 

ABOUT THE AWARD 
An acronym for Celebrating Loyalty and Achievement for Staying in School, the Senior CLASS Award honors the attributes of senior student-athletes in four 
areas: community, classroom, character and competition. The award program is designed exclusively for college seniors who are utilizing their complete 
athletic eligibility, remaining committed to their university and pursuing the many rewards a senior season can bring. Premier Sports Management manages 
the award. 
NCAA and College Cup are trademarks owned or licensed by the National Collegiate Athletic Association. 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
9~.9-962-7257 

~Cell) 
.c_l_ _a_ _ _v_ _e_ !_ _o_ _h_ _ _s_ _e_ _~ u n c. e d u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 12:25 PM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> 

Re: 

Yes, we will send the roster so you can tnake comparisons. 

Se~t f!°om my Verizor~ ~Fireless 4G L2’l:" 

Vicki Linton <vickilimon@bayareabreeze.com> wrote: 

Grea~ thanks Anson! Is still in the mix? Can I see hers as well? 

On at 7:42 AM, "Dorrance, Albml A IV" <anson(a)emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vicki, 

As soon a3 Tom get3 into work I will get you some of her athletic testing results. You will be excited, 

From; Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 

Sent: Monday, 10:07 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc 
Subject-" Re: 

tli      ’ Anson 

Is it tx)ssible to get their physical testing results? 

Thmlks 

Vicki 

On at 3:42 PM, Donance Albert A IV <-ansonT~,emafl.unc.edu w~ote. 

Vicld, I will copy, my trainer on this to give you more detail. I think you will be shocked 

at her speed (and strength). In fact I would be veD, surprised if she and were not # 1 aad #2 on mosl rosters in the NWSL in speed as well. 

Se~,.t.fi°om my verizo.,~ ~l:’ireies~’ 4G LIk’DRO1D 

Vicki Limon <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> wrote: 

Alison 

Can you tell ,ne M~at injuries battled with and where she is at present with them? 

Thanks 

Victd 

On , at 8:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~’~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Will do! 
Sent #ore my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Please pass on my interest to her. 

Thanks 

Vicki Linton 
Head Coach 
Bay Area Breeze 

> On 
> 

> Vicki, 

2-3-1 and 
> 
> ---Original Message--- 
> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, I                  7:53 PM 

at 5:08 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaKunc.edu> wrote: 

might end up the two fastest players in your league (you will be shocked at the speed of both). I would play 
at left back      would not do as well in a central position and I do feel her future is in the back at the next level. 

at right back in the 1-4- 



> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 

> 

> Anson 

> I could be interested,     really has         speed? Wow! I can see that she is a clever type of player. It is likely that we will play 1-4-2-3-1. I am not too 
sure where she would fit in that type of system. I don’t think she is the winger, as you say it would probably be as an outside back. It could even be as the #10 
(attacking mid). 
> 

> 

> 

>> On at 3:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Vicki, 
>> 

>> Would you be interested in ’ Similar speed with could play outside back or flank midfield. Played with the US in the 
World Cup.                                                                                              I think this kid is a sleeper. Her 

best soccer is ahead of her. She was a four year starter for me, mostly at flank midfield in a 1-3-4-3. She knows the game and will be a coach one day. 
>> 

>> .... Original Message .... 
>> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bayareab~eeze.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 6:15 PM 

>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 
>> 

>> Thanks Anson 
>> 

>> Vicki Linton 
>> Head Coach 
>> Bay Area Breeze 
>> 

>>> On at 2:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.upc.ed~J> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> Vicki, 
>>> 

>>> is fine, thank you for your concern. I like You will be shocked at how fast she is!!! She also ended up our assist leader going forward out of 
our 1-4-2-3-1. 

>>> I will copy her on this for her to follow up!! 
>>> 

>>> All the best and thank you for your interest in one of our kids. 
>>> 

>>> ---Original Message--- 

>>> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bavareabreeze.com] 
>>> Sent: Monday, 11:06 PM 
>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: Bay Area Breeze 
>>> 

>>> Hi Anson 
>>> 

>>> Tough loss on Saturday. It was a shame to see the game end as it did. I hope 
>>> 

>>> I just wanted to touch base regarding next summer. I presume a number of your seniors will nominate for the NWSL draft and will be under high 
consideration. 
>>> However, I want to express an interest, particularly in                "What are your thoughts on her? 
>>> Would you mind letting her know that I would be interested in having her at the Breeze if that would be an option that would suit her? 
>>> 

>>> We start training in April and the season runs May through to July. 
>>> We provide housing (including utilities) in apartments and pay our players (minimum wage last year was $1000 per month). 
>>> Northern California is also a great place to live! 
>>> 

>>> Sorry to bother you this week but I am starting to get enquires from others and want to know where I might stand with certain players that I have scouted. 
>>> 

>>> Let me know if you have any other questions. Also, I will be over in Can/for the College Cup this weekend. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks 
>>> 

>>> Vicki 

> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:58 PM 

Blackburn, Tem <TBlackburn@vwstores.com> 

RE: Speech to the Troops 

Very good! 1! 

From: Blackburn, Tern [mailto:TBlackburn@vwstores.com] 
Senti Tuesday, December :[0, 20:[3 :[:[:09 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Speech to the Troops 

Ok. [ql get: back to you on a different dat:e h:~r get:ring together. 

G. Templeten Blackburn, II 

St, Vice President, General Counsel 
!252)430-.2020 
Fax (252)430-2022 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m_a_![t_o_;__a__n___s__o___n__#~__e_m___a_j!,_u__t)_c__,_e_$!_u_] 
Senti Tuesday, December :[0, 20:[3 :[0:59 AM 

To: Blackburn, Tern 

Cc: ..................... ~ _d_ _ _u_ _ _k _e_ ,_ _e_ _ _d_ _u_ ) 
S,,bject: RE: Speech to the Troops 

George, 

:[2 noon on the 25th will work at the Perry ~.ibrary. 

Un[ortunat~:_~ly, t get back from ~ recruiting ~:rip to Florida on Jan 2nd .... let’s pick a di[h:_~ret~t dat~-_~. 

Frora: Blackburn, Tem [mailto:TBlackburn@vwstores.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December :[0, 20:[3 9:09 AM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: P,E: Speech to the Troops 

Ansotl, 

How abouL lunch/noon on March 25. This is tentatiw:_@ plst)t)ed for the me~-_d:ing room in [:he £~-_~rry Library which is right behind t h~-_~ buildit)~ my office is located in 

on the main streeL (2~_8 GarneLt Street). 

Also, whaL is likelihood o1: getting together New Years Eve for dimmer/movie? 

George 

G. Temple~on Blackburn, tl 
St. Vice Preside~t, General Counsel 
(252}430-2020 
Fax (252)430-2022 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 20:[3 :[:[:48 AM 

To: Blackburn, Tern 

Subject: RE: Speech to the Troops 

G eorge~ 

That will work!! 

What time is best for you? And where? 

F~= Blackburn, Tem [mailto:TBlackburn@vws~res.com~ 
Sent~ Friday, December 06, 20~3 10:04 AM 

To~ Dorrance, AIbeR A ~ 
S~bject~ RE: Speech to the Troops 

A~son~ 

How wou~d March 24-26 work? £ar[:iculady March 25. 

~ know you always have s press of th~ngs go~g on, so i[: LNs is actually a di[:ficulty for the time beb~g, ~ hope you know ~ w~l~ u~derstand a~d would not want you to 

do this Lmless ~t ~s altogether convenient for you, 

St, V~ce Preside~t, GenerN Counsel 
(252)430-2020 
Fax (252)430-2022 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, December 05, 2053 $0:55 AN 
To= Blackburn, Tern 

~duke.edu) 
$~bject: £E: Speech to the Troops 

~ would k~ve ~:o BUT tha~ ~s UNC spring break and I usually ~ry to 8o on some foreign )mke~: ..... ~s there any other wee~ ~ can do 

E~: Blackburn, Tem [~))_~_~_£~#~_@~_~#~_~£~] 
Sent: Thursday, December 05, 2013 9:34 AN 

To= Dorrance, Nbe~ A ~ 
SabjeCt: Speech to the Troops 

Arisen, 

Any chance you can speak to our District Managers at their sprin~ meetin~ any morning, afternoon or evening March lO, ll or 127 

I told our Chief Operating Officer, Wilson Sawyer, about your observations as to the different approaches in coaching women vs. men and how this was relevant to 

management/personnel in our stores which are staffed about 72% women and are managed (store managers and assistant managers) 72% women. He was very 

interested and asked if it were possible that you could come educate our District Managers (probably 90% men) about this issue. 

Also, let me know when is 8ood for your schedule for me to come take you and M’Liss to dinner or lunch sometime soon. 



All the best, 

George 

G. Templeton Blackburn, II 

Sr. Vice President, General Counsel 
Variety Wholesalers, Inc. 

(252)430-2020 
Fax (252)430-2022 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 1:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: College Showcase 

Showcase Schedule.docx 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, :11:.t9 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" PA Classics Winter College Showcase 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My uame is            a~d I mn interested in learning more about the UNC soccer program, and mn interested in cousidering the opport~anity to atteud and play 

soccer at UNC. I have been playing soccer since I was a little gift and mn currently enjoying nay ~phomore sea~n at 

mad playing club soccer tbr , formerly 

On I roll be playing in the College Showcase. My schedule is attached. 

If you are planning on attending, please come m~d watch me play. Thm~k you for cousidering me for your reran. 

Sincerely, 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



Bracket i 

m~;~;~;~ VINCENT UNITED F.C. Werwick MS Tuff 
~:’ ~:’~ 12:00 PM ECUPSE (PAE) 

PIPELINE BLACK (MD) 

1211512013 

[] Gir~s U~ E~ite 

Bracket 1 

~ ~’~’~’~ PA SOCCER ACADEMY 97 
i#i~iiOSiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ii ~:~ 8:00 AM PIPELINE BLACK (MD) Hempfield HS #3 

~ ~’~’~’~ ABGC FCV UNITED 97 
i~i~ii~iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii i,~i! 12:00 PM WEST (VA) 

PIPELINE BLACK (MD) Hempfield HS #3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:10 PM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ?)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Fall athl test.pdf 

Vicki, 

Here is our athletic testing done with laser’s {so they were per’t:ectfy accur’ate). Yes, they are superb athletes. And please te~ me what you want to do because if 

they do not get drafted ~n the NWSL an~ you are not h~terested ~ w~H ’~seW~ them to the 

, everyone Io~es speed!H 

Obvh:~usly, if you I~ke them your orfly compet~tkm wH~ be the NWSL but since we did not make the "F~nal Four" this year ~t might be hard for ~:hern to get the 

rH~:essarv exposure to be drafted. 

F~m= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Sent= Tuesday, ~:52 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: 

Fall athletic testing. 

-Tom 

Sent= Tuesday ~:55 AM 

T~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
C~= Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: 

G~at, thaws ~son~ Is s~ill in the mix? C~ I see hers ~ well? 

On           . at 7:42 AM, "Do~ance, Albe~ A IV" <an~n~emM~unc.ed~ wrote: 

Vicki, 

As soon as Tom gets into work I will ge~: you some of bet athletic testh~g results. You wH] be excRed. 

F~m~ Vicki Linton [mailtoMckilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:07 PM 
To= Dorrance, Mbe~ A ~ 

Subject: Re: 

Hi      / ~son 

Is it mssiNe to ~et ~eir N~vsicaJ tesfin~ results? 

Thanks 

Vicki 

On , at 3:42 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ans~x~@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vicki, 

(and strength). In thct I would be very surprised if she and 

Ser~t fron~ ~;2:v Y~,r~zon If~ireles~" 4(; L77":’ DROID 

I roll copy my trainer on this to give you more detail. I think you roll be shocked at her speed 

were not # 1 and #2 on most rosters in the NWSL in speed as well. 

Vicld Linton < Ei_c_’~}_]_i__n__t_~2~. _’_a__r__e__a_bj:_e__e_:&e__:_c_.9__rg.> wrote: 

Anson 

Thanks 

Vicki 

On at 8:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an,~)n(h?email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Will do! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com> wrote: 

Please pass on my interest to her. 

Thanks 

Vicki Linton 
Head Coach 
Bay Area Breeze 

> On , at 5:08 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 



> Vicki, 

> might end up the two fastest players in your league (you will be shocked at the speed of both). I would play at right back in the 1-4-2-3-1 and 
at left back. would not do as well in a central position and I do feel her future is in the back at the next level. 

> ---Original Message--- 

> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 7:53 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 
> 

> Anson 
> 

> I could be interested, really has speed? Wow! I can see that she is a clever type of player. It is likely that we will play 1-4-2-3-1. I am not too sure where she 
would fit in that type of system. I don’t think she is the winger, as you say it would probably be as an outside back. It could even be as the #10 (attacking mid). 
> 

>> On , at 3:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <’_a___n__s_’__o__n__@__e_E!_a__[[~_U__L~£~_e___d___u_> wrote: 
>> 

>> Vicki, 
>> 

>> Would you be interested in ? Similar speed with ; could play outside back or flank midfield. Played with the US World Cup. 
I think this kid is a sleeper. Her best soccer is ahead of her. 

She was a four year starter for me, mostly at flank midfield in a 1-3-4-3. She knows the game and will be a coach one day. 
>> 

>> .... Original Message .... 
>> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 6:15 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 
>> 

>> Thanks Anson 
>> 

>> Vicki Linton 
>> Head Coach 
>> Bay Area B~eze 
>> 

>>> On at 2:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> Vicki, 
>>> 

>>> is fine, thank you for your concern. I like You will be shocked at how fast she is!!! She also ended up our assist leader going forward out of our 1-4-2-3-1. 
>>> 

>>> I will copy her on this for herto follow up!! 
>>> 

>>> All the best and thank you for your interest in one of our kids. 
>>> 

>>> ---Original Message--- 

>>> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@ba,¢areabreeze.com] 
>>> Sent: Monday, 11:06 PM 
>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: Bay Area Breeze 

>>> Hi Anson 
>>> 

>>> Tough loss on Saturday. It was a shame to see the game end as it did. I hope 
>>> 

>>> I just wanted to touch base regarding next summer. I presume a number of your seniors will nominate for the NWSL draft and will be under high consideration. 
>>> However, I want to express an interest, particularly in                What are your thoughts on her? 
>>> Would you mind letting her know that I would be interested in having her at the Breeze if that would be an option that would suit her? 
>>> 

>>> We start training in April and the season runs May through to July. 
>>> We provide housing (including utilities) in apartments and pay our players (minimum wage last year was $1000 per month). 
>>> Northern California is also a great place to live! 
>>> 

>>> Sorry to bother you this week but I am starting to get enquires from others and want to know where I might stand with certain players that I have scouted. 
>>> 

>>> Let me know if you have any other questions. Also, I will be over in Cary for the College Cup this weekend. 

>>> Thanks 
>>> 

>>> Vicki 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: ECNL Showcase 

Chris, 
~.et’s watch her~ Her played for me in the World Cup! 
From: .~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :12:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: ECNL Showcase 
Hi Coach Anso~ 
I hope you have ~en having a great break since the end of your ~a~n. I was watching ~e finn four games in Cau frotn home ~d alfl~ough they were ~tne groat 

gmnes I would have p~efened u.atching you all in ~e tournament. I hope all your plas~rs that were iqiured in your game against       axe doing be~er~ I just wanted 

to remind you tny team is playing in fl~e       ECNL Showc~e tiffs December. I would love if~u could come watch a game but if not I unders~nd 5~u’re very 

bu~. I also wanted to let ~vu ~ow I think rm coming down to Chapel Hill around mid Jan~- so if you ~e ~ound I would love to meet up ruth you~ I hoN you and 

your wife have a great C~istmas and New Ye~ Hopefully I’ll ~e you soon. 

Tha~s~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 4:25 PM 

Dale CaJverl ~yahoo.com> 

5!hotmail.co~n); )msn.com; ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Competitive Cauldron 

)!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

Dale, 

I would love [o help you. Do you have time to join us in TEAM Camp in the summer? It is a cornbination coaching school for you and your staff: and a socce~ camp for 
your g~r[s ~n our methodology. Check ~t o~t: www.ncgsc.com 
If you come you w~l[ be overwhelmed w~th the ~nformation you wN leave wkh and your players wN absoluteS}, love ~t. The answer to your questions below wi]~ be 
i~ddressed ph~s th~ngs ~,ot~ ci~n’t im~gine dght now thi~t w~ bene[it you i~nd Vo~r 

F~m: Dale Calve~ [mailto: ~yahoo,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, ~:38 PN 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Competitive Cauldron 
Coach Dorrance, 
First of all, I’m a huge fan of your work’. ~y name is Dale Calvert, I’m 24 years old, and reside in Indianapolis. I’ve been coaching 
women’s soccer now for three years and have frankly become very impressed "with your way of coaching and methodologies. I’ve read 
your book, The Man Watching, watched then rewatched quite a few of your DVD’s, and have followed your entire season this past year. 
I also enjoy getting on YouTube and watching how you train your players. I’ve even implemented reading aloud notes and thoughts 
about my players in the locker room that are graduating and have found tremendous results based off of your ideals. I cun-ently have 
quite a few women’s soccer players ranging anywhere from 5th grade to High-School that would like to play for you someday and have a 
few questions for you if you have the time. 
This next season I would like to soccerize my training sessions and was curious if you could give me a few pointers on how to do that. 
For example, how do I break down the sessions into categories so my coaching staff and I can keep track of points? 
Also, what would you like women’s soccer players to do more of as they train? Basically, in your opinion, what is still a major weakness? 
I assume it’s a lot of ]vl battles and technical ability, but I didn’t know if there was something else you feel the women’s game is in diet 
need of. Any thoughts you have is much appreciated. 
Finally, I don’t know if you remember, but a young girl named - emailed you and I heard you forwarded that message 
onto your team. Since then, she’s been nothing but UNC. With that being said, 

Thanks, 
Dale Calvert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12/10/2013 9:29:07 PM 

Christian Lavers [clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 

FW: Bio 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Christian, 

22 time Collegiate Natfl Champion, 199~L World Champion is good enough .... Can’t wait!!! 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Bio 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:29 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Christmas Parb~ Itetns 

To ~T~ ? 

From-’ Warner, Stacey Harris 
Sent-’ Tuesday, December 20, 2023 2:02 PM 
To,, Sagula, Joseph A; Levy, Jennifer S; Haney, Sarah K; Galvin, Derek P; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; Kalbas, Brian J; Paul, Sampson L; Mann, Jan M.; 
Sapp, Andrew; Holliday, Corey L; Friend, Cynthia Stone; DeSelm, Rich L; Breschi, Joe; Somoano, Carlos M; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Headers, Harlis James 
Subject-" RE: Christmas Party Items 
Just a reminder., if votl haw_~ il:~:,ms ~o dorlal:e 1:o i:a~blic safety, please? let me kr~ow asap. 
They wot~ld ~]eed [:o get the~r~ by tomorrow. 
Stacey 

F~m= Warner, S~cey Harris 
Sent= Nonday, December 02, 2013 11:39 AN 
Te= Sagula, Joseph A; LeW, Jennifer S; Haney, Sarah K; Galvin, Derek P; Hock, Conrad D Jr; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Hike; Kalbas, Brian J; Paul, Sampson L; Nann, Jan N.; 
Sapp, Andrew; Holliday, Corey L; Friend, Cynthia Stone; DeSelm, Rich L; Breschi, Joe; Somoano, Carlos N; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Headers, HaNs James 
Subject= ~: Christmas ParN Items 
Please see below. 
if you have ~tems you’d I~ke to g~ve park~t~g, ~?[ease get them to me by Friday. 
]’har~ks~ 
Stacey 

F~m= Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
Sent-’ Wednesday, November 27, 2023 11:24 AN 
To= Warner, S~cey Harris 
Co= HawNns, Deborah Lynn 
Subject= RE: Christmas Pa~ Reins 
Correctior~ or~ the dates: 

th The party is Thursday, December 12ttn, We would need the ~kems Tuesday, December 10 . The invitation I was Iooldr~g at had ~be wrong dates, My 

apologies~[ 

~Deborah 

F~m: Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
Sent= Wednesday, November 27, 2013 ll:20 AN 
To= Harris, S~cey E. (Athletics Olympic SporN) 
Ce= HawNns, Deborah Lynn 
Subjeet= Christmas Pa~ Items 
HI SNcey, 
First of all, Happy Thanksgiving[ I hope is extra special as you and your new husband enjoy your first Thanksgiving as husband and wife[l 
Second, it’s that time of year again, when I’m asked to ask you if you would be kind enough to ask the Coaches if they would contribuN items to 
Public Safe~ for our annual Holiday Pa~? If you can’t help us, we compleNly understand. We’ve been ve~ foAunaN to have your help and the 
contributions of many of the Coaches over the yearn and appreciative of that. The items contributed over the yearn have been the highlight of the 
door prize drawingsl 

If you can help us, the pa~ is on December 13th this year. So we would need the items no later than 5 p.m. on Tuesday, December 11th so we can 

number them and add them to the door prize list. 
I appreciaN your consideration and the consideration of the Coaches. I hate being the one to ask and absoluNly do not take it for granted. 
Happy Thanksgiving[ 
Deborah 

Deborah L. Hawkins 

Parking Control & Event Operations Manager 

UNC Public Safety 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

285 Manning Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-~600 

9~9.962-395~ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIP1ENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON):, 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:38 PM 

Terri Patraw ~gmail.com> 

ILL: My Book 

To~rri~ 

I have already started reading it, Shocking!! 

[hank gOLl [or ser~d~ng me a copv~ 

From: Terri Patraw [mailto       ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, December $0, 20~3 2:~8 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= l~y Book 
Hi Anson, I sent you (and a ibw other top NC~ coaches and adnfinisCrators) a copy o£ my book that was recently publishod. It should amw this week. It is about 

my e~raordina~ ~rsonaJ stoo’ &s head soccer coach at the University of Nev~ta. 

[ ho~ you haw time to read it a~d sham tAe lesso~s conta~£ed w~bim k ~,i[1 leave your head spimfing... &at this could hap~n in file United S~tes... let aJone wifi~n the 

confines of the 

~ wa~]t others to lea~] from.., and not have to go through,., my ordeaJ. 

Ee~ is a review from o£e of the top Divis{o£ [ soccer coach~s: 
Te~-I o~ered your book and read it in 2 days. I came home late one night aRer camp and finished it at like 2:30am.._l simply could not put it down. The absolute blatant 
nature of the injustice you expe#enced is unmaL You am one courageous and dedicated woman Te~fl I admire you for #e#in# such a thorough and heaRbreakin# account 
down on paper so that others could hear your sto~ and hopefully learn from it as well.._ no one._ should ever have to endum what you had to. 

Haw a wondo~ul Holiday Season, 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

As part of the University’s comprehensive security efforts and to ensure a safer environment for our students, staff and visitors, 
University policy requires that a background check be conducted for all staff and faculty, unpaid volunteers, interns, visiting scholars and 

as well as any other individuals engaged by campus departments in programs that serve or involve contact with minors. 

Background checks related to the protection of minors served by University programs must be accomplished at least annually for those 

University staff, faculty, or volunteers who have ongoing involvement in such programs regardless of any previous background checks 

that may have been conducted. 

Your social security number is required for the background check consistent with University policy. If you choose not to disclose your 
social security number, you will not be considered for employment. 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE MAIDEN LAST 

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (SSN) DATE OF BIRTH SEX RACE 

Check here if you are an international 
applicant and do not have a SSN: { 
FORMCHECKBOX } 

CURRENT ADDRESS (street, city, state, zip): 

PERMANENT ADDRESS (if different from current address) 
if address is not in the U.S. address, include country): 

PRIMARY PHONE NUMBER (XXX-XXX-XXXX) ( ) 

>. Please list all names by which you have been known, along with the dates each name was used (if more space is needed 

~ 
attach additional pages): 

~ NAME DATES (FROM/TO) NAME DATES (FROM/TO) 

z 

If you have lived or worked outside of North Carolina, please list all locations within the United States and the dates you 
lived or worked there since the age of 18 (if more space is needed attach additional pages): 

DATES (FROM/TO) CITY COUNTY STATE 

Please indicate your highest level of education completed: 

DATES (MM/YY) SCHOOL NAME, CITY AND STATE MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY DEGREE TYPE 

Please indicate the ~rofessional licensure that you possess: 

DATE ISSUED LICENSE/CERTIFICATION ISSUED BY EXPIRATION DATE 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Page { PAGE } of{ NUMPAGES } Rev (7/1/2013) 

Equal Opportunity Employer 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

Continued on next page 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE MAIDEN LAST 

NORTH CAROLINA 
DRIVERS LICENSE # 
(if required for position) 

I have held an out-of-State driver’s license that has been 
valid within the last 12 months. If the answer is yes, provide 
the information below. 

OUT OF STATE DRIVERS 
LICENSE # 

ISSUING 
STATE 

FORMCH 

ECKBOX 

YES 

FORMCH 
ECKBOX 

NO 

If the position for which you are applying involves driving duties, please list any driving infractions, Prayers for Judgment 
Continued and non-contested charges (if more space is needed attach additional pages). 

DATE             LOCATION (county and state)        TRAFFIC VIOLATION 

{ { 
FORMCH FORM 

ECKBOX CHEC 

} Yes KBOX 

} No 

Have you ever been convicted of an unlawful offense other than a minor driving infraction? If yes, list 
below the county, state, and date of the conviction and crime/offense for which you were convicted. 
Prayers for Judgment Continued and non-contested charges must be included, unless you have 
acted to expunge your record (if more space is needed attach additional pages). 

DATE LOCATION (county and state) CRIME/OFFENSE 

CANDIDATE/APPOINTEE AUTHORIZATION 

I hereby certify that all information I have provided on this Authorization is true and complete to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. I understand that electronic submission of my Authorization indicates my consent to the University’s verification of any 
information contained in this Authorization, including by obtaining a consumer report for employment purposes from a 
Consumer Reporting Agency. I understand that by admitting to a conviction for any unlawful offense, I will not be automatically 
disqualified from consideration for employment, unpaid appointment or for other opportunities where I might have contact with 
minors. I understand that false or misleading information or documentation, or an omission or failure to include all relevant 
information, may result in action up to and including not being employed, appointed, affiliated or terminated if hired, and/or 
criminal prosecution. I understand the University complies with State law and is required to terminate me if false or misleading 
information is given in order to meet the requirements for the position for which I am hired. 

Candidate/Appointee Signature Date 

FOR INTERNAL OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES USE ONLY 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Equal Opportunity Employer 

Rev (7/1/2013) Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

OTHER NAMES AND ADDRESSES DISCOVERED IN COURT SEARCH: 

NAME DATES NAME DATES 

STATE DATES CITY COUNTY LAST NAME(s) USED 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 
TO BE COMPLETED BY HIRING/APPOINTING DEPARTMENT 

THE HIRING/APPOiNTING DEPARTMENT MUST ENSURE THAT ALL SECTIONS ARE COMPLETELY FILLED BEFORE 
SUBMITTING TO BACKGROUND iNVESTIGATOR, iNCOMPLETE FORMS WiLL BE RETURNED TO THE REQUESTING 
DEPARTMENT’S CONTACT TO BE COMPLETED. 

FIRST GIVEN MIDDLE LAST SSN (Last 4 Digits Only) 

XXX-XX- 

MOTOR VEHICLE HISTORY 
Driving a motor vehicle (State-owned or personal/other) is required by hiring department to perform assigned 
duties. If answer is yes, a driver’s license check is required. 

*If a driver’s license check is required, please send or fax a legible copy of the candidate’s driver’s license to Background Specialist. 

If answer to above is yes, please indicate type of vehicle (choose all that apply). 

CREDENTIALS VERIFICATION 
Please indicate if verification is required for education/professional licensure. Reminder: If 
degree has been previously verified and is on file, the degree does not need to be re-verified. 

POSITION/APPOINTMENT TYPE 

(please indicate all that apply): 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 

FAC U LTY 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 

EPA NON-FACULTY 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 

EPA TEMP 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 

SPA PERMANENT 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 

SPA TEMP 

POSITION/APPT. TITLE: 

POS# (SPA and EPA Non-Faculty ONLY): 

CONTACT NAME: Joyce Dalgleish 

DEPT./SCHOOL NAME: Athletics 

DEPT. #: 9801 

CONTACT PHONE #: 919-962-7850 

CAMPUS BOX #: 8500 

ACCOUNT # FOR FEES: 

OHR EMPLOYMENT CONSULTANT: 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
FORMCHECKBOX } 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
FORMCHECKBOX } 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
FORMCHECKBOX } 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
FORMCHECKBOX } 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 
FORMCHECKBOX } 
{ FORMCHECKBOX 

FORM SUBMISSION: 

Rev (7/1/2013) 

{ 
FORMCH 
ECKBOX 
} YES* 

{ 
FORMCH 
ECKBOX 
} NO 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
STATE-OWNED 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
PERSONAL/OTHER 

DEGREE { 
FORMCHECKBOX } YES 
FORMCHECKBOX } NO 
LICENSE { 
FORMCHECKBOX } YES 
FORMCHECKBOX } NO 

} POST DOC       { 
CONTACT WITH MINORS 

} POST UOC (ABD) { 
CDC SELECT AGENT 

} VOLUNTEER { 
ANNUAL RE-CHECK (IF REQ’D) 
} INTERN         { 
CREDENTIALS CHECK ONLY 

} VISITING SCHOLAR { 
DRIVING CHECK ONLY 

} OTHER 

UNC-Chapel Hill Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 
Equal Opportunity Employer 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

For SPA Permanent employees, Unpaid Volunteers, Interns, and Visiting Scholars, send this form to your Employment 
Consultant in the Office of Human Resources. 
For Faculty, send this form to your Dean’s Office. 
For EPA Non-Faculty, SPA/EPA Temps and all other persons, send this form to: 

Background Specialist/UNC Office of Human Resources 
CB#1045, Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Phone: 919-962-9768 or 919-843-4413 
Fax: 919-962-4279 

FOR INTERNAL OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES USE ONLY 

Criminal Convictions 
DATE RECEIVED: 

DATE RETURNED: 

PID # 
REVIEW: 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } 
No 

CHECKS COMPLETED: 

{ { { 
FO FO FO 
RM RM RM 
CH COURTSEARCH CH CASTLE BRANCH CH AOC 
EC EC EC 
KB KB KB 
OX OX OX 
} } 

FO FO                    FO 
RM RM RM 
CH NC DLCHECK CH OUT OFSTATE DL CH EPLS/OIG 
EC EC EC 
KB KB KB 
OX OX OX 
} } } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX} { FORMCHECKBOX} SEX 
NO CS RESULTS OFFENDER 
AMOUNT DUE: INITIALS: FILE #: 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Charge made to the listed account 
Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No    { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No { 
FORMCHECKBOX } Possible Match 
Reported on Background Authorization? 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Valid Driver’s License 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 
Drivincj Convictions 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No { 
FI*.~RIVI!=,’I’-IF---.I.,.,,I’~DUA ,j’ I"U~IL)I~ IVli:;ILL;II 

Reported on Background Authorization? 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

De.qree(s) Verified Licensure Verified 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } No 
{FORMCHECKBOX} 

UNC-Chapel Hill 
Page { PAGE } of{ NUMPAGES } Rev (7/1/2013) 

Equal Opportunity Employer 



UNC Department of Athletics 
PAYROLL DATA SHEET FOR TEMPORARY/STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 

Indicate status: ( ) Non-Student ( ) Student Date Completed: / / 

Social Security #: 

Indicate Citizenship: 

Indicate Sex: 

( ) Female 

( ) Male 

Last First Middle 

Date of Birth 

) U. S. Citizen 
) Residem Foreign National 

[Alien Registration Card 1-151 # 
) Non-Resident Foreign National 

[Temporaly." Visa Type/Number 

Indicate Race 

1 = Whito (European, North African, Middle Eastern) 

2 = Black (Not Hispa~fic) 

3 = American Indian or Alaskan Native 

4 = Asian or Pacific Islander (Far East, Southeast Asia Islands) 

5 = Hispanic (Mexica~L Puerto Rican, Cuba~L Central American) 

Permanent Address: 
Street address 

City State Zip Code 

Telephone: (    ) 
Area code      Number 

FOR STUDENTS: ( ) Graduate ( ) Undergraduato 

School Address: 
Street address 

] 

] 

City State Zip Code 

Telephone: 
Number 

Are you currently working in another department on campus2 ff YES, please indicate name of department: 

( )NO ( )YES 

Are you related to any UNC employee? ( ) No ( ) Yes 
If yes, indicate employee(s)’ name, relationship to you, department in which they work: 

Name Department Relationship 

In case of an emerRency, please list the name and number of someone you would want us to contact: 

NAME: TELEPHONE NUMBER: ( ) 

TO BE COMPLETED BY THE HIRING SUPERVISOR 

Athletic Department work unit: Department Number: 98 

Start Date: Rate of PW:. Hours Per Week: 

Account Number to be clmrged (ex: 19030): 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 
10 

11 

12 

13 
14 

15 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
RECOMMENDATION FOR EPA PERSONNEL ACTION 

(Please type. See instructions on reverse side.) 
{ FORMCHECKBOX} INITIAL APPOINTMENT { FORMCHECKBOX} REAPPOINTMENT { FORMCHECKBOX} PROMOTION 
FORMCHECKBOX } OTHER (specify): { FORMTEXT } 

CURRENT INFORMATION TO BE COMPLETED BY NOMINEE 

Name: { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 
Last First 

Address: { FORMTEXT } 

{ 
FORMTEXT 

} 

{ 
FORMTEXT 

} 
Middle 

Telephone No. 

Date of Birth: Birthplace: { FORMTEXT } Citizenship: { FORMTEXT } 
country 

Are you related by blood or marriage to any person now employed by The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill? 

If yes, give the relative’s name, relationship and department name: (See back of form.) 
{ FORMTEXT } 

{ 
FORMCHECKBO 
X}Yes { 
FORMCHECKBO 
X}No 

EDUCATION 

Baccalaureate 

Graduate or 
Professional 

Other 

EXPERIENCE 

Current 

Previous 

Name and Location of College or University 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Name of Employer 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Degree, Diploma, 
or Certificate 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Rank or Title 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Date Conferred 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Major 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Employment Dates 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ 
FORMT 

Race: EXT } 
Code 

{ 
FORMTE 

Sex: XT } 
Code 

Attach curriculum vita including: (a) other professional experience and activities, (b) memberships in scholarly and professional organizations, 
(c) publications, and (d) contracts and grants received. (See back of form.) CV attached: { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } 
No 

hereby certify that all information above is accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge. 

Signature: Date: 

TO BE COMPLETED BY INITIATING UNIT 

Is this position contingent on the availability of funds? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

Date of nominee’s first UNC-CH EPA appointment: { FORMTEXT } Rank: { FORMTEXT } Department: { FORMTEXT } 

Position Title: { FORMTEXT } 

Base Unit 

Rank 

Date Action Effective 

Joint Unit 

Joint Rank 

Date Action Effective 

TO BE COMPLETED FOR EPA NON-FACULTY NOMINEE ONLY 

Date Action Effective -- Beginning: { FORMTEXT } 

TO BE COMPLETED FOR FACULTY NOMINEE ONLY 

Ending: { FORMTEXT } 

Present Appointment (if applicable) 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } Ending { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Proposed Appointment 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Beginning { FORMTEXT } 

If the nominee is currently holding tenure to retirement, indicate the initial date tenured: { FORMTEXT } 

{ 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } { FORMCHECKBOX } FORMT 

Term Proposed: Tenure to Retirement Probationary term of EXT } years 

If initial appointment (including initial tenure track), interviewed by: { FORMTEXT } 

Letters of recommendation by: { FORMTEXT } 

RECOMMENDED BY 

This recommendation meets the University’s requirements as follows: Nepotism Policy: 
Affirmative Action Plan: { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 
Verification: { FORMCHECKBOX} 

Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Ending { FORMTEXT } 

Fixed term of { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } No { FORMCHECKBOX } Not Applicable     Credentials 



Signature: 

{ FORMTEXT } Title: { FORMTEXT } Date: 

Form AP2, Revised 05/01/07    Submit four (4) copies for: Chancellor, Employee Records, Dean/Director’s Office, Departmental Confirmation 



Form AP-2 Instructions 

An AP-2 form is to be completed for a new appointee who is Exempt for the Personnel Act (EPA) and to effect any subsequent changes in 
appointment, reappointment, or promotion. 

Line 3 RACE and SEX. Enter the appropriate numerical Race Code and the Sex Code as follows: 
Race Code 
1 = White (not of Hispanic origin). Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of 

Europe, North Africa, or Middle East. 
2 = Black (not of Hispanic origin). Persons having origins in any of the black racial groups. 
3 = American Indian or Alaskan Native. Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of 

North America. 
4 = Asian or Pacific Islander. Persons having origins in any of the original peoples of the Far 

East, Southeast Asia, Pacific Islands (China, Japan, Philippines, Korea, American Samoa, 
etc.), or Indian subcontinent. 

5 = Hispanic. Persons of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or South American, or other 
Spanish origin or culture, regardless of race. 

Sex Code 
M = Male 
F = Female 

Line 4 A relative, in general, includes the following: 
Brother, Brother-in-law 
Daughter, Daughter-in-law 
Father, Father-in-law 
First Cousin 
Grandfather, Grandmother 
Grandson, Granddaughter 

Guardian or Ward 
Half-Brother, Half-Sister 
Husband, Wife 
Mother, Mother-in-law 
Nephew, Niece 

Sister, Sister-in-law 
Son, Son-in-law 
Stepdaughter, Stepson 
Stepfather, Stepmother 
Uncle, Aunt 

Line 7 a. List all post-degree training and/or experience 
c. Categorize publications under the following headings and list the inclusive page numbers, authors (in actual order), and 

publication (or in press) dates. 
Book Monograph 
Book Chapter Refereed* Article 
Book Review Other Article 
Dissertation Published Note or Abstract 

* Refereed Article: If in press, in addition to the above information, list the target publication date. Also, if the article has been 
submitted and/or accepted for publication, list the number of manuscript pages and date submitted and/or accepted. 

d. Provide titles or topics of contracts and grants for which you were Principal Investigator or Co-Principal Investigator, and 
identify funding agencies, beginning and ending dates, and total amount of awards. 

Line 10 Date of nominee’s first UNC-CH EPA appointment is the date of most recent continuous permanent or temporary appointment. 

Line 12 Complete the PRESENT APPOINTMENT section only if nominee is currently employed by the University and is recommended 
for reappointment, promotion, and/or an additional title as follows: 

Base Unit: Enter the name of the nominee’s present primary department, institute, or school. 
Rank: Enter the present rank held in the base unit. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of present appointment in base unit. 
Joint Unit and Joint Rank: Enter the name of each additional unit in which faculty rank is presently held and the 

corresponding rank. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of present joint appointment. 

Complete the PROPOSED APPOINTMENT section as follows: 
Base Unit: Enter the name of the nominee’s proposed primary department, institute, or school. 
Rank: Enter the proposed rank held in the base unit. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of proposed appointment in base unit. 
Joint Unit and Joint Rank: Enter the name of each additional unit in which faculty rank is proposed and the 

corresponding rank. 
Date Action Effective: Enter beginning and ending dates of proposed joint appointment. 

Term Proposed: Check the appropriate block. If a probationary term at the rank of instructor, assistant professor or associate 
professor, or if a fixed term appointment, enter the duration of appointment. 

Line 14 Letters of recommendation as required by divisional review procedures (Academic Affairs or Health Affairs). 

Line 15 Recommendation is initiated by the Department Chairman or Dean, as appropriate, and submitted to the appropriate 
Administrative Office for review and approval= 



The University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

EPA NON-FACULTY APPOINTEE CERTIFICATIONS AND 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT (PAGE 1 OF 3 PAGES) 

Appointee’s Full Name: 

Primary Rank Title: 

Base Department / Name: 

in order to receive an appointment with the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, you must agree to the following 
conditions of employment: 

6= 

Federal law requires each new employee to complete the "Employee Information and Verification" section of the Federal 
Immigration Service Form I-9 and to submit certain original documents for examination in order to verify and certify 
identification and employment eligibility. The University requires the completion of these requirements no later than three (3) 
business days of the employee’s first day of work counting the first day. 

In compliance with North Carolina law, the University verifies each employee’s legal status or authorization to work in the 
United States after hiring using the Department of Homeland Security’s E-Verify Program. Your employment will be 
terminated if you fail to comply with the employment authorization requirements or if it is determined that you are not 
authorized to work in the United States. 

North Carolina law requires notice to every applicant for state employment that willfully providing false or misleading 
information or failing to disclose relevant information shall be grounds for rejection of an application or later disciplinary 
action or criminal prosecution. Dismissal from employment shall be mandatory in any case in which a false or misleading 
representation is made in order to meet position qualifications. The employer is required by law to verify an applicant’s 
representations about credentials and other qualifications relevant to employment. By executing this document, you 
authorize the release to The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill of any document or information within the 
possession of a third party, such as an educational institution or licensure board, that may serve to verify any 
representations made by you on this Form AP2a and on the University’s "Recommendation for EPA Personnel Action" 
(Form AP-2) which must also be completed prior to employment. 

The University will complete a criminal conviction check prior to the candidate’s first scheduled day of work. A criminal 
conviction does not in and of itself prevent an applicant from being employed by the University. The nature of some 
convictions, however, may cause certain positions to be unavailable to you. Failure to completely disclose information about 
a criminal conviction or plea on an employment application is considered falsification of the employment application and will 
result in the applicant not being eligible for employment at the University. All permanent and temporary faculty and staff of 
the University including post-doctoral scholars, medical fellows and adjunct faculty are required to report any criminal 
conviction(s) within five business days of the conviction or other covered criminal disposition or at the first possible 
opportunity if the employee is incarcerated. The employee is required to report this information to the Employee and 
Management Relations Department of the Office of Human Resources or, at the employee’s option, to his/her 
Supervisor or Department Head. A willful failure to report a criminal conviction or to cooperate with University 
authorities in regards to a reportable matter under this policy may subject the employee to appropriate disciplinary 
action, up to and including termination of University employment. The full text of this policy may be viewed at 
http ://hr. unc. edu/p~~icies-pr~cedures-guide~ines/spa-emp~~yee-p~licies/emp~~yment/CC M3-~25868. 

The University requires all of its employees hired on or after July 1, 1999 to be paid by "direct deposit" into a bank or credit 
union account. In order to satisfy this requirement, you understand you must submit the direct payroll deposit authorization 
(Form PR-8) to the University Payroll Department by the end of your first workweek. Your signature below certifies that you 
understand you will not receive a paycheck from the University until the appropriate payroll forms have been completed and 
submitted. 

You understand that you are required to provide your U.S. Social Security Number (if one has been issued to you) so the 
University can satisfy its income-reporting and withholding obligations under North Carolina and federal laws. Unless this 
sentence is marked through and initialed by you, you voluntarily permit the use of your social security number for internal 
record keeping and information management operations. However, you understand you will be randomly assigned a 
University-generated personal identification number (PID) which the University will instead use whenever possible. 

Appointee Initials: Date: 

Revised 04/04/11 Form AP-2a (EPA Non-Faculty) 



The University of North Carofina at Chapel Hill 

EPA NON-FACULTY APPOINTEE CERTIFICATIONS AND 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT (PAGE 2 OF 3 PAGES) 

I Appointee’s Full Name: 

7= 

9= 

Consistent with any applicable wage-hour laws, you authorize the University to withhold from your final paycheck the cost of 
any State-owned property you fail to return when your appointment ends. You also authorize the University to withhold from 
your final paycheck the amount of any other debt you owe to the University. 

You understand that you are required to comply with the University’s Department of Environment, Health and Safety 
(EH&S) policies and procedures regarding vaccines, medical surveillance or other required safety training within the first 10 
days of your employment. Information regarding these policies and procedures is available on the web at: 
http:iiwww.ehs.unc.eduimanualsiehsmanualidocsi5appendixb.pdf or may be obtained by either asking your supervisor, 
your departmental Human Resources Facilitator or Manager, or contacting EH&S at telephone 919-962-5507. You further 
understand that if your position places you in a healthcare environment or your duties involve healthcare, you must also 
complete the items outlined in the "EHS Conditions of Employment" document in accordance to the time frames and 
frequency specified. This document will be provided to you by your appointing department. If you do not receive this 
document and your position places you in a healthcare environment or your duties involve healthcare, you may also obtain 
a copy on the web at: http://www.ehs.unc.edu/manuals/ehsmanual/docs/5appendixb.pdf or by contacting EH&S at 919-962- 
5507. 

You understand that to comply with University policy if your position’s duties include engaging in University healthcare 
activities you must disclose to your Department Head, Dean, Division Chief, the Office of Human Resources Employee & 
Management Relations Division or the Chair of the University’s AIDS Task Force if you are currently, or later become, 
infected with either the HIV or the Hepatitis B viruses. 

10. State law requires each permanent employee regularly scheduled to work 30 hours or more each workweek to participate in 
either the Teachers’ and State Employees’ Retirement System (TSERS) or the Optional Retirement Plan (ORP). The 
appointee makes an irrevocable election of one of these retirement plan options within 60 days of his/her hire effective 
date. Each employee presently is required to contribute six percent of his/her gross salary by payroll deduction, and that the 
State retains the right to amend the contribution rate. 

11. North Carolina law requires certification that you are in compliance with the registration requirements of the Military 
Selective Service Act (http:!/www.sss.gov/must.htm) prior to appointment. The University is required by law to verify such 
compliance. If you do not answer affirmatively to either Question A, B or C listed below, you will be notified that a proposed 
finding of ineligibility for employment will be finalized, unless, within 30 days, you provide information which establishes 
compliance with the registration requirements of the Military Selective Service Act. 

(Select A, B, or C) 

certify that I am registered with Selective Service. 

certify that I am not required to be registered with the Selective Service because (select one): 

__ I am a female. __ I am under the age of eighteen years. 
__ I was born before 1960. __ I am a non-immigrant alien. 
__ I am in the armed services on active duty (Reserves and National Guard are not considered on 

active duty.) 

__ I am a permanent resident ofthe Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands or Northern Mariana Islands. 

C= certify that my requirement to be registered with the Selective Service has expired or is inapplicable, 
and (select one): 
__ I was registered when the requirement was applicable to me. 
__ I was not registered when the requirement was applicable to me, but my failure to register was 

not a knowing and willful failure to register. Please explain on attached signed and dated sheet. 

Appointee Initials: Date: 

Revised 04/04/11 Form AP-2a (EPA Non-Faculty) 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

EPA NON-FACULTY APPOINTEE CERTIFICATIONS AND 
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT (PAGE 3 OF 3 PAGES) 

Important Benefits Notifications: For your information, you should also note the following time-sensitive enrollment 
deadlines regarding certain benefits for eligible appointees following your hire effective date: 

If you are eligible for employee health insurance, election to participate in the State’s employee health 
insurance plan must be received within 30 days of your hire effective date. The employee has the option of 
choosing this health insurance coverage to begin on the first day of either the first or second month followin.q 
employment. Health insurance coverage for hire effective dates prior to the selected coverage effective date 
is the appointee’s responsibility. 

If you are eligible for retirement benefits, you are required within sixty (60) days of your hire effective date to 
elect participation in either the North Carolina Teacher’s and State Employees’ Retirement System (TSERS) 
or the University of North Carolina Optional Retirement Plan (ORP). Your failure to make this election within 
this period on the required forms irrevocably results in the automatic election of TSERS as your retirement 
plan. Please ensure you take timely action following your hire to exercise this important option. 

Appointee’s Signature: 

Appointing Department 
Representative Signature: 

Date: 

Date: 

Revised 04/04/11 Form AP-2a (EPA Non-Faculty) 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 
Department Of Athletics 

Confidentiality Statement 
To be reviewed and signed by a new employee upon hire in the Department of Athletics. 

By completing and signing this Statement, I understand that I have certain access to student, 
employee, and financial information solely for the performance of my official duties as a 
University and Department of Athletics employee. Most of this information is protected by State 
and/or federal law. As such, I affirm that I will protect the privacy and confidentiality of 
student, employee, and financial information to which I have access and will use it solely for the 
performance of official duties, while on or off site. 

UNC-Chapel Hill has separately adopted policies that require users (i.e., employees, 
administrative staff, medical staff, students, volunteers, vendors and other outside affiliates) to 
respect and preserve the privacy, confidentiality and security of confidential information. 
Violations of these obligations include, but are not limited to: 

Accessing confidential information that is not within the scope of your duties; 

Misusing, disclosing without proper authorization, or altering confidential 

information; 

Disclosing to another person your sign- on code and/or password for accessing 
electronic confidential information or of physical access to restricted areas; 

Using another person’s sign-on code and/or password for accessing electronic 
confidential information or of physical access to restricted areas; 

Posting/discussing confidential information via text messages, electronic mail, and/or 
any electronic social network sites (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc.): 

I understand that my failure to comply with this Statement may result in disciplinary action, up 
to and including my termination from employment in the Department of Athletics and the 
University. I affirm that I will comply with all University and Department policies and standards 
relative to confidentiality and information security. I confirm that I have read, understand and 
agree to comply with the terms stated herein. 

Print Full Name 

Signature Date 

Athletic Department Area of Assignment Department # 

(HRiCompliance Office 12/2010) 



THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA AT CHAPEL HILL 

Certification of Ethical Conduct (per NCAA Bylaw 10.1) 

To be completed and signed by new employees upon hire, and all other Department of Athletics sta.f.f membeT~’ 

on an annual basis (due August 15th each yearJbr continuing employees)~ 

By completing and signing this form, I certify that, prior to my employment at UNC or in the past year 
(whichever is applicable), I have not engaged in any activity defined as "Unethical Conduct" by NCAA Bylaw 
10.1. 

Specifically, I affirm that I have not: 

1) Refused to furnish information relevant to an investigation into possible NCAA violations when requested 
to do so by UNC, the ACC, or the NCAA; 

2) Knowingly furnished or influenced others to furnish to the NCAA, ACC, or UNC false or misleading 
information concerning involvement in or knowledge of matters related to a possible NCAA violation; 

3) Knowingly been involved in arranging for fraudulent academic credit or false transcripts for a prospective or 
enrolled student-athlete; 

4) Knowingly been involved in offering or providing a prospective or enrolled student-athlete an improper 
inducement, an extra benefit, or improper financial aid; 

5) Received benefits for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student-athlete and an agent, financial 
advisor or a representative of an agent or advisor (e.g., "runner"); 

6) Permitted one or more student-athletes to engage in athletics competition under an assumed name or with 
intent to otherwise deceive; 

7) Knowingly been involved in the provision of banned substances or impernfissible supplements to student- 
athletes, or knowingly provided medication to stndent-athletes contrary to medical licensure, commonly 
accepted standards of care in sports medicine practice, or state and federal law; 

8) Participated in fraudulence or misconduct in connection ~vith the entrance or placement exams of a 
prospective or enrolled student-athlete; or 

9) Failed to provide complete and accurate information to the NCAA, the NCAA Eligibility Center, the ACC, 
UNC’s Office of Undergraduate Admissions, or UNC’s Department of Athletics regarding an individual’s 
academic record or amateur status, if required. 

Additionally, I certi~ that the information I provide below is accurate with regard to my past and current 
involvement with any agent, agency, financial advisor, business manager, marketing manager, other 
professional representative or professional representation firm of any kind, or representative thereof (including, 
but not limited to runners): 

1) Have you ever received benefits for facilitating or arranging a meeting between a student-athlete and any of 
the above-referenced individuals? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

2) Have you ever been involved in any relationship or arrangement with any of the above-referenced 
individuals, even if no benefits were received? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { FORMCHECKBOX } No 

3) Are you in regular contact with any of the above-referenced individuals? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

4) Do you have direct knowledge of a relative that serves in any of these roles? { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } No 

If the answer to any of the above questions is "Yes," you are required to submit a written statement 
explaining the extent and timing of the relationship in question as well as the date, location, involved 
parties, and subject matter of each interaction with such individuals. Additionally, should any 
occurrence or action take place in the future ~vhile you are employed by UNC which would result in 
answering "Yes" to any of the above questions, you are required to immediately disclose such information 
to the Compliance Office. 

By signing below, I confirm that I have appropriately and timely reported to the Compliance Office any 
kno~vledge I have of potential violation(s) of NCAA rule(s). My signature below also indicates my consent 

(HRiCompliance Office 12/2010; revised 7/2011; revised 8/2013) 



to immediately disclose to the Compliance Office any future knowledge I acquire involving any potential 
NCAA rule(s) violation(s). 

I understand that if I am found either to have violated NCAA Bylaw 10.1 or to have failed to accurately 
complete this form, the Department of Athletics may take disciplinalT action against me, up to and including 
dismissal. 

Printed Nmne of Employee 

Signature Date 

Department Unit 

TO BE COMPLETED BY ATHLETICS HR SERVICES (ff necessary) 

Date forwarded to Compliance Office 

Printed Name Signature 

TO BE COMPLETED BY COMPLIANCE OFFICE 

Certification of Review by Colnpliance Office: 

Printed Name 

Date 

Signature 

COMMENT SECTON 

(HRiCompliance Office 12/2010; revised 7/2011; revised 8/2013) 



DEPARTMENT OF ATHLETICS 

REQUEST FOR TEMPORARY POSITION 
(Must be submitted to Athletics HR office with all appropriate signatures) 

Date of Request: 

Position Supervisor: 

POSITION/POSTING INFORMATION 

Position type (check one category): 

Projected Start Date: 

Working Title of Position: 

Duties and Responsibilities: 

Ath. Dept. Name & Number: 

Supervisor’s PID: 

UNC-CH Student Non-student 

Requested Length of appointment: 

Requirements: (List skills, abilities and educational background required.) 

Essential skills: (skills that an applicant must possess to be considered for the position) 

Preferred skills: (recommended but not critical and can be taught.) 

Salary rate/range (must be listed in the posting): $ to $. 

Position will be charged to Account number: 

*(If funded from lapsed salary funds, must be approved by Martina Ballen in the approval section below) 

How long do you want to post this position? (Minimum period is three days) 

3 days 5 days 7 days __ other (list number of days: ) 

Request a waiver of the posting period for the following reason (check one): 

Hiring a retiree drawing a retirement benefit from the State of North Carolina Retirement System 

__Re-hiring an employee returning from a 31=day break into the same position previously held 

Name of retiree or employee returning from 31odav break: 

POSIT~ON REQUEST APPROVALS 

Print Name of Requesting Supervisor 

Print Name of Executive Staff Member 

Approved to process: 

Signature of Requesting Supervisor 

Signature of Executive Staff Member 

~Business Office approval required only if funded from lapsed salary funds 

/ 
~ Martina Ballen, Senior Associate Athletic Director & CFQ                 Date 

Director - Athletics H R Services 

Ath HR -Temp Rev 04/04/2013 

/ 
Date 

/ 
Date 

Date 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:43 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Get well soon! 

Love to see you .... email before you come (I can’t reply to a text) ... my days are "flexible" ! 

..... Ori¢ina[ Message ..... 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Get well soon[ 

~r)gmail.com] 

Anson, 

Id love to stop by! Would Thursday around 4 work? I have late practice that day so I don’t have to leave until 545 

I’m ready and willing to do the workt I would love nothing more than contributing to the team as much as I can for the next four years I’m getting very excited and anxious for the summer 
and next fal!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 10:32 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A FV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> I want you to master the ball so if you want to get fit, get fit with the ball. Call me and we can chat about it. Or even better come by ... I love talking to you (you are a trip!!!). 
> 

> And B’I"~V, even in that brief window into watching you play over the weekend here are the things I liked: you like to head, you are VERY confident, you are athletic, you are com]k~rtable 
with the ball at your feet AN’[) I think you can contribute in any position I like you you have the potential (if you do something ever?" day) to become a significant Tar Heel!!! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: ~gmail.com] 
> Sent: Monday, 5:14 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: Get well soon! 
> 

> Anson, 

> 

> Thar~ks for coming outt _My team along with myself included were all feeling a little sluggish and out o shape with not practicing over break. 
> 

> If there is any chance I could get the fitness packet that we use? I’m not sure if you can send it to me our my club coach but I would love to start getting a feel for that. 
> 

> Happy Holidays! 
> 

> 

> Sent from my iPhone 
> 

> On at 2:04 PM. "Dot~ance, Albert A IV" <anson@cmail.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

>> 

>> You are sweet[ 
>> 

>> And I loved watching you play this past weekend. You are an ass kicker. If you work hard between now and August you have the chance to impact, even as a freshman. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: 
>> Sent: Sunday, 11:15 AM 

>> Tc       ~?aol.com 
>> Cc: Don-ance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
>> Subject: Get well soon! 
>> 

>> He,i- Dino, 
>> 

anything I can do to help just let me know! 
>> 

>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 

~gmail.com] 

Get well soon and if there is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 4:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Housing 

Thanks Chris! 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:23 PM 
To: Miller, Beth 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Housing 

"i’hank~.~ Dr. Miller, 

Sh~-_~ is ~.;tarting h~-_~r rehab on ~; it possibk~ to get her s~tuated ~n Carmk:hael so that she ~; next to the training room? [ he~rd one of our gMs ~s trying ~:o sw~tch 

roommates ~n Carrn~chaek_H: possible could we put w~th her? 

Chris 

F~ Miller, Beth 
Sent~ Tuesday, 3; 14 PM 
To~ Ducat, Chris 
¢~ Dorrance, AIbeR A ~ 
Subject: RE: Housing 

F~m= Ducar, Chris 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:55 PM 
To= Miller, Beth 
Cc= Dorrance. Albe~ A ~ 
Subject=. Housing 

Dr. Miller, 

We are still tryin~ to ~et in this January but we may not be able to ~et her on ~ until the Fall. If her parents send her here anyway, is she allowed to live off 

campus in order to save some money? 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 4:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

player bio REV2.docx 

From: _~verizon.net [mailto: ~verizon.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:35 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am a sophomore at High School in . I am interested in attending 
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill because of your outstanding Psychology program as well as your soccer program. I am beginning my 
search for a college athletic program where I can become an integral member of a soccer team while continuing to develop my skills as a player. 
I am a member of the          girls soccer team and play on the           travel soccer team out of               My club coach’s name is 

who is also the head coach for the women’s soccer team. His emafl is and he can be 
reached at 
I know the process is early, but I was hoping to be considered for your soccer program. Would you please send me some additional information 
about your team including any soccer upcoming clinics? 
Our team,                       (playing under the name ot                             is scheduled to play at the Disney Soccer 
Showcase tournament in Kissimmee, FL. 
Our schedule is: 

I am hoping that you will see me play. In the meantime, please contact me if you have any questions. 
I have attached my soccer resmne listing my GPA I . and my other academic and athletic accomplishments. My home phone number is: 

and my cell number is: My email is: ~._v_.e_ .r_!~_o__~2:_n_.e_~. 
I would love to meet you and talk about the possibility of being a part of your team in 2016. If there is anything I can do to help you decide 
whether I might be a good fit for your program, please do not hesitate to ask. 
I wish you the best of luck next season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

1),22: Lake Mmy Hotels 

DFive for tess, let’s protect the budget. 

P~om: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 3:44 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: FW: Lake Ma~ Hotels 

What do you want to do? Stay dose to fie~ds at ~ higher rate o~ do some drNh~g for ~ess? 

F~m: Alison McGee [mail~:Al~sonMcGee@anthonytravel.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December ~0, 20~3 2:07 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
~c: Cindi A~ater 
Subject: Lake Ma~ Hotels 

HI Ch r:is - ~ am [blIowing up for Cind~ regarding your hotel rooms :in Lake Ma r7 [’or Dec, 27-g 0 2013. 

The rate at the Marriott Lake Mary is $189 per night, This hotel is available. 
The next closest Marriott proper~" khat ~s available ~s the Courtyard Malk]and in OHando - 12 miles away, $149,00 per night, 
http:!/www.tripadvisor.com/Hotel Review-g34515-d87876-Reviews-CourWard Orlando Altamo:nke .Springs Maitland- 
Orlando Florida.h~l 
There is an Extended Stay hotel in Lake Mary available fbr $125 per night, h: has good reviews on Trip Advisor, 
httE ;/Z~w.tr~p advis or,com! Hotel Review-g34366-d235634-Reviews- 

There is also a nice Holiday hv~ Express 10 miles away in Orange Florida for $109,00 per mght, 
http://~vw.tripadvisor,com!Hokel Review-~34511-d268644-Reviews-Holidav_lnn_Express Hotel Suites Oran~e- 
Oran~e_CiW_ Florida.hm~l 
Please let me know if] can assist you wikh booking any o[’these properkies, 
Thank you~ 
Alison McGee 

Alison 

Loudermilk Center S~te 2201 

P.O. Box 2126 - 344 Ridge Ro~d 

Ch~pet Hill, NC ~7515 

(919) 843-5580 

Emergen~ After Hours Trivet B00-530-~560 VIT Code: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:47 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: College Caanp Enrollment 

From: Max Boigon [mailto:mboigon@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, December :~0, 2013 3:54 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; College Camp Enrollment 
Hey Coach, 

Now that the season has wound down I wanted to connect re: your upcoming 2014 summer camps. 

I know historically you haven’t found value in promoting your camps on TDS, but right now we have new seasonal rates that can help drastically lower costs. Thus, the sooner 

we can talk the better/cheaper. 

ALSO, we are doing things a bit difl~’ent this year in our quest to help you maximize your enrollment. As you know, we have thousands of club/HS players and parents on ’II)S 

daily, but for the first time we conducted ~ survey specifically about camps. We now know exactly what parents ~re looking for when making decisions, so we can help you 
craft a powerfal, yet unique and authentic message. 

Let’s hop on a quick call in the coming weeks. Just let me know what days/tinges work best. 

Side ~.~te: Ron currently has pneumonia so I ’m sT)earheading things f!)r the ~ea’t couT)le of weeks. 

Max & Ron 

Max Boigon 

Vice President 

[l_~__o_R_D__£__a_E__e_[ ~ 9___c__c_gr_:__c_9_!~. 

Office: (562) 513-3725 

If you no longer ~i~ to receive ~nail from TopDrawerSoccer.com, click hcr~e to unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Top Drawer Best 11 from ECNL National Event 

You like her? 

From: Ducar, Chris 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: FW: - Top Drawer Best 11 from ECNL National Event 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:57 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 

Subject:           . Top Drawer Best 11 from ECNL National Event 

Coach, I wanted to share with you that made the top 11 list from the recent Phoenix event. See below hi-lighted in 
yellow. Thanks. 

TDS Best XI from the ECNL National Event 
[-h~bhsi~<i: No,.,errlbe:" 19, 2013 

Throughout the past few days, TopDrawerSoccer.com has been releasing a list of players that did well at the ECNL National Event in Phoenix. (Check here for: 
Day 1, Day 2, and Day 3) 

Below is a list of the XI best players that TDS watched from the overall event and a breakdown of why they made the list. 

GK Caittin McPherson, Colorado Storm U15 - McPherson came up with the timely saves when the Storm needed it during the weekend in Phoenix. She was 
especially strong in the win over West Coast FC on Sunday, which is the last game for Storm until February. McPherson and the Storm defense helped the 

squad accumulate an undefeated 2-0-1 record at the event. 

D Eva ~]uechfer, San Diego Surf U17 - The Pepperdine commit could either play as a midfielder or a defender on the Best XI list because she was equally as 

good in either spot. Buechler is skillful and has great vision. She is also a very good athlete, which will be a huge plus at the collegiate level when she arrives 

in 2015. 

D [<riar~a Alston, FC Vh’ginia U16 - Alston is the starting center back for FC Virginia, which went i-i-i at the ECNL National Event in Phoenix. Alston was often 

tasked with marking the top forward on the opposing side, and she was up to the task on a number of occasions. The defender showed excellent control of 

the ball during the weekend. She is also a good athlete and can cover ground quickly to make a challenge on the ball. 

D Anna Bou<,l;m~, GSA U17 - The Geor!~ia commit was exceptional in the opening day game for GSA against Eclipse Select Soccer Club. She did well organizing 
the defense and put herself in the right spots on a number of occasions to snuff out chances. Bougas also saved a shot off the line on the day. 

M Stefani Doyle, Dallas Sting U16 - Doyle was impossible to mark for much of the weekend as the midfielder ended the competition with two goals and an 

assist in three games. Doyle is dynamic on the ball and not afraid to dribble at opponents with either foot. Her quick burst from a stopped position really made 

life difficult on defenders, and gave her the opportunity to create space in the attack. 

M Addison McCain, FC Dallas U16 - There were a few midfielders that had the ability to control the game in Phoenix, but few did it as well or as convincing as 

McCain. The central midfielder was a perfect compliment to the skillful players around her like Abby-Grace Cooper and ~’~atalee }{eise< She was also the tough 
tackler that FC Dallas needed in the center of the field to prevent teams from trying to counter-attack. 

M Taryr~ To~es, Solar Chelsea Soccer Club U15 - Tortes had three goals and an assist while leading Solar to a perfect 3-0-0 record at the ECNL National Event 
in Phoenix. Tortes was the lynchpin for the success of Solar as she pulled the strings in the center of the field. The midfielder also made some really 

sophisticated runs in the attack, which made her an impossible player to defender for most of the opposition. 

M Madison Cook, West Coast FC U15 - The defensive midfielder for West Coast FC was one of the best players on the ball in any age group over the 

weekend. Cook dictated the pace of the game and kept control of the possession for West Coast, which admirably had one of the most enjoyable playing 
styles of all the teams at the event. 

F Mallory Punch, Real Colorado U16 - The U.S. U17 Women’s National Team forward did not show any ill effects from the heartbreak in Jamaica as she 

continued her dominance at the club level over the weekend. Pugh’s ability to see the field while racing down the field at breakneck speeds is perhaps the 

must under-appreciated skill of the forward. College coaches followed her Real Colorado squad from field to field in hopes of seeing the next moment of 
brilliance from Pugh, and she did not disappoint. 

F Jennifer Westendorf, GSA U16 - Westendorf finished the event with five goals in three games. It was an impressive haul for a player that every team knows 

it will have to mark before the game even starts. The Nol:re Da~ne-bound forward’s skill and smart runs off the ball push even the best defenders in the top 

league for girls club soccer. Westendorf had her way in Phoenix with youth national team coaches looking on. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:52 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: Cl~slmas Pa~ly Items 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Christmas Party Items 
Done. Do we have any outstanding tickets ? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 4:29 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: FW: Christmas Party Items 
Tom? 

From: Warner, Stacey Harris 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 2:01 PM 
To: Sagula, Joseph A; Levy, Jennifer S; Haney, Sarah K; Galvin, Derek P; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; Kalbas, Brian J; Paul, Sampson L; Mann, Jan M.; 
Sapp, Andrew; Holliday, Corey L; Friend, Cynthia Stone; DeSelm, Rich L; Breschi, Joe; Somoano, Carlos M; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Meaders, HaNs James 
Subject: RE: Christmas Party Items 
Just a rerninder.., i[: you have items to donate to public safety, please let me know asap. 
They would need to get them by tomorrow. 
Stacey 

From: Warner, Stacey Harris 
Se~t: Monday, December 02, 2013 11:39 AM 
To: Sagula, Joseph A; Levy, Jennifer S; Haney, Sarah K; Galvin, Derek P; lvlock, Conrad D Jr; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; Kalbas, Brian J; Paul, Sampson L; Mann, Jan M.; 
Sapp, Andrew; Holliday, Corey L; Friend, Cynthia Stone; DeSelm, Rich L; Breschi, Joe; Somoano, Carlos M; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Meaders, Harlis James 
Subject: FW: Christmas Party Items 
Ph?ase s ~-_! e 
It: you have items you’d like to give parking, please get thern to me by Friday. 
Thanks! 
Stacey 

From: Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
Se~t: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 11:24 AM 
Te: Warner, Stacey Harris 
~c: Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: RE: Christmas Party Items 
Correction on the dates: 

The patty s Thursday., December ~.2th. We would need d~e items Tuesday, December :].0ti~. The invitation I was looking at had the wrong dates. My 

apologies!!! 

-Deborah 

From: Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
Se~t: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 11:20 AM 
To: Harris, Stacey E. (Athletics Olympic Sports) 
¢c: Hawkins, Deborah Lynn 
Subject: Christmas Party Items 
Hi Stacey, 
First of all, Happy Thanksgiving! 
Second, it’s that time of year again, when I’m asked to ask you if you would be kind enough to ask the Coaches if they would contribute items to 
Public Safety for our annual Holiday Party? If you can’t help us, we completely understand. We’ve been very fortunate to have your help and the 
contributions of many of the Coaches over the years and appreciative of that. The items contributed over the years have been the highlight of the 
door prize drawings! 

If you can help us, the party is on December 13th this year. So we would need the items no later than 5 p.m. on Tuesday, December 11th so we can 

number them and add them to the door prize list. 
I appreciate your consideration and the consideration of the Coaches. I hate being the one to ask and absolutely do not take it for granted. 
Happy Thanksgiving! 
Deborah 

Deborah L. Hawkins 

Parking Control & Event Operations Manager 

UNC Public Safety 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

285 Manning Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-1600 

919,962-3951[ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: All State Selection - 

From: ~oDtimum.net [mailto: _~optimum.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris: Palladino, George W 
Subject: All State Selection - 

Hello again! 

Just a quick update to let you know I was chosen as an All State selection this week. You can click on the link below to view the details. 

Hope all is well and I look forward to hearing from you soon! 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 8:42 PM 

Vicki Linton <vickilinlon@bayareabreeze.com>; DucaJr, Chris <ducar@unc.edtr~; bill palladino 

~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: 

~aol.com>; Ja~n Sisneros 

OK .... has either one been in contact with you? How would you like them to respond? 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L)’A L)ROIL) 

Vicki Linton <vickilimon@bayareabreeze.com> wrote: 

Anion 

Thanks - looks great! 

I AM INTERESTED. 

Thanl~s! 

MERRY CHRISTMAS’. 

Vicki 

On at 1:09 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <mason@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Vicki, 

Here is our athletic testing done with lasers (so they were perfectly accurate). Yes, they are superb athletes. And please tell me what you waist to do 

because if they do not get drafted in the NWS{. and you are not interested I will "self them to the Germans, Dutch (a former p~ayer of mh~e is 

coacMng in Holland), Swedish, or French ... everyone Iow~s speed~H 

Obviously, H: you Hke them your only competition will be the NWSL but s~nce we did no[ make the "Fina~ Four" tNs year ~t might be hard for them to 

get the necessary exposure to be drafted. 

~m~ Sander, Thomas ~ 
Sent~ Tuesday, 1:52 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: 

Fa~ athletic tesl:h~g. 

--Tom 

F~m{ Vicki kinton [mailto;vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:55 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Cc= Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= 

G~ea~ fl~a~s ~son~ Is still in the mix? Can I see he~s ~ well? 

On 10i 12,/2013, at 7:42 AM, "Do~ance, Albe~ A I V" <~L~2£!~)_~L~A~[:~!~R:~E> wrote: 

Vicki, 

As soon as Tom gets into work I wilt get you some ot: her athletic Jesting resuks. You will be excited. 

Frem: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: 

Hi      / Anson 

Is it possible to get their physical testing results? 

ThaNes 

Vicld 

On at 3:42 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~u~son@2email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Vicld, I will co~y my trainer on this to give you more detail. I think you roll be shocked 

at her speed (and strength). In fact I would be ve~ surprised if she and were not # 1 and #2 on most rosters in the NWSL in speed as well. 

Sen~j?om ~ry I~H:on ~irele.~:~’ 4G {.TE DROID 

Vicki Linton <vickilinton((tl~Yareabreeze.com> wrote: 



Can you tell me what injuries battled with mad where she is at present with them? 

Thanks 

Vicki 

On           at 8:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anso~l~i;~email.mlc.edu> wrote: 

Will do! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO/D 

Please pass on my interest to her. 

Thanks 

Vicki Linton 
Head Coach 
Bay Area Breeze 

> On , at 5:08 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Vicki, 
> 

-" might end up the two fastest players in your league (you will be shocked at the speed of both). I would play 
2-3-1 and at left back. would not do as well in a central position and I do feel her future is in the back at the next level. 

> ---Original Message--- 

> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bayareabreeze.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, 7:53 PM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 

> AFIsorl 

> I could be interested.     "eally has          speed? Wow! I can see that she is a clever type of player. It is likely that we will play 1-4-2-3-1. I am not too 
sure where she would fit in that type of system. I don’t think she is the winger, as you say it would probably be as an outside back. It could even be as the #10 

(attacking mid). 
> 

>> On at 3:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Vicki, 
>> 

>> Would you be interested in ’ Similar speed with could play outside back or flank midfield. Played with the US 
World Cup.                                                                                              I think this kid is a sleeper. Her 

best soccer is ahead of her. She was a four year starter for me, mostly at flank midfield in a 1-3-4-3. She knows the game and will be a coach one day. 

>> .... Original Message .... 
>> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:vickilinton@bavareabreeze.com] 
>> Sent: Tuesday, 6:15 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: Re: Bay Area Breeze 
>> 

>> Thanks Anson 
>> 

>> Vicki Linton 
>> Head Coach 
>> Bay Area Breeze 
>> 

>>> On , at 2:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~Ln___sLo__L~_@At~’_a_jJ_&r_Lc__~__d__u_.> wrote: 
>>> 

>>> Vicki, 
>>> 

>>> is fine, thank you for your concern. I like 
our 1-4-2-3-1. 

>>> I will copy her on this for her to follow up!! 
>>> 

>>> All the best and thank you for your interest in one of our kids. 
>>> 

>>> ---Original Message--- 

>>> From: Vicki Linton [mailto:~,’ickilinton@bavareabreeze.com] 
>>> Sent: Monday, 11:06 PM 

>>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>>> Subject: Bay Area Breeze 
>>> 

>>> Hi Anson 

at right back in the 1-4- 

You will be shocked at how fast she is!!! She also ended up our assist leader going forward out of 



>>> Tough loss on Saturday. It was a shame to see the game end as it did. I hope is doing well. 
>>> 

>>> I just wanted to touch base regarding next summer. I presume a number of your seniors will nominate for the NWSL draft and will be under high 

consideration. 
>>> However, I want to express an interest, particularly in                What are your thoughts on her? 
>>> Would you mind letting her know that I would be interested in having her at the Breeze if that would be an option that would suit her? 
>>> 

>>> We start training in April and the season runs May through to July. 
>>> We provide housing (including utilities) in apartments and pay our players (minimum wage last year was $1000 per month). 
>>> Northern California is also a great place to live! 
>>> 

>>> Sorry to bother you this week but I am starting to get enquires from others and want to know where I might stand with certain players that I have scouted. 
>>> 

>>> Let me know if you have any other questions. Also, I will be over in Can/for the College Cup this weekend. 
>>> 

>>> Thanks 
>>> 

>>> Vicki 
> 

> 

Fall athl test.pdf> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re:            Housing 

As soon as makes up her mind.., thaaaks for all your work. This helps! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forwa:rded tnessage: 

Fronl: "Millel; Beth" <bethmillel@unc.edu> 
Date:                  at 4:18:44 PM EST 

To: "Ducar, Chris" <dt~car~f~unc.edu~; 
Subject: RE:             Housing 

t ch~-:~cked with housing and 

she is going to enroll in January? 

From." Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Tuesday, 

Te-" Miller, Beth 
Subject," RE: 

I w~s tokt it 

Chris 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent." Tuesday, 

To-" Ducat, Chris 
Subject: RE: Housing 

h~ve both mow:_~d out of ::armichael, so can be pl~ced in [:h~t room Whe]~ will you know if 

3:40 PM 

Housing 

3:31 PM 

Housing controls all room ~ssignm~-_mts ~Rer the first d~;y of dasses, but ff there ~s a v~;c~mt space in ~; CZarmk:hael ~th~e[:~c room, I don~t thh~]~ ~t will be ~ 

problem putting ~n there Who is moving from ~ C~rrnich~el roorn and where ~s she going? I-t~s she rece~w~d perm~ssk~n frorn housing to make 

the move? 

F~= Ducat, Chris 
Se~t= Tuesday, 3:23 PN 
Te= Nlller, Beth 
C~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; 3ason Sisneros         ~gmall.com)          )gmail.com) 
$~bje6t= RE: Housing 

rh~mks Dr. M]Her, 

Is i[ possible to gel her s~tuated in Carm~chae~ so thai she ~s next [o U~e training room? ] heard one o~: our girfs b 

trying 1o sw~tch roomms[es in CsrmichaeL.ff possible could we put with her? 

Chris 

F~m~ Miller, Beth 
Sent~ Tuesday, :3:14 PN 
To: Ducat, Chris 
Ce: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Nubje~t~ RE: Housing 

C:hris, Freshme[) ~;re required to live on c~;mpus, so she will not be ~ble to I~w~ off c~;mpus. 

~Brvl 

F~m: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, l:5S PM 
To~ Miller, Beth 
¢e: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Housing 

Dr. Miller, 

We are still trying to get in this January but we may not be able to get her on $G5 until the Fall. If her parents send her here anyway, is she 

allowed to live off campus in order to save some money? 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 12:56 PM 

Marina.Nesic@ey.com 

M’Liss Do~rance (mdorranc@dnke.edu) 

Subject: RE: Serbian Follow-Up 

Marins, 

I am doing wetl thank you and M’Uss has some very good days (better than last year, which we are thankful for) .._ Yes, I was hoping we would win another one as 

well. And you know, ~[: we had stayed healthy I think we would have had a very good crack at it!!~ 

Congratulations on your wonderful job, we are proud of what you are doing with your ~ife. We ~oved having you a part of our team ~ast fa~l, you always came to 

practice w~th a tremendous attitude and contributed to a fantastic chemistry~ You are a great example of what hard work and a ~os~tive attitude w~] do for a person 

so f will be copying your former teammates on l:h~s ema~l. 

And do p~ease come back a~ of us wou~d et~joy seeing you aga~n~ 

F~m~ Narina.NesJc@ey.com [mailto:Narina.NesJc@ey.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, December ~0, 2013 9:37 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject~ Serbian Follow-Up 

Coach Anson, 

It has been a long time since we talked last. Time really does fly. I actually had a few dreams about our past season, even M’Liss was in one of them. How is she doing? 
HOWARE YOU? I have been following the season, but not as much as I would have loved to. I will definitely make it to mot~ games next season. I miss soccer but can’t 
complain about being an adult yet. It seems from the articles I was reading that UCLA loss was a tough one. I bet girls took it very hard. I was hoping for Cristal and Keilia to 
win another one. They definitely deserve it. But, I am sure you will agree with me on this and something that I learned while at UNC is that winning isn’t everything. Although it 
is important to win, especially as Tar Heel, it is not the most important thing. It is the experiences both good and bad that help us transform to people who are later on 
equipped in tile life to do what is necessary to be happy. 

My journey as an accountant is going well. It is challenging but that is why I like it. I am learning every day more and more. I do work long hours though. But, I really don’t 
complain. We are about to start our "busy season", which means that we work very long hours during the day (can be 18 hrs sometimes) as well as most of the Saturdays. 
This period goes somewhet~ from beginning of January until end of Mamh. This year will be my first year to experience that. My coworkers that have gone through it said that 
it is not very fun, but I am sure I will be just fine. Being grateful gives me whole new perspective that I actually cherish every day. I also realized that there is nothing more 
important that being healthy. We take our health for granted every single day and I always remind myself how blessed I am to be able to have that. 

Anson, thank you for everything you have done for me. I am sure it is repetitive, but I just want you to know that I really can’t say thank you enough. 

Please, say hello to the coaches and staff and keep yourself and your family healthy. 

Serbian will come and visit soon. 

If I can ever help with anything, be sure to let me know! 

All the best, 

P.S. Are you surprised Man City beat Bayern Munich? and do you think it’s time for Christiano Ronaldo to win Best Player of the World Award? 

~ari~a Nesic I Staff i Assurance × ~o~o 
Ernst & "¢ou~lg LL~ 

100 North Tryon Street, Suite 3800, Charlotte, NC. United States of Ame[ica 

Any U.S. tax advice contained in the body of this e-mail was not intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by the recipient 
for the purpose of avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the Internal Revenue Code or applicable state or local tax law 
provisions. 

Tile information contained in this message may be privileged and confidential and protected from disclosure. If the reader of this message is not the intended recipient, or an 



employee or agent responsible for delivering this message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 
communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please notify us immediately by replying to the message and deleting it from your 
computer. 

Notice required by law: This e-mail may constitute an advertisement or solicitation under U.S. law, if its primary purpose is to advertise or promote a commercial product or 
service. You may choose not to receive advertising and promotional messages from Ernst & Young LLP (except for EY Client Portal and the ey.com website, which track e- 

mail preferences through a separate process) at this e-mail address by forwarding this message to no-more-mail@ey.com. If you do so, the sender of this message will be 

notified promptly. Our principal postal address is 5 Times Square, New York, NY 10036. Thank you. Ernst & Young LLP 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 1:32 PM 

Subject: Click on: "There’s no stopping Christian Renaldo" 

During this break, Jet’s become f~ns of the game! I have forwarded this ct~p to ge~ you exdted ~bout the Champions League, 

As a part of the Is~ b~ock "O~ymp~cs" which will be a competitive caldron ranking of your team’s match pJay, your athletic testh~g, ~nd your technical testing we are 

going ~:o giw~ each of you a wr~tl:et~ test on ~:he ({Pk Team of your choice among these four: Ar’sena~, (::he~se~, M~m City an~t M~m U. 5o, pic~ ot~e of these four teams 

~nd watch every g~m~e they play betweet~ now and the test whet~ you get backH~ 

~ will g~ve you one of the questions dgh[ now~who b your equivalent on the team of your cho~ce?" If you are the r~ght back for’ UNC in the 1-4--2-3-.~ who 

r’~ht back for the team you are 

....... ramovod by 
s~nd~r. 



ii~iI Image removed bysender. Soccer America Daily 

Wednesday, Dec, 11~ 20!3 

There’s no stopping Cristiano Ronaldo 

by Soccer America 

[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Matchday 6] Cristiano Ronaldo~ who is 

looking to win the FIFA Ballon d’Or for the first time, has added 
this to his 2013 accomplishments: a record for the most goals in 

the UEFA Champions League group stage. His goal in Real Madrid’s 

2-0 win over FC Copenhagen was his ninth in five games, setting the 

new mark, and it gave him 36 goals in 26 competitive games since 
August....Read the whole story 

Thorns get their man 

by Soccer America 

[NWSL] NWSL champion Portland Thorns FC named two-time WPS 

Coach of the Year Paul Riley as the club’s head coach for the 2014 

season. The Liverpudlian has been a Iongtime fixture on the Long 
Island soccer scene and had turned the Phitadelphia 

Independence into one of the best clubs in WPS, making him a hot 

commodity as the NWSL moved into its second season .... Read the 
whole story 

From tears to cheers" Barcelona’s 11-year-olds 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] How to react a teammate distraught 

after he misses a penalty kick? Barcelona’s U-12 team does a fine 

job after their ptaymaker’s mis-kick brings him to tears....Read the 

whole story 

What They’re Saying 

"We have to care about a soccer club’s social 
responsibility. We have expensive tickets, in the 

lounge and business areas, and thanks to those we 

can still sell standing tickets at around $10 per 
match, cheaper than it costs to go to the dnema 

in Munich. A poor guy, maybe without work, we 

want him to be able to go and watch soccer. That 

is our obligation." 

-- Bayern Munich chairman Karl-Heinz Rummenigge. 

(The Guardian) 

removed by 

sender. 

i.~iilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

Good sport admits handball goal 

by Mike WoitaHa 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] FIorian Trinks of German 
second division Greuther Fuerth propelled the ball 
into Sandhausen’s goat with his hand -- and 

admitted so to the ref who missed it....More 
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removed by 

sender 

’~o Sounders begin housecleaning 
2o Ref"s failure to red-card Collin has major 
impact on MLS Cup 
3. U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 
4. U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 
~ U.S. under-18 women’s national team 
roster 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 1:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:30 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hello, 
My name is It has always been my dream to play soccer for as long as i possibly could and i think it would be a great opportunity if i ever played for the 
University of North Carolina! Its always been my dream! I am a senior at        High School and rye been playing for 14 years now. I am left footed and i play: attacking 
midfield, left wing, and striker, i would love to attend your school, and i would love to hear back from you and schedule a visit. 
Thank you! 

...... I have a Youtube channel with my senior year highlight videos that i would love you to watch and gain knowledge of my style of play as well as my dedication to soccer! 

**PLEASE WATCH: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Don’t miss Canada’s Only US College Expo! 

From: US College Expo [mailto:education@prepskills.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of US College Expo 
Sent: Wednesday, December :t:t, 20:t3 10:i6 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Don’t miss Canada’s Only US College Expo! 

Image removed by sender. 

US College Expo 2013 Event 

University of Cali~br~da, Irvine 



Brought to you by PREPSKILLS 

Forward this entail 

Image 
rernoved by 
sender 

This email was sent to sn~n@uncaa.unc,ed[i by info@uscolleqeexpo.com 
Instant removal wLh _a__a__f_:e__U_/j__s_u___b__s__c_LLb__e_[" ._P__rj~_a__c_y____Pg_LLc_’~, 

PREPSKILLS In�, :: 876 Eglinton Ave East :: Toronto :: Ontario :: M~tG 2L1 :: Canada 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 9TH ANNUAL BAZOOfC~k SOCCER COLLEGE SHOWCASE IVD\RCH 8-9, 2014 

From: boni@bazookasoccer.com [mailto:boni@bazookasoccer.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 i0:14 AM 

To: info@bazookasoccer,com 
Subject: 9TH ANNUAL BAZOOKA SOCCER COLLEGE SHOWCASE MARCH 8-9, 2014- 

Dear Coach, 
Bazooka Soccer is pleased to invite you to the 9th Annual Bazooka Soccer College Showcase March 8-9, 2014 for Boys and Girls UI3-U19 
College Coaches Registration Link: 

http://w~wv.gotsport.com/events/collegecoachinfo~aspx? 

EvenflD=35339 

SOCCER COMPLEX: Simmers Young Park 339 American Spirit Road Winter Haven, Florida 33880 
Regards, 
Boni Okafor 
Tournament Director 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:15 PM 

Dale Calvert ~yahoo.com> 

))aol.co~n; : ?)hotmail.co~n) 

RE: RE: Co~npelifive Cauldron 

And Dale, I am at the camp all week, if there is something we do not address that you or your [eam needs help wi[h le[ me know and I wUI address ~t for you. We 

started tNs c~mp for coaches Hke you that wrested more than just the surface stuff. ~ know you m~d your Idds wH~ be overwhelmed with the information in the 

most positive way~ 

[.et [T~e k[low ~f you can make ~t .... 

From: Dale Calve~ [mailto          ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December ll, 20~3 10:44 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: RE: Competitive Cauldron 

Coach Do~ance, 

I would love to attend! I’ll check out the link. Thank you for your help. 

Dale 

Sent fiom Yahoo Mail on Audroid 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu>; 

To: Dale Calvert < @yahoo.corn>; 

Cc:i ~hotmail.con!) 
~aoLcom ~       ~gaol.com>; Jason Sisneros 

Subject: RE: Competitive Cauldron 

Sent: Tue, Dec 10, 2013 9:24:39 PM 

Dale, 

g) hotmail.com>; 

~’agmail.com). 

~msn.com ’          ~)msn.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; 

~gmaiLcom>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

I would love to help you. Do yon have time to join us in TEAM Ca~np in the snmmer? It is a co~nbination coaching school for you and your staff" and a soccer cmnp for 
your girls in our mcthodolo~-. Check it out: w~v.ncgsc.com 
If you come you will be overwhelmed with tJae i~ffo~rnation you will leave with a]~d yonr playeB will absolutely love it. The amswer to yonr questions below- will be 
addressed plus things you cam’t imagine right now that will benefit you amd your players. 

From: Dale Calvert [mailto ~yahoo:com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 10, 2013 1:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Competitive Cauldron 
Coach Dorrance, 

First of all, I’m a huge fan ofyonr work! Ivly name is Dale Calvert, I’m 24 years old, and reside in Indianapolis. I’ve been coaching women’s soccer now for three yeaJcs 

and have frankly become very impressed with your way of coaching and met]~odologies. I’ve read your book, The Man Watching, watched then rewatched qnite a 

few of your DVD’~ and have tbllowed your entire season this past year. I also enjoy getting on YouTube a~d watching how you train your players. I’ve even 

implemented reading aloud notes and thoughts about my players in the locker room that are graduating and have tbund tremendous results based offofyour ideals. I 

currently have quite a tbw womeffs ~)ccer players ranging an.5~vhere l}om 5th grade m High- School that would like m play tbr you someday and have a few questions 

for you if you have the time. 

This next season I would like to soccerize ~ny training sessions and was curious if you could give me a few pointers on how to do that. For example, how do I break 

down tl~e sessions into categories so ~ny coaching staff and I can keep track of points? 

Also, what would you like women’s soccer players to do more of as they train? Basically, in your opinion, what is still a major weakness’? I assume it’s a lot of lvl 

battles a~d technical abilib~, but I didfft know iftl~ere was something else you feel tl~e women’s game is in dier need of. Any thoughts you have is much appreciated. 
Finally, I don’t know if you remember, but a young girl named 

m~d would love to help her reach her goal to play for you someday. 

Thanks, 

Dale Calvert 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

JPg 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday 1:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Are you headed to Disney Showcase? (I will get our sche&de out SOON for that national showcase) 

Not sure if you had a chance to stop over and watch my temnmates and I at the CASL last weekend in Raleigl~ NC. Between the reruns from aJl over the USA, the 

great athletes and the College Cup a few miles away.., it was a great weekend of women’s soccer! 

We hope to have all our injured players back in a soon and before Disney Orlando. The new players worked hard and gave up only one goal over the weekend. - 

Look for some great things as we get "healthy" from this         United Soccer Club! 

Sincerely, 

removed by 

sender. 

C.J_i_._c_._k___ pr o fi] e 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O L,~’qC EXCHANGE/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 
Wednesday,                   2:45 PM 

~yaJaoo.com 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I oa~ so sorry I mn not allowed to call back!’, 

I am actually NOT ALLOWED to call you back. I am so sorry ~ said I could. I just spoke to Chris Ducar, my recruiting coordinator and he said that even though that class 

is closed in terms of scholarship $, if     can get in on her own we will certainly invited her to try out for our     roster along with all the scholarship players. 

~ do not want to paint a bright picture though, it is certainly a challenge to be admitted to the University of North Carolina. I am sorry I could not give you better 

news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:46 PM 

88@live.unc.edu-* 

l@~nsn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu; am~e 

Subject: RE: Click on: "There’s no stopping Chfistian Renaldo" 

Sure!! 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, December ~1, 2013 2:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: Click on: "There’s no stopping Christian Renaldo" 

CaJ~ Liverl~ol be thrown in the mix? Since they are higher than united u~d Chelsea fight now... 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Dec 11, 2013, at 1:32 PM, "Donance, Albe~ A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

During this break, let’s become fans of the game! I have forwarded U~is clip to ge~ you exalted about the Champions League. 

As a part of the Is~ b~ock "O~ympics" which w~ll be a competitive caldron rankh~g of your team’s match play, your athletic testing, and your technical 

testing we are g.Nng to g~w~ each of you a written tes~: ot~ the EPl_ Team of your choice among these four: A~sena~, Chelsea, Man CRy and Man U. 5o, 

pk:k one of these k~ur teams and wa~:ch every game they play between now and the l:es~: when you get backH~ 

] will g~ve you one of the questions right now: "who b your equ~vafent on the team of your choice?" If you are the right back for UNC ~n the 

who p~ays r’i~ht back for t ~e learn you are 

<~-WRD003.jpg>] 

~image001 :iPgq 

~’ednesday, Oec. ~, 20~3 

There’s no stopping Cristiano Ronaldo 
by Soccer America 
[UEFA CHAMPIONS LEAGUE: Matchday 6] Cristiano Ronaldo, who is 
looking to win the FIFA BaUon d’Or for the first time, has added this 
to his 2013 accomplishments: a record for the most goals in the 
UEFA Champions League group stage. His goal in Real Madrid’s 2-0 
win over FC Copenhagen was his ninth in five games, setting the 
new mark, and it gave him 36 goals in 26 competitive games since 
August....Read the whole story 

Thorns get their man 
by Soccer America 

[NWSL] NWSL champion Portland Thorns FC named two-time WPS 

Coach of the Year Paul Riley as the club’s head coach for the 2014 

season. The Liverpudlian has been a Iongtime fixture on the Long 
Island soccer scene and had turned the Philadelphia Independence 

into one of the best clubs in WPS, making him a hot commodity as 

the NWSL moved into its second season .... Read the whole story 

From tears to cheers: Barcelona’s 11-year-olds 

by Mike Woitalia 
[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] How to react a teammate distraught after 

he misses a penalty kick? Barcelona’s U-12 team does a fine job after 

their playmake(s mis-kick brings him to tears....Read the whole 
story 

What They’re Saying 

"We have to care about a soccer club’s social 
responsibility. We have expensive tickets, in the 
lounge and business areas, and thanks to those we 

can still sell standing tickets at around $10 per 

match, cheaper than it costs to go to the dnema 

in Munich. A poor guy, maybe without work, we 

want him to be able to go and watch soccer. That 

is our obligation." 

-- Bayern Munich chairman Karl-Heinz 

Rummenigge. (The Guardian) 

Good sport admits handball goal 

by Mike Woitalla 

[VIDEO PICK: Off the Post] FIodan Trinks of German 
second division Greuther Fuerth propelled the ball 

into Sandhausen’s goal with his hand -- and 

admitted so to the ref who missed it....More 

~o Sounders begin housecleaning 
2. Ref’s failure to red-card Collin has major 
impact on MLS Cup 
3. U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 
~ U.S. under-17 men’s national team roster 
5o U.S. under-18 women’s national team 
roster 

<~WRD003.jpg>I 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:46 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Sumtner Camp 

From: Lindsay Bogue [mailto:lindsay.bogue=campnetwork.com@mai139.at151.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of Lindsay Bogue 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:44 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Summer Camp 

Hi Anson, 

Do you need any help with your camps this coming summer? I know the kids are just about gone for the holidays and you might be starting to look at your 

camp season. As a reminder, we allow you to accept online reqistration on your website by having your campers pay a simple $2.99 convenience fee as they 

check out (we also do really nice website design if you need that too). 

We work with all types of college camps across the country and would love to help you as well. If you’re interested, please schedule a demo by clicking here. 

Happy holidays! 

Sincerely, 

Lindsay Bogue 

Camp Network 

lindsay.bogue@campnetwork.com 

www. ca nlpn et work.co nl 

"Best Pricing in the Camp fndustry!" 

1-i~is e=-r, sii wss sent to .a_n_.s_o_~2~u__n_c__a_a._:u__n_c_~e_d__u_ 

whydid I qet this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

Cailqp Ne~,^,’orL 240~ Hev~rsbsm Close VJ:’f~i:lie Beech, VA 23454 . (.JSA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 2:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: - Soccer Prospect 

soccer resume.docx 

From: ~ ~verizon.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 1:58 PM 
To: Dorrance. Alberl: A IV 

Cc: _~yahoo.com 
Subject: - Soccer Prospect 

Hello Coach Dorrm3ce: 

My name is              and I am a j unior st       High School i~3            I am mmrested in attending the Universi~)~ of 
North Carolina because of your biology program, as I warn to pursue a career in medicine as well as commuing my soccer career al 
yonr school. 

Cnrrently, I play my club soccer with 
His e-mail is a~d he can also be reached at 

be contacted at or 

My club coach’ s ~mme is 
My high school coach is and he can 

O~tr ~eam will be playing i~3 the ECNL Nalio~3al Tom’nament from 

games on 
If yon have the time please stop by to see me play. 

I will be participating in the 

Finally’, I am imemsted i~ learning more about any 1D camps you have planned. Ifyo~ ca~ fonvard aW camp i~t[ommtion to my coach 
or directly to my parm~t’s email address -        ~f:vefizon.net - I would appreciate it. 

hope you am able to see some of my games laIer this mo~3th. I have attached my resmne for your review. 

Tlmnks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

I~NV: I mn so so~D" I am not allowed to call back!! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:45 PM 
To:           .~yahoo.com ’ 

�::¢: Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 
Subject: I am so SOml I am not allowed to call back!! 

I am actually NOT ALLOWED to call you back. I am so sorry I said I could. I just spoke to Chris Ducat, my recruiting coordinator and he said that even though that class 

is closed in terms of scholarship 5, if     can get in on her own we will certainly invited her to try out for our     roster along with all the scholarship players. 

I do not want to paint a bright picture though, it is certainly a challenge to be admitted to the University of North Carolina. I am sorry I could not give you better 

news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:16 PM 

CINDI ATWATER <cindiatwate@anthonytravel.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>;                        ~duke.edu) 

RE: Travel Reservation to ORLANDO INTL, FL on Decetnber 27 for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

From: CINDI ATVVATER [mailto:cindiatwater@anthonytravel.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December ll, 2013 2:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Travel Reservation to ORLANDO INTL, FL on December 27 for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

ci..",diaiwater@a~lhor:y~ravei,com 

View your fuil itinerary directly in the 

confirmation email, 

2. Organize your b~si¢.,ess and ieisure trips 
in one place. 

3. Access your trip detaiis eve~vwhere via 

the web or moMle app 

Oth~,r N~kes "From ?/our Travet 

FOR EME~:?GENCY TRAVEL ASS~ST,~,NCE CALL 800-530-2580 

24 HOURS A DAY Pt.E~E GIVE YOUR VIT CODE. $7~5C 

PASSENGERS REQUIB?ED TO SHOW PHOTO iD AT AIRPORT 

*~* ~,NTHONY -[RAVEr. UNC OFFICE 

PHONb). NUb] BER 919-843-.5076 

FARb).S ARb). ~UB,JEC g -[O CHANGb). UNTIL PURCHASED 

SERVICE ~:EES ON ~RANSACT~QNS,~RE 

PL EA%}. LOOK OVER THiS iTiNERARY AND ~N~:ORM US 

ANY DK~CREP,~,NCiES W~TH~N 2,1 HOURS OF T~CKb}.T~NG 

ANY DiSC~EPANCIES A~:TER THK~ TiME b,,]AY R~}.SULT 

iN A PENAL-P/ 

UNDER THE NEW TSA SECURITY PROCEDURES 

PASSENGERS MUST PRESENT A BOARDING PASS 

AND A GOVERNMENT ISSUED ID TO P,~S8 THROUGH 

8ECURI-P/CHECKPOINTS A ~}OARD~NG PASS biAY 
OBT,qNED AT THE TICKET COUNTER, 

KIOSK, OR IN SObsE C,~SES THE A~RLINE WEBSITE 

**iMPOR[ANI SAGGA(~E AND ::ARRY -ON LUGGAGE 

PLEASE CHECK A~RLiNE WEBS}IE FOR OE IA~i.ED ~N[-:ORMATiON 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 11, 2013 3:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~B: Travel Reservation to ORLANDO INTL, FL on December 27 for ALBERT ANSON DORILANCE 

Got it] 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 11, 2013 2:56 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" FW: Travel Reservation to ORLANDO INTL, FL on December 27 for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

From: CINDI ATVVATER 
Sent: Wednesday, December ll, 2013 2:~4 PN 

To: Ducar, Chris; ci~dia~ater~travel.com 
Subject; Travel Reservation to ORLANDO INTL, FL on December 27 for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Trip to:        O~-RLA.NDO I~’~TL, P’L            R{÷s{÷~v~tien code: 
Psssenge..’(s): A LBE[?T ANSON [~g RF~xNC[{ Pddin8 Reservation Code: 

@ A~RTRAN A~RW~YS FL Flight Namber 12~7 

RDL; RALiZ:tGi-{ DURHAM, NC 
g :00pro 
Termil~ai I 

Arrival: MCO ORLANDO tNTL, FL 
7:40pro 

Pleas8 re,if}’ fligM times p..’ior ~o depa..’lure 

C}8ss: Coach ’D:_natiol:: I tlour(s) 8[~d 40m}nute 

EXTENDED STAY AF;~ER~ {EXTENDED STAY 
Check Out: 

1040 Greem,,~oed Bird 



Lake Ma~y Fi 32746 
Pt~ 40T-829-.2332 
~:ax: 407.-829°4436 

Ni,qhiiy wiii;,e rate 

free wifi arld grab arld 9o b~ds 

12899 USD / N[~ht 

Dance[ by 8:00pro on day o~ arrival to sv@d e penalty 

Oe#arture:    MCO ORLANDO tNTL, FL 

RDU RALEIGH DURHAM; NC 
7:15pm 
"I’erm{~sai 2 

Pleas<÷ vel@y fligi:t times p.qol to depa.~ture 

Ahx:Ia~l: EM~3RAEi-:~ EMB 1 ~’,5 JET 

Si.>ai(.<) 14D / (3osfim~d 

F!eque!)t [:iy~!! D?}.LTA AiR LINES 

2232570347 

Oi.siance (m Mibs):5’28 

CONF1RM[.:D 

CONF1RM[.:D 

Other ~’~eke.s f[or~ }/o~[ Ttavet 

FOR EME~tSGENCY TRAVEL ASSISTANCE CALL 800-530-2580 

24 HOURS A DAY PLEASE Gb/£ YOUR V~T CODE. $715C 

PASSENGERS REQUbtTD TO SHOW PHOTO ~D AT A~RPORT 

*~* ANTHONY -[RAVEL UNC OFFICE 

PHORE NUMBER 919-843-.5078 

FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UNTH. PURCHASED 

SERVICE ~:EES ON TRANSACTIONS ARE NONRE~sUNABt.E 

PLEASE LOOK OVER TH~S IT~NE~%~RY AND ~N~:ORM US 

ANY DK~CREPANCIES W~TH~N 24 HOURS OF HCKET~NG 

ANY DiSC~TPANCIES A~STER THK~ TiME k,SAY RESULT 

~N A PE-:NAL[~’ FEE 

UNDER THE NEW TSA SECURITY PROCEDURES 

PASSEbi(~ERS MUST PRESENT/t {-}OARD~NG PASS 

AND/k (}OVEPNM[-:-:N[ ~88U[{)~[:} T(:~ PASS 

8E(}URF[~’ OHE::KPO~NTS A [-}OARD=,N(~ PASS k, IA~" 

OBTA=,NED/tl THE [K::K[-:-:T OOUNTER. 

KIOSK. OR ~N SOrvIE C,>,SE8 tHE A[R[.}NE 

**::MPOR[YRN ] BAG(~/R(}E AND :: ARRY -ON [.U(}GAGE 

PI. EIkSE CHECK Ik~RL::blE WEf3SI IE FOP DE IAEED 

REGARDING ALl. BA(~(3AGE AI. LOWAblCES AND ADDITIONAL FEES 

[-:OR THE MOST CURREN[ INf-:ORMIkT::ON Obl IklRPORT 

SE(}UR~ ]Y PLEASE :7 HE(:K W, bbb4YSA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

klere is the kid we saw on Mort, let’s make sure we see her!! 
From: @aol,com] 
Sent: Wednesday,- 3:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 
Goodafternoon coach Anson i just wanted to follow up with my schedule for disney,thankyou so much for the tour i recieved and was honored to to be on UNC 

campus.....Disney Soccer Showcase (Girls) - 
Wet¢~me t~ ~h~,~ ~r,,>~i.."..g Ground! L’,,is~ey’s ,~;o¢c~,~r 5;howc~se is the ~i!:iniate ~l~ce %r ~op clubs to be seen by h~nd.."eds of cotleg~,~ co~ci:es lo~king %r gre~t soccer t~lent, 



i will be guest playing with wearing hope you can come out !tha~ou so much and have a great day-:) 

.... Original Message .... 

From: ~aol.com> 
To: anson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mon, 3:59 pm 
Subject 

Hello Coach Anson, my name is          and I am a freshman at                 High School in                  have been playing soccer since I was 4 years old, 
and I have loved every minute of it. I am a versatile player, who plays fast and uses my size and vision to find the open player. I can play anywhere on the field, but for the last 
two years I have focused on refining my play at the center back position. I was a member of the U14 National Team in and I am currently a member of the team. 
My dream is to one day play with the U.S. National Team and t~present my country in the Olympics. I have played with the since I was 8 yeats old, and 

we were the            Champions in the          seasons. There is room to improve in every aspect of my game, and I plan on working hard to make it happen. I am 
extremely committed to being the best student-athlete I can and look forward to reaching my goals both in the classroom and on the soccer field. Having the opportunity to 
represent my country and play with the U.S. National Team was not only an unbelievable experience, but it gave me the confidence to move forward. This motivates me to 
work every day knowing that through hard work I can make all my dreams come true. 



nk you for taking the time to read a ~itt~e about me! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:52 PM 

~gmail.com); ~bellsouth.net 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~gma~l.com 

Getting a look with the US Nat’l Youth Teams 

Just a short note to tell you how much I enjoyed watching you play. I had just got to your field (I think it was the beginning of the game) and you scored a very clean 

goal into the lower right hand corner. You are going to be a superb Tar Heel!!! 

few players we have seen you can finish, head, dribble and impact. I can’t wait to work with you!! 

All the best from all your friends in Chapel Hill!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:06 PM 

@gmail.com 

Jason Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com) 

I think we axe aJl searching for "grit" .... yes, even Harvard is .... 

That is exactly what we need to do ... so what "test" do we give to find it? There is a tesL for "griL" ._~                 has developed it. I tried one fast week right 

after our "Core Value" Peer EvahJations ._. Jason Sisneros, my new analytics guy administered it~ Heck, it is scar~i how often I recruit the "wrong~’ kid ..,~ I am 

certainly NOT an expert (yet). But I am relentless and I plan to figure this out before I descend into the oblivion of Alzheimer’s!! 



From: pgmail.com [ ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: 

I always thonght part of your recruiting process should be to figure out how to tap into a kids psyche offthe field. I think youth coaches are generally only one data 

poin’~ m~d invariably biased. The move toward recruiting kids in diapers maJaes it even more challenging. 

Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBen?, 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Wed,            20:09:30 +0000 

To:          ~gmail.com~          ~gmail.com> 
Subject: RE: HBS 

I agree with you. But I struggle with this myself. Half my be~ch is filled with scholarship kids that I thought could be "world beaters". I have had tNs d~scuss~on w~th 

Steve Farmer our Director of Undergraduate Adm~ssio~s. What both o[: us are ~ooMng for ~s "grit" but ~t ~s hard to see ~n a dry app~catio~ process. A~d 

unfortunate]~,, ~t ~s also hard to see ~n a youth soccer competition~ 

Heck, the busi~less team I could form w~th first p~ck of al~ the sen~ors [ have gradL~ated sh~ce 1979 could conquer the world and        would be one of the leaders 

o[ [hat team. After foyer years you can see the "gdt". HBS ~n their dry, appJk:atkm r~m see some[:h~n8 entke~, d~fferent and Sieve Farmer says this ~s a problem. ~ 

agree w~Lh him~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:33 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Just dropping you a note to let you aJ~d your staff know that I will be competing in the ] 

Listed below is my game schedule - it would be great if yon guys conld make it to a game. 

Enjoy your holidays and looking forwayd to seeing yon at a game! 

Tha~ks, 

~ Image 

..... removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:13 PM 

@gmail.com 

I~E: I think we are all searching for "grit" .... yes, even Harvard is .... 

Good 



From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: I think we are all searching for "grit" .... yes, even Harvard is .... 
Find the smart ones who want to go to sta~ford who have no sense of entitlement and 

Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 
will clo~ them. 

l~rom: Do~rance, Albm~t A IV -_{.m__.~!)_~.%.e_g_~41_:_u__r_~.c_:_e._4.u_-> 

Date: Wed, 22:05:46 +0000 
To: ~gmail.com> 
Subject: I think we are all seaacching for "grit" .... yes, even Harvard is .... 
Treat is exactly what we need to do .., so what "test" do we give to find it? There ~s a tes~ for "gdU .,_ has developed ~t. ~ tried one fast week r~ght 
after our "Core Valt~e" Peer Evak~st~ons ~,.. Jason S~sReros, rny new aR~[yt~cs guy administered ~t, Heck, ~t is scary how often ~ recruit the "wrong" kid .,,. ] arn 
certah~]y NOT an expert (yet). But I am relentless and ~ plan to figure th~s out before ] descend ~nto the ob{~vion of Alzheimer’sH 



From: .~qrnail.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: HBS 

I always thonght part of your recruiting process should be to figure out how to tap into a kids psyche offthe field. I think youth coaches are generally only one data 

poin’~ m~d invariably biased. The move toward recruiting kids in diapers maJaes it even more challenging. 

Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBen?, 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Wed. 20:09:30 +0000 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: HBS 

I agree with you. But I struggle with this myself. Half my be~ch is filled with scholarship kids that I thought could be "world beaters". I have had tNs d~scuss~on w~th 

Steve Farmer our Director of Undergraduate Adrn~ssio~s. What both o[: us are ~ooMng for ~s "grit" but ~t ~s hard to see ~n a dry app~catio~ process. A~d 

unfortunate]% ~t ~s also hard to see ~r~ a youth soccer cornpetition~ 

Heck, the business team I could form w~th first p~ck of al~ the sen~ors [ have graduated sh~ce 1979 could conquer the world and        would be one of the leaders 

o[ [hat team. After foyer years you can see the "gdl:". HBS ~n their dry, appJk:atkm run see some[:h~n8 entke~, d~fferent and Sieve Farmer says this ~s a problem. ~ 

agree w~Lh him~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LFi’,IC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,                 9:41 AM 

~gmail.com 

RE: i think we are all searchit~g for "grit" .... yes, even Harvard is .... 

You are probably right but so much of the time you are sorting out your recruit in her sophomore year with a couple of looks on the field and on an unofficial visit 
with one parent (where both are on their best behavior) and VO~ are skeptical to begin with ~,.. Nightmare!! 



From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: I think we are all searching for "grit" .... yes, even Harvard is .... 

All kidding aside, I think the more you watch the dynamic between p~ent and kid during the process, the more you’ll learn about the kid. 

Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBen?, 

l~ro~n: Do~rance Albe~tAIV .~m~n~.~ernMunc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 22:12:46 +0000 
To: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: ~: I think we are all searcNng for "grit" ..,. yes. even H~d is .... 



From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: I think we are all searching for "grit" .... yes, even Harvard is .... 
Find the smart ones who want to go to who have no sense of entitlement and 
Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBeny 

will clo~ them. 

From: Do~rance Albm~tAIV -~mmn~.~emml.unc.edu-> 
Date: Wed, 22:05:46 +0000 
To: ~gmail.com> 
Subject: I think we am all sea, cNng for "grit" .... yes, even Hm~ard is .... 
That ~s exactly what we need to do .., so what "test" do we give to find ~t? There ~s a tes~ for "gr~U .,.. has develo~ed ~t. ~ tried one fast week r~ght 
after our "Core Valt~e" Peer Evak~st~ons ~,.. Jason S~sReros, rny new aR~[yt~cs guy administered ~t, Heck, ~t is scary how often ~ recruit the "wrong" kid .,,. ] arn 
certah~]y NOT an expert (yet). But I am relentless and ~ plan to figure th~s out before ] descend ~nto the oN~vion of Alzheimer’sH 



From: @qmail.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: HBS 

I always thought part of your recruiting process should be to figure out how to tap into a kids psyche offthe fiekt. I think youth coaches are generally only one data 

point, and invariably biased. The move reward recmiling k~ds in diapers makes it even more challenging. 

Sent farm my Verizon Wireless BlackBen?, 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 20:09:30 +0000 

To: ~gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: HBS 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 9:46 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Forward, 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From ~ hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I’d like to introduce myself, my name is and am very interested in the soccer program you offer at North Carolina. As a Striker and 

consistent goal scorer at the highest levels I feel my abilities would warrant your consideration. I currently play for my High School Soccer Team, 

School as well as the 

Athletically; I believe I can compete at the Division One level and know that I can contribute to your future successes. As an opportunity to your scouting 

staff I will be playing at the Orange Classic in Florida from Dec. . Please take the time to have a look you will be glad you did. 

Academically; I am currently in grade 11 attending School maintaining a g.p.a, and plan to graduate in My 

interests academically are focused on the Kenan-Flager School of Business at North Carolina. 

My academic pursuits would be very satisfied in this program. 

I offer Leadership skills and a High Standard on the field as well as in the classroom and for your consideration; I offer my skill sets to you and to North 

Carolina. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:50 AM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

kW: HTIL Cha~ty 

La ~ C e ?’ 

From: Francis, Neville R 
Sent: Wednesday, December :t:t, 20:t3 6::t3 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: HT~L Charity 
So I checked with NCAA regulations and my charity I think is on safe ground. The age group we help is up to U:~4. We collect soccer equipment balls, cones, cleats, socks, 
ladders, etc.., and take them to Jamaica. We donate them to the really poor schools. We run summer camps too to occupy these kids when school is out. 

We also give scholarships and feed the kids. 

All this is an effort to change the trajectory of families in poverty. 

Given our reach anything donated with instructions concerning age groups we can accommodate. Our website and Facebook provides pictures of the different age groups we 
targeL 

Neville 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, December :tl, 2013 4:55 PM 

To: Francis, Neville R 
C:c: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: HTIL Charity 

P f’o lessor Francis~ 

Thank you ~or your thoughtKd t~ote. What is the t~ature o~ the chadty and how can ~ he~p? 

The NCAA has ru~es otl what we can do [:or Nigh Schoo~ aged kids so p~ease exp~ait~ what the charity does. 

F~m= Francis, Neville R 
Sent; Wednesday, December ll, 2053 3:35 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: ~L Chari~ 

Hi, I want to congratulate you on the season you had but ~iven your track record for winnin~ I’m reluctant to do so. Given your competitive spirit and the level of 

excellence you’ve achieved and expected to with this team I’m sure you understand. But as a professor of this fine institution I want to congratulate you on the 

wonderful job with our student athletes. 

I want to touch base with you a~ain about possibly makin~ contributions to the htil.or~ charity. One of our first recipient               of ~ears some 5 years a~o 

is a freshman at                   on both an academic and football scholarship. This is an individual whose life could have turned out differently had it not 

been for the structure and discipline of soccer. The program has supported many youn~ men and women and we are happy to see them ~o onto college. 

Any support would be ~reatly appreciated. 

Neville Francis 

Economics Professor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:50 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

Markos, Lance M <~narkos@email.unc.edu> 

I~NV: HTIL Chaa-i~ 

Let’s wait for a reply from I.ance and see if we can help 

From: Francis, Neville R 
Seat: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 6::1.4 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: HTIL Charity 
So I checked with NCAA regulations and my charity I think is on safe ground. The age group we help is up to U14. We collect soccer equipment balls, cones, cleats, socks, 
ladders, etc.., and take them to Jamaica. We donate them to the really poor schools. We run summer camps too to occupy these kids when school is out. 

We also give scholarships and feed the kids. 

All this is an effort to change the trajectory of families in poverty. 

Given our reach anything donated with instructions concerning age groups we can accommodate. Our website and Facebook provides pictures of the different age groups we 
target. 

Neville 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 201:[3 4:55 PM 

To: Francis, Neville R 
Cc: Markos, Lance M 
Subject; RE: HTIL Charity 

Pro[essor Francis~ 

"[’hank you ~or your thought[ul note. What is the nature o~ the (:harRy and how can ~ he~p? 

The NCAA has rules on what we can do [:or N~gh Schoo~ aged kids so p~ease explab~ what the charity does. 

From= Francis, Neville R 
Sent; Wednesday, December ~, 2053 3:35 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject; ~L Chari~ 

Hi, I want to congratulate you on the season you had but given your track record for winning I’m reluctant to do so. Given your competitive spirit and the level of 

excellence you’ve achieved and expected to with this team I’m sure you understand. But as a professor of this fine institution I want to congratulate you on the 

wonderful job with our student athletes. 

I want to touch base with you again about possibly making contributions to the htil.org charity. One of our first recipient ~ 

on both an academic and football scholarship. This is an individual whose life could have turned out differently had it not 

been for the structure and discipline of soccer. The program has supported many young men and women and we are happy to see them go onto college. 

Any support would be greatly appreciated. 

Neville Francis 

Economics Professor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:57 AM 

Francis, Neville R <nrfi-~ci@em~l.unc.e&~> 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: HTIL Chm-i~ 

Like NI slate organizations U~ere are some rules we have Lo follow here as wetl!! I have asked Tom Sander rny Director of Operations to follow all the rules (NCAA 

+State of N(:} and help where we can. 

From: Francis, Neville R 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 20.t3 7:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: HTIL Charity 
So anything that you have that you’re not planning on using (gathering dust in storage) I will gladly take off your hands. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, December :tJ., 2013 4:S5 PM 

To: Francis, Neville R 
Cc: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: HTIL Charity 

Pro~easor Francis, 

Yha~k you for your thoughtful note. What is the nature of the charity and how can I help? 

The NCAA has rules on what we can do for H~gh Schoo] aged kids so p]ease exp[ah~ what the charity does. 

F~m: Francis, Neville R 
Senti Wednesday, December ll, 2013 3:35 PN 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: ~L Chari~ 

Hi, I want to congratulate you on the season you had but given your track record for winning l’m reluctant to do so. Given your competitive spirit and the level of 

excellence you’ve achieved and expected to with this team l’m sure you understand. But as a professor of this fine institution I want to congratulate you on the 

wonderful job with our student athletes. 

I want to touch base with you again about possibly making contributions to the htil.org charity. One of our first recipient               of gears some 5 years ago 

is a freshman at                   on both an academic and football scholarship. This is an individual whose life could have turned out differently had it not 

been for the structure and discipline of soccer. The program has supported many young men and women and we are happy to see them go onto college. 

Any support would be greatly appreciated. 

Neville Francis 

Economics Professor 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:11 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

profile docx.doc 

From: .~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:35 PN 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is I am fifteen years old and currently a sophomore at ligh school, located in i graduate 
from high school in the year, I am interested in your facility because of your ability to teach athletes how to perform at the next level I currently 
represent as a left back, and defensive center mid. I would be very grateful if you watched me perform at my upcoming 
tournament, the Disney Soccer Showcase. My schedule is located in this link: 

My jersey number is I look forward to hearing from you. Also, I have attached my player profile to this email. 
Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:34 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar(~a)unc.edu) 

kW: ECNL Stafford Event 

docx 

From: ~wi.rr.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A rg; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: - ECNL Sanford Event 
Hello, 
I hope you are able to watch me play in Florida for the upcoming EGNL event. 
I will be playing the following in Sanford: 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: @ CASL (UNC Camp All Star) 

I cat~’t remember ._, Can yo~? 

From~ ~yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 9:51 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-"         @ CASL (UNC Camp All Star) 

Hello Goach Anson, 

I saw you out at the fields on Saturday and was wondering if you caught any of my game, 

Blue like your jacket!) Any feedback if you did would be great. 

Th~nk.~ 

really fast forward in the Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:36 AM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

EW: Give Us Your Inslructions 

Shelly, 
Can you take care of this For me? 

From: Soccer America [mailto:circulation@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 20:t3 4:00 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Give Us Your Instructions 

Image 

removed by 

sender 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

As you know, each week Soccer America delivers a breathtaking varieb’ of,soccer publications ruth breaking news, TV listings, commenta~-, insight and analysis 

covering all aspects of the game and beyond. We hope that you’ve been taking advantage of your membership benefits s~ fay. 

Your Soccer America subscription now brings to you our neMy redesigned expanded, in-depfl~ quarterly issues that will focus on previewing soccefs biggest events of 

the yeay, as well as full online access to our archives at www.socceramefica.com. Renew with a credit card, and for only $39 a yeaac, you’ll get continued mag~ine 

delive~ without having to worry about renewing your subscription again. Jnst call us at 1-347-762-2640 or Renew Securely Online. 

Take a moment now to continue your subscriplion with us and make sure that you don’t miss an instant of Soccer America coverage. Lock in a great renewal price 

now and visit your account page or call us directly at 1-347-762-2640 for more details. 

Let Soccer America keep you connected to the g~ane you love. 

RENEW TODAY 

Best regards, 

Kenneth Fadner 

Publisher 

Soccer America 
A,nerica’s soccer source since 1971 

Please visit wvwv.socceramerica.com for 24-hour access to your Soccer America Online Profile. 

PRIVACY POLICY,’ EMAIL OPT-OUTS 

CoW and paste this link into your browser: w~av.socceramerica.comiprivacvi 

FOR FURTHER COMMUNICATION, PLEASE CONTACT: 
Soccer America Membership Services 

15 East 32nd Street, 7th Floor 

New York, NY 10016 

or call: (347) 762-2640 
Monday- Friday, 10am- 6pm EST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:19 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: HTIL Chm-i~ 

Th a n k you ! To rn ? 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 9:g0 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: HTIL Charity 
JUS[: responded .- probably as you were typing.. :--) 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Thursday, December ~2, 2013 9:50 AM 

To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject= ~: ~L Chari~ 

Lance? 

Fmm: Francis, Neville R 
Sent= Wednesday, December II, 20~3 6:13 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Cc: Narkos, Lance M 
Subject: RE: ~L ChariN 
So I checked with NC~ regulations and my chari~ I think is on safe ground. The age group we help is up to UI4. We collect soccer equipment balls, cones, cleats, sock, 
ladders, etc.., and ~ke them to Jamaica. We donate them to the really poor schools. We run summer camps ~o to occupy these kids when school is out. 

We also give scholarships and feed the kids. 

All this is an effort to change the trajectory of families in poverty. 

Given our reach anything donated with instructions concerning age groups we can accommodate. Our website and Facebook provides pictures of the different age groups we 
target. 

Neville 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, December 11, 2013 4:55 PM 

To: Francis, Neville R 
Cc: Markos, Lance IVl 
Subject: RE: HT~L Charity 

P ro [l:_!ssor Fr~lncis~ 

Thank you [:or your thoughd:ul note. What is the nature o[: the charity and how can ~ he~p? 

The NCAA has rules on what we ca~ do for H~gh Schoo~ aged kids so p~ease explah~ what the charity does. 

F~m= Francis, Neville R 
Sent: Wednesday, December ~$, 2023 3:35 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: ~L Chari~ 

Hi, I want to congratulate you on the season you had but given your track record for winning I’m reluctant to do so. Given your competitive spirit and the level of 

excellence you’ve achieved and expected to with this team I’m sure you understand. But as a professor of this fine institution I want to congratulate you on the 

wonderful job with our student athletes. 

I want to touch base with you again about possibly making contributions to the htil.org charity. One of our first recipient 

on both an academic and football scholarship. This is an individual whose life could have turned out differently had it not 

been for the structure and discipline of soccer. The program has supported many young men and women and we are happy to see them go onto college. 

Any support would be greatly appreciated. 

Neville Francis 

Economics Professor 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O Lri’,IC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:34 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Two strong players for 2015 (Youth National Team / 1. 

..... Original Message ..... 
t;rom: Norman (~/ionaco Sports) [mailto:cunches~monaco-sports.coml 
Sent: rlhursday, December 12, 2013 11:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Two strong players :[’or 2015 (Youth National Team / 

Dear Coach, 

If you do already take care of your 2015 recruiting class you should have a look at the following two strong and successful players: 

All the best from Munich, 

Norman Messina - Captain 

MONACO SPORTS - A NEW HORIZON 
HeBstr. 41 - 80798 Munich - Germany 
phone q 49 89 57 95 36 41 - fax ~49 89 57 95 36 40 emai[ norman@mot~aco-sports.com - web www.monaco-sports corn 

"Champions aren’t made in the gym. Champions are made from something they have deep inside them a desire, a dream, a vision" (Muhammad All) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 2:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: - Soccer Prospect 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: 

:ti:57 All 

Soccer Prospect 

My name is              and I’ve been playing soccer for as long as I can remember. I 

love playing the sport and am dedicated. I’ve played select for over 7 years and it has 

challenged me and made me the player I am today. 

Soccer is not just a sport you play, it helps relieve stress and teaches you not to give 
up. I love that soccer is creative, it’s one of the most beautiful sports in my opinion. I’ve 

always had one goal when I got older and it was to play college soccer. I have been 

pushing myself everyday and training to the full of my potential. I will not give up on a 

chance to play. My coach at school has encouraged me that with hard work comes 
success. I am a hard worker and strive to make good grades. My drive to achieve has 

pushed me to keep improving and be the full and complete player I aim to be. 

128 Total S.olt:tior~s ’,,~’:~v ,t, ia~aster, ,t,L 35007 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 2:45 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu> 

I~E: UPDATE: RE: State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

Can you resend me the form? 

P~om: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent; Thursday, December :12, 20:13 :t2:29 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject-" FW: UPDATE: RE: State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 
Importance-" High 

Just a ten’finder to everyone that revised state income La~ withholding forms 

~or 203.4 MUST be completed by MI employees, as noted in red in the transmittal 

below that was sent to all employees two weeks ago. ALL FORMS AR[ DUE IN 

OUR OFFICE BYTUESD&Y, DECEMBER 17TM in order to meet the Pagro~ deadlh~e. 

NOTE~ With alI o{ the (:hanges [n the state withholding regulations, ff you haw~ 

quesi:h:ms about your wiLhholdmgsiexempLk)ns~ please contact your tax advisor or accountant, as they 

can bes~ advbe you. 

Please contact me, T[acy Harris or Kathy Dutton ~f you have questions about the deadlines. 

Thanks, 

Joyce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 20~3 ~0:43 AM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 

~e: Dutton, Kathy B.; Harris, Tracy U 

Subject: UPDATE: RE: State Income Tax Withholding for 20~4 

Importance: High 

Due to the dead~ines noted h~ the memo, a[~ forms should be received 

our office ~.:) ~al:e~ [:ha~ Tuesday, Decembe~ ~, ¯ ~ .:A de~ [:o meet 

deadlines set by Payroll If you have any questions p~ease ~et rne know. 

Thanks, 

Jovce 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Sent: Monday, November 25, 20~3 4:~4 PM 

To: UNCAA-ExeStaff; UNCAA-Senior Staff 

Cc: Dutton, Kathy B.; Harris, Tracy U 

Subject: FW: HR Officers: State Income Tax Withholding for 20~4 

To members o[: U~e Executive Staff: and Sen~or Staff: 

Just as an FY~, ~ have sent an advance ema~ to folks in a~l areas to help d~sseminate the 

information below, and to assistance in getting forms from a~l empbgees~ 

Please be aware that each of you w~[~ need to complete new stale w~thhok~ing 

~orrns, also. rNs does no~: apply to [ederal w~thho[d~ngs. 

Please let me know if you have questions. 

Thanks, 

,Joyc8 

Subject: HR Officers: State Income Tax Withholding for 20:~4 

November 25, 2013 

To:        School/Division HR Officers 

Business Managers 

From: Elizabeth C. (Betsi) Snipes, Director of Payroll Services 

Dennis Press, University Controller 

Re:       State Income Tax Withholding for 2014 

The NC Department of Revenue has provided important information about state income tax withholding for 20~4: 

The North Carolina General Assembly recently enacted House Bill 998 which becomes effective for taxable years beginning on or after 

January ~, 2014. Under this new law, all taxpayers will pay a lower rate and be granted a higher standard deduction. Taxpayers may no 

longer claim a personal exemption for themselves, their spouse, children, or any other qualifying dependents. Additionally, many deductions 

and tax credits that impact North Carolina withholding tax are no longer available for tax years beginning on or after January i. 

As a result of ~his Act~ every empla}zer must have all employees provide a new Employee’s Withholding Allowance Certific~te~ either 

Fon~ NC-4 EZ or Form NC-4. 

The new form must be completed by the employee and provided to the employer so the correct amount of State income tax is withheld for 

any payment periods beginning on or after January 1, 2014. 

We wanted to inform you of this change and let you know the attached communication will be distributed to all employees on Tuesday, November 26, 

2013. We appreciate any assistance that you may provide in helping us get this accomplished within the timeframe the NCDOR has provided to 

employers. Thank you in advance. Should you have question or concerns, please email p__a__y__r_9__!!_@__u__&_c__~__e__d_y_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:44 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject: Nia Gomez 
Coach DOlTOne~ 
My name is           and I play for                  \~z GPA i~                                       a superior college prep-school where I helped lead our team to a state 
championship last year (and are on pace to repeat this year). Beyond that my interest is to attend medical school and develop a career in neuroscience. 
I was hoping you had a chance to watch my games at CASL. Our team manager and coach both said you attended                   first game I know you may have alrea@ completed 
your recrmting for class of      but do you think l could walk on and find a place on your if accepted with academic based support? I will attach my resume below. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:54 PM 

~gmail.com> 

I~E: Get well soon! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Get well soon! 

1:38 PM 
~)gmail com] 

Hey Ansi Still wanna chat around 4:15 today? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:43 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Love to see you .. email before you come (I can’t reply to a text) .. my days are "flex~ble"t 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~mail.com] 
S ent: Tuesday, 3:14 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: Re: Get well soon! 

Anson, 

> Id love to stop by[ Would Thursday around 4 work? I have late practice tha day so I don’t have to leave until 545 

> I’m ready and willing to do the world! I would love nothing more than contributing to the team as much as ! can for the next four years. I’m getting vepf excited and anxious for the summer 

and next fall! 

> 

> Sent from my ~Phone 

> 

> On at 10:32 AM, "Dorrance, Alberta IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>> I want you to master the ball so if you want to get fit, get fit with the ball. Call me and we can chat about it. Or even better come by .... ! love talking to you @ou are a trip{ !1). 

>> And BTW, even in that brief window into watching you plat" over the weekend here are the things I liked: you like to head, you are VERY confident, you are athletic, you are comfortable 

with the ball at your feet AND I think you can contribute in any position. I like you              you have the potential (if you do something cvery day) to become a significant Tar Heel!!! 

>> ..... Oriainal Message ..... 

>> From: ~glnail.com] 

>> Sent: Monday 5:14 PM 

>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

>> Subject: Re: Gct well soon! 

>> Anson, 

>> Thanks for coraing out! My team along with myself included were all feeling a little sluggish and out o shape with not practicing over break. 

>> If there is ant" chance I could get the fitness packet that we use? I’m not sure if you can send it to me our my club coach but I would love to start getting a feel for that 

>> Ha~r~v Holidays! 

>> Sent finm my iPhone 

>> On at 2:04 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 

>>> You are sweet[ 

>>> 

>>> And I loved watching you play this past weekend You are an ass kicker. If you work hard between no~v and August you have the chance to impact, even as a freshman. 

>>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>>> From 

>>> Sent: Sunday, 11 : 15 AM 

>>> To      ,~aol.com 
>>> Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
>>> Subject: Get well soon! 
>>> 

>>> Hey Dino, 
>> 

anytl~lng I can clo to tlelp just let me Icno~v’. 

>> 

>>> Sent from my lPhone 

~gmail.com] 

~¢hich sounds pretty painful. Get ~vell soon and if there is 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu); 

RE: A couple of quick things 

h)aol.com 

Thanks 

prevented him. Are you guys at Disney? 

From~ 
Sent: Thursday, 2:00 PP1 
To: Ducar, Chris 
(::c; Dorrance, Albert A IV; bill palladino 
Subject-" A couple of quick things 

All, 

Chris is on top of this and did check with Lance Markos our compliance officer and it seems fine. I d~ink Dino was going to go watch 

.~aol.com) 

I hop~:_~ you are all well. I )~s~: heard from Dino, what an unfortuna~:e occurrence on Friday n~gh~: [or h#rH He asked me to keep you al~ m the loop w~th ema~ls, so ~ 

thought I wou~d emaH about a couple o~: qu~ck th~ngs: 

Chris,      was go~ng ~o ernaH you ~ast n~fih~ about a change #~ her schedule that she would I~l<e ~o make, dropping an Econ class and p~cking up another 

core e~ective that isn’t as chal~engh~g for her but is stN a core electN, e at our school. Her NCAA Eligibility is h~ great shape, w~th her core credit GPA and the 

tota~ of on the ACT she b [me- not even on the sheet for ~:he need for the s]id#~g scale. Our co~ege cout~se~or was concerned wRh what UNC Adm~ss~ot~s 

might say about her dropping the E(:on class, so ~ 1:old her l would ched~, f hope she erna~led you; our w~nl:er term drop add ~s Mready done, so she ~s 

worMng on an extended tkneline because we traveled this weekend. 

The other topic was our      (the ones ~ expfak~ed b~ more deLaH ~n rny previous longer ernsil a rnonth a~o) --I’d love for you to see them sometime soon; 

not, we could try to get you video o~ th~-_m~ playing. 

f am looking forward to hearing from you. 

Kind regards, 

From-" Ducar, Chris [mailto:ducar@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:09 PN 
To-" 
12c-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; bill palladino I _~aol.com); Ducat, Chris 
Subject; Re: Update on 

Thanks 

what are your game time and field locations? 

Chris 

On at 6:03 PM, wrote: 

Hi Anson, Dino and Chris, 

We arrived in Raleigh late last night and have spent the day shaking off the flights and getting ready for the tournament. We are all excited to be here, 

and I surely have missed North Carolina a lot! 

Before Thanksgiving, we concluded our Fall term (we have a trimester system) and      had a     GPA. She is doing well in school and working hard 

to get those grades even higher. I also thought I would share a game video link with you, so you can watch two of her goals off corners from a few 

weeks back. Unfortunately, the video quality is pretty bad, as the conversion from the DVD to YouTube really weakens the quality, but I think it is still 

decent enough to see what happens in the goals. 

The video can be accessed here:                             Due to the blurry quality, I’ll explain a little of what to look for: 

I’m looking forward to seeing y’all soon. 

Have a great night! 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: rOverizon, net @verizon. net] 

Sent: Thursday, 2:10 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 

C¢: Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 

Subject: Upcoming 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

My team, the are busy preparing for our upcoming trip to for the next I am looking forward to this event, especially after 

our strong showing in 

I am writing you today to ask that you come to watch me play, and evaluate my performance in an effort to determine if I would make a strong contribution to the Lady Tar Heels. I am still 

vein interested in your program and would love to take this evaluation to the next step. 

Here is my schedule: 

Congratulations on a great season I know anything other than a championship may be seen as a disappointment to you, but I really enjoyed watching your team play in the NCAAs. I 

especially like how you played A&M in what was a hard fought win 

I look forward to seeing you in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 3:35 PM 

@aol.co~n; Ducar, Chris (ducax@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros 

RE: A couple of quick firings 

~!gmail.com) 

gummer !! gut we understand 

From-’ 
Sent-’ Thursday, 3:19 PM 
To,, Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc-" Ducat, Chris;      @aol.com 
Subject-’ RE: A couple of quick things 

All, 

Thanks; for the prompt responses, We won’t be at 

we’re Off for a wh~hi~, 

url [ortut~at,:_@. W*-’_~ are [)laying the [ea[T~s [his weeket’~d, a~x~ then 

We purchased the video service for      so we should be able Lo get the     game videos for you. Since we are not making it your way for a while for you to see 

us live nearby, just so you know, we would love to host any of you here in the winter dine; you could come see us train and play ~[:you’d I~ke. We’ve had other 

coaches pay us sh~i~ar v~s~ts, too. 

Thanks for checking class si[uatb:?n wi[h comphance[ 

Best, 

From-’ Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-’ Thursday,                1:58 PM 

Co: Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com 
Subject-’ RE: A couple of quick things 
Thanks .... Chris is on top of this and did check with Lance Markos our compliance officer and it seems fine. 

Are you guys at ? 

Sent~ Thursday, 2:00 PM 
T~ Ducat, Chds 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; bill palladino @aoLcom) 
Sabject: A couple of quick things 

All, 

~ hope you are a~l we~l. 

Lhou~ht I would ernsi~ about s couple of qLdck tMn~s: 

Chris,      was ~o~n8 to emNI you ~ast n~sht about a chanAe ~n her schedule that she would I~ke to make, 

He asked rne to keep you all in the loop wiLh emails, so I 

Her NCAA Eligibility is in great shape, with her core credit GPA and the 

total of on Lhe ACI" she is fine-not even on the sheet for the need [or the s~id~ng scale Our co~Jege counsek~r was concerned w~th what UNC Admisskms 

might say about her                        so ~told her I wouh~ check, ~ hope she ema~led you; our winter term drop add ~s akeady done, so she ~s 

worldng on an extended dmeHne because we traveled this weekend. 

The other [opic was our      (the ones ~ exp~ah~ed ~n more detsi~ in my previous longer emai~ a month ago) ---Fd ~ove [:or you to see them sornet#ne soon; 

after good quality schools like are after many of them, ~ndud~ng whom O~no I~ked last 

year as a already, and I would love for you to be aMe t:o t:ake a ~ook at them be[ore they commR. D~d you have a chance to see our ? If 

noL, we could try to gel you vk[eo of them p[av~ng 

[ am Iookk~g forward to hearing [rom you. 

Kind regards, 

From: Ducar, Chris [mailto:ducar@unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday,                5:09 PM 

Cc; Dorrance, Albert A IV; bill palladino @aN.com); Ducat, Chris 
Subject-’ Re: Update on 

Thanks 

what are your game time and field locations? 

Chris 



On at 6:03 PM, wrote: 

Hi Anson, Dino and Chris, 

We arrived in Raleigh late last night and have spent the day shaking off the flights and getting ready for the tournament. We are all excited to be here, 

and I surely have missed North Carolina a lot! 

Before Thanksgiving, we concluded our Fall term                           and      had a     GPA. She is doing well in school and working hard 

to get those grades even higher. I also thought I would share a game video link with you, so you can watch two of her goals off corners from a few 

weeks back. Unfortunately, the video quality is pretty bad, as the conversion from the DVD to YouTube really weakens the quality, but I think it is still 

decent enough to see what happens in the goals. 

The video can be accessed here:                             Due to the blurry quality, I’ll explain a little of what to look for: 

Anyway, I thought I would share these with you along the update on her grades, hope you’re able to view them. 

l’m looking forward to seeing y’all soon. 

Have a great night! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: UNC v UGA in Conyer~ GA 

From: ........ ~rysa.net] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:27 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
12¢; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris;. Sander, Thomas J 

Sul~ject; UNC v UGA in ¢onyers, GA 
Ooach Dorrance - 
I hope this note finds you well. I would like to invite UNO to take part in one of our spring matches hem at Rockdale Youth Soccer Association in Oonyers, GA. We are 
bringing in the University of Georgia on the 16th or 17th of April and would like to have a top quality opponent for them to play. Last year, we hosted UGA and Georgia State in 
front of more than 1200 fans. It was a great atmosphere. 
We will provide the referees and a meal for the team. We have a fantastic facility hem with locker rooms, dugouts, a video tower and a quality bermuda pitch. I know that you 
have a large recruiting base here in the Atlanta area. Maybe you could do a little recruiting while you at~ here as well. 

Let me know your thoughts. If you’d like to speak by phone, you can give me a call on my cell at 
your time! 

All the best, 

anytime. I look forward to hearing from you soon. Thanks for 

Rare Mauran 
Director of Coaching 
RYSA Revolution 
1780 Old Salem Rd. 
Conyers, GA 30013 
770.483.0284- - office 
770.679.4048 - fax 

www.rysa.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:30 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

l~E: Give Us Your Instructions 

OK 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent-" Thursday, December :t2, 20:13 4:00 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Give Us Your Instructions 
We jast ~’enewed in Februar% Yoa are set for s few more months. 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Thursday, December :12, 20:t3 10:36 AN 
Te: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: FW: Give Us Your Instructions 
Shelly~ 
{::an you take care o[ this for me? 

From: Soccer America [mailto:circulation@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Thursday, December :t2, 20:t3 4:00 AN 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subj_eet; Give Us Your Instructions 

Image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

As you ki~ow, each week Soccer Atnerica delivers a breathtaking va~ie .ty of soccer publications with breaJdng news, TV listings, cotnmenta~cy, insight and analysis 

covering all aspects of the game and beyond. We hope that you’ve been taking advantage of your tnembership benefits so fay. 

Your Soccer America subscription now brings to you our neMy redesigned expanded, in-depth quarterly issues that roll focus on previewing soccefs biggest events of 
the year, as well as full online access to our archives at x~a~-w.socceramefica.com. Renew with a credit card, and for only $39 a year. you’ll get continued magazine 

delivery mthout having to wony about renewing your subscription again. Jusl call us at 1-347-762-2640 or Ranew Securely" Online. 

Take a moment now to continue your subscription with us and make sure that you don’t miss an instant of Soccer America coverage. Lock in a great renewal price 

now and visit your accoant page or call us directly at 1-347-762-2640 tbr more details. 

Let Soccer America keep you connected to the game you love. 

RENEW TODAY 

Best regards, 

Kenneth Fadner 

Publisher 

Soccer America 

America’s soccer source since 1971 

Please visit w~wv.socceramerica.com for 24-hour access to your Soccer America Online Profile. 

PRIVACY POLICY/EMAIL OPT-OUTS 

CoW and paste this link into your browser: ~t~:_s_£c_’__c__e___r£r_~_e__~_c_~:9’£_Lr_~:{p_r_i_£_a_c2’/_ 

FOR FURTHER COMMUNICATION, PLEASE CONTACT: 
Soccer A~nerica Membership Services 

15 East 32nd Street, 7th Floor 

New York, NY 10016 

or call: (347) 762-2640 
Monday - Friday, 10ran - 6pm EST 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: @gmail.com; 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

My name is and I am a at 

athletically and academically in the University of No~h Carolina - Chapel Hill. 

I have played club soccer for the 

as a              but this past fall I began to play as a 

Below is a list of events and             games my 

Although it is ve~ eaxly in my college seaxch, I am interested tx~th 

for the past six yems including this past fall as part of their fall high school program. I have primarily played 

team roll be playing in this ranter/spring where I hope you have the opportunity to watch me play. 

My e-mail address is         ~g__n_)__@_:_c_’~?_Lr_~.. 

I have atlached my player profile. 

I look forward to speaking with you at sotne point and lem~fing more about the University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill and your program. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: NC Fusion ECNL Games this weekend - FielcVI’ime Chm~ges 

From: Andrew Butler                @outlook.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:03 PM 
To; daluz@wfu.edu; tim_santoro@ncsu.edu; eradwan@clemson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; adair@vt.edu; sswanson@virginia.edu; 

Subject-" NC Fusion ECNL Games this weekend - Field/Time Changes 

Dear Coaches, 

For those who are coming to the games this Saturday, please note we had to change the Saturday game times, and also Field number for all the games. 

Games will still be at Bryan Park 

SATURDAY 

Fusion U15 ECNL Ohio Elite 10:00 AM BP 12 

Fusion U 16 ECNL Ohio Elite 10:00 AM B P 16 

Fusion U 17 ECNL Ohio Elite 12:00 PM BP 12 

Fusion U 18 ECNL Ohio Elite 12:00 PM BP 16 

S[INDAY 

Fusion U 15 ECNL Carmel United 10:00 AM BP 16 

Fusion U 16 ECNL Carmel United 10:00 AM BP 15 

Fusion U 17 ECNL Cannel United 12:00 PM BP 15 

Fusion U 18 ECNL Carmel United 12:00 PM BP 12 

Thanks, 
Andy Butler ~ £CNL/GMs Director 

O - (336) 998-4277 ext, 

www.ncsoccerfusion.com 
Tirn Nash 
General Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 

336 358 8030 

www,greens borou nited.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:40 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hi Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar 

I am following up ruth you to update you on what I have been up to as well as to advise you what is coming up in the future with me and soccer. 
Currently I mn away in training camp ruth the                      te~m in              as we train and prepare tbr the 

I have recently returned from successful international duty with the team at the As a 

Natiun we qualified for the and as an individual I was given the hunor of award from the I was 

an amazh~g experience. I have learned a lot about the gan~e and mysdf. 

Going forward my club team the will be playing a the and I will keep you up to date on that by sending you our ganle 

schedule when we receive it. My club team is coming to a few days before the to play an exhibition game on 

stadium field at 1 lam (field address below) 

The                    team will be having camp in preparation for the                      so I roll be busy training and preparing for those also. 

I have attached my updated player profile for your review, and if you need any more information or would like to set up a fune to talk please contact my club coach 



FFOIIFI: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: UC Riverside Fail Scheduling 

From: Nathaniel J Gonzalez [mailto:nat.gonzalez@ucr.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, December :~2, 20:~3 5:03 PN 
To; D1 Listserve (d:~wsoc@soccerlists.org) 
Subject; {D1WSOC} UC Riverside Fall Scheduling 
Coaches: 

Looking for home game "potential" on the weekend of Sept. 5-7. I have flexibility to play on either day. Need to be home as ! will be travelling 

(bus ride) on the other date. If this is a possibility ! will fill you in on details as to what is pending. 

Thanks, 

Nat Gonzalez 
UC Riverside Women’s Soccer 
Head Coach 
(951) 827-2575 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 13, 2013 9:24 AM 

~@live.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Arsenal, Man City, Chelsea on NBC this Sat!!! See below for transmission times!’.! 

Good plan, especially with the reminders {he(:k, half the l:ime t forget who is playing when!!). 

Sent-" Thurs~lay, December :12, 20:13 ~:23 PN 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Arsenal, Man City, Chelsea on NBC this Sat!!! See below for transmission times!!! 
Hey Arts, 

We are going to have our team let us know which EPL team they have chosen. We are both following Man City {hint, hint c...). Over break, we’ll send out friendly 
reminders of which games are on each weekend, and specifically note if!when the teams we have chosen are playing. When we’re all back in Chapel Hill, we’ll choose a game or 

two each weekend to try to watch together at       house. Bonus points for watching the Real Madrid games with      n addition to those semi-pro EPL games. :) 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:57 AM 

To: ’ 
< 

< 

Subject: Arsenal, Man City, Chelsea on NBC this SatH! See below for transmission times!H 

My elite Spring Captains and rny Leadership Council, 

Here is your chance with most of your exams behind to inspire your troops to beg~n watching the game (yes~ you w~U al~ be tested when you get back). We have 

never been successful at th~s but ~t does not mean th~s ~s not ~mportant for our development as a soccer culture~ We want Chapel Hill to be the #1 place ~n the 

world for Women’s Soccer P~ayer Develo~)rnenL If you h:~o]~ a~ d~e his~:ory of the players we have worked w~:h over the years, we have a w~ry good case for 

oursebes. And tNs ~s a very important p~ece. As you know~ we want you guys to have fun w~th the game wh~e you are ~e[tb~g better. We also want you to aspire 

[o be hard working scholars while you devebp h~to e~te human be~n~s. We also want you to unders[and ~eadership and use this p~atform to ~ecorne great ones. 

Every p~ayer you ~nsp~re to ascend in ANY area is a tribute to your leadership. 

O~, here ~s your next ~eadership assignment: send me your plan for how you m’e going to change your small unit into a unit that are fans of the game 0f you are a 

spring cap~:ain}. ~f you are on the Leadership Coundl (every Junker +                 ,) ~:eH me what your p~an w~H be and how R differs from ~:he Spring Captak~s 

(and ~ know some of you might wear bo~h hats}, lain aBo e~eva~:~ng  to om~ of our Spring Cap~:ains. f should have done this ~o be~in with because she is 

not afraid [o ~ark out "orders" during a match and right now she m~ght be our ~reatest fan of the elite ~ame. We~corne a~oard  

~= Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica,com] 
Se~t~ Thursday, December ~2, 2013 ~:09 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~ject~ Soccer On W: Thursday, December ~2, 2013 

~ ~m~9~ 
removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

Fhursday, Dec. 12,2013 

removed by 

sender 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

There’s Europa League action on Thursday and the first leg of the Mexican final. 

Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programmh~g is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed hete, many networks make TV programming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is u~.,xJated daily throughout the week. 

THURSDAY, December t2 

removed by 

sender. 

5hare Thi~ 

removed by 

sender. 



FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WIEN (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FREIBURG-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (delay) 5 pm. 

TELEMUNDO 

Mexico LEON-CLUB AMERICA, Final, 1st leg (live) 8 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League ZULTE WAREGEM-RUBIN KAZAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League PSV EINDHOVEN-ODESA (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League To-rTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID WlEN (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI TEL AVIV-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FRANKFURT-APOEL (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League REAL BETIS-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAIFA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League GUIMARES-LYON (live) 3 pro. 

BEIN SPORT 

FranceMONTPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pro. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NEW MEXICO-NOTRE DAME, semifinal (live) 5 pm. 

Men’s College VIRGINIA-MARYLAND, semifinal (live) 7:30 pro. 

BEIN ESPANOL 

SpainLEVANTE-ELCHE (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia MELBOURNE-PERTH (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia WELLINGTON-BRISBANE (live) 11:30 pro. 

USSOCCER.com 

U-17 Nike Friendlies PORTUGAL-ENGLAND (live) 2 pro. 

U-17 Nike Friendlies USA-BRAZIL (live) 5 pm. 

SATURDAY, Dece~sber t4 

BelN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS-PARIS SG (delay) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLAREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-INVERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCHESTER CITY-ARSENAL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HULL CITY-STOKE CITY (live) noon. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BARCELONA-VlLLARREAL (live) 2 pm. 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

Italy JUVENTUS-SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-HAMBURG (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm. 

Uruguay CERRO LARGO-PENAROL (live) 3 pm. 

BeIN SPORT PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-BURNLEY (live) 7:15 am. 

England BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-PARIS SG (live) 11 am. 

italy CATANIA-HELLAS VERONA (live) noon. 

France AJACCIO-LORIENT (live) 2 pro. 

Spain LAS PALMAS-REAL MADRID CASTILLA (live) 2 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1:30 am. 

Australia NEWCASTLE-WESTERN SYDNEY (live) 3:45 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WEST HAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy FIORENTINA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France LILLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 
Italy LAZlO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pm. 

Italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm, 

France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 8 am. 

England TOTTENHAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 10:30 am. 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-BETIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pro. 

italy NAPOLI-INTER MILAN (delay) 5 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD43RONINGEN (live) 9:30 am. 

Germany LEVERKUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-FENIX (live) 6 pm, 



UNIVISlON 

Mexico CLUB AMERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 6:48 

Be~N PLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 
France BORDEAUX-VALENCIENNES (live) 8 am. 

Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (live) 9 am. 

Italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands CAMBUUR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England NORWICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia SYDNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

~’~’~ON DA Y, Oecember 

BelN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 
Fellow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Rid,qe Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Google÷: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on "iV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Thursday, Dec. 12, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include yourfirst and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson(~,uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 6:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 
Hello Coaches, 
My name is I’m years old and I have been playing soccer ever since I learned how to wall<. I’m and number on my club team. I 

live in and I currently play for as either I’ve become very interested in your soccer 
program and Iwould like for you to come see me play in the in Thank you for your time and have a 
good day, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 9:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @art.net] 
Sent: Friday, 12:23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject: 

Hi, my name is               aa~d I am a 

the league. This weekend we will be in 

Saturday: 

this year at                                          I play 

aJad if you have "the time I’d veD’ much appreciate if you could come watch us play. 

girls in 

Sunday: 

Link "to my player profile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 13, 2013 9:48 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

EW: Men’s Basketball vs. Kentucky - WHITE OUT 

Shelly, 

Can VoL~ forward this to the gentleman who has my r, entucky tickets? 

From-" Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, December :[3, 20:[3 8:2:[ AM 
To= UNC~-Eve~one; Sobba, Gary; Beros-AdrJan@aramark.com 
Subject; RE: Men’s Basketball vs. Kentuc~ - WH~ O~ 

Sorry, image a~d story ~ink: 

-h---t-t-p--.~~-~----w-~--w-~-w--:g--~---h--e-~-e-~~-s~~-c---~---m--~~iewArtic~e.dbm~?S~S~D=668~[56&S~~D=3[2965&DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=29700&ATCLID=209339595 

From-" Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent; Friday, December :[3, 20:[3 8:20 AM 
To; UNCAA-Everyone; Sobba, Gary; Beros-Adrian@aramark.com 
Subject= Men’s Basketball vs. Kentucky - WHITE OUT 

All - 

Thanks to Brand Jordan (Nike) our Men’s Basketball game vs. Kentucky will be a white out game. Nike has sent us over 20,000 white t shirts (design and story link 

below) to distribute for tomorrow’s game against Kentucky in the Smith Center at 5:15 pro. 

We had hoped to have several hundred extra t-shirts to make sure that everyone in attendance could get one. Nike worked very hard to make this happen but has 

come up a little bit short. We will have about 20,500 shirts for the 2:1,750 seat arena. 

We will be placing the shirts 50% L / 50% XL in Smith Center seats throughout the day today. We will not be placing shirts in Athletic Department comp seats to help 

account for this slight shortage. We will order more t-shirts for distribution to the athletic department staff (hopefully at the January department wide meeting). 

If you are attending tomorrow’s game, please help us by wearing something WHITE, by understanding why there are no shirts in your comp seats, and also by 

encouraging fans not to take extra shirts from their fellow fans seats. 

We appreciate your understanding and support. 

Go Heels, Beat Kentucky!!! 

Rick Steinbacher 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 9:49 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Soccer Resume Final.docx 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 8:47 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W 
Cc: jraper@matchfitacademy.net 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance and Coach Palladino, 
I’m reaching out to you to let you know I am taking advantage of a great opportunity. I have joined the league with I am currently transitioning from 

as I am fulfilling my commitment to the team by playing in the                Tournament. However, I will also be at the 
. I am a          but age appropriate for this team. I am very excited to be joining this elite league and to play at a highly competitive level with 

I am including my schedule below for both tournaments in hopes that you can come and observe me play. I am also re-attaching my soccer resume so you have all 
of my info. 
Thank you ! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, December 13, 2013 10:07 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: NC Fusion ECNL Games this weekend - FielcVI’ime Chm~ges 

From: Andrew Butler [rnailto:abutler:t804@outlook.corn] 
Sent: Friday, December :[3, 20:[3 9:53 AM 
To; daluz@wfu.edu; tirn_santoro@ncsu.edu; eradwan@clernson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; Dorrance, Albert A iV; adair@vt.edu; sswanson@virginia.edu; 
cneal3@elon.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; Andrew.Burr@Furrnan.edu; srnnugent@uncg.edu; Kiahab@wofford.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; 
bdunleavy@georgiasouthern.edu; rnillerc@ernail.wcu~edu; JD-Kyzer@utc.edu; jbdaly@wrn.edu; lombardm@jrnu.edu; cairneypOuncw~edu; rnichnercrn@cofc.edu; 
jcullen@uncc.edu; rndernko@unca.edu; clarkt@carnpbell.edu; phogan@coastal.edu; krrnounce@gardner-webb.edu; rnbeall@highpoint.edu; jjceli@liberty.edu; 
dyerbt@longwood.edu; bpurcell@presby.edu; bsohrabi@radford.edu; srnithsl@winthrop.edu; vanderspiegel@vcu.edu; palbdgh@richrnond.edu; ddrake3@grnu.edu; 
jonlipsitz@uky.edu; srnithsa7@rnailbox.sc.edu; ian spooner; cally.rnorrill@Ir.edu; whitingn@Irnc.edu; rndswan@catawba.edu; c.wiggins@wingate.edu; fpitt@frnariomedu; 
calabrrn@wfu.edu; rnike_barroqueiro@ncsu.edu; jeferyr@clernson.edu; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; lycan@vt.edu; rhr2n@virginia.edu; shorne@elomedu; 
rnorganll@appstate.edu; Bdan.Harper@Furrnan.edu; jeharvey@uncg.edu; FerrellH3@wofford.edu; addenton@davidson.edu; kfarrell@georgbsouthern.edu; 
tcherrnan@ernail.wcu.edu; sarn-stroud@utc.edu; rnlrodriguezsrni@wrn.edu; chupeirl@jrnu.edu; adarnsjnOuncw.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; rlane:[3@uncc.edu; 
jsasvari@unca.edu; cgnehrn@coastal.edu; bfontain@highpointedu; stonernanrn@longwood.edu; saanderso@presby.edu; cbarrettOradford.edu; brabsonj@winthrop.edu; 
sdletts@vcu.edu; pnash@dchrnond.edu; shanks2@grnu.edu; rnrayn2@uky.edu; srnithjrS@rnailbox.sc.edu; scosby@frnadomedu 
Subject-" RE: NC Fusion ECNL Games this weekend - Field/time Changes 

Coaches, 

My apologies for clogging your inbox! 

Saturdays U28 game will now be at 2pro on Field 26 due to ACT’s in the morning. 

Thanks! 

From: a butlerl804@outlook.com 

To: daluz@wfu.edu.; tim santoro@ncsu.edu; eradwan@demson.edu; church@duaa.duke.edu; anson@uncaa.unc.edu.; adair@vt.edq; 

sswanson@virginia.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; stdcldandsc@appstate.edu; andrew.burr@furman.edu; smnugent@uncg.edu; kiahab@wofford.eduj 

grashton@davidson.edu; bdunleavy@georgiasouthern.edu; millerc@email.wcu.edq; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; atyelton@samford.edu; bmbardm@jmu.edu; 

ca]rney~@uncw.ed~Jj michnercm@cofqedu; jqJ~len~pncqedu; mdemko~pnca~ed~J; darkt@cam~bell~edu; ~hogan@coastal~edu; krmounce@gardner- 

mike barro~ueiro~ncsu:edu; ieferTr@cjemson.edu;/esesne~duaa:duke.edu; 17can~vt.eduj rhr2n~virginia:edu; shor~e@eJo~.eduj 

morganll@appstate.edu; brian.hamer~furman.edu; jeharvey~uncg.edu; ferrellhi~wofford.edu; addenton~davidsomedu; kfarrell~georgiasouthern.edu; 

tcherman~email.wcu.edu; sam-stroud~utc.edu; iavelton~samford.edu; chupeirl~imu.edu; adamsin@uncw.edu; chaots~cofc.ed~; rlanel3~uncc.edu; 

isasvad~unca.edu; vegad~campbell.edu; bfontain@highpoint.edu; stonemanrn~longwood.edu; saanderso~presbv.edu; cbarrett~radford.edu; 

brabsoni~winthrop.edu; sdletts~vcu.edu; pnash~dchmond.edu; shanks2~gmu.edu; mrayn2~uky.edu; smithir5~mailbox.sc.edu; scosby~fmarion.edu 

Subject: NC Fusion EONL 6ames this weekend - Field/Time Changes 

Date: Thu, 12 Dec 2013 21:03:19 +0000 

Dear Coaches, 
For those who are coming to the games this Saturday, please note we had to change the Saturday game times, and also Field number for all the games. 
Games will still be at Bryan Park 

SATURDAY 

Fusion U15 ECNL Ohio Elite 10:00 AM BP 12 

Fusion U16 ECNL Ohio Elite 10:00 AM BP 16 

Fusion U17 ECNL Ohio Elite 12:00 PM BP 12 

Fusion U 18 ECNL Ohio Elite 12:00 PM BP 16 

SUNDAY 

Fusion U15 ECNL Cannel United 10:00 AM BP 16 

Fusion U 16 ECNL Carmel United 10:00 AM BP 15 

Fusion U 17 ECNL Cannel United 12:00 PM BP 15 

Fusion U 18 ECNL Cannel United 12:00 PM BP 12 

Thanks, 

Andy 8utler I ECNktGirls Director 

C : (3361 8~5 1.91.1. 

O - (336) 998-4277 ext, 113 

www.ncsoccerfusion.com 
Tim Nash 

General ~anager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 



336 358 8030 

www~reensborounited.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 13, 2013 11:00 AM 

~rocketmail.com> 

RE: ArsenaJ. Man City, Chelsea on NBC this Sat!!! See below for transmission tirn~ .... 

This is all good. The first step in being able to lead is to do wha[ you are encouraging your tearn to do. This credibility is critical. And then like everyone is doing, 

do the work for them to make is as simple as poss~Me for them to know when the games are (and check on them ~n a h~u~oro~s!friend~y way)._.and then the hard 

part: ~nsp~reiencour~ge!influence/drive them to do 

@rocketmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, December ~3, 20~3 ~0:25 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

Subject: Re: Arsenal, Man City, Chelsea on NBC this Sat!!! See below for transmission times!!! 
Hey Anson, 

I have similar ideas to both,       ,                      I am going to have each of my team members report to me what team they’ve chosen to 
follow and over break send out reminders as well on what teams are playing during the week and weekends to make it a little easier for them to 
follow the game schedules. Possibly after each game they watch, I may ask them to send me a quick text or email on just one or a couple points 
they took from watching the game they just watched. 

VVhen we all come back, to make it more fun as    said, then we can all watch the games together (with snacks of course since good food 
always makes an activity more enjoyable), which could also possibly help us learn even more since some of us may catch things in the game that 
others may not; that way we can learn from each other as well! 
Hope everyone has a great break! 

On Friday, December 13, 2013 9:23 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_a__!!~_o___n_@@_r_[!__a_i!=u_!_~__c_’:__e__d___u_> wrote: 
Good plan, especially with the reminders (beck, half the time I forqet who is playing when!!). 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 5:23 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Arsenal, Man City, Chelsea on NBC this Sat!!! See below for transmission times!!! 
Hey Arts, 
We are going to have our team let us know which EPL team they have chosen. We are both following Man City (hint, hint c...). Over break, we’ll 
send out friendly reminders of which games are on each weekend, and specifically note if/when the teams we have chosen are playing. When we’re all back in 
Chapel Hill, we’ll choose a game or two each weekend to try to watch together at Sarah’s house. Bonus points for watching the Real Madrid games with 
in addition to those semi-pro EPL games. :) 

ar 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <._a___n___s__o___n___@_e__~_a__!!=_LLn___c_;__e___c_l__L!> 
Date: Thursday, December 12, 2013 10:57 AM 
To: ....................................... 

Cc: 

Subject: Arsenal, Man City, Chelsea on NBC this Sat!!! See below for transmission times!!! 
My elite Spring Captains and my Leadership Counc.il, 
Here is your chance with most of your exams bebind to inspire your troops to begin watching the game (yes, you will all be tested when you get back). VVe 
have never been successILiI at this but it does not mean this is not important for our development as a soccer cul[ure. We want Chapel Hill to be the #I 
place in the world for Women’s Soccer Player Development. If you look at the history of the players we have worked witl~ over the years, we have a very 
good case for ourselves And [his is a very important piece. As you know, we want you guys to have fun with [he game while you are getting be[ter. We also 
want you to aspire to be hard working scl~olars while you develop into elite I~uman beings. We also want you to understand leadership and use this platform 
to become great ones. Every player you inspire to ascend in ANY area is a tribute to your leadership. 
OK, here is your next leadersNp assignment: send me your plan for how you are going to change your small unit into a unit that are fans of the game {[if you 
are a spring captain). If you are on the Leadersbip Council (every Junior ~                .) tell me what your plan will be and bow it differs from the 
Spring Captains (and I know some of you might wear both hats). I am also eleva[ing Katie Bowen to one of our Spring Captains. I should have done this to 
begin witb because she is not afraid to bark out "orders" during a match and right now she might be our greatest fan oftbe elite game. Welcome aboard 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 4:09 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer On TV: Thursday, December 12, 2013 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 



remo~’ed by 

sender. 

Thnrsday, Dec 12, 2013 

removed by 

sender. 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s Europa League action on Thursday and the first leg of the Mexican final 

Tweet This 

All ~mes F_asre~ unless noted. TV programming is always subject to cha~Ne. Besides the exclusive streaming 

programming listed here, mar~, networks" make TVprogramming available on streaming devices (online, 

tablets and mobile). Che& your local listings and network programmi~ listings. Soccer on TV is ;’u~da~ed 

da~gy throughout the week. 

TH~ ~R~).~Y, December" ~2 

FOX SPORTS 1 

I~FA Europa League ST GALLEN-SWANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 prn. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League MARIBOR&VIGAN (live) 1 pm 

I~FA Europa League FREIBL~-~G-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

]~)X SOCCI~;R PLUS 

UEFA Europ~ League PSV EINDHO%2~N-OI)ESA (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League DYNAMO KIEV-R~APID VV7EN (live) 3 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEI~’A Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 prn. 

UEFA Euro~ ]~a~e F~E[BURG-SEVILLA 0ive) 3 pro. 

~FA Europa ~a~e ~ BE~S-RI~ (delay) 5 pm 

Mexico LEON-CL~ ~RICA, Final, 1st leg (live) 8 pro. 

ESPN3.c~m 

UEFA Euro~ I~a~e ZUL’~ WA[~EGEM-R~BIN K~AN (live) 1 pro. 

UEI~ Europa Ixa~e }:[LAN~b~JRT-~OEL (live) l pm. 

~FA Europa Lea~e FIO~A-D~RO (live) 1 pm 

~FA Europa ~a~e PSV E~HO~;~N-ODESA (live) 1 pm. 

I~FA Euro~ ~a~e TOT~-ANZHI (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Euro~ lxa~e REAL BETIS-RIJEKA ~[ive) 3 pro. 

UEI~ Europa Ixa~e DYNAMO KIEV-RAPID W[EN (live) 3 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

I~FA Europa League VALENCIA-KUBAN (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League ST GALLEN-SYVANSEA (live) 1 pm. 

UEI~’A Europa League MA[LIBOR-WIGAN (live) 1 pm 

UEFA Europa League [\A3~C~[~I TEL AVIV-BORDEAUX (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europa League FRAi"~U-~FURT-APOEL (live) 1 pm. 

I~FA Europa League FIORENTINA-DNIPRO (live) 1 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LAZIO-TRABZONSPOR (live) 3 pm. 

UEI~’A Europa League REAL BET[S-RIJEKA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League TOTTENHAM-ANZHI (live) 3 prn. 

UEFA Europa League PAOK-AZ ALI<D~SXAR (live) 3 pm 

UEFA Europa League MACABI HAWA-SHAKHTAR (live) 3 pm 

UEFA Europa League GU~4ARES-LYON (live) 3 pro. 

BEIN SPORT 

FranceMOix,WPELLIER-ST. ETIENNE (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPY" 

Men’s College ~W ~XICO-NO~ D~¢~, se~fifmal (lwe) 5 pro. 

Men’s College VIRG~IA-M~YLAN~), semifinal (live) 7:30 pm. 

BE~ ESPANOI, 

SpainLEV~-~C~ (live) 3 pm. 

~XSOCCE~GO.com 

Australia N~BOL~-PER~ (live) 3:30 am. 

Australia WELL]NGTON-[3RISBAN~{ (live) 11:30 pm. 

[NSOCC ER.com 

~17 Nike Friendlies ~)R~’G~-ENGL~ (live) 2 pro. 

removed by 
sender. 
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U~I 7 Nike Friendlies USA-BR/d~IL (live) 5 pm. 

BeIN SPORT 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL 2v~DR~D (live) 10 am. 

France RENNAIS-PARIS S(I (delay) noon. 

Spain BARCEI~ONA-VILLAREAL (hve) 2 pro. 

I~tly JUVEN~2US-SAS SUOLO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

FIFA Club World Cup GUANGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASA[3LANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-IN~VERNESS (live) 10 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England MANCttES]]~;R CITY-~XRSEN~XL (live) 7 am. 

England CHELSEA-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 9:45 am. 

England HL~LL CITY-STOKE CITY (hve) noon. 

BeIN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-REAL MADRH) (live) 10 am. 

Spain RAYO-GRANADA (live) noon. 

Spain BAR(?ELONA-V~LL~a2d~EAL (live) 2 pm 

Spain MALAGA-GETAFE (live) 4 pro. 

Italy JLWEN~US-SASSUOLO (delay) 6 pro. 

FOX DEPORT ES 

FIFA Club World Cup GL~A_NGZHOU-AL AHLY (live) 11 am. 

FIFA Club World Cup RAJA CASABLANCA-MONTERREY (live) 2:30 pro. 

GOLTV 
Germany BAYERN X~JNICII-IJ~MBUR(I (hve) 9:30 am. 

Ge~nany WOLFSBURG-STUTTGART (live) 12:30 pm 

Uru~ay C~O L~GO-PENI~OL (live) 3 pm. 

~IN SPORT PLAY 

En~and LEICES~R CWY-B~EY (live) 7:15 am. 

En~and BLACKPOOL-QPR (live) 10 am 

France RENNES-~)~[S SG (live) 11 am. 

I~ly CATA~A-H~LAS ~RONA (live) noon 

France AJACCIO-LO~ (live) 2 pm. 

Spain LAS P~S-~ 5~ CAST~LA (live) 2 pro. 

~)XSOCCER2(~.com 

Australia AD[~LAIDE-CENT[~L COAST Owe) 1:30 am. 

Australia ~WCAS~E-~S~ S2~Y (live) 3:45 o~ 

NFA Club World Cup GLL~NGZHOU-~ ~Y (live) 11 am. 

NFA Club World Cup ~JA CAS~LANCA-MO~Y 0ive) 2:30 pro. 

NI/C SPORTS LIVE EXTRA 

England E~;RTON-[~b’LII~M (live) 10 am. 

England N~E;VCASTLE-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 10 am. 

England WE ST HAM-SUN~-DERLAN~D (live) 10 am. 

England CARDWF CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy FIORENT~IA-BOLOGNA (live) 9 am. 

France L~LLE-BASTIA (live) 11 am. 

Italy LAZIO-LIVORNO (delay) 1 pro. 

Italy N~XPOLI-INTER MILAN (live) 2:40 pm 

France LYON-MARSE~LLE (delay) 5 pro. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-MANCItES~fER 1UNI’I}~;D (live) 8 am. 

England TOT]]~;NItAM-IAVERPOOI~ (hve) 10:30 am 

ESPNU 

Men’s College NCAA DIVISION I final (live) 3 pm 

BeIN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain RE~XL SOCJEDAD-BE~IIS (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-ATHLETIC (live) 1 pro. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (hve) 3 pm 

Italy NAPOLI-IN~FER 2v~LAN (delay-) 5 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 



Netherlands CAMBUIIR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

GOLTV 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-GRONINGEN (live) 9:30 am 

Germany LE\ri51~KUSEN-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Argentina VELEZ SARSFIELD-SAN LORENZO (live) 4 pm. 

Uruguay NACIONAL-t~’EN]X (hve) 6 pm 

UNIVISION 

Mexico CLL~ AAAERICA-LEON, Final, 2nd leg (live) 6:48 pro. 

BeINPLAY 

Spain ALMERIA-ESPANYOL (live) 6 am. 

France B()RDF~UX-VALENCIt~NNt~;S (live) 8 am 

Italy LAZIO-L]VORNO (live) 9 am. 

Italy UDINESE-TORINO (live) 9 am. 

ESPN3.com 

Netherlands CA_MBL~UR-AJAX (live) 6:30 am. 

NI/C SPORTS IA[VE EXTRA 

England NOR;VICH CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 8:30 am. 

FOXSOCCEII2GO.cora 

Australia S’~DNEY-MELBOURNE (live) 1 am. 

BeIN SPORT 

Italy AC MILAN-ROMA (live) 2:30 pro. 

BeIN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy AC M]LAN-RONL~k (live) 2:30 pro. 

Spain \~LLADOLID-CELTA (delay) 5 pro. 

Folk~w Soccer Americai Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney IMike Woflal]a 

Google ~ : Soccer America 

Soccer on TV 

Soccer on TV for Thm-sday, Dec. 12, 2013 

FEEDI~CK: Send comments to ] c_~_~_I__e.!~(~p~_:A:~_~!!~!~-_i.~_:~:A’p_m_, t le~e include yore- first and last name and hometown 

You are receiving tlffs newsletter at anson(?~a~tcaa, unc edu as pm~ of yore- membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d ra~her not receive tiffs newsletter in ~he fi3la~-e click here. 

Please do not reply to tiffs email. 

Editorial Co~ttact: ~Nke(a3soccc~-amefica.com 

MembersNp Contact: _c_i__ry_a__l’d__t_i__o_!~_.(~__o__c_~_!q_~2~_~_~__e__r_i_c_’_~:y~jA 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of ore- newslelle~s in their entirety or in p~l with proper altrib ution. 

© 2013 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 13, 2013 1:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Canada’s Top Club’s are coming to USA for the Desert Cup Showcase 

From: Michael Rocca, Rated Sports [mailto:mikerocca@ratedsports.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 23, 2013 22:53 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Canada’s Top Club’s are coming to USA for the Desert Cup Showcase 

Having trouble viewing this email? _C_’=[i_c___~__[~_#_L’__e_ 

CONNECT WFrH US 

Dear Coaches, 

-this week, we will highlight greal clubs allending our series of 

showcases from Canada. Our profiled club whom is committing 
teams is the Oakville Soccer Club. 

We invite your program to the Desert Cup Showcase - 

March 28 - 30, 2014 

1-o RSVP for the Desert Cup Showcase, please register your 

attendance. CLICK HERE TO RSVP 

The Desert Cup Showcase will be organized by our newly formed 

partner Rated Sports who organizes Canada’s largesl college 

showcase event; The Umbra Cup Showcase event in Toronto. To find 

oul more about this great evenl, please go to www.PhoenixCup.com 

All our tournaments run in conjunction with an educational training 

camp prior to the event; our camp features technical, tactical 

evaluations from current DI, II and NAIA coaches who work with the 

players in attendance. After the camp all players receive a review of 

their weekend and this is attached in their profiles, so you can see a 

review by a trusted colleague. 

We are excited to announce and introduce the Oakville Soccer Club- 

Canada’s Largest Soccer Club. Some of their accomplishments and 

respected value for the USA and to fine Desert Cup in Phoenix. 

Featured Accomplishments for the Club 
* 8 National Titles 
~ 55 Provincial Titles 
Featured Accomplishments for the Club Players 
Diana Motheson- ~anad~an Women’s National Team * Washington Spirit National 

Kera Long - *Former Canadian Women’s Nationa~ Team P~eyers *UCLA Alumni 

Rebecca Pongetti- ~anadian Women’s National Team U-17 
Jordyn Ustro- *Canadian Women’s National Team U-17 
Kyle Bekker- ~MLS p~ayer at Toronto FC ~Canadian Men’s National Te~m 

Even James- Canadian Men’s National Teem 

Russell Te~berf- Canadian Men’s National Team 

Jason de Vos- Canadian Men’s N~fional [eam 

Sfef~Ne Barce~os *NCAA Eastern M~cNgan *Po#ug~l Women’s National Team 

Meara Johnson- *NCAA *M~ssissippi State University 

aaud~a Piazza- *NCAA *University of Toledo 

Rebecca Pongfe#~ *NCAA *louisiana State University 



Donika Murray- *NCAA *University of Rhode Island 

Maddie Maurice- ~NCAA *University of Alabama Huntsville 

Alex Abrahams- *NCAA *University of Maine 

Lauren Swant - ~NCAA *University of Maine 

Kassidy Kidd - *NCAA *University of Buffalo 

Lia Foster- *NCAA *Marshall University 

Elysia Masters- *NCAA *University of Memphis 

Crystal Elmers- *NCAA *Libedy University 

Braden Culver- ~NCAA *University of Buffalo 

Veronica Bosco- ~NCAA *Llniversity of Memphis 

Tori Edgar- ~IS *University of Western Ontario 

Suzanne Boroumand- "CIS ~Laurier University 

Shaylea Badovinac- ~IS ~University of Toronto 

Marlee Maracle- "CIS ~Llniversity of British Columbia 

Sara Voisin- *C:IS *University of Ontario Institute of Technology 

Sarah 8ourque- *CIS *McGill University 

John Nardozzi- "2012 CCAC *All-Conference Second Team "Olivet Nazarene LIniversity 

There will be over ] 50+ regMered Colleges before the event even begins. You cc~n 

see from our orgc~nized ]oronfo Showcase how m~ny oo<~hes d~ reQister for flqis 

years event - Click Here 

Michael Rocca 

~l:ed ~porl:~ / ~etie~ ~irector 

mikerocca~ ratedsports corn 

Direct Cell: 

mikerocca@ratedsports.com I Phoenixcup corn 

Copyright © 2013. All Rights Reserved. 

Forward this entail 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

1),22: 

Yes! 

From= Ducat, Chris 
Sent= Friday, 3:11 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: 

Do you want me to go ahead and ser~d this to her? 

Bird 

From= Timmermans, Tom 
Sent= Tuesday, 8:03 PM 
To= Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Fwd: 

Here you go 

Tom 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Timmermans, Tom" <timr~err~ar[.s@~.m~: 

Date: at 3:27:37 PM EST 

To: "Timmermans, Tom" 

Subject: 

Tom Timmermans I Assistant Director of Compliance/Fin. Aid I University of North Carolina 

Office 919,96Z785:[ I Cell              Fax 9"19,962.6002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12/13/2013 9:24:36 PM 

kaceywhite@ou.edu 

FW: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Kacey, 

was great to see you and hope you can come!! 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:54 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Anson, 

Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks again for everything. 

Have a great evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

think that has a better chance!! 



From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday) and drop 

the price to a $100-1507 If you agree I can revise the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can 

even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 

I will send this to my colleagues in the ACC and in the local clubs and the coaches that corr~e to my team camp° I think it 

would be better as a two or a three day camp at a lower price. For the average American coach time is the big issue at 

this time of year (plus the short notice). 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:56 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Good morning my friend, 



How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course 

information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you 

feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward to learning more about 

this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me know if 

you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the 

course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF235PDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12/13/2013 9:26:00 PM 

Charlie Slagle (charlie.slagle@caslnc.com) [charlie.slagle@caslnc.com] 

FW: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Charlie, 

Can you send this out to as many local coaches as you can? This guy has a great rep and t think we can all [earn 

something from him, 

See you soon!!! 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Ansen, 

Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks again for everything. 

Have a great evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 20:13 at 8:04 PM 



To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

think that has a better chance!! 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:22 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday) and drop 

the price to a S:~O0-~L50? If you agree I can revise the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can 

even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (9:19) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emailounc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <claudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Claudio, 

I will send this to my colleagues in the ACC a~d in the local clubs a~)d the coaches that come to my team camp. I thi~)k it: 

would be better as a two or a three day camp at a lower price. For the average American coach time is the bi~ issue at 

this time of year (pk~s the short ~otice)o 

From= Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent= Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:56 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Brazilian Soccer Course 



Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course 

information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you 

feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward to learning more about 

this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December ~L6th. Please let me know if 

you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but l never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the 

course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

:125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (9:19) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 12:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Follow Up- 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Follow Up- 

From: @optonline.neV"~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 

CC:           @hotma]l.com 

Dear Coach Dorance, 

Coming off" of a few veW busy weeks of nonstop soccer, it is good to be 
able to recover Playing in           with the              team was a 
really great experience. It definitely was a challenge to step into top 
level competitive play with a team of girls I had never really played 
with before, but I think I hved tap to it. I came off" of that tournament 
with 2 assists in 3 games. I did not score, and the main thing I could 
have done to improve that would have to be more calm in front of goal. 
However, I put myself into man)’ good scoring positions, and my pressure 
on the front line ~vas very good. 

The ~veekend after that I ~vent to        with my club team, 
and we ended tap wilming the whole tournament despite an 

upsetting loss in our first game against              I personally, did 
not score any goals in that tournament either, but I had 3 assists over 
the course of the weekend. Again, I could have been more calm in front 
of goal and not focused on the fact that I had not scored in a few 
games. Despite this, my forward movement created a lot of space and 
oppommities and I worked especially ~vell in link-ups with my 
midfielders that weekend. 

Most recently, my club team and I attended the in which 
we also came out on top. In this tournament, I really tried to learn 
from my mistakes in the past two tournaments, and finished 3 games with 
5 goals. 

I think my success came fi-om no 
longer thinking about how much I need to score, and j ust doing what I 
need to in front of the net. I feel like my forward movement, and 
pressure continued to improve here as well. 

Overall, it has been a very successful few weeks, and I can’t wait until 
to do it all again! I will keep you posted with scheduling for 

that tournament when I get it 

Tharfi( you for your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 3:49 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Re: Bomssia Dortmund’s Machine 

Good luck 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)"E L)?tOIL) 

~gma~l.com> wrote: 

tii Anson, 

I hope eve ~ryt~ing is going great. As for me, I had to leave yesterday with the 

updated on how it goes. 

Thank you and I hope you have a good break! 

so I got here today. I will keep you 

On at 11:02 a.m., "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc~edu> wrote: 

t ~;f’r~ her~? ~;ll day exc*-’_~i:d: ]:of" hJr~ch 

From: @qmail.coml 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:0~ AH 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: Borussia Do~mund’s Hachine 
Hi Anson, 

I hope eve~thing is going good. I am really so~ about the loss on Satar&y. It was really unlucky and I really think that the refloss control of~e game. I 

was wondering at what times are you going to ~ in your office tomom~w so that I can drop by. 

Thankyou[ 

%gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I hope you are doing veW well. I was wondering at what times are you going to be in your office tomonow so I that I can drop by to talk about a few 
things. 

Thanks! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(i~email.unc.e&~> 

I [lei~[’d the good n*-’_~ws froFq about you beit~g (:h:~se to ru]l]l~r~g. Arid I kt~ow you wH~ he~p 

w~[:h her, 

Yes, we bare some potentia~ as s team {despite [he loss). And Hke you ~ ~ove 

AI~ the best 

From: @grna~.com] 
Sent: Honday, 22:28 PH 

and the club. 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 
Hi Anson, 
I hope you are doing well. As for me, I’m still working on my rehab but in about a week I can start running which I’m 

really looking forward to. I’ve been attending to the club soccer practice and the coach seems really good and well 

prepared, and in a couple of weeks I will be training with them. 

I got to watch the home games from the team and it looks really good. I hope this year ends up like the last one. Even 

with the season just starting, the high pressure is impeccable. I saw the game yesterday and it was one of the best 

second half I’ve ever seen. I know it was really unlucky but the offensive presence was really good. 

Also, I’m really looking forward to watch Arsenal this year. My favorite player from |, so 

know I’ll be also a gunner! 



Thank you, 

On Tuesday, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Excellent!’.! 

Ser~t.l~om ~r¢ ~ ~rizon ~;irele.s:~" 4G Li~’ DROID 

(i~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
I’m actually out of the crutches by now and its been healing pretty well. I’m home until 

back I roll stop at your office for sure! 

Thank you, 

because I’m doing an internship here, s~ when I get 

Donance, Albe~t A IV <.:a__r_Ls~?_~L~_e___n_!_a__i]=_u__~Lc_:__e__d_t!> 

I like the plan, And yes, I hope we can have another great year, 

Please stop by sometime, I would love to see that you are doing well!!! 

From: ._,C~gt_n___ajJ_,_c_~t_n_] 
Sent: Thursday, ~.2:12 plvl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dor~anund’s Machine 

tti Anson, 

Yes, thank you, that’s the plan. 

focusing on my game. 

At first I will sta~t to focus on the fitness pa~t since is my weakness, then I will 

I hope that everything goes as good as last season and hopefi~lly next 5,ear my improvement will help the team. Thank yon and I hope that your summer is 

going great! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m(a)email.unc.edu> 

Excellent !!! And then ~oin us in ancJ fight to ~lay for us in the fall of 

And obviously, good luck from all your coaches and t~:’amn’~ates! 



FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 4:06 PM 

Steve Price <sprice@ unctv.org> 

Re: Thanks 

Steve, you are ~ selfless there is not oae person in Chapel Hill 1 st that would not respond to do anything you asked. 

Steve Price <sprice@unctv.org> wrote: 

for Santa. 

It was awesome. 
You guys are great! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 4:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @s- sm.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello, 

My name is and I’m a year old soccer player from the state of 
In fact, over the coarse of the past 2 years I’ve lived and played soccer both in where I played 

on the . I currently a student attending classes at where I play soccer for the 
In my 

primary role on the team I play                             but I can also support the team at                     positions. This past weekend I played in the 
While at the showcase, I displayed my ability to dominate on both offense and defensive sides of the ball. On offense I was aggressive and 

wasted little time in scoring a goal, showcasing my knack for finding the net and underscoring my strength and versatility with regards to shooting both with my left and right 
foot. Defensively I demonstrated my ability to lock down an opposing player, take control of the ball and strategically distribute it upfield where my team could make the plays. 
I would love to learn more about your school 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:14 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:                Sunday location and time change 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ;@att.net~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

(I recently sent this em~l, but now since the fields are flooded the lime ~d location has changed.) 

Hi, tny naa~e is              and I am a 

league. This weekend we roll be in 

this year at                located in I play for                  girls in the 

and if you have the time I’d ve~’ much appreciate if you could come watch us play. 

Link to my player profile: 

Sunday: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance 

My nmne is 

high school. 

from                           I have recently filled out your recruit form and wanted to introduce tnyselfto you. I graduate from 

and I unders~nd that NCAA rules do not allow you to contact me directly until next         at the start ofmyjuNor year in 

It is early in my recruiting p~ocess but my goal has always been to challenge myself to play soccer at the highest level. It is clear to me that my challenge can be met in 
Chapel Hill and in the Ace. I know that my skills as a defender will be an as~t to your temn in     You had a great season with a record of20-5-0 but more 

impressive was your goal against of.52. As a defender that is the number that s~tood out. It would be an honor for me to learu ficom a Hall Of F~une coach with the 

most wins in the NCAA. 

I am a ve~ fast and strong        and I love to attack. I am                   years old. I have been asked to play 

always willing to put temn fi~t and do whatever has to be done. I have been the captain on mofft of the teams I have played on. 

and am 

I look forward to talldng to you in September to discuss my many questions about your progrmn. I would be intereffted in receiving any information about your school 

and soccer program that you would be allowed to send at this time. 

Thank you for your time and good hick in your future at North Carolina 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~gmaJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I was just notified by tny coach that my g~ane ~omorrow has been chaaaged to 9:30a~ instead ofl0:30am if you were plmming on coming: 

I was on campus this afternoon a~d loved seeing beautiful sceneD’ mad the facilities firs~t hand.. Even though it was a little rainy, ttave a good rest of the weekend. 

Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 4::~5 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @ hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Anson Dorrance, 

Head Coach 

University North Carolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

l am a current Grade student of and will be graduating in ~ play soccer for 

My position with the team is the My club team in are the 

champions and the                    champions for      I was selected for the                              and I am in 

the provincial pool for 

I am interested in North Carolina because of its academics and athleticsl have been on honor roll every year, and I am a hard worker. I know you 

cannot contact me directly because I am a          graduating in      but I was hoping you might be able to see me play in        this month at the 

I will be in the                        Below is the link that goes directly to my schedule for the 

tournament. 

Thank you and I hope you can take the time and come see me play. 
Sincerely, 

@hotmail.com 

(H) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 4:25 PM 

Bill SteIt~n @yahoo.corn> 

Re: M~&la tribute 

WOW!!! ThaN,: you! 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizon II~ireie,~s 4G L2~ LL~tOIL) 

Bill Stefl~n @yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hello, 

I apologize for clogging your inbox but you should watch this. 

htt p://www.vout u be.com/watch?v=M HHiP7XrBq0 

Have a great weekend. 

Bill Steffen, Ed.D. 
336-707-8960 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:26 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:               field change 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: field change 

From: ~att.net~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

(I recently sent this einail, but my team had the field ch~a~ged for Sunday from field 3 now to field 16, but saane time and location) 

Hi, tny naa~e is              and I am a 

league. This weekend we will be in 

this year at               . located in                  I play for                  girls in the 

and if you have the time I’d ve~’ much appreciate if you could come watch us play. 

Saturday: 

Sunday: (Field Change) 

Link to my plwer profile: 



FI~Olll~" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 4:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: SSM U17s and U 18s games m~d webcasts 12/13, 12/14 and 12/15 

image001 .j pg 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: SSM U17s and U 18s games and webcasts 12/13, 12/14 and 12/15 

From: "Elovaara, Mika" <Mika.Elovaam@s-sm.org> 

To: "Elovaara, Mika" <Mika.Elovaaxa@s-sm.org> 

CC: "DeMay, Joe" <Joe.DeMay@s-sm.olg> 

All, 

Thanks for coming to see our U 17s and U 18s at CASE Some of you have asked about our games being webcast this weekend, so here’s the info... 

Fri, Dec. 13 

vs MTA ECNL 

U17s @ 6 PM CT 

U18s @ 8::15 PM CT 

Sat., Dec. 14 

vs St. Croix U16s 

A mixed team of Shattuck U17s and U18s 

@3PMCT 

Sun., Dec. :15 

vs St. Croix (MN State Cup Champs) 

U:18s @ :1:00 PM CT 

U17s @ 3:30 PM CT 

As usual, simply to go this link http://ssmwebcasting.com/live--webcasts/and click on Fieldhouse (Dome) above the picture frame and that will take you directly to 

the webcast. 

Have a great weekend! 

Mika 

w~,,°,v.s-sm.orq [ www,ssmspo~s,orq I Take a Virtual To,Jr of Shat:~ck-$t. Mary’s School 

h~’-4~L~n~r~-~-~-~r~[o--s~-m--~’-s-t~-tL-~U-~s~n----m--~L~-~---~-~J~ ~U~--~-----~----<~----~-~z~--<~-~d---m---~1-o--~z~L~-~--1t~--~N~v--~m~L 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 4:27 PM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith ~gmail.com> 

Re: Hey Coach...Queslion?? 

Jen Sovacool- Smith @gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Hey Coach, sorry I haven’t gotten back to you yet today... 
tomorrow. I j ust wanted you to know why I haven’t caJled yet. Are you free tomorrow?? Thanks ~ much!! 

Jen 

I hope to get some rest m~d give you a ca]l 

On Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 1:35 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <mason(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Calf me tet;s chat .... I Wpe too slowly: © call in the evenings or Isle mornings 

From: Jen Sovacool-Smith             @qmail.com] 
Sent." Thursday, December 12, 2013 11:48 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Hey Coach...Question?? 

Hope you are doing well and getting ready for the upcoming holiday!’. :) I croft wait...we are being bombarded ruth snow right now but I love it...yeah I am a bit 
titched I guess lol. 

Anyway, I have some questions for you regayding college coaching j obs m~d peflaaps recruitment j obs. My dream j ob would be to la~d a recruitment j ob but I have 

no idea where to start. 

Is this sotnething that you feel I can bre~$: into?? Is there anuihing that would better prepaxe me for a job in this field?? I feel that idenlifying talent is a strong suit for 

myself a]ong with my people skills/building rapports etc with both pments and players...apaxt from my knoMedge of the game of couBe. 

I know that in order to break into the world of college soccer, I may need to start at the ground floor and learn from others. I would be more than hapw to do that. I 

figured you might have some good lips for me or maybe even know where I might start my search at. 

I would love to be an assistant to an accomplished coach that can help mentor me and shape me in my career. I know you probably know hundreds/thousands of 

coaches but wasn’t sure if this is something that you would consider helping me to achieve. Would you have may recommendations tbr me by chance?? 

An~¥ay, any and all intbrmalion you can provide would be much appreciated. Thanks so much tbr your consideration and time, Coach. It means a great dea] to 

me!! 

Hope you have an excepliona~ holiday aaad I wish you and your family a]l the bes~t! ! :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 4:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <m~son@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" ~ducar@unc.edu~>,"Ducar, Clms" <ducar@unc.edu> 
CC:                       ~.com 

Hi Coach DolTance and Coach Ducar, 

My team ~vill scrirmnage next Tuesday, at 6:00, and I’m hoping you ~vill be able to come watch 

Thanks! 

> On at 10:21 PM, @gmail corn> ~Vl-ote: 
> 

> Hi Coach Dorrance, 
> 

> I wanted to thank you for coming to watch me play on Saturday, and I’d be open to any feedback you might have. As of now I am also still eagerly waiting to hear from admissions about 
my application. 
> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, December 15, 2013 4:28 PM 

Ted Williams <twilliam@Cermflow.com> 

Re "      interview ~equefft Saturday January 1 lth - Soccer Saturday 590AM St. Louis 

What time is the show? 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Ted Willia~ns <twilliams@Cervoflow.com> wrote: 

I can assure you that you will be at the airport two hours before departure. 

We will be 25 rain from the ait?olt. 

My thar~ks to you both. I look forward to seeing you next nmnth. 

Ted 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(0)email.~mc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, Deceraber 13, 2013 3:19 P_’vf 
To: Ted Williams 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: (             intel-v’iew request Saturday January 1 lth - Soccer Saturday 590AM St. Louis 

IfI can make my flight I would love to be there for you. I think my flight departs at 1:30 pm (is that right Chris’.’) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ted ;Vllliams [mailto:twilliams@Cerroflo;v.com] 
Sent: Friday, December 13, 2013 2:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW:             interview request Saturday January 1 lth - Soccer Saturday 590AM St. Louis 

Anson, 

Chris Ducar tells me that you are planing to be in St. Louis for the MAC Hermama Trophy ceremony on Friday Janu ary 10th. 

I had reached out to Aaron Heifetz and Dave Lohse about having ~     1 on the radio show- that ..... :h appeared on back in November The?’ both advised me to work through the 
MAC’s Media Communications liaison Jim Wilson I have started that process. 

My pal Chris has agreed to come in studio Saturday morning to appear on the Soccer Saturday show. I plan to pick him up that morning down at the IVIAC and drive him out to the 590AM 
studios for our live broadcast that morning. 

Tom Schwarz, host of Soccer Saturday, and I would love it if you ~vould consider coming along as well. I know you might alrea@ have plans, but if it works out, it would be great to spend 
some time on the air with both of you talking about the beautiful game. I will be driving Chris up to the airport afterwards. 

Either way, I plan to be down at the \{AC on Friday night for the dilmer and I am very much looking forward to finally meeting you in person. Here’s hoping that we are toasting a back to 
back Hermama Trophy wilmer - - - ~                   m 

All the best to you and your family this Christmas season, 

Ted Williams 
314-440-5657 
Exec Producer Soccer Saturday 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ted Williams 
Sent: ~lhursday, December 12, 2013 3:07 PM 
To: Aaron Heifetz (AHeifetz@ussoccer org); ’davelohse@unc.edu’ 

Cc: tom@stlunitedfc.net 
Subject             ~ inter~,iew request Saturday January 11 th - Soccer Saturday 590AM St. Louis 

I heard today that t is once again a :finalist for the MAC Hermann Trophy on Friday January 10th 

I was interested in trying to arrange an interview with ~ Saturday morning January 11 th if she is available 

The Soccer Saturday radio show airs from 9:00AM to 11:00AM each Saturday on 590AM in St. Louis http://www.stlunitedfc.net/ 

We had a very enjoyable interview witl" , USWNT member and UNC ahrm, back on November 23rd. (podcast attached) 

I have extended an invitation to my high school fi-iend Chris Ducar, UNC Assistant Coach, as well. He plans on being in St Louis for the award ceremony Friday January 10th 

If Crystal would like to come into the studio, we could arrange transportation fi-om the MAC to our studios on Saturday morning and then a ride to the St. Louis airport afterwards. 

Tom Schwarz, host of Soccer Saturday, and I appreciate your consideration to our request for this interview. 

Ted Williams 



St. Louis, MO 

CONFIDENTIA[.ITY NO’]FfC[~: 

This message may contain confidential information and is intended only for the individual(s) named above. If you are not a named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy 
this e-mail Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail li*om your system E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be 
secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or 
omissions in the contents of this message. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 4:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

What year.., a ? So I can email her back? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ II~ire[e,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 

CC: "Duca~; Chris" <duc~x@unc.edu> 

Hey Anson I hope you are all doing well! I just want you to know I am veW committed to wanting to be ready when I get to Carolina in two years. I would like to know a couple of things... 1) 
Do you have suggestions for winter workouts I could do until nay spring soccer season starts? 2) I read online where you guys do 120s. I would like to know what the expected times are to 
make it in so I have something to go by as well? Thanks so much! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 5:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

profile6.1xtf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: (~yaJJoo.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~ A IV" <anson,~)em~l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Ducat, 
My name is and I will be guest playing with my former club in the 

I normally play left forward for my home club, , but I am 
comfortable with all positions on the side and am not sure where I will be playing for the team yet. I am 
currently a and I am interested in a school with great academics and 
women’s soccer and I feel that UNC would be a good match for me. Here is my schedule. My player profile is attached 
and and the link to my highlight video is: 

I hope you will take a look and come watch me play. 
Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, 5:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" ~<tucax@)unc.edu~ 

CC:                                                                  ~yahoo.com> 

Dear Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, 

My name is and I play for the . I have played in the for two years 

and have been captain of the team for both of those years. I primarily play but also in the In addition to club soccer, I play on the varsity 

soccer team for my school, I currently have a Grade Point Average. 

I am very interested in the University of North Carolina Women’s soccer program and wanted you to keep me in mind if you were attending the following 

showcases over the next few months. 

information. 

Here are links to my player profiles for 

Thankyou, 

Please feel free to contact them if you would like more 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:06 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

From: @gmail.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, 6:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I wanted to thank you for coming to my game at the tournament. It was great to be back on the field. We have been inside working and 
playing but it was great to play on a full size field against great competition. 
I am interested to learn more about your upcoming ID camps. I would also be interested in your feedback for me on my level of play and how I may 
fit into your program. I know that per NCAA rules you aren’t able to contact me but if you wanted to follow up with me you can contact my coach 

I have added their contact information on the bottom. 
We will be playing again this winter at the following events: 

As our schedule comes out for these events I will get that information to you as well. 
I am also attaching a copy of my resume for your review. I hope you get a chance to see me play again this winter. Thanks again for coming and 
seeing me play last week in 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:07 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Chr’is, 

Call check and see how is doing ..,, Thanks! 

From: ~msn.com] 
Sent= Sunday, 6:55 pIvl 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas 3; Palladino, George W 
Subject= 

Anson, 

Here’s a couple of things I’ve done irt the last few months.,. 

team because I’m stiil playing ap a year, Here’s our scheduie for at the end of this month, 

-[hanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 11:08 AM 

Ted Williams <twilliam@Cem~flow.com> 

~ interview request Saturday Janua~:y 1 lth - Soccer Saturday 590AM St. Louis 

Sounds good to me ._ 

From: Ted Williams [mailto:twilliams@Cerroflow.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, December 15, 2013 8:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" RE:           interview request Saturday January 11th - Soccer Saturday 590AM St. Louis 
Let me clarify, it starts at 9:00AM and ends at 11:00AM. The show is typically broken up into eight 15 minute segments. You, Chris and hopefully       are invited 

to participate for as little or as long as you would like. We wilt just need to firm up the plan about a week prior so that the show log can be prepared for the 

technical producer, I would be happy to pick you guys up at the MAC on Saturday morning, We can plan on grabbing a b~te on the way or simply head~ng straight to 

the studio~ 

H~ve a good week. 

Ted 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson~ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, December 15, 2013 3:28 PN 
Te~ Ted Williams 
8u~ject~ Re:. in~iew request Saturday Janua~ llth - Soccer Saturday 590AM St. Louis 

What time is the show? 

Ted Willia~s <~?._~:j~!j.’_a~_._n_ .s_~i,~.]e_._r!_Rfl_9.~i:c_._o__r._n_.> wrote: 

I can assure you that you will be at the airport two hours before departure. 

We wil] be 25 iron from the airport 

My thanks to you both I [oak forward to seeing you next month 

Ted 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [maiho:anson@enraiLunc.edu] 
Sent: }"rida?’, December 13, 2013 3:19 PM 
To: Ted Williams 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE             interview request Saturday Janualy 1 lth - Soccer Saturday 590AM St. Louis 

IfI can nrake ray flight I would love to be there for you. I think ray flight departs at 1:30 pm (is that right Chris?) 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Ted Williarns [maitto:twilliams~’~Cetrofiow.com] 
Sent: Friday, Deceraber 13, 2013 2:29 PM 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: (          n intelvie~v request Saturday January 1 lth - Soccer Saturday- 590AM St. Louis 

Anson, 

Chris Ducat tells me that you are planing to be in St. Louis for the MAC Hermann Trophy ccrenrony on Friday January 10th. 

I had reached out to Aaron Heifetz and Dave Lohse about having ~       on the radio show that 
MAC’s Media Cornmunications liaison Jirn Wilson. I have started that process. 

appeared on back in November. They both advised me to work through the 

My pal Chris has agreed to carrie in studio Saturday morning to appear on the Soccer Saturday show. I plan to pick him up that rnorning down at the 2v~AC and drive him out to the 590AM 
studios for our live broadcast that nrorning. 

Tom Schwarz, host of Socccr Saturday, and I would love it if you would consider canting along as welh I know you nright alrea@ have plans, but if it works out, it would be great to spend 
some time on the air with both of you talking about the beautiful game. I will be driving Chris up to the airport afterwards. 

Either way, I plan to be down at the 2~L&C on Friday night for the dinner and I am very much looking forward to finally- meeting you in person. Here’s hoping that we are toasting a back to 
back Hermann Trophy winner - - 

All the best to you and your family this Christmas season, 

Ted Williams 
314-4N3-5657 
Exec Producer Soccer Saturday 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ted Williams 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 3:07 PM 
To: Aaron Heifetz (._A___H__~!J__)_t__z_/.~!LS__S__O__C_~__ql_29__ry~); ’davelohse@nnc edu’ 
Cc: t__o__~!~_L~ st lnnit e d t~ ar ~_t. 
Subject:              interview request Saturday Janualy 1 lth - Soccer Saturday- 590AM St Louis 



I heard today that ~ is once again a finalist for the NL~C Hermann Trophy on Friday Januar,v 10th. 

I was interested in trying to arrange an inter~dew with on Saturday morning January 1 lth if she is available. 

The Soccer Saturday radio sho~v airs from 9:00AiVl to 11:00AM each Saturday on 590AM in St Louis. http://wwwstlunitedfcnetl 

We had a very enjoyable interview with , USWNT member and UNC alum, back on November 23rd. (podcast attached) 

I have extended an invitation to my high school friend Chris Ducar, UNC Assistant Coach, as well He plans on being in St. Louis for the award ceremony Friday January 10th. 

If, ~’ould like to come into the studio, we could arrange transportation from the MAC to our studios on Saturday morning and then a ride to the St. Louis airport afterwards 

Tom Schwarz, host of Soccer Saturday, and I appreciate your consideration to our request for this interview. 

Ted Williams 
St. Louis, MO 
314-440-5657 

CONFIDENTIA[ATY NOTI(2E: 

This message may contain confidential information and is intended only for the individual(s) named above. If you are not a named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy 

this e-mail Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail li*om your system E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be 

secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or 

omissions in the contents of this message. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE 
This message may contain confidential information and is intended only for the individual(s) named above. If you are not a named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy this e-maiL Please notif~ the sender 
immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, 
lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or omissions in the contents of this message. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. 

Please consider the environment befbre printing this e-mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:09 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I:W: Interested in your program 

college profile.docx 

From-" 

Sent; Sunday, 8:36 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Interested in your program 
Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I’m a 

@sbcglobal.net] 

I play club soccer for based in ~ny jersey number is Our team plays in the pre~nier division of Mf~L. Last yeast, I 

played a lot of One of my personal highlights fiom lafft season was scoring 4 goals in a single game. This year I aan primarily playing along ruth 

spending some time on defense. Because I have played all of the field positions, I feel I am a very versatile player and can contribute to your program. Already this 

year my team has placed first in the top division of the                                            and first in the 

During my        year at          high school, I was one of fonr        to make the              Team out of over seventy gifts that tried out. During the 

season, I played mainly        and occasionally          as well. I played in every game and staxted most of them. I scored 12 goals and had 9 assists. I have been 

a         student my whole life and had all             in my first quarter of high school. I would like to major in              in college. I like 

I am interested in attending University of North Carolina because they have the programs that I want to major in, as well as your outs~tanding 

soccer program. 

I hope you can come watch me play; onr team will be playing in the tbllowing showcase tournament: 

My home phone number is 

Thank yon for reading my emaJl. 

Sincerely~ 

and my email is ,~)~sbcglobal.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:09 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @yahoo.corn] 

Sent: Sunday, 9:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Ducar, Chris 

Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 
UNC is the combination of top academics and soccer I need; a school that will challenge me. I’ve been working hard to improve, as you only recruit top players Academics are very important to me, I am near 
the top of my class at a very rigorous private school 

My team                      is playing at the                          this is a great chance to see me play. Our         team is near the top of       we play nice soccer and are worth your time. Our 

schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, December 16, 2013 11:10 AM 

Burke, Kacey <kaceywhite@ou.edu> 

ILE: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

No problem Kacey __ The convention? I am on a panel 

From: Burke, Kacey [mailto:kaceywhite@ou.edu] 

Seat; Sunday, December 15, 2013 9:49 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject-" Re: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you so much for passing this along. I would absolutely love to stay_.this is totally up my alley and would love to continue to learn... 

With the way our season ended and needing to be on campus and get back to work, l’m unfortunately not going to be able to stay any longer...if you can, please continue to pass 

these opportunities along! I would love to be able to plan to come into town. 

Will you be speaking at the convention again this year? 

So great to see you as always, 

Kacey 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emaikunc.edu> 

Date: Friday, December 13, 2013 3:24 PM 

To: Kacey White <kaceywh!te@ou.edu> 

Subject: FW: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

It Wi~S ~real: 1:o ~;~-_~e you a~]d I hope you elm 

E~= Ba~g~ini, Claudio Luiz 

$eat; Wednesday, December 0% 2053 9:54 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

S~bjeet: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Anson, 

Attached you w~ll find the revised versbn of the advertisement matedal for the course as you suggested. 

Please let me know if this is ok with you. 

Thanks a~ain for everything. 

Have a ~reat evening, 

Claudio 

Claudio Batta~lini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Assodate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exerdse Oncolo~y Research Laboratory 

D~rector of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Sdence 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel H~II 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Ema~l: daudio~)emaiLunc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

~rom: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 8:04 PM 

To: Claudio Battaslini <daudio~ema~l.unc~edu> 

Subje~: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

~ tMnk that has a be~ter chance!~ 

~mm: Ba~glini, Claudio Luiz 

Se~t: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:22 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

S~bje¢t: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Sounds ~reat my friend. What do you think about chan~in~ it to a three day course (TuesdayiWednesday~hursday) and drop the price to a ~i00-1507 If you a~ree I can revise the 

program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 

Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 

Thanks a~ain for all your help with tNs initiative. 

I look forward to headn~ from you. 

Claudio 

Claudio Batta~lini, Ph.D., FACSM 



Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Emaih claudio(a~ernail.unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

I:rem: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <daudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

C~audio, 

~ w~ll send tMs [o my co~feagues i~ the ACC and in the loca~ clubs a~d the coaches that come to my team camp, ~ think it would be better as a [wo or a three day 

camp at a lower price. For the average American coach time ~s the big ~ssue at th~s t~me of year {plus the short notice). 

F~m= Ba~glini, Claudio Luiz 

SeBt~ Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:56 AM 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 

S~bject~ Brazilian Soccer Course 

Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course information I showed you in your office yesterday. If you 

could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would be great. I look forward to 

learning more about this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the course w~th us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Qncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Emaih daudio@email.unc.edu 

Office Teh (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:12 AM 

nc.rr.com> 

P,£: Essays and Resmne - UNC Admissions Office 

I think I told you 
l:ransfi:,r 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

and then transferred in ..., So remember if it does not work out directly there is always the 

@nc,mcom] 
10:35 PM 

¯ Essays and Resume - UN¢ Admissions Office 

I hope this finds you doing well. 

received her acceptance letter from UNC Wilmington - her back up school. 

As you know, her heart and soul is with the University of North Carolina @ Chapel Hill. 

Thanks again for contacting the Admissions Office to put in a good word for 

You gave our family a very special holiday gift! 

I hope you and your family have a Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous New Year! 

On , at 5:54 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV" <m~son@~email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks 

From: 8nc.rr.coml 
Sent: Monday, 10:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: - Essays and Resume - UNC Admissions Office 
Coach Dorrance, 

I did not intbrm       about your "officiaJ" in message. I can just imagine her excitement M~en she receives the "officiaY’ in acceptance letter. 

I pray that it all works out too! 

We will be following and supporting your team throughout the NCAA touma~ent. 

It would be extra special to get another NCAA Championship in Car,i’. 

On at 10:59 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~u~son@~emaiL unc.edu> wrote: 

I hope it all works out!! 

From: ~nc.rr.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 9:38 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: Re: - Essays and Resume - UNC Admissions Office 
Coach Dorrance, 
I just returned fi’om our 

Your "officiaJ" in message is p~celess’. 

and I are so excited that      will be able to carry on Mr. Willia~’s tradition of being a TAf~:IEEL. 

Thank your very much for your support and good luck in the NCAA Tournamen!! 

On at 3:31 PM, "Do~Tance, Albert A IV anson~&em~ul.unc.ed~, wrote. 

The good word is "official" in _.. my fingers are crossed 

Good h~ck to       !! 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Your timing is perfect!! 

Thanks again [br your referraJ! 

@nc.rr.com] 
9:22 AM 

- Essays and Resume - UNC Admissions Office 

so I know how hard U~is is!H), 

On , at 10:53 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <’a.nson(i~email.unc.edu> wrote: 



I will make the call tomorrow. Good luck!! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tI~ire[e,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

~@nc,tT,coln > wro[e~ 

Coach Dorence, 

This is a follow up to our conversation on Friday, 

I’ve attached        resume and her two essays that were included ruth the online application. 

Thank you ve~ much for contacting the Admissions ONce to put in a good word tbr 

It would be a dream come tree if      is accepted to Carolina. 

Mr. Williams always spoke ve~ highly of yon during his time at UNC. 

To be honest, you mad the girls soccer program were his favorite. 

Let’s keep that special tradition going with 
Th~mks again tier agreeing to contact the Admissions Oltice to put in a good word liar 

Your ret~rral is mnch appreciated! 

Thank yot~ 

P.S.: Please confirm receipt of this e-tnaJl. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:13 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Profile.docx 

From: @yahoo.corn] 

Sent: Sunday, 1:k55 PM 

To: Dorrance, AIber~ A IV 

Subject: 

Coach Dorranc~ 

t’m ~teres~d ~ p~g soccer ~ co~ge and my aca~m~ ~terest ~ ~ 

t currently play for out of 

please come watch me play. My jersey number is aad I play 

I have recently started my search for colleges to further my education and Universiby of North Carolina is high on my list 

t also ptay soccer on my high school varsity team. 

My club team will be playing in the                   from                         in                 If you have the opportunity, 

Please see my game schedule below. 

I have attached my soccer profile listing my personal infot:mation, GPA, academic and athletic accomplishments. My emafl is: 

your time and I took forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 

@yahoo.com and my celt aumber is Thank you for 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 12:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Profile from College Prospects of A~nerica, Inc. 

From: College Prospects of America, Inc. [mailto:athletes@cpoa.com] 
Sent: Monday, December J.6, 20:t3 9:35 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Profile from College Prospects of America, Inc. Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._[i_c___~__[~_~_[’__e- 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT iNFORMATiON MADE EASIER 



removed by 

sender 

removed by 

sender 

This email was sent to anson@emaiLm~c.edu by _a__t._h_l..e__t.e__s_.@_cEo__a_:.c_o_._n1 

Update Profile/Email Address }’nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 
College Prospects of America, Inc. :: 12682 College Prospects Dr. i Logan OH 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 12:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Profile from College Prospects of A~nerica, Inc. 

From: College Prospects of America, Inc. [mailto:athletes@cpoa.com] 
Sent: Monday, December J.6, 20:t3 9:40 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Profile from College Prospects of America, Inc. Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._[i_c___~__[~_~_[’__e- 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT iNFORMATiON MADE EASIER 



Ferward ernail 

...... removed by ..... remowd by 
sender sender 

This email was sent to anson@email.unc,edu by athletes@cpoa.com 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:nstant iemeval widl SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’. 
College Prospects of America, inc. :: :[2682 College Prospects Dr. i Logan OH 4,3:[38 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 12:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Congratulations on a great      College Season. I enjoyed watching the Tar Heels advance to the final eight in the "q(~AA tournament. 
I want to follo~v up on my previous email, and let you know that I will be playing with my team in tJae upcoming on 
biographical il~’,armation 
I hor~e wm will be attendin~ the                         event and might have time to watch me r~lav Below is a schedule of my games for the 

Here is a link to my 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: (a>~,ahoo.com] 

Sent: Monday, 10:24 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

SubJect: 

Coach Anson 

I’m sending you a follow-up email to wish you a Happy Holiday and let you l~ow that I am still very interested in playing for you! In case you haven’t already reviewed my recruit 
questiormaire, which I filled out earlier this fall, I wanted to share my website                               which has a lot of great information about me including my transcript and 
several video clips. Finals week is this week so I intend to post my year fall semester grades over the holiday Meanwhile, my Varsity HS conditioning has already begun for our 

spring regular season 

I have really enjoyed your CBPA the last three years and absolutely love the Chapel Hill area, 
hope,/ou’ll take the time to consider me My family ~s                     and we have been in 

has just been accepted to the                      over the 
time to see me in action. 

Your program is exactly what I ~wmt to be a part of and I 
I’ve played on two club teams here and my current team, 

holiday weekend. If you or your staff plan to attend ! hope you can :find 

Again, Happy Holidays! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Player Profile.pdf 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Monday, II:41 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I play soccer fbr the                      girls. Last time I emailed you, my team was going to the                                       During the 

tournament, we played up an age group, but still won our group a~d the semifinals. Unfortunatley, we lost in the tinals. The next tournament my temn will be at is the 

I noticed that your school had signed up as attending the showcase, m~d I would love it if you could t~ke the time to come watch one of my games. My schedule is as 
tbllows: 

My jersey number is and I play tbrward, outside mid, or ontside defender. My team will be wearing 

For your convenience, I have attached my current player profile. I will continue to update yon on future tournaments. 

Thank you for your time, 

jerseys. 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Follow-Up 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Monday, :I:t:42 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Post-GSA Showcase Follow-Up 

Coach Dorrance 

I hope you had a chance to brave the elements mad see me at "the In ca~ you didn’t I have provided a video of some of my highlights from the 

weekend. Also, I wonld like to remind you that my team will be participating in the during the weekend of I have provided a link to 

the schedule, in "the hopes that yon or a member of your sattmll be in attenchnce. Thank yon for your time. 

Sincerely 

....... removed by 

sender. 

Click this li N to see my Profile/ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

imagejpg 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Monday, 11:43 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted you to let yon know my 

We have invited the best reruns in the 

It is an awesome event witl~ lots of college coaches and great hospitality. 

I hope to see you there’. 

Here is the link to my highlights on YouTube. 

team will be hosting and playing in the 

to see if they can score on us! :-) 

,~glnsil.conl 

Here are the teams coming m~d a link to the tournmnent website. 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:28 PM 

Burke, Kacey <kaceywhite@ou.edu> 

ILE: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

I hope so too![ 

From; Burke, Kacey [mailto:kaceywhite@ou.edu] 
Sent; Monday, December 16, 2013 11:49 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Perfect! I figured you would be there again! Look forward to hopefully seeing yon there. 

Kacey Burke 

University of Oklahoma 

Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach 

On Dec 16, 2013, at l 1:10 AM, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <g!:_Ls£9_@e__n_!@_=_u_9_c_:_e_.d_ _t.~- wrote: 

No problem Kacey .._ The convention? I am on a panel .... 

From: Burke, Kacey [mailto:kaceywhite@ou.edu] 

Se~t: Sunday, December 15, 2013 9:49 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you so much for passing this along. I would absolutely love to stay...this is totally up my alley and would love to continue to learn... 

With the way our season ended and needing to be on campus and get back to work, I’m unfortunately not going to be able to stay any Ionger..Jf you can, please 

continue to pass these opportunities along! I would love to be able to plan to come into town. 

Will you be speaking at the convention again this year? 

So great to see you as always, 

Kacey 

<imageOOl.png> 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <~_.n__s__o_.n__@_.e__n_!~_[!.._u__n_ .c_:.e_d__u_> 
Date: Friday, December 13, 2013 3:24 PM 

To: Kacey White <kaceywhite@ou.edu> 

Subject: FW: Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 

Kacey, 

It was great to see you and I hope you can come[! 

From-" Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
gent; Wednesday, December 04, 2013 9:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Brazilian Soccer Course Revised 
Hi Anson, 
Attached you will find the revised version of the advertisement material for the course as you suggested. 
Please let me know if this is ok with you. 
Thanks again for everything. 
Have a great evening, 
Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 
Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 
Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 
Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 
Department of Exercise and Sport Science 
125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 
Email: claudio@email.unc.edu 
Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 
Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 8:04 PM 
To: Claudio Battaglini <daudio@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 
I think that has a betLer chance!! 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Brazilian Soccer Course 
Sounds great my friend. What do you think about changing it to a three day course (Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday) and drop the price to a ~100-1507 If you agree I 
can revise the program tonight and send you the updated version of the plan. We can even open for more people, instead of just 30. How does that sound? 
Please let me know and I will follow your recommendations. 
Thanks again for all your help with this initiative. 
I look forward to hearing from you. 



Claudio 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Oncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#gTo0 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Emaih claudio(~email unc.edu 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, December 4, 2013 at 7:14 PM 

To: Claudio Battaglini <daudio@email.unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: Brazilian Soccer Course 

Cfaudio, 

I will send this to my colleagues in the ACC and in the local clubs and the coaches that come to my team camp. I think it would be better as a two or a 

three day camp at a lower price. For the average American coach time is the big issue at this time of year (plus the short notice). 

From: Battaglini, Claudio Luiz 

Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 7:56 AM 

To: Dorrance; Albert A IV 

$,,bject." Brazilian Soccer Course 

Good morning my friend, 

How are you doing? It was great seeing you yesterday as usual. As promised, attached to this email is the soccer course information I showed you in your office 

yesterday. If you could please send this to all of your friends and colleagues who you feel would appreciate and benefit from participating in this course, that would 

be great. I look forward to learning more about this game with Sergio and hang out with you and your colleagues during the week of December 16th. Please let me 

know if you have any questions. 

Thanks again for all your support and I look forward to a great time hanging out and participating in this course with you. 

Have a wonderful day. 

Your friend, 

Claudio 

P.S. I mentioned this course to coach Carlos but I never follow up with him. If you could please invite him to participate in the course with us, that would be great. 

Claudio Battaglini, Ph.D., FACSM 

Associate Professor, Exercise Physiology 

Director of the Exercise Qncology Research Laboratory 

Director of the Get Real & Heel Breast Cancer Research Program 

Department of Exercise and Sport Science 

125 Fetzer Hall, CB#8700 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-8700 

Office Tel: (919) 843-6045 

Fax: (919) 962-0489 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @live.corn] 
Sent: Monday, 12:05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W 
Cc: @hotmail.com 
Subject: 

Good Morning Coach Dorrance and Coach Palladino, 

.\iy name is m~d I play competitively in the girls ~occer team. I ~as named i~ the 

a,~; a as well ~s for my High School Team p~ay, I p~ay l\~xvard fbr team, Ot~r team will be a~tending a 

~oumamen~ a~ the ead office re(ruth a~x p~evkmsly mentioned i~ an earlier email 

The toumamen{ will fi’om                      "Ihe 

aad I ha~e posted g~e schedule below. 

I am very iaterested in ’lhe L;niversi~y of No~h C;~roli~a lLr *be soccer program at~d fl~e academica off,red. I currently have a    GPA vs-itl~ {he honor 

classes ~ am taking. 1 ~ook R~rward ~o meeting you again i*~ the R~mre a~d ~ ould be in~ere~ted in aW oppormnit3, ~o atte~d a visit ~ the file campus and mee~ some 

pl~uers, is my number o~e c[~oice ~r a lhrflaering m3 education, I Bare also included my li~k ~r n:U profile on I lhmfl~ ym~ fi~r your th 

Coach Dotrat}ce a~d Coach PaJ]adiao~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Ofl~ring help with Gem~an prospects 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Norman (Monaco Sports) [mailto:coaches~monaco-sports.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 12:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Offering help with German prospects 

Dear Coach, 

We know that there are some (3 ennan players, who contact you wa email personally without being part of a recruiting agency Most likely, they do not have the knowledge of the recruiting 
process 

Monaco Sports would be glad to take care of the German prospects, who contact you and who you are interested in. We will help you to make these players eligible! 

All the best from Munich, 
Norman 

Norman Messina - Captain 

MONACO SPORTS - A NEW HORIZON 

HeBstr 41 - 80798 Munich - Germany 

phone ~49 89 57 95 36 41 - fax ~49 89 57 95 36 40 email norman@monaco-sports.corn - web www monaco-sports.corn 

"Champions aren’t made in the gym. Champions are made from something they have deep inside them a desire, a dream, a vision." (Muhawanad Ali) 



The Jerry Yeagley Award for Exceptional Personal Achievement 

The Jerry Yeagley Award for Exceptional Personal Achievement is presented to a college men’s 

or women’s soccer player (past or present) who has demonstrated exceptional personal achievement 

amid extraordinary accomplishments that transcend normal expectations and who is or was an example 

and inspiration to his or her teammates and university. The recipient should exhibit the qualities of 

sportsmanship, integrity, strong work ethic and have the ability to rise above adversity. This award 

personifies Jerry Yeagley, Indiana University head men’s soccer coach from 1963-2003. Coach Yeagley 

retired from coaching in 2003, winning his 6th Division I National Championship. Coach Yeagley’s passion 

for the game, his University and most important, his passion and commitment to the players, students, 

coaches, and community who have had the privilege to call him coach, mentor, colleague and friend is 

what this award is about. It was established by the Indiana University Foundation in cooperation with 

the NSCAA to honor Jerry Yeagley and to recognize individuals that represent the characteristics Coach 

Yeagley has demonstrated his entire life. 

Lorrie Fair - University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC :1996-99 & 2006-07, BA in Communications, 

Minor in Mathematics 

Playing Background: 

1990-1996 Sunnyvale Alliance, CA, 1994 National Champion 

1996-1999 University of North Carolina, 1998 National Runner-up, 1996, 97, 99 National Champion 

2001-2008 Played professionally WUSA, Olympique Lyonnals, San Francisco Bay Seals, Chelsea FC 

1995-2005 US Women’s National Team, 1996 Olympic Gold Medalist Alternate, 2000 Olympic Silver 

Medalist, 2004 Olympic (3old Medalist Alternate, 1999 World Cup Champion 

Coaching Experience: 

1997-2006 

2006 

1998-2008 

2008 

2009 

2009 

2007-2009 

2007-2009 

Co-Founder, First Touch Soccer Camp, Berkeley, CA 

Right to Play Refugee Camp Programs, Azerbaijan, Thailand, Uganda 

Union Football Club, Palo Alto, Ca 

US State Department Sporty Envoy, Morocco 

Hawaii Olympic Development Program 

Duke Women’s Institute for Secondary Education and Research Program, Kenya 

Julie Foudy Sports Leadership Academy, USA 

Chelsea FC Football in the Community Program, UK, United Arab Emirates, China, 

Macau, Malaysia, USA 



2009 

2010 

2011 

Los Angeles Futbol Club 

US State Department Sport Envoy, Paraguay 

Girls Empowerment through Sport Initiative, Algeria 

Volunteer Experience 

2006 United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees: Uganda, Thailand, Azerbaijan 

Documentary team traveling into refugee camps collecting content to tell stories of 

refugees around the world, using soccer clinics and mini-tournaments. 

2008-2009 Show Racism the Red Card (UK)-Combat racism through role models, predominantly 

footballers, to present an anti-racist message to young people and encourage them to 

take action in their own communities. 

2006-Present Right to Play (USA, UK, Azerbaijan, Ethiopia, Jordan, Thailand, Uganda) - Improve lives 

of children in the most disadvantaged areas of the work through the power of sport and 

play. 

2008-Present US State Department Sport Envoy Program (Morocco, Paraguay) - an international 

outreach program designed to engage the youth in a dialogue about education, health, 

and diversity through sport clinics, school visits, and team building exercises. 

Work Experience: 

2004 ESPN/ABC sideline reporter for MLS game of the week. 

2007-2009 Chelsea Football Club, UK, Club Ambassador - assist in developing and executing US and 

UK brand marketing strategies. 

2009 Los Angeles Futbol Club Foundation - Director of Community Relations And social 

Responsibility. A non-profit organization that builds soccer fields and provides 

equipment, uniforms and coaching for underserved youth. 

2008-Present Kickabout, Co-Founder and Director (UK, Belgium, France, Switzerland, Italy, Greece, 

Turkey, Syria, Jordan, Egypt, Sudan, Ethiopia, Kenya, Rwanda, Tanzania, Malawi, Zambia, 

Namibia, Botswana, South Africa) - a self-funded organization created to explore an 

discover the various ways that people use sport (namely soccer) to promote peace and 

social development. 

2010-Present Good Football, LLC whose mission is to cultivate and nurture creative, effective and 

locally-owned solutions to global development challenges. 

2011-Present Charlize Theron Africa Outreach Program, Home field advantage project coordinator, 

South Africa. Ties in building soccer fields with providing access to safe water, mobile 

health units and providing life-saving services. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN~RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Shattuck in Februau is the cool place to be 

From: Joe DeMay [mailto:joe.demay@s-sm.org] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 1:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Shattuck in February is the cool place to be 

J 
;~ I mage 

removed by 
sender. 

http://ssm.sc 

outware net/ 

rn wso/cg i/91 

’]?his email contains pictures To view choose thxs 1ink ~ 

Hi Anion, 

Our trip to Raleigh for the CASL showcase was a very successful one for our program. Despite 

some less than ideol field conditions, our teams were able to demonstrate what the Shatmck sVle of 

play is all about--possession, intensiB~ and intelligence. We feel that we did enough to convince you 

to come to beautiful Fariault, Minnesota Febma~’ 7-9 for our Winter College Showcase. 

The event promises to be a very competitive one with 16 quali~ teams from all over the Midwest in 

U- 16, U- 17 and U- 18 age groups, including our Shattuck teams in the U- 17 and U- 18 brackets. 

We are excited our reruns received ~ much attention in Raleigh, we hope that you’ll include our 

event in your recruiting schedule tbr 2014 so we can show you what we can do in the perfect 

weather mad field conditions in the heated Dome of the Dmre Fmnily Fiekthouse right on onr campus. 

To register for the evenL please visit this link ~://www.s-sm.orgisocce~/coIlege-coach- 

r2g~b~i~:i£!k!.. There will be a coach’s hospita]ity axea as well as meals, snacks and refreshments 

available throughout the weekend for your convenience. Should you have any questions at all, please 

contact me by e-m~dl at joe.demay@s- sm.org or by phone at 

We look forward to seeing you this Februaxy! 

Joe DeMay 
UI 6 Girls Head Coach 

Shattuck-St. Ma~"s School l Soccer Center of Excellence 
1000 Shumway Ave. Faribault. MN 55021 i joe.dema?(c~s-sm.o .rg 

(Cell) i 507-333-1747 (Office) ] 507-333-1727 (Fax) ] JCD372 (SKYPE) 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT US VISIT 

INTERESTED IN OUR RESIDENTIAL SOCCER CENTER OF EXCELLENCE? CLICK I~f~ TO SUBMIT A SOCCER QUESTIONNAIR 

This email was sent to you by Shattuck-St. Ma~’s, Soccer If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this link. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:52 PM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-~ 

IrE: Februa .~ CREED Meeting 

I have another speaking engagement .. let me check and see if there is a conflict. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 1:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: February CREED Meeting 

Hi Anson, 

I wanted to get this on your calendar - can you speak to our February CREED meeting on Monday,FebruaW 3rd at 7:15pm? Your presentation as ahvays the highlight. 

Thanks 
Cricket 

Sent from mY iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:54 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu:~ 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: IMPORTANT: Biweekly timecmd information 

I am recruiting in Fla Dec 30th through .Jan 2r~d when I fly home .... 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 1:26 PM 
To; UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject; IMPORTANT: Biweekly timecard information 
Importance; High 

NOTE: This email applies only to SPA permanent employees 

Due to the calendar year-end leave reporting and roll-over for leave balances, 

all permanent SPA employees must enter their estimated coded and/or work time for December 30th, as well as projected work time 

on the holidays (December 31st and January :1st) in the first week of Pay Period 13 (December 30th -January :12th). 

January 2nd and 3rd as well as the second week of the pay period do not need to be completed in advance. 

Please note that the timecard for that pay period will not reflect the holidays in the timecard until that is the active pay period, 

so I have noted the dates in that week that are holidays: 

Monday, December 30th: 

Tuesday, December 31st: HOLIDAY 

Wednesday, January :ISt: HOLIDAY 

Thursday, January 2nd: 

Friday, January 3rd: 

IT IS IMPERATIVE THATYOU ENTER YOUR PROJECTED CODED THV]E FOR MONDAY, DECEMBER 30th AND ANY 

ESTIMATED TIME WORKED ON TUESDAY, DECEMBER 31st BEFORE THIS FRIDAY, December 20th. 

THIS IS CRITICAL TO ENSURE THAT YEAR-END LEAVE BALANCES ARE CORRECT ON DECEMBER 31s[ 

FOR THE ROLL-OVER TO THE NEW 2014 LEAVE REPORTING PERIOD THAT BEG INS JANUARY 1~t. 

SPA EXEMPT EMPLOYEES: Please email us with your projected time as your leave report for that 

pay period will not be due until January 9th. 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Tracy Harris. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this important year-end deadline. 

Joyce & Tracy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 2:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Soccer Elite Showcase Feb 7-9th 2014 

From: CSA [mailto:csatourney@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 1:27 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer Elite Showcase Feb 7-gth 2014 

..... removed by 
sender 

::N:: Image 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:56 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

I do not know how to pull this up .... Can you help me? 

From: YouTube Service [mailto:noreply@youtube.com] 

Sent: Monday, December :1.6, 2013 2::1.0 PM 
To: Dorrance, AIber~ A IV 
Subject: 

removed by 

sender. 

~ YouTube 
has shared a video with you on 

Image removed by sender. 

Heip cer:ter ,. Email op¢ioi’ls., Repoit spsm 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:39 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: BaJ1 Mastery Video Clips 

gtl excellent .._ Only change I would make is instep drive when shooting on the wall 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, 2:29 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Ball Mastery Video Clips 

Anson, 

This is a sample of the skills series         is working on now... Includes a complete series on developing fast & accurate touch, elusive ball handling, dynamic 

shooting. I did not get 3 Point Toms shooting and I am adding pendulum heading this winter. The first 3 minutes is wall ball, pass competitions (one with 

and part of the UNC dance series (mini-coervers with a u~16 Academy boy and         ). At 3 minutes, you’ll see some drills we really like from 

I mentioned to you previously,         learned these from         We like them because they incorporate looking up and looking behind while executing to 

get into the habit of a 360 degree player. We also really like the Footability drills (we call it 7 moves + shot) on executing moves which help create separation from 

the defender with adding two "get away" touches after the move. We chose three of the seven to show in the video, but 6 out of 7 are quite technically 

challenging, 

The clip is not listed so if you do not have the link, it cannot be seen. 

I’ll have this on my iPad this week, but thought it would be easier to take a look at your convenience. I welcome improvement ideas! 

Look forward to seeing you tomorrow. 

(m) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 4:38 PM 

Subject: FW: Mandela tribute 

For all of you who plan on making this world a better place .,,. Merry Christn~as!! 
._h__t_t~__:_,!,_’~_~_~_o___u__t__u___b__e__&o__m,_’__w___a__t _c_b_%_--_M ~_Uj ~ Z~ E~_q ~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Mlonday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is 

I mn currently a 

@gmail.com] 
4:37 plVl 

and I am interested in attending UNC and participating on yonr stellar Women’s Soccer Team. I cunently play for a club out of 

I am on the This pas~t summer I moved to In 

I enjoyed playing for that team tbr more than 5 years until onr thmily moved. 

At school, I am a3so paNcipating in their soccer progran~ and rea31y eNoy representing my 

school on the field. I will be graduating high school in the yeax I strive to not only excel in athletics, but also in the classroom. I have received academic honor roll 

every year in school as well as participated in tbr six years and have held positions. I am interested in studying either 

or               and I see that UNC has strong programs in both. 

I believe that one of my strengths as a player is that I am veu teclmical and I enjoy great ball movement ruth tny teammates. I am also interested in attending a soccer 

camp at UNC ne:~ summer and learning from you and your coaching s~fl~ 

My team,                 roll be attending the                                                               I have included our schedule below 

and hope to see you at s~me games. Our team wears                   and I will be wearing the    jersey. 

Thank yon in advance for your consideration, and I look forward to seeing you at the tournament. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:20 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: I’d love to play soccer at your school! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: I’d love to play soccer at your school! 

From:                           @cuemail.net-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson Do~rance, 

My name is and I’m a I am interested in attending UNC Chapel Hill because of your 

fine program, your beautiful campns, and your soccer program. I love soccer and actively keep up ruth your teams games and ills exactly what 

I’d like to be a part of. I’ve been follomng UNC women’s soccer since I was only five years old, and its my absolute favorite ,school. 

Currently, I am a starting          for the I 

training again in with a regional camp a] so in 

I also play for through the a~d we will be attending in 

I also am a part of the                     program, m~d we begin 

I have been playing soccer since the age of 3, have been starting for tny high school teaa~ for the pas~t 3 years, m~d play on the two teams mentioned 

previously. My GPA is cmrently a and I am a part of If you 

wish you contact me my home phone number is: m~d ~ny cell nmnber is: My emafil is: 

I am coming to North Carolina to take a tour of the school in early and I can’t wait to see the campns. I hope to hear from you soon! 

Enjoy your holiday break! 

Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

My name is             I am a student athlete from      I am 

interested in competing in college for the          . semester. 
Questions About This 

Prospect? 

If (my academic and athletic results below are a fit for your program, you 
can contact me directly by responding to this e-mail or at: 

~cpoa.com.es 

As a prospect of the College Prospects of America program, I am well     [ 

informed and assisted in the steps and requirements to compete in the 
United States. 



[ste mensaje de correo electrdnico ~ue enviado a anson@uncaa.unc.edu, 
[liminacidn instant~nea con Sa~eUi~subscribe~ Pol~tica de ~rivacicla6. 

College prospects og ~merica I 12682 College Prospects Dri,~e I koran I ON I 4-3138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Monday, December 16, 2013 6:21 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edtr~ 

Re: IMPORTiLNT: Biweekly timecard intbmaation 

"Dalgleish, Joyce L" <joyced@unc.edu> wrote: 

This does no~: a~ply to you..ordy SPA employees. 

You ar~-:~ an EPA employee 

Thanks, though H 

Joyce 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Monday, December ~6, 20~3 2:54 PM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

~e: Streett, Shelly 

Subject: RE: IMPORTANT: Biweekly timecard ~nformation 

~ am recruiting in F~a Dec 30~h through Jan 2nd when ~ fig home 

F~m~ Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent~ Nonday, December 16, 2013 1:26 PN 

To~ UNC~-Eve~one 
Subjeet~ INPORTANT: Biweekly timecard information 
lmpo~nee~ High 

NOTE: This email applies only to SPA permanent employees 
Due to the calendar year-end leave reporting and roll-over for leave balances, 

all permanent SPA employees must enter their estimated coded and/or work time for December 30th, as well as projected work time 

on the holidays (December 3~st and January lst) in the first week of Pay Period 13 (December 30th -January 12th). 

January 2nd and 3rd as well as the second week of the pay period do not need to be completed in advance. 

Please note that the timecard for that pay period will not reflect the holidays ~n the timecard until that is the active pay period, 

so I have noted the dates in that week that are holidays: 

Monday, December 30th: 

Tuesday, December 31st: HOLIDAY 

Wednesday, January lst: HOLIDAY 

Thursday, January 2nd: 

Friday, January 3rd: 

~T ~S ~MPERAT~VE THATYOU ENTER YOUR PROJECTED CODED T~ME FOR MONDAY, DECEMBER 30th AND ANY 

ESTIMATED T~M[ WORKED ON TUESDAY, DECEMBER 3~st BEFORE THIS FRIDAY, December 20th~ 

TH~S ~S CRITIC&L TO ENSURE THAT YEAR-END LEAVE BA~NCES ARE CORRE~ ON DECEMBER 3~st 

FOR THE ROLL-OVER TO THE NEW 20~.4 LEAVE REPORTING PERIOD THAT BEGINS JANUARY 

SPA EXEMPT E~P[OYEES: Please email us with your projected t~me as your leave report for that 

pay period will not be due until January 9th. 

If you have any questions, please contact me or Tracy Harris. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this important year-end deadline. 

Joyce & Tracy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 16, 2013 6:40 PM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith @gmail.com> 

Re: Hey Coach...Question?? 

I roll be tied up at a dinner in 30 Ininutes 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ tI~ire[e,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Jen Sovacool- Smith 

Thanks Coach, will do!! 
status.. 

Jan 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Talk to you soon. 

Just wanted you to know the 

On Sun, Dec 15, 2013 at 3:26 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 
No problem ._ call anUtime! 

Jen Sovacool- Smith (~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Coach, sorry I haven’t gotten back to you yet today.. 
tomorrow. I just wanted you to know why I haven’t called yet. Are you tree to,no~row?? Thanks so ,nuch! ! 

Jan 

give you a call 

On Thu, Dec 12, 2013 at 1:35 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

the ew?nings or lat~? morni~gs 

From: Jen SovacooI-Smith             @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 12, 2013 1:!.:48 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hey Coach...Question?? 

Hope you are doing well and getting ready tbr the upcoming holiday!! :) I can’t waJt...we are being bombarded with snow fight now but I love it...yeah I am a bit 

titched I guess lol. 

Anyway, I have some questions for you regarding college coaching jobs and perhaps recruitment jobs. My dream job would be to land a recruitment job but I 

have no idea where to start. 

Is this something that you feel I can brea£ into?? Is there any/thing that wonld better prepare me for a job in this field?? I feel that identifying talent is a strong suit 

for myself along with my people skills/building rapports etc ruth both paxents and players._apart from my knowledge of the game of course. 

I know that in order to break into the world of college soccer, I may need to staxt at the ground floor and learn from others. I wonld be more than hapw to do 
that. I fignred you might have some good "tips for me or maybe even know M~ere I might start my ~arch at. 

I would love to be an assistant to an accomplished coach that can help mentor me and shape me in my career. I know you probably know hnndredsithousands of 

coaches but wasn’t sure if this is something that yon would consider helping me to achieve. Would you have any recommendations tbr me by chance?? 

An~¥ay, any and all iifformation you can provide would be much appreciated. Thanks so much for your consideration and time, Coach. It means a great deal to 

me!! 

Hope you have an exceptional holiday and I wish yon and your family all the best!! :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:18 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~ncsasl~orts.org 
Sent: Mlonday, 6:46 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

~ncsasports.org] On Behalf Of @hotmail.com 

Hello my name is             I am a well rounded athlete playing 

extends as far back as the age of 4 mad I have been playing club soccer since the age of 9. Currently I play for the 

We are 2 time National Runner-ups I played at 

attending the i 

Below aye my stats: 

My soccer experience 

ranked 9th in 

and currently 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:19 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: info@studentathleteworld.com [mailto:info@studentathleteworld.com] 
Sent: Monday, 7:18 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: 

If you cannot see the images properly, please click here~ 

removed by 

sender. 

Hi Coach Do~rance, 
We’d like to introduce to you 





Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,                  8:19 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: College Soccer Prospect 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: College Soccer Prospect 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is               I am a which is a located in Cincinnati, Ohio. I will graduate in 

Soccer has been a significant part of tny high school experience. I dressed for year and bec~ane a st~sting forwmd as a Along with my 

athletic successes, I have managed to maintain a GPA. i am taking Honors and AP classes. 

I san currently playing for the My team is playing in the highly regmded We are also competin~ in the 

this spring. During our season in     ,~,e won the                         in              and competed in the 
I ana the starting forward for my team, but I am able to play any other field position. I have been our leading scorer for 3 years and have had 6 goals in the 4 

games we have played this season. 
I have begun the search for the right school for me, both academically and athletically. I aspire to attend so I plan on majoring in I 

have always been inte~ested in attending the Universi~ of North Carolina. I would appreciate meeting with yon when you attend one of my matches this year. Ivly tean~ 

will be competing in the 

Thank you lbr your time. I look tbrward to di~ussing our future together. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 8:19 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: BARBADOS SOCCER ACADEMY SEEKING SOCCER SCHOLARSHIPS 

From: jack bovell               @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 16, 2013 8:29 PM 
Subject: BARBADOS SOCCER ACADEMY SEEKING SOCCER SCHOLARSHIPS 

Dear Coach. 

Success is achieved by the ability to rise above adversity and weather the storms of life. Taking on life’s storms requires 

discipline, focus and a mass of might. Here at the Barbados Soccer Academy, Barbados’ premier youth football club, we not 

only understand these qualities, but we make it our mandate to culture these qualities into our students from a very young age, 

both on the football pitch, and the classroom. I have managed many national teams; I am a member of the Barbados Football 

Association. I am interesting in sending some of my players to your College on flfll scholarships to be part of your NCAA or 

NAIA programmes. Please view my web site at .w..~.~:..w...b...a.f.b.~.d.c?.s.‘..s..~..q!..c.~{~.a..c..~:~...e..r.~..y.:..c.~.m.: 

I am just checking to find out if you have any soccer or academic scholarships for international students available for 

January/August 2014 semesters. 

Many of our players have gone to many colleges in the USA over the last 6 years. Such as Western Illinois University, Howard 

University, Syracuse, University of Detroit Mercy, Caldwell, Long Island university, Indiana State University at Purdue etc. 

I have invited many college coaches to Barbados over the last 8 years, and some of our players secured academic and athletic 

scholarships to USA NCAA Division 1 and 2 colleges. 

The BSA extends complementary accommodation and transportation to coaches to come to Barbados, and they stay at beach 

hotels for a period of one week, to witness players in showcases. It will be a great strategic move by to see the present players 

who are to the age for college, and also the younger players’ talents that you will be in a position to monitor and track their 

development over 2-3 years. 

In the last 3 years, I took 2 teams to the USA, and played some friendly matches against NCAA Division 1 and Division 2 

colleges. In 2009 our under 17 team and under 19 team participated in the coco expo showcase in Florida, and 2010 our 

under 17 and under 18 participated in the Disney showcase. In addition 6 of the Barbados Soccer Academy players 

represented Barbados in the Quarterfinal round of the under 17 ~vorld cup playoff of the Concacaf leg in Panama early this 

year. 

I will be truly grateflfl to you. 

Thanking you. 

Jabez "Jack" Bovell 

Director 

Barbados Soccer Academy 

www.barbadossocceracademy.cOM 

Email Address: @hotmail.com 

(Home) 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 8:23 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Mlonday, 9:57 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I can’t believe how quick this year is flying by. We just got back from                  is upon us.       was not a great success for me, 

I wasfft quite sure it was the case until my doctor confirmed the diagnosis. 

Anywa55 1 wanted to just give you tny schednle and see if you could possibly stung by and see me play. My schednle is as follows: 

Please could you advise me as to when you will be holding you winter clinics’ I.D. camps as I am t~ing to figure out my schedule and would love to attend one of you 

clinics if time a~lows Ibr it. 

Wishing you a wonderthl HolidW sea.son and may the New Year be a good one tbr you and your team. All the best. 

Sincerely 

P.S. For some reason when I attached my links on the ema~l before       the links were difficult to open. I think it had something to do ruth Microsoft mndows and 
MAC not being 100% in sync or configured? I do appologise if that was the case. Here are the links again, they should work now. If you have problems opening them 
please let me know. 

i;’~iilmage 

...... removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 8:24 AM 

@gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@g~naJl.com 

RE: 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 10:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 8:27 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:30 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Cc: ~aol.com 
Subject: 

Coach Anson, 

My name is i currently plav on 

program. Team recently lost in finals of 

Image removed by sender. View 

photo.JPG in slide show 

, im also currently playin on the 

Below are my upcoming events. 

and regional team roster, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:14 AM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: 

What a nice piece! 1 also love the smiling face, I can’t wait to see 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: 
.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: _t_t_Le__l__e_d_g,~!::__c_q!__~~ <9_n_!__m___e_:_!Le_~:~2LILe_!__e__d_)g__e__r::_c_’~?g_t2, 

Date: Tue, at 7:18 AM 

Subject: 

To: @~mMl.com 

Chapel 

TNs is an aNcle fi~om TheLedger.com. 

thinks you might be interested in this. 

Link to the axticle: 

A messagetoyoufrom 

Regards 

~)gmail.com 

Attention’. This e-mail is generated by a webserver. If the user didn’t 

fill in an e-mail atdress, you can’t reply to this mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 11:24 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

From: @outlook,corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 10:50 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I am currently a I will be gractuat:ing in 

I have been a starting defender on nay high school te~m fbr the past >~vo years. Last year we won the 

I also play for team. A p~0file including my athletic, academic and contact information is attached. 

Our team is participating in the and I woukt like t:o invite you to come watch me play. My schedule is listed. 

I spent a lot of time researching the collegvs that would be a good fit for me academically and 

athletically and I feel University of North Carolina would be an absolutely perfect match. I woukt appreciate receiving in ~ormation from you regarding your 

soccer program and upcoming camps. 

Thank you for your time, and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

D0rrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 1:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

From; @outlook,corn] 

Sent; Tuesday, I0:50 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject~ 

Dear Coach Dorrm~ce, 

My name is and I am currently a I will be gractuat:ing in 

I have been a starting defender on nay high school te~m fbr the past >~vo years. Last year we won the 
A p~0file including my athletic, academic and contact information is attached. 

Our team is participat:ing in the arid I woukt like t:o invite you to come watch me pluMy schedule is llstect. 

I spent a lot of time researching the collegvs that would be a good fit for me academically and 

athletically and I feel U niversi’~y of Nof~:h Ca~olirm would he an absolutely perfect match. I woukt appreciate receiving in ~orm~’don from you regarding you~ 

soccer program and upcoming camps. 

Thank you for your: time, and I look forward to hearing fiom you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 1:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, .t: 23 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Are you headed to 

If your headed down to                               for the holidays, cotne watch my teaamnates a~d I play some very talented reruns for all over the country. 

We axe getting heaJ~thy quickly and might be full-strength by event. You should be able to get a good "read on talent" because the fields aye lmge and are in impeccable 

condition. 

At a quick glance: 

Tues 8:30AM, Wed 9:30AM, Thurs 10:30AM and Fri 8:00AM 

tle is the schedule link: 

I have been moved to 

Hapw Holidays Coach[ 

Sincereb; 

iXiilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 1:56 PM 

~kenan- flagler.unc.edu> 

ILE: draft #2 

Please do. And remember, you have something valuable to offer!! At ?’our best, you are superb!’.! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 2~kenan-flagler uric. edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: draft #2 

Thank you for all all of your help I will keep you posted! 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ~),live.unc.edu 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Monda~l, 11:06 PM 
To: 
Subject: Re: draft #2 

Mention the �~ of ACC games, they do not have to know you only played 1/2 ... this is much bettert !! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

~kenan-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: 
Sent: Monday, 1:21 AM 

To: anson@emaibunc edu 
Sut~iect: Draft of pro letter (revision) 

tIey 

tIope this email finds you well. Attached to the following email are the clips from my UNC training I do not have any footage from the 
the starting      keeper this season at UNC. She was in goal when the 

sessions. However, I did beat out 

To paint a more coraplete picture, 7 out of the 8 teams in the Elite 8 for the NCAA tournament carae flom the ACC. There is no question the ACC is the toughest conference to play in for 
collegiate soccer. That being said, I only allowed one goal through out all of ACC play. Additionally, I only gave up one goal during the NCAA tournament to UCLA, the eventual national 
champions. 

Due to time constraints, I am going to sign with the first teara that offers me a contract. I am talking to a couple of teams in the            as well as entering the 
Since this is a raajor coramitraent, my parents want me to have my plans solidified. I would absolutely love to play for your club. I hope the feeling is mutual. 

Thanks 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Universi~ of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill ~live.anc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, December 17, 2013 3:21 PM 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

I~F2: Or Thursday 

1:30 pm 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 2:39 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Or Thursday 

~ ~i~t come up around 1:00 on Friday unless ~atet is bette~ 
Ti!n N~s~ 
Ger~era~ Manager 
Greensboro United Soccer 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [maHto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 17, 2013 1:50 PN 

To: Y~m Nash 
Subject: R[: Or Thursday 

Friday a~temoo~ wo~d ~o~k best for 

F~m= Tim Nash [mailto:tim@qreeasborouNted.o~] 
Sent= Tuesday, December ~7, 2023 ~2:~0 PH 

To= Do~rance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Or Thursday 

And/or Thursday. I can ~et there either day 
Tim Nash 
General Manager 
Greensboro United Soccer Association 
336 358 8030 
www.greensborounited~org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:13 AM 

Dominic Oliveri <d olivefi@sympa’uco.ca> 

Subject: RE: Ottawa Fury 

DofT~ir~ic.~ 

I will copy the team on this for you. I know our players would have an excellent development experience wiLh you. Good ~uck~[ 

F~= Dominic Oliveri [mailto:d_ollveri@sympatico.ca] 
Seat; Tuesday, December $7, 2013 3:32 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: ~wa Fu~ 

Hi Anson, 
I hope all is well. I am s~A~ng to recruit for another W-League sea~n and thought I would touch base and see if any of your players would be 

interested in the oppo~uni~ to play in O~awa this summer. I have included a brief synopsis of what our program has to offer below; I would be glad 

to follow up w~th anyone who was interested in playing for the Fu~ directly to d~scuss our program in greater devil. 
Regards, 

Dominic Oliveri 

Ottawa Fu~ FC 

W-League Head Coach 

~.o~awafuwfc.com 

doliveri@ottawafu ~fc.com 

613-282~445 

Ottawa Fury - brief program synopsis 

Our club is truly committed to providing our players with the best resources possible in order for them to have success and grow while here in Ottawa; we are truly a player 

centric program. Our club houses all of the players in down-town Ottawa; 2-3 players share a house with other team-mates, each getting their own room. The houses are fully 

furnished, and all amenities are covered by the club including internet and tv; all team-mates live on the same block. 

Our team plays and trains daily out of a facility that has hosted teams like; Argentina, Brazil, and the USA, while they wet~ preparing for the U20 World Cup which was held 

in Canada in 2007. We play a 12 game regular season schedule in addition to the play-oft’s. Our season begins in mid-May and ends at the end of July in time for players to 

return to College pre-season camp. While travelling, the club covers all expenses including hotel, food, etc. Our away games are all within a 4 hour drive of Ottawa, therefore 

we travel on a luxury coach that is equipped with flat screen tv’s and wireless internet access. 

The club takes care of transportation to and from training sessions, and provides the players with access to some of the best doctors, physios, and athletic therapists in the 

country. The players are also given a gym membership so that they can work on any training programs they may have. Players have access to our therapists each day for 

treatment and there is always an athletic therapist at all training sessions and games. The club also provides work opportunities for players so that hey can earn some money 

while in Ottawa~ We run a number of programs with our youth players, schools in the area, as well as camps which you would have the option to work aL 

We have also been fortunate to have many International players suit up for our club; 16 former Fury players played in the last Women’s World Cup in Germany, 8 former 

players recently won a bronze medal with Canada in the 2012 Olympics and over 60 players have either gone on to play for their countries after playing with our club or are 

currently playing professionally. The club has a tremendous development record and has had many successes in the past 11 seasons. The team has been to the final four 6 

times, and has reached the finals 4 times. Most recently the team was league runners up in 2011 and won the Championship in 2012. 

In a nutshell, our program is a professional program without being professional; it would be exactly like what you have come to expect from your soccer experience with your 

school. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:13 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @knology.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:58 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, 
I just wanted to let you know that my team will be playing in the and I hope that you can come out to see me play. I know 
that you cannot contact me, and I have filled out your questionnaire using 001 as the prospect code. I am a left footed 

Previously I played                                 I:or 5 years and I played                       when I guest played for 
I was selected team captain of my                                 last month. I have a       GPA and I also 

I hope you will consider me for the class of 

From:                      @knology.net> 
To: "Chris Ducat" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Albert A Dorrance IV" <anson@emaiLunc.edu> 
Sent: Tuesday, 1:12:37 PM 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducat, 
I know you cant respond but I just wanted to let you know that I was invited to another 
able to attend. 
Sincerely, 

camp from and I hope that one of you will be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:13 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @mgschools.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:03 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

My name is           and I am a                                                        I play for the 
team. I am interested in attending UNC because of your soccer program. I’ve heard many great things about this University and I am strongly 
considering attending. My favorite position on the field is              but I can suit any position. In addition to being interested in your soccer 
program, I’ve had many experiences with playing with new and different teams. I was elected to play with a             team with a group of girls 
my age. We participated in the club team won state a year ago and went for 2nd this past season. I 
was also elected in the my year of high school while playing Varsity soccer. I will be 
participating in the I am number on the field and most likely will 
be playing in the offensive line. Below is a link to the event schedule for the time and field that I will be playing. 

Event Schedule 

It would be much appreciated if you could attend me in this showcase tournament. 

Best of luck in your current season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:15 AM 

Streelt, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr-~ 

1~9;: Holiday Schedule 

Are you back on the 27th or back o[~ the 

From= Streett, Shelly 

Sent= Tuesday, December 17, 2013 4:11 PM 
To= Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, Bill; Sander, Thomas J; Hudson, Nicole; Langley, Raymond Joshua; 
Meaders, HaNs James; Morgenthal, Jessica M; Reckart, Angela; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; VanAIstyne, Mark; Paul, Sampson L; Phillips, Tripp; Anundsen, Sara; Kalbas, Brian J 
Subject= Holiday Schedule 

Coaches, 

I will be out of the office from Friday, December 20th until Friday, December 27th. I will try and check my work email at least once per day. 

Happy holidays and safe travels, 

Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:20 AM 

@gmail.com> 

~msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

If she is in school this spring then 1 would recommend 2r~d summer session (so she gets a bit of a summer break). If things do not work out for the spring then 

recommend ~d~e enroil in both stm~mer sessions so she can ~:ake advantage of our trainers, fitness coaches, weight room etc. Either way we w~l~ h~re her for as 

many camp sessions as she wot~kt ~ike to work (yot~ can check ou~: the dates www.ncgsc.com). 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:30 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: 

Question: Which summer session ~ou~ you recommend 

{which one are the camps in?) 

Also, any information on whether 

player this Spring? 

Than~s, 

On Tue, at 10:14 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~son~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

What a nice piece! I also love the smiling face. I can’t wail to see 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: 
.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Fvam: theled~er.com <oNme-news~theledger.com> 

Date: The, at 7:18 AM 

Snbject: 

To: ,~;gmail.com 

Chapel 

This is an aNcle t?om TheLedger.com. 

thinks you might be interested in this. 

Link to the axficle: 

A message to you from 

Jessie’s signing in the Ledger 

Regards 

Attention! This e-mail is generated by a webserver. If the user didn’t 

fill in an e-mail address, you can’t reply to this maJl. 





FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:20 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Updated Player Profile.doc 

From: ~grnail.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:36 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Coach Dorrance, 

I am and my team will be attending the this year on and I am number for and I 
play I split time wifl~ a~other I would love to have you come watch me play. I will attach my player profile, and add my coaches information and the 

schedule below. 

Thank~ 

Schedule: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:23 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~grnail.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 6:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My          team has just recently gone to               to compete in the                  held at the 

We won 3/3 of the regulation games with a score of 1-0 in each gamel We advanced to the semi finals where 
I scored 1 of 2 goals in a 2-0 win. We then played in the final game and tied in regulation and double overtime, then 
lost in penalty kicks. I scored the penalty kick that I took. There was video taken of me during this tournament which 
will be uploaded onto my Top Drawer profile. I will also email this footage to you once I have received it. 
For high school, I was nominated for the        team, 

I also was a this year; therefore, I’ve remained a throughout my two years of 
high school. 
Lastly, I won this past week off of I was up against a college sophomore and two 
other high school seniors. 
Again, please inform me of any upcoming clinics or events that are happening at your school. Thank you. 
Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:24 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: 

Yes, she called me 

P~om-¯ Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Fwd: 

7:59 PN 

Begin tbr~vayded message: 

From: .~_a~ g__n_ )_~a__l_:_c_’~?_Lr_l.> 

Date: at 7:40:37 PM EST 

To: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar(f~unc.edu~ 

Hey Coach Ducat, 

I have some untbr~tunate news. 

Talk to you soon, 

I will use this time to leview past film aaad u,atch morn professiolM soccer games to become a better player. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:25 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Soccer 

photo.jpg; photo.jpg; photo.jpg; photo:ipg; photo.jpg 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, December :17, 20:t3 8:46 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV~ Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Soccer 
My name is            and I am a                                     I play for the                   top team. I am interested in attending North 

Carolina because of your women’s soccer program. I’ve heard mmay great things about this University. mad I am strongly considering attending. My favorite position on 

the field is            but I can suit may position in the oflbnsive half of the field. In addition to being interes"ted in yonr soccer program, I’ve had many experiences 

with playing with new a~d diflbrent tea~ns. I was elected to play with a             team with a group of gift s my age. We participated in the in 

club team won state a year ago and placed 2nd this past season. I was also elected                    in the 

my        year of high school while playing Va~si~ soccer. I roll be participating in the                     in 

I aan number on the field and tnost likely ,hill be playing in the offensive line. I have also attached a few photos too look at for identification, I roll be 

in a : uniform. Below is a link to the event schedule for the time and field that I will be plavina. 

Event Schedule: 

It would be much appreciated if you could attend, m~d come see what I got to give in this 

showcase tournament. 
Best of luck in your current season. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:26 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Recruit 

From: ~optimum.net ~optimum.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Recruit 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Hope all is well with you! Just wanted to give you my schedule for      and I’m hoping you’ll be able to come see me play! 
I’m also attaching my updated player profile. In addition to my busy soccer schedule, I continue to maintain a GPA at 
I am also involved in several leadership and service organizations. I work on weekends (when I don’t have a game!) as a 

for my club. If there is any additional information you may need at this time please let me know! 
Thank you again and I look forward to hearing if I11 be seeing you at 
Sincerely. 

and as a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:28 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~)verizon net 
Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

II:12PM 

~!verizon net] 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

will be playing m the If you are coming to the event, I would love [’or you to come see me play[ 

also got a little press lk~r last weekend’s game on Top Drawer’s It reads: 
picked up six points over the weekend and moved into third place in the 

provided the assist the              verbal commit, logged the shutout in goak" 
1-0 on Saturday behind a goal from 

Below is my schedule. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </0 UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday,                  10:28 AM 

@yahoo.corn> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~unc.edu) 

RE: 

We will be there!! 

From; ~yahoo.com] 

Sent; Tuesday, :t:t:34 PM 

To; Dorrance. Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 

Here is my schedule for the I would really appreciate it if you would come mid watch me play! 

Sirlcerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:29 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

Chris, 

Can you make sure I see this kid? 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 11:34 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: 

He~e is my schedule for the I would really appreciate it if you would come and watch me play! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:30 AM 

Cesare Tripodo <ctripodo@rogers.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Disney Tourn~nent Woodbridge Stdkers 98G 

Thank you Cesare! 

From: Cesare Tripodo [mailto:ctripodo@rogers.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, December 18, 20:t3 :[2:14 AM 
To; Adam Reekie; Adam Sayer; Alison Foley; Amanda Cromwell; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Becca Madison; Becky Burleigh; Bill Irwin; Billy Lesesne; Bobby Kramig; Brian Lee; 
Brian Pensky; Brooks Monaghan; Carl Christian; Charles "Chugger" Adair; Chris Armas; Chris Brown; Ducar, Chris; Cortney Wiesher; Curtis McAlister; Dave Nolan; Dean 
Duerst; Deana Waintraub; Deb Breerton; Denise Schilte-Brown; Diane Drake; Eddie Rawanski; Eric Golz; Erica Walsh; Erika True; Erin Otagaki; Erwin van Bennekom; 
Esmeralda Negron; Garrett Smith; Gary Curneen; Glenn Crooks; Greg Miller; Greg Ryan; Gregg Murphy; -1 Cooney; .1 Corti; .1ason Goodson; .1ason Lowe; .1ennifer Holsten; 
.1ennifer Klein~ .1erry smith; .1oe Kirt~ .1ohn Lipsitz; .1onathan Morgan; .1osh Green~ .1ulie Shackford; Karen Ferguson-Daves~ Kat Mertz; Keidane McAIpine; Kelly Guth; Kyle Cussen; 
Laura Duncan; Leslie Wray; Libby Bassett; Linus Rhode; Mandi Risden; Mandy Green; Marcelo A. Antonelli; Marci .1obson; Mark Krikorian; Markus Roeders; Maria Nelson; Matt 
Garrett; Matt Vemi; Michael Baker; Mike Bristol; Mike Tucker; Natalie Cocchi; Pat Sweeney; Patrick Baker; Patrick Monger; Paul .1obson; Paul Ratcliffe; Phill Wheddon; Randy 
Waldrum; Rick Manning; rmarinar@kent.edu; Robert Klatte; Scott Gersney; Shelley Smith; Siri Mullinix; Steve Karbowski; Steve Swanson; Stevie Gill; Stevie Gill; Tiffani 
Roberts Sahaydak; Tiffany Hansen; Tim Sahaydak; Tim Wassell; Tom Saxton 
(:c-" Dave Porco; joeparo@rogers.com 
$,,bject; Disney Tournament Woodbridge Strikers 98G 

Good Evening 

Coaches 

The Woodbridge Striker98G Coaching Staff invite you to evaluate elite players (Graduating 2016) that could strengthen your Team in the near future. 

The attachment contains all relative information about the games that we scheduled during our stay (dates, Times, Locations and contact numbers). 

Regards 

Cesare Tripodo 

Team Manager 

Woodbridge Strikers 98G 

ctripodo@rogers~com 

cell 

iNi Image 
...... removed by 

sender. 
Ti~iS emaii is free from vir~ses and maiware beca~se avast! Antivirus pro~ection i~ active, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:30 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Disney Tonrn~znent Woodbridge Strikers 98G 

From: Cesare Tripodo [mailto:ctripodo@rogers.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December J.8, 20:t3 :t2::14 AM 
To; Adam Reekie; Adam Sayer; Alison Foley; Amanda Cromwell; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Becca Madison; Becky Burleigh; Bill Irwin; Billy Lesesne; Bobby KramN; Brian Lee; 
Brian Pensky; Brooks Monaghan; Carl Christian; Charles "Chugger" Adair; Chris Armas; Chris Brown; Ducar, Chris; Cortney Wiesher; Curtis McAlister; Dave Nolan; Dean 
Duerst; Deana Waintraub; Deb Breerton; Denise Schilte-Brown; Diane Drake; Eddie Rawanski; Eric Golz; Erica Walsh; Erika True; Erin Otagaki; Erwin van Bennekom; 
Esmeralda Negron; Garrett Smith; Gary Curneen; Glenn Crooks; Grey Miller; Grey Ryan; @egg Murphy; J Cooney; J Corti; Jason Goodson; Jason Lowe; Jennifer Holsten; 
Jennifer Klein; Jerry smith; Joe Kirt; John Lipsitz; Jonathan Morgan; Josh Green; Julie Shackford; l~aren Ferguson-Daves; Kat Mertz; Keidane McAlpine; Kelly Guth; Kyle Cussen; 
Laura Duncan; Leslie Wray; Libby Bassett; Linus Rhode; Mahdi Risden; Mandy Green; Marcelo A. Antonelli; Marci Jobson; Mark Krikorian; IVlarkus Roeders; Marla Nelson; Matt 
Garrett; Matt Verni; Michael Baker; Mike Bristol; Mike Tucker; Natalie Cocchi; Pat Sweeney; Patrick Baker; Patrick Monger; Paul Jobson; Paul Ratcliffe; Phill Wheddon; Randy 

Waldrum; Rick Manning; rmarinar@kent.edu; Robert Klatte; Scott Gersney; Shelley Smith; Siri Mullinix; Steve Karbowski; Steve Swanson; Stevie Gill; Stevie Gill; Tiffani 
Roberts Sahaydak; Tiffany Hansen; Tim Sahaydak; Tim Wassell; Tom Saxton 
C:¢: Dave Porco; joeparo@rogers.com 
Subject; Disney Tournament Woodbridge Strikers 98G 

Good Evening 

Coaches 

The Woodbridge Striker98G Coaching Staff invite you to evaluate elite players (Graduating 2016) that could strengthen your Team in the near future. 

The attachment contains all relative information about the games that we scheduled during our stay (dates, Times, Locations and contact numbers). 

Regards 

Cesare Tripodo 

Team Manager 

Woodbridge Strikers 98G 

ctripodo@rogers~com 

cell 

removed by 
sender. 

Ti~is emai== is free from vir;~,es ~nd m~==ware bec~;~se avast! Antivirus protection is active, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 10:30 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Disney Showcase Attachment 

Coaches Invit to Florida.doc 

From: Cesare Tripodo [mailto:ctripodo@rogers.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, December :iS, 2013 :t2:3S AM 
To; Adam Reekie; Adam Sayer; Alison F:oley; Amanda Cromwell; Dorrance, Albert A rg; Becca Madison; Becky Burleigh; Bill Irwin; Billy Lesesne; Bobby Kramig; Brian Lee; 
Brian Pensky; Brooks Monaghan; Carl Christian; Charles "Chugger" Adair; Chris Armas; Chris Brown; Ducar, Chris; Cortney Wiesher; Curtis McAlister; Dave Nolan; Dean 
Duerst; Deana Waintraub; Deb Breerton; Denise Schilte-Brown; Diane Drake; Eddie Rawanski; Eric Golz; Erica Walsh; Erika True; Erin Otagaki; Erwin van Bennekom; 
Esmeralda Negron; Garrett Smith; Gary Cumeen; Glenn Crooks; Greg Miller; Greg Ryan; Gregg Murphy; .I Cooney; J Corti; Jason Goodson; Jason Lowe; Jennifer Holsten; 
Jennifer Klein; Jerry smith; Joe Kirt; John Lipsitz; Jonathan Morgan; Josh Green; Julie Shackford; Karen F:erguson-Daves; Kat Merl~; Keidane McAlpine; Kelly Guth; Kyle Cussen; 
Laura Duncan; Leslie Wray; Libby Bassett; Linus Rhode; Mandi Risden; Mandy Green; Marcelo A. Antonelli; IVlarci Jobson; Mark Krikorian; Markus Roeders; IVlarla Nelson; Matt 
Garrett; Matt Verni; Michael Baker; Mike Bristol; Mike Tucker; Natalie Cocchi; Pat Sweeney; Patrick Baker; Patrick Monger; Paul Jobson; Paul Ratcliffe; Phill Wheddon; Randy 
Waldrum; Rick Manning; rmarinar@kent.edu; Robert Klatte; Scott Gersney; Shelley Smith; Siri Mullinix; Steve Karbowski; Steve Swanson; Stevie Gill; Stevie Gill; Tiffani 
Roberts Sahaydak; Tiffany Hansen; Tim Sahaydak; Tim Wassell; Tom Saxton 
C¢; Dave Porco; joeparo@rogers.com 
Subject: Disney Showcase Attachment 

Coaches 

Sorry for the inconvenience, of not attaching the letter but I see now that it is attached. 

Regards 

Cesare Tripodo 

Team Manager 

Woodbridge Strikers 98(3 

removed by 

sender. 

This emai== is free from viruses ~nd m:~==ware bec:~use a_x.a_#__t_[_/~_n_.t_-~_.v_~_.r_kt~ protecticm is active, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @art.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, i0:18 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance 

University of North Carolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

This is a ql~ick reminder abol~t my up coming soccer tournament in My game time and field information is listed below. I am also including 

information about a tournament that I ,Fill be playing in 

I pl~y for the               team ~nd pl~y as a                 Current:ly we are working on my resume and will ~orward one t:o you as soon as it is done. 

However, I would like to say that before this season I have spent the previous 4 years strictly developing rny foot skills and ball control. I bare been told that I 

am very skilled in those areas and that I tend to be a vets~ technical player. This season has been a big chang~ for me since is a considerable step up 

from where I used to play but I have managed to score 4 goals and I have 2 assists. 

I do hope you will be able to watch me pl~y. Since I am only a          I understand you may spend most of your time watching juniors and seniors and I also 

know that NCAA rules prevent you from contacting me. ~/ly parents ~nd I will bopefixl]y be able to visit your campus in the ~llture so that I can see wl~mt: it is 

like and that we can meet. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 11:41 AM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

1~: Holiday Schedule 

From: Streetl:, Shelly 
Sent: Wednesday, December :[8, 20:[3 I0:19 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Holiday Schedule 

Back on the 27th 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, December :[8, 20:[3 :[0::[S AM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: RE: Holiday Schedule 

Are you [)~{:k .:N] the 27th or back on tfH? 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Tuesday, December :[7, 20:[3 4::[:[ PM 
To: Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, Bill; Sander, Thomas J; Hudson, Nicole; Langley, Raymond Joshua; 
Meaders, Harlis James; Morgenthal, Jessica 
S,,bjeet: Holiday Schedule 

Coaches, 

I will be out of the office from Friday, December 20th until Friday, December 27th. I will try and check my work email at least once per day. 

Happy holidays and safe travels, 

Shelly Streett 
Olympic Sports 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
OFfice 919.962.5220 
Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 11:41 AM 

Dominic Oliveri ~d olivefi@sympatlco.ca> 

I~E: Ottawa Fu~ 

Thank you Dor!!! 

From: Dominic Oliveri [mailto:d_oliveri@sympatico.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :1.8, 20.t3 10:29 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Ottawa Fury 

Thanks Anson. I hope all is well. Happy Holidays and I wish you all the best in 2014. 

Dora 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: d oliveri@sympatico.ca 

Subject: RE: Ottawa Fury 

Date: Wed, 18 Dec 2013 15:12:36 +0000 

Don3ir~ic, 

I will copy dle te~m on ~his for you I know our players would have an e>:(:e~h~nt deveh:~pment e>:perience w~[:h you. Good lac]~[ 

From= Dominic Oliveri [~a~l~:d oliveri@~_y~R~[~9_~] 
Sent~ Tuesday, December ~7, 20~3 3:32 PM 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: O~wa Fu~ 

Hi Anson, 
I hope all is well. I am sta~ing to recruit for another W-League sea~n and thought I would touch base and see if any of your players would be 

interested in the oppo~uni~ to play in O~wa this summer. I have included a brief synopsis of what our program has to offer below; ~ would be glad 

to follow up with anyone who was interested in playing for the Fu~ directly to discuss our program in greater detail. 
Regards, 

Dominic Oliveri 

Ottawa Fu~ FC 

W-League Head Coach 

~.oltawafuryfc.com 

doliveri@ottawafu ~fc.com 

613-282~445 

Ottawa Fury - brief program synopsis 

Our club is truly committed to providing our players with the best resources possible in order for them to have success and grow while here in Ottawa; we are truly a player 

centric program. Our club houses all of the players in down-town Ottawa; 2-3 players share a house with other team-mates, each getting their own room. The houses are fully 

furnished, and all amenities are covered by the club including intemet and tv; all team-mates live on the same block. 

Our team plays and trains daily out of a facility that has hosted teams like; Argentina, Brazil, and the USA, while they were preparing for the U20 World Cup which was held 

in Canada in 2007. We play a 12 game regular season schedule in addition to the play-oft’s. Our season begins in mid-lVlay and ends at the end of July in time for players to 

return to College pre-season camp. VVhile travelling, the club covers all expenses including hotel, food, etc. Our away games are all within a 4 hour drive of Ottawa, therefore 

we travel on a luxury coach that is equipped with flat screen tv’s and wireless intemet access. 

The club takes care of transportation to and from training sessions, and provides the players with access to some of the best doctors, physios, and athletic therapists in the 

country. The players are also given a gym membership so that they can work on any training programs they may have. Players have access to our therapists each day for 

treatment and there is always an athletic therapist at all training sessions and games. The club also provides work opportunities for players so that hey can earn some money 

while in Ottawa. We run a number of programs with our youth players, schools in the area, as well as camps which you would have the option to work at. 

We have also been fortunate to have many International players suit up for our club; 16 former Fury players played in the last Women’s World Cup in Germany, 8 former 

players recently won a bronze medal with Canada in the 2012 Olympics and over 60 players have either gone on to play for their countries after playing with our club or are 

currently playing professionally. The club has a tremendous development record and has had many successes in the past 11 seasons. The team has been to the final four 6 

times, and has reached the finals 4 times. Most recently the team was league runners up in 2011 and won the Championship in 2012. 

In a nutshell, our program is a professional program without being professional; it would be exactly like what you have come to expect from your soccer experience with your 

school. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O LFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, DecemBer 18, 2013 12:03 PM 

Brian Oswald          @gmaJl.com> 

Subject: RE: Ladies/managers, soccer coach needed at local high school 

Gfeat!]! ]l*H~t~ks Bri~m for all yt:!~.ff h~:"lI:~!]! 

I just got an email from Coach Simmons s~tating tha: accepted the job offer and he is submitting his name to the school board. 

thanks again. 



Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
From: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 12:04 PM 

To: @live.unc.edu-* 

Bcc: 

Subject: RE: A huge thank you! 

Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 11:48 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A ~; Sander, Thomas 3; gwpall@aol,com; 3ason Sisneros; Ducat, Chris 
Subject= A huge thank you[ 

Coaches, 

I just wanted to say thank you for all that you have taught me over the years. I know that I have been the most annoying and chaotic manager that has 

been a part of your program, but I appreciate you putting up with me and allowing me to be a part of the greatest sports dynasty of all time. I have learned 

so much about soccer that I could not learn from reading a book or watching a game, by simply being a tiny part of your soccer program! More importantly, 
I have made so many great relationships with all of the staff and the girls and learned so much about life that I would have not learned if I had stayed the 
sheltered, privileged person that I had grown up to be. I cannot thank you enough for all of the lessons and memories and look forward to one last 
semester as a Tarheel in the spring with all of you! I hope that ~ can do all of you proud at Cedar Ridge and as I begin to look forward to a long tenure of 

coaching, I will always be grateful for what each of you has done for me. 
Thank you, Thank you, Thank you, from the bottom of my heart and Merry Christmas, 

UNC Class of 2024 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 2:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: Profile from College Prospects of A~nerica, Inc. 

From: College Prospects of America, Inc. [mailto:athletes@cpoa.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :t8, 20:t3 2:09 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Profile from College Prospects of America, Inc. Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._[i_c___~__[~_~_[’__e- 



Image 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@emaiL~mc.edu by ath etes@cpoa corn 
_U_#_d_a_t_e___!]r_2~[Le_~_E___m__@_[L__A_d_d_zgs_s_ ~nstant i-emoval with .S_a_f~.U_n_s_u_.b_s_c_r_L_b_e_ ~’ [_~_rLv_a_£L[_~gJj_c_y_. 
College Prospects of America, Inc. :: 12682 College Prospects Dr. :: Logan OH 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: 

Got it 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:49 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: 

Housing application 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:35 PN 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: 

has already been admH:ted., did you mean the housing admission? 

F~m= Ducat, Chris 
Sent= Wednesday, 2:26 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

Cc:        ~N~maiLc~m 
Subject: RE: 

Arisen wanted me to send you the link to the cost of admissions. One area that they over estimate for m~ athlete is food. I believe that you would only need the 

minimum meal plan since many of our g~rls have max mea] p~ans and end up using thek "swipes~’ for their friends. They even take the staff out to lunch at the end 

of ~:he semester because if they don"t use them, they h:~se them ~ 

As a team, we feed ~:hem as wel~ but more so in ~:he fi~H. 

Here ~s the [b~k to housb~g..~RJ~Zb_9_9_[[_~:_ME~:_~_~_~Z[M!_M[~zEg_~[_~E~f! 

~ dMn’t see anything about m~d year move h~ but if you ca]~ them they can give you the ~nfo. wants Carm~chaeL.. Dr. 8eth Mi]~er, our Associate AD told me that 

she would use one of our atMet~c rooms for     assumh~g it ~s avaHaMe. [ guess the ma~n th~ng ~s to get the application process started~.. 

~[ you need help wH:h anything, please let me ]mow and I wH[ fl:dlow up. 

B~rd 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Wednesday, 2:15 PN 
Tet Ducar, Chris 
Subject: N: 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:03 PN 
To: ~orranc~, Aib~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: 

dorm to register or will you? 

Thanks for checking on cost of classes. 

is there a deadline that we would k,ow about the scholarship possibility? 

Tha,ks...a,d hosting futsal coach sou,ds fu,J 

On Wed, at 12:00 PM, Donance, Albert A IV <~41~9._r_~.(_a~._ej._n_.~i!_: _u._r_Lc_:.e__d_._u_> wrote: 

will be required to live in the dorm (all freshmen are)~ The advantage is, she will be much closer to everything, I will iump on costs for you and get back to 

you right after iunch 

From: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:59 AM 

To: Dorraaace, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: 

Thanks for the information, We would like to move forward to plan for 

spring as it is getting so close! How can I find out what the academic cost 

would be for four classes? 

Also, did you have any luck finding out if a teammate has an opening in 

their house? I think room and board would be a lot less if she was in a 



Than~s, 

On Wed, at 10:19 AM~ Dorrance~ Albert A IV < _~.m__~!)@.e_n__~J_l_:_u__r_~c_: _e._@_ > wrote: 

If sh,-_~ is in school this spring [:hen t w.:_~uld r*-’_~cornmend 2nd SkHXlfllef" sess~o(~ (so she 

recommend she et~roH in both summer sessions so she can ~:ake advantage of our trah~ers, fitness coaches, weight room etc Either way we w~H hke her for as 

many camp sessions as she wou~d Hke to work (you can check ouL the dates 

F~m: #gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:30 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: 

Thanl~ you! She is excited and smiling! 

(~hich one are the camps 
Also, any information on whether 

player this Spring? 

Than~s, 

would be in a dorm or with another 

On Tue, at 10:14 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.anc.edu> wrote: 

What: a t~ice piece! t also low:" the smiling face I cat~’l: wait to see 

From: @qmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Date: Tue, at 7:]~ AM 

Su~ieot: 

Chapel 

This is an aNcle fi~om TheLedger.com. 

thinks you might be interested in this. 

Link to the a~ticle: 

A message to you from 

signing in the Ledger 

Regards 

(~)gmail.com 

Attention’. This e-mail is generated by a webserver. If the user didn’t 

fill in an e-mail address, you can’t reply to this mail. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: TFC Friendlies - Girls College Showcase - Jan 24-26, 2014 

From: Pete Sadin [mailto:PSadin@sportsendeavors.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 3:03 PM 
To; Pete Sadin 
Subject; TFC Friendlies - Girls College Showcase - Jan 24-26, 2024 

Mark your calendars! The date for the 17th Annual Triangle FC Friendlies College Showcase is quickly approaching. 

¯ Girls Showcase -January 24-26, 2014 

Fayetteville, NC - Jordan Soccer Complex 

¯ Atlantic Soccer League Event -www.aslsoccer.net 

¯ Friday Games for U15-U17 ASLTeams 

¯ Non-ASLTeams play Sat!Sun 

This year’s event drew teams‘from over 10 states and Some Clubs on Display.for 2014 include - 

FL-Tampa Bay United 

GA - Darlington School 

IN-FC Pride 

MD- FC Frederick, Bethesda, Baltimore Bays 

NC - NC Alliance, Lake Norman SC, Triangle FC 

NJ -Jersey Premier 

OH - Ladyhawks 

PA - LDC United, PA Classics, Pittsburgh Riverhounds 

VA-SYA, Beach FC 

WV- Epic Storm 

Event Features: 

¯ Lunch provided all 3 days (hot lunch buffet on Saturday) 

¯ Majority of games in same venues 

¯ College profile books available 

¯ Complimentary Coaches Social Friday and Saturday Night - with drinks and food 

To Register Online - 

http~//www~tfcfriend~ies~c~m/TTC~egeRegister~aspx?tid=TFCF1&tab=5&sub=1&ctid=TFCF 
More information will follow shortly, if you have any questions please let me know as we look forward to an even better event in 2014! 

Pete Sadin 

DOC U14-U18 Girls 

Triangle Futbol Club 

North Carolina Alliance 

www.trianglefc~mg 

www.ncallia ncesoccer.com .............................................................. 

www.tfcfriendlies.com ..................................................... 

www.aslsoccer.net 

Adidas, Soccer~com 

Proud members of USYS, NCYSA, US Club, Super Y, NSCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: New message from 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" F-M/: New message from 

From-" Facebook [mailto: notification+ 5 .d__!~-__c_!__@__f__a__c__e_.__b__9__o___k_Ln___a_!_l_&O__Ln_] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:19 PM 
To-" Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" New message from 

Haha it’s good! I’m doing really well!    said I have one of the 
best instep balls on the team as well as the best lvl defending. 
And I have the longest range of long balls. I’m playing center back 
this camp and T oddly feel more comfortable in the center than on 
the outside. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:28 PM 

michelle akers ~aol.com) 

l~W: New message from 

Hey, good stuff M ish! !! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:27 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: New message from 

From: Facebook [mailto: notification+ 5 .d__!~-__c_L~_f__a__c__e_.__b___o__o___k_Ln___a_!J_&o__Ln_] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:25 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject; New message from Annie Kingman 

It’s going well! I’m having a ton of fun. So cool meeting Michelle Akers 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:34 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Call me, let’s chat 

Frown:                   ~2g!:n__~i!:_c__9_n__)_ > 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~ema~l.unc.edu> 

CC: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar(~-~unc.edt~> 

Hey Anson I hope you are all doing well! I just want you to kmow I am very corumitted to wanting to be ready when I get to Carolina in two years. I would like to know a couple of things.... 1) 
Do you have suggestions for winter workouts I could do until my spring soccer season starts? 2) I read online where you guys do 120s. I would like to know what the expected times are to 
make it in so I have something to go by as well? Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, December 18, 2013 4:39 PM 

Navarre, Michael <navarre@augsburg.edu-~ 

1~9;: Quote for you fiom Mike. 

Gr’eat quote[! 

From: Navarre, Michael [mailto:navarreCc~augsburg,edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, December :[8, 20:13 4:33 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Quote for you from Mike, 

Anson, 

Sor~ about the loss to UCLA. You mentioned the last time we spoke about how you feel a love of the game is perhaps the greatest factor separating good from great 

players. I’ve been thinking about love and how to apply it mthin my program lately. I ~vcently read The Alchemis~t and liked this quote. I think its got some staying 

power... I can see you sharing this with your players: 

"It is we who nourish the Soul of the World, and the world we live in will be either better or worse, depending on whether we become better or worse. And that’s 
where the power of love comes in. Because when we love, we always strive to become better than we are." 

Doesn’t look like I will make it down to UNC next spring, roll look to come in 2015. 

Take care, 

Mike Navarre, PhD 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Augsburg College 

Ph:(612)330-1623 

Email: nm~anv(~)au~bur~:edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATI\~ 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTSiCN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 8:19 AM 

Kim Bergenser <bergenser@mindspringcom> 

RE: 2014 Veterans Cup Update - July 8 - 13th July. - Change of accommodation ... 

I never know who is going to join us but I am hoping Peter Mellor does come; but even if he does, he is usually so busy 

perhaps it might only be for a couple of days. Chuck does not seem to be the sort of social psyco we have normally had 

come play for us in goal where if he has to share his time or if he has a reserve role he turns into this entitled diva and 
pouts all week. He seems to be a fine and honorable man that understands in athletics playing time goes to the superior 

athlete° Sir~ce he coaches, I sure if we know when and where Peter can join us Chuck will support the team and its 

mission if he happens to be with us at the same time° And I am also sure that Peter is such an extraordinary soccer 

player he might be able to double on the field giving Cuck some time in goal. 

I will never have time to fulfill your role .... What about Dave? He is respected and responsible, perhaps he will 

volunteer to take your place. 

And t will try to dig up some more 0-30 women for our roster. 

From: Kim Bergenser [mailto:bergenser@mindspring.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 18, 2013 ~:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: 2014 Veterans Cup Update - July 8 - 13th July. - Change of accommodation ... 

Anson. 
How sure are you on John Mellorj oining us as our goal keeper? 

And what should we tell Chuck Coan? 

We need to talk how to arrange for an 060 United team in Wilmington 15-16th Feb without me as the driving 
force, since I will come back from my Far Eastern trip to Japan, Philippines, and Singapore 2/8 and not be in 
Wilmington. 

We had a good team last year in May which won it, including Maggie (who is now pregnant) and Kate Finch 
and Sonj a Frances would also be a possibility. Have you got a replacement for Maggie (who is a very good 
player)? 

Rgs Kim 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: CoanChar@aol.com 
Date: December 18, 20:13 at 1:03:20 PM PST 
To: bergenser@mindspring corn 
Subject: Re: 2014 Veterans Cup Update - July 8 - 13th July. - Change of accommodation ... 

Kim; 



I am back playing again after my NCAA season. I am starting to feel pretty 
goodwho and getting a little bit competitive so I thought I would see if you still 
needed a keeper? Let me know and Thanks! 

Chuck 

In a message dated 11/23/2013 6:58:41 A.M. Central Standard Time, 
b#rggn~gr@~!~d~pri~g.com writes: 

Hello 0 55 60 65 NC United° 

Veterans Cup Team Hotel: Wingate by Wyndham - 827 Greer~ grief Circle Chesapeake VA 

After I sent out below proposal from the tournament hotel coordinator Susan Smith she advised 

me that the Hampton Inn people pulled out of below ~:129++ offer, 

So I have instead done a 90 degree turn around and went ahead and booked under my own credit 

card the following rooms for the teams at the 2--:1/2 star Wingate by Wyndham Hotel at 8:[7 Green 

Brier Circle Chesapeake VA 23320 at the excellent rate of g66++ per day inclo breakfast from 

Tuesday 8th July with checkout Sunday 13th of ]uiy Le~ 5 days for S330+t:axes, You can see the 

facilities at: the hotel using below l~ng: 

http://www.wingatehotels.com/hotels/virginia/chesapeake/wingate-by-wyndham- 

chesapeake/hotel-overview 

But on top of free breakfast, they have pool, hot tub, gym on the premises and received the ][rip 

Advisor Certificate of Excellent for 20:13 and a high 4. Own out of 5 rating for customer satisfaction° 

I have booked the following 

:18 double bed rooms (for 2-3 soccer players per room). 
9 king size (for a couple} 

Steve Dawson, and Richard Fenimore have already reserved their room. 

E--mail me your request for room. 

Don’t contact the hotel till 1 tell you when to give them your credit card to guarantee your room, 

which can be cancelled up to the day before check in without penalty - i,e. you have nothing to 

lose booking ahead. 

It is situated i0 miles (20 min.) from the Hampton Soccer Complex on Recreation Drive and in 

driving reach to the Norfolk Airport, and the VA Beaches etc. 

Rgs Kim 

From: Susan B. Smith [mailto:ssmith@showcasemqmtcom] 
Sent= Friday, November 22, 2013 2:57 PM 

To= berqenser@mindsprinq.com 
Subject: RE: 2014 Veterans Cup Update 

Kim: I just received a call flom the Hampton Inn on USAA Drive and they pulled their rooms. They 

said they could offer them at S:169.00inight but the Hilton is still a go at S:124.00. I am so sorry! 

So I would say the Hampton Inn is out° 



Have a wonderful day, 

Susan Smith 

SHOWCASE LL¢ 

From: berqenser@minds~)rincbcom [mailto:berqenser@mindsDrinq.com] 
Sent= Friday, November 22, 2013 12:34 PM 
Subject: 20:[4 Veterans Cup Update - July 8 - :[3th July. 

Hello O55/60/65 NC United Veterans Cup participants. 

Although we are still more than 7 months out to the start of the 8-.1.3 July Veterans Cup at: Virginia 

Beach n time to decide on our accommodation. 

I checked cost of renting houses along the beaches, and anything oceanfront is very expensive° 

Most of the hotels which was offered on the US Veterans Cup web-site as below: 

To view Tournament HQ Hotel and inland hotels click here (15 minutes from 
HRSC) 
CL:[CK HERE TO V:[EW WRG~N]~A BEACH OCEANFRONT HOTELS- 
CL:[CK HERE TO V:[EW CHESAPEAKE/GREENBR~ER HOTELS 

were offered from $::L49 as the cheapest and already sold out Hampton Inn inland and up to 

9250++ per day on the beach for the busy!expensive time period we are at VA beach. 

I as such intend to reserve currently 2,5 rooms (two beds per room for players n while king size can 
be requested by couples) at the full service Hilton Hotel and Hampton Inn located at the same 

location about 5 min. from the Norfolk Airport and 1.5 rain. t am told from the Hampton Road 

soccer complex -- and also in close driving distance to the beaches and down town Norfolk, 

Likewise there are a close by large Mall area plus a type of Virginia Beach downtown with good 

choices of restaurants and bars and shops in general, 

The Norfolk Airport Hilton came in at S124.00/night plus taxes and the Hampton Inn can in at 

S:1.29.00o, while they are currently asking individuals for $:1.49++ for this period° 

You can see full details of the two hotels and what they have to offer. Both have a 3 Diamond 
rating by AAA, and whereas Hampton in in their $~29 offers breakfast, Hilton has a full serviced 

dining room - as well as a sports bar area for hanging out - and the bar is also open for Hampton 

inn residents etc. 

h t tp://www3.hi!ton, c o m/en/hote!s/v!rg!nia/hil t o n - n o rfolk-air ~o rt- 0 RFAH H F!!nd ex: htm/ 

http~//ham[~t~ninn3.hi~t~n.c~m/en/h~te~s/virginia/ham~t~n-inn-and-suites-n~rf~lk-airp~rt. 

ORFAPHX/index.html 

1~= th th I will go ahead a make a contract for ,..:.~ rooms from Tuesday 8 with check out Sunday :[3 i.e. 5 

days - which Susan Smith below will handle for us - and later on when booked get your c,c, 

~nformation to guarantee the rooms etc. 

But to start w~th ~et me know if you want me to reserve a room at any of the above two choices -- 

so most of our large 3 team group can stay together, 



I will also try to make provision for players who want to check in earlier, or just on Wednesday 7/9 

when the games start etco 

You can comfortably sleep 2 up adding an extra cod 3 people per room, 4 may be stretching it 
unless you bring your own sleeping bag/blowup bed. 

Rgs Kim Bergenser 

336 337 8429 

From: Susan B. Smith [mailto:ssmith@showcasemqmt.com] 
Sent= Friday, November 22, 2013 10:47 AM 
To= bergenser@mindspring .corn 
Subject: RE: 2014 Veterans Cup Update 

Kim: The Airport Hilton is going through renovations of all their rooms and will be finished in Feb 

2014. Here are the links: 

http://www3~hilt~n.c~m/en/h~tels/virginia/hilt~n-n~rf~~k-airp~rt-~RFAHHF/index.htm~ 

http://hamPt~ninn3.hilt~n.c~m/en/h~te~s/virginia/hamPt~n~inn~and~suites~n~rf~~k~air~~rt- 

ORFAPHX/index.html 

I can get the agreement to you to your liking! Just let me know if this is where you want to stay 
and I will make all the arrangements for,,you~ 

Have a wonderful day, 

Susan Smith 

SHOWCASE LLC 

73~6 Colony Point Road 

Norfolk, VA 23505 

757--4.89--9447--Office 

7.S7-489-3447Wa~ 
757-639-6859~Cell 

Like’ us on 

~Facebook 

Follow us on 

~w~tter 

This communication and any attachment to this communication may contain proprietary or confidential information of 
Showcase, LLC or information that is legally privileged or otherwise exempt from disclosure. Except for personal use by the 
intended recipient, or as expressly authorized by the sender, any person who receives this information is prohibited from 

disclosing, copying, distributing, and/or using it. If you have received this communication in error, please immediately 
delete it and all copies, and promptly notify the sender. Nothing in this communication is intended to operate as an 
electronic signature under applicable law. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1:20:03 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Happy holidays. My team is playing in the 

you could come watch me play. The game schedule is: 

Not sure if you will be there, but I would love if 

Looking forward to seeing you on the pitch! 

Cheers, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:32 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:0:~ PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject: Disney College Showcase 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
As a     in high school graduating in      I am very interested in your school and soccer program. I attend                in 
and high honors. Another r~ason I’m interested in the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for its r~nowned business program. 
I play defense for and wear jersey During my high school career I have been a varsity starter and received the 
season. My team also won the 
I will be playing at the and I would love for you to come and watch me play. We wear 

where I have a GPA of 

award for the 

uniforms. Attached is my schedule. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:32 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Profile.pdf 

From: ~optonline.net @optonline.net] 
Sent: vveanesday, 8:09 PM 
l:::c: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Below is my schedule for next week’s event in hope you cma come to one of my games. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Date: Tuesday, December 3, 2013 9:47 pm 

Subject: Re: 

Cc: anson@email.unc.edu, ducar@email.unc.edu, 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Below is my schedule for 

Thank you, 

this weekend I hope you can come to one of my games. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Date: Monday, 9:28 pm 

Subject: Re: 

Cc: aaason@ email.unc .edu,dncea@email.nnc.edu, palladino@email.unc.edu, 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Below is a link to my game schedule for I hope you can come to one of my games. 

Than k you, 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 

Date: Sunday, 8:05 pm 

Subject: 

To: anson@emafil.unc.edu, 
Cc: ducar~email.unc.edu,palladino@emaJl, unc.edu, 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

As the starting for the, 

as further develop my skills m~d strength. 

I have attached my profile for your review. 

I mn beginning my search for a college with a soccer program where I can maJ~ce a~ impact, as well 



Below are tournaments that I will be attending: 

I hope you cm~ watch me play at one of these events, 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:33 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Anson Dorrance 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of North Carolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

@hotmail.com] 
8:13 PM 

would like to first thank you for taking the time to read this email regarding my soccer team’s participation in the upcoming 

I am interested in becoming a student athlete at the University of North Carolina once I ¢lraduate in      I play for the 
In      my team was the                                   and was also the                 My jersey 

number is I am a defender, but play in the as well; I am also one of the team captains. My profile can be found on gotsoccer.com. 

The University of North Carolina is a perfect fit for both my academic and athletic goals. 
Hopefully, you will have the opportunity to see me play at the tournament. 

Our team schedule is listed below. 

Thank you for your possible interest. 
Best Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:43 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, i0:12 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber[ A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I’m a year old for the 

We will be playing at the from 

My number is 

SCHEDULE; 

and I’m hoping you are able to come watch me play. 

I am also a in my year, at 

Y~u can reach me at or @yahoo.c~om 
Thank you for your time. I look forward to hearing from you. 
Sincerely, 

and I graduate in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:44 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:54 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Anson Dorrance: 

My name is I am a on the girls varsity soccer team. I aJso start as tbr the 

team under This is my first year 1,~ play in the group having played with 

near my home at state classic level for the two years prior. Iviy goaJ is to play soccer at a well respected university such as The University of North Carolina which 

will also prepare me for a caareer in 

I’ve only co~npleted ~ny first se~nester as a but because I took advm~ced classes in junior high I am currently taldng this 

yeaar along with other advanced academic classes. 

My world rode service includes fundmising for 

team roll be playing in the follomng college showcases: 

Listed below is my team’s schedule M~ile in 

passing, and lvl defending. 

I hope you’ll get to see one of our gmnes. I will be weazing jersey Some of my strengths include speed, 

Thank you in advance for your titne and I hope you’ll catch one of our upcoming ga~es whether in 
Sincerely, 

or one of the other showcases. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:11 AM 

@hotmail.com> 

~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
Lawrence (bmce@bogaertconstmction.com); @tdesignsource.com; 

,@comcast.net); ,~greenhosp.org); 

@hotmail.co~n); pete@chapelhillrestaumntgroup.com 

RE: Arlicle 

@g~nail.com); pac~nan,~uncaa.unc.edu; Brace 

~live.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com; ~acpub.duke.edu; 

Tremendous[[ That~k you for set, cling it to 

From: Michael O’Gorman @hotmail.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, December 19, 2013 l:ll AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Article 

http://www,jensinkler, com/how-to-w~n/?utm source=getresponse&utm medium=email&utm campaign=jensinkler&utm content=How+to+WiN~-% 

28plus+a+few+training+secrets%29 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:29 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

profile 1 .lxtf 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:02 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I wanted to take a moment of your time to reintroduce myself and let you know that l will be playing in the 

with my team. If you are going to be traveling to this showcase I would like to 

invite you to come and watch me play, this will be a good opportunity for you to evaluate my skills to see if I would fit into your program. 

Our pool play scheduled is as follows: 

I understand that this is a very busy time of year for you and your staff; I would very much like to play for you and your program I hope to see you in 

I have enclosed and updated profile for your file. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Interes~ Letter ~ Player Profile 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:10 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject:            Interest Letter+ Player Profile 
Coach Anson Dorrance and Assistant Coach Chris Ducat, 

My name is and I am a I am interested in attending your college 
because of your great program. I have visited the campus multiple times after playing club games in I have also 
attended a couple of games. 

Currently, I play for 
Our team will be playing in the               from 

and we will also be in I can provide the schedule when it comes 
ouL Below is our schedule + the website link: 

Below is my soccer resume including my GPA 
is:      ~t~otmail.com 

and my other athletic and academic achievements. My cell phone number is: My e-mail 

Best of luck in your future seasons. 

Sincerely, 

Player Profile 

" 1 
::N:: Image 
....... removed by 

sender. 



Upcoming Events of interest 
>Disney Jr. Showcase 

>Jefferson Cup 
>Southern Soccer Showcase 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:36 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW:                    update and higNight video 

From: ~icloud.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; update and highlight video 
Good Moming, 

I just received nay highlight video mad wanted to be sure that I sent it 1,~ you before the Christmas vacation. I have one more day of finaJs today. I will be glad M~en they 

are over! 
I wasfft sure if you wanted to touch base before Clmlstmas, so let my coach know and I can call you. 

I will be playing at the in They have combined our age group so I will be playing with the group. Will you be 

attending? 

The video was taken a few weeks ago and was taken over the weekend where we played three games. There is footage from each game. Here is the link to my 

HigNight Video: 

I am hoping that I am able to attend the [INC summer camp this summer but hopefully, you will be able to see me plat" before that time. 

Lastly, we should be receiving our final approval fi’om the government on 

It would be 
great to bring a chapter to UNC! 

I hope you and your fatnily have a very Merry. Christmas and a Hapw New Year!! 

Sincerely, 

On at 07:07 AM, ~T~)icloud.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance....I almost tbrgot... C~7)OD Luck against Indiana this week! 

Sincerely, 

On at 07:04 AM, ~_a)_i_c_!~?__u__d__:_c___o_Ln_ > wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to thank [INC for coming to watch my team play in         rm not sure which game/s you were able to watch but we won tied 

out first game, 1-1 (I scored on a PK), and won our second two games. Our next showcase will be in and I will update you as we get 
clo~r with my ~hedule. 

As a          I am continually working on my game. At      am working hard on my strength and agility as rm still growing and working 

hard to be the best I can be in preparing for college soccer. I believe that I will bring a lot to your soccer progran~ as my decision malting, 

technical skills, possession plat" and power shots are tny strongest strengths. 

I an~ still very interested in UNC and hope that I will be able to have an unofficial visit next yem. 

On at 08:19 PM, f~)icloud.com> wrote: 

Good Evening Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are doing well! I wanted to give you an update on my season. 

My team finished the                                      and my coach said I had a great season. I 
started ever}, game and played all games as well as represented as tearn captain. I’m also part of the 

This fall, I’m an 
apprentice for        and look forward to coaching next year. 



We are at the                      this weekend. I know that you are in the NCAA Championships this 
week but noticed that UNC is on the college list. Hopefully, sorneone from UNC will be attending. I wanted to 
give you my schedule, just in case. 

My next travel showcase will be in                  I will update you again as we get closer to the event. I’ve 
attended the UNC summer carnp and wasn’t able to attend last year because of               and the 

event. Hopefully, this summer! 

Good Luck on the against Libel,’! Go Heels!! 

Have a great day!! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:28 AM 

Christian Lavers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

l~E: NSC.AJ\ Panel Discussion - Regis~txation 

Witl do Christian! 

From: Christian Lavers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 
Sent-" Thursday, December :t9, 2023 :t0:05 AM 
To: clavers@usclubsoccer.org 
Cc-" Greg Hutton 
Subject: NSCAA Panel Discussion - Registration 

All - 

The NSCA,~, requires ~:hat each panelist complete a regisb-ation form for the Conventio~. Can you please do this at your convenience? 

?he form is available at: ht[p://www.nscaa.comievents/ciinician-registration 

The Panel Discussion title is "Modern Issues in Female Player Development--- Froth? Youth to Professionak" 

Thank you! 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 10:44 AM 

Christian Lavers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

I~E: NSC.A~\ Panel Discussion - Regis~txation 

Done! 

From: Christian Layers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 
Sent; Thursday, December .t9, 2013 .t0:05 AlVl 

To: clavers@usclubsoccer.org 
~:c; Greg Hutton 
Subject: NSCAA Panel Discussion - Registration 

The NSCA,~, requires ~:hat each panelist complete a regisb-ation form for the Convention. Can you please do this at your convenience? 

?he form is available at: http://www.nscaa.comievents/ciinician-registration 

The Panel Discussion title is "Modern Issues in Female Player Development--- From Youth to Professional/’ 

Thank you! 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~#JO=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:03 AM 

)@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; [ . "" ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (j @gma~l.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; am~e 

Cc: TON Y YOUNT (tony.youn@gmail.com) 

Subject: College is about books!! 

Ladies, 

Our academic philosophy is to live above a 3.0 and here are the 17 players that did that {in alphabetical order}: 

collection of scholars. The University of North Carolina is an elite academic institution and this is a real achievement. 

The above GPA for each person reflect the CUM or the semester whichever was higher. Twelve of the above GPA’s were the CUM averages. Unfortunately, the 

overall TEAM GPA right now is a 2.938 which is not above the 3.0 where we want to live as a women’s soccer culture, so Chris Ducat has been asked to run an 

"academic success" class to help drive our culture back to where it should be living. He has invited a collection of you to join iL 

I think we can do better. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: touclfing base 

O[] NO! 1[ At~other one 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 1:28 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: touching base 

Hi Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar-- I was hoping to touch base with you tonight around 7:00pm. I will try your cell phones and hope to reach one of you. If you’re 

not available, I’ll try another time. Thanks so much! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 3:50 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

I~E: 

CONGRATS Carlo!!! 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo; Tile, Vince 
Cc; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: 

3:46 PM 

We have been abh-:~ to convince to commit to UNC One ~[~ 

know ~f you need anything in particular. ~ have already been ~n touch with 

Vince, 

Please ~et me know ~f a admissions slot opens up any time before c]asses~ We w~l~ have all documentation prepared just in case. ~f not.., the 

wN be ready for 

Tha~ks for aH of your help. 

F~m= Polk, Barbara Jo 
Sent= Thursday, 2:00 PM 
To= 111e, Vince; Somoano, Carlos M 
C~= Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Subject: RE: 
Based on the ~formation I have on hand ~oday, they woukt be adrniss~bte. 

Barbara ]. Po~k 
Depu ty D [rector 
0 {rice o{~1 ~de ~gradu ate Admiss [o*~s 
U~iversi~g o{~No[’th Carol[ra at Chapel }tfl] 
P ]] o~] e: 919 -966-3 ~ 89 

~rom: Ille, Vince 

Sent: Thursday, 1:55 PM 

T~: Somoano, Carlos M 

C:: Polk, Barbara Jo; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Subject: RE: 

Ye~ as long as they are ~missible to the Universi~ at those times. Bar~ra would have to confi~ that for us. 

From= Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent= Thursday, 1:29 PM 
To= Ille, Vince 
~e; Polk, Barbara Jo; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Subject= Re: 
So long as they are in our allocations as described? (sorry trying to type on my phone and inadvertently hit send before finishing). 

and oru:_~ in        We will have all of the admissions to you asap. Please let me 

and we wilt wall( over all pertinent docurnents~ 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent; Thursday, :[:25 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
Cc; Polk, Barbara Jo; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject= Re: 

So we are good to go with the       and if one comes in and one in 

Carlos Somoano 
U NC Soccer 

On at 1:22 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

I can confirm that a ma~mum totaJ of nine admissions slots have been aJlocated for men’s soccer for      A maximum of throe of the nine can be used 

for spring admits. This is consistent ruth our discussion this fall regarding admissions slots. During that discussion, I committed to allocating 

men’s soccer slots for and noted we might possibly be able to add a third. If you need any additional information, please just let me 

know. Thanks. 

Vince 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent-" Thursday, :[:08 PM 
To: Ille, Vince 
¢c; Polk, Barbara 3o; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: 

Vince/Barbara 

Can you confirm one        and one       if I can change their minds? Thanks. 

Carlos Somoano 

U N C Socce r 



On at 12:55 PM, "llle, Vince" <ille@unc.edu> wrote: 

No, not to date. The mid-year slot assigned to women’s soccer tbr spring     that you spoke with Anson about may or may not still be a 

possibilit% but we issued an ASA for her earlier this week. Thanks for checkmg and I’ll let you know ifI hear an.vlJ~ing new. 

Vince 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, l:t: 26 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Cc: llle, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: Re: 

Vince 

Just checking in on if anything opened up. is apparently doing a home visit today so we won’t have much time left. 

Thanks, 

Carlos Somoano 
U N C Socce r 

On at 11:16 AM, "Polk, Barbara Jo" <bEo!k~admissions.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks for your note. I absolutely understand your motivation and the pressure you are under to ensure a nationally 

competitive team year-after-year. Please do not worry about my interpreting your motivation in any other way. 

If something opens up, either Vince or I will let you know. Thanks, again, for writing. I really appreciate it. 

I~arbara 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:26 AM 
To: Polk, Barbara Jo 
Co: Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: 

Barbara, 

Thanks for l:he update. Please h:_~t me know if anything opens up. were here this we~:_~keed and want ~:o commit to 

UNC i~ [:hey bo[:h can c.:_~n’~e at the semester I arn trying t.:_~ persuad~:_~ them thai: one could come in        aed one 

but they will not commit to that scenario. They are both sLrong players and we would get them t:or a bargain scholarship 

wise. Additionally, (although not our motive to recruit them) this would also complete our recruiting for     and save us 

significant Hme and money looking for two players that fit our profile. As of last Wednesday, I thought it was very unlikely 

~:hat w~-_~ wouh:~ be using a third slot a~: the semester, but obviously we did not plae to have o~ ~:his caliber send us a 

transfer r ele a a,-L 

I hope you understand ray motive is only to make our soccer’ program nationally competitive not crea[e a difficut[ situs[ion 

or to put pressure on anyone. Thanks for your support. 

From: Polk, Barbara .lo 
Sent: Monday, 4:35 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
(::c: Somoano, Carlos M; Polk, Barbara 30; Ille, Vince 
Subject: RE: 

Hi, Lance, 

I talked with Carlos earlier today. Both of these students an:_~ OK for admission wH:h a slot. As of today though, there is oelg 

one       slot available for             ]:or [he       If one of the other studen[s {another sport possibly) already 

admitted for the spring opts not to accept spring admission, a second slot may become available. At the time that happens, 

I’ll need to touch base with Vince to confirm the 2nd spring slot for men’s soccer. 

Let me know if you have aey c ues~:ions. 

Barbara 
Barbara ! Polk 
Depu~~ 
0 ffk:c" o f tJ*~.de.rgraduate 
Uniw:rsity of North Caroli~.~ at Chapel H 
Phone: 

From: Markos, Lance M 

Sent: Monday, 10:34 AM 

To: Polk, Barbara Jo 

Cc: Somoano, Carlos M 

Subject: 

Barbara, 

Attached are the academic records for                        two potential                 for            from 

The documents include their HS transcripts, their NCAA certification reports, which include 

their core GPA and SAT scores, their transcripts, and transfer credit evaluations for the three semesters 

they’ve been at 

Hopefully this gives you what you need to confirm they’re good for slots. They both look good from my end when it comes 

to eligibility. If you could let us know your thoughts, we’d appreciate it. We’ll get them in the system here soon. Thanks!! 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

U niversity of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 



Phone: {919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

ma~’kos@email t nc edt, 



Frolrl ~" 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 3:53 PM 

.~live.unc.edu> 

TONY YOUNT (tony.yount@gmail.co~n); Yount, Tony <tons)~oun@unc.edu> 

@msn.com; duc~y@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: College is about books!’. 

Thank you for this excellent input. I will copy Tony Yount on this since he is the one trusLed wiLh guiding our young scholars. 

And      you were a wonderfu~ addition to our team. You are the definition of se~flessness~H 

Sent= Thursday, December ~9,~0~3 2:22 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: College is about booksH 

Anson, 

First of all I hope your holidays are ~oin~eli~ I wanted to maybe make a suggestion about courses for freshman or any player you think needs a 8rade 

booster but is wiJlin~ to put ~n effort. It seems a bit backwards but Honors courses are often easier than the resular version of the same class. They are 

more effort based, and I have never had a test in one. These professors just want participation. So if you have any players comin~in or peopJe that need 

classes, the I01H versions are often easier than the 101 versions. They let the students that are in the honors coile~e into these classes first but there is 

often room for others. Also classes l~ke intro to fiction and intro to poetry are both fun and usually 100~ A’s. These classes are small as well so the 

professors work with you very personally. You probabJy know all this so i apologize if I am bein8 repetitive. 

These GPA~s are very impressive. ~ine has taken a bit of a hit over this last year because I thought Arabic and Computer Prosrammin8 courses would be 

’fun’. They were no~, but I am 8Jad i went out of my comfort zone a bit. So I am sorry mine has been 8raduaiJy declinin~ 

Have a 8reat bream 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 11:02 AM 

To: m_._s_.n._:.c__o_._m_; Ducar, Chris;     ]l@aol.com Jason Sisneros           .__@_g__m____a_j_[:_c__9__n_!); Sander, Thomas J; Brenneman, 

clay weaver @aol.com); Curran Nelson; jorian; Ms Lucy Nerer; matt jones @gmail.com); Michaelson, Pj; Nicole Marie Fossas; 

Cc: TONY YOUNT gmail.com) 

Subject: College is about books]! 

Ladies, 

Our academic philosophy is to live above a 3.0 and here are the 17 players that did that {in alphabetical order}: 

I want to publically congratulate this 

collection of scholars. The Universi[y of Nor[h Carolina is an elite academic institution and this is a real achievemen[. 

The above GPA for each person reflect [he CUM or the semester whichever was higher. Twelve of the above GPA’s were the CUM averages. Unfortunately, the 

overall TEAM GPA right now is a  which is not above the 3.0 where we want to live as a women’s soccer culture, so Chris Ducar has been asked to run an 

"academic success" class to help drive our culture back to where it should be living. He has invited a collection of you to join it. 

I think we can do better. 



WOMEN’S SOCCER 2014 
SCHEDULE PROPOSAL 

4 TEAM ACC TOURNAMENT 
ACC REGULAR SEASON 2-2-2-0-2-2 

REGULAR SEASON 

DATE: 
Friday: August 22 

Friday: August 24 
Sunday: August 29 

Friday: August 31 
Friday: September S 

Sunday: September 7 

Thursday: September 12 
Sunday: September 14 

Thursday: September 18 
Sunday: September 21 

Thursday: September 2S 

Sunday: September 28 
Thursday: October 2 

Sunday: October 5 

Thursday: October 9 
Sunday: October 12 

Thursday: October/6 
Sunday: October 19 

Thursday: October 23 

Sunday: October 26 
Thursday:October 30 

Sunday:Nov 2 

ACC 4 TEAM TOURNAMENT 
DATE: 
Semi-final: Friday: November 7 
Final: Sunday: November 9 

OPPONENT: 
Non-Conf 

Non-Conf 2 
Non-Conf 3 
Non-Conf 4 
Non-Conf 

Non-Conf 6 
Non-Conf 7 
Non-Conf 8 
Non-Conf 9 

LOCATION: 

Non-Conf or ACC Non Counting 10 

ACC 1 

ACC 2 
ACC 3 

ACC 4 

ACC 5 
ACC 6 
ACC Mid-Term Break or ACC Non Counting Option 
ACC Mid-Term Break or ACC Non Counting Option 

ACC 7 

ACC 8 
ACC 9 
ACC 10 

OPPONENT: 
TBA 
TBA 

LOCATION: 

TIME: 

7:00pm 

TIME: 
TBA 
l:00pm 

NCAA TOURNAMENT 
DATE: 
Round 1: November 14-16 

Round 2: Friday November 21 
Round 3: Sunday November 23 

Quarterfinal: November 30 
College cup semi: Friday December 
College cup final: Sunday December 

OPPONENT: 
TBA 

TBA 
TBA 

TBA 

TBA 
TBA 

LOCATION: 
Campus higher seed 

Campus higher seed 
Campus higher seed 

Campus higher seed 

Cary, NC 
Cary, NC 

TIME: 
TBA 

TBA 
l:00pm 

TBA 

TBA 
TBA 



2014 SCHEDULE 

4 TEAM ACC SCHEDULE 
ACC REGULAR SEASON 1-2-2-1-2-2 

REGULAR SEASON 

DATE: 

Friday: August 22 

Friday: August 24 

Sunday: August 29 

Friday: August 31 

Friday: September 5 

Sunday: September 7 

Thursday: September 12 

Sunday: September 14 

Thursday: September 18 

Sunday: September 21 

Thursday: September 25 

Sunday: September 28 

Thursday: October 2 

Sunday: October 5 

Thursday: October 9 

Sunday: October 12 

Thursday: October 16 

Sunday: October 19 

Thursday: October 23 

Sunday: October 26 

Thursday: October 30 

Sunday: November 2 

OPPONENT: 

Non-Conf 1 

Non-Conf 2 

Non-Conf 3 

Non-Conf 4 

Non-Conf 5 

Non-Conf 6 

Non-Conf 7 

Non-Conf 8 

Non-Conf 9 

Non-Conf or ACC Non Counting 10 

OFF 

ACC 1 

ACC 2 

ACC 3 

ACC 4 

ACC 5 

OFF 

ACC 6 

ACC 7 

ACC 8 

ACC 9 

ACC 10 

LOCATION: TIME: 

ACC 4 TEAM TOURNAMENT 

DATE: 

Semi-final: Friday: November 7 

Final: Sunday: November 9 

OPPONENT: 

TBA 

TBA 

TIME: 

TBA 

l:00pm 

NCAA TOURNAMENT 

DATE: 

Round 1: November 14-16 

Round 2: Friday November 21 

Round 3: Sunday November 23 

Quarterfinal: November 30 

College cup semi: Friday December 

College cup final: Sunday December 

OPPONENT: 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 

LOCATION: 

Campus higher seed 

Campus higher seed 

Campus higher seed 

Campus higher seed 

Cary, NC 

Ca~,, NC 

TIME: 

TBA 

TBA 

l:00pm 

TBA 

TBA 

TBA 



SCHEDULING PODS BY 6-YEAR RPI 

2012 2011 2010 2009 2008 2007 AVERAGE RANK 

UNC 2 7 3 I i 2 2.6? i 

FSU 4 4 11 6 6 5 6.00 2 

UVA 8 5 9 25 12 12 11,83 3 

ND 14 42 2 5 2 8 12,17 4 

WFU 19 3 17 8 24 16 14,50 5 

BC 23 13 5 7 7 33 14.67 6 

DUKE 11 1 24 43 9 29 19.50 7 

VT 32 21 44 10 29 53 31.50 8 

M IA 46 29 50 48 35 47 42.50 9 

LOU 40 28 65 153 69 30 64.17 10 

NCST 187 41 101 80 132 132 112.17 11 

CLEM 109 143 170 184 133 23 127.00 12 

SYR 86 106 103 183 190 134 133.67 13 

PITT 116 228 149 69 147 193 150.33 14 

1 UNC 

4 ND 

5 WF 

8 VT 

9 MIA 

12 CLEM 

13 SYR 

UNC FSU 

ND UVA 

WFU BC 

VT DUKE 

MIA LOU 

CLEM NCST 

SYR PITT 

2 FSU 

3 UVA 

7 BC 

6 DUKE 

10 LVILLE 

11 NCST 

14 PITT 



UNC 

ND 

WF 

VT 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

Current Planned Home/Away - Pod Matchups - 2014 

Away 

ND CLEM SYR 

WF SYR 

UNC MIA 

UNC ND WF 

UNC ND CLEM 

ND WF 

WF MIA CLEM 

MIA 

NCST BC PITT 

FSU 

UVA DUKE 

FSU UVA NCST 

UVA BC 

UVA BC NCST 

PITT 

~blue = new opponent 

~red = repeat site 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

VT 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

- Pod Matchups - 2014 

Away 

ND CLEM SYR 

WF SYR VT 

UNC MIA VT 

UNC SYR MIA 

UNC ND CLEM 

ND WF VT 

WF MIA CLEM 

NCST BC PITT 

FSU LVILLE DUKE 

UVA DUKE LVILLE 

FSU PITT NCST 

FSU DUKE PITT 

UVA BC LVl LLE 

UVA BC NCST 



2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents as of 12.19.13 

2014 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

VT 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

PITT FSU VT MIA WF 

LVILLE UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

NCST BC SYR CLEM ND 

UVA DUKE WF CLEM ND 

FSU LVlLLE S¥R VT WF 

DUKE NCST MIA SYR UNC 

BC PITT VT ND UNC 

VT SYR LVILLE DUKE UVA 

WF MIA PITT BC NCST 

ND CLEM NCST PITT FSU 

UNC WF UVA LVlLLE BC 

SYR VT NCST BC UVA 

MIA UNC PITT DUKE FSU 

CLEM ND LVlLLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR DUKE NCST 

WF SYR VT BC PITT 

UNC MIA VT UVA DUKE 

UNC S¥R MIA FSU LVlLLE 

UNC ND CLEM NCST UVA 

ND WF VT PITT BC 

WF MIA CLEM LVlLLE FSU 

NCST BC PITT UNC MIA 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND VT 

UVA DUKE LVlLLE WF SYR 

FSU PITT NCST VT CLEM 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA ND 

UVA BC LVlLLE CLEM WF 

UVA BC NCST SYR UNC 

2015 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

LVILLE FSU VT MIA WF 

DUKE UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

PITT BC SYR CLEM ND 

NCST DUKE WF CLEM ND 

BC LVlLLE SYR VT WF 

FSU NCST MIA SYR UNC 

UVA PITT VT N D U NC 

ND VT LVILLE DUKE UVA 

CLEM WF PITT BC NCST 

UNC ND NCST PITT FSU 

MIA UNC UVA LVlLLE BC 

WF SYR NCST BC UVA 

SYR MIA PITT DUKE FSU 

VT CLEM LVlLLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR BC DUKE 

WF SYR VT FSU BC 

UNC MIA VT LVILLE UVA 

UNC SYR MIA PITT FSU 

UNC ND CLEM DUKE NCST 

N D W F VT U VA P I TT 

WF MIA CLEM NCST LVlLLE 

NCST BC PITT UNC CLEM 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND SYR 

UVA DUKE LVlLLE WF MIA 

FSU PITT NCST VT ND 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA UNC 

UVA BC LVlLLE CLEM VT 

UVA BC NCST SYR WF 



2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents as of 12.19.13 

2016 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LViLLE 

NCST 

PITT 

NCST FSU VT MIA WF 

PITT UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

DUKE BC SYR CLEM ND 

LVILLE DUKE WF CLEM ND 

UVA LVILLE SYR VT WF 

BC NCST MIA SYR UNC 

FSU PITT VT ND UNC 

WF MIA LVILLE DUKE UVA 

UNC VT PITT BC NCST 

VT SYR NCST PITT FSU 

SYR CLEM UVA LVILLE BC 

CLEM ND NCST BC UVA 

ND WF PITT DUKE FSU 

MIA UNC LVILLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR UVA PITT 

WF SYR VT NCST LVILLE 

UNC MIA VT FSU NCST 

UNC SYR MIA BC UVA 

UNC ND CLEM PITT FSU 

ND WF VT LVILLE DUKE 

WF MIA CLEM DUKE BC 

NCST BC PITT UNC SYR 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND MIA 

UVA DUKE LVILLE WF CLEM 

FSU PITT NCST VT WF 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA VT 

UVA BC LVILLE CLEM UNC 

UVA BC NCST SYR N D 

2017 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

VT 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

BC FSU VT MIA WF 

FSU UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

LVILLE BC SYR CLEM ND 

PITT DUKE WF CLEM ND 

DUKE LVlLLE S¥R VT WF 

UVA NCST M IA SYR U NC 

N CST P ITT VT N D U N C 

CLEM WF LVILLE DUKE UVA 

SYR UNC PITT BC NCST 

MIA VT NCST PITT FSU 

N D SYR UVA LVI LLE BC 

UNC CLEM NCST BC UVA 

VT ND PITT DUKE FSU 

WF MIA LVILLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR LVILLE UVA 

WF SYR VT DUKE NCST 

UNC MIA VT PITT FSU 

U NC S¥R M IA NCST BC 

UNC ND CLEM BC PITT 

ND WF VT FSU LVlLLE 

WF MIA CLEM UVA DUKE 

NCST BC PITT UNC ND 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND CLEM 

UVA DUKE LVILLE WF UNC 

FSU PITT NCST VT MIA 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA WF 

UVA BC LVILLE CLEM SYR 

UVA BC NCST SYR VT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:29 PM 

Christian Lavers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

1),22: Leadership Thoughts 

Excellent Christian .., thank you ]:or sharing!! 

From: Christian Layers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 
Sent: Thursday, December .t9, 20:13:1.2:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Leadership Thoughts 

Thought you would enioV this: ~a~’w,fofl~s.com/sites,’meghanbiro/2013/12/15ileadership-ks-about-emo~on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:34 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

.pdf 

From: @sinclink.com 
Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Image 
removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 

1:22 PM 

@sinclink.com] 

removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:36 PM 

Chauncey Hitchcock <chitchcock@rambowccc.com> 

I~E: Six Words you should say 

Amazon is easiestH 

From: Chauncey Hitchcock [mailto:chitchcock@rainbowccc.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, December 19, 2013 1:38 PH 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Six Words you should say 

Hi Coach, 

Are any el: your books for sale at retailers or are they a~ on-Hne (e.g, Amazon)? For a change, I will actually have a few days over Christmas to do some read~ng. ~ 

looked for Vision of a Champion and ~t looked like I had to buy it on-Hne. When are you coming out w~th "Indomitable WiW?~ 

Thanks~ 

Sent: Friday, ~une 14, 2013 7:52 AM 
To: Chauncey Hi~hcock 
Subject: Fwd: Six Words you should say 

Hey, how a~ut tNs’? 

Sen@~om my V~rizou ~rel~’s 4G g)’2: I)R()ZD 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Six Words you should say 

F~om: "G. Townsend ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m~;email.~mc.edu> 

CC: 

Hey Anson, 

Hope aJ1 is well. I thought yon ,night get a ldck out of reading this attachment. 

See you at camp. 

Glema Townsend 

Faulllmer Universi~ 

Head Coach 

WoIllen~s ~oeeeF 

334-546-8483 

2012 

National Tournament 

SSAC ’I’oumm~ten*_ Fmalis~.s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:55 PM 

Pete Sadin <PSadin@sportsendeavors.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

RE: 

Hey Pete, we love your kids _.. Never be relucLant to recommend anyone that you respect! 

soccer plaver at any other ACC school that can say that? And the ACC ~s VERY GOOD at SOCCER!~ 

E~= Pete Sadin [mailto:PSadin@spo~sendeavors.com] 
Seat= Thursday,                ~:~ PN 

Te; Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A [V 
~c: @nc.rr.com 
Subject: RE: 

Chris - 

Thanks for 8ettin8 up with and I appreciate you offedn8 an opportu~ty. ~ ~h~nk i~’s comph~tely fair and no~v ~n her court to see whether she ~k, anl:s to do 

whs~ ~t takes to compete at Caro~inal~ Thanks 

PS -- And ~"m sure we’ll be sl~ over you and Anson a~ak~ soon for mo~e pbye~s~l Haha. 

Pete 

~ Ducat, Chris [ma~to:ducar@unc.edu] 
$e~t~ Thursday, [:~ PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Co: Pete Sadin; 
Subject: RE: 

.... Is there another t:emale 

We have enjoyed watching you play recently! Pete and Mizo have been all over me to come wa[ch you play and for good reason. 

Here is where we are w~th you on the soccer front: Assuming you are accepted [o UNC {looks ]~ke a no brainer to us), you w~l] have s chance to try out it~ our 

preseason for the fall roster. Fm not goh~g to ~ie, ~t is real~y hard to do since our roster ~s b~g and the competition fierce~ If everytMng works out and you pass al~ our 

physica~ and ~:echn~cal tests and there ~s a roster spot: ava~h~ble, you are ~n. ff on ~:he other hand you do not make it ~n the fa~, fear not~ What we do then ~s have you 

jo~n us ~n ~:he spring h:~r the ENTIRE spring season whR:h ~s bask:a~y a four mon~:h ~:ryout for ~:he h:~l~o~,~ng ~a~l. We had at ~east FIVE p~ayers this fsl~ not qua~i~y for a 

roster spot and they w~l~ be jo~ning us fu~ tJrne in January. How does tha~ sound to you? 

Of course ~f you have any questions, you can ernai~ rne or csl~ me at 

Have a great 
g~rd 

Ps ~f you wan~: tickets to any hoops games, you get 3 comp t~x for you and your family, ius~: g~w? me a week’s nol%e and Vou are 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Wednesday,              6:49 PN 

¢¢: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: 

I like your style in this email message. 

If you are up for it certainly sounds like you might be admitted here~ What are your finances like if you do not win the 

come wi[:hout a scholarship? 

f hope ~ get: to see you p~ay. 

? Can you afford to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Thursday, 2:32 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

This is from the and 
learn more about the opportunity to play soccer at University of North Carolina. 

I’m a and I’m writing to 

Below is a link to my online profile, which includes player video & academic transcripts: 

Some of the key information you’ll find on my profile: 

Coach Dorrance, please contact me at your earliest convenience if you feel I can be an asset to your team. Thank you for taking time to view my 
information and 3[ look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

~aol.com 

Profile 8~ Video Link: 

If you no longer wish to ~eceive our ema~ls, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe ............................ 

Student-Athlete Showcase (SAS) 

6210 E. Thomas Rd., Suite 209 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

United States 

(800) 919-0902 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9:57:23 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

F rom: 

Sent: Thursday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

@roadrunner,corn] 
3:41 PM 

Hi Coach Anson, 

My preseason has started. In our first four games we are 

assists. Over the winter break I will be playing in the . My jersey is 

attached an updated resume and my high school soccer schedule. 

. I have two 

l have 

Go Tar Heels!!! 

Thank you, 

High school schedule: 

Resume: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 4:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I:W: Invitation to 3rd Annual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine Hosted by Carolina Soccer Club March 29th 

Triangle Elite Soccer Combine letter to recmiters.pdf 

From: Scott Sloan [mailto:ssloan@wcpss.net] 
Sent: Thursday, December :t9, 20:t3 :t:t:27 AM 
To:                 :@gmail.com; heritagesoccer@nc.rr.com 
Subject-" Invitation to 3rd Annual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine Hosted by Carolina Soccer Club March 29th 
Coaches, 

First, let me apologize for obviously sending a ve~ impersonal email. I am hoping to reach out to a larger of group of coaches before I start personally calling each 

program... I just waated to provide you with an additional opportunity to accept our invitation to recruit the 3rd Annual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine seheduled for 

Maxch 29th. With that specitic date being the first day of our traditional sp6ng break, it historically has provided us with a laxge group of prospective college bound 

soccer players from across the East Coast. The registratio~/intbrmational website will go "live" this week for participants and I was hopethl to be able to include you 

and your program’s information. 

As in the past, we have attracted a very diverse group of club players: ECNL, Academy, Region 3, ODP, all the way down to first division. Interestingly, we seem to 

always receive players fmtn neighboring states who axe interes~ted in attending colleges in North Carolina. As always, you will be provided with the 100+ players 

personal contact (electronic) informatio~v’bio and a very. delicious catered lunch. Thanks. 

Scott Sloan 

919.621.1573 

I hope that you and your stalt’axe looking forward to a restful Holiday Break. I wanted to persoually invite you or a member of your staff the opportuni~ to paxticipate 
rd and recruit the upcoming 3 Annual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine. Last yeax we were able to provide over 100 classic level male and female s~ccer players from the 

Tri~mgle and surrounding areas. Carolina Soccer Club in collaboration with The Heritage ttigh School ttusky Athletic Booster Club and the Heritage Husky Soccer 

Program will once again be hosting a four hour soccer combine tbr current sophomore, junior, and senior male and tbmale prospective collegiate soccer players. The 
th 3rd Annual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine will take place on Saturday, March 29 on the outdoor athletic fiacilities on the campus of Heritage High School in beautiful 

Wake Forest, NC. The Women’s Combine will take place from 9:00 ~un until 1:00 pm and the Men’s Combine will start at 1:00 pm and conclude at 5:00 pm. 

Here is what you and your s~fl" should expect from this event: 

¯ Wealfli of Information Including academic and afldefic strengths 

Top Classic Levd Club and High School Players 

Complete contact information of each player including cell phone and email address 
$finimal or No Parent Contact 
Majori~~ of Players recommended by Club and HS Coaches 
Combine Results Provided Same Day 

Coaches’ Hospitality Tent 
All games conducted at one facility 

Catered Lunch provided for college representatives on day of event 

Videotaped skill sessinns and matches available upon request 

All combine fields are in tight proximity to allow coaches easy maneuverabili .ty amongst fields 

With mofft collegiate coaches having restricted recruiting budgets, it is often difficult to scout prospective players and diseover new players for your program. The 3rd 

Annual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine will assist you in evaluating players, by- position, in some of the core skills desired by today’s collegiate coaches. Likewise, we 

will be able to group seNors together to assist recnfitment of incoming freshman. This event will not only allow you the opportunity, to observe unknown players, it will 

provide you the opportunity to continue tracking recruits that are already on your radar. Players will be placed in both 8v8 and 11 vl I games and in a variety of skill 

sets which will allow coaches and recruiters to recognize talented players for their program. The activities will be ve~ similax to those that a coach or recruiter might 

conduct when "working out" a player at an ID Cmnp. 

So, if you are still looking to add that "one" specific player, provide practice depth for next year’s rostel; or start the process of tracking younger players, we would 

love to have you attend our event and recognize solne of the elite level of soccer talent in the Triangle and surrounding areas. If you would like to either personally 
attend or send a recruiter please contact Colnbine Director Scott Sloan at 919.621.1573 or Carolina Soccer Club President Scott Weiland at             If you 

would like to gather additional information abom the combine or view a list of fellow recruiters that plan on attending, you can visit ._h__t_t_p_i:’:(__h_u_~__k21~9__c__c__e__r_:i__8_:__c_9__n_)_![_I_]~_~ 
20/index~html. Thank you for the opportuni~ to support our programs as we continue to support yours. 

Yours in education on and off the field, 

Scott Sloan 

Head Soccer Coach 
Heritage High School 

919.621.1573 

heritagesoccer,~;nc.rr.com 
Scott Weiland 

Club President 



Carolina Soccer Club 

~;gmail.com 



TRIANGLE ELITE SOCCER COMBINE 

1150 FORESTVILLE ROAD 

WAKE FOREST, NORTH CAROLINA, 27587 

PHONE: 919,621,1573 

Coach, 

If we could bring 100+ players to you for one day and give you nearly evely.’thing you would need to know about 
those players in order to supplement your out-of-season recruiting schedule, what would that be worth to you? 

Following up on last year’s extremely successful event... Carolina Soccer Club in collaboration with The Heritage 
High School Husky Athletic Booster Club and the Heritage Husky Soccer Program will once again be hosting a four 
hour soccer combine for current sophomore, junior, and senior male and female prospective collegiate soccer 
players. The 3*d Annual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine will take place on Salurdw March 29~1 from 9:00 am to 
12:00 noon for all female players and 1:00 pm until 5:00 pm for the parlicipating males. All activities will take 
place on the outdoor athletic facilities of Heritage High School in beautifid Wake Forest, NC. 

Here is what college coaches should expect from this event: 

Top Classic Level Club and High School Players 
Wealth of Information including academic and athletic strengths 
Complete contact information of each player including cell phone and email address 
Minimal or No Parent Contact 
Majority of Players recommended by Club and HS Coaches 
Combine Results Provided Same Day 
Coaches’ Hospitality Tent 
All games conducted at one facility 
Lunch provided for college representatives on day of event 
Videotaped skill sessions and matches available upon request 
All combine fields are in tight proxilnity to allow coaches easy maneuverability amongst fields 

With most collegiate coaches having restricted recruiting budgets, it is often difficult to scout prospective players 
and discover new players for your program. The 3~’~ A~mual Triangle Elite Soccer Combine will assist you in 
evaluating players, by position, in some of the core skills desired by today’s collegiate coaches. Players will be 
placed in both 8v8 and 1 lvl 1 games and in a variety of skill sets which will allow coaches and recruiters to 
recognize talented players for their program. The actMties will be veu similar to those that a coach or recruiter 
might conduct when "working out" a player at an ID Camp. 

We would love to have you attend our event and recognize some of the elite level of soccer talent in the Triangle 
and surrounding areas. If you would like to either personally attend or send a recruiter please contact Combine 
Director Scott Sloan, CRSC Club President Scott Wetland, or CRSC Director of Classic Soccer and Coaching 
Steven Curflnan. 

Yours in education on and off the field, 

Scott Sloan 

Head Varsity Coach 

Heritage High School 

919.621.1573 

heri lagesoccer(dmc.rr.com 

Scott Wetland 

Club President 

Carolina Soccer Club 

Steven Curl’man 

Director of Classic & Coaching 

Carolina Soccer Club 

~gmail.com h;gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Prospective Student Athlete 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Prospective Student Athlete 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is           and I am a          at 

Chapel Hill because of your prestigious soccer and academic program. 

The club I have been playing for is the i 

awarded 

includes being a vaysi~ starting on the 

My team name is 

I am interested in attending the University of North Cazolina at 

While on this team I was 

~)?_a_R!:__c_o_!A. Some of my other history 

since the grade. While on this team, I was the recipient of 

Our team roll be playing in the follomng events coming up: 

- The      event in              t?om 

Here is my game schedtde tbr the event coming up, i will be wearing jersey number 

All throe games will take place at 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:12 PM 

Chauncey Hitchcock <chitchcock@raJubowccc.com> 

I~E: Six Words you should say 

Go get’er!!!! 

From: Chauncey Hitchcock [mailto:chitchcock@rainbowccc.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, December :[9, 20:~3 5::~2 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Six Words you should say 

Yes, and they now deliver through the Po~t Office on Su~day~ (~ knew th~s but U~e point wa~ hammered home whe~ 

postal truck}. 

Thanks agah~ and hope you en~og the ho~days~ It’s a w~nter wondeHand here (h~ M~ch~gan}. Thank goodness for h~door soccer fac~l~ties~ I wou~d probably build one 

out in my basement if the furnace wasn’t in the m[dd]e of the room[ 

Please know that you provide h?sp[ratkN? to fledg~h~g coaches, [ had my U8 recreational ~eague A]l-Star team that I was tag)ped to coach in October worMng to 

predsh:m, [~1[ keeg) at ~t: and absorbk~g what I see at~{l hear (aml read[) I have a lot to [earr~ ~rom a player dew~h:~pment stan{lpo~t~t:, but flom a mot~vat:~ot~al 

standpoint ~ [h~nk ] get abou[ every oRce out of s player that a coach can, These seven and 8--year-old girls wou~d run through 

do not, Hope to redproca[e a visi[ [o my friends down ~n Apex this spring and gel a closer ~ook at UNC and your soccer operations there, I hear it’s impressive, A[:ter 

visiting Michigan late summer, if ~ am styli wowed by UNC that wH] be truly something, 

Thai?ks and Hag)py Holidays, 

Chaut~cey 

F~m: Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ [m~J_[t~;_~_t~_~_~mM~_t~_~M] 
Sent: Thursday, December ~9, 20~3 4:36 PM 
To: Chauncey Hitchcock 
Subject: RE: Six Words you should say 

Amazon ~s eas~estH 

F~m: Chauncey Hi~hcock [mai[to:chitchcock@rainbowccc.com] 
Senti Thursday, December ~9, 20~3 1:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject: RE: Six Words you should say 

Hi Coach, 

Are any of your books for sale at retailers or are they a]~ on-Hne (e,g,, Amazon)? For a change, I will actually have a few days over Christmas to do some readh~g. 

Iooke~l for V[s~or~ o[ a Champior~ and ~1: [oo[ged ~i]~e I had to buy it on-line. When are you comir~g out with "h~dom~t:able 

Tha]~ks, 

Chauncey 

F~m: Dorrance, AlbeR A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, June 14, 20~3 7:52 AM 
To: Chauncey Hitchcock 
Subject: Fwd: Six Words you should say 

Hey, how aN)ut this? 

S~:m,from ~’ ~%rizon ~VireIe~’s 4(; L TE DR()ID 

........ Origiual Message ........ 

Subject: Six Words you should sav 

From: "G. Townsend" ~’ahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n~f~email.unc.e&~> 

CC: 

Hey Auson, 

Hope a]l is well. I thought you might get a kick out of reading this attachment. 

See you at cmnp. 

Glem~ Townsend 

Faulkner Unbers~, 

llead Coach 

}Voments Soccer 

334-546-8483 

2012 

Nalional Tournament 

SSAC Toumamen~ FinMisls 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, December 19, 2013 5:18 PM 

Subject: how could I forget her!!! 

Ladies, 

WOW!!! What a mistake!!! I forgot to share that this semester to complement her ass kicking performance at holding midfield!!! 

OK ._. This is the new standard: to improve as much a 

settinga high bar , !! 

Yes, with the correct choices you can have all the things that make a difference. 

Thanks for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, December 20, 2013 11:07 AM 

Kim Be~en~r @mindspring.com> 

I~E: New Player! 

Very good! 

From: Kim Bergenser @mindspring.com] 
Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2013 7:38 PH 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: New Player! 

Anson. 

Horiacia ,sound good to me, aud I guess you felt the same. 

When I get my intemet up an running and have access to nay files, I will come back with some support matters for the 15-16th Feb Wihnington tournament. 

Kim 

Sent from my iPad 

On Dec 19, 2013, at 5:22 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~_r_t_s_(_?_~_e___n_)__a__i_!=_u__~_c_:__e__d_t!> wrote: 

I have done so, I should have copied you! 

From: Kim Bergenser @mindsprinq,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :t8, 2013 5:52 PM 
To: 
Cc: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: New Player! 
Joel. 

c.c. Ansou. - Please co~nment to Joel on ~low. 

A~ckers ruth s~ll and goal scofiug abili~" are hmd to come by ~d should ~ such not ~ let go. 

I am sure Anon share’s tNs sentiment aud that we should get Hofiacia Z to join us in one of the NC Feb 15-16 Feb tournament, so Anson can see for 

Nmselfetc. 

I just told ~son we ueed to talk how to hauNe the ~Vilmin~on Feb tournament mthout me being the slave driver. I am loo~ng to find housiug here in 

PoNand and my wife joins me 1/1/14 but we will al~ fly to Japm~ 1/22 to play in the Japmmse Vet Cup and then visit Mamla and Singapore so tim b~k 

2/8 and thus pla~ing m go to Wilmin~on the tbllowing week. 

The team we had in May M~ich won ~e O55/60 Nvision was good, and I am sure most offlmm wants m play agmn. 

So I can seM out an initial invi~mtion and ~e how mmay ready m commit, m~d rake it l?om there, but some roll need to do the groined work on cards, 

payments, registration etc. etc. but I dofft mind pull the s~fings in the ~ck a~ get s~(ted. 

I will still be be m~ing tim 055 60 65 NC United Veteraus Cup teams and would like m see that Horacio makes it that f~x. 

We do already have a good group of guys cotnmi~ed tbr tim 060 reran. 

All fl~e best ou the uNoming holidays to you m~d ~ur fmnily. 

Sent fi~om my iPad 

On Dec 17, 2013, at 8:10 PM, ?~hotmail,com> wrote: 

Kim, I realize you are in the middle of relocating to the wrong coast, and I don’t know if you’re still overseeing our 
participation in other tournaments besides the Vet Cup, but I wanted to let you and Anson know about a player I’ve recruited 
for NC United 060. 

Horacio Zamora, originally from Chile, is one of the best players in our 050 league in northern Virginia. He has excellent 
ball-handling skills, good pace, and looks to give a good pass even when he has the capability to dribble around a number 
of defenders. He moves a lot off the ball, and has the bulk to shoulder anyone off a 50~50 ball. He also is a good finisher - 
I’ve seen him score hat-tricks on at least three occasions. He would be best as an attacking midfielder, but can also play as 
stri ker. 

He turns 60 in May 2014, and has expressed great interest in tournarnent play. I told him that NCUnited would want to have 
a look at him before the Vet Cup, so he would have to compete in the Feb and/or May tournaments in NC. He is willing to 
do that 

Assuming we have a spot for him (and if we don’t, we need to make one), what would be the next step? I can electronically 
introduce him, and you can take it from there. 

Hope you both are having and continue to have a great holiday season! 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTyCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday,                  11:12 AM 

Ducal; Chris (ducar@unc,edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 8:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Hello Coach Dorrance 

I wanted 1o shared with you my team’s                             schedule for 

I will be wearing the and hope you roll be able to catch a game, 

ttappy ttolidays, 

The ,schedule is below, and the link to view is 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:13 AM 

@shaw.ca:~ 

I~E: I am so sorry I am not allowed to caJJ back!’. 

Thank you[! 

From: @shaw.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:50 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~:c; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Re: T am so sorry I am not allowed to call back!! 

Merry Chris~nas to you aald your thmily! 

Sincerely 

, at 1:10 PM, Donance, Albert A IV wrote: 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent; Wednesday, 2:45 PM 
To;      (.@yahoo.com ’ 
~2¢-" Ducar, Chris (ducar~unc.edu) 
Subject: I am so sorry I am not allowed to call back!! 

I am actually NOT ALLOWED to call you back. I am so sorry I said I could. I just spoke to Chris Ducar, my recruiting coordinator and he said that even though that class 

is closed in terms of scholarship ~, if     can get in on her own we will certainly invited her to try out for our     roster along with all the scholarship players. 

I do not want to paint a bright picture though, it is certainly a challenge to be admitted to the University of North Carolina. I am sorry I could not give you better 

news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @comcast. net @corncast. net] 
Sent: Thursday, :tO: :t3 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: 
Subject: 

Dear Mr. Donance, 

My name is I am a at 

team and 

located in 

school and am ve~ interested in learning more about your program. I will be at the showcase tournament from 

happen to be down there and wanted to see a game, I have listed my game schedule below. 

I play for the 

I have heard about your 

If yon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, J.:I: :19 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, my name is I am a and I play for the team. I am one of 

the team captains and I am a I take a high interest in your school because I value the academics there, the competitive soccer p~ogram, and the location. My 

team will be competing at fl~e upcoming      event in              this               and it would be great to see you guys there’. The Schedule for our three 
games for the                  is as follows: 

I am very interested in playing soccer for UNC and would appreciate the opportunity to visit with you further to learn more about UNC and how I can contribute to the 

progran~. 

Thank you and Go Tarheels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 3:34 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

Yo~ will love this place, it will be worth working hard for .,, 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, /~:[:27 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; psadin@sportsendeavors.com; @nc.rr.com 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Coach Ducar (Bird) and Coach Anson, 

Thm~k you ~ much for your email and this opportunity to become part of the progrmn! I mn extremely excited about hearing from admissions soon and working to get 

fit Ii~r the roster. 

Happy Holidays’. 

On , at 1:40 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <.d_u__c_’.a__r(_a~k~r_~c_:e_.£t~> wrote: 

We have enjoyed watching you play recently!              have been all over me to come watch you play and for good reason. 

Here is where we are with you on the soccer front: Assuming yo~ are accepted to UNC (looks like a no brainer to us), you will have a chance to try o~t in our 

preseason for the fall roster, l’m not going to lie, it is really hard to do since ot~r roster is big and the competition fierce. If everything works out and you pass all our 

phvsical and technical Lests and there is a roster spot available, ~/ou are in. if o]~ the other hand vo{~ do t~ot make it i[~ the Fall, fear r~ot! WhaL we do Lhen is haw:_~ yo{~ 

join us in the spring for the ENTIRE spring season which is basically a four month tryout for the following faU. We had at least FiVE players this fall not qualify for a 

roster spot and they wilt be joining us full time in January. How does Lhat sound Lo you? 

Of course if you have any questions, yotJ can email n~e or call me at 

Have a great holidav! 

Bird 

Ps if yot~ want tickets to any hoops games, ~/OLE gel [~ COFflp [:i’,< for ~!otl and yoLlr family. Just give me a week’s t~oti(:e arid you are 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 6:4-9 PN 
To: 
Co: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: 

I like your style in this email message. 

If ¥o{~ are up for it cerl:a#~l¥ sout~ds like 

come w~thouL a scho~arsh~p~ 

~ hope ~ get to see you p~ay~ 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 20~3 5:~5 

To: Ducar, Chris; ~AP_[=~_~; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject= 

Dear Coach Dorr~ce, Coach Ducar, and Coach Palladino, 
I am a at class of and I play for under 
coaches I have been a team captain [Br the past 4 years, and after having played as a 

for most of my soccer career, I recently switched to the           position. I ~ writing to reaffi~ my highest 
interest m being p~ of ~e C~olma Women’s Soccer program. I recognize that being p~ of C~olma’s 
progr~ would requke intense commitment, physical and mental fitness, and a passion for competing at 
the highest level. As             . ~ow, it’s been a long-st~dmg &e~ of mine to be a TarHeel. If 
given the oppo~uni~ to play for your progr~, I would commit 100% to training both on and offthe 
field to become the caliber of player that ~C seeks. 
I really hope you’ll be able to see my play. Here is our upcomin~ state cup schedule: 

You may also want to know that I have applied for the and I ar~xiously await hearing fi~om 
conmfittee within the next few months. 
Please let me know if there is any other information I or my coaches can provide. Thank you so much for your consideration! 
Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From-" 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; 

6:12 AM 
ccsend.com] On Behalf Of 





removed by 

sender 

removed by 

sender 

This email was ser~t ~o ~n~n@urlcaa.unc.edu by frederik@scholarbook.net :: ._U_#_d___a_Le___[!’_r_o__~jj_e_LE_L~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s- 
tnstaqt removal with ~.a_~.e__U_.r3_s_~_Lb_.s_c_l~jb_~~’’ !~__rj_v__a__c_~/__~_o_[Lc~ 

German-Athletes.corn :: Am Hang la Neuhaeusel :: 56335 Germany 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Profile from College Prospects of A~nerica, Inc. 

From: College Prospects of America, Inc. [mailto:athletes@cpoa.com] 
Sent: Friday, 8:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Profile from College Prospects of America, Inc. 

Having trouble viewing this email? _C_’._!i~_[<___!3_~_[’__e_ 



Image 

remov~J by 

sender. 

Forward email 

removed by’ 
sender. 

This email was sent ~o anson@errlaiLunc.edu by athletes@cpoa.com 
Ll[~date ! rof[lej~ma[[Addrfl~ £nstant removal with SafeUnsubscribe 
College Prospects of America, Inc, :: 12682 College Prospects Dr, i Logan OH 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 4:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

11:33 AN 

Hi Coach, 
I wanted to provide you ruth my schedule in 

~cuemail.net] 

next week. There are 4 girls on my team that are s~fious about Carolina. I hope I am in if you stop by! 

to go! 

I hope you have a wonderthl Christmas and hopeftdly I roll see you in 

Wow! It reminded me that there is ALWAYS another level and how far I still have 

....... removed by 

sender. 

.o_ ___s__e__e___tn_ y._ Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 4:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

We witl see this kid right? 
From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 12:10 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 
Hi Coach Do~Tance and Coach Ducar, 

I hope your both are having a great s~tart to your holiday season! I ius~t wanted to update you mid let you lmow that I will be playing in the 
with my                                                                                  I will aJso be playing witJa our 

and I’m number 
to see you there! 

Thanks, 

[~am 

I primarily play forward for for my team but could be playing anywhere with the 

I would appreciate it if you would take the time to come watch one of my games I will attach the schedule for both of these teams. I’d love 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 20, 2013 4:37 PM 

Norton, Molly <mbnorton@unc.edu> 

Streett, Shelly <~sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; Gallo, Jr., Laxry A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Vangelde~; Marielle A <mvangeld@emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: End of Season Meeting 

Motly, 

With the exception of the 9th the week of the Sti~ through the lOth will certainly work for me. Right now Tuesday afternoon or Friday morning or afternoon wil~ 

work 

F~m= No,on, Molly 
Sent= Friday, December 20, 2013 12:37 PN 

T~= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Co: Street, Shelly; Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: End of Season Meeting 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Bubba would like to have an end of season meeting with you, Larry, and Marielle sometime during the week of January 6th or the week of January ~3th, if possible. 

Please let me know of your availability to meet during one of those weeks. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

9~9-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 20, 2013 4:37 PM 

Pogge, Paul <ppogge@unc.edt~~ 

1~: Merry Clwls~tmas 

Thank you Paul[! 

From: Pogge, Paul 

Sent: Friday, December 20, 20:1.3 12:4:1. plvl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: Merry Christmas 

Anson, Bill, Chris, and Tom, 

Just wanted to wish you all a Merry Christmas. I hope you have a great holiday with your families. See you soon, 

Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:56 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent-’ Friday, December 20, 2013 2:08 PM 
To,, Daluz, Anthony 
Cc-" Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwanOclemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 

Subject’-’ RE: 2014~2017 Acc 0pponen~s 
Tony, 

You’ve asked a lot ot: questions, and I’ll do my best to answer for the group. First, Lbe opponents listed for 2014-.2017 are opponents only. As my em~H stated, we 

wi~ now beg~n slotting these opponents ~nto a week-by-week schedule. The opponents came out first as some of you were trying to determine who to schedule 

out of conference and that depended on your ~n-conference opponents. 

You men~:~oned that th~s was a late release. If you wH~ recall during ~ast year"s commRtee mee~:mg, the group as~<ed for an extensh:m in determimng their 2014 arid 

beyond schedule because you wanLed more L~me to study the mode~s. At thaL time, ~ #~d~cated Lhat there wou~d be a de~ay in getting your schedules to you 

because Lbe mode~ couldn’t be approved by the SWAs, ADs and FARs until the October meedng. The re,ease of the schedule has been ~n Hne with what ~ told Lbe 

group when it asked for an extension. 

The group voted 13-~:[ during your August conference call to use a 2-2-t-2-2-1 format. While ~ m~ fine to change the format of the gm~es, the first t~me the group 

will have a chance to w)te on Lhat ~s at the January ~th at the at)t)ua~ f~H~e[:~t)~, If yOU choose to do that, ~[ does de~ay the schedule re,ease ~n which i’ve begun 
woddng on with our scheduler. 

Permanent partners was sometMng the group voted [o use because ~t ailowed you to have a quicker rotation o[: your opponents. Due to the rotation of out-of-pod 

opponents, it would have taken 7 years to p~aV all out-of-pod opponents an equal number of t~mes. By addh~g a permanent partner, k allows the opponents to 

rotate through in 4 years. Men’s soccer ~s not usk~g permanent partners. 

Yes~ R ~s an Ace pol~cv that champions may only be t~amed m dMsions-Atlantic and Coastal Whet] [:h~s was d~scussed, the intent was for there to be urdform~:y 

and cons~s~:ency ~n div~skms. ~f you would hke to cha]]ge this po~R:y, ~ suggest: that you bring the issue to your spor~: supervisor, SWA or AD ~or d~scuss~on at thek 

~lext meetblg. 

The men are a~so p]ay~ng a :].O-team tournament, but the dates of play have not been determined vet. East year, they discussed p]ay~ng Thursday-Sunday for the 

early rounds, and Friday-Sunday for semifinals and finals. They will solidify tMs (or change ~t) at their upcoming committee meeting in January. 

~f you haw? additional questions based on the informath:m t haw~ prov~ded~ pk~ase k~t me know. 

Thanks, 

Kris 
F~m= Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@~u.edu] 
Sent-’ Friday, December 20, 20~3 1:33 PM 
To= Pierce, Kris 
C¢= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Anson Dorrance (anson@uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adair@~.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); Grey Niller 

Subject: Re: 2014-2017 ACC Opponents 
Kris, 
A few issues, concerns, questions....with this recent release. 

IfI am reading this right? In 2014, ~Vake has fi~t 5 ACC games at Home, and last 5 ACC Games on the road. Is this a common theme for everyone? Or is this not 

the final schedule? Being on the road for the month of October (our most demanding academic month) doesnt seem at all fair. We did a four gmne away streak in 

2013, MD(BCiSYR)TND in October and our kids really suffered the effects. 

I think a lot of us are scrambling to assemble/complete our non-conference schedule due to this late release, is there interest in changing the format to 1-2-2-1-2-2 so 

that we can use Sep 18-19 to schedule a Real Non-Co~brence gmne? It is much easier to schedule a good non-contbrence game Sep 18-19 than in the middle of 

October. We need more flexibilty to tit in/schedule 9-10 non conIbrence gmnes. 

RPI Use to Determine Permanent Partmers? 

This leads to some geographic abnom~alities. Where we had sotne natural geographic travel paxtners, now its all over the place. Do we really need pern~anent paxtneB 

for fam~ess? If we can stagger PJ~I s~trength through the 4 crossover games on a schedule rotation dont we accotnplish the same thing. Did Men’s soccer have the same 

geographic issues with their permanent paxtners? 

RPI Pods 
Tell me again why we cant have Pod Champions? Is this an ACC policy? What is the rationale? What is the difference be~aveen a Pod Chmnpion and Division 

Champion? It seems we are always talking about giving the kids a Championship experience, competing for and winning a Pod/Division Championship is a pretty, good 

experience isnt it? Lets not let semantics take away from a legitimate accomplishment. If not, maybe Divisions are the way to go. The Men’s Side is using Divsions, so 

apparently they feel there is enough parity within each Division and Crossover games, to forego the RPI/Pod system. The Mens side is as tough as ours, 3 teams in the 

College Cup. 



ACC Tournament 

My biggest concern remains devoting tw’o tbll weekends to a l 0 team ACC Tournament. Why are we sacrificing two full weekends tbr a tournament that has little to no 

impact on NCAA seeding and tbrces late season travel thtigue and adverse academic impact. Correct me if I’m wrong but the Men are playing a 10 team tournament in 

Sun-Tue-Fri-Sun (1.5 weekends) but they are only playing 8 ACC Regular Season games. If they had to tit in 10 ACC Regular Season games, there is no way they 

would be playing a 10 team ACC Tournament. 

Now that we have experienced an expansion season once, we should have ~nore insight into the demm~ds of the new conference. We should have learned so~ne lessons 

this past fa~l. If we lock into this ovelall format for 4 yeaxs, we will back here next year trying to change it again. 

Lets meet as coaches down at the Sanford ECNL on Saturday after the games on site. We should at least discuss what we thought of this past season and how it 
impacts our positions on these issues now. 

Just my two cents, 

td 

On Thu, Dec 19, 2013 at 12:07 PM, Pierce, Kris <kpierce(i~theacc.org> wrote: 

Women’s Soccer Coaches 
Thank you for your patience as we have been worldng to create your future schedule opponents for 2014-2017. As a reminde~; the group voted to use two scheduling 

pods (determined by a 6-year RPI) and RPl-based permanent opponents to play 10 games. In short, each team will play 6 games against "in-pod" opponents, 3 

games against opponents from the other pod, mad 1 gm~e against a pern~anent opponent. For your reference, the following is attached: 

1. RPI-Based Pods and RPI-Based Permanent Opponents 

The chart reflecting the RPI data that was used to create the two pods is attached. Also, you will find the RPI-based permanent opponems listed on this attachment. 

2. Modified ItomeL~way for In-Pod Opponents 

When we created these pods, it fbrces each team to play 3 home games and 3 away games. Since the current home/away matchups were not a factor in 

detennining the pods, it means there will be repeat sites in 2014. The second attachment shows the old home/away in each pod, a~d the modified home/away 

so that all teams will have 3 home/3 away. 

3. 2014-2017 Opponents 

The final chart shows your home and away opponents over the next four years. As a remindel: each team will play’ evei7 other co~fference team at least mice in the 

four years (once home and once away-). It will not necessarily be in consecutive years, but rather over the length of the 4-year rotation. 

We have now begun work on fitting these opponems into a week-by-week schedule. As a reminder, the group voted to use a 6-week schedule, with m-o games being 
played in weeks 1,2, 4 m~d 5. One game will be played in weeks 3 and 6. 

If you have any questions, please let me know. Best wishes for a safe and happy holiday sea~n. 

Thank~ 

Kfis 

Senior Associ@~e Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336 369.4652 ~ C 

kp~erce@theacc.or~ 

[ ~:~: ACC 2013-14 ESignature July1 (2) 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest UniversiF Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

removed by 
sender. 

www.wakeforestsports.com 

w~v.wakefore st~irlssoccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From; 

Sent-" Friday, 2:17 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach, 
When a New Year is approaching, one looks ahead to upcoming events. We wanted to update you on news concerning the 

where with the qualified for the next round. The games will take place from will be playing 

The games for the        team will be taking place on                          I will update you once the exact place has been determined. 
Perhaps you might have a chance to come and watch. 
Thank you for your continued interest in       In the meantime, she has registered with the NCAA Eligibility Center, and is working hard both athletically as well as 
academically, so that she has a chance of coming to the States as a student-athlete. 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

~ BE ~E~ED B~ ~H~ ~NDID~E~P~I~EE 

As part of the University’s comprehensive security efforts and to ensure a safer environment for our students, staff and visitors, 
University policy requires that a background check be conducted for all staff and faculty, unpaid volunteers, interns, visiting scholars and 
any other individuals engaged by campus departments in programs that serve or involve contact with minors. 

Background checks related to the protection of minors served by University programs must be accomplished at least annually for those 

University staff, faculty, or volunteers who have ongoing involvement in such programs regardless of any previous background checks 

that may have been conducted. 

NOTE: Your social security number is required for the background check consistent with University policy. If you choose not to disclose 
your social security number, you will not be considered for employment. 

LEGAL NAME - FIRST MIDDLE MAIDEN LAST 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER (SSN) DATE OF BIRTH SEX RACE 

{ FORIVlTEXT } { FORMITEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

INTERNATIONAL APPLICANTS - Check here if you do not have a Social Security Number: { FORMCHECKBOX } 

CURRENT ADDRESS (street, city, state, zip): { FORMTEXT } 

PERMIANENT ADDRESS (if different from current address) 
If address is not in the U.S. address, include country): { FORMTEXT } 

PRIMARY PHONE NUMBER (XXX-XXX-XXXX) ({ FORMTEXT } 

>. Please list all names by which you have been known, along with the dates each name was used (if more space is needed 

~ 
attach additional pages): 

u~ NAME DATES (FROM/TO) NAME DATES (FROM/TO) 
-r 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

~ 
{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

z 
{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

>- if you have lived or worked outside of North Carolina, please list all of those locations within the United States and the dates 

~ 
you lived or worked there since the age of 18 (if more space is needed attach additional pages): 

u~ DATES (FROM/TO) CITY COUNTY STATE 

u) { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

~ { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

~ 
{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

~ ~, Please indicate your highest level of education completed (or degree in progress if you are a Post Doc candidate with 

~ ~ 
all but dissertation): 

~: ,,z, 
DATES MM/YY SCHOOL NAME, CITY AND STATE MAJOR FIELD OF STUDY DEGREE TYPE 

~ ~ { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 
~ { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

-- Please indicate the professional licensure and/or certifications that you possess: 
z~ ~: 

LICENSE NUMBER ISSUING AUTHORITY DATE ISSUED EXPIRATION DATE 

~ z~ { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 
,,=,,, 

O { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

o. { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

Continued on next page 

Rev (12/10/2013) UNC-Chapel Hill - Equal Opportunity Employer Page { PAGE } of { NUMPAGES } 



The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

~Q BE ~OMPLETED BY THE ~ANDID~EtAPPOIN~EE 

FIRST MIDDLE MAIDEN 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

LAST 

{ FORMTEXT } 

NORTH CAROLINA 
DRIVERS LICENSE # { FORMTEXT } EXPIRATION DATE { FORMTEXT } 

I have held an out-of-State driver’s license that has been valid within the last 12 months. If the 
answer is yes, provide the information below. 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
YES 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
NO 

OUT OF STATE 
DRIVERS LICENSE # 

{ FORMTEXT } ISSUING STATE { FORMTEXT } 

{ 
FORMCHECKBOX 

} Yes { 

FORMCHECKBOX 

}No 

Have you ever been convicted of a minor driving infraction? If yes, list below the county, state, and 

date of the conviction and crime/offense for which you were convicted. Note: State law allows the 

applicant to not refer to any arrest, charge, or conviction that has been expunged. If more space is 

needed attach additional pages. 

DATE LOCATION (county and state) TRAFFIC VIOLATION 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

FORMCH FORM 

ECKBOX CHEC 

Yes KBOX 

} No 

Have you ever been convicted of an unlawful offense other than a minor driving infraction? If yes, list 
below the county, state, and date of the conviction and crime/offense for which you were convicted. 
Note: State law allows the applicant to not refer to any arrest, charge, or conviction that has been 
expunged. If more space is needed attach additional pages. 

DATE LOCATION (county and state) CRIME/OFFENSE 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

~ BE ~OMPLETED B~ THE ~ANDIDA~E1APPQiN~EE 

DISCLOSURE REGARDING BACKGROUND INVESTIGATION 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill may obtain information about you for employment purposes from a third party 
consumer reporting agency. Thus, you may be the subject of a "consumer report" and!or an "investigative consumer report" which 
may include information about your character, general reputation, personal characteristics, and/or mode of living and which can 
involve personal interviews with sources such as your neighbors, friends, or associates. These reports may contain information 
regarding your credit history, criminal history, social security verification, motor vehicle records ("driving records"), verification of 
your education or employment history, or other background checks. You have the right, upon written request made within a 
reasonable time after receipt of this notice, to request disclosure of the nature and scope of any investigative consumer report. 
Please be advised that the nature and scope of the most common form of investigative consumer report obtained with regard to 
applicants for employment is an investigation into your education and!or employment history conducted by Castle Branch, Inc., 
1845 Sir Tyler Drive, Wilmington, NC 28405, 888-723-4263, or another outside organization. The scope of this notice and 
authorization is all=encompassing, however, allowing the University to obtain from any outside organization all manner of 
consumer reports and investigative consumer reports now and throughout the course of your employment to the extent permitted 
by law. As a result, you should carefully consider whether to exercise your right to request disclosure of the nature and scope of 
any investigative consumer report. 

New York and Maine applicants or employees only: You have the right to inspect and receive a copy of any investigative 
consumer report requested by the Company by contacting the consumer reporting agency identified above directly. You may also 
contact the Company to request the name, address, and telephone number of the nearest unit of the consumer reporting agency 
designated to handle inquiries, which the Company shall provide within 5 days. 

New York applicants or employees only: Upon request, you will be informed whether or not a consumer report was requested by 
the Company, and if such report was requested, informed of the name and address of the consumer reporting agency that 
furnished the report. By signing below, you also acknowledge receipt of Article 23-A of the New York Correction Law. 

Oregon applicants or employees only: Information describing your rights under federal and Oregon law regarding consumer 
identity theft protection, the storage and disposal of your credit information, and remedies available to you should you suspect or 
find that the Company has not maintained secured records is available to you upon request. 

Washin.qton State applicants or employees only: You also have the right to request from the consumer reporting agency a written 
summary of your rights and remedies under the Washington Fair Credit Reporting Act. 

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT AND AUTHORIZATION 

I hereby certify that all information I have provided on this Authorization is true and complete to the best of my knowledge and 
belief. I understand that my Authorization indicates my consent to the University to verify any information contained in this 
Authorization, by obtaining a consumer report for employment purposes from a Consumer Reporting Agency. I understand 
that by admitting to a conviction for any unlawful offense, I will not be automatically disqualified from consideration for 
employment, unpaid appointment or for other opportunities where I might have contact with minors. I understand that false or 
misleading information or documentation, or an omission or failure to include all relevant information, may result in action up to 
and including not being employed, appointed, affiliated or terminated if hired, and/or criminal prosecution. I understand the 
University complies with State law and is required to terminate me if false or misleading information is given in order to meet 
the requirements for the position for which I am hired. 

Candidate/Appointee Signature Date 
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The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

AUTHORIZATION FOR BACKGROUND CHECK 

FOR INTERNA~ CAMPUS ~PA~TMEN~ ~S~ ~ 

FORM SUBMISSION: 
¯ For SPA Permanent employees, Unpaid Volunteers, Interns, and Visiting Scholars - Send this form to your Employment 

Consultant in the Office of Human Resources. 
¯ For Faculty - Send this form to your Dean’s Office. 
¯ For EPA Non-Faculty, SPA/EPA Temps and all other persons - Send this form to: 

Background Unit/Office of Human Resources, CB#1045 

Phone: 919-962-9768 or 919-843-4413 
Fax: 919-962-4279 

ALL F~ELBS BELOW ARE REQU~REB ANB MUST BE COMPLETEBo ~NCOMPLETE FORMS W~LL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 

FIRST MIDDLE LAST SSN (Last 4 Digits Only) 

{ FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } xxx-xx- { FORMTEXT } 

MOTOR VEHICLE HISTORY 
Indicate if driving a motor vehicle (State-owned or personal/other) is required to perform assigned 
duties. *If yes, you must submit a legible copy of the candidate’s driver’s license with this form. 

Please indicate type of vehicle that will be driven (choose all that apply): 

CREDENTIALS VERIFICATION 
Please indicate if the position requires verification of education/professional licensure. 

FOREIGN DEGREE VERIFICATION 
Indicate if the candidate possesses a foreign degree. If yes, the hiring department is responsible 
for completing degree verification and sending a copy to the Background Check unit within 
90 days of hire. 

POSITION/APPOINTMENT TYPE 

(please indicate all that apply): 

POSITION/APPOINTMENT TITLE: 

POS# (if applicable): 

DEPT. HR REPRESENTATIVE NAME: 

HR REPRESENTATIVE CONTACT #: 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
FACULTY 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
EPA NON-FACULTY 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
EPA TEMP 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
SPA PERMANENT 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
SPA TEMP 

{ FORMCHECKBOX 
UNC STUDENT 

(IF REQ’D) 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } YES* 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } NO 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
STATE-OWNED 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
PERSONAL/OTHER 
DEGREE { 
FORMCHECKBOX } YES 
FORMCHECKBOX } NO 
LICENSE{ 
FORMCHECKBOX } YES 
FORMCHECKBOX } NO 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } YES 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } NO 

FORMCHECKBOX } POST DOC 
CONTACT WITH MINORS 

FORMCHECKBOX } POST UOC (AaU) 
CDC SELECT AGENT 

FORMCHECKBOX } VOLUNTEER 
ANNUAL RE-CHECK (IF REQ’B) 

FORMCHECKBOX } INTERN 
CREDENTIALS CHECK ONLY 

FORMCHECKBOX } VISITING SCHOLAR 
DRIVING CHECK ONLY 

{FORMCHECKBOX 

{FORMCHECKBOX 

{FORMCHECKBOX 

{FORMCHECKBOX 

{FORMCHECKBOX 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } OTHER 
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DEPARTMENT NAME: 

DEPARTMENT #: 

CAMPUS BOX #: 

ACCOUNT # FOR FEES: 

OHR EMPLOYMENT CONSULTANT: 

The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Office of Human Resources 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } NOT CLEAR 

DATE RECEIVED: 

DATE RETURNED: 

{ FORMTEXT } 

{ FORMTEXT } 

PID # { FORMTEXT } 
REVIEW REQ’D: 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } 
Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } 
No 

FINAL RESULTS: { FORMCHECKBOX } CLEAR 

CRIMINAL CONVICTIONS 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No { 
FORMCHECKBOX } Possible Match 
Reported on Background Authorization? 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

CHECKS COMPLETED: 

{ { { 
FO FO FO 
RM RM RM 
CH ............. CH .............. CH___ 
Ec~UU~I ~A~M EC~A~IL~ B~A~M EC ~u~ 
KB KB KB 
OX OX OX 

} } 

FO FO                    FO 
RM RM RM 
CH 

DLCHECK 
CH OUT OFSTATE DL CH EPLS/OIG 

EC NC EC EC 
KB KB KB 
OX OX OX 

} } } 
{ FORMCHECKBOX} { FORMCHECKBOX} SEX 
NO CS RESULTS OFFENDER 
AMOUNT DUE: INITIALS: FILE #: 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Charge made to the listed account 
FORMCHECKBOX } No    { FORMCHECKBOX } Yes 

VALID DRIVER’S LICENSE 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 
DRIVING CONVICTIONS 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 

FORMCHECKBOX } Possible Match 
Reported on Background Authorization? 

{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
FORMCHECKBOX } No 

DEGREE VERIFIED LICENSE(S) VERIFIED 

{ FORMCHECKBOX} No 
{ FORMCHECKBOX } Yes { 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 2:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @g.coppellisd.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

This is of the 

showcase. While you ~xe in 

I play center back and I am     My team is going to be traveling to              for the 

I would love for yon to come to our games. Here is our list of scheduled games in       hope to see you there. 

Thanks, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 2:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: 

From: ~comcast.net~ 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" ~<tucax@unc.edu~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, 

Here is our                We are playing in the games in 

Hope to see you there! 

From: @comcast.net] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:49 PM 

To: ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’; ’ducar@uncaa.unc.edu’ 

Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, 

I know you have       at 2:00pm on Saturday, but just in case someone from UNC is making the trip to here is our schedule. Talk to you soon. 

From: ~comcast.net] 
Sent: Friday, 9:17 AM 
To: ’ducar@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Subject: Got Named to the 

Hi ~oach Ducar, 
Yesterday I was named to the Team! (see below) 
Also, I have attached my most updated player profile. To contact me, my speed coach’s contact info is on there. 
I look forward to speaking soon. 



From: @comcast. net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:21 PM 

Subject: RE: 
Hi Coach Ducar. 
I am headed to    and wanted to give you some more information on our team’s schedule. We play aJl of our games at 10:30am on either field 5, 6, 7, or 8. We 

won’t know who we are playing, or the exact field, until the "draw-" the day before. 

I hope you can make it! 

Feel fi-ee to contact my private speed and agility coach who is ve~ reachable: 

From: @comcast. net] 
Sent: Tuesday, : 7:41 PM 
To: _d___u__c__a__r_L~__u___n__c_:__e__d___u_ 
Subject: RE: 
Hi Coach Ducar. 

We are one of the eight "teams who are advancing to the 

During the playotl?s our det~nse allowed only 1 goal over the cour~ of 3 games. 

I’ll let you know our schedule as soon as it comes out. I hope you can make it! 

Feel fi-ee to contact my private speed and agility coach who is ve~ reachable: 

next month! 

From: @corncast.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 4:47 PM 
To: ducar(.Ounc.edu 
Subject: RE: 
Hi Coach Dacar, 

I j ust got my second semester grades back, and wanted to keep you updated! My grades, along with my updated profile, are attached. 

I hope to see you in         tbr the                 ; next week. I will let you kmow our team’s schedule as soon as it comes out. 

Feel free to contact my private speed m~d agility coach who is veU reachable: 



From: ,~@corncast. net] 
Sent: Saturday, 12:40 PM 
To: ducar(i~unc.edu 
Subject: 

Coach Ducar, 

I wanted to let you know that will be hosting a 

Below is my temn’s schedule for the upcoming showcasc: 

this year (at our home fields: 

Hopefully you cm~ make it. I will call you after to hear your thoughts. 

FYI, tny private speed aJad agili~ coach has offered to act as a contact. If you have any queffdons, feel free to contact him. He is very reachable: 

Also, I’ve attached my updated player profile. 

From: (~comcast. net] 
Sent: Tuesday, :LO: 53 AM 

To: ducar@unc.edu 
Subject: RE: 

Hi Coach Ducar, 

I just got my first semester grades back and waJated to keep you updated! My grades, along with my profile, are attached. 

’I]aa_nks, 

From: @comcast. net] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:02 PM 

Subject: 

Coach Ducar, 

I wanted to keep you updated, and let you know dmt I will be playing in the showcase over winter break. The following is my team’s schedule: 

Hopefully you cma make it, mid I will call you after to hear your thoughts’. I’ve also attached my player profile. 

From: @comcast. net] 
Sent: Sunday, :tO:4:t PM 
To: ’ducar@unc.edu’ 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Ducar, 
My name is I play, for the 
I am            , fast, quick, strong and smart with solid ball skills. I am very interested in playing soccer for the University of North Carolina. 
Attached is my player profile. 
I am hoping you might be able to watch me play at the upcoming Our schedule is as follows: 

My goal is to attend a university where I can play soccer at the highest level, make a big impact on the success of the team and get the highest level 
education possible. 
I have earned all of my life and, although I haven’t taken the ACT yet, I test in the top nationally in standardized testing across all subjects. 
I particularly enjoy and would like to pursue a degree in I have heard great things about the program at the University of 
North Carolina, and am thinking it would be a great fit for my academic goals. 
I hope you can make it to our sidelines! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 2:55 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Interested Soccer Player 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Interested Soccer Player 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar. Chris" ~ducar@unc.edtr~,"Sm~der. Thomas J" 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Anson Dorrance, 
My name is and I am cunently a I am writing to learn more about the academics a~d soccer program at UNC Chapel Hill 
University-. I am on the in the area in Nort]~ Carolina and have been playing as a 

I know NCAA recruiting roles prohibit you from contacting me directly bnt please feel fiee to contact my club Coach                         :;;e:~hhi-~k ne~ and 

to learn more about my abilities on the field. I also play high school soccer. Yon may 

contact my high school Coach as well. Her name in             she may be reached at                   I have been blessed ruth two wonderful soccer 
coaches. I roll send you a coW of the high school schedule sometime in or as soon as ~rs postecl. I also have tournament coming up. My club team roll be 

competing in the which will taJ~e place on I will send all schedules when tx~sted. 
ttere is a link of my club temn s~ta~ding: 

We also have training every Monday 5:30-7:00 p.m. and 7:15-9:00 pro. on Wednesdays at 

I look fo~-vvard to hearing back from you soon a~d learning more about your program and school. 
Thank you for your time, 

GO Heels". 

Please t}el free to drop by an~ime. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 3:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @gmml.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance: 

My nmne is              I am cunently a High School         mad am u, riling to you m~d your staff because Universi~ of North Carolina is one of my top 

collegiate choices due to its academic reputation m~d soccer program. I’m hoping that at least one member of your coaching staff’will be in attendance at the upcoming 

I play tbr the                      which is currently ranked               m~d              I attend 

where I just earned my 1 st varsity letter. I currently have a GPA. I am a           When I play with 

unitbrm (the t?ont of the uniform jersey reads 

located in 

I wear the 

My game ,schedule at the is asfollows: 

is located at and 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, December 21,2013 3:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Exca2libur schedules 

Excalibur.Schedule.2013.Quest.Bracket.211463.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ExcaJibur ~hedules 

From: excalibursocal@aol.com 

CC: 

Attached is the championship bracket for Excalibur December 26-28. There may be a few tweaks, but hopefully not many. (One likely tweak will be a flip-flop of game times 
as between games 14 and 15 to accommodate travel from Northern Cal.) I will forward any and all changes via email. 

We will send out the consolation brackets in a separate email. 

We look forward to having you join us next week! 

Rex Reeves 
Excalibur Director 



Chaminade 

Game 

Trabuco Hills 

Yorba Linda 

Game 2 
I2125~I 3 

Long Beach Wilson 

Los A~amitos 

Field C 

Game 3 8:09 a~Tt 

Tesoro 

Notre Dame 

12~2@1 ~ 

San C~emente 

Cathedral Catho~ic 

Game 5 9:30 
12~2@I 

Orange Lutheran 

Long Beach Poly 

Game 6 9:30 a~~~ 

lolani 

Buena 

Game 7 

Canyon (A) 

Coronado 

Game 8 9:30 a}’~ 

Santa Margarita 

Loser moves to 
[qeMin Bracket 

Game 18 12"~0 ~3m 

Fiek~ A 

Game 19 2:00 ~RI 
12~2&~13 

Game 26 

12~27/13 

Fie~d B 

Game 20 2:00 
1 £126/13 

Loser moves to 
Guinevere Bracket 

Loser moves to 
Sir Lancelot Bracket 

Game 29 

1 £12&~13 

CHAMPIONS 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

Field A 

3rd Place Game 

1:15 

Game 30 

2:00 ~Rq Game 27 

12~27~13 

£’~00 ~"~ Game 28 
2127113 

Loser moves to 
Sir Lancelot Bracket 

11:00 am Game21 

Game 22 

9:30 a[~l Game 24 

£127/13 

Loser moves to 
Guinevere Bracket 

Foothill 

Fi÷ld A 

II :00 a}’~ Game 9 

12~2@13 

Canyon (CC) 

Mater 

a~ Game 10 

2~25~13 

Redondo Union 

Los Osos 

Fiel~ B 

3:30 pR’~ Game 11 

12~26~13 

Xavier 

Santa Ynez 

Fiel~ D 
l~:OO am Game 12 

Westview 

Mission Viejo 

Field A 

3;30 ~’~ Game 13 
12~26~13 

Liberty 

Edison 

~:30 }3~-~ Game 14 
12~26~13 

Temecula Valley 

Heritage 

Fiel~ C 

I1:00 a~-/"~ Game 15 

12~26~13 

Esperanza 

Stockda~e 

Game 16 

Capo Valley 

Loser moves to 
~erlin Bracket 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,                3:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:    ~me.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@em~Sd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am vmy interested in the soccer progrmn at UNC and would love the opportunity to have you see me play. My team the 

will be playing in the                      event begirming on                              This is the team that won the 

laser year and depending on our results in this event, we may be able to attempt it again. I play a couple different positions- 

my uNform is . IVly game times and fields are i           at 12:30pm on ESPN field             at 11:30am on ESPN 

ESPN field I hope you have can make it and have a Merit Christmas! 

Thanks again, 

Temn and I 

- and 
at 8:30am on 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 3:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: UNC Women’s Soccer 

Who is this kid again’? 

Se~tt.~"om my Verizort tlqreIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Sent frotn my iPad 

Begin forwa:rded ~nessage: 

From: ~gmail.com> 

Date: at 4:28:37 PM EST 

To: "Ducar, Chris" <ducaff~unc.edu~ 
Subject: Re: UNC Women’s Soccer 

Dear Coach Ducat, 

I’m not sure if you received my last email, this is             I wanted to thank you tbr your interest and let you know I’ll probably be making a decision 
soon. If you could email me your contact info that would be great. 

Looking forward to speaking with you in the nero future. 

Sincerely, 

(cell) 
@gmail.com 

On Thu, at 10:28 PM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Ducar, 

This is             Thanks for reaching out to me. I am not committed yet. I wo[dd like to maybe speak with you by phone tomorrow, Friday in the 
afternoon if you are available. 

Please give me the bes~t way to reach you. 

Sincerely, 

On Wed, at 2:15 PM, Ducar, Chris <ducar(a)unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson and I saw you play in Raleigh last weekend and we thought you were excellent. Just checking to see if you had committed to a college and if 

nok would you be interested in leavening a bit about the soccer program and academics at UNC Chapel Hill? 

Sincerely~ 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, December 21,2013 3:04 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Good afternoon 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Good afternoon 

From: Ray Alley <ray@southem~ccersceue.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Wanted to touch base regarding your subscription to Southern Soccer Scene 
which expires in January. We hope that you will take this opportunity to 
renew-. You may go to our website www.southernsoccerscene.com and renew with 
MasterCard, VISA or ~vnerican Express 

Do it now and we will mail a $25 gift card to you from Soccer.Corn 
(Eurosport) which can be used for a purchase from soccer com. It is good 
through JanuaW 15, 2014, so don’t delay your renewal 

If you renew- right a~vay we will send a free $25 gilt card to you from 
Soccer corn (Eurosport) This card is good on an?’ purchase before Jan 15, 
2014, so don’t delay. 

We value you as a regular reader of Southern Soccer Scene and 1 look tbrward 
to receiving your subscription renewal. We have continued to send Southern 
Soccer Scene to you as a COultesy, but you are no longer on our active list. 

Best wishes for the holidays and Happy Ne~v Year 

Ray Alley, Publisher 
Southern Soccer Scene 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LFNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,                  3:48 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Thank you ,_ Good luck!! 

From: 

Sent: Friday, 8:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Hey Anson, 

Here is the link for the information on the recommendation letter for the 

for me, I really appreciate it! Let me know if you have any questions. 

Thank you so much for agreeing to write one of my letters 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 4:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: UNC Women’s Soccer 

Wh~t year? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Saturday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UNC Women’s Soccer 

The        girl we saw at 

3:03 PM 

On at 3:02 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son(~email.nnc.edtv~ wrote: 

Who is this kid again? 

Sen~ fi~om my Verizo~ ~,Fire/e~s 4G ~ 7~2 DRO1D 

"Duca¢. Chris" <ducar(~)unc~edu> wrote: 

Sent from my iPad 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~,%gmail~com> 
Date: at 4:28:37 PM EST 
To: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar(/~unc.edtv~ 
Subject: Re: UNC Women’s Soccer 

Dear Coach Ducar, 
I’m not sure if you received my last etnail, this is i I wanted to thank you for your interest and let you know I’ll probably be 

malting a decision soon. If you could email me your contact info that would be great. 

Looking forward to speaking ruth you in the near future. 
Sincerely, 

(cell) 
~gmail.com 

On Thu, at 10:28 PM, (~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Ducar, 
This is Thanks for reaching out to me. I mn not committed yet. I would like to maybe speak with you by phone tomorrow, 

Friday in the aAemoon if you are available. 

Please give me the besnt way to reach you. 

Sincerely, 

On Wed, at 2:15 PM, Ducar, Chris <dncar(~unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson mad I saw you play in Raleigh last weekend and we thought you were excellent. Just checking to ~e if you had committed to a 

college and if not, would you be interested in learning a bit about the soccer program and academics at I, INC Chapel ttill? 
Sincerely, 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 4:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 3:37 PN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" Re: 
I’m guest playing at                  as well. With I hope you can see me play. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:13 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, 4:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A iV 
Subject: 
Hi Coach, 
My name is and I am very interested in playing for your program. I am a 

as well as for in 

as well as the 

In the recent years, we have had many great accomplishinents: 

My team plays in the i 

and roll graduate in I play outside 

i and the 

In the near future we will be playing in 

We roll be playing in      this week and I really hope you and your staff’can find time to come watch my team play. Our schedule for this week is below: 

Thank you for your time and I hope to see you later this week’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:16 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @vedzon. net @vedzon. net] 
Sent: Saturday, 6:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; @verizon.net 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance: 

Our names are We’re and teammates on the We’re and two-year 

starters at and are beginning the college search process. We are interested in attending the University of North 

Carolina and adding to your soccer program. We believe that UNC is a good fit for us for academics and athletics and have attached our player profiles for your 

review. 

Our club team, will be playing in the and we wanted to send you our schedule for the tournament. We would very much 

like for you to watch us play. Our jersey numbers are             and            . Our positions are:                                        and 

As of right now, here is our schedule for the tournament: 

If there are any changes to the schedule, we’ll email you with any updates. Our attached profiles also include a list of upcoming tournaments. 

We hope you will consider us in your recruiting class. Thank you for your time and we hope to see you in 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:17 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

profile.docx 

From-" 

Sent: Saturday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

6:53 PM 

@yahoo.corn] 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am a at the 

play on the , with jersey We receutly won the 

fi:om i 

aud I am highly interested iu playiug soccer at the Universi~ of North Caxolina. I 

and so we will be playing in the top bracket at the 

I have attached my athlete profile including my unweighted GPA of     as of last year. I didn’t lgr- out for     last year. 
recovered. Since I am a          I haven’t taken the ACT or the SAT, but as soon as I do I will email you the results. 

have fully 

I play any position, but my strength is I consider myselfa leader on every team I play. This is the link tbr our schedule: 

I hope you axe able to cotne and watch me play. While I know you cm~’t reply, I look forward to keeping in touch. 

GO TAR HEELS ! 

Thank you, 

Cell: 

~;yahoo.com 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,                  10:22 AM 

1.co.nz>; Intl - KB - [INC AC - Bill PaJladino -      @aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc.edu> 

@gmail.co~n>; TONY YOUNT ~gmail.com) 

RE: 

We witl always support 

accordingly. 

,’M[ the best[[ 

From: ,co.nz] 
Sent: Sunday, 4:50 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; fntl - KB - UNC AC - Bill Palladino -     @sol,corn; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: 

We would like to take the opportunity to update you on the deta~s of the NZ FootbN~ Ferns first two tours, in 

CMna on and would return back to North Carolina arfivh~g on 

~ates of Selection for this tour wi~ be advised to the players on 

We are ph~nt)~f)~ b:?r [o tra~ze~ to Cyprus ot~ returning to North Carolina on 

Seh?ctkm for th~s tour will be advised ~:o ~:he players on 

Obviously this b subject to selection. 

As always we aooredate your support and send you best w~shes for the holiday season. 

Kind Regards, 

CLAIRE HAMILTOH ~ ~:~::~=~::~=~ {~,::.L L ~:~::~:d~:; ~ ~::.,~:~V~ :%:d b’~/::=~::R I HZ FOOTBALL ] 

www.nzfootbalLcomz ~ ~,~w.~,4tterx:orn/HZ Football ~ ~,w.facebook.com/foot:baUferns 

national tearn opportunities and I appreciate the notice. I will copy her academic advisor on this so he can help plan 

We expect to travel Lo 

We are playing in a 4-Nations Tournament with match 

We an? playing in th*:_~ Cyprus (X~p with match dates 

This email has been scrubbed for your protection by SMX, For more information visit smxemail,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3:22:24 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: @comcast.net @comcast.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 5:20 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Anson, Ducar, Palladino, 
I hope you may be visiting and can watch me play in I graduate in and play for 

I am very interested in playing soccer for North Carolina and hope to meet you one day. 

Sincerely, 

Hi hli htCli s: 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:38 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, " 3:18 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Recruiting - 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 3:3:~ PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢; Palladino, George W 
Subject; Recruiting - 

Coach Dorrance, 

In brief lam a that plays I have 

I am interested in attending University of North 

team in My club coach’s 

My name is and I am a at 

and experience. I have also attended Training Camps and currentlyny GPA is a 

Carolina because of your program as well as your soccer program. Currently, I play for 

name is and our Our team will be playing in the 

venue and game times listed below. We will also be competing at and at the event 

held at I will forward venues and game times for those events as they become available. In addition, we will be 

competing in regional league games in the Northeast come spring. I have provided links to my player profile, listing academic and player accomplishments, 

and my team page which includes our ECNL schedule and coaches contact information. 

Thank you for your interest in me as a student athlete. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3:40:30 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: @gmail.com] 

Sent: Sunday, 3:34 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

This is from team. I hope all is going well. I just wanted to remind you about our 

showcase on I also mailed you a package last month with my resume and transcript. I 

hope you received the package. I have attached another copy of my resume and transcript. 

I know you cannot contact me as I am a but if you have any further questions, please contact 

Thank you very much and I hope to see you at one or more of my games. Happy Holidays! 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 23,2013 11:46 AM 

Norton, Molly <mbnork~n@unc.edu>; Ga]lo, Jr., Lazry A. ~athgallo@unc.edu> 

Sueett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>; Vangelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: End of Season Meeting 

Yes!! 

From: Norton, Molly 
Sent: Monday, December 23, 2013 9:17 AM 

To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(:c: Streett, Shelly; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: End of Season Meeting 

All, 

Would Tuesday, January 7 at 3:00pro work for your schedules? The m~:,etit~g will take place it~ Bubba’s office. 

Thanks, 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent: Saturday, December 21, 2013 7:01 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Norton, Molly 
~:¢: Streett, Shelly; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: End of Season Meeting 
Molly ~ 

As you ~mow, Friday, Jmauary 10th I shall be out of the office fl~e entire day at a~a ACC Meeting! So it looks like the aJ’ternoon of Jm~uary 7tt~ ?? 

’][:hanks and a good weekend to all’. 
Larry 

Executive Associate Director of Athletics 

l f~five~sity of North C.aro~ina at (;haw[ t 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 2013 4:37 PM 
To: Norton, Molly 
~¢: Streett, Shelly; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 
Subject: RE: End of Season Meeting 

Molly, 

With the ex(:eptio~ o~ ~:he 9th the week of the (~h through the lOLh will cer~:ai~ly work for me. R~ght now Tuesday aRernoot~ or Fdday m(~rrdng or afternoot~ will 

work best. 

E~m: No,on, Molly 
Sent: Friday, December 20, 20~3 12:37 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C~: Street, Shelly; GaHo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangelder, Marielle A 
S~bje~t: End of Season Meeting 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
th Bubba would like to have an end of season meeting with you, Larry, and MadeHe sometime during the week of January 6th or the weekofJanuary 13 , ff 

3ossible. Please let me know of your availability to meet during one of those weeks. 

Thanks, 

Molly 

Molly Norton 

Executive Assistant to 

Athletic Director Bubba Cunningham 

The University of North Carolina 

P.O. Box 2126 

Campus Box 8500 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919-962-8200 (phone) 

919-962-7490 (fax) 

._m_._b_..n_ .o_ r_ .t_ _o_ .n_ _ @_ .u_ n__c_:_e_.d__~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, December 27, 2013 11:36 AM 

Frank and Hetty Barthel @msn.com> 

Subject: RE: UNC Womens Soccer Teams 

You are very kind. I will be copying my entire roster on this. Thank you for your’ support[! 

Frem: Frank and He~ Ba~hel [mail~: k@msn.com] 
Sent; Monday, December 23, 2053 4:38 P~ 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: UNC Womens Soccer Teams 
Dear Coach Dorrance. 
A happy holiday to you, your family, your team and your coaches. 

It has been a joy to watch your soccer teams since my wife and I moved 
to DC in the mid nineties. It was by pure accident that I first witness an 
outstanding team play a game I had never watched before. Hetty and 
I had gone over to College Park, passed a playing field where I saw Carolina 
Blue and wonder who is playing. We stopped and I have stopped many times 
over the years to watch your teams. We leave Juneau every year in the fall 
and I always check your schedule to see how many games I can go to. I also 
had the chance to see your 2012 win a national championship in San Diego. 
There have been moments when this old guy sheds a tear of joy for your teams. 

want to thank you and all the players I have sense watched play soccer. 

Frank Barthel 
Class of’68 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, December 27, 2013 1:37 PM 

Palladino, George W <bpalladino@unc.edtr> 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

StreeK Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE:         -Yeagley Awaa:d 

yes 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Palladino, George W 
Sent: Friday, December 27, 2013 9:45 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, ’]2aomas J 
Subject: b~V:          -Yeagley Award 

Was this taken care 

(This is Shell?’ creeping in Dino’s email) 

-SS 

From: George Pelry [George@soccerindiana.org] 
Sent: Friday, Decernber 13, 2013 1:47 PM 
To: Palladino, George W; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: IwVV:          -Yeagley Award 

Bill and Anson, 
I am not sme the email I sent below went through and I have found some difl;erent email addresses. 
If you could, please let me know as soon as possible as we need to secure SOlne reservations. 
Please let me know where and when to call. 
Thank you. 
George 

George Pelry III 
Conmfissioner, h~diana Soccer League 
NSCAA Vice President for Education 
Phone: 317.829.0560 Ext. 108 
Cell: 
Fax: 317-829-0555 
Email: George@soccerindiana.org 
Elnail: gpet~y@nscaa.com 
Website: www.soccerindiana.org 

COb,TIDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This email message and an?’ accompawing data or flies is confidential and may contain privileged information intended only for the named recipient(s). If you are not the intended recipient 
(s), you are hereby notified that the dissemination, distribution, and or copying of this message is strictly prohibited. 
If you receive this message in error, or are not the named recipient(s), please notify the sender at the email address above, delete this email from your computer, and destroy any copies in 
any fbrm urm~ediately. 
Receipt by anyone other than the named recipient(s) is not a waiver of any attorney-client, work product, or other applicable privilege 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: George PenT 
Sent: Wednesday, November 27, 2013 2:48 PM 
Tc ~aol.com 
Subject: - - -Yeagley A~vard 

First, congratulations on the NCAA mn this year I know it has been a couple of years since you nominated 
review all the nominations ea ch year       is at the top of the list for this year. 
I would like to get in touch with you about some questions and learn the best way to get in touch with 
earliest convenience 
Best of luck vs UCLA and I look ~br~w~rd to speaking *vith you 
George 

George Perry 
Cotmnissioner Indiana Soccer League 
NSCAA Vice President for Education 

(cell) 
George@soccerindi ana.org 
gperry@nscaa corn 

for the Yeagley Award, but with the award being for service over time, ~ve 

I am on a bit of a time crunch (my fault) and would appreciate your help at your 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:47 PM 

Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com>; Tow DiCicco <tow@soccerplus.org> 

Brittani Bartok ~msn.com>; Duca~; Chris <duca@unc.edu>; Bill Palladino @aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

RE: Merry Xtnas! ’.! 

Tony, 

Reeves will be the sleeper in this draft and .... Another sleeper.," 

at holding ._ 

From: ,1ason Sisneros [mailte. ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, ~::~3 PM 
To-" Tony DiCicco 

�::¢-" Dorrance, Albert A TV; Brittani Bartok; Ducar, Chris; Bill Palladino; Sander, Thomas .1 
Subject; Re: Nerp/Xmas!!! 

These am a few that come to mind right away... 

Guy~ plea~ add your thoughts and insighks: 

. she will not go high and she is a wonderful wrecking ball 

Urdversi~ of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(253) 365-0429 (c) 

On Fri, Dec 27, 2013 at 12:15 PM, Tony DiCicco <tony(i~soccerplus.ot,g> wrote: 

Hi Anson. Yes, I ann consulting tbr them and Chris Canetfi, President of fine 

Dynmnos and new team Houston DASH also wants to get     a. We have talked 

about it and are trying to move up our draft pick but, at this point, there 

are a lot of questions concerning expansion. To be it simply, the league to 

date is not doing Houston any thvors as thr as getting players. They are 

allowing too many players to be protected and unlike every other expansion 
situation do not get the top piclcs in the college drafL If you don’t mind, 

I roll share this email with Chris as he also wants ]    a in Houslon. 

I do have a favor to ask of you and your stafl~ Can you, Dine and Chris 

help me evaluate the draft eligible talent t?om the ACC? I need to know the 

best 2-3 players in the following positions: 

GK 

Center Backs 

Flank Defenders/Midfielders (indicate left sided) 

Holding Midfielders 

Attacking Midfielders 

Forwards 

Sor~’ to give you guys homework but am not as up to date with the college 

talent. Thanks and Happy New Year’. Tony 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson~;email.anc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, December 27, 2013 12:00 PM 

To: Tony DiCicco 

__-_0_@Ln__~_n_:__c_~_r_~; Ducar, Chris;     !_l_~2~?_l_:_c_’~!Ln_.; Jason Sisneros 
?_(_a2tg~!~_l_:_c_’£~__r~); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Merry Xmas!!! 



Tony~ 

Are going to coach Houston? And if not (I heard you might be consulting) 

who will you guys hire? wants to play there, how do we arrange 

that? 

..... Ofigin~l Message ..... 

From: Tony DiCicco [mMto:_t~2!~?.~R_c__c_’__e_!_p__!__u_~:~?!~] 

Sent: Tuesday, December 24, 2013 9:47 AM 

To: ’michelle akers’; ’Alice Birms’; ’April Heinrichs’; Dorrance, AlbertA 

IV; ’Brandi Chastain’; ’Anthony- DiCicco’; ’Drew DiCicco’; Dorrance, Albert A 

IV; ’Adrie~me Simmons’; ’CliffMcCrafia’ 
Subject: RE: Merry Xma~s! !! 

Now that is a happy picture. Cody must be a blast at this time of year. 

Enjoy. Merry Chfi s~una~s eve~one. Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, December 28, 2013 9:26 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Prospect Roster 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Prospect Roster 

From: Student-Athlete Showcase <coaches@sasprospects.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Below is the link to our soccer recruiting page, containing profile & video listings of our entire pool of soccer prospects. Feel free to review/contact 
any one of these players if you have interest recruiting them. We also encourage you to bookmark the link and check back regularly, as we’re always 

adding new prospects to the list (most recently enrolled players will show up in red at the top of the list) 

www,sasprospects,com/roster/womens-soccer 

Here are some basic instructions to aid in your recruiting efforts: 

View each prospect’s individual BIO and VIDEO by clicking the VIEW button next to their name. 

Sort prospects based on specific data by clicking the column name at the top of the page (i.e. Grad year, Position, State, etc). 

Name specific search criteria by selecting from any of the drop down filters at the top of the table. 

On behalf of the entire SAS Team, thank you for your loyal support and for your interest in our outstanding student-athletes. We value the 
opportunity to assist you and your program, and we look forward to working with you in the near future. 

Best of luck on the recruiting trail! 

Student-Athlete Showcase 
6210 E. Thomas Rd, Ste 209 
Scottsdale, AZ 85251 
(800) 919-0902 

Soccer Recruiting Page: www.sasprospects.com/roster/womens-soccer 

PLEASE DO NOT REPLY TO THIS EMAIL 

If you no longer wish to receive our ema~ls, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe 

Student-Athlete Showcase (SAS) 

6210 E. Thomas Rd., Suite 209 
Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

United States 

(800) 919-0902 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 7:20 AM 

Jason Sisneros @gmml.com> 

Fwd: Hapw New Year 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Happy New Year 

From: Strikezone Soccer <info@strikezonesoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" (anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 



::~ Strik ..... Balls 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to anson@unca&unc.edu by info@strikezonesoccer, com 

Update Prof:ile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 

Strikezone Soccer 1619 Pheasant Lane :: Southlake :: TX :: 76092 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, ,7:22 AM 

bill palladino @aol.com>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Summer Soccer Camp Info 

Dino, can you follow up’? 

Se~t.f!"om my Verizor~ tI%eIe,~s 4G L2’E L)?tOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Summer Soccer Camp Intb 

From:                       @yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 
My daughter can only attend two days of the summer soccer camp, and I was just wondering which days of your elite college bound 
athlete soccer camps are most important? I was also wondering if the total camp cost could be adjusted if she were unable to attend all 
of the camp days? 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 4:26 PM 

Fwd: Dorrance Confirmation 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Dorra~ce Confirmation 

From: "Swears. Chroming C." <Chmming.C.Swear@disney.com> 

To: "Ducar, Clms" <ducam@unc.e&l~ 

CC: "Ducam. Chris" ~ducar@unc.edu%Tabitha ttall <tabithahall@anthowtmvel.com>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son@email.unc.edu> 

Thanks Chris. What day can I set up golt~? 

Ch~ 

Sent fl~om my iPhone 

On Dec 29, 2013, at 2:58 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <dt~car(~tmc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks nay friend. You guys are always amazing hosts to is’. 

Chris 

On Dec 29, 2013, at 2:54 PM, "Swears, Channing C." <__C_’__lr:a_!Lr_~j_!)2g_:__C_’_:~_~:_~_~_e_::a__ri~@_d__i_s___n__e_x:_~R~ > wrote: 

Chris, 

See your new co~Nrmations below. We have the usual suite requested and will tD, and get for you but this is the best I could do for now. 

Thax~ks’. 

Chan 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Tabitha H~Jl <Tabithal {all@anthon’y’t~avel.com> 

Date: December 29, 2013 at 2:42:36 PM EST 

To: "Swears, Channing C?’ <Channing.C.Swears,@,disney.com> 

Subject: Do~ance Confirmation 

Hi Chan, 
Below is the confirmation for the rooms for Anson Dorrance. Please let me know if you need anything else. Thanks! 

King Bed w/a rollaway bed connecting to a room with two Queen beds 

Checking in 12/30 

Checking ou[ 1/3 

Confirmation # 31111082 S 1 
Tabitha Hall, Event Manager 

AnO~ony Travel, Inc. 

7920 Belt Line Road, Suite 1 O10 

Dallas, TX 75254 
(855) 665--3286 --. Office 
(866)748.-- 1967 -- Fax 
Anthonyrravel 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 5:21 PM 

.la~n Sisneros .~gma~l.com> 

Re: Happy New Year 

Jason Sisneros- ~gmail.com> wrote: 

There must have been something purchased from this company in "the past. It’s cleats m~d soccer baJ~ls ruth colored panels m show players where to strike the ball for 

certain effects. 

I have unsubscribed you, so you shouldn’t get a~nymore emails from them. 

Have a good one! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 

Chapel ttill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match AnaJ~ysi s ] Vol unteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Sun, Dec 29, 2013 at 7:20 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV < anson~em~fil.unc.edu> wrote: 
What is this? 

Se.utj’rom my ~ ~rgco~t Wireles,~" 4G LT~’ DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ttapw New Year 

From: Strikezone Soccer <info@stfikezone~ccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son~email.unc.edu> 

CC: 





[~ Strikezone Balls 

Forward this email 

[ 

This email was ~nt to anson@uncaa.unc.edu by info@strikezonesoccer.com 

Update Profile/Email Address :: ins[a~t iemeval wi~}l Saf:eUnsubscribe~’~’ :: Privacy Policy. 

Strikezone Soccer :: 1619 Pheasant Lane :: Southlake :: TX :: 76092 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 5:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Elite 120 College Showcase - Overland Park Soccer Complex, KS. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Elite 120 College Showcase - Overland Park Soccer Complex, KS. 

From: GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.unc.edu:’~ 
CC: 

Dear Anson, 

This tournament will be part of our College Showcase series, this ~2o team showcase promises 

to bring the finest Boys and Girls Ih5-L’19 teams from all over the Midwest. Our GSI College 

Showcase on November 15 - 17 was sold out with 2o8 teams fi’om 14 different states who played 

in front of 2oo+ college coaches! 

This inaugural Elite 120 College Showcase will ONIX be played at the Overland Park Soccer 

Complex, no games before 9am or after 9pm...ony 12o teams will be aeepeted! 

We hope your team can join us to kick offthe Spring Season, we already have a great group of 

teams and a great response from the college coaches attending!! 

Thanks, 
Huw Savage 

GSI Sports 

Note: The 2o14 Border Battle will be held the week after on Feb 28 - March 2rid. 

Forward this email 



This email was sent to anson@emai .unc,edi by hsavaqe@qcitravel.net 

Update Profile/Email Address ]:nstant iemeval widl Saf:eUnsubscribe~’’ Privacy Polic~. 

GSI SPORTS 5360 College Bird :: Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 5:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~<tucar@unc.edtr>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; 

~msn.com> 

Fwd: Anson - FINAL NOTICE 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Anmn - FINAL NOTICE 
From: WORLD CLASS COACHING <wccbulk@worldclasscoaching.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~J .unc.edu> 
CC: 

The special offer for the Anson Dorrance videos ends at Midnight tonight. 100’s of coaches have 

already taken advantage of this offer over the past few days and I wanted to make sure you don’t miss 

out 

Here’s the scoop 

Anson Dorrance has a 93.4 winning percentage. At one of our International Coaching Seminars, 

Dorrance shared the coaching and training methods he has used for years at UNC and when the 

Head Coach of the U.S. Women’s National Team. 

Dorrance conducted four sessions and we filmed them all and edited them into 21 separate videos. 

These videos are available on our web site for $77. However, we are having a pre-season special 

where you can save over 40%... 

That’s right, for 3 days only you can claim these videos for just $47...and save $30. 

This special offer is not open to the public, but just to a few select subscribers to our email newsletters 

who have shown an interest in these videos in the past. 

Check out the information on the 21 videos below if you need a reminder, but remember, this offer 

lasts for just 3 days...it ends on Sunday at midnight. 

To grab these videos at the special price of $47, you must use this Discount Code when checking out 

AND click the "Apply" button: 

Discount Code - DORRANCE40$ 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

Discover the secrets of how Anson 
Dorrance, one of US soccer’s most 

legendary coaches, achieved a 
93.4% winning average, won 20 out 



of 27 National Championships and 
led his team to win 92 games in a 

rOW 
Wow! if yo~ want to ~earn from the greatest coach in US soccer, 

you’ve come to the right place. Anson Oorrance is one of the 

2~ pa~ v~deo ser~es, Dorr~nce shows yo~ the philosophy, 

winning team~ for more than 30 years. 

Dear Coach, 

When talking about the coaching achievements of Anson Dorrance there simply aren’t enough 

superlatives in the dictionary. Some of his records include winning 92 games in a row and winning 20 

of the 27 National Championships. In addition, he won the Women’s World Cup at the first attempt and 

has won a prestigious list of coaching awards that cements his place as US soccer’s greatest ever 

coach. 

The North Carolina Way is a special series of 21 videos (almost 4 hours of footage) that gives you a 

virtual pitch side seat as Dorrance provides a masterclass in coaching. He details the philosophies, 

coaching experiences and training methods that have made the Tar Heels the most dominant team in 

US college soccer history. Order and get instant access to all 21 videos. 

Divided into four sections, the videos cover drills for developing the lvl artist, attacking with speed 

drills inspired by Arsenal FC, German combinations and small-sided games and howto run a 

technical Olympics for quantifying the skills of your players and giving them the competitive fire to excel. 

Watching The North Carolina Way series will enable you to discover the secrets of arguably US 

college soccer’s most accomplished coach and insights you can use to take your own team on a 92 

game winning streak. 

"Gain the inside secrets of soccer’s most 



dominant program" 
Along with his outstanding winning record, Dorrance is famed for his ability to coach his players to 

hunger for the competitive edge This comes from what he calls his ’Competitive Cauldron’, a scoring 

system through which players are graded every time they touch the ball in specific drills. That way 

Dorrance can build a report card for the season that holds players accountable for their performance 

Taking such an analytical approach to soccer is something Dorrance has spoken about worldwide, 

including speeches to leading coaches in England. Whether or not you agree that a player’s ability can 

be judged based on a points system, there’s no question that Dorrance’s methods give his players a 

competitive fury in practice sessions and the ability to perform at the optimum level on game day 

Whether you coach recreational teams or players at the highest level, seeing how Dorrance harnesses 

his ’Competitve Cauldron’ to boost performance can provide valuable lessons you can apply to your 

own training sessions to give your players the winning instinct and extra edge on game day 

"Gain insights from a coach with a staggering 
winning record that is unlikely to ever be 

beaten" 



What’s covered in The North Carolina Way 21 
Part Video Series 

The North Carolina Way video set comprises of 21 videos divided between developing the Ivl artist, 

attacking with speed, German combination play and technique Olympics. Filmed in front of a live 

audience, in each video Dorrance explains the philosophies, training methods and drills he utilizes to 

train his UNC teams to gain such a decisive competitive edge over their rivals 

Developing the 1vl Artist - 5 videos 

Dorrance runs through a series of lvl drills which he considers to be the foundation of the game and 

the best investment of the coach’s time. The drills are designed to develop the skill, mentality and 

competitive fire players will need to beat opponents, one on one, in real game situations. 

The drills include receiving flighted balls before beating the opposition and Dorrance’s patented 

’Bogeys in the Sky’ training drill. This harnesses progressive levels of difficulty and record keeping, and 

is one of Dorrance’s best tools for identifying his most valuable players and developing their ability to 

excel under pressure. 

Attacking with Speed - 6 videos 

Dorrance is a keen admirer of Arsenal’s Arsene Wenger and the attacking playing style he infuses 

into his teams. Many of the drills in these videos are those utilized by Arsenal to keep the ball moving 

up the pitch with speed This includes drills for improving passing and movement, dragging the ball 

laterally around defenders, flick passes into space and how to beat closing defenders 

Along with the technical skills, Dorrance explains how these drills will develop the tactical awareness 

and decision making players need to always keep the ball moving forwards. 

German Combinations and SSG -4 videos 

In this section Dorrance explains the fundamentals of using 5v2 mini games to improve ball control, 

movement off the ball, maintain possession and decision making. In addition, the drills harness 

playmakers to change the focus of attacks and develop the players’ understanding of when to use one 

or two touches on the ball 



A key part of Dorrance’s training philosophy is to develop the competitive edge in his players. He 

achieves this through dividing small games between his front seven and the ’brick masons’ in defense 

who are encouraged to improve so they can play with the superior group. In these videos, Dorrance 

explains his philosophy behind this controversial approach and why coaches should consider 

implementing his ’Competitive Cauldron’ in their own training sessions. 

Technique Olympics - 6 videos 

Dorrance is a passionate believer in the importance of quantifying performance to stimulate 

competition. This includes a fitness test players must pass at the start of the season if they want to be 

deemed worthy to play for the Tar Heels. 

In this series of videos, Dorrance explains how to improve and measure technique with drills which 

include receiving the ball in the air, a dribbling drill learned from George Best and two touch passing 

with speed. In addition, Dorrance shares his research into what defines an elite player and explains 

his tests for measuring technique. 

Series 

No other coach can boast of a winning percentage of 0.934. His methods and philosophy might be 

controversial, but nobody can deny the results Dorrance has gained on the soccer pitch. His players 

are imbued with a winning mentality that has seen his teams win 92 games in a row, with the Tar 

Heels women’s team winning 21 of 30 championships in the history of collegiate women’s soccer. So 

when Dorrance talks, you listen. 

From The North Carolina Way you will gain: 

A virtual pitch side seat as you watch Dorrance, one of the most legendary coaches in US 

soccer, demonstrate the philosophies, drills and training methods he uses to consistently 

create championship winning teams 

Exercises and guidance on how to develop the lvl artist and the winning mentality for 

winning the confrontations that arise during a game 

Drills and small sided game for replicating Arsenal’s speed of play and always moving 

forward mentality 

Technical drills for honing and improving the technical abilities of your players 

A guide to how Dorrance utilizes combination play and small sided games modeled on the 

training of German Bundesliga teams to improve the passing and mental agility of his 

players 

How to create a ’Competition Cauldron’ on the training pitch that gives players an 

aggressive edge and will to win 

insights on what defines an elite player and how to measure technical ability 

Watching Dorrance in action is an education you simply cannot gain from reading a coaching manual. 

You will be able to see his coaching methods performed before your eyes, which have created some of 

the most successful teams in US soccer history. His philosophy on measuring technique, 

encouraging competitiveness between players and molding elite players can offer valuable insights to 

any coach, whether you coach recreational sides or teams at the highest level. 

And get this complimentary eBook with your 21 
videos 

Some coaches prefer books and some prefer videos for their coaching material. We will give you both 

We have created an eBook showing all the drills and exercises in the videos and it’s your FREE when 

you order the North Carolina Way 21 part video series. So now you can look at a written description 

and easy-to-read diagrams while you follow along with the videos. 



WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 21- 

part video series The North Carolina Way With Anson Dorrance unless it achieves our exceptionally 

high standards. However, if you are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the The North Carolina Way 

after six months then please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

"Dorrance has amassed a staggering record that 
may never be reached again" 

It’s often said before a big game against superior opposition that it’s still 11 against 11. This is a 

difficult speech to make when your team is about to face one of Dorrance’s sides. Their exceptional 

competitiveness, technical expertise and will to win has helped them to win 93.4% of their games and 

20 out of 30 National Championships And let’s not forget that Dorrance also won the Women’s World 

Cup at his first attempt. 

In this special series of 21 videos, Dorrance shares the training drills and philosophies that have 

enabled him to become one of the most successful soccer coaches of all time. The North Carolina 

Way enables you to sit back and watch from your virtual seat as one Dorrance reveals the secrets you 

can harness to turn your own players into a championship winning team. 

Best Wishes, 

Mike Sail 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. The North Carolina Way is a series of 21 videos featuring live coaching sessions with Anson 

Dorrance, one of the most legendary names in US soccer. His women’s collegiate sides have 

amassed some of the most incredible records in US soccer history, including 92 wins in a row and 

winning 21 or the 30 competitions they have entered. His philosophy and training methods can provide 

valuable insights to any coach on how to develop a championship winning side. 

o P.P,S If you are not 100 Yo satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in the The North 

Carolina Way series after six months then we will refund your purchase in full, no questions asked. 





2014 SCHEDULE 

REGULAR SEASON 

DATE: 

Friday: August 22 

Sunday: August 24 

Friday: August 29 

Sunday: August 31 

Friday: September 5 

Sunday: September 7 

Friday: September 12 

Sunday: September 14 

Thursday: September 18 

Sunday: September 21 

Thursday: September 25 

Sunday: September 28 

Thursday: October 2 

Sunday: October 5 

Thursday: October 9 

Sunday: October 12 

Thursday: October 16 

Sunday: October 19 

Thursday: October 23 

Sunday: October 26 

Thursday: October 30 

Sunday: November 2 

Friday: November 7 

Sunday: November 9 

November 14-16 

November 21-23 

November 28-30 

December 5-7 

OPPONENT: 

Non-Conf 

Non-Conf 

Non-Conf 

Non-Conf 

Non-Conf 

Non-Conf 

Non-Conf 

Non-Conf 

OFF 

ACC 1 

ACC 2 

ACC 3 

OFF 

ACC 4 

ACC 5 

ACC 6 

OFF 

ACC 7 

ACC 8 

ACC 9 

OFF 

ACC 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

LOCATION: 

10 

ACC TOURNAMENT (4 TEAMS) 

Semifinals 

Final 

NCAA TOURNAMENT 

First Round 

Second Round/Sweet Sixteen 

Elite Eight 

NCAA College Cup 

TIME: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Sunday, December 29, 2013 8:26 PM 

Sweays, Channing C. <Channing.C.Swears@disney.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Do~rance Confirmation 

We are not sure yet’. Chris? 

Ses~f f!"om my Verizor~ II%eie,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

"Sweays, Channing C." <Cha~ning.C.Sweays@disney.com> wrote: 

Thanks Chris. What day cm~ I set up golt? 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Dec 29, 2013, at 2:58 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <dt~car(~)tmc~edu~ wrote: 

Thanks my friend. You guys are always amazing hos~s to is’. 

Chris 

On Dec 29, 2013, at 2:54 PM, "Swears, Channing C." <Charmmg.C.Swears(tbdisney.com> wrote: 

Chris, 

See your new confirmations below. We have the usual suite requested and will try and get for you but this is the best I could do for now. 

Thm~ks’. 

Chan 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbrwarded message: 

Date: December 29, 2013 at 2:42:36 PM EST 
To: "Swears, Channing C." < ~_[r:a_!)__r__fi_!))g_:__C_’_:~):_~_~_e_::a__ri~_d__i}__n__e_?_k_c_R_r__n_ > 

Subject: Dorrance Confirmation 

Hi Chan, 
Below is the confirma[ion for the rooms for Anson Dorrance. Please let me know if you need anything else. Thanks! 
King Bed w/a rollaway bed connecting to a room with two Queen beds 
Checking in ~2/30 
Checking ou[ 1/3 
Confirmation # 3111108251 
Tabitha Hall, Event Manager 
Anthony Travel, Inc. 
7920 Belt Line Road, Suite 1 O10 
Dallas, TX 75254 
(855) 665-3286 - Office 

(866)748.-- 1967 -- Fax 
&_r_~__t_h_o__D_~__T__r__a___v___eL_~__o__r_L~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, December 30, 2013 3:13 PM 

Ja,~)n Sisneros, @gmaJ~ co n> 

Fwd: DOMINATION OF 2014 STARTS NOW! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: DOMINATION OF 2014 STARTS NOW! 

From: Brian Cain <briaJ~@briax~cain.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Anson 
It will soon be 2014 and we will start another year together in the pursuit of excellence. I am sure that like me, you 
will c~ate some sort of "New Years Resolution" (Goals) and I want to help you and ask that you help me so that 
together we can both accomplish our goals, 

Let’s lock in together on for the first quarter, the first 90 days of 2014 and get started on the goal getting process 
NOW! Before you finish t~ading this e-mail I want you to be FIRED UP about your goals for 2014. 

GOING ON A GOAL GETTING JOURNEY 
Just for a minute, pretend that you are visiting a friend in Boston and it’s your first time in the city. You arrive in Bean 
Town ovenNhelmed by the "Big Dig" detours, the one-way streets, and the traffic, on top of not having a clue where 
you’re going. You remember that you have a map, but after an hour of going in circles, you figure out the map isn’t 
helping. 
Instead, you call your friend for help and he tells you to, "Stay positive. You’ll find it." Another hour passes while you 
are positive and looking at your map, and you’re still lost. You call your friend again and he tells you to, "Keep 
working hard. You’ll find it." 
Mumbling under your bt~ath now about how much of a friend you really have, you punch the gas, working hard, 
staying positive, locking in on your map, and soon realize you’re just getting lost twice as fast. The problem isn’t in 
your ability to stay positive in the face of adversity or to work hard, the problem is that you’re in Boston and you have 
a map of Chicago, so you don’t know where to go. 
YOU HAVE THE WRONG MAP! 
Often in life we’re told to work hard and be positive, but we leave our preparation, training, and performance to chance 
because we don’t have a specific plan for improvement. In other words, we don’t have the right map. 
The people who are most successful, win the most often and have the most fun always seem to be on a mission. 
There’s a purpose and a strategy behind even/thing they do. 
Why do most people fall short of their goals? I think it is because they tn/to summit the mountain in one step, 
thinking that they can make a lifestyle change immediately because of the calendar change from December 31 to 
Januan! 1 and forget that they need a map to help them get to where they want to be 90 days in on April 1. 
Here is my challenge to you. Set goals that are about WORKING ON YOU! If you work at your sport or your 
profession you will be good, if you work at yourself, you will be UNSTOPPABLE! 
SET YOUR NEWYEARS RESOLUTION GOALS NOW! 
RIGHT NOVV~ 
A. 
B. 
C. 
Remember, you must first be a champion before you will ever win a championship. Being a champion is about 
constantly working on yourself to get better. If you are not going to write down these three goals now, when will you? 
I also suggest that you save these as the LOCK SCREEN or HOME SCREEN on your phone so that you see them 
and have them with you at all times. Remember, these three goals are for the first quarter of 2014. Jan 1-April 1. NOT 
FOR ETERNITY! 
It is the start that stops most people, get started NOW! 
DOMINATE The Day! 

Your Mental Conditioning Coach, 
Brian Cain 

Brian Cain Peak Performance 96 Pinnacle View Richmond, Vermont 05477 United States 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, December 30, 2013 3:17 PM 

Black, Thomas M. --~Fhomas.Black@lmn.edu> 

Re: Leadership Questions 

Sure ... call in the evening .... (c) 

Ses~t.~°om my Verizou fVire[ess 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

"Black, Thomas M." <Thomas.Black@lmu.edn> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you’re enjoying a wonderful holidays with your family. I’m the volleyball coach here at LMU and an assistant for our Women’s National Team. In both 

settings, we discuss you and your program all the time. 

I’m developing a leadership class for our program here at LMU (and possibly USA) and would love to get your thoughts and advice. I know we’re in the middle of 

the holidays, so this might be the last thing you want to do or talk about. Understandable. If there’s ever a good time to pick your brain, we would be very 

appreciative. Thank you and happy holidays! 

Tom 

::N~:: Tom Black 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 1, 2014 8:29 AM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Elite Showcase Feb 7-9th 2014 

Semi?ore my IA’,rL:o~ Wireless 4G LTE ])ROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Soccer Elite Showcase Feb 7-9th 2014 

From: CSA         . @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-* 
CC: 

Trouble viewing this email? Read it online 

shew::as.e, Feb 71:h-9:i~ 20’: 4 

1here ’,wll be a coaches social on the Fr~day 

evening a~d a hospitality tent over the 

wee~er:d Please be sure to register w~th 

GO[SOCCER vVe expect o~,er a 100 teams 

the U154519 age groups 

A limited number of hotel rooms will be 

availabie: you MUS[ fiil out type "MRSC hotel 

request form" click here to request a room 

Please be s=Jre to indicate on the form yoti 

are a college coach attending tYle Soccer Elite 

Showcase 

With all games played at the beautifui Mike 

Rose Soccer Complex; tMs top Sho’÷~case 

will bring over 100 teams from ~0-[ states; 

providing great competition 

You are subscribed to this mailing list as a~]son@uucaa.unc.edu. Please click here k) modiI~ your message prdbrences or to unsubscribe ti~om any future mmliugs. We 
will respect all unsubscribe requests. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, Janua~ 1, 2014 8:29 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Lynchburg Women’s Showcase 1/4-1/5, 2014 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Lynchburg Women’s Showcase 1/’4-1/5, 2014 

From: "Olsen, Todd" <olsen.@lynchbuvg.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Anson Dorrance, 

th The Lynchburg College Women ~ s 6 annual showcase will be ldcldng offthis weekend. 

We are excited to announce that 32 teams are participating this year. We will have games on Saturday and Sunday. We will provide complementaly cold and hot 

drinks, along ruth a coach [] s meal for lunch. We will have Firehouse Subs doing the food for the weekend. Team profile booklets roll be provided to help ruth the 

recruiting process. 

Check-in will be on the lower level on Turuer Gynmasium next to Shellenberger Field. Games start at 9 an~ and finish at 8 pm on Saturday. Games on Sunday will staxt 

at 8 mn and end at 5 pm. 

Furthermore, SatuMay ~fight we host a College Coaches Panel Q & A session, and we would like to l~aow if you would like to be on the panel. This program roll go 

from 8:10 PM to 9:30 PM. 

Lastly, here is the link to the schedule for the weekend, is posted http://athletics.lvnchbur~.edu/sports/wsoc/2013- 14/files/2014 Schedule corrections 12302013.pdf. 

We hope you travel safely and hope you are able to join us for the weekend. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact Tony or I. 

All the best, 

Todd 

Lynchburg College Head Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, January 1, 2014 8:29 AM 

Black, Thomas M. --<Fhomas.Black@lmu.edtr~ 

Re: Leadership Questions 

Tom, I enjoyed our conversation.., yes, let’s keep chatting. Posted results aaad the need to take risks and make mistakes me not mutually exclusive. 

Se~t.~°om my VeHzon ~Fireless 4G L2’E 

"Black, Thomas M." <Thomas.Black@lmu.edu> wrote: 

Thank you so much for t~king the time last mght. ~ s~:~H ~ee~ bad ~bout dragging you from your dmner, bu~: am very ~ppredate you woukJ take the ~:~me. 

Vm wondering one thh~g about the cauldron, I’rn s believer #~ ~t and wrote a popufar article on ~t for volleyball I’rn also an ardent believer ~n the growLh m~ndset, 

Our core value ~s "Learrfing how to 

How do you balance an atmosphere of posted results w~th the need to take risks and m~ke m~stakes? Vm sure you get that question al~ the time but ~ wou~d pay a 

lot of money to hear how you negotiate the two. 

Tha]lks ag~hl for your time. Our Natkm~[ ]ean~ ~s going to (:onh~rence cN] soon t:o d~cuss what you told me ~ast: night and we would iow~ to ta~k w~t:h you more, 

Hopefully we won’t annoy the hell out of you, 

Happy New Years, Coach --Tom 

::X:: Tom Black 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, December 30, 2013 :[2::[7 PM 
To; Black, Thomas M. 
Subject; Re: Leadership Questions 

Sure.., call in the evening .... (c) 

Sent from ~v ~ ~ri:o~t Wireles,~" 4G LI~’ DROID 

"Black, Thomas M." :Th(mas.Black, zblmu.edu>wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you’re enjoying a wonderful holidays with your family. I’m the volleyball coach here at LMU and an assistant for our Women’s National Team. In both 

settings, we discuss you and your program all the time. 

I’m developing a leadership class for our program here at LMU (and possibly USA) and would love to get your thoughts and advice. I know we’re in the middle of 

the holidays, so this might be the last thing you want to do or talk about. Understandable. If there’s ever a good time to pick your brain, we would be very 

appreciative. Thank you and happy holidays! 

Tom 

::X:: Tom Black 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 1, 2014 10:28 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: intb 

You are the finest of men, I caaa’t get in to see Arsenal to save my life!!! 

Se~<~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsa~.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Whatever works best to move our agenda forward with Snnil! 

And yes, a bit disappointing your last National Chaa~pionship was so long ago! Get back to work and win another one in 2014! 

Of note, I have your trip to Arsenal in the crosshairs m~d will be firming this lip when rm in London wifl~ Panl Mariner and Glenn Hoddle end of Jm~uary! 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:iiwww.tomsan .com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

On Jan 2, 2014, at 12:16 PM, "Dolrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom, I will ask him if it is ok to let you guys work it out without me getting in the way. And who has a~y time off? I mn a college soccer coach, I am 

down in Florida t~ying to guess which young soccer playing gift is going to allow me to keep my jo!! We have not won a national championship since 

DECEMBER of 2013 and the alumnae are furious!!! 

Tom Byer <tom(~:tomsa~.com> wrote: 

Ansor~ 

Hapw New Year! 

I hope yon are enjoying some time off with the family during the New Year’s Holiday! 

I will be heading to London again for a lneeting with the English FA Commission which includes current Mmmger Roy Hodgson and FA Chairman Greg 

Dykes on Jan. 27th. If possible, I’d like to pass through New York either before or after to lneet with Sunil? Can yon check with Sunil to see if either 

these windows would work tbr him and i’ll Ix)ok accordingly. If you want to coW us in on a message I’m happy to communicate directly with him as well. 

I hope you have a great 2014’. 

Regards, 

Tom 



Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com_ 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 

http://www.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 3:29 PM 

Sunil Gulati <skg21@columbia.edu> 

Re: intb 

My pleasure Sunil. 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)?tOIL) 

S unil Gtdati <skg21 @columbia.edu> wrote: 

~nson, thanks for connectin~ us, 
tom, t’d be h~ppy to meet m ~a[:e Ja~]uary in NYC. Please let me kn.:)w ,ot~r exacts da[:es and t’11 make sure [:o have the dght ~e.:)ph~ ~milable for ~ chat. I"d like to 
keep LNs meeting confidential at least unt~ then. 
Sun~ 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Janua~ 01, 2014 10:iT PN 
To= Tom Byer 
Subject= Re: info 
Tom, I roll ask Nm if it is ok m let you guys won it out mtAout me geeing in the way. AM who has any dme off? I am a college ~ccer coach, I am down in Florida 

~ing to guess which young ~ccer playing girl is goi~N to allow me m keep my job[ We have nN won a uadonal championship since DECEMBER of 2013 and the 

alumnae am fudous~ ~ 

Seniti’ore my l~rizo~ l~reles,~’ 4G LTE DRO/D 

Tom Byer <.t_£_r_~)_g?__n_)_&~__uL_£9__r_~f> wrote: 

Anson, 

Happy New Year! 

I hope you are enjoyiug some lime offmfl~ the family during the New Year’s Holiday! 
I roll be heading to London again for a meeting with the English FA Commission which includes current Manager Roy Hodgson mad FA Chairman Greg Dykes on Jan. 

27th. If possible, I’d like to pass through New York either before or aJ[ter to meet ruth Sunil? Cm~ you check ruth Suuil to see if either these windows would work tbr 

him a~d i’ll book accordingly. If you want to copy us in on a message I’m hapw to commuuicate directly ruth him as well. 

I hope you have a great 2014! 

Regards, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http ://www.to msan.co m 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Sen~ #ore my Verizo~! Wireless 4G L TE DRO/D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

From: jhill@ncsasports org 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your experience with 
NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks! 

Jai Hill 
Basketball Coach Relations 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 
1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, I L 60642 
Office: 312-205-7484I Fax: 312-624-7401 
jhill@ncsasports=org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA BIog: http://blog.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT ~ SUCCEED ~ LEAD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:03 PM 

Bnmner, John F qlohn Bmnne@unc.edu> 

Re: New Ye~xs 

"Bnmner, John F" <lohn Bnmne@unc.e&~> wrote: 

Anson, 

I hope your new year is starting offwell...I left a cool poster I think you will like in front of your office door. 

John 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:05 PM 

.la.~n Sisneros~ .@gmaJl.com> 

Fwd: Coach Dorrance 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Coach Dorrance 

From: VidSwap Soccer <socce@vidswap.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

We Are Your Soccer Video Assistant 

Hi Anson, 

Si~3n up for a 14 day trial and we’ll 
break down one of your games so you 
can see why VidSwap is the best video 
assistant you’ll ever hire! 

Check out our soccer screencast video 

on the right. 

We edit and break down your game 

video and mark all soccer situations 

within 12-24 hours. 

If you have any questions, or want to schedule a one-on-one consultation, contact 
me today. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Neist 
Founder, VidSwap 
www.vidswap.com 
alex@vidswap.com 
612.281.6708 

www.VidSwap.com !J::..,: ~.. S;irl. :.;i: .UO !5.~.::~ 

Click here i:? ::::::::::::::::::::::: :: -J~’i ig i::;.: ? ~} .. ~v/~i~;::j ?i~i .~-:~;: i) View it Jn your browser 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: UNC 

From: ~cuemaJ~l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Thank you for your ~esponse, but I will not be graduating until the spring of 

for that team? 

. I would be interes~ted in your season. Have you already filled your spots 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ECNL - Sanford 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ECNL - Sanfbrd 

From: ~gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Good morning. My name is I wanted to thank you for watching the game on Sunday against I hope you liked it. I would really 
like if we could talk soon about me playing for you at University of North Carolina. If there is any information you could send me about your soccer program that would 

be great! Thanks again and have a nice day. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADIVI[N[STRAT[VE GROUP 
(FYD]:BOHF23SPDLT)/CN = EECfPfENTS!CN =ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON) > 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:13 PI’4 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Access Elite Soccer through our App 

Sent f!om my VeHzon Wireless 4G LTE DROZD 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Access Elite Soccer through our App 

From: Elite Soccer <paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Anson, 

I am very pleased to announce that Elite 
Soccer has a new and improved App available 
in Apple’s Newsstand. 

So this seems like a good time to remind you 
that you can access your issues in Apple’s 
Newsstand as part of your subscription 
package. So, if you are an iPad or iPhone user, 
you can get your copies of Elite Soccer on 
your device. 

Plus if you have purchased a volume of Elite 
Soccer: The Collectors’ Series, Elite Soccer: 
The Professional Fitness Plans or Elite 
Soccer: The Off-season Fitness Plans they 
are also be available to you in the App. All 
you need to do to access your issues is follow 
these simple instructions: 

Your NEW Newsstand app is here! 

1. Download the Elite SoccerApp from the App Store here if you are using your 
iPad or iPhone. Alternatively, you can search "Elite Soccer" in the App Store. 

2. Once the App has downloaded, please open it (it will be in Newsstand) by 
tapping on the icon, 

3. You will then be taken to the container home page. 

4. Use your unique user credentials to Iogin to the App in the top right hand 
corner of the screen. Your unique user credentials are: 

Username: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Password: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Please note that both your username and password need to be entered in 
lower case letters only. 

(Please note if you have used the App previously your username and password 
will have been reset to the details above). 

Should you wish, you can change your password here - 
https://secu re. newsletters.co, u k/SmallApps/EliteSoccer/ESAppPasswordReset.aspx 

5. To download all the issues of Elite Soccer for the period that you have been 
subscribed and Elite Soccer: The Collectors’ Series, Elite Soccer: The 
Professional Fitness Plans or Elite Soccer: The Off-season Fitness Plans please 
tap on the Library tab. 

You can view a run-through of these instructions with accompanying screenshots 
here - http ://elitesoccercoaching. net/los/ 

you experience any difficulties, please contact our Customer Services team on 
duncanh@greenstarmedia.net or call 0800 028 3596 (UK freephone) or +44 1483 



892894 (from outside the UK). 

I hope that you enjoy having access to Elite Soccer in this format and if you do, 
please leave us a positive rating and review at the App store. 

Yours in soccer, 

Paul Mortimer 
Head of marketing, Elite Soccer 

Green Star 14edia Ltd 

Meadow View, Tannery Lane, T: Freephone 0800 028 3596 (UK only) 
Bramley, Surrey, GU5 0AB T: +44 (0)1483 89 2894 (from outside the UK) 
United Kingdom E: paul.mortimer@coach-soccer.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuema]l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

I’m             and I ~an a freshman in high school. I an~ interested in your school because as an e:qremely dedicated soccer player tny goal is to be paxt of a 

division 1 soccer program. I believe your soccer program is a place where I can be successful and become the player I strive to be. Along with soccer I am also ve~ 

interested in the academic opportunities and social atmosphere. I believe your school well suits my personalty, and has all the components for me to be successful. 

Thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:55 PM 

Kelly, Angela <ange@utexas.edu> 

Re: Link fiom Trotter 

This is excdlent’. When did you become so spiritual? 

Se~t.f!°om my Yerizor~ ~ ~reles~ 4~ L~ ’£ L)ROIL 

"Kelly, Angela" <ange@utexas.edtv> wrote: 

Au~ 

Great article on the power of our words’. 

wv~v.iovcemeyer.org!articles/ea.aspx?m~ticle~open mouth insert 

Download the official Twitter app hem 

Ange Kelly 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday,              4:56 PM 

~gmail.com 

Re: golf 

bummer’.! We had a good time but I would have enjoyed getting to know your dad better. 

Se~t.f!°om ~,ay Verizor~ Wireless 4G L)’~ ]SROI~) 

~gmail.com wrote: 

He can’t make it but he said "that he wishes he could! He is just too busy with the new restaurant opening. If you’re down another time in the future he will be in a better 

position to go. He appreciates the invite. I think he tried to call and left a message but he may not have called your cell number. See you ~on~. 

Sent fro,n my iPhone 

On at 8:03 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <auson~,e,nail.unc.edu > wrote: 

we are on tomorrow at 8:36 am at the Waldorf Astoria. Can your dad make it? 

Se~.tj~°om my veri:o.~ ~Vireles~’ 4G LI~’DRO~D 

c~amafl.c( m wrote: 

I just talked to my dad and he said he would love to do it! But he can’t do it tomorrow because he will be really busy prepping food for New Year’s Eve. He said the best bet 

would be January 1, but he is definitel-v" inteyested! Let me know 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:00 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: intb 

Hey’.! This is a task no one else has succeeded in accomplishing. Heck, Wenger has a hedge around his 1 st team training field so even the reser~’es can’t watch!! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsa~.com> wrote: 

I just wish you had challenged me with a bigger task’. 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http://www.tomsan .corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

On Jan 2, 2014, at 12:27 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edtc, wrote: 

You are the finest of men, I can’t get in to see Arsenal to save my life!!! 

Se~t~.f!~or~t t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO[D 

Tom Byer <tom~,tomsm~.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Whatever works best to move our agenda forward ruth Sunil’. 

And yes. a bit disappointing your last National Championship was so long ago! Get back to work and win another one in 2014’. 

Of note, I have your’trip to Ar~nal in "the crosshairs m~d will be finning "this up when rm in London wifl~ Paul Mariner and Glenn Hoddle end of JmmaD! 

TB 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http://www.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



On Jan 2, 2014, at 12:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom, I will ask him if it is ok to let you guys work it out without me getting in the way. And M~o has any time off? I am a college soccer 

coach, I am down in Florida ~a-ying to guess which young soccer playing girl is going to a~low me to keep my job! We have not won a 

national chmnpionship since DECEMBER of2013 and the alumnae are furious!!! 

Tom Byer <tom(~tomsan.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

Happy New Year! 

I hope you are enjoying some time off with the t~mily during the New Yeax’s Holiday’. 

I roll be heading to London again tbr a ~neeting with the English FA Commission which includes current Mm~ager Roy Hodgson and FA 

Chaim~an Greg Dykes on Jan. 27th. If possible, I’d like to pass through New York either before or after to meet with Sunil? Can you check 

with Sunil to see if either these windows would work for him ~d i’ll book accordingly. If you want to cow us in on a message I’m hapw to 

communicate directly with him as well. 

I hope you have a great 2014! 

Regards, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http://www.tomsan .corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~cuema]l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

I am . one of the playing for the texan in the Lynchbnrg Showcase this weekend. I am cnnently 

showcase. Thank you for yonr lime. 

Sincerely, 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN;RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,              5:07 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Golfing 

Thanks ’.! Our foursome filled up. Sons’!!’. 

Se~t.~oom my Verizou II#re[ess 4(5 L)’E LL~tOIL) 

~gmafil.cotn> wrote: 

Hey Ansi I heard from      that ~ou wanted to go golfing while you ~vere here in         if you,re interested my uncle is here from Utah and he is a big golfer and I think he would lo~’e 

nothing more than some companyand good competition!t He is going to play tomorrow at 2pm at Bay Hills. Lets me know if you’re interested. 

Thanks for coming to the game on Sunday, it was a messy game. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:15 PM 

Jin W~g ~gmaJl.com> 

Re: Holiday Greetiugs frown Jin 

Sure ... I will work on it tomorrow! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4G L)"E LL~tOIL) 

@gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Happy new year and hapw holiday to you and your family! I hope that you would have au enjoyable and rewaxding! 

Our book is going to publish within m-o weeks. The follomng endorsement you asked me drafted on behalf of you might be too Chinese tradition. ~Vould you mind to 

language tradition. Your time and ~ response are vet?- much appreciated. I look write one by your own worsts so it can be more powerful by using tree English                            ~ 

forward to hearing from you soon if possible. Attached is our new book cover. Thanks a lot. Jin 

The new book of Applied Motor Learning in Physical Education and Sports written by Dr. Wang a~d Dr. Chen provides valuable inlbnnafion of integrating spo(t 
science pnnciples m practice for teacNug and learning motor s~lls. I ~lieve that physical educator, coaches a~d practitione~ can la~ely benefit from this applied 

book fl~at is raxely tbm~d in the mmket. I NgNy reco~nmeud ~is book to any professionals who lea~ or teach motor s~lls. You will find fl~s book i~om~ative, and 

va]~ble ruth m~ easy-~-unde~a~d approach ~ effectively illustrate motor lean~ng concepts. As my consultaut, Dr. Waug’s approaches, I fiud, are veD~ effective and 

u~l in motor sldll tra~Nng. 

E~dorsed by the Former U~S. Women’s Nafio~ml Soccer Coach (1986-1994) 1991 Wome~’s World Champions ~d ~he C~rre~t Head Women’s Varsi~~ 

Soccer Coach at U~versi~" of North Car~a, 22 ’I’~e N afi~mN (~pion~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:23 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

Re: Evahuation Review of 2013 Season 

image001.png 

Larry, the document looked good. What time would you like to meet on Monday? 

Se~t from ~v ~ ~ri.:o~t Wireles’,~" 4G LI~’ DR~?ID 

"Gallo, Jr., I.a~ A." <afl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Good morning, Coach Dorrance ~ hopeful Christ~nas went well and that you are still enjoying the Holidays. 

As yon know, we have a meeting next Tuesday, January 7th at 3:00 PM with Bnbba to review this past season (2013). Attached axe last yea~r’s goals with 
accomplishments. Please feel free to edit this document in any way you wish (delete, change, add, etc. information). I shall also review this (2013) past season’s 
accomplis|maents and give you my input when we discuss. 

If yon conld return the attached document with your edits to me by the end of the day this Friday, Jm~uaw 3rd, we could discuss this i~ffo~rnation on Monday, Jamna~ 6th so 

we are on the same page for our meeting with Bubba on Tuesday, January 7th. 
I am hopeful this plum meets with your approval, and thatg~s very much. Enjoy the New Year Holiday~ 
Be well, and any questions or concems, plebe call’. 
Lans~ 

~Larry Ga~h~ ~r, 

ExecutNe Associale Dh~clor of Athletics 
Unive~i~y ofNoN~ (;ar~lina at Chat~l }{i~l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:29 PM 

bill palladino ~ _ _ @aol.com>; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com> 

Fwd: Soccer Camps 

Dino m~d Jason your call mthin your respective purviews. Please follow up. Cow me. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Camps 

From: @springtiel dcollege .edu-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

I’m interested in helping with your program as an intern m~d/or the summer soccer cmnps in 2014. Right now I’m in my firs~t year of graduate school. I’m attending 
Springfield College. The first semester I was in the strength & conditioning progra~n, a~d I worked alongside Sean Conaty, ~)n of Betsy ’Johnson’ Conaty. I’ve since, 

transitioned into the advm~ced level coaching program here. I’ve lived soccer nay entire litb. I have a tremendous passion to coach and find myself coaching people even 

when they don’t ask for it. 

respectfully, 

’TodaF [ will do what others’ won’t, so tomorrow [ can accomplish what others cant.’ 

’~Vinners don’t waitJbr chances, they take them.’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:33 PM 

Tony Englund < ~yahoo.com> 

Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript m~d Foreword 

Yes, send it to me again. I san coming ~ck from Florida ( recruiting tbr a week). I roll jump on it. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Tony Englund ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Have you had a chance to review the manuscript for my new book and write the Foreword? As I mentioned in our first exchange, I 
told Mike Saif at WCC that I’d try to have the final copy to him by the end of the calendar year. That said, I will happily wait as needed for your 
contribution if you require more time, and I think your views on this subject will be enlightening and of great value to the discussion. Please let me 
know if you need any additional material from me and when you might be able to get me your contribution. 
Here is Jeff Tipping’s Foreword to my Barcelona book (love Tipp’!): 

Following their defeat in the 2011 UEFA Champions League Final to Barcelona, Manchester United’s manager Sir Alex Ferguson, referred to the 
Barcelona style of football as "mesmerizing" - quite a statement coming from one of the world’s tactical soccer geniuses and a Iongtime Jedi 
manager. Those who witnessed the game were captivated by the spectacle of the great Manchester team, frustratingly and uselessly, chasing the 
ball and the Barcelona players as if they were chasing phantoms. 

In FC Barcelona: Style and Domination. A Tactical Analysis of FC Barcelona, Tony Englund has done a masterful job of introducing the American 
soccer coaching community to the "Barcelona Way". He shows us how they play, he provides us with training exercises to help us play the 
"Barcelona Way" and, amazingly, shows us some solid strategies to beat them! The book is a unique and welcome analysis of the best sports club 
in the world and provides us with scores of thought provoking technical and tactical insights along with world class "World Class Coaching" 
diagrams. 

Those of us who have dedicated our lives to improving American soccer will not simply read this book, we shall voraciously consume it - and not 
just once but we shall return to it over and over again. Thanks to Tony Englund’s efforts our coaching community now has access to the philosophy 
and methods of the world’s number one soccer club. As the sport of soccer continues to progress in our country this book will inspire all of us to 
reach for the standards of excellence set by the Catalonian giants and shall provide us with a template for playing the "Beautiful Game." 
Jeff Tipping NSCAA Director of Education and Coaching Development Emeritus UEFA A License Assessor - Irish FA Palm Beach Soccer 
Academy Technical Director FIFA Futuro Coaching Education Award Author "Drills and Exercises for Developing the Elite American Player." 

Happy Holidays and thanks again. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 
612-805-9262 



Fl’om: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Thursday, January. 2, 2014 5:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

htip://m.ussoccer.coln/news/u- 15-girls/2014/01intc-camp-jan-4-to- 11 .aspx 

Sem.f!"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 6:16 PM 

Debbi Clarke <               @gmail.com> 

Re: schedule a mtg to discuss recruiting? 

1:45 Mon would best ... Mlere? 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)"I~ DROLL) 

Debbi Clarke < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Great, would 1 or 1:30pm work on Monday Jan 6th? 

Thanks! 

On Jan 2, 2014, at 5:13 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Debbie, I am a free ~nan the 6th in the afternoon and on tile 8th in the ~£emoon. 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~Vireles~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

Debbi Clarke < i~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work ruth Bubba Cunningham and Vince Ille on tile Provost’s Student-Athlete Acade~nic Initiative Working Group 

(https://provost.unc.edu/policies/stadents- and- progranls~’universi~’- launches- s~dent- athlete- academic- initiative- worldng- ~roup/). My role with the 

Working Cqoup is to document the academic processes for student-athletes at UNC, frown file time that they are recruited until after they graduate. For 

exanlple, the Working Group so far has looked at admissions~ financial aid and academic advising. We would like to learu more about the s~mdent-athlete 
recruiting process at I~INC. How does UNC communicate its academic mission and academic opportunities to student-athlete recruits? And how does 

UNC screen prospective student-athletes for academic preparedness? I understand that recruiting is a critical and complex process, and recruiting differs 

for each intercollegiate sport. Vince recommended that I meet with you to discuss ~ecruiting for women’s soccer. 

I hope that we can meet in person, perhaps some time in the next tbw weeks? I will be back at work on January 6th and I’m available most days between 

9am mad 2pm. Could you let me know what day/time might work best for you? Thank you very much, I look ti~rward to meeting you soon. 

All my best, 

Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 6:18 PM 

Tony Englund @yahoo.com> 

Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript m~d Foreword 

Will do! 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizon IYireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

Tony Englund < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. I hope recruiting went well and that you found some downtime as well. I have attached the manuscript. Please let me know if I 
can be of any further assistance. I am very interested in your feedback. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 
612-805-9262 

On Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes, send it to me again. I am coming back from Florida ( recruiting for a week). I will jump on it. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireiess 4G L TE DROfD 

Tony Englund @yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Have you had a chance to review the manuscript for my new book and write the Foreword? As I mentioned in our first exchange, I 
told Mike Saif at WCC that I’d try to have the final copy to him by the end of the calendar year. That said, I will happily wait as needed for your 
contribution if you require more time, and I think your views on this subject will be enlightening and of great value to the discussion. Please let me 
know if you need any additional material from me and when you might be able to get me your contribution. 
Here is Jeff Tipping’s Foreword to my Barcelona book (love Tipp’!): 

Following their defeat in the 2011 UEFA Champions League Final to Barcelona, Manchester United’s manager Sir Alex Ferguson, referred to the 
Barcelona style of football as "mesmerizing" - quite a statement coming from one of the world’s tactical soccer geniuses and a Iongtime Jedi 
manager. Those who witnessed the game were captivated by the spectacle of the great Manchester team, frustratingly and uselessly, chasing the 
ball and the Barcelona players as if they were chasing phantoms. 

In FC Barcelona: Style and Domination. A Tactical Analysis of FC Barcelona, Tony Englund has done a masterful job of introducing the American 
soccer coaching community to the "Barcelona Way". He shows us how they play, he provides us with training exercises to help us play the 
"Barcelona Way" and, amazingly, shows us some solid strategies to beat them! The book is a unique and welcome analysis of the best sports club 
in the world and provides us with scores of thought provoking technical and tactical insights along with world class "World Class Coaching" 
diagrams. 

Those of us who have dedicated our lives to improving American soccer will not simply read this book, we shall voraciously consume it - and not 
just once but we shall return to it over and over again. Thanks to Tony Englund’s efforts our coaching community now has access to the philosophy 
and methods of the world’s number one soccer club. As the sport of soccer continues to progress in our country this book will inspire all of us to 
reach for the standards of excellence set by the Catalonian giants and shall provide us with a template for playing the "Beautiful Game." 
Jeff Tipping NSCAA Director of Education and Coaching Development Emeritus UEFA A License Assessor - Irish FA Palm Beach Soccer 
Academy Technical Director FIFA Futuro Coaching Education Award Author "Drills and Exercises for Developing the Elite American Player." 

Happy Holidays and thanks again. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 
612-805-9262 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 8:07 PM 

Debbi Clarke ~              ~gmail.com> 

Re: schedule a mtg ~o discuss recruiting? 

My office would certainly be easy tbr me if you don’t mind? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Debbi Clarke < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Thanks, 1:45 on Mon 1/6 works great. We can meet wherever is most convenient tbr you. I can meet yon in your office, or I can get a cont~rence room in the Sonth 

Bnilding. Just let me know. Thank you again, Coach Dorrance, I look forward to meeting you soon. 
Debbi 

cell 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Jan 2, 2014, at 6:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ans~n(~email.nnc.edu> wrote: 

1:45 Mon wonld best.., where? 

Se~t~.f!~ortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

Debbi Clarke < (~gmail.com> wrote: 

G~eat, would 1 or 1:30pm work on Monday Jan 6th? 

Thanks! 

On Jan 2, 2014, at 5:13 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Debbie, I am a free man the 6t]~ in the afternoon and on the 8th in the afternoon. 

Debbi Clarke < @gmail.com > wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Debbi Clarke and I work with Bubba Cunningham and Vince Ille on the Provost’s Student-Athlete Academic Initiative 

Working Group (https:/iprovost.unc.edwpolicies/students- and- progmms’universit,/-launches- student- athlete- academic-initialive- working- 

group’). My role with the Working Group is to document the academic processes for student- athletes at UNC, from the time that they are 

recruited until after they graduate. For example, the Working Group so far has looked at admissions, financial aid and academic advising. 

We wonld like to learn more about the student-athlete recruiting process at [INC. How does UNC communicate its academic mission and 

academic opportunities to student-athlete recruits? And how does UNC screen prospective student-athletes for academic preparedness? I 

nndersta~d that recruiting is a critica] and complex process, and recruiting ditt~rs tbr each intercollegiate sport. Vince recommended flaat I 

meet with you to discnss recrniting tbr womeffs soccer. 

I hope that we can meet in person, perhaps some time in the next few weeks? I ,hill be back at work on Januaxy 6th and I’~n available ~nost 

days between 9am and 2pm. Could you let me know what das(time might work bes~t for you’? Thank yon very much, I look forward to 

meeting you soon. 

All my best, 

Debbi Clarke, Ed.D. 

cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 8:08 PM 

Kelly, Angela <ange@utexas.edu> 

Re: Link fiom Trotter 

You are a very generous person Angie! 

Se~;t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ II#re[e,~s 4G L2~ L)btOIL) 

"Kelly, Angela" <ange@utexas.edtr> wrote: 

I’m glad you liked it! 

I always cared for other~ but felt an innate desire and responsibili~ to give ~ck for the past 10 years~ :-) 

Tell M’Liss HELLO~ 
~ge 

Sent from my iPad 

On Jan 2, 2014, at 4:54 PM, "Do~ance, Albe~ A IV" <an~m(~email.unc.e&t> wrote: 

TNs is excellenf! When did you become m spiritual? 

Seut./~om ;r(v ~ ~rizort f~reies’s 4G L 77( DROII) 

"Kelly, Angela" <ange~utexas.edu> wrote: 

Ans, 

Great article on the power of our words! 

www.iovcemeyer.org/articles/ea.aspx%xticle~open mouth insert 

Download the official Twitter app here 

Ange Kelly 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January 2, 2014 8:09 PM 

~yahoo.co.uk> 

Re: Graduate Assistant Position 

we do not have aJa~hing. 

Se*~t.f!°om my ~ie,oizou tITirele,ss 4G L2 ~ 

@yahoo.co.uk> wrote: 

Hi, Coach Dorrance, I am currently going into the second semester of my Junior year but I am already looking for potential Graduate positions on a 

soccer program. I currently attend and will graduate in summer 2015. I am just emailing to inquire as to 

whether you will have a graduate position ~eginning in fall 2~15? 

Thankyou, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:30 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Re: Ti~ne Management- Article 

Loved it !! Happy New Year! 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

@live.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hello Anson, 

Just thought you might like this article/study. Its about time management and how those that tend to manage their time poorly make poor choices when 

there is a "scarcity" of time. Anyway I hope your holidays were great! 

http~//www.npr~r~/2~14/~1/~2/259~82836/h~w~scarcitY-menta~Y~a~ects-~ur-thinking-behavi~r 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 10:59 AM 

Jdn Olafur Daniels~m <jonoli@ibv.i~ 

Duca~; Chris (duca~bunc.edu); Jason Sisneros i         @gmail.com); pacmm~@nncaa.unc.edu 

UNC          looking for a professional opportunity 

I have a .~,         that is a former US Youth Natq Team           that is looking for a professional opportunity. She is available now. She was my starter this 

past fall for a team that was a #I seed in the NCAA Tournament. Are yo~J interested? 

Frem: J6n (~lafur Dan[elsson [mailto:jonoli@ibv.is] 

Se~t: Thursday, February 28, 20~.3 10:38 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello Anson. 

My name is Jon and i’m a coach of IBV-lceland premier leauge team. I’m interesting in one of ,/our former student Maria Lubrano. I had here two ,/ears ago pla,/er 

from USA!Italia but did not stand up to the qualit,/needed here. Her name is Melissa Care,/and she used to pla,/for some school in the USA probabl,/at the east 

coach. Can you compare these two pla,/ers (is Maria with more qualit,/than Melissa had at her time) 

Can ,/ou also give ,/our opinion on these things about Maria on the scale :1-10. 

Tegnique: 

Short passes: 

Long passes: 

Heading: 

Speed: 

:1::1 deefending wise: 

:1::1 attacking wise: 

Pla,/ing as a midfield deefender: 

Pla,/ing as a midfield attacker: 

Hope to hear from ,/ou soon. 

Regards, Jon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 3, 2014 11:03 AM 

tMlddm Vanda Siguvgeirsddttir <vand@hi.i,~~ 

Duca~; Chris (duca~bunc.edu); Jason Sisneros ( ~bgmail.com); pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

... fo~mer US Youth Intem~ationa2l is interested in playing professionaJlly’. 

Vanda, 

Are you still interested in a ? 
We have one that is available now. Her name is            She was my starter this past season for a team that was a # :l seed in the NCAA Tournament.     is a 

Former US Yot~h Intematb:~na~ wRh an exc:ellen~: ki(:kh~g game and very good leadership skills. She is qt~ck and p~ays w~:h grea~ courage and when appropria~:e a 
high ~ine, 

F~= Halld6ra Vanda Sigurgeirsd6~ir [mailto:vand@hMs] 
Se~t~ Wednesday, January 23, 20~3 ~:%7 AM 
Te~ ’Anson Dorrance’;, ~aol.com 
Subject~ RE: Goal keeper 
~i 

~m: Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson~uncaa.unc,edu] 
Sent: i0. janOar 2013 02:21 
To~ ._ _ ~aol,com; vand@hMs 
Subject~ Re: Goal keeper 
Vanda, I would love to help you. My best player h~s signed with Bayem MI~ICtt but we have some othe~ that might contribute b~ed on the level of your team. Bill 

Palladino does my prot~ssiona] placement so I will coW him to help you as well. We do have a goalkeeper avmlable. 

"Hallddra Vanda Sigurgeirsd6ttir<vand’,~!hi.is>" <vwad,f{{hi.is> wrote: 

>>~ "Hallddra Vanda Sigurgeirsddttir" 2013-01-09T17:49:58.269342 >>> 

Hi. 

My name is Vanda Sigurgeirsddttir and I am a soccer coach in Iceland. I have 

also been a player and played on the wo,nefls national team for 11 yeaars. I 

also coached the Icelandic womefls national team so,ne years ago (1996 

1998) and during those years we played against the US and some of your 
great players from North Carolina. I even have a book you wrote :o) 

(Training soccer champions), which I like veu much. 

Through my carrier I have often coached the best teams in Iceland and the 

first six times I coached teams in our highest league my teams won every 

time. This yea~- I decided I wanted to try something new and I am coaching 

a team that just won a place in the highest league. So I am trying to 

strengthen ,ny team and to do that I am trying to get some good players fiom 

the US. In Iceland we have had some great players from USA who have played 
here during our rather short summer season but we have also had players who 

are not so good. My problem is that I really need good players but I do not 

know anyone in US to help me with this. So I thought, why not got to the top 

andjusl ask. IfI am completely ont of line jusl say so :o) 

What I am looking tbr is a goalkeeper and a midfielder or a striker or a 

defender even, but a goalkeeper is a must. Our season starts in the 

beginning of May and this yem it will go on until the end of September 

because our national team is paxficipating in the EURO final tournament in 

Sweden. So it would be best for me to have players who roll finish their 

education in the spring of this yea~; or who have already finished. So do 

yon know of anybod~v who wants to have an adventure in Iceland? And also play 

some fine soccec Iceland is ranked 15 at the FIFA ranking list and the 

standard is pretty good. 



I was also thinking, if yon cmmot help me, if you could point me in the 

right direction. Is there maybe a website, a tirm or somefl~ing where I can 

contact people? A person you know? 

FinaJly, congratulation on your never ending success!, best rega~ts, V~da. 



Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 11:11 AM 

tsole@ecoslip.org 

Duca~; Chris (duca~bunc.edu); Jason Sisneros (         ,~bgmail.com); pacmm~@nncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Looking tbr women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe ne:a yem 

I h~ve a goalkeeper that is interested in pl~ying professionally, Her name is            She is ~ former US Youth h~ternational that w~s my starter tMs p~st ye~r 
for a team that was a # :]. seed in the NCAA Tournament~ She ~s negotiath~g with two German teams r~ght now (one h~ the first d~vis~on, one h~ the second). They are 

d~aggmg their ~eet ~n ex~:ending her ~ contr~ct and she w~mts to ph~y She knows if she hinds somewhere she w~l~ prow~ herself, so even ~ ~:el~ar dweller that ~e~s 

shelled For 90 minutes will be fine, as long as she c~;n suppo~t hersel[ or~ what she ~s p~;id. Can you shop arotmd and see ~P anyone ~s interested ir~ pulling the 

From: ~ole@ecoslip.org [mail~:tsole@ecoslip.org] 
Sent= Wednesday, December 22, 2022 3:20 AM 

To= anson~uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject= Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe next year 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Congratulat~ons on your team’s big win this year. ~ hope by now you havea moment to think about some of the players futures. 
~ am a USSF licensed player agent working with a couple of European women’s soccer teams that are looking for American talent to join their teams. ~f 
you have any seniors who are interested in playing in Europe next year, ~ would greatly appreciate your introducing us to each other. 

Happy Holidays, 
Tania Sole 
~usiness & Career Coach 
Ecosli~ 
425-987-3283 
tsole@ecosl~p~orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 11:13 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Good Day - Update on Myself 

profile V5.pdf 

From-"              [mailto:          ~gmail.corn] 
Sent; Friday, January 03, 2014 12:56 AM 
Subject; Good Day - Update on Myself 

Hello, my name is 

at       High school in 

and I am 15 years old and a sophomore 

I live in and play 

I play goalkeeper and have played goalkeeper tbr 6 yea~-s. I have been 

on the Olympic Development State and Regional team tbr 4 years now, 

have attended the U.S. Soccer National Training Center, and have been 
on the Player Development State team for 7 years. 

Recently i have been involved in: 

2014 ODP International Team - Costa Rica (Feb. 13 - Feb 20th) 
2014 ODP National Team Camp (Jan. 27 - Feb lst) 

2014 ODP Championship - Invitee 

2013 ODP Thanksgiving IntermgionaJ Team 

I would appreciate it if you conld come and see me play I will be attending: 

htlp://exactsports.com/events,’soccer/norcal- girls- nppevclassmen- soccer- kt- camp/ 

and 

Here is some video of me 

Video 1 

https:i/s3.am~onaws.com/ 

Video 2 

Video 3 

http://~x~vw.voutube.conv’watch% 

Profile.mp4 

I also will be at these tonmaments 

Northern California Showcase - Redwood, CA 

Players Showcase - Las Vegas,NV 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:13 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

kW: Womens Soccer Hopeful 

resmne.docx 

From: [rnailto: corn] 
Sent: Friday, 2:11 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Wornens Soccer Hopeful 

Hello Mr Anson 

My name is I am 17 years old and play soccer in Women’s Premier League in I am trying to gain a scholarship 

position in an American College to play      and study. 

I have read your bio and would love to have the opportunity to gain experience under your coaching. I have attached my resume and provided a link to a 

short video sample from some of my games last year, and a brief testimonial from my coach. 

I would be very grateful for any feedback you could give me. 

Video: 

Coach: 

Yours Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1/3/2014 4:14:18 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: ODP Championships- 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From:                       _ @hotmail,com] 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 3:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject: ODP Championships-- 

Dear Coach Dorrance, Coach Ducar, and Coach Palladino: 

Happy New Year! 

I want to update you on some upcoming soccer events in hopes that you will be able to attend one of my games. To 

remind you, I play for G97 Copa TS and am from . I am a forward and I wear~ . My 

team recently played in Surf College Cup 2013. I hope you were able to attend our games. 

I was recently selected for the Team that will be playing in the ODP Region IV Championships in 

Phoenix, Arizona on January 9-12, 2014. I don’t have the game schedule yet, but I know we are playing at Reach 11 West 

Sports Complex. I will send you the schedule once I know what it is. 

If you are not planning to attend the games in Phoenix, perhaps you will attend the Pac NW Showcase in Seattle on 

January 17-19. The games are mostly played at the Starfire Complex in Tukwila, near the airport. My team plays in the 

Far West Regional League, but we have been included in the Pac NW Showcase. I have included my schedule below as 

well as attached my soccer profile for your reference. I hope to see you on the sidelines. 

Bracket - Friday, January 17, 2014 

Game Venue Time ii Field i~ Group Home Team ii Score ~ Away Team Score 

....................... 1667 ~ ii ~ii~ .................. 02 i      ~i~ ............................................................................................................ PacaW 97 Maroon i~vs.i~i .......... 
~ .......................................................................... : ................................ 

Bracket - Saturday, January 18, 2014 

Game Venue Time ~ Field i~ Group Home Team ;;i Score Away Team Score 

Valley 
12:30 ~      A6 vs 

1661 Ridge Park- ~ 1 FC Alliance G97A ;;;;vs.;;;; 
PM ;;;; A4 

~Washington      ~ 
Bracket - Sunday, January 19, 2014 



Game Venue ~ Time ~i Field Group ~i Home Team Score ii AwayTeam ~ Score 

.............. gt;~fi~;z .......... 69;4~5 .................. N~; ................................ ~ .............. 
::~vs. NW Nationals G97 Red 

~Washington ~ AM ~ 

Sincerely, 

T/S, U16, 2016 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN -ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,              11:59 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: U15 National Training Camp Schedule 

U15 GNT Schedule.xlsx 

From= Imailto: ~hotmail.com] 

Sent: Friday, :tl:31 AM 

To-’ Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: U15 National Training Camp Schedule 
Hi Coach Dorrance, Coach Ducat and Coach Palladino. Happy New Year. I wanted to let you know that I have been invited into the U3L5 National Training 

Camp held in Carson, Ca. on         ~ have attached our training schedule in case you are in the area and would like to come by and watch. 

I would also like to get some information on upcoming camps that you will be holding this summer. I would like to try and attend one but need to plan 

early due to flights, etc. 

Many Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, January 3, 2014 12:01 PM 

tsole@ecoslip.org 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); pac~nan@uncaa.nnc.edu; Jason Sisneros,         @g~naJl.com) 

RE: Looking tbr women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe ne:a yem 

TaRai, 

She is a US citizen, I will check on the rest for you, 

Frem: tsole@ecoslip.org [mailto:tsole@ecoslip.org] 
~ent= Friday, Janua~ 03, 20~4 ~:36 AN 

Te; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~c~ Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros I        @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe ne~ year 

HI Coach Dorrance, 
I will check into this and get back to you. What nationality is she? Her parents? Grandparents? 
Happy New Year~ 
Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
tsole ecosli .or 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, January 03, 2014 8:10 am 

To: "tsole@ecoslip.orcj" <tsole@ecoslip.orq> 
Cc: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Jason Sisneros 

~clmail.com)", ~qmail.com>, "Sander, Thomas 

<pacman@unc.edu> 

Tania, 

I have a goalkeeper that is interested in playing professionally. Her name is, She is a former US Youth International that was my starter this 

past vear fl)r a team that was a # ~. seed ~n the NCAA T.:)umarnent, She is negol:k~ting ~vith t~vo German teams right now {one ~n the 5rs~: div~sh:m., one m 

the second) They are dragging ~:heir [eet ~n ex~:ending her a contract and she wan~s to pk~y She knows i~ she ~ands somewhere she will prow~ herself, so 

even a cellar dweller that gets shel~ed ~:or 90 rninutes w~l~ be fine, as long as she can support herself on what she ~s pa~d. Can you shop around and see ~f 

anvone ~s i~terested h~ pul[h~g the trigger? 

From= tsole@ecosl[p.org [ma[lto:tsole@ecoslip.org] 
Se~t= Wednesday, December ~2, 20~2 3:~0 AM 

To= anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe next year 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Congratulations on your team’s big win this year. [hope bynowyou havea moment to think about someofthe players futures. 
[ am a USSF licensed player agent working with a couple of European women’s soccer teams that are looking for American talent to join their 
teams. If you have any seniors who are interested in playing in Europe next year, [ would greatly appreciate your introducing us to each 
other. 
Happy Holidays, 
Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 

4~5-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 3, 2014 12:06 PM 

.la~n Sisneros t ~gmaJl.com) 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; pacm~@uncaa.nnc.edu 

I~NV: German Contacts 

So Jason, please follow up with these guys and gauge their interest ,_. H: they waffle let’s get her a job elsewhere. You are the point on this but obviously calf me in 

on this as you need to _.stay on this until she has signed a contract. 

Frem: ~ [mailto:. ~@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Seat: Thursday, January 02, 2014 1.0:50 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: German Contacts 

Hi Anson, 
Here is the contacts that I have made thus far: 
Cloppenburg: 
Head Coach: Tanja Schulte : Tania.schulte75.@, gmx~de 
GK Coach (main contact for me): Sven Gohring: hotte1.3@web.de 
Werder Bremen; 
I have mainly been going through Nichele Lapenna for this team. He was suppose to send in Marco Genee(former UNC assistant) to talk on my behalf. Sent him another 
message and am waiting to hear how it went. 
m~lapenna@jacobs- u niversity.de 
Thanks again and Happy New Year, 

BSBA Class of: .... 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

_~live.unc.edu I : 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 1:36 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;     @aol.com; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

FW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT U 15 Camp Schedule Intbnnation 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 12:39 PM 
To; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-ii-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; Division Ill Women’s Soccer Coaches; naia-womens- 
soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject-" {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT U :t5 Camp Schedule Information 
Happy New- Year Coaches. 

Following is information on the U 15 Training Camp schedule in Cmson, CA. 

Saturday, Janua~ 4th 
5:30pm Training 

Sunday, Janua~- 5th 
10:00am Tm~nh~g 

4:0pm Tmining 

Mond av, January 6th 
10:00am Training 

4:00pm Training 

Tuesday, ,January 7th 
10:00am Training 

3:30pro 

Tmk~hWh~ter- sq uad G-c~ ne 

Wednesday~ January 8th 
10:00am Training 

4:00pm Training 

Thursday, Janus." 9th 
10: 00am Training 

4:00pm Training 

Friday, ,January 10th 
l 0: 00am Tm~ing 

5:30pm 

G ame v s. Boy~ s CI ab Team 

Saturday~ January 11 th 

Players Depart Cmnp 

All the best. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Program~ I National Soccer Coache!~ Association of America 

800 Aan Ave, Kansas City, KS 66] 0:i_ i 93.3 362 3.747 x 3.0J.5 191.3 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Oflice: 920 1574 439J_ I Cell: 

.N__S__C_ .A_A_:__c.o_m. I Twitter: ~INSCAA I 

Find out more abont NSCAA College Services at vv~wv~nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Choups "Division I ~Vomens Soccer Coaches" group. 
To unsub~ribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, ~nd an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsnbscribe(~googlegronps.com. 

To post to this gronp, send email to divis~on-i-womens-soccer-coaches,%googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i/groups.google.com/gronpidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit ht~ps:i/gmups:google:con~/group~opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 2:38 PM 

.~kenan- flagler.uuc .edu) 

EW: Looking tbr women senior soccer players interesled in playing in Europe uext yeas 

From: tsole@ecoslip.org [mailto:tsole@ecoslip.org] 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 11:36 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc-" Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe next year 

HI Coach Dorrance, 
I will check into this and get back to you. What nationality is she? Her parents? Grandparents? 
Happy New Year! 
Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 

tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Fri, January 03, 2014 8:10 am 

To: "tsole@ecoslip.org" <tsole@ecoslip.org> 
Cc: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Jason Sisneros 

@cjmail.com)" < @c~mail.com>, "Sander, Thomas 3" 
< acman unc.edu> 

I have a goalkeeper that is interested in playing professionally~ Her name is            She is a former US Youth International that was ray starter this 

past year for a team that was a # :[ seed in the NCAA Tournament. She is negotiating with two German teams right now (one ~n the first division, one h~ 

the second). They are dragging their feet ~n extending her a con~:ract and she wants to play. She ~mows if she ~ands somewhere she wi~ prove hersel[, so 

ew~n a cellar dweller ~:hat gets shel~ed for 90 mirmtes wil~ be fine, as b:?ng as she can support herself on what she ~s pa~d. Can you shop arotmd and see iF 

anyone is interested ~n pult~ng the trigger? 

F~m~ tsole@ecoslJp.orq [maJJto:tsole@ecoslip.orq] 
Sent~ Wednesday, December 12, 2012 3:10 AN 

T@~ anson@uncaa.unc~edu 
Subject~ Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe ne~ year 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Congratulations on your team’s big win this year. Ihope bynowyou haven moment to think about someofthe players futures. 
I am a USSF licensed player agent working with a couple of European women’s soccer teams that are looking for American talent to join their 
teams. If you have any seniors who are interested in playing in Europe next year, ~ would greatly appreciate your introducing us to each 
other. 
Happy Holidays, 
Tania Sole 
BusMess & Career Coach 
Ecos~ip 
415-987-3283 
tso~e@ecoslip.orq 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 3:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Player Profile 

~ - PLAYERPROFILE012014.pdf 

From:       .@aol.com [mailto:       @aol.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 2:44 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W 
Subject-"            Player Profile 
Hi Coach Anson Dorrance, 

I would like to take this time to introduce myself to the coaching staff at the University of North Carolina My name is             and I live 
in              I am a sophomore at        High school in ~               . I enjoy playing soccer even though it is hard work. I have 
developed lots of great friends through soccer with my teammates and even competitors at times. I would love to play for a high caliber soccer 
program such as yours at the University of North Carolina. I have checked out your school’s website and am very impressed with its high 
academic standards. Your soccer program had a very awesome year finishing in the top five amongst Division I Women’s Soccer programs. What 
an amazing accomplishment Your record inspires me to strive to be the very best soccer player and student. 

I am looking forward to talking with you and the other coaches on your staff to get more details on your program and player development 
ideas. I know that I could add a positive impact to your program with my skill set and work ethic. My high school and club soccer teams have had 
very successful seasons in 2013. My high school won the Tennessee 2013 State Championship and was ranked third nationally. My club team 
(                 ) was a finalist in Tennessee 2013 State Cup. I have always worked hard to be a major contributor to my team because of 
my love for the game and teammates. I have attached a list of my soccer accomplishments as well as a link to my highlight video on YouTube and 
a linkto the 2013 Tennessee State Finals. 

I look forward to getting to know more about the school, campus, players, and your program. Would you please send me information about 
upcoming ID Camps or Summer Camps you will be holding. I would also like to invite you to come see me play at some of my upcoming events. 
Below is list of some of my upcoming showcases and tournaments I will attend this year. 

Upcomin~ events: 

ODP Sub-regional Event, Gainesvfl[e, GA-- Jan 4-5 

*Showcase of South, Little Rock, AR--Jan. 18-19 

*SEC College Showcase, Memphis, TN-Feb. 7-9 

*Regional Ill Invitational, Smyrna, TN-Feb.28-Mar.2 

*MRL Event, Louisville, KY-Apri[ 5-6 

*Adidas Blue Chip, Cincinnati, OH-April 11-13 

*Crossroads Showcase, Carme[, IN-April 25-27 

YouTube Highlight video link: 

State Finals: 
_h__t_!p ://www .n fh sn etwo rk .co rrYeve n ts/74486 

Thanking you in advance for your time and consideration, 

Email: @aol.com 
Phone: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Touching Basis 

From: [mailto: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Friday, 2:47 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Touching Basis 

Hello Coach Dorrance and Happy New Year, 

I wmat to Congratulate you and your team on the awesome run for the National Championship. My room and I followed along when we had the chance, outside of my 

soccer practices. 

My name is         and I’m interested in playing tbr your program, so I thought I would tbllow up with you. My interests are that your players really work hard as a 

team and that’s a big priority for me. When we work hard as a team, good things happen, like winning games m~d championships. Your team had a GI~EAT season! 

The other reason is the amazing possibilities in acade~nics, I haven’t really narrowed which ~najor yet, but I love math a~d science, I’m currently at a    GPA. I work 

I just remrued from Ft Lauderdale with my club team, as we played in the Orange Classic Cup. We were undeIbated in our bracket, but came in 2nd place overaJl, 

which is a great start tbr our team. We are returning from many inj uries, but we played very hard and worked together as a complete unit. 

Thank you and hope to speak to you soon. 

Sincerely, 

removed by 
sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 3:50 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

FW: ) from ’98 Soccer 

Shelly, 

Start a file put this kid in it ._, She is a 

@comcast.net [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 20~4 3:~ PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
C~: Ducar, Chris 
Subject~                    from 

@comcast.net] 

’98 Soccer 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
This is from the ’98 ECNL soccer team from 
I want to thank you for coming to watch me and my teammates play at our ECNL Event in Sar~ford, Florida. We had a successful weekend winning 
all three of our games. 
I also want to thank you for talking with me on the phone this week. I was excited to talk with you and look forward to talking with you again soon 
about my soccer experiences. 
I’ve added some links to my team and profile pages below so you may follow me. 
ECNL Team Page- h~i//~iite~i~i~ii~i~6~/te~ 
ECNL Profile Page- 
TopDrawer Profile Page- http:liwww.topdrawersoccer.com/club-player-profilel                 : 
Thanks for your time. 

,@co-recast. net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, JanuaD 3, 2014 4:11 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu"~ 

1~: Armu~J Report 

Shelly, 

I i~o longer do the co~,ching schools 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 20.t4 4:04 PM 

To; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

C¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Annual Report 

Mr Gallo, 

The annual report is attached. 
Shelly Streett 

Olympic Sports 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 

Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 4:52 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); pacman~b~uncaa.unc.edu; 

_ _ ; clay weaver 

. matt jones 

, sean patton ( 

,; nicole fava (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: 

~gtna~l.com 

Who can help move in? Please email me back if you can.., thank you’.! 

Ladies, 

is a top recruit that has decided to                     and join us this spring semester. She will arrive at Carmichael Dorm between 9 am and 11 

am this Sunday to move into the dorm and I would love it if anyone is free to go welcome her (and perhaps help her move in {she is coming off an,       }). She 

will be driving up from       all night Saturday. Her mobile # is            if you would like to text her. 

I hope you spent your break successfully getting better, reading your book assignment and watching your EPL team. Remember we have to become fans of the 

game. We want to play a very sophisticated level of the game and it will be so much easier if you really love this game we play and get into your EPL team. Of 

course you will be quizzed on your EPL Team your first week here and it will be hard for you to fake watching if you don’t .... just knowing the starting lineup and 

the coaches name will not be enough. 

I know some of you have been working hard. So you will love this story of being caught in the act of going after it: out of the blue Chris Ducat is texted a picture of 

by one of our track coaches and he asks "who is this girl"? Chris texts back: ’ ~. Then comes the question: "how fast is she"?" In 

athletic testing from this past fall: top 16!" The UNC track coach was so impressed at watching        sprinting on her own he wanted to know if she could help 

the track team!!! Way to go       !! Maybe she will be in the top 10 now!!! 

I hope all of you have kept improving to help your spring teams win, to sharpen your athletic platforms and your technical ability. Of course we will see soon. 

Remember: "live on a never ending ascension" in everything you do!! 

See you soon!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 3, 2014 4:55 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: Good news .... call ~ne! ’. 

Hey, I was excited as well[! I could not wait to share the news with you. 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Friday, January 03, 2014- 4-:23 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Good news .... call me!! 

Hi Anson! 

Thank you so much for that GREAT news!!! 

We have had a day full of appts and were just driving home. We are all celebrating in car! Best news of the year..ha ha ! 

I’ll be flying in on Thursday night for the weekend to help with any loose ends..so hope to see you then! 

Thank you!I!! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 3, 2014, at 3:47 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson¢~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I have good news on two fronts: 

Summer school full scholarship $.for both sessions for if she wants it. 

I have mores to help you guys and for this spring as well. 

Call when you get a chance ... © 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:58 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~g: Who can help move in’? Please emaJl me back if you can.., thank you!! 

Thank you .... don’t delay ~_. It will rnake her" feel really good! 

Frem: 
Sent; Friday, 4:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Who can help move in? Please email me back if you can ... thank you!! 

Anson, 

I will help her, I will text her. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < _a_. .n_ s__o_. .n__ .@_. .e_ m._ .a_j_[:_u_._n_.q_._~_d__u.> wrote: 

Ladies, 

is a top recruit that has decided to leave high school early and join us this spring semester. She will arrive at           Dorm between 9 

am and :1:1 am this Sunday to move into the dorm and I would love it if anyone is free to go welcome her (and perhaps help her move in {she is coming 

off an        }). She will be driving up from       all night Saturday. Her mobile # is             if you would like to text her. 

I hope you spent your break successfully getting better, reading your book assignment and watching your EPL team. Remember we have to become 

fans of the game. We want to play a very sophisticated level of the game and it will be so much easier if you really love this game we play and get into 

your EPLteam. Of course you will be quizzed on your EPLTeam your first week here and it will be hard for you to fake watching if you don’t..., just 

knowing the starting lineup and the coaches name will not be enough. 

I know some of you have been working hard. So you will love this story of being caught in the act of going after it: out of the blue Chris Ducat is texted 

a picture of by one of our track coaches and he asks "who is this girl"? Chris texts back: ’ Then comes the question: 

"how fast is she"? "In athletic testing from this past fall: top :16!" The UNC track coach was so impressed at watching sprinting on her own he 

wanted to know if she could help the track team!!! Way to go       !!! Maybe she will be in the top :10 now!!! 

I hope all of you have kept improving to help your spring teams win, to sharpen your athletic platforms and your technical ability. Of course we will 

see soon. Remember: "live on a never ending ascension" in everything you do!! 

See you soon!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:04 PM 

ducar~!uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: FW: Who cm~ help 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ,~bgmail.com); pac~na~@uncaa.nnc.edu 

move in? Please email me back if you can ... thank you! ! 

My Leadership Council and my Spdng Captains, 

Do each of you mind zipping ot:f a quick text to welcoming her to UNC? And those of you who can help her p~ease ~et her know. You aH know how nerve 

wracking the jump to college and moving away from home is so please welcome this great 

Thank you my wonderfu~ T~r Heels. You guys were m~ssed~ I can’t w~it to see you~ Remember, this ~s your ship now and you get to set the tone in everytNng: how 

hard we work, how we treat each other, our attitude towards academics etc. 

$ent~ Friday, 4:54 PN 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A W 
$ubjeet~ Re: Who can help move in? Please email me back if you can ... thank youH 

Anson, 

~ will help her, I wil~ text her. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

is a top recruit that has decided to leave high school early and join us this spring semester. She will arrive at           Dorm between 9 

am and 11 am this Sunday to move into the dorm and would love it if anyone is free to go welcome her (and perhaps help her move in {she is coming 

I hope all of you have kept improving to help your spnng teams win, to sharpen your athletic platforms and your technical ability. Of course we will 

see soon. Remember: "live on a never ending ascension" in everything you do!! 

See you soon!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:11 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

PJ~: 

Yok~ w~l~ be ei~;V to recommend, ~t might be tough to get, however, was rejected with her 

Happy New Year[!! 

Sent= Friday, 8:22 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 

Hey Anson, 
Here is the link for the information on the recommendation letter for the 
for me, I really appreciate it~ Let me know ifvou have anv questions. 

b_~a~/Z_ ........................................................................................................................................... 
Thanks, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to write one of my letters 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 5:12 PM 

Anson Dormnce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Fl~m-" 

Sent: Friday, 8:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hey Anson, 

Here is the link for the information on the recommendation letter for the 

for me, I really appreciate it! Let me know if you have any questions. 

~ttp:!~ ...... 
Thanks, 

Thank you so much for agreeing to write one of my letters 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 11:23 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Who can help move in’? Please emafil ~ne back if you cm~ ... thank you!! 

Thank yon 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tFire[e,~s 4G L2’E LL~tOIL) 

~yahoo.com> wrote: 

I texted her 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On , at 5:04 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV" <aa~son(_a~email.anc.edu > wrote: 

My Leadership Council and my Spring Captains, 

Do each of you mind zipping off a quick text to welcoming her to UNC? And those of you who can help her please let her know. You al~ know 

how nerve wr~cking the )imp to college snd moving away from home is so please welcome tNs gre~t k~d! 

Thank you my wonderfu~ Tar Hee~5 You guys were missed I can’t wa~t to see you Remember, ~:his ~s your ship now and you get to set the tone ~r~ 

ew~rytNng: how hard we work, how we treat each other, our a[:titude towards academics etc 

Sent= Friday, 4:54 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Who can help move in? Please emai~ me back if you can ._ thank youH 

Anson, 

I wil~ help her, I will text her. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 4:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

is a top recruit that has decided to leave high school early and join us this spring semester. She will arrive at 

Dorm between 9 am and 11 am this Sunday to move into the dorm and I would love it if anyone is free to go welcome her (and perhaps 

I hope all of you have kept improving to help your spring teams win, to sharpen your athletic platforms and your technical ability. Of 

course we will see soon. Remember: "live on a never ending ascension" in everything you do!! 

See you soon!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 3, 2014 11:35 PM 

@eartNink.ne~> 

Re: Who can help move in’? Please emafil ~ne back if you cm~ ... thank you!! 

Thm~k you Jo, have you texted her yet? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ II~ire[e,~s 4G L)"E LL~tOIL) 

,~earthlink.net> wrote: 

Hey Anson! I would love to help move in’. Hope you’ve had a great break! 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Jan 3, 2014, at 4:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aa~son@email.anc.edu > wrote: 

Ladies, 

is a top recruit that has decided to                     and join us this spring semester. She will arrive at Carmichael Dorm between 9 

am and 11 am this Sunday to move into the dorm and I would love it if anyone is free to go welcome her (and perhaps help her move in {she is coming 

off an        ~). She will be driving up from       all night Saturday. Her mobile # is             if you would like to text her. 

I hope you spent your break successfully getting better, reading your book assignment and watching your EPL team. Remember we have to become 

fans of the game. We want to play a very sophisticated level of the game and it will be so much easier if you really love this game we play and get into 

your EPLteam. Of course you will be quizzed on your EPLTeam your first week here and it will be hard for you to fake watching if you don’t..., just 

knowing the starting lineup and the coaches name will not be enough. 

I know some of you have been working hard. So you will love this story of being caught in the act of going after it: out of the blue Chris Ducar is texted 

a picture of by one of our track coaches and he asks "who is this girl"? Chris texts back: ’ . Then comes the question: 

"how fast is she"? "In athletic testing from this past fall: top 16!" The UNC track coach was so impressed at watching sprinting on her own he 

wanted to know if she could help the track team!!! Way to go        !! Maybe she will be in the top 10 now!!! 

I hope all of you have kept improving to help your spring teams win, to sharpen your athletic platforms and your technical ability. Of course we will 

see soom Remember: "live on a never ending ascension" in everything you do!! 

See you soon!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 11:38 PM 

~gmail.com>; Ducat, Chris <ctucar@~mc.edtr~; Jason Sisneros~ 

Re: Progress 

@gmail.com> 

thm~k you for the det~filed update on your condition. Obviously this roll be a huge chaJlenge for you. But with eveuthing I could see about you ~d your self 

discipline, I am confident that you’ll remm to full strength and be on top of your game in no time. I know recove~ was 100 percent because I committed 

myself to my physical therapy m~d my training. I know you will do the same. 

~gmail ,coln)- wrote: 

Dear Coach Anson, 

Two weeks have passed since 

I am ready to become a Tar Heel. 

Talk to you soon, 

I will be able to start rcmning. Working hard to get back in the game. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 3, 2014 11:38 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From:.              _                             @cuemaJ~l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My name is            . I mn a junior at                   High School in         . I’ve been on         varsity team since I was in 8th grade. I have 
gotten honorable mention in 8th and 9th grade. Unfortunately I got injured in 10th grade. Since that injury, I have improved and achieved great goals. My junior year I 

received captain, All-Conference, best defensive player as well as getting nominated for All-State-All-Conference in the~ ~ team. I used play for C 1 

club team for three years. I got better offers from_ team and 7 /premier team. I did take offec but I guest play for’ to go on 

college showcases. I went to St. Louis, Missouri with~ and I am going to Las Vegas with them in February for another college showcase. Hopefiflly I will get 
my schedule soon tbr that showcase mad could send it to you. I believe my      team is going to Ohio tbr a tournament. I was al~ on the ODP team. I got asked to 

tryout for                  soccer reran. I roll be trying out for them in January. If needed I will send any of nay coaches information to you. I’m interested in your 

school as well as playing soccer tbr the team. I play defense, preferably sweeper, but any defensive position I am up to playing too! When needed I’ve been moved up 

to forward for nay speed to help the team offensively. I am a committed player as well as a team player. One game I ran into a goal post to save a goal I am willing to 

do whatever I can to play soccer in college. What is the process to be considered or looked at for your team? Let tne know if you need any of my coaches 

information, schedules, DVD’s of my playing, or a resume of my soccer history. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, January 4, 2014 2:28 PM 

Jason Sisneros ~ ,@gma~l.com> 

Re: .... former US Youth Intermalional goaJkeeper is intereffted in playing professionally! 

Good job Jason... Keep us all posted. 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ LL~tOIL) 

Jason Sisneros < @gmail.com> wrote: 

Vanda, 

That would be great! Thank you! I will check with     , but I believe she could stay through September. She is a fantastic goalkeeper and a great teammate. I have 

attached a player profile of her college career here at UNC. She has had interest from some German club~ but no official offer, so if a team is serious about her in 

Iceland now’s the ti~ne to talk. Feel free to share my email and phone number ruth any reruns that have interest in offering her a contract or need any more information. 

We also have a veu good, very fast and strong outside back/midfielder that played 4 seasons here, as well as the US U-20 National Team, that is interested in 

possible playing in Iceland should the opportunity be there. Her name is I have attached a player profile about her as well and could provide video footage 

this week should anyone be interested. 

Thank you again’. I look tbrwa~cd to hearing ti~om you again soon! 

Bes~t Wishes. 

Jason Sisneros 

UniversiU of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Volunteer Assistant Coach 

’(c) 

On Sat, Jan 4, 2014 at 1:37 PM, Hallddra Vanda Sigurgeirsddttir <van&~hi.is> wrote: 

Hi. 

I am not coaching tl~e team now but I know tl~at we have a shortage of good goalkeepers in Iceland. Do you want me to contact coaches tl~at I know and are 

looldng for a keeper? We have some good teams, both in the highest division and the second highest. Do you know when she could come to Iceland and if she has 

to go back early in august?That is our bigges~t problem with players from USA - and our Icelandic players on schoarship - that they have to leave before our season 

ends. So the teams like it better efthey can stay to the end of season - but that is not always the case and we have had players that go home in august. Our season 

ends in september, usually around the 15th. 

Have a great day you too! Vanda. 

I~ann t~studagur 3 Januar 2014 18:59 GMT, skrifa~Si Jason Sisneros < ?b~gmail.com>: 

> Vanda, 
> 

> I believe is interested in playing in Iceland. Here is a link to view 

> her highlights from 2013 

> https:i/drive.google.com/file/d/0Bxzww6YsFVlqNnp5RU1ZZFpReUUiedit?usp sharing 

> Please let me know if you need an~hing else from me or would like to talk. 

> 

> My cell phone is and my office phone is 919-843-8654 - I also 

> do skype: 

> Have a great day! 
> 

> Jason Sisneros 
> 

> *University of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer* 

> Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 



> Director of Match Analysi s ] Volunteer Assistant Coach 

>              (c) 

> On Fri, Jan 3, 2014 at 11:03 AM, Do~rance, Albert A IV 
> < anson~email.unc.edu>wrote: 
> 

> > Vanda, 

> > Are you still interested in a goalkeeper? 

> > We have one that is available now. Her name is             She was my 
> > starter this past season for a team that was a # 1 seed in the NCAA 
> > Toum~anent.      is a former US Youth Intemationdl with an excellent 
> > kicking game and very good leadership skills. She is quick and plays with 
> > great courage and when appropriate a high line. 

> > *From:* ttallddra Vanda Sigurgeirsddthr [mailto:va~d(tbN.is1 
> > *Sent:* Wednesday, January 23, 2013 11:17 AM 
> > *To:* ’Anson Dorrance’; gwpall(a)aol.com 
> > *Subject:* RE: Goal keeper 

> > Hi again. 

> > I am very’ intereffted in a goalkeeper. You talk about that you have a 
> > goalkeeper available. Do you think she is interes~ted in playing in Iceland? 

> > Vanda. 
> > 

> > 

> > 

> > *From:* Anson Dorrance [mailto:anson(~uncaa.unc.edu <anson~,~uncaa.unc.edu>] 
> > *Sent:* 10. jan/tar 2013 02:21 
> > *To:*       ~aol.com: vand~(~hi.is 
> > *Subject:* Re: Goal keeper 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Vanda, I would love to help you. My best player has signed with Bayern 
> > MUNICH bat we have some others that might contribute based on the level of 
> > your team. Bill Palladino does my professional placement so I will cow him 
> > to help you as well. We do have a goalkeeper available. 
> > 

>> 

>> 

> > *Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID* 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> > "Hallddra Vanda Sigurgeir~tdtfir<vmad(a)hi.is>" <va~d,@N.is> wrote: 
>> 

> > 

> > >>> "Hallddra Vanda Sigurgeirsddttir" 2013-01-09T17:49:58.269342 >~> 

> > Hi. 
> > 

>> 

>> 

> > My name is Vanda Sigurgeirsddttir and I am a soccer coach in Icelm~d. I 



have 

also been a player mad played ou the wometls uatioual team tbr 11 yeaxs. I 

also coached the Icelm~dic womefis national team some years ago (1996 

1998) and duriug tho~ years we played against the US m~d some of your 
great players from North Carolina. I eveu have a book you wrote :o) 

(Training soccer champions), which I like ve~ much. 

Through my carrier I have often coached the best teams in Iceland and the 

first six times I coached teams in our highest league my teams won eve~ 

time. This year I decided I wanted to t~ something new and I am coaching 

a team thatj ust won a place in the highest league. So I am trying to 

strengthen my team and to do that I mn trying to get some good players t?om 

the US. In Icelm~d we have had some great players from USA who have played 

here during our rather short summer season but we have also had players who 

are not so good. My problem is that I really need good players but I do uot 
know anyone in US to help me ruth this. So I thought, why uot got to the 

top 

andjus~t ask. IfI am completely om ofliue just say so :o) 

What I am looking for is a goalkeeper and a midfielder or a striker or a 
det~nder even, but a goalkeeper is a must. Our season starts in the 

begiuniug of May and this year it will go on m~il the end of September 

because our national team is participating iu the EURO final lxmrnament iu 

Sweden. So it would be best tbr me to have players who will tinish their 

education in the spring of this yeaac, or who have already finished. So do 

you know of a~ybody who wants to have a~ a&enture in Iceland? And also 

play 

some fine soccm; Iceland is ranked 15 at the FIFA rm~kiug list and the 

standard is pretty good. 

I was also thinking, if you ca~mot help me, if you could point me in the 

right direction. Is there maybe a website, a firm or something where I can 

contact people? A person you know? 

Finally, congratulation ou your never ending success!, best regards, 

Vanda. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, January 4, 2014 2:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT U15 Camp Roster 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT UI 5 Camp Roster 

From: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 
To: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com,division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com,division-iii-womens-soccer- 

coache@googlegmups.com,naia- womens- soccer- coaches@googlegroups.com 

CC: 

U,So ~nder*t 5 g~r~s national team rester 

January 3rd, 2014 6PM 

~i{ c ..... t i{i a ....... d (o) 

[NTC CAMP] The U.S. under-15 girls national team opens 2014 with a training camp that kicks off Saturday at the U.S. 

Soccer National Training Center in Carson, Calif. 

Coach Damon Nahas called up 24 players, all but one born in 1999, for the week-long camp. The group will form the nucleus 
of the team that will attempt to qualify for the 2016 U-17 Women’s World Cup. 

U.S. U-15 Roster: 
OOALKEEPERS (2): Brooke Bollinger (Space Coast United; Melbourne, Fla.), Anna Smith (Crossfire Premier; Issaquah, Wash.) 
DEFENDERS (6): Joanna Harber (Eastside FC; Bellevue, Wash.), Kai Henderson (Crossfire Premier; Mill Creek, Wash.), Kartie 
Paschall (Tennessee Soccer Club; Brentwood, Tenn.), Sophia Serafin (West Coast FC; Glendora, Calif.), Emma Thomson 
(Team Sockets FC; Park Ridge, Ill.), Sydney Zandi (Penn Fusion; West Chester, Pa.) 
MIDFIELDERS (9): Madison Alexander (Alliance Academy; Doff, Mich.), Tess Boade (Colorado Rush; Golden, Colo.), Paloma 
Farias (RGV Dallas Texans; Pharr, Texas), Alexa Ferreira (PDA; Warren, N.J.), Chloe Frisch (San Diego Surf; Carlsbad, Calif.), 
Kiara Pickett (Camafillo Eagles; Santa Barbara, Calif.), Ashley Sanchez (So Cal Blues; Monrovia, Calif.), Tats, n Tortes (Solar 

Chelsea; Frisco, Texas), Kali Trevithick (Crossfire Premier; Redmond, Wash.) 
FORWARDS (7): Abby Grace Cooper (FC Dallas; Plano, Texas), Rachael Dorwart (Penn Fusion; Mechanicsburg, Pa.), Reagan 
Glisson (Tophat Soccer Club; Duluth, Ga.), Civana Kuhlmann (Colorado Rush; Littleton, Colo.), Tara McKeown (Eagles; 
Newbury Park, Calif.), Frankie Tagliaferri (PDA; Colts Neck, N.J.), Kersey Tumbow (Crossfire Premier; Liberty Lake, Wash.). 

Rob Kehoe 

Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

g00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 6940~_ i 9J_3 362 J_747 x J_02‘5 I 92.3 362 3439 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4392‘ I Cell: 

NSCAAcom I Twitter: (ONSCAA I Facebook 

~#a{~%~.i~l M;.:d coach 

Look gsck ~:t. 2013 

T~¢S: youth ~irts 

Find out morn about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving e,na~ls from it, send m~ email to division-i-womens-soccm~coaches ~ unsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http://gronps.google.conr’group/division-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https:/igmnps.google.com/groups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, January 4, 2014 2:33 PM 

@ear~Nink.net> 

Re: Who can help move in’? Please emafil ~ne back if you cm~ ... thank you!! 

Good ~ you will like this ldd. She can play. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireIe,~s 4G L)"I~ DROLL) 

,~earthlink.net> wrote: 

Yep. I texted last night. She said she would keep me intbrmed! 

Sent frotn my iPhone 

On Jau 3, 2014, at 11:35 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~sou@emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Thmak you have you texted her yet? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~Fireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

~(~earthlink.nef~ wrote: 

Hey Anson! I would love to help move in! Hope you’ve had a great break! 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Jan 3, 2014, at 4:52 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <emson~emaikunc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

is a top recruit that has decided to                     and join us this spring semester. She will arrive at Carmichael 

Dorm between 9 am and 11 am this Sunday to move into the dorm and I would love it if anyone is free to go welcome her (and perhaps 

help her move in {she is coming off an ). She will be driving up from all night Saturday. Her mobile # is if 

you would like to text her. 

I hope you spent your break successfully getting better, reading your book assignment and watching your EPL team. Remember we have 

to become fans of the game. We want to play a very sophisticated level of the game and it will be so much easier if you really love this 

game we play and get into your EPL team. Of course you will be quizzed on your EPLTeam your first week here and it will be hard for you 

to fake watching if you don’t .... just knowing the starting lineup and the coaches name will not be enough. 

I know some of you have been working hard. So you will love this story of being caught in the act of going after it: out of the blue Chris 

Ducar is texted a picture of               by one of our track coaches and he asks "who is this girl"? Chris texts back: ’ 

’. Then comes the question: "how fast is she"?" In athletic testing from this past fall: top 16!" The UNC track coach was so 

impressed at watching sprinting on her own he wanted to know if she could help the track team!!! Way to go !!! Maybe 

she will be in the top 10 now!!! 

I hope all of you have kept improving to help your spring teams win, to sharpen your athletic platforms and your technical ability. Of 

course we will see soon. Remember: "live on a never ending ascension" in everything you do!! 

See you soon!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Saturday, 3:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: ECNL - Sm~ford 

Call Brian and ask him if this is the one that "committed" to 
dribble, nice burst of speed. 

Sem.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

’~uca~; Chris" <ducar~unc.edu ~ w~vte: 

¯ if it is, she was special Left sided, composed, always looking to shoot, good offthe 

Sen@’om my ~:ri2o~ WireIes,~’ 4(7 LTE DRL)/D 

........ Or~ma[ Mes~age ....... 

Subject: ECNL - S~m/brd 

From: k~,gmai [, corn> 

CC: 

Coac]~ ©orrcmce, 

(~ood mo~fl~g. My name is              [ wam~ed lo lhco~k you jbr watchi~N ~,he                     game o~ Sund<v against             [ hope you 

#ked #. I would re~d~t’ like f we could [aik ,~’oo~ ~bout me plowing soccerj~w you ~ U~iversiO~ (~;~:orH~ (Tarol#~a. If H~ere is any i~f)~a~io~ you could send 

me aboul your soccer program tha~ would be :~reatJ 7hartks ~gam arm have ~ ~#ce day. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 3:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Next year 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Next year 

From: @cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

I unfortunately had this fall and missed my high school and club seasons. I am on my way to great ~ecovery and will be back strong in the fall. 

Click flais li~N to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, January 4, 20:~4 3:43 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: i soccer player 

pdf 

Sea’,t from my Vmrizon Wire,~ess 4G LTE DRO~.D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: soccer player 

From: #hotmail.fr> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Anson, 

I would like to wish you all the best for a very happy new year. This gives me the opportunity to send you some updates of my season. 
As of July 2013, I am integrated in the roster of the National A League team of the being one of the youngest players. 
have been a starter each game as a defender but also as a left midfielder. Do not hesitate to contact my coach, for further information on my 
season: 

@bscyb.ch 
I started all three games of the European U19 Championship’s first round, and helped the team qualify for the next round, which will take place 
April in Portugal. In March, we have two friendly games against Czech Republic in Switzerland. 
You will find attached my updated resume. 
Hoping to have caught your attention, I send you my best regards. 

From: @hotmail.fr 

Subject: soccer player 

Date: Sun, 8 Sep 2013 20:41:29 +0200 

To: anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Dear Anson, 

I am playing soccer in at the international level being currently integrated in the U:[9 national team and in the national A league with 

After grac~uati~n in     I am very much motivated and interested in playing college soccer in the US. I am more specifically interested in joining 

your program as it is a major player in the national championship allowing me thus to continue to develop my career. 

You will find attached my resume as well as a short video illustrating my individual defending, my distribution and my ability to get forward and join the 

attack. 

I stay at your disposal should you need more information. 

Thank you in advance for your attention ! 

Kind regards, 

https://www.d ropbox.com/s/5i kcditxoa9esn2/ ~.mov 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 7:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Thaaak you 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Tha~k you 

From: 

To: 

CC: 

.~yahoo.com> 

Hello, 
This is the (#00) for the graduate. I just want to thank you for coming to watch my games over the 
weekend in Florida. I really appreciate it. I was wondering if you had any I D camps that i could attend because i am very interested in your college. 
If so, can you email them to me. 

Thanks, 

@yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, January 4, 20:~4 7:36 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: prospective student athlete 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: prospective student athlete 

From: @hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

o Coach Anson Dnrrance, 
My name is, mid I’m in the graduating class at High School in I am interested in attending Unive~sib" of North 

Carolina because of the school’s great reputation and your radiologic technology prograa~. I’m also ve~ interesled in playing for the Tar heels soccer program. 

I play my club soccer in_                          . We are U- 17 this year. IVly club coach is           . His contact information, as well as my high school 

coach’s information is on my player profile on my individual player page. The link for that page is below. 

Onr team managers are still compiling onr tonrnament schedules, so those are not complete yet. I do know we are going to the Region II Presidents Cup on June 12 

14, 2014 in Overland Park, KS. We automatically qualify, for this tournament since we are the : chmnpions. I can provide you ruth the rest of our tournament 
updates mad schedules as soon as that infbnnation is available. 

Here is a link to my individual player page: 

http:i/soccervideo.us/ 

You roll find a]l of my player and student infbrmation "there, along with letters of recommendation and videos with links to thll match Ibotage. I will let you know Maen I 

update the page with touma~ent information, new match video and other importuner information. 

If you want more inforn~ation about me, you cm~ contact tne through my mom’s ema]l at: ~,~bhotmufil.com. 

Best of luck in your program. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 7:36 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~aol .corn> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Thank you for coming to watch me and my team play m Orlando, Florida this past week I hope you enjoyed watching me play and I hope to see you at more of my games in the future. 

If you would like to know more about me, and if you have any questions or ~vant more information you can contact one of my coaches. 

Sincerely, 

Class of GPA: 

Head Coach 
{~gmail.com 

Assistant Coach 
~gmail corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 7:39 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: ~me.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Thank you for attending my games in Orlando, Florida lafft week. I look fo~-vvard to staying in touch with you. 

Sincerely, 

Class of GPA: 

You ca~ contact one of my coaches for more intbrmation or with any questions. 

Director of Coaching / Head Coach 

~gm~Jl.com 

Assistant Coach 
~gma~l.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, Januau 4, 2014 7:41 PM 

bill palladino ~ ,~aol.com>; Jason Sisnems, @gmail.com> 

Fwd: Spring Clinics & Smnmer Camps 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Spring Clinics & Summer Camps 

From: Elite College Sports <info@leagueunited.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello Coaches. 

At this time, the most visited page on 
the ECS site is the list of clinics and 
camps. Below is the list of clinics and 
camps currently on the ECS site ~click here 

IF you have a camp or clinic scheduled and 
would like it listed, please email us at 
info#@ieaqueunited,com with details, 

School Start 

Boston College 1/1/14 website 

Harvard 
website 

University 

website 
Vi rgi nia 

American 
website 

University 

Wisconsin - 
website 

Aadison 

website 
University .............. 

Wisconsin - 
website 

/~adison 

Wake Forest 
website 

University ............... 

Yale University 2/17/14 website 

Vanderbi[t 
website 

University .............. 

Wake Forest 
website 

University 

Duke University 3/9/14 website 

C[aremont 
website 

Colleges 

Vanderbi[t 
website 

University .............. 

Wake Forest 
website 

University 

¢[aremont 
website 

Colleges ............... 

Hamilton College 4/20/14 website 

Wet[estey College 4/26/14 website 

Emory 
website 

University 

Boston Coltege 7/12/14 website 

Duke University 7/27/14 website 

Wake Forest 
website 

University 

To access your ECS account, use the following 

login information: 



User Name:anson@uncaa.unc.edu 
Password 

Click belie ~o email corrlmer~ts o ~I 

~ FoLLow aLL of the top women’s 

soccer on Facebook. 

League United Inc 163 Sideotit Rozd i Redding, C: ~89r3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Snnday, 9:42 AM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: my gift is on her way’. 

we are excited too! I am going to see if she is here yet!’. 

Se~t.~°om my Verizor~ ~:ireless 4G L)"E 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson and Chris~ 

Wel| i’m passing the baton on to you guys! 

left about an hour ago with her 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 6:05 PM 

~live. unc.edu> 

Re: ACC Postgraduate Scholaxship nomination 

Sum! 

Sent.~"om my Verizon lFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

~live.unc.edu"~ wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

Happy New Year[ I hope you and your family are doing well[ 

I just received this email from Kym Orr about a nomination for a postgraduate scholarship as I still plan to go to medical school in a year or two. It looks like it requires a head 
coach recommendation letter, would you be willing to write one for me? I think Kym will email you separately with the form. 

Also, I am still very interested in the possible opportunity of playing pro this spring. I get back to Chapel Hill Tuesday night so I will try to stop by your office sometime this 
week! 

Thanks, 

~unc~edu [ 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

From: Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, 1:23 PM 

To: 

Cc: : Yount, Tony; Lee, Jaimie; Broome, Lissa; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Congratulations! 

The ASPSA Scholarships and Awards Committee has selected you as a candidate for the ACC Weaver-James Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship. The committee 

appreciates all of the hard work you do both in academics as well as athletics. 

The Weaver-James-Corrigan scholarships are awarded to selected student-athletes - three from each league institution - who intend to pursue a graduate degree 

following completion of their undergraduate requirements. Each recipient will receive $5,000 to contribute to their graduate education. Those honored have 

performed with distinction in both the classroom and his!her respective sports, while demonstrating exemplary conduct in the community. 

In order to submit your application for nomination, I have attached several documents for you to complete: 

Student Athlete Data Form 

Head Coach recommendation form (I will also email a copy to your coach under separate cover to expedite the process) 

Academic Professor Endorsement 

Apologies for the short time frame, but I would like to have these documents completed and forwarded to me by Wednesday. at 10:00 am. Please feel 

free to consult with myself or your academic counselor in order to get this done by the deadline. 

Again, congratulations and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Kym 

Kym 1’4. Orr, MS.Ed 

Acadernic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Januao, 5, 2014 11:13 PM 

sprice@unctv.org 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 11:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Oflaaado Showcase Tournament 

From:                          _~mgschools.net] 
Sent: Mlonday, Dec£mber 30, 2013 8:00 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Orlando Showcase Tournament 

On Tuesday, December 1 wrote: 

My name is ;          and I am a Sophomore at             High School in                  I play for the              U-16 top 
team. I am interested in attending UNC because of your soccer program. I’ve heard many great things about this University and I am strongly 
considering attending My favorite position on the field is center midfield, but I can suit any position. In addition to being interested in your soccer 
program, I’ve had many experiences with playing with new and different teams. I was elected to play with a national select team with a group of girls 
my age. We participated in the PDT tournament in Phoenix, Arizona. Our U-16 club team won state a year ago and went for 2nd this past season. I 
was also elected 1 st team all conference in the            Conference my freshman year of high school while playing Varsity soccer. I will be 
participating in the Disney Soccer Showcase in Orlando, Florida from December 31 to January 2nd. I am number on the field and most likely will 
be playing in the        line. Below is a link to the event schedule for the time and field that I will be playing. 

. .E_ .v__e__n_. t_. .S_ c__h_._e_..d__u._Le_. 

It would be much appreciated if you could attend me in this showcase tournament. 

Best of luck in your current season. 



FrOlll: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 11:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: graduatiug in ---DISNEY 

From:                        ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, December 30, 2023 9:55 plVl 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
S..bject: Re: - graduating in ~ .... DISNEY 
Hi Coach, 
Just a quick reminder that we start off the showcase early tomorrow morning! Below is our schedule. Hope to see you there! 

12/31/13 

Kickoff at 8:30 AM 

Field: EW~¥S #16 

we will be in blue, 

1/1/14 
Kickoff at 1:30 PM 

Field: E\VWS #16 

we will be in blue 
1/2/14 
Kickoff at 10:30 AM 

Field: EWWS #18 

we will be in yellow . ~ 

1/3/14 

Finals 

8:00 AM. (if we make it) 
Thanks fbr your time and I hope to see soon! 

Please feel free to contact my Coach. 

SOCC~F 

On Tue, Dec 24, 2013 at 1:56 PM, @gmail.com> wrote: 

tti Coach, 

My name is           and I am ve~ interested in playing tbr your program. I am aj unior at 

as well as,            fbr                   ’97 in. "    - 

) as well as the National I,eague. 

Iu the recent years, we have had ma~y great accomplishments: 

-Region III Southern Chaanpiouship ; 

- Georgia State Cup Semi- 

- Disney Soccer Showcase 
- Southern Premier League 

- Premier League Eafft ] 

-Nike Norcross Cup 

-Concorde Fire Challenge Cup 

In the neaJc future we will be competing in the Disney Showcase December 31 - Janua~’ 3. 

Our schedule is below. I hope that you or your stalt’can find time to come watch us play. 

12/31/13 

Kickoff at 8:30 AM 

Field: E’~¥WS #16 

1/1/14 

Kickoff’ at 1:30 PM 

Field: E’~¥WS #16 

1/2/14 

Kickoff at 10:30 AM 

Field: EW%¥S #18 

1/3/14 

Fin’,fls 

8:00 AM. (if we make it) 
Thanks tbr your time and I hope to see soon! 

Please feel free to contact my Coach: 

SOCC~F 

High School and will graduate in I play, 

My tea3n plays iu the Premier league ( ) and the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 11:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: - Class ofl - Disney schedule reminder 

Disney    profile.lxtf 

From=                         @gmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, December 30, 2013 I0:34 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject=           - Class of     - Disney schedule reminder 
Good afternoon coach Anson Dorrance, 
I would just like to remind you that I will be playing at the Disney Showcase. 
I would also like to inform you that I will be wearing jerBey , while I am guest playing with the t 
Follow below my schedule, and attached my player profile 
I would very much appreciate if you could come and watch me play. 
Thank you for your time and consideration, 

Disney Schedule 

1213112013 

Bracket A 

11112014 

Bracket A 

sender. 

1:30 PN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ARSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 11:05 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com) 

EW: Top 5 Recruiting Topics for 2013 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf O~ Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, December 3J., 20:1.3 9:54 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Top 5 Recruiting Topics for 2013 

Image removed bysender Newsletter Banner 

Top 5 Recruiting Topics for 2013 
It’s the last Tuesday of the year, which means it’s time for our annual list of the Top 5 Recruiting 
Topics for 2013. 
These are the most viewed training articles that we published over the past twelve months, ranked in 
order of their popularity. You and your fellow coaches chose these based on their relevance to the 
most important part of your job: Recruiting! 
As we prepare for an exciting 2014, take a look back at the advice from this past year (and make 

sure you didn’t miss one of our five most popular recruiting articles): 

#1 "MAKING SURE YOUR TEAM ISN’T LICKING THE TACO SHELLS" 
Was it the title that made this our most popular article, or was it the down-to-earth advice about how 
to make sure your team doesn’t sabotage your recruiting efforts once you get a prospect to 
campus? Read this piece to find out (and pay close attention to our tip about bringing up this topic 
with your team before your next recruit visits campus!) 

.c__L.!..c_ .K.__U~_!._O___C_._O_._N_.T_LN__..U_~ 
#2 "5 THINGS YOUR PROSPECT’S SILENCE COULD BE SIGNALING" 

Especially applicable for this time of year, this popular article from January 2013 talks about how to 
read your prospect if they arch? communicating with you during this vital time of the year. We give 
coaches advice and direction on how to prompt new communication - or, how to determine if it’s lime 
to move on to greener pastures. 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

#3 "RECRUITING LESSONS FROM THE STICKY NOTE ON THE BED" 
Are there simple, low cost ways to get your recruit’s attention in an effective, unique way? Dan Tudor 
says "yes" after walking into his hotel room at a Hampton Inn early this past Summer. Find out what 
was stuck to the headboard of the hotel bed, and why it has some valuable recruiting lessons for 



you as a college coach. 

#4 "GETTING RECRUITS TO DRINK YOUR EXPENSIVE WATER" 

Another recruiting lesson ripped from the adventures of Dan and his travels: Why do we routinely 
accept the idea of drinking outrageously expensive bottled water in our hotel room, and how can a 
college coach use the lessons to become a more effective recruiter? Read the article to get the 

answers! 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

#5 "3 WAYS YOUR PROSPECT’S FEEDBACK IS LOST IN TRANSLATION" 

There are times when your prospect will throw a few common pieces of feedback at you as they go 
through the recruiting process. And, much of the time, those coaches don’t correctly analyze what 
their recruit might really be trying to tell them. We break-down the three most common points of 
feedback that are likely to be misconstrued, and what to do about it as a college coach. 

Image removed by sender. Front Rush 

Softball Coach Gives Gift of Life 
Courtesy San Diecjo Union-Tribune 
Dana Findley’s children asked their mother if she’d take them to the park and play. 
Dana wanted to round up the toys - Jalen’s soccer ball and basketball, Jade’s sidewalk chalk and 
jump rope - load the kids in the minivan and drive to the park. 
But her body rebelled, saying no. Kidney failure had left her exhausted. 
Soon, the kids stopped asking their mother to play. 
"Let me guess," said Jalen, "you’re tired again." 
On Sept. 9, Findley, 40, who lives in Paradise Hills, underwent a kidney transplant. The donor was 
her Iongtime friend, USD softball coach Melissa McEIvain, 36. 
Findley, whose friends sometimes shorten her first name to "D," named her new kidney Melodie. 
Sitting in McEIvain’s office, which offers a spectacular view of Mission Bay, Findley is asked how it 
feels for a friend to give such a meaningful gift. 
"She just saved my life," says Findley, her voice cracking. "How much more thankful can you be 
than that?"... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image rernov’ed by sender. NCSA Athletic Recruitirlg 

JUCO Recruiters: 
Want Planes? Train in Autornobiles 
Jetemy Crabtree, ESPN 
Oscar Rodriguez saw the tweet and just shook his head. 
Driving north on Interstate 95 in a white, grime-covered van with a broken air conditioner and a 
special odor that comes only from leftover fast-food wrappers, Rodriguez saw Utah State coach Matt 
Wells’ post about hitting the recruiting trail that included a picture of a private jet. 
"Utah State has a private jet?" Rodriguez, the recruiting coordinator for Garden City (Kan.) 

Community College, asked to nobody in particular. "Wouldn’t it be nice to recruit in that bad boy?" 
For most major college coaches, private or commercial flights are the only way to go on the 
recruiting trail. It’s nothing for a coach to get on a private jet, skip from town to town and be in his 
own bed that night. 
Comfort and efficiency are the expectation when you have a recruiting budget that’s six or seven 
figures. But for the rest of the college football world - the FCS, Division II, Division III, NAIA and 

junior college programs - the bulk of recruiting is done in December and January through lengthy 
road trips._ 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

NEW YEARS WEB rNAR: 
4 Secrets Your Prospects 
Aren’t Telling You 
On the heels of our popular two-part series on our free national research study about how teenage 
recruits want to be communicated with through social media, we’re moving on to a new topic: 
The secrets your prospects are keeping with you this time of year. 
Today, we’ll hear about the four big things that we see prospects not telling the coaches that are 
recruiting them, especially this time of year. Dan Tudor goes into detail, and tells you what you need 
to do next. 
Spend a few minutes during the holiday season making sure you become a more effective recruiter, 

Coach!... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image removed by sender E~ecome a Cliellt 

IS VIDEO THE IFUTURE OF COLLEGE 
Say goodbye to the old paper and online text application, says this higher education expert. Video 
is going to be the future of college applications. Do you think this would be a good move? 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

::..O:LLOW =.~:~:!:i:~ 0:~:: =========================================== .:::.::~,~:: 
Every day, Dan Tudor and the staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies scours the world of college 
athletics for the best recruiting news for our followers on Twitter. 
Don’t miss out on the news, views and advice you need to know about this new year as you try to 
wrap-up this year’s recruiting class using the best advice and techniques. Follow us on Twitter! 
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE AND FOLLOW DAN TUDOR ON TWITTER 
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Image removed by sender Client Insider Preview 

Creating a Better Impact with Your 
Next Recruiting Class 
Coming up later this week for our ._T___R___S_____C__!!__e_~_t__s_ and _P___r__e____m__!__u____m_____M____e_E~__b___e__r_~, we want to dig deeper into 
how to evaluate your recruiting message and strategy impact. We will go into more detail about what 
we see working, and teach our clients and members how to do it all betterthan their competition. 
Now’s the time to become a Premium Member, Coach...don’t miss out on our expanded training 
sessions! Click one of the options below: 
Not a TRS Client? Click here. 
Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 
Have questions? Email Dan directly at ._d_#_D_@_d___a___q_t__u___d___o___r_,_c___o__m 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11 : 11 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 5’11 class of update 

From: @ncsaspo~s.org [mailto: ~ncsaspor~s.org] On Behalf Of @gmail.com 
Sent: Tuesday, 4::t:t PM 
To-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; 5’11 class of update 

Coach Dorrance, Coach Ducar, and Coach Palladino 

I want to wish you and your team a happy New Year. I hope is a great year tbr you and your program. 

I wanted to let you know that a new video and some updated intbrmation has been posted to my NCSA website and can be accessed at the tbllowing link. 

I have also posted 2 short you tube video’s to my site as well. 

High School is in full swing aaad is keeping as super busy. In March my club team will be traveling to the Phoenix Cap showcase in Phoenix~ AZ aaad the following 

weekend we will be in Vegas for the Players Showcase. Both of these tournaments will help get us ready for Nalional cup in April. 

Thank you for your continued interest 

a~gmail.com 

Cell- 

Click HERI~; to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 11:12 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Soccer Elite Showcase Feb 7-9th 2014 

From: CSA [mailto:csatourney@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 31, 2013 4:51 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer Elite Showcase Feb 7-gth 2014 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 11 : 18 AM 

~xtra.co.i~z> 

M’Liss Dorrm~ce (mdorranc@duke.edn); @msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.nnc.edu; ,~!aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: 

We love your company! And I arn heppy you enjoy whet we try to do with our kids~ Yes, let’s see if we can avoid the injuries thet took us out this past fall end 
prepare the remaining kids to get better and better for next fa~l. 
Thank you for %touting" for us. We are ake’ays interested ~n talent. I wN put Chris Ducat on th~s~ Do you have an ema~l and address for her? We will send Chloe 
some ~nform~th:m. 
And M’Liss and I know e Iot ebout "eve issues" beceuse M"Liss hes complicel:ions m her left e~,e. ~ w~II cop~, her on this end Iet her edv~se you 

mailto:          @~ra.co.nz] 
Sent: Friday, 3anua@ 03, 2014 10:~4 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

@aol.com 
Subject: 
Hi Anson, Hi Bill ....................... Hope this e-mail finds you and your families fit and well especially you Bill after your accident. The evils of drink eh 
Or maybe the evils of diet Pepsi .. Anyway hope you are on the mend and all the Nwis wish you a speedy recove~. 
A couple of things to write to you about. Firstly to thank you once again for the fan~stic time I had at Chapel Hill this year. I really appreciate you 
guys allowing me / us to come and watch all the trainings and basically anything that is happening to do with the Womens Soccer programme. It 
makes me appreciate the level of training, comradeship and determination that these girls go through by being able to witness it first hand .. The 
resul~ didn’t run for us this year for a number of reasons but even in defeat I’m sure the gids wil~ learn a lemon. I’m Nready planning next years 
visit. 
Second thing is I have had my UNC scouting hat on and you asked if any more potential Kiwis were coming on the scene. Well a young girl has 
surfaced her name is           . She is       and moved to about four years ago. She is ve~ much like     and has a real love and 
unders~nding of the game. Plays in an a~ac~ing,             role and I have watched her play about seven or eight times now and have been 
really impressed. She is a member of the U20 squad and didnt play in the U17’s due to eligibili~ issues ,so she has been flying below the Radar. 
know that UNC has probably Nlocated NI of their money but if any becomes available ~ would ce~ain~y reccommend you having a look at this girl. 
Academically she is quite strong as well.      is available for the August in~ke but after hearing about the UNC programme from     if spo~ 
were available and she meets your criteria she would be more than happy to commen~ next Janua~. I have told     to tell her that U NC 
allocate their scolarships ~o or three years in advance so dont hold your breath.,     has been offered a potential scholarship at ~ 
and through another mnnecflon Rosie ~ite.. Malcom the guy that you deal with in will probably have more info on if you 
need it. Let me know what you think 
The third thing Anson is some info on the UNC hospital if you can help me. Cu~ing a long sto~ sho~ ..... My Brother in Law has lost the sight in one 
eye and is in danger of losing it in his remaining eye. I’m sure NZ hospitals are up to speed but the US always seems more advanced than the rest 
of the world in medical practices. So we have bullied    brother into geeing a second opinion. My question is Anson do you know if UNC has a 
reputable vision depa~ment or is there another eye hospital that you could reccommend and or even a doctor who we could name drop. 
brother reNises that it will cost a lot of money but when the option of blindness is in front of you money doesnt come into it. He only wants a second 
opinion check up to see what options are open to him Sor~ to put this on you but if you have any information it would be most appreciated .. 
Hope Wendy, Zack, M’Liss and all the Tar Heel families have a healthy and prosperous 2014 .. 
Take Care 

I Managing Director I Silverlake Electrical Se~ices Ltd. 
6B Westech Place, Kelston , Auckland. 
PO Box 60219 Titirangi , Auckland. 

Tel :- +64 9 8134380 ! Fax:- +64 9 8134390 ! Mobile :-. 
E-Mail :- @si~verlake.co.nz 

The information contained in or attached to this email is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed. If you are not 
the intended recipient, or a person responsible for delivering it to the recipient, you are not authorised to and must not disclose, copy, use, review, 
disseminate, distribute, reproduce or retain this message or any part of it. It may contain information which is confidential and/or covered by legal 
professional or other privilege. The views expressed in this email are not necessarily the views of Silverlake Electrical Services Limited and the 
company, it’s directors or employees make no representation or accept any liability for its accuracy or completeness unless expressly stated 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 11:22 AM 

.la~n Sisneros t ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: ..... former US Youth Intmrnational goalkeeper is interested in playing profession~Jly! 

Jason, 

Find out ;vhen the first day of classes is in the fall and check with Tony and see when the last day a kid can reenroll to finish the fall semester. YVho knows, perhaps it is not an issue to come 
back late with permission from a Dean. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Hallddra Vanda Sigurgetrsddttir [mailto:" @hi.is] 
Sent: Saturday, JanualT 04, 2014 1:38 PM 
To: Jason Sisneros 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: .... former US Youth Inten-national goalkeeper is interested in playing professionally! 

Hi. 

I am not coaching the team now but I know that we have a shortage of good goalkeepers in Iceland. Do you want me to contact coaches that I know and are looking [’or a keeper’? We have 
some good teams, both in the highest division and the second highest. Do you know when she could come to Iceland and if she has to go back early in august?’]2aat is our biggest problem 
with players from USA - and our Icelandic players on schoarship - that they have to leave before our season ends. So the teams like it better ef they can stay to the end of season - but that 
is not always the case and we have had players that go home in august Out- season ends in september, usually around the 15th. 

tIave a great day you too[ Vanda. 

}>ann f6studagur 3 Januar 2014 18:59 GMTIT, skrifa~i Jason Sisneros @gmail com>: 

Vanda, 

I believe is interested in playing in Iceland. Here is a link to 
view her highlights from 2013 
https:~/drive ~oo~le comJfile/d/OBx~w6YsFVlqNnp5RU1ZZFpReUU/edit?usp 

sharing 

Please let me know if you need anything else l?om me or would like to talk. 

My cell phone is and my oit’ice phone is 919-843-8654 - I 
also do skype: jason.sisneros 

tlave a great day! 

Jason Sisneros 

*Universi~ of North Carolina Women’s Soccer* Chapel Hill, North 
Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Vol~xteer Assistant Coach 
(c) 

On Fri, Jan 3, 2014 at 11:03 AM_ Dorrance, Albert A IV 
<anson@email.~xc. edu>wr ote: 

> Vanda, 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> Are you still interested in a goalkeeper? 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> We have one that is available noxv. Her name is She 
> was my- starter this past season for a team that was a # 1 seed in 
> the NCAA Tournament.      is a fmruer US Youth International with an 
> excellent kicking game and veU good leadership skills. She is quick 
> and plays with great courage and when appropriate a high line. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> *From:* Hallddra Vanda Sigm-geirsddttir [mailto:vand@hi.is] 
> *Sent:* We&~esday, January 23,2013 11:17 AiVl 
> *To:* ’Anson DOl~Cance’; }aol corn 
> *Subject:* RE: Goal keeper 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> Hi again. 
>> 

>> 

>> 

> I am very interested in a goalkeeper. You talk about that you have a 
> goalkeeper available Do you think she is interested in playing in Iceland? 



> > Vanda 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > *};rein:* Anson Dorrance [mai]to:ansonffa)uncaa.unc.edu 

> > <anson@uncaa unc edu>] 

> > *Sent:* 10. jan~lar 2013 02:21 

> > *To:*      @aol.com; vand@hi.is 

> > *Subject:* Re: Goal keeper 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Vanda, I would love to help you. My best player has signed with 

> > Bayern MUNICH but we have some others that might contribute based on 

> > the level of your team. Bill Palladino does my professional 

> > placement so I will copy him to help you as well. We do have a goalkeeper available. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > *Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID* 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > "Hallddra Vanda Sigurgeirsddttir<vand@hi.is>" <vand@hi.is> wrote: 

>> 

>> 

> > >>> "Hallddra Vanda Sigurgeirsddttir" 2013-01-09T17:49:58.269342 >>> 

>>Hi. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > My name is Vanda Sigurgeirsddttir and I am a soccer coach in 

> > Iceland I have also been a player and played on the womefls 

> > national team for 11 years I also coached the Icelandic ~vomefls 

> > national team some years ago (1996 

> > 1998) and during those years we played against the US and some 

> > of your great players from North Carolina. I even have a book you 

> > wrote :o) (Training soccer champions), which I like very much. 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Through my carrier I have often coached the best teams in Iceland 

> > and the first six times I coached teams in our highest league my 

> > teams won evew time. This year I decided I ~vanted to t~’ something 

> > new and I am coaching a team that just won a place in the highest 

> > league. So I am trying to strengthen my team and to do that I am 

> > trying to get some good players from the US. In Iceland we have had 

> > some great players from USA ~vho have played here during our rather 

> > short summer season but we have also had players who are not so 

> > good My problem is that I really need good players but I do not 

> > kno~v anyone in US to help me with this. So I thought, why not got to 

> > the top and just ask. I1" I am completely out of line just say so :o) 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > What I am looking for is a goalkeeper and a midJSelder or a striker 

> > or a defender even, but a goalkeeper is a must. Our season starts 

> > in the beginning of May and this year it will go on until the end of 

> > September because our national team is participaung in the EURO 

> > :final tournament in Sweden So it would be best for me to have 

> > players who will finish their education in the spring of this year, 

> > or who have already :finished. So do you know of anybo@ who wants to 

> > have an adventure in Iceland? And also play some fine soccer, 

> > Iceland is ranked 15 at the FIFA ranking list and the standard is 

> > pretty good 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > I was also thinking, if you cannot help me, if you could point me ~n 

> > the right direction. Is there maybe a website, a firm or something 

> > where I can contact people? A person you know? 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> > Finally, congratulation on your never ending success{, best regards, 

> > Vanda 

>> 

>> 

Vanda Sigurgeirsddttir 
Lektor i tdmstunda- og fdlagsrafilafa~Si 
~brdtta-, tdmstunda- og l~roskal~j~lfadeild Menntavlsindasvi~ Hfiskdla ~slands 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 1:37 PM 

massimo migliorini < @gmail.com:~ 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

M’Liss Dorrance (mdorrauc@duke.edu) 

RE: aNcle 

You are very kind to take an interesL in the American women’s game and to promote some o1: our ~deas. Yes, ~eL’s meet at the NSCAA Convention m~d-January!~ 

My ce~ # for easy access is: 

~ massimo migliorini [mailto: ....... ~gmail.com] 
5~Bt~ Saturday, ]anua~ O~, 20~ 2:~ PM 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~c~ ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= Re: a~icle 

Deaz ~son 

How you 

The a~clo a~ut you is online on caJc~atofi.com. ] ~o~ to meot you in PN]]y. 

~ a~ ~in~ to hdp ~mlm~ women’s ~ccer d~w]opm~n~ ] would ]ik~ to bdn~ a teach of~b~er NC~ italian- a~efica~ p]a~ers ~ play in ]~Jy, in order to increa~ the 

quality ]eve] o£th~ championship, but nobody ~ems 

~ sd]] have Jot to ]~am a~mt women ~ccer, m~ ~fi~nd Ran@ Waldmm helped me a little bit. ] visited Jot of~reat men’s coaches: Mo~ Donadom, Pel]~dni, 

etc. ] have ~i]y chaL~ with m~ £dends Cazo]~na Morace and Bett~ Bava~no]i, but sd]] I’m [~elin~ ~s not enough. My NC~ expedence is with a coach wbo has no 

about ~ccer ( lot o£b~owled~e a~ut pape~vorks), but ] come fiom ita]i~ experience as plaTer and Argentina coachin~ clasps ( ~,o o£tbe ~st soccor schools 

the Wodd), why is so di~cu]t to catch peopWs trust aud ~ot a~ bead coacbin~ job? NWSL seems a~ untouchable world. 

Thank ~ou £or your time, ] am sd]] sea~cNn~ £or vMeos and a~ic]es a~ut you m order ~ mc~a~ my ~owled~e. 

Ciao, ~ke care 

II giorno lunedi 16 dicembre 2013, Dorrance, Albert A IV ha scfi~x 

M a ssi f TH_3,, 

You are very kind to take an interest in what we have done AND the women’s game. ~ am not the least Nt concerned about anything you are trying to do. ~ 

appredate the ~nterest you have and the d~a~ogue your posting m~ght generate. 

All the best, and good hJckH 

F~m: massimo migliorini [mailto:~ @gmail.com] 
Sent= Sunday, December ~5, 20~3 ~0:26 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= article 
Dear Anson 
How you doing? 
I am an italian pro coach; during my offseason I wrote some a~icles for colleague’s website ( ~?~J_~=9_~£[] or ~_~]~_¢D_[~32=9_~£[] ), usually I wrote tactical analysis of 
the famous european and south american teams; but I wrote something about women soccer. 
In Italy nobody cares about women soccer and also in Europe is not so popular, so l’m t~ing to underline how great it is. On ~.alleniamo.com you could find the first one, 
now I am preparing one about you, the winningest coach of all time; I based it on some intewiews and a~icles, some matches I saw, some videos on the web. Soon you 
would find it on ~.calciatorLcom ; l’m sorry it is in italian, I would just be sure to write nothing wrong, I am a coach too and I understand how important is to have our work 
not misundemtood. 
Feel free to contact me if anything is not clear or wrong. 
I’ m searching a new challenge for myself and I hope to find something in women soccer, because I had a g~at experience in NC~. So hope to meet you soon on the pitch, 
or at Phila convention. 

ciao, take care 
Massimo Migliorini 
tel +393343233385 
twitter @MassiMigliorini 
skype massimo.migliorini 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 1:38 PM 

Seer 0 < ~hotmaJl.com% ttoracio <chefl~@email.com>; Kim < ~mindspring.com> 

ILE: Regis~tration for Touma~ent 

Joel, 
Thank ¥ot~ for doing the spade work o~ this ~,.. I look forward to playing with him. 
All the best!! 

From: Seer 0 [mailto: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 04-, 20:t4 7::t5 plVl 
To: Horacio; Kim 
Ce: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Registration for Tournament 
Horacio, 
Kim Bergenser (email address cc’d) has been the great organizer for the various NC United teams, but he has recently migrated from NoAh 
Carolina to Oregon. The new leadership has not been decided, but Kim might be able to help ensure that things will go smoothly for you. 
Kim: Horacio Zamora is the player I had told you about who I strongly recommend for the O60 NC United team. He is available for the February 
Wilmington tournament, and ultimately is looking forward to the May tournament and then the Veterans CLIp. After he registers, he will need a 
contact at NC United who can ensure that his registration goes through and adds him to the relevant mailing lists for information and coordination. 
He also needs to know to whom he should mail his photo for the card, and the fees for the tournament. 
Horacio: Please let me know if you have any questions. 
~- Joel 

Horacio, here are the instructions for registering for a player card (you can do that now): 
Go to: https :llwww. youthleaguesusa.comlncasaliivelPlayer, html 
Click button: Register with NCASA 

o "Please select the League that you would like to registe¢’: Select GYSAAL - Greenoboro United Adu.t League 

"Please select the Season that you would like to register: Select Spring/Summer 2014 
Click button: Online Player Application [Click OK if there is a window pop-up] 

On Player Application Page, fill in requested information, and then click button: Verify information 
Choose "register as a new player," if that is an option 
Complete the rest of the form, as necessary 
Check the 3 boxes and click button: Submit Registration Information 
Click button: Proceed to Payment Solution 
Pay $25 by credit card or whatever method is best for you. 
Keep your e-mail receipt and make note of your player ID# for the roster. 
Note: You will need a 1 x 1-1/2" photo of your best face to be laminated into the card. I am not yet sure where you will need to send it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 1:39 PM 

@gmail.com> 

I~E: Volunteer reference 

Yes, that is the best #! ] 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 04, 2014 7:4.7 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co:           ~gmail.com 
Subject: Re: Volunteer reference 

Happy new 5,ear! Sorry for the slow response - I took an email/technology hiatus over the holidays, Is 

Donovan do you know a gift named ’ I think she is fw~m Chapel Hill mad now in SF. 

Best, 

the best number to list for the reference? 

On Thu, Dec 19, 2013 at 5:34 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~_r!~?_n~L_e__r__n_~!:__kLn__c_’_:_e___d__u> wrote: 

Please list me as a reference! And you were no fraud, you played HARD!! Who was Doi~ovai~’s friend? 
From:             [ mailto:         ~_g__m___a_jJ_~_c__o____m_.] 
Sent: Wednesday, December :18, 20:~3 8:34 PH 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject: Volunteer reference 
Hey Anson, 

How are you?! Bummer about the season ending but I’m glad is OK. I ~net a fellow UNC alum out here in SF who went to high school ruth Donovan - sm~Jl 

world! 

I’tn applying to volunteer ruth a ~_9__c__c_’__e_!2__c_!__u__b__ in San Francisco that suppo~ts competitive teams at no cost to the players and supports the kids academically as well. 

Would you mind ifI list you as a reference? My guess is that they will cedl you to make sure I’tn not a fiaud :) If you don’t mind, what phone number would you like tne 

to lis~? 

Oh I also saw that the team won an academic awa~:d (forget the name...) - congrats! 

Go Heels, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

6:40:52 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: - Thanks 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

What do you think? 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 

Sent: Sunday, 12:02 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Ducar, Chris 

Subject:          - Thanks 

Anson -Hi there. Thank you for coming to see me play in the last game in Sanford. My 
coach          said he had a chance to speak with you briefly. Please let me know 
your level of interest. I feel like I’ve been emailing and I’ve been on the radar with you 
guys for a couple years now. I know Chris also emailed     about me. As this 
process continues I’d like to know where I stand with UNC. I have done visits now 
at                                             scheduled in the next couple 
of weeks. I am looking for a great soccer program, a great academic school and a 
program where I can make a difference and impact the team. Sitting on the bench is 
not an option in my mind. I am extremely interested in UNC and you are in my top 5 
but I just don’t know your level of interest and where I am in your recruiting 
process. Please let me know where I stand. If you want to communicate through my 
coach          that is fine - or I can also call you. Thank you again for coming to 
Sanford. I hope to speak to you soon. 





Fl’Olll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O IYNC EXCHANGE!OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 2:52 PM 

Chauncey <cchitchcock@ sbcglobal.nel> 

IU:;: Tea~m Camp 

I enjoyecl our chat. Please let me know if 1 can speak to someone to help you guys assemble a team. 

See you th~s sumrner[~ 

F~m= Chauncey [mailto:cchitchcock@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent= Sunday, 3anua~ 05, 20~4 9:27 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Team Camp 

H{ Coach, 

~ ]~A you a vo{c~ma~] on Thursday but had a busy ~nd to th~ w~ek and wasn’t able to c{~]e ~ck w{th you. 

Do you haw any time today or k~morrow to d{scuss how to ~o about reck{tin8 coaches and players £or Tc~ C~p? 

h~ a ~ood oppos{tc £oot ~ss~on yesterday. Showed her she ~ccds to work on ~t. 8:30 Sa~rday mornin~ when {t ~s ]0 dc~rccs out {sift easy but {t w{]] help bu{ld 

(or at least cx~sc~ d~ht?) her character and des{re to {mprovc as a soccer player. 

Tha~ 

Channcey 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Dec 27, 2013, at 12:14 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <&r_~.~?_n_(~!_e_~’!~_gi_!:t_!_n_.c_’:.e_d_._£~) wrote: 

[xcellent[ 

From: Chauncey [mailto:cchitchcock@sbc~lobal.net] 

Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2013 2:48 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject: Re: Mer~ Christmas! 

My practice session with my gids and [~end who plays ~r Oakland 

went well. We must have looked orgmaized ~cau~ ~e owner who let me u~ the tield thought we were having a private training ~ssion ruth a pro~ 

What a way to sta~ the ~y the &y after Chfis~tmas’. The gifts had thn a~d learned some tNngs. 

Chauncey 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Dec 26, 2013, at 12:17 PM, "Dorrance Albe~nt A IV" <o~son~,email unc eda> wrote 

Thaaak you! 

Sen@~om n~, Verizo~ ~Fireles:~’ ,.~’G L FE DRO{D 

Chauncey <cchilcl~cock~sbcAlobak!aet> wrote: 

Men7 Christmas, Coach! Great day except for no soccer. But there will be ice skating m~d pond hockey so my girls will get some exercise 

in. And tomorrow is my clinic at Ultimate. We are going to catch the competition napping and attack the next Winter session with both 

barrels. 

Enjoy your day with your baJlefina as I will e~oy mine with my little baJlerinas (good for footwork/balance). 

Chauncey 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 10:28 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~mson(~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

MY HOME TOWN!!H 

From: Chauncey [mailto:cchitchcock@sbc~lobal.ne~] 
Sent: Sunday, December 22, 2013 11:i5 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Louisburg 

I forgot to tell you that my company, Rainbow Child Care Center and Little Pros Academy is building a child care center in 

Louisburg with a soccer field. 

Sent ficom nay iPhone 

On Dec 9, 2013, at 2:46 t M, Dorrance, Albe~nt A IV" <’:a_!!~9.n_~).e__rn_g.i!_.._t_m__c_:_e_..d_ ._a> wrote: 

Thank you Chauncey![ 

From: Chauncey [mailto:ccNtchcock@sbcqlobal.net] 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 8:21 PP1 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 



Subject: A Good Year 
Hi Coach, 
Congrats on a good season. I am sure that a double overtime loss is a tough one to swallow, and I don’t know if it 

is any consolation that the team that beats your teaan won the national chatnpionship, but I hope that your tean~ is 

proud of a very good season in an ever increasingly competitive field. I enjoy following the tean~ from at~r and 

they are an inspiration to gifts eve .rywhere. I am s~till worldng on ins~dlling that indomitable will (work in progress), 

but it is nice to show young gifts a stellar standard to strive for. I hope your e~joy some down time, but suspect 

that you and Bill will be at it again soon. Happy Holidays and best wishes in 2014. 

Chauncey 

Sent t?om my iPad 

On Nov 4, 2013, at 4:34 PM, Chauncey Hitchcock <cchitchcock(~sbcglobal.ne~ wrote: 

Hi Coach, 

Good luck in the tourney. 

My daughter, ~        survived her first season of travel. It was a challenging season. A few gifts 

who could have played UI 0 played U9 and had a big physical advantage,        improved her 

skill but was tentaive when going into trattic with bigger gifts. And some girls were incapable of 

sharing the ball. 

Her coach wasn’t ba& but he hs 3 teams and doesn’t seem to care a lot about individual 

development. I woftc with        and she s~til enjoys the game. It’s a little frufftrating for me as I 

know she could do moreif she was used right and with players who shaxe the ball. 

Tonight she will pmcfice with the top team in her age group as we have a conflict the night her team 

practices so it will be interesting to see how she reacts with a more experienced team. I think she will 

play up to the level. See what happens. 

Good luck in the tourney, 

Chauncey 

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 2:57 PM 

Joe Machnik <j oemaclmik@no I soccercamps.com> 

ILE: Gene Chyzo~)~ch to Receive the Walt Chyzowych Award Sat. 1/18/2014 in Philadelphia 

Thanks Joe!! 
F~om: Joe Machnik [mailto:joemachnik@nolsoccercamps.com] 
Sent; Sunday, January 05, 2014 10:49 AM 
To-" alujan@andrew.cmu.edu 
Subject; Fwd: Gene Chyzowych to Receive the Walt Chyzowych Award Sat.1/18/2014 in Philadelphia 
, Dear Friends of Walt Chyzm~ych: 

On behalf of the Walt Ch.vzowych Memorial Fun& it is my pleasure to inform you that the 2014 Walt Ch~ov~ych Life Time Achievement Awa~rd roll be presented to 

Walt’s brother Gene Chyzo~ych at a special event sponsored by MLS’ Philadelphia UNon at 4PM on Sat. Jan. 18, 2014 at the Field House Sports & Beer Hall, 

inside the Philadelphia Convention Center at 1150 Filbert Street. 

As the attached Press Release details; Gene’s is a decorated career which includes fifty one (51) years atNew Jersey’s Columbia HS and service to the game of 

soccer at all levels as a player, coach, teacher and mentor. I am sure that you will want to join ns to celebrate this momentous occasion. 
We look forward to seeing you in Philadelphia in conjunction with the National Soccer Coaches Association of America (NSCAA) Annual Convention. 

Joe Machnik 

No. 1 Soccer Camps 
Globa2l Soccer Partnerships 

NEC Women’s Soccer Assignor 

26 Intracoastal Court 

Isle of Pahns, SC 29451 
Cell: 

i oemachnik(~no 1 soccercamps.com 

www. uo I soccercam ps.com 

i n~aclmik@~globalsoccerpar tnerships.com 
w~a~’.globalsoccerpartuerships.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 2:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW:                ~ 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 11:06 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris 
Subject 
Dear Coach Dorrance, Palladino, and Ducar, 
I hope all is well! I noticed that you attended the Disney Showcase this past week and i hope that you liked what you saw! I am a member of the 
my jersey number i~ . 

I look fonNard to seeing you at future games and showcases in the 2014 year. 
I would like to speak to you via cell phone, and would love to come visit the school. Please feel free to contact my coach 
know what a good time for me to call you would be. You can reach him at: ...... ¢,tt~,hotmail.com 
Thank you. 

for any additional information and let him 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 2:58 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Phone Tag 

Will do![ What is t[~e kids 
From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:1:23 AN 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Phone Tag 

So sony, about the phone tag ugh lol...I know its been crazy, with your phone etc and travel etc...I am flee today, tomorrow and tuesday even...we are getting 

bombarded with snow and the windchills are to hit -50 so they are already canceling school etc. So if you have a chance to caJl me, I will be here. 

I really want to talk to you about a player too. I know there is a lot I want to talk to you about 1ol but this kid means something to me and Id love to see her play for 

you!’. :) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,              2:59 PM 

Om Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu-* 

@msn.com; ducoa-@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ ~!gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: ACC Postgraduate Scholmship nomination 

Wi]f do!! 

From: Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Sunday, /L2:19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Anson: 

The ASPSA Scholarship and Awards Committee has nominated ~s a candidate for the ACC Weaver-James-Corrigan award. This award provides 

scholarship money {$5000) for selected student athletes who intend to pursue graduate studies after graduation. I have attached a form that you will need to 

complete in order for nomination to be submitted to the ACC. Please complete the form and give it to or you can forward it directly to me at: 

orr~email.unc.edu. 

Thank you. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday 3:01 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

ACC PG Head Coach Recommendation.doc 

Pri[~t this, fill out what you can, stand over me and watch me fill out the rest and let’s get it sent off!! Thank you1! 

From= Orr, Kym N 
Sent: Sunday, 12:19 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Anson: 

The ASPSA Scholarship and Awards Committee has nominated as a candidate for the ACC Weaver-James-Corrigan award. This award provides 

scholarship money ($5000) for selected student athletes who intend to pursue graduate studies after graduation. I have attached a form that you will need to 

complete in order fo~ s nomination to be submitted to the ACC. Please complete the form and give it to or you can forward it directly to me at: 

orr(~0email.unc.edu. 

Thank you. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student AtNetes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



ACC Postgraduate Scholarships 
Scholarship Appfication 

Head Coach’s Recommendation 
(Please type) 

Nominee’s Name: { FOR MT EXT } { FORMTEXT } { FORMTEXT } 
(Last)                         (First)                     (Middle) 

Statistical Information 

List available statistical information regarding the nominee including, but not limited to: for football - 
yardage gained in each of the several categories, defensive statistics, number of varsity games started, 
total minutes played and school records broken or tied; for basketball - number of varsity games 
started, total minutes played and school records broken or tied, scoring and rebounding 
averages, field goal and free throw percentages, and number of times fouled out; for other 
sports - number of matches won and lost during varsity career, batting average, goals scored, 
events won, together with best marks in each, and school records broken or tied, Please do not 
attach material that includes information about student-athletes other than the nominee and do 
not send catalogs. 
{ FORMTEXT } 

Athletic Honor 

List all the institutional, NCAA, conference, regional, state and national athletic honors that 
nominee has received. Please do not use acronyms. 
{ FORMTEXT } 



ACC Postgraduate Scholarships 
Scholarship Appfication 

Head Coach’s Recommendation (continued) 
Please comment on the nominee’s athletic performance. Describe both overall athletic ability 
and any outstanding qualities of character in recommending the student-athlete for a 
Postgraduate Scholarship. Qualities of character may include such traits as leadership ability, 
level of effort, contribution to team’s success, initiative, responsibility and orientation toward 
service. Give examples: 

{ FORMTEXT } 

Indicate where the nominee would rank among all the players at the student-athlete’s position 
you have had on your teams over the past (fill in) _{ FORMTEXT }_ years: 

BOTTOM 25% 50% 75% 90% 95% TOP 

{ FORMTEXT }{ FORMTEXT }{ FORMTEXT }{ FORMTEXT }{ FORMTEXT }{ FORMTEXT }{ FO 
(Indicate rank on graph.) 

Rate the nominee on the following:* 

Athletic ability .................................... 
Superlative Excellent Good Average 

{ { { { 
FORMCHE FORMCH FORMCH FORMCH 
CKBOX} ECKBOX ECKBOX} ECKBOX} 

} 

Character ......................................... { { { { 
FORMCHE FORMCH FORMCH FORMCH 
CKBOX} ECKBOX ECKBOX} ECKBOX} 

} 

Leadership ....................................... { { { 
FORMCHE FORMCH FORMCH     FORMCH 
CKBOX} ECKBOX ECKBOX}    ECKBOX} 

} 

Effort .............................................. { { { 
FORMCHE FORMCH FORMCH     FORMCH 
CKBOX} ECKBOX ECKBOX}    ECKBOX} 



Contribution to team’s success ............ 

*superlative = performs at highest level 
excellent = performs well in most respects 
good = performs well in many respects 
average = 3erforms well in some respects 

{       {       {       { 
FORMCHE     FORMCH     FORMCH     FORMCH 
CKBOX } ECKBOX ECKBOX } ECKBOX } 

} 

Type name:{ FORMTEXT } 

Date: { FORMTEXT } 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 12:38 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach: Happy new year’. I wanted to let you know I remain interested in UNC and the soccer program. I play forward on our team and hope you have the chance to 

see our team play soon, 

Thm~l~s! 



From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

Sent: 1/6/2014 8:03:26 PM 
To: )@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu I@aol.com; Jason Sisnero @gmail.com) 

;@gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Materials 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Importance: High 

Boys!girl, 

if you are bored or laid up in bed with both your quads torn off the bone, read this and advise me, if you don’t decide 

to read this pray for me because I will be ir~ the ACC meeting this Wed and will have to make decisior~s on this .... 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto: kpierce@theacc.org] 

Sent= Sunday, January 05, 2014 1:22 PM 

To= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski 

(eradwan@clemson.edu); Greg Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark 

Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 

(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randy.Waldrum.l@nd.edu); Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve 

Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); Tim Santoro (tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz@wfu.edu) 

Subject= ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Materials 

Importance: High 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Women’s Soccer Committee 

FROM: Kris Pierce, St. Associate Commissioner 

DATE: January 5, 2014 

RE: Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Agenda and Supplements 

CC: Senior Woman Administrators 

Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 

Attached, you will find the agenda and supplements for the Women’s Soccer Committee meeting on Thursday, January 

9, 2014 at 11:00 a.m. at the ACC Office, 4512 Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407. 

Please review the agenda and supplements prior to our meeting. Printed copies of the meeting materials WILL NOT be 

provided so please be sure to print these prior to your arrival, if necessary. FYI - This document is 143 pages so you may 



wish to view the materials electronically or print select documents. Head coaches are expected to attend the meetin~ 

the head coach is not able to ioin, an institutional administrator should have already notified me. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

KR~$ PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

©: 336.369.4652 I C: 336.420.4i55 
kpierce~theacc,org 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

docx 

From: [mailto: _~wi.rr.com] 
Sent: Sunday, 1:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ ~ rg; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 
Hello, 
I hope you ~vere able to catch Ol"~e of my games in Sanford recently. I am currently in 10th grade, however I play up a year with U17 age group. 
The next oppommity to watch me play will be in Texas, ECNL event, see schedule below I hope you are able to watch me play! 
Thank you, 

2:00 Field #19 
10:00 Field #17 

10:00 Field #12 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 3:14 PM 

josh ua@tr~mtobeclutch.com 

ILE: What are you willing ~o get fired for? 

Outstanding, as u~ual!i! 

From-" joshua@traintobeclutch.com [mailto:joshua@traintobeclutch.com] 

Sent: Sunday, January 05, 20:t4 5:53 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: What are you willing to get fired for? 

Sent from the land of possibilily .... 

Begin forwaxded message: 

Fr~n: Joshua Medcalf <j__o_~!)__t~_t__v__a_i__n__tg__b__e___c_!__u__t__c_!)_:_c_’~2g_~5, 

Date: January 5, 2014 at 11:23:17 AM PST 

To: Joshua MedcaJf <j~u__af~:~i!)__t~?_b_e__c_’_l_u__t__c__[_L_c_o_!:_n_?~ 

Subject: ~Vhat are you willing to get tired for? 

If you would like k~ receive our new articles, mp3’s and videos as they come out, plea~ sign up here http:/ieepnfl.com/H][I2Q9 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 3:16 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~live.unc.edt~- 

RE: ACC Postgraduate Scholmship nomination 

Yes, we would love to recommend you and I do think you should try to play pro in Housto~ with 

Front .............. , ..... , 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 5:54 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= FW: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Hi Anson, 
Happy New Year! I hope you and your family are doing well! 
I just received this email from Kym Orr about a nomination for a postgraduate scholarship as I still plan to go to medical school in a year or two. It looks like it ~quires a head 
coach recommendation letter, would you be willing to write one for me? I think Kym will email you separately with the form. 
Also, I am still very interested in the possible opportunity of playing pro this spring. I get back to Chapel Hill Tuesday night so I will try to stop by your office sometime this 
week! 
Thanks, 

From: Orr, Kym N <._o__r__r___@.__e_m_a__!!_;__u__n___c_:__e___d___u_.> 

Sent: Sunday, January 5, 2014 1:23 PM 

To 

Cc: greenemt; Yount, Tony; Lee, Jaimie; Broome, Lissa; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Congratulations[ 

The ASPSA Scholarships and Awards Committee has selected you as a candidate for the 20:[4 ACC Weaver-James Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship. The committee 

appreciates all of the hard work you do both in academics as well as athletics. 

The Weaver-James-Corrigan scholarships are awarded to selected student-athletes - three from each league institution - who intend to pursue a graduate degree 

following completion of their undergraduate requirements. Each recipient will receive $5,000 to contribute to their graduate education. Those honored have 

performed with distinction in both the classroom and his/her respective sports, while demonstrating exemplary conduct in the community. 

In order to submit your application for nomination, I have attached several documents for you to complete: 

Student Athlete Data Form 

Head Coach recommendation form (I will also email a copy to your coach under separate cover to expedite the process) 

Academic Professor Endorsement 
th Apologies for the short time frame, but I would like to have these documents completed and forwarded to me by Wednesday. ~anuary 15 at &O:O0 am. Please feel 

free to consult with myself or your academic counselor in order to get this done by the deadline. 

Again, congratulations and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ECNL U15 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto 
Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:       ECNI. U15 

5:56 PM 
~mail.com] 

Thank you for coming to watch the 

Sincerely, 

team in Florida last week I hope you will watch some of our future games as well 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: _~yahoo.corn [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, 8:27 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: 

Hi, my name is and l am a sophomore at I have heard all about the fantastic program 

you have created at UNC and I have read books about your college and program, like" Vision of a Champion". I loved the insight that it gave me into your 

program and your development of national players. 

On the dates of             my team will be playing in the Fort Wayne United College Showcase. The address is 5702 Engle Road, Fort Wayne, Indiana 

at a building the Plex South. My team is registered as                 I play a               and am number :32. We wear either an orange or white 

jersey with white shorts and socks. Below is the link to the schedule. We play lOpm Friday, loam Saturday, and lOpm Saturday. 

I hope to see you at the showcase. 

Sent from Windows Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Thanks from 

From: _~optimum.net [mailto: @optimum.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 9:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Thanks from 
Dear Coach Ducar, 
Thank you so much for taking the time out of your busy schedule to watch me play at Disney. I really appreciate it! Hope you got home okay with all 
the bad weather! Please let me know if you have any feedback regarding my play and if there is any additional information you may need from me 
at this time. 
I am very interested in playing for you and I am hoping to move forward in the recruiting process with you at this time. Thanks again and I look 
forward to hearing from you soon! 
GO TAR HEELS! 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 3:24 PM 

Jason Sisneros ( ~@gmaJl.com) 

)@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; l@aol.com; pacm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Highline College women’s soccer 

Please reply gracefully (blind copy me). 

From= Wells, Christopher [mailto:christopher.wells@umconnect.umt.edu] 

Sent= Sunday, January 05, 20:14 10::17 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Highline College women’s soccer 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is Chris Wells and I am the women’s soccer assistant coach at Highline College in Seattle, Wash. (My new email hasn’t been activated yet, so using my old 

school email for now.) 

As a two-year program, we are still doing a little looking for the 2014 class and ahead for the 2015s. I wanted to touch base with you to see if you have anyone 

committed or you’d like to get down the line who you think would benefit from the two-year route or if you’d like to place them at a school like this for academic 

reasons so that you could snag them in the 2015/16 class. I know it’s not usually as big of a problem on the women’s side as it is on the men’s, but I wanted to put 

out what we have to offer just in case. 

With that, I will give you a little run down of our academics, program and financial aspects. 

ACADEMICS: 

Nationally, we’re rated in the top 50 for academics for two-year programs and No. 3 on the west coast with a soccer program. 

As for athlete academics, we are very fortunate to have an athletic academic adviser (Laura Rosa) whose only job is to work with student-athletes only. Laura looks 

over papers and homework assignments before they’re turned in (when asked), plans their schedule so they’ll be ready to transfer and have their two-year degree 

and almost serves as a second mother to athletes. She was a D-I athlete herself, coaches and has two sons that are D-II athletes. She really relates well with 

everyone involved with sports. 

Her program is modeled after the University of Washington and also requires one hour of study hall each day with her. In study hall, it’s very strict and requires 

students to turn in their cell phones/iPods. 

We’ve seen incredible success with it and our team GPA is among the best on the west coast and we have the highest athlete transfer rate on the west coast. 

In class, we have students sit in the front of classes, get weekly grade/attendance checks and emails from professors. With all of that, we’ve obtained a team GPA 

of close to 3.5 and are very successful in the classroom. 

Professors at the school have their masters or doctorate degrees and have all spent time in their field of study. We also have several professors that teach at the 

University of Washington. 

With class sizes between 15-30 students, availability to professors is very high. Some classes are mixed with Central Washington University students and 

professors as they have a sub-campus on ours. Off campus wise, we have a class located on a pier on the Puget Sound for Marine Biology. 

PROGRAM: 

Located just outside of Seattle and overlooking the Puget Sound, our program finished 14-4~3 and had one of the top records in the Northwest. With our contacts, 

we have done well with getting players to the next level, not only in college, but with WPSL teams and the Seattle Sounders Women. 

We’ve made playoffs 10 out of 11 years, but the program is definitely starting to rise to the top as our recruiting has picked up and have found players wanting to 

go to school in the Seattle area. Almost all of our starting 11 is also getting looks from D-II, D-Ill and NAIA programs. Coming in next year, we should have a few girls 

who get interest from D-I programs. 

Our head coach is Tom Moore, who has been here since 2005. He is pretty even keel and the girls all love him. His style of play is very technical and quick. He likes 

to have teams that control the possession of the game and build up attack from the back. In games, he is very good at communicating information. Each time a 

player is subbed off or on, he gives them feedback on areas to improve and positives. Every conversation he has is laced with positives. 

The style of play we implement is all about developing players and their individual skills. We do quite a bit of technical work and are always the most technical 

team in the league. 

Under him, we’ve had girls transfer to D-I, D-II, D-Ill and NAIA programs around the country and have had four girls play in the WPSL in the past two years with more 

to come this year. 

In the off-season, we are allowed to train four players at a time per league rules. In those sessions, we do more technical work and speed/quickness training. We 

also have a personal trainer for strength training. 

We also encourage our players to play in adult leagues around the area. There are all women’s leagues where the local universities put teams into and coed 

leagues. In the coed leagues, most of the Seattle Reign and Seattle Sounders local players will play and the level of competition is very high, with the guys mostly 

former professional and college players as well. Being in a hotbed for soccer, the opportunity to improve is plentiful. 

Facilities wise, we use one of the best game/practice fields on the west coast; Starfire Sports Complex. The complex itself has 8 turf fields, 4 grass fields and 2 

indoor turf fields. There are also locker rooms, training center, physical therapy, restaurant, coffee shop and soccer supply store. This is the location where the 

Seattle Sounders and Seattle Reign train. 

FINANCES: 

With the way our tuition works, out-of-state (as long as they’re within Alaska, California, Hawaii, Idaho, Montana, Nevada, Oregon and Washington) is only ~;10 

more than in-state tuition per credit. When under scholarship, we can offer up to 65% per quarter (we’re given a certain amount of quarters per year to spread 

around). We can get tuition on an out-of-state athlete down to around ~;700 a quarter (if they’re out of those group of states, the rate changes some, but still 

reasonable). In state is closer to ~;500. Work study ($1,500 a year) is also out there and financial aid is accepted. 



If you have someone you would like us to talk to or think would be a good fit, feel free and let me know. I have more information I can tell them as well. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thank you again. 

Chris Wells 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 3:26 PM 

[BV Jdn Oli @onoli@ibv. s> 

Jason Sisneros ( ~@gma~,l.com) 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; _ . ll@aol.com; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RI~            ; UNC goalkeeper looking for a professional oppormnib~ 

Thank you for your reply. Good luck in 20:14!! 

From: ~BV Jdn 61i [mailto:jonoli@ibvJs] 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014- 3:26 Alvl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: ~ f, UNC goalkeeper looking for a professional opportunity 

Hello Albert 

I have my goalkeeper for next season so this time I can’t take her. 

Best regards, ion 

Frera: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: 3. jan~ar 2014:1.5:59 
"re: Jdn 61afur DaNelsson 
Co: Ducar.. Chris: la~on Sisneros [        @gmaiLcom); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: .............. , UN¢ goalkeeper looking for a professional opportunity 

f have a go~ll~eeper that is a former US Youth Natq Team goalkeeper thai: is looking for ~ professional oppor~uniW. She is avsik~ble now. She was my strutter [:his 

past fall [:or a team that was a #:1 seed in the NCAA Tournament. Are you interested? 

Frem: Jdn ~lafur Dan[elsson [mailto:jonoli@ibv.is] 

Sent: Thursday, February 28, 20:13 :t0:38 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello Anson. 

My name is Jon and i’m a coach of IBV-lceland premier leauge team. l’m interesting in one of your former student Maria Lubrano. I had here two years ago player 

from USA/Italia but did not stand up to the quality needed here. Her name is Melissa Carey and she used to play for some school in the USA probably at the east 

coach. (::an you compare these two players (is Maria with more quality than Melissa had at her time) 

Can you also give your opinion on these things about Maria on the scale :1-:10. 

Tegnique: 

Short passes: 

Long passes: 

Heading: 

Speed: 

:1::1 deefending wise: 

:1::1 attacking wise: 

Playing as a midfield deefender: 

Playing as a midfield attacker: 

Hope to hear from you soon. 

Regards, Jon 

Ni Image 
...... removed by 

sender. 
li~is emaii is free from vir;Jses and maiware beca;Jse avast! Antivirus pro~ection is active, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 3:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

VW: 2015 Dei)’Mid - 6’1"- 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of i 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 8:00 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 2015 Def/Mid - 6’i" - Anaheim Surf - Hurdles Champ (CA) 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

about the opportunity to play soccer at University of North Carolina. 

Below is a link to my online profile, which includes player video & academic transcripts: 

and I’m writing to learn more 

Coach Dorrance, please contact me at your earliest convenience if you feel I can be an asset to your program. Thank you for taking time to view my 
online profile and I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

Profile 8~ Video Link 

If you no longer wish to ~eceive our ema~ls, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe 

Student-Athlete Showcase (SAS) 

6210 E. Thomas Rd., Suite 209 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

United States 

(800) 919-0902 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 3:47 PM 

Chauncey Hitchcock < @sbcglobal.neV"~ 

ILE: Legends of the Fall 

I ~rn with you!! 
From: Chauncey Hitchcock [mailtc ~@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent-" Monday, January 06, 20:t4 8:55 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Legends of the Fall 
Hi Coach, 
So I am about halfway through your biography, and I read that you are a Legends of the Fall fan (or at least of one line from the movie). I own that movie m~d enjoy 

the story. I also like the line fi-om Colonel Ludlow when the Native American girl’s thther asks what his daughter would do with an education provided by Colonel 

Ludlow. "Live a richer and fuller life". I like AnthoW Hopkins portrayal of the Colonel. He comma~ds respect but rarely raises his voice (I think the only time he does it 

is when he exclaims, "I will have no more talk about wa~ in this hour, Da~mnit’.". Great film. 

Y 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~Ln___s_’_o_t~@_e_t_n_’_a_jJ_&r_Lc__=~__d_u_.> 

To: Chauncey ~ -~ - -:@sbc~flobaLnet> 

Sent: Thursday, December 26, 2013 12:17 PM 

Subject: Re: Merry Christmas[ 

Thankyou! 

S~r~t.i)’om ~ ~ t’r~zon I~;~ireles~" 4(~ L]~it’ DROID 

,ck({~sbcglobal.net> wrote: 

Merry Christmas, Coach! Great day except lbr no soccer. But there will be ice skating and pond hockey so my girls will get some exercise in. And tomorrow is my 

clinic at Ultimate. We are going to catch the comNtition napping and attack the next Winter session with both barrels. 

Enjoy your day with your ballerina as I will enjoy mine with my little ballerinas (good for footwork!balance). 

Chauncey 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 10:28 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~f~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

SAY 1;rOME 

From: Chauncey [mailto         k@sbcglobal.net] 
Sent: Sunday, December 22, 2013 11:15 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Louisburg 
I forgot to tell you that my company, Rainbow Child Care Center and Little Pros Academy is building a child care center in Lotdsburg with a ~ccer field. 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 

On Dec 9, 2013, at 2:46 PM, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <~_r_Ls~?_~2~_e___n_)__a__i_!=_u__~_c_:__e__d_t!> wrote: 

Thank yo~ Chauncey! I 

From: Chauncey [mailto: 
Sent: Su~day, December 08, 2013 8:21 PM 
T~: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: A Good Year 
Hi Coach, 
Congmts on a good season. I am sure that a double overtime loss is a tough one to swallow, and I don’t know if it is any consolation that the 

team that beats your team won the national championship, but I hope that your team is proud of a very good season in an ever increasingly 

competitive field. I enjoy Ii~llowing the team farm aIhr and they axe a~ inspiration to girls eve~where. I am still working on instilling that 

indomitable will (work in progress), but it is nice to show young girls a stella~ s~tandard to strive tbr. I hope your enjoy some down time, but 

suspect that you and Bill will be at it again soon. Hapw Holidays and best wishes in 2014. 

Chauncey 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On Nov 4, 2013, at 4:34 PM, Chauncey Hitchcock 

Hi Coach, 
Good luck in the tourney. 

My daughter         survived her firs~t season of travel. It was a challenging season. A t~w girls who could have played U10 

played U9 a~d had a big physical advm~tage. Caterina improved her skill but was tentaive when going into traffic with bigger 

girls. And some girls were incapable of sha~ng the ball. 

Her coach wasn’t bad, but he hs 3 tea~ns and doesn’t seem to care a lot about individual development. I work with ~      ~ 

and she stil enjoys the game. It’s a little frustrating for me as I know she could do moreif she was used right and with players 



who share the ball. 

Tonight she will practice ~vith the top team in her age groap as we have a conflict the night her team practices so it will be 

interesting to see how she reacks with a more experienced team. I flaink she will play up to the level. See what happens. 

Good luck in the tourney, 
Chauncey 

Sent from Yahoo! Mail on Android 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: top at senior level 19 yems old FaJ1 

From: Frederik Schulte [mailto:simon@gerrnan-athletes.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Frederik Schulte 
Sent: Monday, 10:01 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: top at senior level 19 years old Fall 

Coach Dorrance, 

We know that University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill has 
very high expectations on soccer players, that’s why we 

a 
who is already playing with all the experienced wom~n in 
the senior division, despite of being only 19 years old. 
already got many offers from 2rid and 3rd division teams. 
With our assistance the recruiting process will be very 
quick and easy for you. 
Sincerely, 
Frederik Schulte 
USC Aiken 2010 
2010 Peach Belt Conference All-Academic 
202-657-5720 
team@scholarbook.net 

Image removed bysender Scholarsoccer English 

Personal information 
Date of birth: 
Height: 5" 6"’, 167 cm 
Weight: 149 Ibs, 68 kgs 
Character: I’ am ambitiously.l’ am a team player.l’ am polite, friendly and open-minded. 

Academic informatior~ 
Graduation: 
GPA: 
Enrollment: 
Available In: Fall 
NCAA ID: 
TOEFL: 
SAT: 



Desired study-area in the US: Sport Management 

Co~:act in~br[~ation 
Email: a)t-online.de 
Landline 
Mobile Phone: 
F#~ancia~s 

would like to attend University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill in the Fall 
could afford to contribute up to $ 7,5~)~) per year for University of North 

Carolina, Chapel Hill to her studies in the United States, 

Video: 

presented by 

Scholarbook.net 

presented by Scholarbook.net 

Position: 

C~[~b: 

Leag[~e: Verbandsliga (4th division) 
Highest Leve~ [~layed: 3rd Junior 
Foot: Left 

Strength 
Organizing the defense, one vs. one-situations, strong offthe line, 
good soccer skills (ball assumption, good first- touch control, matching game) 
Season Stats: 
Season 
Club: _ (4th division) 
GP: 9 
GAA: 1,22 
W-L-D: 4-1-4 
SO:3 
Season 

Club: (5th division) 
GP: 14 
W-L-D: 10-1-3 
GAA: 1,16 
SO: 7 

Club: (5th division) 
GP: 14 
W-L-D: 5-6-2 
GAA: 1,57 
SO: 2 
Multimedia Links: 

................................... 

Yo~ can t~’a~s~ate all a~tic~es with: http;iAranslate.~joogle.co#.al 



~’~i Image 
...... remov~ by 

sender 

..... removed by 

sender 

This email was sent to anson@uncaaiunc,edu bv team~scholarbook.net 
Update Profile/Email Address ]:nstant [emeval with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy’. 
German-Athletes,corn :: Am Hang :[a Neuhaeusel :: 56335 Germany 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 3:52 PM 

~@unc.edu> 

_~live.unc.edu;        I@msn.com; duc~x@uncaa.nnc.edu; _ . "l@aokcom; Jason Sisneros " 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Thank you I hope you had a great break!! 

s@gmail.com); 

I like what you are thinking .. we are a competitive group, this might help This will be a topic in our first Leadership Council Meeting .. remind me!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 11:20 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hey Ans, 
I was just thinking about our team’s GPA situation, and I thought maybe we could do some type of class competition for sunrester gpas. Juniors vs Soph vs Freshman Wirmers get a shirt 
maybe or lunch or something! I may or may not be suggesting this because I know ray class will kill it this sunrester BUT just something to think about that would motivate and challenge 
everyone. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:06 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Rising Sta~s: January. 27 or February 10 

Very good .,. what time, where? 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 11:40 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV;      ~nc.rr,com 
Subject: RE: Rising Stars: January 27 or February 10 

It ~ounds like either date with work for both of you, so ~et’s rio with Ja~27 then. Thanks~ 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent= Wednesday, December 04, 2023 ~[:38 AM 
To= Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject= RE: Rising Stars: 3anuaw 27 or Februaw 20 

E~ther d~y wi~ work for me 

F~m~ Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 1:38 PM 
To= Anson Dorrance 0; ’      ~nc.rr.com’ 
Subject= Rising Stars: Janua~ 27 or February l0 

Anson and 

It is that time of year again ! We hope that you might be willing and able to reprise your act for a return engagement to a Rising Stars Workshop this spring - either 

Monday, January 27 or Monday, February ~0. Would either of these dates work for you? 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:16 PM 

DaJuz, Anthony ~daJuz@~vfu.e&~ 

@aol.com 

RE: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 

Good stuff TonyH 
Frem: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 20:14 :t2:02 PM 
To: Pierce, Kris 
12c: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pit~.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker 
Subject: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 
Kris, 

A number of our coaches (FSU, WF, NC State, Miami, Pitt, Syracuse, VT, Clemson) had an informal meeting down in Sanford, FL. at a recruiting event to 
discuss/reflect on the experiences of this past ,season and how we want to move forward with regaEt to scheduling and the ACC Tournament. The proposals have also 

been mn by BC, UNC, Duke, UVA but have not heard inpnt from Lonisville to date. 

We would like to discuss and hopefully formalize these proposals at our meeting on Wednesday. 

ACC Regular Season 

10 games over 7 weekends in (1-2-1-2-1-2-1) (Sun)(Thu- Stm)(SunXThu- SunXSunXThu- Sun)(Sun) 

*Two Game weekends ca~ be played on FriiSun format if all tbur coaches agree. 

*Single weekend games can be played on Saturday night if coaches agree. 

ACC Tournament 
Top 4 Teams Advm~ce to ACC Tournmnent over one weekend. 

We feel these proposals will positively i,npact our temns, players and league Nrformance over the long term and preserve our place as the #1 Soccer Conference in 

A,nerica. 

Cm~ you please add this discussion to our agenda. 
Thank you, 

Tony da Luz 

ttead Coach 

Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 thx 

(336) 926-6552 cell 

l 
rse~ nm~eVre.,d by 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:17 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu ~l.com; Jason Sisneros i ~s@gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 

What do you guys thit~k? 
From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent; Monday, January 06, 20:~4 :i[2:02 PM 
To-" Pierce, Kris 
(::¢: Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmiller@atNetics.pitt.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker 
Subject-" Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 
Kris, 

A number of our coaches (FSU, WF, NC State, Miami, Pitt~ Syracuse, VT, Clemson) had an informal meeting down in Stafford, FL. at a recruiting event to 

discuss/reflect on the experiences of this past season and how we wm~t to move forward ruth ~egard to scheduling and the ACC Tournament. The proposals have also 

been run by BC, UNC, Duke, UVA but have not heaxd input from Louisville to date. 

We would like to discnss and hopefully formalize these proposals at onr meeting on Wednesday. 

ACC Regnlar Season 

10 games over 7 weekends in (1-2-1-2-1-2-1) (Sun)(Thu- Sun)(SunXThu- SunXSunXThu- Sun)(Sun) 

*Two Game weekends can be played on Fri/Sun tbrmat if all four coaches agree. 

*Single weekend gmnes can be played on Satarday night if coaches agree. 

ACC Touruament 

Top 4 Teams Advance to ACC Tournament over one weekend. 

We feel these proposals will positively impact our teams, players and league perforu~ance over the long term and preserve our place as the #1 Soccer Conference in 

America. 

Can you please add this discussion to our agenda. 

Thank you, 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

~ cell 

www.waketbrestsports.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, ~ 4:17 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

FW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} NSCAA Spring Internship Announcement For Interested C~ndidates 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 12:10 PM 
To; division-i-mens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} NSCAA Spring Internship Announcement For Interested Candidates 

Good Day Coaches. 

Following is a notice re. 2014 Spring Internships with the National Soccer Coaches Association of America. This is a terrific opportunity that many continue to benefit 

t?om tbr the purpo~ of gaining experience and networking in the world of soccer business. Please pass along to any you think may be interested in the opportunity. 

Happy New Year. 

Rob 

Internships: Any Internship 

20’14 Spring internships - National Soccer Coaches Association of America (Kansas City, KS) 

NSCAA Internship Opportunity 

Founded in 1941 and based in Kansas City, Kan., the National Soccer Coaches Association of America has grown into the world’s largest soccer 

coaches’ organization that serves members at every level of the game. 

The NSCAA works every day to inspire coaches and ignite their passion for the game so they pass it on to players and others in the soccer 

community. We fulfill that goal through three core values: "Learn. Participate. Belong." 

With the NSCAA, you will have the opportunity to: 

Participate in hands on projects involving Membership, Education and Events 

Work in a team of up to 7 other interns 

Have a one-on-one lunch with the NSCAA CEO, Joe Cummings 

Attend Learning Seminars with each department 

Attend social and networking outings with your peers and the office staff 

Receive an NSCAA Coaching Diploma at no cost to you 

Benefitsof the Internship Program Include: 

An affordable housing option located in the heart of Kansas City and only 10 minutes from the NSCAA office 

A welcome package including branded NSCAA apparel and gear 

Working in a fun, upbeat environment 

Opportunity to attend the Annual Convention 

Opportunity to represent the NSCAA at various events 

Be considered for potential job openings at NSCAA and with NSCAA partners post-internship 

Spring Program: February 15th - May 15th 

APPLICATION DEADLINE, JANUARY 31, 2012; OFFERS MADE, DECEMBER 1 

Opportunities are available within the following departments (please indicate the internship you are applying for in your application): 

NSCAA Marketing - OPEN 

NSCAA Education - OPEN 

NSCAA Events - OPEN 

NSCAA Graphic Design - OPEN 



Note: When you appty for this job online, you witt be required to answer the following questions: 

1. Can you receive college credit for these hours? Yes/No 

2 Do you have soccer experience? Yes/No 

3. Are you interested in the housing option? Yes/No 

4 If not for college credit, are you able to work without pay? Yes/No 

Apply for this position 

Share on facebookShare on twitterShare on emaiIShare on gmailMore Sharinq Sea,/ices0 

Click here to see all of our employment opportunities. 

Jobs 
Boa rd 
Rowered 
by 
TearnWor 

Rob Kehoe 
Director of Coilege Programs I National 5otter Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Awb Kansas City, KS 66101 ~ 913 362 1747 x 1015 I 913 362 3439 (f} 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391 I Cell: 920 220 3068 

NSCAA.com ~ Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To post to this group, send email to ..d.i~!i.s.j£!).~i~:£!:.n...e..r.Ls~££.e...r~.c.~.&.c.[1.e..~.~.~g£~A~e.~g1:.~...~.[?~£2gb 
Visit this group at http:i/~mups.goo~gle:com/~roup,’di~!ision-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://~mups.google.com/groups/opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Monday, January 6, 2014 4:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~          ~gmail.com) 

FW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT Schedule 

ATT00001.c; ATT00002.htm; W-YNT Schedule - January 2014-1.pdf 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer- 
coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Robert Kehoe 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 12:20 PM 
To: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; division-ii-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com; 
division-iii-womens-soccer-coaches@googleg rou ps.com; naia-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} USWYNT Schedule 

Coaches. 

FYI - attached is the updated USWYNT schedule. 

All the best. 

Rob 



U.S. Soccer Federation 
Women’s Youth National Teams Schedule 
2014 Planning 

UPCOMING SCHEDULE 
Start Date End Date 

~a~arv 2 Jan. 20 - TBD 

January 4 January 11 

Feb. 1 - TBD 
Feb. 22-TBD Ma#~h2 TBD 

Team 

U-20 WNT 
U=15 GNT 
U-17 WNT 
U-17 WNT 
U-20 WNT 

City State/Cou ntry Tri p Type Event Detail 

1/3/2014 

Grand Cayman Cayman Islands World Cup Qualifying 
Carson Calif. Domestic Training 
Carson Calif. Domestic Training 
Carson Calif. Domestic Training 
~akew,~d Ra~h Fla Domestic Training 
La Manga Spain Foreign Tournament 

U-20 WWC Qualifying (Jan= 9-19) 
Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 
Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 
Domestic training camp at USSF NTC 
Demestiotraining camp at P SC w/China 
WU23 La Manga Tournament (March 1-5) 

FUTURE PLANNING 
Start Date End Date Team     City State/Country Trip Type Event Detail 

March3 March~3 U-18 WNT La Manga Spain Foreign Tournament WU19 La Manqa Tournament (March 8-12) 
AP~i!-~BD Apd!- T BD U-23 WNT T BD TBD Domestic Training Demestictraining camp atsite ~BD 
AP~i!-~BD Ap~i!-~BD U-20 WN~ T BD TBD Demestio ~raining D ernest it t~aining camp at sire ~BD 
Ap~i!-~BD Apt!!-TBD U-18 WN~ T BD TBD Domestic ~aining D crees tic training camp at site ~BD 
Apri!-~BD Apt!!- T BD U-~5 G N~BD ~BD Demestic ~aining Domestic training camp atsite ~BD 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:20 PM 

tsole@ecoslip.org; Jason Sisneros ~         ;@gmail.com> 

I~E: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe next yeax 

They are both available now!! 

From: tsole@ecoslip.org [mailto:tsole@ecoslip.org] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 12:30 PM 
To: Jason Sisneros 
C¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe next year 

HI Jason, 
Just wanted to give you an update. So far the teams I have contacted do not have any roster slots available for internationals. I will keep on trying. I 
wonder if this isn’t the real issue with the German teams. There may be some changes in a couple of months like in April or May. Are these players 
seniors? When are they really available to go over to play in Europe? Now? May/June? 
Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 

Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
Ls__o__Le___@__e___c___o__s_!i~_=o__r_g 

........ Original Message 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: Jason Sisneros <          C0gmail.com> 
Date: Sat, January 04, 2014 8:49 am 
To: Tania Sole <_t__s__o__Le__~_e_c___o___s_!jR=q£g> 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(253) 365-0429 (c) 

On Sat, Jan 4, 2014 at 11:41 AM, Jason Sisneros <          @gmail.com> wrote: 
Thank you! Yes, I have asked her about herself, parents and grandparents. I am awaiting a response and will let you know as soon as I hear 

back. 

Thank you again! 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(253) 365-0429 (c) 

On Sat, Jan 4, 2014 at 10:15 AM, <tsole@ecoslip.org> wrote: 
Hi Jason, 
Great. I will also check for her. You should note that aside from technical expertise the other important piece of information is always 
nationality options. So again I have to ask what is her nationality? (You would be surprised at how many dual nationals there are in soccer 
and that can make a huge difference to their placement options.) Her parents? Her grandparents? And for that matter any other options for 
easy nationalization. 
Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: Jason Sisneros <        s@gmail.com> 
Date: Fri, January 03, 2014 12:50 pm 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <._a___n__s___o__tL@__e___n__~__a__i[=u__LLc_=e_.__d___u_> 
Cc: Tania Sole <tsole@ecoslip.org> 

Tania, 

We also have a fast and strong outside back,         is. She is interested in playing as well. She was on the U-18 and U-20 US 
National Team, she played wide midfield for us as’well. She is lightning fast and strong as a wrecking ball. I will have a highlight video 

on her for you soon. 



Here’s a link to her bio http://www.qoheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?ATCLID:::209112163&DB OEM ID:::3350 

Let’s see what interest there is for her as well. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you need more information. 

Thank you again! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

L_2___S__’_4)__~__e___S__:__0___4___2___9_ (c) 

On Fri, Jan 3, 2014 at 2:23 PM, Jason Sisneros ~@cjmail.com> wrote: 
Tania, 

Thank you! 

Jason Sisneros 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(~3) 365-0429 (c) 

On Fri, Jan 3, 2014 at 12:07 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Thank you! Tania, my point person on this will be .lason Sisneros. I have copied him on this email. 

From: Tania Sole [mailto:tso!e£’@ecoslip.org] 
Sent: Friday, January 03, 2014 11:30 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe next year 
Hi Dorrance, 
[ will check around and get back to you. 

Tania Sole 
Www. ecosli p. org 

On 3an 3, 20:[4, at 8::[0 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson_@___q_03___a__[Lu____n___c___.___q__d____u__> wrote: 

Tania, 

I have a i "tha~ is interested in playing professionally. Her name is ~ . She is a former US Youth #~ernadonaf 

that was my starter tMs past year for a team that was a # ~ seed in the NCAA Tournament. She ~s negotiating with two German 

teams right now (one in the first d~v~s~on, one ~n the second)~ They are drasA~n8 their feet h~ extendh~8 her a contract and she 

wan~:s to p~ay. She knows i[ she h~nds sornewhere she wi~ prove hersei[, so even a cellar dweller that gets shel~ed fl)r 90 minutes 

w~l be fine, ss ~on~ss she can support herself on what she ~s pa~d. Can you shop around and see ~f anyone ~s ~nteres[ed ~n puHb~g 

the trigger? 

F~m= tsole@ecoslip.orq [mailto:~ole@ecoslip.orq] 
Sent= Wednesday, December ~2, 2012 3:[0 AM 

To= anson~uncaa.unc.edu 
S~bjeCt= Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe ne~ year 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Congratulations on your team’s big win this year. I hope bynowyou havea moment to think about some of the players 
futures. 
I am a USSF licensed player agent working with a couple of European women’s soccer teams that are looking for 
American talent to join their teams. If you have any seniors who are interested in playing in Europe next year, I would 
greatly appreciate your introducing us to each other. 
Happy Holidays, 
Tania Sole 

Ecoslip 
4~5-987-3283 
tsole~ecosli~,~Eg 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

I~W: 2014 CASL Girls College Combine 

From: Sean Nahas [mailto:sean.nahas@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, January 06, 20:t4 12:5:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Tony Daluz; robbie.church@duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; Andrew Burr; Donnenwirth, Rob; stgeorges@ecu.edu; 
lipshera@ecu.edu; Steve Nugent; Cairney, Paul; jcullen@uncc.edu; jwoodie@richmond.edu; palbrigh@richmond.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; mhisler@moc.edu; 
millerc@email.wcu.edu; adair@vt.edu; ian.spooner@greensboro.edu; Chris Neal; shorne@elon.edu; michellerayner@uky.edu; lars.andersson@uncp.edu; 
lombardm@jmu.edu; clibert@cfcc.edu; Fontaine, Brandi; dmuns@coker.edu; Steve Swanson; pososki@vt.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; coachpauls@aoLcom; kjbienias@barton.edu; 
Tony Daluz; Ashton, Greg; Greene, Derek T; harveyjeh@gmail.com; krmounceOgardner-webb.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; kjbieniasObarton.edu; Lane, 
Robert; mbeall@highpoint.edu; m.monroe@miami.edu; vanderspiegel@vcu.edu; kmkearney@vcu.edu; sdletts@vcu.edu 
l:::c: spatber@emory.edu; aehart@georgiasouthern.edu; athdam@langate.gsu.edu; serafy_gw@mercer.edu; pbohn@wesleyancollege.edu; coachweil@aol.com; 
krvettori@loyola.edu; gosselin@msmary.edu; jpnester@salisbury.edu; gpaynter@townson.edu; ddrake3@gmu.edu; lombardm@jmu.edu; jceli@liberty.edu; 
dybert@longwood.edu; jpereiraOodu.edu; bsohraN@radford.edu; jbdaly@wm.edu; palbigh@richmond.edu; ss4ub@virginia.edu; jbowers@vwc.edu; cunninghamn@wlu.edu; 
eterrill@csuniv.edu; jdowiak@andersonuniversity.edu; bgrass@coker.edu; dempseyk@cofc.edu; winchesterOerskine.edu; Andrew.BurrOfurman.edu; 
smithsa7@mailbox.sc.edu; kiahab@wofford.edu; akelly@utk.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; bmonaghn@memphis.edu; zundelt@duq.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; 
lars.andersson@uncp.edu; sholeman@sports.uga.edu; rconfer@sports.uga.edu; talbertk@queens.edu; decesaret@queens.edu; smithjrS@mailbox.sc.edu; Plourde, Todd; 
phil_pincince@brown.edu; Siri Mullinix; gcp2:t2@lehigh.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; dmn@georgetown.edu; tim_santoro@ncsu.edu; mike_barroqueiro@ncsu.edu; 
bpensky:t@utk.edu; jkirtOutk.edu; jmo:t:I:tg@umd.edu; egolz@umd.edu; MorganLL@appstate.edu; dikranianaOusf.edu; clarkt@campbell.edu; nocerod@campbell.edu; 
chamim@campbell.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlane:t3@uncc.edu; calexa49@uncc.edu; atyelton@samford.edu; 
jayelton@samford.edu; astoots@samford.edu; Ashly Kennedy; EBASSETT@mailbox.sc.edu; saylor_gb@mercer.edu; Lipsher, Allison Lipsher; keith.jenkins@townofcary.org; 
cortijl@vcu.edu; rhr2n@virginia.edu; gjcgb@virginia.edu; jeharvey@uncg.edu; Cally.Morrill@Ir.edu; Kathryn .I Blankenship; trsahaydak@athletics.ucf.edu; 
tsahaydak@athletics.ucf.edu; Jamie Corti (jcorti@athletics.ucf.edu) 
Subject: 20:t4 CASL Girls College Combine 

All 

Hope this ernails finds you all doing welt and having enjoyed a great holiday with your family and t:riends.. Happy 20:14,_ 

,Just wanted to let you know that we are about B weeks away from our event and we are extremely excited about it,, currently 23~ players have sisned up and we 

are in the stages of breaking them down into their teams accordin8 to graduation years. Below is the list of schools that have contacted me about taking part in this 

year’s ew_mt, If you are interes~:ed in the ev~-_!nt ~0! !;s,~ ~ il!~!~} please [~-_!t me know s.:_~ that [ can add Vou ~:o ~:he list for public 

viewing. As like in years pasL we may be in need of a few coaches to speak in a college r’ecr’uiting seminar. Normally we like Lo have coaches from di[:ferent 

divisions speak so that the parents can gain all the information needed from various levels and how each level may work differently from the next,. If you are 

interested please let me know ,. 

All br~-_~akfas~: and lunch will be provided for ~:he coaches this year again. Details of what will be served are sl:Hl being worked on and once finalized I will be sure to 

let Vou know,, You wH~ be getl:~ng an update ernaH ~.>: a week from th~s point on so that you are all up to da~:e on everything,, we hope to have the scheduk? ~n next 

weeks ernaH,. [ wH[ also be sure to gel you the week of the comNne the coaches booklet via emaH so you can plan accordb~gly_ 

Thanks again and look [:orwar’d to hearing and seeb~g you all soorH! 

Sean Nahas [ ECNL D~rector 

Capita~ Area Soccer League 

7700 Perry Creek Road, r¢a[eigh NC 27516 

~: 919.532.2014 I F: 919.834.4369 

www.c~slnc.com ~ www.twitter.comicaslnc 

*PLEASE NOTE MY NEW E~AIL ADDRESS* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com) 

EW: 2014 CASL Gifts College Combine 

From: Sean Nahas [mailto:sean.nahas@caslnc.corn] 
Sent: Mlonday, January 06, 20:t4 12:52 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Tony Daluz; robbie.church@duke.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; Andrew Burr; Donnenwirth, Rob; stgeorges@ecu.edu; 
lipshera@ecu.edu; Steve Nugent; Cairney, Paul; jcullen@uncc.edu; jwoodie@richrnond.edu; palbrigh@richrnond.edu; gcurneen@wingate.edu; rnhislerOrnoc.edu; 
rnillerc@ernail.wcu.edu; adair@vt.edu; ian.spooner@greensboro.edu; Chris Neal; shorne@elon.edu; rnichellerayner@uky.edu; lars.andersson@uncp.edu; 
lornbardrn@jrnu.edu; clibert@cfcc.edu; Fontaine, Brandi; drnuns@coker.edu; Steve Swanson; pososki@vt.edu; jlowe@ia.ua.edu; coachpauls@aoLcorn; kjbienias@barton.edu; 
Tony Daluz; Ashton, Greg; Greene, Derek T; harveyjeh@grrnail.corn; krrnounce@gardner-webb.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; kjbienias@barton.edu; Lane, 
Robert; rnbeall@highpoint.edu; rn.rnonroe@rniarni.edu; vanderspiegel@vcu.edu; krnkearney@vcu.edu; sdletts@vcu.edu 
C¢; spatber@ernory.edu; aehart@georgiasouthern.edu; athdarn@langate.gsu.edu; serafy_gw@rnercer.edu; pbohn@wesleyancollege.edu; coachweil@aol.corn; 
krvettori@loyola.edu; gosselin@rnsrnary.edu; jpnester@salisbury.edu; gpaynter@townson.edu; ddrake3@grnu.edu; lornbardrn@jrnu.edu; jceli@liberty.edu; 
dybert@longwood.edu; jpereiraOodu.edu; bsohrabi@radford.edu; jbdaly@wrn.edu; palbigh@richrnond.edu; ss4ub@virginia.edu; jbowers@vwc.edu; cunningharnn@wlu.edu; 
eterrill@csuniv.edu; jdowiak@andersonuniversity.edu; bgrass@coker.edu; dernpseyk@cofc.edu; winchesterOerskine.edu; Andrew.BurrOfurrnan.edu; 
srnithsa7@rnailbox.sc.edu; kiahab@wofford.edu; akelly@utk.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; brnonaghn@rnernphis.edu; zundelt@duq.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; 
lars.andersson@uncp.edu; sholernan@sports.uga.edu; rconfer@sports.uga.edu; talbertkOqueens.edu; decesaret@queens.edu; srnithjrS@rnailbox.sc.edu; Plourde, Todd; 
phil_pincince@brown.edu; Siri Mullinix; gcp2:t2@lehigh.edu; chaots@cofc.edu; drnn@georgetown.edu; tirn_santoro@ncsu.edu; rnike_barroqueiro@ncsu.edu; 
bpensky:t@utk.edu; jkirtOutk.edu; jrno:t:I:tg@urnd.edu; egolz@urnd.edu; IVlorganLL@appstate.edu; dikranianaOusf.edu; clarkt@carnpbell.edu; nocerod@carnpbell.edu; 
charnirn@carnpbell.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; liboldt@davidson.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; rlane:t3@uncc.edu; calexa49@uncc.edu; atyelton@sarnford.edu; 
jayelton@sarnford.edu; astoots@sarnford.edu; Ashly Kennedy; EBASSETT@rnailbox.sc.edu; saylor_gb@rnercer.edu; Lipsher, Allison Lipsher; keith.jenkins@townofcary.org; 
cortijl@vcu.edu; rhr2n@virginia.edu; gjcgb@virginia.edu; jeharvey@uncg.edu; Cally.Morrill@Ir.edu; Kathryn .I Blankenship; trsahaydak@athletics.ucf.edu; 
tsahaydak@athletics.ucf.edu; Jarnie Corti (jcorti@athletics.ucf.edu) 
Subject-" RE: 2014 CASL Girls College Combine 

All 

Hope this emails finds you all doing welt and having enjoyed a great holiday with your family and t:riends.. Happy 

,Just wanted to let Vou know that we are about B weeks away from our event and we are extremely excited about it,, currentIV 23~ players have signed up and we 

are in the stages of breakin~ them down into their teams according to .graduation years. Below is the list of schools that have contacted me about taking part in this 

year’s ew_mt, If you are interes~:ed in the ev~-_!nt ~0! !;s,~ ~ il!~!~} please [~-_!t rne know s.:_~ that [ can add Vou ~:o ~:he list for public 

viewing. As like in years pasL we may be in need of a few coaches to speak in a college recruiting seminar, Normally we like Lo have coaches from di[:ferent 

divisions speak so that the parents can gain all the information needed from various levels and how each level may work differently from the next,. If you are 

interested please let me know ,. 

~., COLLEGE LiST FOR EVENT: 

UN£ - CHAPEL HILL 

NC STATE 

FURMAN UNIVER51~ 

APPA~£HIAN STATE 

~AMPBELL UNIVER%I~ 

DA VlDSON £OLLEGE 

COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 

UNIVER51~ OF MIAMI 

HIGH POINT UNIVERSITY 

ELON UNIVERSITY 

UNC- GREENSBORO 

WILLIAM PEACE 

UNIVERSTIY OF TENNESSEE- CHA~ANOOGA 

QUEENS UNIVER51~ OF CHARLO~E 

MEREDITH ~OLLEGE 

V~U 

UNIVERSI~ OF RICHMOND 

VIRGINIA WESLEYAN ¢OLLEGE 

EAST CAROLINA UNIVERSI~ 

~APE FEAR ~OMMUNI~ ~OLLEGE 

UN£- WILMINGTON 

MOUNT-OLIVE COLLEGE 

LENOIRE RHYNE UNIVERSI~ 

VIRGINIA TECH 

A~ breald:ast and lunch wH~ be provided for the coaches this year ~ga~n. Det~i~s of what wH~ be served are stH~ being worked on and once ~:b~aHzed I will be sure to 

let Vou know,, You will be ge~ng an update emaH :].xa week from th~s point on so that you are aH up to date on everything,, we hope to have the schedule h~ next 

weeks ernaH_ f will also be sure to ge~: you the week o~ the combine the coaches boo]tier via emaH so you can plan ac(:ordk~gly,, 

ihanks again and b:>:~k [orward to hear~n~ and seeing you al~ soon H 

Sean Nahas ~ ECNL D~rector 

Capita~ Area Soccer League 

7700 Perry Creek Road, Raleigh NC 27616 

~: 919,532,20:].4 ~ ~: 919,834,4369 

sean~nahas@cas~nc,corn I www,facebook~comicaslnc 

www~caslnc,corn ~ www,twitter.corn/caslnc 

*PLEASE NOTE MY NEW EMA~L ADDRESS* 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Ce: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:25 PM 

Came Serwetnyk <~vcmatter@gmail.com> 

b~i~t~.i20@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ?)aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros (i @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Hello from Came 

Carrie, 
It sokmds like you are doing good work! Here is Dan Levv’s contact info: ’              # 
~=rera: Carrie Serwetnyk [mailto:wwcmatters@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 20:t4 1:32 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hello from Carrie 
Hi Anson, 
Hope you had a great holiday. 

So, I now have former Prime Minister Kim Campbell on board ruth the campaign and she is going to speak alongside Brandi Chastain in Vanconver April 3rd. I want 

to ask Mia Hamm but I don’t know how to contact her. Could you send me her agent’s contact? 

We are aiming to create Title IX b~pe of laws in Canada, so I would hope that might resonate ruth her. 

Thanks, 

Came 

Carrie Serwetnyk 

Founder 

~Vhy the Women’s World Cup Matters 

~_~!~!_cJ_r_ / La__t_~__r__s_:_c_ £ Ln_. 
www.thcebook.com/WhyTheWomensWorldCupMatters 
Trotter: Wh~V~VCupMatters 

VvS~VCMatters.com 

604-551-7006 

PO Box 128 

1917 West 4th Avenue 

Vm~couver, BC V6J 1 M7 

Creating ChangeJbr GirZ~ & V/omen On and Off the Field 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Blue Chip Soccer Recruit                 ~ 

From: Benoit Matival [mailto:bmatival@overboarder.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 1:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Blue Chip Soccer Recruit              ~m 

Hello Coach Anson 

Happy 2014 ! I have a top notch soccer recruit for you. Her name is 

Here IS me link ~0 her VlC~eo: 

Regards 

Benoit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Phone Tag 

From: Jen Sovacool-Smith [mailto.      @gmail.com] 
Sent= Mlonday, January 06, 2014 3:03 plVl 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Phone Tag 

I’ve talked abont her to you ... its 
strikers like ~ 
all azound great kid!! 

s!! I know ducar came to see her at disney :) she’s just a hardworking kid who is always given the man mark of top 

to name a few and she shnts them down!! She’s fi-ustrating smart composed bnt will do anything you ask of her just an 

On Jan 6, 2014 1:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(i~email.tmc.e&t> wrote: 
Will do![ \,%’h~t is the kids t~ame? 
F~m: Jen Sovacool-Smith [mail~ :@qmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, Janua~ 05, 2014 11:23 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Phone Tag 

So so~, about the phone ~g ugh lol...I know its been cv~ with your phone etc and travel etc...I am free to&y, tomo~ow and tuesday even...we are geeing 
bombazded wifl~ snow m~d the win&hills am to hit -50 so they am alma@ canceling school etc. So if you have a chance m call me, I will be hem. 
I really want to ~lk to you about a plwer too. I lmow there is a lot I wm~t to ~lk to you about lol but this kid means something to me and Id love to see her plW for 
youH :) 
Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, January 6, 2014 4:28 PM 

Jen Sovacool- Smith !@gmail.com> 

ILS: Phone ’Fag 

Thank you 

From: Jen Sovacool-Smith [mailto 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 3:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Phone Tag 

~gmail.com] 

I’ve talked about her to you ... its 

strike~ like 

all around great kid!! 

’.! I know ducar crone to see her at disney :) she’s just a hmdworking kid who is always given the man mark of top 

to name a few and she shuts them down!’. She’s lh~s~rating smart composed but will do an~thing you ask of her jnst an 

On Jan 6, 2014 1:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(r-~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Will do!! What i~; tl’~:, I~id~; r~m~-’_~? 
From: Jen Sovacool-Smith [mailto ~Sqmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, ~anua~ 05, 20~4 i~:23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Phone Tag 
So so~" about the phone tag ugh lol...I know its been cr~y with your phone etc and ~avel etc...I am t~ee to~y, tomom~w and tuesday even...we are getting 

bombarded wifl~ snow and the mn&Nlls am m hit -50 so they am already canceling school etc. So if you have a chance to caJ1 me, I will be here. 

I really want to talk to you about a player too. I know there is a lot I want to ~lk to you about lol but this kid means something to me and Id love to see her play for 

you~ :) 

Jen 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~L: ACC Women’s Soccer Comtnittee Meeting Materials 

Thank you[ 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 3:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Materials 

143 pages? BTW iL is Thursday not Wednesday as noted in your ernait 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Se~t; Monday, January 06, 2014 3:03 PM 

To:      ~.0@msn.com; Ducar, Chris.     II@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
S~bject: FW: ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Materials 
Importance-" High 

Boys/girl, 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

If you are bored or laid up in bed with both your quads torn off the bone, read this and advise me~ If you don’t decide to read this pray for me because I will be in 

the ACC meeting this Wed and will have ~:o make decisions on this 

From; Pierce, Kris [[_n__a_jJ_t_o_L_k_p_j__e_r_£_e___@__t£Le___a_c_c__&r_g] 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 1:22 PM 

To: Alison Foley (fNeyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); Grog Miller (gmiller@athletics.pitt.edu); 
Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen@gocards.com); Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary-Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 
(~_s___w__b__&d___d___o__,r@_s_~E,_e_~!_u_,); Randy Waldrum (._£___a__D~!~_~_W___a__[_d__r__u__[~:__$__@__n___d_:__e_~_u_); Robbie Church ( .r_ 9_ _b_ _ _b_ Le_ :_ _c_ _h_ _ _u_ £ _c_ _h_ _ _@_ _d_ _ _u_ _ _k_ _e_ :_ _&d_ _ _u_ ) ; Steve Swanson (_s__s___w___a___n__s__o__t)_@_v_Lr_gj__n_j_a__=e__d___u.); Tim Santoro 
(tfsantor@ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz.@wi~u.edu) 
Subject; ACC Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Materials 
Importance: High 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: Women’s Soccer Committee 

FROM: Kris Pierce, Sr. Associate Commissioner 

DATE: January 5, 2014 

RE: Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting Agenda and Supplements 

CC: Senior Woman Administrators 

Sport Supervisors for Women’s Soccer 

Attached, you will find the agenda and supplements for the Women’s Soccer Committee meeting on Thursday, January 9, 2014 at 11:00 a.m. at the ACC Office, 4512 

Weybridge Lane, Greensboro, NC 27407. 

Please review the agenda and supplements prior to our meeting. Printed copies of the meeting materials WILl. NOT be provided so please be sure to print these 

prior to your arrival, if necessary. FYI - This document is 143 pages so you may wish to view the materials electronically or print select documents. Head coaches are 

expected to attend the meeting. If the head coach is not able to join, an institutional administrator should have already notified me. 

I look forward to seeing you on Thursday. Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks. 

KRfS PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 ]C: 336.420.4155 
kpie rce(~b, theacc.orfl 
I:heACC com¯ (~heAOC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:32 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

l~E: ACC Postgraduate Schola~rship nomination 

Tomorrow morning! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent; Monday, 3:53 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Let rne know when you want to do this and I’1f walk yoL~ throL~gh it if needed. IL’s pretty easy. 

-Tom 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Monday, 3:0:t PM 

To: Sander, Thomas .1 
Subject: FW: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Print this, fill out what you can, s~and over me at~d watch me fill ou~ the rest and let’s get i~ sen~ ot:f!! Thank you!! 

From; Orr, Kym N 

gent: Sunday, 12:J.9 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Anson: 

The ASPSA Scholarship and Awards Committee has nominated as a candidate for the ~,CC Weaver-James-Corrigan award. This award provides 

scholarship money (S5000) for selected student athletes who intend to pursue graduate studies after graduation. I have attached a form that you will need to 

complete in order for nomination to be submitted to the ACC. Please complete the form and give it to or you can forward it directly to me at: 

orr@email.unc.edu. 

Thank you. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS.Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North Carolina Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:34 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

.... 3@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ll@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~s@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 

i agree Chrism 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 4:20 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 

Inl:eres[ing, Seems like there is a l:ot~ [T~ore training time in there espeda~ly if we (:i~n swing Friday Sut~day and fT~.:}ve olaf gi~[T~es to 58Lurdi~y on Lhe one di~y 

weekend, Also w~l] he~p attendance] 

E~: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$eat: Monday, 3anua~ 06, 2014 4:17 PN 

To:       0@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros         ~s@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: ~: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 

Wh~t: do you guys t:h~nk? 

F~m: Daluz, Anthony [ma~lto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent= Monday, ~anua~ 06, 2024 ~2:02 PM 

To= Pierce, Kris 
~¢= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); gm~ller@athletics.pi~.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkdkor~an@adm~n.fsu.edu); Ma~ Frances Monroe (m.monroe@m~ami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church ([:~b_~Jg_=~b_MZ~[~J~_~9_=~J~); Steve Swanson ~_~E@_YJ£g[Nk=_¢~_M); Um santoro; Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker 

S~bject= Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 

A nnmber clout coaches (~SU, ~, NC S~te, Mimni~ Pi~, Syracuse, VT~ Clemson) had an in[b~a] meeting down in Smdbr& EL. at a rec~iting event to 

discuss/reflect on the experiences o[ this ~st ~ason and how we want to move ~bn~ard with mga~] to ~hedu]ing and the ACC Tournament. The proposals have also 

been run by BC~ [~C, Dnke, UVA bnt have not heazd input ~om [,ouisvil]e to date. 

We would like to discuss a~d horridly ib~aJize these proposals at our meeting on Wednesday. 

ACC Regular Season 

]0 games over 7 weekends in (]-2-]-2-]-2-]) (Sun)(TM-Sun)(SunXThu- SunXSunXThu-Sun)(Sun) 

*Two Game weekends ca~ be played on Ffi/Sun fore,at if ~1 four coaches agree. 

*Single weekend games cm~ be played on Saturday night if coaches agree. 

ACC Tournament 

Top 4 Teams Advance to ACC Tournament over one weekend. 

We feel these pro~sals will ~sifively impact our teams, playem and league ~ffo~ance over the long te~ and prese~e our place as the #1 Soccer Conference in 

America. 

Can you please add fl~is discnssion m onr agenda. 

Thm~ yot~ 

Tony da Luz 
Head Coach 
Wake Forest Universi .ty Womens Soccer 
P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

~ 926-6552 cell 

removed by 
sender. 

www.wakeforcstsports.com 

www.wakeforestgiflssoccercmnp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 4:47 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

l~L: Rising Sta~s: January. 27 or February 10 

Very good ~... Always send me the notes .._ I can never remember what I (or’ ~as EVER said! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Se~t= Nonday, Janua~ 06, 20~4 4:38 PN 

To; Dorrance, Aibe~ A ~ 
$ubje~t= RE: Rising Stars: Janua~ 27 or Februa~ ~0 

6:45pm, Concourse Ck~b/Louderm~lk Center... the usual 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Nonday, Janua~ 06, 20~4 4:06 PN 
To: Johnson, Shelley H 
Subje~t~ RE: Rising Stars: Janua~ 27 or Februa~ 

Very good ,. wh~t t~rne, whene? 

F~m: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent; Nonday, Janua~ 06, 20~4 lI:~ AN 

T~; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV;      ~nc.rr.com 
Subje~t~ RE: Rising Stars: Janua~ 27 or Februa~ l0 

~t sound~ ~ke e~ther date w~th work for both of you, so ~et’~ go with Jan27 then. Thanks! 

F~m; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Wednesday, December 04, 2013 11:38 AN 
To; Johnson, Shelley H 
Subjeet~ RE: Rising Stars: Janua~ 27 or Februa~ ~0 

E~her day wi~ work for me 

F~m~ Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent~ Tuesday, December 03, 2013 1:38 PN 
To; Anson Dorrance 0;      ~nc.rr.com’ 
Subjeet~ Rising Stars: Janua~ 27 or February 

Anson and 

It is that time of year again ! We hope that you might be willing and able to reprise your act for a return engagement to a Rising Stars Workshop this spring - either 

Monday, January 27 or Monday, February ~0. Would either of these dates work for you? 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, January 6, 2014 4:57 PM 

~earthlink.net 

3@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edn; ll@aol.com; Jason Sisneros (j )s@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

I meet with my boss tomorrow ._. let’s see where we are!! Perhaps we should get you with "marketing" now for next fall’s season (obviously, this would be an 

internship position until the new stadium is built). What say you? 

F~m= Paul Connell [mailto:~ t@ea~hlink.net] 
Sent~ Mtonday, Janua~ 06, 2014 4:~3 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Hello Anson --- 

Hoping tNs note finds you and your family well after m~ enjoyable holiday season, and ready to t~cMe the New Year. 

Please set a thee to discuss next steps k~ the venue campaign. 

A~ the bes~:- 

Paul Connell 
Managing P~rtner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704,995,2J_~0 

pmcbrandmgt@earthlink.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:53 PM 

_t_#~__e_az_t_t)Jj__n_k_zLe_tj Ducat, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; Brittani Bartok 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Patti, I like what you are saying!’.! 

Se~tt from ~, ~rizon fFireIess ,l( ; L TE DROID 

Paul Connell < %earthlir~.nel> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson .-- 

Hoping some of these shots start finding the net in Miami & Pittsburgh ._ we’re looking forward to having the team back @ Fetzer against Maryland. 

Regarding the soccer campaign; prior to the spring, if there’s an opportunity to be a part of the strategic team charged with fundh~g and building, please throw me 

into the mh<. ~n the meantime, fqi ab~de by St. August:me ("patience ~s the companion of w~sd.:)m’) .. but having stockpiled creative energy for the past three years, 

~ am anxious to engage. 

The s[rategy for seNng game tickets shoutd be simple --- [here wit~ be none available. Every seat ir~ that stadkm~ can be sold before the first game is played [here. 

We will have a u~brant student section, unique med~a capability, and a "lab" section where coaches can bring entire teamsi~eagues to teach them the game ~n real 

time. 

Won’t get gnv [urther ahead of my~;elf ... 

Sale trawE~]s -see you back ~t~ Chapel I-t~H for an m~:erview prior to the MD broadcasL 

Thanks, 

Pau~ 

Managin~ P~rtner 

PMC grand Mar!agement 

Direct: 704,99B,23_ i 0 

~t~earthlink.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, September :[8, 20:[3 :[:[:28 plVl 
Te:          it@earthlink.net 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, let’s get you in the spring connected to our maxketing group. We will be building a new stadium soon and a pea~t of my ambflion is to sell it out. 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izon tFire/e,~s 4G L2’E DROLL) 

"Patti M. Co~mell" £~earthlink.net> wrote: 

I’ll accommodate your schedule; please set the meeting. 

Paul M. Connell 

Managing Paxtner 

PMC Brand Management 
n;~,,. ~n~ 995.2110 

a~j~em~thlink.net 



From: "Do~rance, Albe~t A IV" < _~._m_N!)(~_e_g_~l_:u__r_kc_: _e_£l._u_> 

Date: The, 17 Sep 2013 23:08:36 ~ 0000 

To:            f~2~a~hli!~k:net < prncbra!~dn ~g~2~eaJ~JllM~ .net2> 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Yes, let’s chat 
Sentj’r~)m ~v ~ ~rm~)~t Wb’e.les,~" 4G LIE’ DROID 

Paul Connell < I~;earthlink.nef~ wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hoping the squad can shake off the disappointing loss to ND. Certainly the no-call on the goal was stunning; however, a couple of strong finishes would have made 

it a non-issue. The scratch/claw effort from the Irish is a pretty good harbinger of the strategy that’ll be employed by opponents the rest of the way. 

Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me about my intense interest in working with you to drive the legacy campaign for UNC Soccer. I’ve not stopped 

thinking about the infrastructure necessary to pre-sell seats, and the outside-the-box partnership concepts that can only be created in this environment. 

With three straight ACC games on the road, I’m sure your dance card is punched for the next week; however, I look forward to continuing our discussion at your 

earliest convenience. 

All the best, 

Paul 
Paul Conneli 
Manag~n~ Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2510 

(@earthli~kmet 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 5:45 PM 

~gmail.com 

I enjoyed our meeting 

Just a short note to tell you how much I enjoyed our conversation. I guess I have felt we can be so much better and I see us accepting hit after hit with no defense 

because we want to appear noble. 

I am a proud son of the University of North Carolina. Thanks to my UNC education and someone taking a chance on me, I am at the top of my profession and I 

genuflect to no one. Let’s attack, it’s the best form of defense. We are a great University with a dual personality and the "Stanford" part of our personality should 

be lauded and bragged about more often .... my soccer graduates dot medical schools, law schools, business schools (one right now is at Harvard MBA school with 

one going there next year); they work for companies like Deloitte, Bain, Goldman, Google etc. I am VERY proud of that. 

Of course we have another group that compete for soccer world championships and Olympic gold medals, play in pro leagues across the world. Some also fill 

Division I coaching positions but I have never lost sight of my real mission: to develop human beings. We are one of the best Universities in the world on a choice 

piece of land next to the perfect college town. We have so much to sell, let’s just explain it better and serve our people better. 

I love this place and I can tell you are going to make it better. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Disney Showcase 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Disney Showcase 

5:22 PM 

_~cuernail.net] 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

The Orlando Disney Showcase was a lot of fun! I enjoyed playing in every minute of it. We had one win, one tie, and 2 losses and finished in 4th place overa]l. 

Although as a team we could have done much better with knocking some in the back of the net, we still did average. Only scoring a total of 4 goals as a reran, I 

individually ,scored half of them and was content with how I played. Every showcase I play in shows me more and more how iml~orta3at teamwork is and how there, of 

course, is no "I" in "team". 

I was curious as to if you were at the showcase and if so if you had the oppo~niD" to watch tne play and what you thought? I ~n very interested in what you think and 

would love to keep in touch throughout my high school soccer ca~reer. 

If not, I would enjoy and appreciate finding a time and place for you to watch me play! 

Sincereb; 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 6, 2014 5:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: ADIDAS CUP 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 5:22 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ADIDAS CUP 

removed by 
sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

removed 
sender. 
s~ncSports ~ 
m 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1/6/2014 10:49:43 PM 

CC: 

BCC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

~gmail.com 

Bruce Lawrence (bruce@bogaertconstruction.com) [bruce@bogaertconstruction.com]; 

Chantal@tdesignsource.com; Dorrance, Donovan [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Adorranc]; Lew Dorrance @comcast.net) @comcast.net]; 

Maggie Dorrance (maggied@greenhosp.org) [maggied@greenhosp.org]; @gmail.com; 

mdorranc@acpub.duke.edu; natalie dorrance @hotmail.com) @hotmail.com]; 

pete@chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com 

FW: Klipingers College Best Values FEB 2014.pdf 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 



Ladies, 

"What is it that binds us to this place as to no other? 
the People!!!!!" 

... We are the University of 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, January 6, 2014 5:50 PM 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

l~E: Meeting W/US Soccer-Januau 16-NSCz’u~ Convention 

Thanks Rob, I fook forward to being thereH! 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 5:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Meeting W/US Soccer-January 16-NSCAA Convention 

Thank you Anson. 

I looked at the schedule and it appears you’re open for the 3- 5 pm on Thursday. Ho~fully it works out for you to attend as your views and voice are important. 

Happy New Year. 

Rob 
Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
g00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 6~0J- i 9J-3 362 J-747 x J_0ik5 I 953 362 3439 (f] 
Wisconsin Office: 920 674 4391L I Cell: 
NSCAA~com I Twitter: ~?NSCAA I Facebook 

On Jan 6, 2014, at 3:53 PM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV <an~>n~;email.anc.edu> wrote: 

Rob, 

I am on one panel, assuming it does not conflict, I will be there, (Christian, when am I on with you?) 

Fro~: Robert Kehoe [ma!lto:rke!~oe@nscaa~corn] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 4:44- PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Meeting W/US Soccer-January 16-NSCAA Convention 

Dear Anson, 
Sunil ~ulati, President of U.S. Soccer, reached out to us to arrange for a meeting with a number of coaches on both the men’s and women’s side at the collegiate 
level (see note below from Sunil)~ 
The NSCAA is pleased to assist in organizing this meeting at the Convention next week and hope that you will be able to join us. RSVP torkehoe@nscaa.com so we 
know if you are able to attend. 
Thank you. 
Joe Cummings, NSCAA CEO !Rob Kehoe, NSCAA Director of College Programs 
Dear Ansom 
I hope you all had peaceful holiday break. As we start the new year, I ’d like to meet next week at the NSCAA Convention to continue a dialogue on issues of 
mutual interest. 
We’ve arranged for meeting space at the Pennsylvania Convention Center--see the details below. 
Day: Thursday, January 16, 20:14 

Location: Room 304 in the Pennsylvania Convention Center 

Time: Women’s Meeting is scheduled from 3-5 pm 

Men’s Meeting is scheduled from 5-7 pm 

Thank you and I look forward to our meeting next week. 

Sincerely, 

Sunil Gulati 
Rob Kehoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of Arnerica 
g00 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66£0J_ i 9:L3 362 :L747 x :LOJ_5 1953 362 3439 (f) 
Wisconsin Office?: 920 674 439J_ I Celh 920 220 306g 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:21 AM 

~verizon.net> 

RE: Season 

We lose a couple of superstars ( and a superb grinder I 

be solid, 

I hop*:_! you and yours have a great as wei~H 

From: [mailto: @verizon,net] 
Sent: Monday, 5:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subject: Season 

Greetk~ge Anson, God:s best to, your 

Tough Joss to end the season~ ~ reph~y that g~rrle ending break, away score ir~ my mff~d ofterfi 

You said you wou~d have a good team and you d~d. How does next year ~ook? 

B~essirigs~ 

so we will have to spread out the responsibility~ Still, we should 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:25 AM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: Phone ’Fag 

Yes, we chatted about it dur’ir~g the recruiting adver~ture we all attend in Orlando every post Christrnas. (I saw 

From: [mailto: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, 6:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Phone Tag 

score a goal for dow~ there.) 

Did you hear rm~dy resigned from ND??!! He’s going to coach a pro temn but you prob already knew this sad to see him go ... 

On 3:28 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(c-aemail.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you 

From: [mailto: ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Phone Tag 

I’ve talked about her to you ... its 

strikers like and 

all ayotmd great kid!! 

! I know ducar came to see her at disney :) she’s just a haydworking kid who is always given the man mark of top 

to name a few and she shuts them down!’. She’s l’rustrating smart composed but will do anyhing you ask of her just a~ 

On           1:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~)n(a)~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 
Will do!! What is the kids name? 
From: [ ma i lto: _~_g__n_~__a__[[~__c__o_~ ] 
Sent: Sunday, 11:23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert ,£ IV " 
Subject: Phone Tag 
So sorry about fire phone tag ugh ]oI...~ know its been crazy with your phone etc and travel etc...I am I?ee today, tomorrow and tuesday even...we are getting 
bomb~:rded with snow a~d the windchi]]s are to hit -50 so they are aheady canceling school etc. So if you have a chance to call me, I will be here. 
I really want to talk to you about a player too. I know there is a lot I want to talk to you about lol but this kid means so~nething to me and Id love to see her play tbr 
you!’. :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, Janua~, 7, 2014 10:26 AM 

@eartNink.net 

Steinbacher, Rick <rick@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

I love your ideas and your energy, I will connect you. 

From; Paul Connell [mailto: #earthlink.net] 
Sent; Monday, January 06, 20:[4 6::[9 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Thanks for the quick reply Arisen - 

Happy to work wRh the marketing team in any capacity ~:hat drives v~s[kdHty, t[cke~: sales, revenue and partnerships to UNC soccer Unless R’s st~ adrn[n~stn~tive 

necessity, I don’t need a t~de --.just sn ~nv~tatiorL Through my PA 8~s fo~ UNC ALNet~cs, Ym a~ready registered as an hourly employee --.so, at ~esst my paperwork is 

on No. 

After 25 years of service to brands, teams~ venues, events, and ~co~s, ~ know ~t’s ~ever too eaHv to get involved - o~y too ~ate. Plug me ~n whe~eve~ ~ can benefit 

your ~:eam and we’H ~e~ skHB and needs de~errmne the he’,d: slops 

A~ the bes~:- 

Pau~ 
Paul Conne!l 
Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704,995,2110 

!(a~ea rt hlin k. net 

From; Dorrance, Albert A lV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Monday, January 6, 20:[4 4:57 PM 
To: r_. L@earthlink.net 
Cc: ~@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;     II@aol.com; Jason Sisnero! @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul 
[ meet wRh my boss l:omorr.:~w ... leL’s see where we arch Perhaps we should get you with "marketk~g" now for next fall’s season (obviously, this would be an 

internship position Lintel the new stadium is built). What say 

F~m: Paul Connell [ma[l~ @earthlink,net] 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 06, 20~4 4:53 PN 

Te; Dorrance, A[be~ A N 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

He~[o Arisen - 

Hoping thb note finds you and your family well after an enjoyable holiday season, and ready to tackle the New Year. 

Please set a t~me Lo discuss next steps ~n the venue campaign. 

A~[ the best --. 

Pau~ 
Paul Conne!t 
Managing P~rtner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2~_£0 

p mcbra ndmKt @cart hjmk.net 

From; Dorrance, Albert A 1"7 [._m___ajJ_t_o_;__a___n_s__q_n__@_e___m___aj!N_n___c_,__e_d___u_] 
Sent-~ ThHr¢4~v qeptember :[9, 20:[3 3:53 PM 

To:            .~earthlink.net; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; Brittani Bartok 
S~bject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, I like what you are 

Sem f!~om my l@rizou 142reless 4G L77: DROID 

Paul Connell < t@eml~link.net> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson - 

Hoping some of these shots start finding the net in Miami & Pittsburgh ... we’re looking forward to hav#~g the team back @ Fetzer against Maryland. 

Regarding the soccer campaign; prior to the spring, if there’s an opporLurfity to be s part of the strsLeg~c Learn charged w~th funding and bui~d#~g, please throw rne 

into the m~x. ~n the meantime, ~’~ aMde by St. Augustine ("patience ~s the companion of w~sdom’) ._ but having stockpiled creative energy for the past three years, 

~ am anxious to engage, 

The strategy [(~r se~l~ng game tk:ke~:s shouM be simple -there will be none ava~laMe. Every sea~: h~ tha~: sl:ad~um can be sold before the first game is ph~yed there. 

We will have a v~brant studen[ section, uNque med~a capaM[~ty, and a "lab’~ section where coaches can bring entire teams/leagues to teach [heR1 the game k~ real 

time. 

Won’t get any further ahead of myself _. 

Safe travels--see you back h~ Chapel Hfl] for an ~nterview prior to the MD broadcast. 



ThBnks, 

Paul 
Paul Conne!l 
Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704,995,2110 

_(~ea rt hJin k. net 

From: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September 18, 20~3 [~:28 PH 

Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, lefs get you in the spring co~ected to our marketing group. We will be building a new s~dium soon and a pa~ of my ambition is to sell it out. 

Se~.~’~om my VeHzon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

"Paul M. Com~ell" <pmcbraudmgt(a)~earthlink.nct> wrote: 

I’ll acco,nmodate your schedule; please set the meeting. 

Paul M. Connell 
Mm~aging Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

;trtbearthlink.net 

From: "Do,vance, Albe~’t A IV" <~mmn(~ernaJl.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 17 Sep 2013 23:08:36 +0000 

To:            i-~em’ihlink.net           t(c-~earthlink.net> 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Yes, let’s chat 
Sen~ fi’o~n my l’i:rizo~ Wirele.s.,~’ 4G LTE DROID 

Paul Connell @em~link.net> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hoping the squad can shake off the disappointing loss to ND. Certainly the no-call on the goal was stunning; however, a couple of strong finishes would have made 

it a non-issue. The scratch!claw effort from the Irish is a pretty good harbinger of the strategy that’ll be employed by opponents the rest of the way. 

Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me about my intense interest in working with you to drive the legacy campaign for UNC Soccer. I’ve not stopped 

thinking about the infrastructure necessary to pre-sell seats, and the outside-the-box partnership concepts that can only be created in this environment. 

With three straight ACC games on the road, I’m sure your dance card is punched for the next week; however, I look forward to continuing our discussion at your 

earliest convenience. 

All the best, 

Paul 
Paul Connefl 
Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Managernent 

Direct: 704.995.25Z0 

i@earthlink.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, Janua~ 7, 2014 10:54 AM 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: ACC PosnLgraduate Schola~rship nomiuation 

I just finished it! Good luckH 

From-"  

Sent: Sunday, January 05, 20"14 5:54 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Hi Anson, 
Happy New Year! I hope you and your family are doing well! 
I just received this email from Kym Orr about a nomination for a postgraduate scholarship as I still Nan to go to medical school in a year or two. It looks like it requires a head 
coach recommendation letter, would you be willing to write one for me? I think Kym will email you separately with the form. 

Also, I am still very interested in the possible opportunity of playing pro this spring. I get back to Chapel Hill Tuesday night so I will try to stop by your office sometime this 
week[ 
Thanks, 

From: Orr, Kym N <orr@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Sunday, January 5, 20:14:1:23 PM 

To: Ikoma, Michelle; Hoover, Meredith;  

Cc: greenemt; Yount, Tony; Lee, Jaimie; Broome, Lissa; Brown, Michelle; Gelin, Dana; Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Townsend, Jenn 

Subject: ACC Postgraduate Scholarship nomination 

Congratulations! 

The ASPSA Scholarships and Awards Committee has selected you as a candidate for the 20:14 ACC Weaver-James Corrigan Postgraduate Scholarship. The committee 

appreciates all of the hard work you do both in academics as well as athletics. 

The Weaver-James-Corrigan scholarships are awarded to selected student-athletes - three from each league institution - who intend to pursue a graduate degree 

following completion of their undergraduate requirements. Each recipient will receive ~;5,000 to contribute to their graduate education. Those honored have 

performed with distinction in both the classroom and his/her respective sports, while demonstrating exemplary conduct in the community. 

In order to submit your application for nomination, I have attached several documents for you to complete: 

Student Athlete Data Form 

Head Coach recommendation form (I will also email a copy to your coach under separate cover to expedite the process) 

Academic Professor Endorsement 
th Apologies for the short time frame, but I would like to have these documents completed and forwarded to me by Wednesday. January 15 at 10:00 am. Please feel 

free to consult with myself or your academic counselor in order to get this done by the deadline. 

Again, congratulations and I look forward to hearing from you. 

Kym 

Kym N. Orr, MS~Ed 

Academic Counselor 

Scholarship and Awards Coordinator 

Academic Support Program for Student Athletes 

University of North CaroEna Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, Januaxy 7, 2014 11:00 AM 

Bill Palladino <L . dl@aol.com> 

ILE: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 

I agree ._ what has happened to Tony? 

From: Bill Palladino [mailtc l@aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 7:43 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 

Good stufli.... Vew reasonable.... Shockingly 

Sent from nay iPhone 

On Jan 6, 2014, at 4:16 PM, "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <an~sn(a)~email.anc.edu> wrote: 

What do you guys think? 
From: Daluz, Anthony [g~__a__[[_~_9_z_d_a_[g__z_~_k~_u__=_e_.__d___u] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 12:02 PM 
To: Pierce, Kris 
¢:c: Alison Foley (.f_9_[_e_g__a__e__@__b_%e_.__d__u_.); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (_e_y__a___d_w_a___n__@__c_[_e__~_~_s_9_~_~_e_.__d___u); 
gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.Nu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroeCc#miami.edu); Phil Wheddon 
(pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; Robbie Church (robbie.churchC.Oduke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro; Michael Buddie; 
Barbara Walker 
Subject: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 
Kris, 
A number of our coaches (FSU, ~VF, NC State, Miami, Pitt. Syracuse, VT, Clemson) had an informal meeting down in Sanford, FL. at a recruiting event 

to discuss’reflect on the experiences of this past season and how we want to move forward ruth regard to scheduling and the ACC Tournament. The 

proposals have also been run by BC, UNC, Dnke, UVA bnt have not heard input from Louisville to date. 

We would like to discuss and hopefully tbrmalize these proposals at our meeting on Wednesday, 

ACC RegulaJc Season 

10 games over 7 weekends in (1-2-1-2-1-2-1) (S un)(Thu- SunXSunXThu- SunXS anXThu- S anXSun) 

*Two Game weekends can be played on FriiSun tbrmat ifaJl four coaches agree. 

*Single weekend games can be played on Satarday night if coaches ag~e. 

ACC Tournament 

Top 4 Teams Advance to ACC Tournament over one weekend. 

We feel these proposals will positively impact our teams, players and league performance over the long term and preserve our place as the #1 Soccer 

Conference in America. 

Can you please add this discussion to our agenda. 

Thank you, 

Tony da Luz 

tlead Coach 

Wake Forest UniversiU Womens Soccer 
P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

(336) 926- 655,2ocell 

I~WRD206.jp=>] 
www.wakefomstsports.com 

w~v.wakefomstgifls~ccercmnp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 2:21 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

0@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.ed l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros (j: ~s@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 

Thank you Tom .._ Yes, I like it too! 

From= Sander, Thomas J 
Sent= Monday, January 06, 2014 8:20 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
l::c~ Dorrance, Albert A IV;         @rash.corn; Ducat, Chris. a@mac.com; c. ll@aol.com;         :@gmail.com 
Subject= RE: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 
This sounds awesome! It gives us two more non-conference weekends before the ACC games begin of which we may use one or two game for ACC teams not ~n 

our pod (eg Duke or VA). ~t g~ves us ~ lot of tn~n~ng l:~me on e~ther side of the one..weekend games It also h~ssens the wear and tenor during ~:he ACC tournament 

and allows us to play some Fd..Sun games. Seems I~ke they’ve 5naIly come to ~:he~r senses~ 

--Tom 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Se~t~ Monday, 2anua~ 06, 20~ ~:[7 PN 

20@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;     dl@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~       ;@gma~Lcom)~ Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= ~: Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 

F~m= Daluz, Anthony [ma~Ito:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent= Monday, Januaw 06, 2014 12:02 PM 

To= Pierce, Kris 
Cc= Alison Foley (fNeyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); gm~ller@athletics.pi~.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikor~an@adm~n.fsu.edu); Maw Frances Monroe (m.monroe@m~ami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (£Q~_~Jg_=gbU~g[tf~J~_~_:~J~); Steve Swanson ¢~_~E~_g)£g[N_~:_~_~); tim santoro; Michael Buddie; Barbara Walker 

Subject= Coaches Meeting Agenda Item 

K~s, 

A number of our coaches (FSU, ~, NC State, Miami, Pi~, Syracuse, VT, Clemson) h~ an info~a] meeting down in SaVor& FL. at a recruiting event to 

discuss/reflect on the experiences of this ~st ~ason and how we want to move Ibn~ard with mgaKl to ~hedu]ing and the ACC Tournament. The proposals have also 

been run by BC, [~C, Dnke, UVA bnt have not heard input I?om Louisville to date. 

We would like to discuss a~d hoNfidly Ib~aJize these proposals at our meeting on ~ednesday. 

ACC Regular Season 

I0 games over 7 weekends in (I-2-I-2-I-2-I) (Sun)(Thu- Sun)(SunXThn- SunXSunXThu- Sun)(Sun) 

*Two Game weekends can be played on Fd/Sun fore,at if Nl four coaches ag~=e. 

*Single weekend games can be played on Saturday night if coaches agree. 

ACC Tournament 

Top 4 Teams Advance to ACC Tournament over one weekend. 

We feel these pro~sals will ~sitive]y impact our teams, p]aye~ and league Nffo~ance over the long te~ and prese~e our place as the #I Soccer Conference in 

America. 

Can ~u please add this discussion to our agenda. 

Thm~ yot~ 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 

~ 926-6552 cell 

removed by 
sender. 

www.wakeforcstsports.com 

w~v.wakeforestgiflssoccercmnp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Disney Showcase Follow Up 

Please tell me how I can follow up! 
F~om: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 9:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Disney Showcase Follow Up 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hello, I am . I aa~ a left-footed . I play for out of My jersey number for is 24. 
I noticed that you attended one of my games at the Disney Showcase at New Years Eve. To begin with, I would like to thank you for attending my team and I’s game. 

I was wondering if you could give my may feedback on how to improve my play? 

If you have any questions about myself please contact either or Their email addresses will be listed below. 
Thank you for your time, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 4:44 PM 

Mike Keating <~ i@gmail.com> 

I~E: Youth Player Development 

How much time would it take? 

From: Mike Keating [mailto:      @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2~14 9:06 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A ZV 
S~bject: Re: Youth Player Development 

Anson, 

Ahh, I don’t think I can get 2000 passes on my training! Ha! 

Would love to do the survey with your players on time, intensity, level achieved. What do you think? 

Mike Kaatin~ 

(m) ~ 

On Jan 6, 2014, at 3:07 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Mike, 

Good stuffH Brenden Rogers .... It is not 2,000 touches, it is 2,000 PASSES!!! And I am sure that is not one player, that is the whole practice. 

From: Mike Keating [mailto      ;@gmaiLcom] 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 1:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Youth Player Development 

Anson, 

At lunch during the Brazilian soccer course, I tested my hypothesis on the state of youth player development and some ideas I have been using with 

the kids I train offseason here. I drafted the ideas and survey questions in the attached for your comments. 

The sample survey questions are the ones I proposed asking of your girls. I still would like to do this if you can find a way to allow me access, perhaps 

through you. I want to draw a correlation between time, intensity and competitiveness of training outside o, f club or school and the level achieved. Yes, 

there are many other factors, but I believe these three will have the greatest correlation. Time & intensity will be easy to quantify. 

Let me know what you think when you’ve had a chance to take a look. Welcome your thoughts and ideas. Would love to collaborate with you on this. 

Thanks! 

Mike Keating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 4:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: (Class of 

From: @aol.com [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, 9:21 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
l:::c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: (Class of 
Hi Ooach Dorrance, 
I hope it is ok that I am emailing youo I got your email from a family friend            and he said for me to email you. We have known the      family for years and have 
followed both                   through their respective college experiences. Needless to say,         is one of my inspirations. Also, as a soccer player, anyone who is 
anyone would relish the opportunity to play for the best college women’s soccer program ever. 

The reason         told me to email you is because I am now a freshman in high school and am in the beginning stages of planning for college¯ And as a soccer player, 
North Carolina would be at the top of my list¯ 

Currently, I am attending 
Also, academically, I skipped a grade. 

¯ This is my first semester so I do not have a GPA yet, but I left intermediate school with scholastic honors. 

I also have been a guest player for the . I feel my versatility to play all positions makes it easy for me to 
guest play because I can fill any void for other teams. 

Currently, as a freshman, I am a starter on the team and playing (Again my schedule is below). 

I hope that this email finds you well, and that our paths will meet soon. If you are able to watch me play or have your assistants watch, I would consider it a privilege. 

Sincerely, 

(uniform#11 class of 
(uniform #t 8) 

ODP Championships 
Thurs. (Reach Field #6 @1:30pm) 

Fri. (Reach Field #1 @ 9am) 
Fri.._                             (Reach Field#10 2pm) 
Sat & Sun, TBA based on seedings 
(Reach Fields located at 2425 E. Deer Valley Rd, Phoenix, AZ 85050) 

Schedule 

(all game start at 6:15pm, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 4:54 PM 

Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> 

Cmmingham, Bubba <bubbac@ema~l.unc.edu>; UNC Athletics Director <bubba.cutmingham@unc.edu> 

RE: I enjoyed our meeting 

Debbi, 

1 just met with gubba Cunningham for my annual review and he encouraged me to come to any meeting where you th~nk ~ would have value. P~ease ~et me know. 

if ~ am free, I wouM ~ove to be there. 

~f you are actually k~terested in ~:he books (and please, you do not have to be for me), you should read The IVlan Watching. You should g~w? rrammg Soccer 

Champkms to your daughters coach (Pete Carrol~ taH<s about this book m his boo]~ "W~n Forewent") arid, if your daughter ~s ~l:erate, she should read Vision of a 

Champion. 

From= DebN Clarke [mailto:( @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, Janua~ 06, 2054 9:57 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: 1 enjoyed our meeting 

Dear Coach Dorrance, Thank you so much for meeting with me today, I so enjoyed talking with you and look forward to continuing our conversation. I couldn’t 

agree more, we are poised to accomplish great things. 

Thanks also for sharing the Kiplinger’s rankings information, echoing what we know about the tremendous value of a UNC degree. 

I saw Vince this afternoon & asked about the change in summer school aid, he said it was a decision made by the Dept of Athletics to make summer school 

available to more student-athletes, but he didn’t elaborate further. I shared with him that you were very pleased. 

You made my daughter’s day, thank you again for signing her jersey. And thank you for the books you shared. I look forward to reading them, and passing along the 

Champions book to her CASL coach. 

I look forward to working with you. All my best, 

Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 6, 2014, at 5:45 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Debbi, 

Just a short note to tell you how much I enjoyed our conversation. I guess I have felt we can be so much better and I see us accepting hit after hit with 

no defense because we want to appear noble. 

I am a proud son of the University of North Carolina. Thanks to my UNC education and someone taking a chance on me, I am at the top of my 

profession and I genuflect to no one. Let’s attack, it’s the best form of defense. We are a great University with a dual personality and the "Stanford" 

part of our personality should be lauded and bragged about more often .._ my soccer graduates dot medical schools, law schools, business schools 

(one right now is at Harvard MBA school with one going there next year); they work for companies like Deloitte, Bain, Goldman, Google etc. I am VERY 

proud of that. 

Of course we have another group that compete for soccer world championships and Olympic gold medals, play in pro leagues across the world. Some 

also fill Division I coaching positions but I have never lost sight of my real mission: to develop human beings. We are one of the best Universities in 

the world on a choice piece of land next to the perfect college town. We have so much to sell, let’s just explain it better and serve our people better. 

I love this place and I can tell you are going to make it better. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 5:07 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

M’Liss Dorrm~ce (mdorranc@duke.edu); ~nsn.co~n; ducar~uncaa.unc.edu; l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Another life update :) 

Congratulations!!! If he makes you happy then am happy Obviously, watch out t’or y m guys and follow your lives as closely as I can. And the special ones like you, I see as 
"daughters" . .. and of course what that means is "no one" is good enough for you. Please invite me to the wedding, when the question is asked "if anyone can see just cause as to why this 

couple should not be j oined speak now or lk~rever hold your peace" I will not say a word. I promise!!! 

I will c ~py ~Liss on this .. thank you ]2~r caring about her. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Courtney Jones [mailto @gmail coral 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 1:49 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Another life update :) 

tIey Ansi 

Give M’Liss ruy best. Praying for her dailyt Talk soon! 

Sent from ray iPhone 



Froln: 

Sent: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 5:10 PM 

~)~ma~l.corn> 

TONY YOUNT ( nt@grnail.corn 0@msn.com; ducm’@m~caa.unc.edu; ll@aol.corn; Jason Sisneros 

@grnail.corn); pacma~@uncaa.unc.e& 

Subject: RE: Tomorrow and Thursday 

Thank you for your note ... I can tell you are sincere. I will copy my staff and the Leadership Council on this and we will see you soon 

..... Original Message ..... 
Fron ~wnail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 l 1:30 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Tomorrow and Thursday 

Good morning Ans, 

I was heading back to Chapel Hill today and when I got to the airpolt the line to check in was absolutely- insane. It resulted in me missing my flight and due to inclement weather in other 

areas the next available flight is on Thursday morning. 

I am on the verge of tears right now because as a rising senior I take pride in being the next to lead this team and as of now I’m not starting offon a good note. I will be missing the academic 
meeting tomorro~v. Which I know is irmperative for rae to attend, but I am speaking with Tony about that as we speak. I also am missing the testing on Thursday morning because my flight 

doesn’t get in ~mtil 2pra that afternoon so I will talk to Greg about making that up hopefully on Friday or hopefully that afternoon I get in. 

I am so sorry for all of this, it wasn’t suppose to turn out like this. I tried evelything in my might to get a flight out today at some point, but there is just nothing available. I want to lead this 

team, on and off the field. Artd [ take full responsibili~ in this and I will make evelTthing up. 

As for classes I will be emailing all of my professors now and informing them as to why I am absent and what it is that I have missed and how I can make it up. 

Again, I am truly sorts~ Anson. 

See you on Thursday. 

Sent frora my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 5:11 PM 

Adrienne Nunez <Adrienne@EchoPointBooks.com> 

Lohse, Dave Clark (davelohse@unc.edu) 

RE: Training Soccer Champions hnages 

I will forward this to Dave Lohse and see _.. He is my SID 

Frera: Adrienne Nunez [mailto:Adrienne@EchoPointBooks.com] 
Seat; Tuesday, January 07, 2014 3:53 PM 
To; tim@greensborounited.org; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Sul~ject: Training Soccer Champions Tmages 

Hello Tim and Anson, 

My name is Adrienne, I am the designer for Echo Point Books and Media. We have begun working on "Training Soccer Champions". But, before I get too deep into 

production, I thought I would ask if you two have any images that may be a good fit for the cover. 

It would be nice to have a more up-to-date image of Anson either alone or while coaching. Anson, do you have any such images on hand? 

Some other ideas for images include: North Carolina team in practice or competition, another team in practice or competition, possibly another coach in the 

process of coaching (thinking of your league, Tim.) Also, are there any image resources that UNC may have available for use? Likewise, are there any professional 

photographers that UNC uses that I should be in touch with? 

Thanks a lot for your help with this. I am excited to be working with you and very glad to be helping to republish this book. I have already been picking up tips for 

my own practice.., winter indoor league starts tomorrow. ;) 

Adrienne 

Adrienne Nunez 
Echo Point Books 
P: 802-257-6900 
E: Adrienne@ EchoPointBooks.com 

i.~.i Description: Logo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, January 7, 2014 5:13 PM 

Christian I,avers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

ILE: Meeting W;/US Soccer-Janua~ 16-NSCAA Convention 

Very good .... Thank you Christian!! 

From: Christian Lavers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 6:40 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Robert Kehoe’ 
Subject: RE: Meeting W!US Soccer-January 16-NSCAA Convention 

Hi Anson and Rob --. happy New Year! 

Anson --the panel we are doing is ~:riday from 

Frem: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 3:54 PM 
To: Robert Kehoe 
~:c: Christian Lavers (davers@usclubsoccer.org) 
Subject: RE: Meeting W!US Soccer-January 16-NSCAA Convention 

Rob, 

~ am on one pane~, assuming i[ does no[ conflict, ~ wi~ be there. (Chris[~an, whetl am ~ on with you?) 

F~m~ Robe~ Kehoe [ma~l~: rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
$ent~ Monday, 3anuaw 06, 20~4 4:~ PN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A W 
Subject: Meeting W/US Soccer-Janua~ 16-NSC~ Convention 

Dear Anson, 

Suni~ Gulati, President of U.S. Soccer, reached out to us to arrange for a meeting with a number of coaches on both the men’s and women’s side at the collegiate 

level (see note below from Sunil). 
The NSCAA is pleased to assist in organizing this meeting at the Convention next week and hope that you will be able to join us. RSVP to [.~#_~.9.~@.Q~A:~.£~_ so we 

know if you are able to attend. 

Thank you. 

Joe Cummings, NSCAA CEO/Rob Kehoe, NSCAA Director of College Programs 

Dear Anson. 

I hope you a~l had peaceful holiday break. As we start the new year, ~ ’d ~ike to meet next week at the NSCAA Convention to continue a dialogue on issues of 

mutual interest. 

We’ve arranged for meeting space at the Pennsylvania Convention Center--see the details below. 

Day: Thursday, January 16, 20~4 

Loca~on: Room 304 in the Pennsylvania Conven~on Center 

Time: Women’s Meeting is scheduled from 3-5 pm 

Men’s Meeting is scheduled from 5-7 pm 

Thank you and I look forward to our meeting next week. 

Sincerely, 

Sunil Gulati 
Rob Kehoe 
Director of Coil~ge Programs I IJational Soccer _oache~; Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas Qty, KS 66~0~ ~ 923 362 2747 x 20J.5 1913 362 3439 
Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439J. I Cel              8 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1/8/2014 6:08:14 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Updated Schedule-. r 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From:                        @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 1:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Updated Schedule--i 

Hi again! I just wanted to update my upcoming soccer schedule. 

attached my soccer resume again. Please see dates, locations and times of coming games below. I hope to see you on 

the pitch! 

January 9-12 
Where: Reach 11 West Sports Complex 

2405 E Deer Valley Rd, Phoenix, AZ 85050 

Team: Oregon ODP, i wear #:15 (Coach Kevin Plechl) 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 7:30pm Field #18 

Friday, January 10, 2014 12:00pm Field #8 

Saturday, January 11, 2014--TBD 

Sunday, January 12, 2014--TBD 

January_ 17-19 
Where: Starfire Complex 

14800 Starfire Way, Tukwila, WA 98188 

Team: Westside Timbers 1397 Copa TS, I wear #:15 (Coach Chris Thurley) 

Friday, January 17, 2014 8:00pro Field #2 (Starfire Complex) 

Saturday, January 18, 2014 12:30pm Field #1--different location: Valley Ridge Park (7 minutes away) 

Valley Ridge Park 

4850 S 187th PI 

Seatac, WA 98188-8607 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 9:45am Field #2 (Starfire Complex) 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV ANSON); 

Wednesday,              1:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Prospective Student-Athlete 

Resume.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

From: [mailto: @ 
Sent; Tuesday, 2:20 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Prospective Student-Athlete 

Hello Anson, 

.edu] 

My nmne is             I am cunently attending                for my second year. I am t .rylng to receive my Associates in Arts by the Smnmer setnester. Due 

to the fact that I will only be a few credit hours short and I will like to transfer ruth a degree. I mn interested in playing soccer at the ne:~ level for your progrmn next 

thll. Since I a~n also interested in becoming a Universi .ty of North Caxolina student because of the majors offered such as Psychology. I have put together a soccer 

resume that I have attached to tell you a bit more of ~ny soccer accomplishments. We ended our season 13-6, falling short in the District D Championship agains~t 
losing 3-2 in oveNme. I also put together a mini highlight film due to the poor qualiU film that was given to me (YouTube link is below). I will be 

attending the NSCAA Convention in Philadelphia, PA where I have the honor of playing in a showcase and receiving my 

team award . I look forward to heasng from you. Thamk you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:10 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ( @gmaJl.com) 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

l~V: Prospective Student-Athlete 

Resume.docx; ATT00001 .htm 

Why don’t you plan on watching this ~Showcase" and teli us if anyone is worth watching 

From: [mailto: @~ .edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:20 AN 
Tot Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
SubjeCt: Prospective Student-Athlete 

Hello Anson, 

My name is              I am currently attending                  lbr my second year. I am trying to receive my Associates in Arts by the Summer semester. Due 

to the lhct that I will only be a few credit hours short and I will like to transfer ruth a degree. I am interested in playing soccer at the next level tbr your progra~n next 

fall. Since I am also interested in becoming a University" of North Ca~:olina student because of the majors offered such as Psychology. I have put together a soccer 

resume that I have attached to tell you a bit more of my soccer accomplishments. We ended our season 13-6, failing short in the District D Championship againsl 

losing 3-2 in overtime. I also put together a mini highlight fihn clue to the poor quality~ fihn that was given to me (Yofffube link is below). I will be 

attending the NSCAA Convention in Philadelphia, PA where I have the honor of playing in a showcase a~nd receiving tny 

team award I look forward to hearing from you. Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ARSON)> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 1:24 PM 

1 0@msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~ . @aol.com; Jason Sisueros~ @gm~Jl.com); pacman@uncaa.uuc.edu; 

Subject: Smnmer (heen and your thvorite EPL Teams ~xe ou display this week!!! 

Ladies, 

If your TV can pull it up Summer Green a~d the Ll-.20’s start their defense ot: the US--20 World Championship (co~rtesy o~: , this Th~rsday. 

Your EPt.Teams should also be up and go~ng. ~f you are bored also watch "Match Day" wNch are game Ngh[ights of the EPL matches w~th excellent commentary. 

£emember we want to be a culture that k>ves; the bal~ a~d Iow?s the game. 

F~m= Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 07, 2014 4:09 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
SubjeCt: Soccer On ~: Tuesday, 3anua~ 7, 20~4 

~N~ Image 
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Fweet This 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

There’s English League Cup and Spanish Cup action on Tuesday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed here, many neb,~orks make TV programming available on steaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is uix~ated daffy throughout the week. 

~rUESDAY, Janizary 7 

BelN SPORTS 

Capital One Cup SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VALENCIA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 4 pro. 

Capital One Cup SUNDERLAND-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 9 pro. 

WEDNESDAY~ Janu~y f~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Capital One Cup MANCHESTER CITY-WEST HAM (live) 2:30 pm. 

Tim Cup FIORENTINA=CHIEVO (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ALCORCON-ESPANYOL (live) 2 pm. 

Share Thi~ 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 



Spain BARCELONA-GETAFE (live) 4 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Copa Del Rey REAL BETIS-ATHLETIC BILBAO (live) 2 pm. 

Coppa Italia FIORENTINA-CHIEVO (live) 3 pm. 

Copa Del Rey RACING-ALMERIA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

italy AC MILAN-ATALANTA (live) Noon. 

Coupe de France BREST-PSG (live) 1 pm. 

THURSDAY, Ja~u~ry 9 

BelN SPORTS 

Tim Cup ROMA-SAMPDORIA (live) Neon. 

Tim Cup UDINESE-INTER MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-COSTA RICA (live) 7:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey REAL SOCIEDAD-VILLAREAL (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey REAL MADRID-OSASUNA (livE) 3:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

Copa Del Rey RAYO-LEVANTE (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-COSTA RICA (live) 7:30 pm. 

FRIDAY, J~ll~a~’y 1 O 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONTPELLIER-MONACO (live) 2:30 pm. 

England LEICESTER CITY-DERBY COUNTY (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain GRANADA-VALLADOLID (live) 3 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-UNAM (live) 8:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-AMERICA (live) 10:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-MERIDA (live) 9:30 pm. 

BeIN PLAY 

England LEICESTER CITY-DERBY (live) 2:30 pm. 

SATURDAY, J~n~ry 11 

BelN SPORT 

France AJACCIO-PSG (live) 11 am. 
Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2 pro. 

France BORDEAUX-TOULOUSE (delay) 4 pm. 

italy BOLOGNA=L~IO (delay) 6 

FOX SPORTS 2 

Australia ~LLINGTON-CENT~L COAST (live) 1 am. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U=20 Women’s Championship JAMAICA-USA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NE~ORK 

England HULL CI~-CHELSEA (live) 7:45 am. 

England TO~NH~-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 

England MANCHESTER UNITED-SWANSEA (live) 12:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain BILBAO-ALMERIA (live) 10 am. 

Spain CELTA-VALENCIA (live) Neon. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2 pro. 

Spain ELCHE-SEVIL~ (live) 4 pm. 



BeIN PLAY 

England SHEFFIELD-LEEDS (live) 7 am. 

England IPSW~CH-QPR (live) 9:45 am. 

Spain DEPORTIVO-GIRONA (live) 11:45 am. 

Italy LEVORNO-PARMA (live) 11:45 am. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship JAMAICA-USA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England EVERTON-NORWlCH (live) 10 am. 

England SOUTHAMPTON-WEST BROM (live) 10 am. 

England FULHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-WEST HAM (live) 10 am. 

SUNDAY, J~nuary t2 

BelN SPORT 

Italy CAGLIARI-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

France EVIAN-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Italy SASSUOLO-AC MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (delay) 5 pm. 

Italy HELLAS VERONAS-NAPOLI (delay) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England STOKE CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11:15 am. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-OSASUNA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy CAGLIARI=JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-MONTERREY (live) 1 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Italy SAMPDORIA-UDINESE (live) 1 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-CHIEVO (live) 3 pm. 

France LYON-SOCHAUX (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-ARSENAL (live) 3 pm= 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VILLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, J~n[~a~y 14 

BelN SPORT 

Tim Cup LAZIO-PARMA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ALMERIA-RACING (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, 

BelN SPORT 

Tim Cup AC MILAN-SPEZIA (live) Neon. 

Tim Cup NAPOLI-ATALANTA (live) 3 pm. 



BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ESPANYOL-ALCORCON (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:30 pm. 

IBeIN PLAY 

Tim Cup CATANIA-SIENA (live) 9:45 am. 

Copa Del Rey BILBAO-BETIS (live) 1:15 pro. 

Copa Del Rey LEVANTE-RAYO (live) 3:15 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VILLAREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2 pm. 

Copa Del Rey GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

France SAINT ETIENNE-LILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA=VALENCIA (live) 3 pro. 

SocceronTVforTuesday, Jan 7, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramericacom 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 1:43 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

l~B: Friendly Reminder--, Disney Institute Meeting for Head Coaches 

La try, 

The meetings were excellent!! 

From-" Gallo, .lr., Larry A. 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 07, 2014 7:35 AM 

To-" UNCAA-Head Coaches 
C¢; Miller, Beth; Creech, Karlton W; Cunningham, Bubba; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject; Friendly Reminder N Disney Institute Meeting for Head Coaches 
Importance: High 
Happy New Year, Coaches. I am hopeful you ~d your f~nilies have had a great Holiday Season. 

We look fo~’ard to seeing you to~norrow (Wednesday, Janua~3~ 8th) morning in the EWAC Board Room at 8:30 AM for the Disney Institute Meeting. In tny opinion, I truly 

believe you will enjoy hea.ring how one of the greatest org~mizations in the world develops amd communicates their practices amd messages "to their 

fans/customers/patrons." 

We believe it ve~’ importamt for our head coaches as a group to have the opportunity to "weigh-in amd express their opinion" on Disney’s "cause and efl)ct" on our entire 

Department. 

Ilave a great day today, and see you all tomorrow mornin!! 

Be well, 

Lans~ 

~Larry Ga~ 

][",xecutNe Associate Dh~clor of Athletics 

University of NoN~ Catalina at Chapel Hill 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Monday, December 30, 2013 4:18 PM 

To; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
C¢; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Creech, Karlton W 
Subject: Disney Institute Meeting for Head Coaches 

Good Afternoon Coaches, 
i Hope you’re doing well and that the holiday offered some valuable time to reflect on our success in 20:13 and prepare for a great 

As you saw in my email message to the full department, Kevin Gober from the Disney Institute will be on campus next week as part of our partnership 

agreement. Kevin will be giving a keynote address at the full department meeting, and will also remain in town in order to be available for a few smaller 

meetings. Two of these meetings are directly related to our Student-Athletes and our Head Coaches. 

Kevin will be meeting with our Student-Athlete SAAC and Leadership Academy Veteran Leaders on Tuesday, January 7th at 7:00pro in the Blue Zone 

Concourse Club. This is a wonderful opportunity for our most engaged Student-Athletes to hear from Kevin and ask any questions that they may have. If 

any of your key team leaders are not members of SAAC or Veteran Leaders, please contact Cricket Lane to arrange for them to attend this meeting. 

On the morning of Wednesday, January gth at g:30 a,rr~,~ we have arranged for Kevin to meet with our Head Coaches as a group, This meeting 
take p~ace in the EWAC Boardroom (our norma~ meeting place for Head Coaches meetings), This session will focus on vision, leadership and Disney 

best practices for "over-managing" important processes. Please make every effort to attend this meeting. 

Thank you for your support of our partnership with the Disney Institute as we continue to pursue our mission to educate and inspire through athletics. 

Happy New Year and Go Heels! 

i Bubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

i The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 1:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Letter of interest - 

I?ROFILE.pdf 

From: [rnailto: @grnail.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:22 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(:c; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Letter of interest - 

Anson Dormnce 
Universi~ of North Carolina 
Tar Heels 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is a~d I am in my sophomore year at in I play club soccer tbr on the 

out of . I am a strong, committed student athlete who is maintainiug a GPA while playing multiple va~-sity and club sports. I 
am looking tbr a school that will challenge me academically ~md athletically, and I believe that [INC may be a good fit. 
I generally play                 tbr          , although I have also played                             depending on what my team needed. I am a motivated 
team player that brings speed, athleticism a~d tenaciousness to the field uo matter where I play, aud I believe I could be an asset to your school mad your soccer 
prograa~. 
’I’hax~k you for your time aud cousideration. I have attached my player profile below for your reference. I look ~brward to hearing from you and leamiug more about 
University of North Carolina and your soccer program. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 1:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PCC Updated Schedule - New Events 

From: Premier College Combines [mailto:ed@collegecombine.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Premier College Combines 
Sent: Tuesday, JanuaPl 07, 2014 9:43 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; PCC Updated Schedule - New Events 

Image removed by sender. POO 

Please Click here 

to register for any of the following events 

Cleveland Colleqe Combine Clinic & Seminar - All Hiqh School Ages 
Boys = Jan= 11,2014 The GaREAT - Geneva, Ohio (east of Cleveland) 
Girls - Jan. 12, 2014 The GaREAT - Geneva, Ohio (east of Cleveland) 

Albany NY. Colleqe Combine Clinic-All Hiqh School Ages 
January 25, 2014 Sportsple× of Halfmoon, Halfmoon, NY 

Long Island NY Combine Clinic -All Ages 
January 26, 2014 Long Island Indoor Sports Comple×, Freeport, NY 

Cincinnati Combine Clinic -All Hiqh School Ages 
February 1,2014 River’s Edge Indoor Sports, Cleves, OH 



Detroit Area Combine Clinic -Al~ Hiclh School Ages 
February 8, 2014     Oakland Yard, Waterford, MI 

Milwaukee Area Combine Clinic -All Hiqh Schoo~ Ages 
February 9, 2014    I~rookfield Indoor Soccer Complex, E~ookfield, WI 

Columbus Collecle Combine Clinic -All Hiqh Schoo~ Ages 
February 15, 2014 Resolute Athletic Complex, Columbus, OH 

Pittsburqh PA. Combine C~inic - All Hiqh School Ages 
February 16, 2014     PISA Complex, Cheswick, PA 

Maryland Col~e~je Combine C~inic - All High School Ages 
February 16, 2014 indoor Sports Arena, Stevensville, MD 

Philadelphia Area Collecle Combine Clinic -A~l High School Ages 
February 17, 2014 The 422 SportsPlex, Poltstown, PA. 

Boston Area Colleqe Combine Clinic - All Hic~h School Acjes 
February 22, 2014 North Shore Arena, Topsfield, Mass. 

I~inqhamton Colleqe Combine Clinic -All Hiqh School Aqes 
February 23, 2014 Greater Binghamton Spo~ts Complex, Binghamton, NY 

NEW!! New Jersey Combine Clinic =All Hiqh School Age Groups 
March 1, 2014 Inman Sports Club, Edison, NJ 

Niagara Falls CA. Colleqe Combine Clinic= All High School Ages 
March 2, 2014 Wel~and Sports Complex, Welland, Ont. 

NEW!! Florida Colleqe Combine Clinic -All High School Ages (outdoors) 
March 7, 2014 IMG Academy, Bradenton, FL 

NEW!! indianapolis College Combine Clinic -All High School Ages (outdoors) 
March 15, 2014 TAE~ Church, Indianapolis, IND 

The winter indoor Premier College Combines are a great way to be seen by college coaches during the winter months. The Premier College Combines are 

indoor events that will allow high school players to showcase their talents in a 7 v 7 format in front of college coaches at indoor facilities. These events are 

specifically for individual players. Players are assigned to teams by position. 

Each indoor Combine Clinic will begin with a 40 minute Clinic Session and will conclude with each player participating in at least 3 - 15 minute small sided 

games. The Clinic will be conducted by college soccer coaches. The college coach to player ratio is 1:18 / 1:22 depending on the number of participants per 

Session. 

IBased on the number of participants per sessions, adjustments may be made, however a typical Combine Clinic will include the following: 

1/40-minute College-Style Training session with a College Coach 

3 7v7 games obse~ed by College Coaches 

Player profiles will be provided to all College coaches in attendance. 

at infok’~.premiercolleqecombine.com or click here and we will be happy 

We traditionally draw players from Connecticut, Kentucky, l~linois, ~ndiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, New 
York, 

New Jersey, Ohio, Pennsylvania, West Virginia, and Ontario, Canada, 

r~mc~J by r~m~d by 

sender s~nder 

This email was sent to a~iso~l@u~icaa.ur~c.edu by info@premiercollec~ecorrlbirle.corn 
Update Profile/Ernail Address J’nstant ~emevalwith SafeUnaubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 1:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros (~ ~gruail.com) 

EW: What to Do When Your Long-Dis~nce Recruit Won’t Visit Campus 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf O~ Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 9:56 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; What to Do When Your Long-Distance Recruit Won’t Visit Campus 

Image removed bysender Newsletter Banner 

What to Do When Your Long-Distance 
Recruit Won’t Visit Campus 
I’ve been hearing this question a lot.most recently from an assistant soccer coach on the East 

coast. 
"A lot of recruits expect that when they are invited to visit, that it’s automatically an "official visit", 
said the coach. "Plus, some of the recruits just can’t afford the travel expenses." 
The coach added, "1 have had a lot of recruits from the West coast contact me recently. I watch 
there video, invite them to visit, and then as soon as I address that it’s an unofficial visit, I typically 
do not hear back from them - and if I do they say, ’I’ll try to figure out a way to come and visit’." 

Sound familiar, Coach? 
Whether you’re a Division I powerhouse, or a small college just trying to build a decent program 
through recruiting, getting a high-value prospect to visit campus on their own dime is essential to 
long term recruiting success. And while there are no "universal" tricks that work with every single 
one of your recruits, there are several recommended strategies we’d want you to consider (and a few 
questions you might need to ask yourself as you make efforts to get recruits to visit campus: 

First and foremost, have you given them a reason to come to campus? Other than you 

being interested, and having a campus for them to come spend the day at, of course. 
Because with this generation of prospects, there had better be more of a reason. We’re 
finding that they need to understand their role in the program, why you want them, and 
more...essentially, they want to be able to justify why they should spend their time and 
money on your campus instead of one close, less expensive, or that’s offering to pay for 
travel expenses. 



2. Have you laid the groundwork for the visit? From the scenarios we’ve tracked involving 

clients who we are helping to deal with this situation, asking for a visit to soon in the process 
is something that.=. 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Image removed by sender. NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

Recruiting Hidway Point Brings Search for 
New Batch of Next-Level Recruits 
January is a make-or-break month for many coaching staffs around the country. 
Verbal commitments fall through, the prospect who promised to visit over Christmas break didn’t, or 
you and your stafftake a good, hard look at your recruiting board and realize you don’t have enough 
next-level kids that you’re talking to as you begin 2014. 
The answer, for hundreds of coaching staffs around the country, is to Iogin to their free athlete 
database at NCSASports.org= Only here can you find complete prospect bios, full HD-video 
scouting capabilities, copies of their official transcripts, and more. 
Have you logged in recently to see which new prospect your program may want to contact this month? 
Let’s go, Coach.start the new year off right! 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image remo~’ed by sender From Rush 

6 Big Reasons Why Branded Ernail 
Templates Still Matter in Recruiting 
by Sean l~vlin, Front Rush 
So by now, everyone (including your prospects, Coach) has seen, received, or sent a branded email 
template= 
These are the emails that are sent with pictures of the team, links to the school’s websites, images 

of the coach, and other information we find that recruits like. 
We wanted to discuss some of the advantages and disadvantages of these templates today, and try 
to give you - as a college coach who may be wondering if those graphic-rich emails are still 
something smart to send - some insights on how to use them. 
Here is the first rule and really the only rule you need to remember: 
The content of your email (the stuff that you write) is far more important in obtaining a 
recruit than whatever pictures, action shots, or links that a branded email template can 
provide. To clarify...the words that come from your brain and are typed into the email are much 

more impactful, over time, than the email templates that either you create or that a third panty 
company builds for you... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

NEW WEB~rNAR; 
4 Secrets Your Prospects 
Aren’t Telling You 
On the heels of our popular two-part series on our free national research study about how teenage 
recruits want to be communicated with through social media, we’re moving on to a new topic: 
The secrets your prospects are keeping with you this time of year. 
Today, we’ll hear about the four big things that we see prospects not telling the coaches that are 
recruiting them, especially this time of year. Dan Tudor goes into detail, and tells you what you need 
to do next. 
Spend a few minutes during the holiday season making sure you become a more effective recruiter, 

Coach!... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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SOFTWARE THAT PREDICTS ADllVlISSIONS? 
Two California tech entrepreneurs say they are working on software that would allow incoming 
college applicants the ability to predict whether or not they will get into the university of their choice. 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Even/day, Dan Tudor and the staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies scours the world of college 
athletics for the best recruiting news for our followers on Twitter. 
Don’t miss out on the news, views and advice you need to know about this Winter as you try to 
wrap-up this year’s recruiting class using the best advice and techniques. Follow us on Twitter! 
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE AND FOLLOW DAN TUDOR ON TWITTER 

Want IVlore Proof That Shorter Messages 
Get More Attention From Prospects? 
Much of the time, your prospect is ready to hear less from you in a single message, not more. 
Based on our research, you need to have a mix of logical and emotional outreach to a recruit in 
order to get the job done. 
A recent example of that? A note that a college football coach sent that’s making the rounds on 
Twitter as an example of what really gets a kid’s attention... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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Image removed by sender Client Insider Preview 

Creating a Better Impact with Your 
Next Recruiting Class 
Coming up later this week for our ._T___R___S_____C__!!__e_~_t__s_ and _P___r__e____m__!__u____m_____M____e_E~__b___e__r_~, we want to dig deeper into 
how to evaluate your recruiting message and strategy impact. We will go into more detail about what 
we see working, and teach our clients and members how to do it all betterthan their competition. 
Now’s the time to become a Premium Member, Coach...don’t miss out on our expanded training 
sessions! Click one of the options below: 
Not a TRS Client? Click here. 
Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 
Have questions? Email Dan directly at ._d_#_D_@_d___a___q_t__u___d___o___r_,_c___o__m 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 1:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Thm~k you 

From: ~verizon.net [mailto: @verizon.net] 

Sent-" Tuesday, 10:27 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

C¢: Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris 

Subject; Thank you 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I would like to take this opportunity to personally thank you and your staff for attending all three of my games last week in Sanf:ord. When I originally sent you my invitation, I was hoping to 

get you to at least one..so attending all three meant a great deal to me 

I really hope you liked what you saw. If so..I would like to see if we can take this process to the next step. I’m not sure how you manage the recruiting process at North Carolina, but 

however it works, I would like to become more involved. If: you feel the same way after having had the opportunity to watch me play, I would like to invite you to contact my coach 

to make arrangements for a more direct line of communication. 

may be reached at: 

~glmail.com 

or 

We hove an upcoming ECNL Showcase here in       next month and I will most certainly forward you my schedule as we get closer to that date. 

Until then, thank you again for coming to my games and Happy New Year. 

#11 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:00 PM 

~aol.com> 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i         ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Does Strategy in Soccer Even Matter? - The Wall Street Journal. 

Thank you for thinking of me!!~ Yes, the piece is right on the money: "don’t complicate a simple game". 

All the best to you and yours!! 



From-" Peter Boneparth [mailtooneparth@aoLcom] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 07, 2014 10:37 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Does Strategy in Soccer Even Matter? - The Wall Street 3ournal, 

I thought you would be interested in the tbllowing story from The Wail Street Journal. 

Does Strategy h~ Soccer Even Matter? 

htlp://on.w~i.com/19Opl X6 

The Wall Street Journal App provides a new way to experience the Journal’s award running coverage, blending the best of print and online. SpeciaJ features include: 

¯ "Now" Issue featuring updated coverage throughout the day, ruth top artJ~cle picks frown Journal editors 
¯ Market Data including quote search and cufftomizable Watchlifft 

¯ Videos nnd slideshows published ruth free articles 

Click or tap the link below to download The Wall Street Journal from the Apple iTunes App Store. 

http://www.w~i.com/mobile 

Sent frown my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 2:01 PM 

~eartNink.net 

l~E: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Witl do! 

From: Paul M. Connell [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 i0:50 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Thanks Anson - 

@earthlink.net] 

Please be candid with regard to the politics aJ~d egos that potentially need to be navigated. 

As always, I will tbllow your lead. 

Best - 

Paul 

Paul M Connell 
Mm~aging Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

2bearthlink.net 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <Or_!~?.n_[i~2e._r_n_~J_]:.p_n__c_:e__.d._~_!> 

Date: Tue, 7 Jan 2014 15:25:53 ÷ 0000 

To:             ~earthlink.net<             ~)earthlinLnet> 

Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, 

I love your ideas and your energy. I wilt connect you. 

From: Paul Connell [mailto: @earthlink.net] 
Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 6:19 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
@msn.com; Ducar, Chris;      @aol.com; ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Thanks for t:he quick reply Anson - 

Happy to work wit:h t:he marketing t:eam in ~my capacity that drives visibility, ticket sales, rew~nue and partnerships to UNC soccer. Unh~ss ~t’s an admm~stratiw~ 

necessity, I don’t need a t~tle ---just an bw~tation. Through rny PA g~gs for UNC Athletics, l’nl already registered as an hourly employee --- so, at least rny paperwork 

After 25 years of service to bra~ds, teams, venues, events, and {cons, ~ know ~t’s never too early to get involved ---on~v too ~ate. Plug me h~ wherever ~ can benefit 

your team and weql let sk~l{s and needs determine the next steps. 

A~I the best- 

Paul 

Manag~ Part~er 

PMC Brand Managernent 
Direct: 704.995.2110 

,~@earthlink.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 6, 2014 4:57 PM 
To: _@_ _e_ _ _a_ t :t_ h l L0_ _k = _ _n _e_ _t_ 
~:c: ,@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; #aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

f meet with rny boss tomorrow .... h:_~t"s s~-_~e where we ar~-_d ! Perhap~.~ w~-_~ should get you with "rnarket:ing" now for next fail"s ~.;eason (obviously., [:hi~.; would be an 

internship position until the new stadium is built). What say you? 

From: Paul Connell [mailto: @earthlink.net] 
Sent; Monday, January 06, 2014 4:53 PM 

Te-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

H~-AIo Anson- 

Hoping t:his note finds you and your farn~y we~l afl:er an enjoyable holiday ~eason, ~md ready to tackle t:he New Year. 

Please set a tk~e to discuss next steps ~n the venue campaign. 

A~ the best--- 

Paul 
Peul Connell 
Mana~in~ Partner 



PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704,995,252,’ 0 

@__e_ A _r Lrj_L LrJ__k_~_rj_’_e__~. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_j_[t___o_La__D__s__o___n__#~__e___m___a_jJ_:g_[)_c__:_e_~!_u_.] 
Sent: Thursday, September :[9, 20:[3 3:53 PM 
To:           @earthlink.net; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; 3ason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, I like what you are saying!!! 

Seraj’rom ~ Ver~zon IVireless 4G LTIi DROID 

Paul Connell <pmcbrandmgt~earthlink.uet> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson - 

Hoping some of these shots start finding the neL in Miami & Pittsburgh ... we’re ~ooMng forward to hav~ng the Learn back @ Fetzer against Maryland. 

Regarding the soccer campaign; prior to the spring, if there’s an opportunity Lo be a part of the strategic team charged wiLh [:und~ng and building, please throw me 

into the m~x. h~ the meanth~e, ~’]~ ab~de by St. Augustine ("patience ~s the companion of w~sdom~’) ~.. but having stockpiled creative energy for the past three years, 

~ am anxious to engage. 

The s~:ral:egy for selling game tk:kets should be simple - ~:here wi~ be none ava~laMe. ~?w~ry seat ~n that stadkarn can be sold before the first game is played ~:here. 

We will have a v~bran[ student sec[:~on, urdque rned~a capaMl~ty, and a "Jab" section where coaches can bring enl:~re teamsi~eagues to [each them the game h~ rea~ 

time. 

Won’t set any furLher ahead of myself ~_ 

Safe travels---see you back ~n Chape~ H~I~ for an ~nterview prior to the MD broadcast. 

Thanks, 

ManagM~ Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704,995,2J_~0 

~earthlink.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, September :[8, 20:[3 :[:[:28 PM 

To:           ~a)earthlinkmet 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, let’s get you in the spring connected to our maarketing group. We will be building a new stadium soon and a part of my ambition is to sell it out. 

Se~tt from ~, ~rizon tVireless 4G L TE DROIL) 

"Paul M. Connell" < ~.e_g._rt__~_fl_i_n_._k_:_~e___t> wrote: 

I’ll accommodate your schedule; please set tJ~e meeting. 

Paul M Connell 

Mm~aging Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

2bearthlink.net 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaiLunc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 17 Sep2013 23:08:36 +0000 
To:            ~earthlink.net-            ~)~earthlink.nev~ 
Subject: Re: tYNC Soccer Venue Campaign 
Yes, let’s chat 
Sem f!~om my I/eri.:o~ 14~re/ess 4G kT’k 

Paul Connell < ’~i,_~__LU .l=h_ J_ijLk_:E _e_~:> wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hoping the squad can shake off the disappointing loss to ND. Certainly the no-call on the goal was stunning; however, a couple of strong finishes would have made 

it a non-issue. The scratch!claw effort from the Irish is a pretty good harbinger of the strategy that’ll be employed by opponents the rest of the way. 

Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me about my intense interest in working with you to drive the legacy campaign for UNC Soccer. I’ve not stopped 

thinking about the infrastructure necessary to pre-sell seats, and the outside-the-box partnership concepts that can only be created in this environment. 

With three straight ACC games on the road, I’m sure your dance card is punched for the next week; however, I look forward to continuing our discussion at your 

earliest convenience. 

All the best, 

Paul 
Paul Connefl 
Managin# Partner 



PMC Brand Mana~ernent 

Di~ecL: 704.995.2~_i0 

.,~earthli~k.~et 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 2:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: New Jersey Showcase 

From: NJCBS [rnailto:tom_rafferty@collegeboundamerica.ccsend.corn] On Behalf Of NJCBS 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 11:36 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; New Jersey Showcase Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._[i_g_[<___[n_~_[’__e- 

www.nicolleReshowcase.com 

i.~.i Image removed by sender. NJCBS LOGO 

April 5 - 6,2014 
The registration deadline is March 15, 2013! 

Club administrators please forward this to your coaches. 

All games are played at, Drum Point Soccer Complex, Brick, NJ. 
Our field layout is designed to maximize exposure to the college 
coaches. 
You play on tile fields where tile college coaches are 
sittin_ file_ do not need to ~our reran. 

Limited nun~ber of spots available. Do not get left out of 
this East Coast tradition. 

The SHOWCASE; U16,~ty,~8,~t9 
4 - 60 minute games 

Fee $800.00, 
Player profiles provided to college coaches attending 

3 person ref system 

The FESTIVAL (pre - showcase); 

3 - 60 minute games 
1 championship game per group 

Fee $6oo.oo, 
All games played on same site as Showcase 

3 person ref system 

more infi) and to register click here 

MISSION 

Display high school aged playem in front of as mm~y college coaches as 

possible, hopefally opening dialogues towards a college education, supported 

by collegiate soccer pasticipation. 

Forward this email 



removedby 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@email,unc,eda by L.o~l@nicollecjeshowcase.com 
Instant removai with SafelJnsubscribeTM Privacy P~. 

N]CBS Brick Brick :: N] 08724 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 2:10 PM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

EW: January Rules Education Meetings 

Would you co-orcJinate this for 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 20:1.4 12:43 PM 

To-" UNCAA-Head Coaches 
C¢: Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Holliday, Corey L; Law, Grey A; Webb, Josh; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, Clint; Creech, Karlton W; Ille, Vince; 

Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject-" January Rules Education Meetings 

Good Afternoon - 

I would like to schedule our rules education meeting for January 2014 to review Bylaw :13 including the recent changes made to recruiting legislation as a result of 

the adoption of several NCAA Rules Working Group (RWG) proposals. 

We will need approximately 45 minutes of your time and I would ask that all members of the coaching staff, including Volunteer Assistant coaches (when 

applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am available during the following blocks of time. 

Tuesday January 14, 2014 - 9:00am to 1:00pro and 3:00pro to 5:OOpm 

Wednesday January 15, 2014 - Noon to S:OOpm 

Thursday January 16, 2014 - 9:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday January 17, 2014 - 9:00am to 5:00pm 

Friday January 24, 2014 - 9:00am to 5:00pro 

Monday January 27, 2014 - 9:00am to 11:00am and 2:00pro to 5:00pm 

Tuesday January 28, 2014 - 1:00pro to 5:00pro 

Wednesday January 29, 2014 - ll:OOam to 5:OOpm 

Thursday January 30, 2014 - 9:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday January 31, 2014 - 9:00am to 5:00pro 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can make space 

available here in EWAC dependent on the date!time. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (9:19) 962-7853 

Fax: (9:19) 962-6002 

._m____v__a___n__~_eJ__d___e__r____@____u___n__c__.__e___d___u_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: .Schedule- ODP Region IV Cha:mpionships in Arizona 

From: [mailto: ~icloud.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, :t2:56 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; -Schedule- ODP Region IV Championships in Arizona 
Good Morning arid Happy New Year! 

I wanted to give you my game schedule for this week at the Regional ODP Championships in Arizona. Hopefully, you will be able to see me play! 
girls- Thursday- at 3:00pro at Reach 11 SC#10 (vs 
girls- Friday- at 10:30am at Reach 11 SC#10 (vs , 

We also play on Saturday and Sunday but do not have that schedule yet. 
Have a great day! 

(I will be #11 playing for ODP) 
On , at 06:32 AM, ’ ~icloud.corn> wrote: 

Good Morning, 

I j ust received my highlight video and wanted to be snre that I sent it to you before the Christmas vacation. I have one more day of finals today. I will be 

glad when they are over! 

I hope you and your fa~nily have a very MerD, Christmas and a t tappy New Year!’. 

Sincerely, 

On . at 07:07 AM, ~)_i__c_!~?__u__d__:_c_o__r__n_ > wrote: 

Coach Dorrance....I almost forgot... GOOD Luck against Indiana this week! 

Sincerely, 

On at 07:04 AM, " U)icloud.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Donance, 

I wanted to thank UNC for coming to watch my team play in Pmzona. rm not sure which ga:meis you were able to watch but 

we won tied out firfft game, 1-1 (I scored on a PK), and won our second two games. Onr ne~ showcase will be in Dallas and 

I will update you as we get closer with my schednle. 

You may contact my coach,            to contact me or learn more about me as a player. His contact inIbrmation is 

.com and his phone number is 

You may also call these coaches as references about my play and chmacter: 

phone: email: !i~). __c_o!_n__-_. training coach 

: phone: email: -- training coach 

phone: email: ~)_li_3_~.e_:9£_Lr_~.:_-_ Center of Excellence- 
phone: email: -- he was my last Club coach 

phone: email: .com- personal trainer 

Thank you for your time! Have a g~eat day! 
Sincerely, 

On at 08:19 PM, ~2icloud.com> wrote: 



Good Evening Coach Dorraaace, 

I hope you are doing well! I wanted to give you an update on my ECNL season. 

My team finished the ECNL season 1st in the Midwest Conference and my coach said I had a great 
season. I started every game and played all games as well as represented as team captain. I’m 
also part of the US       Training each month under                      and on the U15 
WNT Pool. This fall, I’m an apprentice for       and Io~k forward to coaching next year. 

We are at the ECNL Arizona Showcase this weekend. I know that you are in the NCAA 
Charnpionships this week but noticed that UNC is on the college list. Hopefully, someone frorn UNC 
will be attending. I wanted to give you my schedule, just in case. 

Friday, 
Saturday, 
Sunday, 
FC 

3pm at Reach 11 Field #3/ 
- 1 pm at Reach 11 Field #1 (turfY 
7:30am at Reach 11 Field #8/ " 

My next travel showcase will be in Dallas in February. I will update you again as we get closer to the 
event. I’ve attended the UNC summer camp and wasn’t able to attend last year because of ECNL 
Nationals and the PUMA event. Hopefully, this summer! 

Good Luck on the 16th against Liberty! Go Heels!! 

Have a great day![ 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Women’s Soccer 

From: ;@ncsasports.org [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:39 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: Women’s Soccer 

~ncsasports.org] On Behalf Of ~hotmail.com 

My name is            and I’m a junior at                                       I graduate in     and I am very interested in your school’s 

program, and I believe I would be a good fit for the team. I am 5’9" and 130 pounds, I play forward because of my speed but I’m also comfortable in        During 

my years playing for    , both nay freshman and sophomore year I was on the staxting Varsity squad, being the leading scorer my sophomore year (24 goals, 18 

assists, 24 games played and an average of .958 goals per game, .750 assists per game). Also during my sophomore year. I was awarded All-Conference, All-Area, 

and All-State honors in the 3-A cont~rence. My high sehool teach won "the title of Cont~rence Champions both my freshman i            and sophomore year I 

~, a~d made it as t5r as regional’s in playofl~. I have been captain for my                     team tbr 4 years now, and we are currently in the Premier 

division for our tburth year. The’        team I play for fall under the top 10 teams in the s~ate, and we particil~te in many college showcases. Academically, I am 

currently taking Honors, AP, m~d IB classes. My GPA is roughly a , and I’tn interested in majoring in Biology. I’tn involved in many clubs and extxacumculm" 

activities, especiaJly ma~y Honor Societies. I would love to hem ~ck from you in the near fi~ture, and if you have any questions for my coaches, here are their contacts: 

(Head High School coach): @ .us or 

coach): @ .usor 

(Assistant ttigh School Coach): @, or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 2:25 PM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: Letter of Rec 

Yes! 
From ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07~ 2014 4:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Letter of Rec 
Hey Coach sorry, to bother you again but you tnight ~emember back in the day I was t~ying to attend a mas~ters progra~ for coaching. I had to put it off’until summer 

so I could finish my current ~nasters lol. I am going through the application now and roll be submitting it soon. It asks me to provide 3 reco~nmendations. I had asked 

yon before if you would mind writing one for me and I believe yon asked me to write it then send it to yon so you could put it on letterhead and send it back to me that 

same day. Is this still possible?? Please let me l~ow. Thanks so much for your help as always and hope you are enjoying your warm weather while I freeze’.! lol :) Talk 

to you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 2:25 PM 

Joshua< ~gmail.com> 

ILS: Life Doesn’t Cme What We Want! 

Yes! They are excellent1! 

F~om-¯ Joshua [mailto: _~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 07, 2014 4:09 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Life Doesn’t Care What We Want! 

Do you want me to put yon on the list to get these articles I write?? 

Sent from the land of possibility .... 

Begin tbrwaxded message: 

From: Train to be CLUTCH <j__o_~!~.~_t__r_~i__n_E?_~____c_[_u_N])_:_c_’£_Lr_~.> 

Date: Janua~ 7, 2014 at 12:47:57 PM PST 

To: Joshua~             ~gmail.com> 
Subject: Life Doesn’t Care ~at We Want! 
Reply-To: Train to be CLUTCH <ioshu~traintobeclutch.com> 

"re, .... s don’t at~re,-t,. ,,,. ~,~’I:at ’~ .. y,,,,v., ’;,,ar~t~. You attrac[ what you (1o, and what you beiieve!!" 

1 yelled this to a middie schooi assembly last weelt but this principle applies to ail of us. 

It is easy to ~eel like we "deserve" something, or we should tier wlsa~ we "wals~" out of 

iife, b~t this is never fi~e case 

First off, we don~t "dese~e" anything good. We are already so fortunate for having been 

born in the ia~sd of oppo£unity that whets we compiai~s about not "dese~’qn9 this" we 

sound like someone who won the power~bail lotte~, saying9 they are uniucky. 

Over I biilion people on earth don’t have access to clean drinkincj water. Even if you live 

on the sireets in th, e US you~ quality el iiie is still much greate~ lhan at ieast 2 biliion 

people a~ound lhe world. 

8e iet’s leave the "I deser~ie this" or it’s friend. ~1 don~t dese~,;e this" idea aione. 

These kids did¢.:t "deserve" [his disease, th, ey ate simpJy born in a piace withou[ access 

to ciean drinking v,/atet. 

Now. moving onto what we say we want out of iife. No one sits around and says: 



want to live off welfare my whole 

"i war.,t to attract lots of emotional pain arid relafionsh, ippr~ 

"i want to be the worst athiete in the country" 

l’ve yet to meet someone who says these things. Usuailv you hear them say the ~" ~ 

opposite, but we don’t attract what we want, we attract what we do and what we 

belie\;e 

a~da~,t an~ exl:~eriences, Vg~’.,at we do with our 86,400 seconds is goin9 to - ~ ..... A repel ~eo~ie 

and different resources to 

For a long time I was reaily frustrated because l didn’t think anyone took me seriousiy, 

but here’s what I’ve reaiized, I DIDN’T TAKE MYSELF SERIOUSLY! If I had taken 

myself seriously i wo~Id have used rny 24 hours a day dH~eFenfiy~ 

VVl’.,en 1 started taking myself seriously I changed what 1 habitualiy did, and be%re too 

iong some of the best coacises, athletes~ and entrepreneuCs were cailing my pisone 

asking me to coach and mentor them. l also stared to attract different people and 

resources to me. BUT It was only AFTER l changed what 1 habitually did, did what 

i~abib~aily gel start to ci~ange .... 

The other principie we have to understand is iag time. When we change what we do 

with our time we aren’t going to get immediate resalts, BUT if we are CONSISTENT 

and iNTENTIONAL in our new habits and training eventually that lag time wiii kick in and 

we wiil start to fl!! 

Most of us have expeFier.,ced lag time when driving a car. There is a few seconds 

be~,,’~’eer., wi~en you slam the pedal to the floor unlil ihe car takes oF. In lile it might be a 

few months, or maybe even a few years, bat the principle ALVVAYS hoids true. 

The second and equally most ir, qpoRant part of the principle is you get out of iife what 

you believe. 

Fiil in the biar.,k wilh the first word tidal pops in your mind: 

Life is 

Peopie are ................ ? 

Men are ? 

Women are ? 

Jesus is ? 

School is ? 

Reading is ................ 

The first word that pops ils our heads is usually a pretty, good indicator of our belief. 

If we believe Ii1~ is hard. we have a vested inte~esi in subconsciousiy or consciously 

doing things to make our life harder. 

Ever notice that girls who beiieve guys are jerks tend to attract jerks?? 

Many times when we form a detrimental belief we de so from a piace of emotional pain 

io iry arid protect us Item future pain, b,,li whs[ usually happens is we actually become 

the rnsin ~mpedh~ent to at[rac[~ng what we want. By beibv~ng women are evil ~ife is 

hard, peopJe are fake, we sctusJJy guarantee we are going to repeJ @nest anythhs9 

contra~ to our belle% to keep our mode~ of the wodd correct. Th~s ~s a very sad cycle 

for many people. The pa~n they experienced has dosed them offto ~he besut~fu~ and 



amazing in life, and all but guarantees they will attract exactly what they believe. 

If we want tos...,.~ different thinas,, oul ol iiie we MUST change what we believe. Just ~ike 

when we change what we de th~s w~ll not happen overnight, but if we are constantly 

working on changing oar beliefs we w~ll get different things out of life. if we are holding 

onto detrimental beliefs, even if we are using our 86,400 seconds in ~he is~os~ beneficial 

ways, ~t ~s s~m~ar to h~tt~ng the gas pedal and bleak ~eda~ ~ ~ ~me~ It’s 

go~n~ to lead to mole frustration, and ~ron~cs~ly ~t w~ll create a belief tha~ what you 

doesfft rea~y ma{ter, that you are a v~cfim of circumstance 

1 want to be c~stal ciear shoat something here: i’m not saying your beliefs are right or 

wrong. \,’Y~’,at YOU have to ask yoarseif is this "is this the MOST beneficial belief for my 

iife?" 

Many of our beiiels were ?xmed when we we;e very young through emotional events 

and lhrough influenlial people ~n our ~ves. ~ believe how we ~nB~ence our beliefs as 

autonomous adults ~s through: 

Vvhat we READ, ~2ATC~H, and Listen to. 

Vvho we SURROUND OURSELVES with 

How we TALK TO OURSELVES 

And what we NAB~TUALLY DO 

Over time oul° beliefs wili shift if we wili ~e de~ibei~e and consistent about subtracting 

detrimental behaviors and beiie~ and adding m..re b~.n~.l’~ciai Baiza vic, rs an~ Bel~.l:s ~n 

our ~fe. 

I want to be ciear about one more point, You wili be uncomfortabie doing this in the 

beginning, Sometimes it wiil feel like you are being fake, 

We call it being intentional and disciplining your heart and mind. 

Professional and collegiaie alhletes do not wani io lrain everyday IOr hours on end~ but 

they do it to discipline their ~:odie~ so their bodies wiil perform on command. VVe can do 

the same thing by being deliberate and intentionai in disciplining our hea~s and minds. 

Vvhen l sta~ed being intentionai it felt veb; flake, and that was because the choices I had 

made in certain situations had lbrmed sieei cables of muscle memory in my mind 

Those choices had become I’.,abih.ial ways of being Overtime aite~ making new 

choices, and failing thousands of times, it is now more nataral for me to respond with 

kindness, patience, and iove, bat it didn’t happen overnight. 

If you aren’t happ4; with what you are getting out of iife, take an open and honest iook at 

what you habitualiy do and beiieve V~9"., difleren[ cons~s[ent choices and changes in 

be~e~ you to can devebp new ways of being~ and you just rn~gh{ star[ 9ett~n9 mo~e o[ 

what you want ou~ o[ ~ii~ :) 

Joshua rvlichael Medcalf 

@ioshua mecicalf 

@idgiibeRt 9 

www.traintobeclutch.com 

If you want to recommend someone s’"3. ,,~n" d,,,’ p for these a~ticies, here is [he iink 



http:i/eepurl.corniH H 209 

If you would like the downioad "Some things i’ve learned in life" email me 

yo~ wouid iike ~he audio version of ~h~s a~1~de, p~esse ema~ me for s copy~ 

We have put out our very first ~a~tobec~atch DVD, It ~s ove~ 2hrs of oar best co~te~t, 

se~ng 100 I~m~ted ed~en cep~es ~br $75, Emsfi us ~f you wolfed I~ke ~o get yeu~s~ 

7225 Crescent park ,/.~.!st, 

Los AI~geles, CR 90094 

Add us Lo your address book 

ur~subscribe from this iist update ssbscri~£io!; ¢~references 

Image i-emoved by 

sender¯ Email 

Marketing Powered 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,              2:26 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@u ~c edu) 

FW: PLAYER 

From: ~ ,corn [mailto: 9. 

Sent: Tuesday, 4:08 PM 

To: @ corn 

Subject: FW: PLAYER 

I am from in 

I want to play soccer in college and I am open to leaving 

I have a GPA and I am pending my ACT/SAT results 

Below is my website profile 

,coral 

I also play on 

if I get a good opportunity to study and play. 

CELL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

l~g: UNC Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:45 PM 

To:     :@adhb.govt.nz 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros( 
Subject: UNC Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer 

@gmail.com) I @gmail.com); @aol.com 

Hello from North Carolina! I was given your name by the father of one of our current players,            . He told us you may have some interest in coming to the 

United States to play collegiate soccer and since Dad) has a clue what it is like to succeed here at this University and on this team, he assures us that 

you definitely have what it takes! 

I was hoping you had some highlight videos that you could point me to somewhere online. 

In the meantime, here is some information about us: 

We are incredibly proud of everything that transpired in were all starters on the team 

and              was away with our 17’s DURING our season and proceeded to help us to the College Cup and our 22nd National Championship. The link below is 

to a College Cup Highlight video produced by our former player and current undergraduate assistant,               Enjoy! 

Speaking of , based on the season she had last year she won almost every national honor imaginable! 

Not too long after our National Championship, she was called into the FULL Women’s National Team by Head Coach Tom Sermani and has earned herself a solid 

starting position in the back and has been there ever since. 

Recently, the Portland Thorns, Coached by Former Tar Heel Great, Cindy Parlow Cone, won the Pro Women’s Soccer National Championship! There were FIVE Tar 

Heels on the Roster! 

b~t.~t.#~:.~/.~....~....~...:#~...r..tJ~&n...d..t..Lm..~b..~e..~r..s.:~.c..~..~.m../.t.~h..~..~r.~n...s..f.£ 
Our     season is off to a great start] Here is a link to a fabulous article on ESPNW chronicling our preseason and what it takes to play for the Tar Heels. 

In order to stay up to date with all things UNC go to our official website: 

We also have the most followed Twitter account in Collegiate Women’s       @UNCWomensSoccer 

Lastly, please fill out this online profile for so that we will have all your current information. 

If for some reason the link does not work correctly, just copy and paste it into your 

browser. 

One last video I know you will enjoy...here’s as the center of attention! 

We look forward to watching you play! 

Sincerely, 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Disuey Showcase Follow Up 

I liked three players, ] think I gave you the 

Frem: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Disney Showcase Follow Up 

Did yo~ like her? She lisLed her coaches ernail addresses at the boLtom of her ernail._ 

Frem= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:44 PM 
To; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: FW: Disney Showcase Follow Up 

Ple~.;e tell fTH-’_~ how t ~:a~ f.:)llow 
Frem= [_mailto: @qmail.com] 
Sent= Monday, 9:0:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Disney Showcase Follow Up 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hello, I am I am a lefl-Iboted I play tbr out of My jersey number for is 24. 

I uoficed that you artended one of my games at the Disney Showcase at New Years Eve. To begin with, I would like to thank you for attending my tea3n and F s game. 

I was wondering if you could give my aa~y feedback on how to improve my play’? 

If you have any questions about myself please contact either or Their email addresses will be listed below. 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 2:33 PM 

Mike Keating ~gmail.com> 

1),22: Youth Player Development 

OK send it to 

From: Mike Keating [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 07, 2014 5:02 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: Re: Youth Player Development 

All on-line. Probably 7 minutes, certainly less than 10. If that is OK, I’d do a draft for you to take it yourself to time it, make suggestions, approve before going live. 

Obviously you get all results as well. Glad to speak by phone tomorrow. 

Mike Keating 

(m)- 

On Jan 7, 2014, at 4:44 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

How much time would it 

From: Mike Keating [t_n__ajJ_t_9_; ~_gEla__[Lc__9__m_] 

Sent: Monday, January 06, 2014 9:06 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Youth Player Development 

Anson, 

Ahh, I don’t think I can get 2000 passes on my training! Ha! 

Would love to do the survey with your players on time, intensity, level achieved. What do you think? 

Mike Keating 

(m) 

On Jan 6, 2014, at 3:07 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_a__.n_ _s.9_.n__..@__..e_ ..m__.a_!_[:_u_._n_.£:..e_d__u.> wrote: 

Mike, 

Good stuff!! Brenden Rogers ._. it is not 2,000 touches, it is 2,000 PASSES!!! And I am sure U~at is not one player, U~at is the whole practice. 

From: Mike Keating [mailto: ~qmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 05, 2014 1:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Youth Player Development 

Anson, 

At lunch during the Brazilian soccer course, I tested my hypothesis on the state of youth player development and some ideas I have been 

using with the kids I train offseason here. I drafted the ideas and survey questions in the attached for your comments. 

The sample survey questions are the ones I proposed asking of your girls. I still would like to do this if you can find a way to allow me 

access, perhaps through you. I want to draw a correlation between time, intensity and competitiveness of training outside of club or school 

and the level achieved. Yes, there are many other factors, but I believe these three will have the greatest correlation. Time & intensity 

will be easy to quantify. 

Let me know what you think when you’ve had a chance to take a look. Welcome your thoughts and ideas. Would love to collaborate with 

you on this. 

Thanks! 

Mike Keating 

(m). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Updates 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:03 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Updates 

Dear Coach, 
Happy New Year! 
Recently, [ have been selected on to the                                               that will play at the Regional 
Tournament towards the end of 3anuary. This is the same team that went to Regionals last year and advanced to 
Nationals, and eventually won the National Futsal Tournament in Kansas City. The team is picked out of a select pool of 
the best players from all around the state. 
Please keep me updated on any clinics or camps coming up at your school as [ will keep you updated on tournaments 
and game times as they come up. Thank you. 
Regards, 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

7:53:56 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: [mailto: @msn.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 5:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: 

Anson, 

Quick update... I just made High Honor Roll. Yay! l’m playing in the Region 40DP Championships in Phoenix this 

week. Come on by if you’re going to be out there. 

My ODP # is 10. I’m pretty sure I’ll be playing 

coaches info again in case you need it. 

but they may play me as as well. Here’s my 

@ BoiseBuildin~.com 

Thursday 

l:30pm 

Reach 12 #5 

Friday 

12Noon 

Reach 11 #8 

Saturday 

TBD 

Sunday 

TBD 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 2:56 PM 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

ILE: I enjoyed our meeting 

I wifl be there ._ thank you! 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: Ngmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 07, 2014 6:05 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: I enjoyed our meeting 

The Working Group confirmed yesterday fl~at our agenda for the next meeting will be to discuss recruiting, I would love for you to join us. We meet next on Friday 

Janua~ 24, 2-3:30pm in the South Building Rm 105. Does that work for you? Please don’t feel that you’d have to s~y for the entire meeting, although you are 

welcome. 

On Jm~ 7, 2014, at 4:54 PM, "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <an~)n(a)~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Debbi, 

I )~st met with Bubba Cunningharn for my annual review and he encouraged me to corne ~:o any meel:~ng where you l:h~rd~ ~ woukt have vah.u~. P~ease ~et me ~mow. 

~f ~ am free, I wouk~ k)ve to be there. 

~f you are actuN~y ~nterested in d~e books (and p~ease~ you do not hsve to be for me), you should ~ead The Man Watchins. You should 8~ve Trab~n8 Soccer 

Chsmp~ons to your daa£hters cesch (Pete Carrol~ ta~ks sboat this book b~ his book "W~n Fo~eveK’) snd, if your daa£hter ~s ~terate~ she should ~ead Vision of a 

Champiom 

From= Debbi Clarke [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Nonday, 3anua~ 06, 202~ 9:57 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: ~ enjoyed our meeting 

Dear Coach Dorrance, Thank you so much for meeting with me today, I so enjoyed talking with you and look forward to continuing our conversation. I couldn’t 

agree more, we are poised to accomplish great things. 

Thanks also for sharing the Kiplinger’s rankings information, echoing what we know about the tremendous value of a UNC degree. 

I saw Vince this afternoon & asked about the change in summer school aid, he said it was a decision made by the Dept of Athletics to make summer school 

available to more student-athletes, but he didn’t elaborate further. I shared with him that you were very pleased. 

You made my daughter’s day, thank you again for signing her jersey. And thank you for the books you shared, l look forward to reading them, and passing along the 

Champions book to her CASL coach. 

I look forward to working with you. All my best, 

Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 6, 20:[4, at 5:45 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Debbi, 

Just a short note to tell you how much I enjoyed our conversation. I guess I have felt we can be so much better and I see us accepting hit after hit with 

no defense because we want to appear noble. 

I am a proud son of the University of North Carolina. Thanks to my UNC education and someone taking a chance on me, I am at the top of my 

profession and I genuflect to no one. Let’s attack, it’s the best form of defense. We are a great University with a dual personality and the "Stanford" 

part of our personality should be lauded and bragged about more often .... my soccer graduates dot medical schools, law schools, business schools 

(one right now is at Harvard MBA school with one going there next year); they work for companies like Deloitte, Bain, Goldman, Google etc. I am VERY 

proud of that. 

Of course we have another group that compete for soccer world championships and Olympic gold medals, play in pro leagues across the world. Some 

also fill Division I coaching positions but I have never lost sight of my real mission: to develop human beings. We are one of the best Universities in 

the world on a choice piece of land next to the perfect college town. We have so much to sell, let’s just explain it better and serve our people better. 

I love this place and I can tell you are going to make it better. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: UNC 

From: [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: UNC 

6:24 PM 
@cuemail.net] 

Okay. Thank you for taking your time to read my email and emailing me back. If by any chance there is an opening, I hope you can reconsider me. 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: North Cayolina’s Soccer tryouts Expectations 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [~ailto: 5a?live com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: North Carolina’s Soccer tryouts E×pectations 

Hello Coach Anson, my name is          I play for                    ~n         and me and a few of my team mates are interested in possibly one day t~ing out for your team if we 
were given the opportunity. We are very curious in what you look for particularly during tryouts If you could give us a few ideas it would be greatly appreciated Thanks a lot! And good 
luck to you and your team on your next seasont 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Jason Sisneros ~gma~l.com) 

I~NV: North Caxolina’s Soccer tryouts Expectations 

Chris, 

(;an we promote our books on the "generic" sub junior year emails we send back? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto (@live.coral 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:09 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: North Carolina’s Soccer tryouts Expectatmns 

Hello Coach Anson, my name ~s          I play for                    in         and me and a few of my team mates are interested in possibly one day trying out for your team if we 
were given the opportuni~. We are very curious in what you look for particularly during tryouts. If you could give us a few ideas it would be greatly appreciated. Thanks a lot! And good 
luck to you and your team on your next season[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW:     womens soccer prospect 

From: ~verizon.net [mailto: ~verizon.net] 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:58 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject: womens soccer prospect 

Coach, 

This is my updated schedule for the Triangle Friendlies and the CCL Showcase 

-Triangle Friendlies in Fayetteville, North Carolina from 

Friday - 2:00 p.m. vs at Jordan Park Field #5 

Saturday - 12:30 pm. vs. at Jordan Park Field #7 

Sunday - 10:45 am at Jordan Park Field #6 

-CCL Winter Showcase, River City Sportsplex, Midlothian, Virginia from 

Friday - 7:00 p.m. vs. 

Saturday - TBA 

Sunday 3:30 vs. 

I hope that you can come see me play in one of my games. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 3:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Future transfer student 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [!nailto 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:17 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubJect: Future transfer student 

Hello, 

I’m currently a college student/athlete playing soccer attending                 I am looking to transfer to a University/College that has a reputation [’or a women’s soccer team. I would 
like to know more about the team, are there any recruits being held anytime soon? How does the progress go about? I have already checked the school’s website athletic page 

Thanks I would appreciate it 

Regards, 

~mecom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Disney Follow Up- 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:           ~@hotmaihcom 
Sut~iect: Disney Follow Up- 

[)ear Coach Dorance, 

~a)optonline net] 

Getting back from an extremely successful weekend at the Disney Showcase, it gives me a good opportunity to reflect on my play honestly while still being happy about the outcome. I 
thought I ended the weekend well, but started out on the first game a little rocky. I could have had a much more precise touch, and been more dynamic on my movement towards the ball to 
settle on my touch as well The second game I think I really stepped it up and put into play what I knew I needed to work on from the first game My touch was much more precise, and as a 
result of that I got a lot more chances in front of goal and ended up scoring one as well. I continued this throughout the rest of the tournament, keeping my movement and touches more 
precise. I also made sure that my pressure was working well, and it was because we kept winning the ball in dangerous areas, especially against kick and mn teams because it was easier to 
win the ball off of their back line since the?’ didn’t play out of the back. It led to a lot more goal scoring opportunities as well 

I hope you enjoyed watching me play this weekend, I definitely had a great time at the tournament, and coming back to redeem ourselves from last years loss in the final was pretty sweet 
also. 

My team and I are now in the midst of having a 2 week break from practice, but I will be in the gym cveryday to keep up tW fitness and try to be ahead of the game when we corae back into 
the full swing of things. Having a break is nice, but I would much rather be playing. 

Thank you for your timer I will be in touch about upcoraing tournaments. 

Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 3:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

recommendation 

Remind me who this is 

From= Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anuary 07, 2014 9:44 PM 

To= Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject= Fwd:          -recommendation 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

Date: January 7, 2014 at 9:38:49 PM EST 

To: Chris Ducar <ducar(f~unc.edu> 

Subject: -recommendation 

Hey Ducar, 

I hope you had a mero’ Christmas and a happy New Year. I wasj ust wondering if you know ifAnson finished my recommendation. I hat to go to a 
funeral in NY yesterday and have not been able to get a flight ho~ne so I’~n not able to check online. The application is due in less than a week so I’m 

hoping to subtnit it as soon as I an able to get home. 

Thanks again for aJl your help, 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 3:02 PM 

~gmaJl.com> 

ILS: 

Good luck 
From-" [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: 
Hi Anson, 

I hope you had a good break and that eve .rything is going great. As for me, I have been with the National temn since december 15th. We went home for 3 days to 

spend christmas and then came back to training camp. It has been hard but my anHe has responded really well, which is great news. I have been playing a lot which 

has helped me get more fit and gain more confidence back since the ifury. We leave to Uruguay on friday, and our first game is against Colombia file 15th of January. 

I will keep you updated on how it goes. 

Thanks and I hope the team is great! 

~?~ginail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I hope eveD~thing is going great. As for me, I had to leave yesterday with the U20s national team but 

updated on how it goes. 

Thm~k you and I hope you have a good break! 

so I got here today. I will keep you 

On , at 11:02 a.m., "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <ansou(r-~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

From: [rnailto: ~qmai[,com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 9:04 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: 
tti Anon, 
I hope eve5~hing is going good. I am really so~ about the loss on Satur~y. It w~ really nNncky and I really ~ink that the refloss con~ol of the game. I 

was wondering at what times are you going to ~ in your office tomo~ow so that I can drop by. 

Thm~k you~ 

b)gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
I hope yon are doing very well. I was wondering at what times are yon going to be in your office tomorrow so I that I can drop by to talk about a few 

fl~ings. 

Thanks! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a2email.nnc.edu> 

t heard th~-’_~ good news from abouL you b~:Ang close [:o rtmnmg. And I know you will he~p and the club. can’t war to have you out: [:here 

w~th her. 

Yes, we have some potent~a~ as a team (despite the ~oss)~ And iike you I ~ove Ozi~ and know he w~l~ be b~g for the Arsenal 

Alf the best H ] hope you heal qu~ddy and return Lo us ~00% ~n the spring~ 

F~; [ mailto: ~gma~l,com] 
seat= Monday, $2:28 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Anson~ 

I hope you are doing well. As for me, I’m still working on my rehab bu~ in about a week I can start running which I’m 



really looking forward to. I’ve been attending to the club soccer practice and the coach seems really good and well 

prepared, and in a couple of weeks I will be training with them. 

I got to watch the home games from the team and it looks really good. I hope this year ends up like the last one. Even 

with the season just starting, the high pressure is impeccable. I saw the game yesterday and it was one of the best 

second half I’ve ever seen. I know it was really unlucky but the offensive presence was really good. 

Also, I’m really looking for~vard to watch Arsenal this year. My favorite player from Real Madrid was Mesut Ozil, so 

know I’ll be also a gunner! 

I hope your wife is doing great and so as the team. 

Thank you, 

On Tuesday, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Excellent!’.! 

S~.’.~t.f~’om ~r~v ~ ~erizon fV~rel~,s’s 4G L TA’ 

’~)gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I’m actually out of the crutches by now and its been healing pretb~ well. I’m home unfil August 16th because rm doing an internship here, ~ when I get 

back I will stop at your ott~ce tbr sure’. 

I hope eve ~rything is going well for your family and the team. 

Thank you, 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~)email.unc~edu> 

I like [:he olan, I hope you continue to heal and ~ee[ better and better, And yes, [ hope we can have ano[:her great year 

P~ease stop by sometime, I wokdd bye to see that you are dok~g welH[[ 

From: [jnailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:12 PM 

To: Do~rance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Anson, 

Yes, thank you, that’s the plan. The recove~T feels good, it feels a little sfiff but its normal since its only been almost 3 weeks. As for the rnnning and 

playing, doctor said I could start rmming in about 3 to 4 weeks. At first I will start k~ tbcus on the fitness part since is my weala~ess, then I will start 

focusing on my game. The good thing is that now I can start training hard with no paJm, which was a challenge before since it was always hurting. 

I hope that ever£thing goes as good as last season and hopethlly next year my improvemeut will help the team. Thank you and I hope that your smnmer is 

going great! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <ans~n(@email.unc.edu> 

Excellent !1[ And Lhen join us ir~ January and fight to pfay for us ~n the fail of 

How does the recovery [:ee[? When can you run/play again? 

And obviously, good luck from all your coaches and teammates! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 3:03 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ! ~gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

From: [rnailto: ~grnail.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 
Hi Anson, 
I hope you had a good break and that everUthing is going great. As for me, I have been with the National team since december 15th. We went home for 3 days to 

spend christmas and then came back to training camp. It has been hard but my     has responded really well, which is groat news. I have been playing a lot which 

has helped me get more fit and gain more contidence back since the injury. We leave to Uruguay on fiiday, a~d our first ga~ne is against Colombia the 15th of January. 

I will keep you updated on how it goes. 

Thanks and I hope the team is great! 

Dorrance, Albert A I V <~!)_~_~nL~Le__r__n_~!_=t_Ln__c_L_e_d_a> 
Good luck     ~ 

Se~t f!"om my Ver’izor~ tYireie,~s 4G L2’E L)ROIL) 

~;gmail.com> wrote: 

HiAn~n, 

I hope eve ~rything is going great. As for me, I had to leave yesterday with the U20s national team but 

updated on how it goes. 

Thank you and I hope you have a good break! 

so I got here today. I will keep you 

On , at 11:02 a.m., "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I arn here all day except for lunch 

From: [ .__m___a_jJ_t__Q_; ~!~t__m___a_jJ_,_c__o____m_.] 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:04 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Anson, 

I hope eve ~rything is going good. I am really sorry about the loss on Saturday. It was really unlucky and I really think that the refloss control of the game. I 

was wondering at what times are you going to be in your office tomorrow so that I can drop by. 

Tha~kyou! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou~;email.~mc.edu> 

All day 

Sen~j?om ~ry l~ri.zon ~irele.~;~’ 4G {.TE DROID 

~grn~dl.corn> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
I hope you are doing veu well. I was wondering at what times are you going to be in your office tomorrow so I that I can drop by to talk about a few 
things. 
Tha~ks! 

Donance, Albml A IV <’.a__r_ks_~?~_~{_e__n_)__a_~Lu__~_~c__:_e_d__t_!> 

I heard the good news from about you being dose to running. And I know you will help and the club. can’t wait to have you out there 

wi~:t~ her. 

Yes, w~-_~ have some potential as a team {desolate t:~e k)ss). And fike you ~ ~ow~ Ozi~ and know he wH~ be b~g [or the Arsena~ 

AI~ the best U I hope you hea~ quickly and ~eturn to us 100% ~n the spring. 

F~m: [mailto: @gma~Lcom] 
Sent: Monday, ~2:28 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: P.e: 
Hi Anson, 

I hope you are doing well. As for me, I’m still working on my rehab but in about a week I can start running which I’m 



really looking forward to. I*ve been attending to the club soccer practice and the coach seems really good and well 

prepared, and in a couple of weeks I will be training with them. 

I got to watch the home games from the team and it looks really good. I hope this year ends up like the last one. Even 

with the season just starting, the high pressure is impeccable. I saw the game yesterday and it was one of the best 

second half I’ve ever seen. I know it was really unlucky but the offensive presence was really good. 

Also, I*m really looking forward to watch Arsenal this year. My favorite player from Real Madrid was Mesut Ozil, so 

know I’ll be also a gunner! 

I hope your wife is doing great and so as the team. 

Thank you, 

On Tuesday, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Excellent!!! 

Se~.t.fi°om my veri:o.~ ~Vireles~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

~)~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

I’m actually out of the crutches by now and its been healing pretty well. I’m home until August 16th because rm doing an internship here, so when I get 
back I will stop at yonr office for sure’. 

I hope everything is going well for your family and the team. 

Thank you, 

Dorrance~ Albert A IV <anson(a2email.unc.edu > 

I like the plan. I hope you continue to heal and fee[ better and better. And yes, [ hope we ca~ have another great year. 

Please stop by sometime, I wou~d ~ove to see that you are doing welHH 

Sent: Thursday, 12:12 PN 

To: Donance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Anson, 

Yes, thank you, that’s the plan. The recove:y feels good, it feels a little sfiff but its nomM since its only been almost 3 weeks. As for the running and 

playing, doctor safid I could sSart framing in about 3 to 4 weeks. At first I will start to focus on the fitness part since is my weakness, then I roll sSart 

focusing on my g~ane. ’][’he good thing is that now I can start training hmd with no p~fi~ which was a challenge before since it was always lmrting. 

I hope that eveo~thing goes as good as last season and hopefully next year my improvement roll help the team. Thank you and I hope that your summer is 

going great’. 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(i~email.tmc.e&t> 

Excellent !! And then ioin us in January and fight to play for us h~ the fa~[ of 

How does the recovery feel? When can you rut~iplay agair~? 

At~d obvk~usly, good luck [rom ail your co~ches ~md Leamr~ates~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 3:07 PM 

Levy, Jmmit~r S ~enny.lewy@unc.edu> 

I~E: Summer School 

Jenny~ 

I see what you mean!! 

Frem-" Levy, Jennifer S 
Sent~ Tuesday, 9:58 PM 
To= Yount, Tony 

~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Fwd: Summer School 

Tony (Anson), 

TNs e-mail is troublesome on many levels a~d I am not thrilled ruth his Nssive aggressive approach. Ce~JNy explmns May 

TNs guy is trouble, please make sure we document eveD~hing as it applies to 

has a trek record of meddling mad doing weird slur2 

Thm~s, 

Je~y 

has issues- poor kid. 

and our advising of her academically - including course selection processes. He 

Sent from tny iPhone 

Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com @uncMax 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "                       ~                        com> 
To: "Lew, Jennifer S" <.{_e__~!_r_~2L!_e_y_Z@__u__rLc_:_e_~t____~, "Women’s Lacrosse" <~4LI!_e__e_!__w__!~__~_"&~i__tLn__%_e_d__g.> 

Subject: ID,¥: Summer School 

Hi Jenny, 

I hope all is well with you. I decided to include you on this email for your information. Please know I have no expectation or need for a reply from you. 

All my best, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: 

Cc: tons,~’ount~i~)uncaa.unc .edu 
Subject: Summer School 

2:24 PM 

I took the mail to the office this morning and the attached UNC summer school flyer was addressed to you. You were put on some computer generated 
list - which got the bad news belbm me. As you know. I mn not supportive of your going to summer school in Chapel Hill for many mamns, but if you’re 
alma@ them (        ) - it does make sense. 

As I said to you Saturday, I was surprised and disappointed to learn of your grade in ENG    - only when I asked about your grades the day before. 
SomedW you may learn that good news travels Fast but bad news should travel faster. 

I would be remiss in several ways if I did not share my disappointment with the ENG    situation from the very outset. As I told you and ToW then, you 
should have gotten better support for entry to a Tuesday Thursday required course with a 3-missed-class-failure bogey during your secondary/ 
sport season. Maybe it’s an NCAA thing now, but that’s not my experience with athletes getting into required coursework. Had those possibilities been 
known belbmhand, that would have triggered many morn questions betbm you committed especially as a    sport athlete. Plea~se let me know if that 
happens again. 

You did the right thing by "trying to avoid that class &rang primaW       season but taking it on MWF with a legal writing curriculum wa~ in 

hindsight, a very, tall order. You did not meet that chaJdenge m~d your failure to communicate only ,nade it worse. You will feel 100% of the pain tbr that 

decision. 

I would encourage you to share your challenges and progress with both ,ne and your ,nother, and authorize your advisors to include us to receive related 
information as other parents roW. While I applaud independence and I have tried to raise you all for the day you leave - I don’t think that’ s the spirit of 
this situation. You may do as you wish, but please give me the courtesy of letting me know your decision abom sharing this information. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: game videos 

image002.jpg 

From: [mailto: ~ 
Sent; Tuesday, ii:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A rg; bill palladino ~ 
Subject:             - game videos 

org] 

.~aol.com); Dorrance, Albert A TV; Ducar, Chris 

Dear Anson, Dino and Chris, 

Happy New Year’. 

I hope this finds you well, and Dino, I hope 5’our recovery is going well! 

As promised, here are the game videos of our U17s from CASL. We had over 150 coaches show up to the games during the weekend, and now there’s a lot of 

schools after our sophomores schools like Notre Dame, Florida. UCF, and BU, among others. Knomng the player types you appreciate, I think you will find 
watching the videos worth your time: our 17s aye young for their age groups most of the studs on the team are       a year younger than their opponents. Watching 

the games, yon will see that our gifts can play the passing game even on those tight and mu&ty fields, and we are fit and quick. Having recruited these gifts to come to 

at such a young age, I am excited about their development and potential to develop; they are going to be ready to play on the next level as freshmen. The main 

rea~n I am sending the video links to you is that other Top 20 schools aye a2tter these gifts and they may commit early and I would like you to at least get a chance to 

see if you like them. If not, I know how it works, but I would hate you to miss out on these gifts without a chance for a look before they are gone. During our Spring 

break, we are planning to take them for college visits in some of the schools that are interested in them, and will obviously include a visit to UNC tbr that trip if you 

become interested in any of these gifts. 

So here is the link: and this is the passwoM: 

As a reminder, here are a few sentences on the players to specifically watch (I revised these since the lasl time I sent the player profiles to yon): 

#21                                                                                      starter, can play aJ~ywhere in the        but primarily an 

attacking player. Scored game winning goal against the Dutch in the Open Nordic Cup in July and another one in the last round of U- 17 Euro qualil},ing against 

Hungary.     has outs~tanding techniqne, great range in passing, good level offitaess. Her defending is really good, too, she can give and t aide tackles like a guy (she 

played with women already at 13). One of the most talented players I have ever coached, boys or gifts. If you watch the goal she scores against IMG Academy, you 

will see that she does not shy away from contact at all.     sprained her ankle really badly at the NSCAA tournament in Kaa~sas right before Thanksgiving, wore a 

boot for ten days, only trained once before CASL but did not want to miss out on the tournament, and she played really well. The ankle injury is also why we rested 

her for one full game. 

# 19 /hlother kid, bnt has technique and 
athleticism to be a quali~ at the next level. Ontstanding abilib’ on the ball, great vision on the field, can take set pieces and also finish headers offthem. A very 

smart gift on and offthe field. 

#16 Yet another kid. The national staffthere rate her as a Top 3 talent in the 

age gronp. Excellent has recently played as a false nine for our UI 7s, has torn it apart with 10 goals and ahnost the same number of assists. Dynamic, 

great on the dribble and excellent technique & vision. Needs to be a better individual det~nder within the team concept. 

#8                                                                          with outstaa~ding abili~ on the ball that allows her to get out of a lot of tight 

spaces in the face of heavy pressure often from a double team as teams key on her. Smaller player but plays big; not at all afraid to mix it up and be physical. Tackles 

well but could be a better tactical defender. Has great striking ability, with both feet, plays and trains like a guy. 

# 10                                                            is really versatile you will see her playing numerous Ix~sitions, from           to 

. She is veD, athletic and has a great strike with both feet, good skills and good strength, but is not quite on the level of the other five. Yet. In my 

opinion, she has good ACC potential dne to her assets and the areas she needs to develop, as she is only a sophomore. 

Finally, here is the thll roster of our U I 7s, there’s a little more on each of these gifts in there: 

I am looking tbr~vaM to hea~ng back from you. 

Best, 

tbr more intbnnafion about us visit 



ww~ .org ] www TaJae a Vim~al Tour of 

interested in our residential soccer center of excellence? click links below to submit a soccer ques~tionnaire and our ad~nissions inquiry form 

This email message is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any unauthorized review, use, disclosure or 

distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of the original message. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,              3:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Inqui~ fiom Prospective Soccer recruit -                         ~ 

From: [mailto: . ~ :] 

Sent: Wednesday, 2:46 AN 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Inquiry from Prospective Soccer recruit - 
IIi Anson 
Sorry to bother you Just making some initial inquiries with US college soccer coaches on behalf of our daughter,       (16), who is keen to play soccer in the United States o~ce she 

graduates l~com High School in is currently in the team and is heading off to Florida at the end of the month to play some matches 

there. All going well, will play in the team at the World Cup in Costa Rica in March. 
If you might be interested in finding out a bit more about       can you please let us know what information you require as we are just starting out in the College search process (for 

soccer). Our other daughter,    , is looking for a tennis scholarship so we we are well experienced in tem~is applications! 

We look fo~ard to hearing from you. 
Kind regards 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 3:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: - Talented Soccer Player, Multi- Sport Athlete, Excellent Student gpa 

From-" Athletic Resource - Recruiting Advantage [mailto:prospects@athleticresource.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 3:57 Alvl 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Talented Soccer Player, Multi-Sport Athlete, Excellent Student gpa 

Trouble viewing this email? _R_e___a.d__it__o_.n_[[~2e_ 

::~:: Image 

...... removed by 

Tale~ ~;ed S~de~ ~; A ~;h~ettes 

On each prefile (see image below) you wilt find TABS with additional 
iaformatioa, V~en ,,dewing a profile, p~ease c~ick oa those TABS to access 

AthleticResource provideseducated and practicalsolutionstofamiliesof 
athletesnavigatingthecollegerecruiting process by implementing 
personalized marketing strategies. Servicesinclude proacfive marketing and 
consultingforstudentathletesandtheirfamilies. We hopethatyoufindthat 
ourservioe isan assettoyourinstitution and program. Weappreciateyour 
takingthetimeto reviewtheprofile(s) wesenttoyouana hopeto provide 

This e-mail message is intended solely for the named recipient(s) above and may contain Znformation that is propdeta~; confidential and/or 



privileged information. If you have received this message in enor, or are not a named rec~ioient(s), you are hereby notified that any 
unauthorized use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this e-mail and any attachments, is prohibited If you are not the intended recipient, 

please immediately" notify the sender by retura e-mail aad destroy all copies of this e-mail message. 

This email is intended for anson@email.unc.edu, 
Update your prefere~ces or Unst~bscritx: 

rernoved by removed by 

sender, sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: ODP Ch~anpionships in Arizona 

From: [mailto: ~ .rr.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 4:38 AM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 

Cc: @imua.ksbe.edu; @ ,rr.com 

Subject: ODP Championships in Arizona 

, Coach Anson, 

I would like to introduce myself; Im I play for the team and participated in Surf Cup this past summer. I also attended the 

region IV pool camp as well. Im writing to you to let you know that I will be part of the team playing in the ODP Championships in Arizona beginning 

this Thursday I would really appreciate if you could make some time to watch me play if you were planning to be there. I will be wearing jersey and 

our game schedule is as follows: 

Thursday 

3pm on field #01 

7:30 pm on field #08 

Friday 

2pro on field #03. 

Thank you so much and I hope to see you there. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, JanuaD 8, 2014 3:11 PM 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

ILE: I enjoyed our meeting 

Excellent! 

From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, January 08, 2014 6:07 AM 
To: Cunningham, Bubba 

C¢; Dorrance, Albert A TV; Tile, Vince; Dean, Jr., James W. 
Subject: Re: Z enjoyed our meeting 

Dear Coach Dorrance, I am thrilled that you would like to be involved & I hope you can join our meetings when your schedule allows. Hope to see you on Fri Jan 

24th. I will be in touch soon with a draft of our mtg notes. I’m meeting later this morning with CB McGrath & Eric Hoots from men’s basketball, gathering 

information and inviting them to join the conversation, too. 

Thank you again] 

Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7, 2014, at 10:27 PM, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks. 

Debbie--Anson would be an excellent resource for our committee and could provide a perspective that only a coach with his experience and success 

on and off the field could provide. 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

On Jan 7, 2014, at 4:54 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_a__.n_ _s._o_.n__.@_..e_ ..m__.a_j_L._u_._n_.£:..e_d__u.> wrote: 

Debbi, 

I just met with Bubba Cunningham for my annual review and he encouraged me to come to any rneeting where you think I would have 

value. P~ease ~et me know. ~f I am free, I would love to be there. 

If you are actually interested ~n the books (and please, you do not have to be for me), you should read The Man Watching~ You should 

give Training Soccer (;hampions to your daughters coach (Pete Carrol] ta]ks about th~s book m his book "W~n Forever") and, if your 

daughter b IRerate, she shouM read Vision of a Champion. 

F~m: Debbi Clarke [ma~lto: @~mai!.com] 
$entl Monday, Janua~ 06, 20~4 9:57 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Subje¢t: Re: I enjoyed our meeting 

Dear Coach Dorrance, Thank you so much for meeting with me today, I so enjoyed talking with you and look forward to continuing our 

conversation. I couldn’t agree more, we are poised to accomplish great things. 

Thanks also for sharing the Kiplinger’s rankings information, echoing what we know about the tremendous value of a UNC degree. 

I saw Vince this afternoon & asked about the change in summer school aid, he said it was a decision made by the Dept of Athletics to 

make summer school available to more student-athletes, but he didn’t elaborate further. I shared with him that you were very pleased. 

You made my daughter’s day, thank you again for signing her jersey. And thank you for the books you shared. I look forward to reading 

them, and passing along the Champions book to her CASL coach. 

I look forward to working with you. All my best, 

DebN 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 6, 2014, at 5:45 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Debbi, 

Just a short note to tell you how much I enjoyed our conversation. I guess I have felt we can be so much better and I see us 

accepting hit after hit with no defense because we want to appear noble. 

I am a proud son of the University of North Carolina. Thanks to my UNC education and someone taking a chance on me, I am 

at the top of my profession and I genuflect to no one. Let’s attack, it’s the best form of defense. We are a great University 

with a dual personality and the "Stanford" part of our personality should be lauded and bragged about more often _.. my 

soccer graduates dot medical schools, law schools, business schools (one right now is at Harvard MBA school with one going 

there next year); they work for companies like Deloitte, Bain, Goldman, Google etc. I am VERY proud of that. 

Of course we have another group that compete for soccer world championships and Olympic gold medals, play in pro 

leagues across the world. Some also fill Division I coaching positions but I have never lost sight of my real mission: to 

develop human beings. We are one of the best Universities in the world on a choice piece of land next to the perfect 

college town. We have so much to sell, let’s just explain it better and serve our people better. 

I love this place and I can tell you are going to make it better. Thank you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 3:27 PM 

Debbi Clarke~ @gmail.com> 

ILE: caanpus visit 

Debbie, 

All those things occur: campus tours, attending a class, touring Loudermilk, meeting with Ton?- Yount our academic guy and ~vhen necessaW a learning specialist. We organize all this on 
our o~vn 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: ~gmail corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, JanuaW 08, 2014 8:26 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: campus visit 

Dear Coach, Quick question regarding the campus visit: are recruits given the opportuni~ to attend a class and/or take a campus tour? Who organizes this, you guys (soccer) or athletics or 
admissions? Or do you all collaborate on the campus visits? Do the recruits tour Loudermilk and meet with anyone in ASPSA (academic counselors and/or learning specialists)? 
Thanks, 
Debbi 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 3:39 PM 

.... 3@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros (j ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: Here is a way to track Summer Green and the U-20’s 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, January 08, 2014 9:03 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Youth Soccer Reporter: U.S. under-:f7 men’s spring residency roster 

Image removed by sender. Youth Soccer Reporter 

Wednesday, Jan, 8, 2014 



by Soccer America 

[SPRING RESIDENCY] Seven new player% includinz U-I 5s Jose 

Carranza and Eric Lopez~ are amonZ the 28 players in the U.S. 
under-17 national team’s sprin~ residency class in 8radenton~ Fla. 

by Soccer America 

[SOCCER OH THE AIR] FOX Soccer 2GO, the digital platform for 
computer% ~btets ~nd sm~phone% is offe~n~ fans a live stream 

for aR of the USA’s matches at the 2014 Concaca~ Women’s U-20 
Championship in the Cayman Islands....R~,a~ 

by Soccer America 

[NTC CA~P] The U.S. under-17 women’s national team wiR be~in its 
2014 work ~th an eight-day trainin~ beginning Saturday at the U.S. 

Soccer Hational Trainin~ Center in Carson~ Calif. The U-17s f~ited 
to qualify for the Under-17 Women’s World Cup 

March but will continue work under head coach B.J. Snow before 
a new U-17 cycle begins....~,a~ <b~ wbo~e 

by Mike Woitalla 

The NSCAA has added a remarkable piece to 
array of resources by [aunchin~ a "Gay, Lesbian and 

AUy" pa~e on its web site.. 

You are receiv]n8 this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. If this issue was forwarded to you and you would like to besin 

receivin~ a copy of your own~ please visit our site - v,’ww~so~:<e~am,e~i<a cm.~ - and become a complimentary member. 

~!~ }eeds are now available. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future <li<k 

We welcome and appreciate forwardin~ of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

(c) 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 



Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 3:42 PM 

.... )@msrt,com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; ,_ . ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros _     ~s@gm~l.com); p~,~,m~a2@,uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: I~NV: fiotn Facebook page 

Interesting .- 

From; M’Liss Dorrance [mailto:mdorranc@duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, .~anuary 08, 20:t4 9:37 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
sul~je~t; from          ’s Facebook page 
http:i/www.medicalnewsk~dav.cona/article~’ 193013.php 

Early Detection Of Soccer Penalty Kicks Revealed At Rensselaer Polytechnic 
Institute 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 3:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l:W: (high school class of .soccer player) 

From:         ~aol.com [mailto:         @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~.0:02 AlVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: (high school class of -soccer player) 
Sorry about the possible second email, we just found out that our computer had a virus, so to be sure, I am resending this email. 

.... Original Message .... 
From: @aN.corn> 
Cc: aRson <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Sent: Mort, 6:20 pm 
Subject: (Class of 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I hope it is ok that I am emailing you. I got your email from a family friend ~ and he said for me to email you. We have known the family for years and have 
followed both                   through their respective college experiences. Needless to say,         is one of my inspirations. Also, as a soccer player, anyone who is 

anyone would relish the opportunity to play for the best college women’s soccer program ever. 

The reason         told me to email you is because I am now a freshman in high school and am in the beginning stages of planning for college. And as a soccer player, 
North Carolina would be at the top of my list. 

Currently, I am attending 
Also, academically, I skipped a grade. 

This is my first semester so I do not have a GPA yet, but I left intermediate school with scholastic honors. 

I consider myself an athlete because I have earned a first degree black belt in Tae Kwon Do, hold several team and individual records as a competitive swimmer, was high 
point winner for my swim team, was named to the area all-star team in softball, however, soccer is my passion. 
Yesterday, I was named a starter on the and we will play in the Championships in Arizona next weekend. (see schedule 
below in case you are in Arizona) I do not know what uniform number I will be assigned. 
I earned a position on the             Team, and as stated above, will start on the State Pool Team. I also have played on the                          Program, and 
was named an All-Star in the Diable Valley Futsol League in 

I play for the 
several tournaments, including the ....... Winter Turf Classic, 
Championships in San Diego. 

and we are currently ranked top ten by gotsoccer. Our team has won 
Premier Classic, and t~cently attended the Thanksgivng Surf Cup 

I also have been a guest player for the 
guest play because I can fill any void for other teams. 

I feel my versatility to play all positions makes it easy for me to 

Currently, as a freshman, I am a starter on the team and playing (Again my schedule is below). 

I hope that this email finds you well, and that our paths will meet soon. If you are able to watch me play or have your assistants watch, I would consider it a privilege. 

Sincerely, 

(uniformfl class of 
(uniform # 

ODP Championships 

Soccer Schedule 

(all game start at 6:15pm, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 3:44 PM 

.la~)n Sisnems, ~gmaJl.com) 

I~W: Webb Electronics- Use the RoverCmn to shoot your games and practices 

From: Marcus Bliss [mailto:marcus@webbelectronics.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 08, 20:t4:10:54 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Webb Electronics- Use the RoverCam to shoot your games and practices 

.~i Image removed bysender 



Get Smooth Video Playback including Reverse Play, Rewind, Slow Motion, Reverse Slow 
Motion and Frame by frame of video files. 
Download and try it for free for 7 days! 
Play multiple file formats natively, including DV-AVI, WMV, MPEG4 HD, and 
MPEG2. Plug your camera in your computer and begin watching video with the players! 
Quickly bookmark clips and tag plays to watch in your meetings 
Telestrate over the video to show your players the right way to play 
Quickly sort your bookmarks, saving you time 
Use the Run bookmarks feature to run out simple edits 
Easy to learn and easy to use 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:45 PM 

Jason Sisneros~ @gmail.com>; ~gmail.com> 

I~E: - US Update 

Good stuff Jason![ My fingers are crossed     !! 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:$9 AM 
To: Anna Sieloff; Dorranc~, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd:           - US          Update 

,a, iI1 make a decision on 3 days regarding      I still have a call into Bremen and expect to hear fiom them by Friday... as well as the German Indoor 

thing this Sunday that Oskar is at... Looldng promising, but again, it’s not a deal until it’s a deal :) 

Jason 

University of North Carolina \Yam en’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match AnaJysis ] Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: <hotte 13 (e-a web.de_> 

Date: Wed, at 3:20 AM 

Subject: Aw: - US Update 

To: Ja~n Sisneros < ,~;gmail.com> 

Dear Jason, 
sorry for my late response. ~ was in Holyday before our Preseason start now. 
I have spoke with our club-management and they want to make a decision in the next 3 days. I also will inform 

~ will write you when i have news. 

Thanks for writing me. 

Kind regards 

Sven 

about this. 

p.s. sooty for my bad English 

Gesendet: Freitag, u m 21:07 Uhr 
Von: "Jason Sisneros" < _@_~E!_a__[L_c_-_o_rj_!> 
An: hotte13@web.de 
Betreff: - US Update 

Greetings Sven ! 
I wish you a Happy New Year and hope you are well. My name is Jason Sisneros, I am an Assistant Coach at the University of North Carolina. I am writing 

in regards to our Could you please email me an update of where things stand on your end? Is prepared to sign 

her? 
We are currently reviewing all of her options, and I would hate to miss the opportunity for her to join your team without having all of the information 
before making a choice. If you need, you can always email me or call, we’d really like to have things wrapped up with Anna by the end of next week, so 

please let me know where things stand. 

Thank you, 

Jason Sisneros 
University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 3:48 PM 

DeaJ~, Anna Kathryn < " " @live.unc.edu> 

Jason Sisneros I         ~gmaJl.com) 

RE: Speaker at ACOG Leadership Meeting March 27, 2014 

I am all set ._. Yes, The Man Watching is the book to get for the group~ Please order them though Jason Sisneros. I have copied him~ I scheduled this through Claudia 
and she scheduled me for the 8izzo Center, Is this the same gig? 

From: Dean, Anna Kathryn 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 :Lt:4S AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Speaker at ACOG Leadership Meeting March 27, 20:t4 
Dear Mr. Dorance, 
Happy New Year! I have taken over Alice Wertheimer’s position aud I aan working on putting together the speakers tbr ACOG’s National Leadership Institute. I aan not 

sure if anyone has reached out to you, but I wanted to see if you would be willing to speak this yea~" on Ma~’ch 27th, 2014 over lunch? 
We cam provide you with aaa honora¢ium of $450. We would like to provide the Fellows a copy of one of your books; which book would you like us to give? 
Please don’t hesitate to contact me it’you have amy questions. 
Thm~ you’. 
Anna 
Anna Dean, MPH 
Program Maaaager 
Department of Maternal and Child Health 
UNC (fillings School of Global Public Health 
412A Rosenau Hall CB #7445 
The University of North Caxolh~a at Chapel Hill 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7445 
P: 919-843-9388 
F: 919-966-0458 
E: ~_~__kt__e_a_~_@ u n c. e d u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 3:50 PM 

Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc.edu>; Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@~mc.edu> 

Sm~de~; Thomas J <pacman~)unc.edu> 

RE: Community Service Project 

We are in ...let’s get the ~ from the Endowment[ 

From: Porter, Grant 
Sent: Wednesday, ,1anuary 08, 20:t4 J.:t:5:t AN 

To: Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

~:c: Sander, Thomas .1 
Subject; Community Service Project 

Tom, 

As discussed, we are seeking to do a Spring community service project with an organization called Stop Hunger Now. Here is their website: 

http://www.stophungernow.org/ 

Basically all of our players would get together and package $10,000 meals that would be shipped around the world to help those in need. Would be in Eddie Smith 

Field House and would take about an hour and a half max. They make it an event with music, etc. 

Financially, the programs buy the meals that we package and would cost each program ~:1,250. 

Would love to do it with your program as first choice. Let us know if it is not possible as we will probably find another team. They have every Saturday in March 

available as of now or even Feb 22 as possible dates unless we come together on a Friday afternoon or another time. 

Keep Carlos and I posted, 

Grant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 3:50 PM 

~duke.edu> 

ILE: g~eat ad 

I dot~’t see anything ._ 

From: [mailto: ~duke.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 20:t4 1:1:55 AM 

To: Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV; Bill Palladino 
Subject: great ad 

Push through to the very end! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:05 PM 

ADRIAN BUSH <ABUSH@UT.EDU> 

Duca~; Chris (ducax@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros i ~gtnail.com) 

RE: Taaa~pa Bay United College Night - 

Adrian, 

Again, I loved watching your team play! 
Can you send me the contact info on the kid I liked and the "fast" one you recommended. Also can you tell us our next chance to see these kids p~av, (~ can’t find 

mv notes from the 
A~I the best and thanl~ you again 

From= ADRIAN BUSH [maiIto:ABUSH@UT.EDU] 
Sent= Wednesday, 12:42 PM 
To= ADR~N BUSH 
Subject-" College Night. 
Dear Coach I am writing to let your s~B’know about the                       ID night we a~ hosting                at 
This is tbr ~ys and girls teams ~e U 15 to U18. The schedule oftmiNn~’ga~es is listed ~low if you have any questions please c~Jl me ~t 813~323-3933 or email 

******Coaches please co~m~ your a~endance prior to the event emaJl 

Cofle~e Night - Thursday 
Location: Ed Radice Spo~s Complex 

14720 Ed Radice Drive, Tampa FL 33626 

Team BreaXdowns club will provide team books lbr each player/team at the event. 

Girls 

U15 Girls Premier - Head Coach Scott Bower 
Florida #3, Region 3 #5, National #41 

Disney Showcase Chmnpions     Wags Fina]ist 

League Play Region 3 Premier League 

UI5 GMs Elite - Head Coach To~n Villa 

Florida #52 

League Play NPL 

U16 Girls Premier - Head Coach Adrian Bush 

Florida #1, Region 3 #1, National #7 

USYS Nationals    , Region 3 Championships Finalist i 

Jefferson Cup Setni-finaJist State Cup Semi-finalisl 

. Disney Showcase Runner up Jefferson Cup Finalist , Jeflbrson Cup Champion 

League Play Region 3 Premier League, Region Premier League & USYS National League 

UI6 Girls Elite - Itead Coach Nell Oughton 
Florida #10, Region 3 #62, National #329 

ACDC Finalists 2013, FYSA State Cup Round of 16 

League Play NPL 

UI7 Girls Pre~nier- Head Coach Edmundo Rodfiguez 
Florida #8, Region 3 #29, National #184 

State Cup Semi-finalist 2013 

League Play Region 3 Premier League 

U17 GMs Elite - Head Coach Alan Berrios 
Florida #63 

League Play NPL 

U18 Girls Premier - Head Coach 3hn Cote 
Florida #1, Region 3 #3, National #29 

Region 3 Championships Runner up     . State Cup Semi-finalist 

League Play Region 3 Premier League, Region Premier League 

U 15 Boys Premier- Head Coach Scott Moniz 

Florida #16, Region 3 #70, National #327 

CASL Showcase Champions 

League Play NPL 

U15 Boys Elite - Head Coach Ed Austin 

Florida #85 
League Play CDL 

U16 Boys Premier - Head Coach Brent Fleming 

Florida #103 

ACDC Semi-Finalists 
League Play CDL 

UI6 Boys Elite - Head Coach Dwight Barnett 

Florida #84 

League Play USA League 

U17 Boys Premier - Head Coach Steve Wolf 



Florida #9, Region 3 #28, National #130 

Disney Showcase Semi-finalist State Cup Semi-fi~Mist 

League Play NPL 

U17 Boys Elite - ][lead Coach Ron Futcher 

Florida #51, Region 3 #136 

League Play CDL 

UI8 Boys Premier- Head Coach Derek Backman 

Florida #5, Region 3 #21, National #100 

Disney Showcase Semi-finalist , State Cup Semi-finalist 

League Play NPL 

U18 Boys Elite - Head Coach Fabio Suarez 
Florida #25, Region 3 #60 

League Play CDL 

Adrian Bush 
University of Tampa 
Head Men’s Soccer Coach 

Mobile 
8:13-257-3407 Office 
UT Athletics: www.tampaspartat~s.com 
Camp website: www.            corn 

Disney Showcase Runner-up 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 4:11 PM 

!@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edn; ~ . [l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subje~t: I~W: Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Morgan: ’I stuck to my dream’ 

Ladies, 

In a coapfe of sentences, what do you get from this piece’? 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, January 08, 2014 1:04 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A A/ 
Subject: Youth Soccer Insider: Alex Morgan: ’I stuck to my dream’ 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

Nednesday, Jan. 8,2014 ;Nil Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

tweet This 

Alex Morgan" ’1 stuck to my dream’ 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

~hare Thi 

Interview by Mike Woitalla 

Since debuting for the USA in 2010, Alex Morgan has 44 goals and 29 assists in 70 games, and she 

helped the USA to its 2012 Olympic gold medal. We spoke to the 24-year-old Southern California 

product, who plays for the NWSL’s Portland Thorns FC, about life as a pro athlete and celebrity, her 

youth soccer experience, advice for aspiring players, and the kind of soccer she likes to watch. 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

SOCCER AMERICA: When you were a kid, did you dream about becoming a pro soccer player 

and celebrity? 

ALEX MORGAN: [Laughs] Celebrity, no. Professional soccer player, definitely. I didn’t know there were a 

lot of other responsibilities that come along with being a professional soccer player, but when I was 7 or 8 

years old I remember writing a note to my morn that when I grow up I want to become a professional 

soccer player. That was my dream and I stuck to it. 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

SA: What helped inspire that dream? 

ALEX MORGAN: When I was 9 the Women’s World Cup was going on .... Kristine Lilly is a big reason I wear No. 13 today. 

Mia Hamm was obviously one of the most popular players .... But I just loved the game of soccer. I played all sods of sports 

growing up but soccer I was just drawn to immediately. That was the sport I had the most fun with. 

SA: So how do you like it now that you’ve become a professional athlete? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love the fact that I can go onto the soccer field and do what I love everyday - and make a living at it. And I 

like that I can make an impact on the young girls who want to become professional athletes in 10-15 years, because I was 



one of those young girls. 

SA: Did you watch a lot of soccer growing up? 

ALEX MORGAN: I watched a lot of women’s national team games and went to a lot of games. With the WUSA and WPS, my 

morn was always a supporter and got season tickets and I’d go with my morn in L.A. VVhen I got to college, I branched out 

and started watching EPL and La Liga, men’s soccer, and obviously WPS. 

SA: With all the soccer out there, what do you enjoy watching most when you have a choice? 

ALEX MORGAN: I love watching women’s soccer, so whenever there’s a women’s game on, college or NWSL, I put that on 

first. But I really enjoy watching the Champions League, which I think is the highest quality you’re going to get. 

SA: Is there any particular style of soccer you like watching? 

ALEX MORGAN: I like Barcelona because they’r~ one of the most technical teams I’ve ever seen. I love the way they play 

one-, two4ouch and they’re supporting each other so much. When they lose the ball, they really work hard to win the ball 

back in the first five seconds. I enjoy their style of play. It’s fun to watch them. 

SA: Is there anything you remember about the coaching you got during your youth days that you think was 

especially important to your success? 

ALEX MORGAN: I was pretty much with the same club team [Cypress FC Elite] from age 14 through when I went to college 

and I still keep in close contact with those coaches, because they really helped me become the player I am. Not only during 

practice, but they worked with me before and after training, whenever I wanted extra shooting or speed and agility work. 

Not only with them, but with my dad as well. My dad bought one of the full-size nets you can build on your own, because 

there weren’t full-size goals for kids to shoot on where I grew up. My dad would set up the goal three times a week and I’d 

shot on him for about an hour three times a week. 

SA: Besides practicing your shooting so much, what else do you think contributed to you becoming such a high 

scorer? 

ALEX MORGAN: Making the drills realistic. To play a lot. To play games. To get competition. That’s why I’m promoting the 

Copa Coca-Cola - a nationwide youth tournament that gives an opportunity to teenagers play games, and registration is free. 

SA: What about the pressure of being a goalscorer? Even if you have a good game, you’re mostly going to be 

judged on whether you scored or not. 

ALEX MORGAN: Our job as forwards is to score. VVhen you don’t for a couple games, people notice because they expect 

you to score. So I put a lot of pressure on myself. As a forward you take on that pressure and enjoy it or else you wouldn’t 

last as a forward= 

SA: What advice do you have for young players striving to succeed at the higher levels? 

ALEX MORGAN: I want young girls and boys to enjoy playing the game. Build friendships. Soccer really helped build my 

character on and off the field. VVhenever I can promote playing soccer and getting out in the community and living an active 

lifestyle I’m for that. 

SA: At this point in your career, do you still think about improving parts of your game? Do you analyze your own 

play? 

ALEX MORGAN: I set goals for myself every month, specific things I want to work on each month. I go out by myself, or with 

teammates after training and do specific shooting drills, long balls, one-v=one -= whatever it is I need to work on. As a soccer 

player I’m always developing and continuing to improve myself. I definitely don’t think I’ve reached my potential. 

SA: Do you see yourself becoming a coach after your playing career? 

ALEX MORGAN: I really have no idea. I enjoy putting on camps or clinics, but as for now I just hope I have a long career on 

the soccer field before I do something else. 

Alex Morgan is the spokewoman for Copa Coca-Cola, a free toumament for more than 4,000 teens ages of 13 and 15 in 10 

U.S. cities: Los Angeles, San Jose, Seattle, Houston, Dallas, San Antonio, MiamL Chicago, Atlanta and New York. 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Malqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey #om Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles afe atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Wednesday, Jan 8, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

kW: Coach Dorrance, following up 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:00 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Coach Dorrance, following up 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

This is                                                          from the                 and                           I sent you an email 
a few weeks ago, and I thought I would follow up to see if you had a chance to review my information. If so, I would love to speak with you about an 
opportunity to play for the University of North Carolina soccer team. 

Below is a link to my recruiting bio &video, in case you didn’t have much of a chance to review it yet. 

Playoff & Finals 

Finals A Top 16 

If there’s anything else you need from me, please let me know and I’ll send it right away. Thanks in advance for your consideration and I hope to hear 
from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

~ssnumerJcM.com 

Player Profile & Video: 

If you no longer wish to ~eceive our ema~ls, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe ............................ 

Student-Athlete Showcase (SAS) 

6210 E. Thomas Rd., Suite 209 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

United States 

(800) 919-0902 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 4:19 PM 

tokrause@davidson.edu 

Ca~l me! 

I want to help you so let’s chat!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 4:24 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Brown, Michelle <michellebrown~)unc.edt~~ 

I~NV: Graduation rates of women’s soccer 

How should I handle this? 
From: Stancill, Jane [mailto:jstancill@newsobserver.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:39 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; Graduation rates of women’s soccer 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

Hope you me well. I’m writing about the UNC system’s annual intercollegiate athletics report and I noticed a downturn in the women’s soccer graduation rates. I was 

hoping to talk to you about that today if you have a minute or two. Is this due to greater professional opportunities, or changes in recruiting or the competitive 

landscape? 

If you’d have a tEw minutes, I’d like to get a deeper understanding. 

Thanks, 
Jane Stax~cill 

higher ed repo~ler 

The News & Observer 

919-829-4559 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:27 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

l~L: Does Strategy in Soccer Even Matter? - ’][’he Wall Street Journal. 

We h~ve ,~ prett,/solid handle on wha, t she can a, nd ca, nnot do. Ba, sic~llg, it is about handli~g limited energ,/and not over taxing her system while we wa, it for a 

kidr~ey. This y~:’ar is 50 MUCH bett~:’r than las~: y~-’_~ r. Life ~md ch:_~ath ~m:" n.:_~ longer the ,’t~iiy issues, i~: is ~b.:_~ut ~:,~erg¥ mi~t~agem~:,~[: ~ow. 



From= Peter Boneparth [mailtooneparth@gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 08, 2014 3:49 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: Does Strategy in Soccer Even Matter? - The Wall Street Journal. 

Not news to either of us that talent, character and leadership trump tactics, ttappy New Year to all the Dorrances. How is M’Liss doing? 

On Wed, Jan 8, 2014 at 2:00 PM Donance Albert A IV <anson!~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Peter, 
q’hank you for thinki~g of me!! Yes, the piece is right on the mo~ev: "clo~’t complic~,te a simple game". 

Frerm Peter Boneparth [mailto:E_b__o___n__e_.Ra__Lt__h___@__a___o_!=_£_o__E)] 
Sent= Tuesday, January 07, 20J.4 10:37 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Does Strategy in Soccer Even Matter? - The Wall Street Journal. 

I thought you would be interesnted in the following s~to~7 from The WaJ1 Street Journal. 

Does Strategy in Soccer Even Matter? 

http~/ion.wsi.com/190pl~X6 

The Wall St~et Journal App provides a new way to experience the Journal’s m~-ard running coverage, Nending the best of print and online. Special features include: 

"Now" Issue featuring updated coverage throughout the day, with top article picks from Journal editors 
Market Data including quote search m~d customizable Watchlist 

Videos and slideshows published with free articles 

Click or tap the link below to download The Wall Street Journal from the Apple iT[rues App Store. 

Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Goal 

nice 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 4-: 15 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisnerosl ~gmail.com) ( ~gmail.com) 
Subject: FW: Goal 

This is the left footed goal scored. It’s the first 30 seconds.., 

From: [rnailto: .~comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:53 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Goal 

Chris, thanks so much for your time today,       is very excited about the opportunity to visit UNC on              Here is the video I was talking about. You can 

watch the left footed goal in the first 30 seconds of this video, and remembering that I am her mother, I also love the run she makes that leads to a goal from 2:30- 

3:00. © 

I look forward to meeting you. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 4:37 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

l~B: Training Soccer Champions Images 

Thank you Dave!! 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent; Wednesday, January 08, 2014 4:21 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Training Soccer Champions Images 
Anson: I’ve already put Adrienne in touch with several photographers for her to obtain images from them. This is taken care of. 

Dave Lohse 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 

919-962-7257 office 

cell 

"Gotta Find My Corner Of The Sky" 

I~rom: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@emaikunc.edu> 

Date: Wednesday, January 8, 2014 4:12 PM 

To: Tim Nash <_t_L_m_____@__Kr___e__e___n___s__b___o__[__o___u___n_!__t__e___d_:__o__[]~>, ’Adrienne Nunez~ <.-A---d--r-~--e---n---n---e---@---E---c--h---~---P---~--!-n---t--~---~---~--[<--s-:--c---~---m--.> 

Ce: ’Jason Speicher’               ~yahoo.com>, Dave Lohse <davelohse@unc~edu> 

Subject: RE: Training Soccer Champions Images 

Done ! 

From: Tim Nash [Ln___a_jJN_:_t_[En__@_greensborounited.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 1:07 PM 

To: ’Adrienne Nunez’; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
¢c; ’Jason Speicher’ 
Subject; RE: Training Soccer Champions Images 

Adrienne, I best place to get phoLos of Anson would be the UniversiW of North Carolina Sports kfformation Department. They would have the best selection of 

photos. Jason/Anson, could you help Adrienne? Maybe check with Dave [.ohse to see what kind of policies they have about photo usage and perhaps select one 

that Anson likes? 
lim 
General Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer 

33~ 358 8030 

www.~reensborounited~orR 

Froth; Adrienne Nunez [.-~-Ea--[Lt-9LA-~!-r-Le---n--D--e--~.-E--c-~-9--P--~--[[Et--~---~---~-~=c-9.--m-] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 07, 2014 3:53 PM 

To: tim@greensborounited.org; anson@email.unc.edu 
Subject: Training Soccer Champions Images 

Hello Tim and Anson, 

My name is Adrienne, I am the designer for Echo Point Books and Media. We have begun working on "Training Soccer Champions". But, before I get too deep into 

production, I thought I would ask if you two have any images that may be a good fit for the cover. 

it would be nice to have a more up-to-date image of Anson either alone or while coaching. Anson, do you have any such images on hand? 

Some other ideas for images include: North Carolina team in practice or competition, another team in practice or competition, possibly another coach in the 

process of coaching (thinking of your league, Tim.) Also, are there any image resources that UNC may have available for use? Likewise, are there any professional 

photographers that UNC uses that I should be in touch with? 

Thanks a lot for your help with this. I am excited to be working with you and very glad to be helping to republish this book. I have already been picking up tips for 

my own practice.., winter indoor league starts tomorrow. 

Adrienne 
Adrienne Nunez 
Echo Point Books 
P: 802-257-6900 
E: ._A__d__[ j__e__n___n__e_ £1m__E__c_ b__o___P__o_ ]_[~__t__B__9_ 9_L<__s_&_ 9_[~. 

i:~i Description: Logo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 8, 2014 4:56 PM 

Raymond Verheijen <raymond.verheijen@wofldfootballacademy.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edt~-; Larry GaJlo (athgaJlo@uncaa.unc.edu); Vaa~gelder~ Ma~ielle A <mvangeld~)etna~l.unc.edu> 

See you in Philly 

I would love iL Rest assured I look forward to my next opportunity to sLudy with you. Your knowledge and expertise are invaluable to me. ~ also appreciated 

everytNng about your course, My ce~ # for easy connection ~s (~3. Please ca~ when you get to Ph~Hy, I wN get to the horn by 5 prn ,January :1.5~h. 

depart the hote~ at 9:30 am Sunday January 19th, 

And I am not really presenting, ~ am on a panel 

~]~ the best[! 

F~m= Raymond Verhe~jen [mail~:raymond,verheijen@worldBotballacademy,com] 
Sent= Wednesday, Janua~ 08, 20~4 4:~ PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 

Hi Anon, 

hoN ~is em~il finds you well. 

I noticed that you roll present at the NSC~ convention. 

As I roll [~ in PNlly as well, it might be race to catch up during the week. 

Look fo~vard to hear about your season. 

Regards, 

RaymoM 

ramov~d bg 
sender. ~aymo:’~d Verheijen 

removed by 
sender. 

PO gox 48, ~.190 AA, Ouderked,:: a/d Amstel, The Netherlands 
gu[9, Stramanw~g 1021-, llOl/:,A, Amsterdam, -rh~ N~[herbnds 
F 4-31 20 472 1992 
F +31 20 472 1993 

h ttp:/fs~’,~w.worid footbailacademv corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:44 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < @gmaJd.com> 

Re: Goal 

Eow’.! 

Sent.f!"om my Verizon }I~irege,~s 4G L)"k 

Jason Sisneros < 

Nice! Hey, here’s 

was a 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

- she’s 12      t from         . I was her youth coach last season.., she came to camp and will be back this summer. Her father 

"they are originally from New York. She cm~ strike a ball 60 mph. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina SVomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Ana]ysi s I Vol unteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, at 4:15 PM, Ducar, Chris <ducaff~unc.edu> wrote: 

This is the ]eft tbotcd goal ~ored. It’s the tirst 30 ~conds..~ 

From: [mailto: @comcast.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:53 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Goal 

Chris, thanks so tnuch for your titne today,       is ve~ excited about the opportuni~ to visit UNC on            . Here is the video I was talking about. You 

can watch the left footed goal in the firs~t 30 seconds of this video, and remembering that I am her ~nother, I also love the mn she makes that leads to a goal from 

2:30-3:00. © 

I look tbrward to meeting you. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Wednesday, 8:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd:                 - Soccer Prospect 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: - Soccer Prospect 

From: @ .corn> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.~mc.edu.’* 
CC: 

My name is             I am currently 18 years old and a senior at 

Playing soccer at the college level has always been a dream of mine. Growing 

up, ever since I could walk, I’ve been playing soccer. Soccer is not only something I’m 

passionate about but also something I could say has taught me a lot of valuable 

lessons. 
While playing soccer during my high school years, I have learned how to balance school, 

work, social time and soccer all at once. Even thoug it gets tiring and stressful, I believe 

it has taught me how to blanace my time wisely and keep my life on schedule. I cannot 

imagine my life without soccer. 
Soccer always took more than just commitment for me. To me, it meant lots of hard work 

and dedication. It seemed I was always the underdog growing up compared to other 

players on my teams because I have had coaches (thankfully not all) who doubted my 

abilities and commitment. As a result, I showed lack of confidence in myself. However, 
from all of this, I learned if you want something then you have to continue to get back 

up, no matter how many times you’re knocked down, and push yourself to reach the 

next level. It has give me a core drive to excel no matter the circumstances. It is 

important to me to work with a coach who is tough but nurturing and always teaching 
me new things. I’ve progressed from playing on an elite team, to participating in the 

oremier league, making the        Team, and most recently achieving a spot on my 

team. 
I have learned valuable lessons, felt both accomplishments and failures, met great 
teammates and coaches. I hope to continue this at the collegiate level, next, and plan to 

use the lessons I learn to help me transition into my adult post-college career and 

endeavors. The bottom line is, I love THE BEAUTIFUL GAME and love playing it even 

more. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Interested Playe~; Please Read 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Interested Player, Please Read 

From:                         @gmail .com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance- 

My name is , a freshman at I currently have a GPA, have been to the ID2 National Camp and will be attending the ODP 
National Team Training Camp at the end of January. For club, I am the for the team where I was awarded team captain for the fall and 
spring season. I have led my team to becoming State Champions, Regional Semi-Finalists, and earning a spot in        National League~ As for my personal 
accomplishments, in addition to ID2, I am currently in the ODP Regional and National Team Pools. Academics have been a huge part of my life, and I am interested in a pre- 
medicine major. With the academic and athletic opportunities at the University of North Carolina, I am very interested in your program and would love for you to come see me 
play. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 4:54 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~ ~gma~l.com> 

I~E: Goal 

Get her on our recruiting list 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto:. @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re:         Goal 

I want to get her a look for the national team, but she cm~ently has a ~ee sprain sus~ned in the Atlan~ ODP event last weekend ~d she needs to s~y off it for a 

month.., but she wants to be a ~rheel, no douN. That ga~e that she scored these goals was against U- 13 boys a~d she scored a hat trick. She trains with 

right now on her s~lls. 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolina \Vom en’s Soccer 
Chapel ttill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Wed, at 8:44 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson({~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Eow!! 

Sent from ~v ~ ~ri=on W~reles’,~" 4G LI~’ DROID 

Jason Sisneros < 

Nice! Hey, here’s 

was a 

~)~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

. she’s 12,     ~ from         I was her youth coach last season.., she came to camp and will be back this sum~ner. Her father 

they are originally from New York. She can strike a ball 60 mph. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistaaat Coach 

(c) 

On Wed,           at 4:15 PM, Ducar, Chris <ducm~i~unc.edtv~ wrote: 
This is the let~ f~>oted goal         scored. It’s flxe first 30 secot,ds... 

From: [mailto: ~comcast.net] 
Sent: wednesday, 3:53 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Goal 

Chris, thanks so much for your time today, is veD~ excited about the opIx~lunib~ to visit UNC on Here is the video I was talking about. You can 
watch the left footed goal in the firs~ 30 seconds of this video, and remembering flint I am her mother, I also love the mn she makes that leads to a goal from 2:30-3:00. 

I look fo~-ward to tneeting you. 

Thanks! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

9:55:02 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Interest in University of North Carolina 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 10:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Interest in University of North Carolina 

Hello, Coach Anson 

My name is           and I am a junior at                                                  I have 

attached a copy of my profile for you to view. I am exploring my options at the collegiate level. Any feedback 

that you may have to offer is greatly appreciated. Please let me know that you have received and were able to 

open this email. Thank you for your time. Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact 

me via email. I look forward to hearing from you soon. 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~ncsasports.org [mailto: 
Sent: Wednesday, i0:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

~ncsasports.org] On Behalf Of @gmail.com 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I’m ~rry tbr not writing this sooner, but I j ust got back into things with the holidays. 

I saw on our team list that you attended our ECNL game in Santbrd, and I wanted to thank you for coming. I’m not sure if you were able to ~e me play much, but 

hopeIidly you got a little bit of a look to see ifI might be the ~pe of player that you could see titting into your program. I’ve visited the [INC Chapel Hill campus before, 

and I do love it, not only for your great soccer progrmn, but you offer one of the best PT programs in the country! 

Our tea~ will be playing in the ECNL event in Dallas next month as well as I will be playing up ruth our U 18 team at the ECNL event in San Diego in April. When they 

get closer I roll em~fil you to let you know which halves I roll be playing. 

Thanks again for attending our gmnes. Attached below is also my recruiting profile with a little bit more information about me as well as my coach information if you 

have any questions. 

Head Coach: 

30131 

com 

Hope you had a great holiday a~d thanks lbr making the trip to Florida! 

- Class of 

(Jersey i ) 

Click !i~i’~!~’_;_ to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 5:00 PM 

~duke.edu> 

l~E: g~eat ad 

Very flmny 

From: [mailto: ~duke.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, January 08, 2014 :[0:52 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Bill Palladino 
Subject; Re: great ad 

Looks like I forgot the link: 

htt p:/,’~a~-w.youtu k~ .com,’watch% 6tCtM8UEOv8 

Ou Jm~ 8, 2014, at 3:50 PM, Dorrance, AlbertA IV <an~m(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I don’t see a~wthing .- 

From; [~ailto: @duke,edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 08, 20:[4 :[:[:55 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A TV; Bill Palladino 
Subject: great ad 

Push through to the very end! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 5:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: 6th Am~u~J Southeast College Showcase Gifts 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 20:t4 i:t:0:~ PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 6th Annual Southeast College Showcase Girls 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

Image 
removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 5:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: 6th Amm~2l Southeast College Showcase!! 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 08, 2014 i:k07 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; 6th Annual Southeast College Showcase!! 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

10:00:04 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Interest In Your University 

ATT75050 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:10 PM 
To: @gmaillcom 

Cc: @gmail.com; @gmail.com 
Subject: Interest In Your University 

Hello Coach, 

Thank you for attending the ECNL Sanford event. My name is                  . I play        for the 

¯ team    ). I am a     graduate and I am hoping to attend your university. As a freshman mygpa has not been 

calculated, however my PSAT score was    . I am listing the next ECNL event my team will participate in. I am hope you 

will get a chance to attend. 

I am copying my coach, Should you have any questions, please feel free to email or call him on his cell, 

My upcoming schedule is: 

ENCL Dallas Event 

Fri 1:00 pm 

Sat 9:00 am 

Sun 11:30 am 

Looking forward to seeing you at our games in the future. 

Thank you, 

NCAA ID 

Rolling Hills #07 

Rolling Hills #04 

Rolling Hills #03 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 5:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Showcase Atlm~ta - Register Today! 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 08, 2014 11:11 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject: Showcase Atlanta - Register Today[ 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:02 PM 

~sha;v.ca:~ 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: I a~ so sorry. I am not allowed to caJ1 back!! 

You are kind to write and I am flattered you are still interested. Our issue is we have no $ left and can’t get anyone into school!! 1 am so sorry!!! 

From: [mailto: Nshaw.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t J.: 54 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: I am so sor~ I am not allowed to call back[~ 
Impo~ance~ High 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I just waned ~) let you b~ow that I am still ve~ interes~d in attending [~C and playing for you. I blow that my l~ther spoke ~ you a~d he mentioned that you would 

still be willing ~) kake me on as a walk-on where I would have ~ fight for a ~si~don. And I am ok with doing j us~ thafi I know that deep in my hea~ I have it in me to 

do just that and I feel strong enough fl~at I would succeed in ~ing the player to compliment your team. The m~b~nate fl~ing in ~I this is that I ~e~ize the financial 

burden of a~ending UNC places on my fmnily is u~a~r to them ~d that is why i am wfi~ng to you. Your assistance and guidance at tNs point would ~ very he]p~l~ 

SinceMy, 

On at 9:12 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Thank you!! 

From: [mailto: @shaw.ca] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Re: I am so sorry I am not allowed to call back!! 

Mere. Clmstmas to you m~d your fmnily! 

Sincerely 

On at 1:10 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:45 PM 

To: ’         ~yahoo.com ’ 
Co: Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 
Subject: I am so sorry I am not allowed to call back!! 

I am actually NOT ALLOWED to call you back. I am so sorry I said I could. I just spoke to Chris Ducat, my recruiting coordinator and he said that even though that class 

is closed in terms of scholarship ~, if     can get in on her own we will certainly invited her to try out for our     roster along with all the scholarship players. 

I do not want to paint a bright picture though, it is certainly a challenge to be admitted to the University of North Carolina. I am sorry I could not give you better 

news. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Thursday, 7:47 PM 

@gmaJl .com)’ 

@clearchannel.com 

~)msn.com; ducay@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros i ,~)gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Universi~ of North Florida 

This was sent to me by Robin Confer, a former grea~ player" of mine. She wan~s to build a program around you and she has a ftdi scholarship. She also will not 

interfere with your effort to transfer back to us. She ~s an excelle~t coach and a wonderful human being, 

Please look at al~ the h~format~on she has organized for Vot~ below. She knows you have the choice to go anywhere but I am sure she w~l do her best to attract 

~:o her U niw?rs~tv. 

All the best and please kee~) stt~dy~ng hard Yot~ have tren~endous soccer pol:en~:~al and [:his cot~ld be an excellent step to~vards that. At~d P[.I?ASE stay away [rom 

social media!l 

F~m= Confer, Robin [mailto:robin.confer@unf.edu] 
8ent~ Wednesday, 8:06 AN 
To~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
$ubject~ Universi~ d Noah Florida 
Hey Anson - 
It was great seeing you in Orlando and rm really exd~d about this oppo~uni~ at Noah Floridal 
rm not sure if you know a lot about the Universi~, but it is nationally ranked and one of the top academic schools in the s~te. The campus is beautiful and we are only l0 
minutes from Jac~onville Beach. Here are a few lin~ for you to check out - 

h~ps:/iunflsharestream.net/ssdcms/Ldo?u =6bf069c0d09746e 
h~p://v¢,w~.unfospreys.comiindex.aspx?path=wsoc&tab=soccer2 
After spending 9 years at the Universi~ of Georgia and was only going to leave for the right place and I have found it. Noah Florida is a special place with a atmosphere I fell 
in love with as soon as I got on campus. 
Take care and Go Ospreysl 
Robin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:58 PM 

Cont~r, Robin <robin.confe@unl:edu> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~z)aol.com; Jason Sisneros i @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: University of North Florida 

Robin, 

;~dmissions rejected I just shared that with her and her morn I also sent this email to both of them. would love a call 

Good luck, she has the potential to be a TREMENDOUS player!! 

F~m= Confer, Robin [mailto:robin.confer@unf.edu] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 8:06 AN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ UniversiW d Noah Florida 
Hey Anson - 
~t was great seeing you in Orlando and rm really exci~d about this oppo~uni~ at Noah FIorida~ 
rm not sure if you know a lot about the Universi~, but it is nationally ranked and one of the top academic schools in the s~ The campus is beautiful and we are oNy ~0 
minutes from 3ac~onville Beach. Here are a few lin~ for you to check out - 

h~p:/i~wcw.unf.edu/puN~¢relations/marketing puNicat~ons/fa¢~he~ti2022/Narks of Excel~ence.aspx 
h~s:~!u nfl sha ~estrea m. netissdcmsji.do?u ==:6bf069c0d097~6e 

A~er spending 9 years at the Universi~ of Georgia and was only going to ~eave for the right place and ~ have found it. Noah Florida is a special Nace with a atmosphere ~ fell 
in love with as soon as ~ got on campus. 
Take care and Go Ospreys~ 

Robin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 8:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:               ¯ TaJ, ented Soccer Player, Excellent Student,    gpa 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Talented Soccer P1wer, Excellent Student, gpa 

From: Athle~c Resource - Recruiting Advantage <prospects@athleticresource.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Alert A IV" <anson@ema?d.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Trouble viewing this email? Read it online 

Hi Coach Dorrance. 

Athletic Resoume would like to present the following talented 
student athlete for your review and consideration Ior the 
IJniversity of North Caro~t~a ~bmetYs Soccer program Please 
c~Jck o~ the Student Athletes name be~ow to be directed to their 
profile, 

Thank you fol your time and consideration, Below is mole 
inlormation regerding ot~r profiles and company~ 



~ Verified Dais 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

This e-marl message is intended solely for the named recipient(s) above and may contain information that is proprietary, confidential and/or 

privrleged information, if you have received this message in erroll or are not a named recipient(s), you are hereby" notified that any 
unauthorized use, disclosure, distribution or copying of this e-marl and any attachments, is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, 

please immediately notify the sender by return e-mail and destroy aft copies of this e-marl message. 

This email is intended tbr aJ~m@email.unc.edu. 

Update your preferences or Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

ATT31319.docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~smdent 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

org> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 8:46 PM 

ADRIAN BUSH <ABUStt@UT.EDU>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: College Night - 

Adrian, thmlk you!! Are they both s? And where would you play 

Seniti’ore my Ver’izor~ tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

at a collegiate level? 

ADRIAN BUStt <ABUSH@UT.EDU> wrote: 

Hello Anson -                                                                                                                She is legit, every school 

is after her & she has 4-5 thll ~holarship offers already to some veD’ good programs in the ACC & SEC. As with most girls playing soccer, her dream is to play at 

UNC. I give her the highest recommendation - she has speed & a cotnpetitive spirit that is hoard to find. Kid gives maximum eflbrt no matter what she’s doing. Their 
contact info is lisled below, a&vthing I can do in this process let me know. All the best, AB 

-tnotheris’ 
Mothercell - 

Motherema~l- ~mail 

has a former coach that is like a 2nd mom to her. 
I would include her on any emmls to make sure it gets to 

. email - 

Email - ~i~gmail,com 

Adrian Bush 
UnNersi~’ of Tampa Men’s Soccer 

- mobile 
813-257-3407 - once 
wv~v.tampaelitesa.com - camp info 

Sent from nay iPhone 

O11 ¸ . at 4:05 PM, "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <an~)n(a~)email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Adrian, 

Again, I loved watching your team play! 
Can you send rne the contact in[o (m [h~-_~ k{d ~ ~ked and the "fast" one you recommended. A~s.:) can you te~ us our next chance to see these kkts ph~y {[ 
can’t [:it~d my holes fforn the game!~) 

AI~ the best and thank you again 

F~m: ADR~N BUSH [mailto:ABUSH@UT.EDU] 
Sent~ Wednesday, 12:42 PN 
To= ADR~N BUSH 
Subject: College Night - 
Dear Coach I an writing to let your s~ff know aN)ut the                  College ID night we are hosting                 at 

Soccer Club. This is tbr N)ys and girls teams age UI 5 to U18. The ~hedule oftraimn~games is listed below if you have any questions plebe ca]l me at 

or emml abush@m.edu 
******Coaches please confi~ your attendance prior to the event emml abush~;ut.edu 

Tampa Bay UNreal College Ni~t- Thursday 
Location: Ed Radice Spots Complex 

14720 Ed Radice Drive, Tampa FL 33626 

UI~ & U~8 Boys & G~rls- 7 30-gPM 

Team Breakdowns club roll provide team books for each player/team at the event. 

Girls 

U15 Girls Premier - Head Coach Scott Bower 
Florida #3, Region 3 #5, National #41 

Disney Showcase Champions      Wags Fin~Jist: 

League Play Region 3 Premier League 

U15 GMs Elite - Head Coach Tom Villa 

Florida #52 

League Play NPL 

UI6 Girls Premier - Head Coach Adrian Bush 
Florida #1, Region 3 #1, Nafional #7 

Jetlbrson Cup Semi-finaJist State Cup Semi-finalist 



USYS Nationals Region 3 Championships Finalist Disney Showcase Runner up 

Champion 2012 

League Play Region 3 Premier League, Region Premier League & USYS National League 

U16 Girls Elite - Itead Coach Nell Oughton 
Florida #10. Region 3 #62. National #329 

ACDC Finalists FYSA State Cup Round of 16 

League Play NPL 

UI7 Girls Premier- Head Coach Edmundo Rodriguez 
Florida #8, Region 3 #29, National #184 

State Cup Semi-finalist 

Leagne Play Region 3 Premier League 

U17 Girls Elite - Head Coach Alan Berrios 
Florida #63 

I,eague Play NPL 

U18 Gifts Premier - tlead Coach ,lim Cote 
Florida #1, Region 3 #3, National #29 

Region 3 Chmnpionships Runner up     State Cup Semi-finalis~ 

League Play Region 3 Pre~nier League, Region themier League 

UI5 Boys Pre~nier- Head Coach Scott Moniz 

Florida #16, Region 3 #70, National #327 

CASL Showcase Champions 

League Play NPL 

U15 Boys Elite - Head Coach Ed Austin 

Florida #85 
League Play CDL 

U16 Boys Premier- tlead Coach Brent Fleming 
Florida #103 

ACDC Semi-FinaJists 
League Play CDL 

UI6 Boys Elite - Head Coach Dwight Barnett 
Florida #84 

League Play USA League 

U17 Boys Premier - Head Coach Steve Wolf 
Florida #9, Region 3 #28, National #130 

Disney Showcase Semi-finaJist State Cnp Semi-finalist 

Leagne Play NPL 

U17 Boys Elite - Itead Coach Ron Futcher 
Florida #51, Region 3 #136 

I~eague Play CDL 

U18 Boys Premier- Itead Coach Derek Backm an 
Florida #5, Region 3 #21, National #100 
Disney Showcase Semi-finalist , State Cup Semi-finalist 

League Play NPL 

UI8 Boys Elite - Head Coach Fabio Suarez 
Florida #25, Region 3 #60 

League Play CDL 

Adrian Bush 
University of Tampa 
Head Men’s Soccer Coach 

Mobile 
813-257-3407 Office 
UT Athletics: www.tampaspartans.com 
Camp website: .w__w__w_.            .._c_._o_ .m__. 

Disney Showcase Runner-up 

, Jelt~rson Cup Finalist Jeltbrson Cup 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 9, 2014 8:51 PM 

Christian I,avers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

Re: NSCAA Panel Discussion - Fiual Overview 

Excellent Chris~tian ... cafft wait!! 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izor~ Ilqreie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> wrote: 

All - 

Again, thank you for being a part of the NSCAA Panel next Friday. This will be the final "preparation" email, unless there are questions, concerns, or other 

comments that anyone wants to raise. First, the basics: 

Topic: "Modern Issues in Female Player Development - From Youth to Professional." 

Date: Friday, January 17 

Time: 1:00 PM 

Room: CC-108 

I understand the NWSL draft starts at 10:00 AM -and it is just down the hall (CC-113C). It is slotted to run until 1:00 PM, which I believe is longer than expected, so 

hopefully there should be little difficulty in getting to the panel. Please keep me posted by text ~              if there looks like there will be a delay for anyone. 

The format of the panel will be pretty simple. (Since this is the first time I have moderated a panel, any of you can feel free to tell me if you think a different 

format will work better!) 

1) Introduction and Preliminary Comments: I will introduce each of you individually with a condensed version of your bias. After each of your introduction, 

there will be a minute or so for each of you to make any general comment to the audience, fill in any gaps in the bio you feel I missed, or make any 

statement about your role in or vision for the women’s game moving forward that you want to make. 

2) Basic Q&A Structure: After the introduction, I will make a few short comments about the topic generally, and the areas we will likely touch on over the 

course of the discussion. Then, we will start the panel discussion. My preliminary plan is to ask a question specifically to 1-2 people for the initial response, 

allow time for others on the panel to comment on these initial answers, add a different take on the issue, or raise related issues, and then move to another 

question directed to a different person for the initial response. In my opinion, the more the panel discusses and comments back and forth on a topic, 

debates an issue, or generally shares thoughts with each other on the topic, the more interesting and valuable the discussion will be - so don’t hesitate to 

interject at any point. To keep us moving forward, we will generally limit discussion on a topic to 5 minutes and then I will try and move us to the next 

question. If a specific topic seems to be highly entertaining and interesting, or have a lot of opinions, we will keep it going a little longer. 

3) Questions. Below are some of the questions that will be asked, in no particular order. Again, please feel free to suggest additional questions or different 

questions that you think would be good to include or better than those below. Also, if there are some questions that you really want to weigh in on - let 

me know. 

a. How would you describe the current state of the women’s game in the United States, looking at it broadly from top to bottom ? 

b. Looking back over the past 20 years, what do you think are the biggest changes in the women’s game in the United 5tares generally, or at each level 

(youth, college, professional, national team)? 

c. Generally, looking at today’s efite youth and college players, what do you think are the biggest strengths and weaknesses overall in these players ? 

d. Do you think players [rom across the world are catching up to American women’s soccer, and if so why? What is required to change this? 

e. I[you could make 2-2 major changes in women’s soccer in the U5 now, what would they be ? They can be structural or coaching or competition 

related, and could be ~ocused on certain levels or at the game overafl? 

Beyond technical abifity, what do you think are the 1-2 attributes that are most important in a young player successfully progressing into a youth 

national team, a top college, and ultimately into the pro[essional ranks and[ull national team? 

g. What are the 2-2 most important messages you think that coaches of youth female players in the United States should hear? 

h. Looking at your personal career or at other coaches you respect in the game, what is the most important thing that you believe makes o coach 

success[u!, and looking back what would you do differently in your own coaching career? 

In youropinion, whatare the mostcommon strengths o~top coaches inyouth?ln coflege?ln pro[essionalsoccer?Are there areas thatyousee that 

consistently reduce impact o[ good coaches, or prevent them [rom being more successful? 

j. What are the biggest challenges in coaching female players at different ages? 

k. Did you have o key moment, a key opportunity, or o key event that you look in hindsight that was o turning point in your coaching career? 

L What do you think the women’s game at the highest level will look fike in 5 years ? What about the college game ? The youth game? 

4) Conclusion: With about 2 minutes left in the slot, I will wrap-up the panel with a quick summary of common themes and comments that occurred and, 

hopefully, a question / challenge for the audience to leave with. 

Again - please don’t hesitate to add your thoughts or suggested questions to this list. I am excited to work with everyone, and to hear all of your opinions!~ This 

should be a great opportunity for the audience and everyone listening! 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~&LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 8:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Disney Soccer Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Disney Soccer Showcase 

From: @ya]~oo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 
I am I was number six and represented as a and I would like to thank you so 
much for coming to watch at the Disney showcase. I° am very grateful that you were able to come out and attend our games. I 
would like you to know that my club is hosting a college night on                at Ed Radice park. The address is 

My team’s time slot is 6:00 - 7:30 p.m Also, my team will be attending the Las Vegas Players Showcase in 
Unfortunately, we do not have the schedule of our games yet, but I will be sure to email you it once I find out. 
Thank you so much, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:46 PM 

~clearchannel .corn> 

Re: University of North Florida 

we are not going to be as good without your kid! 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tYireie,~s 4G L)’~ LLDtOIL) 

.~clearchmmel.com> wrote: 

Tha~k you coach Anson tbr aJl that you did tbr We wish you much success with the 

All the besl, 

season. 

Sent from my iPhone all ~pos brought to you by modem technology and Sift. 

On at 7:46 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <atl~n(~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

This was sent to me by Robin Conl:eL a former grea~ player of mine. She wants to build a program around you and she has a full scholarship. She also 

wHI not ~n~erfere w~th your effort to ~ransfer back to us. She is an excellent coach and a wonderfLd hurnan bek~g, 

Please look at a~l the information she has organized for you below. She knows you have the choice to go anywhere but ~ am sure she w~H do her best 

to a~tract you ~:o her UniversiW. 

AI~ the best and p~ease keep studying hard. You haw~ tremendous soccer ~)otent~al and this could be an excellent step towards that, And PI_EASE stay 

away from soda~ nledia~ 

~m: Confer, Robin [ma~]to:roNn~confer@unfledu] 
Se~t: Wednesday, 8:06 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~ject: UNversi~ of Noah Florida 
Hey Anson - 
It was great seeing you in Orlando and rm really excited about this oppo~uni~ at Noah Florida~ 
rm not sure if you know a lot about the Universi~, but it is nationally ranked and one of the top academic schools in the s~te. ~e campus is beautiful and we 
are only 10 minutes from ]ac~onville Beach. Here are a few linB for you to check out - 

h~ps:ffunf,sharestream.netissdcmsii.doTu =6bfO69cOdOgT~6e 
h~p:/i~w, u nfospreys,comi~ndex,aspx?path =wsoc~ta b=soccer2 
After spending 9 years at the Universi~ of Georgia and was only going to leave for the right place and I have found it. Noah Florida is a special place with a 
atmosphere I fell in love w~th as soon as ~ got on campus. 
Take care and Go Ospreys~ 
Robin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Friday, 7:58 AM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: bright student Fall 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: bright student Fall 

From: Simon StO~rzel <team@~holarbook.neU~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.unc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 
We know that University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill has 
very high expectations on soccer players, that’s why we 

who can play on both 
with her biggest strength to provide assists to the 

target forwards. With her great anticipation and her 
understanding of the game she also wins many balls and is 
able to score frequently, as well. Furthermore she is a very 
bright student. 
We want to update you with    test scores SAT ( 
reading    ,maths    ,writing ) and TOEFL 
With our assistance the recruiting process will be very 
quick and easy for you. 

Sincerely, 
Simon Stuetzel 
2 times All-American (NCAA Division 2) 
202-657-5720 
team@scholarbook.net 

i~ Scholarsoccer English 

Personal informatior~ 
Date of birth: 



ciqaracter: I am a tnendly person who always has a smile on his lips and ready to joke. 
Soccer is my life and for that I give everything. If someone has problems I have always 
had an open ear for him and trying to help. 

Academic i~formation 
Graduation: 
Expected GPA: 
NCAA-ID: 
Available: Fall 
TOEFL: 
Combined SAT (M+CR) score: 
Mathematics (M): 
Critical reading (CR): 
Writing: 
Desired study-area in the US: Flexible. 
Co~:act 
Email: @t-online.de 
Landline: 
Mobile phone : 

F#~ancia~s 
would like to attend University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill in the Fall of 

could afford to contribute up to $7,1)1)1) per year for University of North Carolina, Chapel 
Hill to her studies in the United States. 

Videos: 

presented by Scholarbook.net 

Main Position: 
Secondary positions: 
Club: 
Highest Level Played: 
Foot: Both 

Season Stats: 
Season 
GP 24 GS 22 
Goals: 8 
Assists: 24 
Season 
GP 24 GS 21 
Goals:l 1 
Assists: 10 
Strengths 
Responsible for free kicks/corners 
Very good pace and acceleration 
Very goof attitude to never give up 
Successes: 

~th Division) 

~’ol~a~d ~’unction within he~r 
Motivate the team. 

team~ates have characterized her with the following attributes 
Fun girl to be around, Fighter. 



Forward email 

] 

I]Ihis email was sel~t to anson@uncaaiunc,edu by _t_e__a___n)__@_s__c__h__o_j_a__Lb__o___o__k_:[!_e__t. 

Update Profile,/Email Address ~rnstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeT" Privacy Policy. 

German-Athletes.corn i Am Hang la Neuhaeusel :: 56335 Germany 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <)’O~JNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DOR[L"dqCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, January, 10, 2014 7:58 AM 

Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: Match Analysis to Showcase Performance Analysis Technology at NSCAA Convention 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Match Analysis to Showcase Perfonnm~ce Analysis Technology at NSCA~\ Convention 

From: Match Analysis <news@tnatch~nalysis.co~w- 

To: "Do~rm:ce, Albert A IV" <anson~!e~n~Jl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Natch Analysis to Showcase Performance 
Analysis Technology Installed Across North 

America at NSCAA Convention 

PH~DELPH~A --- Match AnNys~s w~l~ be exh~b~t~n~ at the ~014 Nat~onN Socc¢[ 

Coaches Assodat~on of America (NSCAA) convention being he~d ~n Ph~ade~ph~ from 

January 15[h [o 19th 

system, Tar:go On,are: Tar:go ToGo: ~nd Tango Uw. Th~ K2 accurately tracks a~ 22 

p~ayers, delivering data for fitness reposing and more ~n depth v~deo ana~ys~s and 

statistics ~nc~ud~ng TruV~ew V~sua:~zat~ons which al:ow coaches the ab~:~ty to hsstanfly 

a~?d :nteract:ve:y draw dynam:c grapMcs ’M[h~n [he v~deo :tself 

In 2013, Match Anaiysis expanded its impact on North America~’, spoRs by deiivering K2 

Panoramic Video into the stadiums of eve~)i rosier professionai club in No~lh America. 

Via expanded pa,,tnerships with MLS and U~a MX, ful~ p~tch camera systems were 

~nsta~ed ~n 36 profess~ona~ stadiums ~o provide panoramic v~deo, player tracking, 

]ruV:ew visua~:za[~ons and advanced ~itness data for every match. 

Visitors will have the oppoRuni~’ to meet Match Analysis reprasentatives in Booth 437 

to see a demonstration and discuss how this ground breaking technology is helping 

maintain No~lh America’s leagues as the most technically advanced h~ the wodd. 

"Noi1h America confin[:es to iead the worid in sports analytics and depends upo~ Mafch 



Anaiysis to conlinue Io delive~ lhe lalesi ix~ovafio~,s in soccer," said Mark B~u~khart, 

President of Match Anslys~s "K2 Panoramic V~deo has immediately been adopted by 

two of the top ten ~eagues ~n the wodd, an accomplshment to which @host ~o other 

technobg~ca~ ~nnevaion can by cbim The system d~recfly ~mpacts the erga~s~zation 

from p~syers to coaches to referees to disc~ptne. Match Analys~s ~s making d~rec~ and 

~ntfins~c ~mprovemen~s to every cdlcal aspec~ of the sport. No tool ~n the market today 

has such a wide reaching positive effecL" 

"YI’.,e NSCAA Conventio~ provides a greai plaiform for us to el~,gage with coacI’.,es at 

ievels and the perfect oppo~Runity for us to learn more about their processes and show 

them what we do,;’ explained Stephe~s Hamlton, D~rector of Business Devebpment and 

Marketing. "V~s~tors are ~nv~ted to s~op by our booth so ~hey can see for themselves how 

dubs use Match Ana~ys~s too~s to ~mprove their team’s perfom~ancei’ 

About Match Analysis 

Match A~saiysis is the ieadi~s9 pioneer in high performance anaiyticai toois for soccer 

(footbal). Over the past decade, Match A~salysis has worked with at.,’sest eve.;’y top club 

in North America and top media outlets inciudin~g the New York Times coverage of the 

2010 Wodd Cup. Match Analysis clients include all 18 Premier Division clubs ils Mexico, 

Major I..eag,:se Soccer, Liga MX, fi!:ee¢., MI..S ciubs, tile L]~,ited Stales and Mexican 

IUatio~]al teams, a~]d a wide array oicoliege a~]d area[our sides Match Analysis offers a 

comprei]e~]sive s~i[e ol toois a~,d services i¢.,cluding video indexi]g and a~chivi]g, 

statistical analysis, iive data collection, player tracking, and fitness and pe~fermance 

anaiysis. 

Ma~ch Analysis Contacts: 

Stephen Ha "a~t~ ~ ~.13-321 ~9554 

tl 

You are =’eceivn-=g this enssii ss part of Matc~-~ A~si~,sis’s effort to Leap top tiei ciubs, coaches, and f’aotbaf 

ciicL the "(Jr~s~.lbsciib®" iiisL and accept our apoiogies for the incolwenience. 

1501 Powef Stleet Suite" X 

~:~owered by 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:42 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:             - League All Star - #1 in Class ( 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: - League All Stax- #1 in Class ( 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

This is                                   from the                    and                           I’m just checking in again to say hello and 
to express my continued interest in the University of North Carolina soccer program. If you need any additional information to aid in my evaluation, 
please let me know and I’ll send it right away. 

Also, I’ll continue to update my player website with my latest recruiting information as it becomes available: 

Some of the key items you’ll find: 

Varsity Rookie of the Year 

Note: 

~PA~ Class Rank 

Coach Dorrance, thank you for your ongoing consideration and I hope to hear from you soon. 

Sincerely, 

@yahoo.com 

Profile 8~ Video Link: 

If you no longer wish to ~eceive our emafils, click the link below: 

Unsubscribe 

Student-Athlete Showcase (SAS) 

6210 E. Thomas Rd., Suite 209 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

United States 

(800) 919-0902 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:44 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~ .~gmaJd.com> 

Fwd: Player Recruittnent 

Please follow up ... copy ~ne! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl~ire[e,~s 4G L)"l: LL~tOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Player Recruitment 

From:     ~:               .corn 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n@email.unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Mr Dorrance, 

You may not remember me. We met in the summer of     as I came across the pond to coach my first season of summer soccer camps in the USA. My first camp 

was in Goldsboro, NC and you came in to coach a session with the kids followed by lunch with my fellow coaches and a reporter for the locaJ newspaper. This was 

my first week coaching in the US as a 20 year old still wet behind the ears. It was a pleasure to watch you coach & chat soccer. 

I have since progressed through my licenses, both USSF & NSCAA and after becoming a little disillusioned with premier club soccer have set up an intimate academy 

tbr top players where I now reside in the North West. We select top players ficom difl~rent clubs mad coach them individually & in small group sessions. The ti~cas is on 

accelerating individual development in an environment that gives the player the attention they cannot always get in a squad setting. I am dedicated to getting players the 

mos~t productive optx~rtanities I can. 

This past year two of my players were invited to train at professional youth acadetnies in Europe, five were recomtnended to the State team (EPD), m,o were accepted 

to                          & one was invited to the Nation~ Player ID camp. 

I currently have a couple of gifts, both class of who may spark your interest. Both roll gain a training experience with a local WPSL team in the coming months 

whilst continuing to play with their respective clubs. 

If this is something that interests you, I would like to hear your thoughts & would be delighted to tell you more about the prospective players & their profiles. 

Tha~k you & hapw new year! 

Kind regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)c, 

Friday, JanuaD 10, 2014 2:45 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

Fwd: Carolina Men’s Basketlmll vs NC State Game Time Change 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CaJcolina Men’s Basketbell vs NC State Game Time Cha~ge 

From: UNC Ticket ONce <630@pacmaSd.em.marketinghq.neU~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.unc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Use this link to view a web version of the email 

The University of North Carolina men’s basketball temn will play host to NC State on Saturday, 

Februa~ 1st, at 1 p.m. 

The game was originally scheduled for a 2 p.m. tip, bnt has been moved up one hour and roll begin at 
1 p.m. due to television. 

For more information on the men’s basketball schedule, click here. 

We look forward to seeing you at fl~e Dean E. Smith Center on Febma~ 1 st. Go Heels! 

Remember, purchasing and renewing your season tickets or single game seats has never been easier! Just click on TICKETS, find 

your seat, and enjoy the game! Additional ticketing fees may apply. 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: tickets~,unc.edu. 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe. 

Forward to a Friend 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Resume & Tournaments.txlf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From: ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edtC,,"Do~rance, Albert A IV" <anson(~)em~il.unc.edt~- 
CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <~tucax@unc.edu>,"Saaader, Thomas J" <pacman~)unc.edu>, @gmail.corn 

Coach Dorrance, 
I’ve just returned from my trip to the Orange Classic Tournament in Florida where we took 1st place in our U19 bracket¯ We then headed to Puerto Rico where we won 2-1 

against the Puerto Rico Women’s National Team. This has been a very exciting trip and I am happy to say that I came back with a renewed sense of desire for the game. I 
have attached my resume with upcoming tournament dates¯ I really hope you or your staff can catch me play soon. I will keep in contact. 
Go Heels! 

(NCAA ID#: 
C~ass of 

VIDEO: 

From:                                ~yahoo.com> 

To: "anson@email.unc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu>; "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com" ¯ @gmail.com> 
Sent: Monday, 12:55 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Coach Dorranoe, 

Happy Holidays, I just wanted to invite you or your staff to come out and see me in action at the Orange Classic Soccer Tournament ~ in the U 19 bracket. 
You can find our schedule by clicking here and the field maps by clicking here. I will then be headed to Puerto Rico to play against the U-20 and Full Women’s National Team 

¯ You can also check out my newest videos including my     Club Highlights at the link below. 
Go Heels! 

(NCAA IDa: 

VIDEO: 

From:                                @yahoo.com> 

To: "anson@email.unc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu>; "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com", ~gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:21 PM 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 
I hope you had a wonderful Thanksgiving weekend¯ If you were able to come out to see me play this weekend in the Texas Cup or the Showcase, I wanted to thank 
you. There were a lot of recruiters there so I am sorry if I missed you guys. If you weren’t able to make it don’t worry, you still have 2 years to see me in action and I will be in 
plenty more tournaments¯ 

Congratulations on a tremendous season at the helm and making it to the NCAA quarterfinals. I aspire for little girls to one day say, ’1 want to be like              "and I 
know the University of North Carolina can help me achieve my dreams¯ With players like , and an amazing coaching staff making names for themselves, I 
know the woman’s soccer program at UNC is by far one of the best choices for me. 
Go Heels! 

(NCAA ID#: 
VIDEO: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 10, 2014 2:46 PM 

Steve Nugent <smnugent@nncg.edu> 

Re: Meet Anson Dorrance at the NSCAA Convention’. 

What is this? 

Se~t.f!"om my Verizon tI%eIe,~s 4G L2’E L)?tOIL) 

Steve Nugent <smnugent@nncg.edu> wrote: 

I will be in line early lbr an autograp!! 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Championship Productions <champproductions@adtrak360.com> 
Subject: Meet Anson Dorrance at the NSCAA Convention! 
Date: January 10, 2014 at 12:00:53 PM EST 
To: "         -                   @mac.corn> 
Reply-To: Championship Productions <champproductions@adtrak360.com> 



Train likea ~iii Advantages of .i"~i. Guide to a ~i Technical and Attacking 

Champion the 1~34-3 and Winning Culture Fitness Testing Goalkeeping: 

the 14-2-3-1 for Soccer Drills, Techniques 

S~stems Players and Tactics 

Purchase the Anson Dorrance Championship Soccer Series and SAVE $25! 

Don’t Miss it! Visit Championship Productions’ booth (#455) at the NSCAA Convention for: 

¯ Opportunity to meet Anson Dorrance 

¯ Door Prizes, including an autographed poster from Anson Dorrance 

i~ iPracticeBuilderAppauilda Practice Plan in Munutes! 

Distance Learning Courses for Coaches S Physical Educators! 

ii~ Cham pionship Productions Tea m Appa rel 

i~"~ Waht our customers are saying 

i~"~ The World’s #1 Source of Quality Coaching Information! 

CONNECTWITHUS:~~~~~ SHAREWITHFRIENDS:~~[~ 

Championship Productions, Inc. 

Ames Community Development Park ¯ 2730 Graham Street ¯ Ames, IA 50010. 

! 800.873.2730 (Toll Free) I 1.515.232 3687 (International) I 1.5!5.2323739 (Fax) 

in fo~,Ch ampion ship Produ ction s com 

You are receiving this email because you have registered to receive emails from Championship Productions 

To ensure delivery of your newsletters please add ChampionshipProductions~,adtrak360 com to your address book, spam filter whitelist 

or tell your company’s IT department to add this address to pass through any filtering software they may have set up. We will not sell, 

share or rent this information 

This email is powered by Adtrak360 I Email Privacy Policy 

Chanqe Email Address I Unsubscribe 

If this email has been forwarded to you, and you would like to receive future newsletters you may register here¯ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, January 10, 2014 2:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Thaaak you’. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Tha~k you! 

From: Ca~-olina tbr Kibera <c~unc.edu> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Friday, JanuaD 10, 2014 2:49 PM 

Jason Sisneros < ~gmml.com> 

Fwd: See you in Philly at NSCAA 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: See you in Philly at NSCAA 

From: Stephen Kiraly <stephen.kJra]y@stx)rtsboard-mn.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 2:49 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Class of 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Class of 

From: " ~ org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Anson Dorrance, 

My name is I’m from I play for is a college prep boarding 
school and a soccer academy located in . I’m a freshman, class of . I play for the U16/U17 team and I’m a center forward but this year I’ve played 
multiple positions, including , which illustrates my versatility and willingness to do whatever my coaches ask of me. 

I’m very interested in your university for several reasons including the soccer program, academics and the campus environment. You have an excellent soccer 
program. You have help players develop and become better soccer players. You have a very competitive game schedule. You also have an excellent coaching stuff and 
facilities the players are allowed to use. You have very high standards for your academics and your schools environment is very friendly. 

A few things about me are I have played soccer since I was 5. played with boys until I was in 7th grade than I tried out for high school. I made Varsity in 8th grade 

and I’m the youngest person ever to make varsity for soccer at I was a starter every game I played in. I’ve done ODP for about 3 years and have gone to the 
camp all 3 years. 

I’m dominant with both my feet. I play because have good speed and I’m very technically sound on the ball, I’m also very aggressive and I like to 
scare off the center backs. My coaches are starting to play me at so I’ve been gaining experience at different positions as well. They think I can help the 
team in both positions, and they trust me to help protect the goal, and on the back line I can still attack the goal. 

The director of the soccer program is             he is also the U18 team head coach. His email i~            ~    or~. 

team the U16/17. His email is          @    o~. 

is the head coach of my 

Thanks for your time 

Class of 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Interest in Playing in the Season 

........ OriginaJ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: Interest in Playing in the Season 

From:            ,~gmail .com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema54.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is I am currently a Freshman at , and considering transferring in hopes of fulfilling my dreams of 

playing college soccer. I understand that most players are recruited their freshman year in high school but I am very interested in playing soccer for the 

University of North Carolina women’s team next season as a sophomore. 

I went to from and in I went to . I played varsity all 

four years of high school and throughout my younger years I played with several club teams, mainly I also had the opportunity to 

Playing college soccer has always been one of my dreams. My goal is to play with a team with teammates that share the same commitment and 
competitiveness as me. I believe that I fit into the Division 1 Athletics well. 
My strengths on the field include my passing, physical competitiveness, ability to make runs, challenge in the air, and finishing. I believe I could contribute 
strongly to the women’s team. 
I also have a highlight video with a few comments from my high school coach,              from my senior year if you are at all interested. I would 
really appreciate the opportunity to try-out for the team if that is a possibility. I have spent the off season training hard in hopes of fulfilling my dream of 
playing college soccer. 

Thank you so much for your time, I hope to hear from you. 

Sent from Windows Mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:           ~aol.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I wanted to thank you for coming to my game at ECNL in Florida last week. Our 

team performance was very strong and I was proud to be a key part of our 

success. As I mentioned in my email to you before the tournament, I am very 

interested in being a student athlete at UNC. I hope you were able to see my 

skill, determination and teamwork on the field and that you feel my style of 

play would complement your team. 

As a reminder, I play on 

tournament My coach is 

and my jersey number was 62 at the 

and he can be reached on I     @    org) or 

Please let me know if you have any questions or would like to discuss my 

interest in your team further I would also be interested in any ID camps you 

may have scheduled over the next few months. 

Thank you again for coming to the game 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 3:09 PM 

~sportsboayd- mn.com> 

Re: NSCAA? 

will be in Philly and I have no idea about how post draft player movement goes. I would love to help m~d I love your kids!! 

my Verizor~ tYirele,~s 4G LI~ LL~tOIL) 

~Sla~rtsboard- win.com> wrote: 

tii, Anson. tlappy New Yeay! We had a very nice, peacethl holiday here with the girls and now we’re back to the quiet, quiet house. The good news is how much 

they do love it in Chapel Hill - which is more than many of their friends can say about their own college experiences thus far. It’s all good. I know you went thru it when 

your kids left. How long did it take you a~d      to adjust?? 

Wondering if you will be in Philly ne:a week? I can’t imagine Dino roll be up for that travel and don’t know if he normally goes, but I do remember speaking to you at 

that convenlion one year over the phone. (I actually think you were on an elliptical or bike or something. )      and I would love to connect with you if you’ll be there 

and briefly update you on exciting enhancements to our s~ftware as well as gro~x~h in our customer base.., women’s soccer is now our largest sport! 

We are also meeting with          ~ to discuss digitizing data for coaches for recruiting purposes. He is a huge proponent of SportsBoard and we’re planning to 

effect big positive cha~ge in how coaches can do their jobs on the fields at showcases across the country, as you know. Any introductions you could make for me 

would be most welcome. We aye happy to have Dino, Chris and Tom on our Advisory Cotmcil and happy to report that things are going very well here! 

Thanks, please let me know if you think your schedule will allow.., we ca~ also be very spontaneous as we get there and you see a window for coflbe or something. 

And I guess the draft is taking place there, a~d       name is in the hat. I realize this is a separate conver~tion, but if she is drafted, what is her obligation to actually 

play for that teaa~’? It’s an exciting opportunity, without a doubt, and would cause her to revise her plans for this year - we’re letting her follow her heart on this one. 

Hope to see you next week! 

c~ 
~,spo rtsboa rd-win.co m 

www.sportsboard-win.co m 

@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyou~/ay #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: Playing for UNC in the ACC 

Check her out... 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tI%eIe,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: Playing tbr [INC in the ACC 

From:                           ~cuema~il.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emadl.unc.edw* 
CC: 

Hi again, 

I just wanted to check in and let you know what I am up to and let you know I am interested in your program. I would love the opportunity- to play soccer and possibly 

run track at the university’ level. That said. I am aware of the NCAA regulations that prevent you fi~om contacting me until after Sept 1 st of my j unior year in school. 

What I am hoping is that yon put me on your radar for future considerations. 

My name is I mn a sophomore at in 

. I will be graduating in At "the 

start of my sophomore year my GPA was    out of 4.0,         does not weight their grades so there is no extra credit for AP or honors classes. I completed 

Spanish I and Algebra in 8th grade so as a sophomore I am in Algebra 2 ttonors having completed Geometry. as a freshman. I am also in Spanish 3, AP Biology, 

Language Arts Honors for grade 10, Sports Med and Studio Art 1. As the semester comes to a close eve~yone of my grades is an 

I have been playing soccer for years. The past two years I have played for the team, for U 15 and now U 16. For this team I play one 

of the two where I get to use speed as a weapon for ,ny team by putting pressure on the other team. Before that two years on a district 

team with playing up one grade level both yems playing Before that two more years on a premier team with 

And, of course, before that recreational soccer. Last yeaac.         , my club team advanced to the State Cup semi finals. We also advanced to the semis of the 

USA regional tournament. 

I think I have several best athletic attribute, explosive, endurance, 

tenacious, tough, focused m~d TEAM. (Not mnch fun to score and lose so team 

comes first) 

I hope you can take the time to review my profile on captainu. I also hope that you might catch a game or two or possibly a "track meet this spring. I’ll try and keep 

captainu updated with events. 

My next events axe soccer games (all club): 

TCYSA field 9 on Sunday, 01/12/14, at 11:00 AM. (Pasco, WA) 

Portland Winter Show Case (tentative) Sat., at 12:40 PM 

Portland Winter Show Case (tentative) Sun., at 8:00 AM 

Portland Winter Show Case (tentative) Sun., at 1:50 PlVl and 

Portland Winter Show Case (tentative) Mon., at 8:00 AM 



My high school track coach is 

My high school soccer coach is 

~gmail.com 

My club soccer coach is 

- ema~l- 

- email- 

Thank you for your lime and consideration. 

All the best to you. your family and your temn, 

Sincereb; 

edu 

@gmafil.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 5:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Cal South Regiou IV ODP Rosters 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Cal South Region IV ODP Rosters 

From: Jasou Sisneros          ~gmaJl.com> 

To: "Ducar, Chris" ~<tucar@uuc.edu~,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son@email.uuc.edu~ 
CC: 

University of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Dil~ector of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 12:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes/coaches. 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a match? l Jl×ta~e your email p~v~i:rences here, 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 



NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Da.vton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown(~ncsasports.org [ http:/iwww.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http://blog.ncsasports.or~ 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprieta~’, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by ~emm e-mail and delete all copies.~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, January 11,2014 12:57 PM 

Steve Nugent <smnugent@uncg.edu> 

Re: Meet Anson Dorrance at the NSCAA Convention’. 

Steve Nugent <smnugent@uncg.edu> wrote: 

looks like you are making a guest appearance at a booth on Friday. 

On Fri, Jan 10, 2014 at 2:46 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~e*nail.nnc.edu > wrote: 
What is tl~s’? 

Se,~t.f!°om #{~’ VeHzon ~Firele,~s 4(5 L)"k" 

Steve Nugcnt <smnugen~uncg.edu> wrote: 

I will be in line early lbr an autograph! 

Begin fo~varded message: 

From: Championship Productions <champproductions@adtrak360.com> 
Subject: Meet Anson Dorrance at the NSCAA Convention! 
Date: January 10, 2014 at 12:00:53 PM EST 

To: "        @mac.com" ¯         @mac.com> 
Reply-To: Championship Productions <champproductions@adtrak360.com> 

~ 
~i Creating Champions Since 1976 

: ..... Championship Productions News 



iiiiiii ...... Champion ..... the 1-3-4-3 and ..... Winning Culture ...... Fitness Testing ...... Goalkeeping: 

iiii the 14-2-3-1 for Soccer Drills, Techniques 
iiiiiiiiiii 

Systems Play .... d Tact ios 

Purchase the Anson Dorrance Championship Soccer Series and SAVE $25! 

::~::~:;:: 
::~::~:;:: 

::~::~:;:: 
New DVD Releases 

and much more 

iN iPractioeBuilderAppBuilda Practice Plan in Munutes! 

Distance Learning Courses for Coaches & Physical Educators! 

Championship Productions Team Apparel 

ying 

The World’s #1 Source of Quality Coaching Information! 

CONNECT WiTH US: SHARE WITH FRIENDS: 

Championship Productions, Inc. 

Ames Community Development Park ¯ 2730 Graham Street ¯ Ames, IA 50010 

1.800.8732730 (Toll Free) I 1.5152323687 (international) I 1.515.2323739 (Fax) 

info@ChampionshipProductions corn 

You are receiving this email because you have registered to receive emails from Championship Productions 



W 
To ensure delivery of your newsletters please add Champ onsh pProduc ons¢~,ad rak360 com o your address book, spam filter whitelist 

or tell your company’s IT department to add this address to pass through any filtering software they may have set up. We will not sell, 

share or rent this information. 

This email is powered by Adtrak360 I Email Privacy Policy 

Change Email Address I Unsubscribe 

If this email has been forwarded to you, and you would like to receive future newsletters you may register here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, January 3L3L, 20~_4 :~:08 PM 

Leone, Raymond <rleone@fas.harvard.edu> 

Re: Tournament Scheduling 

Ray, your body of work is excellent and I think you will compete with anyone. 

~ent from my Verizon ~’ire/ess 4G L72 D.P,O/D 

"Leone, Raymond" <rleone@fas.harvard.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 
Good to see you at Disney for a second. I want to thank you for all the advice this year. It worked to some degree but it still needs work. 

Our starting players separated themselves so much that our bench was reduced to only 2-3 subs during ivy play. I think my reserves that used to be starters were trying to prove 

too much when they were on the field instead of just playing. 

They tried to prove they should be starting instead of just playing the moment as it came. That is why I am hopeful we will be better at this next year. I do think this was a 

difference in our BU NCAA game. Their subs were stronger than ours and they got us in the end. I think this philosophy of playing more players takes time to take grip not only for 

the ones coming in but also the ones coming out and their acceptance of these new roles. 

Thank you so much for your help and let me know what you think. 

Best, 

Ray 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 1:10 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Update 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Update 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Anson,. 

I hope yon are having a good New Year so far. 

I thought that I would give you m~ update on what’s going on with me. 

We finished our last PLW games back in December. We won the first game 2-0 and I scored both goals. In our next game, we tied 1-1 m~d I scored the oNy goal for 

my team. We had another goal but their keeper knocked it ont of the goal before the AR saw it cross the line. With that goal, we would have finished second in PLW 

but instead we finished fourth. 

I was just getting back to playing a~er having a foot injuly and sitting out for a couple of months. 
Here is our tournament ~hedule tbr the spring; 

Albion tturricane Showcase in Houston, TX 
Phoenix President’s Day Cup SC Del Sol in Phoeni~ AZ 

FC Dallas College Showcase in Friseo, TX 

It is getting ready to get really bus5’ because club practice is going on and high school soccer is s~m~ting. 

This last summer when we ta]ke& you stuted that would I was as fast m~d fit as the top third of your team and that yon were still looldng at your class m~d you 

have never regretted recruiting speed. During one of our phone calls, you mentioned that you might be able to of I~r me at least a walk-on spot. I am getting closer to 

the time when I need to make a decision. I know that you or Chris have not had a chance to see me play since camp and the video I sent yon. I hope that yon will get a 

chance to come and see me. 

I look forward to you letting me know that there is room for me on your team. 

Hope to hear from you soon. 

GO HEELS!!! 



M~yAcademic l~la~ 

An Academic Support Program for UNC Student-Athletes 

P~o~ide a~ad~m i~ p~pa~ati~ a~ademi~ ~uppoi~ 

.......... S~pp~t independent learning ....................................................................................... 

Guide for progress toward degree and graduation 



.............................. My Academic Plan (MAP) 

responsibilities Advancing to Graduation, Buil 
¯ Provide academic 

prepaiation &academic 

support Developing ~eadership 

COMPONENTS 

Weekly or daily 
meeting(s) with academic 

c°unsel°~ .............. 
individua!/Gr°up tut°~ing 

Independent/Guided 

Al~l~ointments with 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 1:12 PM 

@gmaJl.com> 

Re: Summer internship 

We do not have sumlner interns ... good luck!~ ! 

Se~t.#"om my Verizor~ tI:ire[e,~s 4G L)"~ LL~tOIL) 

~gmaJl.com> wrote: 

Ill my name is and I’m an exerci~ ~ience student at I’m currently looking tbr an internship this summer to complete my 

gradualion requirements and gain valuable experience working with a well know sports program. If anything is available please let me know. Thank you 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:49 PM 

@sportsboayd- mn.com> 

Re: NSCAA? 

Very good!! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tYireIe,~s 4G LTE DROLL) 

~sportsboard- win.com> wrote: 

ok, let’s text when we get there. I love my kids too! Ghid you love them too! :-) 

Thanks Anson’. 

~,spo rtsboa rd-win.co m 

w~,Aq.sportsboard-win.co m 

@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyourway #getwithit 

On at 12:09 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~b~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

, I will be in Philly a*~d I have no idea about how post draft player movement goes. I would love to help and I love your kids!’. 

Se.u~,f~’om ~r(v ~’erizort f~re/es’s 4(~ L T[:’ 

~sportsboard- mn.com> wrote: 

Hi, Anson. Happy New Year’. We had a ve~ nice, peaceful holiday here with the girls and now we’re back to the quiet, quiet house. The good news is 

how mnch they do love it in Chapel Hill - which is more than many of their friends can say about their own college experiences "thus far. It’s all good. I 

know you went thru it when your kids left. How long did it take you mad       to adjnst?? 

Wondering if you will be in Philly next week’? I can’t i~nagine Dino will be up for that travel and don’t know if be no~mally goes, but I do remember 

speaking to you at that convention one ye~ar over the phone. (I actually think yon were on an elliptical or bike or something. )      and I would love to 

connect with you ifyon’ll be there and briefly update you on exciting enhancements to our sof~vare as well as grouCh in our custotner base.., wotnen’s 

soccer is now our largest sport! 

We are also meeting wiff           to discuss digitizing data for coaches for recruiting purposes. He is a huge proponent of SportsBoard and we’re 

planning to effect big positive change in how coaches can do their jobs on the fields at showcases across the countD~, as you know. Any introductions 

you could make for me wonld be most welcome. We are happy to have Dino, Chris and Tom on our Adviso~ Council and happy to report that things 

are going very well here! 

Thanks, please let me know if you think your schedule will a~low.., we can also be very spontaneous as we get there and you see a window tbr cott~e or 

something. And I guess the dratt is "taking place there, and       name is in the hat. I realize this is a separate conversation, but if she is drafted, what is 

her obligation to actually play for that tea,n? It’s an exciting opportuni~, without a doubt, and would cause her to revise her plans for this yea* - we’re 

letting her follow her heart on this one. 

Hope to see you next week’. 

c~ 



,@,s po rts boa rd-wi n. co m 

v¢w~v sportsboard-win com 

@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyourway #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 2:11 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < ~gmaJl.com> 

Fwd: Prozone Convention Lecture - Interpret and Apply Performance Data 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Prozone Convention Lecture - Interpret aM Apply Performance Data 
From: NSCAA <lW@nscaa.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl .unc.edu> 
CC: 

At this year’s NSCAA Convention, Prozone will be delivering a unique masterclass designed to help 
coaches understand how analytics can be applied to the training and player recruitment processes. 

Taking place the morning after the 2014 MLS SuperDraft, Prozone representatives will analyze the draft 
and demonstrate the value of performance analysis to player recruitment and soccer coaching in 
general 

Friday, January 17 2014, 8-10:30am 

NSCAA Convention, Philadelphia, Room CC - 114 

Showing how data can be manipulated to create meaningful and practical performance insights, the 
session will highlight the journey of information from knowledge to action. Focusing on ways in which 
coaches can generate more valuable and insightful performance information, the masterclass will cover 
a fascinating range of analytical topics. 

Showcasing recent developments in soccer analytics, Prozone’s industry experts will highlight real- 
world examples of data being applied to positively influence on-field performance. Demonstrating 
innovative analysis of player movement, passing relationships and team style, the research will be 
presented in the context of player recruitment to tie-in with the MLS SuperDraft. 

There will also be an opportunity to find out about Prozone’s performance analysis education programs 
which were delivered in the USA for the first time last year. 

We hope you can join us in Philadelphia for what promises to be a fantastic event. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

EmaiiI Website I S~md 1:o u~ ~ri~!nd 

To unsubscfibe to this email list, please click here. 



(by clicking the link below you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, January 3L3L, 20~_4 2:15 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@un¢.edu> 

Fwd: Career programs on Jan. 14 and Jan. 28 

Can you send this? 

Sent~om my Verizon Wireless 4G L72 DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Career programs on Jan. 14 and Jan. 28 

From: "Gelin, Dana E" <dgelin@unc.edu> 

To: UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa_headcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi Coaches, 

The following email has gone out to your student-athletes via ACS. Wanted to keep you in the loop, too. Please encourage your team members -- particularly juniors and seniors -- 

to attend! 

Best, 

Dana 

Be A Great Candidate 

Jan. 14, 7-8 p.m., Loudermilk 3rd floor 

During the spring, many of you will be looking for jobs and internships. Join us Tuesday night for tips on being a great candidate: how to 

kickstart your search, present your credentials in the best way possible and ace the interview. 

This program will be a great way to prepare for the annual Student-Athlete Career Fair, which is set for Jan. 28, 6:30-8 p.m., also on the third 

floor of LoudermiIk. 
Mark your calendars for the 28th and lnake plans to join us next Tuesday, Jan. 14. 

If you have any questions, please let ~ne know: dge]m@uncaa.unc.edu or 919-962-0083. 

Happy 20141 

- Dana 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 
Associate Dilector of Afhletic Comrqunicaiior~s 

Coc.r.di:’~afor of Cc~,s.er Develc.rx’r~,s.rff for ’5tc~derH-Athiefes 
Dgelin @ur~c.edu ~ ,o i ?--?62.-0083 
P,O, Box 212t~, Chapel Hill NC, 27515 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 2:26 PM 

.la~n Sisneros < @gmaJl.com> 

Fwd: Start the New Year Oil, by Improving Your Program 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Start the New Year Offby Improving Your Program 

From: nsa@da~fish.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

If you are looking to improve your program, no matter what sport you are coaching, then you need to talk to Dartfish 
about our great video analysis solutions. 

We have everything you need to be successful integrating video analysis into your program: 

Simple, but powerful, award winning mobile apps that fulfill many of your on-the-go analysis needs. 
o Dartfish Express for IOS devices - do skill analysis on the fly 
o EasyTag for all mobile devices - tag your highlights for practices and games in real time 

Advanced analysis coaching stations that run on PC’s and Nacs - do advanced skill analysis and advanced 
game/match tagging using almost any camera technology available today (HD and IP Cameras). 
Dartfish TV - a robust sharing platform that understands and plays all the analysis you do and enables you to share 
privately with all your players and other coaches. 
Great training on all our products, either on-line or in person. 
Consultancy and expertise from highly trained experts in technology and your sport. 

We have solutions that will fit any budget. You would be surprised how inexpensive it really is to get a great solution. 

Call us at 888-655-3850 or email us at usa@dartfish.com. Get started now by downloading Dartfish Express. 



Danish USA i 6505 SY~iioh Road, ~]uite 110-B i Aiphare~a, GA 30005 I ~.~j iContact- T~ It Free! 
l.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Saturday, 2:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@uuc.edu>; Jasou Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: Cal South Regiou IV ODP Rosters 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Cal South Region IV ODP Rosters 

From: Jasou Sisneros~          ~gmaJl.com> 

To: "Ducar, Chris" ~<tucar@uuc.edu~,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son@email.uuc.edu~ 
CC: 

University of North Carolina ~Vomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Dil~ector of Match Analysis I Volunteer Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 2:35 PM 

David Kenney ~ @gmM.com> 

Re: NSCAA Convention in Philadelphia 

Convention is busy for me .... 

Ses~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ II%eie,~s 4G L)’~ L)?tOIL) 

David Kenney < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson! 

I saw that you were going to be at the NSCAA convention next week. I’ll be up there too, I’m really excited for it’. I was wondering if you’d have a chance to get 

together aaad catch up for a bit? Maybe a quick sandmch or cheesesteak somewhere. If not in Philly, then tnaybe when we get back borne. Hope you’re doing well! 

David Ke~mey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, January 11, 2014 2:38 PM 

Bob Kepner <[x~bkepne@hpw.com>; Ducar, Clms <ducar@unc.edu>; bill palladiuo < ~aol.com>; Ja~n Sisneros 
~gmail.com>; SmMer, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Program profile 

Love to help.., all your ideas are excellent! I roll fill that table ruth Tom’s help. 

Sem.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#rele,~s 4G L)~E L)ROIL) 

Bob Kepner <bobkepner@hpw.com> wrote: 

In re-reading what I wrote to you, I qulcldy real~ed that every year of the program should be recognized, not only those in the national championship 
years. The profile presents the complete picture. Do you fed that it is a lair representation of the progran~? If you do, I will include it in the display. By 
the way, I found out from Ray that he wrote the profile based on his o~n recollections and ~¥ikipedia. 

Bob 

On Thu, Jan 9, 2014 at 3:34 PM, Bob Kepuer <bobkepner~hpw.com> wrote: 

Good afte~aoon,/u~son, and Happy New Year. 

I would like to use either the attached prof’de for the HOF display for the program or a variation of it. Would either approach be acceptable to you? 

Ray provided the profile when he nominated the program for consideration. I don’t know what the source of the profile is. 

My plan is to remove the photograph in the profile and replace it, hopefully with your help, with a composite photograph that includes all of file UNC 

women’s soccer national champions. Do you like the idea’? Can you help me? If not, can you tell me who to contact in the UNC Sports Information 

office. 

I hope that you and 

25. 
plan to attend the banquet this year. You probably recall that it will be at the North Raleigh Hilton on Saturday, January 

On a separate note, as one of the honorees tiffs year, the wolnen’s program will be given a table of 8 on a complimentary basis. I would like to provide 

22 complimentary seats, but we simply don’t have the funds to do that. Have you given any thought to who might be seated at the table of 8? It would 

be great, of course, to have at least one player from each team attend,      told me that she plans to attend and that her husband,      ~dll attend 

with her. Also, I believe that    will attend. Having many others present would be wonderful. Would you be willing to consider contacting Mia? 

I ani willing to help in whatever lnanner you would like. I would appredate a response fi’om you. You can call me at any thne at my cellular number, 

Bob and Margaret Kepner, Realtors 

P e~b~Tnance, Not Promises! 

Coldwell Banker Howard Perry and Walston 

Office direct line: 919-644-8704 

Bob’s cellular: 

Margaret’s cellulm: 

Fax: 919-241-1023 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 9:44 AM 

Christian I,avers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu: @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: NSCAA Panel Discussion - Final Ove~’iew 

Thank you Christian ._ see you soon1! 

From: Christian Lavers [mai[to:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 

Sent: Thursday, January 09, 20:t4 9:23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; jgabarra@skybluesoccer.com; ’Randy Waldrum’; jellis@ussoccer.org; ’Rory Dames’ 
Cc: clavers@usclubsoccer.org 
Subject: NSCAA Panel Discussion - Final Overview 

All - 

Again, thank you for being a part of the NSCAA Panel next Friday. This will be the final "preparation" email, unless there are questions, concerns, or other 

comments that anyone wants to raise. First, the basics: 

Topic: "Modern issues in Female Player Development - From Youth to Professional." 

Date: Friday, January 17 

Time: :1:00 PM 

Room: CC-108 

I understand the NWSL draft starts at :10:00 AM -and it is just down the hall (CC-113C). It is slotted to run until :1:00 PM, which I believe is longer than expected, so 

hopefully there should be little difficulty in getting to the panel. Please keep me posted by text               if there looks like there will be a delay for anyone. 

The format of the panel will be pretty simple. (Since this is the first time I have moderated a panel, any of you can feel free to tell me if you think a different 

format will work better!) 

introduction and Preliminary Comments: I will introduce each of you individually with a condensed version of your bios. After each of your introduction, 

there will be a minute or so for each of you to make any general comment to the audience, fill in any gaps in the bio you feel I missed, or make any 

statement about your role in or vision for the women’s game moving forward that you want to make. 

2) Basic Q&A Structure: After the introduction, I will make a few short comments about the topic generally, and the areas we will likely touch on over the 

course of the discussion. Then, we will start the panel discussion. My preliminary plan is to ask a question specifically to 1-2 people for the initial response, 

allow time for others on the panel to comment on these initial answers, add a different take on the issue, or raise related issues, and then move to another 

question directed to a different person for the initial response. In my opinion, the more the panel discusses and comments back and forth on a topic, 

debates an issue, or generally shares thoughts with each other on the topic, the more interesting and valuable the discussion will be - so don’t hesitate to 

interject at any point. To keep us moving forward, we will generally limit discussion on a topic to 5 minutes and then I will try and move us to the next 

question. If a specific topic seems to be highly entertaining and interesting, or have a lot of opinions, we will keep it going a little longer. 

3) Questions. Below are some of the questions that will be asked, in no particular order. Again, please feel free to suggest additional questions or different 

questions that you think would be good to include or better than those below. Also, if there are some questions that you really want to weigh in on - let 

me know. 

a. How would you describe the current state o,f the women’s game in the United States, looking at it broadly,from top to bottom ? 

b. Looking back over the past 10 years, what do you think are the biggest changes in the women’s game in the United States generally, or at each level 

(youth, college, pro,fessional, national team)? 

c Generally, looking at today’s efite youth and college players, what do you think are the biggest strengths and weaknesses overall in these players ? 

d. Do you think players,from across the world ore catching up to American women’s soccer, and i,f so why? What is required to change this? 

e. I,f you could make i-2 major changes in women’s soccer in the US now, what would they be ? They can be structural or coaching or competition 

related, and could be focused on certain levels or at the game overall? 

,f. Beyond technical ability, what do you think are the 1-2 attributes that are most important in a young player success,fully progressing into a youth 

national team, a top college, and ultimately into the pro,fessional ranks and,full national team? 

g. What are the 1-2 most important messages you think that coaches o,f youth,female players in the United States should hear? 

h. Looking at your personal career or at other coaches you respect in the game, what is the most important thing that you believe makes a coach 

success,ful, and looking back what would you do di,f,ferently in your own coaching career? 

i. In youropinion, whatare the mostcommon strengths o,ftop coaches inyouth?ln college?In pro,fessionalsoccer?Are there areas thatyousee that 

consistently reduce impact o,f good coaches, or prevent them,from being more success,ful? 

j. What are the biggest challenges in coaching,female players at di,f,ferent ages? 

k. Did you have a key moment, a key opportunity, or a key event that you look in hindsight that was a turning point in your coaching career? 

L What do you think the women’s game at the highest level will look fike in 5 years ? What about the college game ? The youth game? 

4) Conclusion: With about 2 minutes left in the slot, I will wrap-up the panel with a quick summary of common themes and comments that occurred and, 

hopefully, a question / challenge for the audience to leave with. 

Again - please don’t hesitate to add your thoughts or suggested questions to this list. I am excited to work with everyone, and to hear all of your opinions! This 

should be a great opportunity for the audience and everyone listening! 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmman..~ 13, 2014 12:02 PM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.~mc.edu:~; Larry GaJlo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Vangelder, Marielle A 
<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; TONY YOUNT (tow.yount@gmail.com) 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~ _ ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisnerosl ~s@gmaJl.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu; ~ 

Subject: I%V: Letter to the Editor 

Attach: Letter to the editor.docx 

[.adi~:~s a]]d gen[lem~:~tL 

(:h~-_~ck out this wond~-_~rful "lett,-_~r to the editor" that s just sent into the News and Observer. The press has bee]] a relet~[:~ess ba[:ter~ng ram agains[: 

our athletic department and University of ~ate and so of[en ~t ~s a one dimens~onsl/unbaianced sto~’y. ~f they print [h~s, ~t w~li give a more complete pictu~e. 

St~l~, "some of us" do need to do a better job acadern~cal~y and we have to he~p you structure your t~me and I~ves to get th~s done~ ~ ~ndude rnysN[: in th~s cr~t~dsm~ 

Hopefully, what we are tryh~g to do now ~s a best practice with o~Jr effort to graduate everyone that wants to p~ay pro in December of their senior year~ The athletic 

department has seen this proMem we are having and they have responded by jumping ~n w~th unprecedented summer scholarship money to help more and more 

Of I.ES 

Uk~mate~y, ~t sti~ comes down to the basics: going to class, going ~o work every day and grinding d~rough every homework assignment and compete (l~ke so many 

of you do so we~l) for top grades and e~ite perfom~snces ~n the classroom. The goal is no[ undoab~e: ~et’s ]~ve above a 3.0 as a team AND as individuals. Ou~ 

academic stars w~]~ a~ways be among the best students ~n ChapN H~I~, so ~ do not worry about them. ket’s al~ see what our scholars are do~ng and keep up with 

them. 

A~ the best[~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Euter ema~l subject here 

From-" 

Sent: Thursday, ¯ :t2:’35 I~M’ 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Enter email subject here Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._[i_c___[<___[~_#_[’__e- 

My name is . I am a student athlete 
from . I am interested in ~ompeting in college for the 

semestel~ 

As a prospect of the College Prospects of America program, I am well 
informed and assisted in the steps and requirements to compete in the 
United States. 
If (my academic and athletic results below are a fit for your program, you 
can contact me directly by responding to this e-mail or at: 

Questions About This 

Prospect? 

[ ~i Image removed by 
...... sender 



...... removed by 

sender¯ 

Este mensaje de correo electr6nico fue enviado a anson@uncaa.unc.edu, por Ll)_r_e_y__n__a__~_c_p__o__a_La_=_c__o__m__ 

Eliminaci6n instant~nea con SafeUnsubscribeTM Pol[tica de privacidad. 

College Prospects of America I 12682 College Prospects Drive I Logan I OH I 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 4:49 PM 

Ted Williams <twilliam@Cem~flow.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: St. Louis Arch grouuds 2015 fly through video 

VeW cool ... loved doing the sho~v! ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ted Williams [mailto:twilliams(i~)Cerrnflow.com] 
Sent: Saturday, January 11, 2014 2:57 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~iect: St Louis Arch grounds 2015 fly through video 

As I described this A.M. - a very cool video of the architectural plans for the Gateway Arch ground unprovements scheduled to be completed in 2015. 

http://www youtube com/watch?v AScQ 

Safe travels my friends 

Ted 
CON"IqDENTIAI ,r]?Y NOTICE: 

This message may contain confidential information and is intended only for the individual(s) named above. If you are not a named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy 
this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system E-mail transmission carmot be guaranteed to be 
secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses The sender does not accept liability for any errors or 
omissions in the contents of this message. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: coach refereuce 

From: 

Sent: Saturday 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: coach reference 

Coach, 

5:02 PM 
~cuernail.net] 

My club coach has coached some of the best college players in the uatiou so you cau believe that he knows what he’s talking about when he praJ ses my game. He has 

oue of the best records in club soccer aaad has led teams to mauy elite championships. 

i.~iilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 4:53 PM 

Ted Williams <twilliam@Cem~flow.com> 

I~E: Rampone - did play soccer at Monmouth (obviously in secret) 

So she did play soccer!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ted ;Vllliams [mailto:twilliams@Cerroflo;v.com] 
Sent: Saturday, Januaw 11, 2014 6:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Rampone - did play soccer at Momnouth (obviously in secret) 

Rampone attended IVlonmouth University, located in West Long Branch, New Jersey, after being highly recruited by nearly ever5, m~jor college in the country[citation needed] At 
Monmouth, she excelled as a three-sport athlete in soccer, basketball, and lacrosse. During her senior year, she opted to ease away from her starting point guard basketball position to train 
and travel with the United States women’s national soccer team. On the Momnouth soccer field, Rampone was a two-time Northeast Conference Player of the Year selection and First Team 
All Mid-Atlantic Region selection, posting ten multiple-goal games in her senior year She finished her collegiate soccer career with a start in all 80 games, led her team with 79 career goals 
and 54 assists, and was Monmuuth’s recurd hulder fur guals, assists, and points in a season.[3] 

CONFIDENTIA[ATY NO’IICE: 

This message may contain cunfidential information and is intended only for the individual(s) named above. If you are not a named addressee, you shuuld not disseminate, distribute or cupy 
this e-mail Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail ifyuu have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail fi’um your system E-mail transmission cannot be guaranteed to be 
secure ur error-free as informatiun could be intercepted, currupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or cuntain viruses. The sender does not accept liability for any errurs or 
omissions in the cuntents of this message. Ifverificatiun is required, please request a hard-copy versiun. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 4:56 PM 

Ted Williams <twilliam@Cem~flow.com> 

I~E: Soccer Saturday audio from today 

Thanks Ted’.! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ted ;Vllliams [mailto:twilliams@Cerroflo;v.com] 
Sent: Saturday, Januauv 11, 2014 9:54 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer Saturday audio from today 

Full show- audio can be found here. http://www stlunitedl’c net/ 

Ted 
COiX~’IDENTIALITY NOTICE: 

This message may contain confidential information and is intended only for the individual(s) named above. If you are not a named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy 
this e-mail Please noul~ the sender ~rnmedia~ely by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and de(ere th~s e-marl lkom your system. E-mail transmission canno~ be guuranteed to be 
secure or error-free as information could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or comain viruses. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or 
omissions in the contents of this message. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON); 

Monday 4:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: ECNL Sanford, Florida National Event 

From: _~gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, :t0:02 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ECNL Sanford, Florida National Event 

Dear Coach, 
Thank you for coming to watch me play with the          ECNL team in Sanford, Florida. I will be attending ECNL Ft Worth/Arlington, Texas showcase on Friday, 

¯ I will follow up with my schedule for this ECNL national event. I am very interested in your school because of it’s fine academic reputation and great soccer program. 
appreciate you making the effort to attend my games in Sanford, Florida and hope that you will be able to see me play again in the near future. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, January 13, 2014 5:03 PM 

!0@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: 7:30 PM EST ... Summer and the US U-20 Women’. ! 

Ladies, 

Fox Soccer Plus toNght _.. Summer Green and the U-20 Nat’l Youth Team! 

continu~-_~d success for you i~nd ~:he US!!! My best to Horan!! 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2014 5:09 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Soccer On TV: Sunday, 3anuary 12, 2014 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

3unday, Jan. 12, 2014 
%:: Image 

..... removed by 

sender 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

Italian Serie A leader duventus is in action in Sunday morning. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed hem, many neb,~orks make TV programming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is uix~ated daffy throughout the week. 

:: ~:~;; :: Image 

...... removed by 

sender¯ 

Share Thi~ 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

SUNDAY, January I2 

BelN SPORT 

Italy CAGLIARI-JUVENTUS (live) 9 am. 

France EVlAN-MARSEILLE (live) 11 am. 
Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Italy SASSUOLO-AC MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (delay) 5 pm. 

italy HELLAS VERONAS-NAPOLI (delay) 7 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland INVERNESS-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England STOKE CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11:15 am. 



BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Italy ROMA-GENOA (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-OSASUNA (live) 11 am. 

Spain ESPANYOL-REAL MADRID (live) 1 pm. 

Spain LEVANTE-MALAGA (live) 3 pm. 

italy CAGLIARI-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico PUEBLA-MONTERREY (live) 1 pm. 

MUN2 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER CITY (live) 9 am. 

England STOKE CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11:15 am. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico TOLUCA4VIORELIA (live) 12:50 pm. 

France LILLE-REIMS (live) 2:55. 
Mexico CHIVAS GUADALAJARA-CHIAPAS (live) 5:50 pm. 

UNI[V~S 

Mexico TOLUCA4VlORELIA (live) 12:50 pm. 

Mexico CHIVAS GUADALAJARA-CHIAPAS (live) 5:50 pro. 

BelN SPORT 

italy SAMPDORIA-UDINESE (live) 1 pm. 

Italy INTER MILAN-CHIEVO (live) 3 pm. 

France LYON-SOCHAUX (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Cocacaf U=20 Women’s Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England ASTON VILLA-ARSENAL (live) 3 pm= 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain VILLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 4 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 5 pro. 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 7 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Cocacaf U-20 Women’s Championship USA-GUATEMALA (live) 7:30 pm. 

TUESDAY, Jar~ua~y I4 

BelN SPORT 

Coupe de France BORDEAUX-PSG (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ALMERIA-RACING (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey ATLETICO MADRID-VALENCIA (live) 3:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT 

Tim Cup AC MILAN-SPEZIA (live) Noon. 

Tim Cup NAPOLI-ATALANTA (live) 3 

Coupe de France LYON-MARSEILLE (delay) 5 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey ESPANYOL-ALCORCON (live) 1:30 pm. 

Copa Del Rey OSASUNA-REAL MADRID (live) 3:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay EMELEC-VELEZ SARSFIELD (live) 5 pm. 

Uruguay DEFENSOR-DANUBIO (live) 7 pro. 

BeIN PLAY 

Tim Cup CATANIA-SIENA (live) 9:45 am. 

Copa Del Rey BILBAO-BETIS (live) 1:15 pm. 

Copa Del Rey LEVANTE-RAYO (live) 3:15 pro. 



THU~AY~ d~nu~ry 1 ~ 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Copa Del Rey VILLARREAL-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 2 

Copa Del Rey GETAFE-BARCELONA (live) 4 pm. 

FRID~’~Y, J~n~ary 17 

BelN SPORT 

France SAINT ETIENNE-LILLE (live) 2:30 pm. 

BelN SPORT en Espanol 

Spain MALAGA-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

GOLTV 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 5 

Uruguay TBD-TBD (live) 7 pro. 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, Jan. 12, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

Froml 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

2:35 PM 
~ncsasports.org] On Behalf O’ ~me.com 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I am very interested in yonr soccer program at UNC. I am currently a gradnate playing for the. team and the 

ECNL team. I would love tbr you to have the optx~rtunity to watch my team and I play this February in Texas for the ECNL event. We will be wearing 

either black or white. Our games are February 21 at 12:00 on Rolling ttills tield #15, the 22nd at 2:00 on Rolling Hills field #15, and the 23rd at 8:00 AM on Rolling 

Hills field #13. My number is 39. I hope you get the chance to see me play. Thanks tbr your time! 

Click !i~i’~!~’_;_ to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 5:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Sunday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

~cuemail.net] 

Good Afternoon Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                                                   and I am very excited to be on my way to the next chapter oflitb! Not only is Chapel Hill my 

dream college, but I wonld love to be apart yonr women’s soccer team! To be able to be a.                 and wear the university’s colors on my jersey wonld be 

the dream. I have played soccer since I was ~ven years old and have played in several state clubs and for my school since the 7th grade. I have had the opportunity to 

be coached under some of the best coaches in                , school and club. I have played on my school’s Varsity teach since my t?eshman year and won the 

Scholm Athlete awaxd for not only having the highest Gt A in the entire school, but for showing great leadership on and offthe field. It would be a privilege just to be 

able to have NC University at Chapel Hill consider me as a possible contender, not only to enter the school, but to also be a~ athlete. I am veu interested in your 

prograa~ and would love nothing more than be apart of i!! Being able to play and stu@ with some of the best students and players in the country and build lifelong 

friendships with them would be indescribable. If there is an~hing I need to do or ifI need to send you more itffo~mation, please let me know! Thaaak yon for your titne, 

and I hope to hear back from yon soon! 

GO HEELS! 

Sincerely, 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this li N to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) l@aol.com 

FW: Women’s Soccer ID Camp 

DinoiChris, 

Who should I send these to? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Sunday 12:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; pacman@uncaa.edu 
Subject: Women’s Soccer ID Camp 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                  md I am a suphumure at                                             I play club succer with 
attending une ofyuur Wumen’s Soccer ID camps at UNC Chapel Hill this year. Can yuu please send me the dates ufthe upcum~ng camps. 

Regards, 

I am vepf interested in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 5:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Please ~:otlow 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday 5:38 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Alber~ ~ IV 
Subject’, 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I wanted to alert you to the fact you may have a potential contributor falling into your lap next year. My daughter, 

is applying to Chapel Hill and if she is accepted, is interested in trying out for your squad, is a National 
Honor Society member and the leading scorer for the girls soccer team here in She. has 

is very unselfish, and is just as t~api~y ~etting up h£r teammates. Unfortunately, it was often left to to get the 
ball into the back of the net. She is a little shy off the field, but sheds that as soon as the whistle blows. 
I am attaching a photo and a news clipping from the of the 
Week, when she scored 10 goals in a 4 game span (all wins) earlier this year. (The person who wrote the copy is the top 
sports reporter in the region.) 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 5:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: CDL Showcase Eveent Feb. 2014 

From:           _~aol.com [mailtc           @aol.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2014 11:44 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; CDL Showcase Eveent Feb. 2014 
Dear Coach: 

Re: CDL Showcase Event Feb. ]4th - ]8th ,2014 in Tampa, Fla. 

You are invited to attend this year’s Premier Soccer Event through Got Soccer which will have elite Club Players from Central Florida and the eastern USA. We look forward to 
having you and feel free to bring other coaches on your staff. 
To Register in Got Soccer: Cut and paste the following link 

or go to vwvw.cdleague.com, click the banner, click College Coach Link to register 
I will be making the hotel and travel arrangements for the College Coaches and need to know some information to secure your reservation at the grand Sheraton Suites Hotel 
which is our host hotel for the tournament. 
We also have a shuttle van in use during the tournament to shuttle coaches from the airpotl to the hotel, to the fields, and the College Coaches Social Saturday night 8:00 
to 11:00 PM which will have food, open bar and incredible atmosphere being held at the Sheraton Suites Hotel compliments of the tournament. 

All hotel rooms and the transpontation van are gratis to the coaches beinq paid for by the tournament. 

Piease advise by return emai!i 

1. Nights you will need a room for - Thursday, Friday, Saturday, or Sunday ? 

2. Will you need use of the shuttle or will you have your own transportation? 

3. Are you able to share a room with a fellow coach or prefer a room alone? 

4. Prefer a room with a Queen/Queen or King? 

Upon receiving your reply, I will make your reservation and send you a confirmation number and details of the hotel reservation. Please do not call the hotel 
direct as all hotel arrangements for College Coaches are being arranged thru myself. 
Teams accepted have been posted on the tournament web site- www.cdleanqUe.com. 
Looking forward to hearing from you! 

Steve Kimbrell, 
CDL Showcase Coordinator 

@aol.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 5:14 PM 

@aol.com 

EW: ECNL Girls Hitting Your Camp Website 

From: Elite College Sports [mailto:info@leagueunited.com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2014 11:09 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: ECNL Girls Hitting Your Camp Website 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

~ gottow art of the top women’s 

soccer on Facebook. 

.~i Image remov’ed bysender 



League United Inc 163 Sideo:Jt Rosd i Redding, CT ~689r~ 

~:: Image 

iContact - Try 

It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From-" 

Sent: Sunday, ~:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Anson, 

Hapw New Year! and hope you had a wonderthl holiday. 

Just thought I’d write this note to let you know that I would be very intereffted in experiencing what University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill has to offer. I looked at 

your Academic & Soccer program and it appears that it could be a good fit for what I am looking to achieve. I can be contacted personally as of 

so I thought I’d let you ki~ow that I aa~ interested in the possibility of attending the University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill. 

Look forward to hearing from you. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: UNC Soccer 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Sunday, 7:56 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert ~ IV 
S,,bject: UNC Soccer 

Hi, rm I know i am only a freshman bnt its always better to start early fl~en to late. I 

live in Tallahassee, Florida. Right now i play club ball year round for I also play for my high school, I have been playing soccer for 

quite some time. 11 years now to be exact. The game is apart of me. I love the adrenaline rush i get before every gmne. The best part of soccer is you play as a team 

and through out the season everyone on your teammates become thmily. Soccer memos more then fl~e world to me, so i definitely want to get into an outstanding 

College mfl~ a great soccer program. I have been looking into [INC and ta~ing note abx~ut not only the athletics but al~, "the academics. I would like to major in 

physical therapy and North Carolina is one of the colleges where i can do that. North Carolina also has a great soccer team. When ever i know the gifts have gmnes i s 

it down and watch. I take notes on just about every move they make so i can learn from them. Because to me they are some of the best and i am always striving to be 

better then the best. The soccer program over there is just phenomenal. I’ll work harder each day so that i can make my dream/goal happen of playing for your team. 

Sincerely, 

iXiilmage 
removed by 
sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 5:19 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Convention Update 

From: ProConnect Sports [mailto:info@proconnectsports.net] 

Sent: Sunday, January 12, 2014 9:12 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Convention Update 
Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in ProConnect Sports. Don’t f:orget to add inFo@proconnectsports.net to your 
address book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if: you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

removed by ~ removed [5’ removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by rernoved by 
sender. | sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender 

I 

removed by 

sender. 

Forward this email 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to ansc~n@uncaa.unc.edu by info@procormectsports.net :: 
Update ! ref:[le]gma[[~ddr~ £nstant removal witi~ Saf:eUns~bscdba ’’ [’riv~cy Pg!J~2. 
ProConnect Sports :: PO Box 741 i Gilbertsville :: PA 19525 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 5:22 PM 

Kevin Sims @yahoo.cam> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: NSCAA 

Kevh"b 

My issue is time... How much would this take? I love the NSCAA a~d everything it does but I am alwa¥~ stretched too thin~ 

From: Kevin Sims            @yahoo.cam] 
Sent; Sunday, January 12, 2014 10:38 PH 
Subject; NSCAA 

If so elected, would vou be ready-, willing and able to set~-e on the NSCAA Board of Governors Advisory CounciP 

Board of Governors Advisory Council. There shall be a Board of Governors that shall advise the Board of Directors and staff on issues affecting the 

Association. There shall be 10 members of the Board of Governors. Nominations for the Board of Governors will be made by the Board of Directors and/or 
Board of Governors prior to the Board of Governors" annual meeting at the NSCAA Annual Convention. The Board of Directors shall elect each year during its 

annual meeting at the convention, two members who shall serve five-year terms. The Board of Governors will recommend a chair, who must be a member of 

the Board of Governors with at least three years remaining in his/herterm, to the President. The chair of the Board of Governors may attend meetings of the 

Board of Directors and Executive Committee as a non-voting liaison. Any member of the Board of Governors may call a special meeting of the Board of 

Governors in a time of crisis. The Board of Governors may also conduct a meeting, normally by conference call, prior to the Board of Directors mid-year 

meeting. The Immediate Past President shall serve as the Executive Committee liaison, and the Chief Executive Officer shall serve as the staff liaison. 

Thanks for your consideration and prompt reply. 

Respectfully, 

Kevin 

Kevin M. Sims 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America, Board of Directors~ High School Girls Representative 

http://www.nscaa.com/conm~urfi~y/constituents/high--school 

704-616-7786 
:llay the road ri~e to meet you. May the wind be always at your back. May the sun shine warm upon your face, the rains fall soft upon your fields, and 

until we meet again, Map" God hold you in the palm of his hand 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 5:22 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com) 

I~W: Match AnaJ ~sis News 

From: Match Analysis [mailto:info=matchanalysis.com@mai167.atl:t:t.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of Match Analysis 
Sent: Monday, January :t3, 20:t4 4:00 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Match Analysis News 

January 2014: 
Match Analysis News 

X Image removed by sender. 
Following the successful installation of K2+ Panoramic Camera 

Systems in every Major League Soccer and Liga MX stadium, 

Match Analysis has been the focus of a number of news features 

discussing the benefits leagues and clubs gain from using the system 

K2 is a state of the art tool designed to capture high resolution full pitch 

video, track players, and create advanced interactive visualizations that 

enable players, technical staff, coaches, managers and officials to see, 

understand, and communicate every event of every match. 

-- The Match Analysis Team 

Watch the K2 Panoramic Video Demo. 

Image removed by sender¯ Inside World 

Football 

Ilaatch AnNysis Launches Game AnNysis 
System into European  arketplace 

The leading Nor[h American match analysis a¢.,d statistical provider lbr Ioo[baii 

,’,soccer} is expa~,ding i,,’~[o [he Europea,,’~ ma,,"ketplace w~th ~ts s~[e o~ game and 

pedormance ana~ys~s too~s, 

Match Ana~ys~s, based ~n the San Francisco area, ~s targeths9 clubs and ~eagues 

hs a b~d to "change the culture" of strategic and techn~ca~ ana~ys~s. ~__~_£[~ 



Sporting Kansas 
City Wins Dramatic 
~LS Cup in Penalty 

Shootout 

Of the last 12 MLS Cups, Match 

Anaiysis ciie~sts have been victorious 

on I 0 occassions. This season’s 

winners Spo~ing Kansas City turned 

to Match Analysis for video and 

technical snslysis at the beg~n~ng o~ 

{he 2013 sesson. Read ~ere 

i.~.i Image removed by sender. Sporting Kansas City 
MLS Cup Winners 

Image removed by sender Santos K2 

Panoramic Video Garners 
There’s No Hiding 
Place from the K2 
Panoramic Video 
Cameras 

With i~ Panoramic Cameras aobody 

car’,, Mde! Every m,,ovemenl of every 

piayer ,’,P, ot to menfioP, tile coaches 

a,,’]d referees) is visible every moment 

of the m~tch~ 

Check out the K2 Panoramic Video 

view at a few of o~r ~ Stadiums, 

UCLA Women’s 
Soccer Power 
Through NCAA 
Championship 
U,,",,’ive.,,"t~i,~y of C;-,’,lifo.,,"P.,i~’,.~ Los.:- 

A~’.,{~eles Wo.,,",,",,e,,’*, Wi,,’,, /"hei,," Fi,,"s~ 

First year Match Analysis client; UCLA 

Wome~Ys Soccer won its first NCAA 

championship in program history 

defeatiag Florida State 1-.0, in 

ove,,"[ime in Gary, No~ti~ CaroiiP, a 

Read more 

::~i Image removed by sender. UCLA Women’s 

Soccer NCAA National Champions 

TEA~ta~k Discusses Performance Analysis 
Technology with I1aatch Analysis 



TI’.,e rise of periBrmance ar’.,aiysis in lbotbaii has beer’., weii-documented but Britisi~ 

clubs are stiil lagging weli behind their rivals across the Atlantic wisen it comes to 

makin9 sense of the reams of data now availabie, Read ~aore 

i~’{ Image removed by sender. TEAMtalk 

O~ir mailir~9 8ddr~;ss is: 

1501 Powell Street Suite" 

Emei}~iii¢, CA 94608 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 5:28 PM 

Ja~)n Sisneros t ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: Develop you team ruth ~nodem video ~Elysis 

From: Interplay-sports [mailto:info@interplay-sports.com] 

Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 8:08 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Develop you team with modern video analysis 

If you are in Philly, please visit us at booth 
447 ia the Exhibit Hall! 

The use of video analysis 
American football is very skilled in using video 

analysis at the youth club, high school, college and pro 

level, 

Football has a huge history of use of video analysis and 

a bright future of continued innovation. 

American football has dedicated video analysis coaches 

that give in-house support to the team. They perform live 

analysis during the games and training. 

Image removed by sender. 

What do Top tea~s in US.a,? 

Unlike American football and clubs in European Soccer, 

the top teams in US Soccer are sending their analysis to 

service companies that make a standard analysis that is 

similar for all and you have to wait a couple of days to get 

the informatie~ 

The soccer clubs do not build up their expertise in 

video analysis and opponent scouting. All analysis is 

equal with the same parameters in the analysis. 

What can you do different?. 

Interplay offers you and your team a sofbzare that makes 

it easy for you to create good video analysis. You can 

use your own language and terms in the analysis to look 

for interesting relationships in the game You can make 

good and interesting feedback to your players and 

support your team with one or two cameras, half time 

review or an effective time saving past u’r!u’lV.sis after the 

What are the benefits? 

¯ You can access the information when the game 

is fresh in the minds of the players and coaches. 

¯ Video analysis is an important educational tool. 

generation ana~ys~s too~ 

~nd~vid~a~ pbyem and 

IsterDlay is an "In-House" 
software. The internet is 

downbad of ~n~erp~ay 
se$.~,a~e and shadng 

Aii analyzed games .stay 
year laptop ready for 

bcafion. No ~eed for wM 
connections, h~terpby 

.snd sha~e the into�rustles 



¯ It is easy to visualize situations when you have 

video. 

¯ It is easy to retrieve specific situations from the 

match to show players general and specific 

situations. 

¯ You can quickly produce finished presentations 

for a player meeting with video from various 

topics 

¯ It is easy to produce the video for each player. 

¯ Analysis of your opponentt to focus on the 

strengths and weaknesses of your own team 

and the opposing team to create a "game plan" 

Interplay makes it easy to create a simple 

analysis, complex and/or highly sophisticated 

analysis. 

Interplay is easy to use live or after the game in post 

analysis You can easily make the analysis from TV, 

VCR or DVD. 

Check what interplay can do for you 

Create presentation of video situations that you can 

easily and quickly select with the Multi-Select panel and 

save as presentation groups, 

Imag ....... d by sender 

You can easily make your own presentations about 

important things in the game you want focus on. Make 

presentations to the players, exports to the internet for 

download to other Interplay Work stations and more: 

Image removed by sender 

Use your own variables, coaching points, focus areas, 

individual player analysis, and the Interplay will give you 

statistical graphs which can be printed and even 

presented at halftime: 

Image removed by sender. 

The statistics provide quick information immediately 

after the game at half time and provide details for overall 

season progress. 

hJo p.~.,.ggia n fede[afions 

from second third di,/ision 

interplay as their ,/ideo tool 

systsm i!;teg[ated into ths 

years. 

...... From ~ila beil-la b a i iila 

College 

wieners ie Tea~ Ha~dbal}! 

Handball and 

Sweden fl~al: ,?,,as the world 

interpia? in 2013. 

LJS. Foetball and ice i]oci,:ey 



Imag ....... d by sender. 

Interplay has a unique MultiSelect Panel. This allows you 

to combine different information with players, passing, 

and variables from pre-defined groups. This makes it 

very easy to find information on everything in the 

database: 

image removed by sender. 

Interplay also has 2 Camera analysis in addition to work 

group features with transfer of all analysis information to 

the coaches or players in the locker room at halftime. 

You can also sit on the bench and receive analytical 

information during the match. You can export to USB or 

to the Internet and share the information. 

You can create video files and import into the player’s 

smart phones or send video clips via the Internet. 

Develop your players at all levels 

Here is a clip from an under 9 years team in Atlanta 

Click here 

A training session using the Auto Record feature in 

Interplay for "instant feedback", Click here 

Both videos are amateur videos from the clubs 

We have two different Lisens-packages that we offer our 

clients: 

Single package for one computer: $ 1,500 

Club package with three installations: $ 3,000 

License price is per years and includes all upgrades, 

new versions, basic support via phone or TeamViewer 

All customers with a club package will get 7 free 

licenses for other coaches if they are working with youth 

teams in the club 

Regarding the specification of the PC or camera, check 

out our website at: vv’w,^,.intetPlayAports corn 

Please contact us for more information: 

bert@interplay-sports corn or call: 

678 596 1985 

ve a~:d >.~y want {o iook 

~i,-o.~g~-, se’..e~ai 
i ratarplay gb’es ti;e oe )ortu!;:ty 

.~i Image tame, veal by sends: 

best tennis players, is a loyal 

user of interplay through an 

exciting collaboration wit~i t~ie 

Norwegian Tennis 

Association 

ira Ru.m~}u,, CSKA Moscow 

:,,}l:h ingerp~ayi 

On the other har:d the ..................................................................................................................................................................... 

where the players also lean°: 

to anab’ze the matches 



A picture of the Swedish World Champions that are at!oui irfierpla’~,.",.,/hriiPro ’4dec 
~ Pro 4.5 with a touch screen: a!:aiysis for cb=ldren asd 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1/13/2014 10:47:22 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 2014 Taco Bell Viking Cup 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: Jamie Brindel [mailto:jbrindel@richland2.org] 

Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 8:53 AM 

To; Steve Lea; Jamie Brindel 
Subject: 2014 Taco Bell Viking Cup 

TO: College Coaches, Women’s Soccer Programs 

FROM: Stephen A. Lea 80(~0~] 699-3500 ext. 69261 or siea~ 

Girls Varsity Soccer Coach 

Director, Taco Bell Viking Cup (www.taco-beli-viking-cup.org) 

Spring Valley High School 

120 Sparkleberry Lane 

Columbia, SC 29229 

RE: 2014 (and 22nd Annual) Taco Bell Viking Cup (www.t coa -beii-vikin -cu .or ) 

South Carolina’s Premier Pre-Season High School Girls Soccer Invitational 

DATE: November 19, 2013 

Dear Coaches: 

Spring Valley High School in Columbia, South Carolina will again host the Taco Bell Viking Cup in 2014. The dates for 

the tournament will be Thursday, March 6, through Sur~day, l~,~arch 9. Matches will be played at Spring Valley High 
School and on the South Carolina United FC fields across the street. The field this year will include 32 of the top teams in 

South Carolina. Most all of South Carolina’s best female players will be showcased, and we invite you to attend. 



Teams in this year’s field can be seen on the attached Excel brackets. Match times and locations are located on the 

brackets, and a key is located on each bracket. A campus and field location map is also attached, and the location 

address is shown in the heading above. Additionally, you will find the brackets, schedules, and other information on our 

Taco Bell Viking Cup website found at www.taco-bell-vikinq-cup,or.cj. Links to our new Facebook and Twitter accounts can 

be found here as well. 

In past years, many college coaches have requested player profiles at the tournament. This year, we will again compile 
profiles. They will be electronic this year - more information will follow via one of our parents, Mary Ann Herrera. We 
typically also have a limited supply of paper profile booklets available on location. 

Also, please note that any college coach in attendance at Spring Valley on Thursday evening, Friday evening, or Saturday 
around lunchtime will receive free meals compliments of our sponsors (we are expecting to feature Carrabba’s Italian 
Cuisine for the dinner meals and a local BBQ for lunch). These meals will be served from the huge hospitality tent behind 
the main concession stand at the Spring Valley soccer complex. 

Finally, attached is a list of the Spring Valley Seniors, along with a very brief description of talents, skill levels, etc. Some 

junior players with college-level potential are also included. If you have additional questions about Spring Valley players 

orthe tournament, please call or e-mail me. I look forward to seeing you at the 2014 Taco Bell Viking Cup. 

Best Wishes, 

Steve 

PS - We will send you a duplicate reminder about the tournament in February. 

Jamie Brindel, MAT, NBCT 

Asst. Coach, Spring Valley Girls Soccer 

Director, Spring Valley Sports Academy 

8th Grade History 

E.L. Wright Middle School 

2740 Alpine Rd 

Columbia, SC 29223 

(803)736-8740 

"1 find fault with my children because I like them and I want them to go places - uprightness and strength and 

courage and civil respect and anything that affects the probabilities of failure on the part of those that are closest to 

me, that concerns me - I find fault." 

Branch Rickey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: Dennis IVlertens I Overboarder [mailto:dennis@overboarder.com] 
Sent: Monday,. . 9:25 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fall     blue chip goalkeeper: 

Hello Coach Anson, 

I have a National U17 goalkeeper from the , for you named was selected 

for the national team for the European Championships qualification tournament, also received the Reusch toptalent award for biggest goalkeeping 

talent in the currently plays for who plays at the highest amateur level in the and are a contender for 

the title. 

You can view her video on the following link: 

If you are interested, you can contact 

Kind regards, 

Dennis 

pplazamedia.nl or get back to us for more questions or her transcripts. 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Dit e-maiiberich~ bevat geen virussen en malware omdat avast! Antivirus actief is, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 5:55 PM 

.la~)n Sisnero~ ~gmaJl.com) 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu 

1~¢: Visit us @ NSCAA Booth 640! 

This is the guy that gave us the heading platforms.. Chat with him, get ideas _.. He might even be able to give you some contest ideas! He KNOWS how to 

develop heading!! 

From: elder@so¢cerinnovations.¢om [mailto;elder=soccerinnovations,com@createsend4,com] O~ Behalf Of elder@soccerinnovations,com 
Sent: Monday, Janua~ 13, 2014 10:23 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Visit us @ NSC~ Booth 640[ 

Image ," ..... d by sender. S .... I ...... tions Homepage 

Visit Us i~ Phi~y at the NSCAA Conventio~! Booth # ~40 

Come by and talk soccer with us....See whats New! 

Enter our raffle and win hundreds of dollars in products! 

We look forward to talking to you next week, 

Jimmy Elder 

President / CEO 

Soccer InnovationsTM 

Irnag ....... d by sender 

He~ding ~o 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 5:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Women’s Showcase 2013 Footage- First Point USA 

From: Barry Neville I Firstpoint USA [mailto:Barry.Neville@firstpointusa.com] 

Sent-" Monday, January 13, 20:[4 10:25 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject; Women’s Showcase 2013 Footage- First Point USA 

Anson, 

I hope you are very well and had a great beginning to 2014. 

We are now able to provide you with extended footage of our recent Women’s showcase event from December. 

We felt the overall level of play on the day was very good and there were several strong individual performances. 

The team sheets are listed at the beginning of the :1st Period Video. 

If you require any information on any of the players, please let me know. 

ist Period- h~p;/iww~.youtube.com/watch?v=CVfTQsK~HcS&feature=c4-overview&list=U U Q26Egy:cpwmzeOu IZdOVuA 

2nd Period- http://www~utube~c~m/watch~v=d9RjkNuugEc&feature=c4-~verview&~ist=UUQ26rgy..c~wrnze~u~Zd~VuA 
rd ~ 3 Period- b--t--t#-~--W----W----W---.-y---~--u---t--u---b---e--~--c---~---m--Z---w---a--t--c---h--~i--v---------n--k---5-~t!--6---5--x---P-~--&---f--e--a---t--u---r--e--------c-~!-~--~--v---e--r--v--~-e----w----&-~-~-s--t--------U----U----Q---2---6--r-g-y-----c-~----w----m---z--~-~#-~-~ 

I look forward to hearing your thoughts on the game and learning of any players you wish to learn more about. 

Best regards, 

Barry Neville 

Acting Operations Managerl FirstPoint USA 

Direct Line:    +44 141 240 2482 

Switchboard: +44 141 204 3030 

Cell: 

..b..a..r.r.z...n...e...v.jJ.Le...@..~.f~Lr..s..t.~...~..Lq.t..u...s..a..~.c.~.~.~.n.~ 
www.firstpointusa.com 

*Binghamton University, ’09 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:09 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

FW: Enter Subject line here. 

From: b.dostilio@adeunis-na.com [mailto:b.dostilio@adeunis-na.com] 
Sent; Monday, January 13, 20:t4 :[:k09 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Enter Subject line here. 



Thu, Jan, 16, 2014 7:00 PM to 10:00 PM 

I~’ri. Jan. 17, 2014 10:00 AM to 6:30 PM 

Sat. Jan. 18, 2014 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM 

Learn IViore ~ www.vokkero.com 

We look forward to meeting you in Philadelphia. Please email me at 

to arrange an on sight demo, 

Bob D’Ostilio 
US Sales and Business Development 

203-271-2885 

NY Office 

Mark Auriana 

9 J~4-337-2 J_67 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anr~n@uncaa,unc.edu by b,dostilio@adeunis-na.com 

Update Prof[lej~rna[[~dd£~ ~nstan~ removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy PoJjc~, 
Adeunis NA :: Pondfield Road :: Bronxville :: NY :: 10708 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

EW: 7 techniques to land recruits on fl~e fence 

From: Mike Boland [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent: Monday, January 13, 20:t4 1:L27 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject; 7 techniques to land recruits on the fence 

Having trouble seeing this ernail? Click here to see the full version online. 

7 Techniques to Land Recruits 
on the Fence 

Image removed by sender. 

Image removerJ by sender. 

As you approach the signing period for your sport, 

how are you locking down your prospects? If they’re 

torn between you and another program, what are 

you doing to make sure they’re attending your 

school this fall? 

To give your staff the edge, we’ve compiled a list of 

7 last minute techniques you can use to land key 

prospects at any division level, for any sport. 

Nominate Your Athletes for 

the AtloAmerican Team 

i.~ Image removed by sender. 

Nominations are currently being accepted for the 

third annual Athleader All-American Team! 

Each All-American embodies the characteristics of 

an athleader, including excelling in the classroom, 

on the field of play and in the community, having an 

all-in attitude/all-out work ethic, putting the team 

first and having a thirst for learning. 

4 Secrets Your Prospects 

What to Do When 
Over-Recruiting Fails 

Nil Image removed bysender 

One of the first things you learn as a college 

coach is to over-recruit Recruiting two classes at 

once (and sometimes three for higher division 

levels) is the best way to protect yourself and your 

program from bad recruiting classes 

But what happens when over-recruiting isn’t 

enough? What do you do if all your prospects start 

committing to other programs? If all else has 

failed, here are some tips that can help you 

recover.. 

Click here to nominate one of your athletes! 



Join the NCSA ..N_.e__.~._.o__r.k_. With a free account you have access to the entire 

network including thousands of qualified athletes, other coaches across the 

nation, our team of 300+ former college athletes and coaches, and much more! 

removed by 
sender. 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe from similar emails, ~_ljc_.k__h__e_ r__e_. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, January 13, 2014 6:11 PM 

Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 

I~E: US Soccer Convention Meeting: Thursday, Janua~ 16, 3-5 Dn. 

Excellent ._ I like the aget~da 

From: Robert Kehoe [mailto:rkehoe@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: Becky Burleigh; Klatte, Robert L.; John Daly; Susan Ryan; Albright, Peter; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Swanson, Stephen (ss4ub); Leone, Tracey; Cromwell, Amanda; Kevin 
Boyd; Steve Nugent; Lesle Gallimore; G Guerrieri; Jerry Smith 
Subject: US Soccer Convention Meeting: Thursday, January 16, 3-5 pro. 
Good Day All. 

Thank you for accepting "the invitation to parlJcipate in the meeting "this Thursday at the NSCAA Convention, 3-5 pm, Room 304, Pennsylvania Convention Center. 

From Sunil’s perspective it is an open agenda tneeting to discuss matters pertaining to the broad US Soccer / College Soccer relationship. In prepa:ration for the 

meeting I request that you submit topics to tne to be considered for the discussion. Following are some that have been suggested, and me lis~ted in no particular order. 

Please send by Wednesday so the list can be organized in order of priority. 

¯ College representation in US Soccer governance and inclusion in Zone 3 description and presentation 

¯ Development of the NWSUCollege Soccer relationship 

¯ Support for expanding the Division I season (development opporttmities, games) 

¯ Substitution role 

¯ Early recruiting 

All "the best. 

Rob 
Rob K~hoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66J_0J_ i 9:L3 362 :L747 x :k0J_5 1913 3t52 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office!: 920 !574- 439:t I Cell: 

NSCAA.com I Twitter: @NSCAA I Facebook 



Subscribe to bCLA Schedules 

An Internet Calendar Subscription is a calendar that you download and view in 

either iCal, Outlook or Gmail Calendar. However, unlike a schedule download for 
calendar applications, Internet Calendar Subscriptions are updated automatically. 

For iCal 
Click the link for your desired workshop (see links below) and choose "Save" to 

download a calendar file. 

Open the calendar file, and "Add events" window will pop up. 

Scroll down the destination calendar list and select "New Calendar’, then "OK". 
Now your desired workshop calendar is successfully added to your iCal. 

For Outlook 
Copy the link for your desired workshop. 
In Outlook, go to "Add Calendar" Under "Share". 

Choose "Calendar from the Internet" and paste the link in the "Calendar URL" box 

then Click "OK". 
Now your desired workshop calendar is successfully added to your Outlook 

Calendar. 

For Google Calendar 
Copy the link for your desired workshop. 
In Google Calendar, click the down-arrow next to "Other Calendars". 

Select "Add by URL" from the menu and paste the address in the field provided. 
Click the "Add Calendar" button. 

Now the calendar will appear in the Other Calendars section of the Calendar list to 

the left. 

Workshop Calendar LiNKs: 

Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy: 
htt~xtom/calendat~/uncocla %40gmaiLcom~/basic,~cs 

Assistant Coaches: 

endar. ~.comi )ublic %asic.ics 

CREED: 

calendar. ~.comi )ublic ’basic.ics 

GAP Year: 



https://www.google.com/calendar/ical/pqdhmg5h3g665qh3dqmqvec5i8%40grou 
p.calendar.google.com/public/basic.ics 

Head Coaches: 

ca~endaro ~com / ublk/basiCoiCS 

Leadership Liaison: 
htt~x:om/calendar~~09dbdbmff94tre, k17028%40~ 
calendar° ~com ’ ~ublic ’basic,ks 

Rising Stars: 
htt ~.~y~o ~le,com icalendar~/OOifuShroresOus4,ch186ehmh4%40~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:14 PM 

Lensing, George <lensing@emaJl.unc.edu> 

em~5~l 

~aol~con~ 

From: Lensing, George 

Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 12:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: s email 

Anson, 

Could you find a minute to send me      email address? The correspondence I’ve sent her via regular mail hasn’t gotten much response. The blurb about 

her for the forthcoming Reunion brochure we’d like to run past her. Thanks. 

George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:15 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

IfW: Pre- Convention Infom~ation 

From: NSCAA Convention [mailto:info@nscaa.com] 
Sent-" Monday, January 13, 2014 12:02 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Pre-Convention Information 



removed by 
sender. 

for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:16 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

IfW: Convention 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Chris, 
Ca~ vo~ follow up for 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, -:t:58 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance and Ducar. 
This is 
tournament. I would like to get your thoughts on 
your school possesses. 

I seen that you came to the teams first game down at the Disney Showcase 
She is very interested in your school and I am fully aware of the level of interest 

I have worked with a number of GK’s while coaching at the highest levels of club and I believe     is the best in my time. She is very very reliable in all 
the basics of GK. In the last 3 years I honestly cannot remember her dropping or even spilling a cross or shot that she "should save" in all that time. She 
has good feet, a nice range of passing and we use her often in our attacking play moving the ball out of the back. 

 has nice agility and has become more aggressive off her line in ~Lv:i situations. She has great size and strength (more so than any other player on my 
team). She was voted MVP of the weekend in Disney from her teammates on the way to winning the top flight and in doing so she saved 3 PK’s in the final 
shootout. I really feel she has what it takes to be a GK at the very highest level. 
Please let me know your thoughts. If you would prefer to call, my Cell number is 

Thankvou 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: After CASL Update... 

From _~grnail.com] 
Sent: IVl~nday 2:04 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W 
S,,bject: After CASL Update... 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I had such a great time at CASL in Raleigh last month It was a fun tournament for me to play, because this was my last time playing with my There were 7 of my 
teammates there, and I ~vish I could have played again with all of them. I played ahnost eveW minute of the three games we played We went 1-1-1, and I scored 1 goal and had 3 assists out 
of 6 total goals scored. 
It was fun getting tu gu to the CuHege Cup semi-final game between UCLA and Virginia, tuo. I thought it was a pretty goud game, and although Virginia played the better game (in my 
upiniun), the better team duesn’t always win!! It was pretty cuol that UCLA won the Cup though. I heard they played an amazing game fur the final t 
I am luring life in               I have made a great gruup of friends, and am really enjuying training with so many different teams. I attend all ufthe training sessions fur my ECNL 

team, as well as training with as many uther teams as I can thruughout the week. Typically, I get in abuut 3 huurs uf team training per night, Mnnday 
thruugh Thursday, and have added my own soccer/personal training ]2~r abuut an huur on those same days. On Friday and Saturday, if I dun’t have team training or games, I try to train un 
my o~vn for a cuuple ufhours. 
As you knuw frum my last letter, I will be attending the Winter Cullege Shuwcase in Purtland, OR next weekend with my new ECNL Reserves team, and then the Las Vegas Player’s 
Shuwcase in Nevada in March. I wuuld lure it ifyuu cuuld cume watch me play if you will be at either of these two tournaments. I will let yuu knuw my schedule fur Las Vegas as suon as I 
knuw, but here is where I will be in Portland: 

As always, ify0u have any questiuds about me, l~leade call 

able tu answer an?’ questiuns you might have about me. 
Sincerely, 

or cuntact him ~r ~d)comcast nel He has coached me for the last 5 years, and will be 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: TFC Friendlies 

F~m: _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday 4:57 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: TFC Friendlies 
Hello Goach Anson- 

My name i~              and I am the goalkeeper for the                            My team is playing in the TFC Friendlies, and I would really love it if you 
or Coach Ducat could come and see me play. I recently visited the campus and walked around, and it was beautiful! I visited the fields and they were really nise. 
Here is our sshedule: 

I would really appreciate it if you could come and see me;lay. 

~y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 6:37 PM 

Ted Williams <twilliam@Cem~flow.com> 

l~L: St. Louis Arch grounds 2015 tly through video 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ted ;V111iams [mailto:twilliams@Cerroflo~v.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 5:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: St Louis Arch grounds 2015 fly through video 

It was my pleasure sir. Fantastic to finally meet you in person. 

Sometime do~vn the road, would you be willing to call in to the show Ibr a couple of segments to continue that Mead, Teague, Tarheel, US;Vb,-T conversation? I would love to hear more 
from you about that. Remember... it is an hour later in NC and we could slot you in the 10:00AM hour so you could really sleep in! 

Ted 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(i~!email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 3:49 PM 
To: Ted Williams 
Cc: Ducat, Chris 
Subject: RE: St Louis Arch grounds 2015 fly through video 

Very cool ... loved doing the showt ! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Ted WiHiams [mai[to:twilliams(~Cerroflow.com] 

Sent: Saturday, January 11, 2014 2:57 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: St. Louis Arch grounds 2015 fly through video 

As I described this A.M. - a very cool video of the architectural plans for the Gateway Arch ground improvements scheduled to be completed in 2015. 

http://www.youtube.comiwatch?v AScO o~vxqO 

Safe travels my friends. 

Ted 
CONFIDENTIA[~ [TY NOTICE: 

This message may contain conl’idential itfformation and is intended only for the individual(s) named above. If you are not a named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy 
this e-maih Please notify the sender imraediately by e-mail if you have received this e-raail by mistake and delete this e-raail from your system. E-mail transmission carmot be guaranteed to be 
sectae or error-free as ir~formation could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or 
omissions in the contents of this message. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 11:00 PM 

Steve Brown <browns@uwosh.edu> 

Re: Memorabilia Request 

I am sony I did not understaaad, I thought you were going to provide the ball. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Steve Brown <brown~uwosh.edu> wrote: 

Wow. Thanks so much. I’m sure eve~one will be extremely excited mad grateful. My daughter is going crazy because she loves Mia Hamm and weays number 9. You 

can u~ nay con’tact inIimnation below to send it to. Thanks again tbr helping us out. 

Steve 

On Monday, January 13, 2014, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

No~ ~ problem! 

From= Steve Brown [mailto:browns@uwosh.edu] 
Sent= Monday, January 13, 20:~4:1.:41 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Memorabilia Request 

Coach Dorrance 

Nom~ally I would not attempt to reach out to someone I have not met, but I am good fiiends with Jonas Sabratian and worked with both Tony Da Luz and John 

Cossaboon when I was the Strength & Conditioning Coordinator at the University of Sa~ Diego. 

I’m writing you to ask for some assistance in helping one of my daughters with a fundraising event. She has been selected to represent Wisconsin in the Donosti Cup 

soccer tournament in Spain this summer. The group is Wisconsin International Soccer, and their Facebook page is 

https:/%~vw.facebook.com/WisconsinlnternationalSoccer2013 ?re~br ff 

On March 1 they have a fundmising event and are looking for raffle prizes and silent auction items. I was wondering if it would be possible to get you to sign a bail 

that we could use for the silent auction. 

I’m sure you get a lot of these requests, so if it’s something you like to stay away from I understand. Thanks for your consideration. 

Sieve 

Steve Brown, MS, CSCS 

Coordinator of Strength & Conditioning 
University of Wisconsin Oshkosh 

Student Recreation & Wellness Center 

735 Pearl Avenue 

Oshkosh, WI 54901 

Phone: 920.424.7128 

Fax: 920.424.2266 

Mobile: 

Steve Brown, MS, CSCS 
Coordinator of Strength & Conditioning 

University of Wisconsin Oshkosh 

Student Recreation & Wellness Center 

735 Pearl Avenue 

Oshkosh, WI 54901 

Phone: 920.424.7128 

Fax: 920.424.2266 

Mobile 





Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, :[:1:00 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Tar Heel Soccer 

FCD2970:LO:LNCO2.pdf 

Sent~rom my Vcrizon Wireless 4G LTE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Tar Heel Soccer 

From:             ~sindink.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Sports in College ] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 11:01 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Ori.oinal Message ........ 

Subje~’ 

From ~cuemail.neC"~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My nmne is              aud I am interested in playing on your reran’. I mn a sophomore at                                      . I am veu active when it 

comes to school. I have a GPA of about A-, I participate on the Varsity tennis team, VarsiU boMing team, I plan on doing track in the Spring, and I am on a Nalional 

1 recreational soccer team. Soccer is my life so it is my dream to play in college and playing for your team would truly be an honor. I have been playing since the age of 

three, I take the sport veD’ seriously because I have a true love and passion for the game. One advantage that you would receive by allowing me to be a part of your 

team is that I can play eyeD, position on the field (although, I have the most experience on the right rang and had 15 goals under my belt last season)! I am a true team 

player and have an immense amount of respect for nay coaches, trainers, and tea~mnates. I hope to stay in touch with you and strongly u~e you to couside r allowing 

me to be a part of your team! 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 11:03 PM 

Black, Thomas M. --~Fhomas.Black@lmu.edtr"~ 

Re: USA WVB to observe? 

We never close a practice ... 

Sent.~°om ~y Verizon gTirele,ss 4G L2’E L)ROID 

"Black, Thomas M." <Thomas.Black@lmu.edu> wrote: 

Hi Coach, 

Hope you’re week is starting well. Thanks again for the time you took to speak with me a couple weeks ago is was much appreciated. 

Our USA volleyball staff had a conference call last week, mainly about your cauldron and some of the insights you shared with me. We were wondering if you 

would be open to our staff observing your spring practices and possible having a little time to ask questions and bounce ideas off of you? It seems like there might 

never be a good time but we were figuring it would be more doable for you during the spring when their aren’t constant matches to prepare for. 

Is this a viable option for you? Our head coach, Karch Kiraly, would come out for sure and as many of our assistants as were available would like to attend as well. If 

you could let me know your thoughts when you have a minute that would be great, and if it’s not something that would work for you, we completely understand. 

Thanks again I hope all is well -Tom 

i~i Tom Black 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 11:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Wotneffs Soccer ID Camp 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaac@unc.edu> wrote: 

Me 

> On Jan 13, 2014, at 5:05 PM, "Dot*ance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.tmc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Dino/Cl’uis, 
> 

> V~no should I send these to? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Danielle Marie Rodriguez [mailto:&odriguezl 6(&bobcats.olla.org] 
> Sent: Stmday, January" 12, 2014 12:32 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Cc: Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; pacman@~xcaa.edu 
> Subject: Women’s Soccer I13 Camp 
> 

> Dear Coach Dorrance, 
> 

> My name is Danielle Rodriguez and I am a sophomore at Our Lady of Lourdes Academy in Miami, Florida. I play club soccer with Cutler Ridge Red Raider Elite U17. I ara ver~" interested in 
attending one of your Women’s Soccer ID camps at L~x,-C Chapel Hill this year. Can you please send me the dates of the upcoming camps. 
> 

> Regards, 
> 

> Danielle Rodriguez 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 13, 2014 11:16 PM 

Steve Brown <browns@uwosh.edu> 

Re: Memorabilia Request 

Very good! 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Steve Brown <brown~uwosh.edu> wrote: 

Sure. We can do that. Not a problem. I’ll send it as soon as possible. 

On Monday, January 13, 2014, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

I am sony I did not understaaad, I thought you were going to provide the ball. 

Steve Brown <browns(~uwosh.edu> w~me: 

Wow. Thanks so much. I’m sure eve~one will be extremely excited and grateful. My daughter is going crazy because she loves Mia Hamm and wears number 9. 

You can use my contact information below to send it to. Thanks again tbr helping us out. 

Steve 

On Monday, January 13, 2014, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Not a problem! 

From: Steve Brown [mailto:browns@uwosh.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 13, 2014 1:41 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 131 
Subject: Memorabilia Request 

Coach Dorrance 

Nonnally I would not attempt to reach out to someone I have not met, but I am good friends with Jonas Sahratian and worked with both Tony Da Luz and John 

Cos~boon when I was the Strength & Conditioning Coordinator at the University of Sa~ Diego. 

rm writing you to ask tbr some assistance in helping one of my daughters with a thndraising event. She has been selected to repre~nt Wisconsin in the Donosli 
Cup soccer tournament in Sl~in this summer. The group is Wisconsin Intemationed Soccer; and their Facebook page is 

https://~a~w.t:acebook.convWisconsi~flntemationalSoccer2013?re~br ff 

On March 1 they have a fundra~sing event and are looking for mfl]e prizes and silent auction items. I was wondering if it would be possible to get you to sign a baJd 

that we could use for the silent auction. 

I’m sure you get a lot of these requests, so if it’s something you like to stay away from I understand. Thanks for your consideration. 

Steve 

Steve Brown, MS, CSCS 

Coordinator of Strength & Conditioning 

Universi~" of Wisconsin Oshkosh 
Student Recreation & ~Vellness Center 

735 Pearl Avenue 

Oshkosh, WI 54901 

Phone: 920.424.7128 

Fax: 920.424.2266 

Mobile: 



Steve Brown, MS, CSCS 
Coordinator of St~ength & Conditioning 

University of Wisconsin Oshkosh 

Student Recreation & Wellness Center 

735 Pearl Avenne 

Oshkosh, WI 54901 

Phone: 920.424.7128 

Fax: 920.424.2266 

Mobile: 

Steve Brown, MS, CSCS 

Coordinator of St~ength & Conditioning 

University of Wisconsin Oshkosh 

Student Recreation & Wellness Center 

735 Pearl Avenue 

Oshkosh, WI 54901 

Phone: 920.424.7128 

Fax: 920.424.2266 

Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monda? 1:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

Fron              ~yahoo.com 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~ A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Januaw 9, 2014 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

My name is              and I am a central midfielder on the                                 . I am currently a sophomore at 

high school and continuing my college search. I am interested in attending University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill and contributing to your soccer 

program. I believe University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill is a good fit for me academically and athletically and have attached my resume for your review. 

I would very much like you to watch me play. I will be ir                  with my club team,                                girls combine in a 

couple weeks. I would also like if you would come to watch me play when I am playing in Memphis, Tennessee for the SEC showcase with my club team. If 

you or one of your staff is planning on making a trip, I would love it if you would watch me play. My squad number is 8 and I play as a Central Midfielder. 

As of right now, the combine starts at l:l:00pm and ends at 3:00pm. The schedule for the SEC showcase has not yet been released, but I will keep you 

updated. 

If there are any changes to our schedule, I will make sure to email you with any updates in a prompt fashion. 

I recently visited your athletic program’s website, I noticed that your team has had a great deal of success in your non-conference and conference 

schedule. I believe that I could be an asset to your program both on and off the field. Thank you for your time and I hope you can make the trip to the SEC 

showcase and the Illinois girls combine. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 3:16 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com) 

FW: Co~npelilive Small (houp Training - The secret of the pro’s 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto: mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of WORLD CLASS COACHING 
Sent: Tuesday, Januap/:t4, 20:t4 6:49 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Competitive Small Group Training - The secret of the pro’s 

arness 
improvemen 
roup training 

the rapi 
of small 

wi rills 
at will ive your 

players more touc es 
and more time on the 
ball in every session 
Finally, the Mueprint for small group training is here~ 

Competitive Sma~ Group Trainin~ is a specia~ guide on how to 
gain the accelerated improvements from small group tra~g. 
Packed with other 70 drills and numerous progressions, this 
book provides eye.thing you need to improve your players’ 

technique, tactica~ awareness and more through the ~RteRsity of 
smal~ sided training= 

Dear Coach, 

Are you struggling to get the improvements you want in training? Are your players not getting enough 

time on the ball to advance their skills? If so, maybe it’s time your players stopped waiting in lines and 

spent more time practicing through performing small sided group training drills 

Competitive Small Group Trah~h~g is a special book focused on small group training. Comprising of 

over 70 drills and exercises, with multiple progressions, this book provides everything you need to gain 

rapid advances in your team’s performance Divided into sections on technique, tactics and stamina, 

the drills in Competitive Small Group Training include defensive footwork, triangular passing moves, 

dead ball situations and more All of the drills have been carefully selected to enable you to create 

dynamic training environments that will raise the intensity and give your players more time on the ball 

in every session 



Image removed by sender Competitive Small Group Tiaining 

Competitive SmaflGroup TraMMgalso features a forward by farmer US international player Tony 

Sanneh. All of the proceeds from this book go towards the Sanneh Foundation, which helps 

disadvantaged kids to learn valuable life lessons from the game of soccer. 8o buying Competitive 

Small Group Training will not only improve your players’ abilities but will also help kids less fortunate 

to gain the physical and mental benefits of the beautiful game. 

Add to Cart 

"Every technique and skill is covered, enabling 
you to build complete coaching sessions 

harnessing the rapid improvements gained from 
srna~[ group training" 

Whether you coach amateur soccer, teams in the MLS or elite players at an international level, the 

basic skills every player needs to be successful are universal The only way to build these skills is 

through endless practice on the training pitch. And it’s not rocket science that the key to accelerating 

the rate of improvement is through maximizing the amount of time players get on the ball. 

However, this can be difficult to achieve with conventional full team training drills, with too many players 

waiting in lines or not directly involved. Another problem of full team training drills is that players aren’t 

necessarily gaining improvements to the core skills they need in their position. Defenders, for 

example, benefit more from drills focused on defensive footwork, while forwards should focus more on 

their finishing. 

For these reasons, more coaches are switching to small group training, with drills focused on specific 

skills and which give players more time to practice. Competitive Small Group Training is a special 

booked focused on this style of training, with drills that will accelerate improvements to your players’ 

touch, technique, decision makin¢ and more. 

i::~:]i Image removed bysender. 
...... Corn Petitive Small G rou p Training 



Add to Cert 

In all the book’s I’ve read on soccer coaching, Tony’s are among the best 

What’s covered in Competitive Sm~fl~Group 
Training 

The drills in ¢ompe~tive Smafl ~roup Training are split into separate sections focused on technical, 

tactical and fitness exercises. Every drill features a detailed diagram with an explanation of howthe drill 

is performed. Variations are also p~ovided for p~ogressing the drill fu~her. 

The technical section focused on drills that will sharpen your players’ skills, touch and pace. In fact, 

each drill helps to create an entire training environment, with a high level of intensity that will challenge 

your players to advance their technique in multiple areas. Some of the drills includes intensive touch 

training, speed passing, German pattern passing and the West Ham Windows drill. 

The tactical section of Competitive Small Group Training provides training sessions for improving the 

ability of your players to read the game, to make quicker decisions and to perform under pressure. The 

drills in the tactical section achieve this through recreating game like situations on the training pitch. 

Your players will then become more familiar with these situations, so that when they occur on game 

day they’ll be mentally and physically prepared. Some of the tactical drills include pressure finishing 

and recovery, lvl Goal Boggles, crossing drills and dead ball exercises 

The conditioning section features drills that enable players to boost their endurance and technical 

ability at the same time. Rather than simply run around cones or perform drills in lines, these drills 

enable players to improve their fitness with a ball at their feet. Dynamic and challenging, the fitness 

drills include pairs passing, Dutchassembl h~e, whirl oolandste )lechase. 

Add to Cart 

What you will gain from Competitive Small- 
Group Training 

Featuring over 70 exercises and dozens of variations, Competitive Small Group Training provides 

everything you need to improve your team’s technique, reading of the game and endurance at an 

accelerated pace. Rather than waiting in lines, players will be active in every drill, gaining more touches 

and time on the ball in every session. What’s more, Competitive Small Group Training enable you to 

setup different drills for different players in the same training session. Defenders can be set practicing 

lvl dueling drills, for example, while midfielders can be given pattern passing exercises. 

From Competitive Smafl Group Training, you will gain: 

Over 70 small group training drills, with many variations and progressions 

Detailed diagrams and clear explanations for every drill 

Technical training drills that will improve your players’ touch, pattern passing and finishing 

Tactical drills to improve decision making, situational awareness, reading of the game and 

ability to finish under pressure 

Conditioning drills that will increase your team’s endurance, defensive footwork and 

dribbling 

Less time wasted with players waiting in lines to perform the drill, They are constantly 

engaged throughout 

Improvements to fitness and technique atthe same time 

The ability to get different players working on different drills in the same session 

Increased player confidence and creativity from gaining more time on the ball in practice 

Accelerated improvements throughout the team in multiple areas 

With more time on the ball and more involvement in every drill, your players will relish 

training 



The drills in Competitive Small Group Training are the same as those used by the elite teams to 

develop a technically and tactically astute team. They help to develop the foundation skills all players 

need, making them equally beneficial for teams at every level The variations provided for each drill 

also enable you to adjust the intensity, to suit ~,our pla~,ers’ skill level. 

X Image removed by sender. 
Add to Cart 

100% ’no quibbles’ Six Nonth Guarantee 

WORLD CLASS COACHING is recognized globally for the quality of its soccer coaching resources, 

which are used by over 40,000 soccer coaches from around the world. We wouldn’t be offering the 

Competitive Small Group Training unless it achieves our exceptionally high standards. However, if you 

are not 100% satisfied with the quality of the Competitive Small Group Training after six months then 

please contact us for a no quibbles refund. 

.~ ,mag ........ d bysooder ~ ..... tee 

"Why waste time with your players standing in 
lines when they could be practicing and honing 

their skills" 
When you’re struggling to gain improvements in multiple areas, running full team training sessions 

might not be the answer Full team training can limit the amount of time players get on the ball, with 

time wasted while they wait in lines It also means players aren’t working on the specific skills they 

need to improve to be effective in their role. 

Competitive SmallGroup Training is packed with drills you can use to give your players more time on 

the ball and more opportunities to improve in every session. Whether you want to improve defensive 

positioning, passing speed or your ability to score from crosses, this book features a drill on how to do 

it. What’s more, the drills in this book enable you to work on multiple skills in different areas of the 

pitch, so you can maximize the improvements you can gain from each player in every session 

Best Wishes 

~’i Image 
removed by 
sender. Mike 

Mike Saif 

WORLD CLASS COACHING 

P.S. Competitive Small Group Training is packed with drills and exercises that will stop your players 

from waiting in lines but will instead give them more time on the ball in every session. Everything is 

covered, from defensive footwork to triangular passing to crossing and more, enabling you to gain 

rapid improvements in multiple areas in every session. 

o P.P.S If you are not 100 ~/o satisfied with the quality of the soccer coaching resources in Competitive 

SmallGroup Training after six months then we will refund ~hase in full, no questions asked. 

Add to Cart 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 3:40 PM 

Ansou Dormuce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 

EW: Leadership Thoughts 

From: Christian Lavers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 
Sent: Thursday, December :tg, 20:t3 :t2:36 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Leadership Thoughts 

Thought you would enjoy/this: www.i’orbes.con~/site~meghanl)iro/2013i12/15/leadership-is-about-emolLiOU 



Advising Returning or Inquiring Student-Athletes Regarding Readmission 

Student e-mails advisinqforstudentathletesAAP@_unc.edu with info: name; PID; term of return; overview of current situation. 

What is the student’s academic eligibility status? 

E~ble -In Good Standing    Eligible - On Academic Probation 

Advisor communicates with student: outlines the readmission process; 
discusses remaining degree requirements. 

Does the student plan to take classroom courses or online courses? 

classroom (or both) online courses only 

Readmission is not necessary. 
Student begins the online readmission Student registers through the 
process; application fee required. Friday Center. 
http://~Nwc.admissions, u nc.edu/Apply/ http://www fridaycenter.u nc.ed 
Readmission Students/default.Nml u/cp/cco/index.htm 

If applicable, student should contact Scholarships & Student Aid regarding 
financial need/implications, htl#://studentaid.unc.edu/ 

If needed, student should complete the Consent for Disclosure (FERPA) 
form: https://advising.unc.edu/resources/ferpa-form/ 

Advisor sends e-mail to student reiterating the outstanding degree 
requirements, with copy sent to the Academic Counselor. 

If classroom courses, student reviews Registar’s regis~’ation video series: 
http://regis~ar.unc.edu/regis~*ation/registration-video-series/ 

Student should schedule an advising appoin~nent to discuss course 
planning and registration before the term begins. (Those students who 
are on academic probation will also discuss probation requirements.) 

During the term, student should schedule an advising appointnent to 
discuss academic progress. (Those students who are on academic 
probation will also discuss the probation contract.) 

Advisor communicates with student: explains restoration of academic 
eligibility; instructs student to make an advising appoin~ent which will be 
held in person; or by phone; or via Skype. 

During the advising appointment: review restoration of academic 
eligibility; discuss remaining degree requirements; and determine 
whether student will: 

attend UNC-CH Summer School 

Student begins the online readmission 
process; application fee required. 
ht~p://www.admissions.unc.edu/Apply/ 
Readmission Students/default.html 

or take online courses only 

Readmission is not necessary. 
Student registers through the 
Friday Center. 

htlp://www.fridaycenter.u nc.ed 

ulcplccolindex.htm 

If applicable, student should contact Scholarships & Student Aid regarding 
financial need/implications, hflp://studentaid.unc.edu/ 

If needed, student should complete the Consent for Disclosure (FERPA) 
form: htlps://advising.unc.edu/resources/ferpa-form/ 

Advisor sends e-mail to student reiterating the degree requirements and 
the plan of action, with copy sent to the Academic Counselor. 

If classroom courses, student reviews Regis~’ar’s registration video series: 
~is~’ar.unc.edu/re~istation-video-series/ 

Student should continue to communicate with advisor regarding academic 
progress. 

To be Eligible - In Good Standing, student needs cumulative UNC-CH GPA of 2.000 and the following cumulative academic credit hrs passed: 

(including any transferred semesters} 

to enter the 2nd semester: 

to enter the 3rd semester: 

to enter the 4th semester: 

to enter the 5th semester: 

to enter the 6th semester: 

to enter the 7th semester: 

to enter the 8th semester: 

to enter the 9th semester: 

(including any transferred hrs and By-Exam credits, but not PHYA hrs) 

must have 9 hours passed 

must have 24 hours passed 

must have 36 hours passed 

must have 53. hours passed 

must have 63 hours passed 

must have 78 hours passed 

must have 93 hours passed 

permission for additional semester is required 

StdAth Readmission Instruction Chart 8/8/2013 



Standard Operating Procedures for Advising Returning or inquiring Student-Athletes 

In conjunction with The University’s commitment to help each student reach his or her full academic potential, the Academic Support Program 
for Student-Athletes (ASPSA) in the Office of the Executive Vice Chancellor and Provost and the Academic Advising Program (AAP) in the 
College of Arts and Sciences and the General College will work collectively to support student-athletes on their path to degree completion. 

A returning (orinquifing) student athlete is defined as a student who previously departed from the University and later contacts a University 
official (e.g. academic counselor, coach, academic advisor, Undergraduate Admissions, etc.) concerning readmission to complete degree 
requirements. Students in this case should be instructed to email an academic advisor at, advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu. An AAP 
advising dean will communicate with the student, coordinate with the appropriate academic advising personnel to determine the remaining 
degree requirements and, if needed, communicate with other university officials. 

if the student departed the University Eligible in Good Standing or Eligible on Academic Probation, then s/he will need to complete the 
following steps: 

Email the following address, include full name, PID (if known), the semester in which s/he plans to return to the University and briefly explain 
his/her current situation: advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu 

The student can expect a response from AAP within 2-3 business days 
Advisor will determine if an appointment is necessary at this time 
Advisor will outline the readmission process plus any pertinent information required for degree completion 
Advisor will communicate with the appropriate ASPSA academic counselor 

Review the readmission process on the Undergraduate Admissions website: 
http://www.admissions.unc.edu/Apply/Readmission_Studentsidefault.html 

,, The student will need to review and begin the on-line readmission process (an application fee is required) 

Student will schedule an advising appointment to discuss course planning and registration 
http://advising.unc.edu/ 

Appointment can be in person, by telephone or via Skype 
Advisor will reiterate pertinent information pertaining to degree completion 
The student will need to inquire with the Office of Scholarships & Student Aid regarding financial need/implication 
http://studentaid.unc=edu/ 

The student should review the Registrar’s registration video series, especially if s/he has been away from the University for an extended period of 
time. 
http://registrar.unc.edu/registration/registration-video-series/ 

if the student departed the University academically ineligible, then s/he will need to complete the following steps: 

Email the following address, include full name, PID (if known), when s/he plans to return to the University and briefly explain his/her current 
situation: advisingforstudentathletesAAP@unc.edu 

The student can expect a response from an AAP advising dean within 2-3 business days -- requesting that an advising appointment be 
made 

Student will schedule an advising appointment to discuss his/her academic standing 
http://advising.unc.edu/ 

¯ Appointment can be in person, telephone or via Skype 
,, Advisor will reiterate pertinent information required for degree completion 
,, Advisor will explain that restoration of academic eligibility (to enter a fall or spring term) is required prior to readmission 
,, Advisor will outline steps of how to restore academic eligibility by the student enrolling in UNC-CH summer courses and/or Carolina 

Courses Online (CCOs) 
http://summer.unc.edu/ 
http://fridaycenter.u nc.edu/cp/cco/ 
The student will need to inquire with the Office of Scholarships & Student Aid regarding financial need/implication 
http://studentaid.unc.edu/ 

order to register for summer courses, the student must review and complete the readmission process on the Undergraduate Admissions website 
http://www.admissions.unc.edu/Apply/Readmission_Studentsidefault.html 

,, Student will need to review and begin the on-line readmission process (an application fee is required) 
,, Advisor will communicate with academic counselor 

StdAth Advising - Policy Advising Reac[n~it[ed and Inq[fidng Students 8/8/13 



The student should review the Regis~’ar’s registration video series, especially if s/he has been away from the University for an extended period of 
time. 
http://registrar.unc.edu/regis~ation/registration-video-series/ 

Note: The student must complete the Consent for Disclosure (FERPA) form if a third party wishes to inquire about his/her academic standing and 
progress. 
https://advisin9 unc.edu/resources/ferpa-form/ 

For additional information, contact the following individuals in the Academic Advising Program: 

Andrea Caldwell 
Assistant Dean 
1007 Steele Building 
919-843-6052 
andreac@email.unc.edu 

Spencer Welborn 
Assistant Dean 
2018 Steele Building 
919-843-8917 
swelbom@email.unc.edu 

StdAth Advising - Policy Advising Reac[n~it[ed and Inq[fidng Students 8/8/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1/14/2014 9:38:35 PM 

l@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

[, @gmail.com]; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; i 

s@gmail.com) 

BCC: Jeff Janssen [jeff@jeffjanssen.com] 

Subject: Leadies, please see the great stuff from Jeff Janssen below!! 

Attachments: Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Ladies, 

Yes, vocal leaders are so rare but to be cherished. Remember the leadership "Core Value" about "steel and velvet" _.. 

want my leaders to find their "leadership voice" which is that voice that motivates and drives people to places they 

normally would not go. And as you guys know as women, you still have to come out of it without losing respect° My 

Leadership Council knows what I am after: having your teammates "living on a never ending ascension" without being 

seen as an insufferable nag!!! 

From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jeff@jeffjanssen.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anuary 14, 2014 8:13 AM 



To: jeff@jeffjanssen.com 
Subject; Leadership Academy Follow Up 

Carolina Coaches, 

Thanks for the chance to work with your leaders last night! 

Your Rising Stars focused on the importance of Vocal Leadership. They did the Mine Field exercise, which has them 

vocally lead a blindfolded teammate through a series of cones. The engaging exercise taught or reminded them of many 

leadership principles including the concept that Vocal Leadership is a combination of Encouraging and Enforcing to 

successfully guide their teammates through the obstacles. 

Assuming they are leading themselves effectively, they were strongly encouraged to step up and take a more vocal role 

with the team - especially for their own class and any below them. 

If you have any questions or if I can help in any way, please let me know... 

Thanks and GO HEELS! 

Jeff 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 

Janssen Sports Leadership Center 

1-888-721-TEAM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:39 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

l~L: Resenzation Confirmation for Philadelphia Marriott Dowutowu: NSCAA Couveulion 2014 Philadelphia VIP/SUB Block 

Thank you Shelly!!! 

From: StreetS, Shelly 

Sent: Tuesday, January 24-, 2024- 8:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: FW: Reservation Confirmation for Philadelphia Marriott Downtown: NSCAA Convention 2014 Philadelphia VIP!SUB Block 

FYI 

From: Group Event Administrator [mailto:confirmations~Nallresnet.coml 
Sent: Monday, January 23, 2024 9:52 AM 
To: Streets, Shelly 
Subject: Reservation Confirmation for Philadelphia Marriott Downtown: NSCAA Convention 2024 Philadelphia VIP/SUB Block 
Reservation Confirmation 

Event Name: NSCAA Convention 2024 Philadelphia VIP/$UB Block 

Philadelphia Marriott Downtown 

Anson Dorrance 

Your reservation for check-in on Wednesday, January 25, 2024 has been confirmed. 

Reservation Confirmation Number: 84098525 
Guest Receipt Reference Number= ARN654778 

Cancellation Policy: You must change or cancel your reservation before 2:00 pm hotel time at least 2 day(s) prior to check=in or you will be charged 
for one night’s room plus taxes & fees unless otherwise noted in the room description. 

Changes= To make changes or if you require pre=arrival assistance, please call 866=537-4263, Monday - Friday 9:00 am to 5:00 pm Eastern Time. 

Thank you. 

Travel Gateway Solutions, LLC 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

EW: The Fear of Loss, m~d It’s Impact on Your Ne:a Recruit 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf O~ Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, JanuaPl :t4, 20:t4 9:56 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; The Fear of Loss, and It’s Impact on Your Next Recruit 

Image removed bysender Newsletter Banner 

The ’Fear of Loss’, and It’s Impact on 
Your Next Recruit 
The saying "You don’t know what you have until it’s gone" comes to mind when I talk about the fear 

of loss. 
And just as the saying suggests - that there is an added appreciation of something once you don’t 
have it any longer - there is could be a valuable benefit to you by implementing the "fear of loss" into 
your recruiting message. 
"Fear of Loss" is a successful, long-standing sales technique that is used by politicians and 
advertisers alike. Essentially, it’s the introduction of the negative idea of "loss" into the mind of a 

buyer - in this case, your recruit - to cause action. 
As humans, we react more passionately to the idea of losing something. Science backs that up, as 
illustrated by "Roger Dooley, the author of "Brainfluence" on his Neuromarketing blog: 
If I gave you $50 with the following two choices, what would you do? Keep $30, or gamble, with a 
50/50 chance of keeping or losing the whole $50. 
An experimenter posed that question to subjects, and found that 43% of the subjects chose to... 

C_LJ_C_KH~._R_ E__ Y_ 0__ .C__O_ N_T!NP__E 



.~i Image removed by sender. NCSA Athletic Recruitirlg 

Plan Your Day in the Office Like You 
Would Plan Practice 
by Mandy Green, Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
University of South Dakota 
When I have time, I sit and watch other sport practices. 
It seems pretty common across the board that all coaches have practice planned down to the 
minute. Everything is planned in advance, top priorities to work on take up the majority of practice, 
tasks have been delegated to other coaches, there is no wasted time, everything is organized, 
whistles or horns sound when it is time to move onto the next stage of practice, coaches reflect after 
practice is done on what went well and what didn’t, and more. 
For some reason, when it comes to getting work done in the office, a lot of coaches just simply go 
into their office with no plan and choose to do whatever grabs their attention next until it is time to 
leave the office! Doing things this way is very inefficient and a lot of time is wasted. 
The more structure you have during your work time means you get more work done. It means you 
get further ahead with your program. It means you have to work less outside of your work time... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image removed by sender From Rush 

Forget Freshmen, Transfers Are The New 
Prized Recruits In College Hoops 
by Pete Thamel, Sports Illustrated 
A few blocks from the United Nations D.C. offices on K Street, George Washington University has 
emerged as the free-market face of college basketball. A program picked 10th in the 13-team 
Atlantic 10 has catapulted out to a 12-2 start and is on the cusp of the program’s first NCAA 
Tournament bid since 2007. 
The dim expectations appeared justified. The Colonials stumbled to a 13-17 record last season, and 

two of their top players transferred - Lasan Kromah to UConn and David Pellom to Memphis. But 
thanks to Indiana transfer Mo Creek and former Villanova captain Isaiah Armwood, George 
Washington has defeated Creighton and Maryland and become an archetype for building a modern 
college basketball program. 
"We’re Transfer U," said GW assistant Maurice Joseph, who fittingly jumped from Michigan State to 
Vermont as a player. 
Pick a program that’s leapt out to an eye-opening start this season... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Why Overseas Athletes Want to Score 
With U.S. Colleges 
by Josh Stephens, Huffington Post 
The most physically imposing volleyball team I have ever seen was that of Rutgers-Newark in the 
mid-1990s. 
If this sounds like an obscure bit of sports history, please bear with me. 
I was an undergraduate at Princeton then, and though I didn’t make Princeton’s team, I was friends 
with the guys on the team and went to most of their matches. One of the highlights of every season 
was watching Rutgers-Newark warm up. You’d swear that a player had to touch 11 feet just to make 
the roster, and if he couldn’t hit a ball straight down and make it bounce back up to the ceiling, he’d 
probably be riding the bench. 
These guys were as good as anyone at volleyball powerhouses like UCLA, Stanford, or USC. So 
how did they end up in Newark, of all places?... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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NEW UNIIFORlVl TREND COllVlING SOON? 
A college basketball program is making waves this week for allowing players on the team design 
their next uniforms. Is this the next big thing to hit college recruiting? Read the story: 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Even/day, Dan Tudor and the staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies scours the world of college 
athletics for the best recruiting news for our followers on Twitter. 
Don’t miss out on the news, views and advice you need to know about this Winter as you try to 
wrap-up this year’s recruiting class using the best advice and techniques. Follow us on Twitter! 
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE AND FOLLOW DAN TUDOR ON TWITTER 
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Image removed by sender Client Insider Preview 

Creating a Better Impact with Your 
Next Recruiting Class 
Coming up later this week for our ._T___R___S_____C__!!__e_~_t__s_ and _P___r__e____m__!__u____m_____M____e_E~__b___e__r_~, we want to dig deeper into 
how to evaluate your recruiting message and strategy impact. We will go into more detail about what 
we see working, and teach our clients and members how to do it all betterthan their competition. 
Now’s the time to become a Premium Member, Coach...don’t miss out on our expanded training 
sessions! Click one of the options below: 
Not a TRS Client? Click here. 
Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 
Have questions? Email Dan directly at ._d_#_D_@_d___a___q_t__u___d___o___r_,_c___o__m 
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This email was sent to an~n@urlcaa.unc.edu by dAn@dantudor.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privao/Policy. 
Tudor Collegiate Strategies :: 455 Kern St :: Suite D i Shafter CA :: 93263 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:46 PM 

Ja~n Sisneros (. @gmaJl.com) 

FW: Coach Dorrance 

From: VidSwap Soccer [mailto:soccer@vidswap.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, JanuaPl 14, 2014 i0:01 All 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Coach Dorrance 

Your Soccer Video Assistant 

Image removed by sender. 
htt ps://vidswa p.corn/soccer 

Hi Anson, 
See why teams all over North America are choosing VidSwap for their soccer video 
analysis. We edit and break down your soccer video within 12-24 hours. 
__S_j£LB__~ for a 14 day trial and we’ll break down one of your games so you can see 
why VidSwap is the best video assistant you’ll ever hire! 
Check out our soccer screencast video here. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Neist 
Founder, ._V_ j__d___S___v__v__a__A 

alex@vidswap.com 
612.281.6708 

Image 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:47 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros, ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: NSCAA Convention 3 Sessions Presented by Kwik Goal 

From: Kwik Goal Lid [mailto:info@kwikgoal.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:27 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 



Presenter: John Sorochan~ Associate Professor of Tur~grass Sdence 

and Adam Thorns Research LeaderoCenter of Athletic Safety, 

University of Tennessee 

Topic: "Sports Turf Management: Research and Sdence to Improve 

Athlete Safety and Performance" 

Date: Saturday, January 18 

Time: 3:45pm 

Location: CC-201 

Don’t forget to stop at the Kwik Goal Booths (#509,609,808) to 

say hello, see new products and to talk about your projects and 

equipment needs. 
Kwik Go~ Ls ~n Offk:ir.~ P~rtn~r ~:o ~he: 

Haviag trouble "dewing this email, click here 

¯ 

1 
removed by 
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It Free! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~?,TC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:47 PM 

.la~m Sisneros ( ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Stop by Bootl~ 716 at the NSCAA Convention for a personal tour plm~ning meeting! 

From: Action Youth’s European Soccer Tours [mailto:tours@actionyouth.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Action Youth’s European Soccer Tours 
Sent: Tuesday, Januap/14, 2014 10:42 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Stop by Booth 716 at the NSCAA Convention for a personal tour planning meeting! 

JANUARY 
SPECIAL 

to Europe, in January, 

and reeei~e a FREE 

player scholarship tr’Jp~ 

Image removed by sender Girls Group at Old -[,afford 

F_n r._w._a_r._d__.t_ h[s___e_..m__..a_i! 
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Update Profile/Email Address Instant ren~ovalwith Safe[JnsubscdbeTM Privacy Policy, 
Action Youth Soccer Adventures Knowl Bank House :: Knowl Bank Road :: Audley i Staffordshire, :: ST7 8DT i England 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:48 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: career prep program tonight 

jan 14prograa~.j pg 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 11:01 AM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
Subject: career prep program tonight 
Please remind your teams -- junior and seniors in particular -- about tonight’s program! It will provide interview tips in specific, and in general a good overall foundation heading 
into the job/internship hunt. Loudermilk 3rd floor from 7-8 pm (they are welcome to come late or leave early) -- casual dress. 

Thank you! 
Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



U 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 4:48 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: Visit our Booth for prize!! 

From: NSCAA Convention [mailto:list@nscaa.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, Januap! :[4, 2014 :[:[:03 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Visit our Booth for prizes! 

for iMIS 



removed by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday: 8:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From         ~optimum.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducm~ Chris" <ducav~)unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Ducar, 

Hope all is well with you! Thanks again for watching me recently at Disney! Just wondering if you have any feedback regarding my play? I would 
like to schedule a visit and overnight if possible before my regular season starts in March if you are interested. As you know, I am very interested in 
playing soccer for you! 

have attached an updated copy of my profile for your review. Some recent: lighlights included: 

Thank you so mnch and I look forward to your response’. GO TAR HEELS!!!! 

Sincerely, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 8:29 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Jmauaxy Rules Education Meetings 

Tom? Can you set this up? 

Sent.~"om my Verizon tfffreIe,~s 4G L2’A 

........ OriginaJ~ Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: RE: Ja~uaxy Rules Education Meetings 

From: "Va~gelder, Ma~elle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 

To: "Miller, Ron C." <rmiller2@emaJ.unc.edtr<"Breschi, Joe" <bre~hi@unc.edu>,"Paul, Sampson L" <spanl@unc.edu>,"Meaders, Harlis Jmnes" 

<tneaders@unc.edu>,"MocL Conrad D Jr" <cdtnockfa)unc.edu>,"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu>,"Galvin, Derek P" <derekg@unc.edu>,"Levy, Jennifer S" 

<jenny.levy@unc.edu>,"Haney, Sarah K" <shaney@email.unc.edt~-,"Do~rm~ce, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Papa, Donna J" <djp@unc.edt~> 

CC: "Miller, Beth" <bethmille~bunc.edt~>,"Gwedtney. Clint" <cgwaltney@unc.edt~>,"Ille, Vmce" <ille@unc.edu>,"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." 

<athgallo@unc.edu>,"Steinbacher, Rick" <rick@unc.edt~> 

Good Evening--- 

As a reminder, please let me know your availability for your January Rules Education rneeting with your stafL We still have the following dates/times avaiiab[e, ff 

the datesit~mes below do not work for you, please propose an alternative thee and we wN do our best to accommodate your request. 

Thursday ~anuat~ .l.g, 2(}~.4 - Noon ~:o S:00pm 

Friday ~anuary I7, 201.4 - Noo# to 5:00pm 

Menday January 27, 2014 - 8:00am to/l:0~m and 2:00pro to S:00#m 

Tuesday Janua~ 28, 2014 --. l:00pm to $:00pm 

Wednesday Janua~N 29, 2024 --. 9:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday January 30, 20~4 - 9:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday J~nuary B.I., 20~4 - 9:00am to 5:~N~ 

Thank you. 

Marie~le 

M~riel~e A. ~anGeJde~ 

Associate Ath~el:k: DirecLor 

University oF North Carolina 

Phone: (9~9} 962-7853 

Fax: (9~9) 962--6~32 

mvanselder@unc.edu 

F~ Vangelder, ~arielle A 
$e~tl Tuesday, ~anuary 07, 20~ ~2:~ P~ 
Te~ U~C~-Head Coaches 
~¢~ Lynch, ~adia Suzanne; Holliday, Corey L; Law, @eg A; Webb, gosh; Cunningham, Bubba; ~alJo, 3r., Lar~ A.; ~iller, Beth; ~waltney, Clint; Creech, Karl~n W; Ne, Vince 

(ille@unc.edu); Steinbacher, Rick 
S~ject~ ~anua~ Rules Education ~eetings 

~ood Afternoon - 

J would like to schedule our rules education meetin8 for January 20~4 to review Bylaw ~ indudin~ the recent chanses made to recruJtin~ lesislatJon as a result of 

the adoption of several NCAA Rules Workin8 ~roup (RW~) proposals. 

We will need approximately 45 minutes of your time and I would ask that all members of the coachin~ staff, indudin~ Volunteer Assistant coaches (when 

applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. I am available durin~ the followin~ blocks of time. 

Tuesday Janua~ 14, 2014 - 9:00am to l:OOpm and 3:00pm to 5:00pro 

Wednesday Januaw 15, 2014 - Noon to 5:00pm 

Thursday Januaw 16, 2014 - 9:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday January 17, 2014 - 9:0~m to 5:~pm 

Friday January 24, 2014 - 9:0~m to 5:~pm 

Monday Januaw 27, 2014 - 9:00am to ll:O~m and 2:00pro to 5:00pro 

Tuesday Januaw 28, 2014 - 1:00pro to 5:00pro 

Wednesday Januaw 29, 2014 - 11:~am to 5:00pro 

Thursday Januaw 30, 2014 - 9:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday January 31, 2014 - 9:0~m to 5:~pm 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. I will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can make space 

available here in EWAC dependent on the date!time. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. van~eMer 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6~2 

rnvangelder@unc~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 8:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd 

Resume & Tournaments.txlf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From,     ~                      .    . ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Donance. Albert A IV" <~anson@email.unc.edtc,,"Do~rance, Albert A IV" <anson@em~il.unc.edt~- 
CC: "Palladino, George W" < bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducm@unc.edu>,"Sa~nder, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu>, @gmail.corn 

Coach Dorrance, 

The Border Battle Tournament I was scheduled to play in did not form our age bracket so I will instead be attending the Lexus Cup. I wanted to get you the update as soon as 
possible in case you were making any travel plans. I have also received my tentative high school schedule and have added the updates to my resume attached. Hope to see 
you soon. 

Go Heels! 

From:.    .                       . _ . ~yahoo.com> 

To: "anson@email.unc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu>; "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bl~alladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~_,gmail.com’ ~_,g mail.corn> 
Sent: Friday 12:26 PM 
Subject: I 

Coach Dorranoe, 
rve just returned from my trip to the Orange Classic Tournament in Florida where we took place in our U19 bracket. We then headed to Puerto Rico where we won 2-1 
against the Puerto Rico Women’s National Team. This has been a very exciting trip and I am happy to say that I came back with a t~newed sense of desit~ for the game. 
have attached my resume with upcoming tournament dates. I really hope you or your staff can catch me play soon. I will keep in contact. 
Go Heels! 

From:                                 )yahoo.tom> 

To: "anson@email.unc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu>; "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

~gmail.com> 
Sent: Monda 12:55 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Coach Dorranoe, 

Happy Holidays, I just wanted to invite you or your staff to come out and see me in action at the Orange Classic Soccer Tournament December 28th-30th in the U 19 bracket. 

You can find our schedule by clicking here and the field maps by clicking here. I will then be headed to Puerto Rico to play against the U-20 and Full Women’s National Team 

January lSt-6th. You can also check out my newest videos including my Club Highlights at the link below. 
Go Heels! 

From:                                @yahoo.corn> 

To: "anson@email.unc.edu" <anson@email.unc.edu>; "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaa.unc.edu> 
Cc: "bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu" <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu>; "ducar@uncaa.unc.edu" <ducar@uncaa.unc.edu>; "pacman@uncaa.unc.edu" <pacman@uncaa.unc.edu>; 

@gmail.com" @gmail.com> 
Sent: Wednesday, 3:21 PM 
Subject: 

Coach Dorranoe, 
I hope you had a wonderful Thanksgiving weekend. If you were able to come out to see me play this weekend in the Texas Cup or the D’feeters Showcase, I wanted to thank 
you. There were a lot of t~cruiters there so I am sorry if I missed you guys. If you weren’t able to make it don’t worry, you still have 2 years to see me in action and I will be in 
plenty more tournaments. 



Congratulations on a tremendous season at the helm and making it to the NCAA quarter[inals. I aspire for little girls to one day say, ’1 want to be like               ’ and I 
know the University of North Carolina can help me achieve my dreams. With players like , and an amazing coaching staff making names for themselves, 
know the woman’s soccer program at UNC is by far one of the best choices for me. 

Go Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Tuesday, 8:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd:                  - Soccer Prospect 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

I have had a dream to play in college for as long as I can remember. I am reaching out 

to you to let you know why ~ feel I would be a great asset on your team. I have great 
speed, I’ve been playing for 11 to 12 years and not once have I been beaten to the ball. 

As a player I am relentless in winning the ball and shoot to score, I do whatever it takes 

to win. According to my coaches I have advanced dribbling and passing techniques, l 

also have the ability to make good decisions quickly and while under pressure. I am a 
team player, ~ band together with my teammates and do what is necessary to put the 

team in a position to win. Finally, as a leader/captain I motivate struggling teammates 

and offer advice and encouragement to improve their skills. Thank you for your time and 

I hope to hear from you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:04 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NLI Signing Reminders 

Post NLI Febma~.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NLI Signing Reminders 
Fmtn: "Va~gelder, Ma~elle A" <invangeld@einail.unc.edu> 
To: "Fulton, Grmat" <gfulton@unc.edu>,"Koenig, Sara Elizabeth" <skoenig@unc.edu>,"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu>,"Hudson, Nicole" 
<coach.huddy@unc.edu>,"Langley, Rayinond Joshua" <jlm~gley~)unc.edu>,"Meaders, Harlis James" <tneaders@unc.edu>,"Reckaxt, Angela" 
<coachreck@unc.edu>,"Rubin, Stephen Amon" <mbins@email.unc.edu>,"Streett, Shelly" <:sjgreen@einail.unc.edu>,"VanAls~ne, Mark" 
<coachinv@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu~,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,"Negalha, Jeff’ qnegalha@unc.edu;,,"PaJladino, George 

W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Porter, Grant" <gtporte@unc.edu~;,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@tmc.edu~,"Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edtc,,"Streett, 
Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>,"Anderson, Melinda" <mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu~,"Brewer, Gunter S" <coachbrew@unc.edu>,"Brewer, Ronald" 
<brewer33@email.unc.edu>,"Disch, Dan" -qJan.disch@unc.edtc,,"Fedora, H. Lany" <larry.fedora@unc.edu~,"Gilmore, Keith Louis" 
<ggilmore@email.unc.edu>,"Haydon, Joe" <haydon@unc.edu>,"Heckendorl~ Keith J" <heckendo@email.unc.edu>,"Holliday, Corey L" 
<cholliday@unc.edu>,"Jordan. Randy La~nont" <rljordan@unc.edu>,"Kapilovic, Christopher G" <ckap@email.unc.edu>,"Koenning, Victor Emanuel Jr" 
<koenning@email.unc.edtr~,"Pommerening, Rory" <nnp1893@emaJl.~mc.edu>,"West, Ronald Eugene" <mnwest@email.unc.edtr~,"Willimns, Andre" 

<willia46@email.unc.edu> 
CC: "Best, Kevin S." <kbest~!unc.edu>,"Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers@unc.edu>,"Gelin, Dana E" <dgelin@ui~c.edu>,"Hundley, Bobby" 
<hundley@email.ui~c.edtc,,"Kirschner~ Steve" <slevekirschner@unc.edu>,"Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>,"Schmidt, Dave" 

<dhschmid@einail.unc.edu>,"Markos, Lance M" <inarkos@e~nail.unc.edt~>,"                       ~bemail.unc.edu>,"Strassner, Rachel" 
.... nck,a~unc.edu>~ Ille, <rstrassner@unc.edu>YTimmermai~s~ Tom" <timmermm~s@unc.edu>,"Curafinghaan, Bubba <bubbac@ema~l.unc.edu>, Steinbacher, Rick" < " , " 

Vince" <ille@unc.edu>,"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <~athgallo@unc.edtc,,"Johns~n, Shelley H" <shelljo@unc.edu~."Brunner, John F" <lohn Brunner@unc.edu;,,"Lm~e, 
Cricket" ~ " .... " ~cncke@unc.edu~, Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu> 

Good Afternoon - 

With another NLI signing period rapidly approaching, we wanted to send a reminder on the applicable NCAA rt~fes. Attached, pfease find an educadonaf document 

prepared by the ACC. 

Most importantly, Comp]~ance must validate a]~ NLVs and ASA’s PRIOR to making any p~b]~c comments via social med~a or ~ssu~ng a press re~ease about a PSA’s 

commitment to attet~d U NC. S~g[)ed NLI’s call be faxed, scanned or hand delivered to us for w;Ih~ation. Once va~h~a~:ed, we w~H confirm for you ~n writh~g, ff ~:here 

are ally c.:N~cer[)s or nl~ssit~g ~tfformation, we w~ll let yot~ know immediately so that they can be corrected. 

Recent legislative changes now perrnit a signed prospect to appear on an instiLutional~y produced television or radio program via ssLeH~te or in--person with the 

coach if no media are present durh~g the production. News organizations wou~d be able to video chat/Skype etc. wkh Lhe s~gned prospect and the ~nstitut~on’s 

coach in the same segment, but not s~n~ulta~eously on thek shows. Even with some deregulation 

coacMng staff member and s~gned prospective student-atMete in one medium. Prior to part~dpat~on by a coacNng staff member in ANY television or radio show 

~:hat also im~olw~s parth::~pation by the s~gned prospective student.-athle~:e, pk~ase check w~:h the {::omp]~ance Office. 

As yoL~ are a~vare, ~:he dead period assodated ~vith the s~gning period is 

~n sports other than Football, coacMng staff members may make unHmiLed telephone ca~b to a prospective student-atMete on the ir~itia~ date for the signing of 

the National ketter of ~ntent (               I and during the two days immediately following the in~t~a~ s~gnh~g date ( 

~n Football, coaching staff members may make unlimited telephone calls to prospective stL~dent-ath~etes during the period 48 ho~Jrs before (beginning at 7:00am 

on               ) and 48 hours after 7:00am on the in~t~a~ signing date for the Na~:~ona] Letter of ~nl:ent (ending at 7:00am on 

Please k~t me know ~[ you ha~e ally qt~est~ons abo~t the attached reformation 

Thank you. 

MsrieHe 

MarieHe A. vanGe~der 

Associate AtMet~c Director 

Universi~:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (9~9) 962--7853 

Fax: {919) 962-5L~2 

mvangelder@unc~edu 



Nute: 7his document is.~r educational ~se oniy and shol~id not be used as a substitute.~r tke NCAA )danuaL Please contact ),ol~r compliance q~ce .,ith an)’ questions related to the i!~£)rmatio~ in this doct¢ment. 

Processing the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:04 PM 

Lisa Wardle <Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com> 

Re: Nike program 

No problem Lisa .... good luck ruth fl~e event. 

Sen<~"om my Verizon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

Lisa Wardle <Li~.Wardle@dukece.com> wrote: 

Hello Anson and Shelly, 

My sincerest ap.:_~k~gies; for noL getlJng back to you sooner. Our N~ke client has had your materia1 ~n hand since we o:?mrmm~caLed but we had so many other 

derisions before we could gel to the evenings that we just spoke about it 

Our budgeL wiil noL allow the short session dis time but we have another modLde it~ May. ~ don’t your’ seasons but we would fike to revisit the opportunity Lhen 

you would st~l~ be wN[ng to consider after this long silence. 

Thank you so much for such responsiveness and professionalism. I hope we have the chance to have you w~th th~s group. 

Lisa Wartime 

phene: *i 802 972 4878 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 20~3 3:54 PM 
Te: Street, Shelly; Lisa WarNe 
Subject= RE: Nike program 

Lisa, 

What seems to work best is the 35 m~nute version followed by a Q&A if you need to fill up an hour. ~ am very comfortable h~ a Q&A and can chase any direct~on~ 

F~m: Street, Shelly 
Sent: Friday, November 08, 20~3 3:48 PM 
To= Lisa Wardle; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Nike program 

Lisa, 

Here are three sinJlm speeches of d~f[erent bngths. Some of the h~formsdon ~s potentially a Nt dated as they have not been updated since 2012. Will one of 

these work? 
Shelly 
O] tropic Sports 
Ordversi[y of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 
[:ax 9~ 9.962.4038 

~: Lisa Ward[e 
Se~t: Friday, November 08, 20~3 3:44 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
C1: Street, Shelly 
Subjett: RE: Nike program 
Thanks Lo you bothl 

Have a terrific weekend. 

phone: +l 801 971 4875 

~: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma[Ito:anson@ema[Lunc.edu] 
Se~t: Friday, November 08, 20~3 3:37 PM 

Te: Lisa Wardle 
C1: Street, Shelly 
Subjett: RE: Nike program 
Thank you Lisa .... ~ will copy Shelley on this to get you three d~fferent ~engths of the same speech~ 

~: Lisa Ward[e [mai[~:Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com] 
Se~t: Friday, November 08, 20~3 3:29 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A @ 
Subjett: Nike program 

Hi Anson, 

Thank you for the quick chat. 

My contact information is below. Mobile number is the best one to reach me on. 

Dates of the program are January 26-31. 

Thanks again, 

Lisa 
Lisa Wardle 
Managing Director 
Duke Corporate Education ~ 310 Blackwell Street[ Durham, NC 27713 
phone: +~ 919 680 5685 [ mobile: - [ fax: 41 919 680 5602 
www.duk~ce.com 

Duke CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail and any files transmitted with it are corWidential cornrntmication or may otherwise be privileged or confidential and are intended solely for the individual or 



entity to whom 1hey are addressed, l£you are not the intended recipient you may no1 rely on the contents or’this email or any attachments, and we ask that you please not read, cop?/or 
retransmiI tt~is commonication, but reply Io 1he sender and destroy the email, its conIents, and all copies thereof immediately. Any unauIhorized dissemination, distribotion or copying 
this communication is strictly prohibited 

Duke CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail arrd any files transmi[ted with it are confidential cornra~mication or may o[herwise be pri’~’ileged or confidential and are intended solely for the individual or 
entity to whom the?/" are addressed. If you are not the intended recipient you raay not rely on the contents of this ernail or an?’ attachments, and we ask [ha~ you please not read, copy or 
retransmit this communication, bm reply to the s~nder and destroy t~he email, its contents, and all copies thereof immediately. An?’ unauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this conrraunication is st, richly prohibited. 

Duke CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail and an?" files transmitted with it are cotff~dential communication or may otherwise be pri’,dleged or confidential and are intended solely tbr the individual or 
enti~ to whom they are addressed, lI’you are not the intended recipient you may not rely on the contents of this email or an?" attactmaents, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
retransmit this conmatmication, hut reply to the sender and destroy the email, its contents, and all copies thereof inm~ediately. Any Lmauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this colrm~nication is strictly prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NLI Signing Remiuders 

Post NLI Febma~.pdf 

Chris, I am turning all this over to you. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 443 LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: NLI Signing Reminders 
From: "Vangelder, Marielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu> 
To: "Fulton, Grant" <gfulton@unc.edu>,"Koenig, Sara Elizabeth" <skoenig@unc.edu>,"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu>,"Hudson, Nicole" 
<coach.huddy@unc.edu>,"Langley, Raymond Joshua" <jlangley@unc.edu>,"Meaders, HaNs James" <meaders@unc.edu>,"Reckart, Angela" <coachreck@unc.edu>,"Rubin, 
Stephen Aaron" <rubins@email.unc.edu>,"Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>,"VanAlsblne, Mark" <coachmva@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" 
<anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,"Negalha, Jeff" <jnegalha@unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Porter, Grant" 
<gtporter@unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu>,"Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@unc.edu>,"Stree~, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu>,"Anderson, Melinda" 
<mjoines@uncaa.unc.edu>,"Brewer, Gunter S" <coachbrew@unc.edu>,"Brewer, Ronald" <brewer33@email.unc.edu>,"Disch, Dan" <dan.disch@unc.edu>,"Fedora, H. Larry" 
<larry.fedora@unc.edu>,"Gilmore, Keith Louis" <ggilmore@email.unc.edu>,"H 

Good Afternoon--- 

With at~oth~-:~r NU signing period rapidly appr.:_~aching, w~-_~ wanted to send a reminder ot~ the applicable N(:AA ruk~s. Attached, pk~ase find an educationa~ documet~: 

prepared by the ACC. 

Most importantly, Compliance must validate a~ NLFs and ASA’s PRIOR to making any public comments via sodal med~s or bsu~ng a press re~ease about a PSA’s 

commitment to attend UNC~ Signed NLI’s can be faxed, scanned or hm~d delivered to us for validation. Once validated, we wH] confirm for you h~ writing. If there 

are any concerns or m~ssh~g h~formation, we will ~et you know immediately so that they can be corrected. 

Recet~t leg~sk~:ive changes now permit a sigt~ed prospect to appear ot~ an inst~tuth:mal~y produced te~ev~s~ot~ or radio ]:~rogram via sateH~:e or in-person with the 

coach if no media are present during the productkm. News organ~za~:~ot~s would be able to video cha~:iSkype etc. w~th the s~gned prospect: and ~:he ~t~stitu~:~on’s 

coach in [he same segment, hue no[ s~rnultaneously oR their shows. Even with some deregulation in [h~s area, ~t is not permissible to combine the med~a, a 

coaching s[aff ~T~eglber and signed prospective student-athlete in one rned~u~T~. Prior to psrt~dpat~on by a coaching sts[:f rnen~ber in ~NY television or radio show 

that a~so involves participation by the s~gned prospective student-athlete, p~ease check w~th the Como~ance Office. 

As you are aware, the dead perked assoc~a[ed with the s~gning perh:~d is Februaw 3-.6, 20].4 

h~ sports other ~:han Food:baH, coaching staff members ~rH;y make unlimited telephone calls to a prospective student.-ath~e~:e on ~:he mith~l date for the s~gt~ing 

[he Ns[~onal Let[er of Intent (February 5, 2014) and during the two days irn~T~ediatefy fo~fowing the ini[~af signing date (February 6 and 7, 2014). 

In Football, coaching staff members may make unlimited telephone calls to prospective student-athletes during the period 48 hours beE:ore (beginning s[ 7:00am 

on February g, 20:14) and 48 hours after 7:00am on the initial s~gning date for the Nat~ona~ Letter of ~ntent (ending at 7:00am on February 7, 

Please ~et me know ~f you have any questions about the attached ~nformation. 

Thank you 

Marielle 

Msriel~e A. vanGe~der 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolh~a 

Phoebe: (9~.9) 962- 7853 

Fa’,c (919) 

mvangelder(~unc~edu 



Note: 7his document is.~r educational ~se oniy and shol~id not be used as a substitute.~r the NCAA }danuaL Please contact ),ol~r compiimlce q~ce .,ith an)’ questio!ls related to the i!~formatio~ in this doct¢ment. 

An institution issues an NLI and offer of athletics aid to the prospective student-athlete. 

Prospective student~athlete signs two copies; returns one to the 

Ins~tu~on verifies requked informa~on and sends to its conference o~ce for valid~~ to a pro~pectwe student--athfe~e aNer he or 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

. .     _     - ========================================================================================================================================================= _ 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

........................................................................................................................................................ ~: affairs staff determined that an ~ns~tu~on 

has signed a National Letter o[ ~ntent (NU) or 

ms~tut~on s athletics program or a recruiting/ 

~e~ ~J~e~L A prospective 

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ’~ ’ ~ studen~<~th]ete is permiLted to make ..................................... 
an of-ficia~ or unofficial visit during a 

dead pedocL 

There shah be no limit on the 
forms and no restdc~ons on the 
pubiidty of e~ectronica]~y transmi~ed 
correspondence sent to a prospective 
studenbath]ete (or the prospective 

s[udenbath]ete% refatives or 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: {DlWSOC} PDT tournament 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {DIWSOC} PDT tournament 

From: Kevin Boyd <kevinboyd@asu.edn~ 

To: d 1 wsoc@soccerlists.org, division-i- womens- soccer- coaches@googlegroups.com 

CC: 

For those coaches attending or interested in attending the Del Sol President’s Day Tournament in Phoenix, Arizona. 
College Coaches 

Join us for a unique opportunity to identify and evaluate the next group of college all s~tars. We understand that recruiting is not jus~t about talent, but personali~ and 

comtnitment and we hope to provide a chance for you to see this in action. If you are planning to attend our PDT in February. get here one day early and attend SC del 

Sol’s college prep showcase. 

Thursday night Febma~~ 13th at Reach 11 complex fields 2, 3 and 4. We will have additional opportunities tbr yon to see some of the top talent in the nation as we 
present our club showcase. 

S NN ng~ 5pmw~ w il! !~ ~v ~!! ~ ge~ ~ ac ~ ~ ~w orki ~ wi th~ ii~ 2 ~ ~! an~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ rac tl ~ ett~ ~ g wh ~ real! th ~ ~!aye ~ ~ ~ val ii at~ ~ra ~i ce 
~nvi~Nnent. 

Then from 6pm onwaxds our older teams roll be scheduled against some of the top teams from aronnd the country, in scrimmage ganges. 

TN 97 ECNE and 96 ECNE are scheduled from 7pro to 8pm. 

Once ~e final games have concln&d, join us tbr an intb~al social event at ????(TBA) where onr staff roll ~ available tbr MNfional insight into our talented pool of 

playe~. 
Anyone interested in a~ending should contact Les Arms~ong at 602-725-1851 or [~}A~!~!_~:N_(q2_~!~RL~9_r!3 to confirm a~endance or to get additionN i~onnafion. 

We am loo~ng fo~-ard m hosfing you ~ain at tiffs p~mier event let us ~ow if~em is an~ing we can do m help in your ques~ for elite players. 

Les Armstrong. 

ECNL Director for Sc Del Sol. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 10:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From: ~gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A 1V" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 

CC: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hope all is well and you had a great Holiday. I wanted to reach out to you and ask if you can keep me informed of any Prospect camps you may be hosting or if you will be 
attending any Combine camps. Thank you in advance. 

Sincerely, 

On Sun, at 9:08 AM, ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                                   I am writing to you because I am very interested in playing Soccer at UNC. I attend                   in 

where I currently have a 3.7 GPA, I have not yet taken the SAT’s and not sure what I would like to study as a Major in college. I play on the high school 

team where I started on Varsity as freshmen and was elected Captain this year as a sophomore by my Coaches and Teammates. 

I play for Premier Club located in where I am coached by . I have been a starter on my club team 

since first joining in I was selected 2 years in a row to Super Y National ODP Camp in Bradenton, FL. I was highlighted in articles both years for finishing best 

in camp for the beep test. (Links below). I was selected for first team in on the ’ team, participated in Camp at University of 

Rhode Island where I made it to top 48 on the last day for the Regional Team. 

My              s team will be playing in the WAGS College Showcase in Virginia on Sat 10/12/2013 through Mon 10/14/2013, there is a link for the schedule 

below which includes directions. I understand that you have a big game against Boston College on Sunday but I hope that you or someone on your staff is able to 

come see me play. I will be wearing #10 either light blue with white shorts or all navy kit. 

I would love to be a part of your team in     if you would like to contact myself, parents or coach, I have listed their contact information below. Thank you for 

your time and look forward to meeting you. Go Heels! 

Sincerely, 



__~yahoo.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 10:24 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Ori_oinal Message ........ 

Sub.iec~ 
Fron                 @gma]l.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 

CC: 

Hello coach Dorrance! My name is                     , I have eraailed you previously and would just like to update you that I will be attending UNC Charlotte’s ID camp this weekend, rm 
not sure if you’re going to be there but if you are I would really enjoy it of you watched me play I hope I see you there! Have a great day! 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV q’O~JNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORILa2,1CE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 10:30 PM 

bill palladiuo       ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Social Media 101 tbr Camp Marketing 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Socia2l Media 101 for Cmnp Marketing 

Frown: ACTIVE Camps & Classes <info@go.activenem, ork.com > 

To: "Do~rm~ce, Albert A IV" <auson~!e~naJl.unc.edu:> 
CC: 

How social is yo~l- camp? You’ve p,~ob;~biy waded in to 
Faceboek a~d Twitter, a~d have i~;tentions of dig~g in 

Uato~lunalely, 66% of organizaiio,~s do~’~’t i~ave a 



more regislrations, Wi[hoat s stretegy, you could be spe~ding yo~ir [ir~".,e in fi’,e wrong 

~,x%~het te post os Faceboek be[ere, du~i~g a~;d afte~ camp? 

Wl~ai camp info Twiiter is best used io;’? ’¢Ji~etl~e~ Pi,~terest wili be a~ effective channel for 

you? 

Oow~;iead oar free guide "T’~e Social Media Pia~/book’;. lt’s e simple yet cemprehese[ve rook at all 

of the social ,m, ed[a cha~nels and heips you understand how to use lhem successtLilly [o,~’ your 

camp, 

camps, clbics & *~outh programs netioswide. Want to find out more? 

8incereiy, 

The Camps & ~31aasea Tear~ at ACTIVE Netwo~,t 

t: 877.996.2267 >:i 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesda? 10:41 PM 

TONY YO[IN~[ @gmail.com> 

Re: AD Scholar Athlete of the Yea 

TONY YO[INT 

These are eligible: 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Womens Soccer 

Womens Soccer 

Womens Soccer 

Kym Orr wants a nmne by Friday. If you could let me know I’ll turn it in. 

Thanks 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday: 10:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Triangle Friendlies Soccer Tonrnaxnent 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Trimagle Friendlies Soccer Tournament 

From                                ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Good Evening Coach Dorrance, 

Hello, my name is I am a sophomore at 
and I currently hold a GPA of I play varsity soccer for 
During my freshman year, I made 2nd Team All Districts as a Center Midfielder. 

~. I currently take honors and AP classes 
as the ~enter ~idfielder, and sometimes as the Forward. 

My passion is soccer as I have been playing since I was 4 years old. Travel soccer has been in my life for the last 7 years. I am very interested in 
playing Varsity soccer for The University of North Carolina and would love to participate in any camps or clinics that you may hold. I am also 
interested in the academic programs at The University. 

The Triangle Friendlies Soccer Tournament is being held on Januarv 25th and 26th in Fayetteville, North Carolina and I am going to be playing in 
the tournament for my travel team as the center midfielder of the               . My number on my jersey is I would love for you to be able to 
see me play. I would also love the opportunity to talk with you about the soccer program at The University of North Carolina. 

If you should have any questions or concerns for me, please do not hesitate to contact me. My phone number is 

look forward to seeing you at the tournament or hearing from you in the future about the soccer program of The University of North Carolina. 

Thank you for your time and consideration, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 14, 2014 10:50 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 3rd A~mu~J Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Invite 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 3rd Aunual Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Invite 

From: ~aol.com 
To: 

CC: 

To: Men’s and Women’s College Coaches 
From: Randy May 
Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 
Director 

Welcome to the New Year and hope the holiday recruiting went well for your program. Just want to continue to keep you informed of the Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 
which will take place February 28-March 2 here in Leesburg, Virginia. As I have mentioned in my previous emails we will provide the college coaches with the best hospitality 
tent bar none in the country._crab cakes, lunch meats and fresh salads, desserts and drinks not your typical "Pizza and a drink" or "hot dog/hamburger and drink"_.no way 
we will take care of our college coaches for sure. 

In addition, we are providing a free knitted hat and hand warmers in the event it is a bit chilly over the weekend. The knitted hat does not have any logo on them so you can 
keep using long after the event. 

Lastly, we are once again helping with your housing. We have currently eight rooms at $59 dollars at the Homewood Suites in Ashburn, VA we can provide to the first eight 
college coaches who sign up. Email me at randy.may@loudounsoccer.com to lock in your room rate. This is a first come first serve basis. The rate at the Homewood Suites 
will then move to $89 per night which is still a great rate for our area. 

The team response on both the boys and girls side has been strong. Thet~ are State, Regional and National qualifying teams along with several teams boys and girls teams 
competing in the Region I and Colonial League play for the coming spring. Also on the girls side, several ECNL teams will be in attendance. We at~ excited about the quality 
of the tournament which continues to grow each year. 

Please find below the email blast that goes out to the club teams with a link for the college coaches to sign up. I hope you can join us here in Loudoun as we showcase 
outstanding talent for you the college community. 

The very best to everyone. 
Yours in Soccer 

Randy May 
Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 
Director 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Days Until Registration Deadline! 
Application Deadline - ,lanuary ~4 

Brackets are filling up FAST!! 



Presented by: 

Register Your Team Now! Watch the 2013 Highlight 
Video 

More than 50 College 
Coaches Attended in 2013 

For more information, visit: www.LoudounSoccer.com/MarchShowcase 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to rlmawu@aol.com by colleqeshowcar~@loudounsoccer.com 

Update P[ofije/EmajjAddress ]:nstant 

LOUDOUN SOCCER :: 19798 S~’¢olin Rd :: PO Box 1358 Leesburg :: VA :: 20177 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesda? 10:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Showcase Tournaments 

........ Ori,oinal Message ........ 

From                            ~@cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Good Evening Coach Dormnce, 

Happy New Year’. Just wanted to follow up with you since it has been a while since I contacted you last. I am going to be paxticipating in the MLK Tournament 

Monday,               here in       I know you roll not be attending, but was wondering, will you be attending aaay Showcase Toumys this yeax that I cm~ look 

into and ma~(~e get an opportunity to have you see me play. If you are going to have any camps or clinics, I would als~ like to attend one of those. Any information you 

can provide me in order for me to be able to play in person for you would be appreciated. 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 10:36 AM 

Vincent van Driel (WFA) <vincent.vmadriel@wofldtbotballacademy.com> 

1~: WFA USA 

No problem using my footage from the interview in Amsterdam. I am a huge fan of Raymond’s and his ideas for Player Development I look forward to seeing him 

All the best! 

Frem: Vincent van Driel ~FA) [mail~:vincentvandriel@worldfootballacademy.com] 

5e~t= Tuesday, ]anua~ ~, 20~ ~:0~ AM 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
6¢~ ’Raymond Verheijen’ 
Subject: WFA USA 

Hello Anson, 
Hope you’re doing fine~ You will probably be busy preparing your trip to Philadelphia or you might already be there~ 
I will not be meeting you in pe~on this time, but Raymond will have a meeting with you as he told me. 
Just informing you that we are preparing our USA launch at the moment, the website is almost finished in concept. As the inte~iew with you in Amsterdam was really great, 
we have added it to the frontpage (hope you don’t mind :-). 

You can visit the website here: ~v.worldfootballacademyusa.com. 
I am aware that you agreed with publication of the inte~iew, but just wanted to check with you now it is ready. If you have any other suggestions, please let us know. 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

::.~.:: 

Vincent van Dne~ 
Dir~£~or of: Operations 

v~ncent vandr~eh:~wor~dFo~tbai~academv.com 

P,O, Box ar8, 11’90 AA, Ouderkerk a/d Amstel, Th,~i .."q,~itheriands 
Burg. Stramanw~g I021-, llOl 12,A, Amsterdam, -rh~ N~therbnds 
T +21 20 472 
F *3:[ 20 472 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 10:39 AM 

Tony Englund @yahoo.corn> 

l~E: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript aud Foreword 

You are not hassling me ._ I will do it. I will have time next week ..... is that too late? 

Frora-" Tony Englund ’@yahoo.com] 
$e~t= Tuesday, 3anuary ~4, 20~4 ~2:~5 PM 
To= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject; Re: ~e AR of the Duel: Advanced ~ vs. ~ Training Manuscript and ~reword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Any progress on the Foreword for the 1 vs. 1 book? Again, I don’t want to be hassling you, and we can wait as necessa~, but do 
look B~ard to your contribution and seeing the book in print. 
Thanks for any update. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy ~nton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 
612-805-9262 

On Thursday, January 2,2014 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_a__r_!A_o___n_@@_r_!)__a_i!~_t_!!?__c_’:__e__d___u_> wrote: 
Will do! 
Sent ~rom my V~rizon Wire/ess 4G L TE DRO[D 

Tony Englund, @yahoo.corn> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. I hope recruiting went well and that you found some downtime as well. I have attached the manuscript. Please let me know if I 
can be of any further assistance. I am very interested in your feedback. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 
612-805-9262 

On Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes, send it to me again. I am coming back from Florida ( recruiting for a week). I will jump on it. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireiess 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund @ y_a____h___o___o__&9____m__.> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Have you had a chance to review the manuscript for my new book and write the Foreword? As I mentioned in our first exchange, I 
told Mike Saif at WCC that I’d try to have the final copy to him by the end of the calendar year. That said, I will happily wait as needed for your 
contribution if you require more time, and I think your views on this subject will be enlightening and of great value to the discussion. Please let me 
know if you need any additional material from me and when you might be able to get me your contribution. 
Here is Jeff Tipping’s Foreword to my Barcelona book (love Tipp’!): 

Following their defeat in the 2011 UEFA Champions League Final to Barcelona, Manchester United’s manager Sir Alex Ferguson, referred to the 
Barcelona style of football as "mesmerizing" - quite a statement coming from one of the world’s tactical soccer geniuses and a Iongtime Jedi 
manager. Those who witnessed the game were captivated by the spectacle of the great Manchester team, frustratingly and uselessly, chasing the 
ball and the Barcelona players as if they were chasing phantoms. 

In FC Barcelona: Style and Domination. A Tactical Analysis of FC Barcelona, Tony Englund has done a masterful job of introducing the American 
soccer coaching community to the "Barcelona Way". He shows us how they play, he provides us with training exercises to help us play the 
"Barcelona Way" and, amazingly, shows us some solid strategies to beat them! The book is a unique and welcome analysis of the best sports club 
in the world and provides us with scores of thought provoking technical and tactical insights along with world class "World Class Coaching" 
diagrams. 

Those of us who have dedicated our lives to improving American soccer will not simply read this book, we shall voraciously consume it - and not 
just once but we shall return to it over and over again. Thanks to Tony Englund’s efforts our coaching community now has access to the philosophy 
and methods of the world’s number one soccer club. As the sport of soccer continues to progress in our country this book will inspire all of us to 
reach for the standards of excellence set by the Catalonian giants and shall provide us with a template for playing the "Beautiful Game." 
Jeff Tipping NSCAA Director of Education and Coaching Development Emeritus UEFA A License Assessor - Irish FA Palm Beach Soccer 
Academy Technical Director FIFA Futuro Coaching Education Award Author "Drills and Exercises for Developing the Elite American Player." 

Happy Holidays and thanks again. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 



St Croix Soccer Club 
612-805-9262 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 1:13 PM 

SK Noflsinger <skate@eliteclubsnationaJleag ue.com> 

Re: Scouts [ Thank you 

SK Nofisinger <skate@eliteclubsna’6onalleague.com> wrote: 

I was going to ask him if we could rent a couple, ride bareback a~d use his horses to go back and tburth, thoughts? 

Sarah Kate Noftsinger 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 8:13 AM, "Ducea, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Skate, 

Please pass on to Steve that we loved d~e event! Great job t:rom your end too! 
For the future_.ami wav to sweet talk the owner of the horse farm ~nto letting us walk between the compJexes using their property? If not no b~gg[e. 
g~rd 

F~: skate@e[itedubsnationallea~ue.com [mail~:skate@eliteclubsnatJonal[eague.com] 
Se~t~ Tuesday, 3anua~ ~% 20~4 ~:~6 PH 
Te: ska~@eliteclubsnationalleague.com 
Subject~ Scouts I Thank you 

Scouts: 
Please see the note below from Orlando Ci~ YS, the host club from our recent ECNL National Event in Sanford, Florida. I would also 
like to extend my most sincere gratitude for your suppo~ of our even~ and league. 
As always, please feel free to send me feedback, it is always welcome, the good and bad~ We are here to improve the overall 
environment and our goal is to provide the best development pla~orm for elite female soccer players. 
In addition, if you are a~ending ECNL Texas (Feb 21-23), hotel accommodations are available by clicking here. 
Thanks again, 
S kate 

Sarah Kate Noffsinger 

Commissioner 

Elite Clubs National League 

w. ,t~ww e~Reck:bsnation~eaque corn ~ t.{:~ECNLComrrfishI f. iei~teciL:bsna~o;~aileaque 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

Dear College Coaches, 
Orlando City was honored to host the recent ECNL National Event in Sanford, FL and appreciated being the host club. We love Central 
Florida and enjoy sharing all that it has to offer from beaches, entertainment, and great restaurants to nice places to stay. 
Having been a college coach for over 10 years, I understand how valuable your time and recruiting dollars are. Our goal, in partnership 
with Seminole Counties’ Sports Commission, was to make your visit an enjoyable one both on and offthe field. We wanted to ensure 
you were able to spend your time doing what you needed to do to be successful. 
We wanted to make improvements from last year’s event. We hope the fields, facilities, and professionalism of our staff met your 
standards. We are now preparing for next year and looking forward to the challenge of making improvements after this most recent 
event. After speaking with a number of you, it seemed that many were pleased with the experience, which is rewarding to hear. 
Again, thank you for your visit and allowing us to host your college programs. Have a Happy New Year! 
Sincerely, 
Steve Ramrnel I Executive Director 
O: (407)321-52641 F: (407)321-5280 
srammel@orlandocityyouth.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 1:15 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

Re: {Division I Wo~nens Soccer Coaches} game in 2015 

"Leone, Tmcey" --~F.Leone@neu.edu-~ wrote: 

Hi all, 

I hope you had a nice holiday. 

I am looking for a home game on Sunday, September 6, 2015. I would be willing to discuss a return. If you’re interested, please email me back. 

Thank you, 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~-w.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails from it, send an email to division-i-womens-soccer- coaches+tmsubscribe@googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, ~nd email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit fl~is group at ht~p:/,’groups.google.conr’group/di vi sion- i- womens- soccer- coaches. 

For more options, visit https:/igrot~ps.google.com,’groups,’opt ont. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 1:47 PM 

Guskiewicz, Kevin M <gus@email.~mc.edu> 

Re: catching up 

Thank you! I am in the air..., will call in an hour m~d a hal£ 

Sent.#’om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Guskiewicz, Kevin M" <gus@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
I received the message to give you a call. I tried a few times today, but no answer or message. Feel free to call my cell at your convenience and we can arrange to 
meet 
Thanks, 

Kevin 

Kevin Guskiewicz, PhD, ATC 

Kenan Distinguished Professor, Exercise and Sport Science 

Senior Associate Dean, Natural Sciences 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 1:48 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

Re: {Division I Wo~nens Soccer Coaches} game in 2015 

I san nothing if not consistent and loyal!!!’. 

Se~tt f!’om my V~rizort tlqrele,~s 4(5 LTE DROID 

"Leone, Tmcey" --~F.Leone@neu.edu-~ wrote: 

Knew it was coming!!!!’. 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Nort~eas~tern University 

2013 CA.A. Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 1:15 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <aason~T~)email.unc.edu;, wrote: 

TRACEY BATES!’.! 

"Leone, Trace? <]I_i:_[:~_e_!:E_e_~i__r!__e_E:_e___d___u_ wrote: 

Hi all, 

I hope you had a nice holiday. 

I am looking for a home game on Sunday, September 6, 2015. I would be willing to discuss a return. If you’re interested, please email me back. 

Thank you, 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Find out morn about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa,com/college. 

You received this message becanse you are sub~ribed to the Google Crmups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

For ,nore options, visit https;//groups.googJe.com/gyoup~’opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 6:51 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

Re: {Division I Wo~nens Soccer Coaches} game in 2015 

Thm~k you .... you axe always so nice to me. Are you coming to the convention? 

Se~t f!vm my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G LTE L)ROIL) 

"Leone, Tracey" --~F.Leone@neu.edu-> wrote: 

That you are! But you’re much more tha~ that! 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Nort)~eas~tem University 

2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 1:48 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son(f~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am noflaing if not consistent and loyal!!!! 

Sv~t~.f!~ortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

"Leone, Trace5 <~l_i:_I_:~_ez:E_e_~i__rLe_E:_e_d_u_: wrote: 

Knew it was coming!!!!! 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Northeastern University 

2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 1:15 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(i~emaila~nc.e&~> wrote: 

’FIL&CEY BATES!!! 

"Leone. Tracey" <T.Leone(~)neu.edu.; wrote: 

Hi all, 

I hope you had a nice holiday. 

I am Iooldng for a home game on Sunday, September 6, 2015. I would be willing to discuss a return. If you’re interested, please email me 

back. 

Thank you, 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~SD~d!~:__c_~_?__nL~_(__c_9_l_!__e_g__e_. 

You received this tnessage because you a~e subscribed to the Google (houps "Division I Wotnens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emafils from it, send m~ email to division-i- womens-soccer- 

coaches ~ unsu bscrik~goo~legroups.com. 
To post to this group, send email to dMsion-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:/7~roups~oogle~com,’grouvdivision-i-womens- soccet~ coaches. 

For more options, visit https:i,’groups~oogle.conv’groups,’opt out. 



Puts the team first 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 6:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd:                   - Soccer Prospect 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject                    - Soccer Prospect 

From: ~ ~                                 ~nsr-inc.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.unc.edu> 
CC: 

My name is 

I have been playing soccer since I was five years old and have known I’ve 

to play at a higher’ ~ew~ smae. I have been or~ my Ngh sahee~ varsity ~eam s~nae ’Rh grade an~ 

have staded s~nce my 8th grade year’, I have been playing club soccer since the age of e~gbt and 

have been currently play~ng w~h since my freshman year~ 

~ have p~ayed ~Jefense and mid~ekJ bul ha~n~ been a aenter mid~iekJer lbr [be ~as[ lk~ut years 

possess strong qualities such as tacticN ball d~slr~bufion, qu~ck transitions, flexiM]Nes, and am 

a dynamic team p~ayer. I ~m often ~o~d ~hat ~ am extremely "ce~cbable" because I am open to 

censtruct~ve cr~t~a~sm and ~ead ~he ~eam ~hre~Egb my work ethics, dt~ve, and my un~imi~e~J 

passion. 

cannot see myself being anything else besides a "soccer’ girl" througi~eul rny cellege experience 

and will cenlinu~; te de everything ~ car~ to BA~i~ my dreams and aspita~iens. I he~e yeu censk~et 

me as a fulure 2015 p~ayer so that ~ am aMe 1o put forlh my academic and alMet~c abilities ~nlo a 

peFfect dream, 

S~naerely, 



5 Tips to Win at Recruiting 

On this week’s episode of Recruiting Education OnDemand, Randy Taylor condenses his 

experiences from 30+ years of college coaching into 5 Tips to Win at Recruiting¯ 

Watch this week’s all new episode for insight on last minute techniques to land 2014 

recruits, along with proven techniques to implement moving forward! 

Want direct access to student-athletes that fit your needs ? 

Register for your free NCSA Reruiting Management System 

to start connecting with recruits today! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 6:56 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~" 2~gmaJd.com> 

Fwd: Join Eurotech Soccer Tours in Philly! Stop By Booth #556 at the NSCAA ConvmNon! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Join Eurotech Soccer Tours in Philly! Stop By Booth #556 at the NSCAA Convention! 

From: Jim Risher <jrishe@eurotechsoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Join E~rotech at the 
2014 NSCAA Show! 
Booth#: 556 - Across 
from Zoomreports! 
The 2014 Natiolsai Soccer Coaches 
Association of Ame~’ica (NSCAA) takes 



Eurotech Netionai ]r~vel Direct.or, Jim 

Team Travel from a 2~-ye~r vetera[~ 
the spots t~-ave~ 

Thursday -. i/I 6 7-I 
Fdday- 1/17 
Saturday- 1!18 

Meeting times will be made to meet your busy 
schedule. Complete the simple form and Jim will call 

you to confirm a convenient time and day 

NOT ATTENDING? 
Need a Tour Quote? 

CUCK HE:RE 
You will be directed 
to our Online 

Quote Request Form 

"Our trip was incredible. We all had a 
tremendously good time. Our bus driver, Richard, 
was extremely capable and helpful and Mark, our 
rep ftx)m Eurotech~)/STI who traveled with us the 
entire time, was great. Most of us are ready to 
go back!" 
Mary ~e~ Guiseppe, Dowr#nutown Spirit 

"Your group did an excellent job. Our trip went 
ve~ well. Eve~one involved with Eu~gtech¢/STI 
seemed to be working hard to make sure that we 
were satisfied customer. Thank you for all your 
hard work to give us a memorable trip." 

Marcus Wood, Coach, Hardin-Simmons 
Univet~i~, Texas 
"Jim, I’m going to be sending you a 
formal "Thank You" letter with photos and the 
a~icle in our local paper after it comes out. But 
real quick...the tour was excellent and we had an 
incredible time~ The kids will remember this 
experience for a long time. The hotel locations 
were excellent, the food was amazing and the 
training sessions with Bolton and Derby were 
great. Our tour guide (Chris) and bus driver 
(Steve) were both great and got along really well 
with eve~one in our group. They worked VERY 
hard and were a pleasure to have around~ Overall 
we were ve[~ pleased and you all did an 
excellent job and we thank you. I will absolutely 

recommend Eurotech~ to other teams and 
groups in Southern California - talk to you soonF 
Rich Davies, Co~ch, Scripps Ranch Soccer 

Club, C~liforni~ 
"The tournament was great and the whole tour 
ve~ well organized. We had a great experience 
on our trip to Holland and have nothing but great 
comments for both Sijmen and Dirk. We would 
have been lost without their guidance, suppo~, 
organization and humor. They took charge and 
managed all the details regarding 
accommodations, transpodation, setting up 
activities and the tournament details." 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 6:58 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Severe Weather 

Deparhnent of Athletics Severe Weafl~er Policy m~d Guidelines.pdf 

Tom, I am appointing you!! You are the most responsible on the stalin. ’. 

Se~tjFo~r~ my ~’erizon t~’i~’eles’,~" 4C;-L~’ DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Severe Weather 

Frotn: "Pogge, Paul" <ppogge@unc.edu> 

To: UNCAA-Head Coaches <uncaa headcoaches@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches <uncaa asstheadcoaches@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: UNCAA-ExeStaff--uncaa exestaff,~groups.unc.edu~-,UNCAA-Semor Staff uncaa semorstaff@groups.unc.edu~-, Qocca~ Mano F 

<ciocca(~)em~l.unc.edt~,"Oliaro, Scott M" <oliaro@email.unc.edtc,,"Trulock, Scott" <tmlock@email.unc.edu> 

Coaches, 
With Spring approaching and occasions of severe weather probable in the foreseeable future, I wanted to send out the Severe Weather Polic‘/once again to 
ensure that evervone was aware of its provisions. It is important that each coaching staff designate someone to assume the role of SaferV Supervisor when no one 
from Sports Medicine or Game Operations is present and monitoring the weather in an official capacit‘/at a practice, competition, or other official team-related 
activit,/. These individuals need to have proped,/registered with Accuweather and Alert Carolina so they can receive timel,/severe weather notifications. 
Additionall% Safer‘/Supervisors should ensure that the,i know appropriate safe structures to seek in the event of severe weather and have secured the 
codes, or other means of accessing such structures. 
Please let us know if ,/ou have an,/questions. Thanks vet,/much for ,/our attention to these matters. 
Best, 
Paul 

Paul Pogge 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

450 Skipper Bowles Drive 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

(919) 843 7690 

"We educate and inspire through athletics." 



{O0068403.DOCX} 

SAFETY SUPERVISORS 

Each intercollegiate competition, practice, and other team-related activity must have a Safety Supervisor 

responsible for monitoring threats of severe weather. The role of Safety Supervisor shall be assumed 

according to the hierarchy below: 

1. The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his/her designee if present in a formal 

capacity and assuming the role (usually at an intercollegiate competition); 

2. If the Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his/her designee is not present in a formal 

capacity and serving as the Safety Supervisor, the participating team’s designated athletic trainer 

shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

3. If the participating team’s designated athletic trainer is not present in a formal capacity and serving 

as the Safety Supervisor, the head coach or other designated member of the coaching staff shall be 

the Safety Supervisor. 

Safety Supervisors can suspend a practice or other team-related non-competition athletic 

activity at any time if they believe it is appropriate to protect individuals’ safety. 

Anyone can remove himself/herself from a situation at any time and without fear of 

repercussion if they feel his/her safety is threatened by the presence of severe weather. 

GENERAL RULE FOR OUTDOOR VENUES WHEN LIGHTNING IS IN THE AREA 

~Baseball Competition, Softball Competition, Golf, and Rowing are different.~ 

When lightning is projected to come within 15 miles, the Safety Supervisor should notify the appropriate 

individuals, begin consistent monitoring, instruct all personnel to come down from any aerial lifts or filming 

towers (if applicable), and ensure that fans are warned of the severe weather in the area (if applicable). 

ff lightning is between 8-10 miles away, the Safety Supervisor should notit)~ the appropriate individuals and 

continue consistent monitoring. If applicable, fans should consider relocating to a Safe Structure. 

ff lightning is 8_ miles away or closer, activity should be suspended and all student-athletes, coaches, and UNC 

Athletics personnel should relocate to a Safe Structure. If applicable, fans should also relocate to a Safe 

Structure. 

GENERAL RULE FOR TORNADO WARNINGS 

When a Tornado Warning is issued, all student-athletes, coaches, and UNC Athletics personnel should 

immediately relocate to a Safe Structure. ff applicable, fans should also relocate to a Safe Structure. 
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Verlble 

Anderson Softball 

Complex 

PRISIARY SAFE STRUCTURES 

Category of People Severe Weather 

Field Personnel1 Lightning 

Safe Structure(s) 

Softball Complex Team 

Room, Bathroom, 

Lockcr Room, 

Kitchen Area, 

Offices, 

Basement, and 
Interior Hallway 

Fans Lightning Vehicles 

Rams’ Head Deck 

or First Available 

Safe Structure 

Field Personnel Tonkado Softball Cmnplex 

Basement 

Fans Tornado Rams’ Head Deck 

or First 

Available Sate 

Structure 

Boshamer Stadium Field Personnel Lightning/Tornado 

Fans Lightning 

Locker Rooms 

Vehicles 

Rams’ Head Deck 

Press Box 

Fans Tornado Rmns’ Head Deck 

"Field Personnel", "Floor Personnel", and "Deck/Pool Personnel" includes student-athletes, coaches, UNC 
Athletics personnel in their formal capacities, and officials. 
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PRIMARY SAFE STRUCTURES {Continued) 

Category of People Severe Weather Safe Structure(s) 

Carmichael Arena Everyone Lightning CarmicNael Arena 
Vehicles 

Floor Persom~el Tornado Locker Rooms 

Fans Tornado Carnfichael Arena 

Bathrooms 

and Concourse 

(Away from 

Glass) 

Conc-Kenfield 
Tennis Center Everyone Lightlfing Inside the Tennis Center 

Everyone Tornado Telmis Center’s Lower 

Level Locker 

Rooms and 

Bathrooms 

Eddie Smith Fieldhouse Everyone Lightning 

Everyone Tornado 

Inside the Fieldhouse 

Carmichael Arena 

Vehicles 

Carmichael Arena 

Bathrooms 

and Concourse 

(Away from 

Glass) 

Rams’ Head Deck 
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Verlble 

Fetzer Field 

PRIMARY SAFE STRUCTURES {Continued) 

Category of People Severe Weather 

Field Persmmel Lightning 

Safe Structure(s) 

McCaskill Soccer Center 

Carmiclrael Arena 

Eddie Smith Fieldhouse 

Fans Lightning Carmichael Arena 

Eddie Smith Fieldhouse 

Vehicles 

Field Persom~el Tornado McCasldll Soccer Center 

Locker Rooms 

Carmichael Arena 

Bathroo~ns 

and Concourse 

(Away from 

Glass) 

Fans Tornado Carmichael Arena 

Bathrooms 

and Concourse 

(Away from 

Glass) 

Fetzer Gynmasium Floor Personnel Tornado 

Fans Tornado 

Locker Rooms 

Bathrooms 

Interior Hallways (Away 

from Glass) 

Finley Fields Everyone Lightning Finley Golf Course 

Clubhouse 

Rams’ Head Deck 

Vehicles 

Tornado Rams’ Head Deck 

or First 

Available Safe 

Structure 
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Verlble 

Finley Golf Course 

PRIMARY SAFE STRUCTURES {Continued) 

Category of People Severe Weather 

Everyone Lightning 

Safe Structure(s) 

Course Clubhouse 

Everyone Tornado Rams’ Head Deck 

or First 

Available Safe 

Structure 

Field Personnel Lightning 

Fans Lighming 

Locker Rooms 
Eddie Smith Fieldhouse 

Vehicles 

Rams’ Head Deck 

Field Personnel Tonmdo 

Fans Tornado 

Locker Rooms 

Rams’ Head Deck 

Kenan Stadium Field Personnel 

Fans 

Lightning/Tornado 

Lightning 

Locker Rooms 

Vehicles 
Loudermilk Center 

(Blue Zone) 
Kenan Football Center 
Pope Box 
Press Box 
Ram’s Head Deck 
Bell Tower Deck 
Fetzer Gynmasium 

Fans Tonmdo Ram’s Head Deck 

Bell Tower Deck 

Fetzer Gymnasium 
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Verlble 

Koury Natatorium 

PRIMARY SAFE STRUCTURES {Continued) 

Category of People Severe Weather 

Deck/Pool Personnel Lightning/Tornado 

Safe Structure(s) 

Locker Rooms 

Fans Light,ring In the Stands (Away from 

Water, Glass, and 

the Pool Deck) 

Vehicles 

Fans Tornado Smith Center Lower Level 

Corridors 

or Practice Gym 

(Away from 

Glass) 

Navy Fields Everyone Lightning Eddie Smith Fieldhouse 

Carmichael Arena 

Kenan Football Center 

Everyone Tornado Cannichael Arena 

Bathrooms 

and Concourse 

(Away from 

Glass) 

Kenan Football Center 

Smith Center Floor Personnel Tornado Locker Rooms 

Practice Gym (Away from 

Glass) 

Fans Tornado Concourse (Away from 

Glass) 

Practice Gym (Away from 

Glass) 

Lower Level Corridors 
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PRIMARY SAFE STRUCTURES {Continued) 

Venue 

Universfly Lake 

Category o[ People 

Everyone 

Severe Weather 

Lightning 

Sale Structure(s) 

Vehicles 

Rams’ Head Deck 

or First: 

Available 

Safe Structure 

Everyone Tornado Rams’ Head Deck 

or First 

Available 

Safe Structure 

Woollen Gymnasium Everyone Tornado Locker Rooms 

Bathrooms 
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DEPART~ENT OF A THLETICS SE VERE WEA THER POLICY 

I. Severe Weather, Lightning, and Tornado Safety for Department of Athletics Events 

a. Introduction 

This Severe Weather Policy and its accompanying facility-specific guidelines are intended to 

help address the various threats severe weather may present to athletics-related activities on the 

campus of The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ("University or "UNC-CH"). The 

nature of these threats often varies considerably, however, and individuals should always use 

their best judgment in determining appropriate courses of action. Because of severe weather’s 

inherently unpredictable nature, no structure or precaution can ever be completely guaranteed to 

provide safety. These provisions, though, are intended to minimize risks ofthi s kind by offering 

guidelines for Safety Supervisors and others who may have to make decisions in instances of 

threatening weather. This Policy and the facility-specific guidelines are not intended to be 

comprehensive or definitive directions on proper measures to take in these situations. Rather, 

they should serve as a frame of reference intended to specify precautions that are likely to be 

appropriate. As always, common sense and good judgment by all involved are crucial to 

ensuring safety. 

b. Definitions 

For purposes of this Policy and the accompanying facility-specific guidelines, the terms below 

shall have these respective ascribed meanings: 

"Field, Floor, Court, Pool, and Deck Personnel" shall mean those individuals with authorized 

access to the competition surface during intercollegiate competition (including, but not 

necessarily limited to: student-athletes, coaches, trainers, team-related staff, and official UNC 

Athletics personnel). 

"Safe Structure" shall mean a facility which may provide additional protecti on from severe 

weather. While the structures referenced have been identified as reasonable facilities in which to 

seek refuge from severe weather, no structure can ever be fully guaranteed to provide safety. 

Even when specific Safe Structures are referenced, individual s should use their best judgment to 

determine the most appropriate options which provide the best protection from severe weather. 

"Safety Supervisor" shall mean an individual responsible for monitoring the presence of severe 

weather and addressing matters of weather safety. 
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c. An Individual’s Right to Leave a Situation in which He or She Does Not Feel Safe 

Any student-athlete, coach, or UNC Athletics staff member may leave a situation at any 

time if he or she feels weather or other circumstances pose a safety threat. Any individual 
who chooses to remove himself or herself from a particular situation for this purpose shall 
be free to do so without fear of repercussion, penalty, or retaliation. 

d. Role of the Safety Supervisors 

Each official team-related athletic activity of the University’s varsity sports programs shall have 

a designated "Safety Supervisor." In most cases of intercollegiate competition, the Senior 

Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his/her designee (typically, a member of the Game 

Operations staff) will be the Safety Supervisor. When the Senior Associate Athletic Director or 

his or her designee is not present in a formal capacity and assuming such a role, the team’s 

designated athletic trainer shall be the Safety Supervisor. In instances when neither the Senior 

Associate Athletic Director (or his/her designee) or the respective team’s designated athletic 

trainer is present in a formal capacity and assuming the role of Safety Supervisor, the sport’s 

head coach or another designated coaching staff member shall assume the role of Safety 

Supervisor. It shall be the responsibility of the team’s designated athletic trainer or his/her 

designee to ensure the appropriate parties know who will assume the role of Safety Supervisor at 

each competition, practice, or other team-related athletic activity. 

Weather conditions have the potential to change quickly; therefore, it is the responsibility of each 

Safety Supervisor to monitor the conditions on an ongoing basis and take appropriate steps to 

protect the safety of student-athletes and UNC Athletics personnel. 

1. Varsity Practice and/or Other Official Non-Competition, Team-Related Athletic 

Activity 

Generally, the Safety Supervisor should communicate weather-related alerts to the head 

coach when they are received. When a tornado warning is issued or lightning comes 

within a distance specified for the particular facility in the sections below, the Safety 

Supervisor should instruct the coach to suspend the practice or other team-related athletic 

activity and have eye,Tone relocate to a Safe Structure. 

Notwithstanding any provisions herein, the Safety Supervisor shall have the 

authority to delay or suspend any practice or other non-competition, team-related 

athletic activity if he or she believes that weather conditions make it unsafe to 

continue. 
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2. Intercollegiate Competition 

In most cases of intercollegiate competition, the Senior Associate Athletic Director for 

Operations or his or her designee (usually a UNC Game Operations staff member) shall 

be the Safety Supervisor and have the responsibility to cancel, delay, or allow the start of 

competition. If the Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his/her designee 

is not present in a formal capacity, the team’s designated athletic trainer will assume the 

role of Safety Supervisor and have the responsibility to cancel, delay, or allow the start of 

competition. 

Once competition has begun, assigned officials from the NCAA, ACC, or other entity 

typically have the discretion to stop, restart, or cancel competition. In these instances, the 

Safety Supervisor shall provide information as appropriate to assist in their decision. If 

competition is delayed or cancelled, the Safety Supervisor shall have the responsibility of 

ensuring the information is communicated to the opposing head coach, game officials, 

media entities, and other individuals who may be appropriate. 

Authority to delay or relocate competition in the same city is typically vested in the home 

team’s Director of Athletics or designated senior-level administrator. Authority to 

cancel, postpone, or terminate conference competition is vested only in the ACC 

Commissioner or his/her designee. 

Coaching staffs shall immediately follow the instructions of the Safety Supervisor and/or 

appropriate official and are expected to suspend any practice, competition, or other team-related 

athletic activity when weather poses a threat. Safety Supew’isors should be in possession of the 

key(s) and/or access code(s) to the appropriate Safe Structure(s) so that they may provide access 

when inclement weather is present. 

e. Accuweather and Alert Carolina 

The University subscribes to Accuweather. Each Safety Supervisor shall either receive alerts 

from Accuweather via text messages to his or her cell phone or have access to an alphanumeric 

pager which will receive alerts from Accuweather. All members of the Sports Medicine Staff 

and every Safety Supervisor shall also be required to register his or her cell phone numbers 

annually with Alert Carolina. From time to time, the Head Athletic Trainer will provide Safety 

Supervisors with training regarding these alert mechanisms, this Policy, and the accompanying 

guidelines. 
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1. In the Event There is not a Functional Accuweather Pager or Cell Phone 

Registered with Accuweather 

If the weather becomes a concern during an event or practice and the Safety Supervisor 

does not have an alphanumeric pager or cell phone specifically registered with 

Accuweather, the Safety Supervisor should use another phone and call the Stallings- 

Evans Sports Medicine Center (919-962-2067), Scott Oliaro ~            ), or Nicole 

Fava ( I for weather information. 

f. Lightning 

Lightning is the most consistent and significant weather hazard that may affect the University’s 

athletics events or activities. 

1. Accuweather Lightning Warnings 

The longitude and latitude of Kenan Stadium is the target point to establish the 

various perimeter alerts or warnings used in the communications from Accuweather. 

When there is lightning within the vicinity of the UNC-CH campus, Accuweather 

will send a page to the Safety Supervisors’ alphanumeric pagers and a text to the 

registered cell phones to provide specific information. Accuweather ~vill send an 

initial advisory- notification when lightning is projected to come ~vithin fifteen miles 

of campus. This initial advisory notification will occur approximately twenty minutes 

before the lightning is proj ected to come within fifteen (15) miles. This "lead time" is 

designed to provide sufficient opportunity for individuals far from a Safe Structure to 

relocate appropriately. If the lightning continues to approach the campus, subsequent 

warnings will be issued when the lightning is within ten (10) miles. An additional 

warning will be issued when there is a lightning strike within eight (8) miles of the 

target point. Accuweather will issue a cancellation alert when the threat of lightning 

has passed, at which time games, practices, or other team-related athletic activities 

may resume. 

2. Flash-to-Bang Method 

The Flash-to-Bang Method should be used only in situations when Accuweather 

information or a commercial lightning detector is unavailable. While this method is 

less precise in calculating the distance of severe weather, Safety Supervisors should 

still be familiar with it in case circumstances require its use. 
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Thunder always accompanies lightning, even though its audible range can be 

diminished due to background noise in the immediate environment and its distance 

from the observer. To use the Flash-to-Bang Method, count the seconds from the 

time the lightning is seen to when the clap of thunder is heard. Divide this number by 

five to obtain how far away (in miles) the lightning occurred. For example, if an 

individual counts 15 seconds between seeing the flash of lightning and hearing the 

bang of thunder, the lightning occurred approximately 3 miles away (15/5=3). 

3. General Rule for Lightning for the Safety of Field, Court, Pool, and Deck 

Personnel 

As a general rule when lightning is in the area, the responsible Safety Supervisor 

should notify the head coach and other appropriate individuals when an alert is 

received indicating lightning may come within a fifteen mile radius of the target 

point. Upon receiving a subsequent alert that lightning has come within a ten mile 

radius of the target point, the Safety Supew’isor should provide an update with such 

information to the head coach and other appropriate individuals. When an alert is 

received indicating lightning is within eight miles of the target point or closer, the 

Safety Supervisor should instruct all University personnel to relocate to an 

appropriate Safe Structure if they have not already done so. 

4. Exceptions for Finley Golf Course, University Lake, Anderson Softball Complex 

Intercollegiate Competition, and Boshamer Stadium intercollegiate Competition 

Due to the need to place protective tarp on the fields of Anderson Softball Complex 

and Boshamer Stadium during intercollegiate competition and the relocation needs 

associated with Finley Golf Course and University Lake, these four venues have 

different general rules when lightning is in the area. 

When an alert is received indicating lightning may come within fifteen (15) miles of 

the target point during intercollegiate competition at Boshamer Stadium or Anderson 

Softball Complex, the Safety Supervisor should notify the head coach and other 

appropriate individuals. When an alert is issued that lightning is within ten (10) 

miles, the Safety Supervisor should instruct the protective tarp to be put on the field 

and all University personnel and fans to relocate to an appropriate Safe Structure. 

When an alert is received that lightning may come within fifteen (15) miles of the 

target point during varsity practice, intercollegiate competition, or any other team- 

related athletic activity at Finley Golf Course or University Lake, the Safety 
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Supervisor should instruct all University personnel and fans to relocate to a Safe 
Structure as quickly as possible. 

g. Tornado Warnings 

The ~varnings and alerts issued by Alert Carolina for tornadoes will supersede any warnings 
received from Accuweather. Warning sirens will typically be activated if a tornado threat is 
imminent for any part of campus. In the event of a tornado warning, all student-athletes and 
UNC Athletics personnel should immediately proceed to a Safe Structure or other safe location. 

h. Safe Structures 

Safe locations for lightning and tornadoes differ. When lightning is present, the safest place is 

indoors and away from electric and water lines. Structural stability is the main requirement of a 

safe location during a tornado warning The facility-specific provisions outlined below identify 

primary Safe Structures available in severe weather. Individuals should be generally aware of 

other Safe Structures, however, in the event that circumstances necessitate seeking shelter in an 

alternative Safe Structure for some reason. 

1. If Unable to Reach a Safe Structure 

If individuals are unable to reach a Safe Structure during severe weather, they should try 

and avoid tall structures, tall trees or other objects (such as light poles or flag poles), 

individual trees, standing pools of water, and open fields. Additionally, they should 

avoid being the highest object in a field. Do not take shelter under a single, tall tree. If 

possible, move to a low-lying area. 

If in this situation, assume a crouched position with only the balls of the feet touching the 

ground, wrap the arms around the knees, and lower the head. Minimize contact with the 

ground, as lightning current often enters a victim through the ground rather than through 

a direct overhead strike. Do not lie flat. 

2. Examples of Locations that are NOT Safe Structures 

The following list of locations should NOT be considered safe structures in the event of 

severe weather: baseball/softball dugouts, baseball/softball covered batting cages, 

convertibles or soft-top vehicles, golf carts or similar vehicles, outside storage sheds, 

canopies, awnings, and tents. 
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i. Daily Procedures Used by the Head Athletic Trainer and Safety Supervisors 

The Head Athletic Trainer and Safety Supervisors should abide by the follo~ving practices: 

1. Each Safety Supervisor will have access to Accuweather alerts and will also be 

registered with Alert Carolina. 

The Head Athletic Trainer or his or her designee will evaluate weather conditions 

on a daily basis. For morning varsity athletic activities, the review of the next 

day’ s weather forecast will be completed the night before and again prior to the 

start of the scheduled activity. For afternoon varsity athletic activities, this review 

will take place at the start of the business day and again prior to the start of the 

scheduled activity. 

The Head Athletic Trainer or his or her designee will notify the Safety 

Supervisors of the daily forecast and specify any relevant ~veather advisories, 

watches, and/or warnings. If there is a threat of severe weather, the Head Athletic 

Trainer or his or her designee may also remind the Safety Supervisors of the 

appropriate procedures. Any notifications given by the Head Athletic Trainer or 

his or her designee may also include the severe weather’s nature and projected 

time of arrival. 

Each Safety Supervisor shall monitor the daily weather forecast using information 

received from the Head Athletic Trainer or his or her designee. Safety 

Supervisors should be particularly cognizant of any advisories, watches, and/or 

warnings. If a threat of severe weather exists, the Safety Supervisor may call the 

Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center (919-962-2067) to receive an update 

before leaving for that particular practice, competition, or other team-related 

athletic activity. In addition, Safety Supervisors should ensure functionality of 

their pagers and/or cell phones and that they are in possession of the key(s) which 

provide access to the appropriate Safe Structure(s). 

5. Each respective Safety Supervisor should inform the proper head coach(es) of any 

potential severe weather for that specific day. If severe weather is forecast or 
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present, the Safety Supervisor should also remind the appropriate head coach(es) 

of proper safety procedures. 

The Safety Supervisor will be the final authority on any weather-related decision 

to suspend or cancel practice or any other non-competition, sport-specific activity. 

Student-athletes, coaches, and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to 

comply with any such decision and the appropriate procedures immediately upon 

determination by the Safety Supervisor. In the case of intercollegiate 

competition, student-athletes, coaches, and other UNC Athletics personnel shall 

be expected to comply with any decision rendered pursuant to Section d.2., above, 

and follow applicable procedures for the protection of individuals from severe 

weather. 

Any time a Safety Supervisor encounters difficulty of any kind with a weather- 

related situation, he or she should notify Paul Pogge, Associate Director of 

Athletics, who may be reached at ppogge@unc.edu or 919-843-7690. 

j. Facility-Specific Severe Weather Guidelines 

These facility-specific plans should be follo~ved in cases of severe weather; however, there may 

be particular circumstances where it is appropriate or necessary for Safety Supervisors to take 

actions other than what is included in these facility plans to best protect the safety of individuals. 

Safety Supervisors should al~vays use their best judgment to make decisions that place safety as 

the foremost priority. 

Anderson Softball Complex Intercollegiate Competition 

Anderson Softball Complex Official Varsity Practice 

Boshamer Stadium Intercollegiate Competition 

Boshamer Stadium Official Varsity Practice 

Carmichael Arena Intercollegiate Competition 

Carmichael Arena Official Varsity Practice 

Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center Intercollegiate Competition 

Page 10 

Page 13 

Page 15 

Page 18 

Page 20 

Page 22 

Page 23 



Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center Official Varsity Practice 

Eddie Smith Fieldhouse Intercollegiate Competition 

Eddie Smith Fieldhouse Official Varsity Practice 

Fetzer Field Intercollegiate Competition 

Fetzer Field Official Varsity Practice 

Fetzer Gymnasium Intercollegiate Competition 

Fetzer Gymnasium Official Varsity Practice 

Finley Fields Intercollegiate Competition 

Finley Fields Official Varsity Practice 

Finley Golf Course Intercollegiate Competition 

Finley Golf Course Official Varsity Practice 

Henry Stadium Intercollegiate Competition 

Henry Stadium Official Varsity Practice 

Kenan Stadium Intercollegiate Competition 

Kenan Stadium Official Varsity Practice 

Koury Natatorium Intercollegiate Competition 

Koury Natatorium Official Varsity Practice 

Navy Fields Official Varsity Practice 

Rowing "Home" Intercollegiate Competition 

Smith Center Intercollegiate Competition 

Smith Center Official Varsity Practice 

University Lake Official Varsity Practice 

Woollen Gymnasium Official Varsity Practice 
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Page 25 

Page 27 

Page 29 

Page 30 

Page 33 

Page 35 

Page 36 

Page 37 

Page 39 

Page 41 

Page 43 

Page 44 

Page 47 

Page 49 

Page 53 

Page 55 

Page 58 

Page 60 

Page 62 

Page 64 

Page 66 

Page 67 

Page 68 
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Safety Supervisor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his/her designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

For field personnel, the Anderson Softball Complex team room, kitchen area, bathroom, offices, 

interior hallway, basement, and locker rooms are Safe Structures when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the Anderson Softball Complex basement is a Safe Structure for field 

personnel. 

When lightning is present, fans should seek shelter in their vehicles or drive to the Rams’ Head 

Deck or the first available Safe Structure. In the event of a tornado warning, fans should drive to 

the Rams’ Head Deck or the first available Safe Structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 MTles in 20 Alinutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s game. Game management officials are closely monitoring 

the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advi sed of changing weather conditions by 

using the stadium public address system. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

10 
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for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 

umpire has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? May I have your 

attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to inform you that 

today’s game is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please clear the seating area. 

Please leave the stadium and return to your vehicles. The Rams’ Head Deck on campus 

is a Safe Structure if you desire more adequate shelter than your vehicle. Please retain 

your ticket stub for re-entry. Once again, the game is temporarily suspended due to 

severe weather in the area. Game management officials are advising fans to exit the 

seating area and seek shelter in your vehicles or in the Rams’ Head Deck. Everyone must 

clear the stadium immediately. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

Instruct the grounds crew to tarp the field then immediately take shelter so the field can 

be clear when the nearest lightning strike occurs within an 8 mile radius of the venue. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 

umpire has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a Tornado 

Warning for the Chapel Hill and Carrboro area. The University has activated its 

Emergency Siren Alert System. We encourage you to seek shelter in the Rams’ Head 

Deck on campus or the first available Safe Structure. Everyone must clear the stadium 

immediately. Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your 

cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

Instruct the grounds crew to tarp the field then immediately take shelter. 

11 
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~Tten Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Se~,ere Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The threat of severe 

weather has passed. Please return to your original seat. Competition will resume in __ 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

12 
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Safety Supervisor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

For field personnel, the Anderson Softball Complex team room, kitchen area, bathroom, offices, 

interior hallway, basement, and locker room are Safe Structures when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the Anderson Softball Complex basement is a Safe Structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately inform the head coach of the 

need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone to 

relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 

13 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct evels’one to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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S afety,q up ervis o r 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his or her designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Stru ctu res 

For field personnel, the locker rooms of Boshamer Stadium are Safe Structures when lightning is 

present and/or during a tornado warning. 

When lightning is present, fans should seek shelter in the Rams’ Head Deck or in their vehicles. 

Media personnel may also seek shelter in the press box when lightning is present. During a 

tornado warning, fans should seek shelter in the Rams’ Head Deck. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 ~linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s game. Game management officials are closely monitoring 

the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advised of changing weather conditions by 

using the stadium public address system. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 
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umpire has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? May I have your 

attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to inform you that 

today’s game is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please clear the seating area. 

You may seek shelter in your vehicles or in the Rams’ Head Deck. If you leave the 

stadium, please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Once again, the game is temporarily 

suspended due to severe weather in the area. Game management officials are advising 

fans to exit the seating area and seek shelter in your vehicles or in the Rams’ Head Deck. 

Everyone must clear the open seating area and concourse immediately. Thank you for 

your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

Instruct the grounds crew to tarp the field then immediately take shelter so the field can 

be clear when the nearest lightning strike occurs within an 8 mile radius of the venue. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 

umpire has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a Tornado 

Warning for the Chapel Hill and Carrboro area. The University has activated its 

Emergency Siren Alert System. We encourage you to seek shelter in the Rams’ Head 

Deck. Everyone must clear the stadium immediately. Please retain your ticket stub for 

re-entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

Instruct the grounds crew to tarp the field then immediately take shelter. 
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~Tten Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Se~,ere Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The threat of severe 

weather has passed. Please return to your original seat. Competition will resume in __ 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Stru ctu res 

The locker rooms of Boshamer Stadium are Safe Structures when lightning is present and/or 

during a tornado warning. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 hliles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates" Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct evels’one to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his or her designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

Carmichael Arena is considered a Safe Structure when lightning is present. Individuals may also 

take shelter in their vehicles when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the locker rooms are Safe Structures for floor personnel. The 

bathrooms and concourse (away from glass) of Carmichael Arena are safe areas for fans during a 

tornado warning. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the 

Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as 

needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a tornado warning 

for the Chapel Hill and Carrboro area. The University has activated its Emergency Siren 

Alert System. You must proceed immediately to the bathrooms or areas on the concourse 

away from glass. Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your 

cooperation." 

Help direct floor personnel to a safe location. 
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~7~en Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When a tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) 

may resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives 

notification that the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The tornado warning 

has expired. Please return to your original seat. Play will resume in 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

Carmichael Arena is a Safe Structure when lightning is present. The locker rooms are safe areas 

during a tornado warning. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Super~,isor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall inform the head 

coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As necessary, the 

Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The indoor portion &the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center is a Safe Structure when lightning is 

present. During a tornado warning, the lower level locker rooms and bathrooms of the indoor 

portion of the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center are Safe Structures. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5Iinutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for the competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 
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commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When appropriate, work in consultation with the competition officials to move the 

competition inside the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center. 

Once the decision to move play indoors has been made, help direct individuals to a safe 

location. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for the competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Once the decision to suspend play has been made, help direct individuals to a safe 

location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume outside when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. 

When a tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) 

may resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives 

notification that the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Inform fans. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Supervisor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The indoor portion &the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center is a Safe Structure when lightning is 

present. During a tornado warning, the lower level locker rooms and bathrooms of the indoor 

portion of the Cone-Kenfield Tennis Center are Safe Structures. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 ~linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 5liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately inform the head coach of the 

need to suspend the outdoor portion of the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use 

contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up ~vith Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his or her designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Eddie Smith Fieldhouse and Carmichael Arena are considered Safe Structures when 

lightning is present. Individuals may also seek shelter in their vehicles when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the Rams’ Head Deck and bathrooms and concourse (away from 

glass) of Carmichael Arena are Safe Structures. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has commenced, 

the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition, in either case, the 

Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as 

needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a tornado warning 

for the Chapel Hill and Carrboro area. The University has activated its Emergency Siren 

Alert System. Please proceed to the Rams’ Head Deck or to the concourse inside 

Carmichael Arena immediately. Everyone must clear the venue. Please retain your 

ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct competition personnel to a safe location. 
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~7~en Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When a tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) 

may resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives 

notification that the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Inform fans. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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S afety,q up ervis o r 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Stru ctu res 

The Eddie Smith Fieldhouse and Carmichael Arena are considered Safe Structures when 

lightning is present. Individuals may also seek shelter in their vehicles when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the Rams’ Head Deck and bathrooms and concourse (away from 

glass) of Carmichael Arena are Safe Structures. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall inform the head 

coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As necessary, the 

Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Supervisor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his or her designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

When lightning is present, McCaskill Soccer Center, Carmichael Arena, and Eddie Smith 

Fieldhouse are Safe Structures for field personnel. Fans should seek shelter in Carmichael 

Arena, Eddie Smith Fieldhouse, or their vehicles when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the locker rooms of McCaskill Soccer Center and the bathrooms and 

concourse (away from glass) of Carmichael Arena are Safe Structures for field personnel. 

During a tornado warning, the bathrooms and concourse (away from glass) of Carmichael Arena 

are Safe Structures for fans. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s game. Game management officials are closely monitoring 

the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advised of changing weather conditions by 

using the stadium public address system. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The National Weather 
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Service has indicated severe weather in the surrounding area. Game management 

officials suggest fans begin to seek shelter by moving to your vehicles, inside Eddie 

Smith Fieldhouse, or inside Carmichael Arena. If you leave the venue, please retain your 

ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend competition is made, instruct the Public Address 

Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? 

May I have your attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to 

inform you that today’s competition is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please 

clear the seating area. You may leave the stadium and return to your vehicles or you may 

take shelter inside Eddie Smith Fieldhouse or Carmichael Arena. Please retain your 

ticket stub for re-entry. Once again, the competition is temporarily suspended due to 

severe weather in the area. Game management officials are advising fans to exit the 

seating area and seek shelter in your vehicles, Eddie Smith Fieldhouse, or Carmichael 

Arena. Everyone must clear the stadium immediately. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the 
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preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend competition is made, instruct the Public Address 

Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, 

please? May I have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a 

Tornado Warning for the Chapel Hill and Carrboro area. The University has activated its 

Emergency Siren Alert System. We encourage you to seek shelter on the concourse of 

Carmichael Arena away from glass. Everyone must clear the stadium immediately. 

Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

NotiQv the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The threat of severe 

weather has passed. Please return to your original seat. Competition will resume in __ 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Supervisor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

When lightning is present, McCaskill Soccer Center, Carmichael Arena, and Eddie Smith 

Fieldhouse are Safe Structures. 

During a tornado warning, the locker rooms of McCaskill Soccer Center and the bathrooms and 

concourse (away from glass) of Carmichael Arena are Safe Structures. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When A ccuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct evels’one to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Supervisor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

Fetzer Gymnasium is a Safe Structure when lightning is present. During a tornado warning, the 

locker rooms are Safe Structures for floor personnel. The bathrooms and interior hallways (away 

from glass) are Safe Structures for fans during a tornado warning. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, help direct competition personnel to a safe 

location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

When Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When a tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) 

may resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives 

notification that the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Inform fans. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Supervisor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Stru ctu res 

Fetzer Gymnasium is a Safe Structure when lightning is present. The locker rooms are Safe 

Structures during a tornado warning 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall inform the head 

coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As necessary, the 

Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Finley Golf Course Clubhouse and Rams’ Head Deck are Safe Structures when lighting is 

present. Individuals may also seek shelter in their vehicles~ 

During a tornado warning, individuals should drive to the Rams’ Head Deck or the first available 

Safe Structure~ 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 MTles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 
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preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Once the decision to suspend play has been made, help direct competition personnel to a 

safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

As necessau, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued.for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Once the decision to suspend play has been made, help direct competition personnel to a 

safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume ~vhen the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume ~vhen the tornado ~varning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Inform fans. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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S afety,q up ervis o r 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Finley Golf Course Clubhouse and Rams’ Head Deck are Safe Structures when lighting is 

present. Individuals may also seek shelter in their vehicles. 

During a tornado warmng, individuals should drive to the Rams’ Head Deck or the first available 

Safe Structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sot should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates" Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

informatiom 

When Accuweather Indicates" Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately inform the head coach of the 

need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone to 

relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Supervisor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his or her designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Stru ctu res 

The Finley Golf Course Clubhouse is a Safe Structure when lightning is present. During a 

tornado warning, individuals should drive to the Rams’ Head Deck or the first available Safe 

Structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for the competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Once the decision to suspend play has been made, work with Finley Golf Course Staff 

and other appropriate parties to help remove golfers from the course and direct them to a 

safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 
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preparation for the competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Once the decision to suspend play has been made, work with Finley Golf Course Staff 

and other appropriate parties to help remove golfers from the course and direct them to a 

safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond a 15 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Inform fans. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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S afety,q up ervis o r 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Finley Golf Course Clubhouse is a Safe Structure when lightning is present. During a 

tornado warning, individuals should drive to the Rams’ Head Deck or the first available Safe 

Structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately inform the head coach of the 

need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone to 

relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his or her designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

For field personnel, the Eddie Smith Fieldhouse and Henry Stadium locker rooms are Safe 

Structures when lightning is present. Fans should seek shelter in the Rams’ Head Deck or their 

vehicles when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, the Henry Stadium locker rooms are Safe Structures for field 

personnel. Fans should seek shelter in the Rams’ Head Deck during a tornado warning. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s game. Game management officials are closely monitoring 

the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advised of changing weather conditions by 

using the stadium public address system. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The National Weather 

Service has indicated severe weather in the surrounding area. Game management 

officials suggest fans begin to seek shelter by moving to their vehicles or the Rams’ Head 
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Deck. If you leave the venue, please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for 

your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 

referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? May I have your 

attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to inform you that 

today’s game is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please clear the seating area. 

You may leave the stadium and return to your vehicles or you may take shelter in the 

Rams’ Head Deck. Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Once again, the game is 

temporarily suspended due to severe weather in the area. Game management officials are 

advising fans to exit the seating area and seek shelter in your vehicles or the Rams’ Head 

Deck. Everyone must clear the stadium immediately. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is IssuedJbr the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the preparation 

for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has commenced, the 

referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the Safety Supervisor 

shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as needed. 
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When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a Tornado 

Warning for the Chapel Hill and Carrboro area. The University has activated its 

Emergency Siren Alert System. We encourage you to seek shelter in the Rams’ Head 

Deck. Everyone must clear the stadium immediately. Please retain your ticket stub for 

re-entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The threat of severe 

weather has passed. Please return to your original seat. Competition will resume in __ 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer~ When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

For field personnel, the Eddie Smith Fieldhouse and Henry Stadium locker rooms are Safe 

Structures when lightning is present. During a tornado warning, the Henry Stadium locker 

rooms are safe areas. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or their designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. This individual will work in consultation with the Director of Athletics, the 

Operations Command Center, and the referees to make weather-related decisions. 

Safe Stru ctu res 

The locker rooms are safe structures for all field personnel when lightning is present and/or 

during a tornado warning 

When lightning is present, fans can take shelter in the Ram’s Head Deck, Bell Tower Deck, 

Fetzer Gymnasium, or their vehicles. Fans and media personnel with seats in the Loudermilk 

Center (Blue Zone), Pope Box, Press Box, and Kenan Football Center can also take shelter 

indoors in those respective facilities when lightning is present. During a tornado warning, fans 

and media can take shelter in the Ram’s Head Deck, Bell Tower Deck, or Fetzer Gymnasium. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s game. Game management officials are closely monitoring 

the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advised of changing weather conditions by 

using the stadium public address system, video board, WCHL 1360 AM/97.9 FM or 

WRDU 106.1 FM broadcasts, or on Twitter @tarheelfootball. Thank you for your 

cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates" Lightning is within 10 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 
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Notify the competition officials. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The National Weather 

Service has indicated severe weather in the surrounding area. Game management 

officials suggest fans in open seating areas begin to seek shelter at this time. You are 

permitted to leave the stadium and seek shelter in your vehicles, the Ram’s Head Deck, 

Fetzer Gymnasium, or the Bell Tower Deck. Fans seated in the Blue Zone, Press Box, 

Pope Box, and Kenan Football Center can take shelter indoors in those respective areas. 

If you leave the stadium, please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Thank you for your 

cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 3liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Notify any other appropriate individual s. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor (working in conjunction with the Director of Athletics 

and the Operations Command Center) has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the 

Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as 

needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? May I have your 

attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to inform you that 

today’s game is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please clear the outdoor seating 

area. You may leave the stadium and take shelter in your vehicles, the Ram’s Head 

Deck, Fetzer Gymnasium, or the Bell Tower Deck. Fans seated in the Blue Zone, Press 

Box, Pope Box, and Kenan Football Center can take shelter indoors. If you choose to 

leave the stadium, please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Once again, the game is 

temporarily suspended due to severe weather in the area. Game management officials are 
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advising fans to exit the open seating areas and seek shelter. You may return to your 

vehicles or seek shelter in the Ram’s Head Deck, Fetzer Gymnasium, or the Bell Tower 

Deck. Fans seated in the Blue Zone, Press Box, Pope Box, and Kenan Football Center 

can take shelter indoors in those respective areas. Please retain your ticket stub for re- 

entry. Everyone must clear the field and open seating areas immediately. Thank you for 

your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is £~suedJbr the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor (working in conjunction with the Director of Athletics 

and the Operations Command Center) has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the 

Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as 

needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a Tornado 

Warning for the Chapel Hill and Carborro area. The University has activated its 

Emergency Siren Alert System. We encourage you to seek shelter in the Ram’s Head 

Deck, Fetzer Gymnasium, or the Bell Tower Deck. Everyone must clear the field, 

concourse, and seating areas immediately. Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct field personnel to a safe location. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 
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resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The severe weather has 

passed and Kenan Stadium is ready for re-entry. Please show your ticket stub at the gate 

and return to your original seat. Play will resume in Thank you for your 

cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer~ When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The locker rooms are Safe Structures for all field personnel when lightning is present and/or 

during a tornado warning. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. The 

Safety Supervisor should also direct the aerial lifts to be lowered (if in use) and instruct all 

personnel to refrain from using aerial lifts or elevated filming platforms until the severe weather 

is no longer within a 15 mile radius. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 hliles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staft; and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up ~vith Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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S afety,q up ervis o r 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his or her designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The locker rooms are Safe Structures for deck/pool personnel when lightning is present and/or 

during a tornado warning. 

When lightning is present, fans can take shelter in their vehicles or stay in the stands away from 

the water, pool deck, and glass. During a tornado warning, fans can take shelter in the lower 

level corridors of the Smith Center or the Smith Center Practice Gym (away from glass). 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? There is a possibility of 

severe weather during today’s competition. Game management officials are closely 

monitoring the weather forecasts and will keep spectators advised of changing weather 

conditions by using the public address system. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Notify the competition officials. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I 

have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The National Weather 

Service has indicated severe weather in the surrounding area. Although there is no 

indication of immediate danger, as a precaution, game management officials urge fans to 
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begin to seek shelter by moving to your vehicles or into the stands away from the ~vater, 

pool deck, and glass. If you leave the natatorium, please retain your ticket stub for re- 

entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When the decision to suspend competition is made, instruct the Public Address 

Announcer to make the following announcement: "May I have your attention, please? 

May I have your attention, please? Due to approaching severe weather, we regret to 

inform you that today’s competition is temporarily suspended. For your safety, please 

remain in the stands away from the water, pool deck, and glass or seek shelter in your 

vehicles. Once again, the competition is temporarily suspended due to severe weather in 

the area. Game management officials are advising fans to stay in the stands away from 

the water, pool deck, and glass or seek shelter in their vehicles. If you leave the 

natatorium, please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. Everyone must clear the water and 

pool deck immediately. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct pool and deck personnel to a safe location. 

As necessary, use contact with Accu~veather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

0 

0 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition~ If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 
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commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

When competition is suspended, instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the 

following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I have your 

attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a tornado warning for the 

Chapel Hill and Carrboro area. The University has activated its Emergency Siren Alert 

System. Please proceed to the Smith Center lover level corridors or to the Practice 

Gymnasium away from glass immediately. Please retain your ticket stub for re-entry. 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct pool and deck personnel to a safe location. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond an 8 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The threat of severe 

weather has passed. Please return to your original seat. Competition will resume in __ 

Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Stru ctu res 

The locker rooms are Safe Structures for deck/pool personnel when lightning is present and/or 

during a tornado warning. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 
necessary, the Safety Supervi sor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 
information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 
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direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supew’isor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Super¥isor should follow up ~vith Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The indoor parts of the Eddie Smith Fieldhouse, Kenan Football Center, and Carmichael Arena 

are Safe Structures when lightning is present. 

During a tornado warning, Kenan Football Center and the bathrooms and concourse (away from 

glass) in Carmichael Arena are Safe Structures. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5linutes 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. The 
Safety Supervisor should also direct the aerial lifts to be lowered (if in use) and instruct all 
personnel to refrain from using aerial lifts or elevated filming platforms until the severe weather 
is no longer within a 15 mile radius. As necessary, the Safety Super~,isor should use contact with 
Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 10 ~liles 

Upon receiving this alert, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with Accuweather to obtain more 

information. 

When Accuweather Indicates Lightning is within 8 Miles 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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~7~en a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity- may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

Absent the presence of a competition official who assumes safety responsibility for the event, the 

Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. Safety 

Supervisors should ensure that there is a reliable means of identifying and monitoring the 

presence of severe weather in the area. 

Safe Structures 

"Home" intercollegiate rowing competitions are held outside of Chapel Hill. Individuals should 

be cognizant of appropriate Safe Structure(s) in the surrounding area that they may utilize for 

shelter in the event of lightning and/or a tornado warning 

When Lightning is Projected to Come within 15 Miles 

When lightning is within 15 miles of the site, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 

preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 

commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 

either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 

assist as needed. 

Help direct individuals to relocate to a safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

As necessary, use contact with Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

¯ Ensure the competition officials and all head coaches are notified. 

¯ Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 
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Notify any other appropriate individuals. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 
competition begins, the Safety Supervisor has the responsibility to delay and restart the 
preparation for competition. If the threat of severe weather occurs after competition has 
commenced, the competition officials have the authority to suspend competition. In 
either case, the Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and 
assist as needed. 
Help direct individuals to relocate to a safe location. 

If appropriate, remind fans to retain their ticket stub for re-entry. 

When the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When lightning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the severe weather has moved beyond a 15 mile radius from the venue. When a 

tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) may 

resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives notification that 

the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify all head coaches. 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Senior Associate Athletic Director for Operations or his or her designee shall be the Safety 

Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Smith Center is a Safe Structure when lightning is present. The locker rooms and practice 

gym (away from glass) are safe areas for floor personnel during a tornado warning In the event 

of a tornado warning, fans should seek shelter in the lower level corridors, in the practice gym 

(away from glass), or on the concourse (away from glass). 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should: 

Ensure the competition officials and both head coaches are notified. 

Ensure appropriate media entities are notified. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Notify any other appropriate individual s. If the threat of severe weather occurs before 

play begins, the Safety Supervisor (working in conjunction with the Director of Athletics 

and the Operations Command Center) has the authority to delay and restart the 

preparation for the game. If the threat of severe weather occurs after play has 

commenced, the referee has the authority to suspend competition. In either case, the 

Safety Supervisor shall provide information to the appropriate parties and assist as 

needed. 

When the decision to suspend play is made, instruct the Public Address Announcer to 

make the following announcement twice: "May I have your attention, please? May I 

have your attention, please? The National Weather Service has issued a tornado warning 

for the Chapel Hill and Carrboro area. The University has activated its Emergency Siren 

Alert System. Fans in the lower seating areas should proceed to the lower level corridors 

or to the Practice Gymnasium away from glass. Fans in the upper level seating areas 

should proceed to the concourse away from glass. Please retain your ticket stub for re- 

entry. Thank you for your cooperation." 

Help direct floor personnel to a safe location. 
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~7~en Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat of Severe Weather has Passed 

When a tornado warning causes a delay or suspension of the event, competition (or preparation) 

may resume when the tornado warning expires. When the Safety Supervisor receives 

notification that the threat has passed, they should: 

Notify the competition officials, who will have the authority to determine if conditions 

are safe enough for competition. 

Notify both head coaches. 

Notify the Director of Athletics. 

Notify the Operations Command Center. 

Instruct the Public Address Announcer to make the following announcement twice: "May 

I have your attention, please? May I have your attention, please? The tornado warning 

has expired. Please show your ticket stub and return to your original seat. Play will 

resume in            Thank you for your cooperation." 

As necessary, follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

The Smith Center is considered a Safe Structure when lightning is present. During a tornado 

warning, the locker rooms and practice gym (away from glass) are safe areas. The locker rooms 

are the safest option and should be used if available. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall inform the head 

coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As necessary, the 

Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

Vehicles can provide shelter when lightning is present. Individuals can also seek shelter in the 

Rams’ Head Deck or other nearby Safe Structures. During a tornado warning, individuals should 

drive to the Rams’ Head Deck or first available Safe Structure. 

When Accuweather Projects Lightning to Occur within 15 Miles in 20 5Iinutes 

Upon receiving this notification, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify the head coach 

of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and direct everyone 

to relocate to an appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, and other UNC 

Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety Supervisor’s 

instructions as quickly as possible. As necessary, the Safety Supervisor should use contact with 

Accuweather to obtain more information. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to an appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Accuweather or Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervi sor shall 

inform the head coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As 

necessary, the Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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Safety Super~,isor 

The Safety Supervisor shall be the participating team’s athletic trainer. When the trainer is not 

present, the sport’s head coach (or his or her designee) shall be the Safety Supervisor. 

Safe Structures 

Woollen Gymnasium is a Safe Structure when lightning is present. The locker rooms and 

bathrooms are Safe Structures during a tornado warning. 

When a Tornado Warning is Issued for the Area 

When a tornado warning is issued for the area, the Safety Supervisor should immediately notify 

the head coach of the need to suspend the practice and/or other team-related athletic activity and 

direct everyone to relocate to the appropriate safe location. All student-athletes, coaching staff, 

and other UNC Athletics personnel are expected to relocate in accordance with the Safety 

Supervisor’s instructions as quickly as possible. 

When Alert Carolina Indicates the Threat has Passed 

When Alert Carolina indicates the threat has passed, the Safety Supervisor shall inform the head 

coach so that the practice and/or team-related athletic activity may resume. As necessary, the 

Safety Supervisor should follow up with Accuweather to obtain more information. 
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II. Severe Weather Policy for Non-Department of Athletics’ Use of UNC Athletics 

Facilities 

a. Finley Golf Course 

All Finley Golf Course patrons should monitor potential weather threats before and during play. 

Patrons are responsible for making the decision to leave the course and seek shelter when a threat 

of severe weather is present. The Finley Golf Course staff shall monitor severe weather in the 

area using Accuweather. When Accuweather indicates the presence of lightning within 15 miles, 

the Finley Golf Course staff will attempt to notify patrons on the course of the approaching 

threat. Sirens in the area will typically sound in the event of a tornado warning, although the 

Finley Golf Course staff is not responsible in any way for sounding these sirens. Patrons should 

not rely on the Finley Golf Course staff for weather-related information, however, and are 

expected to identify and remove themselves from situations in which severe weather threatens 

their safety. Patrons assume all weather-related risks associated with the use of Finley Golf 

Course. 

b. Koury Natatorium 

Smith Center and/or Koury Natatorium staff will monitor severe weather in the area using 

Accuweather. When Accuweather indicates the presence of lightning within 8 miles, a staff 

member will notify patrons of the need to immediately remove themselves from the pool and 

clear the pool deck. All patrons are expected to comply with the staff members’ instructions. 

c. All Other UNC Athletics Facilities 

Individuals using or occupying UNC Athletics facilities for any reason other than official 

athletics purposes are expected to monitor the weather at all times. UNC staff is not responsible 

for assisting in the protection of any such individuals from weather-related threats. With the 

exception of individuals in attendance at official or Department-sponsored athletic events, any 

occupants of UNC Athletics facilities are expected to identify and remove themselves from 

situations in which severe weather threatens safety. Such individuals assume all weather-related 

risks associated with or encountered during the use or occupancy of any and all UNC Athletics 

facilities. 

(July 2013; Revised August 2013) 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 6:58 PM 

.la~n Sisneros @gmaJd.com> 

Fwd: Join Eurotech Soccer Tours in Philly! Stop By Booth #556 at the NSCAA ConvmNon! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Join Eurotech Soccer Tours in Philly! Stop By Booth #556 at the NSCAA Convention! 

From: Jim Risher <jrishe@eurotechsoccer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Join E~rotech at the 
2014 NSCAA Show! 
Booth#: 556 - Across 
from Zoomreports! 
The 2014 Natiolsai Soccer Coaches 
Association of Ame~’ica (NSCAA) takes 



Eurotech Netionai ]r~vel Direct.or, Jim 

Team Travel from a 2~-ye~r vetera[~ 
the spots t~-ave~ 

Thursday -. i/I 6 7-I 
Fdday- 1/17 
Saturday- 1!18 

Meeting times will be made to meet your busy 
schedule. Complete the simple form and Jim will call 

you to confirm a convenient time and day 

NOT ATTENDING? 
Need a Tour Quote? 

CUCK HE:RE 
You will be directed 
to our Online 

Quote Request Form 

"Our trip was incredible. We all had a 
tremendously good time. Our bus driver, Richard, 
was extremely capable and helpful and Mark, our 
rep ftx)m Eurotech~)/STI who traveled with us the 
entire time, was great. Most of us are ready to 
go back!" 
Mary ~e~ Guiseppe, Dowr#nutown Spirit 

"Your group did an excellent job. Our trip went 
ve~ well. Eve~one involved with Eu~gtech¢/STI 
seemed to be working hard to make sure that we 
were satisfied customer. Thank you for all your 
hard work to give us a memorable trip." 

Marcus Wood, Coach, Hardin-Simmons 
Univet~i~, Texas 
"Jim, I’m going to be sending you a 
formal "Thank You" letter with photos and the 
a~icle in our local paper after it comes out. But 
real quick...the tour was excellent and we had an 
incredible time~ The kids will remember this 
experience for a long time. The hotel locations 
were excellent, the food was amazing and the 
training sessions with Bolton and Derby were 
great. Our tour guide (Chris) and bus driver 
(Steve) were both great and got along really well 
with eve~one in our group. They worked VERY 
hard and were a pleasure to have around~ Overall 
we were ve[~ pleased and you all did an 
excellent job and we thank you. I will absolutely 

recommend Eurotech~ to other teams and 
groups in Southern California - talk to you soonF 
Rich Davies, Co~ch, Scripps Ranch Soccer 

Club, C~liforni~ 
"The tournament was great and the whole tour 
ve~ well organized. We had a great experience 
on our trip to Holland and have nothing but great 
comments for both Sijmen and Dirk. We would 
have been lost without their guidance, suppo~, 
organization and humor. They took charge and 
managed all the details regarding 
accommodations, transpodation, setting up 
activities and the tournament details." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 7:08 PM 

Karyea, Lionel <Lionel.Karyea. 11 @dwu.edu> 

Re: Class Project 

Sure ... call me (c) 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Ka ,ryea, Lionel" <Lionel.Kaxyea. 11 @dwu.edu> wrote: 

Hello Coach Anson Dorrance 
My Name is Lionel Karyea, I am 21 years old attending Dakota Wesleyan University in Mitchel, SD. I will really approached if l can interview you for a class 
project. I am suppose to interview someone that is in the profession that I am going into. You are one of my hero and I couldn’t ask anyone more important 
to pick your brain. Since I cant make it all the way of there because of class, i will like to give to do it through phone calls or email, the project is due next 
week Tuesday. it will be greatly approached if you can let me know my Friday if you will be able to help me. my phone number is and email 
is lionel.karyea.11@dwu.edu. 
thanks 
Lionel Karyea 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, ~ 7:11 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edtr~; Ducat, Chris ~<tucar@unc.edu-~ 

Fwd: 

Tom. Please follow up. Is this 

Sem.~"om my Verizor~ tFire[e,~s 4G LTE DPtOI£) 

........ Ori~inaJ Mes~e ........ 

Subject: 

Fron ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" ~<tucay@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi Coach Anson and Duca~r, 

My family is working on summer plans and I wanted to make sure I dofft overlap with preseason so I was wondering when it starts? 

O! at 3: 58 PM, (~ gma~l.com> wrote: 

Coaches Anson and Ducax, 

I wanted to share our Disney schedule with you and I hope you me having a great holiday. 

Looking forward to seeing you there. 

On , at 3:33 PM, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <anson~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

You will love this place, It will be worth working hard for 

From: . r@qmaii.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 11:27 PM 
To-" Ducat, Chris 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~nc.rr.com 
Subject-" Re: 

Hi Coach Ducat (Bird) and Coach Anson, 

Thank yo u so much for your email and thi s opportunity to become pa~t of the program! ! am extremely excited about lrearing from 

admisfions soon and working to get fit ibr the roster. 

Happy Holidays! 

On at 1:40 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <kt.u_c_’.~_~L~u__r_Lc_.:.e_d__tb’, wrote: 

We have enjoyed watching you play recently!              have been all over me to come watch you play and t:or good reasorL 

Here is where we are with you on the soccer front: Assuming you are accepted to UNC (looks like a no brah~er to us), you wH[ have a 

chance to try out in our preseason for the ~aH ros~:er, ~’m not going ~:o I~e., it ~s rea~y hard to do since our ros~:er is big and the compel:~tRm 

fierce If every~:hing works oLEt a[~d you pass aH o~r physica~ a]~d l:echnk:a] ~:ests and there ~s a roster spot available, you are ~n, ff on the 

other hand you do no[ make it in the fall fear not~ Whs[ we do [her ~s have you jo~n us in the spring ~:or the ENTIRE spring season which 

~s basically a four Rlor~th tryou[ ~:or the fo~lowb~g fa~L We had at least FIVE p~ayers this fa~ not qualify for a roster spot and they will be 

joh~ingusful]~me~nJanuary. How does that sound to you? 

Of course ~f you have any questions, you can emaH me or ca~ me al 

I-taw~ a great 

Nrd 

Ps H: you wart t~ckets to any hoops games, you get 3 comp tix for you and your [:amHy. Just give rne a week’s notice and you are 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Nentl Wednesday,              6:49 PN 



To: 
Cc= Ducar, Chris 
Subject-" RE: 

I like your style in this email message~ 

If you are up for a           t certainly sounds like you might be admitted here, What are your finances like if you do not win the 

Can you afford to coFne without a scholarship’? 

I ho~e I ~et ~:o s~_~e you 

Sent; Wednesday..               5:15 PM 

To; Ducar, Chris ~aN.com; Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Subject; 

Dear Coach Do~rance, Coach Ducat, and Coach Pa]ladino, 
I am a senior at and I play for 

, under coaches                                   I have been a team captain for the past 4 years, and 
after having played as a center midfielder for most of my soccer career, I recently switched to the center back 

position. I am writing to reaffirm my highest interest in being part of the Carolina 
Women’s Soccer program. I recognize that being part of Carolina’s program would 
require intense commitment, physical and mental fitness, and a passion for competing 
at the highest level. As              know, it’s been a long-standing dream of mine to 
be a TarHeel. If given the opportunity to play for your program, I would commit 100% 
to training both on and off the field to become the caliber of player that UNC seeks. 

really hope you’ll be able to see my play. Itere is our upcoming state cup schedule: 

You may also want to know that I have applied for the                          and I anxiously await hearing 
from the          committee within the next few months. 
Please let me know if there is any other information I or my coaches can provide. Thank you so much for your 
consideration[ 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 8:03 PM 

Karyea, Lionel <Lionel.Karyea. 11 @dwu.edu> 

Re: Class Project 

Maybe .... give it a try+... 

Ses~f.~"om my VeHzon IFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

"Ka ,ryea, Lionel" <Lionel.Kaxyea. 11 @dwu.edu> wrote: 

ok thanks does it work for us to do it Friday 7pm? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Wednesday, January :15, 20:14 6:07 PM 

To: Karyea, Lionel 

Subject: Re: Class Project 

Sure ,., cail me             (c) 

Sent from my Verizon Wireie.ss 4G L TE DRO/D 

"Karyea, Lionel" <LioneI.Karyea.li@dwu.edu> wrote: 

Hello Coach Anson Dorrance 

My Name is Lionel Karyea, I am 2:1 years old attending Dakota Wesleyan University in Mitchel, SD. I will really approached ill can interview you for a class 

project. I am suppose to interview someone that is in the profession that I am going into. You are one of my hero and I couldn’t ask anyone more important 

to pick your brain. Since I cant make it all the way of there because of class, i will like to give to do it through phone calls or email, the project is due next 

week Tuesday. it will be greatly approached if you can let me know my Friday if you will be able to help me. my phone number is and email 

is lionel.karyea.:l:l@dwu.edu. 

thanks 

Lionel Karyea 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: 

Veu good, so then let’s get her on this year’s recruiting list. Thank you Chris. If nothing else she might help our tean~s GPA. 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izon tlqreie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" <ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes 

On , at 7:11 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~)etna~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tom. Please follow up. Is this the 

Se~,t.fi°om my verizo,~t ~l:’ireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From ~gmail .com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <an~n(a)email.anc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar~b~unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi Coach Anson and Ducax, 

My family is worldng on summer plans and I wanted to tnake sure I don’t overlap with preseason so I was wondering when it sVarts? 

Thanks! 

On , at 3: 58 PM )b~gma~l.com> wrote: 

Coaches Anson and Ducar, 

I wanted to share our Disney schedule with you and I hope you are having a great holiday. 

Lookin~ forward to seeing you there. 

On ~ at 3:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You will love this place, It will be worth worMng hard for .,. 

From: . @qmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, t1:27 PM 

To: Ducar, Chris 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~nc.rr.com 
Subject: ~ 

Hi Coach Ducar (Bird) and Coach Anson, 

Thank you so much tbr your emaJl and this opportunity to become part of the program! I mn extremely excited about hearing 

t?om admissions ~on and working to get fit tbr the roster. 

tta~t~v ttolidays’. 

On . at 1:40 PM, "Ducar, Chris" <_£t.u_c2_a__~2@~!kc_:~_q> wrote: 

We have enioved watching you play recently! ~ave been all over me to come watch you play and for good 



Here is where we ~re wiLh you on the soccer ~ront: Assuming y.:_~u ~re accepLed to UN(: (looks like a no br~h~er to us), you 

will have 

big and the compet~L~on fierce. ~: everything works out aRd you pass a]~ our phys~ca~ aRd techR~ca~ tests and the~e b a rosLer 

spot available, you are 

in the s~r~ng for the ENT]R~ spring season wNch is basically a four month tryout for the following fa~l. We had at least FiVE 

ph~yers this fall not qu~i~y for ~ roster spot ~nd they wH] be j.Nni~g us ~ull t~r~e ~r~ .h~nuary. How does ~:hat sou~d ~:o you? 

Of course ~f you have any questions, you can erna~ me or cal~ me at 

Have a ~reat ho~iday~ 

Bird 

Ps ~f you want tickets to any hoops games, you get 3 comp t~x for you and your family, ,Just give me a week’s notice and you 

are 

Frem= Dorrance, Albe~ A ZV 
Seat: Wednesday, 6:49 PN 
To: 
Co: Ducar, Chris 
Subject= RE: 

I like your style in this email message, 

If you are up for a it certainly sounds like you might be admitted here. What are your finances like if you do not 

win ~he ) (:an you afford I:o come without i~ scholarship? 

I hope f get to see you ph~y, 

Frera-" ~gmail 
Se~t: Wednesday, 5::[5 PM 
To; Ducar. Chri£: ~aol.~om: Dorrance, Albert A TV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, Coach Ducar, and Coach Palladino, 
I am a senior at and I play 
for                                                              I ha~e been a team captain for 
the past 4 years, and after having played as a center midfielder for most of my soccer career, I recently 

switched to the center back position. I am writing to reaffirm my highest interest in 
being part of the Carolina Women’s Soccer program. I recognize that being 
part of Carolina’s program would require intense commitment, physical and 
mental fitness, and a passion for competing at the highest level. As     and 

know, it’s been a long-standing dream of mine to be a TarHeel. If given 
the opportunity to play for your program, I would commit 100% to training 
both on and off the field to become the caliber of player that UNC seeks. 
[ really hope you’ll be able to see m,/play. Here is our upcoming state cup schedule: 



You may also want to know flint I have at~Nied for the                          and I anxiously 
await hearing from the                    within the next few months. 
Please let me know if there is aW other infbrmation I or my coaches can provide. Thank you so much 
for your consideration[ 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

F wd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From              ~verizon.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu-* 
CC: 

Coach, 
Iwouldliketo inBrm you thatl have recently madethe 

’m looking foAqardto playing overseas andl willkeep you updated on any otherscheduleslreceive. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~-~ducar@unc.edu> 

........ Ori.oinal Message ........ 

Subje" 

From           @aol.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I wanted to let you know how we did in the ODP Championships in Arizona. Our Regional team went 1-2-1 and only made it to the consolation game¯ 
Personally, my experience was very positive. I was named a starter playing holding mid in each game¯ In the first game, I scored two goals, (one header and one with a left 
foot shot). My ODP Coach,           told me I was the team player of the game. In the second game, we lost 2-1, but again my coach said I played extremely well. Game 
three was frustrating as we lost on pk’s, and it wasn’t my best game, but again very positive. In the consolation game, I was named team captain, (coach said it was because 
of my play during the first three games), and, again, I was told that I played extremely well. 
Playing at an elite level made me realize that soccer is more than just a game for me. It excites me and makes me want more[ The entire weekend was a great experience 
and now I want to work harder, and continue to get better. 
I know you probably did not see me play in Arizona, but I want you to know that I am even more energized about soccer, and hopefully, one day you can see me play. 
Sincerely, 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I hope it is ok that I am emailin~l vou. I got your email from a family friend and he said for me to email you. We have known the for years and have 
followed both                   lhrough their respective college experiences¯ Needless to say,         is one of my inspirations¯ Also, as a soccer player, anyone who is 
anyone would relish the opportunity to play for the best college women’s soccer program ever¯ 

The reason         told me to email you is because I am now a freshman in high school and am in the beginning stages of planning for college¯ And as a soccer player, 
North Carolina would be at the top of my list. 

Currently, I am attending 
Also, academically, I skipped a grade. 

¯ This is my first semester so I do not have a GPA yet, but I left intermediate school with scholastic honors¯ 

I also have been a guest player for the . I feel my versatility to play all positions makes it easy for me to 
guest play because I can fill any void for other teams. 

Currently, as a freshman, I am a starter on the and playing attacking mid. (Again my schedule is below)¯ 

I hope that this email finds you well, and that our paths will meet soon. If you are able to watch me play or have your assistants watch, I would consider it a privilege¯ 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 15, 2014 9:32 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

Re: {Division I Wo~nens Soccer Coaches} game in 2015 

Yes! 

Se~t f!"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G LTE L)ROIL) 

"Leone, Tmcey" --~F.Leone@neu.edu-> wrote: 

I am in Philly now! We have a CAA meeting tomorrow AM m~d I’ll be at the US Soccer meeting at 3. Will you be flrere? 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Nort~easlem University 

2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 6:51 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son(f~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you..., you are always so nice to me. Are you coming to the convention? 

Se~t~.f!~ortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

"Leone, Trace5 <~l_i:_[:~_e_~:E_e_~i__rLe_E:_e_d_u_: wrote: 

That yon are’. But you’re much more thaaa that! 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Northeastern University 

2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 1:48 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(i~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

I am nothing if not consislent aaad loyal!!’.! 

Se~*~.[bom n~v Verizon Wirelex~" 4G LT[:’ DRO{D 

"Leone, Tracey" <T.Leone(~)net~edu> wrote: 

Knew it was coming!!!’.! 

Tracey Leone 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Nort~easlern University 

2013 CAA Champions 

2013 NCAA Tournament 

On Jan 15, 2014, at 1:15 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~:~n(c~email.unc.edt~> wrote: 

TRACEY BATES’. ! ! 

Senti from ~ ~rizon tVireless 4(i L TE DR()ID 

"Leone. Tracey" <T:I:,eo!ae@nen.edtv~ wrote: 

Hi all, 

I hope you had a nice holiday. 

I am looking for a home game on Sunday, September 6, 2015. I would be willing to discuss a return. If you’re interested, 

please email me back. 

Thank you, 



Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

617-373-8988 fax 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~w~-.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you axe subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. To 
unsubscribe from this group and stop receiving emails frotn it, send an em~fil to d_jzi_~9.n_-_j_-_._w_gn_!e_!~_~-_._s£_c_.c_’ej2-- 

To post to this group, s~nd email to division-i-womens- soccer-coaches(~googleg~rou#s.com. 

Visit this group at http:iigroups.google.con~/gmup/division-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://groups.goo£1e.com/£mups/opt out. 



Young Australian players who have just been on a USA tour and would 

really like the opportunity to play College Football. Please see below 

players and video link, if any player interests you please email me for 

further details, allan@acgsports.comau 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January 16, 2014 10:14 AM 

.la~n Sisneros @gma~l.com> 

Fwd: Featuring Video :: CentraJ Striker Drill - Alm~ Kirkup - Univ. of FL 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Featuring Video :: CentraJ Striker Drill - Alan Kirkup - Univ. of FL 
From: The Soccer Coaches Insider <tci@coachesdirectou.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd .unc.edu> 
CC: 

TheCoaches Insider .~i 1.877.3864840 

Newsletter 

Central Striker Drill - Watch it Here! 

Congratulations! 

~ 
Head Baseball 

Coach at 
Abbevitle High 

School - Abbev~lle, SC 

is our iPad Air 

Winner! 



Watch as Coach A~an Kirkup and players demonstrate a 

Central Striker Drill. 

Provided by Championship Productions 

John DofF, MDoNSCAA ~:~ Facebook I ~ Twitter II ~ More... I 
In the May-June issue af Soccer Journal there was an e×cellent alticle 

by Jason Pratt "On Controlling Your Sideline - the One with the Parents 

on it". He stressed that the behavior of the coach and what he/she 

modeled had a big impact on how the parents behaved I fully agree 

with him but feel one should be even mere direct in how parents are 

allowed to behave._ 

Triangle Drill- Watch it Here! 

Watch as Coach Chris Kranjc explains and players demonstrate the 

Triangle Drill. 

Provided by Championship Productions 

Patrick Mullins An~d The Previous Two-Time Winners Of The 

H~[m~n~ Trophy : By Chris Teale 

Bradley to receive Honorar~ All-America Award 

hish’s WaMrum makes Dash for NWSL 

Don’~ F~rge~ to [~e~ward th~s E£maU t~ your Ass~sta~t Coaches~ 

:: :~ :: Complimenta~ 

...... Webinar - Payto 

Participate - Click 

Here to Register! 



click here 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:15 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: - Visit & Phone call 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: - Visit & Phone call 
From: @yahoo.corn> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@m~c.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" ~ducar@unc.edu> 
CC: 

Good Morning. 
Coach Chris - I will call you again this afternoon aRer school and throughout the evening. I will start around 5:30 pm. My 
cell phone is             so that you can recognize the call. I look forward to speaking with you. 

I sat down with my parents to arrange a time that I can come to UNC for an unofficial visit. The only weekends I have 
available between now and the end of March is either the weekend of February 7 or February 14. I am thinking that I can 
come down on a Thursday after school and visit on Friday and either stay over (if that is what you guys normally do) and 
then leave Saturday, I have to let another school know when I will come but I wanted to first confirm my visit with you 
guys. We can talk about that tonight - i’m hoping we get a chance to talk. 

Thank you again and I look forward to speaking with you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:43 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Fall Sport Team Capt~ns’ Lunch with Chm~cellor Folt 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fall Sport Team Captains’ Lunch with Chmacellor Folt 

From: "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaJd.~mc.edu> 

To: "Meader~ Harlis James" <meader@unc.edu~~,"Vm~lstyne, Mark" <coaclm~va@unc.edu>,"Sagula, Joseph A" <jsagula@unc.edu~,"Shelton, Karen C" 

<kcs@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~a~son@email.unc.edu>,"Somoano, Caxlos M" <csomoano@unc.edu>,"LmD" Fedora (lfedora@unc.edu)" 

<lfedora@unc.edu> 

CC: "Norton, Molly" <mbnorton@unc.edu>,"Miller, Beth" <bethmille@unc.edu>,"Gallo, Jr., Laa~" A." <~athggdo@unc.edt~-,"Holliday, Corey L" 

<cholliday@unc.edu> 

Dear Fall Sport Head Coaches: 

Chancellor Folt is spending time meeting with as many UNC students as possible, and she has requested to have lunch with all of the fall sport captains 

on Wednesday, The lunch will take place at :I:I:45am at the Carolina Club. I will also attend the lunch with Chancellor Folt and the team 

captains. 

I would be most grateful if you could check with your team captains to find out if they are available to have lunch with Chancellor Folt on 

Please follow up with Molly Norton by email at mbnorton@unc.edu to let her know which team captains will be attending the lunch. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

gubba 

Bubba Cunningham 

Director of Athletics 

The University of North Carolina 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January ~[6, 2014 7:23 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ADIDAS CUP 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ADIDAS CUP 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 7:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hello, my name is                I am on the                          . I play right center back and my jersey number is 4. I am very interested in pl~?~ing 

soccer at the Universi~ of North Carolina. I am playing in the Triangular Friendlies Tournament on Jann~ay 25th and 26th in North Caxolina. I play at 10:45 a.m. and 

3:00 p.m. on Januau 25th at number 1 and I also play at the same location on Januau 26th at 9:15 a.tn. I would be very grateful if 
you could come watch me play. 

Thank you 



North Carolina Soccer Hall of Fame 
National Champions Hall of Honor 

January 25, 2014 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer Program 
35 Years of Excellence and Counting 

The UNC women’s soccer team began as a club team established by students looking for high level competition. In 1977, they 
petitioned UNC Athletic Director Bill Cobey to take the club to the varsity level. Cobey asked Anson Dorrance, then the UNC men’s 
soccer coach, to assess the club’s abilily to transition to varsity status~ Dorrance was impressed by the team, then coached by Mike 
Byers, and recommended that "the school form a varsity women’s soccer learn. Cobey agreed and hired Dorrance as head coach, with 
Byers as an assistant, for the 1978 season. That year, the Tar Heels played essentially a club schedule, including games against high 
school teams~ However, in 1979, the Association for Intercollegiale Athletics for Women, at the prompting of Dorrance and 
University of Colorado coact~ Chris Lidstone, established a national women’s soccer program. At the time, UNC had the only varsity 
women’s soccer team in the Southeast and this allowed Dormnce to recruit the "top talent in the region. 
In 1981, he recruited one of the most talented freshman squads in the history of women’s soccer. Eight of those recruits won starting 
positimts and took the team to the first, and only, AIAW national championship. This group would set the tone for Tar Heels soccer 
down through its history. ~ As Dorrance recalls, "These were true pioneers. They were given nothing. They were accustomed to 
taking things and so they weren’t as genteel as the sort of young ladies we can recruit now...They were the sort of girls who 
would go downtown, burn it to the g~)und. But then, they were on time for every single practice and in practice they worked 
themselves until they were bleeding and throwing up. They had a tremendous commitment to victory and to personal athletic 
excellence. And for that I admired them because they were a tremendous group. And even though, off the fiehl, I think they 
all hated each other, once the game began, there was a collective fury that just intimidated everyone they played." (Wikipedia) 

Building on that competitive drive, the Tar Heels went on to win the first three NCAA championships and dominated the sport for 
years to come. They won their 2 l~t NCAA women’s soccer national championship in 2012. Seven players have been Hennann 
Trop~ winners (National Player of the Year). Mia Ha~nna and Cindy Parlow won the award twice. 

Through the 2013 season, the collective won-lost record over 35 years is 763-54-29. Through the 2013 season, the Tar Heels are 324- 
23-10 when playing at home. 

Year Overall ACC ACC Tournament NCAA 
1979 10-2-0 AIAW Semifinals 
1980 21-5-0 AIAW Champions Year _ Overall ACC ACC Tournament NCAA 
1981 23-0-0 Champions 1997 27-0-1 7-0-0 Champions Champions 
1982 19-2-0 Chatnpions 1998 25-1-0 7-0-0 Chatnpions Runner Up 
1983 19-1-0 Champions 1999 24-2-0 7-0-0 Champions Champions 
1984 24-0-1 Champions 2000 21-3-0 4-3-0 Champions Champions 
1985 18-2-1 Runner Up 2001 24-1-0 7-0-0 Champions Runner Up 
1986 24-1-1 Champions 2002 21-2-4 4-1-2 Champions Semifinals 
1987 23-0-1 3-0-0 Chatnpions 2003 27-0-0 7-0-0 Chatnpions Chatnpions 
1988 18-0-3 1-0-1 Runner UpChampions 2004 20-1-2 9-0-0 Runner UpThird Round 
1989 24-0-1 4-0-0 Champions Champions 2005 23-1-1 9-1-0 Champions Quarterfinals 
1990 20-1-1 4-0-0 Champions Champions 2006 27-1-0 10-0-0 Champions Champions 
1991 24-0-1 4-0-0 Champions Champions 2007 19-5-1 9-1-0 Champions Third Round 
1992 25-0-0 4-0-0 Chatnpions Chatnpions 2008 25-1-2 9-0-1 Chatnpions Chatnpions 
1993 23-0-0 4-0-0 Champions Champions 2009 23-3-1 9-3-0 Champions Champions 
1994 25-1-1 5-1-0 Champions Champions 2010 19-3-2 9-3-0 Semifinals Third Round 
1995 25-1-0 7-0-0 Champions Semifinals 2011 13-5-2 6-3-1 Quarterfinals       Third Round 
1996 25-1-0 7-0-0 Champions Champions 2012 17-5-2 6-4-1 Quarterfinals Champions 

2013 20-5-0 10-3-0 Semifinals Quarterfinals 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ (Iricdnnl IM~ c~a ........ 

Subjec 

From 

To: 

CC: 

Hello, 

.,,@gmail.com> 

My name is I just wanted to keep you informed of my soccer growth. I am 15 years old and part of the class of at school in 

I recently attended the Premier Soccer Camp directed by Steve Samson in Southern California. I’m also preparing to leave for the ODP National Development Camp 

and then offto Cos~ Pica to play for the ODP International Team. 

I just wa~ted to tbllow up with an update. 

BIO 

Recenflv i have been involved in: 

Here is my profile that has my i~ffo~mation and vi&os 

I also will be at these tournaments 

Thank you for your time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re 

"Ducar, Chris" <dncaz@unc.edu> wrote: 

AtMetic c~-:mter back. Dino and f think she’s a bit soft, Should I discourage her flom even v~s~[:ing? She’s definitely not a lulL,more I~ke 30% 

F~m~ Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Sent= Thursday, 10:15 AM 
To= Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: - Visit & Phone call 

Sentj~om ~ ~ ~’r~zon IV~reless 4( ~ L~W DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Snbject Visit & Phone call 
From (i~yahoo.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(tbemail.unc.e&~>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino(~unc.edn>,"Ducar, Chris" <dncar~;unc.edu> 

CC: 

Good Morning. 
Coach Chris - I will call you again this afternoon after school and throughout the evening. I will start around 5:30 pm. My 
cell phone is           ) so that you can recognize the call. I look forward to speaking with you. 
I sat down with my parents to arrange a time that I can come to UNC for an unofficial visit. The only weekends I have 
available between now and the end of March is either the weekend of February 7 or February 14. I am thinking that I can 
come down on a Thursday after school and visit on Friday and either stay over (if that is what you guys normally do) and 
then leave Saturday. I have to let another school know when I will come but I wanted to first confirm my visit with you 
guys, We can talk about that tonight - I’m hoping we get a chance to talk. 
Thank you again and I look forward to speaking with you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursda? 7:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject 
From: Coaci~Brown@ncsasports.org 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJ.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes/coaches. 

Interested Athletes 

Check out the Recruitin~ Search Engine 

Not a match? Ut~ate you*’ email preR:~vnces here~ 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athlelic Recruiting 



1415 N Da,vton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown(~ncsasports.orgi ~p:/, www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.o£g. 
COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain i~ffom~ation that is proprietmTr; privileged and/or confidentia~l and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by mmm e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, .10:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Transfer 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Transt~r 

From              @yahoo.tom 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Coach Anson, 

Hi my name is           , I am currently a Freshman at                         . I am a soccer player looking to transfer. I have been really interested 
in UNC for awhile now and I really hope we can talk some more. If you need permission to talk I will have my athletic coordinator email yours asap. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 10:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Women’s Soccer 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Women’s Soccer 

From ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hey Coach, 

As a prospective student athlete I’ve been looking into many umversities to see where I would love to stud?- and to play. D~qC Tar-heels is one of my absolute favorite of my potential 
options. I’m plalming on majoring along the lines of kinesiology (exercise and sports science). I’m currently a junior at                                and am going into my second 
Varsity season as a center back, however, I’m comfortable at outside back or anywhere I’m seen fit If you are interested in talking about my potential future ~vith the Tar-Heels program 
please contact me at this email or send me a brochure/infomaation. 

Much appreciated, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 10:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: UNC 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: UNC 

From: @cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Do~rance 

Thank you for the response Coach. 

I have taken the questionnaire. I am ve~ interested in the school and athletic program. Great academics and just outs~nding athletic program. I definitely roll still have 

LINC in mind my junior year. 

If there is may other information you wonld like to know about me jnst ask’? Thmak you agaJn. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Visit & Phone call 

Can we find out what $ she is looldng for? 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ Ilqreie,~s 4G L)"I~ DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Or at 7:37 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV <anson@email unc edu> wrote: 

What year? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~Vireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

; PIayef’, ~thleti(: center back, D, ino and t think she’s a bi~: soft Sho{~Id ~ d~scourage her from even visiting? She’s defin~:ely not a 

~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
N~ntl Thursday, ~0:1S AN 
T~ Ducat, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: ~ - Visit & Phone call 

??? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject 

Fron 6(/~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(e~emall.u~c.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino(F~u~c.edm~,"Ducar, Chris" <dt~car(~)unc~edu> 

CC: 

Good Morning. 
Coach Chris - I will call vou aeain this afternoon after school and throughout the evening. I will start around 5:30 
pm. My cell phone is             so that you can recognize the call. I look forward to speaking with you. 
I sat down with my parents to arrange a time that I can come to UNC for an unofficial visit. The only weekends I 
have available between now and the end of March is either the weekend of February 7 or February 14, I am 
thinking that I can come down on a Thursday after school and visit on Friday and either stay over (if that is what 
you guys normally do) and then leave Saturday. I have to let another school know when I will come but I wanted 
to first confirm my visit with you guys. We can talk about that tonight - I’m hoping we get a chance to talk. 
Thank you again and I look forward to speaking with you soon. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January, 16, 2014 10:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Incoming freshmen - fall 2014 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Incoming ficeshmen - fall 2014 

From: TONY YOLINT           ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <an~m@email.unc.edu>,"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu-~ 

CC: 

I need to send a list of hames of our incoming fresl~nen in fall 2014 to the orientation folks Can I get a list of names please. I can look up their PIDs and get the list to orientation by Jan 31, 
when the?’ want it 

Thanks, 

Tony 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~)’O LINC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January. 16, 2014 10:31 PM 

Gallo, Jr., LarO’ A. <alhgallo@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: FaJ1 Sport Team Captains’ Lunch witl~ Chancellor Folt 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." <mthgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Karen & Anson: 

I am hopeful you axe both well. 

I M~ow you will attend to this request from Bubba ASAP in ascertaining your captain(s) availability to meet with Chancellor Folt for lunch on Wednesday, Febraary 19th. I 

kmow yon agree when I state your captain(s) should make evew efl’o~t to attend, and the only co*~lict preventing attendamce at this luncheon would be having to aRend a 

class during the Noon hour. 

Also, just a ~ought-~ since this luncheon is on a Wednesday, amd usually a MWF 11:00 ~ class is dismissed at 11:50 AM ~ I would encourage your captain(s) or you to 

let Molly ~ow this so she cam ~en relay to the Chancellor fl~at your captain(s) may be a few mNutes late ~ make sense? 

’Iha~k you, a~d be well~ 

Law 

P.S. If you did not have a team captain(s), please feel free to send the team leader(s) (one or two). 

~ Larry Ga~o~ ,h’. 

Executive Associate Di~vcto r of.Ath[efi c s 
University of NorO~ Carolina at Cha~x:l HiI~ 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent: Thursday, January 16, 2014 10:39 AM 
To: Meaders, HaNs James; VanAIstyne, Mark; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Somoano, Carlos M; Larry Fedora (Ifedora@unc.edu) 
Cc; Norton, Molly; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Holliday, Corey L 
Subject-" Fall Sport Team Captains’ Lunch with Chancellor Folt 

Dear Fall Sport Head Coaches: 

Chancellor Folt is spending time meeting with as many UNC students as possible, and she has requested to have lunch with all of the fall sport captains 

on Wednesday, February 19. The lunch will take place at 3L:I:45am at the Carolina Club. I will also attend the lunch with Chancellor Folt and the team 

captains. 

I would be most grateful if you could check with your team captains to find out if they are available to have lunch with Chancellor Folt on February 19. 

Please follow up with Molly Norton by email at ~_.b__~)_ .o__r_t._o_.n_~__L_Ln__c_.__e_d__~_ to let her know which team captains will be attending the lunch. 

Thank you for your assistance. 

Sincerely, 

Bubba 
Bubba Cunningham 
Director of Athletics 
The University of North Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday 11:51 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd 

........ Ori_~inal Message ........ 

Subjec 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes/coaches. 

Interested Athletes 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a match? l Jl×ta~e your email p~v~i:rencea here, 



NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Da.vton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown(~ncsasports.org [ http:/iwww.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http://blog.ncsasports.or~ 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprieta~’, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by ~emm e-mail and delete all copies.~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, Janua~ 17, 2014 11:53 AM 

Ted Williams <twilliam@Cem~flow.com> 

Re: Aweso~ne Pic! 

Ted WilliaJns <twilliams@Cewoflow.com> wrote: 

Congrats again! 

Ted 
COiNTIDENTLQL ITY NOTICE: 

This message may contain conl’idential itfformation and is intended only for the individual(s) named above. If you are not a named addressee, you should not disseminate, distribute or copy 
this e-mail. Please notify the sender immediately by e-mail if you have received this e-mail by mistake and delete this e-mail from your system. E-mail transmission carmot be guaranteed to be 
sectae or error-free as irtformation could be intercepted, corrupted, lost, destroyed, arrive late or incomplete, or contain viruses. The sender does not accept liability for any errors or 
omissions in the contents of this message. If verification is required, please request a hard-copy version. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, Janua~ 17, 2014 11:54 AM 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris ~<tncar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Female InternationaJ Players for Fall 2014/2015 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Female International Players for Fall 2014/2015 

From: "Pass4Soccer (Pas~Soccer)" <pass4soccer@tynemet.ac.uk> 

To: "Pass4Soccer (PasNSoccer)" <pass4socce@tynemet.ac.uk-~ 

CC: 

Hello Coach 
Daniel is currently at the NSCAA Convention in Philadelphia this week and is happy to meet up with you to discuss players in our program and provide additional details on 
their background. If you would like to schedule a meeting, please let me know via email or you can call Daniel Gray direct on his American Cell Number: 

Please find below the link to the highlight Video Footage from the PASS4Soccer Female Showcase held at the London Soccerdome on 14th December 2013 and 

PASS4Soccer assessment events during 2013. 

I Name             I Position             I Height I GPA I      SAT      I Age I L/R I Personal Highlights I           Email 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me or Daniel Gray. 
Best wishes 
Tom Nutter 
Director 

::~:*;~:: Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Description: Description: 

Description: Doscription: Description: 

cid:image001 .png@01CC[30E3.BgFA38B0 

Consultants ~o Lea~lue Football Education and the En#fish Schools" FA. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 17, 2014 11:59 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Southern Soccer Showcase Tentative Schedule 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Southern Soccer Showcase Tentative Schedule 

From: Scott Wollaston           @gmail.com> 

To: paul cairney <cairneyp@uncw.edu>,"Cullen, John" ~cullen@uncc.edu>,Steve Nugent <smnugen@uncg.edu>,"Hain, Jessica J" <jjceli@liberty.edu-~,Rob D 

~doanenwirth@ecu.edu-~,Chris Nea] <cneal3@elon.edtr~,Marfin Beall <mbeall@highpoint.edu>,Sarah Strickland <stricklandsc@appstate.edu>,AnthoW Dal~ 

<dahtz@wfu.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,church@dtma.duke.edu,robbie.church(c)!duke.edu, Charles Clmgger Adair 

<adair@vt.edu>,lfsa~lto@nc su.ed~tim santoro@ncsu.edu, gmille@athletics.pitt.edu 

CC: 

Coaches, 

Thanks so much for being a part of our 2014 Southern Soccer Showcase Event. I will be sanding you more information over the next month or so, but wanted to give 

you a few updates. 

HereisalinktotheScheduleofGames: http:i/soccer.sincsports.com/TTMore.aspx?tid TWINSO&tab 3&sub~&Oual MISC&Seq 7 

We are excited to annoance that Mercedes Benz of Winston Salem will be our sponsor tbr the event and will be providing a VIP area for your college teams. This will 

include a large tent that will include food and drink~ and just a place to relax. 

Mercedes Benz will also be giving an official tournament t- shirt to all of your players and coaches. I will be in touch in the next ~nonth rega~rding the number of 

players/coaches on your teams, tshi~t sizes, and any specific dietary restrictions for your food order. 

Obviously, we would love to have a great turnout for this event from club teams, especially ECNL Teams. If you would please try to do the following for us, it would 

be greatly appreciated: 

1) Register as a Attending College Coach tier the event at the ti~llowing link as soon as possible: http://soccer.sincsIx~rts.com/TTCollegeRegister.aspx? 

rid TWINSO&tab 7&sub 1 

2) Let any prospective players know that you will be at the 2014 Southern Soccer Showcase 

3) Add these games to your spring schedule on your website so that teams/players know where to lbllow you 

Please let Ine know if you have any quefftions. Otherwise, I’ll get solne more updates to you in a month or so. 

Thanks so much, 

Scott Wollaston 

Scott T. Wollaston 

Executive Director: Twin City Youth Soccer Association 

www.twinci~’soccer.com 

Manager: Wins~ton- Salem SoccerPlex 

www.wssoccerplex.com 

Manager: SoccerOP Manage~nent, LLC 

www.soccerop.com 

Email: swollas~ton~gmail.com 

Winston Salem SoccerPlex Office: (336) 896-0383 

BB&T Soccer Park Office: (336) 998-4277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 12:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Update on soccer defender 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Update on soccer detbndeT 

From: Madescholarships <inib@made~holarships.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

MADE Schola eships 

Dear Coach, 

We’d like to update you on soccer defender I 
recently received her ACT results back and scored a 84 (composite score of 2:t). 
is a 5’:[:L ft tall :174 Ibs defender that can play the positions 2, 3 or 4. She is 

physically very strong, a leader in the field, and she has a great distance shot. in 
addition her passing is of a high level and she has a great understanding of the game. 
She also has shot additional qame footaqe what can be viewed via: 

Please click on this link to view her full profile 

is currently in her senior year of high school at the highest level in the 
(VWO) and she is expected to graduate in june      , She is planning on 

taking her TOEFL test in January of 
If you’re interested in Felice joining your team for the Fall of please contact her 
directly at               ~hotmail.com or contact me at 
Dennis@madescholarships.com if you have any additional questions. 

Kind regards, 

Dennis den Boer 

MADE Scholarslfips 

+1 404 578 1773 

Denni~ madescholarships.com 

Unsubscribe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 17, 2014 12:08 PM 

Da~a Lindquist @icloud.com> 

Re: No editorial 

Hey! I shared it with my team and my bosses.., among the people I am closest to, your voice was heard. Thank you!! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Dana Lindquist ~icloud.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I’m disappointed that the N&O did not choose to run ray editorial this week. I wish I were more surprised. 

So sorry that I wasn’t able to get the good news out there. Journalists are notoriously uninterested in good news. 

Have a good weekend, 
Dana 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Friday, 4:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Profile from College Prospects of America Inc. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Profile I?om College Prospects of America, Inc. 

From: "College Prospects of America, Inc." <athletes@cpoa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT INFORMATION MADE EASIER 



Fort,yard email 

This email was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu b~, athletes~, cpoa.com 
_U_~__d__a__t__e__!L~_o__f_LLe~__~_La_LL__A__d__d__Le__s__s. ~nstar~t i-emoval with ._S__a__f~__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_~< [_~_rzLv__a._c_y__[_Lo_Jj_c_y__. 

College Prospects of America, inc, :: 12682 College Prospects Dr, :: Logan OH 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Friday, 4:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Profile from College Prospects of America Inc. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Profile I?om College Prospects of America, Inc. 

From: "College Prospects of America, Inc." <athletes@cpoa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT INFORMATION MADE EASIER 



Fort,yard email 

[ 

This email was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu by athletes~, cpoa,com 
_U_~__d__a__t__e__!L~_o__f_LLe~__~_La_LL__A__d__d__Le__s__s. ~nstant i-emoval with ._S__a__f~__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_~< [_~_rzLv__a__c_y__[_Lo_Jj_c_y__. 

College Prospects of America, inc. :: 12682 College Prospects Dr. :: Logan OH 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday 5:00 PM 

Re: Soccer 

Thank you ... how do I get to see them play? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tfffreIe,~s 4G L)"E 

wrol.e: 

An~)n - 

Hope you are doing well. is back in the weight room with me and the team, and well on her way to mcove:y. 

I just wanted to touch base ruth you regarding two players on my current (newI                                                           . Both are VERY 

good and would possibly be great fits for UNC. They are already getting a lot of attention (crazy how much earlier it is geriing) but both would be interested in UNC. 

Hopefully we can figure out a time for you or your s~fl’to watch them play, I know you roll like them’. 

Thmtks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 5:00 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer 

From: 

To: "Dorrance, Albe(t A IV" <an.~n@email.unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 

CC: "Ducar, Ch6s" <ducar@anc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" ~dncar@unc.edtr~ 

Anson - 

Hope you a~e doing well. is back in the weight room with me and the team, and well on her way to recovely. 

I just wanted to touch base ruth you regarding two players on my curl~ent (new. .....                                                      .. Both are VERY 

good and would possibly be great fits for UNC. They are already getting a lot of attention (crazy how much earlier it is getting) but both would be interested in UNC. 

Hopefully we can figure out a time tbr you or yonr staffto watch them play, I know you will like them’. 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Friday, 5:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Profile from College Prospects of America Inc. 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Profile I?om College Prospects of America, Inc. 

From: "College Prospects of America, Inc." <athletes@cpoa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT INFORMATION MADE EASIER 



Fen,yard email 

Irhis email was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu by athletes¢o~cpoa.com 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address £nstant remevalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

College Prospects of America, inc. :: 12682 College Prospects Dr. :: Logan OH 43138 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);> 

Friday, JanuaD 17, 2014 5:01 PM 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: You are invited to attend the Desert Cup Showcase, look who’s coming 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: You are invited to at’tend the Desert Cup Showcase, look who’s coming 

From: "Mike Rocca, Rated Sports. LLC" <mikerocc~ratedsports.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

On behalf of the’ Chm-npior~sffip Series Commit.t.ec~, we would like to invite 
your soccer program ko ~t.t.end the Desert (;~p St-~owcase event being held 

This event wi [1 kick off ore: tounmment series year and we m:e excited with 

potentially having yo,a as one of our a ~end~S 

If you taaven t already registered for The Desert Cup, please do so today by 
visikb~g the college coaches registration site. 
http:!ievents.gotsport.comievenks/eoIlegecoaehlogin.aspx?EventID=346oz 
I,ock ~o~,~:~ d {0 S~?CIIlg ~OU HI } 

Regt~rds, 
MietaaeI Roc~ 

mi kerocca @mtcdsports.corr~ 

hm~;i/N~oenixcu~com 
h ~: i ~ ~ham pion~hipseries.org 

Forward thi~ em~l 

[ ] This 
email was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu by __m_j_k_._c_._r__o__c__c_@_@ji_a__t_c_._d__s_!)___o_[_t_s_:_c_9__n_~- 

~nstant removal with SafeUnaubacribe"~’ Privacy Policy. 

Rated Sports, LLC USA :: PO Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday~ ¯ 5:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~emba~qmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,palladino@unc.eduYDucm; Chris" <duca~r,~)unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, Coach Palladino & Coach Ducar, 

My name is I am the little sister of 

and Basically I have big shoes to fill with having 2 sisters that already play D-I soccer and I’m 

looking forward to rising to the challenge, setting my own goals and want to be the best soccer player I can be. 

I’d love to have you come and watch me and my team play in one of our upcoming tournaments or games. I play for.                          . I have a 

late birthday in August and after years of playing my true school age, asked me to step up and be a leader of this younger 

O0 team; for recruitment reasons, I’m not sure that was the best decision to make, but my club needed me; they were really short on their O0 team 

(they only had :l:l girls when I joined the team). I believe that if I’m good enough, it doesn’t matter what age I am - coaches will still come and watch me 

play!                            ~ave a lot of faith in me and I’m working really hard to obtain my goals. 

For our club, moving to the California division of the ECNL is a challenge but I believe it’s a great thing for us. It’s an opportunity for our team to play in at 
least 23 league games against the best girls in the nation. We may not always win, but I love a good battle and will keep working hard until the whistle 

blows. 

At         I didn’t get to play high school soccer (the NIAA-Nevada Athletics rule is you can only play in 18 games per season and 2 tournaments). 
Unfortunately, since we had 1:3 league games for ECNL already scheduled last fall, I couldn’t do both. That means I would have only been able to play 5 
high school games anyway; I didn’t feel that it would have been enough to make a difference for . Besides, coaches go to ECNL events to recruit 
players, not Nevada High School games. 

I currently have about a 3.6-3.8 GPA. It’s finals week- Yuck! I swear I’ve made like a 1,000 note cards to study from for all my classes; besides getting 

ready for the Las Vegas Cup Soccer Tourney this weekend. 

To wrap it up, I want you to know how much I appreciate what you do. My dad’s a coach at                                              He has been coachint 

college.      I can’t tell you how many sleepless nights I’ve witnessed in the quest for him to help his players achieve greatness and to make his team better. He 

what it means to be a champion. He won 3 National Championship.,                                                    ). He won the prestigious Harry Bol 

Spirit Award. I looked it up to see exactly what that award was and it says "Harry was an extremely valuable player who exemplified everything athletics stands for. I 

addition to being an excellent player he was also a good student and a good citizen." Who could ask for more than that? He has taught me and trained me since I c{ 

walk and Iwould love to show you what I’m capable of on and off the field. 

Best of luck in spring- training and I look forward to watching your team and the website to see which recruits you get and what your schedule will be in the fall of 20: 

All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 17, 2014 8:17 PM 

Jordan Raper <jraper@matchfitacademy.net~; Ducat, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu-> 

Re: Soccer 

Jordan, thank you. Then we are going to watch them! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tTireie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Jordan Raper <jrape@matchfitacademy.net> wrote: 

We are at Jefferson Cup in March and I may take them ruth my U17s to San Diego for the ECNL event (will contirm). 

We s~rt our ECNL games in late Feb. early Mar. if they work or maybe they could attend a clinic. 

They are good! 

rvlatch Fit .Academy 

EC:NL U~tT~ U~5 Head Coach 
Cell: 
£ rn ai~: iraper@matchtitacade m¥.n et 
Twitter: @jordie716 

wwwo matchfitacademg, net 

On Jan 17, 2014, at 5:00 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edm> wrote: 

Thank you Jordan .... how do I get to see them play? 

Se~tiJFom t~’ ~rizon ~Firefess 4( ~ L TE DRO~D 

Jordan Raper <iraper~matchfitacademv.net> wrote: 

Arisen - 

Hope yon me doing well. Julia Ashley is back in the weight room ruth me and the team, and well on her way to recovery. 

I just wanted to touch base ruth you regarding two players on my cnrrent (new) Match Fit U15 team. Casey Palmer (2017) and Eva Hurm (2017). Both 

are VERY good mad wonld tx~ssibly be great fits tbr UNC. They are already getting a lot of attention (crazy how much earlier it is getting) but both would 

be interested in [INC. 

Hopefully we can figure out a time tbr you or your staJt’to watch them play, I know you will like them! 

Thmflcs 

Natch Fit Academy 
ECNL U17, U15 Head Coach 



E~ai~:iraper@matchfitacadem¥.net 
~FwitteF: @jotdie716 

www. matchfitacadem V. net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O k~C EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, JanuaD’ 17, 2014 8:19 PM 

Fragale, Ali~)n <Ali~)~Fragale@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu>; Ma;ko~ Lance M <markos@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Re: Th~xtk you! 

I roll ,see if it is legal; if it is. I am there. 

Se~.~¢ f~om ~v Verizon ~Firele,~:s 4G L’]~’ L)ROIL) 

"Fmgale, Alison" <Alison~ragale@kena~-flagler.unc.edw~ wrote: 

Hi Anion 

I’m a profess~or of Orgat’dza[:iot’~al Beh.~vior a[: ~na~-Flasher, a~d w~ c.:)~c[:~d a few v~ar~ ago a~ a coaches~ retreat. 

Fm wrRing with a purely personal request -W.:)uh~ ~t be Oossi]Je for you to get me a soccer ba~ s~gned by your team? 

The reason for my request ~s that I"rn chak~ng an au(:~:~on ~or Duke School (www.dukeschool.org) -an independent elementary and mkk~le school in Durham The 

auction raises moRey to beRefit the students ~n various ways, from tuiLbn a~d to technobgy. Of course, there are a lot of gkls who p~ay soccer [:or Duke Schoo~ and 

who idolize the UNC players. ~[: Lh~s is somethff~g that’s easy for you to do, ] think it wou~d be s very coveted item at our auction, ff it’s not easy, p~ease say 

Either way, Iql look forward to hearing from you --and learning which new leadership book you’ve read recently! 

Best, 

AHson 

F~m= Fragale, Alison 
$entl Mtonday, August 22, 20~ 4:03 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albert (Ath Olympic SporN) 
$ubjeet= Re: ~ankyou[ 

You’re welcome~ It was an privilege to talk with you all after watching you from the stands Br so many yeam. I appreciated your questions and hope my comments were helpful 
Br sparking fudher discussion amon9 the coaches. 

If I can ever be helpful in the future, don’t hesitate to ask. 

Alison 

Sent using BlackBer~ 

From: Anson Dorrance 
To: Fragale, Alison 
Sent: IVlon Aug 22 15:52:04 2011 
$,,bject: Thank you! 

Alison, 
thank you for your excellent remarks this afternoon. All of us appreciated your time and your expertise! 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program. This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes/coaches. 

Interested Athletes 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a match? Ut~tale your email preR:~ences here~ 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 



1415 N Da,vton St 4th Floor i Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 312-624-7416I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown(~ncsasports.orgi ~p:/, www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:i/blog.ncsasports.o£g. 
COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain i~ffom~ation that is proprietmTr; privileged and/or confidentia~l and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. 

Any use, copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received 

this message in enor, please notify the sender immediately by mmm e-mail and delete all copies.~, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 1:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Playefl~rofile.pdf 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: Brian Winners <bfian@united~ccemcademy.org> 

To: "Donance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"P~Jlladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" <ducar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Do~rance, Coach Palladino and Coach Ducar, 
I wanted to reach out to you about a potential player for UNC, fro~ for 

Besides our international programs and tours, we have developed a program, University of Soccer, for international students/playe~ looking to attend tmiversi~ and 

continue their soccer development here in the US. Over the past 6 years or so we have been coordinating programs in the US for teams from Europe and South 

America, mostly Scandinavians and Brazilian teams and have developed strong relationships ruth players and clubs overseas. Thus, I wanted to touch base with you 
about a potential player, her name is              , she is a center back,’ center midfielder who plays fbr 

has recent youth nationa] team experience as well. is a good student and speaks English very well so she will not have 

any problems adapting academically. 
I have attached a brief player profile for Simone. ttere are a tSw videos as well 

Let me now your thoughts and if you think 

Thank yo u, 

Brian Wi~mers 

Brian Winners 
United Soccer Academy 
www. u n ited socce ra ca d e my_~p__[g 
C: 
Like us on Facebook 
Follow us on Twitter 

would be a fit for your program. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturda? 6:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris ¢~ducar@nnc.edu> 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducal; Cbais" <duca~r,~unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I didn’t see you at our games in Sanford, but my club team is going to play in the Texas ECNL Showcase, I hope you will come see me play. My ECNL team is 16th overall, 
we are really good, you should come watch us play. 

High school soccer is going well; we won the our district championship last night 2-0 over a team that was 15-1 on the season. 

I’ve been studying hard and made the Headmaster’s High Honor Roll for the the 3rd straight semester. My dad signed me up for the best SAT private trainer, the lady mentored 

4 perfect SAT scores in the last few years. I’m locked-in on my grades. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 12:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subjec 
From ~gmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emM .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello Coach Anson Dorrance, 

I am                                                                         I am a member of SSM’s Soccer Center of Excellence U 18 team, a full 

time residential soccer program with players fi~om all around the world. My jersey number is and my coach is                                       ~s- 

sm.org). I serve as a striker; 1 ended last season ruth 32 goals, along ruth a multitude of assists. So far this year I’ve had mm~y more goals and several assists. I have 

been improving immen~ly throughout the span of this year. I am extremel ~ interested in the Universi~ of North Carolina and I believe I could be a great addition for 

your teaJn. 

I am veu snccessful at center forward. I have been often described as tenacious and relentless; tiffs results in an m~canny abiliU to score goals. My favorite thing to do 
on the field is to combine with the attucldng raids m~d easily getting past the defensive line. One of my greatest strengths is my speed. I can easily beat opponents to the 
ball; I come out of nowhere to create an opportuni~" on net from the end of a cross and have the confidmme to beat anyone in a lvl. Also, I mn a talented dribbler; I 
am able to get the ball out of fight, congested spaces, drawing defenders in and clearing space for my teammates to get invoNed. I am effectively veU strong and 
dominate on the ball, never easily knocked around. I have been told tlmt I am a fast learner and am veu coach-able. 

More than an~hing, I have a rare, extraordinary hunger tbr goals a~d do anything I can to get the ball in the back on the net. 

I know I could be a great force for UNC, I would capitalize at the opportuni .ty to be a member of a significant collaboration as you have. My goal is nothing less than 
the best and I believe I cm~ find this within your program. 

I have inclnded onr preliminary schedule for the season at the bottom and I would be honored if you can make it out m~d watch me play or possibly watch a webcast, I 
will keep yon npdated on schedule additions. Also, I wonld love to talk to you on the phone as well. I appreciate your time; I will look forward to hearing from you in 
the thture. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, Jmmary 19, 2014 10:38 AM 

Jordan Raper <jrape@matchfitacademy.net>; Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu->; Jason Sisneros < 

Re: Soccer 

@gmail .corn> 

Thm~k you Jordan! I just had dimmer with Dave Masure (sp?) ... so tn~y cotmections ruth your soccer communi~! It was fi~n. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4(3 L)% L)ROIL) 

Jordm~ Raper <jrape@matchfitacademy.net> wrote: 

Here is our ECNI schedule. We will al~ be at the Jelt~r~n Cup - we are slated to play at the Striker Park complex. 

Match Fit U15 ECNL 

Na~ch Fit Academy 

ECNL U17, U~5 Head Coach 
Cell: 
£ maih iraper@matchtitacade m¥.n et 
Twitter: @jord~e71.6 

www, matchfitacademy, net 

On Jan 17, 2014, at 8:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edtc, wrote: 

Jordan, thank yore Then we are going to watch them! 

Sem’JForn t~, ~rizon ~Virefess ,1(~ LYE DRO~D 

Jordan Raper <iraper(a)matchfitacademy.net> wrote: 

We are at Jefferson Cup in March and I may take them with my U17s to San Diego for the ECNL event (will confirm). 

We sta~t our ECNL games in late Feb. e~rly Mar. if they work or maybe they could attend a clinic. 

They are good! 

Match Fit Academy 

ECNL UJ~7, U15 Head Coach 

I~ ~il@aper@matchflta¢~dem¥.net 

Twitter: @jord~e716 

www. matchfitacadem V. net 



On Jan 17, 2014, at 5:00 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@)emafil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thm~k you Jordan .... how do I get to see them play? 

Se~,~.f!~om n~v FeHzon Wirelex~" 4G L77:’ DRO~D 

JoMan Raper <imper~matchfitacademY.net> wrote: 

Hope you am doing well. is back in the weight room ruth me and the team, and well on her way to recoveu. 

I just wanted to touch base with you regarding two players on my current (new)              team.             (2017) and 

(2017). Both are VERY good and would tx)ssibly be great ~ts for IYNC. They are aJready getting a lot of attention (cr~y how much earlier 

it is getting) but both would be interested in UNC. 

Hopefully we can figure out a time for you or your s~tt’to watch the,n play, I lmow you will like them! 

Thin,ks 

Natch Fit Academy 
ECNL U1.7, U15 Head Coach 
Cell: 
~ m~il:jraper@matchfitacademy.net 
Twitter~ @jordie716 

www, match fitacademy, net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, January 19, 2014 11:31 AM 

Christian I ~avers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> 

Re: Thaxiks! 

Christiax~, I enjoyed it thoroughly. And if the crowd that gathered and followed the panelists ont the door are any indication, it was a success. All the best! 

Christian Layers <clavers@usclubsoccer.org> wrote: 

D, nson - 

I lust want to thank VOU for being a part of the panel this week. I thought the discussion was great, was reall,/entertaining, and hopefull,i impactful for the packed 

house of coaches. 

Thanks for taking the time for this, and for sharing ,/our thoughts. I appreciate it and hope to work with ,/ou more in the future. 

Christian 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 7:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar(a)unc.edu> 

........ Ori,oinal Message ........ 

Subjecl: 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hey coach, 

It’s              checking in to thmik you for coming to watch me play at Disney showcase. We did win and it was our second year winning the tournament. We 

got the results we wanted. Hopefully you enjoyed watching me play and you are willing to come watch me again. 

My next event with my team is Manhatta~ Tournament in New York. If you are attending that event I would love for you to come slop by to watch me. I roll update 

you with my schedule when it comes out. 

Thin,ks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, J              7:29 PM 

~coe.edu> 

Re: Coaching Philosophy 

Kick everyone’s ass as often as possible. 

Ses~t.~°om my Verizon fVireless 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

~coe.edu~~ wroIe: 

Hi Coach, 

I’m currently in a coaching class at my college m~d wehe researching different coaching philosophies t~ying to figme out our own. So I’m wondering, what is your 

coaching philosophy? 

If you have some extra time I’d greatly appreciate your response. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday. 7:29 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Senti?ore my Verizon Wir~/ess 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ANTHONY DROSTE, " "~msn.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

My name is                and I am currently a freshman at                                                and I will graduate 

in     , I am writing to you to express my interest in attending the University of North Carolina and playing for your program. Currently, I am 

the goalkeeper for the                  ECNL team. 

My personal highlights include the US Soccer National Training Centers in           and currently in     . I also participated in the 

ECNL National Finals in Richmond, VA, as well as the December     US Soccer Nike id2 Camp. My team will be playing in the upcoming 

ECNL Texas showcase February 21 through the 23 atthe Roiling Hills Complex in Ft. Worth, TX. I would appreciate your time to come and see 

me play, if you are planning on attending this event. 

I am very interested for playing for your program and learning more about your institution. My e-mail address is listed below as I look 

forward to hearing from you soon. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerel~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 1:32 PM 

Streetl, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu"~ 

I~W: Overload payment form 

Do~rance overload 3.27.14.doc 

Shelly, 

This is sitting o~ your desk to fax 

From: Dean, Anna Kathntn 
Sent; Wednesday, January 15, 2014 I0:28 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Overload payment form 

Ili Anson, 

Could you please initial m~d sign~ the attached Overload Payment form by January 24th? You cml email or fax it back to me. 

’Iha_nks ! 

Anna 

Anna Dean, MPH 

Program Max~ager 

Department of Maternal aJ~d Child Health 

L~NC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

412A Rosenau Hall CB #7445 

The University of NorlJa Cax’olina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7445 

P: 919-843-9388 

F: 919-%6-0458 

E: akdeaa(a~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monda? 1:33 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Overload l~yment form 

I=r~ra: Dean, Anna Kathryn 
Sent-" Wednesday, January :[S, 20:[4 :[0:28 AM 

To," Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Overload payment form 

tIi Anson, 

Could you please initial and sign the attached Overload Payment tbm~ by JanuaQ" 24th? You ca~ email or fax it back to tne. 

Th a~ ks ’. 

:Mma 

.~mna Dean, MPH 

Program Manager 

Department of Maternal mad Child ttealth 

17NC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

412ARosenau Hall CB #7445 

’Ihe University ofNorfla Caxolina at Chapel Hill 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599-7445 

P: 919-843-9388 

F: 919-%6-0458 

E: akdean(a)uac.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 2:36 PM 

Porter, Grant <gtporter@unc.edu> 

ItS: UNC Men’s Soccer Banquet 

Thank you Grant t:or ¥ouF gracious invitation but I wilt not be able to attend[! 

Frem: Grant Porter [mailto:gtporter@email.unc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, January .t6, 20:14 4:.t8 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" UN¢ Men’s Soccer Banquet 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL]:CK HERE. 

This message includes the following attachments: 

Download Attachment: BanquetInvitation2014 3202Epdfl 

d bysender 

Dear Alumni mad Friends. 

We hope you roll save the date and attend our anm~al banquet celebrating the 2013 team! The banquet roll take place at 7pro on Friday, February, 28th in the Hill 
BaJlroom at the Carolina hm here in Chapel tlill. Complete details are in the attached banquet invitation including a~ address and hotel rates for those coming tkom out of 

town. The invitation al~ has an RSVP tbrm to send with payment. Email me ruth a~y questions you may have. It should be a thn night of current players and staff; UNC 

athletic adminislrators, parents, aJumni, and any other speciaJ guests you may waist to bring with you. Included in the evening is a buffet dinner, highlight video, speeches, 

and tinre to ~cialize ruth friends and thmily. We hope you will join us February 28th on what is always a fun evening for the program! 

Again, reach out to me with a~ly questions. 

Go Heel!! 

Grmit Porter 

Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 

University of North Ca~colina at Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 2:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Twin Ci~ Boys College Showcase: April 1 lth - 13th 

From: info@twincitysoccer.com [mailto:info@twincitysoccer.com] 
Sent; Friday, January 17, 2014 9:02 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Twin City Boys College Showcase: April llth - :~3th 

Having trouble viewing this email? _C_’._!i£_l_<___!3_~_~_’__e_ 

Image removed by sender. 

Sponsored by: 

Imag ....... d by Imag ........ d by sender¯ 
sender 

This event brings men’s college soccer together with club soccer all in one location! 
The tournament is open to Boys U15 - U19 US Club and USYS affiliated teams 

The Following College Teams have committed to playing and recruiting at the event: 

Image 

removed by 

sender 

removed by 

sender 
removed 

by sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

...... bysender. 

College Ga~ne Schedule: 

Saturday, April 12th 

ll:00am - Elon Uulversi~ v Lenoir Rhyne 

12:30pro - Lenoir Rhyne v Campbdl University 

2:00pro - Campbell University v Elon University 

Sunday, April 13th 
11:00am - Greensboro College v Lees McRae 

12:30pro - Lees McRae v \Vingate 

2:00pro - Wingate v Greensboro College 

To register for the event and to find out more information: 
Click Here 

Forward this email 



remov~dby 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent Lo an~n@uncaa.unc.edu by inf:o@twincit~’soccer.com 
Update Profile/Email Address [nstan~ removalwith SafeLJnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 
Twin City Youth Soccer Association :: 428 Twins Way Advance NC :: 27006 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 2:41 PM 

Olges, David <olgesda@grace.edu> 

ILE: Speaking Schedule 

David, 

Very flattering _. Team Camp .... I give six lectures, www.ncgsc.com 
My other speaking engagements ~e more atxmt Leadership (but looking at your expertise there are some anecdotal stories atxmt how to lead women). 
From: Olges, David [mailto:olgesda@grace.edu] 
Sent:-" Friday, January 17, 20~.4 9:23 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Suloje¢l:: Speaking Schedule 
Dear coach, 

I apologize for contacting you directly, but I was not clear on who to contact regarding your speaking schedule. I would like to bring my team to hem you speak this 

year. Is there somewhere I could learn about your upcotning presentations? 

Thm~k you! 

Sincerely, 

David 

David A. Olges 

PhD, MBA, NCP, LMHC 

Assistant Professor 
Grace College 

Graduate Depa~tment in Counseling 

& Interpersonal Relationships 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Soccer Prospect 

From: recruitstaff@recruitzone.com [mailto:recruitstaff@recruitzone.com] 
12:04 AM Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer Prospect 

GPA: 96.45 SAT: 0 ACT: 0 

Grad Date: 
Desired Major: Medicine 
Clearinghouse: 

70 Games, 66 Goals, 60 Assists 

View Entire Profile    Not Interested In This Athlete 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1/20/2014 9:00:46 PM 

Streett, Shelly [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=Sjgreen] 

FW: Invitation WFA Periodisation Expert Meeting 2014 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Shelly, 

t am going to attend this course again .... Would you please ask for this out of my operating budget endowment? think 

if we get this in before Feb 15 we save some $ .... Check it out! 

From: World Football Academy [mailto:info@worldfootballacademy.com] 

Sent: Monday, 3anuary 20, 2014 7:04 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject: Tnvitation WFA Periodisation Expert Meeting 2014 

Dear Anson, 

From 19-24 June 2014 the 3rd WFA Periodisation Expert Meeting will take place in Bloemfontein, South Africa. 
As a participant of the Mentorship in Amsterdam in June 2013 you will have the exclusive opportunity to join this course. 

On Wednesday 18 June 2014 (one day before the start of the official EM2014) we will organize the ’London 2013 Summary Day’ ~n 
Bloemfontein for the delegates who have missed the Periodisation Expert Meeting 2013 in London. A homogeneous expert group with 
the same knowledge level will increase the quality of the EM2014 in South Africa. 

The Meeting is being sponsored by the Free State Tourism Agency until 15 February 2013. You can register directly at: 

We hope to welcome you as a delegate of this Meeting, please find the program enclosed. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us. 

Best regards, 
World Football Academy 

Vincent van Driel 

Vincent van %el 

Director of Operations 

vir~cent,var~driel~>worldi:oo~balhcade%,,com 

World Footbal~ Academy 
P.& Box 48, 1190 AA, Ouderkerk aid Amstel, The Netherfands 
Burg, Strama~weg 1021~ 1101 .,-%~., Amsterdam, The Netherlands 
T +31 20 472 :£992 



F -~-3[ 20 472.1993 
.~;~Z~..~:~:w.~.~.~.[~....~..%b..a.~a...~....a..d..e..~.:):<.c..~...t~. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

PLAYE RPRO FI LE-l.docx 

From:                        @gmail.com] 

Sent: Monday, January 20, 2014 11:37 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is            and I am interested in your soccer program. I live in                   and I play for                       I am playing this weekend in 

Fayetteville, North Carolina and if you can come watch me play that would be great. I have attached my player profile m~d below is my schedule lbr this weekend. 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 4:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Showcase - AvaJa~che Invitational, June 6-8, 2014 in Park Cib’, Utah 

From: scott@avalancheinvitational.com [mailto:scott@avalancheinvitational.com] 
Sent-" Monday, January 20, 20:t4 12:22 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Showcase - Avalanche Invitational, 3une 6-8, 2014 in Park City, Utah 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender¯ sender, sender, sender, sender¯ sender, sender¯ sender. 

Register for the Avalanche Invitational, June 6-8, Park City, UT 

~i Image removed bysender. 

We’d hke to personalty invite you to re~ister to attend the 4th annual. Avalanche Invitational in Park 

City, Utah, June 6-8, 2014. The Avalanche Invitational hosted by Utah Avalanche Soccer Club. 

provides opportunities for top-performin~ female athletes of art ages to compete and be seen by 

college coaches. 

As an elite, competitive showcase, we expect that the nation’s best teams wilt join us this year in 

Park C~ty, and we would tore to have your athletes attend. The tournament ~s organized into three 

brackets and ~s open to teams U9 through U19. 

The El.ire College Showcase [eve[ allows pl.ayers to demonstrate thor talents Lo cot[ego 

coaches and recruiters and is intended fo~ U15-U19 teams. We anticipate more than 75 

coUege coaches to attend. 

Cost: U15-U19:$900 

The Elite Competitive [eve[ chaUeiNes developiiN athletes to compete with the nation’s best. 

This level is intended for U12-U14 teams. As you prepare your youn~{er teams to play at 

higher, more competitive levels, this tournament pro~ddes an opportunity to measure your 

team against the nation’s best. 

~.9~.~ U12-U14:5650 

The EUte Youth [eve[ allows your youngest teams to gain tournament experience and have a 

great time. 

Cost: U9-UIO (8V8): 5500 Ull (11v11): 5650 

To register, visit us online at: Avalanche Invitational Re,.qistration 

We chose Pa~k City to host the Avalanche Invitational for a few ~ easons. Utah is our home, and we 

want to share with you the beauty of the landscape and the magnificence of the mountains here. We 

believe that Park CitT’s spectacular \4ews pro,,dde the perfect backdrop for the nation’s best soccer 

players to come together and compete. 

The charm oi downtown Park City, coupled with endless opportunities for recreation and 

entertainment, wiU ensure your slay in Park City wit[ be a memorable experience for you and your 

family, and we took forward to your participation in this year’s Avalanche Invitational 

Forward email 



removedby 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to an~n@urlcaa.unc.ed~ by scott@avalancheinvitational.com :: 
Update Profile/Email Address [nstan~ mmovalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privao/Policy. 
UtahAvalanche i 4384 Foxtrail Drive Lehi :: UT 84043 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday 4:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

EW: Introducing 

..... Original Message ..... 
From ~gmail coral 
Sent: Monday, 2:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubJect: Introducing 

Coach Anson I)orrance, 

My name is               md I am a sophomore a                                                  I am interested in attending L’niversi~ of North Carolina because of the 
excellent Athletic Training program and your women’s soccer program. I ~ould love to play soccer for you at UNC, and I am very interested in learning more about your program. 

I currently play for the This past season, I also dual-rostered on the . X/ly 
coach at is His telephone number is ’ and his email address is @hotmail com. 

For the past few seasons at t       , I focused on playing the center back defensive position, which I really enjoy. In addition, I have also played mid-field and forward positions. At club, a 
lot of people know me for my unique jersey number, # (my birth date) I also try to support my soccer club by volunteering to help coach youth summer programs, and working fundraising 
events. In addition, I plan on getting my referee certification later this year so I can begin refereeing games during the off-season 

My freshman year at              , I made the ladies varsity soccer team, and soon earned a startin~ position Plavin~ as jersey number , as an outside back. )x,, "-rsity coach is also 
coach Our high school schedule is posted on our school’s website, at this address:                              In addition to playing soccer at i      I also maintain a 4.1 
GPA, take honors classes, participate in our school’s athletic leadership program (Dream Team), and attend Fellowship of Christian Athletes. 

I would like to take this opportunity to invite you to see me play soccer My team will be playing in the Triangle Futbol Club Friendlies tournament the weekend of January 25th and 
261h in FavelteviIle North Carolina ()ur schedule for that weekend is as [’ollows: 

Again, I will be on the back line, wearing jersey number 

Later this season, I will also be plavin~ at the followin~ events: 

Thank you in advance for taking the time to read ray emaih I hope you will be able to attend one of my games to see me play and meet me in person. Kyou have any questions in the 
meantime, please feel free to contact ray coach, Stan Elliot, using the information listed above. Also feel free to check out ray Website at http://carsonsoccer.wordpress.com 

Best of luck in your ut~comin~ season, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Profile from College Prospects of A~nerica, Inc. 

From: College Prospects of America, Inc. [mailto:snewport@mycpoa.com] 
Sent: Monday, 2:J.6 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Profile from College Prospects of America, Inc. Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._[i_c___~__[~_#_[’__e- 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT iNFORMATiON MADE EASIER 

My name is I’m a women’s soccer 
prospect from 

Image 
removed by 

3 YR VARSITY PLAYER 

TEAM DEF. MVP 2013 

ALL-REGION 3RD TEAM 



removed by 
sender. 

Forward email 

removed by 
sender. 

I[ I~ ~ s email was sent to anson@emaiLunc,edu by snewport~@my£pog:~gm :: 
Update Prof:ile/Email Address £nstant removaIwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 
College Prospects of America, :[nc. i :112682 College Prospects Dr. :: Logan OH 43:[38 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From: ...... , .............. @grnail.corn] 
Sent: Monday 4:56 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Reilly Sullivan Updates 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
After the start of the new year, I emailed you about the Tournament that happened this 
past long weekend. My team, the went undefeated throughout the entire tournament. This 
morning, we competed in the finals of the tournament, and beat Samba Black I0-2. I scored I goal and had a part in 
many. During the whole tournament, I played primarily in the defensive position, and played quite solidly. In February, 
my team will be going to Kansas City to compete in the National Futsal Championship Tournament. I will keep you 
updated on that schedule and also on any upcoming events that my club team will be participating in. 
P, eQards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

¯ Soccer Prospect 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: 

5:32 PM 

- Soccer Prospect 

I have played soccer since the age of 4, playing up an age until I was 13. I have been 

on the same team ) for 6 seasons competing and 

medaling in the Provincial Championships 5 out of 6 seasons. I hope to follow my dream 

of playing collegiate soccer for a competitive program in the United States. I would like 

to persue an undergraduate degree in Business/Marketing while working towards a Law 

degree. 

Yl-:is emeii was sent to _a_~_s__o__r)_@__e_L’fl_a_j!:~9_c_:__e__ci__u_ 

whydid I qet this? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

Natior~e: Sceuti:~ Repo.’t 128 rota: ~:oRitions !A~a~ Ai~sbester, AL 35007 . 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 5:44 PM 

Gregg Jacobs < ;@gmail.com> 

I~E: C~J1 

From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto: .... @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 2054 5:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc’, 

Subject: Re: Call 
just u, me ant -,, right?just making sure .... 

On Jm~ 20, 2014, at 2:32 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~;email.unc.edw~ wrote: 

Very good!!! 

From: Gregg Jacobs [mailto:i        _ j@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 20:t4 5::~:t plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: t 
Subject: t~e: 

ok, we’ll call yon then. thanks’. 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 1:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~-temail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes 919-616-5679 (~] 

From: Gregg Jacobs [mailtc ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 20, 20:t4 :t:05 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Call 

Anson, 

Does Tues at 3PM EST for a call work? 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 

Founder/CEO 

SportsBoard 

c: 415 902 6885 

f: 415 532 3234 

Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only Ibr use by the addressee(s) named herein mad may contain confidentia] information, legaJly privileged 

information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, yon are hereby notified that may disse~nination, dislribution or copying 

of this e-mail, mad any attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notify ~ne by e-mail or telephone and 

pennm~enfly delete the original and a~y coW of a~y e- mail and printout thereof. Thm~ you for your cooperation with respect to this matter. 

On Jan 18, 2014, at 11:28 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)emaiLunc~edu~; wrote: 

Gregg, thank you. I look forward to our next conversation. 
Sent [tom n]y v er~zon Vl;ireletss 4G I,TE DROID 

Gregg Jacobs <Z~:egZ,j:~_CP_h~{_q2b_P_P_r_t_bi)_~?~!r_d_i::5~J_r_!&(_)_r_r~_.> wrote: 

Hi, Anson. 

It was really great spending time with you at ),]SCAIM Thank you for your support of our product and crusade to improve the ways in which coaches can execute 



more efficiently! We really can’t wait to have a much greater impact on your program beyond just recruiting, and I think with our newest version we are on a path to 
do just thatI 

How% this Tues at 3PM EST fur a call? 

Have a great weekend~ 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 
Fom~deriCEO 
SportsBoard 
c: 415 902 6885 
f: 415 532 3234 

Mobile ~]ayer Assessment Solutions 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter~ 

NO’[]CB OF CONF~SNT~TY: 

This e-maiL and any attachments thereto, is h~tended only [or use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain confidential ff£urmat~on, legally 
h£ormation and at[omey client work produrt. [[ you are not the ff~[ended recipient o[ this e-mail, you are hereby no6fied that any dJsse~£na6on, distribution or 
copying o[ th~s e-maiL and any a£tachments thereto, is st£cfy prohibi£ed. [[ you have received this e-marl h~ error please immediately noti[y me by e-marl ur 
telephone and permanenSy delete the urigina] and any copy o[ any e-magi and prin[ou[ thereo[. ~hank you [ur your cooperation with respect to this matter. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 20, 2014 10:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: TFC Friendlies - Jan 24-26 - Hope You Can Make It 

OK... send Jason. 

Se~t.f!°om my Verizon Wireless 4G L)"Jz LLI~OIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

At least for a day 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 3:42 PM, "Dot~ance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ctms, 

Do we want anyone there? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Pete Sadin [mailto :PSadin(~sportsendeavors. corn] 
Sent: S~mday, Januars" 19, 2014 11:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Ctms; Bill Palladino; Jason Sisneros 
Subiect: TFC Friendlies - Jan 24-26 - Hope You Can Make It 

Guys - 

Hope you’re well. The TFC Friendlies are this coming weekend in Fayetteville and rm hopeful you can make it to recruit. We’ve got teams frora 10 different states and I think they’ll be a lot 
of quality players in attendance plus of course our own NC Alliance kids to watch. 

Almost all the U16-U18 Games FriiSat are being played at the Jordan Soccer Complex to make things easier from a recruiting perspective that you don’t have to travel facility to facility. 

Here’s a link to the master schedules. 
>http:/isoccer.sincsports.corn~’TTSchedulesaspx?tid TFCFI&tab 4&sub 2&Round 1 

Let me know if you have any questions or if you think you can make it. Helps me with plamaing on lunches, profile books etc.. Thanks’. 

Pete Sadin 
DOC U15-U18 Girls 
North Carolina Alliance 
Triangle Futbol Club 
919-696-2026 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 10:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar(a)unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Oriolnnl Ma~noa ........ 

Subject" 

From: ,~gmail.com~ 

To: "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <auson@em~l.uuc.edu> 
CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpaJladino@unc.edu>,"Duca:r, Chris" <ducm@unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I wanted to let you know what our upcoming schedule is for the OFC Invitational this coming weekend along with our schedule in a few weeks at the 
Lonestar Girls Showcase in Austin TX. 
OFC Invite 

hope that you are able to come and see me play. I hope to also get a chance to come and watch you guys play this spring. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monda? 10:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Tfim~gle FC Ffiendlies Tournament 

soccer for trim~gle:jpg 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Triangle FC Friendlies ToumaJnent 

From:                      ~verizon.net~ 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello Mr. Dorrance. 
My name is and I play on , coached by . I play center back, right!left back, and forward. I would love for 
you to come see me play at the tournament. I am number - and I play Saturday( at 12:30pm at Jordan park #02A and also play at 4:15, 
same field. On Sunday I play at 11:00 AM at field #01B. If you need additional information email me. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday_ ¯ 10:46 AM 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; i [@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE - Walk-on GK 

Thanks again for this recommendation! 
Yes, I Jove the convention and catching ~p with everyone. 
Again, I will copy Chris [,’.t~car on ~:h~s i~nd k~aw~ the derision u~ ~:o him 
A~ the best~ 

Sent= Tuesday, 9:33 AM 
Te; Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
C¢= Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Re: 
Good morning An~ 

Great to see you in PNlly and share some of the events, es~cially the Women’s brea~hst and Walt C. reception. 

Having worked ~e convention tbr 25 years now, it is always an eagerly anficiNted reunion with a nmnber of 

longfime fi~ends ~d acquaintances. ~d now, ruth ~e cNll factor in the low 20’s hem in Atlanta, we ~gin our 

"spring" ~a~n training today. 

AgN~ thm~ you for follomng up with               on the possiNli~ of her wa~ng on tNs spring to help 

with your goalkeeping humors. As a fmsl~an, cu~ently at ~C, she could give yon an excellent option ~ 

a practice player, camp counselor, and overall superb ambas~dor for the program for a number of years. 

Agafin, I’ve worked with her since middle school, and c~ honestly say her dedication and work etNc is 

exceptiona]. She roll push the o~ers, making everyone Mtter in the process, and virt~lly ~lways with a 

big smile on her thce. 

On Mon, at 5:15 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <g[_Ls.~?j.!@e_._n_£aa_.!:..u_j.!_c_:._e_.d___t.p wrote: 
Perry, 
Thank you for taking the time to recommend her, I will copy Chris Ducat on this and leave the decision with him, She seems like a great kid. 
All the best! 

Sent: Monday, :1:J.0 PM 
Te: Dorrance. Albert A lV 
Subject: 

Hope you’re well and are in good shape to make a run for yet another title. 

One of my ibnner GKs hem al , is a freshman at [INC. I began training her as a middle ~hooler, and continued to do so, even after my 

moving over to the boys programs hem. 

has indicated to me she has e-mailed you regarding a tryout in Janua~, so I wanted to pass along my two cents’ wo~th. She is avery nice ldd, who would b~ 

an exceptional training GK~ ~ways pushing those in front of her, with her tremendous work rote and positive attitude. Offthe field, she is also someone who a~ways 

would b~ willing to go the extra mile for your program, ~pres~nting it in the best possible way. 
She has continued to play, and she and her club in          [ did quite well this f~l. ~Vhenever she is in Atlant~ I can also always count on a text to set np an extra 

trair~ng season. She loves the game and gives it her all. She is a bit short (Y Y’), bnt quick and fearless. In many ways, she reminds me of Ronnie those many ~a~ ago 

at Duke. 

Again~ for what it’s worth, I would wholeheartedly recommend your giving her a shot at t~Mng some shots. 

Thanks, and ~e you in Philly in Januaw. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:46 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

Chris, 
Do you want to at least look at her? 

Sent: Tuesday, 9:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Cc: Ducar, Chtic 
Subject: Re: 
Good morning Arisen, 

Great to see you in Philly and share some of the events, es~cially the Women’s breaklhst and ~Valt C. receprion. 

Having worked the convenrion for 25 years now, it is always ma eagerly anricipated retmion with a number of 

longtime friends m~d acquaintances. And now, ruth the chill factor in the low 20’s here in Atlanta, we begin our 

"spring" season training today. 

AgaJn, thank you liar tbllowing up with               on the possibility of her walking on this spring to help 

with your goalkeeping numbers. As a freshinan, curremly at [INC, she could give you a~ excellent option as 

a practice player, camp counselor, and overall superb a~nbas~dor tbr the program tbr a number of years. 

Agafin, I’ve worked with her since middle school, and ca~ honesfly say her dedication m~d work ethic is 

excepriona£ She will push the others, making everyone better in the process, a~d virtually always with a 

big smile on her face. 

On Mon, at 5:15 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you for taking the time to recommend her. I will copy Chris Ducat on this and leave the decision with him. She seems like a greaL kid~ 

Sent: Monday 1:10 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
Subject’, - Walk-on GK 

An~ 

Hope you’re well and am in good shape to make a mn [Br yet another rifle. 

One of my fom~er GKs hem at is a fres~an at ~C. I began ~aining her as a middle ~hooler, m~d conrim~ed ~ do so, even a~er my 

movin~ over to the boys programs here. 

has indicated to me she Ms e-mailed you regarding a t~out in Jan~, so I wanted ~ pass along my %vo cents’ womb. She is ave~~ nice ~d, who would 

an exceptional trNning G~ always pushing those in front of her, with her tremendous work rote and ~sirive a~imde. Offthe field, she is also ~meone who always 

would ~ willing to go the extra mile tbr your program, mpre~nring it in the best possible way. 

She h~s conhimed to play, and she a~xd her club in          I did quite well this I~IL Whenever she is in Atla~ I can al~ always comet on a te~ to set up an e~a 

~aining season. She loves the game and gives it her all She is a bit shoA (5’ 5"), but quick and fearless. In many way~ she reminds me of Ronnie those many yea~ ago 

at Duke. 

Agai~ for what it’s woah, I would wholeheaaedly recommend your giving her a shot at taMng some shots. 

TM~, and ~e ~u in PNlly in Jan~. 



UNC St~dentoAth~ete 
Deve~op~nent Weekly Schedule 

The Week of Januap/27th, 2014 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, Jmmary 21, 2014 2:33 PM 

Markos, Lance M <ma~ckos@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Thaaak you! 

Thanks Lance! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Tuesday, January 2i, 2014 11:19 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Fragale, Alison 

Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Thank you! 

Hey Alison, 

So it sounds like the auction would only benefit students no older than 8th grade, correct? If so, then we are able to help out with the fundraiser per NCAA rules. On 

the flip side, stal:e property laws prew:,nl: us from sinlply donatit~g; all i~:erns rnus~: be purchased. Bek)w is the lird~ l:o our form for e’.<actly such a request if you want to 

[al~e advantage of th~-_~ sign~-:~d team ball. 

If you have any other questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 8:19 PM 
To: Fragale, Alison; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: Thankyou! 

I will see if it is legal; if it iN I aan there. 

Hi Anson 

I’m a professor of Organizational 8ehavior at Kenan-Flagler, and we connected a few years ago at a coaches retreat. 

I’m writing with a purely personal request --- Would k be possible for you to get me a soccer ball signed by your team? 

The reason for my request is that I’m chaMng m~ auction for Duke School (www.dukeschool.org} - an independent elementary and m~ddie schoo~ in Durham. The 

aucl:k~n raises money to benefit the studen~:s ~n various ways, from tu~tkm ak~ to technology 0~ course, there are a lot of gMs who pN~y soccer for Duke School and 

who idolize t:he UNC players< If this is something t:hat"s easy for you to do, ~ think it wot~ld be a w?ry cow~d:ed item at our at~ction, tf it’s not easy, please say 

Either way, I’fl look forward to hearing from you ---and learning which new leadership book you’ve read recently! 

Best, 

ANson 

~= Fragale, Alison 
$eBt= Monday, August 22, 20~ ~:03 PM 
Te= Dorrance, Albert (Ath Olympic Spor~) 

You’re welcome~ It was an privilege to talk with you all after watching you from the stands for so many yeaB. I appreciated your questions and hope my comments were helpful 
for sparking fu~her discussion among the coaches. 

If I can ever be helpful in the future, don’t hesffate to ask. 

Alison 

Sent using BlackBer~ 

From: Anson Dorrance 
To: Fragaie, Alison 
Sent: Mort Aug 22 15:52:04 2011 
Subject: Thank you! 

Alison, 



thank you for your excellent remarks this afternoon. All of us appreciated your time and your expertise! 

ARson DorraRce 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 3:39 PM 

DlWSoc@soccerlists.org 

UNC looking for 2014 games 

UNC is iooking for a singie 9ame tbr ihe weekend oi Sept 12 o14, ~.te can p~sy FrMay, Sa~rday, o~ Sunday, and can p~ay here st home or ~rsve~ w~th~n a ressonaNe 
d~s~a~ce, Let me know ~f yo~ are ~teres~ed~ 

Anson Dorrsnce 

Head Coach 

U NC Women’s Soccer 

93.9 -9(~2-.41(X) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:30 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

IfW: Access Control at the Loudermilk Center 

Shelly, 

What is ~ny PID #? 

From; Grimsley, Richie 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:54 AM 

To-" UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
1::¢; Pogge, Paul; Hilton, Nathan Scott; Grimsley, Richie 

Subject; Access Control at the Loudermilk Center 

We have installed Biometric Fingerprint Scanners at the Loudermilk Center for Excellence at the Ist Floor door from the parking lot and at a door into the 3rd floor 

elevator lobby from the Kenan Stadium Concourse. This will enable us to provide a more secure Facility for our Student Athletes and Staff as well as be a means to 

control or restrict access when needed. We will need for all Coaches and Student Athletes currently on rosters to stop by the Loudermilk Center to have their 

fingerprint entered into the system. The information entering process takes about 3 minutes per person. Student Athletes eligible to be in the system will come 

from a list provided from Compliance. All Head and Assistant Coaches will need to provide Nate Hilton (nhilton@email.unc.edu) with their PID number to have it 

pre-entered into the system prior to coming over to expedite the process when your fingerprint is scanned. Any coach with an outside door key to Loudermilk (LM- 

A01) will be asked to turn it in once the system goes active. 

We will set aside some times for people to come to the Upper Club (5th Floor of the Loudermilk Center) to have their fingerprint entered. After this initial set up 

period, we will enter the people or groups that have been missed on an individual basis. The initial sign up period will be announced shortly when an open 

window in the Upper Club schedule can be coordinated. 

Richie Grimsley 

Asst. Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:30 PM 

Pleasure!! 

From: I 
Sent: Tuesday. 22:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Co: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: Re: 

Thank you, Anson. 

I appreciate your time, and Chris’, 

in tbllowing up with 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros .~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

On Tu at 10:45 AM, Dorrauce, Albert A IV <.’_aj!~_Ln_~(~i__e__r__n_~i!_:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e_d_u_> wrote: 

Thanks again for this recommendation! 
Yes, I low? the convention and catching up wi~:h ew?ryor~:_~. 
Again, I will copy Chris D~car on this and leave the decision up to him. 
Atl the best! 
Fmm~ 
Sent~ Tuesday, 9:33 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: t 

Good tnomiug Anson, 

Great to see you iu Philly and share sotne of the eveuts, especially the Women’s breakLhst and Walt C. reception. 

Haviug worlced the convention for 25 years now, it is always an eagerly anticipated reuuiou with a uumber of 

longfime friends and acquaintances. And now. ruth the chill factor in the low 20’s here in Atlanta, we begin our 

"spring" season training today. 

Again, thank you for following up witl               on the possibiliiT of her walking on this spring to help 

wifli your goalkeeping numbers. As a freshman, currently at UNC, she could give you an excellent option as 
a practice player, cmnp counselor, and overall superb ambassador for the program for a number of years. 

Again, I’ve worked with her since middle school, and can honestly say her dedication and work ethic is 

exceptional. She will push the others, making eve~one better in the process, and virtually always ruth a 

big smile on her Pace. 

On Mon, at 5:15 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou’,O~!email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Thank you for taking the time to recommend her. I will copy Chris Ducar on this and leave the decision with him. She seems like a great kid, 
All the best! 
Frem: 
Sent: Monday, l:10 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 
Auson, 
~ope ~offre wd~ and ~re iu ~ood shape to m~e ~ ~n ~or yet another title. 

One o~my [o~er ~K8 here m k ~ fies~an n~ UNC. ~ began Uaiu~n~ her as ~ m~dd~e ~hooler~ and ~ou~mued ~o do 8o~ even ~er my 

mov~n~ owr to the boys p~mm8 here. 

has ~nd~ted to me she has e~ mai~ed you re~rdm~ ~ t~out m 3an~y~ so ~ w~nted ~ p~s alon~ m~ ~¥o ~ents’ work She i8 ~ ve~ n~e ki& who wou~d ~ 

an exceptional training G~ always pushing those in front of her, with her tremendous work rate and ~sitive aRimde. Ofl’~e field, she is also someone who Nways 

would ~ rolling to go the e~m mile for your program, repre~nting it in the best possible way. 

She h~ continued to play, and she ~d her club in Chapel Hill did quite well this fNl. Whenever she is in Atl~ I can aim always count on a te~ m set up an extra 

traiNng season. She loves the game and gives it her all. Sbe is a Nt sho~ (5’ 5"), but quick and fearless. In many way~ she reminds me of Ro~ie those many yearn ago 

at Duke. 

Agai~ tbr what it’s womb, I would wholehea(teNy recommend your giving her a shot at ta~ing some shots. 

Thanks, and ~e you in Philly in Jan~U. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 4 5:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW                 - Very Interested Women’s Soccer Recruit 

From: Ngmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday -:t:49 PM 

To: Dorrance. Albert A IV 
$,,bject’. Ve~l Interested Women’s Soccer Recruit 

Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am very interested in your school and playing tbr your team someday. I wanted to provide you this new 
highlight video from the WAGS tournament this thll. Link is provided here: 

This is just highlights from 3 games "with one game played in heavy rain. I scored 4 times and had assists. My next tournament is Feb 
22-23 in Richmond Va ( Ultimate Cup). I’ll send you my schedule when I get it. And I’ll fill in your recruiting from on your website 
today. 
Let me tell you a little about myself. I am currently a junior (graduation year,                                                   I have a 
GPA of 3.42 and a WGPA of 3.81. I am currently taking all honors classes plus AP Biology. I am interested in studying nursing, sports medicine, or 
business in college. 
Here are some athletic achievements for high school years: 

Respectfully, 

My Jersey Number: # 
Team Name: 
I play for in the WAGS league. 
-Positions: forward, outside mid-field 
-Selected for ODP U16 team (2012-2013 team) 
-Play fk~r has qualified for nationals twice, in 2010 and 2011 (there is also a possibility we are playing 
this year) 
Player Height: 5’ 7" Weight: 1251bs 
My freshman year I played in the PVAC (Potomac Valley Athletic Conference), which consists of 14 private schools, ill was a captain of our varsib~ 
team my freshman year and led the whole conference ruth 25 ~oals and 13 assists. That fall ill was unanimously picked for 
first freshman ever to receive this. I switched to                        for my sophomore year and I’ve been a starter for this school’s 
varsib~ Soccer team. My sophomore season I was first in my conference for ~oals with 12~ and third in mv conference for assists ruth 11. I 
received     All-Gazette Girls soccer second team and                                                  To help my soccer I run on our 
Varsity track team. My 300 time is 44.79 sec and my 4x200 time is 25.36 sec. 
I am a member of Students Against Destructive Decisions (SADD), Student Government Association (SGA), Fello~vship of Christian Athletes 
(FCA), and active in my local church. 

Coaches’ Information: 
t tead Coach - 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: New post on Gary. Ireland’s page 

From: Pass2Me [mailto:customerservices@pass2me.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 2:1, 20:t4 2:57 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: New post on Gary Ireland’s page 

GaIS~ Iadal~d 

have ,-~0~ college bound email soccer pia?,ers we wiii lse piaciag wi.$ http:/iwww.socceflsook.com 

htlp],’www:ps~tmion.or_~page/show/462425?refener id 

mu~?, of~hese pla?,e~s areri~ c~mm~Sed to co[]eg~:s, if},’o~ a~x: u~ co[]eg~: coach rc~eis i~g th~s sm~p[y 

searci~ [i~r ~he player ~ame (t~@ rigi~t of page) to s~:e GPi\ e~c 

’~’o view fi:is ~:~¢ and rep1~; click on ~:<: ~mk: Gary Ireland’s page. 

Bes~ Regards. 

w~wv.pass2me.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LE’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTYCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE 1V (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday: 5:53 PM 

)@gmail.com:~ 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu @aol.com; Jason Sisnero~ ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Thank-you! 

enjoyed the meeting myself. I can tell already that we would have an excellent rapport. This is a very nice place with kids that work hard and are fu~ to be with .... 

arn hoping to have something to report to you guys tomorrow. Please do not be disappointed ~f it does not work out for this fall Chape~ H~[~ is a speda[ place and 

it is worth workm~ for (lust ask mv son "best derision of my life") 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 

T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Thank-you! 

Dear Coach Anson, 

~gmail.com] 
3:17 PM 

I want to thank you again for taking time out of your day to talk to my family and I. From the moment I heard you were 
interested in me, I haven’t stopped thinking about UNC. Talking to you today just reassured how much I want to go there. You 
have built a family at Carolina, and I want nothing more than to be a part of it. Listening to the stories about      and the 
other walk-ons make me very confident that I could make a difference in your program. I want to be challenged both athletically 
and academically and I know UNC will do that. I look forward to hearing from you soon about my transcripts with Lance in the 
Admissions Office. Again, thank you so much for your time today, it means a lot to me. 



Frolrl ~" 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, [ 6:01 PM 

@msn.com; duca@uucaa.unc.edu; 

Stree~ Shelly <sjgreeu@email.unc.edu> 

RE: 

@aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I am already sold on her. My dilemma is I have no $ and I can’t help with admissions and the parents understand this, I just met with them)~ The path in is to 

attend another schoo~ and transfer in ASAP. 

~ saw her p~ay down ~n FLA. ~ ~ove her size, the s~mple and dean technique she possesses and the fact she competes. ~ a~so rea~y ~iked her and her parents. ~ th~nk 

she w~H be i~ good fit. 

Sent: Tuesday, 3:~ PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 

Anson, 

Happy New and all the best for I know you met with the today and my understandin8 is the meetin~ went very well I feel compelled to reach out to 

you about      . I have had the p~easure of coachin8 her for the ~ast 3 years, dudn~ which she has served as one of my team captains and has consBtently been 

one of my top performers,       is a player that has room for 8rowth and who possesses the intansibles to be successful at the next level, even in the 

competitive cauldron you have created at UNC. I would compare in so many ways. I know had a positive experience 

representin~ your program and UNC as a student athlete~ I don’t doubt for one moment would be a 8rear addition to your prosram, community and the 

University. ~ know you are very, very busy, however I would welcome the opportunity to chat with your further if you would like. 

Thanks aRain Anson. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 6:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Pittsburgh Rivefl~ounds Development Acadelny 

From: Amy E Wisniowski [mailto:awisniowski@riverhounds.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 2:1, 20:t4 4:34 PM 
Subject: Pittsburgh Riverhounds Development Academy 
Coaches, 
My name is Amy Wisniowski, I am the Director of Communications for the Pittsburgh Riverhounds Development Academy in Pittsburgh, 
Pennsylvania. I wanted to briefly introduce myself and reach out to you regarding the Triangle Friendlies Tournament this weekend. 
We will be represented by our U13, 14, 15 & 16 girl’s teams. Handbooks will be available on site from our coaching staff. These handbooks will 
contain in/brmation regarding our coaching stair, player intbrmation, and team achievements. 
I have listed below, a daily schedule for all of our participating teams. Please feel free to come and introduce yourself and pick up a handbook. 
We look forward to meeting you! 
January 24th 
~:oopm - (U~ 6) Jordan Park Field #3A 
4:oopm - (U~5) ~Jordan Park Field #8 
January 25th 
9:lsam - (U13) New Century M.S. Field #2 
9:~5am - (U~4) Reid Ross Field RED 
~ 2: o opm - (U~ 5) Reid Ross Field YELLOW 

~a:45pm - (U16) Jordan Park Field #4A 
l:oopm - (U13) New Century M.S. Field #1 
~:3opm - (U14) Reid Ross Field YELLOW 
January 26th 
8:ooam - (U15) Reid Ross Field YELLOW 
9:3oam - (U14) Reid Ross Field RED 
9:3oam - (U16) aordan Park Field #8 
~o:3oam - (U13) Semi Finals, New Century M.S. Field #1 & 2 
ll:45am - (U~3) Semi Finals, New Century M.S. Field #1 
2:~5pm - (U13) Finals, ,Jordan Park Field #7 
Please note, that we will also be participating in the following tournaments over the next few months: ASL Spring Showcase in Columbia, MD; 
Jefferson Cup in Richmond, VA; Adidas Blue Chip Showcase in Cineinnatti, OH. 
Amy E Wisniowski 
Director ofAcadelny Collllllllllieations 
Pittsburgh Riverhounds 
412.589oll g] 
awisniowski(ddrivefl~ouud s.com 
Register For Your Account At 

http:i.’~x~x~v.rivefl~ouuds.com/academviouline/index E.html 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday: 6:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday 5:42 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is             I am a junior at I have a 3.6 GPA in all honors and AP classes. I have been on the varsity 

soccer team since my tieshmen year. I have been playing ~ccer since the age of five, and I’ve been on select soccer teams since the age of I 1. I can play anyflaing but 

I mn really good and enjoy playing center midfield, and det~nse. I mn interested in your ~hool m~d taking it to flae next level. I would love to hear back ti~om you with 

anything that regards soccer such as; criticism, techniques, and what are some things that you aye looking tbr in your players. My email address is 
Please get back to me. Thank you for your time. 

iXiilmage 
removed by 
sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 6:25 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Women "pros"? 

Carlos, 

Would you have any objection if our "women pros" joined us for noon soccer? We would have a large # if they all showed up: Dunn, Ohai, Morris, O’Reilly, 

McFarlane. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 7:41 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Re: Womeu "pros"? 

Thm~k you.... I will gather their #’s and get them on Jeffs list serve. 

Se~t.~°om my ’/erizor~ ~Vireless 4G L)"~ 

"Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoano@tmc.edu-~ wrote: 

Would be great...let’s add them. 

Carlos Somoano 

UNC Soccer 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 6 24 I?M, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <g_u_.s_~:?!~_@.e_n._~_.a_~.!:.u_!~_c__:.e._d_.t_r~" wrote: 

Carlos, 
Would you have an‘/objection if our "women pros" joined us for noon soccer? We would have a large # if the,/all showed up: Dunn, Ohai, Morris, 

O’P, eill,/, McFarlane. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday 7:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject 

Fron: @cuemail.net-~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

I am md I a~ interested in playing soccer for UNC! I hope I will meet one of the UNC coaches soon! 

Thanks 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 9:42 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: Info 

Tom, good luck!’.! I hope you knock them dead. Yes, please shaxe with me how it goes! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsaJ~.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

fly to NY this evening and will raeet Sunil, Dan Flytme and others from MLS on Thursday afternoon at MLS HQ. Will mail you with thoughts afterwards. 

On an interesting note, ray guy at the Chinese FA who I’ve been working veW close with j~st got promoted to the Head of the Woraen’s Program for the CFA! The plot thickcnst ! !! 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 
T3 Group 
Http://torasan.cora 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIP1ENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday: 9:43 PM 

I do not think admissions will ~Jlow that quick a mm arouud. 

Se~t.f!"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

Tha~ks Anson. Could she transt~r after the fall mad enroll in the spring of 

I appreciate your immediate aud candid response. 

On , at 18:00, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~son(~)email.unc~edu> wrote: 

I am afr’eady sold on her. My dilemma is I have no ~ and I can’t help with admissions and the parents understand this, I just met with them). 

The path ~n ~s to attend another schoo~ and trm~sfer h~ ASAP. 

~ saw her play down in FLA. ~ ~ove her s~ze, the simple and clem~ technique she possesses and the fact she competes~ I a~so really I~ked her and her 

parents. ~ th~t~k she w~l~ be a good fit. 

Sent= Tuesday, 3:5~ PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet: 

Happy New and all the best fo,     ~ [ know you met with the Boch’s today and my understanding is the meeting went very well. I feel compelled to 

reach out to you about      . I have had the pleasure of coaching her for the last 3 years, during which she has served as one of my team captains and 

has consistently been one of my top performers,       is a player that has room for growth and who possesses the intangibles to be successful at 

the next level, even in the competitive cauldron you have created at UNC. I would compare                            in so many ways. I know 

had a positive experience representing your program and UNC as a student athlete! I don’t doubt for one moment.      would be a great 

addition to your program, community and the University. I know you are very, very busy, however I would welcome the opportunity to chat with your 

further if you would like. 

Thanks again Anson. 



rFom: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, 9:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Subje~ ’ . UNC Chapel Hill Women’s Soccer Program 

From: @outlook.corn> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-* 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I ar’n wriIing ibis letter to introduce r:nyself to you. Ttne purpose of this package is to express rny inlerest in your soccer program ai 
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. LJI",,iC has an excellent academic reputation and the most impressive soccer program. I 
am confident I possess the skills to play at Chapel Hill and would like to pursue the opportunity of playing for- your- team following 

my graduation in 

My resume is attached for your review. Currently, i am rostered with the                     , Elite Team and as an ECNL 

discover,,,’ player with the Football Club of Virginia (FCV). My GPA is 3.8 on a 4.0 scale. Division I soccer programs require a 

significanl level commilmeni, focus, desire, technical ability, and organization. My re[erences will provide feedback iliustraling my 

ability to exceed these demands. I continuali, push myself to be successful and seek new challenges. 

My upcoming schedule is listed below: 

Recognizing your busy schedule, I hope you nave time to attend one of the above games. If not, I will inform you of additional 

game dales, along with regular ECb,IL r~.~atches and ODP friendlies. Lastly, I will continue to research and review ir~formation about 

your program and the school. Please keep me informed of any ID weekends, annual camps, or other opportunities to meet. 

Thank you for your consideration~ Best wishes for continued success this spring season. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)n 

Wednesday, 11:16 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Hello. 

From: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, AIber~ A ~V 
Subject: Hello. 

My name is            ~. I am a junior at                                            I have a 3.6 GPA in all honors and AP 
classes. I have been on the varsity soccer team since my freshmen year. I have been playing soccer since the age of five, and I’ve been 
on select soccer teams since the age of 11. I can play anything but I am really good and enjoy playing center midfield, and defense. I was 
interested in checking out your facility and how you run the women soccer practices. I will be checking out the college during spring 
break on April 22. You have the number one most wins in college soccer. I am interested in your school and taking it to the next level. I 
would love to hear back frorn you with anything that regards soccer such as; criticism, techniques, and what are some things that you 
are looking for in your players. My email address is        ?~vahoo.com. Please get back to me. Thank you for your time. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:22 AM 

Ducar, Clms (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); l@aol.com 

From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, . . 11:33 plVl 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Alber~ A 131; Bill Palladino 
Subject: 
Gents have you guys had a look al ’ For my money she is the best teclmical player in the current NZ U20’s. Here are some clips of her from the 

U17 world Cup and a the OZ U20 match in June. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, ~ 11:24 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Hope you’re doing well 

What year is this kid in school? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: We~aesda,~ 
To: Dorrance, A~ll~ert A It; 
Subject: Hope you’re doing ;vell 

12:45 AM 
r@gmail.com] 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you and your wife are doing well and had a great holiday season. I was going to call but I decided to ;vrite you this instead. I appreciate your talk with my morn I know you two have 
known each other for many years and despite she may have her opinions about you I know she does value what you have to say I think you think you know- me, I’m sure you have come 
across many girls just like me but unlike them I refuse to be over looked by you or anyone else by that matter. EveW day my passion for the game gro;vs; as I grow as an athlete physically 
and mentally And hey maybe I’ll fail, maybe everything won’t go as ! planned but that’s not going to stop me fi’om giving this everything I have But nonetheless I need to be on a wirming 
team a team where everyone, like me, would give up everything to win. That is what’s so special about your team to me because on the teams I’ve played [’or most of the players are okay 
with being okay. I’ve had to listen to my teammates sat" "well I’ll take a tie because at least we didn’t lose", and refi’ain fi-om asking them to quit on the spot. ! don’t just want a team with 
average players and an average attitude because I relhse to be average. ! may end up playing at a school in Virginia and be happy where I am cause even though i wouldn’t be playing 
you, I will definitely plat" in spite of you. You know what they sat’ history repeats it’s self and maybe I too will find myself in an NCAA finals match with you and make you regret letting me 
slip through your fingers just like my morn At the beginning of this email ! said I’m pretty sure you think you know me and now I hope you know me more. And I hope if my team happens to 
land on your schedule in San Antonio or Seattle you’ll stop by and catch a game, because every time I step on the :field I play to impress and ! plan on doing just that. I look ~2~rward to 
proving you wrong about me this summer at camp. 

Take care~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:25 AM 

)@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Hi Coach!’. :) 

Do ~e waist to do an ID camp or would that detract too much from the summer camps? 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, 12:50 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Hi CoachU :) 

Hoy Coach’. ~ ~ So so~" ~r the flippin phone ~’. ]o] It has been a bu~ £ew woeks as ~ am stay it has £or you. Lots o~ uno~cia] visits and coordination £or those v~sits 

w~ my cunent p]a~=rs. They am a~end~n~ ma~y ]D c~ps held tiffs winter. Am you ho]din~ an ID camp this winter?? ~ o£cour~ would low to send some 

your way. Perhaps, you would ente~Jn au o~ciaJ visit ~om a 

~ ~ow ~mt Ducat had ~e chauce to observe play ~on~ with sowm] o£her teammatos who ~ aJso ~ain. ~ was wondodn~ i£the~ was a~y cuwent 

iutemst them?? 

Al~, ~ aJ~ still int~rostod i~ ~]~n~ ~ you about brea~n~ into co]]o~e coachiu~ and would low your insight. ~ ~fly approciato you ta~n~ the time k~ m~h out to 

aud ~ am ~’ that we haw ~ot co~octed yet. ~ will b~ avaJ]aN~ tomo~w...how does your schedu]~ look?? ~ will t~ ~ivin~ you a dn~ ~d ho~£u]]y wo can 

to 

~hanks ~br your attempts though and ] hope we can ~lk soon. :) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 11:40 AM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu:~ 

l~L: SPA Secondmy Employment Information 

Joyce~ 

Do we fill this out for soccer camps, speeches, Nike contracts, SportsCode stock options (a company that sells recruiting aids)? 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014- 9:03 AM 

To-" UNCAA-Everyone 
$,,bject: SPA Secondary Employment Information 
The following information on secondary employment applies only to SPA permanent employees (EPA non-faculty 

employees have a separate outside income reporting requirement). 

"A State Agency or University employee working full-time has primary employment 

responsibility to the State. Other employment outside of State Agencies or Universities 

is considered secondary employment. An employee must notify his/her supervisor 

before engaging in any secondary employment. 

The purpose of this policy and procedure is to ensure that an employee’s secondary 

employment does not have an adverse effect on the employee’s primary employment and does not create a conflict of interest." 

All SPA permanent employees who have outside employment that is not with a State agency or 

University must complete the attached form, obtain supervisor approval, and return it to our 

office. We will make a copy to be maintained in the employee’s personnel file and submit 

the original to the Office of Human Resources. 

The full policy can be accessed at this link: 

!~/)~:~;~!~!~!~:;~:~:~.~‘~:~;~:~!~?~!!~!~!~.e.~.~.~)~...~.~r:‘~::~!~:‘~:~1L 
Employees who have secondary employment with another University department, another 

State agency or University are covered under the Additional or Dual employment policies and 

do not need to complete this form. 

If you have questions, please let me know. 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 11:48 AM 

Anna Rodenboug @gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: CFK clinic 

Anna, 

I think you should come to our Leadership Council This is made up of all our team’s leaders We meet in our conference room at 9:30 every Tuesday. You can accomplish a lot in that 
meeting. 

BTW, the NC Soccer Hall of Fame is honoring our program (and every team m our history) tbis Saturday at the North Raleigh Hilton at 6:15. Can you join us? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Atma Rodenbough [mailto: (~,gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 9:51 AM 
To: Dot*ance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Bankoski, Leann; Nick Johnson 
Subject: CFK clinic 

Hey Ans, 

Hope you are having a good start to the spring season[ 

I wanted to email you to set up a meeting with a couple folks at Carolina for Kibera to talk about the soccer clinic. It has been such a rewarding experience for me to help organize the clinic 
the past fexv years, and I appreciate the support frora you, Tom, and the team. I will still be similarly involved on the operational side this year, but the CFK staff will be taking over the reigns 
this year in terms of marketing, publici~, etc. In the past, this role has been filled by student volunteers. In making this a priority for CFK, backed by staff members, we are hoping to create a 
more established and streamlined clinic annually, for years to come. 

On this email, I have copied CFK Executive Director Leann Bar~koski (who you have met before, I believe) and CFK staff meraber Nick Jotmson. The tbaee of us would like to meet with you 
to discuss ways to solidify the partnership betxveen the soccer team and CFK so that the clinic runs mure smoothly each year. 

In addition, the CFK folks xvould like to host a screening for the team of Without a Fight, the documentary released a couple years ago that shnws the impact of soccer on youth in Kibera. 
We would love to set that up sometime in the next couple of raonths. 

Would you have a moment to meet with us in the next week or two? We could come over to the Castle or go out to lunch - whatever suits you. 

Thank you again for your continued support of CFK and the clinic. I will let Leatm and/or Nick follow up with any other thoughts that they have. 

See you soon’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, ¯ 11:50 AM 

.la~n Sisneros <jmsisneros@gmaJd.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: UK Girls Showcase 

Go after them _.. We might have some .~ by next Jan 
From: Jason Sisne"^’ }gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday ~: 55 AM 
To: Ducat, Chris; ~111 PallaCllnO; uorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UK Girls Showcase 

This is a video of the December 14th Girl’s Showcase in England. 

Randy Waldrum was there a~d he was looking at: 

Some have compared her to a female Xavi 

The gentlema~ who filled me on these girls represents Pass4Soccer -- but he told me that there is a very good player (not represented through his program) that we 

may have interest m/other do 

Talk with you gnys later! 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis ] Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday 11:54 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@nnc.edu> 

ILE: ECNL leading goal scorei                ~ 

Love to see her and have a recruiting meeting this week 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday,              9:59 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Fwd: ECNL leading goal scorer U15 - 

I love this player. I’ve told you about her before. 

in court on Raleigh indefinitely. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From 

Date’. 4 at 9:39:50 AM EST 

To: "ducar~unc.edu" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Subject: ECNE leading goal scorer U15 - 

Coach, below is a Top Drawer article I wanted to share that shows,,                           , is the leading goal scorer in ECNLin the U15 age 

group with ~8 goals (she has 7 assists}, Here is our team page htt~:]Zwww,el~teclubsnat~onaNea&ue.com/teamsZ62561624Z38365964.- 

62562502~EAM.html, 

Thanks for your th~e~ 

Top Scorers in every age group in the ECNL 

January is one o~ the ~ew months o~ the calendar when the EC~L schedule is relatively ~ight. Only a handtul o~ games will be p~a~ed in the first 
month of the year, so it provides ample time to recap some of the action from the first few months. 

Below is a rundown of the top ten scorers in every ECNL age group after the first dozen or so games. 

Leading scorers from ECNL as of January 20. All statistics taken from the league’s official website. 

U24: 



******TRG Intemet Email Confidentiality Footer ****** This e-mail message (and any attached files thereto) contains privileged mad confidentia] 

infonnafion intended only lbr the use of the individual or enfity named above. If’the reader of the e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or 

agent responsible for delivering it to the intended recipienk yon are hereby notified that disseminafion or copying of this e-mail is s~trictly prohibited. If you 

have received this e-tnail in error, please imtnediately noti~ us by telephone or e-mail and delete this message (and a~y attached files) 



Women’s Soccer 4-Team Championship TalkinR Points 

The decision to move to a 4-team championship is in conjunction with the decision to move to a 

7-week regular season schedule. 

o After experiencing the travel associated with the expanded league in 2013, we feel that 

the level of soccer will be enhanced by playing 10 matches over 7 weeks° 

o Playing three 2-game weeks and four 1-game weeks will allow for less missed class time. 

o It is easier to schedule a non-conference game earlier in the season (i.e. week 1) instead 
of in weeks 3 and 7 only. 

While the group wishes that more teams could be included in the championship, moving to four 

teams eliminates the difficult first-round and quarterfinal round travel° 

o Some teams were forced to bus to locations due to not knowing the location of the 

quarterfinal round until the final regular season game had been completed. 

® Staying on the road between the first-round and quarterfinal round is difficult from a 

missed class time perspective, financial perspective and well-being standpoint as teams 

head into the postseason. 

By having four teams in the Championship, the level of play during the semifinals and finals will 

be stronger. 

Many teams in the middle of the final league standings could potentially have records close to 

.500, and not having them participate in the tournament (where they could earn another loss) 

could help chances to qualify more teams to the NCAA Championship. 

A four-team championship is a cost savings to the Conference budget. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:14 PM 

~gm~Jl.com> 

@~nsn.com; ducm@m~caa.unc.edu; @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmail.co~n); pacman@unc~a.unc.edu 

RE: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Thank you for sharing, 
Did you start? How much did you get to play? What position etc? How did you do? 
From: gmail,com] 
Sent; Wednesday, January 22, 2014 11:19 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 
Hi Anson, 

I hope you are doing great. As for me, I will be back to Chapel Hill tomorrow. We couldfft pass for the 2nd round, but we had a fairly good toummnent. We were 

really unlucky because we lost our first game against Colombia. After that game, we won against Uruguay and Chile, but couldfft beat Brazil. We had to win againsl 

Brazil to remain in the tournament, and we lost 3-2. We missed m~ay goals in that gaa~e. 

Even though we couldn’t defeat Brazil mad advance to the second rotmd. I felt really good playing and have gained my confidence back. Playing against Ng teams and 

dominating the second half(in the game against Brazil) have made me realize how much Venezuela has improved in soccer. So at leas~ that makes me hapw. 

Please, let me know when will you be at your office tomorrow or friday so I can stop by. Thank you and I hope the team is doing great! 

2014/1/8 Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansonf;email.~mc.edu-~ 

Good luck ........... 

FromL ..................... ~ .......... .: ..................... :_:__7__~_g __t!__l_a__[[:_c___o_ E I_] 

Sent; Tuesday, January 07, 2014 9:54 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 

Thm~s and I hope the team is great! 

2013/12/15 Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(E~email.unc.edu> 

Good luck zhi’. 

Se~tt from ~, ~rizon tVireIess ,iG L TE DROID 

’f;gmail.com> wrote: 

HiAn~n, 

I hope eve ~rything is going great. As for me, I had to leave yesterday with the U20s national team but my grandfather passed away, so I got here today. I will keep you 

updated on how it goes. 

Thank you and I hope you have a good break! 

On 04/12/2013, at 11:02 a.m., "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(i~email.tmc.e&~> wrote: 

I am here ali day except for iunch 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 9:04 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 

I hope eveLything is going good. I ~m rea]ly sorry about the loss on Saturday. It was really mflucky and I rea]ly think that the refloss control of the game. I 

was wondering at what times are you going to be in your office tomorrow so that I can drop by. 

Thankyou! 

2013/11/14 Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson,~;email.~mc.edu-~ 
All day 

Se~l fi~om my Veri:o~ ~,Vire/e~s 4G [ 7}~2 DRO1D 

¢~gmai!:com> wrote: 



Hi Anson, 

I hope you are doing very well. I was wondering at what fimes are you going to be in your office tomorrow so I that I can drop by to talk about a few 

things. 

Tha~ks! 

2013/9/16 Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(daemail.unc.edu> 

I heard the good news frorn ..... ~ abou~ you beir~g close ~o running. ,And I k~ow you wfl~ he~p ; and the club. ~ can’t wa~t to have you ou~ ~here 

with her. 

Yes, we have some potent~a~ as a team (despite the ~oss). And Hke you ~ ~ove Ozi~ and know he wH] be b~g for the Arsenal 

AI~ the best [ ~ hope you hea~ quh::My at~d return to us 100% ~n the spring. 

F~m= .......... ~qma~l.com] 

To: Dolrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortanund’s Machine 
Hi Anson, 

I hope you are doing well. As for me, I’m still working on my rehab but in about a week I can start running which I’m 

really looking forward to. I’ve been attending to the club soccer practice and the coach seems really good and well 

prepared, and in a couple of weeks I will be training with them. 

I got to watch the home games from the team and it looks really good. I hope this year ends up like the last one. Even 

with the season just starting, the high pressure is impeccable. I saw the game yesterday and it was one of the best 

second half I’ve ever seen. I know it was really unlucky but the offensive presence was really good. 

Also, I’m really looking forward to watch Arsenal this year. My favorite player from Real Madrid was Mesut Ozil, so 

know I’ll be also a gunner! 

I hope your wife is doing great and so as the team. 

Thank you, 

On Tuesday, July 23, 2013, Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 

Excellent!!! 

Sem.fi°om my veH:o,~ ~Vireles~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

’@gmaiLcom> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
I’m actually out of the crutches by now and its been healing preW well. I’m home until August 16th becaus~ I’m doing ma internship hem, so when I get 
back I will stop at your office for sum’. 
I hope eveuthing is going well for your family and the team. 
Thank you, 

2013/7/16 Dorrance, Albert A IV < _a_4~R_r_t£_a2__e_Ln__:a_i_l_:_~LrLc_:_e_$t___u_> 

I like the plan. I hope you continue to heal and fee[ better and better. And yes, [ hope we can have another great year. 

Please stop by sometime, I would love to see that you are doing 

From:             :e [ E]_a__[[_t__o2!           !_@_g£[}_a__[Lc_9___t! ! ] 

Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 12:12 PH 

To: Donance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmm~d’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 

Yes, thank you, that’s the plan. The mcovmy feels good, it feels a little sfiff but its noruM since its only been almost 3 weeks. As for the running mid 
playing, doctor safid I could s, art ru,ming in about 3 to 4 weeks. At first I will start to focus on the fitness part since is my weakness, then I will s, art 
focusing on my game. The good thing is that now I can start training hmd with no pafi~ which was a challenge before since it was always lmrting. 

I hope that eveD~thing goes as good as last season mad hopefully next year my improvement roll help the team. Thank you and I hope that your summer is 
going great’. 



2013/7/8 Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(i~emaJl,tmc.e&~> 

!! Arid th~:’t~ ioin t~s i~ J~t~t~arV and fight to p~i~y for ~s ~ the [a~ o[ 2014~ 

How does the recovery fee~? When can you run/play again? 

And obvk~usly, good k~(:k from ail yot~r co~ches ~md [:eammates~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:17 PM 

 @gm~Jl.com> 

I~E: g~eat article’. 

I look forward to it mvsNt: _.. Yes, fet*s go together~ 

From:         ,          II@gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 20:t4 11::[9 AN 

To," Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: great article! 

Awesome’.! 

So Friday the conference will run from 6:30 to 9:30 ruth a few keynote speakers...the location is 2335 Presidential Dr. 

Durham, NC 27703 (at the Summit Church). 

I will register you now! Would you like to meet me there or carpool? We can also figure that out later...just an option. Can’t wait for yon to meet some of my pastors 

and friends and hear the speakers! 

On Wed, Jan 22, 2014 at 11:14 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~ema~Lunc.edu> wrote: 

Caitlin, 

3:1.st of Jan (Fd) I am free, the :ls~ I am recruiting ._. Love to join you .... C~n you get me times and places}’ 

From: r[)_a__[[,£_o_m__] 
Se~t: Tuesday, January 21, 2014- 6:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: great a~ticle! 

Ps do you know if you can go to the cont~rence I mentioned betbre yet? (On the 31 st and the I st). If you want, I can register you tbr it! 

On Tue, J an 21, 2014 at 6:31 PM,  ~ig~!’_a_~_[:££_Lrb-" wrote: 

Okay I will! Interested to hear your thoughts on this! 

On Tue, Jan 21, 2014 at 6:12 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou,~/bemail.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Of course r~oL ... I_et"s cll~;L about t.tlis ir~ OLIn" rf~*-’_!eLir~g ..., Re~rEind me!! 

Frem; @gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 21, 2014 5:36 PM 

To: DorraJlce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: great article! 

But the question is: is the lack of empathy and coldness that makes you a good soccer player worth it? Is the money and fame you get worth sacrificing your 

relationships? ...... 

On Tue, Jan 21, 2014 at 5:27 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Michelle, 
agree!! I will be sharing this wRh my 

From: michelle akers 
Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 21, 2014 ~1:30 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ great a~icle~ 

:.~:: talking sport 620 

[Search] 

Psychopaths haunt the Beautiful Game - and I may be one of them 

indivi@...~al rather than the team 

o l)av]d James 

o 

o The Observer, Saturday 17.00 EST 



i.~.i AndyMcNab 

A tesl on former SAS member And5, McNab, pictured giving a lecture at an army camp, revealed a severe lack of empafl~y and emotion a trait prevaleut iu some of 

the best managers I have played under, Photograph: Matin Argles for the Guardian 

I have been reading a lot about psychopaths lately. Before anyone has cause for concern, I do not mean the murderous type, I mean 

individuals who appear to display psychopathic tendencies in pursuing their everyday lives according to studies of them. They may be high- 

flying City workers or politicians. Or even Premier League footballers. 

At first glance that might sound t;ar- fetched, but consider that recent research has likened the behaviour of former US presidents such as 

Theodore Roosevelt, ~IFK and George W Bush to that of psychopaths. Before we go any further let’s be dear: being a psychopath does not 

mean you are about to harm someone. In any ease it takes a clinical assessment to diagnose someone as a psychopath. 

What we do know is that psychopaths share common traits. They can be charismatic, charming, manipulative, ambitious, invested in self-gain 

and deceptive. In fact, by those characteristics, you could be looking at a dose description of some of the best footballers in the world - from 

diving cheats to global stars. 

Muhammad All said if he had not been a boxer he would have been the best binman in the world instead. That kind of drive is celebrated in our 

society, but it is not normal. 

And, arguably, it comes at cost to evewone else because it’s about the achievement of the individual over the masses. Likewise, I have had 

team-mates for whom ,aqnning a match was all about them. 

That’s because the old adage about there being no "i" in team is naive. There are always 11 individuals in a starting line-up, it’s just that some 

have more of a team ethos than others. Take Gary and Phil Neville. I remember speaking to Phil once and he said he would never, ever 

eritieise his team- mates. But I’ve met plenty of footballers who are more than happy to slate a team- mate to make themselves look good. 

That’s because so much is about self-promotion. Think back to the goal celebrations you have witnessed. There’s always one player who runs 

from the other side of the pitch to congratulate the goalseorer - just in time to look right into the camera. Look back over those photographs, 

who stands out, the goalseorer? Or the guy leaping on his back and staring straight into the camera, or saluting the fans in the stand. Who is the 

goal about? The team? Or the individual? 

What about those players who have moved from team to team throughout their career (of which, admittedly, I am one). Those players, I know 

from experience, tend to be more about themselves than any kind of team ethos. They have to be, it’s a kind of self-preservation. One question 

I often get asked is: "Do you keep in touch with your former team-mates?" Never. When you leave, you move on. Does that make me a 

psychopath? I did score highly on a test it took but then it would question a test which requires you to answer honestly the question "Are you a 

pathological liar?" 

On which point, are footballers pathological liars? They may not think so, but many habitually lie to further their careers. They routinely lie to 

the media, hiding behind cliches such as "the lads played well today", or pledging their loyalty to a dub. Perhaps you can’t blame them. Being 

honest can leave you wide open to criticism. On the occasions when I have given an honest opinion those words have haunted me tbr years - 

from admitting to playing too much PlayStation, to confessing to my lack of preparation for an England game. Was I the first player to have 

committed either of those sins? Of course not, and I won’t be the last. You j ust probably won’t hear it from anyone else. 

Pla3ers also habituall3 lie about their fitness - even to their club s medical staff. Arguably they have to. They are ambitious. The3 want to pla3. 

They want to get their appearance bonus. A rival might take their place - or perhaps that’s just how they rationalise it to themselves. 

A test on the former SAS sergeant Andy MeNab revealed a severe lack of empathy and emotion - a trait that is prevalent in some of the best 

managers I have played under. As the cliche goes, there’s no such thing as a nice manager. Anyone who has experienced football’s youth 

system will tell you that such cold-blooded traits are drummed into footballers from a young age. 



As an apprentice you are subjected to repeated verbal abuse and bullying from your team-mates, the idea being that by the time you step on 

to the pitch and hear that same abuse from the stands, you hardly flinch. You have been desensitised. You are ready to play top-flight football. 

Of course having psychopathic tendencies doesn’t make you a great footballer in itself. You need talent for that. But it is striking the parallels 

that can be drawn. Perhaps one dW the Moneyball approach to sports tactics will be restyled into psychological profiling. Then we might glean 

a better understanding of just how prevalent psyehopathy is in the beautiful game. 

www. michellea kershorsemscue.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:39 PM 

 @gmaJl.com> 

IU:;: g~eat article’. 

I just got it and printed iH 

From:  [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 20:14 :[~.:4:1 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: great article! 

Hopefully you jusl got ?’our ticket ema~led to you! 

On Wed, Jan 22, 2014 at 11:19 AM,  
Awesome’.! 

dl~gmaJl.com> w~ote: 

So Friday the conference will run from 6:30 to 9:30 with a few keynote speakers...the location is 2335 Presidential Dr. 

Durham, NC 27703 (at the Summit Church). 

I will register you now! Would you like to meet me there or carpool? We can also figure that out later_.jnsl an option. Can’t wait for you to meet some of my pastors 

and friends and hear the speakers! 

On Wed, Jan 22, 2014 at 11:14 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m~;email.~mc.edu> wrote: 

 

:~_I~t of Jar~ (Fri) I ar~ fre~-’-b the 1~t I ar~ recru~ti~g ..., Love to joh~ you .,.. (:~r~ you gel ~H~ tknes and ~a(:es? 

F~= @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 6:32 PN 

To: Do,Trance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: great article! 

Ps do you know if you caaa go to the conference I mentioned before yet? (On the 31 st and the 1 st). If you want, I can register yon for it! 

On Tue, Jan 21, 2014 at 6:31 PM,  [l@gmaiLcom> wrote: 
Okay I will! Interested to hear your thoughts on this! 

On Tue, Jan 21, 2014 at 6:12 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <Lm__~_o__r_~@.e_!f_~@_:_u__r_~c_:e_.£l.u_> wrote: 

Of course not ..,, I.et’s chat about this in our meeting ..., Remind 
From:  [mailto.: ......... _~_g__m___ajLc_9__m_] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 2~., 20J.4 5:36 PM 

To: Dorraaace, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: great article! 

But the question is: is the lack of empathy and coldness that makes you a good soccer player worth it? Is "the money a~d throe you get worth sacrificing your 

relationships? ...... 

On Tue, Jan 21, 2014 at 5:27 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <:Lm__~_o__r_~@.e_!f_~@_:_u__r_~c_:e_.£l.u_> wrote: 

Michelte, 

I agree!! I will be sharing this with my team!! 

From: michelle akers [mailto:michelle@michelleakers.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 .t 1:30 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: great article! 

[Search] 

Psychopaths haunt the Beautiful Game - and I may be one of them 
Top players display traits strafed by psychopaths because ~t ~s often about the ac[fievement of the 
h-~dMdua~ rather than the team 

o David ,lames 



© 

© The Obse~er, Saturday 9 February 2013 17.00 EST 

i~i Andy McNab 

A tefft on fom~er SAS mmnber Andy MCNab, pictured giving a lecture at am re:my camp, revealed a severe lack of empathy and emotion a trait prevalent in some of 
)    o the bes~t tn~agers I have played under, t hotograph: Martin A~gles for the Guardian 

I have been reading a lot about psychopaths lately. Before anyone has cause for concern, I do not mean the murderous type, I mean 

individuals who appear to display psychopathic tendencies in pursuing their everyday lives according to studies of them. They may be high- 

flying City workers or politicians. Or even Premier League footballers. 

At first glance that might sound far-fetched, but consider that recent research has likened the behaviour of former US presidents such as 

Theodore Roosevelt, ,JFK and George W Bush to that of psychopaths. Before we go any further let’s be dear: being a psychopath does not 

mean you are about to harm someone. In any ease it takes a clinical assessment to diagnose someone as a psychopath. 

What we do know is that psychopaths share common traits. They can be charismatic, charming, manipulative, ambitious, invested in self-gain 

and deceptive. In fact, by those characteristics, you could be looking at a dose description of some of the best footballers in the world - from 

diving cheats to global stars. 

Muhammad All said if he had not been a boxer he would have been the best binman in the world instead. That kind of drive is celebrated in our 

society, but it is not normal. 

And, arguably, it comes at cost to everyone else because it’s about the achievement of the individual over the masses. Likewise, I have had 

team-mates for whom winning a match was all about them. 

That’s because the old adage about there being no "i" in team is naive. There are always 11 individuals in a starting line-up, it’s just that some 

have more of a team ethos than others. Take GaLv and Phil Neville. I remember speaking to Phil once and he said he would never, ever 

eritieise his team-mates. But I’ve met plenty~ of footballers who are more than happy to slate a team-mate to make themselves look good. 

That’s because so much is about self-promotion. Think back to the goal celebrations you have witnessed. There’s always one player who runs 

from the other side of the pitch to congratulate the goalseorer - just in time to look right into the camera. Look back over those photographs, 

who stands out, the goalseorer? Or the guy leaping on his back and staring straight into the camera, or saluting the fans in the stand. Who is the 

goal about? The team? Or the individual? 

What about those players who have moved from team to team throughout their career (of which, admittedly, I am one). Those players, I know 

from experience, tend to be more about themselves than any kind of team ethos. They have to be, it’s a kind of self-preservation. One question 

I often get asked is: "Do you keep in touch with your former team-mates?" Never. When you leave, you move on. Does that make me a 

psychopath? I did score highly on a test I took but then I would question a test which requires you to answer honestly the question "Are you a 

pathological liar?" 

On which point, are tbotballers pathological liars? They may not think so, but maW habitually lie to further their careers. They routinely lie to 

the media, hiding behind cliches such as "the lads played well today", or pledging their loyalty to a dub. Perhaps you can’t Name them. Being 

honest can leave you wide open to criticism. On the occasions when I have given an honest opinion those words have haunted me for years - 

from admitting to playing too much PlayStation, to confessing to my lack of preparation for an England game. Was I the first player to have 

committed either of those sins? Of course not, and I won’t be the last. You just probably won’t hear it from anyone else. 

Players also habitually lie about their fitness - even to their club’s medical staff. Arguably they have to. They are ambitious. They want to play. 

They want to get their appearance bonus. A rival might take their place - or perhaps that’s just hotv they rationalise it to themselves. 

A test on the former SAS sergeant Andy McNab revealed a severe lack of empathy and emotion - a trait that is prevalent in some of the best 



managers I have played under. As the cliche goes, there’s no such thing as a nice manager. Anyone who has experienced football’s youth 

system will tell you that such cold-blooded traits are drummed into footballers from a young age. 

As an apprentice you are subjected to repeated verbal abuse and bullying from your team-mates, the idea being that by the time you step on 

to the pitch and hear that same abuse from the stands, you hardly flinch. You have been desensitised. You are ready" to play top-flight football. 

Of course having psychopathic tendencies doesn’t make you a great tbotballer in itsdf. You need talent for that. But it is striMng the parallels 

that can be drawn. Perhaps one day the Moneyball approach to sports tactics will be restyled into psychological profiling. Then we might glean 

a better understanding of just how prevalent psyehopathy is in the beautiful game. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:40 PM 

Dalgleish, Joyce L <joyced@unc.edu:~ 

l~E: SPA Secondmy Employment Information 

Got it .._ Thank you! 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent; Wednesday, January 22, 20.t4 1:1:50 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: SPA Secondary Employment Information 

AnsotL 

This is for SPA employees (such as Shetly). You fill ou~ something different for 

EPA non-faculty employees that you probably fill out each vear. 

Jovce 

I~rom: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014:1:1:40 AM 

To: Dalgleish, Joyce L 

Subject: RE: SPA Secondary Employment Information 

Joyce, 

Do we fill this out for soccer camps, speeches, Nike contracts, SportsCode stock options (a company that sells recruiting aids)? 

From: Dalgleish, Joyce L 
Sent; Wednesday, January 22, 20.t4 9:03 AM 
To; UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: SPA Secondary Employment Information 

The following information on secondary employment applies only to SPA permanent employees (EPA non-faculty 

employees have a separate outside income reporting requirement). 

"A State Agency or University employee working full-time has primary employment 

responsibility to the State. Other employment outside of State Agencies or Universities 

is considered secondary employment. An employee must notify his/her supervisor 

before engaging in any secondary employment. 

The purpose of this policy and procedure is to ensure that an employee’s secondary 

employment does not have an adverse effect on the employee’s primary employment and does not create a conflict of interest." 

All SPA permanent employees who have outside employment that is not with a State agency or 

University must complete the attached form, obtain supervisor approval, and return it to our 

office. We will make a copy to be maintained in the employee’s personnel file and submit 

the original to the Office of Human Resources. 

The full policy can be accessed at this link: 

Employees who have secondary employment with another University department, another 

State agency or University are covered under the Additional or Dual employment policies and 

do not need to complete this form. 

If you have questions, please let me know. 

Joyce 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From: @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesda ’.:09 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W 
Subject: Re: 

Hi Coach, 

I just wanted to send you an updated player profile and better link to my highlight video. The last link is currently not functioning. Thanks for your time 

.... OrininM IVI~ .... 

From @aN.corn> 
To: an~nn <~n~nf’~mcaa.une.edu>; bpalladino <bpalladino@uncaa.unc.edu> 

Sent: 1:43 pm 

Subject: 

Hi Coach Anson Dorrance, 
I wn~sld like to take this time to introduce myself to the coaching staff at the University of North Carolina My name is and I live 

in            . I am a sophomore at                                  I. I enjoy playing soccer even though it is hard work. I have 
developed lots of great friends through soccer with my teammates and even competitors at times. I would love to play for a high caliber soccer 
program such as yours at the University of North Carolina. I have checked out your school’s website and am very impressed with its high 
academic standards. Your soccer program had a very awesome year finishing in the top five amongst Division I Women’s Soccer programs. V/hat 
an amazing accomplishment. Your record inspires me to strive to be the very best soccer player and student. 

I am looking forward to talking with you and the other coaches on your staff to get more details on your program and player development 
ideas. I know that I could add a positive impact to your program with my skill set and work ethic. My high school and club soccer teams have had 
v~rv aHnn~afHI ~=anns in      My high school won the Tennessee      State Championship and was ranked third nationally. My club team 

was a finalist in Tennessee State Cup. I have always worked hard to be a major contributor to my team because of 
my love for the game and teammates. I have attached a list of my soccer accomplishments as well as a link to my highlight video on YouTube and 
a linkto the     Tennessee State Finals. 

I look forward to getting to know more about the school, campus, players, and your program. Would you please send me information about 
upcoming ID Camps or Summer Camps you will be holding. I would also like to invite you to come see me play at some of my upcoming events. 
Below is list of some of my upcoming showcases and tournaments I will attend this year. 

Upcomin~ events: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:54 PM 

Roberts, Barry <Ban3, Roberts@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu> 

ILE: Entrepreneurship class 

Love Lo: 4/87 

From; Roberts, Barry [mailto:Barry_Rober~s@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, January 22, 2014 2:43 PM 

To; Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
~:c; Maitland, Scott; Roberts, Barry 
Subject; Entrepreneurship class 

Anson--hope all is well. I am doing my undergmdtuate entrepreneurship class again and hope you can join us again. 
The class meets at 12:30 on Tuesday and Thursday. We will do lunch afterwards. 
Let me know if you can do any of these dates--3/25,3/27, 4/1.4/3, 4/8, 4/10. Thank you very much 
Best: to family. 
Barry S. Roberts 

Kenan Institute Entrepreneurial Scholar and Professor of En~repreneurship 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919-962-3152 (T) 
919-.843-7986 (F) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 4:13 PM 

~gmail.com> 

~nsn.com; ducm@mmaa.unc.edu ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmail.co~n); pacman@unc~a.unc.edu 

RE: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Excellent! I am glad you had a chance to play, I am sorry about your health issues, This is something I know ,¢ot~ have been battling. I do not need to speak w~th the 

coach b~t ~t does p~ease me that he had enough confidence to pang 

F~m: ~gmail,com] 

Sent: Wednesda5 3:53 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: Borussia Do~mund’s Machine 

Hi Anon, 

Yes, I s~¢ed in the game vs Clfi]e m~d got a~ assist, l played for 90 tninutes as a fight tnidfidder. Howevm~ I got a concussion the &y ~fom the game with Colombia 

and I o[dy played 20 minutes in that game (also as a fight mid). I aJso played in the ~cond half against B~il, we were pla)~ing 3-4-3 a~d I played lea [nid in Nat game. 

Tbe coach was reNly happy with [ny evoiudon since I got to training camp in december. He blew it had been a rough ~th with [ny i~iu~ and at the ~ginning it was 

mentally hind, but ~ worked with the team p~-chologis¢ to overcome my issue with ~cNing the ~l] with my lea foot and it bel~d me a lot. This really hel~d me to gNn 

covalence in my game and I finNly feel comfo~ble playing. ~ have the game against Chile and Broil ~ped so you can watch iL ~, ple~e let me ~ow if you want 

to speak to the coach. 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansonf;email.~mc.edu> 

Thar~k ¥ot~ [or sharing. 

Did y.:_~u start? How much did you get to play? What pos~tkm etc? How d~d you do? 

F~m: @gmail,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~l: ~9 AN 

To: Dorrmace, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Bomssia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 
I hope you are doing great. As for me, I roll be back to Chapel Hill tomorrow. We couldn’t pass for the 2nd round, but we had a fairly good tournament. We were 

really uNuckT because we lost our first game against Colombia. After that game, we won against Uruguay and Chile, but couldn’t beat Brazil. We had to win against 

Brazil to remain in the tournament, and we lost 3-2. We missed many goals in that game. 

Even though we couldn’t defeat Brazil mad advance to the second rotmd. I felt really good playing and have gained my confidence back. Playing against Ng teams and 

dominating "the ~cond half(in the game against Brazil) have made me realize how much          has improved in soccer. So at leas~t that makes me hapw. 

Please, let me know when will you be at your office tomorrow or fiJday so I cm~ stop by. Thank you and I hope the temn is doing great! 

Dorrm~ce, Albert A IV <’_aj~?_g[a~i__e_Ln__g_i[:_~Ln___c_:_e___d____~ 

Good luck Michi!! 

From: ~@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:54 PM 

To: Dorra~ce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Anion, 
I hope you had a good break and that eve .rything is going great. As for me, I have been with the National temn since december 15th. We went home for 3 days to 

spend christmas and then came back to training camp. It has been haJcd but my malde has responded really well, which is great news. I have been playing a lot Milch 

has helped tne get tnore fit mid gain more confidence back since the injmy. We leave to Uruguay on friday, a~d our first game is agains~t Colombia the 15th of Janumy. 

I will keep you updated on how it goes. 
Thanks and I hope the team is great! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> 

Good luck 

Senti’tom ~ ~ ~’r~zon Ifiireless 4G L]7i DROH) 

~%~_~i!_:_c_£_r_~ > wrote: 

HiAn~n, 

I hope ever?. 4~hing is going great. As tbr me, I had to leave yesterday with the U20s national team but 

updated on how it goes. 

Thank you and I hope you have a good break! 

got here rodW. I will keep you 

On at 11:02 a.m., Douance, Albert A IV ~r_L~?_n__@_e__r_~_2~__u__!:_u_jLc_:_e_d__t_p, wrote. 



From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 9:04 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 
I hope eve ~rything is going good. I am maJly soW about the loss on Saturday. It was really unlucky- and I maJly think that the mfloss control of tim game. I 
was wondering at what times are you going to be in your oflice tomorrow so "that I can drop by. 
Thaa~k you! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <’_a__~?__r_@~i__e_Ln_La_i!=_tLn___c_:_e___d____~ 
All day 
Se~,,t fi°om my Verizo,,~ ~Fireles~’ 4G LIk’DRO1D 

~}gmedl.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
I hope you am doing vmT well. I was wondering at what titnes are you going to be in your office tomorrow so I that I can drop by to talk about a few 
things. 
Thanks! 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

t heard th~-:~ good news from abou[: you b~:Ang close 1:o running, And I know you will he~p I_ars and the club. can’t war to have you out: [:here 

w~th her, 

Yes, we have some potent~a~ as a team (despite the ~oss). And fike you ~ ~ove Ozi~ and know he wHI be b~g for the Arsenal, 

All the besl      ! ~ hope you hea~ quickly and return to us ~00% in the spring. 

Sent= Nonday, 12:28 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortmund’s Machine 
Hi Anson, 
I hope you are doing well. As for me, I’m still working on my rehab but in about a week I can start running which I’m 

really looking forward to. I’ve been attending to the club soccer practice and the coach seems really good and well 

prepared, and in a couple of weeks I will be training with them. 

I got to watch the home games from the team and it looks really good. I hope this year ends up like the last one. Even 

with the season just starting, the high pressure is impeccable. I saw the game yesterday and it was one of the best 

second half I’ve ever seen. I know it was really unlucky but the offensive presence was really good. 

Also, I’m really looking for~vard to watch Arsenal this year. My favorite player l¥om Real Madrid was Mesut Ozil, so 

know I’ll be also a gunner! 

I hope your wife is doing great and so as the team. 

Thank you, 

On Tuesday, , Dorra~ce, Albert A IV wrote: 

Excellent!!! 

Se~tt.f!~ont t~9’ ~rizon ~Vire&~ss 4( ~ LYe, DR()~D 

!2g~!~i[:_c___o_r__n_ > wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
I’m actually out of the crutches by now and its been healing preW well. I’m home until Angust 16th becaus~ I’m doing m~ internship hem, so when I get 
back I will stop at your office tbr sure’. 
I hope eveuthing is going wall tbr your family and the team. 
Tlm~k you, 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~son(~email.unc~edu> 

I like [he plan. I hope you continue to heal and [:ee[ better and better’. And yes, [ hope we can have ano[her great year. 

Please stop by sornetime, I would love to see that you are doing welf!![ 



F~om ~c~mail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:12 PM 

To: Donance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Borussia Dortjnund’s Machine 

Hi Anson, 

Yes, thank you, that’s the pla~. The recovery feels good, it tbels a little stiff but its nom~al since its only been almost 3 weeks. As lbr the rum~ing aJ~d 

playing, doctor saJd I could start running in about 3 to 4 weeks. At first I will start to focus on the fitness part since is my weakness, then I roll start 

tbcusing on my game. The good thing is that now I can start training ha, d ruth no paJ~, which was a challenge betbre since it was always hurting. 

I hope that everything goes as good as last season and hopefully next year my improvement will help the tea~m. Thal~ you and I hope that your summer is 

going great’. 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <a~n(~)email.unc~edu> 

Arid thet~ ioin t~s i~ J~m~arV and fight to ph~y for ~s ~ the [a~ o[ 

How doas the recovery fee~? When can you run/play again? 

And obviously, good k~ck from aH yo~r coaches and Leamrnates! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 4:45 PM 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edu> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edn; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (j @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Follow-Up from Committee Meeting 

Marl 

Here are two midfielders that played for me that ended up playing on the US Full National Team (a honor well beyond ACC Player of the Year) that could have been 

honored with "Midfielder of the Year" had the award been in p~ace: [.or~ ChahJpny (made 1st Team AH Amerk:an ~n 2004 and 200S) and robin Heath, UNC 2010 grad 

(she ~s currenl:~V sl:~H on the U5 Fu~ Team and the Olympic Tean~ {where she has beet~ a C~old Meda~ w~nner}). ~n 2012  was voted the ACC defensiw~ 

player of the year and she rsre~y played back there. FortuRa[e~% my coRfereRce colleagues vo[ed her there to honor her aRd as a result some truly worthy 

defender [hat year went unrecognized because  sto~e the award while p~aying ~n m~d[:ie~d. This would not have happened if  were our ~CC Midfielder of 

the Year in 2012~ 

And these are lust my kids, ~ am sure others ~n the conference couM make leg~th~ate arguments for some of their outstanding p]ayers~ 

[ apprecia[:e your he~p, Matt .... [ have a feeling wRh you behind R, something m~ght happem 5o thank you, my friendH 

F~m~ Ms,hew Conway [mail~:ma~hew.conway@bc.edu] 
~ent~ Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 4:13 PN 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subjeet~ Re: Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 

Whatever you feel makes the case, you know the players. I think given recent expansion this is the year to get this Mid-Fielder of the Year award done. 

Sent from my IPhone. 

Matthew Conway 

Boston College 

Assistant AD, Operations 

Athletic Department 

O) 6:17-552-6672 

M) 

On Jan 22, 20:14, at 4:07 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Matt, 

We are working .:_~n it ... I might go further back than 5 y,-:~ars to show you [:he amazing taJet~[: [:hat we]it relatively unrecognized. 

F~m= Ms,hew Conway [mailto:ma~hew.conway@bc.edu] 
Nent= Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 20~4 ~:23 AN 

Te= Pierce, Kris 
Ce= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 

We~ done and thm~k you for putth~g tNs together. When you have a moment, can you send me the ~st of the awards committee members. ~ would 

lille ~:o folk~w Anson’s lead and call them m the mkMle of the n~ght {or a~ ~eas~ send ~hern an ema~l in ~:he mMdk~ of the n~h~:) My apok~es f dh~ not 

wr~te them down during the rneet~n~. 

Anson - 

Can you send me a list of pro~ected players that couM have won the midfielder of the year award over the last ~ Vears~ It w~l] hel~ to give some 

examples when I email the committee. 

BOSTO~ COLLEGE 
~40 Commonwealth Ave. 

Chestnut H~II, ~A 02467 

Tel: 6~7-~$2-6672 

Cell: 

Fax:6~7-552-4335 

<image001 g~> 

From: Pierce, Kris 
Sent: Wednesday, Januaw 22, 2014 ll:07 AM 
To: Alison Foley; Anson Dorrance (ansonC~uncaa.unc.edu); Charles Adair (adair@vt.edu); Eddie Radwanski (eradwanC~clemsomedu); Greg Miller 
(~m~ler~athletics~.edu); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (karen~ocards~com)~ Mark Krikorian (mkr~korian~adm[n.fsu.edu); Maw-Frances Monroe 

(~):_t39_~[9_~f~_~)J_~:_~_~); Phil Wheddon (E~b~O~9_~YL_~_~); Randy Waldrum ~_~_Y:_~J~]E~_~):_~_~_t?~:~O_~)~ Robbie Church (EQ~bJ_~:_g_b~_Eg_[)_~_OM~:~_O_~]; Steve 
Swanson (sswansonC~v~rginia.edu); Tim Santoro (~santor~ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz~u.edu) 
Cc: Ma~hew Conway; Kirk Bruce (kbruce@athletics.p~.edu)~ Vanessa Fuchs (~uchs@admin.Nu.edu) 
Subject: Follow-Up from Commi~ee Meeting 
Impo~ance: High 

Women’s Soccer Coaches - 

As a follow-up to our meeting, I have attempted to create some talking points for you all to use in discussions with your administrators regarding the 

four-team ACC Championship proposal. Please use this email and reply all for any edits that you have. I will collect, and re-send by the end of the 

week. The minutes from the meeting will be coming out later today so I wanted to make sure you had these talking points for discussions with your 

administrators. 

Thanks, 



Kr[s 

KRIS PIERCE 
Senior Associate Commissioner, Championships & SWA 

O: 336.369.4652 I C: 

Kgie rceL’~t hea cc. o r~ 
~i;eA~ corn o ~;~theAOO 

<im~geO02 jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 4:47 PM 

Anna Rodenbough < @gmail.com> 

pacman@uncaa.unc .edu;, 

~bgmail.com) 

Subject: RE: CFK clinic 

@msn.com; duca~c~!uncaa.unc .edu: ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros 

.. arid thi~k you for c.:_~mit~g to tll~:, NCSHor: witll L~s!! 

Anna Rodenbough [mailto ~@gmail.com] 
Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:06 plVl 

Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Sisneros ~        ;@~mail.c0m); Sander; Thoma~ J 
Subject: Re: CFK clinic 
That sounds great! Would it be okay for us to come talk with you all ne~ week? We hope to work closely with the Leadership Council to make this clinic a great 

experience for the team and the kids who participate each year. 

And both Betsy and I will be able to join y’all on Saturday! Looking forward to it. 

@msn.com; Du~ar, ct~ris~ @aol.com; Jason 

On Wed, Jan 22, 2014 at l 1:48 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <wason~b~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anna, 

I think you should come to our Leadership Council. This is made up of all our team’s leaders. We meet in our conference room at 9:30 eveo~ Tuesday. You can 
accomplish a lot in that meeting. 

BTW, the NC Soccer Hall of Fame is honoring our program (and every team in our history) this Saturday at the North Raleigh Hilton at 6:15. Can you join us? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Anna Rodenbough [mailto:! 

Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 9:51 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Cc: Bankoski, Leann; Nick Johnson 
Subject: CFK clinic 

(a)~gnaail.com] 

Hey Ans, 

Hope you are having a good start to the spring season! 

I wanted to email you to set up a meeting with a couple folks at Carolina for Kibera to t~Ik about the soccer clinic. It has been such a rewarding experience for me to 

help organ~e the clinic the past few year~ ~md I appreciate "the support thJm you, Tom, and the team. I will still be similarly involved on the operational side this year, 

but the CFK staff’will be t~Jdng over the reigns this year in terms of marketing, publicity, etc. In the past, this role has been filled by student volunteers. In making flats a 

priority for CFK, backed by staffmembers, we are hoping to create a more established and streamlined clinic annually, tbr years to come. 

On this email, I have copied CFK Executive Director Leatm Bankoski (who you have met before, I believe) and CFK staff member Nick Johnson. The three of us 

would like to meet ruth you to discuss ways to solidify the pa~tnership between the soccer team and CFK so that file clinic runs more smoothly each year. 

In addition, tile CFK folks would like to host a screening for the team of Without a Fight, the documentm7 released a couple years ago that shows the impact of soccer 
on youth in Kibera. We would love to set that up sometime in the next couple of months. 

Would you have a moment to meet with us in the next week or lwo? We could come over to the Castle or go out to lunch - whatever suits you. 

Thank you again tbr your continued support of CFK and the clinic. I will let Leann and/or Nick lbllow up with any other thougNs that they have. 

See you soon! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 4:48 PM 

tom@stkmitedfc.net 

17£: Hey Anson 

Thank you Tom, you are kind!! 
From= tom@stlunitedfc.net [mailto:tom@stlunitedfc.net] 
Sent= Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:08 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Hey Anson 
No proble~n. 

Believe me, the interview you gave me roll open doors for me aad I thax~k you. 

If you ever want to say something on the a~r, my time is your time. 

Cheers, 

Tom 

Original Message ......... 

i Subject: RE: Hey Anson 
~ From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV -.antenna emaul.unc.edt 
~ Date: 1/22/14 2:59 pm 

~ To: "l~m,~bs~lunitedt~net <tom.~;stlunitedfc.net:~ 

i It was a great show I really enjoyed it but fay issue is time and I know everyone keeps telling n~e how little time everything takes but I am ALWAYS 
i stretched too thin!!! I hope you understancl, 
~ From: .t_p___m__@__s_~[M_n__{t__e_d_f_c_:__n_e_t_ 
~ Sent: Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 3:12 PN 
~ To: Oorrance, Albe~ A IV 
:: Subject: Hey Anson 
~ ~ thought aN)ut your comment aN)ut Ref in the Truek with the 16 cameras when i watched Luis S~mz "Pall" k) give Live~ool the draw l~st week. 
That of course reminded me of what a great d{ne it w~ to have you on ~e show ~d I ~ought ..I ~ow, M1 tlfis thi~ng is s~Nng to wo~ me, BUT 
What would you ~i{~ about a regular ~ of call into the show whe{~ quite t?~My talked about whatever got ~u going since the previous conversation. 
Or an Ask ~son deal whe{~ listeners/email reade~website visitors could give us the quesdons.....ahead of rime, no live call ins...and you could aJ~swer..or 

not 
No womes if this ~ems a bore but again, you were great. 
The host of the Golf Show says to me on my way in and Ns way out 

That was an incredble dscz~ssion aboz~l Haile Selassie last week_.. 
Lov~ it 

~ Cheers {h)m Freezing STL 
~ Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesda? 5:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From @verizon.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 4:4J. PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My name is I am the goalkeeper for the 

is               the Girls’ Director of Coaching for 

three losses. I recorded 10 shutouts in those 20 games. We wer~ 

¯ I wear sports’ glasses and a yellow #18 jersey. My coach 

. This past season, the team recorded 15 wins, 2 ties, and 

I am a sophomore in the International Baccalaureate Diploma Program at Oscar Smith High School in Chesapeake, Virginia. I had a 4.2 at the end of my freshman 

year and have all As to date this year. I was captain and starter of the Junior Varsity Soccer Team at Oscar Smith in 8th Grade. I was the starting goalkeeper on the 

Girls’ Varsity Soccer Team in ninth grade. In that season, I recorded 10 shutouts and the team reached the semifinals in the district for the first time in over 10 

years. 

Both the Spring tournament schedule and our schedule for the Fayetteville College Soccer Showcase in Fayetteville, North Carolina on January 24th to 26th, 

for are attached. I would really appreciate if you, or a member of your staff, would consider coming to watch me play! 

I am particularly interested in the Department of Psychology at the University of North Carolina. I feel that my experience playing soccer would be very beneficial 

to that particular field of study. 

Thank you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 5:12 PM 

tom@stlunitedfc.net 

ILE: Hey Anson 

I know we will!! 
From: tom@stlunitedfc.net [mailto:tom@stlunitedfc.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 4:56 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Hey Anson 
And you, sir. are a great man. 

Not quite His Majesty. Selassie, but I don’t think he was much of a coach. 

Just kidding of course, I feel really fortunate to have met you. 

We’ll meet again. 

Original Message ......... 

i Subject: RE: He5, Anson 

i From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~n(~)email.unc~edu> 
~ Date: 1/22/14 3:48 pm 

~ To: "tom, k~)s~lunitedt~.net <tom.,~;sthinitedfc.net> 

iThank you Tom, you are kind!! 
~ ~rom: _Lo___m___,c@_s_~Lu___n_!_t__e_~_tc__~_n___e__t. [ Ln___a_jJD_~___m__@__teJ_~_n__LLe_~Lc_~_tke_._t_] 
~ Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2024 4:08 P[vl 
~ To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
i Subject: RE: Hey Anson 
:: No problem. 

:: Believe me, the inte~’iew you gave me will open doors for ,ne and I thm~k you. 

:: If you ever want to say’ something on the ai~; my time is your time. 

:: Cheers, 

Tom 

Original Message ......... 

~ Subject: RE: Hey Anson 

~ From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> 
::Date: 1/22/14 2:59 pm 

::To: "tom(~stlunitedfc.aet" <k~m(a~s~htnitedfc.nel> 

::It was a great show I really enjoyed it but my issue is time m~d I know everyone keeps telling me how little time everything takes but I m’n ALWAYS 
i stretc:hed too thinH~ I ho~e you understand. I haw~ a w~fe that ~s s~d~ and I need ~:o spemt some t~rne ~:aking care of her, 
:: F~: ~m@stluNtedfc.net [mailto:tom@stluN~dfc,net] 
:: SeBt[ Wednesday, ~anua~ 22, 20~4 3:[2 PH 
::Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ]V 
:: Subject: Hey Anson 
::I thought a~)ut your comment a~ut Ref ~ the Truck with the 16 cameras when i washed Luis Suarez "fall" to give Live~ol the draw l~st week. 

:: That of course remiMed me of what a great time it was ~ have you on the show and I thougN ..I know, all ~is thinking is sta~ing to wo~ me, BUT 

~ What would you think about a legular sog of call into the show M~em quite fealty talked a~ut whatever got you going since the previous 

~ conve~afion. 

:: Or an Ask ~lson deal where lis~ener~’elnail readers/website visitors could give us the questions.....ahead offilne, no live call ins...~d you could 

:: answer..or not 
::No womes if this seems a bore but again, you were great. 
~ The hos~ of the Golf Show ~ys to me on my way in and Ms way out 

~ That was an incredible discussion about Haile Selassie last week._. 

~ Love it 

~ Cheers t~m Freezing STL 

:: Tom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 5:24 PM 

Swanson, Stephen (sNub) <sNub@eservices.virginia.edu> 

ILE: Aw~Ms 

I think it ~vill happen too’.! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Swanson, Stephen (ss4ub) [mailto:ss4ub@eservices.virginia.edu] 
Sent: Wechaesday, January- 22, 2014 5:22 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Awards 

Thanks Anson. I think maybe after all these ?’ears we are a little closer to another award in the ACC We will raise a glass when that finally happens. 

Talk soon. 

Steve 

On Jan 22, 2014, at 5:05 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
wrote: 

> Steve, 
> 

> Thank you :[’or your full support. Obviously, had won the 2013 offensive player of the year last fall, you would not have heard a complaint fi-om Chapel Hill. I have 
always felt to the victor goes the spoils and both of their offensive numbers were better than But it is clear with justifiably winning all the National Awards this is the time 
for this push. (Great speech, B’FW, in St Louist) 
> 

> Matt from BC asked me for some additional support for the rationale and I mentioned Lori Chalupny and Tobin Heath ... :gull team players that were stymied in conference because their 
attacking numbers could not compete with the great attacking players of their era in the ACC and the?" were not defenders, l also shared that in 2012 and this year stole an award fi-om a 
well deserving player in the back (in 2012) and up front (in 2013) because she did not have a chance to compete J2~r the award in her position (midfield). 
> 

> And thank you for considering joining my Over 60 old goats team in Wilmington. My pitch to get you was not entirely selfish, I think too often our rivalries prevent us from connecting as 
colleagues and I know we would have had :gun together. But, selfishly you would have kept us competitive against the young boys (the Over 55’s). Now the burden will fall on Eddie .... 
> 

> I apprecmte your congratulations on but you had a very positive piece of their developmem and share this with us. So thank you! 
> 

> All the best, my friend!! 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Swanson, Stephen (ss4ub) [mailto:ss4ub@eservices.virginia edu] 
> Sent: Wednesday, Januaw 22, 2014 4:21 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Awards 
> 

> Anson: 

> 

> I spoke to our person here at UVA who is on the Awards Conmfittee for the ACC and explained our thoughts. Told her about and the end of year awards and how- this did not 
make sense given the ACC awards. She tmderstands completely and I feel confident she is on board. Just wanted to let you know. 
> 

> Also I cannot make the soccer weekend at L~’~T’-W in February-. I have some things going on at home having to do with my- son that will make that difficult. If something changes at all 
though I will let you know since it sounds great. I do appreciate you asking and at some point hope to join you on the pitch. 
> 

> Hope the spring is offto a great start for you and the team. Congrats on having both the #1 and #2 players in the draft. ~.~rhat an honor for and you. 

All the best, 

Steve 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 5:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Miller, Beth <bethmille~bunc.edu:> 

FW: 2014-15 Rmn Village Housing 

Chris, 

Can you jump on this for Beth? 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 20:1.4- 5:52 PM 
To: Breschi, Joe; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Fedora, H. Larry; Fox, Mike; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; Levy, Jennifer S; 
Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Mann, Jan M.; Meaders, Harlis James; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, Joseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Shelton, Karen C; 

Somoano, Carlos IVl; Calder, Andrew G 
C¢: Sander, Thomas J; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Frederick, Brad; Warner, Stacey Harris; Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Garth, 
Christy Lynn 
Subject: 20:14-:15 Ram Village Housing 

Coaches, 

As I mentioned at our Head Coaches’ Meeting, please submit to me the names and PIDs of your student-athletes who would like to live in Ram Village next year. 

Also, indicate their year in school as of Fall 2014 and whether they have GIA. There typically are not enough spaces in Ram Village for all who want to live there, so 

please list your students in priority order. If they have roommate choices, let me know that, too. You should submit these names to me by FEBRUARY 10. 

Each person will need to complete a paper Housing Form, as well as the online housing application. Please let me know how many you need and I’ll send you the 

forms and directions for completing the online application. You must return the completed forms to me by FEBRUARY 20° 

Since we will not have enough allotted spaces in Ram Village, I would recommend that your student-athletes go through the regular student online application 

process and possibly get an apartment on their own. If they are selected, they will then be guaranteed to live in Ram Village. The sign-up is currently available 

online and the deadline for applying through the regular student process is FEBRUARY 13o After the housing office makes assignments, let me know if they were 

successful in obtaining an apartment, as this will determine how our apartment spaces are allocated. 

If you have returning students who would like to live on campus, but not in Ram Village, they should also complete a paper form and the online housing 

application. 

Any questions, or you would like to discuss, just let me know. 

DEADLINES: 

1. February 10 Names for R~m Village 

2° February 13 Regular student Ram Village online application 

3. February 20 ~aper Forms 

Thanks, 

~Beth 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 6:40 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Mr Bubba Cunninghaan wants to know immediately! 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

I understaaad what you’ve talked about and will be sure to call you guys ifI get into any trouble. 

Thank~ 

On Wednesday, JanuaU 22, 2014, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edtc> wrote: 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modem clinmte of social media judgments a~d I want you gws 1,~ know "that if anyone of our kids ANYWI tERE is arrested for ANYTHING 
please let us know. Do not was~te a second (even if it is the middle of the night). I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director immediately as well. The athlete 
guilty or not will be suspended matil Mr Cunningham cleaacs them (mad rest assured none of us will assume ANYTHING until we know 811 the facts). We am not 
asldng you to narc but to help us get aSead of the inevitable fimstonn that will ibllow. 

We am a public relations arm of this groat University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we axe, even if we are on breaJ~c at home with our fa~nfilies. 
You gws axe wonderful a~n~bassadors of this place, but being public figures, them are stressful momeuts of scrutiny that come with it. Please reply with a brief note 
saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 6:40 PM 

msn.com 

Re: Mr Bubba Cunninghaan wants to know immediately! 

~@lnsn,com wrote: 

Read, understood and agree. 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Jan 22, 2014, at 5:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~TJ?emailamc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

In this dangerous modern climate of social media judgments and I want you guys to know that if anyone of our kids ANYWHERE is arrested for 

ANYTHING please let us know. Do not waste a second (even if it is the middle of the night)~ I will relay the "situation" to our Athletic Director 

immediately as welk The athlete guilty or not will be suspended until Mr Cunningham clears them (and rest assured none of us will assume 

ANYTHING until we know all the facts). We are not asking you to narc but to help us get ahead of the inevitable firestorm that will follow. 

We are a public relations arm of this great University and we need to always be aware of that wherever we are, even if we are on break at home with 

our families. You guys are wonderful ambassadors of this place, but being public figures, there are stressful moments of scrutiny that come with it. 

Please reply with a brief note saying that you understand what I have shared and that you will help us get ahead of it. Thank you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 10:59 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~cox. net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 5:5:t PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Palladino, George W; duncar@uncaa.unc.edu 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is !         ~ and I graduate in      I play for 

am also currently a discoveu player for 

under coach 

5 under coach 

I recently competed in the Region IV ODP Championships in Phoenix, Arizona (Janua~ 9-12) and I understand that you or someone from your staffmay have had an 

opIx~mni~ to see me play. Unfortunately, I was only able to compete in the first m-o games as I fell ill ruth the fin on Saturday. which kept me from competing in the 

last two consolation games. I have a great interest in both your school and soccer program, and if you did not see me play I wanted to send yon my schedule with the 

hopes you or someone from your s~affmight be able to attend one or more of the events. Along with my tournament schedule I have also attached my Far West 

Regional League and ECNL ~hedules m~d a link to an article discussing nay inclusion as one of the recent TopDrawer Soccer Combine top eleven girls. My jetsO, 

number for 
I am also looking into registering for one of your soccer cmnps over the summer and wondered which camp(s), if any, that you and/or your other coaches might be 

attending? 

International Mayors Cup February 14-17, 2014 schedule TBA 

Players Showcase March 21-23, 2014 schedule TBA 
ECNL San Diego Showcase April 12-14, 2014 

Thank you for your time and consideratio!! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 11:02 AM 

Andre Fortune <atbrtune@sportsmanagementgroup.com> 

ILS: Florence Dadson 

All the teams will have open trgouts~ Have her go to as many as she can afford. If she gets it done she will win a contract!! 

Fro~: Andre Fortune [mailto:afortune@sportsmanagementgroup,com] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 22, 2014 7:~2 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: Florence Dadson 
Hello Coach: 

I trust that you are doing well. I am trying to assist Florence Dadson get into the the Women’s League here. As you know she is from Ghana and is a ve~ ve~ good 

player with World Cup experience. She ~Jso attended Robert Morns University and has been the leading goal scorer there. 

I do not have any contacts in the league, so I am to ask for your assistance in placing Florence in the league. I know she roll be an asset to any of the teams in the 

league. 

http:i/www.fifa.com/wofldfootballislafisticsaudrecords:player~playe~=30057T 
Thanks in advance. 

Andrd 

Consider the !/Visdom of (~timism ! 

Th@ e-mail communication, including any attached files may contain material that @ proprieta~, privileged, confidential, or othe~v@e legally exempt 

Jhom dise~sure. This communication is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addresses, lf you are not the intended 

recipient or th e person responsible for deliverit~ this communication to th e intended recipient, you are prohibited from retaining, using, 

dissemimaing, fo~,arding, printing or copying this communication. If you have received this eommunietaion in error, please immediately not~ the 

sender via return e-mail or telephone. 



FrOlll ." 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:04 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~cox. net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:03 PM 
To: Dorrance. Albert A IV 

Subject: 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is mad I graduate in I play li)r 

~m also currently a discover player for ; 

I recently competed in the Region IV ODP Chmnpionships in Phoenix, Arizona (Janua~ 9-12) and I understand that you or someone from your staff’may have had an 

opportunity to see me play. U~ffo~nately, I was only able to co~npete in the first two ganges as I t~ll ill with the flu on Saturday, which kept me from competing in the 

last two consolation games. I have a great interest in both your school and soccer program, and if you did not see me play I wanted to send you my schedule with the 
hopes you or someone from your s~affmight be able to attend one or more of the events. Along with my tournament schedule I have also attached my Far West 

Regional League and ECNL schedules and a link to an article discussing my inclusion as one of the recent TopDrawer Soccer Combine top eleven gifts. 31y jetsO" 

number for 

I am also looking into registering for one of your soccer camps over the summer and wondered which camp(s), if any. that you and/or your other coaches might be 
attending? 

International Mayors Cup February 14-17, 2014 schedule TBA 

Players Showcase March 21-23, 2014 schedule TBA 

ECNL San Die~,o Showcase Ar)ril 12-14, 2014 

Thank you for your ti~ne and consideration! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 1:51 PM 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.nnc.edu> 

RE: Truly enjoyaNe 

~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.cotn); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I als0 Lhoroughly enjoyed getting to k~ow atl of you. Rest assured I have respecL for        potentiaf and I am very excited about her i~Lerest in the University of 

North Carolina, You guys were a lot of f~m to ta~k to ._, yes, boys are a different breed. ~ w~sh my father were stN a~ive and ~ could apologize to Nm for my behavior 

And what an ~d~o~: ~ am~ no~: knowing what an ~PO was (~ tho~@~: he was asMng me for the ~%w)r" of sn ~nves~:men~:J 

~ am w~t~ng for my complacence .:?fScer’s review of transcript, t 1:h~1~ ~ 5ho~ld have so~el:hi~lg by tomorrow, 

A~ the best~! 

Sent: Wednesday, 9:33 PN 
To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subjeet~ Truly enjoyable 

Hi Anon, 

Thank yon for ~gur time yester~y a~d interest in ~ It was ~ly an honor to spend the time with yon on the sacred grounds of where the k~p women’s ~ccer 

program lives. 

I was quick to let my son (called       by the Nahas brothers) know that he is "confident with no "~lent" and is nothing but a] "insecf’. 

No seriously, it was truly onr pleasure. A special treat tbr a~d a ve~ enjoyable conversation 

We look forward to headng the tbedback post Lance’s review of academic records. She is beyond excited about the potentiaJ to join the [NC 

And mmembeg always ~ke the call from tHends ott~fing the l~ Friends and Family Plan. 

Our besk 

This emaJl, including m~y attaclm~ents, contains intbnnafion that is privileged, coafidenlial, and/or otherwise exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If yon are not 

the intended recipient, then a:ay disclosure, disseminafion, distribufio~ copying, or any other use of this communicafion or its contents is prohibited. If you have received 

this emafil in error; please nofify the sender immediately m~d destroy all electronic and hard copies of this emafil aaad its attaclm~ents. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 1:52 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edn> 

@msn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~NV: Truly enjoyable 

Any hope for 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:33 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Truly enjoyable 

Hi Anson, 

Thmik you for your time yesterday aaad interest in 

program lives, 

beii~g admitted on her own? I thii~l< ~/ou have looked once at her trai~script. 

It was truly an honor to spend the time with you on the sacred grounds of where the top wotnen’s soccer 

I was quick to let my son (called       by the Nahas brothers) know that he is "confident with no talent" and is nothing bnt an "insect". 

No seriously, it was truly our pleasure. A special treat for mid a ve~ enjoyable conversation for 

We look forward to hearing the feedback post Lance’s review of ; academic records. She is beyond excited abont the potential to join the UNC fmnily. 

And remember, always take the call ficom fi-iends offering the IPO Friends m~d Family Plan. 

Our best, 

This emaJl, including any atmclmaents, contaJms intbm~ation that is privileged, contidential, and/or otherwise exempt ficom disclosure ~mder applicable law. If you are not 

the intended recipient, then a~y disclosure, disseminations, distribution, copying, or any other use of this communication or its contents is prohibited. If yon have received 

this email in e~r, please notify the sender i~nmediately and destroy ~Jl electronic and hard copies of this email and its attachments. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 2:00 PM 

~nc.rr.com 

~ya2t~oo.com) 

l@aol.com>; ~gmail.com); 
~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Soccer- Transfer Student 

@msn.com; ducar,~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

Our roster is too deep for this ]’all of     But if you will play on the club in the fall and do well (start) and cleat- a 3.0 academically for the semester I will invite you out for our off season. 
’]7he only route onto our roster right now :[’or the un-recruited player is through our excellent club team and coach I have copied our club coach on this emaih He and I play "noon soccer" 
three days a week and he will tell me about your progress/attitude/work ethic etc 

Would this interest you? 

..... Original Messa-~e ..... 

From: 
Sent: Wednesday 
To: Dot*ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer- Transfer Student 

11:11 PM 
,~,nc.rr.com] 

Hello, 
My name is and I ara currently completing my second year at . I will be transferring to UNC Chapel Hill in the Fall of as a Junior. 
I am veW interested in playing soccer at LrNC Chapel Hill. I have played soccer for over eleven years, with the last six years as a player for Most ofrny 
experience has been in the Defense and Mid positions, but I also have Forward experience. 

I would like the opportuni~" for evaluation as a potential player for your team, or perhaps a practice player on the team. Please let me know- the next steps. I look forward to hearing from you. 
My contact information is listed below: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 2:25 PM 

Chauncey <cchitchcock@ sbcglobal.nel> 

ILE: Fall Season 

5500 is too much to pay for the day camp .... The best bang for your buck is Team Camp .,.. Trust me on Lhis. Don’t m~ss what she might have going to jo~n us for our 
day camp. We pour our cutting edge, our top coaches and our best energy into our Team Camp ~.. that will not only excite you but a~so motivate your daughter. 
[ want you to always trust me so there you haw~ it .... 

F~m= Chauncey [mailto:cchitchcock@sbcglobal.net] 
$ent~ Thursday, ]anua~ 23, 2014 6:49 AN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Fall Season 
Hi Anon, 
In the sNn of a week I have conver~d with 3 outstanding coaches (you, ~eg Ryan and Nick O’Shea). Who needs Philadelphia?~ 

When ~eg and I spoke yester&y, I neglected to ~k Nm if Michigan is going to t~ to schedule North C~olina. I’m assuming they have the money to pay for k~C’s 

tfip. I went to Michigan. They print money the~e. Their stadium is ~autiful and they will draw 2,000 for a gmne vs. ~C. Please tlfink about it. I can plant the seed in 

Greg’s mind. They are not afraid to lo~ ~d they are fast. I thi~ a matchup of~-o presumable top tens early in the season would be ve~ good for the womens’ 

game. 
I saw Nick last night at a Bloomfield Force practice. I have known Nick for a~ut 5 yeaxs, tte was good tbr Oakland U. Like you, he was their first coach. Went out 

on a Ngh note. Now he is launching a soccer video ~aching program called mvsocceriq.com. Looks ve5~ cool. Think Khan Academy but more lhn, for soccer and 

kids ages 9-12. Launching in a couple weeks. 

I have a decision to make. RSC is not interested in Team Camp. No word from Tinmon. I can instead register my girls tbr Day Camp (June 12-15), which would ~ 
easier logistically for ~ne and less costly. Would have m miss club ts~outs? Catefina ~nay get a p~s if she is staying on the second team at RSC or if Bloomfield Fome 

really wants her (she will practice ruth them for a few wee~ to see if it is a ~er fit for her). Still fislu to tniss tS~outs, but if you tl~nk UNC’s Day C~mp is going to 

help her (and I’d like to see how she looks around other girls), we will make the Np. For us, it’s $500 for both girls to do the camp and t?ee lodging at my buddy’s 

house in ANx. 
Than~ as always for your thoughts. As unorgan~ed as my thoughts are, my desk is wor~ (both office and home), so much ~ that my clean-desk boss, our CEO, had 

2 guys put anotber ~ble in my office that doesn’t match ans~hing. I moved the pile to that ~ble, but now my desk is full again. I tN~ I have broken his will. Fury ~ing 

is I have thousands ofdocs ~curely saved in our ~-stem and eve~’one asks me for docs they can’t locate, yet I am ~rceived as tmorganized ~cau~ of my desk. 

I am s~ing to believe that I wasn’t adopted from the watermelon- fa~ing Chuckbeny fmnily ~om Georgia ~ my siblings told me but that you and I may have some 

vew di stant reluIives~ 

Have a good weekend. I have tomo~ow offand mn going to have my girls dribble around Cobo Hall (anto show) for a couple of hours. 

Chauncey 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On Jan 20, 2014, at 3:42 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <auson~email.unc.ed~P- wrote: 

Yes, Dare t:o Dream .,, short shorts, f remember, t0-_~ep grinding and thank you! 

From: Chauncey [mailto:ccNtchcock@sbcq!obaLnet] 
Sent: Sunday, January :!.9, 20:t4 J.J.:32 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Dare to Dream 
tti Anson, 
Just watched Dare to Dream with        and she is inspired. Will see how she responds at practice tomorrow night. She is staxting to see that what 

separates her from the bigger gifts is her skill and knoMedge of the game. I think she has mined the comer and will fight for anything. 

Was tun to see the younger version ofyoursel£ I recently saw video of myself25 yeaxs ago and I was different but the same. She shaxes a seriousness of 

purpose and knows that she has some gifts to put to use. 

What’s the fimniest to me is to hear a paxent or kid tell me what a good passer she is (left-handed compliment) to which I want to say she also is a better 
dribNer, rmmer and finisher. But I let it lie because I realize they don’t understand the game. It’s speed chess. And she has the speed and the mrs to do it. 

Will let you know about Team Camp. Coaches were in Philadelphia this week. They may not respond. I will ask them again but some seem content to be 

ve~, average and not challenge their teams. Their choice. Either way we roll get down there. 

Thank~ 
Chauncey 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 14, 2014, at 4:47 PM, "Dorrance Albert A IV" <anson(_a~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Good stuff[! Like you I am the eternal optimist!! 

Frem: Chauncey [mailto:cchitchcock@sbcqlobal.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, January :t4, 20:!.4 J.0:54 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Team Camp 

Thanks, Anson. I may have to sta~;t my own club but we will get there. 

The Tinnion fiamily is great though (Brian, Paul, Joey) so I do have some friends here. And you mad my old buddy down there. It’ll be fun. 

ttaven’t heard from Paul yet. I am sure I will though. They axe the tbllow through type. 

Chauncey 



Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 5:13 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaiLunc.eduv wrote: 

[ am with yOU 

From: Chauncey [_m__ajJ_t_9_Lc_£t)jN_h___c_9_£_k_@s___b_c_g!9__b_a__[=n___e_~] 
Sent; Sunday, January 12, 2014 10:33 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A TV 
Subject: Re: Team Camp 
I will. Sometilnes hard to grind ill a vacumn. Would like to be going to PMadelphia this week but need to save my day’s off’for 

this summer. 

has developtnent program today. Not handing her over for another yeas or two (we will be at Day Camp at UNC 

during travel tryouts a&,~vay ifI croft pull a team together for Team Cmnp). I will bring some coaching books to read. 

The most frustmling thing is being in an area where they don’t get it. They think they know what they are doing but lose the 

forest for the trees. I coach with an intensiW that they don’t like. But I can motivate a sloth! They can’t. The parents assume they 
know what they are doing because the parents don’t know the game. Maybe I need to send,       to a boarding school 

when she is older whmv there is an intensiW of focns. I don’t know. But I wofft be snow jobbed by ignoramuses. 

I will keep grinding, I will use the salesmen in me to try to recruit some teams. But I am slill an unknown so I will have to lean 

on you and guys like Paul Tinnion to gain some traction. Doing nothing almost is as popular as basebaJl here. Either that or they 

just want kids to pay to go to their camps. 

Relentless in Auburn Hills. 
Chauncey 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On Jan 11, 2014, at 12:59 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(?~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Excellent Chatmcey ... keep grinding, if you do I know you will love it!! 

S~:~t.l%,m ~’ ~Hzon ~Virefes~s" 4G L TE 

Chauncey <c_c__[~t__c__l_!c__~_s__b_c_x[2_t_?:a__!:_r_~__e__F~ wrote: 

Hi Anson, 
I talked to Paul Tinnion last night. He is going to talk to some of his Novi Jaguar coaches about the Team Camp 

this weekend and put them in touch with me. See what happens. 

We axe off to opposite foot session a~d I think they axe going to let her hop into the finishing session today. 

I will be in touch on the Team Camp. Will have to send you     ballet photo mad have you ask your wife if she 

thinks she looks like a ballerina. People say she has the look. I think she looks like a soccer player’. 

Have a good weekend, 

Chauncey 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 8:55 PM, "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <ansou({4emedl.uuc.edu> wrote: 

I like relentless’.! 

Chauncey <£_c_h_j_t_£_h__c_’~?_£~[~#_b_c_g]~?__b_~]_:__n__e___V> wrote: 

I am working on it. Still waiting to hear back from our DOC and from the head if another club (Panl 

Timfion of Novi Jaguars). Time has stood still here a bit this week with the weather but hopefully I 

will be able to speak with both of them and some other coaches next week or this weekend. 

I am nothing if not relentless. 

I am offering to put them in touch with you to discuss the Team Cmnp. I would think they would 

want to pick your brain. I will stay on them, a~d will check with Aaron Byrd Saturday morning to 

see if he can put me in touch with some coaches as well. 

I am watching Les Miserables with        I am a bit like Javml in my pursuit of these guys. They 

cml mn but they can’t hide for long! I always get my mini (coach) in the end. 

Thanks mid have a good night 

Chauncey 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On Jan 9, 2014, at 8:30 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.eduv wrote: 

Yes, I am file one’. How is file team camp recruiting going? 
Se~t f!vrn nO’ Veri:o,~ 14%e/e,ws 4G L 7;~’: DROID 



Cham~cey Hitchcock <cchitchcock@~sbcglobal.ne~> wrote: 

’][’hen you are the one (who is with me)! 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~ernail.unc.edt~> 
To: Chauncey Hitchcock <cchitchcock@sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Monday, January 6, 2014 3:46 PM 
Subject: RE: Legends of the Fall 

th-om: Chauncey Hitchcock [g1i~--i-~-t--~--:-c--c-.-I)-i--t-c-}1-c--~-~--k-(~g~Lc-g-I--~--b-5-~-~-~-~-t-] 
Sent: Monday, JanualT 06, 2014 8:55 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Legends of the Fall 

Hi Coach, 

So I an about halfway through your biography, and I read that you are a Legends of 

the Fall fan (or at leas~t of one line from the movie). I own that movie and enjoy the 

story. I also like the line from Colonel Ludlow when the Nafive American girl’s father 

asks what his daughter wonld do with an education provided by Colonel Ludlow. "Live 

a richer and fuller life". I like Anthony Hopkins portamyal of the Colonel. He commands 

respect but rarely raises his voice (I think the only time he does it is when he exclaim~ 

"I roll have no more taJk atx)ut war in this house, Dammit!". Great film. 

Chaancey 

ICrom: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(fi~ernail.unc. edu> 
To: Chatmcey <cchitchcock(&sbcglobal.net> 
Sent: Thursday, Decernber 26, 2013 12:17 PM 
Subject: Re: Merry Christrnast 

Thank you’. 

Se~j~vm nO, l/e~4zo~ 14~re/es:~ 4G LT’b2 DRO[D 

Chauncey <cchitchcock({~)sbcglobal.net> wrote: 

Merry Christmas, Coach! Great day except lbr no soccer. But "there will be ice skating 
and pond hockey so my girls will get some exerei~ in. And tomorrow is my clinic at 
Ultimate. We axe going "to catch the competition napping and at’tack the next Winter 
session with both barrels. 
Enjoy your day with your ballerina as I will enjw mine with my line ballerinas (good 
tbr footwork/balance). 
Chauncey 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 10:28 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,@~email.unc.edu> 
wIDte: 

MY HOME TOWN!!!’. 

lq’~m: Chaunccy [rnailto:cchitchcock(~sbcgk~bal.net] 
Sent: Sunday, December 22, 2013 11 : 15 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Louisburg 
I forgot to tell you that my company, Rainbow Child Care Center and 

LiNe Pros Academy is building a child care center in Louisburg ruth a 

soccer field. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Dec 9, 2013, at 2:46 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" 

<anson(r-~email.unc .edu> wrote: 

~Ihank you 

lh’om: Chauncey [mailto:cchitchcock(&sbcglobal net] 
Sent: Sunday, December 08, 2013 8:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albmt A IV 
Subject: A Good Year 

tti Coach, 
Congrats on a good season. I am snre that a double 
overtime loss is a tough one to swallow, and I don’t know if 

it is any consolation that the team that beats your team won 

the nationaJ championship, but I hope that your team is 

proud of a vmy good season in an ever increasingly 

competitive field. I enjoy following the tean~ from afar and 

they are an inspiration to girls every~-here. I am still working 

on ins~lling that indomitable will (work in progress), but it is 

nice to show young girls a stellar standard to strive for. I 

hope your enjoy some down time, but suspect that you and 



Bill will be at it again ~)on. Hapw Holidays and best wishes 
in2014. 
Chauncey 

Sent from my iPad 

On Nov 4, 2013, at 4:34 PM, Chauncey Hitchcock 
<~_c___c__l__fi__t__c_[~__c___o__c_’_l_!(~2_~__b___c_gl_R_b__’_a_J__:_r!_e_F, wrote: 

Hi Coach, 
Good luck in "the tourney. 
My daughter,,        survived her tirst 
sea~m of travel. It was a challenging season. A 
few girls who could have played UI 0 played 
U9 and had a big physical advantage. 
improved her skill but was tentaive when going 
into tm~c with bigger girls. And some girls 
were incapable of sharing the ball. 
Her coach wasn’t bad, but he hs 3 teams and 
doesn’t seem to care a lot about individual 
developmem. I work with and she stil 
enjoys the game. I~s a little frustrating for me 
as I know she could do moreif she was u~d 
right and with players who sha~-e the ball. 
Tonight she will practice with the top team in 
her age group as we have a conllict the night 
her team practices so it will be interesting to 
see how she reacts with a more experimmed 
team. I think she will play up to the level. See 
what happens. 
Good luck in the tourney, 
Channcey 

Sent farm Yahoo! Mail on Android 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,               2:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @hotrnail.es] 

Sent: Thursday, :tO: :t4 AI~I 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hello good day coach my name is interested in entering wing university would like to know if I choose a sports scholarship because 

football game Cadre in Honduras was in a sub eliminator 20 took four titles in a row with my team wanted to know pleasure a pleasure to greet I hope 

your answer 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: Hope you’re doiug well 

I wish I could have replied’. ! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, ¯ 10:56 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert ~ IV 
Subject: RE: Hope you’re doing well 

Classic email .. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:24 AM 
To: Ducal Chris 
Subject: FW: Hope you’re doing well 

What year is this kid in school? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Wednesday 

2i~ert ’to: r~ ....... a ~v 
Subject: Hope you’re doing well 

2:45 AM 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you and your wife are doing well and had a great holiday season. I was going to call but I decided to write you this instead. I appreciate your talk with my morn I know you t~w) have 
known each other ~2~r many years and despite she may have her opinions about you I know she does value what you have to say I think you think you know me, I’m sure you have come 
across many girls just like me but unlike them I refuse to be over looked by you or anyone else by that matter. Every day my passion for the game grows; as ! grow as an athlete physically 
and mentally And hey maybe I’ll fail, maybe everything won’t go as ! planned but that’s not going to stop me fizom giving this everything I have But nonetheless I need to be on a wirming 
team a team where everyone, like me, would give up everything to win. That is what’s so special about your team to me because on the teams I’ve played for most of the players are okay 
with being okay. I’ve had to listen to my teammates say "well I’ll take a tie because at least we didn’t lose", and refizain fi-om asking them to quit on the spot. ! don’t just want a team with 
average players and an average attitude because I refuse to be average. I raay end up playing at a school in Virginia and be happy where I am cause even though i ~vouldn’t be playing for 
you, I will definitely- play in spite of you. You know ~vhat they say history repeats it’s self and maybe I too will find myself in an NCAA finals match with you and raake you regret letting me 
slip through yo~tr fingers j ust like ray mom. At the beginning of this email I said I’m pretty sure you think you know me and now- I hope you kno~v me more. And I hope if my teara happens to 
land on your schedule in San Antonio or Seattle you’ll stop by and catch a game, because every time I step on the field I play to impress and I plan on doing just that. I look forward to 
proving you wrong about me this sunwner at camp. 

Take care, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~B: 

I have a meeting at 2 pm on campus with Bubba and the provost! I will be back bet:ore 4 pm .._ How abou[ then? 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 10:57 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: ECNL leading goal scorer 

How about tomorrow at:ter kmch? 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A W 
Sent= Wednesday, 11:54 AM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE: ECNL leading goal scorer 

F~m: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Wednesday, 9:59 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~;’Jas~n Sisneros 
Subject: Fwd: ECNL leading goal scorer 

I love this player. I’ve told you about her before. 

In court on Raleigh indefinitely. 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ......................................... , 

Date at 9:39:50 AM EST 

To: "ducar@unc.edu" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Subject~ ECNE leading goal scorer 

Coach, below is a Top Drawer article I wanted to share that shows 

Thanks for your dine. 

Top Scorers in every age group in the ECNL 
P~ib:i,~;i~e,,~: 3~r!:;c~!y 20, 201 q 

January is one of the few months of the calendar when the ECNL schedule is relatively light. Only a handful of games will be played in the first 
month of the year, so it provides ample time to recap some of the action from the first few months. 

Below is a rundown of the top ten scorers in every ECNL age group after the first dozen or so games. 

Leading scorers from ECNL as of January 20. All statistics taken from the league’s official website. 

U14: 

1. Courtney Walker, Charlotte Soccer Academy - 11 goals (14 games) 

2. Gabriala Jordzis, Vardar - 9 goals (5 games) 

3. Nackenzie Chewning, Charlotte Soccer Academy - 9 goals (13 games) 

4. Hannah Shafts, Real So Cal - 9 goals (15 games) 

5. Nia Roth, West Coast FC - 8 goals (11 games) 

6. Mary Elliot NcCabe, Charlotte Soccer Academy - 8 goals (12 games) 

7. Jordan Brewster, ~nternationals SC - 8 goals (13 games) 

8. Rebecca .larrett, World Class FC - 7 goals (7 games) 

9. Loren Sefcik, internationals SC - 7 goals (9 games) 

10. Sophia Smith, Real Colorado - 6 goals (4 games) 

Tatiana Ortega, Bethesda SC - 6 goals (7 games) 
Alyiah Shields, Santa Rosa United - 6 goals (9 games) 
Taylor Noon, D’Feeters Soccer Club - 6 goals (11 games) 
Sierra Wilson, D’Feeters Soccer Club - 6 goals (11 games) 
Gabriella Gamboa, FC Dallas - 6 goals (12 games) 
Luisa Delgado Heinz, Real So Cal - 6 goals (12 games) 
Sara Bermudez, De Anza Force - 6 goals (12 games) 

U15: 

Kenned~ Goins~ ~SC Hu~Hcane - 18 goa!s (~5 game~) 

2. Madeleine Lucas, Hichigan Hawks - 18 goals (16 games) 

3. Elisabeth Geraghty, Colorado Storm - 17 goals (~9 games) 

4. Nayeli Perez, TSC Hurricane - 14 goals (~5 games) 

5. Emma Thomson, Sockers FC - ~ goals (7 games) 

6. Kayla Fong, De Anza Force - ~ goals (~0 games) 



7. Mollie Belisle, Concorde Fire - 11 goals (14 games) 

8. Emily Strouphauer, Lonestar - 11 goals (19 games) 

9. Allison Schlegel, Colorado Storm - 10 goals (16 games) 

10. Isabel Rodriguez, Michigan Hawks - 10 goals (16 games) 

Shelby Lierz, Sporting Blue Valley - 10 goals (19 games) 

U16: 

1. Julia Pedati, Real So Cal - 15 goals (13 games) 

2. Kennedy Smith, Strikers FC - 14 goals (13 games) 

3. Haley Berg, Dallas Texans - 14 goals (16 games) 

4. Emily Fox, FC Virginia - 13 goals (13 games) 

5. Cydney Billups, Real Colorado - 13 goals (17 games) 

6. Morgan Goff, CASL - 13 goals (19 games) 

7. Tatum Barton, Real Colorado - 12 goals (17 games) 

8. Morgan Hensley, Sporting Blue Valley - 12 goals (22 games) 

9. Milan Moses, Pleasanton Rage - 10 goals (10 games) 

10. Natalee Heiser, FC Dallas - 10 goals (18 games) 

U17: 

1. Jennifer Westendorf, GSA - 32 goals (20 games) 

2. Kelly Sweeney, Vardar - 26 goals (20 games) 

3. Ella Stevens, GSA - 23 goals (19 games) 

4. Cecelia Kizer, Sporting Blue Valley - 19 goals (22 games) 

5. Leah Pruitt, West Coast FC - 14 goals (11 games) 

6. Elexa Bahr, Atlanta Fire - 14 goals (20 games) 

7. Marlo Zoller, TSC Hurricane - 13 goals (12 games) 

8. Maya Neal, Eclipse Select Soccer Club - 12 goals (14 games) 

9. Lauryn Bruffett, D’Feeters Soccer Club - 12 goals (16 games) 

10. Brittany Crabtree, Dallas Texans - 11 goals (15 games) 

Sh’nia Gordon, GSA - 11 goals (19 games) 

U18: 

1. Abigail Sieperda, Sporting Blue Valley - 21 goals (18 games) 

2. Anna Beffer, TSC Hurricane - 14 goals (15 games) 

3. Elizabeth Ball, Richmond Strikers - 13 goals (13 games) 

4. Michelle Manning, Michigan Hawks - 12 goals (17 games) 

5. Gabriela Stoian, Sereno Soccer Club - 10 goals (9 games) 

6. Megan Buckingham, Michigan Hawks - 10 goals (13 games) 

7. Kaycie Young, Real Colorado - 10 goals (15 games) 

8. Mary Palmer, CASL - 10 goals (15 games) 

9. Megan Schulze, West Coast FC - 9 goals (9 games) 

10. Jazmarie Mader, SC Del Sol - 9 goals (11 games) 

Sarah Price, SLSG - 9 goals (12 games) 

Savannah McCaskill, Carolina Elite Soccer Academy - 9 goals (16 games) 
Jessica Sexton, Atlanta Fire - 9 goals (16 games) 

Sydney Lurie, Concorde Fire - 9 goals (17 games) 

Ashton Miller, Michigan Hawks - 9 goals (17 games) 

S ham~ah Gores, c~,~ 
Accountin9 Manager 

The Resource Group 

5[00 E. Skelly Drive, S±e. 405 

Tulsa, OK 74[35 

Phone - 9[8-359-0985, ext. 25 

Fax- 918-359-0991 

s_g._o__!_q.s_ .0_ _ ~_r_g_t! .c_~.c_ ~_ m._ 
******TRG Internet Email Confidentialibl Footer ****** This e-mail message (and any attached files thereto) contains privileged and confidential 
information intended only lbr the use of the individual or entity named above. If the reader of the e-mail is not the intended recipient or the employee or 

agent restx~nsible lbr delivering it to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that dissemination or copying of this e-ma~l is strictly prohibited. If you 

have received this e-mail in error, please immediately notify us by telephone or e-mafil m~d delete this message (and a~y attached files) 



January 22,2014 Invoice #: UNCWSOCO02 

475 G~e Five Rd, Suite115 

Sausalito, CA 94965 

T 415.322.1045 

F 415.532.3234 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach - Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

PRODUCT: SportsBoard Chameleon for Soccer 

SportsBoard Annual Subscriptions: 

3 Renewals + 1 Strength/Conditioning 

Includes 10% UNC multi-user discount 

Term: 2/28/14-2/27/15 

$420.00 

-~;42.00 

$1,680.00 

-$168.00 

TERMS: TotaJ due upon receipt. We wouM prefer payment by credit card or p-card, if possiMe; 

if not, then a purchase order folJowed by payment. Attached pJease find a W--9 for setting up 

SportsBoard as a vendor° 

Thank you for your time and consideration. Let us know if you have any questions. We are 

thrilled to be working with you. 

Best Regards, 

The Sports Boa rd Tea m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

You do not have to ... this is your call! 

F~om: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, :1.1:20 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A I~/ 
Subject: RE: 

It:you want me to, I w~H. Just trying ~o keep our numbers down and foc~s on the two that matter~ 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent= Tuesday, ~ ~0:46 AM 
To~ Ducar, Chris 
Subject: ~: 

Chris, 

Do Vou want to at h~as~: k?ok at her? 

Sent= Tuesday, 9:33 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Co= Ducar, Chris 
Subject= Re: 

Good mo~ng Anion, 

Great to see you in P]~lly and share some of the events, es~cia]ly the ~omen’s breakfast a~d Wait C. reception. 

Having worked fl~e conven~on for 25 years now, it is always a~ eagerly a~EciNted ~union with a number of 

long~ne Nends a~d acq~inmnces. ~d now, wi~ fl~e clfill factor in the low 20’s he~ in Atlanta, we ~gin our 

"spring" ~a~n training today. 

AgaJ~ ~aNc you for following up with               on the possibilib’ of her waJ~ng on tNs spnng m help 

wifl~ your goalkeeping num~rs= As a fi~s~an, cu~ently at LNC, she could give you ~ excellent option ~ 

a practice player, camp counselor, and overall superb ~bas~dor for the program for a number of years. 

Again, I’ve worked with her since middle school and can honestly say her dedication and work etNc is 

exceptionN. She will push the ot~ers, maMng eve~-one ~er in the process, and vi~]]y aJways with a 

big smile on her ~ace. 

On Mon, at 5:15 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <’_a__~3~9~2~)__e_Ln_~i_l_:_t_Lr_Lc_:_e___d____~ wrote: 

Thank you for taking the time to recommend her. I will copy Chris Ducat on this and leave the decision with him. She seems like a great kid, 
All the best! 
Frem; 
Sent: Monday, ~:~0 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject 

Hope you’re well and are in good shape to make a mn Ibr yet another title. 
One of my foyer GKs hem at is a l?es~an at [NC. ~ began ~aining her as a middle ~hoo]er, and continued ~ do so, even a~ler my 
moving over to the boys programs hem. 

has indicated to tne she has e= mailed you regarding a t~Nout in Jan~% so I wanted 
an exceptional haJning G~ aJways pushing those in front of he~: with her tremendous work rote and ~sitive a~imde. Offfl~e field, she is also ~meone who aJways 
would ~ willing ~ go the e~ra mile for your program, mpre~nting it in ~e best possible way. 
She h~ continued to play, and she ~d her club in Chapel Hi]] did quite well this fNL Whenever she is in Atl~ I can al~ always count on a te~ to set up an exlra 
traiNng season= She loves the game and gives it her a]]. She is a bit sho~ (5’ 5"), but quick and fearless. In many way~ she reminds me of Ro~ie those mm~y yea~ ago 

at Duke. 
Agai~ for what it’s wo~h, I would who]ehemledly recommend your giving her a shot at ~ng some shots. 
Thanks, and ~e you in Phi]ly 



(404) 218-7684 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:48 PM 

Roberts, Barry <BarO, Roberts@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu> 

I~E: Schedule 

Very good[! 

From: Roberts, Barry [mailto:Barry_Roberts@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 11:41 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Brendan Moylan; Mike Munsch; Mike Moylan; Clay Schossow; Jason Harris; Scott Albert; Myer, Randy; ’Barry Poss’ 
~:c; Maitland, Scott; Blackburn, Dick; Wical, Lora A; Roberts, Barry 
Subject: Schedule 

Thanks to all for the quick response 
The class meets at 12:30 to 1:45 in room 2350. After class we will do lunch. Jason, Scott and Randy will be hosted by my co-teacher, 
Scott Maitland. 
I will be back in class beginning on Mamh 17. Here is lhe current lineup 
Jason Hams--2/25 
Scott Albert--2i27? 
Randy Myer--3/4 
Brendan and Mike Moylan--3i25 
Clay Schossow ~!/3 
Anson Dorrance~4/8 
Mike Mmtsch 4/10 
Hopefully Baro~ Poss can do 3/27 or 4/1 
THANKS TO ALL. 
Barry S, Roberts 

Kenan Institute Entrepreneurial Scholar and Professor of En~repreneurship 
The University of Nolth Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Kenan-Flagler Business School 
Campus Box 3490 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3490 

919-962-3152 (T) 
919-843~7986 (P--’) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:48 PM 

Brown, Sharon Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edu> 

l~g: checking numbers 

763-.5~1- 29 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent; Thursday, January 23, 20:14 :t:t:43 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" checking numbers 

Morning, Anson- 

Trying to finalize copy for the conference brochure, and wanted to make sure that these numbers are reflective of your current 

status: 

record of 743-49-29 

22 national championships 

This was from the bio -wasn’t sure if it had been updated for this past season’s record. 

Thanks in advance for getting back on this. Got to get it to printers by end of day. 

Best, 

Sharon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@)unc.edu) 

From: @cuernail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, :t2:02 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ~ 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is           . I am in 6th grade at i 
tbr you. Please let me know what I can do to achieve my dream. 

Thank you very much, 

. I play club soccer for Arlington Soccer Academy. I am ve~ interested in playing 

iXiilmage 
removed by 
sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:53 PM 

@gmail.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Houston Dash 

From: 
Sent-" Thursday, January 23, 2014 1:07 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Houston Dash 

Hi Anson, 

.@gmail.com] 

Here is what I got back from Randy, just to keep you in the loop! Sounds like I’m all set for that week of the 10th. We can keep talking about other opportunities and 

I’ll continue to see ifI can make the school stuff’work out. 

Thanks, 

.......... For~,arded message .......... 

From: Rarely Wald~n < !~La_!)__@.W~ddrum. l(~nd.edu> 

Date: Thu, Jan 23, 2014 at 1:00 PM 
Subject: Re: Houston Dash 

To:                              @gmail.com> 

That is great and the wishes that you have are exactly how I would do it. I’ll keep you here and let you know asap about signing, that way you could go to another team if needed. 

Having said that, I need a                 and I think you could do well here. So I’m optimistic going into this.. Let’s hope it works out for you here in Houston. You would have to 

take care of your housing as well. I’m sorry the league is just not set up for this tryout period. 

Let’s plan on you coming then on March lOth, and I’ll get you more information as we near that date! I’m excited to have you in, and make sure you come in fit and ready to go.. 

Randy 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrum@nd.edu 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

5-74-631-3376 - office ............................. 

- mobile 

From:                                @gmail.com> 

Date: Thursday, January 23, 20:14:12:26 PM 

To: Randy Waldrum <Randy.Waldrum.:1@nd.edu> 

Subject: Re: Houston Dash 

Hi Randy, 

Thank you so much for the email and the invitation to preseason. I am very interested in playing in this league and would love to come to preseason for the Dash. 
How long does preseason last? I understand that I would have to cover my own expenses; does that include housing as well? 

If at all possible I would like to come in for a week or so, statting March lOth, and then if you think you will not be able to sign me I’d like to know so I can have the 
opportunity to try out for another team. I’d like to come to Houston first and if you are able to sign me I would of course not go anywhere else, however if you are 
unable to I’d like to know in enough time to explore opportunities with other teams as I’ve been in contact with a few of them. 

I’m sure this is a very busy time for you but please let me know what you think when you have a chance. 

Again, thank you so much for the opportunity to attend preseason for the Houston Dash! I am friends with 
play for you. 

and she is very excited to be going to Houston to 

Best, 

On Mon, Jan 20, 2014 at 9:43 AM, Randy Waldrum <Randy.Waldrum l@nd.edu> wrote: 

I wanted to invite you to our preseason on March lOth. I know you very well from my Notre Dame days battling you guys, and I’m in need of some help and depth in our midfield. In 

particular I need a holding midfielder which you play well. Don’t be discouraged about the draft, as I’ll be signing the best players. It will not matter whether the player is drafted or 

not, we’ll sign the best ones. Having watched you over the years, I think you have the tools necessary to play in the NWSL I will assure you that I’ll take a good look at you in 

preseason, and give you every opportunity to make our team. Unfortunately, you’d have to come in at your own expense, as the league doesn’t budget for this. If you can make it 

work, I’d love to have you in. I will need to know though if you are coming or not, as I am only inviting in a handful of players like yourself to your preseason. If you don’t want to 

come in then I’d need to know so I can bring someone else in. Let me know what you think, and I hope you’ll consider my offer! Anson speaks very highly of you as well, and he and I 

spoke about you at the convention. 

Looking forward to hearing from you! 

Randy 

Randy Waldrum - rwaldrum@nd.edu 



Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Notre Dame 

574-631-3376 - office 

- mobile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:57 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Duca~; Chris (duca~bunc.edn); Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

~)msn.com; ducay@uncaa.nnc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisnero~ !)gmail.com); pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Truly enjoyaNe 

"i’hV.; kid is a 

From: Markos, Lance N 
Sent: Thursday, 1:57 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Co:        @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: RE: Truly enjoyable 

I don’t remember seeing anything from 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, 1:52 PN 

Te: Markos, Lance M 
Cc’,       ’.0~¢msn~com; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: FW: Truly enjoyable 

L~mce, 

.... let’s se~-_~ i~ t can find anything ,,. Chris, 

~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

- can you re-send? l’ve looked at                         :or the class but that’s all I have right now... 

~ao!~comj Jason Sisneros ~gmail:com); Sander, Thomas 

It was truly an honor to spend the time ruth you on the sacred grounds of where the top women’s s~ccer 

Any hope for being admitted on her own? I think you have looked once at her’ transcript, 
From: 
Sent: Wednesda, 9:33 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Truly enjoyable 
Hi Anson, 
Thank you for your time yesler~y and interest in 

program lives. 

I was quick to let my son (called know that he is "confident with no ~le~ff’ and is notNng but an "insect". 

No seriously, it was truly our pleasure. A special treat for and a veD~ enjoyable conversation for Michael and I. 

We look tbrward to hearing the feedback post Lance’s review ot        academic records. She is beyond excited about the potential to join the [~C lhmily. 

And remember, always take the call from l~ends ofl~fing ~e I~ Friends and Family Plan. 

Our best 

This emaJl, including any attachinents, contains infom~ation that is privileged, confidential, and/or otherwise exempt fiom disclosure under applicable law. If you are not 

the intended recipient, then any disclosure, disseminatio~ distribution, copying, or an5’ other use of this communication or its contents is prohibited. If you have received 

this email in error, please notify the sender i~nmediately and destroy aJl electronic and hard copies of this emaJl and its attachinents. 



Minutes of the Atlantic Coast Conference 
Women’s Soccer Committee 

Those in attendance: 
Boston College - Alison Foley, Matt Conway (Chai0 

Clemson University - Eddie Radwanski 
Duke University - Robbie Church 
Florida State University - Mark Krikorian, Vanessa Fuchs (Ex-Officio) 
University of Louisville- Karen Ferguson-Dayes 
University of Miami - Mary-Frances Monroe 
University of North Carolina - Anson Dorrance 
North Carolina State University - Tim Santoro 
University of Pittsburgh-Kirk Bruce (Vice-ChaiO 

University of Virginia- Steve Swanson 
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University - Charles "Chugger" Adair 
Wake Forest University - Tony da Luz 
Atlantic Coast Conference - Matt Burgemeister, Lee Butler, Alex Fraser (recording secretary), 

Donald Moore, Kris Pierce, Amy Ufnowski, Ashley Champigny 

Joined via Conference Call: 
University of Notre Dame- Mike Harrity 
University &Pittsburgh - Greg Miller 
Syracuse University- Phil Wheddon 

Atlantic Coast Conference: Paul Tamberino 

Absent: 
University of Maryland- Jonathan Morgan 

[Note: While certain items in the agenda may have been acted upon at various times throughout 
the meeting, all final actions within a given topic are combined in these minutes and listed in 
order of the agenda for convenience of reference. These minutes reflect only actions (formal 

votes or "sense of meeting") that occurred] 

Welcome: Ms. Kris Pierce welcomed everyone to the meeting. Mr. Matt Conway 
congratulated the group on a banner year for ACC Women’s Soccer and congratulated 
Mr. Steve Swanson on being named NSCAA Coach of the Year. 

2. Review of 
the group. 

Minutes: Ms. Pierce revi ewed the committee meeting minutes with 

It was MOVED to: Approve the committee meeting minutes as written. 
VOTE: Unanimous, PASSED 

a. Review of End of Year Memo: Ms. Pierce reviewed the end of the year memo 

and noted the addition of the all-conference third team. 



Referees: 
a. Review of Season: Mr. Paul Tamberino presented his overview of the 

season with regards to officiating. He noted the importance of continual education 
of the referees and informed the group he is trying to get as many professional 
referees as possible to referee ACC matches. He also mentioned trying to 
schedule a future meeting between him, Ms. Pierce, and all the ACC officials to 
develop better evaluative and communicative processes from all parties involved 
in the development of ACC referees. Mr. Chugger Adair noted the difficulty in 
submitting evaluations online through Arbiter, explaining that the process is not 
very user friendly and discourages 1100% feedback and 100% completion. This 
sentiment was shared amongst the group and Mr. Tamberino noted that he will 
work on developing a one sheet type of summary evaluation that the coaches can 
more easily fill out and submit to increase response rates. Mr. Steve Swanson also 
noted that depending on the video exchange the group decides to go with, there 
could maybe be the capability to attach video clips to evaluations so that both Mr. 
Tamberino and the officials can review clips. 

Communications Update: Ms. Amy Ufnowski reviewed the communications supplement 
with the group. She noted the increase of the all-conference third team which will be 
identical in composition to the first two 11-member teams with eight at-large members, 
two defenders and one goalie. Mr. Matt Conway suggested clearing up the language to 
say "a minimum of two defenders will be selected," so that the coaches are aware that 
more than two can be selected if they receive enough votes. Mr. Anson Dorrance then 
addressed the need to award a Midfielder of the Year. The group expressed that 
midfielders are a unique position that does not garner a lot of statistics, and can be 
excluded when it comes to voting for an offensive and defensive player of the year. Ms. 
Pierce added that the coaches should go back to their campuses and express the need for 
this award if their institution has a representative on the ACC Awards Committee. It was 
noted the ACC’s two trophy finalists- Morgan Brian and - were 
both 

It was J~IOVED to: Honor a Midfielder of the Year award. 

VOTE: 13-0-1, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

Mr. Tony da Luz then brought up the desire amongst the coaches to honor a pre-season 
all-conference team. He noted that other conferences have them and it could help ACC 
student-athletes gain early recognition that can help them garner votes for post-season 

awards and accolades. 

It was I\IOVED to: Institute a pre-season all-conference team. The team will be composed of 
eight at-large selections, a minimum of two defenders and one goalie. 

VOTE: 13-0-1, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

Ms. Ufnowski reviewed the policy regarding post-game interviews. She noted that each 

coach must be made available to the media, but that student-athletes’ and other team 



members’ availability is an institutional decision, and is not mandatory. She also stated 
that the scheduling and order of interviews must be communicated and mutually agreed 
upon by the two competing institutions~ 

Sportsmanlike Policy: Mr. Matt Con~vay reviewed the Sportsmanlike Policy and 
reminded coaches to review the policy with their student-athletes and all team personnel. 
He also noted that expression on social media channels is part of this policy and should 
be communicated as such to all appropriate parties. 

Sports Operation Code: Ms. Pierce reviewed the sport specific sports operation code with 
the group. The group then discussed instituting an exception on the regular season travel 
limit number for fall break. This would save institutions the expenses of housing and 
feeding student-athletes on campus, but more importantly this allows student-athletes to 
not have to stay on campus unsupervised while school is not in session. 

It was MOVED to: Institute an exemption on regular season travel limits for intra-conference 
competition that takes place over an institution’s official vacation breaks. 

VOTE: 13-0-1, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

2014 Regular Season: 
a. Scheduling: 

i. Mr. Con~vay informed the group that as of now-, the regular season is 
composed of 10 ACC matches over a six week format (2-2-1-2-2-1) and 
that the rotation is based upon the pod system the coaches previously 
agreed to based off of a six-year RPI average. Mr. da Luz stated that due 
to conference expansion, the travel demands were too tough on the teams, 
especially towards the end of the season, a sentiment ~vhich was echoed by 
the entire group. He proposed changing the regular season format to seven 
weeks with a 1-2-1-2-1-2-1 format and also reducing the conference 
tournament to a single weekend, four-team championship. The group felt 
the top four teams in the conference should be protected and that a ten 
team format adds too much difficult travel at the end of the season before 
NCAA competition. They also noted that though they were successful in 
the NCAA tournament, they did not see the need to beat up on each other 

at the end of the season and noted that it created a poor student-athlete 
experience from a physical, emotional, and academic standpoint. The 
group explained that with conference expansion, the level of competition 
is higher than ever and that being rested to perform during the NCAA 
tournament is more important. Mr. Mark Krikofian noted that the ten-team 
tournament could decrease a team’ s NCAA selection chances since so 
many teams hover around .500 winning percentage as they enter the 
tournament due to tough intra-conference play. The coaches agreed that 
the regular season and ACC Championship format go hand in hand and 
that they must be j ointly discussed to create the most effective solution for 
all parties involved. Ms. Pierce noted that for their recommendation to 



become a reality, the coaches must all be in agreement as to what is best 
for ACC Women’s Soccer moving forward. 

It was MOVED to: Hold a single weekend, four-team conference championship on November 

7-9, 2014. 
VOTE: 13-0, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

ii. Mr. da Luz then came back to his proposed regular season format of 10 
games over seven weeks with a format of 1-2-1-2-1-2-11. He noted that this 
format will decrease the amount of missed class time while also allowing 
for more rest with increased single game weeks. 

It was MOVED to: Hold a 10-game conference schedule spread out over seven weeks with a 
format of 1-2-1-2-1-2-11. 

VOTE: 13-0, PASSED 
*Louisville supported 

iii. Mr. Conway suggested to the group that within the RPI pod system the 
coaches agreed upon, to include that the last game of the season be with a 
travel partner to decrease the amount of travel at the end of the season and 
to protect rivalry games so that they are played every season. Mr. 
Krikorian stated that this would not be fair since travel is not equal for 
everyone, since some can take a short bus ride while others have to take a 
flight to go almost anywhere. 

It was MOVED to: Have geographical, rivalry based primary partners for the last weekend of 
the regular season. 

VOTE: 5-7-1, FAILED 
*Louisville abstained 

iv. Play dates- Mr. Chugger Adair suggested that everyone play the final 
regular season conference game on the same date to allow equal rest 
before the conference championship. The group agreed that all final 
regular season conference games will be played on Sunday and commence 
by no later than 1 p.m. For the other single game weekends, the games can 
be played Friday through Sunday with the home team deciding the date 
and time. For ~o game weekends, the matches can be played Thursday 
through Sunday or Friday through Sunday if mutually agreed upon by 
both coaches. 

Policies and Procedures Guide- 
i. Video Exchange Guidelines- The group discussed different video 

exchange options to be used by the entire conference. The group expressed 
a desire for a higher quality system. The group discussed potentially 
holding a webinar with different video exchange companies so that the 
coaches can make the most informed decision possible. Ms. Pierce 
recommended after any sort of presentation that the coaches and their 



video contact(s) have a conference call administered by the ACC to talk 
about the details and policies going forward with regards to all things 
video and video exchange. Mr. da Luz stated that some coaches are not 
following the procedure with regards to uploading film in a timely manner 
after their matches and that this creates a competitive disadvantage to the 
team getting film later than their opponent. Mr. Donald Moore noted that 
some video exchange platforms have software that will lock an individual 
out of the system until they upload their match film. The coaches noted 
they would like to have this capability in the future. Mr. Moore also noted 
that if the group chooses a high quality video exchange company, it will 
likely be required that all game film must be of a high quality. The group 
suggested that since each campus and its video capabilities are different, 
they would come up with a list of standards that each campus can meet. 

Review of    . Championship: 
a. Post-Championship Survey Results: Ms. Pierce reviewed the post-championship 

survey results from both the coaches and student-athletes. Mr. Conway thanked 
the coaches for their participation in the Community Connections event. 

ACC Championship: 
Date: (Semifinals, Finals). The quarterfinal rounds will be 
decided upon if the vote for a four team championship does not pass. 
Future Sites- Ms. Pierce informed the group that Wakemed Soccer Park in Car?- is 
not available for the     Championship due to them hosting the     Men’s 
College Cup. The group discussed Kennesaw State in Georgia, Orlando, Lockhart 
in Fort Lauderdale, UNC-Greensboro, and Virginia Beach. Ms. Pierce informed 
the group to send her any other possibilities and that she will reach out to these 
locations and get back to the group when she has more concrete information. 

10. Other Business: 
a. NCAA Legislative Update: Mr. Matt Burgemeister gave an update of the NCAA 

presidential working groups and legislation currently being discussed. 

11. Contact Information: Ms. Pierce asked the coaches to submit changes to their contact 
information to Mr. Alex Fraser. 

12. Date of     Women’s Soccer Committee Meeting: The coaches stated their preference 
for next year’s meeting to be a conference call. 

It was MOVED to: Have the 
at 9 a.m. 

VOTE: 12-0-1 PASSED 
*Louisville supported. 

Women’s Soccer Committee meeting via conference call on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 6:04 PM 

Anna Sieloff< ~gma~l.com> 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 

sean patton ( 

..... nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.unc.edu); 

@gma~l.com); pacman~)uncaa.unc.edu; ~ 

; clay weaver ( 

; matt jones 

Bec: 

Subject: 

M’Liss Dorrance (mdorranc@duke.edu) 

RE: A Money Update 

This is too good noL to share. Again, one reason these kids t:inish so welt is they waLch the game aft the time. PLEASE, let’s get this inLo our culture1! 
Anna, I am so happy for’ you, ~ can sense your’ joy Lhrough this fantastic message. Go gel ’en~ 
And spe~king of "a money update", is youF contract enough for you to survive on? 
F~= Anna Sieloff [              @gma&com] 
Seat= Thursday, January 23, 2054 2:39 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: A Money Upda~ 
Hey ~n~ 

Hope aJl is well ruth ?~u ~d the gm~g in Cha~l Hill[~ ~ I miss you aJl ~ much~ I am actually writing you from A~adia Turkey where we a~e having our team ~aimng 

camp. Jus~ to give you an idea some of the fields we practice on are only 300 yards away from the Meditenanean Sea...the view is unreN. If you look p~t all the 

regions ofm~moil, it maJly is a ~autiful place (ruth an excellent golf coupe haha) 

You w-ould ~lly love it ~is time around. The First Division Men’s Bun&sliga (Dortmunf Hanover) w~ practicing heere when w-e amved but left the ~y after. 

The ne~ ~y the 2nd division Men’s Bundesliga te~s amved m train. 1 have been able m watch a few of their ~ssions and they are inc~dible. The level of focus and 

precision of skill they have during training is remarkable. 

I am playing mfl~ BV Clop~nburg, who is in the lsI Division on fl~e womeffs st&. My team is ve~ skillful and creative. Their movements offthe bail am excellent, and 

its thn watching ~em find all Nfl~rent ways ~ complete a ~ss. Fxen though my team is lhll of giants, they ~ldom play fl~e bail in fl~e air. The s~le of play is mostly the 

opposite of[~C’s. They play low pressure which drives me inane, and hardly ever look m go direct. You always ~y it should be a combination of the two, and we 

a~ lacldng fl~e direct as~ct. I thi~k pa~l of it has to do with fl~e ihct we are not nea~ly as atNefic as the Tar Heels, quick but not fast over dis~nce.., a~d we have a 

hm~dful of fairies on fl~e team(h~a). 
One of the Nggest differences ~gveen collegiate soccer a~d the Bun&sliga is the abilib~ ~ finish. I have never ~en scored on so ma~y times in a mw by blistering, 

bent, upper/lower 90 fi~fishes in a row. Iffl~e have a~ o~n op~ni~ m shoot they roll rake it. They aJways have an idea and it is always on frame, with good Nce. 

WNIe our team is ~lid, one player does st~dout m me. Sofia Joha~son Kom the Swedish National Team. She played ruth Yael briefly in Russia ~d played against 

Kling, Kfisten Press, and Ma~ aka the Tymso powerhouse. She is ~ugh, fast, and can smack the MI harder than anyone i’ve seen. I would tell you to recruit her 

except that she is 25. 

I am eNoying ~eing ~e world ~d playing soccer at this level. The lang~ge bmier is tough but I am learNng as a go. I am just waiting for them m mm on ~me music 

so fl~at I ca~ show my tree ~lfhahahaha. 

Thanks again tbr all of your help, I would not be here mthout you. Send my best to all of the Tar Heels[ ’. ~ 

PS. I am working on my semor speech and hope it meets your standa~ts haha~ 

~na Sieloff 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~J:;: UnolfciaJ~ Visit Co~Nrmation 

Spring break is March 7th through the :].6th ... 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent; Thursday, 3:26 PM 
To-" Terry Foley 
C¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Jason Sisneros - 
Subject-" F-M/: Unofficial Visit Confirmation 

Hi 

~gmail.com) ~gmail.com) 

Apologize to i t:or me. We talked when I was at home and totafly failed on foflowing up. 

IJ nfortunately, the Feb 7th ai~d 8ti~ dates are the start of Spring break for U NC and there won’t be any school in session and I doubt any players around. She is 

wek:ome to come in but it w~l be a ghost town. I wi~ be ~n Vegas for a t.:~urnarnent but I believe Anson and ot~r new assistant: Jason w~l~ s[:i~l be in town and wot~d 

love to meet with her snd her 

Chris 

F~m: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 3:13 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Palladino, George W; Ducat, Chris; Ducat, Chris 
Subject= Unofficial Visit Confirmation 

Hi Coach Chris - 
Thank you for speaking with me last week. You said that you would be emailing me the confirmation of dates for the visit 
on the 7th/8th of Februa~. I had only one other open date for the following weekend but I waiting as long as I could and 
I confirmed another visit on the 13th. So the only weekend I have available to visit UNC a~er our conversation was the 
7th and 8th of Februa~. I have visits scheduled or ECNL games scheduled eve~ Fri-Sun through the end of March. You 
were going to email my coach          with the details. Please send the itinera~ to him so I know where to go and 
when. My plan as of our last conversation is to come down on Thursday the 7th after school and then do the visit on 
Friday all day. I can do an overnight or I can stay at the hotel with my parents. I was planning to return home on Saturday. 
Thank you. I look fo~ard to hearing from you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12:25:29 AM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Soccer 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

F rom: 

Sent: Thursday 

To: Dorrance, Albert A TV 
Subject: Soccer 

@hotmail.com] 
3:49 PM 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

I am writing to you in your role as head coach for North Carolina University to help me with a chance 

to come and play for the North Carolina soccer team. 

My reason for writing is simple: i am determined to combine studies in major subjects equal to A-levels and the progress 

to studying architecture although I am willing to see other options with my love and passion of soccer, and feel that your 

provision in this sport will support me in my goal. 

At present I live and study in and will leave school this June with GCSEs in: 

English Literature, English language, mathematics, art, resistant materials, physical education, IT and science core and 

addition (chemistry, physics and biology). 

I am currently a sports leader, which entrails working with primary school students to develop their sports skills. 

Through this, my own leadership skills have been nurtured and I take leading role in watching and helping less motivated 

students in my own physical education studies. I play soccer for. . in the . a team that has 

been so successful that we were, at one time, forced to play against women teams to find a necessary challenge. As 

current champions, we are also currently competing in the with the potential to fulfill a 

triple win. 



Throughout my career I have played in all positions but feel I am strongest and thrive best in mid-field which would be 

my choice of position. I have won many awards including: Players’ player, Manager’s player, Spectators’ player, Player of 

the tournament and woman of the match. I have been scouted for and trained with them, 

experiencing different regimes and high level sessions that I feel that given me the ability to adjust to new training 

environments and train at high intensity with my current team. 

I hope that you can help me achieve a scholarship and guide me through the process because I would love to excel 

through life doing what I love and also being apart of the North Carolina University. As i don’t have anyone to ask, or 

guide me with this journey, I would appreciate any help you can offer me or if you can put me through to anyone that 

can me with this journey, even if i do not get the chance of attending your University. 

The attached files include my sports CV and also references from my coaches and spectators. I am serious about what do 

and will strive to be the best soccer player I can be as well as the best student I can be. 

With thanks in anticipation of your response and help with my journey, I will do my best to answer any questions you 

may want to ask. I look forward to hopefully working with you in the future. 

Yours Faithfully, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

player profile- 

I=roml 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

_~gmail.com] 
4:07 PM 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Attention: Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

I am a sophomore at                  and play for the                       with a graduation year of      My goals and aspirations for college 

coincide with the opportunities University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has to offer, both on and off the field.I have discovered through my soccer 

experiences that I have the drive and ability to be pushed to my full potential at the next level of soccer; as a result, I am very interested in University of 

North Carolina at Chapel Hill as a soccer program. 

I have attached my player profile and my upcoming schedule for the Triangle Friendlies in Fayatteville this weekend. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 7:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

ILS: Our Bios 

Done (I hope) 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 2014 4:26 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Our Bios 

Anson, 

Please open this file, select and delete what you don’t want and then save it and send it back to me. I deleted a bunch of stuff off Dino’s and mine but there are 

still three pages. If you want the narrative deleted on ours and reduced to bullet points I can do that. 

Bird 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 7:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Travel Reservation to DALLAS FT WORTH, TX on February 20 for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Travel Reservation February 20 for DOR[~\NCE.pdf 

Cash from Penn Fusion might be visiting here ._on the 22rid of Feb 

From: CINDI ATWATER [mailto:cindiatwater@anthonytravel.com] 
Sent; Thursday, January 23, 20:!.4 5:06 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: Travel Reservation to DALLAS FT WORTH, TX on February 20 for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

ci..",diaiwater@a~lhor:ytravei,com 

View your fuil itinerary directly in the 

confirmation email, 

2. Organize your b~si¢.,ess and ieisure trips 
in one p~ace. 

3. Access your tdp detN~s everywhere v~a 

the web or moMle app 

Sa£: ~rave~s. 

Oth~,r N~tkes "From }iou~ Travet 

FOR EME~?GENCY TRAVEL ASS~ST,~,NCE CALL 800-530-2580 

24 HOURS A DAY Pt.E,~SE GiVE YOUR VIT CODE. $7~5C 

PASSENGERS REQUiB?ED TO SHOW PHOTO iD AT AIRPORT 

*~* ,~,NTHONY -[RAVEt. UNC OFFICE 

PHOR~}. NUb~ BER 919-843-.5076 

FARb}.S ARb}. 8UB,JECT TO CHANGb}. UNTIL PURCHASED 

SERVICE ~:EES OR TRARSACT~ONS ARE 

PL EAS~}. LOOK OVER TH~S iTiNERARY AND ~N~ORM US 

ANY DK~CREP,~,NCiES W~TH~N 2,1 HOURS OF HCKb}.T~NG 

ANY DiSC~?EP,~,NC~ES ,~,b:TER THK~ HME b,,]AY 

iR A PENAL-P/ 

UNDER THE NEW TSA SECURITY PROCEDURES 

PASSENGERS MUST PRESENT A BOARDING PASS 

AND A GOVERNMENT ISSUED ID TO P~S8 THROUGH 

8ECURI-P/CHECKPOINTS A ~}OARD~NG PASS biAY 
OB%qNED AT THE TICKET COUNTER, 

K~OSK. OR ~N SOb~E (;,~SES THE A~RLINE WEBSITE 

**iMPOR[AN] BAGGA(}E AN{) ::ARRY -ON LUGGAGE 

PLEASE (}HE(}K AIRLINE WEI:~S} ]E FOP I:)E ]A~i.ED 





20 FEB 2014 ~ 23 FEB 2014 

PREPARED FOR 

DORRANCEIALBERT ANSON 

RESERVATION CODE KVSSBS 

TRIP TO DALLAS FT WORTH, TX 

ANTHONY TRAVEL 
~ .~ .~ : " ,: CINDIATWATER@ANTHONYTRAVEL.COM 

CHECK IN: THURSDAY 20 FEE} ~ CHECK OUT: SUNDAY 23 FEB ~ 3 NIGHT(S) 

Remarks: 
ECNL RATE CONFIRMED 

Notes: 
CANCELLATION POLICY 
AT THE SHERATON IS BY 
4PM DAY OF ARRIVAL 

Guarantee: 
Room is guaranteed for late 
amval 

oOTHER: I~IONDAY t5 DEC 

©~HER SEN 
SOUTH BEND, IN 

Information: 
HAVE A GREAT TRIP 

Notes 
FOR EMERGENCY TRAVEL ASSISTANCE CALL 800-53012560 
24 HOURS A DAY~ PLEASE GIVE YOUR VIT CODE..S715C 
PASSENGERS REQUIRED TO SHOW PHOTO ID AT AIRPORT 

*** ANTHONY TRAVEL UNC OFFICE 
PHONE NUMBER 919-843=5076 

FARES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE UNTIL PURCHASED, 
SERVICE FEES ON TRANSACTIONS ARE NONREFUNABLE 
PLEASE LOOK OVER THIS ITINERARY AND INFORM US OF 
ANY DISCREPANCIES WITHIN 24 HOURS OF TICKETING 
ANY DISCREPANCIES AFTER THIS TIME MAY RESULT 
IN A PENALTY FEE, 
UNDER THE NEW TSA SECURITY PROCEDURES 
PASSENGERS MUST PRESENT A BOARDING PASS 
AND A GOVERNMENT ISSUED ID TO PASS THROUGH 
SECURITY CHECKPOINTS, A BOARDING PASS MAY BE 
OBTAINED AT THE TICKET COUNTER AIRLINE 
KIOSK OR IN SOME CASES THE AIRLINE V~EBSlTE 

**IMPORTANT BAGGAGE AND CARRY-ON LUGGAGE ** 
PLEASE CHECK AIRLINE WEBSITE FOR DETAILED INFORMATION 
RE~ARDING ALL BAgGAgE ALLOVVANCES AND ADDITk~NAL FEES 

FOR THE MOST CURRENT INFORMATION ON AIRPORT 
SECURITY PLEASE CHECK W~W,TSAGOV 

ANTHONY TRAVEL INC 
CINDIATWATER@ANTHONYTRAVEL.COM 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 7:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: Travel Reservation to DALLAS FT WORTH, TX on February 20 for CHRISTOPHER DUCAR 

Don’t book it get ._, I might be recruiting on campus _,.take Jason. 

From= Ducar, Chris 
Sent= Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:10 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
S~bject: ~: Travel Rese~ation to DALES ~ WOR~, ~ on Februa~ 20 for CHRISTOPHER DUCAR 

Sent= Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:09 PM 
To= Ducar, Chris 
Subject= ~: Travel Resewation to DALES ~ WOR~, ~ on Februaw 20 for CHRISTOPHER DUCAR 
Revised ~tineraW w~th hotel added. Hote~ booked also for Anion- sent his confirmatbn ado. (sdH no a~r booked for him) 

~indi ~twater 
Anthony Travel, Inc. 
University of North Carolina 
344 Ridge Road Loudermilk Suite 220~ 
Chapel Hill, N.O. 2?5~ 5 
Phone: 9~ 9-843-5078 Fax: 9~ 9-843-5297 
24 Hour Emergency 800-530-2580 VIT code 87150 

Sent~ Thursday, January 23, 2014 5;02 PM 

Subjeet~ Travel Rese~ation to D~L~S ~ WORTH, ~ on Februa~ 20 for CHRISTOPHER DUCAR 

~a’d .... 

:.,-,,_.:~1.6 FT VT()F.’TH, TX }-?sssrvalion code: QVQY,JV’J 

RDU RALEIGH DURHAM: NC 

g:l 0pro 

PleBs8 verify fli.~ti:~ limes p..’ior ~o dega..’?ure 



CAR 

Clsss: 

Car(s}: 

latermediate Cai Autol~satt Air 

I 

5500031 

USD 

69 O7 

44.54 

89 07 

8/-’ 81 

UNL 

UNL 

MIiKM 

000 

000 

000 

OOO 

(., 
~..~) 

5 H~{RATO~’,~ FT WORTH HOT}:(L AND SPA 

(SH~!RJCTON HOT~!L8} 
CONFtRM~.:D, Ce~ffirmatie~# 424201 

R ~@xth Tx 76".’02 
Pt~: 8t 

Rate: s 59 00USD / Ni,ghi 

Remarks: ECNL RATE CONFIR~,,/.’E.’D 

~.~ . A ~a~RICAN AIRLI~’,~{S AA Flight Nambsr 1~’)49 
OONFtRblED~ Oor,,tirmstion# QVQYJW 

DALLAS FT ~:,ORTH, TX 
5:05pm 

A~dval: RDU ~’-~S, LE1GH DURHAM, NC 
8:35pm 
"l’em~ir~si 2 

Please veri~y ~ligi~t times prio~ to departu..’e 

CONFIRMED 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 7:44 PM 

@aol .com> 

Soccer- Transfer Student 

I thil~ she is currently at .... but I do appreciate your willingness to help her. 

From~ @aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 5:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert ~ IV 
Subject: Re: Soccer- Transfer Student 

Anson, 

Also, if she would like to train in the meantime I could always use a partner for drills fitness etc 

Sent from my iPhone 

On at 2:00 PM; "Durrance, Albert A IV" <ans ~n@em ~ I unc edu> wrote: 

> 

> 

> Our ruster is tuo deep ]2~r this fall ol But ifyuu will play un the club in the fall and do well (start) and clear a 3.0 academically ]2~r the semester I will invite you out for our uff seasun 
’]?he unly ruute onto our ruster right now for the un-recruited player is thruugh our excellent club team and coach I have copied our club cuach un this emaih He and I play "noun succer" 
three days a week and he will tell me about your prugress/attitude/work ethic etc 
> 

> Would this interest you? 
> 

Original Message ..... 

> From 3)nc rr.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday l l:l 1 P]VI 
> To: Dorrance~ Albert A iV 
> Subject: Soccer- Transfer Student 
> 

> Hello, 
> My name is and I am currently cumpletmg my second year at I wi[] be transferring to UNC Chapel Hi[] in the Fa]l uf , as a 
Juniur. I am very interested in p]aying succer at UNC Chapel Hill. I have played succer for over eleven years, with the last six years as a player for                           ~/Iost of my 
experience has been in the Defense and Mid pusitiuns, but ] alsu have Furward experience 
> 

> I would like the uppurtuni~" for evaluation as a potential player ~2)r your team, ur perhaps a practice player un the team Please let me knuw the next steps ] [uok forward tu hearing from 
you. M¥ contact information is listed below-: 
> 



FFOIIL" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 7:44 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.e&~> 

l~B: REMINDER ,- Advm~ced Notice --, Away From Office Jan. 25 through Jan. 31 

Thank you Larry! 

F~om; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent; Thursday, January 23, 2014 5:43 PM 
To; Fox, Mike; Dorrance, Albert A IV; DeSelm, Rich L; Shelton, Karen C; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Norton, Molly; Griggs, Kathy; King, J. Angela; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Davis, John 
Marcus; Beale, Michael; Steinbacher, Rick; Miller, Beth; Ballen, Martina K; Gwaltney, Clint; Brown, Michelle; Ille, Vince; Kirschner, Steve; Montgomery, John R 
12¢; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject: REMINDER ~, Advanced Notice ~ Away From Office Jan. 25 through Jan. 31 
A reminder FYI ,-, tha~fl{ yon[ 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

U~fis e~siU of North Carolina at Cha~[ t ]fit 

~m= Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Sent= Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 3:47 PN 

Te= ~x, Mike; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; DeSelm, R~ch L; Shelton, Karen C; Mock, Conrad D Jr; No,on, Molly; Gr~ggs, Kathy; K~ng, J. Angela; Dalgleish, Joyce L; Davis, John 

Marcus; Beale, Michael; Steinbacher, R~ck; Miller, Beth 
C¢= Cunningham, Bubba 

Subject= Advanced Notice ~ Away From ~ice Jan. 25 through Jan. 31 

Impe~anee= High 

FdeMs: 

th I wamt to give you all am eaxly notice that I will be oN oftown begimaing the a~temoon of Saturday, Jamua~" 25 ~ou~ eaxly evening Friday, Jm]ua~ 31st. DurNg ~is 

period of time, you ca~ contact me by emN1 (be mind~l I may not respond quickly but will to~ to do so within 24 h~.), or if you have an urgent ma~er, you may contact 

me on my cell phone. 

~l~a~ you, and I appreciate your cooperation. 

Reg~ds, 

La~ 

Executive A ssociale Director of Aflfledcs 

Uni~rersi~’ of No~lh Ca ~:4i~m at Chape~ Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 7:44 PM 

Brown, Sharon Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edu> 

l~g: checking numbers 

Pleasure ._ 

From= Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent= Thursday, January 23, 20:14 6:08 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: checking numbers 

Impressive, sir! Thanks for getting them to me. 

Talk to you soon! 

Sharon 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 5:48 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~.[~2.~.~2.~Z.~!.!::@..c..:~.~.~.~::,.> wrote: 

763--54.-.29 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent= Thursday, January 23, 2014 .t1:43 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= checking numbers 

Morning, Anson- 

Trying to finalize copy for the conference brochure, and wanted to make sure that these numbers are reflective of your 

current status: 

record of 743-49-29 
22 national championships 

This was from the bio -wasn’t sure if it had been updated for this past season’s record. 

Thanks in advance for getting back on this. Got to get it to printers by end of day. 

Best, 

Sharon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 23, 2014 9:38 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: Info 

Hey’.!! I am very excited! You sold yourself, I loved every email you sent. Sunil was too smart to ignore them. Congrats my friend! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsa~.com> wrote: 

And?n, 

I ~net for 90 minutes ruth Sunil, Dan Flym~ and Co~nmissioner Dan Gmber ofMLS. I believe fl~ey am all hooked. They have ~ked me back ~mn ne~ week m ~neet 

with several others from both US Soccer m~d MLS. 

Sunil joked telling Dan Garber that he fin~ly w~ted to meet m~ me ~ fl~at you would s~op sending Nm em~ls~ ~ ~ Well done~ 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 
T3 Group 

ttttp://toms~.com 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 9:41 PM, "Do~rance, Albe~ A IV" <anson~emml.unc.edW- wrote: 

Tom, good luck~[~ I ho~ you lmock them dead. Yes, please shaxe with me how it goes~ 

Ser~tjfum ~ ~ ~rizun ~/irele.s:~" 4G L7~’ DROID 

Tom Byer <tom(~:tomsa~.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I fly to NY this evening and will meet Sunil, Dan Flym~e and others from MLS on Thursday afternoon at MLS HQ. Will mail you with thoughts afterwards. 

On an interesting note, my guy at the Chinese FA who I’ve been working very close with just got promoted to the Head of the Women’s Program for the CFA! The plot 
thickens!!!! 

Best Regards 

Tom Bycr 

Director 

T3 Group 

Http:i/tomsan.com 

Sent froln tW iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 9:09 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: Info 

Tom, I hope we hire you as well. What you have done is extraordinary. We could use your help. Please keep me posted. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsa~.com> wrote: 

You opened the door! 

Sunil was very concerned about the Women’s game and asked a lot about Japan Women’s recent success. 

I hope we can do some kind of consulting agreement going tbv~va~. I believe ~fl~ Sm~l a~d G~yber want this. 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 (houp 

Http://tomsan.com 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On Jan 23, 2014, at 9:38 PM, "Do~rance, Albe~ A IV" <anson~emml.unc.edW- wrote: 

Hey[~ I am very excited~ You ~ld your~l£ I loved eveD" emml you ~nt. Sunil was too sma~ to ignore fl~em. Congmts my t~end~ 

Ser~tjfum ~ ~ ~rizun ~/irele.s:~" 4G L7~’ DROID 

Tom Byer <tom~tomsan.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I met tbr 90 minutes with Sunil, Dan Flynn m~d Commissioner Dm~ Garber of MLS. I believe they axe aJl hooked. They have asked me back again next 

week to meet with several others from both US Soccer and MLS. 

Sunil joked telling Dm~ Gaxber that he finaJly wrested to meet with ~ne so that you would stop sending him emails’.! ! ! Well done! 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Http://tomsa~.com 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On Jan 21, 2014, at 9:41 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~em~fil.unc.edu> wrote: 

Torn, good luck!!! I hope you knock them dead. Yes, please share with me how it goes! 

Sentj’~’~m my 1/eriz~ ~’#’e~ess 4G Lit~" DRO1D 

Tom Byer <tom(~tomsan.com> wrote: 

Anson, 

I fly to NY this evening and will meet Sunil, Dan Flynne and others from MLS on Thursday afternoon at MLS HQ. Will mail you with thoughts afterwards. 

On an interesting note, my- guy at the Chinese FA who I’ve been working ver~" close with just got promoted to the Head of the Women’s Program for the CFAt 
The plot thickens!!!! 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 
T3 Group 



Sent from my iPhone 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, .9:09 AM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subjec*: 
From~          7@comcast.net 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema54.unc.edu-~ 
CC: "Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <duca~-@unc.edu> 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
Hopefully you had a nice holiday season! I am reaching out to re-introduce myself and reiterate my interest in the University of North Carolina along 
with letting you know my team’s schedule for the upcomin.q 2014 sprin.q ECNL season. 
I am a multi-year starter for my club team                                   primarily as an outside defender but I also play other positions 
including center and outside midfield. We are the two-time Colorado state champions            ) and were semi-finalists at the Far West 
Regionals in June in Boise ID Since we have been comoeting in the ECNL. 
I attend ~vhere I am a Junior. Academically, I have a 4.10 GPA and I am ranked 8th in 
my class of 400. I am currently a member of the National Honor Society, Spanish National Honor Society and the Fellowship of Christian Athletes. I 
was one of only a few students at my school nominated to participate in the Congressional Youth Leadership Council along with being recognized 
as a honoree by the National Girls & Women in Sports, Douglas County Federation. 
My team,                                    will be competing in the national ECNL events in Fort Worth, Texas (February 21-23, 2014) 
and San Diego, California (April 12-14, 2014). These upcoming events are very important to me because I was unable to play in the last few ECNL 
showcases due to my knee injury back in March. I appreciate soccer even more now and am so excited to demonstrate my talents. Although my 
injury has delayed my recruiting process, I am confident you will see a player with the potential to be an impact player for your program. 
As these events approach, I will let you know our schedule. Hopefully you will get the chance to see me play. 
Below is a video of two of my .qames at the ECN L National Event in Frisco, Texas. The first part of the video is from our game against 
Freestate Soccer Alliance on The second portion of the video is against the Dallas Texans on February 22. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 10:02 AM 

~nc.rr.com> 

Lars Van Da~ ~y~J~oo.com) 

,~)msn.com; duc~c@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Soccer- Transfer Student 

Connect with our club coach (I,ars VanDam) .. I have copied him on this email and the one I sent you yesterday. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From 
Sent: Thursday, 10:45 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Soccer- Transfer Student 

~2)nc.rr.com] 

Hello, 
Thank you for your quick response I would be interested in your club team. I ~w~s just wondering ~vhat would be the next steps? 
Thank you 

> On at 2:00 PM, "Dot~cance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.~c.edu> wrote: 
> 

> 

> 

> Our roster is too deep for this fall of But if you will play on the club in the fall and do well (start) and clear a 3.0 academically for the semester I will invite you out for ottr off season. 
The only route onto our roster right now for the un-recruited player is through our excellent club team and coach. I have copied our club coach on this email. He and I play "noon soccer" 
three day-s a week and he will tell me about your progress/attitude/work ethic etc 
> 

> Would this interest you? 
> 

Oriainal Message ..... 

> From:.                                    ~,,nc.rr.coml 
> Sent: Wednesday 11:11 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Soccer- Transfer Student 
> 

> Hello, 
> My narue is ~nd I am currently corupleting my second year a~ I will be transfet~cing to L~’~’C Chapel Hill in the Fall of as a 
Junior. I ara very interested in playing soccer at UNC Chapel Hill. I have played soccer for over eleven vears, with the last six vears as a player for                          . Most of my 
experience has been in the Defense and Mid positions, but I also have Forward experience. 
> 

> I would like the opportuni~ for evaluation as a potential player for your team, o1 perhaps a practice player on the team. Please let me know the next steps. I look forward to hearing from 
you. ~¥ contact information is listed below-: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1/24/2014 3:29:32 PM 

Tim Gentles [tim@drillboard,com] 

Subject: Accepted: WFA USA Call 

Location: Skype 

Start: 1/27/2014 3:00:00 PM 

End: 1/27/2014 3:30:00 PM 

Show Time As: Busy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 11:37 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

PJ~: Flight for Anson 

You got Lhe best price didn’t you? 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent-" Friday, January 24, 2014 I0:43 AN 
To: Cindi Atwater 
~:c; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Flight for Anson 

Ar’~sotl, 

Se~-’_~ Cindi"s em~dl bel.:_~w. 

From-" Cindi Atwater [mailto:CindiAtwater@anthonytravel.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 1:58 PM 
To: Streett, Shelly 

~:c: Cindi Atwater 
Subject: RE: Flight for Anson 

Hey Shelly, 
If he knows he deS~itely going then you (:~m get tickets ae¥{im~:_~. It’s always b~-:~st to purch~s~-:~ ~-:~ady since b~-A:ter cb~mce of lower fan:_~s b~-:~in~ ~v~ilable. I’m seeing 

thiegs aroued $2,000~00 & up. He would eeed to leave June ~(~ Lo arrive AM of the :~7~h~ If he leaves the US oe the 17th , he would land Lhe next morning after the 

8:30am coefereece start time so looks like the best is depart .lune 15 to arrive Juee iI.7~-h unless he wants to arrive the :[£ti~ in the AM and ~o straight to the 

Just let me know ff you w~m~: m~-:~ t.:_~ look ~: it do~er am’l hold/book ~nythin~ e.:_~w. 
Thanks~ 

~[nd[ Atwater 
Anthony Travel, Inc. 
University of Noah Carolina 
344 Ridge Road Loudermilk Suite 2201 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27515 
Phone: 919-843-5076 Fax: 919-843-5297 
24 Hour Emerqency 800-530-2560 VIT code 87150 
F~: Street, Shelly [~J_~9~_~]g[L~_~_~)~_[~_~P_~_~] 

Se~t: Tuesday, January 2~, 2014 ~:32 PH 
T~: Cindi A~ater 
Subject: Flight for Anson 

Cindi, 

Anson is looking to fly to South Africa in mid-June. When should we start looking at flights? It looks like Johannesburg is the closest airport to the town of 

Bloemfontein, South Africa. The conference begins at 8am on 6/~8/~4 and ends the evening on 6/24/~4. 

Shelly Streett 
Olympic Sports 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Office 919.962.5220 
Fax 919.962A038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 11:43 AM 

Gregg Jacobs < ~gmail.com> 

ItS: follow up re: SportsBoard and UNC Women’s Soccer 

Gregg, 

Call me Sat anytime except the evening .. ©. I look forward to it! 

From: Gregg .lacobs [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 20:14 $1:10 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: follow up re: SportsBoard and UNC Women’s Soccer 

Anson, let’s hop on a call to discuss as this will take too long to explain in writing. What works with your schedule? I croft remember what slots work for you on 

Fridays....;-) 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 7:24 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~:~u({~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

f krK~w rK~thing abot~t the busir~ess world or the true vahJe of what you extet~ded me arK~ my staff, ff it is worth what you ~;ag then I (~o really appredate what you 
have done. And ~ do see (at least ~r~ the recrkdting area AND the summer workout packeL area) va~ue. My strength coach abo IH<es ~t for the summer. He does not 
need ~t for the rest of the year, so can th~s be prorated based on what % of the year we are using it in strength and conditioning? 
So, let me ask you. What are the odds the stock w~l~ ever be worth anything? What has to happen? 
And on the work ethk: thing Tom at~d .Jason wH~ work their ta~s off ~f there ~s a way to get compet~sated. (:hr~s ~s a~so very respot~sibk~. D~no, not so mtK:h. 
~1 the best Gregg, at~d 

F~m: Gregg Jacobs [mailto 
Sent: Friday, 3anua~ 24, 2024 12:17 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Cc= Narilou NcFarlane 
Subject: Fwd: follow up re: Spo~sBoard and UNC Women’s Soccer 
Hi, ~son. 
Ma~lou fox, yarded your email ~ me ~d I am ~ that I am just gethng to this now. I would like to keep this communication ~veen you, Ma~lou m~d me and not 
the res¢ of your s~; assnming yon are good with that also. 
I’ve a~ched a le~er wNch con~ins onr o~r to join onr Advi~ Council. In it you will see that I am grm~ting you 30,000 stock options, the same qum~ti~ that I 
granted to Tom, Dino and Chris comNned. In retrospect, I wish I had encouraged you to split that initial 30,000 stock options 4 ways instead of 3, but I didn’t ~ow 
you ha~tly at all then a~N now, having spent a little time with you in Philly, feel comlb~ble enough to say that; but that’s in the Nsl and I am fine with it, provided we 
get ~me value from Tom and Dmo (Chris has already delivered value). The reason I waist to ma~e sure we get value is because right now these stock options are 
worth about $1.40 each (pre-mx), which represents $14,000 to each of them and $42,000 to you, Granted, these options are not liquid yet, so you can’t sell them; but, 
if we keep executing the way we are, they could EACH ~ worth $5, $10, or even morn, and Dino a~N Tom need to step up tbr this in order to earn them. If Dino 
doesn’t want to or is un-wlling to step up, then we should consider moving them ~ Ja~n and Tom because I really don’t like gMng money away like this when 
work &eir tails offfor the opdons &ey get. 
I hope tNs is not o~nsive to you, but I wa~t you to ~ow how much value I place on my process of granting s~ck options and &e integfi~ I insist on geeing fm~n 
tho~ to whom I grant &em. Ifs ~fious money we’re ~l~ng about, ~d l~iness doesfft dese~7e them. Ifs sigNfica~t money we’re ~l~ng about, and I do~ft grant them 
nom~ally to people who don’t in some way earn them, at the ve~ least by using the so,rare ~ that they can genuinely endor~ it to their peers. 
In this vein, you will ~e that tNs is not a quid pro quo ~ ~u are receMng a significant value in stock opdons in exchm~ge for the items delineated in the le~er. 
Please let me ~ow if you have any qnes¢ions. I look fo~vard to moving fox,yard with you on 
Gmgg 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 

Fonnder/CEO 

SportsBoard 

c: 

f: 415 532 3234 

http:/’,’w~v, s;x~sboard- win~com 

Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 

Follow us on Facebook and Twitter! 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

This e-mail, and any attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) n~aned herein and may contain confidential information, legally privileged 

information and attorney client work product. If yon are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, yon are hereby notified that a~y disse~nination, dis~tribution or copying 

of this e-mail, a~d any attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-mail in error please immediately notify ~ne by e-mail or telephone and 

permm~enfly delete the original and ~y coW of ~y e- mail and printout thereof. Thm~ you for your cooperation with respect to this matter. 

Begin forwarded message: 



Marilou McFarlane 
vP Business Development 

C: 
madlou mcfarlane@spo~sboard-win.com 
www sportsbosrd-win co m 
@SportsBoard #gopaperless #scoutyourway #getwithit 

Begin tbrwa~ded message: 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: follow up re: SportsBoard 
Date: January 23, 2014 11:54:29 AM PST 
To: Marilou McFarlane <marilou.mcfarlane@sportsboard-win.com> 
Cc: "Gatz, Gregory" <ggg@unc.edu>.         ~qsn co ~q" <        ~msn.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, 

~aol.com" <      ~aol.com>, "Jason Sisneros !         @.qmail.com)" <         @.qmail.com>, "Sander, 
Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

I have spoken to Chris Ducat about doing more o1: what SportsBoard can do for our long range recruiting. Honestly, ~ can’t remember one recruit relative ~o another 
~, ~ th Qth especially when we are kx.kms at 8 and., graders. This wi]~ he~p us. We can’t keep ~eav~ng scho]arsMp money on ot~r bench, 

i"he Grey Gatz piece I will ~eave up to h~rn but: ~ do see great potential with the accountability of the summer packet: on each players phone, Your eldest: daughter 

i m pr ore d d ra m a t:~ ca ~ly i n on e yea r a n d wh a t sh e wa s t el]i n g m e is ~t: wa s a corn b~ na t~o n of t h e pa c]~ et a n d p] a V~ ng p~c]~ u p i n Ch a pei H ~ all ~a st su m m er. W e w i~ t r y 

~o model that and obviously ANYONE can game self-reporting but ~]: they do the weight of their consdences rnight kifl them or motivate thern to DO SOMETHING. 

The camp piece has the potendaf to be a revenue producer for Tom and Jason and ~ w~lf ~esve it up to D~no to he~p these two hard workers to N~ the work [:or this~n 

the camp and then reap a~l the benefits. ~ w~l~ ]eave ~t up to D~no to see if Patrick fits into h~s p]ans for staffing and obviously h~s expertise might be able to help get 

the camp side of SportsBoard off the ground for the starving Jason. 

~ haw? no issue making ~nt:roduct~ons but: a~ways rernember t#r~e is my issue Before Idle ~ wouh~ like to be aMe to finish work here before 5 pm to play hod~ey 

Tues/Thurs and get home be[:ore 8 pm M/W/F to be w~th M’Uss. For the last severa~ year as the ernail keep rnountb~g and more and more of my time ~s eaten away 

~ am usually h~ here at work until 7:30 pm or8 pm at ~east two days a week, 

Now, my question ~s cost .., ~s ours a quid pro quo relationship ? If not remember out of the :1.4 member ACC our bt~dget ranked t2t~ ._ get ~t? 

F~m= Narilou NcFarlane [mail~:marilou.mcfarlane@spo~sboard-win.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 23, 20~4 ~0:53 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~¢= Gregg Jacobs 
Subject= follow up re: Spo~Board 

Hi, ~n. G~at ~cing you in PNlly last week and ~]~ng again Tues&y. 

We’re psyched that we got to s~nd time with you and Jason at NSC~ to customize Spo~sBoard to your specific da~ model for recruiting, enabling you to apply a 

more analytical approach to your process. 

As lbllow-up to the items we discus~d: 

- Stren~h & (:on~tioning: Aider you’ve h~] a chance to commm~cate with C~eg Ga’~ that yoffd li[e ~) move aJ]ead with this lbature of SB, I’ll connect &rectly with 

him to sta~ to put your players’ workouts in fl~e cloud a~d allow them to sync their individuaJ program, re~ on their progress ~d acdvitie~ a]l in &eir iPhones, r]l 

include the cost of 1 adNfiona] subscdp~on in your renewal i~woice for Febmao" and ~nd to you separately. 

- C~s: With &e o~iective of generating more revenue ~om your sum[ner camps, we’ll work towa~ts ~ing up fl~e process for generating video an&’or PDb’ evals 

for campers who opt-in for tNs benefit for m~ additional fee. Last year we di~ussed o~fing it up-front on the online regis~a~on tbnn tbr ~a ad&fiona] $50 fee, or just 

applying $50 of the $75 secufiW depsit k~w~d it. Ple&se let me ~ow when you’d like me to follow up witJl Dino, Susaa Tom and/or Jason; it would be great to 

~ow who the m~n point person will ~, or ~-o people. 

I’m glad that you and J~on met our good friend Patrick McGin~s, soccer co~h of new program at Fai~ont S~te, in Phi]ly wit]~ us. He who would love to work at 

your summer camps and is a to~l expe~ on Sp~sBoard. Having him on- site in Chapel Hill will ~ helpful to Jason and Tom, who you envision ma~ng tNs a]l hapNn. 

There are e~mples of camp videos and PDF’s on our website at http:iiwww.spo~sl~)ard-win~com/camps’ 

- In~oduc~ons: Will tbllow up with you sepazately to ask for wa~ introductions to some of your tHends who are the top coaches and ~tministmtors, t?om international 

scale to major US club directors of development.., those you tbel would be in,rested in all that Spo¢tsBoazd offers. A quick email l?om yo& copying me, is all I need 

to Vake the pass and run with it. 

ThaWs ve~ much. Talk to you soon a~ld see you on Febmao, 8~ 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
vP Business Development 

C: 
marilou.mcfarlane@spo~sboard-win corn 
’~tff, e’,,q, spo rtsboa rd-w~ n. co m 
@Spo~sBoard #gopaperless #scoutyou~ay #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 24, 2014 11:48 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu-~ 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu:> 

RE: 2014-15 Rmn Village Housing 

BOYS, 

;kt the last coaches meeting I was told to ask all of our incoming recruits to put "South Campus" on their room request forms and then Beth will assign them. 

Housing will tie them up ~f thev put Carmichael or Avery. Got ~t? 

F~= Ducat, Chris 
Seat= Friday, Janua~ 24, 20~4 ~:36 AM 

To= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Co= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ RE: 20~5 Ram Village Housing 

Thanks 

F~= Sander, Thomas 3 
Seat; Friday, 3anua~ 2% 20~4 ~:33 AH 

To= Ducar, Chris 
$~bject= RE: 20~�~5 Ram Village Housing 

[’w~ already tal]~ed to them. f’ve got it rhan~s. 

--Tom 

F~m: Ducar, Chris 
Sent= Thursday, Januaw 23, 2014 l~:ll AH 

To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: N: 2014-15 Ram Village Housing 

~ know you have done this in the past. if you want me to do it, ~USt float me the names of the g~rls and Ig[ deal with 

Chris 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent: Wednesday, Januaw 22, 2014 5:58 PH 

To: Ducar, Chris 
~c: Ni~er, Beth 
Subject= N: 2014-15 Ram Village Housing 

Chris, 

Can you jump on th~s for Beth? 

F~m: Hiller, Beth 
Sent: Wednesday, Januaw 22, 2014 5:52 PN 
To: Breschi, Joe; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Fedora, H. Larw; ~x, Hike; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; Le~, Jennifer S; 
Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Mann, Jan N.; Headers, Harlis James; Hock, Conrad D Jr; Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, Joseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Shelton, Karen C; 

Somoano, Carlos N; Calder, Andrew G 
~c: Sander, Thomas J; Cairo, Jr., Larw A.; Holliday, Corey L; Williams, Andre; Frederick, Brad; Warner, Stacey Harris; Gwaltney, Clint; S~inbacher, Rick; Ille, Vince; Garth, 
Chris~ Lynn 
Subject: 201¢15 Ram Village Housing 

Coaches, 

As I mentioned at our Head Coaches’ Meeting, please submit to me the names and PlDs of your student-athletes who would like to live in Ram Village next year. 

Also, indicate their year in school as of Fall 2014 and whether they have GIA. There typically are not enough spaces in Ram Village for all who want to live there, so 

please list your students in priority order. If they have roommate choices, let me know that, too. You should submit these names to me by 

Each person will need to complete a paper Housing Form, as well as the onfine housing appfication. Please let me know how many you need and fill send you the 

forms and directions for completing the online application. You must return the completed forms to me by FEBRUANY 20. 

Since we will not have enough allotted spaces in Ram Village, I would recommend that your student-athletes go through the regular student online application 

process and possiMy get an apartment on their own. If they are selected, they will then be guaranteed to live in Ram Village. The sign-up is currently available 

online and the dead[h~e for applying through the regular student process ~s FEBRUARY 13, After the housing office makes assignments, let me know if they were 

successful in obtaining an apartment, as this will determine how our apartment spaces are allocated. 

If you have returning students who would ~ike to live on campus, but not in Ram Village, they should also complete a paper form and the online housing 

application. 

Any questions, or you would like to discuss, just let me know. 

DEADtlNES: 

l. ~ebrua~ iO Names for 8am Village 

2. February ~3 Regular student Ram Village online 

3. February 20 Paper Forms 

Thanks, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 24, 2014 5:12 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: conditioning scores wk 1 

conditioning week 1 2014.:dsx 

Let’s get this i~to the competitive c,~uldron .... lnck~de ever,/week. 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent= Wednesday, January 22, 20:1.4 2:21 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= conditioning scores wk St 

Anson ........ attached are conditioning scores and ranking from last Friday ( 2 x 1,000 yds). 

GG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 24, 2014 5:14 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

; sean patton ( 

; nicole fava (athva,~)uncaa.unc.edu); 

~gmaJl.com); pacman@ uncaa.unc.edu; ~ 

clay weaver (, 

; matt jones 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Gatz, G~egoW <ggg@unc.edu> 

D,V: conditioning scores wk 1 

conditioning week 1 2014.M~ 

Let’s all fight to get to higher and higher levels in everything. I appreciate your ambition to be the best you can be. First compete to be the best on your team and 

this competition will "~ift al~ boats". 

F~m= Ga~, Grego~ 
Sent~ Wednesday, Janua~ 22, 2014 2:21 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Sander, ~omas ~ 
Subject~ conditioning scores wk 1 

Anson ........ attached are conditioning scores and ranking from last Friday ( 2 x ~,000 yds). 

GG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 24, 2014 5:24 PM 

@gmail.com> 

ILE: follow up re: SportsBoard and UNC Women’s Soccer 

OK 

Fron Gregg Jacobs [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, January 24, 2014 12:24 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: follow up re: SportsBoard and UNC Women’s Soccer 

shooting for 11AM EST. 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 9:16 AM, ~                      ,~(~gmail.com> wrote: 

awesome! will do. 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 8:42 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ma.~)n@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Gregg, 

Call me Sat anytime except the evening .... (0, I look forward to it! 

F~om= Gregg Jacobs [mailto:.        _ j@clmail.com] 
Sent= Friday, January 24, 2014 11:1-0 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: follow up re: SportsBoard and UNC Women’s Soccer 

Anson, let’s hop on a call to discnss as this will take too long to explain in writing. What works with yonr schedule? I can’t remember what slots work for ~u on 

Fridays.._;-) 

On Jan 24, 2014, at 7:24 AM, "Do~ance, Albe~ A IV" <m~n~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Gregg, 

I know no[:hing about the business world or the true:, value of what: you extended [T~e a]?d my stall. [f it is worth what yOkE say then I do really a00reciate what: yOkE 

have done. And I do see {at least ~n the recruiting area AND the summer workout packet area) vafue. My strength coach a~so I~kes ~L [:or the summer. He does noL 

need it [:or the rest of the year, so can this be prorated based on what %of the year we are usingit in strength and cond~doning? 

So, let me ask you, What are the odds the stock wil] ever be worth anything~ What has to happen? 

And on t:he work et:h~c thing Tom and Jason w~i work thek ta~is of[ ~f there ~s a way to get: compensated Chris ~s a~so w~ry responsible. D~no, not so much, 

A~I the best £4regg, and don’t spo~l your kid, Matin ~s doing ~t for you (nothing ~s more fun than teasing Mari~ou, BTW)~ 

From= @egg Jacobs [mailto:2 
Sent; Friday, Janua~ 2% 20~4 ~2:~7 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
C¢= Narilou NcFarlane 
Subject= Fwd: follow up re: Spo~sBoard and UNC Women’s Soccer 

Hi, ~son. 

M~lou fo~varded your emil to me and I am ~ that I am just geeing to tNs now. ~ wonld like # keep this communication ~meen yon, M~lou ~d me and not 

the rest of your s~; assmning you ~e good with that ~so. 

I’ve a~ched a le~er wNch contains our offer to j oin our Advi~ry Council. In it yon will see that I am grating yon 30,000 stock options, the same qu~tib- that l 

granted to Tom, Dine and Chris combined. In retrospect, I wish I had encouraged you to split that initi~ 30,000 stock options 4 ways instead of 3, but I didn’t ~ow 

you haNly at aJl then and now, having spent a little time with you in Philly, t~el comIb~able enough to say "that; but that’s in fl~e Nsl and I am fine wi& ik p~wided we 

get ~me value l?om Tom and Dine (Chris has already delivered value). The reason I wm~t to make sure we get value is because right now these s£)ck options aze 

wo~h about $1.40 each (pre-~x), which represents $14,000 to each of them and $42,000 to you, Granted, these options are not liquid yet, so you can’t sell them; but, 

if we keep execufi ng the way we are, fl]ey could EACtt be worth $5, $10, or even more, and Dine and Tom need to step up tbr this in order to earn them. If ~no 

doesn’t want to or is un-wllin~ to step up, then we should consider movin~ thegn ~ Ja~n and Tom because I really don’t like ~ivin~ money away like this when 

work flieir ~ils offfor &e options fliey get. 

I hope tNs is not offensive to you, but I wmit you to ~ow how much v~Jue I place on my process of granting s~ck options and file integfib~ l insist on geeing from 

tho~ to who~n I grant &em. lfs ~fious money we’re talldng about, a~d l~iness doesn’t desewe &em. Ifs sig~fica~t money we’re tal~ng about, and I don’t grant fl~em 

normally to people who don’t in some way earn ~em, at the very least by using the so,rare ~ that fl]ey can genuinely endor~ it to their peers. 

In this vein, you will ~e that tNs is not a quid pm quo as you aze receiving a significant value in stock options in exch~ge for the items delineated in the le~er. 

Please let me ~ow if you have any questions. I look fo~-ard to moving fonvazd wi~ you on tNs. 

~gg 

Best regards, 

Gregg Jacobs 

Founder/CEO 

Spo~lsBoard 

c: 

f: 415 532 3234 

http://’ww~,,sportsboard-win.com 

Mobile Player Assessment Solutions 



Follow us on Facebook mad Twitter! 

NOTICE OF CONFIDENTIALITY: 

Tiffs e-mail, and m~y attachments thereto, is intended only for use by the addressee(s) named herein and may contain confidenfiaJ information, legaJly privileged 

information and attorney client work product. If you are not the intended recipient of this e-mail, you are hereby notified that a:ny dissemination, dis~tribution or copying 

of this e-mail, m~d any attachments thereto, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this e-tnail in en~r please immediately notify me by e-tnail or telephone and 

permanently delete the original mid any copy of any e- tnail and printout thereof. Thank yon for your cooperation ruth respect to tiffs matter. 

Begin forwaMed message: 

Marilou McFarlane 
vP Business Development 

C: 415.272.2468 
m &~jJ_9_u:___m_~_f_a__L!__a_n_~ @.__s_p__9_A &_b__o__a___r__d_:::_%’_,:_~ &L~ 

@SporLsBoard #gopsperless #seoutyourway #getwithit 

Begin ~bm’aMed message: 

F rom: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <._a____q__s__9____n__@_e_____m____aj_[:__u___0___c__:__e____d___u__> 
Subject: RE: follow up re: SportsBoard 
Date: January 23, 2014 11:54:29 AM PST 
To: Marilou McFarlane <marilou.mcfarlane@sportsboard-win.com> 

" < > Cc: "Gatz, Gregory gg.q@unc.edu , @msn.com" ~sn co ~>, "Ducat, Chris" <ducar@unc~edu>, 
@__a_._o_[:..c_.o._..m."       ~__a_._o_[:..c_.o._..m.>, "Jason Sisneros !         ~g_!~_a_![:_c_._o_._m.)" <~        !_@g___m___a_j[:__c____o____m__>, "Sander, 

~ nomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

I have spoken Lo Chris Ducat about doing more of what SportsBoard can do [or our long rang,:_~ recruiting. Honesdy., I can"t remember one re(:rtnt relatiw:_~ to anoLher 
> t~ ~ th especially when we are looking at 8~ and 9 graders. This will help us. We can’t keep leaving scholarship money on our bench. 

The Grey Gatz piece I will leave up to him but I do see great potential with the accountability of the summer packet on each players phone. Your eldest daughter 

improved dramatically in one year and what she was telling me is it was a combination of the packet and playing pickup in Chapel Hill MI last summer. We will try 

to model that and obviously ANYONE can game self-.reporting but if they do d~e weight of their consciences might kill ~:hem or motivate th~-_~m to DO SOM t!rHING. 

The camp piec,:_~ has the po~:ential to be a r,-_~venue producer [or Torn and Jas.:_~n and I will leave it up to Dmo ~:o help these two hard workers to all the work for this it~ 

the camp and then reap all the benefits. I will leave it up to Dino Lo see if Patrid( fits into his plans for staffing and obvbus~y h~s expertise might be able to help get 

the camp side of SportsBoard off the ground for the starving Jason. 

~ have no issue makh~g h~troduct~ons but a~wavs remember thee is my issue. Before I d~e ~ wou~d ~ike to be aMe to finish work here before 6 pm to p~ay hockey 

TuesiThurs and get home before 5 pm MiWiF ~:o be w~th M’Uss. For the las~: severn year as the emMI keep mounl:b~g and more and more o[ my time ~s eaten away 

~ am usually in here at work unl:~l 7:2¢0 pm or 8 pm at least two days a week. 

Now, rny question ~s coal _. ~s ours a quid pro quo rebdonship? If noL remember out of the 14 member ACC our budget ranked $2th ._ get iL? 

F~m= Narilou NcFarlane [mailto:marilou.mcfarlane@spo~sboard-win,com] 
Sent= Thursday, ~anua~ 23, 20~4 10:53 AN 
Te; Dorrance, Nbe~ A N 
C¢= @egg ~acobs 
Subject= follow up re: Spo~Board 

Hi, An~m. Great ~eing you in PNlly last week a~d ~JkJng agmn Tues&y. 

We’re psyched that we got to s~nd time with you and Jason at NSCAA to customize SportsBoaM to your specific da~ model tbr recruiting, enabling you to apply a 

more m~al~ical approach to your process. 

As follow-up to the items we discus~d: 

- S~ength & Con~o~g: ~er ?~u’ve had a chance to commmficate with ~g Ga~ that ~ffd like ~ move ~J~ead with this [~a~re of SB, I’ll co~ect direc@ with 

him to sm~l to put your players’ workouts in the cloud m~d allow thegn to sync their inNvidu~ program, re~ on their progress a~d acfivitie~ aJl in &eir iPhones, rll 

inclnde the cost of 1 adNfional subscfip~on in your renewal invoice for Febmao~ and ~nd to you separately. 

- C~ps: With ~e objective of generating more revenue from your summer cmnps, we’ll work towaMs ~ing up the process for generating video and’or PDF evals 

for campers who opt-in for tNs benefit for an additional fee. L~t year we N~ussed o~fing it rip- front on the online regisEafion fo~ for m~ ad&donal $50 fee, or just 

applying $50 of the $75 secufib~ depsit #ward it. Please let me ~ow when you’d like me to follow np with Dino, Susm~ Tom an~or Jason; it would be great to 

know who the main point person will ~, or two people. 

I’m glad "that you and J&son met our good t~end Patrick Mc(~n~s, soccer co~h of new program at Fainnont S~te, in Phflly wi& us. He who would love to work at 

your summer canps a~d is a to~l expect on S~sBoard. tlaving him on-site in Chapel Hill will ~ helpt~l to J~on and Tom, who you envision making this aJl hap~n. 

There are e~mples of camp videos and PDF’s on our website at httg/,’~,w.spo~ls&~aM-win.com/cam#s,’ 

- lnEoducflons: Will tNlow up with you sepazately to ask for warm introductions to some of your f~ends who am &e top coaches and administrators, from intemationaJ 

scale to major US club directors of development.., those you feel would be interested in all that Spo~sBoazd o~rs. A quick email from you, copying me, is all I need 



to take "the pass and mn with it. 

Thanks very much. Talk to you soon aa~d see you on Februa~ 8! 

ML 

Marilou McFarlane 
VP Business Development 

C: 415.272.2468 

rr, l a r i l o u m c fu" r I a n e ~ s po !is be u" rd-wi n. c o m 

w~x¢~/spo risboa rd.-wi n co m 

@Spo~sBoard #gopaperless #scoutyou~ay #getwithit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 24, 2014 5:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Housing for Fi~t Yeast Students 

From: Miller, Beth 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 4:11 PM 
To; Breschi, Joe; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Fedora, H. Larry; Fox, Mike; Galvin, Derek P; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; Levy, Jennifer S; Lynch, Nadia 
Suzanne; Mann, Jan M.; Meaders, HaNs James; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Somoano, Carlos M; Calder, 
Andrew G 
l:::c: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Garth, Christy Lynn; Sander, Thomas J; Ille, Vince; Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject-" Housing for First Year Students 

Coaches, 

I wanted to follow-up our brief discussion at the last coaches’ meeting regarding housing for incoming first-year student-athletes. 

All incoming first-year students must submit their housing application online, through the regular process. For residence hall choice, they should put any south 

campus hall, so they can continue the application. I will assign them to an athletic space based on your recommendatkthis would include mid-campus, such 

as Carmichael, Avery and Parker. Please send me a list of your incoming first-year students with PID numbers, as soon as possible, and I will send those names to 

the housing office. They will "flag" their online applications and not assign these students to a residence hall room, so I can place them. If you don’t have all of 

your first-years confirmed, send me the ones you have and add others later. 

Also, if you have roommate choices, please list those and the preferred residence halls, so I will have them before making assignments. 

Any questions, just let me know. 

Thanks, 

~Beth 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 2:54 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: Guide to NCAA Rules aaad Regulations 

From: Bubba Cunningham [mailto:ncaacompliance@unc.edu] 

Sent; Friday, January 24, 2014 6:02 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations 

.u_.~_~_t_ h_!s__![ n_~__t_o_ _v_i .e_w__a__~# b__v_e__r s_jg.L!_.o_t _t_b .e__e_~.~[[ 

image 

...... removed by 

sender. 

On behalf of University of North Carolina student-athletes, coaches, and staff, I want to thank you for your 
continued interest in the Department of Athletics. The support of loyal alumni and friends is a cornerstone to our 
success. 

Below you will find a link to our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations for Alumni and Friends of Carolina 
Athletics. This brochure has been developed to inform you of certain guidelines that affect your involvement with 

prospective and current student-athletes. It is important to understand the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA), Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) and University rules by which we at~ governed. As a 
member of the NCAA and ACC, we are not only responsible for the actions of our coaches, staff and student- 
athletes but also our alumni and fans. Regardless of the intentions, any violation of these rules can result in 
serious consequences for our program and those associated with iL 
As the Department of Athletics strives for academic and athletic excellence, we must always seek the highest 
standard of ethical conduct. With your help and cooperation in adhering to NCAA and ACC rules and regulations, 
we are confident we can accomplish both of these objectives. Please contact the Athletic Compliance Office 
directly at (919) 962-6000 or [!_c__’_a___a_~£E~_R[[’_a___n_~__e_@__u__r_Lc__~#__d__u_. with ANY questions you may have. 
Thank you for your continued interest and support of the University of North Carolina. 
To view our Guide to NCAA Rules and Regulations, please click here. 
Bubba Cunningham 
Athletic Director 
University of North Carolina 

Please do not reply to this email Questions or comments may be sent to: ncaacompliance~unc edu 

Use this link to modify your profile or to unsubscribe 

Folward to a Friend 

Image 
removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 2:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Youhe invited - IMG Cup Gifts College Showcase 

From: Baehr, Matthew [mailto: Matthew.Baehr@imgworld.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 7:5:t PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; You’re invited - IMG Cup Girls College Showcase 



Click 
!~_e_!_e_" if yon don’t wish to receive these messages in the furore. 































From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 2:58 PM 

Debbi Clarke~ ~gmail.com> 

ILE: tha~nk you 

My pleasure, I enjoyed it myselI~ 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Debbi Clarke [mailto: 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 8:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: thank you 

@gmail.com] 

Dear Coach Dorrance, Thank you for coming to the Working Group meeting today. Your participation in the conversation was extremely helpful. I look forward to ;vorking with you as we 
continue to move forward 

All my best, 

Debbi Clarke 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 



2014 OFF SEASON CALENDAR 
SUN MON 

26 

26 

2? 

Treatments 7:00 am 

EHAUS 8:00 - 9:15 

BARCA, TECH, FB SPRNTS 

TM WTS 9:30 am 

TUES 

28 

Treatments 7:00 am 

EHAUS 8:00 - 9:15 

BARCA, TECH, FB SPRNTS 

WED THURS 

1/25/2014 

SAT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 3:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: 4 Things ’][’he NCAA Eligibility Center Needs Frotn Every Student Athlete 

From: Coach Taylor [mailto: recruiting@ncsasports.org] 

Sent; Sunday, January 26, 2014 1:24 AH 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 

Subject; 4 Things The NCAA Eligibility Center Needs From Every Student Athlete 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online¯ 

Image removed by sender. 

4. Things The NCAA Eligibility Center 

Needs From Every Student Athlete 

Image removed by 

sender. 
The NCAA Eligibility Center (formerly called the NCAA 

Clearinghouse) checks every athlete who want to play 

sports in college to make sure they’re eligible (except 

at the NAIA and junior college levels). If they don’t pass 

you, you don’t play. So making sure you’re set with 

them is a key first step for anybody who wants to get 

recruited. 

Coach Communications: 

Questions 

% Image removed by 

..... sender 

Payment for Players 

.~i Image removed by sender 

DON’T BE A FAMILY THAT THROWS 
Secrets To Getting THINGS IN THE WALL IN RECRUITING 

A College Scholarship 

Image removed by sender. 

Wednesday, January 22rid at 7pm 

(central) 

Join recruiting expert and former 

collegiate athlete, Cecil Martin, to learn 

howto get recruited, earn a college 

scholarship, and be seen by college 

coaches 

AND HOPE THEY STICK! 

ii~ii Image removed by 

..... sender. 

I had a hard hitting conversation about the college 

recruiting process with a man who has seen 

families struggle to understand the process. 

Paul Stolzer is the founder of New Wave Lacrosse 

in the Chicago area. He is Head Coach of the U19 

Elite Travel team and has 40 years as a player or 

coach in lacrosse. He started playing when he 

was five and was a NCAA All American at Fairleigh 

Dickinson. His insights are lacrosse-specific, but 

parents and athletes in all sports can take some 

things away. 



removed by removed by ..... removed by 
sender, sender, sender 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 5:14 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu"~ 

l~g: Flight for Anson 

Maybe we should book with that price you got! 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 9:36 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Flight for Anson 

Do you want to book now or wait? That was why I sent you Cindi’s emaik 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 20:t4 J.l:37 AN 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: RE: Flight for Anson 

You got l:he best prk:e didn’t you? 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: Cindi Atwater 

Co: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Flight for Anson 

See Cindi’s email below. 

From: Cindi Atwater [mailto:CindiAtwater(~anthonytravel.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 ~:58 PM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Cc: Cindi Atwater 
Subject: RE: Flight for Anson 
Hey Shelly, 

It: he knows be definitely going U~en you can ge~ ticke~s anytime. It’s always bes~ to purchase early since better chance of lower fares being available. I’m seeing 

tbing~ ~round .~2,000~00 & up. He wou~d need to ~eave June I6th [o arrive AM of the ~[Tth~ ~f he ~e~ves the US on the :[7th , he would land the ne~t mornh~g after the 

8:30am conference star~: time so k)oks ~i~e the best ~s depart: June 1~ to ~dve June ~ 7th unless he wants to arrive [he ].~]th ~n the AM at~d go straight to the 

conference. 

JusL leL ~T~e know [f you w~Rt me Lo look at iL closer and hok~/book anytNng now. 

Thanks! 

Cindi Atwater 
Anthony Travel, Inc. 
University of Nodh Carolina 
344 Ridge Road Loudermilk Suite 2201 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27515 
Phone: 919-843-5076 Fax: 919-843-5297 
24 Hour Emergency 800-530-2560 VlT code $715C 
F~m= Street, Shelly [ma[Ito:sjgreen@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, January 2~, 2014 ~:32 PN 
To= CinN A~ater 
Subjeet= Flight Br Anson 

C[ndi, 

Anson is looking to fly to South Africa in mid-June. When should we start looking at flights? It looks like Johannesburg is the closest airport to the town of 

Bloemfontein, South Africa. The conference begins at 8am on 6/18/14 and ends the evening on 6/24/14. 

Shelly Streett 
Olympic Sports 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 

Office 919.962.5220 
Fax 9] 9.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 5:14 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Player Lounge and Locker Room Seating 

From: DreamSeat [mailto: colleges=dreamseat.com@mai1172.at12:t.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of DreamSeat 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 20:t4 9:54 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Player Lounge and Locker Room Seating 
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DREAMSEAT VIDEOS SECTION ×ZIPIT FURNISHINGS XZiPIT LOGO PANELS CONTACT 

PRIDE OF YOUR SCHOOL Our 
XZipit customizaNe team furniture makes a perfect fit for any new or renovatedi fINI 

Image 

removed by- 
facility. Whether you are designing a new facility or simply upgrading your existing, 

sender 
look no further! We offer a full line customizable seating with an option for every 

DreamSeat 
room. 

Collegiate 
Choose from an entire luxury line of furnishings including sofas, recliners, bar stools, 

Furrfiture 
office chairs and more! Available in various styles and color options school pride 

never looked so good! 

Click for more info 

XZIPIT TABLE COLLECTIONS 
The perfect compliment any one of our furnishings - 

DreamSeat offers a wvide array of end, coffee and 

pub tables. All customizable with your any logo - ask 

about our FlipTop Table option for a brand new look all 

in itself! 

Click for more irlfo 
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DreamSeat 

Clearance, 

Join the many universities and professional sports teams 

that choose XZipit furnishings Unzip your schools 

potential! 

631,656.1066 I DreamSeat.com 
~o![~_cLes~ctE~# m se~ c~ m 

l 
[~.. Image 
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Dr~mSeat 

Panel options 

Z~IPIT PANELS 
With the patented XZipit panel system you’ll be able to 

customize your seating and give it a whole new look in 

seconds! Ask About our NEW Personalization Options - 

Great for fundraising and donor programs! 

_c_!i_c_.k___~.o__r__~_.o__r e__j_r_~L ~ 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 5:17 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Leadership Academy: Rising Sta~s (Monday, 1,/27/14) 

Voice is getting worse ._. But I witl be there! 

Frem: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent; Monday, January 27, 20:[4 :[0:47 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ]V; Carla Overbeck 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Rising Stars (Monday, :[/27/:[4) 
Importance-" High 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent-" Thursday, January 23, 20:[4 9:25 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Carla Overbeck’ 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Rising Stars (Monday, :[/27/:[4-) 

Anson & Carla - Monday is your J.Oth engagement with the Rising Stars Program! I will forward the talking points in another email. Again, the general topic is the 

impact, foundation, and evolution of Carla’s vocal leadership. 

Please let us know if we can provide any special snacks or beverages to have on hand for you. We are still working on the beef bourguignon which Anson 

requested last year. We will have mini burdtos, chips, and salsa for the student-athletes -which you are welcome to partake. 

When: Monday, January 27, 2014 (6:45-8:00pm) 

Where: Concourse Club, Loudermilk Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 5:21 PM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

EW: Youth Soccer Insider: ’Say it carefully, quickly, clearly’ (Q&A with Doug Lemov, Pm~ 2) 

This is good!! 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Monday, January 27, 2014 11:05 AM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject-" Youth Soccer Insider: ’Say it carefully, quickly, clearly’ (Q&A with Doug Lemov, Par~ 2) 
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tweet This ~hare Thi 

’Say it carefully, quickly, clearly’ (Q&A with Doug 
Lemov, Part 2) 
Interview by Mike Woitalla 

Doug Lemov, the author of "Teach Like a Champion," one of the best-selling teaching books in the USA, 

has been working with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve coaching through better teaching. In Part 2 

of our interview with Lemov we asked him for advice how to get a group of chatty, fidgety youngsters to 

pay attention for a few seconds. 

iNilmage 

removed by 
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SOCCER AMERICA: I think youth coaches in general tend to lecture too much. But to get 

youngsters to pay attention for even a brief time is one of our biggest challenges, What’s your 

advice for effective communication? 

DOUG LEMOV: Here are five steps I shared with some elite coaches at a recent training with U.S. 

Soccer: 

iNilmage 

....... removed by 

sender¯ 

1) Start with Discipline 

I define discipline as teaching students the right way to do something. Never mind living in a place where attentiveness is the 

expectation, it’s a huge assumption that someone in kids’ lives has sat them down and showed them/~vto pay attention. 

So start there. Bring your players in and say: ’We’re going to have a lot of fun and get better this season. And in order for me 

to help you get as good as you can be, I need to be able to explain things to you. I need to do it quickly with everyone 

listening so we can get back to playing as fast as we can. 

"So when I say ’bring it in’ I want to see you like this: Standing around me in a semi-circle with your eyes on me, your hands 

at your side and the soccer ball behind you and not at your feet. Let’s practice that right now." 

it’s just like learning a Cruyff Turn. You see what it looks like, then you practice it. ideally everyday. The only thing I’d add is 

that you, the coach, must have economy of language. Say it as carefully and quickly and clearly as you can. And then stop 

talking and get them back to playing. When you’t~ not sure of what you want to say, throwing more words at the problem 

doesn’t clarify or explain anything. It just makes it worse. 

2) Be Seen Looking 

Next reinforce your listening expectations by Being Seen Looking. One of the most common causes of students not paying 

attention is adults not showing that they are looking to see who’s paying attention. That they care and notice. So if you call 

your players over like in the example above, don’t say "OK, guys, let’s bring it in" and then look down at your clipboard. 

Say "OK, guys, let’s bring it in" and scan the group to show you’re looking to see who’s ready, who’s attentive, who wants to 

learn. Crane your neck a little as if you really need to see who’s attentive. Do it quickly, in less than a second, but what you’re 

doing is saying, "1 notice and I care whether you pay attention." You can even narrate your looking back to them verybtiefly 

"Good. Camilla’s locked in and ready to get better. Ball behind you please, Sara. OK, let’s go." I suggest you drop your voice 



and get quieter and slower as you do this. A little eye contact helps too. 

3) Use the Self-interrupt 

In "Teach Like a Champion" I talk about the skill of Str~)ng Voice - the ability to command a room. Great teachers, who can 

wander into the valley of the lunchroom on the day befor~ Halloween and bring it to order do something I call "Do Not Talk 

Over." If they’re talking and the expectation is that a group of students should be listening, they are very careful not to talk over 

a student. 

If you do, you are saying "Hey, that’s cool. You’re talking while I’m talking to the group and I’m good with that." So instead of 

doing that, do a self-interrupt, which is, stop talking very briefly at a very noticeable place if someone starts talking or fooling 

around while you’re addressing the team. 

ideally you’d break in the middle of a word. This makes the break obvious. If you put your hands behind your back and hold 

still very briefly and then start again you send the message very quickly and lecture-free that you expect attention. Self- 

interrupt is a skill we work on (and practice!) in our trainings and it really helps to see it in action (just reading about it is a bit 

like trying to learn a scissors kick by just reading about it). So her~’s a clip from my blog with an example of a teacher doing 

both Be Seen Lookinq and a Self-interrupt. 

4) Reinforce with Non-Verbal Interventions 
if kids are still not getting it, redirect them with a non-verbal r~minder while you’re still teaching. That is, use a gesture to tell 

them they need to put their ball down; their eyes need to be on you, etc. Check out how this amazing teacher makes a 10 or 

more non-verbal interventions in her classroom while she’s still teaching. This keeps the corrections from breaking and slowing 

down her teaching, which would only result in more off-task kids. 

5) Positive Group Corrections ... Early 

If you’re still not getting attention make a Positive Group Correction. That means. 1) Describe the solution ("Something like: ’1 

need eyes on me and voices off." 2) Offer it to the whole group without naming names but 3) Establish eye contact with 

specific kids who are off task. Do this early (!) - as soon as you have the sense that kids are perhaps testing you or really 

inattentive and not picking up your other signals. Hit distracting behavior early before you get angry. If you’re mad, we tell our 

teachers, it means you waited too long to correct. 

Bonus 6th step: 

If you’re still not getting a player’s attention, release the group to practice but ask him to stay for a second. Then as privately 

as you can describe what you need him to do and why: "Jason, my job is to help everyone on this team get better. Including 

you. And I can’t do that for you and I can’t do it for your teammates unless you do a better job of not talking when I’m talking 

and giving me your full attention. I’m telling you this now so you can fix it right away." 

(In Part 3 of our interview Doug Lemov will address our concems about coachit~g education clinics.) 

Read Part 1 of our interview with Lemov, "What Teachers can Teach Coaches," HERE. 

(Doug Lef~.~v is the author of "Teach Like a Champion: 49 Techniques that Put Students on the Path to College, "a study of 

teachers who get exceptional results in high-poverty schools. He’s also co-author with Erica Woolway and Katie Yezzi of 

"Practice Perfect: 42 Rules for Getting Better at Getting Better," a study of the art of practicing. His books have been 

translated into nine languages and he works with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve coaching through better teaching. He 

blogs at teachlikeachampion.com.) 

(Mike Woitalla, the executive editor of Soccer America, is co-author, with Tim Mulqueen, of The Complete Soccer Goalkeeper 

and co-author with Claudio Reyna of More Than Goals: The Journey from Backyard Games to World Cup Competition. 

Woitalla’s youth soccer articles ate atchived at YouthSoccerFun.com. Woitalla coaches youth soccer in Northern California at 

East Bay United/Bay Oaks.) 

Soccer America on Twitter: Follow Soccer America I Mike Woitalla 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider blo.q. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Monday, Jan. 27, 2014 

FEEDBAI:;K: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation£’~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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i~{{.I KE SLIVE 

COMMISSIONER 

January 24, 2014 

Sharon Cessna 
Director, Championships and Alliances 

National Collegiate Athletic Association 

P.O. Box 6222 
Indianapolis, 1N 46206 

Dear Sharon: 

(Advanced Via Electronic Mail) 

Following your teleconference with the SEC’s Women’s Soccer Coaches, I was asked to provide 

some observations and recommendations on the current RP~ calculation for consideration by 

the Division I Women’s Soccer Committee during their January 2014 meeting. 

We appreciate the time and service the Committee provides in support of women’s soccer and 

the NCAA Division I Championship. From my tenure as a member of the Division I Men’s 

Basketball Committee, I know the time committed to NCAA championships by Committee 

members is significant and we are thankful for your participation. 

During the meeting, our coaches identified interest in reducing the number of Conference 
matches played each season. As a Conference, we have traditionally sought to maximize the 

number of contests played among our members and the interest expressed in reducing 

Conference play resulted in significant discussion. The basis for this request is associated with 

the current RPI formula, which has been presented to me as including the following metrics: 

1. Elimination of a bonus/penalty structure for contests played between conference 

members; and 

2. A "strength-of-schedule" calculation, which provides for "weighting" of matches that 
results in coaches seeking to play teams deemed "not as strong as their records." 

As explained during our meeting, the strength-of-schedule component is computed using an 

actual weight of 80% for a team’s winning percentage. As you explained to our coaches, the 

bonus/penalty structure appears to have been created to incentivize scheduling quaiRy non- 

conference matches, with the intent of "leveling the playing field" by not providing an inherent 

strength*of-schedule advantage to stronger conferences. The weighting for winning 

percentage now provides motivation to schedule non-conference teams with high winning 

percentages without regard to the quality of the non-conference teams’ opponents. 
Conversely, playing additional games within a conference reduces the conference unit’s overall 

strength-of-schedule due to the lack of similar weighting benefits. 



Sharon Cessna 
January 24, 2014 
Page Two 

The SEC’s coaches are concerned the current RPI calculation appears to prioritize playing and 

winning games against non-conference opponents as compared to playing and winning games 

against conference opponents. The result for strong women’s soccer conferences like the SEC, 

is the apparently unintended consequence of a "penalty" for playing a greater number of 

conference matches. 

If Criteria 2 factors an actual weight of 50% and a round robin conference schedule computes to 

a .500 winning percentage, the conference schedule is going to trend Criteria 2 towards the 

mean. The percentage of conference matches played in a team’s overall schedule will then 

become a very important factor in a team’s opponents’ win percentage. Coupling the current 

stren~h-of-schedule weighting with removal of bonus points foe quality wins within a 

conference results in contests between conference opponents being reduced as teams seek to 

manage their RPI in hopes of accessing the NCAA tournament. 

We seek the Committee’s action to adjust the current RPI calculation to return the 

bonus/penalty structure to its original format, which treats equally the weighting of all matches 

played without regard to conference affiliation. 

Having served as the Chair of the Men’s Basketball Committee, I am keenly aware of the RPI 

and how it’s structured to quantitatively provide a picture of a team’s season. ~ also 

understand the RP[ is only one of the factors reviewed during the selection process. However, 

the current structure can be improved to balance the interests of conferences seeking to 

increase the excitement of competition among conference members. 

Thank you for your attention to this important issue. You are welcome to contact me or Leslie 

Claybrook should you need additional information on our perspective. 

co: SEC Women’s Soccer Coaches 

SEC Senior Woman Administrators 

Selected SEC staff 

MLS/gs 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, January 27, 2014 5:33 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Reminder: Career Fair TOMORROW! 

careerfair2014.pdf 

From: Gelin, Dana E 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 12:47 PM 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches; Davis, Hubert Ira _It; Sander, Thomas J 

�2¢: Lane, Cricket 

Subject: Reminder: Career Fair TOMORROW! 

Coaches, 

Please encourage your student-athletes to attend the Student-Athlete Career Fair tomorrow (Tuesday) evening from 6:30-8 p.m on the 3rd floor at Loudermilk. We have a great 

group of companies coming, all of which want to target student-athletes for jobs and internships. 

, Crucial opportunity for juniors and seniors who are job/internship hunting 

, Great networking practice for all, provided in a casual, convenient setting 

Dress is casual and they are welcome to drop in at any time during the 90-minute event. If you have any questions, please let me know. 

Best, 

Dana 

Dana Gelin ¯ University of North Carolina 



6:30-8 n.m. 

Open to all years, Casual dress 
Attending: 

Milwaukee Tool, Wells Fargo, Select Group, 
Southern Teachers Agency, Teach for America, 

Stanley Black & Decker, Norfolk Southern, Stryker, 
Raleigh Police, UNC Master of Accounting Pro- 

gram, Oracle, Southtech Orthopedics, The Rams 
Club, Dixon Hughes Goodman LLP, University 

Career Services, Northwestern Mutual, 
E&J Gallo Winery 

questions: Dana Gef!. [dgei|n@unc.edu, 962-0083) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 5:37 PM 

Bret Pedigo <Bre@mortgagechoiceinc.com> 

Jason Sisneros          ,~@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: A request from a Chatham Counb’ women’s soccer coach 

(@msn.com; duca~@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.co~n; 

I wilt send this to our Leadership Council 

From: Bret Pedigo [mailto:Bret@mortgagechoiceinc.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 2:16 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: RE: A request from a Chatham County women’s soccer coach 

"i’om~ Anson, 

I hope this e~’r~ail fi~xts you bo[:h weN, 

Last summer we bied to get one or two of your players down for a camp and it didn’t work out ~ think because of ODP or other things itl Greensboro that came up 

(wMch was no big deal, ~ reaNy, reaNv appreciate the prayer trying to work ~t 

[ was hoping ~ could respectfully ask if any of your prayers would be interested ~n coming down to Moncure (about a 25 n~inute drive from Chapel H~H) and ta[Mng 

to my rnMdh~ school g~rls team about: t:he compet:~tw~ caukkon. [ put in a troy part: or t:hat in last: year, and this year we wH[ be do~ng ~t ~n a much b~gger way 

(although certainly much more Nmited than what you aN do}. 

We are [:ortunate that despite beb~g very srnat[ (25 g~rls b~ 7-8 grades) we have had success. We have some great tatent and athletes d~at have been playing skate 

d~ey were young, a few o[: whom nl~ght have a chance to pray in coNege if they contkme to knprove. [ want to give them d~e best chance to be successful ~[: d~ey do 

choose that route and I tMnk your method of fostering competition is exceNenL 

My middle school girls soccer team starts practice on geb. 19 and obviously anytime between then and eady May would work. And as always it’s no big deal e~ther 

way, but t wanted to at: least: ask. 

Fh~aNy, just a no~e of my gratitude [:or air you aH do for women’s soccer. My girls aH aspire to one day be Tarheels and as a feNow UNC grad {90), that is very cool 

Bes~ regards, 

Bret 

Bret Pedigo 
Office: 919-655-0330 
Cell: 
Fax: 919-655-0335 
Also find me. en "[V~i~t~.~r @bdpedigo 
Mnkedh~: h~tp://t~.linkedin.cotNpublbret-ped~gd39/a35/29bl 

ThLs m~.~ssa.ge. (inchxling any at~ashmentS) i.s cenfidential and may be pfivNeged. If you haw~ received it by mistake pleaae net]l# ~he aender by return e-mail and delete this 
message from your" syslem. Any unaulhodzed t~se or dissemination of tMs message ~n whole or in pa~t ~s strictly prohibited. 
P~ease note that e-mails are suscep~iMe ~o change. Mortgage Choice Nm sha~ not be NaMe for the improper or ~ncomplete transmission of ~he h~forrna~ion contained h~ ~h~s 
communication net ~et any de~ay in its receipt or damage te your system. Mortgage Chok:e H~c. does net guarantee l:ha~ the integrity of ~h~s sommunicatien has been 

ma~nla~ned, nor that 1he above cornrnun~cation ~s free of v~nJses, ~nterceptions or ~nlederence. 

F~m= Sander, Thomas J [.~_¢~92RCg_~?~_t?_@~_~G_¢g_~] 

Sent= Tuesday, July 02, 2013 3:42 PN 
Te~ Bret Pedigo 
8u~ject~ ~E: A request from a Chatham CounN women’s soccer coach 

Brett, 

We have a camp [rom July ~.O-g.4 and our pres;eason starts Aug 7 ’, so our options are pret~:y Nmited. ~ have at leasd: one ph~yer who has~ offered to come down on the 

9 i and she may be aMe to bringa few teammates with her. When and where exactly do they need to be? 

-Tom 

F~m= Bret Pedigo [mailto:Bret@mo~¢gagechoiceJnc.com] 
Sent~ Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:47 PN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Sander, ~omas ~ 
Subject~ RE: A request from a Chatham CounN women’s soccer coach 
Thank you both! 

Bret 

Bret Pedigo 
St. Loan Officer 
Mo~t.gage Choice Inc. 
NMLS #99872 
Office: 919.655-0330 
Cell: 
Fax: 919~55-0335 
Aiso find me on Twitter @bdpedigo 



This message (including any attachments) is confidential and may be privileged, If you have received it by mistake please notify 1he sender by return e-mN~ and delete this 
message from your system, Any unauthorized use or d~ssem~nation of ~h~s message ~n who~e or in part ~s stdefly proMbited, 
P~ease note that e-mails are suseep[iMe ~o change, Mortgage Choice hm sha~ not be HaMe for the ~mproper or ~ncompiete transmission of ~he ~nforma[ion contained ~n ~h~s 
communicat~en nor for any de~ay ~n ~ts fese~pt er darnage to yeuf sys[e[[~, Mot[gage Chek~e ~ [~c i (~)~}~ not guarantee thai the mtegdty ef ~h~s sommunication has been 

ma~nla~ned, nor that 1he above communication ~s free of v~ruses, ~nterceptions or ~nlederence~ 

SeBt= Thursday, June 27, 2053 2:22 PN 
To= Bret Pedigo; Sander, Thomas 3 
$~bjest; Re: A request from a Chatham Coun~ women’s soccer coach 

Bret, I will copy To~n on tl~s m~d see who is available~ Good luck~ 
Se~a./~om ~ ~ t’r~zo~ gTireles~" #G L/W I)ROID 

Bret Pedigo <Bret(?~)mortgagechoiceinc.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I know this email comes from out of the blue and I’m sure you get plenty of these so I apologize in advance. I’m a girls middle school soccer coach in Chatham 

County and I coach a Chatham Soccer League girls travel team. 

I am also a UNC grad (1990) and a big fan of UNC Women’s Soccer. I have tried to use many of the philosophies and drills from your book in my training, especially 

the idea of competing hard against each other in practice. 

The reason for my email is I’ve put together a couple of free evening camps for the best U:15 women’s players in Chatham County and I wanted to see if any of your 

players might be enticed (or begged) to come for one or more evenings to be a guest coach. 

The dates are July 9, 10 and 11 (Tuesday through Wednesday) from 6-8 p.m. 

And August 6, 7 and 8 (Tuesday through Wednesday) from 6-8 p.m. 

The camp is in Moncure NC about :15 minutes southeast of Pittsboro. 

Again, I apologize for an email request when we have no history. And thanks for all you and your women do for women’s soccer. 

Sincerely, 

Bret Pedigo 

Bret Pedigo 
Sr. Loan Officer 
Mortgage Choice Inc. 
NMLS #90872 
Office: 919-65543330 

Fax: 919-655-0335 
Also find me on Twitter @bdpedigo 

Linkedin: http://vwvw.linkedin.com/pub bret-pedi.qo/39/a35/29b 

This message (including any attachments) is confidential and may be privileged. If you have received it by mistake please notify the sender by return e-mail and delete this 
message from your system. Any unauthorized use or dissemination of this message in whole or in part is strictly prohibited. 
Please note that e-mails are susceptible to change. Mortgage Choice Inc shall not be liable for the improper or incomplete transmission of the information contained in this 
communication nor for any delay in its receipt or damage to your system. Mortgage Choice Inc. does not guarantee that the integrity of this communication has been 
maintained, nor that the above communication is free of viruses, interceptions or interference. 

No virus found in this message. 
Checked by AVG - wwwiavgicom 

Version: 2012.0.2242 / Virus Database: 3204/5945 - Release Date: 06/’27/13 

No virus found in this message. 

Checked by’ AVG - ~3_~za__~Lg_:_c_£_~__n_. 

Version: 2012.0.2242 / Virus Database: 3204/5961 - Release Date: 07/03/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 5:37 PM 

Brown, Sharon Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edu> 

1~:;: FYI - Bio brief 

Very good[! 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 20:[4 2:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FYI - Bio brief 

Hi, Anson- 

Thought I sent this earlier, but realized that I left it off of our previous conversations last week. 

Attached please find the abbreviated bio that we had to edit to :[85 words for the purpose of getting it to fit on the brochure that will be sent out soon. The full bio 

you provided will be part of the full conference brochure. 

Two months from today, and i’ll be introducing you to the crowd! 

Take care, 

Sharon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, Jmmary 27, 2014 10:44 PM 

Jeff Jansen <j ett~j e~ ~ ssen.com> 

Re: Carolina Leadership Academy: Thaaak You! 

Jef£ you are always very kind. This is your program, it is tny pleasure to be a paxt. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Jeff Janssen <jeff@je~]anssen.com> wrote: 

Carla and Anson, 

As always, thanks for your willingness to share your leadership 
wisdom with the Rising Stars. The?, LOVE to hear from experienced, 
world-class, credible leaders like yourselves who have succeeded at 
the highest levels. You could tell by their engagement and questions 
how much they got out of it. 

Thanks for truly impacting them as leaders! 

Jeff 

The Leader in Leadership Development for Captains and Coaches 
http :i/www. i anssensportsl eadershi’o, com 

Jeff Janssen, M.S. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the count~ to make 
a difference around the world! Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :/i~vw~v.salsc org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:23 AM 

Brown, Sharou Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edu> 

I~E: FYI - Bio brief 

The current record is 7~3-5~,~-29 so what is in the "bio’° is last year’s record. 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 20:[4 2:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FYI - Bio brief 

Hi, Anson- 

Thought I sent this earlier, but realized that I left it off of our previous conversations last week. 

Attached please find the abbreviated bio that we had to edit to ~_8S words for the purpose of getting it to fit on the brochure that will be sent out soon. The full bio 

you provided will be part of the full conference brochure. 

Two months from today, and VII be introducing you to the crowd! 

Take care, 

Sharon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:28 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~g: Check this out then we’ll send it to the guys... 

Looks good .... Get the Pete Carrotl stuff in there and the #1 & #2 drat:t spots this year’. 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent; Monday, January 27, 2014 3:47 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bject-" Check this out then we’ll send it to the guys... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:32 AM 

Artie Spruill <artie@l~riendsot, iaclyn.org> 

......... ~@msn.com; duca~r ,~,~uncaa.unc.edu; 
Jason Sisneros (2        @gmail.com); pac~nan@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Friends of Jaclyn Foundation 

@aol.co~n; 

I wilt run this by rr~y Leadership Council. Thank you for this opportut~it% 

(Ladies, what do you Lhink?) 

Frer~: Artie Spruill [mailto:artie@friendsofjaclyn.org] 

Sent: IVlonday, January 27, 20J.4 4:0J. plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
C¢: Sander, Thomas .1 
Subject: Friends of Jaclyn Foundation 

Anson, 
I am the events coordinator at ~rie~ds of &~clV~, I wanted to reach out and see if UNC Women Soccer would like to be apart of FOJ Day. 
FOJ Day is an opportunity to raise money and awareness for Friends of Jaclyn Foundation. You pick a home game day as your FOJ Day Game. Players can wear FOJ spirit 
wear on this day. Players leading up to this day ask for donations from friends, family members etc. We will set you up with a custom fundraising page to send out to help 
raise money. 
If this is something you would be interested in doing in the spring or have an idea for another event you would like to do please feel free to contact me[ 

I look forward to speaking with you 

Artie Spru~[[ 

Team Coordinator 

119 Oregon Road, Cort[andt Manor, NY 10567 

Cett: 

Emafl: ._a___r__tj__e___s_p r u ~ [ [ ® f rJ e n d s o f j__a___c__!y___n__:__o___r_~I 

Webs~te: ?~ ~222k_f___r~_?__~ z.4___s___o___fj_&c__!2_&~_9____rg 

Live in the Moment...Piay in the 44oment 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:39 AM 

~gmail.com> 

ILE: NhYI’imes: Committing to Play for a College, Then Sta~tiug 9th Grade 

Thank you ... yes, I saw this!! Scar?- now for all of us’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 3:42 PM 
To: Le~5~-, Jennifer S; Women’s Lacrosse 
Cc: Dorrance, Alberta IV; Dorrance, Alberta IV 
Subject: NYTimes: Con~aitting to Play for a College, Then St.nrting 9th Grade 

http ://nvti ms/1 cjW~)O 

FYI ..... 

Jenny, Great game yesterday! Only the refs believed you can’t beat America! Best to all, Bob 

http://nyti.ms/lciWOOY 

An intensifying competition [’or top players has led recruiters to focus on younger girls, but many coaches and parents worry about a psychological toll. 

Sent from mY iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:39 AM 

Markos, Lance M <maykos@ema:il.unc.edu>; Mark Parsous <mparsons@washiugtonspifit.com> 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; 
@gmaJl.com~ ~a~nder, Thomas J < pacman@uuc.edu> 

RE: 

~aol.com; Jason Sisueros 

What do you think Marl<? 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 4:31 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Mark Parsons 
Cc: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: 
Hey guys, 

My main question if were to do this is who would be paying for it? Also, aren’t reserve games technically professional games? I know they’re ok prior to 

enrollment for recruits but once we’re in school, our players can’t play for any form of professional team, even if there are other amateurs out there playing. Just 

let me know on both expenses and playing reserve games and we can go from there, could definitely pay her own way to simply train without competition 

for as long as she wants during the summer. Thanks!! 

Lance 

12.2.1.3 Tryout After Enrollment. 

After initial full-time collegiate enrollment, an individual who has eligibility remaining may try out with a professional athletics team (or participate in a combine 

including that team) at any time, provided the individual does not miss class. The individual may receive actual and necessary expenses in conjunction with one 

48-hour tryout per professional team (or a combine including that team). The 48-hour tryout period shall begin at the time the individual arrives at the tryout 

location. At the completion of the 4g-hour period, the individual must depart the location of the tryout immediately in order to receive return transportation 

expenses. A tryout may extend beyond 48 hours if the individual self-finances additional expenses, including return transportation. A self-financed tryout may be 

for any length of time, provided the individual does not miss class. 

12.2.2.2.2 After Enrollment. 

In sports other than men’s ice hockey and skiing, after initial full-time collegiate enrollment, an individual may participate in practice sessions conducted by a 

professional team, provided such participation meets the requirements of Bylaw 12.2.1.3 and the individual does not: (Adopted: 4/13/10 effective 8/1/10) 

(a) Receive any compensation for participation in the practice sessions; 

(b) Enter into any contract or agreement with a professional team or sports organization; or 

(c) Take part in any outside competition (games or scrimmages) as a representative of a professional team. 

12.2.3.2 Competition With Professionals. 

An individual shall not be eligible for intercollegiate athletics in a sport if the individual ever competed on a professional team (per Bylaw .1___2_:__0__2__=_9) in that sport. 

However, an individual may compete on a tennis, golf, two-person sand volleyball or two-person synchronized diving team with persons who are competing for 

cash or a comparable prize, provided the individual does not receive payment of any kind for such participation. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 3:49 PM 

To: Mark Parsons 

Cc: . Markos, Lance M; @msmcom; Ducar, Chris; j @aol.com; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: 

Mark, 

If this might spin into you guys drafting her I will support this easily! 

I will copy her on this. I am sure she will follow up. Remember we have to follow ALL the rules so you can’t do anything for her beyond expenses. I will copy my 

compliance officer on this to make sure all rules are followed. 

And thank you Mark for your interest in our kids!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Mark Parsons [ma!lto;mparsons@wash!n~tonspir!t:com] 
Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2014 7:11 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: 

Hi Anson, 

I would love the opportunity to speak with      about playing on our reserve team in the W league this summer. In addition to training with the reserves twice a 
week i would like to extend an invite for her to train wig" and the rest of the pro team twice a week too. She would then get 4 training sessions a week and 

games with the reserves at the weekend. 

I understand she has played in the summer for other teams and she may already be set or happy playing elsewhere. I still wanted to make the offer and see if 

would be interested. Please let me what you think or the best next step. 

Many thanks 

Kind Regards, 

Mark Parsons 

GM and Head Coach 

Washington Spirit 



540 729 9938 

__w____w____w__.___w__~__s___h Ln_~_t__o___n___s_p__Lr_!_t_:__c___o___m__. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 10:40 AM 

tteavner, Jim @m@theheavners.com:~ 

l~g: Co~nmitting to Play for a College, Then St~:rting 9th Grade 

Thanks Jim .,, yes, I have seen i~ bu~ th~mk you for thinking of 

From: Heavner, 3im [mailto:jim~theheavners.com] 
Sent~ Nonday, ganua~ 27, 2014 4:31 PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje~t~ Commi~ing to Play for a College, ~en S~ing ~h Grade 

An~ 
Almos"t ce~iNy you have ~en this, but aJmost is uot the ~me as ce~aiu. So, just in c~e... 

JAil 

Jim Heavner~ President 
VilCom, L~ 

Street address: McClamroch Hail 88 V[ICom Circle 
Suite Zd0 

Chapel Hill, N. C. 275~4 
Phone 9~9-968-.48~3. Fax 9~9-9~8-2028 

Voice Mail 9~9-9~8-203.4 x 6000 
A Commitment to Excellence 

WCHL Radio ¯ Chapelboro.com ¯ The Print Shop ¯ HWI, Inc 

U Campus Media ¯ University Directories ¯ VilCom Properties 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, Jmmary 28, 2014 10:41 AM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 2013 Disney Field Hockey Showcase - VIP Coach Room Confirmalion 

GIK Letter - UNC.pdf 

Chris, 

Take care of d~is for us .._ Thank you[! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 4:46 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: FW: 2013 Disney Field Hockey Showcase - VIP Coach Room Confirmation 

And here is what we gol: from [}isney iast year k~r ~qek~ Hockey -- see ff your guy can send sornething rny way... 

F~m: Narge~os, Steve [mai[to:Steve.Marqelos@d[sney.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, February 05, 2013 ~:52 PN 
To= Lance Narkos; Guy Cathro 
Subject: RE: 2013 Disney Field Hockey Showcase - VIP Coach Room Confirmation 

No proMem Lance. Sorry - h~d a t:ypo on what [ sent you We only have one room for UNC, not two. [~ev~sed copy is attached, 

Steve 

F~m= Lance Markos [~_[[#_£L~a[g£~@M#_£a#_AD_£=A#M] 

Sent= Tuesday, February 05, 20~3 ~:29 PN 
To= Nargelos, Steve; Guy Cathro 
Subject= RE: 20~3 Disney Field Hockey Showcase - VIP Coach Room Confirmation 

Hey Steve, 

Thanks so much for making this work from our end. All the best this weekH 

Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

I) epartment of Athletics 

Phone: (919) 843-7259 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

raarkos@ uncaa.unc.edu 

> > > "Margelos, Steve" <._5]Le_v___e_=k_d_a_tig__e_[g_s_~__d_j__s_r_!__e_g:_c___o_r_~_!> 2/5/2013 1:19 PM > > > 

Hi Guy and I.ance, 

Thank you. 

Steve 

Frem: Guy Cathro [mailto:cathro.@, uncaa.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 05, 2013 11:08 AM 
To: Margelos, Steve 

~c: Lance Markos 
Subject: Re: 2013 Disney Field Hockey Showcase - VIP Coach Room Confirmation 

Hi Steve, 

Just following up on an email you received yesterday from our compliance department. We urgently need a letter from you, identical to the one you sent to Virginia, obviously 

changing the school name and what you’ve offered to us, so we can take advantage of your hospitality. 

Please get back to me or Lance from our compliance asap!! 

I’ll follow with a call shortly... 

Regards, 

Guy 

> > > "Margelos, Steve" <Steve.Margelos@disney.com> 1/28/2013 11:06 AM > > > 
Hi Guy, 

I have included your confirmation information below. We were not able to get rooms at Disney’s Beach Club this year, but were able to get rooms at Disney’s Animal 

Kingdom Lodge (one of my favorites). Hope this is okay. 

Disney’s Animal Kingdom Lodge 

Arrival: 2/6/13 

Departure: 2/10/13 

Reservation # 4302313:109:11 

Let me know if you have any questions. Look forward to meeting you next week. 

Steve 
Steve Margelos I Sales Manager I Disney Sports Attractions 

:~:!S."~. S~".,e:’be:’~"., ~b:~:d i i!::! 3:!c.,:’Y~ee. I-’~. 

T: 40;.’-.9:.:g.-:s?:2~:~ I C: i T:e-ii:".,e: £:-:!(-;.?,- .?,27:~:~ 



Sports Attractions 

February 5, 2013 

Lance Markos 
University of North Carolina 
P.O. Box 2126 
Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

Dear Lance, 

This letter is to inform you of the gift-in-kind value we are offering University of North Carolina Field 
Hockey to be a part of the 2013 Disney Field Hockey Showcase taking place February 6th through 
February 10th at ESPN Wide World of Sports Complex at Walt Disney World® Resort. 

This event was created with the goal of providing athletes a quality platform to showcase their skills to 
college coaches. We are proud to report that our event has evolved to become just that - a premier 
recruiting event for field hockey athletes. The success of this tournament is due in large part to the 
presence of the most prominent field hockey college programs, and their help in allowing these athletes 
achieve their dreams of playing at the next level. 

To ensure our tournament continues its success and growth year after year, we offer 12-15 of the most 
prominent field hockey college programs to be our "VIP" for the tournament weekend. This year, here is 
what we are offering University of North Carolina Field Hockey: 

Hotel Accommodations - One (1) Room, Four (4) Nights at Disney’s Animal Kingdom Lodge 
¯ Rack Rate Value = $1,196 ($299/night) 

WALT DISNEY WORLD® Theme Park Tickets - Four (4) 1-Day Magic Your Way Tickets 
¯ Rack Rate Value = $356 ($89/ticket) 

Coach Reception - February 6, 2013 at The Living Seas Pavilion in Epcot® (All College Coaches) 
¯ Value = $0 

Two (2) Length of Admission Access/Credentials (All College Coaches) 
¯ Value = $0 

Access to the Hospitality Suite (All College Coaches) 
¯ Value = $0 

Access to the Coach Towers (All College Coaches) 
¯ Value = $0 

If you have any questions, or need any additional information, feel free to contact me at your earliest 
convenience by phone (407-938-3226) or e-mail (#~ve,m~r£!~!#~@d!~n~y, co~). 

Sincerely, 

Steve Margelos 
Sales Manager- Disney Field Hockey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

1/28/2014 3:41:46 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: Apex IFC Email and Newsletter 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: Victor Satei [mailto:victor@apexfootball.ca] 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 4:52 PM 
To: info@apexfootball,ca 
Subject: Apex IFC Email and Newsletter 

Dear Soccer Friends, 

We are happy to continue pushing ahead with our initiatives to help improve the game of soccer in Canada. This month 

Apex IFC is looking forward to the launch of our TOCA soccer training program in Oakville. Also, for players wishing to 

experience soccer overseas, we have a trip to Italy planned surrounding the March break period. Attached you can find 

out more about what’s going on at Apex IFC and you can also visit our website at www.apexfootball.ca or follow us on 

twitter @apexifc or facebook at wwwofacebook.com/ApexlFC 

We thank you for taking the time to find out more about us, and we look forward to working with you in the near future. 

From everyone at Apex IFC, thank you! 

Yours in Soccer, 

Victor 

Victor Satei, Director 

Phone: 416-882-4171 

Email: victor@apexfootball.ca 

Website: www.apexfootball.ca 

Facebook: www.facebook,com/a pexifc 

TwJtte r: ._~___a__ _p_ _ _e_ _ _x_ _ j_ _f_ _c_ _ 

BIos: www.sateionsoccer.com 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 11:14 AM 

tteavner, Jim @m@theheavners.com> 

Re: Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 

you got that right! 

Sem.#"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

"Heavner, Jim" <jim@theheaw~ers.com> wrote: 

[ b~mq~ed inlo i~m~ [as~ nig]~t enid [ ,~’u~pec~ you have co~mni,~’e~ted wid~ her aboul an u~de@~#~ theme (ft]~at ,~7o~y. The f~rt]~er ou~ you ~ave 

Ho~, recem is" this ghenome~o~? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anuary 28, 20J~4 I0:40 AM 
To: Heavner, Jim 
Subject: RE: Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 

From: Heavner, Jim [mailto:jim@theheavners.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 4:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 

ht~p://~v~n‘Aimes.c~m/2~4/~/2Tsp~rts/c~mmi~dng-t~-play-f~r-a-c~ege-then-s~aNng-9th-grade.html? ~0 

Anmn, 

Ahnost certailfly you have seen this, but dlmost is not the same as ce(tain. So, just in case... 

dim Heavner~ President 

VilCom, LIX~ 

Street address: Mi:Clamroch Hall 88 VilCom Circle 

Suite 160 

Chapel Hill, N C. 2’7514 



Phone 919-968-,:~811 Fax 919.-918-2028 

Voice ]k&il 9 [9-918-2014 x 6000 

A CommRment to Excellence 

WCt;cL Radio - Chapelboro corn ¯ The PrinI Shop - tFvVI, Inc 

U Campus Media ¯ ~ ?r~iversi’cy ;C)irectories ¯ Vi[Com Doperties 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 11:15 AM 

tteavner, Jim @m@theheavners.com> 

Re: Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 

"Heavner, Jim" <jim@theheaw~ers.com> wrote: 

[ b~mq~ed inlo i~m~ [as~ nig]~t enid [ ,~’u~pec~ you have co~mni,~’e~ted wid~ her aboul an u~de@~#~ theme (ft]~at ,~7o~y. The f~rt]~er ou~ you ~ave 

Ho~, recem is" this ghenome~o~? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anuary 28, 20J~4 I0:40 AM 
To: Heavner, Jim 
Subject: RE: Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 

Ybat~ks Jim ... ?a:s, I have seei~ it bt~t ~haak you t’or 

From: Heavner, Jim [mailto:jim@theheavners.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 4:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 

ht~p://~v~n‘Aimes.c~m/2~4/~/2Tsp~rts/c~mmi~dng-t~-play-f~r-a-c~ege-then-s~aNng-9th-grade.html? ~0 

Anmn, 

Ahnost certailfly you have seen this, but dlmost is not the same as ce(tain. So, just in case... 

dim Heavner~ President 

VilCom, LIX~ 

Street address: Mi:Clamroch Hall 88 VilCom Circle 

Suite 160 

Chapel Hill, N C. 2’7514 



Phone 919-968-,:~811 Fax 919.-918-2028 

Voice ]k&il 9 [9-918-2014 x 6000 

A CommRment to Excellence 

WCt;cL Radio - Chapelboro corn ¯ The PrinI Shop - tFvVI, Inc 

U Campus Media ¯ ~ ?r~iversi’cy ;C)irectories ¯ Vi[Com Doperties 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 1:55 PM 

@uuc.edu> 

Subject: RE: A request from a Chatham County women’s soccer coach 

Very good .... and please understand, when I send things into the Leadership Council we always have to choose what we are going to do. We can choose certain 

things and not others, rvly fear is our good and selfless souls get overwhelmed because almost every cause we are extended is a good one, so how do we say 

A part of what we are ~1~ ~earn~ng ~s the difficult job of "saying no" sometimes or sharing the burden of leadership (so d~fferent people step up). 

Your priority ~s the development of your character. Your second ~dodty ~s your commitment to your education. Your fina~ priority (] hope) ~s to Uve on a "never 

ending" soccer p~ayer development ascensk~n. 

you are a wonderfl.d~y caring hurnan being. ~ am so glad you play for me. 

Sent= N~nd~y, Janua~ 27, 2014 5:42 PN 

To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject= Re: A request from a Chatham Coun~ women’s soccer coach 

I’m sure some of us can plan to go sometime before early May. Maybe the end of Feb when school slows down a tad 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 27, 2014, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

~3ret, 

I will send this to our Leadership (:ouncil 

Frem: Bret Pedigo [mailto:Bret@mortgagechoiceinc.com] 
Sellt-" Monday, January 27, 2014 2:16 PM 
To; Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: A request from a Chatham Counb/women’s soccer coach 

Torrl, Ar~sorh 

I hope this email finds you both well 

Last summer we tried to get one or two of your players down for a camp and it didn’t work out I think because of ODP or other things in Greensboro 

that came up (which was no big deal, I really, really appreciate tfu-:~ player trying to work i~: 

~ was hoph~g ] could respectfully ask ff any of your players wou~d be h~terested in coming down to Moncure (about a 25 minute drive from Chapel 

and La]k~ng to ~T~y m~dd]e school girls team about the cornpetitve cauldron. ] put ~n a tiny part of that in ~ast year, and Lh~s year we will be do~ng it in a 

much bigger w~y (akhough certah~ly much more limited th~n what you ~1] do). 

We are fortunate that despite being very sm~l] (25 girls in 7-8 grades) we have had success. We have some great tNent and atMetes that have been 

ph;ying s#~ce they were young, a few of whom might have a chance to play #~ college if they continue ~:o h~prove, f want to give them the bes~: chance 

to be successfu~ ~ ~:hey do choose that route and I thkd~ your me,:hod of fosterh~g competRion ~s e>:celkmt. 

My middle schoo~ girls soccer’ team starts practice on Feb. 19 and obviously anytime between then and early May wouk~ work. ~nd as always ~t’s no 

big deal either way, but ~ wanted Lo at ~east ask. 

Fh~aHy, just ~ note of my gratitude for aH you aH do for women’s soccer, My gMs aH ~spire to one day be Tarheels and as a fellow UNC grad (90), that 

very cool. 

gest regards, 

gret 

Bret Pedigo 

Office: 919435543330 
Cell: 
Fax: 919-.655-0335 
Also find me on Tw~er @bdpedigo 

Unk~d~n: http:H~’~.linkedin.comlpub/bret-pedi#o/391a35/29b/ 
<image001 
"Fh~s message (mck~dh~g any attachmen[s) ~s confidential and may be prMk~ged, ~1: you have receh~ed ~[ by mkAake please notify the sender by retdm e,-maH and 
delete tMs rnessage from your system, Any ~na~hodzed use or d~ssem~nafion of tMs rnessage h~ whole or in pa~ ~s strictly proMbited, 
Please no[e thai e-mai~s are susceptible to change, Mortgage Choice ~nc shN~ no~ be HoNe ~0r the improper or ~ncomp~ete [ransm~ssion of the information 
contained m this communk;afien nor £~r any delay in ~ts receipt or damage to your system. Mertgage Chok;e h~c. does not guararflee thai the integrity of ~h~s 

communication has been maintNned, nor that tl~e above communication is free of viruses, interceptions or ~ntefference. 

F~m= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Seat= Tuesday, 3uly 02, 2053 3:42 PN 
Te= Bret Pedigo 
S~bject= RE: A request from a Chatham Coun~ women’s soccer coach 

BretL 
7th We have a camp from Ju~v ~0--~.4 and our preseason star[s Aug . ¯ , so our opl:hN~s are pre[ty bruited. ~ have at k~asL one p~ayer who has offered to come 

down on Lhe 9u~ and she may be sMe to bring a few teammates w~th her. When and where exactly do they need to be? 

-Tom 

F~m= Bret Pedigo [mail~:Bret@mo~gagechoice~nc,com] 
Sent= Thursday, ~une 27, 2053 2:47 PM 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Sander, Thomas 
S~bject= RE: A request from a Chatham Coun~ women’s soccer coach 



]hank ~!ou both! 

Bret 

Bmt Pe~i(je 
St. Loan Officer 
Modgage Choice Inc. 
NMLS #90872 
Office: 919.055.0330 
Cell: 
F~x: 919-655.0335 
A~so find rne en "R~,~l~er @bdpedige 

Unked~n: http:/A~.linkedin.com/pub/bret-pedigd39/a35129d 
<image001 .jpg> 
Thia message (inchxJ~ng any a~ashments) ia cenfkJen~ial and rnay be pr~vih~ged, f~ you haw~ rece~w~d ~t by rn~s[ake p~ease heNS’ the sen~Jer by re~um e-rnai~ and 
delete this message fl’om your system. Any unauthorized use of d~ssem~nation of this message ~n who~e or in par ~s stdct]y p~oMbited. 
Please note that em~a~ls are susceptiMe to change. Mo[lgage Choice lnc shall no1 be l~able for the improper o~ ~ncomplete transmission of the ~nformat~on 
contained ~n this communication nor ~or ~ny delay in i[s rece~p~ or damage ~o your system. Mortgage Choice ~nc. does i~o~ guarantee that ~he ~ntegd~y o~ th~s 

semmunicatkm has been maintained, nor 1:hal the above cemmunk~a[ien ~a h’ee e~ v~ruses, in[ercep~kms er ~n~ederense. 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
$e~t= Thursday, June 27, 20~3 2:22 PM 
To= Bret Pedigo; Sander, Thomas 3 
$~bje~t= Re: A request from a Chatham CounW women’s soccer coach 

Bret, I will copy Tom on ~is and see who is avai]able~ Good luck’. 

S(~tt.~om t~’ ~rizon ~Vir~&~,ss 4( J LYE DRO[D 

Bret Pedigo <.t_~_Le_L(_a2_Ln___o__r_I_.g._a_.g._e___c__I!£_Lc__e__i_!!_c_:__c_9_rE > wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I know this email comes from out of the blue and fm sure you get plenty of these so I apologize in advance, fm a girls middle school soccer coach in 

Chatham County and I coach a Chatham Soccer League girls travel team. 

I am also a UNC grad (1990) and a big fan of UNC Women’s Soccer. I have tried to use many of the philosophies and drills from your book in my 

training, especially the idea of competing hard against each other in practice. 

The reason for my email is I’ve put together a couple of free evening camps for the best U15 women’s players in Chatham County and I wanted to see 

if any of your players might be enticed (or begged) to come for one or more evenings to be a guest coach. 

The dates are July 9, 10 and 11 (Tuesday through Wednesday) from 6-8 p.m. 

And August 6, 7 and 8 (Tuesday through Wednesday) from 6-8 p.m. 

The camp is in Moncure NC about 15 minutes southeast of Pittsboro. 

Again, I apologize for an email request when we have no history. And thanks for all you and your women do for women’s soccer. 

Sincerely, 

Bret Pedigo 

Bret Pedigo 
Sr. Loan Officer 
Mortgage Choice Inc. 
NMLS #90872 
Office: 919-655-0330 
Cell: 
Fax: 919-655-0335 
Also find me on Twitter @bdpedigo 

Linkedin: http://www.linkedin.com/pub/bret-pedigo/39/a35/29b/ 
<image001 .jpg> 
This message (including any attachments) is confidential and may be privileged. If you have received it by mistake please notify the sender by return e-mail and 
delete this message from your system. Any unauthorized use or dissemination of this message in whole or in part is strictly prohibited. 
Please note that e-mails are susceptible to change. Mortgage Choice Inc shall not be liable for the improper or incomplete transmission of the information 
contained in this communication nor for any delay in its receipt or damage to your system. Mortgage Choice Inc. does not guarantee that the integrity of this 
communication has been maintained, nor that the above communication is free of viruses, intemeptions or interference. 

No virus found in this ~nessage. 

Checked by AVG - 

Version: 2012.0.2242 / Virus Database: 3204/5945 - Release Date: 06/27/13 

No virus found in this message. 

Checked by AVG - ~x~x~v.ava.com 

Version: 2012.0.2242 / Virus Database: 3204/5961 - Release Date: 07/03/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 1:55 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Leadership Academy: Rising Sta~s (Monday, 1,/27/14) 

It was fun[! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 5:44 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Leadership Academy: Rising Stars (Monday, 1/27/14) 

Sorry! Thanks for the StatRep. We have Ricola at the ready and soothing HERBAL tea to be delivered immediately before the workshop for you. And if it comes to it, 

I can step in and guide Carla with questions. We have note pads on the table for you as another means of communications. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 27, 2014, at 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Voic~-’_~ is getting worse ,.. But I will be there! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 :t0:47 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Carla Overbeck 
Subject~ Leadership Academy: Rising Stars (Monday, 1/27/14) 
Impo~ance: High 

Friendly reminder about tonight,! 

F~m~ ~ohnson, Shelley H 
Sent~ Thursday, 3anua~ 23, 2014 9:25 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Carla Overbeck’ 
Subject~ Leadership Academy: Rising Stars (Monday, 1/27/14) 

Anson & Carla - Monday is your ~0th engagement with the Rising Stars Program ! I will forward the talking points in another email. Again, the general 

topic is the impact, foundation, and evolution of Carla’s vocal leadership. 

Please let us know if we can provide any special snacks or beverages to have on hand for you. We are still working on the beef bourguignon which 

Anson requested last year. We will have mini burdtos, chips, and salsa for the student-athletes-which you are welcome to partake. 

When: Monday, lanua~ 27, 2014 (6:45-8:00pm} 

Where: Concourse Club, Loudermilk Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 1:58 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

~msn.com; duca~r@uncaa.unc.edu: 

Jason Sisneros          ,~bgmail.com); pac~nan@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: A request from a Chatham County women’s soccer coach 

~aol.co~n; 

Thank you Again, let’s share ~:hese kind g~-:~sl:ures so no one individual gets ow-:~rwhekT~ed! 

Sent: Monday, J~nuar~ 27, 2-014 5:55 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject-" Re: A request from a Chatham County women’s soccer coach 
I can go! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 27, 2014, at 5:36 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I will send this to our Leadership Council 

From-" Bret Pedigo [mailto:Bret.@. mortgagechoiceinc.com] 
Sent; Monday, January 27, 20:~4 2:.t6 PM 
Te-" Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
S..bject." RE: A request from a Chatham County women’s soccer coach 

Tom, Anson, 

I hope this email finds you both well. 

Last summer we tried to get one or two of your players down for a camp and it didn’t work out I think because of ODP or other things in Greensboro 

that came up (which was no big deal, f really, really appreciate the player trying to work it 

I was hoping t could respectfully as~ ~f any of your players wouM be ~nteresl:ed in cornk~g down to Moncure (about a 25 mk~ul:e drive ~rom {::hape~ 

and tNkb~g to rny rnktd~e schoo~ gir~s team about the compet~tve cauldron. ~ put ~r~ a tiny part of that ~n ~ast year, and th~s year we will be dob~g ~L ~n a 

much bigger way (akhough certainly much more Hmited than what you sH do}. 

We are fortunate that despite being very small (25 girls ~n 7-8 grades} we have had succes5~ We have some great talent and atMetes that have been 

playing sh~ce they were you[?g~ ; few of whom might have a chance to play h~ college if they continue to ~mprove. ~ want to give them the best chance 

to be successful ~f they do choose that route and I ~:hmk your method of fos~:ering compe~:~tion ~s excellent. 

My middle schoo~ gMs soccer team starts practk:e on r:eb. 19 and obvk~usly anytime between then and early May would work. And as always ~:’s no 

b~g deal e~ther way, but ~ wanted to at ~ess[ ask. 

FinaHy, just a note of my gratitude for aH you all do for women’s soccer. My g~ds aH aspire to one day be Tarheels and as a fellow UNC grad 

very cool. 

gest regards, 

Bret 
Bret Pedigo 
Office: 9 ’l 9~655-0330 

[:’ax: 919.-655-0335 
Also find me on Twilter @bdpedigo 

Linkedin: http://~,~Nw.linkedin.com/pub/bret-pedi.qo139/a35129b/ 
<irnag~,~001 .jpg> 
TMs message @?eluding any atlachments} ~s confidential and may be privileged. ~f yo~ have received it by mistake please notify the sender by return e-mall 
delete this message from you~’ system. Any unauthorized use or d~ssem~na[ien of this message ~n whe~e or in par[ ~s strictly proh~bi[ed. 
Please note that e-mails are susceptible to change. Mortgage Choice hm shall not be l~able for the improper or ~ncomple~e transmission of [he information 
cen[ained ~n this cemmun~catk)n net fl)r any delay in ~[s rece~p~ or damage k~ your aystem. Mod:gage Choice ~nc. does ne~ guarantee that ~he ~ntegr~y e~ 

communication has been maintained, nor that the above comm~m~cafion ~s free of vk~ses, interceptions or ~ntetference. 

F~m= Sander, Thomas J 
Sent= Tuesday, July 02, 2013 3:42 PN 
To= Bret Pedigo 
Subject~ RE: A request from a Chatham CounN women’s soccer coach 

8rett, 

We have a carnp from Ju~y 10-14 a[xt our preseasor~ :a ": ’ ." g ~ , so our optk)ns are pretty ~h~:ed, ~ have at ~east one player who has offered to come 

down on the 9th and she may ~e aMe to brin~ a few [eamrnates w~[h her. When and where exactly do they need to be? 

-Tom 

~ Bret Pedigo [mailto:Bret@moRgagechoiceh~c.com] 
Senti Thursday, ~une 27, 20~3 2:~7 PM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Sander, Thomas ] 
$~jeCt= RE: A request from a Chatham Coun~ women’s soccer coach 

Thank you both] 

8ret 
Bre[ P~.’digo 

Loan Officer 
Mo~lgage Choice Inc. 



NMLS #90872 
Ot~Iice: 919-655-0330 
Cell: 
Fax: 919-655-0335 
Also Iind me on Twitter’ @bdpedigo 
L.inke~$in: _h__t_!p:l/www.linkedin.com/~__u__!?_/_!?_r__e__!_-~__e___d__~_o139/a35/29b/ 
<image001 .jpg> 
This message (including any attachments) is conlidential and may be privileged. If you have received i~ by mistake please notify the sender by ~’etum e-mail and 
dele{e this message [R>m you~’ sys{em, A~}y u~Rau{hog}zed use or d~ssem~a{ie~R o~ th}s message ~n where og 1~} par{ ~s s{rict~y preh~bi{e~L 
Please note that e-mN~s are s~scepfiMe to change. Morlgage Choice ~nc sha~ not be ~aMe for the imprope~ or ~ncomp~ele transm~ss~o~ of the ~nfo~mafion 
contained h~ this communicat~o~ ~or [or a~y delay in ~ts receipl or damage 1o your system~ Mortgage Choice h~c~ does no1 g~a~antee that 1he ~ntegr~ly of tMs 

communication has been maintained, no~’ that the above communication ~s free of v~ruses, interceptions or ~ntederence. 

From= Dorrance, Nbe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, June 27, 2013 2:22 PH 
To= Bret Pedigo; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject= Re: A request from a Chatham Coun~ women’s soccer coach 

Bret, I will copy Tom on this and see who is available~ Good luck~ 

Ser~t.l~um ~ ~ ~rizun ~ir~le.s:~" 4G Li~’ DROID 

Bret Pedigo <Bret(/~mortgagechoiceinc.coru> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

I know this email comes from out of the blue and I’m sure you get plenty of these so I apologize in advance. I’m a girls middle school soccer coach in 

Chatham County and I coach a Chatham Soccer League girls travel team. 

I am also a UNC grad (1990) and a big fan of UNC Women’s Soccer. I have tried to use many of the philosophies and drills from your book in my 

training, especially the idea of competing hard against each other in practice. 

The reason for my email is I’ve put together a couple of free evening camps for the best U15 women’s players in Chatham County and I wanted to see 

if any of your players might be enticed (or begged) to come for one or more evenings to be a guest coach. 

The dates are July 9, 10 and 11 (Tuesday through Wednesday) from 6-8 p.m. 

And August 6, 7 and 8 (Tuesday through Wednesday) from 6-8 p.m. 

The camp is in Moncure NC about 15 minutes southeast of Pittsboro. 

Again, I apologize for an email request when we have no history. And thanks for all you and your women do for women’s soccer. 

Sincerely, 

Bret Pedigo 

Bret Pedigo 
Sr. Loan Officer 
Mortgage Choice Inc. 

NMLS #90872 
Office: 919-655-0330 
Cell: 
Fax: 919-655-0335 
Also find me on Twitter @bdpedigo 
Linkedin: _h__t_!p:llwww.linkedin.coml~__u__!?_/_!?_r__e__!_-~__e___d__~p/39/a35/29b/ 
<image001 .jpg> 
This message (including any attachments) is confidential and may be privileged. If you have received it by mistake please notify the sender by return e-mail and 
delete this message from your system. Any unauthorized use or dissemination of this message in whole or in part is strictly prohibited. 
Please note that e-mails are susceptible to change. Mortgage Choice Inc shall not be liable for the improper or incomplete transmission of the information 
contained in this communication nor for any delay in its receipt or damage to your system. Mortgage Choice Inc. does not guarantee that the integrity of this 
communication has been maintained, nor that the above communication is free of viruses, interceptions or interference. 

No virus fimnd in this ruessage. 

Checked by AVG - www.avg.coru 

Version: 2012.0.2242 / Virus Database: 3204/5945 - Release Date: 06/27/13 

No virus found in this ~nessage. 

Checked by AVG - .x_~-y__~_-y_~2’_a_sLg_:_c_~!Ln_. 

Version: 2012.0.2242 / Virus Database: 3204/5961 - Release Date: 07/03/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 2:07 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

l~L: Leadership Academy: Rising Sta~s (Monday, 1,/27/14) 

I do noL feel bad, I jusL can’t talk ... but thank you for supporting my effort. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 8:52 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Leadership Academy: Rising Stars (Monday, J.!27!:t4) 

Great job tonight, Anson - as always! An exceptionally heartfelt thank you in light of your soldiering through your voice giving out on you. I hope a goodnight’s 

sleep will help out. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 27, 2014, at 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A iV" <anson@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Voic~-_~ is getting worse ... But I will be there! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 20:14 :t0:47 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Carla Overbeck 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Rising Stars (Monday, 1/27/14) 
Importance: High 

Friendly reminder about tonight!! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Thursday, January 23, 20:t4 9:25 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Carla Overbeck’ 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Rising Stars (Monday, J./27/~.4) 

Anson & Carla - Monday is your 10th engagement with the Rising Stars Program ! I will forward the talking points in another email. Again, the general 

topic is the impact, foundation, and evolution of Carla’s vocal leadership. 

Please let us know if we can provide any special snacks or beverages to have on hand for you. We are still working on the beef bourguignon which 

Anson requested last year. We will have mini burritos, chips, and salsa for the student-athletes-which you are welcome to partake. 

When: Monday, January 27, 2014 (6:45-8:00pm} 

Where: Concourse Club, Loudermilk Center 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, Januars. ’ 28, 2014 2:08 PM 

Steven E. MacIntyre <            ~mac.com:~ 

ILE: Committing to Play tbr a College, Theu Stm~ing 9th Grade - N-’fI’i~nes.com 

Yes, I saw this _.. Thank you Steve, you miss r~othing[[ 

Frem: Steven E. MacIntyre [mailto: @mac.corn] 

Sent: Monday, 3anuary 27, 2014 8:58 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subje~: Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9~ Grade - NYTimes,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 2:42 PM 

~gmail.com> 

l~g: Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 

Thank you :      ._. And as I shared with the group, you guys that keep voMnteering are jewels, coordinsLe wiLh Lhe parties thsL want our help on your own but 

please keep ~s in the loop (always blind copy me and the council)~ 
From:                     ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Monday, Januap/27, 2014 9:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Delivery Status Notification (Failure) 

Anso~ 

I’d meet up with them! 

~ Image 
removed by 
sender. 

On Mon, Jan 27, 2014 at 8:36 PM, Mail DeliveD~ Subsystem <maibr- daemon(E~googlemail.com> wrote: 

Delive~ to fl~e tbllomng recipient l?aJled permanently: 

anson(/~email.unc.e&~ 

Technical details of permanent failure: 

Google tried to deliver your ~nessage, but it was rejected by the server for the recipient domain email.anc.eda by g!Np__3_i_:i#i_~:_t_Ln__c_’_:_e___d__t!. [ 152.2.2.195]. 

The error that the other server returned was: 

554- mxip3i.isisa~nc.edt~ 
554 "Your access to this mail system has been rejected due to the sending MTA’s Ix~or reputation. Please reference the following URL for more information: 

http:/,,’w~,w.senderbase.or~search?searchStriu~09.85.216.43 If you believe that this failure is in error, please contact the intended recipient via alternate means." 

..... Original mes~ge ..... 

DKIM-Signature: v 1; a rsa-sha256; c relaxed/relaxed; 

d gnnail.com; s 20120113; 

h mm~e-version:in- reply-to:references:date:message-id:subject:from:to 

:content-b’pe; 

bh 3Hnb9PLo+0tPWv8F+3&0Z5HCAa6tXG6zU170IwKrOo ; 

b wtMYsoBQyVwJbBinNvawz~:9Ej W6LbXRgWLo/Rz6U2ndmuf~Da0a3N4103qoFbmZhdCjm 
x27m8bYHooX5~xOmLqlwYxEfqfy41sj Bce0QcOn6VR 1 hddbaJb2xOFQKylVHtt~VB2E 1 mi 

SHX8T201 MOpbZCDEBQiDk~WpkgvHvJYylAqFI5z2mkXLMbiwc4Tg7wgE23KvoTDKOtQw 

d9SIYboD4tIVlglO/utWbaT6nFR 1 Y/kDwW+yzS2tZbX7HqspXhpuFH4DuNnYiJNSqsUaUb 

QcLpouIJqtd2Cj OvS3BEiw4oNxMsczmRFrwlRA5 SaCdTHMOnz4QBhUwSEj 0tkp4SeGKB 

89WQ 

MIME-Version: 1.0 

X-Received: by 10.140.107.138 with SMTP id h10mr44693397qgt:30.1390873018524; 

Mon, 27 Jan 2014 17:36:58 -0800 (PST) 
Received: by 10.224.146.199 ruth HTTP; Mo& 27 Jan 2014 17:36:58 -0800 (PST) 

In-Reply-To: <..C.‘.~!..8...C.‘...6.~!.c.)..I..)...2..I.!..5....A..!.3..Q..4..{:;...A..!5..5...6.~!22.5..!;.).~!}..A....4...C.‘..{!..4..2...2...~...{...A..!;.).]..)..{!:~a~i.[{~.-...~..~.~.*..M...~.~.~...M...:~.d..:..q{1~J~ 

Rei’erences: <CFD8697FB44688418BF223EEB2011BAA16B4CB73@MCHOICE- SBS 11 .mchoice.local> 

<crdxe0]rvdaeo I dastkhicp3~. 1372357327838(~email.android.com> 

<CFD8697FB44688418BF223EEB2011BAA16B4D004@MCHOICE-SBS 11.mchoice.local;> 
<8ABF5E 1CE595B640B77174C 1 F217C7621 E922D74(?J?ITS - MSXMB S 5F.ad.unc.edu> 

<CFD8697FB44688418BF223EEB2011 BAA 16C3A97E@MCHOICE- SBS 11 .mchoice.local> 

<CE8C6EgD2E5AB04EAE56F995DE3A4CF42211ADDF(c-~ITS - MSXMB S2M.ad.uuc.edu~ 
Date: Mon, 27 Jan 2014 20:36:58 -0500 
Message-ID: <CAPyzwvW8~i f +LqzSe2KcCEEiM2S SxyBOBJbFgJugX7e ?~mail.gmail.com> 
Subject: Re: A request ti~om a Chatham Coun~ women’s soccer coach 

From:                  (tb~mail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV <~m@email unc eda> 

Content-Type: multipart/related; bounda~ 001all395ae032b9d504f0fddcb9 

Anson,~ 

I’d meet up with them! 



On Mon, Jan 27, 2014 at 5:36 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV 

<anson~iemail amc.ed u>wrote: 

> Bret, 
> 

> I will send this to our Leadership Council .... 

> *From:* Bret Pedigo [ma~lk):Bre*(a)~mortgagechoiceinc.com] 

> *Sent:* Monday, January 27, 2014 2:16 PM 
> *To:* Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

> *Subject:* RE: A request from a Chatham County women’s soccer coach 

> Tom, Anson, 

> I hope this email finds you bx~th well. 

> 

> Last summer we tried to get one or two of your players down for a camp a~ld 
) o > it didn’t work out I think because of ODt or other things in Greensboro 

> that came up (which was no big deal, I reaJly, really appreciate the player 

> ruing to work it in). 

> I was hoping I could respectfully ask if any of your players would be 

> interested in coming down to Moncure (about a 25 minute drive from Chapel 

> tlill) and talking to my middle school girls team about the competitve 

> cauldron. I put in a liny part of that in last year, and this 5,ear we will 

> be doing it in a much bigger way (aNlough certainly much more limited tha~ 

> what you gd do). 

> We are fortunate that despite being very small (25 girls in 7-8 grades) we 

> have had success. We have some great talent and athletes that have been 

> playing since they were young, a few of whom might have a chance to play in 
> college if they continue to improve. I want to give them the best chance to 

> be successful if they do choose that route and I think your method of 

> fostering competition is excellent. 

> 

> 

> My middle school girls soccer team starts practice on l~’eb. 19 and 

> obviously anytime beevveen then and early May would work. And as aJ~ways it’s 

> no big deal either way, but I wanted to at least ask. 

> Finally, j ust a note of my gratitade tbr all you all do tbr women’ s 
> soccer. My girls all aspire to one day be Taa-heels and as a fellow UNC grad 

> (90), that is very cool. 

..... Message truncated ..... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 2:56 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.e&~> 

I~E: Women’s Soccer - RPI change 

I arn with you Larry!! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent; Tuesday, January 28, 2014 8:40 AM 

To: ’Pierce, Kris’ 
Co; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Women’s Soccer - RPI change 
Importance; High 
I guess the top four seeds being ACC teams a~ld those ACC teazns advancing deep into the NCAA Toumament and eventually adva~cing to the College Cup has unnerved 

the women’s college soccer world ~-well, tongh! 

It will be interesting to see what transcends from the NCAA Committee Meeting, and thamks for shaxing, Kris! 

~Larry Ga~(~ 

Exocutive Ass~ ~ciatc lNmctor of AtMetics 

U~iversity of North C~’olina at Chapel }51l 

From: Pierce, Kris [mailto:kpierce@theacc.orq] 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 11:49 AM 

To; Alison Foley (fo!ey~@b~d~); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Charles Adair (od~ir@vLedu); Eddie Radwanski (~radw~!~mson~d~); Gre~ Miller (~ml!!~r~o~Ne~i~.N~.edu); 
Jonathan Morgan ~_~£~_~_~_~_~_~%~_~); Karen Ferguson-Dayes (~_ti~E~g~g_~N~_:~Rt~); Mark Krikorian C~?Ng!_N~[[~_~_~_~J_t?~_~O_~); Maw-Frances Monroe 

(m.monroe@m~ami.edu); Phi~ Wheddon (pswheddo~syr.edu); Randy Waldrum (Randg.Waldrum.~n&edu); Robbie Church (robNe.church~duke.edu); Steve Swanson 

(sswanson~virq~Na.edu); Tim Santoro (ffsantor~ncsu.edu); Tony Da Luz (daluz~u.edu) 
Cc: Barbara Kennedy-Dixon Ck~_t:~_r~_~[~_m_&~_:~_~); Barbara Walker ~[~[~g~_~_~); Miller, Beth; Christine Krellwi~ (~[]~!~_&~_g~_ti~_~9_~]); Donna Sanff 

(dsanff@athletics.pi~.edu); 3aclyn "Jacki" Silar 0silar(~duaa.duke.edu); Jane Miller 0m2y@v~rgiNa.edu); Jennifer Strawley 0.straw ey@m am edu); 3ody Nooradian 
(mooradjo@bc.edu); Lori Ebihara (lebihara@umd.edu); Michelle Lee (michelle lee@ncsu.edu); Missy Conboy (conboy.l@nd.edu); Renee H. Baumga~ner 
(rmbaumqa@syr.edu); Sharon McCIoskey (smcclosk@vt.edu); Theresa Wenzel (~enzel@athletics.qatech.edu); Vanessa Fuchs (vfuchs@admin.fsu.edu); Na~ Conway (BC) 

(~9_g~Y_tDJ_~_~:~_~_g]; Kirk Bruce ~g£_~_~!~_:~_[~:~_g]; ~£~_@_~_=~gJ Bill D’Andrea; Chris~pher B. Kennedy (~_t)D_~Y~gA~_:~_g_~=_~_g); Bonaso~e, Monk 
(MBonaso~@admin.fsu.edu); ’t.wise@miami.edu’; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; ’Sherard Clinkscales (Isclinks@ncsu.edu)’; mharriN@nd.edu; Klaczak, Paul Joseph; 
’buddiemjO~u.edu’ 
Subject~ ~: Women’s Soccer - RPI change 

As I’m sure most of you have heard, the SEC has sent the attached ~etter to the NCAA requesting an re-eva~uation of the RPl criteria especiaHv a~ it re~tes to the 

bonus/penalty structure for c : nference game~. We w~H monitor th~s s~tua[:k)n as the NCAA Women’s Soccer Commh:tee d~scus~es it and makes any proposah~ to 

the NCAA Championships CabineL ,~houk~ a change be recommended to the Cabinet we wi~ ~eek your ~nput on the recomnlendatk)n, 

~f you have any questions, please let rne know. 

Thanks, 

Kris 

F~m= Leslie Claybrook [mailto:LClaybrook@sec.org] 
SeBt~ Sunday, ]anua~ 26, 20~4 4:~ PH 
To~ DRU ~NCOCK (~M~N~k2spo~s.~); Pierce, Kris; Chris Dawson; Big Ten - Andrea Williams; Danielle Donehew; Finch, Nora Lynn 

S~bje~t~ Women’s Soccer - RP~ change 

~m~ Greg Sankey 
Sent~ Sunday, ]anua~ 26, 20~4 2:50 PH 
TOl ’scess~a@~caa.org’ 
~= Leslie Claybrook 
S~bje~t= Le~er from SEC Commissioner Mike Slive 

Sharon- 

As you know, the SEC Soccer Coaches met last week and we appreciate your participation via teleconference. 

Attached is a letter from Commissioner Slive with observations and a recommendation on the women’s soccer RPI formula. 

I know the Committee is about to meet, and we are hopeful this correspondence will be reviewed during their meeting. 

Thank you for your help. 

-Greg Sankey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:27 PM 

Popper, Nathaulel <nathaniel.popper@nytimes.com> 

Debbi Clarke < ~gtnail.com>; Cumfingham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu>; Lan7 Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); 

jaanes dean@unc.edu 

RE: s~ 

Thank you Nathaniel .... Yes, I read the piece, good job. This is an important story. You did well to introduce 
From: Popper, Nathaniel [mailto:nathaniel.popper@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 20:1.4 9:49 AN 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: story 
Hey Anson -- 
I meant to send you this yesterday, but the day got away from me. In any case, in case you didn’t see it, the story on recruiting was out in yesterday’s paper: 

As you can tell, your voice really helped bring this slo~T to life -- eve~yone has been t~Jlldng ruth me about that. Thanks so much for all the ~me you spent talldng ruth 

me in Florida. 

I trust this won’t be the last we’ll write on this, so please let me know if you see other stories we should be following on this front. 
Thanks again, 

Nathaniel Popper 

Reporter 

New York Times 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:46 PM 

Mark Paysons <mparson@washingtonspirit.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~)ym~l.com > 

RE: 

Thank you ... she has HUGE potential[[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mark Parsons [mailto:mparsons(&washingtonspirit.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:15 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Deal 

We would have drafted her this year if she was eligible :-) 

Dorrance, Albert A IV wrote: 
> Mark, 

> 11~ this might spin into you guys drafting her I will support this easily! 
> 

> I will copy her on this. I am sure she will follow up. Remember we have to follow ALL the rules so you can’t do anything for her beyond expenses. I will copy my compliance officer on this 
to make sure all rules are followed. 
> 
> .amd thank you Mark for your interest in our kids![ 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Mark Parsons [mailto:ruparsons(d~,,washingtonspirit.coru] 
> Sent: Sunday, January 26, 2014 7:11 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: 
> 

> Hi Anson, 
> 

> I xvould love the opportunity to speak with about playing on our reser,~e tearu in the W league this suramer. In addition to training xvith the resel~’es twice a week i would like to 
extend an invite for her to train with Crystal and the rest of the pro team twice a week too. She xvould then get 4 training sessions a week and games with the reserves at the weekend. 
> 

> I understand she has played in the sunxmer for other teams and she ruay alrea@ be set or happy playing elsewhere. I still wanted to make the offer and see if would be interested. 
Please let me xvhat you think or the best next step. 
> 

> Many thanks 

> Kind Regards, 
> 

> Mark Parsons 
> GM and Head Coach 
> Washington Spirit 
> 549 729 9938 
> www.washingtonspirit.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)’- 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:47 PM 

tteavner, Jim @m@theheavuers.com> 

I~E: Cotnmitting to Play for a College, Then St~ing 9th Grade 

You are on the $! 

From= Heavner, Jim [mailto:jim@theheavners.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, January 28, 2014:11:2:1 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade 

iCbcm~;~’. 1~ seems ~ha~ we hear a h-~t more ahou~ tha~ Chese 

77~ere are s’o ma~N thin~:s" brnken aboug ghe curre#t mocM thug i~ seem,~" thug ~hisju,~’g a&[~ one more pebble to the stack. 

Hm,e a great 

F~m~ Oorrance, ~]be~ ~ N [ma~lto:anson(~emaA~nc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesdag, Janua~ 28, 2014 ~I:IS AN 

T.~ ~eavner, 
Subjeet~ Re: Comintern9 to Nag for a College, Then Sta~n9 9th Grade 

5 to 10 years 

Se~t f!vm #0’ Verizon t~ire[e,~s 4G L2~ DRUIb 

"Heavner, Jim" <iim([~theheavners~com> wrote: 

[ bunq~ed into i~aren [ast night co~d [ su~pectyou have commise~aed with her abou~ ~:m u~de@~#~g d~eme (ffl~a~~ ,~7o~y. Thef~rd~er outyou have ~o recru#~. 

Ho~, receut is th~s ghenome~o~? 

F~m~ Dorrance, ~lbe~ ~ N [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Janua~ 28, 2014 10:40 AN 
T~ Neavner, 
Subject= RE: Commi~ing to Play for a College, Then Sta~ing 9th Grade 
Thanks Jim .~. yes, I have sceu it b~t thauk ?o~ tbr thinking ofmeY. 

F~m: Neavner, J~m [ma~lto;j[m@theheavners.com] 
Sent: Nonday, Janua~ 27, 20~4 4:31 PN 
To: Dorrance, Nbe~ ~ N 
Subject: Comintern9 to Play for a College, ~en S~n9 ~h Grade 

An~ 
Almos~ ce~iNy you have ~en this, g~t Nmost is not the ~me as ce~in. So, just in case... 

J~ 

Jhn lIeavner, President 

VilCom, 

Street ad&ess: McClamroch Hall 88 VilCom Circle 
Suim 160 

Chapel Hill, N. C. 27514 
Phone 919-%8-4811 Fax 919-918 -2028 

Voice ~iail 919-918-2014 x 
A Comnfitment to Nxeellence 

Radio ¯ Chapelboro.com " The Print Shop ¯ H%C, Inc 
U Campus Media - Universi~ Directories ¯ VilCom Properties 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:49 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: UNC STAFF AND FACULTY MAILBOX MESSAGE ! 

Is this more BS? 

From: Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline 

Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014 11:25 AM 
To: Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline 
Subject-" RE: UNC STAFF AND FACULTY MAILBOX MESSAGE 

From: Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 20:t4 :t:t:20 AM 
To-" Alexander Craft, Renee Jacqueline 
Subject-" UNC STAFF AND FACULTY MAILBOX MESSAGE 

I YN(; STA>’F AND FACUI TY )AAII BOX "~ff:’SSAt3}~; ’. 

NOTICE: You :vii] receive ~ wa~ni.~g when your mailbox reaches 400>,’f[3-500>,’f[3 ~x ~ti may not be able to send ,)r receive new mail until you .~educe y,)u.~ mailbox size Chc k 

You tn:~st empty the I)e]eted Items folder after deleting [terns er the space will not be J:reed. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:54 PM 

Chris Arledge <carledge@northlamar.net> 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu;      @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros i 

sean patton ( 

; nicole fava (nfava~tmcaa.unc.edu); 

@gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; clay weaver ( @aol.com); 
matt jones 

Subject: RE: practice time 

No, we don’[: l:sll~ shout those kinds of g.:_~sls, w,-_~ talk about g,-_d:[Jng beret (tl’u:_~ process). (:}t~r clich~.’1~e want to live on a never ending ascension". W,-_~ work for 

"mastery" (of all Lhe skills and tactics o[: our game) while we compete as hard as we can against each other in training. 

From: Chris Arledge [mailto:carledge@northlamar.net] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 20:t4:1:1:26 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: practice time 

/~son~ 

do you/your teams set specific goals each season....such as: 30 whys, Conference Champs, National Champs, etc.? 

thanks, 

Chris Arledge 

Pantberettes Basketball 

North Lain ar ISD 

3201 Lewis Lane 

Paris TX 75462 

(903) 737-2011 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, August 27, 2013 9:40 AM 
To: Chris Arledge 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; . . l@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( 
Subject: RE: practice time 

@qmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

No, we have been at one hour thirty minutes for a long time, that has not changed. What has changed is our player devefoprnent platform. We are now trying 

Raymond Ved~eijen’s ideas. I love Lhem. IL conforms to how we have always tried to develop player’s and also why and when we substitute. 

From: Chris Arledge [mailto:carledge@northlamar.net] 
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2013 9:~5 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: practice time 

I hope your season is off to a great start! I have a quick question for you when you get time .... 

I read where you’ve cut your practice time down from what you guys used m go. How long to you guys go no~,? Could you explain a little of the concepN 

behind this idea? 

thanks for your help, 

Chris Arledge 

Pmlfllerettes Basketball 

North Lmu ar ISD 

3201 Lewis Lmle 

Paris TX 75462 

(903) 737-2011 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:55 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Sumtner Camp 

From: Lindsay Bogue [mailto:lindsay.bogue=campnetwork.com@mail143.at161.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Lindsay Bogue 
Sent: Tuesday, Januael 28, 2014 11:45 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Summer Camp 

Hi Anson, 

Do you need any help with your camp website or registration this year? ! know the holidays are always hectic, but coaches are back and starting to post their 

2014 camp information. Whether you have something in place or not, it’s definitely worth taking a look at our system because we’re known for having the best 

pricing available. 

Camp Network allows you to accept online reqistration on your website by having your campers pay a simple $2.99 convenience fee as they check out (we 

also do really nice website design if you need that too). We work with all types of college camps across the country and would love to help you as well. If 

you’re interested, please &_c__h__~!~[Le____a____d__&Lr_Lo_____b_2~___c_’_[Lc_’__k_!_[N___h__gL_e_! 

Sincerely, 

Lindsay Bogue 

Camp Network 

Iindsay.bogue@campnetwork.com 

www.campnetwork.com 

whydid t get tills? unsubscribe from this list update subscription preferences 

Cai!lp Network 240 ~ H~ver~!:~rri Ck’:4~e Vi!giriia 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:56 PM 

Brown, Sharou Pratt <spbrownl @email.unc.edu> 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu>; Streett, Shelly <sjgreeu@email.unc.edu> 

RE: FYI - Bio brief 

No clue but I wilf copy the people that might know something. 

From: Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 :L[:49 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: FYI - Bio brief 

We were changing that for you in the brief one~ 

Do you have a non-PDF copy to send me so we can change that in the larger bio version? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 28, 20:14, at :i0:23 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a;~so;~@emaiI.~.mc.ec,%> wrote: 

The (:urr~-:~[)[: record is 7(-73--.~--29 so what is in the "bio" is last y~-:~ar’s record. 

From." Brown, Sharon Pratt 
Se~t-" Monday, January 27, 201t4 2:32 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject." FYI - Bio brief 

Hi, Anson- 

Thought I sent this earlier, but realized that I left it off of our previous conversations last week. 

Attached please find the abbreviated bio that we had to edit to 185 words for the purpose of getting it to fit on the brochure that will be sent out 

soon. The full bio you provided will be part of the full conference brochure. 

Two months from today, and I’ll be introducing you to the crowd] 

Take care, 

Sharon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:58 PM 

~y~hoo.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Committing to Play for a College, Then Starting 9th Grade - NYTimes.co~n 

Thank you and of course!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: ~vahno com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 12:20 PM 
Tn: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Cnmmittmg to Play lk~r a College, Then Starting 9th Grade - NYTimes.cnm 

Greetings Anson, 

trust the new year finds ynu well. 

As ynu can see, I’ve attached the link to a NY Times article which I suspect you and the stalK" may find to be interesting. 

Thanks for your time and kind regards, 
Michael 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:01 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

@~nsn.com; ducoa@uucaa.unc.edu; @aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros @gmafil.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

.... .; clay weaver I 

; matt jones 

....... ; sean patton ( @gmail.com); 

..... ; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: RE: (2heat Article on the Friendship at LINC 

Good stuF Chris!H 

Frem-" Chris Ducar [mailto:ducar@email,unc,edu] 
Sent," Tuesday, January 28, 20:t4:12:22 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Great Article on the         Friendship at UNC 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina, 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CLICK HERE. 

d by sender 

Julia, 

Enjoy! 

h~tp://www.dai~ytarhee~.c~m/ar~ic~e/2~14/~1/dunn-~hai-~-g~-separate-ways-in-pr~essi~na~-s~ccer 



you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 







From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:04 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

I~E: 2015 preseason game 

TRACEY BATES!J!]! You sr’e a STAR]!]!] 

Frem: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] Oa Behalf Of Leone, Tracey 
Seat; Tuesday, January 28, 2014 :[2:46 PM 
To: D:[ list serve (division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com) 
$ubject-" {Division [ Womens Soccer Coaches} 20:[5 preseason game 

Hi all, 

We are looking for a preseason game in 2015. We would prefer a home game but would consider an away game if it’s close. If you’re interested, please let me 

know. 

Thank you, 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

617-373-4465 office 

6:17-373-8988 fax 

2013 CAA Champions 

NCAA Tournament Berth 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~,~,~nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~fibe tkom fl~is group and stop receiving emmls l~m i~ ~nd an emml ~) division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsnbscfibe(~googlegroups.com. 

To post to tNs group, send email to divis~on-i-womens-soccer-co~hes~oogle~roups.com. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:05 PM 

Streelt, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

l~g: Flight for Anson 

I am with you but remember wasn’t it better going in two days before? it was cheaper wasn’t it? 

From: Streett, Shelly 

Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 1:43 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

C~ CINDI A~ATER (cindia~ater~anthon~ravel.com) 
Su~je~t~ RE: Flight for Anson 

C~ndi’s pricing ~s pretty much the same that I found and I believe Anson wants to book now. Anson, speak up ~f you disagree. 

F~m= Street, Shelly 
Senti Friday, ganua~ 2% 2014 10:43 AM 
To~ Cindi A~ater 
~¢~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Flight for Anson 

AnsotL 

See Cb~di"s ema~ below. 

F~m= Cindi A~ater [ma~lto:CindiA~a~r@anthon~raveLcom] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anuary 21, 20~4 1:58 PH 
To= Street, Shelly 
Cc= Cindi A~ater 
Subject= RE: Flight for Anson 

If he knows he defin~tNy 8o~n~ then you can set tickets anytime. It’s always best to purchase early since better chance of lower fares being available. Fm see~n~ 

th~nSs ~round $2,000.00 & up. He would need to ~eave June t6~h to arrive AM of the :].7th. ~f he leaves the US on the ~7th ~ he would land the next morn~n8 after the 

~[~:30am co~[ere~ce start time so ~oo~s ~ike l:}~e best ~s depart Ju~e I(5 ~o arrive June 3.7th u~l~ess he wa~:s to aCtive l:}~e 23t~ ~ the AM and ~o straight to 

Just let rne know ffyou wsn~ me to look ~ ~t closer and ho~dibook anytMng now. 

Thanks~ 

Cindi Atwater 
Anthony Travel, Inc. 
University of Noah Carolina 
344 Ridge Road Loudermilk Suite 2201 
Chapel Hill, N.C. 27515 
Phone: 919-843-5076 Fax: 919-843-5297 
24 Hour Emerqency 800-530-2560 VIT code S7~5C 
F~m: Street, Shelly [ma~l~:sNreen@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3anuary 21, 20~4 1:32 PH 
To= Cindi A~ater 
Subject= Flight for Anson 

Cindi, 

Anson is Iookin~ to fly to South Africa in mid-June. When should we start Iookin8 at flishts? It looks like Johannesbur~ is the closest airport to the town of 

Bloemfontein, South Africa. The conference begins at 8am on 6/28/24 and ends the evenin8 on 6/24/24. 

Shelly Streett 
Olympic Sports 
University of North Carolina 
Department of Athletics 
Office 919.962.5220 
Fax 919.962.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:11 PM 

@ymaJl.com> 

@msu.com; duc~x@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: A request from a Chatham County women’s soccer coach 

~.@aol.com: Jasou Sisneros 

Good stuff But r~-_~mernber, your priority is ACADEM ICS. t do not want my generous women of character throwt~ ouL o[ schoo~ because l:he~r valuabh~ l:~rne 

was spent helping ouL Chatham County G~rls SoccerH[ 

Fks[ get it done ~n sl~ you classes. Your equa~ly generous classmates will cover you for th~s one. Make sense? 

And congrats on the interest from the WasMngton Spirit .... They certain~y have good tasteH 

From: @ymail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, January 28, 2014 2:01 PN 

To= Dorrance, AIbe~ A N 
Subject= Re: A request from a Chatham Coun~ women’s soccer coach 

I would love to go. Just a time and a place and I will be delighted to go. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 1:57 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a_._n_ _s_o__n__~._e_m__ .a_!_[:u__q.c__:._e_~_q> wrote: 

]batik you Again, h:,(a shar~:_~ tfu:_~se kind Best:urea so no on~:_~ individual g,-_d:s overwhelmed! 

Sent: Nonday, January 27, 2014 5:55 PN 
To= Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject= Re: A request from a Chatham County women’s soccer coach 
I can go! 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 27, 2014, at 5:36 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bret, 

I will send this to our Leadership Council 

From= Bret Pedigo [mailto:Bret@mortgagechoiceinc.com] 
Sent= Nonday, January 27, 2014 2:16 PN 
To= Sander, Thomas J~ Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: A request from a Chatham County women’s soccer coach 

Tom, Anson, 

I hope th~s emsi~ finds you both 

Last summer we tr~ed to get one or two of your p~ayers down for s camp and ~t didn’t work out ~ tMnk because of 

Greensboro that came up (which was no b~g dea~, ~ really, really appreciate the player tryh~g to work ~[: ~n). 

I was hoping I couh~ respectfully ask ~[ any o[ your players would be interested ~r~ coming down to Mot~cure (about a 25 minute dr~ve [rom 

Chapel Hifl) and La~k~ng to my m~dd]e schoo~ gir~s tearn about the cornpetkve cauldron. ] put ~n a tiny part of that ~n ~ast year, and Lh~s year 

we w~ be doh~g ~t ~n a much b~gger way (although certah~]y much more ~m~ted than what you a~l 

We are fortunate that despite being very small (25 girls in 7-8 grades) we have had success. We have some great talent and atMetes that 

haw~ been play,rig sh~ce they were young, a few of whom might have a chance to play it~ college if they continue to ~rn~)rove. f want to 

give 1:hem the best chance to be successful if thev do choose that route and f th~nk your method of fosterh~g competil:h:m is e’,<cel~ent 

My rn~dd~e schoo~ g~rls soccer team starts practice on Feb. ~9 and obviously anytime between then and early May wou~d work. And as 

always it’s no big den e~ther way, but I wanted to at ~east ask. 

Finally, just a note of my gratitude for a~l you a~ do for women’s soccer~ My g~rls a~ aspire to one day be Tarheels and as a fellow UNC 

grad (90), that is very cool. 

Best regards, 

Bret 
Bret Pedigo 

Office: 919-655-0330 
Cell: 
~:a>; : 919-.655.-9335 
Also find me on Twi~er @bdpedigo 

Linkedin: http://~.llnkedin.com/pub/bret-pedi~o139/a35/29b/ 
<~mage001 .jpg> 
This rneasage (includin~ any at~achmerfls) is cenfidentia~ and may be privileged. If you haw~ received it by mistake pleaae net~l~ the aender by 
return em~a~ and delete this messaBe fl’om your system. Any unauthorized use or d~ssem~nation of tMs message in who~e or ~n putt is stdctly 
prohibited. 
Please neN~ tha~ e.-ma~s are suscept~Me [o change. Mortgage Chok~e Inc ahall n~X be I~able lk)r the improper er ~ncemp~eN~ ttansmh~sk)n of 

information contained in this commun~cafio~ ~or for any de~ay h~ its receipt or damage to your system. Mortga(le Choice h~c~ does not guarantee 

~hat the integrity of this communication has been maintained, nor [hat the above commuNca[ion ~s free o~ v~ruses, interceptions or interference. 

F~m= Sander, Thomas ~ [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday, July 02, 20~3 3:42 PN 



To: 8ret Pedigo 
Subject: RE: A request from a Chatham County women’s soccer coach 

Brett, 

We have a camp from July I0.-:~.4 and our preseason starts Aug 7th, so our opl:kms are pre~:ty hmRed. I have at ~east one player who has 

offered to come down on the 9th and she may be a~fe [o bring a few teammates w~th her. When and where exactly do they need to be? 

-Tom 

~mm~ Bret Pedigo [ma~l~:Bret@mo~gagechNceinc.com] 
SeBt= Thursday, ~une 27, 20~3 2:47 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A ~; Sander, Thomas ] 
S~je~t= RE: A request from a Chatham Coun~ women’s soccer coach 

Thank you bodfi 

Bret Pedige 

St. Loan Officer 
Mo~gage Choice Inc, 
NMLS #908?’2 
Offic.e,: 919-555.-9330 
Cell: 
Fax: 919~655-0335 
Also find me en "[’wi~er @bdped~go 

Linkedin: htt p://~.l~n kedin.com/pu b/bret-pedigo/39/a35/29b/ 
<~mage001 .jpg> 
This message (including any a~tachments) is cenfiden~N and may be prMbged. If you have received i~ by mistake please notify the sender by 
return e-mN~ and deb~e i:his message from yeur system. Any unaulhodzed use or d~ssemk~a~ien of this message in wheb er ~n part is s~dctly 
proMbite& 
Please note [hat em’~a~s are suscepfiMe to change. Mortgage Choice Inc shall no[ be liable for the improper or incompbte [ransmissbn of the 
~n~0rrnalkm oon[a~ned in this oemmunicatk)n net ~0r any de~ay in its feoe~p[ or darnage to yeuf syMem. Mertgage Chekxe Inc. does not guaran[ee 

lhat the ~nle~rity of this comm~nicatbn has been ma~nlah~ed, nor that the above communbation ~s free of vh’uses, ~nlerce~t~ons or interference~ 

Seat= Thursday, 3une 27, 20~3 2:22 PN 
To= Bret Pedigo; Sander, Thomas 3 
$~bject= Re: A request from a Chatham Coun~ women’s soccer coach 

Brek I will copy Tom on ~is and see who is available’. Good luck~ 

Bret Pedigo <Bre~22rno*taagec ~oiceinc corn:> wrote" 

Coach Dorrance, 

I know this email comes from out of the blue and I’m sure you get plenty of these so I apologize in advance. I’m a girls middle school 

soccer coach in Chatham County and I coach a Chatham Soccer League girls travel team. 

I am also a UNC grad (1990) and a big fan of UNC Women’s Soccer. I have tried to use many of the philosophies and drills from your book 

in my training, especially the idea of competing hard against each other in practice. 

The reason for my email is I’ve put together a couple of free evening camps for the best U15 women’s players in Chatham County and I 

wanted to see if any of your players might be enticed (or begged) to come for one or more evenings to be a guest coach. 

The dates are July 9, 10 and :[1 (Tuesday through Wednesday) from 6-8 p.m. 

And August 6, 7 and 8 (Tuesday through Wednesday) from 6-8 p.m. 

The camp is in Moncure NC about ::[5 minutes southeast of Pittsboro. 

Again, I apologize for an email request when we have no history. And thanks for all you and your women do for women’s soccer. 

Sincerely, 

Bret Pedigo 

Bret Pedigo 
Sr. Loan Officer 
Mortgage Choice Inc. 
NMLS #90872 
Office: 919-655-0330 
Cell: 
Fax: 919-655-0335 
Also find me on Twi~ter @bdpedigo 

Linkedin: http:l/vc~w.linkedin.comlpub/bret-pedigo/391a35/29b/ 
<image001 .jpg> 
This message (including any attachments) is confidential and may be privileged. If you have received it by mistake please notify the sender by 
return e-mail and delete this message from your system. Any unauthorized use or dissemination of this message in whole or in part is strictly 
prohibited. 
Please note that e-mails are susceptible to change. Mortgage Choice Inc shall not be liable for the improper or incomplete transmission of the 
information contained in this communication nor for any delay in its receipt or damage to your system. Mortgage Choice Inc. does not guarantee 
that the integrity of this communication has been maintained, nor that the above communication is free of viruses, interceptions or interference. 

No vires found in this message. 

Checked by AVG - ~’.avg.com 

Version: 2012.0.2242 / Virus Database: 3204/5945 - Release Date: 06/27/13 

No virus fom~d in this message. 

Checked by AVG - www.avg.com 

Version: 2012.0.2242 / Virus Database: 3204/5961 - Release Date: 07/03/13 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:25 PM 

Albright, Peter <palbrigh@richmond.edu> 

PalL: Great Article. Read the comments at the end .... 

Peter, 

You were weU ahead of all of us on this ...thank you for continuing the attack! 

Frem: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:dMsion-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] Om Behalf ~ Albright, Peter 
8e~t~ ~onday, ~anua~ 27, 20~ ~0:~8 AN 
Te~ division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
¢c~ rkehoe@nscaa,com 
Subject= {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Great A~ide. Read the commenN at the end .... 
Fellow Colleagues, 

b~teresting, well researched and thought provokk~g article: 

I’ve written extensively on tMs before, and have been roundly vUified for ~t. So as ~ reiterate, [ promise to be brief. 

Eorty recruiting is o c~ncer that is fbrcing eveo~on~ (parents, piayers and co~ches) into making b~d decisions. We er~ oli conspMng to ki!/ our own sport. 

Our current operating prin(:ip[e is not: "open competRion lot p~ayers" ~t [s "first come, [irst serve". [t is: "Lod~ up that speda~ pDyer as early as possible". 

Th~s prob[ern cannot be handled ~egisladve[y: we aH know ~oo many ~ega[ ways ar’ound the rules. I believe that the on~y solution is that we aH agree to a "new 

players to ~ook at options of schools/programs right up to the signing date. We effectively change the entire recruiting culture w~thout passing a single rule. 

Only then will we return to re~ru~tit)g seniors, for whom we better know the{r a<:ademR: and atMetk: po~:ent~aL Freshman and sophomores wH~ be aMe to play and 

develop withou[: [)e~{lg ew)luated and re<:ruited. 

By the way, if we do this, tb.~.!:~.~?.r.ea[~?.m~.:~!.tL~.ttU..g.¢~.~t~...h~.a~.~.~.~r~.. They will have to wa~ {onger and work harder to get d~em, but they wH~ make far {:ewer 

"m~stakes". H: "Sally" commits to Richmond as an HS Sophomore, d~en ~ater’ gets picked to the U-17 Nationa{ Team, she should pr’obaMy re-tMnk her Richmond 

decision and be ~ble to end up at a UNC, Stanford or other such e~te program (and those programs should be aMe to recruit her}. She shouldn’t be bound to a 
¯ th .8th (early) bad deds~on arw more that a coa~:h who comm~[:s a scholarship to a :~ ~y~ " n 1( ~ ) ) grade and the player, for whatever red, son, slops dew?~oping and 

later ~)ecomes "aver’age". 

A~I we have to do ~s change the ~anguage around cormnitrnent. Needy everyone believes that this ~s a mess. The coaches are the only ones w~th the power’ to 

change th~s~ I.et’s go~ 

Respectfully (and fairly briefly}, 

Peter 

~ palbright 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Crroups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~fibe l~om fl~is group and stop receiving emails t?om i’~ ~nd a~ email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches+tmsubscribe(a~googlegroups.com. 

For morn options, visit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:42 PM 

Popper. Nathaniel <nathaniel.popper@nytimes.com> 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~)aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: s~ 

Call on slow news days or when yot~ are bored .._ I will tell you the current topics .... usually our isst~es are "a tempest in a tea pot". [ don’t think we will bare 

anything that s~gnificant most of the time. 

A~ the best! 
F~: Popper, Nathaniel [maNto:nathanieLpopper@n~mes.com] 
Se~t: Tuesday, January 28, 20~ 3:3~ PH 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: sto~ 

Than~ ~ much Anson. Please let me h~ow if you ~e other eletnen~ of~is that we should ~ ibllowing -- or ans~Nng else. 

Na~a~el 

On Tue, Jan 28, 2014 at 3:26 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
Thank you Nathaniel ,.. Yes, I read the piece, good job, This is an important story. You did well to introduce iL 
From: Popper, Nathaniel [mailto:nathanieLpopper@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 9:49 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: story 
Hey Anson -- 
I meant to send you this yesterday, but the day got away from me. In any case, in case you didn’t see it, the story on recruiting was out in yesterday’s paper: 

As you can tell, 5’our voice really helped bring this sloly to life -- everyone has been mJldng with me about that. Thanks so much for all the lime you spent talldng with 

me in Florida. 
I trust this won’t be the last we’ll write on this, so please let me l, mow if you see other stories we should be following on this front. 

Thanks again, 

Nathaniel Popper 

Reporter 

New York Times 

Nathaniel Popper 

Repo~ler 

New York Times 

N a fl~ar~iel. ~:q~t~er(c,’; r~,: tinges co m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Recruit Ticket Deadline - Men’s Basketball vs. Duke 

From: Touloupas, Mary Alyson 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 3:55 PM 

To: UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc: UNCAA-Compliance; Gwaltney, Clint; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Miller, Beth; Steinbacher, Rick; Tlle, Vince 
Subject: Recruit Ticket Deadline - Men’s Basketball vs. Duke 

Coaches- 

As you know, the Men’s Basketball game against Duke is quickly approaching. With this being the biggest game of the season, the demand for recruit tickets 

typically very high. 

If you are planning to have recruits attend the game, please send me the number of tickets you will need by this upcoming Friday, January 31st. By having an idea 

of how many tickets are needed, the Ticket Office will be able to plan ahead and hopefully fulfill all requests. I will let you know on Wednesday, February 5th if we 

are able to fulfill your request or not. 

I do not need the names of the recruits and their guests this week (names can be submitted the week of the game), I simply need a total number of tickets. 

Let me know if you have any questions. Thanks! 

Mary Alyson Touloupas 
Associate Director of Ticket Operations 

University of North Carolina 

PO Box 3000 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

919.962.2296 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:46 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

1),22: Flight for Anson 

Then confirm the day [:or rne before you book it. 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:06 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Flight for Anson 

Not anymore. Everything is starting at :1900 and going up. 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent." Tuesday, January 28, 2014 4:05 PM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: RE: Flight for Anson 

f am with you bu~: remember wasn’t it better going in ~:wo days before? It was cheaper wasn’t it? 

From; Streett, Shelly 
Sent-" Tuesday, January 28, 2014 1:43 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co." CINDI AIWATER (-c-Ln---d-j-a----~----a--t--e--r--~--a--n--t--h---~---n-~-t--r--a--v---e-L-c--~---n-~-) 
Subject-" RE: Flight for Anson 

Anson, 
Cindi’s pricing is pretty much th~-’_~ same theft I found and I beliew-:~ ~nson w~mts to bool~ no,v. ~nson, speak up if you dis~gree. 

--SS 

From-" Streett, Shelly 
Sent." Friday, January 24, 2014 10:43 AM 
To: Cindi Atwater 

(::c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Flight for Anson 

Anson, 

Se~-’_~ Cindi"s email below. 

--SS 

From: ¢indi Atwater [--m---a-~-t--~-2-C--Ln---d-~--A--t---w--a--N-r-@--a---n--t--h---q-n-~-r--a---v--e-J-&~----m--] 
Sent; Tuesday, January 21, 2014 1:$8 PM 
To: Streett, Shelly 
C:c-" ¢indi Atwater 
Subject-" RE: Flight for Anson 

Hey Shelly, 
If he kno~,s he definitely going then you can get tickets anytime. It’s always best to purchase early since better chance of lower fares being available, rm seeing 

things around ~:;2,000.00 & up, H~-_~ would need to leave June I@th t:o arrive AM of the 17t~L If he leav~:_~,~ the US on the :].7th , he would land t:he ne>:t morning after the 

8:gOam conference star{ time so looka" ike the best is depar{ ~une :16 to                              amve. " June       :17~h     unless he wants to arrive the :18ti~ in the Ah,’] and go straight to the 
conference, 
Just let me know if you want me to look at it closer and hold/book anything now. 
Thanks! 

Cindi Atwater 
Anthony Travel, Inc, 
University of North Carolina 
344 Ridge Road Loudermilk Suite 220~ 
Chapel Hill, N.C, 27‘515 
Phone: 9~ 9-843-‘5076 Fax: 919-843-5297 
24 Hour Emergency 800-,530-2560 VlT code $71,5C 
From: Streett, Shelly [mailto~s~g!een~#email.unc.edu] 
SeBt: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 1:32 PM 
T~: Cindi A~ater 
Subject: Flight for Anson 
Cindi, 
Anson is looking to fly to South Africa in mid-June. When should we start looking at flights? It looks like Johannesburg is the closest airport to the town of 
Bloemfontein, South Africa. The conference begins at 8am on 6/:18/:14 and ends the evening on 6/24/:14. 
Shelly St~eett 
Olympic Spo~ts 
University of North CaYolina 
Department of Athle{ics 
Office 919.962.5220 
Fax 919.9G2.4038 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)c. 

Tuesday, Jmmary 28, 2014 6:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Your Platinum Invitation to the Desert Cup Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Your Platinum Invitation to the Desert Cup Showcase 

From: "Mike Rocca, Rated Sports. LLC" <mikerocc~ratedsports.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" (anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

to aRend the Desert Ct~p Showcase evcrxt bc’ing he)d March 28--3o, 2,:)~4 at 

opport.uniky to recruit, talent from over -~o States and Canadian provinces° 
The Desert Cup has gained the attention of top clubs from Canada and across 
the !JS~. This is going to be one great event with all games being played at 

partial list of clubs committed. 

I f you haven’t ah’eadv registered for The Desert (;up, please do so today by 
visitimz th< college coaches resistration site. 

http:iievents.gotspor t.eomieventsieollegeeoaeh [ogin.aspx. EventID =346o ~ 

Regards, 
MiehaeI Rocea 

mi kerocea @ratedsport’.~.eom 

hmx Lint~o~nixeun.eom 
hR~:ii~hampion~hipseries.org 

Forward this email 

This email was sent 1o anson@emaiLunc.edu by mikerocca@ratedsports.com 

instant rernovai’~x, ith SafeUnsubscribe’" Privacy Policy. 

Rated Sports, LLC USA i PO Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 2014 10:07 AM 

Debbi Clarke < ~gmail.com> 

Re: s~tory 

Not an issue ... 

Ses~t.f!"om my Verizor~ tFirege,~s 4(5 L)’k LL~tOIL) 

Debbi Clarke ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Anson, I know that Jeimy Levy is veu concerned about this issue of eaacly recruiting, as well. Would you mind ifI sham this emaJl with her? 
Thank~ 
Debbi 

Debbi Clarke 

Office of the Execntive Vice Chaucdlor and Provost 

U~dversity of North Carolina. Chapel Hill 

~gmail.com 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 3:26 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.edus> wrote: 

That~k you Nathaniet ._. Yes, I read Lhe piece, good job. This is an irnporLant story. You did well to introduce it. 
Frem: Popper, Nathaniel [mailto:nathaniel.popper@nytimes.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 28, 2054 9:49 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: story 
Hey Anson -- 
I meant to send you this yesterday, but the day got away from me. In any case, in case you didn’t see it, the story on recruiting was out in yesterday’s paper: 

As you ca:: tell, your voice really helped bnng tiffs stoW to life - - everyone has bee:: talking with me about that. Thanks so much for aJ1 the time you spent 

talking with me in Florida. 

I trust this won’t be the last we’ll write on this, so please let me ki:ow if you see other s~tories we should be follomng on this front. 
Thanks again:, 

Nathaniel Popper 

Reporter 

New York Times 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:46 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~’ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ACC Educational Docmnent: InstitulionaJ DigitaJ Network Signing Day FAQs 

Institutional DigitaJ Network Signing Day FAQs.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ACC Educational Document: InstimfionaJ Digital Network Signing Day FAQs 

From: "VaJ~geMer, MaJ-ielle A" <mvangeld@email.unc.edu-~ 

To: "Best, Kevin S." <kbest@unc.edu>,"Bowers, Matthew B" <mattbowers@unc.edu:,,"Brewer, Rick" <~brewe@unc.edu>,"Buchanaaa, Helen" 
<helenb@unc.edu>,"Caana:rati, Jefl}ey Allan" <caana:rati@ema~l.unc.edu>,"Gelin, DaJ~a E" <dgelin@unc.edu>,"Hundley, Bobby" 

<hundley@etnail.unc.edu>,"Kirschner, Steve" <sleveldrschne@unc.edu>,"Lohse, Dave Clark" <davelohse@unc.edu>,"Schmidt, Dave" 

<dhschmid@email.unc.edu>,"Snyder, Lee" <leesnyde@unc.edu>,"Temple, Abbey" <~atemple@unc.edu:,,"Andrews, Jason" <jaaad~ews@unc.edu>,"Angell, Jones" 

<jangell@unc.edu>,"Clem% Kenneth Eugene" <kclea~y@unc.edu>,"Cmwe, Michael" <mcrowe@unc.edu>,"Ellis. Bobby Joe" <bellis@unc.edu%"Escobar, Laura" 

<lescobar@email.unc.edu>, ~live.unc.edu>,"Lang, Kyle" <klaaag@tmc.edu~%"Reavis, Joshua" <joshveavi,x@~unc.edu~,"Watldns, Ciarra" 

<ciarraj w@email.unc .edu~ 

CC: "Holliday. Corey L" <cholliday@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~son@email.unc.edu%"Somoano, Carlos M" --~csomoano@unc.edu>,"Shelton, Karen C" 

<kcs@unc.edw~,"Fedora, H. LaJry" <laJry.fedora@unc.edu~,"Marko~ Lance M" <markos@email.~mc.edw~,"Timmermans, Tom" 

<timmennan@unc.edw~,"Strassner, Rachel" <r4stras@email.unc.edu-~,                      ~email.unc.edw~,"Ille, Vince" <ille@unc.edu>,"Steinbacher, Rick" 
<rick@unc.edtr~,"CunninghaJn, Bubba" <bubbac@email.unc.edu>, Gallo, Jr., LaJ~ A.’; <athgallo@unc.edu>, Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edw~, Meaders, HaJ;lis 

James" <meaders@unc.edu~ 

Good Morning--- 

Attached, please find an educational document relative to N~.I signing day next week. It details what is and is not permissible relative to an institution’s digital 

n~-:d:work relative to the ch~mges ~t~ [eg~s~ath:m th~: were adopted th~s year. 

Let us know H: you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

MarieHe A. vanGe~der 

Associate Athk~th:: Direct:or 

University o[ North 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (9~9) 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



Source: NCAA Bylaw 





in the NCAA Final Four 

t 982-20t 3 (32 Yesr=) 

in the NCAA Championship Game 
t 982-20t 3 (32 Yesr=) 

Appearances Appearances 

Team in the NCAA Final Four ~ Team in the NCAA Championship Game 

Santa Clara 10 

UCLA 9 .<~~.~.~"k.~’~ .<~k.~’~" ~ ,~.~’~.~k~’~, .~%.~2<~3’~. . 

Portland 8 Notre Dame 8 (1994, 1995, 1996, 1999, 2004, 2006, 2008, 2010) 

Connecticut 7 Connecticut 4 ( 1984, 1990, 1997, 2003) 

Florida State 7 Portland 3 (1995, 2002, 2005) 
Stanford 6 UCLA 4 (2000, 2004, 2005, 2013) 

Massachusetts 6 George Mason 3 (1983, 1985, 1993) 
Colorado College 5 Stanford 3 (2009, 2010, 2011) 

George Mason 4 Santa Clara 2(2001,2002) 

Penn State 3 Colorado College 2 (1986, 1989) 

California 3 Duke 2 (1992, 2011 ) 

Central Florida 2 Florida State 2 (2007, 2013) 

Florida 2 Southern Cal 1 (2007) 

NC State 2 Florida 1 (1998) 

Wisconsin 2 Wisconsin 1 (1991) 

Duke 2 NC State 1 (1988) 
Virginia 2 Massachusetts 1 (1987) 
Hartford 1 Central Florida 1 (1982) 

Missouri St Louis 1 Pennt State 1 (2012) 

SMU 1 

Princeton 1 

Southern Cal 

Boston College 1 

Ohio State 1 

Wake Forest 

Virginia Tech 1 

Notre Dame 3 (1995, 2004, 2010) 

Portland 2 (2002,2005) 

Stanford 1 (2011) 

Southern Cal 1 (2007) 

Santa Clara 1 (2001) 

Florida 1 (1998) 

George Mason 1 (1985) 

UCLA 1 (20t3) 

2 Players won 

~ Championships 

(red shirt year included) 

North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Championships Won By P ayers 

38 Players won 55 Players won 

4 Championships 3 Championships 

73 Players won 

2 Championships 

t Players won 

Championship 



United States Full National Team - Age of Players at 100 Caps 

Rank Player School Age at 100th cap Rank Player UNC Class of 

1. Cindy Parlow ~ UNC (’98) 23 yrs, 56 days 10. Tiffany Milbrett Portland (’93) 

2. Heather O’Reillv ~ UNC (’06) 23 yrs, 202 days 11. Aly Wagner Santa Clara (’02) 

3. Mia Hamm (~’~ UNC (’93) 23 yrs, 307 days 12 Amy Rodriguez Southern Cal (’07) 

4. Lorrie Fair ~’~ UNC (’99) 24 yrs, 34 days 13. Julie Foudy Stanford (’92) 

5. Kristine Lilly ~ UNC (’92) 24 yrs, 177 days 14. Tiffany Roberts ~ UNC (’98) 

6. Lindsay Tarpley ~ UNC (’05) 24 yrs, 199 days 15. Kate Markgraf Notre Dame (’97) 

7. Catherine Reddick ~ UNC (’03) 24 yrs 350 days 16 Abby Wambach Florida (’01) 

8. Tisha Venturini ~ UNC (’94) 25 yrs, 76 days 17. Rachel Buehler Stanford (’07) 

9. Shannon MacMillan Portland (’95) 25 yrs, 239 days 18. Christie Rampone Monmouth (’96) 

19. Carla Overbeck ~..~.~ UNC (’88) 

Age at lOOth cap 

25 yrs, 330 days 

25 yrs, 364 days 

25 yrs 295 days 

26 yrs, 91 days 

26 yrs, 125 days 

26 yrs, 324 days 

27 yrs, 104 days 

27 yrs 192 days 

28 yrs, 20 days 

28 yrs, 84 days 



P~ayers And Coaches As Participants 
(including alternates) 

AI~ Olympics 
and World Cups 

Throu~20~2 

North Carolina 
Santa Clara 

Stanford 
Portland 

Nortre Dame 
Florida 

CaI-Berkeley 

Massachusetts 
Monmouth 

Virginia 

Central Florida 
Rutgers 

Washington 

UCLA 
CaI-S Barbara 

George Mason 

USC 
Arizona 

Villanova 
Hartford 

Connecticut 
NC State 

SMU 
Hawaii 

Penn St 

17 
17 
15 
12 
11 
10 
8 
8 
8 
6 
6 
4 
4 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

0.9% 

Cal-S 
1.3% 

Hawaii 

04% -~Penn St 

0.4% 

0.4% 

0.4% 

0.9% 1.3% 

George Mason 
1 ~3% 

1.8% 

Washingtor 
1.8% 

Rutg~ 
2~7% 

Central 
2.7% 

Monmouth Massachusetts 
3.6% 3.6% 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Texas Lightning Showcase 

From: Kathy Brown [mailto          ~aol.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2024 2:46 plVl 
Subject: Texas Lightning Showcase 

Dear College Coach, 

On behalf of the Texas Lightning Soccer Club, we would like to invite you to the 18th Annu’,d Texas Lightning Showcase which will be held on April 18 & 19, 

2014 in Arlington, Texas. 

The games will take place at the Harold Patterson Sports Complex on Friday, April 18 and & Saturday, April 19, 2014. There will be no games on Sunday, 

April 20, 2014. 

Complimentary hotel accommodations at the beautiful Sheraton Hotel will be offered to College Coaches. The Sheraton is located at 1500 Convemion Center 

Drive, Arlington, TX 76011. To ~nake hotel reservations, please contact our Travel Coordinator; Mrs. Babette Haddox @                              or call 

866-281-5550 with any questions you ~nay have. Please be sure to register on line so that the pa~ticipating players will know what Colleges/Coaches will be 

attending. To register to attend the Showcase, you will need to visit our web site at www.texaslightni!~z:o~g, and go to the Tournaments Tab, then Showcase Tab and 

then register through Gotsoccer. 

Please remember to mark your calendar and maJae your hotel a~angements with Babette Haddox as soon possible. For additional intbrmation, please visit our web site 

at ~_?_~;:_tg_:~_@_ig_[_g__r!j:r_~4:~_lg.. We look fom’ard to welcoming you to the 2014 Texas Lightning Showcase’. 

Vic Brown, Director of Coaching 
Texas Lightning Soccer Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:29 PM 

~msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu       ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); pacmau@uncaa.uuc.edu 

EW: Student-Athlete Paxtjcipation in Outside Cotnpetitiou 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 3:08 PM 
To; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Cc-" Markos, Lance M; Timmermans, Tom; Dressler, Carly; Strassner, Rachel; Ballen, Martina K; Beale, Michael; Best, Kevin S.; Bitting, Angelyn S; Brunner, John F; Bunting, 
Mike; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Creech, Karlton W; Culler, Ellen B; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Gwaltney, Clint; llle, Vince; Johnson, Shelley H; Kirschner, Steve; 
Lane, Cricket; Miller, Beth; Perkins, Michael; Pogge, Paul; Robinson, Kevin T; Sabo, Tim; Steinbacher, Rick 
Subject-" Student-Athlete Participation in Outside Competition 
(~ood Afternoon - 

We wanted to provide you with an update on the impact of the adoption o[: RWG Proposal 13-~_ on your student-athfetes~ participation on outside teams outside of 

the playing season. As you are aware (subiect to additional sport-specific restrictions), student-athletes are permitted to compete outside of the institution’s 

declared praying and practice season as a member of an outside team h~ nomcol~egiate, amateur competition durk~g official vacation periods published ~n the 

cat:alog ~nd the mm~ber of st:udent-atMetes from ~ny one mst:~tut:~on on any one team may not exceed the app[~caMe [~r~il:s set forth [n gyk~w 17.28.2. 

h~ prevk)us years, h~comh~g prospective student-athletes dR[ not count against oul:sR[e team [~m~tatRms re~ard[ess of whet:her or not thev were enroi[ed in 

summer school However, w~th the adoption of proposal RWG-~3--~, ~nconlb~g students who enroll in summer school are now considered studer~t-.atNetes instead 

of prospects. Since Bylaw ~7.28.2 applies only to student-athletes, prospects enrolled in summer schoo~ wi[[ ¢o~t against the trait of team members 

pa~l[¢i~ate on a~ outside team. The adoption of the proposal does not chan~e anvth~ng wh~[e they are st[H a prospective student-atMete (i.e., between the time 

signh~g!comm[tment and enrollment ~n summer school or regu[ar year). They wotJ[d stN be considered a prospective student-athlete at that time except for 

purposes of Bylaw 

The [imkat~ons of Bylaw ~7.28.2 (max~rnum number of student-athletes from each ~nstkution who compete on the same outsMe team durin~ a permiss~Me time 

period) are outlined below: 

Baseball 4 Gymnastics 2 Softball 

Basketball 2 Ice Hockey 4 Swimming and Diving 5 

Cross Country 2 l_acrosse 5 l~:_~t~r~is 2 

Fendng 4 Rifle 2 Track and ~:ield 7 

Fie~d Hockey 5 Rowing 4 Volleyball 2 

Footba~ 5 Sk~ing 4 Water Polo 4 

Golf 2 Soccer 5 Wrestling 5 

As your s[:ude]lt-athletes i~re mi~kir]g arrar]ge[~l~:_~]lts to par[:~cipate ot~ our:side l:ear[~s durhlg the sumr[~er, p~ease be cogrfizarR of the rule change relative to 

prospective student--a~:hle[es enrolled in summer school P~ease ~et us know ~f you need any add~tkmM ck~rificath:m PRIOR ~:o any studen~:-athh~te partic~p~tion. 

Let as know ~f you have any questions or concerns. 

Thank you. 

MarieHe 

Mariel]e A. vanGeMer 

Associa[e A~:h~etic Director 

Universh:y of Nor~:h Carolina 

Phone: (9~9} 962--78S3 

Fax: {9~9) 962-5L~2 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:32 PM 

Daluz, Anthony <daluz@~vfu.edtr~; Alison Foley (tbleyae@bc.edu); Charles Chugger Adair ~adair@vt.edtr~; Eddie Radwanski 

(eradwan@clemson.edu); gmiller@afl~letics.pitt.edu; Kayen Elizabefl~ Dayes <ldbrguson@louisville.edu>; Mark Krikorian 

(mkrikoriaaa@admin.fsu.edn); Mary Frances Monroe (m.moraoe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@ur.edu); Randy Waldmm 

<mndy.waJdmm. 1 @nd.edu>; Robbie Church (robbie.church.~)duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); titn santoro 

<lira santoro@ncsu.edu> 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edu>;        )@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu;      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros 
(        ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Beating that Dead Hors~ 

Thank y.:_~u Tony, but w~;~:(:h ou~:; "seriot~s academic p~rpos~-_~" might ddw~ us aH (if we ~;fe serious ~;bot~t o~r sedot~s academic pt~rpose), back to Ff~day/Sundav. 
have not figured out how aH of Vot~ g~ys fleeced yo~r SWA"s ~nto believing ThiSun w~s good for ot~r academic rni~;sion Oh, now t remember: we t~sed the 
atNeLe weld--being" p~att:orrn. WiLhout any documenLed proof, we told o~r SWA’s that FrO/Sun was bad for our hea~th even Lhough 2i3rds o[: the matches we 
currently p~ay in the NCAA Tour’naRler~t are on the FHiS~m model (w~thouL any adverse effects). 
Sti]~, ~ do love the direction of the conference. With the excellent new proposals we wH~ have less Th/Sun and ~ tNnk it w~H be good for aH of 
F~m= Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@~u.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Janua~ 29, 20~4 5:~8 PN 
To= Alison Foley (foleyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@clemson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.Nu.edu); Na~ Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
Subject~ .Quote from Nathan Hatch 
Our 4 team - I0 game proposa~ promotes "studcnt-athk~e well being and serio~.~s ~cad~m~ic 

"Finally~ and most ~mpo~larlfly, the board must become more ofa champior~ [k~r the core values that enliven the NCAA. Col]ego athletics, like 

Americar~ politics, car~, at times~ seem all about the money~ Frilly aware of these pressures, the board mtist reassert the core responsibility of its 

member insti/atior~s to studcr~t-atNete well-being ~md serious academic purpose. " 

Tony da L~ 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universib" Womens Soccer 
P.O. Box 7346 

Winston SNem, NC. 27109 

(,336) 758-4375 office 

(336) 758-4565 fax 
cell 

removed by 
sender 

www.wakcfbrcstsports.com 
w~a~’.wakcIbrestgirls~)ccercamp.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: adidas Blue Chip Women’s Showcase 

From: adidas Blue Chip Showcase [mailto:jt@kingssa.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of adidas Blue Chip Showcase 

Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 6:05 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: adidas Blue Chip Women’s Showcase 

You are cordially invited to the 
2014 adidas Blue Chip Showcase Tournament 

Women’s Showcase April 11 - 13, 2014 

Excellent Competition!! Many top U15, U16 & U17 
teams, 

All Showcase matches to be played in Oxford, 
Ohio. 
3 one-hour Goalkeeper Clinic. 
Our Hotel Coordinator has discounted rooms 
blocked for College coaches near the fields. 

Back-up turf fields in case of inclement weather- 
ALL GAMES GET PLAYED! 
Comprehensive player profile book provided to all 
coaches. 
Same great coaches’ hospitality. 

Please register on-line through Soccer Scheduler or 
GotSoccer or click the link provided below so we can 
print the proper number of Player Profile Books. 

Women’s College Coach Registration 
Thank you for your support of this year’s event 

Michael Biggs 
adidas Blue Chip Showcase Tournament Coordinator 



www.BiueChipShowcase,com 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender¯ 

This email was sent to mlso[l@uncaa,unc.edu by michael@ldnqshammer.com 
_U_!%_d_a_t_e__!~_[_o_~[[_e.~__m__@_[LA_d_d_r_9_s_s. {nstar, t l-emoval with .S_a_f~I.U_n_s_u_b_s_c_rj_b_e_ ~’ [_~_rLv_a_£L[_~gJj_c_y_. 
Town & Country Sports & Health Club :: 1018 Town Drive :: Wilder KY :: 41076 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 4:57 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: 2014 CASL Gifts College Combine 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincspor~s.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 3anuary 29, 2014 7:06 PM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; 2014 CASL Girls College Combine 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 

image 
rem~ed by 

sender. 

smcSpo~s.~ 
m 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, January 30, 2014 5:11 PM 

Jason Sisneros, ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Sport Psychology Resea~eh Recruitment 

~msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; [~baol.com; 

Are we intecested i~ helping? 

From-" Piper, Margaret [mailto:margaret.piper@ttu.edu] 
Sent; Wednesday, JanuaPl 29, 20:t4 :ti:06 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Sport Psychology Research Recruitment 
Dear coach Dorrance, 
We axe currently conducting a study with athletes and would like to request your help in sending out our survey li~ik to your athletic teams. 
The study is about the spo~nt psychologists in college athletic depa3~tments. We would like to know- ~nore about athletes’ willingness to work with a sports psychologist. The 
study- will be conducted through an online survey, aaad athletes who participate will be entered into a drawing for monetm-y compensation. 
If you are willing to help, please forward the following descriptive into an email and fbrward on to your teams. We really appreciate your help! 
Sh~cerely, 
Maggie Piper 
Psychology Research Assistant 
Texas Tech University 

Mike C. Parent, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Texas Tech University 
michael.parent(a~ttu, e da 

Dear Student Athletes: 
We are currently conducting a study with athletes about sport psychologists in college athletic departments, and would fike to invite you to participate. 
We would like to know more about athletes’ willingness to work with a spo~nts psychologist. The study will be conducted through an online survey and should take 
approximately 20 mhautes of your time. 
To tha3ak you for your time, you will have the oppo~tunity to submit your email into a drawing for one of four $25.00 gift certificates (we plan to have about 300 participaaats, 
so your odds of wining axe about 1:75). 
Please email us at margaret.piper(a~ttu.edu or tnichacLparent~)ttu.edu should you have a3ay questions. We hope that you caaa help us understand more about the impact a3ad 
use of sport psychologists in university athletic depa~ments. 

Here isthe link: https:/ittupsych.azl.qualtrics.com/SE/?SID SV eP6XigobhPRqqVf 
Sincerely, 
Maggie Piper 
Psychology Research Assistant 
Texas Tech University 

Mike C. Parent, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
Texas Tech University 
michael.parent(a~ttu, e da 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 9:58 AM 

Laurence <laurencel@shaw.ca> 

Duca~; Chris (ducax@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros I ~gtnail.com) 

RE: SoccerLAB Solutions 

Thank you for trying to broker this for us, Yes, 1 would be interested, I will put my boys on it (Chris Ducat and Jason gisneros) to see how it will fit within our 

recruiting structure. 

Touch bas;e w~tb~n a week, ~ am 5;ure by then Chris and Jag;on w~H have some im;~ghts on how tb~s v’dH have vMue for us. And thank you Laurence, ~ appreda[:e you 

IooMngout for us. All the best [rom Chapel Hi~H~ 

F~m: Laurence [mailto:laurencel@shaw,ca] 
Sent: Thursday, Janua~ 30, 20~4 2:29 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: ~: Soccer~B Solutions 

Hi A~som 

~ )~st received this attachment fl’om the German ~roup called SoccerLab. This ~s the compr@u~m~;~ve ana~ys~s tool that ~ briefly mentioned Lo you at the Convention. 

Lime ~L was gob~g through some developments and I found ~t to be o~ the pricey s~de~ I l~ked cerLak~ ~:eat~res--espedaHy that with this software ~ was a~e to get 

access (from them) for ~nstant fu~ access to information an~ to~s of v~eo di~s o~ nationa~ & k~ternationa~ p~ay~rs from ~iff~re~t parts of the worM. 

That ~s one huAe sdvm~tage that th~s software wouM haw over any other currently i~ th~ marketo~ace ---Le. that ~t becomes a "database~’ that evoN, es out of the 

Club~ tba~: u~:~z~ the program. There are some real advantages m unifying your own tear~Ys player deveh:~pment platform (for FK:n~ss, ~h~rformance, Medica~, 

but the more overwhelming advantages woukt be deriw?d from the database [:hat would become available o[?ce many o[ [:he Youth C~ub programs and other 

College programs in [he USA started ut~Hz~ng th~s system. In [he ~east, [hat sort of instant access [o young, upcoming, talented p~ayers from around the country who 

perform s[ tournaments etc. woukt provide you wi[h an #~crediMe recruiting advantage. 

As ] understand it-the Soccer[ab group ~s ~ooking to expand fairly aggressively into the USA market. They have a fu~Ftime person head~ng up that effort and they 

wanted to get to April Heinrichs as a cornerstone as an anchor to gaining market traction. ] gather they d~dn’t make the Mnd of h~pression they sought and through 

my cot~versa~:~ons wRh them during the Conventkm ~ suggested that it seemed to me [hat they d~dnq: really understand the USA market well enough to be 

success[uL ~ expressed the serious unlikelihood that Ck~bs wouh~ immediately fo~h:~w the Natior~a] Tea[T~ program a[lyway {~ke ~:heg m~ght ~t~ Europe). Further ~:hat 

to my knowledge none of the Colleges ~n the USA currently use any sort of da[abase to scout or recrui[ players and that most of the t#ne there ~s no v~deo analys~s 

of upcoming opponent’s used as part of pre-match preparations. Nso, their pddng mode] would need to be adjusted to su~t the American market because they are 

currently priced for pro-C~ubs in Europe who have annua~ budgets h~ the millions of 

My suggestion to them was to gel Anson [)orrance on board and utilize that (together wRh some sort of testimonk~ flom yourself) to start gathering the h~l:erests 

o[ other Colleges {probably only ~:he top 20 or so to s~:art}. The no~:~on ~s [hat over time - once other Colleges came on board - it wouM essent~aHV start bu~h~ng the 

nationa~ database which would be the trigger for the You[h program to follow. Ukew~se, [he advantages for the National programs {and coaches ~ike April H) woukt 

[hen become more apparent as they would want to tap ~nto the database of p~ayer info [Tom around the country and ~et vo~l~’~ . .......... the poss~bi~i[y of ubiquiW and 

successfu~ prosperity could potentially be rea~zed, h~ addition -if Anson Dorrance was involved, then it is dedded~y poss~Me that Apd~ wouM contact you (Anson) 

to verify the uak~e of the program (assuming UNC had been using it for at least a season or two at that point). 

Thus, to get to the et voi]~l rea]~za[Jo[~ ~ suggested tha~: ~:heg make you some sort o[ "meanmgh.EI pro[let" such as ~:o provh~e you (UNC} with a flee copy of the 

software for some period o[: t#ne (~ike a few years or mot@ ~ actually sa~d 5 years. ~ k~dics[ed that this ~s more of the American way of do~ng bus~ness and they 

would use the fact [hat UNC was using it as s springboard for leg~t~mizing their market exploration 

So back to this attachment. ~ forwarded it a~ong to you so you could look ~t over. They’ve asked if I could be available this week to make an introduction to you in 

regard to this program. In our brief conversation O.e. between you and ~) about this in Phi]ly ~t seemed to be ok w~th you, but before ] respond to them I’d ~ke to 

check ~r~ with you and hear your ~:hough~:s. ff you were to seek tesl:h~g ou~: various modules within their program~ I [:hk~k the prh::e poir~[ ~s arout~d $2, SO0 per module 

(PE£ YEAR). So R wouk~ be easy to hK: the ~�].0-1Sk annua~ fee mark [a~rly easily. Thus, you can see why this so[tware ~s geared toward the Pro-.Clubs in Europe and 

why ~t’s not really a budget ]~ne item [:or Clubs/Colleges in the USA. Nonetheless, if UNC couM gain an advantage in utH~zb~g this sort of software (even ~[: only for 

its own interna~ benefits}, then getting ~t for free would certsin~y be an affordable price point wi[Mn your budget 

Anyway, let me know what you tMnk. ~’m travelh~g and not back tN the end of this week so ]’1] be teNng them that I’m not avaHaMe to talk about k until next 

week sometime. ~f you prefer to chat more about ~t over the phone I’m happy to cal~ you so we can d~scuss ~t more fuHy~ 

Cheers~ 

Laurence 

PS: Best to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 10:37 AM 

~msu.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

(1 

, seau patton ( 

; uicole fava (athva(a)uucaa.unc.edu); 

~gmaJl.com); pacman@ uncaa.uuc.edu; 

; clay weaver I 

matt jones 

Subject: 

Attach: 

I~W: Situatioual Resource for Studeut-Athletes 

Situalional Resource for Student-Athletes.pdf 

Ladies and staff, 

When you get a couNe ot: minutes, please resd through this~ Thank you! 

And great job today ~ndoors ..., wonderfu~ intensity ._ we al~ got a bit better today!! 

F~m~ Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A. 
Senti Thursday, ~anua~ 30, 20~4 10:22 AN 
Te~ Fox, Nike; Shelton, Karen C; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; DeSelm, Rich L; Nock, Conrad D Jr 
~¢= Forbes, Sco~; Jackson, Sco~ C; Gaines, B~ant Anthony; Fulton, Grant; ’Teryn Brill’; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros _ ~gmail.com) ,_ @gmail.com); 

Sander, Thomas J; Litzinger, Nichael B; GaSh, Chris~ Lynn; Workman, Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; @gmail.com; Sean Quinn ~gmail.com); Kolat, 

Ca~ J; Papadatos, Dionisios; Chinn, Trevor Jacob 
Subject= Situational Resource for Student-Athletes 
Impo~ance~ High 
Coaches: 

I would appreciate i£you would please d~stribute the a~hed document to your student-athletes and each member o~your suppo~ staff (e.g, manage~, trainers, stren~h 

coaches, etc.). You may distribute ~is via email or h~d copy ~ it is up to your discretion. ~ underst~d that this w~ distributed earlier during this academic yea~, but we 

wa~t to be ~e~ain that your student-athletes ~ow the procedures to ~ollow and the resources available to ~em if they are in need o~ a~y assistance. I also believe E would 

be a yew good idea ~o briefly mentioned tiffs document before a practice ~d tell your student-a~letes E’they have ~y questions to ask~ 

’~a~ ~or your help in providing this ve~- imposer int~ation. 

All the best, 

Lar~- 



THE PANIC ZONE 

Jo was a prolific rebounder and finisher in both college and professionally in Europe. 

However, in order to prolong his professional career, he hired a professional skills trainer 

to improve his ball handling and shooting, and he decided to work with me to develop a 
more beneficial mindset and mental approach to basketball and life. 

Jo and I had been working together for a couple of weeks when he came to our session 
looking emotionally low. He mentioned that he was very frustrated during his skills 

workout. I ask for specifics. He shared his struggles with the following multi-part ball 
handling and finishing drill: 

1~ ball-handling-weaving in and out of cones at half-court 

2~ attacking the lane 

3~ retreat dribble 

4~ crossover after the retreat 
5) attackthe rim 

6] finish with contract from his trainer 

It was one drill that consisted of a variety of moves and skills. ]o said he was most 
frustrated with the cone work; he couldn’t master the multiple crossovers while 
maintaining flawless control of the ball. Because of his frustration with the cone work, he 

wasn’t concentrating on the other portions of the drill, which limited his effectiveness. 

Several thoughts came to me: 
1) I wasn’t surprised by his frustration based on the advanced skill required to complete 
the drill 

2) I wondered how he talked to himself after making a mistake 

3) I wondered if he would be less frustrated if we broke down the drill into smaller 
increments 

SELF-TALK 
After making a mistake Jo berated himself. His words were condemning, judgmental and 

disempowering, which unfortunately is a common response. I asked if he would talk to his 
best friend or son in the same way. He smiled and said no. I told him I didn’t think berating 

himself was constructive and helpful. He understood. 

The question to ask regarding our self-talk isn’t if it is positive or negative, rather is it 

empowering and helpful? Is what you say to yourself helping your confidence or is it 
draining you? High achievers know how to strategically talk to themselves, using 

empowering words and thoughts versus listening to their limiting and condemning 

comments. This is simple but not easy. 

Because Jo needed to learn how to talk to himself, ! suggested he train his brain to say the 
following after a mistake: "The next opportunity I get I will            ", or "The next time 
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! am in this position I will           "These phrases are invitations to the desired 

outcome of the next play while eliminating his disempowering self-talk. 

Jo and I could have spent then next hour talking about more constructive self-talk 

strategies however, I thought a lesson on the benefits of deliberate practice and on how we 
best learn via chunking (research shows this is how we best learn) would be more helpful. 

The following is a summary of what ! shared with ]o on the topics of deliberate practice and 
chunking.* 

DELIBERATE PRACTICE 
It isn’t what many people think of when they think of practicing or working out. 

Improvement is about making and then fixing small failures over and over and over. 

The 7 
1. 
2, 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 
7. 

basic elements of Deliberate Practice 
See the whole 
Chunking 
Highly targeted and error-focused. 
Repetition 
Feedback 
Mentally demanding 
It isn’t much fun 

See the whole 

Evaluate the task as a whole. 

Watch and intently stare at the entire skill as a single coherent entity. 

Absorbing a picture of the skill until you imagine feeling yourself performing the 

task. 

This engraves the blueprint of the skill into your mind. This is also known as 
engraving. 

Chunking 
¯ Ask yourself with is the smallest single element of the whole that I can master? 
¯ Break down the whole into its smallest and simplest elements 
¯ Focus on perfecting the first element before moving on to another chunk 
¯ For athletes, chunks are to skill what letters are to the alphabet. Individually the 

letters (and chunks) are nearly useless but when coherently combined they form 
words and when those words are combined into something bigger (like sentences 

and paragraphs) then something more complex is made. 

Take it slow so errors can be closely attended to-high precision. 

3) Highly targeted and error-focused 
¯ The practice is designed, intentional and planned by an expert. 
¯ Specific and definitive areas are identified that stretch beyond current capabilities. 

The goal is to find the SAP-smallest achievable perfection. 
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Isolate specific areas that are just outside of our reach (learning zone or the zone of 

difficulty). 

An expert interprets the practice performance with a clear and unbiased view. 

Deliberate practice happens in the learning zone and not the comfort zone (because 
we can already perform those task) or the panic zone (which is too hard-we are not 
ready for such difficult challenges). 

4) Repetition 
¯ High repetition of activity focused on perfecting the chunk. 
¯ Note the error each time and work to fix it. 
¯ Do it again and again and again until the smallest chunk is mastered and then move 

on. 

The goal isn’t practice it is progress. 

5) Feedback 
¯ The results are immediately interpreted and shared by the coach. 
¯ After each repetition, the coach shares exactly what he sees that still isn’t correct. 
¯ Note the feedback, fix it and do it again. 

6) Mentally Demanding 
¯ Deliberate practice is an effort of FOCUS and CONCENTRATION. 
¯ Such focus on improving just outside of our reach puts enormous strain on anyone’s 

mental abilities. 
This type of practice cannot be performed for very long. Based on research 4-5 
hours of deliberate practice a day is typically the maximum amount if it is broken 
into individual practice sessions of 60-90 minutes. 
If it isn’t highly mentally challenging then it isn’t deliberate practice. 

7) It Isn’t Much fun 
Anders Ericsson and his colleagues stated it clearly: Deliberate practice is not 

"inherently enj oyable." 

This is how it must be, for if the activities that lead to greatness in any endeavor 

were easy and fun, then everyone would do them and they would not distinguish the 
best from the rest. 

¯ This is good news since most people refuse to do the hard work, and if you do you 
will be able to more easily distinguish yourself. 

¯ Remembering the effort it took to master a new skill enhances motivation for the 
next skill to master. 

BACK TO IO 
The six-part ball handling and finishing drill was too much for Jo’s current skill set; he was 

operating more in the panic zone versus the learning zone. Remember, he had trouble 
focusing on the attack, retreat and finish because he was having trouble (and became 

frustrated) trying to master the initial cone work. 
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Jo and I talked about his last workout and then imagined his next workout in light of the 
seven elements of deliberate practice (Jo’s skills trainer and I work closely together). 

Below is the description of Jo’s next workout: 

Step 1) Seeing the Whole: Jo would study his trainer doing the whole drill several times 
and imagine himself performing it flawlessly, just like his trainer. 

Step 2) Chunking: Simplify the drill to its smallest component, which was to isolate the 
cone drill (we could have broken down the ball handling to even a smaller component like 

pound dribbles...but that would have been in his comfort zone). The cone drill with its 

multiple crossovers and use of both hands was just outside of his capabilities. 

Step 3) Highly targeted and error focused: Jo was targeting his ball handling errors. He 
and his trainer would note every minor mistake (eyes down, small mishandle of the ball, 
sloppy footwork, too high of a dribble, standing too tall at crossovers...) and work to 
correct it. If necessary, he would do the drill at half-speed and then proceed to game speed 
as his skill developed. His trainer would offer immediate and specific feedback. 

Step 4) Repetition: Jo would work the cones over and over and over and over until 
mastery. He could only move on after he flawlessly navigated this first skill. 

Step 5) Feedback: Jo was receiving feedback after every repetition-what he did correctly 
and what he needed to improve. 

Step 6) Mentally Demanding: To fully master the drill Jo had to be focused and 
concentrate during each repetition...repetition after repetition after repetition... 

Step 7) It Isn’t Much Fun: Of course it isn’t, which is why so few people are living out their 

dreams. ]o humbled himself, stepped outside of his comfort zone and paid the price to 
improve his game, his body and his mind. 

After Jo mastered the cones he moved on to the attack dribble and then the retreat...He was 
scaffolding his skills and each piece (chunk) he added reinforced the prior chunk thereby 

further solidifying his mastery. This plan is simple but not easy; it isn’t easy because of the 

commitment to operate in the learning zone with a focus on naming and correcting all 
errors during the practice session, and doing it over and over and over. 

Growing our skills is about small, incremental improvements. As John Wooden says, 

"Don’t look for the big, quick improvement. Seek the small improvement one day at 

a time. That’s the only way it happens-and when it happens, it lasts." 
Patience is mandatory. Stick with it and remember that our small improvements, 

compounded over time are transforming. 

{PAGE } 



We can all learn from ]o’s experience and apply the concept of deliberate practice and 

chunking to a variety of areas. This knowledge is changing and enhancing how I approach 
my skill development as a consultant, writer, speaker, coach and trainer. 

*I summarized and at times copied the content from Geoff Colvin’s book-Talent is Oven’ated and Daniel Coyle’s book The 

Talent Code. Both are a must read for further documentation regarding the why and how’s of deliberate practice. 

Deliberate practice is used by Colvin and Deep practice is used by Coyle. I use them interchangeably. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 11:29 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

account 

Very good! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Friday, January 31, 2014 11:19 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE:       account 

That was an emait to Tom with you copied on it. I explained everything to her but I don’t think she understands Lhat she is noL getting a check. The cost was 

reduced up t:ront. I will have Torn explain it to her’ directly. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 11:15 AM 
Te; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: RE:       account 

CaJl "[’o~ ]ir~er~u~t~ ..... 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 3:46 PM 

To-" Timmermans, Tom; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Fwd:       account 

Ca~ you help me clari[~ this for her? 

Cl~is 

Begin tbm’aMed message: 

From:                    ~gmail.com> 

Date: January 30, 2014 at 3:44:13 PM EST 

To: "Ducar, Chris" -~dnca~d;nnc.edu> 
Subject:,       account 

Hi Chris~ 
I just checked account and the athletic money is still not 

posted., qualified for a Federal Pell Grant of about $650 and 

then two loans (ruth interest) of$3K each. I think she will take one 
loan and then that should give us about 2K to pay out of pockeL 

I just wa~ted to bring you up to date m~d ~e if you can check on 

atfiletic money as I think the baJance is due shortly. 

BBall mu~um tour sotmds great! I’m not coming anytime ~on though! 

Too cold tbr my Ca~mdian blood that has now thinned. 



Hardson Kent Advisors LLC 
Best Practices for Sports Camps 

In tile aftermath of tile Jerry Sandusky sexual abuse 

case, many universities and their sports camps 

adopted child protection procedures.These 

procedures generally include a mandatory criminal 

background check for camp staff and other measures 

intended to reduce the risk of an adult sexually 

abusing a camper (e.g., camp staffshould never be 

alone (out of public’s view) with a camper). 

While this focus on adult-camper abuse is 

appropriate, campers can face another risk while 

attending camp - assaults by one camper on 

another camper. In some cases, tile camp may even 

unwittingly create an environment that increases the 

risk of camper-on-camper assaults. 

Tile common thread between these assaults is that 

they occurred during unsupervised time. While adult 

staffwere present in the dorm, they were not directly 

supervising the campers° 

These cases highlight the increased risk when 

campers are left alone, particularly behind closed 

doors. While not all unsupervised time creates the 

risk of a sexual assault, even roughhousing and other 

immature activity can lead to injuries. 

In the 2012 case, the alleged assailant and victim 

were tile only occupants of their dorm room and did 

not know each other before camp. Had there been 

other campers in the room, or if the camper could 

have been paired with a child he knew, it is possible 

case, can also increase the risk if there is an imbalance 

power and influence among the campers. In this 

case, the victim was an eighth grader and youngest 

camper in tile room° The alleged assailant was a high 

sophomore and outweighed tile victim by almost 80 

pounds making it difficult, if not impossible, for the 

victim to defend hh~self. Since the other campers 

~n ~he room were teammates of the assaHant~ as 
well as being smaller and younger, they were a[so 

have been a big driver h~ the growth of col[egia~e 
sports camps over the last ~ve years.The 2013 case 
highlights the dsk of hazing that exists when entire 
teams attend a camp. Many states have recognized 
the hazing risk associated wRh team sports and have 
adopted and-hazing laws. While such hazing may 

physical and emotional injudes~ 



~ S ettin~j Expectations EaHy- Prior to arrival 

on campus, the camp director should tell 

campers his expectations for behavior at camp and, 

in particular, in the dorm. The consequences for 

failure to adhere to expectations should also be 

made clear (e.g.,"Campers who don’t follow camp 

expectations, or staff instructions, may be dismissed 

from camp with no refund"). These expectations 

should be repeated when the campers and 

throughout the camp. 

~ (::rearing Mechanism for Reporting Issues 
- Camp staff supe vising campers in the dorm 

should have an open door policy (literally) and 
be readily accessible. Campers should know the 
~oom numbe~ and location of their hall supervisor. 
Campers should also be able to text their hall 
supervisor if they feel threatened or unsafe° The 
ability to text allows a camper to ask the hall 
supervisor to intervene while protecting the identity 
of the source° 

Making Deliberate Roommate Assignments 

- Only campers of the same age/grade should 

room together° When assigning campers from the 

same team to a room, avoid placing a single camper 

from another team / school in the same ~oom. If 

camper directors accept "roommate requests," the 

camp brochure should indicate that such room 

assignments might not be possible. 

Actively MonitoHB9 the Dorm - While one 

staffer could stay in the lobby (e.g., to monitor 

the entrance to the dorm), other camp staff should be 

assigned to actively monitor the floors that campers 

occupy. These staff need to "look and listen" for signs 

that could indicate the risk of an assault, bullying or 

hazing. These same staff should stay overnight on the 

same floor they monitor. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 12:02 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edn; ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros I @gma~l.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; clay weaver ( @aol.com); 
...... ,; Illatt jones 

~gmail.com; sean patton t          @gmail.cotn); 

nicole fava (athva,~)uncaa.unc.edu);. 

Subject: Neat video sent by ] one of our Kelly Muldoon Awa~rd Wim~ers! 

Ladies, 

If you have five minutes check this out. It was sent to us by one of our Kelly Muldoon Award winners (our award for character). If you look at it you will see why a person who won our 
award for character would send it 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ’(a)mnail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 10:12 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
SubJect: neat video 

Hey Anson and Ducar, 

I hope y’all are doing well! I head y’all got some cold weather and snow. You j ust *vant to be like us in NYC! Ha One of my co-workers showed this short video to me and I thought I would 
pass it on I know you have a ton of emails to reply to, but for a short break watch this film about a unique soccer club You may have already seen it. Talk about time on the ball!! 
Enjoy[ 
http://www voutube, com/wat ch?v iU4oA3kkAWU 
Go Heelst 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, Jannary 31, 2014 12:03 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 
~msn.com; ducoa@uncaa.unc.edu; _ ~ 

matt jones ( 

sean patton, 

nicole thva (nthva@uncaa.unc.edu); 

@aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~,        ~g~nail.com); 
; clay wem~er 

,; 

Subject: FW: is third Tar Heel to earn Academic All-District honors this year 

Men’s basketbal~ sophomore a guard from i , today became the third Tar Hee~ to earn Academic All-District honors this school year, ioining iunior 

(women’s soccer) and sophomore (men’s soccer). 

See more on GoHeels.com: http:!!www.goheels.com!ViewArticle.dbml?Da OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209389247 

D~n~ G~lin, University ot North C~rolin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:04 PM 

@yahoo.com> 

I~E: Ca~p 

Hey the session this morning was awesome at~d is respot~di~g[! 

From: [mailto: ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 203.4- 3.0:26 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert: A IV 
Subject: Re: Camp 
Wow! you really put things into perspective. I believe great things are birthed from pain. I can’t wait to see what she pushes out. Please let me know 
how she responds to this challenge. I think that she’ll embrace the pain and war back into the line up. 
Anson, I can’t thank you enough. Your ability to understand female athletes, and coach them through these hardships is one of the main reasons I 
wanted her to be a Tarheel. Your counsel is impeccable. VII look to hear how she responds. Oh yeah, I’ll see you at the Banquet. I’m bringing the 
whole family. 

Go Tarheels!!!!! 

On Thursday, January 30, 2014 2:08 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(5),,email.unc.edu> wrote: 

French is opening the door for     "BUT she has to fight her way back in. This U-18 opportunity is a great chance for      , just like the coach says. 
This evolution to the elite level is not easy. It is a dog fight but that fight will harden     if she is up for it. And everyone develops at their own pace. 
Everyone is motivated by different things. You and I would definitely be motivated by this snub of not being invited in (this is the male reaction). Sometimes 
with young women it shatters them and they lose confidence. Let’s see what does with this. I am meeting with her right now. I am going to show her 
some things .... Let’s see how she reacts. 
And we will not have to wait long, our futsal tourney is tomorrow at 7:45 am!!, has H UGE potential, let’s see where she wants to go and let’s see if 
she is willing to "compete" for it!! 

From: [mailto: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 7:12 PM 
To: Dor[ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Camp 
When you get a chance, tell me what you perceive from this response. Thanks 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: 
Date: January 29, 2014, 3:38:52 PM PST 
T o: ’ ~y__a___h___o___o__:__c___o____m__.", 
Subject: Re: Camp 

@live.unc.edu> 

On Jan 29, 2014, at 3:21 PM, Michelle French <_M____F___r__e___n____c_~.@._t_L_s__s___o___c___c___e__[,__o___rg> wrote: 

Hey 

We will have at least 5 more camps leading up to the World Cup, so there will be that many opportunities for you to earn an 
invite into a future camp. 

The forward group performed extremely well at Qualifying and they all, in their own way, earned an invite into the February 
camp. With one additional spot for a forward, I am taking this opportunity to bring a new forward in that has not had an 
opportunity yet at this level. 

Traveling with the 18s would be a great moment for you to be a leader of that group and completely dominate the games by 
showing you have continued to work on the areas we spoke about in December, as well as showing can be successful at 
the next level of International play. 

I am in the process of determining if I will be able to make my way to Spain to see the games. If not, April obviously has my 
ear in regards to how players perform while they are there. 

As I said to you in December, I believe in you and am truly a fan and want to see you succeed. Now it’s up to you to continue 
to work, grow, and stretch yourself in the areas we discussed. 

Let me know if you decide to go! 

Thanks, 

Frenchie :) 

.... Original Message ..... 

From: @,!i__v__e_=~_y_D__c__:__e___d__y] 

Sent: Wednesday, January 29, 2014 5:04 PM 

To: Michelle French 

Subject: Camp 



Hi Frenchie, 

ok so I received an invite to upcoming U18 camp in La Manga, Spain on March 3-13. I just wanted to touch base with you to 
hear your input on it because during our meeting at the end of last camp in Florida you told me I would be back in camp with 
the U20’s. I spoke to a couple of the U20 girls and they told me the next camp for them is at the end of February. I just 
wanted to speak to you about everything first before I emailed the U18 coordinator back with my decision. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:05 PM 

VaJ~essa Martinez < ~hotmaJl.com> 

~nsn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; ~aol.co~n; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Utfive~sity of Manitoba in Wim~ipeg, Canada... 

Thank you Vanessa[ How cool is that? 

From= Vanessa Martinez [mailto: .~hotmail.com] 
Sent= Thursday, January 30, 2014 11:28 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= University of Manitoba in Winnipeg, Canada... 

Hi Arisen, 

It was great to see you in Philadelphia during the NSCAA convention. As promised I am sending you my new contact information in Canada. 

As I explained to you our brand new University stadium will be one of the host venues of the FIFA Women’s World Cup in 2015. If are interested in bringing your 

team around the World Cup time, please let me know to see the possibility of arranging a friendly match. It would be an honor for us to have the opportunity to 

welcome you to our campus and city. 

Best regards, 

Vanessa 

Vanessa Martinez Lagunas 
Head Coach 
Bison Women’s Soccer 
University of Manitoba 
Faculty of Kinesiology and 
Recreation Management 
121C Frank Kennedy Cent~ 
100 Dafoe Road 
Winnipeg, MB, R3T 2N2 
Canada 

Email: ~agunas@umanitoba.ca 
Phone: +1 (204) 474 9140 
Fax: +1 (204) 474 7481 
~.~q_o__bj__s__o__0_~_,_c_’__a_ 
i~i Bison only" Logo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,. 12:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PARKING! 

Maybe send the kids to WBB as well? 

From: Warner, Stacey Harris 
Sent: Friday,              9:14 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Streett, Shelly; Somoano, Carlos M; Negalha, Jeff; Porter, Grant; Stafford, Harry C; Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred; 
Adams, Clarissa; Adams, Tyler G; Barnes, Philip E; Miller, Beth; Gales, Bobby H.; Calder, Andrew G; Cathro, Guy; Cheek, Donna E; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Domina, Julie; Dowd, 

Katrina IVl; Fulton, Grant; Galvin, Derek P; Green, Crystal; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; High, Jane Start; Hipps, Travis Joseph; Jednak, Matt; Koenig, Kaye T; Koenig, 
Sara Elizabeth; Kolat, Cary J; Latta, Ivory; Holman, Laurie J; Law, Greg A; Levy, Jennifer S; Lynch, Becky; Maddox, Danny; Marsh, Patrick; Miller, Ron C.; Miller, Steven L; 
Mock, Conrad D Jr; Papa, Donna .I; Papadatos, Dionisios; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; rackham; Rea, Dana M.; Sagula, Joseph A; Smith, Amy Diane; Stafford-Odom, Trisha L; 
Teryn Brill,     . @gmail.com);              ; Webb, Josh; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D 
Subject: PARKING! 

Good morning! 

Two things regarding parking: 

1) Coaches -if you have a large group of recruits coming, please make arrangements ahead of time for their parking, so they can avoid possible tickets. 

2) Please keep in mind that the TV truck for Sunday’s Women’s Basketball game will be coming tomorrow, Please keep the ramp clear! 

Have a great weekend, and GO HEELS!!! 

~Stacey 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:14 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: Razns Club Scholarship Dinner 

From: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 i0:17 AM 
To; Fox, Mike; Shelton, Karen C; Fedora, H. Larry; Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Meaders, HaNs James; Sapp, Andrew; Sagula, Joseph A; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; 
Beale, Michael; Johnson, Shelley H; Cunningham, Bubba; Ille, Vince; Miller, Beth; Brunner, John F; Vangelder, Marielle A; Lane, Cricket; Pogge, Paul; Holliday, Corey L; 

Williams, Andre; Lane, Cricket; Gelin, Dana E 
Subject; Rams Club Scholarship Dinner 

All - 

I hope everyone is having a great day and looking forward to a warmer weekend! 

I am sending this email to the head coaches and sport administrators of the sport programs that will be in attendance at Tuesday nights’ Rams Club Scholarship 

Dinner. This event is always a wonderful opportunity to highlight many of the awesome things our student athletes are doing in the classroom, in the community 

and in competition, both to our donors and to the athletes themselves. 

The Sport Programs in attendance on Tuesday night will include: 

Baseball, Field Hockey, Football, Men’s Soccer, Women’s Soccer, Cross Country, Men’s Golf and Volleyball. 

Below is a sample of the highlights we shared at the Fall Scholarship dinner. If you have any similar items for your program(s), please pass them along to me, 

ideally by the end of the day on Monday. 

Thanks for your help with this, have a great weekend, and Go Heels! 

Rick 

POINTS SHARED ABOUT PROGI~\MS AT THE FALL DINNER: 

Tonight’s dinner includes the following 12 of our 21 sport programs - 

¢; Men’s Basketball, Last 10 yeaxs 282 runs more wins than a~y other 10 year spm~ in Carolina Basketball, has raised almost 1 million dollars tbr local 

charities through their team autographed basketball progra~n 

th 
c~ Women s Basketball, Ranked 7 in the Country m an ESPN Pre Season Poll, NO SENIORS 

~ Women’s golt; Won 3 tournaments in a row last yem. Strong Start in two tournaments so fax this fall, a~d host the Tax Heel Invitational on Oct 11, 12 and 

13th at Finley Golf Course. 

~ G~nnastics, has been to 12 consecutive NCAA post season meets, had over a 3.5 team combined GPA last yea~; and earlier this month raised over 

$52,000 for UNC Cancer Hospital’s Pediatric Oncology Unit in one single event. 

~ Men’s Lacrosse, Won the 2013 ACC Championship (first since 1996), ACC ’Fop Six for Service 

~ Women’s Lacrosse, Won the 2013 National Chmnpionship, had an Elite 89 scholar athlete awaxd winner you will meet later tonight mid had the winner of 

a national community service award. 

~ Ro~Jng, 

~h 
,:~ Softball, Donna inducted into the Hall of Fame, our 5 active coach in the HOF, 

,~ Swimming/Diving, Celebrating the programs : 5 year and 1 : ACC Championships, Hosting their Blue White Meet tomorrow at 8 am. 

~ Men’s tennis, Off to a great start in individual play this yem: had a team average GPA of 3~2 last year, the entire tennis class of 2008 which featured 8 

seniors have all obtained or are finishing their Master’s or Law Degrees. 

¢~ Track & Field, Great Start to the 13/14 year, 1 st place finishes tbr tx~th men & women in XC in I st meet 

¢~ \Vrestling, Had their best NCAA Team finish since 1996 last year, wrestling in the Pit on Monday, Oct 7th at 12 noon 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, January 31, 2014 12:30 PM 

Daluz, Anthony ~%!aluz@~vfu.edu> 

Miller~ Beth <bethmille@unc.edu:> 

RE: Beating that Dead Horse 

No, that dead horse will only get up again if the SWA’s realize you guys have taken them [:or a ride[! 

Frera-" Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 12:08 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Beating that Dead Horse 

I already did by copying all coaches. 

Or are you talking about a not-so-friendly amendment of N/sun? 

I will bu~ that one deep 

On Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 12:05 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(a)email.unc.edn> wrote: 

If you accept this friendly amendment, will you send it out? 

Frem: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu,edu] 
Sent; Friday, January 31, 2014 11:53 AM 

To: Dorrance. Albert A IV 

Cc:         ~msu.com: Ducar, Chri [~aol.com; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: Re: Beating that Dead Horse 

I like it. Perfect. Consistent rhytlma. 

1-2-1-2-1-2-1 +ACC Qtr. 

(sun) (tim/sun) (sun Xthu/sun) (sun)(fl~u"stm) (thu) > (ACC QTR Final Sun) 

On Fri, Jan 31, 2014 at 11:25 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 
Ton’!, 

How about 
From; Daluz, Anthony [mail~:_d___a__l__u__z__@__~____u_~__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 11:10 AM 
To-" Miller, Greg S 
12¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Alison Foley (_f__q!_e_~__a___e__@___b__c_,__e__d___u_); Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (~_e_!La__d___w___a_!_~_@__c_!_e_.___m___s__o___n_~__e__d___u_); Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Kdkorian 
(mkrikorian(c~adrnin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miarni.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; RobNe Church 
(robbie.church~duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 

Subject: Re: Beating that Dead Horse 

Thanks Greg. It ~unds like we are going in the right direction but in the disastrous event that our 4 team tournament initiative doesnt pass, 

I propose that we dethnlt back to the 8 temn tournmnent so that we can at least maintain a 6.5 week regular season schedule in a 1-2-2-1-2-1 - 1 tbrmat. The one game 

first weekend, will allow us to taper into the ACC season a~er non-conference games (and allow us non conference travel the weekend before, without worrying about 

jumping right into a tough opening 2 game ACC weekend). 
Format 10 ganges over 6 1/2 Weeks (SunXTlm/Sun)(Thu/SunXSun)(Thu/Sun)(Sun)(Thu) 

This slill gives us some fle~bili~ in playing Sat or Sun on those 1 game weekends and obvious recovery breaks in the critical RED October grind. 

A 10 team ACC Tournament will never be an option I will personally support and I feel strongly that is the wrong thing for our conference. 

Feedback welcome as long as you agree, 

On Ffi, Jan 31, 2014 at 6:24 AM, Mille~; Greg S <g_Lr_@__ej2@_~_~_t!2fl_e__t_i__%_r?_i_t_!:~E, wrote: 
My SWA is on board with the 10/:1 proposal FYI. 
Have a good weekend! 
Greg 
Greg Miller 
HEAD WOMEN’S SOCCER COACH 
University of Pittsburgh I Department of Athletics 
Fitzgerald Field House I Allequippa / Darragh St. I Pittsburgh, PA t5261 

gmiller @athletics.pitt.edu 
o[[i(:e (412) 648-8701 I rm)bil~-’_~             )_ I lax (412) 648-8940 

INFORMATfON CONTAINED HEREIN MAY iNCLUDE PERSONALLY tDEN’]’IFIA(¢LE INFORMATION 5U(¢JECT TO PROTECTfON UNDER H~DERAL LAW, THIS INFORMATION 
SHOULD BE KEPT CONFIDENTIAL RE-D~SCLOSURE OF THIS INFORMATION IS PROHIBITED A~SENT SPECIFIC WRITTEN CONSENT OR AS OTHERWISE PERMITTED ~Y LAW 
OR REGU~TION. 

F~: Dorrance, AlbeR A [V [mailto:anson@ema[Lunc,edu] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 201~ ~:32 PM 
To: Daluz, Anthony; Alison Bley (foleyae~bc,edu); Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demsoD,edu); Miller, Greg S; Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikodan 



(mkrikorian@adrnimfsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m,monroe@miarni.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrurn; Robbie Church 
(.r_9__b___b_!_e_=c_!Lu__r__c__h__~_d___u___k__e_=_e__d___u_); Steve Swanson (_s__s___w___a__n___s_9__n__@_v_Lr_g!__n_j_a__~_e_.__d___u~; tim santoro 

Subject-" Beating that Dead Horse 
Thank you Tony, buL watch out; "serious academic purpose" might drive us all (if we are serious about our serious academic purpose), back to Friday/Sunday. I still 

have noL figured out how all of you guys [/eeced your SWA’s inLo bNievin~ Thi$un was good for our academic mission. Oh, now I remember: we used the "student- 

athlete well-being" platform. Without any documented proof, we told our SWA’s that Fri!gun was bad for our health even though 2/3rds of the matches we 

currently play in the NCAA Tournament are on the Fri!gun model (withou~ any adverse effects), 

Still, I do love the direc[ion of ~:he conference. With the e’,<cellen[ new ~roposals we will haw-:~ less ThiSun and 

From: Daluz, Anthony [mailto:daluz@wfu.edu] 
Seat; Wednesday, January 29, 20!4 5:!8 PM 
To; Alison Foley (fNeyae@bc.edu); Dorrance, Albert A IV; Anthony Daluz; Charles Chugger Adair; Eddie Radwanski (eradwan@demson.edu); gmiller@athletics.pi~.edu; 
Karen Elizabeth Dayes; Mark Krikorian (mkrikorian@admin.fsu.edu); Mary Frances Monroe (m.monroe@miami.edu); Phil Wheddon (pswheddo@syr.edu); Randy Waldrum; 
Robbie Church (robbie.church@duke.edu); Steve Swanson (sswanson@virginia.edu); tim santoro 
$,,bject; .quote from Nathan Hatch 

Ouy 4 team -. 10 game proposal promotes "stude~t-ath[ete -~,cll bein8 and serious academic purpose" 

"Finally, a~d most importa~tly, the board nmst become more of a champion %r the core val!.a~s that enlive~ the "NCAA. College athletics, like 

American politics:, can.. at times, seem all abo!.~t the mosey. Fully aware ol.these press~rea:, the board must reassert the core respoaaibilib’ of its 

member h/sdtutions to at!.~dent-Nhiete w~ll-beiag and serious academic purpose. 

{latch is pre,~’ide~d at ~t~ke s~))~’e,~’t U~iver.sitv in I~’insto~Salen~, ~ (~. and ct~ai~" 

Tony da L~ 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Universi~ Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

{336) 75g-4565 fax 

cell 

~mage 
removed ~ 
sender. 

w~v.wakeforestgirlssoccercanp.com 

Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

V~ ake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(__3_~__6_) 758-4375 office 

(__3_~__6_) 758-4565 fax 

cell 

N Image 

removed by 
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Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 

Wake Forest Unix ersi~ V~ omens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

~-_L~_~_)_7__~_&-__4__-?_Z_-!. office 
[=3__,_3___6_)__Z ~_~_:__4___5___6___5_ fax 

cell 
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Tony da Luz 

Head Coach 
Wake Forest University Womens Soccer 

P.O. Box 7346 

Winston Salem, NC. 27109 

(336) 758-4375 ottice 

(336) 758-4565 t:ax 

cell 

X Image 

removed by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 3, 2014 9:59 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros 

sean patton 

; nicole fava (athva(a!uncaa.unc.edu); 

~gmaJl.com); pacman@ uncaa.unc.edu; 
: clay weaver ! 

matt jones 

Subject: I~NV: interesting take by Alabmna QB 

Ladies, 

What I like about watching our sessions is so many o1: you are working. The ones that work and compete will get better. 

That is what I loved about watching the Seahawks win last night Their coach, Pete ~.:arroll, uses our "competitive caldron" idea ~n the way he develops h~s players. 

Watching the di[ference in the cornpetit~w~ fire of the two teams ~i~sl: night was shocMng~ Y(m could see the amazk~g fight m the Sei~hawks obviously honed on ~:he 

fieMs of holding EVERYONE ~ccot~nt~ble. 

So fight to get to the top of EVERY competkion and even ~n your fsik~re to get there you are gob~g to be as hard as a diamondH 

F~m= Kirschner, S~ve 
Sent; Friday, Janua~ 31, 2014 4:28 PN 

To= UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject= interesting ~ke by Alabama QB 

AJ McCarron on Alabama in 2013: ’Success was our killer’ 
By Chip Patterson I College Writer 

January 30, 2014 6:50 pm ET 

Former i~4~b.~m~ quarterback A] HcCarron has been making the rounds at the Super Bowl, discussing his preparation for the NFL D~~:~tt 

and reflecting on his successful career in the TuscNoosa, 

NcCarron spent five years in Tuscaloosa, starting at quarterback for the final three, But after leading the team to back-to-back BCS 

titles in 201~ and 2012, the redshirt senior quarterback finished his career with a last-second loss at Auburn in the Iron Bowl and an 

embarrassing loss to Oklahoma in the Sugar Bowl~ 

While speaking to Jim Rome on CBS Sports Radio, McCarron said that the losses were not a surprise; suggesting that some of the 

younger players didn’t "buy in" to the Tide’s mission. (You c~:~,,’,, st.,"~w.m",, ~.i’.,~ ~?.ndr~:., in,~e,,"vi~’,~’,. I..iI::~i: or’., ..im~Rome,co~,~i) 

"Myself and C] Mosley, we were basically the two leaders of the team and we felt like it was a matter of time before it was coming," 

McC~.~rron ~oid :,"he ,’,.ira Rome Show. "It’s definitely tough to lose, but it kind of shows when you don’t have everyone buy into one 

system, one belief, then sometimes a team is going to struggle." 

As a player that had been in the program since 2009, the year of Saban’s first BCS title at Alabama, NcCarron said he was able to see 

the success have a negative impact -- particularly on the younger players. 

"We had a lot of young guys," said McCarron, "In the end, success was our killer, Too much success and a lot of young guys coming in 

who didn’t know what it took to get back to that point to win, They thought we’d just show up and we’d win," 

NcCarron told Rome it wasn’t complacency that derailed the Tide’s title run, but the "entitlement" that comes with a five-star recruiting 

rating. 

"I think that’s one of the things that is wrong with recruiting out of high school," said NcCarron. "You have guys who have never 

played the game of football rating these guys that they are a 5-star, because they’re sitting behind a computer screen watching their 

highlight film. Well, their highlight film is supposed to be good, the last time ~ checked. That’s the kind of thing that ticks me off about 

recruiting and when these kids come in and they’re 5-stars and they expect to play right off the bat. It’s a little entitlement and when 

they don’t play off the bat, they get a little ticked off and they don’t want to work." 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 



University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 

cell 

st:evekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Monday, February 3, 2014 10:11 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: January’s ’Fop Womens Soccer Prospects 

From: National Scouting Report [mailto:listreply=nsr-inc.com@mail4.wdc03.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of National Scouting Report 
Sent: Friday, January 3:t, 2014 7:03 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; January’s Top Womens Soccer Prospects 

Jan~ary’s Womens Soccer Prospects co~c~, 
When yot~ talk to NSR on4~e-ground scouts, meet ~hem ~n person, or commu@cate via ema~ or 

~ext, yot~ can be assured [hat ~hey ~a~e been c~eared by the NCAA cerfifisa~ien pt~:~fam. As the 

nat~on% largest scouting o~ganization wN1 over 200 scouts nationwide, NSR is 

scouting 

::N:: image 

" " removed 

Our prospects range ftorn hi@~olevef DI lalerfl Io solid Dtll atMe~es~ They are able to be rot~inely 

anal conw;rdently eva~uated throu@~ their NSR webpage, w~ete ceash% can find sk~ kffem~al:km 

and d~gita~ v~deos, You ca~ always trust NSR to provide you wN~ q~ality student-atMetes, ~Jst 

~ike coaches have s~nce 1980. We aten2 te~ematketers, WE ~RE ON-~qE~GROUHD SCOUTS, 

anal ~t~e ph~dge k~ on~y pmvkh~ yeu wi[~ ~egNmate college prospects. 

removed 

ssnder NSR 

is 100% 

coaches 



An Open [.~etter to UNC Chancellor Carol I.,o Folt 

Dear Chancell or Folt: 

A meri cans’ passi onate interest i r~ college sports conti hues to grow. ~_;rn}’ot~u n.ately, so do 

probI em s with coll ege sports -- like pl ayers’ receivi ng il legal bene~t5 ts, the i,lcreasi ngly rowdy 

behavi or of fa,ls, a~:~d the di sproporti onate salari es paid to college coacties. The University of 

North Caroli~a, like mar~y of the elite college athletic programs, is guilty of each of the 

aforesaid. 

Most critics of intercollegiate athletics have call ed %r greater [’acuity co~.trol of and i nvolvemer~t 

i~:~ college athletics, more stxpport fk)r refk-~rm from university chancel l ors and presidems, and 

most im po~anl --lrea:ting athletes on college campuses as stude~:~ts first. Generally ignored 

questior~s include how the athlete experiences at~d understands education as it relates to the 

foremost interests of ma~.y ia college spo~, which is pa~icipatio~ ia spot, s. 

Simply put hi gher educati on, including UNC, has tailed to teach tIlose in sports about sports o As 

Mike DeCourcy of Sporti~gNews, ~’War~t to Fix College Athletics Academic Crisis? Three 

Words: Major ia Sports (Jarmary 14, 2014)" said to me ia a persoaal e-mail, ~’I keep reading the 

North Carolina articles that say, ’not prepared for college level work’ and it frosts me, because 

they were ready in the subj ect most important to them (Sport), and if granted credit there they 

might have had time to resolve their issues in other areas instead of being shoved through 4-5 

classes they didn’t understand." Others, including New- York Times OpEd columnist Joe Nocera, 

"Football and Swahili", and TIME Magazine’s Sean Gregory, "Should Jocks Maj or in Sports" 

have also recently written about the need to offer programs in sport performance for college 

athletes. 

As a professional dancer who trained in colleges and universities, a former Graduate Assistant to 

then head basketball coach Larry Brown at UCLA (Dance Conditioning), and then the first full- 

time Strength and Conditioning Coach (Dance and Movement Conditioning) in the National 

Basketball Association (1982-84 Philadelphia Seventy-Sixersi1983 World Champions/Yes, I 



have a championship ring), I was motivated to write a dissertation (1994), "Building a Bridge 

Between Athletics and Academics" at The Ohio State University on the development of a sports 

performance major, based on the dance model, for college athletes. I was baffled as to why I 

could earn course credit for practice, rehearsal, and performance of movement (Dance), and the 

basketball players I was working with could not? For the past twenty-five years I have written 

about, spoke at numerous conferences, and lobbied hard for such meaningful reform. 

The 1L!r~iversity North Carolina with their lot~g histo~); of imaovatio~a a~ad success it~ co]lege sport 

should seriously consider pioneering ei’~rts to teach those ir~ ~por/about sport, including 

developiag a ma:~or for those in.terested in spo~ performance. Just like a studen.t iaterested in 

dance or theatre perfbrmance, college athletes shot.~ld bare options to m,~{ or in sport 

performance. Smdyi~ag the cultural sig~aifica~ace of sports would help campus athletes -- and 

their peers -- better ~mderstand their &~al roles o~a the campus. Athletes would feel more 

iavolved in. academics aad would thus be likely to do better in alI of their courses. Moreover, 

students i,~ the courses wo~Id discover how spo~s can se~,e as a ~ens to examine important 

questior~s of race, get,tier, busi~ess, ~poli~ics, at~d culture. 

It is quite obvious that the institutior~s, ir~cJluding UNC, d~at compete at d~e eJlite level of 

intercollegiate sports have fa.iled miserably in their responsibilities to provide education about 

spo~Xs to the young men and women, who participate in college athletics, i{f yo~ (Chancellor 

Folt} and others at UNC are sincere abo~t yot.ir efforts to reform athletics, you can help lead the 

change. 

Yo~rs SincereJly, 

John Kilbourne, Ph.D. 

Joht~ Kilboume is a professor of Movemem Sciet~ce and the Ho~ors College at Gra~d ValJley 

State University in All enda~e, Michigan. He is the a~thor of the book., Rz~t~,i<g ~,id~ Z(.~e: A 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 3, 2014 11:07 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; _ _ @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

_ ; clay weaver ! @aol.com); 
; matt jones 

~ sean patton 
); nicole fava (athva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: This g~ane will be fun to watch’.! 

Fans of the elite 

Even though ~am an Arsena~ fan, and right nowwe are on topofthe EPL, the two best teams ~n the league are these two, 

~ k~ve seeing you guys get better but ~:Ms ritual piece has to be a part of our culture, ~ we want to have an elite culture. My Le~dership Council, see ~f you guys can 

t~ke ~n oppor~unRy to a~ ~east watch 15 m#~a~es worth ~nd dra~ some peopk~ wRh yoa f~ you man~ged ~e~ me 

For those with TIVO, here ~s what ~ do and I love ~t and ~t prevents me ~:rom beb~g b~ divorce tour[ (no, M’Uss is not a fan of the gsme): ~ watch [be first I5 minu[es 

to ~e[ a sense of the game; ~ then ~ace to a~l the gos~s an~ to the subsdtu[~ons {INs ~s a coach thing, don’t worry about th~s) and then ~[: it ~s dose~ ~ watch the ~ast 5 

to 7 mh~utes (] ~ove the stress of one goa~ d~fference end g~me), 

Fmm~ Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent~ Sunday, ~ebrua~ 02, 20~4 4:08 AN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subjeet~ Soccer On W: Sunday, Februa~ 2, 20~ 
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3unday, Feb2,2014 

TODAY’S GUIDE 
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~hare Thi 

Atletico Madrid can take the La Liga lead with a win or tie on Sunday .... Bundesliga leader Bayern iNi Image 
removed by 

Munich and Serie A’s No. 1 Juventus are in action on Sunday .... English Premier League leader sender¯ 
Manchester City defends its top spot on Monday. 

All times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed here, many networks make TV programming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings Soccer on TV is updated 

daily throughout the week. 

SUNDAY, February 2 

BelN SPORTS 

italy ROMA-PARMA (live) 9 am. 

France STADE RENNAIS-LYON (live) 11 am. 

Italy JUVENTUS-INTER (live) 2:40 pm. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (delay) 5 pm. 

NBC SPORTS NETWORK 

England WEST BROM-LIVERPOOL (live) 8:30 am. 

England ARSENAL-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 



BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy ATALANTA-NAPOLI (live) 9 am. 

Spain BETIS-ESPANYOL (lie) 11 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-REAL SOCIEDAD (live) 1 pm. 

Spain BILBAO-REAL MADRID (live) 3 pro. 

Italy JUVENTUS-INTER (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Netherlands FEYENOORD-VITESSE (live) 8 am. 

GOLTV 

Germany BAYERN MUNICH-FRANKFURT (live) 11:30 am. 

Brazil PALMEIRAS-SAO PAULO (live) 2 pm, 

Uruguay RIVER PLATE=PENAROL (live) 5:30 pro. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico UNAM-TIJUANA (live) 1 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico UNAM=TIJUANA (live) 1 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia BRISBANE-CENTRAL COAST (live) 1 am. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England WEST BROM-LIVERPOOL (live) 8 am. 

England ARSENAL-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10:30 am. 

MONDAY, February 3 

BelN SPORTS 

France MARSEILLE-TOULOUSE (delay) 12:30 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ELCHE-ALMERIA (delay) 12:30 pm. 

Spain VILLARREAL-OSASUNA (live) 4 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

MUN2 

England MANCHESTER CITY-CHELSEA (live) 3 pm. 

Soccer on TV for Sunday, Feb. 2, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 3, 2014 11:25 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: We can help find you STUDENTathletes! - STUDENTathleteWofld 

From: info@studentathleteworld.corn [mailto:info@studentathleteworld.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, February 02, 20:[4 1:39 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; We can help find you STUDENTathletes! - STUDENTathleteWorld 

If you cannot see the images properly, please click here~ 

removed by 

sender. 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
We have just launched a new website to better serve you! Our new website includes... 

¯ An "Add to FrontRush" button so coaches who use FrontRush can add a prospects info into 
their recruiting database with one click! 

¯ The ability for coaches to easily search our prospects by State, Grad Year, GPA, SAT, ACT. 
¯ Easier to navigate player profiles. 

Of course what sets us apart from our competitors has not changed... 

We are former college coaches who spent over 50 years coaching at the D1, D2, D3, NAIA 
levels, so we understand the recruiting challenges you face and how to help you. 
We want to work personally with you to help sort through our prospects. We don’t want to over- 
hype all of our clients, because we realize only a few, or none, may be a good fit for you. We 
simply want to make you like easier by connecting you with the ones you want! 
Our goal is to help you. We can do this by blasting your camp info to our clients or by sending 
information about your program to them so that they can get to know you and your program. 

SEARCH OUR COLLEGE PROSPECTS 
http :iistudentath leteworld.comiathletesisearch 

WE CAN H ELP YOU- Want us to blast your camp info to our clients? Want us to blast generic 

information about your school to our clients? Have specific recruiting needs or looking for a unique 
type of recruit? Simply send us your information and we can pass it along to our database of 
potential prospects. This can save you the time of weeding through them all. We can do the 
weeding out for you. Just reply to this e-mail and let us know how we can assist. We are here to 
make your job easier! 

CAREERS FOR FORMER COLLEGE COACHES/ATHLETES-At SaW, we are founded and ran 

by former college coaches. We are always looking for talented and knowledgeable professionals 
for your team. Please let us know if you know anyone. More info at 
h ~p_;_t!__s__t___u__d___e___n____ta__t h Le..t.e..~..~.r.Ld.~&~..m/...a.~b~.~.~.u~.t-.~u~.s./..c...a.~.r..e...e...r.~.~..p.p.~.~.~..rt _u__n__LtLe___s_!_. 

The STUDENTathleteWorld.com Team 
919.526.3597 

View Our College Prospects> ~h~p~]/~s~t~u~d~e~t~h~!~e~t~e~w~r~!~d~;~c~9~m~/~a~t~h~!~e~t~e~§~[£)~ 

Plea~ d( n t include me m fi~ture emails. 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 3, 2014 11:27 AM 

Bamnger, Tamara Patterson ~q~amara Barfinge@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu> 

l~L: Friday’s presentation 

It is always fun for me .,, see you soon! What is your cell? 

From= Barringer, Tamara [mailto:Tamara_Barringer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 

Sent= Sunday, February 02, 20:1.4 4:01 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 

~:c= Pickett-Byrden, Allicia 

Subject= Re: Friday’s presentation 

We are delighted that you will be once again speaking to the U NC Master of Accounting Class of 2024 on the differences in coaching men and women. Your presentation is always 

thought provoking and well receive by the students. 

As in the past, the class meets in Koury Hall in McColl Hall at the Business School. Allicia, who is copied on the email, will arrange for your parking pass that you should receive by 

email. Will you forward your resume? 

The students arrive at 8:45 and your presentation will begin promptly at 9:00. After your presentation, we will have continental style breakfast refreshments in the lobby. 

Please let me know if there is anything else we can do to assist you. Your talk is truly a highlight of this class each year! 

With warm regards, 

Tamara Barringer 

-~:t’~: ~3~:"!"~.r:g~!"i ~.!;:i:;t:~:’it ¢?.i./;i.:~Zi ~’!’<.£~:~!;:,!" t.~-~ t.~,g~Zt ?:.i:~.:~i:i~., b’i~.i:~!" ~-~ .~,< :<.!~:’it~.r:g (r-~ht..~ ~:~;d t~:~:~.c:" (£ ~..:~.~:’~:~ ~.~~ t~.:~:~n~,:;~. ~:h:~:~n~.:;~:r.~~:~.:,~; 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 3, 2014 11:36 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List! 

From-" info@collegesportsusa.corn [mailto:info@collegesportsusa.com] 
Sent-" Monday, February 03, 20:~4 1:05 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List! 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Your college has just been added as a favorite by a College Sports USA recruit. This means a recruit has logged into Colle~eSportsU SA~com and is interested in 
finding out more abx~ ut attending a~d playing ~ccer at your college. 

To find out more infonnation atx~ut this recruit and others, simply login to CollegeSv)rtsUSA.com. Membership is free to all college soccer coaches! 

Log in ~oday at ~!legeS10o~sUSA.com and make sure all the informalion on your profile is accurate and current. 

Once you login you can view this recruit’s complete academic and athletic profile and if interested you can track their high school career by adding them to your recruit 

dashboard. 

If you have any questions please let us know. 

Bestofluck! 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 3, 2014 11:54 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Kick In The Bluegrass 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincspor~s.com] 
Sent: Monday, FebruaPl 03, 2014 9:55 AM 

To; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Kick In The Bluegrass 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 
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removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 3, 2014 12:26 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Schedules 

From: Pierce, Kris [rnailto:kpierce@theacc.org] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 20:t4 :t2::t0 PM 

To: Paul Tamberino; Alison Foley; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Charles Adair’; Eddie Radwanski; Greg Miller; Karen-Ferguson Dayes; Mark Krikorian; Mary Monroe; Phil Wheddon; 
Robbie Church; Steve Swanson; Tim Santoro; Tony da Luz 
Subject: RE: Schedules 

Paul---The 2014 ACC schedule ha~iYt beei~ released ~/et ~o the coaches will not have that. For tho~e wishing for Paul to schedule non-conference, please forward 

rh~mks, 

Kris 

F~m: Paul Tamberino [mai~to: ~aol.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~brua~ 03, 20~4 11:38 AM 

To: Alison Folew Anson Dorance~ ’Charles Adair’~ Eddie Radwanski¢ Gre9 Miller¢ Karen-~rguson Dayes~ Mark Krikorian~ Ma~ Monroe; Phil Wheddon; Robbie Church; Steve 

Swanson; ~m Santoro; Tony da Luz 

Cc: Pierce, Kris 
Subject: Schedules 

Ladies and gentlemen, 

If you have not done so, please forward your schedules to me so I may begin to add them into arbiter. For those that wish me to assign their non- 

conference games please indicate that on the schedule as well. 

Enjoy 6 more weeks of winter and hopefully warmer weather is coming soon. 

Paul 

Paul Tamberino 

(cell) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, FebruaO, 3, 2014 3:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Showcase - AvaJa~che Invitational, June 6-8, 2014 in Park City, Utah 

From: scott@avalancheinvitational.com [mailto:scott@avalancheinvitational.com] 
Sent; Monday, Februap! 03, 20:[4 2::[9 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject; Showcase - Avalanche Invitational, 3une 6-8, 20:[4 in Park City, Utah 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 

Register for the Avalanche Invitational, June 6-8, Park City, UT 

~,.-i: Image removed by sender. 

We’d like to personaUy invite you Lo regisLer to a~end the 4th annual Avalanche InvitaUonat, in Park City, 

Utah, Juno 6-8, 2014. The Avalanche Invitational hosted by Utah Avalanche Soccer C[ub~ provides 

opportunities for top~performin~ female athletes of a[[ a~es to compete and be seen by college coaches. 

As an e~ite, competitK~e showcase, we expect that the nation’s best teams wfl[ join us this year in Park 

City, and we would love to have your athletes attend. The tournament ~s organized in[o three brackets and 

is open to teams U9 [hrough U19. 

The E[i~e Co[[e..qe Showcase [eve[ allows players to demonstrate thor talents ~o college coaches and 

recruiters and is intended ~or U15-U19 teams. We anUdpate more than 75 coUe~e coaches to attend. 

Cost: U15-U19:$900 

The Elite Competitive [eve[ chaUenges developing athletes to compete with the nation’s best. This 

{eve[ is intended for U12~U14 teams. 

As you prepare your youn~er teams to p~ay at higher, raore competitive levels, this tournament 

pro,Ndes an op~ortuNty to measure your team a~ainst the nation’s best. 

Cost: U12-U14:$650 

The Elite Youth level aUows your youngest teams to gain tournament experience and have a ~reat 

timeo 

Cost: U9-U10 (8V8): 5500 Ull (11v11): 5650 

To re.e, ister, ,4sit us online at: Aval.anc:he Invitational Registration 
We (:hose Park City to host the Avalanche Invitational for a few reasons. Utah is our home. and we want to 

share with you the beauty of the landscape and d~e magnificence o~ the mountains here. We believe ~ha~ 

Park Qty’s spectacular v~ews provide the peMect backdrop for the nation’s bes~ soccer players to come 

together and compete. 

The charm of downtown Park City, coupled with endless opportunities for recreation and entertainment, wi[[ 

ensure your stay in Park City wfi[ be a memorable experience for you and your family, and we look forward 

to your partidpation in this year’s Avalanche [nvitaUonaL 

by sender 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 11:17 AM 

@msn.com; duca ~ff~’~uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; clay weaver I @aol.com); 
matt jones 

sean patton (          ~gmail.com); 

: nicole fava (nfava?~uncaa.unc.edu): 

Bec; 

Subject: 

Mike Keating <       ~gmail.com> 

Eve~one including seniors and pros, please help us with this! Thmak you! 

Ladies, 

I know you guys are prodded and poked more than any other team because of your success. Please allow one more invasion into you time by doing a favor for a 

friend of mine by taking this survey: 

It will not take too long and it will help us! Thaaak you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 1:07 PM 

~!msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 

.... sean patton 

nicole fava (nfavo@uncaa.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com); pacma~)uncaa.unc.edu; 

clay weaver I 

matt jones 

Subject: The 2v2 +2 this morning 

Ladies, 

I know many of us struggled in the 2v2+2 combinational play game. Here is an example of knocking and moving and combinational play at the highest level. 

http ://www~ youtube.com!watch ?v=kyk6jsKtDr4 

Trust me, you will get better at this but for that to happen, watching the game at the highest level will help so will GETTING IN THE HABIT OF ALWAYS SPRINTING 

AFTER YOU PASS. 

This morning was the toughest session of the week. I appreciated your effort. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 1:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Southern Soccer Showcase: April 4th - 6th 

From: info@twincitysoccer.com [mailto:info@twincitysoccer.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 2014 8:47 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Southern Soccer Showcase: April 4th - 6th Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._!i£_[<___!3_~_[__e- 

Image removed by sender¯ 

Sponsored by: 

Imag ........ d by ii~ Imag ....... d bysender. 
sender¯ 

This event brings the best of women’s college soccer together with club soccer all in one 
location! 

The tournament is open to Girls U15 - U19 US Club, ECNL and USYS affiliated teams 

The Following College Teams have committed to playing and recruiting at the event: 

by sender. 

Wake Forest 

logo 

Image 

removed by 

sender. Duke 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 
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remo~’ed 
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NCSU 

d by 
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sender. VT 

i~ilmage 

removed by 
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UNCC 

removed by 

sender, null 
removed by 

sender. 
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College Ga~ne Schedule: 

Friday, April 4th 



5:00pro - UNC ~vVilmington v Elon University 

6:30pro - Elon University v Wake Forest 

8:00pro - Wake Forest v UNC \Vilmington 

Saturday, April 5th 

ll:00am - Liberty University v UNC Greensboro 

ll:00an~ - UNC Chapel Hill v Virginia Tech 

12:30pro - UNC Greensboro v East Carolina 

12:30pro - Virginia Tech v University of Pittsburgh 
2:00pin - East Carolina v Liberty University 

2:00pro - Uni~’ersity of Pittsburgh v UNC Chapel Hill 

Sunda)7, April 6~h 

ll:00am - UNC Charlotte v High Point 

11:00a~n - Wake Forest v Duke 

12:30pro - App’alachian State v UNC Charlotte 

12:30pm - Duke v NC State 

2:00pro - Iligh Point v App’alachian State 

2:00pro - NC State v Wake Forest 

Click Here 

Forward this 

i~ilmage 
¯ ~m~ed by 

sender. 

[~ii Image 

¯ re,~oved by’ 
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This emeil ’~,’as sent to a~lso~l@ul~cae,ur~c.edu by info@twirlci~ysoccer.corrl 
_U_~__d__a__t__e__[~__~_o__f_LL_ej~__~_~__a_LL__A__d__d__:_e__s__s. hstant i-emoval with ._S__a__f#__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_~’ [~_rLv__a__c_y__[_~_o_Jj_c_y_. 

Twin City Youth Soccer Association :: 428 Twins Way Advance NC :: 27006 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 4, 2014 2:27 PM 

@live.unc.edn> 

I~E: Girls & Women in Sports Day 

Please keep leading my team!I! 

From: 
Sent; Tuesday, February 04, 20:1.4 2:17 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1~’ 
Subject: RE: Girls & Women in Sports Day 

Yes, we did this dinc. I set things up with help from but everyone helped out and covered shifts for each other so that we could go paint bailing! All 

the freshmen were great about coming to help out. It was great working with the kids! 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 1:52 PM 

To: 

~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros ( !@gmai!.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: FW: Girls & Women in Sports Day 

[adies, 

Is this the clinic you guys did? Who jumped in for us? 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent; Nonday, February 03, 20~.4 8:~.0 PH 

To: UNC~-Eve~one 
S~bject: Girls & Women ~n Spots Day 
Here’s a recap of yesterday’s second-annual National Girls and Women in Sports Day celebration, at Eddie Smith Field House: 

httR:[[www:Rohee~s~omiViewArticle.dbm~?Al-CL~D:::209393775&Dg OEM ID=3350 

Great and enthusiastic turnout by the student-athletes from our women’s teams, and more than 200 kids who had a great time trying out different sports before heading for the 

women’s basketball game. Many people helped in the effort, but special recognition goes to Cricket Lane, Jenn Townsend and volleyball student-athlete , who 

spearheaded the planning and execution of the event. And thanks to all the staffers who brought their kids~ 

Dana Gel~n ¯ University of North Carolina 



2014 CASL GIRLS COIJ.EGE COMBINE 
Check ~ Times: 8:00 AM for 9:00 AM KICKOFFS 

9:30 AM for 10:30 AM KICKOFFS 

9am-10:20am 

U17/18 Team 1 v U17/18 Team 2 - Stadium 
U17/18 Team 8 v U17/18 Team 4- Baker 
U17/18 Team 5 v U17/18 Team 6- D~y Sevens 
U16 Team I v U16 Team 2- Powerade 

10:30am-11:50am 

U1~5 Team 3 v U16 Team 4- Stadium 
U16 Team 5 v U16 Team 6- Baker Roofing 
U15 Team I v U15 Team 2- D~y Severn 

U15 Team 3 v U15 Team 4- Powerade 

GK Session #1 on Eurosport for GKs from first set of games 

(10i~lli~am) 
College Recruiting meeting #1 - Fitness Center 

12:30pm-1:45pro 

U17/18 Team 1 v U17/18 Team 4- Daily Sevens 

U17/18 Team 3 v U17/18 Team 6- Baker 
U17/18 Team 5 v U17/18 Team 2- Powerade 

GK Session #2 on Satdium for GKs from first set of games 

College Recruiting meeting #2 - Fitness Center 

1:50pm-3:00pm 

U16 Team I v U16 Team 4 - Baker 
U1~5 Team 3 v U16 Team 6- Daily Sevens 
U16 Team 2 v U16 Team 5- Powerade 

3:05pro- 4:lSpm 

U15 Team I v U15 Team 4 - Daily Sevens 
U15 Team 2 v U15 Team 3 - Powerade 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 11:17 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com) 

EW: College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - February 2014 - Love the Coupons! 

From: Steve Brennan [mailto:steve@peakperformanceconsult.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, Februap/05, 2014 :~2:43 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; College Coaches MOST TRUSTED Recruiting Resource - February 2014 - Love the Coupons! 

The College Recruiter Email Update - February 2014 

A Quick Note from Dr, Steve Brennan 

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT 

For the first time ever, the 2014 Recruiters Institute Webcast will be broadcast live from a national championship venue! 

On April 3, 2014 at 10:00 A.M. Central time from Dallas, Texas, The Recruiters Institute webcast will take place at the NCAA Division I Men’s FINAL FOUR Basketball 

Championship. 

The guest speakers for this fantastic coaching education event will be four Division I men’s basketball coaches. 

Registration begins on February 15, 2014. Mark your calendar now. 

DEVEL OP YOUR PLAYER$ USING ANAL YTiC$ 

ANALYTICS. That’s the "nobody-wants-to-say-anything-about-it" buzzword capturing the imagination of the college coaching profession. What is it? Simply stated, 

Analytics is the quantification of subjective data. In other words, how do you quantify a trait like motivation or competitiveness or menta! toughness?As a coach, 

you can subjectively identify the trait when you see it in a player. But how can you put a number on a subjective trait? 

The Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition (www.successfactorsscales.com) does it for you. The Scales measures the level of strength of very specific traits in your 
players. The Executive Summary that each player receives after completing the assessment gives you a quantifiable identifier for the trait. The .Scales is a mental 

metric...Analytics of the Mind, if you will 

Recruiting Proposal 15-3 went into effect for Division I schools in 2013. NCAA staff believes the Success Factors Scales®-Athletics Edition, the premier self- 

assessment instrument for players and recruits, qualifies as a personal development tool under NCAA Proposal 16-3 guidelines. Quite possibly, it won’t cost you a cent 
of your Division ! budget to see how your players stack up regarding the Intangibles of Winning. This is the best way to gather some mental Analytics data on your 

team. Contact your Compliance Officer to request the funding. 

Special Oiler. Since the NCAA is only assisting Division I athletic programs with funding for Proposal 15-3, I am offering Special Discounts to Division It, Division III, 
NAIA, and junior coflege programs that ore interested in utilizing the Success F~ctors Scales®-Athletics Edition with your teams. Carl me at 1-800-293-1676 if you’re 

interested in these special discounts. 

I am offering sport psychology consulting services for college players and coaches via telephone!computer. I’ve been providing mental toughness training workshops 

and other sport psychology services since 1987. If you’re interested in this service or have any questions, carl me at 1-800-293-i575. 

DiD YOU KNOW THA T A NEW RECRUIT SOC/A~ MEDIA 50URCE WAS UNCOVERED DURING THE 2013 WEBCAST? 
One of the speakers at the 2013 Recruiters InstftuteTM webcost uncovered o new social media source that recruits are now using. 

Learn about this new discovery, and oll the other valuable recruiting strategies that our speakers offered. 

And, of course, you wifl absolutely love the February 2014 Shameless Bribe coupons. 
~,~:~M~," ~’~i~’.’: Recruiters Bible and E-books still carry hefty discounts this month. 

Here is the link to the February 2014 Edition of Recruiters Email Update: http://www.thebestcoflegerecruiter.com/rnonthly.-email.-update-newsletter.aspx 

Again, thanks for your continued support] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 11:23 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com) 

EW: Signing Day Central ÷ Live Updates, Recruiting Secrets 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com [mailto:news@topdrawersoccer.com] 

Sent-" Wednesday, February 05, 2014 8:36 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Signing Day Central + Live Updates, Recruiting Secrets 

Signing Day Central, Live Signing Day Updates., Secrets to to recruiting the best. 

~i~i~ I I~ that mean for you? A chance to showcase 

I your new destination. 

I I 
i~i~i i I~ Throughout the day will be providing updates 
~ I I~ and coverage as players ink their National 

I Letters of Intent, Don’t miss our wall-to-wall 

I coverage. 

~ i I~ What goes into college soccer recruiting? 
~ i I~ TopDrawerSoccer.com asked some oF the top 

~ i I~ assistant coaches in the country how they 

Dm You SEE? 
Revisiting Pogba, the impossiNe goal and 

a q a i n st V~t e sse. 











From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 11:41 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Lany A. <athgallo@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Gatz, Gregory <ggg@unc.edu> 

RE: Brief Meeting With Your Student-Athletes? 

No problem with me .... Greg? 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 11:39 AM 

To: Sander, Thomas 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Gatz, Gregory 
Subject: Brief Meeting With Your Student-Athletes? 
Anson, To~n, a~]d Gl"eg: 

I will be atthe LCE wt. room a little before 9:30 AM this Friday, Februa~ry7th ~ only need 3 minutes or so. 

Thank you very ~nuch! 

Larry 

~Larry 

Executive Associate Dhvctor of Athletics 

University of Norfl~ Carolina at 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent= Wednesday, February 05, 2014 10:41 AM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: Brief Meeting With Your Student-Athletes? 

1_~ rW, 

We lift at 9:30 on Mort, around 9:45 on Wed, and 9:30 on Fri. Any day is yours! 

-Tom 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 

Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 9:07 AM 

To: Sander, Thomas J; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Brief Meeting With Your Student-Athletes? 

Is there a day & time (maybe right before wei~ts in Loudennilk??) I cm~ spea~ for 3 minutes to your student-afl~letes? NothNg is wrong[ 

I am spea~ing to each tea~ and giving them our vote of confidence regarding ~he lack of academic preparedness" stnfffl~at has been flying a~ound. We want fl~em to 

~ow lhat bo~ ~e Depa~ment’s & Unive~ity’s administration suppo~ them 100%. 

3~amks and you can give me a few dates and times that may work for you ~ I would like to get ~is done ASAP[ 

ExecNis e Associate ll)imctor of’Ath]efics 

University of No,th Carolina at Chapel Hi]] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 2:23 PM 

Christian Lavers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

Jason Sisneros (        @gmaJl.com) 

RE: World FootbaJl Acade~ny 

Christian, 

Yes, we are going to host it. Jason Sisneros from my staff is coordinating the event. Raymond Verheijen is an excellent instructor. His course has great value and 

will impact on how you look at per~odization. ~ took Ms week ~ong course in Amsterdam I~st summer and I loved 

~n fact l was goin{t to get to~:ether a short ~ist of people that we are ~oh~g to oiler a "fight of first refusaK’ to and ~o~.l were o~ tha~ I~st Who else sho~.lld we 

before we open it u~) ~:o ~:he ge~erM pubiic? We do m~l: have un~inl~ted space bui: ~ do want the "rnow~rs and shakers" to come ~f they can. ~ tMnk Raymond 

Lh~nk~n~ of dosk~g the course st 40 or 50. 

E~= Christian Layers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 
$eat~ Wednesday, Februa~ 05, 2054 $$:46 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sabject= World Football Academy 

Anson - 

Do you have anything to do with the World Football Academy course that is being held in NC April 21-237 

I am looking at the platform and trying to determine if it is a fit for something with US Club Soccer or ECNL, and am looking for objective feedback. I am considering 

going to that course to get a first-hand look at it. 

What are your thoughts? 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 2:26 PM 

Myer, Ratty <Randy Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

TONY YOUNT ( ~gmail.co~n) 

RE: Math Tutor 

Randy, 

I am going to copy Tong Yount on this~ He is my team’s academic guy and will not steer you wro~g, 

Thanks again for those great seats ..., I ~ove seeing the ~;ame from that close (and the company could not be beaten~). 

F~m= Nyer, Randy [mailto:Randy_Nyer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, ~brua~ 05, 2014 ~2:09 PN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A W 
Subject: Ma~ Tu~r 
Fun la~ night bu~ tha~ inconsistent level of performance ha~ 8o~ to drive Roy ~razy. ANt like my 8off ~win~ - here ~hi~ hole, ~one ~he nexL 

To follow up, I am trying to find a math tutor for a friend’s ~6 year old daughter. I suspect the athletic tutor group has folks have folks by subject. Money is not an 

issue and can be done by Skype although they live locally. Let me know who is the right person or if there is a list of the math tutors for them to contact. Thanks for 

the help. See you at the banquet. 

Randy Myer 

Entrepreneurship Professor of the Practice 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina 

Campus Box 3490 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3490 

Office: Kenan Center 402a 

Telephone 9~9-843-6124 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 2:38 PM 

TONY YOUNT < ~mac.com> 

1@;: Math Tutor 

Thank you Tony .... this gentleman we are helping is one ot: our donors and I appreciate you going the extra mile. 

From: TONY YOUNT [mailto: ~mac.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 0~, 2014 2:3~ PN 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: Math Tutor 

Anson, ~ have two names that immediately come to mind. One tutors for us to the academic center. The other is an outstanding math teacher at Chapel Hill high 

school. I will contact both and ask their permission to pass their names along 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 5, 2014, at 2:25 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am going to copy Tony Yount on this. He is my team’s academic guy and will not steer’ you wrong, 
Thanks again for those great seats .,,. I love seeing the game from Lhat close {and the company coLHd not be beaten~}. 

F~m= Nyer, Randy [maJJto:Randy...Nyer@kenan-flaqler.unc.edul 
Se~t= Wednesday, Februa~ 05, 20~4 ~2:09 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Ma~ Tutor 
Fun last night but that inconsistent level of performance has ~ot to drive Roy crazy. ANt like my ~Nf swin~ - here this hole, ~one the nexL 
To follow up, I am trying to find a math tutor for a friend’s E~ year old daughter. I suspect the athletic tutor ~roup has folks have folks by subject. 
~oney is not an issue and can be done by Skype although they live locally. Let me know who is the right person or if there is a list of the math tutors 
for them to contact. Thanks for the help. See you ~t the banquet. 
Randy Myer 

EntrepreneursNp Professor of the Practice 

Kenan-Flagler Business School 

University of North Carolina 

Campus Box 3490 

Chapel Hill NC 27599-3490 

Office: Kenan Center 402a 

Telephone 9~9-843-6~24 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 3:42 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu"~ 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Nike Touma~ent Allotment 

This is the men right? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Perkins, Michael 
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 3:33 PM 
To: Streett, Shelly; Gwalmey, (;lint 
Cc: Somoano, Carlos M; Miller, Beth; Don-ance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: N~ke Tournament Allotment 

Hello all, 

This deposit will be going to the Nike Soccer Classic tournament account. ’l’his is the account where the expenses for this tournament are applied Please let me know if you have any 
questions 

Mike 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Streett, Shell?’ 
Sent: Tuesday, February 04, 2014 2:42 PM 
To: Gwaltney, Clint 
Cc: Somoano, Carlos M; Perkins, i’,/hchael; 1’,/brier, Beth 
Subject: RE: Nlke Tournament Allotment 

Mike, 

I’m trying to find the $10,000 disbursement from Nike in the M Soccer account Do you have more details as to when and which account? 

Thanks, 

Shel~ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gwaltney, Clint 
Sent: Friday, Noveraber 15, 2013 3:59 PM 
To: Somoano, Carlos M 
Cc: Miller, Beth; Bturmer, Jotm F; Perkins, Michael 
Subject: Nike Tournament Allotrnent 

Carlos, 

This email is to let you know- that we will be depositing $10,000.00 froru Nike into your account to help offset the costs of your 2013 Nike Classic Soccer Tournament. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Clint 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 5, 2014 3:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros t ~gmail.com) 

FW: Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Feb. 28-March 2 

From:       _~aol.com [mailto:      @aol.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 05, 2014 3:52 PM 
Subject: Loudoun Soccer College Showcase Feb. 28-March 2 
To: Men’s and Women’s College Coaches 
From: Randy May 

Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 
Director 

We are just a few weeks away from our Loudoun Soccer College Showcase which will take place February 28-March 2 here in Leesburg, Virginia. As I have mentioned in 
previous emails we will provide the college coaches with the best hospitality tent bar none in the country...crab cakes, lunch meats and fresh salads, desserts and drinks not 
your typical "Pizza and a drink" or "hot dog/hamburger and drink"...no way we will take care of our college coaches for sure. 
In addition, we are providing a fi~e knitted hat and hand warmers in the event it is a bit chilly over the weekend. The knitted hat does not have any logo on them so you can 
keep using long after the event. 
Lastly, we are once again helping with your housing. We have currently eight rooms at $59 dollars at the Homewood Suites in Ashburn, VA we can provide to the first eight 
college coaches who sign up. Email me at .!_a__!!__d_y_=Ln_’_a_y_@_[_o_tj_d__9___u_!?__s_o___c_’_c___e_r_=9_’__o_g! to lock in your room rate. This is a first come first serve basis. The rate at the Homewood Suites 
will then move to $89 per night which is still a great rate for our area. Rooms are still available. 

The team response on both the boys and girls side has been strong There are State, Regional and National qualifying teams along with several 

teams boys and girls teams competing in the Region I and Colonial League play for the coming spring. We will be posting the brackets by the end 

of the week. 

Please find below the email blast that goes out to the club teams with a link for the college coaches to sign up. I hope you can join us here in 

Loudoun as we showcase outstanding talent for you the college community. 

The very best to everyone. 

Yours in Soccer 

Randy May 

Loudoun Soccer College Showcase 

Director 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

:i~i: Irnage removed by sender. 



Presented by: 

Irr, age rernoved by ser, der 

Image removed by sender¯ 

GotSoccer.com 

Image removed by sender¯ 

i~i Image removed bysender. 

Register Your Team Now! Wateh the 2013 Highlight 

Video 

More than 50 College Coaches 

Attended in 2013 

For more information, visit: www.LoudounSoccer.com/MarchShowcase 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 5, 2014 4:54 PM 

Streetl, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

Re: Nike Tournament Allotment 

Is fills a wonderful country or what’? 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ LLDtOIL) 

"Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

You too! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Gwaltney, Clint 
Sent: Friday-, November 15, 2013 4:00 PM 
To: Dot*ance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Sander, Thomas J; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Vangeldcr, _’vlarielle A; Perkins, Michael 
Subject: Nike Tournament Allotment 

Anson, 

This email is to let you l~ow that we will be depositing $10,000.00 into your account to help off’set the costs of your 2013 Nike Classic Soccer Tournament. 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Thanks, 
Clint 



Always Be Recruiting Your Current Players 

Happy Signing Day! On this special edition of Recruiting Education OnDemand, 30 year coaching 

veteran Randy Taylor discusses why it’s important to/Mways Be Recruiting Your Oarrent Players, 

howto do it correctly and how it can benefit your recruiting efforts. 

Click here to watch today’s all new episode and keep an eye out for our February newsletter 

featuring an article on how to use the excitement from Signing Day to your advantage! 

Want direct access to student-athletes that fit your needs? 

Register for your free NCSA Reruitin¢l Managlement System 

to start connecting with recruits today! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday. February 6, 2014 10:45 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

ILE: NCAA Division I Championships News - February 2014 

Thank you Larry! 

From; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent; Thursday, February 06, 2014 5:55 AM 
To; Fox, Mike; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Shelton, Karen C; Mock, Conrad D Jr; DeSelm, Rich L 
~::c; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Arendas, Dave; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Sisneros, Jason M; Fulton, Grant; ’Teryn Brill’; Kolat, Cary J; 
Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Papadatos, Dionisios; Litzinger, Michael B; Workman, Aaron; Garth, Christy Lynn; Sanchez, Abel 
Subject; NCAA Division 1 Championships News - February 2014 
Coaches -- 
IfI mn filling you inbox with ma email you have already received, I apologize. However, to be certain you received this monthly newsletter, I thought I would send this to 
you as the head coach amd to your assistant coaches. Pass on to others if you wish. 
There axe some important points/deadlines/etc, contained in this newsletter for each of your sports. 
’Ihanks, and have a good day-! 
Larry 

Lxcculive Associate Director of Athletics 

l J~ivemit? of North C.aroliua N Chapel Hill 

From; NCAA Championships [mailto: NCAAChampsNewsDl@ncaa.org] 
Sent; Monday, February 03, 2014 3:55 PM 
To; Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject; Division I Championships News - February 2014 

Division I Cham pionships News 

FebruarT 2014 Edition 

This communication is emailed to all Division I athletics directors, senior woman 
administrators, sports intbrmation directors, conference commissioners, conference 

senior woman administrators and head coaches of the applicable sports, based on 

contact information in the NCAA director,:" (membership database). This serves as 

the primary correspondence related to NCAA championships tnatters; continue to 

check individual sport pages at NCAA.org throughout the season. 

The next edition of Championships News will be distributed Monday, 
March 3 and the first Monday of the lnonth thereafter. Please take note of 
the information regarding NCAAconnect detailed under General 

Championships Inform ation. 

For a qnick reference to sport- specific information contained within, select any of the 

following: 

Ba~seball 

iVlen ’ s and Women’ s B~sketball 

iVlen’s Basketball 

Men’s a~d Women’s Cross Country 

Men’s m~d Women’s Fencing 

Football 

Men’s Golf 
Women’s Golf 

Women’s Gynur~sfics 

Women’s Ice Hockey 



Men’s I ,acrosse 

Women’s Lacrosse 

Men’s and Women’s Rifle 

Men’s and Women’s Skiing 

Men’s and Women’s Soccer 

Softball 

Men’s and Women’s Swimming and Diving 

Men’s and Women’s Indoor and Outdoor Track and Field 
Men’s Volleyk~ll 

Women’s Water Polo 

Wresting 

Sports 

Baseball 

DEADLINE:The first XML deadline is Monday. March 3. Rosters sho~fld 

be updated prior to the team’s first contest. A memo with specific reporting 

instructions tbr statistics and results can be accessed here. All schedule 

changes should be e~nailed to Jeff (j_~!i]_l_i~_r_~_~_~_~_c_~:__o__rg). 

I) EAI) LINE - Febrmu’y I~)o Head baseball coaches are required to view 

the NCAA Baseba]l Rules and Umpiring video or require that a full-time 

me~nber of the coaching stalt’attend an NCAJk umpire officiating clinic or view 

the video at the American Baseball Coaches Association (ABCA) convenfion. 

Men’s and Women’s Basketball 

Team Packets and Participant Manuals ti~r the Men’s and Women’s 

Basketball Tournaments will be available the first week of March. Please look 

for it in the next monthly communicafion. 

Men’s Basketball 

NOTICE OVER $260,000 IN GENEIUkL SCHOLARSHIP FUNDS 
AVAILABLE IN PROMOTIONAL CONTEST All Div. I schools are 

eligible to participate in an NCAA Basketball promotional contes~ called 

’%ICAA 6th Fan". This nationa] school pride competition involves ffmdents, 

alunmi and other fans casting votes for their sehool at 

~a~-w.NCAA.conf6~lh~ or via Twitter or Facebook. FEBRUARY 16 IS 

THE END OF THE FIRST ROUND when t he top 16 schools will receive 

$10,000 in general scholarship funds. The contest ends March 16 (Selection 

Sunday) when the winning school will receive a $100,000 donation to its 

general scholarship fund. A tool kit tbr pa~d~cipating in the contest is available 

to marketing administrators at each Div. I school. 

Men’s and Wo~nen’s Cross Country 

DEADLINE:Bids are being accepted for a combined 2015 NCAA 

Divisions I, II and III Cross Country Championships. Detailed instructions for 

submitting bid materials am available online here. Bids are due by 11:59 p.m. 

Eastern time, Friday, FebruaW 28. 

Bid informafion for the vacant 2014 Southeast Regional will be made available 

shortly. For those interested in hosting the 2014 Southeast Regional, please 

contact Jeff Mlynski at jmlynski,~;ncaa~o~. 

Men’s and Women’s Fencin~ 

Import~mt dates coming up: 

February 24- Deadline for institutions atNetics director to submit a 

waiver for extension to use the first weekend in March as a tnakenp 

date for a previously scheduled regular-season competition that was 

cancelled due to unforeseen circumstances. 

February 26- Deadline for inslitutions to submit individual results via 

the online score reporting ~stem. Late score will NOT be accepted 
unless a waiver is granted. 

Februao, 28- Deadline fi~r institutions to submit regional entry forms to 

their respective regional host, unless a waiver has been granted tbr 

competition the first week of March. 

March 3- Deadline for ins~titutions receiving a competition e~ension to 

turn in results via the online score reporting Ws~tem. Late scores will 

NOT be accepted. 



March 3- Deadline tbr an institution’s athletics director to submit a 

waiver tbr minimum requirements to compete in regional competition. 

Football 

Results of the 2013 NC?u’k Football Rules Survey axe available !Le_!_e_.. 

Men’s Golf 

¯ E-mail address for membership use to provide information directly to Golf 

Channel regarding topics and stories of interes~t specific to men’s 

golf. colle~e.golf,@~gol~hannel.com. 

° USGA Grooves Resource Center available at usga.org/grooves. 

° 2014 Spring }lard Card available hem. 

~Vomen’s Golf 

N l~2W:E-mail address tbr membership use to provide information directly to 

Golf Channel regarding topics and s~tories of interes~t specific to women’s 

NEW:USGA Grooves Resonrce Center available at 

http:/,’w~vw.usga.oro#’gmoves/. 

2014 Spring Hard Card available 

General Guidelines for use of electronic devices and providing advice is 

available here. 

2013-14 Pre- Championships Manual available here. 

2013-14 Women’s Golf Committee Annual Report available here. 
January 13, 2014 Teleconference Report available here. 

RE MINDER Tournaments must be registered in order to be used for 

selection purposes.When hosting a toumament~ institutions ~nust report scores to 
Golfs~t using one of the online options.Refer to the memo available !)__e_!2e_" 

that outlines in more detail the tournmnent registration and results submission 

process. 

Women’s G.~mnastics 

° DEADLINE - Mard~ 3: Institutions to subinit RQS sheets (team, AA and 
individual event specialists) to the approp6ate regional ~ore veritication 

coordinator. 

° DEADLINE - Mard~ 23:Noon local "dme deadline tbr institutions to report 

scores from tneets conducted between March 3 and March 22. Coaches 
must also email or fax an updated RQS for team, AA and individual event 

specialists, if appropriate. 

V¢omen’s Ice Hockey 

M,~nday, l.’ebruaLw l(kBids will start to be accepted for the quarterfinal 

rounds of the National Collegiate Women’s Ice Hockey Chan~pionship. 

Detailed instructions tbr submitting bid materials axe available online here. Bids 

axe due by 5 p.m. Eastern time, Wednesday, February. 26. 

Men’s Lacrosse 

° DEADLINE:The first XML deadline is noon ET on Monday, Febma~" 24. 

_[~%s_t__e___r__s. should be updated prior to the team’s first contest. A me,no ruth 

specific reporting instructions for statistics and results can be accessed here. 
All schedule changes shonld be emailed to Je~m (irodgers(~:~ncaa.org). 

¯ The 2014 Men’s Lacrosse Rules and Officiating Video is available here. 

Women’s Lacrosse 

° 2013-14 Pre-ChampionsNp Manual available here. 

° 2014 }lost Operations Manual available here. 

° DEADLINE:The first XML deadline is noon ET on Monday, Februau 24. 

._R__R~_t__e£~ should be updated prior to the tean~’s first contest. A memo ruth 

specific repoNng instructions tbr statistics and results can be accessed ._h_e__r__e_. 

All schedule changes should be emailed to Matt (g![2~£!__n_~i__r__~:~_?__rg). 

Men’s and Women’s Rifle 

¯ DEADLIN E - l;ebr~aLw 24: Institutions to submit NCAA Qualifier scores 



to the NCAA online score reporting system.(~a~’w.ncaa.o~g/riflescores ) 

DEADLINE - Februa~- 25: Institutions to submit paper targets and 

electronic scoring files from NCAA qualifier to Michele Forkner. 

Selection Announcenrents Team and individual, 5 p.m. Eastern time, 

Thursday, February 27 on NCAA.com. 

March 14-15: NC,A~\ Men’s and Women’s Rifle Chmnpionships Murray, 

Kentucky 

Men’s and Women’s Skiin~ 

2014 Championships Participant Infornmtion is available hem. 

February 25, 5 p.m. Easten~ thne: Selection armouncement. 

Men’s and Women’s Soccer 

The Men’s and Women’s Soccer Rules Committee proposed several new 

roles changes during its minua] meeting.Feedback is being collected regarding your 
opinions of these roles changes through Friday, Febm~y 7.Click !3_e_!_e_" to 

submit a colnment. 

Softball 

DEADLIN E:The first XIVIL deadline is 2pro ET on Monday, March 10. 

Rosters should be updated prior to the team’s first contest. A memo with 

specific reporting instructions tbr statistics and results can be accessed here. 
All schedule changes should be emailed to Bonnie ( I~iohnson,~;ncua.o~g). 

Men’s and Wnmen’s S~4mminR and Diving 

UPDATE:Men’s 2014 zone diving o]locations are as ibllows:A 5, B 7, C 

8, D 7, E 8. 
Men ’ s Texas Participant Manua] av~lable ._h__e___r__e_. 

Women’s Participant Manual available here by FebmaD’ 21. 

List of hotels for championships available here. 

REMINDER: A student-athlete is permitted to qualif)~ in only one 

Championships Qua]ification Meet. Results from a second meet roll not be 

eligible tbr championships qualitication.List of Approved Championships 

Qualification Meet Hosts available hem. 
DEADLINE:Results nmst be submitted within 72 hours after the completion 

of a compefi tion. 

hffolmation regaxding Online Meet Entries for swilnmers available 

DEADLINE: Zone diving entry forms due midnight Eas~tern time, Thursday, 

Moxch 6. hffonnation regarding the zone diving entry form and procedures 

avofilable here. 
DEADLINE: Photos for all student- athletes and instittNonal personnel who 

roll potentially be traveling to the championships must be uploaded by 

February 28 for women and March 7 for men. Detailed instructions roll be 

available online Februaw 7. 

REMINDERS/DEADL][NES - SELECTIONS FOR WOMEN’S 

SWIMMERS: 

March 2 Laser day of qualification. All results due by midnight Eastern 

time. 

March 3 Online entries due by midnight Eastern time. 

March 4 Ently lists posted. Coaches who have entered more than 18 

stammers must declare not more than 18 stammers for selections by 4 

p.m. Eastern time. 

March 5 Psych sheet posted ot~fit~e ~ 

REMINDERS/DEADLINES - SELECTIONS FOR MEN’S SW][MMERS: 

March 9 Last day of qualification. All results due by midnight Eastern 

time. 
March 10 - Online entries due by midnight Eas~tern time. 

March 11- Entry lists posted. Coaches who have entered tnore than 18 

stammers mus~t declare not more than 18 stammers for selections by 4 

p.m. Eas~tem time. 

March 12 - Psych sheet posted online. 

Men’s and Women’s Indoor and Outdoor Track and Fidd 



DEADI~INE: Teams must submit a roster of eligible student-athletes 

(TFRRS login required) prior to the first competition of the indoor’outdoor 

track and field season. Results ficom a]l meets must be submitted m TFRRS by 

midnight Eastern Time, one day after flae completion of a contest. Late or 

incorrect submissions will result in a f’me. 

REMINDER: Qualifying criteria and performance challenge guidelines for 

indoor and outdoor track and field are available here. 

There will be a $50 fee issued for each protest at the indoor and outdoor 

track and field championships. Coaches who protest roll be required to pay- a 

$50 fee via cash or check for each filed protest. 

REMINDER: Competition schedule and Pre-Chmnpionship Manual for 

indoor track and field championships are available here. 

REMINDERS;~EADLINES - INDOOR TRACK AND FIELD 

SELECTIONS: 

o March 2 Last date a qualifying pertbrmance may be achieved. 

Mandato~ meet results submission deadline is 11:59 p.m. Eastern time 

except for conference championships. 

o March 3 Deadline for results reporting to TFRRS for conference 

championships only, 5 p.m. Eastern fime. 

o March 4 Declarations due by 2 p.m. Eastern time through 
DirectAthletics.Declarations roll open at 8 p.m. Eastern time on March 

3. 

o March 4 Declaration review window will open at 3 p.m. Eastern 

fime and close at 7 p.m. Eastern time.It is the resIx~nsibility of the coach 

to check this list mad report any discrepancies by 7 p.m. Eastern time to 

JeffMlynski (jmb~nski(a;ncaa.org). 

o March 4 Final lisl ofpayticipants announced by 10 p.m. Eastern 

time. 
March 1- First day a qualifying mark can be ~nade for outdoor track and field. 

2014 Pre-Championship Manual and Teclmical Manual for outdoor track and 

field are avafilable here. 

Compefition schedules for the NCA~A~ Division I Men’s and Women’s 

Outdoor Track and Field East and West Prelimina~ Roundsare available 

here. 

Men’s Volleyball 

DEADLINE:XML files aye due each Monday by noon ET. Rosters should 

be updated prior to the team’s first contest. A memo with specific rel~rting 

instructions for statistics and results can be accessed here. All schedule 

changes should be emailed to Jenn (j!:_o__d_g__e_~!__n__c_’_~:R_rg.). 

Women’s Water Polo 

Score Reporting Inslructions Now Available. 

Prc- championship Manual Now Available. 

DEADLINE---. Febr~lary 17: Schedule submissions due. 

\Vresfling 

The temn hotel regisWation link tbr the 2014 NCAA Wrestling Championships 
will be available Monday, Febrnary 3 on ncaa.org. 

Information referenced in this email must be accessed on the membership 

portion of NCAA. org; a login (email and password) must be established for 

access. If you have any problems logging in, please contact 

webhelpdesk(~ncaa, orgfor assistance. 

If you have any questions or would like to have someone added to the 

distribution list, please contact us at ?v~AAchampsnewsD l@nea~t org. 

Click here t-.o fo[w~rd L,his maiiing with y,:’.l;r personal message, 

[i~is ema~l was sent t:o: athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 10:52 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List! 

From: info@collegesportsusa.com [mailto:info@collegespor~susa.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 20:~4 9:22 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List! 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Your college has just been added as a favorite by a College Sports USA recruit. This means a recruit has logged into Colle~eSportsU SA~com and is interested in 
finding out more abx~ ut attending o~d playing ~ccer at your college. 

To find out more information aIxmt this recruit a~d others, simply login to CollegeSportsUSA.com. Membership is free to all college soccer coaches! 

Log in today at C__ollegeSpo~sUSA.com and make sure aJl the informalion on your profile is accurate aaad culwent. 

Once you login yon can view this recruit’s complete academic aJad athletic profile and if interested you can track their high school career by adding them to your recruit 

dashboard. 

If you have any questions please let us know. 

Bestofluck! 

:~:: Image 

removed by 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 2:24 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: EMB 190 Available for Last Minute ’I’ea~ Travel 

From: Reid Oslin [mailto:reid.oslin@pjsgroup.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 20:14 2:12 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; EMB:tg0 Available for Last Minute Team Travel 

Greetings, 

I am writing to let you know that PJS has availability on a 99-seat Embraer 190 for last minute needs nowthrough March¯ To learn more about this aircraft request a spec sheet or quote¯ 

This regional jet is the perfect complement for our Team Travel Proqram. PJS has more than a decade of experience serving collegiate team movements for some of the most 

successful programs. After working with those schools, I know that arranging last minute team travel can be a challenge. I am confident that if an unexpected need arises we can help. 

Are you available next Tuesday at 10 AM EST to discuss the details of the EMB190 and how PJS can help you solve your most difficult last minute travel needs? 

Regards, 

Reid Oslin 

Partner 

Private Jet Services 

5 Batchelder Road 

Seabrook, NH 03874 USA 

T +1 (603) 760-0028 

M. 

E E _e_[_d__: _o_ :_s_[[_n__~ p___ Ls_ g__r _o___u_ ~ :_c___o___m__ 

Website: ~£~_~:£L_s_R_rO__U_~_:_o___o___m__ 

ABOUT PJS: 

Private Jet Services Group (PJS) is a corporate aviation consultancy providing mission-critical flight services to a global clientele of corporations, professional and collegiate athletic 

teams, live entertainment tours, governments, and others who recognize the cost of their transportation is far exceeded by the cost of failure PJS procures on behalf of those clients both 

VlP and standard configured airliners, regional aircraft, as well as light, midsize, and large cabin executive jets. PJS maintains a repeat-client rate in excess of 90% and this strong client 

loyalty is the best indicator of PJS’s specialization, performance and reliability PJS acts as agents for its clients in negotiating and facilitating transportation with licensed air carriers. 

PJS does not own or operate aircraft. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 3:37 PM 

Cyprian McFarlaJ~e <cmcIhrlaJ~e@cpoarecruit.com> 

Duca~; Chris (duca2r@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com) 

@aol.com 

RE: McFarlane Athletic Recruilmg Services Inc. 

Cyp, 
Excellent! I trust you already so this will be perfect for us. Just know how early we need Lo have someone identified (freshr~?en or’ sophomores). So you ~et us 
know when you have someone and we wi~ respond. 
From:        @gmail,com [mail~        ~gmail,com] On Behalf ~ Cyprian McFarlane 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2054 3:29 PM 
To= Cyprian McFarlane 
SubjeCt= McFarlane Athletic Recruiting SeHices Inc. 

Hello Coach ~ 

I hope a[[ ~s vvet[. My apo[os~es for the 8ener~c emai[. 

My name ~s Cyp~an (Cyp) McFar[ane. The purpose of my emafl ~s to ~ntroduce myself and my new venture. 

I recently retired from coach~n8 youth soccer and joined CPOA. After years of he[p~n8 p[aye~ on my teams obtain scholarships l’m now 

do~n8 the same th~n8 but on a much [arser scale. 

My client [~st continues to 8row as I work towards be~n8 the "8o to" Buy ~n the prov~nce of Ontario when ~t comes to ~nformat~on and 

recru~t~n8 of competitive female soccer players. 

Please make note of my contact information and keep me ~n mind as a resource for your recruitin8 needs ~n the future. 

Cheers, 

Cyp 

~;~ Image 

..... removed by 

sender 

OPENING DOORS TO COLL~GE OPPORTUNIT~’ES 
Cyprian McFarlane 

Regional Harketing Representative 
College Prospects of America TnC, 

647-668-5191 
www.cpoarecruit.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, February 6, 2014 5:02 PM 

Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

Vm~gelder, Marielle A <mvangeld@emafil.unc.edu> 

RE: UNC v. Washington Sprit 

Lance, 

I think you are right, but, we are a public relations arm of the University, and that is not the way to treat people. NOw, this UNC fan because we were too cool to reply becomes disenchanted 
and they become enamored elsewhere. ’1"hey do not know we are just being honorable. Why does not the NCAA come up with a generic reply that we should all use that we can send out 
that says in effect: "Thank you but I cannot reply to your query as per NCAA regs" 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Thut-sday, Februa~ 06, 2014 4:45 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc:         ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: RE: UNC v. Washington Sprit 

))gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Hate to s~U it but I think you just delete... 

Lance 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014 4:02 PM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Cc:          ~msn corn; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros ( 
Subject: FW: UNC v. Washington Spr~t 

@gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

How do I deal with this? I can’t email him back can I? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: (~cox.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 3:55 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC v. Washington Sprit 

Dear Coach 

We just got word that your team will be traveling to the area to play out Professional team the Washington Sprit on March 22nd. It is my- daughters desire to play for you at UNC in the 
future. She is very excited to go see the teanr play. I hope there will be an opportunity for the her to meet some of the players and possibly you. It would be a thrill. If not I’ra sure just getting 
to watch the garae will be enough. Good luck in the nratch and for the upcoming year. Hopefully we will see you in             at a college id camp near you ..... 

Take care. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 7, 2014 3:30 PM 

Brad Black <brad.black@humanexvenmres.com> 

Jason Sisneros I ~gma]l.com) 

RE: Follow-up 

Brad, 

Thank you! I wilt copy’ Jason and this and have him as our POC. He is exceptionally bright and hardworking an~ wi]f know what has vafue for us and what does not 

F~m~ Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humane~entures.com] 
Sent~ Friday, February 07, 2014 12:05 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
~c= Jason Sisneros ( Ogmail.com); Fu Salam 
Subject= RE: Follow-up 

~nson~ I hope you’re havk~g a great week 

~ wanted to folk)w--up from our last communicaL~on a ~ew weeks ago, before your time ~r~ £h~lly I know our team missed connecting with Jason and wanted to 

reach out again and see what I could ~o Lo h~dl~ts[e this connection. 

As we are moving [:orward w~th integrating our work w~Lh Sportsgosrd, we’re looking [:orward to having you and your Learn be another great example of ~next bve~ 

human ana~ytics’ and advancing your competitive advantage on another front, 

Pleas;e ~et me know wha[ works best for you and your team....we’re ready} 

Brad Black 
P resqd~nt and CEO 

2900 ~’. 70zh, ,%’~dte lO0 

(402) 486-~ 103 

F~m: Brad Black 
Sent: Nonday, Janua~ 13, 2014 5:55 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Cc: ~ason Sisneros ~gmail.com); Fu Salam 
Subject: Re: Follow-up 

Auso~ thaws £or your rime tonight and e~s to co~ect us with J~on. 

Fu ~d Dane on our team will look £o~vmd to dm~ with ~m, moving our i~da~v¢s £o~va~d. 

ThaWs ~Jn ~d ~fe travels to PNIIy~ 

Brad 

On Jan 13, 2014, at 5:45 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~T~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Brad, 

Jason Sisneros will be our ~)oint on ~:his. I am ~:aking him to ~:he cotwen~:~on m~d ~ wH~ send hm~ to your booth 

AI~ the best[[ 

F~m~ Brad Black [mail~:brad.Nack@humane~entures.com] 
Sent~ Sunday, Janua~ ~2, 2014 5:22 PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: RE: Follow-up 
Anson~ I hope you and your farmer enjoyed a great: ho~hJay sen;on and your 2014 ~s off ~:o a great start. 

~ wanted to follow--up from our last communication, to explore options for connecting and helpb~g to advance the work d~scussed earlier (when Sue 

Enqu~st rneL with us). WiLh efforLs workb~g through CrickeL not getting us to the point to de~iver results earlier, ~ wanted Lo explore the besL opdons 

for you. 

Our team ~s ready to guide and support you and anyone on your team that we could work wkh, m~d dNiver great vak~e on many ]eve~s. P~ease let me 

know what w~l] work best for you and how we can be a s~gnificant asseL and ~)arl:ner 

Thanks stud enjoy the rest of your weekend[ 

P.S. Your recommendation 

great reference for what we dM for her, ~f you wanted a further preview. 

B~ad Black 

Pres’ide~t and CEO 
< im age001.j 

(~2) 486-1103 

Sent: Wednesday, October 16, 2013 5:14 PN 



To: Brad Black 
Subject= RE: Follow-up 

E×cellent!! My best to that ass kicker Sue!!! 

From= Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humanexventures.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, October 16, 2013 6:04 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Follow-up 

Anson, d~anks for your quick repB/. Weql t:otlow--up in Decembe~ 

Best w~shes for a chsmp~onship year~ 

Brad Black 
P ~qd~t ~d CEO 

": im age001 j pg > 

(402) 4%.- ~ 103 

F~m= Dorrance, Nbe~ ~ N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
S~t= Wednesday, October 16, 2013 4:29 PH 
To= Brad Black 
S~bje~t= RE: Follow-up 
No worries Brad a~d yes the off season wou~d certa~y be beLter fo~ me~ Thank youH~ 

Fm~= Brad Black [mailto:brad.black@humane~entures.com] 
Sent= Wednesday, October $6, 20~3 5:27 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
¢~= Sue Enquist 
S~bje~t= Follow-up 

An>:~n, congrats on passing your 750th w~r~ ~as~: month and co~t~nu~ng Vour champio~sh~p lew~l efforts and m~pact. 

I was talkb~g w~th Sue and she mentioned that she wou~d be in Chape~ HH~ next month, so I provided her an update oR efforts to supporL you through 

our past communication w~th Cricket. 

W~th a follow-up shortly foHow~ng our meeting ~n May, as well as follow-up notes ~n July and August (below) we haven’t had success in moving things 

forward, but would be ready ~nyth~e to move things forward w~th you. We know that schedules get hectic and ~ m~ sure Cricket has a very full 

but: we dh~n"t want you to wonder where we went: or ~f we were/are ready to support you with the work we discussed when the t:hree of us were 

to~ether in 

K now works for starting work w~th k~terv~ew~ng your "~egeRds" (typically step ore) we could do that, as well ss offer a testa culture assessment 

anyth~e that wou~d work for you. 

~f after your season works better, we can gear th~ngs up I~ter, h~ any event, we want to m~ke sure we keep in contact with you to support your needs, 

P~ease let: us know how we can be most supportive of your ’~’next lew~V opportunR~es. 

Thanks h:~r your L~me---and best wBhes h:~r great success this season in the tough 

Brad Biack 
P r~sqde~t and CEO 

"imageO01 j 

{’402) 4%.- ] 103 

~mm= Brad Black 
SeBt= Tuesday, August ~3, 2013 7:27 AM 
To= ’Lane, Cricket’ 
Subject= Young Leaders Summit 
Crk:keL good mornh~g, ~ hope your summer has bee]~ a great o]~e arid Lhe new s(:hoo~ year brh~gs great things. 

] wanted to stay ~n contact, as ] know ~n [ate spring when we met w~[h you and Anson he was wanting to get going on our work, and [hen last month 

you mentioned you were ta]kb~g w~Lh him about next 

]n the meantime, ] wanted you to know about a Summit that we have created focused on young {eaders. We are holding our second one at the end of 

this month and e’,<pect at ]east a dozen in the next year, some of which will take place with our Sports Div}sh:m’s client partners .:)n college campuses. 

Vve al:tached #fformatkm on the content and [:h~s month"s speakers, alorlg w~th i]]format~ot~ bek)w .:)]1 addith:mal speakers 

As we continue dlscuss~ons and p~anning on when you w~H be ready, ~ will keep you apprised of other developments lil<e Lhe one mentioned here, 

that I feel you may ~e b~Lerested M fearnM~ more about. 

Please let me know how we can be most helpful 

Thanks and make a great rest of your weeM 

P.S. Please tell Anson that we will be wRh Becky Burleigh a~: }qorida in a few weeks, as they have already laur~(:hed with four different in~:~a[~ves, As 

they have a relationship and what f hear as lob o[ mutual respect, there may be [h~ngs Anson will wan[ [o learn from Becky about [hek experiences 

w~th our work. 
g~ad Bb~ck 

Pres’id~t and CEO 

~ ~m age001 .j 

2900 g. :76YI;, S*~ite i O0~ L ~c’£~, N::’ dxS06 

~@2) 486-1 i02 (.~f} d’~ ~ 

(402) 486-1103 



From: Humanex Ventures [mailto:discoverysummit(@humanexventures.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, August 13, 2013 7:02 AlVl 
To." Brad Black 
Subject-" Auqust Discovery Summit 
[4imageO03 jpg>I 

Presenfs: 

Infroducing Your Speakers; 

Dr. Glinda Rawls 
Dr. Rawls, an Associate Professor of Counselor Education 

and Counseling Psychology at Western Michigan University, 

holds the distinction of being a Master Career Counselor. 

Dr. Rawls has taught numerous career related courses and 

is one of the three developing authors of the IMPACTeX 

Navigator. 

Dr. Mark St Martin 
Dr. St Martin serves as an Associate Professor and the 

coordinator of Western Michigan University’s career 

counseling services. He has been working in the career 

counseling field for over 12 years. Dr. St Martin is also a 

certified Master Career Counselor. He is one of the principal 

inventors of the IMPACTeX Navigator. 

I<image007.jpg>l 
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Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 3:51 PM 

@ .edu> 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

RE: Care m~d follow up for 

I was not under the impressior was being ignored so let me copy Nicole and see what was done for her, 

From: .edu] 
Sent: Friday, 3:24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A rg 
Subject: Care and follow up for 

Anson, 

I am extremely concerned about the medical care, or lack thereof, that 

has some of the best healthcare resources in the world, and not only have they not been made available to 

care or status checks. 

Here are some of my concerns. 

at practice on Wednesday. UNC 

she has not even received basic follow up 

1. no one contacted us, 

about the plan for her care. Our concerns are exasperated becaus~ 

2. it seems like the expectation is thal will manage her own care. But, after 

a player will be able to manage that process. 

3. No one from the soccer staff or medical staff even checked to see if she had a way to get home. 

4. UNC has one of the in the country. Why wa 

seen? Several friends who are doctors have said, "good thing she is at UNC, they have some of the 

that she hasn’t been seen at the concussion center. 

5. In the 48 hours after her injury, no one from the soccer program has checked on her. 

6. ...... .. What is the plan? 

7. The team doctor suggested that becaus~ that she might have a friend email her professors and let them know 

what happened. That seems like a very weak effort to contact faculty about an injury that could have significant academic im~)lications. 

When        came to UNC you look at us and said, "Thank you for entrusting your daughter to our program." We believed that if        ;ave you her best 

effort, you and your staff would be there for her through the ups and downs. You have let        down and left her at significant risk. 

There may be additional plans being considered, but this is what we have seen and experienced so far. We need and expect more for our daughter. 

Sincerely, 

 

; parents. We still only have very partial information about what happened and 

~ it is unreasonable to assume that 

? Is there a plan for her to be 

people." Then they are shocked to learn 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Click to make a secure online gift 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 7, 2014 3:58 PM 

~ .edu> 

ILE: Care and follow up for 

I am going to call ¥ou~ What is your best # right now? 

From: .edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 3:56 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: RE: Care and follow up for 

Thank you. I reatly appreciate it. I know there are lot of great people in the soccer program and in the athletics department, and that is why this has been so 

surprising and disappointing. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A [V [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 20:[4 3:5:[ PM 
To: 
Cc: Fava, Nicole M 
Subie~t: RE: Care and follow up fo~ 

I was not under Lhe impression was being ignored so let rne copy Nicole and see what was done for her. 

From: .edul 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 20:[4 3:24 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A A/ 
Subject: Care and follow up for 

Anson, 

I am extremely concerned about the medical care, or lack thereof, that has received after her 

has some of the best healthcare resources in the world, and not only have they not been made available to 

care or status checks. 

Here are some of my concerns. 

at practice on Wednesday. UNC 

she has not even received basic follow up 

1. After a major injury involving a no one contacted us, 

about the plan for her care. Our concerns are exasperated because this is her third 

2. It seems like the expectation is that will manage her own care. But, after a traumatic 

a player will be able to manage that process. 

3. No one from the soccer staff or medical staff even checked to see if she had a way to get home. 

4. UNC has one of the top Centers in the country. Why was not seen by a specialist at the 

seen? Several friends who are doctors have said, "good thing she is at UNC, they have some of the best 

that she hasn’t been seen at the          center. 

5. In the 48 hours after her injury, no one from the soccer program has checked on her. 

6. does not know what she is supposed to do other than rest, avoid computer/TV/Phone screens, and limit cognitive activity. What is the plan? 

7. The team doctor suggested that because should not be on her computer, that she might have a friend email her professors and let them know 

what happened. That seems like a very weak effort to contact faculty about an injury that could have significant academic implications. 

When        came to UNC you look at us and said, "Thank you for entrusting your daughter to our program." We believed that if        gave you her best 

effort, you and your staff would be there for her through the ups and downs. You have let        down and left her at significant risk. 

There may be additional plans being considered, but this is what we have seen and experienced so far. We need and expect more for our daughter. 

Sincerely, 

parents. We still only have very partial information about what happened and 

it is unreasonable to assume that 

center? Is there a plan for her to be 

people." Then they are shocked to learn 

BSE’86, MBA’91 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

(c) 
Click to make a secure online 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 4:02 PM 

.la~)n Sisneros ( @gmaJl.com) 

~live.unc.edu> 

l~Ng: Women’s Lacrosse Hotne Opener tomorrow vs. Florida 

Take to this game .... Should be a good game!! 

Frem: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent; Friday, 3:16 PM 
"re; UNCAA-Everyone 
Sul~ject: Women’s Lacrosse Home Opener tomorrow vs. Florida 

Best wishes to our top ranked Women’s Lacrosse team, Coach Levy and her staff as they open their season tomorrow vs. the ranked Florida Gators at 12 

noon at Fetzer Field. 

In addition to being our home and season opener, this game is also a Breast Cancer Awareness game. Please come out and support the team if you can and wear 

pink. 

Go Heels! 

Rick 

i:~i https://pbs.twimg com, media, Bf kltFwC EAEh D87.png:la rge 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 7, 2014 7:02 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: HESC College Showcase Event 2014; attendance and hotel RSVP needed 

HESC 2014 College Showcase Invite- 1 .docx; HESC 2014 College Showcase Event- 1 .docx 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: HESC College Showcase Event 2014; attendance and hotel RSVP needed 

From: Carolyn Wilson ~-~                  ~gma~l.com> 

To: Adamsjn@uncw.edu, bfont~fin@highpoint.edu,"Blaaakenship, Jim" 

<j blaaaken@fgcu.edtc,,b~nmcmanus@ucsd.ed~chestnut@~u.edu,c~nca~is~te@scu.edu,c~in.cannichae~@~ks~te.edu,crsa~che@usc.edu,Dy~ Harrison 

<dylanJ~amson@nicholls.edU>,Je~D" S~nith <js~nith@scu.edu>~jkipe@columbiasc.ed~Jodie Smith 

<j~diesmith@a~asu.edu>,Ke~y.~ab~@c~smte.edu~kp~brien@~ipsc~mb.edu,ky~e-cussen@umlsa.edu,mmb~me@q~eens.edu,van~inderg@nsu~a.edu,R~b Brewer 

<r~bertbrewe@missouris~te.edu>,stephen.bal~ard@utsa~edu,M~hammed~E~Zare@usm~edu~basaly@bgsu~edu,t~pper.c~gan@~amax.edu,robush@~m.edu,casey.m~s~ 

-c~mmevce.edu,sullivan@uhv.edu,sNn~h@breva~d.edu,mu~lermm@brevard.edu,~ess@i~wacentra~.edu,mazz@u~m~edu,wo~ard-@mssu.edu,’’D~rrance, Albert A 

IV" <anson@emai~.unc~edu~,g~dm@n~va.edu,c~achwa~ly@sfasu.edu,cpetruce@smu.edu,b~den l@utpb.edu 

CC: Aguinaldo GuiGni Ferriem <guigui@housto~x.org~,eric@houstonx.org 

Dear Coaches - 

We are excited about the response to our HESC College Showcase and look forward to 
seeing many of you February 27 - March 1,2014. 

To help us with preparations, please reply to this email by Monday, February 17th, providing the following information: 

1. Your arrival date and duration of stay. 

2. Coaches attending, and whether you/they will need a complimentary room booked, and for which nights? 

I’m reattaching an official invitation, as well as a tentative itinerary. We hope to see you at our event. 

Sincerely, 

Carolyn Wilson, Houston Express 97G Navy 

and on behalf of 
Eric Johnson, HESC Assistant Director of Coaching 713.298.4670 
Aguinaldo Ferriera, HESC Girls’ Director, 954.822.6950 



Houston Express Soccer Club College Showcase Event 2024 

27 Feb-02 Mar 

Under 25s-Under 28s E~oys and Girls 

Houston Express Soccer Club would like to invite you to our 3’d College Showcase Event. Our event is 

designed to be different than the average showcase event or tournament. We truly want to provide an 

event for our players to be put to the front of the queue for observation and evaluation. In an effort to 

provide you, as College Coaches, the best possible environment for observing our players and others 

over the weekend we have developed an itinerary which we feel gives you the best opportunity to 

evaluate our players. Our showcase event is largely "In-House," because we want to push our players 

on you and let you see what the training environment is like at HESC. 

We have a fantastic facility, which unlike other clubs in Houston, we own. We have four pitches at our 

main complex, South Campus, with three futsal courts. At our second complex, North Campus, we have 

two more pitches, one with stadium seating. At our newly developed North Campus site, we also have a 

state of the art office building with changing rooms, concessions area and observation area for higher 

viewing. The quality of our complex represents the quality we provide for our players on a daily level. 

We want our players to expect the best of themselves and us as a staff so we have given them the best 

facilities we can provide in order to bring the quality out in training. The environment demands a high 

standard and we are striving to constantly raise that bar. 

We would love to have you come be a part of our event and watch our players train and play at our 

facility as they usually do. On the Saturday, we will have other clubs, specifically chosen from the 

Houston area and possibly out of state come in to play our teams, so that you also get to see other 

players from other teams after two days of watching our players in their usual setting. We feel that 

organising our event in this way that it truly gives you the maximum opportunity to focus on a select set 

of players rather than the standard showcase events that have you at multiple complexes watching 

hundreds of kids for a second here and there. 

Again, we would love to have you attend our event and hope to hear back from you soon. Attached you 

find a preliminary itinerary for the HESC College Showcase. 

Please contact us regarding any questions you might have about Houston, HESC and/or the HESC College 

Showcase. 



Contact Information 

Eric Johnson, Asst. Director of Coaching 

Mobile Teh 

Emaih eric@houstonx.org 

Gui Gui Ferriera, Girls’ Director 

Mobile Tel: 

Emaih guigui@houstonx.org 



Houston Express Soccer Club College Showcase Event 20:~4 

27 Feb-OE Mar 

Under 15s-Under 18s Boys and Girls 

itinerary for Weekend 

Thursday 

College Coaches will observe training sessions/games with Houston Express SC players 

6-7:30 pm Under 15s and Under 16s will train (Boys on L1, Girls on L2) 

7:45a9:15 pm Under 17s and Under 18s will train (Boys on L1, Girls on L2) 

Dinner immediately following for College Coaches and HESC Personnel 

Friday 

College Coaches will observe games 

6-7:30 pm Under 15 v Under 16 (Boys on L1, Girls on L2) 

7:45-9:15 pm Under 17s v Under 18s (Boys on L1, Girls on L2) 

9:30 pm Dinner immediately following for College Coaches 

For those able to accept, HESC will provide hotel accommodations for those that come in on the Thursday - 

Saturday. 

Saturdav 

HESC will play teams J~rom Houston and possib~v ~from out of state on Soturday, 01 March. Bo~s on LI and Girls 

on L2 (pitches may change,) 

15s vTBD at 9:00 am 

16s vTBD at 10:30 am 

17s vTBD at 12 pm 

18s vTBD at 1:30 pm 

15s vTBD at 3 pm 

16s vTBD at 4:30 pm 

17s vTBD at 6 pm 

18s vTBD at 7:30 pm 

Dinner immediately following for College Coaches 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. I understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 
Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:57 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW 7 goals in 5 GP this season F~21l 14 

From: Simon Statzel [mailto:simon@german-athletes.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of Simon St(Jtzel 
Sent: Friday, February 07, 2014 11:05 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:                         7 goals in 5 GP this season Fall 14 

Coach 
Dorrance 

We know that University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill has 
very high expectations on soccer players, that’s why we 
provide you with has already 
played in the extremely competitive 2nd division. 
Currently she is playing two divisions lower, because there 
is no better team close to her university. With 7 goals in 5 
games so far this season and 14 goals in 14 games last 
year. She is clearly best player in her league. 
With our assistance the recruiting process will be very 
quick and easy for you. 

Sincerely, 
Simon Stuetzel 
2 times All-American (NCAA Division 2) 
team@scholarbook.net 
202-657-5720 

Image removed by sender. Scholarsoocer English 

You can find all our other Soccer players 



Video: 

Promotio~ video for presented b~f scho~arbooka~et 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v= 

~’-’i image removed by sender Hannah M presented by 

Scholarbook.net 

presented by Scholarbook.net 

Seaso~ Stats: 
Seaso¢., 2013/14: 
Club: 
Games played: 5 
Goals: 7 
Assists: 1 

Season 2012/13: 
Club: 
Position: ............ 
Division: 4th Senior 
Games played: 14 (+3) 
Goals: 14 (+5) 
Assists: 7 

Position 
Club: 
Divison ¯ 

2013. promotion and ............. 
2012, participation DFB-Pokal 
2011: promotion in the 2. 
~ntemet Links 
Team S~ccessiNewspaper 

C~ub Stat~st~cs~ 
Lette~ of Reco~e~dat~o~ for .............................................................................................................................. 

Two o~the team members (Me~endoder ~) ~y ~ the USA: 

You can translate all adicles with: h~p://translate.google.com/ 



Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Forward email 

removed by 

sender. 

This emsil wss sent to anson@uncas,unc.edu by team@scholarbook.net 
_U_~__d__a__t__e___P__r_o__f~LL_e, LE__r_L~_’_a_LL_A__d__d_z_e__s__s. Instant removal with ._S_’_a__f_e___U__n_~_u__b__s_’_c_’LL_b__e_f’~ ._P_r-Lv_’_a__c_y___P__o_Jj_c_y__. 
German-AtMetes.com :: Am Hang la Neuhaeusel :: 56335 Germany 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 10, 2014 9:59 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Our New College Recruiting Site - Gulf Coast Texans 

From: dan@gctcollegecentral.com [mailto:dan@gctcollegecentral.com] 
Sent; Friday, February 07, 2014 11:21 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Our New College Recruiting Site - Gulf Coast Texans 

Image removed by sender 

February 7, 2014 

Coach, 

We wanted to introduce you to a new service that we are offering both our 
club players and college coaches around the country but especially those in the 
Southeast. 

We have launched a new site called www._g_q_Lq__o__[[__e_g_e___c___e____n__Lr___a_J_:__q__o_____m__.. This site is 
meant as a resource for all of our college bound players and their families as 
they navigate the college recruiting process. 

Additionally, this new site is meant to be a resource for you so as to tap into 
the talent pool we have and continue to develop in Northwest Florida and 
Southern Alabama. There are a number of benefits to you the college coach 
with our new site. One of which is that we will maintain a calendar with all of 
your college ID camps, summer camps, combines, etc.., to include a link to 
your registration information. 

Secondly, for those coaches that are interested we’d love to have you be a 
part of our Regional ID Camps. Also, there will be opportunities during the 
course of the coming years to participate in surveys, round tables and panels 
to share ideas with other college coaches, provide insight to parents and 
players and obviously expand your network of contacts. 

Finally, we are hoping that this is another step in the relationship development 
process between you, your program, our club and our players. Our ultimate 
goal is to provide you with the type of players that you are looking for in a 
very targeted manner to enhance your recruiting efforts. We welcome your 
feedback and look forward to working with you into the future. 

Please check out our site www.qctcollegecentral.com to get a better feel for 
us, past recruiting successes, and our development. Also, do not forget to send 
us a list of your camps/recruiting events (send those to 
dan @gctcoflegecen tralo corn) 

Feel free to give either one of us a call if you should have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

David Kemp 
Director of Coaching 8 5 O- 3 9 O- 2 018 
doc@gulfcoasttexans.com 

and 

Dan Baccarini 
Director of College Recruiting 8 5 O- 3 9 6- 0 0 8 6 

dan@gctcollegecentral.com 

Forward this small 



removedby 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This errlail was sent to anson@email.unc.edu by dan@gctcollecjecentral.com 
Update Profile/Email Address [nstan~ mmovalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privao/Policy, 
Gulf Coast Texans 10360 Ashton Brosnaham Road i Pensacola FL :: 32534 



2014 OFF SEASON CALENDAR 
SUN MON 

9 

16 

TUES WED THURS FRI 

2/7/2014 

15 

SAT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 10, 2014 10:11 AM 

Christian Lavers <clavers@u~lubsoccer.org> 

Jason Sisneros ( @gmaJd.com) 

RE: World FootbaJ1 Acade~ny 

Very good!! 

From: Christian Lavers [mailto:clavers@usclubsoccer.org] 

Sent; Friday, February 07, 2014 1:08 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
�::c; ’Jason Sisneros’ 
Subject-" RE: World Football Academy 

Hi guys--- 

f had a {:all with Tim this morning from UK. [ am putting together a list of wh.:_~ f think would be good ’~first ad~pters" to attend ~:he course. ~ w~ ~end my thoughts 

shortlv~ 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
$ent; Wednesday, ~brua~ 05, 20~4 $:23 PN 
Te= Christian Layers 

~= Jason Sisneros (        @qmail.com) 
Nubje~t= RE: World ~otball Academy 

Christian, 

Yes, we ~re ~oin~ to host ~t. J~son S~sn~ros from my st~ff ~s coordinat~n~ the evenL R~ymond Verheijen is an excellent ~nstructor~ H~s course h~s ~reat v~lue and 

wi~i knpact on how you iook at per~odization, t took h~; week long course in Arm;terdam h~st summer and I loved 

in fact I w~s ~oing t:o get together a short lbt of people that we ~re going to offer a "right of first refus~F to and you were on that list. Who else should we invite 

before we open it up to the ~ener~t punic? We do not have unfimited s~ace but I do w~nt the **movers ~nd shakers 

th~nking of ctos~n~ U~e course at 40 or SO~ 

~m~ Christian Layers [mailto:davers@usclubsoccer.org] 
Sent~ Wednesday, Februa~ 05, 20~ 1~:~8 AM 

To~ Dorrance, AIbe~ A ~ 
$~je~t~ World Football Academy 

Anson - 

Do you have anythin~ to do with the World Football Academy course that is being held in NC April 

I am looking at the platform and trying to determine if it is a fit for something with US Club Soccer or ECNL, and am looking for objective feedback. I am considering 

going to that course to get a first-hand look at 

What ~re your thoughts? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 10:39 AM 

Loehr, Laura Ross <lloeh@emafil.unc.edtr~ 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros,         ~)gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Confirmation regmding speech this friday, noon to 1 at the School of Medicine 

Yes, I am all set! Please come aL I~:30 arn that witl be easy for me! 

Frora: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 12:4,7 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Confirmation regarding speech this friday, noon to 1 at the School of Medicine 

Hello Anson, 
I am faculty in the School of Public Health and work with Gene Orringer and others involved with the education core at the CTSA. ~ wanted to confirm that you are still available 
to speak this coming friday, 2/14, from noon to i. I am your escort to help you find the well hidden "Old Clinic" auditorium. If you enjoy a walk then it is not far from your office 
(just past the bell tower and left at the light then up to the hospital), and I can come by your office at 11:30, or I can meet you wherever is convenient and drive you over and 
walk you in, or meet you by the hospital entrance. Please let me know what is most convenient for you? After your talk, I can also help you back out of the hospital maze. 
My friends Mary and Chris Hunter speak highly of you. We have 11 year old daughters that are close friends. ~ am raising an 11 year old goalkeeper whom T hope will be able 
to come sit in the audience along with her coach Chris Perez. My daughter and I enjoyed attending one of your pre-game meetings last year. It makes my heart sing to see all 
the people involved and hoopla surrounding women’s athletics at UNC. 
Thanks so much for agreeing to come speak to this group. We are all looking forward to it~ 

Best, 
Laura Loehr 
From: Pusek, Susan N 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 9:~i AM 
To: Loehr, Laura Ross 
Subject: Anson- 

Susan Pusek, MPH, MS 
Director Education Programs 
NC TraCS Institute 
919-966-0128 phone 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 10:24 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

Feb 14th at noon it is. Thee sessions are generally held in the Clinic Auditorium that is located on the 4th floor of the Old Clinic Building. However, Susan Pusek will be in touch 
with you to provide you with all of the details. Also, I am sure that she will arrange for someone to meet you in the front of the Main Entrance of UNC Hospitals and escort you 
to the Auditorium. 

We are very much looking forward to your talk. 

GENE 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, October 23, 2013 i0:02 AM 
To: Orringer, Eugene P 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Feb I4~h noon _.. Where? 

From: Orringer, Eugene P 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 9:02 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: Pusek, Susan N; Weinberger, Morris 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

Anson: 

This is terrific - I am sure you will really enjoy these young people. They are very special. 

The dates that we currently have available are as follows: 

¯ January 17:12-1 pm 
¯ January 31: I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
¯ February 14: I hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° March 21:12-1 pm 

If one of them works best with your schedule, pick it out & we will hold it for you. We very much look forward to having you 



speak to the Scholars in our program. 
GENE 

From: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Sent: Tuesday, October 22, 2013 6:01 PM 
To: Orringer, Eugene P 

~___m___s__n_~__c__o__~_~; Ducar, Chris; 
Subject: RE: UNC CTSA Program 

~__a_o__L¢__o_m_; 3ason Sisneros ( ~_g_E_~_a__!Lc__o____m_); Sander, Thomas 

Love to jump in What mi~hl: work b~-_~sl: is for me to give my "canned speech" and then be guided by a Q.&A in ~:he d~rec:~:~ons you would Nke. TMs way I don’t have to 

pretend to know anyth~n~ and ~ wH~ not have to prepare anythb~g. ~ am a~ways reluctant to act I~ke ~ know someone else’s bus~ness. 

~: Orringer, Eugene P 
SeBt: Tuesday, Oc~ber 22, 20~3 ~:23 PN 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Ce: Weinberger, Morris; Pusek, Susan N 
Subject: UNC ~SA Program 

Anson: 

I hope this email finds you well. I wanted to ask a favor. The Clinical & Translational Science Awards (CTSA) Program, 
supported by one of the largest grants (> $10 M/year) that UNC has ever received from the NIH, was just renewed for second 
five year period. The overarching goal of this grant is to accelerate the process by which scientific discoveries ultimately 
impact human health. One of the strategies to accomplish this is through working together on interdisciplinary teams. A key 
component of the CTSA is our Education Program, which is intended to provide junior faculty with the training and resources 
required to lead and work together on teams of this type. 

I (along with the two other individuals copied here) direct this Program. A very successful component of our curriculum is a 
course that we teach to 60 or so junior faculty members focusing on professional development skills. I was hoping that 
sometime in the winter or early spring you would be willing to speak with this group about leadership and working on teams. 
We thought the sports analogy would be particularly appropriate. Some of the topics that we thought would be very relevant 
for you to address are: 

¯ Virtually all of the junior faculty have excelled individually in academics. What advice do you have as a coach on 
teaching your athletes to form a new team at UNC in which they may not be the leader and/or may have to alter their 
usual role? How do you determine the leaders? 

¯ Most of these individuals have been extraordinarily successful to date. But, with increased competition, they may 
experience failure for the first time (grants that are not funded, articles that are rejected, etc). What kinds of strategies do 
you use to deal with the failure that inevitably occurs at the highest level of competition? 

These are some of our initial thoughts but given your remarkable success in developing teams and leaders, we are sure you 
will have numerous other topics in mind. If you are willing to talk to these faculty, the course is held at lunchtime on Fridays. 
The dates & times that we currently have available include the following: 

° January 17:12-1 pm 
° January 31:1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° February 14:1 hour either 12-1 or 1-2 pm 
° March 21:12-1 pm 

Please let us know if you would be willing to speak with our group and, if so, whether any of these dates work for you? If these 
dates do not work with your schedule, we could almost certainly find others that would. 
In closing, we wish you much success throughout the rest of the ACC regular season, the ACC tournament, and the NCAA 
tournament. We hope to root you on in person, here and in Cary. 
GENE 

Eu~,ene P~ Orringer, MD 

Professor of Medicine 

Director, UNC MD-PhD Program and 

Director, ~]ducationiTrainin~iC~reer Dew:%:_~pment Core 

NC rraCS Institute 

230A MacNider Bu~ld~ng 

Campus Box 7005 

Chapel H~H, NC 2759%7~5 

epo@med.unc.edu 

T~}L: 919:843.948S 

PAGER: 919:2~6--3502 

FAX: 919:843.5945 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -~O L~NC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 11,2014 10:40 AM 

Calder, Andrew G <~acalder@unc.edu-~ 

1~: UNC Womeffs Basketball 

They were excellent, my friend!!! gongrk~ts on crushing Duke AT duke!! 

Frorn~ Calder, Andrew G 
Senti Saturday, February 08, 2014 12:59 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= UNC Women’s Basketball 

Thoughts for the talk to the team 

Q Being a good teammate 

Q Cliques: Merging the upperclassman with the young talent even though they are taking your playing time 

¯ Not passing the ball to a teammate because you yourself want to be the star - Star player acceptance 

. Self-discipline-Competitive Fire-Self-belief 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:02 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop ( 

Shelley, 

I am sorry I missed this morning! I forgot!!! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Sunday,               5:55 PM 
To: Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos lvl; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Meaders, Harlis James; Mann, Jan M.; 
Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Workman, 
Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela;.          ~aol.com;            ~gmail.com; 

~aol.com; Holman, Brian; "             ; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducar, Chris; Fells, Chris; Garth, Christy Lynn; Holliday, 
Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hernandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Porter, Grant; Gatz, Gregory; Cathro, Guy; Latta, Ivory;         _~gmail.com; 
Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Marissa Veronica; VanAIstyne, Mark; 
Jednak, Matt; Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, 
Steve;              @c~mail.com; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, Tyler G; Johnson, Zoya; 

~gmail.com; :@gmail.com 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop (: 
Coaches - dig out your DiSC Assessments. It will prove he-lpful at our Coaches Workshops this Tuesday. Most coaches received theirs at a Coaches Workshop two 

years ago. Others (coaches new since then) received theirs this August. Review the following pages: 5 -Priorities which shape your workplace experience; 6 - 

Motivators & Stressors; 16- Increasing Your Workplace Effectiveness; and 17-20 Personalized Style Index. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:05 PM 

@msn.com; duca~ uncaa, unc.edu; Ja~)n Sisneros 

sean patton           ~!gmail.com); 

: nicole fava (nfava.~uncaa.unc.edu): 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

; clay weaver, 

); matt jones 

Subject: FW: Thank you! 

Ladies, 

[ really liked this kid and her father!! Very nice and classy people![ Thank you for everyone who went out of their way to help recmiL her (I saw intr’oduce 

herself during futsa[), especially who housed her!! 

From: @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Sunday, February 09, 2014 6:29 Plvl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Palladino, George W; Ducar, Chris; Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ~gmaiLcom 
Subject: Thank you! 

Hi- 
I just wanted to email you and thank you for a great visit. I had a great time and I am very excited about UNC. It was also 
great getting to know the girls - I really liked them. I will continue to email you my schedule - and keep in touch over the 
next few weeks. My next ECNL Showcase is in TX in a couple weeks. I will email you that schedule as soon as I know it 
is confirmed. We had a game today against Mclean and we won 2-0. Next weekend I have games in Richmond and 
Virginia Beach. I’ll keep you updated on my schedule. High School soccer starts for me in a few weeks too. Thanks 
again for everything and a great visit! I really enjoyed getting to you know you and UNC. I spoke to my parents and with 
UNC being in my top 2 - we will touch base in a few weeks about a second visit. Talk to you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 3:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Western Canada Soccer Showcase 2014 

From: Ciara McCormack [mailto:wcshowcase@girlscanfootball.com] 
Sent; Sunday, February 09, 20:[4 7:56 PM 
To; wcshowcase@girlsca nfootball.com 
Subject; Western Canada Soccer Showcase 20:[4 
Hi Everyone 

ttope you all had a great thll season! 

Just wanted to get in touch as we will be again doing our 7th edition of the Western Canada Soccer Showcase on Eas"ter Weekend, April 18-20 at Bumaby Lake 

West, just outside of Vmlcouvec BC, Canada 

We have tile most temns we’ve ever had coming, and have groups as ~:ar away as Connecticut (a top U 15 and U 16 te~n) malting the trip, in addition to the Provincial 

Program from Saskatchewml, other top teams from Saskatchewan, and top temns from Alberta and BC. 

We roll also be holding a panel including NCAA coaches if anyone would like to be on it (Friday, April 18), as well as i~ffolmation oil the recruiting ~s~em in the 
NCAA throughout the weekend and a dinner for club and college coaches on Saturday evening (April 19) that roll include Dave Copelm~d- Smith who is based out of 

California, and is the technical trainer for many CWNT and US WNT players and runs an organization called Beast Mode Soccec and Beverly Priestman who is the 

coordinator for the Canadian U14-U17 National Team program who roll also speak. The dinner is complementau to any college coaches that would like to come. 

Some coaches have asked us if we are now aligned with the Whitecaps Showcase who for the firs~ time, have chosen to put their Showcase on Easter Weekend as 

well. We are not, but the benefit for college coaches although the events are 40 minutes apart is that there will be now most of the top teams l~rom BC and Alberta in 

the area that weekend, which should make it a great bm~g li)r your buck so to speak should you rash to make the trip out to Vancouver. 

If you could just send us a quick email back and let us know 
1. If you would like to be put on the intbrmation list for the event as a coach that will be coming 

2. If you would like a ticket to the dinner at the Hilton Metrotown hotel on Saturday evening, with our guest speakers. 

3. If you would like information for the very good rates that we have gotten at our host hotels to book a room at a reduced rate. 

Thanks so much everyone- hope to see you all again in Burnaby this Easter Weekend, 

Sincerely, 

Ciara McCormack 

Western Canada Soccer Showcase, 2014 Showcase Coordinator 

www.westemcanadasoccershowcase.coin 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:46 PM 

Forneris, Catherine A <CatherineForneris@med.unc.edu> 

I~E: Wi~mer of your donation 

Very good!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Fomeris, Catherine A 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 11:30 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: Winner of your donation 

Hi Anson, 
I wanted to thank you again for your donation and to let you kno~v that the winning bidder is i Per the instructions we provided, she will be in touch with you to "redeem" her 
wilming bid. 
I hope this proves to be fun for both of you. Our 10th event will be next February, and I’ll be touch sometime in the fall I hope the next months are really good for you and the team. 
Thank you again, and have a safe week given what might be coming uur way 
Cheers, 
Cathy 

Catherine A. Fumeris, Ph.D., ABPP 
Prufessur 
Licensed Psychulogist 
UNC Department of Psychiatry 
Chapel }{ill, NC 27599-7160 

"This electronic message may contain information that is cunfidential and/or legally privileged It is intended only for the use ufthe individual(s) and entity named as recipients in the 
message. Ifyuu are not an intended recipient of this message, please notify the sender immediately and delete the material from any cumputer. I)u nut deliver, distribute or cupy this 
message, and du not discluse its cuntents. Thank yuu." 



January 22,2014 Invoice #: UNCWSOCO02 

475 G~e Five Rd, Suite115 

Sausalito, CA 94965 

T 415.322.1045 

F 415.532.3234 

Anson Dorrance 

Head Coach - Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina - Chapel Hill 

PRODUCT: SportsBoard Chameleon for Soccer 

SportsBoard Annual Subscriptions: 

3 Renewals + 1 Strength/Conditioning 

Includes 10% UNC multi-user discount 

Term: 2/28/14-2/27/15 

$420.00 

-~;42.00 

$1,680.00 

-$168.00 

TERMS: TotaJ due upon receipt. We wouM prefer payment by credit card or p-card, if possiMe; 

if not, then a purchase order folJowed by payment. Attached pJease find a W--9 for setting up 

SportsBoard as a vendor° 

Thank you for your time and consideration. Let us know if you have any questions. We are 

thrilled to be working with you. 

Best Regards, 

The Sports Boa rd Tea m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: British, Canadian & Australian 2014 Prospects 

From: Andrew Kean I Firstpoint USA [mailto:Andrew.Kean@firstpointusa.com] 

Sent: Monday, February :t0, 20:t4 :t:32 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; British, Canadian & Australian 20J.4 Prospects 

University of North Carolina Soccer 

Hi Coach, 

Just a quick note to see how things are shaping-up for the University of North Carolina soccer team this season and if you have completed your international 

recruitment for the upcoming Fall? 

If you still have a need, let me know the academic, financial and soccer profile of the prospect you are looking for and I will come back with my recommendations. 

We have one ortwo top-level kids that we have recently picked-up late in the day. 

I would love to learn of any initial interest that you may have. 

All the best, 

Andrew 

Andrew Kean 

Managing Director 

FirstPoint USA 
Twitter: @keany4 I Skype: andrew-kean 

Direct Line: +44:14:1 240 2480 I Switchboard: +44:14:1 204 3030 I Cell: 

Andrew.Kean @firstpointusa.com 

www,firstpointusa.com 

*University of Cincinnati ’Hall of Fame’ Inductee 

*NCAA Division I All-American - 98, 99, 00 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:54 PM 

TMI General < ~comcasl.net> 

Thom@clsa.org. 

RE: Books/Thorn Meredith’s response 

Vew good and thar~k you!! 

From: TMI General [rnailto @comcast.net] 
Sent: Monday, FebruaPl 10, 2014 4:05 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Books! Thorn Meredith’s response 
Anson 
Not sure why my original response email below written right after I saw you at the NSCAA Convention back in January took sooo long to get to 
you...talk about a trip thru etherland :)... 
I’ve read the current SAF bio AND the other one written within the last 10 years by a UK football journalist friend of mine (Patrick Barclay) who I’ve 
know for 40 years...Not sure if that one--titled after SAF’s post game comment after MUFC’s ’99 CL win in injury time over Bayern was authorized 
OR UN-authorized to be honest...The book is called "Football, Bloody Football!!" 
Also I don’t look at this email address much anymore since I’m more and more just using my Conn Jr Socccer Assoc one, Thom@clsa.org. Use 
that one going forward in case you need to reach me_Same goes for my CJSA cell 
Hope all is well...See you on ’the trail’.., can’t wait to hear your comment about Killer Angels some day...man, what a fabulous book...and I’ve re- 
read it 3x-4x times.. 
Cheers, 
Thom 
Thom Meredith 
Thorn Meredith Inc 
13 Skyview Way 
Newtown, PA USA 18940-1185 
267/364-5356 Office 
267/430-0305 Fax 

Mobile 
@comcast.net 

bKype aaaress: ThomMeredithl 

From: "Albert A IV Dorrance" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: "ThomMeredith" <            @. _c_. .o__ .m__. .c_ .a__s_.t__. o .e__t. > 
Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 10:09:21 AM 
Subject: RE: Books 

I am reading the Alex Ferguson autobiography .... good stuf!!! And thank you for this, my friend[[ 

..... Original Message .... 
From: ThomMeredith [.mailto: 
Sent: Sunday, January 19, 2014 10:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Books 

,@_.comcast.net] 

Anson 
1 )Killer Angels- best book I’ve ever read 
2) Lindbergh by A Scott Berg-best bio I’ve read and 
3) The Great Bridge by David McCollough (the narrator of the PBS Civil War series ) about the building of the Brooklyn Bridge. 

Great seeing you 
Thom Meredith 

Thom Meredith 
Thom Meredith Inc 
13 Skyview Way 
Newtown, PA 18940-1185 
267/364-5356 Office 
267/430-0305 Fax 

Mobile 
@comcast.net 

Skype: ThomMeredithl 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 4:57 PM 

Scott Dyreng <scott.dyreng@dnke.edu> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

Shelly I am spe~Jdng at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio! 

SCOtt, 

I will have my sec send something. 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:scott.dyreng@duke.edu] 

Sent: Monday, February 10, 2014 4:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: M’Liss Dorrance (rndorranc@duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: a few details 

,Arlsotl, 

Do yot~ have ~ brief bio that you commonly us~:_~ when being introd~ced? f’m happy [:o giw:_~ them the ~%nsorl is aw~-_~some~ introdL~c[:ion I have in my mind, but one 

thaL is slightly more polished might be good! 

Also, I will be in touch if the weather is crazy, which looks possible. 

Thanks! 

Scott 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [_m__a_j_[t__o_;__a_n___s_o___n_~__e__m__a_jJ_,_u__t)_c__,_e_c_!_u_] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 2014 11:19 AM 
To: Scott Dyreng 

Subject: RE: a few details 

Scott, 

Got it!! Can’t wait!! 

From: Scott Dyreng [mailto:scott.dyreng@duke.edu] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 2014 8:25 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: a few details 

Hi Anson, 
Thanks again for your willingness to come and speak to my students on February 12, 2014 at 3:00 PM. Here are a few details. 

You will want to make your way to the faculty lot at the Fuqua School of Business. If you put "Fuqua Faculty Lot, Durham, NC" into Google maps it will get you there. Here is 

a ! !__n__k___t__o____t__h__e_____m___a_ #__. 

¯ The lot is a gated lot. When you get to the entrance gate (which is the gate on the left), there is a phone which you can reach through your car window. Just dial the number 

listed there and they will open the gate. Park anywhere in that lot. I will have the building people notify me when they let you in the gate, and I will meet you at the door. 

My cell, in case we are having trouble connecting is !            and my office is A420. Call if you have any logistical issues. 

I’m assuming you will want to arrive 20 or 30 minutes early so we can get you all set up. We have pretty much any technology you might want available in the room, so just 

let me know if you need anything (powerpoint, video, etc.). No need to use anything, but everything is available if you need it. 

In terms of content, in my class we are studying how to use data to evaluate performance and motivate people. Thus, anything related to using data to help motivate, 

teach, improve performance, etc. would be right on target. But I also think the students would generally be interested in the other aspects of leadership that you have 

developed, even including the values you ask your players to ascribe to. I realize you could teach an entire semester course on these issues, so just do what is easy for you. 

Feel free to take as much or as little time as you would like. I am guessing about an hour would be appropriate, but if you go more or less than that, nobody will complain. 

Totally up to you. 

I anticipate about 100 students in attendance. The classroom is a stadium style, and is fairly large, but will be mostly (if not completely) filled. 

Any questions? Just let me know. 

Thanks! 

Scott 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:06 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} 2015 games needed 

From-" division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Graham Winkworth 
Sent: Monday, February :tO, 20:t4 5:27 PM 
To-" division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups,com 
Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} 20:t5 games needed 
Good Day Everyone, 

South Alabama is looking for 2 home games in 2015. We only have 2 so far for the year. We would be willing to return in 2016 for anyone interested. 

We are located in Mobile, AL by the Gulf of Mexico. 

Dates we are looking tbr are: 

September 18 

September 20 

August 23 (if we cannot fill the September dates) 

’I’ha~k you 

Graham Win~vo~th 

U niversi .ty of South Alabama 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~-~-w.nscan.com/colleo_e. 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubseribe from this group and stop receiving emails fi~om it, send an email to dMsion-i-womeus-soccet~coaches ~ unsubscribe(/~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens-soccer-coacheK?~googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at htlp://groups.google.com,’group/di vi sion- i- w-omens- soccer- coaches. 

For more options, visit htlps:/igroups.google.com/groups,’opl ont. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: New Jersey Showcase 

From: NJCBS [rnailto:tom_rafferty@collegeboundamerica.ccsend.corn] On Behalf Of NJCBS 
Sent: Tuesday, February l:t, 20:t4 5:03 All 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; New Jersey Showcase Having 

trouble viewing this email? _C_’._[i_c___l_<___[~_~_[’__e- 

www.nlcolleReshowcase.com 

i.~.i Image removed by sender. NJCBS LOGO 

April 5 - 6,2014 
The registration deadline is March 10, 2014t 

Club administrators please forward this to your coaches. 

All games are played at, Drum Point Soccer Complex, Brick, NJ. 
Our field layout is designed to maximize exposure to the college 
coaches. 
You play on tile fields where tile college coaches are 
sittin_ tile_ do not need to ~our reran. 

Limited nun~ber of spots available. Do not get left out of 
this East Coast tradition. 

The SHOWCASE; U16,17,18,~9 
4 - 60 minute games 

Fee $800.00, 
Player profiles provided to college coaches attending 

3 person ref system 

The FESTIVAL (pre - showcase); 

3 - 60 minute games 
1 championship game per group 

Fee $6oo.oo, 
All games played on same site as Showcase 

3 person ref system 

more infi) and to register click here 

MISSION 

Display high school aged playem in front of as mmW college coaches as 

possible, hopefally opening dialogues towards a college education, supported 

by collegiate soccer pasticipation. 

Forward this email 



removedby 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to anson@email,unc,eda by L.o~l@nicollecjeshowcase.com 
Instant removai with SafelJnsubscribeTM Privacy P~. 

N]CBS Brick Brick :: N] 08724 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:13 PM 

Adam (~nholz < ~gma~l.com> 

Ducm; Chris (ducax@unc.edn); Jason Sisneros ~g~nail.com) 

RE: 

We are doing fine thank Vou~ How are things with you? 
Frera: Adam GrinhNz [mailto        #gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, February :1.1, 2014 6:42 AN 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Anson, 

You may not remember me, but I am the Anstralian soccer coach that you spoke with over the phone at the end of 2011. I mn veu gratefifl for having that chance to 

speak with yon. 

How are you? 

How’s the program coming along? 

Regards, 

Adam (k’inhoLz 
Univemity of Melbourne 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
0414-533-170 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:17 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ! @gmaJl.com) 

FW: Coach Dorrance 

From: VidSwap Soccer [mailto:soccer@vidswap.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 20J.4 10:57 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Coach Dorrance 

Your Soccer Video Assistant 

Image removed by sender 

-li Anson, 
If you need to improve your soccer filming and 
¢ideo quality, upgrade your equipment with these 
~__u_gg_~_s___t__i__o___~__s__. 

:i~:i Image removed by sender. 

Sincerely, 

Alex Neist 
Founder, __V_j__d____S___w____a__p_. 
alex@vidswap.com 
612.281.6708 

~!~8 #p for a 14 day trial and we’ll 
break down one of your videos. 
Here’s why Vi#~#p is the best video 
assistant you’ll ever hire... 
1) We break down your video for all 
soccer situations within 12-24 hours. 
2) Share your video with your entire 
team online from any PC and iPad. 
3) Our iPad app is amazing, it gives you 
offline capability for film sessions 
anywhere. 
Check out our soccer screencast 
_v_.id__ .e__o.. 

removed by 

sender. 

Click here i::, :: i ~.,’i~:~; !: :L:I. i ’. ~ ..’..~ ".! i:i~! ~’. ~ ~ ::if".; View it in your browser 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:20 PM 

Calder, Andrew G <acalder@unc.edu> 

ILE: UNC Women’s Basketball 

What did I ~ay that she liked’.," I would really like to knowH 

She is i~credible!!! 

From: Calder, Andrew G 
Sent: Tuesday, February 11, 2014 10:58 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
S,,bject-" Re: UNC Women’s Basketball 
Thanks! Thanks for all your help         ~aid at the press conference that she will take with her what you said for the rest of her life. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 10:40 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson .@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

They wer~-:~ ex(:elh:_mt, rny friencH!] (::o~gr~ts on crushing Dul~e AT duke!] 

From: Calder, Andrew G 
Sent," Saturday, February 08, 2014 12:59 PH 

To," Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC Women’s Basketball 

Thoughts for the talk to the team 

¯ Being a good teammate 

¯ Cliques: Merging the upperclassman with the young talent even though they are taking your playing time 

¯ Not passing the ball to a teammate because you yourself want to be the star - Star player acceptance 

¯ Self-discipline-Competitive Fire-Self-belief 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:25 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ,@cuemail.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, .11:45 AlVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

It has been a while since I have contacted you. I was wondering if you had the optx~rtuni~ to see me play at the 
did, what you thought? 

Showcase back in Januaw and if you 

Our team won 2 of our 3 gaines, making it to play in the finals where we lost in a shoot-out moving us up in "the national rankings. I played hard but unfi~rtunately ended 

up with a fracture in my ankle, although I did slill play the final two games with fl~e fracture. This was a g~eat experience for tne and my team. 

I look fo~w-ard to hearing back from you! 

Thank you, 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Class of 

Camp MVP.jpg; Downtowner.pdf; Award.jpg; IMG 1410.jpg; IMG951431.jpg; Aw~rd.jpg; College Profile.docx 

From: @FF-LEGAL.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 12:04 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Class of 

Coach Dorrance, 

My daughter is a rising 9th grader. She currently plays club soccer for the team. She has played a year up for the past two 

seasons. , having been born in North Carolina, has expressed an interest in playing for the Tar Heels upon graduation from High school. She is 5"9" tall and 

weighs 150 Ibs at 13 years old. 

I have taken the liberty of attaching her resume. Also attached are photographs of accepting the MVP award from Mia Harem, Christine Lilly and Tisha 

Hoch at this past summer’s                         held in             with an accompanying news article covering the story. 

and her parent’s would be honored if you, or a member of your staff, would take the opportunity to see her play. Please feel free to contact me with any 

additional information you may wish to have for your records. 

Thank you for your time and consideration. 

With warm regards, 



2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents as of 12.19.13 

2014 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

VT 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

PITT FSU VT MIA WF 

LVILLE UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

NCST BC SYR CLEM ND 

UVA DUKE WF CLEM ND 

FSU LVlLLE S¥R VT WF 

DUKE NCST MIA SYR UNC 

BC PITT VT ND UNC 

VT SYR LVILLE DUKE UVA 

WF MIA PITT BC NCST 

ND CLEM NCST PITT FSU 

UNC WF UVA LVlLLE BC 

SYR VT NCST BC UVA 

MIA UNC PITT DUKE FSU 

CLEM ND LVlLLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR DUKE NCST 

WF SYR VT BC PITT 

UNC MIA VT UVA DUKE 

UNC S¥R MIA FSU LVlLLE 

UNC ND CLEM NCST UVA 

ND WF VT PITT BC 

WF MIA CLEM LVlLLE FSU 

NCST BC PITT UNC MIA 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND VT 

UVA DUKE LVlLLE WF SYR 

FSU PITT NCST VT CLEM 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA ND 

UVA BC LVlLLE CLEM WF 

UVA BC NCST SYR UNC 

2015 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

LVILLE FSU VT MIA WF 

DUKE UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

PITT BC SYR CLEM ND 

NCST DUKE WF CLEM ND 

BC LVlLLE SYR VT WF 

FSU NCST MIA SYR UNC 

UVA PITT VT N D U NC 

ND VT LVILLE DUKE UVA 

CLEM WF PITT BC NCST 

UNC ND NCST PITT FSU 

MIA UNC UVA LVlLLE BC 

WF SYR NCST BC UVA 

SYR MIA PITT DUKE FSU 

VT CLEM LVlLLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR BC DUKE 

WF SYR VT FSU BC 

UNC MIA VT LVILLE UVA 

UNC SYR MIA PITT FSU 

UNC ND CLEM DUKE NCST 

N D W F VT U VA P I TT 

WF MIA CLEM NCST LVlLLE 

NCST BC PITT UNC CLEM 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND SYR 

UVA DUKE LVlLLE WF MIA 

FSU PITT NCST VT ND 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA UNC 

UVA BC LVlLLE CLEM VT 

UVA BC NCST SYR WF 



2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents as of 12.19.13 

2016 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LViLLE 

NCST 

PITT 

NCST FSU VT MIA WF 

PITT UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

DUKE BC SYR CLEM ND 

LVILLE DUKE WF CLEM ND 

UVA LVILLE SYR VT WF 

BC NCST MIA SYR UNC 

FSU PITT VT ND UNC 

WF MIA LVILLE DUKE UVA 

UNC VT PITT BC NCST 

VT SYR NCST PITT FSU 

SYR CLEM UVA LVILLE BC 

CLEM ND NCST BC UVA 

ND WF PITT DUKE FSU 

MIA UNC LVILLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR UVA PITT 

WF SYR VT NCST LVILLE 

UNC MIA VT FSU NCST 

UNC SYR MIA BC UVA 

UNC ND CLEM PITT FSU 

ND WF VT LVILLE DUKE 

WF MIA CLEM DUKE BC 

NCST BC PITT UNC SYR 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND MIA 

UVA DUKE LVILLE WF CLEM 

FSU PITT NCST VT WF 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA VT 

UVA BC LVILLE CLEM UNC 

UVA BC NCST SYR N D 

2017 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

VT 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

BC FSU VT MIA WF 

FSU UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

LVILLE BC SYR CLEM ND 

PITT DUKE WF CLEM ND 

DUKE LVlLLE S¥R VT WF 

UVA NCST M IA SYR U NC 

N CST P ITT VT N D U N C 

CLEM WF LVILLE DUKE UVA 

SYR UNC PITT BC NCST 

MIA VT NCST PITT FSU 

N D SYR UVA LVI LLE BC 

UNC CLEM NCST BC UVA 

VT ND PITT DUKE FSU 

WF MIA LVILLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR LVILLE UVA 

WF SYR VT DUKE NCST 

UNC MIA VT PITT FSU 

U NC S¥R M IA NCST BC 

UNC ND CLEM BC PITT 

ND WF VT FSU LVlLLE 

WF MIA CLEM UVA DUKE 

NCST BC PITT UNC ND 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND CLEM 

UVA DUKE LVILLE WF UNC 

FSU PITT NCST VT MIA 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA WF 

UVA BC LVILLE CLEM SYR 

UVA BC NCST SYR VT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:33 PM 

"vqLLANO, ANTHONY <villa~oc@bcschools.nel> 

’natalie dorrance I ,@hotmail.co~n)’ 

RE: Getting Stmled 

Tony, 

You obviously have a great personality and don’t take too much too seriously 

F~m: VIL~NO, ANTHONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, February If, 2014 12:12 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Re: Geeing S~ed 

Haha...loaded..] thought ] mentioned ] am a 

~ve~’~d~ around here keeps tol]in~ mo what a ~vat team ] haw and what ~reat ~Jent 

~ow tbe~w b~on sbel]~n~ out tbo money £or years. Goin~ to t~ to make ~t hap~n~ 

Th~ 

Tony V. 

On Tue, Feb 11, 2014 at 10:52 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.e&P wrote: 
Tony, 
If yo~ are loaded get the books and 
You can order ~:he books from rny secret~ry: She~y Street 919-962-5220. The vkteos? Ch~mpk~nsh~ Prodt~(:[:~ons 1-8~--873-2730 
~f yoar kids are loaded bring them ~o Team Camp. Check i~ out: ~_~_~_@_~9:_~2~. this is a coaching schoo~ for you in our methodobgy and a camp for your kids in 
every session we rum 
And good k~ck to you. ~ think you are going to love ~t. 

Sent~ Saturday, Februa~ 08, 2014 3:21 PM 
To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subjeet~ Geeing S~Red 
Coach, 
Hem I a~, up here in Michigan. I played b~eball in college and have coached wrestling at ~e varsib’ level for mm~y years. Gave that up a few yea~ ago. I’ve been a 

math teacher for 18 years and ..... 

I w~ just given fl~e girls soccer prog~ he~. I’ve coached my daughteis youth temn for 6 yems m~d I’ve always believed in cowing fiom mp sources m~d roll always 

adapt and continue m learn. ~er watching some mr heel videos of your prac~es on YouTu~ it was refreshing for me m finally see a coach I could relate ~. I ~so 

coach in a positive way. 

Mm~y ~ccer coaches I’ve mn into or watched are ~ full ofthem~lves and tNnk they are the center of the game. I’m snre I have the coaching ~d teacNng abilib’. If l 

can make my sm&nts work hard and have fun in math class, I can do the same on a soccer field. I have the ~sic techniqnes ready to go. I like m inco~orate a lot of 

one touch in tmimng so they have to think belbre the M1, I saw your girls doing some of that on the video. 

Now I j ust need to orgamze my thoughts m~d plan out my operation. It is qui’~ a lot to tN~ about. They tell me there is ~lent coming in m~d I’m sure many will want me 

m fail becan~ people are like ~at ~metimes. 

Don’t want to Va2e up your time. We play in the spring here so it won’t be long~ 

One tNng I was curious a~ut one of your videos was how you set up your practice competitions ~d m~ngs. The girls might have ~n mfl~ that m~d t~y e~a hard. 

easy to ~e your players enjoy playing for you. Any tips, resoumes, or ideas would be appreciated. 

Tha~s mid Good Luck ne~ t~ll a~d in your recmiting~ 

Tony Vill~o 

Bay Ci~ Western H.S. 

Tony Villa~o 

Bay City Western tES. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:45 PM 

@icloud.com:~ 

M’Liss Dorrance (mdo~ranc@duke.edu); .... 

ducar,@~nncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ~ ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; clay weaver !          @aol.com); 
matt jones ( 

~gmail.com; ~an patton 

; ni~’~le lhva (nflava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

I@msn.com; 

Subject: RE: 

What an awesome piece!! Thank you Craig!! Yes, I loved the banquet Saturday night and hearing all of my wonderful seniors say good bye in very heartfelt ways~ 

I am sharing this with my team and our recruits! 

WI’H~: a rdce piece[! 

From:                          @icloud.com] 
Sent: TueSday, February EE, 3014 Ei05 PM 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Anson: This is the article we discussed last night regmding 

__w__ ~ ~ R_~_t __r ~ ~:_e_ ! is_. ~ ? _c_’__c_ 9_ __r _.__c_ 2!: _n_. L_c_ ~ ? !_l_ .e_~g __e_: _s_ ~ ? __c_ _c_ __e_ _r 1:__~_~_~ _c_’_]__e_ _,_s_~__u_ __n_ _c:_: ~g~ ? ~!~_e___e_ I~ ~ ! _: __n_! _a_ ~ _e__~ :_! !_e_ _~_,_~ ::__s_~_~_~ :_~!:_ ~_e_ !_!_n_ ~ _r _~.~ :___~ _d__ :3_ __2___5_ _0___2_. 

Thanks once agafin for Satmday evening and all you do for my girls. 

Regards, 

Craig 

Sent tkom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:48 PM 

Va~gelder, MarMle A <mvangeld@emaJl.unc.edu> 

l~E: UNC Depa~lment of Athletics SociaJ Media Policy 

Marielle, 

Chris Ducat does my monitoring {the poor guy) ..., I will copy him on this (although, I think he gets this)! 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday,               :I: ~4 PM 
To: Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Hoots, Eric M; Law, Grey A; Jednak, Matt; Williams, Andre; DiBite~o, Andrew F; Wigger, Leah Marie~ Smith, Amy Diane; Eeifs, Chris~ Dowd, 
Katrina N; Porter, Grant; Ducat, Chris~ : Li~inger, Michael B~ GaSh, Chris~ Lynn; Sanchez, Abel~ Paul, Sampson L~ Anundsen, Sara~ Langley, 
Raymond Joshua~ rackham~ Kolat, Ca~ ~ 
Co: UNtO-Head Coaches~ Lynch, Nadia Suzanne 
Subject: UNC Depa~ment of Athletics Social Media Policy 

Good Afternoon --- 

As a remh~der, you have been ~dent~fied as the staff member ~,ho ~s responsible for havk~g access to, regu~ar~v monitoring the co~tent of, and receiving reports 

about team members’ soda~ ne~:worMng sites and postings, As the te~m monitor, you responsible for regularly reviewing the content o~ te~m members’ soch~l 

med~a and evaluat~n~ p.ast~n~s for informath:m theft could ~ndical:e ~ po~:ential violation of NCAA regu]al:h:ms related to ~m~:eurism, ~ncludmg spec~fh::aHy 

evaluating posdngs that Ment~:y poss~Ne ~mproper exLra benefits and/or agent-related act~vk~es. 

Please confirm by reply~n~ to th~s ema~l thsL you have reported 

accordm~ce w~th the policy. We w~ll follow-up with you again at the conclusion of the Spring 2014 semester. 

Let me know ~f you have any questions or 

Thank you [or your ass~st~n(:e. 

Mariefle 

Msriel~e A. vanGe~der 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolh~a 

Phone: (93.9) 962- 7853 

R~’,<: (919) 

E~m= Vangelder, Narielle A 
Seat= Thursday, 2:04 PN 
To; UNC~-Asst Head Coaches; UNC~-Head Coaches 
~¢= [lie, Vince 011e@unc.edu); Pogge, Paul ~ppoqqe@unc.edu); Markos, Lance M (markos@email.unc.edu); Timmermans, Tom (timmermans@unc.edu); Gallo, Jr., Lar~ A.; 
Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, Clint; Creech, Karlton W; Steinbacher, Rick; Kirschner, S~ve; CunNngham, Bubba 
Sabject; Revised UNC Depa~ment of Athletics Social Media Policy 

AH --- 

Attached, please find a copy of the revised UNC Social Med~a Use policy. The policy can also be found witMn the Student-Athlete Handbook in the Student-Athlete 

Code of Conduct section~ 

~n ~lc(:ord~mce wi[h [he po~cy~ es(:h team must ~dentify a~ leas~ one coach or suppor~ staff member who ~s responsiMe for havk~ ~ccess ~:o, regularly mon~:odng the 

content of, and receiving reports abouL team members" soda~ networkb~g sites and posdngs. Th~s ~s ~r~ addition Lo the monitoring currendy beb~g done by our 

outside vendor Varsity 

The team monitor responsible for rev~ewk~g the content of team members’ soda~ media must 

potent~a~ violation of NCAA regulations related to amateurism, h~dudk~g specifically evaluatk~g postk~gs that ~dent~fy possible ~mproper extra benefits and/or 

agenbrelated ~ct~v~t~es 

A po~enl:h~ chan~e in Nor~:h {::aro]~na s~ate ]~w may 

imperative that each team’s designated staff member be vigilant ~n their review o~: student--sLhletes’ on~b~e conLent and report/address ~mproper posLs 

accordk~y. H: you have any concerns s~out your studer~t-.atNetes posdngs or other online activity relsLed to potent~a~ NCAA v~o]at~ons, please notify the AtMet~cs 

Compliance staff h~med~ate~y. 

We ask that you p~ease conf~rm wNeh member of your staff 

Thank you. 

Mariel~e 

MarieHe A. vanGe~der 

Associate AtMet~c Director 

Universi[:y of Nor[:h Carolina 

Phone: (919) 9(;2..7853 

Fax: (919) 962-5L~2 

mvan~elder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 5:58 PM 

@msn.com; ducag@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 

@gmail.com; sean patton 

nicole fava 0~thva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

clay weaver ( 

matt jones 

Bcc: ~g,nail.co,n 

Subject: I%V: Update Development Survey 

Ladies, 

... thank you for doing this for my friend. 

If we can get the rest of you to iump in, it will not take too much time, ~ wou~d genuinely appreciate ~t. One day you might be asking me for a recommendation for 

something. ~ wH~ work hard for you ~ promise (read the great piece on Anna Sie~off that was just sent out). 

We are trying to figure out ~,hat are some of the ’qeadmg indh::at.:~rs" for soccer success. This stuff obviously we w~H be giving back to you ~r~ some form or fashion. 

Thank Vou~ 

F~m: Mike Keating [mail~: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februa~ $1, 2014 2:21 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Update Development Su~ey 

Update 2 and question for you: 

13 took sur~ey, 9 comple~:ed iL We’re half way to getting cd~:~ca~ mass of 20 respondents. 

Those that completed: 

~ncomplete {answered average of 5 questions and stopped}: 

Can you chat briefly on how to get 10<[2 more to fill out? Maybe resend after are back from WNT. ] am not traveling this week, so let me know 

what ~ooks good to ca~ you~ 

M~ke 

M~ke Keating 

(rn) 
F~m= Mike Keating [mailto @~maiLcom] 
8ent~ Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2014 8:40 AN 

Te~ ’Dorrance, Albe~ A N’ 
$ubject~ ~pdate Development Su~ey 

Anson, 

~ respondents so far. The way these things usually work is you get 80% within first 2 days, so it I think it will require a reminder to get us to the threshold of 20 

respondents: 

8 completed the survey (all good data} 

3 started and abandoned after about 2 minutes,                                . I would really like to see data on WNT & pro players to understand outliers. 

With about 20 respondents, we can look at patterns, which I anticipate will be very interesting. At that point, I’d like to come in and show you the preliminary 

trends before doing stats on the data. I am a data junkie, like you, so I think you will like this process and I am convinced you can use these techniques in your 

work! 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

T uesday, 5: 59 PM 

@aol.com 

FW: THANK YOU! 

Ditto, 

What should we be using for Wendy? 

From: Mail Delivery System [mailto:MAILER-DAEMON@mxip7i.isis.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:42 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Undeliverable: THANK YOU! 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

A problem occurred during the delivery of this message to this e-mail address. Try sending this message again. If the problem continues, please contact your helpdesk. 

The following organization rejected your message: 



2014 CASL GIRLS COIJJEGE COMBINE 
Check ~ Times: 8:00 AM for 9:00 AM KICKOFFS 

9:30 AM for 10:30 AM KICKOFFS 

9zm-10:20am 

U17/18 Team 1 v U17/18 Team 2 - Stadium 
U17/18 Team 8 v U17/18 Team 4- Baker 
U17/18 Team 5 v U17/18 Team 6- D~y Sevens 
U16 Team I v U16 Team 2- Powerade 

10:30am-11:50am 

U16 Team 3 v U16 Team 4- Stadium 

U16 Team 5 v U16 Team 6- Baker Roofing 

U15 Team I v U15 Team 2- D~y Sevens 

U15 Team 3 v U15 Team 4- Powerade 

GK Session #1 on Eurosport for GKs from first set of games 

(~0i~I ~i~am) 
College Recruiting meeting #1 - Fitness Center 

12:30pm-1:45pm 

U17/18 Team I v U17/18 Team 4- Daily Sevens 

U17/18 Team 3 v U17/18 Team 6- Baker 
U17/18 Team 5 v U17/18 Team 2- Powerade 

GK Session #2 on Satdium for GKs from first set of games 

College Reentiting meeting #2 - Fitness Center 

1:50pm-3:00pm 

U16 Team I v U16 Team z~ _ Baker 
U16 Team 3 v U16 Team 6- Daily Sevens 
U16 Team 2 v U16 Team 5- Powexade 

3:05pro- 4:lSpm 

U15 Team I v U15 Te_am 4 - Daily Sevens 
U15 Team 2 v U15 Te_zm 3 - Powerade 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:16 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

1~I:;: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop 

Thank you .,.. it is in rny book! 

From= Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent= Tuesday, k 24 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop _ 

No problem, Anson, There is a make-up meedng scheduled ~:or Wednesday, 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Se~t= Tuesday, i ~:02 PM 
To; ~ohnson, Shelley H 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Wor~hop ( ) 
Shelley, 

I am sorry ~ m~ssed th~s mo~nb~g! ~ forgot!~[ 

F~m~ Johnson, Shelley H 

(lO-1Iam) in the 2nd floor Cont:erence Room ot: Louderrnilk, 

Sent= Sunday,                ~:55 PM 
To: Sapp, Andrew; Dor~ance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Hock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos H; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Headers, Harlis James; Mann, Jan H.; 

Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Hike; DeSelm, Rich L; Hiller, Ron C.; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Workman, 
Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela;            ~aol.com;            ~qmail.com; 

_~__o_J_&O__En_~ Holman, Brian;               Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducar, Chris; Feifs, Chris; Garth, Christy Lynn; Holliday, 
Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hernandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Porter, Grant; Gatz, Gregory; Cathro, Guy; Latta, Ivory; ._        }gmail.com; 
Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina H; Wigger, Leah Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Hadssa Veronica; VanAIstyne, Mark; 
Jednak, Hatt; Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; RuNe, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, 
Stow:               ~gmail.com; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, Tyler G; Johnson, Zoya; 

_ .~gmail,com; I       ~gmail,com 
Subject= Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop (       , 

Coaches - di~ out your DiSC Assessments. It will prove helpful at our Coaches Workshops this Tuesday. Most coaches received theirs at a Coaches Workshop two 

years a~o. Others (coaches new since then) received theirs this Ausust. Review the followin8 pa~es: 5 -Priorities which shape your workplace experience; 6 - 

Motivators & Stressors; :16- Increasin8 Your Workplace Effectiveness; and :17-20 Personalized Style Index. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:17 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Cup 

From: ~ncsasports.org [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 4:28 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A I~l 
Subject:      Cup 

@ncsaspor~s.org] On Behalf Of @gmail.com 

I just wanted to introdnce myself and say Hi’. IVly name is             and I will be attending the upcomin~o 

at the camp mad let you know I am interested in attending UNC. Come say Hi to me at the camp. 

My team just returned t?om last week with the Championship. There will be 7 of us attending. 

Mahalo 

in I noticed UNC will be represented 

Click HELLE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:24 PM 

John Montgomery (john@ramsclub.com) 

RE: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2/11/2014 - 4:05pm CST 

Do you need some t~ckets for the E4all game while you are in town? 

Sent: Tuesday, February :[:t, 20:t4 6:02 PM 
Dean, Jr., James W. 
Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Tom Kenan’; Carroll, Mary Margaret 

Subject: FW: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2/1:t/20:14 - 4:05pm CST 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "White, Bradley T" <bradley.t.white@jpmorgan.com> 

Date: February 11, 2014 at 5:05:42 PM EST 

To: Undisclosed recipients:; 

Subject: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2/11/2014 - 4:05pro CST 

Conditions are coming together for a potentially high impact winter storm and catastrophic ice storm across the Southern/Southeastern U.S. and 

Eastern Seaboard over the next 24-72 hours. Arctic high pressure has pushed into the Midwest and OH Valley this afternoon with temperatures 

currently below[reezing north of a line from Longview, TX to Nashville, TN to Charlotte, NC. A "Lead WeakStorm" brought cold rain and some winter 

t~ixed precipitation to parts of the SE U.S. today and was exiting the Carolinas with light snow and rain / sleet mix reported at this time. Impacts from 

this initial storm (Fig. I) have been marginal as surface temperatures across much of the area have remained above freezing with only light 

accumulations, mainly from northern GA to extreme western SC and parts of NC this afternoon. As the lead storm elects out of the area, the second 

"Main Event" (Fig. 1) will begin to take shape over the west-central Gulf of Mexico. That surface low and upper air disturbance are forecast to 

consolidate and intensify as they move toward the FL Panhandle by early Wednesday, increasing northerly winds which will draw down more cold air 

south from the Midwest/OH Valley into the SouthiSE U.S. while increasing pr~,.cipi~o~ian toyota.go and in~n.~i~y across the area. By morning, surface 

temperatures are expected to be at or below freezing north of a line from Greensboro, MS, to Birmingham, AL to Macon, GA to Wilmington, NC. North 

of that line, ]?oozing rain, becoming heavy at times, with a ,{ew thunderstorms will be possible during the morning and afternoon resulting in a 

potentially catastrophic ice storm with major damage to trees, some structures (from ice accumulation}, extremely hazardous if not impossible 

driving conditions~ major airport disruptions~ and widespread power outages. The major airline hubs in ATL and CLT are likely to be severely impacted 

and airports may have to close due to dangerous icing conditions causing system wide backups on some airlines. In addition, power outages could cut 

power to more than TWO million people across the area with outages likely to last up to a WEEK in some rural areas~ and several days elsewhere as 

icy roads will make it difficult for repair crews to fix downed lines and clear trees. The freezing rain is forecast to mix with sleet and/or change to 

snow across extreme north GA...eastern TN and western SC to central / western NC tomorrow. The surface low is forecast to reach the Carolina coast 

by early Thursday with precipitation breaking out across the Mid-Atlatnic and 1-95 corridor early Thursday morning (between midnight and 6am). 

Hea~5’ accumulating snow of 6-10" with local amounts at :12"+ is expected along the 1-95 corridor including the major cities of Richmond... Washington 

D.C... Baltimore... Philly... NYC...and Boston. Snow accumulations in the NYC area are expected ~:o range from 5~10" in the city...less to the east over 

Long Island where precipitation may mix with rain/sleet...and higher (near 12") across northern NJ to southern New England. Precipitation is expected 

to end in the Baltimore/Philly/NYC areas late Thursday, but strong northerly winds gusting to 30 mph will cause low wind chills and blowing/drifting 

snow with some power outages possible along the 1-95 corridor where heavy wet s~ow and strong wi~ds combine to cause some power problems in 

addition to travel and airline complications. The surface low is expected to deepen rapidly as it moves away from the New England coast early Friday 

and Mizzard conditions are possible across southern New England to down east Maine on Friday before conditions gradually clear out. 

This storm has the potential to be a historic event across parts of the Southeastern U.S. with high impacts far to the north along the 1-95 corridor into 

New England. Very cold temps are forecast to be in place over fresh snow cover and ice into the weekend which will exacerbate problems where 

delivery of heat is cut off due to lost power and roads remain blocked due to tree/debris or heavy icing. The bad news is that at least oneJol!ow on 

clipper system looks to bring o~othershot o]~ight to moderate snow to the Mid-Atlantic and East this weekend! Warmer trends are on the way by 

mid-to-late next week...but this brutal winter is not going to go out quietly. 

The NWS has updated it’s Watch/Warning / Advisory Graphic (Fig. 3} below. Watches will be upgraded to warnings across the Mid-Atlantic and 

Northeast later tonight or by early Wednesday as the storm begins to bear down. 

Paul 

Fig. 1 - Current Annotated Radar Chart With Lead Winter Storm and Main event (including track of surface Low bal week) 



Fig. 2 - 12Z ECWIWF Ensemble 3RDay Annotated Snowfall Forecast (in) Valid Wed-Fri 

Fig. 3 - Current NWS Watch/Warning/Advisory Graphic: http://www.weatherogov/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:26 PM 

Scott Dyreng <scott.dyreng@dnke.edu> 

I~E: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio’. 

BTW, 

What do I punch into my GPS? And I plan to try to get there at 2:30 pm tomorrow! 

Frera: Scott Dyreng [mailto:scott.dyreng@duke.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, February :tl, 2014 5:20 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio! 

thanks 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 

Sent: Tuesday, February :tl, 2014 4:57 PM 
To: Scott Dyreng 
Co: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: Shelly I am speaking at 3 pm Wed, he needs the one page bio! 

Scott, 

f will h~;w-_~ my sec send son~ething. 

Frem: Scott Dyreng [mailto:scott.d~Ee__n__g_~!_u___k_e_._=_e_~!_u_] 
Sent: Monday, February :tO, 20:t4 4:32 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: M’Liss Dorrance (mdorranc@duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: a few details 

~nsor~, 

Do yo~l have a brief bio that you commonly use when being introduced? I’m happy to gN, e them the "Anson is awesome~ introd~ction I have in my mind, but one 

that is slightly more polished might be good! 

Also~ I will be in touch if the weather is cri~z¥, which looks possible. 

Thanks! 

Scott 

Fr~ra: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 20:t4 :t:t::t9 AM 
To: Scott Dyreng 

Subject: RE: a few details 

Scott, 

Frem: Scott Dyreng [mailto:scott.d~Ee__n__g_~!_u___k_e_._:_e_~!_u_] 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 20:t4 8:25 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: a few details 

Hi Anson, 
Thanks again for your willingness to come and speak to my students on February :t2, 20:t4 at 3:00 PM. Here are a few details. 

~, You will want to make your way to the faculty lot at the Fuqua School of Business. If you put "Fuqua Faculty Lot, Durham, NC" into Google maps it will get you there. Here is 

a linkto the map. 

* The lot is a gated lot. When you get to the entrance gate (which is the gate on the left), there is a phone which you can reach through your car window. Just dial the number 

listed there and they will open the gate. Park anywhere in that lot. I will have the building people notify me when they let you in the gate, and I will meet you at the door. 

My cell, in case we are having trouble connecting is             and my office is A420. Call if you have any logistical issues. 

~, I’m assuming you will want to arrive 20 or 30 minutes early so we can get you all set up. We have pretty much any technology you might want available in the room, so just 

let me know if you need anything (powerpoint, video, etc.). No need to use anything, but everything is available if you need it. 

~, In terms of content, in my class we are studying how to use data to evaluate performance and motivate people. Thus, anything related to using data to help motivate, 

teach, improve performance, etc. would be right on target. But I also think the students would generally be interested in the other aspects of leadership that you have 

developed, even including the values you ask your players to ascribe to. I realize you could teach an entire semester course on these issues, so just do what is easy for you. 

Feel free to take as much or as little time as you would like. I am guessing about an hour would be appropriate, but if you go more or less than that, nobody will complain. 

Totally up to you. 

~ I anticipate about 100 students in attendance. The classroom is a stadium style, and is fairly large, but will be mostly (if not completely) filled. 

Any questions? Just let me know. 

Thanks! 

Scott 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:31 PM 

I~E: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2/11/2014 - 4:05pro CST 

Tragically, I arn recruiting BUT thank you for" being willing to include 

From: 
Sent: TueSday, Februar~ :t.t, 20:t4 4:28 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~:c: John Montgomery (john@ramsclub.com) 
Subject: RE: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2/:t:I/20.t4 - 4:05pm CST 

You are t:oo kind, Anson. I am Fortunat:ely all r~et: but:l appreciate the t:hought:ful offer. We will be sitt:ing in a white section (f.ar %tr~pe day"). 

Are you p~anning on attending? Or a~ternatiw~lv, if you’re around AND your schedule permits AND you’w~ never toured the burn center AND you have m~:erest, 

be showing it to rny children for the firsL Lime (for Lhem) at around 1030 that morning and you would be welcome to join 

EiLher way, thank you very much for thinking o[: us. 

Best, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [--m---a-j~[t---~-;--a--n-~-s--~-~-n--~-e---m---a-jJ-~-u--t-~--c--~-e--(-!-u--] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :tJ., 20:t4 6:24 PM 
To: 
Cc: John Montgomery 0__o__h__t~__@_t:a__En___s__c_Lu__b__&O__Er_0 
Subject: RE: SE U.S, and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2/11/2014 - 4:05pro CST 

Do you need some tickets for the B’Balf game while you are in town? 

Sent: Tuesday, February l:t, 20:t4 6:02 PM 
To: Dean, Jr., James W. 
(::c: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV; ’Tom Kenan’; Carroll, Mary Margaret 
Subject: FW: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2/1.t/2014 - ~:05pm CST 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "White, Bradley T" <bradley.t.whi[e@jpmorgan.com> 

Date: February 1~, 20~4 at 5:05:42 PM EST 

To: Undisclosed recipients:; 

Subject: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2!11/2014 - 4:0Spm CST 

Conditions are coming together for a potentially high impact winter storm and catastrophic ice storm across the Southern/Southeastern U.S. and 

Eastern Seaboard over the next 24-72 hours. Arctic high pressure has pushed into the Midwest and OH Valley this afternoon with temperatures 

currently below~reezing north of a line from Longview, TX to Nashville, TN to Charlotte, NC. A "Lead Weak Storm" brought cold rain and some winter 

t~xed pr¢,cipi~ation to parts of the SE U.S. today and was exiting the Carolinas with light snow and rain / sleet mix reported at this time. Impacts from 

this initial storm (Fig. i) have been marginal as surface temperatures across much of the area have remained above freezing with only light 

accumulations, mainly from northern GA to extreme western SC and parts of NC this afternoon. As the lead storm ejects out o[ the area, the second 

"Main Event" (Fig. 1) will begin to take shape over the west-central Gulf of Mexico. That surface low and upper air disturbance are forecast to 

consolidate and intensify as they move toward the FL Panhandle by early Wednesday, increasing northerly winds which will draw down more cold air 

south from the Midwest/OH Valley into the SouthiSE U.S. while incre~sing pr~,cipi~iar~ cavera.pe and in~n,~i~y across the area. By morning, surface 

temperatures are expected to be at or below freezing north of a line from Greensboro, MS, to Birmingham, AL to Macon, GA to Wilmington, NC. North 

of that line, ]?eezing roin~ becoming heo~y at times, with a Jew thunderstorms will be possible during the morning and afternoon resulting in a 

potentially catastrophic ice storm with major damage to trees~ some structures (from ice accumulation)~ extremely hazardous if not impossible 

driving conditions~ major airport disruptions~ and widespread power outages. The major airline hubs in ATL and CLT are likely to be severely impacted 

and airports may have to close due to dangerous icing conditions causing system wide backups on some airlines. In addition, power outages could cut 

power to more than TWO million people across the area with outages likely to last up to a WEEK in some rural areas~ and several days elsewhere as 

icy roads will make it difficult for repair crews to fix downed lines and clear trees. The freezing rain is forecast to mix with sleet and/or change to 

snow across extreme north GA...eastern TN and western SC to central / western NC tomorrow. The surface low is forecast to reach the Carolina coast 

by early Thursday with precipitation breaking out across the Mid-Atlatnic and 1-95 corridor early Thursday morning (between midnight and 6am). 

Hea~ accumulating snow of 6-20" with local amounts at 22"+ is expected along the 1-95 corridor including the major cities of Richmond... Washington 

D.C... Baltimore... Philly... NYC...and Boston. Snow accumulations in the NYC area are expected ~:o range from 5~1{~" in the city...less to the east over 

Long Island where precipitation may mix with rain/sleet...and higher (near 12") across northern NJ to southern New England. Precipitation is expected 

to end in the Baltimore/Philly/NYC areas late Thursday, but strong northerly winds gusting to 30 mph will cause low wind chills and blowing/drifting 

snow with some power outages possible along the 1-95 corridor where heavy wet snow and strong winds combine to cause some power problems in 

addition to travel and airline complications. The surface low is expected to deepen rapidly as it moves away from the New England coast early Friday 

and Mizzard conditions are possible across southern New England to down east Maine on Friday before conditions gradually clear out. 

This storm has the potential to be a historic event across parts of the Southeastern U.S. with high impacts far to the north along the 1-95 corridor into 

New England. Very cold temps are forecast to be in place over fresh snow cover and ice into the weekend which will exacerbate problems where 

delivery of heat is cut off due to lost power and roads remain blocked due to tree/debris or heavy icing. The bad news is that at least onelol!ow on 

clipper system looks to bring ~othershot o]~ight to moderate s~ow to the Mid-Atlantic and East this weekend! Warmer trends are on the way by 

mid-to-late next week...but this brutal winter is not going to go out quietly. 

The NWS has updated it’s Watch/Warning / Advisory Graphic (Fig. 3} below. Watches will be upgraded to warnings across the Mid-Atlantic and 

Northeast later tonight or by early Wednesday as the storm begins to bear down. 

Paul 

Fig. ::1 - Current Annotated Radar Chart With Lead Winter Storm and Main event (including track of surface Low hal week) 



Fig. 2 - 12Z ECWIWF Ensemble 3RDay Annotated Snowfall Forecast (in) Valid Wed-Fri 

Fig. 3 - Current NWS Watch/Warning/Advisory Graphic: http://www.weatherogov/ 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 6:36 PM 

I~E: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2/11/’2014 - 4:05pro CST 

You got 

From-" I 
Sent; Tuesday, February :1.:~, 2014 6:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2!J~I!20:t4 - 4:0Spin �ST 

Good luck recruiting. 

Take care until we catch up next. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February .tl, 20J.4 6:3:t plVl 
To: 
Subject: RE: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2/:t:t!2014 - 4:05pm CST 

?ragk:Mly, I am recruil:i~g BLiT thar~k you for beir~g willing to include m*-’_~. 

From: 
Sent: Tuesday, February 1:1, 20J.4 6:28 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~c: John IVlontgomery (iohn@ramsclub.com) 
Subject: RE: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2!:tl!20:t4 - 4:05pm CST 

You are too kind, Ansom I am fortunately all set but 1 appreciate the tho~Jghtf~JI offer. We will be sitting in a white sectioi~ (for "stripe day"). 

Are yo~J plan~ing o~ attending? Or alternatively, if Vou:re around AND your schedule permits AND you’ve never toured the bur~ center AND you have interest, VII 

be showi~g it to my children [or the first time (for them) ~;t: around ~1.030 that morning i~d you would be! welcome to 

Either way, t:hanl~ you very much for l:hi~kir~g of 

Best, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 1:t, 20:t4 6:24 PM 
To-" 
Cc; Johr~ Montgomery (iohn@ramsclub.com) 

Subject: RE: SE U.S. and Eastern Seaboard Winter Storm Update - 2/:tl/20:t4 - 4:05pro CST 

D~vight, 

Do you ~eed some ticke~:s for ~:he B’B~;II gi~m*-’_~ while you are in town? 

rs, available at http:#w~,~,ujpmor~a~.com?pages’disclosure~’email. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:03 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: GIRLS COMBINE 

From: .@ncsasports.org [mailto: 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:24 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: GIRLS COMBINE 

;@ncsasports.org] On Behalf Of ~hotmail.com 

Hello my name is            I am in the graduating class of    currently attending                    in I am an all around athlete playing 

Varsity Volleyball, Basketball, and Soccer. My soccer experience extends as far back as the age of 4 and I have been playing club soccer since the age of 9. Currently 

I play tbr the ranked in . We are time I, played 

at in _ and participated at the ti-om 

, College Combine Intb: 

Player Number: 

Schednle 

tieight 5’7 Weight 145 

Positions: Mid Field/Center Fwd/m~d some deIbnse 

Primary foot: Switch foot 

GPA of and curre~Ny taking all AP classes 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 10:05 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: P~eparing for UNC 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: i~mail coral 
Sent: Tuesday, 7:32 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Preparing for UNC 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hi, my name’s      and I’m a 13 year old soccer player. I play :[’or                 soccer and we play in a            league After seeing all of the U.S women’s national soccer team 
members that have been coached by you, I knew if I wanted to become a USWNT player I’d most likely be playing :[’or you I have created a few goals J2~r myself, one of which is to play 
starting Varsity in 9th grade. Lately, I’ve been working on my speed and my upper body strength and improving my ball handling moves 

All I was wondering was if there are a few things I can do to prepare myselJ; both mentally and physically, to become a better soccer player and prepare to play :[’or your program. 

Thank you ]2~r your time! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:23 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

l~W: College Showcase 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:      College Showcase 
Aloha Coach Ansou Dorrance, 
My name is 

~ Fm number 

the Showcase. 

Contacts: 

@ ,org] 
7:42 PM 

I am boru on              I attend            , class of     m~d my GPA is . I play for 

and I play mid field aud defender. I’m interested in your school and what it has to ofl~r, specificaJly Nology. I hope to see you at 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:30 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @sinclink.com [mailto: 

Sent: Tuesday, 7:56 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject:, 

removed by 
sender. 
Sports in 
College 

@sinclink.com] 

belie v e t ha t! co ui d&;~ e a {i ¥! mp act t he urfiv e rsit ¥6 n man ¥ # o s i t! vew a~ s lb ring !e a der shipi a ca d e mi~ an d a t h!e tic t a!e n t 

removed by 

sender. 

Sports in 

College 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:31 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Soccer Prospect 

i.docx 

From: @ .net] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 7:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A I~l~ P~lladino, George W~ Ducar, Chris~ Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-" Fwd:                     Soccer Prospect 

My name is                  I will graduate from high school in    , and am ve~~ interested in attending your school. I love to play ,soccer, and wmat to invite 
you to come watch me play sometime. I play tbr which is the top ranked team in i. Please look at my attached protile, as well as the link 

to nay YouTube video listed here. My team also plays in the League in the I have a toummnent 

next weekend in and would love tbr you to come if you have the opporttmity. All gmnes will be played at the My game 

schedule is as tbllows: 

Also, here is the link to the schedule, just in case it chmages. 

Tha~ks so much Ii)r your time! I look tbrward to seeing you soon! 



Frorll~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday 10:31 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~-W: 

From= ,.@gmail,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, 8:02 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is ~ and I emoiled last weekend because I am interested in your soccer program. I play for 

tiais weekend. If you can come see me play that would be great. I play center defense and I am number 

Thanks, 

, and 1 am playing in 
Below, is my schedule for the weekend. 



2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents as of 12.19.13 

2014 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

VT 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

PITT FSU VT MIA WF 

LVILLE UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

NCST BC SYR CLEM ND 

UVA DUKE WF CLEM ND 

FSU LVlLLE S¥R VT WF 

DUKE NCST MIA SYR UNC 

BC PITT VT ND UNC 

VT SYR LVILLE DUKE UVA 

WF MIA PITT BC NCST 

ND CLEM NCST PITT FSU 

UNC WF UVA LVlLLE BC 

SYR VT NCST BC UVA 

MIA UNC PITT DUKE FSU 

CLEM ND LVlLLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR DUKE NCST 

WF SYR VT BC PITT 

UNC MIA VT UVA DUKE 

UNC S¥R MIA FSU LVlLLE 

UNC ND CLEM NCST UVA 

ND WF VT PITT BC 

WF MIA CLEM LVlLLE FSU 

NCST BC PITT UNC MIA 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND VT 

UVA DUKE LVlLLE WF SYR 

FSU PITT NCST VT CLEM 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA ND 

UVA BC LVlLLE CLEM WF 

UVA BC NCST SYR UNC 

2015 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

LVILLE FSU VT MIA WF 

DUKE UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

PITT BC SYR CLEM ND 

NCST DUKE WF CLEM ND 

BC LVlLLE SYR VT WF 

FSU NCST MIA SYR UNC 

UVA PITT VT N D U NC 

ND VT LVILLE DUKE UVA 

CLEM WF PITT BC NCST 

UNC ND NCST PITT FSU 

MIA UNC UVA LVlLLE BC 

WF SYR NCST BC UVA 

SYR MIA PITT DUKE FSU 

VT CLEM LVlLLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR BC DUKE 

WF SYR VT FSU BC 

UNC MIA VT LVILLE UVA 

UNC SYR MIA PITT FSU 

UNC ND CLEM DUKE NCST 

N D W F VT U VA P I TT 

WF MIA CLEM NCST LVlLLE 

NCST BC PITT UNC CLEM 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND SYR 

UVA DUKE LVlLLE WF MIA 

FSU PITT NCST VT ND 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA UNC 

UVA BC LVlLLE CLEM VT 

UVA BC NCST SYR WF 



2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents as of 12.19.13 

2016 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LViLLE 

NCST 

PITT 

NCST FSU VT MIA WF 

PITT UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

DUKE BC SYR CLEM ND 

LVILLE DUKE WF CLEM ND 

UVA LVILLE SYR VT WF 

BC NCST MIA SYR UNC 

FSU PITT VT ND UNC 

WF MIA LVILLE DUKE UVA 

UNC VT PITT BC NCST 

VT SYR NCST PITT FSU 

SYR CLEM UVA LVILLE BC 

CLEM ND NCST BC UVA 

ND WF PITT DUKE FSU 

MIA UNC LVILLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR UVA PITT 

WF SYR VT NCST LVILLE 

UNC MIA VT FSU NCST 

UNC SYR MIA BC UVA 

UNC ND CLEM PITT FSU 

ND WF VT LVILLE DUKE 

WF MIA CLEM DUKE BC 

NCST BC PITT UNC SYR 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND MIA 

UVA DUKE LVILLE WF CLEM 

FSU PITT NCST VT WF 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA VT 

UVA BC LVILLE CLEM UNC 

UVA BC NCST SYR N D 

2017 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

VT 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

BC FSU VT MIA WF 

FSU UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

LVILLE BC SYR CLEM ND 

PITT DUKE WF CLEM ND 

DUKE LVlLLE S¥R VT WF 

UVA NCST M IA SYR U NC 

N CST P ITT VT N D U N C 

CLEM WF LVILLE DUKE UVA 

SYR UNC PITT BC NCST 

MIA VT NCST PITT FSU 

N D SYR UVA LVI LLE BC 

UNC CLEM NCST BC UVA 

VT ND PITT DUKE FSU 

WF MIA LVILLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR LVILLE UVA 

WF SYR VT DUKE NCST 

UNC MIA VT PITT FSU 

U NC S¥R M IA NCST BC 

UNC ND CLEM BC PITT 

ND WF VT FSU LVlLLE 

WF MIA CLEM UVA DUKE 

NCST BC PITT UNC ND 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND CLEM 

UVA DUKE LVILLE WF UNC 

FSU PITT NCST VT MIA 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA WF 

UVA BC LVILLE CLEM SYR 

UVA BC NCST SYR VT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 10:41 AM 

~msn.com; ducag@ uncaa, unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ! 

; sean patton 

nicole fava 0kthva,~!uncaa.unc.edu); 

,~gmail.com); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

clay weaver i 

; matt jones 

Subject: I~NV: Update Development Survey 

From: Mike Keating [mailtc       @gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 22, 2024 9:53 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Update Development Survey 

They will be looking for the survey link. Here it is https:/!www.surveymonkey.comis!FM96KQP 

Thanks! 

Mike Keating 

(m) -~ 

On Feb 11, 2014, at 5:58 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ernail.unc.edu> wrote: 

.... thank you R~r doing this for my friend 

If we can gel the rest of you to jurnp in, it wilt not take too much time, ~ would genuinely appredate ~t. One day you rnight be asMng me for a 

recornmendat~on [:or sorneLh~ng~ I w~l work hard for you I promise (read the greaL piece on Anna Sieloff: that was just sent out}. 

We are trying to figure out what are some of the ’leading ~nd~cators" for soccer success, This stuff obviously we wi]~ be g~ving back to you ~n some 

form or fashion. 

~mm; Mike Keating [[3~j)$£’,      @flA)~_[[,~_£~] 
Seat= Tuesday, February $$, 2054 2:25 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject= RE: Update Development Su~ey 

Update 2 and question for you: 

I3 ~:ook survey, 9 compb~d:ed ~t. We’re haft way to ge~:~mg critica~ mass of 20 responden~:s. 

Those that completed: 

~n¢omp~ete (answered aversse of 5 questions and stopped): 

Can you chat briefly on how Lo set ~0-$2 more to fil~ out? Maybe resend after 

let me k~ow what ~ooks ~ood to cal~ you. 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

F~= Mike Keating [mai[to:      @~maj]xom] 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 06, 2054 8:~ AN 
To= ’Dorrance, Albe~ A ~’ 
Subject: Update Development Survey 

AnsoR~ 

~2 respondents so far. The way these things usually work is you get 80% within first 2 days, so it I think it will require a reminder to get us to the 

threshold of 20 respondents: 

8 completed the survey (all good data) 

3 started and abandoned after about 2 minutes ( . I would really like to see data on WNT & pro players to 

understand outliers. 

With about 20 respondents, we can look at patterns, which [ anticipate will be very interesting. At that point, i’d like to come in and show you the 

preliminary trends before doing stats on the data. I am a data junkie, like you, so I think you will like this process and I am convinced you can use 

these techniques in your work[ 

Thanks, 

Mike 

Mike Keating 

(m)4 

are back from WNT. I arn not traveling this week, so 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:42 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: [mailto 
Sent: Tuesday~ 

To: Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject: 

11:31 PM 
~cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

I would like to bake this opportunity to congratulate you and your team on a successful season. I mn writing you to express interest in playing liar you in the future. I am 

currently on the                     , temn and play detbnse. I am 15 years old, 5’4", and weight 135 lbs. I pride myself on always working haxd to be better the 

next day and being coachable. I would love the opportuni~ tbr us to meet in the near future. Please let me know if there is any further intbm~ation that you may need 

me to provide. Thank you for your time and consideration. 

removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:42 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Introducing 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, 6::18 AN 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Introducing 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
By way of introduction, my name is , and I am currently a first year student at in , where I am part of 

the ~. I roll be 17 years old in March. 

I decided to attend after I was invited by ’ to t~" out ~br their academy program and was accepted. Prior to I 

have been training with since when I was invited to do so by one of their scouts. 

On weekends I play for the , which is part of the . I have been playing for since 

and play the V~sition of striker tbr both and my . I have been regularly scoring goals tbr both teams this season. In , I 
was the top goal scorer in the with a total of goals. I currently serve as captain for the ~ team in my age bracket and 

was recently asked to coach the under gifts team. 

I have loved football since I was a little gift, and it is my drea~m to cotne to America to play football and continue my education after graduating from (I 
am told I roll be the equivalent of a high school senior by the time I graduate.) 

I aspire to play football at the highest level possiNe, and I am writing you to inquire what I have to do to play football (i.e., soccer) for the Tar Heels. I am aware that 

you have built the best women’s football program in the US and that the University of North Carolina would be an excellent place to continue my education. 

I would appreciate any guidance you could give me ruth regard to your football program and how I might t~ out for it. I am happy to send you any additional 

infom~ation you may require to assess my abilities as a football player. 

I have included my contact details below. 

Thank you for your consideration. I look tbrward to hearing ti~om you. 

Kind regards, 

Home address: 

Mobile: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 10:53 AM 

~qLLANO, ANTHONY <villa~oc@bcschools.nel> 

’natalie dorrance t           @hotmail.co~n)’ 

@aol.com 

RE: Getting Started 

For the Team Carnp, you would sign up with my daughter. I am copying her on Lhis. 

The best # to bring to Team Camp is 20 (the camp is physically exhausting {we have two scrimmages a day attached to two training sessions}). What ~ recommend to 

aH my Mgh schoo~ coaches ~s to e~ther open ~t up to the JV (as a tryout opportunity) OR (m~d tMs is becoming increasingly more popular) team up w~th a buddy who 

coaches e~ther a dub team or anon:her H~gh Schooi team so you can get enough numbers [h~s way you have someone to chat with about: ew~ryth~ng every sessh:m. 

One coach comes for free bu~: addi[~ona] coaches only ~)av room at?d 

F~m= VIL~NO, ANTHONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
Sent= Wednesday, Februa~ ~2, 20~4 8:37 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Geeing S~ed 

Than~ for the support~ rm going to make a team trip to N.C. happen. I want to copy offyou and get on the fast track to maNng my program awesome. Took me 5 

seconds online to figure ont you are the &)ss of gifts soccer. Why would I reach ont to a~y&)dy else? 

Pretty sure I will get enongh gifls...Nrent supp~/oversnppo~ is strong. 

I’ll ~ in touch wi& ~creta~, to sign up...proNbly not until March though. 

Take Care, 

Tony V. 

On Tue, Feb 1 ], 2014 at 5:32 PM, Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV <~[!~9~[~:_~£_:~!> wrote: 

Tony, 

You obviously have a great personality m~d don’t take too much too seriously 

~= VIL~NO, A~HONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
Sent; Tuesday, February ~$, 20~4 ~2:~2 PN 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 111 
Subject: Re: Getting Started 
Haha...loaded..I thought I mentioned I am a teacher. 

Everybody around here keeps telling me what a g~eat temn I have mid what great talent I have coming in. If that is tme..I think I can get a bunch to sign on to this. I 

]mow they’ve been shelling out the money for years. Going to t~y to make it happen! I’ll talk to your secretary. 

’I’h~ks! 

Tony- V. 

On Tue, Feb 11, 2014 at 10:52 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV ~mson(a;email.unc.edu> wrote: 

If you are k)aded get the books and v~deos, 
You can order the books from my secretary: She~y Street ~2~2~. The v~deos? Champ~onsffip Productions ~:~:_~Z~:~Z~ 
~f your kids are loaded bring them [o Team Camp. Check i[ out: www.ncgsc.com this is s coscNng schoo~ for you in our methodology and a camp for your kids in 
every session we rum 
And good ku::k to you. ~ think you are going to love R. 
F~m= VIL~NO, A~HONY [mail~:villanoc@bcschoo~s.net] 
Sent~ Saturday, Februa~ 08, 2014 3:21 PM 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Geeing S~ed 
Coach, 
Hem I am, np here in Michigan. I played baseball in college and have coached wrestling at the varsity level lbr many years. Gave that up a tbw yea~ ago. I’ve been a 
math teacher for 18 years and ..... 
I w~ just given the girls soccer progr~ here. I’ve coached my daughter’s youth temn for 6 yems m~d I’ve always believed in copying fiom top sources and will aJways 
adapt and continue to ]ea~. ~er watching some mr heel videos of your practices on YouTu~ it was refreshing for me to finally see a coach I could relate ~. I 
coach in a positive way. 
Many soccer coaches l’ve mn into or watched are so ~11 of themselves and think they m~ the center of the game. l’m sure I have the coaching and teacNng abili~. Ifl 
can make my s~dents work hard and have fun in math class, I can do the same on a soccer field. I have the ~sic techniqnes ready to go. ~ like to inco~orate a lot of 
one touch in trai~fing so they have to think before the ~11, I saw your girls doing some of that on the video. 
Now I just need to orgaNze my thoughts and pl~ out my opera, on. It is quite a lot to tN~ about. They tell me there is ~lent coming in and I’m sure m~y will wat 
to fail becan~ people are like ~at ~)metimes. 
Don’t want to ta2e up your time. We play in the spring here so it won’t be long~ 
One tl~ng I was curious a~ut one of your videos was how you set up your pr~tice competitions and rankings. The girls might have tgn with that mid tD, extra hard. 
easy to ~e your playeB enjoy playing [br yon. Any tips, resources, or ideas would be appreciated. 
Thanks m~d Good Luck ne~ ~1~ a~d in your recmiting~ 

Tony Vil~m~o 
Bay Ci~ Western H.S. 



Tony VillaJao 

Bay City Western H.S. 

Tony Vill~:ao 

Bay CiW Western H.S. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 11:11 AM 

NataJie Dormice Hards < ,@hotmail.com> 

IrE: Getting Stazted 

From; Natalie Dorrance Harris [mailto: 
Sent; Wednesday, February 12, 2014 11:06 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; VILLANO, ANTHONY 
Subject; RE: Getting Started 

Two coaches come for free :). 

Natalie Harris 

NCGSC Team Camp Coordinator 

@hotmail.com] 

From: anson@email.unc.edu 

To: villa noc@ bcschools.net 

CC:            .~hotmail.com 

Subject: RE: Getting Started 

Date: Wed, ~L2 Feb 20~L4 :[5:53:06 +0000 

Tony, 

For the Team Camp, you would sign up with my daughter~ I m’n copying her on this~ 

The b~-’_~st # to bring to Team Camp is 20 (the camp ~s physically exhausting {we have two scrimmages a day attached Lo Lwo [:raining sessions}}. ~A¢hat f recommend to 

aH my h~gh schoo~ coaches ~s to e~ther open ~t up to the JV (as a tryout oppor~:unh:y) OR (and thb is becorning increasingly more popular) team up wRh a buddy who 

coaches e~ther a dub team or anoLber H~gh Schoo~ team so you cs~l get enough numbers. This way you have someone to chat with abouL everything every session. 

One coach comes for free but addit~ona~ coaches only pay room m~d board, 

Sent; Wednesday, Februa~ ~2, 20~4 8:37 AN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Re: Geeing S~ed 

Thanks for the supporH I’m going to make a team trip to N.C. happen. I want to copy offyou and get on the fast trackto making my program awesome. 

Took me 5 seconds online to figure out you are the boss of girls soccer. Why would I reach out to anybody else? 

Pretty sure I will get enough girls...parent supportioversupport is strong. 

I’ll be in touch with secretary to sign up...probably not until March though. 

Take Care, 

Tony V. 

On Tue, Feb ~, 20~4 at 5:32 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You obvh:HJs]y have a great personaHl:y and don’t [aide [oo much too sedously (a critical qual~tv h~ the coaching profession), f ~:hmk you are going to rnake ~1:. 

F~= VIL~NO, A~HONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschoo~s.net] 
Sent; Tuesday, February ~, 20~4 12:12 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Getting Started 

Haha...Ioaded..I thought I mentioned I am a teacher. 

Everybody around here keeps tel ling me what a great team I have and what great talent I have coming in. If that is true..I think I can get a bunch to sign on 

to this. I know they’ve been shelling out the money for years. Going to try to make it happen! I’ll talk to your secretary. 

Thanks! 

Tony V. 

On Tue, Feb 11, 2014 at 10:52 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <._a__r3_s___o___n_____@___e___r__n___a_!_!_.__u___n___c__.__e___d___u_> wrote: 

Tony, 

If you are loaded get the books and videos. 

You can ord~:_~r the books fl’om my secretary: Sh~-Aly S~:re~-:d: 919.-9{’?2- 5220. The videos? Championship ~Yoductions 1..8(}0-g73..27:-~0 

It: your kids are loaded bring them to Team Camp. Check it out: www.ncgsc.com this is a coaching school for you in our med~odology and a camp for your kids in 

every session we run. 

And good luck to yoQ, I think you are going to love it. 

From; VILLANO, ANTHONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
Sent: Saturday, February 08, 2014 3:21 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; Getting Started 

Coach, 

Here I am, up here in Michigan. I played baseball in college and have coached wrestling at the varsity level for many years. Gave that up a few years ago. 

l’ve been a math teacher for 18 years and ..... 

I was just given the girls soccer program here. l’ve coached my daughter’s youth team for 6 years and l’ve always believed in copying from top sources and 

will always adapt and continue to learn. After watching some tar heel videos of your practices on YouTube it was refreshing for me to finally see a coach I 

could relate to. I also coach in a positive way. 

Many soccer coaches l’ve run into or watched are so full of themselves and think they are the center of the game. l’m sure I have the coaching and 

teaching ability. If I can make my students work hard and have fun in math class, I can do the same on a soccer field. I have the basic techniques ready to 

go. I like to incorporate a lot of one touch in training so they have to think before the ball, I saw your girls doing some of that on the video. 



Now I just need to organize my thoughts and plan out my operation. It is quite a lot to think about. They tell me there is talent coming in and I’m sure many 

will want me to fail because people are like that sometimes. 

Don’t want to take up your time. We play in the spring here so it won’t be long! 

One thing I was curious about one of your videos was how you set up your practice competitions and rankings. The girls might have fun with that and try 

extra hard. It’s easy to see your players enjoy playing for you. Any tips, resources, or ideas would be appreciated. 

Thanks and Good Luck next fall and in your recruiting! 

Tony Villano 

Bay City Western H.S. 

Tony Villano 

Bay City Western H.S. 

Tony Villano 

Bay City Western H,S. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 12, 2014 11:18 AM 

NataJie Dormice Harfs < @hotmail.com> 

I~E: Getting Staxted 

Natalie, 

You see how I am recruiting don’t you, We don’t just want teams, we want as many olayers as possible on each team. BTW, how mare/team do we have? And how 

many are nibbling? 

F~: ~atalie Dorrance Harris [mail:o: @hotma[Lcom] 
$e~t: Wednesday, Februa~ ~2, 20~4 ~:06 AH 

Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; V]L~O, A~O~Y 
Subject: RE: Geeing Stared 

Two coaches come for free :). 

Natalie Harris 

NCGSC Team Camp Coordinator 

From: a__n_s__q n_~_ e__m_:a_j_[:. _u_ .n_ c_: e__d_. _u_ 

To: _v_L[j.a__n__o_._c_.@_._b_c__s_.c_h_o_._o_[~:n.e__~ 
c c:         ._@__~t_o_ ~_q.~_ a_!L.__c_ .o_ q~ 
Subject: RE: Getting Started 

Date: Wed, 12 Feb 2014 25:53:06 +0000 

Tony, 

For the Team Camp, you would sign up with my daughter I am copyk~g her or~ th~s 

The best # to bring to Team Camp is 20 {the camp ~s physically exhausting {we have two scrirnmages a day attached Lo Lwo Lra~ning sessions}}. What ~ recommend to 

a~l my h~gh schoo~ coaches ~s to ekher open ~t up to the .iV (as a tryout opportunity) OR (and th~s is becoming increasingly more popular) team up w~th a buddy who 

coaches e~ther a dub team or another H~gh Schoo~ team so you can get enough numbers. Th~s way you have someone to chat with about everything every session. 

One coach comes for free but addil:k?na~ coaches only pay room and board. 

F~m= ~L~NO, A~ONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
Sent; Wednesday, Februa~ ~2, 20~4 8:37 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: ~e~ing S~ed 

Thanks for the support[ I’m going to make a team trip to N.C. happen. I want to cop~ off ~ou and get on the fast track to making m? program awesome. 

Took me 5 seconds online to figure out ~ou are the boss of girls soccer. Whv would I reach out to an~bodv e[se? 

Pretty sure I will get enough girls...parent support/oversupport is strong. 

[’1[ be in touch with secretary to sign up...probab[~ not until March though. 

Take Care, 
Tonv V. 

On Tue, Feb ~, 20~4 at 5:g2 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@ema[I.~nc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

You obviously have a great personality and don’t take too much too seriously (a critical quality ~n the coaching profession). ~ tNnk you are going to make ~t~ 
~: VIL~NO, A~HONY [mail~:z[[[~_£££@b£~gb_#_£[#~_t)A#] 
Sent: Tuesday, February ~, 20~4 ~2:~2 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Getting Started 

Haha...Ioaded..I thought I mentioned I am a teacher. 

Everybody around here keeps tel ling me what a great team I have and what great talent I have coming in. If that is true..I think I can get a bunch to sign on 

to this. I know they’ve been shelling out the money for years. Going to try to make it happen! I’ll talk to your secretary. 

Thanks! 

Tony V. 

On Tue, Feb :1:1, 20:!,4 at :10:52 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Tony, 

It: you are loaded get the books and videos. 

You can order the books from rny secretary: Shelly SLreet 9~9--962-5220. The videos.> Championship Productions ~_-.800-873-.27~0 

If your kids are loaded bring them to Team Camp. Check it out: www.ncgsc.com this is a coaching school for you in our methodology and a camp for your kids in 

ever}, session we ru~l. 

And good k~ck to you. I think you are going to love it. 

From: VIL~NO, A~HONY [mailto:villanoc@bcschools.net] 
Seat; Saturday, Februa~ 08, 2054 3:25 PN 

Tot Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Geeing S~ed 

Coach, 

Here I am, up here in Michigan. I played baseball in college and have coached wrestling at the varsity level for many years. Gave that up a few years ago. 

l’ve been a math teacher for $8 years and ..... 

I was just given the girls soccer program here. l’ve coached my daughter’s youth team for 6 years and l’ve always believed in copying from top sources and 

will always adapt and continue to learn. After watching some tar heel videos of your practices on YouTube it was refreshing for me to finally see a coach I 

could relate to. I also coach in a positive way. 

Many soccer coaches l’ve run into or watched are so full of themselves and think they are the center of the game. l’m sure I have the coaching and 



teaching ability. If I can make my students work hard and have fun in math class, I can do the same on a soccer field. I have the basic techniques ready to 
go. I like to incorporate a lot of one touch in training so they have to think before the ball, I saw your girls doing some of that on the video. 
Now I just need to organize my thoughts and plan out my operation. It is quite a lot to think about. They tell me there is talent coming in and I’m sure many 
will want me to fail because people are like that sometimes. 
Don’t want to take up your time. We play in the spring here so it won’t be long! 
One thing I was curious about one of your videos was how you set up your practice competitions and rankings. The girls might have fun with that and try 
extra hard. It’s easy to see your players enjoy playing for you. Any tips, resources, or ideas would be appreciated. 
Thanks and Good Luck next fall and in your recruiting! 

Tony Villano 
Bay City Western H.S. 

Tony Villano 
Bay City Western H.S. 

Tony Villano 

Bay City Western H,S. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 3:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Se,~t.f!°om my Eerizou Wireless 4(5 L)"k" L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: . ’@gmail.com> 
To: "Dorrance, £1bertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" <bpalladino@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" ~dncar@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coach Dorrance 
Hello this is from 
able to colne watch my gaines: 

¯ My team will be playing in the next weekend¯ My schedule is listed below and I hope you are 

® 

® 

® 

I was also honored recently by being named as a candidate tbr 

My coach lbr and his contact information is below: 

Player of the Yeaz. Below is the link to the a~icle. 

Thanks, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 3:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @gmaJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I am graduating in the year of I play for the 

is my coach.            ~Tyahoo.com) I am participating m the 
and would love for you to come see me play! 

out of 
on Saturday, 

and 

Thank you and hope to see ya there! 

-Deuteronomy 31:6- 

"Be strong and courageous. Do not fear or be in dread of them, for it is the Lord your God who goes with you. He will not leave you or forsake you." 



Waiting on Financial Packages 

It’s that time of year again to create financial aid packages and lock down your roster So this 

week on Recruiting Education OnDemand Dan Tudor is discussing Waiting on Financial 

Packages and what you can do to move the process forward. 

Click here to watch toda~isode and to catch up on any previous episodes you may 

have missed! 

Want direct access to student-athletes that fit your needs? 

Register for your free NCSA Reruitin~ Management System 

to start connecting with recruits today! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, February 12, 2014 3:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~ @gmail.com> 

Fwd: Don’t miss Hofstra Universib’ Head Basketball Coach, Joe Mihalich on RSN Podcast TODAY! 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Don’t miss Hofstra Universi~ Head Basketball Coach, Joe Mihalich on RSN Podcast TODAY! 

From: Recruiting Sports Network <rsn2@recruitingsportsnet.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~J.unc.edu> 
CC: 

}-I:~’.,i}~.q [[edble vi~,,,~’ii~g this er/i~ii’? click here 

Hofstra University Men’s Basketball Head Coach, Joe Mihalich will be joining ’The Recruiting 
Coaches’ podcast presented by RSN, LIVE today at 5 PM EST. Coach Mihalich has coached 
alongside legends and led his teams to several DI league championships and postseason 
appearances. Learn about what coaches are looking for, and hear it from a Head Coaches’ 

perspective. 

’The Recruiting Coaches’ podcast on Blog Talk Radio with former head coaches Pete Strickland and 
RSN Founder, George White airs Wednesdays at 5PM. Listen weekly for recruiting tips, insight into 

college athletics, questions and answers from listeners, guest interviews, and current events. 

RSN is here to help you get recruited! We strive to provide you with as much content and insight as 
possible in order to successfully navigate the often frustrating and difficult recruiting process. Visit 
RSN for more information. 

Call in to listen (347.637.2076) or click here for or~line audio 

We hope you tune in! 

The RSN Team 

GET RECRUITED 

__S__~g!L_u__p for freebies __s_p___e___cj__aJ__s____a_!_Ld____u_j~___d___a__t__e___s_!_ 

Unsubscribe I Manaee Subscription i Forward Email I Report Abuse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:55 PM 

@rocketmail.com> 

Re: internship reco~nmendation 

Love to do it! I think you are a great kid! Did you do that survey for me? Quid pro quo! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizon tl%eie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

@rocketmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

I am applying for a summer internship at the                           , where I would be working in a lab everyday for a couple months 
over the summer and was wondering if you would be able to write a recommendation for me. It would be due no later than 11:30 PM. If 
you want to take a more in depth look at the program here is a link as well 

It seems like a great program and a great opportunity for me since I want to get involved in the medical field after my last year here at UNC next 
year. I also learned that     father actually works with    and he seemed to have a lot of positive things to say about the program as well! 
Another thing about the recommendation letter is that I think it would be submitted electronically since on my application it has a space for me to 
provide the contact information of my references so that they could send you an email with directions on exactly how to go about the 
recommendation letter and submission of it. 

Again I would greatly appreciate it if you were able to! Looking forward to hearing back! 

Thanks Anson! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 5:24 PM 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

Re: Can’t make it today 

Tim Nash <tim@greensboro united.org> wrote: 

Hey Anson, I can’t make it to see you today. Too much ice. 
Tim Nash 

General Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 

336 358 8030 

www,greensborounited.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:28 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Alber~t A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edw~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My nmne is             I mn looking forward to this weekend’s to play in the              As I was browsing through the colleges that where attending the 

showcases I was thrilled to find one of my top chooses for universi~ in the list, University of NorthCarolina. So if you see me at the field and are curious to know more 

about me here is a little summary. Currently am in my sophomore year in high school with a great start as a freshinma. I was red~ fortunate to be able to accomplish 

everything I set out to achieve on my freshmen year. I fiNsh the year with a GPA on honors and AP courses. Became a starter player in my varsity soccer and water 

polo team and was awm~led most valuable rookie athlete of the year along with maintafining a 100% attendance record in all of my school years so far. I have been 

veD’ busy as a high school freshman, but that had not kept me fi~om working as hard in my soccer club pertbrmance. I tried out for the three top teams in and out of my 

area and have been chosen for all three. I chose the one that word give me the most opportunity to attend college showcases along with a very experienced coach and 

of course that was the one furthest to from my home ( 45mins away). I promised my parents that the challenge was not going to interfere with nay commitment and so 

thr I have not missed one practice and was named captain of my reran. I also was accepted into the           program which will bring out the best in me 

acadetnically tbr the next m,o years. As I grew up I was a husky little girl that all my mother wanted for me was to be healthy and play outside. I was never told to diet 

or that I was too heavy to play sports, I was always encouraged to make good chooses for my body and mind and so I did. I have enjoyed soccer since I was 7 years 

old and have grown a deep passion for the game. My dream is to play for the national team one day and be an example to all kids of how great your body could be for 

you when you take care of it. As I swam through my childhood years I grew a love for the water as well. With a love for surfing this summer at 15years old I obtained 

my lifeguard, CPR, first AID, and AED certification as I want to give back to my commuNU in the best way I know how by teaching kids how to swim and hopefully 

never need my lifeguard skills. Attached you will find pictures of some of my plays mad some contact i~fformation. I don’t have videos yet but I roll be getting ,some this 

season. I will be sending you them as I have them available. But for now I’m ve~ excited to be a part of the amazing opportuNU to show colleges mad Universities 

what I have to offer them as a soccer player for their institulion. As I have always been a highly dedicated and committed student athlete, there is no doubt I will be a 

great asset to your institution and team. Thank you tbr taking your time to read this email. 

See you at the tield, 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 5:29 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: ECNL Event 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ECNL Event 

From: @ya]~oo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" ~<tucax@unc.edu~ 
CC: 

Hi~ 

If you guys are going to the ECNL Event in 
Here is my schedule: 

next weekend, I ~vould love for you to come watch me play! I am still veW interested in playing soccer and going to school at U2x,-C. 

Thank you’. 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 5:32 PM 

Ken Hudson <kchudson@knology.net> 

Re: UMSL Hall Of Fame 

Ken, you and your kids deser~’ed respect. I am happy to have been tl~e individuaJ extending it!! All tl~e bes~t from the Tar Heels of North Caxolina. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Ken Hudson <kchudson@knology.net~ wrote: 

Anson, 
I want to thank you for my i 98i and 1982 women’s teams at the University of Missouri - St. Louis for your kind words on video at their induction into the UMSL Sports Hall of 
Fame. Your video segment quieted the room and my former players were impressed and awed. Thanks again for your comments and I wish you continued success with your 
Tarheel program. Look forward to seeing you at future NSCAA conventions. 
Ken Hudson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

..pdf 

Sent from my ~’eri.~on t~’ireles’,~" 415 LI~’ 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: 

From:_    ~ _                       @aol.com> 
To: "DolTance, Albeln[ A IV" <~a~son@email.uuc.edt~-,"Palladino, George W" <bpaJladino@uuc.edu> 

CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, Coach Palladino 
My name is and I want to introduce myself to the University of North Carolina Women’s soccer program. I play for the 

Team, coached by I am the starting attacking center mid and I also have experience playing forward and defensive center mid. 
had a great     season, we won the                                      and got to experience playing at          It was definitely 

an honor to be competing against the top 3 teams in the country. I also earned a spot on the "Best 11 Players" list at Nationals for my age group. 
finished our fall season strong with a first place finish in the                        I am looking forward to returning to the 

in     this summer to defend our 
Competing in National League was amazing and the competition was awesome. I was very excited to be named in National League. 

are training hard and looking forward to the     National League season. 
will be competing in the following spring season tournaments: 

My jersey number is I hope you can come out to see me and my team play. 

I am on the team and I was selected to attend the 
composite team. I am very excited to be representing my country and region at this event. 

I am also am on the State team and I will be competing in the 

The team went undefeated at the 
and our second game will be Sunday,    at 8:30am. My           jersey number is 

watch one of my games. 
I am working hard in all of my classes at school and I finished the fall semester with a 
I have attached my soccer resume to this email. 
Sincerely, 

: starting with the 

in at the 
We will be playing at 3:00 pm on 

’, if you are attending this event, hope you can come 

/5.0 GPA and I have a class rank of /499. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)c, 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 5:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: PCC Upcoming Events - Are you on our list? 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: PCC Upcoming Fxents - Are you on our list? 

From: Premier College Combines <info@premiercollegecombine.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edu~’~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach, 

We wanted to make sure you knew about our upcoming Premier Combine ~ Clinics. 

We are getting ready to publish our first coaches list for some of these events. Are 

you p~anning on coming? if so, we would ~ike to be able to add your program to the 

We still have a ~ew openings for trainers at these events. Please let us know ff you 

are interested. 

We hope to see you or another member of your staff there. 

Click here to Register 

Upcoming Events 

Pittsburgh College Combine - All High School Ages 
February 16, 2014     P~SA Complex, Cheswick, PA 

Boys Combine & Clinic begins at 10:30 AM 

Girls Combine & Clinic begins between I:00 PM and 2:00 PM 

{~mmediatel¥ follo~ving the Boys Combine} 

Philadelphia Area College Combine - All High School Ages 

February 17, 2014 The 422 SportsP~ex, Pottstown, PA, 

10:00 AM to 2:00 PM 

Boston Area College Combine - A~l High School Ages 

February 22, 2024 North Shore Arena, Topsfield, Mass. 

Boys Combine & Clinic begins at 3:00 PM 

GMs Combine & C~{nic beg{ms between 5:30 PM and 6:30 PM 

(Immediately following the Bogs Combime) 

Binghamton College Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

February 23, 2014 Gtr Binghamton Sports Complex, Binghamton, NY 

12:00 AM to 4:00 PM 

New Jersey College Comb{me Clinic - All High School Ages 

March 1, 2014 Inman Sports Club, Edison, NJ 

11:00 AM to 3:00 PM 

Buffalo Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

March 2, 2014     Sahlen’s Sports Park, Buffalo, NY 

~:30 PM to 7:00 PM 

Florida College Combine Clinic - All High School Ages 

March 7, 2014 IMG Academy, Bradenton, FL 

2:00 PM to 5:00 PM 



indianapolis College Combine & Clinic - All High School Ages 

March 15, 2014 TAB Church, indianapolis, iN 

Boys Combine & Clinic begins at 12:00 PM 

Gir~s Combine & C~inic begins at 3:00 PM 

If you have not yet registered, you can register now for all of our events at 
._w___~;__c_9_!!__e_~q_e___c___o____m____b__!__n___e__.__c____o____m__, send an email to .i___n__f___o__@. ~p~r~e~m~!~e~r~c~!~e~g~e~c~m~b~!~n~e~‘~c~m~r 

click here. 
Please register as soon as possible. We will be listing the names of each registered 
program for this event. We will also link your program’s name directly to your 
college’s soccer website. 

The Following Programs have registered as of 2/12/203.4 

Pittsburgh - February 16, 2014 

Baldwin Wallace University Men 

Baldwin Wallace University Women 

Bethany College Men 

Bethany College Women 

Cedar Crest College Women 

Chatham University Women 

Duquesne University Women 

D’Youville College Women 

Edinboro University Women 

Franciscan University of SteubenviHe Men 

Geneva College Men 

Grove City College Women 

Hiram College Women 

Indiana University of PA Women 

Johnson State College Women 

La Roche College Men 

La Roche College Women 

Louisburg College Women 

Lyndon State College Women 

Mount Vernon Nazarene University Women 

Notre Dame College Men 

Notre Dame College Women 

NYIT Women 

Penn State Harrisburg Women 

Point Park University Women 

Richmond int. Academic & Soccer 

Academy 
Men 

Richmond Int. Academic & Soccer 

Academy 
Women 

Saint Vincent College Women 

St. Vincent College Men 

Thiel College Men 

Thiel College Women 

University of Mount Union Men 

University of New Haven Men 

University of Pittsburgh at Greensburg Women 

West Liberty University Women 

Westminster College Men 

Westminster College Women 

Wheeling Jesuit University Women 

Philadelphia - Februan/17, 2014 

Albright College Women 

Alvernia University Women 

Cabrini College Women 

Cedar Crest College Women 

Centenary college Women 

DeSales University Women 

Eastern University Women 



Elizabethtown College Women 

Gwynedd-Mercy College Men 

Hamilton College Women 

Louisburg College Women 

Notre Dame College Men 

NY~T Women 

Penn State Harrisburg Women 

Richmond int. Academic & Soccer 
Academy 

Men 

Richmond int. Academic & Soccer 
Academy 

Women 

Rutgers Camden University Men 

Saint Joseph’s University Women 

Thiel College Women 

University of Pennsylvania Women 

Westminster College Men 

Westminster College Women 

Wheeling Jesuit University Women 

Widener University Men 

Wittenberg University Men 

Boston - February 22, 2014 

Anna Maria College Men 

Becker College Men 

Cedar Crest College Women 

Daniel Webster college Women 

Emmanue~ College-Boston Women 

Green Mountain College Men 

Hamilton College Women 

Johnson State College Women 

Lycoming College Women 

Merrimack College Women 

Mol~oy College Men 

Mol~oy College Women 

Newbury College Men 

Plymouth State University Women 

Roger Williams University Women 

Southern New Hampshire University Women 

Southern Vermont College Men 

St. Joseph’s College of Maine Women 

Univ. Maine at Farmington Men 

University of New Haven Men 

Wittenberg University Men 

Binghamton - February 23, 2014 

Alfred University Women 

Cedar Crest College Women 

College at Brockport Women 

College of Mount Saint Vincent Men 

D’Youville College Women 

Hamilton College Women 

Johnson State College Women 

La Roche College Men 

Louisburg college Women 

Lyndon State College Women 

Molloy College Men 

Molloy College Women 

Richmond Inter. Academic and Soccer 

Academy 
Men 

Richmond Inter. Academic and Soccer 

Academy 
Women 

Rochester Inst. Of Technology Men 

Southern Vermont College Men 



SUNY CobleskiH Men 

SUNY Oneonta Women 

University of New Haven IMen 

Wells College Women 

Wittenberg University Men 

if you have already registered and are not on this list please let us know so that we 

may correct our error, 

Dear Coach, 

We want to extend an invitation for you to join us for our Premier College Combines. 

These events will allow high school players to showcase their talents in a 6v6 format 

in front of college coaches during the winter months. 

You can register now for all of our events at www.collegecombine.com, send an email 

to info@premiercollegecombine.com or click here. Please register as soon as possible. 

We will be listing the names of each registered program for this event. We will also 

link your program’s name directly to your college’s soccer website. 

We would like to invite you and/or members of your staff to attend. We will provide 

each college with a book containing the resumes of each participant. Please let us 

know if you are planning on sending representation. We want to make sure that we 

have enough resume books for you and your staff. 

if you have any questions or suggestions concerning this event, please don’t hesitate 

to contact us at 216-781-1010 or email us at info@premiercollegecombine.com 

Thank you for your help in making these annual events a success. We could not do 

this without your support. 

Ed Bernstein 

Premier College Combines 

216-78/~-1010 

you have any questions, email us at info® premiercolie~ecombine.com 

or call us at 216-781-1010 
You can register online at www.colle~ecombine.corn 

www, col~ eq eco~ bi ne 

Forward email 

This email was sent to ~n~n@uncaa.unc,ed~i by info@premiercolleqecombine,com 

Update Pi~fije/Emajj Address ][rlsta~lt ieme,;al witil SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Po[icv. 

Premier Harketing Group, inc. :: 2530 Superior Avenue #201 Cleveland :: OH :: 44114 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 5:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Coach cus~tomer, three British players you catft miss out on 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Coach customer, three British players you cm~’t miss out on 

From: Robbie Carroll <info@gosoccercollegeusa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.unc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Hey Coach, 

Unbelievably, these three student athletes are still available for Fall 
2014. By clicking on each name you will see video of players who 
will add talent and ability to your roster. 

Joe Stephenson - Joe can play anywhere in the midfield or forward 
positions and is currently studying A-Levels at Huddersfield New 
College in West Yorkshire where he is an extremely likable and 
popular member of this years roster for the Football Development 
Centre. He has a fantastic technical ability and excellent physical 



attributes with a determination to succeed that stands out. 

Joseph spent a year at Huddersfield Town Academy under 16’s - 
17’s where he scored in the first game of the season from 35 yards 
against Manchester City’s Academy. Joe has also played for 
Bradford City Academy Under 17’s. 

SAT SCORES:- 

TEST SCORE 
Critical Reading - 660 
Math - 620 
Writing - 570 

Reece Farnhill - Reece is currently at Wakefield College, studying 
BTEC Sports Performance and Excellence where he is a very 
reliable, excellent team member of the Football Development 
Centre. He is a disciplined midfielder who works tirelessly 
throughout matches and during training. 

Playing for Wakefield Football Academy who compete in the 
England Colleges Football Association Division Reece was part of 
the team who won the England Colleges Football Association 
Division ECFA Premier Cup and was awarded the Players Player of 
the year trophy. Reece also plays for Wakefield City FC where he 
helped the team win the Cyril Craven Challenge Cup. 

SAT SCORES:- 

TEST SCORE 
Critical Reading 470 
Math - 420 
Writing 410 

Ben Harrison - Ben is studying BTEC Level 3 Sports Performance 
and Exercise Science at Huddersfield New College in West 
Yorkshire, playing for the Football Development Centre, who 
compete in the England Colleges Football Association Division. He 
is not only a talented sportsman but also an individual who is 
prepared to take advice and deliver to the highest standard. 

Ben has played for the following Professional Football Academy’s: 

Bradford City 
Blackburn Rovers 
Leeds United 

Ben was also invited to extended trails for Huddersfield Town and 
Manchester United. Bay Athletics Player of the Year, the year they 
became Division 2 Champions, scoring 14 goals in 13 games. 

SAT SCORES:- 

TEST SCORE 
Critical Reading 440 
Math - 530 
Writing 450 

In addition to these three players we also have others that you may 
be interested in. If you don’t want to miss out, please ring me on 903 
571 2984. It could be the best call you make this year 

Yours in Sport 

Robbie 

Robbie Carroll (903-571-2984) 

US Placement & Development Director 

Go Soccer College USA 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmail¯com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Clms" ~<tucax@unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Do~rance and Coach Ducar~ 

Hi my name is I am a sopho~nore at 

participated in and in our team made it to the final four of the 

school freshman year. 

and I play for the                          ~ in              . In     we 

¯ I am a starter at outside defense, and made the varsity team at my high 

I am beginning to look at ,schools and I am very interested in your program for both academics and soccer¯ I am going to be at the              ., this weekend, 
weatherpennitting, and I would enjoy it ifyou would come to watch me play. I am on team number wea~ngwhite, and mll be number . My schedule is: 

I would also love to set up a time to visit you and the school to learn more¯ I will let you know when we make those plans. 

If you have any questions feel free to contact          at:              o~           ,~p,~nad.co~n or      ~ 

or            at       ~gmail.com 

Thank you, 

.coin 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 5:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @cuemail.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

My name is            I mn 16 years old and I live in               . I attend                       where I play soccer there as well as my club team 

The positions I play are center midfield m~d stopper. I’ve always had a passion for the game ever since I staxted playing. I spend a lot of 

offtime training as well all year round. UNC has been one of my dream schools mad top choice gromng up, and the women’s soccer team has been one of my favorites. 

The program has always inspired me to to go beyond and keep chasing for my dream of attending this college. Thank you for your lime. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)9 

Thursday,                5:40 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Hello 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Hello 

From: @yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson: 

Hope all is well, although we are being socked in with this winter weather, I am training and was selected to attend asthe 

for 

I hope you will come and watch me play. 

All My Bes~t, 

atthe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 5:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Elite 120 College Showcase - College Coach invitalion 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Elite 120 College Showcase - College Coach invitation 

From: GSI SPORTS <hsavage@gcitravel.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edu> 
CC: 

2o±4 ELITE ~2o College Showcase 
Overland Park Soccer Complex 

Feb 21-23, 20"I~ 

Dear Coach, 

We look forward to welcoming you to Overland Park for the 20~4 Elite ~20 College Showcase 

tournament where we have ~20 great teams from across the Midwest attending. 

If you havent registered to attend please click here: https:/iregister.htgsports.net/coach 

SCHEDULE NOW POSTED!! 

http:/iwww.htqsports.net/scorinq/brackets.aspx?EventlD=~639 links to team schedule, 

directions, field layout etc. 

SCHEDULE of EVENTS 

FRIDAY - Feb 2~ 

Games will kick off on Friday night at 6:3opm! Check in at the Main building at the Complex. We 

have a hospitality room set for you where you can sign in and pick up player profile books grab a 

cup of coffee or a cold drink! We have 48 teams playing on Friday night under the lights...6:3opm 

& 8:oopm kick offs! 

COLLEGE COACHES SOCIAL at FUTBOL CLUB KC from 9:3opm - ~2:ooam - Grab a pint with 

fellow coaches! 

SATURDAY - Feb 22 

9:aDam College Coaches breakfast (coffee, juice, bagels provided by Panera Bread 

- OP Soccer Complex, player profiles, tournament schedules and field maps will be provided 

9:asam College Showcase matches begin. 

aa:ooam - 2:oopm College Coaches lunch provided by Chic Fil A - OP Soccer Complex hospitality 

room. 

6:oopm - 8:oopm - College Coaches Dinner provided by SALSARITAS!! OP Soccer Complex 

hospitality room. 

8:oopm - Last Game Kick of!!! 

SUNDAY- Feb23 

8:3Dam College Coaches breakfast - OP Soccer Complex 

9:ooamGSl College Showcase matches beg in - OP Soccer Complex 

&&:3Dam - 2:oopm College Coaches lunch 

3:oopm - Last matches kick of!! 

5:oopm College Showcase matches end. 

If you have any questions please emai! me at hsavaqe@qcitraveLnet 

Huw Sa vage 
GS! SPORTS 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent Lo anson@emaikunc.edu by hsavaqe@qcitravel.rlet 
Update Profile/EmailAddress £nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy. 

GSI SPORTS 5360 College Blvd :: Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 5:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris <~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Soccer Scouting Tour: April 2014, Germany 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Soccer Scouting Tour: April 2014, Germany 

From: Simon Jansel~ ~gmail.com> 

To: 

CC: 

Dear Coach, 

As promised, I am contacting you regading my upcoining Scouting Tour offer. The German Soccer Federation, DFB, has just released their tournament dates 
and the U16 State Tounamnent takes place from April llth until 15th, 2014. 

Please let me know if you want me to send you an official tour offer, which yon can discuss ruth your Coaching Staff’and AD for financial purposes. Therefore, I would 

appreciate you letting me know your preferred arrival & departure dates and the nnmber of tour participants. 

I look lbrward to hearing from you and hope you have the possibility to participate on my soccer scouting tour mid of April 2014 in Germany. 

Sincere regards ficom Fmnldhrt Ci~, 

Simon 

PS.: Please note that each coach or coaching s~ffparticipantJs is independent mad on his ow~ and most importantly, has my personal support! You will not be 

recognized or seen as a "group of college coaches" during yonr stay I will try to get you all necessa~’ tournanlent information (for example players list, which you would 

not be able to get by yourself), hotel accommodation, guest lecture, tickets for a professional Bundesliga Men or Women match, cily information, state coaches contact 

details, an "after scoutin~ service" of the U16 State Tournament, etc. 

Simon Jansen 

Mobile 

~g~nail.co~n 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)c. 

Thursday, February 13, 2014 5:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: CHANGE OF DATE: New Jersey Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: CHANGE OF DATE: New Jersey Showcase 

From: NJCBS <tom@njcollegeshowcase.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.unc.edu:> 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

www.njcolleges howcase.com 

:: ~:*:2 :: NJCBS LOGO 

CHANGE OF DATE NOTICE ! 
New dates; March 29 - 30, 2014 

The registration deadline is March lO, 2014! 
Club administrators please forward this to your coaches. 

All games are played at, Drum Point Soccer Complex, Brick, NO. 
Our field layout is designed to maximize exposure to the college 
coaches. 

~ on the fields where the college coaches are 
sitting, they do not need to go find your reran. 

Limited number of spots available. Do not get left out of 
this East Coast tradition. 

The SHO\VCASE; U16,17,18,19 
4 - 60 minute games 

Fee 8800.00, 
Player profiles provided to college coaches attending 

3 person ref system 

The FESTIVAL (pre - showcase); U~5 
3 - 60 minute games 

1 championship game per group 

Fee $600.00, 
All games played on same site as Showcase 

3 person ref system 

MISSION 
Display high school aged playm~ in front of as mm~y college coaches as 

possible, hopefully opening dialogues towa, ds a college education, supported 



N by collegiate soccer participation.                                   JN 

Forward this email 

This email was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu b~, tom@, njcolleqeshowca~.com 
instant removal ’,~,ith ~’,__a__f_e__U__t~__s__u__b__s__c__rj_b___e.~’~ [_)_r_Lv__a__c_g__[~__o_]i_c_~_. 

N‘1CBS Brick Brick :: I1.1 0872~t 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 5:47 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

Re: Info 

Tom, my fingers are crossed! 

Se~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tI~ire[e,~s 4G L2’l: ]DROID 

Tom Byer <tom@tomsa~.com> wrote: 

And?n, 

I have let Sunil know I have some decisions to make and he’s assured me he will get back this week. I had postponed ~ny return trip to the UK and instead went to NY 

to meet Sunil. I just received the below message just now asking me when I can reschedule back to London to meet ruth the FA’s Commission. This along with 

Cm~ada and the Malaysian Sports Minister requesting a meet. And I’ve got Brad Friedel from Tottenhaa~ constantly lobbying on Under Annour’s behalf to meet with 

the Founder Kevin Plank to do a deal. I will wait it out to see what Sunil comes back with. I’m in China flying back to Tokyo this morning. It’s all coming to a head 
soon and thanks for your advice’. 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

ttttp://toms~.com 

Sent from ~ny iPhone 

Begin tbm’a~ded message: 

From: Glenn Hoddle        ~hotmail.com> 

Date: Februa~ 12, 2014 at 3:09:08 AM GMT+8 
To: Tom Byer <tom~tomsan.com> 

Subject: Re: Info 

Hi Tom. I have asked that we see members of the FA Commission,can you let me know any dates you will be in England and I will set up a meeting lbr 

you to show them what you have been working on for many years a~d the Results. Ma~y Thanks Glenn 

Sent fiom my iPad 

On 13 Jan 2014, at 13:45, "Torn Byer" <totn~)tomsan.com> wrote: 

Hi Gleam, 

Hope you are well’. 

Jusl checking in betbre PM and I book our Flights. Can you confirm any meetings on the 27th yet? 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 C~onp 

Http://tomsa~.com 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 2, 2014, at 5:02 PM, Glenn Hoddle ~hotma~l.com> wrote: 

tti Tom leave that with me. I think an ttour at a thll on Commission will be very doubffhl, but we have had ma~y sub meetings 

that get reported back to "the main board I think this will be the way we do this. I will come back with a date. This could be 

more flexible Ibr you uJ~so. Of there are some dates that would suit you better let me know by the weekend. Cheers Glenn 

Sent fiom my iPhone 

On 2 Jan 2014, at 02:55, "Tom Byer" <tom~tomsan.com> wrote: 

Hi Glenn, 



Sorry tbr the delay in replying, Happy New Year! I hope you’re enjoying with your family mad great to see Spurs 

mn against Man U! 

The FA commission presentation on the January 27th is doable, ~ could you please confirm asap ~ we can 

~n~ke the appropriate arraaagements. We’d need at least 60 minutes or more and the abili~ to present thin a 

projector onto a screen ruth my Mac m~d iPad. 

Also, could yon let us know who roll be in attendance from the conunission on the 27th if possible. 

Best Regards, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 
E-Mail: tom@tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http :iiwww.tomsan .com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

On Dec 23, 2013, at 5:44 PM, Glenn Hoddle ?~hotmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Tom. Great to see you as well. There are FA meetings on the 27 th Jm~. And Feb 12th. If you 

are in England on either date would like to tty and get yon to p~esent to the Commission. Let me 

know if this is possible. If not I will have to think of another way. Have a great Xmas and speak 

soon. Glenn 

Sent t?om my iPhone 

On 23 Dec 2013, at 00:49, "Tom Byer" <tom~b~tomsa~.com> wrote: 

Hi Glem~, 

It was a pleasme mtg with you during my trip to London. Thaaak you for taldng the time 

out frotn your busy schedule to meet. I know Paul has been in touch af[er our tntg and 

we look forward to discussing ways we may be able to work together in the fi~ture. 

Have a Merry Christmas and a Happy Nee Year! 

Best Regaxds 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Http://tomsan.com 

Sent fiom my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 5:52 PM 

Fwd: Tom Byer 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: Re: Tom Byer 

From: Tom Byer <tom@tomsan.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-* 
CC: 

Anson,~ 

I have your dates for the A~enal visit but can you reconfirm them for me? They are in my Mac and I’ll double check as soon as I land in TokTo this afternoon. I roll be 

meeting Arsene’s Agent when I remm and want to lock it in. 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Ht~p://tomsan.com 

Sent from tny iPhone 

On Feb 12, 2014, at 4:50 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~email.unc.e&~> wrote: 

5unil is a smart guy~ Let him know you are under some pressure right now and give him an honorable deadline. Obviously, do not try to strong arm 
h~m and p~ease know he can pick up the phone and call the association you are dealing w~th and find out ~f you are fleecing h~m. ~ want you to be our 
guy it1 [:he worst way. You are ~he answer for us ~m~ Suni~ knows my suppor~ o[ you. ~t~lL there are n~any voices ~n our t~ation~ ~e~de~ship ~n~t [Trine ~s 
not the strongest (it would p~ob~b]y be Dan F~vrm). ~ do have some swing or1 [:he won~en’s s~de but evet~ theft ~s not the most powerfu~ i:~]i~t~orn~ 
(obviously), even though we have had success. 

~m~ Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
N~ntl Sunday, Februa~ 09, 2014 10:~2 PN 
T~ Darrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Fwd: Tom Byer 
Anso~ 
Confidentially, below is the mes~ge I received them Tab las~ week. rm not sure whew all of this is going. I have a t~w big decisions to make regarding 

what direction I go in China, Indonesia, and the UK. I sent a message to&y to Sunil to ~k if there is any timeline for gening back to me. rm al~ out of 

contract with adkNs and Under ~our is pushing me to do a ve~~ good deal. I don’t ~ow if that would be poison for wor~ng with US Soccer or not 

because of the Nike relationship.? Because Sunil ~ked me to keep our meetings confidential, I can’t even let on to Joe Elsmore at Nike ~at I met with 

Suml and everyone else, wNch would surely up my value m do a deal with Nike. It’s frustrating ~canse I have no idea what SuN1 will come back to me 

with. And super confidential, I have no idea how they found about at~ut my work but I have the Secreta~- General of the Canadian FA ~ng me to 

meet to discuss wor~ng together. I’m tom be~veen what to do ~canse on the business side of things as a professional, I have to do what’s best for my 

company and my family financially. I’m ~’ing to hold offcommining to any other groups until Suml comes back m me. rm ~ing to pfioritise the U.S. but I 

don’t ~ow how long I can w~t until Suml has sometNng substantial to o~r. Have you heard an?lhing ~om Nm since our meetings? 

Tom Bger 
~-Maik tom~tomsan.com 
Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http:i!www.tomsan.com 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: Tab Ramos <._T_____R____a__!~_9__s__@___u___s___s_9___c__c_e__E:__9___r_g> 

Subject: Re: Tom Byer 
Date: February 5, 2014 11:56:25 PM GMT+09:00 

To: Torn Byer <_t__o_____m___@_t___o____m_____s___a___n___;__c___o_____m__> 
Hello Tom, 

The pleasure is certainly mine. You have accotnplished so much! We appreciate you setting time aside to meet. 

I just returned on Monday from our gmne against South Korea where I briefly discussed your presentation ruth Sunil. We will be meeting once again late 
next week and I roll follow up afler. 

Besides all of the time and work you have dedicated to promote and teach the game the App you put together is amazing and the idea of being on TV 

even, day teaching the game to child~en is ve~ attractive from a US Soccer standpoint mad hopefully from an MLS standpoint as well. In addition the 

thought of beginning to teach the game at two mad three years of age rather than at five or six is without a doubt something for us to think about. As you 
know we do not live in a ~ccer culture but we will always be working rewards making it one. 

Thank you again a~d I will get back to you in the next few weeks. 

In the mea~time if there is a~Uthing I cm~ do for you plea~ let me know. 

Tab 

Tab Ramos 

USSF Youth Technical Director 

Head Coach U.S. U20 National Team 

732-619-8407 

www~ussoccer.com 

On Feb 5, 2014, at 1:34 AM, "Tom Byer" <tom(a)~tom~n.com> wrote: 

Tab, 

It was great finally tneeting you, thanks for your time. I hope there is something I can do to contribute to US Soccer a~er spending an entire 

career outside of my Homeland! 

I’m waiting for Sunil to get back to me afler he’s gotten feedback from you and the others. 

Good luck and I hope our paths cross once more in the future! 

Best Regards, 

Tom 

Tom Byer 

E-Mail: torn@tornsan,corn 

Mobile: 

K.K. T3 
The Tomsan Brand - Realizing the Potential - 
http://www.tornsan.corn 

Minato Ku, Minami Aoyama 6-6-22 
Luna Rossa Minami Aoyama 2F 
Tel: 03-4590-6658 / Fax: 03-3498-8877 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 12:14 PM 

World Football Academy <info@wofldfootballacademy.com> 

Re: WFA USA 

Yes. I mn coming. Can you hold my price down? Raytnond, your ideas are excellent. We are all looldng fo~-wayd to your 3 day seminar here in Chapel Hill North 

Carolina. 

World Football Academy <inlb@worldtbotbaJlacademy.com> wrote: 

Hello Anson, 
From Raymond I heard that you will be attending the 3rd Expert Meeting in South Africa from 19-24 June next. 
Could you please confirm this to me, so we can reserve your seat? 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Van: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Verzonden; woensdag 15januad 2014 16:36 

Aan-" Vincent van Driel 0NFA) 
Onderwerp: RE: WFA USA 

No l~roblem using my t:ootage from the interview in gr~sterdam~ I ar~ a huge fan of Raymor~d"s and his ideas for Player Developr~ent. [ ~ook forward ~o seeing Nm 

A]~ the bestl 

F~m= Vincent van Driel ~FA) [mailto:vincent.vandriel@worldfootballacademy,com] 
Sent= Tuesday, ]anua~ ~4, 20~4 ~:04 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
C¢= ’Raymond Verheijen’ 
Subject; WFA USA 

Hello Anson, 
Hope you’re do~ng fine[ You w~ll probably be busy preparing your trip to Philadelphia or you might already be there[ 
I will not be meeting you in pemon this time, but Raymond will have a meeting with you as he told me. 
Just informing you that we are preparing our USA launch at the moment, the website is almost finished in concept. As the inteNiew with you in Amsterdam was really great, 
we have added it to the frontpage (hope you don’t mind :-). 

You can visit the websffe here: w~.worldfootballacademyusa.com. 
I am aware that you agreed with publication of the inte~iew, but just wanted to check with you now it is ready. If you have any other suggestions, please let us know. 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Vincent van Drie~ 
Director of Operations 

P,O, 8ox 48, 1190 ,,’-v:~, OudeH<erk a/d Amstel, The Netherlands 
t3ur~, Stramanw,~g 102T, ~,01 AA, Amsterdam, Th,~ N,~[hedar!ds 
T ~-31 20 472 19,92 
F +31 20 472 1,993 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 14, 2014 1:51 PM 

.la~n Sisnems t ~gmaJl.com); ~aol.com 

EW: Training Techniques for Soccer Teams 

From: Warren Milnar I                  _~mail.vresp.com] 
Sent: Thursday, Februap/13, 2014 12:16 PN 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject: Training Techniques for Soccer Teams 

Coach Anson 

Competitive soccer teams start with the best athletes. Dynamic, soccer specific training can take your team to another level. 

Make sure you are maximizing your soccer team’s athletic potential this year. 

These Cutting Edge Soccer Drills Will Make a Huge Difference 

These exercises are being done by many Pro, College and High School teams to win championships! 

Click to view this ernail irl a browser 

If you no longer wish to receive these emails, please reply to this message with "Unsubscribe" in the subject line or simply click on the following link: .U_.n_s_~b_.s__cz[b_.e_ 

Genetic Potential, Inc. 

4710 Eisenhower Blvd. 

Suite A-6 

Tampa, Florida 33634 

US 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 2:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com) 

FW: CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE 

From: Sean Nahas [mailto:sean.nahas@caslnc.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 6:48 PM 
To: Sean Nahas 

Subject: Re: CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE 

Just a follow up as I know ~nany of you have been a£fected by the weather. I wanted to ask for a response from you all on If the combine is held Saturday a scheduled, 

HOW MANY OF YOU WILL HAVE A HAf~D TIME GETTING TO WRAL? 
This roll help in us making a decision as well. A much needed response wonld be great’. Thank you for your help in letting me know. I have to make sure If the event 

goes as scheduled that colleges coaches can make the event especially since we have a large list of programs committed to attend. 

Thank you again for yonr assistance 

Sean Nahas I ECNL Director 

Capital Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 ._R__~J__e__i_~_lk__N__~___2__7__~_!__2_. 

P: 2.l__9_:5_).2_~:._2_.(_:!_!__4_ I F:~)__!~2:_~_-_3_4=4__-_3__~__9_. 

% / www.caslnc.com    Jww~ ’.twitter.com, caslnc 

On Feb 13, 2014, at 9:45 AM, "Sean Nahas ~scan.nahas~a caslnc.com- wrote. 

N1 

Hope you are all safe with "this weather. I just wanted to email you all that updates on "the combine will be sent today around 2 or 3 pm m~d then again at 

around 8pro. Then once morning brea]cs we will make a final &cision by ~nid ~emoon on Friday (the latest). Please stay tuned 

Please note fl~at due ~ not ~ing able to get into once, profile ~o~ets may not ~ ready until Saturday monfing at check in 

College coaches check in will be ups~i~ of the building at wra] soccer center where all food and boo~ets will be for you. 

Tha~ ~an 
Sean Nahas I ECNL Director 

CapiM Area Soccer League 

3300 Womans Club Drive Suite 1 Raleigh NC 27612 

P: 919.5~2.2014 I F:919.K~4.4369 

sean.nahas(tbcaslnc.com I~vww.face~ok.com/caslnc 

w~wv.caslnc.com    I www.twitter.com/caslnc 

On Feb 1 l, 2014, at 4:15 PM, "Sean Nahas" <sean.nahas@caslnc.com> wrote: 

Hope you are doing well.. OK!! Getting close. Just wanted to give you some follow nps and hopefully this email roll help to finalize this 

weeks preparations: 

Weather 

AS many of you have heard there is a forecast for inclement weather then next 48 hours. We won’t know the scveri~ of it tbr till 

Thursday but please note that we WILL BE DOING EVERYTHING IN OUR POWER to have this combine played. Good news is that all 

games are on Turl~ You will get weather updates as the week goes on but right now there are no plans to cancel and we will be coming up 

with contingency plans in the event an~thing mus~t be adjusted 

Attached you will find the team lists and the schedule for the event. 



We will be providing Bagels and Coffee for all the coaches during breald’ast and Champs for lunch 

If anyone is interested in helping speak at the College Recruiting meetings please let me know.. It is always beneficial for the coaches 
to have a hand in that BUT I also don’t wmlt k) tale you off the tield. 

Some Graduating 2016s will be playing with the Graduating 2015/2015 to fill out rosters 

I will have coaching schemalics for each game for you as well in the profile booldets 

I will keep you posted throughout the week! 

I will send you completed profile books later in the week 

Sean Nahas ECNL Director 

Capital Area Soccer League 

7700 PerD’ Creek Road, Raleigh NC 27616 

P: 919.532.2014 ] C: 

sean.nahas(i~caslnc.com<mail~):sean.nahas(tbcaslnc.com>i ~vw. fi~cebx)ok.con~/ca sh~c<h tip:/,’ www .l?acebook.com,’ caslnc> 

www~c~Mnc~com<ht~p:,/www~caslnc.comi> ] w~’.twitter~com/caslnc<ht~p://www.twitter.com/caalnc> 

*PLEASE NOTE MY NEW EMAIL ADDRESS* 

<2014 CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE (2).pdtl. 

<CASL GIRLS COLLEGE COMBINE Team Assig~maents - Copy.pdf> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Febrnary 14, 2014 2:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: You are invited to the 2014 Real CO Cup featuring the Colorado Showcase 

From-" Cindy Thomas [mailto:realcoloradoshowcase@gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 20:14 5:03 PM 
To-" Cindy Thomas 
Subject: You are invited to the 2014 Real CO Cup featuring the Colorado Showcase 
Dear College Coach, 
Real Colorado is very pleased to announce the merger of their two tournaments into one for 2014...the Real Colorado Cup featuring 
theColorado Showcase! In addition, the Colorado Showcase Division will feature a competitive tournament for the first time with all 
championships to be played on Monday, May 26. 
The Colorado Showcase Division of the Real CO Cup will be played entirely at Dick’s Sporting Goods Park, beginning at 4 pm on Friday, 
May 23. The same great venue with the same great amenities for college coaches but even better competition and more teams. 
All Real Colorado ECNL teams and NPL teams will be participating in this event! 
With this new format, Real Colorado will be pleased to welcome other ECNL, NPL and WCDA teams, as well as Elite, Premier, ODP, and 
Select teams from all over the Pacific Northwest, Midwest and Rocky Mountain Region. Aside from being the biggest and best college 
showcase in the Rocky Mountains, we are set apart from any other showcase due to the levels of top play we provide for coaches 
from each collegiate division. 
In addition to excellent recruiting and showcasing opportunities on the beautiful fields of Dick’s Sporting Goods Park in Denver, CO, the 
amenities for college coaches include: 

¯ Check-in Reception, Cantina at DSGP, 2-Tpm, Friday 
¯ College Coach Hospitality Tent with Snacks, Drinks, Sunscreen and Chairs 
¯ Complete Player Profile Books 
¯ Lunches provided at the fields Friday through Monday 
¯ College Coach BBQ at the CO Rapids MLS game (including FREE admission to the game), Saturday evening 
¯ Very reasonable hotel rates via Anthony Travel, click here 

Registration is open now at g__o_t___s_o___c___q__e___r__:__q_g__m__, _c_[iq_k__h__e_ce_, and.Ee__a_.[c__qJ_o__r_.a_d_o_:_.n_e__t_. 
To send me a Real CO College Coach Registration Form, click here, so I know when to expect you. 
Updates will follow in coming months. Please contact me with any questions, anytime at cindyt@realcolorado.net. I look forward to 
discussing the 2014 Real Colorado Cup featuring the Colorado Showcase and assisting you in making your decision to attend! 
Wishing you a wonderful 2014! 

Real Colorado Tournament Director 
Casino Real Goes Wild! 
R~’.-~d Coiorado Soccer 
Office: 303.694.6882 
Direct: 7__2._0_:~_6_ _0_. ~ ~_8__7._Z 
Real Colorado is a non.-profi.: 501(c)(3) organization. 
Connect with Real Colorado on I:.aceboo::< and twi~.~’ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 2:01 PM 

~gmail.com 

EW: C~yolina-Duke set for 9 p.m. on Feb. 20th 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 7:00 PM 
To; UNCAA-Everyone; Aaron Keck; Aaron Schoonmaker; ACC Digital Network; Andrew Carter; Andy Siegel; Chansky, Art; Ben Sherman; Bret Strelow; Brooke Pryor; Chris 
Moore; Chris Wright; Dane Huffman; Dennis Garcia; Ed Hardin; Eddie Wooten; Elliott Warnock; Eric Montross; Harold Gutmann; Jared Fialko; Jeff Gravley; 3erod Brooks; Jim 
Connors; Jim Heavner; Jim Young; Joe IVlazur; Joedy McCreary; Angell, Jones; Kellen Holt2man; Kenny Beck; Mandy Mitchell; Mark Armstrong; Bowers, Matthew B; Crowe, 
Michael; Mike Maniscalco; News 14 Carolina; News 14 Assignment Desk; Ran Northam; Willett, Robert; Ronnie Gallagher; Stephen Schramm; Phillips, Steve; Shawn Krest; 
Way, Madison; Derek Medlin; Greg Barnes; Aaron Beard; Brian Bailey; Bitting, Angelyn S; Will Bratton; Gerry Broome; Lauren Brownlow; Luke DeCock; Brett Friedlander; Todd 
Gibson; Dave Glenn; Adam Gold; Brian Hall; Danny Harnden; Barry Jacobs; Andrew Jones; Fred Kiger; Adam Lucas; Tucker McLaughlin; Ken Medlin; Charlie Mickens; Brian 
Morrison; Dave Nathan; Brian North; Hayes Permar; Adam Powell; Derek Rowles; Brad Simmons; Mike Solarte; Bob Sutton; Turner Walston; Heather Hirschman; Lindsay 

Humbert; Matt Oakes; C.L. Brown; Caulton Tudor; Nicole Comparato; Matt Oakes; MarkThompson; Bernard Thomas; Christine Nguyen; NBC 17 Assignment Desk; Jesse 
Burkhart; Brian Barbour; Dijana Kunovac; Michael Lananna; Leesa Moore; Zach Godwin; Brian Hamilton; Amy Yakola 
Subject-" Carolina-Duke set for 9 p.m. on Feb. 20th 

Duke at North Carolina game time set for Thursday, February 20, at 9:00 p.m. 

ESPN and ACC Network broadcast game 
GREENSBORO, N.C. - The Atlantic Coast Conference announced today that the Duke at North Carolina men’s basketball game, originally scheduled 
for Wednesday, February 12, has been rescheduled for a 9 p.m. tip on Thursday, February 20, atthe Dean E. Smith Center. The game will be 
televised by ESPN and the ACC Network as originally planned. 
The game was postponed on Wednesday night due to the winter storm. 
BR~AN MORR~SON 
Associate Commissioner, Basketball Communications 

O: 336.369.1002 
bmorr~son@theacc.org 
iheACCcom, @theACC 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)v 

Friday, Febrnary 14, 2014 2:04 PM 

Pete Sadin <PSadin@sportsendeavors.com> 

~msn.com; duca .~nncaa.unc.edn; Jason Sisnems 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edn; 

clay weaver (          @aol.co~n); 
i; matt jones ( ...... 

sean patton (          ~gmail.com); _ 
" _ " "__ " "__ .~ " i; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edn); 

Subject: RE: U20 Women - Snmmer Playing Opportuni~ 

I will forward Lhis to my rosb:_~r and my incoming Idds. Good luck with it, my friend!! 

From: Pete Sadin [mailto:PSadin@sportsendeavors.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, February 13, 2014- 8:21 PN 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Palladino, George W; @gmail.com 
Subject: U20 Women - Summer Playing Opportunity 

Guys - 

I wanted to pass along an opportunity for any of your players that might be staying around this summer to train and play with our 20 Women. Here’s some 

additional details and of course they can contact me directly if interested. 

Eligibility: Any player born on or after January ist 1994. 

Season: Training will start in late May/early June. Approximately 8-10 USL league games. The season will run through mid-July. - http:i!www.w20soc~er.com~ 

Competition: College-level/elite competition. 

Training: Our professional training program will consist of weekly technical/tactical training on a high quality training surface. In addition to training for our league 

games, we will also focus on helping players prepare to return to their College or Club team in the fall. 

Cost: $200 - which includes coaching fees, referee fees, administration costs, insurance, field rentals, and operational expenses. Travel expenses are not included 
in the fee. (W20 teams may travel to SC/GA; or to VA/MD depending on divisional placement.) Coach’s travel expenses to away games are also not included, and 
are shared by the rostered players for those games. Uniforms will be kept by the club. 
Online Registration - htt.p.~s..i/./....v~...~:.}:9~u..t.~h..J~e...a.~g~u...e..a...u.~a...a..:.c...~[~J!~9~!~Q~Q~Q~9~[~R~:~[ 
Thanks as always!! 

Pete Sadin 

DOC U15-U18 Girls 
NC Alliance 
Triangle FC 

919-696-2026 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LFNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 14, 2014 2:07 PM 

Io~ Miller ~gmail.com> 

Kim Bergenser 

RE: Soccer Tournament 

This week has been a write off!! Call me when you can:             t) 
From: Ian Millel                 .~gmail,com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 13, 2014 8:51 PH 
To: Dorrance, Nber~ A ~V 
Subject: Fwd: Soccer Tournament 
High again, I guess today has been a right off2 will you be able to get sotnething sent tomorrow 

KR, Ian 
.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Ian ~ler < !~mail.com> 

Date: 12 Februa~ 2014 12:03 
Subject: Soccer Tournament 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~)n,~;~emaiL~mc.edu> 

Hi Anson 

I hope your having a gotKt week and keeping wa:nn. 
Just a quick note to say I’~n still awaiting info on the toummnent. 

Wifl~ tha~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Recruit Update from NCSA 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org [mailto:CoachBrown@ncsasports.org] 
Sent-" Friday, :12:07 PN 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Recruit Update from NCSA 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

Interested Athletes 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

._C_ 9__a__c_ b__g__r_o_w___n__@___n__c__s__a__s_ j2_ 9_c_t__s_=_Q r~ I ._h_tt_p__iLL___vT___w__~=n__c_~ ~_s_p___o__r__t~_=_o_£ g 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a matcP~? Update your email preferences .h_e__r_.e_., 



NCSA Blog: _h__t__t_p__~/_]___b_[_o_~:__n__c__s__a__s_p___o__r__t__s_~_o__r_g 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any use, 

copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

I 
~:: Image 

: removed by 
sender. 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, February 14, 2014 2:46 PM 

David Friedman ~ 

I~E: Upcoming visit to NC 

Yes, that will work! GPS 310 South Road Chapel Hill, NC .._ my office is on the second floor o[: the McCasM[~ Soccer Center .... See you soon~ My cNl? 

that yotu" cel~ below? 

F~m~ David Friedman 
Sent~ Friday, Februa~ 14, 2014 1:56 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Re: Upcoming visit to NC 

Great. How ’bout I come by yonr o~ce (you’ll have to tell me whe~ it is) ~ound 3:30-4:00 on Tnesday the 25th~ 

Warmly, 

David J. Friedman 
Author i Speaker ~ Consultant 

Phone: 609.472.3960 

Email: 

Facebook: http:I!vwvw.facebook comlFundamentallyDifferentBook 

W ebsite 

Twitter: 

On Feb 14, 2014, at 1:52 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~n(~ernaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

David, 

I have some freedom in the afternoons that week ..... every afternoon is free. 

F~m; David Friedman 
Sent= Thursday, Februa~ 13, 2014 12:53 PN 

To= Dorrance, AIbeR A W 
Sabjeet; Upcoming visit to NC 

Anson - looking fo~ard to our visit when I’m in town in a couple of weeks. Here’s my schedule: 

Arrive around 3:00 on Monday the 24th. 

Leave around 3:30 on Thursday the 27th. 

I have talks I’m giving in the Triangle area on Tues, Wed, and Thu~ mornings. At this moment, I’m wide open in the afternoons. Perhaps we could meet at your office on Mon, 

Tues, or Wed later afternoon, we could chat for a bit there, and I could take you to dinner? Let me know if that works and which day is best for you. 

Warmly, 

<imageO01 .gif> 

David J. Friedman 
Author i Speaker ~ Consultant 

<imageOO2.png> 

Phone: 609.472.3960 

Emaih 

Facebook: -~-..-t-t-p-~£!‘-d~-&5-~2f--a-~-~--e---b--~--~---k-:~-~-N-/--F--t-[~-~-~2-~-~[[2-~j~[~&EL~R~}! 

W ebsite: 

Twitter: 



2014 OFF SEASON CALENDAR 
SUN MON TUES WED THURS 

2/14/2014 

FRI SAT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:48 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Asst Coach and GK Coach 

Good job witJa this Chris .... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Vicki Linton [ ~hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, i 2:29 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
Cc: Don-ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Asst Coach and GK Coach 

Hi Chris 

Looking for an asst coach and gk coach or one coach who can do both. Able to train gk’s, be involved in other field training components, assist with team management, video breakdown etc 

Preferable start date: end uf 
End uf seasun: 

Pay - housing plus $500 a week 

RE - I coached 
technical abili~ 

The current U17 

Hupe that helps 

Vicki 

They are all very goud. I think you guys would real ly like       Great athlete, fantastic work-rate, great muvement off the ball and goud 
are very technical players - excellent mid.fielders, guod visiun, guud play-making ability tlave yuu got sume videu of them? 

She also cuaches and in their State NTC program Her email address is: ()gmail cum 

On , at 11:06 AM, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 

> Iti Vicki, 
> 

> Give me an idea ufthe duties, time frame and pay (1~ any) and I’ll keep my ears open lk~r yuu. 
> 

> On a recrmting nute, have yuu coached the girls who are up and coming um of Australia such as 
may be able tu impact fur us in the years 
> 

> Also, if there is a coach in the Federation you can connect us with whoru you trust and would be willing to speak with us regarding recruiting the talented 
appreciate it! 
> 

> Good luck in your upconring season. 
> 

> Chris Ducat 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Sent: Friday, 1:50 PM 
> To: Vicki Linton 
> Cc: Sander, Thonras J; ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros 
> Subject: RE: Asst Coach and GK Coach 
> 

> Vicki, 
> 

> I have no idea! I will copy ray staff and ask Toru to send this out to our alumnae network. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Vicki Linton ~hotmail.cora] 
> Sent: Thursday, 10:59 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Asst Coach and GK Coach 
> 

> Hi Anson 
> 

> Hope all is well! 
> I am looking for an asst coach and a GK coach for the upcoming season 
> Do you know of anyone who might be a good fit? 
> 

> 

> 

~bgmail.com) 

’ Or any uthers you know of whu 

we’d really 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 14, 2014 3:41 PM 

Gelled, Da~a E <dgelin@unc.edu> 

ILE: Student-atNete comtnunity outreach 

Thanks Dana!! 

From: Gelin, Dana E 
Sent; Friday, February 14, 20.t4 3:40 PM 
To: UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject-" Student-athlete community outreach 
Hi all, 
Here are some recent outreach stories in which our student-athletes (and alums!) have been featured. 
Hope you enjoyed the snow and stayed safe & warm! 
Best, 

Dana 
D~anc~ Gelin, University ot North 

V’~’~" L :iL ::(?,i,!~ <.::~.:J h~: [:,iP!~ Thtou:i~h 

Tar Heels Help Give Kids Healthy Smiles 

http://www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209405037 
One Carolina: Anthony’s Day 

http://www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=2094036:].9 
Stack Backs College Advising Corps 

http://www.goheels.com/ViewArticle.dbml?DB LANG=C&SITE=UNC&DB OEM ID=3350&ATCLID=209402609 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Febrnary 14, 2014 9:21 PM 

Tony Englund ~yahoo.com> 

Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Trafining Manuscript m~d Foreword 

Ton55 1 am working on it right now. I a~ not neay a computer. Shall I call you tomorrow and read it to you over the phone? Shall I use the # below when I call? Or do 

want my secreta~ to ~pe it and email it to you Monday? 

Tony Englund ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just trying to stay on your radar. Any chance you can get me a blurb in support of the book this week? 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 
612-805-9262 

On Friday, January 31,2014 11:18 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
You are right ... I will spit out a paragraph! 

From: Tony Englund _ . @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Friday, January 31,2014-10:34-AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Too funny. I think it’s hilarious that this is the conversation I end up having with my favorite coaching mentor! Very funny. Seriously, though, I don’t 
mean to hassle you and I’d ghost-write the thing and ask for your approval, but having your contribution to this project would mean a lot to me, and, 
more importantly, I think people would really like to hear your take on the continuing importance of the 1 vs. 1 duel in the modern game. Tipping’s 
Foreword to my Barcelona book was a paragraph, but it drove home the point and lent much credibility to the work, so it can be a brief note - or 
more if you want to expound...either way, it’ll make my day and, I think, give the work more broad interest and bite. 
Thanks coach. 
Tony Englund 

612-805-9262 

On Friday, January 31,2014 9:20 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@_email.unc.edu> wrote: 
I am trying trust me!! 

From: Tony Englund I                 @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 9:52 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Checking in - we’re getting hammered by the snow gods here again and I’m in my office finishing projects. Any chance you’ll have time to get to the 
1 vs. Foreword this week? 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 
612-805-9262 

On Friday, January 24, 2014 10:35 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Tony, 
You are so patient .... my decks clear next week, I will send it to you!! 

From: Tony Englund ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 10:3"1 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I hope you enjoyed the convention. Just checking in on the book Foreword... 
Thanks! 
Tony Englund 
612-805-9262 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:28 PM, Tony Englund. .~,yahoo.com> wrote: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your email. Next week is fine. More than anything else, I just want to be sure that it’s not a matter of a concern with the material, and I’m 
excited to have your contribution and see the book in print. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 



Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 
612-805-9262 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:39 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaEunc.edu> wrote: 
Tony, 
You are not hassling me ... I will do it. I will have time next week ..... is that too late? 

From: Tony Englund ,~_,yahoo~com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Any progress on the Foreword for the 1 vs. 1 book? Again, I don’t want to be hassling you, and we can wait as necessary, but do 
look forward to your contribution and seeing the book in print. 
Thanks for any update. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 
612-805-9262 

On Thursday, January 2,2014 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <:#_!!~_o__n__@_e__r_!)_a__i!,~!!)_c_’_,_e__g__u_> wrote: 
Will do! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. I hope recruiting went well and that you found some downtime as well. I have attached the manuscript. Please let me know if I 
can be of any further assistance. I am very interested in your feedback. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 
612-805-9262 

On Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes, send it to me again. I am coming back from Florida ( recruiting for a week). I will jump on it. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Have you had a chance to review the manuscript for my new book and write the Foreword? As I mentioned in our first exchange, I 
told Mike Saif at WCC that I’d try to have the final copy to him by the end of the calendar year. That said, I will happily wait as needed for your 
contribution if you require more time, and I think your views on this subject will be enlightening and of great value to the discussion. Please let me 
know if you need any additional material from me and when you might be able to get me your contribution. 
Here is Jeff Tipping’s Foreword to my Barcelona book (love Tipp’!): 

Following their defeat in the 2011 UEFA Champions League Final to Barcelona, Manchester United’s manager Sir Alex Ferguson, referred to the 
Barcelona style of football as "mesmerizing" - quite a statement coming from one of the world’s tactical soccer geniuses and a Iongtime Jedi 
manager. Those who witnessed the game were captivated by the spectacle of the great Manchester team, frustratingly and uselessly, chasing the 
ball and the Barcelona players as if they were chasing phantoms. 

In FC Barcelona: Style and Domination. A Tactical Analysis of FC Barcelona, Tony Englund has done a masterful job of introducing the American 
soccer coaching community to the "Barcelona Way". He shows us how they play, he provides us with training exercises to help us play the 
"Barcelona Way" and, amazingly, shows us some solid strategies to beat them! The book is a unique and welcome analysis of the best sports club 
in the world and provides us with scores of thought provoking technical and tactical insights along with world class "World Class Coaching" 
diagrams. 

Those of us who have dedicated our lives to improving American soccer will not simply read this book, we shall voraciously consume it - and not 
just once but we shall return to it over and over again. Thanks to Tony Englund’s efforts our coaching community now has access to the philosophy 
and methods of the world’s number one soccer club. As the sport of soccer continues to progress in our country this book will inspire all of us to 
reach for the standards of excellence set by the Catalonian giants and shall provide us with a template for playing the "Beautiful Game." 
Jeff Tipping NSCAA Director of Education and Coaching Development Emeritus UEFA A License Assessor - Irish FA Palm Beach Soccer 
Academy Technical Director FIFA Futuro Coaching Education Award Author "Drills and Exercises for Developing the Elite American Player." 

Happy Holidays and thanks again. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 
612-805-9262 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 9:40 AM 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

I~E: Training Soccer Ch~anpions 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 
Sent: Friday, February 14, 2014 4:09 PN 
To: Dorrance, Nber~ A IV 
Subject: Training Soccer Champions 
htt p:/iwww.echopointbooks.comiou r-t!fl es/ 
They are advertising it 
Tirn Nash 

General Manager 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 

336 358 8030 

www.greensborounited.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:02 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros i ~)gm~Jl.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: U20 Wolnen - Summer Pl~5~ing Opportunib, 

Are you going to have the ~ operation? 

From: 
Sent-" Saturday, 10:50 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject; RE: U20 Women - Summer Playing Opportunity 

Awesome! I ~.~en~: in rny applica~:ion! ~) Can’t wait to play 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 1V [__m___a_!!_t__o_2_a__t]_s___o__n___@__e____m___a_!Lu__n___c_=e__d___u_] 
Sent-" Friday, 2:04 PM 
To-" Pete Sadin 
Co-" 

;~__n__~_s___n_=_c__o_E]; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros - ~_g__m___a_!Lc_9__m_); Sander, Thomas J; 

Subject-" RE: U20 Women - Summer Playing Opportunity 

Pete, 

I will forward Lf~is to my roster and my incoming kids. Good k~ck with it, rny friend!! 

From-" Pete Sadin [mailto:PSadin@sportsendeavors.com] 
Sent: Thursday,               8:21 PH 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Palladino, George W; ~_g__m___a_j_[:_c___o_E] 
Subject; U20 Women - Summer Playing Opportunity 

Guys - 

I wanted to pass along an opportunity for any of your players that might be staying around this summer to train and play with our 20 Women. Here’s some 

additional details and of course they can contact me directly if interested. 

Eligibility: Any player born on or after 

Season: Training will start in late May/early June. Approximately 8-10 USL league games. The season will run through mid-July. - h~p;/iwww.w~0socc~[:comi 

Competition: College-level/elite competition. 

Training: Our professional training program will consist of weekly technical/tactical training on a high quality training surface. In addition to training for our league 

games, we will also focus on helping players prepare to return to their College or Club team in the fall. 

Cost: $200 - which includes coaching fees, referee fees, administration costs, insurance, field rentals, and operational expenses. Travel expenses are not included 

in the fee. (W20 teams may travel to SC/GA; or to VA/MD depending on divisional placement.) Coach’s travel expenses to away games are also not included, and 

are shared by the rostered players for those games. Uniforms will be kept by the club. 

Online Registration - https;i/w’wv:gouthleaguesusa~com,~nslite/camp/000390/Welcome.htm! 

Thanks as always!! 

Pete Sadin 

DOC U15-U18 Girls 

NC Alliance 

Triangle FC 

959-596-2026 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 11:27 AM 

Tony Englund ~yahoo.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: The Art of the Duel: Advm~ced 1 vs. 1 Training Mmmscript and Foreword 

Tony, 
Will do~ It is oN her desk. Shelly said she would try to get to it this afternoon. Please know if you would like to edit it to help you even more you can. 

From: Tony Englund _               . .~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Saturday, February $5, 2-054:12:1.t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Ar~ of the Duel: Advanced :t vs. J. Training IVlanuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Headed out for the day and will not be near a computer. If your secretary can send on Monday, that would be terrific. 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, February 14, 2014 11:19 PM, Tony Englund ~yahoo.com> wrote: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. Either way is fine. If you will call on Saturday, I just need a couple hours’ notice so that I can be near my phone and computer. 
Just send me an email or at text. 
Thanks! 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, February 14, 2014 8:21 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emNI.unc.edu> wrote: 
Tony, I am working on it right now. I am not near a computer. Shall I call you tomorrow and read it to you over the phone? Shall I use the # below 
when I call? Or do want my secretary to type it and email it to you Monday? 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DRO!D 

Tony Englund ~yahoo.com>wm~: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just trying to stay on your radar. Any chance you can get me a blurb in support of the book this week? 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, January 31,2014 11:18 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
You are right ... I will spit out a paragraph! 

From: Tony Englund ~y#__h___o___o_~__c__o__r_!)] 
Sent: Friday, January 31,2014 10:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Ant of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Too funny. I think it’s hilarious that this is the conversation I end up having with my favorite coaching mentor! Very funny. Seriously, though, I don’t 
mean to hassle you and I’d ghost-write the thing and ask for your approval, but having your contribution to this project would mean a lot to me, and, 
more importantly, I think people would really like to hear your take on the continuing importance of the 1 vs. 1 duel in the modern game. Tipping’s 
Foreword to my Barcelona book was a paragraph, but it drove home the point and lent much credibility to the work, so it can be a brief note - or 
more if you want to expound...either way, it’ll make my day and, I think, give the work more broad interest and bite. 
Thanks coach. 
Tony Englund 

On Friday, January 31,2014 9:20 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am trying trust me!! 

From: Tony Englund 

Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 9:52 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Checking in - we’re getting hammered by the snow gods here again and I’m in my office finishing projects. Any chance you’ll have time to get to the 



1 vs. Foreword this week? 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 

On Friday, January 24, 2014 10:35 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(63,emaEunc.edu> wrote: 
Tony, 
You are so patient .... my decks clear next week, I will send it to you!! 

From: Tony Englund ~y#__h___o___o_~__c__o__r_!)] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 10:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Ant of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I hope you enjoyed the convention. Just checking in on the book Foreword... 
Thanks! 
Tonv Enalund 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:28 PM, Tony Englund ’ ~,yahoo.com> wrote: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your email. Next week is fine. More than anything else, I just want to be sure that it’s not a matter of a concern with the material, and I’m 
excited to have your contribution and see the book in print. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:39 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaEunc.edu> wrote: 
Tony, 
You are not hassling me ... I will do it. I will have time next week ..... is that too late? 

From: Tony Englund 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Any progress on the Foreword for the 1 vs. 1 book? Again, I don’t want to be hassling you, and we can wait as necessary, but do 
look forward to your contribution and seeing the book in print. 
Thanks for any update. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Will do! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund ~_~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. I hope recruiting went well and that you found some downtime as well. I have attached the manuscript. Please let me know if I 
can be of any further assistance. I am very interested in your feedback. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes, send it to me again. I am coming back from Florida ( recruiting for a week). I will jump on it. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund, 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Have you had a chance to review the manuscript for my new book and write the Foreword? As I mentioned in our first exchange, I 
told Mike Saif at WCC that I’d try to have the final copy to him by the end of the calendar year. That said, I will happily wait as needed for your 
contribution if you require more time, and I think your views on this subject will be enlightening and of great value to the discussion. Please let me 
know if you need any additional material from me and when you might be able to get me your contribution. 
Here is Jeff Tipping’s Foreword to my Barcelona book (love Tipp’!): 

Following their defeat in the 2011 UEFA Champions League Final to Barcelona, Manchester United’s manager Sir Alex Ferguson, referred to the 



Barcelona style of football as "mesmerizing" - quite a statement coming from one of the world’s tactical soccer geniuses and a Iongtime Jedi 
manager. Those who witnessed the game were captivated by the spectacle of the great Manchester team, frustratingly and uselessly, chasing the 
ball and the Barcelona players as if they were chasing phantoms. 

In FC Barcelona: Style and Domination. A Tactical Analysis of FC Barcelona, Tony Englund has done a masterful job of introducing the American 
soccer coaching community to the "Barcelona Way". He shows us how they play, he provides us with training exercises to help us play the 
"Barcelona Way" and, amazingly, shows us some solid strategies to beat them! The book is a unique and welcome analysis of the best sports club 
in the world and provides us with scores of thought provoking technical and tactical insights along with world class "World Class Coaching" 
diagrams. 

Those of us who have dedicated our lives to improving American soccer will not simply read this book, we shall voraciously consume it - and not 
just once but we shall return to it over and over again. Thanks to Tony Englund’s efforts our coaching community now has access to the philosophy 
and methods of the world’s number one soccer club. As the sport of soccer continues to progress in our country this book will inspire all of us to 
reach for the standards of excellence set by the Catalonian giants and shall provide us with a template for playing the "Beautiful Game." 
Jeff Tipping NSCAA Director of Education and Coaching Development Emeritus UEFA A License Assessor - Irish FA Palm Beach Soccer 
Academy Technical Director FIFA Futuro Coaching Education Award Author "Drills and Exercises for Developing the Elite American Player." 

Happy Holidays and thanks again. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 11:27 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: ASL Recruiting Opportuni .ty 

From: dominic@elitetournaments.com [mailto:dominic@elitetournaments.com] 
Sent; Saturday, February 15, 2014 1:16 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; ASL Recruiting Opportunity 
Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Atlantic Soccer League. Don’t Forget to add dominic@elitetaurnaments.com to 
your address book so we’ll be sure to land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe iF you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

i.~.i image removed by sender. 



February 28- March 2,, ’)_o. ~ 3’ 

Cc lumbm, Ma@.and. 
The Atlantic Soccer kea~ue would like to proudly invite you to a~end our 2014 Atlantic Soccer 

kea~ue CNle~e Showcase[ ~is event will be ~kin~ place ~n ColumNa, NO on Februaw 28- March 2, 

2014. ~11 a~e ~roups UI4- U18 w~ll be split be~een ~o near by locations. 

each day there wil~ be refreshments and lunches located at the fieMs for college coaches to enjoy, 

complimenN of the Atlantic Soccer League. All player profile information will be available to you 
dNi~lly leading up to the event, as well as in book form at the locations. Additionally, there will be a 
social for all coaches on Saturday evening featuring free beer and appetizers. 

To Regis~r: Click here~ 
We would love the oppo~uni~ for your school to a~end this great tournament and feel out all of the 
great ~lent that the Atlantic Soccer League has to offer. We apprecia~ your suppo~ of our 
organization and hope to see you at the showcase[ 

:~ Imag ....... d bysender 

March 22-23, 2014 Boys Weekend 

March 29-30, 2014 Girls Weekend 

If you enjoy the ASL Spring Showcase, we also highly encourage you to attend the 2014 Baltimore 
Mania event sponsored by Under Armour. This tournament will have many high level teams, 
including teams that currently play in our ASL league. Baltimore Mania is held in the 
Baltimore!Columbia, MD area and complimentary hotel rooms may be available on a first come first 
serve basis. This event will also feature access to player profile information, complimentary 
refreshments, and the opportunity to recruit some of the best talent on the east coast! 

To register: Click Here! 

removed by 
sender 

removed by 
sender 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc,edu by _d__o__r_n_j_n__i_c__@__e_[[t__e__t_9__u_Ln__a___m___e_E~=_c__o_m_ 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe*" Privacy Policy. 
Atlantic Soccer League i PO Box 898 :: West Point VA 2318:!.-0898 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~JO UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN~RECIPIENTS!CN-ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Monday, 11:35 AM 

Craig Scangarella~ ~yahoo.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducax@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros I          ~g~nail.com) 

RE:               Visits 

Craig, 

We loved them both tteck, our weather here was horrible when 
and her morn at-e tough and not whiners[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Craig Scangarella I 
Sent: Saturday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject Visits 

~r)yahoo.com] 

hope all is well with you[ Just wanted to see how 

Craig 

Sent from my iPhone 

visited but she and her morn were unbelievable. ,. one thing we love are players who are not "divas’ and clearly 

s wsits went. I have had great t’eedback from the both of them and their parents Speak to you soon[ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 11:39 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Jason Sisnero~ ~gmaJl.com) 

I~NV: College Recruiter RESOURCE Ulxtate - February 2014 - Recruiters Institute Registration Open! 

From: Steve Brennan [mailto:steve@peakperformanceconsult.com] 

Sent; Sunday, February 16, 2014 2:29 AN 
To; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject-" College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - February 2014 - Recruiters Institute Registration Open! 

i:~i http:l/www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/images/EmailUpdateMainHeader.gif 

The College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - February 2014 

Note: NEW COACHES. If you have new coaches at your school, please send their e-mail addresses for inclusion in our mailing list. Send to 

steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.com. Thank you. 

A special note from Dr, Steve 8rennan 

Hi everybody! I’m super excited about the 2014 Recruiters InstituteTM webcast! Great speakers! National championship venue! First i00 registrants get in the door! 

Register now! 

;2014 RECRUITERS ~NSTITUTE ~ WEBCAST REGiSTRATiON iS NOW OPEN! 

The 2014 Recruiters InstituteTM national webcast will take place at tlI~:AA Division I Men’s FINAL FOUR Basketball ~hamRi--~---n---s--h--[p--~!--n-~-D---a--[!-a---s-~--T---e---x--a--s-z~-t--h---e--~-f-[-r--s--t-~-t-!--m----e-. 
.t___h___e___s___e___m_ J..n...a.r....h...a..s...t...a..k...e...n..#J..a..c...e....a..t...t...h...e...s.!..t..e....~..f....a....n..a..~[~ #_#_1_£~_~ ~#!AO#_b_[#__g_~ £ 9 A!. 

Your Guest Speakers will be four top Division I head men’s basketball coaches. All have phenomenal national [Aputations as top recruiters in the country. 

The regular registration fee is $59. For the remainder of February, jump all over the Early Bird Special fee of .~39~ piL,’~ Iqi ~’.,~-<~w i,,"., ~.’, ~:o~.’,q, <~ tf,,e ~w%’,c~st ~)V[~,~ 

The webcast is available to only the first I00 coaches who register, so don’t wait. 

REGISTER NOW! http://www.thebestcoilegerecruiter.com/the-recruiters-institUteoaSpx 

THE RECRUITERS LIBRARY SPECIAL OFFERS FOR FEBRUARY 2024 

rd "Shameless Bribe" Coupons include discounts on The Recruiters Bible-3 Edition, and much more. 

Check everything out here: ~ttp://www~h~bestco!!~ge[~[u!ter~m/M~n~h!y~Sp~ci~-O~f~rs~ 

MENTAL METRICS FOR YOUR PLA YERS AND RECRUITS 

The Success Factors Scales ®-Athletics Edition has been the #1 mental metric online assessment resource.for college coaches and players for the past 10 years. 

Discover the strengths of the "tn~r~ngib~,e~_~ @ Winr~ing~’traits in your players. Team discounts available! 

Get all the information here: www.successfactorsscales.com 

Call Dr. Steve Brennan at 1-800-293-1676 i~ you’re interested in these special discounts or i]:you have any questions. 

[ ii~iI http:/h~v t hebestcollegerecruiter.corn/images/ErnaiiU pdatePa geHeader gif 

TOP RECRUITERS SECRE~ RESOURCE 

THE RECRUITERS BIBLE, the massive recruiting manual (500+ pages, 18 tabbed sections), is the most vital resource you will ever need in your recruiting library] 

Transform yourself into o championship recruiter immediately! 



"The Recruiters Bible provides coaches with a blueprint for success. Organization and preparation are the keys to success for any athletic program, and The Recruiters 

Bible helps coaches implement their recruiting plan in a first-class professional manner." 

Ritch Price, Head Baseball Coach, University of Kansas 

Order here: http://thebestcollegerecruiter.com/[~ook-Details.aspx?ID=14 

Complete l~ecruiters ~.ibrawTM here: http://thebestcollegerecruiter.com/RecruitersoLibrary.asp× 

This message is not spare. If you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to steve@thebestcollegerecruiter.corn. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 1:43 PM 

Tony Englund < ~yahoo.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: The Art of the Duel: Advm~ced 1 vs. 1 Training Mmmscript and Foreword 

Tony, 

I am going to put your edit with mine!! I Jove it. Yes, this is very helpful for me. Now, it should pop! 

From: Tony Englund [ @yahoo.cam] 
Sent; Sunday, February J,6, 2014 J,1:53 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced I vs. ~ Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I have been feeling a bit guilU about my weekly emails to you about the book and Foreword, and had a mndow this morning, so I had a go at a draft Foreword. I 

don’t like ghost-writing becau~ I don’t wa~t to offend anyone m~d I cm~ hardly speak tbr you, bu~t I fllought that maybe fl~is would be easy for you to edit and fl~en we 

can move tbrward. I’d still prefer to have your original if possible, but this gets at the es~nce of the work and (?) might reflect your reaction to the work. If you like this 

one, please tEel free to type right in here and delete/update/alter as you see fit. Thanks tbr understanding and for your help. 

Foreword by Anson Oorrance 

In my 1996 book Training Soccer Champions, I included a chapter titled ’Protecting the Take-On Artist,’ which highlighted the role of the coach in nurturing 

players to be aggressive in I vs. I situations. At North Carolina, we have a long and storied tradition of players who have absolutely dominated individua 

opponents and the game, from April Heinrichs, Mia Hamm, and Carla Overbeck to Lindsay Tarpley, Heather O’Reilly and Tobin Heath, among many others. 

In our system, these players were encouraged to explore and enhance their ability to duel and to dominate the game, often through grueling i vs. 1 and 

small-sided training environments where these players face, in their teammates, the toughest and most determined opposition we can provide. 

I am thrilled to endorse Tony Englund’s new book on 1vs. i play. The game in the United States continues to evolve at an astounding pace. American 

coaches now have easy access to coaching methodology and training curriculum that is world class in every sense, and our players are increasingly 

sophisticated in their technical prowess and their ability to play in more complex systems and styles of play. That said, I think Ton’~ book serves as a 

pointed reminder that virtually every successful, high-level team here in the states or anywhere the game is played still features dynamic take-on artists 

on both sides of the ball. We track passing and possession statistics in every major club and international game, and certainly the ability to knock the b~ 

around all day and wear down an opponent has become part-and-parcel of the game, but at the end of the day, most often somebody has to make the 

decision to break down an individual player (think Lionel Messi here) and put the ball in the back of the net. 

Tony has managed, in one volume, to assemble a pointed synopsis of the critical training cues for teaching players to shred opponents on both sides of 

the ball and also a terrific variety of :l vs. :l training environments. The strength of this volume is that it gives coaches the ability to keep I vs. I training 

fresh at any level and throughout the season. Tony not only incorporates many simple 1 vs. I se~ngs, but he also combs in a variety of functional 

elements (i.e. winning balls on the flank or finishing/defending crosses) that will help coaches improve their team attacking and defending as well. 

Finally, Tony also emphasizes the importance of enhancing players’ competitive instincts through exercises designed to force teammates to duel advance 

in team training. 

In conclusion, Tony Englund’s The Art of the Duel: Elite i vs. I Training is a timely and important book. As our ability to coach increasingly we4brepared 

players and complex systems and styles evolves, we would do well to not lose sight of the importance of also producing players who can dominate an 

opponent on either side of the ball, and Tony’s book is a great resource for coaches at any level who want to give their players the best training in :1 vs. :1 

environments. 

Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Saturday, February 15, 2014 11:10 AM, Tony Englund ~2yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Headed out for the day and will not be near a computer. If your secretary can send on Monday, that would be terrific. 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, February 14, 2014 11:19 PM, Tony Englund @2__a__[!£_o__&o__[~> wrote: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. Either way is fine. If you will call on Saturday, I just need a couple hours’ notice so that I can be near my phone and computer. 
Just send me an email or at text. 
Thanks! 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 



On Friday, February 14, 2014 8:21 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansonL~b.email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Tony, I am working on it right now. I am not near a computer. Shall I call you tomorrow and read it to you over the phone? Shall I use the # below 
when I call? Or do want my secretary to type it and email it to you Monday? 
Sent from my Verizon Wire!ess 4G L TE DROfD 

Tony Englund, ~ y_a__h_o_o__,___c#_____m__.> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just trying to stay on your radar. Any chance you can get me a blurb in support of the book this week? 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, January 31,2014 11:18 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
You are right ... I will spit out a paragraph! 

From: Tony Englund ,~.vahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 31,2014 10:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Too funny. I think it’s hilarious that this is the conversation I end up having with my favorite coaching mentor! Very funny. Seriously, though, I don’t 
mean to hassle you and I’d ghost-write the thing and ask for your approval, but having your contribution to this project would mean a lot to me, and, 
more importantly, I think people would really like to hear your take on the continuing importance of the 1 vs. 1 duel in the modern game. Tipping’s 
Foreword to my Barcelona book was a paragraph, but it drove home the point and lent much credibility to the work, so it can be a brief note - or 
more if you want to expound...either way, it’ll make my day and, I think, give the work more broad interest and bite. 
Thanks coach. 
Tony Englund 

On Friday, January 31,2014 9:20 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
I am trying trust me!! 

From: Tony Englund ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 9:52 AM 
To: Dorrsnce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Checking in - we’re getting hammered by the snow gods here again and I’m in my office finishing projects. Any chance you’ll have time to get to the 
1 vs. Foreword this week? 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 

On Friday, January 24, 2014 10:35 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Tony, 
You are so patient .... my decks clear next week, I will send it to you!! 

From: Tony Englund ,i~,yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 10:31 AM 
To: Dorrsnce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I hope you enjoyed the convention. Just checking in on the book Foreword... 
Thanks! 
Tony Englund 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:28 PM, Tony Englund. ~.y_’_a_~__o___o_~_£_o__t__n_.> wrote: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your email. Next week is fine. More than anything else, I just want to be sure that it’s not a matter of a concern with the material, and I’m 
excited to have your contribution and see the book in print. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:39 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <._a__n___s__o___n__@_e____m___a_jJ_=_u___n__c__=_e___d__u_> wrote: 
Tony, 

You are not hassling me ... I will do it. I will have time next week ..... is that too late? 

From: Tony Englund I                 @yahoo.corn] 

Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:15 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 



Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Any progress on the Foreword for the 1 vs. 1 book? Again, I don’t want to be hassling you, and we can wait as necessary, but do 
look forward to your contribution and seeing the book in print. 
Thanks for any update. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Will do! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund ~yahoo.com>w~ts: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. I hope recruiting went well and that you found some downtime as well. I have attached the manuscript. Please let me know if I 
can be of any further assistance. I am very interested in your feedback. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~Ln___sLo__E@__e___r(_~_’_a__~_[:_u__r_~__c__:&_d__u_.> wrote: 
Yes, send it to me again. I am coming back from Florida ( recruiting for a week). I will jump on it. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund, ~yahoo.com>w~ts: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Have you had a chance to review the manuscript for my new book and write the Foreword? As I mentioned in our first exchange, I 
told Mike Saif at WCC that I’d try to have the final copy to him by the end of the calendar year. That said, I will happily wait as needed for your 
contribution if you require more time, and I think your views on this subject will be enlightening and of great value to the discussion. Please let me 
know if you need any additional material from me and when you might be able to get me your contribution. 
Here is Jeff Tipping’s Foreword to my Barcelona book (love Tipp’!): 

Following their defeat in the 2011 UEFA Champions League Final to Barcelona, Manchester United’s manager Sir Alex Ferguson, referred to the 
Barcelona style of football as "mesmerizing" - quite a statement coming from one of the world’s tactical soccer geniuses and a Iongtime Jedi 
manager. Those who witnessed the game were captivated by the spectacle of the great Manchester team, frustratingly and uselessly, chasing the 
ball and the Barcelona players as if they were chasing phantoms. 

In FC Barcelona: Style and Domination. A Tactical Analysis of FC Barcelona, Tony Englund has done a masterful job of introducing the American 
soccer coaching community to the "Barcelona Way". He shows us how they play, he provides us with training exercises to help us play the 
"Barcelona Way" and, amazingly, shows us some solid strategies to beat them! The book is a unique and welcome analysis of the best sports club 
in the world and provides us with scores of thought provoking technical and tactical insights along with world class "World Class Coaching" 
diagrams. 

Those of us who have dedicated our lives to improving American soccer will not simply read this book, we shall voraciously consume it - and not 
just once but we shall return to it over and over again. Thanks to Tony Englund’s efforts our coaching community now has access to the philosophy 
and methods of the world’s number one soccer club. As the sport of soccer continues to progress in our country this book will inspire all of us to 
reach for the standards of excellence set by the Catalonian giants and shall provide us with a template for playing the "Beautiful Game." 
Jeff Tipping NSCAA Director of Education and Coaching Development Emeritus UEFA A License Assessor - Irish FA Palm Beach Soccer 
Academy Technical Director FIFA Futuro Coaching Education Award Author "Drills and Exercises for Developing the Elite American Player." 

Happy Holidays and thanks again. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:20 PM 

Sta~m-gott~iJed, Kim <stromgo@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Duca~; Chris (ducax@uuc.edu); Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com) 

RE: Visit to the soccer complex? 

Not an issue, bring her by, We usuallg have more freedom in the afternoons to chat, I will copg my two "recruiters" on this to respond as to when they can lock 

down a time for you 0f that wou~d be best), The             are a quality ck~b so ~ am sure she is a very good p~ayer, 

She is Nso welcome to come to training (th~s act~i~y m~ght be more k~teresting) Wed a~: 8 am, rhurs a~: 8:15 on ~]hdngha~s fie~d and 7:45 AM in Carmk:hae~ 

A~d~[:odum (ful:sM). 

A~ the best~ 

F~m= Strom-go~ried, Kim 
Sent; Nonday, 8:26 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Visit to the soccer complex? 

Hello Coach, 
I’m sotW to bother you x~th this request, but my cousin and kid kids are coming to campus this week as his son has applied to UNC. His daughter is a soccer and 

lacrosse player...I can’t speak to her skills in either, but I know she             played for                               team last yeah including at an 
national tournament last July. At any rate, I wondered if it would be possible to bring her by the soccer facility, just ~ show it ~ her and introduce her ~ anyone who is around. They 
have fl’ee t~me Wednesday, Thursday and F~iday afternoon ffthat helps. {Will probably go to lacrosse at 4 on Wednesday). Thanks for any help you can offer[ 
Best, 
Kim 
Ki m ~rom - G ottfried, Dh. D., LI S W 

Smith ~. Theim~nn, Ur. D~stinguished ~ro~ssor of ~thi~s ~nd ~ro~ssion~] Pr~ti~e 

UNC School of ~oci~l Work 

Chapel Hill, NC ~7599 

Office: 919-96~-6495 

F~: 919-96~-0890 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, FebruaD~ 17, 2014 4:40 PM 

World Football Academy <info@wofldfootballacademy.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: WFA USA 

Vir~cer~t, 

Thank you. I am coming. And as soon as the check can get through our system I will send it to you~ I am looking forward to joining you again 

I a~reciate you keeph~g me at the ~ow rate, 

~ World Football Academy [mailto:info@worldfootballacademy.com] 
Sent~ Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 9:18 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: WFA USA 

Hello Anion, 
Thank you for your quick reply. ~y confirming now, the delegate rate will be the low one. 
Our finance depa~ment ha~ prepared the invoice for your paNcipafion, see enclosed. 
Please let me know if we have to make any adju~tment~. 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Van: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(.~email.unc.edu] 
Verzonden: vrijdag 14 februari 2014 18:14 
Aan: World Football Academy 
Onderwerp: Re: WFA USA 

Yes, I am coming. Cm] yon hold my price down? Raymond, yonr ideas are excellent. We are all looking forward to your 3 day seminar here in Chapel Hill North 

Carolina. 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)~ DROLL) 

World Football Academy <mlb(~worldl]~otballacademv.com> wrote: 

Hello Anson, 
From Raymond I heard that you will be attending the 3rd Expert Meeting in South Africa from 19-24 June next. 
Could you please confirm this to me, so we can reserve your seat? 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Van: Dorrance, Albert A IV [._n_~_a__[!_t_o_:__a___n_s_gL~_@_e__r[)_a__[Lu_n___c_=e_d__~] 
Verzonden: woensdag 15januari 2014 16:36 

Aan: Vincent van Driel (WFA) 
Onderwerp: RE: WFA USA 

Vincent, 

No problem using my footag*-:~ fl’onl th*-’_~ interview in Amsterdam. I am a huge fan of Raynlond"s and his ideas for Plaver Dev,-:~loprnent. I k)ok forward ~:o seeing him 

Atl the best! 

From: Vincent van Driel (WFA) [mailto:vincent.vandriel@worldfootballacademy.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 11:04 AM 
T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(::c: ’Raymond Verheijen’ 
Subject: WFA USA 

Hello Anson, 
Hope you’re doing fin!! You will probably be busy preparing your trip to Philadelphia or you might already be there! 
I will not be meeting you in person this time, but Raymond will have a meetin9 with you as he told me. 
,lust informing you that we are preparing our USA launch at the moment, the website is almost finished in concept. As the interview with you in Amsterdam was really great, 

we have added it to the frontpage (hope you don’t mind :-). 

You can visit the website here: www.worldfootballacademyusa.com. 
I am aware that you agreed with publication of the interview, but just wanted to check with you now it is ready. If you have any other suggestions, please let us know. 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Vincent van 
Oil,~c~or of: Op,~rations 

vincent :~’an d dei@woridl:oo.’.ballecedem ,v.com 

PO 6ox 48, ~.~.90 AA, Ouderkerk a/d Amstel, The Netheriands 
Burg, Stramanw,~g !02T, ~J.01 AA, Amsterdam, Th,~ N,~hedar!ds 
[ ~-31 20 472 ~.992 
F +3"[ 20 472 ~.993 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday:                 4:43 PM 

Sean <sean@echopointbooks.com> 

Jason Sisneros I         ~gma~l.com) 

0!msu.com; duca~@uucaa.uuc.edu; pacmau@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Author copies on their way 

ihar~k you Sea~ !! 

From: Sean [mailto:sean@echopointbooks.com] 
Sent: Monday, i0:16 AM 

To: tim@greensborounited.org 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Author copies on their way 

Hey guys, 
Production on the book is complete and your author copies are on their way (four for each of you, two hardcover and two paperback). We think they turned out 

beautifully! 

Best, 

Sean 

Sean Starcher 
Echo Point Books 
P: 802-257-6900 
E: ~.~.(~@ E cho Point Books.com 

i~ii Description: Logo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 4:44 PM 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

I~E: Training Soccer Ch~anpions 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 

Sent: Monday, February :17, 20:t4:10:32 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Training Soccer Champions 

contract we s[gnedo 
Tim Na!~h 

General Manage=" 

Gleerlsbol-o UniLed S~)ccer AssociaLion 
336 35g 8030 
www.greensborounited.org 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma[Ito:anson@ema[Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, Februa~ 17, 20~4 9:40 AM 

To: Tim Nash 
Subject: RE: Tra[Nng Soccer Champions 

They are aIread~ doing this before we have finished the rewrite? 

F~m: Tim Nash [ma[l~:tim@qreensborouNted.orq] 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 14, 20~4 4:09 PN 

To: Dorrance, A[be~ A N 
Subject: Training Soccer Champions 

http:iiwww.echopo[ntbooks.com!our- Ut[esi 

They are advertising it 
Tirn Nash 
General Manager 
Greensboro United Soccer Association 
336 358 8030 
www.greensborounited.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 4:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I~NV: assistant coach vacancy 

From= Lombardo, Dave- Iombardm [mailto:lombardm@jmu.edu] 

Sent= Monday, February :[7, 20:[4 :[0:59 AM 
To= d :[wsoc@soccerlists.org 
Subject= {D:[WSOC} assistant coach vacancy 

[ am currently looking for a full-.time assistant to start here t:his spring. 

thst._tryb~g to find the best fit for 

There w~l] be an ad out thbweek~n the NCAA Marke[and 

www.jmu.eduihumanresources!emp!jobl~nk.shtml 

Highlighted characteristics 

M#~imurn o~ a bachek)r’s degree. 

Prefer 3--5 years of (:o~k~g~ate coaching experience, pre[erablv at D-.I, but not hmRed to. 

Strong sdm~nis[rative experience and organizational 

So~d experience and exposure with recruiting, 

Familiarity w~th recruith~g data software and v~deo editing systems, 

Priority wH~ be given to cm~d~dates with goalkeeper ~:rainmg experience. 

Th~s is a fl.dFt~me posit~on w~th full medh::al, educationa~ and re~:~remen~: benefits and a cel~ phone. 

Stardng salary ~s slightly north of $30,000 with the opportunity to augment that w~th camps, dk~cs and/or ~ocal dub coaching. 

~[: you have a cand~date [hat you can recommend, either your assis[ant, 

Thanks, in advance, for your he~p. 

Dave 

David M, L (.~m bardo 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

James Madison University 

~ombardm@jmu.edu 

10 NCAA Tournaments 
~995,1996,1997,1998, ~999 

2002, 2004, 2007, 200& 

3 NCAA "Sweet 
1995,1996 & 

3 CAA Chempion~hips 
~995, 2002, 2020 

F~m= Lombardo, Dave - Iombardm 
Sent= Tuesday, January 28, 20~4 4:42 PN 
To= d lwsoc@soccerlists.org 
Subject= 20~5 dates 

CO i~ C h e % 

Am ]ooMng for 2 home games in 2015 

Friday September4          Friday September lI 

Wou~d prefer teams ~n the top 100 RPL 

Contact me if ~nterested. 

Dave 

David z~{. L om bardo 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

James ~ad~son Un~vers{ty 

~_~_~[~_@[m u .edu 

10 NCAA Tourn#ments 
1995,1996,1997, ~998, &999 

2002, 2004, 2007, 200& 20~0 

3 NCAA "Swee~ 

~995, ~996 & 

3 CAA Championships 
1995, 2002, 2010 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 4:52 PM 

Tony Englund ~yahoo.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.uuc.edu> 

RE: The Art of the Duel: Advm~ced 1 vs. 1 Training Mmmscript and Foreword 

Tony, 

She has almost finished it. I keep re-editing it or it would have been sent hours ago. So it is not Shelly’s fault, it is mine. 

I have combined both yours and mine, I think you will like it. Your part is excellent (I only added a couple of words before "on both sides of the ball’)~ I keep 

[orge~:~in8 half the stuff we haw:~ done, th~mk you for the reminder. 

Frora: Tony Englund #yahoo.com] 
Seat: Monday, February :[7, 20:[4 :[2:25 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced :[ vs. :[ Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Awesome. Thanks! 

Tony Englund 

Assistant Director of Coaching 

Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 

St Croix Soccer Club 

On Monday, February 17, 2014 10:27 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Tony, 
Will do. It is on her desk. Shelly said she would try to get to it this afternoon. Please know if you would like to edit it to help you even more you can. 

From: Tony Englund ~y#__h___o___o_~__c__o__r_!)] 
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 12:11 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Headed out for the day and will not be near a computer. If your secretary can send on Monday, that would be terrific. 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, February 14, 2014 11:19 PM, Tony Englund ~2__a__[!£_o__&o__[_t3.> wrote: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. Either way is fine. If you will call on Saturday, I just need a couple hours’ notice so that I can be near my phone and computer. 
Just send me an email or at text. 
Thanks! 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, February 14, 2014 8:21 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.’_a__n___s_’_o__E@__e_ELa__i_[:_u__[!_c__:_9"__d__u__> wrote: 
Tony, I am working on it right now. I am not near a computer. Shall I call you tomorrow and read it to you over the phone? Shall I use the # below 
when I call? Or do want my secretary to type it and email it to you Monday? 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund, @ y a__h_o_o__&@_____m__.> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just trying to stay on your radar. Any chance you can get me a blurb in support of the book this week? 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, January 31,2014 11:18 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

You are right ... I will spit out a paragraph! 

From: Tony Englund @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Friday, January 31,2014 10:34 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Too funny. I think it’s hilarious that this is the conversation I end up having with my favorite coaching mentor! Very funny. Seriously, though, I dont 

mean to hassle you and I’d ghost-write the thing and ask for your approval, but having your contribution to this project would mean a lot to me, and, 



more importantly, I think people would really like to hear your take on the continuing importance of the 1 vs. 1 duel in the modern game. Tipping’s 
Foreword to my Barcelona book was a paragraph, but it drove home the point and lent much credibility to the work, so it can be a brief note - or 
more if you want to expound...either way, it’ll make my day and, I think, give the work more broad interest and bite. 
Thanks coach. 
Tony Englund 

On Friday, January 31,2014 9:20 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
I am trying trust me!! 

From: Tony Englund [                . ~__a__[!__o__o__~_c___o___m_.] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 20-14 9:52 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Checking in - we’re getting hammered by the snow gods here again and I’m in my office finishing projects. Any chance you’ll have time to get to the 
1 vs. Foreword this week? 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 

On Friday, January 24, 2014 10:35 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Tony, 
You are so patient .... my decks clear next week, I will send it to you!! 

From: Tony Englund ~,~.y___a__[!__o__o__~_c___o___m_.] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 10:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I hope you enjoyed the convention. Just checking in on the book Foreword... 
Thanks! 
Tony Englund 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:28 PM, Tony Englund ,~,yahoo.com> wrote: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your email. Next week is fine. More than anything else, I just want to be sure that it’s not a matter of a concern with the material, and I’m 
excited to have your contribution and see the book in print. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy VVinton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:39 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Tony, 
You are not hassling me ... I will do it. I will have time next week ..... is that too late? 

From: Tony Englund @y~Lh___o___o_~__c__o__r_!)] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Any progress on the Foreword for the 1 vs. 1 book? Again, I don’t want to be hassling you, and we can wait as necessary, but do 
look forward to your contribution and seeing the book in print. 
Thanks for any update. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy VVinton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Will do! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund, ~ y_a__h_o_o__~___cg_____m__.> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. I hope recruiting went well and that you found some downtime as well. I have attached the manuscript. Please let me know if I 
can be of any further assistance. I am very interested in your feedback. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 



On Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansonCb, email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes, send it to me again. I am coming back from Florida ( recruiting for a week). I will jump on it. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund ~yahoo.com>w~ts: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Have you had a chance to review the manuscript for my new book and write the Foreword? As I mentioned in our first exchange, I 
told Mike Saif at WCC that I’d try to have the final copy to him by the end of the calendar year. That said, I will happily wait as needed for your 
contribution if you require more time, and I think your views on this subject will be enlightening and of great value to the discussion. Please let me 
know if you need any additional material from me and when you might be able to get me your contribution. 
Here is Jeff Tipping’s Foreword to my Barcelona book (love Tipp’!): 

Following their defeat in the 2011 UEFA Champions League Final to Barcelona, Manchester United’s manager Sir Alex Ferguson, referred to the 
Barcelona style of football as "mesmerizing" - quite a statement coming from one of the world’s tactical soccer geniuses and a Iongtime Jedi 
manager. Those who witnessed the game were captivated by the spectacle of the great Manchester team, frustratingly and uselessly, chasing the 
ball and the Barcelona players as if they were chasing phantoms. 

In FC Barcelona: Style and Domination. A Tactical Analysis of FC Barcelona, Tony Englund has done a masterful job of introducing the American 
soccer coaching community to the "Barcelona Way". He shows us how they play, he provides us with training exercises to help us play the 
"Barcelona Way" and, amazingly, shows us some solid strategies to beat them! The book is a unique and welcome analysis of the best sports club 
in the world and provides us with scores of thought provoking technical and tactical insights along with world class "World Class Coaching" 
diagrams. 

Those of us who have dedicated our lives to improving American soccer will not simply read this book, we shall voraciously consume it - and not 
just once but we shall return to it over and over again. Thanks to Tony Englund’s efforts our coaching community now has access to the philosophy 
and methods of the world’s number one soccer club. As the sport of soccer continues to progress in our country this book will inspire all of us to 
reach for the standards of excellence set by the Catalonian giants and shall provide us with a template for playing the "Beautiful Game." 
Jeff Tipping NSCAA Director of Education and Coaching Development Emeritus UEFA A License Assessor - Irish FA Palm Beach Soccer 
Academy Technical Director FIFA Futuro Coaching Education Award Author "Drills and Exercises for Developing the Elite American Player." 

Happy Holidays and thanks again. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Monday, 4:53 PM 

Lars Van Da~ @a~noo.com) 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

FW: UNC Soccer 

Chris, 

Send it to [.ars the dub coach. 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Monday, 12:58 PM 
To; .~yah~o.c~m 

C¢; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 
Subject-" UNC Soccer 

Phil, 

Thank you so much for your letter regarding        Congratulations on the acceptance to UNC! 

I wanted to let you know what our current process is for non-recruited players. We ask that in the fall, they join the UNC Club Soccer team. We will be given reports 

of performance and progress from the coach of that team. When the Spring rolls around and assuming she does well for them, we will invite her out to train for the 

spring with our team. At the end of the spring we will decide if she has earned an invitation to become a part of the team in the fall. 

Having said that, please keep me up to date on any current high school or club events where we can watch her play in the near future. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Ducat 

Assistant Coach 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: Visit to the soccer complex’? 

Are we afte~ Duke? 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 4:24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 
Subject: RE: Visit to tl~e soccer complex? 

F¥1.              will be h~-’_~re Wednesday inR~ Thurs~ 

Jason if you could host ~:hem for a bit on Wednesday or Thursday that would be great. 

Chris 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent= Monday, 4:20 PN 
To= Strom-go~ried, 

6e= Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros #gmail.com) 
Subject= RE: Visit to the soccer complex? 

Not an issue, bring her by, We usually have more fleedom in the a[ternoons to chaL f will copy my two ’%~cruib:_~rs" on this to respond as to wh~-_~n they can lock 

down a tirne fl:~r you (i[ ~:hat would b~-_~ best). The             are a qu~lit¥ club so I am sure she is a very good 

She is also welcome to come to training (this actually might be more interesting} Wed sL 8 arn, Thurs sL 8:15 on Ehringhsus field and 7:45 AM in Csrmichael 

AudiLorium (futsal). 

All the best! 

Frora: Strom-gotLfried, Kim 
Sent: Monday, 8:26 AlVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject: Visit to the soccer complex? 

Hello Coach, 

I’m sorry to bother you with this request, but  and kid kids are coming to campus this week as his son has applied to UNC. His daughter is a soccer and 

lacrosse player...I can’t speak to her skills in either, but I know she            ) played for                              team last year, including at an 
national tournament last July. At any rate, I wondered if it would be possible to bring her by the soccer facility, just to show it to her and introduce her to anyone who is around. They 
have fl’ee time Wednesday, Thursday and Friday aften~oon if that helps. {Will probably go to lacrosse at 4 on Wednesday). Thanks for any help you can offe!! 
Best, 

Kim 

Kirn Stro~n-G o~tfl’ied, Ph.D., LISW 

Smith P, Theimmm, ,Jr, Distit~guished Professor of Ethics and Professional Practice 

UNC School of Social Work 

CB # 3550, 325 Pittsboro St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: 919-962-6495 

FAX: 919-962-0890 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:32 PM 

Tim Crothers ~aol.com>; pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Duca~; Chris (duca~bunc.edu); TONY YOUNT ~ ~gtn~Jl.com) 

I~¢: Second semester summer classes tbr 

UNCsummer school[1].pdf; ATT00001.htm 

TirniTomiTot~y, 

Tim, what are the dates for you~ course this summer? This is one of the freshmen I wou~d f~ke to see b~ summer schoo~ this sunlme~ along with 

and possibly               Tom/Tony, ~ think.         can afford to pay her way but ~ am thinking                                                   .       on a fu~ and                       on 

tuition. Tony, I stN want to graduate as many of the scholarship kids as poss~Me Dec of their sen~or year so ~et’s sit down and see how best to spend our summer 

~ know we w~lI no~: be abie to do ~:h~s for and ’s scholarship ~s smaI~ enough ~:o continue to carry ~[ vve have ~:o. 

F~m= Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Plonday, 4:31 PN 
To= Dorrance, Aibe~ A N 
Subject= Fwd: Second semester summer classes for 

I’ll let ~gu handle tNs one... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: r~)gmail.com> 

Date: at 4:28:31 PM EST 

To: "ducar(a~unc.edu" <ducar~unc.edu> 

Subject: Second semester smnmer classes for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 17, 2014 5:36 PM 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edu> 

I~E: WSOC 

Matt, 

Thank you. I had a feeling it would go through with you as our point. I appreciate you na~’igating the politics for us. 

All the best:, my [riend~ 

(Are you wab::hmg the O[ymph:: Hockey? ... ~t: is my absok~te favorRe event of the Winter C)lyrng~cs and ~ am hearing BC[ How many kkls do you have there?} 

F~m: Na~hew Conway [mailto:ma~hew.conway@bc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, ~brua~ ~7, 20~4 4:55 PN 
Te= Hark Krikorian; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= FW: WSOC 

Gentlemen - 

S~nce ~t seemed like the two of you supported tMs the most b~sed on your responses, ~ wanted to h~d: you know tha~: the Mklfielder of the Year passed with the 

i~wards committee~ They decided to ~?:~ bsc]~ with that naRle versus the overa~ Player of the Year. Now i~: ~ust hi~s to get past the SWAs. Frankly, I don’t care what 

they calf it as fong as we have an additions~ award for our student s~h~etes. ~ will emai~ the SWA’s just to cox~ef’ ~’~ bases, but ~ wou~d assu~~e they wi~ pass it. 

Hope you both s~’e do~ng well 

Matt 

AssistG~* Athletics Director/Event Operotions 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
140 Commonwealth Ave, 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02457 

Tel: 6~.7-552-6672 

Cell: 

Fax:617-552-4335 

~:~: Desc~[~tion D~scr~p~on: 

c~d:~mage001 png@0 ICBF05C.223B7310 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 17, 2014 5:40 PM 

World Football Academy <info@wofldfootballacademy.com> 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

RE: WFA USA 

Vir~cent, 

I would love that .,, thank you!! 

F~m: World Football Academy [mailto:info@worldfootballacademy,com] 

Sent: Monday, February :[7, 20:[4 5:0:[ PM 
T~: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
S~bje~t-" Re: WFA USA 

Great Anson! 

Just saw that I have send you the standard invoice. We are organising a London summa~ day for those who have not been to the London meeting. 

This will take place on the 18th and costs t2150 excl vat. Hope this is ok with you. I will adj ust the invoice tomorrow, sorry for the inconveNence. 

Kind regards, 

Vincent 

World Football Academy HQ 

T +31 204721992 

Op 17 feb. 2014 om 22:40 heefl "Dorrance, Albert A IV :aaison@email.anc.edu: het volgende geschrex en: 

Virlcertt,, 

Thank you. [ am coming. And as soon as the check can get through our system ] will send it to you. I arn looking forward Lo joining you again! 

] appreciate you keeping me at the low rate. 

From-" World Football Academy [mailto:info@worldfootballacademy.com] 
Sent: Monday, February :[7, 20:[4 9::[8 AM 

Te-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: WFA USA 

Hello Anson, 
Thank you for your quick reply. By confirming now, the delegate rate will be the low one. 
Our finance department has prepared the invoice for your participation, see enclosed. 
Please let me know if we have to make any adjustments. 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Van: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:ansonCc~email.unc.edu] 
Verzonden-" vdjdag :[4 februari 20:[4 :[8::[4 
Aan; World Football Academy 
Onderwerp-" Re: WFA USA 

Ye~ I am coming. Can you hold my price down? Raymond, your ideas a~e excel]ent. We are al] looking [brward to your 3 day seminar here in Chapel 

Hill North Caxolina. 

SenL~’om ~ry l~,~ri.:on ~irel~:.~:~’ 4G LTE DROID 

World Football Academy <i_~.~k~:R_r_!_d___l~?__o__t__b__~__d_!~_t__e___r_~33_:_c:S2_Lr_~2, wrote: 

Hello Anson, 
From Raymond I heard that you will be attending the 3rd Expert Meeting in South Africa from 19-24 June next. 
Could you please confirm this to me, so we can resewe your seat? 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Van; Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Verzonden: woensdag :[5 januari 20:[4 :[6:36 

Aan; Vincent van Driel 0NFA) 
Onder~verp; RE: WFA USA 

Vincent, 

No problem using my footage from the interview in Amsterdam. I am a huge fan of Raymond’s and his ~deas for Player Development. I ~ook forward to 

seeing h~m soon. 

AH the besl:~ 

F~m~ Vincent van Ddel 
~entl Tuesday, Janua~ 14, 2014 11:04 AN 

T~= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
~e~ ’Raymond Verheijen’ 
Subject~ WFA USA 

Hello Anson, 
Hope you’re doin9 fine[ You will probably be busy preparin9 your trip to Philadelphia or you might already be there~ 
I will not be meetin9 you in person this time, but Raymond will have a meetin9 with you as he told me. 
dust informin9 you that we are preparin9 our USA launch at the moment, the website is almost finished in concept. As the intewiew with you in Amsterdam was 
really 9real, we have added it to the frontpage (hope you don’t mind :-). 

You can visit the website here: ~.woddfootballacademvusa.com. 
I am awm~ that you agreed with publication of the intewiew, but just wanted to check with you now it is ready. If you have any other sugBestions, please let us 



Kind regards, 
Vincent 

<imageO01 .j pg> 

<imageOO2:ipg> 

Vincen~ van 
Direcb:~r ol: Operi~tior!s 

P.O. Box 48, 1190 A%, Ouderke!k a/d Amst,~J, The Net:her[ands 
Bm9, Stramanv.~eg ~023-, J.10:[ AA~ Amstmdam, The Ne~heriands 
T +3~ 20 472 1992 

F ÷31 20 472 1993 

h ~t:p:i!www.wo rN botbaiiacademv.cor!l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Lars Van Da]] ~y~J~oo.com) 

RE: UNC Soccer 

Lars Van Dan !~yahoo.com) 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 5:11 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer 

Ok. What’s his email? 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 4:53 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chris, 

Send it to Lars the dub coach. 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 112:58 PM 
Te= ..... ~ ........... ~yah0o.com 
Co: Jason Sisneros ~gt~M:~£~) 

Subject: UNC Soccer 

Phil, 

Thank you so much for your letter regarding        Congratulations on the acceptance to U NC[ 

I wanted to let you know what our current process is for non-recruited players. We ask that in the fall, they join the UNC Club Soccer team. We will be 

given reports of performance and progress from the coach of that team. When the Spring rolls around and assuming she does well for them, we will 

invite her out to train for the spring with our team. At the end of the spring we will decide if she has earned an invitation to become a part of the 

team in the fall. 

Having said that, please keep me up to date on any current high school or club events where we can watch her play in the near future. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Ducar 

Assistant Coach 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 10:42 AM 

Strom- gott~ed, Kim <stromgo@emaJl. unc.edu> 

l~L: Visit to the soccer complex’? 

Friday is futsat! 

From: Strom-gottfried, Kim 
Sent: Monday, 8:44 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(:c: Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros I }gmail.com) 
Subject: Re: Visit to the soccer complex? 

That would rock her world.thank you! Yes, it’d be great to firm up time for a chat if that works, and I’ll definitely get her to a practice, though not on Wednesday. Is 

the futsal Thursday or Friday? 

Thanks a million, 

Kim 

Sent from my iPhone 

On , at 4:20 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Not an issue, bring her’ by. We usuatly have more freedom in the at:ternoons to chat. I wilt copy my two ~recruiters’~ on this to respond as Lo when they 

can ~ock down a tkne for you (ff that wou~d be best). The             are a quality dub so I am sure she ~s a very good player. 

She ~s a~so welcome to come to trah~ing (th~s actually m~ght be more h~teresting} Wed at 8 am, Thurs at 8:15 on Ehrh~ghaus fie~d and 7:45 AM in 

Carm~chae~ Auditorium (futsa~). 

All ~:he best! 

F~m~ Strom-go~ried, K~m 

Sent: Monday 3:26 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 

S~bje~t= Visit to the soccer complex? 

Hello Coach, 

I’m sor~ to bother you ~th th~s request, but  and ]dd ~ds are comin~ to campus this week as h~s son has applied to UNC. H~s daushter is 

a soccer and lacrosse player...] can’t speak to her skills ~n e~ther, but ] know she I            ) played for                              team last 

yea~ includin~ at an      national ~mrnament last July. At any rate, I wondered flit would be possible ~ bHn~ her by the soccer facfii~, ~ust to show R ~ her and 

~ntroduce her to anyone who is around. They have free thne Wednesday, Thursday and FHday afternoon ffthat helps. (Will probably ~o to lacrosse at ~ on Wednesday). 

Thanks for any help you can offer[ 

]3esL 

Kim Strom-Gott]~’ied, Ph.D., LISW 

Smith P. Theimann, Jr. Dis[in~uished Professor of Ethics and Professional Prac[ice 

UNC Schoo] of Socia] Work 

CB # 3550, 325 Pittsboro St. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: 919-9~2-~495 

F~: 919-9~2-0890 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 10:45 AM 

Jason Sisneros ~Sgmail.com>; Ducar, Chris q:tncar@unc.edu> 

l~E: Visit to the soccer complex’? 

Good Jason ._. Hang with me undl you leave ._. Thank you! 

From: Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Honday, :t:t:14 PM 

Te: Ducar, Chris 
12¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Visit to the soccer complex? 

Wednesday I can do. Thursday I fly to Boston in the a.m. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis [ Assistant Coach 

On Mort, at 4:24 PM, Ducar, Chris <ducar(~,,unc.edu> wrote: 
FYI. will be here Wedne~ta? in~ Tlmrs. 

Jason if you could host fl~em lbr a bit on Wednesday or Thursday ~hat would be grcuL 

Clms 

Fmm~ Dorrance, ~lbe~ ~ N 
Sent~ Nonday, ~:20 PN 
T~ Strom-goNried, Kim 
~ Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros ( }gmail.com) 
Nu~jeetl RE: Visit to the soccer complex? 
Kim, 
No~ an issu< bring her by. We usually huve mol~ I?eedom in d~e afternoons l~ chat ~ will copy my lwo hecmflers" on fl~is ~o l~spond as lo when ll~ey can Jock down a 
time tbr yotl (if that wotdd ~x~ bes~). The             a~e a qtmliU chub so I am stay she is a very good pk~yer~ 

She is aJs~ welcome to come m traimr*g (t~s actually miglg be more ii~teresti~g) Wed ~g 8 ran, Tht~rs at 8:15 on Ehii~ghat~s tie]d ~md 7:45 AM h~ Carmich~ml 

A udito*i m~ (glt~), 

All the best’. 

F~m= Strom-go~ried, Kim 
Sent: Nonday, 8:26 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albeg A N 
Subject= VNt to the soccer complex? 

ttdlo Coach, 
I’m sorry to bother you with this requesg but  and kid kids are coming to campus this week as his son has applied to UNC. tlis 

daughter is a soccer and lacrosse player...I can’t speak to her skills in either, but I know she {            ~ played for: 
team last yeah including at an     national toun~ament last July. At aW rate, I wondered if it would be possible ~ bring her by the soccer facili~, just to show it to her and introduce 
her to anyone who is around. They have ~ee time Wednesday, Thursday and Friday aRernoon if that helps. {Will probably go to lacrosse at 4 on Wednesday). Thanks for aW help you 
can offer~ 
Besg 
Kim 
Kim Strorn - G ottDied, Ph. D., LI S W 
Smith P. Theimann, dr. Distinguished Professor of Ethics and Professional Practice 
UNC School of Social Work 
CB # 3550, 325 Pittsboro St. 
Chapel Hill, NC 27599 
Office: 919--962-6495 
F’~: 919-962-0890 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 10:48 AM 

World Football Academy <info@wofldfootballacademy.com> 

I~E: WFA USA 

Thanks Vincent! 

From; World Football Academy [mailto:info@worldfootballacademy.com] 

Sent; Tuesday, February 18, 20:[4 4:01 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co; Street=, Shelly 
Subject; RE: WFA USA 

Anson, 
We reserved your seat. 
Enclosed you will find the adjusted invoice. 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Van; Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Verzonden; maandag :[7 februari 20:[4 23:40 
Aan; World Football Academy 
CC; Street=, Shelly 
Onderwerp; RE: WFA USA 

~ would love that ... thst~k 

From= World Football Academy 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 20~4 5:0~ PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject; Re: WFA USA 

Great ~son~ 

Just saw that ~ have ~nd you the standard 

This will rake place on the ] 8th and costs ~ ] 50 exd vat. Ho~ ~ds is ok with you. ] will a~iust tho invoice tomonow, so~ £or tho inconve~enco. 

Kind re~ards, 

Vincent 

World Football Academy HQ 
T +31 20 4721992 

Op 17 feb. 2014 om 22:40 heefl "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <au~n(i~email.tmc.edu> het volgende geschreven: 

Vi~lgellt, 

Thank you. I am coming. And as soon as the check can get through our system 1 will send it to you. I am looking forward to joining you again! 

t appredate you keeping me at the k)w rate. 

F~m= World Football Academy 
Se~t= Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 20~4 9:~8 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: WFA USA 

Hello Anson, 
Thank you for your quick reply. By confirming now, the delegate rate will be the low one. 
Our finance repayment has prepared the invoice for your pa~icipafion, see enclosed. 
Please let me know if we have to make any adjustments. 
Kind regards, 

Vincent 

Van; Dorrance, Albert A IV [.__m___a_!Lt__o_2_a___q_s___qE_@__e__r_[)_a__[!~__u__n___c_~__e__d___u_] 
Verzonden; vrijdag :[4 februari 20:[4 :[8::[4 
Aan; World Football Academy 
Onderwerp; Re: WFA USA 

Ye~ I am coming. Can you hold my price down? Raymond, your ideas ~e excellent. We are all looking forward to your 3 day se~ninar here in Chapel 

Hill North Cazolina. 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizot~ ~Fireles~’ 4G LY~’DRL)ID 

World Football Academy <info(~wofldfoot[’o]lacadem ,v.com> wrote: 

Hello Anson, 
From Raymond I heard that you will be attending the 3rd Expert Meeting in South Africa from 19-24 June next. 
Could you please confirm this to me, so we can reserve your seat? 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Van; Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Verzonde~; woensdag :[5 januari 20:[4 :[6:36 

Aan-" Vincent van Driel (WFA) 
Onderwerp-" RE: WFA USA 

Vir’~cerd:, 



No pr.:_~bl~?[~’~ {lsi[~g my footage from [:he it~[erview ~n Amsl:erdar[~. f am a huge fa[~ of Raymond’s af~d his ~deas for Player Devek~pment [ ~ook forward 

seeing h~m soon. 

AI~ Lhe ~est~ 

E~= Vincent van Driel ~FA) [mailto:vincentvandriel@worldfootballacademy.com] 
Se~t= Tuesday, ]anua~ ~4, 2054 $$:04 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
6¢= ’Raymond Verheijen’ 
Subject: WFA USA 
Hello Anson, 
Hope you’re doing fine~ You will probably be bu~y preparing your lrip to Philadelphia or you reign already be ther~ 
I will not be meeting you in person thi~ time, but Raymond will have a meeting with you a~ he told me. 
Just informing you that we are preparing our USA launch at the moment, the web,ire i~ almost finished in ~on~ept. A~ the inte~iew with you in Amsterdam wa~ 
~eally great, we have added it to the frontpage (hope you don’t mind :-)~ 

You can visit the website here: ~.woddfoofballacademvusa.com. 
[ am aware that you agreed with publication of the intewiew, but just wanted to check with you now it is ready. If you have any other suggestions, please let us 

know. 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

<imageOOl .jpg> v~ncent van [reel 
Direcb:?r of: Operations 

vincent van d riel@warld fcsotballacadem,t.com 

<imaBeOO2.jpB> 

~or~d Football Aeade, nW 

P.O. Box arS, 1190 A%, Ouderke!k a/d Amst,~J, The Net:heriands 
gur.~. Stramanweg I02Y, 1101 .M,~ Amsterdam, The Netheriands 
T +3~ 20 472 1992 
F -/31 20 472 1993 

h ~t:p:,,’!www.wo rid h~otbaiiacademv.cor!l 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 10:48 AM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr~ 

kW: WFA USA 

WFA- Invoice EM140273.pdf 

Can we get this paid out of our operating budget endowment? 

Frera: World Football Academy [mailto:info@worldfootballacademy.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, February :18, 20:t4 4:0:1 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Street[, Shelly 
Subject: RE: WFA USA 

Anson, 
We reserved your seat. 
Enclosed you will find the adjusted invoice. 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Van: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Verzonden: maandag :t7 februari 2014 23:40 
Aan: World Football Academy 
CC: Streett, Shelly 

Onde~werp: RE: WFA USA 

Vincent, 

[ would love that .. ~:hank you!! 

F~m~ World Football Academy [[~JJN_;J~t[~9_t~[)~_~JJ_~g~_~_~,_!9_~] 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 g:01 PN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Re: W~A USA 

Great ~son~ 

Just saw that I ha~e ~nd you the standard invoice. We are organising a London sum~na~ day for tho~ who have not been to ~e London meeting. 

This will rake place on the ] 8th and costs ~ 150 excl vat, HoN this is ok with you. I will adjust the invoice tomom~w, so~ for the inconve~ence. 

Kind regards, 

Vincent 

World t:ootball Academy ttQ 

T +31 20 4721992 

Op 17 tbb. 2014 om 22:40 heefi "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~)n(a)~email.unc.edu> her volgende gescbreven: 

Vincent, 

Thank you. I am coming. And as soon as the check can get through our system I will send it to you. I am looking forward to joining you again! 

I appreciate you keeping me at the ~ow rate. 

F~m= World Football Academy [mail~;~nfo~worMfootballacademy.com] 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 9:18 AM 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: WFA USA 

Hello Anson, 
Thank you for your qui~k reply. By ~onfirming now, the delegate rate will be the low one. 
Our finance department has prepared the invoice for your pa~i~ipation, see enclosed. 
Please let me know if we have to make any adjustments. 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Van: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Verzonden: vrijdag 14. februari 2014. 18:14. 
Aan: World Football Academy 
Onderwerp: Re: WFA USA 

Yes, I a~ coming. Can you hold ~ny price down? Raymond, your ideas a~re excellent. We are all looking forward to your 3 day seminar here m Chapel 

Hill North Carolina. 

Ser~t.l?um ~fv ~ ~rizun ~ir~/e,s:~" 4G Li~’ DROID 

World Football Academy <inIb(a;worldIbotballacademy.com> wrote: 

Hello Anson, 
From Raymond I heard that you will be attending the 3rd Expert Meeting in South Africa from 19-24 June next. 
Could you please confirm this to me, so we can reserve your seat? 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

Van: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Verzonden: woensdag 15 januari 2014. 16:36 

Aan: Vincent van Driel (WFA) 
Onderwerp: RE: WFA USA 



No problem using Rly footage from the inter’view 

seeing him soon. 

All the best~ 

~ Vincent van Driel ~FA) [mail~:vincent.vandrie~@worldBotballa~ademy.~om] 
~Bt~ Tuesday, ]anua~ ~, 20~ ~:0~ AM 

T~ Dorran~e, Albe~ A ~ 
~ ’Raymond Verheijen’ 
~je~t~ WFA USA 

Hello Anson, 
Hope you’re doing fine~ You will probably be busy preparing your trip to Philadelphia or you might already be there~ 
I will not be meeting you in person this time, but Raymond will have a meeting with you as he told me. 
Just inBrmin9 you that we are preparing our USA launch at the moment, the website is almost finished in concept. As the inte~iew with you in Amsterdam was 
really 9rear, we have added it to the frontpage (hope you don’t mind 
You can visit the website here: 
I am aware that you agreed wRh publication of the inte~iew, but just wanted to check with you now it is ready. If you have any other suggestions, please let us 
know. 
Kind regards, 
Vincent 

<imageOOl .jpg> v~ce~t ,,’a~ 
D~rector of O~erat:i,ans 

4mageOO2jpg> 

P.O. Bo>: 4~, I ~90 ~%~, Oude!kerk aid Amstel, The Netherlands 
Bur9, Shamanwe9 I02T, 1~01/-’&, Ams~.erdam~ The Netherlands 
T +3:[ 20 at72 ~992 
F +31 20 472 ~993 



World Football Academy 
Burg. Stramanweg 102T 

1101 AA Amsterdam 

The Netherlands 

finance@worldfootballacademy.com 

T: +31 (0)204721992 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Attn. Mr. A. Dorrance 

Date: 14 February 2014 

Invoice No.: WFA140273 

1 

1 

WFA Periodisation Expert Meeting 2014 

London 2013 Summary Day 

1.500,00 21% 1.500,00 

150,00 21% 150,00 

Net Total 1.650,00 

VAT 346,50 

EUR Total � 1.996,50 

We kindly request you to pay the total amount of this invoice within 14 days on our bank account 
and refer to the number of this invoice. 

Bank: 
Bank address: 
Account name: 
Account number: 
IBAN: 
BIC: 

Rabobank 
Dorpsstraat 62, 1901 EM Castricum, NL 
World Football Academy 

Reference: WFA140273 

1/1 

Company Registr~ion number: 
53834917 

VAT Registration Number: 
NL851037203B01 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 11:03 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Soccer in Park City Utah - Co~ne play where the Olympiaaas train 

From: scott@avalancheinvitational.com [mailto:scott@avalancheinvitational.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February :18, 20:t4 8:04 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Soccer in Park City Utah - Come play where the Olympians train 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 

Park City - Avalanche Invitational - Showcase, June 6-8, 2014 

i~il Image removed by sender. 

We’d like to personaUy invite you Lo regisLer to a~end the 4th annual Avalanche InvitaUonat, in Park City, 

Utah, Juno 6°8, 2014. The Avalanche Invitational, hosted by Utah Avalanche Soccer C[ub, provides 

opportunities for topoperforming femal.e athletes of all. ages to compete and be seen by co[I.e~e coaches. 

As an elite, competitive showcase, we expect that the nation’s best teams wilt join us this year in Park 

City, and we would tore to have your athletes attend. The toun~ament is organized into three brackets and 

is open to teams U9 Lhrough U19. 

The Elite College Showcase level allows players to demonstrate their talents to co[[e?,e coaches and 

recruiters and is intended ~or U15-U19 Learns. We anUcipate more than 75 coUe~e coaches to attend. 

Cost: U15-U19:S900 

The Elite Competitive [eve[ chaUenges developing athletes to compete with the nation’s best. This 

[eve[ is intended for U12-U14 teams. 

As you prepare your younger teams to play at h~ghe~, more competitive levels, this tournament 

pro,Aries an opportunity to measure your team against the nation’s best. 

Cost: Ui2-U14:S650 

The Elite Youth level a[[,.)ws your youngest teams to gain tournament experience and have a great 

ti 

Cost: ug-u10 (8V8): $500 Ull (11v11): $650 

To register, \dsit us online at: Avalanche Invitational Re8istration 

We chose Park Cibt to host the Avalanche Invitational for a few reasons. Utah is our home. and we want to 

share with you the beauty of Lhe landscape and Lhe magnificence o~ the mountains here. We believe LhaL 

Park Qty’s spectacular v~ews provide the peMect backdrop for the nation’s besL soccer players to come 

together and compete. 

The charm of downtown Park City, coupted with endless opportunities for recreation and entertainment, 

ensure your stay m Park Qty wg[ be a memorable experience for you and your family, and we look forward 

to your participation in this year’s Avalanche h)~itationaL 



image removed 

b~sender. 

sender ECNL 

Image removed by sender. 
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sender 

This email was sent to an~n@uncaa.imc,edu by scott@-, avalancheinvitational.com i 

Update Profile/Email Address ]:nsta~lt iemeval ~’vidl Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, ¯ 11:04 AM 

Tim Crothers ~aol.com> 

I~E: Second semester summer classes for 

Thanks Tim! 

From-" "I~m Crothers I ~aol.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 8:47 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
(::¢: Ducar, Chris;         _~gmail.com 
Subject-" Re: Second semester summer classes for 
My summer class runs ,9 a.m.-noon every weekday. Tim 
.... Original Message .... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <._a_L~__s__o__£_~#_Ln__’_a_i!=__u___n__q=_&d___u_.> 

To: Tim Crothers         ~,aoLcom>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman~unc.edu> 
Cc: Ducar, Chris <ducark’N.unc.edu>; TONY YOUNT 
Sent: Mon,            5:32 pm 
Subject: FW: Second semester summer classes for 

b,.q mail.corn> 

Tim/Tom/Tony, 

Tim, what are the dates for your course this summer? This is one of the freshmen I would like to see in summer school this summer along with 
and possibly             . Tom/Tony, I think        can afford to pay her way but I am thinking       on a full and                      on tuition. Tony, I still want 

to graduate as many of the scholarship kids as possible Dec of their senior year so let’s sit down and see how best to spend our summer $. I know we will not be able to do 
this for’ ~ scholarship is small enough to continue to carry if we have to. 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent: Monday, 4:31 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Second semester summer classes for 
I’ll let you handle this one... 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: ~.~.~g_r_[_~__a_i L _c__o__r_!~ > 

Date at 4:28:31 PM EST 
To: "ducar@unc.edu" <ducar@unc.edu> 
Subject: Second semester summer classes for 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February :[8, 20:[.4 1.:50 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Scenic CiW Cup 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Scenic City Cup 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

[ 
ii.~.iI sincSFort ...... 1 

i.~.i sklcSports ~3m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 1:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Invitation to Our Wo~nen’s College Combine 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Invitation to Our Women’s College Combine 

From: Dm~ Baccarini <da~@gctcollegecentral.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

February18, 2014 

Coach, 
We would like to invite you to our Girls College Combine on March 2nd in 
Pensacola, FL. We anticipate having 50+ girls U15 and above attending this 
one day event. 
Our players have been recruited by some of the top schools in the country to 
include FSU and The University of Florida. Our girls are getting recruited in fairly 
large numbers every year as is shown by us having 5 Division One Signee’s 
already this year. Additionally, our players are making an impact at every 
collegiate level (Division I, II, IIZ, NAIA and Junior College). 
This is a tremendous opportunity for you to see not only our players players 
up close and personal but we are also opening it up to other local players as 
well. We highly encourage your participation. If you are interested, please email 
us back and let us know. 
We can make hotel arrangements for you if needed as well...just let us know. 

Finally, check out our site www.qctcollegecentral~com to get a better feel for 
us, our past recruiting successes, and our development programs. 

Feel free to give either one of us a call if you should have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

David Kemp 
Director of Coaching 85 O- 39 O- 2018 
doc@gulfcoasttexans.com 

and 
Dan Baccarini 
Director of College Recruiting 85 O- 396- 0086 
dan@qctcollegecentral.corn 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu by _d_.&n___~.a_c__t._cg__ _eR.e__c.e_2_L.r_a___c_.o_ .m_ 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe~" Privacy Policy. 

Gulf Coast Texans 10360 Ashton Brosnaham Road :: Pensacola FL :: 32534, 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:=UN¢ EXCHANGE/OU=:F-D~,¢MANGE ADt41NtSTRATtVE GROUP {~D~BOHF2~SPDLT)/CN=REC~P~ENTSfCN=:ALBERT A 

bORRANeE ~V (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 1:56 9M 

Oucar, Chris <duca~unc.edu~ 

Fwd: The US Socce~ Prayers News[ette~ USgoccerPtaye~s - Feb 18. 2014 

Print out The Adu stufi for me .... 

Sent ,from my YeHzon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........... Original Message ............. 

Sub)oct: The US Soccer Pkayefs Newsket:ter USSoceerPI.ayers - Feb 18, 2014 
From: US Soccer Prayers Newstette~ <news[etter@usnstpa.corn> 

To: "Dorrance, ALbert A iV= <anson@en~tmLur~c.edu:. 

CO: 

USSoccerPlayers ~ Feb t8, 2014 

Today’s Soccer TV 
Manchester City .. Barcelona is on Fox Spo~’Ls I aL 2:30pm~ Bayer Leverkusen - 

P$6 is on Fox Sports 2 at 2:30prn. A{so on Tuesday’s soccer W schedu]e, Pesaro{ - Santos Laguna in the Copa 
Libertadores on Fox Deportes at 7:1~[}:~[~, At~ 7"h~e.S 2~S~e;’~ 

Their Words 

never ~ost our ~:on~d~n~e h~ ,~4~;~;~ ~nd he hr~s proved h~mse~,f time and r~ai~ both 

Barcelona sports director Andoni Zubizarreta. 

Freddy Adu: "you’ve just got to be real with 
yourself" 
While training with Championship dub B[ackpoo[, USMNT player Freddy Adu spoke with the c{ub’s Tangerine TV about 

his career. 

’l’m onty 24 now," Adu said, "But iL does feel like a ions [ime afo, I went pro.,, iL’s acLuatl.y ten years.,, ten years in 

March when ~ made my debut. So yes.., man, 1fin been a [on~ time. ~’ve [ea~ ned a rot through that }ourney. There’s been 

good Limes and there’s been bad t~rnes~ but i’m f~[ad that [ experienced that at such a young af~e LhaL bemf~ 24 now I’m 
stir] young enough to correct a rot of the mistakes ~ made.’= 

When asked about turning pro at t4, Adu described it as "a lot of pressure. There really was. as a 14, t5, 16 yearoo]d 

you’re young~ you’re in~qlatbfe and you k~nd Of (~e[ eauf~ht up in [ha[ a bttl.e biL. Thankful[v, I had my faro1[y and my 

friends and ~ had [he right peopke around me [o sLeel’ me in the light direction because Lhel’e was a point where honestky 

] did get: caught: up in iL. Maybe { wasn’t: trainin(~ as hard as ~ should’re. ~t hurl me. It hurt my deve[opmenL as wel.[ .... At 
that point, you’ve just ~o[ to be ~ea[ w~th yourse[f~ Ha~dn$ the MghL 9eep[e around you harps a [oL." Read More 

Is the Champions League better than a Super 
Lea lue? 
By J Hutcherson - WASHINGTON, De (Feb ’i8, 2014) US Soccer Prayers .- When the Champions Lea?,ue reaches th~ 
knockout rounds, ~t’s eosy to focus on Lhe biggest £ames in European soccer, ManchesLer CiLy ¯ Barcelono and Arsenal. 

Bayern Munich gh~e most of the people what they want. The b~$~est dubs praying each other w~th the h~hest stakes on 
the [me. That should sound a rot qke Lhe [ong. rumored European Super League, it’s june that it takes so many Learns and 
so many games to get here. 

That’s the problem the Champions League can’t answer. Even now, at base it’s stir{ a European competition that has to 

Jns’o[vi? i~’vi~w’¢ const:Jt:uency. By decree, LhaL has [o invob/e 1:he champions of far ~[ur~g [eaf~ues that most peop[e bare[y 

know anything about, It’s part of the game focusing on inclusion even when it means multiple quahfyh~g rounds 

a{ongside multiple ways fl:~r the biggest dubs Lo ~emain 

What ~hi? ([harn}:~ions [.ea~be isn’t about is parit.y, "]"[~e makeup ol Lhe toumamenL makes treat (:[ear~ ’~hat’s ~h~ reason 

for [he UEFA coefficient ~ankin9, Thah o~ders the strength of Europe’s leagues, ~h di~’ies out exhra places to the 

stronger leagues and at[owin$ direct access for the biggest dubs to the group stage. The ~rotlp stage’s guaranteed 

$arnes on a se[ schedule is the closest we get to what a Supe~ League prom~ses, ~t just does it by dividin~ teams 

$roups and rnakht~ us wait for the biggest rnatchups. 



The Champion,s Leasue is~’t ne~:essarfly desisned wid~ delayed ~ratffLcation in nlind, but that’s also part of a b}!~,2e~ 

issue, T’~e flxmat is ddferent ~rom a domestic ~ea!~ue shx:e ~’s impossiMe ~or e~ery ~eam to p~ay each othe~, Y~I:~ every 

abe the pa[ity issue m any f~roup where one el two teams are obvious]y not competitive. Read More 

Herzo~ ~earheads the European front of a US Soccer revolution ¯ item Inside WorLd Foo~.baLL’s Paul NichoLson: It is 

the pu{tii~ throu!~h oi sparM.ii~ youi~g talent Like Greei~ from a variety of football ~)acl~srounds that Herzo2 believes 
be q~e fu~are for d~e success of the US n~don~L team, 

Runnin~ dow~ the top five foreign-raised USMNT players - from MLSsoccer,com’s Joh~ 8eLse.or: 5, Roy We$erLe~ 41 
caps from 1992 to ’98, seven goats 

Joe Cannon: With talent and the belief~ you can ~o far’ - from So~:cer America: Coacbe% parents, a~d eveG~one in it 

seem to have an opinion on ever/thm~, 

World Cup 2014: Will stadiums become white elephants? - from BBC Sport’s Tim Vickery: The most vuLnerabLe of Lhe 
12 host cities is Curitiba - although ~ Late problem has also ~ppeared i~ the other southern venue~ r~orto A]egre. 

Manchester City will not clip Yaya Tour~’s win~s to combat Lionel Messi o flora The Guardian’s Da~}eL Taylor: it is 

that: the n)odern-day~ fre(!d~corJi~(~ City bend re{ i~ol)ody t:~tese ~Jays~ 

A tale of two managers facin~ up to their bi~est challenge yet - frorn T’he ~oLt:on ilews: ~ut: you sense in ~’reedman’s 

case~ at feast~ he ~eeds to pull anotbe~ rabbit from his hat. 

Tomorrow’s Soccer TV 

Wednesday’s soccer ’~’\~ schedbLe has day b, do el t:he Champion,s I.ea(~ue Round of 1#~, with the ti~!~ }~arnes rnoqn~ t:o Fox 

Spo~ts 2 and Fox. Soccer 

Arse~a~ - Bayern ~4uaicR in the first-Leg of ~heir Champions League Roand o~ 16 series is on Fox Spolts 2 a~ 2:30pro. 

Arsena~ are cornm~ off a 2-1 FA Cup win over Liverpoo~ and Bayern ~unich s~lutout Fre~bur~ ~-0 in the Busdes[i@. 

Arsenal Nnished 2nd to Bo~uss~a Dol’~mu~d m Group ~ w~th the lop thl’ee teams m that ~roup t~e~ on pomps and 

separated by $oa~ difference. Bayern ~unich finished top of Group D on $oa[ difference, tied o~ points w}th ~s~and’,ester 

C~ty. 

"t Like London~ An~J even more aiter Last stammer." Bayem Munk:h’s Kari-He|nz Rummenigge said, "We’ve $ot terrific 

memories of pLayi~$ Arsenaf. And the attraction of London ~s eves !~,~ eater after winsm~ the finaf a~amst Dortmund." 

AC Milan ~ Atlet~co Ma@id is o~ Fox So~:cer PLus at 2::}0pro (Spin on Fox Sports 2) in their flrstoLeg of the Champions 

Leaf~se Roun~J o~ 16, ~ta~ are comi~x~ off o~ a ~-0 shutobt of 8ob:~!~a i~ Ser~e A where they’re tryinf~ t:o ~:ur~arosnd a 

~eush season, At[et~ce ~tadr~d shutout Va[[adoqd 3-0 in La L~a ~e remain t~ed on pomps with Barcelona and Rea( 

at 1:he top of t~e taM.e~ bbt 3rd o~ ~oa[ difference. AC Mfl.an firfished 2~x] ~:o Barcelona in G~oup H, At:~e~:ico 

dominaLed Group G, wmnin~ by 10 points, 

’~Their negative results came against. Real Mad~ id and f think d~aL’s normaL/’ A� MiLan coach Ctarence Seedorf said of 

AtLetico. ’~Tbey’re very wolf organised and they’ve been pLayin!~, at this hK~b tevef fo~ a couple of yea~s. Atletico Madrid 

~ave had two i~credibLe season, s and this year they*re dom~ even be~er, Diego Cesta is a ia~astic striker~ Brazil also 

wa~ted Mm in their m)tionaL tearn...what else can I add?" 

Afso on Wednesday’s soccer TV schedute, Fox Depo~tes ban BoLivar - Lees in the Copa L}bertadores at 7:30pro. A~ T~m~s 

Sponsor message 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 2:58 PM 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

I~E: Training Soccer Ch~:mpions 

I might be busy!! 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 

Sent: Tuesday, February :tS, 20:t4 8:53 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Training Soccer Champions 

Can we try again this Thursday? AFe you 
Ti!~ Nash 
Ger!eral Manager 
Greensboro United Soccer 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [maHto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 4:~ PN 

To: Y~m Nash 
Subject: R[: Trainin~ Soccer Champions 

F~m: Tim Nash [mailto:tim~qreensborounited.orq] 
Sent: Nonday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 10:32 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: R[: Trainin~ Soccer ChamNons 

Genera~ Manager 
Greensboro United Soccer 
336 2~58 8030 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, Februa~ 27, 2024 9:40 AN 

To: Tim Nash 
Subject: RE: Training Soccer Champions 

They are a~ready do~ng ~:his berate we have finished the rewr~te? 

From: Tim Nash [.~N!~9_;~[~greensborounited.org] 

Sent: Friday, Februa~ 14, 20~4 4:09 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Training Soccer Champions 

http:/!www.echopo~ntbooks.comiour-titles/ 

They are advertising it 
Tim Nash 
General Manager 
Greensboro United Soccer Association 
336 358 8030 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:12 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@emaJl.unc.edu>; Tony Englund ~ya]~oo.com> 

I~E: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 

In the last line change "so we know" to "as we know". Got it? 

From: Streett, Shelly 

~ent: Tuesday, February :[8, 20:[4 :[2:49 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Tony Englund 
Subject; RE: The Art of the Duel: Advanced :[ vs. :[ Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Tony, 

Attached is the latest version~ Anson might have a few more edits but he wanted to get it in front of 
S}le]ly Streett 
Olympic Sports 

University of North Caro~irta 

Di_~ par ~rte Pal: of 

Offi(:e 919.9G 2.5220 
Fax 919.962.4038 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
N~Btl Monday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 4:S2 PN 
T~ Tony Englund 
Ce~ Street, Shelly 
Nu~j~t~ RE: ~e A~ of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Breword 

To~y, 

She has aknost finbhed iL ~ keep re-.editing it or it would have been sent hours age. 5o ~[ ~s not 5heHy’s fault, it ~s mine. 

~ have combined both yours and m~ne, ~ think you wi]~ Hke ~t. Your part ~s excellent (~ only added a couple of words before "on both s~des of the baH"}. ~ keep 

forgetting half the stuff we have done, Lhard~ you [or the reminder. 

F~m~ Tony Englund ~ ~[tg_~£_~E~] 
Sent~ Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 12:2~ PN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet~ Re: ~e A~ of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and ~reword 

Awesome. Thanks~ 

Tony Englund 

Assistant Director of Coaching 

Director of Operations, Lucy ~nton Bell Athletic Fields 

St Croix Soccer Club 

On Monday, February 17, 2014 10:27 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Tony, 

Will do. It is on her desk. Shelly said she would try to get to it this afternoon. Please know if you would like to edit it to help you even more you can. 

From: Tony Englund L       _ _ _ 
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 12:11 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced I vs. I Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Headed out for the day and will not be near a computer. If your secretary can send on Monday, that would be terrific. 

Thanks. 

Tony Englund 

Assistant Director of Coaching 

Director of Operations, Lucy VVinton Bell Athletic Fields 

St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, February 14, 2014 11:19 PM, Tony Englund ~y#__h___o___o_=_c___o__r_[_~> wrote: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. Either way is fine. If you will call on Saturday, I just need a couple hours’ notice so that I can be near my phone and computer. 
Just send me an email or at text. 
Thanks! 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, February 14, 2014 8:21 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_a__[!~_o___n_@#L!)NJ~Ln___%_e_d___u_.> wrote: 
Tony, I am working on it right now. I am not near a computer. Shall I call you tomorrow and read it to you over the phone? Shall I use the # below 
when I call? Or do want my secretary to type it and email it to you Monday? 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund ~_v__a___h___o___o__=__c£___~> wrote: 



Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just trying to stay on your radar. Any chance you can get me a blurb in support of the book this week? 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, January 31,2014 11:18 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
You are right ... I will spit out a paragraph! 

From: Tony Englund ~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 31,2014 10:34 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Too funny. I think it’s hilarious that this is the conversation I end up having with my favorite coaching mentor! Very funny. Seriously, though, I don’t 
mean to hassle you and I’d ghost-write the thing and ask for your approval, but having your contribution to this project would mean a lot to me, and, 
more importantly, I think people would really like to hear your take on the continuing importance of the 1 vs. 1 duel in the modern game. Tipping’s 
Foreword to my Barcelona book was a paragraph, but it drove home the point and lent much credibility to the work, so it can be a brief note - or 
more if you want to expound...either way, it’ll make my day and, I think, give the work more broad interest and bite. 
Thanks coach. 
Tony Englund 

On Friday, January 31,2014 9:20 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
I am trying trust me!! 

From: Tony Englund I                 @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, January 30, 2014 9:52 AM 
To: Dorrsnce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Checking in - we’re getting hammered by the snow gods here again and I’m in my office finishing projects. Any chance you’ll have time to get to the 
1 vs. Foreword this week? 
Thanks. 
Tony Englund 

On Friday, January 24, 2014 10:35 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~Ln___s__o_l_~@_e_l~’_a__~_l_:_u__r_~_9_:~__d__u_.> wrote: 
Tony, 
You are so patient .... my decks clear next week, I will send it to you!! 

From: Tony Englund I .~.yahoo.com] 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 10:31 AM 
To: Dorrsnce, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I hope you enjoyed the convention. Just checking in on the book Foreword... 
Thanks! 
Tony Englund 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:28 PM, Tony Englund. ~.y_’_a_~__o___o_=c_’_O__Lg.> wrote: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your email. Next week is fine. More than anything else, I just want to be sure that it’s not a matter of a concern with the material, and I’m 
excited to have your contribution and see the book in print. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 9:39 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <~Ln___s_Lo__L~@_e__[~’_a_j_~_:_u__r_~__c__:#__d__u_.> wrote: 
Tony, 
You are not hassling me ... I will do it. I will have time next week ..... is that too late? 

From: Tony Englund [ .... .~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 14, 2014 12:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Ant of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Any progress on the Foreword for the 1 vs. 1 book? Again, I don’t want to be hassling you, and we can wait as necessary, but do 
look forward to your contribution and seeing the book in print. 
Thanks for any update. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 
St Croix Soccer Club 



On Thursday, January 2, 2014 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Alber~ A IV" <ansonC~,email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Will do! 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund. _ .... @yahoo.corn> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. I hope recruiting went well and that you found some downtime as well. I have attached the manuscript. Please let me know if I 
can be of any further assistance. I am very interested in your feedback. 
Much appreciated. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Thursday, January 2, 2014 4:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Yes, send it to me again. I am coming back from Florida ( recruiting for a week). I will jump on it. 
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Tony Englund .~,yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Have you had a chance to review the manuscript for my new book and write the Foreword? As I mentioned in our first exchange, I 
told Mike Saif at WCC that I’d try to have the final copy to him by the end of the calendar year. That said, I will happily wait as needed for your 
contribution if you require more time, and I think your views on this subject will be enlightening and of great value to the discussion. Please let me 
know if you need any additional material from me and when you might be able to get me your contribution. 
Here is Jeff Tipping’s Foreword to my Barcelona book (love Tipp’!): 

Following their defeat in the 2011 UEFA Champions League Final to Barcelona, Manchester United’s manager Sir Alex Ferguson, referred to the 
Barcelona style of football as "mesmerizing" - quite a statement coming from one of the world’s tactical soccer geniuses and a Iongtime Jedi 
manager. Those who witnessed the game were captivated by the spectacle of the great Manchester team, frustratingly and uselessly, chasing the 
ball and the Barcelona players as if they were chasing phantoms. 

In FC Barcelona: Style and Domination. A Tactical Analysis of FC Barcelona, Tony Englund has done a masterful job of introducing the American 
soccer coaching community to the "Barcelona Way". He shows us how they play, he provides us with training exercises to help us play the 
"Barcelona Way" and, amazingly, shows us some solid strategies to beat them! The book is a unique and welcome analysis of the best sports club 
in the world and provides us with scores of thought provoking technical and tactical insights along with world class "World Class Coaching" 
diagrams. 

Those of us who have dedicated our lives to improving American soccer will not simply read this book, we shall voraciously consume it - and not 
just once but we shall return to it over and over again. Thanks to Tony Englund’s efforts our coaching community now has access to the philosophy 
and methods of the world’s number one soccer club. As the sport of soccer continues to progress in our country this book will inspire all of us to 
reach for the standards of excellence set by the Catalonian giants and shall provide us with a template for playing the "Beautiful Game." 
Jeff Tipping NSCAA Director of Education and Coaching Development Emeritus UEFA A License Assessor - Irish FA Palm Beach Soccer 
Academy Technical Director FIFA Futuro Coaching Education Award Author "Drills and Exercises for Developing the Elite American Player." 

Happy Holidays and thanks again. 
Tony Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 3:21 PM 

Tony Englund~ ~yahoo.com>; Streetl, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

ILE: The Art of the Duel: Adva~nced 1 vs. 1 Tra~,ning Manuscript and Foreword 

Shelly? 

From: Tony Englund ~yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 28, 2014 3:20 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Streett, Shelly 
Subject; Re: The Ar~ of the Duel: Advanced :t vs. J. Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Hi Coach Dorrance and Shelly, 
Thanks for your emails. For whatever reason, I am unable to open the attachment Shelly sent today. Any way you can paste the text into the email 
please? I did get Anson’s latest update just minutes ago. 
Thanks for your help! 
Tony Englund 
St Croix Soccer Club 

On Tuesday, February 18, 2014 2:16 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A iV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yony, 

In the la~ line chanqe "so we know" to "as we know". Got it? 

From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 12:49 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV; Tony Englund 
Subject: RE: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Tony, 

Attached is the latest version. Anson might have a few more edits but he wanted to get ~t ~n flont of you. 
Shelly St~eett 
O~ymp~c Sports 
University of Netth Carelina 

Department of Athletics 
Office 919.962.5220 
Fax 919 962.4038 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
Sent: Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 4:52 PM 
To: Tony Englund 
Cc: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: RE: The A~ of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Tony, 

She has Nmost fin~shed iL ~ keep re-.editing ~t or ~t wou~d have been ~nt hours ago. So ~t ~s not Shel]y’s fault, ~t ~s mine. 

~ have ~mbined both yours and mine, I tNnk you w~]l I~ke ~t. Your pa~ is excellent (~ only added a couple of wo~ds before "on both s~des of the ball"). Ikeep 

forgetting half the stuff we have done, thank you for the reminder. 

From: Tony Englund ~gahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, Februa~ 17, 2014 12:25 PM 

To: Dorrance, A]be~ A IV 
Subject: Re: The A~ of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Awesome. Thanks] 

Tony Englund 

Assistant Director of Coaching 

Director of Operations, Lucy ~nton Bell Athletic Fields 

St Croix Soccer Club 

On Monday, February 17, 2014 10:27 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansonL~.email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Tony. 

Will do. It is on her desk. Shelly said she would try to get to it this ~emoon. Please know if you would like to edit it to help you even more you can. 

From: Tony Englund ~)vahoo.corn] 
Sent: Saturday, February 15, 2014 12:11 PM 
To: I)orrance, A]bert A IV 
Subject: Re: ][’he Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. I ’]?raining Manuscript and Foreword 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Headed out for the day and will not be near a computer. If your secretaD’ can send on Monday, that would be temfic. 

Thanks. 

Tony Englund 

AssWtant Director of Coaching 

Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 

St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, Februapf 14, 2014 11:19 PM, Tony Englund _ ~)¥ahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. Either way is fine. If you will call on Saturday, I just need a couple hours’ notice so that I can be near my phone and computer. Just send me an 

email or at text. 

Thanks! 



Tony Englund 

Assislant Director of Coaching 

Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 

St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, February 14, 2014 8:21 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.mac edu> ~vrote: 
Tony, I am working on it right now. I am not near a computer. Shall I call you tomorrow and read it to you over the phone? Shall I use the # below when I call? Or do 

want my secretaD~ to type it and email it to you Monday? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Tony Englund ~;yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Just ruing to stay on your radar. Any chance you can get me a blurb in suppo~t of the book this week? 
Thanks. 

Tony Englund 

Assistant Director of CoacNng 

Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 

St Croix Soccer Club 

On Friday, January 31, 2014 11:18 AM, "Dol~ance, Albert A IV" <_a__r_~5_<2_r_~_4~._e__r_0_~_a_ij_&~)__c_;~_c_!~> wrote: 
You are fight ... I xa, ill spit out a pa~ragraph! 

From: Tony Englund ,~!yahoo coral 
Sent: Friday, January 31, 2014 10:34 AM 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 
Too funny. I think it’s hilarious fl~at this is the conversation I end up having with my favorite coaching mentor! Very funny. Seriously, thougk I don’t mean to hassle yon 

and I’d ghost-write tim firing and ask for your approval, but having your contribution to this project would mean a lot to ~ne, an& ~nore importantly, I think people 

would really like to hear your take on the conti~ming importm~ce of the 1 vs. 1 duel in the modem g~ane. Tipping’s Foreword to my Barcelona book was a paragraph, 

but it drove home the point and lent much credibility to the work, so it can be a brief note - or more if you wm~t to expound_.either way, it’ll make my day and, I think, 

give the work mow broad interest and bite. 

Thanks coach. 

Tony Englund 

On Friday, January 31, 2014 9:20 Aivl, "Dot~ance, Albeit A IV" <_a__r_~£;_(2_n_2~.ernail.unc. edu> wrote: 
I mn trying trust me !! 

From: Tony Englund ~yahoo coral 
Sent: Thttrsday, January 30, 2014 9:52 AM 
To: Do~*ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Checldng in - we’re getting ha’mmered by the snow gods here again and I’m in my office finishing projects. Any chance you’ll have time to get to the 1 vs. Foreword this 

week? 

Thanks. 
Tony Englund 

On Friday, January 24, 2014 10:35 A_’vL "Dolwance, Albert A IV" <anson~a!email.unc edu> xvrote: 

Tony, 

You are so patient .... my decks cleax ne~ weeM I will send it to you~ 

From: Tony Engl~d 
Sent: Friday, January 24, 2014 10:31 
To: Do~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you eNoyed the convention. Just checMng in on the [~ok ForewoN... 

Thm~s~ 

Tony Engl~d 

On Wednesday, January 15, 2014 12:28 PM, Tony Englund ’.~?~ahoo corn> wrote: 
Hi Coach Donance, 

Thanks for your email. Ne:~ week is fine. More than anyihing else, I just wa~t to be sure that it’s not a matter of a concern with the material, and I’m excited to have 

your contribution a~d see the book in print. 
Mnch appreciated. 

Tony Englund 
Assis*ant Director of Coaching 

Director of Operations, Lncy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 

St Croix Soccer Club 



On Wednesday, Januapf 15, 2014 9:39 AM, "Durrance, Albert A IV" <ansun(~a)emai Lunc.edu> wrute: 

Tony, 
You axe not hassling me ... I will do it. I will have time next week ..... is that too late? 

From: Tony Englund [: ),?%a___h__o__(2~_c__~_~_~] 
Sent: Tuesday, JanuaU 14, 2014 12:15 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Re: The Art of the Duel: Advanced 1 vs. 1 Training Manuscript and Foreword 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Just checking in. Any progress on the Foreword for the 1 vs. 1 book? Again, I don’t want to be hassling you, and we can wait as necessary, but do look fo~-ward to 
your contribution and seeing the book in print. 

Thanks for any update. 

Tony Englund 

Assistant Director of CoacNng 

Director of Operations, Lucy Winton Bell Athletic Fields 

St Croix Soccer Club 

On Thursday, Januar,v 2, 2014 5:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albeit A IV" <.a__r!~_9__n_~]_e_g!i~__i_l_=~!Lc_:__e._c_!_u_:> wrote: 
Will do! 

Sent.f!’om my Verizon Wireless 4G LI’E DRO1D 

ToW Englund ~vahoo.com> w~ote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Thanks for your note. I hope recruiting went well and that you found some downtime as well. I have attached the manuscript. Please let me know if I can be of any 
further assistance. I am ve~ interested in your feedback. 

Much appreciated. 

Tony Englund 
Assis*ant Director of Coaching 

St Croix Soccer Club 

On Thmsday, JanualT 2, 2014 4:33 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~’~en’lail.unc. edu> wrote: 
Yes, ~nd it to me again. I am coming back from Florida ( recruiting t~r a week). I will jump on it. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Tow Englm~d < ~ .~ !_a_l_ ~ R~_?= _c_o_Ln_ > wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 
Just checking in. Have you had a chance to review the manuscript for my new book and write the Foreword? As I mentioned in our first exchange, I told Mike Saif at 

WCC that I’d try to have the final coW to him by the end of the calendar year. That said, I will happily wait as needed tbr your contribution if you require more time, 

and I "think your views on this subject will be enlightening and of great value to the discussion. Please let me know if you need any additional material fl-om me and when 

you might be able to get me your contribution. 

Here is Jeff Tipping’s Foreword to my Barcelona book (love Tipp’!): 

Following their det}at in the 2011 UEFA Champions League Final to Barcelona, Manchester United’s manager Sir Alex Ferguson, refened to the Barcelona s~le of 
football as "mesmerizing" - quite a statement coming fiom one of the world’s tactical soccer geniuses and a longtime Jedi manager. Those who witnessed the game 
were captivated by the spectacle of the great Manchester team, frustratingly and uselessly, chasing the ball and the Barcelona players as if they were chasing phantoms. 

In FC Barcelona: S~’le and Domination. A Tactical Analysis of FC Barcelona, Tony- Englund has done a masterful job of introducing the American soccer coaching 

community to the "Barcelona Way". He shows us how they pla>; he provides us with training exercises to help us play the "Barcelona Way" and, amazingly, shows us 

some solid strategies to beat them! The book is a unique and welcome analysis of the best sports club in the world and provides us with scores of thought provoking 

technical mad "tactical insights along with world class ’%~orld Class Coaching" diagrams. 

Those of us who have dedicated our lives to improving American soccer will not simply real this book, we shall voraciously consume it and not just once but we shall 
returu to it over and over again. Thanks to Tow Englund’s ellbrts our coaching communi~ now has access to the philosophy and methods of the world’s number one 
soccer club. As the sport of soccer continues to progress in our country this book will inspire all of us to reach for the standards of excellence set by the Catalonian 
giants and shall provide us with a template for playing the "Beautiful Ganm." 
JeffTipping NSCAA Director of Education and Coaching Development Emeritus UEFA A License Assessor Irish FA Pahn Beach Soccer Academy Technical 
Director FIFA Futuro Coaching Education Awa~l Author "Drills and Exercises for Developing the Elite American Player." 

Happy Holidays and thanks again. 
Tow Englund 
Assistant Director of Coaching 
St Croix Soccer Club 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:39 Plvl 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List! 

From-" info@collegesportsusa.corn [mailto:info@collegesportsusa.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February :~8, 2014 4:25 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; A College Prospect Has Added Your College To Their CSUSA Favorites List! 

Dear Anson Dorrance, 

Your college has just been added as a favorite by a College Sports USA recruit. This means a recruit has logged into Colle~eSportsU SA~com and is interested in 
finding out more abx~ ut attending a~d playing ~ccer at your college. 

To find out more information atx~ut this recruit and others, simply login to CollegeSv)rtsUSA.com. Membership is free to all college soccer coaches! 

Log in ~oday at ~!legeS10o~sUSA.com and make sure all the informalion on your profile is accurate and current. 

Once you login you can view this recruit’s complete academic and athletic profile and if interested you can track their high school career by adding them to your recruit 

dashboard. 

If you have any questions please let us know. 

Bestofluck! 

removed by 

sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4:40 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

ILE: Re; practice Mar 7th 

Excellent Torn, thank you! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent; Tuesday, February 18, 2014 4::[:t PM 
Subject; Re; practice Mar 7th 

Leadership, 

There have been numerous inquiries about practicing on Fri Mar ~. Technically classes don’t let out until 5 pm so we should practice like any other day. 

But Anson is leaving it up to you to decide what you think is best for the team ~.. you have three choices: 

1) Have practice and make it mandatory 

2) Have practice and make it optional 

3) Have no practice and let people start break early 

Please email Anson anson@email.unc.edu with your choice and a paragraph backing up your decision. 

Anson has no problem making practice optional or taking the day off, but with a game against a pro team the week that we return looming on the horizon, he 

wonders what the work ethic will be over break and if people will "get it done" to continue preparing for this match. Giving them that Friday off puts the team one 

day father behind if no one does anything over break. 

This is a decision about your team and what you want the culture to be and how you want to shape it. 

Anson wants a response from everyone. Thank you. 

-Tom 

Tom Sa~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 18, 2014 5:03 PM 

Larry Gallo (athgallo@ uncaa, unc.edu); Va~gel der, Marielle A <mva~geld@emaJ 1. unc .edu>; Mill er, B eth <bethmille@unc.edu> 

I aan so sony I missed the meeting this mornin!! ! 

I have no excuse. We train at 7:45 at E’haus and I lost track of time and then I lost track of the fact I had a meeting to attend!! 

Larry, thank you for sending me the meeting’s agenda. Andrew Calder and Carlos briefed me when they got back. 

Again, I am very sorry!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 10:57 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com:~ 

ILE: FYI 

The most important thing is your integrity. You did not sell out your character and you will never regret that 
My guess is S~nil stiil n~-:~eds to be convinced tha~: "Zone 3." (the U--12’s) is the rnos~: kn~ort~n~: zone amt t~eeds ~t~w~stment. (By l:h~t I r[~ea~l they r~eed to h~re you.) 

That ~s n~y job, so I will get b~ck to wor]~ trying to convh~ce 5ut% 
Do what you need to do to feed your family and ] wii~ contffme to fighL the political ha[ties for you. 

F~m= Tom Byer [mail~:~m@tomsan,com] 
Sent; Tuesday, Februa~ 18, 2014 6:27 PN 
To= Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
Subject: Fwd: F~ 

You zan mad ih)m bottom up. It is what it is. I’ve done cw~h~ng asked of me and rc~hed out to Nikc as well ~wral times and ewn traveled to Shanghai to meet 

with tbem. Tbe m~o~nate pag is Su~l hdd mc to zonfidencc ~garding our 2 meetings of~zen~ so the Nike USA Guys haw no idea wc have met. In fazt~ Joc 

Elsmorc mailed me at the ~nd of last year to tall mc he had spoke wifl~ someone at US Sozcer about mc and fl~at they had no interest. I’w explained ~is to Suml as you 

~an ~ad and hc’s ~ally given me noting ~ h~g on to. Hc could have at l~ast asked m~ to hold offwhil~ he speaks with fl~em~ but hc did not. Be~v~cn you and mc~ 

Under ~our is o~fing $15M USD for 3 yea~ wl~h I hav~ to giw sc~ous thought too. Doesn’t mean I zan’t do any work with US Soccer but ~ Sunil alludes to, it 

will make it a ~h~lengc. The Balls in Sunil’s ~ouA at fl~is point. I’ve tried my bes~ but can’t hold on too muzh longer or I risk losing out on ~ im~)gant op~m~. Su~l 

hasn’t wanted to show ~s Hand at all in what hc’s thmMng, so I’ve got to read bem~ccn the lines. It doesn’t ~cm to be a p~o~W at this ~int. 

Bzst Regards 

Tom Bycr 

Di~ctor 

T3 Cm~up 

Http:i/tomsma.com 
Sent l~m my iPhone 

Begin forwa:rded tnessage: 

From: "Sunil Gulati" <skg21 ({~colu mbia~edu> 

Date: FebruaD~ 19, 2014 at 3:53:41 AM GMT+9 

To: ’"Tom Byer’" <tom(r-~tom~u.com> 
Subject: RE: FYI 

Thax~ks Tom--let’s see how things play out. I think we both understand where 

things are for now, but smffchanges pre~ quickly in our worlds. 

Regardless~ we’ll be in ~ouch after our meetings. 

Su~l 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tom Byer [maila~:tom(?~tom~n.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 2014 11:12 AM 

To: Sunil Galati 

Subject: Re: FYI 

I tried getting interest at Nike U.S., but they put me with the Nike boss of 

China and Japan, who a~e both Aufftralians and didn’t care abont an~thing in 

the U.S.. Joe Elsmore mailed me that he had spoken ruth people at US Soccer 

a whole back and got no interest. And because onr recent mtgs were 

confidential, I conld not tell Joe Elsmore an~hing. Under Am~onr has 
oflbred a deal since we are in multiple countries in Asia and they want me 

for ~me things in the U.S.. Not having any idea of what you were fl~inking 

about, I just wanted to let you know my situation. I was apprehensive to 

mail you since I didn’t want you to think I was pressuring. But I also 

didn’t wa~t you to be t~ying to put things in place only to find out I could 

be signing with UA. Perhaps there roll be a way to work together anyway. 

Thank you tbr understanding my situation. Unfortunately, the guys at Nike 

U.S., have never met me or seen my presentations, or know of your interest. 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 



Http://tomsan.com 

Sent farm my iPhone 

On Feb 19, 2014, at 12:44 AM, "Sunil Gulati" <._s_l_!g.~__l__(_a2__c_o_]__u__~__r_~__l?_i__a_:__e__d_t_~~, wrote: 

Tom, 

Our meeting in Miaa~i was postponed until next week given travel issues tbr 

many parlicipants. I understand "that you hmze to move forward with m~ 

appaxel paxtner. Being with someone other than Nike will certaiNy 

make things more challenging at our end. 

Sunil 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom,~;mm~n.com] 

Senk Tuesday, February 18, 2014 9:01 AM 

To: Sunil Gulati 

Subject: FYI 

Sunil, 

I just wanted you to know I am very close to signing a global deal 

ruth Under Am~our. 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 10:58 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Player Showcase in Germany 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Susan Ryan 

Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 20:t4 8:44 PM 
To; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Player Showcase in Germany 

To All 

Here is an interuational player showcase. If you are interested please contact Sebastian directly. 

Thanks 

Sue 

It is our pleasure to invite you to attend the ProSoc College Showcase being held April l 1 - 13, 2014. in Kaiserslantern, Germany. The event roll be played on tbur 

lighted grass and turf fields at the home of German Bundesliga team, 1. FC Kai~rslautem. The ProSoc SttOWCASE will t~ature ~me of the elite German 

B undesliga, Regionalliga and US Youth Soccer ODP-Europe players in Europe. The event will be played on four lighted grass and turf fields at the home of Gem~an 

Bundesliga team, 1. FC Kaiserslauteru. 

At the showcase we roll host top players from across the Europe: 

¯ Gennany’s top players fi~om U19/IJ17/IJ16 Bundesliga, Regionalliga 

¯ U.S. MilitaD~ Family members stationed overseas 

Top Players t?om U.S. Yonth Soccer Europe (ODP) 

¯ Interuational Schools in Europe 

¯ Plus Players fm,n all over the highes~t leagues in Europe 
A handbook will be provided to all college coaches to provide the basic academic and athletic infom~ation of each player. Players will be available after the event in 
keeping with NCAA roles regarding contacts. This showcase is similar to other events that axe held throughout the United States and will provide college coaches an 
opportanity to observe excellent potential recruits in one setting. 
College Coaches who register will receive: 

Free Four- Star Hotel room and board for the first 20 coaches that register 

Along with five ground transportation to and fi’om FrankIhrt airport 

¯ Bmakths~t and lunch 

¯ A profile for all players co,npeting 

¯ Possibly attend a 1. FC Kaiserslautem game 

Possibly attend a 1. FC Kaiserslautern training session 

¯ Stadium Tonr of Frilz Walter Stadium 

Check in: 
Arrival date 04/11/2014 evening and Departure date 04./13/’2014 evening or04,’ 13/2014 moruing (We will pick and drop you offat the airport) 

Registration l}es: 

Option 1 : Registration fee for Coaches is $300 that includes Hotel, Meals and Ground Transportation. 

Option 2: Registration fee Ibr Coaches is $75 does not include Hotel, Meals or transporl:ation. It is only registration t~e. 

Please submit your pay~nent NLT: ~!_e___D____2_0_:__~__0_l___4_.. 

Bank information: 

INSTITUT: 

SUBJECT: ProSoc College SHOWCASE in April 



ACCOUNT #: 

ROUTING #: 

IBAN: 

BIC:I 

Once we have used up our complimenta¢- rooms, we roll work on tiding the best hotel accommodation and Hotel rotes. 

If you have any questions or need more information, feel free to contact me by emafil: sebastian.korsl[{~)prosocshowcase.com 

I am looking tbrward to meeting you in April. 

Sincerely, 

Sebastian 

Sent from my iPad 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at 2v_2v_!Xi:_n___s__c__a__’_a_:_c_’_~_?_~__r_~:!_c_’~?!_l__e_g__e_. 

You received this message becanse you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsub~ribe from this group and stop receiving emails fi~om it, send an email k~ division-i-womens-soccet~coaches ~ tmsubscribe({~)googlegrot~ps.com. 

To post to this group, send email to divis]on-i-womens-soccer-coaches~googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i,’grot~ps.google.con~,’grot~pidivision-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 
For more options, visit https:/igroups.google.com/groups,’opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 19, 2014 10:59 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Vancouver Whitecaps FC Showcase presented by Sport Chek 

From: Cal Traversy [mailto:CTraversy@whitecapsfc.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 18, 20J.4 :t:t::t3 PM 
To; Cal Traversy 
Subject; FW: Vancouver Whitecaps FC Showcase presented by Sport Chek 
Greetings, 

I would like to cordially invite you to attend: 

The Vancouver Whitecaps Sport Check Showcase Tournament April 18, 19 and 20 

The Vancouver Whitecaps FC would like to invite you to attend, The Vancouver Whitecaps FC Showcase presented by Sport Chek. The 2014 edition will include 

boys and girls ages U-1S through U-18 competing in a championship game format on April 18, 19 and 20 at Newton Athletic Park in Surrey British Columbia Canada. 

It would be our great honor to have you attend our tournament and watch some of the top players from Be, Alberta, Ontario and Washington State compete in the 

Showcase. 

The Showcase Tournament provides a unique opportunity for athletes and teams to demonstrate their talents to college and university coaches for scholarship 

opportunities as well as senior coaching staff for Whitecaps FC Residency and Girls Elite programs. This will be an outstanding chance to connect with some 

talented future student athletes for your schools. 

Please see the following link for more details about the Showcase: http://www.whitecapsfc.com/¥outh/programs/tournaments/collegeshowcase 

Please let us know if you are attending the Showcase by March 21, 2014 by way of email. This will helps us to prepare for your attendance at the Tournament. 

Look forward meeting you! 

Sincerely yours, 

::N:: Description: https:!!trello- 
attachm~nts.s3.amaz~na~‘~s c~m/51a35fc74781~5a37~995/52cb3765 ~ ~7921223a~9~5c6/ 
~7ca3d4e3b799~ea4dd6d~a6d9a2459aA~v’F©-~4-emai~si~nature-~3~8-seas~n~pener3.pn~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, Februas; 19, 2014 11:06 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com:~ 

I~E: A~nal Visit 

Tom, 

Thank you!! Actually, through M~a Hamm I am getting into a first team training session and having hmch with Arsene. But I really appreciate your offer to help. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom~tomsan.com] 
Sent: We&~esday, February 19, 2014 1:57 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Arsenal Visit 

Hi Anson, 

I had dinner last night with Arsene Wenger’s tbrmer Agent and very close friend Yasushi Imatoki. I had mentioned to him late last year about your visit but it was too early to speak with 
Arsene. He will contact him soon so we wanted to make sure the dates, March 7-16, are correct? Also, could you send me either your CV or something which profiles you? I could get 

something from the Intemet myself but thought y ~u might have something already prepared? 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 Group 

Http:/~tomsan cam 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 19, 2014 11:10 AM 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edu> 

l~g: WSOC 

Matt, 

You have already helped us. We could not get that "midfielder of the year" through until you joined 

Actually, the p~ayer ~:hat ~s getting MI kh~ds of press ~s A~ex Carpenter ... Congrats on a~ the exposure~ 

E~= Na~hew Conway [mail~:ma~hew.conway@bc.edu] 
$eat= Wednesday, Februa~ $9, 2054 7:45 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: RE: WSOC 

The O~ymp~c Hockey has been great, it ~s actually much more similar to college hockey then NHL hockey in terms of the style of play. ~ am actually more a fan of 

speed and athleticism of the game then physical play, but that is just 

As for BC players, we actually have I of our current W~H players (Ak~>: Carpenter} on the team and 2 [ormer p~ayers {k:ell~ Stack and Molly 5chaus). Alex and 

play a k)~: and Molly is a back-.up goalie. As for ~:he men’s US team we have just Brooks Orp~k, but ~ wouM expect ~:hat m~mber to increase in ~:he ne>:t Olympic as we 

have 20 former players ~n the NHL r~ght now. 

Thanks for the kb~d words and I really enjoy working w~th a~ the WSOC coaches. I hope tha~ in some way my ro~e can serve as a catalyst for ~eague wide success. 

Matt 

Matthew Conway 

Assista~* Athletics Director/Event Operations 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
140 Commonwealth Ave, 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02457 

Tel: 6:17-552-6672 

Cell: 

Fax:6:17-552-4335 

[ i:~i: Desc!ip’tion D~scrip~ion: 
cid:image001 png@0 ICBF05C.223B7310 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson~@emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 5:36 PN 
To~ Na~hew Conway 
Subject: RE: WSOC 

Matt, 

Thank you. ~ had a fee~h~g ~t wouM go through w~th you as our point. ~ appredate you navigath~g the politics for us. 

A][ the best:, my [riend~ 

(Are you watchh~g the O~ymph:: Hockey? ... ~: ~s my absok~te faw:~rRe event of the Winter C)~yrnp~cs and ~ am hearing BC[ How many kkts do you have there?) 

F~m: Na~hew Conway [~#_[[#_£;_~a#_h#~_9_~A~y_@_~_,#_~#] 
Sent= Monday, ~brua~ ~7, 20~4 4:55 PN 

To= Mark Krikorian; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= FW: WSOC 

Gentlemen --- 

d~ey ca~l it a~ lon~ a~ we have a~ additio~sl award for our student sdflete~. ~ w~H erna~l the SWA’s just to cover my bss~s, but ~ would a~ume they will pass ~t. 

~ope you both ~r~ doh~ well 

Matt 

Matthew Conway 

Assista~* Athletics Director/Event Operations 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
:140 Commonwealth Ave, 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02457 

Tel: 5:17-552-5572 

Cell: 

Fax:5:17-552-4335 

...... c~d:~mage001 png@0 ~CBF05C.223B7310 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 5:27 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: Game plan for your summer soccer camp 

From: campteam@wolfpackcommunications.com [mailto:campteamOwolfpackcommunications.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February :19, 20:14:1:30 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Game plan for your summer soccer camp 

"Before anything else, preparation is the key to success." 

Coach Uorrance, 
As the leader of an NCAA soccer program, you certainly understand the 
importance of preparation in relation to success. At the Camp Team, sports 
insurance is all that we do. Like you know soccer, we know sports insurance. 
Take a giant step forward in preparing your summer camp game plan - contact 
us today by phone at 1-800-747-9573 or by email at j___n___f__o___@___c_5~____m___t2___t___e____a__Lq_?__~___c___o_____m__, for 
a free quote, 
Best wishes for a great spring, 
The Camp Team 

Image removed by sender. CampTeam 

The Camp Team is the offidai sports insurance provider for many 
national and world champions. 

We are recognized by the NCAA :Insurance Resource Department, 

rem c~J by 
sender 

removed by 
sender 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa,unc.edu by carnpteam@wolfgackcommurlicatiorls.corn i 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 
The Camp Team 9035 Wadsworth Pkwy I Suite 38~,0 :: Westminster :: CO 8002:!. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 19, 2014 5:30 PM 

Will Andrews ~gmail.com> 

Peter Peets (peter@pete~peets.com) 

RE: Follow up with your Competitwe Cauldron implementation 

Will, 

I am excited with what you are doing, I know I am going to learn some things about how you have designed your "cauldronS:! 

All the best, my friend. I am g~ad you ~iked the book. 

F~m: Will Andrews [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~brua~ ~9, 20~4 2:32 PM 
To: Peter Pee~ 
Cc: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Re: Follow up with your Competitive Cauldron implementation 

Peter, 

Just ~ot in after four days of travel. 

I have come up with about 8 catesories / events to 8rade my Soldiers on. I have decided to break my Soldiers into their respective positions to rank order them. I 

will have my Tactical Control Officers compete asainst each other, the same with my TCAs, Commo people, Launcher crews, maintenance folks, etc. 

Since maintenance is such a huse part of winnin8 for us, I have place extra value into the maintenance execution and knowledse scores. I haven’t had the chance 

to put it all to~ether into Excel like I want to just yet, but I will. I have 8raded events that will be takin~ place in two weeks and hopefully this will ~ive me the first 

full batch of data to post effectively. 

I am also wantin8 to compete my platoons (smaller formation inside my unit) asainst each other as well as create competition asainst everyone from top to 

bottom. This will require some more finesse as I do not have everyone on the same playin~ field like you all do with soccer. I have some ideas that should be easy 

to pull off of the other individual scores and just retabulate asainst each platoon member. 

So the short answer to your question is yes~ Use my unit as an example of an army organization puttin~ this to use. 

I will keep you up to date as I prosress. 

-Anson - I loved the first book Coachin8 Soccer Champions - lookin8 forward to the next. 

As One...Let’s Roll~ 

Will 

Respectfully, 

Will Andrews 

On Feb 19, 2014, at 9:44 PM, "Peter Peets" <peter@peterpeets.corn> wrote: 

Will - I hope your deployment has gone well.. 

Just FYI -we will be shortly holding our meeting with the TRADOC guys at the LTG and BG level. We would like to reference any feedback or results 

you would be willing to share with your implementation of the competitive cauldron. I imagine that you guys are heavily involved in transitioning and 

settling in to your assignment and that this might not be feasible to implement let alone report on in short order. But I just wanted to put that bug in 

your ear to see if we could cite your early adoption of that competitive cauldron. At this point~eshooting for a date probably in mid to late March. 

Would it be ok for me to check on your progress then? 

Best Regards, 

Peter Peets 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 10:49 AM 

Myer, Randy <Ran@ Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

Re: Meet at 8:10 at Finley parking lot? 

Yes! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Myer, Randy" <Randy Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu-> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Febrna~ 20, 2014 2:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: Tour of America - Canadians plan aJ~other Invasion! 

From: Bob Graham [mailto:bob@nor~hbrooksports.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, February :tg, 20:t4 8:32 PN 
To: ; 
Subject: Tour of America - Canadians plan another Invasion! 
Hello again coaches! 

For years Tonr of America was a well-known annual two-week spring pilgrimage across the eastern USA with a bnsload of Canadian soccer prospects! It became the 

catalyst tbr literally hundreds of gnys and gals from sonthem Ontario to join college ~ccer programs ti~m Com~ecticut to Calitbmia! 

But it has been a while since I visited can~pnses with a bus load of prospect!! That is because I have been away from the game! But I got roped back in! And that 

means Tour of An~efica returns ne:~ spring! 

I have agreed to work with an Acadetny Association named the Canadian Acadetny of Futbol (CAF), ~,___w_~:_~_2_c__a__t_)~_c_’__c__e_r:__c_o_Ln_. to help Canadian kids learn how to pursue 

opportunities south of the border! CAF which yon tnay or may not have heard of~ is growing quickly! It now proudly represents 22 Academies in southern Ontario. 

The structure of the game here is changing! 

We just mmounced our new ’scholarship’ program, but it has been in the planning stages for months. Through it we hope to help you find top Canadian prospects for 

your tean~! 

201~ 

A key centerpiece of this new program will be Tour of America, a trip to visit 20+ US college and university campuses across the eastern USA. I ran it tbr years while 

I was Director of the Advanced Development Program at Erin Mills Soccer Club, and we are pleased to re-introduce it. This year, the timing was too shor~, but we are 

pleascd to announce the plan for MaJ-ch 2015! We will confirm exact dates as soon as we have contirmation of our high school spring break, but ballpark March 1 lth- 

22nd, 2015! We are also exploring a western USA trip in April 2015! 

2014 

Are yon looking for players or would your team have an interest in a game this spring? 

You may have already planned or used the EXTRA spring game date to play an international game this year, but if you haven’t, and you are not on spring or Easter 
break or in exam~ would you be interested? Would you have facili~ access to make the game possible? 

We are t~ing to arrange two short trips, a 5-6 day trip (boys only) over one of the Ontario March spring break weekends (Mar 7-16th) and also looking at a trip 

April 15-21 (hopefully guys and gifts, but at moment probably guys!) around Easter weekend, that would allow us to visit or play - if is there any interest? Our 

objectives are as always: 

1) Bring top prospects to your door! 

2) Introduce those prospects to the wide spectrnm of educational opportunities across the USA. 

There axe two types of visits to campuscs. 1- Games with Campus Tours, 2- Campus Tours 

We build a game schedule first, and then add °~Four-only" visits to compliment those visits. In both we want to oIt~r campus tours, meetings with academic advisor~ 

soccer staff etc. 
If neither of those options works, please keep us in mind for pre-season in August, or ne~ spring! 

Bob Gral~am 

Director Student Athlete Scholaacship Program 

Canadian Academy of Futbol 

bob(r-~northbrookspo rts:com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 2:42 PM 

Myer, Randy <Ran@ Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu> 

ILE: Meet at 8:10 at Finley parking lot? 

I will see you 

From: Myer, Randy [mailto:Randy_Myer@kenan-flagler.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February :t9, 2014 :tl:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Meet at 8:10 at Finley parking lot? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 3:46 PM 

Matthew Conway <matthew.conway@bc.edu> 

I~E: WSOC 

Matt, 

WOW!!! What a game!!! To some extent hockey is just like soccer: games are won and lost on bad bounces and postsH Gosh that was heartbreaking!! 

From: Natthew Conway [mailto:ma~hew.conway@bc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, Februa~ 20, 20~4 8:~3 AN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: WSOC 
Get your Pop Corn ready for the 12 noon face 

MC 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
:[40 Commonwealth Ave. 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Tel: 6:[7-552-6672 

Cell: 

Fax:6:[7-552-4335 

[ ii~iI [ ..... iption: De-sc!iption 

cid:image0O 1.9n9@0 ICBF05C 223B7310 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 11:10 AN 
To: Matthew Conway 
Subject: RE: WSOC 

MarL, 

You have already helped us, We could not get that "rnidfielder of the year" through until you joined us, 

Actually, the player that is getting all kinds of press is Alex Carpenter _.. Congrats on all the exposure!! 

From: Natthew Conway [mailto: matthew.conway~@bc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 19, 2014 7:41 AlVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: WSOC 

The Olympic Hockey has been great, it is actually much more similar to college hockey then NHI. hockey in terms of the style of play. I am actually more a fan of 

speed and athleticism of the game then physical play, but that is just me. 

As for BC play~:_~rs, we ac~:ualiy have ~. of our current Will players (Alex Carpent~:_~r) on the team and 2 f.:_~rm~:_~r players (K~-_~lli Stack and Molly Schaus). Alex and Kelli 

play a lot and Molly is a batik-up g.:_~alF_~. As for the men"s US t,-_~am w,-_~ haw:_~ just Brooks Orpil~, but f would e’.<pect that number Lo incr,-_~ase in the next Olympic as we 

have 20 former players in the NHL right now. 

Thanks for the kind words and I really en~oy working with all the WSOC coaches. I hope that b~ some way my rote can serve as a catalysL for league ,,,vide success. 

Matt 

BOSTON COLLEGE 
:[40 Commonwealth Ave. 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Tel: 6~7-552-6672 

Cell: 

Fax:617-552-4335 

[ ~ [ ..... ipt~on: Description 

cid:image0O 1.~m9@0 ICBF05C 223B7310 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Nonday, ~brua~ 17, 2014 5:36 PN 
To: Na~hew Conway 
Subject: RE: WSOC 

MarL, 

Thank you, ~ had a f~ ~t wou~ ~o throv~h w~th you as ou~ point, ~ aO~rec~ate you ~svi~st~n~ the politics for 

A~ the best, my frien~ 

F~m= Na~hew Conway [mailto: ma~hew.conwa~@~G_~#_~] 
Sent; Nonday, ~brua~ $7, 20~4 4:55 PN 
To= Nark Krikorian; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= FW: WSOC 

G~nt~emen --- 

Sh~ce ~[: ~eemed ~Jke the [:wo o[ you supported th~ the mos~ based or~ your respotlses, ~ watl~ed to ~e~ you ktlow [:hat the M~dfie~der o~ the Year passed w~th the 

awards committeel They derided to go back with that name versus the overall Player of the Year. Now ~t )~s~: has ~:o get past the SWAs. Frankly, I donq: care what 

they ca~ iL as ~ong as we have an additional award for our student atMetes. ~ w~l ema~l the SWA’s just [o cover my bases, buL ~ would assume they wi~ pass 

Hope you both are doing well 



BOBTOI~ COLLEOE 
140 Commonwealth Ave. 

Chestnut Hill, MA 02467 

Tel: 617-552-6672 

Cell: 

Fax:617-552-4335 

cid ima~eO01 png@OiC:BF05C: 223B73!0 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Thursday, Februau 20, 2014 4:15 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Amber Brooks ~              ~gmail.cotn> 

M’Liss Do~rance (mdormnc@duke.edu); L~x:9~ Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Vm~gelder, MarMle A ~-~mvangeld@etnail.unc.edu>; 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ! 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

matt jones I 

sean patton ( 

nicole fava (nfava,@.uncaa.unc.edu); 

~gmaJl.com); 
,; clay weaver 

Subject: I~E: video from NCAA Top 10 Aw~acd 

Tom, 

This is awesome’. 

Amber, thank you for ?’our tremendous loyalty to our program and this university- and for the wonderful way you represented us on the field, offthe field, and in the classroom! ! ! 

http://wwwyoutubecom/*vatch?v=Cs5b THSnhU 

Nice little shout out about "academics over athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O L~C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 4:17 PM 

@msn.com; duca~uncaa.unc.edu; Ja~m Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~)aol.com 

FW: Head Coaches’ Meeting Minutes ,-- Februa~ 18, 2014 

2-18-14 Coaches Meeting.docx 

From-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent; Thursday, February 20, 2014 11:08 AM 
To-" UNCAA-Head Coaches 
Co-" Hoots, Eric M; Holliday, Corey L; Calder, Andrew G; CunNngham, Bubba; Miller, Beth; Brown, Michelle; Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick; Broome, Lissa L; Pogge, Paul; 
Vangelder, Marielle A; Chalfin, Peter L; Norton, Molly 
Subject-" Head Coaches’ Meeting Minutes ~ February 18, 2014 
Importance: High 
Friends: 
Attached are the minutes from the Head Coaches’ Meeting on Tuesday, Febma~’ 18, 2014. I want to tha~ak Pete Chalfin for providing these minutes to us. I know these 
minutes will assist those coaches who were unable to attend the meeting ,-, you now will know what was discussed! 
I also kmow Dr. Miller and I provided those coaches who could not attend this meeth~g with baaed copies of the agenda and the handout Rick Steinbacher provided 
concerning the renovations planned at the Rizzo Center. 
If you should have any questions about the meeling’s minutes, please feel fi’ee to contact Dr. Miller or me. 
Take care, and be w-ell! 
Ca~rv 

~Larry Ga~o, 

E-xccutive Assocm{c Dic~ctor of Athletics 
University ofNoN~ Car~lina at Chapel 



February 18, 2014 Coaches Meeting 

Mark Sherburne - Carolina Inn: Want to partner with athletics and reminded coaches that 

profits go back to the University (library or slush fund). 

Coach Hatchell stopped by to thank coaches for reaching out so much to her and her team. 

Thanked Andrew for the job he has done. Thanked Anson for providing Andrew encouragement 

before Duke game. Cancer treatment going well, cancer is gone; hopefully last week of 

treatment but platelets are still low. One thing people out of season can do is give platelets. 

They will get paid. Kay Yow foundation making a $1 million donation to Lineberger. Check 

presentation at Duke MBB game. Confidential. 

Bubba: Academic initiatives - Jim Dean formed group, Lissa, Joy, Michelle, Vince, Bubba, and 

three faculty members. Debbi Clarke conducting behind the scenes research. Ensure each 

process in SA experience provides the guidance the students need to be successful and we are 

doing things the right way. May be a few tweaks to some of our processes but won’t 

dramatically change our lives. That group gets discussed a lot so want to answer any questions 

you may have about it. Good opportunity for new provost to learn more about athletic 

experience. 

SAAC Meeting: Encouraging them to talk about recent negative publicity. Good ideas about 

positive messages we can get out. Want to utilize social media more to promote positive 

stories. 

Coach Galvin: Organic Chemistry professor went on a rant attacking college athletics and asked 

students to provide their feedback on whether or not there should be athletics on campus. 

Karen Shelton had a similar experience with a professor that wanted nothing to do with 

athletics. 

Coach Meaders: Can we feel free to post how we feel? Concerned it may get twisted the wrong 

way. Bubba responded that he trusted everyone in here to post appropriately and express how 

they feel in an acceptable way. 

Coach Haney: S-A at UVA always wear gear or shirts listing athletic achievements, may have 

more credibility if it lists academic achievements such as "Dean’s list" 

Coach Levy added that S-A’s are not only feeling it from professors but from other students. 

Stereotyped as dumb and illiterate. Feel targeted by other students. Suggests a panel or Q and 

A in the pit, something positive because environment right now is very negative toward our 

S -A’ s. 

Bubba: Some of it is how we talk about admissions process. "Special talent" implies wouldn’t 

be here otherwise, must think of best way to phrase this. CNN said Michigan didn’t have any 

"special admits." We are going to have a baseball team and a track team regardless, so those 

students will be here. Therefore not taking the spot of someone else. 

Rick: Initiative called "One Carolina": onecarolinal789.com. @onecarolina2789. Students 

telling positive stories about other students. Not just athletics, but want athletics to be a focal 

point. First story was hosting a student in a wheelchair. Give positive stories to 

Rick. 



Michelle Brown: 

Rick 

We are working on coming up with unified and consistent common policies. Counselors working 

on that with coaches. 

Working Group going on at same time. 

Advising policy: S-A has to go see advisor. Old policy was that every S-A must meet with advisor 

every semester. Challenging. One of positive things is they are located in Loudermilk, positive 

response from S-A. Only Arts and Sciences advisors, left out professional tracks. As of now 

policy remains that S-A must visit with advisor every semester, can revisit this policy later. 

Want to finish policies and pass them along. Hopefully by the summer. Please provide any 

observations/feedback 

Working on adjusting policy for travel letters 

Still writing policy on proctoring exams: No coaches, athletic staff or academic counselors 

allowed to proctor exams. Ideal is to have professor and S-A work it out together, if can’t, we 

will assist. Several professors requiring that it happens that day, some requiring that it happens 

at that exact time. Don’t want S-A to be at disadvantage because competing and traveling. 

Shelton: Do other schools in conference have same policy of not allowing academic counselor 

to proctor exams? Michelle: Haven’t had time to do thorough review of rest of conference, but 

so far it appears to be a result of our culture here due to recent issues. 

If professor wants exam taken at a time when team is on the bus, contact counselor. Coach 

Haney loses athletes when exam and competition overlap, S-A choose to take exam. 

Sagula: Don’t know if working group realizes that putting these policies down on paper, it’s 

adding to this negative view of athletics on campus. Giving more credibility to professors but 

putting us in a hole. Adds to negative view rather than trying to break down barriers. 

Broome: Excused absence policy has been talked about amongst FAR’s. Source of frustration. 

S-A shouldn’t be disadvantaged for traveling to compete, but many professors unwilling to do 

extra work to allow SA to take exam later. Georgia Tech had provost tell professor that he had 

to allow make-up exam. Is our provost willing to do that? Must treat all students fairly. Must 

understand professor’s responsibility. 

Shelton: Can we proctor other S-A’s that are not our own? Michelle: Yes, there is no issue with 

that but it has not come up. 

Bubba: In conference USA we used to proctor other school’s exams. 

Want Rammy’s to be fun celebration for teams. 99% of attendance last year was S-A’s and staff. 

Want to fill every seat this year, so we have formal paper invite that will go out in next few days. 

Will invite managers, trainers, and academic staff, athletic department staff, BOT, Tom Ross, 220 

Rams Club donors, sponsors, student leaders of CAA, Carolina Fever, 50-100 Carolina Fever point 

earners, senior band members, cheerleaders, mascot, etc. Want to fill Memorial Hall 

Programing meeting today at Memorial Hall and follow-up next week to finalize program. Will 

e-mail detailed calendar when videos and nominations are due. Elements will include the 

awards, department video featuring every single team, team videos - want more than last year, 

Zoya Johnson hired to help staff Rammy’s, talent:  

and ; inviting coaches to sing/dance/juggle at Rammy’s. S-A’s want to see coaches 



participate. Beth suggests coaches do something as a group collectively. Karen Shelton will take 

lead on organizing this, please be responsive. Bubba suggests at the very least we have all HC 

on stage for fight song at the end. For skit, can be a video instead of in person. 

Rizzo Center: Lunch with Jack Evans (former interim Dean of business school) and Doug 

Shackleford (incoming Dean of Business School). Rizzo Center at Meadowmont, wants our 

business. Full hotel, football recruiting weekends there. Building a new building. Just finished 

building a large bar and want Carolina Athletics to be theme, and asking for us to lone them 

anything we can give them to help decorate this bar. 

Beth Miller 

Reminder about housing requests; please turn those in by the February 20th. If need forms, let 

me know. Still need names of incoming first-years. Have most, but please send names and 

PID’s if you want them in S-A housing. 

Sport updates: 

Rowing: First race in ten practice days against Tennessee. Had a good fall. 

Swimming and Diving: Leave today for ACC, some going to UGA. 

Gymnastics: Good start, then a few bumps. Excited for rest of season. 

Wrestling: One more dual, we will be a better tournament team 

MLax: Dartmouth on Saturday, next 9 games are top 20 opponents. Great job by facilities 

people clearing fields for us. 

Men’s Tennis: 9-1, freshman are doing well 

MBB: Seven game winning streak. 4 games in 8 days. 

FH: 20 hour segment now 

WTennis: Freshman leading way, is #1 for first time in program history. 4-2. Lost to Duke, 

play them again in just over a week. 

Football: New OC, and a few other coaches. Blue dawn started yesterday. 

Baseball: Started season in Charleston, 1-2; Home opener Friday. 

VB: 8-hour segment 

WLax: Lots of injuries, young players doing well. 

Track and CC: got stuck in snow but Anthony Travel did a good job helping out. Saturday 

morning at 10, will honor Coach Craddock for indoor meet this weekend. Indoor meet with 

ceremony. 

Dominic Morelli: FB Equipment manager: last Thursday morning his daughter had open heart 

surgery; came through alright but had some complications and still receiving treatment. She’s 

26. 

Bubba: Thinking last Wednesday that Duke game would have lower bowl filled entirely with 

students. Thinking about two promotions: Turn it in or trade up. Turn in tickets if can’t make or 

trade with a student if you can. What do you think about all of us giving up our lower bowl seats 

for students? None of coaches have lower bowl tickets. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:21 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.e&~> 

Vm~gelder, Mazielle A <mvangeld~)e~nafil.unc.edu>; Millel; Beth <betlmfille@unc.edu> 

RE: Head Coaches’ Meeting Minutes .- 

Thank you Larry, this is very helpful to 

Frera= Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent= Thursday, ~ 11:08 AM 
To= UNC~-Head Coaches 
Cc= Hoots, Eric M; Holliday, Corey L; Calder, Andrew G; Cunningham, Bubba; Miller, Beth; Brown, Michelle; Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick; Broome, Lissa L; Pogge, Paul; 
Vangelder, Marielle A;            ; No~n, Molly 
Subject= Head Coaches’ Meeting Minutes 
Impo~ance: High 
Friends: 

A~ached a~ the minutes fi’mn the Head Coaches’ Meeting on Tuesday, I want to thmN [br providing these mNutes to us. I ~ow these 

minutes will assist those coaches who were unable to aRend the meeting ~ you now will ~ow what w~ discussed~ 

I also ~ow Dr. Miller and I provided those coaches who could not aRend this meet~g with haxd copies of the agenda ~d the hamdout Rick Steinbacher provided 

concerning the renovations pl~ed at the Rizzo Center. 

If you should have a~y questions about the meeting’s minutes, ple~qe feel free to contact IN. Miller or me. 

Take care, and be well[ 

Executi~ e Associate I)J~eci,)r of Athletics 

[Jni~ret~i~’ ofNodh Caroli,m at Chalx:~ Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~70 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 4:40 PM 

Lensing, George <lensing@emaJl.unc.edu> 

Maziel ~aol.com>; Levy, Je~mifer S <jem~y.levy~)unc.edtc, 

RE: 

George, 

I will ~,lwavs protect so I will call Dan Levy (her agent) ~,nd see if he can connect you, I hope you understand!! 

From: Lensing, George 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:41 PlVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hey Anson, 

I’m having trouble ~gain getting a response out of     I know that Chuck Lovelace would like to know if she wants the use of the Morehead House over that 

April weekend. And there are a few other logistics. Should I resubmit the letter? Should I call her? Would you be reluctant to give me her private number? (I 

wouldn’t share it with anyone else.) I’m hoping and assuming she’s still completely "on board" with the reunion and lecture. You advice welcome, my friend. 

George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O-UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 4:40 PM 

Levy, Jennit~er S ~enny.levy@unc.edu-~ 

Jen~ 

What is the best email address for Dan? (I love your team ~,. keep it going!!) 

From: Lensing, George 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 20:14 :t2:4:1 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hey Anson, 

I’m having trouble again getting a response out of     I know that Chuck Lovelace would like to know if she wants the use of the Morehead House over that 

April weekend. And there are a few other logistics. Should I resubmit the letter? Should I call her? Would you be reluctant to give me her private number? (I 

wouldn’t share it with anyone else.) l’m hoping and assuming she’s still completely "on board" with the reunion and lecture. You advice welcome, my friend. 

George 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 6:20 PM 

Jeff Tipping <jeIg~palmbeachsocceracademy.com> 

ILE: Anson Appearance in Palm Beach 

No I?roblem .... I am there!! 
From: .left lipping [mailto:jeff@palmbeachsocceracademy.com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:21 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Anson Appearance in Palm Beach 
Ans... 

We discussed you flying in late morning m~d making evening presentations on Wednesday May 7th, play golf on Thmsday and another presentation in the evening on 
Thursday May 8th...you safid you had nothing in your dimy on those days... 

Apart from golf on the Thursday morning on one of our premier courses we also oft’ered to put you up in the PGA Resort hotel and pay you      for your 

presentations etc.....to add spice to the occasion I believe the 7th might be the birthdate of Edward VIIth.._but maybe not. It may have been his death! 

Another additional a~TOW to the quiver would be the p~omotion of the UNC girls summer camp to wealthy S. Florida female players and their respective envoys! 
That should sway the ba]m~ce! 

Tippster 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: Head Coaches’ Meeting Minutes 

Sure!! 

From-. Ducar, Chris 
Sent-. Thursday, 4:47 PM 
To,, Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-. Re: Head Coaches’ Meeting Minutes ~ 

Thanks for forwarding that. Can I use pieces of that in my next deans list meeting? 

On flight to Dallas.           sitting right behind me. :-) 

Sent from my iPad 

On at 4:17 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emait.unc.edu> wrote: 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent-. Thursday, :L1:08 AM 
To,, UNCAA-Head Coache~ 
(::c-" Hoots, Eric M; Holliday, Corey L; Calder, Andrew G; Cunningham, Bubba; Miller, Beth; Brown, Michelle; Gwaltney, Clint; Steinbacher, Rick; Broome, Lissa L; 
Pogge, Paul; Vangelder, Marielle A; Norton, Molly 

Subject-. Head Coaches’ Meeting Minutes ~ 
Importance,. High 
Friends: 

Attached m’e the minutes from the Head Coaches~ Meeting on Tuesday,~ ~                  I wmf~ to thm~k            [’or providh~g these minutes to us. I 

know- these minutes will ~ssist those coaches who were unable to attend the meeting ,-, you now will know what was mscussed! 

I also know Dr. Miller and I provided those coaches who could not attend this meeting with ha~:d copies of the agenda mad the handout Rick Steinbacher 

provided concerning the renovations plaaaned at the Rizzo Center. 

If you should have amy questions about the meeting’s minutes, please feel free to contact Dr. Miller or me. 

Take care, and be well! 

Larry 

<~mageOOl.png>Larry (~]1~ 

[(xec~dve As~)cJate DJtvc[or 

U~ive~k} of North Carolh~a at Cha~l Hill 

Coaches Meeting.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 20, 2014 6:23 PM 

Ducar. Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

RE: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Very good!! 

From= Ducar, Chris 
Sent= Thursday, February 20, 2014 4:48 Plv~ 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Re: UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

Although I do post all the cool press stuff’to Facebook alumni list 

Sent from my iPaxt 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 4:41 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m(tbemail.unc.edu> wrote: 

Lady and gentlemer~, 
Who was going to do thi~ for us? I forgot! 

From= Grant Porter [mailto:gtporter@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, February 20, 2014 12:45 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= UNC Men’s Soccer Update 

This Email Was Sent From University of North Carolina. 

If you cannot view the images in this email, PLEASE CL[CK HERE. 

This message includes the tbllowing attachments: 

[Download Attachment: BanquetInvitation2014 32860.pdt] 

Dear Alumni m~d Friends, 

First, a fiiendly reminder that the annual banquet is quickly approaching. 

Attached is a~ invitation with complete detafils tbr the evening of 

Febru~zy 28th at the Carolina Inn. If you have not sent in an RSVP and would 

still like to come, please use em~JJ at this point to make the plarming process 
easier. 

You can email me nantes of those attending to g_t_t__x_?__r_t__e_r_’~i__a_n__c_’_:_e_d___u- and bring 

the appropriate paytnent with you to the banquet. 

Also, below is a link to our Spring Schedule of games. We hope to see some of you at the 

matches as the returning group continues to work, train, and prepare for the Fall 2014 season. 

htt p://www.goheels~com/ViewArticle ~dbml? 
SPSID=668163&SPID 12969&DB LANG C&SITE~JNC&DB OEM ID 3350&ATCLID~0941097 

As always, reach out to us at the office with any questions and Ibllow us at: 

Web: http:iAwvw.goheels.con-g 

Facebook: www.l~acebook.com/carolinasoccer 

Twitter: @uncmenssoccer 

Go Heels! 

Grant Porter 

Assistant Men’s Soccer Coach 

Universib~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

If you did not wish to receive this, please unsubscribe. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 8:46 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edw~ 

Fwd: Letter of Recom~nendation 

Aa~son Dorrauce Letter of Rec.docx 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: Letter of Recommendation 

From: ~gmail .com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <auson,~)em~il.uuc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach, I am attaching the letter of recommendation for your review. If you ~vant to change anything, feel tlcee to do so I hope this is okay that I am sending it over I really do appreciate 
your help. If you don’t mind putting it on letterhead to make it look professional, that would be wondelful Thank you again for all that you have done to help me!! :) PS let me kno~v if you 
have any troubles opening it Talk to you soon. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV (:anson@email.unc.edu’- 

Thursday, February 20, 2014 8:59 PM 

Myer, Randy <Ran@ Myer@kenan-tlagler.unc.edu> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Februa~ 21, 2014 9:43 AM 

Levy, Je~mit:er S ~enny.lewy@unc.edu-> 

l~Jg: 

Thank you Jenny[ 

From: Levy, Jennifer S 

Sent: Thursday, February 20, 2014 10:02 PlY1 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject; Re: 

Ans, 

I forwarded Dan the email. 

His email is dlevy@wmgllc.com 

Thanks, 

Jenny 

Sent from my iPhone 

Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com @uncwlax 

On Feb 20, 2014, at 4:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

What is the besl: email address for Dan? (f love your team .,. k~-_~ep it going~) 

F~= Lensing, George 
Seat= Thursday, February 20, 2054 ~2:4~ PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject." 

Hey Anson, 

l’m having trouble again getting a response out of     I know that Chuck [ovelace would like to know ff she wants the use of the Morehead 

House over that April weekend. And there are a few other logistics. Should I resubmit the letter? Should I call her? Would you be reluctant to give me 

her private number? (I wouldn’t share it with anyone else.) l’m hoping and assuming she’s still completely "on board" with the reunion and lecture. 

You advice welcome, my friend. 

George 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 10:15 AM 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros, 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu;                   " _~ ...... 

matt jones 

sean patton ( 

( ,; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

@gmail,com); 
; clay weaver 

Subje~: F~V: New post on Gary Ireland’s page 

HeyH Check this out: my friend Gary Ireland has sent the schedule of the elite games to watch live! 
From: Pass21Vle [mailto:customerservices@pass2me.com] 
Sent; Friday, February 2:t, 20:t4 :t:i8 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: New post on Gary Ireland’s page 

2~; Afiy: Roma v Man ~] kl in Denver 

29 ~uh’: ]n~cr Milan ~ M:m Utd m Washington 

30 IN)’: L~v~:~:~oi v Man C~ 

02 Aug: Man Ch)~ v Oiympiakos in Mhmeapo~[s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 21,2014 11 : 15 AM 

~live.unc.edu-* 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ( 

(nfava(.@uncaa.unc.edu); 

))gmail.com); pacmax~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; clay weaver ( 

matt jones 

; sean patton 
. nicole fava 

Subject: RE: Today’s futsal 

Hey!! When everyone t~;k,-_~s full responsibility for results and oerformanc,-_~ w,-_~ go to ~;nother level. ~ am with Vot~[~ Yes, [:he (:ompet~l:Rm was wonderft~ 

Sent; Friday, February 2~, 20~4 ~0:58 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Today’s rural 
Anson, 

l just wanted ~o let you know that you have some terrific girls~ Today was absolutely fantastic and enjoyable for me to play in goal and it wasn’t 
because we won all three of our games or listening to everyone around me yell glowbu~. The camaraderie that I felt today coming from my team was 
fantastic,                                   played out of their minds in all three ~ames and I wish you could have seen the combinations and runs 
they were doing in Fetzer. They played like mad women until they were dead and then subbed out for a few minutes and then came back in with defensive 
ferocity and skill and precision on the ball. 
~ore than that, they never said anything negative or got down when someone else made a mistake. They even extended me the same. Over three 

games full of goalkeeping mistakes I never heard one complaint or sigh. Instead of whining or verbally berating me, they said "we will get it back" or 
didn’t play defense hard enough’L 

So, basically, thank you so much for allowing me to play in goal. I love the moments like where after we won in Carmichael, we all were hugging and 
high riving and laughing with them. I never got that experience in high school and to feel it here with the girls is something I will cherish for life~ 
Thanks again Anson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 21, 2014 11:32 AM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

l~L: conditioning 2.19.14 

Thank you Grog, I seems fike they are working hard!! 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent-" Friday, February 21, 20.t4 :t1:23 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas .1 
Subject-" conditioning 2.19.14 

Anson/Tom .............. attached is conditioning results from Wed. 2/19, 

2 x VO2 Ladder ( 10 shuttle sprints from 100m to 10m with prescribed run and rest times). Each athlete performed 20 total sprints. Scores are listed as % completed 

(made) for the total. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:27 PM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

@~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros t 

sean patton 

nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.unc.edu); 

~)gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

clay weaver t 

matt jones 

Subject: RE: New post on Gay Ireland’s page 

From: Fava, Nicole M 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 11:45 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: New post on Gary Ireland’s page 
Anson- 

This is awesome. Where will the game in North Carolina be held? 

Thanks 

Nicole 

Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged 

information. Any- unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact t]~e sender by reply e-mafil and 

destroy all copies of tJ~e origina] message. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 10:15 AM, "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <an~n(i~email.tmc~edu> wrote: 

HeyH Check th~s out: my friend Gary Ireland has sent the schedule of the e~te game~ to watch ~ive~ 
Fmm~ Pass2Ne [[~JJ~;_£~t~_~£~_~[~_~_~]~_~£~] 
Sent: Friday, Februa~ 2~, 2014 l:18 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= New post on Ga~ Ireland’s page 

(ia~, ird and posted: 

27 .~N?’: ()]ymp~&os v L~ve~o~ m Chi~’ago 

02 A~g: Liveqk~o] v AC Mih~ m Nor~J~ Catalina 



~vw.pass2Ine.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 12:43 PM 

Da~ I,evy <dle~5~@wmgllc.com> 

I~E: 

Thanks Dan ! 

Frem: Dan Levy [mailto:dlevy@wmgllc.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 20.t4 12:18 Ply1 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject: FW: 

I amsure is planning to stay with Carla & Greg but I will forward to her. Feel free to send Chuck my contact info if he needs it. 

Dan 
Dan Levy 
Vice President, Action Sports & Olympics 
Wasserman Media Group 
4208 Six Forks Rd., Suite 1020 
Raleigh, NC 27609 
o: 919-256-1600 

From: Levy, Jennifer S <jenny.levy@unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, February 20, 20:14:10:00 PM 

To: Dan Levy 

Subject: Fwd: 

See email ioop below 

Sent from my JPhone 

Follow the Heels,., ._q 
.o__b_~._e__L_s_:._c_ .q m_" @ u n cwia x 

Begin forwarded rnessage: 

From: "Dorrance, Aibert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: February 20, 201_4, 4:40:28 PM EST 

To: "Levy, Jennifer S" <jenn¥.levy@unc.edu> 

Subject: FW: 

.I e n, 

What is the best email address for Dan? (I love your team ._ keep it going!!) 

From: Lensing, George 
Sent: Thursday, February 20, 201~ ~t2:~:1 PN 

To: Dorrance, A~be~ A ~ 
S~bject: 

Hey A~so~ 

Ym haven8 trouble asain 8ettin8 a response out of     I know that Chuck Lovelace would like to know ff she wants the use of the Morehead 

House over that April weekend. And there are a few other lo~isfics. Should I resubmit the letter? Should I call her? Would you be reluctant to 8ive me 

her private number? (I would~Yt share it with anyone else.) l’rn hopin8 and assurnin8 she’s s~iH completely "on board" with the reunion and ~ecture. 

You advice welcome, my f~iend. 

Georse 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:04 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

EW: Letter of Recommendation 

Anson Dorrance Letter of Rec.docx 

..... Original Messa~ze ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, 8:25 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A tV 
Sutziect: Letter of Recommendation 

Hi Coach, I am attaching the letter of recommendation [’or your review. If you want to change anything, :[’eel free to do so. I hope this is okay that I am sending it over. I really do apprecmte 
your help If you don’t mind putting it on letterhead to make it look professional, that would be wonderfuk ~Ihank you again for all that you have done to help me!! :) PS let me know if you 
have any troubles opening ~t. Talk to you soon. 



2014 OFF SEASON CALENDAR ~o~ 

23 

SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT 

26 

OFF 



2014 OFF SEASON CALENDAR ~o~ 

23 

SUN MON TUES WED THURS FRI SAT 

26 

OFF 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Febrnary 21, 2014 3:41 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

l~L: Ramtny’s video project 

Oh, so WE shoot the video? 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent; Friday, February 21, 2014 1:56 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Rammy’s video project 
This is for you (sLaff) Anson, not the girls! 

-Tom 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent-" Friday, February 21, 2014 11:36 AM 
To;                          ~gmail&om; 

@qma corn; Nigro, Kat;              ~yahoo.com; 

Jason Sisneros          ~mail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; FW: Rammy’s video project 

l.adies~ 

I am turning this over to you!!! 

From; Shelton, Karen C 
Sent: Friday, February 21, 2014 11:35 AM 

#rocketmail.corn; ~gma!!.com~ 
~ymail.com; }yahoo.com; ;@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; 

To: Miller, Beth; Breschi, Joe; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Fedora, H. Larry; Fox, Mike; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; Levy, 
Jennifer S; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Mann, Jan M.; Headers, Harlis James; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, Joseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Somoano, 
Carlos M; Calder, Andrew G 
(::c: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject; Rammy’s video project 

Hi Coaches~ 
How ’bout them Tar Heels! What a game! 

While everyone is still in a good m.:_~od, t thought t w.:_~uld f.:_~llow up on the Rammy’s vide.:_~ proiect assigned at Tuesday’s coaches meeting, [ have attached the song 

t ha ~: we w~ll use a~.:~ng w~t h the music v~d eo. We wH] foil ow a s~m~]a r form at a s th e m us~c v~deo ordy persona Hzing w~t h ~:own a n d ca m pu s locations. Hopefully, we 

can get             to agree to be our ]ead-4R guy in the hat at the beginning of the v~deo. A[:ter the ~esd ~n, we would have head coaches and assistsnLs fi~med 

dandng !acting at e~ch sports practice and or competition s~te. The t~me commitment at your s~te wN not be ~onger than 30 mira max,. 

Additionally, we will have sign up time slots at d~fferent campus ~nd town ~ocat~ons (OH Well, Sutton’s, Morehead P~anet~dum, The Pit, Topo, etc~}, HooefuHy we 

can organize some group rnow~s that are fun and that w~H not take much of your l:h~le, ff you have any dates that are more convenient than others, just let rne 

We wou~d like to begin fi~mk~g the week of March 3, and wH~ do a group shoL after’ our Leadership Workshop March 4~h. 

Please have a ~ook at the music vMeo ~nd begin th~nk~ng about your moves(~. ~f anyone has spedfic thoughts or suggestions, p~ease feel free to send them my 

Tha~lk you for your attention to th~s important ma[:ter and ~ appredate your cooperation, 

Go Hee~s! 

Karen 

http:/!www.youtu be.corn/watch ?v=y6Sxv-sUYtM 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 4:01 PM 

Lisa Wardle <Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com> 

I~E: Nike- week of May 19-21, 2014 

I do have some freedom that week .,,. Please remind me wh~t you would like me to do? 

From: Lisa Wardle [mailto:Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com] 
Sent: Friday, Februaw 21, 20~4 3:53 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Nike - week of May 19-21, 2014 

Hi Anson, 

I hope this message finds you doing well. 

I wanted to try, once again, to get you to meet with the Nike folks. Do you have availability the week of May ~97 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Lisa 
Lisa Wardle 

Managing Director 

Duke Corporate Education I 3~0 glackwell StreetI Durham, NC 277~3 
phone: ~ 9~9 680 5685 I mobile: 4                I fax: ~ 929 680 5602 

Duke CE Priva cy Stalement 

Please be advised that Ibis e-mail and aW fi]es transmitled wilh il are coafldential communicalion or may otherwise be privileged or confidential a~d are intended solely tbr the in&vidual or 

entil~:,’ to whom the7:,’ are addressed. I[’you are not the intended recipient you may not rely on Ihe contents oflhis email or aW attachmenls, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 

re~ransmit this communicaIio~, but reply to the sender and destroy the email, i~s conte~ts, and all copies ~hereof immediately. Any unauthorized dissen’~inaIiorl, distribution or copying of 

this communk:ation is strictly prohibited. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 21, 2014 4:08 PM 

Lisa Wardle <Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com> 

IrE: Nike- week of May 19-21, 2014 

Got it .._ What day what time what audience 

Frem: Lisa Wardle [mailto:Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com] 
Seat-" Friday, February 21, 20:[4- 4-:04- PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
$ubject-" RE: Nike - week of May :[9-2:[, 20:[4- 

Well, that is evolving but essentially we would like you to do an inspirational session with them~ 

I am just beginning the design of this last module but the contet~t you shared with me earlier was terrific. We may adjust to their current challenges a bit but I think 

your story and you as an individual would be a great treat for them. They would learn and be ~nsp~red --- and that ~s the goal 

Thanks, 

L~sa 

phone: 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent~ ~riday, Februa~ 21, 2014 4:01 PN 
Te= Lisa Wardle 
Subjeet~ RE: NiLe - week of Nay 19-21, 2014 

~ do have some [:reedom thai week ._. Please remb~d me whs[ you wou~d ~ike me to 

F~m= Lisa Wardle [mail~:Lisa.Wardle@dukece.com] 
Sent~ ~riday, Februa~ 21, 2014 3:53 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
SubjeCt~ NiLe - week of Nay 19-21, 2014 

Hi Anson, 

I hope this message finds you doing well 

I wanted to try, once again, to get you to meet with the NiLe folks. Do you have availability the week of May 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Lisa 
Lisa Wardle 
Managing Director 
Duke Corporate Education I 310 Blackwell StreetI Durham, NC 27713 
phone: +l 919 680 5685 I mobile: -                 I fax: +l 9~9 680 5602 

;r)uke CE Privacy Statement 

Please be advised [ha~ this e-.mai[ and any :files; [ransmitted with it are confidential commumcation ot may otherwise be privileged or confidential and are intended solely for the individual 

empty to whom they ate addressed. 1£ you ate not the intended recipient you may not rely on the coments of this email or any attachments, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 

[ettansmit this; comraur~ication, but reply to the sender and destroy [he email, its; conteras, and all copies thereof immediately. Any Lmauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying 

this communication is s[rict[y prohibited 

Duke CE Privacy Statement 
Please be advised that this e-mail and any files transmitted with it are corWidential comm~mication or may otherwise be privileged or confidential and are intended solely for the individual or 
entity to whom they are addressed. If’you are not the intended recipient you may not rely on the contents of this email or any attachments, and we ask that you please not read, copy or 
retransmit this co~rm~unication, but reply to the sender and destroy the email, its contents, and all copies thereof irmnediately. Any unauthorized dissemination, distribution or copying of 
this conmatmication is strictly prohibited 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 2l, 2014 5:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Ticket Request Form - Non-FootbaOd Gmnes.xls 

Ticket Request Form - Non-Football Go~nes.:ds 

From: Negalha, 3eft 
Sent: Friday, Februa~l 21, 2014 5:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject: Ticket Request Form - Non-Football Games,xls 

How about 



UNCAA RECRUITING TICKET REQUEST FORM 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 

14 
15 
16 

17 
18 
19 

2O 
21 
22 

23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 

29 
30 
31 

32 
33 
34 

35 
36 
37 

38 
39 
40 

41 

SPORT: 
EVENT: 
DATE OF EVENT: 

A B C D E F 

NCAA regulations prohibit the sale or exchange of complimentary tickets for any item of value. By signing below, you 

RELATIONSHIP 
PROSPECT/RECIPIENT’S TO NUMBER OF UNOFFICIAL 

NAME PROSPECT RECIPIENT’S SIGNATURE TICKETS OFFICIAL ¥3SIT VISIT 

HEAD COACH’S SIGNATURE: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 5:38 PM 

Negalha, Jeff <j negalha@ unc.edu> 

l~L: Ticket Request Fom~ - Non-Football Gaanes.:ds 

From: Negalha, Jeff 
Sent: Friday, February 22, 2014 5:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Ticket Request Form - Non-Football Games.xls 

Ho~v about no,v? 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LFi’,1C EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, Febrt ary 21, 2014 5:39 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc edu) 

Did you get it? 

Ticket Request Form - Non-Football Gaxnes.:ds 

From= Negalha, Jeff 
Sent: Friday, FebruaPf 21, 2014 5:36 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
sul~ject-" Ticket Request Form - Non-Football Games,xls 

How about now? 



UNCAA RECRUITING TICKET REQUEST FORM 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
6 

7 

8 
9 

10 

11 
12 
13 

14 
15 
16 

17 
18 
19 

2O 
21 
22 

23 
24 
25 

26 
27 
28 

29 
30 
31 

32 
33 
34 

35 
36 
37 

38 
39 
40 

41 

SPORT: 
EVENT: 
DATE OF EVENT: 

A B C D E F 

NCAA regulations prohibit the sale or exchange of complimentary tickets for any item of value. By signing below, you 

RELATIONSHIP 
PROSPECT/RECIPIENT’S TO NUMBER OF UNOFFICIAL 

NAME PROSPECT RECIPIENT’S SIGNATURE TICKETS OFFICIAL ¥3SIT VISIT 

HEAD COACH’S SIGNATURE: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, February 21, 2014 5:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

This is the only line I can .type into right now! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Friday, February 2:t, 2014 5:39 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Re: Ticket Request Form - Non-Football Games.xls 

That’s it. I can’t type into it from my iPad or I’d do it for you 

Sent from my iPad 

On Feb 21, 2014, at 4:38 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.~.!!~f~!!@.~.P..i~!!.:!~!!~:.~:~.~!> wrote: 

From: Negalha, .left 
Sent: Friday, February 2:1., 2014 5:36 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Ticket Request Form - Non-Football Games.xls 

How about no,v? 

<Tficket Request Form - Non-FootbaJl Gaanes.:d~> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje~¢: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edw~ 

Friday, February 21, 2014 5:49 PM 

Ducal Chris ~ducar@unc.edu~ 

Jeffis sending it’. 

Sem.~°om my Verizon IVireIess 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu; 

Friday, February 21, 2014 7:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Exciting Summer Opportunity For Your Players 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Exciting Summer Opportunity For Your Players 

From: Andreia Garrett <andrei~berkshiresocceracademy.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Anson, 

SVifli summer just around the corner, what will your players do to train, gain valuable coaching experience, and get paid? 

My name is Andreia Garrett and I am with the Berkshire Soccer Academy for Girls. Our summer camp program is a unique experience for girls ages 10 to 17 that 

comNnes world- class soccer instmclion ruth a traditional camp environment. 

We are looking to him college players to work at our 2014 camps and, due to Universib, of North Carolinds reputation for developing well-rounded scholar athletes, we 

are especially interested in your players. As the Head Coach, I figure some of your past or present players may be interested in our Assistant Soccer Coach 

position.This role is specially designed to expose players to elite Master Coaches so they cm~ learn l]com the best, wfiile plmming m~d implementing their own age- 

specific skill sessions. They aJso have the opportunity to train and play with access to our t~cilities. 

I know it is a busy time of the year, but what’s the besl way to get this information to your college players? 

We are aJ~so looking for Master Soccer Coaches to help lead our soccer program. Would you or your coaching sZaff be interesled in worldng with us for at least one 

session this summer? 

I encourage you to visit our Jobs at the Academy page to review our available positions. Please complete our online Staff Application by March 10th in order to be considered 
in the next round of our selection process. 

Thanks, Anson, and I hope to hear back from you soon! 

Andreia GmTett 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, Febrnary 21, 2014 11:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Loudonn College Showcase Parking pass/Schedule posted 

COLLEGE COACH PARKING PASS (2).pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Loudoun College Showcase Parking pass/Schedule posted 

From:        ~aol.com 

CC: 

Men’s and Women’s College Coaches, 

A brief follow up to my email from earlier this week providing you our College Coaches Parking pass that is attached for you to display on your dashboard. 

Also letting you know that the schedule of games is open. Game schedule link: https://events.gotsport.com/events/Default.aspx?eventid=35521 

Games kick off next Friday evening at two locations: Loudoun Soccer Park and Evergreen Mills complex both in Leesburg, VA. 

Information about our Loudoun College Showcase please go to http://vwwv.loudounsoccer.com/Default.aspx?tabid=220792. If you have not registered to attend please go to 
the website college coaches link and sign up. 

Look forward to a great weekend and hope to see you in Leesburg next weekend. 

Yours in Soccer 

Randy May 
Loudoun Soccer Showcase Tournament 
Director 



COLLEGE COACH 
PARKING PASS 

PLEASE DISPLAY IN YOUR WINDSHIELD 

AND YOU WILL BE DIRECTED 

TO RESERVED PARKING 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Friday, Februmy 21, 2014 11:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Loudoun College Showcase Parking pass/Schedule posted 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Loudoun College Showcase Parking pass/Schedule posted 

From: ~aol.com 

To: 

CC: 

Men’s and Women’s College Coaches, 

A brief follow up to my email from earlier this week providing you our College Coaches Parking pass that is attached for you to display on your dashboard. 

Also letting you know that the schedule of games is open. Game schedule link: https://events.gotsport.com/events/Default.aspx?eventid=35521 

Games kick off next Friday evening at two locations: Loudoun Soccer Park and Evergreen Mills complex both in Leesburg, VA. 

Information about our Loudoun College Showcase please go to http://www.loudounsoccer.com/Default.aspx?tabid=220792. If you have not registered to attend please go to 
the website college coaches link and sign up. 

Look forward to a great weekend and hope to see you in Leesburg next weekend. 

Yours in Soccer 

Randy May 
Loudoun Soccer Showcase Tournament 
Director 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 6:36 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Fwd: {DlWSOC} Washington State 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {DI WSOC} Washington State 

From: "Nugent, Steve" <steve.nugen@wsu.edu> 

To: dl wsoc@socceflists.org 

CC: 

Hello, 

Washington State has opened a search for a full time Director of Operations and an additional position for Volunteer Assistant. We axe looking to fill these positions 

immediately. The Ops position is a full time appointment with benefits. The salaxy rm~ge is Onr volunteer can make additional money tJam snmmer camps 

and locaJ coaching. 

Please contact me directly if you know anyone who is interested or please pass on a resume. 

Steve Nugent 
Washington State Soccer 

Cell: 

F~x: 866-596-6248 

www.WSUCouaars.com 

"Make sure people know they are working with you and not for you." Wooden 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, February 22, 2014 6:41 PM 

Riki Elli~n <fikielli~m@missiledet~nseadvocacy.ovg> 

Re: JCS 

Rild, that is a g~eat honor. Congratulations, my friend, and please know all of us appreciate what people like you do for this great country. Thank you for inviting me to 

me a small part of developing elite women for combat. I loved my time with Will’s unit down in Fayetteville, I tho~onghly enjoyed myself. 

Riki Elli~n <rikielli~n@missiledel~nseadvocacy.org> wrote: 

Anson, 

I had the great honor yesterday to see the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff for the United States of America, General Dempsey and to be invited to engage with the Chaim~an’s action 
group on his strategy" for his final 600 days an hour and half in the Pentagon. It was an intimate group with a great candor discussion leveraging tW perspectives and thoughts from 
leadership developruent, troop engagement, atoned forces transition, messaging and platforms, outreach and coordination of mutual events that would bring major mfluencers together for 
equally beneficial legacies, this would include a few of our events upcoming around the world and in our nation with our cormnunities and armed forces. I am excited about it and the 
continuation of these discussions in the making our nation and its armed forces the best forces in the world and an impactful outreach to our nation during their non-war years as they 
transition and become a more competitive force. 

Respectfully 

Rtki M Ellison 
Chairman & Founder 
Missile Defense Advocacy Alliance 
515 King Street, Suite 320 
Alexandria, VA 22314 
703-299-0060 
rikiellison@missiledefenseadvocacy.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 10:51 AM 

michelle akers 

Re: something cool for your players 

I love it!’. 

Se,~t.f!°om my VeHzon ~Vireless 4(5 L2’E L)ROIL) 

michelle a~ers wrote: 

hey anson. I have a good idea. a t~w UCLA players are coming to my farm this summer to train, a few come at the last half ofj une (2 weeks) and the others in j uly (at 

least one week), it’d be very cool to bring in a couple UNC players to train with them. they cma all stay at my place, liar two to trafin, they are paying their way in and 
expenses plus $1000 a week (so $500 per player if2 come in). what do you think? 

Michelle Akers 
Michelle Akers LLC 

POB 814 

Powder Springs, GA 30127 

wv~v. reich elleakers.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 7:35 PM 

Riki Elli~n <fikielli~m@missiledet~nseadvocacy.ovg> 

Re: JCS 

Rild, Charles did coil. We had a great conversation. Thank you~ my friend! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Riki Elli~n <rikielli~n@missiledel~nseadvocacy.org> wrote: 

Anson 

Sorry got ahead of myself and reverted back to the Locker Room and called you by your laser name. 

I enjoyed watching the Women’s Ice Hockey, the Canadians were awesome fluid athletes 

Riki M. Ellison 

Chairman & Founder 

Missile Defen~ Advocacy Alliance 

515 King Street, Suite 320 

Alexandria, VA 22314 

703-299-0060 

rildellison~nissiledefenseadvocacv.org 

On Feb 23, 2014, at 4:27 PM, "Rild Ellison" <rikiellison(gbmissiledefenseadvocacy.o~g> wrote: 

Dorrance 

Thank you and appreciate your support. Glad you got down to the 108th ADA Brigade. Think there are bigger things ahead for you with the US Army, 

lead them right! 

Did you close on daughter? 

When is the NC Duke game 

Riki 

Rild M. Ellison 

Chairman & Founder 

Missile Defense Advocacy Alliance 

515 King Street, Suite 320 

Alexandria. VA 22314 
703-299-0060 

rikielli~n(a)mi ssiledefenseadvocacy.org 

On Feb 22, 2014, at 6:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson(a)emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Riki, that is a great honor. Congratulations, my friend, and please lmow all of us appreciate what people like you do for this great country. 

Thank you for inviling me to me a sm~Jl part of developing elite women for combat. I loved ~ny time with Will’s unit down in Fayetteville, I 

thoroughly enjoyed mysel£ 

Sent f~’om my 1/eriz,~ W#’e~ess 4G Lit~" DRO1D 

Riki Elli~)n <rikiellison(a)missiledet~nseadvocacv.org> wrote: 

Anson, 

I had the great honor yesterday to see the Chairnran of the Joint Chiefs of Staff for the United States of America, General Dempsey and to be invited to engage 
xvith the Chaim~an’s action group on his strategy" for his final 600 days an hour and half in the Pentagon. It was an intimate group with a great candor 
discussion lcveraging my perspectives and thoughts from leadership development, troop engagement, atoned forces transition, messaging and platforms, 
outreach and coordination of mutual events that would bring major influencers together for equally beneficial legacies, this would include a few of our events 
upcoming arotmd the xvorld and in our nation with our communities and armed forces. I am excited about it and the continuation of these discussions in the 
making our nation and its armed forces the best forces in the world and an impactful outreach to our nation during their non-war years as the?" transition and 
become a more competitive force. 



Respectfully 

RikJ 

R~ki M. Ellison 
Chairman & Founder 
Missile Defense Advocacy Alliance 
515 King Street, Suite 320 
Alexandria, VA 22314 
703-299-0060 

rikiellison(~missiledefenseadvocacv.or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV -4’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 7:38 PM 

Fragale, Alison <Alison Fragale@kenaJ~-flagler.unc.edu-> 

Re: Thaxdc you! 

Hey!! We talked about people like you in church today. You don’t get enough credit. 

Se~,~t from ~v Verizon g/irele,~:~ 4G L’]’k’ L)ROIL) 

"Fragale, Alison" <AlisonFragale@kena~-flagler.unc.edu~ wrote: 

That made my day. So much so that I even read your message to my husband on the way to dinner last night. Needless to say, most of the emaHs ~ receive aren’t 

worthy or fit for repeating~ 

Hope you are we~l. 

AHson 

F~m: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Saturday, February 22, 2014 6:43 PM 
To: Fragale, Alison 
Subject: Re: Thankyou! 

Alison, you axe so thoughtful to send this sweet message. You should be the person to thank for what you do for the people mound you in this extraordinary community. 

Se~*tjkom n~v VeHzon ~I2re/ex~" 4G LTZ:’ DROID 

"Fmgale, Alison"-<Alison Fm~ale(h)kenm~-fl~lerxmc~edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson 
The signed soccer ball arrived today. It looks so awesome I can hardly bear to put it up for auction! But, my son’s school will appreciate it. 
Thank you making that happen. 
If I can ever be helpful, now or later, please don’t hesitate to reach out. 

Best, 
Alison Fragale 

From: Markos, Lance M [markos@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, January 21, 2014 11:19 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Fragale, Alison 

Co: Sander, Thomas .I 
Subject: RE: Thank you! 

Hey Alison, 

So it sounds like the auction would only benefit students no older than 8th grade, correct? If so, then we are able to help out with the fundraiser per NCAA rules. On 

the flip side, state property laws prevent us from simply donating; all items must be purchased. Below is the link to our form for e×actly such a request if you want 

to take advantage of the signed team bail. 

http:iiwww.goheels.comifls/3350/pdf/WomensSoccer-form.pdf?SPlD=lO8097&DB OEM ID=3350 

If you have any other questions, jusL h?t me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2014 8:19 PM 
To: Fragale, Alison; Markos, Lance M 
Subject: Re: Thankyou! 

I will see if it is legal; if it i~ I am there. 

Se~,tjkom n{v Verizon ~Iqre/ex~" 4G LTZ:’ DROZD 

"Fragale, Alison" <Alisou Fragale(r-~keuan-fla~ler.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Hi Anson 

I’m a professor o1: Organizadonaf Behavior at Kenan-Flag~er, and we connecLed a few years ago at a coaches retreat. 



I"m writing, with a purely personal ~equest .-- Would it be possible fo~ you to get me a soccer ball signed by your team? 

The reason for my request is that I"rn cha~r~n~ an aucdon [:or Duke School (~_~_~:_#_#_~A~E_~_g_g_[:££~) ---an independent elementary and middle school in Durham. The 

auction raises money to benefit the students h~ various ways, from tuition a~d to techno[ogy~ Of course, there are a lot of g~rls who play soccer for Duke Schoo~ and 

who idolize the UNC players, if tMs is sometMng that’s easy for you to do, [ thi~k it wou~d be a very coveted item at our auction. ~f it’s not easy, p~ease say no. 

~}il:her way, I’II look forward to hearm~ ~rom you -and learning[ which new ]eadersMp book you’ve read recently~ 

Bes~:, 

Alison 

From: Fragale, Alison 

Sent: Monday, August 22, 2011 4:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert (Ath Olympic Sports) 
Subject: Re: Thankyou! 

You’re welcome! It was an privilege to talk with you all after watching you from the stands for so many years. I appreciated your questions and hope my comments were helpful 
for sparking furlher discussion among the coaches. 

If I can ever be helpful in the future, don’t hesitate to ask. 

Alison 

Sent using BlackBen¥ 

From: Anson Dorrance 
To: Fragale, Alison 
Sent: Mon Aug 22 15:52:04 2011 
Subject: Thank you! 

Alison, 
thank you for your excellent remarks this afternoon. All of us appreciated your time and your expertise! 

ARson Dorrance 

Head Coach 

UNC Women’s Soccer 

w) 919 962 4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Sunday, Februao~ 23, 2014 7:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: ATTENTION: TODAY IS TIlE DEADLINE TO REGISTER FOR TIlE DESERT CUP SHOWCASE 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ATTENTION: TODAY IS THE DEADLINE TO REGISTER FOR THE DESERT CUP SHOWCASE 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedstx~rts.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema54.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in the 
Championship Series Tournament and College ID Camps. Feel free to email us with any questions at 
mikerocca @ratedsports.com 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 



Forward this email 

]his email was sent to anson@emsil.unc.edu by __m_j~#_r__o_£_c__a_@La__L#_d__s_j?__o_~_t_s_~_c__o___n)_ 
Instant removal with SafeUrlsubscribc-’4~, :: Privacy Policy. 

Rated Sports, LLC P,O, Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 7:38 PM 

Riki Elli~n <fikielli~m@missiledet~nseadvocacy.ovg> 

Re: JCS 

Yes I do. So does the United States! 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)"E LL~tOIL) 

Riki Elli~n <rikielli~n@missiledel~nseadvocacy.org> wrote: 

You Owe Me! 

Pdld 

Riki M. Ellison 

Chainn~ & Founder 

Missile Defense Advocacy Alliance 

515 King Street, Suite 320 

Alexandria, VA 22314 

703-299-0060 

fikielli son~bmissiledet~nseadvocacy.org 

On Feb 23, 2014, at 7:34 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~m,~email.unc.edw~ wrote: 

Rild, Ch~xles did call. We had a great conversation. Thank you, my friend! 

Seut,/~’om ~r~v ~ ~erizort f~reies’s 4G L T[:’ DROID 

Riki Ellison <rildellison~missiledefenseadvocacv.org> wrote: 

Anson 

Sorry got ahead of myself and reverted back to the Locker Room and called you by your l~st name. 

I enjoyed watching the Women’s Ice Hockey, the Can~fians were awe~me fluid athletes 

f~ M. Elli~n 

Chai~an & Founder 

Missile Defen~ Advoc~y Nli~ce 

515 King Street, Suite 320 

Alexandria. VA 22314 
703-299-0060 

fikielli~n(a)mi ssile&fenseadvoc~y.org 

On Feb 23, 2014, at 4:27 PM, "Riki Ellison" <fikielli~m(~missiledeiEn~ivocacy.o~> wrote: 

Do~nce 

Th~k you and appleciate your suppog. Glad you got down to ~e 108fl~ ADA Brigade. Thi~ theie axe bigger things ~ead for you with fl~e 

US Am~y, le~ them 

Did you close on Charles Haley’s daughter? 

When is the NC Duke game 

Ri~ 

N~ M. Ellison 

Chai~m~ & Foun&r 

Missile Defen~ Advocacy Nliance 

515 King Street, Suite 320 

Ale~ndfia, VA 22314 

703-299-0060 



rikielli.~n(~imissiledet~nseadvocacy.org 

On Feb 22, 2014, at 6:40 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ax~n~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Rild, fl~at is a great honor. Congratulations, my friend, and please know all of us appreciate what people like you do for this 

g~eat country. Thm~k you for inviting me to me a small paxt of developing elite woInen for combat. I loved my time with Will’s 

unit down in Fayetteville, I thoroughly enjoyed mysel£ 

Se~.from nO’ Iie~’~zor~ ~Vireie,~ 4G LT’~" L)ROIL) 

Pdki Ellison <rikiellison~missiledefenseadvocacv.org> wrote: 

Anson, 

I had the great honor yesterday to see the Chairman of the Joint Chie[is of Staff for the United States of America, General Dempsey and to be 
invited to engage with the Chairruan’s action group on his strategy for his final 600 day-s an hour and half in the Pentagon. It was an intimate 
group with a great candor discussion leveraging my perspectives and thoughts from leadership developruent, troop engagement, armed forces 
transition, messaging and platforms, outreach and coordination of mutual events that would bring major influencers together for equally 
beneficial legacies, this would include a few of our events upcoming around the world and in our nation with our conwnunities and armed forces. 
I am excited about it and the continuation of these discussions in the making our nation and its armed forces the best forces in the world and an 
irapactful outreach to our nation during their non-war years as they transition and become a ruore corapetitive force. 

Respectfully 

Riki M. Ellison 
Chairman & Founder 
Missile Defense Advocacy Alliance 
515 King Street, Suite 320 
Alexandria, VA 22314 
703 -299-0060 
rikiellison~ruissiledefenseadvocacv.or a 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, February 23, 2014 9:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Weeldy 

222soc.pdf 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly 

From: TONY YOUNT @gmail.com> 

To: "Sm~der~ Thomas J" <pacmm~@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edt~-,"Ducar, Cl~is" <ducea@unc.edtc,,"Palladino, George W" 

<bpalladino@unc.edu> 

CC: 

Coaches, 

Weekly attached 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:22 AM 

Steve Nugenl @mac.com> 

@live.unc.edu> 

RE: Grading Character featuring Anson Donance : FihnRoomTV Insider 

I have a fom~et quality player that would love to jump into the "DitectoF of Operations~ business. Do you want to bF~n8 ~n an inexperienced person and train 

them2 She ~s a @Feat Md (and was a ~erv 8ood p~aver for us) and WANTS to be the DoO. She saw how valuable Tom Sander was for us and wants to do the same 

~:hins. 

Her name ~s She ~s md this Director of Operatkms ~s JUST what she ~,anl:s to do~ I I~ke her ~ersonal~y and [ think Vo~ ~,~ ~:oo 

]n[erested? 

F~= Steve Nugent [mail~: @mac.corn] 
8e~t~ Sunday, 8:08 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Fwd: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomW Insider 

What a great s~oo,. Just one more chayactefistic to emulate within our program, tto~ to see you on the field again soon. 

All the best. 

Steve Nugent, Head Coach 

Washington State Women’s Soccer 

Cell: 

Fax: 866-596-6248 

www.WSUCougars.com 

"Make sure people know they a~e working with you and not tbr you." 

Begin tbrwayded message: 

From: Ledbetter Basketball ~-~i!!_l~92~_l__e_~t__~_t_~__e__ri_t?&@__e__t__t?j_a_!!:_c_’~?~!> 

Date:                 at 6:59:26 PM CST 

To: Steve <socmuge(~)mac.com> 

Subject: Grading Character featuring ;Mason Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 

Reply-To: Ledbetter Basketball <i~tL~ledbetterbasketball.com> 

Featuring Anson Dorrance 

Anson Dorrance has one oF the most successl:ul< coaching records in ~he 



history of athletics, As head women’s soccer coach st the University of North 

Carolina, he’s wo~ Z2 National Champio~ships O~ot a typo). 

So, what’s the foundation of UNC’s program? How is it measured? See what 

the most coveted award is that his players value most,,, and how it was 

inspired by a very s#eciaf ].2 yr old. 

With this hands on program, Brett brings customized exorcises a~d tools to 

your business leaders a~d teams. The program utilizes Brett:s research from 

130+ interviews w~th championship co~ches~ professiona~ ~[Metes, and best-. 

sel~ng authors - bringing ~ unique perspective to personal and professional 

_&d___d____u__s__ £o___y__o__u_r_ a _d___¢Le__s__s____b__o_oJ S 

Image removed by 

sender. Email 

Marketing Powered 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 24, 2014 11:37 AM 

michelle akers 

ILE: something cool tbr your players 

Michelle, 
This is exactly what you should be doing~ You are an expert at this and your resan~e has value and should be leveraged. 
And ves, don’t "r’eserw:_(’ places, sell it out to anyone you can I will en(:ot~rage mV kids to go. 

Frera: michelle akers 
Sent: Nonday, February 24, 20:14 6::t8 AN          -- 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Re: something cool for your players 
glad you like. 

I have players coming june 16-30 and july 6-16. I have day camps june 23-26 and july 7-10 and donna fishter (she did a presentation at the convention on team 
culture and runs leadership training in universiS~/club sports programs) is doing a leadership weekend july 11-13. all at my farm. the gifts can bunk ruth me. my plan is 

to train them twice a day for 5 days ruth a mix of fitness, skills, small sided games, strength training ruth 2 days ofl~ I roll incorporate gkers and some good guy players 

if we do not have enough competitive girls in the group.they can work the day camp for pay or help babysit co@ and a few of his friends (which usually entails lots of 

pool time and smmming) while I do camp. we roll train before camp begins and again in the a£ternoon. I will a]so inclnde a massage thempisl 1-2x for some quick 

legs.., and they can pay her to work on them more if they want it. I also was thinking about having them do ~me work at my th~rm i.e. painting the barn, tEnces, 

whatever for a little community service action....and a tiJend of mine runs a horse sanctuary 4 hirers from me which might be a great field trip to see her place and do a 
little work fi~r her. still flushing it ~11 out, but you get the jist. 

obviously, I’m asking you tirst as I would like to get 6 quaJity players ~tal tbr both segments. I was thinking about asking georgia (proximity), UF, and maybe another 

(suggestions?). what do you think? any ideas? thanks anson. 

Michelle Akers 
Michelle Akers LLC 

POB 814 

Powder Springs, GA 30127 

www michelleakers.orq 

On Feb 23, 2014, at 10:51 AM, Donance, Albert A IV <an~m@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
I love it!’. 

Se~t.,~°om my Verizor~ ~Firetess 4G L)"E 

michelle aI:ers > wrote: 

hey anson. I have a good idea. a few UCLA players are cotning to my t:a~m this summer to train, a few come at the last half of june (2 weeks) and the others in july (at 

least one week), it’d be very cool to bring in a couple UNC players to train with them. they can all stay at my place, for two to train, they are paying their way in and 

expenses plus $1000 a week (so $500 per player if2 come in). what do you think? 

Michelle Akers 
Michelle Akers LLC 

POB 814 

Powder Springs, GA 30127 

www michelleakers.orq 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 24, 2014 11:40 AM 

Mueller, Frederick O. <muelle@emafil.unc.edtr~ 

I~E: t~Jk 

Fred, 

I look forward to it .. and yes, I will be there for lunch with you. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fred Mueller [mailto:mueller@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: IVlonday, Februa~’ 24, 2014 8:57 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: talk 

Anson: Just a reminder for your talk next IVlonday at Carolina Meadows. 
The talk will be from 1 PM to 2:30 - talk from 1-2 and 30 minutes for questions. We can meet for lunch at Carolina Meadows at 12 o’clock if that meets your schedule. I will meet you at the 
main entrance to Carolina Meadows Let me know about lunch. 
I louk forward to yuur talk - yuu probably have a number of old friends here. 
Fred 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 3:37 PM 

Malt Terrell <mat@raJnsclub.cotn> 

I~E: Project 

Sure .... March 3rd would be best .. mid afternoon 3 pm? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Matt Terrell [mailto:matt£~)ramsclub.com1 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 12:36 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Project 

Hi Anson An idea to run by you .. 

Jeff Lanter is a producer with Trailblazer Studios in Raleigh (he has worked with us on past projects, and has intervie~ved you on camera beibre too) He is working with ESPN to develop 
some new "30 for 30" ideas ... and thinks the story of you and UN(? Women’s Soccer might have some appeal. 

Would you be interested in meeting him and me lk~r lunch to discuss? If so, he is available Feb 28, and March 3, 10, 11 and 12. ’l’hanks! 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 
The Rams Club - ’]’he University of North Carolina Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, Febmar5~ 24 2014 3:38 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Good luck 
From: .~gmail,com] 
Sent: ~lon~ay, t-el~ruary 2~4, 201~4 12:~4-~ FM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: 
An~ 
I c~not ~gin to thank you enough for your ~nd wo~ds in the le~er of r~ommen~fion. I ~ow yo~r time is e~mely w~uable and I have ~ways appreciated you 

inves~ng in me. 

Alfl~ough th~k you does not justice, ~k you again~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 3:45 PM 

Lm~e, Cricket <cricke@unc.edu-~ 

ILE: All Sports Video Group Scene 

From: Lane, Cricket 
Sent: Monday, 2:14 PM 
To: UNCAA-Head Coaches; Holliday, Corey L; Hoots, Eric M 
~:c: Cunningham, Bubba; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Johnson, Zoya; 
Subject: All Sports Video Group Scene 

Coaches, 

We would like to invite you to be part of filming a group scene for the     All Sports Video, "Raise Up", being filmed at Kenan Stadium on Tuesday,        at 

9:00PM. In particular, we would like head coaches to join Bubba, Ramses, and Mr. Gallo for the "scooter gang" scene, as well as jumping around with student- 

athletes in the end zone. Scooters and helmets will be provided by student-athletes, and you will only have to scoot from the visiting team tunnel to about the 50 

yard line. Your student-athletes will be cheering you on in the background. 

No scooter experience is needed, and we promise to have filming finished no later than 9:30PM. If you are willing to participate, please let us know by Sunday, 

so that we can reserve a scooter for you. This will be a fun night with your student-athletes so don’t miss out on this opportunity! 

Lastly, attached is a flyer that your student-athletes received to promote the event. 

Thanks and have a great week! 

Zoya Johnson, and 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 24, 2014 3:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: March 29th & 30th - Sport Source College Showcase 

image003.jpg 

From-" The Sport Source [mailto:DLM@TheSportSource.com] 
Sent; Monday, February 24, 2014 1:57 PM 
To; DLM@TheSportSource.com 
Subject-" March 29th & 30th - Sport Source College Showcase 

#J_rf)_@ t__h__e__s_I2_9_r_t_~£_u_r_f;__e_~f;__gr_j). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 3:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 

FW: Spring/Su~nmer Soccer Camps - Elite Colleges 

From: Elite College Sports [mailto:info@leagueunited.com] 

Sent: Monday, Februanl 24, 2014 3:03 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject; Spring/Summer Soccer Camps - Elite Colleges 

i i~ Imag ....... d bysender. 

the fu~l ~st,,, 
School Start End 
Vanderb~[t UNwrsRy SO~ OU~ 3/~/~4 3/~/~4 

Vi[[anow UNversRy 3/~/~4 3/~/~4 

Rhodes ~o[[e~e 3/~/~4 3/2/~4 

kehish University 3/2/14 3/2/14 

Franklin ~ Marshall Cot[ese 3/2/14 3/2/14 

Vit[anova UNversity 3/2/14 3/2/14 

Boston Cotte£e 3/8/14 3/9/14 

Princeton University 3/8/14 3/8/14 

Wake Forest University 3/8/14 3/8/14 

UniversRy of Aichi£an 3/8/14 3/9/14 

Duke University 3/9/14 3/9/14 

Amherst Co[tese 3/23/143/23/14 

i,~.~ Imag ...... ’ed bysender 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, February 24, 2014 3:47 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.tmc.edu; Jason Sisneros, 

m~tjones( 

. sean patton 

; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

; clay weaver 

Subject: FW: Lilly Tapped For National Soccer Ha~ll of FaJne Membership 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 3:23 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr, Larry A.;      _~tampabay.rr.com; webintern@theacc.org; updates@ncaa.com; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV;          ,~gmail.com; sports@newsobserver.com; 
apraleigh@ap.org; sports@news14.com; Miller, Beth; paul@socceramerica.com;      @aol.com; rstutts@1360wchl.com; chnsports@nando.com; 
obsports@charlotteobserver.com; soccer@sportsvu.net; Ducar, Chris; editor@soccertimes.com; ray@southernsoccerscene.com; spor~s@dailytarheel.com; 
sphillips@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas J; ewarnock@nando.com; college@topdrawersoccer.com; ESPNdatainfo@espn.com; news@wch11360.com; 
info@fairgamemagazine.com; sports@wsjournal.com; graham.hays@espn3.com; sports@news-record.corn; hhirschman@theacc.org; jim@theheavners.com; Durham Herald- 
Sun (sports@heraldsun.com); Heather Hirschman (hhirschman@theacc.org); _lenn Hildreth (jhildreth@foxspor~s.net); Cunningham, Bubba; aufnowski@theacc.org; 
fbssports@visionsportsnews.com; lhumbert@theacc.org; pmc@logocapital.com; production@theaccdn.com; stanleyj@lenovo.com 
Subject: Lilly Tapped For National Soccer Hall of Fame Membership 

CHIGAGO (Feb. 24, 2014) - Former U.S. Women’s National Team midfielder Kristine Lilly and U.S. Men’s National Team forward Brian 
McBride have been elected to the National Soccer Hall of Fame..Joining the two former players in the Glass of 2014 is former U.S. Men’s 
National Team and Major League Soccer head coach Bob Bradley on the Builder Ballot. 

Lilly, one of the greatest soccer players in UNC history, starred on four NCAA championship teams from 1989-92, winning National Player 
of the Year honors in 1990 and 1991. She played in only one loss during her UNC career and led the Heels to four ACC championships 
while being named a consensus first-team All-America. 

¯ Video: National Soccer Hall of Fame Announces 2014 Class 
Lilly, the sport’s all-time international caps leader, having played 352 games for the United States between 1987 and 2010, and McBride, 
who starred in three FIFA World Cups (1998, 2002 and 2006) for the U.S. MNT, are first-ballot Hall of Fame inductees. Bradley enters the 
Hall of Fame after 13 years of coaching soccer at the highest levels in the United States. 
Lilly enters the Hall of Fame after a 24-year international career that included winning two of the five FIFA Women’s World Cups in which 
she played. A two-time Olympic gold medalist, Lilly played six seasons in domestic professional leagues, including five for the Boston 
Breakers in the Women’s United Soccer Association and Women’s Professional Soccer. Lilly continues to work in the game as Director 
of the Kristine Lilly Soccer Academy and an instructor for TeamFirst Soccer Academy. 

"One of the most humbling parts of this is being inducted with so many of the greats that came before me," said Lilly. "It’s always an honor 
to be recognized for something you’ve done, especially for something we did for so long on the U.S. team. It was amazing to wear that 
U.S. jersey for so long, and I’m forever grateful for the time I was able to play and really grateful for this honor." 

¯ Feature: Lilly by the Numbers 
¯ Feature: Lilly’s 13 Favorite Memories 
¯ Feature: U!!y’s 13 Greatest Achievements 

Established in 1950, the National Soccer Hall of Fame is dedicated to the sport of soccer in America by celebrating its history, preserving 
its legacy, inspiring its youth and honoring its heroes for generations to come. 
Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, February 24, 2014 6:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Spring id= Training Camps set for O~vgon and No~th C~yolina 

From: US Club Soccer [mailto:info@usclubsoccer.ccsend.com] On Behalf Of US Club Soccer 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 5:38 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Spring ida Training Camps set for Oregon and North Carolina 

%:: Image remc~/ed bysender. 

::.~.i Image removed by sender US Club Soccer id2 Training Camp 

Spring id= Training Camps set for Oregon and North Carolina 

USClubSoccer.orq/id2 I ida= Player Recommendation Form 

CHARLESTON, S.C. (Feb. 24, 20~.4) - The first two ida Training Camps of the current cycle, which targets boys born in 2001 and girls born in 2000, will be held March 20- 
23 at Howard M. Terpenning Recreation Complex and Nike World Headquarters near Portland, Ore., and April 3-6 at WRAL Soccer (:enter in Raleigh, N.C. 

Approximately 60 boys and 60 girls will attend each camp. Opportunities for players at id2 Training Camps include: training with some of the nation’s best coaches, playing 
with and against some of the nation’s best players in their age group, exposure to U.S. Soccer scouts, and off-the-field guest speakers and classroom sessions - creating a 
multFfaceted learning experience. 

Top performers from the Spring 2014 ida Training Camps, as well as from a pair of camps to come in the fall, will be selected for ida National Selection programming at the 
end of the cycle. 

Any coach is able to recommend players with national team potential for inclusion at an ida Training Camp by submitting an ida Player Recommendation Form. These 
recommendations supplement US Club Soccer’s own scouting process, which uses a network of scouts at various leagues and events. Recommendations are accepted on an 
ongoing basis for the entire cycle. 

VIDEO: id2 Training Carnp in Arizona, Dec. 12-15, 2013 

Now in its 11th year, the ida Program provides an opportunity for the country’s top youth soccer players to be identified and developed, and scouted for inclusion in U.S. 
Soccer’s National Team programs. Open to all players regardless of affiliation, or lack thereof, the id2 Program is an Olympic Development Program approved by the U.S. 
Olympic Committee and U.S. Soccer Federation. 

The targeted age groups for each ida Program cycle are established every year in consultation with U.S. Soccer in order to align with the scouting priorities for the U-14 
National Teams. 

There is no cost to players to be identified for or participate in the ida Program. For ida Training Camps, all lodging, meals and training gear are provided at no cost by US Club 

Soccer and Nike. 

A National Association member of the U.S. Soccer Federation, US Club Soccer is an organization committed to the development and support of soccer clubs in the United States. 

US Club Soccer offers youth and adult registration, league- and cup-based competition platforms at the recreational and competitive levels, as well as a variety of other programming, 

including the Olympic Development Program-sanctioned id2 Program and Player Development Programs. 

Through US Club Soccer, all of a club’s programs - recreational, competitive and adult - are able to be united under one organizational umbrella, creating a "members for life" culture 

within each club. US Club Soccer is sponsored by Nike and the Army National Guard. 

USClubSoccer.orq I Facebook I Twitter I YouTube I Instaqram 

._F..e_..n~__.a_N_ e_._m_.a__i! 
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This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu by communications@usclubsoccer.org 
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US Club Soccer I 192 E. Bay St., Ste. 301 I Charleston I SC I 29401 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subje¢¢: 

Dormnce, All~ert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu-" 

Monday, Februau 24, 2014 10:37 PM 

~juno.com; @nc.rr.com 

I:IP meeting 

Gary/Brad, can you make a HP meeting tomorrow (Tuesday), here at my house? 7 pro? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 10:36 AM 

Matt Terrell <mat@ramsclub.com> 

I~E: Project 

Where is Tobacco Road? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 2vlatt Terrell [mailto:mal~C~Oramsclub.com] 
Sent: Monday, Febmaly 24, 2014 8:20 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: th-oject 

That works. How about Tobacco Road as a meeting place? Beers on Jeff 

-Matt 

Matt Terrell 
TheRamsClub - The Universi~ofNorthCarolina Sent l~ommy iPad 

> On Feb 24, 2014, at 3:37 PM; "Don-ance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 
> 

> Sure .. March 3rd would be best ... mid afternoon 3 pro? 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Matt Terrell [mailto:mat~ramsclub.com] 

> Sent: Mi~nday, February 24, 2014 12:36 PM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

> Subject: Project 

> 

> Hi Anson. An idea to run by you. 

> 

> JeffLanter is a producer with Trailblazer Studios in Raleigh (he has worked with us on past projects, and has interviewed you on camera before too) He is working with ESPN to develop 

some new "30 for 30" ideas, and thinks the story of you and UNC Women’s Soccer might have some appeal. 

> 

> Would you be interested in meeting him and me for lunch to discuss? If so, he is available Feb 28, and March 3, 10, 11 and 12. ~Ihanks! 

> 

> - Matt 

> 

> Matt Terrell 

> The Rams Club - ’l’he University of North Carolina Sent from my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 10:56 AM 

Bruce Lawrence (bruce@bogaertconstruction.com); Chm~tal@tdesignsource.com; 
@gmail.com; 

.............. pete(~chapelhdlres~urantgroup.com 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 
@msn.com; duc~x@uncaa.unc.edu; Ja~n Sisneros I 

matt jones I 

~ r .... 
sean patton, 

nicole fava (athv@uncaa.unc.edu); 

@gmail.com); 

>; clay weaver 

Subject: FW: Re-Watch the 74-66 Victo~ Over #5 Duke on Gotteels TV’. 

From-" UN¢ Athletics [mailto:UNCTarHeels@neulionnetwork.com] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 25, 20:t4 7:59 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re-Watch the 74-66 Victory Over #S Duke on GoHeels 

Watch the 74-66 Victow Over #5 Duke 
NOW on GoHeels TV! 

::N:: image 
....... removed by 

sender¯ 
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sender 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:25 PM 

Anna Rodenbough < h@gmail.com> 

)@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jasou Sisneros (i ~)gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: RE: Documental-screening 

Will do!! Yes, ladies this is a charity we have always supporte& If you can clear your decks please try to supporL it! 
Frerm Anna Rodenbough [mailto:~ _~gmail.com] 

Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 203.4 2:04 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject: Documentary screening 

Hey Ans, 

The CFK folks have agreed to host the team for the ~reening of Without a Fight (trailer here) tomorrow evening at 7pm in the FedEx Global Ed Center. 

~as graciously voluuteemd to be our liaison and has helped us schedule the event ruth feedback frown the team. She roll be re~niMiug the team 

today/tomonow of the screening; I would appreciate it if you could also encourage the gifts to attend, if possibl!! 

In addition, you, Dino, Ducar, and Tom are welcome to attend the screening. I think y’aJl would really enjoy it’. 

Thank~ 
Anna 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:47 PM 

Subject: FW: Youth Soccer Insider: The Power of Planning a Practice (Tony Lepore) 

TO my managers~ 

When you get a second please read tb~s below. Fb~s ~s t~kh~g what ~1~ o~ us are doing to the highest ~evel. Honestly, ~ can see ew~r sessk~n #~pr.:)v#~g because MI o~ 

you are taMng responsib~HLy to do more and more. EVERYTHING is becoming more org~m~zed because you guys are setl:~ng things up so Iogk:aHy w~th a~ the b~lD in 

the best positions along with the prac[ice pennies. 

Now the challenge is to be so good with your ds[a collection that we are right on [he money with that ss well (so H:we do need 3 m~rs with the 3v3+1 dat-~ 

collection ~et’s do ~t and d~vide up the responsibilities). 

A]J of this drives development and performance~ The ~ess wasted 8me hs training, the more bah touches (see an ema~ ~ will forward you from Darcy) which 

impacts ~:echnk:~l development, The more accurate data co~lec:~:~on the better the compet~tkm for wb~L h; ~mportant ~t~ perh:~rmance, 

~t a~ t~es together and you guys are s very ~rnpor[ant part of that_, so thank you. 

F~m~ Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Nentl Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 ~:20 PM 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subje~t~ Youth Soccer Insider: The Power of Planning a Practice ~ony Lepore) 

removed by 

s~nder. 
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tweet This ~hare Thi 

The Power of Planning a Practice (Tony Lepore) 
(Doug Len~.~v, the author of best-sefling school teaching books "Teach Like a Champion" and "Practice 

Perfect," works with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve coaching through better teaching and has 

been fesearching soccer coaching techniques.) 

By Doug Lemov 

iXilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

On the day I observed Tony Lepore, the Director of Scouting for the U.S. Soccer Development 

Academy, he had a lot to accomplish with the U-15 U.S. boys national team. He had 36 players in from 

across the Northeast for a two-hour training. In that time his goal was to run a practice that developed the 

skills at the core U.S. Soccer’s approach to the game, short controlled passing and possession. 

iXilmage 

removed by 

sender¯ 

In addition to that he wanted to evaluate the 36 players, not just who might be ready to take the next step 

individually and who was on the steepest (or flattest) development cu[ve, but how was the group 

progressing? What parts of their collective game were and weren’t being developed at their clubs? What’s 

more, Lepore was trying to model a practice that matched U.S. Soccer’s style of play for a group of assembled coaches from 

elite clubs that feed players to the national team system. Ideally this would allow them to align their training to U.S. Soccer’s 

and develop payem more effectively. 

When you’re trying to get that much done in two hours, you’ve got to be efficient, and Lepore’s practice was a monument to 

the effective use of time. He accomplished more - more high quality touches per player; more productive feedback; more 

relationship and team building - in two hours than other coaches might do in twice that, and the key to this was planning. 

Days before Lepore had mapped out not just his activities but the physical space and he and his assistants had the 

equipment laid out in advance: grids were laid out with color-coded cones (each grid an alternating color so the players could 



tell their grid from the neighboring one apart easily), a soccer ball sat waiting exactly in the center of each grid (it was clear by 

this set up that they were not free for the taking) and even the required pinnies sat in a pile just to the side of each grid. But 

the impeccable preparation wasn’t just for the first drill - the equipment for the entire practice, was laid out in advance. 

VVASTEDTIME ADDS UP. At most practices, there’s an inevitable five-minute downtime - often disguised as a too-long water 

Break - while the coach scurries around to set the cones for the next activity. When Lepore finished a drill he merely asked 

players to remove a certain color of cone and they were ready to move on to the next activity with zero down time. 

’We often use a stopwatch in evaluating practices," Lepore noted, "how long downtimes last, how long transitions are from one 

activity to the next. We try to measure how many touches, how many repetitions, how many of the players are involved." 

The differences may seem trivial at first but efficiency is surely among the most significant determinants of success is how 

productive training is. 

Consider a coach who starts a practice exactly on time and transitions directly fi~m activity to activity. Compared to a coach 

who starts 2 and half minutes after the designated time and takes just one minute to transition the difference will be almost 11 

extra hours of extra training over the course of a typical year. At roughly six touches per minute that’s about 4,000 more 

touches. Add just one additional touch per minute by making things more efficient during running time - smaller groups with a 

ball; less time chasing lost balls; clearer directions followed the first time, and you add another 9000 touches per year, the 

equivalent of another 20-plus hours of training. 

FEWWORDS; PRECISE WORDS. Lepore’s commitment to engineering training to maximize time on task was consistently 

supported by his planning and evident throughout his practice, sometimes in surprising ways. Consider his approach to 

talking. A coach’s words are one of the most critical teaching tools he or she has. High quality explanation and feedback are 

necessary to achieving excellence in execution and to shaping players’ perception and mindset, but too much talking can be 

a problem. 

A few precise words make play more efficient, but too much time spent standing and listening rather than playing has a 

negative effect. Moreover words have a diminishing marginal return -- people listen carefully at first but give progressively less 

attention to each additional sentence. 

A coach who uses too many words dilutes his most important ones. Further, human brain capacity is finite. Giving players 

one or two things to focus on while executing a drill will likely improve them, but giving them four or five can have the opposite 

effect. Trying to do five things at once has the same result as trying to do nothing. 

In Lepore’s first drill, "Triangle Passing," the feedback was part of the planning. Players executed for about three minutes at a 

time, during which they received only limited feedback - a coach might tell a player he’d done well; another might r~mind 

players about crisp passes. Then players stopped for 30 seconds of precise feedback before starting up again. 

At each interval Lepore gave them just one new thing to focus on - how to open up their bodies in the direction of play when 

they received the ball, for example. Lepore not only used a stopwatch to time how long the boys played but more interestingly, 

to time his own feedback and to hold himself accountable for staying brief, clear and to-the-point. Thirty seconds to make the 

point - then back at it. 

Even the question of what to give feedback about was part of the planning. Lepore keeps a list on a note card in his pocket of 

the most important teaching points about any drill - the three most important things to get right or the two most common 

mistakes. 

EFFICIENCY & CLARITY. But perhaps the most unexpected effect of careful planning was evidenced in the intangibles of 

Lepore’s practice. While people sometimes associate high levels of organization with a cold impersonal tone, Lepore’s 

practice felt thoughtful and responsive. As players arrived, Lepore mingled and greeted, asking about families and club 

progress. In a potentially tense environment Lepore created a mood that was focused and serious but warm and open - 

"serious fun" as he put it, and it’s worth observing that he could afford to focus on people during the first few minutes because 

his other work had been done - the field was set up, the pinnies distributed, his fellow coaches briefed on activities and roles. 

After practice, Lepore shared observations of training sessions at elite clubs around the world. The mundane aspects of the 

training session often pass beneath the notice of observing coaches but they are critical to driving results. Regarding a trip to 

observe at Dynamo Zagreb, Lepore notes that to some "it didn’t look that different," except that everything was a bit more 

efficient and on-message. 

"Some coaches might expect magic. And they might say, ’1 didn’t hear much’ but they might not notice the progression 

among the exercises, the efficiency, the clarity of the guidance on how to do it well." 

This observation is not only a crucial but exciting as well. Just about any coach could make great strides in building a better 

practice regardless of his or her tactical knowledge and experience, merely by being a little more efficient: Planning feedback, 

tracking time talking vs. time playing with a stopwatch, setting up space in advance. Such things are easy to execute if 

coaches make them a priority. 

(Doug Len~.~v is the author of "Teach Like a Champion: 49 Techniques that Put Students on the Path to Colleqe, "a study of 

teachers who get exceptional results in high-poverty schools. He’s also co-author with Erica Woolway and Katie Yezzi of 

"Practice Perfect: 42 Rules for Gettinq Better at Gettinct Better, "a study of the art of practicing. His books have been 

translated into nine languages and he works with the U.S. Soccer Federation to improve coaching through better teaching. He 

blogs at teachlikeachampion.com.) Twitte~ ¢i~..Dou.q LemoV) 

Fu,~ther Reading: 

Earlier this year the Youth Soccer Insider featured a three-part interview with Doug Lemov: 



1. ’What Teachers can Teach Coaches" 

2. "Say it carefully, quickly, clearly" 

3. "Don’t ~tet mad at kids for stru.q.qlin.q" 

Post your response to the public Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

See what others are saying on the Youth Soccer Insider biog. 

Tuesday, Feb. 25, 2014 

FI~I~DBAI:;K: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,socceramerica corn 

Membership Contact: circulation(~socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:48 PM 

Subject: FW: good soccer article 

From                 I 

Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 9:02 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; good soccer article 

Hey Anson0 

I came across this article and thought you would find it interesting. It talks about youth player development in Holland and the idea of getting :lO,O00 

touches a day. It compares this idea to Gladwell’s Outliers book and his concept that :lO,O00 hours will lead to mastery. However it adds to Gladwell’s idea 

by saying "10,000 hours of application doesn’t really guarantee mastery," which I agree with. It reminded me of our freshmen book meeting last week 

talking about being efficient and meaningful with our time. Training for hours isn’t going to help someone if they aren’t doing the right things. What’s 

important is what we accomplish based on the goals we have for a certain period of time, not the amount of time we spend doing something. 

http://~-w..~.w..~:t-h.~.e.~g.cJ~a..£.d..~a..~n..:~c....~..r.~.n.j.f..~b~:~:~1~~.4..~[.e..~b..~I...4..~[~Q~Q.t.~b..~a..~.e.~r~s..~p..r..~.a.~c...~c-e..:~p.~:e.~r.[~e-c..t.~.~-r)~:~.~:~--..~-~-~..-..t-~-u-c.~h..~.s.~.~c.~.~a-y. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:50 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: FW: good soccer article 

From: Microsoft Outlook [mailto:MicrosoftExchanqe329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@admin.live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:49 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Undeliverable: FW: good soccer article 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

@live.unc.edu 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e=mail address and try to resend the message. If the problem continues, please contact your 
helpdesk. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 2:50 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: FW: Youth Soccer Insider: The Power of Planning a Practice (Touy Lepore) 

From: Microsoft Outlook [mailto:MicrosoftExchanqe329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@admin.live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, 2:47 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Undeliverable: FW: Youth Soccer Insider: The Power of Planning a Practice (Tony Lepore) 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e=mail address and try to resend the message. If the problem continues, please contact your 
helpdesk. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:51 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

EW: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FihnRoomTV Insider 

From: Steve Nugent [mailto        @mac.corn] 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 
Anson 
Any chance you got in tough with Alyssa to send me her info? I would like to speak with her today if she is available. 

Thanks 

Be Great Today! 
Steve Nugent 
V, iomer~’s Soccer Head Coach 

Ceil 
866-596-6248 Fax 
Skype: socrnu~e 
Web:site: wsucou~ars 
"lwi tier" @CoachNugent 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, February 24, 2014 at 12:40 PM 

To: Steve Nugent @mac.corn> 

Subject: RE: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 

She WANTS to do it!! You will also like her, very nice girl and fun to be with ._. I always liked it when she sat near me when I was drMng the van: personable, 

funny, considerate ..... oh yes, and she co~Jld play!! She could have played in the NWS{: great strike, clever, creative player, shocMnglg good he~der for her s~ze! 

F~m~ Steve Nugent [mailto: @mac.corn] 
Sent~ Monday, Februa~ 24, 2014 12:48 PM 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
Subject= Re: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomW Insider 

Ab~lutely. Please put her in touch with me. Just s~ing receiving emai]s to~y. Not rushed. ~Vant the fight ~rson tJmt "wants" to do that soy of job. Loo~ng fo~vaN 

to ~J~ng to her. 

Steve Nugent, t tead Coach 

Washington State Women’s Soccer 

Cell: 

Fax: 866-596-6248 

.,_z_~x~,_&~_LJ_@___u_~_a_~:s:_:_c___o__m 
"Make sure people know they are working with yon and not for yon." 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 8:21 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~’c~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

S{eve, 

t hav~-:~ a former quality phwer that would love to )mlp into the "Director of Opera[:k)ns" business. Do you waist to brMg ~n an inexperienced person 

and tra~R them? She is s greaL kid (and was s very good player for us) and WANTS Lo be Lhe OoO. She saw how valuaMe Tom Sander was for us and 

wants to do the same th~Rg. 

Her name is She ~s graduating this May and th~s Director of Operations ~s JUST what she wants to doll [ Hke her personally and ~ think you 

will too. 

interested? 

F~ Steve Nugent [E)~_~@. ~_~_~_¢9_~] 
$eBt~ Sunday, Februa~ 23, 20~4 8:08 PM 

Tei Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
$~jeCt~ Fwd: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoom~ Insider 

WMt a great stoo’. Just oue ~o~ characteristic to emulate withiu ore program. Hope to see you ou the fidd again soon. 

All the best. 

Steve NugenL Head Coach 

Washington State Women’s Soccer 

Cell: 

Fax: 866-596-6248 

www.WSUCougars.coiTl 
"Make sure people know they are working wifl~ you and not lbr you." 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ledbetter Basketball <’info(c-aledbetterbasketball.com> 

Date: February 23, 2014 at 6:59:26 PM CST 



To: Steve         ,2~mac.com> 
Subject: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FihnRoomTV Insider 
Reply-To: Ledbetter Basketball <infi)@ledbetterbasketball.com> 

[,<imageOO2~jpg ~t 

<image001 ,jpg> 

Featuring Anson Dorrar~ce 

Anson Dorrance has one of the most successful coachiag records in the 

history of athletics. As head women’s soccer coach at the University of North 

Carolina, he’s won 22 Nat~ona~ Championships (not a typo). 

So, what’s the ~oundation el: UNC’s program7 How is it measured? See what 

the most coveted award is that his players vah~e most.., and how it was 

inspired by a very special :12 yr oh:f. 

With this hands on program, Brett brings customized exercises and tools to 

your business leaders and teams. Fhe program utilizes Bret.~’s research From 

t.30+ interviews with champioashi9 coaches, professional athletes, and best~ 

selling authors -. bringing a unique perspective t.o personae and professional 

g rowt h. 

[<image007.jpg>] 

[<image006.jpg>] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 2:59 PM 

Steve Nugem ~mac.com> 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Grading Character featuring Anson Donance : FihnRoomTV Insider 

She will be calling me at 3::15 today. Shall I have her call the # below? 

From: Steve Nugent [mailto: ~mac.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 25, 20:1.4 2:50 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 
Anson 

Any chance you got in tough with to send me her inf:o? I would like to speak with her today if: she is available. 

Thanks 

Be Great Today! 
Steve Nugent 
\,~,iomen’s Soccer Head Coach 

Ceil 
$66-596-6248 Fax 
Skype: socrnuge 
VTebsite: wsucougars 

7wirier: @CoachNugent 

I:rom: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, February 24, 2014 at 12:40 PM 

To: Steve Nugent          @mac.corn> 

Subject: RE: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 

She WANTS to do it!! You will also like her, very nice girl and fun to be with ._. I always liked it when she sat near me when I was driving the van: personabb, 

funny, considerate ..... oh yes, and she could play!! She could have played in the NWS!: great strike, clever, creative player, shockh~gly good header for her size! 

Frora: Steve Nugent [mailto .~mac.com] 
Se~t: Monday, February 24, 20:1.4- 12:4-8 PM 

T~; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
S,,bject; Re: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 

Absolutely. Please put her in touch with me. Just starting receiving emails today. Not rushed. ~Vant the right person tJ~at "wants" to do that sort of job. Looking fon~-ard 

to taJking to her. 

Steve Nugent, t tead Coach 

Washington State Women’s Soccer 

Cell: 

Fax: 866-596-6248 

.,_z:x~,_&’~_LLc__’~t _u_mr_s:_:_c___o__m 
"Make sure people know the)’ are working with you and not ~br you." 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 8:21 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <ansou({~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

t hav,-_~ a former quality pbyer that would love to )m]p into the "Director of Opera[:ions" business. Do you waist to bring ~n an inexperienced person 

and train them? She is s grea[ kid (and was s very good player for us) and WANTS [o be [he OoO. She saw how valuaMe Tom Sander was for us and 

wants to do the same th~ng. 

Her name is She ~s graduating th~s M ay and tlJs Director of Operations ~s JUST what she wants to dol~ ~ like her personally and ~ think you 

w~l too. 

~nterested? 

From{ Steve Nugent [~?~_[~9 ~_~_¢g~_¢9_~] 
Sent~ Sunday, Februa~ 23, 2014 8:08 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~ject~ Fwd: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoom~ Insider 

What a great sto~’. Jusl one morn characteristic to emulate wifl]in our program. Hope to see you on file field again soon. 

All the best. 

Steve Nugent. Head Coach 

Washington State Womeffs Soccer 

Cell: 

Fax: 866-596-6248 

www.WSUCougars.coll’l 
"Make sure people know they axe working wifl~ you and not lbr you." 

Begin forwarded message: 



From: Ledbetter Basketball <infi~@ledbetterbasketball.com> 
Date: February 23, 2014 at 6:59:26 PM CST 

To: Steve         ~mac.com> 
Subject: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FihnRoomTV Insider 
Reply-To: Ledbetter Basketball < infb@ledbetterbasketball.com > 

~imageOO2~pg~ 

<image001 ,jpg> 

Featuring Anson Dorrar~ce 

Anson Dorrance has one o1: ~he most successI:ul coaching records in the 

history of athletics. As head women’s soccer coach at the University of ~orth 

Carolina, he’s won 22 Nat~ona~ Championships (not a typo), 

So, what’s the foundation of UNC’s program? How is it measured’? See what 

the most coveted award is that his players value most_, and how it. 

inspired by a very special :12 yr 

With this hands en program, Brett brings customized exercises and teols to 

your business leaders and teams, ]he program utilizes Bret.t.’s research From 

t.30+ ini;erviews wii;h championship coaches, professional N;hletes, and best~ 

sellir~g authors - bringing a i.mique perspective to personal arid profi~ssional 

growt.h, 

~imageOO7~pg>] 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:33 PM 

Matt Terrell <mat@ramsclub.com> 

I~E: Project 

You are on: Tobacco Road 3 pm Monday March 3rd! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: 2vlatt Terrell [mailto:maltC~)ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, Februaiy 25, 2014 12:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Project 

Restaurant/sports bar at East 54 (on the Aloft Hotel end). 

-Matt 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, AlbertA IV [mailto:anson(~email unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 10:36 AM 
To: Matt Ten-ell 
Subject: RE: Project 

Where is Tobacco Road? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Miitt Terrell [mailto:matt(~ramsclub.com] 
Sent: Monday, Febmapf 24, 2014 8:20 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: th-qject 

That works. How about Tobacco Road as a meeting place? Beers on Jeff 

- Matt 

Matt Terrell 
The Rams Club - The Universi~ of North Carolina Sent l?om my iPad 

> On Feb 24, 2014, at 3:37 PM; "Don-ance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 
> 

> Sure .. March 3rd would be best ... mid afternoon 3 pro? 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Matt Tet~ell [mailto:matt(~ramsclub.com] 
> Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 12:36 PM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Project 
> 

> Hi Anson. An idea to rm~ by you ... 
> 

> JeffLanter is a producer with Trailblazer Studios in Raleigh @e has worked with us on past projects, and has intelwiewed you on camera before too). He is working with ESPN to develop 
some new "30 for 30" ideas ... and thinks the stolN of you and UNC Woraen’s Soccer might have some appeal. 
> 

> Would you be interested in meeting him and me for lunch to discuss? If so, he is available Feb 28, and March 3, 10, 11 and 12. Tr~anks! 
> 

> - Matt 
> 

> Matt Terrell 
> The Rams Club - The University of Nolth Carolina Sent frora my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:42 PM 

Steve Nugem ~mac.com> 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Grading Character featuring Anson Donance : FihnRoomTV Insi&r 

All set!!~ You are going to like this young lady!! 

I-’r~m: Steve Nugent [mailto ~mac.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, zol~ 3:34 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: Re: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoom~ Insider 
Yes please. 

Be Great Today~ 
Steve Nuger~t 
V, iomen’s Soccer Head Coach 

Ce]l 
866-596-6248 Fax 
8kype: socrnuge 
V?eb:~ite : wsucougars 
"lw~ tier" @CoachNugent 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 at 

To: Steve Nugent         ~mac.com> 

Subje~: RE: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV insider 

Steve, 

She will be ca~ing me a~ 3:25 today. Sha~ ~ have her ca~ d~e # below? 

F~= Steve Nugent [mailto: @mac.corn] 
Se~t~ Tuesday, Februaw 25, 20~4 2:50 PM 

T~{ Dorrance, Albe& A 
S~bject~ Re: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomW Insider 
Anson 

Any chance you got in tough with Alyssa to send me her info? I would like to speak with her today if she is available. 

Thanks 

Be Great Today~ 
Steve 
Wome~’s Soccer Head Coach 

Cell 
866-596-6248 Eax 
Skype: socrnuge 
Webs[re: wsucougars 
"]’wJl:t:er’ @CoachNu~ent 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema~l.unc.edu> 

Date: Monday, February 24, 2014 at 12:40 PM 

To: Steve Nugent          @mac.corn> 

Subje~: RE: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 

She WANTS to do ~t!! You w~ a~so I~ke her, very n~ce gir~ and [:un to be w~th .... ~ always ~ked it when she sat near me when ~ was dr~v~ng the van: personable, 

funny, considerate ..... oh yes, and she could play~l She could have p~aved ~n the NWSL: g~eat str~ke, fever, creative player, shocMnsly good header for her s~ze~ 

F~= Steve Nugent [mail~ ..@mac.corn] 
Sent= Nonday, Februaw 24, 20~4 $2:48 PN 

Te; Dorrance, Albe~ A 
S~bject= Re: Grading Charac~r featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomW Insider 

Ab~lutdy. Please put her in tonch with me. Jnst s~aing receiving cmaiis to&y. Not rushed. Want the fight ~rson that "wants" ~ do thai so~ of job. Eoo~n~ fom~md 

to ~Mng ~ her. 

Steve Nngent, Head Coach 
Washington State Women’s Soccer 

Cell: 

Fax: 866-596-6248 

_w_~_:y__~_~k_W__~ [__J_~Rp_g’_a__r_i~:_c_.__o____n_~. 

"Make sure people l, mow they am working with you and not for you." 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 8:21 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <emson~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

I have a h:~rmer quali[y player that would love to iump into the %h.irec[or of ()peratkms~ business. Do you want [o bring in an inexp~:_~ri~:_~nc~:_~d person 

and train them? She is a great kid (and was a very good player’ for us) and WANTS to be the DoO. She saw how valua~fe Tom Sander was t:or us and 



Her name is She is graduating Lhis May and this Director ot: Operations is JUST whaL she wants to do!! I like her personally and I think you 

will too. 

k~terested? 

From: Steve Nugent [mailto ~. mac.corn] 
Sent: Sunday, February 23, 2014 8:08 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 

What a great story. Jusl one more characteristic to emulate within our program. Hope to see you on the field again soon, 

All the best. 

Steve Nugent, tlead Coach 

Washington State Women’s Soccer 

Cell: 

Fax: 866-596-6248 

¯ ~_ .~_! .w__:. _W. _~. _L_ J_~.£ .u_~_ars. c o m 

"Make sure people know they a~:e worldng with you mad not for you." 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ledbetter Basketball <inlTo@)Jedbetterbasketball.com> 

Date: February 23, 2014 at 6:59:26 PM CST 

To: Steve         ~mac.com> 
Subject: bra~mg t~haracter featuring A~so~ Dorrance : FilmRoomTV braider 
Reply-To: Ledbetter Basketball < i_~@!__e__d___~?__e__t_t__e_£b___a___s~_e__t__b___a_!!:__c_~_r_~ > 

~imageOO2~pgq 

<image001  jpg> 

Featuring Anson Dorrar~ce 

Arisen Dorrance has one o1: ~he most successful coaching records in the 

history of athletics, As head women’s soccer coach at the University of North 

Carolina, he’s won 22 National Championships (not a typo), 

So, what’s the foundation of UNC’s program? How is it measured’? See what 

the mos~ coveted award is that his players value most.,, and how it was 

inspired by a very special :[2 yr ofd, 

With ~his hands on program, Bre~ brings customized exercises and tools to 

your business k~aders and teams, The program utifizes Brett’s research from 

t.30+ hn~erviews w~h championship coaches, professional a~hletes~ a~d best~ 

sell~r~g authors - bringing a ur~ique perspective to personal arid profi~ssiona~ 

growth, 

[<image006.jpg>J 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~L: Good article on Bayem men 

Yes, thank you Chris .,.. An excellent piece1! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent-" Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:39 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Good article on Bayern men 

h ttp://www.cnn.conl/20:14i02/25/spor tiba yern- nlun!ch- r u m nlen!~ge-foot ba!l/!ndex, ht nl!?hpt =hp t3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:47 PM 

~live.unc.edu> 

EW: (5ading Chaxacter featuring Anson Dorrance : FihnRoomTV Insider 

From-" Steve Nugent [mailto       @mac.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 3:44 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Re: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomrV Insider 
Looking forward to speaking with her about the position. 

Be Great Today! 
Steve Nugent 

\,~,iomen’s Soccer Head Coach 
Ceil 

866-596-6248 Fax 
Skype: socrnu~e 

Website: wsucou~ars 
Twitter" @CoachNu~ent 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 at 12:4:1 PM 
To: Steve Nugent          @mac.corn> 
Subje~: RE: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 
All set!! You ~re going to like this young lady[! 

From-" Steve Nugent [mailto: }mac.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 2S, 2014 3:34 PM 
T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubjeCt: Re: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomB/Insider 
Yes please. 
Be Great Today! 
Steve Nugent 

Women’s Soccer Head Coach 
Cell 

866-596-62,¢8 Eax 
Skype: socrnuge 
Website: wsucougars 
Twitter" @CoachNugent 

From: "Oorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 at 11:58 AM 
T~: Steve Nugent          ~mac.com> 
Sub~e~t: RE: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 
Steve, 
She will be cNling me at 3:15 today. Shalf I have her caft the # below? 

From: Steve Nugent [mailto ~mac,com] 
Sent; Tuesday, February 25, 20142:50 PM 
T~; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 
Anson 

Any chance you got in tough with Alyssa to send me her info? I would like to speak with her today if she is available. 

Thanks 
Be Great Today! 
Steve iXTugen t 
V, iomen*s Soccer Head Coach 

Ceil 
866-596-62’~8 Fax 
~kype: socrnuge 
Website: wsucougars 
"lwJ [ter" @CoachNugent 

From: "Oorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
Oate: Monday, February 24, 2014 at 12:40 PM 
T~: Steve Nugent          @mac.corn> 
Subject: P,E: Grading Character featuring Anson Oorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 
She WANTS to do it!! You will utso like her, very nice girl and fun to be with ._. I always liked it when she sat near me when I was driving the van: personable, 
funny, considerate ..... oh yes, and she could play!! She could have played in the NWS[: great strike, clever, creatiue player, shockingly good header for her size! 

From: Steve Nugent [mailto: @mac.corn] 



Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 :~2:48 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 

Absolutely’. Please put her in tonch with me. Jnsl starting receiving emails today-. Not mshed~ Want the right person that "wants" to do that sort ofjob~ Looking forwmd 

to talking to her, 

Steve Nngent, Head Coach 

Washington State Women’s Soccer 

Cell: 

Fax: 866-596-6248 

www.WSUCou~ars.com 

"Make sure people ki~ow they are working with you and not for you." 

On Feb 24, 2014, at 8:21 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

I have a h:~rmer quMiW player tl’u~t would love to ium~) into the ~q)irec[or of ()pefations~ business. Do you want [o bring ~n an ~r~expedenced person 

and train thern? She ~s a great Md {and was a very good playe~’ for us) and WANTS to be the DoO. She saw how valuable Tom Sander was ~:or us and 

wants to do the same tNng. 

Her name is She ~s graduating th~s May and tMs Director of Operations ~s .JUST what she wants to do!~ J fike her persona~ly and ~ think you 

w~l too. 

~nterested? 

Senti Sunday, Februa~ 23, 20~4 8:08 PM 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= Fwd: Grading Character featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoom~ Insider 

What a great sto~. Just one mol~ characteristic to emulate within our program. Hope to see you on the field again soon. 

All the best. 

Steve Nugent, Head Coach 

Washington State Women’s Soccer 

Cell: 

Fax: 866-596-6248 

www.WSUCougm:s.com 

"Make sure people ki~ow they are working with yon a~d not tbr yon." 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Ledbetter Basketball <infb(~)ledk~tterbasketball.com> 

Date: February 23, 2014 at 6:59:26 PM CST 

To: Steve        ?~mac.com> 
Subject: Grading (-l~aracter featuring Anson Dorrance : FilmRoomTV Insider 
Reply-To: Ledbetter Basketball <intb~;ledbet~erbasketball.com> 

f~image002:ipgxt 

<image001 jpg> 

Featuring Anson Dorrance 

Anson Dorrance has one of the most successfuf coaching records in the 

history of athletics, As head women’s soccer coach at the University of North 

Carolina, he’s won 22 National Championships (not a typo), 

So, what’s ~he l:ounda~ion oF UNC’s program? How is it measured? ~e~ wha~ 

the most coveted award is that h~s p~ayel’s vNue most.., and how ~t was 

~nsp~red by a very spec~a~ ~2 yr 

With this hands on program, Brett brings customized exercises and tools to 

your business leaders and teams, 1he program u~ilizes Brett’s research l:rom 

:[,30+ interviews with championship coaches, professional athletes, and best- 

selling authors- bringing a unique perspective to personal and proI:essional 



g rowi:h. 

[<imageOO7.jpg>1 

Add us to }tour address book 



Fl~l~: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=L~qC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN:ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 5:44 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edt~’~ 

David Ffiedma~ (davidi~!dj friedma~.com) 

Can you send out "Core Values" to ... 

Shelly, 

Can you send the "Core Values" to David? 



FFOlII: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

JeffNegalha <j negalha@uncaa.uuc.edu> 

Wednesday, June 13, 2012 6:41 PM 

Auson Dorrauce <anson@uncaa.unc.edu>; Carlos Somoa~o <csomoa~o@uncaa.unc.edu>; Crrant Porter <gtporter@uncaa.unc.edu> 

http:/?w~v.youtube.con~/watch?feamre=playell embedded&v= lfxYhttSo4 

http://,~vw.youmbe.conv’watch?feamre=plaver e,nbedded&v= lfxYhff8o4 



12- Item Grit Scale 

Directions for taking the Grit Scale: Please respond to the following 12 items. Be honest there are 
no right or wrong an~swers! 

I have overcome setbacks to conquer an important challenge. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhatlike me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

New ideas and projects sometimes distract me from previous ones.* 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhatlikeme 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

3. My interests change from year to year.* 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

Setbacks don’t discourage me. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

I have been obsessed with a certain idea or proj ect for a short time but later lost interest.* 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

I am a hard worker. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 



I often set a goal but later choose to pursue a different one.* 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhatlikeme 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

8. I have difficulty maintaining my focus on projects that take more than a few months to 
complete.* 

[] Very much like me 

[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 

[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

I finish whatever I begin. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

10. Ihave achieved a goal that took years of work. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

11. I become interested in new pursuits every few months.* 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhat like me 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 

12. I am diligent. 
[] Very much like me 
[] Mostly like me 
[] Somewhatlikeme 
[] Not much like me 
[] Not like me at all 



Scoring: 

For questions 1, 4, 6, 9, 10 and 12 assign the following points: 
5 = Very much like me 
4 = Mostly like me 
3 = Somewhat like me 
2 = Not much like me 
1 = Not like me at all 

For questions 2, 3, 5, 7, 8 and 11 assign the following points: 
1 = Very much like me 
2 = Mostly like me 
3 = Somewhat like me 
4 = Not much like me 
5 = Not like me at all 

Add up all the points and divide by 12. The maximum score on this scale is 5 (extremely gritty), and 
the lowest scale on this scale is 1 (not at all gritty). 

Duckworth, A.L., Peterson, C., Matthews, M.D., & Kelly, D.R. (2007). Grit: Perseverance and 
passion for long-term goals. Journal of Personality and Social P~ychology, 9, 1087-1101. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 11:04 AM 

Piper, Margaret <margaret.pipe@ttu.edu> 

I~E: Follow Up: Sport Psychology Research Recruitment 

Maggie, 
I am so sorry but our athletes are poked and prodded to death arid I need to protect them. 1 hope you understand. 

From-" Piper, Margaret [mailto:margaret.piper@ttu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 20:~4 I: :~2 AM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Follow Up: Sport Psychology Research Recruitment 
Dear coach Dorrance, 

We m~e following up about the stu@ we are cun~ently conducting ruth athletes and would like to request your help in sending out our survey link to your athletic teams. 

The study is about the sport puchologists in college athletic departments. We would like to know more about athletes’ willingness to work with a sports psychologist. 

The study will be conducted through an ohline survey, and athletes who participate will be entered into a drawing for monetaD~ compensation. Attached is a coW of 

the official InstitutionaJ Review Board approval letter lbr the study. 

If you are willing to help, please Ii)rwavd fire tbllowing descriptive into an email and tbrward on to your teams. We really appreciate your help’. 

Sincerely, 

Maggie Piper 
Psychology Research Assistant 

Texas Tech University 

Mike C. Parent, Ph.D. 
Assis~nt Professor 

Te~s Tech Universi~ 

michael.parent(a) tm.edu 

Dear Student Athletes: 

We are currently conducting a study with athletes atx)ut sport pwchologists in college athletic departments, m~d would like to invite you to participate. 

We would like to know more about athletes’ willingness to work with a sporks psychologist. The study will be conducted through an oNine survey a~d should take 

approximately 20 minutes of your time. 

To thm~k you for your time, you will have the opportunity to submit your email into a drawing for one of tbur $25.00 gift certificates (we plan to have about 300 

participants, so your odds of wining aace about 1:75). 

Please email us at !__r_t_’_a_J_g_’_a_!__e__t_:p_ip__e_r_,(_a2_tm.edu or ._r_~i__c__I!~_l_:p__Lu_:e_n__t_.~tm.edu should you have aW questions. We hope that you can help us understand more about the impact 

and use of sport psychologists in unive~sily athletic depm~tments. 

Here is the link: https://ttupsych.az:t.qualtrics,corn/SE/?SID= SV_eP6XigobhPRqqVf 
Sincerely, 

Maggie Piper 

Psychology Research Assistant 

Texas Tech University 

_r__n_:_a__rg:_a_ri_e__L~i~2_LLu_:__e__d___t~ 
Mike C. Parent, Ph.D. 

Assistant Professor 

Texas Tech Unive~,si~ 

michael.parent({~ttu~edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 11:21 AM 

Kyle Thoma s@gmail.com> 

Subject: RE: Update and advice needed 

Kyle, 

You are very kind. In fact this email is so good I m’n going to share it with my team mid my recruiting classes. 
f beli~-:we what we do mak~-_~s a big difference ~n ~ayer dew~h:~pment (the Competil:~ve Cauldron}. ~ also be~kwe ~ay~ng a very aggressiw~ and attack or~enl:ed sVs~:em 
in the I-3-.4--3 is s very positive sts[ement of who you are which builds self--belief and confidence. And [h~s style even when you change systems to restipro[ec[ 
players or to p~ay w~th more p~ayers beffind the ba~ (~l(e what we do ~r~ the ~-4.-2--3-1} is an additiona~ weapon we bring to bear against opponents~ WhaL ~ ~ove 
about Tar Heel teams at their best ~s EVERYONE has to attack AND defend. 
And you need no advice, I can tell akeady you m~d your kids will be ready for whatever they throw at yogi. Good hick coach and congratulations to you and go,Jr 
co~ectkm of gdl:ty young women, You are ~ving ~:he dream of every Tar Heei ph~yer and team: "to ~ve on a newer ending ascensh:m"~ 
F~m= Kyle Thomas [mailto:~        ~s@gmail,com] 
Sent= Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 20~4 l: ~2 AN 
Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
SubjeCt~ Update and advice needed 
Anso~ 
I trusl you are well~ Less than a year ago I had ~is c~y notion to email you lbr advice on ~nning your system more e~ctively in ~th high school and club. I was 
actuMly blown away by your graciousness a~d availabili~ to a unknown straggling coach fa)m Southern CMi~)mia. I just wa~ted to let you know what a tremendous 
imNct your help made on my teams. 
My U17 club team went from a massive underdog sto~" to raising ]00 spots in gotsoccer innings to 26 in Cal South. We finished first in our Gold bracket (scored 4] 
goaJs a]~d Mlowed 11), won 4 consecufive tournaments, made k to our League Cup finM (including a win in pk’s over gsteba~’s P~nier Team fiom c~p last year) and 
we we~ Finalists in San Diego Nomads. 
I thought to send you a thm~k you at that time but soon a~er my High School (La MirNa HS) team railed offa 24-1-1 record, scoring 98 and allowing 8. We are 
ranked #1 and playing in our second CIF game tomom~w. Our team watched hours of raN on your games this year and even watched the ~nior highlights video 
before our last game. 
My Ngh ~hool team has ~pirafions of compefing in our state championsNp. 
My club team h~ a goal set of competing in aNationM Championship. 
I write wifl~ a humble and grateful hea~. I know I have thanked you in the p~t but once again I cannot express enough my gratitude. 

Tomom)w we play a bruM team 3 hours away on their abysmal grass-~re field. The tem~ramre is expected to be in ~e 20’s with snow flumes and my girls are used 
to a low of 72. Their field dimensions are 58 by 110 and we am u~d to playing on a perfect tufl’fidd maxed out to international dimensions. The ] -3-4-3 will prevail 
but if you have ~y advice, wisdo~n or words of encour~e~nent ha~dy I coMd sure use them. 
Your gmte~l friend 
Kyle Thomas 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 11:46 AM 

Lowell Hott’ma~ <lmhglobal@cs.com> 

l~J:;: Hoflina~ GovClub visit 

Pleasure 
Frora: Lowell Hoffman [mailto:lmhglobal@¢s.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 203.4 9: 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
$,,bject; P,e: Hoffman Gov¢lub visit 
Good morning. 
I Confirm 10 AM Monday and thank you. 
Lowell Hoffman 

.... Original Message .... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Lowell Hoffman <[[~DflJ_o___b_#_J_@9__s_:_c___o__r_[).> 
Sent: Tue, Feb 25, 2014 3:25 pm 
Subject: RE: Hoffman GovClub visit 

March 3rd will work at 10 am at the McCaskill Soccer Center 

From: Lowell Hoffman [mailto:lmhglobal@cs.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, February 25, 2014 11:10 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hoffman GovClub visit 
Good morning Anson, 
To better facilitate your planned May 28 program at Governors Club, I would like to meet with you in the near future - as best fits your own calendar. 

Would you have any open time windows on any of the following dates? 

Friday, Feb 28 anytime ’til 4 PM 
Monday, Mar 3 anytime 
Tuesday, Mar 4 anytime excepting 3 to 4 PM 
Friday, Mar 7 anytime 

Best wishes and thank you for your consideration. 

Lowell Hoffman 
M :919-656-9955 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 11:48 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Bums Gifts Soccer Showcase March 15th, 2014 

From: Clint Shuford [mailto:cshuford@PortersFab.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, Februap! 26, 2014 :~0:32 AM 

To; jrobbins@lagrange.edu; sandrew@piedmont.edu; Icanalis@berry.edu; stricklandsc@appstate.edu; shinohs@brevard.edu; michaellynch@bac.edu; phelpm@chowan.edu; 
clarkt@campbell.edu; mdswan@catawba.edu; jcullen@uncc.edu; grashton@davidson.edu; church@duaa,duke.edu; donnenwirthr@ecu.edu; cneal3@elon.edu; 
Andrew.Burr@furman,edu; krmounce@gardner-webb,edu; ian.spooner@greensboro,edu; elewis@guilford.edu; mbeall@highpoint.edu; whitingn@lmc.edu; blewitta@lr.edu; 
kmiller@mhc,edu; cnash@montreat,edu; steven_springthorpe@ncsu.edu; Ikjenkins@peace.edu; elijah,denton@pfeiffer.edu; talbertk@queens.edu; jay.callahan@salem.edu; 
mdemko@unca.edu; Dorrance, Albert A IV; smnugent@uncg,edu; lars.andersson@uncp.edu; cairneyp@uncw.edu; daluz@wfu.edu; senos@warren-wilson.edu; 
millerc@email,wcu.edu; gcumeen@wingate.edu; sazem@andersonuniversity.edu; eterrill@csuniv.edu; eradwan@clemson.edu; phogan@coastal.edu; dmuns@coker.edu; 
michnercm@cofc.edu; John.Constable@converse.edu; cayer@lander,edu; mrsmith@limestone.edu; karrie.miller@newberry.edu; jmccormick@ngu,edu; bpurcell@presby.edu; 
tprice@swu.edu; smithsa7@mailbox.sc.edu; smithsl@winthrop.edu; kiahab@wofford.edu; cbonnes@cn.edu; sayersal@etsu.edu; jd-kyzer@utc.edu; mjoy@tusculum.edu; 
Lgess@ehc.edu; wsoccer@liberty.edu; bsohrabi@radford.edu; jbowers@vwc,edu; cxwilliams@lagrange.edu; tmccormack0921@lions.piedmont.edu; egentilello@berry.edu; 
rnorganll@appstate.edu; bella@chowan.edu; franklinl@campbell.edu; pfriend@catawba.edu; calexa49@uncc.edu; LIBoldt@davidson.edu; lesesne@duaa.duke.edu; 
lewiss@ecu.edu; shorne@elon.edu; april,raymer@furmamedu; rpilch@gardner-webb.edu; wsoccer@guilford,edu; bfontain@highpoint.edu; hauckc@lmc.edu; 
samantha.huecker@my,lr.edu; chris_shaw@ncsu,edu; keith.jenkins@townofcary.org; turnblome@queens.edu; sara.mccormack@salem,edu; Palladino, George W; 
smdaviso@uncg.edu; pauline.privitera@uncp.edu; barnesm@uncw.edu; tcherman@email.wcu,edu; s.rahko@wingate.edu; pdsoccer@gmail.com; crostin@csuniv.edu; 
jeferyr@clemson,edu; rstonema@coastal.edu; jdenova@coker.edu; kmiller@lirnestone.edu; Jarnie.Ramm@newberry.edu; rachel,baer@ngu,edu; smithjrS@rnailbox.sc.edu; 
mklebanow@uscupstate.edu; brabgonj@winthrop,edu; Brereton@etsu.edu; sam-stroud@utc.edu; kwheelock@tusculum.edu; rpreston@ehc.edu; larmstrong3@liberty.edu; 
cbarrett@radford.edu; mhurdle@vwc.edu; cvargo0922@lions,piedmont,edu; nocerod@campbell.edu; dnbrown@catawba.edu; rlane~.3@uncc.edu; kely@duaa.duke.edu; 
Brian,Harper@furman,edu; kfontain@highpoint.edu; banuelosf@rny.lr.edu; dena_floyd@ncsu.edu; decesaret@queens.edu; Ducar, Chris; jlcorti@uncg.edu; jesseem@wfu,edu; 
catamountsoccer@wcu.edu; jstoll@csuniv,edu; sirim@clemson.edu; cosgriff@mailbox.sc.edu; mitrovichp2@winthrop.edu; mesco~@cn.edu; wsoccer@etsu.edu; 
cmmuphy@liberty.edu; Imtaylor@vwc.edu; akersbri@ecu.edu 
Subject-" Burns Girls Soccer Showcase Narch :tSth, 20:14 

Hi Coaches. 

dust a reminder that the {5th Annual Burns Girls High School Soccer Showcase will be held Saturday March 15, 2014 at Burns High School in 

Lawndale, NC. 

The lineup will include: 

Burns vs Polk County 

Crest vs Freedom 

Shelby vs Fred T Foard 

Kings Mountain vs RS Central 

Game times are to be determined but the even will start after lunch on Saturday. 

Please mark your calendars and plan to join us again this year to see some of the talent in Western NC. 

I will send a follow up email with more details in the coming weeks. 

Thanks! 

Clint Shuford 

Head Coach 

Burns Girls Soccer 

Mobile 

www. BurnsSoccer.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 11:48 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~g: East Chapel Hill vs Chapel Hill HS - Friday Night 

Good Chris .... I can’t! 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent; Wednesday, February 26, 2014 11:12 AM 
To: Pete Sadin 
C¢; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Ducat, Chris; @gmail.com; Palladino, George W 
Subject-" Re: East Chapel Hill vs Chapel Hill HS - Friday Night 

Thanks man. I can probably make it! 

On Feb 26, 2014, at 10:55 AM, "Pete Sadin" <.-~-S--a---d-~--n----@-s-p~-~-~-r-t--s-~-e-~-n---d-e--a---v-~--r--s-:--c--~--m--> wrote: 

Hope you guys are well. I know you guys love watching High School soccer but just a heads up East Chapel Hill HS is playing Chapel Hill HS this coming 

Friday. 6:30 at East. 

Figured you could watch from CH. And plays for East. I think even plays for East too if 

I’m not mistaken. 

Thanks and take care. 

Pete Sadin 

DOC U15-U18 Girls 

Triangle Futbol Club 

North Carolina Alliance 

www.trianglefc.org 

www.ncallia ncesoccer.com 

Adidas, Soccer.corn 

Proud members of USYS, NCYSA, US Club, Super Y, NSCAA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, FebruaD 26, 2014 11:48 AM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: RE: Update and advice needed 

From: Microsoft Outlook [mailto:MicrosoftExchanqe329e71ec88ae4615bbc36ab6ce41109e@admin.live.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 11:21 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Undeliverable: RE: Update and advice needed 

Delivery has failed to these recipients or groups: 

}live.unc.edu 
The e-mail address you entered couldn’t be found. Please check the recipient’s e=mail address and try to resend the message. If the problem continues, please contact your 
helpdesk. 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 12:29 PM 

Subject: What are we all going to do to get better? 

Ladies, 

Please read this before you come into your player conference (that~k you Darcy for’ se~ding this to me}: 

http :!/’www. the~u a rdian.co m!foot ba/I/’these4o ot ba[!-t! mesa/2014~/fe b/14/foot ball e rs-p r a cti ce-pe rfecti o n-10-0004o u c h e s-d a y 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 4:36 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

I~E: Ice Hockey Goal Keeper Coach article 

Excetle~t Greg ._ thank you! 

From: Gatz, Gregory 

Sent= Wednesday, February 26, 20:t4 .~2:45 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris 
Subject= Ice Hockey Goal Keeper Coach article 

Anson/Chris, 

Neat article about Finnish Ice Hockey goalie coach....enjoy. 

GG 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

CC: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

2/26/2014 9:40:25 PM 

@raSh.COrn; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com) ~gmail.com] 

FW: Prozone I ACC Video Exhange & Analysis Proposal 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

Importance: High 

~gmail.com) @gmail.com]; 

From: Stewart Mairs [mailto:Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 2:08 PM 

To: Andrew Quinn; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Billy Lesesne; Boston College; Carla Overbeck; Charles Adair; Chris White; 

Dawn Greathouse; Drew kopp; Eddie Radwanski; Erin Lycan; Gabi Rivera; Greg Miller; Ileana Moschos ; 3ason Sineros; 

Jeff Robins; Jennifer Watchorn; Jing Huley; Karen Hayes; Kate Dylag; Kerry Dziczkaniec; Kim Kern; Mark Krikorian; Mark 

McDevitt; MAry Monroe; Megan Jessee; Mike Baker; Mike Barroqueiro; Mike Calabretta; Nathan Minion; Phil Wheddon; 

Robbie Church; Ron Raab; Siri Mulinex; Steve Swanson; Tim Hart; Tim Santoro; Sander, Thomas 3; Tony Da Luz 

Subject: Prozone I ACC Video Exhange & Analysis Proposal 

Importance: High 

Dear Coach, 

I am sure by now you will have received the Prozone proposal for video exchange and analysis services for 2014. I have 

attached in this email for your reference. 

To simplify, I feel the basis of our proposal is centered around flexibility and resource whilst being budget friendly. 

Whether it be a simple video exchange solution [access to video only] or a more advanced integrated analysis platform 

using the Prozone software, this proposal covers those bases. 

There is a clear understanding that the video exchange process is the first and foremost component that needs to run 

smoothly and we have shown commitment and expertise in this area with our current agreements with the Big East, Big 

Ten and American Athletic Conference all of whom have chosen Prozone as their video exchange provider. 

Should you require any more information on the proposal please do not hesitate to get in touch. 

Best 

Stewart 

Stewart Mairs 
U.S, Operations Manager 



Prozone - part of the Amisco Group 
This em;~il ar~d r~ny alCaclsme, l~ta to it a~-..: confide, l~tial ;~d ~ter-~ded so~e~y f~r the person to whom they a~o add~:.:ssed Th~:y may cor-~t~@~ ~egs~y 
~r-~fo~rnr~do~ ~f you have ~’~:ce~ved th~s ~n e~~or, ple;~se d~:k~:te thk~ message and bt us k~ow by ema~ng enquiries@prozonespo~s.com o~ t~:bphorqr-~g us on +44 

rogu~ady fo~ ,/~uses However no ~ab~ty ~s acce[£ed fo~ a~y v~*usos which may bo t~*ar-~sm~tted ~n o~ w~th th~s emsa~ P~ozo~x~ Spo~ts Ltd may moth,tot ~:ma~ 
data ;a~d s~so the cow,tent of oma~ fo~ the [x~posos of secudty a~d staff t~r@~9 

Sports I..tct is registered ir-~ E~gla~d arid Wales witis corsprany nursb~:r 32([¢5638 Registered office 3 Cl’ave~ Coul¢, Miilshaw, Leeds. I.S11 8BN 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 4:41 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Recruit players at the top intemationaJ girls tournament in the U.S. 

From: Premier International Tours [mailto:info@premierinternationaltours.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 2014 2:20 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Recruit players at the top international girls tournament in the U.S. 

Recruit players at the top international girls tournament in the U,S. 

Dallas Znternational Girls Cup 
April 16-20~ 2014 

Hosted by the #i club in the U.S., the Dallas Texans, the Dallas International Girls Cup is the most competitive international tournament in the U.S. 
The 2014 Dallas International Girls Cup will feature: 

¯ Over 80 of the top teams from all over the world will participate including teams from the U.S., Canada, Denmark, Haiti, Australia and England. 

¯ Tops clubs confirmed to play include Dallas Texans, Dallas Sting, Solar, Eagles SC, New Jersey Stallions, World Class FC ECNL, Jacksonville FC, 

Albion SC, NM Rush and many more. 

¯ All games will be played on 2 soccer complexes (Ross Stewart and Cox Soccer Fields) only 5 minutes from each other. 

Each college coach in attendance will receive a player profile book with detailed information about each team and player participating in the 

tournament. 

College coaches will have access to a hospitality tent providing daily lunch and beverages, and an evening coaches reception with free food and 

drinks. 

Hotel accommodation available at discounted rates. 
Let us know if are planning on attending the tournament, by contacting Mike Stebbins at Mike@premierinternationaltours.com, so we can include your 
college on the tournament website! Click here now to check out the tournament website. 
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meet our legal ethical responsibility, to ensure these 

This second annual webinar is designed to prepare coiiegiate athletic programs for hosting summer 
sports camps which are fun, safe, and which prornete cilaracter developnlent. The w@inar will enable 
attendees to train camp coaches and counselors in the legal, ethicai, and psychological dimensions 
d workin~.~ with young       ,ueoPie who attend t’_n~se~., camps. 

Ptay Lik,~ a k’hor@ian igdojz staff will lead this int.~racti’,~~ ............ w@inar to .~q uip athletic departrn..ents with 
the tools to train their staff. £t:endees will learn proven t-echn ques of dove o.[ ing character througil 
camps, while buiiding a safe, transparent, furl environment for all! 

Webinar participants wifl receive: 
/~wareness i:.fttle vital role that sports and sports carops play in the healthy development ef a 
young athlete 
,,no~,,~,,~dqe about the short tern] and long term effects of abuse in young people 

Znformation about the legal responsibilities of running a camp, especially as it regards reporting 
abuse 
]raining to establish a transparent and effective system for managing child welfare in camps 
Preparation to instruct their summer camp staff on the Play £iks a @£mpion bdoy philosophy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 5:54 PM 

Piper, Margaret <margaret.pipe@ttu.edu> 

I~E: Follow Up: Sport Psychology Research Recruitment 

Thank you Maggie for you~ understanding. 

From: Piper, Margaret [mailto:margaret.piper@ttu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 20:t4 4:24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Follow Up: Sport Psychology Research Recruitment 
Coach Dorrance, 
We completely understand, and thank you for taking the time to look it over and responding, Best of luck to you and your team! 
-Maggie 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 26, 20:t4 10:04-AM 
To: Piper, Margaret 
Subject: RE: Follow Up: Sport Psychology Research Recruitment 

Maggie, 
I am so sorry but our athletes are poked and prodded to death and ( need to 0rotect them, ~ hope you tmderstamt 

Fmm= Piper, Margaret [.~_~£~_~£g~£#~=#j£#£~_#~#.] 
Sent= Wednesday, Februa~ 26, 2014 ~: 12 AM 
T~= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subjeet= Follow Up: Sport Psychology Research Recruitment 
Dear coach DolTance, 
We am follom~N up about the s~@ we are cu~nfly conducting ruth a~letes and would like to request your help in ~nding out our survey link to your atNetic reruns. 

The s~dy is aN~ut the spo~ p~-chologists in college athletic deN~men~. We would like to blow more about atNetes’ mllingness to work with a spots psychologist. 

Tbe sin@ will ~ conducted through an oNine survey, and athletes who paNciNte roll be entered in~ a drawing for monem~ compensation. A~ched is a copy of 

the oNcial Institutional Review BoaN approval le~er for the s~dy. 

If you am rolling to help, plea~ fo~-aN ~e follomng &~fiptive into an email mid fom-ard on m your te~]s. ~Ve really appreciate your help~ 

Sincerely, 

Maggie Pier 

Psychology Research Assistant 

Te~s Tech UN veNty 

Mike C. Parent, Ph.D. 

Assis~nt Professor 

Te~s Tech UlfiveN~ 

michael.NrengE~eclu 

Dear Student Athletes: 

We are currently conducting a stndy with athletes about sport puchologists in college athletic depmlments, and would like to invite you to participate. 

We would like to know more about athletes’ willingness to work with a sports psychologis~t. The study will be conducted through an online survey and should take 

approximately 20 minutes of your time. 

To tha~k you [i~r your time, you will have the opporttmity to submit your email into a drawing tbr one of tbur $25.00 gilt certificates (we plan to have atxaut 300 

participants, so your odds of wining axe about 1:75). Please 
email us at _r_~__rg~_t:_l?_i_R_e_!/@_t_t___u_:__e__kl__u_. or g~_~_c__h__~e__!:ji?2~r_iej)_~2_t_t__u__:_e_d__u__" should you have any questions. We hope that you can help us understand more about the i~npact 

and use of sport psychologists in universi .Iy athletic depaxtments. 

Here isthe link: ht:t:ps:[,tttupsych.az:t,qualt:rics.com/SE/?SID=SV...,eP6Xi~obhPRqqVf 
Sincerely, 

Maggie Piper 
Psychology Research Assistant 

Texas Tech University 

maNaret.piper~tm.edu 

Mike C. Parent, Ph.D. 
Assis~nt Professor 

Texas Tech University 

g~i_c__b~e__!_:~_:_e__n__t__(q2_~_~_:_e___d__~_! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE!OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 9:14 PM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.~mc.edw~; David Friedman ~david@dj friedman.corn> 

Fwd: Can you send our "Core Values" to ... 

Shelly, c~a you send our core values offto David? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ IYire[e,~s 4(5 L)"E 

........ Original Mes~ge ........ 

Subject: Re: Can you send our "Core Values" to ... 

From: David Friedman <david@djthedman.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

FYI, didn’t get these from Shelly. 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 5:44 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson(~em~l.unc.edu> wrote: 

Shelly, 

Can you send the "Core Values" to David? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, February 26, 2014 10:36 PM 

David Friedman <david@dj friedman.corn> 

Re: Can you send our "Core Values" to ... 

David Friedman ~david@djfriedman.com> wrote: 

Thnx. I’m sq/trting to read Mindset. Did you check out fl~e video I sent you? 

Sent frown my iPad 

On Feb 26, 2014, at 9:14 PM, "Dorrauce, Albert A IV" <anson~email.uuc.edu> wrote: 

Shelb; can you send our core values offto David? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~Vireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: Can you send our "Core Values" to 

From: David Friedman <david~difi-iedman.com> 

To: "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <anson~e~n~l.unc.edu > 

CC: 

FYI, didn’t get these fiom Shelly. 

On Feb 25, 2014, at 5:44 PM, Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson(~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Shelly, 

Can you send the "Core Values" to David? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 2:03 PM 

Steven E. MacIntyre ~mac.com:~ 

l~L: Researchers Fiud Brain Trauma Disease iu a Soccer Player - NhYI’imes.com 

Thank yo~ Steve .... scaw!!! 

From: Steven E. Maclntyre [mailto: _~mac.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 26, 2014 6:19 plVl 
To: Alan N. von Hohenberg-Balladur; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Researchers Find Brain Trauma Disease in a Soccer Player - NYTimes.com 

http:iiww~, ~u ,vtimes~com/2014:02:27/sports/soccer/researchers- f~l- braiu-trauma- disease- in- a- soccer- plavcr.hmfl?hp 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 2:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Special Invite to the Desert Cup Showcase March 28 to 30 

From: Craig Scriven, National Director [mailto:craig@championshipseries.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, February 26, 2014 1:[:28 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Special Invite to the Desert Cup Showcase March 28 to 30 

/ 
The Desert Cup Showcase March 98-30, Phoenix- AZ 

I am very excited to invite you in joining our Championship Series College 
I,D, events, whk:h will rtm across the country this year. The Championship 
Series College Sho,,v.ases are a unique approach for both coaches and players 
wi~h regards to recruiting and exposure. 
All our tournaments run in conjunct.ion with an educational training camp 
prior to the event; our earnp fhat~res t.eehniea], tactical evaJuations from 
eurrcnt NCAA, NJCAA and NAIA coaches who work with the players 
attendance, After the camp all players receive a review of their day and this 
is attached to their profiles, so you can see a review by a trusted colleague. 
Our Championship Series is designed to com~eet eoaches t.o players throt@~ 
our layout as well as our own player profile system. 
As a former eolk, ge coach myself [ reabze tBe demands and ~eeds of a 
recruiting eoad~ and 1 believe that our program will bc a very beneficial one. 
The event will run March 28-3o, at the Reach ~ ~ Soccer Complex in 

View more in(brmat]on ~4x4~t The E esert Cup and other events that we have 

If you have any questions please do not hesitate to contact me, To RSVV 
the Phoenix e-vent in March register at 

h~p:iievents.gotsport.eomievents/eollegeeoaehes.aspx?EventI D=34 Oo ~ 

Craig 

eraigg~championshipseries.org 
Michael aoeea 

rnikerocca@ rate&~por ts.com 
8o5-233-75(,7 direct 
888-54>5507 toll 
h~aZZphoeaixeup.eom 
h~p: i /ehampionshipseries,org 

Forward this email 

Xi Image 
..... rein overJ by 

[his email was sent to anson@emaiLunc,edu by craigOchampionship~ries.org :: 
Instant removai vdth SafeUnsubscrib&" Privacy’ Policy. 
Rated Sports, LLC USA :: PO Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 2:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Monaco Sports @FB/Twitter 

Chris, 

Can you follow up? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Andreas (Monaco Sports) [mailto:coaches@monaco-sports com] 
Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 9:24 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Monaco Sports @FB/Twitter 

Greetings from lviunich .. 

Today ;ve got something different than the usual recruiting emails ;-) 

Feel free to follow us on Facebook and Twitter. Our German followers are looking ~2~rward to seeing you there. You will find our posts / updates at 

MS @Twitter 
http://info.monaco-sports corn/c/13641044/bc233ac 1 lb4d-nlns0s 

MS @Facebook 
http://in fo mon aco-spor ts.com/ci13641045/bc233acl 1 b4d-nl ns0s 

In the future we would like to post more highlight / image videos of different college programs. ’]?his way our prospects are able to get a better idea of what it takes to be a valuable student- 
athlete for you We would appreciate very much if you can provide us with such material. 

All the best from Munich, 
Andi 

Andreas yon Pechmann 

MONACO SPORTS - A NEW HORIZON 
HeBstr 41 - 80798 Munich - Germany 

phone q 49 89 57 95 36 41 - fax q 49 89 57 95 36 dg) 

emai[ andreas@monaco-sports.com - web www monaco-sports.corn 

"Champions aren’t made in the gym. Champions are made from something they 
have deep inside them a desire, a dream, a vision." ,Cviuhanm~ad All) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 2:34 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

l~L: Thought you would appreciate this article 

From: Ducat, Chris 
Sent-" Thursday, February 27, 20:t4 9:55 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Thought you would appreciate this article 

h t t p:[iwww, w a s bin g tonpost.comi b logs/she- t h e-pe opl eiwpi 20:M]02/25[re din e-don t-le an-in- w hy-!-ha t e-shery!-sand b e 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 2:38 PM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Raanmy’s video project 

Screen Shot 2014-02-26 at 3.21.25 PM.png 

To rn ? 

From: Shelton, Karen C 
Seat; Thursday, February 27, 2014 10:19 AM 
To; Miller, Beth; Breschi, Joe; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albert A 11/; Fedora, H. Larry; Fox, Mike; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian J; Levy, 
Jennifer S; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Mann, Jan M.; Meaders, Harlis James; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Papa, Donna J; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, Joseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Somoano, 
Carlos M; Calder, Andrew G 
Co: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; jarrett Alston 
Subject-" RE: Rammy’s video project 

Hi Coaches, 

Another great win last night! How *bout them Heels! 

I have attached a schedule with time slots for next week’s video shoots for the Rammy’s video (not to be confused with Cricket’s "Raise I.jp")~ Please select a time 

slot that is convenient for you and your assistants, and indicate where you prefer your segment to be shot (practice facility or competition facility). The slots are 

first corne~ first s~-_~rve, so get back to me as quickly as you can. We can accommodate o[:her reques~:s ~f these skits don’t su~l:, 

Agsin,. we w~[I Lry to do a group shot fo[k~wing our [.eadersh~p meeting on Tuesday when we hsw~ everyone togeLher, R shouldn’t take long. 

Thanks a~sin for your participation and cooperation. 

Go Hee~s~ 

Karen 

~= Shelton, Karen C 
Sent= Friday, February 25, 20~4 $$:35 AN 
To= Hiller, Beth; Breschi, 3oe; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; Fedora, H. Larry; ~x, Hike; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Kalbas, Brian 3; LeW, 
Jennifer S; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Mann, Jan N.; Headers, Harlis ]ames; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Papa, Donna ~; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, 3oseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Somoano, 
Carlos N; Calder, Andrew G 
~¢= Gallo, 3r., Lar~ A. 
$~bject= Rammy’s video project 

Hi Coaches~ 

How ’bout them Tar Heeis! What a game~ 

Wh~k~ everyone ~s stil~ ~n a good mood, t thought t wouh~ follow up on the Rarnmy’s vR~eo pro~ect assigned at Tuesday’s coaches meeth~g, ~ have attached the son~ 

t ha ~: we w~li use a~.:~ng w~l:h the music v~d eo. We wH] foil ow a s~rn~]a r form at a s th e m us~c v~deo only personalizing wit h ~:own a n d ca rn pu s locations, Hopefully, we 

csn get             to sgree to be our iead-4n ~uy in the hat at the beginning of the v~deo. After the ~esd ~n, we wouid have head coaches snd assistsnLs fi~med 

dandn~/act~n~ sL each sports practice and or competition siLe, The tkne commitment at your site will not #e fonger than 30 rnin. 

Additionally, we will have sign up time slots at different campus and town ~ocst~ons (OH Well, Sutton’s, Morehead P~anetarium~ The P~t, Topo, etc~}, Hopefully we 

can organize some group moves that are fun and that will not take much of your time, If you have any dates that are more convenient than others, just let me 

We wou~d I~ke to be~ fi~m~n~ the week of March 3, and wH~ do a ~roup shoL after’ our Leadership Workshop March 

Please have a ~ook at the music vMeo and begin th~nk~ng about your moves(~. ~f anyone has spedfic thoughts or suggestions, p~ease feel free to send them my 

way~ 

Tha~lk you for your attention to th~s important ma[:ter and ~ appredate your cooperation, 

Go Heeb! 

Karen 

h ttp :/iwww.youtube.com/watch?v=~6Sxv-sUYt M 





I. Vehicle Use Policy 

a. Purpose 

This Policy is intended to work in conjunction with the North Carolina Department of 

Administration’s Motor Fleet Management Regulations and should be construed to provide 

additional protections thereto, not so as to contradict the provisions thcreof in any way. It is 

established to define the acceptable use and safe operation of Vehicles rented or owned 

by the Departmcnt of Athletics, including both 12 and 15 Passenger Vans, by appropriate 

individuals Mille transporting Universfly employees, students, or other individnals on official 

Universi~" business. This Policy is not intended to cover car rentals by Depamnent of Athletics 

employees when the rental car will not be used to transport University sludents. 

This Policy hereby specifically prohibits use of Department-owned Vehicles for camps, camp- 

related purposes, clinics, and other similar activities. 

b. Defi~fitions 

For purposes of this Policy, the definitions below shall apply. 

A "12 Passenger Van" shall be aw motor Vehicle rented by or belonging to the Department of 

Athletics originally designed to car~ 12 passengers (including the driver) which has not been 

converted to a utility Vehicle. 

A "15 Passenger Vaff’ shall be any motor Vehicle rented by or belonging to the Department of 

Athletics originally" designed to can3~ 15 passengers (including the driver) which has not been 

converted to a utility Vehicle. 

"Professional Driver" shall mean an automobile driver hired by the UniversiU from a third party 

engaged in the regtdar business of providing professional transportation services. 

4. "Safe Driving Record" shall mean the driving record of an individual does not include: 

i. Any suspensions or revocations of their driver’s license within the last two years; 

ii. Any accident(s) within the last two years for which the individual was cited for a 

criminal violation; 

iii. Any DUI or DWI violation within the last five years; or 

More than two moving violations within the last 12 months. 

"Van Training Educational Progm~n" shall ~nean annual training mandated by the Department of 

Athletics regarding the operation of Vehicles covered by this Policy. 

"Vehicle" shall mean any 12 Passenger Van, 15 Passenger Van, mini-van, mini-bus, or other 

automobile rented or owned by the Depamnent of Athletics. 

"Vehicle Operator" shall mean an individual approved by the Department of Athletics to drive a 

Vehicle as defined herein. 



c. Phase-Out of 15-Passenger Vans 

One of the intentions of this Policy is to phase out the use of 15 Passenger Vans by the Department of Athletics. 

After the implementation of this Policy on July 1, 2013, the Department of Athletics shall not purchase or rent any 

additional 15 Passenger Vans (except when specifically preapproved by the Director of Athletics or his designee). 

d. Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers 

The designated person within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics shall have the authority to na~ne an 

individnal as a Vehicle Operator under tiffs Policy. For purposes of this Policy, this designated individual wittfn the 

Facilities trait shall be the Fleet Management Coordinator. To be approved as a Vehicle Operator, an individual 

must: 

1. Be at least 21 years of age; 

2. Have a minimum of five years of experience operating automobiles; 

3. Have a Safe Driving Record; 

Be a currem employee of the University or graduate or professional student of the University 

whose educational training requires use of the Vehicle and whose use is permitted by the Fleet 

Management Coordinator; and 

Have cmnpleted the Van Training Educational Program within a time period established by the 

Department of Athletics. 

An official Volm~teer Coach of a UNC varsity athletic temn may be approved as a Vehicle Operator under this 

Policy if the individual: is at: least 25 years of age; has a minimum of five years of experience operating 

automobiles; demonstrates that their driving histo~ constitutes a Safe Driving Record under this Policy; executes 

the Designation of Agent form and submits the signed form and additional required documentation to the Fleet 

Management Coordinaitor; and completes the Van Training Educational Program within a time period established by 

the Department of Athletics. 

**Individuals wishing to drive a miui-bus must have a Commercial Driver’s License. 

Vehicle Operaitors are expected to report all tickets, charges, citations, and traffic offenses received while driving 

any automobile, Uuiversity-owned or other~vise, to the driver’s superior and Fleet Management Coordinator within 

ten day’s. In the event that any offense causes an individual to no longer have a Safe Driving Record or valid 

driver’s license, such individnal shall not be permitted to operate any Vehicle until they have a valid driver’s license 

and have not received a traffic violation or citation for a period of one year after the date of the last such occurrence. 

Professional Drivers shall be permitted to drive individuals affiliated with the Deparhnent of Athletics. Such 

Professional Drivers are expected to abide by the rules, regulations, and policies of their employer, as well as the 

provisions in the "Responsibility of Vehicle Operators" and "Operating Guidelines" sections herein (or similar 

provisions as may be established by their employer). 

Except in emergency situations, only Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers are permitted to drive 

Vehicles governed by this Policy. 



e. Passengers 

Passengers in all Vehicles should be limited to persons who are University employees, students of the University, or 

other individuals on official Universi~" business for which use of the Vehicle has been granted. 

f. Responsibility of thc Department of Athletics 

To help promote the safe use of these Vehicles, the Facilities unit within the Department of Athlerics shall be 

responsible for the precautionapy measures below. 

Make available the Van Traipsing Educational Program and retain a record of individuals who have 

completed it. Beginning in July, 2014, this Van Training Educarional Progrmn ~nust be updated at 

least animally to maintain status as an authorized Vehicle Operator. 

Every twelve montks, attempt to verif)" that the list of Vehicle Operators does not include anyone 

who no longer has a Safe Driving Record. 

Ensure that only authorized Vehicle Operators and Professional Drivers are permitted to drive 

Vehicle governed by this Policy. 

Have a knowledgeable party (including, but not limited to, mecha~iciauto body shops or car 

dealerships) conduct safety evaluations of all Vehicles at least once annnally. Ensure oil changes 

and tire rotations arc performed on each Vehicle every 4,000 miles. Remove Vehicles with 

identified safety deficiencies frown service. 

Ensure that a copy of this Vehicle Use Policy and information regarding tire pressure is available 

in each Vehicle. 

Have a knowledgeable party conduct regular checks of tire wear and pressure on all Vehicles’ 

rites, including spares. 

g. Responsibility of Vehicle Operators 

It is the responsibility of all Vehicle Operators to drive in a safe manner and cmnply with all applicable laws and 

regulations. Prior lo driving a Vehicle governcd by this Policy, a Vehicle Operator must lake the following 

precautions: 

1. 

2. 

Ensure p~sical possession of a valid driver’s license. 

Limit the total number of passengers to the nmnber of available seatbelts. In 12 and 15 Passenger 

Vans, "the ~mmber of passengers should not exceed 11 people (including the driver). 

Ensure proper loading of passengers and equipment. 

Ensure that there is a working cell phone in the Vehicle. 



Make a visual inspection of the Vehicle to attempt to identi~ issues with lights, tires, windshield 

wipers, gas, and mirrors. Vehicles with deficiencies or mechanical defects that would jeopardize 

safe operation (such as a leaking gas line or overheating engine) must be repaired prior to future 

operation. Vehicles found to be in an unsafe condition should not be operated until appropriate 

repairs are made. 

Scrape or defrost the windows and mirrors if necessary. 

During and after operation of a Vehicle, a Vehicle Operator should: 

1. Obey all traffic regulations and posted speed limits. 

2. Abide by the Operating Guidelines of this Policy. 

Report all accidents, regardless of damage, to the driver’s superior and the Fleet Management 

Coordinator in the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics as soon as possible. Additionally, 

accidents that occur on the UNC-Chapel Hill campus should be reported immediately to the 

Department of Public Safety. Accidents that occur off of UNC-Chapel Hill’s campus should be 

reported immediately to the appropriate state police. 

Report all tickets, citations, and other traffic-related charges to the driver’s superior and the Fleet 

Management Coordinaitor in the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics within ten days. 

Report the onset of any physical or mental condition that may impair the ability to drive and 

refrain from driving if such condition(s) become presem. 

Report any defects, Vehicle damage, maintenance needs, and any other issues encountered while 

operating a Vehicle under this Policy to the Fleet Management Coordinator as soon as practical so 

that appropriate measures may be taken. Vehicle Operators should also inunediately report any 

violations of this Policy of which they become aware to the Fleet Management Coordinator. 

Operating Guidelines 

1. The Vehicle shall not can?T more passengers than it has seatbelts. In no case shall a 12 or 15 

Passenger Van ever carry more than 11 people (including the driver). 

2. Everyone in the Vehicle should use a seat belt in an appropriate manner at all times while the 

Vehicle is in operation. 

3. Evaluate weather conditions and attempt to avoid traT~el if possible when conditions are hazardous 

(including, but not limited to: dense fog, heax)T rairk snow, ice, high winds, and flooding). If 

adverse conditions make it unsafe to continue, stop driving and wait for conditions to improve. 

4. Minimize nighttime driving if there are reasonable alternatives which make it possible to do so. 

5. Try to avoid high speeds and always obey posted speed limits. 

6. Do not operate a Vehicle when fatigued. Vehicle Operators should be well-rested and alert while 

driving. Vehicle Operators should try not to exceed 7 hours of driving in aw 24 hour period. 



,7. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

When possible, have a second Vehicle Operator available in case of emergency or ff the driver 

becomes fatigued. 

Seat passengers from the front to the back so that as much weight as possible is located in 
front of the rear axle. Keep luggage on the floor if at all possible. Do not use the roof for 

storage or overload the Vehicle. 

Towing a trailer or any other object with a 12 or 15 Passenger Van is prohibited. 

Drivers may not use cell phones (including "hands free" devices) while the Vehicle is in operation. 

Avoid loud music and other distractions that may prevent the driver from hearing traffic warning 

devices. Noise inside the Vehicle should not drown out sound levels from honzs and sirens in the 

immediate area. 

Drive defensively at: all times and be especially careful of bicycle and pedestrian traffic. 

Utilize appropriate signals at all times to inform others of the driver’s intentions. 

Ensure the Vehicle is secured when parked by: turning the ignition switch off and removing the 

key, making sure Vehicles equipped with auton~atic transmissions are placed in park and manual 

transmissions are placed in gear, setting the hand or parking brake, and locking the Vehicle doors. 

Secure all doors while the Vehicle is in motion. 

Have the occupant of the front passenger seat serve as the navigator. Let the navigator follow the 

directions or read the map for the driver and assist with lane changes, turns, and backing. 

Always consider the characteristics of the Vehicle and drive conservativeb~. The length, width, 

and weight of some Vehicles, including 12 and 15 Passenger Vans, are greater than Vehicles to 

which most drivers are accustomed. 

The weight of the Vehicle, particularly when fully occupied, requires additional stopping 

distance. The weight causes the center of gravity to shift rea~ard and upward, 

increasing the likelihood of rollover. This shift in gravity will also increase the potential 

for loss of control in panic maneuvers. 

The width of the Vehicle allows for less lane room. Be aware that the shoulder is often 

soft and can give way underneath the Vehicle, sometimes causing the Vehicle to roll. 

The length of the Vehicle increases distances needed for making turns, changing lanes, 

and backing. Use the navigator to assist with these lane changes and turns. As 

appropriate, have the navigator get out of the Vehicle to watch for obstacles when 

backing. 

The use of alcohol belbre or during team travel in a Vehicle governed by this policy is strictly 

prohibited. 

i. Responsibili _ty of Passengers 

Passengers should immediately report any violations of this Policy of which they become aware to the Fleet 

Management Coordinator. 



All passengers in Vehicles governed by this Policy are expected to abide by the following rules at all times while the 

Vehicle is in use: 

All passengers may only be seated in seats equipped with seat belts and must wear seat belts 

appropriately at all times while the Vehicle is in use. 

2. Allow fl~e Vehicle Operator to drive in an environment :free from distractions inside the Vehicle. 

No smoking, alcohol, or illegal drugs are permitted at any time in any Vehicle governed by this 

Policy. 



UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA-CHAPEL HILL VEHICLE USE AGREEMENT 

Safe Driving 

I acknowledge that I will operate any Vehicle owned by the Department of Athletics in a safe, 

responsible maturer and in compliance with all applicable laws, rules, regulations, and ordinances. 

I further understand and agree to follow all provisions in the Vehicle Use Policy for the Universityr 

of North Carolina Department of Athletics. I warrant that I will only use any Vehicle governed by 

the Vehicle Use Policy for the specific University business or sanctioned activity for which it was 

granted. 

Physical Condition 

To my knowledge, I have no physical or ~nental condition that may impair my ability to drive. If 

my condition changes such that my ability to drive may be affected, I shall notify my superior 

immediately" and refrain from operating aw Vehicle governed by the Vehicle Use Policy. 

Motor Vehicle License 

I possess a valid driver’s license and will promptly notify my supervisor and the Fleet 

Management Coordinator within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics if my license 

expires or is suspended or revoked by a police authority. I authorize the University of North 

Carolina-Chapel Hill to obtain a copy of ~W official state motor vehicle record(s), including the 

current status of my license and any traffic convictions, at any time. 

Accidents and Citations 

I shall immediately report any accident, ticket, DUI/DWI charge, or other citation with which I am 

involved in accordance with the requirements of the Department of Athletics Vehicle Use Policy. 

Monitoring of Vehicle Safety 

I agree that I will be cognizant of potential safety issues and operating defects related to any 
Vehicle governed by the Vehicle Use Policy and that I will inunediately notify the Fleet 
Management Coordinator within the Facilities unit of the Department of Athletics should I find 
any problem(s) with a Vehicle. 

My signature hereunder indicates my consent to all provisions of this Vehicle Use Agreement 

and affirms that I understand and will abide by the terms o]’the University ql’North Carolina 

Department of Athl~ics Vehicle Use Policy. 

Print Full Name: 

Signature: 

Date: 

Driver’s License Number: 



DESIGNATION OF AGENT 

Whereas it is mutually understood that the NCAA Rules & Regulations do not allow compensation or 
other payment of wages to volunteer coaches while in the service to the University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill (UNC at Chapel Hill), it is hereby agreed that                               as a 
volunteer coach shall be designated as an agent of the State and UNC at Chapel Hill on behalf of its 
Department of Athletics for the purposes of driving University-owned or leased vehicles on official 
Athletics Department business as described above. 

It is hereby mutually understood that: 

(1) The undersigned volumeer coach shall drive a university - owned or leased vehicle for the 
sole purposes of transporting UNC at Chapel iHill student athletes for play and practice. The 
volunteer coach shall not drive any university-owned or leased vehicle for either personal or 
incidental purposes; 

(2) Prior to driving any university-owned or leased vehicle, the undersigned volunteer coach 
shall provide proof that he/she maintains a valid drivers license as recognized by the Statutes 

of the State of North Carolina; 

The undersigned volunteer coach will obey all applicable motor vehicle laws and UNC at 
Chapel Hill policies, rules and regulations as to the operation of a university-owned or leased 
vehicle; 

(4) The undersigned volunteer coach hereby understands that UNC at Chapel Hill may terminate 
this agreement and authorization at any time in its sole discretion; 

(5) Prior to driving any university-owned or leased vehicle, the undersigned volunteer coach 
shall provide a certified driving record check from the state that issued the volunteer coach’s 
driver’s license. The record check shall be for a period often years; 

(6) The undersigned volunteer coach hereby understands that this agreement shall expire on June 
30th of each year and that a new agreement shall be necessalT for each successive year ending 
June 30th. 

By: Signature, Volunteer Coach By: 

Printed Name 

UNC at Chapel Hill 
Department of Athletics 

Date: Date: 

By:                                                        Date: 
UNC at Chapel Hill 



Tire Pressure Monitoring References 

htt~://www°miche~inman~c~m/tires-1~1/tire-care/tire-mai ntenance/h~w-t~-check-~ressure~pa9e 

http:/iwww.ed mu nds.comihow-toihow-to-check-tire-pressure-and-i nflate-tiresoHtml 

Deparhnent of Athletics (March 2013; Revised August 2013; Revised October 2013) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

2/27/2014 7:42:55 PM 

Mike Keating @gmail.com) @gmail.com] 

FW: survey link and the presentation 

Stubbed Attachments.him 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mjrobins@udel.edu] 

Sent: Thursday, February 27, 2014 11:12 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: survey link and the presentation 

Anson here is tile survey link, I think it is ready to go we would just need a cover letter from you to send with the 

linko IT would just be you asking them to complete it. 

Presentation and also a player development presentation I do. 

The parenting style questions are in the survey° 

Thanks for the call I needed a kick in the ass to get going on this. 

Matt 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2013 10:25 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew 3 

Subject: RE: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and 

Alaskan huskies 

Matt, 

Please send it to me and don’t worry, I understand how busy our lives get. 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto:mirobins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 4:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A TV 

Subject: RE: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and 

Alaskan huskies 



Anson 

I hope you are well. Long time no tall<, Just wanted to let you know I have the survey ready to go for your former 

players, t can send you the link for your review, 

I got swamped with international projects, t wrapped up before thanksgiving and landed a contract with USOC on 

performance analysis with their combative sports, very interesting what we did for them using the ELO ratings° That: is 

what FIFA uses for the women’s world rankings, 

All the best and thanks for sharing. Great book I am working on called Mastery by Robert Greene, Excellent in terms of 

the process one must go through to master a skill, 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2013 4:26 PM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J; @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com; Jason Sisneros ~qmail.com); 
Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; FW: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders 
and Alaskan huskies 

From: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Sunday, December 01, 2013 8:52 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 

$~bject; Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and 

Alaskan huskies 

Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 

Paul Gardner’s SoccerTalk is a benefit for Soccer America members. 

Tweet This Share This 



Genes and Sport 
Kenyan distance 
Alaskan huskies 

(Part 2): 
runners, 

Jamaican sprinters, 
high-responders and 

By Paul Gardner 

I left you last time with the vision of the virtually untrained high jumper Donald Thomas winning the 

world championship against Stefan Holm, who had spent the previous 25 years of his life training to 

perfect his jumping technique. 

It is a story related by David Epstein in his wonderful book "The Sports Gene." But Thomas is an 

exception. To become a world champion with so little work is rare. After the Thomas saga, Epstein takes us through the 

fascinating stories of why so many top sprinters come from Jamaica. And why the world’s leading distance runners come 

from East Africa, most of them from one tribe, the Kalenjin. 

These are accounts that bring in the full mixture of genes and training and environment. Body build is important. Narrow 

hips and long legs make for good sprinters, something that links Jamaicans and American blacks -- because the ancestors 

of both were from West Africa, where the body type prevails. But there is something else to be considered. Malaria. 

Malaria? Right. The theory involves a disorder known as sickle cell anemia for which there is a known gene. It is relatively 

common among American blacks and is generally not considered a good thing. It developed back in West Africa as a 

protective response to the malaria parasite, which attacks the hemoglobin in red blood ceils. But in carriers of the sickle-cell 

gene, the red blood ceils become sickle-shaped, and effectively cease to be of any use to the parasite as a source of 

hemoglobin. 

If the subsequent loss of hemoglobin is high, it will cause anemia in the human. At lower levels it can be lived with, but then 

presents another problem: the lungs are now getting less oxygen. This is where the theory becomes controversial, when it 

claims that the problem of oxygen shortage was solved over the centuries, by a genetic switch in muscular makeup: from 

slow-twitch muscle fibers to fast-twitch muscles. Because fast twitch muscles use less oxygen. And it turns out that fast- 

twitch muscles are "essential for an elite sprinter." 

Sprinters have some 75% of the fast-twitch version, whereas most people have a more or less equal spread of fast and 

slow muscles, something that cannot be changed by training. Says Epstein: "No training study ever conducted has been 

able to produce a substantial switch of slow-twitch to fast-twitch fibers in humans." 

Genes then play a big role. In fact, there is single gene that appears to be much related to sprinting prowess. It has a 

name, ACTN3, and Epstein, as ever, will tell you all about it and its variant form, and its relationship to sprinters. 

But another factor, environment, is important. In Jamaica, sprinting is a big deal. It matters, and youngsters showing 

promise are encouraged to stay with the sport -- where similarly gifted athletes in the USA would get switched to basketball 

or football. Usain Bolt wanted to be a soccer player. His second choice was cricket. But once his running talent was 

suspected, coaches made sure he stayed with track. 

From West Africa, Epstein takes us over to East Africa, the powerhouse area for long-distance runners. Mostly from the 

Kalenjin tribe, living in Kenya and Ethiopia. Do they have a genetic advantage from body build? Possibly -- they are among 

those classified as Nilotic -- slender bodies, narrow hips, long legs. 

A Danish study compared a group of Kalenjin youngsters with a similar group of Danish boys and found almost nothing to 

support theories that the Kalenjins had a high proportion of slow-twitch muscle fibers in their legs, that they had a superior 

aerobic capacity (the amount of oxygen used in strenuous exercise), or that they responded better to endurance training. 



As expected, the Kalenjin had slightly longer legs, which was where a big difference emerged: not so much the length of 

the Kalenjin legs, but the thickness of the lower legs, which was some 15% to 17% less in the Kalenjins. The finding is 

considered key, for extra weight in the lower legs has a big effect on running economy (again, a measure of oxygen 

consumption). "We have solved the main problem" of the Kenyan super-runners, claimed one of the researchers, who 

might have thought a bit more about his use of the word "problem." 

A genetic advantage then, in body build, those slender ankles, those long, almost spindly legs. 

But nurture plays a big role here. There’s the altitude. All the runners live in the Rift Valley -- at a height of between 6,000 to 

9,000 feet. Just right. A height where the body responds by upping its output of red blood cells. And if you’re born there and 

grow up there, you tend to develop larger lungs. 

Even the 10,000-hour mentality can get a word in here. Epstein tells of the young kids -- most of them, it seems -- who 

regularly run to and from school, often over distances of several miles. That must be wonderful training. But not, apparently, 

necessary training. Epstein, never shirking awkward facts (and the field of genetics bristles with them), blandly mentions 

two Kenyans: Paul Tergat "the greatest cross-country runner in history" ("My school was very close. I could walk to 

school."); and Wilson Kipketer "one of the greatest middle-distance runners of all time" whose school was next door to his 

home. 

Intertwined (you can read that as entangled) with all that is the question of response. Obviously, training helps -- but to 

what extent? Studies have been done (that’s yet another surprise in Epstein’s book -- the sheer volume of research that 

has been done on the many aspects of athletic performance). 

So we learn about responders, and the now famous HERITAGE study. At four different sites, fit but previously untrained 

volunteers were put through a regular exercise program. From all four sites came remarkably similar results for the effects 

of the program on aerobic capacity: 15% showed little or no improvement, while another 15% showed dramatic 

improvement (up to 50%) with the remainder of the volunteers somewhere between the two extremes. 

By 2011 the HERITAGE researchers reported that they had pinned down 21 gene variants from which they could predict 

aerobic response to exercise. Exercise certainly did work -- but it worked best when the exerciser already had the genes 

making him a high responder. 

An ideal recipe suggested itself for running success: an athlete with a naturally high aerobic capacity who was also a high 

responder. In Kansas, some 30 years before the HERITAGE research, that magic combination had been found, almost 

serendipitously, in a high school athlete named Jim Ryun, who went on to twice break the world one-mile record. 

Just as there appears to be a genetic basis to the response to training, it seems that genes may also be involved in what is 

called will-power. The evidence for this comes from dogs -- Alaskan huskies bred to win the famous 1,000-mile Iditarod 

race for dogsleds. Bred certainly not for speed, and not so much for endurance, as for persistence. Dogs that were always 

pulling, always wanted to pull. Even after a race was over. A trait that was evidently genetic, because the dogs that have 

this tremendous will-power can be bred. 

Dogs can be bred, just as thoroughbred race horses are. Humans are not bred that way. Not yet, anyway (though Epstein 

gives us the lowdown on the giant Chinese basketball player, the 7-foot-5 Yao Ming, who was conceived as a result of a 

union between extra-tall parents engineered by the Chinese basketball federation). 

In the absence of athlete breeding programs, and given the uncertainty and complexity that envelops so much of the gene 

world, is all this new knowledge of any practical use? Is genetic testing, for instance, of any value. 

Yes, says Epstein ... because it can save lives. It can detect the genetic disorder known as HCM -- hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy -- a leading cause of sudden natural death in young people. For people with the HCM gene, exercise can 

be dangerous, even fatal. 



The NCAA already screens football players for the sickle-cell gene; it adopted that measure after a series of sudden deaths 

involving black players during training were linked to the disease. 

Commercial interests have scented profits, of course. Genetic profiling is now on offer. Whether it is reliable is 

questionable. Just this past week the FDA shut down a company that, for $99.00, was offering profiles (to show how 

personal genetic codes may affect future health). The FDA said the company had failed to supply any of the required proof 

that its tests were accurate. 

On the sports side, most interest, so far, has centered around ACTN3, the sprinting gene. For a fee, parents can establish 

whether their kids (quite possibly still in diapers) have the right versions of the gene and may be therefore potential gold- 

medal winners. The knowledge seems to be of little value. Absence of the correct genes considerably reduces but doesn’t 

rule out success. But their presence is no guarantee of success. 

In fact, there are few, if any, tidy answers to the growing number of questions. Which makes it all the remarkable that 

Epstein has been able to come up with such a riveting book. No one is going to be satisfied -- not the 10,000-hour people, 

nor the determined gene-theodsts, nor those who see racial superiority or inferiority in athletics, nor the feminists and 

particularly not those looking for a straightforward road map to better performances. 

Epstein talks more than once about the complexity of genetics. Noting that, in the heady days following the sequencing of 

the human genome in 2000, scientists were carried away and "underestimated the complexity of genetics." 

Maybe that’s still the case. As more is learned, the more complex things get. And therein lies the fascination. 

Next time: Genes and Sport, Part 3. What Soccer Can Learn from Genetics. 

Genes and Sport, Part 1 : Complexity, Nature vs. Nurture, and the Holes in the 10,000-hour Theory 

The Sports Gene. Inside the Science of Extraordinary Athletic Performance. By David Epstein. Current, 2013. $26.95. 
Post your response to the public SoccerTalk bloq. 

See what others are saying on the SoccerTalk bloq. 

Sunday, Dec. 1, 2013 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 2:44 PM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

I~E: survey link and the presentation 

You are busy .... Please don’t worry about this. I am just curious about a lot of things, so are you. We will get there when our ~oad ~ghtens!! 

And thi~nk 

F~m= Robinson, Na~hew ~ [man,to: mjrobins@udeLedu] 
Sent: Thursday, Februa~ 27, 20~4 ~:~2 AN 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: su~ey link and the presen~tion 

Anion here is th~ survey hnk~ I th~nk ~t ~s ready to ~o we world ju~t need a cover ~ett~r from you to ~n~ w~th the ~nk. ~T wou~d )sst be yov askin~ them to 

complete iL 

Thank~ for the ca~ I ~eeded a Mck in d~e as~ to ~et ~o~n~ on 

Matt 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edul 
Sent: Wednesday, December 04, 2023 ~0:25 AM 

To: Robinson, Ma~hew ~ 
S~bject: RE: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Pa~ 2): ~amaican sprinters, Kenyan dis~nce runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

Marl 

Plea~e send ~t to me ~nd don’t worry, ~ understand how busy our live~ 

F~m: Robinson, Ma~hew ~ [mailto:m~robins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2023 4:33 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: RE: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Pa~ 2): 3amaican sprinters, Kenyan dis~nce runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

~nso~ 

~ hope you are we~L Lon~ t~rne no talk. Jus~ wanted to ~et you k~ow ~ have the survey ready ~ ~o for your former ~laVers. I ca~ send yo~ the l~k for your rev~ew~ 

~ ~ot swamped w~d~ internat~onN pro~eCt~ I wrapped u~ before thank~iv~n~ a~d la~ded a contrac~ with USOC on performanCe an~lys~ with their combative 

s~ort3, wry h~terestin~ what we did for them usi~ the ~LO rat~s~ T~t ~ what F~FA uses For the women’~ world 

A~I the best and thank~ for sharing. Great book ~ am worMn~ on ca~le~ M~st~ry by Robert Gree~e~ ~xc~lent i~ terms of the ~rocess one must ~o through to master a 

ski~L 

A~I the best.~ 

Matt 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2023 4:26 PM 

To: Robinson, Ma~hew ~;        ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris;     @aoLcom; 3ason Sisneros,         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 
S~bject: ~: Paul Gardner: Genes and Spo~ (Part 2): 3amaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, Ng~-responders and Alaskan huskies 

From: Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 02, 2023 8:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
S~bject: Paul Gardner: Genes and Spo~ (Pa~ 2): 3amaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

" ::N:: Imag~ 
...... r~m~ad by 

s~nd~r. 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

~unday, Dec. 1,2013 i~ii Image 
3aul Gardner’s SoccerTaii~is a benefitfor Soccer America members. removedby 
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By Paul Gardner 

I left you last time with the vision of the virtually untrained high jumper Donald Thomas winning the world 

championship against Stefan Holm, who had spent the previous 25 years of his life training to perfect his 

jumping technique. 
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It is a story related by David Epstein in his wonderful book "The Sports Gene." But Thomas is an 

exception. To become a world champion with so little work is rare. After the Thomas saga, Epstein takes us through the 

fascinating stories of why so many top sprinters come from Jamaica. And why the world’s leading distance runners come from 

East Africa, most of them from one tribe, the Kalenjin. 

These are accounts that bring in the full mixture of genes and training and environment. Body build is important. Narrow hips 

and long legs make for good sprinters, something that links Jamaicans and American blacks - because the ancestors of both 

were from West Africa, where the body type prevails. But there is something else to be considered. Malaria. 

Malaria? Right. The theory involves a disorder known as sickle cell anemia for which there is a known gene. It is relatively 

common among American blacks and is generally not considered a good thing. It developed back in West Africa as a 

protective response to the malaria parasite, which attacks the hemoglobin in red blood cells. But in carriers of the sickle-cell 

gene, the red blood cells become sickle-shaped, and effectively cease to be of any use to the parasite as a source of 

hemoglobin. 

If the subsequent loss of hemoglobin is high, it will cause anemia in the human. At lower levels it can be lived with, but then 

presents another problem: the lungs are now getting less oxygen. This is where the theory becomes controversial, when it 

claims that the problem of oxygen shortage was solved over the centuries, by a genetic switch in muscular makeup: from 

slow4witch muscle fibers to fast-twitch muscles. Because fast twitch muscles use less oxygen. And it turns out that fast- 

twitch muscles are "essential for an elite sprinter." 

Sprinters have some 75% of the fast-twitch version, whereas most people have a more or less equal spread of fast and slow 

muscles, something that cannot be changed by training. Says Epstein: "No training study ever conducted has been able to 

produce a substantial switch of slow4witch to fast-twitch fibers in humans." 

Genes then play a big role. In fact, there is single gene that appears to be much r~lated to sprinting prowess. It has a name, 

ACTN3, and Epstein, as ever, will tell you all about it and its variant form, and its relationship to sprinters. 

But another factor, environment, is important. In Jamaica, sprinting is a big deal. It matters, and youngsters showing promise 

are encouraged to stay with the sport - where similarly gifted athletes in the USA would get switched to basketball or football. 

Usain Bolt wanted to be a soccer player. His second choice was cricket. But once his running talent was suspected, coaches 

made sure he stayed with track. 

From West Africa, Epstein takes us over to East Africa, the powerhouse area for long-distance runners. Mostly from the 

Kalenjin tribe, living in Kenya and Ethiopia. Do they have a genetic advantage from body build? Possibly - they are among 

those classified as Nilotic - slender bodies, narrow hips, long legs. 

A Danish study compared a group of Kalenjin youngsters with a similar group of Danish boys and found almost nothing to 

support theories that the Kalenjins had a high proportion of slow-twitch muscle fibers in their legs, that they had a superior 

aerobic capacity (the amount of oxygen used in strenuous exercise), or that they responded better to endurance training. 

As expected, the Kalenjin had slightly longer legs, which was where a big difference emerged: not so much the length of the 

Kalenjin legs, but the thickness of the lower legs, which was some 15% to 17% less in the Kalenjins. The finding is 

considered key, for extra weight in the lower legs has a big effect on running economy (again, a measure of oxygen 

consumption). ’We have solved the main problem" of the Kenyan super-runners, claimed one of the researchers, who might 

have thought a bit more about his use of the word "problem." 

A genetic advantage then, in body build, those slender ankles, those long, almost spindly legs. 

But nurture plays a big role here. There’s the altitude. All the runners live in the Rift Valley - at a height of between 6,000 to 

9,000 feet. Just right. A height where the body responds by upping its output of red blood cells. And if you’re born there and 

grow up there, you tend to develop larger lungs. 

Even the 10,000-hour mentality can get a word in here. Epstein tells of the young kids - most of them, it seems - who 

regularly n~n to and from school, often over distances of several miles. That must be wonderful training. But not, apparently, 

necessarytraining. Epstein, never shirking awkward facts (and the field of genetics bristles with them), blandly mentions two 

Kenyans: Paul Tergat "the greatest cross-country runner in history" (’’My school was very close. I could walk to school."); and 

W~lson Kipketer "one of the greatest middle-distance runners of all time" whose school was next door to his home. 

Intertwined (you can read that as entangled) with all that is the question of response. Obviously, training helps - but to what 

extent? Studies have been done (that’s yet another surprise in Epstein’s book - the sheer volume of research that has been 

done on the many aspects of athletic performance). 

So we learn about responders, and the now famous HERITAGE study. At four different sites, fit but previously untrained 

volunteers were put through a regular exercise program. From all four sites came remarkably similar results for the effects of 

the program on aerobic capacity: 15% showed little or no improvement, while another 15% showed dramatic improvement (up 

to 50%) with the remainder of the volunteers somewhere between the ~wo extremes. 

By 2011 the HERITAGE researchers reported that they had pinned down 21 gene variants from which they could predict 

aer~)bic response to exercise. Exercise certainly did work - but it worked best when the exerciser already had the genes 



making him a high responder. 

An ideal recipe suggested itself for running success: an athlete with a naturally high aerobic capacity who was also a high 

responder. In Kansas, some 30 years before the HERITAGE research, that magic combination had been found, almost 

serendipitously, in a high school athlete named Jim Ryun, who went on to twice break the world one-mile record. 

Just as there appears to be a genetic basis to the response to training, it seems that genes may also be involved in what is 

called will-power. The evidence for this comes from dogs - Alaskan huskies bred to win the famous 1,000-mile Iditarod race for 

dogsleds. Bred certainly not for speed, and not so much for endurance, as for persistence. Dogs that were always pulling, 

always wanted to pull. Even after a race was over. A trait that was evidently genetic, because the dogs that have this 

tremendous will-power can be bred. 

Dogs can be bred, just as thoroughbred race horses are. Humans are not bred that way. Not yet, anyway (though Epstein 

gives us the lowdown on the giant Chinese basketball player, the 7-foot-5 Yao Ming, who was conceived as a result of a union 

between extra4all parents engineered by the Chinese basketball federation). 

In the absence of athlete breeding programs, and given the uncertainty and complexity that envelops so much of the gene 

world, is all this new knowledge of any practical use? Is genetic testing, for instance, of any value. 

Yes, says Epstein ... because it can save lives. It can detect the genetic disorder known as HCM - hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy - a leading cause of sudden natural death in young people. For people with the HCM gene, exercise can be 

dangerous, even fatal. 

The NCAA already screens football players for the sickle-cell gene; it adopted that measure after a series of sudden deaths 

involving black players during training were linked to the disease. 

Commercial interests have scented profits, of course. Genetic profiling is now on offer. Whether it is reliable is questionable. 

Just this past week the FDA shut down a company that, for $99.00, was offering profiles (to show how personal genetic codes 

may affect future health). The FDA said the company had failed to supply any of the required proof that its tests were 

accurate. 

On the sports side, most interest, so far, has centered around ACTN3, the sprinting gene. For a fee, parents can establish 

whether their kids (quite possibly still in diapers) have the right versions of the gene and may be therefore potential gold-medal 

winners. The knowledge seems to be of little value. Absence of the correct genes considerably reduces but doesn’t rule out 

success. But their presence is no guarantee of success. 

In fact, there are few, if any, tidy answers to the growing number of questions. Which makes it all the remarkable that Epstein 

has been able to come up with such a riveting book. No one is going to be satisfied - not the 10,000-hour people, nor the 

determined gene4heodsts, nor those who see racial superiority or inferiority in athletics, nor the feminists and particularly not 

those looking for a straightfo~vard road map to better performances. 

Epstein talks more than once about the complexity of genetics. Noting that, in the heady days following the sequencing of the 

human genome in 2000, scientists were carried away and "underestimated the complexity of genetics?’ 

Maybe that’s still the case. As more is learned, the more complex things get. And therein lies the fascination. 

Next time: Genes and Sport, Part 3. What Soccer Can Learn from Genetics. 

Genes and Sport, Part 1 : Complexity Nature vs. Nurture and the Holes in the 10,000-hour Theory 

The Sports Gene. Inside the Science of Extraordinary Athletic Performance. By David Epstein. Current, 2013. $26.95. 
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Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 2:54 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); @gmail.com) 

EW: St~t Planning Your 2015 Tour-Learn How at The Soccer Cha~pious Clinic This Weekend! 

From: Jim Risher [mailto:jrisher@eurotechsoccer.com] 
Sent; Thursday, February 27, 20:[4 1:07 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; Start Planning Your 20:t5 Tour-Learn How at The Soccer Champions Clinic This Weekend! 
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Ima9 ....... d by sender.                                        ] 

Schedule a Personal Meeting to learn more about taking your 
team on an international tour at the Soccer Champions Clinic 

this weekend at the Mohegan Sun in CT! 
Reply to this email with your contact details to schedule a 

personal meeting at the show or stop by our booth! 
Dear Northeast Coaching Colleagues & Administrators: 
Thank you for your past and recent inquiries regarding Eurotech Soccer Tours, North 
America’s #1 provider of international soccer tours. You may have already spoken to 
myself or one of my representatives via telephone recently or are currently working 
with us on your 2014 or 2015 tour so this is just a courtesy reminder of our 
international soccer tour services and thought that contacting you via email might be 
more convenient for you. 

REQUEST TOUR PRICING QUOTE NOW 

Join teams like Virginia Legacy FC, Stanford University, 
Honolulu Galaxy FC, Saint Mary Academy, North Haven 
HS, University of Southern Indiana, Birmingham United 
FC, Centenary College, adidas 8rentwood SC, Scripps 
Ranch SC, Hammond School Sacred Heart University, 
Baton Rouge SC, Agoura HS, Pinewood Preparatory 

School Hardin Simmons University & More! 
If learning more about how to take a soccer team to Europe or South America is of 
interest to you, I’d be more than happy to send you a sample itinerary, pricing and/or 
any additional information about how to plan a team tour with Eurotech - just simply 
take a minute to complete the ..T....~...~...r.....Q....u....~...t...e.....R....e..q..~....e...s...t....F....~..r...m.. and I11 get back to you 
asap with an Official Pricing Proposal for your review. You can also visit our website 
at www.eurotechsoccertours.com to review our programs as well. 

2015 Spring Break and Summer Tour P~anning Starts Now! 
Take advantage of low exchange rates and airfares! 

Travel Destinations include Englan(t, ~reland, Scot,and, Wales, 

France, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, ~ta~y, Spain, Portugal, 

Germany, Argentina, Brazil, Barbados, Costa Rica & l~ore! 

I am always available via email at j~L.s.~..e..r.~@..e...u...r..~..t...e...c...h..s...~...c...c...e..r.=..c...~....m.., and!or phone at 1 - 
800-679-9830 at your convenience. As always, I look forward to assisting you in the 
exciting process of tour planning! 
We are currently working on our NEW SOCCER TOUR WEBSITE and are also 
planning our 2014 Coaches Show Event Calendar now and if you are planning to 
attend one of the rnajor upcorning regional or national coaches shows, I would love to 
schedule a personal meeting at your convenience to discuss our programs and 
answer any questions you may have about group travel in 2014 or beyond~ 
I look forward to hearing back from you at your convenience and learning more about 
your team! 

~all 1-~0-679-9830 or visit our website at www.eurotechsoccertours.com 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 2:55 PM 

Mike Keating @gmml.com) 

FW: guide to determine parenting slyles and summa~" of pa~renting slyles. 

reduced parenting questions..docx; parenting arficle.pdf 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, February 27, 2014 1:i0 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: guide to determine parenting styles and summary of parenting styles. 

~nsorL here are some g~ide ~:o determine a kids parenting ~d:yles ah~o here is a summary o~ ~:he s~:yles, I attached the Kdl ar~:icle, 

blAtt 

Althongh no direct qnesfions were asked of either the players or the parents in regards to parenting styles, the findings were consistent with the research in 

parenting style. Bannmnd (1971, 1989), and Maccoby and Maztin (1983) both reported that parenting styles consist oft~vo dimensions. The first is demaMingness 

which refers to the extent parents show control, maturity demands and supervision in their parenting. Responsiveness on the other hand refers to the extent to which 

parents show affecfive wazrmth, acceptance and involvement ruth their children. Based on these two dimensions, four classifications of parenfing have been described 

by Maccoby and Martin (1983) and Baumrind, (1991). 

Authoritative pa~rents are both demanding and responsive. This tneans that they are controlling but not restrictive. AuthoritmJan axe controlling and not 

responsive, while Permissive.pexents are not controlling but are responsive and Neglectfi~l are neither controlling nor responsive. 

Aunola, Stattin and Nurmi (2000) reported that parenting s~les play an important role in the development ofadoleseents’ achievement strategies. In particular, 

parenting emphasizing child disclosure, parental trust and engagement, on the one hand, and parental control and monitoring, on the other hand, seem to provide a basis 

for the development of adapfive achievement strategies. In contrasl~, family relations characterized by an overall un-involvement, a lack of parental trust, engagement 

and control, seem to lead the use of maladapfive achievement strategies. 

Aunola et al (2000) also reported that adolescents from authoritative families seemed to apply the mosl adaptive, task-oriented strategies in achievement 

situations. Typical ofthmn were low levels of failure expectations, task-i~relevant behavior and passivity. (THESE ARE THE KIDS YOU WANT ANSON) 

Moreover, they reported a ti~equent use of self-enhancing attributions. In a nutshell, they hold themselves personally accountable for their success and their lhilures and 

rise to the occasion in competitive situations. 

While chiktren of authoritarianpaxents show high levels of obedience, reseaxch has shown this parenting slyle to also produce 

some negative outcomes in children’s development, such as low levels of self-concept (Lamboru, et al., 1991) and poor adjustment at school (Shumow et al., 1998). 

On the other hand, Glaskow et al. (1997) reported tl~at neglectful parenting was related to 

Adoleseents’ internal attributions for failure and external attribnfions for success. Thus parents who do not provide encouragement, parenta] involvement or snpport, 

foster young people’s doubts about their own colnpetence and thus expose them to tl~e use of task-avoidant strategies and negative causal attributions. Although a 

parenting survey was not administered, there were only 3% of the participants who parents were not involved at all in their soccer development. 

Professional player developers in the U.S. have long known that the most powerful and profound influencers in a player’s persona] development are parents and family 

support. If parems provide the appropriate amoum of support, encouragement, and resources, along with the appropriate triangulated support to the coach(s) in their 

player’s lives, then together they make a great team of experts in developing the player. 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Wednesday, December 04, 2013 10:25 AM 

To: Robinson, Matthew J 
Subject-" RE: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Part 2): 3amaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 

Matt, 

Please send it to me and don"t worry, I understand how busy our’ lives gel 

I=rera: Robinson, Matthew .1 [mailto:mirobins@udel.edu] 
Seat: Tuesday, December 03, 20:t3 4-:33 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 
Arlson 

I hope you are wetl. Long dine no tall<. Just wan~ed to let you know [ bare the survey ready to go for your former players. I carl send you the link for your review. 

I got swamped with international projects. I wrapped up before thanksgiving and landed a contract with USOC on performance analysis with their combative 

sports, very interesting what we did for them rising the EtQ ratings. That is what FIFA uses for the women’s world rankings. 

All the bes~: and thanks [or sharing. Great bo.:_q~ I am working on ca~led Mas~:ery by Robert Greene, E>:ce~len~: in terms of the process one retest go through to mas~:er a 

A~ the best.. 

Matt 
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From: Soccer America [mailto: news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent: Sunday, December 01, 2013 8:52 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Paul Gardner: Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and Alaskan huskies 
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Genes and Sport (Part 2): Jamaican sprinters, 
Kenyan distance runners, high-responders and 
Alaskan huskies 

~hare Thi~ 

By Paul Gardner 

I left you last time with the vision of the virtually untrained high jumper Donald Thomas winning the world 

championship against Stefan Holm, who had spent the previous 25 years of his life training to perfect his 

jumping technique. 
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It is a story related by David Epstein in his wonderful book "The Sports Gene." But Thomas is an 

exception. To become a world champion with so little work is rare. After the Thomas saga, Epstein takes us through the 

fascinating stories of why so many top sprinters come from Jamaica. And why the world’s leading distance runners come from 

East Africa, most of them from one tribe, the Kalenjin. 

These are accounts that bring in the full mixture of genes and training and environment. Body build is important. Narrow hips 

and long legs make for good sprinters, something that links Jamaicans and American blacks - because the ancestors of both 

were from West Africa, where the body type prevails. But there is something else to be considered. Malaria. 

Malaria? Right. The theory involves a disorder known as sickle cell anemia for which there is a known gene. It is relatively 

common among American blacks and is generally not considered a good thing. It developed back in West Africa as a 

protective response to the malaria parasite, which attacks the hemoglobin in red blood cells. But in carriers of the sickle=cell 

gene, the red blood cells become sickle=shaped, and effectively cease to be of any use to the parasite as a source of 

hemoglobin. 

If the subsequent loss of hemoglobin is high, it will cause anemia in the human. At lower levels it can be lived with, but then 

presents another problem: the lungs are now getting less oxygen. This is where the theory becomes controversial, when it 

claims that the pr~)blem of oxygen shortage was solved over the centuries, by a genetic switch in muscular makeup: from 

slow-twitch muscle fibers to fast-twitch muscles. Because fast twitch muscles use less oxygen. And it turns out that fast- 

twitch muscles are "essential for an elite sprinter." 

Sprinters have some 75% of the fast-twitch version, whereas most people have a more or less equal spread of fast and slow 

muscles, something that cannot be changed by training. Says Epstein: "No training study ever conducted has been able to 

produce a substantial switch of slow-twitch to fast-twitch fibers in humans." 

Genes then play a big role. In fact, there is single gene that appears to be much related to sprinting prowess. It has a name, 

ACTN3, and Epstein, as ever, will tell you all about it and its variant form, and its relationship to sprinters. 

But another factor, environment, is important. In Jamaica, sprinting is a big deal. It matters, and youngsters showing promise 

are encouraged to stay with the sport - where similarly gifted athletes in the USA would get switched to basketball or football. 

Usain Bolt wanted to be a soccer player. His second choice was cricket. But once his running talent was suspected, coaches 

made sure he stayed with track. 

From West Africa, Epstein takes us over to East Africa, the powerhouse area for long-distance runners. Mostly from the 

Kalenjin tribe, living in Kenya and Ethiopia. Do they have a genetic advantage from body build? Possibly - they are among 

those classified as Nilotic - slender bodies, narrow hips, long legs. 

A Danish study compared a group of Kalenjin youngsters with a similar group of Danish boys and found almost nothing to 



support theories that the Kalenjins had a high proportion of slow-twitch muscle fibers in their legs, that they had a superior 

aerobic capacity (the amount of oxygen used in strenuous exercise), or that they responded better to endurance training. 

As expected, the Kalenjin had slightly longer legs, which was where a big difference emerged: not so much the length of the 

Kalenjin legs, but the thickness of the lower legs, which was some 15% to 17% less in the Kalenjins. The finding is 

considered key, for extra weight in the lower legs has a big effect on running economy (again, a measure of oxygen 

consumption). ’We have solved the main problem" of the Kenyan super~runners, claimed one of the resem~hers, who might 

have thought a bit more about his use of the word "problem." 

A genetic advantage then, in body build, those slender ankles, those long, almost spindly legs. 

But nurture plays a big role here. There’s the altitude. All the runners live in the Rift Valley - at a height of between 6,000 to 

9,000 feet. Just right. A height where the body responds by upping its output of red blood cells. And if you’re born there and 

grow up there, you tend to develop larger lungs. 

Even the 10,000-hour mentality can get a word in here. Epstein tells of the young kids - most of them, it seems - who 

regularly tun to and from school, often over distances of several miles. That must be wonderful training. But not, apparently, 

necessarytraining. Epstein, never shirking awkward facts (and the field of genetics bristles with them), blandly mentions two 

Kenyans: Paul Tergat "the greatest cross-country runner in history" ("My school was very close. I could walk to school.’); and 

Wilson Kipketer "one of the greatest middle-distance runners of all time" whose school was next door to his home. 

Intertwined (you can read that as entangled) with all that is the question of response. Obviously, training helps - but to what 

extent? Studies have been done (that’s yet another surprise in Epstein’s book - the sheer volume of research that has been 

done on the many aspects of athletic performance). 

So we learn about responders, and the now famous HERITAGE study. At four different sites, fit but previously untrained 

volunteers were put through a regular exercise program. From all four sites came remarkably similar results for the effects of 

the program on aerobic capacity: 15% showed little or no improvement, while another 15% showed dramatic improvement (up 

to 50%) with the remainder of the volunteers somewhere between the M,o extremes. 

By 2011 the HERITAGE researchers reported that they had pinned down 21 gene variants from which they could predict 

aerobic response to exercise. Exercise certainly did work - but it worked best when the exerciser already had the genes 

making him a high responder. 

An ideal recipe suggested itself for running success: an athlete with a naturally high aerobic capacity who was also a high 

responder. In Kansas, some 30 years before the HERITAGE research, that magic combination had been found, almost 

serendipitously, in a high school athlete named Jim Ryun, who went on to twice break the world one-mile record. 

Just as there appears to be a genetic basis to the response to training, it seems that genes may also be involved in what is 

called will-power. The evidence for this comes from dogs - Alaskan huskies bred to win the famous 1,000-mile Iditarod race for 

dogsleds. Bred certainly not for speed, and not so much for endurance, as for persistence. Dogs that were always pulling, 

always wanted to pull. Even after a race was over. A trait that was evidently genetic, because the dogs that have this 

tremendous will-power can be bred. 

Dogs can be bred, just as thoroughbred race horses ar~. Humans are not bred that way. Not yet, anyway (though Epstein 

gives us the lowdown on the giant Chinese basketball player, the 7-foot-5 Yao Ming, who was conceived as a r~sult of a union 

between extra-tall parents engineered by the Chinese basketball federation). 

In the absence of athlete breeding programs, and given the uncertainty and complexity that envelops so much of the gene 

world, is all this new knowledge of any practical use? Is genetic testing, for instance, of any value. 

Yes, says Epstein ... because it can save lives. It can detect the genetic disorder known as HCM - hypertrophic 

cardiomyopathy - a leading cause of sudden natural death in young people. For people with the HCM gene, exercise can be 

dangerous, even fatal. 

The NCAA already screens football players for the sickle-cell gene; it adopted that measure after a series of sudden deaths 

involving black players during training were linked to the disease. 

Commercial interests have scented profits, of course. Genetic profiling is now on offer. Whether it is reliable is questionable. 

Just this past week the FDA shut down a company that, for $99.00, was offering profiles (to show how personal genetic codes 

may affect future health). The FDA said the company had failed to supply any of the r~quired proof that its tests wer~ 

accurate. 

On the sports side, most interest, so far, has centered around ACTN3, the sprinting gene. For a fee, parents can establish 

whether their kids (quite possibly still in diapers) have the right versions of the gene and may be therefore potential gold-medal 

winners. The knowledge seems to be of little value. Absence of the correct genes considerably reduces but doesn’t rule out 

success. But their presence is no guarantee of success. 

In fact, there are few, if any, tidy answers to the growing number of questions. Which makes it all the remarkable that Epstein 

has been able to come up with such a riveting book. No one is going to be satisfied - not the 10,000-hour people, nor the 

determined gene-theorists, nor those who see racial superiority or inferiority in athletics, nor the feminists and particularly not 

those looking for a straightforward road map to better performances. 

Epstein talks more than once about the complexity of genetics. Noting that, in the heady days following the sequencing of the 

human genome in 2000, scientists were carried away and "underestimated the complexity of genetics." 



Maybe that’s still the case. As more is learned, the more complex things get. And therein lies the fascination. 

Next time: Genes and Sport, Part 3. What Soccer Can Learn from Genetics. 

Genes and Sport, Part 1 : Complexity Nature vs. Nurture and the Holes in the 10,000-hour Theory 

The Sports Gene~ Inside the Science of Extraordinary Athletic Performance. By David Epstein. Current, 201& $26.95. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 3:01 PM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

duca:r@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros (imsisneros@gmafil.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

gwpall@aol.com 

RE: guide to detem~ine parenting s~des and summaxy of parenting s~les. 

Very good ...(Tom, we are going to sllare som~:_~ of this when we send letters to the parents on how to hel0 if they war, I: their kids to succeed). 

F~m= Robinson, Na~hew J [maJ[to: mjrobins@udeLedu] 
Sent; Thursday, Februa~ 27, 2014 l:10 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: guide to determJne parenting sN[es and summa~ of parenting sN[es. 
Anson, here ~re some guide to determh~e a k~ds parenting styles a~so here ~s a summary of the stv~es. ~ attached the ful~ article. 

~though no di~ct questions we~ ~ked of either &e players or &e parents in regards to painting sb,les, &e findings were consistent wi& the research in 

parenting s~le. Bamnfind (1971, 1989), m~d Maccoby and M~in (1983) both repo6ed fl~at ~renting s~’les consist of~vo Nmensions. The first is demandingness 

which refers to tJ~e extent ~rents show control, mamfi~ demands and supe~ision in their ~renting. Responsiveness on the other hand refers to the e~ent to wNch 

parents show ~lt~ctive wmxnth, acceptance and involvement ruth their children. Based on fl~e~ ~,o ditnension~ four classifications of ~renting have been 

by Maccoby and Matin (1983) and Baumfind, (1991). 

Au~ofitafive paxents aye bofl~ demm~ding and responsive. TNs mea~s ~at they aye con~olling but not restrictive. Authofi~m~ axe controlling a~d not 

responsive, wNle Pe~issive.parents are not controlling but aye responsive and Neglectlhl am neither controlling nor res~nsive. 

Aunola, S~in and Nu~i (2000) re~aed that parenting s~les play an im~t role in the &velopment ofadole~ents’ achievement strategies. In ~Ncular, 

parenting emphasizing child Nsclosure, payen~l ~us~ and engagement, on the one hand, and payen~l control and monitoring, on the o~er hand, seem to provide a ~sis 

for the &velopment of adaptive achievement strategies. In con~as~, family Mations characte~ed by an oveMl un-involvement, a lack of paxental trust, engagement 

and control, seem to lead the use of maladapt~ve acNevement strategies. 

Aunola et aJ (2000) also reposed that adolescents from authofi~tive families seemed to apply the mos~ adaptive, task-oriented s~ategies in achievement 

situations. Typical of them were low levels of fmlure expecVations, ~k-i~eleva~t behavior ~d ~ssivib~. (TI{ESE ARE Tt {l~; KIDS YO! l WANT ANSON) 

Moreovec they repoYted a l?equent use of sell’eNhancing attributions. In a nutshell, they hold ~em~lves ~onaJly ~coma~ble tbr their success a~d their thilures mad 

fi~ to the occasion in cotnpetifive si~ations. 

WNle cNldren of authorimfim~paxents show high levels ofo~dience, reseaxch has shown tNs parenting s~’le to also produce 

some negative outcomes in cNldmn’s &velopment, such as low levels of self-concept (Lambom, et al., 1991) m~d poor adjustment at school (Shumow et al., 1998). 

On fl~e ofl~er hand, Glaskow et al. (1997) repoaed that neglectful parenting was related to 

Adole~ents’ internal a~butions for failure and e~emaJ a~ribufions for success. Thus ~rents who do not provide encouragement. Nren~ involvement or supg~rt, 

foster young people’s douNs about their own comNtence a~d fires expose them to the use of task-avoid~t s~ategies ~d negative cau~l a~bufions. Nthough a 

parenting su~ey w~ not adminis~red, there were only 3% of the pa~icipa~ts who ~rents were not involved at all in their soccer development. 

ProfessionN pla~gr developers in fl~e U.S. have long h~own fl~at ~e tnost ~weflhl and profound influencers in a player’s NrsonaJ developtnent am ~rents and fatnily 

suppor. If parents provide the appropriate amount of suppo~, encouragement, a~d resources, along with fl~e approp~ate triangulated suppo~ to the coach(s) in their 

player’s lives, then together they make a great team of ex~ in developing the player. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, 5:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

OK ._. Use academics but set her free 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Thursday, 2:55 Plvl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

I can’t imagine she can. Too big of a risk.,. 

O11 at 2:39 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <an~n(tbemail.unc.edn> wrote: 

C[~ris~ 

U s~-’_~ academics but pl~:_~ase ~:ell him ... don"t you agree? She will ~)robaMv no[: he~p u!;. 

F~m~ Ducar, Chris 
Sent~ Thursday. 10:47 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: ~: 

Do Vo~ w~nt to tel~ h~m or sho~ld ~? 

Sent: Thursday, " ~0:35 AM 
To: Ducat, Chris 
$ubject: Re: 

Chris, 
We are holding our breathe; any word on 

On 
> 

> 

> Do we have all o{ 
who evaluate the academic side. 
> 
> Thanks~ 
> 
> Chris 
> 

>>On 
>> 

> > Chris, 
>> 

at 10:31 AM "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> wrote: 

academic info? Is she taking classes now? I need everything to get to the people 

at 9:28 PM, wrote: 

> > Hey, I’m just checking in with you we hadn’t heard anything from anybody since      returned from her 
trip to UNC. She is very excited and so are we, but we wanted to understand the timeline, so we can get off of 
pins and needles. 
> > Thanks for your support! 
>> 



COLLEGE COACH 
PARKING PASS 

PLEASE DISPLAY IN YOUR WINDSHIELD 

AND YOU WILL BE DIRECTED 

TO RESERVED PARKING 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Friday, February 28, 2014 11:16 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Febmau’s ’Fop Wotnens Soccer Prospects 

From: National Scouting Report [mailto:listreply=nsr-inc.com@mai163.at171.mcdlv.net] On Behalf Of National Scouting Report 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 20:~4 5:59 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; February’s Top Womens Soccer Prospects 

Fe#ruary°s Womens Soccer Prospects coao~, 
When yot~ talk to NSR on4t~e-ground scouts, meet ~hem ~n person, or commu@cate via ema~ or 

~ext, yod can be assured [hat ~hey ~a~e been c~eared by [he NCAA cerfifisa~ion pto~ram. As the 

nat~on% largest scouting o~ganization wN1 over 200 scouts nationwide, NSR is 

scouting 

::N:: image 
" " removed by 

Our prospects range ftorn hi@~olevef DI lalerfl Io solid Dtll atMe~es~ They are able to be rot~inely 

anal conw;niet~tly eva~uated throu@~ their NSR webpage, w~ete coash% can find sk~ kgom~al:km 

and d~gita~ v~deos, You c8~ always trust NSR to p~ovide you wN~ q~ality stude~t-atMetes, ~Jst 

~ik8 coaches have s~nce 1980, We aren’t te~ematketers, WE ~RE ON-~-4E~GROUND SCOUTS, 

an(J we ph~dge [o only provkh~ you wi[h ~egNmate college prospects. 

removed 

sander NSR 

is 100% Free: 

coaches 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, February 28, 2014 11:36 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~; Markos, Lance M <markos@email.unc.edu> 

I~E: [Image File] markos, KMB’I’282, # 181 

But we have not sent it yet .... 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Streett, Shelly 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:33 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: [Image File] markos,KMBT282, #181 

I don’t know if Anson actually spoke with this person or not but he alrea@ signed the soccer ball 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:32 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Streett, Shelly 
Subject: FW: [Image File] markos,Kh/E~.T282, ��181 

I think we’d have a tough time saying that no 14 year olds are in 9th grade yet; we can always ask them if there are any 9th graders on the team to be sure but I’m guessing the answer will be 
yes. Which, if it is, we can’t do it.. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: uncaa-mfprinters@unc.edu [mailto:uncaa-mfprinters(@unc.edu] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 2014 10:38 AM 
To: Markos, Lance M 
Subject: [Image File] markos, K]VE~.T282, ��181 

FROM: 
Image data has been attached to 
the E-Mail. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 28, 2014 1:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: College Coaches: John ’][’alley Showcase/Shootout March 22/23 Memphis, ’IN Accepted teams. 

From: Simon Lacon [mailto:simonlacon@mikerosesoccercomplex.com] 
Sent: Friday, February 28, 20:t4 J.:t:52 AM 
To; 20J.4 College Coaches 
Subject; College Coaches: John Talley Showcase!Shootout March 22/23 Memphis, TN Accepted teams. 

Dear Coach, 

I hope you are having productive Spring with your teams and with recruiting. I would like to make you aware of the dohn Talley ShoweaselShootout on l~larch 22/23, 2014 

in Memphis, TN. The event currently has over 200 teams signed up, including 2 U18 teams from Colaiste Ide (IRE). Please consider attending this event in your recruiting 
process. Here is what we have to offer to help with your visit: 

¯ Player profile books and schedules available for you in the college coaches hospitality room at the stadium. 

¯ Breakfast, and then Corky’s BBQ for lunch/dinner. 

¯ Televised Premier League action while you take a break! 

¯ Fr~e accommodation available (limited - register early). To get a fl~e room please fill out the following hotel request form: 

http:Hmikerosesoccercomplex.com/HotelslHotelRequeat.aspx and in the comments section pleaae state that you are a limited complimentary rooms if available 

(:;lick Here for the 2014 Accepted Teams 

To register for this event with gotso¢¢er please click on the following link: 

http:llevents.,qotsport.comleventslcolle~ecoachinfo.aspx? Eventl D=35628 

If you have any questions, please email me at: .-s-i~-9-[!!~Lc---~--n--@-~-n--i-k--e--!2~-~--e-~--~--c---c-‘-e--Ec---~--r-!~!-e---x-=-~9-~. 

CheeB[ 

Simon Lacon 

Tournament Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, February 28, 2014 1:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: LAST ECNL IvlATCHES BEFORE HIGH SCHOOL SEASON 

From: mbohnak@slsgsoccer.com [mailto:mbohnak@slsgsoccer.com] 
Sent; Friday, February 28, 20:t4 :[:22 PM 
To; Dorrance, Alber~ A 1V 
Subject; LAST ECNL MATCHES BEFORE HIGH SCHOOL SEASON 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 



i.~.i Image removed by sender 

Last ECNL games before the local High School season kicks off 

................................ 
::X:: image removed 

....... by sender. 

ECNL Logo 

SLSG Metro and SLSG Missouri meet again in our second derby matches of the season 
this Saturday, March 1,2014 on our Collinsville turf, There are no games on Sunday, We 
moved those games up and to Collinsville with the impending ice and snow headed to St, 
Louis late night Saturday. 

10:00AM GU15 
12:00PM GU16 
1:45PM GU17 

The Showcase°.. 

sender 2013 Girls 
Fall Classic 

College coaches, 

Mark your calendam for our SLSG Girls Colbge Showcase October 31 o November 2, 2014. We 
anticipate 150+ GUI6-GUI8’s teams at this years event. We’ll use 24 fields in St. Chades, MO to 
allow coaches to see eveq," player in these age groups without having to travel distances to scout. 
Our SLSG Metro and SLSG MO ECNL teams will also be playing in the Showcase. Don’t miss out 
on the next group of super sta~ that we develop. Email me with questions on any of our playei~. 

Sincerely, 

Mitch Bohnak 
St. Louis Scott GMlagher Illinois 
ECNL Director 



removed by 

sender 

Forward this entail 

removed by 

sender 

This email was sent to an~n@uncaa.unc,edu by mbohnak@slsr4soccer.com :: ._U_#_d___a_t__e___Er_o__fjj_e_LE_L~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s- 
tnstant removal with _S_’a__f_e__U_Es_~_Lb_.s_c_l:jb_~" !~__rj_v__a__C_~L_~_o_[Lc~ 

St. Louis Scott Gallagher :: PO Box 15 :: Naryville IL 62062 



2014 OFF SEASON CALENDAR 
SUN MON TUES WED THURS 

2/28/2014 

FRI SAT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~’O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, March 1, 2014 3:22 PM 

Subject: Well done Tar Heels, I am VERY proud of yo!! 

Ladies, 

Just a short note to tell you how proud I am with so many of the things you did over at Duke. You were dominant. 

The best part? We are getting better and many of you are taking some nice leaps forward in your game performance. I also saw some real "let’s win it" personality 

out of so many: the                                                     ". Now the challenge is to take this "ass kicking" mentality (which I am clearly seeing) 

and translate it into VICTORY. This part is work. This is fundamental technical training: shooting, serving over distance, heading. You have to make your own daily 

plan and then get to work. Pickup can certainly be a part of this (I want you to always "love the ball" and "love the game"), BUT serving over distance and power 

shooting should always be the last 5 to 10 minutes (after the pickup is over). You have every afternoon free and in a week you will have NINE days in a row where 

you can grind it out every day on something without academic pressure and come back better. If you are in the front seven ALWAYS work on your strike and your 

service over distance. Everyone else? Play pick up and serve over distance and head. 

And the girls who’s name I did not mention above, you also did some VERY good things and I know for some of you it was the highest level game you have ever 

played in and you acquitted yourselves admirably. 

All the best, my wonderful Tar Heels!! 



i~i SoccerNation News - Best socoer news for youth, oollege and pro 

Champions crowned a[ the 2014 US Youth Soccer ODP Championships -. Cal Sou[h Teams 

Sweep Two Years Straight - Once again Cal So{~th learns have proven their ability to compete 

successftd~y on the nat~on~ ~eveL Congratulations [o ~1~ U~e p~ayers, coaches and parents who 

worked so hard for th~s achieveme~t 

Chivas USA’s Rodri, 



Nelson RodrJguez, the new president of Chivas USA says, "We are out to be the best - 

Pel1:ormance on the field will drive success - ] am a big believer in player development, and if 

the league is going to grow in terms of quality, the heart is going to be on North American 

players," 

Frank Zimmerman’s 2ooth Win 

Oceanside’s well known youth soccer coach Frank Zimmerman joined an exclusive club as the 

Pirates rattled off their 200th victory under his leadership, [,lever a coach focused on winning 

at all costs, Zimmerman has devoted his rife to developing players 

PI; " Soccer Overseas 

U.S, Women’s National Team mid[ieldev Yael Avevbuch has had a magical career, from being 

the youngest player in Lhe W-League at age 14 [o playing internationally, Now Averbuch will 

share her globe-trotting experiences as a G[S Ambassador with Global [n-~age Sports, 

UoSo Futsal Crow ns Chain 

U,S, Futsal Crowns Northeast Region Champs 

Futsal I~lews: [he top teams have been crowned in the boys’ and girls’ U9 through UI9 and 

Men’s Open Divisions at the 2014 U,S, Futsal I’~ortheas[ Regional Championships - this [he U.S, 

FutsaFs 15th annual I’~ortheas[ Regional Championship, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Monday, March 3, 2014 9:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: PPA Soccer Cmnps "Pick Your Coach" Promotion! 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: PPA Soccer Camps "Pick Your Coach" Promotion! 

From: PPA Teach <yourpeakperformm~cetemn@gmaJl.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Top yoath Soccer Player, 

advantage of PPA by signin~i up now and getting in on ~he 

popdlar "Pick Your Coach" promotion 

The ’=Pick Your Coach" promotion ailows piayers that register 
for ~A beb,~,,een ~lar’¢h 2 and ~arch 14 to chose which 

Coliege Coach they want as the;t Coach for the PPA Session 

tha~ they are signed up rod You’l~ be guaranteed the 

opportunity ~o ge~ ~o know the Coach of your choice. Of 

course, you’il stiil have the chance ~o piayin front of the the 

This promotion is exactly wi~at makes PP& SPECIAt. and 
D{FFERENT ~PA is a~l about being the most user friendly 

camp in the nation Do not m~ss 

this opportun$ty for this unique chance to have an actiw~ part 



Once you register we wili send you an emaiJ, in addition to 
your- corlfirmation emaH, that wiiJ ask you to specify who you 

wa n ~: a s yo u r Ca m p Coa c h. 

-[o See all the camp dates and coaches, please visit us at 

wvcvv.pea kperforma ncesoccer.com 

office at 413 992 7177. 

Good I~.l!:k wJ~:~l your 

you this summer! 

S]n,::ereiy, 

PPA 

Puma Peak Performance Soccer Academy 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc edu by 

Peak Performance Soccer LLC 

7 Bayberry Lane, Hadley, MA, 01035 United States 

To stop receiving these emails, unsubscribe here. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:34 PM 

Papa, Donna J <djp@nnc.edn> 

Sapp, Andrew <masapp@unc.edu>;                        ;unc.edu>; Shelton, Karen C <kcs@unc.edu>; DeSelm, Rich L 

<richdeselm@unc.edu>; Galvin, Dere~c t" <aere~g~unc.ecm:,; Nalbas, Brian J <bkalbas@unc.edu>; Haney, Sarah K 

< shm~ey@email.nnc.edu>; Lane, Cricket <cricket@unc.edu> 

Re: All Sports Video Filming 

"Papa, Donna J" --~djp@unc.edu> wrote: 

I would agree with Andrew 

Frem: Sapp, Andrew 
Sent-" Monday, March 03, 2014 12:22 PM 
To:             ;helton, Karen C; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Galvin, Derek P; Kalbas, Brian ~; Papa, Donna ~; Haney, Sarah K 

Subject-" RE: All Sports Video Filming 

Hey 

I do have a questiorL Shouldn’t this be rescbeduled due Lo weather? Having coached in the Big Ten for :13 years I always had a rule that no pictures or video could 

be taken when we were aH bundled up because ~t was so cold 

~t ~s bad for recrukh~g to for recruits to see us ~n horrible weather and tom temperatures. 

~ know ~t ~s bard to reschedu~e th~ngs, but ] don’t know ~f filming a v~deo when ~t is 30 degrees outsMe is a great Mea. ~ wH~ be there ~f we do deride to do it, but ~t 

woLdd be mv suggesl:h:m to war until we baw~ bet~:er weather. 

Any other thoughts? 

Thanks, 

Andrew 

Andrew 

Head Me~s Golf Coach 

Uniw~rs~h:y of North 

PO Box 

Chapel HH~, NC 27515 

masapp@unc.edu 
office: 919 9~;2 075~ 

cell 

fax: 919 84~ 4062 

~:floheels.com 

v~v~nac o~cam .cam 

Fl~m 

Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 10:06 AM 
To: Sapp, Andrew; Shelton, Karen C; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Galvin, Derek P; Kalbas, Brian J; Papa, Donna J; Haney, Sarah K 
C:¢; Lane, Cricket 
Subject; All Sports Video Filming 

Coaches, 

Thank you for agreeing to be in the "scooter gang" scene for the all sports video! Here are more details for filming tomorrow. 

* Please try to arrive between 8:~5-8:30PM. If you will be arriving later, please let me know ahead of time. 

* Meet in the visiting team tunnel near the Olympic sport weight room at Kenan. 

* Once you arrive, we will assign you a scooter donated by student-athletes. 

* We hope to have filming for the "scooter scene" wrapped up no later 9:IOPM. 

After the scooter scene, we will begin filming the student-athlete group scene at 9::15PM. You are welcome to stay for this scene. Please encourage all of your 

student-athletes to come out for this. I have attached a flyer that was sent to all student-athletes. 

if you have any questions please do not hesitate to ask. Thanks again for helping us out! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: NolCal NPL College Showcase - WATCH LIVE OR FROM YOUR COMPUTER 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: NoK2al NPL College Showcase - WATCH LIVE OR FROM YOUR COMPUTER 

From: NoK2al NPL <nplcoordinato@norcalpremier.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" vanson@emml.tmc.edu> 
CC: 

NorCal NPL Spring College Showcase 
Girls March 15th-16th 
Boys April 26th-27th 

Hello College Coaches. 

We would like to invite you to the NorCal NPL Spring Showcase on March 15th-16th 

(Girls) or April 26th-27th (Boys). Our Showcase features the top teams and clubs from 
Northern California. 

For our second year, we will broadcast a LIVE stream on 2 fields at our Spring 
Showcase, Please register for the NorCal NPL Spring Showcase for access to the 
Showcases’ Live Broadcast and access the games "On Demand" videos following 
the Showcase. 
- Games will count towards League Standings. Each team will play one full-length game 
per day. 
- College Coaches provided FREE hotel room, food, and a College Coaches social 
Saturday night. 
NorCal NPL 6irls College Showcase 
March 15th-16th, hosted at Turlock Soccer Complex 

.[’."i~!.[!..~.[!~!5!.[~.- Fields #6 and #7 will be Broadcast LIVE 
NorCal NPL Boys College Showcase 
April 26th-27th, hosted at Davis Soccer Complex. 

Schedules will be posted next week 
Our Clubs are composed of the top talent in California. Our Class of 20J.4 has over 150 
college commitments from players who participate in the NorCal NPL. 

NorCal NPL Girls Class of 2014 Sicjnincjs 

If you would like more information on NorCal NPL, see our NPL Webpage. If you are 
interested in attending this event, or have any further questions, please contact 
Andrew Jones at npladmin@norcalpremier.com. 

Thank you, 

Andrew Jones 
NorCal NPL Admin 

Forward this email 

This emaiI was sent Lo anson@errlail,unc.edu by nplcoordinator~lnorcalpiemier.com :: 
_U_2_d_a_t_e__[~_r_9_f_[Le]N__~_La_[L_A_d_d_z_e_s_~ ~nstant i-emeval with ._S__a__f~__U__n__s__u__b__s__c__r_Lb__e_" [)£Lv__a__c_~___~_)_o_Jj_c_y__. 

NorCal Premier Soccer PO Box 1139 :: Sebastopol CA :: 95~72 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:39 PM 

Lynn Oddenino <lynn.odderfino@bellleadership.com> 

Re: Message from Dr. Bell 

I am sure I caw find time 

Ses~f.f!"om my Ver’izor~ IFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

Lynn Oddenino <lynn.oddenino@bellleadership.com> wrote: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are having a great start to your week! Let’s hope this rain does not freeze on us. 

Dr. Bell wanted me to let you know that he has been working away on the book, and he is hoping to get on your schedule soon. How does your schedule look on 

Thursday or Friday, April 3 or 4? Please let me know if you have any time slots available or if we need to look at other options. 

Many thanks! 

Best regards, 

Lynn 

Lyrm Odde~ir~o 

Director, Cli~_~nt Services 
Bell Leadership h-~st~tute 
214 West Camero~ Avenue 
Chape~ Hdl, NC 27516 
t: (919) 957.-7904 f: {919) 967-.~484 
lynn.oddenino@bellleadersh~p.com 

www. bellleade rs h [[~5_9£[~ 

[-     I 
PLEASE NOTE: Partidpa[~o~ by consu~tm~ts o~ ttah~ers ~s not permitted h~ ge~ Leadetsh~p h~st~Lute progtams u~ess exptess~V authorized b~ wdt~r~g ~r~ adva~ce, 



Froln: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 3, 2014 10:39 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc,edu> 

Fwd: 2014-2015 soccer schedule 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2014-2015 soccer schednle 

From: "Webber, Rich" <rwebbe@sibcycline.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

When will that be published? Rich 
DISCLAIMER NOTICES: The information contained in this electronic ma~l transmission is intended by Sibcy Cline Inc and Altiliated Companies for the use of the 

named individual or enlity to which it is directed and may contain informalion that is privileged or otherwise confidential. If you have received this electronic ma~l 

transmission in erroc please delete it from your system mthout copying or forwarding it, and notify the sender of the error by reply email or by telephone, so that the 

sender’s address records can be corrected. If mortgage rates are discus~d via this communication, the in[bnnation provided to you is tbr intbrmational purl~ses only. 

The rates, terms and products described are subject to change and are not to be relied upon tbr your particular mortgage situation and characteristics. Please contact 

your Sibcy Cline Mo(tgage Service Loan Officer directly to discuss potential mortgage products, apply for a mortgage loan or lock in an interest rate. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 9:27 AM 

Streett, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr~ 

Mueller, Frederick O. <nmelle@etn~fil.unc.edu:> 

Another one for the Core VaJues 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 10:32 AM 

~msn.com; ducag@ancaa.unc.e& ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~duke.edu) 

I~NV: good morning CD 

C119AE1A-61D1-432A- 873A-90BFCC4626D412].png; ATT00001 .htm; How The North Carolina Tar Heels Learned To RISE 

Above Crisis.docx; ATT00002.htm 

goy~.;/girl, 

This is wha[ we met about Monday with Bubba. Good discussion and it ended weft. I shared [hat the issues were a "tempest in a [eapo[" (and we all agreed [hey 

were football ~ssues, no[ ours)~ We a~so agreed that we don’t need to correct much. The Nggest ~ssues for us? Srna~ budgets and admissions challenges. 

F~m~ Levy, Jennifer S 
Sent~ Monday, March 03, 201~ 9:02 AN 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject~ Fwd: good morning CD 

Sent from nay iPhone 

Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com (a) uncM ax 

Begin forwarded tnessage: 

From: "Sagula, Joseph A" <jsagula~unc~edu> 

To: "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock(r-~unc.edu>, "Levy, Jennifer S" <jennv.levv~fJ)unc.edu> 

Subject: ~ood morning CD 

Hi CD and Jenny, 

Did you read this? 

I ran into Clint and JOE BI~LSCHI YESTERDAY. This is a hot topic (controversy amongst the ranks) 

that I didn’t see until last night and has apparently be discussed around the department by admin, and others. 

A lot of unhappy people based on the tone of the article.. 

I was told that this article in Forbes is why Bubba has called a meeting, and is going to address this with the head coaches on Monday 
I may look lbr you today to discuss ? 

JS 

Jenny nice mn over the Irish :) 

JOE SAGULA, Head Volleyball Coach 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

Chapel Hill, NC 27515 

OFFICE: 919 962-5228 FAX: 919 843-8543 

CELL: 919 612-5332 CAMP: 919 612-7009 
O~ticial UNC website: ww~.goheels.co<http:/iwww.goheels.com/:~n 

Camps mad clinics: www.cav:~linavollevball.com<Ntp://www.cav:~linavollevball.conr’> 

[cid:01 B900D2-FB61-43E2- 8548-2COCFB75F046] 



How The North Carolina Tar Heels 
Learned To RISE Above Crisis 
Comment Now 

Follow Comments .................................................... 

The Chinese use two brush strokes to write the word ’crisis. ’ One brush stroke stands for danger; the other 

jbr opportunity. In a crisis, be aware of the danger but recognize the oppormni&. ’" John F. Kennedy 

The tradition rich University of North Carolina Tar Heel’s athletic program has long been a shining 

example of excellence in providing a first class academic and athletic experience for stndent-athletes. A 

brilliantly innovative, disciplined and efficient organization, the Tar Heel’s used decades of momentum to 

build one of college athletics’ most prodigious dynasties. Yet like many great organizations that produce 

remarkable results over a prolonged period of time, this very success can also breed a complacency which 

leads to their own self-inflicted downfall. 

In 2012, the Tar Heel’s were blindsided by the accusations of sy stcmic academic fraud throughout the 
university and its athletics program. A nniversity that was long seen as a case stndy in academic and 
athletic collaboration was shaken to its core by allegations of sham classes, grade inflation and rampant 
cheating. The corruption was so severe that it would eventually lead to the grand jury indictment of a 
beloved professor for "unlawfully, willfully and feloniously" accepting payment "with the intent to cheat 
and defraud" the universib~ in connection with his role in teaching suspect courses. 

The University of North Carolina had spent half a centuu building a flawless reputation, and in the span of 

only a few short weeks now stood at the precipice of its own self-destruction. 

The crisis they faced could not simply be solved by a shrewd pnblic relations strategy, nor the traditional 

corporate tactic of proclaiming mismanagement by senior leaderslfip and firing with impunity until the 

mob’s lust for blood was satisfied. In truth, those would only be short-lived solutions for a far more serious 

and grave ailment the Tar Heels were suffering from - hubris. 

Decades of uninterrupted success had created an ethos of privilege and entitlement at North Carolina; 
university and community leaders operated as though they existed outside the rules of the system they 
helped create. Like a virus, the Tar Heel culture was infected with a deep and systemic belief that the 
"Carolina Way" was in fact, the only way. 

According to North Carolina athletic Director Lawrence (Bubba) Cmmingham, "Most organizations tend to 
view failures as localized, independent problems. In reality, they must be cognizant that it is usually the 
small failures that occur on the fringes that lead to big ones. If an organization is to avoid having a series of 
minor errors cascade into a catastrophic sitnation, they must condition themselves to assnme that any 
failure might in :fact be evidence of a larger, far deeper problem." 

Cunningham has learned over a leadership career that has spanned four decades that recognizing the first 

signs of organizational crisis is not an easy task. If all you have ever known is success, it’s easy to become 

ignorant to the telltale marks of impending disaster. When crisis finally strikes, no one panics because they 

simply don’t understand what’s happening, and then later they panic precisely because they don’t 

understand what’s happening. 

"When I first took over [as atlfletic director] in late 2011, it became innnediately evident that the culture of 
the department had stagnated," recalls Cunningham. "UNC had been incredibly successful for so ma~ 
years, but the program was floundering. There was no mission, no roadmap on how to maintain that 



achievement, only the assumption that what worked in the past would somehow continue to work in the 
future. The Tar Heels were drifting down a directionless road of with no destination in sight," he adds. 

University of North Carolina athletic director Bubba Culmingham has learned that an organization’s ability 
to overcome crisis depends on whether it can face the brutal facts of the sitnation head on. 

Cunningham was eminently cognizant that one could not just simply" walk into an organization with almost 
a century of deeply rooted ideology and expect to change its culture overnigN. Instead, he had to discover a 
pragmatic solution in which the core principles that defined the university were counterbalanced against the 
desperate need for change, renewal and organizational evohition. 

"We had to devise a strategy to not only lift us out of crisis, but also eliminate the deep seeded 
complacency that had eaten away at the cnlture in the first place. We asked ourselves, ’What is the real 
value of college athletics today?’ and began to determine how the athletics depamnent could represent the 
tmiversity and its community in such a fashion that would reflect the true excellence of the Tar Heels," 
Cunningham explains. 

For the Tar Heels, the solution would come in the way of new operational framework, aptly named RISE 
(Responsibili&, Innovation, Service, Excellence), which would become the foundation for every decision 
the athletics department would make from that moment on. The nmxim’s origins could be found in the 
philosophical "lVork Itard Play Smart, l~Tn Together" teachings of legendau North Carolina basketball 
coach Dean Smith. 

Responsibility - North Carolina athletics strives to embody the maxim, "do unto others as you would have 
them do to you". That means doing what’s right in every sittkation they face, with character and integrity. 
The Tar Heels embrace diversity and will become a role model for all organizations for their dedication to 
inclusiveness. 

Innovation - The Tar Heels must constantly endeavor to "Find a Better Blue". Its employees must be bold, 
creative, insightful, and brave. They must take things personally. More importantly, they will do everything 
in their power to destroy the status quo because they understand that complacency is the enemy of progress. 

Service -North Carolina attfletics understands and embraces its role, and use it ~o lift not only those they 
work with, but college athletics as a whole. The Tar Heels are driven by an unselfish desire to achieve 
greatness through improving everyone they interact with, even the competition. If that means "taking time 
out of their day to teach others about the Carolina Way, then they will do so with swiftness and enthusiasm. 



Excellence - The Tar Heels will diligently move forward in the pursuit of improving themselves in every 
facet of their being. They simply don’t have any choice - they have an obligation to change the rules, to 
raise the bar, to play a different game, and to play it better than a~rone has a~\v right to believe is possible. 

In implementing RISE, the Tar Heels were struck with the realization that one of the primary reasons their 
culture had begun to falter was because the department had begun to view each sport as independent of 
each other. It was as if each team was operating as its own separate nation, defending itself and its 
resources from each other instead of finding ways to become stronger together. This lack of cohesion not 
only exacerbated the impact of the department’s failures, but often allowed them to slip through the cracks 
utmoticed. 

"We had to take a hard look in the rairror and remember tlrat it isn’t Roy Williams’ basketball team, or 
Larry Fedora’s football team, it’s our team. If we don’t get a recruit, it’s not our coach’s fault, it’s our fault. 
If we don’t win a game, it’s our fault. We are a single entity working in cooperation to achieve a single 
goal," Cunningham expounds. "When you have 28 sports, and 300 people worldng in the depamnent, 
every~one’s contribution is critical. The facilities, maintenance and ticketing staffbring as much value to our 
overall success as our coaches do. Of course, the challenge is getting everyone to believe in the importance 
of their role." 

Part of fostering that belief is creating a work environment in which everyone’s opinion is sought out and 
valued equally. The key to promoting organizational dialogue that encourages collaboration instead of self- 
ser~Ting arguments is the concept of assertive inquiry. This approach entails cleaxly articulating ones ideas 
and reasoning behind a particular viewpoint, while sincerely inquiring about the opinions of others. 

"You have to over-manage your process, not micro-manage," exclaims Cunningham. "You have to know 
exactly how you’re going to solve your problems before they arise. The only way you do that is by getting 
to a place where people are not offended by other’s suggestions, where they can hold be accountable and 
challenge each other. Other~vise, you end up having a workplace in which people don’t lmderstand what is 
happening, but assume every~one else does," he elaborates. 

The Tar Heels have also leaned on one of the world’s most engaging organizations to teach them how to 
create just such a culture. By partnering with The Disney Institute, North Carolina was able to learn about 
the creation of an authentic, collaborative environment where e~nployees were encouraged to contribute 
information freely" and trust ruled. 

"[Disney] showed us that while most organizations believe its senior leadership whose opinion matters 
most, in fact, it’s exactly the opposite. It’s the employees that interact with your customers on a daily basis 
(i.e. parking attendants, concessionaires, ticket collectors, etc.) who can provide the most valuable input. 
They have a totally different perspective then the people isolated at the very top of the organizational 
chart," explains Cunningham. 

Along with collaboration, the Tar Heels have focused their efforts on developing a culture of accountability 
by obsessively measuring themselves against the competition. They have become one of the only athletics 
programs in the country to partner with Denison Consulting to determine the department’s adrainistrative 
engagement score. Denison helps maw of the world’s most successful companies improve performance by 
focusing on culture and leadership development, particularly in areas such as: conununicatio~ adaptability, 
customer focus, employee empowerment, and team orientation. North Carolina has challenged itself to 
score the top 25% percentile of all major organizations in the country’, not just college athletics. 

The department has also set a goal of finishing in the top three of the Atlantic Coast Conference (ACC) 
standings in every one of its sponsored sports, as well as top ten in the country" overall. Moreover, to remain 
mindful of their achievements off the field, North Carolina has begun to systematically measure their own 
Graduation Success Rate (GSR), the NCAA’s Academic Performance Rating (APR), and the federal 
graduation rate against their fellow conference peers and other universities nationally. 



More important than just measuring thelnselves against others, the Tar Heels have also conunitted 
themselves to not only restoring the integrity of its academic progrmrk but to make it the envy of all of 
college athletics. 

"As of this moment, the university’s provost and I arc on a rigorous academic working group. We’ve 
identified twenty two separate processes that touch student athletes :from the minute the get contacted by 
one of our coaches as a recruit m~til after they graduate and find a job. We arc addressing each and even 
one of’those processes individually and making sure that they are of the highest standard and have 
impeccable integrity," Cmmingham proclaims. 

It is unquestionable that the last few years at the University of North Carolina have been tumultuous 
indeed. Yet one cannot help but admire the Tar Heels for their willingness to point the finger of blame 
inward, recognize their own shortcomings, and take immediate action to restore the integrity of their brand. 
They have left us with a valuable lesson - that in business, as in life, it’s not about how hard you’re hit, but 
how hard you get hit and keep moving forward. 

While the road to redelnption will be a long one for North Carolina, there is little doubt that the Tar Heels 
will rise once again. 

Jason Belzer is Founder of G,/t~gIE, Inc. and a Pr@ssor of Organizational Behavior at Rutgers University. 

Follow him on Twitter (aUasonBelzer. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:26 AM 

Subject: FW: Daily Impact Journey for 03/03/2014 

F~ey!! I love thi~!!! 

From: Daily Impact Journey [mailto: DailyImpactJourney=humanexventures.com@mai1164.at18:t.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of Daily Impact Journey 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 20:~4 5:0:~ PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Daily Impact Journey for 03/03/20:~4 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:30 AM 

Levy, Jennitbr S ~enny.lewy@unc.edu-> 

RE: good ,norning CD 

I am with Vou JennV_,. I have the same fascination!! Love D , what a great kid!! 

From: Levy, Jennifer S 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 11:03 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ Re: good morning CD 

You were great- a good balance of respect tbr our pas% empathy for some, a fighting spirit for our [hture and of course great humor. 

I find the entire situation t~cinating. Being a pa~ of change and watcNng how it m~blds and how people ms~)nd. It could ~ a business school ca~ study’. 

I wonder what Bubba thought of the Ibedback. Overall, I thonght the meeting went well. 

s doing great D1 Rookie of the week. Stmnting to rip it up. 

Sent from tny iPhone 

Follow the Heels... 

Goheels.com @uncwlax 

On Mar 3, 2014, at 10:44 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson;?~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I guess I did have to say something even though I did not read it beIbre the meeting. 

Sem fiwn my VeHzo~ ~,Virele~s 4G L7~2 DROll) 

"Levy, Jennifer S" <ie___njL~j_e_sk!~__u__r!_c_:_e_j__u_> wrote: 

Sent from my iPhone 

Follow the tteels... 

Goheels.com @uncwlax 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: "Sagula, Joseph A" <isagula({~,unc.edu> 

To: "Mock, Conrad D Jr" <cdmock({~unc.edu> "Lm% Jennifer S" <ienny.lew(~)unc.edu> 
Subject: ~ood morning CD 

Hi CD and Jenny, 

Did you read this? 

I ra~ into Clint and JOE BRESCHI YESTEt~DAY. This is a hot topic (controversy mnongst the ra~ks) 

that I didn’t see until las¢ night a~d has appaxenfly be disused mound the depagment by admi~ and others. 

A lot of unhapw people based on the tone of the a~icle.. 

I was told that tNs a6icle in Forbes is why Bubba has called a meeting, and is going to address tNs with the head coaches on Monday 

I may look for you today to discuss ? 

JS 
Jenny race win over the I6sh :) 

Offida~ UNt we~w~te: www.goheels.com 
(bmp:? arid clinks: www.carollnavolleybalLcom 

<C 1:I 9A[:. IA-6:[ D :D432A~g73A-90B FCC4626D4[2 ~,p~g> 

<How Th~ Noah Cam~{na Ta~ Heals L6amed To ~SZ Abo~ C~s{s.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:33 AM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

ILE: Join us to celebrate 40 years of soccer! 

Thanks 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 11:50 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Join us to celebrate 40 years of soccer! 

Yes 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 1, 2014, at 2:44 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Chrisi.lason, 

F~m: Katharine Kelley 

Sent: Friday, Februa~ 28, 2014 3:22 PN 

To: Katharine Kelley 
~ubjeet= Join us to celebrate ~ years of soccefl 

<image002.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 11:33 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

l~E: Join us to celebrate 40 years of soccer! 

No problem ... can you follow 

From: Ducar, Chris 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 11:51 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Join us to celebrate 40 years of soccer! 

Actually no. We will be recruiting in Vegas 

Sent from my iPad 

On Mar 1, 2014, at 2:44 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

ChrisiJ,~son, 

Can one of you two go to this am~ fly ~:he flag? Dino ~t~,’t I ~re ou~: o~ town. 

From: Katharine Kelley [Ln...a.j~.t..~..L.k..a..t.[N.r.[~1.e.~..k..e.~..e.y.@.£.a..s.[.n..c.~..c.9...m.] 

Sent; Friday, February 28, 2014 3:21 PM 

To-" Katharine Kelley 
Subject-" Join us to celebrate 40 years of soccer! 

<imageOOl.jpg> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

T uesday, March 4, 2014 5:18 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Leadership Academy: Coaches Retninder (Tuesday, Maxch 4) 

would love Lo Left you I skipped the Leadership session to work out BUT I was on an ACC Conference cNI that lasted until 11.:~ .... sorry I was not there Shelly. I love 

all of the stuff you gather for us to learn from, 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 6:24 AM 
To: Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Meaders, Harlis James; Mann, Jan M.; 
Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Workman, 
Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela; @aol.com’; @gmail.com’; 

@aol.com’; Holman, Brian; Tyler, Brie Farley; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducat, Chris; Fells, Chris; Rich, Chris; Garth, Christy 
Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hernandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Porter, Grant; Gatz, Gregory; Cathro, Guy; Latta, Ivory; 

@gmail.com’; Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Marissa 
Veronica; VanAlstyne, Mark; Jednak, Matt; Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; 
Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, Steve; @gmail.com’; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, 
Tyler G; Johnson, Zoya; @gmail.com’; @gmail.com’ 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 4) 
Importance: High 

Since classes are cancelled and offices are closed until 11am we are going to combine workshops and then run it for 90 minutes (11am-:[2:30pm)~ Apologies for the 

adiust,-:!d schedule. Hope you can still join 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 8:38 AM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 4) 

** Head Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Head Coaches 

What: Leadership Development Workshop [Benchmarks of Greatness: Team Culture] 

When: Tuesday, March 4, 201~ 19:00am-10:l-~;am} 

Where: Conceurse C~ub, koudermilk Center 

Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and successl 

* Continental breakfast will be served. 

** Assistant Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Assistant Coaches 

What: Leadership Development Workshop [Benchmarks of Greatness: Team Culture] 

When: Tuesday, March 4, 2014 {lO:45am-12:OOpm} 

Where: Concourse CHub, Loudermilk Center 

Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success! 

* Continental breakfost wifl be served. 

Comments: 

(1)Please notify us ASAP if you will not be able to attend. That way, we can plan our room set-up and catering request accordingly. 

(2) For those who are ~mable to atl:er~d ~his workshop, i:here ~s a make-up meeting scheduled for Wednesday, ~arc5 i9 ~O:O0~.~l:(~am} m the ~Md floor 

Conference Room o~ Lou~errn~k. 

{3)~i: Vo~ are tm.t~bK~ t~a at!:emL. ::ihtk :’,n thb ~_[~. (::’, !:t> !:~ <%tin :si.:Y’ tab, pr~a~<ide your r~arm~ as mdhtat~on of your .t~bs:tm:t:t~ and th~:,~ s:p~:,cify wheti~er you w~ be 

Join us on Facebook. Follow us on InstagFam. Follow us on Twitter. Subscribe to us on YouTube. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, March 4, 2014 5:27 PM 

Train to be CLUTCtt <joshua@traintobeclutch.com> 

Bruce Lawrence (bmce@bogaertconstmction.com); Chant~J@tdesigusource.co:n; Do~rauce, Donovan @live.unc.edu>; Lew 

Donance @comcast.net); Maggie Dorrance (maggied(@gree~Nosp.org); ~ " " :@gmail.co:n; mdo~rauc@acpub.duke.edu; uatalie 

do~rm:ce ~hotma~l.com!} pe_.te@c!~apelhillr.es~urant__group.com; . g~s~gl_o_b..al.net; !. ~ ,~g_mail2~_o~n; 

Subject: RE: Who Is In Your Circle? 

Absolutely briiliaotJ! This is going out to my family AND my team AND mW recrui~ng classes. {{.e~der~hip Couodl, remind me to chat about th~ ~he next ~me we 

get together.) 

This b a VEr~Y important message you i~re sharing, rhi~nk you. 

F~m= Train to be CL~CH [mailto:joshua=traintobedutch,com@ma~1357,us2,mcsv,net] On Behalf ~ Train to be CLUTCH 
Merit= Tuesday, March 04, 20~4 8:00 AN 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: Who Is In Your Circle? 

One of the most impod, ant decisions you continuaily make in life is with whom you 

spend your time. Most people don’t spend too rtquch time thinking about it, BUT those 

we spend time with greatly influence how we view the world, and what we ~hilsk about. 

li doesn’t take a rocket scie¢.,fisl to realize iiyou {h:nk about something for io,,’~g enough 

it is go:rig to irr~pacl everythbg it’., your iife, How maP, y times have you see,,’~ people {air 

ti?emseives ou[ of doing something because [hey tapir stop tMP, Ri,,’?g about everyth, ing 

going wrong? 

Vvlsat we spend our time thinking about roarers greatly, and who we spend our lime 

wi[h impacts what and how we [hink. 

I read somewi~e,,"e we tend to be ti~e average o1: ihe iive peopie we spe,,’~d the most time 

with. So if those five peopie make an average of 7514 per year; you probably rtqake 75k 

per year. if those 5 people watch an average of 15 hours of ,,~.t per week, yell probabiy 

watch an average of 15 Isours of TV per week. ’7~ could play this out for books read, 

vacation days, and many o~her factors in life. 

This begs th, e ques{ion; who is iP, our cirde??S 

’,.,’~’.,. n anyihing important happen~ in my life, i cali the people in my circle. Before 1 

publish an a.:’ticie, I read it to my circle. Before i have a tough conversation talk to the 



peopie it’., ~’.,y eircie. V’*4~,en I am f’~oed ~Mih a hard dee~on~ ~ ~a[~ to my c[ro~e. The book 

of Proverbs t~lks ~ ~ot about seeking w~se counsel, many o~ seek cou~se~ ~’s just not 

ve~’ w~se. 

In yesterday’s ~ J talked about oae of my athletes tearing hel° ACL and the advice 

gave her compared to the advice she was getting from other people. I am ia her cireie, 

arid i iniluence how she tM,,’~ks ~r’.,d wi~al she does. J even ~et her borrow ~he book, ~n ~ 

P~t Wi~h A [.~on On a Snowy Day We a~ need w~se co~nseJ~ and our circle ~s where we 

usually go to get it 

Eric Thomas. ~,s, ww.ednspires.com, dePmes ’t~:s/:~le datkness’ ~s "you don? kno~4 d~at you 

don’t ~now, that you don’t know" So many people are stuck ~n ~rip~e darkness because 

o~ their cfrcles. Your drcumstances can change, but if yo~ dent change your cfrcle~ 

yo~ m~ght get sucied ,fght baok do~,¢,n. Do we need a~y more evidence th~n the really 

sad story o~Aaro~ Hema~dez? 

1 ask peopie i~s workshops ail the time, "if you spent 30 rain a day with me, do you think 

that wouid change the way you think?" Most of the time they emphaticaliy shake their 

head= YES! I teli them that is easily possible because of technology. They can iisten to 

my mp3~s, they ca,,’~ read what i’ve ’~vrilter’.,, and ihey can watch my videos. 

I don’tiust tell ott~,e~people to do this. i do itmysel~4 Everyday Iiste,,’~ to Judah Smith 

an hour, sometimes more. Judah is very busy, and i might not be abie to physically 

have him in my circle~ but I am abie to have hir, q in my circle nonetheless. 

Today= i get to coach aad mentor a lot of amazing people= but it wasa’t aiways like this~ 

~here was a iime 4 years ago ,M~e,,’~ rio one was asking me to mer’.,tor them= but that 

was when I changed my circle. Certain people had to go~ they ~vere ~eg~ive~y 

hsfluencing my decisions, and it was my responsib~’ to cha~sge how ~ spent my t~me, 

and who ~ spent it with. 

The majority of my circle at that time came from spending time with Lincoln= Steve 

Jobs, Jesus, MLK, arid othe,," people who i~ve iived lives i wa,,’~i Io modek We may not 

i~ave physical access to the ideal people for our circle, but we ail h~ve access to 

books, mp3’s arid videos where ,~ve ca,,’~ bring lhe greats into our circle 

Here is o~se of Cop.,doleeza Rice’s mastercJass ~.~k:;k~:o:~:~ with o~sly 20k views. Here is the 

;:~:i=:::i~ :: of an hour long intelview with, VvSri°en Buffet and Jay Z= done by Steve Forbes, 

that has 600k views. That might sound like a iot, but to put it into perspective= "~ Love 

The Way Y0~ Lie" by Eminer~~ arid Rih, ar’.,r’.,a i~as over halls biliior’., with, a B. 

foJiowi~g you when they see th~ags in your iife staR~ng to change fo~ the borer. Maybe 

[hey v,;i~ c~l~ you names, and [real you poody~ b~Jt e~ther way= how they [rear you ~s 

outside of your contro~ 

If you feel stuck, or iike you haven’t made it to the level you are capabie of; take a hard 

iook at who is in your circie. If you are fiustrated with the things that keep happening in 

your ~ife= take a hard look at w~th whom you are spending your t~me. ~fyou are 

con~hsua~y findhsg yourself a~ the wren9 p~ace st the wrong time~ take s hard look at 

~OVe~ 

Joshua Michael Medcalf 



FoJJow us on ~wit~er: 

@ioshusmedcslf 

@}dgiibertl 9 

v@vw.traintobeclutch.cem 

hope you .~il~oy ,:;’dr Trairi io be CL.U[CH sk:,!ies 8rKJ st!st.~gies! 

O~r m;iili~g address is: 

Trsli~ to be CL LJ]CH 

722~ Cr.~s,:sent park w.~st, #!8 ~ 

L,:;s AI~g.~ies, CR ’.;0094 

u~su~scdbe f~om this list update ssbscri~[o!; ~refere~ces 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 10:11 AM 

Mueller, Frederick O. <muelle@emafil.~mc.edu:~ 

I~E: t~Jk 

Fred, 

I thoroughly enjoyed myself (I hope it showed) ... all the best, my friend!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Fred Mueller [mailto:mueller@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Wechaesday, \larch 05, 2014 9:53 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: talk 

Anson: Thal~ you for speaking at Carolina Meadows - greatly appreciated 
People are still talking about your talk 
Fred 



FrOlIL" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV 40 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 2:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ~gruail.com) 

EW: Effectively Recruiting Your Out-of- State Prospects 

From: Dan Tudor [mailto:dan@sellingforcoaches.ccsend.com] On Behalf O~ Dan Tudor 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 20:t4 9:59 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Effectively Recruiting Your Out-of-State Prospects 

Image removed bysender Newsletter Banner 

Effectively Recruiting Your 
Out-of-State Prospects 
Let me ask if you see yourself having this problem: 
You’re talking to a prospect for the second or third time, and you’re getting the feeling like they might 
be the perfect fit for your program. 
They’ve taken an unofficial visit. They’re friends on Facebook with a few of your players. They’ve 
turned in their application. And, what’s more, you really think they can make a positive impact on 
your program. 
The only problem? 
They live 600 miles away. 

Now, the situation I just described may have never got offthe ground in the first place. A good 
number of coaches we meet with and start work with have general philosophy that they aren’t 
going to recruit out-of-state players. They don’t want to spend the time to convince them to leave 
home, or figure out a way that they can still afford to play at your school with the higher out-of-state 
tuition, or figure out how to pry morn and dad off their beloved child’s ankles as they get dragged 
against their will towards a future that doesn’t include their precious child within arms reach of their 

love and influence. 
Perfectly understandable. 
I think you’re making a mistake, but I understand the reasoning behind a decision like that. 
But in the off chance that you are one of those college coaches who Is recruiting (or wants to be 
recruiting) out of the at~a, and needs to figut~ out a better way to get the t~sults you’t~ looking for, 
this week is for you. 
Our research on campuses around the country has given us some important clues as to what kind 
of an approach works with an athlete with a recruit who lives out of the area, and is having a hard 
time figuring out if it would be a good move to come compete with you away from home... 



CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Image removed by sender. NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

Former Rock n’ Roll Star Teaching 
Coaches to Recruit Like a Star 
One of the most interesting presenters at this year’s National Collegiate Recruiting Conference 
is Jim Holvay. 
Several decades ago, he was one of rock n’ roll’s golden boys: A talented musician, a hit songwriter, 
and at the to~____o__f___t__~_i__s___g_a__!~_e_, in the world of Top 40 music as a member of the popular 1960’s bands, 
"The Buckinghams" and "The Mob". 
Then, things changed. Other acts became popular, music styles evolved, and Jim was left wondering 
what he was going to do next. 

The unexpected answer was a career in sales. He went from recording studios to selling office 
equipment business to business in Los Angeles. The result? A successful career that has build a 
good life for he and his family. 

In June, he’ll lay out his life lessons for college coaches who are convinced that they could never 
truly becoming great at "selling" their program to prospects. They can, says Holvay, if they approach 
each recruit in a specific way. 
"If you treat the recruiting process like a sales transaction, and not as a relationship building 
opportunity, you may get one commitment but not five", says Holvay. "If you want to be a good 
recruiter you have to have a deep passion for helping people." 
Jim Holvay is going to be one of the most memorable people you meet at the 2014 NCRC in Boston, 
and the lessons he’ll share (plus the hilarious stories of the world of music in the 1960’s) will have 
you re-thinking the way you approach your recruits. 
Make sure you r~gister soon for this year’s National Collegiate Recruiting Conference!... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 



.~i Image removed by sender Front Rush 

Early Recruiting Raising Red Flags for 
Some in College Lacrosse 
by Btodie Merrill, Philadelphia Wings 
I was recently watching a video on Inside Lacrosse of a young lacrosse player that has verbally 
committed to a top five NCAA Division I program. 
I couldn’t believe what I was watching. The young player was clearly skilled and seemed to stand out 
amongst the competition, but how old was he? 
I started to look a little more closely, examining some of the other players on the field. Like any 
other game at the early high school level, the size disparity between the players was massive. You 
had a couple rangy, awkward looking players (like I was at age 15), some big clumsy players, and 
some players that looked like they were 8-years old. Regardless of size, they all looked and played 
YOUNG. 
This upsets me on several levels. How is someone that young able to make an educated, mature 
decision on where to spend their four years of college?_. 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

image removed by sender. Client Insider Preview 

The BIG Question Your Out-of-State 
Prospect Needs Answered 
Coming up later this week for our TRS Clients and Premium Members, we will talk about the one 
big question that the vast majority of recruits - and their parents - are hoping you answer early on in 
the recruiting process. We’ll tell you what it is, and teach you how to do it more effectively than your 
competition! 
Not getting our additional in-depth training, Coach? Novv’s the time to become a Premium Member, 
Coach...don’t miss out on our expanded training sessions! Click one of the options below: 

Not a TRS Client? .C__!_i_c_._k__.t_~..e_r_.e_.. 
Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 
Have questions? Email Dan directly at clan(~,dantudor,corn 



.~i Image removed by sender E~ecome a Cliellt 

Canada: College Basketball’s New 
Recruiting Hotbed? 
by Marcus R~ Fulle~ St~ Paul Pioneer Press 
Mo Walker felt bad watching the U.S. Olympic women’s hockey team break down in tears after 
losing the gold-medal game to Canada, especially with fellow Gophers on the American squad. 
But he was excited to see his country prove its prowess in men’s and women’s hockey on the 
world’s biggest stage. And he’s living proof that Canada is pt~)ducing more than just hockey players 
these days. 
"1 never played hockey," Walker said. "1 was all about basketball growing up." 
The University of Minnesota junior center is part of ever-growing group of basketball players from 
Canada who ate filling up NCAA Division I college rosters - a few of whom are becoming headliners 
for top teams... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

BUILDING ANTICIPATION IN RECRUITING 
In our latest educational video, Dan Tudor teaches college coaches how to effectively build 
anticipation in the t~cruiting process. It’s an essential part of keeping their attention, and giving them 
a reason to talk to you. You have to see this new webinar, Coach! 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

ii~::©Liii...O~W L:ii~i;; ©ii~::ii "ii’Wi:ii/iii’"iii"~i:.i:i!’.~i!. "li"it"ii ]iii ~!i; Wiii:i i~:,~ii’li"~:.i!iil:;il 

Every day, Dan Tudor and the staff at Tudor Collegiate Strategies scours the world of college 
athletics for the best recruiting news for our followers on Twitter. 
Don’t miss out on the news, views and advice you need to know about this Winter as you try to 
wrap-up this year’s recruiting class using the best advice and techniques. Follow us on Twitter! 

CLICK HERE TO READ MORE AND FOLLOW DAN TUDOR ON TWITTER 

NCRC HIGHLIGHTS: 
The Importance of Recruiting for Attitude 



i.~.i Image removed by sender. Charlie Adams at NCRC 

Click on the picture to play video 

What Coaches Need to Know About 
Recruiting, Coaching and the Hedia 

Image removed by sender Dan Wolken at NC’RC 

Click on the picture to play video 
Two of our most popular speakers from last year’s conference? Charlie Adams, who talked about 
college coaches who intentionally recruit for the right attitudes, and Dan Wolken from USA Today 

told coaches about the importance of understanding how media affects recruiting and their coaching 
careers...those were two of the big highlights of the 2013 National Col le(;tiate Recruitin~ 

Watch a two minute highlight of these popular speakers from last year’s event - and make sure that 
you and your staff are in Boston for this year’s event! 

Image removed by sender On-Campus Workshop 

What Part of the Recruiting ~4ap Should 



You Focus On for Your Next Class? 
by lan Boyd, SB Nation 
Let’s say you’re a first-year college football head coach. You’re gonna need some players. Let’s also 
say you aren’t picky about the schemes your offensive and defensive coordinators run and ar~ willing 
to run whatever fits the best players available to you. 
We could use data alone to figure this out by region, showing which kinds of players tend to rank 
highly in each state. But your school’s recruiting turf isn’t confined to your state’s borders. 
Each team has to think about its region as a whole_. 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 2:50 PM 

@rocketmail.com> 

@~nsn.com; ducm(~buncaa.unc.edn; Jason Sisneros I @g~nail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

( ~}live.nnc.edu); @gma~l.com; @live.unc.edu; ~}live.nnc.edu); 
@gmail.com; @gma~l.com; @live.unc.edu; @aol.com; ~)yahoo.com; 

@m~l.com; @y~hoo.com; @live.unc.edu 

RE: meeting 

~’ "! }}’,<~::ell~:’t~[: efT~ail with trefT~endot~s messages and sel[--swareness ,., I would love to have you bscl~, You 8re a [remendous athlete with unlimited 

From: [mailto: @rocketmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, 10:42 AM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject-" meeting 

Hey Anson, 

Sorry I wasn’t able to make it to the meeting this morning. 

I’m just happy it seems to be working though! 
As far as the meeting goes, I read the email      sent out and I loved the ideas that were talked about in the article. I totally agree with getting 

as many touches as you can in one day, but another part that stood out to me was where they talked about how so many kids in our culture are 
scared to go out and work on their own without a coach supervising for some reason. This is one of the most important things a developing player 
can do though. I feel like a lot of times, this is what sets people apart in the first place going into practices, games, and even try outs since these 
players seem to have so much more creativity in their game and are the players that aren’t afraid to try new thing& I think this is an area in my 
game I can work on a lot as well. Getting more creative with the ball and also not being afraid to try things or make mistakes can definitely add to 
the deceptiveness in someones game as well, which is a big part of the women’s game that can improve too. 

I also read       email and absolutely loved it since growing up playing basketball, Ivory Latta was my favorite player. Funny that she says the 
exact same thing you say to us about how important and influential just watching the game can be. I definitely agree with this as well. There have 
even been times when I actually noticed a greater level in my game, even if it was just a little improvement, when I watched pro games or even just 
random videos of great players. I know you guys were also supposed to talk about summer workout plans in the meeting today too, and watching 
as much soccer as I can is definitely a part of my plan for this summer as well as getting back in shape and staying healthy after being out for so 
long. The other big aspect I plan to work on is confidence when I play which I think comes from not being afraid to make mistakes either. Many 
times I think I let my nerves get to me more than I should, when really there is nothing to be afraid of other than the fear of not attaining my potential. 
But without confidence you never really can gain your true potential, so this summer I plan on becoming a more creative and confident player and of 
course also plan on continuing to work on my technical abilities and goal scoring abilities since many of us are going to have to take on big 
responsibilities this year. I’m up for the challenge though, and I look forward to being back on the field. I can’t wait to be out there playing and 
getting better again! 
Thanks Anson! 
All the best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:21 PM 

gwpall@aol.com 

EW: New York Red Bulls Overnight Residential Camps 

From: TopDrawerSoccer.com Partner [mailto:news@topdrawersoccer.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 :t2:38 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: New York Red Bulls Overnight Residential Camps 

click here 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Soccer Elite spring and Adidas Premier Invitational 

From: CSA [mailto:csatourney@gmail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 12:53 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Soccer Elite spring and Adidas Premier Invitational 

..... removed by 
sender 

...... removed by 
sender 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:25 PM 

Leone, Tracey <T.Leone@neu.edu> 

Play H~xva~fl! ’. ! 

TRACEY BATES!!!!!!! 

F~m: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] OB Behalf Of Leone, Tracey 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 201~ ~:~8 PM 
T~ D1 list sere (div~sion-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com) 
$~bje~t~ {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} 20~5 game needed 

Hi all, 

Due to a cancellation of a game in 2015, I am in need of game (home or away within a few hours) on Sept. 10 or 11. I could discuss a return in 2016 if we played here 

in 2015. 

Thank you, 

Tracey Leone 

Northeastern University 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

20~3 C~ CHAMPIONS 

20~3 NC~ TOURNAMENT 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at www.nscaa.com/college. 

You received tiffs message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To post to this group, send email to division-i-womens- soccer-coaches~g~oog~legroups.com. 

Visit this group at http:i/grot~ps.google.conr’groupidivision-i-womens-soccer-coaches. 

For morn options, visit https:/ig~ot~ps.goo~le~com/~roups,’opt out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:28 PM 

Weight, Erianne A. <eweigh@email.unc.e&~ 

IL!:;: Summit Postponed 

Fro~-" Weight, Erianne A, 
Sent; Tuesday, March 04, 2014 2:35 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Summit Postponed 

~-Ii Anson! 

I have some news to pass along about the surnmiL The great news is that we have gathered some wonderff:u~ pane~s with ~nsightl:ul people to d~scuss the irnpac~ of 

co[Jege sport on education, youth sport, ~nd American culture. It w~[l be an incredible event. 

Tile bad ~lews ~s theft we were ~nfor’med this rnor’n~ng by gubb~ and "]’rav~s rygart (from USADA) tPu~: they wouM I~ke to postpone the sumrmt un~:i~ the fall So, you 

can mark May 3rd off of your calendar for our event. 

FI~ tell you more abouL tNs derision next dine ] see you. k~ Lhe interkn, we’re ~ooking [:orward to s wonderfu~ con[:erence in the fsl~, and ~ hope it w~l~ work out for 

you then. Iql let you ksow of the new dates as we are given them. 

Haw? a gre~: weeM 

- Erianne 

Et~anne A. £{Teight, Ph.D., M.B.A. 

Assis~nt Professor Sport Administration 
Oirector Center for Excellence in Interco]le#ate Athletics 

The Universi~ of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
919.448.4870 

::X:: CEIA Small Horizontal 2 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:30 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Best soccer backdrop in the nation 

From: scott@avalancheinvitational.com [mailto:scott@avalancheinvitational.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 20:~4 3:07 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Best soccer backdrop in the nation 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 

Park City - Avalanche Invitational - Showcase, June 6-8, 2014 

Image removed by sender. 

Spots are fi[[in8 up fast, only 45 days [eft until the registration deadtine. We have 617(, out of state 

~egistration. Teams from the following states: Hawaii, Utah, Idaho, Washington, Oregon, Arizona, Nevada, 

New ~V~exico, Colorado, California North and South, New Jersey, and Virginia. We wfl[ be adding a few more 

teams from back east as wet[ as Texas. MissouM and Nebraska. 

Colleges from a[[ across the naUon wig be in attendance, the [ist is growing dai[y. 

We’d [ike ~o persona[[y invite you to register to attend the 4th annual Avatanche In,rationaL in Park City, 

Utah, June 6-8, 2014. The Avalanche In~dtationa[, hosted by Utah Avalanche Soccer Club, plo~ddes 

opportunities for top-perfon’ning femate atMetes of a][ a!~es to compete and be seen by college coaches. 

As an elite, competitwe showcase, we expect that the nation’s best teams wilt join us this year in Park 

City, and we wou[d [eve to have your athletes aLLen& The tournament is organized into three brackets and 

is open ~o Learns U9 through U19, 

The Elite CoUe~e Showcase [eve[ allows players to demonstrate their talents to co[[e.ge coaches and 

recruiters and ~s intended for U15-U19 teams. We antidpate more than Y5 college coaches to attend. 

(;ost: U15-U19: 

The Elite Competitive [eve[ challenges deve[opin£ athtetes to compete with the nation’s best. This 

[eve[ is intended for U12-U14 teams. 

As you prepare your younger teams to play at h~her, more competitive levels, this tournament 

provides an opportunity to measure your team a~ah~st the nation’s best. 

Cost: U12-U14:5650 

The Elite Youth [eve[ allows your younsest teams to gain tournament experience and have a great 

Lime. 

Cost: ug-u10 (8V8): $500 Ull (11v11,~: 5600 

To register, \4sit us online at: Avalanche Invitational Re!~istration 

We chose Park City to host the Avalanche In,,dtationa[ for a few reasons. Utah is our home, and we want to 

share with you [he beauty oi the landscape and the magnificence of the mountains here. We beUeve that 

Park City’s spectacular \daws pro~dde the perfect backdrop for the nation’s best soccer prayers to come 

together and compete. 

The charm of downtown Park Cibi, coupled with endless opportunities for recreation and entertainment, will 

ensure your stay in Park City will be a memorable experience for you and your famibt, and we look fo~’ard 



your particip~Lion in this year’s Aval.anche [nviLationaL 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:47 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Leadership Academy: Coaches Retninder (Tuesday, Maxch 4) 

The call was an opportuniLy to try Lo catch up on email. BTW, I just sent you someone worthy o[: consideration as one of our speakers ._. Joshua. Check him 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 04, 2014 5:59 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 4) 

Disappoin[:ing[ t w~s working out vicariously through you, Sorry you missed the worl~shop and the worl~out. Hope the call was at least productive. I will follow-up 

with a make--up option. As always, thank you for your continued support. 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 5:18 PH 
To-" Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject-" RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 4) 

would love to tell you I skipped the t.eadership session to work out BUT 1 was on an ACC Conference call that lasted until :[I:SB ,.. sorry I was not there Shelly. I love 

all o~ the stuff you g~:her for us to learn from, 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent-" Tuesday, March 04, 2014 6:24 AM 

To-" Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Headers, Harlis James; Mann, Jan IVl.; 
Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Paul, ~ ...... ~ ’ ~4~ney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Workman, 
Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angola; ~aol.com’; lmail.com’; 

~ol.com’; Holman, Brian; Tyler, Brie Farley; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Pemberton, Chelsea Ann~, uu~a~, ~.~; Fells, Chris; Rich, Chris; Garth, Christy 
Lynn; Hoiliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hernandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Porter, Grant; Gatz, Gregory; Cathro, Guy; Latta, Ivory; 

]mail.corn’; Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina H; Wigger, Leah Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Harissa 

veromca; vanAlstyne, Mark; Jednak, Matt; Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; 
Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselrn~n. Steve; ’ ~gmail.com’; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, 
Tyler G; Johnson, Zoya; )gmail.co~n’; ’ ~gma corn’ 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Reminder (,Tuesday, March 4) 
Importance: High 

Since classes are cancelled and of~ices ~re closed until 11am, we are going to combine workshops mud [:hen run it tor 90 minu[:es (11an1-12:30pm), Apoh:~gies for 

adiusted schedule. Hope you can still join 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, March 03, 2014 8:38 AM 
Subject-" Leadership Academy: Coaches Reminder (Tuesday, March 4) 

** Head Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Head Coaches 

What: Leadership Development Workshop [Benchmarks of Greatness: Team Culture] 

When: Tuesday, March 4, 2014, (g:00am-10:l~am} 

Where: Concourse CHub, Ikoudermilk Center 

Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success] 

* Continental breakfost wil! be served. 

** Assistant Coaches Workshop Reminder ** 

Who: Assistant Coaches 

What: Leadership Development Workshop [Benchmarks of Greatness: Team Culture] 

When: Tuesday, March 4, 2014, (10:45am-12:00pm} 

Where: Concourse CHub, Loudermilk Center 

Why: We are developing leaders for a lifetime of service and success] 

* Continental breakfast wil! be served. 

Comments: 

(:[)Please notify us ASAP if you will not be able to attend. That way, we can plan our room set-up and catering request accordingly. 

{2) For these who are unable to attend ~his workshop, .:here is a make-.up n~eedng scheduled for Wednesday, March I9 {~O:O0~11:~am) ~n the 2nd floor 

Conference Room o~ kou~errn~k. 

Join us on _F_.~_c_._e_..b_ .o__o_.k_.. Follow us on Ln_s__t__a_Kr__a___n_b Follow us on .T_._w_!_t_t__e_[. Subscribe to us on .Y__o_.u__.T._u_._b_..e_. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 5:49 PM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

EW: Maxch Rules Educalion Meetings 

From: Vangelder, Marielle A 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 6:35 PM 

To; Breschi, Joe; DeSelm, Rich L; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Fox, Mike; Galvin, Derek P; Haney, Sarah I(; Hatchell, Sylvia R; l(albas, Brian -l; Levy, Jennifer S; Lynch, Nadia 
Suzanne; Mann, Jan M.; Meaders, HaNs .lames; Miller, Ron C.; Mock, Conrad D .lr; Papa, Donna .l; Paul, Sampson L; Sagula, .loseph A; Sapp, Andrew; Shelton, l(aren C; 
Somoano, Carlos M; Williams, Roy A 
C¢: Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Law, Greg A; Webb, .losh; Cunningham, Bubba; Gallo, .lr., Larry Ad Miller, Beth; Gwaltney, Clint; Ille, Vince; Steinbacher, Rick; Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" March Rules Education Meetings 

Good Evening- 

I would like to schedule our rules education meeting for March 2014 to review changes to our institutional policies relative to Student-Athlete Employment and 

the use of Outside Consultants. 

We will need approximately 45 minutes of your time and I would ask that all members of the coaching staff, including Volunteer Assistant coaches (when 

applicable) and Directors of Operations to be present. We are available during the following blocks of time. 

Monday March 17, 2014 - 8:00am to 5:00pro 

Tuesday March 18, 2014 - 8:00arn to lO:30am and Noon to 5:00pm 

Wednesday March 19, 2014 -8:00am to 5:00prn 

Thursday March 20, 2014 - 11:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday March 21, 2014 -8:00am to 5:00pro 

Monday March 24, 2014 -8:00am to Noon and 2:00pro to 5:00pro 

Tuesday March 25, 2014 - lO:OOam to 5:00pm 

Wednesday March 26, 2014 - 8:00am to 5:00pro 

Thursday March 27, 2014 - 8:00am to 5:00pro 

Friday March 28, 2014 -8:00am to 5:00pro 

Monday March 31, 2014 - 8:00am to 5:OOpm 

At your earliest convenience, please let me know what will work for you and your staff. If none of the dates and/or times above work for you, please provide me 

with an alternative date/time and we will do our best to accommodate you. We will come to whatever location is convenient for you or I can make space available 

here in EWAC dependent on the date/time. 

Thank you. 

Marielle 

Marielle A. vanGelder 

Associate Athletic Director 

University of North Carolina 

Phone: (919) 962-7853 

Fax: (919) 962-6002 

mvangelder@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 5, 2014 6:19 PM 

Tim Nash <tim@greensborounited.org> 

l~g: See you tomorrow 

2pro 

From: Tim Nash [mailto:tim@greensborounited.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 05, 2014 J.0:48 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" See you tomorrow 

Hey Anson, I’ll see you tomorrow. Did we say 2pro or 3pm? 
Tim Nash 

General Manaser 

Greensboro United Soccer Association 

336 358 8030 



C D 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

A 

Date 

Session Details 

B 

2/4/2014 

Practice 2/4/14 

Odometer Max Velocity Metres/Min 

Session Start Time: 8:00:00 Duration: 1:16:00.6 

2251 4.5 50 

8 2068 6.5 48.1 
9 2262 6.3 50.3 
10 2555 5.9 50.1 
11 2284 5.8 49.6 
12 
13 Start Time: 8:00:00     Duration: 5:00.8 

14 175 4.3 35 

15 178 3.1 35.6 

16 198 3.7 39.6 

17 176 3.5 35.2 

18 182 3.7 36.3 

19 

20 Start Time: 8:05:00 Duration: 3:00.8 

21 83 2.4 27.7 

22 91 3 30.3 

23 104 2.7 34.7 

24 129 3.7 43 

25 102 3 33.9 

26 

27 Start Time: 8:08:00 Duration: 5:00.8 

28 245 4.1 49 

29 269 4.7 53.8 

30 229 4.1 45.8 

31 301 4.9 60.2 

32 261 4.4 52.2 

33 

34 Start Time: 8:31:00 Duration: 24:00.6 

35 1049 4.3 43.7 

36 1089 4.8 45.4 

37 1101 5.1 45.9 

38 940 4.5 39.2 

39 1045 4.7 43.5 

4O 

41 Start Time: 9:02:00     Duration: 6:00.8 

42 0 0 0 

43 441 6.5 73.5 

44 0 0 0 

45 401 5.9 66.8 

46 211 3.1 35.1 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

37.80%i 376 8.4 0.167 

8 36.20%i 253 5.9 0.123 

9 34.10%i 339 7.5 0.15 
10 37.30%i 381 7.5 0.149 
11 36.30%i 337 7.3 0.147 
12 
13 
14 21.30%i 39 7.9 0.226 
15 20.50%i 29 5.8 0.163 
16 26.00%i 38 7.6 0.192 
17 40.20% i 33 6.6 0.188 
18 27.00%i 34 7 0.192 
19 
20 
21 5.90%i 17 5.7 0.206 
22 11.80%i 11 4 0.131 

23 14.80%i 15 5 O. 145 

24 20.20%i 16 5.6 0.131 

25 13.20%i 15 5.1 0.154 

26 

27 

28 26.90%i 46 9.4 0.191 

29 37.30%i 34 7 0.129 

30 36.40%i 32 6.6 O. 144 

31 43.10%i 43 8.7 O. 145 

32 36.00%i 39 7.9 0.152 

33 

34 

35 32.80%i 182 7.6 0.174 

36 36.00%i 139 5.8 0.128 

37 28.80%i 175 7.3 0.159 

38 30.60%i 169 7.1 0.18 

39 32.10%i 166 6.9 0.16 

4O 

41 

42 0.00%i 0 0 0 

43 47.10%i 38 6.4 0.087 

44 0.00% i 0 0 0 

45 53.30% i 49 8.2 O. 123 

46 25.10%i 21 3.6 0.052 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 

A D 

11vll (1 to 5) #2 Start Time: 9:08:00 Duration: 8:00,6 

698 4.5 87.2 

0 0 0 

630 6.3 78.8 

608 5.7 76 

484 4.1 60._5 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 

G 

57.10%i 91 11.4 0.13 

0.00% i 0 0 0 

48.10%i 78 9.8 O. 124 

37.20%i 69 8.6 0.114 

35.60%i 59 7.4 0.092 



A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 IAverage 

B C 

2/6/2014i 

Practice 2/6/14 

Odometer Max Velocity 

Start Time: 7:58:00 i Duration: 42:00.6 

1615i 

1265i 

1347i 

1287i 

1245i 

1352i 

Start Time: 7:58:00 i Duration: 42:00.6 

1615i 

1265i 

1347i 

1287i 

1245i 

1352i 

Metres/Min 

4.2 38.5 

3.5 30.1 

3.8 32.1 

3.7 30.6 

4.5 29.6 

3.9 32.2 

4.2 38.5 

3.5 30.1 

3.8 32.1 

3.7 30.6 

4.5 29.6 

3.9 32.2 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

26.00%i 205 4.9 0.127 

18.10%i 213 5.1 0.169 

22.60%i 197 4.7 0.147 

17.60%i 190 4.5 0.148 

18.60%i 207 4.9 0.167 

20.60%i 202 4.8 0.151 

26.00%i 205 4.9 0.127 

18.10%i 213 5.1 0.169 

22.60%i 197 4.7 0.147 

17.60%i 190 4.5 0.148 

18.60%i 207 4.9 0.167 

20.60%i 202 4.8 0.151 



C D E A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 Average 

45 

46 6v6 #2 

B 

2/10/2014 

Practice 2/10/14 

Odometer Max Velocity i Metres/Min    Hi Intensity Running 

Start Time: 7:59:00 Duration: 1:25:00.6 

3969 6.3i 67.3i 49.10% 

4484 6.2i 74.7i 56.50% 

3093 6.7i 51.6i 36.70% 

4233 6.4i 71.7i 49.90% 

5398 6.5i 81.8i 54.80% 

4235 6.4i 69.4i 49.40% 

Start Time: 7:59:00 Duration: 9:00.7 

331 3.7i 36.8i 34.80% 

326 4.1i 36.2i 34.10% 

307 3.5i 34.1i 16.10% 

392 3.3i 43.6i 31.20% 

373 3.8i 41.4i 27.60% 

346 3,7i 38,4i 28.70% 

Start Time: 8:12:00 Duration: 8:00.7 

296 5.3i 37i 27.80% 
423 4i 52.9i 39.20% 
218 2.3i 27.3i 5.30% 
322 4.si 40.3i 30.60% 
383 33i 47.9i 24.80% 
328 3.9i 41.1i 25.60% 

Start Time: 8:22:00 Duration: 6:00.7 

406 4.7i 67.6i 47.40% 

438 5.2i 73i 48.50% 

393 3.7i 65.si 36.5o% 
431 6.4i 71.8i 53.oo% 
508 5.1i 84.7i 55.20% 

435 5i 72.si 48.10% 

Start Time: 8:37:00 Duration: 23:00.5 

1997 5.8i 86.8i 54.10% 

2030 6.2i 88.3i 60.80% 
1266 6.7i 55i 43.10% 

1968 6.1i 85.6i 55.00% 
2024 6.5i 88i 55.20% 
1857 6.3i 80.7i 53.6o% 

Start Time: 9:04:00 Duration: 6:00.7 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

462 7.8 0.116 
8 569 9.5 0.127 
9 397 6.6 0.128 
10 458 7.8 0.108 
11 675 10.2 0.125 
12 512 8.4 0.121 
13 
14 
15 61 6.8 0.185 
16 61 6.9 0.189 
17 67 7.5 0.221 
18 60 6.7 0.155 
19 87 9.8 0.235 
20 67 7.5 0.197 
21 
22 
23 45 5.7 0.155 
24 65 8.2 0.155 
25 42 5.3 0.193 
26 49 6.2 0.153 
27 68 8.6 0.18 
28 54 6.8 0.167 
29 
30 
31 49 8.3 0.123 
32 63 10.5 0.144 
33 53 8.9 0.136 
34 54 9.1 0.126 
35 74 12.5 0.147 
36 59 9.9 0.135 
37 
38 
39 214 9.3 0.107 
40 234 10.2 0.115 
41 143 6.2 0.113 
42 195 8.5 0.099 
43 218 9.5 0.108 
44 201 8.7 0.109 
45 
46 



47 ( 

48 1 

49 1 

50 ( 

51 1 

52 ~ 

53 

54 ( 

55 ( 

56 1 

57 1 

58 ( 

59 1 

60 ~ 

61 

62 ( 

63 ( 

64 1 

65 1 

66 ( 

67 1 

68 Average 

A 

410 

0 

0 

463 

646 

304 

s.1i 

5.8i 

5.4i 

3.3i 

D 

68.3i 

oi 
oi 

77,2i 

107,7i 

50.6i 

53.00% 

0.00% 

0.00% 

52.60% 

70.60% 

35.20% 

Start Time: 9:10:00 Duration: 7:00.7 

o oi oi 0.00% 
617 5.6i 88.1i 64.00% 
423 s.6i 60.4i 45.60% 
657 6.2i 93.9i 51.60% 

724 5.4[ 103.4[ 63.00% 

484 4.6i 69.2i 44.80% 

Start Time: 9:17:00 Duration: 7:00.7 

529 6.3i 75.6i 49.50% 

6so s.si 92.9i 63.90% 
486 6.3i 69.4i 39.30% 

o oi oi 0.00% 
740 5.1i lOS.7i 60.40% 

481 4.6i 68.7i 42.60% 



F G H 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

39 
0 
0 

41 
71 
30 

6.5 
0 
0 
7 

11.9 
5.1 

0.096 
0 
0 

0.091 
0.11 

0.059 

0 0 0 
71 10.2 0.I16 
43 6.2 0.102 
56 8.1 0.087 
77 ii.i 0.107 
49 7.1 0.082 

52 7.4 0.098 
72 10.4 0.112 
47 6.8 0.098 
0 0 0 

76 10.9 0.103 
49 7.1 0.082 



C D 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

A 

Date 

Session Details 

B 

2/11/2014 

Practice 2/11/14 

Odometer Max Velocity Metres/Min 

Session Start Time: 7:56:00 Duration: 1:21:00.9 

4182 6.2 82 

8 2652 4.5 52 

9 4755 6.5 82 

10 4427 5.2 86.8 

11 3386 5.4 58.4 

12 3880 5.6 72.2 

13 

14 Start Time: 7:56:00 Duration: 5:00.9 

15 191 3.1 38.2 

16 154 3.4 30.8 

17 229 4.3 45.8 

18 203 3.5 40.6 

19 206 3.3 41.2 

20 197 3.5 39.3 

21 

22 Start Time: 8:02:00 Duration: 5:00.9 

23 255 5.2 51 

24 151 2.6 30.2 

25 204 4.8 40.8 

26 198 3.6 39.6 

27 148 2.5 29.6 

28 191 3.7 38.2 

29 

30 Start Time: 8:09:00 Duration: 4:00.9 

31 326 4.5 81.5 

32 202 3.8 50.5 

33 290 4.8 72.5 

34 354 4.3 88.5 

35 250 3.7 62.5 

36 284 4.2 71.1 

37 

38 Start Time: 8:18:00 Duration: 5:00.9 

39 463 5.6 92.6 

40 283 3.6 56.6 

41 447 4.8 89.4 

42 508 4.6 101.6 

43 266 3.6 53.2 

44 Average 393 4.4 78.7 

45 

46 short short long #2 Start Time: 8:26:00 Duration: 5:00.9 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

56.00%i 511 I0 0.122 
8 28.00%i 390 7.6 0.147 
9 53. i0%i 507 8.7 0.107 
10 57.30%i 544 10.7 0.123 
11 34.00%i 416 7.2 0.123 
12 45.70%i 473 8.9 0.124 
13 
14 
15 15.60%i 50 10.2 0.266 
16 18.80%i 31 6.3 0.205 
17 35.90%i 36 7.4 0.161 
18 16.30%i 40 8 O. 198 

19 26.30%i 38 7.8 0.189 

20 22.60%i 39 7.9 0.204 

21 

22 

23 28.70% i 36 7.2 O. 142 

24 5.90%i 27 5.5 0.181 

25 21.70%i 31 6.3 0.154 

26 19.40%i 36 7.4 O. 187 

27 3.20%i 23 4.6 0.157 

28 15.80% i 30 6.2 O. 164 

29 

3O 

31 60.30%i 43 10.9 0.133 

32 23.90%i 31 7.8 0.154 

33 50.80%i 37 9.5 0.131 

34 44.90%i 42 10.7 0.121 

35 30.10%i 34 8.6 O. 137 

36 42.00%i 37 9.5 0.135 

37 

38 

39 63.30%i 53 10.6 0.115 

40 25.50%i 49 9.9 O. 174 

41 53.50%i 48 9.8 0.109 

42 64.60%i 61 12.3 0.121 

43 30.10%i 37 7.5 O. 142 

44 47.40%i 50 10 0.132 

45 

46 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 IAverage 

A 

Start Time: 8:33:00 

Start Time: 8:42:00 

Start Time: 8:54:00 

Start Time: 9:02:00 

Start Time: 9:10:00 

495 
351 
473 
559 
326 
441 

504 

356 

499 

545 

366 

454 

390 

226 

4O8 

322 

262 

322 

0 

477 

777 

874 

535 

533 

811 
452 
743 

0 
489 
499 

747 

0 

685 

864 

538 

567 

Duration: 6:00.9 

Duration: 7:00.9 

Duration: 7:00.9 

Duration: 7:00.9 

Duration: 7:00.9 

5 

4.5 

5 

4.7 

4.9 

4.8 

6.2 
4.2 
5 

4.9 
5.4 
5.1 

4.5 

4.3 

4.7 

4.6 

4.9 

4.6 

0 

4.5 

6.5 

5.2 

4.8 

4.2 

4.5 

4.5 

5.3 

0 

4.8 

3.8 

5.4 
0 

4.7 
4.9 
5.4 
4.1 

D 
99 

70.2 

94.6 

111.8 

65.2 

88.2 

84 
59.3 
83.2 
90.8 
61 

75.7 

55.7 

32.3 

58.3 

46 

37.4 

45.9 

o 
68.1 
iii 

124.9 
76.4 
76.1 

115.9 

64.6 

106.1 

0 

69.9 

71.3 

106.7 
0 

97.9 
123.4 
76.9 
81 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

56.70%i 

31.80%i 

55.20%i 

62.30%i 

39.90%i 
49.20%i 

63.50%i 

33.00%i 

59.40%i 

63.90%i 

47.20%i 
53.40%i 

32.70%i 

10.70%i 

33.80%i 

36.40%i 

18.50%i 
26.40%i 

0.00% i 

40.60%i 

69.70%i 

67.90%i 

46.70%i 
45.00%i 

70.90%i 

30.50%i 

58.70%i 
0.00% i 

39.00%i 
39.80%i 

59.90%i 
0.00% i 

49.80%i 

66.00%i 

26.60%i 
4o.5o%i 

54 

49 

50 

62 

44 

52 

54 

48 

52 

64 

43 

52 

53 

31 

48 

44 

36 

42 

0 

62 

72 

97 

55 

57 

89 

57 

67 

0 

54 

53 

76 

0 

61 

94 

48 

56 

G 

10.9 

10 

10.1 

12.6 

8.9 

10.5 

0.11 

0.142 

0.107 

0.113 

0.137 

0.122 

9 0.107 

8.1 0.136 

8.8 0.106 

10.7 0.118 

7.2 0.119 

8.8 0.117 

7.6 0.137 

4.5 0.141 

6.9 0.118 

6.3 0.137 

5.2 0.138 

6.1 0.134 

0 0 

9 0.132 

10.3 0.093 

13.9 0.111 

7.9 0.103 

8.2 0.088 

12.7 0.11 

8.3 0.128 

9.7 0.091 

0 0 

7.7 0.111 

7.7 0.088 

10.9 0.102 

0 0 

8.7 0.089 

13.4 0.109 

6.9 0.09 

8 0.078 



C D E A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

3O 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4O 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 Average 

B 

2/12/2014 

Practice 2/12/14 

Odometer Max Velocity i Metres/Min    Hi Intensity Running 

Start Time: 8:01:00 Duration: 1:33:00.7 

5113 6.7i 118.9i 73.40% 

4182 6.9i 83.6i 48.00% 
5475 5.6i 127.3i 74.30% 

4307 6i 87.9i s2.90% 

4769 6.3i 104.4i 62.10% 

Start Time: 8:01:00 Duration: 12:00.7 

1141 5.6i 95.1i 62.40% 

759 6.6i 63.3i 37.80% 

1232 s.4i 102.7i 62.30% 

771 5.2i 64.3i 43.20% 

976 s.7i 81.3i Sl.4O% 

Start Time: 8:17:00 Duration: 11:00.7 

lOO6 6.3i 91.si s7.oo% 
808 6.si 73.si 46.20% 

1165 5.6i 105.9i 61.70% 

931 6.1i 84.7i 50.90% 

Start Time: 8:30:00 Duration: 12:00.7 

0 oi oi 0.00% 
839 6.9i 69.9i 45.60% 

0 oi oi 0.00% 
0 oi oi 0.00% 

210 1.7i 17.5i 11.40% 

Start Time: 8:56:00 Duration: 11:00.7 

1138             6.7i      103.si           61.10% 
o oi oi 0.00% 

1325 4.9i 12o.si 65.70% 

912 4.6i 82.9i 45.30% 
844 4.1i 76.7i 43.00% 

Start Time: 9:08:00 Duration: 6:00.7 

0 oi oi 0.00% 
477 5.2i 79.5i 49.00% 

0 oi oi 0.00% 

218 2.5i 36.4i 22.80% 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

496 11.5 0.097 

8 470 9.4 0.112 
9 613 14.3 0.112 
10 505 10.3 0.117 
11 521 11.4 0.11 
12 
13 
14 122 10.2 0.107 
15 97 8.2 0.129 
16 148 12.4 0.121 
17 99 8.3 0.129 

18 117 9,8 0.121 

19 

20 

21 102 9,3 0.102 

22 93 8.5 0.116 

23 135 12,3 0.116 

24 89 8,2 0.12 

25 105 9.6 0.114 
26 
27 
28 0 0 0 
29 98 8.2 0.117 

30 0 0 0 

31 0 0 0 

32 24 2 0.029 

33 

34 

35 iii i0.i 0.098 
36 0 0 0 
37 145 13.3 0.11 

38 98 9 0.108 

39 88 8,1 0.079 

4O 

41 

42 0 0 0 

43 48 8,1 0.102 

44 0 0 0 

45 38 6.4 0.097 

46 21 3,6 0.05 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

A D 

lO00m sprint #1 Start Time: 9:20:00 Duration: 4:00.7 

891 5.2i 222.8i 99.30% 

628 3.4i 157i 55.10% 

854 5.2i 213.5i 99.20% 

765 4.5i 191.3i 70.30% 

785 4,6i 196,1i 81.00% 

Start Time: 9:29:00 Duration: 5:00.7 

937 5.4i 187.4i 94.60% 

671 4.4i 134.2i 57.50% 

899 5.1i 179.8i 95.70% 

717 4.4i 143.4i 74.80% 

806 4,8i 161,2i 80.70% 



F G H 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 

71 17.8 0.08 

63 16 0.102 
89 22.4 0.105 
85 21.3 0.112 
77 19.4 0.099 

88 17.7 0.094 
68 13.6 0.102 

93 18,8 0.104 

94 18,8 0.131 

86 17,2 0.108 



C D E A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 Average 

45 

46 11vll #1 

B 

2/17/2014 

Practice 2/17/14 

Odometer Max Velocity Metres/Min    Hi Intensity Running 

Start Time: 8:01:00 Duration: 1:18:00.7 

4323 6.1 75.8 49.60% 

3248 5.8 57 32.50% 

3687 6.3 64.7 39.20% 

4392 5.2 75.7 50.20% 

4003 7 69 42.70% 

3931 6.1 68.4 42.80% 

Start Time: 8:01:00 Duration: 7:00.7 

340 4 48.6 45.20% 

356 3.6 50.9 36.20% 

350 4.7 50 47.50% 

383 4.2 54.7 39.90% 

387 4.1 55.3 48.40% 

363 4.1 51.9 43.50% 

Start Time: 8:10:00 Duration: 8:00.7 

368 4.3 46 24.20% 

316 4.1 39.5 17.50% 

329 4.6 41.1 27.70% 

381 3.1 47.6 20.40% 

354 4.4 44.2 21.30% 

350 4.1 43.7 22.20% 

Start Time: 8:20:00 Duration: 4:00.7 

345 5.2 86.3 41.70% 

255 4 63.8 34.40% 

279 3.6 69.8 26.50% 

341 3.7 85.3 46.40% 

344 4.8 86 48.50% 

313 4.3 78.2 39.50% 

Start Time: 8:31:00 Duration: 27:00.5 

1959 5.5 72.6 43.60% 

1566 5.8 58 31.30% 

1896 6.3 70.2 37.90% 

1916 5.2 71 46.90% 

1945 5.9 72 41.80% 

1856 5.7 68.8 40.30% 

Start Time: 9:02:00 Duration: 5:00.5 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

525 9.2 0.121 
8 429 7.5 0.132 
9 497 8.7 0.135 
10 541 9.3 0.123 
11 427 7.4 0.107 
12 484 8.4 0.124 
13 
14 
15 56 8.1 0.166 
16 67 9.7 0.191 
17 62 8.9 0.177 
18 66 9.4 0.173 
19 56 8,1 0.146 
20 61 8,8 0.171 
21 
22 
23 52 6,6 0.143 
24 52 6,6 0.166 
25 53 6.7 0.163 
26 59 7.4 0.155 
27 47 6 0.135 
28 53 6.7 0.153 
29 
30 
31 40 10.2 0.118 
32 33 8.5 0.133 
33 38 9.6 0.138 
34 44 ii.i 0.13 
35 40 i0.i 0.117 
36 39 9.9 0.127 
37 
38 
39 228 8.4 0.116 
40 192 7.1 0.123 
41 246 9.1 0.13 
42 219 8.1 0.114 
43 196 7.3 0.I01 
44 216 8 0.117 
45 
46 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 Average 

A 
610 

390 

421 

0 

0 

284 

C 

5 
4.5 
4.7 
0 
0 

2.8 

122 

78 

84.2 

0 

0 

56.8 

69.20% 

40.30% 

47.60% 

0.00% 

0.00% 

31.40% 

Start Time: 9:07:00 Duration: 6:00.7 

701 6.1 116.7 69.00% 

0 0 0 0.00% 

0 0 0 0.00% 

707 4.5 117.8 74.40% 

508 7 84.6 54.10% 

383 3.5 63.8 39.50% 

Start Time: 9:13:00 Duration: 6:00.7 

0 0 0 0.00% 

365 4.8 60.8 37.10% 

412 5.3 68.7 47.50% 

664 4.5 110.7 59.30% 

465 5.7 77.5 40.60% 

381 4.1 63.5 36.90% 



F G H 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 

67 

43 

48 

0 

0 

32 

13.6 

8.8 

9.8 

0 

0 

6.4 

0.111 

0.112 

0.116 

0 

0 

0.068 

79 13.2 0.113 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

81 13.5 0.115 

48 8.1 0.096 

41 7 0.065 

0 0 0 

37 6,3 0.104 

47 8 0.116 

71 11,9 0.107 

38 6,4 0.082 

39 6,5 0.082 



1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 Average 

A B 

2/18/2014 

Practice 2/18/14 

D 

Odometer Max Velocity Metres/Min 

Start Time: 8:02:00 Duration: 1:12:00.6 

2608 5.8i 65.2 

2603 5.6i 55.4 

1748 5.2i 43.7 

2822 5.2i 70.6 

2445 5.4i 58.7 

Start Time: 8:02:00 Duration: 8:00.6 

351 4.2i 43.9 

265 3.8i 33.1 

268 3.5i 33.5 

323 3.5i 40.4 

302 3.8i 37.7 

Start Time: 8:12:00 Duration: 8:00.6 

349 4.3i 43.6 

201 3i 25.1 

212 3.3i 26.5 

241 3.6i 30.1 

251 3.6i 31.3 

Start Time: 8:28:00 Duration: 12:00.6 

919 5.7i 76.6 

804 5.6i 67 

680 5.2i 56.7 

1098 5i 91.5 

875 5,4i 72,9 

Start Time: 8:52:00 Duration: 5:00.6 

302 4,5i 60,4 

253 3.4i 50.6 

180 3i 36 

393 4.5i 78.6 

282 3.8i 56.4 

Start Time: 9:00:00 Duration: 7:00.6 

0 0i 0 

523 3.7i 74.8 

0 0i 0 

0 0i 0 

131 0.9i 18.7 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

52.20%i 285 7.1 0.ii 
8 33. i0%i 406 8.7 0.156 
9 28.60%i 240 6 0.138 
10 54.60%i 379 9.5 0.135 
11 42.10%i 328 7.8 0.135 
12 
13 
14 49.80%i 59 7.4 0.169 
15 26.10%i 61 7.7 0.234 
16 25.90%i 56 7 0.21 
17 30.60%i 63 8 0.197 

18 33.10% i 60 7.5 0.203 

19 

20 

21 38.60%i 46 5.8 0.133 

22 9.90% i 40 5.1 O. 204 

23 12.20%i 40 5 O. 19 

24 19.40%i 48 6.1 O. 202 

25 20.00%i 44 5.5 0.182 

26 

27 

28 53.80%i 82 6.8 0.089 

29 41.00%i 115 9.7 0.144 

30 32.30%i 80 6.7 0.119 

31 60.10%i 123 10.3 0.113 

32 46.80%i 100 8.4 0.116 

33 

34 

35 42.00%i 34 7 O. 116 

36 23.00%i 43 8.7 0.171 

37 14.50%i 23 4.8 0.132 

38 44.90%i 54 10.8 O. 138 

39 31.10%i 39 7.8 0.139 

4O 

41 

42 0.00%i 0 0 0 

43 33.20% i 73 10.5 O. 141 

44 0.00% i 0 0 0 

45 0.00% i 0 0 0 

46 8.30%i 18 2.6 0.035 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 

A D 

11vll (1 to 5) #2 Start Time: 9:07:00 Duration: 7:00.6 

687 5,8i 98,1 

557 4.5i 79.6 

408 4.7i 58.3 

767 5.2i 109.6 

605 5.1 i 86.4 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 

G 

62.60%i 62 9 0.092 

37.70%i 70 10.1 0.127 

39.10%i 39 5.7 0.098 

73.00%i 89 12.8 0.117 

53.10%i 65 9.4 0.108 



1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 ( 

8 1 

9 1 

10 1 

12 

13 ~ 

14 ( 

15 1 

16 1 

17 1 

18 ~ 

19 

2O .~ 

21 ( 

22 1 

23 1 

24 1 

25 ~ 

26 

27 

28 ( 

29 1 

3O 1 

31 1 

32 ~ 

33 

34 t 

35 ( 

36 1 

37 1 

38 ~ 

39 

4O ~ 

41 ( 

42 1 

43 1 

44 Average 

45 

46 11vll #1 

A B 

2/24/2014 

Practice 2/24/14 

C 

Odometer Max Velocity i Metres/Min 

Start Time: 7:56:00 Duration: 1:21:00.3 

4214 7.4 79.5 

5540 5.7 104.5 

4243 7.5 80.1 

947 4.4 52.6 

3736 6.3 79.2 

Start Time: 7:56:00 Duration: 8:00.3 

337 3.4 42.1 

354 3.6 44.3 

348 4.3 43.5 

386 3.8 48.3 

356 3.8 44.5 

Start Time: 8:08:00 Duration: 7:00.3 

276 4.6 39.4 

390 3.9 55.7 

285 4.2 40.7 

325 4.4 46.4 

319 4.3 45.6 

Start Time: 8:16:00 Duration: 3:00.3 

219 5.7 73 

231 4.5 77 

269 5.2 89.7 

236 4.4 78.7 

239 4.9 79.6 

Start Time: 8:25:00 Duration: 5:00.3 

482 5.4 96.4 

542 4.6 108.4 

446 5.2 89.2 

490 5.1 98 

Start Time: 8:36:00 Duration: 9:00.3 

760 5.6 84.4 

1074 5.7 119.3 

768 5.7 85.3 

867 5.7 96.4 

Start Time: 8:55:00 Duration: 5:00.3 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

54.70%i 503 9.5 0.12 

8 67.60%i 733 13.8 0.132 

9 52.90%i 492 9.3 0.116 

10 43.20% i 156 8.7 O. 165 

11 54.60%i 471 10.3 0.133 
12 
13 
14 45.80%i 58 7.4 0.175 
15 46.00%i 75 9.5 0.214 
16 42.40%i 62 7.8 0.179 
17 47.70%i 69 8.7 0.181 

18 45.50%i 66 8.3 0.187 

19 

20 

21 24.70%i 44 6.3 0.16 

22 43.80%i 72 10.3 0.185 

23 20.20%i 49 7.1 O. 174 

24 31.90%i 56 8.1 0.175 

25 30.20%i 55 8 0.174 

26 

27 

28 47.40%i 28 9.6 0.131 

29 64.50% i 34 11.4 O. 148 

30 57.40%i 34 11.5 0.128 

31 51.50%i 29 10 0.127 

32 55.20%i 31 10.6 0.134 

33 

34 

35 52.10%i 55 11.2 0.116 

36 58.80%i 65 13.2 0.122 

37 53.70%i 48 9.8 0.11 

38 54.90%i 56 11.4 0.116 

39 

4O 

41 49.50%i 88 9.9 0.117 

42 61.80%i 134 14.9 0.125 

43 50.20%i 86 9.6 0.112 

44 53.80%i 103 11.5 0.118 

45 

46 



47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 Averaie 

A B 

537 

674 

437 

549 

StartTime:9:01:00 

1603 

2275 

1690 

1856 

C 

Duration: 16:00.3 

6.5 

5.4 

4.8 

5"6i 

7.4 

5.6 

7.5 

6.8 

107.4 

134.8 

87.4 

109.9 

100.2 

142.2 

105.6 

116 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 

66.50%i 

79.30%i 

52.00%i 

65.90%i 

62.00%i 

76.80%i 

61.10%i 

66.60%i 

61 

8O 

46 

63 

G 

12.3 

16.2 

9.4 

12.6 

0.115 

0.12 

0.107 

0.114 

165 10.3 0.103 

270 16.9 0.119 

164 10.3 0.098 

200 12.5 0.107 



C D E A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 

45 

46 Average 

B 

2/25/2014 

Practice 2/25/14 

Odometer Max Velocity Metres/Min    Hi Intensity Running 

Start Time: 7:56:00 Duration: 1:19:00.8 

4698 7.6 68.1 44.80% 

4244 6 73.2 48.30% 

4188 6.9 60.7 41.30% 

4096 5.5 87.1 59.80% 

4307 6.5 72.3 48.50% 

Start Time: 7:56:00 Duration: 6:00.8 

232 4.1 38.7 23.90% 

167 4.1 27.8 23.50% 

189 3.3 31.5 26.20% 

235 3.9 39.2 34.80% 

206 3.8 34.3 27.10% 

Start Time: 8:03:00 Duration: 6:00.8 

216 4.7 36 22.90% 

166 2.5 27.7 7.20% 

187 4.1 31.2 22.00% 

249 3.9 41.5 32.60% 

205 3.8 34.1 21.20% 

Start Time: 8:09:00 Duration: 3:00.8 

169 3.6 56.3 42.50% 

166 3.8 55.3 42.10% 

149 3.5 49.6 39.70% 

211 4.3 70.3 52.40% 

174 3.8 57.9 44.20% 

Start Time: 8:18:00 Duration: 11:00.8 

918 6.4 83.5 50.50% 

1110 5.6 100.9 50.90% 

855 4.8 77.8 49.00% 

1415 5.5 128.6 67.70% 

1075 5.6 97.7 54.60% 

Start Time: 8:31:00 Duration: 11:00.6 

1050 7.6 95.4 56.40% 

1023 5 93 54.50% 

874 6.3 79.4 46.70% 

0 0 0 0.00% 

737 4.7 67 39.40% 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

622 9 0.133 
8 586 i0.i 0.138 
9 488 7.1 0.117 
10 572 12.2 0.14 
11 567 9.6 0.132 
12 
13 
14 44 7.4 O. 192 
15 37 6.3 0.225 
16 33 5.5 0.175 
17 44 7.4 0.189 
18 39 6.7 0.195 
19 
20 
21 43 7.3 0.202 
22 38 6.3 0.229 
23 29 4.9 0.157 
24 46 7.7 0.186 
25 39 6.6 0.194 
26 
27 
28 27 9 0.16 
29 28 9.7 0.175 
30 19 6.6 0.132 
31 28 9.4 0.134 
32 25 8.7 0.15 
33 
34 
35 102 9.3 0.112 
36 131 11.9 0.118 
37 86 7.8 0.I01 
38 185 16.9 0.131 
39 126 11.5 0.116 
40 
41 
42 130 11.9 0.125 
43 133 12.1 0.13 
44 99 9 0.113 
45 0 0 0 
46 90 8.3 0.092 



47 

48 11vll #3 

49 

5O 

51 

52 

53 

54 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

64 

65 

66 

67 ,~ve~ age 

A C 

Start Time: 8:43:00 Duration: 10:00.8 

594 6.9 59.4 40.30% 

741 6 74.1 56.60% 

545 6.9 54.5 41.50% 

900 5.2 90 63.10% 

695 6.3 69.5 50.40% 

Start Time: 8:53:00 Duration: 11:00.8 

713 5.6 64.8 40.10% 

0 0 0 0.00% 

663 5.6 60.3 38.40% 

0 0 0 0.00% 

344 2.8 31.3 19.60% 

Start Time: 9:04:00 Duration: 11:00.6 

806 6.8 73.2 43.10% 

871 5.8 79.2 44.50% 

726 5 66 37.10% 

1086 5.2 98.7 59.80% 

872 5.7 79.3 46.10% 



F G H 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 

79 8 0.134 

95 9.5 0.129 

63 6,3 0.116 

118 11,8 0.132 

89 8,9 0.127 

89 8,2 0.126 

0 0 0 

67 6,1 0.101 

0 0 0 

39 3,6 0.057 

104 9,5 0.13 

121 11,1 0.14 

90 8,2 0.124 

148 13,5 0.137 

116 10,6 0.133 



A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 Average 

B C 

2/27/2014i 

Practice 2/27/14 

Odometer Max Velocity 

Start Time: 8:26:00 i Duration: 44:00.5 

1341i 

1304i 

1281i 

1285i 
1303i 

Start Time: 8:26:00 i Duration: 44:00.5 

1341i 

1304i 

1281i 

1285i 
1303i 

Metres/Min 

4.3 30.5 

3.1 29.6 

3.1 29.1 

3.2 29.2 

3.4 29.6 

4.3 30.5 

3.1 29.6 

3.1 29.1 

3.2 29.2 

3.4 29.6 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

G 

Hi Intensity Running Player Load    i P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

13.70%i 199 4.5 O. 149 

11.10%i 150 3.4 0.116 

13.20%i 170 3.9 0.133 

10.50%i 182 4.1 0.142 

12.10%i 175 4 0.135 

13.70%i 199 4.5 0.149 

11.10%i 150 3.4 0.116 

13.20%i 170 3.9 0.133 

10.50%i 182 4.1 0.142 

12.10%i 175 4 0.135 



A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 I 

8 I 

9 I 

10 ~ 

12 

13 ! 

14 I 

15 I 

16 I 

17 ~ 

18~ 

19 

2O : 

211 

22 I 

23 I 

24 ~ 

25~ 

26 

27 : 

28 I 

29 I 

30 I 

31~ 

32~ 

33 

34, 

35 I 

36 I 

37 I 

38 ~ 

39 Average 

2/28/2014 

Practice 2/28/14 

iOdometer 

i Start Time: 8:25:00 

1191 

2220 

2076 

1121 

1652 

i Start Time: 8:25:00 

219 

24O 

265 

197 

230 

i Start Time: 8:37:00 

489 

742 

670 

457 

59O 

i Start Time: 8:45:00 

476 

619 

612 

465 

543 

i Start Time: 8:55:00 

7 

619 

529 

2 

289 

D 

Max Velocity i Metres/Min    Hi Intensity Running 

Duration: 44:00.8 

6i 34i 42.30% 

5.2i 63.4i 51.10% 

7.8i 59.3i 53.80% 

6.1i 32i 39.50% 

6.3i 47.2i 46.70% 

Duration: 8:00.8 

2.6i 27.4i 5.30% 

3.1i 30i 9.60% 

3.4i 33.1i 17.00% 

2.7i 24.6i 6.50% 

3i 28,8i 9.60% 

Duration: 6:00.8 

6i 81.5i 55.00% 

5.2i 123.7i 64.50% 

7.8i 111.7i 60.80% 
4.9i 76.2i 50.60% 

6i 98.2i 57.70% 

Duration: 7:00.8 

4.9i 68i 47.00% 
4.3i 88.4i 54.00% 
6.3i 87.4i 57.20% 

6.1i 66.4i 42.80% 
5.4i 77.6i 50.20% 

Duration: 14:00.8 

o.7i o.5i 0.00% 
si 44.2i 48.20% 

s.si B7.8i 59.40% 
o.4i o.li o.0o% 
2.9i 20.7i 26.90% 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

154 4.4 0.13 
8 279 8 0.126 
9 255 7.3 0.123 
10 146 4.2 0.13 
11 208 6 0.127 
12 
13 
14 42 5.3 0.192 
15 54 6.8 0.227 
16 49 6.2 0.188 
17 35 4.5 0.181 
18 45 5.7 0.197 
19 
20 
21 51 8.5 0.105 
22 82 13.7 0.111 
23 71 11.9 0.107 
24 52 8.8 0.116 
25 64 10.7 0.11 
26 
27 
28 53 7.7 0.113 
29 68 9.9 0.111 
30 68 9.8 0.112 
31 52 7.6 0.114 
32 61 8.7 0.113 
33 
34 
35 7 0.5 1.061 
36 74 5.3 0.12 
37 65 4.7 0.123 
38 4 0.3 2.377 
39 37 2.7 0.92 



C D E A 

1 Date 

2 Session Details 

3 

4 

5 

6 Session 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 

43 

44 Average 

45 

46 11vll #3 

B 

3/5/2014 

Practice 3/5/14 

Odometer Max Velocity i Metres/Min    Hi Intensity Running 

Start Time: 8:00:00 Duration: 1:38:00.6 

5695 6.7i 69.si 51.70% 
6053 7.3i 73.8i 53.10% 
41s6 7.si 74.2i 54.70% 
4486 6.1i 91.6i 70.60% 

5075 7i 79.6i 58.70% 

Start Time: 8:00:00 Duration: 5:00.6 

308 4.1i 61.6i 50.90% 
150 3.9i 30i 31.40% 
178 3.9i 35.6i 31.20% 
158 3.6i 31.6i 24.70% 

201 3.7i 40.2i 40.80% 
199 3.8i 39.8i 35.80% 

Start Time: 8:06:00 Duration: 5:00.6 

269 4i 53.8i 29.80% 

200 4i 40i 17.40% 

231 4.4i 46.2i 25.10% 

212 2.9i 42.4i 10.90% 

255 3i 51i 22.80% 
233 3.7i 46.7i 21.20% 

Start Time: 8:15:00 Duration: 8:00.6 

846 5i 105.8i 57.60% 
686 5.9i 85.8i 40.70% 
703 6.3i 87.9i 52.00% 
715 6.2i a9.4i 46.30% 
944 4.7i 118i 70.20% 

779 5.6i 97.3i 53.40% 

Start Time: 8:24:00 Duration: 8:00.6 

776 6.4i 97i 52.60% 

608 5.8i 76i 49.70% 

622 6.9i 77.8i 44.50% 

687 4.7i 85.9i 39.30% 

929 4.9i 116.1i 63.00% 

724 5.7i 90.6i 49.80% 

Start Time: 8:33:00 Duration: 15:00.6 



F G H 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load P.L. per Min    P.L. / Odometer 

551 9.8 0.111 
8 672 8.2 0.118 
9 723 8.8 0.12 
10 587 10.5 0.141 
11 604 12.3 0.135 
12 627 9.9 0.125 
13 
14 
15 46 9.2 0.15 
16 29 5.8 0.195 
17 31 6.3 0.177 
18 35 7.2 0.228 
19 40 8.2 0.204 
20 36 7.3 0.19 
21 
22 
23 40 8 0.149 
24 37 7.4 0.186 
25 31 6.3 0.136 
26 41 8.3 0.196 
27 43 8,8 0.172 
28 38 7,8 0.168 
29 
3O 
31 87 10,9 0.103 
32 81 10,2 0.118 
33 75 9,5 0.108 
34 90 11,3 0.126 
35 129 16.2 0.137 
36 92 11.6 0.119 
37 
38 
39 78 9.8 0.I01 
40 74 9.3 0.123 
41 69 8.7 0.112 
42 i00 12.5 0.146 
43 116 14.6 0.126 
44 87 ii 0.121 
45 
46 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 Average 

A B 
0 

1245 
1243 

0 
0 

498 

oi 
D 

oi 
82.9i 

oi 
oi 

33.2[ 

0.00% 

48.50% 

45.10% 

0.00% 

0.00% 

18.70% 

Start Time: 8:49:00 Duration: 9:00.6 

803 4.91 89.21 54.90% 
s12 s.31 56.91 30.10% 
s36 s.3i s9.6i 37.20% 
728 7.si 8o.91 50.70% 

939 4.6i 104.3i 65.60% 

704 5.5i 78.2i 47.70% 

Start Time: 8:59:00 Duration: 7:00.6 

733 5.7i 104.7i 53.70% 

584 6.7i 83.4i 47.20% 

537 4.2i 76.7i 41.80% 

610 6.2i 87.1i 44.90% 

o oi oi 0.00% 
493 4.6i 70.4i 37.50% 

Start Time: 9:07:00 Duration: 11:00.7 

0 oi oi 0.00% 
648 6.6i 58.9i 40.00% 
861 5.4i 78.3i 49.70% 

o oi oi 0.00% 
o oi oi 0.00% 

302 2.4i 27.4i 17.90% 

Start Time: 9:24:00 Duration: 14:00.6 

1248 7.2i 89.1i 94.80% 
1062 6.2i 75.9i 93.00% 

1142 6.3i 81.6i 91.60% 
1046 6.1i 74.7i 92.40% 

1218 6.1i 87i 95.50% 
1143 6.4i 81.7i 93.40% 



F G H 
47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 

o 
14o 
139 

o 
o 

55 

0 

9.4 

9.3 

0 

0 

3.7 

o 
o.113 
o.112 

o 
o 

0.045 

87 9.8 0.109 
65 7.2 0.127 
64 7.2 0.12 
93 10.4 0.129 
109 12.2 0.117 
84 9.4 0.121 

71 10.3 0.098 
66 9.5 0.114 
61 8.8 0.115 
89 12.7 0.146 
0 0 0 

57 8.3 0.095 

0 0 0 
74 6.8 0.115 
98 9 0.114 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 

34 3.1 O. 046 

139 i0 0.112 
103 7.4 0.098 
151 10.8 0.132 
136 9.7 0.13 
163 11.7 0.134 
138 9.9 0.121 



A 

1 Drill: 

2 

3 Date 

4 Average 

5 2.4.14 

6 2.4.14 

7 2.4.14 

8 2.4.14 

9 2.10,14 

10 2.10,14 

11 2.10,14 

12 2.10,14 

13 2.10,14 

14 2.11,14 

15 2.11,14 

16 2.11,14 

17 2.11,14 

18 2.11,14 

19 2.17,14 

20 2.17.14 

21 2.17,14 

22 2.17,14 

23 2.17.14 

24 2.18.14 

25 2.18,14 

26 2.18.14 

27 2.18.14 

28 2.24,14 

29 2.24,14 

30 2.24,14 

31 2.24,14 

32 2.25,14 

33 2.25,14 

34 2.25,14 

35 2.25,14 

36 3.5.14 

37 3.5.14 

38 3.5.14 

39 3.5.14 

40 3.5.14 

B 

4vl’s 

C D 

Minutes i Player Position i Nonstop or with breaks? iOdometer (meters) 
~ 

iWith 6.6 

iWith breaks 

270i 

5iEIby Midfield 
i 

breaks 175 

iGreen Forward iWith breaks 178 
5i 

iWith breaks 198 5iMurray Defense 

i With breaks 176 
iiGardner 

Defense 

5iGardner Defense iWith breaks 331 9~ 

9iEIby Midfield iWith breaks 326 
~ 

iWith breaks 307 9iMurray Defense 

iGreen Forward iWith breaks 392 9~ 

9i Boyles Midfield i With breaks 373 
~ 

iWith breaks 191 5iEIby Midfield 

iWith breaks 154 
iiGardner 

Defense 

5iGreen Forward iWith breaks 229 5~ 

5i Boyles Midfield i With breaks 203 

5iMurray Defense i With breaks 206 

7iEIby Midfield iWith breaks 340 
~ 

iWith breaks 356 7iMurray Defense 

iGardner Defense iWith breaks 350 7~ 

7i Boyles Midfield i With breaks 383 

7iGreen Forward iWith breaks 387 

8iGreen Forward iWith breaks 351 

8iEIby Midfield iWith breaks 265 

8iMurray Defense i With breaks 268 

8i Boyles Midfield i With breaks 323 

8iGardner Defense iWith breaks 337 

8i Boyles Midfield i With breaks 354 

8iMurray Defense i With breaks 348 

8iEIby Midfield iWith breaks 386 

6iMurray Defense i With breaks 232 

6iEIby Midfield iWith breaks 167 

6iGardner Defense iWith breaks 189 

6i Boyles Midfield i With breaks 235 

5iGreen Forward iWith breaks 308 

5iMurray Defense i With breaks 150 

5iGardner Defense iWith breaks 178 

5iEIby Midfield iWith breaks 158 

5i Boyles Midfield i With breaks 201 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

G 

# of entries 36 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

41 51 8 0 

35 39 7.9 0.226 

35.6 29 5.8 0.163 

7 39.6 38 7.6 0.192 

8 35.2 33 6.6 0.188 

9 36.8 61 6.8 0.185 

10 36.2 61 6.9 0.189 

11 34.1 67 7.5 0.221 

12 43.6 60 6.7 0.155 

13 41.4 87 9.8 0.235 

14 38.2 50 10.2 0.266 

15 30.8 31 6.3 0.205 

16 45.8 36 7.4 0.161 

17 40.6 40 8 0.198 

18 41.2 38 7.8 0.189 

19 48.6 56 8.1 0.166 

20 50.9 67 9.7 0.191 

21 50 62 8.9 0.177 

22 54.7 66 9.4 0.173 

23 55.3 56 8.1 0.146 

24 43.9 59 7.4 0.169 

25 33.1 61 7.7 0.234 

26 33.5 56 7 0.21 

27 40.4 63 8 0.197 

28 42.1 58 7.4 0.175 

29 44.3 75 9.5 0.214 

30 43.5 62 7.8 0.179 

31 48.3 69 8.7 0.181 

32 38.7 44 7.4 0.192 

33 27.8 37 6.3 0.225 

34 31.5 33 5.5 0.175 

35 39.2 44 7.4 0.189 

36 61.6 46 9.2 0.15 

37 30 29 5.8 0.195 

38 35.6 31 6.3 0.177 

39 31.6 35 7.2 0.228 

40 40.2 40 8.2 0.204 



A 

1 Drill: 

2 

3 Date 

4 Average 

5 2.4.14 

6 2.4.14 

7 2.4.14 

8 2.4.14 

9 2.10,14 

10 2.10,14 

11 2.10,14 

12 2.10,14 

13 2.10,14 

14 2.11,14 

15 2.11,14 

16 2.11,14 

17 2.11,14 

18 2.11,14 

19 2.17,14 

20 2.17.14 

21 2.17,14 

22 2.17,14 

23 2.17.14 

24 2.18.14 

25 2.18,14 

26 2.18.14 

27 2.18.14 

28 2.24,14 

29 2.24,14 

30 2.24,14 

31 2.24,14 

32 2.25,14 

33 2.25,14 

34 2.25,14 

35 2.25,14 

36 2.28,14 

37 2.28,14 

38 2.28,14 

39 2.28,14 

40 3.5.14 

41 3.5.14 

42 3.5.14 

43 3.5.14 

44 3.5.14 

B 

5v2’s 

Minutes 

3 

3 

3 

3 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

7 

7 

7 

7 

6 

6 

6 

6 

8 

8 

8 

8 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

C 

iPlayer 

D 

Position 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Forward 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Midfield 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

iWith breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

i With breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iOdometer {meters) 

248i 

83 

91 

104 

129 

296 

423 

218 

322 

383 

255 

151 

2O4 

198 

148 

368 

316 

329 

381 

354 

349 

201 

212 

241 

276 

39O 

285 

325 

216 

166 

187 

249 

219 

24O 

265 

197 

269 

2OO 

231 

212 

255 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

G 

# of entries 4O 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

38.6 42 6.5 0.171 

27.7 17 5.7 0.206 

30.3 11 4 0.131 

7 34.7 15 5 0.145 

8 43 16 5.6 0.131 

9 37 45 5.7 0.155 

10 52.9 65 8.2 0.155 

11 27.3 42 5.3 0.193 

12 40.3 49 6.2 0.153 

13 47.9 68 8.6 0.18 

14 51 36 7.2 0.142 

15 30.2 27 5.5 0.181 

16 40.8 31 6.3 0.154 

17 39.6 36 7.4 0.187 

18 29.6 23 4.6 0.157 

19 46 52 6.6 0.143 

20 39.5 52 6.6 0.166 

21 41.1 53 6.7 0.163 

22 47.6 59 7.4 0.155 

23 44.2 47 6 0.135 

24 43.6 46 5.8 0.133 

25 25.1 40 5.1 0.204 

26 26.5 40 5 0.19 

27 30.1 48 6.1 0.202 

28 39.4 44 6.3 0.16 

29 55.7 72 10.3 0.185 

30 40.7 49 7.1 0.174 

31 46.4 56 8.1 0.175 

32 36 43 7.3 0.202 

33 27.7 38 6.3 0.229 

34 31.2 29 4.9 0.157 

35 41.5 46 7.7 0.186 

36 27.4 42 5.3 0.192 

37 30 54 6.8 0.227 

38 33.1 49 6.2 0.188 

39 24.6 35 4.5 0.181 

40 53.8 40 8 0.149 

41 40 37 7.4 0.186 

42 46.2 31 6.3 0.136 

43 42.4 41 8.3 0.196 

44 51 43 8.8 0.172 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2o 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.10.14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.25,14 

2.25,14 

2.25,14 

2.25,14 

B 

3v3+l’s 

Minutes 

4.2 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

3 

C 

iPlayer 

D 

Position 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop & With breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 
iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

G 

# of entries 27 

Odometer(meters)     Meters per min    PlayerLoad    PlayerLoad per min 

291 69.2 39 9.5 

245 49 46 9.4 

269 53.8 34 7 

7 229 45.8 32 6.6 

8 301 60.2 43 8.7 

9 406 67.6 49 8.3 

10 438 73 63 10,5 

11 393 65.5 53 8.9 

12 431 71.8 54 9.1 

13 508 84.7 74 12,5 

14 326 81.5 43 10,9 

15 202 50.5 31 7,8 

16 290 72.5 37 9,5 

17 354 88.5 42 10,7 

18 250 62.5 34 8,6 

19 345 86.3 40 10,2 

20 255 63.8 33 8,5 

21 279 69.8 38 9,6 

22 341 85.3 44 11,1 

23 344 86 40 10,1 

24 219 73 28 9,6 

25 231 77 34 11.4 

26 269 89.7 34 11,5 

27 236 78.7 29 10 

28 169 56.3 27 9 

29 166 55.3 28 9.7 

30 149 49.6 19 6.6 

31 211 70.3 28 9,4 



1 

2 

3 Pla~,er Load per meter 

4 0.138 

5 0.191 

6 0.129 

7 O. 144 

8 0.145 

9 0.123 

10 O. 144 

11 0.136 

12 0.126 

13 0.147 

14 0.133 

15 0.154 

16 0.131 

17 0.121 

18 0.137 

19 0.118 

20 0.133 

21 0.138 

22 0.13 

23 0.117 

24 0.131 

25 0.148 

26 0.128 

27 0.127 

28 0.16 

29 0.175 

30 0.132 

31 0.134 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.17.14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

B 

4v4’s 

Minutes 

27.0 

27 

27 

27 

27 

27 

D 

i Nonstop or with breaks? iOdometer(meters) 

1856 

1959 

1566 

1896 

1916 

1945 

C 

iPlayer 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Forward 

Position 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 
iWith breaks 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

G 

# of entries 5 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

68.8 216 8.0 0.117 

72.6 228 8.4 0.116 

58 192 7.1 0.123 

70.2 246 9.1 0.13 

71 219 8.1 0.114 

72 196 7.3 0.101 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.10,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

B 

6v6’s 

Minutes 

11,4 

23 

23 

23 

23 

23 

6 

6 

6 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

9 

9 

9 

C 

iPlayer 

D 

Position 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 
i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

iOdometer(meters) 

960i 

1997 

2030 

1266 

1968 

2024 

410 

463 

646 

617 

423 

657 

724 

529 

650 

486 

74O 

76O 

1074 

768 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

2O 

21 

22 

23 

G 

# of entries 19 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

86.1 103 9.2 0.106 

86.8 214 9.3 0.107 

88.3 234 10.2 0.115 

55 143 6.2 0.113 

85.6 195 8.5 0.099 

88 218 9.5 0.108 

68.3 39 6.5 0.096 

77.2 41 7 0.091 

107.7 71 11.9 0.11 

88.1 71 10.2 0.116 

60.4 43 6.2 0.102 

93.9 56 8.1 0.087 

103.4 77 11.1 0.107 

75.6 52 7.4 0.098 

92.9 72 10.4 0.112 

69.4 47 6.8 0.098 

105.7 76 10.9 0.103 

84.4 88 9.9 0.117 

119.3 134 14.9 0.125 

85.3 86 9.6 0.112 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
lO 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2o 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.11.14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.12,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.17,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

2.24,14 

B 

11vll 

Minutes 

8.8 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

12 

12 

12 

12 

11 

11 

11 

11 

12 

11 

11 

11 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

5 

5 

5 

16 

16 

16 

C 

iPlayer 

D 

Position 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Defense 

Midfield 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 
i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

iOdometer (meters) 

820 
477 
777 
874 
535 
811 
452 
743 
489 
747 
685 
864 
538 
1141 
759 
1232 
771 
1006 
808 
1165 
746 
839 
1138 
1325 
912 
477 
396 
610 
390 
421 
701 
707 
508 
365 
412 
664 
465 
1603 
2275 
1690 
1603 
2275 
1690 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

G 

# of entries 9O 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

88.1 93 10.0 0.114 

68.1 62 9 0.132 

111 72 10.3 0.093 

7 124.9 97 13.9 0.111 

8 76.4 55 7.9 0.103 

9 115.9 89 12.7 0.11 

10 64.6 57 8.3 0.128 

11 106.1 67 9.7 0.091 

12 69.9 54 7.7 0.111 

13 106.7 76 10.9 0.102 

14 97.9 61 8.7 0.089 

15 123.4 94 13.4 0.109 

16 76.9 48 6.9 0.09 

17 95.1 122 10.2 0.107 

18 63.3 97 8.2 0.129 

19 102.7 148 12.4 0.121 

20 64.3 99 8.3 0.129 

21 91.5 102 9.3 0.102 

22 73.5 93 8.5 0.116 

23 105.9 135 12.3 0.116 

24 67.8 89 8.2 0.12 

25 69.9 98 8.2 0.117 

26 103.5 111 10.1 0.098 

27 120.5 145 13.3 0.11 

28 82.9 98 9 0.108 

29 79.5 48 8.1 0.102 

30 66 38 6.4 0.097 

31 122 67 13.6 0.111 

32 78 43 8.8 0.112 

33 84.2 48 9.8 0.116 

34 116.7 79 13.2 0.113 

35 117.8 81 13.5 0.115 

36 84.6 48 8.1 0.096 

37 60.8 37 6.3 0.104 

38 68.7 47 8 0.116 

39 110.7 71 11.9 0.107 

40 77.5 38 6.4 0.082 

41 100.2 165 10.3 0.103 

42 142.2 270 16.9 0.119 

43 105.6 164 10.3 0.098 

44 100.2 165 10.3 0.103 

45 142.2 270 16.9 0.119 

46 105.6 164 10.3 0.098 



E F 

47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

A 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.25.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
2.28.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 
3.5.14 

B 

ii 

ii 

ii 

ii 

ii 

ii 

ii 

i0 

i0 

i0 

i0 

ii 

ii 

ii 

ii 

ii 

ii 

6 

6 

6 

6 

7 

7 

7 

7 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

8 

15 

15 

9 

9 

9 

9 

9 

7 

7 

7 

7 

c 
iMurray 

D 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Defense 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Defense 

Defense 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Midfield 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

918 
iii0 
855 
1415 
1050 
1023 
874 
594 
741 
545 
900 
713 
663 
806 
871 
726 
1086 
476 
619 
612 
465 
476 
619 
612 
465 
846 
686 
703 
715 
944 
776 
608 
622 
687 
929 
1245 
1243 
803 
512 
536 
728 
939 
733 
584 
537 
610 



47 
48 
49 
5O 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 

G 
83.5 

100.9 

77.8 

128.6 

95.4 

93 

79.4 

59.4 

74.1 

54.5 

9O 

64.8 

60.3 

73.2 

79.2 

66 

98.7 

68 

88.4 

87.4 

66.4 

68 

88.4 

87.4 

66.4 

105.8 
85.8 
87.9 
89.4 
118 
97 
76 

77.8 
85.9 

116.1 
83 

82.9 
89.2 
56.9 
59.6 
80.9 

104.3 
104.7 
83.4 
76.7 
87.1 

H 

102 

131 

86 

185 

130 

133 

99 

79 

95 

63 

118 

89 

67 

104 

121 

90 

148 

53 

68 

68 

52 

53 

68 

68 

52 

87 

81 

75 

9O 

129 

78 

74 

69 

IO0 

116 

140 

139 

87 

65 

64 

93 

109 

71 

66 

61 

89 

9.3 

11.9 

7.8 

16.9 

11.9 

12.1 

9 

8 

9.5 

6.3 

11.8 

8.2 

6.1 

9.5 

11.1 

8.2 

13.5 

7.7 

9.9 

9.8 

7.6 

7.7 

9.9 

9.8 

7.6 

10.9 

10.2 

9.5 

11.3 

16.2 

9.8 

9.3 

8.7 

12.5 

14.6 

9.4 

9.3 

9.8 

7.2 

7.2 

10.4 

12.2 

10.3 

9.5 

8.8 

12.7 

0.112 

0.118 

0.101 

0.131 

0.125 

0.13 

0.113 

0.134 

0.129 

0.116 

0.132 

0.126 

0.101 

0.13 

0.14 

0.124 

0.137 

0.113 

0.111 

0.112 

0.114 

0.113 

0.111 

0.112 

0.114 

0.103 

0.118 

0.108 

0.126 

0.137 

0.101 

0.123 

0.112 

0.146 

0.126 

0.113 

0.112 

0.109 

0.127 

0.12 

0.129 

0.117 

0.098 

0.114 

0.115 

0.146 



A 

93 3.5.14 

94 3.5.14 

D 

Defense 

Defense 

Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

648 

861 



G H 

93 58.9 74 6.8 0.115 

94 78.3 98 9 0.114 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

B 

aossession games 

Minutes 

18.0 

24 

24 

24 

24 

12 

12 

12 

12 

C 

Player 

D 

Position 

Midfield 

Forward 

Defense 

Defense 

Forward 

Midfield 

Defense 

Midfield 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 

With breaks 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

G 

# of entries 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

960 58.3 133 7.7 

1049 43.7 182 7.6 

1089 45.4 139 5.8 

1101 45.9 175 7,3 

940 39.2 169 7,1 

919 76.6 82 6,8 

804 67 115 9,7 

680 56.7 80 6,7 

1098 91.5 123 10,3 



1 

2 

3 Player Load per meter 

4 0.138 

5 0.174 

6 0.128 

7 0.159 

8 0,18 

9 0.089 

10 O. 144 

11 0.119 

12 0.113 



A 

1 Drill: 

3 Date 

4 Average 

5 2_.18,14 

6 2_.18,14 

7 2_.18,14 

8 2_.18,14 

B 

small possession games 

Minutes 

5.0 

5 

5 

5 

5 

C 

Player Position 

forward 

midfield 

defense 

midfield 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

Nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

G 

# of entries 4 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

282 56.4 39 7.8 

302 60.4 34 7 

253 50.6 43 8.7 

180 36 23 4.8 

393 78.6 54 10.8 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Plm/er Load per meter 

0.139 

0.116 

0.171 

0.132 

0.138 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

2.11,14 

B 

short short long 

Minutes Player 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

5 

6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

Position 

midfield 

defense 

forward 

midfield 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

forward 

midfield 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

forward 

midfield 

defense 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

G 

# of entries 15 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

429 80.8 51 9.8 

463 92.6 53 10.6 

283 56.6 49 9,9 

447 89.4 48 9.8 

508 101.6 61 12,3 

266 53.2 37 7,5 

495 99 54 10,9 

351 70.2 49 10 

473 94.6 50 10,1 

559 111.8 62 12,6 

326 65.2 44 8.9 

504 84 54 9 

356 59.3 48 8.1 

499 83.2 52 8.8 

545 90.8 64 10,7 

366 61 43 7,2 



1 

3 Player Load per meter 

4 0.124 

S 0.115 

6 0.174 

7 0.109 

8 0.121 

9 0.142_ 

10 0,11 

11 0.142_ 

12 0.107 

13 0.113 

14 0.137 

1S 0.107 

16 0.136 

17 0.106 

18 0.118 

19 0.119 



A 

1 Drill: 

2 

3 Date 

4 Average 

5 2.11,14 

6 2.11,14 

7 2.11,14 

8 2.11,14 

9 2.11,14 

B 

combinations 

Minutes Player 

7.0 

7 

7 

7 

7 

7 

Position 

imidfield 

i defense 

i forward 

imidfield 

i defense 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 
i Nonstop 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

G 

# of entries 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

322 45.9 42 6.:1 

390 55.7 53 7.6 

226 32.3 31 4.5 

408 58.3 48 6.9 

322 46 44 6.3 

262 37.4 36 5.2 



1 

2 

3 Pla~/er Load per meter 

4 0.134 

S 0.137 

6 0.141 

7 0.118 

8 0.137 

9 0.138 



A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.24.:14 

2.24.:14 

2.24.:14 

B 

6v6’s (:1 to 5 = goal) 

Minutes 

5.0 

Player 

5 

5 

5 

D 

Position 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

Nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

G 

# of entries 

Odometer(meters)     Meters per min    PlayerLoad    PlayerLoad per min 

490 98.0 56 11.4 

482 96.4 55 11.2 
542 108.4 65 13.2 
446 89.2 48 9.8 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Player Load per meter 

0.116 

0.116 

0.122 

0.11 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.4.14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

2.18,14 

B 

11vll (1 to 5 = goal) 

Minutes 

7,2 

6 

6 

8 

8 

8 

C 

Player 

D 

Position 

forward 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

defense 

midfield 

forward 

midfield 

defense 

midfield 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

Nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 

nonstop 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

G 

# of entries 10 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

572 80.3 66 9.3 

441 73.5 38 6.4 

401 66.8 49 8,2 

698 87.2 91 11,4 

630 78.8 78 9,8 

608 76 69 8,6 

523 74.8 73 10,5 

687 98.1 62 9 

557 79.6 70 10,1 

408 58.3 39 5,7 

767 109.6 89 12,8 



1 

2 

3 Player Load per meter 

4 0.115 

5 0.087 

6 0.123 

7 0.13 

8 0.124 

9 0.114 

10 0.141 

11 0.092 

12 0.127 

13 0.098 

14 0.117 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

2.6.14 

2.6.14 

2.6.14 

2.6.14 

2.6.14 

2.27,14 

2.27,14 

2.27,14 

2.27,14 

B 

4 shooting stations 

Minutes 

42.9 

42 

42 

42 

42 

42 

44 

44 

44 

44 

Player 

D 

Position 

midfield 

forward 

defense 

midfield 

defense 

defense 

midfield 

midfield 

defense 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 
iWith breaks 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

G 

# of entries 

Odometer(meters)     Meters per min    PlayerLoad    PlayerLoad per min 

~330 3~.0 ~90 4.4 

1615 38.5 205 4.9 

1265 30.1 213 5,1 

1347 32.1 197 4.7 

1287 30.6 190 4,5 

1245 29.6 207 4.9 

1341 30.5 199 4.5 

1304 29.6 150 3.4 

1281 29.1 170 3,9 

1285 29.2 182 4,1 



1 

2 

3 Player Load per meter 

4 0.144 

5 0.127 

6 0.169 

7 0.147 

8 0.148 

9 0.167 

10 0.149 

11 0.116 

12 0.133 

13 0.142 



A 

:1 Drill: 

2 

3 Date 

4 Average 

5 2.28.:14 

6 2.28.:14 

7 2.28.:14 

8 2.28.:14 

B 

4 corner finishing 

Minutes 

14.0 

14 

14 

14 

14 

iPlayer 

D 

Position 

defense 

midfield 

midfield 

defense 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

G 

# of entries 4 

Odometer (meters) Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min 

289 20.7 38 2.7 

7 0.5 7 0.5 
619 44.2 74 5.3 
529 37.8 65 4.7 

2 0.i 4 0.3 



1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Player Load per meter 

0.920 

1.061 

0.12 

0.123 

2.377 



A 

1 Drill: 

2 

3 Date 

4 Average 

5 2.12.14 

6 2.12.14 

7 2.12,14 

8 2.12,14 

9 2.12,14 

10 2.12,14 

11 2.12,14 

12 2.12,14 

B 

1000m sprint 

Minutes 

4.5 

4( 

41 

41 

4( 

5( 

51 

51 

5( 

Player Position 

i forward 

i defense 

imidfield 

i defense 

i forward 

i defense 

imidfield 

i defense 

i Nonstop or with breaks? 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 

i Nonstop 
i Nonstop 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

G 

# of entries 

Odometer(meters)     Meters per min    PlayerLoad    PlayerLoad per min 

795 178.7 81 18.3 

891 222.8 71 17.8 

628 157 63 16 

854 213.5 89 22,4 

765 191.3 85 21,3 

937 187.4 88 17,7 

671 134.2 68 13,6 

899 179.8 93 18,8 

717 143.4 94 18,8 



1 

2 

3 Player Load per meter 

4 0.104 

5 0.08 

6 0.102 

7 0.105 

8 0.112 

9 0.094 

10 0.102 

11 0.104 

12 0.131 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

A 

Drill: 

Date 

Average 

3.5.14 

3.5.14 

3.5.14 

3.5.14 

3.5.14 

B 

shuttles 

Minutes 

14.0 

14 

14 

14 

14 

14 

D 

i Nonstop or with breaks? iOdometer(meters) 

1143 

1248 

1062 

1142 

1046 

1218 

C 

iPlayer 

forward 

defense 

defense 

midfield 

midfield 

Position 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 

iWith breaks 
iWith breaks 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

G 

# of entries: 5 

Meters per min Player Load Player Load per min Player Load per meter 

81.7 138 9.9 0.121 

89.1 139 10 0.112 

75.9 103 7.4 0.098 

81.6 151 10.8 0.132 

74.7 136 9.7 0.13 

87 163 11.7 0.134 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

A 

Drill 

4vl 

5v2 

3v3+1 

4v4 

6v6 

11vll 

possession games 

small possession games 

B 

# of entries 

C 

Avg Minutes 

36 6.6 

40 6.5 

27 4.2 

5 27.0 

19 11.4 

90 8.8 

8 18.0 

4 5.0 

10 short short long 15 5.3 

11 combinations S 7.0 

12 6v6 (1 to 5 = goal) 3 5.0 

13 11vll (1 to 5 = goal) 10 7.2 

14 4 shooting stations 9 42.9 

15 4 corner finishing 4 14.0 

16 1000m sprint 8 4.5 

17 shuttles 5 14.0 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

D 

Nonstop or with breaks? 

With breaks 

With breaks 

Nonstop & With breaks 

With breaks 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

With breaks 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

Nonstop 

E 

Avg Odometer (meters) 

270 

248 

291 

1856 

960 

820 

960 

282 

429 

322 

490 

572 

1330 

289 

795 

17 With breaks 1143 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

F 

Avg Meters per 

G 

Avg Player Load 

H 

Avg Player Load per min 

40.5 51 7.7 

38.6 42 6.S 

69.2 39 9.S 

68.8 216 8.0 

86.1 103 9.2 

88.1 93 10.0 

58.3 133 7.7 

56.4 39 7.8 

80.8 51 9.8 

45.9 42 6.1 

98.0 56 11.4 

80.3 66 9.3 

31.0 190 4.4 

20.7 38 2.7 

178.7 81 18.3 

81.7 138 9.9 



1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

I 

Avg Player Load per meter 

0.192 

0.171 

0.138 

0.117 

0.106 

0.114 

0.138 

0.139 

0.124 

0.134 

0.116 

0.115 

O. 144 

0.920 

O. 104 

0.121 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 10:25 AM 

Cmminghan~, Bubba <bubbac@emaJl.unc.edu>; Larry G~Jlo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Vangelder, Marielle A 

<mvangeld@email.unc.edu>; Brown, Michelle < mbrown3@email.unc.edu>; 

Subj e~t: Three Tin Heel S occer l?layers at t vimlally same titne: (2012) (2013 ) and now 

(2014)!!’. 

Ladies, 

I am so pro Jd!! Very few athletic programs have EVER achieved this: had three athletes admitted to at virtually the same time ! Yes~ we 

want to develop the complete person academically, athleticallg and w~th the capacity to lead a pdndple centered Hfe (character development/core values), Please 

read the note at the bottom fro~r r. ~ would low? to get tMs note [rom one of your parents one dayH 

From= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 0S, 2014 ~1:27 AM 
Te~ Heather Bonepa~h 
Subject: , you are so sweet, can I share this? 
Thank you ~or being so Mnd. I know ~ have tom you this on many occasions but ~t was a true joy coacMng your daughters. One of the greatest ch~Henges 

these days m parent~n~ is to raise someone in privilege and bare them not fee~ em:~tled. You and Peter managed ~o do ~:hat,,,. al~ we dM ~n Chapel HH~ was 

conl:kHJe vo~r 

And yes, "coRle here, go anywhere’q You and the rest o1: our UNC honors ~esdership came up w~th that perfect phrase to help us recruit "the best of the besU 

academ~csl~y~ aRd then, a]Rlos[ to make the po~nL your family f~o~T~                                weRt about proving ~t wkh the arc of your fives. AI~ of you 

have ~eft your marl< at North Cm’o]~na just before ~eav~ng your mm’k on the world, TMs ~s quM pro quo .... 

Sent= Tuesday, March 04, 2024 8:47 PM 
To= Dorrance, AlbeR A ~ 
S~bjeCt= ~ank you~ 

Anon, 

As you ~ow by now,        is on her way to the ne~ challenge in September at                    [ - a wonde~l oppo~ni~~. I cannot help but reflect on the 

ve~~ wise choice she made at 17 to come to Carolina ~d play for you. As she told yo~ all good things stag at C~olina. So tme[ Your role in Caroline’s success a~d 

happiness is ~mething I will be forever ~rateful for. The culture of excellence you cnltivate is ~metNng ve~ s~cial - a lifelong les~n for the women who have the 

good fo~ne of playing for you. Even ~    who o~fly played for a year appreciates the "special sauce"of being ~A of your team ~d fl~e core values. 

So, my girls are on their way to the ne~ stage in their lives... (,                                                                                 ). I 

can only say, thm~s to you. they thrived at E~C, have much to be grateful for ~d much to give ~ck. Thank you and Go Heels~ 

Come Here. Go Anywhere. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:28 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: .~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 12:03 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is          I am a Sophomore at                                               I am a Dancer. I have been daJ~cing for 13 years of my litb. I love 

to dance, cheer, play soccer, and swim. When I commit To a sport I am a dedicated member. I make most to all of practices and I put in 200% during pertbrmance as 

well as practices. I would love to attend University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, in the fail of      Thank You tbr Your time. 

:": removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my_. Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:31 AM 

Jeff Jansen <j ett~j effj ~ ssen.com> 

I~E: Building a Chaa~pionship Culture Follow Up 

Thanks Jefi~ ’. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jeff Janssen [mailto:jef£~)jefI]anssen.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 12:33 PM 
To: j eff(i~j effjanssen corn 
Subject: Building a Championship Culture Follow Up 

Carolina Coaches, 

Really enjoyed the chance to speak with you again yesterday on Building and Sustaining a Championship Culture! 

As a follow up, I linked some articles below on the culture topic in case you missed it or want to go a bit more in depth. 

h ttp://www ianssensports~eadership.c~mjresources/ianssen-b~og/6-kev-comp~nents-of-a-championship-cu~ture/ 

http://www ianssen sports leadership, c omJresourc es/i an ssen-blog/wh at-kind-o f-culture-do-you-have-di s cover-the-7-k inds-o f-cultures/ 

As always, thanks for the opportum~ to learn from you and your leaders! 

GO t ]EELS! 

Jeff 

The I,eader in Leadership Development :[’or Captains and Coaches http://wwwianssensportsleadershipcom 

Jeff Janssen, MS. 
Janssen Sports Leadership Center 
1-888-721 -TEAM 

Team up with student-athlete leaders from across the count~ to make a difference around the worldt Student-Athletes Leading Social Change 
(SALSC) http :/iwww salsc, or~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:35 AM 

Subject: FW: white honse departure 8:30 am Monday 

Hey!!! Is this awesome or what? The President of the United States wants to see 

I=rera: Sander, Thomas J 
Seat: Wednesday, March 05, 20:[4- :[:55 PM 
S,,bject; white house departure 8:30 am Monday 

White House visitors, 

We will leave Finley at 8:30 am on Monday. Dress nicely. No jeans. You are meeting the President. 

-Tom 

Tom Stander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University of Nort~ Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:44 AM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschne@~mc.edu-* 

Subject: RE: ESPN story on Coach Smith 

Thank you Steve .... this is my mentor. I tried to build my program like his!! 

From: Kirschner, Steve 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 201~ 2:11 PM 
Te: UNCAA-Everyone 
$,,bject: ESPN story on Coach Smith 

http://espn‘g~.c~m/espn/feature/st~rY/---/id/1~4S949/preci~us~mem~ries~dean-smith-st~rY 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(919) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner~@ unc.edu 
GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:52 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Bio.pdf 

From: @comcast. net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 2:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I wanted to thank you for allowing me to attend your morning practice. It solidifies my dream of playing for you and the University of North Carolina. 
I am a player that sets goals for myself. I set out to make Varsity as a freshman; I achieved that and won a State Championship. I set out to make 
ODP in               I have accomplished that. Taking honors classes and maintaining an A/B average; I’m achieving that. 
My long range goal is to attend UNC and play for you. I’m sure I will achieve that as well. I am attaching my soccer bio and will keep you up to date 
on my tournament schedule. Look out for me! 
Sincerely, 

iNi Image 
...... removed by 

sender. 
Ti~iS emaii is free from vir~ses and maiware beca~se avast! Antivirus pro~ection i~ active, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 11:59 AM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

l~g: Leadership Academy: Competitive Excellence (Sue Enquist) 

Thank you Shelley!! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 05, 2024 2:42 PM 
To: Workman, Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela; a ............. 2@aol.com; 

3@gmail.com; L . l@aol.com; Holman, Brian; Tyler, Brie Farley; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducar, Chris; Feifs, Chris; 
Rich, Chris; G~h Christy Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hernandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Porter, Grant; Gatz, Gregory; Cathro, Guy; 
Latta, Ivory; ~      as@gmail.com; Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, 

Marissa Veronica; VanAlstyne, Mark; Jednak, Matt; Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott 
C; Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, Steve; tatijana.; n@gmail.com; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; 
Adams, Tyler G; Johnson, Zoya; . ~@gmail.com; ~gmail.com; Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos M; 
Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Meaders, Harlis James; Mann, Jan M.; Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, 
Ron C.; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Competitive Excellence (Sue Enquist) 

Coaches, 

As promised, here is the link to Sue Enquist’s presentation on Competitive Excellence to the Veteran Leaders from last spring. Again, Competitive Excellence is the 

Apex of Coach Wooden’s Pyramid of Success. Happy viewing. 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:03 PM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

)@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 

l@aol.com 

FW: Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

QR Codes for CREED Mentor~ Rising Star Applications.pptx 

~gmaJl.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Who are going to be mg leaders in the future? Do you mind starting now to prepare? 

Please look below and sign up!! We can’t have enough leaders!!! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent: Wednesday, March 0S, 20:t4 2:45 PM 
To; Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Plock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos Iv]; (jalvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Meaders, Harlis James; Mann, Jan M.; 
Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Koran C; Fox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Niller, Ran C.; Paul, Sampson L; Honey, Sarah K; Hatchell. Sylvia R; Workman, 
Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew (3; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angola; ’ " ’ :t@aol.com;    . . LJ@gmail.com; 

I@aol.com; Holman, Brian; Tyler, Brie Farley; (jaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducar, Chris; Feifs, Chris; Rich, Chris; (jarth, Christy 
Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hernandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, @ant; Porter, @ant; (jatz, @egory; Cathro, (juy; Lotto, Ivory; 

~gmail.com; Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah Narie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Narissa 

veromca; VanAIstyne, IVlark; Jednak, IVlatt; Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; IVlyers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; 
Rubin, Stephen Aaron; (jisselman, Steve; tatijana.£ n@gmail.com; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, 
Tyler (3; Johnson, Zoya; [ ~@gmail.com; ~ :@gmail.com; Sander, Thomas J; Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: Leadership Academy: 20:t+:tS Rising Star Applications 

Coaches, 

Who ore you looking to lead your team 2-3 seasons from now?! Get those student-athletes in the leadership pipeline next year. Help position them so that when 

you say to them, "You are a senior.., a captain.., a leader, now kEAD!" that they are ready for that moment, that they have the necessary insights, experience, skills 

and rapport to do so. 

Deadline is Tuesday, April 15. 

0~ii~ Bi~i~ ~ N~ii~i~: Surveymonke¥.com/RisingStarApplica[ion 
Attached is a flyer for applications to the 2014-15 Rising Stars Program -and for Carolina CREED Mentors. Normally, we would distribute these at the March 

Meeting for Carolina CREED; however, the weather conspired against us. We can’t wait until the rescheduled meeting. We would appreciate your help in sharing 

this information with your student-athletes and possibly posting it to a visible and highly trafficked area in your locker room or team room. Thank you for your 

help. 

Shelley 



Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
From: 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Sent: Friday, March 7, 2014 12:03 PM 

To: ....... -’" ..... -’" ’ " ~ 

Subject: 

Attach: 

ENV: Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

Get Involved Application Flyer.pdt:, CREED Mentor GM Flyer.lxtf: Rising Star LFL Flyer.pdf 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 2:47 PM 
To: Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Headers, Harlis James; Mann, Jan M.; 
Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; ~ox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Workman, 
Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela; a         [@aol.com; I          l@gmail.com; 

_ .~all@aol.com; Holman, Brian; Tyler, Brie Farley; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducar, Chris; Feifs, Chris; l~cn, tuns; Garth, Christy 
Lynn: Holliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hernandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Porter, Grant; Gatz, Gregory; Cathro, Guy; Latta, Ivory; 

s@gmail.com; Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Marissa 

Veronica; VanAlstyne, Mark; Jednak, Matt; Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; 
Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, Steve; tatijana.jacobson@gmail.com; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, 
Tyler G; Johnson, Zoya;      . ~@gmail.com;,      :@gmail.com; Sander, Thomas J; Adams, Clarissa 
Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: 20:[4<t5 RisingStar Applications 

Sorry- wrong attachments to the previous em~il Newly rede~.;igned flyer!!! 

Frora: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 20:[4- 2:45 PM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: 20:[4~:[5 Rising Star Applications 

Coaches, 

Who ore you looking to lead your team 2-3 seasons[ram now?! Get those student-athletes in the leadership pipeline next year. Help position them so that when 

you say to them, "You are a senior.., a captain.., a leader, now LEAD!" that they are ready for that moment, that they have the necessary insights, experience, skills 

and rapport to do so. 

Deadline is Tuesday, April 15. 

Su rveymon key.com/Risin~St a rApplica lion 

Attached is a flyer for applications to the 2014-15 Risin8 Stars Prosram -and for Carolina CREED Mentors. Normally, we would distribute these at the March 

Meetin8 for Carolina CREED; however, the weather conspired asainst us. We can’t wait until the rescheduled meetins. We would appreciate your help in sharin8 

this information with your student-athletes and possibly postin8 it to a visible and hishly trafficked area in your locker room or team room. Thank you for your 

help. 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:10 PM 

Subject: FW: UNC fact sheet 

Attach: UNC Fact Sheet 2012-13.docx 

Yes, this is a special place academically! This fully supports what I ser~t earlier about our three kids that will be studying at Harvard Business School. As 

~ but also Chair of the UNC Honors Program} shared: "Come here. Go anywhere." 

F~m= Hoover, Jorian 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 05, 20~4 2:55 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A N; gwpall@aol.com; Ducar, Chris; jmsisneros@gmail.com; Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject: UNC fact sheet 

Hi Coaches, 

Earlier I overheard Anson talking to a recruit about the academics at UNC. I am a tour guide and so we have a large fact sheet about this university. Many are great 

facts to use in convincing someone that the academics are superb here (they truly are) and that the other parts of our university are great, too. The fact sheet (from 

2012-13) is attachedl 

Jorian 



IJNC Fact Sheet 2012-2013 

Academics 
¯ Only 7% of all classes at Carolina are over 100 students 
¯ 63% of all classes at Carolina are under 35 students 
¯ 41% of all classes at Carolina are under 20 students 
° Student:Instructor (professor, not TA) ratio is 14:1 
¯ 40% of all students at Carolina study abroad at some point during their Carolina 

career 
¯ IJNC Study Abroad offers 320 programs in 71 countries on all 6 habitable 

continents 
¯ 60% of all Carolina students perform undergraduate research 
° This year, Carolina rose to ninth (from 16th) among leading private and public research 

universities for the level of federal funding devoted to research and development in all 
fields 

¯ We offer over 70 majors at Carolina 
o All of them can be seen at the Admissions website 
o http://admissions.unc.eduiAcademics/Majorsidefault.html 

¯ Carolina offers 3 Engineering programs: Biomedical Engineering, Material Science, and 
Computer Engineering 

o These undergraduate programs are INDEPENDENT from NC State 
¯ The Library of Congress is the 1 library system that is larger than UNC’s 

o Our library system is composed of 15 on campus libraries 
o The system is also composed of an inter-library loan system between UNC, NC 

State, NCCU, and Duke 
° 4 book collections in Wilson Library are the North Carolina collection, the Rare Books 

collection, the Southern Folklife collection, or the Southern Historical collection 
¯ We have 8 Professional Schools 

o ]ournalism (1), Information and Library Sciences (1), Pharmacy (2), Public 
Health (2), Business (5), Education, Nursing Dentistry (rankings of their type in 
the nation) 

o 1 of 5 Journalism Schools in 2008 to be invited to create a student news bureau 
for ABC News and create original content to be aired on ABC World News 
Tonight, Good Morning America and Nightline 

o One of the oldest and largest Schools of Public Health in the country 
o Rank #1 Public School for Public Health in the nation 
o Business school is #6 in U.S. News and World Report 
o The GLOBE Program offered through the Business School allows UNC students 

to study abroad in Copenhagen and Hong Kong for 6 months each. 
o In April 2012, the School of Dentistry opened a new education and research 

facility which provides improved resources for teaching and research and a 
patient simulation laboratory. 

° There are programs for automatic admit to high achieving students - 25% of admitted 
students were offered these opportunities: 

o Honors Carolina 
o Carolina Research Scholar Program 



o FirstYear Fellows Program 
o Assured Business Admit 
o Assured Journalism Admit 
o Summer research or study abroad 
o Global GapYear fellowship 

Last year, 92% of Carolina graduates had a job or gained admission into a 
graduate/professional school within 6 months of graduation 

o 64% were employed 
o 28% were in graduate/professionalschools 

We have been awarded 48 Rhodes Scholars; more than any public university in 
the country - Ranked 6th for the most Rhodes Scholars in the last five years, behind 
only Harvard, Yale, Stanford, and University of Chicago 
Tied for 10th among research institutes for producing Fulbright Scholars in 2011-2012 

o 3rd most amongst all universities nationwide 
o lstamongst Southeast US universities 

Lead the nation in number of Luce Scholars produced with 33 
The NC Children’s hospital at UNC Hospitals has been recognized by US News Media 
Group as one of the nation’s best for 5 years in a row 

Affordability!Quality of LINC 
tlNC meets 100% of demonstrated student need- 60-65% with grants and 35-40% 
with self help 
Ranked 1st among nations public universities in The Princeton Review’s list of 
2012 "Best Value Colleges" 
12th overall in "Great Schools, Great Prices" based on academic quality and the net cost 
of attendance 
5th best public university in U.S. News and World Report’s 2012 "Best Colleges" 
guidebook for 11th consecutive year 
1st among the 100 U.S. Public colleges that offer the best combination of top-flight 
academics and affordable costs for 12th consecutive year by Kiplinger’s Personal 
Finance 
In Fall 2012 250 merit scholarships were awarded including Morehead-Cain, 
Robertson, Davis, Pogue, and Johnston (among others) 
Awarded 588 Covenant Scholarships to Fall 2012 enrolling students 

o Carolina Covenant is the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill’s promise: 
Eligible low-income students who are admitted to Carolina can enroll without 
worrying about how they will pay for it. And, if they work 10-12 hours per week 
in a Federal Work-Study job, they can graduate debt-free. 

Only 35% of the Class of 2011 graduated with debt 

Housin~/Livin~ 
45% of enrolled undergraduates live on campus 
First Years are required to live on campus for the first year 
Have 33 Residence Halls on Campus 



o 6 are Single Sex Buildings 
¯ Have 10 Living and Learning Communities on Campus 

o Chinese House, Service & Leadership, Spanish House, Substance Free 
Environment, Sustainability, SYNC, The Carolina Experience, Transfer United, 
UNITAS, WELL 

° First Years are not allowed to have a car on campus 
¯ There is free bus fare offered by the town of Chapel Hill, that services UNC 

Campus 
° You are allowed to have a bicycle on campus 
¯ UNC contains a fully accredited police force that supplements Chapel Hill Police 
° There are over 200 emergency call boxes (blue lights) located across campus 
° The University conducts a campus lighting tour with student leaders to identify any 

problem areas that need improvement or attention twice a year 
° There is a Point-To-Point express bus and on-demand shuttle that services students 

until 3AM 
¯ We have AlertCarolina and other safety features to reach all students 
° We have a SafeWalk system of student employees who will walk students back to 

their places at night 

History!Stories!Traditions 
¯ tlNC was chartered in 1789 
° tlNC’s cornerstone was laid Oct 12, 1793 
¯ tiN(: enrolled its first student in 1795. The student’s name was Hinton lames 
° We are the first public university because we enrolled students on campus before any 

other public university (1795) University of Georgia was the first chartered university 
but didn’t have students on campus until after us. William and Mary was before us, but 
was private when they were founded. 

° Old East was the University when it was originally founded 

o It housed students, offices, classes, etc. 
¯ South Building used to be the southernmost point of the University. It didn’t have a roof 

over it for 14 years 
¯ Old Well was UNC’s only water source at the university inception 
¯ Legend has it that by drinking from the old well one first day of classes, you will be 

guaranteed a 4.0 GPA 
¯ The Davie Poplar tree was planted at the University’s founding to commemorate the 

location of the university’s birth 
¯ Legend states that as long as Davie Poplar remains standing~ the University will prosper 
¯ Davie Poplar is attached by wire to surrounding trees and its interior is filled with 

cement after two scares about the tree falling 
¯ There is a Davie ]r and Davie III as well as seedlings of Davie in every county in NC to 

ensure that Davie remains standing for all of time 
¯ UNC has the biggest statue of a Ram in the world. 
¯ Old Well was modeled after Temple of Love located in Versatile, France 
¯ Wilson Library houses a death mask replica of Napoleon Bonaparte. 
¯ The gargoyles from Hill Hall come from the Big Ben Tower in London, England 
¯ The movie "Patch Adams" was filmed in front of Carroll Hall 



Student Life!Student Body 
¯ Approximately 18,000 undergraduates are enrolled 
¯ No more than 18% are out-of-state students 
° Nearly 18% of entering class is first generation 
¯ We enrolled 83 international students this year 
¯ 34% of enrolled students identify with an ethnicity other than Caucasian 
° We admit 1,000 transfer students everyyear on average 
¯ Over 700 student organizations on campus 
¯ Students are highly involved in Public Service 

o Public Service Scholars Program 
o Campus Y - largest student organization and leader of Social Justice and activism 
o CDS Donates all the food leftover at the end of the day to the local Inter-Faith 

Council; they donate around 200 lbs of food a week! 
¯ Daily Tar Heel - #1 student newspaper by Princeton Review in 2007 and 2010 - largest 

student/paid employee partnership enterprise on campus 
¯ Carolina ranks #6 on the Peace Corps’ Top Colleges Rankings 
¯ The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ranks 3rd among large colleges and 

universities contributing the greatest number of graduating seniors to Teach For 
America. 

¯ 18% of students are involved in Greek Life 
¯ Carolina ranked 10th in the first "Green Metric World Ranking" launched in 2012 my 

Universitas Indonesia for leading "green" universities 
o For example, residential dining halls recycle almost 5,000 gallons of fryer oil a 

semester 
¯ In Fall 2012, we enrolled a student who is a Guinness World Book record holder for 

collecting 560,000 pounds of food 
¯ 28 varsity teams in the NCAA with a combined 38 team national championships in six 

different sports, and 51 individual national championships 
¯ Ranked 39 among the top 100 "coolest schools" survey conducted by Sierra Magazine 
¯ There is an underground road system under the Pit! 
¯ Chapel Hill is 10th on Money Magazine’s "Best Place to Live in America" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:14 PM 

Ashlee Comber <AComber@washingtonspirit.com> 

pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edn 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros s@gmail.com); 

Subject: RE: Washington Spirit Exhibition - UNC 

T~a]~l~ yO~.E Ashlee .,.. We are k)oking forward to i~: as well. We wer~-_~ told (-; subs, no reen~:ry. Is theft still the 

From: Ashlee Comber [mailto:AComber@washingtonspirit.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 20~ 2:58 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
I:::¢: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Mark Parsons; Katie Gonzalez; Emily Bortunato; Nadine Traughber 
Subject," Washington Spirit Exhibition - UNC 
Good Afternoo!! 

We looking forward to hosting yon all on March 22. Kick offis set for 7:00pm. I’ve cc’d onr training on here, Emily Formnato, so she can connect with yon all on that 

side of things. Also, Katie Gonzalez our Operations Manager can assist ruth getting yon other information that you need as well. 

Respectfully, 

Ashlee Comber 
VP of Operations - Washington Spirit 
571-420-4681 (m) 
Website: washingtonsDirit.com_ I Tickets: tickets.washingtonspirit.com 
Twitter: @washspiritI Facebook.com/washin,qtonspirit 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com) 

EW: How to combat negative recruiting 

Study this ._ tell me what you learned!!! 

Fr~ra: Randy Taylor [mailto:collegerelations@ncsasports.org] 

Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 20:t4 4::t8 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: How to combat negative recruiting 

Having trouble seeing this email? Click here to see the full version online. 

ii~iI Image removed by sender. 

When a recruit is torn between you and a fewother programs late in the process, other coaches 

may use negative recruiting against you. 

So this week on Recruiting Education OnDemand, Dan Tudor of Tudor Collegiate Strategies 

explains exactly why negative recruiting is effective and what you can do to combat it. ~j!ic_.k__h__e__r_e___to_ 

wal:ch today’s all new episede! 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

Want direct access to student-athletes that fit your needs? 

Register for your free NCSA Reruitinfl Manaflement System 

to start connecting with recruits today! 

This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu. To unsubscribe from similar emails, click here. 

If you don’t want to receive anything from us, click here. 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N. Dayton St., 4th Floor Chicago, IL 60642 

Phone: 866-579-6272 I Email: recruiting@ncsasports.org 

Privacy Policy 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:34 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 6:34 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I wanted to introduce mysel£ my name is 

I wanted to forward you my 

games. I hope to see you soon. 

~gmail.com] 

and I live in I was one of four younger players selected by to attend the 

last month againsl 
& tournament schedule ~or March and April. In the hopes, that you or other UNC coaches might be able to attend a t~w 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:42 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Future Soccer Prospect 

From: ~att.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, 7:54 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Future Soccer Prospect 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is               and I am currently a freshman at 

I have a strong interest in playing Women’s Soccer for your program at University of North Carolina in three years. 

I played on the high school Vaxsi~ soccer team as a freslm~an. This yeax our girls         temn were second place in regionaJ~ games. 

I play fo~ team. I have played at the premier level since 1 Last year my team was seeded 

position is I also play You can view one of my many go,is at 

My college goals and aspirations are to play an integral pa~t of a women’s college soccer team. I have a positive attitude both on and offthe field and I love 
constructive criticism. 

My current schedule mt1~ my club team is: 

in the state. My ~nain 

I look tbrvwJcd to heating fiom you and thank you tbr your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:45 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

8:3:1 PM 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

Hope all is well. I will be playing in 

@hotmail.com 

this coming weekend on md really hope you can come see me play : 

Hope you can catch me in a game. Please consider me for one of your [L~kMESES ! 

**PLEASE VIEW MY LATEST HIGHLIGHT AT THE BOTTOM OF THIS PAGE. 

Best, 

Click HELLE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:58 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Future UNC soccer player 

It rnight be illegat to call you .... What year is your daughter in school? 

From: _~yahoo.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 05, 2014 9:20 PN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Future UNC soccer player 

Hi Anson.. Im sure you receive hundreds of emails from hopefull and prospective players., but I was hoping you could take a moment to speak to 

me about the requrirements you hold to have a player on your team., my daughter is 16 and her dream is UNG.. on YOUR team.. I just would like to 

know weather to foster this or lead her in a different direction~. If you have a moment please email or call me .. I would so appreciate it. 

Thank you in advance for your time 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Register your attendance to the Desert Cup Showcase 

From: Michael Rocca, National Tournament Director [mailto:mikerocca@ratedsports.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 9:21 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Register your attendance to the Desert Cup Showcase 

/ 
The Desert Cup Showcase March 28-30, Phoenix- AZ 

I)car Coach, 

the Reach it Sports Comp]ex in Phoenix, irixona. Don% miss this 
opportunky to recruit talent fl’om o-vet H) S~ab~s and Canadian provinces. 
The Desert .;up ~as oained the attention of top clubs from Canada and across 
the ! IS. This is~going~ko be one greak event wi@ all games being played at 

paKial list of dubs committed. 
ffyou haven’t already registered for The Desert Cup, please do so today by 

http: !ievents.gotsport.eomievents/eoH egeeoaehlogin.aspx?EventID=346o ~ 

Regards, 
MiehaeI Roc~ 
Championship Series Director 

Sl’EC~AL CX_~LLEO~: COACH HOTEL OFFER 
Comfo~’~ Suites - North 
I OZH)North 26th Drive 

- QQ Suite N,/S - S~ o9.oo Plus applicable taxes and 
- King Suite N/S- $H)gx)o Plus applicabh~ taxes and 

hAP:iiseenre.~qA.eom/TeamLogin/Group tZooming/GroupRoom Listphp 

Step 0 Click Submit 
Step ~) Crick "Reserve Individua[ Room" to make an h~dividua~ reservation. 
Please make sure that all the inff: rma@m h, accurate before accep@ag the 
indi~qdual cancella@m policy and clicking submit. After you have submitted 
your reservation online you cannot edit your bookirv, To make ehar~ges to 
your reservation, please call us toll flee at 1-.866,-861,-TEAM ,832().. I{’ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Calling in, team members MUST have the file # (3o439) on hand. 
A[] reservations must be submiRed no later than :~PM 
on March ~3, 2ot4. Any rooms not booked by this time s~dlI be released and 
may o~,ly be avath, bh, after that time at the regutar 

secure your rooms. 
K you need to caned the entire block o~ rooms this must be submitted to our 
office in writing, by @x or emaiL no later than 2PM Pacific Standard Time 
onMmvh x3, 28~4~ If it is received a fief this time, a minimum eane.eHation 

A[] individual r eque.~ts, ehan~,e.~ and cancdlations MUST be made @rough 
CSTT via the kolbfree number or ernafl and not directly with hotds. CSTr 



Forward this entail 

removed by 
sender 

This em~il was sent to ar~n@unca&unc,ed~ by mikerocca@ratedsports.com :: 
lnstant removai with S_’.a__f..e_U_.n__s.u__.b__s_c.r_Lb__e_"~ EL]_V__a__c_y____[_~9_[i_c_L4, 

Rated Sports, LLC USA :: PO Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 7, 2014 12:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Register your attendance to the Desert Cup Showcase 

From: Michael Rocca, National Tournament Director [mailto:mikerocca@ratedsports.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 9:21 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Register your attendance to the Desert Cup Showcase 

/ 
The Desert Cup Showcase March 28-30, Phoenix- AZ 

I)car Coach, 

the Reach it Sports Comp]ex in Phoenix, irixona. Don% miss this 
opportunky to recruit talent fl’om o-vet H) S~ab~s and Canadian provinces. 
The Desert .;up ~as oained the attention of top clubs from Canada and across 
the ! IS. This is~going~ko be one greak event wi@ all games being played at 

paKial list of dubs committed. 
ffyou haven’t already registered for The Desert Cup, please do so today by 

http: !ievents.gotsport.eomievents/eoH egeeoaehlogin.aspx?EventID=346o ~ 

Regards, 
MiehaeI Roc~ 
Championship Series Director 

Sl’EC~AL CX_~LLEO~: COACH HOTEL OFFER 
Comfo~’~ Suites - North 
I OZH)North 26th Drive 

- QQ Suite N,/S - S~ o9.oo Plus applicable taxes and 
- King Suite N/S- $H)gx)o Plus applicabh~ taxes and 

hAP:iiseenre.~qA.eom/TeamLogin/Group tZooming/GroupRoom Listphp 

Step 0 Click Submit 
Step ~) Crick "Reserve Individua[ Room" to make an h~dividua~ reservation. 
Please make sure that all the inff: rma@m h, accurate before accep@ag the 
indi~qdual cancella@m policy and clicking submit. After you have submitted 
your reservation online you cannot edit your bookirv, To make ehar~ges to 
your reservation, please call us toll flee at 1-.866,-861,-TEAM ,832().. I{’ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
Calling in, team members MUST have the file # (3o439) on hand. 
A[] reservations must be submiRed no later than :~PM 
on March ~3, 2ot4. Any rooms not booked by this time s~dlI be released and 
may o~,ly be avath, bh, after that time at the regutar 

secure your rooms. 
K you need to caned the entire block o~ rooms this must be submitted to our 
office in writing, by @x or emaiL no later than 2PM Pacific Standard Time 
onMmvh x3, 28~4~ If it is received a fief this time, a minimum eane.eHation 

A[] individual r eque.~ts, ehan~,e.~ and cancdlations MUST be made @rough 
CSTT via the kolbfree number or ernafl and not directly with hotds. CSTr 



Forward this entail 

removed by 
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This email was sent to anson@email,unc,edu by mikerocca@ratedsports.com 
lnstant removai with S_’.a__f..e_U_.n__s.u__.b__s_c.r_Lb__e_"~ EL]_V__a__c_y____[_~9_[i_c_L4, 

Rated Sports, LLC USA :: PO Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: _~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :~0:03 PN 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A ~V 
Subject: 
Hello Coach, 
As a defender, I am an strong believer of the phrase "defense wins championships". This is even more evident in soccer when the most common 
result in a match is 1-0. 
I have been an impact player and made a difference in many of my team’s wins and in all of the ODP events and I hope to continue to do so in 
college. 
I have successfully played all positions on the back line, but my constant desire to get forward into the attack adds an additional dimension to my 
play. 
I’m a coachable, hard working player, with a firm commitment to off field training 
I’m going to be at the and I hope you will be able to watch one of my games. 
I hope to see you there! 
Than k you, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

I~E: Trm~tbr Credits 

Chris, 

I know this is work BUT he might be in the mix for us to get 

and UNC possible 

Frera: Ducar, Chris 
Sent; Thursday, J.0:32 AN 
To= 
Cc= Dorrance, Albert A ~; Jason Sisneros~ ~gmaiLcom) 
Subject= RE: Tranfer Credits 

let’s continue to serve him and honestly, who knows maybe we do "get her in" if it is NCAA 

From Lance: U~},fbrtunate/y, season,s used doesn’t app/y towards prog~’ess towards he~’ degree’ and the academic stondm"ds the NC4A sets. She’s bee~} there 4 

semester% the NCAA s~ she needs 40% ~f her degree done to pt~y ne.~t f~fl end that equa/s 48 hours here ~t UNC 

~ know this ~s a n~ghtmare... 

Chris 

8eBt~ Wednesday, 2:39 PM 
To~ Ducar, Chris 
~¢= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~; 3ason Sisneros( @gmail.com) 
Subject= Re: Tranfer Credits 

Chris, 
I just thought of something; hasn’t played in but one game in two seasons, and that was for 10-minutes her 
freshman season. Is there a way to transfer as a incoming sophomore instead of a junior. She was supposed to be 
Redshi~ed a~er this past season. She could probably also get her the other year back as well, with a Medical Redshi~. 
Seems to me that we have options available? 
Just a thoughf! 

On at 11:07 AM "Ducar, Chris" <._d____u____c___a____r_@=_u____n____c___.__e____d____u__> wrote: 

Just got this from Lance: 

Admissions ac~:ually has h~-_~r with t fu:_~ 3.3 credits she’s taking this s~)ring .- they got the sac    h:~r 4 credits already nailed. 

[ tMnk we’re no~: cleaMv communical:h~g that she needs to transfer in 48 hours I:o UNC, not just: pass 48 hours befl)re she gets here, Her transfer cred~: 

evak~ation w~H put her at 34; she loses some coursework because ~[ doesn’[ transfer ~n. Happens aH the t~me but the trans[:er credks are the number we 

have to worry about, not what she has passed at 

Now I can see where the confusion is and I apologize for not catching the transferrable hours versus passed hours. 

Attached is the admissions evaluation. Please double check it for accuracy. If there are any errors please let me know and I’ll pass it along. 

Chris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Elite International Soccer Atlflete - National Camps 

From: soccer@cmasathletes.com [mailto:soccer@cmasathletes.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 10:34 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Elite International Soccer Athlete - National Camps 

Image removed by sender. Unlock images to read stats and knowthe athletes :) 

image 

removed by 

sender. Visit 

ou r site 
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sender 

This email was sent to anson@ancaa,unc.edu by soccer@cmasathletes.com 

Update Profile/Email Address Instant remevalwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 
Cmas Athletes :: 12 Fox Ct :: New York i NY 1!.4606 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:13 PM 

@live.unc.edu> 

EW: Director ofOps Positiou 

From: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com [mailto:division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com] On Behalf Of Cook, Mark 
Sent: Thursday, March 06, 2014 11:44 AM 
To; division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com 
Subject; {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Director of Ops Position 

Coaches, 

North Dakota State has a director of ops position available for next fall. This is a two year position that starts July 1, the position includes a tuition waiver for 

graduate school plus a ~12,000 stipend. If you have any graduating players that would like to get free graduate school, please pass on my contact information. 

All the best, 

Mark E. Cook 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

North Dakota State University 

701-231-9471 Office 

Cell 

www.gobison.com 

Twitter:#NDSUsoccer 

::~:: Bison 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~v.nsco~a.com/college. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe room this group and stop receiving emails ti-om i~ ~nd an email to division-i-~w~meas-soccer-coaches+tmsubscribe(a]googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, seud email to division-i-womens-soccer-coache~googlegroups.com. 

Visit fl~is group at ht~p:/,’groups.google.conr’group/divi sion- i- womens- soccer- coaches. 

For more options, visit htlps://groups.google.com/groups/opl out. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, :t2:46 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is [ roll be graduating t?om high school in and am looking tbr a ~hool to play soccer tbr upon graduation. 

The ~iarts tomorrow at 3:00 at I am registered a~d roll be playing on tield 

Do you plan on attending? If so, I ask you to spend a few minutes watching me play. I am a good student, aaad play both 

Thm&s for your time. I hope to see you there! 

Sincereb; 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:14 PM 

Jason Sisneros, ~@gmail.com); 

Subject: FW: Introduction to Performance Analysis i March 29 30 ] Haverford, PA 

From: Stewart Hairs [mailto:Stewart.Mairs@prozonesports.com] 

Sent; Thursday, March 06, 20J~4:1:46 PM 

To-" Ewan Robson; Shayne Hall 

Co-" Sam Gubbels 

$,,bject; Introduction to Performance Analysis I March 29 - 30 I Haverford, PA 

Importance: High 

Dear Coach, 

We are delighted to announce new dates for our US Level ~. Performance Analysis Course. 

29-30 March 2014: The Haverford School, Haverford, PA 

http://www.prozonesports.com/product/upcoming-courses/ 

Designed to provide a detailed introduction to the workings and core concepts of performance analysis, Prozone’s popular three-stage training courses give students the chance to 

gain valuable practical experience and industry knowledge. 

Hosted in world-class educational facilities and tutored by professionals with years of experience in the sports industry, our courses will provide you with skills and unique insights 

from the pioneers of sports performance analysis and are a strong addition to any CV. 

Offering a strong foundation of knowledge and an insight into how analysis is used by elite clubs and organizations, our performance analysis training programme is the perfect 

initiation to a fast-moving sector. 

Level 1: Introduction to Performance Analysis 

Delivering an introduction to ideas and technology that drive performance analysis, Level 1 gives students the opportunity to explore Prozone’s MATCHVIEWER platform and learn to 

work with data. 

Key Objectives: 

¯ Familiarize yourself with the fundamentals of performance analysis 

¯ Understand how performance analysis is used in the professional sports environment 

¯ Gain experience with elite performance analysis software 

¯ Build up a detailed knowledge of the industry 

¯ Develop interpersonal and presentational skills 

_h___tS_£~/_Zw___w_%_&r__o__z___o__n___e__s_&_q_r_t__s_=£_q__m_]£ £~g_U ~ Z ~ ~ 9_tN_~ g=~ 9_U £ ~ flsZ 

For further details, please feel free to contact me 

Stewart Mairs 
U.S. Operations Manager 

;: 001 773 857 1727 
M: 001 312 823 8009 
’,,N: ._v_~=p__[Lo__z___o__n__gAp_£A_s_’=_£_O__Ln_ 

Prozone - part of the Amisco Group 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:19 PM 

Katie Cole <             ~gmail.com> 

Ducm; Chris (duca~:@unc.edu); Jason Sisnems ( @gmail.com) 

RE: Scottsdale Blackhawks College Event 

Katie, 

[ do not do those any more but I can contact a coug~[e of my staff that might. 

~ hope you are doi~g we~[ a~d good luck with the ID event. 

I=r~ra-¯ Katie Cole [mailto:           @gmail.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 06, 20:t4 5:18 PM 

"1"~-" Dorrance, Albe~t A ~ 
S,,bjeKt-" Scottsdale Blackhawks College Event 

Anson - 

I know that you don’t rememher me but I spent some time with you many-, many, many years ago at Carla Overbeck’s house in Dallas. I played for the Sting 76 and 

you came in town to train our team. I have since gone on to play college soccer at the University of Texas m~d was also a college coach for a few years and I am now 

running a college progrmn for a soccer club in AZ. I am hosting an ID event for the club on April 9th and 10th which is a Wednesday and Thursday evening. I am 

bringing a group of coaches in but wanted to bring in someone that has had a HUGE impact on the game to really open up to the eyes of some of these payents m~d 

players. We are having a session tbr the girls Wedne~ay night m~d then a session Thursday night. I am looking for a lead coach to host a general recruiting Q a~d A on 

that Wedne~ay nigN. I am n~)t sure if you even do things like this but I would fly you in, pay [’or your hotel, m~d then pay an additional the to run 1 session and host the 

Q and A. I know that it is a busy time with Spring season so flaank you lbr your consideration. 

Katie Cole 

Scottsdale Soccer Blackhawks 

College Advisory Program Director 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

5:23 PM 

@gmail.com 

Dear Coach Anson Dorrance, 

My name is i t?om md I am writing to you because I am interested in playing soccer at the University of North Caxolina. I mn a 

fieshman at I am a on my varsity high school temn as a t?eshman. My high school team made it 

the second round of district playofl; with a record of tbr my first high school season. I played In 
addi~io~, I lettered tbr my t?eshman year, made first team All-Cont~reuce, and second team All-State. I play tbr md have played ruth 

Academically, I am a High Honor student with a GPA oi    and I mn a hard worldng student. I am a part of the National Honor Society and a member of the Key 

Club. Also, I am in the process of earning a browu and soon to be black belt in karate. Below I have included a liuk to my scouting page for you to view as it 
includes highlight videos and more on my athletic mad academic informalion. 

I would love to meet you and talk about the possibility of being a part of your team in     If there is anything I can do to help you decide whether I might be a good 

fit for your program please don’t hesitate to ask. I roll follow up ruth you soon and if you have any further questions I look forward to answering them for you. Thank 

you very much lbr your time. 

Sincerely, 

"I mn a member of a reran, a~d I rely on the team, I deter to it and sacrifice for it, because the reran, uot the individual, is the ultimate chmnpion." Mia Hamm 

Click !i~i’~!~’_;_ to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 1:23 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Chris, 

Her club team is excellent .. please call her coach and find out who he thinks are his best players in order ... there were three or ibur that ~vere veW good, this one least of all actually (or 
maybe I scared her to death!!!). 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: ~gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 9:18 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: 

Coach Anson 

Hello, my name is               and I introduced myself at the                   I am a           and I play for                          I was curious if you’d be traveling to 
for the tournament. I’ve attached a link to our schedule and would love ]2~r you to come watch one of my games I also would love to come visit UNC in the fall. 

Thank you ~2~r your consideration, 

> 

> Sent from my ;Phone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:35 PM 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FNV: White House Trip Itinemu/Details 

White House Visit - 3-10-14.docx 

Ladies, 

Here is wh~t a visit to see t~-~e president looks fike!! H~ve t:un, I will be with %yem Munich and Arsenal!!! My best to the president![ 



White House Visit 
Women’s Soccer & Women’s Lacrosse 

Monday, March 10th, 2014 

~*EVERYONE MUST HAVE DRIVER’S LISCENCE OR PASSPORT (NON-US MUST BE PASSPORT)~ 

8:30 AM: Depart Chapel Hill via charter bus from Finley Fields 
Verify IDs (Driver’s License & Passport) 

12:30 PM: Arrive Washington, DC / Lunch in DC 

1:30 PM: Depart for White House 

2:00 PM: White House tour and photo op with the President 
Will stagger arrivals 

V2 the teams at 2 pm (be as close to time as possible) 
1/2 the teams at 2:15 pm (be as close to time as possible) 

15th ~ E Street is the drop off, bus should come back and pick up at end of event 
Must have Driver’s License or Passport (non-US must be passport) 

Players will be left on busses with no IDs, nothing can be done without ID 
Two stages of security, coats OK, limit bags as much as possible 
Still cameras OK, no video (White House will share any photos and videos they take) 

Event will be inside, not outside, thus the strict teams + 3 rule 

Tours until 3:15 pm 
Set Up photos with the President 
Designate a "wrangler" within each team 
White House will assign a staff member to each team 

President to j oin everyone about 4:00 pm 
Will j oin each team individually for their photo 
White House Photographer will take the photo and distribute 
Can’t use our own cameras / phones while President is in the room 

Gifts are OK if you choose, but not needed - cannot be given directly to the President 

Press interviews are OK after the event, outside the White House, NCAA may be doing 
special coverage on their website 

5:30 PM: Depart Washington, DC, Dinner in route 

10:00 PM: Arrive Chapel Hill 

Other: 

White House will announce visit Friday 3/7/14 at 5 or 6 pm, we are to hold any announcement until after that 
announcement which will be sent to us 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 7, 2014 1:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Taco Bell Viking Cup schedule update 

From: Jamie Brindel [mailto:jbrindel@richland2.org] 
Sent: Friday, March 07, 20:t4 7:39 AM 
To-" Steve Lea; Jamie Brindel 
Subject: Taco Bell Viking Cup schedule update 
Hello Coaches- 

We had the worst weather scenario possible short of snow and ice last night - wetter, mndier, and maybe colder than forecast. Three games were played and three 

were postponed. We have two scenarios planned as we progress - PL~’kN A assumes we can play today and involves very few changes. PLAN B takes place if we 
cannot plat’ today. A DECISION ABOUT WIIETHER V~ DO PLAN A OR PLAN B WILL BE MADE AT NOON TODAY. You roll be notified via emaJl 

immediately atter the decision is made. 

Plan A - With Plan A, there are only a tbw changes. [INLESS A TEAM APPEARS BELOW, EVERYONE WILL PLAY EXACTLY AS SCtIEDULED IN THE 

BRACKETS. 
Plan A changes: 

3:30pm - Blythewood v. Chapin on C 1 (Blythewood remains the home team) 

3:30pm - Irmo v. River Blnffon C2 (Irmo home) 

5:00pm - Ridge View v. AC Flora on SV2 (RV home) 

6:30pro - JL Mann v. Clover on SV2 (JLM home) 

8:00pro - Greenville v. Cardinal Newman on SV2 (Greenville home) 

Plan B - If Friday is rained out - DECISION ~/L~DE AT NOON - notification immediately after. 

All teams would play a format with two games on Saturday (except the three games that were completed Thursday) and one game on Sunday. ~Ve wonld attempt to 
follow the brackets as closely as possible. There would be no championship (semis or finals). All reruns would be scheduled to complete three tournament games. The 

exact li)rmat would be released tomorrow afternoon, as early as possible, alter a determination not m play on Friday was made. 

Our desire is to plat, on Friday, but right now Mother Nature is wim~ing. More to follow after noon today. 

Jamie Bfindel 

Asst. Girls Soccer Coach 

Spring Valley High School 

Sent frown my iPad 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU:EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 7, 20:[4 5:25 PM 

Kirschner, Steve <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Re: ESPN story on Coach Smith 

You are kind. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LT2 DROID 

’IKirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> wrote: 

I think you have met his standards and set quite a few of your own..heck,. I’ve tried to follow you! 

STEVE KIRSCHNER 

University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:[9) 962-7258 office 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc~edu> 

Date: Friday, March 7, 20:1_4 at 1:[:43 AM 

To: "Kirschner, Steve" <stevekirschner@unc.edu> 

Subject: RE: ESPN story on Coach Smith 

Thank you Steve .... this is my mentor. I tried to build my program like his!! 

From; Kirschner, Steve 
Sent-" Wednesday, March 05, 20:[4- 2::[:[ PM 
To-" UNCAA-Everyone 
Subject: ESPN story on Coach Smith 

http://e~pn.g~‘c~m/espn/feature/st~rY/--/id/:t~4~949/preci~us~mem~ries.dean~smith-st~rY 
STEVE KIRSCHNER 
University of North Carolina 

Senior Associate A.D. for Communications 

(9:[9) 962-7258 office 
cell 

stevekirschner@ unc.edu 

GoHeels.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, 5:26 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

Re: Three Tar Heel Soccer Players at Harvard MBA School at virtually same time: 

now 

I agre!! 

Ses~t.f!"om my Verizor~ lFireie,~s 4(5 L2~" DROLL) 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." <mfl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

zM~son ~ this is shnply the best. An awesotne accomplishment, and I must say it should be veW inspiring to lke present members of the team. 

"COME HERE ...... GO ANYWHERE" Absolutely love it~ 

Be well my fi~end~ 

La~y 

P.S. Lohse should do a stoW abom the fl~ree girls going to HBS ~ 

~ Larry Ga~h~, 3r, 

Exect~fi~ e Associate I)J~ecior of Athletics 

Lhfis e*siU of North Catalina at Cha~[ } ~fl] 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Friday, :t0:25 AM 
Subject: Three Tar Heel Soccer Players at Harvard MBA School at virtually same time: and now ( 

i I.adies, 

t am so provad {! V~-’_~ry [~-’_~w i~th{e[:k: programs hav~-_~ EVER a(:hh~ved th~s: had three athlet:es admitted to Harvard Bus~rte~s 5cho.:)~ at vhl:ua~ly [:he same [:ime { Yes, we 

want to devek)p the compiete person academk:ailV, i~thlet:~ci~[ly i~nd w~th the capsdtv to lei~d s pr~ndple centered ~ffe (character development/core vak~es). 

Please read the note a~ the bottom [:rom        ’s mother. I wou~d love to get this note from one of your parents one dayU 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV 
i Sent= Wednesday, ~:27 AN 
i To: 
Subject: , you are so sweet, can I share this? 

Thank Vot~ for being so kind. ~ know ~ haw? told Vot~ th~s on many occa~;kms [mt ~: was a ~:rue joy coaching your daugh~:ers. One o[ the greatest ch~[~enges 

these days ~r~ parenting is to raise someone in privilege and have d~em no~ fee~ entitled, go~ and managed to do tha~ .... al~ we d~d ~r~ Chapel Hil~ was 

contbme your tradition. 

And y’es~ "come here~ go angwhere’q ~ou and the re~t of our UNC honor~ ~eadersh~O came up w~th that perfect phrase to helO us recruit ’~the be~t of the best" 

academically; ~nd then, a~most to make the point, y’our family from you to      to        to       ~,ent about provhag ~t w~th the arc of your five~. A[~ of you 

~s have ~efl: your mark ~: North Ci~rol~n~, )~s~: be[ore ~e~ving Voter m~rk on the worhJ. Th~s ~s qt~d pro quo .... 

F~m: ~qmail.com] 
~ Sent: Tuesday, 8:47 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ~ank you~ 

Anson, 

As you know by now, is on her way to the next challenge in Septem~r at Ha~zaKl Business School - a wonde~td oppo~unity. I cannot help but reflect on 

the veW wise choice she made at 17 to come to Carolina and play Ibr you. As she told you, all good things start at Caa~lina. So tme~ Your m]e in Caa~line’s success 

and happiness is ~?metNng I wi]] be Ibmver grateful Ibr. The culture of excellence you cultivate is ~mething ve~ special - a ]iI~long lesson ~br the women who have 

the good fo~ue of pla)~ing for you. Even    , who only played for a year appreciates the "sNcial sauce"of being pm~ of your tea~ and the co~ vaJues. 

So, my girls aye ou their way m the ne~ stage in their lives .... I 

ca~ oNy say, than~ to ~u, ~ey thrived at UNC, have ~nuch to be gratet)] for and much ~ give back. Tha~ you and Go Heds~ 

Come Here. Go Anywhere. 



i::+;:i boys and girls club soccer players, college soccer 
...... recruiting guide 

A Big East program continues to lure the top 
players from a prominent IviLS Academy to the 
nation’s capital. See who is the latest to join. 
I~IOllE: Best ]In Class: MLS Rookie Preview 

GRAN~}~!i! T~!i!ANIAAN~’~: TOP 25 
This week’s Grande Sports Academy 
TeamRank update refreshes the top boys 
clubs in the U16, U$7 and U18 age groups. 
See who has left their mark of late. 

ODP ~i!~!i!ST X~[ Gii[RLS 
Last weekend was the U.S. Youth Soccer ODP 
Championships. These are the Best X[ girls 
from the national event. 
I~IOI~E: ODP Championship: Best X[ Boys 



DID YOU SEE? 

Footage from lVlessi’s first 
ever appearance with 
Barca’s B team has surfaced 

Almost every country in the 
world played and we have 
all the best goals. 

TopDrawerSoccer,com Partner: 

Georgetown Residential Soccer Camp 

Georgetown University is running its ninth 
year of residential soccer camps in 20:[4. 

Each player will work on the technical and 
tactical aspects of the game needed to play 
at the college level. 

Limited enrollment and the on-campus 
setting will also allow for every college staff 
coach to see every camper play every minute 
of every game throughout the camp. 

FIND OUT MORE HERE! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Friday, March 7, 2014 5:43 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Michigm~ State I Universi .ty Of Michigan - Arm Arbor I Saginaw VaJley State University 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Michigan State ] University Of Michigan - Ann Arbx~ri Saginaw Valley State University 

From: US College Expo <info@uscollegeexpo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Aquinas College 

Grand Rapids, Michigan 

Michigan State University 

East Lansing, Michigan 

Siena Heights University 

Adrian, Michigan 

Central Michigan University 

Mount Pleasant, Michigan 

Oakland University 

Oakland County, Michigan 

University of Michigan 

Ann Arbor, Michigan 

Ferris State University 

Big Rapids, Michigan 

Saginaw Valley State University 

University Center, Michigan 

AND MANY MORE! 

GUEST SPEAKERS 



Jennifer 

Botterill 

Matt Black 

Jennifer Botteriii * 3X Olympic Gold Medalist - Harvard Grad 

S~e was ~ membe~ of ~he Canadian Wome~’s Hockey Te~m ~rom 1997~2011 and has a~tended 40~ymp~c Games~ She ~s 

Champion ~nd was twice n;~med the most v~uab~e playe~ ~t the Wodd Championship tournaments, 

~a~ B~ack - Toronto Argonaut - Saginaw Valley State Grad 

He is also very ~ctive witi; the Argos’ Huddle Up Buiiying Prevention program a~d rn;~kin~0 oti;er community ;~pgea~a~ces. 



Forward this email 

] 
This email was sent to an~on@unc~a.unc.edu by inFo@uscolleqeexpo.com 
:Instant ~emovai ~’~,ith ._S_’_a__F_e__U__~_~_~_u__b_~_c__rj_b__’_e.~’~ _P__r_i_’_~_’_a__c_~’___P__o_jj_c_y_. 

PREPSKiLLS in�. :: 876 Eglinton Ave East :: Toronto :: Ontario :: H~tG 2L1 :: Canada 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE [V (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 10, 2014- 10:4-7 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: College Coaches: John Talley Showcase/Shootout March 22/23 Memphis, TN Accepted teams. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 443 LTE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: College Coaches: John Talley Showcase!Shootout March 22/23 Memphis, TN Accepted teams. 
From: MRSC Information <info@mikerosesoccercomplex.com> 
To: 2014 College Coaches <info@mikerosesoccercomplex.com> 
CC: 

Dear Coach, 

I hope you are having productive Spring with your teams and recruiting. I would like to make you aware of the John Talley Showcase/Shootout on March 22123, 2014 in 
Memphis, TN. The event currently has over 200 teams signed up, including 2 U18 teams from Colaiste Ide (IRE). Please consider attending this event in your recruiting 
process. Here is what we have to offer to help with your visit: 

¯ Player profile books and schedules available for you in the college coaches hospitality room at the stadium. 

¯ Breakfast, and then Corky’s BBQ for lunch/dinner. 

,~ Televised Premier League action while you take a break! 

Free accommodation available (limited - register early). To get a free room please fill out the following hotel request form: 
http://mikerosesoccercomplex.com/Hotels/HoteIRequest.aspx and in the comments section please state that you are a limited complimentary rooms if available 

Click Here for the 2014 Accepted Teams 

To register for this event with gotsoccer please click on the following link: 

http:i/events.gotsport.comieventsicollegecoachinfo.aspx?EventlD=35628 

To register for a free college coach account with CaptainU please click on the following link: 

https://www.captainu.com/colleqe teams/new 

If you have any questions, please email me at: simonlacon@mikerosesoccercomplex.com 

Cheers! 

Simon Lacon 

Tournament Director 



U C St~dentoAth~ete Deve~opment 
Weekly Schedule 
The Week of March 3rd, 2014 

The Week of March 31st, 2014 

Follow UNC Student-Athlete Development on Social Media for the latest updates: 

Facebook Page: ~ "~" .......... 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 12:48 PM 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: cmnps 

Please follow up ... Chris is the new Director of Operations tbr the men. 

Sem.f!°om my Verizor~ ~Yire[ess 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: t~f: camps 

From: "Rick Chris" <clms@emaJl.unc.edu> 
To: "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <duca~unc.edu>,"Palladino, George W" < 

CC: 

@unc.edu> 

"- is looking to work camp (see below}, He is a pretty good friend of mine. ,Just wanted to pass it along to you guys to see if you were still in need of staff. Let me 

know, [hanks, 

Chris Rich 
Assistant Coach 
UNC Men’s Soccer 

www, qoh eela, cen~ 
WWW, U n csocc~,rca ~ co m 

From:                        :@NCWC.EDU] 
Sent: Friday: Mar~h~07, 201~ 3:28 PM 

To: Rich, Chris 
Subject: camps 

Looks like on the men’s side I could make both College ID sessions if someone dropped out or you needed to add more staff. 

On the women’s side, I can make both college bound camps and the Jr elite camp. 

Thanks for anything you can do. 

i.~.i signature logo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ARSON)> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 12:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: FREE BROADCAST - NorCoJ NPL Spring College Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FREE BROADCAST - NorCal NPL Spring College Showcase 

From: NoK2al NPL <nplcoordinato@norcalpremier.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~a~son@emo~il.~mc.edtr~ 
CC: 

NorCal NPL Spring College Showcase 
Girls March 15th-16th 
Boys April 26th-27th 

Hollo Collego Coachos, 
Wo would like to invite you to watch our FREE Live or On Demand broadcasts of the NorCal NPL 
Spring Showcaso. CoachesAid.com will be broadcastin.g .games LIVE all day on two fields at both our 
Men’s and Women’s College Showcase. The Girls Showcaso takes place this weekend on Ma~ch 
15th-16th and the Boys Showcase takes place on April 26th-27th. The NorCal NPL Showcase 
features the ~op clubs and teams from Nodhem California. 
To get FREE access to the NorCal NPL streamed games please register for our event at the 
following links: 
..G..L.~.~.L~S.~.N~..LC..‘.a.L.N~p.~.L.~..S.~!~[[]~..S.~.h.~.~.v.Lc.‘gs.‘~.e.~ g#__Q R~_[L~ ~g i s t r a t i o n 

BOYS NorCal NPL Spring Showcase College Coach Registration 
Once you have registered for the showcase we will provide a link and access code to watch 
our Fall NPL Showcase LIVE. 

Girls Games - BROADCAST Schedule 

Turlock Sports Complex Fiold #6 

Complete Girls Showcase Schedule 
NorCal NPL Class of 2014 GIRLS College Signing.<; 
Boys Games - BROADCAST Schedule 
Sch~’dule wtTI be ~eleased shortly. 

NotCal NPL Class of 2014 BOYS College Singings 

If you would like more information on NorCal NPL, see our NPL Webp__a_g_e__. If you are interested in 
attending this event, or have any further questions, please contact Andrew Jones at 

nphdmin@norcalpremior.com. 

Thank you, 

Andrew Jones 

NorCal NPL Admin 

Forward this emaii 

rhis email was sent to anson(~email.unc.edu by nplcoord[nator(’~norcalpremjer.com :: 
Update Profile/Email Address ] Irls~ant removal wi~il SafeUnsubscribe"~’ ] Privacy Policy’. 

NorCal Premier Soccer PO Box 1139 :: Sebastopol CA :: 954,72 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 10, 2014 6:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: The white house c~ew 

Hey’. Awesome! Please send that with a short report to all of us on the team and the recruiting classes. Looks like everyone had fun. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 10, 2014 6:07 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: NSCAATV/NFHS Network Game of the Week Oppo~mnity 

Tom, can you fill this out tbr us’? 

Se,~t.f!°om my VeHzou IFirele.ss 4(5 L)"k L)ROIL) 

........ OriginaJ Mesmge ........ 

Subject: NSCAATV/NFHS Network Game of the Week Opportuni~ 

From: "NSCAATV.com" <info@n~aatv.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear NSCAA Member: 

The National Federation of state High School Associations (NFHS) Network and the National Soccer 
Coaches Association of America (NSCAA) are excited to extend a unique opportunity to feature your 
school and broadcast team on the NSCAA digital channel, NSCAATV: 

The NFHS Network Game of the Week on NSCAA. 

Each week, NSCAATV (http://www.nscaatv.com/) will feature one soccer game as the NFHS Network 
Game of the Week on NSCAA. Both boys and girls soccer games are eligible. Simply submit your 
best upcoming games and, if selected, stream them live on NSCAATV to a wide audience of soccer 
fans. 

Considerations for selection as the Game of the Week include: 

¯ Be a part ofthe NFHS Network 

¯ Compelling games - nationally ranked teams, big rivalries, unique athlete stories 

¯ Enthusiastic fan bases (especially for the home team) 

¯ Special event games - homecoming, opening game, a student promotion event, etc. 

The Game of the Week is an exciting opportunity to showcase your school community to a national 
soccer audience. Your school will also benefit from extensive promotion of the event through a variety of 
channels, including the NSCAA weekly email newsletter, NSCAA social media, NSCAATV front-page 
feature, digital banner ad creation, and additional promotion to more than 30,000 NSCAA member 
coaches. If your game is selected, we will need your help to produce and stream the game LIVE on 
NSCAATV= 

To take advantage of this opportunity, please fill out this application form and submit it to NSCAA Chief 
Marketing Office Chris Burt via fax to 913.362.1747 or email to cburt@nscaa. In addition, you can email 
questions to cburt(~.nscaa.com or you can email NFHS Network School Broadcast Program Director 
Mark Rothberg at mark.rothberq@nfhsnetwork.com. 

We can’t wait to see several great high school soccer games produced by the many high school 
student teams featured this year! 

Sincerely, 

Mark Rothberg 

Director, NFHS Network School Broadcast Program 

Chris Burt 

Chief Marketing Officer, NSCAA 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

600 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 



T. 913-362-1747 I F 913-362-3439 

._E__r_~_’,_~_i! I !,_,~_~_[,_t~. I ~__e_z~_~__t__o__~__f_~_~_~_,,_~. 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here¯ 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

~ii Informz for iMIS 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 11:30 AM 

Ducat, Chris <ducax@ unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros~ ~gmail.com> 

Fwd: 14 Questions to Ask Your Recruits Late in the Process 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 14 Questions to Ask Your Recruits [,ate in the Process 

From: Dan Tudor <dan@dantudor.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Newsletter Banner 

14 Questions to Ask Your Recruits 
Late in the Process 



Asking recruits the right question 
Since there is a certain degree of mystery 
surrounding the later stages of the recruiting 
~rocess, I wanted to cut to the chase and give 

college coaches some fresh ideas on topics and 
questions that we’ve seen work in the difficult 
quest to get information from high school 
student-athletes. 
They may yield nothing, or they could yield vital 
information that will tell you how to close them 
at the end of their decision making process. 
All I know is that if I was a college coach who 
was trying to wrap-up a recruiting class late in 
the game, here are some of the questions I 
would make sure I was asking my recruits: 

1. Who are you leaning on to help you make a final decision? Once they tell you, ask 
yourself how well you’ve recruited those other individuals. If the answer is "not that well", you 
know what you need to do later tonight. 

2. What are they telling you? Because if they answer this, you’ll know exactly where you 

stand with this recruit. 
3. Can you see yourself living here on campus? If they can’t answer that with some kind of 

specificity and clarity, it means they haven’t been picturing it in their mind. Which is a bad 
sign. 

4~ When have you told other coaches that you’ll be... 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

What’s The Deal With Snapchat? 



by Sean Devlin, Front Rush 
Now that Snapchat is _e__D__[_o___u___t__e___t___o____b___e_j_D_g___N___C____A___A____!_e__g__a__l., we 
thought it might be a good idea to generally explain the app 
so that you can come to your own conclusions. 
First thing to know, your players and your recruits are 
snapchatting. Second thing to know, parents are not. That 
is a key differentiator, but we’ll explain that later. 
The general concept behind Snapchat is one person takes 
a photo/video and shares it with their personal friends. The 
3hoto/video is then destroyed once it is viewed. This means 
instead of taking a photo and sharing it with the world like 
Twitter or Instagram, or posting a picture to a network of 
associates (whether close or not) on Facebook, Snapchat 
~s ve[y personal...sometimes too personal - for the same 
conclusion that many people come too when they first hear 

about the app. 
With that said, its popularity is unquestionable and as a Snapchatter myself, I can attest to its habit 
forming addictiveness. So what’s the deal?... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

NEW VIDEO TRAINING-" 
"How to Combat Negative Recruiting" 

i~i CLICK H ERE to watch the webinar 



Front Rush 

Client Insider Preview 

The OTHER Type of Question That 
Gives an Immediate, Honest Answer 
Coming up later this week for our TRS Clier~ts and Premiu~n Members, I want to go over a 
question strategy that we’ve seen work consistently. It revolves around a type of question that you 
want to ask, and I want to explain it in detail to you so you can use it to get an advantage over the 

coaches who don’t ask it. 
Not getting our additional in-depth training, Coach? Now’s the time to become a Premium Member, 
Coach._don’t miss out on our expanded training sessions! Click one of the options below: 
Not a TRS Client? Click here. 
Want to become a Premium Member? Click here. 
Have questions? Email Dan directly at ._d__a___n__@__d___a___n__t__u___d___o__!:,_c___o____m__ 



Become a Client 

Coaching Under The 
Your New Reality 

 4icroscope  

by Mike Davenport, .C____o__a___c__h__!~_~_g_S__p___o___rt_,_2_T__o___d__’_a_z 
Wisdom can come from the strangest places. 

I’ve written about finding "coaching smarts" at parties, 
blo.qs, and .qrowing up. 
Now here’s a new one ... bottle caps. 
Specifically, the sayings under the tops. For example: 
Dance As Though No One Is Watching 
DOSE OF WISDOM 
That quote got me thinking, something clicked, I 
played with a few words, and came up with this ... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

TOP 10 QUESTIONS FROI~I COACHES 
Want to know what the top ten questions are from coaches to their 
recruits, AND the top questions that kids ask the college recruiters 
who are talking to them? Take a visit to our Facebook page and 
read this great piece! 

CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE i~;::::i~i"~i4 ~i ~."id~:&~!’ ~ii~:::~i:i i~i"i~=:~!~4~ 

I Every day, Dan Tudor and the staff 
at Tudor Collegiate Strategies 

scours the world of college athletica for the best recruiting news for our followers on Twitter. 
Don’t miss out on the news, views and advice you need to know about this Winter as you try to 
wrap-up this year’s recruiting class using the best advice and techniques. Follow us on Twitter! 
CLICK HERE TO READ MORE AND FOLLOW DAN TUDOR ON ~TTER 



On~ampus Workshop 

NCAA Considering Early Signing Period 
For Football 

by Mitch Sherman, ESPN.com 
College football is taking steps toward establishing an 
early signing period, according to the NCAA official who 
manages the national letter of intent program. 
Susan Peal, NCAA associate director of operations, 
said the continued acceleration of recruiting has led the 
Conference Commissioners Association to consider an 
earlier date to supplement the long-existing date in 
February, similar to the structure for basketball and 

other sports. 
"1 think everyone wants an early signing period," Peal 

said this week. "It’s just trying to nail down what’s the appropriate date for that." 
The letter of intent program is governed by the CCA, a 32-member panel of Division I conference 
commissioners. The group will meet in June to review an agenda that includes an early signing 
period._ 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Former Rock n’ Roll Star Teaching 
Coaches to Recruit Like a Star 



Jim Holvay 
One of the most interesting presenters at this year’s 
--N---a--t-!--~---q-a--L-C----~-!-~-e--g~!-a--t---e-~--R---e-~-c-L-u--i--t-i--n-~g~--~-~-~-~L~[#-[~£~ is Jim 
Holvay. 
Several decades ago, he was one of rock n’ roll’s golden 
boys: A talented musician, a hit songwriter, and at the 
.t__o__p_____o__f____h_Ls___g__a__~__e_ in the world of Top 40 music as a 
member of the popular 1960’s bands, "The Buckinghams" 
and "The Mob". 
Then, things changed. Other acts became popular, 
music styles evolved, and Jim was left wondering what he 
was going to do next. 

The unexpected answer was a career in sales. He went 
from recording studios to selling office equipment 
business to business in Los Angeles. The result? A 
successful career that has build a good life for he and his 
family. 

In June, he’ll lay out his life lessons for college coaches 
who are convinced that they could never truly becoming 
great at "selling" their program to prospects. They can, 
says Holvay, if they approach each recruit in a specific 

way. 
"If you treat the recruiting process like a sales transaction, and not as a relationship building 
opportunity, you may get one commitment but not five", says Holvay. "If you want to be a good 
recruiter you have to have a deep passion for helping people." 
Jim Holvay is going to be one of the most memorable people you meet at the 2014 NCRC in Boston, 
and the lessons he’ll share (plus the hilarious stories of the world of music in the 1960’s) will have 
you redhinking the way you approach your recruits. 
Make sure you register soon for this year’s National Collegiate Recruiting Conference!... 
CLICK HERE TO CONTINUE 

Forward this email 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 8:28 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc¯edu> 

Fwd: Loudermilk Center Access 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: t~f: Loudermilk Center Access 

From: "(hJmsley, Richie" <vgrimsley@~mc¯edu> 

To: UNCAA-Everyone <uncaa-everyone@groups.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Following up on the em~fil below, there is a large percentage of our Coaches and Student Athletes who were not able to make it to the scheduled enrollment for the 
th Biometric Fingerprint Access Controls for the Londemfilk Center for Excellence. We will set up for enrolhnent again in the Upper Club (5 Floor ofthe Loudennilk 

Center) from 10:00 AM-3:00 PM on Monday, March 17 and Tuesday, March 18¯ Any Athletic Department Staff’may come during these times to be enrolled as well. 

Pdchie Grimsley 

Asst¯ Director for Facility Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel ttill, NC 27517 

From-" Grimsley, Richie 
Sent; Friday, February 21, 20:t4 :t0:56 AM 
To-" UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches; UNCAA-Head Coaches 
C¢: Grimsley, Richie; Hilton, Nathan Sco~; Pogge, Paul 
Subject-" Louderrnilk Center Access 

As mentioned a few ~,eeks ago, we have installed Biometric Fingerprint Scanners at the Loudermilk Center ~br Excellence at the 1st Floor door from the paJ’ldng lot and at 
rd a door into the 3 floor elevator lobby t?om the Kenan Stadium Concourse¯ This will enable us to provide a more secure Facility tbr our Student Athletes and Staff as well 

as be a me,ms to control or restrict access when needed¯ We will need for all Coaches and Student Athletes currently on rosters to stop by the Loudermilk Center to have 
their fingerprint entered into the system¯ ~[!ae information entering process taJ~es about 3 minutes per person¯ Student Athletes eligible to be in the system will come from a 
list provided from Compliance¯ All Head and Assistant Coaches will need to provide Nate Hilton (nhilton@email.unc.edu) with their PID number to have it pre-entered into 
the system prior to coming over to expedite the process when your fingerprint is scanned if you have not already done so. ,~my coach with an outside door key to 
Loudermilk (LM-A01) will be asked to turn it in once the system goes active¯ 

The scheduled enrolhnent period will be Maxch 3-6 from 11:00 ,a2vl-2:00 PM on the 5th Floor (Upper Club) of the Loudermilk Center. We hope to get as many of our 
Coaches and Student Athletes enrolled during these dates as we can. Please pass this location and these times along to your temns. Tha~k you. 
Richie (~msley 

Asst¯ Director for Facili~ Planning and Management 

UNC Athletics 

220 Finley Golf Course Road 

Chapel Hill, NC 27517 



From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sent: Tuesday, March 11,2014 8:28 PM 
To: Bill Palladino < @aol.com> 
Subject: Fwd: North Carolina Soccer Camp 

Sent from my Vedzon Wireless #G L TE DRO!D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: North Carolina Soccer Camp 

From: Amye King <Sales@OasysSports,com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc,edu> 

CO: 

Earn more, work 
less at your camps! 
That’s right Coach Dorrance - Oasys 

Sports has an outstanding website and 

registration solution where we do the work 

and you focus on coaching, There are 

also no expenses for youl That’s right - 

Earn I~ore, Work Less! 

Like others, we do charge a nominal fee 

when people register - this fee is less than 

ActivelThriva, My Online Camps, ABC 

Camps, SDI Camps and others! 

Our FREE solution includes: 

Contact Info 

Phone: 312.818.7200 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 11, 2014 8:28 PM 

Ricky Claacke < ~gmail.com>; Jason Sisneros < ~gmail.com> 

Re: World Football Acadmny - Chapel Hill 

Good... I loved it! 

Ses~t.f!"om my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)?tOIL) 

Ricky Clayke < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

All pa~id Anson, I’m looking tbrwa~’d to it! 

Cheers 
Ricky 

Sent fm,n my iPhone 

On Feb 17, 2014, at 5:06 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Y~-:~s, t:o ew:,rything £icky! I will copy .Jason Sis~eros who will be t:he POC for the event. We hope to see you my ffiet}{~ 
F~m= Ric~ Clarke [mailto: __       @gmaiLcom] 
Sent: Monday, Februa~ 17, 2024 3:36 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= World Football Academy - Chapel Hill 
Hi ~son, 
Is the ~Vofld Football Academy course Raymond Verheijen holding ~sed at ~C? If so, do you ~ow how I can register? 

Also, if it is, a,e you gaining a, ound that time? Would it ~ possiNe to watch some of your tmimng ~ssions? 

I ho~ all is well 
Regards, 

Ric~~ Clarke 
Academy Soccer Coach - Noah A,nefican Director 
Click hem for a FREE Tfid !~SE_~E_:~9_~4gF321~_9_~9_~*_~_O_~9_~:_~R!~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:36 AM 

Ducar, Chris -Mncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Legends College Showcase Announcement 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Legends College Showcase Announcement 

From: Legends FC Staff<legendsIkdoc@aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.unc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

Greetings! 

Hope you are doing well these days. I wanted to reach out to you 
and formally invite you to attend our upcoming college showcase we 
are hosting this spring. We know you have a very busy recruiting 
calendar and our goal is to make this a worthwhile event for you to 
attend and have a great experience for many years to come!!! 

The Legends College Showcase will be held on May 31,2014- June 
1,2014 (Weekend after Memorial Day). It will be for U14-U17 girls 
teams and all of the games will be played at one venue. We are 
limiting the amount of teams to ensure quality competition for the 
event and for your evaluation purposes. 

Please save this date for the upcoming spring. We will continue to 
follow up with more details on the event. If you have any questions or 
need any more information please feel free to e-mail me or our 
college coordinator Jim Wain directly. 

If you plan on attending we would appreciate if you could pre-register 

for the event and the link is listed below. 

Thank you for your time and good luck with your spring season!!! 

BeN Regards, 

Josh Hodges 
Legends FC Dire~or 

(626)347-2554 
@gmail.com 

Jim Wain 
Legends FC College Coordinator 

(512) 569=5222 
@yahoo.com 



All Games @ Ayala Park Venue 

Forward email 

This email was sent to ar, son@ernail,=~nc.edu by eqendsfcdoc~ao corn 
]nstant remova[ with SafeUrlsubscribe"~ Privacy Policy, 

Legends Football Club :: 13851 Roswell Ave Chino :: CA 91710 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Sub.ject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:37 AM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: 2014 Pahn Beach Cup Progron~ 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2014 Pahn Beach Cup Program 

From: Palm Beach Soccer Academy <ga ,ry@palmbeachsocceracademy.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 



Forward email 

[ 

This email was sent to a~lso~l@uncaa,unc.edu by e~ar~@palmbeachsocceracademv co 
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2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents as of 12.19.13 

2014 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

VT 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

PITT FSU VT MIA WF 

LVILLE UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

NCST BC SYR CLEM ND 

UVA DUKE WF CLEM ND 

FSU LVlLLE S¥R VT WF 

DUKE NCST MIA SYR UNC 

BC PITT VT ND UNC 

VT SYR LVILLE DUKE UVA 

WF MIA PITT BC NCST 

ND CLEM NCST PITT FSU 

UNC WF UVA LVlLLE BC 

SYR VT NCST BC UVA 

MIA UNC PITT DUKE FSU 

CLEM ND LVlLLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR DUKE NCST 

WF SYR VT BC PITT 

UNC MIA VT UVA DUKE 

UNC S¥R MIA FSU LVlLLE 

UNC ND CLEM NCST UVA 

ND WF VT PITT BC 

WF MIA CLEM LVlLLE FSU 

NCST BC PITT UNC MIA 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND VT 

UVA DUKE LVlLLE WF SYR 

FSU PITT NCST VT CLEM 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA ND 

UVA BC LVlLLE CLEM WF 

UVA BC NCST SYR UNC 

2015 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

LVILLE FSU VT MIA WF 

DUKE UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

PITT BC SYR CLEM ND 

NCST DUKE WF CLEM ND 

BC LVlLLE SYR VT WF 

FSU NCST MIA SYR UNC 

UVA PITT VT N D U NC 

ND VT LVILLE DUKE UVA 

CLEM WF PITT BC NCST 

UNC ND NCST PITT FSU 

MIA UNC UVA LVlLLE BC 

WF SYR NCST BC UVA 

SYR MIA PITT DUKE FSU 

VT CLEM LVlLLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR BC DUKE 

WF SYR VT FSU BC 

UNC MIA VT LVILLE UVA 

UNC SYR MIA PITT FSU 

UNC ND CLEM DUKE NCST 

N D W F VT U VA P I TT 

WF MIA CLEM NCST LVlLLE 

NCST BC PITT UNC CLEM 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND SYR 

UVA DUKE LVlLLE WF MIA 

FSU PITT NCST VT ND 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA UNC 

UVA BC LVlLLE CLEM VT 

UVA BC NCST SYR WF 



2014-2017 ACC Women’s Soccer Opponents as of 12.19.13 

2016 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LViLLE 

NCST 

PITT 

NCST FSU VT MIA WF 

PITT UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

DUKE BC SYR CLEM ND 

LVILLE DUKE WF CLEM ND 

UVA LVILLE SYR VT WF 

BC NCST MIA SYR UNC 

FSU PITT VT ND UNC 

WF MIA LVILLE DUKE UVA 

UNC VT PITT BC NCST 

VT SYR NCST PITT FSU 

SYR CLEM UVA LVILLE BC 

CLEM ND NCST BC UVA 

ND WF PITT DUKE FSU 

MIA UNC LVILLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR UVA PITT 

WF SYR VT NCST LVILLE 

UNC MIA VT FSU NCST 

UNC SYR MIA BC UVA 

UNC ND CLEM PITT FSU 

ND WF VT LVILLE DUKE 

WF MIA CLEM DUKE BC 

NCST BC PITT UNC SYR 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND MIA 

UVA DUKE LVILLE WF CLEM 

FSU PITT NCST VT WF 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA VT 

UVA BC LVILLE CLEM UNC 

UVA BC NCST SYR N D 

2017 

UNC 

ND 

WF 

VT 

MIA 

CLEM 

SYR 

FSU 

UVA 

BC 

DUKE 

LVILLE 

NCST 

PITT 

BC FSU VT MIA WF 

FSU UVA MIA CLEM UNC 

LVILLE BC SYR CLEM ND 

PITT DUKE WF CLEM ND 

DUKE LVlLLE S¥R VT WF 

UVA NCST M IA SYR U NC 

N CST P ITT VT N D U N C 

CLEM WF LVILLE DUKE UVA 

SYR UNC PITT BC NCST 

MIA VT NCST PITT FSU 

N D SYR UVA LVI LLE BC 

UNC CLEM NCST BC UVA 

VT ND PITT DUKE FSU 

WF MIA LVILLE DUKE FSU 

ND CLEM SYR LVILLE UVA 

WF SYR VT DUKE NCST 

UNC MIA VT PITT FSU 

U NC S¥R M IA NCST BC 

UNC ND CLEM BC PITT 

ND WF VT FSU LVlLLE 

WF MIA CLEM UVA DUKE 

NCST BC PITT UNC ND 

FSU LVILLE DUKE ND CLEM 

UVA DUKE LVILLE WF UNC 

FSU PITT NCST VT MIA 

FSU DUKE PITT MIA WF 

UVA BC LVILLE CLEM SYR 

UVA BC NCST SYR VT 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:04 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Reminder: NSCAATV.com 

We might not be interested in this ... 

Se~t f!"om my Ver’izor~ tVireIess 4G L)"I~ DROLL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

$3000-4000 per game 

Sent frown my iPad 

On Mar 12, 2014, at 7:35 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~)etnaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Are we interested in tJ~is? Is it going to cost us money? 

Se~.t.fi°om my veHzo.~ ~Vireies~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} Reminder: NSCAATV.com 

From: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe(~nscaa.coin> 

To: division-i- mens- soccer- coaches,@~google~roups.com,division- i- womens- soccer- coacbes~goo~legroups.com 

CC: 

Hello Coaches. 

I’m writing to remind you that applications are being accepted for the 2014 NSCAATV.com webcast schedule in which 12 Division I men’s and 8 

Division I women’s games roll be featured. 

The NSCAATV.com live stream production is a high quality four HD camera, two commentator, presentation that will receive global promotion through 

all office NSCAA promotional platforms, and will provide continual aychived viemng optx)rtunities. 2013 games, featured ti~om coast to coast, received 

up to more flaan 5,000 views for a single game, and in year two we anticipate significant increase in the viewing audience. 

Following is a link fl~at presents a sample ofthe quali .ly ofthe N SC,A~\TV.com lifestream production, h ~p ~.~:.~vi ~eOo~O~ ~ ~7 $7 0 

Attached is production information, including a~ application form. Submit applications to me via e~naJl (rkehoe(~nscaa.com) or fax (913 362 3439), and 

contact me if you have questions. Please submit applications bl, Tuesdm~, April 1. 

All the best. 

Rob 

<ATT00001.c> 

Rob I(ehoe 
Director of College Programs I National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

800 Arm Ave, Kansas City, KS 66i0i I 913 362 1747 x 1015 I 913 362 3439 (f) 

Wi!;cor!!;in Office: 920 674 439~ I Cell: 

NSCAA,com I twitter: ~?NSCAA I Facebook 

< GOW SpecFonn2014-Feb23.docx> 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:47 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: fall schedule 

VffFech on the 3~d and does Miami have a game when we play Fla State’? 

Se~.~°om my Verizor~ ~Vire[ess 4G L)"E 

Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson, 

Take a look at the ACC schedule. There are two games we need to decide on: VA Tech and FSU. 
I highlighted them in ~e!i~w indicating the days we could play them in the attached .pdf. 
All the other games on the calendar are confirmed. 
Let me know what you think. 
-Tom 
Tom Sander 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 
University of North Cmolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:48 PM 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

John Owens ~gm~fil.com> 

Re: 

Thank you GAD’,.., I leave Monday and I have Sat free ... 

Se~t from ~v ~ ~ri.:o~t W~reles’,~" 4G LI~’ DR~?ID 

Gab" Ireland @yahoo.com> wrote: 

Hi John, 
Im introducing you to Anson Dorrance who coaches at UNC. He is in London now on a football visit. 
I thought you two should meet. Im not sure if John is in the London area at the moment but i know he is often visiting 
the EPL oNces. John, Anson is future coach at the legendary UNC program that Anson built/runs and is a on a quick visit to 
London 
to see various programs in action. Aside from introducing two good friends i thought John might be a good resource for you while in the UK Anson. 
I hope you both get to meet. 
Best Wishes 
Gry 
Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Wednesday, March 12, 2014 7:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: adidas Blue Chip Wolnen’s Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: adidas Blue Chip Women’s Showcase 

From: adidas Blue Chip Showcase <michael@kingshammer.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.unc.edu:~ 
CC: 

You are cordially invited to the 

2014 adidas Blue Chip Showcase Tournament 

Women’s Showcase April 11 - 13, 2014 

. Excellent Competition!! Many top U15, U16 & U17 
teams, 

. Click Here for Accepted Teams 

. All Showcase matches to be played in Oxford, 
Ohio. 

¯ 3 one-hour Goalkeeper Clinic. 

. Our Hotel Coordinator has discounted rooms 
blocked for College coaches near the fields. 
cathy@kingshammer.com 

. Back-up turf fields in case of inclement weather- 
ALL GAMES GET PLAYED! 

. Comprehensive player profile book provided to all 
coaches. 

. Same great coaches’ hospitality. 

Please register on-line through Soccer Scheduler or 



GotSoccer or click the link provided below so we can 
print the proper number of Player Profile Books. 

Women’s College Coach Registration 
Thank you for your support of this year’s event 

Hichael Biggs 
adidas Blue Chip Showcase Tournament Coordinator 

michael@kingshammer,com 
www.BiueChipShowcase,com 

Forward this email 

] 

This emai[ was sent to anson@uncaaiuncedu bv michae[(~l~ncjshammer.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant iemeval ~’¢itil SafeUnsubscribe’’ Privacy Policy’. 

Town & Country Sports & Health Club :: 1018 Town Drive :: Wilder KY :: ’t1076 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Out of Office 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Out of Office 

From: ~cuemail.net-~ 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@emM.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

I look forward to hearing from you once you ~etum. 

Regards, 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Friday, March 14, 2014 7:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: FI~EE BROADCAST FOR COLLEGE COACHES - NorCal NPL Girls Spring Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: FREE BROADCAST FOR COLLEGE COACHES - NorCa] NPL Gifts Spring Showcase 

From: NorCal Premier Soccer <nplcoordinato@norcalpremier.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~m~son@emml.~mc.edtr’~ 
CC: 

NorCal NPL Girls Spring College Showcase 
Girls March 15th-16th 
Boys April 26th-27th 

Hello College Coaches, 
We would like to invite you to watch our FREE Live or On Demand broadcasts of the NorCal NPL 
Spring Showcase. CoachesAid.com will be broadcasting games LIVE all day on two fields at this 
weekends (March 15o16) Girl’s College Showsase. The NorCal NPL Showcase features the top clubs 
and teams from Northern CaNfomia and you can watch games directly from your computer at home, 
To get FREE access to the NorCa~ NPL streamed games please register for our event at the 
following link: 

GIRLS NorCal NPL Sprin.q Showcase CNleqe Coach Re.qistration 
Once you have registered for the showcase we will provide a link and access code to watch 
our Fall NF’L showcase L~VE. 

Girls Games - BROADCAST Schedule 
~T~u~r~L~c:~k~s~p~r~Ls~‘~,~n~pJ~x~F~[~1~d~#~6~ 

Turlock Sports Complex Field #7 
Complete Girls Showcase Schedule 
--N-~-~--r--C--~--a-~-N-~-~---L--~-C--~-a---s-‘-~-‘~-~--f-~-2-~-~--1-~-4-~--G-~-L--S--~-C---~-JJ~-e-g#~-S--~g-r-~-n-£Ls- 

If you would like more information on NorCal NPL, see our NPL Webpage. If you are interested in 
attending this event, or have any further questions, please contact Jason Druty at 
nplcoordinator@norcalpremiet,com or Andrew Jones at L~r2j_a___d__r__n_j__q@_LLo__r__c__a__~_r_&r__n_j__e__r_&’£ff~. 

Thankyou, 

Jason Drury 
NorCal NPL Coordinator 

Forward this email 

This emall was sen~ to anson@email.unc.edu by nplcoordlnator@norcalpremier.corn :: 

Update Profile/Email Address instant removalwith SafeUnsubscribe" Privacy Policy, 

NorCal Premier Soccer PO Box ~139 i Sebastopol CA i 95,:t72 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~XCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:23 PM 

@live.unc.edu-~ 

Subject: is our Head Manager who is now coaching with 

]"h~nks for the upd~;~:e! And you haw:_~ a great attituch:_~ about the challenges of co~chmg Yes, ~,.,.,: has HUGE potential If she gets after it between now ~nd ~ugu 

she can get on the ~:~e~d for us ~n the fa~k You are encouraging the right LNngs ...... good luck to you and your’ team~!~ 

Sent~ Monday, M~r~h 17, 2014 1:22 PN 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A 
Subject: 

Hey Anson, 

I just wanted to update you on the adventures of "The Dream Team" 

Last week we played Chapel Hill, home of the future Tarheel, ~1. She was devasta~n~ for the parts of the ~ame she was in. I think she had a 

hat trick by half time and no matter what we did to shut her down, she would find a way to ~et free or carve up my defense and make my team look silly. 

She definitely would have went on to a few more ~oals but was disqualified early in the second half. She ~ot a yellow for dissent and then for tauntin~ my 

~oalkeeper (That is what I think I was told. I could be wrong). 

The weather has been killin~ us. We have had to reschedule or cancel five of our first eight ~ames and it is takin~its toll on our team. We challenged our 

~iFls to kill themselves for every ball duFin~ the ~ame and practice (after watchin~ inspirational clips from our beloved Heels). The next day, practice was 

INTENSE and they were fi~htin~ for every ball, every second. The ~iFIs are also dedicatin~ themselves to watchin~ as many soccer ~ames on TV as they 

can and are tFyin~ to find as many Indi Cowie video’s as possible~ 

Hope your SpFin~ Break was Felaxin~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:29 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

FW: Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

Get Involved Application Flyer.pdf; CREED Mentor GM Flyer.pdf; Rising Star LFL Flyer.pdf 

Help me encourage this .,.. Thanks! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 3:47 PM 
To; Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Meaders, Harlis James; Mann, Jan M.; 
Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Workman, 
Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela;            .~aol.com;            @gmail.com; 

@aol.com; Holman, Brian;              ; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducar, Chris; Feifs, Chris; Rich, Chris; Garth, Christy 
Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hemandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Por~er, Grant; Gatz, Gregory; Cathro, Guy; 

@grnail.com; Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Marissa 

Veronica; VanAlstyne, Mark; Jednak, Matt; LRzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; 
Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, Steve; ~gmail.com; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, 
Tyler G; @gmail.com; @gmail.com; Sander, Thomas J; Adams, Clarissa 
Subject-" Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

We would appreciate your help in getting the word out about applications for the Rising Stars Program. Typically, we provide a pitch for this at our March Carolina 

CREED meeting; however, winter weather forced us to cancel this meeting. Also, our April Carolina CREED meeting has been pushed back until April 21 given the 

scheduling of the Rammy’s (Aprl4) and our Recognition Banquet (Apr7). Much appreciated. 

From; Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject; Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

Coaches, 

Who ore you looking to lead your team 2-3 seosonsfrom now?! Get those student-athletes in the leadership pipeline next year. Help position them so that when 

you say to them, "You are a senior.., a captain.., a leader, now LEAD!" that they are ready for that moment, that they have the necessary insights, experience, skills 

and rapport to do so. 

Deadline is Tuesday, April 15. 

Attached is a flyer for applications to the 2014-15 Rising Stars Program -and for Carolina CREED Mentors. Normally, we would distribute these at the March 

Meeting for Carolina CREED; however, the weather conspired against us. We can’t wait until the rescheduled meeting. We would appreciate your help in sharing 

this information with your student-athletes and possibly posting it to a visible and highly trafficked area in your locker room or team room. Thank you for your 

help. 

Shelley 



surveymonkey.com/s/CREEDMentorApplication 

Scan the QR code or enter the URL above to 
complete the CREED Mentor online application 

DUE: APRIL 15 

surveymonkey.com/RisingStarApplication 

Scan the QR code or enter the URL above to 
complete the Rising Stars online application 

DUE: APRIL 15 



_rvey key. /s/CREEDM- -ntorApplicati 

Scan the O.R code or enter the URL above to 
mplctc the onlin- licati 

DU E: APRI L 15 



surveymonkey. gStarAp lication 

Scan ~he QR d 
co fete th 

hove to 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 18, 2014 5:31 PM 

@msu.com; ducag@ uncaa, unc .edu; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

Subject: Man U Chaa~pions League ga~e is comtning up!’.! 

Ladies, 

Do you "love the game"? Then organize dine to watch iL It will make you halter, I promise. 

Frem: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Monday, March 17, 2014-3:57 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Soccer On TV: Monday, March ~7, 20~4 

removed by 

sender. 

remc~/ed by 
sender. 

~londay, March 17, 2014 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

removed by 

sender. 

tweet This 

removed by 

sender. 

~hare Thi: 

UEFA Champions League, round of 16, second-leg action continues on Tuesday, when Real Madrid i~i Image 
removed by 

hosts Schalke and Chelsea hosts Galatasaray. _. Also on Tuesday, the return leg of the Tijuana Xolos- sender. 
Los Angeles Galaxy quarterfinal. 

(All times Easter~f unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programming listed here, many neb,~orks make TV programming available on streaming 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming tistings Soccer on TV is updated 

daily throughout the week.) 

~’~IONDAY, March 17 

BelN SPORTS 

italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pro. 

Italy ROMA-UDINESE (live) 4 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy TORINO-NAPOLI (live) 2 pm. 

Spain VlLLARREAL-BILBAO (live) 5 pm. 

TUBSDAY, ~Sa~ch t8 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 
UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-SCHALKE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-GALATASARAY (delay) 6 pro. 



FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-GALATASARAY (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-SCHALKE (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pro. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-PACHUCA (live) 10 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-SCHALKE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-GALATASARAY (delay) 6 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League SANTOS LAGUNA-ANZOATEGUI (live) 11 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico MONTERREY-PACHUCA (live) 10 pro. 

Copa Mexico DORADOS-VERACRUZ (live) 11:59 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup GHANA-GERMANY (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-ZAMBIA (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup KOREA CANADA (live) 9:48 pm. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup COSTA RICA-ITALY (live) 9:48 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-SCHALKE (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-GALATASARAY (live) 3 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-LOS ANGELES (live) 10 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (delay) 6 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (live) 3 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-SAN JOSE (live) 8 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico OAXACA=QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

Copa Mexico TIGRES-ATLANTE (live) 11 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (delay) 6 pm. 

Copa Libertadores LEON-EMELEC (live) 9 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-SAN JOSE (live) 8 pm. 

Copa Mexico TIGRES-ATLANTE (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup MEXICO-CHINA (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NEW ZEALAND-SPAIN (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup PARAGUAY-JAPAN (live) 9:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup COLOMBIA-NIGERIA (live) 9:48 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-OLYMPIACOS (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-ZENIT (live) 3 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-SAN JOSE (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-KANSAS CITY (live) 10 



FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europe League FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League SALZRURG-BASEL (live) 4 pro. 

UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (delay) 6 pm. 

UEFA Europe League REAL BETIS-SEVILLA (delay) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 4 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europe League VALENCIA-LUDOGORETS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League REAL RETIS-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europe League FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League REAL RETIS-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO PARANAENSE-UNIVERSITARIO (live) 4:30 pro. 

Copa Libertadores LANUS-DEPORTIVO CALl (live) 6:30 prn. 

Copa Libertadores UNION ESPANOLA-SAN LORENZO (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico ALEBRIJES-QUERETARO (live) 3 pm= 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europe League PLZEN-LYON (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League SALZBURG-BASEL (live) 4 prn. 

UEFA Europe League NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 4 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europe League ANZHI-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 1 pm. 

UEFA Europe League VALENCIA-LUDOGORETS (live) 2 pro. 

UEFA Europe League PLZEN-LYON (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League BENFICA-TOTTENHAM (live) 2 pro. 

UEFA Europe League FIORENTINA-JUVENTUS (live) 2 pm. 

UEFA Europe League NAPOLI-PORTO (live) 4 pro. 

UEFA Europe League REAL RETIS-SEVILLA (live) 4 pm= 

UEFA Europe League SALZRURG-RASEL (live) 4 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ARABE UNIDO-ALAJUELENSE (live) 10 pm. 

FRIDAY, Ma~ch 

ReIN SPORTS 

France LORIENT-PSG (live) 3:15 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland HEARTS-DUNDEE UNITED (live) 3:40 pm= 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain CELTA DE VIGO-MALAGA (live) 3:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-SANTOS (live) 9:30 pm. 

Mexico TIJUANA-PUEBLA (live) 11:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany FREIBURG-WERDER RREMEN (live) 3:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Australia ADELAIDE-SYDNEY (live) 4:30 am. 
UEFA Champions League QUARTERFINALS DRAW (live) 7 am. 

NBCSN 

England CHELSEA-ARSENAL (live) 8 am. 

England MANCHESTER CITY-FULHAM (live) 10:45 am. 

MLS LOS ANGELES-SALT LAKE (live) 4 pm. 



UniMas 

Mexico TIGRES-QUERETARO (live) 9 pm. 

UNIVIS~ON 

Mexico AMERICA-VERACRUZ (live) 7 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

MLS MONTREAL-SEATTLE (live) 4 pm. 

Mexico PACHUCA-JAGUARES (live) 9 pm. 

Mexico ATLAS-CHIVAS (live) 11 pro. 

MLS DIRECT KICK/MLS LIVE 

MLS NEW ENGLAND-VANCOUVER (live) 2 pm. 

MLS MONTREAL-SEATTLE (live) 4 pm. 

MLS TORONTO-D.C= UNITED (live) 4:30 pm. 

MLS COLORADO-PORTLAND (live) 6 pm= 

MLS COLUMBUS-PHILADELPHIA (live) 6 pro. 

MLS DALLAS-CHIVAS USA (live) 8:30 pm. 

MLS KANSAS CITY-SAN JOSE (live) 8:30 pm. 

ESPN3,com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup CANADA-GHANA (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup KOREA-GERMANY (live) 6:48 pro. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup ZAMBIA-COSTA RICA (live) 9:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-ITALY (live) 9:48 pm. 

NBC SPORTS L~VE EXTRA 

England CARDIFF CITY-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 

England EVERTON-SWANSEA CITY (live) 11 am. 

England HULL CITY-WEST BROM (live) 11 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-SUNDERLAND (live) 11 am= 

England NEWCASTLE-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 11 am. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 8:30 am. 

England ASTON VILLA-STOKE CITY (live) 11:30 am. 

England WEST HAM-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 1 pm. 

UniMas 

MLS CHICAGO-NEW YORK (live) 3 pro. 

UNIVISION 

Mexico PUMAS-MONTERREY (live) 2 pm. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico ATLANTE-TOLUCA (live) 7 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup JAPAN-NEW ZEALAND (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup PARAGUAY-SPAIN (live) 6:48 pm. 

RFA U-17 Women’s World Cup NIGERIA-MEXICO (live) 9:48 pm. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup COLOMBIA-CHINA (live) 9:48 pm. 

TBA 

Soccer on TV for Monday, March 17, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc.edu as part of your membership with Soccer America. 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike(~,,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 9:43 AM 

[ @mindspfing.com 

Rg: wilmington NC 24-25th May Memorial weekend tournament. 

I think those t:our Tar’ Heels will be it! 

From: bergenser@mindspring.com [mailto:bergenser@mindspring.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, March 18, 2014 6:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Wilmington NC 24-25th May Memorial weekend tournament. 

Ansorl. 

Is Carolina sendk~g any other fresh female players to the excellent Portland Thorns team. 

They picked up the good German goal keeper - FIFA player of the year Nadine Angerer. They pu~ in on avg ~2000 T~mber Crazies and other fans to their games, 

which ~s a b~t of a record ~n women’s pro soccer and help bring up the avg attendance to a~ pro women games - where most other dubs are happy when they get 

more than 2000 watchh~g ~:hem 

f[ you ever come to Porl:Dnd you should experience the Por~:land T~mbers with thek excep~:~onal suppor~:s of the T~mber’s Army. That ~s the best support ~roup ~ 

have ever seen ~n soccer (OK maybe not besting the DsNsh RoHgans), but they are or~sNzed, very supportive, we~ behaved and a~ways positive even if their team 

plays badly. 

~ am :].0000 on their waith~g ~ist, but got season t~ckets for the Thorns where a~so Tracy Morgan m~d top Canadian centerforward Sh~da~r. They currently have Amber 

Brooks, Tobin H~-’_~ath, Allie I_ong..h:’~.~sica M(:DonakJ from UN(: on th~-’Ar roster a~.~ w~-AI, 

So a strong team. 

Jaekie Acevedo F 5-2 01i18/87 Mexico Southern Nazarene Univ. 

N~dine A~gerer GK 5-9    1 1110/78 Germany n/a 

~ichel~e Bores GK 5-9 02125/88 United States Georgia 

5-6 01123/91 United States Univ. of NoRh Carolina 

5-8 01126/94 Australia n/a 

5-5 11/16/89 Uni[ed States Virginia 

17 Togin Hea[h M 5-6 05/29/88 Uni[ed States Umv. oF No!th Carolina 

8 A*Bgie Ker~ M 5-5 03/29/55 United States UnM oF Portland 

1 0 AIl{e Long M 5-8 08/13/87 Uni[ed States Umv. of No!th Carolina 

7 Nikki Narehalt D 5-7    06/02/88 IJnited States Colorado 

5-2    07/28/92 tJnited States Georgetown 

.Beseica NCDo~atd F 6-0 02/28/88 IJnited States Univ. of North Carolina 

1 3 Alex Norgaa F 5-7 07/02/89 tJnited States Univ. of California, Berkeley 

Rebecca ~oros D 5-5 05/06/85 United States Duke 

6 ~etea~a Shim M 5-4 09/2519’i United States Santa Clara University 

1 2 Chrieti~e Sinclair F 5-9 06/12183 Canada Univ of PoRland 

Elisabeth S~livat~ F 5-5 12/2819’i United States Mississippi State 



20 Ceart~ey Wetzel DiM 5-7 02/25/89 United Shales Oregon State 

D 5-.6 08/01/89 United Shales Flodda 

Kir~ 

From: Dorrance, Albert A 11/[mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March :[8, 20:[4 2:25 PM 

To: @mjndszorin~.com 
Subject; RE: Wilmington NC 24-25th May Memorial weekend tournament. 
Germany/England was wonderful ~... I will speak to Peter Mellor and John. I will also let Eddie and Steve Swanson know about the event as wetl. 

Frem: @mindsprinq.com [ @mindsprinq.com] 
Sent: Monday, March :[7, 20:[4- :[:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
Subject: FW: Wilmington NC 24-25th May Memorial weekend tournament. 

See below e-rnail sent out to too. Sonja France, Maggie Tomecka, Staci - can you sent this to Eddie Radwanski. I have included lan Miller in the inviLe, buL noL the 

other two good 050 guys you had I~ned up for the Feb tournament, but never s~gned up. W~[[ you also ~nv~te them aga~m ~ The age groupings are advised as below. 

Did you manage ~:o speak to John Me~ior as weil ~s John t~vford you ~:wo coaches, to ensure bo~:h are p~ay#~g #~ the Veterans Cup and also Wilmington 24-25th May 

interested? 

How was your trip to GermanyP 

Kim 

Seat= Wednesday, January 08, 2054 $$:29 AN 

To= @mindsprin~.com 
Sabject: RE: Wilmington Seaside FEB $5-$6 tournament. - your response is required. 

Eddie ~s 50, He is a man. We m~ght get Stad Wilson ._ excellent woman O-~5 ~ th~nM 

Seat= Tuesday, January 07, 2054 4:$7 PM 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~¢= rballie@demson.edu 
Sabject; RE: Wilmington Seaside FEB $5-$6 burnament. - your response is required. 

Anson. 

As an O60 team w~th some younger piayers~ we reaHy should p~ay ~n the O55 d~v~s~on - which we won iast year ~n May when Maggie and Kate played w~th 

And I know that ~s why some of the captains of the ~osing teams suggested to the Wilmington organizer to increase the g~rls age from 30 to 35 h~ the Q55 d~vision, 

~ assume Eddie b O:~0 bu~: no~ ye~: 035? 

Did you ask Sonja Fn~nces to jo~n us, she ~s old enough, ~nd o[ course Ma~g~e wonq: since she ~s pregnant. 

~ wH~ ta~k again to Cem Cance~ who arranges to tournament, i]: he will allow ~-2 030 women and rest to be 035 to p~ay in the O55 division where we really 

The~ are the current tournament rules. 

Men’s Open, Women’s, Men’s Over 30 (4 male players between 28 and 30 years of age are allowed), 

Men’s Over 40 (Female players over 30, and 4 male players between 38 and 40 years of age are allowed), 

Men’s Over 50 (Female players over 30, and 4 male players between 47 and 50 years of age are allowed), 

Over 55 (Female players over 35, and 6 male players between 50 and 55 years of age are allowed) 

Co-ed (A, B) (a minimum of 5 female players on the field at all t~es). 

Please comment. 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent; Tuesday, Januaw 07, 2054 8:00 AM 

To= @mindspr~ng.com 
Co= rballie@demson.edu 
Subject= RE: Wilmington Seaside FEB $5-$6 tournament. - your response is required. 

~ do plan on p~aying ir~ Wilmington ;~nd in the Vet Cup. If we are p~aying in the O-50 d~vision I wouk~ like 1:o invite my ACC coaching colleague and former 

Greensboro resk~ent Eddie Radwa]]sk~ to jo~f~ us. She is a superb player and wants to play. 

SeBt= Monday, March ~7, 20~4 ~0:2~ AN 
Te= ’]Brower@ca~streetpa~ners.com’; ’Bobking@thefreshmarket.net’; @embarqmail.com’; ’David.Park@sas.com’; GNA~L.CON; Gates, Steve - 
GSO; @aol.com; Sonja France @yahoo.com); Maggie Tomecka @qmail.com); Katherine Finch @yahoo.com); ’Bob 
Christiana’; ’Calin - @yahoo.com"; ’George - @aol.com"; ’GGIover@ATD-US.com’; ’hernando@ben~xmills.com’; ’Rajai "Ray" Almubaslat 

@GNA~L.CON)’; ’Steve Skaife’; ’Todd Ha~sell @rocketmail.com)’; @gmail.com; Pete Kezios @aol.com]; 
@gmall.com; [an Miller @gmail.com); Staci N. Wilson, CSCS @aol.com) 

$~bjeCt= Wilmington NC 24-25th Nay Memorial weekend tournament. 

Hello United tournament players, 

Ple;~se advise if you want to join us ~n the bek)w Memoda~ weekend tournament ~n Wi]ming~:on ~_4--2~ of May. 

Let me and S~ermaR know o~: you~ part~dpation. 

R~s Kirn 

E~= mindspring.com] 
Seat= Monday, March $7, 20~4 $0:02 AN$~bjeCt= Wilming~n NC 2~25th Nay Memorial weekend ~urnament. 

Hello O55 60 and 65 NC United Veterans C~p bound players. 
th 



WilmingLon will hold their 2r;d Memorial weekend tournament 24-.25th of iV;ay aL Lhe Veterans Park- where we also played and won the 055 d~v~sion (and our 050 

NC United the 050 d~vis~on), 

We intend for the Mav tournament to enter two teams in th~s tournament. We shaft see dependh~g on the numbers of you confirm your participation if both wii~ 

play in ~:he 055 dMsk~n, or we sp~it them up in the 050 and 055 d~4sion based on our 055 NC Urdted team with 048-54 guest ph~yers., and the C)55/~0 combined 

team in ~:he 060 d~vision 

Th~s w~H be a 8ood warm up tournsmen~ for our Veterans Cup teams bound ~:or V~rsb~a Beach/VA 8-~3th Ju~y, 

Sherman MeM - wH~ aSah~ do the his excellent manaseda~ job of 8ett~n8 both teams res~stered and carded etc, - so please let Sherman MeM 

(sherman...mehl@vfc,com) and I @mindspfin~.com} know of your part~cipafiom 

Part~c:ipat~on cost w~ll be $40 per 

Please arrange to ma~l Voar the@ t:o Sherman Mehi for th~s to: 

3006 Landing Court 

Jamestown, NC 27282 

(336) 686-3821 

Please respond this week with either a firm yes or no - so we know what numbers we can count on, and which numbers to add so we have two full teams, 

RSs Kim Ber~enser 

3:36 1~1-37 842[-) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 9:45 AM 

~gma~l .com> 

@~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros I .~!gma~l.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: UNC vs Wash. Spirit Gatne 

I am looking forward to seeing you as well. Please come forward and introduce yourself We are so excited you decided to run and play soccer for us!! 

See you Saturday[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: [mailto :(@~ail.com] 
Sent: Tuesday,                9:39 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: UNC vs Wash. Spirit Game 

Hi Coach I)orrance, 

I plan on attending the UNC game this Saturday. I really look forward to seeing the girls play and meeting you and the team. 

Good luck and Go Heelst 

Sincerely, 

Sent fi’om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:51 PM 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edn; 

( 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.nnc.edu; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); 

..... matt jones 

sea~ patton ~ 

;~nicole~ f~va (nthva@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: Very proud of 

Attach: text 1.txt 

Look, Housto~ is atr’eady using ~o setl tickets!! 

From: 180~.67J.6946@tmomail.net [mailto::[80:I67~.6946@tmomail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, March ~9, 20:14 2:25 plVl 
"r~: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 



It’s 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 19, 2014 5:51 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Tampa Bay United U16 G - Vegas Players Showcase 

From: ADRIAN BUSH [mailto:ABUSH@UT.EDU] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 19, 2014 2:26 PM 

To: ADRIAN BUSH 
Subject: Tampa Bay United U16 G - Vegas Players Showcase 

Hello Coach -I am writing you in reference to my U16 girls team that will be participating in the Vegas Players Showcase this weekend. One or more of the players 

have expressed interest in your program and we hope you can make it out to one or all of our games. Many of the 2016 players are starting to lock down their final 

choices for college and I see this group having around 75% of the 2016 class committed by June 2014. We do have 2 players graduating in 2017, both are starting to 

regarding any of the players. Best of luck in your Spring season, Adrian line up visits. Feel free to call me at            or Jim Cote at 

Bettye Wilson Complex - 7353 Eugene Ave Las Vegas, NV 89128 

Saturday 5pm Field #2 

Kellogg/Zaher Complex - 7901 W Washington Ave Las Vegas, NV 89128 

Friday 8am Field #3 

Friday 3:30pro Field #7 

Sunday 9:30am Field #9 

312~120~4 

............................... [] 8:00 AM TAFIPA BAY iJN~.~ED IslARI~’~ FC 98 BLUE 

~56~ ~3:30 PM 

3/22/20~4 

~5~9 
................................ ~ 5:00 PM IANPA BA? UNIT~I) (;R~%([~NTA VALLEY 

3123120~4 

Adrian Bush 

University of Tampa 

Head Men’s Soccer Coach 

Mobile 

8~3-257-3407 Office 

UT Athletics: wwwAampaspar~ans.com 

Camp website: wwwAampaeltesa,com 



FFOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance. Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTSiCN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON):~ 

Wednesday,               10:21 PM 

~gmail .corn> 

Re: 

Excellent... I will edit it m~d send it where’? 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Arts, 

Here’s a possible letter of recommendation. Feel tree to edit it as you please! 



From~ 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=k~qC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:22 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr"~ 

l~’wd: 

Anson Recomeudation Letter Draft - docx 

Can you p~int this. I will edit it and we will send it off... 

Sent frc~m my Verizc~, t~’i~’e~es’,~’ 4~_~ L~’£ D~¢_C ID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~gma~l.com> 

To: "Do~7ance, Albe~t A IV" <auson,~)em~fil.uuc.edu> 
CC: 

Hey Ans, 

Here’s a possible letter of recommendation. Feel free to edit it as you please! 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,              1:44 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.unc.edtr> 

EW: Re: 

From: [mai~to: ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, 10:27 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: 

Send it to Dakraus(c~davidson.edu - David Kraus - director of admission 

On Wed,             at 10:21 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <an~m(t~email.unc.edu> wrote: 
Excellent ... I will edit it and ~nd it where? 

~ig_Lr_~j_a_i_l_:_c_’~ Ln_.> wrote: 

Hey Arts, 

Here’s a possible letter of recommendation. Feel free to edit it as you please! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LVNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,              1:45 PM 

@gma3,1 .com> 

1~3~,: Re: 

Very good!! 

From: [mailto: ~gmail.com] 

Sent: Wednesday, L0:27 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject~ Re: 

Send it to _[_.)_~.~r_~_~_~_~.(~_d_.a_~_,_id___s.~?n_: .e__d_._t! - David Kraus - director of admission 

On Wed,            at 10:21 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~ema~l.unc.edu> wrote: 
Excellent ... I roll edit it and send it M~ere? 

S~:ttt fron~ ~, ~rizon tVirele~’s ,IG L ?~E 

~rn~dl.com> wrote: 

Hey Ans, 

Here’s a l~ssible letter of recommendation. Feel free to edit it as you please! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 21,2014 11:30 AM 

Cleary, Mary A <clearym@unc.edu-~ 

PJL: PARKING PE[LMIT FOR FRIDAY CENTER and keynote for NCCCHCA Annual Meeting 

Mary~ 

I hope these conspassionate people enjoy what I have to say. My talk is about the differences in leading men and women ._. it is about my evolution since I began 

by making one m~s~:ake after another and trying to £:ha~l~e arkd become a more e~fecl:~ve leader. 

See you soon ~ 

F~m: Clea~, Ma~ A 
Sent= Friday, March 2~, 2014 i~:04 AM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ PARKING PERM~ FOR FRIDAY CEN~R and keynote for NCCCHCA Annual Meeting 

~t was good to speak ~4th you yesterday about tMs coming Wednesday’s keynote. ~ am re-send~ng the background hsformadon about the group for your further 

reqew. The professkmal focus ~:he of NC (:h~M Care t-teakh Consu~:ants Assodation ~s n~ak~n8 ~w~s better [or ch~kken in child care by (:onsult~n8 w~th cares~vers, 

teachers and d~recl:ors of child care fa(:i~it~es on ~ssues o[ hea~th and safety. 

Overa[~ [ wou~d say Lhat thb 8roup of consa[Lants, I~ke most of us, responds very we~ Lo humor, storbs o~: perseverance and w~rming asainst Lhe odds~ The valusNe 

work o~: ind~v~duaB who ca~e for youn~ children is usually not ~ewarded w~th hish pay or status~ These consultants help Lhern to do that work in a professional, 

effident and csrin£ way. This conference and keynote he~ps to motivate the consultants to teach and motivate others. 

~ look forward to seeing you on Wednesday, March 26 at 8~0 am at the Friday Center. Please folk~w this ~nk to print your parking perm~:: 

ht[p://printparkingpass.com/p/WCrdryruOkW~sxTkn LXwSA?s=BOq3-b2yPkWKPNhf4sX I(A 

Please feel free to call me if you have other questions: 

919-707-5679 (work) 

(cell) 

Best regards, 

Mary Cleary 

From-" Cleary, Mary A 
Sent: Monday, December 09, 2013 2:55 plVl 
To; ’anson@uncaa.unc.edu’ 
Subject; NCCCHCA Annual Meeting 
Deal" Mr. Dorrance, 

I am writing in reference to your participation in the North Cm’olina Child Cm-e Health Consultmats Association (NCCCHCA) annual 

conference as the presenter of the keynote address. We are very pleased that you will be able to join us and provide an address 

focusing on issues of coaching. It was a pleasure to speak with you just now, and I am including some background information about 

the organization which I hope will prove helpflll as you complete the forms and prepare your remarks. 

The NCCCHCA is a group of about 85 consultants, usually nurses or health educators, who are employed across North Carolina by 

either local health departments or Smart Stm’t pm-tnerships. They provide consultation mad training to child cm’e providers on 

health, safety and quality of care issues in the child care setting. My office, The North Carolina Child Care Heaith and Safety 

Resource Center, works with the Association to present their manuai conference, which will be held March 25 mad 26 at the William 

and Ida I~riday Continuing Education Center in Chapel Hill. 

The keynote is scheduled for a 50 minute block of time from 8:40-9:30 AM on the monaing of Wednesd&v Mm’ch 26, 2014. The forms 

that Sharon Brown gave you ask you m list any AV needs mad the general outline of your remm’ks, which we must have to plan our 

brochure mad apply for CEUs. I would be vei?z appreciative if you cma retuna those lbrms, along with the W-9, in the stamped and 
addressed envelope she provided by Friday, December ~O. 

We are prepared to pay half the fee before the conference and the other half on the day of the presentation. 

Please let me know if you have any other questions. I look forward to working with you! 

M 
Mary Cleary, MPH 
Training Specialist 
NC Child Care Health and Safety Resource Center 
UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 
919-707-5679 direct line 
clearym@unc.edu 
www.healthychildcarenc.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 3:22 PM 

@hotmail.com> 

I~E: Florida Spring Games 

Yes, this wilt be more interesting for you to stay and see those matches 

From: [mailto @hotmail.com] 
Sent-" Friday, 11:58 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Florida Spring Games 

~son 

Flofi& am playing 3 games tNs weekend,.. 

Duke 

Virginia 

Virginia [ech 

Cary, N.C 0,/Vake Med Park 

Cary, N.C 0,/Vake Med Park 

Cary, NC. (Wake Med Park 

10am 

4 p.m. 

11 a.m. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:27 PM 

Mike Sundheim <m kes@caroli 3ahurricanes.com> 

1~9;: Carolina Hurricanes 

Thank you and I wilt calf my boys and see who can make it and tell you how rnany tickeLs I will need for tomorrow!! 

From; Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 9:10 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

OK, great. ~ w~ get you more information tomorrow. 

Do you know how many tickets you WahL? 

Thanks, 

M~ke 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mallto:anson@emall.unc.edu] 
Sent; Sunday, March 23, 2014 8:53 PN 
To= Hike Sundheim 
Subject; Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Sure 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROiD 

Mike Sundheim <mikes,@carolinahurricanes.com> wrote: 

Hey coach- 

Would you be willing to do a television interview during the first intermission of our game Tuesday night? 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 8:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A iV" <anson@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Mike ... let me see how many of my hockey buddies want to go. 

Sent from my Verizon Wire!~s 4G LT~ DROfO 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahurricanes.com> wrote: 

Awesome! You would probably need to arrive by 6:45 for the siren. You will sound the siren at about 7:02 as the team comes out for the game. 

We can probably get you as many tickets as you want. Just let me know! 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes ... what time? And how many ticket can you give me? 

From; Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent; Plonday, March 17, 2014 5:08 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey coach- 

Checldng back in about the Hurricanes Warning siren. Could March 25 work? Sorry for the delay, our fan development department just 

got back to me. 

Hope you’re doing well! 

Mike 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 10:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Love to .... Feb 4th and 7~h is booked ._. When else? 

From; Plike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent; Monday, January 27, 2014 4:11 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey Coach- 

There is probably no chance you remember me, but I covered your team for the Daily Tar Heel back in 1997-98, and then 

worked with Dave Lohse as a student assistant assigned to the team in 1998-99. I also played a little roller hockey with and 

against you at the Craig Deck before I graduated from UNC in 2000. Now I am the Senior Director of Communications for the 

Carolina Hurricanes, where I have worked since graduation. 

Our promotions staff is interested in having you out to sound the "Hurricanes Warning Siren" prior to a game this season. 

The tradition of having a celebrity sound the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, and "Siren Sounders" have 

ranged from Sir Nick Faldo and Bill Cowher to Russell Wilson and Lennie Rosenbluth. You can read more about it here, if you 

are interested: http;//hurr!canes:nh!.com/c!ub/page.htm?id=62652 

We have openings for Siren Sounders in the immediate future on Feb. 4 and Feb. 7, or we could look further into March for a 



date you might be interested in. It’s a pretty quick and painless process, it takes all of 90 seconds and then you’d be in your 

seats to enjoy the game shortly after puck drop, if you’d like. 

Hope all is well with you. As an alumnus who spent time around your program for two years, I couldn’t be more proud of 

everything you’ve continued to accomplish. All the best for continued success. 

Go Heels! 

Mike 
Mike Sundheim 
Senior Director of Communications 
Carolina Hurricanes 
O: 919-861-5477 I C:               I Twitter: @MikeSundheim 
Hurricanes Media Resources Site: CanesPR.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 2:29 PM 

~aol.com; Ducar, Chris (dncaJc@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edn; Tim Crothers 

~aol.com> 

l:W: Carolina Humcanes 

Boys, 
I have tickets for tomorrows Carolina Hurricanes game _.. Who wants to come? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 20~4 9:~0 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

OK, g~eat. I w~ get you mo~e ~n~:ormat~on tomorrow, 

Do you know how m~ny tickets you want? 

Thanks, 

M~ke 

Sent; Sunday, March 23, 2014 8:53 PM 

To~ Mike Sundheim 
Subject; Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Sure 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless dG LTE DRO]D 

Mike Sundheim <._n_!!k__e_..s_ .@_.._ .c__a___r_o_![..n_a___h__.u_ _r._rj..c_a___n__.e_s_.._c_._o_..m_ .> wrote: 

Hey coach- 

Would you be willing to do a television interview during the first intermission of our game Tuesday night? 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 8:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Mike ... let me see how many of my hockey buddies want to go. 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahurricanes.com> wrote: 

Awesome] You would probably need to arrive by 6:45 for the siren. You will sound the siren at about 7:02 as the team comes out for the game. 

We can probably get you as many tickets as you want. Just let me know] 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes ... what tirne? And how many ticket can you give me? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahun’icanes.com] 
Sent: [v~onday, March 17, 2014 5:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey coach- 

Checking back in about the Hurricanes Warning siren. Could March 25 work? Sorry for the delay, our fan development department just 

got back to me. 

Hope you’re doing well! 

Mike 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 10:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Love to ~... Feb 4th and 7ti~ is booked ._. When else? 

Frora: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, ~anuary 27, 2014 4:11 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Sabjeet: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey Coach- 

There is probably no chance you remember me, but I covered your team for the Daily Tar Heel back in 1997-98, and then 

worked with Dave Lohse as a student assistant assigned to the team in 1998-99. I also played a little roller hockey with and 

against you at the Craig Deck before I graduated from UNC in 2000. Now I am the Senior Director of Communications for the 

Carolina Hurricanes, where I have worked since graduation. 

Our promotions staff is interested in having you out to sound the "Hurricanes Warning Siren" prior to a game this season. 

The tradition of having a celebrity sound the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, and "Siren Sounders" have 

ranged from Sir Nick Faldo and Bill Cowher to Russell Wilson and Lennie Rosenbluth. You can read more about it here, if you 



are interested: http://hurricanes.nhl.com/club/page.htm?id=62652 

We have openings for Siren Sounders in the immediate future on Feb. 4 and Feb. 7, or we could look further into March for a 

date you might be interested in. It’s a pretty quick and painless process, it takes all of 90 seconds and then you’d be in your 

seats to enjoy the game shortly after puck drop, if you’d like~ 

Hope all is well with you. As an alumnus who spent time around your program for two years, I couldn’t be more proud of 

everything you’ve continued to accomplish. All the best for continued success. 

Go Heels! 

Mike 
IVlike Sundheirn 
Senior Director of Communications 
Carolina HurrJcanes 
O: 919-861-5477 I C: 

I 
Twitter: .~__M__[~__e__S__u__D_d___h__e__[_r_O" 

Hurricanes Media Resources Site: .C_a_._n_.e__s_.~_R_~__c..o_ _n3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 24, 2014 3:47 PM 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahumcanes.com> 

Ducm; Chris (ducm(~unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ( @gm~Jl.com); ~)aol.coIn; Tim Crothers 

RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

Gaol .coin> 

Very good! 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 3:10 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

Sounds good. 

See some info here about the specifics from our Promotions DirecLor, Jon Chase: 

Day of game information: Please park in the VIP parking lot. The parking attendants will have your name. Please enter PNC Arena off of Trinity Rd, 

via Gate D (this is across the street from the Baekyard Bistro). The address of PNC Arena is 14oo Edwa~s Mill Rd. Raleigh, NC 276o7. 

Please meet in the VIP entrance no later than 6:4o p.m. The VIP entrance is located next to the Box Office on the South side of PNC Arena. Once 

arriving in VIP please noti6~ security that you have arrived at the desk. 

You will operate the Hur~eanes Warning Siren ~5 seconds before the team takes the ice for their final warm-up. While the announced game time is 

7: oo p.m., the actual promotion takes place around 7:o3 p.m. Friends or family joining you at the game can come up by the siren. 
I will have your tickets for the evening’s game and will give them to you directly. On the day of game the best way to reach me is via email or my 

office number @ 919-861-62o9. However an hour or so befotv the game the best way to reach me is via my cell phone at 

Thanks again for joining us and please let me know if you have any questions. 

Jon Chase 

Director of Community Relation s an d Promotions 

Carolina Hurricanes Hockey Club 

919-86~-62o9 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma~lto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 20~4 2:27 PN 
To: Mike Sundheim 
Subject: RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

Thank you and I wil~ calf my boys and see who can make it and tell you how runny t~ckeLs I will need for tomorrow~! 

F~m: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 24, 2014 9:$0 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

OK, great. ~ w~ get Vou more ~nform~[:~ot~ tomorrow. 

Do you know how many tickets you want2 

Thanks, 

M~ke 

F~m= Dorrance, AlbeR A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Sunday, March 23, 2014 8:53 PN 

To= Mike Sundheim 
Subject= Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Sure 

5on,from my VeHzon Wirdess 4G LTE DROiD 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahurricanes~corn> wrote: 

Hey coach- 

Would you be willing to do a television interview during the first intermission of our game Tuesday night? 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 8:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Mike ... let me see how many of my hockey buddies want to go. 

Sent from rny Verizon Wireless 4G LT~_ DROfO 

Mike Sundheim <n_!!~e_._s_@_.c_a__r_o._[!._q~_h__u_.r__rLc_~_n__e_~_._c__o_._m.> wrote: 

Awesome! You would probably need to arrive by 6:45 for the siren. You will sound the siren at about 7:02 as the team comes out for the game. 

We can probably get you as many tickets as you want. Just let me know! 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.a_ .n__s_..o_ .n__@ .e__m.__a_!]_._.u__~)_c_.._e_._d_..u_.> wrote: 

Y~-_~s .. wh~t [:im~-_~? And how manv ticket can you give f’r~e? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 5:08 PM 



To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey coach- 

Checking back in about the Hurricanes Warning siren. Could March 25 work? Sorry for the delay, our fan development department just 

got back to me. 

Hope you’re doing well! 

Mike 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 10:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Love to ~... Feb 4.th and 7~-h is booked ._. When else? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 4:11 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey Coach- 

There is probably no chance you remember me, but I covered your team for the Daily Tar Heel back in 1997-98, and then 

worked with Dave Lohse as a student assistant assigned to the team in 1998-99. I also played a little roller hockey with and 

against you at the Craig Deck before I graduated from UNC in 2000. Now I am the Senior Director of Communications for the 

Carolina Hurricanes, where I have worked since graduation. 

Our promotions staff is interested in having you out to sound the "Hurricanes Warning Siren" prior to a game this season. 

The tradition of having a celebrity sound the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, and "Siren Sounders" have 

ranged from Sir Nick Faldo and Bill Cowher to Russell Wilson and Lennie Rosenbluth. You can read more about it here, if you 

are interested: http://hurricanes.nhl.comiclub/pa~e.htm?id=62552 

We have openings for Siren Sounders in the immediate future on Feb. 4 and Feb. 7, or we could look further into March for a 

date you might be interested in. It’s a pretty quick and painless process, it takes all of 90 seconds and then you’d be in your 

seats to enjoy the game shortly after puck drop, if you’d like. 

Hope all is well with you. As an alumnus who spent time around your program for two years, I couldn’t be more proud of 

everything you’ve continued to accomplish. All the best for continued success. 

Go Heels! 

Mike 
Mike Sundheim 
Senior Director of Communications 
Carolina Hurricanes 
O: 919-861-5477 I C:              I Twitter: ~#MikeSundhe!m 
Hurricanes Media Resources Site: CanesPR.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 24, 2014 7:17 PM 

Ducar. Chris <’ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Carolina Humca~es 

Sure... and call me, I am not sure 5’our phone is worldng. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tYireie,~s 4G LI~ L)ROIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" <’dncac@unc.edu> wrote: 

I’m out so Jason can have mine 

On Mar 24, 2014, at 5:19 PM, "Jason Sisne~’os" ~gmail.com> wrote: 

I’d love to come to the game, but I’d need 4 tickets so I could bring Lindsay and the kids. Will that work? 

Jason 

On Monday, March 24, 2014, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Bo?s, 

I have licke~s for l~mom~ws Carolina Hamcanes game .... Who wa~s ~o come? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent-" Monday, March 24, 2014 9:10 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

OK~ groat. ] will get you more in~i)rmaion tomo~yow. 

I)o you know how mm~y lickeu* you want? 

Thanks, 

Mike 

From-" Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu! 
Sent-" Sunday, March 23, 2014 8:53 PM 
To-" Mike Sundheim 
Subject; Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Snre 

Mike Sundheim <mikes~carolinahurficanes.com> wrote: 

Hey coach- 

Would yon be rolling to do a television interview during the fira intermission of our game Tne~tay night? 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 8:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu~ wrote: 

Thalks Mike ... let me ,see how many of my hockey buddies want to go. 

Sent)~om n~, Kerizo~ ~FireMs:~’ ,.i’G LYE DROID 



Mike Sundheim <mikes@camlinalmrricanes.co~n> wrote: 

Awesome’. You would probably need to arrive by 6:45 for the siren. You will sound the siren at about 7:02 as the team comes out for the 

gmne. 

We can probably get you as many tickets as you want. Jnst let me know! 

Thaa~k you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~!etnafl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes ... ~,x hat time? A~d h~w man5, ~icl, et ca~ )’o~ gi~e me? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:rnikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, March :t7, 2014 5:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey coach- 

Checking back in about the Hurricanes Warning siren. Could March 25 work? Son?~ for the delay, our fan development 

department just got back to me. 

Hope you’re doing well! 

Mike 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 10:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafl.unc.e&~> wrote: 

Lo~,e to .... Feb 4~t~ a~d 7~:~ is booked .... When 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto: mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent: Monday, January 27, 2014 4::t:t PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Carolina Hurricanes 

tley Coach- 

There is probably no chance you remember me, but I covered your team for the Daftly Tar Heel back in 1997- 

98, aa~d then worked with Dave Lohse as a student assistant assigned to the team in 1998-99. I also played a 

little roller hockey with and agafnst you at the Craig Deck before I graduated from UNC in 2000. Now I am 

the Senior Director of Communications for the Carolina Hurricanes, where I have worked since graduation. 

Onr promotions staff is interested in having you out to sonnd the "Hnrricm]es Warning Siren" prior to a game 

this season. The tradition of having a celebri~ sound the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, 

m~d ’°Siren Sounders" have ranged t~m Sir Nick Fakto and Bill Cowher to Russell Wilson and Lennie 

Rosenbluth. You caa~ read more about it here, if you are interested: http://hurficanes.~thl.con~"club/page.htm? 

id 62652 

We have openings tbr Siren Sounders in the immediate future on Feb. 4 m~d Feb. 7, or we could look further 

into Mazch f 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis i Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:07 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

l~g: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Very good 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent; Tuesday, March 25, 2014- 7:23 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Apparently, we have designed a never-ending survey. :/I just did the preview version, and everything seems to be in working order. Dennis with wrestling 

reported something hinky as well. Looking into it. 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent-" Monday, March 24, 2014 11:46 AM 
To; Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject; RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Shelly, 

The survey would not let me out ._. It keep sending rne back to questions I had already answered 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent; Monday, March 24, 2014 8:36 AM 
To; Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos M; (jalvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Meaders, Harlis James; Mann, Jan 
Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Workman, 
Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew (3; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela;           ~aol.com;            ~c~mail.com; 

.@__a_~!=c__o___n_~j Holman, Brian; Tyler, Brie Farley; (jaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducat, Chris; FeiN, Chris; Rich, Chris; Garth, Christy 
Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hemandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, (@ant; Porter, @ant; (jatz, (jregory; Cathro, (juy; La~a, Ivory; 

@qmail.com~ Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Marissa 
Veronica; VanAIstyne, Mark; Jednak, Matt; Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; 
Rubin, Stephen Aaron; (jisselman, Steve; ~gmaiLcom; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, 
Tyler (3; Johnson, Zoya; @gmail.com; " " :@gmail.com 
Subject: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Coaches, 

Thank you for contribution to the RichardA. BocMour Carolina Leadership Academy! Rest assured that you have done your part to ensure the Leadership Academy’s 

status as the premier leadership development program in collegiate athletics. 

We would appreciate your thoughts and feedback in making our programming as impactful and effective as possible. Your feedback will help inform changes for 

future workshops and programming. Below is a link to a Survey Monkey evaluation. Please complete the evaluation by Friday, Mar~h 28 by 5pro. 

htt p:i!www.su rveymonkey.comis!B RQWQKP 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:19 PM 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahurricanes.com> 

Jason Sisneros I          ,~)gm~Jl.com); Tim Crothers         @aol.com> 

@duke.edn) 

RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

Mike/ion, 

If you can swing it, two of my friends/staff wahl to join me with their families. So I will need a Lotal of eight tickets for : me (ARson Dorrance), Jason Sisneros, his 

wife and two kids and Tim (:rothers and his two kids. We will caravan in two cars if you will allow two cars in your VIP parking section. 

What do you say? 

From; Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent; Monday, March 24, 2014 3:10 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

Sounds good. 

See some info here about the specifics from our Promotions Director, Jon Chase: 

Day of game information: Please park in the VIP parking lot. The parking attendants wil] have your name. Please enter PNC Arena off of Trinity Rd, 
via Gate D (this is across the street from the Baekyard Bistro). The address of PNC Arena is 14oo Edwards Mill Rd. Raleigh, NC 27607. 

Please meet in the VIP entrance no later than 6:40 p.m. The VIP entrance is located next to the Box Office on the South side of PNC Arena. Once 
arriving in VIP please noti~~ security that you have arrived at the desk. 
You will operate the Hurricanes Warning Siren 1,5 seconds before the team takes the ice for their final warm-up. While the announced game time is 
7: oo p.m., the aetual promotion takes place around 7:o3 p.m. Friends or family joining you at the game can come up by the siren. 
I will have your tiekets for the evening’s game and will give them to you directly. On the day of game the best way to reach me is via email or my 
office number @ 919-861-62o9. However an hour or so before the game the best way to reach me is via my cell phone at 
Thanks again for joining us and please let me know if you have any questions. 
/Ion Chase 

Director of Community Relations and Promotions 

Carolina Hurricanes Hockey Club 

919-861-62o9 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_!J_t_o_za__0_s__o_n___@_e___m___a_!Lu_n___c_,__e_d___u_] 
Sent; Monday, March 24, 2014 2:27 PM 
To; Mike Sundheim 
Subject; RE: Carolina Hurricanes 
Thank you and I will call my boys and see who can make it and tell you how many tickets I will need for tomorrow!! 

From; Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes,com] 
Sent; Monday, March 24, 2014 9:10 AM 

Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

OK, great. I will get you more information tomorrow. 

Do you know how many tickets you want? 

Thanks, 

Mike 

From; Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m_a_j_[t_qLa__n___s__o___n__@__e_m_a_jJ_=_u__tlC__=_e__(_!_u_] 

Sent; Sunday, March 23, 2014 8:53 PM 

To; Mike Sundheim 
Subject; Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Sure 

Sent from ,m,V Verizon, Wireless 4(7 L TE DROiD 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahurricanes.com> wrote: 

Hey coach- 

Would you be willing to do a television interview during the first intermission of our game Tuesday night? 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 8:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" < _a_. .n_ s__o_ .n__. .@_.__. .e_ .m_ .a_j_[:_u__n_.£._..e_d__u.> wrote: 

Thanks Mike ... let me see how many of my hockey buddies want to go. 

Sent from my Verizon [&Tre!ess 4G LTE DROIO 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahurricanes.corn> wrote: 

Awesome! You would probably need to arrive by 6:45 for the siren. You will sound the siren at about 7:02 as the team comes out for the game. 

We can probably get you as many tickets as you want. Just let me know! 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 



Yes ._ what time? And how many ticket can you give me? 

From-" Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Seat: Monday, March 17, 2014 5:08 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Subject-" Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey coach- 

Cheddng back in about the Hurricanes Warning siren. Could March 25 work? Sorry for the delay, our fan development department just 

got back to me. 

Hope you’re doing well! 

Mike 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 10:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.a_ .n__s_..o_ .n__ .@.._ .e__m.__a_!!_._._u_..n_c_.:e__d_.u_.> wrote: 

Love to .... Feb 4th and 7~h is booked ._. When else? 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Seat; Monday, January 27, 20:1.4 4:11 Ply1 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey Coach- 

There is probably no chance you remember me, but I covered your team for the Daily Tar Heel back in 1997-98, and then 

worked with Dave Lohse as a student assistant assigned to the team in 1998-99. I also played a little roller hockey with and 

against you at the Craig Deck before I graduated from UNC in 2000. Now I am the Senior Director of Communications for the 

Carolina Hurricanes, where I have worked since graduation. 

Our promotions staff is interested in having you out to sound the "Hurricanes Warning Siren" prior to a game this season. 

The tradition of having a celebrity sound the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, and "Siren Sounders" have 

ranged from Sir Nick Faldo and Bill Cowher to Russell Wilson and Lennie Rosenbluth. You can read more about it here, if you 

are interested: http:!!hurricanes.nhl.comidub/page.htm?id=62652 

We have openings for Siren Sounders in the immediate future on Feb. 4 and Feb. 7, or we could look further into March for a 

date you might be interested in. It’s a pretty quick and painless process, it takes all of 90 seconds and then you’d be in your 

seats to enjoy the game shortly after puck drop, if you’d like. 

Hope all is well with you. As an alumnus who spent time around your program for two years, I couldn’t be more proud of 

everything you’ve continued to accomplish. All the best for continued success. 

Go Heels! 

Mike 
Mike Sundheim 
Senior Director of Communications 

O: 93.9-86:1_-5477 I C: I Twitter: (gOMikeSundheim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:27 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

kW: IniliaJ-Eligibili~ C~anpaJgn Letter 

For’ our recruits .._ Can you get Lhis to them? Copy me 

From; Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent; Tuesday, March 25, 2014 11:28 AM 

Te; UNCAA-Head Coaches; UNCAA-Asst Head Coaches 
(:c; Miller, Beth; Gallo, Jr., Larry A.; Broome, Lissa L; Vangelder, IVlarielle A 
Subject: FW: Initial-Eligibility Campaign Letter 

From; NCAA News Direct [bwilliams@ncaa.org] 
Sent; Monday, March 17, 2014 2:44 PM 
To; Cunningham, Bubba 
Subject; Initial-Eligibility Campaign Letter 

lo view tan online version of this email, cli,:k here. 

Dear NCAA Member: 

As March Madness begins and you start following the upsets and the victories, you will see an 

intems~ting new character emerge tk)m the mayhem. 

It is a talking bench, bent on pushing high schoolers to learn more about the new initial-eliNNfi~~ 

s~n&rds to compete in Division I s~ing in 2016. Though the cmnp~Jgn is Division I-specific, we 

a~ sending Nis Association-wide u~tate due m its national visibili~~. 

This bench is the product of a pa~nership be~veen our three teams, and it will live in social tnedia, 

videos, s~ickers, posters, a public sen’ice ~nouncement debuting this month and even a school bus 

that will visit schools in Atlanta and South Florida. It is a difl~rent approach compared to the 

s~ndard NC~ voice, to be sure. But by partnering with advertising fim~ Leo Bnrne~, we have 

carefully crafted and tested language that gives us the best chance to reach this impo~nt teenage 

audience, paNcularly in urba~ school district. 

Yon will find the ~nch is a tough-loving coach for the game oflitb with some poin~d yet thoughtlhl 

motivational messages for the student-athletes he meets, tte is active on Twitter, where he engages 

with his more than 4,000 tbllowers to drive home his pep talks. You will also spot him in a public 

sendce announcement airing during March Madness (it will ~ ready later this week and posted to 

the NC~ YouTu~ channel) and a video ma~ng the rounds online. You will note the NC~k logo 

is not pa~icularly prominent in the campaign it is because we are twing to drive our target 

audience to lea~ more on a s~cific topic, not si~ Nrough all other NC~ issues. We find the la~er 

is the case on our branded social media platforms. 

In addition% stickers, posters and other signage will be distributed this month to more than 700 high 

schools that historically hm~e prodnced the highest number of non-qualifiers. We have already done 

a lot of leg work in those areas in focus-group research, NC~ s~ffpresen~tions and outreach 

eflb~s by NCAA President Mark Emme6 to New York City, Philadelphia, Chicago, Los Angeles 

and Honston. 

A range of matefiaJs tbr high schools and paxents are available at 2pomt3.org. We continue to ask 

you to help us spread the message of the changing initial-eligibility smn~rds to today’s high school 

s~dent-athletes. Infom~ation on the new s~ndard is available for you and your s~% through our 

~_~9_~£9_~_~!~:~ and a ~£~![![£~[~_2£~_~!~!9_[~ that outlines the new academic ~equimmen~. 
Thank you for wor~ng with us to help the next generation of student-athletes understand the 

increased academic expec~tions so we can give them their best chance to co~npete and succeed in 

college. If you have qnestions a~ut the campaign, please contact Amy Dnnham, managing director 

of s~rategic commuNcafions at admNam(~)ncaa~org. 

Sincerely, 

Kevin Lemon, Vice President of Academic and MembersNp Affairs 

Todd Leyden, Vice President of the Eligibility Center 

Bob ~ illiam~ Vice President of Communications 
C~ck ~2~2~ t.o ff~rward ~h~s maH~n¢ w~Lh your persona~ message 

This ernail ,~,:3s sent Lo: bubbac@uncaa.unc.edu 

Click here to [:,e removed from this mailing list. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 4:02 PM 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahumcanes.com> 

Jason Sisneros .~)gmaJl.com); Tim Crothers ~aol.com> 

RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

Mike, 

"~hank you ._. we will try to leave here at 5:4S, and, even with traffic, we should get there well before 6:40. I will be driving one car (the lead car) and Tim Crothers 

will be driving the other. 

From: Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:36 PM 

To~ Dorrance, AlbeR A N 
¢c~ Jason Sisneros L        @gmail.com); Tim Crothers 
Subject; RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

All set. We wi~ meet you at VW ~vith the e~ght tic]~ets, and a~ of those names have been added ~:o ~:he V[P Parking list. 

The VIP ]o[ is on the South end of PNC Arena, across the ~ot from Carter--Finley Stadkm~. 

Thank you~ 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, March 25, 2014 3:19 PN 
To~ Mike Sundheim 
¢¢~ Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com); ~m Crothers 
Subject~ RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

M ~ k eiJ o n, 

~[ you can s~v~ng it, two of my [riendsistaff ~vant to join me ~v~th their families. So ] w~l need a tota~ of eight ~:~ckets [or : me (Anson Dorrance), Jason S~sneros, his 

wife and two Mds and T~m Crothers and his [wo kids. We will carsva~ in two cars if you w~l] allow two cars in your V~P parking section. 

Whs[ do you say? 

F~m~ Mike Sundheim [mail~:mikes@carN~nahurricanes.com] 
Sent~ Monday, March 2% 201~ 3:10 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

Sounds good. 

See some i~]:o here abou[ the spedfics from our Promotions D~rector, ion Chase: 

Day of game information: Please park in the VIP parking lot. The parking attendants will have your name. Please enter PNC Arena off of Trinity Rd, 

via Gate D (this is across the street from the Baekyard Bistro). The address of PNC Arena is 14oo Edwards Mill Rd. Raleigh, NC 27607. 

Please meet in the VIP entrance no later than 6:4o p.m. The VIP entrance is located ne~ [o the Box Office on the South side of P~C Arena. Once 

arriving in VIP please noti~- security that you have arrived at the desk. 

You will operate the Hurricanes Warning Siren 15 seconds before the team takes the ice for their final warm-up. While the announced game time is 

7: oo p.m., the actual promotion takes place around 7:o3 p.m. Friends or family joining you at the game can come up by the siren. 
I will have your tickets for the evening’s game and will give them to you directly. On the day of game the best way to reach me is via email or my 

office number @ 919-861-62o9. However an hour or so before the game the best way to reach me is via my cell phone at 

Thanks again [or joining us and please let me know if you have any questions. 

Jon Chase 

Director of Community Relations and Promotions 

Carolina Hurricanes Hockey Club 

9~9-86]-62o9 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ Monday, March 2% 201~ 2:27 PN 
To~ Mike Sundheim 
Subject~ RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

Thank you a~d I w~] csl~ my boys and see who can make it and tNI you how ma~W tickets I will need [:or tomorrow[! 

F~m~ Mike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carN~nahurricanes.com] 
Sent~ Monday, March 2% 20~4 9:10 AN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ RE: Carolina Hurricanes 

(:)~(~ great. ~ w]l~ get you more ~n[ormatkm tomorrow. 

Do you k~ow how many tickets you want? 

Thanks, 

Mike 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [ma~lto:anson@ema~.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Sunday, March 23, 2014 8:53 PM 
Te~ Mike Sundheim 
Subject~ Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Sure 

.Sent.from my Verizon W;reles5 4G LTE DROID 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahurricanes.com> wrote: 

Hey coach- 

Would you be willing to do a television interview during the first intermission of our game Tuesday night? 

Thank you, 

Mike 



On Mar 18, 2014, at 8:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Thanks Mike ... let me see how many of my hockey buddies want to go. 

S~’n~ ]:~ om m’y ~v~,r~zon W~reiess 4G L TE DROID 

Mike Sundheim <mikes@carolinahurricanes.com> wrote: 

Awesome! You would probably need to arrive by 6:45 for the siren. You will sound the siren at about 7:02 as the team comes out for the game. 

We can probably get you as many tickets as you want. Just let me know! 

Thank you, 

Mike 

On Mar 18, 2014, at 5:37 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Yes ... what tirne? And how many ticket can you give me? 

From: Hike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Seat: Honday, March 17, 2014 5:08 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Subject: Re: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey coach- 

Checking back in about the Hurricanes Warning siren. Could March 25 work? Sorry for the delay, our fan development department just 

got back to me. 

Hope you’re doing well! 

Mike 

On Jan 28, 2014, at 10:38 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc~edu> wrote: 

Love to ~... Feb 4th and 7ti~ is booked ._. When else? 

Froro: Hike Sundheim [mailto:mikes@carolinahurricanes.com] 
Se~t: Monday, 3anuary 27, 201~ ~:11 PH 
To: Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Subject: Carolina Hurricanes 

Hey Coach- 

There is probably no chance you remember me, but I covered your team for the Daily Tar Heel back in 1997-98, and then 

worked with Dave Lohse as a student assistant assigned to the team in 1998-99. I also played a little roller hockey with and 

against you at the Craig Deck before I graduated from UNC in 2000. Now I am the Senior Director of Communications for the 

Carolina Hurricanes, where I have worked since graduation. 

Our promotions staff is interested in having you out to sound the "Hurricanes Warning Siren" prior to a game this season. 

The tradition of having a celebrity sound the siren as the team comes onto the ice began in 2008, and "Siren Sounders" have 

ranged from Sir Nick Faldo and Bill Cowher to Russell Wilson and Lennie Rosenbluth. You can read more about it here, if you 

are interested: ~-h--t--t-~---..~-~---h-~-u-~-r--r~-c--a-~-n-~-e--s--.~-n-~-h-~[-.-c-~-~-~)~~!~ 

We have openings for Siren Sounders in the immediate future on Feb. 4 and Feb. 7, or we could look further into March for a 

date you might be interested in. It’s a pretty quick and painless process, it takes all of 90 seconds and then you’d be in your 

seats to enjoy the game shortly after puck drop, if you’d like. 

Hope all is well with you. As an alumnus who spent time around your program for two years, I couldn’t be more proud of 

everything you’ve continued to accomplish. All the best for continued success. 

Go Heels! 

Mike 
Mike Sundheim 
Senior Director of Communications 

O: 919-861-5477 I C: I Twitter: ~aMikeSundheim 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, March 25, 2014 4:04 PM 

@aol.com 

@~nsn.com; dtlcar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

;ma~jones, 

; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: RE: W LEAGUE 

Thank you for this opportuNt% I will set~d this to our roster. 

From’, @aol.com [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, March 25, 20~4 3:43 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Palladino, George W 
Subject= W L~GUE 

Anson & Dino, 
I wanted to ~heok in to see if any of your players would like to play in the W League thi~ season here in Northern Virginia. My olub, BRYG recently pumhased the rights to a 
W League franehise so we’re looking to fill out our roster with a some oollege players. 
Below is a link to the announoement. 

I’m not sure what you’re trainin~ schedule is but I will be down in your area later this week and would love to come by and see you ~uy’s. I would also like to hear more about 

the UNO World Football Academy seminar in April. 

I hope all is well with you ~u7’s. 

Oino - Please pass on a bi~ hi to Wend7. 

Cheem, 

LARRY R. BEST 
BRYC 95 ELITE 
BRYC ELITE Director of Coaching - Girl’s 
703~87~379 

~.bt~osoceer,oom 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A, LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 4:33 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

1722: HEre is fl~e link 

Thank you Tom!! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 11:13 AM 
To: Jason Sisneros 
~::c; mjrobins@udel.edu; Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject: RE: HEre is the link 
Just sent it out to aN the 
-Tom 

from: Jason Sisneros [mail~_ 
Senti Wed~esdaT, Hatch 26, 20~4 ~0:49 AN 

T~: Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject: Fwd: HEre is the link 
Did we send tl~s out to alum~ yet7 It’s a su~’ey to help in Anson’s book with this profesmr I bellow. 

Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Caroliim USA 

Director of Match Analysis [ Assistant Coach 

(c) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Robinson, Matthew J <rnjrobins~i~udel.edu~> 

Date: Thu, Feb 27, 2014 at 1:27 PM 
Subject: tlEre is tim link 

To:          fNmail.coin"          ~{gmafl.com> 

Jason 

Here you go. Enjoy time in Hawaii, get back to me when you can. 
Your Anonymous S~trvey LMk: 

I think this will be ,some great data. 

Matt 

Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 

Prol~s~)r of Sport Management 
Director of StxJrt Management Program 

Director of Sport Researeh, Center for Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 
Chaimmn Delawame Spoilt Commission 

Director International Coaching Em-ichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 

Alfred Lerner College of Business aad Economics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3/26/2014 8:38:34 PM 

Subject: 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ( 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Southern Soccer Showcase Update 

~gmail.com) 

Ladies, 

It is up to you {~uys! 

From: Chris Neal [mailto:cneal3@elon.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 1:48 PM 

To: Scott Wollaston; paul cairney; Cullen, 3ohn; Hain, 3essica J; Rob D; Martin Beall; Sarah Strickland; Anthony Daluz; 

Dorrance, Albert A IV; church@duaa.duke.edu; robbie.church@duke.edu; Charles Chugger Adair; Tim Santoro; 

tim_santoro@ncsu.edu; Miller, Greg S; sgtowne@uncg.edu 

Subject: Re: Southern Soccer Showcase Update 

Hey everyone, 

Scott Wollaston and TCYSA have been incredibly generous in allowing us to piggy back their event to raise awareness/donations for 

"Kickin’ It With Colie!’. We will be dedicating the college matches to Colie’s fight with Ewing’s Sarcoma Cancer. She started chemo last 

week in New Jersey. 

If your team is up for it, I ask a simple favor to help us raise awareness on the day of your games at the Southern Soccer Showcase. If 

your team could do what Clemson, UNCW, and High Point have already done in previous spring matches that would be fantastic. They 

basically used a little bit of pre-wrap and athletic tape to spread the word! See pictures below. There should be a pretty big crowd there 

each day and every little bit of awareness helps. Thanks so much - Chris Neal, Elon U. 







Chris Neal 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

Elon University 

2500 Campus Box, EIon, NC 27244 

336-278-6745 

ELON ATHLETICS: www.elonphoenix.com 

CAMP INFO: ~:..e.~!..~.~.n....s...~.~.c...c....e.~.r~.c.~.a.....m..~.~.s.~..~.c.~.~..~..m... 
Follow us on FACEBO©K 

Follow us on TWITTER 

From: Scott Wollaston <    " @gmail.com> 

Date: Friday, March 14, 2014 3:00 PM 

To: Paul Cairney <cairney[o@uncw, edu>, John’ ’Cullen <jcullen@uncc.edu>, Steve Nugent <smnugent@uncg.edu>, 

Jessica Hain <iiceli@liberty.edu>, Rob Donnenwirth <DONNENWIRTHR@ecu.edu>, Elon University <cneal3@elon.edu>, 

Martin Beall <mbeall@highpoint.edu>, Sarah Strickland <stricklandsc@al3pstate.edu>, Anthony Daluz 

<daluz@WFU.EDU>, "anson@uncaa.unc.edu" <anson@uncaaounc.edu>, Robbie Church <church@duaa.dukeoedu>, 

Robbie Church <robbie.church@duke.edu>, Charles Chugger Adair <adair@vt.edu>, Timothy Santoro 

<tfsantor@NCSU.EDU>, "tim santoro@ncsu.edu" <tim santoro(Dncsu.edu>, "Miller, Greg S" 



<gmi|!er@ath/etics.pitt.edu>, "sgtowne@uncg.edu" <s~towne@uncg.edu> 

Subject: Southern Soccer Showcase Update 

Coaches, 

Thank you so much for coming to the 2014 Southern Soccer Showcase sponsored by Mercedes Benz of Winston Salem. We have 

nearly 100 club teams participating in the event, along with your 14 college teams. Here are some updates: 

1. Mercedes Benz has been generous to sponsor the event. They will be providing the Mercedes Benz hospitality tent, which will be 

located above the Stadium field. All college teams and coaches will be invited into that tent before and after games. We will provide 

drinks, snacks and lunches for all of your players and coaches. In addition, Mercedes Benz has purchased a tournament shirt for each 

of your players. 

For this, I have attached a Team Order Form. On this form, you will let us know how many lunches your team would like, and if anyone 

has any dietary restrictions. Also, you will add the sizes of tshirts that you would like for your players and coaches~ 

Please email this form to me before next Friday, March 21st. 

2. We would really appreciate if you would register online as an Attending College Coach on our event website link below~ It really 

helps us in growing our event. Here is the 

link: http://soccer.sincsports.com/TTCollec~eReg!ster.aspx?tid=TWlNSO&tab=7&sub=l 

We hope that you will look to recruit at our event as we have some fantastic teams from up and down the east coast attending. 

3. Chris Neal, coach of Elon, will be sending you all an email regarding support for one of his players that was recently diagnosed with 

cancer. We would like to offer support by increasing the awareness at this event for her cause. Please look for an email from him. 

4. Our final game schedule is at the following 

link: http://soccer.sincsports.comFFTMore.aspx?tid=TWlNSO&tab=3&su b=4&Qu al=M ISC&Seq=7 

Please let me know if you have any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Scott 

Scott T. Wollaston 
Executive Director: Twin City Youth Soccer Association 

www.twincitysoccer.com 
Manager: Winston-Salem SoccerPlex 

Manager: $occerOP Management, LLC 

~:__s____o___c___c____e___r__o__ _p__~__c_9___m___ 

Email:         @gmail.com 

Winston Salem SoccerPlex Office: (336) 896-0383 

BB&T Soccer Park Office: (336) 998-4277 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @ .coral 

Sent: Wednesday, -. - ~:19 PM 

To: ~ :,com 

Subject: 

Importance: High 

Dear Coach: 

Ny name is My DOB is the I am in Grade 11 (Junior) at in 
I am aCentral (Holding) Nidt:ielderand I ama Nemt~er£1:the teams. I played t:or both in the 
The purpose ol: my email today is two-l:old. Iam a bit late in the recruitin9 process, but I’d like to enquire with you to see: 
Do you have a need l:or a Central Nidl:ielder l:or your      class? 
Do you have any scholarship money lel:t l:or a player in that position? 
Ny video will be ready ina l:ewdays. I’m takin9 the time to be proactive to see what my potential options might be, as it is my dream roger an NCAA soccer scholarship. 
Please let me know if: you are Iookin9 l:or any Central players and I will send you my video once it uploaded. 
You are l:ree to contact my coachin9 rel:erences below: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Goalkeeper 

GOALKEEPER PROFILE.docx 

From: @_ . .org] 
Sent: Wednesday, ~:37 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Goalkeeper 

Hello Coach Ducat, and Coach Dorrance, 

I hope you are planning on coming to the this weekend! My team is playing - ! I would be honored if you could come watch 

me and my team play! Attached is my profile, I know I send this in all my emails to you but I want to make sure you know who I am! I am a :14 year old starter 

goalkeeper on a top level team! My team has been working very hard this season! We won the first game of the and will play our second in 

April! 

£eiow is our schedule for this weekend ! The snow will be gone and it will be ready for soccer!!! The address for is 

After we finish this tournament, we will be off to the 

Thank you and hope to see you there!! 

the next weekend! 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 8:30 PM 

To: ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; anson@uncaa.unc.edu 

Cc: @verizon.net 

Subject; Goalkeeper 

Dear Coach Ducar, and Coach Dorrance, 
Hello! I hope you are having a great start to your week! Thank you so much for replying to my email last week! I know the NCAA rules don’t allow you to contact me however, 
just wanted to send you my information and my coaches names and information to show my interest in your soccer program. 
I know you can’t talk to me about soccer until July after my Junior year, however my team is a team and has many players that are in their junior year or 
will be next year! Possibly coming to a tournament would allow you to see my entire team! 

In my last email, I included our tentative schedule for the upcoming 
field location we will be playing on is 

on Sunday. 

- the dates of the are still or in The 
on Saturday and 

I really hope you get a chance to come watch us play! Yesterday we played a challenging           team and won 1-0! Our sweeper made an unbelievable goal from a 
corner kick winning the game for us! Our defense was tight the entire game which helped me have a shut out. I have attached a clip of a save I made yesterday from a corner 
kick shot on us! 
Thank you and hope to see you at the tournament! I have also copied my coaches again in case you want to contact them since I know what the NCAA rules are! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 4:59 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: PSV Union FC (Northern California) 99-97G Vegas Players Showcase 

From: Gary Ireland [mailto:         @yahoo.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 4:57 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Ducar, Chris; 3ason Sisneros ~gmail.com) 
Subject; PSV Union FC (Northern California) 99-97G Vegas Players Showcase 
Hello College Coaches, 
Thank you for watching our PSV 97G (U16) at the Las Vegas Players Showcase this past weekend- Given it was the first time the team had 
played together in an official game and tournament and the fact that we had 3 x U16’s, 10 U15’s and 3 U14’s, we did very well. At PSV we play our 
players ’up’ when we can. Many of the players train and play with professional women’s players, USA youth national team players. 5 of the roster 
are with the USSF National Training Centers and one player on the roster has committed to UCLA on a scholarship. 
Below is the link/content to the team roster, including coaches contact information and bios. Click on the players’ names below to access their 
Player Pages on Pass2me.com where you will find playing history, favorite players, favorite team, juggling score, academic information (GPA), 
references, player evaluations (some are unavailable), video (note only players with premium accounts have uploaded videos), transcripts (only 
premium members) and players college preferences. Simply click on their name to find the details. You can also type in the the players number, 
club, graduation year and other data in the Pass2me.com player database to access information at any time. Viewing these profiles on 
Pass2me.com is NCAA compliant. We have also sent 3rd party referrals to college coaches whose programs appear on their Player Page 
college preferences. 
PSV coaches also uses Pass2me.com to grade and rank our players internally. These evaluations are not visible to the players or families but are 
available to college coaches upon request. Each player is ranked within the squad by our coaching staff and receives a score 1-5 based on 4 
categories. If you wish to see these evaluations we are happy to share so you can gain more insight into players training habits, commitment to 
learning, future potential, injury history, playing potential (e.g what we feel is a good fit-D1 player or a D3 player etc). 
If you are in the SF Bay Area and wish to attend a training session or conduct an ID camp or wish to discover more about our players, coaches and 
program please contact us to discuss possible collaboration. Good luck with your season and recruiting! 
Kind Regards 
Gary Ireland 
Director of Operations & Coaching 
PSV Union FC 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: www.~ 

[                        PaSS~ITle.corl~ 
PSV Union FC 97G Team Page & Player Information on 

COACti & MANAGER CONTACT INFORMATION 
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TEAM ROSTER 
COLLEGE COACHES CLICK ON THE PLAYERS NAMES BELOW TO GO DIRECTLY TO THEIR i%:~SS2>.’.,’E, COM PLAYER PAOE WHERE YOU OAN VIEW VIDEO, OPA, SAT, 

EVALUATIOZIS AND A LIST OF SCHOOl.S THEY ARE INTERESTED IN A’FI’[£NDING. PLAYERS COMM[TED TO SCHOOl.S t lAVE COLLEGE LISTED NEXT TO NAME. ALSO 

CHECK THE PLA~R SEARCH DAT~ASE ON PASS2ME FOR MORE INFO ON THE PLAYER. 

SOPHOMORES 

#12 Al[sou Lu 2016 

#3 (]ieor~,ia Kingm~u 201~i 

#7 Jacey Peder:~on f?Ol0 (committed to UCLA) 

FRgSHMAN 

# 14 ()l~via Athens 

#35 Va[erie Chian~) 

#33 (]~[nidia ivlart~ 2017 (injured did not play) 

#i ]{nniJe~ }:;s:r}~{ : 201’/ (GK) 

z::z~___2:’~s~5~£_~£t ~Z~__[:£]_q_:_~s! (2017) 

COLI,EGE COMMITMENTS FROM ’?tiE: 95G-97G SQUAD 
2016 Jacey Pederson UCLA Womens Soccer 

2014 Maddie Morgan (Washington University ~bd) 

’,~014 An aJe [th~f~ma t~ biorth ( aro]h~a Womea~ S,~(:,::er 

2013 Sydney Cart Santa Barbara Womens Soccer 

20[2 bh;k[ Pa[e[tno University of Ch[ca~o Wometn~ 

2012 :gtiana "Fh,’3mas:3on ii~iversitv o] Califot~ia River:3ide 

2013 S{,’)bhan (o7;, Stanford Women:: So.’:cer 

2013 MayaNonnan BowdoinCollege 

2013 Mia Venuti UC Santa Cruz 

2013 Ashley Zhao UCSD 

2014 Las Vegas :Player Showcase 

2013 Surf College Cup 

2013 NorCal Premier RAL 2nd Place 

2012 & 13 LagLma Hills Eclipse Showcase 

T E A M A C t t I E: \; E: ?’,,[ E N T S ’~ ’7 - o.:, ,.,< 1:~"- 



2012 San Diego Surf Cup U18 Finalist 

2012 NorCal U18 Premier League Div.1 Runner Up 

2011, 12, 13 Stanford Classic Tournament Champions 

2012 Juventus Tourn. of Champions U19 Champion 

2012 RAL Showcase/Premier League Champion 

2012 PDA t~hov,’caze Hew ff~’r~’y 

2011 November Nights Showcase 

2011 NorCal Premier League RAL U1 g Div.l Champions 

2011 US Club National Cup Regional ’Super Group’ 

2011 Laa Vegas College Showcase 

2010 Nomads College Showcase Semi 5’inalist 

2011 PSV Union Players Showcase 1st Place 

2011 NorCal State Cup Quarterfinalist 

2010 Placer Prestige Cup *Super Group Finalis[ 

2010 Portland Cup Finalist 

2010 Nomads Coaches Showcase Finalist 

2009 NorCal Cup Gold Division Semifinalist 

2008 US Club National Cup Regional ’Super Group’ Finalist 

2008 Northern California Showcase Tournament Finalist 

2008 Nomads Coaches Showcase Semi Finalist 

200"/ Nomads Coache~ Showcase 0uarterfinaliat 

USA U15 & U18 National Team 

USA U15 & U17 National Teatn 

USA U14 National Camp 2010 & 2(711 

USA Ulb Catnp. ODP Region 4 & CYSA South GK. 

USSF National Training Center program (Northern CA player pool for LrS National Team 9players) 

Mexico Full Womens National Team.U17&20 National Team 

Israel U19 National Team 

id2 National Camp (6 players) 

id2 Regional Catnp (7 players) 

ODP Region ~rv (4 players) 

ODP National catnp 1 player 

PDP State and Regional (10 players) 

ODP State and District (12+ players) 

PSV Union 95-97G, 2014 ItS Soccer Awards 
* Snr.biaddie Morgan,Fr.Olivia Athens,Soph.Zoe Enright, All League 1st team WBAL 

* Fr.McKenna Angotti All League 2nd team WBAL 

* Soph.Jacey Pederson M\YP Santa Clara Valley League 

* Fr.Jessika Cowart Peninsula Athletic League All League Honorable Mention & Woodside HS Scholar Athlete Award 

* Snr.Annie I(ingman Co Senior of the year WCAL & 1st team all league V,K;AL 

2012 PDA Review 
htt~,:!/www4~svunion.org/page!show/55~Sg99 94g ~da showcase 5s~)12) review 

id= 

2013 PDA Review 

COb’IME)qi"S FROM COLI,EGE 
"How did they become so good?".,"What do you do to train them?".,"We love the way you play!".."Your players are outstandingY,."We never see club players playing this 



way. They are a joy to watch".,"It is a rare thing to see girls play with such speed of thought and passing precision, They bring beauty to the game. I’m appreciative that 

you had some time to share with me your vision & methodology. Whatever you’re doing over there please continue" 

play. On[ of the many g~me~ [ w~tched over the three days i~ wa~ a pleasure to see PSV tYniot: play Friday & Saturda,~ Wl[h ~ very ,young team 

in,::lud~ig 20]t~ & ~(][0 ~t~ds, the [~am played ~o[ne dei~gh[[ul so(:cei ~s wc,]i a~ sc.:)ri~ some grcu~t ~oah~. Out UIS white team 5c,~f /[i~tn i~{day 

eve~h~g i~ ]~ b~Jt there was no doubt they were the bette~ team. [ :uuat con~n~:nd the{r coaches G~ry and Ca~ine ]re]and o~ seeing the b~g pict~Jre 

aud prepi~ing [hem J,:)r o:)mpet{ti,:)n wilh dew~lcpmen~ as th~ir r, ai~ [ocu:{. "Ibis ~,:)~p o[ play~s ;~re i~i very ci~pable hands wilh a br{gh1 Jufute 

ahead of them". ,~?,,er [¢.:;.-~~ ]~h~icta] ]i~{t~;~ {,a~a{i~]]~ ~"~:[ip~ 20i2 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday,               10:13 PM 

Jordan Raper <jraper@matchfi ’tacademy.net>; Ducar, Chris *~ducar@unc.edu-~; Jason Sisneros 

Re: 

@gmail .corn> 

Jordan, she is absolutely awesotne and I mn so happy she is playing for you! We would love for her to come to Chapel Hill! 

Tell me what you tttink. 

Se~t.~°om my Yerizor~ ~VireIess ~G L)’£ 

Jordan Raper <jrape@matchtitacademy.net> wrote: 

Hey Anson - 

What do you think about ? 

I just added her to ray ECNL roster, I love her! 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, 10:13 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @cuema]l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu> 
CC: 

My n~ane is and I mn currently finishing my fresh~nma year at 

The position I play the tnajority of the time is center fo~-vvard. I started every gmne this past season and I average one goal per game. 

What I expect to gain during my college experience is, a higher level of compelition, and an overall team experience. I want to push myself to achieve a higher level of 

personal success. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:15 PM 

Robin~)n, Matthew J <mjrobin@udel.edu>; Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros 

~aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@~mc.edu>; ~@msn.com> 

Re: First Day of Survey Great Results 

@gmail.com>; Bill Palladino 

"Robin,)n, Mattkew J" <mjrobins@udel.edw~ wrote: 

Anson 

44 com~}leted surw:_~ys on first day. Just did s~ quh::k giar~ce Of resuit:s. Real interesting st:ta[f.:?n parenting, Your kids come From the right idnd of ps;r’ents. 
Aiso interesting stuff on parentaf ~nvolvement, b~rth order’, rnult~sport, piay~ng against boys. A for o[: s~mi[arit~es as s[udy with flat{oRs[ team pool 
Fascinating stuff:. 
Matt 

F~m= Sander, Thomas J [mailto:pacman@unc.edu] 
Senti Wednesday, March 26, 20~4 1~:~3 AM 

T~ Jason Sisneros 
Cc= Robinson, MaRhew J; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject= RE: HEre is the link 
Just sent i[ otat [o aH the alums, 
-Tom 

From= Jason Sisneros [ma~l~: @gmaiLcom] 
Sent: Wednesday, Hatch 26, 20~4 ~0:49 AN 
Te= Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject= Fwd: HEre is the link 
bid we send tl~s out to alumN yet? It’s a su~’ey to help in Anson’s book with this profesmr I believe. 

Jason 

UniversRy of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Robinson, Matthew 3 <m.irobins~i~udel.edtv> 

Date: Thu, Feb 27, 2014 at 1:27 PM 
Subject: tlEre is fire link 

To: "        ,,~;gmail.com"         ,~;gmafl.com> 

Jason 

Here you go. Enjoy time in Hawaii, get back to me when you can. 
Yore Anonymous Survey Lit~: 

I think this will be ,some groat data. 
Matt 
Dr. Matthew J. Robinson 
Prot~s~)r of Sport Management 
Director of Stx)rt Management Program 
Director of Sport Research, Center lbr Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 
Chaimm~ Delawaace SIyort Commission 
Director IntemationaJ Coaching Em-ichment Certificate Program (ICECP) 
Alfred Lemer College of Business a~d Economics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:16 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros < ,~gmail.com> 

Fwd: / Vegas 

image001 .j pg 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: ~ Vegas 

Fro m. El(~ aara, M~ka <Mika.Elovaam@s- sm.org> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~l A IV" <anson,~)email.unc.edu> 

CC:        @~nsn.com,"DucaJ, Chris" <duca@unc.edu>,"Jason Sisneros 
<pacmm~@unc.edu> 

~gmail.com)" < ~gtnail.com>,"Saaader, Thotnas J" 

Thanks for the prompt response, and absoh~tely no worries; I understand how busy you all are! 

~ ~ook forward to talkh~g with you. 

Best, 

M~ka 

h~p~[[secureq,sco~twaref~rms,net[q[~sm mwso[eSOb~,~tml~h~/[~,s=s~,~r~[admi~s~o~s[s~ccer4nqu~ry-for~[ 

From= Dorrance, AIbe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, Harch 26, 201~ 3:55 PN 
To= Elovaara, Mika 
Co= ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros, @gmail.com); Sander, ~omas J 

Subject= RE: / Vegas 

rvl~ka, 

~ saw you had ca~led (thank yo~}. ~ am up ~o my neck w~d~ speakin8 en~asements and have no~ had a chance to meet w~d~ my staff. As soon as ~ do ~ w~l~ ca~ yo~]H 

F~m= Elovaara, Mika [mailto:M~ka.Elovaara@s-sm.o[g] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 26, 2024 4:22 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~c= Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros (        ~gmail.com) 
Subject= RE: / Vegas 

Anson~ Chr~s~ Jason, 

~ ho~e th~s ~TH~ssi~e firK]s you we~l. ~: ~T~ust hi~/e bee~ a busy weekerK] fl:~r yot~ w~th trave~ for recruiti~g and to the away 8ar~e a~a~st S~rit. 

Hav~n~ said that, I realize you may not have had d~e tkne to sit down and d~scuss the prospects yo~ saw in Vegas. When you do, and have the time, ~ wo~ld ~ove ~o 

hear your d~ou~hts on the :        8~ds, especially                  but obviously also anyone e~se that m~h~ have causht your attention positively. From what ~ 

have heard from other coaches and ou~ coaches who traveled with the t~am, our attackin~ p~ay was the a~a of our ~rn~ ~n Vesas that was clos~ to the vsva~ ~ve~, 

i~d I wou~d obviously love ~o hei~r Vour assess~Tu~It o~ the players" ~o~er~t~al. 

Mika 

h~p~[/sec~req,~coutwareforms,net/q[~sm mwso/e~Obl,html;~p~[[~,s-~m,or~[ad~i~ion~/soccer-i~quir~-f~rm~ 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [~_¢~!~92~_t~D_~_~_¢~ND_G_¢~_~] 
Sent= Wednesday, Narch 19, 20~4 5:07 PN 
To= Elovaara, Nika 
~¢= Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros (        @qmail, com) 
Subject= RE: / Vegas 

Mika, 

Thank you for this excellent news. Personally, I really liked the personalities of both of your young women. I know they would fit in with our chemistry. Now, Chris 

and Jason wN be out ~n Vegas to see if they can get on the fie~d for us as freshmen (this would be our criteria for extendh~g them scholarship money). I wN ~et 

Chris respond w~:h when we ~)lan to watch them He orgamzes a~] of our recru~:~ng 

All ~:he best Mika and thank you for extending us every oppor~:un~ty to get ~:o know your ~)layers and your program {We are also looking forward to having Miss Lust 

here this fall.) 

F~m= Elovaara, Nika [mailto:Nika.Elovaara@s-sm.or~] 
Sent= Wednesday, March ~9, 2054 3:36 PN 



To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Alber~ A 
Co: Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros,         ~_g~)~_!!=__c__o___n_)) 
Subject: / Vegas 
:Importance: High 
Aqsoq, Chds, Jason, 

~ ho~e th~s me~aa~e ~i~ds you we~, %’Ve had e’,<ce~e~[ d~scuss~o~s w~th                   a~ter our v~s~t to UNC and [he other col~e~e~b and they have narrowed 

down their schools to UNC and UCF .-- a~ othe~ schools are off the I~st for them, UCF offered bod~ ~:u~ scholarships to both of them~ but the ~ds have the meetb~ 

with Anson c~ar i~ m~nd; they ~nderstand that ~t ~s very rare to receive fu~ scholarship offers from UNC~ and that you w~l~ e~ak~ate their pot~nt~a~ for ~mmediate 

impact first ~nd then assess the potentia~ scholarship amount. They are both ~ookin~ forward fo~ you to see them pI~V h~ VeSas a~d d~sc~ss your 

afl:erwards. 

~ wa~ted Lo reach out to you and ask if there ~s a s~edfic day when you are ~lanrdn~ .:)~ ~oin8 ~:o watch d~e g~rls plsy7 Their schedule ~s Lh~s: 

Friday~ ~areh 2~th~ 
~:00 AM - SSM U~Ts vs Spa~a United Premier U~7 Kello~ field 7 

Saturday~ ~arch 22~ 20~4 
~:00 A~ - SS~ U~Ts vs San Diego Surf SC Academy I - Kello~ Field ~ 
5:00 ~M - SSM U~Ts vs Austin Texans g7s- Kello~ Field 7 

Sunday~ ~arch 23~ 20~4 
8:00 A~ - SS~ U~Ts vs Downey FC 96 - Kello~ Fie~d ~ 

Let me ~now ~f yO~.E have any quesL~ons. 

Kind ~esa~ds~ 

M~ka 

From: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, March 04, 2014 3:46 PH 

To: EIovaara, Hika 
Cc: Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Joanna Boyles 
Subject: RE: Our visit 
Thanks Mika ...~ We loved yo~r k~ds ss well~ 

From: EIovaara, Hika [mailto:M~ka.EIovaara@s-sm.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, Hatch 04, 2014 4:34 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Dorrance, Albe~ A [V 
Co: Ducat, Chris; Ducat, Chris; 3ason Sisneros ~ [@A~_[[=££A)); bill palladino i ~_~9_[=~_~; DeMay, 3oe 
Subject: Our visit 

ARSOR, 

Thanks again for hostin8 us a little over a week a~o. The ~irls and I had a good time and Jo was a great host. 

The schedule for our U17s at the Players Showcase in Vegas was finally released, here’s a link: htt£~//events~gots£ort:comievents/schedu~e:as£x? 

eventid=32 BOS& FieldlD=0&applicationlD=2:[764~.7&action=Go&AspxAutoDetectCookieSupport=~ 

Let me know if you have any questions. 

Best~ 

Mika 

~.s-sn~.orq ~ ~w,ssmspe~s,or~ I Take a Virtual Tear of Sha~uck=St. Hary’s School 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Wednesday, 10:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd:              Updates 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Updates 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

This past weekend, my         team participated in the               Tournament, playing up an age bracket in the     group. We came out of 
the weekend with 2 wins and one loss, and overall we played very well, coming in 2nd out of 12 teams. ][ had two assists in 3 games and played as an 

outside forward, an outside midfielder, a defensive center midfielder, and a center forward. 

[ hope you were able to see a game this weekend as it was very successful and competitive, ~ will continue to update 
you on upcoming game and tournament schedules. 

Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Wednesday 10:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd:                  - Soccer Prospect 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject:                 - Soccer Prospect 

From: . _ @nsr-inc.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Websi~e: 

My name is and I am a junior at in 

freshmen year, and ~ ~mmed~le]y became a starlet h~ every game. h~ my sophomore year, 

made the AI~ District Te~m. 

Througho~t my two yeaPz; in high school f have maintained my GPA at out of 4.0. Maintaining 

my grades is my cumber one priority besides playing soccer. 

currently play club soccer fer , where ] have had my best exposure. My 

skiIls as a goalkeeper are very strong; there are minor things I still need to work on io become 

beat, but as of right now I am doing the b~.~st I can lo stay s[rong on ,t~hat f hne~,, 

I arn very excited to get my recruiting process started for college soccer, t am not only seeing 

rY~yaelf as ~ 9cod student for your (:e~e~e, bu[ also as af~ ama~[}Rg athlete for yot~r te~m. 

being pall of a team. Hav~ng people rely on you is 1he best tee~h~g, because you know you have 

1o pedk)rm your beat. I k)ok f~:~wa~d 1o eve~ylhh~g that ~k~s ahead ~n m,/fbture. 

Sincerely, 

;@nsr4ac.corn 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 11:00 AM 

Jordan Raper <jrape@matchfitacademy.nel> 

Duca~; Chris (ducax@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gtnail.com) 

RE: 

Tha~k you Jordan ._. Very helpful ..... we like her too!! 

Frora: Jordan Raper [mailto:jraper@matchfitacademy.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 8:53 AN 
Te: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
¢¢t Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Re: 

I have always loved her a s a player, she always ~o~es agafinst us and we have to plan for her every titne we play her team. Considering she h~ li~le suppog on that 

team ~d is playing up, it is atoning how good she has been. Her movement is good, touch is clean and she has Nce. My bigges~ tNng about her though is fl~at she 

fimshes[ Hard commodi~ to find in a female pla~gr but she is m~ out and out goal~omr. 

She roll be wifl~ us at fl~e      event in 

Match Fit Academy 

ECNL UiT, Ui5 Head Coach 

~gnl~ail,’jraper@matchfitacademy.net 
Twitter: @jordie716 

On , at 10:13 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <m~n(Y~email.unc.edu;, wrote: 

Jordan, she is absolutely awesome and I am so happy she is playing for you! We would love for her to come to Chapel Hill! 

Tell me what you think. 

Sent from my Verizon Pv?Yeless 4G L ?E DF~O~D 

Jordan Raper <iraper@ matchfitacademy net> wrote: 

Hey Arisen - 

What do you think about ? 

I just added her to my roster, I love her[ 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 4:15 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: PLAYER OF THE SOCCER TEAM, FOR 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Ramon Romero [mailto:ramomomero01(~america-international oral 
Sent: Thursday, 8:00 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~ject:                PLAYER OF THE                       SOCCER T[£AM, FOR 

Dear Dorrance, Anson, 

I hope this message :finds you veW well. We are veW proud to introduce you our best female soccer player J2~r the 
w~ng and central defender. 

season. Her name 1s , she plays in two positrons, left 

You could check her playing abilities at 

In regards to her academics, has performed extremelly well in high school    GPA 

As far as standarized exams are concerned, she scored :first two parks SAT. Critical Reading 

is part of the 

would like to start college in 

and also a member of the 

, as she is a senior in high school. 

, and Math, and in the TOEFL exam 

team as well. We are very certain, she will be a great asset for your tearn. 

She is looking for a full scholarship. Please advise if interested, so we can get you in touch with 

My very best, 

Rarrlotl Romero 
President America International 
C.M. Har,~ard University 
M.B.A. Universi~ of Tampa 
B.A. Eckerd College 
ht~ :i&vww. aracrica-int emational, orai 

right axvay. 

Por favor, ten en cuenta el medio ambiente antes de imprimir este e-mail. Please, consider the environment before printing this e-mail. Este mensaje y los anexos en ~1 incorporados pueden 
contener informacidn confidencial y privilegiada de A.I. Education & Sports Management S.L. o de Becas Usa S.L. Su contenido es para uso exclusivo de sus destinatarios, por lo que queda 
prohibida la difusidn, reproduccidn, coraunicacidn, alteracidn, archivo, copia o utilizacidn de dicha informacidn por terceros. Si le ha llegado pot error, rogamos responda al remitente para 
avisarle del error y borre inmediatamente el mensaje Asimismo, es su responsabilidad comprobar que este mensaje o sus archivos adjuntos no contengan virus informfiticos, y en caso que 
los tuvieran, eliminarlos.La opinidn expresada en este correo electrdnico pertenece sdlo a su autor y no representa necesariamente la opinidn de A.I Education & Sports Management SL. o 
de Becas Usa S.L. This message and its attachments may contain confidential and privileged reformation of A.I. Education & Sports iVlanagement SL. or of Becas Usa S.L. Its contents are 
for the exclusive use of its recipients; therefore any disclosure, copying or use of such reformation by third parties is prohibited. I1" it has been sent to you in error, please replay to advise 
the sender of the error and then irmnediately delete this message It is also your responsibility to check that this message or its attachments contain no virus and if there were an?-, please 
delete them The aforesaid opinion belongs alone to its author and does not represent necessarily the opinion of A.I. Education & Sports Management S.L. or of Becas Usa SL 



" te t d in ..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... Are youln res e ............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
S:}od: Revie%s Recruitir~g in Spod: 

The most significant contributor to consist÷nlt, succ÷ssfuI high performance might 

All the research points to the same conclusion. If you don t have the people side of your sport right, you re missing out 
on a massive competitive advantage. After all, technical ability is never the definin~ factor in to~ ~erformance. 

DISC~ PROFILE!S I:::O R SPORI 

P{!!!!RF?~:~i~’,NCE! REVI E!WS 

Vl DEOS& RESOU RCES 

:::: :: :: :: :: :: ::iiiiiiiii~/~,:,::::~:./i/i/iiiiiiii~:~::i~::: :::: 

What we re best known for.., the only sport All your performance review needs. For coaches, Your one-stop shop for the best videos and 

specific DISC Profiles globally, managers and athlete leaders, articles on improving sports perlormance. 

At Athlete Assessments, we are the experts in the ’people side’ of sport. While we are best known for our profiling and team dynamics 



consulting using the AthleteDISC, CoachDISC and Sports ManagerDISC, we do more than just Assessments. 

We are passionate about the on-going development of sport, coaches, athletes, their clubs and organizations and all 

sports professionals. Our goal is to help you improve your performance and realize your true potential. Our services 

include DISC Profiling, Performance Reviews, Team Consultations, Professional Development Training 

Programs, Conference Presentations and Keynote Speaking. 

Headed by Bo Hanson, 4x Olympian and now International Coaching Consultant, Athlete Assessments works with some 

of the top Olympic, Paralympic, National, Professional, State, and US College teams. We have worked with more than 

t5,000 individuals in sports organizations, spanning 24 different sports and several countries. We also work with 

leading coach education providers, leadership programs, universities, and a network of consultants. 

Getting an edge in this critical area of sport is easier and more affordable than you’d think. We welcome you to find out 

more and take the next ’click’ based on who you are or what you are interested in. 

Are you 

Coach 

,, 8port Administrator 

Educator 

Sport Psychologist or Consultant 

you interested 

DISC Profilin _ inc_ indieS_S_ ort 

Performance Reviews 

Recruiting in Sport 

Videos, Educational Resources & Articles 

Athlete ¯ More About Us 

...... Watch our introductory video... 

: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:47 PM 

~aol.com 

@aol.com 

VW: re : sm,~ey 

Very funny ._. I love your ai~swers!!! I hope you are doing well!! 

From; Sander, Thomas J 
Sent; Thursday, March 27, 2014:10:27 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; @aol.com 
Subject; IqN: re : survey 

From-" Ally Allan [mailto @__a___q!~__c__o___n__~] 
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 :t0:08 PM 

To-" Sander, Thomas .I 
Subject-" Re: re : survey 

Tom, 

That survey was murder. I was unable to answer MANY of the questions accurately because the options were too limited. For example, 

the highest option to choose was 6, so I chose option 6 because it seemed the most accurate, but I also chose 6 

because the options didn’t go any higher. 

Whoever wrote the survey was not thinking outside the proverbial box. He or she had made a lot of assumptions.., or perhaps he or she had a particular, 

preconceived result in mind that does not cover the subjects of the survey accurately. I thought that at the end of the survey there would have been a space to add 

comments or further info, but there wasn’t. No worries. Not the end of the world.., well, at least not yet, but with the way the Russians are carrying on and planes 

disappearing and Scottish people all running around with one eye, in the land of the blind.., who knows what’s around the corner! Please say Hi to Anson and Dino 

for me. All the best, Ally 

Sent from my iPad 

On 26 Mar 2014, at 18:14, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Alums, 
l’ve been told to warn you that the survey may take a little more than a few minutes, so please allot some time for it. When I said ’quick’, I meant ’Tar 
Heel quick’, like "we’ll just make a quick stop for snacks on the way to the airport" or "we’ll just do a few quick sprints down the field for fitness" You 
guys know the lingo! 
-Tom 
Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

University- of North Carolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 5:19 PM 

Negalha, Jeff<jnegalh~r@unc.edu>; Somoano, Carlos M <csomomao@unc.edu>; Brenner, John F <JohnBnmne@unc.edu-~; Porter, 

Grant <gttx~rte@unc.edu> 

Larry Gallo (athgallo@uncaa.unc.edu); Vangelder, Marielle A <tnva~ngeld@emafil.unc.edu>; Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@email.unc.edu> 

Bes~t stadium in college soccer? 

Holy cow!![ We ne~:’d to get g.:_~ing!![ W~-’_~ c~m b~il{~ a bett~:_~r one. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <;/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,              5:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros (         ~gmail.com) 

I~W:                   [;enter midfielder 

From: ~s-sm.org] 

Sent: Thursday, :I0:59 AM 

To~ Dorrance, Alber~ A ~’ " 
Subject: Center midfielder 

Hey coach Dorrance, 

I heard from coach     thin your staffwas at some of our games this weekend. Thank you for taking the time to conle and watch me play! I thought our team did not 

reach the level we normally play but overall, it was a great learning opportunity for us mad a great way to know what we need to work on to get read?’ tbr our most 
important ~ason that is staxting -                  I would be really interested to hear any t~edback your assistmats might have from watching me play and I would 

really like to have a chaa~ce to call you and talk abx~ ut UNC and if you think I would fit well in your progrmn’s future plans. Just let me know when would be a good 

time to call and I can ca]l you. 

Best wishes, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 5:30 PM 

Donald CaJneron ~<ton cmneron@lonestar-sc.com> 

Ducar, Chris (dacar(~)unc.edu) 

RE: player 

Thank you Don! And what year is she in school? 
We appreciate all your support~ 

From= Donald Cameron [mailto:don_cameron@lonestar-sc.com] 
Sent= Thursday, 12:07 plVl 
To= Dorrance, Alber~ A ~ 
Subject=    player 

I hope tNs emNl finds you well and I ~ sure you are preNfing for another success~l season in the Fall. Jus~ wanted to give you a he~s np a~ut 

I asked her to attend your cmnp last summer,     hasj ust ~en invited into the    National ca~np. She is playing two yea~ up. This kid has ~e athletic range and 

pace of      and the technicN ability of a top national player. She is going to be a ’s~’. 

Just wanted to give you a quick note ~) that you ca~ look out tbr her on your recruiting ~avels~ I know she is ve~ young but this kid is already a top atNete and has the 

won etNc m~d desire to join a~d ~ a national chmnpion[ 

Best Regards, 

Don 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 5:31 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NCSA Prospect List 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org [mailto:CoachBrown@ncsasports.org] 
Sent: Thursday, lv~arch 27, 2014 1:15 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NCSA Prospect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

Ashley Triplett - 2017 Goalkeeper, Forward, Forward 
High School: IMG Academy Pendleton, FL 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA= 4.03/4.00 AeT= NA SAT: NA 

Emaih @gmail .corn 

Notes= Ashley is a 2017 Goalkeeper from IMG Academy Pendleton, TN. 

View Profile 

Sami Wilson- 2015 Forward, Attacking Central Midfielder, Center Back 
High School: Willamette High School, OR 

sender 
Height: 5’3" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 4 

GPA: 3,32/4,00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Notes" Sami is a 2015 ForwaFd fFom Willamette High School OR Check out her YouTube film on heF pFofile 

View Profile 

Interested Athletes 

removed ~ 2016 Ou[side... remov#d ~ 2016 A~tacki... 2017 A~[acki... 2016 Outside... 

NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 NCSA Rating: 6 

Number of Number of Number of Number of 

Views: Views: 17 Views: Views: 12 Views: Views: 12 Views: Views: 29 

Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed Last Viewed 

Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last Date: Last 

Viewed : Viewed : Viewed : Viewed : 

11/19/2013 09/15/2013 02/15/2014 03/26/2014 

View Profile View Profile View Profile View Profile 

Not a match? Llpdate your emNI pre~erences _h_.e__.r__e_, 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 



NCSA Blog: http://blo~.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any use, 

copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

removed by 
sender. 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 5:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Profile from College Prospects of A~nerica, Inc. 

From: athletes@cpoa.com [mailto:athletesOcpoa.com] 
Sent; Thursday, March 27, 2014 1:40 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Profile from College Prospects of America, Inc. 

Having trouble viewing this email? _(._’=[i_c___~__[~_#_L’__e_ 

Prospect Profile 
PROSPECT iNFORMATiON MADE EASIER 

My name is Lauren Unterborn, I’m a 2016 women’s 
soccer prospect from Marblehead HS in Marblehead, 

Ni Image 
removed by 

sender. 

iiii[ Sport: women’s soccer 

i~i~] Position: goalkeeper 

iiiiiilN a m e: La~]~t]’~llnterborn 

iiiilA’ldress: 
~/City:         State: 

lunterbom@mycpoa.com 

Parent s Emafl: 

@comcastnet 
Year of Bh’th: 1998 

Year of Grad: 2016 

GPA 3.97 ACT: SATM: 

SATV: 
C~eer ~bifion: Phys 

Therapy 
High School/Jr. College 

Hi~ SchoN : 

Mmblehead 

Coach: Andrew Bub 

Office Phone: 585-943- 

0112 

Additional Coach : Robb 

Go~ 

O~ce Phone: 617-974- 

3100 
Personal 

Need Based NnandN 
~fo Av~able From 

Parents: Yes 

N~ber ~ F~nfly: 4 

N~ber h~ Coflege: 1 

2 YR VARSITY STARTER 

HIGH HONOR ROLL 

3.97 GPA 2016 GRAD 

Image removed by sender. 

Coaches Call 1 800-235- 

CPOA 
For All Your Recntiting Needs’ 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 129 

Dominant Foot:Right 40 yd: 
60 yd: 100yd: 

Add’l Sports:Track/Basketball 

Info. Verified:YES 

iiiiii[High honor roll s~dent for2 years. Ma~ntains a 3.97 GPA. 

~i~i/Received the Marblehead High School "Performance in 

iiii/English’’ award in June 2013. Point gna;d for high school JV 
iiiiii/basketball team. Varsi~ 400 hurdles and discus in track. 

~i~i/Varsity girls spring track NEC Champions 2012- 2013. 
iiii[Assistant coach Marblehead Youth Soccer (UI 4). 

iiiiii[Recorded ~5 shutouts sophomore year. Allowed 18 goals in 

iiii/l~5 games (.95 goals per game). Northeastern Conference 
~:~:~IAll- Star fall 2013. Finalist in Needham Memorial Day 



iiiiiiii[Showcase 2013.3 year club soccer captain. 

Coach Bub: "I’ve had the pleasure of knomng Lauren for 

years at the club and high school levels. She possesses a 

great work ethic. She puts in extra hours to ensure she is in 

top form. She is conslantly working on angles, positioning, 
and kick placement. I have watched her grow from an 

average goalie to one of the premiere goalies in the Northeast 

removed by 
sender. 

removed by 
sender. 

Irhis emsil was sent to anson@emaiLunc,edu by ,a__t__h_J_e__t__e__s__@_c_#_9_a__=_c__o___m_. 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removaIwith SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy, 
College Prospects of America, [nc. i [2682 College Prospects Dr. :: Logan OH 43~38 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CNALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday,              5:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: 

2.JPG 

From: @gmail.corn] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:~.8 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Dear Coach Durrance, 
I hope these emails that I’m wriling to you don’t come as a nuisance. The purpose in mind is the hope that you will see me play mad recognize that I’m a fit for yonr 

program. 

I will be traveling to            this next weekend, .... to play in the                   . I will be Playing tbr fl~e 

Club, wearing the jersey. We will be competing in the women’s    Gold. I’m confident, that if" you take the time to watch me play, I’ll have not let you down. 

I have included an attachment with a picture of me and a link to ~ny schedule for this 

weekend. 

I hope to see you there. 
Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 5:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Cancelled 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:48 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Cancelled 

Coach Dorrance, 

I must regretfully intbrm you that this weekend’s 

I will be in touch regarding thture tournaments. 

Fonmament has been cancelled. 

Best, 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, March 27, 2014 6:07 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

ILS: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Actually, I think it went through BUT going back to tW i[ again was good because it was still UP and I did not have to redo rny answers so the t~me investment was 

minh~al. Yeah, ] HATE missh~g the workout. 

F~m= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent= Thursday, March 27, 20~4 4:~7 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject; RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches WorBhop Evaluation 

It worked for Dennis. Either way, we have all the responses you provided. Moreover, we certainly don’t want to take up any more of the your time - especially 

after several thwarted efforts. I would imagine that you have a lot going on since you were not present at today’s lift. Hope that time being at a premium abates 

sooner rather than later. 

F~m: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Sent= Thursday, March 27, 2024 4:23 PM 
To= Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject= RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches WorBhop Evaluation 

No I have not tr~ed again but I w~H try ~l:you think it might work. P~esse understand the one thing ~ don’t have rnuch of ~s time! 

F~m= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent~ Thursday, March 27, 2014 7:50 AM 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject~ RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

And it still thwarted your efforts? Or were you successful this time? Either way, our apologies for any inconvenience on your part and our appreciation for your 

continued efforts, Anson. 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 26, 201~ ~0:16 PM 
Te~ Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject~ Re: Leadership Academy: Coaches Wor~hop Evaluation 

I tried .... 

S~:~tt,fron~ ~’ ~rizon tVirel~’s ,K~ L TE DROID 

"Johnson, Shelley H" <shelljo~unc.edu> wrote: 

if you haven’t already done so... Only 15 coaches have responded thus far. We would like at least 50% response. 

From= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent= Monday, lvlarch 24, 2014 8:36 AM 
S,,bject= Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Coaches, 

Thank you for contribution to the RichardA. Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy! Rest assured that you have done your part to ensure the Leadership Academy’s 

status as the premier leadership development program in collegiate athletics. 

We would appreciate your thoughts and feedback in making our programming as impactful and effective as possible. Your feedback will help inform changes for 

future workshops and programming. Below is a link to a Survey Monkey evaluation. Please complete the evaluation by Friday, March 28 by 5pm. 

._h_t__t_p__~ZZ__w____w____w__:_s___u_r__v___e__~___m____o___n__k_e__~_:__c_~ ~/~Z ~_~ ~_~_~_~ 
- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:08 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: - Goalkeeper - Class of 

From: i@aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, 5:13 plVl 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: - Goalkeeper - Class of 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
My name is and I play Goalkeeper for team. I am a Grad. I just wanted to follow up after the 
Showcase. Our team did not have the best schedule time wise and we were at different fields each game. Additionally, at our first game the field changed right at game time 
so I know there were coaches that did not see our team play on Friday which is too bad. 
Our next showcase is in         . When I know that the games times and locations have been finalized I will be sure to get them out to you and hopefully you will be able to 

stop by to evaluate my performance again. 
I look forward to hearing from you when NCAA rules allow. 
Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, March 28, 2014 11:34 AM 

Cunningham, Bubba <bubbac@emml.unc.edu> 

1~:;: Best s~dium in college soccer? 

Bubba, 

Great clip in today’s N&O on our kids with academic success with a nice picture of you smiling in the background. Keep fighting the fight boss, I know it is ~ot easy, 

but we are all with you!! 

From: Cunningham, Bubba 
Sent= Friday, Hatch 28, 2014 [~:07 AN 

T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
~c: John Montgome~ 
S~bje~t: Re: Best stadium in college soccer? 

Thanks--I a~ree. 

Bubba Cunnin~ham 
Director of Athletics 

University of North Carolina 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <3nson~:i~er~a~kunc.edu> 

Date: Thursday, March 27, 2014 at 5:18 PM 

To: "Negalha, Jeff" <j.[[~.g~.~]33.~.~].{?.~:~.~>, "Somoano, Carlos M" <~.~.9.[~23.[[~.~!}~:~.:~.[~}.>, "Brunner, John F" <~.~.~9...~£}~.~).[[~.r.~j~9.:~.~!}.>, "Porter, Grant" 

Cc: "Gallo, Jr, Larry A." <~aJk)@tmc.edu>, "Vangelder, Marielle A" <n~var~gekl@em~ unc.ed~]>, "Cunningham, Bubba" <bubbac@emaH.~.mc .e~lu> 

Subje~ Best stadium in college soccer? 

Holy cow[H We need to get going!H We can build a bet[er one, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 28, 2014 11:38 AM 

S ue Outlaw <S ueO@hkusa.com> 

ILE: new soccer book by Dick Bate 

Yes, use the first quote and if you don’t mind after "Anson Dorrm~ce, Head Coach, University of North Carolina women’s soccer" add: "22 Time National Chm~pion". 

And f would Iow~ h~s new book. 

From= Sue Outlaw [mailto:SueO@hkusa,com] 
Sent~ Friday, March 28, 2014 [~:[2 AM 
T~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Nubjeet= RE: new soccer book by Dick Ba~ 

Good morning .... 

Thank you for your quick and positive response----.we’re very excited to be publishing h~s book this fa[[ (due out mid-September). I’d [Eke to submit the following 

quotes to see whk:h one you would prefer to put: your name to: 

D~ek Bate ma~ wel~ be the world’s greatest soccer ¢[h~k:iat~, Ne sees ~:he game from al~ persped:~ves, klenti~yh~g opportunities, and applying whining strategies that 

ot#ers over[ee[¢, So¢~er Speed exemplifies that approa¢#. I~s a game-changer and a must read for today’s £[ayer and 

A~so~ Dorrance 

Mead coach 

~ appredate roll/wHHngness to help create awareness for tNs ~mportant book and ~ook forward to hearing from you as to which quot~ to use. Feel free to edit if 

you’d Hke! ~ wH~ make sure to send you a copy of the fin~shed product h~ September. 

Thanks, 

Sue 

Human Kh~etics 

Assistant Marketing D~rector/PuM~city Manager 

Consumer D~v~sion 

].607 N. Market SL 

Champaign, H_ 

217-.,~3-7763 

www.HumanKinet~cs.com ........................................................... 

Fmm~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [maHto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent~ Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:41 PN 
Te~ Sue Outlaw 

~_~}_~_¢9_~g Ducat, Chris; Jason Sisneros (        ~g_~NJ_:gRt[0; Sander, Thomas J 
Subje~t~ RE: new soccer book by Dick Bate 

~ bare enormous respect for Dick Bate and bare no ~ssue s[ aH in promoting h~s book. I [h~nk be is the worM’s greatest soccer din~dan and every t~me I have 

attended one of his sessions ] have ~eft a better coach. So with that sentiment in m~nd wr~te m~vth~ng you ]~ke for me, ~ wH] ~ook at it, tweak ~t a bit and send ~t back 

to you. If you cm~ do that for me I will endorse his book. 

I=rem-¯ Sue Outlaw [mailto:SueO@hkusa.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, March 27, 20:[4 2:55 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A 11/ 
$,,bject-" new soccer book by Dick Bate 

Hi Mr. Dorrance, 

In the fall of 2014 we will publish a new soccer book by Dick Bate, Soccer Speed As you know, we always look for recognizable, well-credentialed experts in the 

field to provide a quote for our books and Dick Bate asked me to reach out to you in hopes that you’ll consider providing us ruth a promotional quote for tJae book 
that we can use on the back cover a~d/or in our marketing initiatives for the tx~ok. 

We’re looking for 2-3 sentences t?om you that would speak to the content of the book, entice people to open the cover, take a look, and hopefully make the purchase. 

I’m hapw to send you the rough ma~u~ript, the introduction, ~mple chapters, or whatever i~dbm~ation you might waist to be able "to write the quote. I’m also happy 

to write a quote for you and send it to you for approval. 

To give you a~ idea of the book’s content, here is what will appear on the back cover of the book: 

The ~vorld’s most popular sport is also one of the most demanding Stronger, smarter, and more agile players have increased the intensity and tempo of the game. Success hinges on the 
ability to read, react, and execute For individual players and teams alike, speed is a necessity’. 
Soccer Speed is a groundbreaking work more thari a training guide, but an all-encompassing execution plan tbr success in today’s aggressive, attacking, and fast-paced game. 
Inside, you’ll learn how to develop these skills: 

- Quickness, agility, and balance for defending, attacking, reacting, and executing 

- Most effective techniques, such as heel passes and stride changes, to challenge opponents and keep them ol!t’balance 

- Soccer intelligence, or the abili~ to instantly recognize and exploit the opposition’s weakness 

- In-game decision making with and without the ball 



Evets~ aspect of the ganre is covered, including step-by-step instruction and XX drills for developing tectmical and tactical speed in passing, receiving, dribbling, scoring, counterattacking, 
and defending. Soccer Speed is the one and only guide for outpacing, outsnrarting, and outplaying the opposition. 

I look tbrwaxd to hearing t~m you at your eaxliest convenience’. 

Sue Outlaw 

Human Kinetics 

Assistant Marketing Director/Publicity Manager 

Consumer Division 

1607 N. Market St. 

Champaign, IL 61820 

217-403-7763 

www.HumanKinetics.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:03 PM 

@aol .com 

Ducar, Chris (ducm@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com) 

I look forward to seeing you, unfortunately the NCAA prevents me from having any contact with     but please tell her we would love it if she would make a 

visit to ChapN H[IJ this spdng~ We wHJ then spend ale day with herH We are VERY interested. (Yes, ~ know a lot of unethicaJ coaches wN arrange to "bump" h~to 

rec:ru~ts off campus that are as young a      ~3LJI the NCAA rule ~s dear on tMs practice: ~t: ~a ~egaJ.) 

BuL you can share with her Lhat what she w~[[ see ~s a UNC team that wH[ start freshmen, sophomores and jun~ors. Wehavelost sLarters to the pros and 

graduation, so basically we are tak~n~ last year’s reserve team to play the And we are very proud Lhat among Lhe group we graduated, and 

were and ff~ the pro draft and out of the are s[gR[n~ p~o contracts th~s spring with teaRls across the world. No one develops £]ayers like 

we do at UNC. 

All the best! 

From: @aol.com [mailto: @aol,com] 
Sent: Thursday, . 11:04 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ~gmail.com; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: 
anson: 

hi, it is 
i am going to the game this Saturday with Dad. i will come say hello after the match. 
i am also meeting           and her Mom there too. i wanted to introduce     and her Mom (a former 

HS Grad) is a powerful, fast, nasty, tough, striker that can play at your level and has serious interest in UNC. 
we are bringing a lot of our teams/players/parents to come watch the match, i just talked to 
game. 
it will be nice to see UNC up in 
regards, 

~ to you as well. 

and he thinks there should be a nice crowd for the 

In a message dated 3:15:23 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@ernail.unc.edu writes: 

Thank you! You certainly have our trust, We will start a file on 

All the best ! And BTW, we love ,. what a great kid!! 

From: (@aoLcorn [.mailto: ~ao!.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 12:13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 
anson/chris: 
it has come to my attention that one of the parents within my 
not sure if she used my name or whatever but i want to make it clear that although 
to UNC.        is a nice player and a division I prospect but as the 
recommendation, again wonderful people but       is not at your level in our view. 
i do however want to take this opportunity to recommend a 
is a     freshman in HS. her morn was a 
as nails, and can score goals, i recommend to you. 
here is her information: 

and look forward to tracking her progress. 

organization has contacted you, 
is a wonderful lady and 

and 

about her daughter,              . i am 
is a great kid, I DO NOT recommend her 

we did not send herto you with a 

player that i do feel can play for you and help the program and her name is           . she 
~ and her Dad wrestled for     . she is a fo~Nard that is very powerful, tough 

* forward that is powerful, tough as nails, and can score goals. 
Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: CANCELLED 

From: :@ncsasports.org [mailto: :@ncsasports.org] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Friday, 8:39 AN 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A ~V 
Subject: CANCELLED 

Hi Coach, Due to weather has been cancelled for ~ Best, 

@hotmail.com 

Cliche HJJRE to view my NCSA Recnfiting Profile. 

@hotmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 28, 2014 12:34 PM 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

I arn with you! 

From= Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent= Friday, March 28, 2014 9:02 AM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Whew! Very glad that was the case - not having the re-enter comments. You are always missed in your absence. Fairly large group. Lots of supersets. Max bench. 

Some stadiums. Steve is eager to get us outside. 

From= Dorrance, Albert A 131 
Sent= Thursday, March 27, 2014 6:07 PM 
To= Johnson, Shelley H 
Subject= RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Actually, t think it wet~t l:hrough BUT going back to try it again was good because ~t was ~t~l~ UP and ~ d~d not haw~ to redo my answers so the ~:~me invesm~et~t was 

minimal. Yeah, ~ I-t,AY~ missing the workout. 

Fmm~ Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent~ Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:17 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Nubje~t~ RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Wor~hop Evaluation 

It worked for Dennis. Either way, we have all the responses you provided. Moreover, we certainly don’t want to take up any more of the your time - especially 

after several thwarted efforts. I would imagine that you have a lot going on since you were not present at today’s lift. Hope that time being at a premium abates 

sooner rather than later. 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Thursday, March 27, 2014 4:13 PM 
To~ Johnson, Shelley H 
Nubje~t~ RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Wor~hop Evaluation 

No I have t~ot ~:ded again but I w~l ~:ry ff you thkd~ ~t might work. Please understand the one thk~g ~ don~: have much o~ ~s time! 

Fmm~ Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent~ Thursday, March 27, 2014 7:50 AM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Su~jeet~ RE: Leadership Academy: Coaches Wor~hop Evaluation 

And it still thwarted your efforts? Or were you successful this time? Either way, our apologies for any inconvenience on your part and our appreciation for your 

continued efforts, Anson. 

Fmm~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:16 PM 
T~ Johnson, Shelley H 
Subjeet~ Re: Leadership Academy: Coaches Wor~hop Evaluation 

I tried .... 

"Johnson, Shelley H" <shelljo(c-~um~.edu> wrote: 

If you haven’t already done so... Only :15 coaches have responded thus far. We would like at least 50% response. 

From= Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent= Monday, March 24, 2014 8:36 AM 
Subject= Leadership Academy: Coaches Workshop Evaluation 

Coaches, 

Thank you for contribution to the RichardA. Baddour Carolina Leadership Academy! Rest assured that you have done your part to ensure the Leadership Academy’s 

status as the premier leadership development program in collegiate athletics. 

We would appreciate your thoughts and feedback in making our programming as impactful and effective as possible. Your feedback will help inform changes for 

future workshops and programming. Below is a link to a Survey Monkey evaluation. Please complete the evaluation by Friday, March 28 by 5pm. 

http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/BRQWQKP 

- Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 28, 2014 12:35 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

I~W: Upgrade your Pitch 

SG Soccer pdt:html; Siena Soccer 2 jpg.html; UCSB gate banner2 jpg.httnl; Eastern Soccer jpg.html 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@salesforce corn [mailto:noreplv(i~!salesforce coral On Beha[[" Of John Harbeck 
Sent: }:riday, March 28, 2014 9:17 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Upgrade your Pitch 

Albert, 

I wanted to contact you to show you what we can do for your soccer facili~’. Our stadium graphics provide an immediate impact on the look of your field or stadium, reinforce your brand 
and impress your potential recruits 

If you are thinking about upgrading your field, locker rooms, hal lways, player lounges or offices, give me a call or reply to this email and I can get you a quote and put together a free mock 
up of a design that you can use to help get the project approved Take a look at the flyer below or check out our website at www.bigslgns corn to see what we can do for you 

Regards, 

John Harbeck 
National Account Manager 
j ohnh@bigsigns, corn 
1-800-790-7611 ext 705 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 28, 2014 12:47 PM 

GAHARRIS@nmmlaw.com 

@~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; matt jones 

. o sean patton 

nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc,edu); 

Subject: Expect 45-50 degrees and rain. 

Great ! See yoz~ soon!! 

From: GAHARRIS@nmmlaw.com [mailto:GAHARRIS@nmmlaw.com] 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 11:28 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject: Saturday in Lakewood 

Hey Anson, 

I plan to take in your match against Sky Blue on Saturday. Expect 45-50 degrees and rain. Typical Mamh weather up here. Too bad you missed the snow. 

I look forward to seeing you. 

Go Heels, 

Glenn Harris 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 28, 2014 12:48 PM 

Adam Burgess <adam@coachesacrosscontinents.org> 

1~1: International Volunteer Soccer Coaching 

I will send it out to my roster .. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Adam Burgess [mailto:adam@coachesacrosscontinents.org] 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 11:53 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: International Volunteer Soccer Coaching 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

My name is Colton Alexio and I ~vork with a nonprofit called Coaches Across Continents, which uses soccer as a platform tbr social change in communities around the world. We are 
looking for new vohmteer coaches and want to spread the word to as man?’ people as possible who might be interested in making a social impact through soccer (experience is not 
necessary) and traveling the world while they’re at it! 

We would be grateful if you could pass this message along to your college players, or get back to us about any larger groups of people (teams, clubs, supporters, etc.) that you think could 
be interested ~n international volunteer football coaching. Attached is our volunteer coach application form 

Hope to ttear From You Soon, 
Colton Alexio 
colton@coachesacrosscontinents.org 
www coachesacrosscontinents org 
www.facebook.com/coachesacrosscontinents 



Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, March 28, 2014 12:48 PM 

@~nsn.com; ducar@uucaa.unc.edu; Jasou Sisneros ~!gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

, matt jones 

sean patton 

nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: 

Attach: 

F~V: International Volunteer Soccer Coaching 

CAC Flyer~dllhtml; volunteer-coach-application-form-2014 docx.html 

..... Original Message ..... 
Froru: Adaru B~gess [ruailto:adamgd~coachesacrosscontinents.or~] 
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2014 11:53 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: International Volunteer Soccer Coaching 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

My name is Colton Alexio and I ~vork with a nonprofit called Coaches Across Continents, which uses soccer as a platform fbr social change in communities around the world. We are 
looking for new vohmteer coaches and want to spread the word to as man)’ people as possible who might be interested in making a social impact through soccer (experience is not 
necessary) and traveling the world while they’re at it! 

We would be grateful if you could pass this message along to your college players, or get back to us about an?- larger groups of people (teams, clubs, supporters, etc.) that you think could 
be interested in international volunteer football coaching. Attached is our voluaateer coach application form 

Hope to Hear From You Soon, 
Colton Alexio 
colton@coachesacrosscontinents.org 
w~vw coachesacrosscontinents org 
ww~v.facebook, corrdcoachesacrosscontinents 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 12:58 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Class of     Player interested in UNC 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Friday, 12:56 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A ~J 
Subject: Class of     Player interested in UNC 
Good day Goach Dorrance, 
I am writing because I am very interested and would love to play soccer for UNG upon my graduation in . Every since I lived in Virginia when I 
was younger, between the ages of 10-13, I knew I wanted to be apart of the U NG soccer family. I have attached a highlight reel from last season. 
Right now I am playing sohool ball and only have a tournament coming up in May with my club team. This summer my family will be moving to 
Virginia from Georgia and I will be trying out for a new club or EGNL team around Williamsburg for this upcoming Fall season. I will include my 
remaining school schedule for your convenience in case you can come see me play before the season ends. I look forward to hearing back from 
you and hope to visit UNG after my move this summer. 
Respectfully, 

Highlight Reel: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, March 28, 2014 7:55 PM 

Cleary, Kenneth Eugene <kcleary@unc.edu> 

Re: Rmnmy Nominations 

Best upset.., we were the only team in the country to beat the eventual national choa~pion: UCLA. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Cleary, Kenneth Eugene" <kcleary@unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson - 
I hope you’re doing well. I wanted to check in with you to see if you’d like to nominate any of your players for Rarum?" Awards this year. The nominations close on Monday and I wanted to 
nrake sure you had an opportunity to submit an?" you thought desel~’ing. Dave submitted a comprehensive list, but I want to make sure you and your staffhad an opportnnity to weigh in as 
well. The categories are listed below-. 

Thaaks very nmch. Best of luck to you and your team this spring. 

Ken 

Best Championship Perforruance (one individual winner) 
- This award recognizes the student who is judged to have given the best performance in a championship game, series or tournament. 

Best Breakthrough Athlete (raale and female witmers) 
- This award recognizes a NON-FRESHMAN student who has made significant strides/growth in his/her contribution to the tearu. 

Best Upset (one team winner) 
-This award will be given to the teanr judged to have completed the best, ruost significant or most impressive upset during their season. 

Outstanding Team (one team winner) 
-This award will be given to the Carolina Team judged to be the most outstanding. 

Best Play (one individual winner) 
-Awarded to the student ;vhose effort on a play is determined to be the most noteworthy moment of the year 

Record Breaking Performance (one individual winner) 
-Awarded to the student who in a game, season, or career completed the best record breaking performance-irrespective of the nature of the records broken 

Outstanding Newcomer (male and I~male wilmers) 
- This award will go to the male and female athlete judged to have had the best season for a player in his or her first season as a Tar Heel 

Outstanding Male & Female Aflalete Of The Year (male and female winners) 
- This a;vard to the male and female athlete judged to have had the best individual season as a Tar Heel 

Ken Clear?, 
Assistant Athletic Director Ne;v Media 
University of North Carolina Athletics 
Dean Smith Center 
919-843-2076 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=REClPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, March 28, 2014 8:13 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: Sky Blue game - Re: 

Thanks Kevin .... see you soon! 

Sent from my Vedzon Wireless 4G L TE DROJD 

@aol.com wrote: 

anson: 
thank you for the response, her and her morn want to visit in the spring. 
just to say hello i will catch you after the match. 
i watched a bunch of your games over the internet and loved both those players 
have a good trip up to N J= 
r~gards, 
Kevin McDermott 

; CEO 
W-League HC 
732-720-9163 
In a message dated 3/28/2014 12:03:10 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email.unc.edu writes: 

congrats on having the # 1 and # 2 pro picks! 

look [orw~rd to s~-_~ei~g you, un[ortu~a[ely the NCAA pr~-_~vents me from having a~,/contact: with     but ph-_~ase tell h~-_~r we would lov~-_~ it if she would 

mak~-_~ ~ visit [o Chapel Hill ~:his spring. We will ~:hen s~end all day with h~-_~r!! We are VERY inb-:~rested {Yes, I know ~ lot of ur~-_d:hical coaches wili arra~ae ~:o 

"bump" into recruits off: campus that are as youn8 as’    BUT the NCAA rule is clear on this practice: it is illegal.) 

But you can share with her that what she will see is a UNC team that witl start 6 freshmen, 3 sophomores and 2 juniors. We have lost 7 starters to the pros 

and graduation, so basically we are taking last year’s reserve team to play the Sky Blue. And we are very proud that among the group we graduated, 

were #~ and #2 in the pro draft and six out of the seven are signing pro contracts this spring with teams across the world~ No one 

devek)ps players like we do ~t UNC 

From: ~aol.com [mailto: @aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 11:04 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A fV 
Cc: @msn.com; Ducar, Chris; @gmail.com; Sander, Thomas .1 
Subject: Sky Blue game - Re: ... 

anson: 

hi, it is kevin mcdermott, 

i am going to the game this Saturday with ; Dad. i will come say hello after the match. 

i am also meeting and her Mom there too. i wanted to introduce and her Mom (a former All-American at Villanova Women’s Soccer) to you as well. 

HS Grad) is a powerful, fast, nasty, tough, that can play at your level and has serious interest in UNC. 

we are bringing a lot of our teams/players/parents to come watch the match, i just talked to Tony Novo, Sky Blue GM, and he thinks there should be a nice crowd for 
the game. 

it will be nice to see UNC up in N !! 

regards, 

Kevin McDermott 

CEO 

W-League HC 

732-720-9163 

In a message dated 2/6/2014 3:15:23 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson(~,email.unc.edu writes: 

I(.evin, 

Thank you! You certainly have our trust. We will start a file on and look forward to tracking her progress. 



From:              ~aol.com [mailto: 
Sent: Thursday, February 06, 2014- 12:13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris 
Subject: 

,~. aol .com] 

anson/chris: 

it has come to my attention that one of the parents within my           organization has contacted you,              about her daughter, 
. i am not sure if she used my name or whatever but i want to make it clear that although     . is a wonderful lady and        is a great kid, I DO 

NOT recommend her to UNC.      ~ is a nice player and a division I prospect but as the           W-League Head Coach and Director of Coaching we 
did not send herto you with a recommendation, again wonderful people but       is not at your level in our view. 

do however want to take this oppontunity to recommend a           player that i do feel can play for you and help the program and her name is" 
she is a :    , freshman in HS. her morn was a 1st Team Big East soccer player at Villanova and her Dad wrestled for Duke. she is a forward that is 

very powerful, tough as nails, and can score goals, i recommend ~ to you. 

here is her information: 

* I that is powerful, tough as nails, and can score goals. 

Regards, 

Kevin T. McDermott 
- DOC 

732 -720-9163 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday,              7:03 PM 

@gmail.com> 

Re: Hey!! We beat 

I am just so happy yon are a Tar Heel. i think this will also let you prepare better for exams. I know this has been a challenge for your family but I love the fact 

that working hard to make ends meet is a part of your DNA. 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

I wa~ted to let you know that I put my two weeks notice in at         today. I’m going home tbr Easter so I figt red it would be easier ifI was j ust offthe schedule by 

then. Also when I get back fiom Eas~ter we will only have a couple weeks left in the smnester so I thought the ti,ning worked out. Thanks again for putting ,ne in touch 

with this job. It has helped financially and it was jus~t a good overall experience. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 7:34 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd:               Recruiting Profile 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Recruiting Profile 

From: @ .org 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I roll be touring UNC Chapel Hill on Sun&5’, I would love to meet you m~d introduce myself. 

I am very interested in attending Chapel Hill. I am looking to excel in both the class~oom and on the soccer field. I see from your roster that you have about 

underclassmen forwards on the team. I believe that I wonld have a great impact on your team as a forwm~l. I am intrigued in your program and I believe that Chapel 

Hill would be a great fit for me. 

I currently play tbr the 

During the Fall, I play for the 

accomplishment. I understand that 

be taking the SAT and ACT this May. 

team. We are ranked the number one team in      and have recently won the                            in 

team. This year I was the j unior captain and we won the                           a major 

is a ve~ academically challenging school a~d I believe I have the grades and work ethic to compete successfully. I will 

I have attached my NCSA recruiting profile where yon can learn tnore about me as a soccer player a~d a student. Also on tny recruiting profile is a highlight video frotn 

a game this t:a2tl that shows sotne of my strengths as a player and a teammate. I play right, le~ m~d center striker and I would love to be a member of the UNC Chapel 

Hill Women’s Soccer team. 

Sincereb; 

Click HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 8:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @cuema]l.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance! 

Hello, my name is              . I aan in 10th grade and I play for the 

interested in your team and would love it if you watched a game of mine in the 

soccer reran. I’,n number and I play Right midfield. I’m 

tournament this coming April. 

My #1 strength as a player is distributing the ball and reading the field. I can put the right amount of power on a ball and get it to someone’s feet whether they’re 

standing still or running to ma open space. I can figure out what will happen next and be there for when it happens. 

During my college experience I hope to learn and grow as a soccer player and as an adult. I am interested in the Living Environment sciences and I hope that soccer 

could get me somewhere too. 

I look fo~-vvard to playing in this tournament and hope that you can get a look at me. Thank yon’. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 1:42 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

.SoccerProfile.doc 

........ OriginaJ Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @aol.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hello 
My name is and am a 17 year old junior at just outside of I have talked to my high school 
and club head coaches to let them know that I plan to play soccer in college. I am very interested in attending the University of North Carolina for the 
academics and playing soccer there. 
I am a 5’ 9" starting defensive center-mid and center back on my club team,                           team in                (listed as 

¯ I start at center back for my high school varsity team as well. During my freshman year, I lettered as a varsity player and was awarded 

the Freshman Award on my high school varsity team that finished ranked in the state. My GPA is a at one of the top academic public high schools 
in the state. My ACT score is 
My             is playing in the              Showcase Tournament next weekend        . I have an interest in attending the University of North 
Carolina because of your soccer program and because the school provides a major that I am planning to pursue. I would love if you or one of your coaches 
could please try to watch me play during the tournament and see if I might be a good fit for your soccer program. My number is I have been full time 
starter for my team and I am one of the captains; I always start at either Defensive Center-Mid (my primary position) or Center Back. Our 
schedule for the Showcase is listed below. 

You c~n al~o contact m~ at this e-mail address anytime¯ Thank you for your time, and I hope to see you at some games! 
Sincerely, 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday, 4:10 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Showcase 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Showcase 

From:            @sinclink.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

i.~.i S[:orts in College 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 6:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu-~,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 
CC: 

@gmafilc.com 

Hi, 

Thanks so much for attending ~ny 

rest. I am attaching my schedule for the 

Tar Heel. I am also attending the 

game this past weekend in Sorry I was not able to play. I had a slight injury that I thought was best to 

I hope you can watch a game! I would love feedback on what it would take to be a 

if you are able to watch any of the games/scrimmages. 

Thm~l~s! 

My coach’s info: 



FI~Olll~" 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, 9:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

Player Profile - .pdt:, ATT00001 .htm 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~gmail.com:~ 

To: "Do~Tance, Albe~t A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC:                          @g~nail.com>, 

Coach Dorrance, 

My name is             and I am a 15 years old freshman at                 High School in,                 . I am interested in 
attending the University of North Carolina because of your exceptional academics as well as your soccer program. 

Currently, I play for out of and ! will be playing at the 
this weekend. My club coaches names are @~tmail.com), and 

@aol.com), I’m also a starter on my high school varsity team and my coach is 

~    edu). 

I willbe wearing    andbeloware dates, times and!ocations formygames atthe 

If you or members of your staff are attending this weekend please keep an eye out for me. Any feedback would be greatly appreciated. 

If you or your staff have any plans to be in northern the schedule for my high school team can be 

found at 

I have attached my soccer resume listing my estimated GPA and my other academic and athletic accomplishments. 

Thank you, 



Sent: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV </O LFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Sunday,              9:11 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 
From:         @bellaliant.net 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd .unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Coach Donance 

I just wanted to follow up with my previous emails to let yoa know that I am able to confirm that I am going to be attending the 
in              , on I will be forwarding on my complete schedule with all relevant details on my team in a couple weeks when it is available. I 

hope you’re going to be attending and will be able to watch me play in person. 

~lick HERE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 31, 2014 10:53 AM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

l~W: The 2014 Rammys 

2014 Rammys Pos~ter-FINAL- 1.pdf 

To r~ ? 

I=rem: Steinbacher, Rick 
Sent-" Monday, March 24, 2014- 7:47 PM 

To," UNCAA-Head Coaches 
(:c-" UNCAA-ExeStaff; Lane, Cricket; Cleary, Kenneth Eugene; Holliday, Corey L; Hoots, Eric M; Lynch, Nadia Suzanne; Sabo, -rim; Griggs, Kathy 
Subject-" The 2014- Rammys 

Head Coaches, 

The 2014 £ammys ar~-_~ 3 w~-:~eks away! Ar~ email ir~vitaLiot~ to all Athletic DeparLmet~t staff members (via Lhe "ew-:~rvor~e" email list) will b~-’_~ sent tomorrow. Sinc~-_~ this 

year’s Rammys will be a tic]~eted ~?vent, we need Lo get an accuraL8 hsadcounL from ~?a(:h sporL program. We’d like? for yoLar headcount to ~ndude all 5tud~nL- 

athleLes, studenL managers, student trainers, student v~deo personnel, and any other’ students that support your’ program. {Fkd~ t~me personnel ~ndud#~g aH 

coaches shouk~ respond to KsLhy Griggs per the email ~nv~Le Lhat will go out tomorrow,) 

P~ease ema~ me w~th the a##ropr~ate headcount for your sport program b~ Monda~ March ~st. Abo, p~esse make sure 

your ~;tudent atNetes are aware o~ ~:he over, t. A descdp~:~on b bek)w and a prornot~or~al ~lyer is attached. 

Let me know ~f you have any questions. ~ wH~ be at tomorrow’s head coaches’ meeL~ng and can also address any quesL~ons then~ 

Thanks, 

£~ck Stehsbacher 

The Rammys 
Monday, April 14t~, 2014 

7:00 PM 
Memorial Hall 

Awards, Talents, Highlights from the 2013 - 2014 seasons and more 
Desserts / Social immediately following the show at the Carolina Inn 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 11:05 AM 

Jacob Wallace~ ~gmail.com> 

@msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ~         ,~!gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

@aol.com; Bruce Lawrence (bruce@bogae~tconstruction.com); Chantal@tdesignsource.com; 

pete@chapel-l~illresta-urantgrohp.c~m; 
@gmail.com; 

Subject: RE: Part 3: STUNNING SERENDIPITY AND SICKNESS, Oil MY....DISPATCH FROM THE HIMALAYAS 

Great email nressage as usual!t I ara going to share this with my team, you know, so they don’t all end up "overbred dogs"! ! If only they knew how tough the real world is then they- would all 
appreciate what they havet [ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jacob Wallace [fnailto @gmail.com] 
Sent: Saearday, March 29, 2014 7:17 AM 
To: Gregg Found; Vanessa Polcari; Jonathan Russell; TJ Sanford; Ian Winkler;         ~hotraail.com; Brad Lane; Denise Hartsock; Daniel De Kay; Patrick Sraith; Greet Van Dyck; antonio 
lubrano lavadera; Don-ance, Albert A IV; Brendan Comer; Christina Swift; .amdrew Leary; Andrew Busscher; Ryan Christopher; Ryan Kockler; Rachael Jaffe; Rachel Goldberg; Lauren 
McCullough; Lauren Talman; Catharine Found; Jessica Fuller; Dan Mcivlillan; sarah cud@; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz; Morgan Scba~eider; Sander, Thomas J; Bill Palladino; alex bauer; 
Stephens, Alexander; Tom Salter; Metz, Nora S; Fidel Nagy; george hoyos; Rohith iVlohan; Patton, David S; KentMountainAC ; Grace Healy; Jacob Robert Davis; Justin Geibel; Patrick 
Meloy; Nathan Richardson; Eli Covington; Elias Sinkus; Katherine Brooks; C Collins; Maren Bosley; jake wallace@nols.edu; ~gmail com 
Subject: Part 3: STL~!NIix,-G SEREik~)EaITY AND SICKik~S S, OH IVP!-.. DISPATCH FROM THE HEMALAYAS 

On 3/15/14, Jacob Wallace < .~gmail.com> wrote: 
> How@ y’all. 
> 

Dispatch number three is using a very fitting title, serendipitous meetings ~vith new friends, stunningly- beautiful views and scenery, amazing moments, and some pretty’ nasty, sickness. Its 
been roughly two weeks or so since I last wrote, and its been a doozy, to say- the least 
We’ve traveled from McCloud Ganj, on an overnight train which we had to run to catch, to which we al~cived in Delhi at the wee morning hours of the night, walked around Delhi at 4am to 
find our hotel, all the while being asked if we wanted a pedi cab ride to "somebody’s brother’s hotel" which is "real nice" and "clean". To which we then spent a day in Delhi walking around, 
riding tuk tuks (aka motorized scooters), tempting our fates with perishing via car crash at every turn, and then found ourself lost in Delhi ~valking in back alleys meeting local vendors trying 
to sell us Cinnamon and paper From there we took an earl)’ jeep to our teaching location outside of Delhi at the Heritage school which is a somewhat private school for Indian students. It 
was somewhat of an oasis in the desert which had a big pond, ducks, lilly pads, beautiful scenery, in the land of flat, desert (with sky scrapers being built next door). We spent 3 days there 
teaching other teachers wilderness medicine and debunking myths such as beet juice can cure frost bite, toothpaste should be put on cuts, clarified butter when eaten ~vill cure sickness, if 
you hook yourself up to a car battery or are touching it during a lightning strike it ~vill then save your life. Things like that. It was interesting to say the least. 

We then took another 3 am shuttleijeep to the train station where we hopped on a train headed back up to the Himalayas back to NOLS base, aka our home, and it couldn’t have come at a 
better time The base if filled ~vith great folks, familiar faces, a laid back sense of life that can’t be fotmd in the rest of India. So it was nice to come home. 
We just finished up 6 days here ~vith some awesome NOLS students who were stoked about the course, as well as have made some amazing lifelong friends with the NOLS staff and 
instructors here who have treated us like family in every ~vay Pretty, lucky. 

Tomorrow morning we leave here and head to Bangalore, which would be like going from Alaska to Puerto Rico in distance What is in store for us you may ask. A 5am 2 hour jeep ride, 
followed by a 6 hour train, then a 1 hour jeep to the airport, 3 hour flight, then a 2 hour jeep ride to the site Should be an adventure and unexpected things will happen for sure. But at least 
the site is at an Ashram, which many will be studying and practicing yoga, so should be pretty’ laid back. 

In terms of the sickness. I’ll keep it short and sweet, I had a bit of the India bug, some little protozoa or animal living in me J2~r 12 days Which meant a bout of explosive, well you know, 
followed by 12 days of multiple trips to the toilet. Even better, David, my bud@ and coinstructor with me here, had a similar bout. So we basically were high firing each other as one would 
take their turn into the rest room All in good spirits though, and lots of laughs. There is something amazing and simple about being healthy that makes sickness lead to appreciating not 
have it even more. Needless to say, after some hefty magic yellow pills and probiotics, on day 12, I went to the bathroom and things changed :[’or the better I,ets just say I did a good old :fist 
pump on the toilet knowing things had some what "solidified" 
and walked out o:[’the bathroom with my hands held high as I ran up the stairs towards the classroom humming the theme song to the rocky montage.Its the little things in life. Life is good 
in)’ friends. 

We’ve met so many ama7sng people here, a security’ guard trying to practice his english A bussiness man *vho quit his j ob to become a NOLS instructor because it was a better life for him. 
And old man who runs a tea shop who took us in just for tea Two small kids who put on plays for us daily as we walk bye Many wave and say hello Many just nod and smile. Many 
extend their namaste with the hands held over their hearts It is a stunningly beautiful place with simple and utter happiness around each bend. 

The travel has been ama7sng The sickness not so much. But there are stories upon stories to tell And I look forward to seeing each of you in a few weeks, months, years, or whenever that 
may be. I can’t wait for that day with each of you. 

The interwebs are about to turn offfor now, so I must sign off. 

Things are great here. Learning more with each day. Laughing incredibly much. Meeting great folks. Taking serendipitous adventures 

And you know me, smiling and spreading the happiness and hugs. Love )’ou all. Bye for now 

> 

> 

> The off;or still stands below: 

> 

I also have a new mailing address in Boulder. 
J. Wallace 
PC Box 19342 
Boulder, CO 80301 



See you soon 

Big hugs and high fives, 
Wallace 

P>S> That being said, you are receiving this message to hopefully 
brighten your day, bring a smile to your face, maybe lead you to dance 
a good jig, give someone a high five (or even better a big o1’ jump 
hug), and maybe even share some cookies an milk with a loved one. In 
any case, I hope this finds each of you well, happy- and healthy, and 
doing the things you love. I ara incredibly- lucky- to have each one of 
you in my life, and simply put want to say thank you. Without a doubt, 
I can say I am one of the luckiest men to walk this earth because of 
each of you in this email. Whether we’ve shared time in the outdoors 
bagging a peak, mtming a river, climbing the crags or pondering great 
thoughts under the stars, whether its been with sunrises and sunsets, 
over tea, coffee or other libations, wherever the shared occasions. 
Thank you. I am the luckiest.In any case, I am lucky to have each of 
you in my life. And thank you for your generosity and genuine amazing 
beautiful ways. I love you all.> -- "There is a saying: yesterday is 
history, tomorrow is a mystery, but today is a gift. That is why it is 
called the present." -Oogway, from Kung Fu Panda -carpe diem. 

"There is a saying: yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystelw, but today is a gift. That is why it is called the present." -Oogway, from Kung Fu Panda -carpe diem. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:08 PM 

ducar@nncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 
msn.com; 

( 

patton 
(nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

mat* jones ( 

; nicole fava 

Subject: FW: Part 3: STUNNING SERENDIPITY AND SICKNESS, OH MY....DISPATCtt FROM THE HIMALAYAS 

Ladies, this is a ~vonderful email update from one of the extraordinary young men that graced our training roster three or four years ago. Sometimes we don’t realize how good we have it until 
we travel to places like India and see how the rest of the world has to live. But you can see t}om Jake’s testimony that our "core value" about "the last of the human freedom’s to choose 
one’s attitude in any given set of circumstances to choose one’s own way" certainly applies to the people around Jake (and obviously to Jake as well). 

This is a bit long but worth the read. 

BT~V, great perfolrnance against the Sky Blue this past Saturday. I could not be prouder 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jacob Wallace [raailto: %gmail com] 
Sent: Saturday, March 29, 2014 7:17 AM 
To: Gregg Found; Vanessa Polcari; Jonathan Russell; TJ Sanford; Ian Winkler;         .2~hotmail.com; Brad Lane; Denise Hartsock; Daniel De Kay; Patrick Smith; Greer Van Dyck; antonio 
lubrano lavadera; Dol~cance, Albert A IV; Brendan Comer; Christina Swift; Andrew Leary; Andrew- Busscher; Ryan Christopher; Ryan Kockler; Rachael Jaffe; Rachel Goldberg; Lauren 
McCullough; Lauren Talman; Catharine Found; Jessica Fuller; Dan iVlcMillan; sarah cud@; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz; Morgan Schneider; Sander, Thomas J; Bill Palladino; alex bauer; 
Stephens, Alexander; Tom Salter; Metz, Nora S; Fidel Nagy; george hoyos; Rohith Mohan; Patton, David S; KentiVlountamAC. ; Grace Heal?-; Jacob Robert Davis; Justin Geibel; Patrick 
Meloy; Nathan Richardson; Eli Covington; Elias Sinkus; Katherine Brooks; C Collins; Maren Bosley; jake wallace@nols.edu; .... ~gmail.com 
Subject: Palt 3: STL, a~INING SEREiNT)IPITY AND SICKiN~ES S, OH MY...DISPATCH FROiVl 2]qE HIivIALAYAS 

On 3/15/14, Jacob Wallace @gmail.com> wrote: 
> Howdy y’a]l 
> 

Dispatch number three is using a very fitting title, serendipitous meetings with new friends, smnning]y beautiful views and scenery, amazing moments, and some pret~ nasty sickness. Its 
been roughly two weeks or so since I last wrote, and its been a doo~. to say the least. 
We’ve traveled from McCloud (i an j, on an overnight train ~vhich ~ve had to run to catch, to which we an-lved in Delhi at the wee morning hours of the night, walked around Delhi at 4am to 
find our hotel, all the while being asked if we wanted a pedi cab ride to "somebo~dy’s brother’s hotel" which is "real nice" and "clean". To which we then spent a day in Delhi walking around, 
riding tuk tuks (aka motorized scooters), tempung our fates with perishing via car crash at ever,), turn, and then found ourself lost in Delhi walking in back alleys meehng local vendors trying 
to sell us Cinnamon and paper. From there we took an early jeep to our teaching location outside of Delhi at the Heritage school which is a somewhat private school for Indian students It 
was somewhat of an oasis in the desert which had a big pond, ducks, lilly pads, beautiful scenery, in the land of flat, desert (with sky scrapers being built next door) We spent 3 days there 
teaching other teachers wilderness medicine and debunking myths such as beet juice can cure frost bite, toothpaste should be put on cuts, clarified butter when eaten will cure sickness, if 
you hook yourself up to a car battery or are touching it during a lightning strike it will then save your life Things like that It was interesting to say the least. 

We then took another 3 am shuttleijeep to the train station where we hopped on a train headed back up to the tIimalayas back to NOLS base, aka our home, and it couldn’t have come at a 
better time. The base if filled with great folks, familiar faces, a laid back sense of life that can’t be found in the rest of India. So it was nice to come home 
We just finished up 6 days here with some awesome NOLS students who were stoked about the course, as well as have made some amamng lifelong friends with the NOLS staff and 
instructors here who have treated us like family in every way. Pretty lucky. 

Tomorrow morning we leave here and head to Bangalore, which would be like going :[’rom Alaska to Puerto Rico in distance. What is in store for us you may ask A 5am 2 hour jeep ride, 
followed by a 6 hour train, then a I hour jeep to the airport, 3 hour :[light, then a 2 hour jeep ride to the site. Should be an adventure and unexpected things will happen :[’or sure But at least 
the site is at an Ashram, which many will be studying and practicing yoga, so should be pretty laid back 

In terms of the sickness I’ll keep it short and sweet, I had a bit of the India bug, some ]ittle protnzoa or animal living in me :[’or 12 days. Which meant a bout of explosive, well you know, 
followed by 12 days of multip]e trips to the toilet. Even better, David, my bud@ and coinstructor with me here, had a similar bout. So we basically were high flying each other as one would 
take their turn into the rest room All in good spirits though, and lots of laughs. There is something amazing and simple about being health?" that makes sickness ]ead to apprecmting not 
have it even more Needless to say, a[‘ter some hefty magic ye]low pil]s and probiotics, on day 12, I went to the bathroom and things changed ll)r the better. Lets just say I did a good old fist 
pump on the toilet knowing things had some what "solidified" 
and walked out of the bathroom with my hands held high as I ran up the stairs towards the classroom htunming the theme song to the rocky montage.Its the little things in life. Life is good 
my friends. 

We’ve met so many amazing people here, a security guard trying to practice his english. A bussiness man who quit his j ob to become a NOLS instructor because it was a better life for him. 
And old man who runs a tea shop who took us in just for tea. Two small kids who put on plays for us daily as xve walk bye. Many wave and say hello. Many just nod and smile. Many 
extend their namaste with the hands held over their healts. It is a stunningly beautiful place with simple and utter happiness around each bend. 



’]7he travel has been area;ring. ’]7he sickness not so much. But there are stories upon stories to tell. And I look forward to seeing each of you in a few ~veeks, months, years, or whenever that 
may be. I can’t wait :[’or that day with each of you. 

The interwebs are about to turn offfor now, so I must sign off. 

Things are great here. Learning more with each day Laughing incredibly much. Meeting great folks Taking serendipitous adventures. 

And you know me, smiling and spreading the happiness and hugs Love you all Bye for now 

> 

> 

> The offer still stands below: 

> 

I also have a ncw mailing address in Boulder. 
J. Wallace 
PO Box 19342 
Bo~tlder, CO 80301 

See you soon. 

Big hugs and high fives, 
Wallace 

P>S> That being said, you are receiving this message to hopefully 
brighten your day, bring a sruile to your face, maybe lead you to dance 
a good jig, give someone a high five (or even better a big o1’ jnn~p 
hug), and maybe even share some cookies an milk with a loved one. In 
any case, I hope this finds each of you well, happy and health?,, and 
doing the things you love. I am incredibly lucky to have each one of 
you in my life, and simply put want to say thank you. Without a doubt, 
I can say I am one of the luckiest men to walk this earth because of 
each of you in this email Whether we’ve shared time in the outdoors 
bagging a peak, running a river, climbing the crags or pondering great 
thoughts under the stars, whether its been with sunrises and sunsets, 
over tea, coffee or other libations, wherever the shared occasions. 
Thank you I am the luckiest.In any case, I am luclcy to have each of 
you in my life And thank you for your generosi~z and genuine amazing 
beautiful ways I love you all.> -- "There is a saying: yesterday is 
history, tomorrow- is a mystery, but today is a gift. That is why it is 
called the present." -Oogway, from Kung Fu Panda -carpe diem. 

"There is a saying: yesterday is history, tomorrow is a mystery, but today is a gift That is why it is called the present." -Oogway, from Kung Fu Panda -carpe diem. 



From: 

Sent: 

BCC: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3/31/2014 8:11:08 PM 

@msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros (. ~gmail.com) [ 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP (FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN: 

@gmail.com]; 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=REClPIENTS/CN= 

( 

(nfava@uncaa.unc.edu) [nfava@uncaa.unc.edu]; 

; matt jones { 

[/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

; sean patton 

nicole fava 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

This is the 5 year old of Tom Byer, a friend of mine who transformed Japan into a technical culture by "selling": time 

with the ball! 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Time with the ball .... it does not matter how young you are (or old for that matter)! 
The more time you spend the more comfortable you will be!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Saturdayl March 29, 2014 10:30 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Vid 



My little 5yr old is coming along well! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 31, 2014 4:23 PM 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Johnson, Shelley H <shelljo@unc.edu> 

F~V: Leadership Academy: Rising Stay Applications 

Rising Star LFL Flyer.pdt:, 2014-15 Rising Star Applications (3.30.14).xls 

Ladies, 

f would recommend ALl_ o[ you guys sign up [or this ... It will help f promise! 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent~ Sunday, March 30, 20~4 ~:47 AM 
To~ Sapp, Andrew~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ Kalbas, Brian J~ Mock, Conrad D Jr~ Somoano, Carlos M~ Galvln, Derek P~ Papa, Donna J~ Meaders, Harlis James~ Mann, Jan 
Le~, Jennifer S~ Breschi, Joe~ Sagula, Joseph A; Shel~n, Karen Q ~x, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.~ Paul, Sampson L~ Haney, Sarah K~ Ha~hell, Sylvia R~ Workman, 
Aaron~ Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre~ Calder, Andrew G~ DiBite~o, Andrew F; Recka~, Angela~           L~aoLcom~            @gmail.com~ 

~aol.com~ Holman, Brian~ Tyler, Brie Farlew Gaines, B~ant Anthony~ Kolat, Ca~ J; Pembe~on, Chelsea Anne; Ducar, Chris~ ~ifs, Chris; Rich, Chris~ Garth, Chris~ 
Lynn; Holliday, Corey L~ Papadatos, DioNsios~ Biener, EriG Hemandez, Erik H~ rackham~ Fulton, @ant~ Po~er, Grant~ Ga~, Grego~ Cathro, Guw La~a, Ivo~ 

~gmaiLcom~ Negalha, Jeff~ Charles, Jennifer S~ Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M~ Wigger, Leah Marie; Robert, Logan; Young, Marissa 
Veronica~ VanAls~ne, Mark~ Jednak, Ma~ Li~inger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole~ Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara~ Forbes, Sco~; Jac~on, Sco~ C; 
Rubin, Stephen Aaron~ Gisselman, Steve~ Ogmail.com~ Baldwin, Richard Anthony~ Williams-Johnson, Tracey D~ Chinn, Trevor Jacob~ Phillips, Tripp~ Adams, 
Tyler G~ Johnson, Zoya; ~gmail.com; " " ~gmail.com~ Sander, ~omas J~ Adams, ¢larissa 

~c: Lane, Cricket 
Subject= Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications 

Coaches - attached are the applicants for 2014-~5 Rising Stars (as of 3/30/~4). Again, the deadline is 4/~5/~4. 

From= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent= Monday, March 17, 201~ 3:47 PM 
Subject= Leadership Academy: 201+15 Rising S~r Applications 

We would appreciate your help in getting the word out about applications for the Rising Stars Program. Typically, we provide a pitch for this at our March Carolina 

CREED meeting; however, winter weather forced us to cancel this meeting. Also, our April Carolina CREED meeting has been pushed back until April 2~ given the 

scheduling of the Rammy’s (Apr24) and our Recognition Banquet (AprY). Much appreciated. 

From= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent= Wednesday, March 05, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject= Leadership Academy: 201+15 Rising S~r Applications 

Coaches, 

Who are you looking to lead your team 2-3 seosons~rom now?] Get those student-athletes in the leadership pipeline next year. Help position them so that when 

you say to them, "You are a senior.., a captain.., a leader, now LEADI" that they are ready for that moment, that they have the necessary insights, experience, skills 

and rapport to do so. 

Deadline is Tuesday, April 

Attached is a flyer for applications to the 2014-15 Rising Stars Program -and for Carolina CREED Mentors. Normally, we would distribute these at the March 

Meeting for Carolina CREED; however, the weather conspired against us. We can’t wait until the rescheduled meeting. We would appreciate your help in sharing 

this information with your student-athletes and possibly posting it to a visible and highly trafficked area in your locker room or team room. Thank you for your 

he~p. 

SheUey 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:53 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Profile Videos 

.jpeg 

From= 

Sent= Monday, 12:20 AM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Profile Videos 

.@cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Anson, 

I wanted to give you an update on my really good weekend with the 

NC becanse she grew up there. 

We had two games tiffs weekend: 

since you are still my top choice. My Mom would love to move back to 

Showcase 

This month I was selected by the                           to participate at the                       in                    tomorrow ( 

). I am really looking forward to this next step to show the coaches I can play on the national team. 

Other inli~rmation about me as a player: 

I was also the only Freshman named to the                      League tean~ tbr my high sehool I                            . I seored 23 goals and had 10 

assisks tbr my high sehool team as a Freshman this yeaJc. I was ranked on MaxPreps.com for all Freshman in the United States. 

Our club team s~rted playing again on . We are ranked    in CAS on GotSoccer.com for girls under 15. Our club natne is . ,. I 

play forward and am . My coach is and his phone number is if you want to call him about me. You can also call my high 

school Head Soccer Coach who is also the Director 

We converted our garage into a training center with padding and carpet at home so I could do cones andjnggling. I will get better. I used the garage four times this 

week to get ready for tomorrow. 

I al so personally train wifl~ the Head Coach of in 

Thank yon Coach Dorrance. 

i;~iilmage 

...... removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:04 PM 

@waddell .com> 

Markos, Lm~ce M <markos@email.unc.edu>; 
pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

~aol.com 

RE: 

@msn.com; ducm@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros, @gma~l.com); 

Thank you t:or sharing this wi[h us. And we are like      , we can’t wait for her [o get here, Speaking of the pros, we beat a pro team on their field this past 

Saturday             ~ and U~ere ~s nothing more fLm than 

~ am going to copy Lance Markos on th~s. Lance is our compliance officer and we h~qe h~d aH kids of "agent" problems here at UNC (mostly with our footba]~ team), 

He will know what to do to protect your dm~ghter in the right w~y so Jet’s see what he thinks. Rest assured, we don’t need any help placing elite players into the 

pro rat~ks, C}t~r cot~:acts are many and across [:he gh:~be. No one has produced more wornen’s profess~ot~a~ soccer talent in the world ~:han the University of North 

Carolina at Chapel Hi,H![~ 

A[~ the besLH 

F~m: . @waddell.com] 
Sent~ M~nday, " " 8:44AM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; Ducat, Chris 
Subject~ ~: 

~nson and Chds 

Good moaning. Hope ~ ~s we~ a~d warming up k~ Chape~ H~L ~u~t check~ng ~n. is pl~ving ~or h~ HS t~am ~nd that makes me very ~ervou~ each y~ar a~ 

qu~l~ ~ no~ v~W good ~cross ~h~ board, and ~he incidence o~: ~n~ude~ seems ~o be much higher ~ HS v~. ~NL ~uL a~ ~e~s~ h~ schoo~ ha~ 4 o~her ~CNL ~eamma~e~ 

of her~, ~o ~her~ ~ ~ha~ camaraderie a~pect ~o ~he e~perie~ce. I s~cerely appreda~e you guys keepin~ in ~oud~ wi~h      . ~ re~HV mea~s a Io~ a~d makes h~r 

I~ke 3he i~ bein~ welcomed k~o the U~C ~’famHy~. She conth~ue~ to be very excited abo~t ~o~in~ ~he Tar ~ee~s, an~ frm~k~V ~he wou~d 3how ~p ~omorrow ~ ~he 

Please take a ~ook at ~he un~oHd~ed ~et~e~ U~at ~ur ~m~lV received b~ow. Wha~ do yo~ U~nk? Do V~u know d~ group? An~ advice? A~ usual please don’~ h~s~e 

~ contac~ m~ ~ we ~e~d ~o di~c~ss ~ome~h~ng. H: w~ n~ed to d~scuss ~nyd~ing ~:ur~her p~e~s~ g~ve me a p~e~rred t~me to call 

Take 

From: @kc.rr.com] 
Sent= Sunday, 5:53 PM 
To= 
Subject= Fw: 
.... Original Message --- 

Sent: Friday, 6:24 PM 
Subject: 
Dear 
Ny name is 3ack Gidn&y, [ am one of the partners with Sterling Sport Nanagement based in Los Angeles. [ have also been a scout and held positions 

wffh severM English Premier League sides. [ have lived in Los Angeles for $0 years now and about 5 years ago we set up a group to advise the most 
promising youth international players ~n the United States. We are very open and honest in discussions and have set ourselves up to be there for the 
young players and their famifies in helping them navigate the shark infested world of soccer. We do not ~ook to represent these players until they 
become professionals. We believe that until a young player becomes a professional there is no need for an agent, a contract or anything that can ru~e 
out collegiate eligibility. However, we do believe that there is a need for the most exciting youngsters and their families to ask questions and be 
helped in knowing about the world that their child is soon to go into. 
We work mostly on the boys sMe and have several boys that we have now placed wffh professional teams in Europe who are now on the way to 
becoming full time professionM soccer p~ayers at the highest level. [ was recenUy at the team camp and got to see play 
a few times. [ was actually there with a top club in Holland. [ was seriously impressed with the potentiM of and the way she plays. [ wouM love 
to chat to you sometime about options for       to help maximize her talent, to gain her some exposure in a professional environment and just be a 
sounding board for you as she continues her very promising career. 
If you would fike to chat my number is              or you can email me here. 
[ look forward to hearing from you and [ hope you’re well 
3ack Gidney 

"This email is intended to be reviewed by only the intended recipient and may contain infom~ation that is privileged and/or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any review, use, dissemination, disclos~ir e or 
copying of this email and its attachments, if ally, is strictly prohibited. If you have received this email in eiTor, please immediately notify the s~der by return email and delete this email fiom your sysiem." 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, March 31, 2014 5:13 PM 

(bmce@bogaertconstruction.com); Chantal@tdesignsonrce.com; 

pete@chapelhillrestaurantgronp.com; 

~gmafl.com), pacman~ia~uncaa.unc.edu, 

; Brace Lawrence 

:@gmail.com; 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edn; Ja~m Sisneros 

patton I ; nicole fava 

(nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: FW: CONGRATS ON THE 2-1 WIN ! 

From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 10:33 AM 
Subject: FW: CONGRATS ON THE 2-i WIN! 
Importance: High 

Sky Blue FC Edged 2-1 by the University of North Carolina 
Defender Kendall 3ohnson scores loan qoal for SBFC 

i.~.i http://wv~wskybluefc.com/docs/Johnson UNC Web.jpg 

I.akewood Township, N.,]. March 29, 2014) - University of North Carolina lbrward Emily Bruder lifted the Tar Heels to a 2-1 victor’ over Sky Blue FC on 

Saturday afternoon at Georgian Comet Universib~ in Lakewood Township, N.J. The loss is the first for the New Jersey squad of the 2014 ~reseason. 

The Tax Heels got on the board first in the 19th minute when Binder made a mn down the left flank and crossed the ball into the box. The ball deflected off of Sky Blue 

FC defender Lindsi Cutshall into the awailing UNC midfielder Joanna Boyles, who then chipped the ball over Sky Blue FC goalkeeper Jill Loyden into the back of the 

net. 

The New Jersey ,squad struck back late in the first half to lie the game. SBFC midfielder Ashley Nick sent a ball up the left flank to teammate Kendall Johnson. The 

defender was wide open mad ripped a shot into the opposite side of the net for the equalizer in the 39th minute. 

The rain picked up in the second hal£ mad both teams fonght to adjust to the slick surface. After several scoring opportunities from both sides, including UNC forward 

Amber Munerlyn hitting the post, the Tar Heels broke the stalemate. 

In the 73rd minute, Loyden slid out near the edge of the box to make a save, but the ball came loose. Bruder capitalized on the opportunity and scored to take back 



the lead indefinitely. 

Sky Blue FC vs. University of North Carolina 
March 29, 2014 Georgian Court University 

Scoring Summary: 
Sky Blue FC 1 0 1 

University of North Carolina 1 1 2 

SBFC John~m (Nick) 39’ 
UNC Boyles 19’ 

UNC Binder 73’ 

Liueups: 

SBFC Jill Loyden, Keudall Johuson, Liudsi Cutshall (CoCo Goodson 46), Maddie Thompson, Kelley O’Hma; Taylor Lytle, Ashley Nick, Sophie Schtnidt, Katy 

Freels (Nanase Kiryu 46), Maya Hayes; Jonelle Filigno 

Substitutes Not Used: Brittany Cameron, Christie Rampone, Caitlin Foord, Cami Levin, Rachel Breton, Trish DiPaolo, Nikld Stanton, Yirlania Anoyo Fonseca 

UNC B~3~ane Heabeflin (Liudsey Hams 46). Hanna Gardner (Maya Worth 60), Katie Bowen, Satara Murray; Brooke Elby, Joamm Boyles, Darcy McFarlane, 

Cameron Castleben)~ (Danae O’Hallomn 78); Emily Bruder, Amber Muneflyn (Paige Nielsen 69), Summer Green 
Substitutes Not Used: Sarah Ashley Firstenberg, Amanda Rooney, JenW Chin, Niki Romero 

Misconduct Summary: 

None 
Referee: tteman Aguila~ 

Assistant Referees: TJ Zablocld, Artlmer Sibiga 

Fou~ OfficM: --- 

Weather: 48 degrees, heavy rafin 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ,@ncsasports.org [mailto 
Sent: Mlonday, .12:00 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: re:, 

@ncsasports.org] On Behalf Of ,@aol.corn 

Hi Coach Anson! 

My name is                 a~d I’m a Freshma~ enrolled in the International Baccalaureate program at. _                      in                 . I am 

interested in attending University of North Carolina because of your rigorous academic programs, and since I’m interested in Medicine with a minor in Political Science 

would provide the great environment tbr my studies. I am also impres~d by yonr soccer program M~ereby your players axe pnshed to excel allowing them m earn 

regional mad national honors. I thrive in m~ environment that believes in players being challenged academically m~d in the sport that they are passionate atx~ut such as the 

way I regard playing soccer. 

I play in the Vmsi~ soccer tea~n~ at my high school in the positions of center mid and fo~-vvarK m~d earned the title of all tourn~anent player at the 

Varsity Gifts Soccer tournament. My High School coach’s name is i           His email is           ~    [.us and he can be reached at 

Cnrrently, I plat’ tbr the ~ team ont of My clnb coach’s nmne is His email is: 

~./ .corn m~d he can be reached at: . I will also be guest playing for the team atthe 

on mad I wonld like to invite you to watch my perlbnnance at this event. I will provide you ruth onr game schedule once that 

inli~nnation is available. 

My emafil is @g~l.corn and my cell number is 

I wish you best of luck in your cmrent season. 

Sincerely, 

Click HFNE to view my NCSA Recruiting Profile. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: , see you there! 

.doc 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

:12:53 PM 
_ @gmail.com] 

Showcase, see you there! 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
My name is ; I play for in I attend and 

start as either a center mid or outside mid on the Varsity soccer team. I have researched UNC and I am interested in playing soccer and attending your school for health 

science. Your school is one of my top three schools I would like to attend. 
To tell you a little about my soccer experience; I have been a captain and a starting center mid for for the last 5 years. We have been ranked as 

high as in the state, and have participated in I have been coached by both ~ and and coach and 
coach). In High School I play for ~, and as a freshman I was the starting center mid and also awarded MVP of the season for 

the Junior Varsity team. We ended with a record of 14-1-2, and after the season I was pulled up to the varsity team to play in the play-offs. Currently, as a sophomore, I am a 

starting center or outside mid fielder on the varsity women’s soccer team. Our record so far is 8-0-1 and we are ranked in the state in the nation. 

My team and I will be playing in the               Showcase. If you are able to attend, below are the game times and locations: 

I Time I Location I I look fowvard to hearing back from you, as well as Date 
seeing you at the Showcase. 
Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Monday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A I"~ 
Subject: 

Coach Dorrance, 

@hotmail,com] 
1:02 PM 

My name is 

Next weekend 

my schedule below, 

and I’m a sophomore at . I currently have a    GPA and I’m interested in learning more about your school. 
, I will be playing in the showcase called Showcase located in . Here is a copy of 

Our jersey colors are 

anymore information, 

Thanks, 

and I’m number My head coach is I hope to see you there! Please let me know if you need 



- day, March @~’: 
Ca michael Arena 

REQUIRED ,4 L L STUDENT-A THL ETE$ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 5:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: Update - 

From: mailer@infusionmail.com [mailto:mailer@infusionmail.com] On Behalf Of 
Sent: Monday, 2:26 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Update - 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

This is                             from the                     and           in         . I’m just checking in to say hello and to express my 
interest in the University of North Carolina soccer program. I hope you’ll continue to follow me throughout my season and remain in contact if you 
have an interest recruiting me. 

As always, you can view my recruiting bio, which I’ll update with my latest information as it becomes available: 

Some of the key items you’ll find: 

Coach Dorrance, I want nothing more than the opportunity to continue playing soccer in college. Please contact me if you have any questions, or, if 
you need additional information let me know and I’ll send it right away. Thanks again for your consideration and I look forward to hearing from you 
soon, 

Sincerely, 

Profile i~. Video Link: 

If you no longer wish to receive onr emails, click the link below: 

Unsnbscfibe 

Student-Athlete Showcase (SAS) 

6210 E. Thomas Rd., Suite 209 

Scottsdale, Arizona 85251 

United States 

(800) 919-0902 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 5:52 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

resume .docx; ATT00001.htm 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Monday, 2:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Cc: Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

It has been a couple of months since I’ve reached out to you, I have updated my resume to showcase what I have been doing since I laser comtnunicated with you. I 

have a few npcoming tournaments I would like to point out to you, with the hopes that you might be able to come ,see me play. 

Here is my Upcoming Schedule: 

In Addition, my texan is planning on playing at the 

I hope that you c~ get a few opportunities to come out and see me play. Please send me any info about your ID caa~ps coming up. I would love to come and see your 

cmnpus aaad facilities. 



THE: JOHN LOTZ AWARD 

TIIE UNW~RSITY OF NORTH CAROIJNA 
DEPARTMENT OF ATHL~"TIC~ 

NOMINATION FORM 

The winner of the John Lotz Award will be a student-athlete who has demonstrated a 
passion to succeed under adverse circumstances. The winner will have faced difficulties 
and overcome them while maintaining a positive attitude and serving as an inspiration 
to all. 

Nominee’s Name: 
Class: 
Sport: 

Please describe the adversity that the student-athlete has overcome: 

Please explain why you think this student-athlete deserves this award. Include details 
about the positive attitude displayed and the inspiration sparked by the nominee. 



2013-14 MII J)RED McCASKII J, AWARD 

Nomination Form 

The Mildred McCaskill Award was established by members of the McCaskill family to 

recognize her contribution and support of the athletic programs at the University of North 

Carolina. Originally established as an endowment scholarship, the award has been broadened to 

include annual recognition to an outstanding male and female SENIOR student-athlete. 
Excellence in athletics, scholarships, and service to the community are the criteria for the annual 

individual award. Please nominate any member of your team that you feel excelled in 

academics and community service as much as they did in their athletic realm. 

Please take time to make a nomination and provide the reasons and/or examples to justify your 

respective selection: 

SPORT: 

NOMINATION (NAME): 

JUSTIFICATION: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, March 31, 2014 5:57 PM 

Mat~hew Harloff @me.corn> 

@aol.co~n; @msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros I @gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

Ti,n Crothers ~:        ~aol.com> 

RE: Coaching/Teaching Book 

have no idea about Coach Williams but your idea is excellent! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Matthew Harloff [rnailto 
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 3:07 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubJect: Coaching/Teaching Book 

"(~)me. corn ] 

Hi Mr Dorrance .. I hope this email finds you well I have been working on a project lbr quite sometime that I want to share with you: 

One thing that I have learned in my almost 20 years teaching, is that successful teachers must know their subject matter and they must have an element of being a coach. I credit the success 
that I have had to having incredible parents, a great education, being around great people, and my studying of coaching by reading their books (such as yours) and observations. There are 
so many similarities between teaching and coaching, in fact I am sure there are many coaches that consider themselves teachers. This got me thinking .. education has changed so much 
these past few years, I believe being a coach is so ~mportant that I would love to write a book, in fact I would love lbr it to be on iBook. So many things to talk about in terms of connecting 
with students, motivating students, recruiting students, etc I would love to set up meetings with w~rious coaches around the country and I would love to spend some time with you I am 
not sure when would be a good time, but I would love to share this project with you. I am also a huge basketball fan ... what do you thit~ the chances would be to set up a meeting with 
Coach Roy Williams? I would love to get his take on this and maybe even see if he would be interested in being a co author of the book. 

Do you thirtk I could set up a meeting with Coach Williams? If not, is there anything that I might be missing that I could get to be able to schedule a meeting with him? But if this is possible, 
when would be a good time to set up a meeting. I could move ray schedule around to fit his schedule. I ara sure now is not the best time, but I wasn’t sure if something could be set up in 
April or May ... I honestly dont know- what would be available. I know this book would sell in tW field of music ... it would sell big. However it would be a goal of mine to be able to reach out 
to more than music teachers. 

Thank you again 

Matt 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 6:00 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW:I Updates 

From: [mailto ,@gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, 3:40 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:            Updates 
Dear Coach Dorrance, 
This past December, my team went down to           to participate in the                             Tournament. 
We ended up coming in     after going through 7 rounds of penalty kicks in the championship game. I was videotaped 
down in       , and I have the links to see the highlights of the multiple games that I played while there on this email. 
One of the links is the highlights link while the other is a short video of a goal that I scored in the semi final game of 
the tournament from about 40 yards out. The tournament was very competitive so I think you will find the highlight reel 
to be interesting. 
Highlights - 
Goal - 
Please continue to update me on any upcoming events at your school as I would love to come visit if the opportunity arises. 
Regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, March 31, 2014 6:16 PM 

@gmail.com> 

l~Jg: Mid-Year Progress - Looldng the Part 

Hey ._. I l:eef the same way abouL 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, March 3:t, 20:14 6::14 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Subject: Re: Mid-Year Progress - Looking the Part 

They aye pretty special, I agree of conrse :-). and I got very lncky with these two! 

So glad you love them too!!!! 

Tha~nks for eve~hing, Anson. We ~ye all very luc@ fl~at the moons and stays lined up and ~ey get to play for ~u~ 

On Mar 31, 2014, at 3:06 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~emailx~nc.edu> wrote: 

[ low:_~ yot~r kids!I!! Jt~st had a great chat with 

Sent: Monday, March 3:t, 2014 4:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Mid-Year Progress - Looking the Part 
Oh, she’s all set on the nice dIess front. When she was home I took her to our favorite store in San Francisco and got her all dialed in. She’ll look good from the hips 

up, those beat up calves will show the warrior lying underueath that pretb" thcade. 

is very well-dressed, check her out at her prom! While yon may see the bruise on her ann, what yon don’t see is that she had 9 stitches over her left eyebrow the 

week before from soccer that miraculously healed up in a week.., here’s the before and after. Literally Saturday to Saturday. 



Iu fact when first left tbr UNC, she had to check in with regularly for fashion advice, they were very cute chatfing about it. 





On Mar 31, 2014, at 1:45 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <m~son~’,emaiLunc.edu> wrote: 

Yes, I really think the Robertson people WAN[ to make ~:his h~ppen ..... ~ k}ve ~: ~f those grades 

her that "you don’t even have a dress" but ~ was hoping she actually does~ What do you th~nk? 

Your Mds are special ._~ [ hope the selectors can see 

And yes, beating (and dominating) the SKY BI.UE was so much funH Your Md was a lion out there, 

F~m: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Sunday, March 30, 20~ ~:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Fwd: Mid-Year Progress 

Strong work in progress.., keeping yon posted. See below. 

Eingers, toes crossed. 

CONG~TS ON B~AT~G SKY BgU~’. 

Might need your help firing up J~son re: the camps and 

Talk soo~ 

have:~ a [~i~:e dr~:_~.~;s~ I was Leasing 

Begin forwarded message: 

F rein: _ @live.unc.edu> 
Subject: RE: Mid-Year-Progress 

Date: March 27, 2014 7:09:40 PM PDT 
To: Alice Cheung <..c....h.~.e....u.~..n.~@~[..~.~.b..~.e..~..s.~.~....n.~.s....c...h.~..~.!~..a.~.r..s..:~..~.~.r.g> 
Hi Ms. Cheung, 

Thanks for checking in! I hope you are doing well. I am really looking forward to the Finalist events coming up. 



My second semester is going well. To the best of my knowledge, I am currently getting an A in Spanish 

in English    i Business Writing. I hope to finish off the rest of my freshman year strong. 

See you soon! 

Thanks so much, 

Stor LFIT and Policy Honors and an A- 

From: Alice Cheung <.-c--h---e---u---n-g--@-~---r--~-~-b-~-e-£-t--s---~---n-~-c---h---~-j--a-£-s-:~-~-~-rg> 

Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 :[0:06 AM 

Subjeet~ Mid-Year Progress 

Dear 

i hope this email finds you well. We are looking forward to seeing you for the Robertson Finalist events in April. 

I am writing to follow up on a conversation topic that Alien Chan raised during your Semifinalist interview. As you may know, we require Robertson Scholars to 

uphold a 3~0 minimum GPA for their first year and a 3.3 minimum GPA for each subsequent year. it is important to the Robertson Program that Scholars can 

successfully navigate their academic course Road in addition to their extracurricular and programmatic commitments. With this in mind, could you please send me 

an update on your academic per[ormance this semester? I understand that UNC does not provide official mid--term grades, but it would be helpful to have an idea 

of how the second semester of your freshman year has been progressing. 

Many thanks, 
Alice Che~r~g 
Marketir_,g and Selec~ior_, I Robei-tson Scholars Leadersl~ip Program 

_c_ !_~_ _c_ _u_ !~_ &@£ -o--h--_-c- [ -t--s_-o--~! -~_-c-!-g-~-]-a- £ -sz~- r~g I (9/~ 9 ) 6 6 ~- 2 7 6 41 ~-?- ~--%~£ _o__b__~_~ !_s_ 9--~-~_-s_-c-l-’--9-!-a- £~ :£ r~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 10:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

4(5 L)"k" 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaSd.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi, my nmne is               . I play ~br the              soccer team. My head coach              number is              . I have played in the 
tournament mad also my team came in second place for the         Tourney. I am a sophomore about to finish my junior yem, and i have a GPA of    . I 

am attending the                 this week in        and would love for you to come watch me. I play on Sat at 9:30 am, field % and also at 5:00 pm on field 4. 
I play on Snnday at 12:30 on field 10 also. I play the role of a center-mid and my jersey number is . I am vmy interested in UNC! Thank you for your time Coach 
Anson. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 9:39 AM 

@~nsn.com; dtlcar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

. matt jones 

. sean patton 

; nicole fava (nfava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: We are getting so much better.._ becoming fans of the elite gmne will push us even higher!! 

kadi 

Man UiBayem today at 2:30 on Fox Sports 

Frora: Soccer America [mailto:news@socceramerica.com] 
Sent; Monday, March 31, 2014 6:27 PH 
To: Dorrance, Albert A lV 
Subject: Soccer On TV: Monday, Narch 3J., 20:t4 

removed by 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

~onday, March 31, 2014 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

Image 

removed by 

sender 

removed by 

sender. 

rweet This ~hare Thi~ 

The U-17 Women’s World Cup semifinals are on Monday evening.... The UEFA Champions League 

quarterfinal stage begins Tuesday with first-leg games. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV ptogtamming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programm#}g listed he~e, many networks make 73/programming available on stream#}g 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is ul:dated dai~v throughout the week.) 

EESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup VENEZUELA-JAPAN, semifinal (live) 6:48 pm. 

FIFA U-t7 Women’s World Cup ITALY-SPAIN, semifinal (live) 9:48 pro. 

TUESbAY, ANil I 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUELENSE-TOLUCA (live) 8 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pm. 

removed by 

sender. 



FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYERN MUNICH (delay) 5 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (delay) 11:59 pro. 

GALAVlSION 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUELENSE-TOLUCA (live) 8 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BARCELONA-ATLETICO MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League MANCHESTER UNITED-BAYERN MUNICH (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League ALAJUELENSE-TOLUCA (live) 8 pm, 

Concacaf Champions League TIJUANA-CRUZ AZUL (live) 10 pm. 

WEDF~ESDA¥, ADril 2 

BelN SPORTS 

italy ROMA-PARMA (live) 12:15 pm. 

ESPN 

international Friendly USA-MEXICO (live) 11 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League PSG=CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-EORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-CHELSEA (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy ROMA-PARMA (live) 12:15 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores EMELEC-FLAMENGO (live) 9 pm. 

UniMas 

international Friendly MEXICO-USA (live) 10 pro. 

ESPN3.com 

international Friendly USA-MEXICO (live) 11 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League REAL MADRID-BORUSSIA DORTMUND (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League PSG-CHELSEA (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (live) 3 pm, 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVILLA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (delay) 9 pm, 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVILLA (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (delay) 5 pm. 



FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores UNIVERSIDAD DE CHILE-CRUZEIRO (live) 7:30 pm. 

Copa Libertadores SANTA FE-ATLETICO MINEIRO (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League AZ ALKMAAR-BENFICA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League LYON-JUVENTUS (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BASEL-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League PORTO-SEVlLLA (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

England LEICESTER CITY-SHEFFIELD WEDNESDAY (live) 2:30 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico MORELIA-VERACRUZ (live) 10 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup TBD-TBD, 3rd Place Match (live) 3:48 pm. 

FIFA U-17 Women’s World Cup TBD-TBD, Final (live) 6:48 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

England WIGAN-LEEDS UNITED (live) 7 am. 

Spain ATLETICO MADRIDWILLAREAL (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) Noon= 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

France PSG-STADE DE REIMS (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 7:30 am. 

NBC 

England CHELSEA-STOKE CITY (live) 12:30 pm. 

NBCSN 

England MANCHESTER CITY-SOUTHAMPTON (live) 7:45 am. 

England NEWCASTLE-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 10 am. 

MLS PORTLAND-SEATTLE (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain ATLETICO MADRID-VlLLARREAL (live) 10 am. 

Spain BARCELONA-BETIS (live) noon. 

Spain REAL SOCIEDAD-REAL MADRID (live) 2 pm. 

Spain RAYO-CELTA (live) 4 pm. 

Italy INTER-BOLOGNA (delay) 6 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico TIJUANA-TOLUCA (live) noon. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

Scotland DUNDEE UNITED-CELTIC (live) 8:45 am. 

NBC SPORTS LiVE EXTRA 

England ASTON VILLA-FULHAM (live) 10 am. 

England CARDIFF CITY-CRYSTAL PALACE (live) 10 am. 

England HULL CITY-SWANSEA CITY (live) 10 am. 

England NORWICH CITY-WEST BROM (live) 10 am= 

SUNDAY, A~3ril ~ 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy CAGLIARI-ROMA (live) 9 am. 

France VALENCIENNES-LYON (live) 11 am. 

Italy PARMA-NAPOLI (live) 2:40 pro. 

France MONACO-NANTES (delay) 5 pro. 

CNBC 

England WEST HAM-LIVERPOOL (live) 11 am. 



NBCSN 

England EVERTON-ARSENAL (live) 8:30 am. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Italy FIORENTINA-UDINESE (live) 9 am. 

Spain ELCHE-GETAFE (live) 11 am. 

Spain SEVILLA-ESPANYOL (live) 1 pm. 

Spain VALLADOLID-VALENCIA (live) 3 pm. 

Italy PARMA-NAPOLI (delay) 5 pm. 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 pm. 

Italy GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

italy JUVENTUS-LIVORNO (live) 1 

Spain LEVANTE-BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

Soccer America on Twitter: 

Fellow Soccer America I Paul Kennedy I Ridge Mahoney I Mike Woitalla 

Geo,_qle+: Soccer America 

Facebook: Soccer America 

Soccer on TV RSS feed 

Soccer on TV for Monday, March 31, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters@socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike~,socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation(~,socceramerica.com 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 12:46 PM 

Anna Sieloff< ~gma?,l.com:~ 

Subject: RE: FW: Proof of Anna Sieloffon Professional Roster 

And yes, stand up for yoursef[:[ You guys d~d not survbse the "compedtive cauldron" to be door mats for the rest of your ~ives, (And ~et [f~s be a reminder to a~ of 
you who are cons~derh~g being h~ an abusive relationship ._ NO !~!) [_#_~!__~_£[~#_~__Y_£~LA[~_~#~_Q_~__~_~£ and thank you for endorsing our system of the best players 
play, not the ones on the largest scholarship or the most sen~or or the ones ’q like" the mosL Naying time is about performance and there is no more measurable 
trsinb~g environments ~:han ours, 

So Anna, keep kicMng th~s Brazilian’s ass ~n practice because this owner WANTS to stay ir~ Lbe Ist d~v~sion and sooner or fater I know you wi~f get your due. And ~ 

HOPE IT ]S THE NEXT GAME. (Please let us know,) 
A~ the best from paradise (Chapel H~I) where your # :1. fans and friends st~l~ reside. 
F~m= Anna Sieloff [mailto:         ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 0~, 20~4 ~0:52 AN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
C¢= Sieloff, Anna (Anna_Sieloff@kenan-flagler.unc.edu); Naol.com; ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas 3 
S~bject; Re: N: Proof of Anna Sieloff on Professional Roster 
Hey Anson and fl~e rest office gaug~ [ ~ ~ 
Ye~ ~ am on a professional team roster h&a (thank you jofia~). Congmts on the HUGE win on S~ Blue. ~ am glued to the N-i~cr feed while you guys play a~d grill 
Ba~ok for more updates when I don’t D~ow whats going on. I sure do miss suiting up with you guys, but am proud of how eveEone h~ stepped up’. 
Son7 for not writing in so long, my pia~ w~ to ~nd a t~lling email when I won the staAing spot but it has ~ken longer than expected haha...UNike tAe merit system 
instilled at Carolin~ our team is Nsically ~n by our sponsor who ~ows dismal about ~ccer. I guess that is why we are in 1 lth out of 12th place with the amount of 
~]ent we have haJ]a. B ut since he Nys all &e bills he wa]]ts to decide who plays. This is d~e 1 st time ever fl]at I have ~en ou a "losing" team and has provided a new 
peBpective tbr me. I am coufident we can pull ou~elves out of the depths of relegation. S u~fisingly enough, we have switched to playing a Ngher pressure detbnse 
and it has helped. However, our backline does not have the ~ce of and is reluc~nt ~) step creating a nightmaze lbr our midfie]d. We sdll get 
shredded but its a step iu the write direction haha. 
I was unable to dress for fl~e team ~br fl~e I st month due to ~nedic~] techficali~. A p~scription I rake is a ~nned subs~nce here iu Gem~any and so I had to do all 
these tests, etc, to prove I needed the ~nedication. As a result I thi~ I missed my chauce to s~. The coaches said I had proved myself to be fl~e number l keepeg but 
they could not play ~ due ~ the drag testing policy. 
As a resulk the other uew GE Bazbara, got to play. She had been on fl~e Br~iliau National Team for about 5 years and is qudib’. Since then she has ~en playing 
fairly well. However in our last game against Bayem Munich (~r’s old squad) she did not have the best showing. We have a m-o week break now ~ some of my 
sq~d leaves for national team &~b~. ~ have been pressing my coaches for weeks on what I need to do to play. ~ have a good feeling ~ will be playing in our ne~ game if 
our sponsor doesn’t veto it. He thinB I am too sho~ and do not have a resume like the other GK... Another upside to this ex~dence is I have learned how to s~nd up 

and fight for my~l£ I no,ally mn as f~ as ~ssible #om co~ffrontation, but I truly feel I desewe to play at tNs level and wm~t to make it happen. 
With a]l "this ~ing ~J& I a]n ~t~Jly ~aJly enjoying mysel£ The GK training is excellent and I am makiug ~ves I wasn’t when I fi~t amved. I can tbel my~lf ~aJly 
getting better wid] each session. I have al~) been watching more of die game. My roommate is an avid Bama t~n and makes me wash all of’their ganes with her (she 
played in S~iu for 3 yeazs betbm hem). I honestly still love &e gane a]]d look tbrwa~t b each ~aJniug. Thank you again Anon [or Nlieving in me a~d nudging me 
towards "this incredible experience. 
I ~ al~ lea]ring a lot on fl~e cul~ml level. I have decided to ~nake Mends wi& 2 B~ilians ~d the Swedish s~d. While we communicate in a mix of broken 
EnglisWSpmfisWPo~guese &ey aze a lot of fun aud are teacNng me both au&eutic B~zilian &nciug and cooNng. I am eqioyiug life but excited to u,atch you guys 

dominate in the fMl. 
Please send my ~st ~ all office coaches a~d gifts. Let fl~em ~ow A Mouey is watchiug is happy with what she ~es. Hope you m~d M’Liss are doing well Thm&s 
again as (~ HggLSSSSSSS’.~ 

On Tue, Apr 1, 2014 at 9:54 AM, Dorrauce, Albert A IV <ansou,~;email.uuc.edu-* wrote: 

1tow is il going? (;an you catch us up mfl~ what yo~ am up to? The school (! JNC) was claimh~g you we~ ~aot ou any pr~J~ssionN a~stcr so fl~ey we~s docki~N us APR 

poh~ts (saying you had d~pped out of ~hool wifl~o~t a protbssio~a] co~tr~:t) so we put             on it to pro~e them w~N al?d hem is ~hat he came ~p ~{th: 

From-" 

Sent’- Monda,), March 31, 2014 3:54 PM 



To," Brown, Michelle 
Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-¯ Proof of Anna Sieloff on Professional Roster 
Hi Michelle, 

My nmne is             and I am one of the managers for the women’s soccer team. Anson wanted me to send you the following links, which prove 
that Anna Sieloffis on a protbssional soccer team roster. Can you redo our current status tbr our APR breakdown, as the previous breakdown listed 

Anna as not being on a professional rosier? Thank you. 

1) News article about Anna Sieloffplaying in a protbssiona] gmne on March 25, 2014: http://www.nwzonline.de,’cloppenburg,’lokalspor~vcloppenbu~er- 

reserve-schoeptt-lelzte-rese~ven-aus a 13,6.2332528328.html 

2) Germm~ Bundesliga website that shows Anna Sieloff was picked up by BV Cloppenburg this Jmmary: ._h__t_t_t)://www.welffussball.de/transli~rs/fmuen- 

._b__u_~_]__e__~!i~_~_~:__2__!_)_~_._~_:__2__(_!__l___4_:’_ 

3) Anna SielotFs profile on the German Bnndesliga website that shows she has a contract ruth BV Cloppenburg: 

http:/7~v.welffussk’oll.de/spieler profiI!aram- siebfl7 

Best, 

Major: Economics; Minors: Education & Business Ad,nin. 

University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill ’ 

~2_l_i__~:_e__:_t_Lr_Lc_:_e___d___u_ I cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 4:17 PM 

~msn.com; ducag@ uncaa, unc .edu; Jason Sisneros ( .~gmail.com); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

(nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Inatt jones ~ 

, sem~ patton ( clay weaver ( 

; nicole fava 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FW: Ongoing TrafiSc Enforcement this Week on Campus 

Speed Enforcement Program - April 2014 - S ign.pdf 

From-" Brunner, John F 
Sent; Tuesday, April 01, 2014 7:20 AM 
Subject-" FW: Ongoing Traffic Enforcement this Week on Campus 

From-" Howard, Megan 
Sent; Monday, March 31, 2014 1:05 PM 
Subject-" Ongoing Traffic Enforcement this Week on Campus 

DPS along with Chapel Hill PD with be doing traffic enforcement this week all over campus. This includes any violations they encounter such as no seat belt, 

expired tags, speeding etc. Please help spread the word. 

Thanks 

Sgt. Megan Howard 

Sst. Megan Howard 

Community Services 

UNC Department of Public Safety 

CB#1600 

285 Manning Dr. 

Chapel Hill, NC 27599 

Office: 919.966.3230 
Work Cell: 919.gg3.7486 

Fax: 919.962.1659 

Email: howardmd~unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 4:22 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: [FORMAL NOTICE] Microsoft XP end of life notice 

Do I have to do something? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: noreply@emaihunc.edu [mailto:noreply@emaihunc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 8:07 ~AxM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subj ect: [FORMAL NOTICE] Microsoft ~ end of life notice 

Subject: Microsoft XP end of life notice 

Do you use or own one or more computers that currently run Windows XP and counect to the UniversiD’ Network? 

On April 8, 2014, MicrosoR will end all support for Windows XP. There will be no more security updates or patches after April 8th, 2014. Unpatched computers create a security risk for the 
computer and any netwurk it cunnects to. 

The University’s Netwurk Acceptable Use Policy specifies that all devices that cunnect tu the UNC network must have current antivirus suftware and system patches/security updates. 

If you are currently using Windows XP on UNC’s network, yuu must take actiun befure April 8th, 2014. Yuu must upgrade yuur operating system or replace your computer tu cuntinue 
using it on the UNC netwurk. To discuss upgrade or replacement uptions, or if you have questions or need assistance, please cuntact your campus technical support staff ur call (919) 962- 
I;%IP. 

This message is spunsured by: Infurmatiun Technulugy Services 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:03 PM 

Eric Wiberg " @charter.net-~ 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Meeting (GK) 

Eric, 

Very funny and I love it[! Prod her morn was a cheerleader for the 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eric Wiberg [mailtc ~charter net] 
Sent: Tuesday, 9:54 ~M 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Sut~ject: Meeting 

I see you met the force of nature named            . That kid has spunk and is going to do very well in life! My fiavorite "why I became a keeper" story is from       .."because my 
mother didn’t want me to.!" Not that she is problematic...it is just that she believes that she can do anything (and she may be right!), 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:14 PM 

Eric Wiberg ~charter.net-~ 

Ducar, Chris (ducar,~)unc.edu) 

RE: Meeting (GK) 

I got that sense .. two VERY nice people¯ I look Iblavard to seeing her play. Can she afford to come to camp? www.ncgsc.com 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Eric Wiberg [mailto ~charter net] 
Sent: Tuesday, _ 5:07PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Meeting (GK) 

You got it. is quite passionate about the especially hockey[ 

"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

>t:sic, 
> 
> Very funny and I love it!! ~md her morn was a cheerleader for the i ;’? 
> 

>-----Original Message ..... 
>Frnm: Eric Wiberg [mailto ~charter.net] 
>Sent: Tuesday, 9:54 AM 
>To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>SubJect: Meeting (GK) 
> 

>I see you met the force of nature named . That kid has spunk and is going to do very well in life! My favorite "why I became a keeper" story is from 
mother didn’t want me to.!" Not that she is problematic...it is just that she believes that she can do anything (and she may be right!), 

¯ "because my 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:19 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: NCSA Prospect List 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org [mailto:CoachBrown@ncsasports.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, April 01, 2014 1:1:50 AN 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NCSA Prospect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

Hope Hyde - 2016 Outside Midfielder, Forward, Attacking Central Midfielder 
High School: Highland Park High School, TX 

Height: 5’7" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 6 

GPA: 3.80/4.00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Email: @gmail .corn 

Notes: University Park, TX Highland Park High School 3.8/4.0 

View Profile 

Olivia Witherspoon - 2015 Outside Back 
High School: Issaquah High School, WA 

sender 
Height: 5’4" Weight: 120 NCSA Rating: 5 

GPA: 3,70/4,00 ACT: NA SAT: NA 

Notes" Olivia is a 2015 Left DefendeF fFom Issaquah High School WA 

View Profile 

.... 

Heitho Shipp - 2017 Goalkeeper 

~6~ovedbv ~ High School: Mountain Brook High School, AL 

Height: ~’~l’ Weight: 115 NCSA Rating: 5 

Email: @grnail.corn 

Notes: Heitho is a 2017 Goalkeeper from Mountain Brook High School, AL. She has a 4.0 and plays for Tophat 17 GOLD GA (National Premier League). 

She’s 5’6" but still growing and worth a look. 

View Profile 

Hope Van Wagner- 2017 Forward 

~eNovedbv ~ High School: Avon High School, IN 

Height: 5’5" Weight: 125 NCSA Rating: 6 

/ Email: ~sbcglobal.net 

Notes: Hope is a 2017 forward from Indiana. She plays for Carmel and the Region II team. Coaches: Craig Donaldson Club Coach 

@gmail.com Eric Nance High School Head Coach @avon-schools.org 

View Profile 

Lauren Demarchi - 2016 Goalkeeper 

~eNovedbv ~ High School: Walsh Jesuit High School, OH 

Height: 5’11" Weight: 140 NCSA Rating: 5 

/ Email: @gmail.com 

Notes: Lauren is a 2016 Goalkeeper from Walsh Jesuit High School, OH. 

View Profile 



Interested Athletes 

I re~ove~ ~ 2016 Attacki... 

NCSA Rating: 6 

Number of 

Views: Views: 12 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed: 

09/:[5/2013 

View Profile 

2017 Attaoki.,. 
NCSA Rating: 6 

Views; Views: 12 

Last Viewed 

Date: Last 

Viewed: 

View Profile 

Hanna Long...- 
[ i~i !iii~ 

.Jennifer Li... - 

2016 Outsid .... [ re~by 2015 Defensi,,, 

NCSA Rating: 6 ~ se!i~i NCSA Rating: 5 

Number of 
/ 

Number of 

Views: Views: 32 Views: Views: 4 

Last Viewed Last Viewed 

Date; Last Date; Last 

Viewed : Viewed : 

03/28/2014 1:[/:[6/20:[3 

View Profile View Profile 

Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

Not a marcia? Update your emaH preferences here. 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.orR I http://www.ncsasports,orR 

NCSA Blog: http://blog.ncsasports,orR 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and!or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any use, 

copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended reci£ient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

removed by 
sender. 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:20 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: 2014 ID Camp for Girls 

From: Huw Savage [mailto:hsavage@gcitravel.net] 
Sent; Tuesday, April 01, 2014 11:57 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; 2014 ID Camp for Girls 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender¯ sender, sender, sender, sender¯ sender, sender¯ sender. 

Image 

removed by 

Register for 

the 2014 ID 

Camp 

Image 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Forward this email 

rernoved by 

sender¯ 

This emaiI was sent to anson@emaiLunc.edu by hsavaqe@qcitravel.net 
_U_~_d_a_t_e___[_[_9_[[[e_£[___m__@_[LA_d_d_r_gs_s_ {nstant removal with .S_a_f~I.U_n_s_%b_s_c_r_[_b_e_ 
SAVAGE SPORTS CAMPS :: 5360 College Blvd :: Overland Park :: KS :: 66211 























From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: FXBG Football Club National Premier Soccer League OPEN-TRYOUT 

From: RVA Football Club [mailto:rvafc@rvafootballclub.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 0:t, 20:14 :t2::t4 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; FXBG Football Club National Premier Soccer League OPEN-TRYOUT 

FXBG FC joins NPSL for 
2015 
will ser~e as RVA FC feeder team 

By Tom Leiss 
The National Premier Soccer League (i’~?SL) has accepted 



FXBG FC (Fredericksburg, Va ) into the league, with it 
beginning play as an expansion team for the 2015 season. 
During 2014, the team will be training and playing 
friendlies while building its player pool and getting its 
name out in the community in anticipation for its official 
entrance into league play next year 
’]’he team would enter the Mid-Atlantic Conference, 
which is the home of reigning 2103 NPSL National 
Champion RVA Football Club. 
ReadMore Hf£RE 

TRYOUT FEE 
$25 

*FXBG FC "FutBolr" T-Shirt included 

FXBG Football Club 
For Further Information regarding the FXBG FC / RVA FC 

Reserve 2014 Program 
www.rvafootballclub.com/RESERVES.html 

www.facebook.com/fxbgfootballclu b.com 



removedby 
sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

This email was sent to an~n@uncaa.unc.edu by rv~fc@rvafootballdub.com 
Update Profile/Email Address Instant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeTM Privao/Policy. 
RVA Football Club :: 9662 Old Elys Ford Rd Fredericksburg i VA :: 22407 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:32 PM 

@msn.com; ducag~ uncaa, unc .edu; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacma~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

(nfav@uncaa,unc.edu); 

Illat[jones I 

; sean patton ~ . clay weaver 

nicole fava 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FW: Spring Game vs. Slcy Blue Catapult Ranldngs 

2014 Slcy Blue Game Catapult.pdf 

Ladi 

Take a look: ~;ome really good results.;![ I b:_~ve watcMr~g us g~-’A: bet[:er ~,,e~-:~k atter week![] 

Well done, my Tar Heels .,.. proud of you!I! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: March’s Top Womens Soccer Prospects 

From: National Scouting Report [mailto:listreply=nsr-inc.com@mail:[46.at18:[.rsgsv.net] On Behalf Of National Scouting Report 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 20:[4 2:06 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A BI 
Subject: March’s Top Womens Soccer Prospects 

Narch’s Womens Soccer Prospects co~o~, 
When yot~ talk to NSR on4t~e-ground scouts, meet ~hem ~n person, or commu@cate via ema~ or 

~ext, yot~ can be assured [hat ~hey ~a~e been c~eared by the NCAA cerfifisa~ien pt~:~fam. As the 

nat~on% largest scouting o~ganization wN1 over 200 scouts nationwide, NSR is 

scouting 

::N:: image 

" " removed 

Our prospects range ftorn hi@~olevef DI lalerfl Io solid Dtll atMe~es~ They are able to be rot~inely 

anal conw;niet~tly eva~uated throu@~ their NSR webpage, w~ete ceash% can find sk~ kffem~al:km 

and d~gita~ v~deos, You ca~ always trust NSR to provide you wN~ q~ality student-atMetes, ~Jst 

~ike coaches have s~nce 1980. We aten2 te~ematketers, WE ~RE ON-~qE~GROUHD SCOUTS, 

anal ~t~e ph~dge k~ on~y pmvkh~ yeu wi[~ ~egNmate college prospects. 

removed 

ssnder NSR 

is 100% 

coaches 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, 5:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: Update 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 2:09 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Update 

@cuemail.net] 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

I mn now registered on the NCAA Eligibility Center website. My NCAA ID# is            I am also registered for "the                        ID Camp on 
Sunday          iu              in which coach Sisneros is scheduled m attend. To keep you updated, my team did very well in the First round of 
State Cup. We won both games which qualified us m advance to "the round of sixteen. I will update the event sectiou in my profile with the location of the field when it 
comes available. The dates of that round will be Saturday        and Sunday 

Sincemly, 

iXiilmage 

removed by 

sender. 

Click this link to see my Profile 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 5:33 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

FW: - Soccer Prospect 

From-" 

Sent: Tuesday, . 

To: Dorrance, Albert A I~l 
Subject: 

=nsr-inc.com@mailS.atl3:t.mcdlv.net] On Behalf 
2:25 PM 

- Soccer Prospect 

From the morno[~t I stop o[~o the soccer fieM ~mtil the time t leave, f feel at homo. I was sixovears 

old whoa 1 joined my first competition ~eam. ~t was a loon club~ ~ me~ a great people 8Rd enjoyed 

my time there. ~ quk:k~y grow odt of the c:kR) w~lh my interest a~d my desire ~:~ improve my ~amo 

as a goalkeeper. I have been very foltunate to have a coach that believes ~n me a~d provMes me 

~umero~.~s opportunities to improve. Rise, he has said t~a~ ~ extremely coac~aMe, determines 

and dod~oatod. Those charac[et~o[ics ~o[ on~y apply to my at[~tdde o~ the soccer f~o}d bu[ also 

1he c~assroom a[~d my academics, h~ addNo~ 1o soccer and school ~ am involved w~th 

athlete coach for my c~ub learn (~ work wN~ the yotmger goalkeepers}. Being the best person I 

caa be both oa and off the fie~d are impo~at ~o me, ~ believe that ~ c~a be successfu~ ~t any 

college and would ~iko to btmg my aki~L dodica~km, do[ormma[ion as well aa academic ouccoso 

to you~ program~ 

Si~cetely, 

This email was s~sqt to ._a_[!_s__o__n_£t~_e___m___a_[Lg__n_£:_e__d__L_[ 

why didt get th~s? unsubscribe from this Fist update subscription preferences 

Nstior:al .’:~coutinf; Repo:-~ 128 [otsi Soiutioqs Way ¯ Aiabsster. AL 3500?’ USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <#O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 5:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Deadline approaching - Av~Ja~che Invitational 

From: Utah Avalanche [mailto:scott@avalancheinvitational.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 0:t, 2014 2:52 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Deadline approaching - Avalanche Invitational 

removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by removed by 

sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender, sender. 

-Deadtine approaching- 
Avalanche Invitational - Showcase, June 6-8, 2014 

i~ Imag ...... ’ed bysender 

If you are receiving this email, your team is invited to participate ~n this event ...... 

Spots are fiUing up fast. We have 55:>; out of state registration. Tearns from the foUowin~ states: HawaH, 

UEah, idaho, Washington, Oregon, AMzona. Nevada. New Mexico, Co[orado. CaLifornia North and South, 

Texas. New Jersey, and Virginia. 

Cot[egos from at[ aooss the nation wilt be in #.~.~#~g~, the list is growing daily. 

We’d like to personaUy in,Ate you to register to attend the 4th annual Avatanche In~tationa[, in Park City, 

Utah, June 6-8. 2014. The Avalanche In,~tationa[, hosted by Utah AvaLanche Soccer C[nb~ pro,~des 

opportuNties ~or top-performin~ female athletes of aR a~es to compete and be seen by coRege coaches. 

As an cute, competitive showcase, we expect that the nation’s best teams wilt ion us th~s year in Park 

City, and we would tore to have your athletes attend. The tournament is o~ganized into three b~ackets and 

open to teams U9 through U19. 

The ELite CoLLege Showcase [eve[ allows players to demonstrate their talents to college coaches and 

recruiters and is intended for U15-U19 teams. We anticipate more than 75 college coaches to attend. 

Cost: U15-U19:5900 

The Elite Competitive [eve[ chaUenges developing athletes to compete with the nation’s best. This 

[eve[ is intended for U12-U14 teams. 

As you prepare your younger Learns to play aL higher, more competitive levels, this tournament 

provides an opportunity to measure your Learn against the nation’s best. 

Cost: UI2oU14:$650 

The E/ire Youth [eve[ aU.ows your youngest teams to gain tournament experience and have a great 

time. 

Cost: ug-u10 ~’8V8}: $500 Ull (11v11): 5600 

To re~ister, visit us online at: Avalanche Invitational ReRistration 

We chose Park City to host the AvaLanche In~dtationa[ fo~ a few reasons. Utah is our home, and we want to 

share with you the beauty of the Landscape and the magnificence of the mountains here. We believe that 

Park City’s spectacular ,dews provide the perfect backdrop for the nation’s best soccer players to come 

together and cornpete. 

The chatrm of downtown Park City, coupled with endless opportunities ~or recreation and entertainment 

ensure your s~ay h~ Park Qty wilt be a memorable expeMence for you and your ~am~[y, and we took forward 

to you~ participation in this year’s AvaLanche ~n~dtationa[. 



image removed 

b~sender. 

sender ECNL 

Image removed by sender. 

:~:: Image 

...... removed by 

sender 

..... removed by 
sender 

This email was sent to an~n@uncaa.imc,edu by scott@-, avalancheinvitational.com i 

Update Profile/Email Address ]:nsta~lt iemeval ~’vidl Saf:eUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 
UtahAvalanche :: 4384 Foxtrail Drive Lehi :: UT 84043 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:56 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: ~ ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, AlbeVt A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Hey, Coach Dorrance. I am a right now I ara currently on a boys teara.This is the schedule for ray tournament at 
I am number 12. I play forward or left-mid mainly. 

this weekend. On the 

Thanks again, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Tuesday, April 1, 2014 6:57 PM 

pmcbrandm~earthlink.net 

Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Cg,1 me m~y Inid aYtemoon m~d I will set it up. 

Ses~t.#"om my Ver’izon IFireie,~s 4G L2~ LL~tOIL) 

Paul Connell <pmcbra~dmg@earthlink.net> wrote: 

That’s fi ru:_~ ,, h:_d: me know who;I: works 

Best, 

Paul 
Paul Conne!l 
Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704,995,2110 

pmcbrandmRt@earthlink.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A lV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 1, 2014- 5:17 PM 
Te: pmcbrandmgt@earthlink.net 
S~bjeCt-" RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Next week is better! 

From: Paul Connell [mailto:pmcbrandmqtCc~earthlink.net] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014- 10:52 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bjeCt-" RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Hello Anson - 

If you’re ~;round today/t.:_~morr.:_~w, I’d lille to drop in for a quk:k u~xJBte On the venue c~;mp~;~gn Let rne know what’s; convenient [or you ~;nd ~"~ BCCOmmod~;Le your 

schedule. 

Best, 

Pau~ 
~aut Connetl 
Managin~ P~rtner 

PMC Brand Management 

DirecL 704.99B.2J_$0 

Eros: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m__a_!J_t__o_2_a__D_S___o__n_~_e___m__a_!Lu__n___c_~__e__d___u_] 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 2014- 12:34- plVl 

Te: pmcbrandmgt@earthlink.net 
S~bject; RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

2 pm McCaskill 

From: Paul Connell [mailto:pmcbrandmgt.@earthlink.net] 
Sent: Monday, February 03, 20:[4- :[2:29 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject; RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Thanks Anson .-- 

Vm open until 4.:30 on Fridav afternoon; set a time and VII see you then. 

Best, 

Paul Conneft 
Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Managemen~ 

Direct: 704,995,2110 

pmcbrandrngt@earthlink.net 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 3, 20:[4 :[:[:23 AN 
To: pmcbrandmgt@earthlink.net 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Fri Bf~:ernoon will work! 

From: Paul M. Connell [.--m-~-a-!~-t--~-~p-~--m-~£-b--r--a-~-c-~-[-r-[g-t--‘r~--e--a-~£[-k-~[~-e--t~ 
Sent: Sunday, February 02, 20:[4 :[0:35 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 



Hi An~)n - 

Just back from NYC tbr some pre-Super Bow] meetings with clients mad glad 1,) be back in Chapel Hill. 

Unless Peb4on Manning needs another TE or ESPN another analysl, my couch is still the best seat for tonight’s game. 

I’m booked MTW, but would like to drop in Thursday/Friday or any time next week to get a firsthand update on the venue/legacy programs. 

Planning turns to action once the weather warms, and I’d hate to be left in the cold. 

Dave Lohse and I have been working with UNC Swimming while we await the Spring Sports season; however, we’re both anxious for ’14 soccer - looking forward to 
seeing what you do with one of the morn intriguing LYRIC rosters to take the field. 

ttoping *dais note finds you and ] well, warm and enjoying the off- season... 

I look tbrwa~’d to connecting as your schedule allows. 

Best - 

Paul 

Paul M Connell 
Managing Pa~ner 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

From: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <an~)n(/gemail.unc.edu> 

Date: Wed, 8 Jan 2014 19:01:10 +0000 

To: pmc brandmg’ff~ear tlthnk.net<pmcbmndmp~t(~)earthlink~net> 
Subject: RE: [~C Soccer Venue CmnNign 

Wi~ 

F~m: Paul N. Connell 
Sent: Tuesday, Janua~ 07, 2014 10:50 AN 
To: Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 
ThaWs Anson - 

Please be candid with regard to the politics and egos that potentially need to be navigated. 

As always, I will follow your lead. 

Best - 

Pard 

Paul M. Connell 

Managing Pmlner 

PMC Brand Management 
Direct: 704.995.2110 
pmcbrandm~,@,,ear thlink.net 

From: "Dormnce, Albert A IV" <an~m~{email.unc.edu> 

Date: Tue, 7 Jan 2014 15:25:53 +0000 
To: ~n..).c...bd~.4Ld..r.1~.e...a.11...N...{1:g~r.1e..t.:~.‘d~?~1c...b..r2a..1).~.~..n..:~.~.2~.~4.~J~ > 

Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Camtmign 

Paul, 
[ love ,tour ideas and your energy, I will connect 

From: Paul Connell [mailto:pmcbrandmgt@earthlink~net] 
Senti Monday, JanuaW 06, 2014 6:19 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A N 
Co:        ~___m___s__n_,__c__o___rt__~; Ducar, Chris;      ~_a__9_[d_o____m__; ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 
Thanks for the quick reply Anson --- 
Happy to work with the marketing team in any capacity d~at drives visibility, ticke~ sales, revenue and partnerships to UNC soccer. Unless it’s an administrative 
~ecessit,i, I don’t need a title --just an i~vitation. Through my PA gigs for UNC Athletics, Vrn already registered as an hourly emplovee --.so~ at least my Oaperwork is 
on file, 
Af[:er ?_5 years of servh:e to brands, teams, venu~:_~.L, ev~?t}ts, i~[)d k:orl$, f krKxw i[:’s rlever [:oo ear]~! to get i[)voIv~:,d -orlly too late. Plug me it} wherever I can benefit 

your t:eam and we’ll let sk~l~s amt needs deterrmne the he’,d: steps 
A~ the besL --. 
Paul 
Paul Conne!t 



PMC Brand Managernent 

DirecL: 704.995.2~_i0 

pmcbrandmgt@earthlink.net 

Frera: Dorrance, Albert A lV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, January 6, 2014 4:57 PM 
To: pmcbrandmgt@earthlink, net 
Co’.        @raSh.COrn; Ducar, Chris      ~aol.com; Jason Sisneros          ~gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, 

I meet with my boss tomorrow .... let’s see where we are!! Perhaps we should get you with "marke~k~g" now fo~ next fall’s season (obviously, ~h~s would be an 

internship posit~on until the new stadium is built) What: say you? 

From= Paul Connell 
Sent; Monday, Januaw 06, 2014 4:53 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Subject= RE: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Hello Anson --. 

Hoping t:h~s note finds you and your family well after ar~ enjoyable hofidav season, m~d ready to tackle t:he New Year, 

Please set a time to discuss next: steps ~r~ the venue campaign 

~t~ the best--- 

PaU~ 
Paut Conneii 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704.995.2].J_0 

pm c bra n d rn gtg@eart hl!n k ~n et 

Frem: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent-" Thursday, September 19, 2013 3:53 PM 
To: pmcbrandmqt@earthlink.net; Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Jason Sisneros; Sander, Thomas J; Brittani Bartok 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, I like what you are saying!!! 

Sentj’r.gm ~v ~ ~ri.v.gn Wireles’,~" 4G LI~’ DROID 

Paul Connell <pmcbrandmgt~earthlink.uet~; wrote: 

Good Morning Anson --- 

Hoping some of these shots start finding the ne~: in M~am~ & Pittsburgh .. we’re looMng forward to hav~ng the ~:eam back @ Fetzer against Maryland. 

Regarding the soccer campaign; prior to the spring., if there"s an o~portun~l:y ~:o be a ~art of the strategic team charged w~:h Kmd~ng and bumming, please throw me 

into the rn~x. ]n the meant#~e, Iq[ ab~de by SL Augustine ("patience ~s the companion of w~sdom") ... but having stockpiled creadve energy for the past three years, 

~ am anxious to engage. 

The strategy for se]Hng game t~ckets should be simple - there wN be none available. Every seat ~n that stadk~m can be sold before the first gm~e is p~ayed there. 

We will have a v~brant student sec:~:k)n, unk~ue med~a ca~)aMHty, aml a "lab" section where coaches can bring entke teamsik~agues to teach them the game h~ rea~ 

Won’t get any furd~er ahead of myself 

Safe Lrave]s---see you back ~n Chapel H~I[ for an ~nterview prior Lo Lhe MD broadcast. 

Thanks, 

Pau~ 

PMC Brand Management 

Direct: 704,995,212,’ 0 

A m c b ra n d rn At~eart hie n k, n e t 

Frem: Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_j_[t___o_;__a__n___s__o___n__@__e___m___a_jJ_,_u___n__c__,_e___d__u_.] 
Sent; Wednesday, September 18, 2013 11:28 PM 
To: pmcbrandmgt@earthlink.net 
Subject: Re: UNC Soccer Venue Campaign 

Paul, let’s get you in the spring connected to our maxketing group. We will be building a new stadium soon and a padt of my ambition is to sell it out. 

Senti’ram ~ ~ ~’r~zon IVireless 4( ~ LT~fi DROID 

"Paul M. Connell" <pmcbrandmgt@eartNink.net> wrote: 

I’ll accommodate your schedule; please ~t the meeting. 

Paul M. Connell 

Managing Paxtner 

PMC Broad Mm~agement 

Direct: 704.995.2110 



pracbmndmgt@earthlink.net 

Froin: "Do~rance, Albe~t A IV" < ~m~n(~emaJl.unc.edu> 
Date: Tue, 17 Sep 2013 23:08:36 +0000 

To: pmcbra~ldmg~,~(-~ ea~lihlink.net ~ pmcbrandm~rt(r-~earthlink.net> 
Subject: Re: ~C Soccer Venue Campaign 

Yes, let’s chat 
Sen~ fi’o~n my l~rizo~ l~rel~:s,~’ 4G LYE DRO/D 

Paul Connell <pmcbrandm~g;earthlink.nefw wrote: 

Good Morning Anson, 

Hoping the squad can shake off the disappointing loss to ND. Certainly the no-call on the goal was stunning; however, a couple of strong finishes would have made 

it a non-issue. The scratch!claw effort from the Irish is a pretty good harbinger of the strategy that’ll be employed by opponents the rest of the way. 

Thanks again for taking the time to speak with me about my intense interest in working with you to drive the legacy campaign for UNC Soccer. I’ve not stopped 

thinking about the infrastructure necessary to pre-sell seats, and the outside-the-box partnership concepts that can only be created in this environment. 

With three straight ACC games on the road, I’m sure your dance card is punched for the next week; however, I look forward to continuing our discussion at your 

earliest convenience. 

All the best, 

Paul 
Pa~f Connefl 
Managing Partner 

PMC Brand Managernent 

Direct: 704.995.2110 

pmcbrandmp, t(~earthlink.net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:36 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: College Soccer 

From: @yahoo.corn] 
Sent: Tuesday, 3:59 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc; ~verizon.net 
Subject-" College Soccer 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is I play for the I am currently in 

I have always "played up" on the           I was recently brought back for the    time to take part in the 

to play soccer in college. My GPA for the first semester this year is    which is pretty consistent with my grades through 

learning more about the University of North Carolinaand the Women’s Soccer Team. 

My team is playing in the Thank you for having Jason Sisenros come to see my team play at the 

Players Showcase in as part of the National League¯ We will be attending the in May and hope to see you there. I will 

forward you our schedule for once it is released. 

If you have any questions or would like to pass on any information to me, please contact my coach                          ~vetizo.~..r~et. I am 

familiar with the NCAA rules and understand that you can’t email me back. 

I look forward to keeping in touch over the coming months and hope to see you in 

and technically a . but 

¯ , and hope 

¯ I am interested in 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:42 AM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

I~E: Sixty completed surveys. Again great smfl~ 

Very good! 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Senti Tuesday, April 01, 2014 5:28 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, Thomas J; Brittani Bartok 
Subject-" RE: Sixty completed surveys. Again great stuff. 

Anson 

I would say this is a good sample size, but if you had a rerninder email sent with d-~e link I sent originally. We can see if we can get some more. Then we can start 

running numbers and discussing~ 

All the best 

Matt 

Fr~ml Dorrance, Albert A IV [._m___a_!J_t_o_2_a__Es__o_n___@_e___m___a_!Lu_n___c_,__e_d___u_] 
Senti Tuesday, April 01, 2014 4:21 PM 
Te: Robinson, Matthew J; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, Thomas J; Brittani Bartok 
Subjectl RE: Sixty completed surveys. Again great stuff. 

Matt, 

We will follow up ~... Let’s get everyone to jump in ..... I want to renew our alumnae ties more seriously~ We have sort have dropped the ball here by not organizing 

reunions anymore and not k~-:~eping in consist:ent contact wit:h t:hem, We HAVi? to do a betb:_~r job, 

Fr~ml Robinson, Matthew J [_m__aj_[_t_oj_t_n_j_r_o___b_Ln___s_@_u___d___e_Le_d___u] 
Senti Tuesday, April 01, 2014 7:38 AM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, Thomas J; Brittani Bartok 
Subjectl Sixty completed surveys. Again great stuff. 
Hey guys, just wanted to let you know we have 62 responses,. I am not sure how many were on the list, but this is a decent sample size, It looks like there is a good 

spread over the years. 

We can send a follow up email [:o see if we can get some more or leave it as is, 

I think you have sorne great data here in telling you who it is has played for you. 

Also, we have the ability to look across variables such as starter vs non starters, captains vs non captains, national team players vs non. 

Again, I have not run the data, I have just looked over some results and a few things that jump out. 

Fa~h~-_~rs mostly did not play soccer; ins[:ead basketball, football baseball, 

Par~-_mts did not coach [:he kids, 

Players come from the type of parenting style that is predicative of positive performance and behavior of kids.: the kids are self motivated, they assign blame and 

success internally, they hold themselves accountable, avoid behavior that is not related to achieving their goals. For you I think you should ~ook at kids who did 

not fit and reca]~ the parents. 

Kids only p~ayed soccer on average at age 16. 

Started playing year around sL 13, MULT~SPQRT~ 

Most kids are from multiple Md families and are a younger s~bl~ng. 

BASKETBALL: many p~aved it and it: they were not playing soccer they wou~d play ~t. 

Sorry it: d~e survey was onerous, bu~ we had to d~g down at their experiences at d~e different developmental stages. 

A~I the best 

Sent~ Wednesday, March 26, 2014 10:14 PM 
Te~ Robinson, Na~hew J~ Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, ~omas J~ Bri~ani Ba~ok 
Subject= Re: First Day of Su~ey Great ResulN 

Wow’. ~ 

"Robinson, Matthew J --mlrok~ns,.a udel.edu~, wrote: 

44 comg)leted surw-:~ys on first da% Just did a quick gla]lce of resuJLs. Rea[ interesting sLuffon parenting. Your Mds come [ron~ the right [dnd of parents. 

Aiso interesting stuff on parenta[ ~nvolvement, b~rth order’, rnult~sport, piay~ng against boys. A [ot of s~mi[arit~es as s[udy with nat[oRal team pool 

Fascinating stuff:. 

Matt 

F~ Sander, Thomas 3 [mai~:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent= Wednesday, March 26, 2014 11:13 AN 
To= Jason Sisneros 
~e; Robinson, Na~hew ~; Dorrance, Albert A N 
Subject= RE: HEre is the link 

Just sent it out to aH the ak~ms, 

-Tom 

F~m= Jason Sisneros I              @gmaiLcom] 
Sent~ Wednesday, March zG, ze~e le:e9 AN 
Te= Sander, Thomas J 
Subject~ ~wd: HEre is the link 

Did we send tl~s out to alum~ yet? It’s a survey to help in Anson’s book with this profes~r I believe. 



Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina LISA 

Director of Match Analysis [ Assistant Coach 

(c) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

Fl~om: Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins(~)udel.edu~ 

Date: Thu, Feb 27, 2014 at 1:27 PM 
Subject: tlEre is fl~e link 

To: "        ~;gmail.com" "        ~gmafl.com> 

Jason 

Here you go. Enjoy time in Hawaii, get back to me when you can. 
Yore Anonymous Survey Lit-N: 

I tNnk tNs will ~ ~me great data. 

Ma~ 

Dr. Ma~hew J. Robinson 
ProtEster of Spo~ Management 

Director of S~ Management Program 

Director of Spo(t Research, Center lbr Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Chaim~an Delawaye Sg~ Commission 

Director Intemationa] Coaching Em~chment CeNficate Program (ICECP) 

Alt?ed Lemer College of Business ~d Economics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 10:44 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

O)verizon.net 

l~V:, 

From: 

Sent: Tuesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

5:30 PM 
@cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

My name is,              and I play 

level of training beIbre college¯ 
who is coached ¯ Next year I will be moving to ECNL to begin the next 

Coach                                                                                 . I have wanted to play for NC since I was very. young. It is 

my plan to attend your camp this summer to get to know your program and receive a higher level of instruction. I also believe it would be a great way for us to tneet 

and for you to get to know me as a player and a person. 

I am a skilled player who handles the ball well. I also have great las~dng endurance which helps me stay- in the game at 100%. I can play midfield and forward. 

My coaches say that I have a very- high soccer IQ, see the field veD~ well, learn quickly and anlicipate movement. They also feel that my qnick movement/ decisions on 
and offfl~e ball are an asset and create opportunities for my team mates. 

I would love the optx~rtanity to atiend North Caxolina to grow as a person and athlete. Not to mention, it is absolutely beautithl in that part of the country. I believe it 

would be a great opportunity~ and experience all "the way around. 

Thank you for your time, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 10:51 AM 

Chris Densmore <execdirecto@volleyballbc.ca> 

l~E: Spo~l Leadership Conference 

What is your’ cell #? 

From= Chris Densmore [mailto:execdirector@volleyballbc.ca] 
Sent= Tuesday, April 0:t, 2014 5:58 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Anson 

I just wanted to follow-up to confirm with you that Jan :tOth 2015 works for you. Once confirmed ~ w~l~ put together contract, let me know if you have any 

questions. Thanks~ 

Chris 

Sent~ Narch-27-1~ 3:19 PN 
Te~ Chris Densmore 
8u~ject~ RE: Sport Leadership Conference 
I am a ~       so working on Sunday’s ff I can avoid it is out .... sorry. And no guarantee yet 

F~m= Chris Densmore [mailto:execdirector@volleyballbc.ca] 
Sent~ Thursday, March 27, 2014 6:~3 PN 

Te~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Co:        ~msn~com; Ducar, Chris; ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Thanks for the emaiL I agree. I have bu~t my own caldron ~n the past and the atNetes loved it. As for the fee, I appreciate the discounted rate. W~th th~s being part 

of our 50th Anniversary, ~ arn wanting to keep the price as affordable as possible. ~s presenting on the Sund~v to some soccer coaches of ~nterest to you as we~? 

?hanks for ~:he quk:k responses[ 

Chris 

Sent= Narch-27-i4 2:35 PN 
Te= Chris Densmore 
Co:        ~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros !        @qmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject: RE: Sport Leadership Conference 
Chris, ~ tMnk what m~ht be most b~terest~n~ for most coaches would be "The essence of d~e Un~vers~tv of North Carolina’s Cornpet~dve Caldron" ..... ~ will do ~t for 

From: Chris Densmore [mailto:execdirector@volleyballbc.ca] 
Sent= Thursday, March 27, 201.4 1:16 PM 

T~: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Anson 

Thanks for the email. We are looking to solidify our venue in the next week or two. Our top choice is January :1.0th. 

In regards to presenl:in~, t haw:_~ two questions. One., what would you like to pr~-_~s~:_~nt on? I have ideas, bu~: always like to ta~lor ~:o ~:he presenters strengths. Second, 

what is your presen~:~ng ~ee? We w~l obvk)usly cover travel, accommodations, and food, but w.:)uh~ l~ke ~o know the cost h:~r the presen~al:ion. 

To give you a little more ~nforrnatlon, we are Iookb~g to have six presenters throughout the day. Presentations will be one hour ~on~. This can be done solo with 

power point presentations and any other video requ~rernents or could be done in more of a question and answer w~th a fadf~tator asking the questions. Send me 

your thoughts and let me know ff you have any other quest~ons~ I would a~so ~ook to partner up w~th 8C Soccer our provh~dal sport organizing body to see if they 

wou~d fike to haw~ you present on the Su~lday tO a soccer specific crowd. Let me ~mow ~f ~:hat wouk~ be of interested [or you as we~l. 

f h:~.:?~ [orward to hearing back from you. 

Chris 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@emaiLunc.edu] 
8ent~ Narch-26-~ 7:~8 PN 
To~ Chris Densmore 
Su~ject~ Re: Spo~ Leadership Conference 

Yes it is g~ssible .... 

Sen@’om my l~rizo~ l,~reles,~’ d~ LTE DRO/D 

Chris Denstnore <_e___x___e__c___d_i!:e___c__t~?!~h2R!_l__e_.~L_~__!_l__b___c_:__c__~!> wrote: 

Anson 

I am reaching out to connect with you and see if you would be available to present at Sport Leadership Conference in Vancouver BC, Canada next January ~0th or 

17th? We are looking to put together a variety of sport coaches who can present on their experiences and philosophies. The crowd will be coaches and 
th administrators from a large group of different sports. For Volleyball BC, next year is our 50 Anniversary and this is the kick-off event to our celebration. Coach 

development and education is something that is part of our strategic plan. Anyhow, I have read some of your work and believe that you would be a great presenter 

with a strong message that would help every coach no matter what sport they are from. Let me know if you have any questions and if you would be available. I 

look forward to hearing back from you! 

Chris 

Chris Densmore 

Executive Director 

Volleyball BC 



Ph: 604-291-2007 (223) 

Fax : 604-291-2602 

Website I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:01 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wed~esday~ ~ 7:43 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Dorrance! 

It is exciting for me to starer writing letters to college coaches! Although I aJn only a sophomore al I am gearing up for nay college search. 

I have aJways been told that my strength in soccer is not only my speed, but most imlyortantly my first touch and understanding the play on the field. Playing outside 

midfield and kiaomng "where and when" has been very successful to me. I have been referred to as the "play maker". I joke and say pe~t of that is them spending so 
many days at the hockey ri~k watching my ...the game is very similar. He was a right winger (still is for ~) and aJso set up the plays! I 

believe I have learned fom~ w-atching the ga~es. 

My hope for college is to continue the competitive play of soccer while attending and getting an awesome education at one of the best schools in the country. 
My interest is pre-law. 

I would embrace any advice you have as far as being seen and show casing my skills on the collegiate level. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:02 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: 1 

From: Sport Etudes AMOS [mailto:sportetudes@amos-paris.fr] 
Sent: Wednesday, 8:27 AM 
To: 
Subject: 

Dear Coach, 

My name is you already heaxd about me regaxding nay showcase this past december. I am not writing about it: 

I have a gift fi~om th~                         who wants to go to the US, She is "the number I Goalkeeper and she is enrolled in order to do the next World Cup in 

Because of her level, I must find one of the best school over the US in order her to keep her spot in the National team. 

(yon can google her) 

Right now, she is _ She will graduate in. 

Born - She wants to study physical trainer or something related to it. 

Let me know’. 

Bests regards, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:03 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Crossroads of America College Showcase 

From: @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, . 9:00 AM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Crossroads of America College Showcase 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                I am a          ~ al_                             I’m currently ranked    in my class with      GPA. I play for 

, as a left midfielder, attacking midfielder, or tbrward. I have played tbr the                           team for two years. My coach for ODP is 

who can be reached ~                         . I am interested in your soccer program and also the Pre-Mediciue program University of North 
Carolina offers. I wanted to let you know that my team will be playing in the Crossroads of America Showcase iu on . I 

will be wearing jer~y number 

If you have any questions about me, my coach is. . He cm~ be reached at, aud . It would truly be great if you could come see 
me play! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 11:05 AM 

.la~n Sisneros < ~gmaJd.com> 

~comcast.net> 

RE: Looking tbr women soccer players interested in playing in Europe ne:a yem 

Thank you Jason! 

From: Jason Sisneros [mailto:: ~gmail.com] 
Sent-" Wednesday, 9:58 AM 
To-" Tania Sole 
(::¢; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; @aol.com 
Subject; Re: Looking for women soccer players interested in playing in Europe next year 

Tania, 

is available - she is not under pro contract in the U.S. but has been training with the 
1? 

- would there still be a team out there interested in a 

Thank you’. 

Jason Sisneros 

University. of North Carolhm \Vomen’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, Norfl~ Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 

On Fri. 

HI Jason, 
Just wanted to let you know that 
Do you have another good 
Sincerely, 
Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 

Ecoslip_. 
415-987-3283 
tso[e@ecoslip.orq 

at 3:29 PM, <tsole@ecoslip.o~> wrote: 

told me that she is trying out next week for the 
interested in playing in Europe? 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women : soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: <.t__~Ne@ecosli~.o rcl > 
Date: Fri, 4 12:10 pm 
To: "Jason Sisneros" . " @qmail.com> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <_a__tLs__o___n__~__e____m___a__i!_:__u___n__c__=e___d__u__>, "Ducar, Chris" 
<ducar@unc,edu>, :      ~a)aol.com"       @aol,com> 

Hi Jason, 
Thank-you. l just left her a voice mail message. 
Tania Sole 
Business & Career Coach 

415-987-3283 
tsole@ecoslip.org 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 

From: Jason Sisneros ~ ~_g___m___a__i!=c__o____m__.> 

Date: Fri,                  11:15 am 
To: "tsole@ecoslil~.org" <tsole@ecoslip.org> 
Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducat, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, 

I spoke with     . she said you could give her a call to discuss - 
I’m not acting as her agent, but will be here to help if needed. 
Thank you Tania! 
Jason 

@aol.com" 

On Friday, <_t__s___o__!_e_.__@__e___c__o___s_!_ip__=_o___r_g> wrote: 

HI Jason, 
They are interested. To get the process started they need a copy of her passport and a copy of her official criminal record in 
English. In so far as the offer is concerned, I am confirming some final details but would like to know if you are acting as her agent 
and I discuss this with you or do you want to send send me contact email and telephone number to discuss the 
opportunity directly with her? 
Sincerely, 
Tania Sole 



Business & Career Coach 
Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
._t__s__oJ__e__~_e_.__c___o_~Ji~__~__o__r_~ 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Re: Looking for women soccer players interested in 
playing in Europe next year 
From: Jason Sisneros < @gmail.com> 
Date: Thu, I                 1:54 pm 
To: ".t__s_Lo__Le__~__e___c__o___s_J_[p_=o_£g" <_t__s___oJ__e__@_e___c___o___s_!j~__=o__r_g_> 

Cc: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, ’ 
@aol.com> 

Thanks Tania! Let us know what develops! 
Jason 

On Thursday, <~__s_..o_J..e__@.e_g._o_..sJj_p_=_o__rg.> wrote: 

HI Coach Dorrance, 
OK. I will submit her name to IBV and let you know what they say. 

Tania Sole 

Ecoslip 
415-987-3283 
.t__s:__o__Le_._@___e___c__o___sJ_[p_,__o_£g. 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: RE: Looking for women 
playing in Europe next year 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson .@email.unc.edu> 
Date: Thu,                  11:52 am 
To: "_t__s___o_Le__@__e__c_.__o___sJ_~_p__=o___r_g." <.t__s:__o__Le__@__e___c__o_s__!ip_=o___r_g> 

Cc: "Jason Sisneros (         @gmail.com)" 
"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>,       @aol.com" 

soccer players interested in 

be a good candidate for that type of 

~gmail.com>, 
~ao com> 

is an incredible athlete. She is very ~ast AND sl:rong AND l:ough. She is a superb destroyer, 

Sent-" Thursday, 12:31 PM 
To= ’Jason Sisneros’ 

~c= Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
Subject= RE: Looking for women senior soccer players interested in playing in Europe ne~ year 

HI Jason, 

~ have a team in Europe looking for a strong Wou~d 

position? Or do you have a different p~ayer you could recommend? 

Th a n k--vo u 

Sincerely, 

Tan~a Sole 

415-987-3283 .............................. 

f~m= Jason Sisneros [ma[[to:~msisneros@gmail.com] 
Seat: Monday, 9:35 AM 
Tea Tania Sole 
C~= Dorrance, 

( c ) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 3:24 PM 

Pete Dormnce <Pete@chapelhillrestaurantgroup.com> 

~aol.com> 

RE: CONGfL&TS ON THE 2-1 WIN’. 

Thanks Pete! 

From: Pete Dorrance [mailto:Pete@chapelhillrestaurantgroup.coml 
Sent: Wednesday, April 0:2, 2014 :t:l::t3 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: CONGRATS ON THE 2-1 WIN! 

Sure. She can taik to         about 41:1. and       about Spanky’s. Maybe see how they each like working at those places, 

Once she begins the process have her tall( [o me ~nd ~ wH~ advocate for her. 

i4ead o(Ope~a(-~o~s, C~tapel Hill Res(-au~ar~ (]ro~ 

w~w.411~es~ co~ 

www.spa n kys reska u ra nk.co m 
www.s~u idsre~a u ~a n~,com 

WWW I~?eZ~ U ~ha re.co m 

Sent~ Wednesday, April 02, 2014 10:39 AN 

T~ Pe~ Dorrance 

Subjeet~ RE: CONGRA~ ON THE 2-~ 

BTW,             wants to jump in somewhere with you this fall (needs the $). Can she fill out an application somewhere and get on the list? 

F~mt Pete Dorrance [maHto:Pete@chape[hH[restaurantqroup.coml 
~ent~ Tuesday, April 01, 201~ 5:25 PN 

T~t Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: CONGRA~ ON THE 2-1 

Good lucid 

w~w.411~es~ corn 

www.spa n kys res~a u ra ntco m 

www mezd u tha re.co m 

www.51gwesk.conv 

F~m~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent~ Tuesday, April 01, 2014 5:24 PN 

T~ Pe~ Dorrance 
$ubje~t~ RE: CONGRA~ ON THE 2-~ ~N[ 

We got a shotH goth parents want her to come here gUT her best friends are going to UCI.A and she ~ikes the weather there {if she were here this week I would 

feel better) when she was here (last week) I was frozen solid~ so was she! 

From: Pete Dorrance [mailto:Pete@chapelhilh’estaurantgroup.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 0J., 2014 12:49 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A W 
Subject: RE: CONGRATS ON THE 2-1 WIN[ 

You guys rock! How did the visit go with            ? 

H~ad o(Opela~cio~s, ,Chapel Hiil Res~caulan’~ Gro,~p 

www.411wes~ corn 

_~:!__w___w__:s_R_a_~_[~_y_2 Le__s~_a___U_La_[2 ~:_c___q g_~ 

www squ i d s res~a u ra n~: co rn 

www mezd u tha n~.co 

www.paqetoadq rill corn 

www.5"lSwes~.corTt 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [_m__aj_[t_9_La_n___s_o___n_@__e__m__ajJ_~_u_!)_c_~_e_£!M] 

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2014 5:13 PM 

Subject: FW: CONGRATS ON THE 2-1 WIN! 

Importance: Hiqh 

From: Sander, Thomas .1 
Sent: Monday, Hatch 31, 2014 10:33 AM 

Subject: FW: ¢ONGRATS ON THE 2-1 WIN! 

Importance: High 

Sky Blue FC Edged 2-1 by the University of North Carolina 
Defender Kendall Johnson scores loan ~Joal for SBFC 



i~il http://www.skybluefc.com/docs/Johnson UNC Web.jpg 

Lake~vood Township, N.J. March 29, 2014) - University of North Ca~:olina forward Emily Binder lifted the Tea Heels to a 2-1 victou over Sky Blue FC on 

Saturday afternoon at Georgian Court University in Lakewood Township, N.J. The loss is the first for the New Jersey squad of the 2014 preseason. 

The Tin Heels got on the board first in the 19th minute when Bruder made a run down the left flank and crossed the ball into the box. The ball deflected off of Sky Blue 

FC delEnder Lindsi Cutshall into the awaiting UNC tnidfielder Joanna Boyles, who then chipped the ball over Sky Blue FC goalkeeper Jill Loyden into the back of the 

net, 

The New Jersey squad struck back late in the first half to lie the game. SBFC midfielder Ashley Nick sent a ball up the left flank to teammate Kendall Johnson. The 

defender was wide open and ripped a shot into the opposite side of the net for the equalizer in the 39th minute. 

The rain picked up in the second half, and both teams fought to adjust to the slick surface. After several scoring opportunities from both sides, including UNC forward 

Amber Munerlyn hitting the post, the Tar Heels broke the stalemate. 

In the 73rd minute, Loyden slid out near the edge of the box to make a save, bta the ball came loose. Bruder capitalized on the opportunit.5~ and scored to lake back 

the lead indefinitely. 

Sky Blue FC vs. University of North Carolina 
March 29, 2014 Georgia~ Court University 

Scoring Summaz9’: 

Sky Blue FC 1 0 1 

University of North Carolina 1 1 2 

SBFC Johnson(Nick) 39’ 
UNC Boyles 19’ 

UNC Binder 73’ 
Lineups: 

SBFC Jill Loyden, Kendall Johnson, Lindsi Cutshall (CoCo Goodson 46), Maddie Thompson, Kelley O’Hara; Taylor Lytle, Ashley Nick, Sophie Schmidt, Katy 

Freels (Nanase Kioa146), Maya Hayes; Jonelle Filigno 

Substitutes Not Used: Brittany Cameron, Christie Rampone, Caiflin Foord, Cami Levin, Rachel Breton, Trish DiPaolo, Nikki Stanton, Yiflmaia Arroyo Fonseca 

UNC B~ane tleaberlin (Lindsey Harris 46), Hanna Gardner (Maya Worfl~ 60), Katie Bowen, Satara Murray; Brooke Elby, Joanna Boyles, Darcy McFarlane, 

Cameron Castleberry (Dm~ae O’ttalloran 78); Emily Binder, Amber Munerlyn (PaJge Nielsen 69), Summer Green 

Substitutes Not Used: Sara~h Ashley Firstenberg, Amm~da Rooney, Jenny Chiu, Niki Romero 

Miseonduct S umma#: 
None 
Referee: Hemmi Aguilax 

Assislant Referees: TJ Zablocld, A~lhuer Sibiga 

Fourth Official: --- 

Weather: 48 degrees, heavy rain 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 3:30 PM 

Shoflher, Wil~m A (Al) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) <wilson.a.shoflher.mil@moJd.mil:~ 

RE: at UNC next week UNCLASSIFIED) 

General, 

Monday evemng would be best ]2~r me. What time is good for you? 

I look forward to our meeting 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shoffner, Wilson A (A[) Jr BG USARMY ~IT(AD()C (US) [mai[to:wilson.a.shoflher mil(~mail.mil] 
Sent: \Vednesday, April 02, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Classificatkm: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

We corresponded a few weeks ago on our elt~)rt to expand opportunities ]2)r 
Women in the Army Believe you recently met with my deputy, Dave Brinkley. 

I’ll be at UNC Chapel Hill next week. If you’re around, wanted to see if we 
could find time to chat. Mon or Wed evening will probably work best [’or me. 

-AI 

BG A1 Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 
BB: 

Classification: LFNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)9 

Wednesday,           4:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

IfW: High School Season - Perfect to Date 

From: ~zachry.net] 
Senti Wednesday,. ~2:31 PM 
To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
(:c; Ducar, Chris 
Subject~ Hicjh School Season - Perfect to Date 
Hi Coach Dorrance, 
I apologize for not doing a better job of keeping you up to date on my high school season. My personal goal has been to compete for the , since 

I joined the School girls’ varsity soccer te~a~ this year. This would be a first for AHHS. I am ~lae only uon-retuming player in the s~ta~ing lineup. My 

position is defensive center mid. 

To date, the defense has only conceded two goals with a current season record of This does not include pre- season scrimmages/gaanes agains~t 

and that all ended in shutouts.. In addition, MaxPreps 

currently rma~ the team                 in the nation. 
We are two games into the playofi~ having posted shutouts in both games. I shot the game winning goal from 25 yards out in our first playoff game against 

To view the game highlight, c~lick here, Onr next game is tomorrow at 6:00 p.m. I’ll keep you posted on our progress. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 
Hello Coach Dorrance, 

12:37 PM 

~gmail.com] 

This is just a quick update on my ~ccer schedule. On 

We will be playing in the 

Satmday 
bracket at the li~llowing times: 

I will be in playing in "the with my teaJn, the 

I realize you will probably not be cotning, but I just wanted to keep you posted on what I am doing. Hope you had a great trip to Europe! 
Thmak you! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 4:08 PM 

.la~n Sisneros ~ @gma~l.com> 

Ducar, Chris (ducar.~)unc.edu) 

RE: 

Yes, check this kid o~t for 
From: Jason Sisneros @gmail.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t2:48 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: Fwd: 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: ,2~mail.com> 

Date: Wednesdav~ 
Subject: 

To:         (a)gmml~com 

Coach Sisneros, 

My name is ;. I am a starting center back for the 

Because I really want to play for the Tar Heels, I made an unofficial visit to UNC on 

the team practice. 

I am writing to you because I am going to be at the Exact Soccer Cmnp in 

I am hoping m meet you there, and that you roll be able to watch me play. 

Thank you. 

team in I am a in high school. 

¯ I had great talks with Coach Dorrance and Coach Ducar, and watched 

and I see that you are one of the coaches who will be them. 

University of North Carolina SVomen’s Soccer 
Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 4:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

From: Coach_Taylor@ncsasports.org [mailto:Coach_Taylor@ncsasports.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 20:1.4 2:07 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Provide Feedback on Using NCSA 

Hey Coach Dorrance, 

Please take a minute to give us some feedback about your 
experience with NCSA by answering our short survey here. 

Your feedback improves the service we offer coaches. 

Thanks[ 

Coach Randy Taylor 
Director of Recruiting Experts 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 866-579-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

Coach .Taylor@ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

NCSA Blog: http:iiblog,ncsasports.org 

COMMIT ¯ SUCCEED ¯ LEAD 

i;~iilmage 

...... removed by 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 2, 2014 4:17 PM 

1~:;: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

Yes, Peter but I think this is a "vetting" mission for them. I think we are still trying to convince them we have value. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 3:45 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: at UNC ne.~ week (D2"qCLASS1FIED) 

I received a phone call from their flight operations preparing for another landing on campus. 
Anson - do you want me to facilitate this again - including collaborating the objective and agenda between all parties 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(fr!emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 3:30 PM 
To: Sho[’lher, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG U SARMY TRAI)OC (US) 
Cc: 
Su[~iect: RE: at ~[)~(; n~[ .... ’k 

General, 

Monday evening would be best for me What time is good for you? 

look forward to our meeting. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Shoffner, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) [mailto:wilson.a sholther.mil(~r!mail m~l] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: at UNC next week (UNC[.ASSW[ED) 

Classification: UNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

We corresponded a few weeks ago on our effort to expand opportunities for Women in the Array. Believe you recently- met with ray deputy, Dave Brinkley. 

I’ll be at LKqC Chapel Hill next week. If you’re aro~xd, wanted to see if we could find time to chat. Mon or Wed evening will probably xvork best for me. 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 
BB: 

Classification: UNCLASSK’IED 
Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:48 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @windstream.neV~ 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

Hi, it’s 

You have my resume, highlight video, and previous emails on file, but I wanted you to know again how interested I am in attending UNC. So I thought I’d let you 

know that I’ll be playing with our               team this weekend at the                        I know that you’ll be at the fields with your team, so just in 

case you wanted a chance to watch me play, I’ve attached my game schedule below. 

Also, to update you on my Ngh school season.., ifs really going well and a lot of fun, we’ve played 10 games, our record is 

schools, and I’m leading the team with 15 goals and 11 a~ssists. Many more games still to play too. I’ll keep you updated. 

we’re ranked 4th in the state for 3A 

Here’s a link to our MaxPreps site with scores, stats and player of the game notes: 

As we get closer to the Showcase in I’ll fora, m~t that schedule. 

Good luck in your games this weekend, I hope to see you there. 

Schedule StandiT~gs 

I 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

12:48:05 AM 

Ducat, Chris [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=Chris Ducat (ducat)] 

Fwd: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Sent j~rom my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @sbcglobal.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu> 

Coach Dorrance, 

I hope all is well. I wanted to let you know that I will be attending the College 
on,               I hope you will get a chance to see me play. I am including my profile and 

schedule for your review. 

camp 

I am an grader at I will be attending 

Fall. 

in the 

I look forward to seeing you in 

Best wishes, 

~sbcglobal. net 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

From: ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Wednesday, :t0:54 plVl 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: ( 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is and I am currently a ,, at 

I have a stroug interest in playing soccer lbr your program at University of North Carolina, Chapel t !ill in two years¯ 

Here are some of the reasons why I believe I can help your program succeed: 

My club team is the ¯ I have played at the premier level since 

I would love for you to come out and see me play in the 

Below is part of my bio. 

All games will be held on the 

Game Schedule: 

I have spent time doing reseaxch on what colleges would be a good match fbr me academica31y and athletically¯ I am interes~ted in majoring in liberal arts & sciences, 

with a focus towaxds psychology, biology or writing/communicatious. I believe I can compete at the University of North Carolina, Chapel t till and I know I can 

contribute to your future success¯ I have a s~trong work ethic, a willingness to learn, and good stu@ hanks in the classroom¯ 

Thank you for your time, and I look forward ~o hearing fi~m you in the nero future. 

Sincerely, 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:40 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Wednesday, 11:01 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance 

My name is and I am a I will graduate in ] I currently carry, a GPA and 

I would first like to staxt out by saying how thrilled I am to be sending you this email. I have loved your quote, "The vision of a tree chmnpion is one who is bent over, 

drenched in sweat, and at the point of exhaustion when no one else is watching," since I read the book Go For the Goal by Mia Haman at age 12, because hard work 

is something that I strongly value. The program you have developed at University of North Carolina is a legendary, one, and you axe a wonderful coach’. 

As I have begun to look at colleges, I have realized that tile University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is high on my list for a couple reasons. Like I said, the soccer 

program at North Carolina, I believe, is one of the best and mos~t consistent in the country.. Looking at the record of this team and the success at a high level, I am very- 

impressed, seeing as you have made it very far in the NCAA playoffs for over 30 years. Another reason that North Carolina seems like a good fit is its rigorous 

academics. I have always loved school and had a passion for working hard, and I think that going to school at UNversity of North Carolina roll help me continue that 

passion. The tinal reason that University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill is an exciting prospect is becau~ of the wonderfnl medics] progra~n. In addition to loving 

school, I have always felt drawn to medicine. It is my goal to become a doctor or su~eon, and I believe that this school roll send me in the fight direction. 

In my past two years, I have played with                           , team. Although I loved the intensity and competition of the team, I have decided to move to a 

club where I can enio¥ more plashing time. I am now currently playing for coached by 

and I hope to see you at tile , where I will be playing with the I will send you my schedule 

once it IS releasecl. 

I am also a starting outside back for ~ny Varsity temn. My coaches a~e I ant 

In addition, I have attached my recruiting video and biography for you to review. 
Thank you so much for your time and consideration, and have a great week! 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 9:42 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From:         @aol.com 
Sent: Wednesday, 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Southern Showcase 

Hello Coach Anson, 
I will be playing in the 
Hope to see you there, 

11:32 PN 
~aol.com] 

will be playing for the 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 10:03 AM 

Shoflher, Wil~m A (Al) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) <wilson.a.shoflher.mil@ma~J.mil> 

RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) 

A1, 

5:45 will certainly work for me. We have a conference room in Carmichael Auditorium (where Michael Jordan played his final game on campus). We can meet there. I can have my POC ( 
, meet your transportation and get you up here and take you back. 

All the best! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shoffner, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) [mailto:wilson.a sholther.mil(fr!mail mr[] 
Sent: ~llqursday, April 03, 2014 6:03 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Co: 

SubJect: RI{: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIF.D) 

Classi:ficatkm: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: 

Coach, 

On Mi)nday, I am l?ee at about 5:45 pm or anytime after that 

BG A1 Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 
BB: 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(d~emaihmxc.edn] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 3:30 PM 

To: Shoffncr, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAR~MY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: 

Sul~lect: RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASS]F]ED) 

General, 

Monday evening would be best for me. What time is good for you? 

I look forward to our nreeting. 

..... Original Message ..... 
Front: Shoffher, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) 
[mailt o :wilson.a. shoffher .mil~mailarfil] 
Sent: Wednesday, @ril 02, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: at LTNC next week (UNCLASSWIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

We corresponded a few weeks ago on our effort to expand opporttmities fbr 
Women in the Arm?-. Believe you recently met ~vith my deputy,, Dave Brinkley 

I’ll be at LrNC Chapel Hill next week If you’re around, ~vanted to see if we 
could find time to chat. Mon or Wed evening will probably work best for me. 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 
BB: 

Classification: UNCLASS]FIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classi:[icatkm: UNCLASSIFIED 



Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday. 10:35 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, . 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

0:14AM 

@cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach, 

-See my YouTube video link below. Albeit, it’s t?om when I was 

If your coming to the                        Showcase Tournament 

please co~ne watch my teammates and I play (2) two #1 

Ranked teams from 

I have been playing up mtJ~ the 

Championship Team. We j ust returned t?om the" and will be 

headed to the East Coast next month. Stay tuned for updates on those 

National League game times and dates. 

Sincereb; 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attad~: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday            1:35 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: application soccer 

00.jpg 

From @gmail.com] 

Sent: Thursday, 10:57 AM 

To= Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 

Subject= application soccer 

Hi coach A~son Dorrance, 
a~: 11 ~o ~ li}-~- ~ ot t h,:~ o a ~ ~ Or lll:!~V tO be 1: v~m te~:::, i :eve socc~ more :hart a~’:la~a, i pia,,~ed it ~iiice i wa~ 8 yems old~ I got 

a scholmsNp a~ ~tct ] ~a a L;]s~ week~ tn3 coac? tell us ~hat lhe school decide t,:) rh-,:)p ~he s~occer progrNt~ h~-e, and ’=hat l~e)’ 

[ reOh, w~nt to continue pl a},ing soccer whidh is ~he thing th~ ~ most like to do 
scholarship tm~]]           1 am veU’ r, ad~ because I ~eed a scholarr, ldp to: s~ady in the (: S A and a] so      ~                        , 

m~y chat~ce l ca~ tryout o~ send my ~,dr’n playin~,.l am mor~: tI;~m ~d]ins~ to do r~:~’,~ effort to bare t}~is opl~or~m~VF Regard.grog tke ac~,demic% ~%, ~or ~s a~rcl:~cte~m-% a:~d rt~y cm-~ent GPA Js 7}~m;k 3,ou very 

B~ Reg, a~ ds 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 1:45 PM 

ILE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIED) - what about dinner 

Sure ... ask him if that is OK and what his favorite cuisine is ... my treat’.! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 11:14 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: at UNC ne,~ week (D2"qCLASSWIED) - what about dinner 

Do you want to do this over dinner instead? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(fr!emaiLunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 10:03 AM 
To: Sho[’lher, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG U SARMY TRAI)OC (US) 
Cc 
Sut~ject: RE: at UNC next week (UN(X~ASSIFIED) 

AI, 

5:45 will certainly work for me. We have a corfference room in Carmichael Auditorium (where Michael Jordan played his :final game on campus). We can meet there I can have my POC, 
meet your transportation and get you up here and take you back 

All the best! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shoflher, Wilson A (A[) Jr BG USARMY ~IT~XI)()C (US) [maitto:wilson.a.shoflher mil(~maiLmil] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 6:03 AM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc 
Sut~ject: RE: at UNC next week (UN(X~ASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

On Monday, I ara free at about 5:45 pra or anytime after that. 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffner 
DCS, G-3/5/7 
HQs TRADOC 
Ofc: 757-501-5856 
BB: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson(&eraail.tmc.edn] 
Sent: Wednesday-, April 02, 2014 3:30 PM 
To: Shoflher, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: at UNC new week (L2qCLASSWIED) 

General, 

Monday evening would be best for me. What time is good for you? 

I look forward to our meeting. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shofther, Wilson A (A1) Jr BO USAP, MY TRADOC (US) [mailto:wilson.a shoflher.mil@mail mill 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 11:31 AiM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: at UNC next ;veek (LrNCLASSWIED) 

Classification: UNCLASS]FIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

We corresponded a fe;v weeks ago on our effort to expand opportunities fk~r Women in the Army Believe you recently met with my deputy, Dave Brinkley. 

I’ll be at UNC Chapel Hill next week. If you’re arotmd, wanted to see if we could find time to chat. Mon or Wed evening will probably work best for me. 



- A1 

BG A1 Shoffner 

DCS, G-3/5/7 

HQs TRADOC 

():[’c: 757-501-5856 

BB: 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 2:03 PM 

Bruce Lawrence (bmce~bogaertconstmction.com); ChantaJ~tdesignsource.cotn; 

@gmail.co~n; 

.~ .; pete@chapelhillres!~urantgroup.co~n; . ~ 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

,@msn.com; ducaJr@uncaa.unc.edu; Ja~n Sisneros ( @gma~, com); 

................. ", matt jones 

( 
_         ; sem~ patton I 

weaver I 

nicole fava (nfav@uncaa.unc.edu); 

clay 

Subject: Be responsible for your own confidence construction project! 

Ladies, 

For those of you tryir~g to build confiderme ir~ any part of yo~r life, please look at this and apply iL Be the eternal optimist and keep grinding~ No one springs out o1: 

the womb confident and successful, e~’ervthing is built "line upon line, precept upon precept"~ 

For my Leadership (:otmcil tell me how this applies to us bt~ilding our team for next August and bring ~:his up in ot~r diact~ssion next week 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 2:05 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Southern Soccer Showcase 

From: . ~cuemail.net] 
Sent: Ti~ursdayl k:06 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject:        Soccer Showcase 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 

My na~ne is            I’ve reached out to you in the past. I am a                                                          m~d I am very interested in the 

soccer program at University of North Carolina at Chapel ttill. I am currently playing club soccer for l fonnerl: 

I mn reaching out to let you know "that I roll be playing in the Southern Soccer Showcase touma~nent this weekend 

If you me planning on attending, please come and watch me play. If you can’t attend ~d would be interested in considering me as a potenti~ p~yt of your reran, feel 

free to contact my coaches: 

GFS 

Cell:, 

I’d love to ana~nge a visit to meet you m~d see your school. Thank you for considering me for your reran. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 4:29 PM 

~gmail.com> 

@gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Kick for Kibera Clinic THIS SUNDAY 10-2! 

@~nsn.com; ducea@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 

You are such a grea[ role model for our kids. So many of us live selfish and one dimensional lives, you are the exact opposite. So thank you!! 

From:                mailto:              @gmail.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03,-2014 2:21 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Kick for Kibera Clinic THIS SUNDAY 10-2! 

Tha~ks, Ans. I appreciate you supporting the clinic, a~s always! 

We were psyched to have so many girls come to the screening aa~d are looking tbrward to Sunday. 

Glad the spring season is going well! 

On Apr 3, 2014, at 10:34 AM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <Lm__~_o__r_~@.e_!f_~@_:_u__r_~c_:e_._k~.u_> wrote: 

Ladies, 

This is a tremendous cause and one we have supported t:rom the beginning. My Leadership Council please take over and run Lhis thing with 

enthusiasm and passion ~l<e pros.                  former UNC goalkeeper and current                student conth~ues to show her "core 

values" b~, still beh~g a driving force~ We can all learn something from her example. 

Th~s has been a great: spring ~r~ so many respects (on the fieh~, in the classroom), let"s a~ways be a par~: oF servk~g our communitk~s and the word when 

we (:an~ 

F~m: @gma~Lcom] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 20~4 ~0:~ AM 

Cc: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chrisi ~a(~l.com; @msi~.com; J~son Sisneros ( @qmail.c0m); Sander, Thomas ~ B~nl~oski: L~nn; 
Nick Johnson; Arneson, Micaela 
S,,bject: Kick for Kibera Clinic THIS SUNDAY 10-2! 

Hi evel)~one, 
First of all, I was so happy that many of you were able to attend the film screening in Febma~! Hopefully you were able to see how much CFK means to 

the kids of Kibera. 

Now it’s time to gear up tbr the clinic on Sunday, ficom 10a-2p in the Tin Ca,/Field House! I hope all of you will be able to pa~Jcipate in the clinic this 

year and ma]~e it a great experience for the kids M~o have signed up! I will aJso be there to help out, along with some of the CFK sta~It: 

Please arrive a little before 10am on Sunday. The tentative schedule is: 

t0-10:1 ~am: Registration and warm-up 

10:15-10:30: Introductions (CFK staff and soccer team) 
10:30-1 l:45ish: Stations 
11:45-12pm: Snack/Break time 
12-t2:45/t ish: locker room tour, raffle, autographs, etc. 
12:45/1 ish-2pm: Scrimmage and group photo 

Please pass this info aJong to the rest of the girls!!! I look forward to seeing y’all on S[mday’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, . 4:29 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

I~W: Follow Up 

From: @cuemail.net] 
Sent: Thursday, 2:3:1 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Follow Up 

Coach Dorrance, 

I aIyolog~e tbr having neglected to include my lull ~hedule tbr’the tournament in my previous emaJl. 

I will play atthe tbllomng times: 

Best, 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O LFt, IC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

T mrsday, April 3, 2014 4:29 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edw" 
ILE: http://~ww~.n?/fimes.c°m/2014/O1/26/°pi~°tt/sunday/what-drives-successhtml? r=O 

Thar~R yo~ Carlos[! 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 20:t4 2:4:1 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

SuDject: http://www~nytimes.c~m/2~t4/~1~/26/~pini~n/sunday/what-drives-success.htm~?-r=~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday 5:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Thursday, 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: 

3:29 PM 
@sinclink.com] 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 5:42 PM 

B.J. Snow <BSnow~)ussoccer.org>; daa~on.nahas@caslnc.com; Matthew J Robinson 0njrobins@udel.edu) 

I~NV: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that ,hill be the reason you utimately succeed or nor? 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 5:01 PM 
Subject: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you utimately succeed or not? 

Ladies, 

When you have a minute read this: .h--t--t--~---i/-/---W----W---W---:-n---y-t--Lm---e---s-:--c--~----m--/---2--~---1---4--/--~---1-/---2--6--/--~--#--!-n--!-9-n--/--s---u---n---d--a--)~---w----h--a---t-~-E!~-~:-~-~-~:-~-~-!~ 

This is quite powerful. What I like most about it is, it is telling us we control our fate. That with "grit" and choosing three qualities, we can do anything we want. 

And honestly, seeing the way some of you have improved this winter!spring, I am seeing wonderful proof of all of this. 

Now, this is quite long. So to read this you are going to need to have one of the three qualities this article says you must have to make it: "impulse 

control" (delayed gratification). And because I know people do "what you inspect, not what you expect" I will be having a brief conversation with you on the way 

to W/S this weekend to see if you have read this and you understand it. I want you guys to be "world beaters"; and not just in soccer. For those of you who don’t 

make the trip, find me in my office next week and we will discuss it. 

Anson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 5:44 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: @aol.con @aol.com] 
Sent: Thursday, " ........ 3:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; 
Subject: 
Guod ~’~emuun Cuach, 
I just wanted to send out my schedule for the upcoming ECNL Showcase in 
Level Goalkeeroin~ id camt~ ~vhich is scheduled on Saturday from 6-Spm. 

I have games Saturday ~ through Monday ¯ ¯ I will also be participating in the Next 

The Ni G ~:Kxi (~a:np ~vill be held a 
I hope yuu will have a chance to get to one of my games or the id camp. 
Thank yuu, 

Saturday, 6:00 8:00 pm. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 6:00 PM 

I~E: TRAIJOC Meeting w/Shoffner on Monday - what about GelD" Bell’? 

Yes, he will try to be there ..... 

..... Oriainal Message ..... 

Fron 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 5:13 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: TRADOC Meeting w/Shoffner on Monday- - what about Gerry Bell? 

Also - wha about Gerry Bell? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, AlbertA IV [mailto:anson(~email unc.edu] 

Sent: rI1nursday, April 03, 2014 1:45 PM 

To 

Subject: RK: at UNC next week (UNCLASSItqB]-)) - what about dinner 

Sure ... ask him if that is OK and what his favorite cuisine is ... my treat!! 

..... Ori~zinal Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: rI1nursday, April 03, 2014 11:14 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: at UNC next week (UNCLASSIFIBD) - what about dinner 

Do you *wmt to do this over dinner instead? 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 10:03 AM 
To: Shoffner, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAR~MY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: 

Sut~lect: RE: at UNC next week (LJ".ICLASSIFIED) 

A1, 

5:45 will certainly- work for me. We have a conference room in Cam~ichael Auditorium (where Michael Jordan played his final game on campus). We can meet there. I can have my POC 
) meet your transpoltation and get you up here and take you back. 

All the best! 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Shoffncr, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAR_MY TRADOC (US) [mailto:wilson.a.shoflher.mil(&maihmil] 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 6:03 .~4 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: 

Sut~iect: RE: at UNC next week (LJ".ICLASSIFIED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

On Monday, I am free at about 5:45 pm or anytime after that. 

- A1 

BG A1 Shoffner 

DCS, G-3/5/7 

HQs TRADOC 

Ofc: 757-501-5856 

BB: 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@emaihu~c.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday-, April 02, 2014 3:30 PM 
To: Shotther, Wilson A (A1) Jr BG USAPJ~IY TRADOC (US) 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: at UNC next week (DJ"4CLASSIF1ED) 

General, 



Monday evening would be best f,ar me What time is good for you? 

I look forward to our meeting. 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Shoffner, Wilson A (AI) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) [mailto:wilson.a sholther.mil(ir!mail m~l] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 11:31 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: at UNC next week (UNC[.ASSW[ED) 

Classification: UNCLASSIFIED 
Caveats: NONE 

Coach, 

We corresponded a few weeks ago on our effort to expand opportunities for Women in the Army Believe you recently met with my deputy, Dave Brinkley. 

I’ll be at UNC Chapel Hill next week. If you’re around, wanted to see if we could :find time to chat. Man or Wed evening will probably work best for me. 

BG A1 Shoffner 

DCS, G-3/5/7 

HQs TRADOC 

arc: 757-501-5856 

BB: 

Classification: UNCLASSD’IED 
Caveats: NONE 

Classification: LrNCLASSWIED 
Caveats: NONE 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kYNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN~ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSONp 

Thursday, April 3, 2014 6:30 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

I~E: Do you lmve "grit" .... ~Aaat elixir that will be the reason you ut]mately succeed or not? 

~[: not for you ~ would not have sent it out, Thank you, my friend!! 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 6:02 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: Re: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you utimatel¥ succeed or not? 

Fantastic email .... 

Carlos Somoano 

U NC Soccer 

On Apr 3, 2014, at 5:01 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Ladies, 

When you have a minute read this: ht_~p_://www.nytimes.com/2014iO1/26/opinion/sunda¥/what-drives-suceess.html? r=0 
This is quite powerful. What I like most about it is, it is tellin~ us we control our fate. That with "~rit" and choosin~ three qualities, we can do anythin~ 

we want. And honestly, seein~ the way some of you have improved this winter!sprin~, I am seein~ wonderful proof of all of this. 

Now, this is quite long. So to read this you are ~oin~ to need to have one of the three qualities this article says you must have to make it: "impulse 

control" (delayed ~ratification). And because I know people do "what you inspect, not what you expect" I will be havin~ a brief conversation with you 

on the way to W/S this weekend to see if you have read this and you understand it. I want you ~uys to be "world beaters"; and not just in soccer. For 

those of you who don’t make the trip, find me in my office next week and we will discuss it. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, 8:55 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: southern showcase 

Se#~,t ~rom my V~rizon Wire,~ess 4G L TE DRO~,D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: southern showcase 

From: @hotmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

Hello Coach Dorrance, 
My name is I am interested in UNC, Chapel Hill and noticed you will be attending the Southern Soccer Showcase in 

this weekend. I will be participating in the showcase with my team,                   We are in the I                     Our first game will be 
Saturday at 8:00 am on field 6 and our second game on Saturday will be at 5:00 pm on field :[0. Our Sunday game will be at :/L2:30 on field :~:~. I am number 
24 and will most likely play center midfielder or maybe striker. I have attached my player profile for your convenience. 
It would be much appreciated if you could come and see my team and I play. 

Thanks, 

~hotmail,com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attachments: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV [/O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)] 

3:04:18 PM 

Ducat, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) [ducar@unc.edu] 

FW: 

Stubbed Attachments.htm 

Chris, 

Can you follow up? 

From: @wi.rr.com] 
Sent: Thursday, 11:07 PM 

To-" Dorrance, AlbeCc A IV 
Subject: 

Dear Coach Dorrance: 

My name is                                           and I will be visiting the University of North Carolina in two 

weeks and would love to meet you and/or a member of your women’s soccer program while I am on campus. Attached is 

my cover letter and resume to help you get to know me better. 

I look forward to hearing back from you in the very near future about my visit. 

Thank you for your time. 

Sincerely, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,. 11:05 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Southern Soccer Showcase 

From: @hotmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 12:44 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Southern Soccer Showcase 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 

My name is                          and I am currently .......                                                                              The 

reason I am contacting vou today is to let you know that I am interested in studying at the University of North Carolina. Also to be able to play at [INC would be 

ab~)lutely a~n~ing, I love your book also. 

I currently have ~    cumulative GPA farm my yeay, and first semester of this year. 

I am currently playing on the 

Showcase. 

We will be competing atthe Southern Soccer 

Your soccer program is of great interest to tne. I currently play midfield and strike~; left and/or right. Over my soccer caxeer I have worked hard ~o become a well- 

rounded player, having been a successful striker a~d midfielder in my eayly soccer years. As I mentioned before I am a sophomore a~d I also played vaysity this yeax 

and last year; aye team won the                          for the second consecutive year, and I was named the i                  player of the year and 1 st 

I hoN that you will be able to come out and see me play. My jersey number is and other information can be found on 

I can not wa~t to watch you guys play m~d hopefully you are able to stop by one of my games for a bit. 

site. 

~hotmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 4, 2014 11:09 AM 

.la~)n Sisneros @gmaJl.com) 

I~W: Match AnaJysis News 

From: Match Analysis [mailto:info=rnatchanalysis.com@mail:178.us4.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Match Analysis 
Sent-" Friday, April 04, 20:~4 4:00 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; Match Analysis News 

April 2014: 
Match Analysis News 

X Image removed by sender. 
Worldwide interest in utilizing Match Analysis tools and services 

continues to grow following the installation of K2+ Panoramic Camera 

8yetems in every Major League 8occer and Liga MX stadium. 

142 is a state of the art tool designed to capture high resolution full pitch 

video, track players, and create advanced interactive visualizations that 

enable players, technical staff, coaches, managers and officials to see, 

understand, and communicate every event of every match. 

-- The Match Analysis Team 

Watch the K2 Panoramic Video Demo, 

image removed by sender. True~,iewVizualization 

K2 TrueView VizuNisation 

K2 TrueView Visualizations combine pa~o[am~c v~deo w~h track~ng da~a to 

crea[e an unbelievable a~rnated experience ~ which yo~ can access t~ack~ng 

W}th a touch, the v~deo springs to ~fe. Zo~ch a p~ayer ~n the v~deo to ~nstanfiy see 

h~s name~ speed, and d~stance, Touch two p~ayers and draw a ~ne between them 



that animates as the video plays, Touch the Offside Visualization; and a line 

tracks the second to last defender right on the field. For the first time, ~laye~s 

wen°t just ~ea~ tactics, t~sey~ see the~ 

Cileck o~t tile K2 TrueView Visualizations Gallery 

i [:+:] i Image removed 

...... by sender 

Chicago Fire 

Selects Match 

Analysis 

l~latch Analysis Continue To 
Dominate The North 

American l~tarket 

Match Analysis are pieased to announce the recent 

contract renewal, extension and signing of several 

Maior League Soccer teams inci~ding 

Columbus Crew, Chicago Fire. 

New England Revolution and new MLS 

expsnsion fianchise, Orlando City Soccer Club. 

Current Noah American Match Analysis clients 

i¢..clude 16 MI..S dubs, ai118 Li~a MX dubs in 

Mexico pius tile @~,ited Stales & Mexica~~, national 

teams, and a wide array of coliege & amateur sides 

Image removed by sender. Sports 
Technology Awards 

20t4 Sports Technology Awards 

The Sporis rechnoiogy Awards ilave been iaunched to recognize ihe increasb, gly 

important role that technology plays in spo~t, They present the appa£unity to 

celeb~ate excelience and acknowiedge saccessful technoiogicai innovation 

across ail aspects of the spoils sector and Match Analysis are delighted to have 

been sho~listed in both categories entered, 

1501 Powell Street Suil~.~ ~( 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 4, 2014 11:13 AM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

l~E: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be tl~e reasou you ufimately succeed or not? 

Matt, 

I say we study it and see what we can spin it into 

B~’W, I love this quote you shared! 

F~m: Robinson, Ma~hew J [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 20~4 7:21 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject: RE: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you utimately succeed or not? 

A~33on 

This i3 a great article. 

?wo t h in gs ~ t scr ea m s Pr i ma I Q.u es ! ~ 

Seco~]d, 

It is not the rich man’s son that the young struggler for advancement has to fear in the race for life, nor his nephew, nor his cousin. Let him look out for the dark 

horse in the boy who begins by sweeping out the office. Andrew Carnegie 

I know you love quotes and carnegie has great ones on effort. 

We now have over 100 responses to survey. I have grad student back Monday and I will have him run the data. Waht do you want to do with it. It is rich stuff. 

Matt 

Sent= Thursday, April 03, 20~4 5:42 PN 

Subject~ N: Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you utimately succeed or not? 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
$ent~ Thursday, April 03, 2014 S:01 PN 
Su~ject~ Do you have "grit" .... that elixir that will be the reason you utimately succeed or not? 

kadies, 

When you have a minute read this: http://www.ngtirnes.com/2014/O~/26/opinlon/sundag!what-.drives-.successJ~ml? r=O 

This is quite powerful. What I like most about it is, it is telling us we control our fate. That with "grit" and choosing three qualities, we can do anything we want. 

And honestly, seeing the way some of you have improved this winter/spring, I am seeing wonderful proof of all of this. 

Now, this is quite long. So to read this you are going to need to have one of the three qualities this article says you must have to make it: "impulse 

control" (delayed gratification). And because I know people do "what you inspect, not what you expect" I will be having a brief conversation with you on the way 

to WiS this weekend to see if you have read this and you understand it. I want you guys to be "world beaters"; and not just in soccer. For those of you who don’t 

make the trip, find me in my office next week and we will discuss it. 

Anson 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 11:24 AM 

@~nsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ( @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

sean patton ( 

nicole lava (nfava@nncaa.nnc,edu); 

. clay weaver 

Subject: FW: Soccer America Confidential: Wondo puts past disappointments behind him 

dies, 

role rnoch-:~l h:~r L~s ~or this 
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Wondo puts past disappointments behind him 
~hare Thi 

By Ridge Mahoney 

Whether or not he gets a spot on the plane to Brazil for the World Cup, Chris Wondolowski has proven 

he is Jurgen Klinsmann’s type of player. 

removed by 

sender¯ 

Though he lacks the European pedigree that the U.S. national team coach until recently strongly favored, 

he’s imbued with many of the same traits. He’s got great balance and timing, which enables him to strike 

with either foot balls arriving at odd angles and also duel ferociously in the air. He’s perfected the art of peeling away from 

defenders at the precise instant they lose sight of him to control the ball or deliver it on goal first time. He relies on quickness 

and cleverness rather than brute strength or raw speed. And he’s the hardest worker on his club team, the San Jose 

Earthquakes, often staying after the regular training session has ended to refine his goalmouth wiles and techniques. 

How did he respond to a rough campaign last year, during which he scored 11 goals after tying the league record with 27 in 

20127 "Wondo would be the first one to tell you that he’s had moments of frustration this year, because he puts high 

expectations on himself," said Earthquakes head coach Mark Watson last October. "But he did the right things and 

responded the right way and just got back to work. He does hours and hours of finishing at the end of training. 

"gou wonder how he scores so many goals? It’s because he has great movement and great qualities in the box. He’s a great 

finisher because of ability but also hard work. He spends a lot of time on it." 



He is the antithesis of a prima-donna goalscorer who awaits chances to arrive and does little else. If anything, he takes too 

much responsibility, and you can count on him blaming himself for the chances he missed if the game result isn’t the right 

one. His look of despondence after a 3-1 home loss to the Galaxy - during which he missed a close-range shot that would 

have tied the game - in the 2012 MLS playoffs was entirely self-directed. 

Galaxy keeper Josh Saunders was on the ground and all Wondolowski had to do was tap it over him. He couldn’t put it away. 

’I thought I had to lift it a little bit because Josh was there, but I just sent it way over," Wondolowski said. "Pretty bad." 

The Quakes went out on aggregate, 3-2, and the disappointment sharply increased as the Galaxy rolled to a second straight 

MLS Cup title. Wondo won the scoring title and the MVP award, and Quakes captured the Supporters’ Shield, but nobody got 

what they really wanted. His national team career was equally frustrating but in a different way. 

Despite his consistent league scoring in recent years - he preceded the 11-goal and 27-goal seasons by hitting a combined 

34 goals in 2009 and 2010 -- success at national team level had also eluded him. A fluffed chance at the 2011 Gold Cup in a 

group match against Panama left him distraught; ironically, the player he replaced - defender Clarence Goodson - had 

scored the U.S. goal in a 2-1 defeat. 

But Wondo may have finally gotten over the hump. After struggling through a barren spell that seemed to constrict his USA 

career - no goals and several primo chances squandered in his first nine games - he’s hit the target nine times in the last 10 

matches. He came out of the January camp by scoring both goals in a 2-0 defeat of South Korea, and connected again in the 

2-2 tie with Mexico Wednesday night. 

Those goals have burnished a bit the reputation of scoring only against the weakest foes and choking in bigger games. He 

broke out of his U.S. drought by scoring against Guatemala last July in the final tune-up match for the Gold Cup, which he lit 

up in group play by bagging five in games against minnows Belize and Cuba. But in the group finale, he botched a great 

chance and though the USA won, 1-0, that specter of failure under pressure returned. 

Friendlies are what they ar~, but there’s no doubt coolly bagging a classic poacher’s goal against Mexico in front of a huge 

crowd has to erase a bit more of the stigma Wondo can’t score in important games. He wouldn’t be the first goalscorer to light 

it up in MLS - as did Taylor Twellman and Jeff Cunningham before him - without nailing down a national team spot. And 

Wondo’s recent goal spurt may not be enough for Klinsmann to rate him as a necessity against Ghana, Portugal and 

Germany. 

The U.S. forward ranks may be too crowded. The insanely hyped debut of teenager Julian Green has triggered speculation 

Klinsmann may take him to Brazil as something of a secret weapon. And if Klinsmann classifies Landon Donovan as a 

forward, there may only be space for Donovan, Jozy Altidore, Clint Dempsey and Aron Johannsson in the forward slots. 

Green, despite his extreme inexperience, might be first line as a extra forward. (There’s also Eddie Johnson, who replaced 

Wondo up front late in the Gold Cup but sat for the first hour Wednesday night.) 

Probably a half-dozen players who have made significant contributions for Klinsmann are on the bubble, and until last July you 

couldn’t have put Wondolowski in this category. But now he’s melded production to his other attributes. Every team going into 

a World Cup wants any player who can score, and Wondo does a lot more. 

No one is more committed to his teammates and his country and his craft than Wondolowski. He personifies the American 

spirit of perseverance and persistence, which has taken him from Division II Chico State to 2012 MLS MVP, moved him among 

the all4ime leading MLS scorers - no one has scored more goals in four consecutive seasons than the 72 he notched from 

2010 to 2013 - and earned him at least a puncher’s chance to make the World Cup roster. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=I_INC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 11:25 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

I~E: 

Tom, 

What is this? 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Sander, Thomas J 
Sent: Friday, April 04, 2014 9:43 AM 
To: Leone, Trace?’ 
Subject: RE: 

Thanks so much Tracey! We appreciate it! 
-Tom 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Leone, Tracey [mailto:T.Leone(@neu.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 01, 2014 9:54 PM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Sublect: 

I’ll do it tomorrow[ Would love to help[ Please give Anson and Dino my best[ 

Tracey Leone 
Head Women’s Soccer Coach 
Northeastern University 
2013 CAA Champions 
2013 NCAA Tournament 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:26 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

Chris, 

Do we want to send .lasor~ there early and have him stay late? Would it have value for 

From’, C~gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 9:45 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris 
Subject: 

Hi Coach Ducar and Coach Dorrance, 

I am playing in the Southern Showcase this weekend and I would love for you to come u,atch me play. I san looldng fo~-ward to watching your temn play some g~anes 

this weekend also. My highschool season at is also going on fight now aa~d would love for you to come watch some of those games too. I will send 

you the schedule of a few of the big games as they get closer. 

Here is my schedule for this weekend: 

Hope to see you this weekend! 

Thank~ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 11:28 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

From: 

Sent: Friday, . 
To: Dorrance, Albert A Iv 
Subject: 

~.0:22 AN 
~cuemail.net] 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

I just wanted to update yon. My club recently changed our coach. I have updated my new coach’s inlbnnation on my profile and I have also put it below. She is 

currently the Women’s head coach atthe                    I truly feel she roll make us ready to compete atthe collegim~ level. 

Thank you, 

@yahoo.col~ 

Coach: 

@gmail.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday,. 3:46 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: SOUTHERN SHOWCASE 

From: .@gmail.com] 
Sent: Friday, 2:54 PM 
To: Ducar, Chris 
C:c: Dorrance, Alber~ A TV; 
Subject: SOUTHERN SHOWCASE 

tley Chri!! Hope all is well. I know fl~at you guys will be playing tomorrow at BB&T a~d I will deIinitely be there to watch, ttopelhlly you can make it out to mine. 

Looking tbrwa~d to seeing you guys fl~ere, 

Here’s the schedule’. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Friday, 7:32 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: 

From ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Dear Mr. Dorrance, 
My name is 

s coached by 
on the 

attend the showcase in 
Sincerelv. 

I am very interested in attendina the Universitv of North Carolina at Chapel Hill¯ I will be playing a year up with the 
at the . I currently play holding mid and center back for 

¯ My graduation year is , and I currently have grade point average¯ Hopefully you can 
, and below is our game schedule¯ Thank you for your time, and go Tar Heels! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, April 4, 2014 7:32 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

Re: Here We Go! 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~fl~gallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Safe travels to Clem~nons and all the best to~nmrow vs. VTech and Pitt. 
Have fun, play well, and stay injury free ~ GO HEEES! 
With you all the way! Take cm’e. 
Earrv 

~ Larry GaR~o 3r~ 

Executive Associate Dic~ctor of Athletics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Saturday, 7:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Blue Chip Showcase 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Blue Chip Showcase 

From: ~gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Dear Coach Anson, 
Thank you for COl;qing out to watch me iF if you got the chance I will be participating with 

and I would like to invite you out to watch me. \~z team plays or 
I am number . Thank you for taking the time to consider me as an addition to your team 

Sincerely, 

~eam at the Blue Chip Showcase in on 

I also play on 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday 7:22 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 

From: @gmail.com> 

To: "Do~Tance, Albert A IV" <anson,~)em~il.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Coach Dorrance, 
I tried to leave you a message on Friday to introduce myself and I have attached my profile. 
I am a rising                     and play on                and the 
I am very interested in attending UNC and playing soccer, 
Ny               Team is traveling to North Carolina next weekend to play in the 

If you have time please come out to see me play. I will send you my jersey number on game day. 

GAHES: 

Thanks 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 2:25 PM 

Roberts, Barry <Barry Roberts@kenan-flagler.~mc.edu> 

Re: ’Fuesday 

"Roberts, Barry" <Barry. RoberLs@kenm~-flagler.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am looking forward to seeing you on Tuesday. This is the undergrad class on entrepreneurship 
It meets from 12:30 until 1:45 in McColl room 2350 
I hope that you can stay for lunch af[er class. 
thank you again. 
l~arry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Sunday, April 6, 2014 5:37 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Register for the National Showdown, Mid West # 1 Showcase July 11-13 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subj ect: Register for the National Showdown, Mid West # 1 Showcase July 11-13 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedsports.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.unc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in Rated 
Sports, LLC. Don’t forget to add mikerocca@ratedsports.com to your address book so we’ll be sure to 
land in your inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

SLATED AS THE MOST ANTICIPATED 
SHOWCASE TO HIT THE MID-WEST 

The National Showdown Soccer Showcase 
is coming to Chicago this July. Team 
registrations is off to a great start with a 
great flow of elite teams coming from 
Canada. 

PAY AT A LATER DATE 
¯ Entry fee set at $995 plus each team registered 
before Friday, May 2rid receives a $200 
Restaurant.corn Gift Card, 
~ 16 TEAMS PER AGE GROUP 
~ 3 X 80 MIN GAMES 
~ TOP SOCCER CLUBS FROM USA 8~ CANADA 
~ 14 FIELDS~ 1 LOCATION 
~ OPEN TO ALL NORTH AMERICAN CLUB 8= ACADEMY 
TEAMS 
¯ WINNERS WILL BE CROWNED BY GOTSOCCER 



Chicago’s Waukegan Sports Park is one of 
the largest soccer complex of its kind in 
]:llinois. The complex boasts 13 regulation 
sized soccer fields and has hosted 
international, national and regional 
tournaments in soccer. 

sanction by 

[ 

Forward this ernail 

[ 
This email was sent ~o ~n~n@uncaa.unc,ed~i by mikerocca@ratedsports.com i 

Instant removal with SafeUnsubsciibe"~ Privacy Polic~t, 



Rated Sports, LLC 1]:[9 Buena Vista Street i P.O. Box 607 :: VENTURA i CA 93001 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 7, 2014 9:23 AM 

Shoflher, Wil~m A (Al) Jr BG USARMY TRADOC (US) <wilson.a.shoflher.mil@maJd.mil:~ 

I~W: Dr. Bell BIO 

JB Bio.pdf 

I have invited Dr Bell to be a part of our dinner meeting tonight. He and I are collaborating on a book: "The Differences in Leading Men and Women". Along with 

, I wanted you to meet some of the people helping me with this extremely interesting opportunity~ 

I=rom: Amy Hagen [mailto:amy.hagen@bellleadersNp.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 0% 2014 3:54 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A 
Cc= Lynn Oddenino 
Subject: Dr. Bell 

Hi, Anson, 

It was ~reat to speak with your earlier. I have attached Dr. Bell’s BIO for you to pass alon~ to General AI Shoffner. I have made a reservation at 41~ on Monday, April 

7th at 6:00pro for 4 people. I requested a corner or back table that might ~ive you a little more privacy. 

Please let me knowif there is anythin~ else I can do to help. 

Have a wonderful weekend. 

Very best. 

Amy 

Amy Ha~en 

Director, Programs and Services 

Bell Leadership Institute 

224 West Cameron Avenue 

Chapel Hill, NC 275~6 

t: (9~9) 967-7904 f: (9~9) 967-3~4 

a mv.h~gen@bel~leadersh~p.com 

www.be~eadership.com 

[-     I 
PL[-AS£ rqOr £: Partk:ipat~o~ by (:ot~sull:a~ts or trai~ers ~s not permitted i~ Bell leadership I~st~:t~te pro]~irams ~.m~ess expressly a~thorb:ed ~t~ writing ~n advan~:e. 



Life chc#~ging is the way most people describe the leadership principles taught by 

Dro Gerald Do Bell. As the founder and CEO of Bell Leadership institute and a professor at the 

UNC Kenan-Flagler Business School, he has influenced thousands by his powerful insights 

and teaching. An author, speaker:, trainer, and consultant to leading business organizations, 

Dr. Bell’s creative thinking and personal style have earned him the reputation for being one of 

the highest rated resources on leadership in the United States and abroad. 

For over 35 years, Dr. Bell has devoted his life to the mission of creating world-class leaders. 

The expertise and knowledge he has gained from his research and working with C:EOs and 

senior leaders can provide you and your team with advanced, effective solutions to your 

leadership challenges. His training has been used: 

A By morethan 500,000 leaders 

A tn more than 4,700 organizations 

A h~ over 30 countries 

LEADE~L~H~P 

]:NST~TUTE 

We Build Lea.d.er.s. 

Dr. Bell designs programs focused on practical, take-.home actions for your specific needs 

and culture to give you a significant real-world learning experience. Bell Leadership Institute 

offers proven solutions to your organization’s training and development needs through; 

Keynote Speeches 

The Leader’s Roundtable 

Open-.Enrolln~ent Programs 

Custom Programs 

Executive Retreats 

[rain-the-Trainer Programs 

Assessment Tools 

Master Classes 

Leadership Coaching 

D~: Bell has been a visiting professor at the Harvard Business School, Cornell, Starfford, 

McGill, and the London School of Business. He earned master:s and doctoral degrees from 

Yale University, and bachelor’s and master’s degrees in psychology and business from the 

University of Colorado at Boulder, graduating with honors from both universities° 

Dr. Bell is the author of The Achievers and co-author with Coach Dean Smith of the New 

YorkTimes best selJeh The Corotin~ W~y, with John Kilgo. He is currently working on"Great 

Leaders, Great Results;’which expands on the theories and principles of his original book, 

and offers unique insights on personality and leadership, with compelling and practical ways 

to build your company to be a great organization. 

In addition to teaching, consulting, and writing, Dt: Bell en)oys time with his family at their 

home in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. He is an avid runner, golfer, fly fisherman, and Western 

art collector: 

2010 Bell Leadership Institute 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 7, 2014 9:51 AM 

Richard Broad <rbroad@american~)ccerprograms.com> 

PJL: reference 

Excellent Dick .,_ IJse it! 

From: Richard Broad [mailto:rbroad@americansoccerprograms.com] 
Sent-" Sunday, April 06, 2014 6:46 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: reference 

Anson, 

This is what I put together. Please feel free to add, subtract, edit as you see fit: 

"l first met Richard Broad over thirty years ago when we both were on the staff of several soccer camps. Later we worked at each 

other’s camp. Our relationship developed,further when I was the Men’s Soccer Coach at The 

University of North Carolina and he had the same position at George Mason University. Through hard work and sheer 

determination, with little support and few resources, he developed that program into a national 

contender. He later covered our Women’s teams at Chapel Hil!~ as a television commentator. His thoroughness in preparation, 

familiarity with our players, and understanding of the tactical aspects of the game enabled him 

to always present our teams in a positive light. He is articulate, enthusiastic, energetic, highly motivated, and passionate about 

everything he does. He is not only a respected colleague but a friend who has contributed 

substantially to the sport of soccer in this country. 

If my golf game weren’t so APPALLING, I would give retirement more serious consideration. However, I still have some tread on the tires and am looking for a 

place to make a significant contribution. I really appreciate your endorsement, as well as all your support and friendship over the years. Please keep me in mind 

should you become aware of anything. 

Thanks, 

Dick 

Richard Broad 

AMERICAN SOCCER PROGRAMS 

703 764-0964w 

703 764-1281f 

c 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 7, 2014 10:02 AM 

~live.unc.edu> 

I~E: F~,V: Basketball An~Jo~cs Summit 

Where is it? 

From: Hoover, ,1orian 
Sent: Sunday, April 06, 2014 9:39 PM 
To: ,1ason Sisneros 
Cc: Ducar, Chris; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; _~aol.com; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: RE: FW: Basketball Analytics Summit 
Is anyone still interested in going to thb.~ ba~.d~etball analy~:ics con~er~-:~nc~:_~ May 2-:3? 

F~m= Jason Sisneros [~ailto         }qmail.com] 
Sent~ Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014 8:07 PM 
To’, 

~¢~ Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); anson@email.unc.edu; ~ @aol.com; pacman@unc.edu 
Su~ject~ Re: N: Basketball AnalyUcs Summit 

Glad you ~e going~ Re~nind me after spring break and if I’m he~ I’ll go with you. 

Jason 

On Tuesday, Februa~ 25, 2014, (~live.unc.edu > wrote: 
Hey coaches, 

My econ professor sen~ flais to me I know it’s not soccer, b~t i~. shon]d Ix: an h~tcresth~g con_ference on baskefl:~ll a[~aly~ics, and i~.’s here at ~JNC Friday May 2 to 

Sat~Na7 May 3 (schedule here: http:iikdsport.unc.edu/index.php/anNytics,’) 

I’m p~anning on going if an? one is inleres~ed in.joining. Looking l’o~ward u~ learning some more aI~mt sv~ls anal y~ics[ 

From: Petranka, ,1eremy M [mailto: petranka(c~email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 4:20 PM 

To:. 
Subject: FW: Basketball Analytics Summit 

From: Stroman, Deborah L 
Sent: Monday, February 24, 2014 4:15 PM 
To: Carlstein, Edward; Provan, .1 S; Pataki, Gabor; Pipiras, Vladas; Balaban, Rita A; Conway, Patrick ,1 
C:c: Goldstein, Buck; Stewart, ,1ohn F; Merritt, Charles E.; Feldman, Maryann P.; Petranka, ,1eremy M; Akin, ,1ohn Stephen; Sackaroff, ,1eff; Bruce, Rob; ,1i, Chuanshu; Nobel, 
Andrew B; Marron, ,1ames Stephen; Tidwell, Care; Hazeltine, Lizzy; Aaron Scarboro, @qmail.com); ,tim Kitchen; Mumford, Christopher Lee; Caudill, Walter 
Lowry 
Subject: RE: Basketball Analytics Summit 

H;/\i1. BAS update: 

P,~meroy, md l:t;e er]tJt~ NBA bobcat:s Analvti,~:s ~;t~~) 

Let m~ i,:r~ow if you have ~r~), que~;l:ic:,r~s. 

Re~;~td s 

&bby 

Deborah L. Strornan, Ph.D. CLU 

Engage, Explore. Empowen 

::N:: emsilSignature 

919,843.0336 



CONFIDENu IALrrv NOTICE: This e-m~Ji messay, e, m,:l,~ding attachments, Jf mtl,, is i~t~d,’d onl] fbr ~ -Ferscn or ,’~i[y to which i~ i}; ~ddxe};sed and may c,,m@n ccnfid,’~i~l andi,,x priviley~ed ma~efi~l. A:~y --- 

~mm~lhorJzed Jeview~ us~- disc]c:,ix~e or dJ~ t~ibu~cn is pro}ill)lied if you m’~- not the i~xl~-n..t~-..t recipienL p]e~e contact r}xe sex,din %y reply e-m~Ji sx~d tlesiroy ~i] c.:,pie~ of the original rues:, ~ge 

Fmm~ Stroman, Oeborah k 
Sent~ Friday, Janua~ 10, 2014 4:~ PM 

To= Carls~in, Edward; Provan, J S; ’~a~a_~[~_~_~Jk~_~G_~_~.’; Pipiras, Vladas; Balaban, Rita A; Conway, Patrick J 

Co= Goldstein, Buck; Stewa~, John F; MettlE, Charles E.; Feldman, Mawann P.; Petranka, Jeremy M; Akin, John Stephen; Sackaroff, Jeff; Bruce, Rob 

Subject; Basketball Analytics Summit 

HJ Drs. ] am exc~ted to a~]ounce an ~nau~ural co~mnce that represents ~e inte~ection o£basket~H and s~tistics. ] have man~ students who am 

5e]d and thought ~t approp~ate k~ send ~ou this ~ve-’d]e-date commu~cafion. Please let ~e ~]ow J£~ou are interested Jn any type o£¢o]la~)ratJon. 

keep ~ou abreast of the ~eneraJ ro]] out, as approp~ate. It is exc~tm~ to know that ESPN, NBA, ACC, and others are supportin~ t~s 

Continued success to ~ou’. 

¯ h¢ intersection~ of t¢chno]o~, s~tistics~ Cx¢cution~ and performance is here.., so, p]oas¢ save-the-date for ~¢ Jna~ura] S~]A Ba.~ket6Mi A~M~ti¢,~ ~mmit hosted by the 

K~an Institute of Privat~ Ente~rise on the campus of the Universi~ of North Carol~a at Chapel Hill. 

Friday, May 2 ~ Saturday)5 ~[ay ,~, 2(~ 

Our mission is to engage with and explore fl~e best practices of the leading bas#~tba/l experts (prolEssionals, students, and scholars) who love, research, and work in the 

discipline of p~fonnance (individual or team) and business analytics. 

Please pass fl~e word to yore" collea~es. More details soon~ 

(Questions or Feedback: dstro(~unc.edu) 

debby 

Explore. Engage. Empower. 

Frank Hawkins ~n~n ~t~t~ o~ Private E~te~p~i~ Sen~or Advi~ (~g~J_~k~_~_~_;_~_g~E~_~_~!_~_~_~:~_B~_~_~ 
Carolina ~p~ ~usi~ess Club, Fa~u~ Advi~r (~.csbcunc,com~ 

Universi~, of North Carolina \~/om en’s Soccer 

Chapel ttill, Norlh Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 

(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 7, 2014 10:11 AM 

Jacob Wallace < ~gmail.com> 

M’Liss Do~rance (mdorranc@duke.edu) 

I @msn.com; 

ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros I ~gmail.com); pacman@nncaa.unc.edu; 

( ; matt jones ( 

( 
patton ; clay weaver 

Subject: RE: Part 3: STUNNING SERENDIPITY AND SICKNESS, OH MY....DISI?ATCH FROM THE HIMALAYAS 

Thank you Jake .,,. U-~ey will ge~. this 
From; Jacob Wallace [mailto: @gmail.com] 
Sent; Monday, April 07, 20:t4 6:08 AM 
To; Dorrance, AIber~ A IV 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros         @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 
Subject; Re: Par~ 3: STUNNING SERENDIPITY AND SICKNESS, OH MY....DISPATCH FROM THE HIMALAYAS 

Great to hear from you, and glad my stories could be of use. I hope the ladies all know how lncky they are to be apart of the UNC family, as I am forever in debted to 

being a tax heel. ttopefully they will appreciate the impact that y’all as coaches as well as teammates have on one another, today, tomorrow and the rest of our days to 

come. Iks all abont the people we have in our lives. Certainly count nay ~lflucky to do the things I love to do outside guiding around the world. Please give them all my 
bes~t from halfway around the world. I’ll be seeing y’all hopefully sooner than later after climbing season this summer. And do give my best to your wife as well. 

Cheers, 

Jake 

On Mon, Mar 31, 2014 at 8:35 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <ansou({~email.unc.edt~> wrote: 

Jake, 

Great email message as usual!! I am going to share this with my team, yon kmow, so they don’t all end up "overbred dogs"’.! Iforfly they knew how tough the real world 

is then they would all appreciate M~at they have!! 

..... Original Message ..... 

Frotn: Jacob Wallace Imailto; ~g__r_~3_~__U_[:__c_~_?~!] 

Sent: Saturday, March 29, 2014 7:17 AM 

To: Gregg Found; Vanessa Polcm~i; Jonathan Russell; TJ Sanford; Ian Winkler;        i~!hotmail.com; Brad Lane; Denise Hartsock; Daniel De Kay; Patrick Smith; 

Greer Van I)yck; antonio lubrano lavadera; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Brendan Comer; Christina Swift; Andrew Leafy; Andrew Busscher; Ryan Christopher; Ryan 

Kockle~ Rachael JaBE; Rachel Goldberg; Lauren McCullough; Lauren Tahnan; Catharine Found; Jessica Fulle~ Dma McMillan; sarah cuddy; Battaglini, Claudio Luiz; 

Morgan Schneider; Sander, Thomas J; Bill Palladino; alex bauer, Stephens, Alexander; Tom Salter; Melz, Nora S; Fidel Nag?’; george hoyos; Rohith Mohan; Patton, 

David S; KentMountainAC .; Grace Healy; Jacob Robert Davis; Justin Geibel; Patrick Meloy; Nathan Richardson; Eli Covington; Elias Sinkus; Katherine Brooks; C 

Collins; Maren Bosley; jake wallace(a~nols.edn:            ~);gmail.com 

Subject: Part 3: STUNNING SERENDIPITY AND SICKNESS, Olt MY....DISPATClt FROM TIlE ttIN4_ALAYAS 

On 3/15/14, Jacob Wallace % .............................................. ~g__n_)__a__i_!:__c_~_?~!> wrote: 

> Howdy y’all. 

Dispatch number thiee is using ave~ fitting rifle, serendipitous meerings with new l~iends, s~tunningly beautiful views and seene~’, amazing moments, and some pretty 

nasa’ sickness. Its been roughly two weeks or so since I last wrote, and its been a doozy to say the least. 

We’ve traveled fi~om McCloud Ganj, on an overnight train which we had to run to catch, to which we amved in Delhi at the wee morning hours of the night, walked 

around Delhi at 4am to find our hotel, all the while being asked if we wanted a pedi cab ride to "~mebx~dy’s brother’s hotel" which is "real nice" and "clean". To which 

we then spent a day in Delhi walking around, riding tuk tuks (aka motorized scooters), tempting our fates with perishing via car crash at eve~ turn, and then found 

ourself lost in Delhi walking in back alleys meeting local vendors trying to sell us Cinnamon and paper. From there we took ~m earlyjeep to our teaching location 



outside of Delhi at the Heritage school which is a somewhat private school for Indian s~tudents. It was somewhat of an oasis in the desert which had a big pond, ducks, 

lilly pads, beautiful scenery, in the land of flat, desert (with sky scrapers being built next door). We spent 3 days there teaching other teachers wilderness medicine and 

debunking myths such a~s beetj uice can cure fiost bite, toothpaste should be put on cuts, clarified butter when eaten will cure sickness, if you hook yourself up to a car 

battery or are touching it during a lightning strike it will then save your life. Things like that. It was interesting to say the least. 

We then took another 3 am shuttle/jeep to the train station where we hopped on a train headed back up to the Hilnalayas back to NOLS base, aka our home, and it 

couldn’t have co,ne at a better time. ’][’he base if filled with great folks, familia~r faces, a laid back sense of life that can’t be found in the reset of India. So it was nice to 

come home. 

We jnst finished up 6 days here with some awesome NOLS students who were stoked about the conrse, as well as have made some amazing lifelong friends with the 

NOLS staB’and ins~trnctors here who have treated us like family in every way. PreW luc~-. 

Tomorrow morning we leave here and head to Bangalore, which would be like going from Alaska to Puerto Rico in dis~nce. What is in store for ns you may ask. A 

5am 2 honr jeep ride, tbllowed by a 6 hour train, then a I hourjeep to the airport, 3 hour flight, then a 2 hour jeep ride to the site. Should be an adventure and 

unexpected things will happen for sure. But at least the site is at an Ashra~n, which many will be stu@ing and practicing yoga. so should be pretty laid back. 

In terms of the sickness, rll keep it short and sweet, I had a bit of the India bug, some little protozoa or animal living in me for 12 days. Which meant a bout of 

explosive, well you know, followed by 12 days of multiple trips to the toilet. Even better, David, my bud@ and coinstructor with me here, had a similar bout. So we 

basically were high riving each other as one would take their turn into the rest room. All in good spirits though, and lots of laughs. There is something amazing and 

simple about being healthy that makes sickness lead to appreciating not have it even more. Needless to say, af[er some hefty magic yellow pills and probiotics, on day 

12, I went to the bathroom and things changed tbr the better. Lets jus~t say I did a good old fist pump on the toilet knowing things had some what "solidified" 

and walked out of the bathroom with my hands held high as I ran up the stairs towards the classroom humming the theme song to the roclcy montage.Its the little things 

in life. Life is good my friends. 

We’ve met so many amazing people here, a security guaxd trying to practice his english. A bussiness man who quit his job to become a NOLS instructor because it was 

a better life tbr him. And old man who runs a tea shop who took us in just for tea. Two small kids who put on plays tbr us daily as we walk bye. Many wave and say 

hello. Many just nod and smile. Many extend their namaste with the hands held over their heaxts. It is a stunningly beau~ ful place with simple and utter happiness around 

each bend. 

’][’he travel has been amazing. The sickness not so much. But there axe stories upon stories to tell. And I look forwa:~] to seeing each of yon in a few weeks~ months~ 

years~ or whenever that may be. I can’t wait for that day with each of you. 

’][’he interwebs are about to turn offtbr now, so I tnust sign oil: 

Things are great here. Learning more with each day. Laughing incredibly much. Meeting great folks. Taking serendipitous adventures. 

And you know me, smiling and spreading the happiness and hugs. Love you all. Bye for now 

> The oiler still s~nds below: 

> I also have a new mailing address in Boulder. 

> J. Wallace 

> PO Box 19342 

> Boulder~ CO 80301 

> See you soon. 

> Big hugs and high five~ 

> Wallace 
> 

> I~S> That being said, you axe receiving this message to hopefully 

> brighten your day, bring a smile to your face, maybe lead you to dance 

> a good jig, give someone a high five (or even better a Ng o1’ j ump 

> hug), and ma~e even share some cookies an milk with a loved one. In 

> any case, I hope this finds each of you well, hapw and healthy, and 

> doing the things you love. I am incredibly luck~ to have each one of 

> you in my life, mad simply pnt want to say thank you. Without a doubt, 

> I can say I am one of the luckiest men to walk this eaxth because of 

> each of you in this email. Whether we’ve shaxed time in the outdoors 

> bagging a peaJ~, rmming a river, climbing the crags or lyondefing great 
> thoughts under the stairs, whether its been with sunrises and sunsets, 

> over tea, coffee or other libations, wherever the shared occasions. 

> Thank you. I am the luckiest.In any case, I a~m luck?" to have each of 

> you in tny life. And thm~ you for your generosity and genuine amazing 

> beautiful ways. I love yon a]l.> -- "There is a saying: yeffterday is 

> history, tomorrow is a mys~tery, but today is a gif[. That is why it is 

> called the present." -Oogway, riom Knng Fu Panda -carpe diem. 



"There is a saying: yesterday is histou, to~norrow is a mystery, but today is a gift. That is why it is called the present." -Oogway, from Kung Fu Panda -carpe diem. 

"There is a saying: yesterday is histo~, tomorrow is a mys~teo~, but today is a gift. That is why it is called the present." - Oogway, from Kung Fn Panda 

- carpe diem. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 11:52 AM 

Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins@udel.edu> 

l~E: Re 115 cotnpleted Surveys 

I will try to get more!! 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [mailto: mjrobins@udel.edu] 
Sent: Monday,            :t0:43 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, Thomas J;           " 
Subject: Re :L:t5 completed Surveys 

Ansot~ 

There are now 115 completed surveys thai is great! I am going to have grad student start rutltling reports. I wilt give an overview and then run some cross tabs for 

your benefit. Starters vs non starters, positions on field, things like that. 

Again, thanks for support on this, fascinating data set. 

Matt 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [._m___a_jJ_t_o_2_a__Es__o_D__@_e___m___a_jLu_n___c_~__e_d___u_] 
Sent: Tuesday,           ~:21 PM 
To: Robinson, Matthew J; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, Thomas J; I 
Subject: RE: SiN completed surveys. Again great stuff. 

Matt, 

We will follow up ~... Let’s get everyone to jump in ..... I want to renew our alumnae ties more seriously~ We have sort have dropped the ball here by not orgm~izing 

reunions anymore and not k~-:~eping in consis[:ent contact wi[:h [:hem. We HAVt! to do a betb:_~r job. 

From: Robinson, Matthew J [_m__aj_[_t_o_;_t_n_j_r_o___b_LD__s_@_u___d___e_Le_d___u] 

Sent: Tuesday, "        7:38 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, Thomas 
Subject: Sixty completed surveys. Again great stuff. 
~ey gQys, just wanted to let you know we have 62 responses.. I am not sure how ram%, were on the list, but this is a decent sm~ple size. It looks like there is a good 

spread over the vears. 

We can send a [ollow up email [:o see if we can get some more or leave it as is. 

I think you have some great data here in telling you who it is has played for you. 

Also, we have the ability [o look across variables such as starter vs non starters, cap[ains vs non captains, national [eam players vs non. 

Again, I have not run the data, I have just looked over some results and a few things that jump out. 

Fath~-’_~rs mostly did not play soccer; ins[:ead basketball, football baseball. 

Par~-_mts did not coach [:he kids. 

Players come from [he type of parenting style that is predicative of positive performance and behavior of kids.: the kids are self motivated, [hey assign Marne and 

success ~nternaH% they ho~d themsNves accountaMe, avoid behavior thai ~s not related to achieving their goa~s. For you I th~nk you should ~ook at kids who did 

not fit and reca]~ the parents. 

Kids only p~ayed soccer on average at age 16. 

Started playing year arour~d aL 13. MULTfSPORT~ 

Most kids are fiom muJtip]e Md fam~Hes and are a younger s~bl~ng. 

BASKETBALL: many p~ayed it and i[: they were not p~aying soccer they would 

Sorry i[: [he survey was onerous, bu[ we had to d~g down at their experiences at [he different developmenta~ stages. 

A~ the best 

Matt 

Sent~ Wednesday,             10:14 PN 
To~ Robinson, Na~hew ~ Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros; Bill Palladino; Sander, ~omas 
Subject~ Re: First Day of Su~ey Great Resul~ 

Wow’. [ 

Se~L!~om my V~rizou ~%He~’s 4G L)’~:" I)ROID 

"Robinson, Matthew J --mlrok~ns,.a udel.edu~, wrote: 

44 comg)leted surw-:~ys on first da% Just did a qt,~i£:k glar~ce of resuJLs. Rea[ interesting sLuffon parenting, Your Mds come From the right [dnd of parents, 

Aiso interesting stuff: on parentai ~rwolver~ent, b~rth order, mult~sport, playing agains[ boys~ A ~o[ of s~mi[adt~es as study with national team pool 

Fascinating stuff:. 

Matt 

F~ Sander, Thomas 3 [mai~:pacman@unc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, 11:13 AN 
To: Jason Sisneros 
Co: Robinson, Na~hew 3; Dorrance, Albert A ~ 
S~bject: RE: HEre is the link 

Just sent it out to aH the Nums. 

-Tom 

F~m= Jason Sisneros [ma~l~_ }small.corn] 
Sent: Wednesday, i0:49 AM 
To: Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Fwd: HEre is the link 

Did we send ins out to alumN yet? It’s a suB’ey to help in Anson’s book with this profes~r I believe. 



Jason 

University of North Carolina Women’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina LISA 

Director of Match Analysis [ Assistant Coach 

(c) 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

F~om: Robinson, Matthew J <mjrobins(~)udel.edu~ 

Date: Thu, at 1:27 PM 

Subject: tlEre is the link 

To:’          i;gmail.com"          ~gmaJl.com> 

Jason 

Here you go. Enjoy time in Hawaii, get back to me when you can. 
Yore Anonymous Survey Lit-N: 

I tNnk tNs will ~ ~me great data. 

Ma~ 

Dr. Ma~hew J. Robinson 
ProtEster of Spo~ Management 

Director of S~ Management Program 

Director of Spo(t Research, Center lbr Applied Business and Economic Research (CABER) 

Chaim~an Delawaye Sg~ Commission 

Director Intemationa] Coaching Em~chment CeNficate Program (ICECP) 

Alt?ed Lemer College of Business ~d Economics 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:45 PM 

TONY YOUNT < ~gmail.com>; ~live.unc.edu> 

l~E: Weeldy Infraction Notice 

I am with Tony ._. what the beck is going on? 

From: TONY YOUNT [ ~gmail,com] 
Sent: Monday, 1~:~5 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Weekly Infraction Notice 
So 
At this point, with so many tutoring absences, the procedure is that you, Arisen, Susan IVla~oy and I need to have a face to face meeting with the 4 of us to figure out 
why you miss so mm~y sessions, and whether or not to suspend tutorial services l~)r you. We are less than 3 weeks fi~om the last day of class. If you are missing 

becau~ you are doing so well in the class that you no longer need the tutoring, the we can just cancel the sessions completely and be done with it. However, if you still 

need and want to have the tutoring services, then you will need to arrange the meeting so that the tbur of us can have the discussion that we need to hmze atx)ut your 

attendance issues. Please let Anson and I know what you are thinking about this situation and we’ll proceed from there. 

Tony 

On,          at 11:31 AM, ASPSA Tutoring <.A_~.E~ .A__~[u__tq_~._n_~@ .u__tLc_:._e4_u.> wrote: 

Dear 

Our records indicate that you received an infraction for not showing up in your BIOE    tutoring session on atS!~~. This is your f!~b documented 

infraction and shall be considered Strike three. 

At this point in time, your academic counselor is informing your coaching staff and your continued privilege of receiving tutorial services is at risk. 

All in[ractions will be recorded cumulatively ~or the semester (not by individual class). Students who have a history o[ infractions may lose their tutoring 

privileges. 

1st and 2nd infraction = Warning 

3rd infraction = Strike one 

4th infraction = Strike two 

5th infrac[ion = Strike three 

With Strike three, all tutorial services may be suspended until a mandatory meeting with the student, head coach, academic counselor, associate director of 

academic support, and tutorial coordinator has been 

Appeal Process: 

If the you believe a recorded missed session is not accurate, you have $ business days from the date of the email to appeal in writing (see attached Appeal form) to 

the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal form must first be signed off on and approved by the Head Coach and then brought to the Tutor Coordinator. The appeal must 

state all pertinent facts and provide any other proof to support the student-athlete’s position. 

It is your responsibility to keep track of your tutor appointments and your schedule. If you are traveling or required to attend CREED, Rising Stars, etc, and know 

you cannot keep your appointment, it is your responsibility to email the tutor coordinators (A~P~Litorin~!~c.~du) within the timeline listed below and inform 

your tutor during your session prior to missing. 

For Appointments 5pro or later - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon that day. 

For Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon the previous day. 

For Sunday Appointments and Monday Appointments before 5pro - Appointments must be cancelled no later than noon on Friday. 

If you would like to appeal this infraction, please file the attached appeal form in person to Susan Maloy or direct questions to 919-962-9892. 

Sincerely, 

Ben Sheu 

;~ssistant Tutorial Coordinator/Academic Counselor 

U NC Academic Support Program for Student-Athletes 

Office: 9I 9.-843-.2328 

Cell: 
<Infraction Appeal Form.docx> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday,, 2:57 PM 

Diplomatic Partnerships <DiplomaticPa~nerships@state.gov> 

O)msn.cora; ducax@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros 
pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

~aol.com 

RE: INVITATION: Program and Reception Celebrating Sports Diplomacy featuring the FIFA World Cup Trophy Tour 

@gnmfil.co~n); 

"Thar~k yot~ for ~:hi~.; wonderful opporturdty, however, I will ~o~: be able ~:o m~;ke ~:! 

F~m= Diplomatic Pa~nerships [ma~lto:DiplomaticPartnerships@s~te.gov] 
Sent: Monday, 1:24 PM 
To= Diplomatic Pa~nerships 
Subject: INV~A~ON: Program and Reception Celebrating Spo~ Diplomacy featuring the FIFA World Cup Trophy Tour 

Please find attached an invitation from The Honorable Evan Ryan, Assistant Secreta~" of State for Educational and Cultural Affairs, 
for you and ~ m~est to attend a pro~am and reception celebrating Sports Diplomacy, featuring the FIFA World Cup Trophy Tour, on 

Monday, at ~e Department of State. 
The details for this event are listed below: 

Date: 

Time: 

Location: 

MondaD 

3:00 p.m. 
Doors will open at 1:30 p.m. 
**Due to security measures, we ask that all guests arrive no later than 2:30 p.m. 

Department of State 
The Dean Acheson Auditorium 

RSVP:    Kindly respond to DiplomaticPartnerships@state.gov by Thursday, 
\~’nen responding, please provide your date of birth and government ID number, and be prepared to present photo identification at 

the door. Please arrive at the State Department entrance located on 23rd Street between C Street and D Street. 

This im#a~io~ is no~-mmsferab/e. 

Thank You, 
Office of the Chief of Protocol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, 2:57 PM 

~msn.com; duca~uncaa.unc.edn; Ja~m Sisnems @gmail.com); pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

~)aol.com 

I~: INVrFATION: Program and Reception Celebrating Sports Diplomacy featuring the FIFA World Cup Trophy Tour 

Invitation.pdf 

From: Diplomatic Partnerships [mailto:DiplomaticPartnerships@state.gov] 
Sent; Monday, ~:24 PM 
To-" Diplomatic Partnerships 
Subject-" TNVITA-iION: Program and Reception Celebrating Sports Diplomacy featuring the FTFA World Cup Trophy Tour 

Please find attached an invitation from The ttonorable Evan Ryan, Assistant Secretary of State for Educational and Cultural Affairs, 

for you and a guest to attend a program and reception celebrating Sports Diplomacy, featuring the FIFA \Vorld Cup Trophy Tour, on 

Monday, at the Department of State. 
The details for this event are listed below: 

Date: 

Time: 

Location: 

3:00 p.m. 
Doors will open at 1:30 p.m. 
**Due to security measures, we ask that all g~ests arrive no later than 2:30 p.m. 

Department of State 
The Dean Acheson Auditorium 

RSVP:    Kindly respond to DiplomaticPartuerships@state.gov by Thursday, 
\Vhen responding, please provide your date of birth and government ID number, and be prepared to present photo identification at 

the door. Please arrive at the State Department entrance located on 23rd Street between C Street and D Street. 

This i~d~a~io~ is ~/o~-~m~sfemb/e. 

Thank You, 

Office of the Chief of Protocol 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 7, 2014 4:43 PM 

( 

( 

@rnsn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros t @gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

matt jones, 

; sean patton ; clay weaver 

; nicole fava (nfava~@Amcaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: Yes, we have five real "fm~s of the game"!! 

Ladi 

We (our ~::tll[:t~re) might be startirlg to tu~rn a cort~er ii~ becom~g reaffans of the 

~tl your quizzes on the bus we had five perfecL scores (we have never had that many before). Who really watches the game? ir~ nurnerica~ order: 

,. and ~f you tMnk about ~t, these five are among our most tactical! 

So jump ~ th~s week some great matches Tuesday AND WednesdayH~ Check ~t out p~ease ..... ~ promise you, if you become a fan, yo~r game will ~mproveH~ 

removed by 

sender. 

removed by 

sender. 

~onday, Apri17,2014 

removed by 

sender 

TODAY’S GUIDE 

tweet This 

Tottenham hosts Sunderland on Monday.... The UEFA Champions League quarlerfinal stage continues 

Tuesday with second-leg games.... The U.S. women host China on Thursday. 

(Aft times Eastern unless noted. TV programming is always subject to change. Besides the exclusive 

streaming programm#}g listed here, many networks make TV programming available on stream#}g 

devices (online, tablets and mobile). Check your local listings and network programming listings. Soccer 

on TV is ul~ated dai~v throughout the week.) 

~4ONDAY, April ? 

BelN SPORTS 

Italy GENOA-AC MILAN (live) 3 pm. 

NBCSN 

England TOTTENHAM-SUNDERLAND (live) 3 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain LEVANTE-BILBAO (live) 4 pm. 

removed by 

sender. 

~,hare Thi~ 

removed by 

sender. 



FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND=REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-ALAJUELENSE, Semifinal (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-PSG (delay) 5 pm. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-PSG (delay) 5 

Copa Libertadores CERRO PORTENO-DEPORTIVO CALl (live) 9 pm. 

GALAVlSION 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-ALAJUELENSE, Semifinal (live) 8 pm. 

FOXSOGCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League CHELSEA-PSG (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BORUSSIA DORTMUND-REAL MADRID (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League TOLUCA-ALAJUELENSE, Semifinal (live) 8 pm. 

WEDNESDAY, April g 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH4VIANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 pm. 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA, Semifinal (live) 8 pm. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pro. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pm. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 5 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Copa Mexico TIGRES-OAXACA (live) 10 pro. 

FOX DEPORTES 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-MANCHESTER UNITED (delay) 5 pro. 

Copa Libertadores FLAMENCO-LEON (live) 7 pm. 

GALAVISION 

Copa Mexico TIGRES-ALEBRIJES (live) 10 pm. 

UNIVlSlON DEPORTES 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA, Semifinal (live) 8 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Champions League BAYERN MUNICH-MANCHESTER UNITED (live) 2:30 pro. 

UEFA Champions League ATLETICO MADRID-BARCELONA (live) 2:30 pro. 

Concacaf Champions League CRUZ AZUL-TIJUANA, Semifinal (live) 8 pro. 

THURSDAY, ~’~pril 

FOX SPORTS 1 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (live) 3 pro. 

FOX SPORTS 2 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

FOX SOCCER PLUS 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (delay) 5 pro. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-BASEL (delay) 7 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA=AZ ALKMAAR (delay) 9 pro. 

NBCSN 

international Women’s Friendly USA-CHINA (live) 11 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (delay) 8 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS=LYON (delay) 10 pro. 



FOX DEPORTES 

Copa Libertadores ATLETICO MINEIRO-ZAMORA (live) 4:30 pm. 

Copa Ubertadores ARSENAL-SANTOS LAGUNA (live) 7 pro. 

Copa Libertadores NEWELL’S-NACIONAL (live) 9 pm. 

ESPN3.com 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-BASEL (live) 3 pm. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pro. 

FOXSOCCER2GO.com 

UEFA Europa League SEVILLA-PORTO (live) 3 pm, 

UEFA Europa League JUVENTUS-LYON (live) 3 pm= 

UEFA Europa League VALENCIA-BASEL (live) 3 pro. 

UEFA Europa League BENFICA-AZ ALKMAAR (live) 3 pm. 

FRIDAY, Apdl ii 

BelN SPORTS 

France MONTPELLIER-MARSEILLE (live) 2:15 pm. 

BelN SPORTS en Espanol 

Spain OSASUNA-VALLADOLID (live) 2:45 pm. 

ESPN DEPORTES 

Mexico QUERETARO-ATLAS (live) 8:30 pm. 

GOLTV 

Germany SCHALKE-FRANKFURT (live) 2:30 pm. 

Mexico LEONES NEGROS-ATLETICO SAN LUIS (live) 9:30 pro. 

UNIVISION DEPORTES 

Mexico SANTOS-ATLANTE (live) 10:30 pm. 

FOXSOCCER2GO,com 

UEFA Champions League SEMIFINAL DRAW (live) 7 am. 

UEFA Europa League SEMIFINAL DRAW (live) 8 am. 

Soccer on TV for Monday, April 7, 2014 

FEEDBACK: Send comments to letters~,socceramerica.com. Please include your first and last name and hometown. 

You are receiving this newsletter at anson@uncaa.unc edu as part of your membership with Soccer America 

If you’d rather not receive this newsletter in the future click here. 

Please do not reply to this email. 

Editorial Contact: mike@socceramerica.com 

Membership Contact: circulation@socceramerica cam 

We welcome and appreciate forwarding of our newsletters in their entirety or in part with proper attribution. 

© 2014 Soccer America, 145 Pipers Hill Road Wilton, CT 06897 USA 

..... ~movedby 

sender. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, 4:46 PM 

Thorn McDonald qhi~m.mcdonakt@championshipproductions.com> 

~live.unc.edu> 

RE: Video Schedule 

Let me get back to you ..... 
From= Thom McDonald [mailto:thom.mcdonald@championshipproductions.com] 
Sent= Monday, . t:23 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A ~V 
Subject= Re: Video Schedule 

Coach, 

I will get back to you soon about the number of videos we’ll give you for being the chair of onr s~ccer committee. On another matter,           We’d like to do 

more than jus~t one video with her on bail-handling. What else could she do? For example, shooting drills? Skill development? A workout program? Any advice that 

you could give about Indi would be greatly appreciated. 

On Fri, at 6:47 PM, Donance, Albert A IV <&r!~9_n_@__e.[:_n__~_d_!:_k~_n_£...e_ .d__q> wrote: 

Sure 

Semjkom my I/eHzou Wireless 4G L77: I)ROID 

Thorn McDonald <thom.mcdonald(~)championshippmductions~com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Can I give you a call next week and talk about this honoraxy position’? Thanks for eve ~rything. Have a great weekend. 

On Tue, at 2:53 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~ema~Lunc.edu> wrote: 
Thanks Lance! 

From: Markos, Lance M 
Sent= Tuesday, 2:23 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Thom McDonald; Jason Sisneros 
Subject= RE: Video Schedule 

I don’t see any issues from my end with your involvement. Obviously, iL any studenbathletes were Lo potentially start to be involved, we may have to pump the 
brakes but your involvement is fine. Thanks[! 
Lance 

Lance Markos 
Director of Compliance 

University of North Carolina 

Department of Athletics 

Phone: {~9]:£) 843-7259 

Fax: .{1_9__1___9_i)____9___6___2__z f!__0___0___2__ 

.n_~ .a__r. !~__?_ ~.@__e_._q~__a_g:.u_ _.n__.c_:_.e__ d__q 
From= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent= Monday,             7:26 PM 
To= Thorn McDonald; Markos, Lance M; Jason Sisneros 
Subject= Re: Video Schedule 
Very good’. 

,%n@’om my ~;rizo~ l, Virelesx 4G LTE DR~)[D 

Coach, 

Thanks for the reply. I’ll take care of Jason, you may jus~t want to ask your compliance dept. if you can be an honorary chaim~an for an educational video company. I 

asked a friend of mine who is in compliance at Oklahoma State, he said it would be fine for one of his coaches to do something like that. I’ll get with Jason about fiee 

videos. 

On Mon,            at 2:51 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <.&r_~_~?__n_@_e___r_&LU_L__ujLc_2_e__d_t_~~, wrote: 

If it takes no time and it is legal ai~d I can get some free product for ,Jason to sell ._. sure!! 

From= Thorn McDonald [mai~t~:t--~-L~-~--m-~&n-c--d-~-~--n-~-a-~-c-~--(~-c-~-h--a-~--m-~-~--qE-s~-h-~-p~9~[~£~£~£~E~] 
Sent= Monday, 3:45 PM 
To= Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject= Video Schedule 

Coach, 

Would yon be interested in being the Honorary Chairman for our Soccer Cotnmittee? The cotnmittee helps us with topics and which coaches to deal with, and it’s like 



an advisory board. This would be no time at all for you. We mat’ create an email liar you and have you okay it and send it out 1,~ the committee. We definitely wouldn’t 

ask for any of your time. It’d be more like a figurehead position. 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (oNce) 

(cell) 
515-232-3739 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: Thi s e-mail message is intended only tbr the use of the individual or entib, to which it is addressed and may contain intbnnation that is 

privileged, confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any disseminations, distribution or copying of this 

communica’fon is strictly prohibited. Please notit~ the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the origina] message and ant’ attachments. Thank 

you. 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

icell) 
._5__1:__5__-_2_3_2__-_3___7_ ) _,_9_ (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: ’][’his e-mail message is intended only tbr the use of the individual or entiW to Milch it is addressed aa~d may contain inlbrmation that is 

privilege& confidential and exempt from disclosure under applicable law-. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, dis~tribution or copying of this 

communication is strictly p~ohibited. Please notify’ the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message and any attachments. Thank 

yOU. 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

A~nes, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (oNce) 

(cell) 

515-232-3739 (fax) 

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or euti~- to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 
privileged, confidential and exempt from diselosure under applicable law. If you are not the intended recipient, any dissemination, distribution or copying of this 

communication is strictly prohibited. Plea~se notify the sender by e-mail at the address shown and delete or destroy the original message mad any altachments. Thank 

you. 

Thom McDonald 

Recruiting Coordinator 

Championship Productions 

2730 Graham Street 

Ames, IA 50010 

800-873-2730 (office) 

,cell) 

515-232-3739 

CONFIDENTIALrFY NOTICE: This e-mail message is intended only for the use of the individual or entity to which it is addressed and may contain information that is 

privileged, confidential aa~d exempt from disclosure under applicable law. If you are not tile intended recipient, any disseminatio~ distribution or copying of this 

co,nmunication is strictly prohibited, l?lease noti~ the sender by’ e-mail at file address shown and delete or destroy tile original message and any’ attachments. Thank 

you. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 8:35 AM 

~yahoo.com> 

I~E: Tonight 

I may have called you from my office phone. My cell # is ,~ I hope you got the message on time. Yes let’s reschedule. 

From: .~yahoo.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 5:42 PM 

To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject: Tonight 

An~ 

I got your message m~d tried m cNl you back. Is the number you called me ~om your cell phone? It rang but no voice message came on. I understand with the 

oppo~b’ you told me a~ut. I ho~ it goes well for you. Let me ~ow if there is ~other time ~on you can come speak. 



FrolrL" 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday,            8:51 AM 

Gregg Jacobs < gregg.jacobs@sportsboard-win.com> 

~aol.com;         ~msn coma &lcar@uncaa.unc.edu Jason Sisneros 

RE: Tony DiCicco’s Soccer Plus Comps - warm introduction 

~gmail.com); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

I will certainly do thaL ]:or you {introduce you to Tony). 

Gregg, 
Jason wil~ be waiting for your call at :1.1:30, I haqe beea called away. And ren~en~ber be aggressive with how HE can make money with Sportsgoard ~n can~p, beta ~e 

he is smart enough ~:o do something skn~h~ ~r~ (:amp without SportsBoard and r~ke i~ ALl_ ~:he ~ (~ opposed to share the ~:; he recruits w~:h you). And ~ also enjoyed 

our cor~w?f’sation. I ~ke ALl_ ~:he things 5pof’~:sgoard can do and its poter~th~ to m~prove many things we are doing now. 

i=rom: 

Sent: Monday, 7:16 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Gregg Jacobs 
Subject: Tony DiCicco’s Soccer Plus Camps - warm introduction 
Hi, Anson. Gregg told me you two had a good call this morning, awesome! Looking forward to next steps with Jason, to get him dialed in and inspired to add this v~Jue 

and make some good extra $$ this summer. 
Hey, Gregg mentioned the Soccer Plus Camps you told him about and you’re right, what a machine that organization is. A veritable goldmine. Would you please make 
an email introduction for me to Tony DiCicco, so I’m not calling him cold? I’m happy to do that. but a waxm intro l~om you would be even better. 

Thanks so much. I look fo~a~-ard to meeting him and the right people on his staff’to share the benefits of Spol~sBoard! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ARSON)> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 9:02 AM 

_                                        .                                                                                                                         .                            @msn.com; 
ducar,@~uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ( ~gmail.com); pacman(~uncaa.unc.edu; 

patton 

matI jones !. 

"    . clay weaver l 

nicole fava (nthva@uncaa.unc.edn); 

Subject: I~NV: Tar Heels Annonnce 2014 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

From: Lohse, Dave Clark 

Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 9:18 PM 

To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A.;      ~tarnpabay.rr.corn; webintern@theacc.org; updates@ncaa.corn; Dorrance, Alber~ A IV;         @grnail.corn; sports@newsobserver.corn; 

apraleigh@ap.org; sports@news14.corn; Miller, Beth; paul@soccerarrnerica.corn;      ~aol.corn; rstutts@1360wchl.corn; chnsports@nando.corn; 

obsports@charlotteobserver.corn; soccer@sportsvu.net; Ducar, Chris; editor@soccertirnnes.corn; ray@southernsoccerscene.corn; sports@dailytarheel.corn; 

sphillips@theacc.org; Sander, Thomas 3; ewarnock@nando.corn; college@topdrawersoccer.corn; ESPNdatainfo@espmcorn; news@wchl1360.corn; 

info@fairgarnerrnagazine.corn; sports@wsjournal.corn; graharn.hays@espn3.corn; spor~s@news-record.corn; hhirschrnan@theacc.org; jirn@theheavners.corn; Durham Herald- 

Sun (sports@heraldsun.corn); Heather Hirschrnan (hhirschrnan@theacc.org); Jenn Hildreth 0hildreth@foxsports.net); Cunningharn, Bubba; aufnowski@theacc.org; 

fbssports@visionsportsnews.corn; lhurnber~@theacc.org; prnc@logocapital.corn; production@theaccdmcorn; stanleyj@lenovo.corn 

Subject: Tar Heels Announce 2014 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

Tar Heels Announce 2014 Women’s Soccer Schedule 

OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COMMUNICATIONS 

UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

(April 7, 2014) 

Contact: Dave Lohse, Associate Athletic Communications Director, davelohse@unc.edu, 919-641-4128 

CHAPEL HILL, N.C.-The University of North Carolina has announced its 2014 women’s soccer schedule on Monday and it features 10 games against teams which played in the 2013 

NCAA Tournament, including defending champion UCLA, runner-up Florida State and semifinalist Virginia Tech. 

UNC has assembled one of the nation’s toughest non-conference schedules for 2014. It includes games against 2013 NCAA participants Stanford (3rd round), Ohio State (ist round), 

UCLA (champion), Arkansas (3rd round) and Penn State (2rid round). The Tar Heels will also play at Pepperdine to conclude a two-game trip to the West Coast which starts against UCLA 

on August 29. 

For the first time in league history, the ACC, which will include 14 teams, will not play a complete round robin. UNC will play i0 league foes including games at Notre Dame and Duke 

and at home against Virginia Tech, Wake Forest and Florida State. All five of those teams qualified for the 2013 NCAA Tournament with all five reaching at least the third round of the 

tournament. 

In the ACC rotation, UNC will not play regular season games this year against Virginia, Boston College or Louisville. 

The ACC Tournament semifinals and finals will be played at UNC Greensboro on Nov. 7 and 9. The six rounds of the NCAA Tournament begin Saturday, Nov. 15. The College Cup is slated 

for Fort kauderdale, Florida on December 5 and 7. 

North Carolina finished the 2013 season with a 20-5 record before losing in double overtime to eventual NCAA champion UCLA 1-0 in the NCAA quarterfinals at Fetzer Field. Coach 

Anson Dorrance will be crafting a squad in 2014 that needs to replace six starters from the 2013 squad -forward Kealia Ohai, midfielders Crystal Dunn, Meg Morris and Kelly 

McFarlane, defender Megan Brigman and goalkeeper Anna Sieloff. 

2014 NORTH CAROLINA WOMEN’S SOCCER SCHEDULE 

Fri. Aug. 22 Carolina Mike Classic (Chapel Hill, N.C.) 

Duke vs. Ohio State, 5 p.m. 

UNC vs. Stanford, 7 p.m. 

Sun., Aug. 24 Carolina NiLe Classic (Chapel Hill, N.C.) 

Duke vs. Stanford, I p.m. 

UNC vs. Ohio State, 3 p.m. 

Fri., Aug 29 at UCLA, 5 p.m. (8 p.m. EDT) 

Sun., Aug. 31 at Pepperdine, 1 p.m. (4 p.m. EDT) 

Fri., Sept. 5 Duke Nike Classic (Durham, N.C.) 

UNC vs. Arkansas, 5 p.m. 

Duke vs. Penn State, 7 p.m. 

Sun., Sept. 7 Duke Mike Classic (Durham, N.C.) 

UNC vs. Penn State, 12 p.m. 

Duke vs. Arkansas, 2 p.m. 

Sat., Sept. 20 at Notre Dame, 7 p.m. 

Thurs., Sept. 25 at Clemson, 7 p.m. 

Sun., Sept. 28 at NC State, 1 p.m. 

Fri., Oct. 3 Virginia Tech, 5 p.m. 



Thurs., Oct. 9 

Sun., Oct. 12 

Sun., Oct. 19 

Thurs., Oct. 23 

Sun., Oct. 26 

Sun., Nov. 2 

Fri., Nov. 7 

Sun., Nov. 9 

Sat., Nov. 15 

Fri., Nov. 21 

Sun., Nov. 23 

Sat., Nov. 29 

Fri., Dec. 5 

Sun., Dec. 7 

Dave Lohse 

Wake Forest, 7 p.m. 

Pittsburgh, :[ p.m. 

at Duke, 2 p.m. 

Florida State, 7 p.m. 

Miami, $ p.m. 

at Syracuse, 1 p.m. 

ACC Tournament Semifinals (Greensboro, N.C.) 

ACC Tournament Finals (Greensboro, N.C.) 

NCAA Tournament First Round 

NCAA Tournament Second Round 

NCAA Tournament Third Round 

NCAA Quarterfinals 

NCAA Semifinals (Fort Lauderdale, Fla.) 

NCAA Finals (Fort Lauderdale, Fla.) 

Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
9~.9-962-7257 

(Cell) 
davelohse@unc,edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 9:04 AM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

~nsn.com; duca@uucaa.unc.edu; Jasou Sisueros ))gmaJl.com); pacmm~@uucaa.uuc.edu 

~aol.com 

RE: Tax Heels Announce Women’s Soccer Schedule 

E>:celh:_mt Dave ... Thanl~ you. BTW, all six st~rl:ing seniors have signed pro contrivers, c~n we get that out and up on "GO HEELS"? ( can you he~p Dave w~:h 

what teams etc). Chris Ducar, can we get Dave our recrukb~g class out and up somewhere? 

From= Lohse, Dave Clark 
Sent~ Monday, 9:18 PM 
To= Gallo, ~r., Lar~ A.; ~tampabay.rr.com; webintern@theacc.org; upda~s@ncaa.com; Dorrance, Albe~ A IV; ~gmail.com; spo~s@newsobse~er.com; 
apraleigh@ap.org; spo~s@newsl4.com; Miller, Beth; paul@socceramerica.com;      ~aol.com; rstu~@1360wchl.com; chnspo~s@nando.com; 
obspo~s@charlo~eobserver.com~ soccer@spo~svu.net~ Ducar, Chris~ editor@socce~imes.com; ray@southernsoccerscene.com~ spo~s@dail~arheel.com~ 
sphillips@theacc.org; Bander, Thomas ~; ewarnock@nando.com; college@topdrawersoccer.com; ESPNdatainfo@espn.com; news@wchl1360.com; 
info@fairgamemagazine.com; spo~s@wsjoumal.com; graham.hays@espn3.com; spots@news-record.corn; hhirschman@theacc.org; Durham Herald- 
Sun (spo~@heraldsun.com); Heather Hirschman (hhirschman@theacc.org); 3enn Hildreth 0hildreth@foxspo~s.neg; Cunningham, Bubba; aufnowski@theacc.org~ 
fbsspo~s@visionspo~snews.com~ Ihumbe~@theacc.org; pmc@logocapi~l.com; production@theaccdn.com; stanleyj@lenovo.com 
Subject: Tar Heels Announce     Women’s Soccer Schedule 
Tar Heels Announce      Women’s Soccer Schedule 
OFFICE OF ATHLETIC COmmUNICATIONS 
UNIVERSI~ OF NORTH CAROLINA 
FOR I~EDIATE REL~SE 

Contact: Dave Lohse, Associate Athletic Communications Director, davelohse~’~unc.edu 
CHAPEL HILL, N.C. -The University of North Carolina has announced its      women’s soccer schedule on Monday and it features ~0 games against teams which played in the 

NCAA Tournament, including defending champion UCLA, runner-up Florida State and semifinalist Virginia Tech. 

UNC has assembled one of the nation’s toughest non-conference schedules for     . it includes games against      NCAA participants Stanford (3rd round), Ohio State (~_st round), 

UCLA (champion), Arkansas (3rd round) and Penn State (2nd round). The Tar Heels will also play at Pepperdine to conclude a two-game trip to the West Coast which starts against UCLA 

on 

For the first time in league history, the ACC, which will include 14 teams, will not play a complete round robin. UNC will play ~0 league foes including games at Notre Dame and Duke 

and at home against Virginia Tech, Wake Forest and Florida State. All five of those teams qualified for the NCAA Tournament with all five reaching at least the third round of the 

tournament. 

In the ACC rotation, UNC will not play regular season games this year against Virginia, Boston College or Louisville. 

The ACC Tournament semifinals and finals will be played at UNC Greensboro on The six rounds of the NCAA Tournament begin Saturday, The College Cup is slated 

for 

North Carolina finished the season with a 20-5 record before losing in double overtime to eventual NCAA champion UCLA ~-0 in the NCAA quarterfinals at Fetzer Field. Coach 

Anson Dorrance will be crafting a squad in      that needs to replace six starters from the      squad- 

Dave Lohse 
Associate Athletic Communications Director 
University of North Carolina 
919-962-7257 

(Cell) 

davelohse@unc.edu 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 9:08 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

I~E: Info 

Tom, 

He is a good man. It is becoming increasingly tougher at the top. 

..... Original Message ..... 

From: Tom Byer [rnailto:tom(~tomsan.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 11:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Intb 

Anson, 

Just read the story on Tom SelTnani. Pretty short stint! 

I don’t know him at all. 

Best Regards 

Tom Byer 

Director 

T3 G~oup 

Http://tomsan corn 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 9:17 AM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com-~ 

RE: Info 

Tom, 

Yes, the rest of the world is becoming so much better (we are as well) but I am not close enough to the situation to speculate 

..... Original iVlessage ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 9:15 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: IlffO 

Could it just be that the Players just aren’t good enough and others are getting better? 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 
T3 Group 
Http://tomsan corn 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 8, 2014, at 10:08 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email uric edu> wrote: 

Tom, 

He is a good man It is becoming increasingly tougher at the top. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom(@tomsan coral 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 11:41 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Info 

Anson, 

Just read the stoW on Tom Sermani. Pretty short stint! 

! dnn’t know him at all. 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 
T3 Group 
Http:/Aomsan.com 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 2:53 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com-~ 

gwtmll@aol.co~n; britm~i20@msu.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros (jmsisnems@gmail.co~n); pacman@uncaa.unc.edu 

RE: Iatb 

Tom, 

Yuu are on the money, my friend{! 

..... Original Message ..... 
Frum: Tum Byer [mailto:tum(£tumsan.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 2014 9:27 AM 
Tu: I)urrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Irffo 

Anson, 

This is what I believe 

After watching our Japanese U17’s scure 21 Goals :for and allow only 1 Goal the *vhole tuumament, it cumes duwn to the Technical side of the game with young teenage Players The Head 
Cuach of that Team had absulutely nu experience whatsuever She wurked with me for a few years and has unly Cuached U 12’s, in the past. 

This shuuld tell people what tu :focus on *vith yuung Kids. 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 
T3 Group 
Http://tumsan cure 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 8, 2014, at 10:16 PM, "Dorrance, AlbertA IV" <anson@craaihunc.edu> wrote: 

Toni, 

Yes, the rest of the xvorld is becoming so much better (we are as well) but I am not close enough to the situation to speculate. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom(~,tomsan.com] 
Sent: Tuesday, @ril 08, 2014 9:15 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subiect: Re: Irdo 

Could it just be that the Players just aren’t good enough and others are getting better? 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 
T3 Group 
Htto://tolnsan.coln 

Sent from my iPhone 

>> On Apr 8, 2014, at 10:08 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaihunc.edu> wrote: 
>> 

>> Tol;q, 
>> 

>> He is a good man. It is becoming increasingly tougher at the top. 
>> 

>> ..... Original Message ..... 
>> From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan com] 
>> Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 11:41 PM 
>> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
>> Subject: I~f,a 
>> 

>> Anson, 
>> 

>> Just read the sto~- on Tom Sermani. Pretty short stint! 
>> 

>> I don’t lcaow him at all. 
>> 

>> Best Regards 
>> Tom Byer 
>> Director 
>> T3 Group 
>> Http ://tomsan. corn 
>> 

>> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 3:24 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Recmitiug Class 

I did not offer anything Lo (I hope). 

From; Ducar, Chris 
Sent; Tuesday, 9:31 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
~::c; Lohse, Dave Clark; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject-’:    Recruiting Class 

Anson, 

Here is who I have on the list. Do we include. Did you offer a spot to ? Any mystery recruits your recruiting coordinator does not know about? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, 5:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: Recruit Update from NCSA 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org [mailto:CoachBrown@ncsasports.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 1:k42 AP1 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Recruit Update from NCSA 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

Interested Athletes 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-74011_ 

CoachBrown@. ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

Not a match? Llpdate your emNI preferences _h_.e__.r__e_, 



NCSA Blog: http://blo~.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any use, 

copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

removed by 
sender. 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, ;:21 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@uuc.edu) 

EW: Recruit Update from NCSA 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org [mailto:CoachBrown@ncsasports.org] 
Sent-" Tuesday, 1:k42 AP1 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; Recruit Update from NCSA 

Recruit Update 

Hi Coach Dorrance, 

The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 

athletes!coaches, 

Interested Athletes 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-74011_ 

CoachBrown@. ncsasports.org I http://www.ncsasports.org 

Not a match? Llpdate your emNI preferences _h_.e__.r__e_, 



NCSA Blog: http://blo~.ncsasports.org 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and/or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s) to whom it is addressed. Any use, 

copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

removed by 
sender. 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 5:32 PM 

Mike Keating (       O)gma~l.com); 

pacmm~@uucaa.uuc.edu; 

@~nsn.com; ducm@uucaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros t 

( 

(       .~ 

weaverl 

; sean patton 

; nicole fava (nfm~a@uncaa.unc.edu); 

~gmail.com); 

matt jones 

; clay 

Subject: Player Conference Questionnaire 

Ladies, 

I know you guys are driven nuts with all we ask you to do but I was excited about how well everyone did with the "What Drives Success" interview. It probably took 

you more than 10 minutes to read and almost all of you really "got it". 

Here is my last request of the spring: ~tps:!!www.surveymonkey.com!siDevelopment Self Assessment 

Do this survey above. I like the direction we are going in. This will take you 10 minutes. Introspection is good for the soul. 

Tom and I are working with               to finish the spring competitive cauldron and there is SO MUCH IMPROVEMENT. I love it!! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 6:12 PM 

@tnsn.com; duca@uucaa.unc.edu; Jasou Sisneros, ,~)gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

; matt jones, 

, sean patton I , clay weaver ( 

i; nicole fava (nfava@tmcaa.unc.edu); 

Subject: 

Attach: 

FW: raw VaTech & Pitt catapult data 

4.5.14 Pitt game catapult.pdf; 4.5.14 VaTech game catapult.csv; 4.5.14 VaTech game catapult.pdt:, 4.5.14 Pitt game catapult.csv 

Thank you 

From= 
Sent= Tuesday, April 08, 2014 3:12 PM 

To= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Gatz, Gregory 
Subject= raw VaTech & Pi~ catapult data 

Attached is the raw data from the VaTech and Pitt games on Saturday (sorry for the delay). Nice looking pdf’s with summaries to come later! 

Everyone with a unit played 74 minutes in the VaTech game, except for Munerlyn who played 50 minutes. Everyone with a unit played :l:l minutes in the Pitt game. 



Catapult Sprint Team Report 

Date 

Session Details VaTech/Pitt games 

Session 

Average 

Pitt 1st 11 min 

Average 

Start Time: 14:00:00 Duration: 11:01.5 

770 5.3 70.0 43.3% 0 0 81 0 7.4 0.105 0 0 

856 5.4 77.8 48.4% 0 0 93 0 8.5 0.110 0 0 

1313 5.9 119.4 : 65.7% 0 0 146 0 : 13.3 0.112 0 : 0 

1276 6.0 115.8 : 62.3% 0 0 122 0 : 11.1 0.096 0 : 0 

1263 7.0 114.8 : 56.2% 0 0 127 0 : 11.6 0.101 183 : 195 

1380 5.2 125.5 64.7% 0 0 141 0 12.9 0.103 0 0 

1296 6.3 117.8 65.4% 0 0 129 0 11.8 0.100 187 190 

981 7.3 89.2 54.1% : 0 0 90 : 0 8.2 0.092 0 0 

1142 6.0 103.8 57.5% : 0.0 0.0 116 : 0.0 10.6 0.102 46 48 

Start Time: 14:00:00 Duration: 11:01.5 

770 5.3 70.0 43.3% 0 0 81 0 7.4 0.105 0 0 

856 5.4 77.8 48.4% 0 0 93 0 8.5 0.110 0 0 

1313 5.9 119.4 : 65.7% 0 0 146 0 : 13.3 0.112 0 : 0 

1276 6.0 115.8 : 62.3% 0 0 122 0 : 11.1 0.096 0 : 0 

1263 7.0 114.8 : 56.2% 0 0 127 0 : 11.6 0.101 183 : 195 

1380 5.2 125.5 64.7% 0 0 141 0 12.9 0.103 0 0 

1296 6.3 117.8 65.4% 0 0 129 0 11.8 0.100 187 190 

981 7.3 89.2 54.1% 0 0 90 0 8.2 0.092 0 0 

1142 6.0 103.8 57.5% : 0.0 0.0 116 : 0.0 10.6 0.102 46 48 

catapultsports.com 

Catapult Sprint 5.1.0.1 

Generated by ducar on 1:41 : 11 PM Page 1 



Date, 
Session Details,VaTech/Pitt games 

,Odometer, Max Velocity, Metres/Min, Hi Intensity Running, Hi Intensity Accel, Hi Intensity 
DeceI,Player Load,P.L. High Efforts,P.L. per Min,P.L. / Odometer,Average H.R.,Maximum 
H.R., 

Session,Start Time: 11:08:00,Duration: 1 18:00.8, 
8806,6.2,120.6,65.2%,0,0,903,0,12.4,0.103,0,0, 

6660,7.6,91.2,53.2%,0,0,693,0,9.5,0.104,0,0, 
6396,7.6,87.6,54.2%,0,0,617,0,8.5,0.096,0,0, 

8313,5.8,113.9,61.4%,0,0,956,0,13.1,0.115,0,0, 
7892,7.5,108.1,56.7%,0,0,707,0,9.7,0.090,0,0, 

6468,7.0,88.6,56.0%,0,1,661,0,9.1,0.102,0,0, 
8340,7.7,114.2,56.1%,0,0,823,0,11.3,0.099,0,0, 

,5336,7.2,106.7,56.1%,0,1,522,0,10.5,0.098,0,0, 
Average,7276,7.1,103.9,57.4%,0.0,0.3,735,0.0,10.5,0.101,0,0, 

VaTech 1st half, Start Time: 11:08:00,Duration: 37:00.9, 
4459,6.0,120.5,66.8%,0,0,473,0,12.8,0.106,0,0, 

3555,7.6,96.1,56.5%,0,0,369,0,10.0,0.104,0,0, 
,3454,7.6,93.4,59.2%,0,0,333,0,9.0,0.096,0,0, 

4124,5.5,111.5,62.0%,0,0,479,0,13.0,0.116,0,0, 
,3917,6.3,105.9,55.1%,0,0,355,0,9.6,0.091,0,0, 

3316,6.8,89.6,56.2%,0,1,339,0,9.2,0.102,0,0, 
4273,6.6,115.5,57.2%,0,0,428,0,11.6,0.100,0,0, 

4120,7.2,111.4,57.2%,0,1,401,0,10.9,0.097,0,0, 
Average,3902,6.7,105.5,58.8%,0.0,0.3,397,0.0,10.7,0.102,0,0, 

VaTech 2nd half, Start Time: 11:50:00,Duration: 36:00.9, 
4347,6.2,120.8,63.7%,0,0,430,0,12.0,0.099,0,0, 

3105,6.6,86.3,49.5%,0,0,324,0,9.0,0.104,0,0, 
2942,6.8,81.7,48.3%,0,0,283,0,7.9,0.097,0,0, 

4189,5.8,116.4,60.9%,0,0,477,0,13.3,0.114,0,0, 
,3975,7.5,110.4,58.4%,0,0,352,0,9.8,0.089,0,0, 

3152,7.0,87.6,55.8%,0,0,321,0,8.9,0.102,0,0, 
,4067,7.7,113.0,55.0%,0,0,395,0,11.0,0.097,0,0, 

1216,7.1,93.5,52.1%,0,0,121,0,9.3,0.100,0,0, 
Average,3374,6.8,101.2,55.5%,0.0,0.0,338,0.0,10.1,0.100,0,0, 



Date 

Session Details VaTech/Pitt games 

Session 

Average 

VaTech 1st half 

Average 

VaTech 2nd half 

Average 

Start Time: 11:08:00 Duration: :18:00.8 

8806 6.2 120.6 65.2% 0 0 903 0 12,4 0,103 0 0 

6660 7.6 91.2 53.2% 0 0 693 0 9.5 0.104 0 0 

6396 7~6 87.6 54,2% 0 0 617 0 8~5 0.096 0 0 

8313 5.8 113.9 61.4% 0 0 956 0 13.1 0.115 0 0 

7892 7.5 108.1 56.7% 0 0 707 0 9.7 0.090 0 0 

6468 7.0 8&6 56.0% 0 1 661 0 9.1 0,102 0 0 

8340 7.7 114.2 56.1% 0 0 823 0 11.3 0.099 0 0 

5336 7,2 106.7 56.1% 0 1 522 0 10.5 0.098 0 0 

7276 7.1 103.9 57.4% 0.0 0.3 735 0.0 10.5 0.101 0 0 

Start Time: 11:08:00 Duration: 37:00.9 

4459 6.0 120.5 86.8% 0 0 473 0 12.8 0.106 0 0 

3555 7~6 96.1 56,5% 0 0 369 0 10.0 0.104 0 0 

3454 7.8 93.4 59.2% 0 0 333 0 9.0 0.098 0 0 

4124 5.5 111.5 62.0% 0 0 479 0 13,0 0.116 0 0 

3917 6.3 105.9 55.1% 0 0 355 0 9.6 0.091 0 0 

3318 6.8 89.8 56.2% 0 1 339 0 9.2 0.102 0 0 

4273 6.6 115.5 57.2% 0 0 428 0 11.6 0.100 0 0 

4120 7.2 111.4 57.2% 0 1 401 0 10.9 0.097 0 0 

3902 6.7 105.5 58.8% 0.0 0.3 397 0.0 10,7 0,102 0 0 

Start Time: 11:50:00 Duration: 36:00.9 

4347 6.2 120.8 63.7% 0 0 430 0 12.0 0.099 0 0 

3105 8.8 86.3 49.5% 0 0 324 0 9.0 0.104 0 0 

2942 6.8 81.7 48.3% 0 0 283 0 7.9 0.097 0 0 

4189 5.8 116.4 80.9% 0 0 477 0 13.3 0.114 0 0 

3975 7~5 110.4 58.4% 0 0 352 0 9~8 0.089 0 0 

3152 7.0 87.6 55.8% 0 0 321 0 8.9 0.102 0 0 

4067 7.7 113.0 55.0% 0 0 395 0 11.0 0.097 0 0 

1216 7.1 93.5 52.1% 0 0 121 0 9.3 0.100 0 0 

3374 6.8 101.2 55.5% 0.0 0.0 338 0.0 10.1 0.100 0 0 

catapultsports.com 

Catapult Sprint 5.1.0.1 

Generated by ducar on 1:36:39 PM Page 1 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 6:14 PM 

Claybreu, Kevin <NCttighSchoolClimateStudy@uuc.edu> 

1),22: OGF Mia Ha~n Introduction 

Kevin, 

I am so sorry ,.., I get so much email 1 am only reading this now, I was expecting you at 3 pm and now I leave town tomorrow and I will try to back this Friday for bet 

speech (she is speaking thia Friday ian’t she?). 

You are wek:ome [:o ca~ me              (~ 

F~m= Claybren, Kevin 
Sent= Tuesday, April 08, 20~4 3:$4 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Nubje~t= RE: OGF Nia Harem Introduction 

Hello Anson, 

I hope that you are having a wonderful day! I wanted to know if you were still interested in chatting today about Mia’s introduction? If not, please let me 

know your next best availability. 

Best, 

Kevin 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 4:44 PM 

To: Claybren, Kevin 

Subject: RE: OGF Mia Harem Introduction 

Google her and decide what would be most interesting .... 

From; Claybren, Kevin 
Sent; Monday, April 07, 2014 3:07 PM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; RE: OGF Mia Harnrn Zntroduction 

Hello Anson Dorrance, 

I am available tomorrow at 3:00. My cell phone number is ( 

tomorrow? 

Best, 

Kevin 

Is there anything that I should have accomplished by our conversation 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 10:08 AM 

To: Claybren, Kevin 

Subject: RE: OGF Mia Harem Introduction 

Tomorrow afternoon at 3 pro? What is your cell #? 

From: Claybren, Kevin 
Sent; Monday, April 07, 2014 1:00 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; RE: OGF Mia Hamm Introduction 

Hello Anson Dorrance, 

I hope that you had a wonderful weekend! When would be the best day for us to meet/discuss Mia Hamm’s introduction? Thank you so much for your 

support and guidance throughout this process. 

Best, 

Kevin 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> 

Sent: Thursday, April 03, 2014 9:43 AM 

To: Claybren, Kevin 

Subject: RE: OGF Mia Hamm Introduction 

Kevin, 

Next week will work t:or 

From; Claybren, Kevin 
Sent; Thursday, April 03, 2014 ~:46 AM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; OGF Mia Harem Introduction 

Hello Anson Dorrance, 

I hope that you are having a wonderful day! My name is Kevin Claybren, I will be presenting Mia at the Public Tapping. George Lensing informed me that 

you would like to chat about Mia Hamm’s introduction. I will be out of town presenting research at the University of Pittsburgh for the duration of this 

week. As such, I will not be able to meet with you in person until next week. However, if you are interested I can chat with you over the phone this week if 

you would like. Thanks for your willingness to help and I look forward to your response. 

Best, 

Kevin Claybren 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 6:19 PM 

~nsn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros t ~)gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu; 

matt jones I 

....... sean pa~on I .. 

; nicole fava (nfava~@Amcaa.unc.edu); 

; clay weaver 

Subject: FW: New post by Gary Ireland 

Ladies, 

From: Pass2Me [mailto:customerservices@pass2me,com] 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 20:14 4:59 PM 
To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: New post by Gary Ireland 

Gao, [relaad posted: 

To view fi;is ~>:~s¢ and rcp1~; click on ~;c ibg:: Gary Ireland page 

Best Regards. 

w~wv.Nss2me.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 6:45 PM 

~gmail.com 

:@duke.edu) 

RE: 2014 Mia Haanm Foundation Golf Classic 

Thank you Michelte .._ Yes, she is speaking Friday night {I witl be in NY but I am scrambling to get back for it). 

Frera: Nichelle Brunner .~gmail.com] 
Seat: Tuesday, April 08, 20:[4 6::[5 PH 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S,,bject: Re: 20:!.4 Nia Hamm Foundation Golf Classic 

Hi Anson, 
She is coming in town tomorrow ruth the kids for their spring break. I heard something about a speaking engagement (maybe Golden Fleece) but I don’t know for sure 

when or where or any details. Sony. 

Michelle 

On Tue, Apr 8, 2014 at 5:58 PM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <~mmn(gemaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

Michelle, 

B, li~ is in town this Friday speaking isn’t: she? 

I=rem¯ Hichelle Brunner - "         ~mail.coml 
SeBt." Tuesday, April 08, 20:[~ 2::[:[ PN 
Te: Michelle Brunner 
8~bject: 20:[~ Hia Harem Foundation Golf Classic 

Hello Friends, 

We hope you will mark your calendars and plan to join us once again. 

Please SAVE THE DATE for: 

Mis Harem Feur:dation Gei~ Classic 

Ocieber Ist & 2nd, 20t4 

UNC’s ~:’~ey Golf Course 

We look fotward to seeing you there[ 

Thanks, 

Michelle 

Nichelle Bm~mer 

Execudve Director 

Mia ~a~m Foundation 

P.O. Box 56 

Chapel Hill, ~C 27514 

919-544-9848 Phone 

919-544-9878 Fax 

michelle(~)miafoun&flon.o~ 

Michelle Brenner 

Executive Director 

Mia Hamm Foundation 

P.O. Box 56 

Chapel Hill, NC 27514 

919- 544-9848 Phone 

919-544-9878 Fax 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 8, 2014 8:29 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacmma@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Exclusive for Graduating Athletes 

Tom. send to the seniors ... thanks! 

Sere from ~rO’ Iierizou gYirele,~’s gG LT5 DROLL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Exclusive tbr Graduating Athletes 

From: Amanda Bernard <abernard@imcacapital.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi, just a reminder that you’re receiving this email because you have expressed an interest in INCA. 
Don’t forget to add abernard@imcacapital.com to your address book so we’ll be sure to land in your 
inbox! 
You may unsubscribe if you no longer wish to receive our emails. 

IMCA Capital, LLC 
Month Day, Year 

Dear Coach Anson, 

My name is Amanda Bernard and I am a senior recruiter for the Los Angeles finance firm IMCA 

Capital (Voted LA’s best places to work by the Los Angeles Business ]ournal). 

As graduation nears, IMCA would like to tell you about the current opportunities at our firm for 

the gradnating athletes on yonr team. 

Please see the links below with details about our company and letters discussing the positions 
we have available. 
Thank you for your time, and feel free to contact me with any questions going forward. 
For more information on ns, visit http://ucvw.imcacapital.comi 

Letters: 

Letter to Graduatincl Athletes 

Letter to Coach 

Kind regards, 

Amanda Bernard 

Recrtiit~ne]it & HR 

424j)o L8o4o ext 

Abernard @ IM CAcapit al.com 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent {o an~n@uncaa.unc.edu by abernard@imcacapital.corn 
Update Profile/Email Address [nstant removalwith SafeUnsubscdbeT" Privao/Policy, 

IMCA i 11693 San VJcente Blvd, #175 LOS ANGELES CA i 90049 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 4:49 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~tucar@unc.edu> 

My ~11 is not picking up my email .... what do you suggest’? 

Se~t.~’om my Verizor~ tVirele,~s 4G LT~ ~)RO~£) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 5:01 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

Duff:y, Clare E <duffyce@email.unc.edu>; Miller, Beth <bethmille@unc.edt~-; Brenner, John F <Jolm Bmnne@unc.edu>; Sm~de~; 

Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>; Porte~; Grm~t <gtporte@unc.edu>; Streett, Shelly < sjgreen@email.unc.edu> 

Re: men’s and w, omen’s soccer 

Take ours ont of our endowment! 

Sen@’om my I~mizo~ l~Virel~s,~’ 4G LTE DROID 

"Somoano, Carlos M" <csomoa~o@unc.edu> wrote: 

Clare 

I am tryin~ to ~et information on what we need to do to ~et a check cut for "stop the hun~er" for ~250.00. I believe the women will need the same. The event as 

you know is this Sunday. Please advise by email or phone. Thanks for your help. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 5:06 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Link to Portland ga~es 

Thm~k you 

coach. 

Good luck this weekend. Excited I will get to see you with your morn in 1),aleigh. BTW, I spoke with Sunil yesterday and recommended your 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

tIey Ans, 

First of all, hapw birthday!!! Hope all is well ruth your family a~d the team. ? 

Second, below is the link where you can watch all of our games online this season. Our first is this Saturday at 8pm ET and you can watch and I take on 

Apparently the NWSL is also showing them on YouTube but I don’t kmow link for that yet. 

Send my bes~t to eveo~one in chapel hill! IVly mom bought a house on lake wheeler in Raleigh so we will be living down there soon enough! 

Best, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O:UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 6:33 PM 

Breschi, Joe <breschi@unc.edu> 

Re: Birthday wish 

I am glad we share it. I am not that excited sharing it with Mr Hefner! 

~ent fron;, my Verizon ~I/ire/ess 4G L72 DROID 

’lBreschi, Joe’1 <breschi@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach- 

Just wanted to say Happy Birthday today! You and I share the same B-Day, April 9th (Along with Hugh Hefner). 

I hope you enjoy the day! 

Best 

Joe 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 6:37 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Hapw Birthday! 

@gmail.com> wrote: 

I hope you have a thntastic day! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday~ 6:48 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Re: Inju~ in gifts soccer 

~gmail.com> wrote: 

tiello Anson - 

My daughter and I have been reading your book The Vision of a Champion, which has been great for both of us for different reasons. 

I had a question for you. I recently took her into a sports medicine doctor for some knee p~n. She is a freshman in HS and also plays club...so lots of soccer. I was 

inundated with s~atistics about injury in girls soccer, not to menlion this doctors very negalive opinion of youth sports in general. I just s~rted to wonder if it might be 
better for her to play less soccer than more because of these statistics. I noticed the book was from 2002, are you still feeling like it is wise to play that much soccer in 

order to climb the soccer ladder. 

I know it depends on many factors but if you had and information you cotfld share I would appreciate it. Thanlcs very much for your reply. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 6:50 PM 

Chad Stoloff ~gmail.com> 

Re: How are you? 

Chad, no I’ve never interacted with him. Obviously, what he does is absolutely ~xtraordinasy. I know I could learn a lot from him. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Chad Stoloff ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, 

How axe yon? ttave yon ever interacted with Geno Aufiemma? I read an article the other night fi’om an interview you gave a while back and thought I would check 

back in and see how you are doing. I loved how you sa~d the best coaches take the best practices from others and implement them. 

Best regards, 

Chad Stoloff 
Mental Conditioning Coach 

A Disciplined Mind ~training your mind to excel in sports and life 

775-229-5498 

&gmail.com 
adisciplinedmind.com 

chadstolofllwordpress.com 

lwiiter.com/ChadSioloff 

t~ebook.com/ADisciplinedMind 
lii~edin.com/in/chadstoloff 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 7:03 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: Speaking Opportunity 

Ask her where, when and the fee. 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izor~ IFireie,~s 4G L)"E L)?tOIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forw~rded tnessage: 

From: "Cam~ichael, Rachel L" <Rachel.C~uanichael(a?epeneray.com> 
Date: April 9, 2014 at 11:23:05 AM EDT 

To: "&~car~unco~a~unc.edu" <ducar~uncaa~unc.edu> 

Subject: Speaking Opportunity 

Greetings, 

I wanted to reach out and see if I can request contact information for hiring Anson Dorrance to speak at a corporate event. We have a small group of 30 

leaders that we’re taking to an offsite meeting. These groups are in two separate business units, all working toward the same common (scorecard) 

goals. We’re trying to improve and focus on overall collaboration between the groups and felt that Mr~ Dorrance’s experience in coaching both a 

men’s and women’s team for the same university is a great fit. 

If you could please contact me it would be much appreciated. 

Regards, 

Rachel Carmichael 

THIS E-MAIL AND ANY MATERIALS TRANSMITTED WITH IT MAY CONTAIN CONFIDENTIAL OR PROPRIETARY MATERIAL FOR 
THE SOLE USE OF THE INTENDED RECIPIENT. ANY REVIEW. USE, DISTRIBUTION OR DISCLOSURE BY OTHERS IS 
STRICTLY PROHIBITED. IF YOU ARE NOT THE INTENDED RECIPIENT, OR AUTHORIZED TO RECEIVE THE INFORMATION 
FROM THE RECIPIENT, PLEASE NOTIFY THE SENDER BY REPLY E-MAIL AND DELETE ALL COPIES OF THIS MESSAGE. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 7:05 PM 

Dave Merola <dmerola@value[bods.com~-- 

Re: 

Dave, you axe the finest of men. Thm~k you!!! 

Se~t.~oom my Verizor~ Z~irele,~s 4G LTE DROID 

Dave Merola <dmerol~valuefoods.com> wrote: 

Hapw BirtMay Anson! ! 

It really seems like it was a week ago when I was attending UNC. Time flies... 

Hope aJl is great with you m~d that 5~m have a wonderful birthday’. Hope you axe able to go hit e~n’ long and s~traight! 

Best, Dave Merola 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 9:43 PM 

~bellsouth.nel> 

Re: Hapw Birthday 

~bell south.net> wrote: 

Happy Birthday Old Man. You will always be older than me! 



Fl~m: 

S~nt: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <:/O=LINC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 9:56 PM 

Miller, Beth <bethmiller@unc.edtv~ 

Re: HAPPY BIRTHDAY !! 

"Miller, Beth" <bethmiller@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hi, Anson, 

I want to wish you a very ~4APPY 

many, many more. 

Have a great day !! 

All the best, 

~Beth 

Today is a special day for a special person, so ENJOY it ...... and best wishes for 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:04 PM 

Re: Hello 

Thank you . how kind! ! 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tlqreIe,~s 4G L)"E LL~tOIL) 

Hobbs- hope you have a wonderful bday 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLTy’CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:15 PM 

CAROL S iV,_AI ~E ~gmail.com> 

Re: Happy Birthday 

Coacol Ann, flmnk you for being so thoughtfu!! 

Sem.f!oom my Ferizon IVireless 4(5 L)"k L)]~OIL) 

CAROL SMALE ~i!gmail.com> wrote: 

Good Morning, Anson, 

I hope your birthday is wonderful in eveu way. Please say "hi" to 

Carol Ann 

tbr hie. 



From: 

Sent: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <70 UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)7 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:24 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga~lo@unc.e&l> 

Re: 142\PPY BIRTHDAY! 

LaiD", thank you. It is an honor to work for such an e?~aordinary University’.! 

Se~t.f!oom ~y Verizon g~irele,ss 4G LTE ]~)RO~D 

Gallo, Jr [am./A. <afl~gallo~@unc.edu~-wr~te. 

Have a happy bifihday today, April 9th! I wish you mare-y- more to come, and hope you enjoy your day. 
Tha~ you for all you have done and continue do for our student-athletes, Depaa’tment, and University. It is a ple~ure to work with you, ~d I a~n glad you axe here with us 

at Carolina. 
Take ca~’e, and all the best, tny fi’iend ~- Hz~PY BIRTHDAY~ 

~Larry Ga~h~ 

l-,xecutivc A~socia~c Dh~ctor of.Aflflcfics 

Univer~ily ofNorfl~ Cam~ina at Chr~x:l 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 9, 2014 10:39 PM 

Elsmore, Joe <Joe.Elsmore@nike.com>; 

Re: D~Jlas International Gifts Cup Opening 

Joe, Nike has taken care of me and my t:axnily for ye~ys. If this me~s a lot to you and your company I would love to do it for you. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Elsmore, Joe" <!oe.Elsmore@nike.com> wrote: 

Good i~fternoon, 

Please see note below, Any chance of helping us out next week in Dating? 

We had Tom Sermanni commiLted but obviously some tMngs have changed in the past ~:ew days. 

Please ~et us know your thoughts one way or another, 

Sh~cere~y, 

Joe E~smore 
Director Nod:h America Soocet Sports Marketing 

joe.elsmore@nike.com 
503.671.4546 
This mmmunication may contain per~nal and confidential informaion. A~ess to this information should be restricted b safeguard any ~nsitive information If you am not the intended r~ipient, any dis~mination, 

distribution, or mpying is strictly prohibited. If you think you have received this e-mail message in error, please e-mail the sender. 

F~m= Nichaelson, Emily 
Sent; Tuesday, April 08, 2014 8:26 AN 

Te= Elsmore, Joe 
Subject= DIGC Opening 

Joe -would it be possible for you to reach out to Anson Dorrance to see if he might be able to attend the Dallas International Girls Cup Opening? I briefly met 

Anson about 5 years ago, but it is unlikely that he would remember me so I need a little assistance with the initial ask. 

The details of the event are as follows: 

This is for the Dallas International Girls Cup opening ceremony. The tournament is hosted by the Dallas Texans and consists of about 90 girls teams ages UI2- 

U17 

* Opening ceremony is the evening of Tuesday April ~5 (about 7-gpm) 

* Anson would be brought up on stage for a brief Q&A (we can script out the questions a bit, but would likely focus on the development of female players, 

the evolution of the WNT, his success with the WNT and UNC, etc) 

* The event will be about ~500 people total (teams participating in the tournament plus coaches and parents) 

* We will accommodate all travel based on what works best for Anson 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me and your thoughts about this request. 

Thanks, 

Emily Mi~haelsen 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
503.532.2747 (Office) 

Mobile) 
503.395.2944 (Fax) 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O k~’,!C EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 9:44 AM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athga]lo@unc.edu> 

Re: HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 

"Gallo, Jr., Lain.~ A." -~flagallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Hopeful your day was terrific, Coach ~ be well! 

Lxecutive Associate I)irect~)r of Athletics 

From-" Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 i0:24 PM 
To-" Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject-" Re: HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 

Larry, thauk you. It is an honor k~ work [br such an extraordinaD’ University!! 

Sent f!~om my Ve~so~ Wireless 4(~ L7~: ])ROID 

"Ga]lo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo~i~)unc.ed~- wrote: 

Have a happy birthday today, April 9th! I wish you ma_ny more to come, and hope you enjoy your day. 
Thaxlk you for all you have done and continue do for our student-athletes, Department, and University. It is a pleasure to work with you, and I aan glad you axe here with 
us at Caxolina. 
Take care, and all the best, ~ny fi’iend ~- HAPPY BIRTHDAY! 
Lm’ry 

Exec~,lli~re Associate Director of Alhlefics 

~Jmversity ofNora~ Ca~lina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:05 AM 

Michaelson, Emily <Emily.Michael~n@nike.com> 

joe elsmore <joe.elsmore@nike.com>; , Ducar, Chris <ducar,~)nnc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc.edt~; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com> 

Re: Dallas International Gifts Cup Opening 

Emily, fly me out of RDU Tuesday afternoon mad into Greensboro Wed morning ( I have to be at the ACC postgraduate scholar athlete award luncheon at tJ~e Koury 
Convention Center at 1130 Wednesday morning) .... I can get to the airport and back from my 
home. I can fly any airline. And what would you like me to wear? Nike is mv wardrobe but should I weaac a suit?, ) 

"Michaelson, Emily" <E~nily.Michaelson@nike.com> wrote: 

Anson --thanks so much for being willing to participate in this event! The opening ceremony will take place on Tuesday night (April 15~-h), you are welcome to stay 

and watch sortie of the tournament if you’d Hke, ~ wH~ work on aH of your trave~ and accommodaL~on details tomorrow, can you please provide me w~th the 

[o~h:~w~ng mformat~on: 

¢ Your fu~ name as ~t appears on your driver’s ~k:ense 

¯ Your date of Mrth 

¯ Your cell phone number 

¯ When wou~d you Hke to fly hs and out (i[1 Tuesday afternoon and out Wednesday mors~ng)? Or woia~d yo~ Hke to stay longer? 

¯ WN you be departhsg form Raleigh Durham akport? 

¯ ffyou have a preferred airline p~ease ~et me know, and also let me know your frequent flyer number ~f you’d ~ke me to ~ndude that 

¯ Address the car service w~l] need to pick you up from to rake you to the Nrport? 

¯ Address the car service will need to take you back to when re[arrfing heme? 

Once ~ have a~ of the travel and accommodations complete ~ wH~ send you a summary~ 

Please also ~et me know yo[J[ NH<e shirt!jacket size as we]~ as footwear size, ~ wH~ bring hs a few items for yo~ to wear if you’d Hke, but yo~ are also welcome to 

wear anyth~[lg you have that you are comfortable #~. 

~f you have any questkms please don’L hesitate to con[act nle. [.ook~r~g forward to 5ee~r~g you i]1 Dallas [lext week, 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelsor~ 
Eli~e Youth Field Rep i No!ff.h America 5occe!’ Spor,:s Ma!’ke~[ng I 503,532,2747 (office} 

I=rera: Elsmore, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 2014 10:29 PM 

Te; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Michaelson, Emily 

S~bject; Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Anson, 

Thanks for response. 

My colleague, Emily Michaelson, National Champion at University of Portland, can provide you with all details and organize logistics to make this really simple for 

you and hugely supportive of Nike. 

Emily? 

Joe EIsmore 

Director, NA Soccer Sports Marketing 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 7:39 mPM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV"<anson@email.unc.edu> 

Joe, Nike has taI:en care of me and my faJnily tbr years. If this means a lot to you and your company I would love to it tbr you. 

Senl fi~om my VeHzon ~’Yirelc’.~s 4G ~ 7~’2 DROll) 

"Elsmore, Joe" <J_5?.e__:.I_~l_~g_t_£~_:e_(a_)__d_.k__e_:c_gp_!> wrote: 

Good afLernoon, 

Please see note below. Any chance o1: helping us out next week in Dallas? 

We had Tom Sermanni committed but obviously some things have changed in the past few days. 

Please le~: us know your thoughts one way or another. 

!qn(:ere~y, 

Joe E]smore 
Dhector North America Soccer Spor[s Marketing 

[oe:eNrnore@nike.corn 
50&671 A546 
This mmmunication may contain pe~onal and ~nfi~ntial information. A~ss to this information should N restricted to safeguard any sensitive informaion. If you are not the intended recipient, any 

dis~mination, distribution, or copying is strictly p~hibited If you think you have re~ived this e-mail message in en~r, plea~ e-mail the ~n~r. 

F~m= Nichaelson, Emily 



Sent’- Tuesday, April 08, 2014 8:26 AM 

To: Elsmore, .toe 
Subject: DIGC Opening 

Joe -would it be possible for you to reach out to Anson Dorrance to see if he might be able to attend the Dallas International Girls Cup Opening? I 

briefly met Anson about 5 years ago, but it is unlikely that he would remember me so I need a little assistance with the initial ask. 

The details of the event are as follows: 

This is for the Dallas International Girls Cup opening ceremony. The tournament is hosted by the Dallas Texans and consists of about 90 girls 

teams ages U:I2-U3L7 

¯ Opening ceremony is the evening of Tuesday April :15th (about 7-9pro) 

¯ Anson would be brought up on stage for a brief O.&A (we can script out the questions a bit, but would likely focus on the development of 

female players, the evolution of the WNT, his success with the WNT and UNC, etc) 

¯ The event will be about :1500 people total (teams participating in the tournament plus coaches and parents) 

¯ We will accommodate all travel based on what works best for Anson 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me and your thoughts about this request. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
503.532.2747 (Office) 

Mobile) 
503.395.2944 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:09 AM 

~bellsouth.ne~> 

Re: Hapw Birthday 

Yes, you are a child! 

Ses~f.~"om my Ver’izor~ IYireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

~bell south.net> wrote: 

A mere 61. Dino’s got both of us beat. 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 9:42 PM, Do~rance, Albert A IV wrote: 

How old are you? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

~bellsouth.net> wrote: 

Happy Birthday Old Man. You will always be older than me! 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:08 PM 

Michaelson, Emily <Emily.Michael~n@nike.com> 

Re: DaJlas International Gifts Cup Opening 

Emily, that might still work.., let me check’. And I will wear what you give the. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Michael,)n, Emily" <Emily.Michaelson@nike.com> wrote: 

ARson -the earliest flighL into Gre,-:m~.;boro on Wednesday would arriw? aL 11:45am. Will thaL be okay for you given that Lhe event you are attendh~g begh~5; a few 

f~inutes eaH~er than that? 

The evenL ~s very casual, so you can wear jeans, N~ke shoes, and any sort of top you’d I~ke. ~ w~l~ ~ike~y bring s pa#’ of n~ce running shoes, polo shirt, and ~scket ~:or 

you._buL if you have a UNC poio or other item you wouid prefer to wear Lhat is okay as well. 

Please let me know ~f that Wednesday fl~ght w~ll be okay and ~ wHI finalize trave~ and send you an ~t~nerary. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelaon 
Elite Youth Eield Rep i North ~merica Socc~_~r Sports 1’4h~d<eth-~g I 503552.2747 (office) 

F~m= Dorrance, AlbeR A N [mailto:anson@emaEunc.edu] 
Sent; Thursday, April i0, 2014 7:05 AM 
To= Nichaelson, Emily 
~= Elsmore, Joe;             ; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas 3; Jason Sisneros 
Subject= Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Emily, fly ~ne out ofl~U Tuesday a~emoon a~d into ~eensboro Wed morning ( I have to be at the ACC postgraduate scholar athlete award luncheon at ~e Komy 

Convention Center at 1130 Wednes~y morning). . I can get to the air~ and back from my 

home. I can fly any airline. And what would you like me to wear? Nike is my wardro[~ but should I weax a suit? ( 

Se~t.~~om my VeHzon tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Michaelson, Emily" <gmily.Michacl~n(i~nike.com> wrote: 

Anson -thanks so much for being willing to participate in this e~ent! The operdng ceremony w~H take place on Tuesday night (April 15t~}), you are welcome to stay 

and watch some o~ ~:he tournament if you’d ~ke. ~ w~H work on aH of your travel and accomrnodatkm detmh; tomorrow, can you please provh~e me wh:h ~:he 

fN~ow~ng ~Rfor~T~t~OR: 

¯ Your fkd~ name as ~t appears oR your driver’s ~icense 

¯ Your date o~ 

¯ Your cell phone number 

¯ When would you H]~e to fig m and out (in Tuesday afl:emoon a]?d out Wednesday mornk~g)? Or wouh~ you fike to stay k)nger? 

¯ Will you be departing form Raleigh Durham a~rport? 

¯ If you have a preferred airline p~ease ~et me know, and a~so let me know your frequent flyer mm~ber ~f you’d ]H<e me to h~dude that 

¯ Address the car service wH~ need to p~ck you up from to take you to the a~rport? 

¯ Address the car service wN need to take you back to when returning home? 

Once ~ have a]~ of the travel and accommodations complete ~ wH~ send you a summary. 

Please also let me know your N~ke shkt/jacket size as we~ as footwear size. ~ wH~ bring ~ a few items for you to wear if you’d fike, but you are also wek:ome to 

wear anything you have Lhat you are comfortable 

~[: you have any quesL~ons p~ease don’t hesitate to contact me. Looking forward to seeing you in Dallas next week. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite You[h Fieh5 Rep i North America Soccer Sports Mi}rket[ng 

F~m= Elsmore, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 20~4 ~0:29 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 

; Nichaelson, Emily 
Subject= Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

ARSOn, 

Thanks for response. 

My colleague, Emily Michaelson, National Champion at University of Portland, can provide you with all details and organize logistics to make this really simNe for 

you and hugely supportive of Nike. 

Emily? 

Joe Elsmore 

Director, NA Soccer Sports Marketing 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 7:39 mPM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV"<anson@email.unc.edu> 

Joe, Nike has taken care of me and my th~nily for yeaJcs. If this means a lot to you and your company I would love to it for you. 



LYE DR()[D 

"Elsmore, Joe" <Joe.Elsmore(i~nike.com> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

Pleas~-_~ se~-_~ note below. Any ch~m(:e of helping u~.~ out next week ~n 

We had Tom Sermann~ comm~t~:ed but obviously some things have changed h~ the pas~: few days. 

P~ease let us know your Lhou~hLs one way or another. 

S~ncere~y, 

Dh’ector North America Soccer Spo~ts Markefin~ 

~oe.eismore@nike.com 
503.671.4546 
This mmmunication may contain pe~onal and ~nfi~ntial information A~ss to this information should N restricted to safeguard any sensitive information. If you are not the intended recipient, any 

dis~mination, distribution, or copying is strictly pDhibited. If you think you have re~ived this e-mail message in error, plea~ e-mail the ~n~r. 

F~m= Nichaelson, Emily 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 20~4 8:26 AN 

Te= Elsmore, Joe 
Subject= DIGC Opening 

Joe -would it be possible for you to reach out to Anson Dorrance to see if he might be able to attend the Dallas International Girls Cup Opening? I 

briefly met Anson about 5 years ago, but it is unlikely that he would remember me so I need a little assistance with the initial ask. 

The details of the event are as follows: 

This is for the Dallas International Girls Cup opening ceremony. The tournament is hosted by the Dallas Texans and consists of about 90 girls 

teams ages U12-U17 

* Opening ceremony is the evening of Tuesday April ~5th (about 7-9pro) 

* Anson would be brought up on stage for a brief Q&A (we can script out the questions a bit, but would likely focus on the development of 

female players, the evolution of the WNT, his success with the WNT and UNC, etc) 

* The event will be about 1500 people total (teams participating in the tournament plus coaches and parents) 

* We will accommodate all travel based on what works best for Anson 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me and your thoughts about this request. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelsen 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
503.5~2.2747 (Office) 

(Mobile) 
50~.395.2944 (Fax) 









From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:14 PM 

~yahoo.com> 

Re: Tonight 

Next year! I mn so sorD" it did not work out. 

Se~tt.~"om my V~rizon tI%ele,~s 4G L2’l: 

~yahoo.com> wrote: 

Anson, 
I thought I got an email back from you since I sent this one but can’t find it now Did you send me an email back? I hope the meeting went well for you. I am not sure if you have time in the next week on Monday 

or Wednesday to come talk to us or if we need to wait until next year so just let me know. We go this weekend for college nationals. 

On Monday, April 7, 2014 5:48 PM, ~yahoo.com> wrote: 
Anson, 
I got your message and tried to call you back. Is the number you called me from your cell phone? It rang but no voice message came on. I 
understand with the opportunity you told me about. I hope it goes well for you. Let me know if there is another time soon you can come speak. 

Anson, 
I got your message and tried to call you back. Is the number you called me from your cell phone? It rang but no voice message came on. I 
understand with the opportunity you told me about. I hope it goes well for you. Let me know if there is another time soon you can come speak. 

Sent from my Samsung Galaxy Note@ 3 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:15 PM 

Mayk ttambeflin ~gmail.com> 

Re: July Speaking Engage~nent 

Mayk, I tnight need to shift it a couple of days. I will call you. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Mayk Hambeflin < ~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hi Anson, hope you aye well. I just wanted to confirm that we can have you come speaJ~ to our Global HR leadership team on Tuesday July 22 in ~uthem CaJifomia. 

We are really excited about this prospect. We can work through details as needed to accommodate your schedule a~d travel needs. 

Thanks mid speak to you soon. I red@ appreciate it a~d would be happy to remm the favor in any way I can. Rgds. MH 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 12:15 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: 2014 Yeagley Awa:rd Nominations 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: 2014 Yeagley Award Nominations 

From: NSCAA <liff(~.,nscaa.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

MEMORANDUM 

TO: College Coaches 
FROM: Sean Phillips 
DATE: April 10, 2014 
RE: 2014 Yeagley Award Nominations 

Nominations are now open for the 2014 Jerry Yeagley Award for Exceptional Personal Achievement. The 
award is presented annually by the NSCAA to a past men’s or women’s college soccer player who has 
demonstrated exceptional personal achievement in his/her career and life and was an inspiration to 
his/her teammates and institution during their playing career. 

The candidate should be someone who has gone on to achieve exceptional achievement or 
extraordinary accomplishment after graduation and exhibited the qualities of sportsmanship, integrity, 
respect and concern for others, with leadership, generosity, appreciation and a strong work ethic. It can 
include someone who has had the perseverance to overcome personal or professional challenges and 
risen above adversity through their accomplishments. 

Please click on this link to download a nomination form. For additional information and previous winners 
click on the following link http://www.nscaa.com/awards/more/exceptional-personal-service. 

The award is named in honor of the legendary Indiana University men’s soccer coach, a member of the 
NSCAA Hall of Fame (Class of 2008) and 1997 recipient of the NSCAA Honor Award. Nominations will 
be accepted until June 1,2014 and should returned to Sean Phillips, Chair of the Yeagley Award 
Committee, at sephill(~.uic.edu. 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 
800 Ann Ave. 
Kansas City KS 66101 
T 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please click here. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

%i Informz for iMIS 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:31 PM 

Michaelson, Emily <Emily.Michael~n@nike.com> 

Re: DaJlas International Gifts Cup Opening 

Emily, aJl set ... 

Ses~t.~"om my Ver’izon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

"Michael,)n, Emily" <Emily.Michaelson@nike.com> wrote: 

Anson -the earliest flight: into Greensboro on Wednesda~ would arrive a~: I1:45am, WN tha~: be okay for you given that Lhe event you are attending begins a few 

mir~utes eaH~er that~ that? 

The evenL b very casual, so you can wear jeans, N~ke shoes, and any sort of top you’d I~ke~ ~ w~l~ ~ke~y bring s pa#’ of n~ce rurming shoes, polo shkt, and ~scket ~:or 

you._buL if you have a UNC poio or other item you wouid prefer to wear Lhat is okay as well. 

Please let me know ~f that Wednesday fl~ght w~ll be okay and ~ wHI finalize trave~ and send you an k~nerary. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Eield Rep i North Rmerica Socc~-~r Sports Mi~rketh-~g I 503 532.2747 (office) 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: Thursday, April :t0, 2014 7:05 AM 
Te: IVlichaelson, Emily 
~c: Elsmore, Joe;             ; Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 
Subject: Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Emily, fly ~ne out off~DU Tuesday afternoon aaad into Greensboro Wed morning ( I have to be at the ACC postgraduate scholar athlete award luncheon at the Komy 

Convention Center at 1130 Wednesday morning).¯        ~                                                       .. I can get to the airport and back from my 

home. I can fly any amine. And what would you like me to wear? Nike is mv wardrobe but should I weax a suit? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Michaelson, Emily" <gmily.Michacl~n(i~nike.com> wrote: 

Anson -thanks so much for being willing to participate in th~s evenlf! The operdng ceremony w~H take place on Tuesday night (April 15th}, you are welcome to stay 

and watch some of ~:he tournament if you’d ~ke. t w~H work on aH of your travel and accommodatkm detmB tomorrow, can you please provh~e me wh:h ~:he 

fN~ow~ng ~Rform~t~oR: 

* Your fu~ name as ~t appears on your driver’s ~icense 

~ Your date of 

* Your cell phone number 

* When would you lille to fig m and out (in ruesdsy afl:ernoor~ and out Wednesday mornk~g)? Or wouh~ you fike to stsy k)nger? 

* Will you be departing form Raleigh Durham a~rport? 

* ]f you have a preferred amine p~ease ~et me know, and abo let me know your frequent flyer number ~f you’d ]H<e me to hldude that 

* Address the car service w~l~ need to p~ck you up from to take yolJ to the a~rport? 

* Address the car service wN need to take you back to when returning home? 

Once ~ have a]~ of the travel and accommodations complete ~ wH~ send you a summary. 

Please slso let me know your N~ke shkt/jacket size as we~ as fl:~otwear size. ~ wH~ bring ~ s few items for you to wear if you’d fike, but you are also wek:ome to 

wear anytMng you have Lhat you are comfortable 

if: you have any questions p~ease don’t hesitate to contact me. Looking forward to seeing you in Dallas next week. 

Thanks, 

Emily Miehaelson 
Elite You[h Fieb:~ Rep i North America Soc,::er Sports Marketing I 503.5~2.2747 (office) 

From: Elsmore, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 20~.4 J.0:29 PN 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Michaelson, Emily 
Subject; Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Anson, 

Thanks for response. 

My colleague, Emily Michaelson, National Champion at University of Portland, can provide you with all details and organize logistics to make this really simple for 

you and hugely supportive of Nike. 

Emily? 

Joe Elsmore 

Director, NA Soccer Sports Marketing 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 7:39 mPM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV"<anson@email.unc.edu> 

Joe, Nike has taken care of me and my th]nily for yeaJcs. If this means a lot to you and your company I would love to it for you. 



LYE DR()[D 

"Elsmore, Joe" <Joe.Elsmore(i~nike.com> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

Pleas~-_~ se~-_~ note below. Any ch~m(:e of helping u~.~ out next week ~n 

We had Tom Sermann~ comm~t~:ed but obviously some things have changed h~ the pas~: few days. 

P~ease let us know your Lhou~hLs one way or another. 

S~ncere~y, 

Dh’ector North America Soccer Spo~ts Markefin~ 

~oe.eismore@nike.com 
503.671.4546 
This mmmunication may contain pe~onal and ~nfi~ntial information A~ss to this information should N restricted to safeguard any sensitive information. If you are not the intended recipient, any 

dis~mination, distribution, or copying is strictly pDhibited. If you think you have re~ived this e-mail message in error, plea~ e-mail the ~n~r. 

F~m= Nichaelson, Emily 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 20~4 8:26 AN 

Te= Elsmore, Joe 
Subject= DIGC Opening 

Joe -would it be possible for you to reach out to Anson Dorrance to see if he might be able to attend the Dallas International Girls Cup Opening? I 

briefly met Anson about 5 years ago, but it is unlikely that he would remember me so I need a little assistance with the initial ask. 

The details of the event are as follows: 

This is for the Dallas International Girls Cup opening ceremony. The tournament is hosted by the Dallas Texans and consists of about 90 girls 

teams ages U12-U17 

* Opening ceremony is the evening of Tuesday April ~5th (about 7-9pro) 

* Anson would be brought up on stage for a brief Q&A (we can script out the questions a bit, but would likely focus on the development of 

female players, the evolution of the WNT, his success with the WNT and UNC, etc) 

* The event will be about 1500 people total (teams participating in the tournament plus coaches and parents) 

* We will accommodate all travel based on what works best for Anson 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me and your thoughts about this request. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelsen 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
503.5~2.2747 (Office) 

(Mobile) 
50~.395.2944 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 1:34 PM 

Michaelson, Emily <Emily.Michael~n@nike.com> 

Re: DaJlas International Gifts Cup Opening 

This will all work..., if you can arrange a car fiom the Greensboro airport to the Koury convention Center I would appreciate it 

Se~t.~°om my VeHzon ~Fireless 4G L2’E 

"Michael,)n, Emily" <Emily.Michaelson@nike.com> wrote: 

Anson -the earliest flight: into Gre~-:m~.d_~oro on Wednesday would arrive a~: I1:45am, WN tha~: be okay for you given that Lhe event you are attending begins; a few 

minutes eaH~er that~ that? 

The evenL ~s very casual, so you can wear jeans, N~ke shoes, and any sort of top you’d I~ke~ ~ w~l~ ~ke~y bring s pak’ of n~ce rurming shoes, polo shkt, and ~scket ~:or 

you._buL if you have a UNC poio or other item you wouid prefer to wear Lhat is okay as well. 

Please let me know ~f that Wednesday fl~ght w~ll be okay and ~ wHI finalize trave~ and send you an k~nerary. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep i North ~mer[ca Socc~_~r Sports R"h~rketh-~g I 503 552.27zF7 (office) 

E~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email,unc,edu] 
Seat; Thursday, April ~0, 20~4 7:05 AN 
Te= Nichaelson, Emily 

~c= Elsmore, Joe;              Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 
$~bject= Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Emily, fly ~ne out of t~U Tuesday a~emoon a~d into ~eensboro Wed morning ( I have to be at the ACC postgraduate scholar athlete award luncheon at ~e Komy 

Convention Center at 1130 Wednes~y morning). . I can get to the air~ and back from my 

home. I can fly any amine. And what would you like me to wear? Nike is my wardro[~ but should I weax a suit? (~ ~ 

Se~t.~vm my Verizort IYireless 4G L2E bROl£) 

"Michaelson, Emily" <Emily.Michael~n(/~nike.com> wrote: 

Anson -thanks so much for being willing to participate in th~s evenlf! The operdng ceremony w~H take place on Tuesday night (April 15t~}}, you are welcome to stay 

and watch some o[ ~:he tournamet~[ if you’d ~ke. ~ w~H work on aH of your travel and accommodatkm detmh; tomorrow, can you please provh~e me w~:h ~:he 

fN~ow~ng ~Rform~t~oR: 

* Your fu~ name as ~t appears on your driver’s ~icense 

~ Your date o[ 

* Your cell phone number 

~ When would you H]~e to fly m and out (in Tuesday afl:emoon and out Wednesday mornk~g)? Or wouh~ you fike to stay k)nger? 

~ Will you be departing form Raleigh Durham a~rport? 

* If you have a preferred amine p~ease ~et me know, and a~so let me know your frequent flyer mm~ber ~f you’d ]H<e me to h~dude that 

* Address the car service wH~ need to p~ck you up from to take you to the a~rport? 

* Address the car service wN need to take you back to when returning home? 

Once ~ have a]~ of the travel and accommodations complete ~ wH~ send you a summary. 

Please also let me know your N~ke shkt/jacket size as we~ as footwear size. 

wear anything you have Lhat you are comfortable 

~[: you have aRy questions p~ease don’t hesitate to correct me. Looking forward to seeing you in Dallas next week. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite You[h Fieh’~ Rep i North America Soccer Sports Marketing I 50g.5~2.2747 (office) 

From: Elsmore, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, April 09, 20~4 J.0:29 PM 
Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

Michaelson, Emily 
S,,bject; Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Anson, 

Thanks for response. 

My colleague, Emily Michaelson, National Champion at University of Portland, can provide you with all details and organize logistics to make this really simple for 

you and hugely supportive of Nike. 

Emily? 

Joe Elsmore 

Director, NA Soccer Sports Marketing 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 7:39 mPM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV"<anson@email.unc.edu> 

Joe, Nike has taken care of me and my fi~nily for yeaJcs. If this means a lot to you and your company I would love to it for you. 



LYE DR()[D 

"Elsmore, Joe" <Joe.Elsmore(i~nike.com> wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

Pleas~-_~ se~-_~ note below. Any ch~m(:e of helping u~.~ out next week ~n 

We had Tom Sermann~ comm~t~:ed but obviously some things have changed h~ the pas~: few days. 

P~ease let us know your Lhou~hLs one way or another. 

S~ncere~y, 

Dh’ector North America Soccer Spo~ts Markefin~ 

~oe.eismore@nike.com 
503.671.4546 
This mmmunication may contain pe~onal and ~nfi~ntial information A~ss to this information should N restricted to safeguard any sensitive information. If you are not the intended recipient, any 

dis~mination, distribution, or copying is strictly pDhibited. If you think you have re~ived this e-mail message in error, plea~ e-mail the ~n~r. 

F~m= Nichaelson, Emily 
Sent: Tuesday, April 08, 20~4 8:26 AN 

Te= Elsmore, Joe 
Subject= DIGC Opening 

Joe -would it be possible for you to reach out to Anson Dorrance to see if he might be able to attend the Dallas International Girls Cup Opening? I 

briefly met Anson about 5 years ago, but it is unlikely that he would remember me so I need a little assistance with the initial ask. 

The details of the event are as follows: 

This is for the Dallas International Girls Cup opening ceremony. The tournament is hosted by the Dallas Texans and consists of about 90 girls 

teams ages U12-U17 

* Opening ceremony is the evening of Tuesday April ~5th (about 7-9pro) 

* Anson would be brought up on stage for a brief Q&A (we can script out the questions a bit, but would likely focus on the development of 

female players, the evolution of the WNT, his success with the WNT and UNC, etc) 

* The event will be about 1500 people total (teams participating in the tournament plus coaches and parents) 

* We will accommodate all travel based on what works best for Anson 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me and your thoughts about this request. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelsen 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketing 
503.5~2.2747 (Office) 

(Mobile) 
50~.395.2944 (Fax) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 10, 2014 3:28 PM 

Michaelson, Emily <Emily.Michael~n@nike.com> 

Re: DaJlas Internalional Gifts Cup Opening 

I am sure it is an early flight ... nm£e my apologies. 

Seniti’ore my Ver’izor~ tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Michael,)n, Emily" <Emily.Michaelson@nike.com> wrote: 

Perfect, f will get the car services added to the itinerary and send [:he itfforrnation through [:o you later today. 

One last question for you.,,a few fol~s from the Dallas Texans (indudk~g Hassan Nazari) wa]ll:ed [:o hlv~te you to a late d~nner after the ew~mt. Would you Hke to go 

to dinner or wouk~ you rather go straight back to the hote~ and rest for your early flight the next day? 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep ~ North America Soccer Spor~s Marketh~g ~ 503,532,2747 (ot:f~ce) 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent= Thursday, April I0, 2014 10:34 AN 
To= Michaelson, Emily 
Subjeet= Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

This will all work..., if you can arrange a car ~om the ~eensboro ai~o~ to the Komy convention Center I woNd appreciate it 

Se~tjkom ~v ~ ~ri:on W~reles’,v 4G LI~’ DROID 

"Michael~m, Emily" <gmily.Michael~)n(a)~mke.com> wrote: 

Anson --the earliest flight into Greensboro on Wednesday would arrive at 1:].:45am. Will that be okay for you given that the event you are attending begins a few 

minutes earlier than that? 

The event is very casual, so you can wear jeans, N~ke shoes, and any sort of top you’d Hke, [ wH] ~[kely bring a pair of nk:e running shoes, polo shht, and jacket for 

you._but if you have a UNC polo or other item you wouk~ prefer to wear that is okay as well 

Please leL ~T~e know [f thaL Wednesday fl~hL wfl~ be okay and [ wile finalize travel and send you an ~t~nerary. 

Thanks, 

Elite Youth Field Rep i No!’[h America Socc:e!’ Sports Ma!’keting I 503.532.2747 {office) 

Fr~ra; Dorrance, Albert A IV [__m___a_flt___qLa__n___s__o___n__~__e___m__M#__tkc__,_e_~!_u_.] 
Sent-" Thursday, April :tO, 2014 7:05 AM 
T~," Michaelson, Emily 
Cc: Elsmore, Joe;              Ducar, Chris; Sander, Thomas J; Jason Sisneros 
S,,bject-" Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Emily, fly me out of RDU Tuesday afternoon and into Greensboro Wed momin~ ( I have to be at the ACC postgraduate scholar athlete award luncheon at tJm Koury 

Convention Center at 1130 Wednesday morning). .. I can get to the airport and back from my 

home. I can fly any airline. And what would you like me to wear? Nike is my wardrobe but should I wear a suit? (: ) 

Sen@’om my V~;ri:o~ Wireles,~’ 4G LTE DRO/D 

"Michael~m, Emily" <Emily.Michael~)n@rfike.com> wrote: 

Anson --thanks so much for being willing to participate in this event! The opening ceremony will take place on Tuesday night (April :1.5~h}, you are welcome to stay 

and watch s.:_~me of the tournament if you’d Hke, ~ will work on aH of your traw?~ and acconlfrH:)da[:iot} details tomorrow, can you please provide me w~th the 

fo~h:~w~ng mformat~on: 

¯ Your fu~ name as ~t appears on your driver’s ~k:ense 

¯ Your date of b~rth 

¯ YourceH phone number 

¯ When wou~d you Hke to fly h~ and out (in Tuesday afternoon and out Wednesday morning)? Or woMd you Hke to stay Ion@r? 

¯ WN you be departh~g form Raleigh Durham akport? 

¯ ffyou have a preferred airline p~ease ~et me know, m~d also let me know your frequent flyer number ~f you’d ~ke me to ~ndude that 

¯ Address the car service w~l] need to pick you up from to lake you to the Nrport? 

¯ Address the car service w~H need to take you back to when re[urrfing home? 

Once ~ have a~ of the travel and accommodations complete ~ w~l~ send you a summary~ 

Please also ~et me know your NH<e shirt!jacket size as we]~ as footwear size, ~ w~l~ bring h~ a few items for you to wear if you’d Hke, but you are also welcome to 

wear anything you have that you are comfortable #~. 

~f you have any questkms p~ease don’t: hesitate to (:or?[act me. [.ook~ng forward to seeing you hi Dallas [?ext week, 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep i North America Soccer SnorEs Igfla!’keth~g I 503,532,2747 (ot:f[ce) 

F~m: Elsmore, Joe 
Sent: Wednesday, ApH~ 09, 20~4 ~0:29 P~ 



To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Michaelson, Emily 

Subject: Re: Dallas International Girls Cup Opening 

Anson, 

Thanks for response. 

My colleague, Emily Michaelson, National Champion at University of Portland, can provide you with all details and organize logistics to make this really simple for 

you and hugely supportive of Nike. 

Emily? 

Joe Elsmore 

Director, NA Soccer Sports Marketing 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Apr 9, 2014, at 7:39 mPM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV"<anson@email.unc.edu> 

Joe, Nike has taken care of me and my t?~Jnily for yeaJcs. If this means a lot to you and your company I would love to it for you. 

So~tt.f!~ont t~’ ~rizon ~Vin~f~ss ,iJ( ~ L TE DRO[D 

Elsmo~e, Joe -_~[_o__e_:_L~:!_~_r_~R_rLe_@_n_!_l_%e_:_cz_(_?_Lr_~. wrote: 

Good afternoon, 

Please see note below. Any chance of helping us out next week in Dallas? 

We had Tom Sermanni committed but obviously some things have changed in the past few days. 

Pleas~-’_~ let us know ~,’our ~:hough~:s one way or another. 

Sincerely, 

Joe E L<~rnore 
Director Noith America Soccer Sports Marketing 

503.671.4546 
This communication may contain personal and confidential information Access to this information should be restricted to safeguard any sensitive information. If you are not the intended recipient, any 
dissemination, distribution, or copying is strictly prohibited. If you think you have received this e-mail message in error, please e-mail the sender. 

Frem: Nichaelson, Emily 
Se~t: Tuesday, April 08, 20"1~ 8:26 Alvl 

Te." Elsmore, 3oe 
5~bject: DIGC Opening 

Joe -would it be possible for you to reach out to Anson Dorrance to see if he might be able to attend the Dallas International Girls Cup Opening? I 

briefly met Anson about 5 years ago, but it is unlikely that he would remember me so I need a little assistance with the initial ask. 

The details of the event are as follows: 

This is for the Dallas international Girls Cup opening ceremony. The tournament is hosted by the Dallas Texans and consists of about 90 girls 

teams ages U]2-U~7 
th Opening ceremony is the evening of Tuesday April :15 (about 7-9pro) 

* Anson would be brought up on stage for a brief O.&A (we can script out the questions a bit, but would likely focus on the development of 

female players, the evolution of the WNT, his success with the WNT and UNC, etc) 

* The event will be about :1500 people total (teams participating in the tournament plus coaches and parents) 

* We will accommodate all travel based on what works best for Anson 

Please let me know if you need any additional information from me and your thoughts about this request. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elite Youth Field Rep 
North America Soccer Sports Marketin~ 
503.532.2747 (Office) 

Mobile) 
503.395.2944 (Fax) 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 3:56 PM 

~gmail.com> 

Fwd: {D1WSOC} UMKC - Assistant Coach 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {DIWSOC} UMKC - Assistant Coach 

From: "Cis~ll, Chris" <cissellc@umkc.e&~> 
To: d 1 wsoc@soccerli sts.org 

CC: 

Job Title: 

Job ID: 

Location: 

Coaches, 

I am looking to hire an Assis~nt Coach, please forward to those that you ki~ow may be qualified and interested. 

Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach - 36639 

12892 

UMKC 

Full!Part Time: Full- Time 

Remm to P,vvious Paae 

Job Description 

The University of Missouri Kansas City, a member of the Western Athletic Conference (WAC) and 

NCAA, is accepting applications for the Division I Assistant Women’s Soccer Coach position 

The successful candidate will assist in the organization and administration of all aspects of the 

women’s soccer program in accordance with the rules and regulations governing an NCAA Division I 

program This will include but will not be limited to: coaching, recruitment of qualified student athletes 

with a commitment to academic enterprise (APR/GSR) and student-athlete welfare, competitive 

scheduling, conditioning, budget preparation, camp scheduling and other community events, ability to 

successfully integrate with internal campus community as well as external constituents and other 

related duties as assigned by the Head Soccer Coach. 

Minimum Qualifica’dons 

Bachelor’s Degree required. Minimum of one to three years successful soccer coaching experience at 

the collegiate level is required. Evening and weekend work is required as well as traveling with and 

supervising the women’s soccer team during scheduled away competitions 

Application Deadline 

Application Instructions 

APPLICATION PROCESS: Application materials must be snbmitted online at 

5~L~__~_:__u__r__n_k__c_’:__e_d___a_!j~?__b___s.. Applicants ~nust combine all application ~naterials (personal letter of 

interest with accompe:aying cirriculum vitae and a list of references) into one PDF or 
Microsoft Word document and upload as a resume attachment. Limit document name to 50 

characters. Maximum size limit is 11MB. Do not include special characters (e.g.,/, &, %, 

etc.). 

NOTE: Please reference position # 00036639. 

If you are experiencing teclmical problems, please call (855) 524-0002. 

Coach Chris Cisse]l 

Head Women’s Soccer Coach 

University of Missouri-Kansas City (UMKC} 

Ce~h 

Twitter: : 

www.um kck~ nga roos.com 



From: Cissell, Chris 
Sent; Thursday, . 10:02 AM 
To: d lwsoc@soccerlists.0rg 

Subject-" Fall 2014 Game 

Please let me know if you are interested. 

Thank you, .good lud< in your remainin8 sprin8 mstches 

Coach Chris C~sse~l 

Head Wor~e~’s ~occer Coac:h 

Univers~:y of M~ssoud-Kansss C~tv (UMKC) 

Off:ice: 8~6-235-5~3 

Cell: 

Twitter: 

Twitter: 

www.um kcka n~a roos.com 

We ne~-_~d to re~)lace th~-_~ match and it n~-_~eds to be a home m~l:(:h for us, 

~gmail.com ~)r additions or queslion aNvut fl2e D1WSOC@socccedists.org Liskser~,. Brenda3~ Ei~ can al~; be reached by cell at 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 11,2014 12:11 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com>; Bill Palladino 

<pacmm~@unc.edu>; 

Fwd: Ticketed itinerary for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE on 4/15/14 to Dallas 

ItinermyCJVLLC 10APR.pdf 

)aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

........ Origina] Message ........ 

Subject: FW: Ticketed itinerary fbr ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE on 4/15/14 to DaJlas 

From: "Michaelson, Emily" <Emily.Michaelson~)nike.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson.~)em~Jl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Anson -- please see below for your t/ights and hotel i~formation t:or Dallas. I will hopefully have confirmatior~ of all car services tomorrow and will forward that 

information to you as well. 

Thanks, 

Elite Youth Field Rep i North Americi~ Soccer Sports Marketing I 503.5B2.2747 {office} 

From; NIKE TRAVEL [mailto: NIKEITINERARIES@TS24.¢OM] 
Sent; Thursday, April :[0, 20:[4 5:53 PM 
"re: Nichaelson, Emily 
Subject: Ticketed itinerary for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE on 4/:[5/:[4- to Dallas 

Nike Travel 

One Bowerman Drive 

Beaverton, OR 97005 

Contact Travel Office at: (503) 532-1800 

Contact Travel Office at: (800) 452-4484                ,. 

i iiiiii:::::~i~:t~:~:~:iiii:iill What is this? 

Thursday, 10APR 2014 08:52 PM EDT 

Passengers: ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Agency Record Locator: 

The TSA requires your first, middle and last name as it reads on your government issued ID 

Verify your name above matches your ID exactly and if not contact travel within 24hrs of booking 

For more information click here ht~p://vww, tsa flov/ 

For information on airport flight delays click here. hllp:/ivwvwfly.faa ~!ov/flyfaaiusrnap.jsp 

For International travel, click here to view US State Department warnings, h[tp://traw!l.state.qov/traw!l/travel 1744.html 

American Airlines FlightNumber: 1537 Class: P-First 

From: (RDU) Raleigh/Durham NC, USA Depa~: 11:50 AM 

To: (DFW) Dallas/Ft Worth TX, USA Arrive: 01:55 PM 

Stops: nonstop Duration: 3 hour(s) 5 minute(s) 

Seats: 05B Status: CONFIRMED Miles: 1055/1688 KM 

Equipment: McDonnell Douglas MD-80 Jet MEAL: LUNCH 

DEPARTS RDU TERMINAL 2 

American Airlines Confirmation number is 

W HOTEL DALLAS VIOT (VV HOTELS) 

W HOTEL DALLAS VICT 2440 VICTORY PARK LANE DALLAS TX 75219 

Number of Rooms: 1 Confirmation Number: 

Phone: 1-214-397-4100 Fax: 1-214-397-4105 

Rate: USD 281.25 Room GUARANTEED TO 

Check Out: Wednesday, 16APR 2014 

Guaranteed to 

Hotel cancellation policy: cancel 1 day prior to arrival date 

VlP NIKE GUEST NS KING 



American Airlines 

Operated By: ENVOY AIR AS AMERICAN EAGLE 

From: (DFW) Dallas/Ft Worth TX, USA 

To: (GSO) Greensboro/High Pt NC, USA 

Stops: nonstop 

Seats: 10B 

Equipment: ERJ-145 Jet 

DEPARTS DFW TERMINAL B 

American Airlines Confirmation number is 

Flight Number: 3342 

Depart: 08:15 AM 

Arrive: 11:45 AM 

Duration: 2 hour(s) 30 minute(s) 

Status: CONFIRMED 

MEAL: FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

Class: H-Coach/Economy 

Miles: 993 / 1589 KM 

YOUR FIRST POINT OF CONTACT IS NIKE TRAVEL AT 

503 532-1800 OR 800-452-4484 6A-6P PT MONDAY-FRIDAY 

FOR AFTERHOURS SERVICE 24/7 - 800-452-4484 

COLLECT FROM OVERSEAS - 614-901-4100 OPTION 3 

AFTERHOURS CODE IS F2HH 

*CHECK IN 2 TO 2 1/2 HRS PRIOR FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL 

* INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS-RECONFIRM FLIGHTS 72 HOURS 

* PRIOR TO DEPARTURE WITH LOCAL AIRLINE * 

* FARES ARE NOT GUARANTEED UNTIL TICKETS ARE ISSUED * 

DOMESTIC CAR RENTALS DECLINE OPTIONAL INSURANCE 

INTERNATIONAL CAR RENTALS-ACCEPT OPTIONAL INSURANCE 

*EXCEPT AMSTERDAM* 

WHEN ON BUSINESS ACCEPT NIKE CONTRACT RATES ONLY 

IN AN AUTO ACCIDENT-SEEK MEDICAL HELP IF NECESSARY. 

THEN CONTACT NIKE RISK MANAGEMENT 503-532-2033. 

PERSONAL CAR RENTALS DO NOT INCLUDE INSURANCE 

CHECK LUGGAGE AT LEAST 60 MINUTES PRIOR TO DEPARTURE 

UNUSED NONREFUNDABLE TICKETS MAY HAVE NO VALUE IF 

CHANGES ARE MADE AFTER SCHEDULED DEPARTURE TIME 

FOR THE INSIDE SCOOP ON YOUR DESTINATION VISIT 

METROPOLITANHOUND.COM 

Ticket/Invoice information 

Passenger Name: ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Ticket Number:                        Electronic Tkt: Yes Issued: 4/10/2014 

Base: 1290.75 

Tax: 11881 

Total: 1409.56 

Charged to: 

Total Tickets:    1409.56 

Total Amo u nt: 1409.56 

Invoice Nbr: 

Click here 24 hours in advance to obtain boarding passes: 

Click here for carrier Baggage policies and fees: 

Arnerican 

Check operating carrier website for any policies that may vary 



Nike Travel 
One Bowerman Drive 
Beaverton, OR 97005 
Contact Travel Office at: (503) 532-1800 
Contact Travel Office at: (800) 452-4484 

¯ !~:iii!!i~.!i!i A~i~ ~ ¢~ii~r4~a~iiii~ii!ii What is th is? 

Thursday, 10APR 2014 08:52 PM EDT 

Passengers: ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Agency Record Locator: 

The TSA requires your first, middle and last name as it reads on your government issued ID 
Verify your name above matches your ID exactly and if not contact travel within 24hrs of booking 
For more information click here. http:iiwww.tsa.govi 

For information on airport flight delays click here. http:iiwww.fiy.faa.goviflyfaaiusmap.jsp 
For International travel, click here to view US State Department warnings, http:!/travel.state.gov!travel/travel_1744, html 

American Airlines 

From: (RDU) Raleigh!Durham NC, USA 

To: (DFW) Dallas/Ft Worth TX, USA 

Stops: nonstop 

Seats: 05B 

Equipment: McDonnell Douglas MD-80 Jet 

DEPARTS RDU TERMINAL 2 

American Airlines Confirmation number is 

Flight Number: 1537 

Depart: 11:50 AM 

Arrive: 01:55 PM 

Duration: 3 hour(s) 5 minute(s) 

Status: CONFIRMED 

MEAL: LUNCH 

Class: P-First 

Miles: 1055 / 1688 KM 

W HOTEL DALLAS VICT (W HOTELS) 
W HOTEL DALLAS VICT 2440 VICTORY PARK LANE DALLAS TX 75219 

Number of Rooms: 1 

Phone: 1-214-397-4100 

Rate: USD 281.25 

Check Out: Wednesday, 16APR 2014 

Guaranteed to: 
Hotel cancellation policy: cancel 1 day prior to arrival date 
VIP NIKE GUEST NS KING 

Confirmation Number: 

Fax: 1-214-397-4105 

Room GUARANTEED TO 

American Airlines 
Operated By: ENVOY AIR AS AMERICAN EAGLE 

From: (DFW) Dallas/Ft Worth TX, USA 

To: (GSO) Greensboro/High Pt NC, USA 

Stops: nonstop 

Seats: 10B 

Equipment: ERJ-145 Jet 

DEPARTS DFW TERMINAL B 

Flight Number: 3342 

Depart: 08:15 AM 

Arrive: 11:45 AM 

Duration: 2 hour(s) 30 minute(s) 

Status: CONFIRMED 

MEAL: FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

Class: H-Coach/Economy 

Miles: 993 / 1589 KM 
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American Airlines Confirmation number is 

YOUR FIRST POINT OF CONTACT IS NIKE TRAVEL AT 
503 532-1800 OR 800-452-4484 6A-6P PT MONDAY-FRIDAY 

FOR AFTERHOURS SERVICE 24/7 - 800-452-4484 
COLLECT FROM OVERSEAS - 614-901-4100 OPTION 3 
AFTERHOURS CODE IS F2HH 
*CHECK IN 2 TO 2 1/2 HRS PRIOR FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL 
* INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS-RECONFIRM FLIGHTS 72 HOURS 
* PRIOR TO DEPARTURE WITH LOCAL AIRLINE * 
* FARES ARE NOT GUARANTEED UNTIL TICKETS ARE ISSUED * 
DOMESTIC CAR RENTALS DECLINE OPTIONAL INSURANCE 
INTERNATIONAL CAR RENTALS-ACCEPT OPTIONAL INSURANCE 
*EXCEPT AMSTERDAM* 
WHEN ON BUSINESS ACCEPT NIKE CONTRACT RATES ONLY, 
IN AN AUTO ACCIDENT-SEEK MEDICAL HELP IF NECESSARY. 
THEN CONTACT NIKE RISK MANAGEMENT 503-532-2033. 
PERSONAL CAR RENTALS DO NOT INCLUDE INSURANCE 

CHECK LUGGAGE AT LEAST 60 MINUTES PRIOR TO DEPARTURE 
UNUSED NONREFUNDABLE TICKETS MAY HAVE NO VALUE IF 
CHANGES ARE MADE AFTER SCHEDULED DEPARTURE TIME 
FOR THE INSIDE SCOOP ON YOUR DESTINATION VISIT 
METROPOLITANHOUND.COM 

Ticket/Invoice Information 

Passenger Name: ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 
Ticket Number:                 Electronic Tkt: Yes 

Base: 1290.75 
Tax:    118.81 
Total: 1409.56 
Charged to: 

Issued: 4/10/2014 

Total Tickets: 1409.56 
Total Amount: 1409.56 

Invoice Nbr: 

Click here 24 hours in advance to obtain boarding passes: 
American 

Click here for carrier Baggage policies and fees: 
American 
Check operating carrier website for any policies that may vary. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, 2:37 PM 

Pincince, Philias <philiasA0incince~i@bmwn.edu>; ~gm~l.com> 

Re: {Division I Wo~nens Soccer Coaches} Assistant Coach Position 

.... brilliant player, excellent recrniter, fun to be witi~ personality that was a coach on the field for me .... comes fiom Southern blue bloods so has the 

culture to fit well into ti~e Iv?- League. 

"Pincince, Philias" <philiaszpincince~jr@brown.edw~ wrote: 

Hi Fxeryone, 

Brown University HR will soon be positing an opening 

tbr an Assistant Coaching Position for Women’s Soccer. 

Feel free to e-maJl me with any names to consider. 

See you in San Diego, 

Phil 

Phil Pincince 

ttead Coach Women’s Soccer 

Office: 401 863 1952 

Fax: 401 863 3450 

For c~anp information visit our website: 
brownsoccers~hool.com 

or emafil us at 

brownsoccerschool(~vahoo.com 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at ~,w.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received ti~is message because you are subscribed to the Google Groups "Division I Womens Soccer Coaches" group. 
To unsubscribe fiotn tills group and stop receiving emails from ik send an email to division-i-womens-soccer-coaches~ unsubscribe~googlegroups.com. 

To post to tiffs group, send email to divis’ion-i-wotnens-soccer-coaches(~googlegroups.com. 

Visit fl~is group at http:/igmups.google.com/~roup/division-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://aroups.p.oo~le.con~/d/optout. 



Name: 

Semester/Year: 

Date of Appointment: 

TUTORIAL ASSISTANCE POLICY 

Academic Infraction Appeal Form 

Sport: 

Course Name: 

Official Start Time of the Appointment: 

Reason for Academic Infraction: 

I attest that the statement above is truthful and honest. ~ understand that I am responsible for my 

own actions. I understand that this is an appeal and all information will be formally reviewed in a fair 

manner. I understand that appeals are not guaranteed to be approved and denials are final and 

cannot be appealed again. I understand that my Head Coach must first agree to my submission of the 

appeal before I submit this appeal to the ASPSA. 

Student-Athlete Signature Date 

Head Coach Signature Date 

Tutor Coordinator Notes: 

Tutor Coordinator Signature Date 

Associate Director Signature 

Appeal Approved 

Student-Athlete Initials 

Date 

Appeal Denied 

According to the penalty structure and the decision of the appeal, I understand I now stand at: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 1:00 PM 

Cleary, Mary A <clearym@unc.edu> 

Re: THANK YOU 

MAD’, you are very kind, thaJ~k you. What an enjoyable group to be wifl~ .... 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Cleary, Mary A" <clearym@unc.edu> wrote: 

Dear Mr. DorraJ~lce, 

I would like to thank you on behalf of the NC Child Care Health Consultant Association for presenting the keynote address at our 

annual conference on Mm’ch 26. Child care heath consultm~ts benefit from new perspectives on coaching m~d motivation, m~d your 

address was delivered in a supportive and positive format. 

The conference went well and the feedback we received on your session was veW positive. I plan to have the evaluations tabulated 

and summm’ized by April 25 m~d would be happy to shm’e that information with you. The conference would not have been possible 

without the generous contribution of your time and talent. We value working with you to improve the quality of early education and 

to ensure the healthy development of young children. 

Sincerely, 

~4a~ C~eary, MPH 
Training Specialist 

NC Child Care Health and Safety Resource Center 

UNC Gillings School of Global Public Health 

919.707.5679 direct line 

cleaIwm@unc, edu 

~vww. healthvchildcarenc, org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 1:07 PM 

Shannon Shelton Miller <sham~on@shannonshelto~mfiller.com> 

Re: Greatest Sports Dsa~asties interview 

ShaJmon Shelton Miller <sham~on@shaJmonsheltonmiller.com> wrote: 

Coach Dorrance, 

Hello! rm a freelance ~vriter working on the Greatest Sports Dynasties 
magazine for Beckett Media. Malena Jaime passed on your contact 
information for our feature on what it takes to build a dynasty as a 
coach. 

I saw that you mentioned that midaftemoon tiffs week is the best time to 
reach you. That would work for me as xvell - is there a particular tirne 
that works best or a palticular day’.’ I can make sttre to schedule a call 
then, as my afternoons should be pretty free next week. 

Thanks again, and 1 look forward to o~ interview. 

Sincerely-, 

Shannon Shelton Miller 
www.shannonsheltonmiller, corn 

shannon@shannonsheltotwniller, cora 
@ShannonSMWrites 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 3:01 PM 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

Re: 

Interesting’. ! Yes, I was over tl~ere watching Chelsea Ladies. The best playeis in training were not English! 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tVireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Gary IrelaJ~d~ ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi anson 
thought you would like to see this interesting article on foreign womens players playing in english pro league 
and discussion on limiting this vs EC employment law and football bodies 
wanting domestic player opportunities. 
best wishes 
gary 

PASS2ME 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Monday, April 14, 2014 4:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Upcoming National Soccer Showcases presented by Rated Sports 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Upcoming National Soccer Showcases presented by Rated Sports 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedsports.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Dear Coaches, 

We invite your prograrn 1o attend any of our Series of Soccer 
Showcase tournamenls laking place across North America; the 
Umbro Showcase in 1-oronto, Canada, Ventura Showcase in California 
and the National Showdown in Chicago, Illinois. 

We invite your program to the attend any of our upcoming showcase 
tournaments. 

The Umbra Showcase - May 17 - 19, 2014 - Canada’s Largest Soccer 
Platform 
1-o RSVP for the Umbra Showcase, Toronto, Canada please register your 

allendance. CLICK HERE TO RSVP for the Umbra Showcase 

The Venfura Showcase - May 26 - 28, 2014 
To RSVP for the Ventura Cup Showcase, California please register your 

attendance. CLICK HERE TO RSVP for the Venfura Cup Showcase 

The National Showdown - July 11 - 13, 2014 
To RSVP for the National Showdown Showcase, Chicago, Illinois please 
register your attendance. 

CLICK HERE TO RSVP for the National Showdown 
Our upcoming Events will have Elite Players from across the Nation 
parficipaling. 

-thank You, 

Please feel free to contact me for any questions on our upcoming 
National schedule. 

MichaelRocca, 
NationalShowcase Director 

805-233-75~7 
888-541-5587 

mikerocca~ratedsports.com j Ratedopoits.com 

Copyright @ 2013 All Rights Reserved 

Forward this email 

] 
this email was sent to ar~son@email.unc.edu by ._n2Lk__e_Lg_c__c__a__@_r_a__t__e__d__s_#__g_r_t__s_&__o___m_ 



lnstant removai with SafeUnsubscribe"~ ~EZa~y Po[ic~, 

Rated Sports, LLC P.O. Box 607 VENTURA CA i 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Monday, April 14, 2014 4:47 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Upcoming National Soccer Showcases presented by Rated Sports 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Upcoming National Soccer Showcases presented by Rated Sports 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedsports.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Dear Coaches, 

We invite your prograrn 1o attend any of our Series of Soccer 
Showcase tournamenls laking place across North America; the 
Umbro Showcase in 1-oronto, Canada, Ventura Showcase in California 
and the National Showdown in Chicago, Illinois. 

We invite your program to the attend any of our upcoming showcase 
tournaments. 

The Umbra Showcase - May 17 - 19, 2014 - Canada’s Largest Soccer 
Platform 
1-o RSVP for the Umbra Showcase, Toronto, Canada please register your 

allendance. CLICK HERE TO RSVP for the Umbra Showcase 

The Venfura Showcase - May 26 - 28, 2014 
To RSVP for the Ventura Cup Showcase, California please register your 

attendance. CLICK HERE TO RSVP for the Venfura Cup Showcase 

The National Showdown - July 11 - 13, 2014 
To RSVP for the National Showdown Showcase, Chicago, Illinois please 
register your attendance. 

CLICK HERE TO RSVP for the National Showdown 
Our upcoming Events will have Elite Players from across the Nation 
parficipaling. 

-thank You, 

Please feel free to contact me for any questions on our upcoming 
National schedule. 

MichaelRocca, 
NationalShowcase Director 

805-233-75~7 
888-541-5587 

mikerocca~ratedsports.com j Ratedopoits.com 

Copyright @ 2013 All Rights Reserved 

Forward this email 
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Rated Sports, LLC P.O. Box 607 VENTURA CA i 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Monday, April 14, 2014 5:36 PM 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> 

Re: 

Hey’.!! I loved the ba, o sessions I saw- mn by a friend of mine: Emma Hayes. I also liked the level oftl~e game .... good speed of play. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

GaD~ Ireland ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hello anson- 
i wish had told you that one of our friends is at the academy at cobham and introduced you. not sure if you know but i spent 6 months as a player at 
chelsea in the youth team. some good memories and not so good. Iorrie was there too as you know. 
id love your impression of your visit to chelsea & english football, when cafine played for liverpool she was one of only 10 foreign players playing in 
england and the only non-english player at liverpool, like you im a world traveler who probably has a broader perspective than most. while i love to 
develop locally we always want to be around quality and sometimes it doenst come from local pastures, a longer debate! 

best wishes 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.org 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland           ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, April 14, 2014 12:01 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Interesting!! Yes, I was over there watching Chelsea Ladies. The best players in training were not English!! 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi anson 
thought you would like to see this interesting article on foreign womens players playing in english pro league 
and discussion on limiting this vs EC employment law and football bodies 
wanting domestic player opportunities. 
best wishes 
gary 

PASS2ME 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal b!og on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, April 14, 2014 6:57 PM 

Bums, G~JO. ’ <ga~. @ra~n~lub.com> 

Re: Let’s get together 

Sure ... Finley!! 

Sent.~"om my Ver’izor~ IYireie,~s 4G L)"I~ DROLL) 

GaJo., Bums <gary@raJnsclub.com> wrote: 

It’s a date. Are we golfing? 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Apr 14, 2014, at 5:51 PM, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <~_r_~_~_~@_e___n_!_@_=_ujLc_=_e__d_t_~- wrote: 

April 28th ... 2:30 pm? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizot~ ~Vireies~’ 4G L g~’DRO1D 

Bums <gary~{ram~lub.com> wrote: 

Guys, 

I would love to find a time in the coming weeks to get together with you two, preferably on the golf course~ My next several weeks are crazy as are 

yours I am sure. Here are a few dates that work for me: 

April 21, 22,23 

Afternoon of April 28 

May 8, 9 

Let me know if any of those dates work for golf. 

Thanks - Gary 

Ga@" B~ims 
Majo~ Gill Director i UNC Rams Ckib 
P.O. B,’~ :.)446, ()It~-~p,~,fl Hill N()27515 

O: (919) 8434405 ] r*~:              ] F: (919} 843-5777 
gaw@ramsclub.com ] ~’~v.ramsclub.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 14, 2014 9:11 PM 

Michaelson, Emily <Emily.Michaelson@nike.com> 

Re: Ticketed itinerary for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE on 4/15/14 to Dallas 

Thanks Emily, the only possible tnistake on this itinera~ is the limo picldng me up ... it should say pick up at the Greensboro Airport not from Kouu Convenlion 
Center since it’s taJdng me to the Kouo~ Convention Center I’m sure this is just a tyIx~ I just warma make sure that the limo company knows what it’s doing and where it 
is going to pick me up. 

"Michael,)n, Emily" <Emily.Michaelson@nike.com> wrote: 

Anson --- please see travel itinerary below including all car services, Our travel department is closed today, but I am going to call on Monday to confirm that last car 

service as it appears to be listed wrong ~?w-:~rything ~-_~lse shouid be up t:o date now., if anything looks wrong to you or you have any concerns p~ease Iet me D~ow, 

Here are sorne genera~ k~eas of questions they’d ]ike to ask you during the Q&A session. If you have airy co[~cer[~s about this or topics you"d I~ke to aw:fid p~ease let: 

me know. 

* You’ve had such tremendous success at Unb~ersity of North Carolina, how have you been aMe to rnab~tain that ~evef o[: success? 

¢ How has women’s college soccer evolved over the yearsP 

¢ Wha[ are so~le of the ~ey thhlgs you ~ook [or it1 a p~ayer that you are recru~L#~g? 

~ What are some of the fr~.:bst impor[:ant thk~gs for young gir~s [o Ictus ot~ ~n thek development ~f ~:hey wsnt ~:o play in college or the Natb:}nai Tearn? 

~ What are your thoughts about t:he NWSL and how it is devek)ping players alter year one? Do you Lh#}k the league }s helping to strengthen t:he US WNT 

ph~ yer pool ? 

, Do you thin]~ that watching the highest: kwel o[ men’s soccer has helped the other countries w~t:h t:heir [ernale nationa~ team player deveh:~pment? 

, How ~mporl:ant are international t:ournaments Hke ours for the development of a player? 

~ wH] be m Dallas for t:h~s event, so if you have a]]y questions pk~ase don’t hesitate to reach out, My mobile mm~ber ~s 

Look~Rg l:orward to seeing you in Dallas on Tuesday, have a wonded:ul weekend. 

Thanks, 

Emily Michaelson 
Elit~ You~.h Field Rep i North America Soccer Sports Marketing 

F~m= NIKE T~VEL [ma~lto:NIKE~NE~RIES@~24.CON] 
Sent: Friday, April ~, 20~4 ~2:0~ PN 
To= Nichaelson, Emily 
Subject: ~cke~d itinera~ for ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE on 4/15/14 to Dallas 

Nike Travel 

..... ~:::i:ilii:ii: 
One Bowerman Drive 

.... ~ii:’i~ i::i{i: Contact Travel Office at: (503) 532-1800 

ATG ~~P :I::I 

Contaot Travel Offioe at: (800) 452-4484 

L,."<::,~-.,,;~:~I ~.~..i~i,::/,,~ ~,:,:,~,.~::,:,~:~-:~..~,:,~:~,:,~:~..~,~:~:~ i :!!!!~ ~drt t~a:~a!~rt,~a:r: il What is this? 

Friday, 11APR 2014 03:00 PM EDT 

Passengers: ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Agency Record Locator: 

The TSA requires your first, middle and last name as it reads on your government issued ID 

Verify your name above matches your ID exactly and if not contact travel within 24hrs of booking 

For more information click here. http:IAeww.tsa.gov! 

For information on airport flight delays click here. http:ll~eww.flyfaa.gov!flyfaalusmapisp 

For International travel, click here to view US State Department warnings, http:!!travel state.qov!travel!travel 1744.html 

American Airlines FiightNumber: 1537 Class: P-First 

From: (RDU) Raleigh/Durham NC, USA Depart: 11:50 AM 

To: (DFW) Dallas!Ft Worth TX, USA Arrive: 01:55 PM 

Stops: nonstop Duration: 3 hour(s) 5 minute(s) 

Seats: 05B Status: CONFIRMED Miles: 1055/1688 KM 

Equipment: McDonnell Douglas MD-80 Jet MEAL: LUNCH 

DEPARTS RDU TERMINAL 2 

American Airlines Confirmation number is 

MUSIC EXPRESS LIMO-CF- 

PICK UP ON 15APR AT 1150AM FROM DALLAS FT WORTH AIRPORT 



DROP OFF AT W HOTEL 2440 VICTORY PARK LN 

AMOUNT 9500 

VEHICLE TYPE - SEDAN 

CONFIRMATION-354619 

THE CANCEL POLICY IS 2HRS PRIOR TO PICK-UP. 

FOR LAST MINUTE CHANGES PLEASE CALL 800-255-4444 

MUSIC EXPRESS LIMO-CF- 

PICK UP ON 15APR AT 715PM FROM W HOTEL 2440 VICTORY PARK LN 

DROP OFF AT SMU MCFARLIN AUDITORUM 6405 BOAZ LN DALLAS 

AMOUNT 60.00HRLY 2HR MIN 

VEHICLE TYPE - SEDAN 

CONFIRMATION-354620 

THE CANCEL POLICY IS 2HRS PRIOR TO PICK-UP. 

FOR LAST MINUTE CHANGES PLEASE CALL 800-255-4444 

MUSIC EXPRESS LIMO-CF       ~- 

PICK UP ON 15APR AT 915PM FROM SMU 6405 BOAZ LN MCFARLIN AUDI 

DROP OFF AT W HOTEL 2440 VICTORY PARK LN 

AMOUNT 60 00HRLY 2HR MINIMUM 

VEHICLE TYPE - SEDAN 

CONFIRMATION-354625 

THE CANCEL POLICY IS 2HRS PRIOR TO PICK-UP. 

FOR LAST MINUTE CHANGES PLEASE CALL 800-255-4444 

W HOTEL DALLAS VICT (VV HOTELS) 

W HOTEL DALLAS VICT 2440 VICTORY PARK LANE DALLAS TX 75219 

Number of Rooms: 1 Confirmation Number: 

Phone: 1-214-397-4100 Fax: 1-214-397-4105 

Rate: USD 281.25 Room GUARANTEED TO AMERICAN EXPRESS 

Check Out: Wednesday, 16APR 2014 

Guaranteed to: ~ 

Hotel cancellation policy: cancel 1 day prior to arrival date 

VlP NIKE GUEST NS KING 

MUSIC EXPRESS LIMO-CF 

PICK UP ON 16APR AT 615AM FROM W HOTEL 2440 VICTORY PARK LN 

DROP OFF AT DALLAS FT WORTH AIRPORT 

AMOUNT 95.00 

VEHICLE TYPE - SEDAN 

CONFIRMATION- 

THE CANCEL POLICY IS 2HRS PRIOR TO PICK-UP. 

FOR LAST MINUTE CHANGES PLEASE CALL 800-255-4444 

American Airlines 

Operated By: ENVOY AIR AS AMERICAN EAGLE 
Flight Number: 3342 Class: H-Coach/Economy 

From: (DFW) Dallas/Ft Worth TX, USA Depart: 08:15 AM 

To: (GSO) Greensboro!High Pt NC, USA Arrive: 11:45 AM 

Stops: nonstop Duration: 2 hour(s) 30 minute(s) 

Seats: 10B Status: CONFIRMED Miles: 993 / 1589 KM 

Equipment: ERJ-145 Jet MEAL: FOOD FOR PURCHASE 

DEPARTS DFW TERMINAL B 

American Airlines Confirmation number is 

MUSIC EXPRESS LIMO-CF- 

PICK UP ON 16APR AT 1145AM FROM KOURY CONV 3121 HIGH POINT RD 

DROP OFF AT KOURY CONV CNTR 3121 HIGH POINT RD 

AMOUNT 60.00HRLY 2HR MIN 

VEHICLE TYPE - SEDAN 

CONFIRMATION-354622 

THE CANCEL POLICY IS 2HRS PRIOR TO PICK-UP. 

FOR LAST MINUTE CHANGES PLEASE CALL 800-255-4444 

YOUR FIRST POINT OF CONTACT IS NIKE TRAVEL AT 

503 532-1800 OR 800-452-4484 6A-6P PT MONDAY-FRIDAY 

FOR AFTERHOURS SERVICE 24!7 - 800-452-4484 

COLLECT FROM OVERSEAS - 614-901-4100 OPTION 3 

AFTERHOURS CODE IS F2HH 

*CHECK IN 2 TO 2 1/2 HRS PRIOR FOR INTERNATIONAL TRAVEL 

* INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS-RECONFIRM FLIGHTS 72 HOURS 

* PRIOR TO DEPARTURE WITH LOCAL AIRLINE * 

* FARES ARE NOT GUARANTEED UNTIL TICKETS ARE ISSUED * 

DOMESTIC CAR RENTALS DECLINE OPTIONAL INSURANCE 

INTERNATIONAL CAR RENTALS-ACCEPT OPTIONAL INSURANCE 

*EXCEPT AMSTERDAM* 

WHEN ON BUSINESS ACCEPT NIKE CONTRACT RATES ONLY 

IN AN AUTO ACCIDENT-SEEK MEDICAL HELP IF NECESSARY. 



THEN CONTACT NIKE RISK MANAGEMENT 503-532-2033. 

PERSONAL CAR RENTALS DO NOT INCLUDE INSURANCE 

CHECK LUGGAGE AT LEAST 60 MINUTES PRIOR TO DEPARTURE 

UNUSED NONREFUNDABLE TICKETS MAY HAVE NO VALUE IF 

CHANGES ARE MADE AFTER SCHEDULED DEPARTURE TIME 

FOR THE INSIDE SCOOP ON YOUR DESTINATION VISIT 

METROPOLITANHOUND.COM 

Ticket/invoice Information 

Passenger Name: ALBERT ANSON DORRANCE 

Ticket Number:                        Electronic Tkt: Yes Issued: 4/10/2014 

Base: 1290.75 

Tax: 11881 

Total: 1409.56 

Charged to: 

Total Tickets:    1409.56 

Total Amount:    1409.56 

Invoice Nbr: 

Click here 24 hours in advance to obtain boarding passes: 

American 

Click here for carrier Baggage policies and fees: 

.A__~_~j~_a_.n_. 
Check operating carrier website for any policies that may vary 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE 
GROUP (FYDIBOHF23 SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV 
(ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 5:54 PM 

Nels - BTI Events <nels@btievents.net> 

Re: 2015 World University Games 

image001 .png 

What will it cost us? 

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE DROID 

Nels - BTI Events <nels@btievents.net> wrote: 

Hi Anson and Tom, 

USA Soccer has chosen not to send a team to the 2015 World University Games in South Korea. I am now 
reaching out to the "Top 15" Women’s Soccer programs in the USA that might meet our obj ectives and to see 
who might be interested in this opportunity. If selected, you would be our USA National Team, as now defined 
by the NCAA rulebook. Below are the specific details: 

Attached you will find the following information: 
1). Team USA General Info (dates, participating sports) 
2). Details of Costs and Benefits: (Cost would be about $2,100 pp plus air) 
3). Information on BTI Events 
4) FISU (WUG Governing Body) Information 

Other important information that you would need to know now: 
1). You would be allowed to take up to 20 female athletes 
2). You can take up to 8 Staff members or a combination of staff and extra athletes 

3). Your competition dates are July 2-12th (playing 2, 4, 6, 8,10, 12) 

4). Opening Ceremonies is July 3rd, 2015 

5). You will be required to bring an FIFA official and pay their expenses, plus $1,000. 
6). It is required that you bring a doctor 

The selected program needs to meet the criteria below: 
-Must not to be graduating all of your best players in the spring of 2015 
-The key positions on that playing roster cannot be foreigners. 
-Only US citizens with a US Passport are eligible to play. 
-Graduating seniors within the last year are eligible to participate. 
-Had a very successful 2013 season 
-Ages of the players to be between 18-27 years of age. 

Some of the benefits to representing the USA Team in your sport are: 
-You are able to take incoming freshmen, as you are considered the "National Team" as per NCAA 

National 
Team criteria. 

-This trip does not count as your 1-in-4 year foreign tour, as you are considered our "National Team". 
-Possible TV coverage on ESPNU. 

-Represent our county in the 2nd largest international sporting event. 



-Significant amount of practice prior to departing. 

Here are the Soccer rules as they apply to the 2015 World University Games in South Korea: 

Soccer 

12.8.1 The soccer tournament will be organized in accordance with the most 
recent technical regulations of the Federation Internationale de Football 
Association (FIFA). In any dispute, the English text will be regarded as 
authoritative. 

12.8.2 The program and duration of the competitions will be fixed by the executive 
Committee in agreement with the Organizing Committee and the CTI. In principle, 
the competitions will last eleven (11) days and will include: 

one (1) men’s tournament - maximum sixteen (16) teams 

one (1) women’s tournament - maximum sixteen (16) teams 

12.8.3 The number and the selection of the teams will be fixed by the Executive 
Committee. 

Each country selected is authorized to enter: 

one (1) men’s team of maximum twenty (20) players and minimum 
sixteen (16) 

one (1) women’s team of maximum twenty (20) players and minimum 
sixteen (16) 

At the first General Technical Meeting, the Head of Delegation or his 
representative shall confirm and sign the official list of the accredited competitors 
by the CIC. 

12.8.4 The formula of the qualification rounds and the formula of the final 
tournament will be fixed by the Executive Committee. 

12.8.5 The countries participating in the Soccer Tournament must bring with their 
delegation and at their own cost: 

¯ Men’s Tournament: one (1) international FIFA referee 

¯ Women’s Tournament: one (1) international FIFA referee 

These countries must provide the Organizing Committee, three (3) months before 
the start of the Universiade, with the names of two (2) international referees (1 
effective + 1 non-traveling substitute) per team. 

Any country failing to fulfill this obligation will pay a fee (Art. 5.3.4) per referee or 
judge to the Organizing Committee. 

12.8.6 The countries participating to the football tournament must pay a deposit 
(Art. 5.4.4) to guarantee the participation of their team. 
This deposit must be paid to FISU at the latest five (5) months prior to the start of 
the Universiade, or in a term determined by the Executive Committee; otherwise 
the entry will not be taken into consideration. 



After reviewing the information I have presented to you, please let me know if you remain to be interested in 
this opportunity. 

In Sport, 

Nels 

Nels J. Hawkinson 
Executive Director 
BTI Events for 2013 World University Games 

1222 North 185th Street, Suite #100 
Shoreline, WA 98133 
425.977.2700 
425.776.4094 (Fax) 
www.BTIEvents.net 
www.WUGUSA.com 
Facebook.comNVUGUSA 
Twitter: @WUGUSA 

~ Description: USA-Peak-Logo-300x144 





Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~:/O=I_INC EXCHANGE/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~ 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 6:04 PM 

Chris Ducar ~gmail.com> 

Re: 

Chris Ducar ~gmadl.com> wrote: 

First women move into Army platoon artillery jobs 
http://wr al.m0bl net/y/l~p.smw_ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:18 PM 

gmafil.com> 

Re: Hi 

How ~re you doing? 

~gmafil.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

Just thought I would drop you a quick email to see how you are doing. 

I’m sure you are out there training our militaU and secretly r~mning the world :) 

I miss you a lott 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 15, 2014 6:19 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Leadership Acadmny: Rising Star Applications (update) 

2014-15 Rising Stms Applicafions.:ds 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: RE: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications (update) 

From: "Johnson, Shelley It" <shelljo@unc.edu> 

To: "Sapp, Andrew" <masapp@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,"Kalbas, Brian J" <bkalbas@unc.edu>,"Moclc Conrad D Jr" 

<cdmock(3)unc.edu>,"Somoano, Carlos M" <csotnoano@unc.edu>,"Galvin, Derek P" <derekg@unc.edu>,"Papa, Donna J" <djp@unc.edu>,"Meaders, Harlis 

James" <meaders@unc.edu>,"Manr~ Jan M." <jmnna~nn@unc.edu>,"Levy, Jennifer S" <jenny.levy@unc.edu>,"Breschi, Joe" <breschi@unc.edu>,"Sagula, Joseph A" 
<jsagula@unc.edu>,"Shelton, Karen C" <kcs@unc.edu>,"Fox, Mike" < mfox(3)unc.edu>,"DeSelm, Rich L" <richdeselm@unc.edu>,"Miller, Ron C." 

<rmille r2 @e mail.unc, edn>," Paul, S am pson L" <spaul@ unc. edu>," Haney, S amh K" <shaney@e mail. unc. edn>," Hatchell, Sylvia R" <shatc hell@unc, edu~,"~Vorkmm~, 

Aaron" <aworl~nan@email.unc.edu~,"Sanchez, Abel" <abel2s@email.nnc.edu>,"Smith, Amy Diane" <~ny.smith@tmc.edu>,"Williams, An&e" 

<willia46@email.unc.edu~,"Calder, Andrew G" <aca]de@nnc.edu~,"DiBitetto, Andrew F" --~afdibite@unc.edn>,"Reckaxt, Angela" 

<coachreck@unc.edu>~           ~aol.com            @gmail.com,~ ~ ~aol.com,"Holman, Brian" <bdholma~@email.unc.edn>,"Tyler. Brie Farley" 

<brie.~,le@unc.edu>,"Games, Bryant Anthony" <bagaines@email.~mc.edw~,"Kolat, CaU J" <kolat@ema~l.~mc.edu:~,"Pemberton, Chelsea Anne" 

<chelsea.pemberton@unc.edu>,"Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu:~,"Feitk, Chris" <cfeifi~@unc.edu>,"Rich, Clms" <chrisr@email.~mc.edu:~,"Gartk Christy Lynn" 

<cgarth@unc.edu>,"Holliday, Core.5, L" <cholliday@unc.edu-*,"Papadatos, Dionisios" <dpapa@email.unc.edu>,"Biener, Eric" <beric@email.unc.edu>,"ttemandez, 

Efik H" <eNmman@email.unc.ed~,rackham <rackham@unc.edu>,"Fulton, Crra~t" <gIhlton@unc.edu>,"Porter, Grant" <gttx~rte@unc.edu>,"Ga~, Grego~" 

<ggg@unc.edu>,"Cathro, Guy" <guycathio@unc.edu>,"Latta, Ivow" <ilattal2@unc.edu>,         @gmail.com,"NegaJha, Jell" <jnegalha@unc.edu>,"Cha~rles, 

Jermifer S" <jencha~r,@email.unc.edu:>,"Langley, Raymond Joshua" <jlangley@unc.edu>,"Webb, Josh" <jdwebb@email.unc.edu>,"Dowd, Katrina M" 

<kmdowd@unc.edu>,"Wiggec Le~J~ Ma~e" <wigge@unc.edt~-,’_                      @live.unc.edu>,"Young, Marissa Veronica" 
<~nvyoung@email.unc.edt~-,"Val~NS .tyne, Mark" <coachmva@unc.edu>,"Jednak, Ma~’ <-jednak@email.unc.edu>,"Litzinger, Michael B" 

<mlitzing@email.unc.edu>,"Hudson, Nicole" <coach.hudd~@unc.edu>,"Myers, Patrick Jacob" <patmyer@unc.edu>,"Ba~nes, Philip E" 

<pbarnes@unc.edu>,"Anundsen, Sara" <anundsen@unc.edu>,"Forbes, Scott" <sforbes@unc.edu>,"Jackson, Scott C" <sjackson@unc.edu>,"Rubin, Stephen 

Aaxon" <n~bins@email.unc.edu~,"Gissehnan, Steve" <sdgiss@email.unc.edn> @gmail.com,"Baldmn, Richard Anthony" 
<ton~{~aldwin@unc.edu>,"~Villimns- Johnson,, Tmcey D" <tracey william@unc.edu>,"Chinn, Trevor Jacob" <tjchirm@unc.edu~,"Phillips, Tripp" 

<tphillips@unc.e&~>,"Adams, Tyler G" <tadams@unc.edw*," @live.unc.edu> @gmaJl.com ~gmaJl.com,"Sander, Thomas 

J" <pacman@unc.edu>,"Adams, Clarissa" <clarissa.adam@unc.edu> 

CC: "Lmae, Cricket" <cricke@unc.edu> 

Sorry... rookie mistake with the previous email: no attachment. 

From: Johnson, Shelley H 

Sent; Tuesday, April 15, 2014 8:43 AM 
Subject; RE: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications (update) 
Importance: High 

Coaches - attached are the applicants for 2014-15 Rising Stars (as of 4/15/14, 8:30am). Also, we ask that you share these 

names with your team. That will help to confirm our receipt of an application to those who have applied or better yet identify those who thought they did but 

haven’t done so. Thank you for your help. 

From-" Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2014 3:47 PM 

Subject-" Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

We would appreciate your help in getting the word out about applications for the Rising Stars Program. Typically, we provide a pitch for this at our March Carolina 

CREED meeting; however, winter weather forced us to cancel this meeting. Also, our April Carolina CREED meeting has been pushed back until April 21 given the 

scheduling of the Rammy’s (Apr14) and our Recognition Banquet (Apr7). Much appreciated. 

From; Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, March 0S, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject; Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

Coaches, 

Who are you looking to lead your team 2-3 seasons from now?! Get those student-athletes in the leadership pipeline next year. Help position them so that when 

you say to them, "You are a senior.., a captain.., a leader, now LEAD]" that they are ready for that moment, that they have the necessary insights, experience, skills 

and rapport to do so. 

Deadline is Tuesday, April 15. 

Attached is a flyer for applications to the 2014-15 Rising Stars Program -and for Carolina CREED Mentors. Normally, we would distribute these at the March 

Meeting for Carolina CREED; however, the weather conspired against us. We can’t wait until the rescheduled meeting. We would appreciate your help in sharing 

this information with your student-athletes and possibly posting it to a visible and highly trafficked area in your locker room or team room. Thank you for your 

help. 

Shelley 



A 
--1-- First Name 

2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 

B 
i Last Name 

C 
iSport 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Baseball 
Fencing (m) 
Fencing (m) 
Fencing (m) 
Fencing (m) 
Fencing (m) 
Fencing (w) 
Fencing (w) 
Fencing (w) 
Fencing (w) 
Fencing (w) 
Fencing (w) 
Field Hockey 
Field Hockey 
Field Hockey 
Field Hockey 
Field Hockey 
Field Hockey 
Field Hockey 
Football 
Football 
Golf (m) 
Golf (m) 
Golf (m) 
Golf (w) 
Golf (w) 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 
Gymnastics 

Lacrosse (m) 
Lacrosse (m) 
Lacrosse (m) 
Lacrosse (m) 
Lacrosse (m) 
Lacrosse (m) 
Lacrosse (m) 
Lacrosse (m) 



51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
7O 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
8O 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
9O 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 

A B C 

LLacrosse (m)          ~ 
i Lacrosse (w) 
i Lacrosse (w) 
LLacrosse (w)          ~ 
i Lacrosse (w) 
i Lacrosse (w) 
LLacrosse (w)          , 
i Lacrosse (w) 
i Lacrosse (w) 
LRowing               , 
iRowing 
iRowing 

LRowing               , 
iRowing 
iRowing 

LRowing               ~ 
iRowing 
iRowing 

LRowing               ~ 
iRowing 
iRowing 

LRowing               ~ 
iRowing 

iRowing 
i Soccer (m) 
i Soccer (m) 
iSoccer (m) 
i Soccer (m) 
i Soccer (m) 
iSoccer (m) 
i Soccer (m) 
i Soccer (m) 
iSoccer (w) 
i Soccer (w) 
i Soccer (w) 
iSoccer (w) 
i Soccer (w) 
i Soccer (w) 
iSoftball 
i Softball 
iSoftball 

iSoftball 
i Softball 
iSwimming & Diving (m) 

iSwimming & Diving (m) 
iSwimming & Diving (m) 
iSwimming & Diving (m) 

iSwimming & Diving (m) 
iSwimming & Diving (m) 
iSwimming & Diving (m) 



A B 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 

C 
Swimming & Diving (m) , 
Swimming & Diving (m) 
Swimming & Diving (m) 
Swimming & Diving (w) , 
Swimming & Diving (w) 
Swimming & Diving (w) 
Swimming & Diving (w) , 
Swimming & Diving (w) 
Swimming & Diving (w) 

Tennis (m)            ~ 
Tennis (m) 
Tennis (w) 
Tennis (w)            ~ 
Tennis (w) 
Track & Field (m) 
Track & Field (m)       ~ 
Track & Field (w) 
Track & Field (w) 
Track & Field (w)       ~ 
Track & Field (w) 
Track & Field (w) 
Track & Field (w)       ~ 
Track & Field (w) 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Volleyball 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 
Wrestling 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday: 6:38 PM 

Ga~ Ireland~ ~yahoo.com> 

Re: 

G~my. I trust you completely!! 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizon IYireie,~s 4G L2~ L)?tOIL) 

Gary Ireland < ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

good to know anson..a trip oseas is always a football ’injection’...im in need of one real soon...i love to coach and train but i feel an oseas trip 
coming on. 

btw,     doing well. im focussing on her delivery- we are working on striking with all surfaces and 
receiving, she will be in good form when you see her. i was surprised when    said she was very technical because she 
has a long way to go. she will get there though, she is hungry for success and is completely dedicated to going to the highest levels. 
the main thing is that we are going to deliver to you a player who we think could be special, my guess is that she will need further detail with her 
dynamic/explosive/stamina/power but we have limited time and we need to ’shine the jewel’ technically, we will sharpen her up for pre-season and 
she will do your package of course but ill send her to unc as technically special as possible, this way you wont have to worry too much about thi 
when she gets there, this is a kid who will train on her own 24/7 and has a dream...we know she will just get better and better every day. 
best wishes 
gary 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal b!og on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.org 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, 2:36 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Hey!!! I loved the two sessions I saw run by a friend of mine: Emma Hayes. I also liked the level of the game .... good speed of play. 

Sent from my Verizon V~ireless 4G L TE DROiD 

Gary Ireland @yahoo.com> wrote: 

hello anson- 
i wish had told you that one of our friends is at the academy at cobham and introduced you. not sure if you know but i spent 6 months as a player at 
chelsea in the youth team. some good memories and not so good. Iorrie was there too as you know. 
id love your impression of your visit to chelsea & english football, when carine played for liverpool she was one of only 10 foreign players playing in 
england and the only non-english player at liverpool, like you im a world traveler who probably has a broader perspective than most. while i love to 
develop locally we always want to be around quality and sometimes it doenst come from local pastures, a longer debate! 

best wishes 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: ~w.psvunion.org 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary h~land ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, 12:01 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Interesting!! Yes, I was over there watching Chelsea Ladies. The best players in training were not English!! 

Sent frem my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

Gary Ireland, @yahoo.com> wrote: 



hi anson 
thought you would like to see this interesting article on foreign womens players playing in english pro league 
and discussion on limiting this vs EC employment law and football bodies 
wanting domestic player opportunities. 
best wishes 
gary 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 

Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: ~/w.psvunion.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ~A~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday: 6:38 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com>; Bill Palladino ~aol.com>; Stander, Thomas J 
<pacman@unc.edu> @msn.com> 

Fwd: 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: 

From: Gary Irelmad ~yahoo.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

good to know anson..a trip oseas is always a football ’injection’...im in need of one real soon...i love to coach and train but i feel an oseas trip 
coming on. 

btw,     doing well. im focussing on her delivery- we are working on striking with all surfaces and 
receiving, she will be in good form when you see her. i was surprised when    said she was very technical because she 
has a long way to go. she will get there though, she is hungry for success and is completely dedicated to going to the highest levels. 
the main thing is that we are going to deliver to you a player who we think could be special, my guess is that she will need further detail with her 
dynamic/explosive/stamina/power but we have limited time and we need to ’shine the jewel’ technically, we will sharpen her up for pre-season and 
she will do your package of course but ill send her to unc as technically special as possible, this way you wont have to worry too much about thi 
when she gets there, this is a kid who will train on her own 24/7 and has a dream...we know she will just get better and better every day. 
best wishes 
gary 

Gary Ireland 
Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 

PSV Union FC: www.psvunion.org 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland .... ~yahoo.com> 
Sent: Monday, 2:36 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Hey!!! I loved the two sessions I saw run by a friend of mine: Emma Hayes. I also liked the level of the game .... good speed of play. 

Sent from my Verizon £Vireless 4G L TE DRO[D 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hello anson- 
i wish had told you that one of our friends is at the academy at cobham and introduced you. not sure if you know but i spent 6 months as a player at 
chelsea in the youth team. some good memories and not so good. Iorrie was there too as you know. 
id love your impression of your visit to chelsea & english football, when cadne played for liverpool she was one of only 10 foreign players playing in 
england and 1he only non-english player at liverpool, like you im a world traveler who probably has a broader perspective than most. while i love to 
develop locally we always want to be around quality and sometimes it doenst come from local pastures, a longer debate! 

best wishes 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: ~/w.psvunion.org 

From: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 
To: Gary Ireland #yahoo.corn> 
Sent: Monday, 12:01 PM 
Subject: Re: 

Interesting!! Yes, I was over there watching Chelsea Ladies. The best players in training were not English!! 



Sent from my Verizen Wireless 4G L TE DROiD 

Gary Ireland ~yahoo.com> wrote: 

hi anson 
thought you would like to see this interesting article on foreign womens players playing in english pro league 
and discussion on limiting this vs EC employment law and football bodies 
wanting domestic player opportunities. 
best wishes 
gary 

Gary Ireland 

Find me on Pass2Me.com: garyjireland 
Join my personal blog on Pass2Me.com: The Technician 
PSV Union FC: wwvv.psvunion.org 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 6:43 PM 

Nels Hawkinson <nels@basketballtravelers.com>; Ducar, Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~gmail.com>; Bill 

Palladino       ~aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu>;                       ~msn.com>; 

Subject: Re: World University Gaanes 

SorD’ Nels but thanks for considering ns! 

Sent f!"om my Ver’izor~ tYire[e,~s 4G L)"E 

Nels ttawkinson <nels@basketballtravelers.com> wrote: 

f1: de~)end~.~ on th,-_~ number of days h~ the Athh~d:es ViH~ge, Since 

$1,995 pp for ~1~ meals, housing, io(:ai transportation, e~:(:...~ius ~ir to Seoul Each additional n~ght m the v~ilage is ~ust ~50 pp for 3 meads/housing ~md Med-.e’,< 
h~surance. 
~nterested??? Nels 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [mailto:anson@ema~l.unc.edu] 
Sent= Tuesday,, ~: 54 PN 
To= Nels - ~ EvenN 
Subject~ Re:     Norld Universi~ Games 
What will it cost us? 
Scruff’ore my ~ri:o~ l~reles,~’ 4G LYE 

Nels - BTI Events <nels(~btievents.net> wrote: 

Hi Aa~son aJ~d Tom, 
USA Soccer has chosen not to send a team to the World Universi~ Gaines in i I am now reaching out to the "Top 15" Women’s Soccer programs 

in the USA that might meet our objectives m~d to see who might be interested in this opportunity. If selected, you would be our USA National Team, as now defined 

by the NCAA mlebook. Below a~:e the specific details: 

Attached you will fmd the following infm~nation: 

1 ). Team USA General Intb (dates, participating sports) 

2). Details of Costs and Benefits: (Cost wonld be about $2,100 pp plus air) 

3). InIbnnation on BTI Events 

4) FISU (WUG Governing Body) Intbrmation 

Other important intbrmation that you would need to know now: 

1). You would be allowed to take up to 20 female athletes 

2). You can take up to 8 Staff members or a combination of staffaa~d extra athletes 

3). Your competition dates are (playing 2, 4, 6, 8,10, 12) 

4). Opening Ceremonies is 

5). You will be required to bring an FIFA official and pay their expenses~ plus $1,000. 

6). It is required that you bring a doctor 

The selected program needs to lneet the criteria below: 

-Must not to be graduating all of your best players in the spring of 
-The key tx~sitions on that playing rosler cannot be tbreigners. 

-Only US citizens with a US PasspoVt are eligible to play. 

- (~adnating ~Nors within the last year axe eligible to participate. 
-tlad a veiT successful     season 

-Ages of the players to be between 18-27 years of age. 

Some of the benetits to representing the USA Team in your sport are: 

-You are able to take incoming freshinen, as you are considered the "Nationa~ Teaa~" as per NCAA National 

Team criteria. 
-This trip does not count as your l-n-4 year foreign tour, as you are considered our "National Team". 

-Possible TV coverage on ESPNU. 
nd -Represent our county in the 2 la~:gest international sporting event. 

- Significant amount of practice prior to departing. 

Here are the Soccer rules as they apply to the World University Gaanes in 

Soccer 

12.8.:[ The soccer tournament will be organized in accordance with the most recent technical regulations of the 
Federation [nternationale de Football Association (F]FA). In any dispute, the English text will be regarded as 
authoritative. 

:[2.8.2 The program and duration of the competitions will be fixed by the executive Committee in agreement with 
the Organizing Committee and the CTI. In principle, the competitions will last eleven (:[:[) days and will include: 

one (:[) men’s tournament - maximum sixteen (:[6) teams 



one (:[) women’s tournament - maximum sixteen (:[6) teams 

:[2.8.3 The number and the selection of the teams will be fixed by the Executive Committee. 

Each country selected is authorized to enter: 

one (:[) men’s team of maximum twenty (20) players and minimum sixteen (:[6) 

one (:[) women’s team of maximum twenty (20) players and minimum sixteen (:[6) 

At the first General Technical Meeting, the Head of Delegation or his representative shall confirm and sign the 
official list of the accredited competitors by the CIC. 

:[2.8.4 The formula of the qualification rounds and the formula of the final tournament will be fixed by the 
Executive Committee. 

:[2.8.5 The countries participating in the Soccer Tournament must bring with their delegation and at their own cost: 

¯ Men’s Tournament: one (:[) international FIFA referee 

o Women’s Tournament: one (:[) international F][FA referee 

These countries must provide the Organizing Committee, three (3) months before the start of the Universiade, 
with the names of two (2) international referees (:[ effective + :[ non-traveling substitute) per team. 

Any country failing to fulfill this obligation will pay a fee (Art. 5.3.4) per referee or judge to the Organizing 
Committee. 

12.&6The countries participating to the football tournament must pay a deposit (Art. 5.4.4) to guarantee the 
participation of their team. 
This deposit must be paid to FISU at the latest five (5) months prior to the start of the Universiade, or in a term 
determined by the Executive Committee; otherwise the entry will not be taken into consideration. 

Al?ter reviewing the information I haYe presented to you, plea~ let me know if you rem~m to be interested in this opportunity, 
In Sport, 
Nels 
Nels d. Hawkinson 
Executive Director 
BTI Events for 2013 World UniveBity Games 

1222 North 185th Street, Suite #100 

Shoreline, WA 98133 
425.977.2700 

425.776.4094 (Fax) 

vww~.WUGUSA.com 
Facebook.com/WUGUSA 

Twitter: @WUGUSA 

::.~.i Description: USA-Peak-Logo~300x144 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, 7:55 PM 

~gm~l.com> 

Re: Hi 

yon have never been a whiner..., one of ma~y reasons I like you so tnuch. 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

~gmafil.com> wrote: 

I can’t really complain :) getting better eve~day. 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 

On at 6:18 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson,~,emaJl.unc.edu> wrote: 

I a]ways miss you!! 

Se~t~.f!~ortt t~’ ~rizon ~Virefess 4( ~ LYE DRO~D 

~,gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Anson, 

Just thought I would drop you a quick email to see how- you are doing. 

I’m stare you are out there training our military and secretly running the world :) 

I miss you a lot’. 

ttow are yon doing? 

Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 8:57 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: {Division I Wmnens Soccer Coaches} U 15 Camp Schedule 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: {Division I Womens Soccer Coaches} U 15 Camp Schedule 

From: Robert Kehoe <rkehoe@nscaa.com> 
To: division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com,division-i-womens-soccer-coaches@googlegroups.com,division-iii-womens-soccer- 

coache@googlegmups.com,naia- womens- soccer- coaches@googlegroups.com 

CC: 

Good Day Coaches. 

Following is the schedule for the US U15 Vv%IT Camp next week being held at the Naliona] Training Center (former Home Depot Center) in Los Angeles, as well as 

an article ruth the player rosten 

All the best. 

Rob 

Saturday, April 19th 

5:00pm-6:30pm 

Sunday, April 20th 

10:00am & 5:00pm 

Monday, April 21st 

9:00am & 5:30pm 

Tuesday, April 22nd 

9:00am & 5:O~n: ~N.~RA.- S@ J AD G~mc 
Wednesday, April 23N 

10:00am & 4:00pm 

Thusly, April 24th 

10:00ran & 5:00pm 

Frday, Ap6125th 

10:00ran & 6:00pm (}AME//1 

7:00pro Game 42 

CHICAGO (, ) - The U.S. Under-15 Girfs’ National Team wift come together for a training camp at the U.S. Soccer National 

Trainin9 Center in Carson, Cafif. from as head coach B.J. Snow has called up 36 players. 

This age group will form the core of the team that will attempt to qualify for the      FIFA UH 7 ~Tbmen~s Wodd Cup The camp will be the last [or 

this group at the U.-15 age level before they transition to the U--17 fevel in June. To be eligible for the U.-17 ~brnen’s ~,Vodd C~p, players 

rrtust be born on or after, The majority of players caIled up are with four born in and one in 

The U-15 GNT wilt scrimmage the Under-16 Slammers FC on Friday, at 6 p.m. 

!J,So !J-15 GN]F Roster By Position: 

GOALKEEPERS 

DEFENDERS 



M]DFIE[..DERS 

FORWARDS 

Rob 

Director of CoHese Prosraras I N~tional Soccer Coaches Associ~tion of America 

500 Ann Ave, Kansas City, KS 66~_0]. i 923 362 ~ 747 × ~ 03.5 I 9~3 362 3439 (f) 

Wisconsin Office: 920 674 439:[ I Cell: 

._N_.S__C_..A_ .A_=£9__r.£ I Twitter: @NSCAA [ Facebook 

Find out more about NSCAA College Services at w~-w.nscaa.comicollege. 

You received this message because you are subscribed to the Google Crroups "Division I Womeus Soccer Coaches" group. 

To unsubscribe l]com this group and stop receiving emails ti~om i~ ~nd an email to divisiou-i-womens-soccer-coaches+unsubscribe~googlegroups.com. 

To post to this group, seud email to divisiou-i-womens-soccer-coacheg~googlegroups.com. 

Visit this group at htlp:/ig~oups.google.com/group/division-i-womens- soccer-coaches. 

For more options, visit https://~roups.p, oogle.com/d/optout. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 11:48 AM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Re: How Pete Carroll Got His Team in the Zone 

Thm~k you Chris... you me a good In~l for always keeping me current! 

Sem.~"om my Verizon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~dncaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Begin forw~rded Inessage: 

From: <mnnin~ways~chmnpionshippeffom~.com> 
Date: April 16, 2014 at 7:41:38 AM PDT 

To: Winning Ways <mnningways~championshipperfo~rn.com> 

Subject: How Pete Carroll Got His Tenm in the Zone 

In this month’s Winning Ways blog, Super Bowl winning coach Pete Carroll discusses one way he gets his teams mentally ready 
to compete. Great ideas on game preparation you will be sure to use this season and next. 

http ://cha mpionshipperform.com!win ninclwaysblocl/how- pet e- carroll- clot- his- tea m- in-t h e-zone 

Read This Book Tonight to Help You Win Tomorrow 
10 Year Anniversary Edition Now Available 

http ://cha mpionshipperform.com/books/read- th is- book-toniq ht 

If you no longer wish to receive Winning Ways blog alerts, simply type John 3:16 
in the reply window, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, ~:52 PM 

Graham Bums <graJmm@usateamhandball.org> 

~gmail.com) 

RE: USA Team Handball Recruitment 

~ ra h~!nl, 

Thank you for your email. Unfortunately~ 
but success. 
Frem: Graham Burns [mailto:graham@usateamhandball.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, . 9:49 PM 
To~ Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
¢c~ Christian Latulippe 
8~bject: USA Team Handball Recruitment 
HJ Coach ~son~ 
My name is ~aJ]am Bnrns, and I’m respnsible for recruiting "blue cNp" atNete for the USA team hand~ll ~Vomen’s National Team. USA Te~ HandbNl recently 

moved ~eir fifll-fime residency program to Auh~m UmversiD’ in Alabama, and we axe loo~ng for ~lanted atNetes m join our program as we txain mgul~ly ruth the 

goal of q~li~’ing for the     Olympics and Wodd Championships. To give you a [~er idea of our spot, take a look at this introducmD’ video: 

h~ps://~x~vw.vou~ ~ .com/watch%" q6RcTHNI~o 
I am emailing you m see if you could tb~vard this ~-out i~b~afion to ~me of your senior athletes (brochure inclu&d in the email), who~ soccer caxeer is over at 

Umversity of NoN~ Carolina. Below am a t~w players that I believe fit tNs description: 

have signed professional contracts into the NWSL (women’s pro soccer league). Still, I wish you nothing 

We have open t~-ont coming up on 

another sport. We 

X Image 

removed by 

sender. 

It conld be a nice opportuni~ for them to continue their Athletic Caxeer ~sent their country in 

players ~I:I Image 

removed by 

sender. 

have a few soccer players who made it on our squad, and they are becoming ve~ good handball 

X 
Image      ] 
removed by 
sender. 

USA Team ttandball appreciates your collaboration. Please feel t~ee to con’tact me or Christian Latulippe (ttead Coach of the Women’s National 
Tean~ at chrislJan, ~)usateamhandball.org or at 334-552-1749) with any questions. 

...... removed by 
sender. 

Regards 

Grahmn Burns 

USA Te~:rm Handball - National ~eam Scout - East Region 

graha! n~)usateamhandba]~:prg 

Irnage 

removed by’ 

sender 

removed by 

sendeL 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <:/O kFNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 5:37 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgaJlo@unc.edu> 

I~E: Budget Meeting ,- Please Schedule 

Witl do! 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent-" Thursday, April 10, 2014 10:04 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A iV; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc; Perkins, Michael 
Subject: Budget Meeting ~, Please Schedule 
Importance-" High 
Guys ~- 

If you have not already done so, please contact Mike Peddns in the Business Office about schedulhag your budget meeting. Thaafl~s for your irmnediate attention to this 

matter 

Thanks so much, and have a good day! Hopeful you are well! 
Larry 

l~;xec~ti~ e Associate I)i~ect,)r of Athletics 

U~fis e~sity of North Carolina at Char~[ } till 



FrOlll; 

Sent: 

To: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 5:50 PM 

Lowell Hott’ma~ <lmhglobal@cs.com> 

jay@govemorsclub.cc 

RE: Anson Dorance Menu 

Thank you gentlemen for this wonderfu[ collection of choices 

In order I will have: 2, 3, 2 ..... 

And thank you ... I look forward to seeing you on the 28th of May 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lo~vell Hoflinan [mailto:lmh~lobal(~r!cs.com] 
Sent: ~I1nursday, April 10, 2014 3:58 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubJect: Anson Dorance Menu 

I hope that you are enjoying this hmg awaited spring weather and the bright outlook that it can help to oiler us each day. 

re: Menu for May 28. 
As I mentioned, one of your perquisites is choice of menu. Our House Manager, Jay Johnson, and Chef Ben have come up with the following choices. 
Would you kindly review these choices and make your selection of one 
each: salad, entree and dessert. 

Should you have any additional suggestions, these are welcomed also. 
Just as FYI, when the menu is posted, it is also made clear that an individual tnay request an alternate for dietary or allergy reasons - so you need not fear that your choices will inadvertently 
impact others in attendance. 

As FYI, I depart for a visit in Belgium with elder daughter and grandson April 11 to 22. Coramunications on my end may be 1limited during this period. 

With best wishes, 
Lowell Hofih~an 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Johnson <jay@govemorsclub.cc> 
To: hnhglobal <ln~hglobal@cs.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apt 9, 2014 10:27 pm 
Subject: Anson Dorance Menu 

Good evening Mr Hoffinan- I hope you enjyed your dinner tonight! As mention, please see the menu below and let me know your thoughts. I need Mr Dorance to chose one from each 
course. Menu May 28th 

Salads 
1) Brown sugar Bacon And Tomato Salad Mixed filed greens, tomatoes, spiced ~valnuts, Gorgonzola cheese and shallots vinaigrette 
2) Wedged Salad Iceberg wedge topped ~vith brown sugar applewood smoked bacon, shaved onions, blue cheese crumbles, cherl?,’ tomatoes, croutons and blue cheese dressing 
3) Governors Salad Field greens, blue cheese crumbles, candied walnuts, bell peppers, and granny smith apples, tossed in balsamic vinaigrette 

Entrde Choices 
1 ) Pork Bracciooletini Pork loin stuffed with mozzarella cheese, pancetta, and fresh herbs 
2) 6oz Seared Sahnon Filet Lemon butter sauce 
3) Chicken Picatta ;Vhite wine sauce, capers and fresh herbs 

All Entrees Served ~vith Garlic Viashed Potato, sauteed broccoli Rabe. 

Dessert 
1 ) Lemon Cream Cake served with berries 
2) Tiramisu cake 
3)) Chocolate sabayon mousse cake Dome with mango and fresh ben?,’ 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 6:05 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

1~92: axticle 

Excetle~t Greg ._. Thank you t:or sharing this with me! 

From: Gatz, Gregory 
Sent: Friday, April 1:1, 20.t4 9:44 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: article 

Anson ........ nice read about demanding attention ....... 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 6:47 PM 

Aaron W. Clopton, PhD - LSSM Director <acl@ku.edu:~ 

I~E: Brief survey on the coaching profession and intemollegiate atlfletics, 2014 tbllow-up 

I tried to do it and o~ the last page they kept Lelting me I did not e~Ler a valid # a~d would not let me submit it so I am going to unsubscribe ~ow. I did my best, the 

survey was flawed .... maybe the ~ndiv~duals that worked on the affordable care act d~d your survey for you. 

F~m= Aaron W. Clopton, PhD - LSSN D~rec~r [mail~:noreply@qema~lserver.com] 
Sent= Tuesday, April ~5, 20~4 ~2:06 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
Subject= Brief suwey on the coaching profession and in~rcollegiate athletics, 2024 follow-up 

Coach Dorrance We wanted to forward on this quick reminder to you about the current research study follow-up 
exploring the coaching profession. We have had a great response thus far over the study, and would love to have the 
full voice of all participants represented in the survey. The survey is completely anowmous, has been very brief for the 
participants, and can be accessed by the follm~fing link: 

Follow tiffs Hllk to tile Sulwey: 

Take the Survey 

Or copy and paste the [JR[, below into your internet browser: 
https://kansasedu.qual tries.eom/WRQualtriesSurveyEngine/?Q_SS=eyOWdNrRRUesaCV_6XoFNBTUKveEuLr&_= 1 

Mso, if you would not like to take the survey and to stop any future communication, that ~.~11 not be a problem. You can do so 

by clicking on the following link: 
Click here, to unsubseribe 

Please let us know if you have any issues or questions along the way. We thank you vel% vew much for your time and 
consideration for this project and tbr your feedback. Thanks again. 

Boomer Saia - Principal Investigator 
Aaron W. Clopton, Ph.D. - Faculty Supervisor 
Laboratory for the Study of Sport Management 
The University of Kansas 
161 Robinson 
Lawrence, KS 66045 
(785) 864-2297 
Boomer20@ku.ed u; acl @ku .ed u 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 6:58 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com> 

I~E: Info 

Tom, 

They will be your best resource. I did some work with Zone 1 tbr just one year and I altq sure the?- have changed malay things since I was with them. 

I am hoping they give you the entire Zone. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 8:20 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Info 

Anson, 

I ~vill be in NYC next week and ~vill meet *vith Sunil again. Can you provide me with aW information regarding how the Zone 1 is organized or any other info you may think is relevant to my 
understanding what’s going on with US Soccer’s U 12 Organization? 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 
T3 Group 
Http://tomsan.com 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 6:59 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Leadership Acadetny: Rising St~r Applications 

2014-15 Rising Stms Applications.:ds 

How are we doing with this? 

From; Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent; Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:25 AP1 
To; Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albert A IV; Kalbas, Brian J; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos M; Galvin, Derek P; Papa, Donna J; Menders, Harlis James; Mann, Jan 
Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; Fox, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Workman, 
Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; DiBitetto, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela;           ~aol.com;            @gmail.com; 

~aol.com; Holman, Brian; Tyler, Brie Farley; Gaines, Bryant Anthony; Kolat, Cary J; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducar, Chris; Fells, Chris; Rich, Chris; Garth, Christy 
Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Papadatos, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hernandez, Erik H; rackham; Fulton, Grant; Porter, Grant; Gatz, Gregory; Cathro, Guy; Latta, Tvory; 

~gmail.com; Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, Josh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah Marie; Roberts, Logan; Young, Marissa 

Veronica; VanAIstyne, Mark; Jednak, Matt; Litzinger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick Jacob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Scott; Jackson, Scott C; 
Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, Steve; @gmail.com; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, 
Tyler G; Johnson, Zoya; . @gmail.co~n; " " @gmail.com; Sander, Thomas J; Adams, Clarissa 
~:c; Lane, Cricket; Hun, Rong DanDan 
Subject; Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications (final) 
Importance: High 

Attached is the final roster of the 2014-1S Rising Stars Applications. We will spend the next week or so confirming applicants’ Carolina CREED eligibility and then 

contact them regarding their acceptance status (full or conditional) into the program. N.B. if they receive conditional acceptance, they must meet with Cricket by a 

specific date (typically, the last day of classes) to go over the Carolina CREED material they missed. 

From; Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent; Monday, March 17, 2014 3:47 PM 
Subject; Leadership Academy: 2014.15 Rising Star Applications 

We would appreciate your help in getting the word out about applications for the Rising Stars Program. Typically, we provide a pitch for this at our March Carolina 

CREED meeting; however, winter weather forced us to cancel this meeting. Also, our April Carolina CREED meeting has been pushed back until April 21 given the 

scheduling of the Rammy’s (Apr14) and our Recognition Banquet (Apr7). Much appreciated. 

From; Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent: Wednesday, March 05, 2014 2:45 PM 
Subject: Leadership Academy: 2014-15 Rising Star Applications 

Coaches, 

Who are you looking to lead your team 2-3 seasons,from now?t. Get those student-athletes in the leadership pipeline next year. Help position them so that when 

you say to them, "You are a senior.., a captain.., a leader, now LEAD!" that they are ready for that moment, that they have the necessary insights, experience, skills 

and rapport to do so. 

Deadline is Tuesday, April 15. 

~6!i~ ~i~i~ ~ ~ii~i~6: Surveyrnonkey.corniRisin~StarApplication 
Attached is a flyer for applications to the 2014-15 Rising Stars Program -and for Carolina CREED Mentors. Normally, we would distribute these at the March 

Meeting for Carolina CREED; however, the weather conspired against us. We can’t wait until the rescheduled meeting. We would appreciate your help in sharing 

this information with your student-athletes and possibly posting it to a visible and highly trafficked area in your locker room or team room. Thank you for your 

help. 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, 7:09 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: NCSA Prospect List 

From: CoachBrown@ncsasports.org [mailto:CoachBrown@ncsasports.org] 
Sent-" Wednesday, . :t2:45 PM 

To-" Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: NCSA Prospect List 

Recruit Update 

Coach Dorrance, 
The following prospects have been identified as matches for your 
program, This is based on your email preferences, NCSA 
technology and the evaluation by our team of former college 
athletes!coaches, 

Interested Athletes 



Check out the Recruiting Search Engine 

No~ ~ match? Update your em~il p~"eFerences here, 

Ellen Brown 

Head Recruiting Coach 

NCSA Athletic Recruiting 

1415 N Dayton St 4th Floor I Chicago, IL 60642 

Office: 877-845-6272 I Fax: 312-624-7401 

CoachBrown@ncsasports.or~ I http:Z’!www~ncsasports~or~ 

NCSA Blog: htt~LLbloE.ncsas~orts~or~ 

COMMIT. SUCCEED. LEAD 

This e-mail transmission may contain information that is proprietary, privileged and!or confidential and is intended exclusively for the person(s} to whom it is addressed. Any use, 

copying, retention or disclosure by any person other than the intended recipient or the intended recipient’s designees is strictly prohibited. If you have received this message in error, 

....... remowd bg 

sender. 

please notify the sender immediately by return e-mail and delete all copies. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 7:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

FW: 2014 Mt hood Challenge - 700 Teams??? 

From: Mike Morris-Tournament Director 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 4:21 PM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; 2014 Mt hood Challenge - 700 Teams??? 

August 8-10.2014 

UIS-UI 9 B~ys & Gills 

@comcast.net] 

Hood Challenge 
Au~us~ 15-17, 2014 
Ug-UI 4 Boys & Girls 

Hello Soccer Families, 

It is year six for the Mt Hood Challenge m~d we expect the tournma~ent to grow agmn this year. In five short years, the Mt Hood Challenge has become one of the 
largest youth soccer tournaments in the country; with 631 teams paxticipating in 2013. For 2014, our eyes are firmly set on 700 teams, a level rarely seen in a youth 
soccer tournament. 

Now, I could tell you about all the great things we offer, and the dozens of valid reasons why your team should participate, but I am going to cut to the chase and give 

you the number one reason your team should absolutely attend the 2014 Mt Hood Challenge: 

COMPETITION!!!!!!!!!!!! 

Isn’t great competilion more fun? Isn’t that what leads to the fastest improvement and development in youth soccer players? Shouldn’t that be the primary’ factor in 

choosing a tournament for your team? OF COURSE!! At the Mt Hood Challenge, WE HAVE TEAMS ...... LOTS AND LOTS AND LOTS OF TEAMS ........... 

AND THAT MEANS GREAT DIVISIONS V~TH GREAT BRACKETS AND GREAT PLAYOFFS .................... WHAT ELSE IS THERE TO SAY? 

Let me illustrate, using our temn counts ti-om 2013. 

¯ U09 boys: 30 teams 
¯ U10 boys: 42 teams 
¯ U11 boys: 42 teams 
¯ U12 boys: 50 teams 
¯ U13 boys: 54 teams 
¯ U14 boys: 44 teams 
¯ U15 boys: 22 teams 
¯ U16 boys: 12 teams 
¯ U17-U19 boys: 26 teams 

¯ U09 girls: 16 teams 

¯ UI0 girls: 36 teams 

¯ UI 1 girls: 44 teams 

¯ U12 girls: 50 teams 

¯ U13 girls: 54 teams 

¯ U14 girls: 60 teams 

¯ U15 girls: 16 teams 

¯ U16-U19 girls: 33 teams 

It makes me tired just thinking about writing the 2014 schednles, but I will rest up between now and August and be ready to rock and roll on those schedules. What 
you should be thinking about is what it means to have this mmw teams in your age group at the tournament. As far as I know, we are the only tournament who sends 
out a detailed team history qnestiormaire prior "to writing the sche&des so we can maJ~e certain we put your temn in the proper division within your age group. 

Then there is this: In 2013, we had teams from Oregon, Washington, Calitbmia, Utah, Idaho, Ca3aada, Wyoming, and Montana. This year, we already have teams from 

Calitbrnia, Canada, Oregon, Utah, Washington, Wyoming, AND MEXICO!!! Yes, we have a BUI 5 ti-om Mexico already registered. With rare exceptions, your 
preliminau bracket will contain a geographically diverse group of teams aaad you will not play teams from your local area until the playoffs - if even fl~en. 

So there you have it, and that is all I am going to say. All the usual stuff is on our website, ~y_~,_~,_:_r__n__t__[_t£__o__d___c_!)_’_a_]__l__e_n_g_e_:__cs?__n_!: or you can call us and we will answer any 

questions you might still have. We me always hapw to talk soccer with you and look forward to seeing you this sum~ner. 

Thank you for your time. 

Mike Mortis 

Tournament Direclx~r 

503-317-7576 

~comcast.net 

Valorie Westhmd 
Tournament & Travel Coordinator 
503-740-6734 

fi)~com cast.net 

If you do not wish to receive any further emails from Tournament Services, Click Here 



Click Here to read our opt out policy. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 7:32 PM 

Tom Byer <tom@tom~n.com-~ 

I~E: Info 

Tom, 

He celtainly kno~vs how- I feel about you and the HUGE value you ~vould have for our culture. YOU ARE THE MISSING PIECE But please know, doing what you do so well will be a lot 
harder in this country, I hope you guys can somehow ~vork something out 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom@tomsan.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 7:10 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albeit A IV 
Subject: Re: Intb 

Anson, 

I’m mtg him over at his Off’ice at Columbia Universi~ on the 23rd. We’ll see how the talks go. I don’t believe a 1~11 time move back to the States would be possible right now, but I could allot 
a certain amount of days to be in the Country. If Juergen could be Germany’s Head Coach for a few years while living in California, anything is possible nowa&iys I.just don’t know the 
compensation value Sunil puts on something like this. 

Best Regards 
Tom Byer 
Director 
T3 Group 
Http://tomsan.com 

Sent fi*om my iPhone 

> On Apt 17, 2014, at 7:57 AM, "I)orrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Tom, 
> 

> They will be your best resource. I did some work with Zone 1 for just one year and I am sure they have changed many things since I was with them. 
> 

> I am hoping they give you the entire Zone. 
> 

Original Message ..... 
> From: Tom Byer [mailto:tom(a)tomsan.com] 
> Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 8:20 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Info 
> 

> Anson, 
> 

> I will be in NYC next xveek and will meet with Sunil again. Can you provide me with any information regarding hoxv the Zone 1 is organized or any other info you may think is relevant to ray 
understanding what’s going on with US Soccer’s U12 Organization’.’ 
> 

> Best Regards 
> Tom Byer 
> Director 
> T3 Group 
> Http://torrlsan.corrl 
> 

> Sent from my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 7:33 PM 

~hotmail.com> 

Pal:;: faculty athletics com~nittee liaison meeting 

I might get there a bit late ._. my days are a nightmare 

From: ~hotmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, April :~6, 20":14 7::17 PM" 

To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" RE: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 

I think we will be done by noon and if not you can leave at that time. 

> From: anson@email.unc.edu 

> To:             ~hotmail.com 

> Subject: FW: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 

> Date: Wed, 16 Apt 2014 23:14:57 +0000 

> 

> I can’t get out of this ... this is a faculty liaison thing we have tried to schedule forever. I will watch the DVD tonight and be ready!!! 

> 

Original Message ..... 

> From: Mosley, Layna 

> Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 2:29 PM 

> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

> Subject: Re: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 

> 

> Hi --just wanted to confirm that we are on for lunch tomorrow at 12:30 at Spankys. My cell is’ 

> 

> Thanks, 

> Layna 

> 

> > On Mar 27, 2014, at 5:28 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <.a__..n_~._o_..n_ .(..~__..e__B~.~_!!_._ .u__n_.c__._.e__~_~_> wrote: 

>> 

> > Yes, lunch will work on April 17th .... Spanky’s at 12:30? What is 

> > your cell? Mine is 

>> 

> > ..... Original Message ..... 

> > From: Mosley, Layna 

> > Sent: Thursday, March 27, 2014 12:06 PM 

> > To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 

> > Subject: Re: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 

>> 

> > Anson, 

>> 

> > That sounds like a good plan. Would it work for workout/lunch on Thursday 4/17? If that doesn’t work, we could try 4/15 instead. 

>> 

> ; got in touch with me and we’ll figure out details~ 

>> 

> > Thanks, 

>> 

> > Layna 

>> 

> > Layna Mosley 

> > Dept. of Political Science 

> > University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 27599-3265 

> > ~_~__o___s_J__e_y@ unc.edu 

>> 

>> 

>> 

>> 

> >> On Mar 26, 2014, at 4:51 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> >> 

> >> Layna, 

> >> 

> >> My schedule lightens up as well. Why don’t you join us for ourT/Th 11 am workout one morning and then have lunch with me? 

> >> 

in case you need to get in touch. 

> >> I will copy my Leadership Council to respond with you as to when it would be good to meet with them. (Obviously, I know you do not have to meet 

with all of them.) And you will like these kids Layna!! 

> >> 



> >> ..... Original Message ..... 
> >> From: Mosley, Layna 
> >> Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2014 3:54 PM 
> >> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> >> Cc: Ducar, Chris; bill palladino; Sander, Thomas J 
> >> Subject: faculty athletics committee liaison meeting 
> >> 

> >> Dear Anson et al: 
> >> 

> >> The Faculty Athletics Committee is in the planning stages for its year-end retreat, in mid-May. To that end, the chair of FAC would like us faculty 
liaisons to meet with our assigned teams (that is, with the coaches, as well as with one or more player representatives), so that we can hear about any 
issues related to academics that concern you, as well get your reactions to what we can do to strengthen the bond between athletics and academics on 
campus. 
> >> 

> >> Would you please let me know when we could meet? My schedule is fairly flexible after April 12, as I’m not teaching this semester. I’d be happy to 
meet separately with the player representatives {so if you want to just give me their names, I can reach out directly to them). 
> >> 

> >> Thanks very much, 
> >> 

> >> Layna 
> >> 

> >> Layna Mosley 
> >> Dept. of Political Science 
> >> University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill Chapel Hill, NC 
> >> 27599-3265 mosley@unc.edu 
>> 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON}’- 

Wednesday             9:05 PM 

~Aol.com> 

Re: ¯ Ins~agram 

I love it ... thank you for sharing!!’. When do both of them get to Houston’? I love my ’I’~x Heels’.!! 

~Aol.com>wrote: 

Hi Anson 

Not sure if this photo will come through but it is 

Download the orificial Twitter app here 

walldng offthe field after beating China axed playing for the USA 

Sent fi~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU~EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday,             9:06 PM 

Ducal Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com>; Bill Palladino~ ~aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

<pacman@unc.edu-~; ~msn.com> 

Fwd:. Insiagrmn 

how do we get this ruth a caption on Go Heels? 

Sem.~"om my Ver’izor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

........ Original Mesmge ........ 

Subject: ¯ Instagra~n 

From: ~Aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <-:anson@emaAl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

Hi Anson 

Not sure if this photo will come through but it is 

Download the official Trotter app hem 

walking oftthe field after beating China and pla:y-ing for the USA 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 9:06 PM 

Lohse, Dave Clark <davelohse@unc.edu> 

Fwd:. Insiagrmn 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ¯ Instagra~n 

From: @Aol.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema]l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

i.instagmm.com/p/m2xYZfld~IN 

Hi Anson 

Not sure if this photo will come through but it is 

Download the official Trotter app hem 

walldng offthe field after beating China ~d playing for the USA 

Sent ti~om my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 9:33 PM 

~msn.com 

Re: ¯ Ins~gram 

.~lnsn.com wrote: 

I’ll text and try and get the original but she is asleep in Europe so it might take a while but I roll get on it. 

Sent frown my iPhone 

On Apr 16, 2014, at 9:05 PM, "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Britt, how do we get this ruth a caption on Go Heels? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~Vireles~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: ° Instagram 

From: ))Aol.com> 
To: "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <anson~e~n~il.unc.edu > 

CC: 

i.insta~ra~i.com/p/m2xYZlkPdN 

Hi Anson 

Not sure if this photo will come through but it is 

Download the official Trotter app here 

walking offthe field after beating China and playing for the USA 

Sent ti~m my iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:37 PM 

Gallo, Jr., Larry A. <athgallo@unc.edu> 

Re: Budget Meeting ~-Please Schedule 

Got it..., thank you LaiD". 

Sem f!"om my Ver’izor~ IFireie,~s 4G L2~ DROLL) 

"Gallo, Jr., Larry A." <athgallo@unc.edu> wrote: 

Coach ~-we already had the meeting on Monday (4/14) at 11:00 AM ~- Tom and Shelly attended. 

Thank~ 

Lasly 

Executive Associate Dh~ck~r of AtNedcs 

Unive~i~y ofNoN~ Car~lina at Chat~l }till 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 5:37 PM 
To: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Subject: RE: Budget Meeting ~ Please Schedule 

Will 

From: Gallo, Jr., Larry A. 
Sent: Thursday, April 10, 2014 I0:04 AM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV; Sander, Thomas J 
Cc: Perkins, Michael 
Subject: Budget Meeting ~, Please Schedule 
Importance: High 

Guys 

If you have not already done so, please contact Mike Perkins in the Business Office abom scheduling your budget meeting. Thanks for your immediate attention to tiffs 

matter 

Thanks so much, and have a good day! ttopefid you are well! 

~lmversily of North Ca~?lina at Chapel Hill 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 10:56 AM 

Fava, Nicole M <fava@email.unc.edu> 

Re: next week 

Very good! 

Sent.~"om my Verizor~ tFireie,~s 4G L)"E DROLL) 

"Fava, Nicole M" <fava@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Anson- 

I was hoping to catch up with you in the o~ce but I understand that you are with 

I just wanted to let you know that I’ll be out of town next week, I am traveling as the athletic trainer with the Region I ODP team for                         will both be 
in town to continue treatments with the girls as well as Scott O if you!the team needs a staff member or any reason, Please let me know if you have any questions!concerns, 

Thanks! 
Nicole 

Nicole M, Fava MA, ATC, LAT, CSCS 
Head Athletic Trainer Womens Soccer! Womens Rowing 
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 
Stallings-Evans Sports Medicine Center 
9:t9-962-2067 (office) 
919-843-4982 (fax) 
Confidentiality Notice: This e-mail message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of intended recipient(s) and may contain confidential and privileged information. Any 

unauthorized review, use, disclosure or distribution is prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient, please contact the sender by reply e-mail and destroy all copies of the 
original message. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 10:56 AM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: Leadership Academy: Rising Star Applications (final) 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Very well. Most .:_~f the [ros~nies are sigt~ed 

Frer~: Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Sent~ Wednesday, April 16, 2014 6:59 PN 

T~: Sander, Thomas ~ 
Subject: ~: Leadership Academy: Rising SNr Applications (finM) 
lm~nee: High 

Torn, 

How are we doing with th~s? 

F~m~ Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent~ Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:25 AN 
T~ Sapp, Andrew; Dorrance, Albe~ A N; Kalbas, Brian J; Mock, Conrad D Jr; Somoano, Carlos N; GaMn, Derek P; Papa, Donna 3; Neaders, Harlis James; Mann, Jan 
Levy, Jennifer S; Breschi, Joe; Sagula, Joseph A; Shelton, Karen C; ~x, Mike; DeSelm, Rich L; Miller, Ron C.; Paul, Sampson L; Haney, Sarah K; Hatchell, Sylvia R; Workman, 
Aaron; Sanchez, Abel; Smith, Amy Diane; Williams, Andre; Calder, Andrew G; DiBite~o, Andrew F; Reckart, Angela;           ~aol.com;           @qma~l.com; 

@ao!~com; Holman, Brian; Tyler, Brie Farley; Gaines, B~ant Anthony; Kolat, Ca~ ~; Pemberton, Chelsea Anne; Ducat, Chris; Fells, Chris; Rich, Chris; GaSh, Chris~ 
Lynn; Holliday, Corey L; Papada~s, Dionisios; Biener, Eric; Hernandez, Erik H; rackham; Ful~n, Grant; Po~er, Grant; Ga~, Grego~; Cathro, Guy; La~a, Ivo~; 

~gma~Lcom; Negalha, Jeff; Charles, Jennifer S; Langley, Raymond Joshua; Webb, ~osh; Dowd, Katrina M; Wigger, Leah Marie; Robe,s, Logan; Young, Marissa 
Veronica; VanAls~ne, Mark; Jednak, Ma~; Li~inger, Michael B; Hudson, Nicole; Myers, Patrick ~acob; Barnes, Philip E; Anundsen, Sara; Forbes, Sco~; 3acBon, Sco~ C; 
Rubin, Stephen Aaron; Gisselman, Steve; ~_~g_~NL~9_~; Baldwin, Richard Anthony; Williams-Johnson, Tracey D; Chinn, Trevor Jacob; Phillips, Tripp; Adams, 
Tyler G; Johnson, Zoya; ~gma~l.com; :~gma~l.com; Sander, Thomas 3; Adams, Clarissa 
~= Lane, Cricket; Hua, Rong DanDan 
S~bje~t= Leadership Academy: Rising S~r Applications (final) 
lmpo~anee= High 

Attached is the final roster of the 2014-~5 Rising Stars Applications. We will spend the next week or so confirming applicants’ Carolina CREED eligibility and then 

contact them regarding their acceptance status (full or conditional) into the program. N.B. If they receive conditional acceptance, they must meet with Cricket by a 

specific date (typically, the last day of classes) to go over the Carolina CREED material they missed. 

F~m= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent= Monday, March [7, 2024 3:47 PM 
S~bje~t= Leadership Academy: 20~5 Rising S~r Applications 

We would appreciate your help in getting the word out about applications for the Rising Stars Program. Typically, we provide a pitch for this at our March Carolina 

CREED meeting; however, winter weather forced us to cancel this meeting. Also, our April Carolina CREED meeting has been pushed back until April 21 given the 

scheduling of the Rammy’s (Apr14) and our Recognition Banquet (Apr7). Much appreciated. 

F~m= Johnson, Shelley H 
Sent= Wednesday, March 05, 20~4 2:45 PM 
S~bject= Leadership Academy: 202~25 Rising S~r Applications 

Coaches, 

Who ~re you looking to le~d your te~m 2-3 se~sons~rom now?~ Get those student-athletes in the leadership pipeline next year. Help position them so that when 

you say to them, "You are a senior.., a captain.., a leader, now LEADV’ that they are ready for that moment, that they have the necessary insights, experience, skills 

and rapport to do so. 

Deadline is Tuesday, April 

~li~ ~i~i~ S~ ~i~i~a: S.~v~vn~on~v.~omiRi~in~St~A~,~at~o. 
Attached is a flyer for applications to the 2014-15 Rising Stars Program -and for Carolina CREED Mentors. Normally, we would distribute these at the March 

Meeting for Carolina CREED; however, the weather conspired against us. We can’t wait until the rescheduled meeting. We would appreciate your help in sharing 

this information with your student-athletes and possibly posting it to a visible and highly trafficked area in your locker room or team room. Thank you for your 

help. 

Shelley 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 4:38 PM 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com>; Ducar, Chris ~<tncay@unc.edu>; Bill Palladino ~aol.com> 

l~Jg: 

Gang~ 

I just finished my meethlg with her. We are in a final list of four schools (the regular suspects): Stanford, UCI.A and UVA. Still, because of Gary Ireland I th~nk we 

have a good shot. She bought al~ the books and ~,~1~ be ~n camp for us th~s July. She ~s a 

F~m= Jason Sisneros [mailto: ~gmail.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, ~:22 PN 
Te= Dorrance, Albert A IV; Ducat, Chris; Bill Palladino 
Subject: 

This was one of the girls that visited today. She plays tbr 

Jason 

Universi~ of North Carolhm \Vomen’s Soccer 

Chapel Hill, North Carolina USA 

Director of Match Analyfis I Assistant Coach 

(919) 812-8322 (c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:26 PM 

Somoano, Carlos M <csomoano@unc.edu> 

I~E: Stop Hunger ANcle 

Thank you Carlos .... I did not see the atLachrnent .... Can you send it to rne? 

From: Somoano, Carlos M 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 3:05 PM 
To: Porter, Grant; geoffrey.griffin@wellsfargoadvisors.com 

(~c: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: RE: Stop Hunger Article 

G eo 

Thai?ks for leading us to ~:h~s pro~ect. The feedback f got was terr~fh::. IVlartma and the k~ds k~ved it as we~L The only negatiw~ was being out o~ town. 

~nyway, slay ir~ touch aRd ~et’s sl~ get together sometime with GsW ~uete and get this club back on track. 

~m~ Porter, Grant 
Nentl Thursday, April 17, 20~4 12:l~ PN 

T~ geoffrey.griff~n@wellsfargoadv~sors.com 
~e~ Somoano, Carlos N; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subje~t~ Sbp Hunger A~icle 

G eoff, 

Take a look at attached and let me know if there is something you would want to add. We are going to submit the article to goheels.com to make sure we get the 

accurate message out regarding the event and stop hunger. Left room for a quote from you so send that along to me. Will also supplement with a quote from mens 

and womens soccer players as well as pictures and hopefully a video. 

Grant 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:29 PM 

.la~m Sisneros ~gmaJl.com) 

EW: In The Zone - April 2014: Science ~ Football, The Sporting Brain Advisou Bo~yd, UEFA Pro License and World Cup 2014 

From: Prozone Sports [mailto:enquiries=prozonesports.com@mai193.us4.mcsv.net] On Behalf Of Prozone Sports 
Sent: Thursday, April :W, 2014 3:47 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; In The Zone - April 20:~4: Science + Football, The Sporting Brain Advisory Board, UEFA Pro License and World Cup 20:~4 

April 2014: Scienr~ - Footbsil, The Sporting Bi’:~k~ Advisory Board, 

UEF,~ Pro License and Wodd C:up 2014 

Performance analysis is about so much more than data. Evolving from vkieo clipping 

and basic number-crunching, analysis now encompasses fields as diverse as 

advanced analytics, physiological monitoring and spe~Is psychology~ 

As the pioneer of perfom)ance anaiysis in sport, Prozene is consmitted to providing 

v,/ealth of professior.,al development oppor[unNes lksr [hose invoived in [his exci[ing 

industry, 

Aiongside our popular per iern",,~:~I",<:e anai?~sis tr~t~inir~£~ <;a!.~ieet~ we have reoelitiy 

iaunched The Spo,,"iir}!:/..":]~ra, iri and are busy working towards the deiivery of a unique 

advanced analytics course in the near future. 

As perlbrmar.,ce ar.,alysis develops and gFows, we wili continue to lead the way with, 

innovative ~:,Ioducte. sei%i<:ee anti edL,’cation mec~rami",,~et~ that enable analysts and 

spo~is scientists to enhance their skiils and remain at the cutting edge of their ind~sby. 

::N:: Image removed by sender¯ Image removed by sender Image removed by sender. 

i.~.i Image removed by sender. 
Image removed by sender. ~iI Imag ........ d by sender 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:39 PM 

Lowell Hott’ma~ <lmhglobal@cs.com> 

1~I:;: Hofl’mm~ thanks 

Lowell, 

From: Lowell Hoffman [mailto:Imhglobal@cs.com] 
Sent-" Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:15 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Hoffman thanks 
Good morning Anson, 
Thank you for the menu note and excellent selectiona. 

has now received his Flat Stanley "travelogue" and LOVED the autograph. Apparently, his Ist grade class had previously discussed autographs so this was 
timely and valued. 
I return from Belgium on Tuesday, 22nd and look forward to you and joining our table for the dim Anderson Nights at the Round Table event at GovOlub. See you 
It will be a memorable evening. 

Best wishes, 
Lowell Hoffman 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:43 PM 

Sagula, Joseph A <jsagula@unc.edu-~ 

Jason Sisneros @gmail.com); Duca~; Chris <ducar@unc.edu>; Sander, Thotnas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

RE: VolleykeJ1 Cli~fic info 

Very good and Jason will have some books .... 

From; Sagula, Joseph A 
Sent; Thursday, April 17, 2014 6:56 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Cc; Jason Sisneros          .~gmail.com); Ducat, Chris; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject; Re: Volleyball Clinic info 

Anson, 
Yes, We will have a central area for you to speak from on the floor with a podium 

And all of the coaches will be sitting in the auditorium seat of Carmichael 

We have it covered 
Thank you. 

JS 

From: <Dorrance>, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc~edu> 

Date: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 at 5:36 PM 

To: Joseph Sagula <jsagula@unc.edu> 

Cc: "Jason Sisneros           @gmail.com)" 

Subject: RE: Volleyball Clinic info 

.Joe, 

._~gmail.com>, "Ducar, Chris" <ducar@unc.edu>, "Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> 

Great__ I have blocked off: that time and I will copy Jason on Lhis so he can set up shop right afLer rny talk to sell as many books as he can~! So are they s~ up in the 

auditoriurn seats? Can I have a podium? 

F~m= Sagula, Joseph A 
$ent= Wednesday, April 09, 20~4 6:37 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
$ubject= Volleyball Clinic info 
Impo~ance: High 

Hi Anson 

I just spoke with Terry Liskevich resardin~ our Coaches clinic on May 3-4 

Thin~s are Iookin8 ~reat, we have over 260 coaches already si~ned up and expect that we may ~et over 300 on that weekend. 

So for your talk to the coaches Terry was mentionin~ that you might want to speak about: 

2. Coachin8 MEN vs. WOMEN, differences, issues, etc. 

2. How do you build a champion, and that culture on a team 

3. And, If you were start~n~ over, what elements would you see as the most important to put into your program. 

The talk with ~o from about 4~30-5~30 PM on Saturday, May 3 at Carmichael. I know you may also be speakin~ to the 

EXSS speda~ ~roup that day as wel~, so please be sure to let me know that the timin~ works out well and no conflict. 

There will be a social time for all the coaches immediately after your talk at Carmichael. 

AND, he said YES, you are welcome to have someone there sellin8 your booksU 

Terry said he will probably send you an email as well or call you sometime soon to discuss thinss. 

Thanks a~ain for bein~ a part of this coaches’ weekend for our sport 



Froln: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:46 PM 

Steve Nelson <steve@eipisystems.com% ~duke.edtv~ 

ILL: Ji Young Lee and Lucas Meachem rehearsing mid performing today at UNC’s Hyde Hall 

You ~re the kindest of rnerl and t ~m t~-’_~rribly sorry we an-:~ n.:_~t there [o spend wh~lt I know will be i~n ~m~dng evening with you ~md Susan ~nd your talented gues[s. 

Emm= Steve Nelson [mailto:steve@eipisystems.com] 
Seat= Thursday, April $7, 2054 7:$4 AM 

To:              Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Fwd: 3i Young Lee and Lucas Meachem rehearsing and performing today at UNC’s Hyde Hall 

and ~sot~ 

Can’t wa~t ~ see you both tonighfi It promises to be a ve~ s~cial evening. Perfectly fi~ing for very s~cial ~ople like you~ 

Enjoy ~low. :) 

Steve 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin tbr~vaxded message: 

From: Steve Nelson <b_-t__e_?_~_~)__e_ip_i_~2:_s_t__e_r[!~:_c_’~?__r[!> 

Date: April 17, 2014 at 7:05:57 AM EDT 

To: Tom Ross <tomross’,~!northcamlina.edu>, Susan Ross ~)gm~dl.com> 
Subject: Fwd: Ji Young Lee and Lucas Meachem rehearsing and performing today at UNC’s Hyde Hall 

Tom, this ALL staJcted with you! 

Can’t wait to see you and Susa3~ tonight! 

With gratitude and appreciation, 

Steve 

Sent frown my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Steve Nelson <steve(tbeipisvstems.com> 
Date: April 17, 2014 at 7:04:01 AM EDT 

To: Allison Bumett Smith <allison.smith~;unc.edt~, "David S. Routh" <drouth~;email.~mc.edu> 
Co: Kristi Eveland <kristi(tb~eipi~,stems.com> 

Subject: l~d: Ji Young Lee and Lucas Meachem rehearsing and pertbrming today at UNC’s Hyde Hall 

This promises to be a very special day and evening. 

Latest below. 

Thrilled yon can all join. 

An incredible debt of gratitude to each and all of you tbr your extraordinary and superhuma~ efforts and contribntions! 

Best to you, 

Steve 

Sent from my iPhone 

Begin forwarded message: 

From: Steve Nelson <stcve(c-4eipisystems.com> 
Date: April 17, 2014 at 6:55:49 AM EDT 

To: Emil Kang <emil kang~;unc.edn> 

Subject: .Ii Young Lee and Lucas Meachem rehearsing and performing today at UNC’s Hyde tIall 

Emil, we will likely be at Hyde Hall in the Universi~ Room on UNC’s campus between 2 a~d 4 pm or 2:30 and 4:30 pm. 

Lucas and Ji will be rehearsing for tonight’s concert. It promises to be a very special performance and evening. 

F’~q, at their invite, we are all ruth Dick and Cindy Brodhead and Scott Lindroth at 10:30 mn today at the new Baldmn 

Anditorium on Duke’s campus. 

ttope you can stop by today, Emil. tlave bragged to Luc&s all about you, a~d also about your extraordinary eltbrts at UNC, 

and he would love to meet you. 

And bt~v looking for a pimao light for Ji mad a good music stand tbr Lucas, both only for tonight, should you be able to point all 

of us in a good direction. 



Backgrounders below. 

Bes~t, 

Steve 

Ji Young Lee 

Ji Young Lee is an accomplished musician with extensive experience as a solo pianist mad vocal coach. Ms. Lee teaches at "the 

Manhattan School of Music and is an adjunct t~culty member at New York University. Past teaching engagements include 

working as an apprentice coach for the San Francisco Opera. 

Ms. Lee’s pertbnnances include concerts at Carnegie Hall, Steinway Hall, Lincoln Center, where she performed in the gala 
concert "Sing for Hope." She has serv’ed as the pianist for numerous Master Classes, including those of Marilsa~ Horne. Also, 

she has been perfo~xned ruth tnany protnising young singers in New York and has been a recital pianist for the up-rising 

superstar, a certain lyric baritone, Lucas Meachem. 

Born in South Korea, Ms. Lee earned her Bachelor of Music from Yonsei Universi~ in Seoul, and a Master of Music in 

Collaborative Piano from the Juilliard School. Ms. Lee holds Professional Certificates from The Juilliard School and Manhattan 

School of Music. She is a fellowship recipient and past attendee at the Music Academy of the West, where she won the 
prestigious Marilyn Home Foundation Competition. 

Ji resides in New York City with her husband and t~vo children 

Lucas Meachem 

Lucas has es~blished himself as an internationally sought-alter performer whose compelling lyric baritone voice and dramatic 

interpretations have led him to s~me of the world’s most important operatic stages. 

Lucas’ season began with a tour ofTchaikovslcy’s Iolanta with world’s best and world’s favorite soprano Anna Netrebko, at 

her invitation, ruth performances in eleven of Europe’s most importa~at musical centers including Vienna, Munich, Paris, Berlin, 

and Amsterdam. 

A year prior, Lucas returned to the San Franciseo Opera to perIbrm the title role in Mozart’s Don Giovanni. Meachem then 
traveled to London to sing Count Altnaviva in the Royal Opera House’s production ofLe nozze di Figaxo. 

Engagements included Wolfraan in Tannhfiuser for Opera de Toulouse in southwest France and a return to Lyric Opera of 

Chicago as Marcello in La bohdme, as well as performances ruth the St. Louis Symphony; the San Antonio Symphony, and 

the Chamber Orchestra of Europe. 

In the previous season, Lucas Meachem performed as Count Almaviva in Le nozze di Figaro at the San Francisco Opera, at 

the Lyric Opera of Chicago, in Madrid, Spain, and at the Metropolitan Opera in New York where he played Mercutio in 

Romdo et Juliette. During the summer Glyndetx)urne Opera Festival in England, he returned to his role as Don Giovanni. 

And in the prior yeax, Lucas Meachem made his debut with the Oi~ra National de Paris in Pa~s in the title role of Billy Budd, 

as well as Fri~iFrank in Komgold’s Die tote Stadt with "the Teatro Real de Madrid in Spain. Lucas also returned to the Lyric 
Opera of Chicago as Valentin in Faust. 

...and then just this year, title role and s~arring performances ... to incredible reviews ... His signature role, as Figaro ... in I1 
Ba~rbiere di Siviglia with the Los Angeles Opera, Sawn Francisco Opera and in Vienna, the Vienna State Opera mthout any 

doubt one of the leading and most famous opera houses in the wotld. 

Where next, for Lucas, alter experiencing the esteemed Baldmn Auditorium on your wonderful Duke campus? :)) 

A sneak peak... 

In the upcoming season, he makes his debut with the Los Angeles Symphony singing Silvio in Pagliacci at "the Hollywood BoM 

under superstar conductor Gustavo Dudmnel. Additional performances in Los Angeles this season include a concert of arias 

and duets with the renowned soprano Hei-Kyung Hong at Disney Concert Hall, as well as a new production of The Ghosts of 
Versailles with Los Angeles Opera, where Lucas will perform with celebri~ singer~ Patti LuPone. 

A favorite bm-itone of London’s Royal Opera House, Lucas returns for two productions next season: in September he will be 

seen in one of his signature roles as Figaro in II barbiere di siviglia (The Barber of Seville), and he returns in May for 

performances as the painter Marcello in Puccini’s most famous opera, La boheme. This season also marks his return to the 

Metropolitan Opera inNew York, where he will reprise his role as Silvio in a new production of Pagliacci. He finishes his 



landmark season on a Europea~ tour of Tchaikovsky’s Iolanta, singing again opposite the international supers~tar ~prano Anna 

Netrebko. 

Sent from tny iPhone 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:48 PM 

~aol.com 
ILE: Belated wish 

Hey!!! It is tough at the top!!! 

From ~aol.com [mailto: ;@aol,com] 
Sent; Thursday, April 17, 2014 9:38 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject-" Re: Belated wish 

I hear you, Ans! Some coaching situations seem destined for rocky times-- hopefully it is temporary. There are a lot of us who miss the days of you and Tony up there-- 

quality, competitiveness, stability..., champions! 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

Saxena Coaching Services 

! ~ ~ _a_ 2x_e___n_! LC£ ~ ! ~ ~ _e_L L~_4 _c_ 2 _a_ _c_[_~_!! ?_gb_£ _r_v_ ! £?_ ~: _c__o_ ~ ~ 

SOCCER-- Strate,gies for Sustained Coachin, g Success (Me~er & Meqt.,r Sport~ 2012) 

Mobile Email: ,t~,aol. com 

W e b: _ p_,L _w_ _w_ :_l_e_t ~ fi 9~g__e_ Le_ L _n_~ _a_:~_I_Lch% _c_o_ L _n_ 

Join the ONE Campaign! www.one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is addressed. 

If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail and any attachments are believed to be 

free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in any way from its 

unauthorized modification or use. 

In a message dated 4/16/2014 7:01:13 P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson@email unc.edu writes: 

Ashu, 

No idea on what happened with the USWNT! 

From: ~aol.com [mailto: ~aol.com] 
Sent; Wednesday, April 16, 2014 10:46 AM 
To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
S~bject: Re: Belated wish 

t ti Anson, 

Thank you for the note. 

Very cool to hear about the spring-- it is always a pleasure to hear how effectively you use the spring season, and it sounds as if the full-strength team could be 

near the top of the NWSL just as it was when the WPS was around! 

Any insights to USWNT coaching duties? I am not in the know obviously, but some public reports cite                   as candidates (?) On another note, I 

flew out to Iowa to work with a couple of Beth Huber’s teams-- it is evident to see your impact on her and what a terrific coach she is as she establishes a 

healthy culture with her teams. 

Yes, looking forward to D,~’the Triangle and being closer to all of you. Will be in touch, and all the best! 

Take care, 

Ashu. 

SOCCER-- Strate£ies fr~r Sustained Coachin£ Success (Meqer & Me~ler Sporl, 2012) 

Mobi]e: Email: @aoI.com 

Web: _ _>_ :’_ _>_ :’_ _ _w_ _ : _l_ _e_ _t_ ~ g _o_~g_e__ Le_ Ln_ :__a__s__tL_Lu__s_ :_£ _o__ Ln__ 

loin the ONE Campaign! www one.org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to which it is 

addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately Although this e-mail and any attachments 

are believed to be free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender for any loss or damage arising in 

any way from its unauthorized modification or use 

In a message dated 4/14/2014 1:10:2) P.M. Eastern Daylight Time, anson~geinail.unc.edu writes: 

Thank you ...~                                                          Spring has been good .... we beat Sky Blue and dominated 1st half against 

Wash Spirit. You will like DA ... and I will like having you near by!! 

~aol.com wrote: 

Hi Anson! 

How are you? A quick note to wish you a belated very Happy Birthday! How time flies with a little one and how the memory for some dates on the 

calendar are challenged. Nonetheless, better late lhan never as the saying goes. 

Are you keeping well? How is your family? How is the spring season going? Would enjoy catching up. One updale is lhat I am going back to 

teaching/coaching-- my true passions and a renewed vigor as some time away has proved valuable. Headed to Durham Academy in the Triangle and 

looking forward to it! 



Take care, 

Ashu. 

Saxe~a Coachm~ Services 

SOCCER-- Strategies f!)r Sustained CoachinKSuccess (~Ieyer & Me_~er {p{rrt~ 2012) 

Mobile: Ert~ail: ~aol.cort~ 

Web: www.iets~og~etem- ashus.com 

oin the ONE Campaign{ www.one,org 

NOTE: THIS IS A CONFIDENTIAL COMMUNICATION. Do not forward this email without consent of this sender. This transmission is intended only for the use of the individuals or entity to 

which it is addressed. If you are not the intended recipient, or the person responsible for delivering the message to the intended recipient, please return it immediately. Although this e-mail 

and any attachments are believed to be free of any virus or other defect, it is the responsibility of the recipient to ensure that it is virus free and no responsibility is accepted by this sender 

for any loss or damage arising in any >gay from its unauthorized modification or use 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:49 PM 

~aol.com 

EW: North Carolina Soccer Cmnp 

From: Amye King [mailto:Sales=OasysSports.com@cmail3.com] On Behalf Of Amye King 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 9:45 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A 1V 
Subject; North Carolina Soccer Camp 

Earn more, work 
bess at your camps! 
That’s right Coach Dorrance - Oasys 

Sports has an outstanding website and 

registration solution where we do the work 

and you focus on coaching. There are 

also no expenses for you! That’s right o 

I~arn ~,!ore, Work Less! 

Like others, we do charge a nominal fee 

when people register - this fee is less than 

Active/Thriva, My Online Camps, ABC 

Camps, SDI Camps and others! 

Our FREE solution includes: 

Contact Info 

Phone: 312.618.7200 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:54 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

EW: Stop Hunger Article 

stop hunger.docx 

From: Porter, Grant 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 12:1:t PM 
To: geoffrey.griffin@wellsfargoadvisors.com 

�::¢: Somoano, Carlos M; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Stop Hunger Article 

G eoff, 

Take a look at attached and let me know if there is something you would want to add. We are going to submit the article to goheels.com to make sure we get the 

accurate message out regarding the event and stop hunger. Left room for a quote from you so send that along to me. Will also supplement with a quote from mens 

and womens soccer players as well as pictures and hopefully a video. 

Grant 

iXi IMAGE 



The UNC Men’s and Women’s Soccer teams recently teamed up with Stop Hunger Now to help fight 

worldwide hunger. The two programs came together and packaged 10,000 meals to be shipped around the 

world for those in need and support the organization’s vision of "a world without hunger." 

The UNC student-athletes took on various roles among a chain of duties to package the meals. Each meal 

consists office, soy protein, dried re-~" 1 =~tab es, and 21 essential vitamins and minerals. From assembling 

the meal, weighing and sealing, boxing, and loading, it was a team effort from both the soccer programs. 

of Men’s Soccer reflected on the experience, " "Women’s player __ added, 

Former UNC soccer standout and assistant coach Geoff Griffin (year) recently sela~ed on the board of 

Stop Hunger Now and passionately had this to say, "          " 

Stop Hunger Now provides over 70% of its meals to support transformational development programs 

such as school feeding programs, vocational training programs, early childhood development programs, 

orphanages~ and medicN clinics. Working with these programs helps enhance lives by giving 

bene:tfciaries the oppo~*unib~ to break the cycle of pove:rty through education, skills development, and 

health care while also :receiving much :needed nutrition. Stop Hunger Now’s goal :is to Nlocate 80% of its 

meals to t:ransfo:rma~ional development programs by 2015. 

Every year Stop Hm~ger Now reserves 10% of its projected meals to respond right away to crisis 

situations including natural disasters~ conflict and famine. In addition to providing food for crisis relief, 

Stop Hunger also works to meet the immediate needs of those suffering from hunger 

(www.stophungemow.org). 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 5:59 PM 

Farrow, Raymond BeNamin <raymond lhrrow@unc.edu> 

@duke.edu] ,~)gmail.com; ~gmaJl.com 

@gmail.com 

RE: CPA 10th Amliversag’ Gala 

Excellent .... I will r’ur~ this by and copy for pictures. 

From: Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 1:02 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A 1V 

Subject: RE: CPA lOth Anniversary Gala 

Anson and 

Tuesday, April 29, works we~l [or me and my co~league ~acheL }~ow about: h~nch at noon? 

~n the mesnt~me, do you have a good photo o[ you two 8rid M~che~e? We may hsve an opportuil~tg to add all extr8 page ~r~ our 2014/15 season 8t~de about the 

gala, and Ern~ thought if you had a good p~cture o[: the three o[: you together’ we could try to ~ndude thaL Thanks. 

Raymond B. Farrow III I Bireetor of Development and Strategic Initiatives 

Oaro~ina Pe~orming A~s I Universi~ of Noah Oarolina at Ohape~ Hil~ 

Oampus Box 3233, Ohape~ Hill, ~0 27599-3233 

P: (9~9) 843-3307 I O ~ raymond farrow@une.edu 

carelinapederm~ngaAs.org ~ O~iek to see our Sp~ing 20J.4 Performance Schedule 

" ::N:: Doscription: D~scription: Doscription: ] ]-]2 
....... CPA - Create Present Conno~ 

~Click here to find cut how yo u can support the pefferming a~ts at Carolina 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 6:48 PM 
To: Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 

_~__d_~ Lk___e_~__e__d_~ 0 
Subject: RE: CPA lOth Anniversary Gala 

My first free day is April 29~h 

From: Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2014 4:42 PM 

Te: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
@duke.edu) 

Subject: RE: CPA 10th Anniversary Gala 

~r~sor~ 

My boar’d meeung is now behind me, so my schedule is begkmb~g to open up as well Let me know when you’d ~ke ~o meet. 

~ announced your’ partidpsdon ~n the gala to the board ~ast Friday, and everyone was delighted to ~earn of your involvement and to hear’ about M~che~e’s 

performances. People are very excited. 

Many thanks~ 

Raymond B. Farrow III I Director of Development and Strategic Initiatives 

Carolina Pedorming A~s I Univers~b’ of NoAh Carolina at Chapel 

Campus Box 3233, Ohape~ ~ill, NO 27599-3233 

P: (9~9) 843-3307 I O: I raymond farrow@unc.edu 

£~[£_[J~?_#R~t£_[E?]_~g_~:£[g ~ O~ick to see our SR[~_#_g__~#_$_~__~#_r]££~_~[!~_#__~_b_#_#_~_[ 

~.~.~ Description: Description: Description: ] 
CPA - Create Present Conno~ 

~Click h~:’re [:o field out how you can .~u;~port the performing att.~ at Carolina 

From: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Sent: Monday, April 07, 2014 4:26 PM 



To: Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 

@duke.edu) 
Subject: RE: CPA lOth Anniversary Gala 
Thank you Raymond .... ~nd 1 are very excited. Yes, let’s have lunch ~... M,~’ schedule starts to thin o~t next week. 

From: Farrow, Raymond Benjamin 

Sent: I~londay, April 07, 20~.4- 3:02 PM 
To:         ~duke.edu; Dorrance, Albert A 
Subject: CPA lOth Anniversary Gala 

M’Liss and Anson: 

Emil asked me to reach out to you. We are all excited to be presenting Michelle next year to kick-off our :[0th anniversary season. I am grateful that you both are 

willing to serve as co-chairs of the opening gala. I and my team, including Rachel Ash and Jennifer Cox, stand ready to help in any way we can and to work with you 

in deciding the best way to promote the gala and have a successful event. 

We are making some preliminary arrangements already. Of course, CPA will do everything related to organizing the actual event, but we will be looking for your 

input as far as marketing and publicizing the event to the community and how best to sell tables, etc. Perhaps there might be a time to meet so we can share some 

of these initial plans, get your thoughts and ideas, and come up with a general plan for how best to move forward? Let me know what might work for you. Maybe 

lunch one day? 

We do plan to send a save-the-date card to a number of our key donors and friends soon (within two weeks), with a formal invitation to follow sometime later this 

spring. An initial task will be making sure we have any names of people on your list we want to be sure to include in the mailing. 

I’ve got a great team of people here that will make sure this is a great event, so no worries on any details. We’ll take care of that. You just help us position it within 

the community and with the right people, etc. 

Looking forward to meeting you both soon. 

Cheers. 

Raymond B. Farrow Ill I Director of Development and Strategic initiatives 

Carolina Performing Arts I University of North Carolina at Ohape~ Hill 

Campus Box 3233, Chapel Hill, NO 27599-3233 

P: (919) 843-3307 i C: I raymond farrow@unc.edu 

carolinaperformingarts.org I Click to see our Spring 2014 Performance Schedule 

" iNi Description: Description: Description: 11-12 
CPA - Create Present Connect 

~Click here to find out how yo u can support the performing ar~s at Carolina 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 6:02 PM 

Jay Johnson <jay@governorsclub.cc~~ 

~duke.edu) 

RE: Anson Dorance Menu 

Thank you Jay’.[ 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Johnson [mailto:iay(~,overnorsclub cc] 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 2:19 PM 
To: Don-ance, Albert A IV; ’Lowell Hoffinan’ 
Subject: RE: }’mson Dorance Menu 

Thank you 2/ir I)orrance- 

We have updated our notes to reflect your men selections 

Please let me know if’there is any more I can do to make this night a memorable one for you and the membership here at G overnors Club. You are in great hands working with Lowell Hoff’man 
so I trust every detail will be executed to perfectinn. I’ll talk to you soon[ 

Regards, 
-Jay Johnson 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Dorrance, Albert A [V [mailto:anson(~r!emaikunc.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2014 5:50 PM 
To: Lowell Hoffinan 
Cc: j ay@governorsclub cc 
SubJect: RE: Anson I)orance Menu 

Thank you gentlemen for this wonderful collection of choices. 

In ordcr I will have: 2, 3, 2 ..... 

And thank you .... I look forward to seeing you on the 28th of May. 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Lowell Hot’man [mailto:lrrJ~global(~cs.com] 
Sent: Tr~ursday, @ril 10, 2014 3:58 PM 
To: Dot~ance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Anson Dorance Menu 

Good afternoon Anson, 

hope that you are enjoying this long awaited spring weather and the bright outlook that it can help to offer us each day. 

re: Menu for May 28. 
As I mentioned, one of your perquisites is choice of menu. Ottr House Manager, Jay Jol-mson, and Chef Ben have come up with the following choices. 
Would you kindly review these choices and make yottr selection of one 
each: salad, entree and dessert. 

Should you have any additional suggestions, these are welcomed also. 
Just as FYI, when the menu is posted, it is also made clear that an individual may request an alternate for dietary or allergy reasons - so you need not fear that your choices will inadvertently 
impact others in attendance. 

As FYI, I depart for a visit in Belgium with elder daughter and grandson April 11 to 22. Cormnunications on my end may be liimited during this period. 

With best wishes, 

Lo}vell Hoffinan 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Jay Johnson <jay@govemorsclub.cc> 
To: lmhglobal <lmhglobal@cs.com> 
Sent: Wed, Apr 9, 2014 10:27 pm 
Subject: Anson Dorance Menu 

Good evening Mr Hoffh~an- I hope you enjyed your dinner tonight! As mention, please see the menu below and let me know your thoughts. I need ]~f!- Dorance to chose one from each 
course. Menu May 28th 

Salads 
1) Brown sugar Bacon And Tomato Salad Mixed filed greens, tomatoes, spiced }valnuts, Gorgonzola cheese and shallots vinaigrette 
2) Wedged Salad Iceberg wedge topped }vith brown sugar applewood smoked bacon, shaved onions, blue cheese crumbles, cherl?,’ tomatoes, croutons and blue cheese dressing 
3) Governors Salad Field greens, blue cheese crumbles, candied walnuts, bell peppers, and granny smith apples, tossed in balsamic vinaigrette 

Entrde Choices 
1 ) Pork Bracciooletini Pork loin stuffed with mozmnrella cheese, pancetta, and fresh herbs 
2) 6oz Seared Sahnon Filet Lemon butter sauce 
3) Chicken Picatta lVhite wine sauce, capers and fresh herbs 

All Entrees Sep~ed with Garlic Mashed Potato, sauteed broccoli Rabe. 



Dessert 
1 ) Lemon (;ream Cake served with berries 
2) T~ramisu cake 
3)) Chocolate sabayon mousse cake Dome with mango and fresh berry 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O LINC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, 6:20 PM 

pacman@~mcaa.unc.edu 

Subject: Please do this ASAP but at least by Sunday Midnight! ! ’~ 

Ladies, 

I sent this oul: and some of you have not done this ~et. P~ease finish this by Sunday midnight becau~;e your p~ager conferences beg~n on Monday and f w~l be using 

th~s data in our p~yer conferences. Sign up w~th Tom and MON, TUES, WED the conferences wi~ star~ at 530 pm and go unti~ 7:30. On Th they w~l~ start at 9 ~m and 

go until :].030 ~n the morning and then ~n the afternoon they w~l[ start at 2 pm and go until 4:30. On FR[ they w~[[ start at 9 am and end at lO am and then start 

the afternoon at 3pro and end at 5 

l[ yO~.E have not completed i[ when we mee[ (lille w~th un-memorized %ore values") yO~.E Wi~ be sent to do i[ and then return for your conference when 

comp~e~:ed 

Ladies, 

I know you guys are driven nuts with all we ask you to do but I was excited about how we~l everyone did with the "What Drives Success" interview. It probably took 

you more than 10 minutes to read and almost all of you really "got it". 

Here is my last request of the spring: https:!!www.surveymonkey.com/siDevelopment...Sel[..Assessment 

Do this survey above. I like the d~rection we are going in. This will take you 10 m~nutes. Introspection is good for the soul 

Tom and I are working with Jorian and Jason to finish the spring competitive cauldron and there is SO MUCH IMPROVEMENT. I love 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

(~c: 

Bec: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 6:20 PM 

Mosley, Layna <mosley@unc.edu"~ 

~msn.com; duca@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros ~)gmail.com); pacmm~@uncaa.unc.edu 

~aol.com 

RE: Thanks 

Hey!!! We had :tun as well!! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Mosley, Layna 
Sent: ~Ihursday, April 17, 2014 3:24 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
SubJect: Thanks 

Thanks for lunch. ’]?hat was fun! Sor~, to run off-- had to switch out on baby duD" so that my husband could get to a meeting. (And I think he’s tempted by the idea of playing soccer agmn, 
for what it’s worth.. ) 

See you soon, 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 6:22 PM 

pacman@nncaa.unc.edu 

FW: Food Truck Rodeo at the Hilton Garden Inn RTP 4,/22,/14 

Food Track Rodeo Flier PDF.pdf 

From: Katherine Sholtis [mailto:Katherine.Sholtis@Hilton.com] 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 4:18 PM 
To: Katherine Sholtis 
Subject: Food Truck Rodeo at the Hilton Garden Inn RTP 4/22/14 

Hello UNC Coaches! 

I hope your week is going well. 

Our hotel is hosting a Food Truck Rodeo next Tuesday. If you have the time we would love for you to attend! Please share with anyone you would like to! 

::Ni Food Truck Rodeo Flier JPEGjpg 

Please contact me any time and it is my pleasure to assist. 
I hope your week finishes up great! 
Thank you! 
Katherine 
Katherine Sholtis 
Sales Manager, Hilton Garden Inn, Raleigh-Durham/Research Triangle Park 

._H__i!t__o___n___G_’__a__r__d__e___n_!__n__n_ ,_£ _o___m__ I ~__e__c__o___m__ 9___A_____F__a__n_ _ __Q__n____F__a__c___e__b___o__o___k. I View Ou r V-broc h u re 
Direct: 919-313-5163 



Hotel: 919-941-6066 

Fax: 919-941-6363 

Email: katherine.sholtis(@~ilto n.co m 

4620 S. Miami Blvd. Durham, NC 27703 

i ~;~ i cid:imaf,se001.png@0 !0DOC32.7~35 
923F0 

Our ~per~en~e. Yo~ S~cess. " 

::~:+:;:: Tri~dvisor email logo 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV ~/O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Thursday, April 17, 2014 8:57 PM 

.!ohn Genninario ~john@globalssintl.com> 

Re: ( FITX ) CEN Biotech appoints John A. Gemfinario as Chairman of the Bomd - WSJ.com 

Wow!!! Jolm congratulations, my friend!!!! 

Se~t.~vm my ’/erizon }Vireiess 4G L)’E L)ROIL) 

John Germina~-io <j ohn@globalssinfl.com> wrote: 

http:iionline.wsi .comiarticle/PR-CO-20140417-908233.html 

John A, Germinario 
Chief Executive Officer 

Global Securities Selwices Co12o. 
Whistl&~lower on DepositaxN Receipts and Deposita~w Bat2cs 

917.902.1123 

www.gssintl.com 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 18, 2014 9:58 AM 

~live.unc.edu-~ 

Walsh, Sue <sue walsh@unc.edu>; Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

RE: Kenan Lunch 

I am free on the 2nd and the 3rd of May for lunch. 

..... Ori¢ina[ Message ..... 

From: 
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2014 9:27 PM 
To: I)orrance, Albert A IV 
Cc: Walsh, Sue; Sander, Thomas J 
Subject: Re: Kenan Lunch 

Hello, I am free for lunch on Monday or Wednesday around 2:00 pm or anyday from May 2-4 at aW time. I am also doing 5rst session summer school so I will be in town from May 13 till 
around June 13 if those previous dates do not workout. 

On Apr 17, 2014, at 5:47 PM. Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

> Sure. I will copy her and see when her best lunch opportunities are between now and when she leaves. When are you :tree for lunch in the next three weeks? (If you can g~ve us 
three or ]2~ur days that would be great.) 
> 
> ..... Original Message ..... 
> From: Sue Walsh [mailto:sue(~ramsclub com] 
> Sent: ’l’hursday, April 17, 2014 9:11 AM 
> To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
> Subject: Kenan Lunch 
> 

> Anson, Jayne indicated that you are not aw~ilable for the Kenan lunch until mid May, but tha~ will have alrea@ let’t campus Do you have an?’ availability between now and when 
she finishes her exams that we might try and plan it? If not we’ll have to do it in the flail and I’m hoping that she will be on campus and not with the national team? Thx!! 
> 
> Sue Walsh 
> Director of Legacy Programs 
> 919.843.6413 
> "We educate and inspire through athletics" 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 18, 2014 10:18 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu); Jason Sisneros @gmail.com) 

EW: College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - April 2014 - Spectacular Webcast DVD! 

From: Steve Brennan [mailto:steve@peakperformanceconsult.com] 
Sent; Friday, April 18, 2014 1:57 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A iV 
Subject; College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - April 2014 - Spectacular Webcast DVD! 

[ ii~iI http://www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com/images/EmailUpdatePageHeader.gif 

The College Recruiter RESOURCE Update - April 2014 

Note: NEW COACHES. If you have new coaches at your school, please send their e-mail addresses for inclusion in our mailing list. Send to 

steve@ thebestcollegerecruiter.com. Thank you. 

A specia~ note from Dr. Steve 8rennan 

Hi everybody: 

The Recruiters InsHtuteTM webcast broadcast from the NCAA Division I Mebs Basketball Championship in Dallas was a huge success! 

insider recruiting tips to make you the best recruiter on your campus! 

ORDERTHE DVD NOW! http://thebestcollegerecruiter.com/recruiters-institute-dvd.aspx 

These ".S#~,,’r~.h~.~ ~?.,"~5~’~~ discount products ($25 off retail price) are available for the remainder of April 2014: 

1. Recruiters Bible-3rd Edition 

Order here: http://www.thebestcolleqerecruiter.com/Book-Details.aspx?lD=14 

2. Championship Recruiting Systems: Women’s Basketbal! - Edition 2. 

Order here: htt1~;//www~thebestc~!~egerecruiter~c~m/~ham~!~nshi~-Recruiting°~stems~Detai~s~aspx?~D=648 

3. Video: Recruiting Video #3: The Fundamentals of College Athletic Recruiting. 

Order here: httlO:]!www.thebestcollegerecruiter.com[VideooSeries.as[o~ 

More savings on Recruiting E-books -Order here: http://www.thebestcolleqetecruiter.com/Books.aspx 

..................................................................................... 

Complete Recruiters Ikibrar¥TM here: http://thebestcollegerecruiter.com/Recruiters-lLibrary.aspx 

This message is not spare. If you wish to unsubscribe, write REMOVE in the subject line, and send to -s--t--e---v--e----@---t--h---e---b---e--s--t--c---~--[!--e-~-e---r--e--c---r--u-!--t--e---r:--c---~---m--.. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 18, 2014 10:29 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: United Cup of Champions 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 20:t4 9:48 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; United Cup of Champions 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

’ ......................... 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 18, 2014 10:31 AM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

l~W: United Cup of Champions 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com [mailto:no-reply@e.sincsports.com] 
Sent: Friday, April 18, 20:t4 9:48 AM 

To; Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject; United Cup of Champions 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

’ ......................... 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

sincSports.co 

m 



Athletic Facilities Master Plan 

Soccer (Men & Women) 

McCaskill 2nd floor conference room 

May 23, 2012 

Attendees: Anson Dorrance Carlos Somoano, Karlton Creech, Diane Bachman, Keith Snead 

Sell women’s sports (like basketball at UConn and Tennessee) 

Remain at current site 

Stadium should help us win and recruit (like Boshamer & Carmichael) 

Vertical stadium that surrounds the field, bring fans close to the field (360 degree seating) 

Lower band of approximately 6000 seats, skyboxes, ability to add more seats going up 

Ability to host major events (would mean 12,000 - 14,000 seats) 

3-phase construction possible (lower tier, suites, upper seats) 

If marketed well women’s soccer could be a revenue sport 

New stadium would include both soccer and both lacrosse programs 

Huge local fan base with 2 major youth leagues nearby 

Let’s build something truly unique, the ideal stadium doesn’t currently exist 

Good stadiums currently at Kennesaw, Clemson, Portland, Creighton 

UVA not good 

Maryland has intimidating stadium but the facility is not good 

MLS - best stadiums at Philly, Kansas City, Houston 

Covered seats are a must 

Field must be grass (recruiting) 

2 separate officials locker rooms 

At least 3 visiting locker rooms 

Video board (UVA has great production on their board) 

Sell everything! (no limit on advertising) 

Have access to the stadium by the public on non-game days - believes this promotes the game 

Graphic recognition of the history of the program throughout the stadium - honor former 

players 

Training room with private exam room 

Press room/interview room that is separate so as not to interfere with other post-game 

activities 

Retail space (on-line sales through goheels.com are good) 

Pre-wired video and broadcast locations 

Equipment room (Carmichael eq. room only use for game gear) 

Space for Maintenance 

New stadium should blend in with other campus buildings (Boshamer & Carmichael are good 

examples) 

Varied options for premium seats (terraces, Ioge seats, etc. and something for kids to do) 

DO sell alcohol 

Player’s lounge (Boshamer has good one) 

Video room/meeting room (like men’s lacrosse) 

Residential laundry operation 

More parking & visitor spaces 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 12:01 AM 

Mark Slade <marks@bigkahuna.ca> 

Re: Summer/Fall Schedule 

I am conthsed ... what do you wmit? 

Se~tt.#"om my Verizort II:irele,~s 4G L)"~ DROLL) 

Mark Slade <mayks@bigkahuna.ca:~ wrote: 

Hello from Canada Anson, 

A few of us will be heading down the West Coast for our annual stm~mer surf trip. Any chance you guys will be doing a swing out here? We are a group of highschool/club/University 
coaches that are trying to organize the dream trip of surfing, ML S, NIVSL and 

Go Heels! 

Mark Slade 
Kelowna United PCSL Resel~e Women 
Big Kahuna Sports Co. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O~kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 12:13 AM 

Mark Slade <marks@bigkahuna.ca> 

Re: Summer/Fall Schedule 

We ~:re coining out west..., it might be Sept. 

Ses~f.~"om my Verizor~ II~ireie,~s 4G L)"I~ DROLL) 

Mark Slade <mayks@bigkahuna.ca:~ wrote: 

I’m wondering if you guys mad gals will be coming out west in August for some presea~n games. 

Mark 

On Apr 18, 2014, at 21:00, "Do~rance, Albert A IV" <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

I am confused.., what do you wmat? 

Se~.t.fi°om my verizo.~ ~Vireles~’ 4G LT~’DRO1D 

Mark Slade <marks@bigkahuna.ca> wrote: 

Hello froru Canada Anson, 

A few of us will be heading down the West Coast for our annual stm~ruer surf trip. An?" chance you guys will be doing a swing out here? We are a group of 
highschooliclub/University coaches that are trying to organize the dream trip of surfing, MLS, NWSL and 

Go Heels! 

Mark Slade 
Kelowna United PCSL Resel~’e Women 
Big Kahuna Sports Co. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 10:50 AM 

~hotma~l.com:~; ~live.unc.edtr~; 

invites you guys to co~mect with her’. 

~gmail.com 

is in Stockholm and says tonight at 8 pm might be something you guys would enjoy jumping into .... Email her and connect![ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Attach: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, 9:10 PM 

Ducar, Chris <ducay@unc.edu>; Jason Sisneros ~gmaJl.com>; Bill Palladino 

<pacman@unc.edu-~; Brittani Bartok ~msn.com> 

Fwd: Weeldy 

0418socgrades.pdf 

@aol.com>; Sander, Thomas J 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Weekly 

Frown: TONY YOUNT ~gmail.co~n> 

To: "Stander, Thomas J" <pacmm~@unc.edu>,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edt~-,"Ducar, Cl~is" <ducea@unc.edtc,,"Palladino, George W" 

<bpaJladino@unc .edu>,Jason Sisneros ~z)gmail.com > 

CC: 

Coaches, 

The grade report again this week as so many new progress reports were sent or updated. I was out most of Monday, half of Tuesday and Wednesday for various reasons and did not see 
but about half of my kids Study hall was closed Monday and Thursday nights so it was an odd week 

What appears below is my best guess of where our kids will finish for the spr~ng semester Disasters, and miracles, can happen on exams, but at this point I do not anticipate any academic 
issues with any of our kids. is really my only wor~, at this point I think she’ll be OK, but there is a risk with her I’ll be accompanying    to Boston next week ~2~r the ACC 
tournament and we’ll do some studying. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Saturday, April 19, 2014 9:26 PM 

John Germinario ~john@globalssintl.com> 

Re: Massive Fraud at Bank of New York Mellon, JPMorgan,Citibank and Deutsche Bank.BizTalk with Jim Campbell - April 20, 2014 

Go get ’ern John!!! 

Sem.~"om my Verizon tIqre[e,~s 4G L)"l: DROLL) 

John Germina~io <j ohn@globalssintl.com> wrote: 

Dear Friends, 

Please lis~ten to the following Business Talk Radio Show with James Can~pbell and John Genninario. 

Sunday, April 20 at 10am EST on https:/iwybc.com/llsterv’ 

The show is about the Greatest Coverup in International Capital Markets Histo~ that cost Global Investors and Shareholders in the 100’s of billinns of 
dollars in evaporated losses,ere, ere .... 

We talk about, Billions in Tax Frand, Money Laundering, HaKlcore Naked Shorts, Incomprehensible Bribes paid to International Companies, Securities 
Violations, etc,etc....Who knew and when and did ve~ little to correct it! .~MI caused by these four New York Banks, The Bank of New York Mellon, 

3PMorgan, Citibank and Deutsche Bank over several decades and continues today! 

Every Global shareholder, Investor, ADR Company, Atl~m~ey, Broker and every affiliated party to American Detx~sitaD’ Receipt and Global Detx~sitaxy Receipt 

Programs needs to listen to this program. Bank analysts such as Mike Mayo of CLSA needs to listen as this represents a substa~atial complement to his comments on 

the Bank of New York Mellon in particular’.!! 

Names will be Named! 

Each and every trading day that passes, shareholders lose hundreds of millions of dollars in their portfolio’s &~e to ADR and GDR Bank Fraud!’.! 

NO MORE!!’.! The Securities and Exchange Commission has arrived! 

Global Securities Serwices Corporation 

John A. Germina~o 

Chief Executive Officer 
International Capital Markets Specialists 

Depositary Receipts, Depositary Banks- Whistleblower 

Works with: Ihe l~ited States-Securites andExchange Commission, Enforcement, Ihe Federal Bureau oJTnvestigation, Ihe Internal Revenue Service also 

with most Global Financial Regulators. 

American Depositary Receipts and Global Depositary Receipts are TOXIC and have Poisoned Global Investor Portfolio’s for Decades 

GSS is a Depositary Receipts activist o~ganization. 
www.gssintl.com 

T-917-902-1123 

..... Forwarded Message ..... 
From: Greenwich Media Systems <jamesocampbell@campbellbiztalk.com> 
To: john@globalssintl.com 
Sent: Saturday, April 19, 2014 12:25 PM 
Subject: BizTalk with Jim Campbell - April 20, 2014 



This Week’s Show- 
A Wall Street Financial Whistleblower on a Largely Unknown Scandal 

Ukrainian-American Political Activist and Small Business Owner on the Crisis in the Ukraine 

From financial scandal to the tragedy brewing in the Ukraine - this week we have it all for you ! Whether you listen to us on Easter morning or catch the show via podcast later 
is one show you don’t want to miss= 

S u nday April 20th 10=11 am EST Click to Listen: http:llr20.rs6.netltn.jsp?f=O01 DtGBaxwVC7fSGafxeKpiwFIgNueG_J- 
iySADo2Q_fJlyculPb989oTeMfqrGhvxtlUnmranx7ORjZorKq91 KIvpeeHhLlumeHUEPC2pqW7XmimXuUzGTY711E- 
xWQa7NjdHftgehRZfJ DT898Gnqgzg3A BSDSG_hqLo719MnyPSIsSdWGvtu rQ==&c=YblYTMjw0H_Ssmfs6o6r n7sseVZIvJSWLLvg51 EYbyLfhgmQPWoSpg==&ch=U bNEo 
tE-IgfBfJvLXoySep41roVG97kspKujlLOZDYWZUcqNjg== for a list of stations or to listen online 

Podcast also available on iTunes: ~u~s~i~n~e~s~T~a~!~k~w~!~t~h~J~!~m~C~a~b~e~]~! 

Don’t Miss Next Week’s Show - April 20th 

William D, Cohan on Duke Lacrosse Scandal 

Now the Best of "Business Talk with Jim Campbell" 
Thursdays 7-8pm EST on the Biz Talk Radio Network 

Go to: http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001DtGBaxwVC7fSGafxeKpiwFIgNueG=J- 
i ySADo2Q_fJlyculPb989oSA nbH RQv2B6yTMOTkQIhLvsL_BGBce3VGSazKM4HXEpmvlgyZmVaEHkuq8KBOUZnjqDPQ4D7nafSB7_t h ghywt Kj NR- 

GbLhA DiBIc79cFWKseOOwvZjjco=&c=YblYTMjw0H_Ssmfs6o6r n7sseVZIvJSWLLvg51 EYbyLfhg mQPWoSpg==&ch=UbNEowDl-ff=- 
IgfBfJvLXoySep41 roVG97kspKujlLOZDYWZUcqNjg== 



© 2013 Business Talk with Jim Campbell Digital Smart Tools, LLC 

J 

This email was sent to john@globalssintl.com by iaFnesocampbell@campbellbiztalk,com 

Update Profile/Email Address :: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

Greenwich Media Systems I 4 Arnold Street I Old Greenwich I CT I 06870-1203 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Monday, April 21, 2014 9:40 PM 

Mike Keating @gmail.com> 

Re: Thi~fl Set - 27 players - Player Conference Data: Grit Survey, UNC Traits 

That might be everyone ... 

Se~t.~°om my Verizou IFire[ess 4G L)"E 

Mike Keating ~gmail.com> wrote: 

2"7 respot~ses.., added 

Mike t(ea~:ing 

From: Mike Keating [mail~       }gmail.com] 
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2014 11:13 AM 

To: ’Dorrance, Albe~ A N’; ’Tom Sander’ 
Subject: LATEST - Player Conference Data: Grit Survey, UNC Traits 

M~ke ~<ea~:ing 

F~m: Mike Keating [mailto:       ~qma~l.com] 
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2014 8:15 PM 

To: ’Dorrance, Albe~ A N’; ’Tom Sander’ 
Subject: RE: Player Conference Da~: Grit Su~ey, UNC Train 

22 responses as of 8:].5 PM tordghL. Looks li~e at~s~vered twice, so ~f m) o~:hers repeated, ~:hen we have 2]. players... 

~’I~ send another update tomorrow. 

M~ke Keating 

F~m= Mike Keating [mailto:      #qma com] 
Sent= Saturday, April 19, 20~4 12:27 PM 

To= ’Dorrance, Albe~ A N’; ’Tom Sander’ 
Subject; Player Conference Da~: Grit Su~ey, UNC Trai~ 

Tom, Anson: 

I attached the first ~5 players that filled out Grit & UNC traits as of Noon today... I embedded the scoring instructions for Tom to tally the Grit survey results. A cool 

chart would be a scatter plot of all players and then highlight the player in the conference to compare to teammates. 

The UNC trait (love ball, love game, self-belief, discipline, competitive fire) results are interesting._ looks like about 75% of girls rate themselves AVERAGE on self- 

belief. How do we move them up a notch? 

I will send the remaining data as soon as the girls fill it out. 

Mike Keating 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 21,2014 10:26 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: College Cotnbine 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Re: College Combine 

From: Doug Landetbld <dbradley 1515@sbcglobal.net> 

To: Janet Elizabeth Rayfield <rayfield@uiuc.edu>,Curtis McAlister <cmcaliste@scu.edu>,Jon lipsi~ ~ionlipsi’~@uky.edu>,Summer Perala 

<sdperala@eiu.edu~>,Garrett Smith <smithg@up.edu>,Donald Trentham <Don.Trenthmn@Colorado.EDU>,Darren Ambrose <dvambros@tx~box.upenn.edu>,BlaI:e 

Hornbuckle <Nake.hornbuckle@selu.edu>,Esmeralda Negron <enegron@princeton.edu>,Jason Russell 

<j ason.mssell@uvm.edu>,wsocce~0)mml.sdsu.edu, henscheg@uwm.edu, David S 

<,nadsend@uwm.edu>,weiss5@uwm.edu, fabiano@uwp.edu,vandervh@csp.edu,Nicky Adams <thrashe@rice.edu>,Julie E Hanley <julie- 

hatfley@iowasoccer.com>,Jaimel Johnson <<laimel.Jolmson@athletics.utexas.edu:>,todd plourde <todd.plourde@yale.edtC,,Tim Wassell <tjw217@psu.edu:>,Tiffany 

Hm~sen <thansenl@udayton.edu>,David nikolic <david.nikolic@northwestern.edua>,"Tony [ATHDP] Minatta" <tminatta@iastate.edu>,nate Lie 

<wsoccm@UCMAIL.UC.EDU>,Eric Golz <egolz@umd.edu>,Tanya N Roberts <tanya robert@mail.uri.edu--,Marty Everding <meverding@huskers.com>,Nicole 

Nelson <nanelson@mail.smu.edu>,Kyle Schroeder <lcschroed@fiu.edu>,drew filzgeraJd <AFilzgerald@MissouriState.edu>,Tmcy Leone 

~T.Leone@neu.edu>,TROTTER INDIA <ITROTTER@USCUPSTATE.EDU>,mark francis <mfrancis@ku.edu>,Randy Waldrum 

<Randy.WaJdrum. 1 @nd.edu>,whlemke@su.e&t, Craig Roberts <cjroberts@bsu.edu-~,"Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu>,Aaron Gordon 

<aaron.gordon@ttu.edu>,David Morga~ <mo~an@oakland.edu>,"Tim M. Rosenfeld" <TMR@athletics.msc.edu>,Dustin.Downey@wku.edu, John DaJy 

<jbdaly@wm.e&t>,amy berbary <wsocce@indimm.edu>,Deana Waintraub <dwaintra@umn.edu>,brian Pensky <bpenskyl @utk.e&t>,Greg S Miller 

<gmiller@athletics.pitt .edu> 

CC: 

I hope the spring is going well. We have changed our combine date to June 8th. Hope you can come. 
We should have most of our players back by then. Our 15s and several of our non committed 16s are 
not playing high school and will definitely be there. This is also open to all other clubs and their players. 

MICHIGAN HAWKS 
COLLEGE oHOWCASE 

The Michigan Hawks will host a spring college combine. 

Where JayCee Park, :32501 Pembroke St, Livonia, MI 4{3152. 

Who Michigan Hawks Freshmen, Sophomore and Juniors, this is also open to players from all clubs 

When June 8th 3:00-7:00 

Co~t $10 
The players will be put into various soccer activities designed to allow the players to showcase their talents, 

including small sided games and a full 11v11. 

Doug Landefeld 
dbradley 1515@sbcglobal.net 
cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 21,2014 10:26 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Inaugural NPL Showcase for gifts coming to Florida 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Inaugural NPL Showcase tbr gifts coming to Florida 
From: US Club Soccer <communication@usclubsoccer.org> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJd .unc.edu> 
CC: 

US Club Soccer NPL Showcase 

Inaugural NPL Showcase for elite girls coming to Florida 

NationalPremierLeagues.com/NPLShowcase 
CHARLESTON, S.C. (April 2:1., 20:!.4) - After a strong debut in March of the inaugural NPL Showcase for elite boys teams from around the country, US Club Soccer has 
announced the addition of the first NPL Showcase for g_[t_l__s., slated for Dec. 3:t-Jan. 2 in Palm Coast, Fla. 

The girls’ NPL Showcase will feature teams in the U-15, U-:t6 and U-:t7 age groups. The event will be held at Indian Trails Spo~±s Complex, with eight Bermuda-grass fields in 
an ideal, centralized location for competition. Numerous attractions are nearby, including the famous Florida beaches. 

"Creating an NPL Showcase specific to girls was an obvious next step in growing the NPL," Chris Boer, NPL General Manager, said. "We’re looking forward to hosting a great 
event at one of the best facilities in Florida." 

The NPL Showcase will present a great collegiate recruiting opportunity. The full-length games will pit elite teams from different regions of the country against each other - a 
valuable experience for college coaches and scouts to see players in new environments 

Top-performing teams from the previous NPL season will be given first priority during the application process. Online applications will be available soon. For more information, 
please contact your respective membership services representative. 

. -L---q-~-~-k-Ln-g~~-b--a-~-c--k-;~~~-N-~-P--L-~~-S-~-h--~----w--c-~-a--s--e-~~(-b-~-~-y-s-) in suburban Los __V__e__g_a___s~____M__a__E_c__h____7__-___9_. 

A National Association member of the U.S. Soccer Federation, US Club Soccer is an organization committed to the development and support of soccer clubs in the United States. 

US Club Soccer offers youth and adult registration, league- and cup-based competition platforms at the recreational and competitive levels, as well as a variety of other programming, 

including the Olympic Development Program-sanctioned id2 Program and Player Development Programs. 

Through US Club Soccer, all of a club’s programs - recreational, competitive and adult - are able to be united under one organizational umbrella, creating a "members for life" culture 

within each club. US Club Soccer is sponsored by Nike and the Army National Guard. 

USClubSoccer.org I Facebook J Twitter I YouTube I Instagram 

Fo~a~ email 

~is email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu by communications@usclubsoccer.orq : 
Update Profile/Email Address :: Instant removal with SafeUnsubscribeTM Privacy Policy. 

US Club Soccer I 192 E. Bay St., Ste. 301 I Charleston I SC I 29401 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 21,2014 10:28 PM 

Jason Sisneros ~gmaJd.com> 

Fwd: Team Can~p Coach Audit & Guest Player 

Jason.... what would help you? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4G L)"K LL~tOIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Fwd: Team Camp Coach Audit & Guest Player 

From: NCGSC Administrator <ncgscadmin@gmail.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <a~n@email.unc.edu>,Bill Palladino 
CC: 

How much do we want to charge Jason’s friend who wants to audit and bring his daughter to team canp? 

Natalie 

.......... Forwarded message .......... 

From: Jason Sisneros @gmaJl.com> 
Date: Sat, Apr 19, 2014 at 8:15 PM 

Subject: Re: Team Canp Coach Audit & Guest Player 

To: NCGSC Administrator <ncg~admin~gmal.com> 

Oh, wow!     is a friend of mine - I had no idea it was so ~nuch - but I did not give him a price, but he’d like to bring his daughter and I know tiffs is ti~e bes~t camp for 

both of them to attend. They’re flying from Hawaii, so anything we can do to package tiffs for ti~em into a worakble fee. I know we need to cover our expenses and 

make money, so see what can be done. He’s definitely an ally of ours in Hawafii and may lead to potential recruits down the road. 

Thanks for letting me know :) 

On Saturday, April 19, 2014, NCGSC Administrator <ncg~admin,~gmail.com> wrote: 

Hey Jason, 

I just wanted to check and see if you had advertised a certain price to audit the camp to     Our normal auditing fee is pretty high ($1000) to discourage people 

from doing so. But if he is a close friend of yours or my dad’s then we can bring that price down a bit. Let me know when you get a chance. 

Thanks, 

Natalie 

On Wed, Apr 16, 2014 at 10:27 PM, Jason Si sneros ~gmal.com> wrote: 

Natalie! 

I hope you are well and gearing up for cmnp season :) 

I wanted to email you and            at the same time so you could help him get signed up for team camp.    is a soccer coach in Hawaii and he would like 

to come to the camp and audit ~t - as well as bring his daughter     to guest play on a team and train at camp as well. 

]oesn’t currently know a team coming to camp, so perhaps we could help in that rega;d. She is a very good player, so no worries - she can hang with an5, 

team we’d have. I believe she’s 15 years old. 

They’dj ust need whatever thes would be tbr their attendance and a room tbr each of them as well as tbod and eveDthing else camp related dialed in for their 

unique scenuJdo. 

Thanks for taking ti~e time to connect witi~ them! 

Looking forward to seeing you tills summer! 

Jason 

U~fiversi~ of North Carolina V¢omen’s Soccer 



Chapel Hill, North Ca~-olina USA 

Director of Match Analysis I Assistant Coach 
(c) 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Monday, April 21,2014 10:28 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Pittsburgh Pdverhounds Youth Acadmny College Showcase 2014 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Pittsburgh Riverhounds Youth Academy College Showcase 2014 

From: Amy E Wisniowski <amsniowski@riverhocmds.com> 

To: 

CC: jkutney@riverhounds.com, sgib~n@mzerhounds.com 

Coaches - 
Thank you for your continued interest in the Riverhounds Development Academy (RDA) rising NCAA prospects. Over the last 9 years, we 
have dedicated our resources to the total development of top youth talent in Western Pa, eastern Ohio, and West Virginia. Since forming our 
first competitive team in 2o12 - our first National Champion - our organization has powered ahead with a plan to provide our nation’s top 
collegiate institutions with the most technically sound and tactically aware soccer players from this part of the country. 
At this point, you should have received our official email invitation to attend our first-ever showcase event at Highmark Stadium. The event, 
held over the May 3o-~lune 1 weekend, will put a couture spin on the ’showcase’ concept, l°ather than too many fields, too many teams, too 
much disparity- of talent, and an overall lacMng element of social enjoyment, our showcase will do three things: 
~) Showcase some of the top NCAA talent from clubs recognized for grooming and maintaining Division I players, 
9) Showcase one of the most impressive professional soccer stadiums in the nation, and 

3) Showcase Pittsburgh, including an amazing downto~a~ skyline, surrounding bars/restaurants, and a professional match (Pittsburgh 
Riverhounds vs. Harrisburg City Islanders). We even throw in a Saturday night social event at our stadium, during which we’ll all take in a DC 
United Under-16 Academy match. 
Our event will feature Class of 2o15, 2o~6, and 2o~7 girls stars from Woodbridge Strikers (Canada), Grover Gibson’s NVSC 98 (ex-PWSI 98 
Red, httP:iiwwwonvsevnil.cdgSgivi,~,c~;m/~.~:ar~ipk~Ucr-pr~(~ie~i), Internationals SC ECNL (Ohio), and our own RDA Under-14, 15, and 16S, 

among others. The event may also see the official return of Mikayla Manee (RDA Under-16) from her injury sustained last October. Mikayla, 
who was part of the US Under- 15 National Team Camp in Dallas, TX last summer, has been working hard to return to action and looks readyt 
Our Club is working relentlessly to ensure your time in Pittsburgh is enjoyable and worthwhile. We have secured room blocks at our partner 
hotels and will have various on-site amenities available to you throughout the weekend. 
HOTEL INFORMATION 
DoubleTree Hotel Pittsburgh- Greentree 
5o0 Mansfield Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 152o5 
$109/Night + Tax 
Sheraton Station Square 
300 W. Station Square Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 
$129 per night (single/double rate); $149 (triple rate); $169 (quad rate) 
Please email Amy Wisniowski at a~v, is,~io>:ski (/~ ri~ ~:rh<~v,x~d>xz>m to RSVP for your school. We will have credentials set for all registered 
attendees in order to provide a first-class level of treatment while in Pittsburgh. 
We will soon be releasing schedules, but please plan/br the following overview - 
Friday, May 3oth: evening RDA training session, open to coaches 
Saturday, May .R~: matches from 8am to 12pm / Lunch Break, Pro Team Training Session / matches fro 2pm to 5:3opm / Dinner Break, 
Social / DC United Under-16 Showcase Match, 8pm 
Sm~day, ,hme ~: matches from 8:3oam to 4pm / Riverhounds vs. Harrisburg City Islanders, 6pro 
For questions related directly to the soccer side of the showcase, please email both ,lason Kutneyjkutney@riverhounds.eom and Scott Gibson 
(Academy Director) sgibson@riverhounds.eom. 
We look forward to seeing you all in Pittsburgh for an awesome weekend of elite level youth soccer at professional level facilities. 
ilason Kutney, Director of Youth Development 
Scott Gibson, Academy Director 
Amy Wisniowski, Director of Academy Communications 



Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 11:05 AM 

Bill Palladino ~aol.com> 

Fwd: Use our Downloadable Data to Increase your Attendance :: Camps - Clinics - Recmiliug 

........ Original Message ........ 
Subject: Use our Downloadable Data to Increase your Attendance :: Camps - Clinics - Recruiting 
From: "Clell Wade Coaches Directory, Inc." <clellwade@coachesdimcmu.com> 
To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emafil .unc.edu> 
CC: 

This message contains graphics If you do not see the graphics, click here to view 

×~ Cle, Wade Coaohe~ ~)ir~o~/ 

[ 
Digita~ Da~a For: 

RCam   o ecru t n  

IReasons Why 
lout H~gh Schoo~ Coaches 
I#ata Works 

] 

There’s never been a better time for a digital subscription. 

I, Downloadable - Use our data with your existing software or as a stand- 

alone database. 

2, Reliable - Updated 24/7 and immediately accessible in the I .~.i ~L°u I 
I 

3, Customizable - Build a Custom List according to your needs. 

4, Dependable - Meeting the needs of Coaches and Administrators for over 

54 years. 

Immediate Access - Download and start utilizing your data TODAY! 

Download Sample 
ili~iI Request Demo 

Contact your sales consultant today 

Ron Treadway 

Midwest Sales Consultant 

1,877.386.4840 x110 

Karan Wade Hutton 

National Sales Manager 

:1..877.386.4840 xlO0 



Wade Coact~es Dh-ect.ory, 
iN Clell Wade Coaches 

Directory 

Make sure Cieil \&lade Coaches Directory el~-~ails arrive in your inbox! 

Subscribe beiov, h and add ’Cleli~’ade@coachesdirectory.com’ to your address book or safe-sender list. 

You may unsubscdbe at any time. 

Subscribe i Forward I Unsubscribe 

Please note tllat this emaii com,oiies with current CAN-SPAM rules and is a commercial mail 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 11:12 AM 

Clint Come <clint.corrie@penaJty- usa.com> 

Re: Thursday iu Chapel Hill 

Cliut, Friday a£ernoon might work .... how about 3 pm iu my office? 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tl%eie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

Clint Corrie <clint.come@penalty-usa.corn> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance- i hope you are doing well. I will be in Chapel Hill Wednesday night for a dinner with Soccer.corn tblks and Thursday I aJn runuing some campus 

errands 

We have our UNC Global board meeting on Friday at Top of the Hill. till 3pro. If you will be on caa~pus Thursday afternoon or Friday aflemoou I’d love to 

buy you a cup of coffee or a beer aud catch up. If you are aroun& let me know and I can come to you or meet you somewhere ou campus or downtown, thauks. 

Clint Come 

Chamnaaa,PeualtyUSA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 1:46 PM 

Clint Come <clint.corrie@penaJb~- usa.com> 

Re: Thursday in Chapel Hill 

That roll work! 

Clint Corrie <clint.come@penalty-usa.corn> wrote: 

I can a]so leave a little early if3:30 doesnt work.. 

On Tue, Apr 22, 2014 at 10:11 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Clint, Friday ~£ernoon might work .... how about 3 pm in my office? 

Clint Come <clint.corrie(~penalty-usa.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance- i hope you are doing well. I will be in Chapel Hill Wedne~tay night tbr a dinner with Soccer.com folks and Thur~tay I am running some 

campus errands at Student Financial Aid and Granville Towers- 

We have our UNC Global board meeting on Friday at Top of the ttill, till 3pm. If you will be on campus Thursday afternoon or Friday 
afternoon I’d love to buy you a cup of coffee or a beer and catch up. If you are monnd, let tne know and I can come to you or meet you somewhere on campus or 

downtown, thanks. 

Clint Come 

Chamnaaa,Penal~USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 1:47 PM 

Clint Come <clint.corrie@penaJb~- usa.com> 

Re: Thursday in Chapel Hill 

Clint Corrie <clint.come@penalty-usa.corn> wrote: 

Coach - I can be there by 3:30. Our meeting is Top of the Hill and ends at 3 and I will need to go back to Carolina Inn and get my car. Does 3:30 WORK? 

On Tue, Apr 22, 2014 at 10:11 AM, Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson~email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Clint, Friday a£ernoon might work .... how about 3 pm in my office? 

Ses~f.~"om ~v Verizor~ lI%eie,~s 4G L)’~ DROLL) 

Clint Come <clint.corrie(~penalty-usa.com> wrote: 

Hi Coach Dorrance- i hope you are doing well. I will be in Chapel Hill Wedne~tay night tbr a dinner with Soccer.com folks and Thur~tay I am running some 

campus errands at Student Financial Aid and Granville Towers- 

We have our UNC Global board meeting on Friday at Top of the ttill, till 3pm. If you will be on campus Thursday afternoon or Friday 
attemoon I’d love to buy you a cup of coffee or a beer and catch up. If you are monnd, let tne know and I can come to you or meet you somewhere on campus or 

downtown, thanks. 

Clint Come 

Chamnaaa,Penal~USA 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:34 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@nnc.edu> 

Fwd: Special Limited Otter to Qualifying Teams: Free Registration for Midwest’s #1 Soccer Showcase Tournament 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Special Limited Ofl~r to Qualifying Teams: Free Registration for Midwest’s #1 Soccer Showcase Tournament 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedstx~rts.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@ema54.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 



Forward this email 

] 
This email was sent to anson@uncaa.unc.edu by mikerocca@ratedspoits.com :: 
instant removal ’,~,ith ~’,__a__f_e__U__!~__s__u__b__s__c__rj_b___.e@ :: 

Rated Sports, LLC P.O. Box 607 VENTURA CA :: 93002 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:46 PM 

Chris Densmore <execdirecto@volleyballbc.ca> 

Re: Spoon[ Leadership Conference 

Make sure it does not interfere ruth the NSCz’u~ convention ... 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izon tFireie,~s 4G L2~ L)ROIL) 

Chris Densmore <execdirector@volleyballbc.ca> wrote: 

I wanted to just confirm wid~ you that our venue and dates are set for January :10th as originally discussed, We witl be working with Soccer BC to see how they 

might be able to utilize you as wel~[ if: Lhat works out for them, ~ w~H be cormecting you w~th them, Hope you had a great ~ong weekend~ 

Chris 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
Sent: April-02-$4 ~:07 PM 

To: Chris Densmore 
Subject: RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Thank you Chds[ 

F~m= Chris Densmore [mailto:execdirector@volleyballbc.ca] 
Sent: Wednesday, April 02, 2014 12:44 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A N 
Subject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Thanks for all the quid( responses~ I wiil draft up a contract in the next few weeks (away on hofidays next week .-- headk~g to San D~ego [:or some R & R). 

more just a fornla[iW to protect both of us. Let ~T~e know H: there is anytMn~ that you would iike to see included. 

[ have taiked with Doug Reh~er (University of 5C Women’s Volleyball Coach - ~ thee defending National Champs -lost in the final this year) and he ~s extremely 

excited to have you come out. He ~s a Mg fan and h~p[ements Ns own caMron with Ms thee. 

Don’t ever hesitate to contact me ff you have any questions[ 

Chris 

~ Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson@email.unc.edu] 
$ent= April-02-$4 7:~ AN 
Te= Chris Densmore 
Subject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Yes, that: appears t:o be a good date 

~ Chris Densmore 
$ent= Tuesday, April 0~, 20~4 5:58 PN 

To= Dorrance, Albe~ A @ 
~ubje~t= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Anson 

[ just want:ed to k~How-up to confirm with yOU that ,Ja]? 3.0th, 202[S work~; for you, Once c.:N?f~rfgH~d, ] W~l~ pu[: together cot~[ract, [.el: [T~e kt~ow if you baize 

questions. Thanks ~ 

Chris 

F~m= Dorrance, Albe~ A N [maflto:anson@ema~Lunc.edu] 
Sent: Narch-27-14 3:19 PN 
To= Chds Densmore 
Subject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 
[ am a Mormon so working on Sunday’s ~ [ can avokt it is out .., sorry. And no guaran[:ee yet .... 

~mm= Chris Densmore 
Seat; Thursday, March 27, 2054 6:$3 PN 

Te= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ 
~msn.com; Ducar, Chris; ’Jason Sisneros’; Sander, Thomas J 

Subject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Anson 

Thanks for the emaiL I agree. I have buik my own caldron h~ the past and the atMetes loved it. As for the fee, I appreciate the discounted rate. Wkh tNs being part 

of our 50th Anniversary, f am want:rag to keep the price as affordable as pos~ble, b presentk~g on the Sunday to some soccer coaches of k~terest t:o you a~ we]l? 

Thanks for the qMck responses~ 

Chris 

F~= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [ma[Ito:anson@ema[kunc.edu] 
Seat= Narch-27-~4 2:35 PM 
To= Chds Densmore 

@msn.com; Ducar, Chris; Jason Sisneros          @gmail.com); Sander, Thomas J 

Subject= RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Chd~L, ~ tMnk what m~ght be most mtere~d:k~g for most coaches would be "The essence oF ~:he University of North Carolina’s Competh:~ve Caldron" ..,. ~ will do R for 

¯ my normal sp~-_~aking fee is 

From: Chris Densmore [_m___a_jJ_t_o__:_e__x_e__£_d_j_r_e___c_t__o_r_@y__o_!J_e_y__b_aJJ__b_c_,_£a] 
Sent: Thursday, March 27, 20~4 :[::t6 PM 

To: Dorrance, Albert A [V 
Subject: RE: Sport Leadership Conference 

Anson 



Thanks for the emait. We are looking to solidify our venue in the next week or two. Our top choice is January lO~h. 

b~ regards to presenting, I have two questions. One, what would you I~ke to present on? ~ have ~deas, but a~ways ~ke to ta~or to the presenters strengths. Second, 

what ~s your presenting feeP We w~l obviously cover travN, accommodations, and food, but wo~J~d ~ke to know the cost for the presentation. 

i"o gNe you a I~tl:]e more ~nformat~on, we are looking to have si>: presenters throughout the day, Presenta[:~ons will be one hour king. TMs can be done solo with 

power point presentatRms and any other video requirements or couR~ be done in more of a question and answer wRh a fadl~tator askin~ [:he questions, Send me 

your thoushts and let me know if you hsve any other questions. I would a~so ~ook to partner up w~th BC Soccer our provk~dsl sport or~anizin8 body to see if they 

wokdd fike to have you presenL on the Sunday to a soccer specific crowd. Let me know ~f thsL wou~d be of ~nterested for you as wNk 

~ look forward to hearh~8 back from you. 

Chris 

Emm= Dorrance, Albe~ A ~ [mailto:anson(~emaiLunc.edu] 
Seat= March-26-$4 7:$8 PM 
Te= Chris Densmore 
S~ject; Re: Spo~ Leadership Conference 

~es it is ~ssib]e .... 

Chris Densmore <execdirecto~(c-~volles~ballbc.ca> wrote: 

Anson 

I am reachin~ out to connect with you and see if you would be available to present at Sport Leadership Conference in Vancouver BC, Canada next January 10th or 

17th? We are Iookin~ to put to~ether a variety of sport coaches who can present on their experiences and philosophies. The crowd will be coaches and 

administrators from a large ~roup of different sports. For Volleyball BC, next year is our 50th Anniversary and this is the kick-off event to our celebration. Coach 

development and education is somethin~ that is part of our strategic plan. Anyhow, I have read some of your work and believe that you would be a ~reat presenter 

with a stron~ message that would help every coach no matter what sport they are from. Let me know if you have any questions and if you would be available. I 

look forward to hearin~ back from you! 

Chris 
Chris gensmore 

Executive Director 

Volleyball BC 

Ph: 604-291-2007 (223) 

Fax : 604-291-2602 

Website I Facebook 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 2:46 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Out of Season Activities - REMINDER 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Out of Season Activities - REMINDER 

From: "Markos, Lance M" <mamkos@emaJl.unc.edu> 
To: UNCAA-Field ttockey <uncaa fieldhockey@groups.unc.edw~,UNCAA-Gymnastics <uncaa~gymnastics@groups.unc.edu>,tINCAA-Men’s Basketball 

<uncaa mensbasketball@groups.unc.edu>,{INCAA-Soccer<uncaa soccer@groups.unc.edu>,UNCAA-Swimming 

<uncaa swimming@groups.unc.edu>,UNC,~k-Women’s Basketball <uncaa woinensbasketball@groups.nnc.edu>,UNCAA-W~s~]ing 

<uncaa wres~ding@groups.unc.edu>,"Millel; Ron C." <rmiller2@email.unc.edu>,"Webb, Josh" <jdwebb@email.unc.edn>,"Jedn~k, Matt" <jednak@email.unc.edu> 

CC: "Vaaageldel; Marielle A" <mvangek~c)!einail.unc.edu>,"Timmermm~s, Tom" <timmermm~s@unc.edu>,"Strassner, Rachel" <r4strass@eina]l.nnc.edu>,"Dressler, 

CMy" <cldressl@eInail.nnc.edtc,,"Aguil~m, Al~]n J" <a]aguila@email.unc.edu>,"Alexandel; Nicole LyIm" <nlalexan@email.unc.edu:>,"Bingham, MaW Ellen" 
<binghamm@email.unc.edu~,"Boyd, Kenny" <kennyboyd@unc.edu>,"Bricl, mer, Thomas E" <tom bricl, me@unc.edn>,"Chappell, II~"’ 

<iventura@email.unc.edtc,,"Ciocca, Mario F" <~ciocc@email.unc.edu~,"Creighton, Robert A" <alex creighton@med.unc.edu~,"Fava, Nicole M" 

<fav@email.tmc.edu~."HaJverson, Doug" <halverso@email.unc.edn>,’                        ~}live.unc.edtc,,"Hirtla, Clmstopher J" 

<chirth@email.unc.edu>,"Hooker, Daniel" ~<lhooke@emailalnc.edu~,"Jean- Bapt~s~te, Yuri Walter" <yjeanbap~email.unc.edu~,"Kamath, Ganesh M" 

<ganesh kamath@med.~mc.edtr<’                          ~live.~mc.edu>,"Matson, Janis Evelyn" <jemak~on@email.unc.edu-~,"Mays, Sally D" 

<smays@email.unc.edu>,"Neuhar~di, Brent" <neuharth@live.unc.edu>,"Oliaro, Scott M" <oliaro@email.unc.edu~,"Petschauer. Meredith A" 

<mbusby@email.unc.edw~, Prentice, William E Jr prent~ce,.~emafl.unc.edu>, Ross, I,uke <lukerossla~emafl.unc.edu>, Ruberbno Shearer, Came A" 

<camers@email.unc.edu>,"Rucinski, Tern Jo" <tjrucinski@unc.edw~,"Spang, Jefliey T" <jspa~g@med.unc.edu-~,"Staflbrd, ttarry C" 

<haxry stafford@~ned.nnc.edu>,"Stmtton, Rachel K" <rl~tratt@emafil.nnc.edu>,"Ta£t, Tim" <timothy taft~c)!med.unc.edn>,"Trulock, Scott" 

<tmlock@email.unc.edt~-,"W~ficus, Kelly M" <waicus@e~nafil.nnc.edu>,"Walker, Nina" ~valkem@emafil.unc.edu>,"Beaulieu, Jason Wilfred" 

<jbeaulie@nnc.edu>,"Biener, Eric" <beric@emafil.unc.edu>,"Galz, Cqegory" <ggg@unc.edu>,"Gisselmaaa, Steve" <sdgiss@email.unc.edn>,"Hernandez, Erik H" 

<ehhem~@email.unc.edt~-,"Salamtian, Jonas R" <jonasrs@em~fil.unc.edu> 

All, 

Just a quick reminder for sports other than Football and are out of their 20-hour season, that today marks the week before exams start and therefore all countable 

athletically-related activities are now finished. If you had been in your 8-hour, out-of-season segments, the last day for required activity was yesterday per 

17.1.6.2. 

If you have any questions, just let me know. Thanks!! 

Lance 

17.1.6.2 Weekly Hour Limitations -- Outside the Playing Season. 

(a) Sports Other Than Football. Outside of the playing season, from the institution’s first day of classes of the academic year or September 15, whichever occurs 

earlier, to one week prior to the beginning of the institution’s final examination period at the conclusion of the academic year, only a student-athlete’s 

participation in required weight training, conditioning and skill-related instruction shall be permitted. A student-athlete’s participation in such activities per Bylaw 

17.02.1 shall be limited to a maximum of eight hours per week with not more than two hours per week spent on skill-related workouts. All countable related 

activities outside the playing season are prohibited one week prior to the beginning of the final examination period for the applicable academic term through the 

conclusion of each student-athlete’s final exams. 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)-’- 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:19 PM 

Sander, Thomas J <pacman@unc.edu> 

Re: meeting moved up to 8:30 am 

Tom, 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl#reie,~s 4G L)’~ L)ROIL) 

See you at 8:30 tomorrow! 

"Sander, Thomas J" <pacman@unc.edu> wrote: 

Team, 
Tomorrow’s meeting is moved up to 8:30 am. 
Bring your laptop! 
-Tom 
Tom S~der 

Director of Operations 

Women’s Soccer 

Universib~ ofNoNa Caxolina 

w) 919-962-4100 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:36 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Tryout Listings 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Tryout Listings 

From: T~out Central <hmlliams@gcitravel.net> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

2014 TRYOUT L~STINGS 

At~ your tryout details posted on our TRYOUT CENTRAL 
website yet? It’s that time of year again to share your 
tryout information with the Kansas City soccer 
community. 
Tryout Central provides clubs with the opportunity to 
share the dates, times and location of each of their 
tryouts. It also allows soccer families the opportunity to 
visit one site to gather all the details on the various tryouts. Last year the site received as much 
900 visitors per day and several thousand page views per day. kearr~ ~’~o~ 

An easy to use site ~o pos~ aft of yeur ~ryeut inlormatien - 5 
sh’npb steps 
MuRipb eNasts to promote the listings to a 20,000+ area 
soccer player database 
Guarantee tha~ their tryou~ de~a~s wi~ be seen by families 
looking for thai information. 
An opportuN~y to add an online registration process to your t~outs 

Our ,_qeaf is te heft) make yeur tryeu~ as e.lficie.nt and successful as possible. Si~P~ ~.~p loday, 

W~AT DO SOCCER FAMILIES GET? 

The simplicity of visNng one si~e to de~ermine which ~ryou~ best suits 
~heit needs in ~e.rms ol date, k~cal:ion and R.~vel of ptay. 
No kruger de parenL~ need ~o scour the. web.site of each club Tryouts 
Central allows them to .gel the information that ,:hey need fl’om I site. 



ARE YOU 

The cost for listing your team or club tryouts is as follows: 

The cost for 1 team listing is $50. 
The cost for listing up to 5 teams from the same 

club is $100. 
The cost for listing up to 25 teams from the same club is $150. 
The cost for listing 25+ teams from the same club is $225 

To register your tryout follow the simple steps on this website 

Forward this email 

] 

This email was sent to anson@email.unc,edu bv hwii[iams@qcitravel.net 
._U_~__d___a_t__e___r_>_Lo__fjj_e_LE_~_~_a_jj__A___d__d__r__e_s__s_ ~,nstant removal with S_’.a_f_.e_U_._n_s_~j_b__s_c_l:jb_~" !~__rj_v__a__c_~L_~_o_[Lc_Y..~ 

GSI SPORTS 5360 College Blvd :: Overland Park KS 66211 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dormnce, Albert A IV <anson@email.unc.edu~ 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:37 PM 

Bill Palladino @aol.com> 

Fwd: Post your college summer camps 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Post your college summer camps 

From: "Coach Mike Onett www.xysports.com" <monett@sportsrecmiting.tv> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaS~l.unc.edu-~ 
CC: 





From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV <iO=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)!CN=REClPIENTS!CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:37 PM 

@aol.com 

Re: NCAA GPS study - published!! 

Thank you Jason!! 

Sent ftom my Vefizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

~aol.com wrote: 

Dear coaches, 
I hope this email finds you well. A few years ago your teams participated in a study to determine the motion characteristics of NCAA Division I women’s soccer matches using 
GPS technology. The project went extremely well and I am happy to say that I recently published the first ever paper on this topic! This unique study has filled a critical 
knowledge gap in women’s soccer and combined with my previous publication on youth women’s soccer (U15-U 17) there is now a solid foundation that can be used in the 
development of players making a jump from one level to the next. For your convenience I’ve attached a copy of the NCAA paper. 
Thanks again for the support and participation. 
Best. 
Jason D. Vescovi, Ph.D. 

Adjunct Assistant Professor 
Faculty of Kinesiology & Physical Education 
Graduate Program in Exercise Science 
University of Toronto 

Lead Physiologist 
Skate Canada 
Toronto, ON 

Mobile: 
Skype: 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 4:40 PM 

Ducar. Chris ~’ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Shattuck-St. Mary’s at Crossroads 

Se,~t.f!°om my Ee,°izou Wireless 4(5 L)"k" L)ROIL) 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Shattuck-St. Mary’s at Crossroads 

From: Joe DeMay <joe.demay@s-sm.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@emaJl.unc.edu> 
CC: 

[ ii~;~iI http://ssm scoutware.net/rnwso/cgi/2114311870 78799/irnageServe gif j 

This email contains pictures. To view. choose this 1irk: .. 

Hi Ans~n, 

I hope all is well with you so thr this spring, I know that we axe FINAI.LY enjoying some spring 
weather here in Minnesota. We haven’t seen snow in a good three weeks so hopethlly it stays that 
way...I’ve probably j ust j inxed us. 

I wanted to update you on the plans for our U- 17 and U- 18 teams to be at Crossroads in 

Indianapolis this coming weekend. Our U- 17s are wrapping up play in the MRL Premier Division 

and play with three games Mille our U- 18s will be coming offa two week brealc fro,n games to 

compete in the showcase. 

The U- 18s have several uncommitted 2015 pla3 ers to evaluated while the U- 1, s have a handful of 

nncommil~ed 2015s, several uncommited 2016s and three 201, playem who are already receiving 

attention. 

The U- 18 schedule tbr the weekend can be tbund here ht~p:/igoo.glit tt tI .MN while the U- 17s 

schedule is located here http:iigoo.gFQ2pimO 

Friday, April 25 10:00 AM SSM U-18 v \VAZA FC Tecumseh 96 Grand t ark Field 9 

Saturday, April 26 2:00 PM SSM U-18 v FC Pride 96 Elite Grand Park Field 13 Sunday, 

April 27 8:00 AM SSM U-18 v ZYSA 96 Select I Grand Park Field 2 

Friday, April 25 1:00 PM SSM U-17 v Lexington FC LFC 97 V~]fite ~IRL Premier Game 

Grand Park Field 3 Saturday, April 26 8:00 AM SSM U-17 v St. Francis Lady Bluez ~P,L 

Premier Game Grand Park Field 27 Sunday, April 27 12:00 PM SSM U-17 v Westside 

United FC 97 Green ~IRL Premier Game Grand Park Field 4 

If you would like more infonnation about plwers on either team, please t~el free "to get in touch with 

us. I have included several video links from the U- 17s tbur most recent MRI, games in the past two 
weeks. I hope to see you in Indianapolis this weekend. 

U-17 v Warren County MRL Premier Full Game 4/11/13 ht[p:iiyoutu.be!87HFxpvtkC~v 
U-17 v Warren County MRL Premier Goal Highlights 4/11/14 http:i;youtu.bei~’tL2G½fTbACkM 
U-17 v TFA Elite MRL Premier Full Game 4/12/14 htt~:/!youtu.be/ncdvuGGHSRw 
U-17 v TFA Elite MRL Premier Goal Highlights 4/12/14 
U-17 v TFA Elite MRL Premier Full Game 4/13/14 hitp:ii,¢otatta.be;MUAtsebzwOU 
U-17 v Pacesetter MRL Premier Goal Highlights 4/13/14 http:ilvoutu.beiTwo9JaRMcS4 
U-17 v St. Croix Academy MRL Premier Highlights 4/17/14 

U-17 v St. Croix Academy MRL Premier Full Game 4/17/14ht!pJiyoutu.be/BxBMr2NFeqw?t=l rn27s 

Joe DeMay 

U16 Girls Head Coach 

Shattack-St. Mary’s School Soccer Center of Excellence 

1000 Shumway Ave. I Faribault, MN 55021 I ioe.demay~;s-sm.o~g 

~,Cell) I 507-333-1747 (OflSce) I 507-333-1727 (Fax) I JCD372 (SKYPE) 

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT US VISIT 



INTERESTED IN OUR RESIDENTIAL SOCCER CENTER OF EXCELLENCE? CLICK 

HEt~ TO SUBMIT A SOCCER QUESTIONNAIRE 

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK AND TWITTER! 

www.facebook.com, SSMGirlsSoccer ] @SSMGirlsSoccer ] 

This email was sent to you by Shattuck-St. Mary’s, Soccer. If you wish to unsubscribe, please follow this 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O UNC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON);, 

Tuesday, April 22, 2014 8:07 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tncar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: You are invited to attend the 2014 Crossfire Challenge 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: You a~re invited to attend the 2014 Crossfire ChaJlenge 

From: Crossiire Premier <ofl~ce@crosstiresoccer.org> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~anson@emml.~mc.edu~’~ 
CC: 

:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

........................ iii ~i iiii i ~ i i i ~ i i ii ~’~ ~ ~’~ ’~ ~ ~ ................. .................. 

F~rward this email 

This email was sent to anson@uncaaiunc.edu by _o___ff_Lc__e__@_c_£_o__s__s_f_Kg_s_9_c__c_g_r:=_o__r_.q. 

Update Profile/Email Address instant removalwith SaFeUnsubscdbe~" Privacy Policy. 



Crossfire Premier :: 12525 Willows Road NE, Suite 100 Kirkland :: WA :: 98034 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Bcc: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN~LBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 10:40 AM 

Allie Long < @gmail.com:~ 

pacman@uncaa.unc.edu; 

( 

weaver~ @~ol.com);, 

~msn.com; ducar@uncaa.unc.edu; Jason Sisneros t @gmail.com); 

matt jones 

~gma~l.com; seas~ patton, @gmail.com); clay 

,; ~ficol£ fava 0ffava@uncaa.unc.edu); 

Subje~t: Allie, I can’t believe how much you have improved! 

Allie, 

Your improvement in the last year is remarkable. You are a testament to the indefatigable human spirit. I am going to share this ~vith my team. You are the easily the most improved player I 
ha~’e seen this year in the pro ranks (and yes, I am watching EVERY SINGLE GAME’.). Good luck to you and the Thorns! 

..... Original Message ..... 
From: Allie Long [mailto %gmail corn] 
Sent: Saturday, April 19, 2014 10:39 PM 
To: Dorrance, Albert A IV 
Subject: Re: Great job today’. 

Thanks Ans!! I told you I am not giving up on my dreams to make the National team. I played futsal with men all off season, literally 6 -9 games a week plus racket ball court training and I 
think it’s helping me Thanks for watching ! 

Sent from my iPhone 

> On Apr 19, 2014, at 9:59 PM. "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> wrote: 
> 

> Brilliant performance Ali. you are still getting bettertt{ 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O kiNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 4:17 PM 

~yahoo.com 
ILS: Utah Youth Fireside Invite 

Dr’ HunL 

Thank you for this wonderful opportunity to be a part of a Youth Fireside. And I agree, soccer is exploding in Utah. Last season I had two superb players from Utah 

(on~-:~ from Draper ~nd one From Sandy}. 

Unfortunately, my t rarely traw:_~] anymore unless t haw:, to (I h~e two recr~iters that live on the road). So ~nfor~:tmal:elv, I have to turn down your 

o[:fer. 

Still, all the best to you and your communiW of Saints and soccer players. I know I would have enjoyed the experience. 

Fre~: Ducat, Chris 
Se~t; Monday, April 21, 201~ 9:2:t AM 
Te; Dorrance, AJbert A D/ 
S~bject: FW: Utah Youth Fireside Invite 

Fr~: Nark Hunt [E~__a__i_[t___o_] ~__a_~Lo___o_:_c__o___n_~] 
Se~t: Sunday, April 20, 2014 ~.:39 PM 
Te: Ducar, Chris 
$~bject; Utah Youth Fireside Invite 

Dear Coach Dorrance, 
I am a club coach for Fire FC Premier in St George, Utah. 
Currently I am serving in the Stake Young Men’s Presidency. 
I have been so impressed with your soccer acmnen and accomplishments, 
bm even more so by your conversion and lhe blessings it has brought 
to your life and those around you. 
WOULD YOU BE INTERESTED AT ANYTIME IN COMING TO 
ST GEORGE, UTAH AND GIVING A YOUTH FIRESIDE? We will 
gladly cover your travel and expenses for you and your wife. Soccer is 
exploding in Utah, bm there are so many that could benefit by your 
testimony. We would probably have about 1200 people in attendance. 
We will work with any date you could give us. 
Respeclfully, 
Dr. Mark T Hunt 
Cell 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Thursday, April 24, 2014 4:18 PM 

Ducar, Chris (ducar@unc.edu) 

EW: CONCACAF College Development Survey 

Chris, 

Can you take care of this for me? 

From: NSCAA [mailto:list@nscaa.com] 
Sent: Mlonday, April 2:1, 2014 :t2::13 plVl 

To: Dorrance, Alber~ A IV 
Subject: CONCACAF College Development Survey 

Dear Coach, 

Thank you, in advance, for taking the time to read this communication from Natalie Lutz, Club Licensing 
Coordinator, at CONCACAF. The information enclosed details a project which they asked the NSCAA to 
assist with, and we are pleased to do so. 

Sincerely, 

Joe Cummings 

CEO 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

Image 

removed by 

sender. 

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

The CONCACAF Development Division has recently started a project which aims to promote the NCAA 
system (Division I, II, and Ill) as a unique opportunity for boys and girls from the Caribbean and Central 
America to further develop as soccer players and earn a college degree. Our goal is to provide potential 
prospects with an overview of the NCAA system (including initial eligibility requirements and recruiting 
rules) and motivate them to explore this path and find a school that best fits their academic and athletic 
goals. 

After fruitful discussions with US Soccer and the NSCAA, we have designed a simple survey for NCAA 
men’s and women’s soccer coaches in order to collect information on relevant issues related to this 
projecL We greatly appreciate your insights and responses to these questions regarding international 
student-athletes and the NCAA experience. 

If you have any questions regarding the survey or are interested in learning more about this CONCACAF 
project, please contact Natalie Lutz at Natalie.lutz@concacaf.org. 

Thank you very much for your assistance with this CONCACAF initiative. 

Survey Link: https://adobeformscentral.com/?f=eYhGmDRARBVtrCZQRpkls.q 

National Soccer Coaches Association of America 

600 Ann Ave. 

Kansas City KS 66101 

T 913-362-1747 I F. 913-362-3439 

Ernaii I Website I Send to a friend 

To unsubscribe to this email list, please _c_[~_c___k__[~__e__r_e_;. 

(by clicking the link below, you will no longer receive important details regarding your membership) 

I~:I Imagfor iMIS ....... 
d by sender. ,nf 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 25, 2014 1:57 PM 

Street~, Shelly <sjgreen@email.nnc.edtr; 

Re: 2014-2015 Pa:rking Information: Etnployee electronic parking request application form 

Shelb5 if this is for my current space, can you fill it out tbr me? 

Se~t.~"om my Verizor~ tlqreie,~s 4G L)~ L)ROIL) 

"Streett, Shelly" <sjgreen@email.unc.edu> wrote: 

Deadline is tomorrow for signing up for parking. Don’t forg~:_d:. 

F~m= Warner, S~cey Harris 
Sent= Monday, April 07, 20~4 ~:38 PN 

To= UNC~-Eve~one 
Subject; 205~20~5 Parking Information: Employee electroNc parking request application form 

Happy Monday~ everybodv~ ~ 

Starting this year, you will apply!register for parkh~g online for the new permit year effective August 15, 2014, Attached you will find instructions on how to 

Registration begins today, April 7th through ApH~ 25th, 

Please use the fo~fow~ng I~nk to logan with your onyen: 

http:iipsa~ety,web.unc.edu/ 
You will need to know your department number, We have three different dep~rt:ment: numbers used in parking: 

5tacey’s ~e~e {[~e~bod~ else}: ugglo 

ff you are unsure, please ernaH or call me and I w~ll be glad ~o help you, 

~#so, please keep m mind ~:hat tNs does not gu~rantee that y:?u will receNe parMng ~n your desired h:~t, ff you nom~a#lV go on a waitlist or (:urrent]y do not h~;ve 

parking, ] h~ghly suggest thai you enters wa~tl~st ogtion when registering as weH~ 

Let me know ~]: you have any quest~ons! 

Stacey 



Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O=UNC EXCHANGEiOU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(F¥DIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)> 

Friday, April 25, 20:14 2:06 PM 

Ducat, Chris <ducar@unc.edu> 

Fwd: Music City invitational - Spring 

,Sent ~;.om my Verizon Wireless 4G L TE DROID 

........ Original Message 

Subject: Music City invitational - Spring 

From: no-reply@e.sincsports.com 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" <anson@email.unc.edu> 

CC: 

i.~.i sklcSports ~3m 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, AlbertA IV -~’O LINC EXCHANGEiOU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON)~, 

Friday, April 25, 2014 2:12 PM 

Ducar, Chris -<tucar@unc.edu-* 

Fwd: Invite to National Showdown in Chicago @ July 11 - 13 

........ Original Message ........ 

Subject: Invite to Nationa] Showdown in Chicago @ July 11 - 13 

From: Michael Rocca <mikerocca@ratedsports.com> 

To: "Dorrance, Albert A IV" ~’anson@emml.~mc.edu:~ 
CC: 

Having trouble viewing this email? Click here 

Dear Coach, 
This is a reminder that we would like fo invite your college soccer 
program fo attend the National Showdown College Showcase being 
held on July 11 - 13, 2014 of the Waukegan Sports Complex just 
outside of Chicago. Don’t miss this opportunily to recruit talent fror’n 
over ] 0 Slales and Canadian provinces. 

The Iqational Showdown has gained 1he attention oF top clubs from 
Canada and across the US. This is going to be one great event with 
all games being played at one location - easy scouting for all 
collegiate programs. 
If you haven’t already registered for The National Showdown, please 
do so today by visiting the college coaches regis#ation site, 

http://events.gotoport.com/eventoicollegecoachloqin.aspx~. 
EventlD=35208 

1-hank You, 

Please feel Free to contact me for any questions on our upcor’ning 
Showcase schedule. 

Michael Rocca, 
National Showcase Director 
805-233-75t~7 
888-541-55~7 
www.nationalshowdown.com 

L                                            l      L                                            J 
m i k e r o c c a @_r__a__t__e__d___s_p___o___rLs_~__c_g_Ln_I .B__a__t__e__d___S_’#__o__& _s_ &o____m_. 
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From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 25, 2014 2:14 PM 

Ducar, Chris ~ducar@unc.edu> 

Re: Letter ~o ~J~umni 

’]{’his is great ... thank you’. ! 

Ses~t.~"om my Verizor~ tl~ireie,~s 4G L)’~ LLDtOIL) 

"Ducar, Chris" ~ducaJc@unc.edu> wrote: 

Tried to hit on all the highlights. Do you want me to list the spring game results? 



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Dorrance, Albert A IV </O UNC EXCHANGE/OU EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP 

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)iCN RECIPIENTS/CN ALBERT A DORRANCE IV (ANSON); 

Friday, April 25, 2014 2:29 PM 

Ga’~, Grego~ <ggg@unc.edu> 

Re: axticle 

Thm~k you... I will read it. 

Se~t.~"om my Ver’izor~ tI~ireIe,~s 4G L)"E LL~tOIL) 

"Ga’~, GregoD"’ ~ggg@unc.edu> wrote: 

~,nson ........ interesting counter to the 10,000 hr. rule 
http://www.salon.com/2Ozl4/O4/20/ditch the lO000_hour_rule_why_malcolm_gladwells_famous_advice_falls_shorti 
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